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1. Unknown. No date. “By hook or by crook, I’ll be the first in this book.” 

002 
This is not Air Marshal Sir Brian Edmund Baker, the Station Commander at RAF Leuchars in 1938. 
He signed this book on 13 January 1950. 
2. Ian HARVEY. Signed 22 September 1938. IAL, London. 

002 
He is mentioned by Air Vice-Marshal Don Bennett1 in his book Pathfinder | Wartime Memoirs, 
Frederick Muller Ltd, 1958, p. 73: 
“In due course all was ready, and we proceeded from Leuchars to Dundee independently, Wilki2 
flying Maia and I flying Mercury, accompanied not by Coster, my faithful radio operator, but by Ian 
Harvey, who had been a radio operator but had recently qualified for his ‘B’ Pilot’s Licence and as 
such had just been appointed a first officer in the company Imperial Airways Ltd.” 
From http://clydeside-images.blogspot.co.uk/2012/07/a-few-dundee-memorials.html: 

 
The crew who made the epic flight comprised Captain D.C.T. Bennett and First Officer Ian Harvey. 
Captain Bennett later became an Air Vice Marshall and was the famed founder and Commander of 
the Royal Air Force Pathfinder Force during the Second World War. The memorial was unveiled by 
Captain Bennett`s wife and the city`s Lord Provost in 1997. 
For more information, see the entry for D C T Bennett. 

                                                 
1 Signed this book on 22 September 1938 
2 Captain A S Wilcockson who signed this book on 28 September 1938 

http://clydeside-images.blogspot.co.uk/2012/07/a-few-dundee-memorials.html
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3. Captain Bernard Cecil FROST OBE (3 Jan 1909 - 7 July 1995). Signed 22 September 
1938. IAL Hythe. 

002 
Warden of the Guild of Air Pilots and Air Navigators. Part of geodetic survey in Africa with 
Ordnance Survey. Learned to fly in 1933. Pilot with Imperial Airways flying boats routes - Africa and 
Mediterranean. Trans-Atlantic pioneer aviation, Mercury-Maia tests, flying boat proving flights. 

 
From D C T Bennett’s Pathfinder: Wartime Memoirs: Myself3 with Major Robert Mayo4; First Officer 
Bernard Frost is in the background. 
August 1939: First east to west commercial crossing of Atlantic as first officer with Capt. Kelly 
Rogers (Southampton-Foynes-Botwood-Boucherville-New York). Crews honoured at Foynes on 50th 
anniversary of flight. Merchant Air force - reconnaissance, N. Atlantic, Iceland, occupied Norway, 
etc. South Atlantic route - B.O.A.C clippers. Based in Baltimore, and later in Montreal for two years. 
Completed career as B.O.A.C. pilot and flight manager. Author of Flying in Jet Streams which was 
originally published in Shell Aviation News in December 1953 and reprinted in Sailplane and Glider, 
May/June 1954. 
From From Flying Empires | Short ‘C’ class Empire flying boats, Brian Cassidy, Queens Parade Press, 
2004, p 150: 
World War II brought other hazards due to military action. CZ CLARE was nearly set on fire by an 
incendiary bomb at moorings in Kalafrana Harbour, Malta, some seven months before succumbing 
to an engine fire over the Atlantic between Bathurst and Lisbon. The bomb penetrated the top of 
the hull and set alight some of the seats before being extinguished. 
Four of the 'boats were caught by enemy action while they were moored up on the water. Late in 
April 1940, V 3137 CABOT and V 3138 CARIBOU were stripped of the ASV radar and converted as 
transport aircraft for special missions to Norway. The 'boats were to transport radar equipment to 
Norway and remain for ten days to assist the RAF in the search for possible airfield sites. '37 CABOT 
(Captain A. G. Store, First Officers T. Allitt and B. C. Frost, Radio Officers A. J. Watson and J. H. B. 
Tiplady) departed Hythe for Invergordon on 3 May 1940 with Flt. Lt. Milsom, Flg. offs.Clarke & 
Jukes and Cpl. Loveday as passengers.. Lt. B. J. Nilsen (Royal Norwegian Navy) was picked up and 
the aircraft loaded with rations, blankets, rifles, ammunition, kerosene heaters and Arctic clothing. 
At 00.00 BST V 3137 CABOT (Captain A. G. Store, crew & passengers) took off for Harstad - the 
main Allied naval base - on the northern tip of the island of Hinnoy in the Lofoten Islands. The 
landfall was made at the southern end of the Islands, and as the flight proceeded, a visual survey 

                                                 
3 Signed this book on 22 September 1938 
4 Signed this book on 22 September and 30 April 1941 
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was made of possible landing areas. On arrival at 08.21 hrs.all personnel slept on board. The 
remainder of the day was spent in obtaining 600 gal. (2700 litres) of aviation spirit. The next 
morning, 37 CABOT (Captain A. G.  Store and crew) departed for Bodø, 135 n.m. (248 km.) to the 
south and arrived in the middle of an air raid alert. From force of habit, and impeccable flag 
etiquette, the Norwegian national flag was run up as the aircraft alighted. 37 moored up near some 
Norwegian float planes and fishing boats and started to unload. On 4 May 38 CARIBOU (Captain S. 
G. Long, First Officers G. H. Bowes and R. G. Buck, Radio Officers J. Howard and D. F. Mayrick, Flight 
Engineer LAC Dupe, and Gunner LAC Williams (RAF) departed Hythe for Invergordon, arriving at 
20.05. They loaded three RAF gunners to augment the crew, Admiral Lumley Lyster, (Flag Officer – 
Narvik) & four of his staff, and the RAF radar party of Flt. Lt. Carter, Cpl. West, an LAC and Mr 
Johansen, a Norwegian translator. 38 CARIBOU departed Invergordon to arrive at Harstad at 08.30 
here the passengers disembarked. At 09.30, 38 departed for Bodǿ, arriving at 09.10. It is possible 
that 38 CARIBOU was followed in by a German aircraft. The church bells of Bod rang yet another air 
raid alert. The crew members ashore raced for their dinghies and pulled for the flying-boats. The 
attack by a Heinkel He 115 float plane from Trondheim, came within an hour of the 'boats 
alighting. 37 CABOT's engines were started, the mooring slipped and Captain Store started to taxi 
the 'boat out towards the harbour entrance. Captain Long attempted to get 38 CARIBOU moving, 
but the engines were reluctant to start and it was some time before he could follow 37 CABOT. The 
first attack came as 37 CABOT was passing the Nyholmen lighthouse at the entrance to the 
harbour. First Officer Frost acted as Fire Controller from his position in the astrodome. As each 
attack came in, 37 CABOT was turned away at 090 deg. to the line of flight of the German aircraft 
and was given full throttle. The gunners on board 37 CABOT were registering hits as the attacking 
aircraft made each pass. As the two 'boats turned for the eighth time, a last pass made by the 
German aircraft wounded four members of the crew of 38 CARIBOU. First Officer Bowes was hit in 
the thigh, First Officer Buck in the calf, LAC Dupe was drilled across his back and LAC Williams in 
the arm. Captain Store had been wounded in the left foot, the starboard outer engine of 37 CABOT 
was out of action, the hull was holed, the mooring hatch shattered and the roots of the main 
planes, smoking. The fuel tanks in hull were punctured and fuel was pouring into the bilges. It was 
decided to beach both aircraft on the mud at the north end of the harbour to prevent them 
sinking. The IFF equipment was removed from the ‘boats and sunk. As the tide went out, work 
started to salvage all loose equipment items and armament from the 'boats. The Vickers guns were 
handed over to the commander of the Norwegian troops in Bod. The removal of equipment from 
37 CABOT was completed when another alert was sounded, and an attack developed with bombs 
and machine gun fire. A Dornier Do 17 bomber dropped two bombs, one 300 metres from 37 
CABOT and the other, 15 metres from the port side of 38 CARIBOU, set fuel alight and the aircraft 
became a total loss. 78 CARIBOU was the second S.30 and the tenth Empire 'boat to be written off. 
37 CABOT was moved away from Bodø by M.V. Sissy and another motor boat. Between them they 
towed 37 CABOT, in the twilight of the northern night and floating on the night tide, out of the 
harbour and northwards up the coast, supervised by Captain Long and First Officers Allitt and 
Frost. A safer position was found, about 6.5 km. north of Bodø, between the high cliffs at 
Geitvagen and the rocky island of Mauren. 37 CABOT was anchored by the head with considerable 
difficulty because of the steeply shelving sea bed with its own, and some borrowed, anchors. The 
tail line was secured to the cliff. The roundels on the main planes were covered with blankets and 
the aircraft camouflaged with bushes. The RAF crew and the Norwegian seamen returned to Bodø, 
hoping that the aircraft would be invisible to searching German aircraft, except from directly 
overhead. Ground mountings were to be made for the aircraft's Vickers K guns so that they could 
be deployed on the surrounding cliff tops to protect 37 CABOT whilst the electrical system was 
being repaired. Before any of this work could be started, 37 was discovered the next day and 
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destroyed by incendiary bullets from a Junkers Ju 88 bomber before anyone could reach the 'boat. 
37 CABOT was the third S.30 and eleventh Empire 'boat to be written off. 
Uninjured crew members were evacuated by destroyer to Harstad and from thence to the United 
Kingdom in two other destroyers. Injured crew members remained in hospital in Bodø for a further 
three weeks before being returned to the UK, listening to the progress of the German invasion of 
Northern Europe on a radio salvaged from 37 CABOT. 
4. Unknown. Signed 3 October 1938. No address. 

002 
Could the surname be Davies? 
5. Flying Officer Patrick John MEADE BSc ARCS OBE. Signed 7 October 1938. Hythe. 

002 
Listed in The Air Force List for November 1938:  

 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?423-London-Gazette-Problems: 
“He joined the Met Office in 1935 and spent the time up to WW2 as a civilian forecaster forecasting 
for long distance civil aviation; in fact he was responsible for the forecast for Don Bennett's attempt 
on the UK - Cape Town non-stop record in 1938.” 
His obituary was published in Weather Vol 57 July 2002: 
Mr P. J. Meade, who died on 7 January 2002, just short of his 89th birthday, was one of the most 
effective and influential figures in the Meteorological Office during the post-war era. 
His appointment as Director of Services and Deputy to the Director-General from 1966 to 1973 was 
the culmination of 37 years of distinguished service in peace and war, and in many parts of the 
world. 
Patrick Meade joined the Office in 1936 after graduating from Imperial College with first-class 
honours in mathematics and receiving the Lubbock Memorial Prize of London University. He was 
attracted by a phrase in the Office’s advertisement for graduates in physics or mathematics, which 
stipulated that “candidates must be willing to serve in British territories overseas”. 

http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?423-London-Gazette-Problems
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He began his meteorological career at the Empire Flying Boat Base, Hythe, helping to provide 
forecasts for a flying boat attempting to fly across the North Atlantic, piggyback on another flying 
boat until it reached 2000 ft (610 m) before casting off! 
Having joined the Reserve of Air Force Officers (Meteorological Branch) in 1937, he served in 
northern France from September 1939 until evacuated from St. Nazaire in June 1940. He was then 
posted as Senior Meteorological Officer to GHQ Home Forces where, until July 1942, he advised on 
what weather situations would be favourable, especially for the release of smoke or poison gas, 
during a German invasion which, thankfully, did not materialise. 
In October 1942, he set sail for north-west Africa as part of the Torch invasion force. As Chief 
Meteorological Officer, Eastern Air Command, he soon secured the co-operation of the French 
Meteorological Services of Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco in obtaining their routine observations so 
that he was able to establish, with the Americans, a forecasting service for the US and British armies 
as they advanced in north Africa and eventually through Sicily and Italy. 
Meade’s outstanding work during these campaigns was recognised by the award of the OBE in 
1944. He left Italy early in November 1945 and in December arrived in Kandy (Ceylon), as Chief 
Meteorological Officer, Air Command South East Asia, with the task of rationalising the 
meteorological stations spread across south- east Asia from India to Japan, and of assessing the 
capability of the national services in the countries recently under Japanese occupation and the 
resources required to make them fully functional again. 
After leaving the RAF in 1947 with the rank of Group Captain, he returned to the Office as Personal 
Staff Officer to the Director, Sir Nelson Johnson, and in 1948 became Head of the Training School, 
first at Alexander House and later at Stanmore. There followed a series of important appointments 
and rapid promotions. 
He was Chief Meteorological Officer, London Airport, from 1952 to 1955 during a period of rapid 
expansion in civil aviation. In 1955, he was promoted to Assistant Director in charge of Special 
Investigations, much concerned with radioactive fallout from nuclear weapons and atmospheric 
pollution. Here he made good use of his first real opportunity to carry out sustained research, and 
when he was nominated for the one-year course at the Imperial Defence College in 1958 it was 
clear that he was destined for higher things. In 1960, he was promoted to Deputy Director in 
charge of headquarters branches and outstations responsible for services to the RAF, civil aviation, 
the general public and for climatology and, in 1966, he was promoted to Director of Services and 
Deputy to the Director-General, Dr (later Sir John) Mason. 
During the following seven years, to his retirement in 1973, Patrick Meade’s high qualities of 
leadership, initiative, foresight and drive were of great importance as the Office entered with 
enthusiasm into the new satellite and computer era (a period of rapid change and modernisation). 
The successful and smooth introduction on a routine basis of computer methods of weather 
forecasting led to major reorganisation and centralisation of meteorological services, and the 
retraining of large numbers of staff in new techniques and methods of working. Despite the heavy 
load imposed by all these new developments and the responsibility of directing more than 3,000 
staff, Meade found the time and energy to play a prominent part on the wider international scene. 
His work in the World Meteorological Organization as Chairman of the Executive Committee Panel 
on Ocean Affairs and his efforts at both national and international levels on behalf of 
hydrometeorology did much to strengthen the links between these two disciplines and 
meteorology. 
He was also deeply involved in the negotiations to establish the European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts at Shinfield Park, near Reading. He also did much to ensure that weather 
ships would continue to operate in the eastern Atlantic after the existing agreement expired in 
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1975. All this adds up to an outstanding record of activity and achievement which provided the 
Office with a firm foundation on which to build during the last three decades of his life. These he 
spent quietly and happily, close to his wife and family to whom his former colleagues will wish to 
join me in expressing our sincere condolences and our deep appreciation of all that Patrick did and 
stood for. 
He reported on the cause of the crash of the Comet G-ALYP5 to the official enquiry on 19 October 
1954: 

 
Flight, 29 October 1954 
6. Captain Arthur Sydney (“Wilki”) WILCOCKSON. Signed 22 September 1938. IAL 
London. Downside, Crokam Manor Road, South Croydon. 

002 
From http://www.zoominfo.com/p/Arthur-Wilcockson/1104218015: 
Born in Bayswater, Captain Arthur Sydney Wilcockson enlisted in Britain's Royal Flying Corps during 
World War I. After the War, he joined the Handley-Page Transport Company where he flew 
demonstration flights and some of the first airliners from London to Paris. In 1924, Handley-Page 
and three other companies merged to form Imperial Airways and Wilcockson transferred to this 
new company. Like Captain Gray, Captain Wilcockson was also a part of some of the most 
significant events in aviation history. In December 1936, he flew non-stop from Hythe, England to 
Alexandria, Egypt to Marseilles, France. The following spring, he completed two more 2,300-mile 
non-stop flights. These trips were 400 miles longer than the distance from Newfoundland to 
Ireland. Captain Wilcockson was also a part of the historic transatlantic flight6 on July 5, 1937 when 
he flew the Caledonia from England to New York, stopping in Foynes, Ireland and Botwood, 
Newfoundland. For this work in the North Atlantic, Wilcockson was awarded the Johnston Trophy 
by the Guild of Air Pilots and Air Navigators in the British Empire, and was the first pilot to be 
awarded the rank of Senior Master by Imperial Airways. Wilcockson had a prominent role during 
World War II, as he was among the British Overseas Airways Corporation pilots who established the 
Return Ferry Service for pilots transporting aircraft through Newfoundland and Europe. After the 

                                                 
5 On 10 January 1954, British Overseas Airways Corporation Flight 781, a de Havilland DH.106 Comet 1 
registered G-ALYP, took off from Ciampino Airport in Rome, Italy en route to Heathrow Airport in 
London, England on the final leg of its flight from Singapore. At about 10:00 GMT, the aircraft suffered an 
explosive decompression at altitude and crashed into the Mediterranean Sea killing everyone on board. 
6 On July 5, 1937, the first commercial survey flights across the North Atlantic were conducted. The Pan 
Am Clipper III, a Sikorsky S-42, landed at Botwood, in the Bay of Exploits, Newfoundland, Canada, from 
Port Washington, New York, via Shediac, New Brunswick, Canada. The next day Pan Am Clipper III, 
piloted by Captain Harold Gray left Botwood for Foynes, Ireland. The same day a Short Empire C-Class 
flying boat, the Caledonia, under the command of Captain Arthur Sydney Wilcockson, left Foynes for 
Botwood and landed July 6, 1937, reaching Montreal on July 8 and New York on July 9. These test flights 
marked the first steps toward the beginning of commercial transatlantic flights for Pam Am. 

http://www.zoominfo.com/p/Arthur-Wilcockson/1104218015
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war, Captain Wilcockson continued his work with BOAC for nearly twenty years until his retirement 
in 1964. 
The LG7, 2 January 1939 announced “St. James's Palace, S.W.I, 2nd January, 1939. The KING has 
been graciously pleased to given orders for the following promotions in, and appointments to, the 
Most Excellent Order of the British Empire: — To be Commander of the Civil Division of the said 
Most Excellent Order: Arthur Sidney Wilcockson, Esq., Captain, Imperial Airways.” 
He is mentioned many times (often as “Wilkie”) in Air Vice-Marshal Don Bennett’s book Pathfinder: 
Wartime Memoirs, Frederick Muller Ltd, 1958. 
From The Sydney Morning Herald of Thursday 1 August 1940: 

 

                                                 
7 London Gazette 
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From The Age of 1 August 1940: 

 
From The Courier-Mail (Brisbane) of Saturday 31 August 1940: 
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From The Glasgow Herald of Wednesday 15 March 1961: 

 
From From From From Flying Empires | Short ‘C’ class Empire flying boats, Brian Cassidy, Queens 
Parade Press, 2004: 
p 131 
The third service was to provide a course to steer to a ground station. The request from the aircraft 
was QDM - 'What is the magnetic course to steer, with zero wind to reach you?' The reply from the 
ground station was the reciprocal of the magnetic bearing of the aircraft from the ground station, 
with no allowance for wind. In the final stages of an approach, QDMs could be given at the rate of 
four to six per minute, with the ground station serving one aircraft at a time. HM CALEDONIA was 
guided in to Botwood at the end of the Foynes-Botwood sector of the first Atlantic flight on 6 July 
1937. Captain A. S. Wilkcockson's log reads “At 09.40 to 09.55, I received a sucession of QDMs 
and went to Botwood on them, arriving there at 10.02 GMT or two minutes behind my ETA.” HM 
alighted at 10.08 and was moored up at 10.13. Some ground control stations could also give 
aircraft a 'distance away' or a 'distance to go' as well as a bearing. 
p 182 
The two first generation long-range Mark III S.23 'Atlantic' aircraft - HM CALEDONIA and UV 
CAMBRIA - were intended for flight refuelling, although only HM CAMBRIA seems to have been so 
equipped. During the trials that started in January 1938, UV CAMBRIA (Captain A. S. Wilcockson) 
was refuelled by the A.W.23 (Flight Lt. G. A. V. Tyson of FRL) in daily contacts over the Southampton 
area. The contacts were made in fair weather and foul, in storm, rain and cloud and at all heights 
between 200 ft. to 4 500 ft. The A.W.23, from the FRL base at Ford - still in its RAF livery - arrived at 
the rendez-vous every day, to meet UV CAMBRIA from the IAL base at Hythe. Fourteen tests were 
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flown, the first being a 'dry' run when no fuel was transferred. The amounts of fuel passed between 
the aircraft varied between a minimum of 60 gal. (270 litres) to a maximum of 440 gal. (1 980 litres). 
On two occasions, UV was ballasted up to the normal maximum take-off weight of 40 500 lb (18 
370 kg.), with 2 000 kg. of sand in sacks. The test transferred 450 gal. (2 025 litres) of fuel in the air, 
bringing the Empire 'boat's weight up to the overload condition of 44 800 lb. or 19 910 kg. This 
was above the safe alighting weight, so the 2 000 kg. of sand ballast had to be laboriously dumped 
out of one of the passenger hatches, sack by sack, before alighting. The extra fuel was jettisoned. 
Later in the same year, a contact was made between the same two aircraft at 11.00 every morning 
through the month of June, to demonstrate that regular working to time was feasible. 
The A.W.23 proved to be too slow for the Empire 'boats. When looped together by the hose, the 
speed of the two aircraft dropped as low as 80 knots, causing the flying-boat to wallow. Other 
tankers were proposed. HK Maia was suggested for the Azores-Bermuda sector. Handley Page HP. 
42s - also too slow - Armstrong Whitworth Atalantas and the S.23s themselves, were all suggested. 
In the opinion of the FRL pilots, another Empire 'boat would have made the best tanker although 
exactly how this was to be done was not explained. 
However, it was not until the first of the Handley Page Harrows (K 7027) was delivered to FRL - 
registered by FRL as G-AFRL on 6 March 39 - that a really effective tanker aircraft became available. 
FRL's fleet of Harrows grew to three, before the outbreak of World War II put an end to flight 
refuelling operations for the Atlantic air mail service. One aircraft was stationed at Shannon, the 
others in Newfoundland. 
7. Major Robert Hobart MAYO (1890 – 1957). Signed 22 September 1938. 80-6 
Hawkins House, Dolphine Square, London SW. 

002 
He also signed this book on 30 April 1941. 

 
Technical General Manager at Imperial Airways (and later a designer at Shorts). 
The Vancouver Sun reported in its January 14, 1937 edition (p. 20): 
“Empire's Aerial Progress. R.L. Maitland, K.C., was elected chairman of the Customs and 
Transportation Bureau, Vancouver Board of Trade, at its annual meeting Wednesday noon, in the 
David Spencer Ltd. dining room. Following luncheon, at which A.G. McDonald of Winnipeg, 
operations general secretary of Canadian Airways, spoke on The Empire's Airways, members were 
given a preview of the Imperial Airways' Ltd. exhibit which has been brought to Vancouver and will 
be exhibited for a week on the fifth floor of Spencers Ltd.” 
That Imperial Airways' exhibit consisted of working models of the company’s aircraft. One of the 
most unusual was the Mayo Composite. Carefully-conducted tests had proved that an Imperial 
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Airways' Empire flying-boat could achieve a transatlantic crossing only if its entire payload 
consisted of fuel. Since it is well known that an aircraft can be flown at a much greater weight than 
that at which it can take off from the ground, Robert Mayo proposed that a small heavily loaded 
mail plane be carried to operational altitude above a larger 'mother plane' and then released to 
complete its long-range task. 
The proposal was accepted by the Air Ministry and Imperial Airways, who jointly contracted Shorts 
to design and build such a composite unit. 
Flight, 1 June 1939 announced a Royal Aero Club Award: 
“Silver Medal.—Major R. H. Mayo, O.B.E., M.A., Assoc. M.Inst.C.E., F.R.Ae.S., for his work leading to 
an advancement in aeronautical design.” 
From https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Short_Mayo_Composite: 
The Short Mayo Composite was a piggy-back long-range seaplane/flying boat combination 
produced by Short Brothers to provide a reliable long-range air transport service to the United 
States and the far reaches of the British Empire and the Commonwealth. 
Development 
Short Brothers had built the Empire flying boats which were capable of operating long range routes 
across the British Empire but could only attempt the trans-Atlantic route by replacing passenger 
and mail-carrying space with extra fuel. 
It was known that aircraft could maintain flight with a greater load than is possible to take off with; 
Major Robert H. Mayo, Technical General Manager at Imperial Airways (and later a designer at 
Shorts) proposed mounting a small, long-range seaplane on top of a larger carrier aircraft, using 
the combined power of both to bring the smaller aircraft to operational height, at which time the 
two aircraft would separate, the carrier aircraft returning to base while the other flew on to its 
destination. The British Air Ministry issued Specification "13/33" to cover this project. 
Design 
The Short-Mayo composite project comprised the Short S.21 Maia, (G-ADHK) which was a variant 
of the Short "C-Class" Empire flying-boat fitted with a trestle or pylon on the top of the fuselage to 
support the Short S.20 Mercury (G-ADHJ). 
Although generally similar to the Empire boat, Maia differed considerably in detail: the hull sides 
were flared and had "tumblehome" rather than being vertical as on the Empire to increase the 
planing surface (necessary for the higher take-off weights); larger control surfaces; an increase in 
total wing area from 1,500 sq ft (140 m2) to 1,750 sq ft (163 m2); the engines were mounted further 
from the wing root to clear Mercury's floats and the rear fuselage was swept up to raise the 
tailplane relative to the wing. Like the Empire boats, Maia could be equipped to carry 18 
passengers. Maia first flew (without Mercury) on 27 July 1937, piloted by Shorts' Chief Test Pilot, 
John Lankester Parker. 
The upper component, Mercury, was a twin-float, four-engine seaplane crewed by a single pilot 
and a navigator, who sat in tandem in an enclosed cockpit. It could carry 1,000 lb (456 kg) of mail 
and 1200 Imperial gallons of fuel. Flight controls, except for elevator and rudder trim tabs, were 
locked in neutral until separation. Mercury's first flight, also piloted by Parker, was on 5 September 
1937. 
“All eight engines were used during combined flight but the controls of Mercury were locked. The 
aerofoil designs of the two aircraft were such that Mercury's wings were carrying the major part of 
the air load at the speed and height chosen for separation. Safety locks prevented separation until 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Short_Mayo_Composite
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this speed and height were reached and both pilots had an unlocking handle, both of which had to 
be pulled to cause release.” 
The mechanism that held the two aircraft together allowed for a small degree of movement. Lights 
indicated when the upper component was in fore-aft balance so trim could be adjusted prior to 
release. The pilots could then release their respective locks. At this point the two aircraft remained 
held together by a third lock which released automatically at 3,000 lb. The design was such that at 
separation Maia would tend to drop while Mercury would climb. 
Operations 
The first successful in-flight separation was carried out from the Shorts works at Borstal, near 
Rochester, Medway, on 6 February 1938, Maia piloted by Parker and Mercury by Harold Piper. 

 
Just before the first trans-Atlantic flight, August 1938 
Following further successful tests, the first transatlantic flight was made on 21 July 1938 from 
Foynes, on the west coast of Ireland, to Boucherville, Montreal, Canada, a flight of 2,930 miles 
(4,714.4 km). Maia, flown by Captain A.S. Wilcockson8, took off from Southampton carrying 
Mercury piloted by Captain Don Bennett9. As well as Mercury, the launch aircraft Maia was also 
carrying 10 passengers and luggage. Mercury separated from her carrier at 8 pm to continue what 
was to become the first commercial non-stop East-to-West transatlantic flight by a heavier-than-air 
machine. This initial journey took 20 hrs 21 min at an average ground speed of 144 mph (232 
km/h). 
The Maia-Mercury composite continued in use with Imperial Airways, including Mercury flying to 
Alexandria, Egypt, in December 1938. After modifications to extend Mercury's range, it 
subsequently established a record flight for a seaplane of 6,045 miles (9,726.4 km) from Dundee in 
Scotland to Alexander Bay, in South Africa between 6 and 8 October 1938. 
Only one example of the Short-Mayo composite was built, the S.21 Maia with the registration G-
ADHK and the S.20 Mercury G-ADHJ. The development of a more powerful and longer-range 
Empire boat (the Short S.26), the increase in allowable all up weights with the standard "C-Class", 
the further development of in-flight refuelling and the outbreak of the Second World War 
combined to render the approach obsolete. Maia was destroyed in Poole Harbour by German 
                                                 

8 Signed this book on 22 September 1938 
9 Signed this book on 22 September 1938 
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bombers on 11 May 1941. Mercury was flown to Felixstowe for use by 320 (Netherlands) Squadron 
RAF a Dutch seaplane reconnaissance unit serving with the Royal Air Force at RAF Pembroke Dock. 
When this squadron was re-equipped with Lockheed Hudsons, Mercury was returned to Shorts at 
Rochester on 9 August 1941 and broken up so that its aluminium could be recycled for use in the 
war effort. 
He is mentioned many times (often as Bob Mayo) in Air Vice-Marshal Don Bennett’s book 
Pathfinder: Wartime Memoirs, Frederick Muller Ltd, 1958. 
8. Air Vice Marshal Donald Clifford Tyndall BENNETT CB CBE DSO RAF (14 September 
1910 – 15 September 1986). Signed 22 September 1938. 

002 
He also signed this book on 24 May 1942. 
He refers to his visit to Leuchars and his stay in the Officer’s Mess in his book Pathfinder: Wartime 
Memoirs, Frederick Muller Ltd, 1958: 
“We were staying in the R.A.F. Mess at Leuchars, and I must say I was not particularly proud of the 
reactions of many R.A.F. officers at that time. Admittedly, they had obsolete aircraft, and very few of 
them. Germany, on the other hand, was relatively weak compared with ourselves, and yet the 
reaction of most officers in the Mess was one of ‘peace at any price’, which was precisely the policy 
of the British Prime Minister. The great day arrived when Neville Chamberlain returned from his 
visit to Germany and waved a piece of paper muttering something about ‘Peace in our time’. Of all 
those present in the Mess when this news came over the radio, I was the only one who expressed 
any disgust at what we subsequently called ‘appeasement’. I said for the first time in my life I was 
thoroughly ashamed of a British action.” 
From https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Short_Mayo_Composite: 
“… the first transatlantic flight was made on 21 July 1938 from Foynes, on the west coast of Ireland, 
to Boucherville, Montreal, Canada, a Flight, 2,930 miles (4,714.4 km). Maia, flown by Captain A.S. 
Wilcockson10, took off from Southampton carrying Mercury piloted by Captain Don Bennett. As 
well as Mercury, the launch aircraft Maia was also carrying 10 passengers and luggage. Mercury 
separated from her carrier at 8 pm to continue what was to become the first commercial non-stop 
East-to-West transatlantic flight by a heavier-than-air machine. This initial journey took 20 hrs 21 
min at an average ground speed of 144 mph (232 km/h).” 

From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/BennettD.htm: 
He was an Australian aviation pioneer and bomber pilot who rose to be the 
youngest Air Vice Marshal in the Royal Air Force. He led the "Pathfinder Force" 
(No 8 Group RAF) from 1942 to the end of the Second World War in 1945. He 
has been described as "one of the most brilliant technical airmen of his 
generation: an outstanding pilot, a superb navigator who was also capable of 
stripping a wireless set or overhauling an engine". Donald Bennett was born 
the youngest son of a grazier in Toowoomba, Queensland. 

He joined the Royal Australian Air Force in 1930 and transferred to the Royal Air Force a year later, 
starting with the flying boats of 20 Squadron. Bennett developed a passion for accurate flying and 
precise navigation that would never leave him. After a period as an instructor at RAF Calshot, he 

                                                 
10 Signed this book on 22 September 1938 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Short_Mayo_Composite
http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/BennettD.htm
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left the service in 1935 (retaining a reserve commission) to join Imperial Airways. Over the next five 
years, Bennett specialised in long distance flights, breaking a number of records and pioneering 
techniques which would later become commonplace, notably air-to-air refuelling. In July 1938 he 
piloted the Mercury part of the Short Mayo Composite flying-boat across the Atlantic; this flight 
earned him the Oswald Watt Gold Medal for that year. 
During 1940 Bennett's long-distance expertise was set to work setting up the Atlantic Ferry 
Organization tasked with the wartime delivery of thousands of aircraft manufactured in the United 
States and Canada to the United Kingdom. At that time, a transatlantic flight was a significant 
event, but the Atlantic Ferry project proved remarkably successful and demonstrated that with 
suitable training even inexperienced pilots could safely deliver new aircraft across the North 
Atlantic. 
Bennett was recommissioned in 1941 in the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve as a Squadron 
Leader; his first task was to oversee the formation The Elementary Air Navigation School, 
Eastbourne, for the initial training of observers (later navigators). However he was promoted to 
Wing Commander, and appointed to the command of 77 Squadron, based at RAF Leeming flying 
Whitleys in 4 Group, Bomber Command, on 7 December 1941. 
In April 1942, 77 Squadron was transferred to RAF Coastal Command and Bennett was given 
command of 10 Squadron (Handley-Page Halifax) and shortly afterwards led a raid on the German 
battleship Tirpitz. Shot down during that raid, he evaded capture and escaped to Sweden, from 
where he was able to return to Britain on 24 May 1942 when he signed this book; he and his co-
pilot were awarded the Distinguished Service Order (DSO) on 16 June 1942. See the entry for J 
Colgan who signed this book on 23 September 1942. 
In July 1942, Bennett was appointed to command the new Pathfinder Force (PFF), an elite unit 
tasked with improving RAF Bomber Command's navigation. At this stage of the war, Bomber 
Command had begun to make night-time raids deep into Germany, but had not yet been able to 
cause significant damage, largely because only about a quarter of the bomb loads were delivered 
"on target" — and this at a time when "on target" was defined as within three miles of the aim 
point. The PFF was set up to lead the bomber stream to the target areas and drop markers for the 
remainder of the force to aim at. Later in the war, the Pathfinder Force would be equipped with a 
range of newly developed and often highly effective electronic aids, but the initial object was to 
simply take experienced crews with standard equipment and hone their navigation skills. 
Having already demonstrated that he could pass on his meticulous navigational ability to others, 
Bennett was an obvious choice for the role, yet nevertheless a surprising one. The Air Ministry's 
Directorate of Bomber Operations had for some time been pushing to establish an elite precision 
bombing force, but Bomber Command AOC-in-C Air Chief Marshal Arthur Harris was implacably 
opposed to the idea, on the grounds that an elite force would "lower the morale" of the other 
squadrons. 
When Harris learned that Vice-Chief of the Air Staff Sir Wilfred Freeman planned to order the 
change, and that the strong-willed Basil Embry would probably be given command of the new 
force. Harris bowed to the inevitable, but was given a "more or less free hand" in selection of the 
force commander and he chose to appoint Wing Commander Don Bennett without considering 
other candidates. Harris described Bennett as "the most efficient airman I have ever met". 
Bennett was called to Bomber Command HQ when he was on the point of leaving with his 
squadron for the Middle East. There he was informed by Harris that he was to lead a special force 
to make use of the new bombing and navigational aids then available and the more sophisticated 
ones that would follow. With effect of the 5 July he was promoted to Group Captain. 
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With the upgrading of the PFF to Group status in 1943, Bennett was promoted to Air Commodore. 
Then, in December, to Acting Air Vice Marshal — the youngest officer to ever hold that rank - 
giving him a rank similar to those of the other commanders of Groups. 
He remained in command of the PFF until the end of the war, overseeing its growth to an eventual 
19 squadrons, a training flight and a Met Flight, working relentlessly to improve its standards, and 
tirelessly campaigning for better equipment, in particular for more Mosquitos and Lancasters to 
replace the diverse assortment of often obsolete aircraft the force started with. Bennett was not a 
popular leader: a personally difficult and naturally aloof man, he earned a great deal of respect 
from his crews but little affection. As Harris wrote, "He could not suffer fools gladly, and by his own 
high standards there were many fools". Nor did Bennett get on well with the other RAF Group 
Commanders: not only was he 20 years younger, he was an Australian. Indeed, Bennett saw his own 
appointment in those terms: it was, he believed, a victory for the "players" over the "gentleman". 
There was claimed11 antagonism between Bennett and Air Vice Marshal Ralph Cochrane12 of No. 5 
Group. In 5 Group's 617 Squadron, Cochrane had his own specialist squadron pursuing high levels 
of accuracy. Despite the unquestioned achievements of No. 8 Group, at the end of the war Bennett 
was the only bomber Group Commander not to be knighted. 
He returned to private life and pursued a variety of activities. He became a Director of British South 
American Airways, and designed and built both cars (Fairthorpes) and light aircraft. Bennett 
became one of the shortest-serving Members of Parliament (MPs) of the 20th century when he was 
elected at a by-election in 1945 as Liberal MP for Middlesbrough West. He was defeated soon 
afterwards in the 1945 general election — his parliamentary career having lasted all of 73 days. 
Attempts to return to the House of Commons for Croydon North at a by-election in 1948 and in 
Norwich North at the 1950 general election were unsuccessful. A later attempt at the 1967 
Nuneaton by-election, standing for the obscure National Party, resulted in his losing his deposit. 
He continued his support for far right fringe parties during the 1970s as a patron of the National 
Independence Party. 
In 1958, an autobiography entitled Pathfinder: Wartime Memoirs, detailing his experiences 
throughout the war, was published by Frederick Muller Ltd. 
Don Bennett died at the age of 76 on 15 September 1986 (Battle of Britain Day). 
9. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader and Wing Commander] Albert Leslie 
WOMERSLEY DFC (37439) (24 September1911 – 3 October 1984). Signed 28 August 1938. 
From Thornaby on posting. 

002 
He also signed this book on 30 November 1940, 19 August 1941 and 8 July 1961. 
He is mentioned in the LG, 13 December 1929: 

 
                                                 

11 See the entry for Ralph Cochrane on 27 May 1940 which includes Bennett’s comments about this feud 
12 Signed this book on 27 May 1940 
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His DFC was announced in the LG, 20 February 1940. On 12 December 1940, Flight Lieutenant. A L 
Womersley was posted to 93 Squadron, but was subsequently re-posted to his former Unit, No.1 
(C) O.T.U. Silloth. The LG, 30 July 1963 and 1 October 1963 announced he relinquished his 
commission on 7 July 1963, retaining the rank of Wing Commander. He is buried in Leuchars 
Cemetery. 
10. Flying Lieutenant William Archie HUGHES (170738). Signed 29 September 1938. 210 
Squadron Pembroke Dock. 

003 
From The Air Force List for September 1938: 

 
He was killed in action on 17 March 1945, aged 24, while flying Hudson IIIA FK739 coded AD-Q on 
a Met flight (Magnum) for 251 Squadron to Reykjavik, Iceland. Lost over sea between Reykjavik and 
position 57N-37W, probably due to icing. He is commemorated in a stained glass window which 
was commissioned by the Swansea Police force in December 1948 recognition of his service as a 
police cadet: 

 
http://www.narposwansea.co.uk/SB%20PoliceMemorial06.pdf 

http://www.narposwansea.co.uk/SB%20PoliceMemorial06.pdf
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He is also commemorated on panel 267 of the Runnymede Memorial. 
11. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] John MacLachlan Harvey SINCLAIR MiD 
(37428). Signed 29 September 1938. 210 Squadron Pembroke Dock. 

003 
He is included in the 210 Squadron personnel shown in The Air Force List for September 1938. 
His grading from Acting Pilot Officer on probation to Pilot Officer was announced in the LG, 6 
October 1936. His promotion from Pilot Officer to Flying Officer was announced in the LG, 29 
March 1938. His promotion to Flight Lieutenant was announced in the LG, 25 April 1939. His 
Mention in Despatches was announced in the LG, 20 February 1940 with the comment “since 
reported missing. The LG, 26 April 1940 announced “The notification in the Gazette of 2nd Apr. 
1940 concerning Flying Officer John MacLachlan Harvey SINCLAIR (37428) is cancelled”. This 
referred to the announcement that he had been promoted to the rank of Flight Lieutenant, which 
had been previously announced on 25 April 1939. 
12. Pilot Officer [later Wing Commander] Edward Maurice WARE OBE MiD DFC (36096). 
Signed 29 September 1938. 210 Squadron Pembroke Dock. 

003 
He is included in the 210 Squadron personnel shown in The Air Force List for September 1938. His 
Mention in Despatches was announced in the LG, 1 January 1941. His DFC (while with 228 
Squadron) was announced in the LG, 11 February 1941; no details of his citation were provided. 
Flight, 20 February 1941, announced his DFC under the heading Middle East. 
In July 2009, BAS-Serco proudly took possession of a slice of Bermuda aviation history. Director for 
the Bermuda National Trust, Jennifer Gray, handed over what remains of a 1946 Luscombe 8a 
Silvaire floatplane formerly owned by the late Wing Commander E M Ware OBE DFC. The 
abandoned aircraft was discovered by the National Trust during renovation work at Palmetto 
House in Devonshire, where Wing Commander Ware resided until his death in 2003. 

 
Palmetto House, Bermuda 
From http://www.bermuda-attractions.com/bermuda2_000094.htm 
When BAS-Serco learnt of the exciting discovery, and that it needed a home, they considered the 
historical significance of the aircraft to Bermuda’s aviation heritage and expressed interest in 
ownership, so that it could be restored to its former glory as a static display. Records suggest that 
the aircraft last took to the air over thirty years ago, meaning that a considerable amount of work 
will be required to restore the aircraft to the condition in which it was when last seen flying over 

http://www.bermuda-attractions.com/bermuda2_000094.htm
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Bermuda. Wing Commander E M "Mo" Ware was the senior RAF officer stationed in Bermuda 
during the Second World War and in 1945 was seconded to the civil government to oversee the 
conversion of the RAF's part of Bermuda’s then military airfield into a Civil Air Terminal. He then 
went on to become the island’s first Director of Civil Aviation, and from 1951 until 1978 helped 
open up Bermuda to modern air travel. Imported by Hugh Watlington in 1952 it was bought from 
Bermuda Air Tours around 1954 by Jim Babineau, Moe Ware and Colin Plant. It was at one time 
fitted with the wheeled undercarriage from a Tiger Moth for flights at Kindley Field but in 1956 it 
made a tiny bit of history by being filmed for the movie “Bermuda affair”. By the 1970s, the aircraft 
was still owned by Wing Commander “Moe” Ware and was operated from a base next to the civil 
terminal. In September 1987 it was still flyable and tied down at its Kindley Field base when 
Category One hurricane Emily came by. A falling Casuarina tree hit VR-BAK about 2 feet ahead of 
the fin, breaking its back. Ware and his son David removed the wings and brought it back to Ware’s 
residence at Palmetto House where repairs were started. These repairs were never completed and 
the dismantled pieces remained outside Palmetto House until collected in 2009 by a team from 
BAS-Serco led by Frank Williams and Jamie Sapsford. BAS-Serco, who is contracted by the Bermuda 
Government to provide air traffic control, ground electronics, and airport maintenance services, and 
the Bermuda Weather Service, intend to fund the restoration project aided by volunteer assistance 
from their dedicated team of employees at the LF Wade International Airport. 
In January 1946, Kindley Field Airport, Bermuda, was opened. It was established on that part of the 
US military base once reserved for and used by Britain's Royal Air Force. The senior RAF officer in 
Bermuda, during the War, Wing Commander E M ‘Mo’ Ware, OBE, DFC, RAF, was loaned to the civil 
government to oversee the conversion of the RAF's end of the military airfield into a Civil Air 
Terminal. Pre-fabricated buildings were relocated from Darrell's Island to assemble the first 
terminal. Ware remained with the local government after leaving the RAF, becoming the Director of 
Civil Aviation for many years. 
He was married to Sylvia, who in the 1960s worked with the Visitors Service Bureau at the airport. 
She died in 2011. They have a son living in Bermuda, two daughters, Sylvia, understood to be living 
in England, and Maureen, a vet in Bermuda. 
Although no longer maintaining any detachment in Bermuda, the RAF continued to use Island as a 
trans-Atlantic staging after WW2 While most foreign military aircraft passing through the Island 
had used the US military end of the airfield, the RAF continued to disperse its aircraft at the former 
RAF end of the field. Large detachments of tactical aircraft, accompanied by larger refuelling, 
transport, and maritime patrol aircraft, regularly staged at the island on transits between the UK 
and the garrison at Belize. 
13. Acting Pilot Officer [later Flying Officer] Trevor Ernest BRAMMALL (40336). Signed 
30 September 1938. School of Air Navigation, No 23 (Training) Group Manston. 

003 
According to The Air Force List for September 1938, T E Brammall was an Acting Pilot Officer under 
instruction. He was killed in action on 26 March 1942, aged 23. He is buried in the London (Mount 
Pleasant) Cemetery, Ontario, Canada. Trevor Brammall was the son of Squadron Leader Ernest John 
Brammall, RNZAF and Jane Brammall, of Blenheim, Marlborough, New Zealand. 
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14. Pilot Officer [later Squadron Leader] William Garfield THOMPSON (40329). Signed 
30 September 1938. School of Air Navigation, No 23 (Training) Group Manston. 

003 
According to The Air Force List for September 1938, W G Thompson was an Acting Pilot Officer 
under instruction. The LG, 6 February 1945 announced that Flight Lieutenant (temporary Squadron 
Leader) W G Thompson relinquished his commission on 12 December 1944. 
15. Acting Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Rex Ayrton CRAIGIE (40210). Signed 30 
September 1938. School of Air Navigation, No 23 (Training) Group Manston. 

003 
He was born in Adelaide, Australia on 29 October 1914. His Lancaster Mk III, registration number 
ED771 (PO-E) was shot down over Harderwijk on 1 May 1943 while on Operation Essen. Pilot Flight 
Lieutenant R A Craigie, Flight Engineer Sergeant W T Fair and Air Bomber Pilot Officer G J Phillips 
survived and became POWs. The Navigator/Bomber Flying Officer R H Capron, Wireless 
Operator/Air Gunner Sgt G H Edwards, Air Gunner Sgt T D Peat and Air Gunner Sgt J A Proctor 
were killed in action. 
16. Flying Officer [later Wing Commander and Group Captain] Henry Daniel NEWMAN 
MiD OBE (37584). Signed 29 September 1938. 210 (GR) Pembroke Dock. 

003 
He is included in the 210 Squadron personnel shown in The Air Force List for September 1938. 
The LG, 31 December 1940 announced his promotion from Flight Lieutenant to Squadron Leader 
(temporary) with effect from 1 December 1940. His Mentioned in Despatches was announced in 
the LG, 1 January 1943. His OBE was announced in the LG, 1 January 1954. His promotion to Group 
Captain was announced in the LG, 26 June 1956. He retired from the RAF on 29 July 1966. 
From John Evans’ Sopwiths to Sunderlands: 210 Squadron 1917 to 1941, Paterchurch Publications, 
1999: 
While Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain negotiated with Adolf Hitler, Britain stood on the brink of 
war and on September 29th 1938 210 Squadron headed north for its war station at Newport on the 
Tay. The ‘Peace in our time’ pronouncement by Chamberlain with his famous piece of paper meant 
an easing of tensions, at least for the time being, and the squadron returned to its own Haven on 
October 8th. There were no illusions though that this was the end of Hitler’s ambitions. 
Rupert Taylor had arrived with the squadron just in time to fly north to the Tay. “I had been recalled 
by telegram from the last days of my honeymoon, being married at home in South Africa.. Bad 
weather held up the squadron’s move until the 29th when five ‘boats flew to Newport – we had six 
boats with three in Immediate Reserve. That was the day of the Munich Conference.” 
The Squadron’s move to its war station coincided with trials involving the unique Short Mayo 
combination of flying boat Maia (G-ADHK) and seaplane Mercury (G-ADHJ). History records that 
after taking off from Dundee on October 6th 1938 Mercury separated from Maia and flew non-stop 
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to South-West Africa, a new world record for a seaplane. The pilot of Mercury was Captain Donald 
Bennett13 who had learned his ‘flying boat trade’ on 210 Squadron at Pembroke Dock six years 
earlier. 

 

 

                                                 
13 Signed this book on 22 September 1938 and 24 May 1942 
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17. Pilot Officer [later Squadron Leader] Trevor Owen MARSHALL MiD DFC (39671). 
Signed 1 October 1938. 210 (GR) Squadron, RAF Pembroke Dock. 

003 
According to The Air Force List for September 1938, T O Marshall was a Pilot Officer with No 210 
(General Reconnaissance) Squadron, which was located at RAF Calshot from October 1938 to 
August 1939 and RAF Sullom Voe from August to December 1939. 
From John Evans’ Sopworths to Sunderlands: 210 Squadron 1917 to 1941, Paterchurch Publications, 
1999: 
On February 26th 1940 Fergus Pearce14, on detachment at Invergordon with N9022, was briefed for 
an unusual task – as ‘escort’ to Hurricane fighters being flown across the North Sea. They were 
destined for Finland to bolster the Finns in their winter war with Russia. With Pearce was a 
passenger, S/L Marshall, P/Os LeMaistre and Stan Baggott and six crew. He remembered: 
“The Hurricanes took off from Dyce, Aberdeen, and I understood that the pilots were British, not 
Finnish. The fighter boys had little competence in navigation and the formation was led by a 
Hudson from Leuchars with my Sunderland ‘bringing up the rear’. I was there solely to provide 
moral support for the fighter pilots who were given to understand that if they had to ditch the 
Sunderland would do its best to alight and rescue them. In fact there would have been no 
possibility of so-doing! A Sunderland could very seldom make a safe landing in open sea. There 
were no histrionics – all the fighters got through safely as far as I know and I turned for home when 
they were within sight of the airfield, Sola, Stavanger.” 
From http://www.nzwargraves.org.nz/casualties/trevor-owen-marshall: 
Trevor Owen Marshall. Distinguished Flying Cross. Unit: Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve, 106 
Squadron. Son of Thomas and Alice Beatrice Marshall, of Rangotai, Wellington, New Zealand; 
husband of Doreen Marshall, of Bradford, Yorkshire. Date of Death: 8 July 1944. Age: 29. Cemetery: 
Marissel French National Cemetery, Grave 295. 

 
His short service commission as an Acting Pilot Officer was announced in the LG, 25 May 1937. His 
appointment as a Pilot Officer was announced in the LG, 15 March 1938. His promotion to Flying 
Officer was announced in the LG, 14 November 1939. His promotion to Flight Lieutenant was 
announced in the LG, 26 November 1940. His Mentioned in Despatches was announced in the LG, 
11 June 1942 which referred to him as Squadron Leader. His DFC, whilst with 210 Squadron, was 
announced in the LG, 27 October 1942. 

                                                 
14 He retired from the RAF as an Air Commodore 

http://www.nzwargraves.org.nz/casualties/trevor-owen-marshall
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From http://www.awm.gov.au/catalogue/research_centre/pdf/rc09125z005_1.pdf: 
Lancaster PB144 of 10 Squadron took off from RAF Metheringham at 2220 hours on the night of 
7/8th July 1944, detailed to bomb a flying bomb storage depot at St Leu d’Esserant, France. Nothing 
was heard from the aircraft after take off and it failed to return to base. 
Crew 
RAF Sqn Ldr Marshall, T O DFC Captain (Pilot) 
RAF PO Howell, G R (Flight Engineer) 
RAAF 32311 FO Thompson, Ian James (Navigator) 
RAF Sgt E G Banks, (Air Bomber) 
RAF FO Zeffertt, L C (Wireless Air Gunner) 
RAF FO Adams-Langley, J A (Mid Upper Gunner) 
RAAF 434189 FO O’Leary, P J (Rear Gunner) 
The aircraft was hit by flak and crashed at 0130 hours bursting into flames at La Fusee, near Ste-
Genevieve (Oise), 18kms SSE Beauvais. All the crew were killed. Sqn Ldr Marshall, PO Howell, FO 
Thompson and Sgt Banks are buried in the Marissel French National Cemetery, Locality Oise, 
France. Marissel is an eastern suburb of Beauvais, a Cathedral town between Rouen and 
Compiegne. FO Zeffertt, FO Adams-Langley and FO O’Leary are buried in the St-Genevieve 
Communal Cemetery Locality Oise, France. St-Genevieve is a village and commune 10 miles south 
east of Beauvais. 
18. Pilot Officer [later Squadron Leader] Peter Crawford ROLT (39339). Signed 14 
October 1938. 48 GR Squadron RAF Eastchurch. 

003 
His short service commission as an Acting Pilot Officer on probation was announced in the LG, 8 
January 1937. His promotion from Flying Officer to Flight Lieutenant was announced in the LG, 22 
October 1940. He was reported missing in the LG, 1 January 1941. 
According to 
http://www.shauntaylor.co.uk/genealogy/getperson.php?personID=I7902&tree=golding, he was 
born in 1917 and killed in action on 7 October 1941, aged 24. He was the son of Ernest Guy and 
Mary Beryl Rolt; and the husband of Betty Eileen Rolt, of Northchapel, Sussex. He is 
commemorated on the Runnymede Memorial. 
19. Wing Commander [later Air Vice Marshal, Sir] Francis John Williamson “Tog” 
MELLERSH KBE, AFC, RAF (22 September 1898 – 25 May 1955). Signed 23 October 1938. 
HQ No 25 (Armament) Group, RAF Eastchurch. 

003 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Mellersh_FJW.htm: 
KBE - 11 Aug 1950 (CBE - 1 Jan 1945), AFC - 3 Jun 1919, MiD - 1 Jan 1943, MiD - 14 Jan 1944, MA 
(Hon). 
(RNAS):- (T) (P) Flt Off: 29 Oct 1916, Flt Sub-Lt: 29 Oct 1916, Flt Lt: 31 Dec 1917. 

http://www.awm.gov.au/catalogue/research_centre/pdf/rc09125z005_1.pdf
http://www.shauntaylor.co.uk/genealogy/getperson.php?personID=I7902&tree=golding
http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Mellersh_FJW.htm
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(RAF):- (H) Capt [Lt]: 1 Apr 1918, (T) Capt: 28 Aug 1918, Capt: 1 Dec 1918, Flt Lt: 1 Aug 1919, Fg 
Off: 24 Oct 1919, (T) Flt Lt: 9 Apr 1921,11 Aug 1921, Flt Lt: 30 Jun 1923, Sqn Ldr: 1 Jun 1932, Wg 
Cdr: 1 Apr 1937, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Mar 1940, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Nov 1942, Gp Capt: 20 Nov 1942 [1 
Apr 1942], A/Cdre: 1 Oct 1946, Act AVM: 14 Oct 1946, AVM: 1 Jan 1949, Act AM: 1 Oct 1952?. 
xx xxx 1916 U/T Pilot 
xx xxx 1917 Pilot? 
xx xxx 1917 Pilot, No 9 Squadron RNAS 
1 Apr 1918 Pilot, No 209 Sqn 
28 Aug 1918 Flight Commander, No 209 Sqn 
1918  Instructor? No 4 Fighter School, Freiston 
24 Oct 1919 Awarded Short Service Commission in the rank of Flying Officer (Aeroplane) 
24 Dec 1919 Transferred to the Unemployed List 
9 Apr 1921 Restored to the Active List for Temporary Duty in the rank of Flight Lieutenant 
11 Aug 1921 Awarded Short Service Commission in the rank of Flying Officer 
11 Aug 1921 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
 7 Mar 1922 Pilot, No 84 Sqn 
23 Dec 1923 Staff/QFI, No 4 FTS 
 1 Mar 1926 QFI, No 2 FTS 
1 Jun 1926 Appointed to Permanent Commission in the RAF in the rank of Flight Lieutenant 
26 May 1929 QFI, Oxford University Air Sqn. /Officer i/c, Station Flight, RAF Upper Heyford 
23 Jan 1933 Attended RAF Staff College 
26 Feb 1934 Air Staff, HQ Iraq Command 
21 May 1936 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
10 Jul 1936 Maintenance Liaison Officer, HQ Armament Group 
xx xxx xxxx Air Staff, HQ Armament Group 
 1 Dec 1937 Air Staff, HQ No 25 (Armament) Group 
 9 Dec 1938 Directing Staff, RAF Staff College 
25 Aug 1939 Maintenance Staff Officer, HQ Maintenance Command 
12 Jun 1940 Deputy Director of Organisation (MT)/ (8) 
xx xxx 1941 Officer Commanding, RAF Wattisham 
xx xxx xxxx SASO, No 222 Group 
11 May 1943 SASO, AHQ Bengal 
7 Jan 1944 AOC, No 231 (Bomber) Group 
20 Jun 1944 Air Commander, Strategic Air Force, Eastern Air Command 
xx Jul 1945 Commandant, RAF Staff College (Allied Wing), Bulstrode 
14 Oct 1946 AOC, No 91 Group 
xx Aug 1947 AOC, No 21 Group 
20 Aug 1948 AOA, HQ Air Command Far East 
13 May 1949 AOC, AHQ Malaya 
19 Mar 1951 AOA, HQ Bomber Command 
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1 Oct 1952 Commandant-General of the RAF Regiment and Inspector of Ground Combat 
Training 

He joined the RNAS in 1916 being awarded RAeC No 4216 on 8 February 1917, was posted to 
France and eventually joined No 9 (Naval) Squadron, later in 1917. He claimed 5 victories with the 
squadron, which became 209 Squadron on 1 April 1918, including one on the 21 April in a combat 
during which 209 fought Manfred von Richthofen unit and the ‘Red Baron’ was killed. 
“Suddenly the Triplane did two extremely rapid flick rolls and crashed straight into the ground with 
full engine on. I flew right over it after it had crashed however, and saw that it was a complete 
wreck.” 
Francis Mellersh, describing the crash of Manfred von Richthofen's Fokker DR.I. 
“The Red Baron was pursued by Wilfrid Reid May's Sopwith Camel along the Somme Canal through 
an undefended section of no-man's-land. As they passed over the village of Vaux-sur-Somme, Roy 
Brown intervened with a burst of Vickers machine gun fire. Seeing Richthofen's triplane make a 
sharp downward turn to the right and confident that May was now out of danger, Brown flew to 
the aid of Lt. Francis Mellersh who was under attack by two Fokker triplanes. About a minute later, 
the Red Baron's Fokker DR.I crashed to the ground as Mellersh, now safe and followed by Brown, 
flew by on his way home. Doctors reported that Richthofen had been hit by two bullets which had 
been fired from above and behind. They further said that in their opinion the shot could not have 
been fired from the ground." 
Strangely, he was appointed a Flight Lieutenant in the August 1919 Air Force List, but in October he 
reverts to Flying Officer and two month later joins the Unemployed List. He rejoined the RAF in 
August 1931. He wwarded the KBE for his services in Malaya between 1 December 1949 and 31 
May 1950. The Times announced that he was to be appointed to the post of Commandant-General 
of the RAF Regiment in the rank of Acting Air Marshal, but this is not confirmed by The Air Force 
Lists. He was present at the coronation of HM Queen Elizabeth II in 1953. 
Unfortunately, he did live to enjoy a long retirement, being killed in a bizarre accident in 1955. A 
member of the Itchenor Yacht Club, he had arranged to cruise over to Cherbourg that weekend 
with a naval friend, Lt Commander Baring. Lt Commander Baring had organised a helicopter to 
bring him down to Itchenor where the pilot hovered it over a jetty allowing him to step out. Whilst 
Baring was being greeted by Sir Francis, the helicopter was ascending to depart when its rotors 
struck the mast of a yacht and crashed on its side. The main rotor struck Sir Francis on the head 
and Lt Commander Baring was struck by the tail rotor, both being killed instantly. The pilot escaped 
uninjured. 

 
Signature for sale on eBay for $60, Jan 2013 
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From http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/portrait/mw53095/Sir-Francis-John-Williamson-
Mellersh?LinkID=mp56410&role=sit&rNo=0: 

 
Sir Francis John Williamson Mellersh by Bassano Ltd, June 1938 
20. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Harry BLIGH MiD RAFO (43591). Signed 23 
October 1938. HQ No 25 (Armament) Squadron, RAF Eastchurch. 

003 
Flight, 5 July 1923 announced his promotion from Flying Officer to Flight Lieutenant. Flight, 23 April 
1925 announced his election as a Member of the Committee of The Royal Aero Club of the United 
Kingdom: 

 
The LG, 13 December 1932 announced that he was transferred from Class A to Class C in the Royal 
Air Force Reserve of Air Force Officers with effect from 5 December 1932. 
He flew in the Air Combat display in the ninth annual Royal Air Force Display at Hendon on 30 June 
1928. 

http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/portrait/mw53095/Sir-Francis-John-Williamson-Mellersh?LinkID=mp56410&role=sit&rNo=0
http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/portrait/mw53095/Sir-Francis-John-Williamson-Mellersh?LinkID=mp56410&role=sit&rNo=0
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From Flight, 5 July 1928: 
The ninth annual Royal Air Force Display was held on June 30 at Hendon, before their Majesties the 
King and Queen and a crowd estimated at 150,000. Rain fell in short sharp showers at the 
beginning of events, but for the main part of the interesting programme during the afternoon a 
blue sky patched with ballooning clouds hung over Hendon aerodrome and the sun sparkled on 
the whole spectacle. By noon a large crowd had already gathered to witness the early events. 
The first item was a race of approximately 14 miles between officers from each of the training 
centres which carry out annual training of officers on the Reserve of the R.A.F. - namely, London 
(De Havilland Aircraft Co., Ltd.), Bristol (Bristol Aeroplane Co., Ltd.), Coventry (Sir W. G. Armstrong, 
Whitworth Aircraft, Ltd.), Glasgow (William Beardmore and Co., Ltd.), and Leeds (North Sea Aerial 
and General Transport, Ltd.). 
All the pilots flew Avro-Lynx machines and started in the rain and low clouds. They finished in close 
order, only eight seconds separating the first machine and last machine. Flying Officer C. E. M. 
Pickthorn, M.C., representing Leeds, was the winner, his time being 8 mins. 52 sees. Flight-
Lieutenant H. Bligh (Coventry) was second, Flying Officer F. J. Brunton (Bristol) third, Flying Officer 
R. P.Mollard (Glasgow) fourth, and Flying Officer G. F. Court (London) fifth. 
His Mentioned in Despatches was announced in the LG, 1 January 1945. 
21. Flying Officer [later Wing Commander] Bryan BELL (37375). Signed 26 October 1938. 
269 General Reconnaissance Squadron, RAF Abbotsinch. 

003 
Wing Commander Bryan Bell was commissioned into the RAF in 1935 and won his pilot's wings in 
1936. He flew many types of aircraft from Hawker Harts to Lancasters, held some senior posts, 
commanded 100 and 550 Squadron, but was posted missing during a raid on Duisberg. He had 
been taken Prisoner of War and his career and excellent chance of further promotion were ended. 
In 1946, he took class A Release and returned to 'Civvy Street'. He gave excellent service as the first 
President of Northumbria Branch of the Aircrew Association, but died in 1985. He was so highly 
respected by Canadian members of 550 Squadron that a collection was made by them, and sent to 
his widow with a request that some suitable memorial be made. 
Extract from notes made by Wing Commander Bell: 
On the 3rd June 1943, I and my crew of Flying Officer RC Rice (BA), WO Selman (Nav), Sgt Gregory 
(Ag), Sgt Brown (Ag), Sgt Martin (Flt Eng) and Sgt Ben Davies (W Op) arrived at Lindholme posted 
to No 1656 HCU No1 group Bomber Command. My memories of the course are vague except our 
haste to qualify on the Halifax and get onto ‘Lancs’ as soon as possible. After flying the Lancaster 
for the first time I remember thinking I had never flown such a magnificent aeroplane and I still 
think that to this day. Having completed our conversion the question of a posting for a Squadron 
Leader and crew loomed up. I found out the squadrons which had vacancies and saw that there 
was one in 100 Squadron at Waltham. 100 was commanded by Wg Cdr R.V. McIntyre DFC, I knew 
him by reputation on the rugby field from Durham School as I had cheered on the 1st XV as a 
junior. He then went off to Cranwell and I had never seen him since. Thus I applied for posting to 
100 Squadron and was accepted and took command of ‘B’ flight 100 squadron RAF Station 
Waltham. At 100 I was also able to catch up with ‘Pedro’ Clayton a S/Ldr I had met at OTU and 
Nipper Davies, John Canham soon followed as a flight commander he had been in Australia with 
me on loan to the Empire Air Training Scheme. 
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Our operations began with the first op of the Battle of Hamburg of which there is ample 
documentation. One interesting trip was Milan 14 August approx. We were part of a small force on 
a factory outside the city (Breda or Pirelli works?) whilst the main force was on the city. On the way 
out our oxygen supply suddenly showed nil, only the Flt Eng and myself knew so we said nothing 
to the rest. Since pre-war flying training included flying up to 20,000ft without oxygen I reckoned 
that if we flew over the Alps below planned flight we would be OK. We were planned to descend 
after the Alps to 7-10,000ft to target and climb again after bombing. The thought of going straight 
on to N Africa as some Halifax’s had previously done, returning with bomb bays full of citrus fruits 
had crossed my mind but then the thought of ‘Mac’ asking me just how I had got through my 
wings without a height test to 20,000 quickly dispelled that thought. I told the rest of the crew 
about the situation as we crossed the Alps on the return journey, some said they were feeling the 
effects of oxygen starvation but with reduced height we made an uneventful safe return home. 
My memories of 100 squadron operations are limited as once an operation was over it was behind 
me and not thought of again. Leisure time was spent either at ‘The Ship Hotel’ Grimsby with ‘mine 
hosts’ Sam and Mrs Muscat where it seemed Chicken and Dover sole was always available to her 
boys or more locally poaching partridges at roost on the airfield or nearby fields with .22 rifles, also 
pheasants in local woods again at roost before last light. Dickie Rice was one of the best shots I 
have ever met. .22 or 12 bore and I remember the local policeman had to ask ‘Mac’ to stop him 
cycling through the village of Waltham with a .22 slung over his shoulder. 
Another memory of the village is that there was a suspicion that if the sails on the Waltham 
Windmill were turning then there were ops on that night, I have no idea if this was ever proved or 
disproved. 
At the beginning of November 1943 word went around that Mac was to be posted to North 
Killingholme when it opened as Station Commander as 100 Squadron was to throw off a flight to 
form a new squadron 550. I applied to join 550 as Commanding Officer but was piped to the post 
by J J Bennett from 1 Group HQ who arrived with ‘Bluey’ Graham DFC AFC (RAAF) an old pal of 
mine and also one of my pupils from Australia. 550 Squadron formed and as flight commander ‘A’ 
flight I did one trip with them Dec 16th Berlin Crash Night. What a night, low stratus for return and 
smoke from the try-out of Fido at Fiskerton nearly blotted out the whole of 1 group with stratus 
and fog in other areas. David Halford, who had taken over 100 Squadron, crashed near Waltham as 
did many others. I must say I thought we’d had it that night. 
At the end of 1943 I was posted to Lindholme as Wing Commander Training Air I at No II base 
under Air Commodore George Banting, Wing Commander John Dilworth had taken over 100 
Squadron and 550 had moved to North Killingholme. Poor John, an Aussie in the RAF from pre-war 
who had been in Australia with me on loan to the RAAF bought it not long after that. One of my 
outstanding memories from that time is that contrary to many books of today Bert Harris did a tour 
of stations and I remember as many air crew as possible being scrummed into the Binbrook dining 
hall. He emphasised the value of debriefing reports. His words were: “We at command are like a 
bunch of eunuchs, we know what it’s all about but cannot do it ourselves.” He told us to respect 
the daylight raids of the Americans in spite of their small bomb loads, if they could shoot down as 
many German fighters as possible by day it made our job a little easier by night. He soothed the 
worries of the air gunners who wanted 0.5 guns. He simply said that at aiming visibility range 4 x 
0.303 were more effective than 2 x 0.5. It was certainly a stirring occasion. At Lindholme the 
production of crews continued unabated while back at 550 Wing Commander J J Bennett was 
completing his tour and being at the supply end Mac rang me from Killingholme to see who 
among the likely Squadron commanders was in the pipe line. A very old friend of mine Pat 
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Connolly was ready. He and I had been at Uxbridge in 1935 on first being granted short service 
commissions; we had met again at CFS on No 59 course 1938, the last peacetime course. 
I then went to Australia while Pat went to New Zealand. In 1942, he took a Squadron of NZ fighters 
north into the SW Pacific Islands. Pat took command of 550 but unfortunately bought it 2 months 
later, he was replaced by Alan Sisley a pre-war Aussie in the RAF who also bought it soon after 
taking command. I had been due to meet Mac and his wife at the Turks Head Hotel bar in 
Newcastle but the night before he rang me to tell me the sad news that 550 had lost another CO 
and asked me whom I had in the pipe line. I told him that there were some excellent chaps but 
given the timeline and the Squadrons recent losses no one with that level of experience, he asked if 
he cleared it with George Banting and 1 Group would I go back and take the Squadron, I told him I 
would be delighted and left it with him fearing that it would not be cleared due to the on-going 
training commitments which were nonstop. 
On return from his leave George gave me his blessing and group followed with their clearance and 
I went to 550 as Commanding Officer in September 1944. Thus I took over my Squadron which had 
lost two COs in rather smart succession. This meant they had to be pulled together and learn that 
their CO could last a bit longer and see more crews through their tour. The loss of COs meant that 
commendations for DFCs and DFMs were in arrears. I did my best to catch up but I fear that several 
gallant crews went unrewarded and also some well-deserved recommendations for commissions 
went west by default. Being a three flight Squadron we averaged 28 aircraft kept serviceable by a 
very fine Engineering Officer S/Ldr George Cooper. Hugh Gardiner seemed to get more bomb load 
onto our aircraft than any other Station Armament Officer in the group and we used to take top 
place of bomb loads delivered. Memory fails me on the sequence of Flight commanders. 
Those I recall first and foremost S/Ldr Roland Newitt (a Canadian) Squadron Leader Redmond who 
went on to TRE at Defford, Squadron Leader Willie Caldow whose nice new ‘A’ Apple I lost for him! 
Another great character I remember was another Canadian pilot, Flight Lieutenant Dubois and an 
RAAF flight commander Squadron Ldr Pickles. So more crews completed tours and the turnover of 
crews completing rose again. It was the practice for Squadron Commanders in our group not to 
have his own crew but to take ‘raw’ crews –to give them confidence. What this did for the 
Squadron Commander is not recorded. I remember one celebrated crew was all Australian except 
the bomb aimer whom they called their ‘Pommie Mascot’. The captain was a WO the rest Flight 
Sgts and Sgts, the bomb aimer was a flying officer. HQ RAAF kept up a running question as to why 
this crew were not all commissioned. They just kept refusing saying it would kill their luck. They 
completed an excellent tour. The only black spot was when they had flying control instruction to 
land “call funnels on approach” on return from ops. Just what they lined up on I don’t know, but 
the next thing I knew they called up as having landed in the Humber in line behind the runway but 
six or seven miles short. 
New Year’s Eve 1944, 5 or 6 aircraft of 550 out. There was a station dance in full swing when an 
emergency frost and sleet warning came in. Mac was on leave and I was also acting Station 
Commander. On the tannoy I called for volunteers, never was a runway cleared so quickly, salt and 
sanded in time for the boys return, all those on snow clearance were issued with a rum ration for 
an excellent job. 
Come to the night of 22nd February 1945. On making out the battle order that morning I put 
myself down to take Flight Lieutenant Luger and crew, myself as captain. As it was my habit to 
order a crate of beer to be left out for consumption in the mess by myself and anyone else who 
wanted a drink in the mess on my return. As I did so I remember I paid for it at the time which was 
not usual at all. I took off and flew to the south coast; here we were quite late on plan. It was my 
prerogative to go through target in the first wave we always reckoned that this was the best spot 
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before the defences warmed up. As we were late I moved out of the pilot’s seat and handed over 
to Flight Lieutenant Luger, I reckoned that his crew should respond automatically to their own 
skipper with whom they trained all the while. However unfortunately we got later and later until we 
were twenty minutes behind schedule as we came up to the last turn east for target. Unseen a 
night fighter came in astern and hit the rear gunner which started a fire in the rear turret. We heard 
his screams and then the intercom burnt out, the wireless op soon had the emergency intercom 
working. 
The young mid upper claimed to have got a good burst into the fighter as he broke upwards. 
Meanwhile the hydraulic fluid supply to the rear turret was burning merrily and the whole turret 
was ablaze. I decided that we would go straight ahead through target and bomb. The intercom 
began to fade so I directed the crew that after ‘bombs away’ the bomb aimer would jettison his 
escape hatch and prepare to jump. 
All parachutes on Flight are to be behind BA but within reach of my boot. Nav to be behind me 
W/Op to be ready to move aft to the door and pull mid upper out as well. Then the pilot to follow 
me from the front hatch. I said that on the first shudder I would order OUT, kick the engineer and 
he would likewise the BA. At the same time I would push and point the nav to the rear. There were 
pleas that we would stretch to our own army lines nearly up to the Ruchwald forest line. I said that 
we would not make it as the fire would result in the severance of the whole tail unit. However the 
question was settled by a night fighter coming in and the unwelcome sound like a hydraulic pick. 
Luckily no one was hit and I gave the order OUT We were at about 17000ft and I later learned from 
the W/Op that indeed the tail came off and that he was catapulted through a ring of fire where the 
tail had been. As I dropped out of the plane my count was erratic, 1..2..4..5..8…9…10 then came a 
jerk and a fluttering white canopy above me. Strangely it gave me a great sense of peace and I can 
well understand how in post war years parachuting became a popular sport. I could see the target 
and hear the last of the raid. The ack-ack died away and the search lights went out by groups. A 
Hun fighter circled and, rightly or wrongly, I thought he might have crack at me; however, he 
sheared off. Then I was able to take a look around me. 
In the sky to the south was a ball of fire the poor old Lanc, to the east the target to the west and 
north, a scattered trail of small fires. The night was clear and a half moon rising so that the ground 
was visible as a dark pattern below me. There was a wonderful sensation of solitude and serenity 
however the direction was downwards and various exercises previously read about and lectured 
about were now tried out. Turning left and right, spilling air and side dipping. By now the ground 
became clearer and trees visible. A large paddock of some sort appeared in the line of flight. It was 
trees on approach and to port and starboard so that the idea was to drop somehow into the open 
space. 
After some haphazard pulling on the rigging lines the approach seemed good and then suddenly 
the ground could be seen approaching rather rapidly so I just let myself go slack and hoped for the 
best. With a gentle bump and roll I found myself lying on soft earth with my parachute collapsing 
ahead of me. Remembering the drill for such an event all was gathered in and I made towards the 
nearest hedge. On the way I found a large potato clump. Lengthwise it ran parallel to the north 
south hedge I tucked down beside it away from and screened from the hedge. These continental 
clumps seem to be much bigger than those I remember in the UK and the gutter around the base 
wider and deeper. The sound of feet, instep and dogs barking approached from the south and the 
other side of the hedge. The men were talking, but not excited or with care. The dogs did not have 
aggressive barks but rather an "on exercise" note. I cowered in the clump ditch concealing as much 
of my parachute as possible under me. The sounds passed and died away by my reckoning it was a 
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reluctant patrol turfed out into the night to look for something they did not believe existed. Now 
came the stock taking. 
My escape wallet of maps and money had blown away in the slipstream on my exit. I still had my 
box of Benzedrine, biscuits, Horlicks tablets and cheese. My field service cap was still wedged inside 
my battle blouse and under my belt, I had both boots on and was unscathed. In my pockets I 
turned out a packet of 4 Players cigarettes, a box of matches-safety-12, 2 plain new handkerchiefs 
(no laundry marks) and a blank Cox and Kings cheque form. 1 service omega wristlet watch, the 
small pen knife in my "escape type" flying boots plus a wad of toilet paper (form 0.0. sandpaper 
pattern). The bale out would be at about 01.15 hours, it was now 02.15 hours, the casual patrol had 
not found me so now was the time for a plan of action of some sort. The parachute was buried in 
the bottom of the clump as best as possible. 
The fur lined tops of the boots tore off easily as designed thus converting flying boots into shoes. 
The two tops opened out and with the pen knife I hacked off the zips. These I stuffed into the 
clump whilst the two fur rectangles I put under my shirt, flat, fur inwards on my chest and back. I 
had taken Benzedrine before the war; in fact it had been our 269 Squadron hangover cure before it 
went on the dangerous drugs list. Thus I knew its properties and that it would clear my head of all 
but the object in mind - where to go. 
The Allies had taken Cleves which I considered to be to my North West so that was to be the 
direction. In other words, "left hand down from the pole star". Charlie's wagon and the pole star 
were clearly visible so that gave me the line and off I set. My landing place must have been on a 
slight plateau as below from this a burn was visible at the bottom and the copse merged into a 
wood of conifers. This standing timber was of about 12-15 feet in height, thinned and all ground 
scrub cleared. 
Next I came upon a road running about 20 degrees to the north of my course but rather than re-
enter timber I took the road. Traffic approached and two or three times the German soldiers in 
pairs called out "Guten Tag" to which I grunted the same. Two or three solo cyclists did likewise. As 
the trees grew taller on both sides of the road I heard the sound of a heavy motor vehicle 
approaching so I moved off to port into the trees and stopped about 30 yards away from the road. 
A grunting and groaning lorry passed from my direction of travel and went straight on. 
The sound died away into the distance and it seemed prudent to stick to the timber and get back 
on course. It was noticeable that the Krauts are good timber growers, there was little or no ground 
cover, the trees were well spaced and had no lower branches. The branches started at about 12 
feet, the stronger ones starting above that. This line of walk was halted by the burn or stream of 
about 7 yards in width. 
In the moonlight it showed a fair speed, level banks a foot or so above the water, but quite beyond 
my long jump ability. I followed the burn upstream and came to patch of young timber. This patch 
was a rearing area, uncleared, quite closely planted and 7 or 8 foot high. It offered ideal shelter. In I 
crawled until it became quite dark from knitting of the branches overhead. Once more it time to 
take stock of the situation. For the first time I wondered what had happened to the rest of the crew, 
I was of course already aware the rear gunner was dead, I hoped the rest had managed to get to 
ground safely and were evading capture. 
My present position, thought far from pleasant, was dry and secure. I decided to take a Horlicks 
tablet and sleep on things, as this is a neutral condition, being a creature of habit before bed, 
relieved bodily functions away from nest. Then I lay down and curled up and slept. 
About 3 or 4 hours later I awoke refreshed. The snag was that my joints were all frozen by frost and 
had to be eased very painfully back into action. There was the sound of some sort of factory in the 
vicinity and motor traffic up on the road. Men's and women's voices could be heard talking and 
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singing as of parties of workers being conveyed in the back of trucks. As this disturbance died 
down I worked my way down to the burn I realised there was no way over the water as it was wide 
deep and fast flowing. There was also a lot more movement on the road and eventually I was 
spotted. A line of German troops with automatic weapons advanced upon me, I did what any self-
respecting pilot in that situation would do and gave up. I was taken to a flak post and held. 
They at least fed me, the food was terrible, stew, black bread and some sort of tea. I was held 
overnight and early the next day several other prisoners were brought in Flt Lt Luger and the rest of 
the crew less the rear gunner and navigator being amongst them. The navigator, we learnt after the 
war, had been picked up by the SS who took him to a field and shot him. 
A polish slave labourer saw it all from a hiding point nearby. Realising this was not right when all 
was clear he nipped out and took the nav's identity discs which he gave to the first British troops 
into the area soon afterwards, a matter of weeks. He had landed away from me and the rest of the 
crew the latter had all come down in gardens of houses near the flak post. 
We were all bundled off to a higher formation; here we had our first interrogation. They also took 
any articles of service equipment such as service watches although I managed to swipe another 
from a table. 
More prisoners RAF turned up here. A Geordie from County Durham among them. I knew he was 
genuine by his broad accent and dialect which I think I alone understood. In fact we both 
conversed in the broadest of broad Geordie for this purpose. From here by transport we went to 
Krefeld then by train to Dusseldorf and eventually to Dulag Luft at Oberursel (the Luftwaffe 
interrogation centre). 
Here I spent 12 or 14 days in solitary confinement interspersed with interrogation sessions. We 
were so well briefed on the Dulag Luft procedure that it was actually a most boring procedure. 
Whenever I was asked how various radar and navigational aids worked I could honestly say that I 
did not have a clue. 
Eventually in exasperation the main questioner slapped the table and shouted "I believe you, you 
are a bloody rotten wing commander, and you should know these things". Ironically on my last day 
the chief interrogator came into my room and slapped a file in front of me, this was my complete 
file which contained number, rank, name, Squadrons and virtually my entire service history. This 
was the end of Dulag Luft from here off to Wetzlar, a transit camp, and from there to Nuremburg 
Oflag XIII-B. Here I took over command of a compound of mixed USAAF, British and Empire 
aircrew. I told them we were not going to become "old kriegies" as the war must soon end. 
Soon our 900 went up to 2000+ as a band of US Army under an Eagle Colonel of infantry marched 
in. He made me his 2IC and we continued our way of life. They had been moved from Poland and 
endured a rough ride. He was a grand old fellow, had carried a set of Scottish pipes all the way 
though he could neither fill the bag nor blow a note. 
As Patten crossed the Rhine we, including all the other compounds were put on the road for 
Moosburg, Stalag VII-A. On arrival at Moosburg, Colonel Pop Goode, my US boss, found that he 
wasn't senior Allied officer. Group Captain Willetts RAF held that seniority. Wing Commander Dickie 
Kellett was his 2IC. 
Squadron Leader Murray shot down the day the war started was also there. Pop Goode requested 
that I remain as his "RAF liaison officer" and I was accommodated in Pop's room with his supply 
officer. Say what you like but the Americans exploited the goons to the nth degree and soon the 
goons were bribed to produce an electric hot plate to boil and cook and from somewhere other 
comforts appeared. 
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I had freedom of movement throughout the British and American compounds and was able to 
meet up with some school friends from Northumberland and Durham who were Gunners, 
Northumberland Fusiliers and DLI. Strangely I did not meet many of own service who I knew. 
After General Patten's advance and the liberation of the camp on the 29th April 1945 we were soon 
on our way home and I flew out of Moosburg on the 7th May 1945 the day before VE Day to 
Northolt thus ending this rather unpleasant European vacation. 
Footnote: April 1945 Stalag VIIA (officially Stammlager VIIA), a prisoner of war camp in Bavaria 
twenty- two miles northeast of Munich and a half-mile north of Moosburg, Germany. In a sprawling 
set of tightly spaced rows of drab, rundown, one-story military barracks built to accommodate 
10,000 persons, the Germans had crowded together 110,000 prisoners of war: British, Americans, 
military personnel of every Allied nationality (including 40,000 Russians), Indians, Australians, South 
Africans, Asians and South Americans. 
22. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] George Peter MACDONALD (24078). Signed 
3 November 1938. HQ No 12 (Fighter) Group, RAF Hucknall. 

003 
He is mentioned in many editions of Flight and the LG, from 1918 to 1948, his retirement retaining 
the rank of Group Captain being announced in the LG, 2 March 1948: 

 
According to his file, reference AIR 76/315/95, in TNA, he was born on 22 April 1899. 
From The Air Force List for January 1938: 
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From The Air Force List for December 1938: 

 
From http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RAF_officers_M01.html: 

 

http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RAF_officers_M01.html
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From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._12_Group_RAF: 
No. 12 Group was first formed in April 1918 at Cranwell, Lincolnshire, within No. 3 Area. It 
succeeded the Royal Navy's Central Depot and Training Establishment which had been training 
naval aviators at Cranwell since 1916. The first RAF General Officer Commanding was Brigadier-
General H D Briggs who received the appointment on promotion from Captain in the Royal Navy. 
On 8 May 1918 the group transferred to Midland Area, and then to Northern Area on 18 October 
1919. On 1 November that year the Group ceased to exist when it became the RAF (Cadet) College. 
The group was reformed on 1 April 1937 in Fighter Command. It was the group responsible for 
aerial defence of the Midlands, Norfolk, Lincolnshire and North Wales. Construction of a purpose 
built site at RAF Watnall was not completed until late 1940, after which operations were relocated 
from nearby RAF Hucknall. During World War II this group was the second most important group 
of Fighter Command, and as such, it received its share of attacks from the German Luftwaffe 
throughout the war. 
The commander of 12 Group during the Battle of Britain was Air Vice Marshal Trafford Leigh-
Mallory, who was a rather ambitious man. Despite his length of service in the RAF, he was passed 
over for being named the Air Officer Commanding of the more vital 11 Group in favour of Air Vice 
Marshal Keith Park. Leigh-Mallory felt himself slighted over this and his relations with Park were 
poisoned thereafter. 
As well as regional defence, 12 Group were also supposed to fly cover for 11 Group airfields during 
the Battle of Britain, but several times, these fields were left undefended. When Park complained 
about it, Leigh-Mallory responded that in order to test his Big Wing theory (espoused by Squadron 
Leader Douglas Bader), more time was needed to get the necessary squadrons airborne. 
The Big Wings met with mixed success, enough for the Air Ministry to use it as an excuse to oust 
Park and Air Chief Marshal Hugh Dowding from their commands on the grounds that they had 
mismanaged the Battle of Britain. 
After Park was ousted, Leigh-Mallory took over 11 Group. 12 Group still continued its assignment 
of defending the Midlands and supporting both 10 Group and 11 Group. 
12 Group remained in being after the war. It was renamed No. 12 (East Anglian) Sector on 31 
March 1963. On 30 April 1968, as the new Strike Command came into existence, 12 Group passed 
into history. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._12_Group_RAF
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23. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Frank William FOSTER DFC DSM MiD 
(13026) (10 April 1887 – 5 March 1963). Signed 4 November 1938. RAF Lee-on-the Solent. 

004 
DSM mentioned in the LG, 22 December 1919. 
Mentioned in Despatches in the LG 17 March 1941. 
Mentions in various issues of Flight including 11 December 1924 (at which time he has a DFC and 
DSM), 22 October 1925, 27 December 1928 and 22 July 1932. 
Although born in West London, he was brought up and educated in the village of Stockcross in 
Berkshire. He joined the Royal Navy in 1903 at the age of 16, and saw action in many theatres of 
World War I, including the Battle of Jutland, in which he gained the Distinguished Service Medal. 
He transferred to the RAF in the latter part of the War, and was awarded the Distinguished Flying 
Cross for gallantry and devotion to duty. At the cessation of activities he joined the little group of 
pioneers who were struggling to develop an aircraft carrier deck landing technique on an old 
converted cruiser — HMS Argus. In 1927, trouble flared up on the North-West Frontiers of British 
India, and Flying Officer Foster was drafted with a Squadron of old Bristol Fighters to police the 
Himalayas and keep order. This involved active duty for five years. As a form of relaxation, on one 
of his leaves he made a trek accompanied by an Indian guide to Tibet, visiting the district of 
Ladakh. Returning from India in 1933, a short spell as radio and communications instructor 
followed, prior to a return to the sea in the ill-fated HMS Courageous. Flying Officer Foster was 
transferred to a Coastal Command at Plymouth, a comparatively short time before HMS 
Courageous was sunk by enemy action. Coastal Command service led to promotion to the rank of 
Wing Commander, involving transfer to Derby House, Liverpool, one of a number of vital 
communication centres for the three services. It figured in the tracking and final annihilation of the 
Bismarck. For his service he was mentioned in despatches three times, on 17 March 1941, 11 June 
1942 and 14 January 1944. Wing Commander Foster's service in World War II carried him beyond 
the normal retiring age, but the day had to come, of course, when he had to take leave of the 
services, in November 1945. Not for him however was the sedentary life of retirement. In January 
1946, he joined the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) as a 
Communications Officer, serving until the administration closed down in June 1948. The Ministry of 
Supply knew the Wing Commander next, and he became an experimental officer acting as a liaison 
between the Air Ministry and aircraft manufacturers. In December 1955 he had finally to retire from 
the active scene. Wing Commander Foster had a wife, Edith, and two children, Harold and Betty - 
his home remained at Stockcross until the end of his life, when he was taken to the Battle Hospital 
in Reading after a long fight against Parkinson's disease. He died there on 5 March 1963, aged 75. 
Honours and awards: Mons Star, Yeoman of Signals 1914/15; Distinguished Service Medal - 15 
September 1916 The following awards have been approved in connection with the 
recommendations of the Commander-in-Chief for services rendered by Petty Officers and men of 
the Grand Fleet in the action in the North Sea on the 31st May - 1 June 1916 - To receive the 
Distinguished Service Medal, Yeoman of Signals Frank William Foster, O.N 226416 (now Acting 
Signal Boatswain); Distinguished Flying Cross - 22 December 1918 Pilot Officer Frank William Foster 
DSM (North Russia) In recognition of distinguished services rendered during the War and since the 
close of hostilities; General Service Medal, 2nd/Lt RAF 1918; Victory Service Medal, 2nd/Lt RAF 
1918; India General Service Medal & Bar, Flying Officer RAF 1930/31 (North West Frontier); Silver 
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Jubilee Medal, 1935; Coronation Medal, 1937; War Medal & Mentioned in Despatches clasp, 
1939/45; Defence Medal, 1945. 
24. Flight Lieutenant Charles Edward TIDY (360495). Signed 4 November 1938. No 8 FTS 
RAF Montrose. 

004 
His promotion from Cadet to temporary 2nd Lieutenant in the School of Military Aeronautics was 
announced in the LG, 27 September 1917. 
He has a digitised file, reference ADM 188/547/360495, in TNA. He was born in Plumstead, Kent on 
20 May 1884. 
The grant of his short service commission in the rank of Flying Officer, with effect from 2 December 
1919, was announced in the LG, 17 February 1920. His promotion from Flying Officer to Flight 
Lieutenant was announced in the LG, 3 July 1928. 
From http://www.scribd.com/doc/16246671/Liverpool-Medals-Catalogue: 
“Medals: B.W.M., Victory, (2.Lieut. R.A.F.), G.S.M. bar Kudistan (Flying Officer) to F/Lieut. C.E. Tidy, 
R.A.F. Attested H.A.C. joined 1st. Bn. in France, A. A Co. Lewis Gun section. Made application to RFC 
as Observer, Jan 1917.” Liverpool Medals Ltd catalogue 
From The Air Force List for November 1938: 

 

 
25. Flight Lieutenant [later Acting Air Vice-Marshal] Fergus Alexander PEARCE CBE MiD 
(26187). Signed 10 November 1938. RAF Manston. 

004 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Pearce_FA.htm: 
b: 15 May 1911  r: 19 May 1958 d: 12 May 1991 
CBE – 1 Jan 1953, MiD - 2 Jun 1943, MiD – 14 Jan 1944.  
Plt Off: 20 Dec 1930, Fg Off: 20 Jun 1932, Flt Lt: 1 Apr 1936, Sqn Ldr: 1 Dec 1938, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 
Mar 1941, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1944, Wg Cdr: 1 Oct 1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1949, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1955, 
Act AVM (unpd): 1 Oct 1957 – 21 Apr 1958.  
xx xxx 1929 Flight Cadet, 'B' Sqn, RAF College 
20 Dec 1930 Attended Flying Boat Pilots Course, RAF Base Calshot 
 1 Apr 1932 Pilot, No 203 Sqn 
12 Jun 1934 Staff, SHQ RAF Netheravon 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/16246671/Liverpool-Medals-Catalogue
http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Pearce_FA.htm
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27 Jan 1935: Attended Specialist Navigation Course, RAF Calshot 
31 Aug 1935 Navigation Instructor, No 5 FTS 
20 Jun 1937 Navigation Instructor, School of Air Navigation.  
xx Mar 1941 Officer Commanding, No 95 Sqn (Sunderland I) 
xx Nov 1941 ? 
 1 Nov 1943 Air Staff, HQ Coastal Command 
9 Apr 1946 Attended Course No 16, RAF Staff College (Overseas), Haifa 
xx Oct 1946 ? 
11 Oct 1954 Director of Manning 
10 Feb 1955 ? 
 4 Jul 1957 AOC, RAF Element, Maritime HQ, Chatham 
 1 Oct 1957 SASO, HQ Coastal Command 
He represented the RAF College at Soccer, Cricket, Fencing, Squash and Swimming, attained the 
rank of Flight Cadet Sergeant and was awarded the Humanities Prize on graduation. 
From John Evans’ Sopwiths to Sunderlands: 210 Squadron 1917 to 1941, p. 41: 

 

 

 
He has many other mentions including: 
“Fergus Pearce – who retired as an Air Commodore following a post-war career in the RAF …” 
and 
“Sunderland L216715 was Flight Commander S/L Fergus Pearce’s ‘own’ aircraft and had been 
swopped with L2168 at Invergordon before the Oslo flight. With the non-return of L2167 Fergus 

                                                 
15 From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Very_Short_War: L2167 from 210 Squadron was shot down over 
Norway on 9 April 1940, the day of the German invasion of Norway. The nine RAF airmen were the first 
Allied servicemen to lose their lives in the defense of Norway. They are remembered with a special 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Very_Short_War
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Pearce lost not only his mascot – ‘a whooly owl which I swear used to start shouting ‘bloody fool’ 
as soon as it was dark’ he remembered with a smile – but also his Service issue Webley pistol.” 
From Andrew Hendrie’s The Cinderella Service: Coastal Command 1939-1945: 

 

 
From http://www.stamplink.com/genealogy/smith/d3133.htm: 
He was born on 15 May 1911 in Calcutta, India. He died on 12 May 1991 in Liphook, England. 
Wedding reception held at Lord Ilyf's House. He was married to Rosemary Evelyn GRAHAM 
(daughter of Hartley GRAHAM and Alice Margaret Emma RIMINGTON) on 7 Sep 1935 in 
Yattendon, Berkshire. Rosemary Evelyn GRAHAM was born on 26 Aug 1913. She died on 10 Sep 
1978. Fergus Alexander PEARCE and Rosemary Evelyn GRAHAM had the following children: Kenlis 
Hartley PEARCE and Patricia Helen PEARCE. 

 
                                                 

ceremony each year at their graves in the Sylling churchyard, north east of Oslo. There was one survivor – 
Welshman Ogwyn George, the radio operator – who fell 3,000 feet (900 m) without a parachute, hitting 
trees and landing in unusually deep snow. He was discovered and rescued by Norwegian Johan Brathen. 
The mission in the RAF Sunderland Flying Boat L2167 of 210 Squadron was a volunteer mission. They left 
on 8 April 1940 in Sunderland L2168 and flew north from Pembroke Dock on the south west tip of Wales 
to Holyhead in north Wales and overnighted there. The next morning they flew to Invergordon in 
Scotland where, for what was believed to be a mechanical problem, they changed aeroplane to 
Sunderland L2167. They took off at 1pm and opened sealed orders to learn of their destination - Oslo, 
Norway. Mission - general reconnaissance. According to the one survivor, Ogwyn George, the crew had 
no knowledge that Germany had invaded Norway on that day. The Sunderland arrived over Oslo around 
5.30pm and was hit by flak from German ships in Oslo Harbour. The pilot turned the Sunderland north-
west to escape but was pursued and fired upon by two Messerschmitt Bf 110s piloted by Oblt Werner 
Hansen and Oblt Helmut Lent. The Sunderland exploded and crashed in the mountains of Overskogen 
north of the village of Sylling. Helmut Lent went on to become a Luftwaffe nightfighter ace with 110 kills 
to his credit. He was killed in a landing accident in 1944 and was given a state funeral, presided over by 
Reichsmarschall Hermann Göring. Werner Hansen was shot down and killed by 'own flak' in 1941. The 
story of the invasion of Norway on 9 April 1940 and an account of the fate of Sunderland L2167 is 
detailed by Norwegian writer Cato Guhnfeldt in his book Fornebu 9. april, published by Wings, 1990. 

http://www.stamplink.com/genealogy/smith/d3133.htm
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26. Air Vice-Marshal Wilfred Ewart OULTON CBE DSO DFC (26209). Signed 10 
November 1938. RAF Manston. 

004 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Oulton_WE.htm: 
Born 27 Jul 1911. Died Oct 1997. CB – 1 Jan 1958, CBE – 1 Jun 1953, DSO – 12 Nov 1943, DFC - 4 
Jun 1943, MiD - 20 Feb 1940, MiD - 8 Jun 1944, FEng, FRIN. Plt Off: 25 Jul 1931, Fg Off: 25 Jan 1933, 
Flt Lt: 1 Apr 1936, Squadron Ldr: 1 Dec 1938, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Mar 1941, Act Gp Capt: xx xxx xxxx, (T) 
Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1944, Wg Cdr: 1 Oct 1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1949, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1955, Act AVM: 9 Feb 
1956, AVM: 1 Jan 1958. 
xx xxx 1929 Flight Cadet, RAF College 
25 Jul 1931 Appointed to a Permanent Commission 
25 Jul 1931 U/T Pilot, No 3 FTS 
 4 Oct 1931 Flying Boat Course, RAF Base Calshot 
 4 Apr 1932 Pilot, No 204 Sqn 
19 Aug 1932 Pilot, No 202 Sqn 
29 Nov 1933 Staff, RAF Hal Far 
17 Mar 1936 Attended School of Air Navigation 
11 Nov 1936 Navigation Instructor? School of Air Navigation 
1939 – 43 ? 
 1 Apr 1943 Officer Commanding, No 58 Sqn. (Halifax II) 
 1 Oct 1943 Officer Commanding, RAF Lagens (Azores) 
 3 Mar 1945 Deputy Director of Navigation 
xx xxx 1946 Director, Joint Anti-Submarine School 
xx xxx 1948 Directing Staff, Joint Services Staff College 
 3 Dec 1950 Air Attaché, Buenos Aires 
xx Jan 1954 Attended Imperial Defence College 
xx xxx 1954 Director of Operations 
 9 Feb 1956 Officer Commanding, Joint Task Force - 'Operation Grapple' 
21 Apr 1958 SASO, HQ Coastal Command 
From the LG, 4 June 1943: 
“Wing Commander Wilfrid Ewart OULTON (26209), No.58 Squadron. Recently, this officer was the 
captain of an aircraft, which attacked a U-boat. Later in the day another submarine was observed 
on the surface of the water. In the face of accurate anti-aircraft fire from the vessel, Wing 
Commander Oulton pressed home a vigorous attack. During a patrol some days later, he executed 
a destructive attack on yet another U-boat. Wing Commander Oulton has displayed great keenness 
and efficiency.” 
Obituary by Christopher Foxley-Norris in The Independent 21 Nov 1997 
(http://www.independent.co.uk/news/obituaries/obituary-air-vicemarshal-wilfrid-oulton-
1295290.html): 
Wilfred Ewart Oulton, air force officer: born Monks Coppenhall, Cheshire 27 July 1911; DSO 1943; 
DFC 1943; Director, Joint Anti-Submarine School 1946-48; Director, Joint Services Staff College 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Oulton_WE.htm
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/obituaries/obituary-air-vicemarshal-wilfrid-oulton-1295290.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/obituaries/obituary-air-vicemarshal-wilfrid-oulton-1295290.html
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1948-50; Air Attaché, Buenos Aires, Montevideo, Asuncion 1950-53; CBE 1953; Director of 
Operations, Air Ministry 1954-56; Commander, Joint Task Force "Grapple" 1956-58; Senior Air Staff 
Officer, RAF Coastal Command, HQ 1958-60; Chairman, Medsales Executive Ltd 1982-97; married 
1935 Sarah Davies (died 1990; three sons), 1991 Leticia Malcolm; died Lymington, Hampshire 31 
October 1997. 

There is a natural tendency, when the contribution of the Royal Air Force to overall 
victory in the Second World War is considered, to pay attention to the part played 
by the two major operational commands, bomber and fighter; and the exploits of 
their most famous figures such as Leonard Cheshire and Willie Tait or Sailor Malan 
and Johnnie Johnston. But the really knowledgeable will concede, as did Churchill, 
that the most critical campaign of all was that fought against the throttling grip of 
the German U-boats fought and won by the Royal Navy and Coastal Command of 
the RAF. Of all the "close run" things, this was perhaps the closest, and among RAF 
pilots in that campaign none was more expert and eventually more successful than 

Wilfred Oulton. 
Oulton's father had served as a scientist in the Royal Flying Corps in the First World War and he 
himself graduated with distinction from the RAF College at Cranwell; and thereafter he specialised 
in air navigation. Already he could be identified as a perfectionist, whatever role he undertook, 
mastering both the practical and theoretical by total application. He never accepted inferior 
performances from others or from himself. In the years before the Second World War he 
developed this characteristic to the full and became one of the few acknowledged masters of the 
theory and practice of anti-submarine warfare. 
At that time what was too often lacking to Coastal Command was aircraft of the required range 
and performance and in the necessary numbers. Only in the nick of time was sufficient priority 
given to the needs of the command and agreement grudgingly granted to the diversion and 
conversion of bomber aircraft to the maritime role. Among these aircraft were the Halifaxes of No 
56 Squadron, of which Oulton was given command in the spring of 1943, a period when the 
balance of success finally began to turn against the U-boat. 
Individually nobody played a greater part than Oulton himself, with a remarkable success rate of 
three U-boats confirmed destroyed (one shared in May 1943). His hours of intensive training of his 
own crews and those in his Squadron at last paid dividends and were typical of his whole approach 
to joint operations, operations which he was promoted to direct throughout Northern Ireland. 
In 1946, he was appointed RAF director of the Joint Anti-Submarine School at Londonderry. 
He was serving in the Air Ministry when he received his most demanding peacetime appointment, 
in 1956, to command Operation Grapple, the deployment of all the thousands of personnel and of 
logistic tonnage to exercise the first British hydrogen bomb in the remote Pacific, at Christmas 
Island. His meticulous preparations for this ensured eventual success and enhanced his reputation 
once again. It therefore came as a surprise when he voluntarily retired in 1960 from his next 
appointment as Senior Air Staff Officer of Coastal Command, although he continued to play an 
active part on the industrial side of the Command's activities. 
In civilian life he remained as active as an adviser and as much in demand as before, especially in 
the fields of navigation and electronics, in which he remained in the forefront of all development. 
In himself he remained remarkably fit both mentally and physically and played squash right into his 
eighties. He was twice married and of the three sons by his first marriage, two joined the Royal Air 
Force and one the Royal Canadian Air Force. 
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Oulton at his desk as O/C Azores 
From http://www.abertillery.net/oldabertillery/tales/oulton.html: 
The War Hero Who Tested the British H-Bomb 
Wilfred Ewart Oulton was born on July 27th 1911. It is unclear whether he was actually born in 
Abertillery and is probable that he wasn't since his father, Llewellyn Oulton had served in the Royal 
Flying Corps and apparently had been a member of Sir Ernest Rutherford's team of physicists that 
worked on the splitting of the atom. However, Oulton senior became a master at Abertillery County 
School, and incidentally the conductor of the school's choir, and it was there that the young Wilfred 
received his education. The family lived in the Blaenau Gwent area of the town. 
Wilfred won an open scholarship at Abertillery County School to University College, Cardiff from 
where he passed into the RAF College at Cranwell as a prize cadet with exceptional marks. He 
became a commissioned pilot officer two years later joining a flying boat squadron at 
Southampton. In 1935, he went to the School of Air Navigation at Manston where he was 
recognised as an outstanding navigator and instructor. 
Oulton married Sarah Davies in 1935 but since he was only 24, he did not qualify for a marriage 
allowance. Consequently, he studied languages in his early career in attempt to obtain additional 
income. Without a private income, however, he was comparatively hard up and was renowned for 
being able to carve meat so thinly such that a roast for two could serve ten! 
In September 1939, Oulton was posted to a squadron on shipping and anti-submarine patrols over 
the English Channel and then in 1943, he was given the command of 58 Squadron, a Halifax 
bomber squadron specially converted for maritime operations. On May 7th that year the German 
U-boat, U-663 was on its way back to Germany when it surfaced in the rough seas of the Bay of 
Biscay. Oulton attacked the submarine using depth charges with great precision causing it to sink 
with no survivors. He later recalled that before the U-boat sank, its bow lifted out of the water such 
that it looked like 'Cleopatra's Needle'. 
Eight days later, Oulton and his crew spotted U-463, a submarine converted into a tanker, and 
attacked, sending his Halifax into a shallow dive from 6,000 feet to 2,500 feet. At a hundred feet 
above the boat, Oulton released six depth charges that lifted U-463 out of the water such that it 
sank causing Oulton to ditch a further attack. At the end of the same month, Oulton attacked and 
crippled U-563, a submarine that had itself had sunk 10 allied ships including the destroyer HMS 
Cossack. The stricken U-boat was finally dispatched by follow-up aircraft. 
During the Second World War, Oulton was also sent to Washington to advise on training for British 
and Commonwealth air crew at U.S. flying schools. Winston Churchill made a visit to see President 
Roosevelt at this time and Oulton was chosen to act as a temporary aide. In the early hours of the 
morning, Oulton was sat in a corridor at the White House. He was spotted by the President's wife 
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Eleanor Roosevelt who felt sorry for the young officer and Oulton spent the rest of the evening sat 
on her bed drinking coffee and talking till dawn.  
Later, Oulton set up and commanded a base in the Azores and when there he was visited by U. S. 
General, later President, Eisenhower. In return for his hospitality Eisenhower asked Oulton how 
could repay his hospitality to which Oulton suggested some fruit for his men. A short time later, a 
whole plane load of ranges arrived! 
He was awarded the DFC and the DSO in 1943 and was mentioned in dispatches three times in his 
war service. 
After the war, he was appointed as deputy director of the fledgling Air Traffic Control and helped 
establish early systems at Heathrow before acting as the Air attaché covering most of the southern 
part of the South American continent. At that later posting, Oulton was told he was "to go out and 
drop a bomb somewhere in the central Pacific Ocean and take a picture of it with a brownie 
camera". When the surprised Oulton enquired, "What kind of bomb?", he was told a thermonuclear 
one and muttered "Good God".  
He set up a team from scratch which became a force of 4000 men and as Joint Task Force 
Commander of Operation Grapple at Christmas Island from 1956 to 1958, he devised, organised 
and carried out nuclear tests that had to be finished before a ban on atmospheric testing came into 
place. To Oulton much of this seemed almost pre-destined as his father had discussed the 
possibility of atomic power with him as a youngster. 
In 1960, Oulton decided to retire from military service and joined EMI Electronics. He travelled to 
the Middle East and South East Asia with his business commitments, but also published two books, 
Christmas Island Cracker (1987) and Technocrat: Biography of a Boffin (1995). 
He was elected as fellow of the Royal Institute of Navigation and the Institute of Electronic and 
Radio Engineering. He was a member of the Institute of Directors, having been Chairman of 
Medsales Executive since 1982. The University of Wales bestowed an honorary fellowship on him. 
Oulton had been the RAF squash champion in his younger days and continued to play into his 
eighties, often beating younger men. He also enjoyed Scottish dancing and would be the last one 
to stop on New Year's Eve! He had three boys with his wife Sarah, two of whom served in the RAF, 
the other in the RCAF. Sarah died in 1990 and a year later Oulton married Leticia Sara Malcolm. 
In October 1997, Oulton passed away, aged 86. 
This was adapted from his obituary published in the Daily Telegraph, Wednesday 5th November 
1997. 
From http://www.christmas-island.org/node/1303: 
The following article has been extracted from Christmas Island Cracker (pps. 303 & 304) written by 
Air Vice Marshal Wilfred E Oulton CB CBE DSO DFC, published by Thomas Harmsworth, Bath and 
Avon Press. 
There were other crises, of course. At 06.00 hours on May 9th, the two courier Valiant aircraft 
carrying the vital explosive components for Short Granite, the first live nuclear bomb to be tested, 
together with their wind-finding PR 7 escort, had arrived at last from Hickam. That evening Bill 
Cook again took the TFC on one side for a private chat. 
"I'm sorry to have to tell you this, but the bad news is that the explosive supercharge shell which 
goes round the radio-active core of this first live round arrived cracked. Also the spare supercharge. 
The only explanation we can think of is that the bomb-bay heating in the courier Valiants didn't 
work properly and with such a long time at such low external temperatures the cold cracked the 
explosive material." 
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"Oh, my God! We never thought of it! The bomb-bay heating, which had indeed given us some 
trouble earlier on but we had thought this was cured, was only sufficient to keep warm the space 
round a damn great bomb case nearly filling the bay. With a tiddly little parcel like your package of 
explosive, there wouldn't be nearly enough heat. What the hell are we going to do now? Can you 
get a replacement?" 
"No, we can't get a replacement in time-it would take at least six weeks. So we've stuck it together 
with Bostik and we'll just hope for the best. I think it better not to broadcast this in case it affects 
morale." 
"Bostik! All this immaculate planning and preparation and special assembly environment and now 
your cracker is stuck together with Bostik! Still, I agree with you about keeping it dark - let's 
maintain our customary air of imperturbable confidence, Bill. Now I think we need it drink, don't 
you? And we'll start the ball rolling tomorrow morning for the first live drop five days from now." 
After the initial shock and dismay at finding that all four of the hemispherical explosive 
supercharges for Short Granite were cracked, Bill Cook and the assembly team led by Dr Bean and 
Mr. T. R. Roberts had decided to go ahead with the live assembly, selecting the best two of the four 
hemispheres. With great delicacy these were taped round to prevent the cracks opening any wider 
and on mating them together round the RA ball, the crack in the upper hemisphere was placed at 
right angles to the crack in the lower. All dimensions were then checked to ensure that, although 
differing from the original assembly, they were still within tolerance. The tape was then removed 
and the whole sphere encased neatly in a Latex bag without any trouble. Dr Bean and Mr. Roberts 
had rehearsed this process several times before and the whole drill worked with exemplary 
smoothness. And then, in a thoroughly scientific gesture, they crossed fingers! 
The nuclear device was then on May 11th despatched to the weapon assembly area, ready for 
mounting in the Blue Danube bomb case which had earlier been delivered ashore from the RFA 
Fort Rosalie. 
From Andrew Hendrie’s The Cinderella Service: RAF Coastal Command 1939-1945, Pen & Sword 
Aviation, 2010: 
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From Gilbert Sumter Guinn’s The Arnold Scheme: British Pilots, the American South and the Allies 
Daring Plan, The History Press Ltd, 2007: 
p. 190 

 
p.411 
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p. 501, 503 (502 excluded) 

 

 

 
p. 511 

 
The Royal Air Force Museum holds a folder, reference AIR 69/1817, entitled: 
“Précis of a lecture 'Maritime air operations' by Group Captain WE Oulton, Director (RAF), Joint 
Anti-Submarine School.” 
From Guy Walters’ Hunting Evil, Bantam, 2010: 
p. 356 
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27. Flying Officer Arthur William DANIELS (35022). Signed 12 November 1938. RAF 
Pembroke Dock. 

004 
From 210 Squadron’s Operations Record Book: 
7 March 1940: Navigational flying was undertaken today. Air Commodore R Collishaw16 DSO OBE 
DSC DFC, Squadron Leader C H Stilwell, Squadron Leader M Baker, Flight Lieutenant A W Daniels 
and Flying Officer H D Card arrived and were weather-bound for one night. 
29 March 1940: High level bombing details and formation bombing was carried out today. Flight 
Lieutenant AW Daniels, Group Signals Officer and Flight Lieutenant LA Betts Group Armament 
Officer, visited the Squadron from No 202 Group. 
28. Squadron Leader Josiah Edward TRUSS MC (10233). Signed ? October 1938. RAF 
Lee-on-the-Solent HQ Coastal Command. 

004 
From The Air Force List for September 1938: 

 

 
Josiah Edward Truss, who was born in Madras, India in April 1891, was commissioned as a 2nd 
Lieutenant in the Royal Air Force in October 1918 and quickly saw active service as an Observer 
Officer in B.E. 2s of No. 114 Squadron in the Third Afghan War, winning the M.C. for the an act of 
bravery between the above named places on 27 July 1919, and gaining advancement to Flying 
Officer that December. Transferring to the Equipment Branch between the Wars, he was advanced 
to Flight Lieutenant in July 1929 and to Squadron Leader in December 1936, in which latter rank he 
was serving on attachment to Coastal Command on the renewal of hostilities in September 1939. 
He later served out in India and was placed on the Retired List as a Wing Commander in 1946. 

                                                 
16 Signed this book on 6 December 1942 
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29. Squadron Leader [later Air Commodore] Donald Leslie THOMSON DSO DFC 
(16102). Signed 7 October1938. St Andrews. 

004 
The Air Force List for November 1938 shows him with No 9 Flying Training School. In November 
1938, he was Officer Commanding No 84 Squadron. The citation for his DFC was published in the 
LG, 30 October 1942: “Group Captain Thomson has participated recently in several bombing 
sorties, all of which were successful. He is a most inspiring leader whose skill has contributed 
materially to the high standard of efficiency of the unit which he commands.” The citation for his 
DSO was published in the LG, 22 September 1944: “Group Captain Thomson has completed 
numerous sorties including attacks against the most heavily defended German, targets. He has 
displayed excellent qualities of leadership and his perfect example of coolness and cheerful 
courage has been an inspiration to his squadron.” 
30. Flight Lieutenant Edward Alexander HOWELL OBE DFC (36027). Signed ? November 
1939. On posting. 

004 
He was posted to RAF Leuchars on 17 December 1938. He was a warded a DFC while with 33 
Squadron. LG 21 November 1941. This signature in this book matches this signature from a First 
Day Cover from 1978: 

 
He is featured in the painting Against All Odds by Stephen Cale which depicts an action involving 
Hurricanes of 33 Squadron which took place during the Battle for Maleme, Crete, on the morning 
of 13 May 1941. Squadron Leader M.T. St John Pattle DFC, Officer Commanding No 33 Squadron, 
had been killed in the great air battle over Athens in which 15 Hurricanes took on over 100 
Germans and shot down 22 of them for the loss of 7 of our own aircraft. Squadron Leader E. A. 
Howell DFC, the new Commanding Officer, flew in to Crete on 12 May. He had never flown a 
Hurricane before. The painting by Steve Cale depicts the action on the following morning. Extract 
from Operation Mercury by M. G. Comeau: "There was a whine and a roar and 30 Me109s flashed 
out of the sun. The air crackled with their exploding cannon shells. The erks were racing for cover 
followed by a fusillade of bullets as Sergeants Ripsher and Reynish trundled their Hurricanes along 
the strip at a desperate full throttle, Sutton harnesses flapping, nothing fastened up. The 
Messerschmitts shot overhead, while the two men sat with their backs to the oncoming fighters, 
fighting to gain height, struggling to gain a little more speed out of the lumbering Mk 1s as they 
lifted their undercarriages. Half a dozen Messerschmitts were flying straight down the strip as 
Squadron Leader Howell in the third Hurricane opened his throttle. Eaton in his gunpit hung on to 
the Lewis, blazing wildly at them. Yet another wave of aircraft skimmed the beach. There were so 
many Messerschmitts it was impossible to keep track of them. Everything was yellow tracer and 
crackling cannon, thumping Bofors and rifle shots. One-o-nines swept past the CO on either side 
before he was airborne. Others came in on his starboard quarter just as he came 'unstuck'. Two 
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Germans flashing past his nose left him their slipstream. The Hurricane dropped violently in the 
bumpy air, then, miraculously unscathed, carried on. It kept low and headed for the protection of 
the hills. To the east Sergeant Reynish was holding his machine in a vertical bank with three 
Messerschmitts trying to turn inside him. He was more than a match for them. Then he was on the 
tail of one of them; the 109 turned slowly on its back out of control, and dived into the hills. But by 
now there were 12 Messerschmitts in pursuit of the Hurricane, and they all disappeared from view 
over the hills. German fighters were diving low over the landing-strip, shooting up the scrap heap 
of Brewster Buffalos along the coast. Eaton, with a fresh pan of ammunition, gave them a long 
burst. Then Sergeant Ripsher came out of nowhere above the enemy aircraft as they flew out to 
sea. He shot one of them out of the formation, and it hit the water with a mighty splash. But more 
fighters were tailing the lone Hurricane. Ripsher was twisting and turning desperately to try to 
shake them off. Too near the ground to manoeuvre freely, he headed back towards the aerodrome. 
Fighter after fighter poured shells into his stricken machine - but still he kept flying. Eaton and the 
Bofors crews were pumping up everything they had at the pursuing 109s while Sergeant Ripsher 
lowered wheels and flaps, attempting a landing. But as he hovered over the shore on his final 
approach, an unlucky string of Bofors shells smacked into him, killing him instantly. The 
Messerschmitts kept at it non-stop for half an hour or more. There was no sign of the CO or 
Sergeant Reynish - and little hope for them. Then the skies cleared over Maleme. By the road a 
replacement Hurricane was on fire and the one remaining Fleet Air Arm Fulmar burnt fiercely on 
the ground. A mushroom of black smoke hung over the sea-shore where the Brewster Buffalos 
stood. All who had witnessed it were badly shaken by Ripsher's dramatic death. A trickle of men 
were making their way towards one of the gun-sites on the far side of the aerodrome. Tempers 
were high and a first class row was brewing between the gunners, their officers, and the New 
Zealanders, with whom they were already out of favour because of their badly sited guns. The 
outcome was a directive to the gunners not to open fire until prior orders had been received from 
an officer. As there were few officers, this was both impractical and stupid. When a smaller number 
of Messerschmitts renewed the attack shortly afterwards, no one was handy to give orders and the 
Bofors remained silent. Three and a half hours after he had taken off, Squadron Leader Howell 
brought his Hurricane back to Maleme. We were amazed to see him, and the erks all tumbled 
down the bank to swing his aircraft into the pen to refuel it. He had hugged the deck on take-off 
until he had cleared the combat area. Then, climbing to a good height, he had found himself up-
sun from two 109s who were returning to Greece. He tagged onto them, keeping in their blind 
spot, and flew out to sea with them for a while. Then he shot down the nearest one and damaged 
the other. Running short of fuel he had landed at Rethymnon. No other Hurricane had reached 
Maleme - anyway he had seen a Hurricane in flames out to sea, which must have been Sergeant 
Reynish." Sergeant Reynish returned to Maleme the following day having baled out and been 
rescued by Cretan fishermen. During the next few days the small band at Maleme, with 4 
replacement Hurricanes, destroyed 9 more enemy aircraft for the loss of 3 Hurricanes and two Fleet 
Air Arm pilots who had volunteered to take part. Out of this total, Squadron Leader Howell shot 
down a Ju52, a Me110 and a Ju87B Stuka. Three Messerschmitt 109s were destroyed by ground 
fire. During the 20 May Airborne Invasion, over 40 ground-crews were killed and Squadron Leader 
Howell so badly wounded by glider-troops that he was left for dead. After 6 months in a prison 
hospital, unable to move, he slowly recovered and, when he could walk, escaped successfully 
without the use of his arms! 
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31. Flight Lieutenant Lennox Owen WELCH (25025). Signed ? November 1939. RAFO 
Prestwick Aerodrome, Ayrshire. 

004 
The Air Force List for November 1939 lists only one person named Welch (RAFO) Reserve of Air 
Force Officers. He was granted a commission as a Flying Officer on 24 February 1936. On 17 
February 1936, Prestwick Airfield was established by Group Captain McIntyre and the Marquis of 
Clydesdale, the founder members of Scottish Aviation Limited. Prestwick was chosen as the 
location of Scottish Aviation Limited because of its favourable weather conditions. This has proven 
to be a wise decision as there have been many occasions when Prestwick has been the only airfield 
in Western Europe not closed by bad weather. During World War II, Prestwick became a natural 
choice for the eastern end of the Trans-Atlantic Ferry Flight Programme. In the autumn of 1940, an 
Overseas Movement Control Centre, formed by the Royal Air Force in Gloucester, co-ordinated 
non-operational flights outside the UK, including the few Trans-Atlantic flights. By March 1941, as 
the flow of air traffic increased, it became necessary to relocate Trans-Atlantic Aero Control to 
Redbrae House near Prestwick Airport. Since that time there has been an RAF Air Traffic Control 
Unit at Prestwick. 
32. Air Vice Marshal David Vaughan CARNEGIE CB CBE AFC LoM (O) (07004) (7 February 
1987 – 3 August 1964). Signed ? November 1939. RAF Wittering. 

004 
He also signed this book on 19 August 1948. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Carnegie.htm: 
(RN):- ?: xx xxx 1917, (T) Flt Lt: xx xxx xxxx. (RAF): - 1 Apr 1918, Fg Off: 1 Aug 1919, Flt Lt: 30 Jun 
1922, Squadron Ldr: 30 Jun 1931, Wg Cdr: 1 Apr 1937, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Mar 1940, Act A/Cdre: xx xxx 
xxxx, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Jun 1942, Gp Capt: 20 Nov 1942 1 Oct 1941, Act AVM: 18 Mar 1945, A/Cdre: 18 
Mar 1946, A/Cdre: 1 Oct 1946, AVM: 1 Jan 1948. 
xx xxx 1917 Pilot, North Sea patrols, RNAS/RAF. (North Sea patrols) 
xx xxx 1918 ? 
24 Oct 1919 Awarded a Permanent Commission in the rank of Flying Officer (Aeroplane & 

Seaplane) 
12 Mar 1920 Pilot, No 267 Sqn 
10 Jun 1920 Pilot, No 202 Sqn 
12 Jun 1924 Staff, M.A.E.E. 
17 May 1927 Pilot, Far East Flight/No 205 Sqn 
 2 Mar 1930 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
17 Jul 1930 Officer Commanding, Seaplane Training Unit, RAF Base Calshot 
18 Jan 1932 Attended RAF Staff College 
17 Dec 1932 Air Staff, HQ ADGB 
 4 Sep 1936 Staff, War Training Department, Directorate of Staff Duties 
21 Apr 1938 Officer Commanding, RAF Wittering 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Carnegie.htm
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20 Oct 1939 Air Staff, HQ Fighter Command 
xx xxx 1941 Director of British Flying Training, RAF Delegation, Washington 
11 Sep 1942 Director of Flying Training 
xx xxx 1945 Air Adviser to UK High Commissioner, Ottawa 
17 Jun 1948 AOC, No 18 Group/Air Officer Scotland 
xx xxx 1951 Chief of Staff, RNZAF 
Whilst serving in Singapore, he was involved in setting up the Singapore Flying Club and was made 
Hon CFI in 1929. From 1954 to 1962, he was Air Liaison Officer to the British Oxygen Company. He 
was also a member of the Queen's Bodyguard for Scotland. 

 
David Vaughan Carnegie by Walter Stoneman; bromide print, November 1948; National Portrait 
Gallery Photographs Collection 
From Flight, 18 June 1925: 

 
From Flight International of 13 August 1964: 

 
Posted by Dianne Carnegie, his daughter, on http://www.rafweb.org/guestlog_2005_1.htm on 4 
August 2005: 
“I was delighted to see details of my father's RAF career on your site. I am the daughter of AVM 
David Vaughan Carnegie. Sadly he died when I was 19. I am now going through some of his 
papers, amazing letters, and wonderful log books and should be able to fill in some blanks. I don’t 
suppose there is anyone alive who would know him.” 

http://www.rafweb.org/guestlog_2005_1.htm
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From The Lethbridge Herald Canada of 24 December 1945: 

 
From the Evening Post Collection, Alexander Turnbull Library (Reference Number: 114/246/01-G): 

 
Air Vice-Marshall D V Carnegie with his wife and two daughters photographed circa 2 January 1951 
by an Evening Post staff photographer 
From http://www.tribalmania.com/BLACKWATERDOUBLEHOOK.htm: 
Unique Blackwater River Suspension Hook W/ Dual Ancestor Figures for sale. Origin: New Guinea, 
E. Sepik Province Middle Sepik, Blackwater Lakes. Provenance: Collection of David Vaughan 
Carnegie, British Vice Marshal. Carnegie was one of four experimental pilots in test flights of "flying 
boats" that left Plymouth, England heading for Papua New Guinea, Australia and Indonesia. By 
descent through the family. Acquired in the late 1920s in situ. 
From http://www.odt.co.nz/lifestyle/magazine/210517/harbour-airport-never-was?page=0%2C1: 
“The harbour airport that never was. 26 May 2012. In a speech to the Royal Empire Society in 
Wellington in June 1951, Air Vice-marshal David Carnegie stated the flying boat would be the plane 
of the future, not only because of the large loads they would be able to carry but because of the 
ease of finding good landing spots.” 

http://www.tribalmania.com/BLACKWATERDOUBLEHOOK.htm
http://www.odt.co.nz/lifestyle/magazine/210517/harbour-airport-never-was?page=0%2C1
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33. Squadron Leader George Fred BREESE DSC MiD. Signed ? November 1939. 3 Murray 
Place, St Andrews. 

004 
According to Flight, 1 January 1915, his Royal Aero Club issued Aviators Certificate number 1003 
was issued on 19 December 1914: 

 
From http://1914-1918.invisionzone.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=93146: 
D.S.C., LG, 1 October 1917: 
“For services on patrol duties and submarine searching in home waters. He has carried out 
submarine patrols since June, 1915, often in misty weather and strong winds. He has flown from 
the deck of a Seaplane Carrier on Fleet reconnaissance patrols in the open sea under trying 
circumstances.” 
M.I.D., LG, 1 January 1919: 
“For distinguished service in the Orkneys war area.” 
George Fred Breese was born on 5 September 1886 and entered the RNAS, qualifying as a pilot, 
Aero Club pilots certificate 1003, on 19 December 1914. During the war he saw service in Dunkirk 
long distance patrols and submarine searching. He was promoted Flight Commander in December 
1916, Squadron Commander in December 1917 and, on the foundation of the Royal Air Force in 
April 1918, Squadron Leader. Breese commanded No. 238 Squadron at Cattewater, 1919-20, and 
retired on 18 February 1931, having seen service with the Iraq Command based at Basrah from 30 
October, 1923. On the formation of the Observer Corps he joined it, and in 1938 he was the 
Observer Group Officer of No. 36 Group Scottish Area. For his services with the Royal Observer 
Corps, Breese was recommended for the M.B.E., but it came to nothing. The recommendation 
states: 
“This officer was the original Observer Group Officer in the Scottish Area. He has always shown 
exceptional devotion to duty. His tact, enthusiasm and attention to detail have brought the 
standard of No. 36 Group up to a very high level. The whole spirit and efficiency of this Group is of 
a very high order.” 
According to http://www.unithistories.com/officers/1AirbDiv_officersB.htm, he was married to Hilda 
M Bate. Their son, Major Charles Frederick Osborne Breese, was awarded Commander of the British 
Empire, the Distinguished Service Cross and the King Haakon VII Liberty Cross17. 

                                                 
17 According to http://www.pegasusarchive.org/arnhem/charles_breese.htm, On the 24th November 
1944, Breese was promoted to Lieutenant-Colonel and given command of the 1st Border, leading them 
to Norway in May 1945. The Battalion received a most enthusiastic welcome in Oslo, and Breese, on his 
way to a civic reception for senior British officers, recalled the deafening cheers of the crowds, and that 
he had seldom been more touched than when a girl of about 10 or 12 years of age threw a posy of 
flowers into his car, which could only proceed at a snail's pace, and said, "God bless your King". Charles 
Breese continued to serve in the British Army after the war, being awarded the King Haakon VII Liberty 
Cross on the 16/19th March 1948, and he was later made a Commander of the British Empire. He joined 

http://1914-1918.invisionzone.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=93146
http://www.unithistories.com/officers/1AirbDiv_officersB.htm
http://www.pegasusarchive.org/arnhem/charles_breese.htm
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34. Pilot Officer Adam Gillison BROWN (90986). Signed ? November 1939. Wilberlea, 4 
Donaldson Gardens, St Andrews, Fife. 

004 
The Air Force List for November 1939 lists only one person named A G Brown, as a Pilot Officer 
(Balloon). The LG, 14 February 1941 announced that Adam Gillison Brown Balloon Branch was 
granted the war substantive rank of Flying Officer on 15 April 1940. The LG, 1 August 1939 
announced that Adam Gillison Brown No 945 (City of Glasgow) Squadron was granted a 
commission as a Pilot Officer on 10 July 1939.  
35. Flying Officer [later temporary Squadron Leader] Donald Edwin SHAW (13042). 
Signed ? December 1939. 12 Ballifeary Road, Inverness. 

004 
The LG, 2 November 1943 announced he would retain his rank of Squadron Leader on his reversion 
to the retired list on 5 November 1943. Flight, 15 January 1925 published “Flying Officers D E Shaw 
and J Brownridge, were awarded £1,500 for their invention of dual controls for aeroplanes.” 
36. Air Marshal Sir Charles Edward CHILTON KBE CB (1 November 1906 – 4 August 
1992). Signed ? December 1939. HQBC RAF Uxbridge. 

004 
He also signed this book on 23 January 1961. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Chilton: 
He was a Royal Air Force officer who became Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief at RAF Coastal 
Command. Educated at Portsmouth Grammar School, Chilton joined the Royal Air Force in 1924. 
He specialised in navigation and, having served as a Navigation Instructor at the Central Flying 
School, was appointed Navigation Staff Officer at Headquarters RAF Bomber Command in 1937, a 
post he continued to hold during the early part of World War II. He moved on to be Command 
Navigation Officer at Headquarters RAF Flying Training Command in 1941. In 1943 he became 
Station Commander at RAF Chivenor where his role was to harry U-boats sailing in the Eastern 
Atlantic. 
After the War he was made Air Officer Commanding AHQ Ceylon before becoming Director of 
Personal Services in 1949 and Air Officer Commanding RAF Gibraltar in 1952. He went on to be 
Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Policy) in 1953, Senior Air Staff Officer at Headquarters RAF Coastal 
Command in 1955 and Air Officer Commanding AHQ Malta in 1957. His last appointment was as 
Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief at RAF Coastal Command in 1959 before retiring in 1962. In 
retirement he was a Director at IBM (Rentals). 
In 1929 he married Betty Wrinch; they had one son. Following the death of his first wife he married 
Joyce Cornforth (née Fenwick) in 1964. 

                                                 
the Parachute Regiment and, from 1956-58, commanded their 17th (Durham Light Infantry) Battalion of 
the Territorial Army. Promoted to Brigadier, he was the Honourary Colonel of the 4th (Volunteer) 
Battalion The Parachute Regiment (TA), from 1977-86. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Chilton
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From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Chilton.htm: 
KBE - 1 Jan 1959 (CBE - 1 Jan 1945), CB - 1 Jan 1951, FRIN (FIN), FInstD (MInstD), PHN (GC) - xx xxx 
1960, PR - xx xxx 1980. 
Plt Off: 30 Jul 1926, Fg Off: 30 Jan 1928, Flt Lt: 1 Feb 1932, Sqn Ldr: 1 Jun 1937, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 
Jun 1940, Act Gp Capt: 19 Jan 1942, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Jun 1942, Wg Cdr (WS):19 Jul 1942, Wg 
Cdr: 1 Jun 1943, Act A/Cdre: 6 Oct 1944?, Gp Capt (WS): 6 Apr 1945,Gp Capt: 1 Oct 1946, Act 
A/Cdre: 1 Apr 1949, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1950, Act AVM: 22 Sep 1953, AVM: 1 Jan 1954, Act AM: 29 Oct 
1957, AM: 1 Jul 1959. 
xx xxx 1924 Flight Cadet, 'B' Sqn, RAF College. (Flt Cdt Cpl) 
30 Jul 1926 ? 
14 Sep 1926 Attended Flying Boat Pilots' Course, RAF Base, Calshot 
17 May 1927 Pilot, Flying Boat Development Flight, M.A.E.E. 
12 Jan 1931 Attended No 12 Specialist Navigation Course, RAF Base Calshot 
28 Sep 1931 Navigation officer, No 209 Sqn 
 6 Feb 1934 Navigation Officer, Central Flying School 
11 Apr 1935 Exchange posting to South African Air Force 
25 May 1937 Navigation Staff Officer, HQ Bomber Command 
15 Jan 1940 Staff Officer, Directorate of Operational Requirements 
19 Nov 1941 Command Navigation Officer, HQ Flying Training Command 
19 Jan 1942 Air Staff, HQ Flying Training Command 
 2 Mar 1944 Group Captain? HQ No 19 Group 
28 Feb 1945 Assistant AOA, ACSEA 
 1 Jan 1946 AOC, AHQ Ceylon 
 1 Apr 1949 Director of Personal Services 
xx xxx 1951 Attended Imperial Defence College 
 8 Feb 1952 AOC, RAF Gibraltar 
22 Mar 1953 Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Policy) 
1 Mar 1955 SASO, HQ Coastal Command/SASO, Eastern Atlantic Area and Channel Command 
28 Oct 1957 AOC, AHQ Malta/Deputy C in C (Air), Allied Forces Mediterranean 
1 Jun 1959 AOC in C, Coastal Command/Air C in C, Eastern Atlantic Area /Air C in C, Channel 

Command 
Edward Chilton was to become something of a navigation expert at a time when most of the RAF 
treated the subject as not wholly relevant. Most pilot navigation (there were no specialized 
navigators as such) was by means of basic map reading and the following of roads and 
railways. The only part of the service prior to WW2 that studied and used air navigation techniques 
was the maritime reconnaissance branch. It was his appointment to the 'Flying Boat Union' on 
completion of his flying training that led to the development of his skills and ultimately a string of 
posts centred on navigation duties or in the maritime field. He became a Founder Fellow of the 
Royal Institute of Navigation and was its Vice-President on three occasions (1949 - 51, 1959 - 61 
and 1963 - 65). 
It was rather appropriate that someone connected with flying over the sea for so long should also 
be interested in activities on it. At times he was President of the RAF Rowing Club, Vice-Admiral 
and Hon Life Member, RAF Sailing Association and Hon Vice-President, RAF Swimming 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Chilton.htm
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Association. Following retirement from the RAF, he joined IBM (Rentals) Ltd in 1963 as a Consultant 
and Director finally retiring in 1978. 
From http://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/obituary-air-marshal-sir-edward-chilton-
1541463.html: 
Obituary: Air Marshal Sir Edward Chilton 
The Independent, Thursday 20 August 1992, Edward Bishop 
Charles Edward Chilton, air force officer, born 1 November 1906, CBE 1945, Air Officer 
Commanding (AOC) Ceylon 1946, Air Commodore 1950, CB 1951, AOC Gibraltar 1952, Assistant 
Chief of Air Staff (Policy) 1953-54, Air Vice-Marshal 1954, AOC Royal Air Force Malta and Deputy 
Commander-in-Chief (Air) Allied Forces Mediterranean 1957-59, AOC-in-C Coastal Command 
1959-62, Air Marshal 1959, KBE 1959, married 1929 Betty Wrinch (died 1963; one son), 1964 Joyce 
Cornforth (nee Fenwick), died 4 August 1992. 
Although deep thinking, foresight and prophecy were rare attributes among junior regular officers 
in the years leading up to the Second World War, the RAF threw up the occasional thinking man's 
pilot. Edward Chilton was a leading example. Coincidentally, his early career nudged that of the 
supreme example of the genre, Frank Whittle, the pioneer jet-engine inventor. 
The flying-boat development unit and high-speed flight at Felixstowe, on the Suffolk coast - partly 
because it accommodated Schneider Trophy teams - attracted, in the career sense, the RAF's 'high-
fliers' of the later 1920s and early 1930s, Chilton and Whittle among them. Felixstowe, with its 
emphasis on floatplanes and flying-boats, fired Chilton's enthusiasm for maritime aviation which 
found its final fulfilment in responsibility for RAF Coastal Command and associated NATO 
appointments in the 1950s. 
Research carried out while he was at Felixsowe introduced Chilton to the flying-boat experimental 
pilot Wing Commander John Porte of the Royal Naval Air Service, whom he was to describe in a 
biographical paper as 'naval officer, pilot and aircraft designer extraordinary'. It appalled him to 
discover that as early as 1912, Porte had written a forward-looking paper, The Aeroplane Against 
Submarines, which had gathered dust for years and never been followed up. Porte's death soon 
after the end of the First World War, aged 35, from pulmonary tuberculosis contracted during 
submarine service, lessened the likelihood that his ideas would be reviewed. 
During the Second World War, Chilton was much involved with anti-U-boat operations in the Battle 
of the Atlantic and the Battle of the Bay (Biscay) and it irked him how much knowledge and 
experience had been lost and remained unheeded in the inter-war years. He preached the 
importance of such lessons until the end of his life and received rousing applause when last 
autumn he addressed a packed RAF Historical Society symposium on the Battle of the Atlantic at 
the RAF Staff College, Bracknell. His theme was that the air force and navy would have been so 
much better equipped to confront Admiral Donitz's U-boat offensive early in the war had Porte 
been taken seriously. 
Chilton grew up in Portsmouth and was education at its grammar school from which he was 
granted a cadetship at the RAF College, Cranwell. Commissioned in 1926, he flew maritime 
aeroplanes at Calshot, near Southampton, was posted to Felixstowe and specialised in navigation 
until he joined No 209, a flying-boat squadron based at Plymouth and equipped with the 
Blackburn Iris biplane, at the time the RAF's largest aircraft. 
In the 1930s, The RAF Quarterly - now sadly discontinued as an economy measure - offered an 
outlet for service writers. Chilton, who was navigation instructor at the Central Flying School at the 
time, published a paper in the Quarterly in the mid-Thirties calling attention to the vulnerability of 
the torpedo-bomber, citing the historical precedent of fireships. He warned, unheeded, as RAF and 
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Fleet Air Arm experience would all too soon confirm, that at the moment of release a torpedo 
aircraft would be an easy target for ships' guns. This was demonstrated by the horrendous losses of 
Swordfish biplanes in their ill-fated attacks on the German warships Scharnhorst and Gneisenau 
during their successful 'Channel Dash'. 
At the beginning of the war, Chilton was on Bomber Command's navigation staff. Following 
subsequent appointments covering operational work at the Air Ministry and at Flying Training 
Command he received command in 1943 of the Coastal Command station at Chivenor, in North 
Devon. Day and night, his squadrons harassed U-boats sailing from and returning to bases on the 
French Atlantic coast. In anticipation of the D-Day landings in Normandy on 6 June 1944 he took 
over the key Senior Air Staff Officer appointment at Coastal Command's No 19 Group Plymouth 
headquarters. 
During the rehearsal period, US anti-aircraft gunners almost succeeded in depriving Coastal 
Command of its future leader. Possibly it was excusable that they thought the biplane Tiger Moth 
elementary flying trainer he was piloting was a practice target. But 'Chilly' Chilton, as he swam in 
the Bristol Channel, was chagrined to say the least. 
Chilton completed his war service with commands in south-east Asia. Gibraltar followed from 1952 
to 1953. An Air Ministry policy interlude preceded a return in 1954 to Coastal Command as Senior 
Air Staff Officer, command in Malta in 1957 and his appointment as Air Officer Commanding- in-
Chief Coastal Command in 1959. 
Chilton helped to see his service through the shoals of Lord Mountbatten's efforts to deprive 
Coastal Command of its aircraft and concentrate maritime aviation in the Royal Navy which had 
lost out in 1918 when the RFC and RNAS were merged into the new RAF. 
After he retired in 1960 Chilton served IBM (Rentals) as a consultant and a director until 1978. 
37. Unknown. Signed ? December 1939. Dundee. 

004 
No matches found in The Air Force List for February 1940. The surname looks like MECHAN. A 
Flying Officer named G J MECHAN (139802) signed this book on 19 August 1948. 
38. Flight Lieutenant David GARNETT (74394) (9 March 1892 – 17 February 1981). 
Signed 2 December 1939. A14 Air Ministry, King Charles St18, London. 

005 
He is listed in The Air Force List for December 1939. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Garnett: 
He was a British writer and publisher. As a child, he had a cloak made of rabbit skin and thus 
received the nickname "Bunny", by which he was known to friends and intimates all his life. Garnett 
was born in Brighton as the only child of Edward Garnett and translator of Russian Constance 
Garnett. 
As a conscientious objector in the First World War, he worked on fruit farms in Suffolk and Sussex 
with his lover, Duncan Grant. A prominent member of the Bloomsbury Group, Garnett received 

                                                 
18 Cabinet War Rooms, located beneath the Treasury building in the Whitehall area of Westminster 
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literary recognition when his novel Lady into Fox, an allegorical fantasy, was awarded the 1922 
James Tait Black Memorial Prize for fiction. He ran a bookshop near the British Museum with 
Francis Birrell during the 1920s. He also founded (with Francis Meynell) the Nonesuch Press. 
By the time World War II started in 1939, he had abandoned or at least modified his earlier pacifism 
and signed up as a flight lieutenant in the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve. He joined the Air 
Ministry and became an intelligence officer in the Political Warfare Executive, and wrote a handful 
of propaganda accounts of the war. He wrote the novel Aspects of Love (1955), on which the later 
Andrew Lloyd-Webber musical was based. His first wife was illustrator Rachel "Ray" Marshall (1891–
1940), sister of translator and diarist Frances Partridge. He and Ray, whose woodcuts appear in 
some of his books, had two sons, but she died relatively young of breast cancer. Garnett was 
bisexual, as were several members of the artistic and literary Bloomsbury Group, and he had affairs 
with Francis Birrell and Duncan Grant. He was present at the birth of Grant's daughter, Angelica (by 
Vanessa Bell, and accepted by her husband Clive Bell), on 25 December 1918, and wrote to a friend 
shortly afterwards, "I think of marrying it. When she is 20, I shall be 46 – will it be scandalous?" 
When Angelica was in her early twenties, they did marry (on 8 May 1942), to the horror of her 
parents. They had four daughters, in order, Amaryllis, Henrietta, and twins Nerissa and Frances; 
eventually the couple separated. Amaryllis Garnett (1943–1973) was an actress. Henrietta Garnett 
married Lytton Burgo Partridge, her father's nephew by his first wife Ray, but was left a widow with 
a newborn infant when she was 18; she oversees the legacies of both David Garnett and Duncan 
Grant. Nerissa Garnett (1946-2004) was an artist, ceramicist, and photographer. Fanny Garnett 
resides in France. After his separation from Angelica, Garnett moved to France and lived at the 
Château de Charry, Montcuq (near Cahors), where he died in 1981. 
Works 
Turgenev (1917) 
Dope Darling (1919) novel, as Leda Burke 
Lady into Fox (1922) novel 
A Man in the Zoo (1924) novel 
The Sailor's Return (1925) novel 
Go She Must! (1927) novel 
The Old Dove Cote (1928) stories 
A Voyage to the Island of the Articoles by André Maurois (1928) translator 
Never Be a Bookseller (1929) memoirs 
No Love (1929) novel 
The Grasshoppers Come (1931) 
A Terrible Day (1932) 
A Rabbit in the Air. Notes from a diary kept while learning to handle an aeroplane (1932) 
Pocahontas (1933) 
Letters from John Galsworthy 1900-1932 (1934) 
Beany-Eye (1935) 
The Letters of T. E. Lawrence (1938) editor 
The Battle of Britain (1941) 
War in the Air (1941) 
The Campaign in Greece and Crete (1942) 
The Novels of Thomas Love Peacock (1948) editor 
Selected Letters of T.E. Lawrence (1952) editor 
The Golden Echo (1953) autobiography (i) 
The Flowers of the Forest (1955) autobiography (ii) 
Aspects of Love (1955) 
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A Shot in the Dark (1958) 
A Net for Venus (1959) novel 
The Familiar Faces (1962) autobiography (iii) 
Two by Two (1963) novel 
338171 T. E. (Lawrence of Arabia) by Victoria Ocampo (1963) translator 
Ulterior Motives (1966) novel 
The White/Garnett Letters (1968) correspondence with T. H. White 
Carrington: Letters & Extracts from Her Diaries (1970) 
First 'Hippy' Revolution (1970) 
A Clean Slate (1971) 
The Sons of the Falcon (1972) novel 
Purl and Plain (1973) stories 
Plough Over the Bones (1973) novel 
The Master Cat (1974) 
Up She Rises (1977) 
Great Friends. Portraits of Seventeen Writers (1979) 
David Garnett. C.B.E. A Writer's Library (1983) 
The Secret History of PWE: The Political Warfare Executive, 1939-1945 (2002) 
From http://www.psywar.org/sibs.php: 
David Garnett, a former member of the Political Warfare Executive19 and its official historian, 
described the key to a successful rumour20. 
“The really good sib is a poisoned sweetmeat – it is sugar-coated and the deadly dose is not 
immediately evident. It will be remembered that early in the war, the Ark Royal was bombed and a 
German Air Force pilot was later decorated for sinking the ship which had, however, only been 
damaged. Considerably later the Ark Royal was actually sunk. This placed the German Propaganda 
Ministry in the dilemma of having to repeat its claim or ignore a success. A perfect example of the 
ideal poisoned sweetmeat sib was then put out by PWE to the effect that both the first and second 
claims to have sunk the Ark Royal were true, the explanation being that Britain had broken the 
Anglo-German Naval convention by building a duplicate of the Ark Royal before the war. 

                                                 
19 From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Political_Warfare_Executive: During World War II, the Political 
Warfare Executive (PWE) was a British clandestine body created to produce and disseminate both 
white and black propaganda, with the aim of damaging enemy morale and sustaining the morale of the 
Occupied countries. The Executive was formed in August 1941, reporting to the Foreign Office. The staff 
came mostly from SO1, which had been until then the propaganda arm of the Special Operations 
Executive. The organisation was governed by a committee initially comprising Anthony Eden (Foreign 
Secretary) , Brendan Bracken (Minister of Information) and Hugh Dalton (Minister of Economic Warfare), 
together with officials Rex Leeper, Dallas Brooks and Robert Bruce Lockhart as chairman (and later 
Director General). Roundell Palmer (the future 3rd Earl of Selbourne) later replaced Dalton when he was 
moved to become President of the Board of Trade. Ivone Kirkpatrick, an advisor to the BBC and formerly 
a diplomat in Berlin, also joined the committee, while Leeper left to become British Ambassador to 
Greece. PWE included staff from the Ministry of Information, the propaganda elements of the Special 
Operations Executive, and from the BBC. Its main headquarters was at Woburn Abbey with London 
offices at the BBC's Bush House. As the Political Warfare Executive was a secret department when dealing 
with the outside world PWE used the covername Political Intelligence Department (PID). 
20 Garnett, D. (2002), The Secret History of PWE, London: St. Ermin's Press, p. 214 
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The chocolate offered to the enemy was that he had won two victories and that all his claims were 
trustworthy in spite of appearances. The poison was the reflection that if there were two Ark Royals 
there might be two of each of Britain's other capital ships still afloat.” 
From http://www.lizhodgkinson.com/lh/pages/journalismArticle/the_garnett_girls: 
Poisoned legacy of the Bloomsbury Group by Liz Hodgkinson 
On my first day at grammar school, as I got off the bus, I noticed an ancient Rolls-Royce driving up. 
Behind the wheel was a singularly arty-looking woman and beside her sat a fair-haired eleven year 
old girl. 
The woman was artist and writer Angelica Garnett and the girl was Amaryllis, her oldest daughter. 
Angelica, who has just died aged 93, was intricately connected to the Bloomsbury Group. The 
illegitimate daughter of painters Vanessa Bell and Duncan Grant and niece of Virginia Woolf, she 
was only a few days old when novelist David Garnett, 26 years her senior and her father’s gay 
lover, announced that one day he would marry her. 
Nobody took much notice at the time but he duly made her his second wife and their relationship, 
which produced four daughters in three years, has passed into gasp-making legend. 
Back in 1955, when Amaryllis and I first met and became classmates and friends, none of this was 
known, at least not to the general public. Even so, it was immediately apparent that Amaryllis was 
very different from the rest of us and not only in the matter of her unusual name. 
For one thing, both of her parents, unlike any of ours, came from a long line of illustrious high-
achievers. One day our English teacher held up a book, Aspects of Love, to the class. “This novel,” 
he proudly announced, “is by Amaryllis’s father, David Garnett.” The rest of the class stared as 
Amaryllis squirmed in embarrassment, but she was going to have to get used to it, as there was 
plenty more to come. Nobody else in the school had a famous author for a father. 
In the school library, there was a row of big red books by Russian authors, all translated by 
Constance Garnett. I picked one up and asked Amaryllis, ‘any relation? “Yes,” she said “she was my 
grandmother.” Constance Garnett, mother of David, translated no less than 80 volumes of Russian 
literature into English and her husband, publisher’s reader Edward Garnett, discovered many 
authors of genius, among them D.H. Lawrence. 
My own name at the time was Garrett, only one letter removed from Garnett, but otherwise we 
could not have been more different. For a girl from a working-class background where people 
could hardly read and write, to be friends with Amaryllis was a high privilege indeed. She began to 
introduce me into a literary, artistic and free-thinking milieu such as I could never have imagined, 
Highly gifted at art and English, she was precociously well read and already spoke fluent French, 
the result of many holidays spent in France. She called her parents by their first names, Angelica 
and Bunny, David Garnett’s lifelong nickname and her Siamese cats, Murasaki and Genji, were 
worlds away from our own mongrel moggies. 
Although initially shy and reserved, Amaryllis could be fun and mischievous when she relaxed and 
she had an anarchic streak, soon breaking school rules with abandon and customizing the strict 
uniform. Because she was a Garnett, the teachers indulged her, while trying not to. 
In our second year, she was joined by her younger sister Henrietta, a very different character. 
Henrietta was dark-haired, flamboyant and sexy, looking very much like her grandfather, the 
handsome Duncan Grant. Again, she spoke fluent French with a proper French accent and was 
gifted at art and literature. 
The following year, two more Garnetts came, the twins Nerissa and Frances, known as Fanny, 
meaning that by now the vintage Rolls was very full indeed. The twins were total tomboys without 
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a vestige of femininity. They minute they got home they would change out of their school uniform 
into trousers. When I asked Amaryllis what they wore to parties, she said, “They have masses and 
masses of new trousers.” No girl in those days ever wore trousers or jeans to parties but being 
Garnetts, they were given special dispensation in many areas. 
The twins were also into martial arts, then very new in the West and Nerissa once broke a school 
record for throwing the discus, the only Garnett who showed a vestige of sporting prowess. 
Because the twins had each other, they had less need to make friends with other girls, and kept 
much to themselves. 
Between them, the four Garnetts soon started filling up every issue of the school magazine with 
their artwork, stories, poems and philosophical musings. Their work was of a particularly high 
standard for schoolgirls and the rest of us could not compete. They took star roles in school plays, 
won poetry-reading competitions with their posh accents, played instruments in the school 
orchestra and seemed dazzlingly talented and self-assured in every artistic sphere. 
As we got older, Amaryllis, Henrietta, myself and another friend called Vicky, bonded closely and 
did everything together, as an inseparable foursome. For Vicky and me, the Garnetts provided an 
entrée into an exotic, bohemian and unconventional world that included such daring departures 
from the norm as black jumpers and atheism. 
At a school ballet trip, Amaryllis turned up looking very adult in a tight black jumper. Immediately, I 
asked my mother if I could have one just like it and although she demurred, I got my way. Then 
Amaryllis announced, shockingly, that she was an atheist and did not believe in God. This was at a 
time when everybody went to church on Sunday. After Assembly one morning, a teacher came up 
to her and said: “Why weren’t you praying in Assembly? Why did you not have your head down 
and your eyes closed?” Quick as a flash and not remotely contrite, Amaryllis answered: “How do 
you know I wasn’t praying?” 
Angelica, who had what we would now call a boho-chic, or grunge, appearance, ungroomed but 
stylish and colourful, often invited her daughters’ friends over during the holidays so finally, I was 
able to see their home for myself. 
Again, it was a revelation. Hilton Hall, in the village of Hilton just outside St Ives, was a detached 
early Georgian manor house set back from the road, and film-set arty inside. Mostly there were no 
carpets but dark-stained wooden floorboards and Aubusson and Kelim rugs on the floor. Only the 
living room, stacked floor to ceiling with books, had a pale-green fitted carpet. 
Paintings were everywhere on the walls, by Grant and Bell of course, but there were also originals 
by Renoir, Matisse and Picasso. The huge stone-flagged kitchen had a dishwasher – the first I had 
ever come across – and contained then unknown foods, at least to me, such as caviar and yoghurt. 
There were wine racks filled with French wine and all round the house, lots of musical instruments: 
violins, cellos, pianos, harpsichords. 
Outside there was a farm where David Garnett kept a small herd of Jersey cows, an outdoor 
swimming pool, a dovehouse – where Angelica painted – and an orchard. It was a magic garden 
such as I had never seen before and in the garden were sculptures by Stephen Tomlin, who I had 
never heard of at the time but who became noted for his heads of Bloomsbury Group members 
such as Virginia Woolf. 
I was very nervous and shy when confronted with all this high culture and knew I could never invite 
any of the Garnetts back to my own bleak suburban home which contained no literature or art of 
any kind. Here was the ultimate contrast; the Garnetts, whose literary and artistic heritage went 
back centuries and my own, where people barely survived. Instead of going to Cambridge and 
translating Russian literature, my own grandmother had gone out to service at 12. 
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Yet we became ever closer, bunking off school to go to exhibitions and London art galleries and – 
the final touch of glamour - hanging out in Vanessa Bell’s London flat. We went on Ban the Bomb 
marches, where we sat next to philosopher Bertrand Russell, then aged about 90 and a huge icon 
for youth of the time. Naturally, he had been a close friend of David Garnett, who had sent his son 
Richard, from his first marriage, to Russell’s progressive school, Beacon Hill. 
The Garnetts were exotic ingredients in my mundane world and it seemed certain they would, as 
adults, make a significant mark in the wider world. 
So did it come to pass? 
Amaryllis left school at 16, by now a tall, elegant teenager, to go to Cranborne Chase, an exclusive 
girls’ boarding school. Her fees were paid by a rich American benefactor who was an early 
Bloomsbury groupie, so our tight little circle was diminished. We stayed in touch though, meeting 
up in the holidays, going to the cinema and punting on the river Cam. She then went to drama 
school and suddenly became very actressy, calling everybody ‘darling’ in best Thespian style. 
By now, Henrietta was attracting boys at every turn and was secretly seeing one special boyfriend 
in London. He was Burgo Partridge, 10 years older and the only son of diarist Frances Partridge, the 
sister of David Garnett’s first wife Ray. So again, there was almost uncomfortably close intertwining. 
Aged 17, she rang me up one day and said: “You’ll never guess in a million years!” I guessed 
immediately: “You’re getting married.” 
I was right. A wedding was hastily arranged in December 1962, just as her own parents’ marriage 
was finally falling apart. The following August, aged just 18, she had a baby, by Caesarean section. 
Only three weeks later her husband dropped down dead in front of her, of a totally unexpected 
heart attack. It took Henrietta several years, and several more husbands, to get back on track. She 
spent the years following Burgo’s death as a wild gipsyish bohemian, while others looked after 
Sophie, her daughter. She never had any more children and in the event, was the only one of the 
four girls to marry or reproduce. 
Amaryllis duly became an actress and was championed by Harold Pinter, who found her a small 
part in his film adaptation of The Go-Between, starring Julie Christie and Alan Bates and directed by 
Joseph Losey. Soon after that, her life disintegrated badly and she was living on a houseboat on the 
Thames, having become wildly extravagant with no visible means of support. She drowned in the 
Thames, aged just 29, in a ghastly echo of her great-aunt Virginia Woolf’s suicide by drowning. 
As for the tomboyish twins, their great artistic promise was never fulfilled, either. Nerissa won a 
scholarship to the Slade and experimented with many art forms, yet never really found a niche. The 
last time I saw her, she had just left Findhorn, the alternative community in Scotland where she had 
spent several years living in a caravan, studying spiritual movements. By then, Aspects of Love had 
been made into a musical by Andrew Lloyd-Webber and the three remaining Garnett girls found 
themselves rich. Nerissa died in 2004. Fanny became a farmer in France, fading right out of the 
limelight, by her own choice. Perhaps all that heritage was just too heavy for her. 
Henrietta, who finally found her feet and became an acclaimed biographer, now also gives 
amusing, entertaining public talks about her family. Unsentimental about her background, she 
acknowledges that the tremendous gifts and privileges have been mixed with almost equal 
tragedy. 
Yes a high price was exacted for the great achievements of your family but, Garnett girls, I am 
proud and privileged to have known you. You will never know how greatly you enhanced my 
teenage years. 
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From http://standpointmag.co.uk/features-julyaugust11-bloomsbury's-teenage-terrorist-lesley-
chamberlain-terrorism-bloomsbury-david-garnett: 
David Garnett, the writer who died in 1981 aged 88, provided one of the last links to the high age 
of Bloomsbury. Virginia Woolf greeted Lady into Fox, his first fiction published in 1922, as 
a nonpareil and it sold in quantities worldwide. The young Garnett was the lover of Duncan Grant, 
the painter who was also the lover of Virginia's sister Vanessa Bell, and David often stayed at Bell's 
Charleston farmhouse. Of his later novels, although none stands out like Lady into Fox, Aspects of 
Love lives on as an Andrew Lloyd Webber musical. When Garnett wrote his three-volume 
autobiography, The Golden Echo, in the 1950s, he skated over telling personal detail, leaving his 
second wife Angelica Bell, Grant's daughter, to write a painful account of his character 30 years 
later. Yet what he did include, without inhibition, was his brief spell as a would-be terrorist. 
Bloomsbury is not the obvious source for insight into terrorism, and Garnett's remarkable story 
seems all the more shocking now that terrorism, rather than sexual misdemeanour, is absolutely 
unacceptable. 

 
Once a teenage revolutionary: David Garnett in the 1920s 
David was the only child of Constance and Edward Garnett, who lived in a large draughty neo-
medieval farmhouse, The Cearne, on the High Chart in Kent. He grew up precocious in a peculiar 
political atmosphere. Edward was a publisher's reader and pioneer literary agent who discovered 
Joseph Conrad. Constance, a classicist who taught herself Russian, translated Tolstoy and 
Dostoevsky for posterity. Russia fascinated both parents and their home was a refuge for nihilist 
exiles, with one of whom Constance fell in love. 
This man, who went by the nom de guerre Stepniak, had killed a tyrannical figure from the Tsarist 
military in cold blood on a St Petersburg street and was lucky to get out of the country. In London 
left-leaning literati adopted him. Bernard Shaw bestowed honorary one-of-us status upon him 
when he renamed him Steppy. Steppy loved the orderliness of England, so it was a tragedy for him 
when the Russian government began to spread the word he was a murderer. His death on a West 
London railway line was probably self-inflicted. He couldn't take being exposed as a thug in a 
gentle land he held dear. While Steppy and his affiliates talked of assassination in a faraway country 
the Garnetts had friends who thought it a useful political tool anywhere. David remembered the 
socialist Cunningham Grahame seeming ridiculous when he parroted the Russians. Still the child 
marked by early exposure to anti-establishment politics didn't easily find his social place. 
When the Garnett parents opposed the Boer War, Edward clashed fiercely with his father Richard, 
Keeper of Books at the British Museum Reading Room, who supported the Empire. 
David remembered being taunted at school for adopting his parents' anti-war view. Anti-
imperialism coupled with Russian nihilism primed him for misadventure ahead.  
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His home background made his school career difficult. He was independent-minded and found the 
canings cruel and some of the teachers mad. Constance pulled him out of prep school and taught 
him at home; sent him back to school again; then again before the sixth form withdrew him and 
sent him to a London crammer. There, step by step, hardly intentionally, he got to know the 
activists who would take the place of his parents' Russian protégés. He met men whose cause was 
Indian independence. As he recalled, aged 50: "I had been brought up to accept acts of political 
murder and violence with sympathy bordering on admiration; I had known and respected at least 
two eminent assassins, and I should have thought it particularly disgraceful to resent the murder of 
Englishmen by Indians, since I was myself English and to some extent shared the guilt of British 
imperialism. Of course I took for granted, without investigation, that British rule in India must be 
bad, exactly as most British boys of my age took for granted that it was good." 
In his brief but mesmerising account of underground insurgency entirely integrated into an 
agreeable metropolitan life, David remembered tramping with his Indian companion, 
Vinayak Savarkar, a law student and charismatic revolutionary activist, across Hampstead Heath 
until they arrived at India House, then the headquarters of the Nationalist movement in Highgate. 
About 30 Indians were gathered, playing an Indian hymn proscribed by the Raj on a gramophone. 
"I felt free," Garnett recalled. "I was always feeling shy. Now I was delivered from that burden, 
simply because I did not know these people's standards. Whatever I did, or was, would be strange 
to them. I felt exhilarated. I had embarked on an adventure of my own finding; there was nobody 
to guide me; nobody to feel ashamed of me." What he specifically loved about Savarkar was "an 
intensity of faith ... and a curious single-minded recklessness". The Indians put on English music for 
their visitor. When he objected, the silent Byronic figure of Madanlal Dhingra changed the record 
back to Indian song — the same man who would soon murder Sir William Curzon Wyllie, mistaking 
him for the former Viceroy of India, Lord Curzon, and hang for it too. 
A white-faced Edward had flapped the newspaper at David when news of Wyllie's assassination 
in London broke on July 1, 1909. "Are these your friends? Do you know anything about this?" 
David doesn't record his answer but relates what happened subsequently when police also arrested 
Savarkar in 1910 and put him in Brixton jail. Savarkar had supplied guns to rebels in India and was 
awaiting deportation. Garnett identified weaknesses in the prison routine and decided he could 
free him. 
He had a Winchester rifle, a present from "uncle" John Galsworthy, future Nobel laureate for 
literature, which he had passed on to Indian volunteers who had gone to Morocco to help local 
forces repel the Spanish. Confiscated in Gibraltar, the rifle came back to Garnett along with a 
second weapon, a Browning automatic with the serial number shaved off. When he found the 
number on the barrel still intact he wondered at his amateurish friends, but pressed on with his 
own plan. A couple of bags of pepper and a truncheon would do to overwhelm the Brixton prison 
guards. A car would then take Savarkar to the coast and from there his supporters would sail him 
to France. 
David went to Paris to organise a team of helpers but the Nationalist representative there refused 
to cooperate. David's intense personal adventure began when he realised he didn't care a fig for 
their cause, or any cause, only for his friend. He took a train to the French coast to charter a yacht, 
but the weather blew up and no ship could put to sea. It was his third night without sleep, and he 
realised what a fool he was. "Then my intoxication and vainglory vanished suddenly." 
He got a message from a family friend, a Mrs Dryhurst, whom he had asked for help before he left: 
"Don't let the ship sink for a ha'porth of tar." He didn't understand what she meant. She sent a 
second note, passed on by the Nationalist representative. It told David the name and address of 
the hotel where his father was staying. 
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When father and son met they hardly spoke. They had breakfast and left. One question in the train 
to Calais was: "Are you armed?" "No, Edward." (He didn't call him "father".) 
Savarkar was duly deported and spent 14 years in jail in the Andaman Islands. After his release he 
became a prominent campaigner for independence. Garnett, who never saw him again, was 
rescued from folly by a chain of friends. Mrs Dryhurst told Mabel Hobson, she told her brother, the 
future theatre critic Harold, and both told their parents. At the Hobsons' message Connie collapsed 
but Edward managed to get himself across the Channel. When the police did discover David's 
aborted plan, they tightened up their procedures but no officer interviewed the 17-year-old 
student from Hampstead. The well-known family escaped unscathed, as they never could today. 
David maintained his political radicalism at least until he got married, in 1921. During the Russian 
Civil War he was "violently opposed to British intervention in Russia" and loudly proclaimed that he 
"did not know a single Conservative MP". He was proud, in retrospect, of his "innocence and 
sincerity", and also of his conspiratorial intelligence, for, aged 50, he was sure his Brixton end of the 
plot would have worked. But by the time Lady into Fox, a beautiful piece of English pastoral, later 
danced by the Ballet Rambert, was written, he had found his social place and subsided. 
None of us knows what makes a terrorist; only that it involves what Garnett called "lack of a sense 
of reality". Non-integration is a factor. All the fact and fiction that gets written about terrorism picks 
it up, but what remains unfathomable is the moment of dropping out. Why do some youngsters 
when they abandon home ties take up the violent cause? What David Garnett dipped a toe into 
one summer Osama bin Laden, another privileged son of a wealthy family, pursued for nearly 20 
years a century later. All the intimate circle of would-be bombers in Doris Lessing's 1985 novel The 
Good Terrorist were, in the Thatcher era, dropouts alienated from their parents and trying to 
conceal their middle-class voices. The 1997 novel American Pastoral, which helped Philip Roth to 
win the Man Booker International prize recently, tells the story of a teenage girl bomber through 
her father's eyes: a father who was never absent and just can't fathom what he did wrong. 
Look, one wants to say to that father, young people worth their salt detest smugness, complacency 
and lack of vision, and the adult world can seem like that to them. Roth's beautiful, talented little 
Merry, who turns into a fat, aggressive spouter of expletives and political jargon, probably feels: 
"Mom, Pop, why don't you get it that not everyone wants to live in luxury and comfort?" There is a 
kind of American blindness about the novel. Add in the war in Vietnam, or some other faraway 
place, to justify bringing the message home with explosives, and we know why Merry does it. Still 
no one can say why monstrous destructiveness grips one child and not another. That's the Rothian 
anguish. 
Against Roth, Garnett's real-life story suggests that terrorist susceptibility is often a product of 
upbringing. But if you suppress their unconventionality how can children grow up independent-
minded and idealistic? Surely they can be good rebels, and discriminate among causes and 
methods? It's not easy. (A friend of mine who spent most of his life verbally fighting Communism 
was horrified at the thuggery of some prominent demonstrators in the tuition fee marches last 
December. In a last note before he died, he denied any element of student idealism about them.) 
Two elements in Garnett's story about a youth who finally didn't commit a terrorist act seem to me 
to hit home. One is that he quite quickly strikes himself as ridiculous. The other is that he doesn't 
hate anyone. I haven't noticed other novelists or commentators single out the point but, given that 
there will always be causes that urge both real and pseudo-idealists towards violence, not to 
produce haters is the best any parent can do. The rest is a matter of chance and evil. 
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From http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/culture-obituaries/art-
obituaries/9250509/Angelica-Garnett.html: 
Angelica Garnett 
7 May 2012. Angelica Garnett, the artist and writer, who has died aged 93, was the daughter of 
Vanessa Bell and niece of Virginia Woolf, and within the Bloomsbury soap opera of high art and 
serial bed-hopping had the misfortune to be given one of the most gripping storylines. 

 
Angelica Garnett. Photo: Paul Cooper 
The illegitimate daughter of the artists Vanessa Bell and Duncan Grant (conceived when Grant 
decided to take a rare break from his usual rampant homosexuality), Angelica grew up thinking 
that the art critic Clive Bell was her father (although her true parentage was an open secret among 
her parents’ friends). When she was 17 she was informed by her mother that Grant was her father, 
and then told never to mention the subject. 
At the age of 24, Angelica married the writer and publisher David Garnett (known to everyone as 
“Bunny”), 50 years old and one of Grant’s former lovers. A serial philanderer, Bunny had lived with 
Grant and Vanessa Bell (whom he had also propositioned, though unsuccessfully) at Charleston, 
East Sussex, and wrote to Lytton Strachey at the time of Angelica’s birth: “I think of marrying it. 
When she is 20, I shall be 46 — will it be scandalous?” 
Nobody told Angelica that she was about to marry one of her father’s former lovers. The marriage 
produced four daughters, but was, unsurprisingly, not a success. After 27 years Angelica left Bunny, 
only to fall in love with George Bergen, a Russian-Jewish painter who had been another of her 
father’s lovers. The liaison was brief and doomed — “I was masochistic and he was sadistic,” as she 
recalled. 
In 1984, three years after Grant’s death, Angelica sought to exorcise her demons by publishing a 
memoir of her childhood, Deceived With Kindness, in which she cast the Bloomsbury group — and 
her mother in particular — in an unflattering light. 
The book won good reviews and the J R Ackerley prize for autobiography, but it upset the sole 
remaining member of her immediate family — her half-brother, Quentin — and it did nothing to 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/culture-obituaries/art-obituaries/9250509/Angelica-Garnett.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/culture-obituaries/art-obituaries/9250509/Angelica-Garnett.html
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lay to rest the ghosts from which she had been trying to break free. In the year of its publication 
she moved from Charleston, which had become something of a Bloomsbury shrine, to southern 
France. “I thought if I stayed on, my whole life would be taken over,” she explained. 
Angelica Bell was born on Christmas Day 1918 and grew up at Charleston with her mother, her 
brothers Julian and Quentin, and their father, Clive Bell. Although she was brought up amid a 
shifting cast of artists, writers and intellectuals, she recalled her childhood as a lonely one: “They 
were all rather on the old side. I didn’t have any young relations. Even my mother was nearly 40 
when I was born.” 
In her memoir she recalled with pleasure the annual Christmas visit to Clive’s parents’ country 
home, “a kind of petrified zoo. In the library a lamp stood on a tripod of hooves ... and on the 
writing-table, furnished with the thickest of inlaid writing-papers, was an inkwell made from 
another, larger hoof, perhaps that of the moose in the hall ... In the dining-room, pepper and salt 
were shaken out of a pair of silver owls, not of course stuffed and for that very reason more 
attractive.” 
When her mother took her to one side to tell her that her real father was Duncan Grant, the effect 
was devastating: “Everyone knew, everyone except me, even my brothers.” 
Having dropped this bombshell, Vanessa swore her daughter to silence and Angelica was unable to 
speak about it to either Grant (who showed little enthusiasm for his daughter) or Clive Bell: “They 
were painters, I suppose, and they didn’t care enormously about human beings. I suppose they 
didn’t make the connection between my knowing about my parenthood and my actual existence. I 
suppose they did not think it mattered.” Meanwhile, although Vanessa comforted herself “with the 
pretence that I had two fathers,” she wrote, “in reality ... I had none.” 
As Vanessa Bell did not believe in formal education, telling her daughter to forget about 
homework, her schooling was patchy. In 1936 she went to drama school, joining the London 
Theatre Studio run by Michel Saint-Denis and George Devine. She fell madly in love with Saint-
Denis, “seeing in him a Zeus-like father figure whose good opinion I craved”. But her flirtation with 
the stage ended when Saint-Denis failed to give her the role of Irina in The Three Sisters. 
It was about this time that she began her relationship with Garnett, whose emotional connection 
with her parents she did not suspect. Their flirtation began while Garnett was still married to his 
first wife, and became “a courtship ... about which I had very ambivalent feelings” following his 
wife’s death from cancer. Angelica lost her virginity to Garnett in HG Wells’s spare room, and in 
1942 they married. Vanessa, oddly, seemed to approve of her daughter having an affair with her 
husband’s ex-lover, but not of the marriage. Neither of Angelica’s parents was invited to the 
wedding. 
Virginia Woolf was horrified, confiding to her diary the hope that Angelica would “tire of that rusty, 
surly old dog with his amorous ways and his primitive mind”. But no one supplied Angelica with the 
vital information that might have led her to call off the marriage. 
The economist John Maynard Keynes made some sort of effort to warn her, but, like everyone else, 
failed to come clean about what the problem might be: “He sent for me or he had me to tea or 
something and he tried to talk about it, and warn me that it might not be a very good idea. And I 
wish I’d listened to him, really, but naturally I couldn’t because I was in love with Bunny.” 
Bunny (who memorably described life in the Bloomsbury set as “A eating his heart out vainly for B; 
B breaking hers in vain for C, and so on in interminable interlocking circles of frustration”) took 
Angelica back to Hilton Hall, Cambridgeshire. In 1955 he published his novel Aspects of Love, 
dedicated to Angelica, in which a middle-aged man marries his nephew’s mistress, and produces a 
daughter who grows up to fall in love with the nephew in turn. 
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This convoluted plot does not seem to have rung alarm bells in Angelica’s mind, and it was some 
years before she discovered the truth: “Nobody told me. I just had to work it out for myself.” 
After Vanessa Bell’s death in 1961 she passed the next five years wishing, but not quite daring, to 
leave her husband, finally succeeding in the early 1970s, when her daughters were grown up. 
But she had not escaped her past, and Duncan Grant’s death in 1978 brought on a breakdown, 
which led to the realisation that she had never managed to reconcile herself to her strange 
upbringing. As a result she began to gather her thoughts about her childhood in Deceived with 
Kindness. She went on to publish another memoir about her mother and father, The Eternal 
Moment, in 1998. 
In 1984, she moved to the town of Forcalquier in Haute Provence, but still found herself unable to 
shake off her inheritance. She built a small reputation as a painter of still lifes and abstracts that 
bear the imprint of her Charleston upbringing. In 1999 an interviewer found that she was sharing 
her house with a man who had been one of Duncan Grant’s models (though not, she claimed 
proudly, one of his lovers). 
Meanwhile, the lives of her four daughters continued to be marked by unresolved conflicts arising 
from their mother’s emotional heritage. “My eldest daughter, Amaryllis, who was very beautiful and 
deeply intelligent, drowned in the Thames when she was 26. I think it was suicide,” Angelica 
Garnett recalled. “Henrietta, my second, married when she was 17 and her husband died less than a 
year later. Then she tried to commit suicide when she was 25 by jumping out of a window. She was 
broken from top to bottom and has remained fragile ever since.” Another daughter, Nerissa died 
from a brain tumour, while the fourth, Frances, was described by her mother as “a kind of mystic”. 
Angelica Garnett once remarked that the Bloomsbury Group was “like a hydra — cut off one of its 
heads and another one appears”. In 2010 she published The Unspoken Truth: A Quartet of 
Bloomsbury Stories. 
David Garnett died in 1981, and she is survived by Henrietta and Frances. Angelica Garnett, born 
December 25 1918, died May 4 2012 
From Flight 27 April 1944: 
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From http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/31138: 

 
David Garnett by Vanessa Bell, 1915 
39. Flying Officer John William BAIRD (39408). Signed [possibly on his behalf21] 3 
December 1939. RAF Bircham Newton. 

005 
He is listed in The Air Force List for December 1939. On 11 May1940: Six Blackburn Skua II (Lt. 
Commander C L G Evans) from No. 806 Squadron Fleet Air Arm escorted by three Bristol Blenheim 
IVF (Flying Officer J W Baird) from No. 254 Squadron 18 Group Coastal Command both at Hatston 
were sent to attack two fuel storage tanks located at Strudshavn. Upon reaching the targets, Evans 
decided not to attack the tanks as they appeared small and located too close to civilian cottages. 
He changed the objective to the fuel storage tanks of the Norsk Brendselsolje A/S terminal at 
Florvåg. Shot down over Dunkirk on 28 May 1940: By T J Spiers WW2 People’s War: “On Tuesday 
28th May 1940, four Blenheim IVF aircraft of No, 254 Squadron ’A’ Flight based at RAF Sumburgh 
in the Shetland Islands were detached to RAF Detling in Kent to operate with No. 248 Squadron on 
sea patrols covering the Dunkirk evacuation. These aircraft completed their first 3 hour patrol of the 
North Foreland Calais-Dunkirk circuit on 29th May and this was repeated later in the day on 30th 
May, after their first attempt was aborted due to fog over the Channel. This is the story of the last 
patrol made by the Blenheim fighter aircraft and in particular, that of No. L9481, the subject of the 
painting. It is told by the only survivor from the No. 254 Squadron aircraft and describes the 
experiences of the Observer, Pilot Officer G W Spiers over a period of twelve hours. At 0450 hours 
on Saturday 1st June 1940, two Blenheims of No. 254 Squadron and two of No. 248 Squadron took 
off from HAF Detling to make a three-hour shipping cover patrol of the Dunkirk evacuation 
shipping route. The patrol was commanded by Flying Officer J. W. Baird in Blenheim L9481 with 
his crew Pilot Officer G. W. Spiers Observer, and Wireless Operator/Air Gunner LAC R. Roskrow. 
Soon after take-off first one and then the other of the No. 248 Squadron Blenheims radioed that 
they were returning to Detling due to aircraft unserviceability. The two No. 254 Squadron aircraft 
commenced their patrol at about 0500 hours and had made several circuits up to 0745 hours. 
During two of these circuits, they engaged in unresolved encounters with first a Junkers 87 aircraft 

                                                 
21 This signature and the two following signatures, Bain and Fairtlough seem to be in the same hand. This 
is confirmed by Fairtlough’s actual signature on 23 July 1942. It is likely that Flying Officer Baird signed 
this book on behalf of his companions. 
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and later with a Heinkel Ill. At about 0750 they started their last circuit before returning to Detling 
and at 0755 they were at 8,000 feet approaching Dunkirk, two miles out to sea flying parallel to the 
shore, when they were attacked by eleven ME 109 aircraft diving on them from the South in line 
astern. Memoir of Pilot Officer G. W. Spiers: I was sitting in the seat on the right-hand side of the 
pilot. Looking out to my right I could see the sand beaches with numerous clusters of troops 
queuing to embark on small craft. As I looked up I saw recognisable ME 109 German aircraft diving 
in line astern towards our rear starboard quarter. I managed to count eleven 109s and as I looked 
downwards I saw our other Blenheim who had, been flying in line astern of us, pass beneath to 
starboard with both engines on fire. As soon as I had seen the enemy, I had yelled to Baird 
"fighters" and in the meantime he turned to port and headed for North Foreland giving the 
engines full power. We were slowly picking up speed in a shallow dive but a cold feeling in the 
small of my back, made me realise we were "sitting ducks" for fighters. In temper and fear I 
shouted to Baird to manoeuvre the aircraft about, at the same time I made demonstrations by 
waving my hand in front of him. Whether or not he understood I never found out, as the cockpit 
suddenly filled with acrid smoke and flying fragments as the dashboard and instruments 
disintegrated in front of me, under a series of violent crashes and flashes. Suddenly it stopped. The 
smoke started to clear and I looked back through the armour plate to see what had happened to 
Roskrow the Gunner. The fuselage down to the turret was a mass of bullet holes which were 
accentuated by the sun beams that shone through the smoke. All I could see of Roskrow was a 
bloody green flying suit slumped over the gun controls. Turning to Baird I immediately realised he 
had been hit although he still held the controls. His head was slumped forward on his chest and 
blood ran down his right cheek from a wound in the temple that showed through the side of his 
helmet. Another wound in his neck had covered him with blood and it had gushed all over my left 
shoulder. He looked very peaceful with his eyes shut; I was sure he was dead. It was miraculous that 
I had survived that burst of gunfire into the cockpit. The two foot square Perspex panel had many 
holes in it. The bullets had passed me and gone into Baird and the cockpit panel. I was now in the 
unenviable position of any member of aircrew who is not a Pilot as I was flying on my own and it 
was now up to me to save myself. My immediate reaction was to bale out, so I went forward into 
the navigation compartment and attempted to lift the Navigator's seat which was on top of the 
bale-out hatch. The seat would not fold back and was locked solid in the down position, and after 
struggling to raise it, for what seemed minutes, I realised the aircraft was beginning to roll to port. I 
then clambered back to the Pilot's cabin and viciously hit Baird's arms off the controls. Leaning 
over I pulled back the throttles as the engines were still at full power and were vibrating 
excessively. Yellow flames from the port engine were beating against the front and side windows 
and standing at the side of Baird I was about to level the aircraft to prevent the vicious sideslip, 
that was causing the flames to play on the cockpit, when suddenly the windscreen shattered. I felt a 
hot searing wind on my face, I felt my cheeks, nose, throat and mouth shrivelling under the heat 
but have no recollection of any pain. As soon as the aircraft righted, the cockpit cleared of fire and 
smoke and a noticeable peace descended as the cut back engines purred and the wind gently 
whined through the shattered glass. Some miles off to port I saw an armed trawler and as the 
aircraft was now at 5,000 feet, I thought I could glide to it without having to open up the engines. 
As I lost height the speed of the sea passing beneath magnified alarmingly, and although the 
thought of using the flaps and lowering the under- carriage, to reduce speed, occurred to me, I 
realised that I could not take my eyes off the sea for the impending ditching. The trawler was now 
only a quarter of a mile off and closing fast, and I was only slightly higher than mast-head height. 
The aircraft was easy to control from my awkward position leaning over the pilot. I concentrated to 
keep the wings parallel to the water as I realise the danger of dipping a wing tip. The ripples on the 
calm sea closed nearer and nearer until there was suddenly a most violent jolt. Although the impact 
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took only a fraction of a second it seemed like a slow motion cine film to me. I can still visualise the 
water bounding in through the nose like a dam which had burst; I remember turning my back to 
the barrage and gently cushioning on it. The silent cockpit was now full of blood coloured sea and I 
struggled to reach the normal entry sliding hatch above the pilot's head. My feet kept slipping on 
the floor and I could make no progress despite the numerous attempts. As I held my breath many 
of those past happiness which had occurred during my life passed through my mind as I realised I 
would not escape. I had never pray to God with such agony or earnestness. I tried to suck water 
into my lungs to hasten the end but I was unsuccessful and only swallowed it. My lungs were 
bursting and my pulse pounded in my ear drums, brilliant flashes and yellow spots appeared in 
front of my eyes; I thought of the sea bed its creatures and crabs. I had relaxed my efforts and I had 
started to sink downwards. I had sufficient consciousness to realise my right leg was straight and 
not in contact with what I thought to be the floor of the aircraft. Thinking this may be a way out, I 
drew my left leg up to it and paddled my way down in fear that my parachute harness and helmet 
lead would be entangled. After I had descended several feet I slowly backed away and then swam 
to the surface and broke water about five yards away from the starboard side of the aircraft. To my 
surprise it was not lying horizontal below the surface of the water but the stub end of the fuselage 
was pointing upwards at 80 degrees with a jagged scar from which the turret and tail had been 
torn off. The steep angle was the reason why I could not reach the normal exit hatch. Being an 
experienced swimmer I think that I had been trapped inside the fuselage for over three minutes. 
My parachute floated, in front of me and this I quickly discarded. My face now started to sting and I 
carefully abandoned my flying helmet. During this time I could see the trawler steaming up towards 
me and they were starting to lower a boat. I blew up my Mae West and started to swim away from 
the aircraft towards the trawler. The seamen stretched out a pole on the end of which was a fish 
net and this they passed down to me, I thrust my right fingers through the mesh and they started 
to pull me up, but my grip failed when I was just clear of the water, and I fell back into the sea, The 
next attempt was successful as I interlocked my fingers on either side of the mesh. I was pulled up 
over the side and stood on-the deck with helping hands of the seamen supporting me. One 
pointed to my blood stained shoulder and asked if I had been wounded, I said I didn’t think so and 
added that if they took my wet clothes off they would soon find out. They helped me to walk along 
the deck towards the galley but as I made a step I realised I had injured my ankle, l found it was not 
very painful when I walked on the toes of that foot. In the warm galley they sat me in front of a hot 
stove but the cheery warmth of the fire was agony to my face. So they moved me away nearer the 
door where it was cooler. They cut open the left sleeve of my tunic but soon realised I had not 
been wounded. After dressing my face with ointment they took off my wet clothes. My legs had 
several small lacerations and they found there were small particles of shrapnel -and metal in my 
skin. This they quickly removed and bound up the small wounds. After dressing me in seaman’s 
clothing they took me below to the skipper's bunk and he came down and introduced himself 
clutching a half pint glass filled with rum, I remember drowning the rum in virtually one gulp and 
asked him for a cigarette, he soon returned with a tin of Woodbines and put them in a net that was 
above the bunk that I lay on. The slow drags of the cigarette and rum soon put me into a 
dreamless sleep, I awoke up about ten o’clock by the sound of heavy gunfire and a crashing of feet 
running on the deck above when suddenly there was an ear splitting explosion that shook the ship, 
I was thrown out of the bunk and the blanket I had placed over my sore face chafed the skin from 
my left cheek. A sailor came down into the bunk via the vertical iron steps and took me on his 
shoulder to the upper deck where he told me there had been a bombing attack on the shipping 
lanes by many Junkers 8 aircraft. The skipper came over and said he had notified the Admiralty of 
my rescue and added he hoped the trawler would be ordered to Ramsgate to put me off. He said 
his crew were exhausted after a continuous week at Dunkirk and I might have been an excuse to 
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get them back, however the Admiralty had refused this request so the skipper said he had called 
over a tug which was returning to Ramsgate I noticed we were just off-shore in about five feet of 
water when the tug came towards us. The skipper offered me back my Mae West for the voyage 
remarking it was better than the Navy issue. I told him he could keep it as a present and he was 
delighted adding that he could soon patch the bullet hole in the neck rest which he demonstrated 
by inserting his finger. The tug which I later found out hailed from the Portsmouth came alongside. 
Waving goodbye to the trawler crew I clambered aboard the tug on whose decks squatted forty or 
fifty exhausted North African Moroccan troops, I think the tug's skipper was delighted to see me as 
he had no other crew and wanted to have a chat with someone in English. He soon let me know he 
didn't think we would reach Ramsgate, he cursed the fog and he cursed the dive bombers but what 
really seemed to disturb him, was a horrible knock coming out of the engine and he was sure this 
would soon pack up. I regret I cannot remember the name of the trawler neither can I remember 
the name of the tug. We set off in the direction of England and after an hour or so ran into very 
thick fog and the sound of ships that were accompanying us soon disappeared and we found 
ourselves very much alone. The skipper had no chart aboard and the fog closed in to only fifty 
yards Visibility. After a time we could hear surf breaking but he consoled me by saying it was the 
Goodwin Sands and asked me to go forward and point in the direction of any deep channels that I 
could see on the sand bottom. I seemed to spend several hours doing this apart from one or two 
breaks when the fog lifted. We saw no ships neither did we hear anything but the breaking of the 
surf. Suddenly about eight o'clock in the evening the fog lifted and we were not too far off 
Ramsgate. He sailed up to the pier and I was taken off and sat on the ground. Some of the injured 
from other vessels made a terrible sight, particularly one Frenchman who had a large chunk of 
shrapnel protruding from his forehead, I seemed to be the only airman but there were many troops 
of various nationalities who looked unkempt, filthy and completely exhausted. The volunteer Red 
Cross workers were working among them making them as comfortable as they could. I was soon 
attended to when an attractive young auxiliary nurse came across and looked at my face. She 
immediately burst into tears when she saw me and said how terrible it was the sailors had put 
grease on my face. She then started to clear the grease away with wadding and this was a most 
painful operation as all the skin was coming off leaving me in red raw patches. She then put a 
cooling salve on my face and I felt much more comfortable. I was then asked where I would like to 
go, they said I could go to Ramsgate Hospital which was taking many of the casualties but I said as 
we were near an RAF Station at Mansion I would sooner be with my colleagues. A car soon arrived 
and I was taken to the Station Sick Quarters where they gave me excellent treatment. My foot and 
ankle were X-rayed and I found that I had a small broken bone, however it healed very quickly and 
within a fortnight I was able to go on sick leave. For many years I believed the bodies of Baird and 
Roskrow lay in the wreck of the Blenheim at the bottom of the channel. However some two or 
three years ago I went to Runnymede Memorial which is a Memorial giving the names of all Allied 
airmen who have unknown graves. I failed at that time to find the names of either of them on the 
panels. I have recently spoken, to the War Graves Commission and they told me that Baird's body 
was recovered and that he is buried in the communal cemetery at Malo-Les-Baines which is two 
miles east of Dunkirk and his remains lie at Plot 2, Row A Grave No 30. They told me Roskrow's 
body was never recovered. However his name was engraved on Panel 19 of the Runnymede 
Memorial, I had been unable to locate it as I had been looking under the rank of Leading 
Aircraftsman but Roskrow's name was engraved under the rank of Sergeant. I imagine he had been 
promoted to this rank during the period when he was listed as missing in action.” 
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40. Flying Officer David BAIN. Signed [on his behalf22] 3 December 1939. RAF Bircham 
Newton. 

005 
On 11 April 1940 at 19:46 (London time), two Blenheims, IVF R.3603 flown by Flying Officer Bain, 
and N.3627 flown by Sergeant A W Tubbs, from No. 254 Squadron, flew out of Bircham Newton to 
rendezvous with the six Wellingtons at Stavanger-Sola and then escort them back to 18 Group. 
After reconnoitring the Stavanger area in heavy 10/10 clouds from 3,000 feet, Bain decided not to 
wait for the Wellingtons and immediately attack. Both Blenheims approached formation abreast 
from the SE at 2,500 feet, opening machine-gun fire in a steep dive. Light flak and machine-guns 
returned their fire immediately. The Blenheims dove to 100 feet, strafing parked aircraft and 
personnel, then climbing to 500 feet to fly over a bluff. Weekly Resumé No. 33 of the War Cabinet: 
“Towards dusk on the 11th Stavanger aerodrome was raided by six Wellingtons and two Blenheim 
fighters; the latter flew low over the aerodrome before the arrival of the bombers, and sprayed it 
with machine-gun fire. At least four Junkers bombers were hit and others damaged, and there 
appeared to be about twenty casualties among enemy ground personnel. The Wellingtons 
followed with a low-level bombing attack, which started a large fire. They also machine-gunned the 
aerodrome and the seaplane base in the Fjord. Intense anti-aircraft fire was encountered, and one 
Wellington failed to return.” 
According to http://forum.12oclockhigh.net/showthread.php?t=22054, “F/O David Bain (Canadian), 
24 years old, joined the RAF in 1937/38 and was the pilot of a Blenheim L6641 with 254 Squadron 
which was pancaked onto the beach at Scolt Head Island bird sanctuary off Brancaster, Norfolk, 
England on 6 January 1940. The three crew managed to paddle to the shore and the local volunteer 
home guards waded out and pulled them in. The pilot spent a brief spell in Norwich hospital.” 
According to http://www.aircrewremembered.com/raf1943/carty.html, “Observer F/Sgt. David 
Lachlan Bain R.C.A.F. (R/106671), aged 27, was killed on 29/30 March 1943 when a Wellington III, 
Serial number BK540, piloted by Sgt. Harry Dennis Gordon Carty R.A.F.V.R. (1334945), crashed in 
the North Sea 60 miles off Lincoln, England.” 
Are they the same person? 
41. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] Geoffrey Kinglake FAIRTLOUGH (26107). 
Signed [on his behalf23] 3 December 1939. RAF Bircham Newton. 

005 
He also signed this book on 23 July 1942 but the signature is different to this one, thus confirming 
that someone (perhaps Flying Officer Baird) signed this book on his behalf. 
From a file, reference ADM 199/480, in TNA which is included in The Fleet Arm in the Second World 
War, edited by Ben Jones, Ashgate, 2012: 
Report from Commanding Officer, RNAS Hatston24 to Vice Admiral Commanding, Orkneys and 
Shetlands. 11 May 1940. Attack on Bergen, 9 May 1940 

                                                 
22 Op. cit. 
23 Op. cit. 
24 From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RNAS_Hatston: RNAS Hatston, also called HMS Sparrowhawk, was a 
Royal Naval Air Station, one mile to the north west of Kirkwall on the island of Mainland, Orkney, 
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“I have the honour to report that in accordance with your instructions 8 Skuas of No. 806 Squadron 
and 6 Blenheims of No. 254 Squadron carried out a bomb attack on Bergen at 1820 on Thursday, 
9th May, 1940. Detailed report is attached. Three hits were obtained on a ship alongside a jetty. 
Some doubt exists as to the identity of this ship. Pilots all reported that on coming down through 
the clouds they were already practically in the dive and had insufficient time to select the best 
target. No. 806 Squadron had not attacked before and was composed largely of young and 
inexperienced pilots. The difficulty of selecting a target without previous reconnaissance and the 
choice of targets given, resulted in insufficient bombs being retained for the fuel tanks. These will, 
however, form the subject of the next attack. Lieutenant Commander Charles Leo Glandore Evans 
led his squadron in a most able manner and achieved a complete surprise. In this he was assisted 
by Lieutenant Desmond Vincent Jones whose navigation was excellent. The Skuas were well 
supported by Squadron Leader Geoffrey Kinglake Fairtlough, Royal Air Force, leading the 
Blenheims, and the combination of forces worked very smoothly. Petty Officer Airman George 
Alfred Muskett, Official number F.55108 and Petty Officer Airman Leslie David Clare, Official 
number F.55096, deserve mention for the part they played in the operation.” 
42. Pilot Officer [later Wing Commander] Frederick Kenneth KENNEDY OBE (75016). 
Signed 12 December 1939. RAF Wick. 

005 
The Air Force List for December 1939 lists several people with the surname Kennedy but only two 
Pilot Officers with the initial F: Pilot Officer Francis Frederick Kennedy LDS (23110) and Pilot Officer 
(Ad) Frederick Kenneth Kennedy (75016). 
43. Pilot Officer Ian James McIntyre CHRISTIE (41378). Signed 12 December 1939. RAF 
Wick. 

005 
From http://uboat.net/boats/u415.htm: 
“During the night of 5 January 1944, a British Halifax bomber flown by I. J. M. Christie of 58 
Squadron out of RAF St David’s dropped 6 depth charges but failed to sink U-415 which returned 
fire and dived to escape. U-41525 arrived at Brest the following day.” 

                                                 
Scotland. It was located near the strategically vital naval base of Scapa Flow, which for most of the 
twentieth century formed the main base of the ships of the Home Fleet. Hatston's main period of activity 
came during the World War II, when it was host to a number of different types of aircraft of the Fleet Air 
Arm, including Fairey Swordfish, Blackburn Rocs and Avengers. Two squadrons of Blackburn Skuas flew 
from Hatston on 10 April 1940, on a mission to sink the German cruiser Königsberg, in which they were 
successful. After the end of the war, the airfield became the island's main airport, until 1948. By then 
British European Airways was operating Douglas Dakotas which were deemed too large to use the 
runways safely. They moved operations to a larger airfield outside Kirkwall. The airfield remained in use 
from 1953 until 1957, when it was the home of the Orkney Flying Club, but was finally closed and turned 
into an industrial estate. 
25 According to Clay Blair’s Hitler's U-Boat War: The Hunted 1942-45, W&N, 1999, U-415, commanded by 
Kurt Neide, sunk the British destroyer Hurricane on Christmas Eve 1943 
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44. ELGIN Edward James Bruce, 10th Earl of Elgin, 14th Earl of Kincardine KT, CMG, TD, 
JP (9 June 1881 – 27 November 1968). Signed 29 December 1939. Broomhall, Dunfermline. 

005 
He also signed this book on 4 and 7 June 1957. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Bruce,_10th_Earl_of_Elgin: 
He was the son of Victor Alexander Bruce, 9th Earl of Elgin who became Assistant Private Secretary 
to the Secretary State for the Colonies and a director of the Royal Bank of Scotland. On 5 January 
1921, he married Katherine Elizabeth Cochrane, daughter of Thomas Cochrane, 1st Baron Cochrane 
of Cults. In 1938 Katherine, Countess of Elgin, was appointed Dame Commander of the Order of 
the British Empire (DBE). From 1938 until his death at the age of 87 in 1968, he was honorary 
colonel of the Elgin Regiment (RCAC). 

 
National Portrait Gallery, Edward James Bruce, 10th Earl of Elgin and 14th Earl of Kincardine, Army 
and air force officer, public servant and businessman, by Walter Stoneman, bromide print, May 
1943 
From http://www.unithistories.com/officers/army_officers_e01.html: 
Education: Eton; Balliol College, Oxford University. Formerly Capt. Forfar and Kincardine RGA Militia; 
Major commanding Highland (Fife) RGA; served European War, 1914-1918 (CMG); Zone Adviser 
Home Guard, 1940-1946; Hon. Colonel 357 Medium Regiment, RA, TA; Hon. Colonel 471 H (M) AA. 
Regiment, Forth RA, TA; Hon. Air Commodore 948 Squadron RAF; Lord High Commissioner of 
Church of Scotland, 1925 and 1926; Chairman, Educational Endowments Commission, Scotland, 
1926-1936; National Council on Juvenile Employment (Scotland), 1926-1946; Fife County Council, 
1929-1938; Forth Conservancy Board, 1926-1955; Member Cttee of Inquiry, BBC, 1949; BBC General 
Advisory Council, 1952-1956; Housing Progress Panel (Scotland); President: Royal Highland and 
Agricultural Soc., 1949; ScottishPolish Soc.; Empire Exhibition (Scotland), 1938; Chairman, Land 
Settlement Assoc., England & Wales, 1933-1946; AD Labour, 1917; Labour Commandant with rank 
of Colonel, 1918; Chairman Carnegie United Kingdom Trust, 1923-1946; Past Chm. of Governors, 
Newbattle Abbey Coll. Grand Master Mason Scotland, 1921-1924; JP Fife. President Fife TA 
Association; Hon. Colonel Elgin Regiment (RCAC); Captain of Royal Company of Archers, Queen's 
Body Guard for Scotland; Director, Scottish Amicable Life Assurance Soc.; Past Dir, Royal Bank of 
Scotland; VicePresident: Building Societies Association; National Trust for Scotland; Scottish 
Council (Development and Industry). 
His papers are held at the University of Glasgow, under reference GB 0248 UGC 131. They include 
Aviation Committee papers covering the period 1935 – 1945. 
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45. Andrew Douglas Alexander Thomas BRUCE, 11th Earl of Elgin and 15th Earl of 
Kincardine, KT, CD, JP (born 17 February 1924), styled Lord Bruce before 1968. Signed 29 
December 1939. Broomhall, Dunfermline. 

005 
He was a Scottish peer. Bruce is the eldest son of Edward Bruce, 10th Earl of Elgin and the 
Honourable Katherine Elizabeth Cochrane, daughter of Thomas Cochrane, 1st Baron Cochrane of 
Cults, and is a descendant of Robert the Bruce. He was educated at Eton and at Balliol College, 
Oxford. He served in the 3rd (Armoured) Bn Scots Guards as a lieutenant and was wounded in the 
break out from Normandy in August 1944. Since 1970, he has been honorary colonel of the 31 
Combat Engineer Regiment (The Elgins), and of the 153 (Highland) Transport Regiment from 1976 
to 1986. Elgin has held a number of business appointments, including as President of the Scottish 
Amicable Life Assurance Society (1975–1994), and Chairman of the National Savings Committee for 
Scotland. He was President of the Royal Scottish Automobile Club, and the Scottish motor racing 
team, Ecurie Ecosse. He was appointed a Justice of the Peace in 1951, was Deputy Lieutenant of Fife 
1955–1987, and Lord Lieutenant 1987–1999. In 1980 he was appointed by HM The Queen as Her 
Lord High Commissioner to the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland and reappointed in 
1981. In 1982 HM The Queen installed him as a Knight of the Thistle. He was awarded the Canadian 
Forces Decoration in 1981, and the Norwegian Order of St. Olav in 1994. He is a Captain of the 
Royal Company of Archers and a former convenor of the Standing Council of Scottish Chiefs. He 
was County Cadet Commandant for Fife from 1952 to 1965, Brigade President of the Boys' Brigade 
from 1966 to 1985, and Grand Master Mason of Scotland from 1961 to 1965. He is a Freeman of 
Bridgetown, Regina, Saskatchewan, Port Elgin, Winnipeg, Manitoba, St. Thomas, Ontario, and 
Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan. Lord Elgin is a former President of the Royal Caledonian Curling Club, 
and is the Life President of the Broomhall Curling Club. He skipped the Scottish curling teams that 
defeated the Governor General of Canada's teams in a series of matches in Ottawa in 1982. Lord 
Elgin is Chief of the Name of Bruce, and President of the Bruce Family Organization which is the 
main association for members of the Bruce family. 
46. PROBABLY Air Commodore Arthur Noel GALLEHAWK AFC (1893-1945). Signed 30 
December 1939. C/O Lockheed Speke Airport, Liverpool. 

005 
The only Commanding Officer based at Speke the date this book was signed is Air Commodore 
Arthur Noel Gallehawk (Officer Commanding, No 5 FTS, 1 February 1937 to 26 July 1940). 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Gallehawk.htm: 
b: 1 Dec 1893; r: 11 Mar 1942; d: 24 Dec 1945; AFC - 3 Jun 1919. 
(RN): - Mid’n: xx xxx xxxx, (T) (P) Flt Sub-Lt: 10 Jun 1915, (T) Flt Sub-Lt: 10 Nov 1915 10 Jun 1915, 
Act Flt Lt: xx xxx xxxx, (T) Flt Lt: 31 Dec 1916, Flt Cdr: 31 Dec 1917. 
(RAF): - (T) Capt Lt: 1 Apr 1918, Flt Lt: 1 Aug 1919 1 Apr 1918, Sqn Ldr: 1 Jan 1923, Wg Cdr: 1 Jul 
1931, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1937, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1940, A/Cdre: Retained. 
xx xxx 1914 Midshipman, Kinfauns Castle, East Africa 
10 Jun 1915 Officer, No 7 Sqn RNAS, East Africa 
1 Aug 1919 Awarded Permanent Commission as a Captain 
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28 Nov 1919 Staff, Coastal Area Aircraft Depot 
16 Mar 1920 Instructor, Coastal Aircraft Depot 
1 Oct 1921 Flight Commander, No 203 Sqn 
1 Apr 1922 Instructor? RAF Training Base, Leuchars 
14 Feb 1923 Supernumerary, HQ Coastal Area 
1 May 1923 Attended RAF Staff College 
6 Jun 1924 Officer Commanding, No 14 Sqn 
22 Mar 1926 Officer Commanding, No 2 Armoured Car Company 
2 Dec 1926 Officer Commanding, No 14 Sqn 
12 Sep 1927 Non-effective (sick) 
23 May 1928 Squadron Commander, Central flying School 
8 Jan 1929 Personnel Staff Officer, HQ Inland Area 
7 Sep 1929 Staff Officer, HQ Transjordan and Palestine 
1 Aug 1932 Aviation Officer to C in C, Home Fleet 
xx Aug 1936 Officer Commanding, RAF Finningley 
1 Feb 1937 Officer Commanding, No 5 FTS 
27 Jul 1940 SASO, HQ Flying Training Command 
21 Dec 1941 
xx xxx 1942 Regional Air Liaison Officer 
His father was a Lieutenant and Quartermaster in the 2nd Leinster Regiment. As a Midshipman, he 
was involved in the search for the Konigsberg in late 1914. He rescued the flying boat of Flight 
Sub-Lieutenant H D Cutler which had been forced down through engine trouble resulting in 
Cutler's capture by the Germans. 
From http://www.south-lancs-aviation.bravepages.com/history_of_speke_airport.htm: 
Prior to the establishment of an Aerodrome in 1930, private flying had been carried out in the 
Liverpool area for a number of years. As early as 1926 a special body was established to develop a 
local aerodrome and following a meeting with Lord Thomas, a former Secretary of State for Air, it 
was decided that the setting up of a flying club would be an advantage. Two years later the 
Liverpool Aero Club was formed and based at Hooton Park on the Wirral. 
About this time Sir Alan Cobham was touring the country in an attempt to promote flying and 
educate the general public to the benefits of air travel. The Liverpool City Council invited Sir Alan to 
survey possible sites for an aerodrome in the Merseyside area. Following a number of aerial surveys 
it was eventually a toss-up between Speke and Hooton Park. The City Council wasted no time in 
pressing for Liverpool to have the Aerodrome site for Merseyside and in 1928 purchased 2,000 
acres of land known as the Speke Estate. Of this area 418 acres was destined to become Liverpool 
Airport. Work on the site commenced almost immediately and operations commenced in 1930 
using the existing chapel farm buildings as a terminal and control centre. A metal hangar was 
constructed adjacent to the farm house and in fact still remains together with one or two of the 
original farm buildings. The initial aerodrome licence was issued in July 1930 although Imperial 
Airways had commenced operations on the 18th June, that year, using Armstrong Whitworth 
Argosy aircraft on a service between Liverpool-Manchester-Birmingham-Croydon. This service was 
subsidised by the local authorities involved, but was abandoned after only three months operation. 
The aerodrome then continued operations on a flying club basis only until Liverpool Corporation 
appointed an Airport Manager in 1932. 
The Airport was officially opened on the 1st July, 1933 by the Right Hon. The Marquess of 
Londonderry, K.G. Secretary of State for Air, and it is interesting to note that the Air Display was 
referred to at that time as the greatest Air Pageant every held outside Hendon. 100,000 spectators 
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visited the Airport, and 246 aircraft attended the display. The Secretary of State for Air arrived in a 
Hawker-Hart machine from the R.A.F. Station at Sealand, escorted by No. 29 (Fighter) Squadron of 
the Royal Air Force flying Bristol Bulldog Machines. 
Included in the programme was a ‘Fly Past’ by Civilian Machines together with a demonstration of 
aerobatics in an Avro Tutor training machine flown by Flight Lieut. G. H. Stainforth, A.F.C., R.A.F. (an 
aircraft which at that time was the standard training machine for the Royal Air Force and cruised at 
100 miles an hour). In addition, there was a display by a Ceirva Autogiro26 and a landing 
competition where the Pilot who got nearest to a given mark, with propellers stopped, won. Two 
further competitions comprised a Liverpool - Blackpool - Liverpool air race and a parachute 
jumping competition. 
Following the successful opening, the Airport really showed promise with a number of airlines 
operating regular services. One of the first operators to use Speke was Blackpool and West Coast 
Air Services. Based at Blackpool this Company was originated by John Higgins, an instructor with 
the Liverpool Aero Club, and in association with two local businessmen his company commenced 
operations in 1933. The first scheduled service being Liverpool-Blackpool at a cost of 18/- (90p.) 
return. Other early operators included Aer Lingus and Hillman Airways with D.H. 8’+ Dragons and 
D.H. 89A Rapides, Midland and Scottish Air Ferries with Avro 10 and Avro 642 machines. Railway 
Air Services also operated D.H. Dragons and K.L.M. Royal Dutch Airline where operating Fokker 
F18’s. Other operators quickly appeared amongst them, United Airways, Crilley Airways, and British 
Airways. 
During the time that the traffic was building up, the City Council found it necessary to expand the 
Airport equipment and facilities to meet the requirements of the increasing traffic. The first 
necessity was the levelling and draining of the Airfield. It is interesting to note that so well had this 
been carried out at Liverpool that the ground remained safe for flying throughout the wet winter of 
1935/36 despite the fact that almost all other aerodromes in England had either large portions out 
of commission at some period, or in some cases, had to close for a period of several days to all 
traffic. By the summer of 1937 the total area had been levelled and drained. 
The first connection with the armed forces was in 1936 when on the 8th January, No. 611 (West 
Lancs) Squadron moved to Speke. This Squadron was soon equipped with Avro Tutor aircraft to be 
joined later by Hawker Hart Bombers. In May 1939, No. 611 Squadron was equipped with Hawker 
Hinds and Fairey Battles and soon this Squadron was no longer the sole R.A.F. representation at 
Speke. Having been joined by No. 61. Squadron from R.A.F. Hemswell, within a couple of weeks, 
No. 144 Squadron arrived, both Squadrons being equipped with Hamdens. These two Squadrons 
operated from Hemswell by night flying sorties into Germany and returning to Liverpool at 
daybreak. The object of this exercise was to confuse enemy intelligence and foil Luftwaffe attempts 
to bomb east coast RAF bases. 
In September 1939, No. 5 FTS equipped with Oxfords moved to Speke from RAF Sealand near 
Chester. Military activity now exceeded civilian use of the Airport and by December 1939 yet 
another unit appeared (No. 37 Squadron) equipped with Wellingtons. This Squadron’s stay was 
short-lived but during the five months of operations they carried out intensive training before 
leaving for the middle-east. 1940 the war effort increased and Liverpool’s importance as a seaport 
produced the inevitable influx of aircraft flown into Speke, dismantled and shipped abroad to such 

                                                 
26 According to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cierva_Autogiro_Company, the Cierva Autogiro Company 
was a British firm established in 1926 to develop the autogyro. The company was set up to further the 
designs of Juan de la Cierva, a Spanish engineer and pilot, with the financial backing of James George 
Weir, a Scottish industrialist and aviator. 
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destinations as Rhodesia, South Africa and various points along the West African Coast. Inbound 
from the U.S.A. came thousands of American aircraft mainly shipped into the docks and 
transported to the Airport for assembly. Both the Douglas Aircraft Corporation and Lockheed 
Aircraft Corporation used the two main hangars to assemble Mustangs, Lightning's etc. Meanwhile 
in the adjacent shadow aircraft factory, the Rootes Group were producing Bristol Blenheims at a 
steady rate. 
Speke was now overloaded with aircraft often over 200 being evident at any one time. No. 13 
Squadron having arrived with Lysanders and No. 1 O.T.U. with Hudsons, No. 608 (West Riding) 
Squadron arrived for night training with Botha's and later No. 308 (Polish) Squadron equipped with 
Hurricanes was transferred from Blackpool Squire’s Gate. This Squadron soon moved to Coventry 
Baginton and was replaced by No. 312 (Czech) Squadron also equipped with Hurricanes. It was one 
of No. 312’s Hurricanes, a JU88, which recorded Speke’s first kill. The Czech Squadron was replaced 
by No. 315 (Polish) Squadron and No. 766 Squadron, Fleet Air Arm, soon appeared with Roes; this 
Squadron was engaged on naval co-operation training. 
On the 18th December 1940, No. 96 Squadron was formed purely for the defence of Merseyside, 
being equipped with Hurricanes and based not at Speke but at Cranage, Cheshire. The defence of 
the City was supplemented by two balloon Squadrons - Nos. 919 and 921 - with headquarters at 
R.A.F. Fazakerly. This Unit, working in co-operation with the Army, had 76 anti-aircraft guns sited 
around Merseyside providing large scale cover. During 1941, with numerous air-raids on the City of 
Liverpool, locally based Spitfires and Hurricanes were almost continuously airborne. The main raids 
on the City occurred on the 12th and 13th March, 7th and 26th April, and the famous May Blitz on 
the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 7th May. Of the raid on the 12th March, it is known that a force of 316 
bombers were despatched against Merseyside by the Luftwaffe and a total of 303 tons of high 
explosive was dropped on the Liverpool Area on that one night. 
In 1941, Rootes Securities were awarded a contract to provide Halifax Bombers, the first Speke 
produced aircraft, which made its maiden flight on the 15th March, 1942. Two months later the 
Merchant Ship Fighter Unit arrived for tests of catapult launching of aircraft and these trials took 
place in the vicinity of the original farm house terminal building adjacent to the River Mersey. The 
first launch of an aircraft from this equipment took place on the 5th July, 1942: a hurricane on 
detachment from 605 (County of Warwick) Squadron. 
Three Fleet Air Arm Squadrons - Nos. 1832, 1834 and 849 - moved to Speke in 1943 and these 
Squadrons were all equipped with Martletts, Corsairs, Taras and Hurricanes. The assembly of 
American aircraft continued with the types now including Thunderbolts for the USAAF and Rootes 
continued to produce Beaufighters, Blenheims and Halifax Bombers. From 1944 Speke’s role as a 
military base was run down but the production of American types continued until the end of 1946. 
On V.E. Day, it is reported that the American aircrew at Speke gave the Airport Staff a spectacular 
impromptu air display using any aircraft that were available and by all accounts a Mustang stole 
the show with some spectacular low flying. 
During the war period, the home-based Squadron No. 611 claimed over 240 enemy aircraft 
destroyed and awards to officers and men included 10 DFCs and 4 Bars, 2 DFMs and 1 American 
Silver Star. 
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47. Unknown. Signed 6 January 1940. 54 Boulevard Exelmans, Paris 16th. 

005 
According to Journal de la Société des Africanistes, 1940, tome 10, Mme Annie de Villeneuve was 
living at this address in 1939 and 1940. 
48. Unknown. Signed 6 January 1940. CEMA Paris. 

005 
CEMA can’t be the Centre d'Essais de Matériels Aériens, the French aircraft test establishment in 
Orleans-Bricy. According to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_Air_Force and 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chief_of_the_Defence_Staff_(France), this is Chef d'État-Major des 
Armées (Chief of Staff of the Armies), which is based in Paris. 
49. Pierre FROMHEIM. Signed 6 January 1940. Hydravion, “Altair”, Escadrille E6. 

005 
Translated by Google from French: After the success with the Laté 521, 522 Laté three civilians and 
three Laté 523 navalisé, for naval aviation, were ordered to the French firm Latécoère. One copy of 
Laté 522, the "Ville de Saint-Pierre", however, was built and tested in April 1939. Very different from 
Laté 521, 522 Laté was modified with a shell and showed a maximum laden mass greater. This 
device, powered by six Hispano-Suiza 12 Y-36/37 920 hp, performs twice crossing the North 
Atlantic before the outbreak of the Second World War. Then it was requisitioned and assigned to 
the squadron E6, Lanvéoc-based Poulmic, near Brest. Damaged during a flight connection to 
French Somaliland, the aircraft returned to France, where it was destroyed in August 1944. As for 
the three Laté 523, they were received by the squadron E6, the first of them (called Altair) making 
its first flight October 21, 1938. Resembling close enough to Laté 522, this aircraft was armed with 
five machine guns Darne of 7.5 mm and could carry a crew of fourteen members, as well as 
offensive load of 1,350 kg of bombs. Three Laté assembled 523 were employed in maritime patrol 
missions and anti-submarine above the Atlantic missions in which they must demonstrate 
remarkable efficiency. The only Laté 523 still in flying condition in 1940 was affected after repair, 
the squadron 4E, based in Dakar. This is where he was abandoned due to lack of spare parts, in 
August 1942. From Wikipedia: The Latécoère 521, "Lieutenant de Vaisseau Paris", was a French six-
engined flying boat, and one of the first large trans-Atlantic passenger aircraft. The four inboard 
engines were mounted as tandem push-pull pairs. The inaugural flight took place on 10 January 
1935, followed by a demonstration flight in December 1935 via Dakar, North Africa to Natal, Brazil, 
then north to the French West Indies. The inaugural flight was to mark the 300th year of French 
rule in the Americas. Having reached Pensacola, Florida, it was caught in a hurricane and wrecked. 
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The aircraft was returned to France by ship to be rebuilt for service with Air France on the trans-
Atlantic route. In June 1937 it flew non-stop to Natal before returning to France via the North 
Atlantic. On 30 December 1937 it set an FAI record carrying a payload of 18,040 kg (39,770 lbs) to 
2,000 meters (6,562 ft) altitude at Biscarrosse, France. (The FAI Bulletin says it had six 650-hp (485-
kw) engines at the time.) In 1939 the XB-15 set a new landplane payload record: 14,135 kg. 
Equipped with more powerful engines, the aircraft made four further return flights to New York 
between May and July 1939. During one of these, pilot Henri Guillaumet flew 5,875 km (3,651 mi) 
from New York City to Biscarrosse at an average of 206 km/h (127 mph), including 2,300 km (1,400 
mi) with one engine out. The aircraft could transport 72 passengers in a great comfort. On the 
lower level there was a salon with 20 armchairs and tables, six deluxe double cabins, each with its 
own bathroom, seating for a further 22 passengers, a kitchen, a bar and a baggage hold. The upper 
level had seating for 18 passengers, a storage compartment and an office for the three flight 
engineers. On the outbreak of World War II the Laté 521 was attached to the French Navy E.6 
flotilla, based in Port-Lyautey, Morocco, and was used to patrol the North Atlantic. After the 
armistice in June 1940 it flew to Berre, near Marseilles, where it was finally wrecked by the 
retreating Germans in August 1944. The Laté 521 was the basis of the single Laté 522 "Ville de Saint 
Pierre" civil airliner, and the three Laté 523 navalized variants. 
50. Capitaine General Marcel Joseph VIGOUROUX DFC. Signed 6 January 1940. CEMA 
Air Ministry Paris. 

005 
Translated by Google from French: He enlisted in the Air Force for three years and was appointed 
lieutenant on 1 October 1927, a few days before getting his pilot's license. After a year at the 
School of Aerospace Application of Versailles, he was assigned to the 11th Aviation Regiment 
bombing in Metz in November 1928. Pilot squadron, this trade captive, but he is interrupted by a 
decision of the General Staff who appointed him to follow in October following the course of the 
School of Aeronautics and must take two years of life less pleasant for him, an engineering student. 
Upon leaving the school in 1931, he longs to return to a unit sailing. Another disappointment: he 
was assigned to aeronautical manufacturing service to Paris to head office control the execution of 
military aviation markets in different factories. He eventually quit this job successfully settled in 
1933 and was assigned to AOF Dakar He joins the staff of air, there is still a year or taking 
advantage of all opportunities to resume its flight activity and travels in all directions Senegal, 
Mauritania, Gambia and Casamance English. Appointed Captain in 1934, he was assigned in 
October of the same year, the squadron GAO on the banks of the Niger. For nearly three years, 
having extended his stay a normal year, it performs the most diverse travel throughout Africa, not 
only in all the colonies of the AOF group and the Sahara, but also AEF, Cameroon, the Belgian 
Congo and Madagascar. Besides the fondest memories of his aviation career, he reports that stay 
the first two prizes: a summons to order Air Corps in June 1935 and a congratulatory letter from 
the commander of the air AOF in May 1937 at or he will leave the colony. Recalled in France, he 
spent a year as an instructor at Versailles a brigade of students, then gets the assignment he had 
long desired, a test pilot at the centre of flight experiments to Villacoublay until early 1940, 
performing tests on most prototypes of the moment: he is, in particular that is designated to 
present the international meeting in Brussels, the first Lioré 45. During the winter of 1940, he leaves 
England to follow the development of "Radar". During the spring of 1940, he joined the Middle 
East to develop a bomber group which should be equipped with American equipment. The 
Armistice prevents the realization of this project and the commander Vigouroux uses the first 
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months of this quiet period forced to experience a part of Egypt, Lebanon, Syria and Turkey. Back 
in France, he asks the command of a group in North Africa, and gets the Bomber Group 1/25 in 
Tunis. From the Allied landings on 8 November 1942, its equipment and personnel are immediately 
used to perform transport for the U.S. Air Force and for night bombing run on the front of Tunisia 
(300 hours of war were conducted from late February to April 1942). Completion of operations on 
the theatre came when the gradual disappearance of equipment still used French would have 
prevented allies continue to provide effective assistance. Talks between the Provisional 
Government of Algeria and the British Government raising hopes that French bombardment units 
may be equipped with English material, he put his group on the rows for this transformation and 
obtained satisfaction because of the magnificent conduct all its crews during the previous period. 
And he landed in Liverpool in September 1943. After long months of training, the group he 
commanded became 347 Squadron of Bomber Command and is committed in 1944 in the 
bombing of Germany by the RAF. During this period, several citations were awarded to him 
including the rosette of an officer of the Legion of Honor. In addition, the British awarded him the 
Distinguished Flying Cross of the Royal Air Force LG, 9 June 1945; 347 Squadron. Back in France, he 
was assigned to flight test centre reborn, and then he joined the service equipment to the Staff of 
the air, where he served until day management, as Colonel, then as Executive Officer since August 
1946. 
51. Lt Edward REED. Signed 4 January 1940. The Black Watch, Perth. 

005 
Commissioned The Black Watch (Royal Highland Regiment) Supplementary Reserve of Officers 
(later Regular Army Reserve of Officers, Class II). Probably General Staff Officer 1st grade (GSO1) at 
some point, and serving in Cairo. Managing Director The Newcastle Breweries Ltd and Subsidiary 
Companies; Director, the Northern Corporation Ltd, Northern and London Investment Trust Ltd, 
Greville Place Property Co. Ltd, Beech Hill Estate Ltd, Rock Building Society, Wilson & Walker 
Breweries Ltd, The Review Press Ltd. Rural District Councillor (Morpeth). 
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52. 2nd Lieutenant [later Major] Gordon Douglas Stuart BLACK MC MBE (99782). Signed 
31 January 1940. Queen’s Own Cameron Highlanders, Inverness. 

005 
His Military Cross was announced in the LG 11 July 1940. 
From Recommendation for Award for Black, Gordon Douglas Stuart, file reference WO 373/73/196 
in TNA: 

 
53. Flying Officer Horace David WELCH (565950). Signed 13 February 1940. RAF Station, 
Halton, Buckinghamshire. 

006 
He was killed on 12 May 1940 while flying a Blenheim L8861 which crashed near Tongeren. Note: 
The records state Sergeant, yet he signed this book Flying Officer. 
54. Capitaine Flight Lieutenant Pierre Lucien LAURENT DFC (30144). Signed 25 February 
1940. Centre d’assais 371, Ministrie de l’Aire. 

006 
S/Lt. P Laurent of 341 (Free French) Squadron recorded in his Combat Report for 30 May 1943: “I 
was flying as Yellow 2 when our Squadron was attacked from above and behind by six FW 190s. 
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During the melee which followed I lost my No.1 and found myself with Blue Section of 611 
Squadron who had climbed to our assistance. Continuing with them until just over the coast north 
of Deauville, they dived to attack some Huns, who were underneath and to starboard, in a slow 
turn. At this moment I saw an FW 190 about 800 yards to port at about the same height, who was 
manoeuvring into a position behind 611 Squadron Blue Section. Breaking away to port I closed to 
within 250 yards and fired two long bursts while slowly turning and allowing a slight deflection of 
5/10°. From the first burst I saw strikes on the starboard side of the cockpit, on the wing roots and 
fuselage, with white smoke coming from the port side of the aircraft. When within 175 yards I fired 
my second burst, using the same deflection, and saw an explosion near the cockpit with one 
particularly large piece flying off. Breaking off to have a last look behind, I saw the E/A going down 
in flames, and then rejoined 611 Squadron. I claim one FW 190 destroyed from this combat.” The 
Imperial War Museum has four films in its archives: Combat Film No 2388. Pilot Officer Laurent of 
341 Squadron on 17/8/1943 at 1842, flying Spitfire. Target: Fw 190. 341/24; Combat Film No 10936. 
Flying Officer Laurent of 341 Squadron, 26/8/1944 at 1500, flying Spitfire. Target: ground target; 
Combat Film No 11567. Flight Officer Laurent of 341 Squadron, 31/8/1944 at 1100, flying Spitfire. 
Target: ground target, vehicles; Combat Film No 14835. Flight Lieutenant Laurent of 341 Squadron, 
6/10/1944 at 1245, flying Spitfire. Target: ground target, shipping. NOTE: POSSIBLY Flight 
Lieutenant A J de V Laurent who was killed in action on 27/28 December 1941 while flying a 
Whitley (Z9385) for 138 Squadron. He was returning from France in bad weather and crashed after 
been shot down by a German night fighter. 
55. Wing Commander Robert Benvie (“Ben”) FLEMING DFC AFC. Signed 5 March 1940. 
220 Squadron, RAF Thornaby-on-Tees, York. 

006 
From http://www.yorkshire-aircraft.co.uk/aircraft/yorkshire/york41/7aug41.html: 
Hudson at Thornaby airfield 
On 7th August 1941, an unidentified Hudson swung on landing at Thornaby which caused a 
collapse of the undercarriage. Instructor - F/O Robert Benvie Fleming RAF (41572), of Stellarton, 
Pictou, Nova Scotia. Pilot - Sgt Weitzel RAF. 
Robert Benvie Fleming was born on 17th May 1916 in Stellarton, Pictou, Nova Scotia and was 
educated in Bonavista, Newfoundland. He joined the RAF in October 1938 and received his 
commission to the rank of P/O on probation on 3rd September 1940. After training he was posted 
to 220 Squadron (also at Thornaby at the time) on 26th November 1939 and served with them until 
31st December 1940 having flown 109 operational flights lasting 428 hours such was the nature of 
Coastal Command flying at the time. After service with 220 Squadron he volunteered to join the 
Atlantic Ferry Pool and sailed for Canada soon afterwards. He was due to ferry Hudson's across the 
Atlantic but this was switched to B-17's and he trained in the USA. His first ferry flight was to ferry 
B-17 AN520 from Portland via a number of staging points in the USA to Newfoundland and flying 
to Ayr, Scotland the following day on 14th May 1941. Days later he was back on ship and sailed for 
Canada again to collect a Hudson. He was tasked with flying Hudson AM831 to the UK setting out 
on 16th July 1941 and flying across in a day (with extra tanks fitted). On handing the aircraft over at 
Prestwick he was posted back to Thornaby but 220 Squadron had left for Wick and he was to take 
up a posting as an instructor with 6 OTU which was the only unit there at the time. On 2nd January 
1942 he was posted back to 220 Squadron and later flew his B-17 (AM520) which had arrived there 
having being used by 90 Squadron previously. He later flew with 86 Squadron, 53 Squadron, 1674 
HCU and 547 Squadron during the War and 120, 502 and 202 Squadrons after the War.  

http://www.yorkshire-aircraft.co.uk/aircraft/yorkshire/york41/7aug41.html
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He was awarded the AFC (Gazetted on 1st September 1944) while serving with 1674 HCU, the 
recommendation reads.."Since being posted to this unit as flight commander this officer has taken 
part in, and was largely responsible for, the conversion of No.220 Squadron to Fortress and 
Nos.160 and 86 Squadrons to Liberator aircraft. He operated the first Liberator to be fitted with the 
Leigh Light and was also responsible for the initial training of two squadrons with aircraft so fitted. 
Squadron Leader Fleming has displayed the greatest keenness and determination throughout his 
career." 
He was also Mentioned in Despatches (Gazetted on 8th June 1944) and then awarded the DFC 
(Gazetted on 6th February 1945) while serving with 547 Squadron. W/Co Fleming DFC, AFC MiD left 
the RAF in 1971 and died in July 2002 in Reading, Berkshire, England. 
From http://rcafassociation.ca/uploads/airforce/2009/07/canrafe-l.html: 
FLEMING, S/L Robert Benvie (41572) - Mention in Despatches - awarded as per London Gazette 8 
June 1944.  Born in Stellerton, Nova Scotia, 17 May 1916; educated in Bonavista, Newfoundland; his 
identity as a Newfoundlander is confirmed by G.W.L. Nicholson, More Fighting Newfoundlanders 
(St.John's, published by the government of Newfoundland in 1969), although Ferry Command 
delivery cards (Directorate of History and Heritage document 84/44-3) give his permanent address 
as Stellerton (but next-of-kin in Bonavista).  Joined RAF 31 October 1938; appointed Pilot Officer on 
Probation, 3 September 1940.  Demobilized as a Wing Commander, 9 October 1946.  Ferry 
Command delivery card showed him with that formation from 25 January to 17 July 1941 (the dates 
are approximate; he could have been on strength both earlier and later).  When the card was 
compiled he claimed 60 hours on Tiger Moths, 150 on Ansons, 475 on Hudsons, and 65 on B-17s. 
AFRO 1729/44 dated 11 August 1944 (announcing MiD), AFRO 2684/44 dated 15 December 1944 
(announcing his AFC) and AFRO 508/45 dated 23 March 1945 (reporting DFC) identified him as 
Canadian in the RAF. 
FLEMING, S/L Robert Benvie (415172) - Air Force Cross - No.1674 Heavy Conversion Unit - awarded 
as per London Gazette 1 September 1944. Public Record Office Air 2/9019 has recommended 
citation, drafted when he had flown 1,040 hours, 172 in the previous six months. 
Since being posted to this unit as flight commander this officer has taken part in, and was largely 
responsible for, the conversion of No.220 Squadron to Fortress and Nos.160 and 86 Squadrons to 
Liberator aircraft. He operated the first Liberator to be fitted with the Leigh Light and was also 
responsible for the initial training of two squadrons with aircraft so fitted. Squadron Leader Fleming 
has displayed the greatest keenness and determination throughout his career. 
FLEMING, S/L Robert Benvie (415172) - Distinguished Flying Cross - awarded as per London 
Gazette 6 February 1945 - No.547 Squadron.  Air Ministry Bulletin 17329/AL.970 refers. 
Squadron Leader Fleming has completed three tours of operational duty.  On a number of 
occasions he has attacked enemy shipping.  Throughout his long and arduous flying career, he has 
displayed courage and determination of a high order.  He has a fine record of courage and 
devotion to duty. 
NOTE: Public Records Office Air 2/9046 has recommendation for this award, dated 11 December 
1944.  The main sheet credits him with "approximately 200" sorties and 1,160 flying hours.  The 
document says he has had "no very spectacular incidents" but goes on to summarize his career as 
follows: 
No.220 Squadron, November 1939-January 1941 (Career) 
28 May 1940             Bombed ship at Ijmuiden 
29 May 1940             Attacked two He.111 off Dunkirk 
30 May 1940             Attacked one He.111 off Dunkirk 

http://rcafassociation.ca/uploads/airforce/2009/07/canrafe-l.html
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31 May 1940             Attacked three MTBs off Ijmuiden 
2 June 1940               Attacked one MTB in Channel 
23 June 1940             Attacked a German destroyer escorted by two Do.18s 
26 July 1940              Attacked by a Do.215 
4 Sept 1940               Attacked by a He.115 
2 Nov 1940                Bombed ship off Lister Light 
428 operation hours on first tour 
No.220 Squadron, January to September 1942 (Fortresses) 
142 operational hours 
No.86 Squadron (September 1942-August 1943 (Liberators) 
Two sightings of submarines with one attack (no observed results) 
466 operational hours - total of 608 hours on second tour 
No.547 Squadron, May-December 1944 (Liberators) 
124 operational hours to date 
From 
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=4&cad=rja&uact=8&ved
=0CDAQFjAD&url=http%3A%2F%2Fmmpbooks.biz%2FAmendments%2520-
%252013.10.20.pdf&ei=jiyZVJ3MGpDSaMzigbgC&usg=AFQjCNHF8zP5Zvu7hKzO8o3ECzBcewxM9
Q: 
Boeing B-17 Fortress in RAF Coastal Command Service, Robert M Stitt, MMP Books, June 2010, 
Additions and Amendments 
F/O Robert Benvie ‘Ben’ Fleming, Fortress I Transatlantic Ferry 
Canadian Robert B Fleming enjoyed a long and distinguished career in the Royal Air Force. After 
training on Tiger Moths and Ansons, he joined 220 Sqn at Thornaby on November 26, 1939, flying 
Ansons then Hudsons. Fleming completed his first tour on December 31, 1940, having flown 428 
hours over 109 operational sorties – his General Reconnaissance piloting ability was assessed as 
‘Exceptional’. His son Bob Fleming kindly forwarded the following (abridged) piece penned by his 
father. 
A number of us who had joined the squadron at the outbreak of war knew we were about to be 
“rested” from operations. We heard that the Atlantic Ferry Pool run by Captain D C T Bennett at 
Montreal needed pilots so we all volunteered and within a few days found ourselves on a troopship 
on our way across the Atlantic to Halifax, Nova Scotia. On arrival it was strange to see the city so 
well lit up and the variety of goods available as for the last couple of years we had become used to 
the blackout and the shortage of goods. The next morning all 30-plus of us were put on a train for 
Montreal. 
There was some hold up in the supply of Hudsons so we occupied ourselves in seeing the sights, 
skiing, going to shows and chasing the girls until we were instructed to report to the local railway 
station for a briefing and onward travel. We were informed that we were to proceed to Boeing 
Field, Seattle, to pick up B-17 Fortresses for the UK – delighted, we enjoyed the next four days on 
the train to Vancouver followed by a coastal boat to Seattle. Practice flying started almost at once 
as all 30 pilots had to qualify but this was not difficult as the aircraft had no vices. Circuits and 
landings were carried out at McChord, McLelland, Boeing Field and Seattle until all we required was 
a few night landings to complete familiarisation. To do this, we left at dusk one evening for 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=4&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CDAQFjAD&url=http%3A%2F%2Fmmpbooks.biz%2FAmendments%2520-%252013.10.20.pdf&ei=jiyZVJ3MGpDSaMzigbgC&usg=AFQjCNHF8zP5Zvu7hKzO8o3ECzBcewxM9Q
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=4&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CDAQFjAD&url=http%3A%2F%2Fmmpbooks.biz%2FAmendments%2520-%252013.10.20.pdf&ei=jiyZVJ3MGpDSaMzigbgC&usg=AFQjCNHF8zP5Zvu7hKzO8o3ECzBcewxM9Q
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=4&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CDAQFjAD&url=http%3A%2F%2Fmmpbooks.biz%2FAmendments%2520-%252013.10.20.pdf&ei=jiyZVJ3MGpDSaMzigbgC&usg=AFQjCNHF8zP5Zvu7hKzO8o3ECzBcewxM9Q
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=4&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CDAQFjAD&url=http%3A%2F%2Fmmpbooks.biz%2FAmendments%2520-%252013.10.20.pdf&ei=jiyZVJ3MGpDSaMzigbgC&usg=AFQjCNHF8zP5Zvu7hKzO8o3ECzBcewxM9Q
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Sacramento, completed our landings during the hours of darkness and returned to McChord at 
dawn. 
On handover day all the aircraft were flown to Portland, Oregon, for the official sign over to the 
RAF. If I remember correctly, the move to Oregon saved the Air Ministry some thousands of dollars 
due to the differences in state taxes. Our aircraft, Boeing B-17C, AN520, with a crew of two pilots, a 
navigator and a wireless operator left Portland on April 21 and we flew in easy stages to Boise, 
Idaho, Cheyenne, Wyoming, Patterson Field and Wright Field, Ohio. Here we spent a few days there 
while our nice shiny aircraft were painted a dirty brown colour [Olive Drab] and each aircraft was 
provided with a “72 hour kit”. This consisted of numerous cardboard boxes containing the best set 
of tools I had ever seen. 
The next stop was Floyd Bennett Field, New York and after a few days swinging compasses we set 
off for Gander, Newfoundland. The procedure there was to arrive one day and take off for the UK 
next night – this allowed time for any special servicing and the lengthy flight planning. We 
departed on the evening of May 14 and after an uneventful trip in good weather arrived at Ayr, 
Scotland next morning. 
After a couple of days at Thornaby we were off again to Montreal on a troopship. The Hudson 
aircraft were now arriving and we had to be checked out on the aircraft – my check pilot was a 
civilian who didn’t have as much experience on the aircraft as myself! 
We were assigned Hudson AM831 and ordered to Moncton to make more space available at 
Montreal. The Hudson’s main tanks did not contain enough fuel for the Atlantic crossing so an 
extra tank was installed in the passenger cabin – the drill was to take off on main tanks and switch 
to auxiliary when at cruising altitude. We departed Gander at dusk on the July 16 with fine weather 
and 9/10 stratus cloud. I can’t remember how long the auxiliary tank was supposed to last but 
about a hour before its scheduled time both engines cut and a hasty change to main tanks was 
necessary. All was well and the Irish coast appeared on ETA in the dawn and after landing at 
Prestwick we handed the aircraft and its documents over to Scottish Aviation and set off for 
Thornaby. Things had changed with 220 Sqn having moved to Wick, Scotland, but as the adjutant 
at Thornaby said, not to worry, we were now the nucleus of instructors for a new Hudson 
Operational Training Unit, 6 OTU. 

 
Robert Fleming at the controls of a B-17C/Fortress I. 
After five months with 6 OTU, Fleming rejoined 220 Sqn at Nutts Corner on January 2, 1942, in time 
to begin flying former 90 Sqn Fortress Is, including AN520, the aircraft he had ferried from the 
United States. Fleming went on to fly five sorties on Fortress Is AN531 and AN537 before the unit 
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switched to the Fortress IIA. He was posted to Liberator-equipped 86 Sqn on September 21, 1942, 
by which time he held the rank of Squadron Leader. Fleming subsequently flew with 53 Sqn, 1674 
HCU and 547 Sqn during the war and 120, 502 and 202 Sqns post-war. He also held many staff 
postings overseas and in the United Kingdom, his final appointment being Chairman Selection 
Board (Officers and Aircrew) at Biggin Hill. Robert B Fleming DFC, AFC, MID, retired from the RAF in 
September 1971 with the rank of Wing Commander. He passed away on July 1, 2002. 
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Series of logbook entries documenting Robert Fleming’s flights in American and British B-17Cs in 
the United States, the transatlantic delivery of Fortress I AN520, and early Fortress I training flights 
with 220 Sqn at Nutts Corner. 
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56. Air Commodore [later Air Vice Marshal] Frank Cunninghame COWTAN CB MRCS 
LRCP (188 – 1950). Signed 6 March 1940. HQ Coastal Command. 

006 
Commissioned, Royal Army Medical Corps 1912; World War I, 7 Div and Mesopotamia 1914-1919; 
transferred to RAF Medical Branch 1920; World War II 1939-1945; retired 1945. Honorary Surgeon 
to The King. He has a file dated 12 March 1941 in TNA under reference AIR 30/161. His son, Major-
General John Cowtan, who died at the age of 89, in March 2010, won two MCs and made a daring 
escape from a POW camp. 

 
Frank Cunninghame Cowtan, National Portrait Gallery (photo by Walter Stoneman) 
From The Times 7 March 1950: 
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57. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] Thomas Ryland (“Tim”) VICKERS DSO 
(34207). Signed 27 March 1940. HQ Coastal Command. 

006 
In The Air Force List for March 1938, he is shown as the Pilot and Personal Assistant to Air 
Commodore A A B Thomson MC, Air Officer Commanding No 3 (Bomber) Group. The LG, 8 
December 1959 announced his retirement on 18 November 1959. 
From Companions of the Distinguished Service Order 1920-2006: Air Awards, Doug V. P. Hearns, 
Naval and Military Press, March 12, 2014: 
VICKERS, T.R. - D.S.O. LG: 10 Feb. 1942 Wing Commander (34207) No. 221 Squadron ''for gallantry 
and devotion to duty in the execution of air operations. '' 
Thomas Ryland "Tim'' VICKERS. (34207) P/O (P), Reserve of Air Force Officers, 4 Aug. 1933; P/O, 15 
Feb. 1934; Transf’d as P/O, R.A.F. 16 May 1934; No. 99 (B) Sqn., Upper Heyford,16 May 1934; F/O, 
16 Nov. 1935: F/Lt., 16 Nov. 1937; H.Q., No. 3 (B) Gp., Mildenhall, I 0 Jan. 1938; Electrical and 
Wireless Sch., Cranwell, 24 Apr. J 938; S/Ldr., 16 May 1940; Signals Staff, H.Q. Coastal Cmd.; CO No. 
221 Sqn., 1940-1942; A/W/C, I Mar. 1941; T/W/C, l Sep. 1941; Served on anti-submarine and coastal 
patrol ops (D.S.O. and M.l.D. LG: 11 Jun. 1942); The details for his D.S.O. appointment appeared in 
Flight, 19 Feb. 1942: ''This officer formed and trained the squadron and, by his untiring efforts and 
skilful leadership in all conditions, he has raised it to a high standard of operational efficiency. Wing 
Cdr. Vickers trained 28 operational crews before operational training units began to furnish trained 
personnel. In August, 194 I, his squadron had the highest total of flying hours of any in the 
command. The continued successes achieved are a direct, result of this officer's inspiring 
leadership. He has set a magnificent example both on the ground and in the air as captain of 
aircraft:'; War Subs. W/C, 23 Mar 1944; CO, R.A.F. Stn . Melton; He was the focal point for forming 
the 221 Sqn. Assoc.; W/C, 1 Oct. 1946; G/C, 1 Jul. I 951; Retired 18 Nov. 1959. 
From 
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved
=0CCEQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.jah.talktalk.net%2Ffiles%2Fhistory%2Fhistory.doc&ei=ITy
ZVI3IH9PXasLtgcAP&usg=AFQjCNHDNEVC_Yli2aYq90YkAt2E7lms-g: 
A HISTORY OF No.221 SQUADRON 
No.221 Squadron officially came into being on 21st November, 1940, at Bircham Newton, where it 
was to form and train. Coastal Command was as short of aerodromes as it was of aero¬planes in 
those days, so accommodation was hard to find. However, this was a pre-war station able to assist 
us considerably from the administrative aspect and a satellite airfield at Langham had just been 
opened up and was available for circuits and bumps.   S/ldr. Tim Vickers, then on the Signals Staff 
at Coastal Command Headquarters, who had previously been in No. 3 Bomber Group and had a 
little experience of Wellingtons, was posted in as Squadron Leader Flying, and shortly afterwards 
was promoted to Wing Commander and appointed as the first C.O. P/O. Parr, also from Coastal 
Command H.Q., came along as Squadron Adjutant, and the next to arrive was F/O. Stocker as 
Engineer Officer. The Records Office were instructed to man the Squadron completely by the end 
of the year and posted us in a number of airmen from Wellington Bomber Squadrons. The C.O. 
paid them a personal visit to arrange for some good N.C.O.s. This produced F/ Sgts. Williams, from 
an I.T.W. for disciplinarian duties, and Barrett, Abrahams, Wrench, Kitchen, Booth, Mill-ward, Page 
and other stalwarts who very soon began to get their sections properly organised There was plenty 
of work for every¬body and no time to bind.  It was quite clear from the start that we would be a 
happy unit and would do our job as well as anybody could. 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCEQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.jah.talktalk.net%2Ffiles%2Fhistory%2Fhistory.doc&ei=ITyZVI3IH9PXasLtgcAP&usg=AFQjCNHDNEVC_Yli2aYq90YkAt2E7lms-g
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… 
In each of the months of June, July and August [1941], the Squadron put in more flying hours than 
any other in Coastal Command.   We also had the lowest accident rate per 1,000 flying hours, while 
putting in about 1,000 hours on operations and 250 hours training flying each month. The secret 
here lay in the close co-operation we had with the Vickers factory at Weybridge, who gave us a 
representative to remain permanently with the Squadron. Whenever an aircraft suffered minor 
damage which required repair by contract with the manufacturers, this good friend included in the 
list of spare parts he required, all the bits and pieces we needed to keep our other aircraft 
service¬able. We thus bye-passed the service maintenance organisation which was far too slow in 
providing us with spares. In September, W/Cdr. Vickers was ordered back to Signals Specialist 
duties and W/Cdr. Murdock, R.A.A.F., seconded temporarily to the R.A.F. to obtain operational 
experience, assumed command of the Squadron. Almost immediately afterwards, we were ordered 
to cease flying from Limavady and St. Eval and prepare to move to Reykjavik. At the same time, we 
were ordered to select three crews to be posted to Malta. F/Lt. Milton, F/O. Watson and F/O. Tony 
Spooner and crews were selected to go and show the boys what A.S.V. could do in the 
Mediterranean. Tony Spooner subsequently won the D.S.O. and D.F.C. and it is clear that the party 
did not let us down. 
… 
THE MOVE TO TIFIE MIDDLE EAST, JANUARY - MARCH, 1942 
So, once again we were back at Bircham Newton, the "cradle 4of the Squadron; but what a healthy 
child had developed from the baby that left the nursery eight months previously!  Many old friends 
were still at and around Bircham, and those of us unable to get home for Christmas were well 
looked after locally. We were soon visited by our former C.O. (Wing Commander Vickers), 
interested as ever in Squadron events, and a night out in the "Wheatsheaf" at Heacham resulted. 
58. Pilot Officer [later Squadron Leader and Wing Commander] James William 
WOOLCOCK (90307. Signed 31 March 1940. 608 Squadron, RAF Thornaby-on-Tees, York. 

006 
His promotion to temporary Wing Commander, from Squadron Leader) with effect from 1 July 
1944 was announced in the LG 21 July 1944. He retired in 1954 with the rank of Wing Commander. 

No signatures between 1st and 16th April 1940 inclusive. 
59. Flight Lieutenant Dennis NOLAN-NEYLAN (37115). Signed 17 April 1940. RAF 
Thorney Island, Emsworth, Hampshire. 

006 
Although the first initial looks like an L, this can’t be Laurence George Nolan-Neylan as he was 
killed in action on 15 April 1940. The LG, 9 January 1940 announced Flying Officer Dennis Nolan-
Neylan (37115) is promoted to the rank of Flight Lieutenant on 27th December 1939. He was born 
on 24 July 1916 and died on 3 June 1995. He is buried in the Bangalow General Cemetery, New 
South Wales, Australia. 
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60. Pilot Officer (later Wing Commander) Henry George CATTELL DFC (43355). Signed 
21 April 1940. 10 Squadron, RAF Dishforth. 

006 
From http://www.yorkshire-aircraft.co.uk/aircraft/yorkshire/york40/p4965.html: 
Whitley P4965 hit by flak, (possibly) returned to Dishforth airfield 
On the night of 29th/30th June 1940 the crew in this aircraft were undertaking Ops to Frankfurt 
when the aircraft sustained minor flak damage, the crew were able to return safely and land in 
Yorkshire and the damage was later repaired. This crew were instructed to begin their flight from 
Topcliffe airfield and the instruction prior to take off with regard landing was that crews were to 
land at Topcliffe unless they returned at night or the aircraft were required for inspection and in 
both cases they were to land at Dishforth. A flak incident could quite easily be one requiring 
inspection and until the AM540 is viewed the exact place of landed has not been confirmed. 
Pilot - F/O Henry George Cattell DFC RAF (43355) 
Second Pilot - - P/O Leslie David Wood RAF (40277) 
Observer - Sgt J Shaw RAF (580888) 
Wireless Operator - Sgt Bert Llewellyn Henry RAF (551737) 
Air Gunner - Sgt George Frederick Dove RAF (621162) 
Whitley P4965 was built to contract 75147/38 by Armstrong Whitworth Ltd. at Baginton and 
delivered directly to 10 Squadron at Dishforth on 27th April 1940. Cat.M/FB damage was recorded 
following the flak incident as stated above. It was repaired on site and returned to the unit the 
following week. It then moved with the unit to Leeming on 8th July 1940 but was lost on 14th 
August 1940 on Ops to Turin. The aircraft set out from Abingdon to bomb the Fiat aircraft factory 
but was attacked by fighters over the target and lost one engine and sustained damage to 
starboard aileron. On the return leg the pilot attempted a forced landing on the beach near 
Dymchurch Redoubt, Kent but crashed into the sea. Sadly, its two pilots were killed but the three 
other crew members survived. 

 
Searching the births index Henry Cattell was probably born in Birmingham in 1909. F/Sgt Henry 
Cattell received his commission to the rank of P/O on probation on 1st April 1940, he was awarded 
the DFC on 31st May 1940 for service with 10 Squadron. He rose to F/O (war subs) on 1st April 
1941, F/Lt on 8th February 1942 and S/Ldr on 26th January 1943. As Acting S/Ldr he was 
Mentioned in Despatches on 11th June 1942 and then as Acting W/C he was Mentioned in 
Despatches on 1st January 1945 and again on 1st January 1946 as W/C but infact he retired on 
27th September 1945 retaining the rank of W/C. 
In civilian life, he took on a number of management roles in the aviation industry. Known 
companies he worked for are Titanine Ltd, then Aerocontacts Ltd, Gatwick, then G.H. Burgess and 
Co. Ltd, Southall (who were involved in production of towed targets for aircraft) and later he 
became general manager and in 1960 a director of Stewart Aeronautical Supply Co. Ltd (SASCO). 

http://www.yorkshire-aircraft.co.uk/aircraft/yorkshire/york40/p4965.html
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The photograph above was found in Flight Magazine online archives. It is possible that he died in 
Wolverhampton in 1986. 
From http://www.10sqnass.co.uk/research-help.html: 
Wg Cdr Henry George (Hal/Harry) CATTELL,    43355, 10 Sqn, No 4 Gp, Bomber Command. A Plt Off 
at Dishforth in 1939, and after the Abingdon OTU in 1940, H.G. (nicknamed Hal or Harry) Cattell 
was stationed at Leeming in 1940/41. Flying Whitleys on 10 Sqn prior to a crash landing at Leeming 
when a Flight Lieutenant, he went on to Flying Training and accident investigation work. 
Posted by his son, Brian Cattell, 22 February 2012 
61. Pilot Officer Victor Clement Robert MORRISON (43204). Signed 23 April 1940. 224 
Squadron,  St Meadowside, Leuchars. 

006 
Killed in action on 21 July 1940 when his Hudson N7305 of 224 Squadron was shot down by flak 
while attacking shipping off Lister Light. Pilot Officer Morrison was posted missing with Sgts. E A 
Cotton (742495), S W Curry (551359) and D Middleton (551824). He is commemorated on the 
Runnymede Memorial. 
62. Pilot Officer Clifford Stephen GREENAWAY RAF (43638). Signed 23 April 1940. 224 
Squadron Leuchars. 

006 
Killed in action on 15 June 1940, aged 25. Lockheed Hudson 1 N7270, QX-V, Sola, Norway. Buried 
in Sola Churchyard. 
63. Pilot Officer [later Wing Commander] Harry ARDEN (43192). Signed 24 April 
1940.”The Caravan”, Main Street, Leuchars. 

006 
Note: Was he involved in the friendly fire incident described in the next entry? 
From Grimsby Telegraph, 12 November 2012: 
The son of a successful optician and former RAF pilot has paid tribute to his father – a caring and 
sensitive man with an incredible work ethic. Gerald Drew, who set up Drew's Opticians – which has 
branches in Louth, Mablethorpe and Cleethorpes – died on Saturday, November 3, aged 87. His 
son Jeremy, 59, lived next-door to his father, in Humberston Avenue, and became his busines 
partner in 1977 at what later became G J Drew and Partners. Jeremy said: "He was my father, my 
business partner, my next-door neighbour and my best friend. My father was a caring and sensitive 
man who loved his family but his ethic was to work, work, work, and that rubbed off on me." Gerald 
Drew was born into a military family in Lucknow, India, on November 27, 1924, the middle of seven 
children. He was educated at Sherwood College, Nainital, in the Himalayan Foothills, one of the 
country's best-known boarding schools, and the train journey to get to the school took Gerald 
seven days and nights. Jeremy said that India and Sherwood College were Gerald's "first love" and 

http://www.10sqnass.co.uk/research-help.html
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he took away from the college a lifelong passion for art, poetry and mathematics. He left school in 
1943 and enlisted in the Royal Air Force, in which he flew the Kittyhawk, Hurricane and the famous 
Spitfire. Jeremy added: "He used to tell stories about crash-landing his Kittyhawk in the desert with 
the wheels up and getting caught in a typhoon in his Hurricane, then coming out of it 50ft from the 
ground. On his 80th birthday, we took him to Goodwood, in Sussex, and he went up in an old 
Harvard plane. The pilot let him take the controls for half-an-hour and said he was the most natural 
pilot he had ever seen." Mr Drew returned to India, via Egypt and Italy, where he became an officer 
commanding ferry flight Santa Cruz, Bombay and met commanding officer Harry Arden, of New 
Waltham, who later married Gerald's sister Vera. 
64. Pilot Officer Alfred William Douglas JAMES DFC (72260). Signed 24 April 1940. 224 
Squadron, RAF Leuchars. 

006 
The Air Force List for April 1940 lists Acting Pilot Officer A C James and Pilot Officer Alfred William 
Douglas James who was later awarded a DFC. On 23 April 1940, 224 Squadron RAF Coastal 
Command sent three aircraft on a mission to Romsdal. Hugh Francis O’Neill’s account of the events 
of 23 April 1940: “By now, the British Expeditionary Force in Norway was in some difficulty and part 
of it was concentrated for withdrawal on the town of Åndalsnes at the top of Romsdalsfjord in 
Northern Norway. There were no shore-based fighters to cover the withdrawal as the remnants of a 
Gladiator Squadron had been left on a frozen lake and the only Hurricane Squadron had withdrawn 
to land on the ill-fated carrier Glorious. It was therefore almost inevitable that Hudsons would be 
called on to give long-range support. Orders for a "battle flight" to support the BEF were not long 
coming and, on April 23, I set off leading a Flight, three aircraft. Webb and James were flying the 
second and third aircraft and I had T N C Rothwell as my copilot. He was a person of wry humour 
as he demonstrated after the war as script writer for the Carry On comedy film series. We were 
going to need a sense of humour. We made our landfall as planned at the entrance to Moldefjord 
at about a thousand feet, moved into line astern for our passage up into Romsdalsfjord and began 
to lose height. A naval vessel of some sort was anchored at the entrance to Moldefjord and she 
released a plume of smoke at our appearance -- probably a warning blast on the hooter to warn 
those further up the fjord. Cloud cover in Romsdalsfjord had settled below a thousand feet, so that 
the sides of the fjord rose sheer into the cloud base. It had not been possible to determine 
beforehand exactly what we would do over Åndalsnes; indeed we really did not know what to 
expect. As we were supposed to be fighters, I wondered if the tired soldiers might appreciate some 
pansy formation flying and perhaps a noisy "show the flag" type beat-up. As it was, there seemed 
little room for manoeuvre, so I decided to run the formation in line astern up the north side of the 
fjord, make a fairly tight turn over Åndalsnes and then withdraw down the south side before 
making a second and possibly more runs. After that we would see how matters developed. The AA 
cruiser Curacoa lay alongside the fjord bank some distance from the town, so we took the usual 
precautions with Very pistol, Aldis lamp and yo-yo undercarriage. There was no time for St Luke. 
Hardly had we arrived abreast of the cruiser and just short of the harbour in time to start our 
formation turn, when we received a shower of high explosive from both the cruiser and the guns 
on the jetty. Number Two was immediately shot into the fjord Pilot Officer Hector Garmen Webb 
was killed; see http://www.murray.as/hudson/ 
Anthony Brien John Pearson, the sole survivor, making a miraculous descent into the water by 
parachute and returning to Leuchars returned to the UK on HMS Galatea, sometime later, wrapped 

http://www.murray.as/hudson/
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in a naval blanket. I, on the other hand, found myself driving on one engine, full of holes and 
smoke and without room to turn. Rothwell appeared to regard the whole affair as a huge joke and 
we were both inclined to agree that our reception had been a little ungracious. We also agreed that 
our only course of action, without further delay was to move forwards and upwards. There was a 
swift clipping-on of seat-type parachutes and I pointed the aeroplane up into the cloud at the top 
end of the fjord muttering a quick prayer to St Christopher. Hurrah for the Wright Cyclone, but 
thumbs down for the propeller which could be put only into "positive course". Up we went and 
broke cloud at about 4,000ft. A series of sharp-looking peaks stuck up out of the cloud all round 
us, so we must have sailed up some sort of groove. At any rate, we judged ourselves to have been 
quite lucky and set about the return journey, deciding to make for the rigours of Wick. Halfway 
back across the North Sea, James came alongside in Number Three of the formation and I was 
delighted to see that he had extricated himself from the events in the fjord. He had a close look at 
our damage and reported by Aldis lamp. Although there were a number of sizeable holes, and 
plenty of oil and fuel leaks, the aeroplane seemed quite happy to fly manually straight-and-level. 
The autopilot was unable to cope with stick forces required to keep the starboard wing up. 
Rothwell and I chatted about landing tactics over coffee and we decided to approach without flap, 
ejecting the cockpit escape hatch as we crossed the hedge. This we did, after checking the 
undercarriage in the air, and the aircraft settled firmly on two burst tyres. I lowered flap as we lost 
speed on the ground and only one side came down, so we raised our glasses later to a sensible 
decision. Sometime afterwards I was able to discuss our hasty exit from Romsdalsfjord with Wg Cdr 
R L R Atcherley, as he then was, and Whitney Straight. Both were in Norway and had been watching 
the affair from the mountainside. They thought little or nothing of our chances of survival as we 
disappeared into cloud. I also ran into the Major of Marines from the Curacoa in the Union Club in 
Alexandria, so I was able to have a quiet word in his ear about aircraft recognition.” 
See http://www.hmshood.org.uk/reference/official/adm202/adm202-422.htm for details of this 
friendly fire incident. 
65. Flight Lieutenant Alfred George PETTITT DFC (168727). Signed 25 April 1940. RAF 
Station Lossiemouth. 

006 
DFC awarded while he was with No.405 Squadron. LG dated 14 November 1944. Born 1911 at St. 
Pancras; home in East Finchley; educated at Stanley Central School. Enlisted 1940; commissioned 
1944. Air Ministry Bulletin 16298/AL.922 refers. No citation other than “completed numerous 
operations against the enemy in the course of which he has invariably displayed the utmost 
fortitude, courage and devotion to duty.” 
66. Lieutenant Kaare Strand KJOS. Signed 25 April 1940. Bergen, Norway. 

006 
MF 11s saw active service all along the Norwegian coastline following the German invasion, from 
Western Norway to North Norway. One MF 11, F.342, was amongst the first Norwegian units to 
make contact with the invasion forces. 
On 8 April 1940 the lieutenants Kaare Strand Kjos and Magnus Lie of the Trøndelag Naval District 
were dispatched to the Kornstadfjord near Lyngstad in Eide where a German Arado Ar 196 had 

http://www.hmshood.org.uk/reference/official/adm202/adm202-422.htm
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made an emergency landing. After the two German pilots, oberlieutenant Werner Techam and 
Lieutenant Hans Polzin, had approached the locals trying to purchase fuel for their airplane they 
were captured by a group of civilians. Thereafter they were reported to and arrested by armed 
police officers. As Kjos and Lie landed shortly thereafter they took command and organised the 
transport of the Germans and their plane to Kristiansund for internment. The Arado would later 
turn out to have been catapult launched from the German cruiser Admiral Hipper. A few days 
earlier the Royal Norwegian Navy Air Service' Trøndelag Air Group had been reduced from two to 
one M.F. 11 when F.340 capsized in Trondheim harbour due to heavy winds. 
One of the Norwegian air units in which the M.F. 11 saw action was the highly improvised 
Romsdalsfjord Air Group (Norw. Romsdalsfjordgruppa). The air group was eventually to consist of a 
total of four aircraft; one M.F. 11 (F.342, originally from Trøndelag Naval District), one Arado Ar 196 
(the one captured at Lyngstad) and two Fleet Air Arm Supermarine Walrus'. The first Walrus (P5649) 
of 700 Naval Air Squadron was one released by Norwegian authorities after having been interned 
in Kristiansund on 8 April after failing to return to the battleship HMS Rodney after a scouting 
mission due to high waves. The other arrived in Molde on 13 April to inform the Royal Norwegian 
Navy command of the imminent arrival of an RN task force. After meeting with Captain Ullring, the 
commander of the local RNoN district in the Romsdal area, the crew of the Walrus decided on 
joining the Romsdalsfjord Air Group for the time being. The air group was based out of Eidsøra, 
where the newly built school was utilised as a barracks and the local rifle association provided a 
guard force of riflemen for observations of air and naval activity. A group of local women provided 
the force of around twenty-five officers and men with food and other supplies. Operations of the 
Romsdalsfjord Air Group, including M.F. 11 F.342, were almost completely restricted to scouting the 
coast of Romsdal for enemy forces. This was because the group had only 2,000 rounds of machine 
gun ammunition, no tracer ammunition or bombs and only fuel for a few days if all four planes 
were to be used. On 12 April, on one such mission, F.342 discovered and reported the exact 
position of two German merchant vessels to Captain Ullring. This report lead helped RNoN 
warships in seizing the German ships that same day. Actual contact with German forces occurred 
very seldom; on one reconnaissance mission over Trøndelag F.342 came under fire from German 
aircraft, but escaped without suffering any damage. The only real combat involving the air group 
came off Vigra on 14 April when F.342 encountered a German Heinkel He 115 and exchanged fire 
with it from ranges varying from 300 to 50 meters. Neither the German nor the Norwegian aircraft 
was hit and when the He 115 turned to escape northwards F.342 lacked the speed to chase after it. 
On 17 April ltns Kjos and Diesen met with RNoN Commander Gottwaldt and decided that the four 
aircraft had to be evacuated as fuel reserves were down to only five to six hours flying time. The 
British pilots' wish to return to their own units also played in on the decision. The hope and plan 
was for the Norwegian pilots to return as soon as possible with better aircraft and supplies. At 
0330hrs the next day the Arado Ar 196 flew off first with a crew of three, making the journey to 
Shetland without problems and landing safely at around 0630. As the air group had only two sets 
of maps F.342 had to fly in formation with the two Walrus' planes. When the planes approached 
Orkney F.342 had straggled behind the British aircraft and was intercepted by three Gloster 
Gladiators from Scapa Flow. The Gladiator crews misread the situation, believing that the 
Norwegian biplane was chasing the two Walrus' flying boats, and began to attack the M.F 11. 
Luckily for the Norwegians lieutenant Diesen managed to immediately land on the water. Although 
their aircraft was hit by forty to fifty machine gun rounds the crew survived without injury. After this 
initial friendly fire episode the Norwegians were welcomed as allies and gave the British 
commanders a report of the situation in the Romsdal area. The German Arado Ar 196 attracted 
especial attention amongst the British and a Fleet Air Arm Commander was given the task of flying 
it down to Helensburgh where aircraft designers were waiting to disassemble and study the 
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modern German design. This did however not go quite as planned as the plane tipped over and 
sank during landing, although the pilot made it out alive. Even though the Norwegian officers 
expressed their desire to return to Romsdal to continue the fight there not one of them were to 
return to Norway in time to take part in the remaining fighting there. 
Email dated 30 December 2013 from Geoff Ward to Trevor Baker: 
“After a short time in England, Kaare Strand Kjos and his brother, Finn went to Canada for further 
training at Little Norway. On March 18, on a training flight, Kaare was killed. Just over three months 
later, on June 20, Finn was killed in a similar crash.” 
67. POSSIBLY Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] George William LONGSTAFF 
(11034). Signed 28 April 1940. RAF Station Thornaby. 

006 
Surname looks like Langhoff or Sandhoff. Only 220 Squadron (21 August 1939 to 9 January 1942), a 
detachment from 224 Squadron (7 September 1939 to ? 1940) and 608 Squadron were based at 
Thornaby the date this book was signed. No matching name found in 220 or 224 Squadron’s 
Operations Record Books for April and May 1940. In April 1939, Flight Lieutenant George William 
LONGSTAFF (11034) was in the Equipment Branch at RAF Station Thornaby. The LG, 7 June 1940 
announced his promotion to Squadron Leader (temporary). 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Thornaby: 
The aerodrome was officially opened on 29 September 1929, although flying in Thornaby dates 
back to 1912 when Gustav Hamel used the Vale Farm for a flying display. Subsequently the Royal 
Flying Corps used the same fields as a staging post between Catterick and Marske aerodromes 
between 1914 and 1918. The first squadron to occupy the new airfield were No. 608, who were 
formed here as No. 608 County of York (North Riding) Squadron on 17 March 1930, under the 
command of a Flying Instructor, Squadron Leader William Howard-Davies, and operating Westland 
Wapitis and Avro 504Ns. No 608 Squadron were the first of the three Yorkshire based auxiliary 
flying units to be formed, the others being 609 (West Riding) Squadron at Yeadon and 616 (South 
Yorkshire) Squadron at Doncaster. Between March 1936 and July 1937, Thornaby became the home 
of No. 9 Flying Training School, the station’s first regular Royal Air Force unit; the Squadron 
Commander was Squadron Leader David D'Arcy Alexander Greig (1900-1986) who had been a pilot 
with the RAF's High Speed Flight and took part in the 1929 Schneider Trophy. On 14 January 1937, 
No. 608 were re-equipped with Hawker Demon two seat interceptors and transferred into No. 12 
(Fighter) Group. Thornaby became an RAF station proper when a Station Head Quarters was 
established on 1 June 1937 under the command of Wing Commander John Leacroft MC (1888-
1971). 233 (General Reconnaissance) Squadron equipped with Avro Ansons arrived in May 1937, in 
June 1937 the station was transferred to Coastal Command and 224 (GR) Squadron also equipped 
with Ansons arrived in July. The late 1930s saw the station alternating between Coastal and Bomber 
Commands, with 608 being a designated fighter squadron. From 1 September 1938 No. 233 and 
224 Squadrons were replaced by Bomber Command 106 and 185 Squadrons equipped initially with 
Fairey Battles before re-equipping with Handley Page Hampdens. Ansons of 269 Squadron and 
Vickers Vildebeests of 42 (torpedo bomber) Squadron relocated here during the Munich crisis while 
106 and 185 moved temporarily to Cottesmore before moving back to Thornaby after the crisis. 
Thornaby was one of only ten airfields in the country known to have had paved runways before the 
war started, although runways were under construction at eight fighter stations due to an Air 
Ministry conference on 28 April 1939, but only two of these were completed by 3 September 1939. 
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On 20 March 1939, No. 608 Squadron were transferred to No. 18 Group Coastal Command and 
with war looming were embodied into the RAF for full time duties on 24 August 1939. Numbers 
106 and 185 Bomber Command Squadrons moved to Cottesmore in August 1939 and Coastal 
Command 220 Squadron arrived with Ansons on 21 August from Bircham Newton; thereafter, the 
station remained within Coastal Command until the end of hostilities. Almost immediately after 
arriving, No. 220 began to re-equip with the American built Lockheed Hudson. During this period, 
the instructors of the 220 Squadron Hudson Conversion Flight (The Hudson Circus) along with 220 
and 608 Squadrons were inspected by King George VI who visited the station on 1 November 1939 
accompanied by Chief Of Air Staff together with Sir Frederick Bowhill and Air Commodore Breeze, 
AOC 18 Group. A detachment from 224 Squadron (the first squadron to become operational on the 
Hudson) arrived from Leuchars to cover 220 Squadron’s "war work" whilst they were being 
converted onto the Hudson. On 16 October 1939, the first 220 Squadron Hudson operation took 
place. During the conversion, the Squadron carried on for a short time with the Anson due to a 
shortage of serviceable Hudsons, a number of which were awaiting modifications such as 
installation of gun turrets, bomb racks and fitting of twin front Browning machine guns. With more 
Hudsons coming on strength, 220 Squadron began North Sea patrols and Battle Flights attacking 
enemy airfields and shipping on the Scandinavian coast and Heligoland Bight. Airborne at 08.25 on 
16 February 1940, a battle Flight, three Lockheed Hudson aircraft, K, M, and V of No. 220 Squadron 
located the German ship Altmark (the supply and prison ship of the Admiral Graf Spee) in 
Norwegian waters at 12.55, an action which led to the subsequent liberation of 299 prisoners by 
HMS Cossack of the Royal Navy. 
68. Pilot Officer, later Flight Lieutenant Terence Dean WELSH DFC (42033). Signed 30 
April 1940. Drill Hall, Bell Street, Dundee. 

007 
Battle of Britain pilot. He was posted to 264 Squadron in 1939 to fly the first Defiants. Over Dunkirk 
on 27 May 1940, he and his gunner shared a He 111 with two others, and on the 29th destroyed a 
Bf 109 and two Ju 87s. On 24 August, during the Battle of Britain, they shot down a Ju 88 and 
damaged a Bf 109, and then went over to night fighting, shooting down a He 111 on 12 March 
1941. He was awarded a DFC, and in June was posted to 125 Squadron to fly Beaufighters, as a 
Flight Lieutenant. In November he was posted to 60 OTU as an instructor, and did not claim any 
further victories, his score being 51/3. 

No signatures between 1st and 26th May 1940 inclusive. 
69. Group Captain [later Air Chief Marshal Sir] Ralph Alexander COCHRANE, GBE, KCB, 
AFC, RAF (158310) (24 February 1895 – 17 December 1977). Signed 27 May 1940. 6 Group, 
RAF Abingdon. 

007 
He also signed this book on 1 December 1950. 
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Cochrane in the uniform of an Air-Vice Marshal 
Extracted from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ralph_Cochrane: 
“He was a British pilot and Royal Air Force officer, perhaps best known for his role in Operation 
Chastise, the famous "Dambusters" raid. Ralph Cochrane was born on 24 February 1895, the 
youngest son of Thomas Cochrane, 1st Baron Cochrane of Cults, in the Scottish village of 
Springfield. Although not certain, it is likely that he attended the Royal Naval College at Osborne in 
1908. On 15 September 1912, Cochrane entered the Royal Navy proper as a midshipman. During 
the First World War, Cochrane served in the Royal Naval Air Service piloting airships. He also 
completed a tour as a staff officer in the Admiralty's Airship Department. In January 1920, he was 
removed from the Navy List and granted a commission in the Royal Air Force. Between the Wars, 
Cochrane served in various staff positions and commanded No. 3 Squadron from 1924 before 
attending the RAF Staff College commanding and No. 8 Squadron from 1929. He attended the 
Imperial Defence College in 1935. In 1936 Cochrane was sent to New Zealand to assist with the 
establishment of the Royal New Zealand Air Force as an independent service from the Army. On 1 
April 1937, Cochrane was appointed Chief of the Air Staff of the Royal New Zealand Air Force. 
During the Second World War, Cochrane commanded No. 7 Group from July 1940, No. 3 Group 
from September 1942 and No. 5 Group from February 1943; all these Groups were in RAF Bomber 
Command. 5 Group became the most efficient and elite Main Force bomber group undertaking 
spectacular raids. Cochrane commanded the Dam-Busters raid. 

 
Air Vice-Marshal Ralph Cochrane, Wing Commander Guy Gibson, King George VI and Group 
Captain John Whitworth discussing the Dambusters Raid in May 1943 
There was intense, sometimes openly hostile, rivalry between Cochrane and Air Vice Marshal 
Donald Bennett27, who saw Cochrane's experimentation with low-level target marking in 1944 as a 
direct threat to his own specialist squadron's reputation.” 
Don Bennet mentions Cochrane many times in his book Pathfinder: Wartime Memoirs. He says the 
following about the so-called feud (NOTE: he misspells the surname as Cochran): 

                                                 
27 Signed this book on 28 September 1938 and 24 May 1942 
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“It is perhaps wise from the point of view of students of air strength and its history, to pay Ralph 
Cochran the compliment of expanding a little on his methods and on his results. I would emphasise 
that I have never fallen out with Ralph Cochran, and those who used to gossip during the war, 
saying that there was a feud between us, overlooked the fact that we were personal friends and I 
believe we still are. Ralph Cochran is an energetic and conscientious man. Seldom have I known 
any Air Force officer who had more ardour and more zeal than he. In my opinion, however, 
Cochran's decisions were most unfortunate. He was mentally restless and had to be doing 
something all the time. I believe that if Ralph Cochran had been given the opportunity to operate 
as a captain of a heavy bomber for fifteen or twenty raids before being given a Group, he would 
have been a wonderful Group Commander. He had a magnificent brain and had he had the 
experience behind it, the results would have been wholly exceptional. When he first came to the 
Command, he was given No. 3 Group in place of Baldwin. Having had no experience of bomber 
operations in the current war, he immediately complimented his predecessor by grounding 
practically all squadrons for intensive training, thus weakening the Group's operational strength 
very considerably for a period. Whether the quality was better after the training period or not, is 
something which was hard to discern. On arrival at 5 Group. He decided that the Command was 
not sufficiently "aggressive". He stressed that gunnery should be brought to the forefront, and that 
bombers should seek out fighters rather than being frightened of them. The unintended result was 
that there was some wild shooting from 5 Group aircraft on to "friendlies'', and in fact in was only 
when a 5 Group gunner, being interviewed the B.B.C. admitted that he had shot down an aircraft 
without identifying it, that 5 Group was restrained at all in this particular activity. Next Cochran, 
having heard about timed runs into a bomb release point, which was a cross check which 
Pathfinders used, decided that this was the "be-all and end-all" of bombing technique and tried to 
have it enforced as a primary method rather than the tactics laid down by the Path Finder Force. 
However, he had now done great damage to the Path Finder Force, to the benefit of his own 
independence. We were interested to see what the result might be. In dealing with Cochran on this 
occasion and others, I despaired of ever influencing the C-in-C in any way. When I referred the 
matter to Saundby, he simply shrugged his shoulders and said that he and Cochran had once been 
flight commanders together, under Bert Harris, in the Middle East, and that the same situation had 
then prevailed. Cochran could do anything, and the C-in-C would always support him; any attempts 
to convince the C-in-C that Cochran could ever be wrong were inevitably doomed to failure. 
Saundby recommended that I should not try to do anything about Cochran, since it was quite 
hopeless. With the loss of these squadrons to 5 Group, I did a little analysis of the results achieved 
by that Group for the rest of the year. It must be remembered that they were taken from me by the 
C-in-C ostensibly so that Cochran could adopt a method of low-level marking with a Mosquito 
squadron, backed up by the two heavy squadrons, on built-up important German targets. Of 
course, the one target for which the method was particularly proposed was Berlin, but fortunately 
for Cochran that battle had come to an end before he was in a position to try his method on it. It 
must, however, still be remembered that this was the basis of the transfer of these squadrons” 
In February 1945, Cochrane became Air Officer Commanding at RAF Transport Command, a 
position he held until 1947 when he became Air Officer Commanding at RAF Flying Training 
Command. During this time he managed the Berlin Airlift. In 1950 Cochrane was appointed Vice-
Chief of the Air Staff. Ralph Cochrane retired from the service in 1952. Following his retirement, 
Cochrane entered the business world, notably as director of Rolls Royce. He was also chairman of 
RJM exports which manufactured scientific models and is now known as Cochranes of Oxford. 
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70. Flight Lieutenant William Alastair MCKENZIE (76192). Signed 27 May 1940. HQ 
Coastal Command, RAF Northwood. 

007 
According to the LG 13 February 1945, he resigned his commission on 25 January 1945 and 
retained the rank of Squadron Leader. 
71. Air Vice Marshal Arthur Francis HUTTON CB CBE DFC MiD BA DIC MIMechE FRAeS 
(18172) (9 December 1900 – 16 February 1979) OR Tom Geoffrey STUBLEY. Signed 29 May 
1940. RNAS Eastleigh. 

007 
Arthur Francis HUTTON is mentioned in many editions of the LG. 
He was awarded the DFC for “gallant and distinguished service rendered in connection with the 
Mohmand Operations on the North West Frontier, India during the period 15th and 16th August to 
15th and 16th October 1935”. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Hutton_AF.htm: 
CB – 1 Jan 1955, CBE – 1 Jan 1948, DFC – 8 May 1936, MiD – 1 Jan 1941, BA, DIC, MIMechE, FRAeS. 
(RAF): - Plt Off (P): 14 Jan 1924, Plt Off: 14 Jul 1924, Fg Off: 14 Aug 1925, Flt Lt: 20 Mar 1929, Sqn 
Ldr: 1 Oct 1936, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Jan 1940, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Mar 1942, Wg Cdr: 14 Apr 1942 1 Jan 1940, 
(T) A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1946, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1947, Act AVM: 15 Dec 1952, AVM: xx xxx 
xxxx. 
14 Jan 1924 Appointed to a Short Service Commission 
xx xxx 1924 U/T Pilot, No ? FTS 
15 Dec 1924 Pilot, No 4 Sqn 
xx xxx xxxx Supernumerary? 
10 Mar 1926 Pilot, No 31 Sqn 
18 Sep 1926 Permanent Commission in the rank of Flying Officer 
xx xxx xxxx Supernumerary? 
20 Sep 1926 Attended Officers Engineering Course, Home Aircraft Depot 
 1 Jan 1929 Supernumerary, Cambridge University Air Sqn 
 1 Jan 1929 Attended Cambridge University 
 1 Oct 1930 Attended London University 
26 Jul 1931 Attached for Special Duty at the Royal Aircraft Establishment 
24 Aug 1933 Pilot/SENGO, No 13 Sqn 
xx xxx xxxx Supernumerary? 
27 Oct 1934 Flight Commander, No 5 Sqn 
26 Jun 1936 Officer Commanding, No 28 Sqn 
 2 May 1938 Staff, RAF Odiham (No 50 Wing) 
24 Apr 1940 Transferred to the Technical Branch 
 1 Oct 1945 SASO, HQ No 43 Group 
27 Jun 1946 Command Engineer Officer, HQ Air Command, Far East 
14 Mar 1949 Director of Engineering 
10 Jan 1952 AOC, No 43 Group 
15 Dec 1952 
15 Mar 1955 Director-General of Engineering 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Hutton_AF.htm
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POSSIBLY Tom Geoffrey STUBLEY who served with Harry Thomas MOLYNEUX (see next entry) in 
758 Squadron, which was part of HMS Raven at RNAS Eastleigh. A search of The Navy List for 
August 1940 for the other Fleet Air Arm squadrons based at Eastleigh in 1940 (759, 760, 780, 806 
and 814) did not find any names that match this signature. Tom Geoffrey Stubley has a digitised 
file, reference AIR 76/489/94, in TNA. This file covers the period 1918-19. He was born on 10 
January 1900. Unfortunately, this file doesn’t include his signature. 
72. Captain Harry Thomas MOLYNEUX MC. Signed 29 May 1940. 758 Squadron, RNAS 
Eastleigh. 

007 
He has a file, reference WO 339/61785, in TNA. 
From http://www.flickr.com/photos/anmm_thecommons/3383438907/: 
“My father, Harry Thomas Molyneux, was apprenticed for four years with the Glasgow firm of A. 
Mackay and Company on this ship Iverna. He joined it in Hamburg and sailed for Santa Rosalia 
Mexico on 29 January 1911. The ship was built in 1890 by C.Connell and Company of Glasgow in 
1890 and was shipping coke. The crew of thirty were made up of six British apprentices and two 
mates. The rest were a German captain, Swedes, Norwegians, Danes, Russians, Finns an Austrian 
and a Japanese steward. He stayed with this ship until 1914 and sailed round Cape Horn a few 
times.” 
His promotion from Cadet to temporary 2nd Liuetenant in the Hampshire Regiment with effect from 
25 January 1917 was announced in the LG, 17 February 1917. 
Flight, 25 October 1929 announced his award, by The Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom of 
Aviators, of Certificate number 8813. 
From The Navy List for August 1940: 

 
758 Squadron was the Naval Advanced Instrument Flying School flying mainly the twin-engined 
Airspeed Oxford. The main skill which pilots learned was to fly "blind" using the Lorenz Beam 
Approach. This was done by training them to follow the sound of a radio beam transmitted from 
the airfield. As the plane followed the beam, the crew would hear a steady note, and if they strayed 
to left or right they would hear either dots or dashes depending on which side they had strayed. 
There were also other tones to help pilots approach the runway. 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/anmm_thecommons/3383438907/
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73. Wing Commander [later Group Captain] Charles Heber Beverley BULLOCK BSc 
AFRAeS (05217). Signed 31 May 1940. RAF, West Freugh, near Stranraer. 

007 
He has numerous mentions in Flight and the LG, which trace his promotions. His retirement on 17 
October 1959 was announced in the LG, 10 November 1959. He was involved in a court case: IRC v 
Bullock provides a modern (and much more convincing) illustration of the application of the 
principle: 'Prolonged actual residence is an important item of evidence of volition, but it must be 
supplemented by other facts and circumstances indicative of intention. The residence must answer 
a qualitative as well as a quantitative test.' Group Captain Bullock had a domicile of origin in Nova 
Scotia but came to England in 1932 and joined the Royal Air Force. He intended to return to 
Canada on completing his service but, in 1946, he married an Englishwoman some three years his 
junior. Between then and 1960, Bullock and his wife made several trips to Canada and, upon 
leaving the RAF in 1959, Bullock would have liked them to move there permanently. His wife did 
not wish to do so, however, so Bullock took up civilian employment in England until 1961 when an 
inheritance enabled him to retire completely. Until 1966, Bullock continued to try to persuade his 
wife to move with him to Canada, but thereafter resigned himself to the fact that she would never 
do so. In that year, however, he made a will under Nova Scotia law in which he declared that his 
domicile was and would continue to be the Province of Nova Scotia and that he would return and 
remain there upon his wife's death. Bullock retained his Canadian nationality and passport, never 
acquired British nationality or a British passport, refused to vote in local or parliamentary elections, 
maintained close contact with Canadian relatives and friends, and was a regular reader of a Toronto 
newspaper. On these facts the Commissioners found that Bullock was not domiciled in England and 
the Court of Appeal (reversing Brightman J's judgment in the High Court) upheld the 
Commissioners' finding. Bullock's residence in England, though over 40 years in duration, was 
accompanied at all times by a clear and definite intention to return to Canada upon the substantial 
possibility of his wife predeceasing him, and that was sufficient to counteract the effect of the 
element of time. 
74. Flying Officer (later Squadron Leader) Kenneth STUART-SMITH (70655). Signed 31 
May 1940. RAF Abington. 

007 
Born in 1900 in Brighton. LG 31 August 1954 states he retains his rank (presumably retired). He was 
granted a commission in Class C as a Pilot Officer in the Royal Air Force Reserve on 29 July 1931. 
75. The 13th Lord KINNAIRD. Signed 5 June 1940. Rossie Priory. 

007 
Lord Kinnaird was Graham Charles Kinnaird. He was educated at Eton College. He served as a flying 
officer with the RAF Volunteer Reserve and was lieutenant in 4/5th Battalion Black Watch. He was 
married twice - Nadia Fortington (marriage dissolved) and Diana Margaret Elizabeth Copeman. The 
only son and heir, Nicholas, was killed in 1951. The Lord Kinnaird title died with his passing in 1997. 
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76. Lady Frances KINNAIRD. Signed 5 June 1940. Rossie Priory. 

007 
Lady Kinnaird (1880-1960) was the wife of 12th Baron Kinnaird. 
77. Lady VIOLET Lina Henderson, COUNTESS OF LEITRIM. Signed 5 June 1940. Rossie 
Priory. 

007 
Violet Lina Henderson was born on 14 August 1879 in London, England. She was the daughter of 
Robert Henderson and Emma Caroline Hargreaves. She married Charles Clements, 5th Earl of 
Leitrim, son of Robert Bermingham Clements, 4th Earl of Leitrim and Lady Winifred Coke, on 22 
October 1902. She and Charles Clements, 5th Earl of Leitrim were divorced in 1932. From 22 
October 1902, her married name became Clements. As a result of her marriage, Violet Lina 
Henderson was styled as Countess of Leitrim on 22 October 1902. She died on 9 July 1943. 
78. Marshal of the Royal Air Force Hugh Montague TRENCHARD, 1st Viscount 
Trenchard GCB OM GCVO DSO (3 February 1873 – 10 February 1956). Signed 10 June 
1940. Kingston House South, Ennismore Gardens, London SW7 

007 
This is his signature taken from a letter dated 23 January 1946: 

 
Trenchard was a British officer who was instrumental in establishing the Royal Air Force. He has 
been described as the Father of the Royal Air Force. During his formative years Trenchard struggled 
academically, failing many examinations and only just succeeding in meeting the minimum 
standard for commissioned service in the British Army. As a young infantry officer, Trenchard 
served in India and with the outbreak of the Boer War, he volunteered for service in South Africa. 
Whilst fighting the Boers, Trenchard was critically wounded and as a result of his injury, he lost a 
lung, was partially paralysed and returned to Great Britain. On medical advice Trenchard travelled 
to Switzerland to recuperate and boredom saw him taking up bobsleighing. After a heavy crash, 
Trenchard found that his paralysis was gone and that he could walk unaided. Following further 
recuperation, Trenchard returned to active service in South Africa. After the end of the Boer War, 
Trenchard saw service in Nigeria where he was involved in efforts to bring the interior under settled 
British rule and quell inter-tribal violence. During his time in West Africa, Trenchard commanded 
the Southern Nigeria Regiment for several years. In 1912, Trenchard learned to fly and he was 
subsequently appointed as second in command of the Central Flying School. He held several senior 
positions in the Royal Flying Corps during World War I, serving as the commander of the Royal 
Flying Corps in France from 1915 to 1917. In 1918, he briefly served as the first Chief of the Air Staff 
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before taking up command of the Independent Air Force in France. Returning as Chief of the Air 
Staff under Winston Churchill in 1919, Trenchard spent the following decade securing the future of 
the Royal Air Force. He was Metropolitan Police Commissioner in the 1930s and a defender of the 
RAF in his later years. Trenchard is recognized today as one of the early advocates of strategic 
bombing. Just after the outbreak of World War II, Chamberlain summoned Trenchard and offered 
him the job of organizing advanced training for RAF pilots in Canada, possibly as a pretext to 
remove Trenchard from England. Trenchard turned Chamberlain down, saying that the role 
required a younger man who had up-to-date knowledge of training matters. Trenchard then spent 
the remainder of 1939 arguing that the RAF should be used to strike against Germany from its 
bases in France. It was clear to the Government that Trenchard was dissatisfied and early in 1940 he 
was offered the job of co-ordinating the camouflaging of England. Trenchard flatly refused this job. 
Without an official role, Trenchard took it upon himself to spend the spring of 1940 visiting many 
RAF units, including those of the Advanced Air Striking Force in France. In April, Sir Samuel Hoare, 
who was once again Secretary of State for Air, unsuccessfully attempted to get Trenchard to come 
back as Chief of the Air Staff. In May 1940, after the failure of the Norwegian Campaign, Trenchard 
used his position in the Lords to attack what he saw as the Government's half-hearted prosecution 
of the war. When Churchill replaced Chamberlain as Prime Minister, Trenchard was asked to 
organize the defence of aircraft factories. Trenchard declined this offer on the grounds that he was 
not interested in helping the general who already had the responsibility. Towards the end of the 
month, Churchill offered Trenchard a job that would have seen him acting as a general officer 
commanding all British land, air and sea forces at home should an invasion occur. Trenchard 
responded by bluntly stating that in order to be effective, the officer with such responsibility would 
need the military powers of a generalissimo and political power that would come from being 
Deputy Minister of Defence. Churchill was virtually reduced to apoplexy and did not grant 
Trenchard the enormous powers he sought. Notwithstanding their disagreement, Trenchard and 
Churchill remained on good terms and on Churchill's 66th birthday (30 November 1940) they took 
lunch at Chequers. The Battle of Britain had recently concluded and Churchill was full of praise for 
Trenchard's pre-War efforts in establishing the RAF. Churchill made Trenchard his last job offer, this 
time as the reorganizer of Military Intelligence. Trenchard seriously considered the offer but 
declined it by letter two days later, chiefly because he felt that the job required a degree of tact 
which he would have been unable to supply. From mid-1940 onwards, Trenchard realized that by 
his rash demands in May he had excluded himself from a pivotal role in the British war effort. He 
then took it upon himself to act as an unofficial Inspector-General for the RAF, visiting deployed 
Squadrons across Europe and North Africa on morale-raising visits. As a peer, a friend of Churchill's 
and with direct connections to the Air Staff, Trenchard championed the cause of the Air Force in 
the Lords, in the Press and with the Government, submitting several secret essays concerning the 
importance he attached to air power. Trenchard also continued to exert considerable influence over 
the Royal Air Force. Acting with Sir John Salmond he quietly but successfully lobbied for the 
removal of Newall as Chief of the Air Staff and Dowding as the Command-in-Chief of Fighter 
Command. In the autumn, Newall was replaced by Portal and Dowding was succeeded by Douglas. 
Both the new commanders were Trenchard protégés. In the aftermath of the war, several American 
generals, including Henry H. Arnold and Carl Andrew Spaatz, asked Trenchard to brief them in 
connection with the debate which surrounded the proposed establishment of the independent 
United States Air Force. The American air leaders held Trenchard in high esteem and dubbed him 
the "patron saint of air power". The USAF was formed as an independent branch of the American 
Armed Forces in 1947. After World War II, Trenchard continued to set out his ideas about air power. 
He also supported the creation of two memorials. For the first, the Battle of Britain Chapel in 
Westminster Abbey, Trenchard headed a committee with Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh Dowding to 
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raise funds for the furnishing of the chapel and for the provision of a stained glass window. The 
second, the Anglo-American Memorial to the airmen of both nations, was erected in St Paul's 
Cathedral, after Trenchard's death. In the late 1940s and early 1950s Trenchard continued his 
involvement with the United Africa Company, holding the chairmanship until 1953 when he 
resigned. From 1954, during the last two years of his life, Trenchard was partially blind and 
physically frail. Trenchard died one week after his 83rd birthday at his London home in Sloane 
Avenue on 10 February 1956. Following his funeral at Westminster Abbey on 21 February, his ashes 
were buried in the Battle of Britain Chapel he helped to create. 
79. Flight Lieutenant William Francis BLACKADDER DSO. Signed 10 June 1940. 607 
Squadron. 

007 
Battle of Britain pilot. William Francis Blackadder joined 607 Squadron, Auxiliary Air Force in early 
1936. He was called for full-time service at the outbreak of war and flew to France with the 
Squadron on November 15th 1939. On May 11th, the day after the Blitzkrieg started, Blackadder 
shared in destroying a He111 and claimed another, unconfirmed. On the 18th he claimed a Do17 
destroyed but return fire forced him to crash-land near Denais. 607 Squadron suffered heavy losses 
and was withdrawn to England on May 22nd. Blackadder was awarded the DSO (LG 4th June 1940), 
the citation stating that he had shot down three enemy aircraft and carried out several very 
important reconnaissances of bridges and roads at a time when information was hard to come by. 
When the Battle of Britain began 607 was stationed in the north of England at Usworth and on 
August 14th intercepted German raids coming in over the North Sea, Blackadder damaging two 
He111s and destroying another the next day. The Squadron was moved south to Tangmere on 
September 7th and on the 9th Blackadder shared in the destruction of a Do17, on the 13th he 
damaged a Ju88, on the 14th shared two Ju88s. On the 26th destroyed a He111 and on October 
4th shared in destroying another. On November 9th Blackadder was posted to Turnhouse as Sector 
Controller in the Operations Room, later doing the same job at Usworth, Ouston, Prestwick and 
Ayr. He commanded 245 Squadron at Aldergrove from June 1941 to July 13th 1942, when he was 
posted to 10 Group, as Controller at Rudloe Manor. B1ackadder went for a course to the Army Staff 
College, Camberley on January 1st 1943, after which he was posted to HQ Fighter Command, as 
Wing Commander Tactics, on May 7th 1943. He moved to HQ Allied Expeditionary Air Forces on 
September 28th. Blackadder's final wartime posting was as CO of the Air Fighting Development 
Unit at Wittering. He was made an OBE (LG 1st January 1945) and was released from the RAF on 
November 19th 1945. He rejoined 607 Squadron at Ouston in September 1946 and served with it 
until December 1948, after which he became CO of the Northumberland Wing, ATC until February 
1st 1951. He died in 1997. 
80. Sub Lieutenant Jack Frederick Wynn HARRISON. Signed 14 June 1940. HMS 
Westward Ho. 

007 
From 16 October 1940 to December 1941, he was Commanding Officer of HMT Suma of 
Minesweeping Group 12 based in Aberdeen. From 16 July 1943 to October 1944, he was 
Commanding Officer of HMS Beacon. 
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81. Pilot Office [later Squadron Leader] Alexander Williamson EASTON (40520). Signed 
23 June 1940. RAF Ronaldsay. 

007 
The LG 4 March 1938 announced that 2nd Lt A W Easton resigned his commission (from the 
Camerons) on appointment to a short service commission in the RAF with effect from 19 February 
1938. He was a renowned rifle shot. His resignation was announced in the LG 26 May 1959. 
82. Flight Lieutenant Raymond Frederic BAXTER OBE (25 January 1922 – 15 September 
2006). Signed 27 June 1940. PDU Photographic Development Unit, Heston. 

007 
He was a British television presenter and writer. He is best known for being the first presenter of 
Tomorrow's World, continuing for 12 years, from 1965 to 1977. He also gave radio commentary at 
the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II, the funerals of King George VI, Winston Churchill and Lord 
Mountbatten of Burma, and the first Flight, Concorde. Baxter worked for a brief period at the 
Metropolitan Water Board. In August 1940, during the Second World War, he joined the Royal Air 
Force and trained as a fighter pilot in Canada. He first flew Supermarine Spitfires with No. 65 
Squadron RAF in Britain, based in Scotland. He joined No. 93 Squadron RAF, flying over Sicily in 
1943, where he was mentioned in despatches. He returned to England in 1944 as an instructor and 
was later a flight commander, returning to active service with No. 602 Squadron RAF in September 
1944. On 18 March 1945, he took part in a daring daylight raid on the Shell-Mex building in The 
Hague, which was then the German headquarters for V1 and V2 attacks on southern England. The 
commander of the raid, Max Sutherland, received a bar to his DFC and the other four pilots, 
including Baxter, were mentioned in dispatches. In an interview about his wartime career, Baxter 
described once flying over a V-2 rocket site during a launch, and his wingman firing on the missile: 
"I dread to think what would have happened if he'd hit the thing!" “…I read in my log book that we 
attacked a target just North above The Hague on 14 February 1945. I must have been in a very 
aggressive mood because I read in my logbook that after a dive attack of 6000 feet, I ordered the 
boys to return to attack the anti-aircraft defense sic, which was trying to make it difficult for us. 
After we dropped the bombs I saw to my surprise at a distance of 600 meters a V2 out of the forest 
that we just had bombed, rising into the air, very slowly. Right in front of us. It was an incredible 
sight and it was so unexpected that I couldn't do anything about it. But my number three, a 
Scotchman called Cupid Love, responded very fast and shot at the V2 that was rising slowly. It must 
have been one of the most optimistic shots of the entire war. So far as I know this was the only 
time in history of the war that a dive-bomber attacked a rocket in the air. Fortunately, he didn’t hit 
the rocket. I say fortunately, because if he had hit the rocket, the war would have been ended for 
me quite abruptly.” He later flew North American Mustang and Douglas Dakota aircraft for a year, 
and then worked in Forces Broadcasting from 1945 to 1949, based in Cairo and then Hamburg, 
becoming its deputy director. He was demobbed in 1946 as a flight lieutenant. 
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83. Air Vice Marshal John Lindsay BARKER CB CBE DFC (12 November 1910 – 7 May 
2004). Signed 26 October 1939. Air Despatch Cardiff. 

008 
The son a doctor, he was born in Hull and attended Trent College, Nottingham before going to 
Brasenose College in Oxford, where he read Law. Whilst there he was a member of the University 
Air Squadron and was commissioned into the Reserve of Air Force Officers. His first squadron was 
No 26 (Army Co-operation) Squadron, with whom he flew the Avro Atlas, Hawker Audax and 
Hector before converting to the Lysander in February 1939. Having been appointed a Flight 
Commander in 1938, he was tasked with writing the squadron’s mobilisation plan and in 
September 1939 he had to implement it and lead his flight to France. He returned to the UK before 
the German invasion of the West to take up the post of Chief Instructor at the School of Army Co-
operation at Old Sarum in Wiltshire. He took command of 241 at Bottisham equipped with 
Lysanders for PR work and Tomahawks for army co-operation. However, the Tomahawks were 
grounded in 1942 prior to complete re-equipment with Mustangs.  Moving to Ayr in May 1942, the 
squadron re-equipped yet again, this time with Hurricanes, eventually relocating overseas shortly 
after the Allied landing in North Africa. The squadron changed aircraft once again in February 1943 
when Spitfires arrived but operations did not stop and for a while sorties were flown on both types. 
The squadron was involved in Tac/R, ground attack and bombing missions in support of the 
ground forces in North Africa and later Sicily.  At one point he incurred the wrath of General 
George Patton when he refused to attack a target with his fighter bombers as it was too heavily 
defended and that the task should be allocated to medium bombers. His decision was fully 
supported by the Allied Air Commander, Sir Arthur Tedder. After his return from North Africa 
joined War Cabinet Plans and became involved with the planning of the forthcoming invasion of 
Normandy. Following this planning task he asked to return to operational and unusually he 
requested to join a bomber squadron, being given command of No 625 Squadron at Kelstern in 
Lincolnshire. Following a one-hour familiarisation flight he flew on the next operation over 
Germany and thereafter flew on most of the most dangerous raids, enduring him to his crews.  
Prior to the end of the war in Europe, he was promoted to take command of ‘Shield Force’, which 
was formed as the advance element of ‘Tiger Force’ and set sail to the Pacific in command of 3,000 
men.  However, as the ship approached the Admiralty Islands, he received new instructions to 
proceed to Hong Kong. Commandeering a USAAF Dakota to the Philippines and from there an 
Anson. The surrender of the Japanese in Hong Kong was taken by Rear Admiral C H J Harcourt on 
29 August and he sent Barker to Kowloon to accept the surrender of the Japanese there and to re-
establish RAF Kai Tak. He returned to the UK in February 1946 and was called to the Bar (Middle 
Temple) in 1947. At the beginning of 1947 he moved to Palestine and as Senior Personnel Staff 
Officer, became heavily involved in the preparations for the withdrawal of British forces from the 
region.  Moving west to Egypt he assumed command of RAF Ismailia and again had to deal with 
difficulties brought about by local conditions, including riots. He briefly returned to the UK to 
become SASO at HQ No 64 (Northern) Group, before heading overseas again as Air Attaché in 
Rome. His final appointment was to command the recently formed Royal Ceylon Air Force. During 
his tenure, he helped prevent a coup d'état by two Army officers, who he and his former ADC 
arrested. Asked to extend his command of the RCeyAF by the Prime Minister, Mrs Bandaranaike, he 
declined and returned to Britain, where he worked in the City, finally retiring to Dartmouth. During 
his early career John Barker had represented the RAF in Rugby and Cricket as well as playing Rugby 
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for Oxford Greyhounds and Leicester Tigers and in retirement he took up golf and sailed his own 
boat. He was also President of the No 26 Squadron Association. 
OBITUARY from The Telegraph, 2nd June 2004: 
“Air Vice-Marshal John Barker, who has died aged 93, had the rare distinction of commanding in 
action both a Spitfire squadron and a four-engine heavy bomber squadron; later he took the 
surrender of the Japanese forces in Kowloon, served during the Palestine conflict and arrested the 
ringleaders of an attempted coup in Ceylon. For most of 1944 Barker was a member of the War 
Cabinet Plans team making preparations for the forthcoming invasion of Normandy, for which his 
expertise as an Army co-operation pilot was invaluable. Offered the chance at the end of his tour of 
duty in London to select his next appointment, he returned to operational flying. Barker was given 
command of No 625 Squadron, flying Lancaster heavy bombers from RAF Kelstern in Lincolnshire; 
this was a remarkable position for a man who had previously flown only single-engine aircraft. 
Barker arrived on the squadron in November 1944 after completing a one-hour flight to familiarise 
himself with the Lancaster; but he immediately endeared himself to his men by insisting on flying 
on the next operation over Germany with a junior crew. As squadron commander, he was expected 
to fly on operations occasionally; but that was not Barker's way, and he attacked many heavily 
defended targets. A fellow pilot recalled that "he was incredibly brave, and always put himself on 
the most dangerous sorties". By the end of April 1945, a large pocket in western Holland was still 
occupied by the Germans, and the Dutch population was close to starvation. A truce was arranged, 
and the squadrons of Bomber Command mounted Operation Manna to drop food supplies. Barker, 
with his air officer commanding as co-pilot, led his squadron on the first drop on April 29. Shortly 
afterwards, he was awarded the DFC for "his keenness to operate and setting an inspiring example 
to all under his command". As the war in Europe drew to an end, Barker joined the staff of Tiger 
Force, the Bomber Command contingent earmarked for operations against the Japanese. He was 
immediately promoted group captain to command Shield Force; the advance party, with which he 
sailed for the Pacific, consisted of a force of 3,000 men. On approaching the Admiralty Islands in 
the Empress of Australia, he received a signal from the Joint Chiefs of Staff in London ordering him 
to go immediately to Hong Kong. He thus commandeered a USAAF Dakota, and flew to the 
Philippines, where he boarded Anson. When the Royal Navy task force arrived on August 29, Rear 
Admiral C H J Harcourt took the Japanese surrender of Hong Kong on Victoria Island, and sent 
Barker to the former RAF airfield at Kai Tak. There he took the surrender of the Japanese forces 
occupying Kowloon, hoisted the white ensign and set about restoring the runways. On his return to 
England six months later, an administrative officer rebuked him for not hoisting the RAF ensign. 
Barker replied: "I am not in the habit of carrying one in my personal kit when on operations." For 
his services in the Far East, he was appointed CBE. The son of a doctor who had served at the Battle 
of Jutland, John Lindsay Barker was born at Hull on November 12 1910. He was educated at Trent 
College, Nottingham, and Brasenose College, Oxford, where he read Law and joined the University 
Air Squadron. After gaining his degree, he entered the RAF in February 1934. On completing his 
advanced pilot training, Barker joined No 26 (Army Co-operation) Squadron flying Atlas and Audax 
bi-planes before converting to Lysanders. With war imminent, he was told to write the squadron's 
mobilisation plan, and on September 2 1939 he found himself implementing it when he took his 
Flight, aircraft to France, where he took photographs for the British Expeditionary Force. In January 
1940 he returned to England to be chief instructor at the School of Army Co-operation at Old 
Sarum. Barker returned to operational flying in August 1941 with No 241 Squadron, operating in 
the tactical reconnaissance and fighter-bomber roles with the Hurricane. The next year he was 
appointed the commanding officer as No 241 prepared to move to Algeria following the successful 
Operation Torch landings. Re-equipped with the Spitfire, he led his pilots on intensive operations 
against enemy tanks and convoys as the Allied army advanced towards Tunisia. When General 
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George Patton, the US Army commander, asked Barker to attack a target near the Kasserine Pass, 
Barker annoyed him by pointing out that it was too heavily defended for light fighter-bombers, and 
should be attacked by medium bombers flying above the heavy and accurate German flak. The 
fiery Patton questioned Barker's resolve when he refused to sacrifice his squadron on a fruitless 
mission; but Air Marshal Tedder's swift intervention, endorsing Barker's decision, defused an 
unpleasant incident. For his services in North Africa, Barker was mentioned in dispatches. Returning 
from the Far East in February 1946, Barker embarked on a series of appointments that kept him 
overseas for most of the next 17 years. Appointed to the staff of Air HQ Levant in Jerusalem at the 
height of the conflict in Palestine, he was responsible for all personnel matters, and was heavily 
involved in preparing the withdrawal plans. He was again mentioned in dispatches. Barker next 
assumed command of RAF Ismailia in the Suez Canal Zone in August 1950, a time when Anglo-
Egyptian relations were tense. Egypt's abrogation of the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty in 1952 resulted in 
serious rioting in Ismailia, and Barker lost most of his large Egyptian civil labour force. Living 
conditions on the airfield deteriorated rapidly, though his boundless energy limited the effect until 
reinforcements were able to arrive from England. After three difficult years in Egypt, Barker moved 
to the tranquillity of Rome as air attaché. His success in this appointment resulted in the Italian 
government appointing him a Cavaliere of the Italian Order of Merit. In 1958 Barker was appointed 
to command the embryonic Royal Ceylon Air Force. When two senior Army officers attempted to 
stage a coup d'état, the Prime Minister, Mrs Bandaranaike, ordered Barker to arrest them, which he 
did, accompanied by his former ADC, Squadron Leader Samarasinghe. A disciplinarian, though also 
an understanding man, Barker was a very popular commander who attracted the nickname 
"Bouncer" because of his energy. Mrs Bandaranaike was impressed by him, and invited him to 
extend his tour beyond the normal four years; but Barker decided to retire after spending almost 
five years in Ceylon, during which time he steered the Air Force into the jet age to become an 
effective force. For his services in Ceylon, he was appointed CB. Barker worked in the City before 
retiring to Dartmouth, where he sailed his own boat. In his younger days he had represented the 
RAF at rugby and cricket, and played rugby for Oxford Greyhounds and Leicester Tigers; in later life 
he took up golf. He never forgot his formative years with No 26 Squadron, and was the squadron 
association's president. Until shortly before his sudden death on May 7, Barker was still able to 
unnerve his neighbours by driving down the narrowest of Devon lanes, just inches from craggy 
outcrops of rock, with a degree of speed and verve that was the envy of those many years younger. 
His clarity of memory and insight, coupled with a ready humour and wit, made him a most 
engaging personality. John Barker's first marriage was dissolved in 1942, and six years later he 
married Eleanor Richards; she died in 2001, and he is survived by their son.” 
84. D ANDERSON. Signed 25 October 1939. NEA, Liverpool. 

008 
The Air Force List for October 1939 includes: 

 
Could NEA be the National Association for Employment of Regular Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen, 
who had an agency in Liverpool? 
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85. Pilot Officer [later Squadron Leader] Frank Anthony PLINSTON DFC (33394). Signed 
29 Oct 1939. RAF Wyton. 

008 
He was born 29 April 1919. Son of Lieutenant Colonel G. H. Plinston. RAF Cranwell Pilot Officer 
1938. France 1940. Flying Officer 1940. Greece, Syria & Iraq 1941. Western Desert 1942. Flight 
Lieutenant 1942. Acting Squadron Leader 1942. Sudan & East Africa 1943 - 1945. DFC 1943. 
Squadron Leader. “In July 1953, I was serving as a Personnel Staff Officer at Headquarters Transport 
Command, at RAF Station Uphaven Upavon. I was detailed to undertake an inspection tour, headed 
by Air Commodore Moreshead; Senior Technical Officer of Transport Command, of the staging 
posts on the route from England to Singapore. At this time, the RAF was carrying out all 
movements of personnel overseas by air, so Transport Command was responsible for the 
establishment of officers and airmen to refuel and for servicing of all aircraft passing through. Most 
of which were Transport Command aircraft, carrying airmen to and from overseas postings. The 
first leg of our journey from Lyneham to Castel Benito, a few miles south of Tripoli, was without 
incident. We flew around Paris and had a distant view of the Eiffel Tower. We arrived at Castel 
Benito about midday and carried out inspection duties in the afternoon. Next morning, we took off 
at 7am for Cyprus, our next inspection. About an hour later we noticed that one engine was had 
stopped, and the propeller had been feathered. This did not cause too much alarm, as the Hastings 
flew quite well on three engines. However, the feathering of the next propeller was followed soon 
after by the stopping of the third engine and we all knew we’d soon be landing. I had been told by 
someone who had experienced a landing at sea that on touching down everything went dark and it 
felt as if the aircraft was diving to the bottom. He was quite right. However, the aircraft bobbed up 
to the surface very soon and when the door was opened, the sea surface was about level with the 
door sill. The first thing to do was to launch the dinghy that was in the cabin with us. It operated 
with no trouble outside the door. We all embarked in the one dinghy and cast adrift from the 
fuselage. Nobody had been injured and we were all present. Once the aircraft had sunk, after about 
two minutes, we looked around and saw the wing about 50 yards behind us. The wing of the 
Hastings is set in the bottom of the fuselage, and four engines hang below the wing. So on contact, 
the engines hit the water first and this tears the wing off the fuselage. The wing contains a large 
dinghy on each side, and these had automatically inflated but were still attached to the wing. 
Another officer and I volunteered to swim over, collect the two dinghies and bring them back and 
make life more comfortable. Being summer, the water was warm, and the Mediterranean is salty, so 
it is buoyant. We got into the dinghies, fastened them together and paddled them back. With the 
three dinghies we had lots of space. With little wind and a relatively calm sea, we could only sit and 
wait for rescue, avoiding too much sunburn as best we could. Later that afternoon, we heard an 
aircraft and saw an American flying boat, which came over and circled us. He reported back to his 
base. He then landed and taxied over to us. We then learnt that a ship was on its way to pick us up. 
The flying boat then took us all on board. He could not take off as the swell was too high and he 
was well overweight. He told us that they had first seen the dye marker trail and had followed it for 
some miles to find us. Halfway through the night, the destroyer arrived and we were all taken 
aboard, given a cup of tea, and then bedded down for the rest of the night. The ship stood by for 
the rest of the night, and we watched the flying boat take off in the morning. The destroyer took us 
to Malta where we were bedded down for the next night, and next morning a Hastings aircraft 
arrived to take us back to Lyneham. After it was refuelled, we boarded the aircraft and took off. Ten 
minutes later, one engine was feathered and we returned to Malta. However, it was only a minor 
fault and we got back to Lyneham that day.” 
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86. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Philip Ellard DUNDEE (39415). Signed 29 
October 1939. RAF Wyton. 

008 
The LG, 23 November 1937 announced his appointment as a Pilot Officer with effect from 16 
November 1937. He was promoted to Flying Officer on 1 May 1940. The LG, 15 December 1942 
announced “Flt. Lt. P. E. Dundee (39415) is cashiered by sentence of General Court Martial. 27th July 
1942.” 
87. Pilot Officer [later Wing Commander] John Robertson TURNBULL MBE (72226). 
Signed 29 October 1939. RAF Wyton. 

008 
On 12 June 1940, he was Officer Commanding RAF Station Bawdsey. In July 1943, he was Senior 
Equipment Officer of H.Q. No. 10 Group. The LG, 7 September 1954 announced that he 
relinquished his commission on 10 February 1954 and retained the rank of Wing Commander. 
88. Flight Lieutenant Frank Howe HARRISON DFC DFM (148805). Signed 29 October 
1939. RAF Wyton. 

008 
From http://www.archieraf.co.uk/archie/5502ofm.html: 
On 28th April 1942, the crew of Lancaster R5502 OF-M from 97 Squadron took off at 2100 hrs from 
RAF Lossiemouth on the North East coast of Scotland to participate in an attack on the German 
Battleship Tirpitz which was moored at the time in Fættenfjord in Norway. Visibility was good apart 
from a slight smoke screen in the target area. One 4,000 lb bomb was dropped from 8,000 feet and 
seen to burst falling around 150 yards South East of Tirpitz. Three of the four 500 lb bombs landed 
100 yards to the East of the target in the fjord while one landed on the shore. Bursts were seen 
from all. Searchlights were active in the area and the aircraft was caught and held in by them for 
several minutes. Flak was accurate for height and direction. The aircraft and crew returned safely to 
RAF Lossiemouth landing at 0500 hrs on 29th April 1942. 

 
His DFC while flying with 97 Squadron was announced in the LG, 6 November 1945. 
89. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant and Squadron Leader] Natallo TASKER MiD 
(40442). Signed 29 October 1939. RAF Wyton. 

008 
Mentioned in Despatches: LG, 1 January 1941. 

http://www.archieraf.co.uk/archie/5502ofm.html
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90. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] John Laurence Gilchrist CUNNINGHAM 
(90194). Signed 6 November 1939. 603 Squadron RAF Turnhouse. 

008 
He was born in 1917, the son of Thomas and Jessie Livingstone Cunningham of Burntisland, Fife. 
The LG 18 June 1935 announced his commission as a pilot officer in No 603 (City of Edinburgh) 
(Bomber) Squadron. Battle of Britain pilot. F/Lt J L G Cunningham of No 603 Squadron was shot 
down and killed on the 28 August 1940 at 16:45hrs. He was 23. His Spitfire I (R6751) was shot down 
by a Bf 109s over Dover. He is buried in Burntisland Cemetery, Fife. No 603 Squadron was formed 
on 14 October 1925 at Turnhouse as a day bomber unit of the Auxiliary Air Force. Originally 
equipped with DH9As and using Avro 504Ks for flying training, the squadron re-equipped with 
Wapitis in March 1930, these being replaced by Harts in February 1934. On 24 October 1938, No 
603 was redesignated a fighter unit and flew Hinds until the arrival of Gladiators at the end of 
March 1939. Within two weeks of the outbreak of war in September 1939, the squadron began to 
receive Spitfires and passed on its Gladiators to other squadrons during October. It was operational 
with Spitfires in time to intercept the first German air raid on the British Isles on 16 October, when 
it destroyed the first enemy aircraft to be shot down over Britain in the Second World War. It 
remained on defensive duties in Scotland until the end of August 1940, when it moved to southern 
England for the remaining months of the Battle of Britain, returning to Scotland at the end of 
December. In May 1941, the squadron moved south again to take part in sweeps over France until 
the end of the year. After a further spell in Scotland, No.603 left in April 1942 for the Middle East 
where its ground echelon arrived early in June. The squadron's aircraft were embarked on the US 
carrier 'Wasp' and flown off to Malta on 20 April to reinforce the fighter defences of the 
beleaguered island. After nearly four months defending Malta, the remaining pilots and aircraft 
were absorbed by No.229 Squadron on 3 August 1942. 
91. (Later Sir) Harry LAUDER (1870-1950). Signed November 1939. Strathaven, Scotland. 

008 
Scottish Comedy Entertainer. Wrote 'Roamin in the glomin' and 'I love a lassie'. He organised 
concerts and raised £1m to help servicemen to return to health and civilian life, for which he was 
knighted in 1919. At the end of February 1950, Douglas Douglas-Hamilton28, 14th Duke of Hamilton 
led the funeral procession, on foot, through Hamilton for his friend Sir Harry Lauder, said to be the 
largest funeral ever held in the town, and read The Lesson during the service describing Lauder as 
                                                 

28 Signed this book on 24 July 1942 and 30 November 1942 
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"a Great Scot". In his book, The RAF in Galloway, A T Murchie says “Moral may have been further 
boosted on 12 March 1941 when a concert party headed by Sir Harry Lauder gave a concert to an 
audience of 600.”  
92. Flying Officer, later Flight Lieutenant and Squadron Leader James Duff RAMSAY MB, 
ChB, MRCP (72367). Signed November 1939. RAF Bamff, Alyth. 

008 
His promotion to Flight Lieutenant with effect from 18 October 1939 was announced in Flight 2 
November 1939. His retirement with the rank of Squadron Leader with effect from 4 October 1946 
was announced in the LG 25 December 1956. 
93. Flying Officer Thomas William ‘Jock’ GILLEN (70245). Signed 23 Nov 1939. RAF 
Acklington. 

008 
Battle of Britain pilot. Gillen joined the RAF in May 1937. He was promoted to Acting Pilot Officer of 
Reserve of Air Force Officers on 9 August 1937 and went for a course to 8 FTS, Montrose on 21 
August, after which he returned to reserve. On 31 May 1938 he was promoted to Pilot Officer of 
Reserve of Air Force Officers. He was called up on 2 September 1939 as a Pilot Officer and 
completed his training. In November 1939 Gillen served with 152 Squadron. On 28 November 1939 
Blue section of 'B' Flight, 152 Squadron was detached from Turnhouse to Sumburgh for fighter 
defence of Shetland and the anchorages there. The pilots were Flight Lieutenant F. M. Thomas (OC), 
Pilot Officer 'Jock' Gillen and Pilot Officer R. A. Winter. On 30 November he was promoted to Flying 
Officer. In December Gillen became temporary Flight Commander until Flight Lieutenant G. F. 
Chater arrived later in the month. On 18 December 'B' Flight became designated as Fighter Flight 
Shetlands and thus part of Coastal Command ("parented" by the HQ 100 Wing based on the SS 
Manela anchored in Sullom Voe). The strength of the unit was three Gladiators and two as spares. 
On 1 January 1940 two He111s attacked Sullom Voe. Gillen and Pilot Officer R. A. Winter were 
scrambled. When they returned they thought that they had damaged one (official claim?) whilst the 
guns of HMS Coventry downed the second. The crew of the second He111 was captured. The 
German aircraft was from Stab/KG 26. On 5 January the unit became re-designated as Fighter 
Flight, RAF Sumburgh (effectively the Station Flight?) and on the next day more pilots in shape of 
Pilot Officers Neville Doughty and Fanny Francis together with Sergeant Arthur Makins arrived. 
Gillen had a long fight with a Ju88 five miles north of Sullom on 18 April. He reported that the rear 
gunner was killed and that the port engine was set on fire. The enemy aircraft was last seen low 
losing height. This claim is either claimed as a destroyed or as a probable. At 14:30 on 5 June he 
intercepted a Do17 eight miles north of Lerwick at 7,000 feet. He reported that the rear gunner was 
killed was put out of action and that one engine was set on fire. The enemy aircraft was last seen 
dive vertically into the sea. Due to bad weather Gillen force-landed at Scatsta near Sullom Voe. This 
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loss however has not been possible to connect with any known Luftwaffe loss. However, a Hudson 
(‘S’ N7255) of 233 Squadron, flown by Flying Officer James Dunn (RAF no. 39508) was posted 
missing on a patrol in this area on the same date and it is possible that this may have been a tragic 
blue on blue. On 21 July the unit left Sumburgh for Roborough to form the nucleus of 247 
Squadron, which formed on 1 August. He was promoted to Flight Lieutenant on 30 November 1940 
and Squadron Leader on 1 December 1941. Gillen ended the war with 1 biplane victory. He was 
released from the service in 1948 as a Wing Commander. 'Jock' Gillen passed away in 1969. 
94. Brigadier-General John Harold Whitworth BECKE CMG DSO AFC (17 September 
1879 – 7 February 1949). Signed 5 April 1939. Priestown, Edzell, Angus. 

009 
He was an infantry officer in the Second Boer War and commander in the Royal Flying Corps during 
World War I. He transferred to the RAF on its creation on 1 April 1918 as a temporary Brigadier-
General. He retired from the RAF in 1920. He was born in Liverpool on 17 September 1879 and as a 
Captain in the Sherwood Foresters seconded to the Royal Flying Corps he was awarded his Royal 
Aero Club aviators certificate on 18 June 1912 flying a Bristol Biplane at Brooklands. Commanding 
Officer No. 6 Squadron RFC 1914 – 1915. Companion of the Order of St Michael and St George - 3 
Jun 1918. Distinguished Service Order - 1 Jan 1917. Air Force Cross - 3 Jun 1919. Mentioned in 
Despatches - 17 Feb 1915, 20 May 1918. Officers of the Légion d'honneur - 24 Feb 1916. Croix de 
Guerre (France) - 18 Apr 1918.  
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95. Captain [later Admiral Sir] Matthew Sausse SLATTERY KBE CB DSC FRACS RN (12 
May 1902 – 16 March 1990). Signed 5 April 1939. Admiralty. 

009 
Educated at Stonyhurst College and RN Colleges Osborne and Dartmouth.

 
96. Brian Sheridan TULLOCH (119929). Signed 12 April 1939. Honey Lodge, Broughty 
Ferry, Angus. 

009 
The LG, 5 August 1941 lists him as a Lieutenant in the Royal Army Medical Corp. The LG, 23 May 
1946 lists him as a Captain. 
97. Squadron Leader Robert Grant LYNN DFC (41041). Signed 5 April 1939. Posted to 
224 Squadron, Leuchars. 

009 
He also signed this book on 28 October 1941 and 28 April 1942. 
RAF Beaufort Operations June 21st 1942 (Mark Horan): 
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After yesterday’s disappointment, the morning brought renewed hope that 217 Squadron's 
Beauforts would have a second shot at the Italian convoys. Sure enough, the morning search by 69 
Squadron's Marylands turned up a small convoy of two merchant vessels Italian MS Rosolino Pilo 
(8, 326 BRT) and German MS Reichenfels (7,744 BRT) under the guard of a single destroyer Da 
Recco. At 1115 Squadron Leader Robert Grant Lynn DFC led off the nine serviceable Beauforts, the 
two other sub-flights being led by the experienced Flying Officers A. H. Aldridge and W. J. Stevens. 
A close escort of three Beaufighters of 235 Squadron was provided led by Squadron Leader A. E. 
Cook as well as an additional three for top cover, led by Squadron Leader W. C. Wigmore. One 
Beaufort was forced to abort, but the other eight sighted the enemy at 1255. The Squadron was 
slightly astern of the targets port beam, and the three sub-flights abreast delivered their attack in 
line astern formation in the face of both heavy and accurate Flak that claimed Lynn early in the 
attack. Observers in the remaining aircraft were horrified when, an instant before W6502 hit the sea 
and disintegrated, the torpedo separated, rebounded of the surface, and smashed through the 
wing of the Australian Sgt William Dennis Smyth's trailing Beaufort bringing it down as well. Of the 
eight crew members, only the Australian navigator in Smyth's plane, Sgt Keith Dodd survived to be 
picked up by the Italians. About a minute later, flak accounted for a third Beaufort when Flying 
Officer Phillips' DD996 was hit and made a successful water landing. The six that made it through 
the wall of Flak made runs on both cargo vessels, hitting Reichenfels a least once, stopping her on 
fire. The ship, loaded with ammunition was quickly abandoned and soon blew up in spectacular 
fashion. There was a strong air escort, primarily of Ju-88Cs over the convoy, and a number of air 
actions followed during which the Beaufighters claimed two Ju-88s. The German fighters damaged 
three of the Beauforts, almost claiming one when the Australian pilot of L9799, PO Jim McSharry, 
suffered a severe wound in his throat that nicked his jugular, leaving the navigator, Sgt. Alfred 
Leslie Augustinus (also an Australian) to fly the aircraft back to Malta where, two hours later, the 
grievously wounded McSharry managed a successful landing while holding his wound closed. 
Eventually, the 12 surviving aircraft (all six Beaufighters and six Beauforts) returned to Malta safely. 
Although the cost had been heavy (7 KiA, 5 POW, 1 WiA), the sinking of Reichenfels marked the first 
of many Axis merchant vessels to be sunk by Malta based Beauforts. LG 3 March 1942. Acting 
Squadron Leader Robert Grant Lynn, No. 224 Squadron. This officer has carried out over 900 hours 
of operational flying, involving patrols and reconnaissances over the Atlantic Ocean, the North Sea 
and off the Norwegian Coast. In all conditions of weather and in spite of encounters with the 
enemy he has always completed his tasks. On a recent occasion, on the completion of a patrol, his 
aircraft sustained damage from the fire of an armed ship which he was attacking. The starboard 
engine was damaged, the rudder trimmers shot away and the gyro-pilot put out of action. Despite 
this, Squadron Leader Lynn skilfully manoeuvred his aircraft into some low clouds and, by 
jettisoning movable equipment and some fuel, he was able to regain height of a few thousand feet. 
Shortly afterwards, the damaged engine failed completely but later .it began to revolve again, 
causing the aircraft to vibrate violently and rendering it almost uncontrollable. Nevertheless, 
Squadron Leader Lynn succeeded in flying across the sea to reach this country. Unfortunately it 
became necessary to abandon the aircraft by parachute but, before leaving himself, Squadron 
Leader Lynn left the controls to ensure that all the crew got away from the aircraft safely. 
Throughout, this officer displayed great coolness and courage in the face of hazardous 
circumstances. Killed 21 June 1942. Commemorated on Panel 2, Column 1 of the Malta Air Forces 
Memorial. 
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98. Flight Lieutenant (later Wing Commander) Anthony Delves ISEMONGER (32103) 
(1908 – 1943). Signed 1 May 1939. Airwork Ltd, Perth. 

009 
Was with 60 Squadron SAAF. Died 13 March 1943 aged 34. Lost on SS Empress of Canada when it 
was sunk by an Italian sub off the coast of Africa on route from Durban SA to Takoradi carrying a 
mixture of Greek and Polish refugees and Italian POWs. Son of the late F M Isemonger, Odlam, 
Stone-cum-Ebony, Kent, and the late Ruth Isemonger, husband of Daphne Isemonger, 9 Plymouth 
Court, Buitenhaut Street, Capetown. Cemetery: Alamein Memorial Egypt Grave or Reference Panel 
Number: Column 267. 
99. Pilot Officer James Doan CODY (40366). Signed 1 May 1939. 108 (B) Squadron, RAF 
Bassingbourn. 

009 
Canadian pilot killed on 31 October 1939, aged 23, while flying an Anson I N5177 when it was in a 
mid-air collision with Anson I N5158 (flown by Pilot Officer Robert Ernest Cox) near Weston-on-
the-Green, Oxfordshire. 
100. Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir Edward Leonard ELLINGTON GCB CMG CBE (30 
December 1877 – 13 June 1967). Signed 9 May 1939. Air Ministry. 

009 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Leonard_Ellington: 
Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir Edward Leonard Ellington, GCB CMG CBE (30 December 1877 – 
13 June 1967) was a senior officer in the Royal Air Force. He served in World War I as a staff officer 
and then as Director-General of Military Aeronautics and subsequently as Controller-General of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Leonard_Ellington
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Equipment. In the inter-war years he held command positions in the Middle East, in India and then 

in Iraq.  
He served as Chief of the Air Staff in the mid-1930s and in that role he implemented a plan, known 
as 'Scheme F', to increase the size of the Royal Air Force to 187 squadrons (five bomber squadrons 
for every two fighter squadrons reflecting the dominance of the bomber strategy at the time) 
within three years to counter the threat from Hitler's Germany. He also broke up the command 
known as "Air Defence of Great Britain" to create RAF Fighter Command, RAF Bomber Command, 
RAF Coastal Command and RAF Training Command. He then served as Inspector-General of the 
RAF until his retirement in 1940. 
Early career 
Born the son of Edward Bayzand Ellington and Marion Florence (née Leonard), Ellington was 
educated at Clifton College. After attending the Royal Military Academy Woolwich, Ellington was 
commissioned into the Royal Field Artillery on 1 September 1897. He was promoted to lieutenant 
on 1 September 1900 and to captain on 27 April 1904. After attending the Royal Naval War 
College, Portsmouth in 1908, he was posted to the War Office on 24 August 1909 and became a 
staff officer there on 9 August 1910. He learned to fly in 1912 and was awarded Royal Aero Club 
certificate No. 305 on 1 October 1912. He went on to be Secretary to the Air Committee in 
November 1912 and a staff officer in the Directorate of Military Aeronautics in May 1913 and was 
then transferred to the Reserve of the Royal Flying Corps on 17 December 1913. 
World War I 
When the First World War started, Ellington was under training at the Central Flying School. On 5 
October 1914, he was sent, not to a flying post but to be the Deputy Assistant Quartermaster-
General at the headquarters of the British Expeditionary Force in France. On 6 March 1915 he was 
granted a brevet promotion to lieutenant-colonel and posted as the Assistant Adjutant and 
Quartermaster-General of the 2nd Cavalry Division. 
Ellington then served as a staff officer, from 22 July 1915 with the 2nd Army, then, from 5 February 
1916 with the Department of the Chief of the Imperial General Staff, and finally from 14 January 
1917 with the General Staff of the VIII Corps. On 20 November 1917 he was made the Deputy 
Director-General of Military Aeronautics under John Salmond at the War Office. Ellington 
succeeded John Salmond as Director-General on 18 January 1918. 
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Ellington was appointed a Companion of the Order of St Michael and St George on 3 June 1916 
and awarded the Russian Order of Saint Stanislaus, 2nd Class on 1 June 1917. He was promoted to 
the temporary rank of major-general and appointed Acting Controller-General of Equipment in 
April 1918, becoming substantive in that post in August 1918, before being appointed a 
Companion of the Order of the Bath for services during the War on 1 January 1919. 
Inter-war years 
Ellington's role was re-designated as Director-General of Supply and Research in April 1919 and, 
having been appointed a Commander of the Order of the British Empire on 3 June 1919, he was 
awarded a permanent commission in the Royal Air Force as a major-general in August 1919 
(shortly afterwards redesignated as an air vice marshal). Advanced to Knight Commander of the 
Order of the Bath in the 1920 Birthday Honours he became Air Officer Commanding RAF Middle 
East in March 1922. He went on to be Air Officer Commanding RAF India in November 1923 and 
put down a rebellion by Mahsuds on the North West Frontier in what became known as Pink's War. 
He became Air Officer Commanding RAF Iraq in November 1926, in which role he undertook peace 
keeping operations following a revolt led by Sheikh Mahmud Barzanji in 1927, and then became Air 
Officer Commanding-in-Chief Air Defence of Great Britain in February 1929 with promotion to air 
marshal on 1 July 1929. He was appointed Principal Air Aide-de-Camp to the King on 27 February 
1930 and became Air Member for Personnel on 26 September 1931, receiving promotion to air 
chief marshal on 1 January 1933. 
Ellington was appointed Chief of the Air Staff on 22 May 1933. He succeeded Air Chief Marshal Sir 
John Salmond, who was acting in the role following the sudden death of his brother Air Chief 
Marshal Sir Geoffrey Salmond, who had only become Chief of the Air Staff in April. In that role he 
implemented a plan, known as 'Scheme F', to increase the size of the Royal Air Force to 187 
squadrons (five bomber squadrons for every two fighter squadrons reflecting the dominance of the 
bomber strategy at the time) within three years to counter the threat from Hitler's Germany. He 
also broke up the command known as "Air Defence of Great Britain" to create RAF Fighter 
Command, RAF Bomber Command, RAF Coastal Command and RAF Training Command. He was 
advanced to Knight Grand Cross of the Order of the Bath in the 1935 Birthday Honours. He 
attended the funeral of King George V in January 1936 and, having been promoted to Marshal of 
the Royal Air Force on 1 January 1937, he attended the coronation on King George VI in May 1937. 
Following completion of his term as Chief of the Air Staff, Ellington became Inspector-General of 
the RAF on 1 September 1937. It was in his capacity as Inspector-General that in 1938 Ellington 
visited Australia to investigate standards in the Royal Australian Air Force. His report strongly 
criticised the RAAF's operational capability and safety standards. Following the publication of the 
report in July 1938, the Australian Government dismissed Air Vice Marshal Richard Williams from 
his post as RAAF Chief of the Air Staff. In July 1939, Ellington was augmented in his post as 
Inspector-General by Air Marshal Sir Charles Burnett, who would become the RAAF's Chief of the 
Air Staff in 1940. 
Ellington retired on 4 April 1940, shortly after the start of World War II. He attended the coronation 
of Queen Elizabeth II in June 1953 and died on 13 June 1967 from coronary thrombosis at Scio 
House Hospital in London. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Ellington.htm: 
GCB - 3 Jun 1935 (KCB - 5 Jun 1920, CB - 1 Jan 1919), CMG - 3 Jun 1916, CBE -3 Jun 1919, MiD - 
19 Oct 1914 (& 9 Dec 1914), MiD - 1 Jan 1916, MiD - 11 Dec 1917, LoH, C - 3 Nov 1914, SS2 - 1 
Jun 1917.   
For a list of foreign decoration abbreviations, click here 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Ellington.htm
http://www.rafweb.org/Awards4.htm
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(Army): - 2 Lt: 1 Sep 1897, Lt: 1 Sep 1900, Capt: 27 Apr 1904, (T) Maj:  8 May 1913, Maj: 5 Oct 
1914, Bt Lt Col: 5 Feb 1915, (T) Lt Col: 6 Mar 1916, (T) Col: 22 Jul 1915, (T) Brig-Gen: 14 Jan 1917. 
(RAF): - (T) Brig-Gen [Col]: 1 Apr 1918, (T) Maj-Gen: 10 Apr 1918 [1 Apr 1918],AVM: 1 Aug 1919 
[1 Apr 1918], AM: 1 Jul 1929, ACM: 1 Jan 1933, MRAF: 1 Jan 1937. 
xx xxx xxxx Attended RMA Woolwich. 
 1 Sep 1897 Officer, Royal Field Artillery 
xx xxx 1908 Attended War College, Portsmouth 
24 Aug 1909 Staff Capt, War Office 
 9 Aug 1910 GSO 3, War Office 
xx Nov 1912 Secretary to the Air Committee 
8 May 1913 GSO 2, Directorate of Military Aeronautics 
13 Oct 1913 ? 
17 Dec 1913 Attended Central Flying School (placed on RFC Reserve) 
 5 Oct 1914 Deputy Assistant Quartermaster-General, HQ BEF, France 

 6 Mar 1915 Assistant Adjutant & Quartermaster-General, 2nd Cavalry Division 
22 Jul 1915 GSO 1, 2nd Army, BEF 
 5 Feb 1916 GSO 1, Department of the Chief of the Imperial General Staff 
14 Jan 1917 General Staff, VIII Corps, France 
20 Nov 1917 Deputy Director-General of Military Aeronautics 
18 Jan 1918 Director-General of Military Aeronautics 
10 Apr 1918 Acting Controller-General of Equipment 
22 Aug 1918 Controller-General of Equipment 
 1 Apr 1919 Director-General of Supply and Research 
 1 Aug 1919 Awarded Permanent Commission as a Major-General 
 1 Mar 1922 AOC, Middle East 
 5 Nov 1923 AOC, RAF India 
 3 Nov 1926 AOC, Iraq Command 
19 Nov 1928 Supernumerary, HQ Iraq Command 
 1 Feb 1929 AOC in C, Air Defence of Great Britain 
27 Feb 1930 Principal Air ADC to the King 
26 Sep 1931 Air Member for Personnel 
22 May 1933 Chief of the Air Staff 
xx xxx xxxx – 
1 Dec 1933 Principal ADC to the King 
 1 Sep 1937 Inspector-General of the RAF 
 4 Jul 1940 Placed on half-pay list 
101. Percy HUTTON. Signed May 1939. Lockheed Aircraft Corp, Liverpool. 

009 
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From Flight, 2 February 1939: 
“According to a Press release from the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, the first of the 200 Lockheed 
reconnaissance bombers for the Royal Air Force exceeded all expectations during performance 
tests conducted under the supervision of Squadron Leader J R Addams. The first machine of the 
series should be flying in this country very shortly. 
This machine made the 2,430-mile trip from Burbank, California to New York in twelve hours. It is 
believed that by the early summer the Lockheed Company will be turning out machines of this type 
at the rate of 25 a month. They will be shipped direct from Los Angeles via the Panama Canal and 
will be tested in England by Mr Percy Hutton of the Lockheed Company.” 
In early 1939, Lockheed was selling Hudson Bombers to England. They were flown to New York and 
then loaded on ships to Liverpool, where they were reassembled by a group of Lockheed 
employees who were sent with their families. Lockheed’s mission was changed in September 1939 
when World War II started. Staff were shipped back to the US and the Hudsons were then flown 
over to England. 
From The Sydney Morning Herald of 18 February 1939: 

 
102. Arthur KENNEDY. Signed 9 May 1939. Lockheed Aircraft Corp, Liverpool. 

009 
Although the signatures don’t match (perhaps because this signature is more formal than those he 
mass-signed on photos), it is likely that this is Arthur Kennedy (February 17, 1914 – January 5, 
1990), the American actor. Between 1943 and 1945, he served in the military, making aviation 
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training films for Lockheed Aircraft Corp, both as a narrator and an actor. Many of those films 
today serve as an historical record of not only how aviators were trained but also how the 
equipment was operated. 
103. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] Andrew Nicholson COMBE AFC (26258). 
Signed 13 May 1939. 142 (B) Squadron, RAF Bicester. 

009 
According to http://www.thepeerage.com/p34533.htm, G/Capt. Andrew Nicholson Combe was 
born on 7 July 1911 at Kensington, London, England. He was the son of Robert George Nicholson 
Combe and Hilda Ada Engelhardt. He married Eileen Marion Jessop, daughter of A. W. Jessop, on 
13 May 1939 at Kensington, London, England. He and Eileen Marion Jessop were divorced in 1953. 
He died in March 1978 at age 66 at Cromer, Norfolk, England. He was commissioned on 23 July 
1932, in the service of the Royal Air Force. He was decorated with the award of the Air Force Cross 
(for helping fly non-stop from Ismailia to Port Darwin) on 28 April 1939. He gained the rank of 
Group Captain in the service of the Royal Air Force. He was decorated with the award of the Bronze 
Star on 15 March 1946. He retired from the military on 29 September 1957, late of the Royal Air 
Force. 
In 1938, he was the pilot of a Wellesley bomber that completed a record-breaking non-stop flight 
from Ismailia in Egypt to Darwin in Australia. On October 24 four single-engine Wellesley aircraft of 
the RAF’s Long Range Development Unit (LRDU) arrived in Ismailia to prepare for the flight. Three 
were selected for the record attempt, and these included Air Chief Marshal Sir Brian Burnett’s 
aircraft, whose first pilot was Flight Lieutenant Andrew Combe, with Sergeant Gray as the third pilot 
and wireless operator. Each took it in turns to fly the aircraft during the epic journey. The three 
aircraft took off at dawn on 5 November. There were immediate problems as the undercarriage of 
Burnett’s Wellesley would not retract. For an hour the crew cut a hole in the side of the aircraft 
through which they thrust the long arm of a fishing net (carried to pass messages between them in 
the narrow fuselage). After some wiggling, the undercarriage retracted. The route took the aircraft 
over the Persian Gulf, India and Singapore. Over Timor, one aircraft was forced to land with a 
shortage of fuel. The two remaining aircraft arrived at Darwin with 20 gallons of fuel, having 
completed the non-stop Flight, 7,158 miles in just over 48 hours to establish a new world record. 
The crews were decorated, Burnett being awarded an AFC. 
He married Eileen Jessop (later Eileen Caddy MBE) in May 1939. Eileen Caddy, who died on 
December 13 aged 89, was a co-founder of the "New Age" Findhorn Foundation, in Scotland, which 
she established in 1962 with her then husband Peter Caddy, a retired RAF officer, and a friend, 
Dorothy Maclean. The foundation, described as "an international centre for spiritual education" 
began life in a caravan park near the seaside village of Findhorn in north-east Scotland on the coast 
of the Moray Firth. Visitors attended such courses as "Dancing Spirit Free" and "Developing the 
Skill of Intuitive Self-Diagnosis". When the founders first arrived at Findhorn, they strove to become 
self-sufficient in vegetables but had no knowledge of gardening. Through meditation, Dorothy 
Maclean contacted some Devas (angelic beings) who told them how to plant vegetables; but it was 
Eileen Caddy's "inner voice" — her daily messages from God, which she received in a nearby public 
lavatory — that gave them the will to survive. At first custom was slight, but on a visit to 
Glastonbury Eileen had heard the voice of God tell her that all would be well; and indeed, over the 
next decade matters improved dramatically. “By 1979," Peter Caddy recorded, "Eileen no longer got 
messages from God. I called together the community and said it was time for me to leave and, 
incidentally, that I was leaving Eileen." The second of four children, she was born Eileen Jessop in 

http://www.thepeerage.com/p34533.htm
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Alexandria on August 26 1917. When she was six her parents sent her to school in Ireland; she 
lodged with an aunt, returning to Egypt in the holidays. One day she was summoned to see her 
headmistress, who handed her a telegram which read: "Daddy has died of peritonitis." Soon 
afterwards, though they had never been regular churchgoers, she and her mother became Christian 
Scientists. But a year later her mother too died, of meningitis, leaving Eileen an orphan. After 
leaving school she enrolled in a domestic science college; then she and her brother, Paddy, 
invested their inheritance in a roadhouse near an RAF station in Oxfordshire, where she met and, in 
1939, married Squadron Leader Andrew Combe. Though she rapidly gave birth to five children, the 
marriage was not a happy one. 
After the war, Combe became a leading light in the Oxford Group, otherwise known as Moral Re-
armament, and dedicated himself to saving the world through Absolute Love, Absolute Truth, 
Absolute Purity and Absolute Honesty. In consequence he forbade his wife to smoke, drink alcohol 
or wear make-up, prohibitions which rather cramped her style at RAF social functions. 
By the early 1950s Andrew Combe had been posted officer in charge of administration at RAF 
Habbaniya in Iraq, and it was there that Eileen first met Peter Caddy. Combe had been impressed 
by an article Caddy had written on the need for spiritual leadership and had invited him to stay. 
Eileen was immediately impressed by his talk of ancient wisdom, spiritual truths and UFOs. Caddy 
was at a crossroads in his life, his second wife, Sheena, a "sensitive", having received a spirit 
message telling her she was no longer her husband's "other half". 
In 1951, on a visit to Jerusalem, Peter Caddy heard an inner voice telling him that "Eileen is your 
other half", though he asked God "how, if Eileen and I were destined to be together, we would 
overcome the complete lack of emotional or physical attraction". Things sorted themselves out 
when he took her out to the theatre in her husband's absence to celebrate her 35th birthday and 
she invited him to stay the night: "We were both surprised by what happened then," Caddy 
recorded. ”A great surge of love engulfed us both. It was something beyond passion. It came from 
the source of our beings." The next day Eileen left her husband and children and moved in with 
Peter and Sheena. Three days later she received a message from her husband informing her: "You'll 
never set foot in my house again. And stay away from the children. You're not fit to be their 
mother." Eileen was devastated, and sought spiritual guidance at Glastonbury; it was here that she 
discovered her "inner voice" for the first time. The voice assured her that all would be well, and that 
she and Peter had been brought together for "a very special purpose". The early years of their 
relationship were difficult for Eileen. Sheena had taken it upon herself to be Eileen's spiritual 
mentor; and when Eileen became pregnant, she announced that she had seen the child on "inner 
planes" and that, although it was carried by Eileen, she felt it was the child she should have had. 
After the child — a boy — was born in 1955, Sheena instructed Eileen and Peter to split up for a 
time, leaving her in charge of the baby. Peter she exiled to Ireland, while Eileen was sent off to live 
in the flat of a friend, Dorothy Maclean. The enforced separation from her baby left Eileen so 
depressed that she stopped getting messages from God and attempted suicide. Eventually, against 
Sheena's wishes, Peter and Eileen were reunited, found employment as menials at a girls' school 
near Lymington, and moved into a caravan on the Hamble, where their eldest son was returned to 
them and where Eileen gave birth to a second son. But Caddy soon became convinced that their 
future lay in Scotland, and Eileen and the children, with Sheena in tow, moved up to a primitive 
cottage on the island of Mull while Peter found work in Glasgow as a Kleen Eze brush salesman. In 
Scotland, Eileen's relationship with Sheena went from bad to worse. Eventually Sheena caught the 
bus to Oban, leaving the island for good. In 1957 Peter Caddy (by now married to Eileen) found a 
job as manager of the Cluny Hill Hotel at Forres, near Inverness. With the move to Cluny Hill (where 
their third son was born in 1968), Eileen's inner voice returned to guide them, on both spiritual and 
more practical matters (“My Son, I want this hotel to be a four-star hotel. Simply ignore what Mrs 
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Bruce the hotel company's general manager told the Automobile Association man, as she would be 
quite happy for this to remain a three-star hotel." One day Eileen saw with her inner eye the word 
"LUKANO" written in letters of fire. By telepathy the Caddys discovered that Lukano was the captain 
of a mother ship from Venus. They soon established a daily dialogue with their "space brothers" to 
negotiate an evacuation of selected earthlings in the event of nuclear disaster; when the "brothers" 
announced that they wanted to land at Cluny Hill, Peter Caddy cleared all the trees round the hotel 
to create a landing site without telling the owners. In vain did he protest to a furious Mrs Bruce that 
Cluny Hill was a "power point" of which the Caddys were the appointed guardians; Mrs Bruce 
dispatched them to a smaller establishment in the Trossachs, then let them go. All the Caddys had 
left in the world was their caravan, and in November 1962, under the instructions of Eileen's inner 
voice, they moved to Findhorn Bay Caravan Park, while their friend, Dorothy Maclean, found 
accommodation in the nearby village of Findhorn. 
In 1962, the Caddys and Dorothy Maclean decided to grow their own vegetables, and Dorothy 
soon discovered that she was able to make contact with vegetable spirits. The deva of the garden 
pea promised help, though it instructed them not to be too hard on the slugs. More practical 
assistance was provided by a local farmer who invited them to help themselves to his horse 
manure. Soon there were stories of 40lb cabbages and broccoli so large it could barely be lifted, 
and the gardens attracted people to visit Findhorn to find out how it was done and learn about the 
Caddys' way of life. During the late 1960s the focus of Eileen and Dorothy's spiritual guidance 
gradually changed from growing vegetables to "growing people", and a community of like-minded 
people was born. 
In 1970, a young American named David Spangler arrived and helped to establish a "university of 
light". Over the next 20 years the community grew to include approximately 300 members and 
attracted such celebrities as Burt Lancaster, Hayley Mills and Shirley Maclaine. The Findhorn 
Foundation was legally formed as a trust and a charity. The land on which the caravan park stood 
was purchased, and in 1975 they bought the Cluny Hill Hotel, which then became the Foundation's 
College. By the early 1970s, though, Eileen had met the Virgin Mary at a healing centre outside 
Glastonbury: "Come and embody my spirit in joy, for this is the New Age," Mary had told her. 
Eileen soon came to believe that, in this New Age, children would no longer be conceived through 
sex but through the power of enlightened thought and spirit, a belief that led to her insisting that 
her relationship with her husband should move to a "higher spiritual level". In consequence, Peter 
Caddy began to seek comfort elsewhere. When he informed Eileen that he was taking one of the 
Foundation's young women followers on a trip to Hawaii, Eileen displayed an unspiritual outburst 
of jealousy. A few weeks later Peter Caddy announced to the assembled Findhorn community that 
he and Eileen were parting company. Afterwards an angel handed Eileen a pair of golden scissors 
with which she cut the psychic umbilical cord between them. Peter Caddy moved to Germany, 
where he married again twice before dying in a car crash in 1994. Eileen continued to live at 
Findhorn, where she dispensed spiritual advice and wrote a number of books. In Divinely Ordinary, 
Divinely Human, Eileen Caddy concluded that she had been "the instrument of guidance from God 
within, the God within us all". Yet, she admitted, "I wouldn't like to repeat those lessons I had to 
learn. So much of it was sheer hell." Her autobiography, Flight into Freedom, was published in 1988. 
By her first husband Eileen Caddy had four daughters and a son. By Peter Caddy she had three 
sons. 
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104. Lieutenant [later Air Commander] (‘A’) Alan Sawbridge DOWNES DSO RN. Signed 20 
May 1939. Royal Navy Air Station, Donibristle HMS Merlin. 

009 
On 12 May 1940, he took off from Bircham Newton with Lt R W Little in a Swordfish I serial number 
L9784 (L3M) on Operation Waalhaven. Force-landed after being hit by flak at 22:10 in Polder Oud 
Herkingen, near Herkingen on the Isle of Overflakkee, on a field called 'de Munnik', owned by the 
Kardux brothers. The crew evaded via Antwerp to Ramsgate. They returned unhurt on 14 May1940. 
His seven medals were sold at auction for £7,500 on 15 December 2000. From the catalogue 
description: 
A rare ‘Stringbag’ Pilot’s ‘Malta’ D.S.O. group of seven awarded to Commander (Air) A. S. Downes, 
No. 830 Squadron, Fleet Air Arm, late Royal Air Force, a survivor of the sinking of the Courageous in 
1939, and an evader from Holland in 1940. Distinguished Service Order, G.VI.R., reverse of the lower 
suspension officially dated ‘1942’; India General Service 1936-39, 1 clasp, North West Frontier 1936-
37 (F/O, R.A.F.); 1939-45 Star; Air Crew Europe Star; Africa Star; Defence & War Medals, some 
chipping to the wreath of the D.S.O., contact marks but generally very fine and better (7). £3500-
4500. Sold with a quantity of original documentation, comprising his lengthy official report 
describing his crash landing in Holland in May 1940, and subsequent return to England; 23 
‘flimsies’ covering the period September 1939 to July 1956; Certificate of Qualification for Air 
Gunnery Officer, dated 16 January 1943; two letters of commendation, and an official photograph 
of Downes escorting the Princess Elizabeth at Hal Far, Malta, in 1952. 
D.S.O., LG, 30 June 1942: ‘Lieut. (A), 830 Squadron, Malta. For great bravery, skill and determination 
in torpedo and dive bombing attacks on enemy shipping and aerodromes.’ 
Seedie's list of Fleet Air Arm Awards lists at total of 70 DSOs to the F.A.A. for the Second World 
War; 17 of these to specific squadrons and 43 to various ships and air stations. 
The following two extracts are taken from Night Strike from Malta, by Kenneth Poolman: 
14 October 1941. Took part in an attack, as one of three aircraft led by Pat O’Brian taking off at 
2230, on a lone duck supply ship which had been hit by a submarine and was under tow with an 
escorting destroyer in company. The ships were picked up on ASV radar and on closing it was 
discovered that the supply ship was down by the bows. Downes was ordered to complete its 
destruction by torpedo. This he did without the benefit of any illumination other than the fitful light 
from a moon in its last quarter.” 
17 December 1941. A 4,000 ton tanker and a 5,000 ton merchant ship with one destroyer as escort 
had been reported south of Lampesuda. Four stringbags (Swordfish) took off at half past one in the 
middle watch and located the target by ASV radar. The leader gave the break-up signal and laid 
flares to the westward of the targets. The escort then laid smoke to the eastward anticipating a 
torpedo attack from that direction and the merchant ships turned away from the flares and 
stopped. However both ships gave their positions away by firing tracer at the flares. All three of the 
torpedo droppers flew through the smoke and made their attacks. Downes and Vercue aimed for 
the tanker and one certain hit was seen, causing flames and a shower of sparks and a column of 
water. Kerrison attacked the freighter and Slater in the ASV saw the Duplex (torpedo fuse) explode 
in the ship’s wake about 100 yards astern. A reconnaissance next morning sighted one freighter 
and her escorting destroyer twelve miles to the south of the previous night’s attack. 
Allan Sawbridge Downes joined the Royal Air Force and served with No. 28 (Army Co-op) Squadron 
in India from 14 March 1936, based at Ambala. He transferred to the Fleet Air Arm as Lieutenant (A) 
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in April 1937 and was serving in No. 815 Squadron aboard the aircraft carrier Courageous when she 
was attacked and sunk by a German submarine on 17 September 1939. She remained afloat for 15 
or 20 minutes before going down by the bows, still having a large number of her company below. 
Altogether 515 officers and men, including Captain Makeig-Jones, were drowned. The escorting 
destroyers and an American and Dutch steamer picked up some hundreds of men from the water, 
while many others were saved by the ship’s rafts and floating pieces of wreckage. After his narrow 
escape from Courageous, Downes went briefly to H.M.S. Drake at Devonport before being posted 
to 815 Squadron which was attached to R.A.F. Coastal Command from April to June 1940, and gave 
air cover to the evacuation of Dunkirk. On 12th May 1940 whilst on a mission to bomb Waalhaven 
aerodrome with seven other Swordfish from 815 Squadron, his aircraft developed engine trouble 
and he was forced to crash land on the island of Overflakkee in Holland. Together with Lieutenant 
R. W. Little, who was acting as his Observer and Air Gunner, he spent four, not uneventful, days 
making his way back to England. His adventure is fully described in his typescript narrative which 
accompanies this lot. After a spell with 786 Squadron, Downes was posted in September 1941 to 
830 Squadron, which was formed in Malta in July 1940, and remained there until May 1942. During 
this period Downes was not only a witness, but also an active participant, of the historic defence of 
this small island. For his gallantry flying outdated Swordfish torpedo bombers in strikes against 
enemy shipping and aerodromes, he was awarded the D.S.O., which he received at an investiture in 
September 1942. From May to July 1942, Downes was an Instructor in the Naval Air Torpedo 
School in H.M.S. Jackdaw, after which he attended courses at Excellent and Daedalus before being 
posted to Heron as Air Gunnery Officer in February 1943. In October 1943 he was promoted to 
Acting Lieutenant-Commander (Air) and posted to the Ministry of Aircraft Production, borne in 
H.M.S. President, where he remained until the end of August 1945. Downes served as Staff Air 
Gunnery Officer on the Staff of Flag Officer (Air) until January 1947 and, after a further period of 
instruction, was appointed Air Gunnery Officer aboard the aircraft carrier Illustrious, June 1947 to 
April 1948. In June 1949 he was appointed Commander (Air) at R.N. Air Station Culdrose, in a 
similar capacity at R.N. Air Station Halfar (Malta) from May 1950 until August 1952. He was 
Commander (Air) in H.M.A.S. Vengeance from January 1953 to June 1954, and subsequently served 
as Director of Air Equipment in Naval Headquarters, Delhi, where he provided valuable support and 
instruction to the Indian Naval Air Arm. 
105. R I HIRSH. Signed 20 May 1939. Sperry Gyroscope Co Ltd, Brentford, Middlesex. 

009 
This might be the Ron Hirsh who is mentioned in Paul G Gillespie’s PhD thesis Precision Guided 
Munitions: Constructing a Bomb More Potent than the A-bomb, Lehigh University 2002: 
Another early contributor was Dick Johnson, a renowned subsonic aerodynamic engineer who 
played a key role in the design of every missile built by Texas Instruments from the 1960s to the 
1990s. Not consulted during the initial proposal write-up, Johnson knew at first glance that a non-
stabilized bomb, with its seeker attached to one stabilizer fin, would never work. In an attempt to 
find a more realistic seeker solution that would not violate Sickle's simplicity axiom, Johnson, Word 
and a young mathematician named Ron Hirsch finagled some weekend time on an analog 
computer at TFs central research laboratory to analyze angles of attack. In what can only be 
described as a “eureka moment,” Word later recalled that “somewhere about six or seven o'clock 
Saturday night we were sitting there and Dick said, 'a Giannini probe—let's put this seeker in a 
Giannini probe! '” 
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Sperry in Britain started with a factory in Pimlico, London in 1913, manufacturing gyroscopic 
compasses for the Royal Navy, and becoming the Sperry Gyroscope Co Ltd in 1915. In 1923, 
Lawrence Sperry was killed in an air crash near Rye, Sussex. The company subsequently expanded 
to the Golden Mile, Brentford in 1931; Stonehouse, Gloucestershire in 1938; and Bracknell in 1957. 
106. Squadron Leader David Gemmell SMITH MB CLB (23299). Signed 31 May 1939. 
Aircraft and Armament Experimental Establishment Martlesham Heath. 

009 
Battle of France pilot (POIX 1940) with 59 Squadron. In 1917, the Experimental Aircraft Flight, the 
Central Flying School was transferred from Upavon, Wiltshire to a site on the heathland at 
Martlesham, Suffolk, and on 16 January 1917 Martlesham Heath Airfield was officially opened, as 
an experimental airfield. The unit was renamed the Aeroplane Experimental Unit, Royal Flying 
Corps. After the end of World War I the site continued to be used and was, once again, renamed as 
the Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment of the Royal Air Force. At the outbreak 
of the Second World War, the A&AEE was removed to a site at Boscombe Down, Wiltshire, owing 
to the proximity of Martlesham Heath to the East Coast and its vulnerability to enemy attack. 
107. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader and Group Captain] Edwin Charles Sanders 
FEWTRELL MiD DFC (37673). Signed 4 June 1939. 61 Squadron RAF Hemswell. 

009 
From http://www.yorkshire-aircraft.co.uk/aircraft/planes/north/k5817.html: 
On 27th May 1936, the pilot Acting P/O Edwin Charles Sanders "Tony" Fewtrell RAF (37673) of this 
aircraft Hart K5817 became lost in bad weather and made a forced landing in a cornfield 
somewhere in the Thornaby area but the aircraft overturned. Hart K5817 was built to contract 
410420/35 by Vickers at Weybridge and delivered to 9 FTS on 20th March 1936. Following this 
accident near Thornaby Cat.R/FA damage was recorded and it was repaired only to suffer a second 
accident, Cat.R/FA damage again, on 10th August 1937. It was again repaired but was destroyed in 
an accident on 6th September 1937. With Cat.W/FA recorded it was struck off charge on 12th 
October 1937 with 324.20hrs total flying time. 
Edwin Fewtrell was granted a short service commission to the rank of Acting P/O on probation on 
23rd March 1936. He was graded as P/O on 27th January 1937 and rose to F/O on 27th October 
1938 and F/Lt on 3rd September 1940. He was awarded the DFC around October 1940, the citation 
for which reads: 
“This officer has completed more than twenty night flying operations over enemy territory at 
extreme ranges, and in the face of severe enemy opposition and difficult, weather conditions. He is 
a captain of aircraft of invariable resolution and great skill, who has set a splendid example to the 
others on his station.” 
By the time his DFC was Gazetted, he was already a POW as on 8th July 1940 he was the pilot of 
Hampden P4390 on Ops to bomb the Dortmond Ems Canal with 61 Squadron. His aircraft was hit 
by flak and crashed in Germany, one of the four crew was killed while the other three including him 
became POWs. He was Mentioned in Despatches on 13th June 1946 probably for work done while 
a POW. Post war he extended his service rising to G/Cpt by the time he retired. He died in the 
Easton area of Winchester, Hampshire in 2010, he was ninety four. 

http://www.yorkshire-aircraft.co.uk/aircraft/planes/north/k5817.html
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His obituary was published in The Times of 4 November 2010. 
108. Pilot Officer George Michael WYATT (40453). Signed 4 June 1939. 61 Squadron RAF 
Hemswell. 

009 
He was the son of George Matthew and Amy Rowena Wyatt; husband of Kathleen Margaret Wyatt, 
of Helsby, Cheshire. 
According to http://www.epibreren.com/ww2/raf/61_squadron.html, he was killed on 30 June 1940, 
aged 21, while flying a Hampden, Serial number P4356, over Geestacht. Buried in Becklingen War 
Cemetery: 

 
109. Pilot Officer Alner George NEWTON (39328). Signed 4 June 1939. 61 Squadron RAF 
Hemswell. 

009 
He was awarded his wings on 20 April 1937. 
According to http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=21908, he was the only survivor from 
a Blenheim K7163 crash on 18 September 1938 at Urpeth Forge near Beamish, County Durham. He 
hit severe turbulence at low altitude. He was thrown through the canopy but managed to activate 
his parachute and survived. Navigator Cpl Henry Edward West and Wop/AG AC1 James Stewart 
Grey were killed. 
According to http://squadronforum.freeforums.org/f-o-alner-charles-newton-t103.html, he was 
killed on 6 June 1939 (two days after signing this book) when his Hampden L4107 crashed off 
Tentsmuir Ranges next to RAF Leuchars whilst on air firing excercise. Sgt G.H. Fawcett (Obs) and 
Ac1 R.G Thomas (W/Op) were also killed. “I have a death registration for Aug 29th, which records 
death through "fractured skull and drowning" in estuary of the River Tay opposite Tentsmuir. His 
father was Albert George Newton, a Lift attendant, and his mother was Eva Newton.” 

http://www.epibreren.com/ww2/raf/61_squadron.html
http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=21908
http://squadronforum.freeforums.org/f-o-alner-charles-newton-t103.html
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110. Sir Howard Kingsley WOOD (19 August 1881 – 21 September 1943). Signed March 
1939. 

010 
He was an English Conservative politician. The son of a Wesleyan Methodist minister, he qualified 
as a solicitor, and successfully specialised in industrial insurance. He became a member of the 
London County Council and then a Member of Parliament. Wood served as junior minister to 
Neville Chamberlain at the Ministry of Health, establishing a close personal and political alliance. 
His first cabinet post was Postmaster General, in which he transformed the British Post Office from 
a bureaucracy to a business. As Secretary of State for Air in the months before the Second World 
War he oversaw a huge increase in the production of warplanes to bring Britain up to parity with 
Germany. When Winston Churchill became Prime Minister in 1940, Wood was made Chancellor of 
the Exchequer, in which post he adopted policies propounded by John Maynard Keynes, changing 
the role of HM Treasury from custodian of government income and expenditure to steering the 
entire British economy. One of Wood's last innovations was the creation of Pay As You Earn, under 
which income tax is deducted from employees' current pay, rather than being collected 
retrospectively. This system remains in force in Britain. Wood died suddenly on the day on which 
the new system was to be announced to Parliament. Wood was born in Hull, eldest of three 
children of the Rev Arthur Wood, a Wesleyan Methodist minister, and his wife, Harriett Siddons née 
Howard. His father was appointed to be minister of Wesley's Chapel in London, where Wood grew 
up, attending a local Wesleyan school. He was articled to a solicitor, qualifying in 1903 with 
honours in his law examinations. In 1905 Wood married Agnes Lilian Fawcett (d. 1955); there were 
no children of the marriage, but the couple adopted a daughter. Wood established his own law 
firm in the City of London, specialising in industrial insurance law. He represented the industrial 
insurance companies in their negotiations with the Liberal government before the introduction of 
Lloyd George's National Insurance Bill in 1911, gaining valuable concessions for his clients. Wood 
was first elected to office as a member of the London County Council (LCC) at a bye-election on 22 
November 1911, representing the Borough of Woolwich for the Municipal Reform party. His 
importance in the field of insurance grew over the next few years; his biographer Roy Jenkins has 
called him "the legal panjandrum of industrial insurance". He chaired the London Old Age Pension 
Authority in 1915 and the London Insurance Committee from 1917 to 1918, was a member of the 
National Insurance Advisory Committee from 1911 to 1919, chairman of the Faculty of Insurance 
from 1916 to 1919 and president of the faculty in 1920, 1922 and 1923. At the LCC he was a 
member of the council committees on insurance, pensions and housing. He was knighted in 1918 
at the unusually early age of 36. It was not then, as it later became, the practice to state in Honours 
Lists the reason for the conferring of an honour, but Jenkins writes that Wood's knighthood was 
essentially for his work in the insurance field. Wood was elected to Parliament as a Conservative in 
the "khaki election" of 1918. His constituency, Woolwich West, was marginal, but Wood 
represented it for the rest of his life. Before being elected, he had attracted notice by advocating 
the establishment of a Ministry of Health; after the election he was appointed Parliamentary Private 
Secretary (an unpaid ministerial assistant, a traditional first rung on the political ladder) to the first 
Minister of Health, Christopher Addison. After the collapse of the coalition government in 1922, 
Wood was offered no post in the Conservative government formed by Bonar Law. As a 
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backbencher, Wood successfully introduced the Summer Time Bill of 1924. This measure, passed in 
the teeth of opposition from the agricultural lobby, provided for a permanent annual summer time 
period of six months from the first Sunday in April to the first Sunday in October. When Baldwin 
succeeded Law in 1924, Wood was appointed Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Health, as 
junior minister to Neville Chamberlain. The two served at the Ministry of Health from 11 November 
1924 to 4 June 1929, becoming friends and firm political allies. They worked closely together on 
local government reform, including a radical updating of local taxation, the "rates", based on 
property values. Wood's political standing was marked by his appointment as a civil commissioner 
during the general strike of 1926, and, unusually for a junior minister, as a privy councillor in 1928. 
In 1930 he was elected as the first chairman of the executive committee of the National Union of 
Conservative and Unionist Associations. When the National Government was formed by Ramsay 
MacDonald in 1931, Wood was made Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of Education. After the 
general election of November 1931 he was promoted to the office of Postmaster General. The 
position did not entail automatic membership of the cabinet, but Wood was made a cabinet 
member in 1933. As minister in charge of the General Post Office (GPO), Wood inherited an old-
fashioned organisation, not equipped to meet the needs of the 1930s. In particular its management 
of the national telephone system, a GPO monopoly, was widely criticised. Wood considered 
reconstituting the whole of the GPO, changing it from a government department to what would 
later be called a quango, and he set up an independent committee to advise him on this. The 
committee recommended that the GPO should remain a department of state but adopt a more 
commercial approach. Under Wood the GPO introduced reply paid arrangements for businesses, 
and set up a national teleprinter service. For the telephone service, still mostly dependent on 
manual operators, the GPO introduced a programme of building new automated exchanges. For 
the postal service, the GPO built up a large fleet of motor vehicles to speed delivery, with 3,000 
vans and 1,200 motor-cycles. Wood was a strong believer in publicity; he set up an advertising 
campaign for the telephone system which dramatically increased the number of subscribers, and 
he established the GPO Film Unit which gained a high aesthetic reputation as well as raising the 
GPO's profile. Most importantly, Wood transformed the senior management of the GPO and 
negotiated a practical financial deal with HM Treasury. The civil service post of Secretary to the Post 
Office was replaced by a director general with an expert board of management. The old financial 
rules, by which all the GPO's surplus revenue was surrendered to the Treasury, had long prevented 
reinvestment in the business; Wood negotiated a new arrangement under which the GPO would 
pay an agreed annual sum to the Treasury and keep the remainder of its revenue for investment. 
When Macdonald was succeeded as head of the coalition government by Baldwin in 1935, Wood 
was appointed Minister of Health. Despite its title, the Ministry was at that time at least as 
concerned with housing as with health. Under Wood, his biographer G. C. Peden writes, "the slum 
clearance programme was pursued with energy, and overcrowding was greatly reduced. There was 
also a marked improvement in maternal mortality, mainly due to the discovery of antibiotics able to 
counteract septicaemia, but also because a full-time, salaried midwifery service was created under 
the Midwives Act of 1936."Jenkins comments that the housing boom of the 1930s was one of the 
two main contributories to such economic recovery as there was after the great depression. When 
Anthony Eden resigned from Chamberlain's government in March 1938 Wood moved to be 
Secretary of State for Air in the ensuing reshuffle. The UK was then producing 80 new warplanes a 
month. Within two years under Wood the figure had risen to 546 a month. By the outbreak of the 
Second World War, Britain was producing as many new warplanes as Germany. By early 1940, 
Wood was worn out by his efforts, and Chamberlain moved him to the non-departmental office of 
Lord Privy Seal, switching the incumbent, Sir Samuel Hoare, to the Air Ministry in Wood's place. 
Wood's job was to chair both the Home Policy Committee of the cabinet, which considered "all 
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social service and other domestic questions and reviews proposals for legislation" and the Food 
Policy Committee, overseeing "the problems of food policy and home agriculture". He held this 
position for only a few weeks; the downfall of Chamberlain affected Wood in an unexpected way. In 
May 1940, as a trusted friend of Chamberlain, Wood told him "affectionately but firmly" that after 
the debacle of the British defeat in Norway and the ensuing Commons debate, Chamberlain's 
position as Prime Minister was impossible and he must resign. He also advised Winston Churchill to 
ignore pressure from those who wanted Lord Halifax, not Churchill, as Chamberlain's successor. 
Both men acted on his advice. Churchill became Prime Minister on 10 May 1940; on 12 May Wood 
was appointed Chancellor of the Exchequer. One of the reasons for Wood's appointment to the 
Treasury seems to have been Churchill's urgent desire to be rid of the incumbent Chancellor, Sir 
John Simon, whom Churchill detested. Another may have been Wood's record of working well with 
politicians from other parties. In peacetime, the Chancellor of the Exchequer is often the most 
important member of the cabinet after the Prime Minister, but the exigencies of the war reduced 
the Chancellor's precedence. The Treasury temporarily ceased to be the core department of 
government. In Peden's words, "Non-military aspects of policy, including economic policy, were co-
ordinated by a cabinet committee … The Treasury's main jobs were to finance the war with as little 
inflation as possible, to conduct external financial policy so as to secure overseas supplies on the 
best possible terms, and to take part in planning for the post-war period." Wood was Chancellor, as 
Jenkins notes, "for the forty key months of the Second World War". He presented four budgets to 
Parliament. His first, in July 1940, passed with little notice, and brought into effect some minor 
changes planned by his predecessor. Of more long-lasting impact was his creation in the same 
month of a council of economic advisers, the most notable of whom, John Maynard Keynes, was 
quickly recruited as a full-time adviser at the Treasury. Jenkins detects Keynes's influence in Wood's 
second budget, in April 1941. It brought in a top income tax rate of 19s 6d (97½ pence in decimal 
currency) and added two million to the number of income tax payers; for the first time in Britain's 
history the majority of the population was liable to income tax. Keynes convinced Wood that he 
should abandon the orthodox Treasury doctrine that Chancellors' budgets were purely to regulate 
governmental revenue and expenditure; Wood, despite some misgivings on Churchill's part, 
adopted Keynes's conception of using national income accounting to control the economy. With 
the hugely increased public expenditure necessitated by the war – it increased sixfold between 
1938 and 1943 – inflation was always a danger. Wood sought to head off inflationary wage claims 
by subsidising essential rationed goods, while imposing heavy taxes on goods classed as non-
essential. The last change pioneered by Wood as Chancellor was the imposition of Pay As You Earn 
(PAYE) by which income tax is deducted from current pay rather than paid retrospectively on past 
years' earnings. He did not live to see it come into effect; he died suddenly at his London home on 
the morning of the day on which he was due to announce PAYE in the House of Commons. He was 
62. 
He is mentioned in Flight, 16 February 1939: 
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111. Sir Edward Taswell CAMPBELL, 1st Baronet, of Airds, JP, MP (9 April 1879 – Bromley, 
Kent, 17 July 1945). Signed March 1939. 

010 
He was the son of Lieutenant Colonel Frederick Campbell (15 June 1843 – Airds, Sydenham Hill, 
Surrey, 13 September 1926) and wife (m. Christ Church, Paddington, 28 January 1869) Emilie 
Guillamine Maclaine (c. 1847 – Airds, Sydenham Hill, Surrey, 21 July 1928); paternal grandson of Sir 
John Campbell, of Airds. Educated at Dulwich College, Dulwich, London, prior to entering politics 
he served as a Vice Consul in Java between 1914 and 1920. He was elected as Member of 
Parliament (MP) for Camberwell North West in 1924 but was defeated in 1929. He returned to the 
House of Commons in a by-election in 1930 as member for Bromley and sat until his death, which 
occurred during the 1945 general election. Polling took place on 5 July 1945. Campbell died 12 
days later, but nine days before the declaration of the result. He was declared posthumously 
elected on 26 July 1945, provoking a by-election in his Bromley constituency. That contest was won 
by Harold Macmillan. (Coincidentally, Leslie Pym, the member for Monmouth, died exactly the 
same day and was also posthumously elected.) In the House of Commons Campbell served as 
Parliamentary Private Secretary to Sir Kingsley Wood on various occasions between 1931 and 1943, 
and later was PPS to Henry Willink as Minister of Health. Sir Edward Campbell was created a Knight 
Bachelor in 1933 and the 1st Baronet Campbell, of Airds, in the County of Argyll, in the Baronetage 
of the United Kingdom, on 3 July 1939. He also served as Justice of the Peace of Kent. The Air Force 
List for May 1939 shows: 
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112. Sir Folliott Herbert SANDFORD KBE CMG (28 October 1906 – 5 July 1986). Signed 
March 1939. 

010 
The Air Force List for May 1939 shows he was the Private Secretary to the Right Honourable Sir 
Kingsley Wood MP, Secretary of State for Air (who also signed this book on the same day): 

 
Folliott Herbert Sandford, the son of a barrister, was born on 28 October 1906. He was educated at 
Winchester College and New College, Oxford, where he obtained first-class degrees in Classics and 
in Law. He joined the Air Ministry as a civil servant in 1930, working as Principal Private Secretary to 
four Secretaries of State for Air between 1937 and 1940: Viscount Swinton, Sir Kingsley Wood, Sir 
Samuel Hoare and Sir Archibald Sinclair. In 1941 and 1942, he was attached to RAF Ferry Command 
in Montreal, Canada; from 1942 to 1944, he was the secretary to the office of the Resident Minister 
for West Africa. He returned to the Air Ministry in 1944, rising from Assistant Under-Secretary of 
State to become Deputy Under-Secretary of State from 1947 to 1958. He was appointed a 
Companion of the Order of St Michael and St George (CMG) and a Knight Commander of the 
Order of the British Empire (KBE) in 1949. He became a Fellow of New College on his appointment 
as Registrar of the University of Oxford in 1958, succeeding Sir Douglas Veale, and held both 
positions until retiring in 1972. On his retirement, he was appointed an Honorary Fellow of New 
College and Wolfson College, and was awarded an honorary doctorate by the university. He was 
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Master of the Skinners' Company from 1975 to 1976. He was twice married: to Gwendoline (née 
Masters) from 1935 until her death in 1977, and then to Peggy Young (née Odgear) from 1982 until 
her death in 1984. Sandford died on 5 July 1986. The historian Brian Harrison describes him as 
"unobtrusively providing expertise and continuity" and a hard worker, but one who "lacked Veale's 
vision and sense of proportion" and who suffered from having to try to match the standards set for 
the role by Veale. 
113. Squadron Leader Retired Richard Michael TREVETHAN MC MiD (04216). Signed 
March 1939. The Aerodrome, Perth. 

010 
No. 11 Elementary and Reserve Flying Training School was based at the Municipal Aerodrome, 
Perth and operated by Airwork Ltd. M.C. LG 17 September 1917. He was a 13 victory ‘Ace’. ‘T./2nd 
Lt. Richard Michael Trevethan, Gen. List and R.F.C. For conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty 
when on offensive patrols. He has continuously displayed the greatest dash and determination in 
attacking enemy formations, regardless of their superiority in numbers, and has shot down at least 
four, driving others down out of control.’ M.I.D. LG 22 December 1919 (North Russia). Order of St 
Anne, 2nd class with swords, confirmed by PRO records, for services with ‘Syren’ Force. He appears 
in a list signed by Major General Skobe Itzin, commanding troops in the Murmansk district. Richard 
Michael Trevethan, a member of an old Falmouth family, was educated at Falmouth Grammar 
School, Portsmouth Grammar School, and Imperial College of Science, London. In 1913 he was 
nominated for the Paymaster branch of the Royal Navy, but subsequently obtained a commission 
in the South Lancashire Regiment and was seconded to the Royal Flying Corps in 1916. He flew in 
France as an FE2D pilot with 20 Squadron, quickly making a name for himself. He claimed his first 
kill on 2 June, 1917, and in a little over 3 months brought his total to 13 enemy Albatros scouts 
destroyed or driven down out of control. At least nine of these kills were made with his regular 
Observer, Lieutenant C. A. Hoy. Trevethan was presented with his Military Cross in the field by 
General Sir Herbert Plumer on 17 August 1917, but on 18 September, flying one of the new two-
seater Bristol fighters with which the Squadron had been re-equipped, he was wounded, bringing 
his successful run to an end. He returned to England to recover from his wounds and does not 
appear to have flown again during the war. In 1919, however, Trevethan served in North Russia as 
part of the combined British ‘Syren’ Force, being mentioned in despatches and awarded the Order 
of St Anne. After the war, Trevethan specialised in meteorology, became Senior Meteorological 
Officer, Iraq, 1926-29, carrying out a vital role in the forging of links between Iraq and Britain. From 
1930-33 he commanded the Reconnaissance Squadron, Far East, H.M.S. Hermes, and then 
commanded the Flying and Parachute Test Squadron, Home Aircraft Depot, 1934-35. In 1937 he 
left the R.A.F., having been appointed Air Advisor to the Kwantung Government in China, but was 
attached to the Admiralty during the second world war, serving as mate and second officer in Royal 
Navy small ships. Wing Commander Trevethan held the speed record in service aircraft for non-
stop flight from Scotland to the South Coast for 11 years, and was also the unbeaten wrestling 
champion of all three Forces, and also boxing champion of the R.A.F. for a time. He became a 
Fellow of the Royal Meteorological Society, a fellow of the Royal Geographical Society, and for 
many years was Superintendent of Falmouth Observatory. He died at the Royal Cornwall Hospital, 
Treliske, aged 76 years. One of his Combat Reports indicates he was in a dog fight with 
Richthofen’s squadron. His group of five medals were sold for £2,600 on 18 June 1997. 
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114. Acting Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Hugh GARNELL (70897). Signed March 
1939. No 8 FTS Montrose. 

 010 
From Clay Blair’s Hitler’s U-Boat War: The Hunters 1939-1942, Crown Publications, 2000: 
“Still on his first patrol out of Germany, Johannes Lieb in U-332 received orders to refuel in Vigo, 
the go into the Mediterranean. While approaching the coast on December 6, U-332 was detected 
and bombed by a Catalina of British Squadron 202, piloted by Hugh Garnell, who called in ASW 
surface ships. Liebe escaped these pursers, but two days later, December 9, another British aircraft 
found and bombed or depth-charged U-332, inflicting such heavt damage that Liebe was forced to 
abort to France. Later in the war, airman Garnell was killed in the South Pacific.” 
He died on 3 March 1942, aged 32, while flying for 205 Squadron. His eight-man Catalina crew had 
disembarked from Tung Song at Tjilatjap. The flying boat FV-N arrived at Broome on the morning 
of 3 March 1942 carrying them as second crew. At 9.50 am, a Japanese air attack destroyed all 
fifteen flying boats still on the water in Broome harbour. Garnell’s crew were still aboard the 
Catalina. He and three others were killed instantly, Flying Officer Man Mohan Singh was drowned, 
and two were wounded. 
From http://www.ozatwar.com/wa12.htm: 
On 3 March 1942, many refugees from Java and the Celebes had started to arrive in Dornier flying 
boats at Broome in Western Australia. They were then due to be evacuated to the south and east 
areas of Australia. A Japanese Navy Kawanishi H6K4 reconnaissance flying boat had been spotted 
over Broome the previous day. It flew over the town of Broome at 12,000 feet before turning out to 
sea. There were no fighter aircraft based in the area, so its passage over the town was not rushed. 
At 9:20am on 3 March 1942, nine pale grey Japanese Mitsubishi A6M2 Zero fighter aircraft and a 
single Mitsubishi C5M2 command reconnaissance and navigational aircraft of the 3rd Ku, arrived 
over Broome after leaving their base at Koepang in Timor. Six of the Zeros stayed low while the 
other three Zeros acted as "top cover". The pilots of the "top cover" Zeros were Navy Lieutenant 
Zenziro Miyano, Sergeant Takashi Kurano and Private Zempei Matsumoto. Miyano was the leader 
of the Japanese raiding party. He later went on to claim 16 planes shot down before he was killed 
in action at Guadalcanal on 16 June 1943. 
A Zero, piloted by Warrant Officer Osamu Kudo immediately shot down USAAF B-24A Liberator, 
"Arabian Nights", #40-2370, piloted by Kester just after it went over the beach after takeoff. It 
crashed into the sea about 10 miles from Broome (Map Reference 17.50 - 122.08), about 7 miles off 
Cable Beach. It was carrying 33 wounded from Java which included twenty USAAF personnel, 19 of 
whom did not survive the crash. Lt. William E. Ragsdale was the co-pilot of "Arabian Nights". They 
were on their way to Perth. Another source shows this B-24 as #74. The aircraft broke in half. At 
least two personnel survived the initial crash. They were Staff Sergeant Melvin Donoho and Staff 
Sergeant Willard J. Beatty. They stayed together and swam towards the shore. They started 
swimming at about 10 am that day and were still together later the next afternoon. They somehow 
became separated and Donoho made it shore and struggled to the airfield where he was found 
naked, sunburnt and severely exhausted. Staff Sergeant Beatty, in a very bad state, was found on 
the beach by a shore patrol. He was rushed to Perth but died. 

http://www.ozatwar.com/wa12.htm
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The Japanese aircraft then destroyed 15 flying boats anchored in the shallow harbour. They then 
strafed the airfield and destroyed two B-17 Flying Fortresses, two RAAF Hudsons, another B-24 
Liberator #40-2373, Lockheed Lodestar LT-918 of the Netherlands East Indies - Air Force, and a 
civilian Dutch Dakota DC-3 PK-ALO of KNILM (Netherlands East Indies KLM). One of the Lockheed 
Hudsons belonged to 14 Squadron RAAF, which was based at Pearce in Western Australia. F/Sgt 
Harry Simpson (RAAF), was the radio operator of one of the Lockheed Hudsons destroyed in the 
attack. When the raid was finished, numerous ground installations and motor vehicles were left 
burning or badly damaged. 
A Japanese Zero, piloted by Warrant Officer Osamu Kudo, was shot down on the beach at the end 
of the raid by a Dutch pilot, F/Lt Gus "Wild Bill" Winckel, using a 7.9 mm machine gun he had taken 
from his LT9-18 Lockheed Lodestar. He stood behind a sawn-off tree and fired the machine gun 
from the hip. He sustained severe burns to his left forearm, which he used to support the barrel of 
the machine gun. 
A Dutch Dakota DC-3 PK-AFV, "Pelikaan", of the KNILM (Netherlands East Indies KLM) was also 
shot down at Carnot Bay, 60 miles from Broome while the three "top cover" Zeros were returning 
along the coast towards Timor. The Dakota was on an evacuation flight from Bandung, in Java to 
Australia. A lot of mystery surrounds the crash of this Dakota. It carried a box of diamonds worth 
£300,000. They could not be found after the crash. The other DC-3, PK-ALO, which had landed in 
Broome, also had a similar package, in the hands of a courier of the NEI Government, stamped full 
with lacquer seals. As indicated above, PK-ALO was strafed by the Japanese Zero´s and burned 
completely. The package was also lost. 
Approximately 70 civilians and Allied servicemen were dead or missing in this bombing raid at 
Broome. As the Dornier Flying Boats were loaded up with evacuees (most of them women and 
children) from Java, there were at least 70 people killed by the Zero´s and whilst swimming through 
burning oil. Only 25 persons were buried at the cemetery at Karrakatta, on Railway Road, Nedlands 
near Perth. Another Dornier Do-24K Flying Boat, X-36, made a forced landing south of Broome 
during the night of 2/3 March 1942 at a place called Anna Plains. It had been heading for Broome 
with the above five Dutch Dorniers. 
The two RAF Catalinas from 205 Squadron RAF had both arrived from Tjilatjap, Java, the morning of 
the Japanese air raid. 
From http://www.pacificwrecks.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=1272&start=15: 
Zero Hour in Broome – the untold story that should not have been retold? 
Dr Silvano Jung, Principal, Ellengowan Enterprises – archaeological consultant 
Book Review: Tom Lewis and Peter Ingman, 2010. Zero Hour in Broome: the untold story of the 
attacks on northwest Australia in 1942. Avonmore Books, Kent Town, South Australia, 2010, soft 
cover, 184 pages, ISBN 9780957735156. 
Background: The Royal Netherlands Naval Air Service (MLD) remembers 3 March 1942 as the 
darkest day in its history. On that day the Japanese used a ‘surgeon’s knife’ (a single air group 
consisting of only ten aircraft), as opposed to the 188 aircraft ‘hammer’ used in the Darwin air raids 
12 days earlier, to attack Broome for the first time. It became Australia’s third most devastating air 
raid. The Japanese flew from Kupang (West Timor). Their mission: to destroy all aircraft at the 
Broome aerodrome and surrounding area, thereby closing the aerial escape route from Java. On 
arriving, they were shocked at the sight on Broome’s Roebuck Bay; fifteen Allied flying boats were 
anchored on the water. The Allies too were caught off guard, although many realised the previous 
night’s Japanese aerial reconnaissance must have been a precursor to an attack the next day. 1st 
Air Private Yasuo Matsumoto (a rare WWII Zero pilot survivor) described the scene of devastation 
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as ‘our great fruits of battle were beyond expectations’. All the flying boats were sunk and six land 
planes were destroyed on the aerodrome. Over 100 people were killed, mostly Dutch women and 
children, evacuees from Java. 
Zero Hour in Broome is a magnificent colour production, with superb line drawings of all the ship 
and aircraft types involved in the story of the Japanese air raids in Western Australia. I would have 
bought it just for some of the rare photographs it contains. For example, a wonderful photograph 
of the United States Navy (USN) Seagull at Broome on page 50. 
Apart from a number of useful, previously unknown pieces in the jigsaw puzzle of the raid’s history, 
there are few new insights to this significant event in Australia’s WWII history. Indeed the book is 
fundamentally flawed by an unverifiable, at times even ludicrous, re-interpretation of historical 
facts. 
On hearing of a new book on the Broome air raid, I was excited at the prospect of reading new 
material, or new perspectives. Sadly the book did not provide these. The authors state that 
previous histories of the raid contain inaccuracies that present a danger in ‘that such false “facts” 
become perpetuated in subsequent historical works and are thus widely accepted given the gilt-
edged reputation of the original source’ (page 137), and then Lewis and Ingman perpetuate those 
same erroneous ‘facts’. 
For a start the book is mistitled. The story of the West Australian Japanese air raids has been 
published elsewhere. ‘Zero Hour’ incidentally, is the title of a website founded by Michael McCarthy 
and Jon Davidson in 2001, ostensibly to provide a website for aviation archaeological researchers 
and conservators. Of note, Perth-based author Mervyn Prime has been researching the raid since 
the 1970s and has produced a booklet called WA’s Pearl Harbour: the Japanese air raid on 
Broome (Broome Historical Society), with subsequent editions entitled Broome’s one day war: the 
story of the Japanese raid on Broome on 3rd March 1942. Stan Gajda’s 1980 article called To ‘identify 
a wartime wreck: seeking the past in the tidal flats of Broome’, Book of Flying, Yaff Publishing 
Group, reports on early digs at wreck sites to establish their identity by finding diagnostic artefacts. 
The West Australian Government, through the Heritage of Western Australia Act 1990, declared the 
Broome flying boat wreck sites as heritage places on 17 April 2003. This West Australian initiative 
represents the first time that located submerged aircraft wreck sites are formally protected as 
heritage sites in Australia. 
Paragraph two in the introduction refers to ‘Qantas’ and continues to throughout the book. Qantas 
had no presence at Broome. During WWII Qantas owned only five Catalina flying boats and they 
were used for the famous Double Sunrise flights between Perth and Ceylon (now Sri Lanka). Qantas 
Empire Airways (QEA), an entirely separate organisation to Qantas, is the proper historical 
designation for the Short Empire flying boats in Australian service just before the Pacific war. From 
Singapore, QEA operated the ‘Kangaroo’ leg of Imperial Airways Limited’s (IAL) aerial route to 
Australia. When IAL and British Airways (BA) merged in 1940, primarily as an exigency of war, the 
new corporation was named British Overseas Airways Corporation (BOAC). The photograph on 
page 14 even shows the BOAC Speedbird symbol at Broome, on the nose of the Short Empire 
flying boat Coriolanus. One of the Short Empire flying boats lost at Broome,Corinna, was a BOAC 
aircraft at the time of its loss, while the second (a former IAL aircraft) was Royal Australian Air Force 
(RAAF). Hence, there were no QEA aircraft lost at Broome either, let alone Qantas. The others were 
nine MLD, two USN and two Royal Air Force (RAF). 
The rehashed reference to the mutual shoot down of a B-17 Liberator and A6M2 Zero is a problem. 
The authors imagine themselves as a Japanese pilot attacking a B-17 Flying Fortress after it had just 
taken off from Broome (pages 14-15). Unfortunately there were only two B-17s at Broome and 
both were on the ground during the attack. In the Lewis and Ingman account, the Japanese pilot is 
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surprised by the appearance of a tail gunner, which damages his Zero to such an extent that it 
crashes somewhere into the sea. The first recorded version of this story was by Lieutenant 
Commander Henry Juta of the MLD, a survivor of the loss of the Catalina Y-67, who states that: 
“I was told that about 10 aircraft had been destroyed by machine gun fire. The 11th aircraft, an 
American Flying Fortress loaded with nurses from Java, had just taken off when it was attacked by 
two Jap sic fighters. The tail gunner of the Fortress shot down one of the fighters but the other 
plastered the Fortress with machine and cannon fire and the Fortress fell into the sea (n.d. The 
Living Past).” 
Then this B-17 magically transmogrifies into a B-24. The caption for the photograph of B-24A 
Liberator 40-2370 (page 15) claims that it is the aircraft shot down off Broome. The original caption 
for this photograph, from Bob Livingston’s 1998 book entitled: Under the Southern Cross: the B-24 
Liberator in the South Pacific, Turner Publishing Company, reads: ‘B-24A 40-2370 at Amberley, 
Queensland, February 1942, preparing to act as escort for P-40s of the 49th FG. Note that the ATC 
logo has been painted out’ (Livingstone, page 19). The original caption has no mention of this 
aircraft’s demise at Broome either at sea or on land. 
By page 21, the authors are convinced of their assumption: ‘Most significantly, it appears that aerial 
combat between W/O Kudo’s Zero and the B-24A Arabian Nights nickname resulted in both planes 
crashing into the ocean’. On page 63 it is claimed that Arabian Nights was well armed. The authors 
contradict themselves (page 45) by stating that B-24A Liberators were ‘configured solely as 
transports’. If they were configured as transports, they would not have been armed. Did they not 
consider the possibility that Arabian Nights may have been unarmed, given it was on an aero-
medical mission from Java and armourments would have restricted space for the wounded? 
Another source that indicates 40-2374 was unarmed is recounted in Bill Bartsch’s 2010 publication 
called Every day a nightmare: American Pursuit Pilots in the Defense of Java, 1941-1942, published 
by Texas A&M University Press. The account is from the personal recollections of the attack on the 
aircraft by its only survivor, Sergeant Melvin Donoho: 
“… heard a ‘funny noise’ above the sound of the four motors and looked up from his position in the 
bottom of the bomb bay. Donoho then saw something that looked like an electric charge for a 
welding arch jumping, coming in one side of the fuselage above his head. It kept hitting the wall 
with splattering fire. ‘Incendiaries,’ he realized. He tried to get as low as he could, then crawled 
forward on the B-24A’s midway catwalk. Other passengers above him were trying to move back to 
the tail to avoid being burned. But the flames had now caught the overhead gas tank and the rear 
of the bomber had become an inferno. ‘It’s all over,’ Donoho figured, and lay down, waiting for the 
inevitable (Bartsch, page 328).” 
Of note is that Donoho did not hear or see any tail gunner firing and that the realisation that they 
were being attacked only occurred to him when he saw incendiaries hitting the fuselage. 
Furthermore, the attack also appeared to be from abeam and not from astern as Lewis and Ingman 
suggest. 
Bartsch (page 328) records that 40-2374 was unarmed and that it carried a crew of only 3, with 19 
passengers – a total of 22 people on board. The crew, of course, would have consisted of pilot, co-
pilot and perhaps a navigator, but certainly no air gunners. Lewis and Ingman only counted the 
total casualties as 19 on the basis that: 
“Comprehensive searches of the database held by the Untied States Defense Prisoner of 
War/Missing Personnel Office (http:www.dtic.mil/dpmo) by the authors in August 2009 confirm 
that the above 19 men is the precise and correct casualty list (page 156).” 
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The authors failed to include Lieutenant Clyde Basie, United States Army Air Corps (page 156). The 
casualty list must be at least 20. Twenty-one in total on board the aircraft including Donoho, who 
survived. Indeed determining any precise casualty list from the raid is nigh on impossible, as there 
were no accurate records kept; the authors were claiming to quantify something that is not 
quantifiable. Later the authors state (page 55) that ‘In recent operations B-24s had carried as many 
as 35 passengers’, but because the wounded took up more space, only 20 could be accommodated 
on that flight. Was the space taken up by stretcher cases or walking wounded? Historians have 
previously suggested 30 to 33 people on board. Only 21 of these people can be verified, but it is 
not inconceivable that the aircraft may have been carrying more. We will never know exactly how 
many. 
The authors fail to identify correctly which B-24 was shot down. According to data from Livingston, 
a highly respected author on the history of B-24s, a primary reference source quotes the following 
accident report from the American Air Force: 
“ACCREP 420303 B-24C 74 Broome, Australia 5 Stafford, Charles A AST At Sea, Australia.” 
The aircraft designation ‘C’ is wrong, but the ‘74’ must refer to B-24A 40-2374. Usually the first 
name in the accident report is the pilot’s, but in this instance it was the doctor’s. The photograph 
(page 15) and line drawing (page 42) are, therefore, not of the B-24A shot down over the sea. 
Furthermore, 40-2374 had no known nickname. Livingston recently shared with me a photograph 
of a B-24A, which had painted below its cockpit the words: ‘Arabian Knight’. The consensus among 
researchers now, in this area of aviation intrigue, is that the B-24A Arabian Knight (not Arabian 
Nights) (serial number 40-2370) was destroyed on the aerodrome. 
The authors also fail to give any credence to the generally accepted claim that it was Lieutenant 
Gus Winckel of the Royal Netherlands Air Force (KLu) who shot down Kudo, while standing but a 
few metres from his aircraft on the aerodrome. The authors state categorically that Matsumoto, 
who ditched his crippled Zero en route to Kupang, lost his aircraft as a result of being hit by 
Winckel’s fire. Winckel did not aim at any aircraft; he simply pointed the machine gun at a point in 
front of him, through which the low flying Zero must pass. Winckel could see the pilot’s face! The 
Zero flew through Winckel’s stream of fire. The authors re-tell Winckel’s shoot down of a Zero in a 
different way: 
“He Winckel mounted the barrel of the gun on one forearm and fired with the other. Aircraft 
machine guns have thin barrels and fast rates of fire as they rely on slipstreams for cooling. 
Apparently he was burnt severely, almost to the bone. One witness said ‘I don’t think he did any 
damage but we all felt much better for his efforts’. Given the difficulties of firing a machinegun in 
such a manner, this was probably the most likely outcome. Nevertheless, it is probable that he hit 
one or more of the attacking Zeros. Private Matsumoto’s Zero was shot through the ‘body tank’ 
over the airfield and later ditched before reaching its base (page 60).” 
Lewis and Ingman’s account of who killed Kudo is contradictory. They explain that Matsumoto was 
hit by Winckel and yet, on page 17, state that his fuel ran out due to his inexperience. In a letter to 
Prime, dated 17 July 1978, Matsumoto never noted that his plane was on fire during his flight back 
to Kupang; he attributed his ditching to fuel exhaustion, and not because of his inexperience, but 
because there were more targets at Broome than anticipated. Given the spirit of the Japanese pilots 
at the time, one would think that they would not have left Broome without destroying all aircraft, 
even if it meant that they wouldn’t have had the fuel to return to base. Winckel’s deadly arc is still 
the most likely explanation for Kudo’s failure to return to base. No one saw Kudo crash, but 
Winckel was adamant that the Zero was hit and that it trailed smoke afterwards. 
Other exciting factual accounts of the raid are omitted. All of the Zeros except for one, which 
returned to Kupang, had bullet holes in them. Winckel could not have hit them all! There was other 
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recorded resistance to the Zeros, not from the land, but from the flying boats. Despite the author’s 
claim that the MLD’s flying boats were ‘Clearly … not in a fighting condition’ (page 58), the MLD’s 
Flight Sergeant Henk Hasselo, pilot of the Dornier X-1, manned a tail gun and fired back until his 
flying boat sank. He recollects hitting at least one Zero, but with no noticeable effect. Most Broome 
researchers overlook the oral history accounts of the active participants, which indicate the flying 
boats in Roebuck Bay were not entirely a passive target. It was a battlefield with fierce machinegun 
exchanges between the Zeros and some of the flying boats. One of the RAF Catalinas tried to 
return fire, but the gunner, Leading Aircraftman Jimmy Bowden, was hit in the face by shrapnel 
from Japanese bullets, before letting off a single round. Bowden survived to tell the tale. 
Other historical inaccuracies are the aircraft service histories. The RAF Catalina serial numbers quote 
in the book ie, FV-N (W8433) and FV-W (W8423), are wrong. Catalina FV-N was a former 202 
Squadron RAF aircraft, with the serial number: AJ154. FV-W was ex-MLD with the serial number Y-
54. Another case in point is the discussion of the two USN Catalinas that were sunk. These 
machines, early model PBY-4s, were differentiated from the other Catalinas in Roebuck Bay, which 
were all late model PBY-5s, not only by their engine diagnostics, but also by other features: ‘They 
were distinguishable by their lack of “bubble” waist blisters (introduced on the last three PBY-4s 
only)’ (page 53). The authors failed to realise that one of these blister-equipped prototypes was lost 
at Broome. This is an important archaeological consideration; the blister equipped PBY-4 is a rare 
aircraft. There are actually two prototype flying boats lost in Broome; the other is the Dornier X-1. 
These wreck sites are significant pieces in Broome’s museum beneath the sea, although 
archaeologists have yet to locate the USN flying boat. 
The PBY-4 line drawing (page 53) has a conspicuous error: early PBY-4s had a rudder with rounded 
trailing edges; later model PBY-5s had a rudder with a straight edge. For an accurate line drawing 
of a Broome USN Catalina, readers should see Louis Dorny’s 2007 US Navy PBY Catalina Units of 
the Pacific War, published by Osprey, which depicts the prototype blister-equipped PBY-4 lost at 
Broome. Aircraft histories presented in the Lewis and Ingman’s Appendix 4 (page 163), furthermore, 
appear to be taken from Joe Baugher’s website, with no effort to verify the data it contains. Not 
only does this website list Arabian Nights as 40-2370, it perpetuates the historical error that it was 
shot down. 
There are also inconsistencies with spelling in the book. The Short Empire flying boat Corinna is 
spelt erroneously asCorrina (page 35). Other errors involve the identification of service military 
personnel. For instance, Pilot Officer Man Mohan Singh, who drowned after his Catalina sank, was 
attached to Number 205 Squadron RAF at the time of his death. The authors not only replicate the 
error from the Singapore memorial, which lists Singh as having been in the Royal Indian Air Force 
(RIAF), but also misquote the service as the Indian Air Force (IAF) (page 59). The RIAF, in 1939, had 
only three squadrons, none of which were equipped with flying boats. The IAF did not come into 
existence until 1950. 
The authors state that ‘the crew of the RAAF Short Empire A18-10 gave some defensive fire before 
the machine was destroyed’ (pages 58, 103 and 104). The authors are referring to Wing 
Commander F.V. Sharpe’s account, but Sharpe was onshore, over a kilometer away, far from A18-
10. No, the crew onboard A18-10 did not return fire. The authors suggest that the guns were easy 
to maneuver: ‘Thus the very simplicity of this set-up enabled some defensive fire to be given’ (page 
58). The aircraft’s armourer, Sergeant Doug Dickson, couldn’t manage to get the stowed 
machineguns into action before the aircraft’s starboard wing was chopped off by cannon fire. They 
were caught completely by surprise. In a letter to Rae Howard, the then Secretary of the Broome 
Historical Society, Dickson recalls that: 
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“Frank Russell our 2nd wireless operator followed me aft to help me get my guns up to the shelf 
we stood on, to protrude through a hatch in the top and mount the guns as I had them down for 
cleaning prior to take off. Just then there was another large explosion and Frank said as he could 
not swim would I help him launch the small boat or dinghy as we knew it, however, I had driven a 
spike into its supporting craddle sic the day before to stop it bouncing around and we found it 
impossible to extract. I glanced around for something to lever it out with and when I looked back 
Frank had gone, he had dived out of the hatch where we would have launched the dinghy, with his 
tin hat on a pair of shorts and in a very short space of time he was at least 10 metres past the wing 
tip doing about 14 knots, for a bloke that could not swim he was doing real well (Dickson, 1992).” 
We’ve seen inaccuracies in the 40-2374 casualty list. Casualty data provided for the flying boats is 
equally amiss. Johannes and Jeannette Lokman, for example, both survived and yet, are included in 
the casualty list. Tragically, four of their five children died, but only three are listed. The problem is 
the authors’ failure to question the veracity of their source material. The casualty list they quote is 
from the Allied War Memorial in Bedford Park, Broome, unveiled in 1992 for the fiftieth anniversary. 
Much information has come to light since then. 
In conclusion, the authors have produced a body of work that fails in its stated goal to address the 
inaccuracies of historians on the Broome attack and have, therefore, scuttled their own boat. As a 
coffee table book, with its impressive array of photographs, maps and coloured line drawings, it will 
appeal to those who have not heard of the raid. 
But what a pity, Lewis and Ingman had an opportunity to offer the families of the people killed in 
the raid a book that may have helped to explain what really happened to their loved ones. Instead, 
it makes the mists of time cloudier than the waters of Roebuck Bay. Generally ignored in this book, 
the survivors and their families will get no sense of closure from it. 
Annex: Silvano Jung graduated with a Ph.D. in 2009 from Charles Darwin University, Darwin. His 
thesis is entitled: Australia’s Undersea Aerial Armada: the aviation archaeology of World War II 
flying boats lying in Roebuck Bay, Broome, Western Australia. Since 2004, Jung has published four 
papers on the results of his research in the Bulletin of the Australasian Institute for Maritime 
Archaeology. 
115. A RARE SIGNATURE Acting Pilot Officer [later Squadron Leader] Vernon Maxwell 
BRIGHT (41250). Signed March 1939. No 8 FTS Montrose. 

010 
Battle of Britain pilot. 
From http://www.bbm.org.uk/Bright.htm: 
Vernon Maxwell Bright joined the RAF on a short service commission in August 1938 and after 
training was posted to 229 Squadron at Digby when it reformed on 6th October 1939. Over 
Dunkirk on 29th May 1940, Bright destroyed a Me109 and two days later he claimed a probable 
Me110. On 11th September he claimed a Me109, on the 15th he shared a He111 and on the 27th 
another He111 and a shared Ju88. 
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229 Squadron - L to R: Du Vivier, Smith WA, Bright, Mitchell RR, Ravenhill, Barry, Linney, Brown RC, 
Merryweather, Riley W and Ripley 
According to http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=140377, on 24 September 1942, he 
was killed whilst flying in Beaufighter VIC EL329/G of the AAEE. The Beaufighter was involved in 
Rocket Projectile firing trials being held near Bulford Camp. The pilot found that the trial could not 
be completed and flew over the camp rocking the Beaufighter's wings to indicate to those on the 
ground that he was returning to Boscombe Down. The plane headed in the direction of the airfield, 
but was then seen to roll suddenly and dive into the ground. It crashed on the camp parade 
ground and was destroyed. Both occupants (Sqn-Ldr Vernon Maxwell Bright 41250 RAF (26), Test 
pilot; and LAC Robert Francis Brown 154807 RAFVR (20), Armourer) were killed. Bright was 26 and 
was cremated at Southampton Crematorium. 
116. A RARE SIGNATURE Acting Pilot Officer [later Wing Commander] Brendan Eamonn 
Fergus FINUCANE DSO DFC** (16 October 1920 — 15 July 1942). Signed March 1939. No 8 
FTS Montrose. 

 010 
Battle of Britain pilot. 
Known as Paddy Finucane, he was an Irish Royal Air Force fighter pilot. He was a high scoring 
Second World War flying ace claiming 26 victories (plus six shared) and was the RAF's youngest 
Wing Commander in its history. Paddy Finucane was born in 1920, the first child of Thomas and 
Florence Finucane, in Rathmines, Dublin; he was the eldest of five siblings. His father was a member 
of the Irish Volunteers and had served under Éamon de Valera's command in the 1916 rising in 
Dublin. He was educated at Synge Street and O'Connell School schools, and later at Cardinal 
Vaughan Memorial School in London, after his family emigrated to England in 1936. Finucane 
joined the Royal Air Force in May 1938. After flying training and conversion to the Supermarine 
Spitfire he was posted as a Pilot Officer to No. 65 Squadron RAF at RAF Hornchurch in 1940. 
Finucane claimed his first victory in the Battle of Britain on 12 August 1940, a Messerschmitt Bf 109. 
No. 65 Squadron RAF was rested at the end of August 1940 and did not return to 11 Group until 
November. Flying from RAF Tangmere, by year's end, Finucane had claimed four Bf 109s and a 
Messerschmitt Bf 110. A year later in April 1941, he was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross 
and posted as a Flight commander to the newly formed Australian No. 452 Squadron Royal 
Australian Air Force at RAF Kirton-in-Lindsey, the first RAAF Squadron to serve in Fighter 
Command. The Squadron made its debut on operations in July 1941. Finucane added 17 fighter 
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claims to his score by his 21st birthday in October 1941, also being awarded a Distinguished Service 
Order. In January 1942, Finucane was given command of No. 602 Squadron RAF at RAF Redhill. On 
20 February 1942, Finucane was slightly wounded in the leg during a strafing mission with his new 
command. Four Focke Wulf Fw 190s fell to his guns in March 1942. Finucane's fame spread beyond 
RAF ranks and "model airplanes of his Spitfire with the vivid green Shamrocks were sold all along 
Piccadilly Circus and The Strand." He became the youngest Wing Commander in the RAF on 27 
June 1942, leading the Hornchurch Wing. Finucane was killed at the age of 21 on 15 July 1942, 
when he was leading the Hornchurch Wing in a fighter "Ramrod" operation (attack by fighters 
using cannon and machine gun against a ground target) targeting a German army camp at Etaples, 
France. He always said that the Luftwaffe would never get him, and coming out at low level, his 
Spitfire was hit by a ground shot from a single machine gun post near Pointe du Touquet which hit 
the radiator of his Spitfire. He flew slowly out to sea, talking calmly to his comrades as they 
defended the stricken fighter from pursuing German fighter planes. Finally, when some eight miles 
off Le Touquet, on the French coast, he sent his last message, spoken probably as his engine 
stopped: "This is it, chaps." He crashed from about three metres above the sea, and his Spitfire sank 
at once. By the time of his death he had claimed a total of 26 aircraft destroyed, six shared 
destroyed and eight probably destroyed. A rose, Spitfire Paddy, grown by horticulturalist Seán 
McCann, was named in Finucane's memory. In November 2004, the rose was planted in the 
memorial garden in Baldonnel Aerodrome in Dublin (home of the Irish Air Corps) beside the 
garrison church. The ceremony was attended by members of the RAF Association and the Air 
Corps. Corgi (the die cast model manufacturer) created in 1/72 scale, his Spitfire complete with 
shamrock. The model depicts his aircraft in which he achieved most of his victories when he flew 
with 452 Squadron Royal Australian Air Force in 1941. Finucane's name is inscribed on the Air 
Forces Memorial at Runnymede. The memorial commemorates airmen who were lost in the Second 
World War and who have no known grave. The Battle of Britain Memorial on London's 
Embankment also includes his name as one of The Few. His flying logbook can be viewed in the 
Soldiers and Chiefs exhibition in the National Museum of Ireland at Collins Barracks, on loan from 
the Finucane family. His uniform is on display at the RAF Museum in Hendon, London. 
117. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Herbert Geoffrey MOSSFORD MiD (37911). 
Signed March 1939. RAF Abbotsinch. 

 010 
Listed in the LG, 8 June 1937, 4 July 1939, 22 September 1944, 8 October 1940 and 15 October 
1948. The Operations Record Book for RAF Davidstow Moor has these entries: 
12 February 1942: Weather heavy mist, rain, visibility nil. Gale warning later. S/O Grieg, 19 Group C 
& C officer, inspected the S & C publications. S/Ldr H G Mossford, 279 Sqn attached. 
9 June 1943: Weather, fog and drizzle. Visibility generally poor. F/O Wingfield GD posted 
Harrowbeer. F/O Ryzak Sigs posted from Bircham Newton. S/Ldr Tollemache GD to Chivenor, re-
joining 612 Squadron. S/Ldr Mossford, F/O Sherwood, P/O Tuft, F/O Peters, GD to Harrowbeer for 
ASR duties. Returned same day. Waring posted Chivenor. 304 Squadron move completed from 
Docking. 
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118. Flight Lieutenant [later Group Captain] Patrick Bruce Bine OGILVIE DSO DFC (36025). 
Signed March 1939. RAF Peshawar. 

 010 
From The Times, Thursday, Jul 06, 1939 
“SQUADRON LEADER P. B. B. OGILVIE AND MISS P. L. BELLAIRS. The marriage arranged between 
Patrick Bruce Bine Ogilvie and Pamela Lavender Bellairs will take place quietly today at Dinton, 
Wiltshire.” 
His DFC Citation was published in Flight, 10 April 1941: 
“In March, 1941, this officer undertook an important daylight reconnaissance with 15 Squadron and 
obtained the most valuable results. In the execution of this task, Squadron Leader Ogilvie displayed 
exceptional navigational skill throughout the Flight, over 1,100 miles. As commanding officer of the 
unit, Squadron Leader Ogilvie has set a splendid example both in the air and on the ground, and 
his courage and determined leadership have been outstanding. He has completed fifteen daylight 
reconnaissances, often under difficult conditions, obtaining excellent results on many occasions.” 
From http://www.thepeerage.com/p44013.htm: 
“G/Capt. Patrick Bruce Bine Ogilvie was born on 14 January 1910. He was the son of Herbert Ogilvie 
and Audrey Bine. He married Pamela Lavender Bellairs, daughter of Lt.-Cdr. Tom Claud McKenzie 
Bellairs, before 1944.1 He died on 11 December 1944 at age 34, missing in a Spitfire over the North 
Sea. He was educated between 1923 and 1928 at Charterhouse School, Godalming, Surrey, 
England. 
He was a researcher between 1931 and 1933 at Glasgow University, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, Scotland. 
He was decorated with the award of the Companion, Distinguished Service Order in March 1941. 
He was decorated with the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross in January 1942. 
He fought in the Second World War, and was mentioned in despatches three times. He gained the 
rank of Group Captain in July 1944 in the service of the 34 Wing, Royal Air Force.” 
From http://www.universitystory.gla.ac.uk/biography/?id=WH0653&type=P: 
“Wing Commander Patrick Bruce Bine Ogilvie was a researcher in Science at the University from 
1931 to 1933. During the war he served with RAF bomber squadrons. Ogilvie won the DSO and was 
mentioned in despatches three times. He was awarded the DFC on 9 January 1942 for his role 
flying with 15 Squadron in the bomber raid on the German pocket battleships Gneisenau and 
Scharnhorst anchored at Brest in France. He died on 11 December 1944.” 

http://www.thepeerage.com/p44013.htm
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From The Glasgow Herald of 1 April 1941: 

 
119. A RARE SIGNATURE Flying Officer [later Wing Commander] Alexander Coultate 
RABAGLIATI DFC* (37209). Signed March 1939. RAF Usworth. 

 010 
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Battle of Britain pilot. South African fighter ace with 7 kills. 46 and 126 Squadrons. Rabagliati was 
Wing Leader at Coltishall from 11 May 11 1943 and normally led the Spitfires based there. 
On 6 July 1943, he was leading the Typhoons based at Matlaske, which also came under his 
command, and was flying EK273 of 195 Squadron when he was shot down and killed (see Aces 
High). 
His DFC Citation was announced in the LG, 22 October 1940: 
“This officer has led his flight and Squadron in many engagements against the enemy during which 
he has destroyed five enemy aircraft and damaged others. He has shown magnificent leadership 
and courage.” 
From http://www.bbm.org.uk/Rabagliati.htm: 
Alexander Coultate Rabagliati was born in 1914 in Durban, South Africa where his father was an 
expert in tropical diseases. He was educated at Westerleigh School, St. Leonards-on-Sea and 
Charterhouse. After completing an aircraft engineering course he joined the RAF on a short service 
commission in April 1935. He was posted to 2 FTS Digby on 7th May and joined No.1 Squadron at 
Tangmere on 4th March 1936. 
Rabagliati was posted to 27 Squadron in India on 15th December 1936. He returned to the UK in 
1939 and joined No. 1 AACU as a Flight Commander. On 28th May 1940 he arrived at 6 OTU Sutton 
Bridge and after converting to Hurricanes he was posted to 46 Squadron at Digby on 15th June as 
a Flight Commander. 
Rabagliati claimed a Me110 destroyed and probably another on 18th August, damaged two Ju88's 
on 3rd September, destroyed a Me109 on the 5th, damaged two Do17's on the 7th, destroyed 
another Me109 on the 14th, got a probable Do17 on the 18th, destroyed a Me110 and a Ju88 on 
the 27th and destroyed Me109's on 29th October and 8th November. He was awarded the DFC 
(gazetted 22nd October 1940). 
In December 1940, Rabagliati took command of 46 Squadron. On 22nd May 1941 the squadron 
pilots and aircraft sailed in HMS Argus for Gibraltar, where they transferred to the Ark Royal and 
then sailed into the Mediterranean. They flew off to Hal Far, Malta on 6th June. 

 
On the 11th, Rabagliati shared in the destruction of a SM79, on the 12th destroyed a CR42, on the 
22nd damaged a Mc200, damaged a SM79 on the 25th, destroyed a Mc200 and damaged another 
SM79 on the 27th. The ground personnel of 46 Squadron had gone on to Egypt and remained 
there. 
On 28th June 1941, the pilots in Malta formed the nucleus of a new squadron, 126, with Rabagliati 
as CO. On 9th July the squadron made an attack on the flying boat base at Syracuse and at least 
ten aircraft were damaged on the water. 
Rabagliati destroyed a Z506B on 10th August, damaged another on the water at Syracuse on the 
16th, damaged another on the water at Augusta on the 20th and destroyed Mc200's on the 26th 

http://www.bbm.org.uk/Rabagliati.htm
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and 4th September. He was promoted on 8th August, appointed Wing Commander Flying at Ta 
Kali and awarded a Bar to the DFC (LG, 31st October 1941). 
On 12th November, Rabagliati destroyed a Ju87 in the air and a CR42 on the ground, on 21st 
December destroyed a Mc202, on 17th January 1942 and 11th February he damaged Ju88's, on the 
15th claimed a Me109 destroyed and on 9th March he probably destroyed another. 
Rabagliati left by air for Egypt on 15th March 1942, flew down to Cape Town and embarked on a 
ship there for the UK. After a spell at HQ Fighter Command as Wing Commander Tactics, he went 
on a course at RAF Staff College. In October 1942 Rabagliati was appointed Station Commander at 
Fairwood Common. 
In early May 1943, he became Wing Leader at Coltishall. Flying from Ludham, Norfolk on 6th July 
1943, Rabagliati was leading 195 Squadron on a shipping strike. His Typhoon IB EK273 was shot 
down by a flak ship off Den Helder and went down into the sea. 
He is commemorated on the Runnymede Memorial, panel 118. 
On 2nd November 1940, Rabagliati had married Rhoda May Bourgein, a daughter Mary was born 
on 12th January 1942. 
120. Lieutenant Frederick Richard LUCAS. Signed March 1939. 

 010 
According to the LG, 1 February 1938, he was a lieutenant in the Royal Regiment of Artillery. 
According to papers stored in the Midlothian Council archives, the Lucas family were medical 
doctors who lived in the Midlothian area from 1840 to the 1960s. Robert Lucas (1769-1835) ran a 
successful grocery business in Edinburgh and was appointed a burgess of Edinburgh in March 
1797. The first of the family to come to Midlothian was Dr John Lucas (1807-1869), the son of 
Robert. He graduated from the University of Edinburgh in 1828 and married Sarah Ferme (? -1898) 
in February 1841. Dr and Mrs Lucas were living in Gorebridge at the time of the 1841 census and 
ten years later they had moved to Dalkeith. Amongst their children was Robert Lucas (1846-1905) 
who graduated in medicine from the University of Edinburgh around 1870. He was elected a 
member of the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh in 1878, and received a Fellowship in 
1892. He lived and practised in Dalkeith and amongst many interests he was Surgeon Major to the 
Volunteer battalion of the Royal Scots. He served on Dalkeith Town Council and was a member of 
the Foresters‟ Friendly Society. In 1878, he married Margaret Elliot Paterson and had four sons. The 
second was Frederick Richard Lucas (1884-1955) who became the third Dr Lucas. Frederick 
attended George Watson’s College in Edinburgh and the University of Edinburgh where he 
graduated around 1910. In 1913, he served as ship’s surgeon on the training ship Mersey and 
travelled to Australia and back. He was a Territorial soldier and served in the 9th Royal Scots in the 
First World War. He was wounded in 1915 and mentioned in dispatches in February 1917. After the 
war, Frederick became a ship’s doctor and served on White Star liners. He continued his medical 
career in London, becoming senior hospital medical officer of University College London, and later 
consultant at several London hospitals. He was active in the Scouts movement and also in Church 
of Scotland affairs. Although his career was spent away from Dalkeith, Frederick retained close 
connections with the town. His younger brother, Robert Ferme Lucas (1890-1962), attended George 
Watson’s College and served in the Royal Artillery in the First World War. He lived most of his life in 
Dalkeith where he became manager of the Bank of Scotland on the High Street. 
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121. Pilot Officer George Buchanan BAKER. Signed March 1939. 78(B) Squadron RAF 
Dishforth. 

 010 
According to Flight, 27 July 1939, P/O George Buchanan Baker, P/O Joseph Murray Brockbank, and 
Sgt. Phillip Mealing lost their lives in an accident which occurred at Scarborough on July 21 to an 
aircraft of No. 166 Squadron. 
122. William A DOIG. Signed March 1939. York Place, Newburgh, Cupar, Fife. 

 010 
From http://bbhsfpa.weebly.com/uploads/1/1/7/3/11737452/section_i_fps.pdf: 
WILLIAM A DOIG entered Bell Baxter High School, Cupar, Fife in 1934. He joined the Royal Air Force 
after leaving School, training as a statistician. On leaving the Service in 1946 he took an Arts Course 
at St Andrews. After attending Queen's College and Teachers' Training College from 1946-49, he 
spent nearly 35 years as teaching, the last 28 years of them as a Headmaster. 
MARJORY M DONALD entered BBS in 1932. She became a Hairdresser and Housewife. She married 
William A Doig. 
RAF Leuchars is 18 miles from his home address and 8 miles from his school. 
The Air Force List for January 1938 shows a Warrant Oficer named John Doig who joined the RAF 
on 1 April 1934 and was in the Maintenance Unit, Aircraft Depot, Karachi, India. The Air Force List 
for January 1938 and for March 1939 show him with No 5 (Bomber) Group at RAF Station, 
Thornaby in Yorkshire. 
123. ? ? THOMSON. Signed March 1939. Longcroft, Esher. 

 010 
Could this be Squadron Leader [later Air Commodore] Donald Leslie Thomson DSO DSC or 
Squadron Leader John St John Thomson (37872)? 
From http://www.number59.com/new_59/memorial/memorial_thomson_jsj.html: 
John St John Thomson was killed in action on 21 April 1942. 
A letter, dated 24 October 1942, to his wife was addressed to 122 Sternhold Avenue, Streatham 
Hill, SW2. Another letter, dated 27 April 1942, to his wife was addressed to Micawber Cottage, 
Copperfield Crescent, Gadds Hill, Higham, Kent. It is unlikely that this is the signature of John St 
John Thomson. 

http://bbhsfpa.weebly.com/uploads/1/1/7/3/11737452/section_i_fps.pdf
http://www.number59.com/new_59/memorial/memorial_thomson_jsj.html
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124. POSSIBLY Air Commodore Cyril Montague HEARD CBE (15 September 1905 – 1 May 
1956) (16196). Signed March 1939. No 25 (Armament) Group, RAF Eastchurch. 

 010 
The Air Force List for February 1939 shows the following air staff. 

 
The best match is Squadron Leader C M Heard. Plt Off: 16 Dec 1925, Fg Off: 16 Jun 1927, Flt Lt: 5 
Nov 1930, Squadron Ldr: 1 Apr 1937, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Mar 1940, Act Gp Capt: 11 Feb 1942, (T) Gp 
Capt: 1 Mar 1942, Wg Cdr (WS): 9 Aug 1942, Wg Cdr: 20 Nov 1942 1 Oct 1941, Act A/Cdre: 28 Apr 
1945?, Gp Capt: 1 Oct 1946, A/Cdre: Retained. He was one of the earliest of 'Trenchard's Brats'. He 
was awarded a cadetship to the RAF College at Cranwell which he represented at Fencing, attained 
the rank of Flight Cadet Corporal and was awarded the Humanities Prize on graduation. 
125. Archibald Henry Macdonald SINCLAIR, 1st Viscount Thurso KT CMG PC (22 October 
1890 – 15 June 1970). Signed 8 September 1940. Air Ministry. 

011 
Known as Sir Archibald Sinclair between 1912 and 1952, and often as Archie Sinclair, he was a 
British politician and leader of the Liberal Party. Sinclair served on the Western Front during the 
First World War and rose to the rank of Major in the Guards Machine Gun Regiment. He served as 
second-in-command to Winston Churchill when Churchill commanded the 6th Battalion of the 
Royal Scots Fusiliers in the Ploegsteert Wood sector of the Western Front in 1916, after Churchill 
had resigned as First Lord of the Admiralty. They formed a lasting friendship that would become a 
significant political alliance in later decades. From 1919 to 1921 he served as Personal Military 
Secretary to Churchill when he returned to the Cabinet as Secretary of State for War, then 
accompanied him to the Colonial Office as Private Secretary. In 1922 Sinclair entered the House of 
Commons as a Liberal Member of Parliament for Caithness and Sutherland, supporting David Lloyd 
George and defeating the incumbent Liberal supporter of H. H. Asquith. His constituency was the 
largest, in terms of area, in the United Kingdom. He rose through the Liberal ranks as the party 
shrank in Parliament, becoming Chief Whip by 1930. In 1931 the Liberal Party joined the National 
Government of Ramsay MacDonald and with Sinclair appointed Secretary of State for Scotland. He 
was sworn of the Privy Council at the same time. The following year he, together with other Liberal 
ministers, resigned from the government in protest at the Ottawa Conference introducing a series 
of tariff agreements. Sinclair and the Liberal leader, Sir Herbert Samuel, were thus the last Liberal 
politicians to sit in the Cabinet until 2010. In the 1935 general election, Samuel lost his seat. Sinclair 
became the party's leader at the head of only twenty MPs. With the party now clearly marginalised 
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as the third party on the fringe, with few distinct domestic policies, with a parliamentary party that 
was primarily a collection of individuals elected as much for themselves as for their party, and with 
the separate Liberal Nationals offering competition amongst Liberal inclined voters, Sinclair fought 
to make the Liberals once more a relevant force in British politics, taking up the issues of 
opposition to the continental dictatorships and working closely with Winston Churchill who was a 
backbencher at that time and generally shunned by his Conservative Party. When Churchill formed 
an all-party coalition government in 1940, Sinclair became Secretary of State for Air. However he 
did not sit in the small War Cabinet, though he was invited to attend meetings discussing any 
political matter. As Secretary for Air, he played a leading role in planning the firebombing and 
destruction of Dresden. He remained a minister until May 1945 when the coalition ended. In the 
1945 general election, he narrowly lost his seat. His margin of defeat is one of the tightest on 
record - he came third, even though the victor had only 61 votes more than he. There was 
speculation that he might return to the Commons and the leadership, as the Conservative victor in 
his seat had promised to only serve in parliament until the end of war with Japan, a pledge he kept 
modifying to serving just one more year, every year. Sinclair awaited the imminent by-election, 
which never materialised. At the 1950 general election Sinclair again stood for his old seat and 
moved to second place, but in yet another close election, he was 269 votes away from victory. In 
1952, the year of his first stroke, he accepted elevation to the House of Lords as Viscount Thurso, of 
Ulbster in the County of Caithness. He was expected to take up the leadership of the Liberal group 
in the House of Lords, but a much more serious stroke in 1959 left him largely bedridden and in a 
state of precarious health until his death in 1970. 
126. Lieutenant James Maxwell Aymer THOMS RA (99366). Signed 8 September 1940. 
(Posted) Kirkton of Kingoldrum, Kirriemuir, Angus. 

011 
He was born in 1897. The LG, 12 October 1939 announced his promotion to the rank of 2nd 
Lieutenant in the Royal Artillery with effect from 9 September 1939 (the day after he signed this 
book). 
127. Air Chief Marshal Sir Frederick William BOWHILL, GBE KCB CMG DSO* (1 September 
1880 – 12 March 1960). Signed 13 September 1940. Coastal Command HQ. 

011 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Bowhill.htm: 
GBE - 1 Jul 1941, KCB - 1 Jan 1936 (CB - 3 Jun 1935), CMG - 22 Dec 1919, DSO- 22 Feb 1918, Bar - 
3 Jun 1919, FRGS, MiD - 19 Feb 1915, MiD -  5 Apr 1918,MiD - 17 May 1918, MiD -  6 Aug 
1918, MiD - 3 Jun 1919, MiD - 22 Dec 1919,MiD - 31 Mar 1920, SV4SB -  xx xxx 191?, R, C - 1 
Apr  1920, ON (GC) - 24 Sep 1943, LoM (Cdr) - 27 Mar 1945, SO (GC) - 12 Jun 1945, PR1 - 12 Jun 
1945.   
(RNR): - Mid’n: xx xxx 1898, Act Sub-Lt: xx xxx xxxx, Sub-Lt: 19 Dec 1904, Lt: 24 Oct 1911. 
(RN): - Lt: 1 Apr 1913, Flt Lt: 1 Jul 1914, Flt Cdr: 26 Sep 1914, Sqn Cdr: 1 Jan 1916, Wg Cdr: 30 
Jun 1917. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Bowhill.htm
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(RAF): - (T) Lt Col [Maj]: 1 Apr 1918, Wg Cdr: 1 Aug 1919, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1921,A/Cdre: 1 Jul 
1928, AVM: 1 Jul 1931, AM: 1 Jan 1936, (T) ACM: 1 Nov 1939,AVM: 1 Jul 1942, AM: 11 Apr 1943, 
Act (U) ACM: 1 Jul 1942, ACM: Retained. 

 
xx xxx 1896 Midshipman, Merchant Marine 
17 Aug 1912 Attended Central Flying School 
 1 Apr 1913 Appointed as a Lieutenant on the Supplementary List 
17 Apr 1913 Attached to Naval Flying School, NAS Eastchurch 
x Aug1914 Officer Commanding, HMS Empress 

xx Oct 1915 Staff, Air Department of the Admiralty/Officer Commanding RNAS Durban? 
 1 Jan 1916 Officer Commanding, No ? Wing/Sqn RNAS (Mesopotamia) 
 8 Aug 1916 Officer Commanding, No 8 Sqn RNAS (East Africa) 
28 Feb 917 Appointed Head of the Zanzibar Defence Committee 
Jan - Mar 1918 In transit to the UK 
xx xxx 1918 Officer Commanding, RNAS Felixstowe 
xx xxx 1918 Officer Commanding, RNAS/RAF Killingholme 
xx xxx 1918 Officer Commanding, No 62 Wing, Aegean Group RAF 
xx xxx 1918 Member, RAF Detachment, South Russia 
 1 Aug 1919 Awarded Permanent Commission as a Lieutenant Colonel 
30 Oct 1919 Chief Staff Officer, Z-Force - Somaliland 
22 Jan 1920 Removed from the Navy List (effective 1 Aug 1919) 
 4 Jul 1920 Technical Staff Officer, HQ No 29 Group 
 1 Mar 1921 Chief Staff Officer, HQ Coastal Area 
15 Aug 1924 Supernumerary Gp Capt:/Chief Staff Officer, HQ RAF Middle East 
19 Feb 1925 Officer Commanding, RAF Depot Egypt 
11 Oct 1926 SESO, HQ Iraq Command 
 9 Mar 1928 SASO, HQ Iraq Command 
19 May 1929 Director of Organisation and Staff Duties 
4 May 1931 AOC, Fighting Area - ADGB 
31 Jul 1933 Air Member for Personnel 
16 Aug 1937 AOC in C, Coastal Command 
13 Jun 1941 Commander, Ferry Organisation 
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18 Jul 1941 AOC, Ferry Command 
 1 Jul 1942 Retired but re-employed as AVM (Acting ACM (unpaid)) 
25 Mar 1943 AOC in C, Transport Command 
29 Mar 1945 Reverted to Retired List as ACM 
xx xxx 1946 – 
xx xxx 1947 Director of Public Relations 
He gained his Master's Certificate under sail and in 1904 and his RAeC Certificate (No 397) on 21 
January 1913.  On 28 July 1913, he flew Caudron Amphibian, '55' from a trackway aboard HMS 
Hermes underway at 10 knots.  Two weeks earlier, he had been flying its sister '56' when the aircraft 
fell into the sea a mile off shore, forcing him to cling to the wreckage before being rescued by a 
motor launch.   
Whilst commanding the Seaplane carrier HMS Empress, he took part in the Cuxhaven raid on 
Christmas Day 1914 and later the Gallipoli landings.  'Z' Force carried out the first air policing 
operation, the target being an old 'thorn in the British side', "The Mad Mullah" and resulted in his 
exile in a matter of weeks compared with the years of ground fighting which had already ensued 
with no firm result.  The success of the campaign was amongst Trenchard's ammunition when he 
proposed the use of these methods in policing Iraq and other territories. 
As AMP, he proposed the formation of the Women's Auxiliary Air Force (WAAF).  On 28 January 
1936, he was one of three officers representing the Air Council at the funeral of HM King George 
V.  Following the attack on HMS Hood by the German ship, Bismarck, was damaged by Swordfish 
aircraft from HMS Victorious.  However, it then managed to escape detection by its pursuers owing 
to the bad weather.  Bowhill, using his knowledge of the sea, plotted the Bismarck's likely course 
and sent a Catalina to search the area.  Spotted by the Catalina, the British ships were able to 
engage the Bismarck again resulting in her sinking.  After the war, he was the UK Member on the 
Council of the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organisation, Chief Technical Adviser to the 
Ministry of Civil Aviation and later a member of the Air Safety Board, finally retiring from the 
Ministry of Civil Aviation in 1957. 
Citation for the award of the DSO 
"Wing Cdr. Frederick William Bowhill, R.N. 

In recognition of his invaluable services as Comdg. Officer of the R.N.A.S., employed in 
connection with military operations in East Africa.  It is due to his experience and unceasing 
labour that his small unit of the R.N.A.S. has been of such assistance to the military 
operations.  He has instilled a high sense of discipline into those under his orders." 
(LG, 22 Feb 1918) 

 
128. Air Chief Marshal Sir Henry Robert Moore BROOKE-POPHAM GCVO KCB CMG DSO 
AFC (18 September 1878 – 20 October 1953). Signed 13 September 1940. 

011 
He was a senior commander in the Royal Air Force. During World War I he served in the Royal 
Flying Corps as wing commander and senior staff officer. Remaining in the RAF after the War, 
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Brooke-Popham was the first commandant of the RAF Staff College at Andover and later held high 
command in the Middle East. He was Governor of Kenya in the late 1930s. Most notably, Brooke-
Popham was Commander-in-Chief of the British Far East Command only months before Singapore 
fell to Japanese troops. Brooke-Popham was born in England in the Suffolk village of Mendlesham 
on 18 September 1878. His parents were, Henry Brooke, a country gentleman of Wetheringsett 
Manor in Suffolk and his wife Dulcibella who was the daughter of the Reverend Robert Moore. 
Brooke-Popham's education was not atypical of a man entering the British officer class. After 
schooling at Haileybury and officer training at the Royal Military College, Sandhurst, he was 
commissioned in 1898. In January 1926, Brooke-Popham married Opal Mary, the daughter of Edgar 
Hugonin. They later had a son and a daughter. After graduating from Sandhurst in May 1898, 
Brooke-Popham was gazetted to the Oxfordshire Light Infantry in the rank of second lieutenant. As 
a subaltern Brooke-Popham saw action in the Second Boer War during 1899 and 1900 and on 26 
April 1902 he was seconded for duty in South Africa. During his time in South Africa he served in 
the Orange Free State, Transvaal, Orange River Colony and Cape Colony. By 1910 Brooke-Popham 
had returned to Great Britain and attended the Army Staff College at Camberley in that year. 
Brooke-Popham was attached to the Air Battalion of the Royal Engineers during its manoeuvres of 
1911, after which he decided to learn to fly. He attended the flying school at Brooklands and 
gained Royal Aero Club certificate number 108 in July 1911. Upon completion of flying training, 
Brooke-Popham remained an infantry officer. However, in early 1912 he transferred to the Air 
Battalion, taking up duties as a pilot in March. The next month, Brooke-Popham was appointed 
Officer Commanding of the Battalion's Aeroplane Company. With the creation of the Royal Flying 
Corps (RFC) from the Air Battalion on 13 May 1912, Brooke-Popham was transferred to the RFC. He 
was appointed Officer Commanding of No. 2 Squadron; however a week later he was appointed 
Officer Commanding of No. 3 Squadron which effectively put him back in charge of his old 
Squadron as No. 3 Squadron was the successor unit to the Air Battalion's Aeroplane Company. 
Following the outbreak of World War I, Brooke-Popham went to France as the Deputy Assistant 
Adjutant and Quartermaster-General in the headquarters of the Royal Flying Corps where he was 
responsible for the administrative and technical support of the Squadrons deployed in the field. His 
understanding of the importance of air power and its support to land forces led him to criticize the 
lack of adequate air support to the British Expeditionary Force. On 20 November 1914 Brooke-
Popham was appointed Officer Commanding of No. 3 Wing of the RFC. At this time the wing 
consisted of No. 1 and No. 4 Squadrons and on the same day as his appointment, Brooke-Popham 
received a temporary promotion to lieutenant colonel. During the Battle of Neuve Chapelle, 
Brooke-Popham directed his Wing's operation and was later awarded the Distinguished Service 
Order for his actions during the Battle. By 1915 Brooke-Popham was too senior an officer to take 
part in much operational flying, and he had limited experience of air combat. Rather, his energies 
were directed in administrative and organizational activities as he served in several staff posts at 
the RFC's headquarters in France. In May 1915 Brooke-Popham was appointed RFC's Chief Staff 
Officer and in March 1916 he was the Corps' Deputy Adjutant and Quartermaster-General which 
saw Brooke-Popham granted the temporary rank of brigadier-general. With the establishment of 
the Royal Air Force in April 1918, Brooke-Popham was transferred to the newly created Air Ministry 
in London. He served as the Controller of Aircraft Production for the remainder of the War and for 
some months afterwards. In 1919 he served as Director of Aircraft Research. Following the end of 
World War I, Brooke-Popham was decorated for his contribution to the war effort. In January 1919 
he was awarded the Air Force Cross and made a Companion of the Order of St Michael and St 
George. Later in the same year he was appointed a Companion of the Order of the Bath and was 
given a permanent commission in the RAF as a colonel. He was rapidly promoted to air 
commodore when the RAF introduced its own rank system. From 1919 to 1921, Brooke-Popham 
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served as Director of Research at the Air Ministry and in November 1921 he was tasked with 
establishing the RAF Staff College at Andover and he became its first commandant on 1 April 1922. 
In 1925 the Air Defence of Great Britain had been created and it was charged with defending the 
United Kingdom from aerial attack. The following year, Brooke-Popham was posted as Air Officer 
Commanding (AOC) the Fighting Area within the Air Defence of Great Britain and he served in this 
capacity for the next two years. During his time as AOC Fighting Area, Brooke-Popham oversaw the 
establishment of a chain of huge concrete mirrors which were designed for acoustic early warning 
and he received a knighthood in 1927. On 1 November 1928, Brooke-Popham was appointed AOC 
Iraq Command. This high profile position put him in charge of all British forces in Iraq and, when 
the post of high commissioner was vacant, he acted in that capacity as well. The start of 1931 saw 
Brooke-Popham promoted to air marshal and then posted as the first RAF officer to serve as 
Commandant of the Imperial Defence College. Two years later in 1933, he returned to the Air 
Defence of Great Britain, this time in the senior post of Air Officer Commander-in-Chief. Later that 
year Brooke-Popham received the honorary appointment of Principal Aide-de-Camp to the King. In 
1935 he left the Air Defence of Great Britain to become the Inspector-General of the RAF. This was, 
however, a short-lived appointment and he was posted later that year. In late 1935, Brooke-
Popham took up the post of Air Officer Commander-in-Chief RAF Middle East with his 
headquarters in Cairo. His appointment took place not long after the outbreak of the Second Italo-
Abyssinian War in October 1935 and his principal aim was to deter the Regia Aeronautica from 
attacking British territory in north east Africa. In 1937, Brooke-Popham relinquished his command 
and returned to Great Britain, retiring from the RAF on 6 March. Following Italy's occupation of 
Ethiopia, the British Government wanted a military man to hold the post of Governor of Kenya. 
Brooke-Popham was appointed Governor and Commander-in-Chief of Kenya in 1937 and his 
military expertise was useful in helping the colony prepare for a possible war with Italy. Under his 
direction, a plan was devised which concentrated defensive resources on the strategically important 
port of Mombasa which was judged to be the most likely Italian target. Although this left Nairobi 
and the highlands with only limited defences, the barren regions of northern Kenya meant that the 
inland settlements were geographically protected from the Italian threat further to the north. 
Eventually, as the Italian occupation of Ethiopia was characterized by strife and unrest, the threat to 
Kenya dissipated. Brooke-Popham's governorship was also marked by improved relations with the 
settlers. His predecessor had sought to dominate the political and economic life of the colony 
which had aroused repeated opposition from some of the settlers' leaders. However, in courting 
settler opinion, some historians have criticized Brooke-Popham for failing to deal with those 
settlers who wanted to limit African and Asian freedoms in Kenya. In 1939 on the outbreak of 
World War II, Brooke-Popham ordered the internment of all Germans in Kenya, directed that all 
aircraft be commandeered and devised a plan to keep the colony's farms running. On 30 
September 1939 he relinquished the governorship and returned to Great Britain. Brooke-Popham 
rejoined the RAF shortly after his return to Great Britain and only weeks after the outbreak of World 
War II. He was first appointed as head of the RAF's training mission to Canada where he worked on 
the establishment of the Commonwealth Air Training Plan. In 1940 Brooke-Popham was made 
head of the training mission to South Africa where he continued work on the Plan. On 18 
November 1940, at the age of 62, Brooke-Popham was appointed Commander-in-Chief of the 
British Far East Command making him responsible for defence matters in Singapore, Malaya, 
Burma and Hong Kong. This was a considerably more demanding undertaking than any of Brooke-
Popham's many previous appointments. The Command had been newly created and Brooke-
Popham was the first RAF officer to be appointed Commander-in-Chief of a joint command during 
a major world conflict. Additionally, there was a significant gap between the Commander-in-Chief's 
responsibility and his authority, as Brooke-Popham was nominally responsible for all defence 
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matters in the British Far East colonies but the Royal Navy units in these waters did not come under 
his command; rather they reported to their own naval commander-in-chief in London. Furthermore, 
the civil servants in the Far East also did not report to the Commander-in-Chief, working instead for 
ministers in London. With the Japanese threatening in south-east Asia, Brooke-Popham knew he 
had to build up the defences of the region. Those defences which already existed were primarily 
directed towards an attack from the sea and everywhere sufficient forces were lacking. The 
Command's aerial defences were particularly deficient and the priority attached to operations in 
the Middle East meant that British resources were directed elsewhere. During the following year, 
Brooke-Popham struggled without much success to build up defences, get the much-needed 
reinforcements and rectify the unsound command arrangements. In August 1941 Brooke-Popham 
submitted a plan for the defence of Malaya to London for approval. This plan, code-named 
Matador, worked on the basis that the Japanese would land on the east coast of Thailand and then 
advance south. The essence of Operation Matador was that Allied forces would advance into 
Thailand and fight the Japanese there. However, the plan relied upon force levels not available to 
Brooke-Popham and involved violating neutral Thailand with whom a non-aggression pact had 
been signed the previous year. Concern regarding the situation prompted the government in 
London to send Duff Cooper as a special cabinet envoy. Cooper's arrival in September 1941, did 
not help to maintain Brooke-Popham's authority in a difficult situation. On 22 November, with the 
Japanese establishing sea and air bases in southern Indo-China, Brooke-Popham urged London 
that Operation Matador should be put into effect, granting him permission to advance into 
southern Thailand. Brooke-Popham did eventually receive permission on 5 December although 
many conditions were attached. The plan was reworked to take account of the limited forces 
available and on 8 December the war with Japan began. Although it had been agreed in London 
that Brooke-Popham should be replaced as commander-in-chief on 1 November 1941, the change 
was not made because of the critical situation. However, with the war with Japan now unfolding, 
many believed that Brooke-Popham was near to a nervous collapse. The cabinet envoy Duff 
Cooper urged his replacement and London agreed. On 27 December, at the height of the battle for 
Malaya, Brooke-Popham handed over command to Sir Henry Pownall. Brooke-Popham's return to 
Great Britain was closely followed by the fall of Singapore on 15 February 1942. Inevitably, Brooke-
Popham was associated with the collapse and he was publicly attacked by some in Britain as the 
man chiefly responsible for the defeat. In May 1942, Brooke-Popham retired from active service in 
the RAF for the second time. His reputation severely damaged by the events in the Far East, he 
nevertheless continued to serve where he could. At some stage in 1942, Brooke-Popham became 
Inspector-General of the Air Training Corps, a position he continued in until 1945. From 1944 to 
1946, he served as President of the Navy, Army and Air Force Institutes Council. After Brooke-
Popham relinquished his role as President of the Navy, Army and Air Force Institutes Council, he 
lived in retirement. Brooke-Popham died in the hospital at RAF Halton in Buckinghamshire on 20 
October 1953. His funeral took place at St. Edburg's Church in Bicester and he was buried privately 
in Somerset. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Brooke-Popham.htm: 
GCVO - 26 Jul 1935 [6 Jul 1935], KCB - 13 Jun 1927 (CB - 3 Jun 1919), CMG– 31 Jan 1919, DSO - 23 
Jun 1915, AFC - 1 Jan 1919, K St J - 22 Jun 1937, FRAeS, MiD - 22 Jun 1915, MiD - 15 Jun 
1916, MiD - 4 Jan 1917,MiD - 20 May 1918,LoH, O - 3 Nov 1914,SS2 - 14 Apr 1916. 
(Army): - 2 Lt:  7 May 1898, Lt: 24 Nov 1899, Capt: 9 Nov 1904, (T) Maj:  20 May 1912, Bt Maj:  3 
Jun 1913, (T) Lt Col: 20 Nov 1914, Maj: 1 Sep 1915, (T) Brig-Gen: 12 Mar 1916, Bt Col: 3 Jun 1918. 
(RAF): - (T) Brig-Gen [Lt Col]: 1 Apr 1918, Col: 1 Apr 1918, Act Brig-Gen: 1 May 1919, Gp Capt: 1 
Aug 1919 [1 Apr 1918], A/Cdre: 1 Aug 1919, AVM: 1 Jan 1924, AM: 1 Jan 1931, ACM: 1 Jan 1935. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Brooke-Popham.htm
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Photos - courtesy of Wg Cdr C G Jefford 
xx xxx xxxx Attended RMC Sandhurst 
 7 May 1898 Officer, Oxfordshire (and Buckinghamshire) Light Infantry 
26 Apr 1902 Seconded for service in South Africa 
xx xxx 1910 Attended Army Staff College, Camberley 
xx Mar 1912 Pilot, Air Battalion 
xx Apr 1912 Officer Commanding, Aeroplane Company - Air Battalion 
13 May 1912 Seconded for duty with the RFC 
13 May 1912 Officer Commanding, No 3 Sqn RFC 

25 Aug 1914 Deputy Assistant Adjutant and Quartermaster-General, HQ RFC in France 
20 Nov 1914 Officer Commanding, No 3 Wing RFC 
26 May 1915 Chief Staff Officer, HQ RFC in France 
12 Mar 1916 Deputy Adjutant & Quartermaster-General, HQ RFC in France 
 9 Oct 1917 Deputy Quartermaster-General, HQ RFC in France 
 1 Apr 1918 Deputy Quartermaster-General, HQ RAF in the Field 
xx Apr 1918 Controller of Aircraft Production 
xx xxx 1919 Director of Research 
 1 Aug 1919 Awarded Permanent Commission as a Colonel (LG, 22 Aug 1919) 

14 Nov 1921 Supernumerary, HQ Inland Area (tasked with formation of RAF Staff College) 
 1 Apr 1922 Commandant, RAF Staff College 
20 May 1926 AOC, Fighting Area - ADGB 
 1 Nov 1928 AOC, Iraq Command 
18 Oct 1930 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
19 Jan 1931 Commandant, Imperial Defence College 
30 Mar 1933 AOC in C, Air Defence of Great Britain 
 1 Dec 1933 Appointed Principal ADC to The King 
 1 Aug 1935 Inspector-General of the RAF 
xx xxx 1935 AOC in C, RAF Middle East 
xx xxx 1937 Governor & C in C, Kenya 
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xx xxx 1939 Head of RAF Training Mission - Canada 
xx xxx 1940 Head of RAF Training Mission - South Africa 
18 Nov 1940 C in C, Far East Command 
xx xxx 1942 Inspector-General of the Air Training Corps 
129. James HUGHES. Signed 20 September 1940. Perth. 

011 
The Air Force List for October 1940 lists the following personnel named J Hughes but none has the 
first name of James: 

 
The LG, 24 January 1946 mentions Captain (temporary) James HUGHES (126723), Royal Regiment 
of Artillery (Belfast). The LG, 31 December 1960 announced he was to be an Ordinary Officer of the 
Military Division of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire. The LG, 11 June 1965 announced 
he was a Colonel in the Territorial Army Reserve of Officers. 
130. Flying Officer John Ramsay COLQUHOUN (73571). Signed 2 October 1940. 2 RMU 
Radio Maintenance Unit, Buckshaw, Aberdeenshire. 

011 
He has a digitised file, reference AIR 76/99/114, in TNA covering the years 1918-19. He was born 
on 27 December 1899. He is mentioned in the LG, 17 September 1918, 11 July 1939, 31 October 
1939 and 25 May 1954. On 21 October 1943, Flight Lieutenant J R Colquhoun became Adjutant of 
No 68 Squadron. 
131. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader and Wing Commander] William MITTON 
(74907). Signed 2 October 1940. 2 RMU Radio Maintenance Unit, Buckshaw, 
Aberdeenshire. 

011 
He is mentioned in the LG, 20 October 1939 and 27 July 1954. 
Calibration Flight Dyce (circa 1940) became 2 Radio Maintenance Unit Calibration Flight on 1 July 
1940 at RAF Dyce Scotland. It was re-designated 2 Radio Servicing Section Calibration Flight from 
16 October 1940 and disbanded 16 February 1941 at Dyce to become 71 Wing Calibration Flight 
equipment: DH Hornet Moth Bristol Blenheim. 
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132. Pilot Officer T FARRELLEY. Signed 2 October 1940. No 2 Radio Maintenance Unit, 
Buckshaw, Aberdeenshire. 

011 
No entries in The Air Force List for October 1940, so he may be Australian, Canadian or a New 
Zealander. 
133. Pilot Officer [later Wing Commander] Kenneth William TRIGANCE DFC RNZAF 
(40576). Signed 2 October 1940. 42 Squadron, RAF Wick. Bed & breakfast. 

011 
Born Temuka, Fiji 4 Aug 1914; joined RAF 1937; transferred RNZAF Jan 1944; Senior Administrative 
Officer, Wigram, 1945. In northern waters reconnaissance patrols were flown along the Norwegian 
coast as far as Trondheim. It was in this port that the Scharnhorst was discovered towards the 
middle of June 1940. Bombing attacks failed to cause any damage to the battle-cruiser but forced 
her to put to sea. Here on 21 June she was attacked by Beauforts of Coastal Command with greater 
success, three direct hits being reported. The Scharnhorst then returned to Kiel. Flying Officer 
Trigance, who had been with No. 42 Squadron from the early days of the war, captained one of 
the nine Beauforts which made the attack. His first bomb was seen to strike a gun turret and send 
up a shower of debris. A second fell in the water close alongside the warship. The weather was 
clear when the Beauforts attacked and they were greeted by a heavy barrage. Enemy fighters also 
appeared and three of the British aircraft were shot down, but Trigance was among those who 
returned safely. However, this attack was only one of the results of the reconnaissance which 
continued throughout the summer and autumn over the North Sea and the coastal waters of 
Norway. Day by day reports were brought back—reports often gathered in the face of enemy 
fighters and anti-aircraft opposition and in spite of adverse flying conditions. Although nominally 
reconnaissance, these patrols assumed a more offensive character as the enemy began to turn the 
resources of Norway to his own use. Bombing raids were made on such targets as oil storage tanks, 
oil factories, airfields and on enemy merchant shipping along the coast. A typical patrol was flown 
on 19 June by Flying Officer Tacon as captain of a Hudson of No. 233 Squadron. Detailed to 
reconnoitre Kristiansand, he took off from Leuchars airfield in Scotland shortly before dawn, and 
after two hours’ flying across the North Sea a landfall was made on the Norwegian coast. At first 
the crew were unable to locate their objective through the cloud and rain, but eventually the 
harbour was found and a temporary break in the sky enabled photographs to be taken. Tacon then 
flew over the town to release a stick of bombs on the neighbouring airfield. Ships seen in other 
fiords were then photographed before the Hudson began the return flight. Flying Officer McHardy, 
who had joined No. 248 Squadron shortly after the outbreak of war, was also prominent in these 
duties. Early in September he completed a notable reconnaissance of the long and difficult Sogne 
Fiord in which enemy ships were reported to be sheltering; an earlier attempt had failed owing to 
bad weather. McHardy afterwards reported: “On reaching the entrance to the fiord we found the 
cloud down to the deck and could not get in, so climbed to 10,000 and went over the top. A 
mattress of cloud extended to the East but we flew on and after some twenty miles suddenly saw a 
little hole and water so I went down through it and we found ourselves in the fiord. We flew right 
up observing a 3000 ton ship just leaving a port on the way. The fiord got narrower and finally we 
reached the end near the Swedish border. I had to do a semi-stalled turn to get round under the 
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cloud. On the way back the ship was in mid-stream and we made a machine gun and bombing 
attack at mast height obtaining hits on the stern. We then proceeded down the fiord but soon 
found ourselves trapped with no hole to go back up through again. Fortunately the fiord at this 
spot was straight for a reasonable distance so I set my directional Gyro in a trial run, turned 180° 
and with full power climbed dead straight through 6000 feet of cloud earnestly hoping I would not 
drift into one side or the other as the mountains were 6000–7000 feet high and very close. 
Eventually we got clear and reached base without further incident.” Trigance had a narrow escape 
the same month while making a reconnaissance of Aspo Fiord. He had just sighted and bombed a 
ship in the fiord when three fighters dived upon his machine. By skilful manoeuvring he evaded 
their first attack, and his rear gunner reported hits on one of them before the Beaufort reached 
cloud cover. Other crews were less fortunate, and frequently single aircraft engaged on these 
reconnaissance patrols disappeared without their fate being known. As the Germans armed their 
merchant ships, the Hudsons and Blenheims met increasingly heavy fire in making their low-level 
attacks, and aircraft sometimes limped back with members of the crew wounded or dying. On 
several such occasions outstanding acts of gallantry were performed. One grey November day in 
1940 three Blenheims of No. 235 Squadron bombed two ships off the enemy coast. The captain of 
one of these aircraft, Pilot Officer Davison was wounded in the foot and thigh during the attack and 
the rear gunner had part of his arm blown off. Although suffering considerable pain, Davison flew 
his machine back across the North Sea, only to discover on reaching base that the hydraulic gear 
had been put out of action. He tried hard to get the undercarriage down but was unsuccessful and 
was forced to make a crash landing. Unknown to him one of the bombs had failed to release 
during the attack and this fell and exploded on landing, setting the aircraft on fire and trapping the 
wounded gunner in the wreckage. Davison and his navigator scrambled clear but then discovered 
that the gunner was still in the burning aircraft. They immediately returned and, regardless of the 
flames and the fact that the petrol tanks might explode at any moment, succeeded in dragging the 
wounded man to safety. Both men were badly burned. 
134. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Eric Graham PETT DFC (42357). Signed 2 
October 1940. 42 Squadron, RAF Wick. Bed & breakfast. 

011 
He also signed this book on 16 November 1940. He took part in the attack on the German Battle 
Cruisers Scharnhorst and Gneisenau on 12 February 1942. Flight Lieutenant Pett was the Leader of 
a Sub-Flight, Beauforts whose role in the attack was to swing round the bows of the target ships 
and attack in the opposite direction to the rest of the squadron. Under very difficult weather 
conditions, and in face of intense anti-aircraft fire from screening destroyers, he led his Flight so 
that two were able to drop their torpedoes on the target. Pett was subsequently awarded the DFC 
for his part in this attack. Two further sorties later in the month failed to find the German Battle 
Fleet. On 17 May 1942, the Prinz Eugen was located off Norway and a Strike was made Beauforts of 
42 Squadron. Langley once again flew with Pett on this strike and, according to a contemporary 
news cutting, Pett ‘seized the opportunity of a gap between two of the escorting destroyers to 
dash in and drop his torpedo, but he was unable to see the result.’ Later reports of the pilots of the 
Beauforts, which carry 18-inch torpedoes, instanced a great pillar of black smoke after one torpedo 
struck home, but the damage was not critical and the Prinz Eugen got away once again. 
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135. Pilot Officer [later Flying Officer] Dennis PASSMORE DFC (77682). Signed 2 October 
1940. 42 Squadron, RAF Wick. Bed & breakfast. 

011 
At 1012 hours on 14 October 1941, Flying Officer Passmore of 42 Squadron took off from Leuchars 
in a Beaufort 1 serial L9874 for anti-shipping patrol along the Norwegian coast. Two hours later, 
the crew spotted a merchant vessel west of Lister and attacked from 75 feet, dropping two 500 lb 
and two 250lb bombs with eleven seconds delay. No hits were observed, but the ship's stern rose 
up and then settled back down, leaving a large, oily patch astern whilst the crew to the lifeboats. 
The Norwegian Eros of 974 tons sank. His DFC citation was announced in the LG, 9 January 1942: In 
November 1941, this officer was the leader of a formation of aircraft detailed to attack shipping off 
the Danish coast. Owing to adverse weather conditions, the aircraft were unable to keep formation 
but Flying Officer Passmore succeeded in locating the target, a supply ship escorted by five 
destroyers and, in spite of heavy opposition, carried out a determined low level bombing attack. A 
few days later, he attacked a medium-sized supply vessel in convoy off the Norwegian coast and, 
despite heavy anti-aircraft fire which damaged his aircraft, he succeeded in scoring a direct hit on 
the vessel with one of his bombs. 
136. Major Arthur Francis SHAW (88890). Signed 3 October 1940. Edinburgh. 

011 
The Supplement to the LG, 1 March 1918 states “Can Engrs No 63800 Bdr A F Shaw to be temp Lt 
20 Nov 1917.” 
137. Captain [later Major] Ronald Marcel PHILLIPS (53647). Signed 3 October 1940. 
Edinburgh. 

011 
The LG 11 June 1929 states “Infantry Welch R Lt R M Phillips is restd to the estabt 8 May 1929.” The 
LG, 24 November 1953 announced his promotion from Major to Lieutenant-Colonel in the Corp of 
Royal Engineers. 
From The Half-Yearly Army List for January 1941: 

 
138. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Alan Graham WELTON (84494). Signed 13 
September 1940. 555 ? Road, Haten End, Middlesex. 

011 
The LG 21, October 1941 announced his promotion from Pilot Officer to Flying Officer with effect 
from 26 August 1941. The LG, 21 January 1944 announced his promotion to Flight Lieutenant with 
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effect from 1 November 1943. The LG, 21 September 1954 announced his retirement with the rank 
of Squadron Leader. 

The page containing the next four signatures is loose and is out of sequence. 
139. Sub Lieutenant Michael Hugh Neale ALLEN. Signed 1 September 1940. RNAS 
Arbroath. 

012 
From The Navy List for October 1940: 

 
HMS Condor 767 Squadron 
RNAS Arbroath was first established in 1938 as a Fleet Air Arm (FAA) facility, also known as HMS 
Condor, two miles north west of Arbroath, east Angus. The Condor Barracks date from about 1940, 
with HMS Condor being used as No 2 Observers School, a Deck Landing Training (DLT) School, and 
a Naval Air Signals School during World War II. From the first construction on the farmland to the 
landing of the first aircraft took only six months. In October 1940, the airfield suffered an attack by 
Luftwaffe Heinkel and Dornier bombers operating from Norway. That raid had seen attacks on 
other airfields and installations along the east coast of Scotland, including RAF Montrose. A few 
bombs were dropped and a small amount of damage, reputed to be about £6,000, was caused. 
Throughout the war period the airfield and its facilities were used by visiting Naval Air Squadrons 
as a home base, usually whilst their home carriers were berthed in the Firth of Forth or the Clyde. 
140. Lieutenant Edward Eryl HUGHES-WILLIAMS. Signed 1 September 1940. RNAS 
Arbroath. 

012 
From The Navy List for October 1940: 

 HMS Sparrowhawk 
He was killed on 30 July 1941 aged 36, while with 828 Squadron HMS Victorious on the Kirkenes 
raid. He is commemorated on the Lee-on-Solent Memorial. From 
http://www.fleetairarmarchive.net/RollofHonour/Battlehonour_crewlists/Petsamo_Kirkenes_1941.ht
ml: The German attack on the Soviet Union, commenced on 22 June 1941, with Operation 
Barbarossa. The intended Fleet Air Arm strikes on Petsamo & Kirkenes were decided at the highest 
level by Winston Churchill himself in an effort to practically support his new found ally, Stalin. The 

http://www.fleetairarmarchive.net/RollofHonour/Battlehonour_crewlists/Petsamo_Kirkenes_1941.html
http://www.fleetairarmarchive.net/RollofHonour/Battlehonour_crewlists/Petsamo_Kirkenes_1941.html
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effort was intended to strike at the enemy lines of communications in Northern Norway and 
Finland. Operation "EF" entailed the passage of the high-speed minelayer, HMS Adventure to 
Archangel with a large load of mines, while the air groups of the two carriers struck at the 
presumed concentration of shipping in the two northern ports used by Nazi Gebirgs Korps Norge. 
The two strikes were from HMS Furious and Victorious on Petsamo and Kirkenes respectively on 30 
July 1941. 

Strike on Petsamo from HMS Furious  
   812 Squadron: 9 Swordfish I TSRs  
   817 Squadron: 9 Albacore I TSRs  
   800 Squadron: 9 Fulmar II fighters  
   880A Flight: 4 Sea Hurricane Ib fighters Fleet defence 
Strike on Kirkenes from HMS Victorious  
   827 Squadron: 12 Albacore I TSRs  
   828 Squadron: 9 Albacore I TSRs  
   809 Squadron: 12 Fulmar II fighters 

The strike was intended to be a surprise attack. However, with the Arctic midnight sun 
conditions in midsummer surprise of darkness was not possible. The Fleet was sighted by a 
German shadowing Do-18 shortly before launch. The strike on Petsamo saw HMS Furious 
dispatch 9 Albacores (817) and 3 Fulmars of 801 Sqn in one sub-flight and 9 Swordfish of 812 
Sqn and 3 Fulmars of 801 Sqn in a second sub-flight. In the event, the harbour was virtually 
empty, and flak was heavy. The aircraft claimed the sinking of a small steamer and the 
destruction of several jetties. One Albacore and two Fulmars were lost. The strike on Kirkenes 
was a disaster and the Luftwaffe were waiting. The attack on Kirkenes involved HMS Victorious 
dispatching 12 Albacores from 827 Sqn, eight Albacores from 828 Sqn, and nine Fulmars from 
809 Sqn in two sub-flights. The defences were fully alerted, and the Luftwaffe's Bf-109s and Bf-
110s were already in the air for aerial defence. The FAA squadrons claimed one 2,000 ton 
steamer sunk, another set afire, and minor damage ashore, as well as claiming two Bf-109s and 
one Bf-110 destroyed. Fleet Air Arm losses were severe, totalling eleven Albacores and two 
Fulmars with eight other Albacores being damaged. For all intents and purposes the entire 827 
Albacore Squadron had ceased to exist. 

141. 2nd Lieutenant Thomas Woodforde SCOTT (69914). Signed 1 September 1940. 
London. 

012 
From The Quarterly Army List for July to September 1940: 

 

 

 
From The Quarterly Army List for April 1945: 
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From the LG, 29 December 1936: “OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS. Thomas Woodforde SCOTT (late 
Cadet Corpl., Berkhamsted Sch. Contgt., Jun, Div.) to be 2nd Lt. for serv, with that Contgt. 19th Sept. 
1936.” 
From the LG, 22 November 1940: “Infantry. Bedfs & Herts R. War Subs. Lt. T. W. Scott (69914), from 
Gen. List (Berkhamsted Sch. Contgt., Jun. Div., O.T.C.), to be War Subs. Lt. 5th Oct. 1940. (Substituted 
for notifn. In Gazette (Supplement) dated 25th Oct. 1940.)” 
From his Special Operations Executive file in the National Archives, Kew reference HS 9/1334/1 - 
Thomas Woodforde SCOTT - born 17.10.1910, which was closed until 1 January 2011: 

 
Letter dated May 1st 1943 
Most Secret 
Ref No XB/149 
To D/H147 
From D/H427  

1. When I was in Cairo a month ago I raised with you the question of my future 
employment up here and asked if I might be released unless further work could be 
given to me. At that time you were naturally unable to give me a definite answer 
and the matter was left for further discussion when you were able to come up here. 

2. I am now sending you this report on my work, in order that you may be able to 
arrive with some picture in your mind, and come to any arrangement you think 
necessary before leaving H.Q. 

3. My work consists as under:- 
(a) Arranging visas, hotel accommodation, air and train bookings and other travel 

facilities for members of the firm. This, though far the biggest item in my work, 
amounts to very little and could mostly be done by direct signal to Movements, 9th 
Army, or to Thos. Cook and Sons, and the remaining arrangements, if any, could 
easily be done by any officer already up here. Doubtless it is very nice for passing 
officers and secretaries to find that there is someone here to attend to their 
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troubles, but the work in itself hardly warrants the employment of a junior NCO, let 
alone a Captain, two NCOs and a 15 cwt. Truck. 

(b) The supervision of the Operations House at Aley. This house has been used only 
twice. 

(c) Effecting the exchange through the bank of sovereigns for gold Napoleons. 
(d) Any other “stooge” jobs that crop up. They seldom do. 
4. Thus I have extremely little to do and have not the satisfaction of feeling that this is 

merely an interim period of waiting for impending activity. Admittedly I achieve a 
certain very limited usefulness, but most of that could be obtained by other means 
than the retention of me and my staff. 

5. Meanwhile I have the promise of an ideal office in about a week, which I shal take. I 
have also a 15 cwt. Truck, a corporal and a driver. I have come to know the 
necessary persons and machinery here fairly well and have, I think, devised a fairly 
satisfactory machine. But I am, as it were, “all dressed up but with nowhere to go”. 

6. Briefly then I should like to ask if one of the following alternatives could be 
considered. 

(a) That more useful work be found for me. 
(b) That this post be dispensed with. 
(c) That someone older than myself and more battle-scarred be found for the job. 
(d) And that in either of the last two cases I be allowed to transfer to the {?} at present 

here. 
From his interview sheet dated 2 November 1942: 
Husband of Anegla Ruth SCOTT 
Present address: METPO HQ BTE 
Date and place of birth: 17 October 1910 PEKING (China) 
Occupation wife: BBC London 
How contacted: through Major MARIGOLD, METPO HQ BTE 
Other relevant facts: Public School Master – Subject HISTORY 
Next of kin: Wife, Longbredy, DORCHESTER, Dorset 
Identity Card No: 69924 
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He was promoted to Captain on 21 September 1945. 
An email dated 16 September 2014 to Trevor Baker from Lesley Koulouris, Berkhamsted School: 
“Thomas Woodforde Scott, d.o.b. 17th October 1910, came to Berkhamsted School in 1924 and left 
in 1928. According to his record card, he was in St Johns House and his intended profession was 
Law. He was a very competent Cross Country and Relay runner and in the only mention of O.T.C. he 
was listed as Cpl., but these cards were usually written in the first year or on entry.” 
An email dated 19 September 2014 to Trevor Baker from Nigel Lutt, archivist, Bedfordshire & 
Hertfordshire Regiment Museum Collection: 
“I expect that B&H was a badge of convenience and, given his SOE work, that is why we have 
nothing on his career.” 
From http://www.tribalpages.com/tribe/familytree?uid=porterfamilytree&surname=Scott: 
Scott, Thomas Woodforde, Born Oct 17 1910 in Pekin, Beijing Shiqu, Beijing, China, Died 1976 
From http://records.ancestry.com/thomas_woodforde_scott_records.ashx?pid=152535271: 
Parents: Percy Melville Scott29 (b 1877) and Winifred Julia Woodforde (b 1875). 
Siblings: Maurice Woodforde Scott30 and Robin Woodforde Scott31. 

                                                 
29 From http://www.mundus.ac.uk/cats/4/947.htm: Rev. Percy Melville Scott, the son of Canon S. G. Scott, 
was born around 1877, and educated at Magdalen College, Oxford. After his ordination in 1903, he 
worked in Southampton and Leeds, before leaving for China. He and his wife Winifred arrived in China in 
1909, accompanied by his cousin Charles Wilfred Scott and his wife May. They were stationed in Peking 
under C. P. Scott's successor, Bishop F. L. Norris. P. M. Scott's longest posting in China was in Tatung Fu 
(1923-1931). He was involved in the siege of Tatung Fu by the Kuominchun forces in 1926, and went at 
the request of the city elders on a peace mission to the Kuominchun, which ultimately proved 
unsuccessful. The Mosse Memorial Hospital, linked with the Mission, was severely damaged in the 
conflict. P. M. Scott returned to England in 1931, serving as vicar of several parishes before his death 
around 1950. 
30 LG, 30 August 1940: Maurice Woodforde SCOTT (98803) (late Cadet Under-Offr., Marlborough Coll. 
Contgt., Jun. Div., O.T.C.) to be 2nd Lt. 2nd Sept. 1939, with pay and allces. From 11th Sept. 1939. From 
http://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/details/c/F44779: Scott, Maurice Woodforde (1912-1983) 
Businessman in China. From http://www.woodforde.co.uk/page31.htm: Maurice Woodforde-Scott was 
the son of P.M.Scott and was born in Peking in 1902.  He returned to England for his education at 
Marlborough and at St. Edmund's College, Oxford, and then joined the firm of Butterfield & Swire to be 
posted to Shanghai and Hong Kong (1934-1937). Whilst there, he was involved in the Scouting 
movement. After the war he enrolled in Wells Theological College and was ordained in 1949. His 
ecclesiastical career was based entirely in England, and he was made Honorary Canon of Winchester 
Cathedral in 1975 until his partial retirement in 1980. He died in 1983. Also see 
http://robertbickers.net/category/who-owned-my-books/. 
31 From http://www.tribalpages.com/tribe/familytree?uid=porterfamilytree&surname=Scott: Scott, Robin 
Woodforde, Born Feb 12 1915 in Pekin, Beijing Shiqu, Beijing, China, Died 1998 in Yeovil, Somerset. 

http://www.tribalpages.com/tribe/familytree?uid=porterfamilytree&surname=Scott
http://records.ancestry.com/thomas_woodforde_scott_records.ashx?pid=152535271
http://www.mundus.ac.uk/cats/4/947.htm
http://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/details/c/F44779
http://www.woodforde.co.uk/page31.htm
http://robertbickers.net/category/who-owned-my-books/
http://www.tribalpages.com/tribe/familytree?uid=porterfamilytree&surname=Scott
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From John K Gruenfelder’s Influence in Early Stuart Elections 1604-1640, Ohio State University Press, 
1981, p vii: 
“I also want to acknowledge the help I received from the late Mr. Thomas Woodforde Scott and his 
wife, Angela, of Impala House, the Zebra Trust, and Hans Fellner.” 
142. Terry THOMAS. Signed 1 September 1940. 

012 
Impossible to trace. 
143. Pilot Officer Frank Pillans LANE (87274). Signed 22 December 1940. Leuchars 
Regional Control. 

013 
According to http://cricketarchive.com/Archive/Players/350/350648/350648.html, he was born on 
29 October 1907 and died in 1955 in Worcester, England. He played cricket for Cheltenham College 
between 1924 and 1925. 
144. Kenneth Aird ROSS. Signed 22 December 1940. Dunedin, New Zealand. 

013 
From http://www.adf-serials.com/nz-serials/nz2001.shtml: 
“NZ2044 Serial No 6442. Mk IIIA. Previously BW763. Shipped to New Zealand on Kookaburra, BOC 
Unit 36 Hobsonville on 02 April 1942 and assembled at No.1 Aircraft Depot Hobsonville. To No.1 
GR Squadron Whenuapai April 1942. To No.1 Bomber OTU Ohakea June/July 1943. To 13 SU/4 
Squadron Nausori, Fiji June/July 1944. Missing on return trip from Nausori to Whenuapai 20 August 
1944. The aircraft was part of a Flight, 6 that left Nausori just after 0600 hours. The formation 
encountered thick cloud during the flight and broke up. No trace of aircraft or occupants ever 
found despite intensive searches lasting for almost a week. Flight Lieutenant Wilbur Lange, 
Sergeant George Bryant, Pilot Officer Kenneth Ross, Flying Officer Jack Olsen, Flying Officer Sydney 
Aldridge, Pilot Officer Kenneth Marshall and Flying Officer David Stewart missing presumed killed. 
Aircraft written off books at Suva 05 December 1944.” 

http://cricketarchive.com/Archive/Players/350/350648/350648.html
http://www.adf-serials.com/nz-serials/nz2001.shtml
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From The Evening Post, Wellington of 5 September 1944: 

 
However, according to http://website.lineone.net/~remosliema/airman1915702.htm: 
“Sergeant Kenneth ROSS, 104 Squadron, crew member of a Vickers Wellington bomber. Six aircraft 
took off on a mission to bomb Catania, but only five arrived at the target. His aircraft was forced to 
return badly damaged and crashed near Qormi. He was killed in the crash, as well as three other 
crewmen, 29th May 1942.” 
145. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader and Wing Commander] Albert Leslie 
WOMERSLEY DFC (37439) (24 September1911 – 3 October 1984). Signed 30 November 
1940. No address. 

013 
He also signed this book on 28 August 1938, 19 August 1941 and 8 July 1961. 
146. Pilot Officer Thomas BECKINGHAM (85261). Signed 20 December 1940. No address. 

013 
The LG, 15 October 1940 announced his appointment as a Pilot Officer on probation with effect 
from 21 September 1940. The LG, 23 December 1941 announced his promotion to Flying 
Officer on probation with effect from 15 September 1941. The LG, 23 October 1942 announced 
his promotion to Flying Officer with effect from 21 September 1942.The LG, 19 July 1949 
announced he resigned his commission as a Flying Officer with effect from 23 June 1950. 

http://website.lineone.net/%7Eremosliema/airman1915702.htm
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147. Pilot Officer John Ollis FENTON RAVR (81679). Signed 12 January 1941. 235 
Squadron, Bircham Newton, Norfolk. 

013 
The LG, 30 July 1940 announced his appointment as a Pilot Officer on probation with effect 
from 13 July 1940. According to http://www.cwgc.org/find-war-
dead/casualty/1269922/FENTON,%20JOHN%20OLLIS, he was killed on 28 May 1941, aged 21, 
while flying with 235 Squadron. 

148. Flying Officer Charles BOYLE (44028). Signed 22 January 1941. HQ 18 Group. 

013 
The LG, 16 July 1940 announced his commission: 

 
No. 18 Group was reformed on 1 September 1938 as No 18 (Reconnaissance) Group of the Coastal 
Command for operations with the Royal Navy's Commander-in-Chief, Rosyth, and the Orkney & 
Shetlands naval command. Its headquarters were established at Rosyth, and of the three groups 
forming Coastal Command's planned dispositions on the outbreak of war, it was the only one with 
a fully operational Navy/Air Force Area Combined Headquarters (ACHQ). It covered much of the 
North Sea and areas to the north and west of Scotland, north of a line running North West from 
the Mull of Kintyre. 
149. Unknown. Signed [between 22 January and 23 January 1941]. No address. 

013 
Could this be Mr D F Thew, editor of Lynn News and Advertiser of King's Lynn, Norfolk? 
150. Mr O’DONNELL. Signed 23 January 1941. No address. 

013 
Is “Mr” his salutation or initials? There are no matches in The Air Force List for January 1941: 

 

http://www.cwgc.org/find-war-dead/casualty/1269922/FENTON,%20JOHN%20OLLIS
http://www.cwgc.org/find-war-dead/casualty/1269922/FENTON,%20JOHN%20OLLIS
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151. Air Commodore Lewis George Le Blount CROKE CBE MiD GI-Cdr (28 July 1894 – 16 
February 1971). Signed 27 March 1941. Air Sea Rescue HQ Coastal Command. 

014 
In December 1940, the Chief of the Air Staff instructed that the existing Sea Rescue Organisation 
(itself only formed in August 1940) should be “drastically re-organised, expanded and put on a 
more efficient basis”. As a direct consequence of this order, a meeting was held at the Air Ministry 
on 14 January 1941, with personnel from both the RAF and Royal Navy present, to discuss the 
options. The result was the formation the Directorate of Air Sea Rescue, the forerunner of RAF’s 
current Search and Rescue Force. The new directorate took up its duties at Headquarters Coastal 
Command on 6 February 1941. The first Director of Sea Rescue was Group Captain L. G. Le. B. 
Croke, formerly the Officer Commanding RAF St Eval in Cornwall. Croke had already become well 
known for his interest and efforts sea rescue whilst at St Eval. No one underestimated the task 
faced by Croke and his team, but over the following weeks and months they set about creating an 
integrated organisation and operating structure that would form the basis of air/sea rescue work 
for the next seven decades. He was in charge of the St. Eval Sector Station (Coastal Command) 
Fighter Section HQ during the Battle of Britain. He initially controlled No 234 Squadron flying 
Spitfires and No 247 Squadron flying Gladiators. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Croke.htm: 
CBE - 1 Jan 1941, MiD - 11 Jul 1940, GI-Cdr - 29 Sep 1944. 
(RNAS):- ?: xx xxx 1914, PFO: xx xxx 1917, (T) Obs Sub-Lt (P): 10 Apr 1917, (T) Obs Sub-Lt: 30 
Aug 1917 [10 Apr 1917], Obs Lt: 31 Dec 1917. 
(RAF):- Hon Capt [Lt]: 1 Apr 1918, Capt (G): 1 May 1919, Obs Off: 1 Aug 1919, Flt Lt: 1 Jan 
1922, Sqn Ldr: 11 Sep 1929, Wg Cdr: 1 Jan 1936, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1939, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Mar 1941, Act 
A/Cdre: 6 Oct 1942?. A/Cdre: Retained. 
xx xxx 1910 Sailor/Officer, Merchant Navy 
xx xxx 1914 Sailor, RNR 
xx xxx 1917 U/T Observer, Observer School, Eastchurch 
xx xxx 1917 Observer, RNAS Cattewater 
 1 May 1919 Observer Instructor, Torpedo Training School? (East Fortune) 
xx Oct 1919 Observer Instructor, Torpedo Training Squadron? (Gosport)  

24 Oct 1919 Awarded Short Service Commission in the rank of Flight Lieutenant 
(Observer) 

 1 Feb 1920 Flight Commander (Observer), No 210 Sqn 
 1 Oct 1921 Officer Commanding? Composite Flight, RAF Base, Gosport 
 1 Jun 1922 Flight Commander (Observer), No 3 Sqn 
 1 Apr 1923 Attended ? Course, RAF Base, Gosport 
15 Sep 1923 U/T Pilot, No 5 FTS 
28 Jan 1924 Staff, RAF Base, Gosport 

13 May 1925 Appointed to a Permanent Commission in the rank of Flight Lieutenant 
? 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Croke.htm
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17 Sep 1928 Attended Flying Boat Pilot's Course, RAF Base, Calshot 
 6 Mar 1929 Flight Commander, No 201 Sqn 
 3 May 1930 Staff, RAF Training Base, Leuchars 
 13 Jan 1931 Officer Commanding, No 100 Sqn 

30 Dec 1935 Attached, Joint Directorate of Scientific Research and Technical Development 
 8 Nov 1937 Officer Commanding, No 233 Sqn (Anson I) 
22 Jan 1941 Director of Air/Sea Rescue 
 6 Oct 1942 AOC, 25 Group SAAF 
20 Jul 1943 Relinquished command of No 25 Group 
 2 Oct 1943 AOC, No 29 (Training) Group 
He died following a car accident in Dorset. 
From Goronwy Edwards’ Flying to Norway, Grounded in Burma: A Hudson Pilot in World War II, Pen 
& Sword Aviation; First Edition edition (19 Nov 2008): 
p 33 

 

 
P 42 
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From http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/A2A/records.aspx?cat=062-lglc&cid=-1#-1:   
Covering dates 1917-1945, 1960-1968 
Held by  Imperial War Museum Department of Documents 
Extent  Original documents 
Access  Unrestricted 

Creators  Croke, Lewis George Le Blount, fl 1895-1971, Air Commodore; Blount Croke, 
Lewis George, Le, fl 1895-1971, Air Commodore; Le Blount Croke, Lewis 
George, fl 1895-1971, Air Commodore 

LG LC 
3 flying log books (350pp, 700pp & 150pp) covering his service from April 1917 with the RNAS 

and RFC (& RAF) as an observer (until 1923) and then as a pilot; as a Group 
Captain in Coastal Command flying Ansons and Sunderland flying boats 
(until 1941); as an Air Commodore in Flying Training Command (until 
December 1941) and as Air Officer Commanding, No.25 Group, South Africa 
(December 1941 - September 1943); and AOC No. 29 Group, Dumfries, 
Scotland (September 1943 - July 1945); together with correspondence and 
other papers relating to his RAF service, mostly relating to his decorations 
and arrangements for his retirement but also including a number from RAF 
colleagues paying tribute to his contribution to the service. 

LG LC/1 1917-1943 
Royal Air Force pilots flying log book in 3 volumes, Ms. c. 1200pp, consisting of a record of all 

flights made by Air Commodore Croke during the period covered, with 
particulars of each. 

Volume I, 350pp. Ms., covers the period when Croke was an RNAS and RAF observer, up to 
1923, and part of his service as a pilot thereafter. Throughout this period 
Croke was based in the United Kingdom. The log mentions an occasion on 
which he unsuccessfully bombed a U-Boat in World War One, and several 
crashes and narrow escapes. 1 April 1917 - 10 June 1927 

Volume II, 700pp. Ms., covers service by Croke both in Britain and abroad in a period during 
which he rose to the rank of Group Captain. A highlight was Croke's part in 
the Inter-Command flight from Risalpur to Singapore in February to March 
1935. 7 June 1927 - 26 May 1939 

Volume III, 150pp. Ms., covers Croke's service in World War Two. Until 1941 he was a Group 
Captain in Coastal Command, mainly occupied piloting Ansons and 
Sunderland flying boats between Scotland and the Faeroes; thereafter he 

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/A2A/records.aspx?cat=062-lglc&cid=-1%23-1
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was an Air Commodore in Flying Training Command. In December 1941 he 
became AOC, No. 25 Group, in South Africa. In September 1943, he returned 
to lead No. 29 Group at Dumfries, Scotland. 6 June 1939; 23 July 1945 

Enclosed. Letter (signature illegible) from HRQ Union Defence Forces, Pretoria, South Africa, 
thanking Croke for his service in South Africa. 1p. Ts. 18 July 1943 

Letter wishing Croke luck on his return to Britain (signature illegible) from Department of 
Defence, Pretoria 2pp. Ts. 25 August 1943 

On rear fly-leaf of Vol III is appended a record of Croke's service from 1911 to 1945 2pp. Ms. 
LG LC/2 1916-1968 
Board of Trade Seaman's Continuous Certificate of Discharge belonging to Croke when in the 

Mercantile Marine, 1911-1914. 
Enclosed - four Royal Navy good conduct certificates. 1916 - 17 
The Graphic Souvenir of the German Navy's Surrender, 32pp. of captions and photographs of 

surrender of German fleet to Admiral Beatty in November 1918. ND 
Electoral registration card (belonging to Croke) as a voter serving abroad in the armed forces. 

August 1929 
Message from the Chief of Air Staff to all RAF officers exhorting them to set a good example in 

security matters. 1p. Ts. July 1940 
Poem entitled "A Father's Advice to His Son" by Commander Mark Beaufroy. 1p. Ts. ND 
Humorous poem, anon, entitled "It Happens Every Day" 1p. Ts. ND 
Unused South African active service letter card. 
Letter to Croke from Group Captain T H Pangratis (Royal Hellerie Air Force) informing him of 

the award made to him of the Cross of the Order of George I Ts. 1p. and 
congratulating him. ND 

Description of Air Commodore Croke and of his services to the RAF in World War Two. 1p. Ms. 
ND 

Cartoon of two RAF officers discussing a secret matter entitled "In Vino Vanit [...]." ND 
Letter to Croke headed Air Ministry, signature illegible, conveying to him the thanks of HM the 

King for his years of service in the RAF. 1p. Ts. 19 June 1945 
Letter to Croke from Group Captain C M Champion de Crispigny praising him for his command 

of 29 Group. 1p. Ts. 19 July 1945 
Letter to Croke from "Underhill" (rank unknown). RAF Station, West Freugh, Stranraer thanking 

and congratulating him for his remarks on the efficiency of 29 Group. 1p. Ts. 
20 June 1945 

Letter to Croke from "Matthews" (rank unknown), RAF Station, Bishops court, County Down, 
thanking him for news of a decoration and kind remarks. 1p. Ms. 20 June 
1945 

Signed letter to Croke from Air Marshal Sir John Slessor, KCB, DSO, MC, informing Croke that 
his retirement was pending. 1p. Ts. 22 June 1945 

Letter to Croke from Group Captain C Crawford, RAF Station, Duleross, Inverness-shire praising 
Croke on the occasion of the disbandment of 29 Group. 1p. Ts. 22 June 1945 

Letter to Croke from "Jim Gibb", RAF Station, Cork, Lancs, sympathising with him on his 
retirement. 1p. Ms. 28 June 1945 
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Letter to Croke from Philip Balington. 1p. Ms. 28 June 1945 
Letter to Croke from E L Breeden thanking him for kind remarks and praise. 1p. Ms. 4 July 1945 
Letter of sympathy and praise on Croke's retirement from Wing Commander F T K Bullmore. 1p. 

Ts. 10 July 1945 
Letter of sympathy and praise on Croke's retirement from James Easterbrook. 1p. Ms. 12 July 

1945 
Note of appreciation from HQ, FTC to HQ. 29 Group on latter's disbandment. 1p. Ts. 13 July 

1945 
Reference for Air Commodore Croke written by Air Marshal Balington, Flying Training 

Command. 1p. Ms. 19 July 1945 
Letter to Croke from the office of the Under-Secretary of State, Air Ministry, informing Croke of 

his retirement. 1p. Ts. 23 July 1945 
Letter to Croke from Thomas Hampson, RAF Dumfries, asking his assistance in an administrative 

matter and giving him regards. 2pp. Ms. 23 July 1945 
Slip granting Croke authority to wear decorations won by him in World War Two. 1p. Ts. 29 

October 1945 
Letter informing Croke of certain Air Ministry regulations in connection with his formal 

retirement from the Air Ministry. 1p. Ts. 29 August 1945 
Letter from the Air Ministry endorsing Croke's claim to the 1939 to 1945 Star. 1p. Ts. 21 

September 1945 
Letter explaining to Croke the position with regard to his Greek award. 1p. Ts. 28 September 

1945 
Letter from the Paymaster General's office concerned with Croke's retirement pay. 1p. Ts. 25 

October 1945 
Memorandum from the Air Ministry giving information on the Officers Employment Agency. 1p. 

Ts. ND 
Note from No. 1 Personnel Holding Unit, RAF Innsworth, Gloucester, requesting details of 

Croke's claim to the 1939-45 Star. 1p. Ts. 16 October 1945 
Note from No. 1 Personnel Holding Unit, RAF Innsworth, Gloucestershire accompanying 

provisional authority for Croke's wearing the ribbon and clasps to the 
Campaign Stars which he had claimed. 1p. Ts. 29 October 1945 

Copy of letter to the Under Secretary of State for Air from Croke requesting information on 
when he was to receive the Medal of the Royal Order of King George I from 
the Greek government. 1p. Ms. 6 March 1947 

Carbon copy of the same. 
Letter to Croke from L Papagos, First Secretary, Greek Embassy, in reply to a letter dated 27 

April 1947 promising to ask the Greek authorities in Athens about his award. 
1p. Ts. 6 May 1947 

Notes on the history of flight. 2pp. Ms. ND 
List of types of aircraft, apparently those flown by Croke during his career, with a list of the 

main phases of Croke's career (up to 1948). 2pp. Ms. ND 
Ms. Citation for Meritorious Service of Croke from the Air Force Reserve Officers Training Corps 

(Cadet Group) of Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, appointing 
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him an honorary Cadet Colonel, United States Air Force, Reserve Officers 
Training Corps. 5 April 1960 

Letter from the Air Ministry informing Croke of the end of his period of service in the Training 
Branch, RAFVR and thanking him. 1p. Ts. 19 April 1960 

Letter accompanying the above letter from Air Commodore A G Dudgeon, CBE, DFC, RAF, HQ 
Flying Training Command (Cadet Branch), RAF 1p. Ms. 27 April 1960 

List of aircraft and their manufacturers 1p. Ms. ND 
1 postcard giving Croke best wishes (with signature illegible) and featuring a coloured 

photograph of "Britain's last Sunderland flyingboat, Pembroke Dock". 20 
September 1968 

Passed to Photographic Section, 10 August 1971, 27 black and white photographs of British 
aircraft and 1 photograph of No. 233 RAF Squadron's Information Sheet. 

152. G Cohnan GROON. Signed 5 April 1941. Ipswich. 

014 
There is a road named Great Cohnan Street in Ipswich. Cohnan is an Irish Christian name. No trace 
found. 
153. Dorothy Sarah Rose GREEN and G Kenneth Frank GREEN. Signed 13 April 1941. 
Norwich. 

014 
Their son, Maurice Ivan Frank Green (86658), an RAFVR flying instructor, was killed on 27 February 
1941 aged 26. He is buried in Rosary Cemetery, Norwich. According to 14 FTS’s ORB, an Oxford 
R5957 crashed at Sibson RLG, during night flying (turned after night take-off and flew into ground). 
Both the instructor Flying Officer M I F Green and pupil LAC Douglas Charles Ellerbeck were killed. 
154. Flying Officer Everett Large BAUDOUX DSO DFC (42095). Signed 23 April 1941. 
Canada House, London. 

014 
Everett Baudoux was born in January 1919 in Stellarton, Nova Scotia, Canada. Although a Canadian 
he joined the RAF in 1939 and was made Pilot Officer on probation from acting Pilot Officer on 
probation on 5th November 1939 and joined 233 Squadron flying Hudsons in Coastal Command in 
February 1940. Pilot Officer Baudoux was awarded the DFC (LG 17 January 1941) for service with 
233 Squadron. He was made Flying Officer on 5 November 1940 and to Flight Lieutenant exactly a 
year later and was awarded the DSO (LG 20 April 1943) as Acting Squadron Leader with 233 
Squadron. The citation reads: "This officer has completed a second tour of operations. He has made 
two excellent attacks on U-boats. On the first day of the North African operations he undertook a 
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flight, dropping leaflets. This officer has always undertaken the more dangerous and unpleasant 
tasks." On 3 May 1945 as Flight Lieutenant he relinquished his commission in the RAF on 
appointment to the RCAF. By May 1951 he was the RCAF's Chief Test Pilot and later rose to the 
rank of Group Captain and had been the first pilot to fly a jet aircraft in Canada. He died in May 
2009. 
155. ? G STALKER. Signed 24 April 1941. The Scotsman, Edinburgh. 

014 
He/she added “War Correspondent” to his/her signature. See the next entry. No trace found. 
156. Lieutenant Walter Thomas LOCKEYEAR (205047). Signed 24 April 1941. Scottish 
Command, Edinburgh. 

014 
He is mentioned in the LG, 3 October 1941, 9 July 1943 and 7 August 1945. According to 
http://boards.ancestry.co.uk/thread.aspx?mv=flat&m=4&p=surnames.lockyear, “My grandfather 
was Walter Lockeyear and he lived in Kent in the south of England. He was a war and Fleet Street 
photographer.” It is interesting to note that the War Correspondent for The Scotsman signed this 
book on the same day. The Imperial War Museum has hundreds of photographs in its War Office 
Second World War Official Collection taken by Lt W T Lockeyear, War Office official photographer. 
http://iwmcollections.org.uk/collections/search?f%5B0%5D=makerString%3ALockeyear%20W%20T
%20%28Lt%29&query= shows that they were all taken in Scotland. He took this photo on 25 April 
1941: 

 
H 9179, IWM 
Aircraft of Fighter Command displayed at Grangemouth, Stirlingshire, 25 April 1941, during a visit 
by Scottish newspaper correspondents. In the foreground is a Hawker Hurricane Mark I of No. 315 
Polish Fighter Squadron RAF based at Speke, Liverpool; in the background a Bristol Blenheim Mark 
IF of No. 23 Squadron RAF based at Ford, Sussex, while, overhead, three Supermarine Spitfires, 

http://boards.ancestry.co.uk/thread.aspx?mv=flat&m=4&p=surnames.lockyear
http://iwmcollections.org.uk/collections/search?f%5B0%5D=makerString%3ALockeyear%20W%20T%20%28Lt%29&query=
http://iwmcollections.org.uk/collections/search?f%5B0%5D=makerString%3ALockeyear%20W%20T%20%28Lt%29&query=
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flown by the flying instructors of No. 58 Operational Training Unit based at Grangemouth, prepare 
to give a flying demonstration. 
The origins of Scottish Command date back to 1860 and the formation of a Scottish recruiting area 
for the British Army. In February 1905, the Command was formed with its headquarters based at 
Edinburgh Castle. There were two areas, the Highland Area and Lowland Area. In 1940, it was 
reorganised into five areas, Edinburgh Area, Glasgow Area, South Highland Area, North Highland 
Area, and Orkney and Shetland Defences. On the 15th January 1942, the Regimental Depots ceased 
to train recruits, and new Infantry Training Centres were opened at Command level. No. 8 I.T.C. at 
Perth for the Black Watch and Argyll & Sutherland Highlanders, No. 9 I.T.C. at Aberdeen for the 
Cameronians, Highland Light Infantry and Gordon Highlanders, No. 10 I.T.C. at Berwick for the 
K.O.S.B., Royal Scots and Royal Scots Fusiliers, and No. 11 I.T.C. at Fort George for the Seaforth 
Highlanders and Cameron Highlanders. In 1944, the Command reverted to the two Districts, 
Highland District with its Headquarters at Perth and the Lowland District based at Glasgow. 
157. Major Duncan Norton Murray MACGREGOR (10457). Signed 24 April 1941. Scottish 
Command. 

014 
He was at Scottish Command when Rudolf Hess landed by parachute on 10 May 1941. The Imperial 
War Museum has a photo with description “Silk cord given to the donor by Major D N M 
MacGregor who was at Scottish Command when Rudolf Hess landed by parachute. The donor was 
given the cord (from Hess's parachute) as a souvenir of Hess's arrival in the UK (Renfrewshire, 
Scotland) on 10 May 1941.” The LG 23 November 1948 stated “War Subs. Maj. D. N. M. MacGregor 
(10457) relinquishes his commn., 3rd Feb. 1948, and is granted the hon. rank of Maj.” 
158. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Robert BURRELL DFC (90603). Signed 26 April 
1941. 612 Squadron. 

014 
According to http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=70255, he was shot down and injured 
shortly after crossing the East Anglia coast at Frayling Abbey, Norfolk by an allied night fighter on 6 
March 1945 while flying a Mosquito IX (reg MM237) with F/O James McCulloch for 105 Squadron. 
The crew bailed out moments before the aircraft hit the ground. They had flown out of RAF Bourn 
on a mission to Berlin. His DFC was announced in the LG, 22 May 1945 when he was with No 105 
Squadron.  
159. Major Robert Hobart MAYO. Signed 30 April 1941. 55 Pall Mall, London SW1. 

014 
He also signed this book on 22 September 1938. 55 Pall Wall Quadrant House was the address of 
the publishers, Maclean Co. of Great Britain Ltd: 

 

http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=70255
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160. Lieutenant Commander Brian Harold Maule KENDALL OBE. Signed 30 April 1941. 
RNAS Yeovilton. 

014 
The entry for HMS Heron in The Navy List for April 1941 identifies this signature and shows him as 
Commanding Officer of No 787 Squadron: 

 
According to his file, reference ADM 196/149/616, in TNA, he was born on 14 February 1906 and 
enrolled in the Navy on 15 September 1919. His promotion from Acting Sub-Lieutenant to Sub-
Lieutenant was announced in the LG, 1 November 1927. The LG, 31 March 1936 announced that he 
was re-attached to the Royal Air Force as a Flight Lieutenant with effect from 10 March 1936. The 
LG, 1 July 1938 announced his promotion to Squadron Leader. 
From 
http://genealogy.kirkpatrickaustralian.com/archives/getperson.php?personID=I11796&tree=TKA: 
He died on 6 June 1984 in Kingsclere and Whitchurch, Hampshire, England. He was the son of 
Captain Charles James Cole Kendall of Glencar, County Kerry, Ireland and Lillian Mary Maule. He 
married Iris Mary Gillan (1907 – 1988) on 16 May 1931. 
From http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RN_officersK.html: 

 

http://genealogy.kirkpatrickaustralian.com/archives/getperson.php?personID=I11796&tree=TKA
http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RN_officersK.html
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Construction on the airfield at RNAS Yeovilton (HMS Heron) began in 1939 with the runways being 
completed in 1941. The Naval Observer School moved to HMS Heron during 1940 and the Naval 
Air Fighter School soon followed. 
161. Flight Lieutenant Dick Middleton POYNTER. Signed 30 April 1941. 254 Squadron. 

014 
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He was born in Dannevirke, New Zealand, the son of Frank and Ruby Poynter. He was educated at 
Balclutha H S and Otago University becoming an accountant with Burroughs Ltd of Wellington, he 
spent a year in the Territorials and was a RNZAF Civil Reserve Pilot having flown with the Otago 
Aero Club and the Wellington Aero Club, he gained his ‘A” Licence in April 1938. Dick joined the 
RNZAF in October 1939 as an Airman Pilot u/t, trained at #2 Elementary Flying Training School at 
Bell Block and #2 Flying Training School at Woodbourne and was awarded his wings in May 1940, 
leaving that month for the UK. In England he attended #1 Coastal Operational Training Unit on 
Blenheims at RAF Silloth in Cumberland before joining 254 Squadron operating Blenheims at RAF 
Stradishall in Suffolk and later RAF Dyce in Aberdeenshire in Scotland. On 24th December 1941, 
having already completed 61 ops, Dick was the pilot of Blenheim IVF L9313 on a flight to Wick in 
Caithness for detached operations. Soon after take-off the starboard engine began to misfire and 
flames appeared around the cowling, these were extinguished but the engine cut, he continued 
flying straight and level on the port engine but stalled and crashed nine miles north of the airfield. 
There was one survivor. Dick was 26 years old. He is buried in Dyce Old Churchyard, Aberdeen, 
Scotland. 
162. Kenneth Carlisle GILL. Signed 3 May 1941. RAF Ringway, Manchester. 

014 
He is listed as a Flying Officer in The Air Force List for August 1938 (his middle name being spelt 
Carlyle): 

 
According to E C Cheeseman’s Brief Glory: The Story of ATA, Harborough Publishing Co Ltd, 
Leicester, 1946, he was a Captain. 
RAF Ringway was a Royal Air Force station near Manchester, UK, situated in the parish of Ringway, 
Cheshire. Originally, Barton Aerodrome, opened in January 1930 just west of Eccles, was planned to 
be the main airport for Manchester, but it became clear by 1934 that its small boggy grass airfield 
was inadequate for the larger airliners then coming into service including the Douglas DC-2 and 
DC-3. A new airport site at Ringway, eight miles south of the city, was selected from several 
alternatives. Construction of the all-grass airfield commenced in late 1935 and the first (westerly) 
portion opened in June 1937 for use by Fairey Aviation. The remaining airfield areas and the 
terminal building were opened for public use on 25th June 1938. 
Initially known as Manchester (Ringway) Airport, then Manchester International Airport, from 1986 
it has been designated simply Manchester Airport. Construction of a Royal Air Force station, 
including two large hangars, barrack blocks and ancillary accommodation, commenced in the NE 
corner of the airport during spring 1939, with phased completion during early 1940. 
One of the hangars was intended for use by No. 613 (City of Manchester) Squadron, but this unit 
had moved south at the outbreak of war. RAF Ringway was initially used by No. 1 OTU, Coastal 
Command. 
From June 1940, Ringway became the wartime base for No.1 Parachute Training School, which was 
charged with the initial training of all allied paratroopers trained in Europe (60,000) and for 
development of para drops of equipment; also the development of military gliding operations. 
Comedian Frank Muir spent several years at the school in the photographic section taking slow 
motion film of jumps on a project intended to decrease the frequency of parachutes failing (aka 
"Roman Candle"). He recalls the Special Operations Executive parachute training centre, housed in 
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an Edwardian house on the outskirts of the airfield, where he was assigned to take pictures of the 
agents for identity documents. There was an additional SOE holding centre in a large house in 
nearby Bowdon. 
No.14 Ferry Pilot Pool of the Air Transport Auxiliary was based at Ringway between 1940 and 1945, 
the veteran crews delivering many thousands of military aircraft built, modified or repaired at 
Ringway, Woodford, Barton and at other northwest aircraft factories and airfields. 
163. Frank Ernest BERESFORD. Signed 8 May 1941. The Hall Studio, London. 

014 
From http://beresfordart.net/about/: 
Frank Beresford was born in Derby in 1881 and trained at the Derby School of Art (1895-1900), the 
Académie Carmen (Paris), St John's Wood Art Schools (1900-1901) and the Royal Academy Schools 
(1901-1906). 
Between 1906 and 1908, Beresford was elected to a British Institution Scholarship and embarked 
on a 30,000 mile, 18-month-long international painting tour, during which he attended the Meiji 
Emperor’s annual tea party in Tokyo. 
Before the Great War, Beresford also designed murals for St Bartholomew the Great Church, 
Smithfield and received an art award from the Japanese Government (1909). 
In the Great War of 1914-1918, Beresford joined the London Regiment and served as an instructor, 
rising to the rank of Sergeant Major. A regular exhibitor at the Royal Academy, he was an early 
member of the United Society of Artists (founded 1921) and of the New Society of Artists. His 
popular oil canvas portraits, painted in his St John’s Wood studios, resulted in a career spanning six 
decades. A natural salesman, he received over 3,000 individual commissions from royalty, 
aristocracy, ex-civic leaders and politicians, senior army officers, society figures, celebrities and 
industrialists. 
His many oil paintings of historical events included the famous: The Princes' Vigil: 12.15am, January 
28 1936, (1936), depicting George V lying in state in Westminster Hall. Exhibited to great acclaim at 
the Royal Academy, the picture – which took Beresford 37 hours to paint at the scene - was later 
bought by his widow, Queen Mary. 
In the inter-war years, Beresford also specialised in interiors, animals, landscapes, aircraft and 
murals. He was married to artist Daisy Radcliffe Clague until her death in 1939. 
During the Second World War, Frank Beresford served as an instructor in the Home Guard and as 
an official war artist for the Royal Air Force (RAF). He was also accredited to the United States Army 
and United States Army Air Force (USAAF). For three years, he painted and sketched on air stations 
across Britain (often rising at dawn to paint military aircraft) including depictions of RAF, USAAF, 
Dutch and Polish air crews. 
At the end of the war, he received an Exceptional Service Award from the USAAF. His many wartime 
commissions included the Demolition of the Blitzed House of Commons (1945), a powerful 
rendering of the remains of the House of Commons Chamber destroyed by enemy action on 10-11 
May 1941 and Deep Effort to Regensburg (1943) a depiction of US B-17 bombers flying over the 
Alps. With his pre-war reputation as a royal painter, Beresford was subsequently commissioned to 
paint the lying in state of George VI (1952) and Queen Mary (1953), although the Royal Academy 
declined to exhibit them. He also painted The Morning Ride, featuring Princesses Elizabeth and 
Margaret. 

http://beresfordart.net/about/
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In 1949, he was married for the second time to Beres Evelyn Pym, producing two daughters. 
Beresford was an extremely well-travelled artist, including a 14-month painting tour to South Africa 
(where he painted General Jan Smuts) and of Rhodesia. 
An account of his life was written in 2008 by biographer John Fineran: Frank E. Beresford: 
Indomitable Self Belief 1881-1967. 
Frank Beresford died at the age of 86 in 1967. 

 
This signature matches that on an item found for sale on eBay in June 2013: 

 
164. Air Commodore Ian Eustace BRODIE MBE MiD DL (17 September 1898 – 22 July 
1993). Signed 9 May 1941 and 7 October 1940. 18 Group HQ. 

014 
Ian Brodie, who died aged 94, was closely associated with Lawrence of Arabia in that enigmatic 
figure's subsequent incarnation as Aircraftman T E Shaw. 
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In 1926 Brodie was posted to India to join No 5, an Army co-operation Squadron; aboard the troop 
ship Derbyshire, he found that Shaw alias Lawrence was in the draft under his command. 
Two years later he again came upon Lawrence when he was posted as 27 Squadron's C Flight 
commander at Miramshah Fort on the North-West Frontier, surrounded by unruly Waziri and 
Afghan tribes. Lawrence served there as Brodie's clerk. “A very good one too", Brodie recalled. “He 
almost always produced a typed reply before presenting me with the original incoming letter or 
signal.” Air HQ India was considering withdrawing the flight from the fort but Brodie was eager to 
retain his first command, and Lawrence to remain in the wilderness. Between them, they persuaded 
the authorities to leave the flight at Miramshah. Lawrence wrote from Miramshah that "we have 
had an idyllic two and a half months here under the best and kindest CO of my experience". He 
repaid Brodie's kindness by using his influence in Whitehall and elsewhere to obtain perks for the 
fort. He even persuaded George Bernard Shaw to offer to pay for a swimming pool, though this 
project eventually had to be abandoned. 
Flying in India in the 1920s was seldom without incident. Once Brodie lost sight of a train carrying 
the King of Afghanistan, which his flight was escorting. Two hours later, after a frantic aerial search, 
the train was found in a tunnel: it emerged that the King had mistaken an emergency cord for a 
lavatory chain, and pulled it. The happy collaboration between Brodie and Lawrence came to an 
end when a high-grade signal from Air Officer Commanding India was received ordering 
Lawrence's recall to Britain; although the message was addressed to Brodie, he was confounded by 
the cipher, and it was Lawrence who decrypted it. 
Ian Eustace Brodie was born in Sept 1898 at San Remo, Italy, where his father was installing an 
electrical system. Young Ian was educated at Oundle and entered the Royal Navy (his second 
choice to the Sappers) in 1916 as a cadet at Keyham College, Devonport. 
He later attended a sub-lieutenants' course at St John's College, Cambridge. In 1917 he served in 
Marlborough in the 1st Battle Squadron. The next year he was in Canterbury of the elite Light 
Cruiser Squadron and proceeded to the Dardanelles to shadow the German cruiser Goebens. 
Subsequently he was navigation officer in Bramble in the Persian Gulf, but in 1923 he fell victim to 
the service cuts known as the "Geddes Axe". Fortunately, his father knew Sir Samuel Hoare, Minister 
for Air, and the next year Brodie was commissioned in the RAF. 
He joined the "Tadpole Flight" of the "Suicide Club" - otherwise No 406 Fleet Fighter Flight - to 
learn deck-landing on aircraft carriers. One of his early duties was to look after a temporary landing 
ground at Lossiemouth used by the Prime Minister, Ramsay MacDonald, who invited him for a 
round of golf. Brodie was surprised to find that the Prime Minister was barred from the 
Lossiemouth Golf Club; the committee nursed doubts about his patriotism. Consequently, 
MacDonald was obliged to use an inferior course some miles away. 
After his years in India, Brodie joined No 43 Squadron (the "Fighting Cocks") at Tangmere in 1930. 
Flying a Siskin III A, he was selected for the aerobatic team in the 1931 Hendon and Croydon air 
displays. 
Later in the 1930s, as an armament specialist, Brodie served in Iraq. He joined the Royal Exodus 
Hunt and also hunted with the Baghdad Boar Hunt. 
On the outbreak of war in 1939, he was an armament and navigation officer at the Air Ministry's 
gunnery and navigational schools. He set up the new Central Gunnery School and in August 1940 
became its first commander at Warmwell in Dorset. As Senior Air Staff Officer in No 25 and 29 
(Armament) Groups, Brodie was much envied for owning and flying his own Gladiator, an 
obsolescent biplane which he had retrieved from a maintenance unit. He caused a sensation when 
he flew his Gladiator into Aldergrove, in Northern Ireland, when assuming command of that station 
in September 1942. 
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The next year he was posted to Iceland as SASO for operations, and between 1945 and 1947 was 
acting Air Vice-Marshal advising the Italian Air Force. 
Later in 1947 he was appointed deputy director of Intelligence (Security) at the Air Ministry. This 
led, after his retirement in 1951, to a civilian post as intelligence security officer with NAAFI. Brodie 
worked strenuously for the Boy Scout movement. 
He was a keen yachtsman, boxed, skied, rowed and played golf, rugby, squash and tennis. Brodie 
was appointed OBE in 1941 and mentioned in despatches in 1945. He was a Deputy Lieutenant for 
Buckinghamshire. He married, in 1925, Mary Gonville Coates; they had three daughters. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Brodie.htm: 
OBE - 1 Jan 1941, MiD – 1 Jan 1945, DL (Bucks) - 9 Dec 1963,  
(RN): Midn: xx xxx xxxx, Sub-Lt: 15 May 1918, Act Lt: xx xxx xxxx, Lt: 15 Feb 1920. 
(RAF) Fg Off: 15 Mar 1923, (H) Flt Lt: 21 Aug 1924, Flt Lt: 1 Jul 1927, Sqn Ldr:: 1 Feb 1936, Wg 
Cdr: 1 Jan 1939, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Jun 1941, Act A/Cdre: 13 Nov 1943?, Act (Unpaid) AVM: 20 Apr 
1945 - 14 Apr 1947: Gp Capt (WS): 20 Oct 1945,Gp Capt: 1 Oct 1946, A/Cdre: Retained. 
xx xxx xxxx Midshipman, Royal Navy 
15 May 1918 Officer, Royal Navy 
15 Mar 1923 Placed on the Royal Navy Retired List 
15 Mar 1923 Granted a Short Service Commission in the rank of Flying Officer 
15 Mar 1923 U/T Pilot, No 5 FTS 
31 May 1924 Pilot, No 406 (Fleet Fighter) Flight FAA 
16 Feb 1925 Attended Armament and Gunnery School 
 1 Jan 1926 Staff, RAF Training Base, Leuchars 
 7 Dec 1926 Armament Officer, No 5 Sqn 
14 Nov 1927 Flight Commander, No 27 Sqn 
12 Oct 1929 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
11 Apr 1930 Flight Commander, No 43 Sqn 

1 May 1930 Granted a Permanent Commission in the rank of Flight Lieutenant 
xx xxx xxxx Attached RAE 
22 Jan 1934 Attended RAF Staff College 
21 Dec 1934 Flight Commander, No 41 Sqn 
21 Dec 1935 Officer Commanding, No 111 Sqn. (Bulldog IIA) 
18 Mar 1936 Armament Officer, HQ Iraq Command 
16 Apr 1938 Supernumerary, No 1 RAF Depot 
19 Jul 1938 Armament Staff Officer, HQ Bomber Command 
10 Jan 1939 Air Staff, Directorate of Training 

xx xxx xxxx Air Staff, Deputy Directorate of Armament Training. (Changed Dec 39-Apr 
40) 

 3 Jul 1941 SASO, HQ No 25 (Armament) Group 
xx Jun 1943 Officer Commanding, RAF Aldergrove 
13 Nov 1943 SASO, HQ RAF Iceland 
 7 Jul 1947 Deputy Director of Intelligence (Organisation and Security) 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Brodie.htm
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165. Pilot Officer Charles William GLOVER (39659). Signed 7 June 1939. 61 Squadron, RAF 
Hemswell. 

015 
He was the son of Thomas and Amy Glover, of Kelvington, Saskatchewan, Canada. He was killed on 
1 May 1940, aged 27. Crashed Coxton Kerrial, Leicestershire while flying a Hampden with 61 
Squadron. He is buried in Harpswell (St. Chad) Churchyard, Lincolnshire. 
166. Air Marshal Sir Leslie Gordon HARVEY KBE CB MiD (07136) (11 April 1896 - 14 
October 1972) . Signed 12 June 1939. Air Ministry. 

015 

 Royal Air Force Museum 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leslie_Harvey_(RAF_officer): 
Air Marshal Sir Leslie Gordon Harvey KBE CB (11 April 1896 - 14 October 1972) was a senior Royal 
Air Force officer who became Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief RAF Maintenance Command. 
Harvey joined Royal Warwickshire Regiment in June 1917, transferred to the Royal Flying Corps 
later that year and then secured a short service in the Royal Air Force in 1919. He was promoted to 
Flight Lieutenant in 1924. He served in World War II as Assistant Director of Repair and Servicing 
and then as Chief Engineer Officer at Headquarters No. 45 Group before becoming Deputy Air 
Officer Administration (Maintenance) at Headquarters RAF Transport Command. 
After the War he was appointed Air Officer Commanding, No. 24 (Training) Group in 1948, Senior 
Air Staff Officer at Headquarters RAF Technical Training Command in 1950 and Air Officer 
Commanding-in-Chief RAF Maintenance Command in 1952 before he retired in 1956. 
In retirement he became a Director of GQ Parachute Company. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Harvey_LG.htm: 
KBE – 1 Jan 1955, CB – 1 Jan 1946, MiD – 1 Jan 1941, 
(Army): - (T) 2Lt: 27 Jun 1917. 
(RAF): - Lt: 1 Apr 1918, Fg Off: 1 Aug 1919, Flt Lt: 1 Jan 1924, Sqn Ldr: 1 Dec 1933, Wg Cdr: 1 Oct 
1937, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Sep 1940, Gp Capt: 1 Dec 1943, Act A/Cdre: xx xxx 1944, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Jan 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leslie_Harvey_(RAF_officer)
http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Harvey_LG.htm
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1946, A/Cdre: xx xxx xxxx, Act AVM: 15 Jan 1948, AVM: 1 Jul 1948, Act AM: 20 Dec 1952. AM: 
Retained. 
27 Jun 1917 Officer, Royal Warwickshire Regiment 
12 Dec 1917 Flying Officer, RFC 
12 Dec 1917 Transferred to General List, RFC 

12 Sep 1919 Appointed to a Short Service Commission in the rank of Flying Officer 
12 Jan 1920 Pilot, No 20 Sqn 
xx xxx xxxx Supernumerary? 
13 Jan 1924 Instructor/Staff, No 1 School of Technical Training (Boys) 
19 Sep 1925 Attended Officers Engineering Course, Home Aircraft Depot 
xx xxx 1926 Engineer Officer, Home Aircraft Depot 
xx xxx xxxx ? 
 8 Apr 1930 Engineer Officer, Home Aircraft Depot 
10 Oct 1933 Engineer Officer, Aircraft Depot - Iraq 
11 Feb 1935 Supernumerary (non-effective, sick), RAF Depot 
 4 Oct 1937 Staff Officer, Directorate of Repair and Maintenance 
 1 Jan 1940 Assistant Director of Repair and Servicing (3) 
24 Apr 1940 Transferred to the Technical Branch 
xx xxx xxxx 
xx xxx xxxx Chief Engineering Officer, HQ No 45 Group 
19 Jun 1944 Command Engineer Officer, HQ Transport Command 
xx Nov 1944 Deputy AOA (Maintenance), HQ Transport Command 
15 Jan 1948 AOC, No 24 (Training) Group 
 2 Jan 1950 SASO, HQ Technical Training Command 
20 Dec 1952 AOC-in-C, Maintenance Command 
16 Jan 1956 Relinquished appointment of AOC-in-C, Maintenance Command 
167. Pilot Officer [later Flying Officer] Alexander Herbert GOULD DFC (40692) Signed 12 
June 1939. 61 (B) Squadron, RAF Hemswell. 

015 
After crash landing his Hampden at Wilhelmshaven on 20/21 July 1940 whilst flying with No 61 
Squadron from RAF Hemsell on a mine-laying operation (gardening32), he became a POW. His DFC 
citation was announced in the LG, 24 September 1940: 
“Pilot Officer Gould was the pilot, Sergeant Cowan the navigator and bomb aimer, and Sergeant 
Bonson the wireless operator air gunner, of an aircraft detailed to carry out a very low level attack 
on warships in Wilhelmshaven Harbour on night in July 1940. The attack was carried out in the face 
of a terrific barrage of anti-aircraft fire. On many previous occasions Pilot Officer Gould has shown 
conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty and has always pressed home his attacks in the same 
fearless manner, while Sergeants Cowan and Bonson each awarded the DFM have contributed 
                                                 

32 Mine-laying areas were named after vegetables, hence the expression “gardening”. 
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largely to the success of the attacks and have displayed great courage and skill in the face of 
enemy opposition often in severe weather conditions.” 
He wrote and published Tales from the Sagan Woods in 1994. 
His digitised file of 77 pages is in the National Archives of Australia, reference A9300, from which 
the following has been extracted: 
Service Number – 267901. Date of birth - 26 Sep 1918.
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168. Flying Officer Lionel Burton EMENO (C41160). Signed 26 June 1939. No 269 (GR) 
Squadron, RAF Abbotsinch. 

015 
From http://www.veterans.gc.ca/eng/remembrance/memorials/canadian-virtual-war-
memorial/detail/1269607: 
Son of David Burton Emeno and Helen Harrington Emeno, of Winnipeg, Manitoba. Killed in action 
on 28 September 1940, aged 23, while with No 269 Squadron. Commemmorated Runnymede 
Memorial, panel 5. 
169. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Gordon Primrose SMITH OBE MB ChB 
(72008). Signed 17 June 1939. Church Ouse, Shoreham, Sussex. 

015 
His OBE was announced in Flight, 8 January 1942. He is mentioned in the LG, 7 June 1929, 2 
November 1937, 1 January 1942, 13 January 1944, 8 July 1947 and 24 August 1954 
170. Air Commodore Ferdinand Maurice Felix WEST VC CBE MC RAF (19 January 1896 – 8 
July 1988). Signed 29 June 1939. RAF Station Odiham. 

015 
He was an English recipient of the Victoria Cross, the highest and most prestigious award for 
gallantry in the face of the enemy that can be awarded to British and Commonwealth forces. Born 
in London in 1896, "Freddy" West was the son of an army officer killed in 1902 during the Second 
Boer War. Growing up in Italy, he attended the University of Genoa in 1913 and during the 1914 
vacation he acquired a post in banking. When war broke out he joined the British Army, initially in 
the Royal Army Medical Corps in 1914 as a private, before being commissioned in May 1915 and 
joining the Royal Munster Fusiliers. He arrived in France in November 1915. After a flight in early 
1917, West decided to transfer to the RFC, training as an observer at Brooklands, and sent back in 
France in April 1917 to No 3 Squadron, becoming a fully qualified observer in July 1917, having 
accumulated over 100 flying hours. After six months and 225 flying hours he was posted back to 
Britain to undergo pilot training at Grantham. He was then posted to No 8 Squadron in January 
1918, flying Army co-operation duties with the infantry and tanks. Crewing up with Lt. John Haslam 
in March, West flew a series of hazardous sorties over the front, culminating with both men being 
awarded the Military Cross on 1 May 1918. On 18 June 1918, West's aircraft was attacked by 4 Pfalz 
D III scouts. West personally claimed one shot down, and skilfully evaded the rest to return to base. 
The next day West was bounced by a group of Fokker DVII scouts, and West dropped to 200 feet 
altitude and flew through a network of kite balloons to escape. He was 22 years old, and a captain 
in No. 8 Squadron, Royal Air Force during the First World War when the following deed took place 
for which he was awarded the VC. On 12 August 1918, the British Army was intending to start a 
major offensive, but it needed information about the enemy positions. Setting off at dawn, West 
and his observer, Lt JAG Haslam, flying an Armstrong Whitworth FK 8 (serial number C8602), 
spotted an enemy concentration through a hole in the mist. Avoiding severe ground fire, almost 
immediately they came under attack from seven German fighter aircraft and West was hit in the 

http://www.veterans.gc.ca/eng/remembrance/memorials/canadian-virtual-war-memorial/detail/1269607
http://www.veterans.gc.ca/eng/remembrance/memorials/canadian-virtual-war-memorial/detail/1269607
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leg, and his radio transmitter was smashed. Continuing to identify his location, he remained under 
attack and manoeuvred his machine so skilfully that his observer was able to get several good 
bursts into the enemy machines, which drove them away. Only when he was sure of the enemy’s 
position did he attempt to break off and head for his own lines. He twisted his trouser leg into a 
tourniquet to stem the flow of blood from his wounds. Unable to make his airfield West landed 
behind the Allied lines and insisted on reporting his findings despite being in excruciating agony. 
His left leg had five wounds, one of which had shattered his femur and cut the femoral artery, and 
had to be amputated. Shortly afterwards he was invalided back to Britain, where on 9 November 
1918 he learned that he had been awarded the Victoria Cross. After recovering from his 
amputation, West was fitted with an innovatively designed Swiss artificial leg. West was awarded a 
permanent commission in the RAF during 1919. Posted to RAF Uxbridge, he gradually returned to 
flying duties. He led No. 4 Squadron RAF in 1936, and during World War II he commanded No. 50 
Wing in France during 1939. He was subsequently Air Attaché at the British Embassy in Rome in 
early 1940 and thereafter was part of the British Legation in Berne, where he assisted Allied airmen 
who had escaped into Switzerland. At one stage the German Gestapo put a price on his head 
because of his underground activities. At the end of the War he was awarded a Commander of the 
Order of the British Empire for his work. West's grave is at Holy Trinity Churchyard, Sunningdale, 
Berkshire, England. West later achieved the rank of Air Commodore. With the end of the war in 
Europe, he retired from the RAF and joined J. Arthur Rank Overseas Film Distributors in January 
1946. He became Managing Director in 1947 until 1958 when he retired as Chairman. Subsequent 
directorships included Hurst Park Syndicate, Continental Shipyard Agencies, Technical Equipment 
Supplies Ltd, Tokalon Ltd and Terravia Trading Services. His Victoria Cross is displayed at the 
Imperial War Museum. Air Commodore West was interviewed on 27 May 1979 by the art historian 
Anna Malinovska. The interview is reproduced in Voices in Flight (Pen & Sword Books, 2006). 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/West_FMF.htm: 
VC - 8 Nov 1918, CBE - 1 Jan 1945, MC - 24 Jul 1918, MiD - 31 Mar 1920, Cwn C - 12 Jul 1920. 
(Army):- 2 Lt (P): 13 May 1915, 2 Lt: 9 Dec 1915, Lt: 1 Aug 1917, Act Capt: xx xxx 1916 - 1917. 
(RAF):- Lt: 1 Apr 1918,  Act Capt: 19 Jun 1918,  Fg Off: 1 Aug 1919 [1 Apr 1918],  Flt Lt: 1 Nov 
1919,  Sqn Ldr: 8 Jan 1930,  Act Wg Cdr (unpd): 5 Feb 1936, Wg Cdr: 1 Jul 1936,  (T) Gp Capt: 1 
Jan 1940,  Act A/Cdre: xx Jan 1940, (T)A/Cdre: 1 Nov 1942, Gp Capt: 20 Nov 1942 [1 
Apr 1942], A/Cdre: Retained. 
xx xxx 1914 Private/NCO, Royal Army Medical Corps 
15 May 1915 Platoon Commander, 4th Battalion, Royal Munster Fusiliers 
xx xxx 1916 Company Commander,  4th Battalion, Royal Munster Fusiliers 
1 Apr 1917 U/T Observer, RFC 
xx Apr 1917 Observer, No 3 Sqn RFC 
xx Oct 1917 U/T Pilot, Grantham 
 8 Dec 1917 Flying Officer RFC 
 8 Dec 1917 Pilot, No 8 Sqn RFC/RAF 
19 Jun 1918 'B' Flight Commander, No 8 Sqn 
12 Aug 1918 Recuperation 
xx Apr 1919 RAF Liaison Officer, Foreign Office 
 1 Aug 1919 Awarded Permanent Commission as a Lieutenant 
19 Aug 1920 Air Staff - Training Ground, HQ Inland Area 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/West_FMF.htm
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xx xxx xxxx Air Staff - Co-operation, HQ Inland Area 
 1 May 1923 Attended RAF Staff College 
23 Apr 1924 Flight Commander, No 17 Sqn 
 6 Sep 1926 Adjutant, RAF Upavon 
30 Mar 1928 Adjutant, RAF Base, Malta 
27 Dec 1932 Staff, School of Army Co-operation 
11 Sep 1933 Officer Commanding, No 4 Sqn 
 10 Feb 1936 Air Attaché, Helsingfors 
15 Nov 1938 Officer Commanding, RAF Odiham/No 50 (Army Co-op) Wing 
xx Dec 1939 Hospitalised 
16 Feb 1940 Air Attaché, Rome 
16 Jun 1940 Air Attaché, Bearne 
When her husband was killed in the Boar War, his mother, a French Comtesse, decided to move to 
Italy where her sister lived. Growing up in Italy, he learnt to speak fluent French and Italian as well 
as his native English. He entered Genoa University in 1913 and during the 1914 vacation he 
acquired a post in a Swiss Bank. However, shortly after starting work in Switzerland, War broke out 
and he decided to join the British Army. However, this was not as easy as it seemed, he was 
arrested in France because the French Police could not believe that an Englishman could speak 
such fluent French and that he was trying to escape the Country. 
Eventually arriving in Britain, he was sent to the RAMC at Aldershot on the grounds that he 
understood Latin. Despite protests he remained in the RAMC and was sent to Ireland. But 
fortunately he had been recommended for a commission and in May 1915 he joined the Royal 
Munster Fusiliers. He arrived in France in November 1918. Following pioneer duties behind the line 
his Battalion moved to the front in February 1916. A meeting with a RFC pilot and a ten minute 
flight in early 1917, led to him deciding to apply for the RFC. Training as a observer at Brooklands, 
he was back in France by late April 1917 posted to No 3 Squadron, becoming a fully qualified 
observer in July 1917. After six months as an observer, he was posted back to Britain to undergo 
pilot training at Grantham. 
When he qualified as a pilot, he returned to France together with his squadron commander from 
Grantham, Major Trafford Leigh-Mallory, who was to remain his CO in No 8 Squadron. 8 Squadron 
specialised in co-operation with tanks, but on 21 April 1918, whilst investigating the possibility of 
recovering a downed aircraft with Lt Richard Grice, he witnessed the shooting down of Manfred 
von Richtofen. 
On 12 August 1918, the British Army was intending to start a major offensive, but it needed 
information about the enemy positions. Setting off at dawn West and his observer, Haslam spotted 
an enemy concentration through a hole in the mist. Almost immediately they came under fire and 
he was hit in the leg and his radio transmitter was smashed. Continuing to identify his location he 
remained under attack and only when he was sure of the enemy’s position did he attempt to break 
off and head for his own lines. The German fighter followed them and continued attacking, unable 
to make his airfield he landed behind the Allied lines and insisted on reporting his findings to a 
squadron officer despite being in excruciating agony. His left leg was so badly damaged that it had 
to be amputated and shortly afterwards he was invalided back to Britain, where on 9 November 
1918 he learnt that he had been awarded the VC. 
Equipped with an artificial leg, he considered his flying career over, when he met a Swiss, Mr. 
Desoutter, who had also lost a leg but had designed and built himself a vastly superior limb. West, 
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having had one built for him, then approached the Air Ministry with a request to remain in the RAF 
as a pilot. Having been interviewed by Trenchard and been offered a post in the Foreign Office he 
was very pleasantly surprised to find his name amongst those listed in the London Gazette in 
August 1919 as one of those awarded permanent commissions in the RAF. Posted to Uxbridge, he 
was not allowed to pilot aircraft but often flew as a passenger and gradually talked his fellow staff 
officer into letting him take control eventually going solo and being returned to flying duties. 
Following attendance at the RAF Staff College, he returned to operational flying with 17 Squadron 
at Hawkinge flying Woodcocks and then Grebes. A couple of adjutant posts then followed firstly at 
the CFS and then at Kalafrana in Malta, where he had the engineering officer modify the ruder 
controls to enable him to fly seaplanes in rough weather. Returning to England he was given 
command of No 4 Squadron after a period as an instructor at the School of Army Co-operation. In 
1936 he was informed of what would be his first post as an Air Attaché when he was appointed the 
first British Air Attaché to Finland, Latvia and Estonia. Here he worked hard to interest the Finns in 
purchasing British aircraft and equipment in preference to German, but was successful when the 
Finnish Government placed an order for Bristol Blenheims. 
Returning to the UK he took command of RAF Odiham which later became No 50 Wing as part of 
the Air Component of the BEF. His return to operations came to an end at Christmas 1939 when 
feeling unwell he returned to Britain and was admitted to Aldershot Military Hospital being 
diagnosed as suffering from a burst ulcer. To aid his recovery he was posted to Italy as Air Attaché 
to Rome, but within six months Italy had declared war and he was moved across the border into 
Switzerland. He remained in this post throughout WWII and was responsible for assisting many 
escaped RAF aircrew return to Britain having made their way to Switzerland. He was also in a good 
position to collect intelligence about the enemy and was even targeted by the German Intelligence 
services resulting in him having to ‘hire’ himself a bodyguard. In 1944 he was offered a post in the 
Far East by ACM Sir Trafford Leigh-Mallory, but turned it down, fortunately for him as Leigh-
Mallory’s aircraft crashed into the Alps killing all aboard. With the end of the war in Europe, his 
term of office in Switzerland came to an end and he returned to Britain, retiring from the RAF and 
joining J Arthur Rank Overseas Film Distributors in January 1946. He was appointed Managing 
Director in 1947 remaining until 1958 retiring as Chairman. Subsequent directorships held included 
Hurst Park Syndicate, Continental Shipyard Agencies, Technical Equipment Supplies Ltd, Tokalon 
Ltd and Terravia Trading Services.  
Citation for the award of the Military Cross 
"Lt. Ferdinand Maurice Felix West, R. Muns. Fus., Spec. Res., and R.A.F. 
For conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty. While on patrol he, with another officer, observed 
fifteen enemy motor lorries. As these could not be engaged by our artillery by zone call, they flew 
8,000 yards over the enemy lines at a height of 3,800 ft. in the face of strong opposition from the 
ground, and dropped four bombs, obtaining direct hits on the lorries and doing considerable 
damage to their personnel.  They then proceeded to attack them with machine-gun fire as they 
sought cover. A fortnight later they carried out, at a height of 150 feet, a reconnaissance of their 
corps front, on which an attack was expected. Despite the fact that the clouds were at 200 feet, and 
there .was a thick .mist, they obtained most valuable information. During this flight they directed 
and located the fire of our artillery on a. concentration of enemy infantry. Throughout the 
operations their work in co-operation with our artillery was always of the greatest value, and their 
enterprise in attacking enemy troops and transport with bombs and machine-gun fire 
was splendid." 
(LG, 26 July 1918) 
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Citation for the award of the Victoria Cross 
"Air Ministry, 8th November, 1918.  
His Majesty the KING has been graciously pleased to approve of the award of the Victoria Cross to 
Lieut, (actg. Capt.) Ferdinand Maurice Felix West, M.C., - Royal Air Force (formerly of the Special 
Reserve, Royal Munster Fusiliers), in recognition of his outstanding bravery in aerial combat.  
Captain West, while engaging hostile troops at a low altitude far over the enemy lines, was 
attacked by seven aircraft. Early in the engagement one of his legs was partially severed by an 
explosive bullet, and fell powerless into the controls, rendering the machine for the time 
unmanageable. Lifting his disabled leg, he regained control of the machine, and, although 
wounded in the other leg, he, with surpassing bravery and devotion to duty, manoeuvred his 
machine so skilfully that his observer was enabled to get several good bursts into the enemy 
machines, which drove them away. Captain West then, with rare courage, and determination, 
desperately wounded as he was, brought his machine over our lines and landed safely. Exhausted 
by his exertions, he fainted, but on regaining consciousness insisted on writing his report.  
(The award of the Military Cross was Gazetted on 26th July, 1918)" 
171. Captain [later Lieutenant-Colonel] Archibald Duncan Justice STEWART (40481). 
Signed 29 June 1939. RAF Station Odiham. 

015 
The LG, 10 June 1932 announced “Black Watch—Lt. B. J. G. Madden, from the h.p. list, to be Lt., 
11th June 1932, with precedence next below Lt. A. D. J. Stewart”. 
From The Army List for December 1938: 

 
The LG, 2 February 1943 announced that he was placed on the h.p. list on account of ill-health. KH 
276, Liberator Mk VI, was shot down by anti-aircraft fire off Elephant Point on 29th December 1944. 
The LG, 31 August 1945 announced his promotion from Captain to Major on 30 August 1945. The 
LG, 2 March 1954 announced his promotion from Major to Lieutenant-Colonel on 14 April 1953. 
172. Group Captain John Hugh Oscar JONES. Signed 29 June 1939. RAF Abbotsinch. 

015 
From Flight, 28 March 1918: 
“The engagement is announced between Captain John Hugh Oscar Jones, R.F.C., Ordre de la 
Couronne, Croix de Guerre, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jones, of Hereford, and Charlotte Margaret 
Georgine Bucknall, elder daughter of the late John Lloyd and Mrs. Bucknall, of Marlborough”. 
The LG, 1 November 1938 announced his promotion from Wing Commander to Group Captain. His 
son, Pilot Officer John Sinclair Bucknall Jones was killed in action on 11 August 1940, aged 21, while 
flying with 152 Squadron. 
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173. Flight Lieutenant Douglas Leonard RAYMENT AFC (37536). Signed 6 July 1939. RAF 
Martlesham Heath. 

015 
In the summer of 1940, RAF Christchurch’s three Hawker Hurricanes were flown by RAF pilots from 
the Special Duty Flight, the Air Ministry's secret radar and signals flight trials unit also located at 
Christchurch. The pilots included Squadron Leader P. E. Meagher and Flying Officer D L Rayment. 
On several occasions these two pilots engaged enemy fighters and bombers, damaging several and 
each pilot shot down at least one bomber. Amazingly one of these Hurricanes survived and is the 
aircraft on display at the Science Museum in London, Hawker Hurricane Mk.I. L1592. This particular 
machine had previously fought with the RAF's 615 (County of Surrey) Squadron over Dunkirk and 
in the Battle of Britain even before it was sent to Christchurch to fight again after combat damage 
repairs had been completed. 19/9/1940 Hurricane L1562 piloted Flight Lieutenant D L Rayment in 
successful combat with JU 88 which crashed into the sea south of St Catherine’s point. Hurricane 
damaged by enemy action. 1/7/1941 LG includes award of Air Force Cross to Flight Lieutenant D L 
Rayment, Flight Commander of Special Duty Flight. Ditched in Channel 17 July 1941 25 miles off 
coast. Rayment and Sgt R Sadler missing. 
174. Squadron Leader Colin BOUMPHREY DFC. Signed 6 July 1939. RAF Finningley, 
Yorkshire. 

015 
His DFC was announced in the LG, 12 July 1920. He was the brother of Donald Boumphrey MC (4 
October 1892 – 12 September 1971) who was an English cricketer, educator and British Army 
officer. 
He was involved in Operation Kronstadt. According to Harry Ferguson’s Operation Kronstadt, “An 
extensive search by staff at the National Archives, the National Maritime Museum and the Imperial 
War Museum failed to discover a full list of the names of personnel who took part in ‘Operation 
R.K.’ Many of the relevant documents (including service records) appear to have been destroyed in 
a fire. It is possible that such a list may yet be found, but in the meantime the following is a as 
complete a list as can be compiled from existing sources.” His list includes four Royal Air Force 
Short Seaplanes, one of which (N5049) was piloted by Flight Lieutenant Colin Boumphrey and Pilot 
Officer (Obs) Lionel James Booth: 
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From the website of the BBC History Magazine: 
“Operation Kronstadt was, a ‘daring rescue attempt’ and a ‘mission impossible’ centred on the 
Soviet Union. Following the communist revolution in 1917 the country became embroiled in civil 
war. The fledgling SIS planned an audacious attempt to rescue one of their agents – a former 
concert pianist and Russian linguist, Paul Dukes. The mission, against all the odds, was a success – 
Dukes was knighted for his espionage work and his rescuer, Augustus Agar, awarded the Victoria 
Cross.” 
From Mail Online (http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-565220/Operation-Kronstadt-revealed-
story-mission-pluck-spy-jaws-death-Bolshevik-Russia.html) 9 May 2008: 
Operation Kronstadt: revealed, the full story of the mission to pluck a spy from the jaws of death in 
Bolshevik Russia by Andrew Roberts. 
The mission began as the riskiest rescue operation in the history of British Intelligence - and ended 
in an astonishingly successful Royal Navy raid on the most heavily defended fortress in Western 
Europe. 
"Their cool, disciplined, daredevil gallantry turned what the outside world would have called a 
forlorn hope into a legitimate operation which met with far greater success than I had ever hoped." 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-565220/Operation-Kronstadt-revealed-story-mission-pluck-spy-jaws-death-Bolshevik-Russia.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-565220/Operation-Kronstadt-revealed-story-mission-pluck-spy-jaws-death-Bolshevik-Russia.html
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Brave: Gus Agar pictured hours after the successful Oleg attack 
Those were the words of Admiral Walter Cowan about the men of the Coastal Motor Boats who 
attacked the Soviet Fleet in the Gulf of Finland on August 18, 1919, and they were well-deserved - 
two Victoria Crosses were awarded for the action. 
But only now can we learn of the full remarkable story of this great action. A fascinating, minutely-
researched and groundbreaking new book by former MI6 officer Harry Ferguson has put together 
for the first time the complete account of the Kronstadt Raid, which turns out to be a tale of 
adventure, honour and raw courage quite as extraordinary as anything found in fiction or on the 
silver screen. 
Many of the small force of Secret Intelligence Service agents and Royal Navy officers and men - 
along with the brave Finnish smugglers who helped them - have had their astonishing story told 
here for the first time, almost 90 years after the event. 
In May 1919, with World War I recently over but with the Russian Revolution turning into a full-
scale "Red Terror," the head of MI6, Sir Mansfield Cumming, known as "C," had a desperate 
problem. 
A British agent - Paul Dukes - had infiltrated spies into the Bolshevik government and made copies 
of top secret documents, but he was cut off in Petrograd (present-day St Petersburg). 
Dukes, a 30-year-old concert pianist from Bridgwater, Somerset, was a master of disguise, hence 
his admiring soubriquets such as "The New Scarlet Pimpernel" and "The Man with A Hundred 
Faces." 
The only MI6 agent ever to be knighted for his services in the field, Dukes was, as Ferguson writes: 
"The sort of spy we all wanted to be." 
The Government in London desperately needed a personal briefing from him about the situation in 
Russia, as well as the documents in his possession. But how to get him out? 
Cumming asked a 29-year-old naval lieutenant, Augustus "Gus" Agar, to undertake a seemingly 
suicidal mission to rescue him. 
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An expert in skippering high-speed Coastal Motor Boats (CMBs), Agar was asked to come up with a 
plan to cross into Russian territorial waters in the Gulf of Finland and spirit Dukes out of the 
country, before the Russian secret police, the Cheka, were able to capture him. 
The task was awesome. The borders had been sealed and a succession of couriers who had tried to 
cross them had been captured; six were betrayed, tortured and shot in one fortnight alone. So a 
high-speed boat landing at a pre-arranged rendezvous on the coastline near Petrograd was 
planned instead. 
CMBs were 40ft long, had a crew of three, carried two Lewis machine guns and a single torpedo. 
They had hydroplane hulls, hence their nickname "skimmers," but were made of plywood so were 
almost defenceless against enemy fire. 
The fastest naval vessels afloat, they were ideal for slipping past the huge array of defences in the 
Gulf of Finland - except for the deafening noise they made when they reached their top speed of 
45mph. 
Protecting the sea approach to Petrograd was the forbidding island fortress of Kronstadt and its 15 
forts - nine to the north, six to the south - with enough guns to halt any enemy fleet. 
Furthermore, the forts were connected by a hidden breakwater that MI6 told Agar was only three 
feet under the surface and which, since CMBs drew 2ft 9in of water, meant that his two vessels 
would have only three inches to spare at normal speed. 
Although the Gulf of Finland is 250 miles long, it is only 30 miles wide, and with gunboat patrols, 
floating and fixed mines, searchlights, submarines and seaplanes, it seemed impassable to any but 
the most intrepid sailor. 
Cumming explained the mission to Agar in his office in Whitehall, and ordered him to choose only 
unmarried men with no immediate dependants for his seven-man team; Agar himself had been 
orphaned at the age of 12, and although he had a sweetheart they were not then engaged. 
Cumming also warned Agar that in the event of capture he could expect no help, or even official 
recognition, from the British Government. 
His unit would be in plain clothes, although Royal Navy uniforms and caps would be donned in the 
event of capture, to protect them from being shot as spies. 
Yet Cumming and Agar both knew that if they were captured by the Cheka, they would be tortured 
before being executed. (Among the Cheka's favoured methods were scalping prisoners alive and 
thrusting them naked into a barrel studded with razorsharp nails and rolling them around the 
interrogation room.) 
Despite this, Agar said: 'Of course I'm going. Who wouldn't? I have no responsibilities and besides, 
the war is over - where else would I see action? This is a chance. Maybe a great chance.' 
Agar returned to his base at HMS Osea, a 600-acre island connected by a causeway to the Essex 
coast. He recruited six other men and they then made their way to Finland by Swedish merchant 
ship, posing as commercial travellers selling war surplus CMBs as pleasure craft. The machine guns 
and torpedo-firing gear went as engine spares. 
"I must hurry - hurry the devil!" noted an impatient Agar, worried lest the Cheka might arrest Dukes 
before he was able to get there. 
Once established at the Finnish village of Terrioki on the north coast of the Gulf of Finland, close to 
the Russian border, Agar could see quite how perilous the whole project was, and how the "white 
nights" of that region in summer meant that action could take place only in those few hours of the 
day when the sun was not shining. 
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He also saw how on the other side of the Gulf, the Russian cruiser Oleg was mercilessly pounding 
the White Russian (ie anti-Bolshevik) garrison trapped in the nearby fortress of Krasnaya Gorka. 
Since there was no prospect for the moment of contacting Dukes, Agar decided - in contravention 
of his orders - to launch an attack on the Oleg. At 11pm on the night of June 17, 1919, Agar's six 
men in two speedboats set out to sink the cruiser, along with her crew of 565. 
It was a feat out of the annals of Drake and Nelson. Although one CMB had to turn back with 
engine failure, at three minutes past midnight, having slipped between three destroyers in the dark 
and got within 900 yards of the Oleg, "Gus" Agar launched the torpedo. 
Immediately, he opened the throttle to escape, records Ferguson, the sea erupted all around them 
and it seemed to Gus that every vessel in the Soviet Baltic fleet was firing at them as they raced for 
a gap between two of the destroyers. 
He threw the CMB violently from side to side to make it as difficult a target as possible. But some 
of the shells detonated as close as ten yards away, throwing great cascades of water across the 
boat. 
Nonetheless, even above the roar of the boat's powerful engine, they felt the tremendous 
explosion as the torpedo smashed into the Oleg's hull: "There was a brilliant flash which lit up the 
entire night sky as a column of thick smoke began to billow out behind the Oleg's foremost funnel. 
Her sirens wailed as she immediately began to keel over." 
It was this coup for which Agar was awarded the Victoria Cross, although because the Russians put 
a £5,000 price on his head he could not be publicly named, so it was always known as "the mystery 
VC." Admiral Cowan forgave Agar's impetuosity, and was soon persuaded that a raid of seven 
CMBs into Kronstadt harbour itself could also succeed. 
So at 1.40am on August 18, Agar and six other Royal Navy CMBs sped into the Soviet naval base 
and, at the cost of eight killed and nine captured, managed to either sink or damage the Soviet 
battle cruisers Petropavlovsk and Andrei Pervozvanni and the key submarine supply ship Pamiat 
Azova. 
Two more VCs were awarded for that operation, and Agar got the DSO. Yet he had still not 
achieved what he had come to the Gulf to do: rescue Dukes. A rendezvous was set up for the agent 
to meet his rescuers. 
Despite another perilous journey by CMB, Agar managed to make the rendezvous point at 
midnight on the appointed evening, but Paul Dukes did not turn up. After waiting for an hour, Agar 
tried to return to the base at Terrioki. 
At first, the boat's engine struggled to start because the compressedair bottle which acted as a 
starter motor had been leaking and there was barely enough gas left for one attempt. 
Then, once it had roared into life, a squall developed as they returned between the Kronstadt 
satellite fortresses, and two feet of water poured over the hull, reducing the CMB to a crawl and 
threatening to stop the engine altogether - but the boat limped home. 
On his next attempt to rescue Dukes, and his 13th trip through the line of forts, Agar was even less 
fortunate. 
As Ferguson records: "They were about 800 metres from a gap between two forts when a 
searchlight passed over them, and then returned to hold them in its beam. 
"Gus jinked the CMB left and right to try to lose it, but the beam stayed doggedly on them. Then a 
second light joined in and at the same time the guns of the fortress opened up.' 
Agar kept to his course, knowing that the closer they got to the forts the harder it would be for the 
gun muzzles to be depressed and to track them. 
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Although they managed to shoot out one searchlight with the Lewis gun, another searchlight 
opened up, temporarily blinding Agar. One shell landed so close that it lifted the CMB out of the 
water. Believing the boat sunk, the Russians broke off the engagement, and their propaganda led 
Dukes to conclude that Agar had been killed. 
He therefore resolved to leave Petrograd by land, and was forced to jump from tram to tram in the 
city to shake off Cheka agents. 
After a series of extraordinary adventures through war-torn Latvia under a variety of disguises, he 
got back to London, along with his secret documents copied on to tissue paper. 
Yet Agar was not dead; instead, the CMB had run aground on a breakwater. The propeller shaft was 
smashed, the watertight seams had gone and there were two huge holes in the hull. 
"Even if we could get her off the breakwater," one of the men on board reported, "the only place 
she'd go is straight to the bottom." 
Yet if they didn't get away, daylight would reveal them and the Russians would renew the 
bombardment. So they stuffed the holes with canvas, heaved the four-ton boat off the breakwater, 
and, bailing water furiously, drifted off with the two-knot current, fashioning a makeshift sail from 
other canvas torn from the deck covering. 
Even then, they knew they had no hope of getting past the forts as daylight broke through the 
clouds. The three men sat together in the torpedo launch trough to share a last cigarette before 
the Soviets spotted and killed them. 
At that moment a sea mist, unknown in those waters at that time of year, began to rise from the 
waters around them. Agar called to the others to start bailing again, and - towed by some Finnish 
fisherman whom they both bribed and threatened with the Lewis gun - they made it back to base. 
The great Kronstadt adventure was over. 
Finally, after nearly 90 years, the whole story of Operation Kronstadt has been told, and it stands as 
a tribute to the incredible courage and determination of the Royal Navy and MI6 teams involved, 
but especially to Captain Augustus Agar, "the mystery VC." 
175. Arthur William ODDY. Signed 6 July 1939. Hawick. 

015 
A search of the LG found only one person named A W Oddy, who was chairman of The Nab Lane 
Estate Co Limited, based in Bradford, which was voluntarily wound up on 13 May 1943.  A search 
using ancestry.co.uk finds several entries for A W Olly. 
From the Hawick section of MacDonalds Scottish Directory and Gazetteer, 1939-40: 

 
From the County Councillors | Hawick section of MacDonalds Scottish Directory and Gazetteer, 
1939-40: 

 
From The Peterite, St Peter’s School, York, December 1923: 
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From The Peterite, St Peter’s School, York, April 1924: 

 
From The Peterite, St Peter’s School, York, July 1924: 
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Email dated 17 September 2014 to Trevor Baker from Pat Chandler, Librarian and Archivist, St 
Peter’s School, York: 
“Thank you for your enquiry regarding the first names of A W Oddy.  They are Arthur William.  He 
was a St Peter’s School boarder between September 1920 and April 1924.  His home address at 
that time was in Shipley.” 
From http://www.scotsman.com/news/obituaries/william-mactaggart-1-610508: 
The Scotsman, 27 June 2002 
William Mactaggart died recently in his 96th year, having suffered a stroke a week previously. Until 
that time, he was living on his own with his mind and his memory as sharp as ever. 
Willie was born in Hawick in 1906. He was educated at St Mary’s, Melrose and at Jedburgh, where 
he thoroughly enjoyed himself and he was devoted to the school for the rest of his life. It was 
assumed that he would follow his father into the Hawick wool firm of Mactaggart Bros, but instead 
he joined what was then Robert Pringle and Son as an apprentice, and worked in all departments 
there. 
His enormous ability was soon recognised and, eight years later, at the remarkably young age of 
27, he was appointed joint managing director. In 1945, his fellow managing director, Arthur Oddy, 
left to join Ballantynes and Willie returned from war service to take full charge of Pringles with a 
workforce of around 200. 
176. E MILLS. Signed 6 July 1939. Ministry of Health, Inverness. 

015 
No trace found. 
177. Robert Taylor SMITH. Signed 6 July 1939. 10 Dept, Royal Aircraft Establishment, 
South Farnborough. 

015 
Wireless direction finding systems: patent application33 by C.H. Smith and R.T. Smith. 1928-1932 
Reference: AVIA 13/293 held in TNA. 
See http://patent.ipexl.com/assignee/Robert_Taylor_Smith_1.html for his other patents. 
178. Wing Commander [later Group Captain] Keith MacDermott HAMPSHIRE DSO* DFC*. 
Signed 8 July 1939. RAF Station Cranwell, Lincs. 

015 
Specialists Signal Course - RAF College, Cranwell, UK. Keith MacDermott Hampshire (1914-1982), 
air force officer, was born on 10 September 1914 at Port Macquarie, New South Wales, second son 
of Percy George Hampshire, dairy inspector, and his wife Gladys May, née MacDermott, both born 

                                                 
33 A copy of this patent is in Trevor Baker’s collection. PATENT SPECIFICATION No. 334,341. APPLICATION 
DATE: July 30, 1929. SPECIFICATION ACCEPTED: September 4, 1930. TITLE: IMPROVEMENTS IN WIRELESS 
DIRECTION FINDING SYSTEMS. APPLICANT: ROBERT TAYLOR SMITH of Royal Aircraft Establishment, 
South Farnborough, Hampshire. 6 pages of text plus 2 pages of drawings. 

http://www.scotsman.com/news/obituaries/william-mactaggart-1-610508
http://patent.ipexl.com/assignee/Robert_Taylor_Smith_1.html
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in New South Wales. After the family moved to Perth, Keith attended Scotch College, where he 
obtained his junior certificate. He called himself a grazier when he joined the Royal Australian Air 
Force as a cadet on 18 January 1937 and entered No.1 Flying Training School, Point Cook, Victoria. 
Six feet (183 cm) tall and strongly built, he had represented Western Australia in surfing. 
Graduating with the highest flying marks, he was commissioned in December and posted to No.2 
Squadron. In June 1938 he was promoted to flying officer. He attended navigation courses and in 
1939 completed a specialist signals course at Cranwell, England. Before Hampshire left England 
World War II had broken out, and on his return to Australia he held appointments with No.12 
Squadron, and as signals officer at RAAF Station, Darwin, and Northern Command Headquarters, 
Townsville, Queensland. Promoted to temporary Squadron leader in January 1941, he commanded 
No.6 Squadron at Richmond, New South Wales, from September and No.23 Squadron at 
Archerfield, Amberley and Lowood, Queensland, from March 1942. Much of the flying was 
patrolling and escorting convoys, and it was not until December, when he took over No.22 
Squadron in Port Moresby that he served in a front-line unit. He had been made temporary wing 
commander in October. Aggressively competitive, he was soon in action in the Squadron’s twin-
engined Bostons, supporting the Australian and American ground forces in their final battles in 
Papua. On 14 December, separated by bad weather from the rest of the formation, he sighted 
Japanese destroyers unloading troops and equipment and `wrought havoc’ by bombing and 
strafing. In spite of often having just six or seven serviceable aircraft, Hampshire led No.22 
Squadron in frequent attacks against the strongly defended Japanese airfields at Lae and Salamaua, 
New Guinea. A dawn strike on 2 March 1943 helped to prevent the Japanese from protecting their 
convoy in the battle of the Bismarck Sea. On 5 March shrapnel lodged in his leg when his 
aeroplane was hit as he approached Lae, but he bombed the target and led the formation back. 
After a brief spell in hospital, on 16 March he led seven Bostons in a successful raid on Salamaua, 
one of the raids on which William Newton distinguished himself. Through the following months 
Hampshire flew many sorties in support of the Australians advancing from Wau. Mountainous 
terrain, unpredictable weather and the need for precision in attack made flying difficult and 
dangerous. To ease the primitive living conditions of the crews, he organised better facilities and he 
promoted sport to lift morale, including open-air boxing tournaments between Australians and 
Americans that attracted crowds of thousands. He was awarded the Distinguished Service Order 
(1943) for his leadership and bravery. Transferred to England in July 1943, Hampshire completed a 
fighter conversion course and in December took command of No.456 Squadron, RAAF, then 
stationed at Fairwood Common, Wales, and being equipped with new Mosquitoes carrying 
improved radar. A demanding leader who enforced the division between the officers and non-
commissioned aircrew, he drove the Squadron hard, and it was well prepared when shifted to Ford, 
Sussex, in March 1944. In the path of German intruders, the Squadron, operating as night fighters, 
was soon in action. Over the next months, No.456 flew in support of the D-Day (6 June) invasion, 
attacked trains and other targets in Europe, diverted German defences from the main bomber 
stream and destroyed over twenty flying bombs. The Squadron, which had shot down six enemy 
aircraft before Hampshire arrived, was credited with thirty-eight when he left. His own score was 
seven. The citation for his Distinguished Flying Cross (1944) noted that twice he was so close to an 
enemy aircraft that its disintegration damaged his Mosquito. He was promoted to temporary group 
captain in July and awarded a Bar to his DSO (1945) for his ‘iron determination’ and the success of 
his Squadron. His younger brother John Maclean Hampshire (1916-1990) was born on 27 February 
1916 at Port Macquarie. John followed Keith to Scotch College and then in January 1938 to Point 
Cook; he was commissioned in the RAAF in December. Posted to No.11 Squadron in September 
1939, he piloted flying boats in the South-West Pacific Area. On 11 August 1941 at St John’s 
Church of England, Glebe, Sydney, he married Margaret Irene Constance Taylor (d.1969), a nurse. 
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He was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross for evacuating some ninety RAAF personnel from 
the Netherlands East Indies in January-February 1942. After commanding No.33 and No.41 
Squadrons and having been promoted to temporary wing commander in December 1943, he was 
transferred to England. There he assumed command of No.461 Squadron, RAAF, flying 
Sunderlands, in February 1944. Both commanding Squadrons on the south coast of England, the 
brothers attracted publicity, especially when selected to take part in what was said to be England’s 
first surf carnival. Mentioned in despatches, John returned to Australia in June 1945. After his RAAF 
appointment terminated in August, he worked as a pilot for Qantas Empire Airways Ltd. Survived 
by his three sons and a daughter, he died on 21 March 1990 at Point Piper, Sydney, and was 
cremated. Keith was posted to Transport Command in November 1944 and ceased combat flying. 
His RAAF appointment terminated in Australia on 29 April 1946. He worked in the Far East and 
Australia for the British Aviation Insurance Group, and tried oil prospecting, aircraft sales and 
importing. At Trinity College, Cambridge (BA, 1963; MA, 1970), he studied economics. His 
confidence, even arrogance, in decision-making, his courage, skill, competitiveness and acceptance 
of the loneliness of command that had served him well in the air war did not transfer easily into 
business. In the end, he may also have lacked mental stability. He never married. On or about 17 
November 1982 he died from injuries sustained when he fell from a beach cliff at Palos Verdes, 
California, United States of America; he was cremated. The coroner recorded that his death was 
accidental. His portrait (1957), by (Sir) William Dargie, is held by the Australian War Memorial, 
Canberra. 
179. Mr George BARRETT. Signed 13 July 1939. Edgware, Middlesex. 

015 
He was Chairman of The National Pigeon Service. From Flight, 18 May 1939: 
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180. Mr T BROWN. Signed 13 July 1939. Fields Road, Haslingden, Lancashire. 

016 
Hansard 16 April 1940: Mr. E. J. Williams asked the Secretary of State for Air the names of members 
of the National Pigeon Service; and whether he will provide representation for the Welsh Homing 
Union? The Under-Secretary of State for Air (Captain Harold Balfour) replied “There are 
approximately 10,000 members of the National Pigeon Service, and I therefore assume that it is the 
names of the members of the National Pigeon Service Committee that the hon. Member desires to 
know. The committee consists of Mr. G. Barrett (chairman) and Messrs. T. Brown President of the 
International Pigeon Board in 1939, A. N. Hutton, E. G. Swan and W. J. Kyle, with Mr. J. Selby-
Thomas as secretary. The chairman of the committee is the secretary of the Welsh Homing Union.” 
181. Mr Joseph SELBY-THOMAS. Signed 13 July 1939. 22 Clarence Street, Gloucester. 

016 
He was secretary of the National Pigeon Service committee in WW2. The National Pigeon Service 
(NPS) was a volunteer civilian organisation formed in Britain in 1938 as result of representations 
made to the Committee of Imperial Defence and the British Government by Major W H Osman. At 
the outbreak of World War 2, thousands of Britain’s pigeon fanciers gave their pigeons to the war 
effort to act as message carriers. During the period of the war nearly a quarter of a million birds 
were used by the army, the RAF and the Civil Defence Services including the police, the fire service, 
Home Guard and even Bletchley Park. Pigeon racing was stopped and birds of prey along the 
coasts of Britain were culled so that British pigeons could arrive home unhindered by these 
predators. There were tight controls on the keeping of pigeons and even rationing for pigeon corn. 
Homing pigeons were used not only in Western Europe by British forces but also by American, 
Canadian, and German forces in other parts of the world during the war – Italy, Greece, North 
Africa, India and the Middle and Far East. One pigeon, GI Joe, saved the lives of thousands of British 
troops who were preparing to take an Italian town after the US Air Force had bombarded the 
Germans. However, the British forces found no resistance from the Germans and so entered the 
town unchallenged. Unfortunately, the USAF were already en route to bomb the town and with 
radio contact broken GI Joe fly over a mile a minute (60 mph) back to the base. He arrived back just 
in time for the air raid to be called off before the USAF would have bombed our troops. All RAF 
bombers and reconnaissance aircraft carried pigeons and, if the aircraft had to ditch, the plane’s 
co-ordinates were sent back with the pigeon to its RAF base and a search and rescue operation was 
effected. Thousands of servicemen’s lives were saved by these heroic birds that flew often in 
extreme circumstances. During World War II homing pigeons were seconded into the National 
Pigeon Service from Britain’s fanciers including one from the Royal Lofts. In fact one pigeon, Royal 
Blue, was the first pigeon to bring a message from a force-landed aircraft on the continent. On the 
10th October 1940 this young bird was released in Holland. He flew 120 miles in 4 hours 10 
minutes reporting the information regarding the situation of the crew. After the war, the Dickin 
Medal was instituted. Commonly known as the Animal VC, it was awarded to 53 animals including 
32 homing pigeons including Royal Blue. Pigeons carried their messages either in special message 
containers on their legs or small pouches looped over their backs. Quite often pigeons were 
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dropped by parachute in containers to Resistance workers in France, Belgium and Holland. This was 
often quite precarious as it was a bumpy landing and very dangerous for the Resistance workers if 
they were caught with a British pigeon. Aircrew carried their pigeons in special watertight baskets 
and containers, in case the aircraft had to ditch into the sea. Pigeon lofts were built at RAF and 
army bases but the mobile lofts had to be constructed so that they could move easily over land. 
The Dickin Medal was awarded for any animal displaying conspicuous gallantry and devotion to 
duty during World War II and its aftermath. Of the 53 Dickin Medals presented, 32 went to pigeons. 
The founder of the People’s Dispensary for Sick Animals, Mrs Maria Dickin, instituted the award, 
popularly referred to as the ‘Animal VC’, and was made only upon official recommendation and 
was exclusive to the animal kingdom. One of the most famous pigeons was called ‘White Vision’. It 
received its Dickin Medal for “delivering a message under exceptionally difficult conditions and so 
contributing to the rescue of an air crew while serving with the RAF in October 1943”. This hardly 
tells the story! A Catalina flying boat had to ditch in the Hebrides at 0820 hrs one morning. Sea 
rescue operations were hindered by very bad weather and air search was impossible because of 
thick mist. At 1700 hrs that afternoon White Vision arrived at her loft with a message giving the 
position of the ditched aircraft and as a result the search was resumed, the aircraft sighted and 
rescue of the crew effected. White Vision had flown 60 miles over heavy seas against a headwind of 
25 miles per hour with visibility only a hundred yards at the place of release and three hundred 
yards at the place of arrival. Flight, 14 December 1939 carried this article: “His Majesty The King has 
accepted the badge of the National Pigeon Service, which was recently established under the 
direction of the Air Ministry to enable the defence Services to make full use of the homing pigeon 
as a means of communication in peace and war. The badge, to which all members of the National 
Pigeon Service are entitled, is enamelled in blue and surmounted by a gilt crown. It shows a pigeon 
at rest and bears the inscription “National Pigeon Service." His Majesty takes a keen interest in the 
work of the Service and from the Royal loft at Sandringham the King's birds are daily sent out on 
war service. Important messages have already been received by their aid. A short while ago a British 
pilot flying off the coast found himself running short of petrol. He released one of his pigeons 
which flew to the Royal loft at Sandringham with a message. This was duly telephoned to the pilot's 
base, where arrangements were made at once to go to his assistance. The pilot managed to reach 
his aerodrome, but if, as had seemed likely, he had come down in the sea, the pigeon might well 
have saved his life and the aircraft as well. The King has asked that a fortnightly report on the 
activities of his birds should be submitted to him. Each member of the National Pigeon Service 
contracts to loan his birds for war work. The scheme is purely voluntary, but a grant of £5 a year is 
made by the Air Ministry to all fanciers in cases where ten of more of their birds are actually 
employed. There are already some 15,000 members, and the number of pigeons available for active 
service is approximately 750,000. More members are required, and pigeon fanciers who are 
interested in this scheme should communicate with Mr. J. Selby Thomas, 22, Clarence Street, 
Gloucester, who is the Secretary of the National Pigeon Service Committee.” 
According to a search using findmypast.co.uk, the most likely first name is Joseph: 
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182. Major Andrew Neilson HUTTON (175337). Signed 13 July 1939. Old?land, Hamilton. 

016 
Author of Pigeon Lore, 1962. See above entries for G Barrett, T Brown and J Selby-Thomas who 
also signed this book on 13 July 1939. 
183. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Vernon Frank WHATLING DSM* (13194). 
Signed 13 July 1939. 12 Group, Gosport. 

016 
His DSM was awarded in June 1917 for his activities with the Royal Naval Air Service in the East 
Africa Campaign. The Bar was awarded in October 1917. He has various mentions in Flight and the 
LG. His file, reference ADM 273/22/27, in TNA covers the period 1906-1918 and was closed for 75 
years (presumably from 1918). 
From http://www.theaerodrome.com/forum/254644-post3.html: 
“With Leckie and Galpin in Curtiss H.8 (H.12 after being re-engined with 250-hp RR Eagle engines) 
"Large America" flying boat number 8666were Chief Petty Officer, 3rd Grade Vernon Frank 
Whatling and Air Mechanic, 2nd Class John Robinson Laycock, each of whom received the 
Distinguished Service Medal (LG number 30147, 22 June 1917).” 
From http://www.fleetairarmoa.org/news/on-this-day-14-may-1917: 
Report by Flight Lieutenant C J Galpin on the destruction of Zeppelin L.22 on 14 may 1917, 
addressed to the Commanding Officer RN Air Sation Great Yarmouth, dated 14 May 1917. (Air 
1/660) 

http://www.theaerodrome.com/forum/254644-post3.html
http://www.fleetairarmoa.org/news/on-this-day-14-may-1917
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“I have the honour to submit the following report on the patrol carried out on May 14th 1917 by 
Curtiss Flying Boat type H.12 No 8666. The crew of the boat consisted Flight Sub Lieutenent R 
Leckie (pilot) CPO34 Whatling (W/T observer), Air Mechanic J R Laycock (engineer) and myself. She 
was armed with three Lewis Guns with Brock, Pomeroy and Buckingham ammunition, four 100lb 
bombs, W/T apparatus, and carried 40 additional gallons of petrol in tins. 
Weather was thick, the water being invisible from between 20 and 200ft, but at heights over 1500ft 
this low bank of cloud could be seen through giving a visibility of about a mile. Sky overcast, fog 
and rain to West and South. Wind SE about 10-15 mph. Twenty miles from the TEXEL these 
conditions disappeared and a clear visibility of 15 to 20 miles was obtained. 
In accordance with your orders we left Yarmouth at 3:30am GMT and kept a course of 80deg until 
4:45am to make Terschelling LV. At 4:15 I relieved Flt Sub Lt Leckie at the wheel, and when 80 miles 
from Yarmouth we ceased W/T communication to avoid discovery. At 4:48am we sighted a 
Zeppelin dead ahead about 10-15 miles away and end on. We were then cruising at 60 knots at 
5,000ft and two minutes later passed the Terschelling LV on our port hand. We increased speed to 
65 kts and 6,000ft. The Zeppelin appeared to be at about 3,000ft. We dropped three of the bombs 
to lighten ship at 5:00am and Flight Sub Lt Leckie took over the wheel again. CPO Watling went aft 
to the rear gun and I went forward to the two Lewis Guns mounted parallel in the bow. The 
Zeppelin turned North and then North East exposing her broadside and I conclude she was coming 
SW when we first saw her, and had now reched the limit of her patrol. We were then about two 
miles astern of her so increased speed to 75 kts descending to 5,00ft. She seemed as yet unaware 
of us probably owing to our background of dark fog and cloud; but when we came within half a 
mile of her she put her nose up and seemed to increase speed. We dived at her 90kts coming up 
slightly astern at 3,8000ft where we levelled out to 75kts. In this position we overhauled her on the 
starboard quarter about 20ft below the level of the gondolas. I opened fire with both guns at 50yds 
range and observed incendiary bullets entering the envelope on the starboard quarter slightly 
below the middle. After a few rounds the port gun jammed but the starboard gun fired nearly a 
complete tray before jammimg also. We were then 100ft from her and turned hard a starboard 
while I tried to clear the starboard gun. As we began to turn I thought I saw aslight glow inside the 
envelope and 15 seconds later when she came in sight on our other side she was hanging tail 
down at an angle of 45degrees with the lower half of her envelope thoroughly alight. Five or six 
seconds later the whole ship was a glowing mass and she fell vertically by the tail. CPO Whatling 
observing from the after hatch saw the number L22 painted under the nose before it was 
consumed. He also saw two of the crew jump out, one from the after gun position on top of the tail 
fin and one from the after gondola. They had no parachutes. When the airship had fallen to about 
1000ft four large columns of water went up below in quick succession either from bombs or 
engines becoming detached from the framework. After 45 seconds from the first ignition the 
envelope was burnt off and the bare exoskeleton plunged into the sea, laving a mass of black ash 
on the surface from which a column of brown smoke about 1500ft high sprang up and stood. 
By this time we had completed our circle and so set a course of 260degrees for Yarmouth at 
5:20am resuming W/T communication at 80 miles from the English Coast. The return journey was 
practically a continuous rainstrom. We made the Newarp LV and landed at Yarmouth at 7:50am. 
The action took place at 5:15am 4deg 35'E 53deg 25'N 18 miles to the NNW of the North end of 
Texel Island. 
L22 was silvery grey in colour with a cross outlined on the upper surface. She flew an ensign below 
the rudder. Two gondolas were hung beneath the envelope and separate from it. The nose was 

                                                 
34 Chief Petty Officer 
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very blunt, tail not so blunt. There were two gun positions on the top, one on the vertical fin 
immediately before the rudder and the other just abaft the nose. Her speed was certainly more 
than 50kts. 
It was evident that we had 20-25kts greater speed than she, even though we did not open our 
engines right out during the whole attack. This combined with the complete surprise gave us an 
incalculable advantage. The enemy appears to have attempted to have have returned fire as we 
have a bullet hole in the left upper plane and another in hull amidships. I consider she was set 
alight before she fully realised the nature of the attack; but even under normal conditions this type 
of seaplane should prove superior in every way to a Zeppelin if one can judge from the large 
amounts of power we left untouched. She was also very handy and easily conned from the forward 
cockpit by signals to the pilot. She proved an exceptionally steady gun platform at all speeds and 
the parallel mounting proved thoroughly satisfactory. 
I would submit to your notice that the success of the attack was due to the good judgment and 
skill of Flt Sub Lt Leckie and that CPO Whatling and Air Mechanic J R Laycock both showed 
considerable coolness and promptitude in attending to their duties during the action.” 
From The Air Force List for January 1938: 

 
184. Squadron Leader John Bowater VERNON (126841). Signed 13 July 1939. Air Ministry. 

016 
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According to Arthur Charles Fox-Davies’ Armorial Families, London, 1929, he was born in 1884, 
being the eldest son of Thomas Bowater Vernon, of Hanbury, Wallington, Surrey: 

 
The Air Force List for July 1939 lists Major J B Vernon as a retired officer in the Directorate of Signals 
under the Assistant Chief of the Air Staff. The LG, 22 August 1939 announced “Major John Bowater 
VERNON is granted a commission in class CC as Squadron Leader. 5th June 1939.” Squadron 
Leader John Bowater VERNON’s appointment to the rank of Lieutenant in the Royal Corps of 
Signals from 1st May 1940 was announced in the LG, 30 April 1940. 
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185. Air Vice-Marshal Frederick George Darby HARDS CBE DSC DFC (17 April 1889 – 10 
July 1963). Signed 18 July 1939. HQ Coastal Command. 

016 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederick_Hards: 
Hards joined the Royal Fusiliers in 1914 and then served in World War I as a pilot with the Royal 
Naval Air Service. He received his aviator's certificate in 1915. After the War he became Officer 
Commanding No. 230 Squadron and then, after various staff positions, he was appointed Officer 
Commanding RAF Malta in 1930. He went on to be Fleet Aviation Officer to Commander-in-Chief 
Mediterranean Fleet in 1933 and Senior Engineering Staff Officer at Fighter Command in 1936. He 
served in World War II as Senior Air Staff Officer and then Air Officer Administration at Coastal 
Command before becoming Air Officer Administration and then Air Officer Commanding British 
Forces Aden; he retired in 1943. 
Honours and awards 
22 June 1916 - Flight Lieutenant Vincent Nicholl and Flight Lieutenant Frederick George Darby 
Hards, RNAS are both awarded the Distinguished Service Cross: 
“In recognition of their services on the morning of the 25th April, 1916, when they pursued a 
Zeppelin 65 miles out to sea, dived to within a few hundred feet of it, and attacked it with bombs 
and darts.” 
1 October 1917 - Flight Commander Fred George Darby Hards, RNAS was mentioned in dispatches 
for services on patrol duties and submarine searching in home waters. 
3 June 1918 - Lieutenant (temporary Captain Frederick George Darby Hands, DSC was awarded the 
Distinguished Flying Cross for distinguished service. 
11 July 1940 - Air Commodore (nor Acting Air Vice-Marshal) Frederick George Darby Hards, DSC, 
DFC, Royal Air Force is appointed a Commander of the Order of the British Empire for distinguished 
services rendered during recent operations. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Hards.htm: 
CBE - 11 Jul 1940, DSC - 22 Jun 1916, DFC - 3 Jun 1918, MiD - 1 Oct 1917; (RN): - (T) (P) Flt Sub-
Lt: 12 Feb 1915, (T) Flt Sub-Lt: 22 May 1915 12 Feb 1915, (T) Flt Lt: 1 Jan 1916, Flt Cdr: 30 Jun 
1917; (RAF): - (T) Maj Lt: 1 Apr 1918, (T) Lt Col: 27 Jun 1918, Maj: 1 Jan 1919, Sqn Ldr: 1 Aug 
1919, Wg Cdr: 1 Jan 1929, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1934, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1938, Act AVM: 11 May 1940, (T) 
AVM: 1 Jul 1940, AVM: Retained. 
xx Sep 1914 Soldier, 17th Battalion, Royal Fusiliers 
xx xxx 1915 Pilot, RNAS Great Yarmouth 
xx xxx xxxx Pilot, RNAS Killingholme 
27 Jun 1918 Staff Officer 1st Class 
Aug 1919  Seaplane Branch? 
1 Aug 1919 Awarded Permanent Commission as a Major 
1 Apr 1920 Officer Commanding? No 8 Wing Mobile Disposal Sqn  

xx May 1920 Supernumerary, HQ Inland Area (duties in connection with disbandment of 
No 8 Wing) 

21 May 1920 Officer Commanding, No 230 Sqn. (Felixstowe F5 - Felixstowe) 
27 Sep 1921 Attended RN Staff College 
14 Sep 1922 Supernumerary, HQ RAF Iraq 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederick_Hards
http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Hards.htm
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1 Oct 1922 Staff, Station Commandant - RAF Hinaidi 
27 Oct 1924 Attended Senior Officers' War Course 
28 Feb 1925 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
20 Apr 1925 Staff, Deputy Directorate of Organisation 
19 Sep 1927 Directing Staff, RAF Staff College 
18 Jan 1930 Officer Commanding, RAF Base Malta 
14 Oct 1931 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
19 Jan 1932 Attended Imperial Defence College 
1 Feb 1933 Fleet Aviation Officer to C in C, Mediterranean Fleet 
27 Feb 1935 SESO, HQ Fighting Area 
14 Jul 1936 SESO, HQ Fighter Command 
3 Sep 1936 SESO, No 11 (Fighter) Group? 
24 Jan 1938 SASO, HQ Coastal Command 
8 Jan 1940 AOA, HQ Coastal Command 
11 May 1940 AOA, HQ British Forces Aden 
10 Sep 1941 AOC, British Forces Aden 
He studied Engineering between 1906 and 1911, but plans for a career as an Engineer ended with 
the outbreak of WW1. He gained his RAeC Certificate (No 1142) on 31 March 1915. Whilst at 
Killingholme, he swam 70 yards into the Humber to rescue two airmen who had been knocked into 
the water and washed away, for which he was awarded the Royal Humane Society Medal in March 
1917.  
During his tenure at Malta, he led a Mediterranean Cruise beginning 14 July 1931. 
186. Graham Thomson LYALL VC (8 March 1892 – 28 November 1941). Signed 28 July 
1939. OC 3rd AA Divisional RAOC35 (TA) Coatbridge. 

016 
From the Canadian Library and Archives (reproduced in Lieutenant Colonel William A. Smy36’s For 
Valour: Colonel Graham Thomson Lyall, VC, 2009): 

 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graham_Thomson_Lyall: 
He was a Canadian recipient of the Victoria Cross, the highest and most prestigious award for 
gallantry in the face of the enemy that can be awarded to British and Commonwealth forces. Lyall 
was born in Manchester and joined the Royal Navy to study mechanical engineering. However he 
was discharged from the Navy after suffering an ear infection. He emigrated to Canada, settling in 
Welland, Ontario, then moving to Chippawa, where he worked for a Power Company. 

                                                 
35 Anti Aircraft Division Workshop Company, Royal Army Ordnance Corps 
36 Written with Alexander F. D. Ferguson (Sandy Ferguson, Graham Lyall’s nephew) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graham_Thomson_Lyall
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Lyall was 26 years old, and a lieutenant in the 102nd (North British Columbians) Battalion, Canadian 
Expeditionary Force during the First World War at the battle of the Canal du Nord when the 
following deed took place for which he was awarded the VC. On 27 September 1918 north of 
Cambrai, France, Lieutenant Lyall led his platoon in the capture of a strong-point, together with 13 
prisoners, one field-gun and four machine-guns. Later, leading his men against another strong-
point he rushed forward alone and captured the position single-handed, taking 45 prisoners and 
five machine-guns. The completion of his final objective resulted in the capture of 41 prisoners. On 
1 October in the neighbourhood of Blecourt, he captured a strongly defended position which 
yielded 60 prisoners and 17 machine-guns. During both these operations, on attaining his 
objectives, Lieutenant Lyall tended the wounded under fire. Lyall returned to the UK in 1919 and 
joined the British Army. 
He achieved the rank of Colonel during World War II before dying of a heart attack at Mersa 
Matruh, Egypt, on 28 November 1941. Lyall is buried at Halfaya Sollum War Cemetery, Egypt 
located 10 miles east of Libyan border (plot XIX, row B, grave 2). Lyall's Victoria Cross, together with 
his medal set and citation is on display at The REME Museum of Technology in Arborfield, 
Berkshire, England. 
From http://www.victoriacross.org.uk/bblyall.htm: 

 
On the wishes of the late Mrs. Lyall, the nephew of Colonel Graham Lyall VC has handed his uncle's 
Victoria Cross medal group on a long-term loan to the Corps of Royal Electrical & Mechanical 
Engineers & REME Museum of Technology based at Aborfield, Reading, Berkshire. 
Colonel Lyall is one of those few servicemen who, after being awarded the Victoria Cross in the 
First World War, died on active service in WWII. 
Graham Thomson Lyall was born in Manchester and following his education joined the Royal Navy 
to study mechanical engineering. Unfortunately he contracted an ear infection whilst swimming 
which led to his discharge from the Navy. Lyall then emigrated to Canada, first settling in Welland, 
Ontario, then moving to Chippawa, where he took up employment with the Canadian Niagra Power 
Company. 
Three days after the outbreak of war in 1914, Lyall was accepted into the 19th "Lincoln" Regiment 
in St. Cathrines, Ontario, and was placed on active service. Lyall continued to serve in the 19th 
Regiment whilst making sixteen applications to join the Canadian Expeditionary Force, in which he 
was finally successful by being accepted into the 81st Battalion, CEF. The Battalion sailed for 
England on 16th May 1916 and on arrival was broken up to replenish Canadian Battalions 
decimated by fighting. Lyall was posted to the 4th Canadian Mounted Rifles with whom he served 
with distinction receiving a battlefield commission for his performance following the capture of 
Vimy Ridge in 1917. After successfully passing-out from Officers' Training School in England, Lyall 
was posted to the 102nd Canadian Infantry Battalion (North British Columbians), CEF, in France. 

http://www.victoriacross.org.uk/bblyall.htm
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LG, 14 December 1918. Bourlon Wood and Blecourt, France, 27th September 1918, Lieutenant 
Graham Thomson Lyall, 102nd Canadian Infantry Battalion (North British Columbians), CEF. 
“Whilst leading his platoon against Bourlon Wood he rendered invaluable support to the leading 
company which was held up by an enemy strong point, which Lyall captured by a flanking 
movement, together with thirteen prisoners, one field gun and four machine-guns. Later on, his 
platoon being much weakened by casualties, was held up by machine-guns at the southern end of 
Bourlon Wood. Collecting those men available, Lyall led them towards another enemy strong point 
and springing forward alone rushed the position single-handed killing the German officer in charge 
and subsequently capturing forty-five prisoners and five machine-guns. Having made good his 
final objective with the capture of a further forty-seven prisoners, he consolidated his position and 
thus protected the remainder of the company. 
On 1st October 1918, in the neighbourhood of Blecourt, when Lyall was in command of a 
weakened company, by skillful disposition he captured a strongly defended position which yielded 
eighty prisoners and seventeen machine-guns. 
During the two days of operations, Lieutenant Lyall captured in all three officers, 182 other ranks, 
twenty-six machine-guns, and one field gun, exclusive of heavy casualties inflicted. He showed 
throughout the utmost valour and high powers of command.” 
Graham Lyall was invested with his Victoria Cross by King George V at Buckingham Palace on the 
15th March 1919. 
At the end of the First World War, Lyall settled in Airdrie, Scotland, and eventually became 
Managing Director of Aerocrete (Scotland) Limited, a building construction company. During this 
period Lyall joined the Territorial Army and in 1939 was a Major commanding the 3rd AA Division 
Workshop Company, Royal Army Ordnance Corps. 
At the outbreak of the Second World War in September 1939 Lyall was placed on active service and 
promoted to Lieutenant Colonel. On the 28th November 1941, as a full Colonel on the General 
Staff in North Africa, he died from heart failure during Operation Crusader in Egypt. Colonel 
Graham Lyall VC is buried in the Halfaya Sollum Cemetery, located on the coastal road from Mersa 
Matruh, near the Libyan Border. 
From For Valour: Colonel Graham Thomson Lyall, VC, 2009: 
When war seemed inevitable, Lyall transferred from the Reserve of Officers to raise and take 
command the 3rd Anti-Air Craft Divisional Ordnance Company, Royal Army Ordnance Corps 
(RAOC), a Territorial unit. With his record of health problems it is almost unbelievable that he was 
accepted for Active Service. He was promoted Major on 26 April 1939, the same day of his transfer, 
and his officer classification was given as “O. 
M. E 2nd Class”, that is, Ordnance Mechanical Engineer, with a 2nd Class proficiency. The Company 
became one of the most efficient in the Scottish Command, and one of his men wrote, “his work 
here in getting our Company fit for war was a masterpiece and the work of a genius”. 
The RAOC Gazette carried a report in October on the progress of the raising and training of the 
Company: 
“Since April we have, with whirlwind rapidity, touched on every aspect of Army procedure open to a 
Territorial Unit, including normal peace-time training, Annual Camp and War service. 
Before proceeding to our period of embodiment, the Company received intensive training in 
elementary drill, and many of the members spent six evenings a week at the Drill Hall at 
Headquarters, the initial drilling having taken place on a car park behind one of the local picture-
houses, which, at the outset, served as the recruiting office for the Unit. 
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We received a real baptism into life under canvas on 2nd July when, beginning our period of 
embodiment, we entered on a fortnight of solid – and I mean solid – rainfall. The boys all revelled 
in it, however, and took up their training at the Ordnance Depot with a spirit that enabled them to 
benefit to the full from the instruction they received from the staff at the Depot.” 
The Company then went to camp at Leuchars Road, St Andrews, Scotland, where Lyall was Camp 
Commandant. The Division hosted a Sports and Gala Day where Lord Lamington, President of the 
Lanarkshire Territorial Association was the principal guest. The day started with a luncheon hosted 
by the Officers, with similar affairs in the Sergeants’ and Men’s Messes, and a band concert. The 
sports day began in mid- afternoon, and included the normal competitions: 100 yard runs, long 
jumps, high jump, races by the officers, NCOs, and bandsmen, football, tugs-of-war, and special 
competitions for visitors, mothers, wives and sweethearts. Elsie Lyall presented the trophies. 
Sandy Ferguson, then 10 years old, recalls: 
“I remember being appointed ‘Camp Mascot’ with a tent to myself and not just one, but two 
batmen – one I remembered was called Llewellyn. They brought me tea in the morning and hot 
shaving water – as I was 10 at the time this was not terribly useful, but at least I had hot water to 
wash with. My most vivid memory was that the soldiers going into to the town were forbidden to 
wear uniform because the public were so antiwar, they didn’t want any trouble.” 

 
Sandy Ferguson. Camp at St Andrews, July/August 1939 

 
Sandy Ferguson. Major Graham Thomson Lyall, VC. This photograph was taken shortly after he was 
promoted Major in April 1939 and appointed Officer Commanding of the 3rd Anti-Aircraft 
Divisional Ordnance Company. He wears the rank badges of Major, and cap and collar badges of 
the RAOC. 
Pipe Major Andrew Kirk of the 3rd AA Divisional RAOC (TA) Pipe Band composed a special musical 
welcome for Sir John and Lady Gilmore. He titled the tune “Major G. T. Lyall, VC. Welcome to St 
Andrews”. In December, Kirk wrote Lyall and stated that he had: 
“… much pleasure in sending you a copy of your tune as promised, and which I am very proud to 
have your consent to the title of the tune. I am quite sure you will like it, and if you get your Drum 
Major to prepare a drum score for it, I may say it will make a good marching tune.” 
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The Company was inspected by senior officers and received high marks. The RAOC Gazette 
attributed much of credit for this to “the ceaseless and untiring efforts of Major G. T. Lyall”. 
The 3rd Anti-Aircraft Divisional Ordnance Company was mobilized on 3 September 1939, ten days 
after the Company returned home from the St Andrew’s camp. The Company went into barracks 
“somewhere in Lanarkshire” and in addition to its wartime duties undertook an active social 
programme for the men in their off-duty hours. The men attended concerts and dances organized 
by local churches, the Red Cross, and Unionist Societies. They formed a band, and an entertainment 
committee distributed darts and boards, bagatelle tables, draughts and dominoes to the barrack 
rooms. Elsie Lyall undertook “canvassing diligently during the past few weeks to gather together a 
small mountain of books” for a Company library. At a Christmas party in 1939, Lyall dressed as 
Santa Claus and was an “impressive and sufficiently awe-inspiring figure for the children, while the 
section band did its best with a few selections from its repertoire”. 
The Company boasted that it was the only serving Territorial Unit to number among its ranks two 
recipients of the Victoria Cross -- Lyall and Staff Sergeant Walter Potter Ritchie. Ritchie had won his 
VC on 1 July 1916, when, as a Drummer in the 2nd Battalion, Seaforth Highlanders, he stood on the 
parapet of an enemy trench and, under heavy machine gun fire and grenade attacks, he repeatedly 
sounded “Charge”, thereby rallying many men of various units who, having lost their leaders were 
wavering and beginning to retire. Later in the day he carried messages over fire-swept ground. 
On 14 February, the Company participated in a “grand concert” held in the Town Hall at Coatbridge 
at which Sir Harry Lauder37, who lived in Hamilton, about 6 to 10 miles away, was the star artist. 
Lauder was one of the few Scottish comedians to become a household name throughout the 
English speaking world. In the First World War he had devoted his whole time to entertaining the 
troops and although his only son was killed in action, he kept on with his work. In recognition of his 
war effort he was knighted in 1919 – a unique honour for a music hall performer. Retired and 69 
years old, he answered the bugle call in 1939. Sandy Ferguson recalls the concert: 
“I went to this concert. Harry Lauder’s act consisted of telling a few funny stories (I can still recall 
two of them) finishing with a selection of his best known songs: “When the war is over…’; “It’s nice 
to get up in the morning”. The concert finished with the whole hall singing “Keep right on…” In a 
way the war seemed unreal and miles away. My uncle at the end gave a vote of thanks to all the 
artists.” 

 

                                                 
37 Signed this book in November 1939 
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Sandy Ferguson. Sir Harry Lauder and other members of the cast who gave a concert in aid of 
welfare funds for the RAOC. Grham Lyall is at the back with the Provost of Coatbridge 
Lyall was promoted Lieutenant Colonel on 10 May 1940 and posted to an Army Ordnance 
Workshop depot at Hilsea, a few miles north of Portsmouth, England. His professional 
qualifications at that time were listed as Ordnance Mechanical Engineer 1st Class, and a month later 
The RAOC Gazette reported on his departure from the 3rd AA Divisional Company: 
“When news was received that our C. O. was to leave to take up new duties, one and all were 
stunned to the point of unbelief. To say that Major (now Lieut.- Colonel) G. T. Lyall, VC, looked after 
our welfare and interests with father-like devotion is painting the picture with far too few colours. 
With memories of his kindness, and of the help given us, a very quiet yet appreciative company 
gathered in No. 2 Barrack Room to have a farewell supper. The C.O. made a very touching speech 
which was replied to by Captain D. B. Forrest. Captain M. A. G. Barry’s sentiments were endorsed by 
all…Following this was the send-off and, I may add, very few of us said goodbye with dry eyes. The 
Colonel, too, must have had a lump in his throat. The platform was thronged with soldiers and 
civilians, and the Unit Pipe Band in full regalia rendered some famous Scottish tunes. We are 
delighted with his promotion to Lieut.-Colonel and wish him all the best.” 

 
Sandy Ferguson. RAOC Officers Mess 1939 
It is not known when Lyall was warned that he was being posted overseas, but in July he was given 
14 days embarkation leave. In August 1940 the British began a major reinforcement of the forces in 
the Middle East, from the United Kingdom, India, Australia and New Zealand. Lyall was part of the 
first group of some 76,000 men to sail from the United Kingdom on 5 August 1940. The ships from 
the United Kingdom were part of what eventually became known as the “W. S.” convoys, for which 
a number of large liners were used. These reinforcements were sent around the Cape of Good 
Hope to the Gulf of Suez, rather than risk them in the Mediterranean Sea. But as it was necessary to 
keep the fastest ships on the Atlantic portion of the route, where the submarine menace was 
greatest, it was necessary to disembark large numbers of men at Cape Town and Durban for 
onward passage in slower ships. Lyall, though, did not embark on one of the faster liners, but on 
the SS PB Niblic Force, a small freighter. Sandy Ferguson recalls: 
“My aunt Elsie had never learnt to drive, so my mother drove us to the docks in Glasgow in my 
uncle’s pride and joy. It was a Ford V8 convertible, with a bench seat holding three, and two 
“dickey” seats in the luggage compartment in the rear – that is were I sat. We arrived at this rather 
disappointingly, small ship. After we had been shown round it didn’t seem much better. To a twelve 
year old, all the officers seemed rather old – they were in the main veterans from WWI (one even 
had only one arm) who had volunteered to go overseas. My uncle, somehow, got a picture of all 
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the officers aboard and sent it home. All were very smart in their pith helmets and desert uniforms. 
There did not appear to be any other ranks aboard and the main purpose of the ship was to carry 
freight. My current researches have shown that these officers were the advance party, and the 
troops were to arrive separately and much later. 
This was the last time I saw my uncle. But when he stopped at Cape Town he wrote to me 
enclosing a number of postage stamps he had got for my collection.” 
From pps. 114-119: 
Lyall seemed in good health on the 27th November 1941. He dined in the Mess and Captain W. H. 
Coventry, the Camp Commandant, later wrote that he was with Lyall until about 2300 hrs and that 
Lyall “was then perfectly fit and his bright jovial and cheerful self.” Lyall gave orders to be called the 
next morning, and then went to bed. 
Lyall was found dead in his bed early the next morning. An autopsy determined that he had died of 
heart failure, and Stott reported “that death had been instantaneous and had taken place while the 
Colonel was comfortably wrapped during sleep”. 
A week later, the news came to Airdrie. Sandy Ferguson recalls: 
“Most Saturday nights during the war, my aunt joined my father, mother and myself in playing solo 
whist. On Saturday night 6th December 1941 we were in the midst of our game and the doorbell 
went. I went to the door and there was a telegram boy with a telegram for my aunt. The normal 
procedure when you got telegrams in those days was that the boy waited in case there was a reply. 
In this particular case he started going back to his bicycle and I said, ‘Don’t you want to wait for a 
reply?’ He said, ‘There won’t be one’ and this was a notification to my aunt of my uncle’s death.” 
The telegram read: 
“OHMS: By hand delivery. Mrs E. M Lyall. Forest Park, Airdrie, Lanarkshire. Deeply regret to inform 
you of report received from the Middle East that Colonel G. T. Lyall, VC, Royal Army Ordnance 
Corps died on the 28th November. Letter follows. The Army Council desire to offer you their 
sincere sympathy. Under Secretary of State for War” 
Major R. G. Jenkins and Captain W. S. Coventry, both members of Lyall’s unit, wrote Elsie Lyall 
within a week of Lyall’s death and described details of his burial in “the Military Cemetery, Piccadilly 
Circus”. The “Circus” was a railway complex 12 miles east of Misheifa. Captain Coventry apologized 
that the unit had only been able to send a small party to the funeral due to the unit’s movement 
away from the area, but he noted that a small wooden cross had been placed on the grave, with 
the inscription “In memory of Col. G. T. Lyall, VC, Commander 87 LofC Sub-Area” and marked with 
the insignia of the Masonic Order. Trees and shrubs, which Lyall had obtained for the Officers’ 
Mess, were planted on the grave. 
Captain Sandy Jarvie, the page boy at Lyall’s wedding, was serving in the Royal Army Medical Corps 
with the Eighth Army. He wrote Elsie: 
“Graham died doing his duty, but really he was unfit and as a result of a series of slight illnesses his 
heart gave out.” 
At the end of the war in North Africa, all the graves in six military cemeteries surrounding Sidi 
Barrani were moved to the Halfaya Sollum War Cemetery which now contains 2,046 
Commonwealth burials of the Second World War, of which 238 are unidentified. The cemetery is on 
the main coast road about 138 miles west of Mersa Matruh, to the east of Halfaya Sollum, and 
approximately 6 miles from the Egypt/Libya border. It is near the Halfaya Pass, the scene of the 
heavy fighting in 1941 and 1942. Lyall’s remains were moved there on 14 April 1944, and Elsie 
received notice of the relocation in July. 
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Sandy Ferguson. Lyall’s Temporary Grave Piccadilly Circus Cemetery. The grave marker had the 
insignia of the Masonic Order. The trees had originally been obtained by Lyall for the Officers’ 
Mess. 
At 11:30 AM on Sunday, 14 December 1941, the Reverend William H. Hay conducted a memorial 
service in the High Church in Airdrie. Hay was a resolute pacifist who had managed to virtually 
empty the church during the period of the war. The memorial service was conducted without any 
reference to Lyall’s army career and “the whole affair was completely unreal.” 
Subsequently, a memorial to those members of the church who had been killed or had died during 
the war was erected in the church. At the conclusion of the dedication service, a Bible was to have 
been presented to Elsie, but she determined that this had too much of a prize giving about it and 
refused to go up. Sandy Ferguson, her nephew took the bible for her. 
Lieutenant Colonel John L. Simpson, a cousin of Elsie, wrote an obituary: 
“Colonel G. T. Lyall, VC, who on the 28th November 1941, laid down his life in the Middle East, had 
a military record of which he, and all who knew and loved him, might well feel exceedingly proud. 
He was in Canada when the last war broke out and at once enlisted in the Dominion forces. By 
April 1917, he had seen arduous service in France and Flanders, and had been commissioned on 
the field for conspicuous bravery in action. 
On the 27th September 1918, by skilful leading of his platoon he captured at Bourlon Wood a 
strong point, which was holding up the leading company of his Battalion. Later the same day, 
collecting such men as remained, he led them towards a machine gun post, and springing forward 
alone, rushed the position single handed, killing the officer in command of it, and taking away 
many prisoners. On first October 1918, when in command of a much-weakened company he again 
by skilful leadership captured a strongly held position. 
Altogether during two days of operations he captured one hundred and eighty five prisoners, 
besides machine guns and a field gun. He was awarded the Victoria Cross for “supreme courage 
and devotion to duty”. Laconically, the official recommendation for the award adds that he tended 
wounded under fire. 
This bare recital of his deeds shows him as a superb leader of men. He was also a man of great 
social charm, who made immediate and lasting friendships wherever he went, whether in the 
company of the highest or the humblest. 
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He was at all times ready with advice and help to those who needed it, for his own rich experience 
gave him a keen insight into the lives of others. There was no problem one could not discuss with 
him, no undertaking upon which he could not offer counsel and encouragement. 
If success is to be measured in terms of happiness given and enjoyed, he was indeed a successful 
man. Those who were privileged to count themselves of his family circle knew of his serenely happy 
home life, his unhesitating generosity, and his boundless loyalty. 
Whatever he did, he did with his whole heart and soul. In 1938, seeing the growing danger abroad 
and the continuing unpreparedness at home, he came forward to raise and command a Territorial 
unit, and spared neither time nor energy until he had brought it to a very high standard of 
efficiency. 
He was never of robust health after being exposed to a gas attack in the last war, and he might 
well, as his friends thought, have been spared further Foreign Service. Yet, when during the dark 
days of the Battle of France, the opportunity came to him to take command of a unit under orders 
for the Middle East, we all knew that he would not hesitate. 
When we said goodbye to him, there was no thought in our minds that he would not return. He 
was so magnificently alive, he bore such a charmed life in the last war, that even now it is difficult 
to think that he is no longer with us. 
But he has gone to take an honoured place among those who have deserved well of their country 
and their fellow man. We shall not forget that brave and true spirit, and all who knew him will be 
grateful for his memory and example.” 
Elsie stayed on at Forrest Park and although desperately lonely she never complained and 
continued to participate in the life of the town. In November 1945 she was identified as the “legal 
beneficiary for the grant of medals” for Lyall’s Second World War service, but from the records it 
would appear that the medals were not issued to her until October 1948. 
In 1956, she attended a special lunch and service to celebrate the centenary of the establishment of 
the Victoria Cross and sat next to Leonard Cheshire who was the airman best known for the 
establishment of convalescent homes for ex-servicemen. She died of a massive heart attack in 
1960, at the age of 66, and was buried in the family lair in the New Monklands Cemetery. Lyall is 
commemorated on the stone over the lair. 
From p. 124: 
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Sandy and Elizabeth Ferguson sit on the Lyall Memorial Bench at Beatty Street Armoury in 
Vancouver. Ted and David Hawthorne of the BCR38 Association stand in the rear 
187. Captain Henry James JOHNSTONE. Signed 1 August 1939. RN Air Station 
Donibristle. 

016 
From http://www.thepeerage.com/p39967.htm: 
Captain Henry James Johnstone was born on 26 April 1895. He was the son of Major James Henry 
L'Estrange Johnstone of Hangingshaw and Amy Octavia Wauchope. He married Alison MacIntyre, 
daughter of Thomas Walker MacIntyre of Sorn, on 25 January 1923.3 He died on 15 July 1947 at 
age 52. He gained the rank of Captain in the service of the Royal Navy. He lived at Alva, 
Clackmannanshire, Scotland. 
According to The Navy List for January 1932, he was serving as a Lieutenant on board HMS 
Volunteer. 
The LG, 1 August 1924 announced his promotion from Lieutenant to Lieutenant Commander. 
Flight, 13 August 1925 announced he was lent to the RAF for a short flying course. The LG, 28 May 
1940 announced his retirement from the Royal Navy. 
He was the father of Sir John Raymond Johnstone who was born on 27 October 1929: chm: 
Dominion Insurance Ltd 1978-95, Scottish Amicable Life Assurance Soc 1983-85 (dir 1971-97), 
Scottish Opera 1983-86 (hon pres 1986-98), Murray Johnstone Ltd 1984-92 (md 1968-88, hon pres 
1992-2001), Yamaichi-Murray Johnstone Ltd 1986-96, Scottish Financial Enterprise 1989-92, 
Forestry Commission 1989-94, Summit Group plc 1989-98, Atrium Underwriting plc (formerly 
Lomond Underwriting plc) 1993-2003, The Historic Bldgs Cncl for Scotland 1995-2002; dir: Murray 
Ventures plc 1984-98, Murray Income Trust plc 1989-99, Murray Global Return Trust plc 1989-2000, 
Murray Enterprise plc 1989-2000, Murray International Trust plc 1989-2005, Kiln plc 1995-2002, The 
Nuclear Liabilities Fund Ltd 1996-2007 (chm 1995-2002), Loch Lomond Tst 1999-2002, The Patrons 
of the Nat Galleries of Scotland 1999-2003 (chm 1995-99), The Nuclear Tst (chm 1996-2003); CA 
1955. 
188. Commander Godfrey Christopher DICKINS RN (1902 – 1979). Signed 1 August 1939. 
RN Air Station Donibristle. 

016 
Dickins was co-editor of The Tenedos Times, a monthly journal of the Mediterranean destroyer 
flotilla during the early part of the war. This was originally printed on board HMS Blenheim and 
then published by George Allen & Unwin Ltd with the proceeds going to the Officers’ Branch of the 
Soldiers and Sailors’ Families Association. 

                                                 
38 The British Columbia Regiment 

http://www.thepeerage.com/p39967.htm
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From http://website.lineone.net/~stephaniebidmead/navy0079.htm: 
“Married 15th November 1927, Godfrey Christopher DICKENS, aged 25 years, bachelor, Lieutenant, 
Royal Navy, HMS Eagle, the son of William Godfrey Dickens, to Gladys KENYON, aged 19 years, 
spinster, of Alverstoke, Hampshire, the daughter of John Howard Kenyon.” 
189. G ? TAYLOR Signed 8 August 1939. No 8 FTS, RAF Montrose. 

016 
The Air Force List for August 1939 shows seven people named Taylor: 

 George Henry; George Keith; George Richard 
In May 1939, the Commanding Officer of No 8 FTS was Group Captain J A Sadler. 
190. Group Captain Lionel Thomas Nutcombe GOULD MC DFC. Signed 14 August 1939. 
HQ Coastal Command. 

016 
Commanding officer of 99 Squadron 4 September 1925 to 1 October 1925; 100 Squadron 1926 to 
1929; and 502 Squadron 1932 to 1934. His Military Cross was announced in Flight, 26 July 1917: 

http://website.lineone.net/%7Estephaniebidmead/navy0079.htm
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“Lt. (Temp. Capt.) Lionel Thomas Nutcombe Gould, R.A. and R.F.C.—He has done consistent, good 
and Valuable work while co-operating with the artillery, often under most difficult conditions. He 
has always set a splendid example by his exceptional pluck and determination.” 
He has numerous mentions in Flight and the LG. 
A wooden and painted RAF plaque made for Group Captain L.T.N. Gould M.C., showing his service 
from 1915 to 1942 when presented to him at Penrhos, was sold on eBay on 3 August 2012: 

 
FRANCE 1915-18 
FARNBOUROUGH 1916 & 1919 
GOSPORT 1916 
WORTHY DOWN 1919 
FLOWER DOWN 1920 
BAGHDAD 1921-22 
DELHI & SIMLA 1923-24 
GRANTHAM 1925 & 27 
WESTON ZOYLAND 1926 & 27 
BICESTER 1928 
ANDOVER 1929 
AIR MINISTRY 1930-31 
ALDERGROVE 1932-33 
LEE-ON-SOLENT 1934-35 
COASTAL COMMAND 1936-39 
CRANWELL 1940-41 
PENRHOS 1942 
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From Arthur Charles Fox-Davies’ Armorial Families: 

 
According to http://scottishwargraves.phpbbweb.com/scottishwargraves-ftopic1413-0-asc-60.html, 
his son, Flying Officer Auriol Stephen Nutcombe Gould (124422), was killed on 24 January 1943, 
aged 20, whilst with No 197 Squadron. He is buried in Queensferry Cemetery, Scotland. 
191. Air Vice-Marshal Francis Joseph St George BRAITHWAITE CBE (16 October 1907 – 21 
December 1959). Signed 14 August 1939. HQ Coastal Command. 

016 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Braithwaite.htm: 
CBE -1 Jan 1946 (OBE – xx xxx 1942), MiD - 2 Jun 1943, MiD - 14 Jun 1945; (RAFO): Plt Off: 14 Mar 
1928; (RAF): Plt Off: 7 Sep 1929 7 Sep 1928, Fg Off: 7 Mar 1930, Flt Lt: 1 Aug 1934, Sqn Ldr: 1 Jun 
1938, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Dec 1940, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Sep 1942, Wg Cdr (WS): 10 Feb 1943, Wg Cdr: 1 Dec 
1944, Gp Capt: 1 Oct 1946, Act A/Cdre: 18 Jan 1950, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1952, Act AVM: 3 May 1954, 
AVM: 1 Jul 1954. 
14 Mar 1928 Appointed to a Commission in the RAFO (Class AA) 

http://scottishwargraves.phpbbweb.com/scottishwargraves-ftopic1413-0-asc-60.html
http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Braithwaite.htm
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14 Mar 1928 Member, Cambridge University Air Sqn 
7 Sep 1929 Relinquished his RAFO Commission on appointment to a Permanent 

Commission in the RAF 
xx xxx 1929 Service Flying training? 
12 Feb 1930 Pilot, No 13 Sqn 
5 Oct 1931 PA to AOC, Inland Area 
2 Jan 1933 Aircraft Engineering Course, Home Aircraft Depot 
xx xxx 1934 Attended Specialist Torpedo Course 
7 Jan 1935 Flight Commander, No 22 Sqn 

2 Dec 1935 Staff, No 1 Gunnery Co-operation Flight/No 2 AA Co-operation Flight 
24 Jan 1938 Attended RAF Staff College 
31 Dec 1938 Engineering Staff Officer, HQ Coastal Command 
xx Jun 1940 Officer Commanding, No 22 Sqn 
xx Aug 1941 Officer Commanding, Torpedo Training Unit, RAF Abbotsinch 
xx xxx 1942 Officer Commanding, No 7 OTU, RAF Limavady 
 4 Jun 1943 Deputy Director of Operations (Torpedoes) 
xx xxx 1944 Officer Commanding, RAF North Coates 
xx xxx 1945 Deputy SASO, HQ Transport Command 
xx Apr 1946 Air Adviser to Foreign Secretary 
xx xxx 1947 SOA, AHQ Malta 
xx Jan 1950 Attended Imperial Defence College 

xx xxx 1951 RAF Representative, Western Union Air Advisory Committee/NATO 
Standardisation Agency 

28 Jan 1952 Director of Plans 
3 May 1954 AOC, No 61 (Eastern) Group 
xx May 1956 Chief of Staff, Far East Air Force 
Joining the RAFO whilst at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, he later joined the RAF in 1929 and 
following completion of his flying training joined No 13 Squadron in 1930.  He became a torpedo 
specialist and for much of his career would be connected with anti-shipping operations. He had 
first joined No 22 Squadron as a flight commander in 1935 and in June 1940 returned to lead the 
Squadron, which was the first RAF unit to operate the new Bristol Beaufort. Based at North Coates 
in Lincolnshire, on 2 September 1940, he was returning to North Coates in L9879 (OA-C) from a 
raid on Flushing, when he undershot the runway at 23:20 and crashed into a field 50 yards short; 
fortunately, all the crew were safe. On 6 April 1941, he led a detachment to St Eval in Cornwall from 
where they were ordered to carry out an attack on the German Battle-Cruiser Gneisenau in Brest 
Harbour. One of his pilots, Fg Off Kenneth Campbell, carried out an extremely low level attack 
against the ship resulting in the loss of his crew and aircraft, but for which he was awarded a 
posthumous Victoria Cross. He took off from Changi in a Meteor on 21 December 1956, but in 
deteriorating weather, he became overdue and a search was initiated. His aircraft was found later 
that day on the Indonesian Island of Palau Batam, south of Singapore, AVM Braithwaite being 
found dead. 
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Francis Joseph St George Braithwaite, 1954, by Elliott & Fry © National Portrait Gallery, London 
See Ralph Barker’s Ship Busters! A Classic Account of RAF Torpedo-Bombers in WWII, Grub Street, 
London, pps. 35, 37, 43, 54-56, 59, 60, 62, 76, 227, 239. 
192. Group Captain Edward Garden HOPCRAFT DSC (86216). Signed 15 August 1939. 
RAF Dishforth. 

016 
According to http://www.naval-history.net/WW1NavyBritishLGDecorationszzDSC.htm, he received 
the Distinguished Service Cross “for zeal and devotion to duty during the period from 1st July to 
31st December, 1917”. 
From http://forum.keypublishing.com/showthread.php?114541-Aircraft-type-1929-at-Calshot: 
F/Lt Edward Garden Hopcraft D.S.C. promoted S/Ldr 1 Jul 1927 
S/Ldr E. G. Hopcraft, D.S.C. to No 14 Sqdn, Palestine 26.9.27. 
S/Ldr E. G. Hopcraft, D.S.C. to R.A.F. Depot, Uxbridge 29.12.29. 
S/Ldr E. G. Hopcraft, D.S.C. to No. 3 Flying Training School, Grantham; 28.7.30 
S/L Edward G Hopcraft was with No.14 Squadron at Amman, Transjordan on 26 September 1927. 
Station Commander of RAF Dishforth from 11 July 1938 to ? 

http://www.naval-history.net/WW1NavyBritishLGDecorationszzDSC.htm
http://forum.keypublishing.com/showthread.php?114541-Aircraft-type-1929-at-Calshot
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From http://daveg4otu.tripod.com/airfields/cal.html: 

 
S/L Hopcroft is almost certainly Hopcraft. Photo: probably Palestine in late 1927. 
193. Lieutenant-Colonel Kenneth Pearce SMITH OBE (9649). Signed 21 August 1939. HQ 
Coastal Command. 

016 
Involved in D-Day assault. Retired 28 July 1946 with the rank of Brigadier. He is shown in The Army 
List for December 1941: 

 
From http://185brigade.myfreeforum.org/archive/185-brigade-june-6th-1944__o_t__t_32.html: 
185 Brigade Group report for 6th June 1944: Three large landing-craft of 185, the Intermediate 
Brigade, were hit before disembarkation, and there were casualties between the beach and the 
Brigade Assembly Area north of Hermanville. The laden men struggled ashore in four feet of water, 
clinging to ropes run out to the beach by the Navy But by 11 o’clock the three infantry battalions 
were assembled inland and ready, and Brigade H.Q. was established in Hermanville. The King’s 
Shropshire Light Infantry were in the middle, with the Royal Norfolks on the left and the Royal 
Warwicks on the right. The K.S.L.I. were to mount the tanks of the Staffordshire Yeomanry, from 27 

http://daveg4otu.tripod.com/airfields/cal.html
http://185brigade.myfreeforum.org/archive/185-brigade-june-6th-1944__o_t__t_32.html
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Armoured Brigade, and advance along the main axis to secure Caen as quickly as possible. The 
Norfolks on the left and Warwicks on the right were to mop up and secure objectives captured by 
the mobile column. But there was no sign of the Staffordshire Yeomanry, who were caught on the 
beach, which, so far from being cleared, was becoming more tightly congested as the tide came in. 
And in the Assembly Area the two most westerly companies of the Warwicks came under accurate 
machine-gun fire from German positions towards Lion and Cresserons. Lieutenant-Colonel H. O. S. 
Herdon, their Commander, prepared a plan for attacking these positions, subject to the approval of 
the Brigade Commander, Brigadier K.P. Smith, O.B.E. The Brigadier was in an unhappy dilemma: 
whether to launch the assault on foot or wait for the tanks. The General's order was that "this 
advance will be carried out with speed and boldness so that the enemy's local reserves can be 
overcome quickly and the Brigade established on its objective ready to meet counterattacks by 
reserve formations which may develop towards evening on D-day." The question was whether 
more speed might not be attained by waiting for the tanks than by committing the troops to an 
attack on foot. Available intelligence was that on the left the East Yorks were still moving across the 
open marshy ground under observation and mortar-fire, in their advance on the enemy position 
Sole behind Riva Bella, that the Suffolks had cleared Colleville without much trouble, as the 
Commandos had just done some of the work on their way through to the bridges. But the Suffolks 
had still to attack Morris and Hillman, which stood right in the way of the Norfolk advance. At 
midday Lieutenant-Colonel F. J. Maurice, commanding the K.S.L.I., reported to Brigadier Smith that 
only about one and a half squadrons of the Stafford Yeomanry were clear of the beaches, and that 
a large minefield apparently covered the right flank of Hermanville across the axis of advance 
originally planned for the tanks. They could not leave the road on account of the bog and were 
consequently nose to tail and all stationary whenever there was a hold-up ahead. Brigadier Smith 
therefore ordered the K.S.L.L to advance on foot along the main axis, Hermanville-Beuville-Caen, 
immediately, the Stafford Yeomanry to "marry-up" as soon as possible. The Norfolks were to wait 
in Colleville, to pass through the Suffolks as soon as Morris and Hillman were clear. Lieutenant-
Colonel N. P. H. Tapp, R.A., was at this "Order Group." He had been watching his regiment, the 7th 
Field Regiment, as, shortly after beaching, they roared past Hermanville cross-roads to deploy just 
to the south in the open fields, and just in front of the South Lancs, the southernmost infantry in 
the area. The infantry, feeling the strain and reaction from their first attacks on the beach positions, 
were surprised, relieved, and greatly cheered at this spectacle. In the Colonel's words: "I do not 
know if the Gunners knew they were the foremost troops at that time. They were probably better 
disposed to enjoy the honour in retrospect! I grew more and more cheerful as I counted the guns 
and vehicles going past, and by 12 o'clock was able to say to the Brigadier: 'The 7th Field Regiment 
is in action with all its assault vehicles and ready to support its affiliated tanks and infantry.'" At 
12.15 Brigadier Smith received intelligence of enemy tanks in front of Caen, of heavy enemy fire 
from Periers-sur-le-Dan, and of stiff enemy opposition to the Canadians on the right flank. He 
ordered the Warwicks to disengage the enemy in their original Assembly Area and occupy the area 
left by the Norfolks. The K.S.L.I. moved off up the Periers ridge. In them, they knew, was centred the 
whole hope of the Division: theirs was the central thrust of the assault, and aimed at Caen. They 
soon dealt with the machine-guns and mortars that opposed them on either side of the cross-
roads just forward of the crest. The K.S.L.I. had begun their thrust for Caen, advancing over the 
Periers ridge in order of Companies X, W, Y, Z, and with C Squadron of the Stafford Yeomanry and 
F.O.O.s of both the 7th and 33rd Field Regiments in support. The Battery Commander with Colonel 
Maurice was Major Ian Rae, who was with the battalion throughout the campaign, earning their 
tribute: "of the greatest ability, courage and cheerfulness, he was to be a tower of strength to each 
successive Commanding Officer." The first crest was reached despite heavy enemy shelling, 
mortaring and sniping from Germans concealed in the corn. An officer of the K.S.L.I. described how 
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at one point they were driven to take cover, and how, looking round and extremely frightened, he 
saw Colonel Maurice walking up the middle of the road, “playing with the chin-strap of his helmet 
as he always did. I got up. The example spread, and in a few minutes the men were moving forward 
steadily." The route now led down into the gully across the brook at Pont du Ponchel and along to 
the hamlet Le Homme, past Beuville village on the left to Bieville on the green slope to the right, 
then on up to Lebisey. On the Periers crest you had a fine view of the country up to Lebisey, and 
you knew that Caen lay only a couple of miles beyond in the Orne dip. But the descent from the 
Periers crest was not unopposed. The rear slope was commanded by a battery of six Russian 12.2 
cm. howitzers, well sited on that same reverse slope over on the right just north of Periers. It was 
hoped that the heavy bombers before H-hour and the fighter bombers shortly after H-hour would 
have dealt with this known battery: "but it was not only alive, it was kicking hard." Tanks and 
Support Company vehicles were held up at the ridge. Already one of the F.O.O.s, Captain Gower, 
with the Stafford Yeomanry, had been killed when his Sherman was knocked out. Immediately (it 
was 2.25 p.m.) Colonel Maurice ordered Major Wheelock with Z Company to attack this battery 
over on the right flank. And the advancing force was further depleted at this point when 
Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Eadie, commanding the Stafford Yeomanry, had to divert A Squadron to 
aid the Suffolks in the reduction of Hillman. But B Squadron and also B (Self-Propelled) Troop of 41 
Anti-Tank Battery, caught up with C Squadron and the remaining companies of K.S.L.I. Colonel 
Eadie then ordered B Squadron to take up battle positions here in readiness for an outflanking 
attack by enemy armour. The rest pushed on swiftly as Z Company closed on the howitzers; the 
German battery was encircled by wire. Major Wheelock's company managed to drive the German 
gunners from their emplacements, but they went to ground and covered the wire with dense 
machine-gun fire. The Yeomanry Colonel directed a Regimental Shoot of the 7th Field Regiment on 
to them, but several times the Germans got back to their guns and continued to shell the road until 
stopped again by the small arms fire of Z Company. Eventually a Pole was captured who knew the 
way through the wire at the back of the battery. The gunners fled into the woods, harried for some 
hundreds of yards by the Company. The guns were then blown up by an unnamed N.C.O. of the 
Divisional R.E.s, who, though badly wounded, succeeded in "spiking" them all. It was late that 
evening when Major Wheelock consolidated the Company. He was awarded the M.C. for his great 
courage during this action. Lieutenant Dixon of the Middlesex, whose machine-gun platoon was 
protecting Major Wheelock's exposed right flank, was mortally wounded, and his platoon was 
taken over by Sergeant Rawling, who on the morrow won the D.C.M. Progress for the main body 
had become easier, though there were casualties from sniping in Beuville and Bieville; the latter 
village was reached by 4 p.m. Y Company, under Major Steel, with a troop of tanks, was 
immediately sent on into Lebisey Wood, but one tank was bogged in a natural anti-tank obstacle 
known as Port, and only three tanks reached the wood. Y Company reached the front edge of the 
wood without loss. The Reconnaissance Troop of the Stafford Yeomanry now reported that a 
squadron of about twenty-four German tanks was advancing north from Caen, moving very fast. 
The Yeomanry Colonel immediately asked for the release of A Squadron from Hillman, who arrived 
just in time to take up battle positions to the west of Bieville. He had left B Squadron on the Periers 
ridge to meet such a threat as this. There were also in position the 6-pounder anti-tank guns of the 
K.S.L.I. and the S-P Troop of 41 Anti-Tank Battery, R.A. The German tanks came straight on and 
were engaged when they reached the western edge of the Port obstacle. There were about forty of 
them. Two were knocked out by the Yeomanry and two more by the K.S.L.I. 6-pounders. The 
remainder moved west over towards the thickly hedged fields round Le Landel, followed over to 
our right flank by two troops of A Squadron. As soon as they emerged, No. 1 Troop engaged and 
destroyed four, and No. 4 gun of the Self-Propelled Troop of 41 Battery knocked out two, though 
one of their own S-Ps was hit and a sergeant and gunner killed. Other enemy tanks swung still 
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more to the west and made for the high ground above Periers, where B Squadron were waiting 
patiently. Three more German tanks were destroyed and the rest quickly withdrew. No more left 
the cover of the trees and hedges. They had lost thirteen Mark IV (Special) tanks in the encounter. 
In return they had hit one M.10 S-P Anti-Tank gun and two Shermans, none of which was put out 
of action, though there were nine fatal casualties. Men who were wounded near-by were carried to 
the house in Bieville, where Mme. Barrett and her invalid daughter lived. The house was under 
heavy shellfire, but Mme. Barrett was utterly fearless and tireless in her efforts to tend our men, 
and, being a trained nurse, she undoubtedly saved the lives of the more serious casualties. During 
the German counter-attack on the right, Major Steel's men had reached the northern outskirts of 
Lebisey. Here they were held up by machine-guns firing from the houses, and a party of about 
forty Germans was seen making its way round the right flank. Major Steel was killed by a machine-
gun bullet; at this critical moment his Company lost "a man of more than normal intelligence and 
culture, a fine swimmer and athlete, a commander they greatly respected." Meanwhile the Norfolks, 
who had been assembled near Colleville, saw that Hillman was an altogether more formidable 
obstacle than had been expected, and Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Bellamy planned to slip his 
battalion past it to the left. They could not, however, go too far over to the left in case they became 
involved with the possible enemy-defended locality of St. Aubin d'Arquenay. Brigadier Smith 
arrived with the news that the K.S.L.I. had identified a unit of 21 Panzer Division in Bieville, and that 
the General's order was that the Norfolks would reach Rover before last light. Rover stood between 
Beuville and the Orne Bridge, a wooded area on the top of a gentle rise, with the ground falling 
away more sharply beyond. There the Norfolks were firmly established by 7 p.m., though that 
thorn-in-the-side Hillman cost them about 150 casualties on the way. A single house stood on 
Rover, thereafter to be known as Norfolk House; one would never have mistaken it for the Norfolk 
House in the corner of St. James's Square where Eisenhower's early planning took place. The 
evening was warm and there was sunshine to cheer things up; at about 9 p.m., while the Norfolks 
were preparing to withstand the impact of a probable enemy tank attack, the most heartening, 
splendid spectacle of that great day slowly came across the sky for all to see. Our men looked over 
their shoulders and gasped as their eyes brightened: for a minute the eyes of the Germans 
narrowed with fear. The gliders of the 6th Airlanding Brigade were towed on gracefully, 
majestically. At a certain point the big aircraft released them, turned, and flew back to England, 
disdainful of the flak the Germans were pelting up at them. It was a superb manifestation of power, 
precision and planning. The Warwicks had the most reason to be delighted at this latest landing. So 
that they should not get mixed up in a tank battle that seemed likely to develop on the right flank, 
they had been directed down to the left and along the canal road, St. Aubin d'Arquenay, 
Bénouville, Blainville. Although several parties had by now passed along on their way down to the 
bridge—the Commandos of 1 SS Brigade, "Fox" Troop of the 92nd Light Ack-Ack Regiment, 
Sappers of 17 and 71 Field Companies who were at work on the bridges, and five tanks from B 
Squadron of 13th/18th Hussars—there were still numbers of enemy, chiefly snipers, in the area of 
Le Port just outside of Bénouville to the north, and they hotly engaged the Warwicks. At the very 
moment the Warwicks were going in to clean up this area the gliders descended upon it. Jeeps and 
airborne troops were seen in the target area. They were able to push straight through into 
Bénouville and along the canal road. Major T. G. Bundock's Company were left behind in Bénouville 
to relieve the 6th Airborne Division of the defence of the Canal Bridge, which ceased to be called 
Rugger and took the name Pegasus Bridge. The rest of the Warwicks continued to advance, with 
Captain Barrett's Company leading. There was opposition all the way from a mobile delaying force 
of infantry with 88-mm. The F.O.O., Gregory, was knocked out in his tank, and so our guns were no 
longer replying to these 88s. The Battalion halted at midnight in the outskirts of Blainville and dug 
in. Forward with the K.S.L.L, Colonel Maurice had to decide whether to reinforce Y Company up in 
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Lebisey Wood, or whether to consolidate in Bieville village, which in any case had not yet been 
thoroughly cleared. In view of the fact that enemy tanks were likely to attack across the open 
country to the right, and our own tanks, disposed to meet them, were unable to give any further 
close support, and since reserve Infantry was all employed in consolidation, the Colonel reluctantly 
ordered Y Company to withdraw to the Bieville position after dark. During this period Captain 
Dane, who took over command of Y Company when Steel was killed, was directing most effectively 
the fire of the 7th Field Regiment on to the enemy troops in front of his company. They returned 
after dark without further loss. The adventures of the Division that long day in the early summer of 
1944, and the achievements of so many individuals, would, but for one consideration, prolong this 
chapter till it occupied a book; the close of D-day was not like the close of a book that could be 
snapped shut, its story put from mind. When the light in the sky went out that night, the men who 
had survived could not jump into bed, turn over, and go to sleep. They had only completed 
Chapter Two: there would be no relaxation, no easy oblivion, until the war ended and the Germans 
surrendered. Drake knew before he sailed against the galleons "that it is not the beginning, but the 
continuing of any great matter, until it be thoroughly finished, which yieldeth the true glory." The 
significance of this only dawned on the Division in the dusk of D-day. For a year now all their 
thoughts and energies had been directed to this day, and now the day was done. On Sword Beach 
there were 630 casualties on the beach alone. 
194. Flight Lieutenant James Henry Gordon “Butch” MCARTHUR DFC (37925). Signed 30 
August 1939. Experimental Section, RAF. 

016 
Battle of Britain pilot. McArthur was born in Tynemouth on 12 February 1913. He became a civil 
pilot in the 1930s, at one time holding the London to Baghdad speed record. He took an RAF Short 
Service Commission in May 1936. On 18 July, he was posted to 9 FTS at Thornaby and was 
confirmed as a Pilot Officer on 11 October. He then joined the Station Flight at Aldergrove on 14 
January 1937 and was promoted to Flying Officer on 11May. On 1 October 1938, he was posted to 
the Experimental Section, Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough as a test pilot. MacArthur 
was posted to 238 Squadron at Middle Wallop as a Flight Commander in June 1940, having 
become a Flight Lieutenant on 11 May, before joining 609 at Middle Wallop as ‘B’ Flight 
Commander on 1 August 1940 under Squadron Leader. Darley. 

 
McArthur, standing, fourth from right, with other 609 members at Warmwell 
On 8 August, whilst flying Spitfire R6977, he destroyed two Ju87s off the Isle of Wight. He 
destroyed an Me110 on the 11th, again in R6977, 15 miles SSE of Swanage. Still in R6977 he 
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claimed a probable Me110 on the 12th and an Me109 on the 13th. On 15 August, he destroyed two 
Me110s in R6769. He claimed another Me110 destroyed on the 25th in X4165 and on 7 September, 
he destroyed a Do17. He claimed a further Do17 destroyed on the 15th in R6979. After this action, 
he suffered an oxygen failure at 25,000ft. Attacked by Me109s, he lost consciousness and came to 
just in time to pull out of a high-speed dive at a low altitude. The damage to his ears was to require 
future hospital treatment but in the meantime he destroyed an Me110 on the 25th. Because of the 
damage to his ears, McArthur had to hand over command of ‘B’ Flight to Flight Lieutenant J 
Dundas, after which he was not allowed to fly above 5,000 feet and in consequence was not able to 
return to operations. MacArthur was awarded the DFC (LG 22 October 1940) and his portrait was 
made by Cuthbert Orde in November. Subsequently employed in non-operational posts, he was 
promoted to Squadron Leader on 1st September 1941, being promoted to Wing Commander on 
1st January 1944. Released from the RAF in 1947 he joined the Royal Canadian Air Force in 
Edmonton, Alberta in 1948 and was posted to the Winter Experimental Establishment, testing RAF 
and Royal Navy aircraft. In 1949 he turned his hand to air racing and was granted leave for the 
races, acquiring Spitfire XIVe TZ138 on 4th August 1949 in partnership with Flight Lieutenant Ken 
Brown DFC, who had been a Flight Sergeant with 617 Squadron on the Dams raid. Purchasing the 
Spitfire for $1250 they registered it as CF-GMZ on 25th August. Sponsored by Imperial Oil he 
entered the Tinnerman Air Races at Cleveland, Ohio as number 80 and finished in third place in the 
Thompson Trophy on 4th September 1949. Back with the RCAF he served in Canada, the USA and 
Japan and was awarded the UN Korea Medal and the Canadian Forces Decoration. He was badly 
injured in an motor accident in 1957 and left the RCAF soon afterwards, moving to Mexico. 
McArthur was killed in a flying accident at the Las Vegas Airshow in May 1961 at the age of 48 and 
was buried with full military honours with the help of the Vancouver Legion. 
195. Flight Lieutenant Cornelis Johannes van der GRAAFF (d. 26 June 1942). Signed 2 
October 1940. RDNAS (No 320 Squadron). 

017 
According to its Operations Record Book, “No 320 squadron was formed at RAF Station, Pembroke 
Dock, South Wales, on 1st June 1940 with personnel of the Royal Dutch Naval Air Service which had 
arrived in England via France after the invasion of Holland by Germany. They were flying their 
Fokker T.8.W seaplanes which they continued to use until 1st October 1940. The operational duties 
consisted of escorting convoys in the Irish Sea. The Commanding Officer was Lieutenant 
Commander J M van Olm. The Squadron comprised 8 operational crews of which 2 were lost with 
their planes in crashes while flying on operational duty but not due to enemy action. On the 1st of 
October the Squadron was transferred to RAF Station, Leuchars to convert to Lockheed Hudson 
aircraft.” 
On the 1,000 bomber raid on Bremem, 25/26 June 1942, 320 Squadron lost one aircraft and the 
crew of Hudson T9435 'Balikpapan' piloted by Van Der Graff. German fighter ace Werner 
Hoffmann is credited with the shooting down of a Hudson during the raid. He also shot down a 
Whitley. According to the Air War website, in June of 1942, 320 Squadron had a strength of 15 
Hudson aircraft, so it is possible that this was the contribution that they made towards the 102 
Coastal aircraft total. On another (Dutch) website, it made note of 320 Squadron having 21 
operational Hudsons for the raid. 
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196. Lt-Col William REID. Signed 2 (23?) October 1940. Seaforths, Spey Cottage, Elgin. 

017 
Seaforth Highlanders. From The Army List for July to September 1940: 

 
197. Pilot Officer Jan Dirk DOLMAN. Signed 2 October 1940. RDNAS (No 320 Squadron). 

017 
According to http://www.wartimememories.co.uk/airfields/leuchars.html,he died on 2 December 
1941 while on a convoy flight along the Norwegian coast. 
For a list of all 320 Squadron crew killed in action, see 
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/320_Dutch_Squadron_RAF. 
From the Operations Record Book of No 320 Squadron: 

 

http://www.wartimememories.co.uk/airfields/leuchars.html
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/320_Dutch_Squadron_RAF
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198. Pilot Office Emile Bruce Marie Achille DUNIPACE (79609). Signed 2 October 1940. 
Liaison Officer, RDNAS. 

017 
According to http://www.gershon-lehrer.be/blog/2012/07/expulsion-orders-from-wwii-at-the-
felixarchief-part-2-researching-the-inventory/#.UhM2P5Im3L8, he was born on 2 June 1907 in 
Antwerpen, Belgium. 
The FelixArchief (Antwerp City Archives) published on their website on June 25, 2012 information 
about a collection of the Expulsion Orders which were issued during WWII between December 
1940 and February 1941 by the immigration police on behalf of the German occupying authorities. 
More than 3,000 Jewish immigrants were transferred at the order of the German army from 
Antwerp to a rural area in the Belgian province of Limburg. Copies of these expulsion orders are 
available on microfilm at the Antwerp Archives. Note that he signed this book before the 
expulsions began. 
His commission as Pilot Officer on probation in the Administrative and Special Duties Branch of the 
RAF was announced in the LG, 18 June 1940 and confirmed in the LG, 4 July 1941. His promotion to 
Flight Lieutenant (temporary) was announced in the LG, 3 July 1942. The LG, 2 March 1954 
announced his appointment to the Foreign Office. 
Note that his middle name Marie became Mary in the LG. 
199. Flight Lieutenant Henri Carlo PRAGER. Signed 2 October 1940. RDNAS (No 320 
Squadron). 

017 
According to http://www.wartimememories.co.uk/airfields/leuchars.html, he died on 30 August 
1941. According to http://www.erelijst.nl/henri-carlo--prager, he was born on 22 August 1916 in 
Tangoenang, Indonesia. 
200. Unknown. Signed 2 October 1940. RDNAS (Captain, Royal Dutch Airlines). 

017 
Could this be Lieutenant Commander J M van Olm, Commanding Officer of No 320 Squadron? 
201. POSSIBLY Jan Johannes MOLL. Signed 2 October 1940. RDNAS (Captain, Royal 
Dutch Airlines). 

017 
From http://www.afleetingpeace.org/index.php/aviators/m: 

http://www.gershon-lehrer.be/blog/2012/07/expulsion-orders-from-wwii-at-the-felixarchief-part-2-researching-the-inventory/%23.UhM2P5Im3L8
http://www.gershon-lehrer.be/blog/2012/07/expulsion-orders-from-wwii-at-the-felixarchief-part-2-researching-the-inventory/%23.UhM2P5Im3L8
http://www.wartimememories.co.uk/airfields/leuchars.html
http://www.erelijst.nl/henri-carlo--prager
http://www.afleetingpeace.org/index.php/aviators/m
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Jan Johannes Moll was born at Surabaya on March 6, 1900, and entered K.L.M. by way of the 
Netherlands-Indian Air Force and K.N.I.L.M. In 1931, with Capt. Pattist (now K.L.M. Chief of Flying 
Services at Schiphol), Moll flew a Fokker FVIIB (Abel Tasman) from Batavia to Melbourne and back. 
His Indian Archipelago flying experience is probably unique. 

 
Died at Aalsmere, The Netherlands, on 12th December 1988, aged 88. 
From http://www.reocities.com/SoHo/Workshop/2299/gl_part3.html: 
Extracted from It's Been A Great Life by Group Captain W.E. Rankin CBE DSO 
I took the family to Liverpool and saw them onto their ship. It was a sad and emotional parting, for 
we had no idea when, or if ever, we would see one another again. After putting Davida onto a 
London train, I drove back to Carew Cheriton, only to find that it had been decided to amalgamate 
321 Squadron with 320 (Dutch) Squadron at Leuchars and convert them all on to Hudsons. I was to 
go there and help with that. 
On arrival at Leuchars, I found that I would have Lt. Commander Jan Moll as co-instructor. He was 
famous as one of the two KLM pilots who, flying a DC2, won the commercial section of the air race 
from Mildenhall to Melbourne in 1934. He was a very experienced pilot whose flying time on 
Lockheed 14s alone almost equalled my total flying experience. After comparing notes, we found 
we had no differences of opinion about training doctrine. We took an instant liking to one another 
and struck up a very warm friendship. The squadron officers were all members of the Royal Dutch 
Naval Air Service. All were tremendously keen to get back into the war with their Hudsons. All had 
a great sense of fun and the gift of being able to laugh at themselves. It was a real pleasure 
working with them. 
The 5th of December is St Nicholas' Day for the Dutch. It is a time for the giving of presents and is 
one of their most important feast days. St Nicholas arrives from Spain accompanied by his servant, 
Black Pete, carrying a sack of presents. He has a book in which is recorded the doings of each 
person for the past year and he rewards each according to his or her merit, reading from the record 
and making a little speech to each recipient as he does so. Naturally, some good cracks are 
sometimes made at the expense of the recipient. 
The St Nicholas party at Leuchars was held in the evening. St Nicholas and Black Pete arrived late. 
After being welcomed by the commanding officer of 320 Squadron, St Nicholas apologised for his 
late arrival, explaining that U boats and the blockade made things difficult for travellers from Spain. 
He then proceeded to distribute his gifts, amidst much laughter, and some red faces, as he read 
from his record book. Moll was reprimanded for driving his car across the aerodrome, too fast and 
without flaps, and for too many visits to Edinburgh. When I was called up to receive my gift, a very 
neat little combination tool set, St Nicholas said, "Mr Rankin, my angels do not often do three point 
landings, but I have noted your prowess in this respect and will recommend my angels to follow 
your example". 
Moll and I completed the conversion of 320 Squadron near the end of January, 1941, and I then 
went to HQ Coastal Command to appeal for an operational appointment. The war had been going 
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on for 17 months and, so far, I had been engaged entirely on non-combatant duties. Also, I was fed 
up with instructing. I was told that an order had just been issued posting me to 220 Squadron at 
Thornaby, as second in command. The posting was intended to give me a chance to get some 
operational experience in preparation for taking over a squadron. I was to get in as much as 
possible as quickly as possible, because I was going to command the very next Hudson squadron 
to require a new commanding officer. This news delighted me. I had taught many of the Hudson 
squadron pilots their navigation, and most of them how to fly their Hudsons. Command of one of 
the squadrons was the logical next step in my career. 
From Flight, 11 October 1934: 

 
From http://www.basdevoogd.nl/flying__saloon.htm: 
VA 2582 was born as a saloon and received its garuanteeplate on 30th of August 1939. It was a late 
type black saloon with outside doorhinges. 
Who the first proud owner was, has not been established but not unlikely the war had started 
before this saloon was delivered. 
Eight months later, on the 10th of May 1940, a reservist listening to the name of Jan Moll was 
operating a Vickers machinegun on the borders of the river Maas which runs through Rotterdam. It 
was a very heavy fight. After the German supremecy turned out to be too large to conquer, the City 
of Rotterdam decided to surrender to the German General Hans Graf von Sponeck only 5 days 
later. Rotterdam was in flames. Heavily bombed by Junckers and Heinkels from the German 
Luftwaffe. In fact most of Holland had surrendered apart from the Province of Zeeland in the south 
west. 
Jan Moll however had other intentions then becoming a prisonor of war. With a couple of fellow 
officers including Captain Harloff they took some guns and made their way through the country in 
the South West direction utilising all forms of transport they could lay theirs hands on. They 
planned to escape to England, but how? All harbours at the Belgium coast as well as the North 
West of France were either under fire or blocked by magnetic mines. 
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After a long and exhausting journey they finally managed to find a skipper of a "cognac vessle" 
which traded a lot with England. He was based in the French harbour of Bordeaux and he was 
prepared to take them in between his cargo to England. 
On the very same day that an armada of British vessels evacuated as many as possible soldiers 

from the hell of Dunqerke, they sailed safely towards England, 
finally arriving in Gravesend. 
As a civilien Jan Moll was acting as a pilot for the KLM. He had a 
lot of flying experience though flying the route to the Far East and 
it is also the very same Jan Moll who was co-pilot on the DC 2 "De 
Uiver" which won on handicap the 1934 London to Melbourne 
race. 
After reporting to the Dutch government in exile in London, Jan 
was appointed flying instructor with the RAF at Siloth. He only 

stayed briefly there as he was quickly transferred to Leuchars to become chief instructor of the 
newly formed 320st squadron, involved in coastel defence. After that he was involved in the 
transport of brand new Mitchells from the USA to England. 
In August 1942 he flew General Alexander to the African front lines with a Liberator 920. In the 
same year he also did some very dangerous transport to collect SKF bearings in Sweden. 
In the second part of the war he did do a lot of flying to Moscow via the Northern Route carrying 
politicians for negotiations with the Russians. 
Towards the end of the war he flew many times to Cairo and Gibraltar carrying military personal. 
After hostilities had ended Jan was servicing as a captain for the BOAC for which company he did 
lineservice from Lyneham to Karachi flying an AVRO York. 
In June 1945 Jan was approached again by Mr Plesman from the Royal Dutch Airlines (KLM) and 
asked if he would come to Holland again to help rebuild the battered Dutch airline company. 
Although he had a good time with the BOAC Jan would not mind to go home so he gladly 
accepted. After all he had not seen his wife Ankie since may 1940! 
During the war when he was living in England he had gathered so much stuff he wanted to take 
with him that he decided to buy a motorcar to drive back to Holland. 
It was at a London car dealer that he found a very distinghuised gleaming black VA saloon which 
he found quite a big car and slightly above budget but 
suiting his purposes. 
Before the war Jan had already had a brand new J2 and 
just before the war he had bought himself a secondhand red 
PB. In fact this MG was still waiting for him hidden away for 
the invaders in a haystack on a farm near Nieuw Loosdrecht. 
The journey home in the VA saloon went via Dunquerke and 
Antwerp. In Antwerp he knew a large American dump where 
they had 1000’s of Jerrycans filled with petrol. He found the 
location and managed to pursuade the attendent to let him 
have six 20 litre jerrycans to take home. 
Once home in Aalsmeer he had the VA maintained by local Fiat dealer Garage Van der Wal. After 
the VA was imported into Holland is was probably registered GZ 16279. The son of the then garage 
owner still remembers the gleaming black saloon very well. He also remembers the large aeroplane 
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mascotte (called a "lindbergh mascotte") fitted on top of the radiatorcap. In the event where parts 
were needed Jan supplied them himself as he flew a lot in between Amsterdam and London. 
Around 1950 Jan decides he wants to go back to a smaller car again which fits easier into the 
garage under his house in Aalsmeer and he buys a new ohv Fiat Topolino. 
From http://home.planet.nl/~posth144/posthumus/stamboom/s_pages/FransOverdijk.htm 
(translated by Google): 
In connection with the acquisition of the former by the RAF Hudsons be made available on October 
14, 1940 flying officer 1st class KMR JJ Moll and officer of the Marine Steamship Service 1st class J. 
Hajenius, both placed in the 320 Squadron, to this task. Shortly thereafter, the RAF Leuchars the 
first series of nine Hudsons released to the Dutch squadron. Of these four aircraft are already used 
for the conversion training of 320 pilots. The other five newly acquired storage devices are made 
available for the benefit of the operational training of aircrew. They are subsequently used for the 
execution of war contracts. This first series of Hudsons received further includes a fairly large 
number of technical flaws. Thus leaving the final squadron format some time in coming.  
A total of eight Hudsons received a name that reminds one during May 1940 severely affected by 
war Dutch city or an airport or defense argument, from which Dutch troops of the German 
Wehrmacht fierce opposition have offered. The other plane took sixteen granted - which in 
fourteen cases of an Indian background there was - forming a respectful tribute to the people of 
East and West Indies, which is great financial sacrifice has made in the Hudson-purchase through 
the aforementioned fund-raising funds.  
The 320 Squadron was equipped with the first series of operational Hudsons. It concerns the 
Brantas T9356, T9362 Manoek Tji, Tji Liwoeng T9381, T9316 Kornwerderzand, T9364 and T9380 
Ypenburg Waalhaven.  
The Hudson T9364 (c / n 214-2399) begins on September 17, 1940 at 22 MU and is added on 18 
November to 233 Squadron. On November 19, 1940, the aircraft transferred to 320 Squadron at 
RAF Leuchars Station. It receives as the aircraft letter 'F' and the name Iepenburg. In January 1941, 
the first operational flights are already being made with the Hudson. By 320 Squadron patrols in 
the sea area between Scotland and Norway.  
In mid-January 1941 start the transfers from Leuchars to Carew Chariton implementing the merger 
of the 321st and 320th Squadron to the 320th Squadron. 
202. Flight Lieutenant Dirk de KONING. Signed 2 October 1940. RDNAS. 

017 
He flew the first bombing raid on enemy-occupied Norway by the Royal Netherlands Naval Air 
Service with a Lockheed-Hudson from RAF Leuchars on 9 May 1941. 
According to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BOAC_Flight_777, he was a member of the crew of BOAC 
Flight 777-A. This was a scheduled British Overseas Airways Corporation civilian airline flight on 1 
June 1943 from Portela Airport in Lisbon, Portugal, to Whitchurch Airport near Bristol, United 
Kingdom, which was attacked by eight German Junkers Ju 88s and crashed into the Bay of Biscay, 
killing all 17 people on board including several notable passengers, most prominent being the 
actor Leslie Howard. The four Dutch crew on the flight were: Captain Quirinus Tepas OBE; Second 
in command, Captain Dirk de Koning (also aboard the first attack on this aircraft on 15 November 
1942); wireless operator, Cornelis van Brugge (also known from the London-Melbourne race) and 
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flight engineer Engbertus Rosevink. Most crew members had diverted to England in their aircraft 
after the German invasion in Holland, and some of them had settled in the Bristol area. 
Full story of BOAC Flight 777 
Historical background 
BOAC flights 
When war broke out in Europe, the British Air Ministry prohibited private flying and most domestic 
air services. Imperial Airways and British Airways Ltd in the process of being merged and 
nationalised as BOAC were evacuated from Croydon Aerodrome and Heston 
Aerodrome to Whitchurch, outside Bristol. After the fall of Norway, The Netherlands, Belgium and 
France and Italy's entry to the war only Sweden, Ireland and Portugal remained as European 
destinations for BOAC (the USA was just within range of BOAC's Empire flying boats by refuelling 
in Newfoundland). Over the UK, civil aircraft were restricted to between 1,000 and 3,000 feet 
(300 and 910 m) and could only fly during daylight to ease identification. The British 
government also restricted flights to diplomats, military personnel, VIPs, and anyone else with 
government approval.1 
KLM pilots and aircraft 
For several weeks prior to the German invasion of The Netherlands, KLM, the Royal Dutch Airline, 
operated a direct, over-water, twice-weekly DC-3 service from Amsterdam to Portugal avoiding 
French, British and Spanish airspace to connect with the new Pan American flying boat service from 
the USA to Lisbon. When Germany invaded in May 1940, KLM had several airliners en route outside 
The Netherlands. Some managed to fly to Britain while others stranded east of Italy continued to 
link British and Dutch territories from Palestine to Indonesia (and Australia). The British government 
interned the Dutch aircraft at Shoreham Airport and after negotiations the Air Ministry and the 
Dutch government-in-exile contracted to use the former KLM aircraft and crews to replace de 
Havilland Albatross aircraft on a scheduled service between Britain and Portugal which BOAC 
started in June 1940 from Heston Aerodrome.2N 2 
After the initial reservations about using Dutch crews were overcome, all-Dutch crews were used, 
although the flights used BOAC flight numbers and passenger handling. The KLM contingent was 
housed at BOAC's Whitchurch base. The UK-Lisbon service operated up to four times per week. 
From 20 September 1940, passengers were flown from Whitchurch (although Heston continued as 
London terminus for KLM from 26 June till 20 September 1940), and for Lisbon, the pre-war grass 
airfield at Sintra was used until October 1942, when the new runway was ready at Portela Airport, 
on the northern edge of Lisbon.13 By June 1943, in over 500 flights, KLM/BOAC had carried 4,000 
passengers.4 
Originally, five Douglas DC-3s and one Douglas DC-2 airliner were available but with the loss of a 
DC-3 on 20 September 1940 in a landing accident at Heston and the destruction of another DC-3 
in November 1940 by Luftwaffe bombing at Whitchurch, only four aircraft remained: DC-2 G-
AGBH Edelvalk (ex-PH-ALE), DC-3 G-AGBD Buizerd (ex-PH-ARB), DC-3 G-AGBE Zilverreiger (ex-PH-
ARZ) and DC-3 G-AGBB Ibis (ex-PH-ALI).3 The KLM camouflaged DC-2 and DC-3s carried their 
British civil markings and red/white/blue stripes like BOAC aircraft but eliminated the Union 
Flag and were later marked with their Dutch bird names under the cockpit windows. The interiors 
remained in KLM colours and markings. 
British and German civilian aircraft operated from the same facilities at Portela and traffic was 
watched by Allied and Axis spies, including British, German, Soviet and American. This was 
especially the case for the Lisbon–Whitchurch route, which frequently carried agents and 
escaped POWs to Britain. German spies were posted at terminals to record who was boarding and 
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departing flights on the Lisbon–Whitchurch route. Harry Pusey, BOAC's operations officer in Lisbon 
between 1943 and 1944 described the area as "like Casablanca, but twentyfold".1 

 
A BOAC Douglas DC-3, silhouetted by night at Gibraltar by the batteries of searchlights on the 
Rock, as it is prepared for a flight to the United Kingdom. (IWM Collection) 
Previous attacks on the same aircraft 
Most of the aircraft flying the Lisbon–Whitchurch route were left unmolested since the beginning 
of the war. Both Allied and Axis powers respected the neutrality of countries such as Portugal, 
Sweden and Switzerland and refrained from attacking flights into and out of those nations. 
However, the war over the Bay of Biscay, north of Spain and off the west coast of France, began to 
heat up in 1942. 
The Germans opened the Atlantic Command at Merignac near Bordeaux and Lorient to attack 
Allied shipping.1 In 1943, fighting over the area intensified and the RAF and Luftwaffe saw 
increased losses.4 This meant increased danger for BOAC aircraft running Lisbon–Whitchurch. 
On 15 November 1942, G-AGBB Ibis, the KLM aircraft later destroyed in the downing of Flight 777-
A, was attacked by a single Messerschmitt Bf 110 fighter, but she was able to limp on to Lisbon 
where repairs were carried out. The damage sustained by cannon and machine gun fire included 
the port wing, engine nacelle and fuselage.3N 3 For damage pictures see 'External links' below. 
On 19 April 1943, the same aircraft was again attacked at coordinates 46 North, 9 West, by a six Bf 
110 fighters. Captain Koene Dirk Parmentier evaded the attackers by dropping to 50 feet above the 
ocean and then climbing steeply into the clouds.5 The Ibis again sustained damage to the port 
aileron, shrapnel to the fuselage and a holed fuel tank. A new wingtip was flown to Lisbon to 
complete repairs.3 Despite these attacks, KLM and BOAC continued to fly the Lisbon–Whitchurch 
route.6 
Although there were still two other KLM DC-3's and one KLM DC-2 in use by BOAC on the same 
route only the G-AGBB Ibis was attacked three times. 
Flight details 
Aircraft and crew 

 
A DC-3 operated by Flygande Veteranerin Sweden 
The Douglas DC-3-194 was the first DC-3 delivered to KLM on 21 September, 1936 and originally 
carried the registration number PH-ALI and was named Ibis, the bird venerated in the ancient 
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world.56 In the afternoon of 9 May 1940, the day before the German invasion of The Netherlands, 
the DC-3 arrived in Shoreham on a scheduled flight from Amsterdam under captain Quirinus Tepas. 
After the German invasion, the aircraft and its crew were instructed to remain in Britain.7 On 25 July 
1940, the registration number was changed to G-AGBB6 and the aircraft was camouflaged in the 
standard brown-green RAF scheme of the time.2 
There were four Dutch crew on the flight: Captain Quirinus Tepas OBE; Second in command, 
Captain Dirk de Koning (also aboard the first attack on 15 November 1942); wireless operator, 
Cornelis van Brugge (also known from the London-Melbourne race) and flight engineer Engbertus 
Rosevink.8 Most crew members diverted to England in their aircraft after the German invasion in 
Holland, and some of them settled in the Bristol area.9 

 
Stage and film actor Leslie Howard was the most well-known of the 17 crew and passengers 
aboard BOAC Flight 777 
Passenger list 
The passenger list included stage and film actor Leslie Howard; Alfred T. Chenhalls, Howard's friend 
and accountant; Kenneth Stonehouse, Washington correspondent of Reuters news agency, and his 
wife Evelyn Peggy Stonehouse; Mrs. Rotha Hutcheon and her daughters, Petra, 11, and Carolina, 18 
months; Mrs. Cecelia Emilia Falla Paton; Tyrrell Mildmay Shervington, director of Shell-Mex Oil 
Company in Lisbon; Ivan James Sharp, a senior official of the United Kingdom Commercial 
Corporation (UKCC) who attended meetings on Tuesday mornings at the Ministry of Economic 
Warfare and was commissioned by the government to purchase tungsten for the war 
effort;89 Wilfrid B. Israel, a prominent Jewish activist working to save Jews from the Holocaust; 
Francis German Cowlrick; and Gordon Thompson MacLean.8101112 
Flight 777 was full and several people were turned back, including British Squadron Leader Wally 
Lashbrook.N 4 Three passengers seated on the DC-3 disembarked before departure. The young son 
of a British diplomat, Derek Partridge, and Dora Rove, his nanny, were "bumped" to make room for 
Howard and Chenhalls, who had only confirmed their tickets at 5 pm the night before the flight 
and whose priority status allowed them to take precedence over other passengers.51314 A Catholic 
priest also left the aircraft after boarding it; to this day, the priest's identity remains unknown.9N 5 
After the war, the actor Raymond Burr erroneously claimed that he was briefly married to a Scottish 
actress called Annette Sutherland, who was killed on Flight 777. However, Burr's biographer Ona L. 
Hill writes that "no one by the name of Annette Sutherland Burr was listed as a passenger on the 
plane."16N 6 
Leslie Howard 
The most intense intrigue surrounded actor Leslie Howard, who was at the peak of his career and 
had world fame after such cinematic classics as The Scarlet Pimpernel (1934) and Gone with the 
Wind (1939). Aside from screen accolades Howard was prized by the British government for his 
anti-Nazi propaganda and a number of films produced in support of the war effort, notably 
Pimpernel Smith (1941).17 During the weeks before his death, Howard was in Spain and Portugal on 
a lecture tour promoting The Lamp Still Burns. What is known about this trip is that the British 
Council invited Howard on the tour5 and that after initial qualms, he received further 
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encouragement from British Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden.5 N 7 A catering reception was being 
set up for Leslie Howard at Whitchurch aerodrome for his arrival; the chief of KLM instructed the 
caterers to halt preparation as notice came through that the aircraft had been attacked by German 
fighters over the Bay of Biscay. 
Tyrrell Mildmay Shervington 
Quoted above as director of Shell-Mex Oil Company in Lisbon but Shervington was also agent 
H.100 of the Special Operations Executive in its Iberian operation. In his book Traição a Salazar, 
published in June 201220, José Antonio Barreiros suggests that the latter might increase the 
plausibility of the thesis that Shervington rather than the actor was the target of the attack. 
Wilfrid B. Israel 
Another passenger was Wilfrid B. Israel, member of an important British Jewish family and a 
supporter of Zionism who had close connections to the British government. On 26 March 1943, he 
left Britain for Portugal and spent two months investigating the situation of Jews in Spain and 
Portugal. By the end of his trip, Israel found as many as 1,500 Jewish refugees in Spain, many of 
whom he aided in obtaining Palestine certificates. Before Israel left the peninsula, he proposed a 
plan to the British government to aid Jewish refugees in Spain.10 
Attack 
7:35–10:54 am: Take-off and flight 
The 1 June 1943 BOAC flight from Lisbon to Whitchurch was assigned to the Ibis and given flight 
number 777-A.4 The flight was originally scheduled to take off at 0730, but was delayed when 
Howard left the aircraft to pick up a package he left at customs.3At 0735 GMT, Flight 777-A 
departed from Portela Airport at Lisbon. Whitchurch received a departure message and continued 
regular radio contact until 1054 GMT.34 At that time, while the DC-3 was roughly 200 miles (320 
km) northwest of the coast of Spain, Whitchurch received a message that the DC-3 was being 
followed and that it was fired upon at 46.54N, 09.37W. Shortly afterwards, the aircraft crashed and 
sank into the Bay of Biscay.4 The following day BOAC released a statement: 
The British Overseas Airways Corporation regrets to announce that a civil aircraft on passage 
between Lisbon and the United Kingdom is overdue and presumed lost. The last message received 
from the aircraft stated that it was being attacked by an enemy aircraft. The aircraft carried 13 
passengers and a crew of four. Next-of-kin have been informed. The Times21 
Media accounts 
The New York Times reporting from London, announced, in its 3 June 1943 edition that: 
"A British Overseas Airways transport plane, with the actor Leslie Howard reported among its 13 
passengers, was officially declared overdue and presumed lost today ..." 
The article also reported  
"In their daily communique, broadcast from Berlin and recorded by The Associated Press, the 
Germans said: 'Three enemy bombers and one transport were downed by German reconnaissance 
planes over the Atlantic'."8 
In its 14 June 1943 issue, Time magazine carried a brief story on the downing of BOAC Flight 777. 
The most valuable information from that article was the details of the final radio broadcast from 
the Dutch pilot: 
"I am being followed by strange aircraft. Putting on best speed. ...we are being attacked. Cannon 
shells and tracers are going through the fuselage. Wave-hopping and doing my best."22 
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The news of Howard's death was published in the same issue of The Times that reported the 
"death" of Major William Martin, the red herring used for the ruse involved in Operation 
Mincemeat.23 
German pilots' account 

 
Eight Junkers Ju 88C-6s like this preserved Ju 88R-1 night fighter version on display at RAF Hendon 
attacked and downed BOAC Flight 777 
One of the most detailed versions of the attack was revealed in Bloody Biscay: The History of V 
Gruppe/Kampfgeschwader 40 by Christopher H. Goss. This book states that BOAC Flight 777 was 
not intentionally targeted and was instead accidentally shot down when it was mistaken for an 
Allied military aircraft. The account is composed of the author's analysis of events and interviews, 
conducted decades after the war ended, with some of the German pilots involved in the attack.4 
According to this account, eight Junkers Ju 88C-6 heavy fighters (Zerstörer) from the 14th Staffel of 
the Luftwaffe's main maritime bomber wing, Kampfgeschwader 40, took off from Bordeaux at 1000 
hrs local time to find and escort two U-boats;4 these aircraft belonged to the long-range fighter 
group known as Gruppe V Kampfgeschwader 40.524 The names of four of the eight pilots are known: 
Staffelführer Oberleutnant (Oblt) Herbert Hintze, Leutnant Max Wittmer-Eigenbrot, Oblt Albrecht 
Bellstedt, and Oberfeldwebel (Ofw) Hans Rakow. The pilots claim that before setting out they were 
unaware of the presence of the Lisbon to Whitchurch flights. Due to bad weather the search for the 
U-boats was called off and fighters continued a general search. At 1245 hrs, BOAC Flight 777 was 
spotted in P/Q 24W/1785 heading north. Approximately five minutes later, the Ju 88s attacked. 
Hintze retold his account for Goss as the following: "A 'grey silhouette' of a plane was spotted from 
2,000–3,000 metres (6,600–9,800 ft) and no markings could be made out, but by the shape and 
construction of the plane it was obviously enemy." Bellstedt radioed: "Indians at 11 o'clock, AA 
(code for enemy aircraft ahead slightly to the left, attack, attack)." BOAC Flight 777 was attacked 
from above and below by the two Ju 88s assigned to a high position over the flight, and the port 
engine and wing caught fire. At this point flight leader Hintze, at the head of the remaining six Ju 
88s, caught up to the DC-3 and recognised the aircraft as civilian, immediately calling off the 
attack, but the burning DC-3 was already severely damaged with the port engine out. Three 
parachutists exited the burning aircraft, but their chutes did not open as they were on fire. The 
aircraft then crashed into the ocean where it floated and then sank. There were no signs of 
survivors.25 
Hintze states that all of the German pilots involved expressed regret for shooting down a civilian 
aircraft and were "rather angry" with their superiors for not informing them that there was a 
scheduled flight between Lisbon and Britain. Goss writes that official German records back up 
Hintze's account that Staffel 14/KG 40 was carrying out normal operations and that the day's events 
occurred because the U-boats could not be found. He concludes that "there is nothing to prove 
that the German pilots were deliberately aiming to shoot down the unarmed DC-3".4 This account 
of the German pilots and Goss's conclusions are challenged by some authorities.5 
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Hintze's version is supplemented by the research of Ben Rosevink, a retired research technician at 
the University of Bristol, and son of BOAC Flight 777 flight engineer Engbertus Rosevink. In the 
1980s, Rosevink tracked down and interviewed three of the German pilots involved in the attack, 
including the individual responsible for opening fire on BOAC Flight 777.39 In a 2010 interview with 
the Bristol Evening Post, Rosevink stated that he was convinced of the veracity of the German 
account.9 
The following day, a search of the Bay of Biscay was undertaken by "N/461", a Short 
Sunderland flying boat from the Royal Australian Air Force's 461 Squadron. Near the same 
coordinates where the DC-3 was downed, the Sunderland was attacked by eight V/KG40 Ju 88s and 
after a furious battle, managed to shoot down three of the attackers, scoring an additional three 
"possibles," before crash-landing at Penzance. In the aftermath of these two actions, all BOAC 
flights from Lisbon were subsequently re-routed and operated only under the cover of the 
darkness.5 N 8 N 9 
Theories for the attack 
There are several theories as to why BOAC Flight 777 was shot down by the German pilots. All of 
these contradict the claims by the German pilots that they were not ordered to shoot down the 
airliner, either because the theories were formulated before the testimonies of the German pilots 
were recorded in the 1990s, or because the authors disbelieve the German accounts. 
Churchill assassination attempt 

 
Winston Churchill giving his famous 'V' sign 
The most popular theory surrounding the downing of BOAC Flight 777 is that German intelligence 
mistakenly believed Winston Churchill was on the flight. This theory appeared in the press within 
days of the incident, and is supported by Churchill himself. In late May 1943, Churchill and Foreign 
Secretary Anthony Eden travelled to North Africa for a meeting with United States general Dwight 
D. Eisenhower.26 
The German government was eager to assassinate Churchill on his return flight home, and 
monitored flights in and out of the region in case the Prime Minister tried to sneak home aboard a 
civilian airliner. This scenario was plausible as Churchill flew to Britain from Bermuda in January 
1942 aboard a scheduled commercial airline flight. Rumours circulated since early May that 
Churchill might fly home from Lisbon. Some have speculated that these rumours were planted by 
Britain's Secret Intelligence Service in order to mask Churchill's travel itinerary.5 
According to the Churchill assassination theory, as passengers were boarding BOAC Flight 777, 
German agents spotted what Churchill described in his memoirs as "a thick-set man smoking a 
cigar", whom they mistook for the Prime Minister.26 This man was later identified as Alfred T. 
Chenhalls, Howard's accountant and portly travel companion. In addition, some have speculated 
that the tall and thin Howard may have been mistaken for Detective Inspector Walter H. Thompson, 
Churchill's personal bodyguard who had a similar physical appearance.27 There is an even more 
elaborate version of this theory that posits Chenhalls was employed by the British government as 
Churchill's "deliberate double" and that he and Howard boarded BOAC Flight 777 knowing they 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Churchill_V_sign_HU_55521.jpg
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were going to die. An alternative version of this is that the British government had intercepted 
German messages via the Ultra code breaking operations, but failed to notify the BOAC Flight 777 
for fear of compromising the use of Ultra decrypted messages.5 Both Flight 777(1957), a book by 
Ian Colvin about the incident, and In Search of My Father (1981), by Leslie Howard's son Ronald 
Howard, lend credence to the idea that BOAC Flight 777 was downed because the Germans 
thought Churchill was on the flight.28 
Churchill appeared to accept this theory in his memoirs, although he is extremely critical of the 
poor German intelligence that led to the disaster. He wrote, "The brutality of the Germans was only 
matched by the stupidity of their agents. It is difficult to understand how anyone could imagine 
that with all the resources of Great Britain at my disposal I should have booked a passage in an 
unarmed and unescorted plane from Lisbon and flown home in broad daylight."26 As it was, 
Churchill travelled back to Britain via Gibraltar, departing on the evening of 4 June 1943 in a 
converted Consolidated B-24 Liberator transport and arriving in Britain the next morning. 
In the BBC television series, Churchill‘s Bodyguard (original broadcast 2006), it is suggested 
that (Abwehr) German intelligence agents were in contact with members of the merchant navy in 
Britain and were informed of Churchill’s departure and route. German spies watching the airfields 
of neutral countries may have mistaken Howard and his manager, as they boarded their aircraft, for 
Churchill and his bodyguard. Churchill’s Bodyguard noted that Thompson wrote that Winston 
Churchill at times seemed clairvoyant about suspected threats to his safety, and acting on a 
premonition, he changed his departure to the following day. The crux of the theory posited that 
Churchill asked one of his men to tamper with an engine on his aircraft, giving him an excuse not 
to travel at that time. Speculation by historians has also centred on whether the British code 
breakers had decrypted several top secret Enigma messages that detailed the assassination plan. 
Churchill wanted to protect any information that was uncovered by the code breakers so that 
the Oberkommando der Wehrmacht would not suspect that their Enigma machines were 
compromised. Although the overwhelming majority of published documentation of the case 
repudiates this theory, it remains a possibility. Coincidentally, the timing of Howard's take-off and 
the flight path was similar to Churchill's, making it easy for the Germans to mistake the two 
flights.29 
Leslie Howard: Spy 
Several exhaustively researched books focused on Flight 777, including Flight 777 (Ian Colvin, 1957) 
and In Search of My Father: A Portrait of Leslie Howard (Ronald Howard, Leslie's son, 1984), 
conclude that the Germans were almost certainly out to shoot down the DC-3 in order to kill 
Howard himself.30 Howard had been travelling through Spain and Portugal, ostensibly lecturing on 
film, but also meeting with local propagandists and shoring up support for the Allied cause. The 
Germans in all probability suspected even more surreptitious activities since German agents were 
active throughout Spain and Portugal, which, like Switzerland, was a crossroads for persons from 
both sides of the conflict, but even more accessible to Allied citizens. James Oglethorpe, a British 
historian specialising in the Second World War, has investigated Leslie's connection to the secret 
services.31 Ronald Howard's book, in particular, explores in great detail written German orders to 
the Ju 88 Staffel based in France, assigned to intercept the aircraft, as well as communiqués on the 
British side that verify intelligence reports of the time indicating a deliberate attack on Howard. 
These accounts also indicate that the Germans were aware of Churchill's whereabouts at the time 
and were not so naïve as to believe he would be travelling alone on board an unescorted and 
unarmed civilian aircraft, which Churchill also acknowledged as improbable. Howard and Chenhalls 
were not originally booked on the flight, and used their priority status to have passengers removed 
from the fully booked airliner. Of the 13 travellers on board, most of them were either British 
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executives with corporate ties to Portugal, or comparatively lower-ranked British government civil 
servants. There were also two or three children of British military personnel.30 
While ostensibly on "entertainer goodwill" tours at the behest of the British Council, Howard's 
intelligence-gathering activities had attracted German interest. The chance to demoralise Britain 
with the loss of one of its most outspokenly patriotic figures, may have been behind the Luftwaffe 
attack.27 Ronald Howard was convinced the order to shoot down Howard's airliner came directly 
from Joseph Goebbels, Minister of Public Enlightenment and Propaganda in Nazi Germany, who 
had been ridiculed in one of Howard's films and who believed Howard to be the most dangerous 
British propagandist.30 A 2008 book by Spanish writer José Rey Ximena32 claims that Howard was 
on a top-secret mission for Churchill to dissuade Francisco Franco, Spain's authoritarian dictator 
and head of state, from joining the Axis powers.33 Via an old girlfriend (Conchita Montenegro), 
Howard had contacts with Ricardo Giménez-Arnau, who at the time was a young and very humble 
diplomat in the Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs.33 Further circumstantial background evidence is 
revealed in Jimmy Burns’ 2009 biography of his father, spymaster Tom Burns.34 According to 
author William Stevenson in A Man called Intrepid, his biography of Sir William Samuel 
Stephenson (no relation), the senior representative of British Intelligence for the western 
hemisphere during the Second World War,35 Stephenson postulated that the Germans knew about 
Howard's mission and ordered the aircraft shot down. Stephenson further claimed that Churchill 
knew in advance of the German intention to shoot down the aircraft, but decided to allow it to 
proceed to protect the fact that the British had broken the German Enigma code.36N 10 
Assassination of Leslie Howard, the propaganda figure 
The theory that Leslie Howard was targeted for assassination because of his role as an anti-
Nazi propaganda figure is supported by journalist and law professor Donald E. Wilkes Jr. Wilkes 
writes that Joseph Goebbels could have orchestrated the downing of BOAC Flight 777 because he 
was "enraged" by Howard's propaganda and was Howard's "bitterest enemy".28 The fact that 
Howard was Jewish would only further buttress this theory. In fact, Germany's propaganda machine 
boasted at Howard's death and Joseph Goebbels' propagandist newspaper Der Angriff (The Attack) 
ran the headline "Pimpernel Howard has made his last trip"5 which was a reference to both the 
1934 movie The Scarlet Pimpernel where the actor played a mysterious British hero who secretly 
saved French citizens from the Reign of Terror and the 1941 offshoot film Pimpernel Smith that 
starred Howard as a professor who rescues victims of Nazi persecution. 
Howard mistaken for R. J. Mitchell 
One of the less credible theories that circulated at the time was reported by Harry Pusey. Before 
the attack on BOAC Flight 777, the film The First of the Few about the life of R. J. Mitchell, the 
engineer behind the Supermarine Spitfire, was playing widely in Lisbon cinemas and had starred 
Howard as Mitchell. The gossip on the streets of Lisbon was that German agents had mistakenly 
thought Howard was Mitchell and ordered the downing of BOAC Flight-777. Pusey debunked this 
theory: "But you would have thought someone in German Intelligence would have known that 
Mitchell had died in 1937, wouldn't you?"1 
The 2010 biography by Estel Eforgan, Leslie Howard: The Lost Actor examines currently available 
evidence and concludes that Howard was not a specific target37 corroborating the claims by 
German sources that the shooting down was "an error in judgement".5 
Legacy of the disaster 
The downing of BOAC Flight 777 elicited headlines around the world and there was widespread 
public grief, especially for the loss of Leslie Howard, who was championed as a martyr. The British 
government condemned the downing of BOAC Flight 777 as a war crime. The public's attention 
shifted focus as other events occurred. Nonetheless, two authoritative works examined the 
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circumstances of the downing of BOAC Flight 777: in 1957, journalist Ian Colvin's book on the 
disaster entitled Flight 777: The Mystery of Leslie Howard and in 1984, Howard's son, Ronald 
Howard, wrote a biography of his father, including an account of his father's death. 
In 2003, on the 60th anniversary of the downing of Flight 777, a pair of television documentaries on 
the subject were released: the BBC series Inside Out and the History Channel's Vanishings! Leslie 
Howard – Movie Star or Spy?. 
In 2009 the grandson of Ivan Sharp, who lives in Norwich and has the same name as his 
grandfather, arranged for a memorial plaque for the crew and passengers of BOAC Flight 777 to be 
dedicated at Lisbon Airport. On 1 June 2010, a similar plaque, paid for by Sharp, was unveiled at 
Whitchurch Airport in Bristol and a brief memorial was held by friends and family to those killed on 
the flight.9 
A documentary film Leslie Howard: A Quite Remarkable Life (2009)38 which includes commentary on 
the ill-fated flight, was narrated by Derek Partridge, who at the age of seven gave up his seat on 
BOAC Flight 777 for Leslie Howard and Alfred T. Chenhalls and later in life, became a television and 
screen actor.1314 
Notes 

N1. "Souls on board" is an aviation term referring to the total complement 
of passengers and crew. 

N2. Initially, a British copilot (carrying a concealed firearm) was included in 
the crew. 

N3. Crew aboard on 15 November 1942 were: Captain Theo 
Verhoeven, first officer Capt. Dirk de Koning, flight engineer Gerard Alsem 
and radio operator Leo Dik.3 

N4. Squadron Leader Wally Lashbrook's Handley Page Halifax bomber was 
shot down over Belgium in April 1943, and he managed to evade capture, 
escaping to Portugal.4 

N5. Although scheduled for a 07:30 take-off, the flight was delayed when 
Leslie Howard retrieved an item from Customs. The flight departed at 07:35 
GMT.15 

N6. Annette Sutherland Burr does not appear on any of the published 
passenger lists and the names of all 17 passengers and crew are known. 

N7. Within the British National Archives there is correspondence between 
Howard and Eden regarding his trip to Spain.1819 

N8. Ostensibly on a long range anti-submarine patrol, the crew of "N/461" 
received information about the downing of BOAC Flight 777 but were not 
specifically searching for survivors. 

N9. V/KG40 regarded the action on 2 June 1943 as successful despite the 
evidence that three Ju 88s and possibly six had been downed. The 
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Sunderland flying boat was severely damaged and gunner Sgt. Miles was 
killed during the exchange. 

N10. There has also been speculation that passengers Shervington, 
Stonehouse and Sharp, among others, were spies for the British.5 
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203. Carel Arnold LANGELAAR. Signed 2 October 1940. RDNAS. 320 Squadron. 

017 
According to http://www.wartimememories.co.uk/airfields/leuchars.html, he died on 18 August 
1941, when his Lockheed Hudson Mk.III, T9413 (N) was shot down off the Norwegian coast. 
Acording to http://www.baaa-acro.com/Fiches%20d'accidents/1941/T9413.htm, “While on maritime 
patrol flight, aircraft went out of control and crashed into the sea, killing all five crew.” 
From http://www.nederlandseluchtvaart.nl/forums/f9-lva-raf/hudson-320-squadron-19871/ 
(translated by Google): 
“T9413 NO-Y "Ockenburg" (not NO-N). Crash site: North Sea near Norway coast between 
Stavanger and the Lista peninsula. Crash cause: shot down by enemy fighter, at 05.05h by Uffz. L. 
Scharf with Bf.109 from I./JG77 from Sola airfield. 
There is confusion over the locations of the crashes of three Hudsons from 320 Squadron Coastal 
Command, leading to the loss of 12 Dutch RAF aviators. The three aircraft were shot down over the 
North Sea somewhere between Farsund on the Lista peninsula and Lindesnes. The nearest major 
city is Kristiansand, 90 km to the east. The name of that city has been used to indicate the crash 
area. The name has been confused with Kristiansund, also erroneously spelled as Christiansund, 
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which is 600 km to the north. In Norway, the places are indicated as Kristiansund N and 
Kristiansand S, to avoid confusion. 
South of Lindesnes, C. A. E. van Otterloo was mortally wounded by a Flak shell fragment. 
Somewhere along the coast between Stavanger and the Lista peninsula, Hudson 'Ockenburg' was 
shot down, leading to the loss of another five Dutch RAF aviators. Hudson 'Makassar' crashed near 
Elle, which is at the extreme North of the Lista peninsula. Four Dutch RAF aviators died in that 
crash. Somewhere along the Norwegian coast, possibly in the Bergen area, we also lost Jhr. H. van 
Panhuys. In all, 23 Dutch RAF aviators died in or over the coastal seas of Norway. Up to about 
Bergen, this sea area is still called the North Sea, which flows into the Atlantic Ocean. 
The Hudsons Mk. II and III, with their top speed of 400 km/h, were sitting ducks for the 550 km/h 
Messerschmitts Bf.109 T-2 of I. /JG77 that operated in this area, from Lista and Sola airfields. Sola is 
directly Southwest of Stavanger. 
Even if crew parachuted out, or force-landed at sea, as done by Hudson NO-M, the chances of 
survival were very limited indeed. Only two of the 26 crew members involved were, after many 
hours, rescued from the cold water by a German floatplane.” 
The crew of T9413 were: 
Carel Arnold LANGELAAR, Pilot. 37 ops, 146 hours. Born 12 September 1915, Pontianak, Borneo, 
NEI. Age 25. 
Jan Pieter FROWIJN, Copilot. 5 ops, 18 hours. Born 3 December 1919, Haarlem, NL. Age 22. 
Felix Alfonse VAN DER HURK, Ag. Born 29 June 1918, Bandjermasin, Borneo, NEI. Age 23. 
Jan PEETOOM, Obs / Nav. Born 29 September 1916, Hoorn, NL. Age 24. Jan Peetoom belonged to 
the group of aviators under training at Haamstede. In 1940, he resided at the Grote Oost 13, 
Hoorn. His brother Frans, born 19 April 1913, was a wartime aviator too. In 1945, the Paarse Vendel 
of the Waterscouting Vereniging changed its name into Vaandrig Peetoom Vendel, in memory of 
Jan Peetoom. 
The above four arrived in the UK on 31 May 1940 on the Dutch vessel Batavier II from Cherbourg, 
France, after an escape from Holland on 16 May 1940. 
James Gijsbertus ULJEE, Wop. Born 25 July 1913, Amsterdam, NL. Age 28. Arrived UK on 22 May 
1940 from France in a group of 24 aircraft, mostly Fokker trainers, which had escaped from Holland 
on 14 May 1940. He was awarded the ON.BEMx Bronze Medal of Honor, attached to the Order of 
Orange-Nassau with swords, 26 August 1941 (posthumously) for ‘the performance of outstanding 
services as aircraft operator on very many convoy flights which he has shown great devotion to 
duty and knowledge.’ 
204. Air Commodore Ian Eustace BRODIE MBE MiD DL (17 September 1898 – 22 July 
1993) Signed 7 October 1940. RAF. 

017 
He also signed this book on 9 May 1941. 
205. W BEETS. Signed 16 October 1940. RDNAS. 

017 
He also signed this book on 10 November 1950. 
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He is mentioned in Nico Geldhof’s De Operaties van 320 Squadron: Royal Dutch Naval Air Service 
1940 – 1946, Uitgeverij Geromy by, 2006: 
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From Flight, 24 January 1945: 
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206. Flying Officer Richard de BOER. Signed 16 October 1940. RDNAS. 

017 
He was born on 1 November 1915 in The Hague. He was killed while flying a Lockheed Hudson Mk. 
VI, registration EW912(K), which crashed on 9 November 1942. He was engaged in a maritime 
patrol Flight,f the Dutch coast when he decided to attack a ship convoy cruising off shore. In 
undetermined circumstances, the twin engine aircraft went out of control and crashed into the sea, 
killing all four occupants. According to 
http://www.regionaalarchieftilburg.nl/component/content/392?task=view, EW 912 was in a 
dogfight. 
207. Wing Commander Arthur Harald GARLAND (29135). Signed 3 November 1940. 57 
Squadron. 

017 
He was Commanding Officer of 57 Squadron in October 1939 and February 1940. He was Group 
Captain of RAF Shawbury in July 1954. 
Entry in 30 Squadron Operations Record Book for 5 April 1942: 
LINDHOLME | Weather: Mainly cloudy, becoming fair around dusk and fine toward midnight. Good 
visibility. As part of the Squadron’s Easter celebrations, officers and other ranks dined together in 
the airmen’s mess. Group Captain GARLAND, the Station Commander, and Group Captain 
MAKOWSKI, the Senior Polish Officer, were present and made short speeches. Twelve senior crews 
were detailed for an attack on COLOGNE, and despite conditions of considerable cloud and ground 
haze all except one — that captained by Pilot Officer OSADZINSKI, of whose aircraft no news 
whatever was received after it took off from base — claimed to have dropped their bombs in the 
target area. 
Entry for 25 April 1942: 
LINDHOLME | Weather: Fine, good visibility; strong gusty wind. Squadron’s Day was celebrated 
jointly by this and No. 305 Squadron, and among the distinguished visitors were General SIKORSKI, 
the Polish Prime Minister and Commander-in-Chief, General KOPANSKI, Chief of the Polish Forces 
in LIBYA, General UJEJSKI, Inspector General of the Polish Air Force, Air Vice Marshal R.D. OXLAND, 
Air Officer Commanding No. 1 Group, and Group Captain PAWLIKOWSKI, of the Polish Fighter 
Group. Others present included the Station Commander, Group Captain A.H. GARLAND, the Senior 
Polish Officer, Group Captain MAKOWSKI, and many former members of the two Squadrons. The 
celebrations commenced with High Mass conducted by Group Captain MIODONSKI, assisted by 
S/L SASINOWSKI. Afterward General SIKORSKI, GENERAL KOPANSKI and General UJEJSKI inspected 
the Squadrons and General SIKORSKI presented decorations. 
208. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader and Wing Commander] George Robert 
WATSON DFC (78283). Signed 3 November 1940. 57 Squadron. 

017 

http://www.regionaalarchieftilburg.nl/component/content/392?task=view
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His DFC was announced in the LG, 26 May 1942: 

 
From Flight, 18 June 1942: 
“Flt Lt Watson (of 57 Squadron) has participated in many bombing raids, including targets at 
Bremen, Kiel, Mannheim, Hamburg and Cologne. As an air gunner he has shown outstanding 
ability.” 
His retirement retaining the rank of Wing Commander, was announcd in the LG, 21 September 
1954. 
At the outbreak of the Second World War, No 57 Squadron was based in France equipped with 
Bristol Blenheims and was engaged in bombing and reconnaissance operations during the German 
invasion. The squadron operated from Rosières, then Poix and finally Crécy before returning to 
England in May 1940. After a brief stay at Wyton, the squadron moved to Scotland to commence 
anti-shipping strikes against the coast of Norway. The squadron moved to Feltwell in November 
1940 to re-equip with the Vickers Wellington. In September 1942, the squadron moved to 
Scampton and converted to Avro Lancasters. This was followed by a move to East Kirkby in August 
1943 from where it operated for the remainder of the war until disbanding on 25 November 1945. 
209. Major Clive Hughes KILMISTER OBE, MInstM Signed 3 November 1940. 
Headquarters Coastal Command. 

017 
He was the author of a paper entitled The Colombo Refuse Distributor, 1912 for The Institution of 
Engineers Sri Lanka. 
The LG, 18 October 1919 announced “Temporary Lt C H Kilmister relinquishes his commission on 
completion of service, 1st May 1919, and is granted the rank of Major.” 
From the Malayan Saturday Post of 22 March 1924: 
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He is shown in Transactions for 1921, The Engineering Association of Ceylon, Edited by Austin 
Woodeson, 1921 as the author of a paper entitled Night Soil Conservancy Hand Cart with the job 
title Acting Municipal Works Engineer, Colomo Municipality. 
According to the announcement of his OBE in the LG, 11 June 1942, he was Chief Engineer, Coastal 
Command Air Ministry. 
From The Air Force List for October 1940: 

 
210. Flying Officer Maurice James SAINTY (438287 and 77204). Signed 4 November 1940. 
49 Squadron. 

018 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He was in the RAFVR. He was promoted to the rank 
of Captain on 1 August 1954. The LG, 23 November 1954 announced he relinquished his 
commission in the Army Emergency Reserve of Officers on 1 August 1954. The LG, 16 April 1957 
announced his resignation, retaining the rank of Wing Commander. 
According to http://www.49squadron.co.uk/Main%20Menu.html, he flew 30 Hampden operations 
in a variety of crew positions with 49 squadron. 
211. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant and Squadron Leader] Sydney Walter Richard 
HOWELL MiD DFC (72994). Signed 4 November 1940. 49 Squadron, Scampton. 

018 

http://www.49squadron.co.uk/Main%20Menu.html
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His DFC was announced in the LG, 7 March 1941. His Mentioned in Despatches was announced in 
the LG, 14 January 1944. He relinquished his Commission and retained his rank on 12 February 
1957. 
According to http://www.49squadron.co.uk/Main%20Menu.html, he flew 19 operations with 49 
squadron. 

 
49 Squadron, 1941 
212. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant and Acting Squadron Leader] Eric Clarke 
BRIGHOUSE (76002) MiD DFC. Signed 5 November 1940. 83 Squadron Scampton. 

018 
A record in Forces War Records lists E C Brighouse of 83 Squadron, RAF Scampton as having 
crashed his Hampden aircraft at Lincoln on 27 or 27 September 1940 and shows his fate as 
unknown. Since he signed this book on 5 November 1940, he clearly survived this crash. Another 
record lists Flight Lieutenant E C Brighouse (76002) of the Royal Air Force Voluntary Reserve as 
being Mentioned in Despatches (the LG, 1 January 1945). His DFC, while an Acting Squadron 
Leader with 356 Squadron39, was announced in the LG, 20 July 1945. 
From http://www.49squadron.co.uk: 
“During January, a rumour had been circulating that both Scampton’s squadrons (49 and 83) were 
about to move station. The rumours became fact when on the 25th January, a 'rail party' departed 
for Kinloss. The next day the advance 'air party' took-off for the same location. Meanwhile, 83 
Squadron were also on the move north to Lossiemouth. From their respective bases, both 
squadrons were to engage in the hunt for submarines and to stand-by in case of a chance to attack 
German warships.” 
213. Pilot Officer [later Squadron Leader] John Rawsthorn RAINFORD DFC* (2 December 
1913 - 21 February 1942). Signed 5 November 1940. 83 Squadron Scampton. 

018 
John Rainford was born on 2nd December 1913, the youngest of four sons, to Thomas Clarkson 
Rainford JP and Ann Rainford JP (nee Rawsthorn) in Bartle, near Preston. His oldest brother, Robert 
was born in 1899, then followed William and Thomas. The family home was Barnfield House in 
                                                 

39 No 356 squadron was formed on 15 January 1944 at Salbani, Bengal, British India, as a long range 
bomber unit equipped with the Consolidated Liberator. The squadron attacked Japanese bases in South 
East Asia and planted mines outside enemy harbours. In July 1945 the squadron moved to the Cocos 
Islands to prepare for the invasion of Malaya. The end of the war came before the invasion was carried 
out and the squadron performed supply-dropping and transport duties until it was disbanded on 15 
November 1945. 

http://www.49squadron.co.uk/Main%20Menu.html
http://www.49squadron.co.uk/
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Catforth His father, Thomas, was a butcher and ran the well-known Rainford's Butcher shop in 
Preston. The family later moved to Brook House, Brock. Thomas served as Mayor of Preston and 
both he and his wife gave service as magistrates. John was educated at St Peter's School, York. In 
his youth he suffered some serious illnesses and spent some time convalescing in Madeira. He was 
keen on mountain climbing although he also enjoyed canoeing and horse riding. During winter 
holidays in Switzerland he went skiing and took part in bobsleigh events. However, climbing was 
his first love and he ascended the Matterhorn without a guide. John worked in his father's firm for a 
while but it was not the life for him. 
He served as a Territorial in 62nd Searchlight Regiment, Royal Artillery, as a Gunner. He wanted to 
be a pilot and gained the Pilot's Certificate of Competency for private flying machines, issued by 
the Air Ministry, on 13th July 1939. John continued his sporting interests and was a member of 
Preston Mountaineering Club and, like his two eldest brothers, of Preston Grasshoppers Rugby 
Club. 
In August 1939, John was commissioned into the Royal Air Force and was graded as Pilot Officer on 
18th February 1940. Sadly his father, Thomas Clarkson Rainford, died on 24th February 1940 age 63 
and was buried at St Hilda's Church, Bilsborrow. 
John was engaged to Beryl, age 22, a bank clerk, who lived at 222 St Thomas' Road, Preston. On 
26th December 1940, John Rawsthorn Rainford married Beryl Thirza Mowbray at the Parish Church 
of St Hilda, Bilsborrow. Their witnesses were John's brothers, Robert and Thomas, and Beryl's sister 
Olive M Mowbray. Beryl's father, Alfred Thornton Mowbray, who was a postal Officer in Preston, 
gave her away. John and Beryl (known affectionately as Bunty) were married by the Vicar of 
Bilsborrow, Rev John Moss, whose elder son, Roger, was a close friend of the couple. 
In the family book of memories, there is a wonderful collection of wedding telegrams from friends 
and family. A letter from Auntie Ellen and Uncle Tom at 21 Chaddock Street, Preston, says: 
“Hoping you will have a long life and a happy one.” 
One of the telegrams was addressed to Mr and Mrs Dimeye Rainford, Brook House, Brock: 
“Best Wishes from The Squadron.” 
Several close friends and colleagues used his nickname shortened to Dim. John and Beryl moved to 
Oakham, Rutland where John was based at 14 Operational Training Unit. 
In September or early October 1940, John joined 83 Squadron RAF and was based at Scampton, 
Lincolnshire. The Operations Record Book lists the flights made by John Rainford from October 
1940. 
He flew Handley Page Hampden bombers with a crew of three. The first flight listed was on 23rd 
October 1940 in aircraft Hampden x2969. The crew were Sergeants Wood, Spender and Corfield. 
For security reasons their target was given a code number (A78). They took off at 00.48 hours and 
landed on their return at 03.33 hours. John's comments in the Remarks column: 
“Impossible to identify target due to cloud so bombed Petershagen. Growing fires seen.” 
John and his crew flew every three or four days and sometimes it was impossible to find the target 
due to weather conditions and they bombed places they could see instead, but this was not always 
the case. 
On 21st December 1940 he remarked: 
“Descended to 1100ft in search of target when aircraft and rear gunner hit by shrapnel. In view of 
this bombed Dersham and returned.” 
On a flight to attack Dusseldorf on 4th February 1941, he reported: 
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“Good work by navigator and varying amounts of cloud brought the aircraft to the target. Target 
was identified and bombed but no results were observed.” 
The aircraft flying from Scampton all dropped bombs, mines, incendiaries and flares and took 
photographs of targets and the results of their action. Their gunners were their only way of fighting 
back if attacked from the air. Targets included Kiel, Brest, Bremen, Karlsruhe, Hamburg, Frankfurt 
and Berlin and the trips could be as long as nine hours. 
In April 1941 John was promoted to Flying Officer and, on 18th July 1941, he was awarded the DFC 
Distinguished Flying Cross for gallantry and devotion to duty in air operations and was promoted 
to Flight Lieutenant. He received a confidential letter dated 9th September 1941, from the Central 
Chancery of The Orders of Knighthood, St James's Palace, and S.W.1. It read: 
“Sir, The King will hold an investiture at Buckingham Palace on Tuesday, the 23rd September, 1941, 
at which your presence is requested. It is requested that you should be at the Palace not later than 
10.15 o'clock a.m.” Further instructions followed and the letter ended: “I am, Sir, Your obedient 
Servant, H M Stockley. Major. Secretary.” 
John Rainford had a break of five months until he began active operations again on 12th 
September 1941 when he was shown on listings as Squadron Leader. 
On 21st January 1942, he flew his first operation in an Avro Manchester bomber with a crew of six 
and they successfully bombed Boulogne Harbour. However the twin engine Manchester aircraft 
proved difficult to control and was unreliable and was withdrawn from service after a few months. 
It was the forerunner of the much more successful Lancaster bomber. 
On 13th February 1942, Squadron Leader Rainford was awarded a Bar to his DFC. In the previous 
December he had bombed Aachen and machine-gunned two railway trains from a height of 50ft. 
“In addition to his splendid work in the air,” said the citation, “Squadron Leader Rainford has 
evinced the greatest interest in the administration and general welfare of the flight. His 
encouragement and training of the crews under his command have proved a source of inspiration.” 
(LG 13.2.42) 
At 03.48 on 21st February 1942, Squadron Leader Rainford and his crew took off from Scampton in 
Manchester L7522. Their objective was to bomb Sola Airfield, Stavanger, Norway. In all, 15 
bombers: 6 Halifaxes, 5 Manchesters (from 83 Squadron) and 4 Stirlings were to attack four airfields 
to provide a diversion for the Fleet Air Arm strike, from the aircraft carrier Victorious, on the 
German ship Prinz Eugen. This had been torpedoed and damaged by the submarine Trident and 
had taken shelter in a Norwegian fjord near Trondheim. Squadron Leader Rainford and his crew of 
six were lost during this operation. 
The Operations Record reported: 
“This aircraft is missing without trace. Route believed to be Mablethorpe – Stavanger.” 
At first they were listed as missing, leaving their relatives with no clear idea as to their fate. A close 
colleague wrote to John's wife, Beryl. His handwritten letter, preserved in the family's archives, was 
sent from Scampton, dated 27th February 1942. In it, he describes John more intimately than any 
official citation. The following are a selection of quotations from this letter, kindly supplied by 
John's nephew Mr Bill Rainford of Pilling: 
“My Dear Bunty, I feel I must write to you and make a final appreciation of all I said, and a lot I 
could not say, too, about Dim John's nickname). I feel sure that if anyone could get away with it he 
could and I have every hope that we shall see him safe and sound or at any rate have news that he 
is safe though a prisoner. I am proud to put on record that he was quite the most outstandingly 
keen pilot I have ever seen and this too when his eyesight was very poor and it was necessary for 
him to use every kind of ruse to prevent this being disclosed to the medical people. He was too so 
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very keen on his flight and led it in everything and as a flight commander will be impossible to 
replace. He had fixed all my Squadron defence for me and I relied on him for a hundred different 
jobs which I otherwise would have had to do. Quite apart from this I have lost - I hope only 
temporarily - a friend. A week ago, I lost my father and I can honestly say that Dim was no smaller 
blow to me. I cannot tell you what his loss means.” 
Perhaps the letter was a comfort to Beryl; we can only hope so. In fact, the Manchester crashed into 
the sea near Sola Airfield and all the crew were killed. Whether they were shot down, or crashed 
due to technical failures which so dogged the Manchester Bombers, will never be known. This was 
the first Manchester to be lost by 83 Squadron, since relinquishing their Hampdens. Squadron 
Leader Rainford, and Pilot Officers E A Warren and T H Hardy-Smith are all buried at Sola 
Churchyard, Stavanger, Norway. The bodies of the other four crew were never recovered and they 
are commemorated on the Runnymede Memorial in Surrey. They were F/S J McGregor, and Sgts Z 
R Riddell, P J Jordan and R W Taylor. Squadron Leader John Rainford DFC* died on 21 February 
1942 aged 28. He is remembered on his parent's gravestone in St Hilda's churchyard, Bilsborrow. A 
bell among the St Hilda's peal was bought by his family in his memory. His widow never remarried 
but lived a long life until the beginning of the 21st Century. 
214. Pilot Officer [later Squadron Leader] Michael NEGUS DFC (33574). Signed 10 
November 1940. 220 Squadron. 

018 
According to http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=148807, he was killed on 7 April 1944 
while flying a de Havilland Mosquito FB.Mk.VI, registration NS875, with No 605 Squadron out of 
RAF Bradwell Bay, Essex. The crew, S/Ldr (33574) Michael NEGUS DFC (pilot) RAF and F/O (147671) 
Arthur Jack GAPPER (nav.) RAFVR, were killed. The Mosquito sank in Lake Constance40. According 
to Aeroplane Monthly, March 1993, part of this Mosquito was recovered. 
His DFC was announced in the LG, 28 April 1944: 
“This officer has taken part in a very large number of sorties. He has achieved much success, 
including the destruction of 3 enemy aircraft at night and damaging attacks on ground targets. He 
is a most efficient flight commander, whose example of determination and devotion to duty has 
proved most inspiring.” 
From 
http://www.warbird.ch/contento/Berichte/Abstürze/TG/AbsturzindenBodensee/tabid/576/language
/de-CH/Default.aspx (translated rather poorly by Google): 
“The activities of the Royal Air Force held on the night of 6/7th April 1944 in Grenzen. 
Only just 52 aircraft were sent across the continent, two of them never returned. In addition to our 
Mosquito another machine of the same type was lost over Hamburg. 
Bradwell Bay, Maldon in the English county of Essex was the headquarters of No. 605 Squadron, an 
intruder in the use of space-Strasbourg Constance flying that night. Intruder missions were 

                                                 
40 Lake Constance (German: Bodensee) is a lake on the Rhine at the northern foot of the Alps, and 
consists of three bodies of water: the Obersee ("upper lake"), the Untersee ("lower lake"), and a 
connecting stretch of the Rhine, called the Seerhein. The lake is situated in Germany, Switzerland and 
Austria near the Alps. Specifically, its shorelines lie in the German federal states of Bavaria and Baden-
Württemberg, the Austrian federal state of Vorarlberg, and the Swiss cantons of Thurgau and St. Gallen. 
The Rhine flows into it from the south following the Austro-Swiss frontier. 

http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=148807
http://www.warbird.ch/contento/Berichte/Abst%C3%BCrze/TG/AbsturzindenBodensee/tabid/576/language/de-CH/Default.aspx
http://www.warbird.ch/contento/Berichte/Abst%C3%BCrze/TG/AbsturzindenBodensee/tabid/576/language/de-CH/Default.aspx
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specifically tailored to the Mosquito. A small group of machines should fight day and night in 
assigned sectors enemy aircraft in the air and on the ground as well as other worthwhile targets of 
opportunity such as railway stations, factories and bridges. Thus, the German Air Force was forced 
to constant, grueling application around the clock. 
For these interventions, the mosquitoes were usually armed only with 20mm cannons. But 
sometimes bombs and missiles were additionally used. The first unit, the No.23 Squadron flew in 
July 1942, their Mosquito Mk.II such operations. This was the motto of the 15 Established in 
October 1926 in Castle Bromwich in Birmingham No.605 Squadron. To change to the Mosquito II in 
February 1943, the "County of Warwick Squadron" Gloster Gladiator, Hawker Hurricane, Douglas 
Havoc Boston III and I flew out of various places in England, Malta and the Far East. Because of its 
accurate and successful Intruder missions, day and night deep into Germany, the squadron soon 
enjoyed a very good reputation. In July 1943, the unit upgraded to the more modern Mosquito FB 
Mk.VI. On April 15, 1944, No.605 Squadron was her 100th Shooting Jewels. During her career as an 
Intruder lineup the "County of Warwick Squadron" brought 73 V-1 flying bombs and countless 
trains and ships to the track. From September 1944, the squadron flew as part of the No.2 
(Bomber) Group bomb inserts to end of war. 
On 6 April 1944 at 22.48 hours, disappeared a Mosquito FB Mk.VI in the night sky. It was one of the 
last missions, which led the squadron of Bradwell Bay from. A few days later moved the no. 605 
Squadron under new management to Manston. There was a highly experienced crew on board. 
Squadron Leader Michael Negus as a pilot and Flying Officer Arthur Jack gapper as navigator. 
Negus had been only a day earlier promoted to Squadron Leader. As one of the most successful 
Night Intruder aces his squadron since July 1943, he scored no fewer than three confirmed and two 
suspected victories over occupied Europe. The crew drove from their last mission the Mosquito FB 
(Fighter Bomber) Mk.VI with the number N5875. She was one of 41 machines built at the De 
Havilland in Hatfield Contract 555 Powered by two 1635 hp Merlin 25 engines, they reached a 
speed of 576 kph. The Mosquito NS875 was on February 20, 1944 as the No. UP-R. 605 Squadron 
was assigned. 
At midnight was placed in the Lake Constance region air raid. The Intruder of the island were the 
German and the Swiss flab into a trot. On 7 April 1944 at 00.08 hours was heard a loud engine 
noise in Uttwil, but which suddenly fell silent. A few moments later hit the Mosquito four kilometers 
before Uttwil close to the border on the Lake Constance. The cause of the crash had taken to the 
grave with the unfortunate crew. Maybe this was a technical defect responsible for the air defense 
did not occur on both sides in action. On Good Friday morning, the Marine Inspection novel horn 
hid the pitiful, floating on the water remains, the UP-R. More than a wing, a strut with wheel and 
three fuel tanks were nowhere to be found on the Mosquito. The motor vessel Pike transported 
over the items of the "Mosquito" by Roman horn to the first examination. Later the transportation 
was to Dübendorf, where the wreck was scrapped. The crew could not be found until today. It is 
with the rest of the N5875 on the bottom of the 200 m deep Lake Constance.” 
215. Pilot Officer [later Squadron Leader] Eric Graham PETT DFC (42357). Signed 16 
November 1940. 42 Squadron. 

018 
He also signed this book on 2 October 1940. He was killed on 1 May 1943 while flying for 254 
Squadron. He is commemorated on the Runnymede Memorial. The LG, 24 March 1942 announced: 
“On the afternoon of the 12th February 1942, a force of Beaufort and Hudson aircraft carried out an 
attack on an enemy naval force, including the Scharnhorst and the Gneisenau, off the Dutch coast. 
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In the face of harassing fire from screening destroyers, the attack was pressed home with the 
utmost determination at very close range. Although it has not been possible to assess the damage 
inflicted, owing to the extremely poor visibility, it is believed that several hits were obtained. The 
operation, which demanded a high degree of skill and courage, reflects the greatest credit upon 
the officers and airmen who participated.” 
From http://www.unithistories.com/officers/raf_officers_p01.html: 

 
Eric Graham Pett, Son of Jesse and Daisy Pett, of St. Leonards-on-Sea, Sussex 
216. Flight Lieutenant Fred Galt de SIEYES AFC. Signed 25 November 1940. 220 
Squadron. 

018 
Air Force Cross - No.173 Squadron - awarded as per LG, 8 June 1944. Born in Winnipeg, 20 May 
1919; home there (confirmed by Royal Air Force Personnel Management Agency, in a letter to H.A. 
Halliday dated 21 September 1999, stating that he was born in Winnipeg in 1919). Educated at R.H. 
Smith School (1926-1933), Ravenscourt School (1933-34), Kelvin High School (1935-37) and St. 
Paul’s College (1938-39). Applied to join RAF, 5 October 1938; interviewed in Winnipeg, 7 October 
1938 by Flight Lieutenant D. Edwards when described as 'An excellent type of candidate. Should do 
well in the service' and 'Considered suitable for appointment to a Short Service Commission in the 
Royal Air Force.' Report forwarded from Military District No.10 to Department of National Defence, 
Ottawa, 19 October 1938; on hearing nothing he wrote Ottawa to inquire on 22 March 1939; on 31 
March 1939 Squadron Leader A.D. Ross wrote him, 'Owing to the large number of applications on 
file at this Headquarters from fully qualified candidates, your application for appointment to a 
Short Service Commission in the Royal Air Force cannot be considered prior to July 1939.' Reported 
accepted on 8 July 1939. Further correspondence to clarify his medal state. On 18 July 1939 he 
signs confirmation that he seeks a commission; sails for Liverpool on SS Letitia on 4 August 1939. 
Graded as Acting Pilot Officer on Probation, 23 October 1939; Pilot Officer on Probation, 25 May 
1940; confirmed as Pilot Officer, 14 August 1940; promoted Flying Officer, 25 May 1941; promoted 
Flight Lieutenant, 25 May 1942. At Hatfield EFTS, 15 August to 15 November 1939; Hullvington 
Flying Training School, 16 November 1939 to 10 May 1940; Abbotsinch Torpedo Training Unit, 11 
May to 16 Jun 1940; No.220 Squadron (operations), 17 June 1940 to 10 February 1941; Port Albert 
General Reconnaissance School, 20 February to 23 April 1941 (astro navigation course); No.220 
Squadron, 6 May 1941 to 25 December 1941 (operations); Heliopolis, Egypt for service with No.267 
Squadron (communication), 1 January 1942 to 4 February 1943; with No.173 Squadron, 5 February 
1943 to 18 April 1945 (personal pilot to the Air Officer Commanding in Chief and general transport 
work; it would seem this unit was called the Middle East Communication Squadron from 1 March 
1944 onwards). AFRO 1729/44 dated 11 August 1944 (announcing award) identified him as a 
Canadian in the RAF. Transferred to RCAF (C89592) on 1 March 1945 while in Middle East; 
repatriated to Canada, 5 August 1945; retired 12 September 1945. The following citation was 
drafted when he had flown 1,543 hours including 337 hours in the previous six months. Flight 
Lieutenant de Sieyes is an outstanding pilot who always displays a high degree of initiative, 
determination, skill and courage. During the critical period at El Alamein he served as personal pilot 

http://www.unithistories.com/officers/raf_officers_p01.html
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to Air Chief Marshal Tedder. He has also been responsible for the safe conveyance of many other 
important persons. Throughout, this officer has set a splendid example by his enthusiasm and 
devotion to duty. 
217. Pilot Officer [later Squadron Leader] Michael NEGUS DFC (33574). Signed 25 
November 1940. 220 Squadron. 

018 
He also signed this book on 10 November 1940. 
218. Pilot Officer Matthew Wylie MAIR (186616). Signed 25 November 1940. 220 
Squadron. 

018 
According to http://www.theygavetheirtoday.com/180-squadron.html, he was killed, aged 22, on 13 
March 1945 while flying for 180 Squadron. He was the son of William Alexander Mair and Janet 
Spiers Mair, of Saltcoats, Ayrshire; and the husband of Agnes Thomson Mair. 
According to http://forum.12oclockhigh.net/archive/index.php?t-21175.html, Mitchell II HD307 V 
was shot down by Bf109s 5 miles east of Wessel. The crew were all killed: 
P/O. M. W. Mair 
Sgt. J. A. Chambers 
Sgt. R. J. Dickson 
Sgt. L. King 
From 2nd Tactical Air Force, Vol.3 by Christopher Shores and Chris Thomas: 
“Around midday a formation of Mitchells from 98, 180 and 226 Sqn, accompanied by Boston of 137 
Wing, set off to bomb Lenhrich marshalling yards, escorted by Spitfires from 74 and 340 (French) 
Sqn, leg by Wg Cdr Sampson, the 145 Wing leader. East of Wesel Bf 109s of 14./JG 27 attacked, Fw 
Otto Kienle shooting down one of the 180 Sqn bombers, the Mitchell II HD307 (four crew killed) 
while Uffz Sepperl shot down Capt Olivier Massart of 340 Sqn, who managed to force-land his 
Spitfire XVI TB297 near Bocholt and became a prisoner. The escort claimed one Bf 109 shot down 
(by Wg Cdr Sampson), one probable (By Flt Sgt M de Reynal of 340 Sqn) and three damaged (by Lt 
J Carre, Flt Sgt D Boudard and Cpt Massart, all of 340 Sqn), all in Bocholt area, but on this occassion 
JG 27 seem to have got away without loss.” 
According to http://www.stdavidschurch.org.uk/tcutc.pdf, he attended the Parish Church of St 
David’s in Knightswood, Glasgow, Scotland, where he is commemorated. 
219. Major Willis Ratcliffe TAYLOR. Signed 26 November 1940. Chief of Army Air Corp, 
US Army, Washington. 

018 
According to http://forum.armyairforces.com/List-of-Air-CorpsArmy-Air-Force-General-Officers-in-
WWII-m232924.aspx, his Service Number was O10705 and he was a Brigadier General from 31 
October 1942 until 14 June 1945. 

http://www.theygavetheirtoday.com/180-squadron.html
http://forum.12oclockhigh.net/archive/index.php?t-21175.html
http://www.stdavidschurch.org.uk/tcutc.pdf
http://forum.armyairforces.com/List-of-Air-CorpsArmy-Air-Force-General-Officers-in-WWII-m232924.aspx
http://forum.armyairforces.com/List-of-Air-CorpsArmy-Air-Force-General-Officers-in-WWII-m232924.aspx
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He flew in the Cleveland air Races in 1939. He died on 23 May 2011, aged 82. 
From http://www.armyaircorpsmuseum.org/I_Fighter_Command.cfm: 
I Fighter Command was constituted as 1 Interceptor Command Stations. Activated on 5 Jun 1941. 
Assigned to First AF. Redesignated I Fighter Command in May 1942. Provided air defense for the 
east coast of the US (until Aug 1944); trained fighter personnel and organizations. Inactivated on 21 
Mar 1946. Disbanded on 8 Oct 1948. Wings. Boston Fighter: 1942-1944. New York Fighter: 1942-
1944. Norfolk Fighter: 1942-1944. Philadelphia Fighter: 1942-1944. Stations. Mitchel Field, NY, 5 
Jun 1941; New York, NY, 27 Dec 1941. Mitchel Field, NY, 9 Jun 1942-21 Mar 1946. Commanders. 
Brig Gen John C McDonnell, Jun 1941; Brig Gen John K Cannon, Mar-c. Sep 1942; Col Elwood R 
Quesada, c. 29 Sep 1942; Brig Gen Willis R Taylor, c. 25 Nov 1942; Brig Gen Glenn O Barcus, Apr 
1943-c. 14 Apr 1944; Brig Gen John R Hawkins, c. 26 May 1944-unkn. Campaigns. American 
Theater. Decorations. None. Insigne. On a geometrical figure formed by an octagon with invected 
sides azure, border gold, a pile argent debruised at base point by a mullet of the last and 
surmounted by a stylized falcon grasping two lightning bolts in claws, diving bendwise and 
emitting speed lines, all or. (Approved 11 Jun 1943.) 
From The Bolivar Breeze (Allegany County, N.Y.) of 11 February 1943: 

 

http://www.armyaircorpsmuseum.org/I_Fighter_Command.cfm
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From http://www.flickr.com/photos/auburnuniversitydigitallibrary/3019825798/: 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/auburnuniversitydigitallibrary/3019825798/
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Adelaide Rickenbacker with Mayor Fiorello La Guardia and Brigadier General Willis R. Taylor. Press 
release on verso reads, "Keeping Tabs on Planes Over New York -- Every aerial visitor over New 
York's defense area is spotted by watchers whose telephoned information on the plane's 
description and height and direction of flight are compiled at the information center of the New 
York Defense Wing, and its course plotted at this plotting board. Mrs. Edward Rickenbacker, wife of 
the recently rescued flier, liason officer of the Auxiliary Aircraft Warning Service, First Fighter 
Command, Mayor La Guardia, of New York City, and Brigadier General Willis R. Taylor, look over the 
plotting board." The Aircraft Warning Service was created to track incoming aircraft and identify 
potential enemy aircraft. The 24 hour service was staffed by the WAACs. Citizen volunteers would 
call in sightings of aircraft to their local Aircraft Warning Service. Date: 1943-01-06. Collection: 
Eddie Rickenbacker Papers. Repository: Auburn University. 
From http://www.jta.org/1943/03/23/archive/army-gets-new-fighter-plane-as-gift-of-refugees-
from-nazi-oppression: 
Army Gets New Fighter Plane As Gift of Refugees from Nazi Oppression 
New York, 22 March 1943 
“The Army Air Force yesterday received a brand new Curtis Warhawk fighter plane as a gift from 
1,600 recent refugees from Nazi oppression In ceremonies at LaGuardia field here, attended by 
3,000 persons, the plane was formally presented to the Army by Elizabeth Bergner, noted Austrian-
Jewish actress, who swung a bottle of champagne across the ship’s nose to christen it ‘Loyalty.’ 
Accepting the plane, Brig. Gen. Willis R. Taylor declared that “the pilot who will fly it will carry to the 
land of the aggressor the hope for the freedom of millions of persecuted people.” After the 
dedication, an Army pilot took the ship up for a demonstration flight.” 
From http://www.generals.dk/general/Taylor/Willis_Ratcliffe/USA.html: 

http://www.jta.org/1943/03/23/archive/army-gets-new-fighter-plane-as-gift-of-refugees-from-nazi-oppression
http://www.jta.org/1943/03/23/archive/army-gets-new-fighter-plane-as-gift-of-refugees-from-nazi-oppression
http://www.generals.dk/general/Taylor/Willis_Ratcliffe/USA.html
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Taylor, Willis Ratcliffe, Brigadier-General (1897 – 1945) (USAAF) 
1939 – 1941 Executive Officer, 1st Pursuit Group 
1941  Executive Officer, 2nd Interceptor Command 
1941 – 1942 Commanding Officer 5th Interceptor Command 
1942  Commandant of the Figther School 
1942 – 1943 Commanding Officer 1st Figther Command 
1943 – 1945 Commanding Officer 16th Fighter Command Panama 
For sale on eBay in August 2013: 
“8x11" 10-page typescript SIGNED at top of first page "Uncorrected Brooklyn Eagle Station / 
Captain W R Taylor U S Army Air Corps. Along with a page from a scrapbook with 1932 newspaper 
clippings about Taylor, 2 b&w snapshots of him & a calling card as a Lieutenant Air Service.” 
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220. Air Vice Marshal Robert DEACON-ELLIOTT DFC OBE CE. Signed 9 December 1940. 

018 
Battle of Britain pilot. (20 Nov 1914 – 5 June 1997). He shot down at least one enemy aircraft a day 
over four of the most critical days of the Battle of Britain in the late summer of 1940. On September 
6th in the same week, he was shot down over Kent after making a head-on attack on an enemy 
Me109 fighter with his Spitfire. ‘The Deac’, as he was popularly known, baled out and returned that 
same day to his Squadron at Croydon, immediately resuming operations. He bagged a 109 and 
evened the score. Up to that moment in the Battle of Britain, Deacon-Elliott seemed to have led a 
charmed life. 
He was scrambled with 72 Squadron from Acklington in Northumberland on 1 August, two days 
after Hermann Goering, the head of the Luftwaffe, had launched his Eagle Offensive which was 
intended to destroy Fighter Command within four days. 
When Deacon-Elliott took off on August 15th radar had inaccurately suggested about 20 enemy 
aircraft heading in over the North Sea. In the event, the Deac, with no more than 11 of his fellows, 
encountered beyond the Farne Islands some 100 enemy aircraft-: Heinkel 111 bombers escorted by 
70 Me110 fighters. 
Despite the heavy odds it took an equipment failure to give Deacon Elliott his narrowest shave that 
summer. He was flying at 20,000 ft over the north of England when his oxygen supply failed. He 
blacked out and his Spitfire nosed into a dive. He did not come round until he was at 1,000 feet - 
too low to bale out over the Cheviots. Deacon-Elliott fit from squash and extremely strong, 
managed to heave the Spitfire out of its dive. Although he succeeded in landing at Acklington, his 
Spitfire was declared a write-off. The aircraft was subsequently restored and retired to the Science 
Museum where it is still exhibited. 
At the end of August, 72 Squadron was ordered south to reinforce No 11 Group which was reeling 
from the Eagle Offensive's sustained assault on its fighter airfields. On the afternoon of the last day 
in August, Deacon-Elliott landed at Biggin Hill, or "The Bump" as pilots knew it, the Kent fighter 
base. He was appalled by the mayhem he found there. The only runway in use was pockmarked 
with bomb craters. Enemy bombers, heavily escorted by fighters, had paid yet another visit at 
lunchtime. Even so, Deacon-Elliott's Squadron was in action late that afternoon; it lost two Spitfires. 
Robert Deacon-Elliott was born on November 20th 1914 at Church Brampton, Northampton where 
he was educated. He seemed destined to become an accountant but in 1938 volunteered for pilot 
training in the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve. 
In December 1939 Deacon-Elliott was posted to no 72 Squadron whose Gladiator biplane fighters 
had been replaced by Spitfires. 
In January 1940 the Squadron flew south from Drem in East Lothian to Church Fenton, North 
Yorkshire. 
On June 1 it was transferred to Gravesend, Kent, so that, though greatly outnumbered, its presence 
helped to raise the morale of troops on the Dunkirk beaches during the British Expeditionary 
Force's evacuation of France. 
In the New Year of 1941, as Fighter Command went on the offensive, Deacon-Elliott took part in 
fighter sweeps across the Channel and over France. By July he had survived many months of 
intensive fighter operations and was rested on courses until October 1942 when he joined the staff 
at HQ Fighter Command to report on its pilot morale and battle fatigue problems. 
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Deacon-Elliott attended the RAF Staff College in 1943, an indication that he was already regarded 
as a candidate for higher command. 
The next year he joined No 84 Group in 2nd Tactical Air Force to help prepare this highly successful 
fighter group to support the invasion of Normandy in June 1944 and the subsequent Allied 
advance through north-west Europe. He remained with 84 Group until victory had been achieved in 
Europe in May 1945. 
Later he was posted to Cyprus to command a flying wing and the armament practice camp. 
Although a wing commander and somewhat more restrained than his heady days as a young 
fighter pilot, Deacon-Elliott none the less still ready to participate in aircrew officers’ traditionally 
boisterous mess games. 
As agile as his youngest officers at the high-spirited late-night high jinks of "Highcockalorum", he 
was also reputed for his skill at carrying out a particularly difficult manoeuvre with a beer glass. 
Flying Tempest fighter-bombers on Cyprus was supposedly less hazardous than "Highcockalorum" 
at which he broke a leg, but Deacon-Elliott also survived a near fatal beach crash-landing after 
ricochets on the rocket range had disabled his aircraft. 
Throughout the 1950s, Deacon-Elliott climbed the ladder towards air rank. This involved staff 
appointments, a spell at the Army Staff College as a member of the directing staff and station 
commands at Leconfield and Driffield. There was a particularly enjoyable exchange posting to The 
Air University of the United States Air Force at Maxwell Air Force Base. 
In 1962, he returned home as the first Commandant of the Officers and Aircrew Selection Centre at 
Biggin Hill. He moved to Gibraltar in 1965 as Air Officer commanding both RAF Gibraltar and RAF 
Malta, in addition to being Deputy Commander-in-Chief (Air) Allied Forces Mediterranean. 
Following his retirement in 1968 Deacon-Elliott was appointed Bursar at the Civil Service College. 
There the sensitive and introspective side of his nature balanced his press-on reputation as a 
fighter pilot and assured 11 years of much appreciated service. 
He was awarded the DFC and mentioned in despatches in 1941. 
In 1944 he was again mentioned in despatches and gained the Air Efficiency Award. He was 
appointed OBE in 1954 and CB in 1967. 
Deacon-Elliott married Grace Joan Willes in 1948. She survives him, together with two sons and a 
daughter. He was proud that both his sons graduated from the RAF College, Cranwell, as pilots and 
that one of them led a Flight, RAF Tornados over Buckingham Palace on the 50th anniversary of the 
Battle of Britain. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Deacon-Elliott_RD.htm: 
CB -1 Jan 1967, OBE – 10 Jun 1954, DFC – 17 Oct 1941, AE – xx xxx 1944, MiD: - 24 Sep 
1941, MiD – 1 Jan 1946. 
(RAFVR): Plt Off (P) 10 Dec 1939, Plt Off: 13 Jul 1940, Fg Off (WS): 10 Dec 1940? Flt Lt (WS): 10 
Dec 1941, (T) Sqn Ldr: xx xxx xxxx, Act Wg Cdr: 20 Nov 1944? Sqn Ldr (WS): 20 May 1945, 
(RAF): Sqn Ldr: 2 Apr 1946 [1 Sep 1945], Wg Cdr: 1 Jul 1947, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1957, Act A/Cdre: 19 
Mar 1962, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1962, Act AVM: 21 Nov 1966, AVM: Retained. 
xx xxx 1938 U/T Pilot, RAFVR 
xx xxx 1939 Pilot, No 72 Sqn 
xx xxx xxxx Pilot, No 41 Sqn 
18 Oct 1942 Armament Staff Officer, HQ Fighter Command 
xx xxx 1943 Attended RAF Staff College 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Deacon-Elliott_RD.htm
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xx xxx 1944 Staff, HQ No 84 Group 
24 Feb 1945 Wing Commander – Flying, No 84 Group Support Unit 
15 May 1945 Wing Commander – Training, HQ 2nd TAF 
xx Nov 1945 
2 Apr 1946 

[1 Sep 1945] Appointed to Permanent Commission in the rank of Squadron Leader 
26 Aug 1946 Staff, Directorate of Operational Requirements (OR5) 
xx xxx 1948 OC - Flying, RAF Nicosia? 
xx xxx xxxx Officer Commanding, No 26 APC, Nicosia, Cyprus 
16 Jul 1951 Wing Commander - Admin Plans, HQ Fighter Command 
xx xxx 1954 Directing Staff, Army Staff College, Camberley 
xx xxx 1956 Officer Commanding, RAF Leconfield 
xx xxx 1957 Officer Commanding, RAF Driffield 
xx xxx 1958 Attended USAF Air University 
 9 Aug 1961 Staff Officer, Ministry of Defence 
xx xxx 1962 Commandant, Officer and Aircrew Selection Centre (1st) 
 8 Oct 1965 AOC, RAF Gibraltar 
21 Nov 1966 AOC, RAF Malta/Deputy C in C (Air), Allied Forces Mediterranean 
He had originally planned to become an accountant, he joined the RAFVR in 1938 and trained as a 
pilot in his spare.  Called up on the outbreak of war, he completed his training and was 
commissioned in December 1939, being posted to No 72 Squadron, flying Spitfires.   He took part 
in the Battle of Britain, having to bale out over Kent on one occasion and on another, he blacked 
out when his oxygen supply failed, fortunately he came round as the aircraft reached 1,000 ft and 
he was just able to recover and land the aircraft, although it needed rebuilding.  The aircraft is now 
on display in the Science Museum, London.  During 1941, he took part in offensive operations over 
France and in 1942 he was involved in covering the Dieppe Raid in August. 
Rested from operations, he served at HQ Fighter Command for the remainder of 1942 and part of 
1943, until attending the RAF Staff College.  He then joined the staff of No 84 Group, one of the 
units formed to control the assets of 2nd Tactical Air Force, prior to, during and after the D-Day 
landings.  In early 1945, he became Wing Commander, Flying of the No 84 Group Support Unit and 
in May Wing Commander, Training of the Group.  By the end of the war he had claimed the 
destruction of four enemy aircraft.  In 1946, he was awarded a permanent commission and until 
1948, served in the Air Ministry. From 1948 to 1951, he was based in Cyprus, first as Wing 
Commander, Flying at Akrotiri and then as OC, No 26 Armament Practice Camp. 
He returned to Fighter Command in 1951 for three years before joining the directing staff of the 
Army Staff College at Camberley.  He later commanded RAF Leconfield and the RAF Driffield, both 
in Yorkshire and about tens miles apart.  In 1958 he was given an exchange posting to the US Air 
Force Air University at Maxwell Air Base and on his return he became the first commandant of the 
Officers and Air Crew Selection Centre at Biggin Hill. He was then posted as AOC to Gibraltar and a 
year later he became the last AOC of AHQ Malta, after which control of RAF units operating from 
the island was transferred to HQ Middle East Air Force. Retiring from the RAF he was Bursar of the 
Civil Service College from 1969 to 1979.  
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
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“Acting Flight Lieutenant Robert Deacon ELLIOTT (76311), Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve, No.72 
Squadron. 
This officer has been engaged on operational flying since December 1939.He fought in the Battle 
of Britain during which he destroyed 4 enemy aircraft.  In addition to participating in many night 
patrols, Flight Lieutenant Elliott has been largely responsible for the training of new members of his 
squadron.  Throughout, he has shown exceptional skill and courage.” 
(LG, 17 Oct 1941) 
221. Sir William Johnston THOMSON KT DL LLD (1881–1949). Signed 14 December 1940. 
Edinburgh. 

018 

  
Address: 11 Learmonth Terrace, Edinburgh. Lord Provost of the City of Edinburgh 1932 – 1935. He 
was the founder of Scottish Motor Traction Co Ltd in 1905. It operated buses in much of central 
Scotland. Aside from its traditional bus operations, it operated an air taxi service with a De 
Havilland Fox Moth between July 18 and October 31, 1932 and for many years owned Dryburgh 
Abbey Hotel. Following legislation, which allowed railway companies to invest in bus operators, the 
LNER and LMSR took a major stake in SMT in 1929. In 1930, following the takeover of another 
operator, SMT started its Edinburgh to London express coach service. All of its bus and coach 
operations were nationalised by the Attlee government in 1949, and the company legal name then 
became Scottish Omnibuses Ltd. SMT grew partly through the acquisition of smaller companies. 
Operations were decentralised to local areas, such as Central SMT in Lanarkshire (with red buses) 
and Western SMT (in south-west Scotland), whilst the east of Scotland services remained as SMT 
until the early 1960s, when the fleet name "Eastern Scottish" was adopted (operating green buses). 
Following the demise of the British Transport Commission, the SMT operations became part of the 
state-owned Scottish Bus Group in 1962; this later became the Scottish Transport Group in 1969 
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following the addition of ferry services. The Transport Act 1985 led to the deregulation of bus 
services across the UK, followed by privatisation of the bus-operating Scottish Transport Group 
subsidiaries. Western Scottish (formerly Western SMT) was sold to its local management in 1991, 
and was bought out by the Stagecoach Group in 1994, which renamed it Stagecoach West 
Scotland. The ferry services, run as Caledonian MacBrayne remain owned by the Scottish 
Government. Following privatisation, Eastern Scottish briefly reverted to its former name SMT. It 
was bought out by the First Group, who rebranded it First Edinburgh, and introduced the First 
Group corporate pink, purple and white livery to replace the former green. 
From http://www.kingscollections.org/catalogues/lhcma/collection/h/ha30-001/10-15/h0-1201: 
HAMILTON: 12/1/4 
1934 Jun 5-1934 Dec 29 
Correspondence relating to Hamilton's rectorship of Edinburgh University, including with Sir Robert 
Sangster Rait, Vice Chancellor of Glasgow University, thanking Hamilton for his presence at a 
dinner; with Sir William Johnston Thomson, Lord Provost of Edinburgh, regarding siting of bus 
termini in Edinburgh; with Maj Gen Bernard Cyril Freyberg, regarding Freyberg's inspection of the 
Edinburgh University Officer Training Corps; with Lionel H Daiches, former editor of The Student, 
regarding his prospective career; Hamilton's draft preface for the Fresher's handbook, 1934; with W 
J D Lyford-Pike, Secretary of the National Union of Students of Scotland, regarding Lyford-Pikes 
visit to Germany; with Col Ronald Bruce Campbell, Director of Physical Education at Edinburgh 
University, regarding progress of his department; draft of Hamilton's article on the fiftieth 
anniversary of the founding of the Students Representative Council. With printed minutes of the 
meetings of Edinburgh University Court, and editions of the Edinburgh Varsity Athletic News. 1 file. 
222. Pilot Officer Jack Herbert OSBORNE (43866) MiD. Signed 14 December 1940. HQ 
Coastal Command. 

018 
The Air Force List for December 1940 shows: 

 
(T) (s) Technical Branch Signals  Jack Herbert OSBORNE, died 9 December 1943 

(E) Equipment Branch   John Kerrison OSBORNE 
(T) (a) Technical Branch Armament John Stewart OSBORNE, died 5 May 1941 
Based on the following, the only match is Jack Herbert Osborne. 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/archive/06398.php: 
“I am an American searching for information about the Squadron 517 during WWII. My uncle died 
in a B-17 crash at Bovingdon, England on 9 December, 1943, along with all hands. This mission was 
in training for weather recon work. Among the dead were two RAF officers from the 517 Squadron: 
Jack Herbert Osborne and John Leigh-Clare. I would appreciate any information about the 
squadron. If someone knows of these two men that would be a bonus.” 
Posted by John Taylor, 5 March 2005 
From http://forum.keypublishing.com/showthread.php?87533-Bovingdon-AAF-Station-112: 
The story actually begins a while earlier, during the summer of 1943 at St Eval, when 1404 Met 
Flight became 517 Squadron and began re-equipping with Halifaxes. Because of this 517 was 

http://www.kingscollections.org/catalogues/lhcma/collection/h/ha30-001/10-15/h0-1201
http://www.rafcommands.com/archive/06398.php
http://forum.keypublishing.com/showthread.php?87533-Bovingdon-AAF-Station-112
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unable to maintain its operational committment of twice-daily meteorological reconnaissance 
sorties to the southwest over Biscay (code-named EPICURE). Such was the importance of these 
flights that the Americans offered four B-17s of the USAAF 379th Bomb Squadron to make up the 
shortfall - adding another four aircraft later. 
Initially these were detached to St Eval and operated to the west of the UK (code-named ALLAH), 
but during the autumn it was decided the American aircraft should operate from an American base 
- Bovingdon. 
As the Americans had no aircrew trained in met observing the crews always flew with an RAF 
Meteorological Air Observer (MAO), and when the detachment returned to Bovingdon they were 
accompanied by seven MAOs under the command of Flt Lt H J J (John) Leigh-Clare. 
Leigh-Clare was the MAO on 42-37744 when it crashed just outside the airfield boundary whilst 
departing for an ALLAH sortie on the evening of 9 December 1943. 
The crash was witnessed by a ten year old boy, Roy Payne, and over the years he kept returning to 
the crash site, collecting small pieces of debris. Fortythree years after the accident (1976) he found 
two gold rings; one was a pilot's ring inscribed with the name William Holcom, the other was a 
Bombadier's ring inscribed with the intials HJ. 2nd Lt Holcomb was the co-pilot of 42-37744, and in 
2003 Roy eventually traced the American's family and returned the ring to them. My source is John 
Taylor, Holcomb's nephew, who also wrote an account of his uncle's life. 
Which brings us to the second ring. The initials did not match those any of the American crew-
members nor, as far as could be determined, any of those who dealt with the aftermath of the 
crash - which is where I come in. 
Peter Davies (Resmorah) and myself have been compiling a Book of Remembrance for all the 
meteorologists who died during the war - one of whom was H J J Leigh-Clare - and John Taylor 
wondered if, somehow, the ring was his. I was in contact with one of Leigh-Clare's cousins and 
made enquiries within the family. In the event it turned out there was no connection (there 
shouldn't have been as Bombardier rings are American, but it was thought possible it might have 
been given him as a mark of respect), so there the story ends. 
Posted by Brian, 18 January 2009 
From http://www.devonheritage.org/Places/Ipplepen/IpplepenWarmemorial1939.htm: 
43866 Wing Commander Jack Herbert Osborne of 517 Squadron, the Royal Air Force. Son of John 
and Maud Osborne, husband of Margaret Osborne. Born in Ipplepen in the June Quarter of 1909. 
Died 9 December 1943 aged 34. Buried in the churchyard of St. Andrews, Ipplepen. Mentioned in 
Despatches. 
From http://www.historyofwar.org/air/units/RAF/517_wwII.html: 
No.517 Squadron was a meteorological squadron, forming as part of Coastal Command from 
No.1404 (Meteorological) Flight in August 1943. A shortage of Halifaxes meant that the squadron 
was initially equipped with Hampdens and Hudsons, and even had to borrow four B-17F Flying 
Fortresses from the 379th Squadron, USAAF, to fill a gap between the end of Hudson and 
Hampden operations and the arrival of the Halifax. The squadron's main duty was to carry out 
meteorological flights over the western approaches, to help forecast the weather. After the arrival 
of the Halifax in November 1943 the squadron moved to Pembrokeshire, continuing to carry out 
weather flights while also performing anti-submarine patrol duties. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_St_Eval: 

http://www.devonheritage.org/Places/Ipplepen/IpplepenWarmemorial1939.htm
http://www.historyofwar.org/air/units/RAF/517_wwII.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_St_Eval
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The formation in December 1940 of No 404 (later 1404) Meteorological Flight was significant. The 
flight was tasked with providing basic weather data on which the Command meteorologists could 
base their forecasts. It was a role which St Eval performed throughout the war. 
223. Pilot Officer Arthur Terence MAUDSLEY DFC DFM (43946). Signed 15 December 
1940. Going West. 

018 
Arthur Terence Maudsley was a sergeant in the early days of the war, and was awarded the 
Distinguished Flying Medal before being commissioned as a pilot officer on 22 June 1940. He was 
then, whilst flying with 233 Squadron, awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross on 24 December 
1940. Maudsley was later promoted to flying officer and then flight lieutenant. He was a squadron 
leader with No. 779 Squadron RAF when he was killed on 7 September 1943, aged 27. Beaufighter 
T3423 went to 19 MU on 7 Mar 1942 and then to RNAS Stretton on 6 May 1943. Whilst at Gibraltar, 
it went on temporary loan to 233 Squadron and was shot down on 7 Sep 1943 near Cape Sardão 
(in the southwest coast of Portugal). Arthur Maudsley and Arthur Ashton started the pursuit of a 
Fock Wulf 200 from KG 40 piloted by Lt. Erich Stoker. The Condors where very active at the time in 
this part of Europe. They had some "watchers" in the coast, and probably also in fishing boats. The 
most known story in Portugal is from a lighthouseman in Cape St. Vicente (more to the south) who 
had a radio from where he contacted the German Embassy in Lisbon. From there they contacted 
KG40 in Bordeaux. The Beaufighter was there to protect a convoy that was passing and Stoker was 
there with two other FW200s to attack it. The fight started at night. Someone guarding cows with a 
friend near the lighthouse of Cape Sardão heard the sound of the fighting. He came out of a hut 
and saw over his head the shadows of two airplanes, flying very low. A big one in the front and a 
smaller one in the back. He saw the tracer bullets going from one plane to another and vice-versa. 
He and his friend were both hit by cartridges that fell from the sky. One of those hit a wooden 
bucket - to give water to the cows - and made a hole in it. The aircraft went on fighting into land in 
the direction of Longueira, a couple of miles away (Northeast of Cape Sardão) where another 
person saw the rest of the fight. There was already some light so the man was able to see them 
both coming very low over a couple of hills still firing at each other. Near the houses the "smaller" 
aircraft just turned and crashed. There was no smoke or anything else. He just crashed. The Fw 200 
continued his low course for some time. The aircraft was scattered over hundreds of meters and 
the airmen were so mutilated that still today everybody says that there were three men on board 
and not two. The British authorities arrived on the same day, recovered the bodies and transported 
them to Odemira in Bull cars, where they put them in wooden caskets and transported them to 
Lisbon to be buried. Stoker claimed a Mosquito that day. Both RAF men where located in Gibraltar. 
Arthur Maudsley is buried in the St. George British Churchyard, Lisbon, Portugal. 
224. Pilot Officer Stuart Harry CARY RAFVR (74449). Signed 17 December 1940. RAF 
Sumburgh. 

018 
Mentioned in the LG, 19 November 1940. The LG, 17 February 1939 states “Receiving Orders. Stuart 
Harry Cary, carrying on business at 36-37 King Street, city of London, company promoter.” The LG 
13 June 1933 states: “NOTICE is hereby given that the Partnership heretofore subsisting between 
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us, the undersigned, Adrian Lewis Sydney and Stuart Harry Cary, carrying on business as Merchant 
Bankers, at Guildhall Annexe, 23, King Street, London, E C.2, under the style or firm of Adrian 
Sydney And Partners, has been dissolved by mutual consent as from the thirty-first day of March. 
1933. All debts due and owing to or by the late firm will be respectively received and paid by the 
said Stuart Harry Cary.— As witness our hands this 31st day of May, 1933.” 

Section missing from 17/18 December 1940 to 13/14 August 1941 
Image # 067 covers 14 August to 28 August 1941 and is bound between 27/28 (sic) May and 24 

May 1942 
225. Jan Eilif GÜETTLER. Signed 30 August 1941. The Royal Norwegian Army. 

019 
DOB not stated in Bromma departure list for 28 August 1941: 

Jan 
Güttler was Swedish, from Djursholm, near Stockholm. He was born in 1917 and died on 16 July 
1944 in France. 

 
http://www.geni.com/people/Jan-G%C3%BCettler/4308246709760045397 
He was a volunteer in the Finnish Winter War, had enrolled as a volunteer with the Norwegian 
Army on 12 April 1940. He advanced to captain in the Swedish army, got involved in the illegal 
activities run by the British embassy in Stockholm, was betrayed and served a prison sentence of 
eight months before eventually travelling to the UK and applying for Norwegian citizenship. Served 
with 6th Battalion, Green Howards. Killed in action on 16 July 1944. Awarded St. Olav's Medal with 
Oak Leaf. 
226. Captain Henry Mangles DENHAM CMG (9 September 1897 – 15 July 1993). Signed 
30 August 1941. 

019 
DOB 9.9.1897. Kapt. eng. He also signed this book on 20 April 1942. 
He was the Naval Attaché, Stockholm. Henry Denham was born in Harrow on 9 September 1897, 
the son of Henry Mangles Denham and Helen Clara Lowndes. He married Estelle Margaret Sibbald 
Currie in 1924, with whom he had one son and two daughters. He entered the Royal Naval Colleges 
at Osborne and Dartmouth, 1910. He served as a Midshipman in the battleship HMS Agamemnon, 

http://www.geni.com/people/Jan-G%C3%BCettler/4308246709760045397
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1914-15, and later the destroyer HMS Racoon, and saw action during the Dardanelles campaign, 
1915. He was sent by the Admiralty on a year's course at Magdalene College, Cambridge, 1919. He 
served in the cruiser HMS Renown, 1920, during the Prince of Wales' trip to Australia and New 
Zealand; the Rhine flotilla, commanding a small armed motor launch; and the battleship HMS 
Centurion in the Mediterranean. He spent a brief period in Austria in order to learn German. He was 
Divisional Officer in the boys' training ship HMS Impregnable at Devonport, 1924-6, and then Flag 
Lieutenant to Admiral Sir Osmond Brock at Portsmouth. From 1927, he spent five years in the 
Mediterranean in HMS Queen Elizabeth and HMS Warsprite. He was a student at the Staff College, 
1935, promoted Commander, and commanded HMS Penelope, 1936-9. He joined Naval 
Intelligence at the Admiralty, 1939, where he created an Information Section. He was appointed 
Naval Attaché in Copenhagen, Denmark in 1940, but returned to London later that year when the 
Germans occupied Denmark. He was then posted as Naval Attaché in Stockholm, Sweden in 1940. 
He alerted the Admiralty to the movement of the Bismarck and the Prinz Eugen into the Atlantic in 
May 1941. He retired from the Navy in 1947. He was a keen sailor and after his retirement he 
pursued a career as a travel writer, producing a series of sea guides. He died in London on 15 July 
1993. He was awarded the CMG in 1945. His publications include: 
The Aegean (1963) 
The Eastern Mediterranean (1964) 
The Adriatic (1967) 
The Tyrrhenian Sea (1969) 
The Ionian Islands to Rhodes (1972) 
Southern Turkey, the Levant and Cyprus (1973) 
The Ionian Islands to the Anatolian Coast (1982) 
Dardanelles: a Midshipman's Diary, 1915-16 (1981) 
Inside the Nazi Ring: a Naval Attaché in Sweden 1940-194541 (1984) 
His papers, comprising a memoir, correspondence and official papers about his work as Naval 
Attaché in Stockholm, 1940-5, were given to the Churchill Archives Centre by Captain Henry 
Denham in 1982. 
His obituary was published in The Times on 29 July 1993: 
“Like so many providers of useful intelligence to the higher directorate of war operations, Henry 
Denham was often fated to have his offerings ignored. But his warning of May 20, 1941, that two 
large warships had been sighted moving from the Baltic through the Kattegat into the outer seas, 
was immediately heeded by the Admiralty. It set in train the concentration of naval forces which 
ended in the sinking of the German battleship Bismarck, and eliminated one of the two most 
dangerous surface ship threats to British convoys which existed at that time. The destruction of the 
Bismarck by British battleships and cruisers was a fillip to national morale in a period when Greece 
had fallen and the forlorn battle for Crete was raging. In the Commons, a beleaguered Churchill 
was heartily glad to be able to give the House something to cheer about. The negative effect of 
this victory on Churchill's thinking was that it gave him an exaggerated idea of the importance of 
big ships in naval strategic calculations. This clouded his judgment when, later in the year, he 
dispatched Prince of Wales and Repulse to meet their doom at the hands of Japanese aircraft. 
Denham owed his success on this occasion to the excellent contacts he nurtured in the 
international diplomatic and intelligence community. He had heard news of the sighting of 
Bismarck and the heavy cruiser Prinz Eugen from the Norwegian military attaché in Stockholm. But 
                                                 

41 Many of the people mentioned in Inside the Nazi Ring have signed this book 
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he was not always so lucky when it came to having the veracity of his reports accepted by the 
Admiralty. When, in April 1940, he signalled that he had personally seen the German heavy cruiser 
Blucher and other naval units moving towards Norway and that an invasion seemed highly likely, 
he was (as were other reports tending to the same conclusion) ignored. Thus, the Germans, with 
only a handful of ships, were able to steal Norway from under the nose of Europe's greatest naval 
power with consequences which were to be dire for the remaining years of the war. 
Henry Mangles Denham joined the Navy before the First World War and in August 1914 went to 
sea in the battleship Agamemnon, an old, slow pre-Dreadnought design. In the following year he 
went in her to Gallipoli. There, as a midshipman, he commanded a steam picket boat during the 
Allies' final, abortive, effort against the Turkish defences, the landings at Suvla Bay in August 1915. 
He spent the rest of his war in destroyers. 
After the Armistice he had a variety of appointments. He sailed in the battlecruiser Renown when 
she took the Prince of Wales on his cruise to Australia in 1920. He commanded a motor launch in 
the Rhine Flotilla and qualified as an interpreter in German. Later, in 1936, he was executive officer 
in the small cruiser Penelope. This was his last appointment afloat. 
In 1939 he transferred to Naval Intelligence, and was then sent as naval attaché to the Scandinavian 
countries, based in Copenhagen. It was from there that he warned the Admiralty that an invasion of 
Norway seemed to be imminent. When the Germans invaded Denmark, he made his way back to 
London via Ostend. But he was soon back in Scandinavia, this time as naval attaché in Stockholm. 
From his position in neutral Sweden he was able, during the remainder of the war years to send 
back much useful information and even succeeded in organising some modest blockade running 
operations, which enabled cargoes of vital Swedish ball-bearings to reach British ports. But perhaps 
his most signal service was at the outset of his tenure, when his diplomatic efforts helped to defuse 
a crisis which arose over the seizure of a number of Swedish warships by Britain. 
During a war cabinet of June 19, 1940, at the suggestion of Viscount Caldecote (previously, as Sir 
Thomas Inskip, Minister for the Co-ordination of Defence) it had been decided to take over four 
destroyers which had been built for neutral Sweden by Axis Italy. The vessels were then on their 
way to the Faeroes, a convenient place to lay hands on them. “A pretty high-handed proceeding,” 
as Halifax observed, “But as they have little chance of getting to Sweden, we had better have 
them.” Alas, the decision, though in many ways in heartening contrast to the Chamberlain 
government's shilly-shallying over Norwegian neutrality which had delivered the country into 
German hands, happened to be over-zealous. It was, anyway, about a matter of far less moment. 
The Swedish government was outraged and in Stockholm it took all Denham's powers of address 
with the C-in-C of the Royal Swedish Navy to avert what might have been a serious crisis. In the 
event Britain was compelled to restore the ships to Sweden and pay a large indemnity. 
At the end of the war Denham was appointed CMG and also received awards from the Danish, 
Norwegian and Dutch governments. He retired from the Royal Navy in 1947. Sailing had always 
been his great love and he was now able to indulge it to the full. 
He also turned author and wrote a series of popular sailing guides to the Eastern Mediterranean. 
These included The Aegean (1963), which went through five editions, and ranged over the Adriatic 
and Tyrrhenian seas, as well as covering the Levant and Turkey. Mixing, as they did, mythology and 
history with seamanship and navigation, they were of interest to the mariner and general reader 
alike. Inside the Nazi Ring (1984) described his wartime experiences in Stockholm. In 1924, he 
married Estelle Margaret Sibbald Currie. She died in 1979 and he was survived by a son and two 
daughters.” 
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From Admiralty file, reference ADM 223/464 History of Naval Intelligence, in TNA: 
The following people mentioned in this extract from ADM 223/464 have signed this book: 
Captain Gustav Emil Ferdinand Boldt-Christmas42 
Ronald Bruce Turnbull43 
Consul-General Adriaan Matthues de Jong44 
Ragnvald Alfred Roscher-Lund45 
Guillaume Rostand46 

                                                 
42 Signed this book on 18 August 1941 
43 Signed this book on 12 October 1941, 31 January 1942 and 15 June 1942 
44 Signed this book on 25 April 1942 and 30 March 1944 
45 Signed this book on 12 October 1941 and 5 January 1943 
46 Signed this book on 13 March 1943 
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227. Ingegerd HOLTER. Signed 30 August 1941. Bygdøy Allé 24, Oslo Norway. 

019 
DOB 21.12.1914. 
She was born in Kristiania, Oslo, Norway. She married an English actor, Peter Humphreys. The book 
Herstadboken states that they were living in Hollywood around 1960. In the dedication to his book 
Blood Ties, March 2002, C C Humphreys says “For my parents, Peter and Ingegerd, and the stories 
they told me”. 
228. Ivar MOE. Signed 30 August 1941. [Address] Kiberg, Vadsø Norway. 

019 
DOB 1.11.1901. Kpn. Norsk. 

Bromma departure list for 28 August 1941 
From http://digitalarkivet.arkivverket.no/sok/person?s=Ivar+Moe: 

 
He has a file, reference HS 9/1046/5, in TNA which was closed until 2008. He was sent by the SOE 
to report on the movements of Tirpitz. 
From http://nkpmn.org/Historiesidene/okkupasjonstida/SchancheTrygveEriksen.html: 
Vinteren 1943-44 ble jeg landsatt ved Magerøysundet hvor oppdraget gikk ut på å registrere den 
kjente slagkrysseren Tirpitz som skulle finnes i Alta-området. Jeg gikk da tvers over 
Porsangerhalvøya, til jeg kunne registrere krysseren inne i Kåfjord. På denne turen hadde jeg en 
unik opplevelse: På et fjellplatå satte jeg meg ved en stor stein for å ta en rast. Da ser jeg en person 
som nærmer seg samme steinen. Jeg gjømte meg bak steinen til personen kommer nær. 
Vedkommende tar av seg løsskjegg, og jeg gjenkjenner ham som en sambygding fra Kiberg: Ivar 
Moe. For sikkerhets skyld kommanderer jeg: Hendene i været! Men da han også gjenkjenner meg 
blir det gjensynsglede. Det viser seg at han er i samme oppdrag som meg, men fra England! Vi 
utveksler erfaringer om våre oppdrag før vi drar hver vår veg med avtale om at vårt møte må være 
hemmelig. Trygve var også med på flere flytokter over Nord-Norge. ..Engang var jeg med som 
kjentmann til Narvik-området, hvor vi droppet flyblad beregnet på de tyske soldater. Det var lavt 
skydekke, og først ved Narvik ble vi oppdaget og beskutt av tysk anti-luftskyts. Allikevel foretok 
flygeren et uventet stup og vi fikk utført oppdraget. 
Full story translated by Google: 
Trygve Eriksen's account of his experiences as partisan in the north 1941-1944 
Trygve Eriksen (1901-1987) was one of the Norwegians during the 2nd World War who participated 
as a partisan against the German occupiers. He was probably the partisans of that stayed the 

http://digitalarkivet.arkivverket.no/sok/person?s=Ivar+Moe
http://nkpmn.org/Historiesidene/okkupasjonstida/SchancheTrygveEriksen.html
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longest, and was involved in most projects in the German-occupied area of the Northeast Norway, 
and helped to raise the Soviet intelligence in Murmansk one amount of information on the German 
sea freight, fortifications, etc. For his efforts were Trygve Eriksen awarded two high Soviet war 
orders: Den Røde Fanes og Den Røde Stjernes order. 
Then fled across the border into the Soviet was organized in 1940, also went Trygve over his family, 
wife and 4 children and 2 brothers and a sister's son. Along with others who had sought refuge in 
Murmansk he reported for duty when the Soviet Union was attacked by the German Nazi armies in 
June 1941. Despite their perilous mission was Trygve one of the few partisans who survived the 
war. The story is recorded by Trygve daughter and son-Borgny and Edvard Schanke on The oral 
conversation. 
Trygve’s account 
The most important mission I attended was a principal to the intelligence groups in years 1942-
1943 in the area of Berlevåg, where our main task was to notify command in Murmansk on German 
transport ships and convoys bound for Kirkenes or Petsamo. 
The first group was landed by submarine in the New Year 1942 Nålnes east of Berlevåg, where we 
arranged ourselves in a profile of stone. Later we arranged a sojourner in a ravine up in a hill with 
good views of the East Sea, actually from Sletnes in the west to the east Hamningberg. Spring first 
group was back in April 1942 when I was asked to lead a new group in the same area. This group 
ran the business from October 1942 to April 1943.  
Almost daily we had contact with Murmansk at our transmitter. Once we discovered supply vessels 
and convoys on their way to the front went codes eastward. Often German submarines or plane 
ready to attack in the area of Kjølnes and east. 
Many German ships of war supplies so we went to the bottom of the area. We have subsequently 
received statement that more than 80 vessels in this way were sunk along the coast of Finnmark. 
Demanding conditions 
The conditions during the relatively long stay was demanding both physically and mentally. You 
can imagine what it was like to spend month after month in a cave wintertime coast of Finnmark. 
Besides the problems of keeping us hidden and secret keeping our presence there was the 
question of avoiding disease. Often it was damp or wet clothes and sleeping bags, and often 
stormy and cold. We got supplies and help from contacts in Berlevåg area, both supplies, and 
intelligence missions. In addition to reporting on German shipping group had also commissioned 
to provide intelligence on German fortifications, troop concentrations and war plants. To these 
tasks was an advantage that those who had firm based in Norway operated. A number of 
intelligence reports was thus conveyed to the the group contacts and sent to Murmansk. 
It also happened that I had to go out on patrol, says Trygve, both Berlevåg and other sites in 
Eastern Finnmark. A couple of times I had to cross the Varanger Peninsula. It was to take your feet 
grips. Skiing could not be used because the tracks more easily detected. 
One time I fell through the ice of a lake deep in the mountains and using this knife I saved your life 
(Trygve shows off the knife that he hid as a souvenir). Another time traveling to Varanger to get 
information about German fortifications on Ekkerøy, but was surprised by the blizzard of Ship keel 
in the middle of the Varanger Peninsula, to dig down in a snow cave, and have shelter there for 3 
days until the storm began, and had then come back to base at Berlevåg. That it was difficult 
conditions to move here in Finnmark we understand when Trygve says he had to follow the snow 
peaks, and even go backwards to mislead potential German planes ... A trip to Tana to register a 
planned German airport was not less hard. 
Executions 
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When I was recalled to Murmansk in April 1942 for other missions, I acquired a new group in the 
Berlevåg area. When Hitler gave the order to put their best intelligence agents to roll up partisans, 
was unfortunately discovered this group. The group came up away, but was later captured, while 
our contacts in Berlevåg area met its tragic fate. Eight of them were executed by the Germans, 
while others were given harsh penalties, and endured stay in the center of the German camps. 
One later I was in Murmansk asked to come to the aid of a partisangruppe in Pers fjord area, but 
when I had access to the message I realized that it was false, and refused to go, while I warned to 
initiate the rescue operation. It was unfortunately disregarded the warning, and those who went to 
the rescue went straight into German claws by a former partisan who landed in German captivity. 
Dramatic submarine cruises 
For other occurrences Trygve remember one summer when he was part of a submarine cruises, 
where the was attacked by German aircraft off Berlevåg. First they drove themselves stuck in a 
sandbar just below Tanahorn but got 1os and continued the journey in a northwesterly direction, 
all the time with German underwater bombs for. The explosion was so powerful that we expected 
to be hit, until we could conclude that the submarine was still intact. We kept going deeper in 
zigzag until Nordkappbanken. To our amazement continued planes to bomb, until they gave up. 
Later we understood the context: One of the submarine's tanks were damaged. The oil floated to 
the surface and were guidance for the Germans. Presumably there were currents that saved us. 
Nothing is worse than underwater bombs, it feels like one burst. The presence of mind and courage 
as the Soviet submarine crews showed was why we saved us then. 
Tirpitz 
In the winter of 1943-44, I landed at Magerøysundet where the mission was to sign the famous 
battle cruiser Tirpitz that would exist in the Alta area. I went across Porsanger Peninsula, until I 
could register cruiser built in Kåfjorddalen. 
On this trip, I had a unique experience: on a mountain plateau, I sat on a big rock to take a break. 
When I see a person approaching the same stone. I hid myself behind stone person comes near. 
The person takes off their beards, and I recognize him as a neighbor from Kibergselva: Ivar Moe. 
For safety, I command ‘Hands in the air!’ But when he recognizes me is the happy reunion. It turns 
out that he is in the same mission as me, but from England! We exchange experiences about our 
mission. Before we go each our way of agreement that our meeting should be secret. 
229. Ingrid WILLIAMS. Signed 30 August 1941. 3 Bridge Street, Port Sunlight, Cheshire. 

019 
Not shown in the Bromma departure lists for 28, 29 and 30 August 1941. No trace found. 
230. Liv GÜETTLER. Signed 30 August 1941. Skøyen, Oslo Norway. 

019 
DOB not stated in Bromma departure list for 28 August 1941. See above entry for her husband Jan 
Güettler. 
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231. Albert PARTRIDGE. Signed 30 August 1941. Foreign Office, SW1. 

019 
DOB 4.12.1894. herr. Eng. No trace found. 
232. Francis Edwin CARR. Signed 30 August 1941. Mark Cross, Tunbridge Wells. 

019 
DOB 8.2.1921. mekin. Eng. No trace found. 
233. Captain Raymond Jocelyn HARRIS-ST JOHN DSO, RN (30564). Signed 29 August 
1941. C/O The Admiralty, Whitehall, London. 

019 
DOB Not stated in the Bromma departure list for 28 August 1941. Konsul. Eng. 
According to ancestry.co.uk, he was born in Sweden. 
From Geirr Haarr’s The Battle for Norway: April-June 1940, Seaforth Publishing (30 Mar 2010), 
Appendix G: 
Allied Personnel Involved with the Norwegian Government 
R J Harris-St John | Lieutenant. Vice-Consul and ‘shipping adviser’ in Bergen. 
His DSO was announced in the LG, 5 March 1918: 
“For services in Destroyer and Torpedo Boat Flotillas during the period ending 31st December, 
1917.” 
From the LG, 14 May 1929: 

 
The Navy List for August 1941 shows him as retired with the rank of Captain: 

 
From http://www.sleaford.gov.uk/hmssheldrake.html: 
“Extracts from the war diary of HMS Sheldrake. 19/03/43. Owing to the ship being too busy on 
active service the crew could not be represented at the presentation of the ship’s plaques to the 
town and EKDC East Kesteeven District Council by Capt R J Harris-St John DSO, RN while the town 
plaque was presented to the ship.” 
He died on 12 January 1958 and is buried in Oslo: 

 

http://www.sleaford.gov.uk/hmssheldrake.html
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From Arthur Fox-Davies’ Armorial Families: 

  
234. Kaarina SOKOLNICKI. Signed 29 August 1941. Unioninkatu 39, Helsingfors Finland. 

019 
DOB 26.1.1913. polsk. She arrived with her husband (or brother?), Bagunif H Sokolnicki: 

The 
address given is that of Uspenski Cathedral which was built between 1862 and 1868. It was 
designed by Aleksei Gornostajev and based on a 16th-century church near Moscow. The bricks 
came from the Bomarsund fortress in Aland, which had been destroyed during the Crimean War in 
1854. Today, the cathedral is the seat of the Archdiocese of Helsinki in the Finnish Orthodox 
Church. It is also the address (today) of the Hotel Union. 
235. Mrs Alva MYRDAL (née Reimer; 31 January 1902 – 1 February 1986). Signed 30 
August 1941. Swedish Legation, London. 

019 
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DOB 31.1.1902. svensk. She was a Swedish sociologist and politician. She received the Nobel Peace 
Prize in 1982. She married Gunnar Myrdal in 1924. Born in Uppsala, she first came to public notice 
in the 1930s, and was one of the main driving forces in the creation of the Swedish welfare state. 
She co-authored with Gunnar Myrdal the book entitled Crisis in the Question of Population 
(Swedish: Kris i befolkningsfrågan, 1934). The basic premise of Crisis in the Question of Population is 
to find what social reforms are needed to allow for individual liberty (especially for women) while 
also promoting child-bearing, and encouraging Swedes to have children. While heralding many 
sweeping social reforms seen as positive for Sweden, the book also incorporated some of the 
zeitgeist of the 1930s, in its promotion of the idea of racism, eugenics and compulsory sterilization 
programs. 

 
Alva Myrdal in Tierp, 1966 
With architect Sven Markelius, she designed Stockholm's cooperative Collective House in 1937 with 
an eye towards developing more domestic liberty for women. A long-time prominent member of 
the Swedish Social Democratic Party. In 1943, she was appointed to that party's committee with the 
task of drafting a post-war programme. Also in that year she was appointed to the Government 
Commission on International Post-War Aid and Reconstruction. In the late 1940s she became 
involved in international issues with the United Nations, appointed to head its section on welfare 
policy in 1949. From 1950 to 1955, she was chairman of UNESCO's social science section—the first 
woman to hold such prominent positions in the UN. In 1962, she was elected the Swedish 
parliament and she was sent as the Swedish delegate to the UN disarmament conference in 
Geneva, a role she kept until 1973. During the negotiations in Geneva she played an extremely 
active role, emerging as the leader of the group of non-aligned nations which endeavoured to 
bring pressure to bear on the two super powers to show greater concern for concrete disarmament 
measures. Her experiences from the years spent in Geneva found an outlet in her book The game of 
disarmament, in which she expresses her disappointment at the reluctance of the USA and the 
USSR to disarm. In 1966, she was also made consultative Cabinet minister for disarmament, which 
she also held until 1973. It was as a vocal supporter of disarmament that she in 1982 received the 
Nobel Peace Prize together with Alfonso Garcia Robles. She has widely contributed to the creation 
of the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, of which governing board she became the 
first Chairman in 1966. She is the mother of Jan Myrdal, Sissela Bok and Kaj Fölster. 
Her signature in this book matches the one in the Richard Dwight Curtiss Autograph Collection in 
Anaheim Orange County, California: 
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236. Commander Eric Anker STEEN. Signed 30 August 1941. Norwegian Legation, 
London. 

019 
DOB 21.6.1892. kapten. Norsk. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erik_Anker_Steen: 
Erik Anker Steen (1892 – 6 December 1972) was a Norwegian naval officer and historian. 
He is best known for writing the seven-volume Norges sjøkrig (Norway's Naval War). The work first 
saw publicity in 1954, when Steen published volume two, Det tyske angrep i Oslofjorden og på 
Norges sørkyst. Volume one followed in the same year, then volume three in 1956, four in 1958 and 
five in 1959. Volume seven then came in 1960, volume 6a in 1963 and 6b in 1969. He served as an 
Orlogskaptein in the Royal Norwegian Navy, and worked in the Norwegian Armed Forces 
intelligence department prior to the Second World War47. 
He was also among the advisers for the Norwegian Labour Party when, in 1932, it proposed to 
replace the entire armed forces with a semi-armed "civil guard". 
Together with Gunvor Aslaug Ruud (1899–1981), Steen had the daughter Petra Fredrikke ("Bitle") 
Coldevin Anker Steen (1920–1988). In 1947, she married Ole Henrik Moe, a brother of Anne Stine 
Ingstad and brother-in-law of Helge Ingstad. Erik Anker Steen died in December 1972. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trygg-class_torpedo_boat: 
In 1932, the Norwegian Labour Party made public a proposal crafted by Fredrik Monsen, that the 
armed forces be dissolved entirely and replaced by a "civil guard". The civil guard would include 18 
Trygg class vessels, with the armament of two 76 mm main guns and two twin 45 cm torpedo 
tubes retained. Olaf Kullmann and Erik Anker Steen had contributed to the "civil guard" concept 
with advice from a naval perspective. 
According to Bob Pearson, in an email to Trevor Baker dated 14 April 2013, “I can confirm that Erik 
Anker Steen was a commander in the RoNN.” 
He is included in the index to SOE file reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

                                                 
47 Midgaard, John (1960). 9 April 1940 - Dagen og forspillet (in Norwegian). Oslo: Aschehoug. p. 72. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erik_Anker_Steen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trygg-class_torpedo_boat
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From Henrik O Lunde’s Hitler's Pre-Emptive War: The Battle for Norway 1940, Casemate Books, 
2008: 
p. 91 

 

 

 

 
p. 144 
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237. Gunnar BREKKE. Signed 30 August 1941. Norwegian Legation, London. 

019 
DOB 28.6.1899. sekr. Norsk. 
From http://www.shipsnostalgia.com/archive/index.php?t-40491.html: 

http://www.shipsnostalgia.com/archive/index.php?t-40491.html
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… letter from the Admiralty dated 1st November 1944 … Gunnar Brekke, was appointed an Officer 
of the Military Division of the Order of the British Empire “for distinguished services on 
administrative and general duties as Senior Norwegian Naval Officer at Dundee and as Commander 
of Minesweepers at Dundee.” 
From http://www.charmedlife.info/chapter-6-knmsm-b1/: 
Before recording Einar’s service on the first Norwegian submarine to join Britain’s war effort, it is 
worth spending a little time on the German invasion of Norway, and the events that led up to the 
escape of the submarine B1 to the UK. 
It was on the 8th April 1940 that Britain laid mine-fields down the Norwegian coast in an attempt 
to disrupt the German invasion, which took place early on the 9th. Britain’s major concerns were to 
prevent Germany from having easy access to the Swedish iron ore fields which used Narvik as a 
port, the Swedish port of Lulea in the Baltic being iced-up in the winter. Britain also wanted to 
prevent the use of the Norwegian Inner Leads as a route to the North Atlantic. 
The spearhead of the German invasion in the north involved the Scharnhorst and the Gneisnau with 
ten destroyers and 2800 troops which headed for Narvik. At the same time the Hipper and four 
destroyers carrying 1700 troops made for Trondheim. Fifteen German merchant ships, including 
three large tankers, were loitering outside various Norwegian ports waiting for the military invasion 
to begin. 
Two of Norway’s nine submarines, veterans of the 1920s, the B1 and the B3, were in Narvik at the 
time. The commander of the B3, Captain G. Brekke, was also flotilla commander, and the B1 was 
commanded by Captain Melsom. The 1st Officer of B1 was Lt. Røren, later to become captain of the 
Uredd. 
The two boats faced considerable dangers – in addition to minefields sown by both the British and 
Germans, there was considerable naval activity around Narvik by both sides, and there was a risk 
that either navy might assume that the submarines were hostile. The appalling weather with regular 
snow-showers also made it impossible to attack. As a result, B1 played hide-and-seek for the next 
five days, lying submerged during the day, and surfacing to conning-tower level at night to refresh 
the air and to recharge her batteries. Strong tides and difficult bottom conditions, together with 
the constant risk of discovery made this a very risky procedure, and it was finally decided to 
evacuate the crew and sink the boat to a 20 metres depth, in order to avoid her total destruction. 
At the beginning of May, the British forces began the Narvik campaign, and Captain Melsom and 
the crew returned to B1. With the assistance of divers, equipment from a nearby mechanical 
workshop, and cylinders of compressed air from the B3, they managed to raise the submarine on 
the 11th May and reached Tromsø on the 13th. 
The four weeks under water had taken their toll of the batteries and many of the cells were 
damaged, so the crew began a frantic hunt through all the chemists and hardware shops in Tromsø 
for the distilled water and hydrochloric acid needed to keep them safe. After these and other 
emergency repairs, the boat sailed for Vardø, close to the North Norway border with Russian. 
British Forces had a fairly strong grip on the north of Norway until the end of May, when Churchill 
took the decision to withdraw them because of pressures in France. 
In the south of Norway, the German invasion also commenced early in the morning of the 9th April. 
At 04.30, led by the cruiser Blücher, the invasion fleet entered the Oslo Fjord and was engaged by 
the battery at Oscarsborg. The battery succeeded in torpedoing the Blücher and sinking her. 
The failure of the seaborne landing gave the Royal Family and the Government time to escape from 
Oslo, but by midday German airborne forces had landed at Fornebu airport and after a short battle 
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took the city. The King and his party had, in the meantime, escaped by special train to Hamar, 
where they were beyond the immediate reach of the Germans. 
On the 10th, the Germans attempted to persuade the King, by then in Elverum, to abdicate in 
favour of a government to be led by Vidkun Quisling. When he refused, they bombed Elverum to 
the ground in an attempt to kill the King and the members of the Government. The party 
continued to flee north and west, reaching Molde, on the coast, where they were evacuated by the 
British cruiser HMS Glasgow. They were taken to Tromsø where they established a provisional 
Government on 1st May. However, with the withdrawal of the British Forces from the north even 
Tromsø was not safe and on 7th June, the King and his family, together with members of the 
Cabinet, embarked on HMS Devonshire for the journey to London, where they set up a 
Government-in-exile. 

 
B class submarines B2, B3 and B4 
On the same day, all Royal Norwegian Navy ships were ordered to sail for the UK. B1 and B3 were 
told to make full speed to the Shetland Islands. The B-3 had to be scuttled due to a battery 
explosion, but B1 reached Rosyth on 18th June. There, she was attached to HMS Maidstone, the 
submarine depot ship for British submarines in Scotland, and was prepared for her new duties. 
Although she was already an old lady, and not really up to the rigours of offensive patrols, she was 
still able to perform a very valuable function, training crews for future submarine service, and at the 
same time helping in the training of convoy escort ships and submarine chasers. Her presence also 
released a valuable British submarine to attack the Germans. 
From http://www.charmedlife.info/chapter-8-a-new-challenge/: 
Present at the wedding of Einar Lauritsen were Commander Holst (Best Man) and Commander 
Brekke, the head of the Dundee Minesweeper Division. Lt. Commander Sars, Lt. Valvatne48, and 
Lt.Stromsland of Ula were invited, but unable to attend, as were the Norwegian King’s Adjutant, 
Commander Bruusland, Captain Yorway RN from Cyclops, Capt. Holck, Capt. Jacobsen and Lt. Cmdr. 
Andresen from Dorland House. I have copies of many of the invitations and the letters of 
acceptance and regret. Most of “the regrets” cite “the present circumstances”! 

                                                 
48 Signed this book on 29 March 1942 
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From Henrik O Lunde’s Hitler's Pre-Emptive War: The Battle for Norway 1940, Casemate Books, 
2008: 
p. 142 

 

 

 
238. Thomas NORTON. Signed 30 August 1941. British Sailor, Stockholm. 

019 
DOB 26.7.1897. 
From http://www.submerged.co.uk/fredrick-henry-ward-survivor-from-hunter.php#comment-
137519: 
“I am the Granddaughter of Thomas Norton who was one of the few survivors from the Hunter that 
was sunk in Narvik. My Granddad died in July 1967 age 69. He was taken prisoner and then taken 
to Sweden. I understand that they were picked up by the Germans and held in a school building 
until they were taken to Sweden. I have been told that the survivors were planning to signal to the 
ships out at sea with a torch that they hid in the guttering of the building, but unfortunately it was 
knocked down the drain pipe. My Granddad had to sign papers to say that he would not take up 
arms against the Germans again before he was sent back home. He was also in WWI and was sunk 
twice in one day at the battle of the Dardanelles on the Irresistible and the Ocean which had 
rescued them. If anybody has any photos of the crew of the Hunter and its survivors I would be 
grateful of a copy as we do not have any photos of Granddad during his Naval days.” Josie 
Johnson, 21 June 2010 
See the entries for Norman Bowden who signed this book on 19 May 1942; and James Renshaw 
and Stanley Cook who signed this book on 8 October 1942. 
Email dated 8 June 2013 from Ron Cope to Trevor Baker: 
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I am sending an interesting end part of a diary made by Thomas Norton which I only received this 
week. I am allowed to have it as part of the book (there is more about sinking, survival, 
imprisonment in Narvik and then internment in Sweden) but it will be introduced from an 
'Anonymous' survivor. It is such important material because it verifies other survivor’s accounts as 
well as additional information. It is written in a 'clipped' manner but the part I am sending is the 
end few pages where it shows Norton et al had quite a pleasurable social and working life when 
attached to the British Legation / Embassy staff. 
At this point I have to explain that almost at the end of the final draft of the 'Hunter' chapters, I was 
fortunate to receive a post, which I can only describe as a momentous inclusion for my book. The 
contact was from a family member of a 'Hunter' survivor. However, it was agreed that at this stage 
for valid reasons, I should not divulge the name of the contact. The survivor in question remarkably 
had been the only one to keep a diary of the events from 11th April 1940 onwards. I decided to use 
the contents, albeit written in a clipped fashion, as a dated summary of the survivors’ experiences. 
Here is the beginning of the 'Anonymous' survivor’s version of events up to 23rd April 1940 with 
my added comments: 
Thurs 11th April. Names taken for sending home. Learned that we had sunk 2 destroyers and 
damaged one also 11 merchant ships.  
Fri 12th Transferred to railway hut on jetty and joined company of Merchant seamen captured from 
British ships in harbour. Air raid followed hits were made and a good barrage was put up. 
Sat 13th Transferred to school in town heavy fighting at sea. Big sea battle, British ships entered 
Narvick. Hopes raised all German ships (13) and 2 subs. Very poor food and rations given, hungry, 
not much sleep, room crowded (63) sleep on the floor, 1 blanket each. Our ships have left harbour. 
Tues 16th Same conditions ½ hour walk in fresh air, taken to ? 
Wed 17th ½ hour morning / evening walk, condition same. Hopes still high. 
Fri 19th German planes drop food and ammunition by parachute, learnt that British troops had 
landed 27 miles away, food running short. Our planes over, land batteries open fire, barrage not as 
effective kept locked in all day. Germans easily frightened. Commandant and Narvick Mayor came 
to see us, learnt our names not forwarded handed them in again.  
Sat 20th Extra bread, usual walk allowed. Hitler’s Birthday, allowed ½ glass of beer allowed to each 
man. 
Sun 21st No bread in the camp. Things quiet for time. Later gunfire heard possible attack on 
Batteries. Wondering if things are OK at home. 
Mon 22nd More bread arrives, fires started in harbour, more RAF attacks. Germans blowing up pier 
and ships. 
Wed 16th Told of leaving for Stockholm another farewell party and sing song, all in at this one. 
Thurs 17th Left Gunnarn for Stockholm 10:30am, Ladies of SLK, who had attended us at Gunnarn 
met the train at Lycksille to see us off and say good bye. Pleasant journey.  
Fri 18th Arrived Stockholm 9am, very nice a big city, met by Lieut Gibson Harris49, RNVR from 
British legation, took a taxi to Legation, taken to our home. Bowden50 and I living in a bungalow, 
with Mr & Mrs Waring51. 

                                                 
49 Signed this book on 21 April 1943 
50 Norman William George Bowden signed this book on 19 May 1942 
51 Henry William Allen Waring signed this book on 8 July 1943 and 27 March 1944; his wife, Anne 
Elizabeth Tindal Waring, signed this book on 2 September 1942 
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Sat 19th Saw Captain Denham52 RN Naval Attaché, very nice viewing Stockholm and shopping. 
Sun 29th Easy day, went sightseeing and to the pictures, 2Krs 7cores. Balaliki, starring Nelson Eddy 
and Jeanette MacDonald.  
Mon 21st First day at work, enjoyed it. 
Tues to Thurs Same. 
Thurs 25th Looking after Denham’s yaught (sic) and car, went visiting the district.  
Fri 26th Birthday, very quiet. 
Sat 27th Party at French Legation, very nice time, well looked after. 
Sun 28th Very quiet. 
Mon 30th Had to cancel yaughting (sic) trip, weather broke. 
Thurs 1st Aug Out sailing with yacht and Capt Deneham (sic) and repaired boat. Went to tea to 
English rectors house quite tame but interesting.  
Fri 2nd Saw special film show, Battle of Narvick, by Gaumont people. Taken to show in Denham’s 
car. 
Sat 3rd Visting round the town, discovered low dive, (artists etc). 
Mon 4th Hiscocks and Blacker returned to camp saw them off. 
Mon 12th Out sailing very nice. 
Tues 13th Burnt hand seriously, removing burning spirit stove from bungalow. 
Wed 14th Had to attend hospital for treatment to hand. Lovely clean and big hospital, all spoke 
English. Next few days easy life attending hospital and seeing city. 
Sat 30th Assisted Capt Denham to remove to new flat, finished visting the hospital. 
Sun 31st Commenced job as full valet tp Capt Denham, cooking breakfast etc. 
Mon 1st Sept Had a party at Sahns, out to dinner. 
Thurs 4th Served first lunch party at Denhams OK. 
Fri 5th Remainder of boys left Gunnarn, for new camp further south at Boness. People very sorry, 
sad scenes. 
Mon 8th Cocktail party (60) successful, Mrs Waring also pleased and decides to have one, leaves all 
arrangements to me.  
Tues 9th Stuart Hiscock and Jake, arrived Stockholm for holiday, Bowden and I gave party at 
Bungalow, great time. 
Sat 14th Warings Cocktails party. Very successful, Bowden and I left to me lad at Mats, with 
cocktails left over. 
Fri 20th Capt Achans, successful, afterwards went to a party (ours). At 2, commenced work at Mr 
and Mrs Ross, secretary to British Legation, serving dinners, issued with full dress. 
Sat 12th Oct Party at Bla Studio, great time, home 5am. 
Mon 14th left Bungalow went to flat in town. 

                                                 
52 Henry Mangles Denham signed this book on 30 August 1941 and 20 April 1942 
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239. Lieutenant Colonel Tadeusz RUDNICKI. Signed 30 August 1941. 

019 
DOB 20.6.1896. Polsk. 
He is mentioned many times in Jeffrey Bines’ Polish Section of the SOE 1940 to 1946. 
He is mentioned in C G McKay’s From Information to Intrigue, pp. 90-1: 
“The arrest of Warsaw Swedes had consequences in Stockholm. On Monday 31 August 1942, eight 
Poles – including Mieczyslaw Thugutt (who signed this book on 7 September 1942), Kocan and the 
journalist Maurycy Karniol – were detained for questioning by the Swedish police. Karniol was later 
released conditionally while Thugutt was flown to Britain on 6 September. Also swept away by the 
crisis, was the Polish Minister himself. Monsieur Potworowski (who signed this book on 24 August 
1942) was reminded that at the time of the expulsion of Tadeusz Rudnicki and certain members of 
the Polish Intelligence Service from Sweden in 1941, he had promised the Foreign Minister that the 
Legation would only concern itself with ordinary diplomatic or humanitarian business. Because this 
promise had not been honoured, he could no longer be considered persona grata. The Swedish 
government, however, did not wish to break off diplomatic relations with Poland and would be 
ready to accept the present counsellor as chargé d’affaires.” 
From http://www.citinet.net/ak/polska.php?Page=41&Lang=EN: 
THE POLISH HOME ARMY DURING THE SECOND WORLD WAR AND AFTER 
… although the principal operational area of the AK was the whole territory of the Poland Republic, 
its organizational structures reached beyond 1939 national borders. A prime example of this was an 
external structure of the Wilno District; Kowienski SubDistrict Lithuania, which had an ethnically 
Polish population. External Local Commands - Gliwice and Opole were also founded in the Silesian 
District. 
AK structures were also created among officers and other ranks of the Polish Army in Hungary, who 
had been interned there after the military actions of 1939. They formed AK District codename 
"Liszt". The network of the AK existed even within German POW camps for Polish prisoners of war. 
The commanding officers of these clandestine prison camp organizations reported directly to AK 
High Command, with whom they maintained constant contact. Including these prisoners and 
internees into the AK had two motives. Firstly, it was planned that they would take part in the 
general Uprising, and secondly it was a valuable morale booster to the officers and soldiers "behind 
the wire". The ever present need for diversionary and propaganda actions (Operation "N", to which 
we will return) provoked the establishment of a District Command AK in Berlin, which had to work 
under extraordinarily difficult conditions. In describing the organization and reach of the AK we 
cannot omit the "Bases'. They were originally set up as communications detachments between ZWZ 
High Command in France and Poland as early as 1939. They were eventually subordinated to the 
ZWZ-AK High Command in Poland. They were Base no.1 in Budapest, Base no.2 in Bucharest, Base 
no.3 initially in Kowno then later in Stockholm. Additionally there were other communications 
detachments, for example in Paris and Istanbul. Bases and communications detachments enabled 
mutual communi-cation between ZWZ High Command in Poland and the authorities RP abroad. 
The Armed Forces within the country answered to the Commander-in-Chief (initially General 
Wladyslaw Sikorski and after his death in 1943, General Kazimierz Sosnkowski, and after the latter's 
dismissal by those state and military factors that took on the mantle of Commander-in-Chief). After 
the final dissolution of the ZWZ High Command in exile, its personnel were moved on to form the 
Independent Division for the Country attached to the General Staff of the Commander-in-Chief in 
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London. After a while, for security reasons, its name was changed to (Special) Section VI General 
Staff C-in-C. This Section collated all matters pertaining to the country and acted as an agency for 
the Commander ZWZ-AK operating in occupied Poland. Chiefs of Section VI General Staff C-in-C 
were: 
Lieutenant Colonel Marian J. Smolenski 
Lieutenant Colonel Tadeusz Rudnicki 
Lieutenant Colonel Michal Protasewicz 
Lieutenant Colonel Marian Utnik 
Material and personnel needs for the AK - that part of the Armed Forces RP within the country- 
converged in, and were initially dealt with by Section VI. 
From http://www.hungarianhistory.com/lib/kapronczay/kapronczay2.pdf: 
p. 78 
“The central management of the evacuation was entrusted to the Directorate of the Evacuation in 
the Ministry of Defense of the government-in-exile constituted in Anger, France. A decisive role 
was played by the military attaches functioning in Hungary, Romania, Yugoslavia, Greece, and 
Turkey, as well as the special agents detached to these legations and consulates in the regional (by 
country) organizations of the evacuation. The practicalities were seen to by the so-called "EWA" 
(Evacuation) offices. As already mentioned, in Budapest Lt.-Col. Jan Emisarski-Pindelli, in Romania 
Lt.-Col. Tadeusz Zakrzewski, military attaches, made the evacuations possible. The network was 
completed by Col. Tadeusz Wasilewski in Belgrade, Lt.-Col. Stanislaw-Luzynski in Athens, and Lt.-
Col. Leopold Goebel in Split. The Polish refugees who fled to the Baltic States were sent on to the 
west by Lt.-Col. ZultecMitkiewicz at the legation of Riga, as well as the military attache at the 
Stockholm legation, Lt.-Col. Tadeusz Rudnicki, Gen. Sikorski, prime minister and defense minister's 
special delegate.” 
p. 235-6 
“In the spring of 1945 I asked to be reinstated in the army. They made me chief of the newly 
established office of Public Relations of the Defense Ministry. At the end of 1945 or beginning of 
1946, Defense Minister Jeno Tonbor summoned me; there were three Poles there with him. I knew 
one of them, Col. Rudnicki, very well. The Poles greeted me warmly, and praised me to Tonbor 
who jokingly remarked: "Of course Col. Balo is a great man! After all, I was his professor!" (He was, 
in fact, my professor during one of the higher education courses.) The Poles asked that I be 
assigned to their Repatriation Committee. I went regularly to their legation where I negotiated with 
Michael Kobiela, chief of the Consular Division, and Minister Piotr Szymanski. We had to deal with 
various personal and financial matters, so Kobiela and I often travelled to the provinces. The 
Minister asked me to make a list of those camp commanders who treated the refugees better than 
average as the Polish government wanted to decorate them. This meant a lot of work as I had to 
search them out. This took several weeks but I never heard of anyone being decorated... The Poles 
did consult me a couple more times, then it all came to an end in early 1947.” 
240. Kai SCHNITLER. Signed 30 August 1941. Norwegian Legation, London. 

019 
DOB 1.8.1905. läkare. Norsk. 
His DOB is confirmed with the Norwegian Digital Archives. He was born in Stenkjær. He was the 
author of Om den bakteriologiske difteridiagnose, Eide, 1938. 
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241. Elias Johannes STEEN-OLSEN. Signed 30 August 1941. London Norwegian Forces. 

020 
DOB 8.1.1892. advok. Norsk. 
He was a lawyer and playwright. He was the author of Verdens maktfulleste idéer, Principia, 1963. 
From http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Claes_Gill: 
“Back in Norway, he53 lived first with his uncle, teacher Jacob Kolrud in Fana outside Bergen. He 
entered the art world in Los Angeles, and got his first poem printed in Bergens Tidende 15 
September 1934. Among his acquaintances here was the painter Waldemar table and lawyer and 
playwright Elias Steen-Olsen, who also helped him financially.” 
According to http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hans_Majestet_Pinnsvinet, as founder of founder of the 
Norwegian Student Society he was a recipient of “Mottakere av Pinnsvinordenen” Commander in 
1959. 
“His Majesty the Hedgehog, Erinaceus europaeus or minor, Rex a Inspirator, the Student Society of 
Bergen patron. In 1935, the year after the founding of the Student Society, the figure presented to 
His Majesty the Hedgehog, and he has since added their protective spines of Students Society's 
activities. The tradition of appointing patrons of the animal kingdom comes from the Norwegian 
Students Community in Oslo, and is common in Norwegian students community. 
The Order has three levels, Knight, Commander and Grand Cross. In addition to the then acting 
chairman of the Student Society is the only living person who has received the Grand Cross, then-
Crown Prince Olav54, who received his appointment in 1948 when he visited the Student Society at 
the opening of the University of Bergen. The other two storkorsene belonging to the zoological 
Majesties for other Norwegian students’ society, His Majesty the Golden Pig and The Black Sheep.” 
242. William Henry BARRETT. Signed 31 August 1941. R N Barracks, Devonport. 

020 
DOB 16.2.1905. 
HMS Hunter survivor. See Thomas NORTON who signed this book on 30 August 1941. 
From http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/11/a4436011.shtml: 
My wife's cousin Bill Barrett was a chief Petty Officer, Writer R.N. He was serving on HMS Hunter, in 
the North Sea, when he was sunk by a torpedo from a German 'U' boat.He was rescued in the nick 
of time from the icy seas, by a German Prison ship Altmark and eventually landed in Norway which 
was under German occupation, under the Norwegian traitor Quisling. After some time in captivity, 
Bill managed to escape55 in the depth of winter, across the border into Sweden, which was neutral. 

                                                 
53 From Wikipedia: Claes Gill (born 13 October 1910 in Odda, died June 11, 1973) was a Norwegian 
author, journalist, poet and actor. He grew up primarily in Bergen, and lived as an adult in Oslo. He 
published in 1939 his poetry collection Fragment of a magical life, which was followed in 1942 by Words 
in iron. Both collections are inspired by French symbolism, and are early examples of modernist form. 
54 Signed this book on 1 August 1944 
55 Note from Trevor Baker: I see no point in correcting this family story. 
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He was accommodated in the British Embassy and worked there for some considerable time before 
quite unexpectedly we heard that he was in England. He had been secretly flown out to join his 
family back in Plymouth. 
Maggie Morris, 12 July 2005 
243. Per WENDELBØ. Signed 31 August 1941. Norwegian Foreign Office, London. 

020 
DOB Not stated in Bromma departure list for 30 August 1941. He is mentioned in James W Irvine’s 
The Waves Are Free, pp. 59, 167: 
“As the ships sailed out of Scapa people were just going to a Christmas Eve party in the Masonic 
Hall, Lerwick. The party had been organised by the Norwegian Consul Per Wendelbø the guests 
included Martin Linge … Captain Bjarne Berkeland had arrived in Shetland in December 1940, as 
naval vice consul, and had operated a separate consular office from that of James and Frank 
Garriock, as the stream of refugees was reaching such proportions that the work was far too much 
to be handled on a part-time voluntary basis. He was succeeded by Captain Per Wendelbø, who 
was in turn followed by Consul Thingvold, who closed the office down in May 1943.” 
There was also someone named Per Rutger Smith Wendelbo: Botanist. Parents: Cand.med., Later 
emergency manager, consultant Per Kristian Lund Wendelbo (1900-1993) and textile artist Sigrun 
Karoline Matina Berg (1901-1982). Married 10/13/1951 with biologist Ellen Marie Caroline Mathilde 
Schjølberg (06.12.1928-), the daughter of an engineer Jacob Timmermann Schjølberg (1887-1969) 
and Hannah Elizabeth Scott (1903-1936). Daughter Son Paal Berg (1873-1968). 
Per Wendelbo is one of the premier botanical explorers our country Norway has produced, the 
foremost when it comes to flowering plants. He made his major international efforts, including as 
many years leader of the Botanical Garden in Gothenburg. For a time he was also linked to 
Ariamehr botanical garden in Tehran, and he was one of the world's foremost specialists in 
Southwest Asia flora. After his parents divorced when he was five years old, grew up Wendelbo 
along with his younger brother Paal maternal in Trysil, Oslo and Rauland. In Telemark, he was 
interested in nature, especially plants. 
He took his final exams at secondary school Stabekk 1946. Then he studied chemistry, historical 
geology and botany at the University of Oslo (UiO), majoring in systematic botany under Professor 
Rolf Nordhagen and was real degree. 1953. 
He was dr.philos. at the University of Bergen (UiB) 1961. 
He was employed as a museum fellow at the Botanical Museum, University of Oslo from 1952 to 
1953. 
Immediately after qualification he was appointed as assistant professor at the Botanical Garden, 
University of Bergen, and in 1958 he became an associate professor there. 1965 Wendelbo 
appointed prefect at Gothenburg botanist trädgården and simultaneously appointed professor of 
botany (distinctive taxonomy and plant geography) at the University of Gothenburg. 
He was on leave from 1974 to 1976 to lead the development of the botanical collections in 
Ariamehr botanical garden in Tehran. 
In the spring of 1981, he was called to a professorship in higher plant systematics, dendrology and 
plant geography at the University of Bergen, linked to the Norwegian Arboretum at Milde. He was 
appointed Chair on 1 September, but died in a car accident about 3 weeks later. As a botany 
student in Oslo and Humanities Fellow accompanied Wendelbo 1950 Professor Arne Naess on 
Tirich Mir expedition to the Hindukush Mountains in the border area between Afghanistan and 
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Pakistan. The result was not only a thesis on Plants from Tirich Mir, but a lifelong interest in the 
Orient flora. 
His later botanical discovery and collection site went to Iran in 1959 and 1978, to Afghanistan in 
1962 and 1969, to Israel in 1967 and Turkey in 1972. In addition, he led botanical expeditions to 
most of Iran's remote mountain areas during their stay in Tehran from 1974 to 1976. 
During his stay in Bergen took Wendelbo, along with Jostein Goksøyr, 1957 initiated the formation 
of the Western Division of the Norwegian Botanical Society. During his time in Gothenburg, a new 
exhibition greenhouse was erected, construction of other greenhouse commenced and 
negotiations keen to take over the running of Trädgårdsföreningen large Palm House. 
As a professor in Gothenburg, he led such a student field trip to Hardanger, where the rare 
kongsbregnen (Osmunda regalis) was found for the first time on the West Coast. In Tehran, he 
started the construction of both a national herbarium for Iran and a national botanical library. 
He founded The Iranian Journal of Botany and published The Ariamehr Botanical Garden Handbook 
and a wonderful book about Tulips and Irises of Iran and their relatives. Wendelboe ability 
botanical enthusiasm was exceptional. He was outgoing and friendly welcome and rejoiced when 
he could share his joy with other plants. He had great respect for garden growers and helped to 
strengthen ties between the Swedish "trädgårdsamatører" and Bota trädgården in Gothenburg. 
Science was Per Wendelbo a pioneer in the study of the oriental mountain flora. His doctoral 
dissertation was an exhaustive monograph on Dionysia, a genus of nøkleblomstfamilien, 
dominated by beautiful cushion plants associated with cracks in the steep, dry rock walls Iranian 
highlands and adjacent mountain areas. About nøkleblomstene itself, the genus Primula, Wendelbo 
has also written a number of papers. He was also very keen sword lilies, genus Iris, especially the 
exclusive Juno-section. He described as new - and introduced the culture - a variety of species from 
Afghanistan and Iran. The beautiful and easily grown Iris cycloglossa regarded as perhaps the most 
valuable of Wendelboe many introductions. The other lily flowered plants were Wendelboe heart. 
Early in his career he wrote a monograph on the magnificent genus Eremurus (Cleopatra's Needle), 
if all species considered garden treasures. 
In later years he worked a lot with less spectacular, but scientifically poorly processed lily flowered 
genera, such as hyacinths and Blue Star (Bellevalia, Hyacinthus, Hyacinthella and Scilla). 
Wendelbo delivered a wide range of contributions to Afghanistan's flora, Flora of Iraq and Flora 
Iranica, not only for nøkleblomstfamilien and lily flowered, but the Flora Iranica also 
kaprifolfamilien, heath family, witch hazel family, fumitory family and myrklegg in 
Maskeblomstfamilien. He treated the flora in Kavir Reservation in Iran (along with KH Rechinger), 
wrote of vegetation and growth environment in Afghanistan and Iran, the plants' adaptation to the 
dry climate, plus a number of articles of popular science art, especially garden plants. 
He also published a number of works on Norwegian botany, including about their plant discoveries 
in Sogn and on Norwegian species of knoppurt (Centaurea) and (Bromus). Per Wendelbo often said 
plantesystematikerne with today's many demands from the environment, not to mention its 
primary task, namely to obtain a first order and the plant kingdom and diversity. In this central 
area, he made himself an outstanding effort. Alone or with others, he described about 130 plant 
species, plus numerous subspecies, sections and two genera, as new to science. The new species 
belonging to over 30 different genera, primarily among the lily flowered and nøkleblomster 
(including 16 Dionysia species and 4 Androsace species). 
Other specialists described further approx 20 of the new species discovered Wendelbo, eg. 
Amygdalus wendelboi Freitag, a common shrub in the top area of the Kuh-e Genou Mountain in 
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southern Iran, and Carex wendelboi Nelms and Erigeron wendelboi Rech. Both growing in the edge 
of Barum glacier under Tirich Mir. 
A strong recognition from the international research community lies in the fact that a family 
(Wendelboe) and a total of 34 species of flowering plants have been named after him. 
He is included in the index to SOE file reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

 
244. Nils URDAL. Signed 31 August 1941. Information Office, Norwegian Government, 
London. 

020 
DOB 16.10.1891. Attaché. Norske. 
He is listed in Medlemsliste for Kristiansandsklubben i London 1943–45: 

 
Nils Urdal (1891-1976) began as a journalist in Drammen Tidende in 1914 and was editor of 
Fædrelandsvennen from 1938 to 1941 and from 1945 to 1946. He was employed at the Foreign 
Ministry press office from 1946 to 1950. From 1951 - 1961 he edited the Norwegian Defence. 
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His article Norway and Nazis | Humour Under the Heel was published in the Sydney Morning Herald 
11 September 1943: 

 
245. Tsak de GROOT. Signed 31 August 1941. London Strand Palace Hotel. 

020 
DOB 6.2.1898. No trace found. 
246. Francis Thomas MEEHAN. Signed 31 August 1941. 70 Merton Road, Bootle, 
Liverpool. 

020 
DOB 29.1.1898. kemist. British. 
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From http://trove.nla.gov.au/people/1476032?c=people: 
“Francis Thomas Meehan worked in various capacities for Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) from 
1930 until his death. He was seconded to ICIANZ Ltd in 1942 to build the Botany factory for the 
manufacture of chlorine and a wide range of derivatives. He was Chairman of the company 1947-
53 and remained a Board member up to the time of his death. Born Liverpool, England ca 1898. 
Died 2 July 1957. Educated University of Liverpool (BSc (hons) 1921, PhD 1923). Royal Horse 
Artillery 1915-19, DSIR 1924-29, various positions, Imperial Chemical Industries 1930-53, Managing 
Director, Finnish Chemicals Limited 1936-41, seconded to ICIANZ Ltd in 1942 to build the Botany 
factory, Technical Director 1946-47, chairman 1947-53, Board member till the time of his death. 
President, Royal Australian Chemical Institute 1953-54.” 
247. Harald Johannes NÆSS. Signed 31 August 1941. London, Norwegian Foreign Office. 

020 
DOB 3.5.1912. stud. Norsk. http://www.geni.com/people/Harald-Johannes-
N%C3%A6ss/6000000014150553484 confirms his DOB. 
248. Wing Commander Charles Joseph Philip FLOOD OBE (33085). Signed 31 August 
1941. 86 Squadron, North Coates. 

020 
Extracted from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Donnerkeil: 
He took part in Operation Donnerkeil on 11 and 12 February 1942. The most notable raid in this 
action was by six Beauforts from No. 86, three from No. 217 and three from No. 22 Squadron. Wing 
Commander C. Flood, No. 86 Squadron led the attack in the only ASV-loaded aircraft. Locating the 
German ships in the darkness, they attacked, but heavy AAA fire scattered the bombers and no 
successes were achieved. See entry for W H Cliff56. 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 11 June 1942. 
249. PROBABLY 2nd Lieutenant James Donald WADDELL OBE (207627). Signed 2 
September 1941. Cluny Aberdeenshire [or Fife, Scotland or did he mean Cluny Castle, 
Inverness-shire?]. 

020 
He is not included in the Bromma departure list for 2 September 1941 which shows the following 
passengers and crew: 

                                                 
56 Signed this bbok on 23 November 1941 and 11 February 1942 

http://trove.nla.gov.au/people/1476032?c=people
http://www.geni.com/people/Harald-Johannes-N%C3%A6ss/6000000014150553484
http://www.geni.com/people/Harald-Johannes-N%C3%A6ss/6000000014150553484
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Donnerkeil
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The LG, 10 October 1941 announced his promotion from Cadet to 2nd Lieutenant in the Royal 
Regiment of Artillery. 
From http://committeeadmin.lancaster.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?MId=5589: 
Members were reminded of the recent death of Honorary Freeman Waddell on 24 December 2011. 
Honorary Freeman Waddell was Town Clerk of the City Council from 1955 to 1974, when he 
became Town Clerk and Chief Executive of the newly amalgamated City Council until his retirement 
in 1979. His funeral took place at the Priory Church, Lancaster on Tuesday 10 January 2012. He was 
survived by his wife Barbara. 
The County Directory of Scotland (1901-1904) contains an entry “Med. Prac— J. B. Waddell.” 
250. Björn ELVERUM. Signed 2 September 1941. Norwegian Foreign Office, London. 

020 
DOB 7.5.1919. norsk. 
He is listed in Little Norway. No further trace found. 
251. Raymond Reginald WHITE (49469). Signed 2 September 1941. 56 (F) Squadron. 

020 
DOB 3.3.1919. mek. Brittish. 
He is listed as a Group Sisu57 volunteer, RAF Ground Crew, born in 1919 in Southend-on-Sea in 
Justin Brooke’s The Volunteers: The Full Story of the British Volunteers in Finland 1939-41. 
Number 56 Squadron is one of the oldest and most successful squadrons of the Royal Air Force, 
with battle honours from many of the significant air campaigns of both World War I and World War 
II. In September 1941, the squadron became the first unit to receive the Hawker Typhoon which, 
although troublesome to begin with, the squadron helped turn into a usable fighter. 

                                                 
57 The correct name is Osasto Sisu, the best account of which is given by Justin Brroke in The Volunteers: 
The Full Story of the British Volunteers in Finland 1939-41, self-published, 1990, 236 pages. 

http://committeeadmin.lancaster.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?MId=5589
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252. Captain Tadeusz MORGENSTERN (9 November 1895 – 5 October 1973). Signed 5 
September 1941. Captain Polish Navy, London, 51 New Cavendish Street. 

020 
DOB 9.11.1895. Attaché. Polsk. In his War Narrative, Captain Henry Mangles Denham (who signed 
this book twice) mentions intelligence from the Polish naval attaché Captain Morgenstern. He was 
the Naval Attaché to Stockholm from 17 December 1939 to September 1941 and to Washington 
from 15 October 1942 to August 1945. 51 New Cavendish Street was the address of the Polish 
Naval H.Q. 
From http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tadeusz_Morgenstern-Podjazd (translated by Google): 
Thaddeus Joseph Roman Morgenstern-Ramp was born November 9, 1895 in Chernivtsi. He came 
from a family of Polonised German Edler von Morgenstern driveway. He was the son of Roman and 
Helena Ettmayer-Adelsburgowej. His father fought in the January uprising. During World War I, 
Tadeusz Morgenstern-ramp attained the rank of Fregattenleutnanta (Navy lieutenant) on ships 
Kaiserliche und Königliche Navy (Navy Austro-Hungarian Empire). He swam to torpedowcach, 
cruiser "Helgoland" and the battleship "Badenberg" and "Holy Roman Emperor". 
At the end of 1918, he volunteered for the Polish Army and was assigned to the Naval Section of 
the Ministry of Military Affairs in Warsaw and appointed as adjutant chief. After converting the 
Section in the Department of the Navy for Maritime Affairs re-appointed him chief aide. Since mid-
1920, he was head of the Department of Training Command Sea Coast, then referent Department 
of Foreign Affairs Department for Maritime Affairs and aide to the commander of Marine Regiment, 
which fought in the war against the Bolsheviks. At the end of 1920 was deputy commander of the 
crew of the ship in the first gunboat ORP "Pilsudski Commander". In 1922, he briefly commanded a 
minesweeper ORP "Swallow", after which he was appointed officer of the exchange rate in the 
Military Naval School in Toruń. In the years 1925-1927, he held the position of Manager of 
Regulations and Training Directorate of the Navy, and in 1927 he returned to the Naval Officers 
School as director of science. From 1928 to 1933, he commanded successively torpedo boat ORP 
"Krakowiak" and destroyer ORP "Wicher". Then he was the commander of the Naval Cadet School 
in Toruń. In 1938, he became the first commander of the destroyer ORP "Lightning" to later in the 
same year to take command of the squadron of destroyers in Gdynia. In 1939 he was deputy 
commander of the Hel Fortified Zone. 
Shortly before the start of World War II, he was appointed commander of the Naval Cadet School 
in Bydgoszcz, which during the September campaign evacuated to Horodyszcze and September 19 
ordered the disbandment. September 23 he left Poland and the Bucharest escaped to Paris. At the 
end of 1939, he was the first attaché maritime Sweden. 
In 1941, Gen. Wladyslaw Sikorski appealed chief of the Directorate of the Navy, wiceadm. Jerzy 
Swirski and his deputy commander Charles Korytowskiego. The reason for his resignation was the 
conduct of personnel policies and uposażeniowej in the Navy, and the direct cause of suicide has 
become a leader ORP "Wolf" and a group of submarines LCDR. Boguslaw Krawczyk. The place 
wiceadm. Świrski appointed Capt. Tadeusz Morgenstern-ramp, but eventually took over the 
function of the kmdrze Korytowskim. Wiceadm. Świrski remained in office as the British Admiralty 
did not see anyone who could replace him. Due to the ill-contracting cooperation between 
wiceadm. Svirski and Capt. Morgenstern-ramp, the latter handed in at the beginning of 1942 to 
resign, but Sikorski did not take it. 

http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tadeusz_Morgenstern-Podjazd
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In October 1942, he was attaché at sea in the United States, which allowed the commander 
Korytowskiemu return to the position of deputy chief of the Directorate of the Navy. In 1945, he 
was transferred to the position of commander of the Naval Cadet School in January next year, the 
commander of the Naval School Camp - ORP "Baltic" in Okehampton. 
In 1949, he was elected president of the Navy. His drawings and memoirs were published in "Our 
Signals" and "Review of the Sea". In Ottawa, he exhibited watercolors. He was the originator of the 
Navy uniforms from 1921. 
Supreme Commander Admiral appointed him to the seniority of January 1, 1964. He died on 
October 5, 1973 in London, was buried in Putney Vale Cemetery. 
Orders and decorations 
Silver Cross of the Military Order of Military Virtue 
Knight's Cross of the Order of Polonia Restituta Polish 
The Cross of Valour (awarded two times) 
Gold Cross of Merit 
French Cavalry Legion of Honor (Fr. Chevalier Légion d'honneur) 
Swedish Royal Order of Vasa (Swedish: Kungliga Vasaorden) 
Danish Cavalry Order of the Dannebrog (Danish. Ridder af Dannebrogordenen) 
253. Rankin Lorimer WEIR OBE. Signed 6 September 1941. British Airways, Bristol. 

020 
The Bromma departure list for 7 September 1941 doesn’t include him: 

He 
was Chief Accountant of British European Airways Corporation in 1949. His OBE was announced in 
the LG, 9 June 1949. The LG, 10 April 1959 announced: “The Minister of Transport and Civil 
Aviation, in exercise of the powers conferred upon him by the Air Corporations Act, 1949, has 
appointed Mr. Rankin Lorimer Weir, O.B.E., to be a whole-time Member of the (British European 
Airways Corporation from 1st April 1959, until 31st March 1964.” 
From Flight, 28 April 1949: 
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He is the uncle of the author Alison Weir58, who dedicated Lancaster and York: The Wars of the 
Roses, 1995 to him: “This book is dedicated to a much-loved uncle, Rankin Lorimer Weir, in 
commemoration of his ninetieth birthday.” 
254. Magne BRAADLAND. Signed 6 September 1941. 

020 
DOB 5.10.1910. Styrman. Norsk. The Bromma departure list is dated 7 September 1941 (see above). 
From his SOE file, reference HS 9/197/2, in TNA: 

 

                                                 
58 Alison Weir (born 1951) is a British writer of history books, and latterly historical novels, mostly in the 
form of biographies about British royalty. Her works on the Tudor period have made her a best-selling 
author. She is the highest-selling female historian in the United Kingdom. 1989's Britain's Royal Families, 
Weir's first published work, was a genealogical overview of the British Royal Family. She subsequently 
wrote biographies of Eleanor of Aquitaine, Isabella of France, Katherine Swynford, and the Princes in the 
Tower. Other focuses have included Henry VIII of England and his wives and children, Mary Boleyn, 
Elizabeth I, and Mary, Queen of Scots. She has published historical overviews of the Wars of the Roses 
and royal weddings, as well as historical fiction novels on Lady Jane Grey, Elizabeth I, and Eleanor of 
Aquitaine. 
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From http://snl.no/Magne_Braadland: 
Magne Braadland, born in Grimstad, Norwegian naval officer. He was an officer in the Merchant 
Navy from 1933 to 1939. He served during World War II in Kompani Linge, including the Måløy raid 
Operation Archery. His ship was sunk in 1942 and he became a German prisoner of war until 1945. 
Rear Admiral and Chief of Naval Defence Command Norway from 1957 to 1967, Vice Admiral and 
Chief of the Navy from 1967 to 1970, Director of the National Defence College in 1970, head of the 
military mission in Washington and the National Representative at NATO supreme commander of 
the North Atlantic from 1971 to 1974. 
From http://www.worldnavalships.com/forums/archive/index.php/t-13432.html: 

http://snl.no/Magne_Braadland
http://www.worldnavalships.com/forums/archive/index.php/t-13432.html
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Norwegian Naval Base, Peterhead, Scotland 
“The base was located at the Model Jetty, Port Hendry Harbour, Peterhead. This unit was run by the 
Norwegian secret intelligence service and the Royal Naval Intelligence Service consisting Norge 
fishing cutters who transported agents along the Norwegian coast and observed all shipping 
movements and reported back to London. I worked with them during the war from 1941 to 1945. 
The Froya, one of the cutters had an unkind fate, it sailed from Peterhead in April 1942. The Captain 
was Lt Commander Magne Braadland, as often they carried a crew of six plus two agents. The 
agents were to be landed at Troms. However off the coast of Tromdaleg, a German bomber 
attacked them. They defended themselves with machine gun fire. The Froya started to sink and five 
men were ordered into the dingy with provisions and water. They set sail for the Shetlands; luck 
was with them and they were picked up by a British Destroyer. Braadland and the three remaining 
men made a raft out of planks and empty oil drums, and with some provisions and water they 
strapped themselves to the raft. Twelve days later, frost bitten and in a bad way, they were rescued 
by a German seaplane. After four months recuperating, they were interrogated. They all stuck to 
the same story of going to Iceland from a port in Scotland. Their story was accepted and they were 
sent to a Prisoner of War camp. There is no doubt that if it had happened six months later they 
would have been shot. This is what happened to the crew of MTB 345. The SIS was under the 
control of the Foreign Office, their only task was to gather information; sabotage was not their 
concern as it actively hampered the smooth running of intelligence due to counter measures by the 
enemy. My reason for writing about it now, is that the story is little known, but it is a part of history, 
taking the war from Peterhead to Europe and for all the lads that lost their lives carrying it out. It 
was not until 2002 that any of my relatives or friends knew that I was involved with the secret work 
at the Model Jetty Port Henry, Peterhead. I was told by the Norwegian SIS that everything about 
the operation was still classified after the war. For a few years, my work took me away from 
Peterhead and I never knew that it had been declassified in 1980. Trying to remember things 63 
years on, it is a long time ago and I have written this as it comes to mind.” Harry Gibbon, 11 August 
2012. 
255.  Squadron Leader John NESBITT-DUFORT DSO CdG (29164). Signed 9/10 September 
1941. 138 Squadron, Newmarket. 

020 
No. 138 (Special Duties) Squadron was based at RAF Tempsford and tasked with dropping agents 
and equipment of the Special Operations Executive inside occupied territory. 
Translated by Google from French http://maquisardsdefrance.jeun.fr/t4373-missions-des-lysander-
de-la-raf-dans-le-berry: 
“Neuvy-Pailloux. On the night of 4/5 September 1941, on land located south of the farm Small 
Fountain, a Lysander led by John Nesbitt-Dufort arrives. Boarded the SOE agent Jacques Vaillant 
de Guélis, head of the French section of the SOE in charge of covert operations in France. Major 
Guélis of Vaillant, who arrived in the month of August 1941 had to register in the area along with 
the former member of the Indre Max Hymans several sites suitable for night landings.” 
“The first operation took place in the night of 28 January 1942. To 10:05 p.m. UK time, Captain John 
Nesbitt-Dufort removal as part of the operation BERYL II, the former Fay aviation field agent (André 
Simon) and takes two passengers with luggage Maurice Duclos (alias "Saint-Jacques"), an officer of 
the staff of General de Gaulle responsible for establishing an intelligence network in occupied 

http://maquisardsdefrance.jeun.fr/t4373-missions-des-lysander-de-la-raf-dans-le-berry
http://maquisardsdefrance.jeun.fr/t4373-missions-des-lysander-de-la-raf-dans-le-berry
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France and Liaison Staff, Lieutenant Mitchell sent specifically to ensure the return England in good 
conditions "Saint-Jacques." The emergency landing at Coudray (Cher) on the way back, passing 
over the Occupied Zone, a thin layer of ice began to form on the windshield and the leading edge 
of wing of Lysander. Taking into account the quality of its passengers and their baggage, reducing 
its fuel, and failing to cross the cold front across his horizon westward driver found preferable to go 
unoccupied France to a forced landing around Châteauroux. Not wishing to arise again on the 
ground of being and thinking Fay west Issoudun, the driver attempts in the darkness an emergency 
landing in an open field. It arises January 29, 1942 at 2:10 am UK time, in the free zone, at a place 
called Le Coudray (Civray town in the department of Cher). Unfortunately, because they could see 
the road and the ditch which precedes landing ends in pylon.” 
On 7 November 1941, John Nesbitt-Dufort flew an SIS operation to pick up W/Cdr Roman Garby-
Czerniawski (Polish flying officer and double agent) aka Armand aka Brutus. 
See Pierre Tillet’s Tentative of History of In/Exfiltrations into/from France during WWII from 1941 to 
1945 for details of other missions. 
With more than 10,000 hours of flying in over 100 different types of aircraft, John Nesbitt-Dufort 
had a varied and unusual career as a pilot and instructor in the RAF and with civil airlines. 
Commissioned in 1930 he was, on completion of his flying training, posted to the celebrated No 25 
(Fighter) Squadron at Hawkinge. Five years later he joined the De Havilland School of Flying, and 
several of the 120 pupils he taught to fly became famous Battle of Britain pilots. At the outbreak of 
World War II, Nesbitt-Dufort was frustrated not to be in action but found his services much in 
demand at RAF flying training schools before he was posted to operational duties, first with a Night 
Intruder Squadron and then with Special Duty Squadrons. His experiences flying agents in and out 
of Occupied France on cloak and dagger missions form a vivid and exciting part of his book Black 
Lysander. Later in the war he returned to test-flying and Night Fighters, finishing his second stint in 
the RAF commanding a mixed Spitfire-Mosquito Wing in Norway. The last six years of his flying 
career were spent in the Middle East as a captain on four-engined freighter aircraft. 
256. Georg ANDREASSON. Signed 8 September 1941. Fredrikstad, Norway. 

021 
DOB 17.10.1898. Norsk. 
From SOE file HS 7/174 Norwegian Section History59 in TNA: 
“In December, 1940, the "Red Horse" organisation recruited 5 men who formed a 'sports club' in a 
wood outside STOCKHOLM under the auspices of a one-armed Norwegian Policeman, George 
Andreason. A Swedish Army Sergeant secretly sympathised with NORWAY's cause to the extent of 
providing Swedish weapons, and instructed the club twice a week. 
In February, 1941, the "Barbara" party slipped over the border into NORWAY, reached the west 
coast, and took ship to SHETLAND. There they were trained by Capt. M. Rudolfo, sent up by the 
Training Section for the purpose. The party was landed back in TRONDELAG in April, and blew up 
the line and blocked a tunnel on the railway between TRONDHEIM and STORLIEN and returned to 
SWEDEN. There they were arrested by the Swedish authorities, tried for being in possession of 
arms, and, on the testimony of one of their Swedish contacts, sentenced to various terms of 

                                                 
59 The index states that cross-headings are given in block letters; code-names are given in inverted 
commas; and army ranks are omitted. 
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imprisonment. Another lesson was learned: it was not so easy as had been thought to utilise 
SWEDEN as a jumping off ground: the Swedish authorities were not favourably disposed, and they 
were not prepared to turn a blind eye to subversive activities in NORWAY, carried out from or in 
connection with SWEDEN. 
On the other hand, "Barbara" was the first operation which was planned and carried out jointly as 
between STOCKHOLM and LONDON, and with which a Norwegian Officer, Captain John Rognes60, 
was officially connected. 
Further plans for utilising SHETLAND as a short-term training centre to which Norwegians could be 
brought over from the west coast and then returned direct were abandoned, after two parties of 
nine all told had been brought over.” 
From Ian Herrington’s SOE in Norway: 
“In the autumn of 1940, SOE decided that using small, specially trained teams sent in from outside 
was the best method of sabotaging major strategic targets in Norway. These teams would not be 
‘brought in touch’ with local resistance groups, and would remain „quite distinct‟ from them. They 
would also have ‘intensive training and rehearsals for attacks on a particular objective’ and only 
remain in the country for a short period of time before retreating across the border into Sweden. 
To be able to undertake these operations successfully, however, SOE needed to enlist Norwegian 
volunteers and provide them with the necessary training. It took twelve months from the autumn 
of 1940 for SOE to increase its total of fully trained Norwegian recruits from six to sixty-four. 
Therefore, during 1941 it was only able to carry out one sabotage action in Norway, Operation 
Barbara, which was a largely unsuccessful attack against the rail network around Trondheim. To 
obtain the required manpower, this operation used a team of eight Scandinavians recruited in 
Sweden. Nevertheless, it was necessary to send these men to Britain for their training, which was 
carried out in the Shetlands in over just three weeks by a SOE captain sent up from London. They 
were then returned to Norway by fishing boat, although it took three attempts before they were 
successfully landed on the Norwegian coast. ‘Barbara’ symbolises the improvised and amateurish 
approach that SOE was forced to adopt at a time when as a new organisation it was still building 
up and developing its infrastructure. To send teams into Norway from outside, whether across the 
North Sea or via Stockholm required transportation, and in the first half of 1941 only six sorties 
were flown to northwest Europe on behalf of SOE, and none to Norway. Transport was therefore 
confined to the handful of small fishing vessels operating out of the Shetlands Base, which were 
subject to the dreadful weather conditions that regularly occur off the Norwegian coastline, side-
lined by the long hours of daylight in the summer, and had a regular propensity to break down.” 
From Ian Herrington’s SOE in Norway: 
“The long frontier that separated Norway and neutral Sweden also made Stockholm an important 
location for the implementation of SOE operations in this theatre. For example it was a major route 
for refugees, and SOE and SIS agents who wished to move between the two countries. SOE 
involvement in Norway from its Stockholm Mission at the British Legation began with Malcolm 
Munthe. Munthe was another MI (R) officer who had been active in Scandinavia and Norway from 
December 1939, often working from the Legation. In April 1940 he was in Norway preparing to act 
as a liaison officer with the Norwegian army and to receive the British forces that were expected to 
land in response to a German invasion. Munthe’s escape to Stockholm during the German 
occupation, his employment as Assistant Military Attaché (AMA) at the Legation, his recruitment to 
SOE by Charles Hambro, and his setting up of the “Red Horse” organisation to subsequently cover 

                                                 
60 Johan Ingebrigt Rognes signed this book on 9 March 1942 
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his courier operations, re-establishment of contacts, and instigation of sabotage in Norway on 
behalf of SOE in 1940 and 1941 has been well documented61.” 
257. Ossi Olavi GRANLUND. Signed 8 September 1941. No address. 

021 
DOB 22.7.1910. herr. Finska. 
According to http://gw.geneanet.org/rafaelo?lang=it;p=ossi+olavi;n=granlund, Ossi Olavi Granlund 
was born on 22 July 1911 in Björneborg. He married Irja Degener. A Google search finds a PDF with 
the text “Scapa Flovin sotasatamaan ja torpedoimaan 5 750 tonnin taistelulaiva Royal Oakin 
upoksiin päästen vielä pakenemaankin tapahtumapaikalta. Ossi Granlund” but nothing is found in 
this document: 

 
258. Paul Ernst Wilhelm HARTMANN. Signed 8 September 1941. Oslo. 

021 
DOB 12.10.1878. Norsk. 
Paul Ernst W Hartmann is listed in Little Norway. 
Paul Ernst Wilhelm Hartmann (1878-1974) was a Norwegian statesman and politician, who served 
in the exile government of Johan Nygaardsvold during World War II. He was appointed councillor 
of state in 1941 and 1942, acting Minister of Finance 1941-1942 and 1942-1945, and member of 
the government delegation in Oslo in 1945, as head of the Ministry of Agriculture. After the war, he 
served as chairman of the board of Vinmonopolet (The Wine Monopoly) from 1945–53. In 1955, 
Hartmann published his memoires, titled Bak fronten; fra Oslo og London 1939–45 (Behind the 
Front, from Oslo and London 1939–45). There is still something unclear precisely why Hartmann 
were selected to represent the circuit of the government in London. It may have played into that he 
was less influenced by the fairly strong distrust of government that prevailed in the circuit, and that 
he therefore would have better prospects to come on speaking terms with the London 
government. The government had been notified in advance from the circuit if the wish to have a 
representative from the home front in the government, and had given consent to say this. 
Improved contacts and cooperation between the government and the home front was obvious 

                                                 
61 Munthe’s first trip to Stockholm was in December 1939, followed by a further trip at the end of 
February 1940. Munthe was involved with Andrew Croft in moving military stores across Norway to 
Finland. At the end of March 1940, after arriving back in Stockholm, he was ordered to Oslo and then to 
Stavanger. In expectation of a German invasion four MI (R) men were established as “Assistant Consuls” 
in Narvik (Captain Torrance), Trondheim (Major Palmer), Bergen (Captain Andrew Croft) and Stavanger 
(Captain Malcolm Munthe). Munthe, Torrance, and Croft all went on to work for the SOE. For details, see 
file reference HS 8/263 War Diary and Intelligence Summary – MIR War office Commanding Officer, Lt. 
Col. J. C. F. Holland DFC RE, in TNA; A. Croft, A Talent for Adventure, (London: Hanley Swan, 1991), pp. 
140-144; and M. Munthe, How Sweet is War, (London: Duckworth, 1954). 

http://gw.geneanet.org/rafaelo?lang=it;p=ossi+olavi;n=granlund
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necessary and circuit was, after all, as the most representative and moderate grouping of the 
Norwegians at home or in Stockholm in different ways had expressed distrust of the London 
government. It was also important that the circuit had secured the endorsement from the labor 
movement, through Einar Gerhardsen participation in the crucial meeting in June 1941. Hartmann 
was well received when he came to London on 8 September (the day he signed this book). 
However, the first formal meeting with an overall government least not very lucky. He led there 
until a written note from the circuit, which among other things contained a requirement that the 
government had to resign immediately the king could come back to a free Norway. Hartmann 
writes in his memo that "I understood that it was not very bright understood my point. I expressed 
this, and said that it was not my intention that it was now necessary to take a decision on this point 
(especially government retirement at his return)" and that he was intent on "loyally cooperate in 
the government for all the tasks agreed to present the reconstruction." Hartmann's personal 
cooperation laid the foundation for a development towards a gradually improving cooperation 
between Utefronten and home front - a quite crucial condition for the London government would 
be able to safeguard the Council's interests in war alliance. The issue of the government's fate at 
the Liberation in 1943 was tied to the question of the status of the local governing bodies. If the 
old people elected bodies get a temporary feature of the transition from war to peace, or to 
appoint a new home front men to lay the foundation for a renewal of Norwegian democracy? The 
controversy came to a circuit when summer 1943 refused to let the old municipal councils come 
together to choose who should be responsible for administering until new elections could be held. 
Hartmann took distance from the hard line and contributed to the controversy was resolved 
through a compromise that generally defer conflict issues to liberation was at hand. He was also 
aware distance from demands from the circuit that a home-front government should take 
leadership in the liberation phase until it could be organized a new government: "So long as the 
current government, there must be one who has the real authority ... until the country is completely 
recovered and the King has been able to form a new government.” It belongs to the history of the 
transition from war to peace in Norway in all essentially came to be superimposed by the scheme 
to the government. As finance minister in the London government Hartmann came to play an 
active and constructive role in the design of schemes to guarantors of economic and financial 
stability during the liquidation of the occupation board. He was one of the first minister who 
returned to Norway as a member of the government delegation that came to the country 12 and 
13 May 1945 and who immediately took over the civil power from the Home Front Tens 
Management. He took farewell to the rest of the government Nygaardsvold 23 June 1945 and went 
back to the position as finance chief officer until he reached retirement age in 1948. 
259. Ole Andreas HALVORSEN. Signed 8 September 1941. Oslo. 

021 
DOB 6.3.1906. sekr. Norsk. 
He is mentioned in Gerd Vold Hurum’s En kvinne ved navn “Truls”, Wings forlag, 2006. He was a 
ship builder. One of his ships was D/S W. Barents (known as Thor Major until 1934), build in Oslo in 
1924. Pre-war history: Delivered from Akers Mek. Verksted, Oslo (416) in Sept.-1924 as whale 
catcher Thor Major to Bryde & Dahls Hvalfangstselskap AS, Sandefjord. Steel hull, 193 gt, Triple 
Expansion (Akers). Sold in 1934 to Hvalfangerselskapet Haug (O. A. Halvorsen), Oslo, renamed W. 
Barents. Rebuilt (1934?), 203 gt. WW II: Requisitioned by Den Konglige Norske Marine (The Royal 
Norwegian Navy) in Sept.-1939. Taken over by the Kriegsmarine in Kristiansand on Apr. 11-1940, 
renamed ND 16 Möwe (Hafenschutzflottille Hysnes). On Nov. 25-1943 she came across the 
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Norwegian MTB 688 and the British MTB 669 in the process of attempting to sink the Norwegian 
Kilstraum near Kya light. When the MTB's became aware of ND16 Möwe, they laid a smoke screen 
and took off (Möwe later claimed to have damaged one of them, but this was probably the smoke 
screen). En route back to Shetland the MTB's were spotted and attacked by German aircraft, with 
the result that MTB 669 had to be sunk because of the damages received. From Febr. 1-1944 this 
ship was used by 57th Vorposten Flotille as patrol vessel V 5723. Post War: In Ålesund on VE day, 
returned to owner in Sept.-1945. Sold in 1948 to Olav Dyrnes, Vestsmøla & Johs. Kjøl, Eide (fishery 
No. M-160-SM). Converted to seiner. As per 1955 she was 111.5’ x 22.1’ x 10.9’, 196 gt, and had a 
12cyl 4tev GM-Detroit dm 330bhp (1948) motor. In 1950 Jacob Dyrnes, Vestsmøla (son) became 
skipper. Olav Dyrnes died in 1955. Converted in 1965 to purse net seiner, new motor installed - 
Vølund dm 450bhp. Converted to industrial trawler in 1980. Condemned in 1982. 
260. Sven Harald PAUSETTE. Signed 8 September 1941. Stockholm. 

021 
DOB 18.6.1886. dipl. SV. 
He was a member of the Swedish Legation in 1909 when he attended a party hosted by the US 
Attorney General in Washington. From 
http://fultonhistory.com/Newspaper%2014/New%20York%20NY%20Herald/New%20York%20NY%
20Herald%201909/New%20York%20NY%20Herald%201909%20-%201869.pdf 

http://fultonhistory.com/Newspaper%2014/New%20York%20NY%20Herald/New%20York%20NY%20Herald%201909/New%20York%20NY%20Herald%201909%20-%201869.pdf
http://fultonhistory.com/Newspaper%2014/New%20York%20NY%20Herald/New%20York%20NY%20Herald%201909/New%20York%20NY%20Herald%201909%20-%201869.pdf
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261. Flying Officer James Ansford PULTON (78688). Signed 8 September 1941. 138 
Squadron, Newmarket. 

021 
He was in RAF Special Duties. KIA on 21 April 1942 while flying a Halifax (serial number V9976) 
which flew into Blauberg Mountain, Kreuth, Bavaria, Germany whilst on SOE Operation Whiskey. He 
is buried in Durnbach War Cemetery, Germany Coll. grave 9.H.20-24. 
No. 138 Squadron RAF was a squadron of the Royal Air Force that served in a variety of roles 
during its career, last disbanded in 1962. It was the first 'V-bomber' squadron of the RAF, flying the 
Vickers Valiant between 1955 and 1962. During World War II, it was reformed in 1941, from No. 
1419 Flight, as No. 138 (Special Duties) Squadron. It was based at RAF Tempsford, and was tasked 
with dropping agents and equipment of the Special Operations Executive inside occupied territory. 
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It carried out this role until March 1945 when it was reassigned to Bomber Command, operating 
under No. 3 Group. It was disbanded on 1 September 1950. 
From http://www.tempsford.20m.com/v9976.html: 
At two minutes before midnight on 20 April 1942, Hitler’s birthday, German aerial reconnaissance 
detected an unknown bomber just about to enter the territory of the German Reich, south of 
Strasbourg. The German listening posts detected an allied four-engine bomber and tracked it as it 
passed over Ravensburg and Kempten towards Lake Starnberg. They decided not to scramble the 
Luftwaffe to intercept it for the time being. Suddenly the enemy aircraft veered off to the south at 
an angle of almost 90 degrees and near to the Bavarian village of Kreuth, it disappeared from the 
"Geräuschmeldung" of the German air defence. The aeroplane had crashed at an altitude of about 
1,800 metres into the Blue Mountains, only a few metres below the summit ridge. 

  
This was the tragic end of Operation "Whiskey" but it was only the start of the huge mystery 
surrounding it. Although the 138 Squadron log book hasn't recorded the take-off of the mission, 
on 20 April 1942 the Halifax took off from Tempsford and headed east. What is surprising is that 
the aircraft’s normal pilot, R.C. Hockey was not sitting at the controls. It was piloted by no less than 
the commander of the RAF Tempsford airbase himself, Wing Commander W R Farley DFC. The SOE 
and the Royal Air Force were taking a great risk with this pilot: Farley was the most senior bearer of 
secrets at Tempsford. If he were to be captured by the Germans it would have disastrous 
consequences for the SOE. But obviously the mysterious mission under the code name “Operation 
Whiskey” was so important that Farley had to fly it himself. 
The RAF Halifax belonged to 138 Squadron, but for some unexplained reason, records of this 
mission are missing from the SOE files that were declassified in 1998. But none of the historians 
researching the SOE consider this to be a mere coincidence. The Halifax was on an assignment for 
the Soviet Secret Service with the support of the British S.O.E. 
The impact of the aircraft caused a huge explosion that lit up the small village of Kreuth in the 
valley below. An official rescue team was organised. But Kreuth huntsman Carl Vögele was faster 
than the Luftwaffe search party (who subsequently identified the aircraft as an RAF Halifax), and 
reached the wreck first. Amongst the smouldering wreckage he discovered some papers. We can 
only speculate about the contents of the papers he retrieved, but they must have been of such 

http://www.tempsford.20m.com/v9976.html
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tremendous importance that they were even brought to the attention of Hitler himself. Carl Vögele 
was given Hitler's Präsidialkanzlei des Führers und Reichskanzlers, with 500 Reichsmarks and the 
2nd class war service cross with swords. 
What destination did the ill-fated aircraft have? One possible answer: If we extend the flight path 
beyond the site of the crash, we come to Jenbach in Tyrol, at that time headquarters of Heinkel, 
one of Germany’s high-tech armaments centres. The galleries of an old mine had been turned into 
a secret aircraft factory in which V2 components were later built. 
When Farley and the crew failed to return from “Operation Whiskey” the following morning, R.C. 
Hockey was immediately appointed new commander of the Tempsford airbase. For the ten (?) crew 
members who perished, there is a brief entry in the log book for 21 April 1942: “Missing in 
operation”. As well as Wing Commander Farley there was a further British officer on board and six 
Polish Air Force aircrew, a total of eight persons. At the Commonwealth Cemetery at Dürnbach on 
the banks of the Tegernsee, set in the picturesque Upper Bavarian mountain scenery, they all now 
rest in peace. But as a final twist to the mystery, it has now been confirmed that there were two 
further bodies found, thought to possibly be those of two Austrian agents, Franz Löschl and Lorenz 
Mraz. 
To this day, in Kreuth and the Tegernsee Valley there persists a strong rumour that there was one 
more person on board the aircraft (not an official crew member of the aircraft) who, although badly 
wounded, survived the crash and who was given first aid by Carl Vögele, then helped to escape in 
the direction of Switzerland before the Luftwaffe search party arrived. This strongly held local belief 
is made all the more credible by those who knew Carl Vögele and who know that he had no time 
for the Nazis. 

   
This account of the last Flight, Halifax V9976 has been donated to this website by Dr. Michael Heim 
whose assistance is gratefully acknowledged. Also, following his recent death, we are grateful to 
the widow and family of Gregor Ruf in giving us special permission display some of the images on 
this page. 
In numerous secret missions the British provided only their logistics to the Russian side. This 
support was part of the secret operation “Pickaxe”, a cooperative agreement between the two 
countries. The wire-pullers in Moscow were better informed about the true objective than the 
British pilots at the controls. Under this agreement the NKWD was not obliged to provide the 
British with any explanations about the content and objective of the missions. The true purpose of 
the mission may remain a mystery until the Russian authorities make their records public and the 
true mission of the last Flight, Halifax V9976 would only be finally revealed in Moscow with the aid 
of old NKWD files. 
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The crew were W R Farley, Wing Commander (RAF); PULTON J A Flying Officer (RAF); KARBOWSKI 
Bronislaw, Sergeant (PAF); MADRACKI Czeslaw, Sergeant (PAF); VOELLNAGEL Antoni, Captain (PAF); 
WILMANSKI Leon, Sergeant (PAF); WOJCIECHOWSKI Mieczyslaw, Sergeant (PAF); and 
ZYGMUNTOWICZ Ryszard, Captain (PAF). 
After considerable correspondence with Dr. Michael Heim in Germany and with the approval of 
Wing Commander Farley's family, it was agreed that (as an act of reconciliation during the year of 
the 60th Anniversary of the end of World War 2) a small token part of the V9976 Halifax should be 
specially brought down from the Blauberg mountain in late June 2005, to be returned to 
Tempsford (with the kind permission of the current owners of the Tempsford airfield), 63 years 
after it last left on that moonlit night of 20 April 1942. To formally receive the part of her husband's 
aircraft from Dr Heim (present on behalf of the German people), the widow of Wing Commander 
Farley (aged 90) was present along with their daughter at a special small private ceremony held at 
the airfield in July 2005. 
Although flights from other squadrons occasionally used RAF Tempsford, there were two RAF 
squadrons based at Tempsford airfield; No 138 and 161 squadrons. Both were involved in these 
highly secret operations, that ranged over all of enemy occupied Europe, dropping agents or 
supplies. Losses were very high, with up to one aircraft per week being lost at some points during 
the war (especially around the D-Day period in 1944). Missions were concentrated on the "moon 
nights" of each month, where a full moon allowed for better night vision for the pilots. 
The main aircraft used for the "heavy duty work" of dropping containers and packages, were the 
Halifax and Stirling bombers, because of their ability to carry heavy loads of supplies over long 
distances... and for the highly daring work of landing at night to pick up and drop off agents were 
the Hudson and the "Lizzie", (Westland Lysander) undoubtably the most famous aircraft involved in 
this secret work, because it was robust and could land and take off in very short distances (very 
useful when trying to land in a rough field....at night). The old Armstrong Whitworth Whitley was 
also used initially for supply drops, but was eventually replaced by the Lockheed Hudson. True 
accounts of these missions almost defy belief, such as the Hudson landing one night in enemy 
occupied France, but getting completely bogged down in a muddy field, only getting away 2 hours 
40 minutes later after local oxen were used to pull it out, right under the German's noses! Aircraft 
would often return, riddled with bullets, or with pieces of a French hedgerow wrapped around the 
undercarriage. 
Taking off from Tempsford in a fully laden Halifax bomber was not without risk in itself. Half a mile 
to the East of the runway is Everton Hill. The trees on the hill which were in line with the flight path, 
were all felled to make take-off just possible, "... to give them a sporting chance...." . As you stand 
on the end of the runway today, looking east, the "bald patch" on the hill is still very obvious! The 
luck ran out for many aircrew in the skies above many parts of Europe. Being secret missions, the 
Tempsford aircraft were just as likely to be attacked by allied aircraft, unaware of their missions. 
Sadly, this did occur.  
Extremely low flying also resulted in casualties. The wreckage of one of the Tempsford Halifaxes of 
138 Squadron (V9976), is still, to this day, on the (virtually inaccessible) upper slopes of a mountain 
in the Bavarian Alps of Germany, where it crashed in April 1942.  
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From the Biggleswade Chronicle of 19th August 2005: 
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262. Major (later Lt. Colonel) Cecil Laurence ROSEBERRY. Signed 8 September 1941. C/O 
Foreign Office, London. 

021 
DOB 9.12.1891. 

Bromma departure list 9 September 1941 
He was head of the Italian Section, Special Operations Executive, in Baker Street, London. He is 
mentioned many times in David Stafford’s Mission Accomplished: SOE and Italy 1943-1945, Vintage, 
2012: 
p. 36 
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His is also mentioned in Mark Seaman’s Special Operations Executive: A New Instrument of War, 
Routledge, 2005, pp. 92, 96, 97, 98. 
263. Cyril DUCKWORTH. Signed 10 September 1941. 71 Duke Street, Askam-in-Furness, 
Lancashire. 

021 
DOB 8.9.1920. mekan. Eng. 
He is listed as a Group Sisu volunteer, RAF Ground Crew in Justin Brooke’s The Volunteers: The Full 
Story of the British Volunteers in Finland 1939-41. 
264. Mr Coenraad Willem Antoni Baron van HAERSOLTE (1909 – 1974). Signed 10 
September 1941. Netherland Foreign Office, London. 

021 
DOB not stated in the Bromma departure list shown above as he was travelling on a diplomatic 
pass. 
He was born on 9 March 1909 in Arnhem, Gelderland, NL and died on 14 July 1974 in Leiden, aged 
65. He was an ambassador. A E Kersten and A F Manning’s Documenten Betreffende De 
Buitenlandse Politiek Van Nederland 1919 – 1945 includes several references: 27.6.1941 To Van 
Haersolte. Finland: diplomatic relations with the Netherlanár. Instructions requested in connection 
with confidential notification of closure of legation without severance of diplomatic relations. 
28.6.1941 To Van Haersolte. Finland: diplomatic relations with the Netherlands. If no official 
notification of No. 68 had been received, termination of mission to be announced; if it had, surprise 
to be expressed. Sweden to manage Netherlands affairs. 30.6.1941 From Witting to Van Haersolte 
(Helsinki). Finland: diplomatic relations with the Netherlands. Confirmation of receipt of notification 
of termination of mission in Finland. 
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March 1942, London 
265. Wing Commander Felix LIUS? Signed 15 September 1941. RAF Sumburgh. 

021 
Zooming into the signature clearly shows that the first name is Felix, but the surname could be 
CIUS, GUIS, LUIS etc. It might be LOUIS. 
Sumburgh was under the control of No 13 Group, which was made up of six sectors: Wick, Dyce, 
Turnhouse, Usworth, Catterick and Church Fenton. Wick was home to Numbers 3 (Hurricanes), 804 
(Gladiators), 232 (Hurricanes), 504 (Hurricanes), 808 (Fulmars) and 141 (Defiant) Squadrons. Wick 
comprised four bases: Wick, Sumburgh, Castletown and Prestwick. 
According to http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Stations-S.htm#Sumburgh, the units based at 
Sumburgh the date this book was signed were 880 Sqn FAA (15 Sep - 11 Oct 1941) and a 
detachment from 404 Sqn (9 Oct - 1 Dec 1941); also, possibly detachments from 17 Sqn (Apr - Sep 
1941) and 272 Sqn (1 Apr 1941 - ?). 
From http://www.404squadron.com/sept1941.html: “At the end of September 1941, No.18 Group 
was informed that by 1 October, 404 Squadron (twenty air crews less three Observers) would be 
declared operational. The Group responded by informing S/L Woodruff that 'B' Flight would 
proceed to RAF Sumburgh in the Shetland Islands as soon as there were six aircraft with the 
modified gun turrets. F/L McHardy would command the Flight.” 
The Wing Commander of 404 Squadron in October 1941 was P H WOODRUFF but his signature 
doesn’t match: 

 
404 Squadron ORB, TNA AIR 27/1786/1 
There are no matches in The Navy List for October 1941: 

http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Stations-S.htm%23Sumburgh
http://www.404squadron.com/sept1941.html
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 HMS Condor 

 HMS Vulture 
The Squadron Leader of 17 Squadron in September 1941 was Stone. 
The only surnames ending in “ius” in The Air Force List for September 1941 are Cornelius, Delius, 
Jungius, Lemonius and Pretorius. 
266. PROBABLY Reverend Squadron Leader Anthony William Groves COPE BA (88642). 
Signed 15 September 1941. RAF Sumburgh. 

021 
The Air Force List for September 1941 includes the Reverend Anthony William Groves Cope. 

 
He was born on 28 December 1908 in Newcastle under Lyne. He died on 27 April 1991 in 
Tunbridge Wells. He was commissioned in the Chaplains Branch of the RAF on 11 December 1940. 
The LG 30 of November 1965 announced “Pursuant to the Pastoral Reorganisation Measure, 1949, 
the Church Commissioners hereby give notice that the Right Reverend Donald, Archbishop of York, 
has made, and deposited with them, an Order dated the 13th day of November 1965, authorising 
the Reverend Anthony William Groves Cope to hold in plurality the benefices of Hovingham and 
Slingsby both situate in the diocese of York, subject to the conditions specified in the said Order. 
Ronald M, J. Harris, Secretary.” 
267. Air Vice-Marshal Reginald Leonard George MARIX CB DSO MiD (17 August 1889 – 7 
January 1966). Signed 15 September 1941. HQ 18 Group. 

021 
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On 8 October 1914, he carried out one the earliest 'strategic' bombing raids in history, when he 
flew Sopwith Tabloid No 168 to Dusseldorf dropping his small bomb load on an airship hanger 
containing a Zeppelin which was destroyed. However, his return flight was cut short owing to 
damage sustained in the attack and he was compelled to land 20 miles short of his base at 
Antwerp and complete his journey on a borrowed bicycle. He was awarded the DSO for this action. 
He was awarded RAeC Certificate No 403 on 21 January 1913. In January 1916, he was tasked with 
the formation of a new No 3 Wing, which was to attack the Zeppelin manufacturing plants located 
in the Rhur. Leading the first elements of the across the channel to operate from French soil, he 
landed just outside Paris where the French asked him to test fly one of their new aircraft. Obliging 
them he unfortunately crashed the aircraft losing a leg as a result, thereby ending his active service. 
He was retired owing to being medically unfit for further service. Memorandum by the Director of 
the Air Department, Admiralty - LG 23 October 1914: "Flight Lieutenant Marix, acting under the 
orders of Squadron Commander Spenser Grey, carried out a successful attack on the Dusseldorf 
airship shed during the afternoon of the 8th October. From a height of 600 feet he dropped two 
bombs on the shed, and flames 500 feet high were seen within thirty seconds. The roof of the shed 
was also observed to collapse. Lieutenant Marix's machine was under-heavy fire from rifles and 
mitrailleuse and was five times hit whilst making the attack." 

 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Marix.htm: 
CB - 11 Jul 1940, DSO - 21 Oct 1914, MiD - 14 Mar 1916, MiD - 11 Jun 1942, Cwn, C - 29 
Aug 1917, PR2 - 12 Jun 1945. 
(RNR): - Sub-Lt: 1 Nov 1912, Lt: 17 Apr 1914, Flt Lt: 1 Jul 1914, Flt Cdr: 31 Oct 1914, Sqn Cdr: 1 
Jan 1916. 
(RAF): - Maj: 1 Apr 1918, Sqn Ldr: 1 Aug 1919 [1 Apr 1918], Wg Cdr: 1 Jul 1930, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 
1936, Act A/Cdre (unpd):23 Aug1939, Act AVM: 3 Sep 1939, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1940, Act 
AVM: 21 Feb 1941 – 42, A/Cdre (WS): 21 Feb 1941,A/Cdre: 1 Oct 1942 [21 Feb 1941], Act 
AVM: 11 Apr 1943, (T) AVM: 1 Jun 1943,  AVM: Retained. 
17 Apr 1913 Attached to Naval Flying School, NAS Eastchurch 
17 Aug 1913 Attended Central Flying School 
1914  Flight Commander, No 3 Sqn RNAS (Eastchurch/Gallipoli) 
 1 Jan 1916 Training Officer, No 3 Wing RNAS 
xx May 1916 Officer Commanding RNAS Manston 
xx Jun 1916 
 1 Aug 1919 Awarded Permanent Commission as a Major 
12 Nov 1919 Staff Officer 2nd Class (Stores etc.), HQ Coastal Area 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Marix.htm
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16 Jun 1920 Member, Aeronautical Committee of Guarantee (Germany) 
25 Oct 1921 Officer Commanding, M.T. Repair Depot 
11 Apr 1922 Supernumerary - non effective (Sick), RAF Depot.  
25 Sep 1922 Supernumerary, Electrical and Wireless School 
 2 Oct 1922 Staff, Electrical and Wireless School 
Mar/Apr 1924 Staff, Directorate of Operations and Intelligence 
xx xxx – 
26 Sep 1925 Placed on half pay list 
13 Oct 1924 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
24 Sep 1925 Air Staff, HQ RAF Mediterranean 
 8 Oct 1928 Air Staff, Deputy Directorate of Organisation 
11 Jul 1932 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
19 Sep 1932 Officer Commanding, RAF Base Malta 
16 Apr 1934 Officer Commanding, RAF Hal Far 
27 Apr 1936 Officer Commanding, RAF Calafrana 
 1 Feb 1937 SASO, HQ No 16 (Reconnaissance) Group 
xx xxx xxxx Officer Commanding, No 16 (Reconnaissance) Group 
23 Aug 1939 AOC, No 16 (Reconnaissance) Group 
 8 Jan 1940 Deputy SASO? HQ Coastal Command 
24 Mar 1941 AOC, No 18 (Reconnaissance) Group 
10 Mar 1942 AOA, RAF Ferry Command 
 1 Apr 1943 AOC, No 45 Group 
On 8 October 1914, he carried out one the earliest 'strategic' bombing raids in history, when he 
flew Sopwith Tabloid No 168 to Dusseldorf dropping his small bomb load on an airship hanger 
containing a Zeppelin which was destroyed.  However, his return flight was cut short owing to 
damage sustained in the attack and he was compelled to land 20 miles short of his base at 
Antwerp and complete his journey on a borrowed bicycle.  He was awarded the DSO for this 
action.  He was awarded RAeC Certificate No 403 on 21 January 1913. 
In January 1916, he was tasked with the formation of a new No 3 Wing, which was to attack the 
Zeppelin manufacturing plants located in the Rhur.  Leading the first elements of the across the 
channel to operate from French soil, he landed just outside Paris where the French asked him to 
test fly one of their new aircraft.  Obliging them he unfortunately crashed the aircraft losing a leg as 
a result, thereby ending his active service.     
He was retired owing to being medically unfit for further service. 
Memorandum by the Director of the Air Department, Admiralty, London Gazette, 23 October 
1914 
"Flight Lieutenant Marix, acting under the orders of Squadron Commander Spenser Grey, carried 
out a successful attack on the Dusseldorf airship shed during the afternoon of the 8th October. 
From a height of 600 feet he dropped two bombs on the shed, and flames 500 feet high were seen 
within thirty seconds.  The roof of the shed was also observed to collapse.  Lieutenant Marix's 
machine was under-heavy fire from rifles and mitrailleuse and was five times hit whilst making the 
attack." 
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268. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain and Air Vice Marshal] Cecil Stanley RICCARD 
CBE (16062). Signed 15 September 1941. HQ 18 Group. 

021 
He was made a Commander of the Military Division of the Most Excellent Order of the British 
Empire on 14 June 1945. According to www.authpro.com, he entered the RAF College in 1920, was 
a member of A Sqn. He also represented the college in Rugby. He was commissioned on 16 Aug 
1922 in the rank of Pilot Officer which was gazetted on 29 Sep 1922. He retired on 1 Jan 1951 in 
the rank of Gp Capt. On 1 March 1923, he was a Pilot Officer with No 39 Squadron. On 27 Nov 
1924, he was a Flying Officer with No 84 Squadron. On 1 March 1924, he was a Flying Officer with 
No 5 Flying Training School. On 17 Oct 1926, he was a Flying Officer with No 4 Flying Training 
School. On 8 April 1928, he was a Flight Lieutenant with No 14 Squadron. He flew Supermarine 
Southamptons between 1931 and 1933 whilst with 201 Squadron, of which he was Commanding 
Officer on 18 August 1940. In Jan 1934, he was Squadron Leader with No 205 Squadron. On 30 
May 1941, he was a Senior Air Staff Officer in HQ No 18 Group. In Dec 1943, as Group Captain, he 
was a Senior Air Staff Officer in No 201 (Naval Co-operation) Group. In Feb 1944, he was on the 
staff of AHQ Air Defences Eastern Mediterranean. 
From The Courier-Mail, Brisbane of Thursday 14 May 1936: 

 

 

 

http://www.authpro.com/
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From The Straits Times (Singapore) of Friday 28 August 1936: 
Story Behind R.A.F. Cruise To Australia 
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New Air Base At Darwin 
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From The Straits Times (Singapore) of 23 September1936: 
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269. Erik EUGNES. Signed 16 September 1941. No address. 

021 
He also signed this book on 20 October 1941. 
270. Captain Reidar BIONG. Signed 16 September 1941. No address. 

021 
DOB 15.1.1909. Pilot. Eng. 
He also signed this book on 20 October 1941. 
271. Vilhelm Andreas Wexelsen EVANG (9 November 1909 – 5 January 1983). Signed 16 
September 1941. Norwegian Legation, London. 

022 
DOB 9.11.1909. Kand M. Norsk. 
He was a Norwegian military officer. He headed the military intelligence in Norway from 1946 to 
1965. Evang was born in Aker as the son of Jens Ingolf Evang and Anna Beate Wexelsen. He grew 
up in Kristiania, and married Lisbeth Broch in 1938. He was a brother of civil servant Karl Evang. 
Evang finished his examen artium in 1927, and started studying natural sciences at the University of 
Oslo. As a student, Evang was a member of the radical left-wing organization Mot Dag, and as such 
in opposition to military service. He contributed to the encyclopaedia project Arbeidernes Leksikon 
in the 1930s, writing articles on geography and natural science. He later became a member of the 
Norwegian Labour Party. During the German attack on Norway in April 1940, Evang participated in 
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the fighting against the German troops, and eventually had to flee to Sweden. In Sweden, he came 
to be the head of the refugee camp in Öreryd. In 1942, he was called to London to work for the 
exiled Norwegian government. In London, he was employed at the Norwegian Ministry for 
Defence, working with security. Evang served as head of the Norwegian Intelligence Service from 
1946 to 1965, first as a Major, and from 1953 with the rank of Colonel. He was responsible for 
developing and expanding the intelligence service during the Cold War. Evang was also a 
controversial person, and had conflicts both with military officers and with the head of Norwegian 
Police Security Service, Asbjørn Bryhn. These conflicts eventually led to his resignation in 1965. 
272. Finn Harry HØYER. Signed 16 September 1941. Norwegian Legation, London. 

022 
DOB 4.9.1898. Kapt. Norsk. 
His DOB confirmed with the Norwegian Digital Archives. 
From http://www.begravdeioslo.no/maler/grav/grave_id/137292: 
Gravferdsetaten i Oslo kommune 

 
No further trace found. 
273. Captain [later Commodore] Peter Morten BREDSDORFF RNN. Signed 16 September 
1941. Norwegian Legation, London. 

022 
DOB 3.12.1888. K. Kapt. Norsk. 
He is described as “Head of a Norwegian exile squadron in Scotland” and “Senior Naval Air Officer”, 
the latter being from the War Diary Of Vice Admiral Commanding First Cruiser Squadron Sunday 
14th April 1940: “The British Vice Consul, Lieutenant Commander Cummings, DSC, RN (ret), the 
Senior Naval Officer, Kapitan Bredsdorff, the Senior Naval Air Officer, the Harbour Master, and the 
Chief Operator of Tromso W/T, who had been summoned though the agency of the above 
mentioned seaplane, called on me and informed me of the local situation. I ascertained there was a 
considerable quantity of oil fuel in the district, an oil barge, and that vessels of the British Tanker 
Company had been able to discharge alongside the jetty at the tank farm., that the wireless station 
at Tromso had already been bombed and was without defence as was the tank farm, further that 
some 200 Naval mines were stowed in close proximity to the oil tanks. In response to my enquiry I 
was informed that the local authorities were quite confident of being able to beat off any attack 
which may be made on Tromso Island by small parties of German troops operating from captured 
fishing boats. On return to Tromso on 15th April, I landed two machine guns manned by Marines 
as a temporary protection for the oil farm. I arranged that the Norwegian Coastal wireless station 
should broadcast enemy reports in plain language, using the call sign of any British warship 
(G.B.X.Z.) on 366 Kc/s wave.” He was captured (and became a POW) during Operation Zitronella, 
also known as Operation Sizilien (Sicily), which was an eight-hour German raid on Spitzbergen on 8 

http://www.begravdeioslo.no/maler/grav/grave_id/137292
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September 1943. A naval task force was assembled, comprising the battleships Tirpitz (in her only 
offensive action), Scharnhorst and nine destroyers (five Narvik class destroyers: Z27, Z29, Z30, Z31, 
Z33, and Erich Steinbrinck, Karl Galster, Theodor Riedel, Hans Lody). On 8 September, a battalion of 
German troops was landed, supported by naval gunfire, seizing the facilities at Barentsburg and 
forcing the Norwegian garrison to withdraw into the hinterland. After destroying the coal depots 
and other facilities, the German forces voluntarily withdrew from an untenable position. 
274. Ernst PAUL. Signed 16 September 1941. 16 Laurel Gardens, London NW7. 

022 
DOB 27.4.1897. 
From http://www.esslinger-zeitung.de/lokal/esslingen/esslingen/Artikel454417.cfm (translated by 
Google): The Social Democrat Paul Ernst, 20 years for the electoral district of Esslingen German 
Member of Parliament, is hardly known today. Probably wrongly. He has established itself as a 
defense spokesman for his group, an idea that still formulated as Basic Law Article 45 a, that "the 
protection of fundamental rights and to assist the Bundestag in exercising parliamentary control 
(...) appointed a military officer of the Bundestag" are needs. Willy Brandt, former Chancellor, 
named Ernst Paul in 1972 on the occasion of his 75th Birthday a man, "to which we Social 
Democrats, but also all democrats of our people can be proud us. Ernst Paul, the foremost 
confidant of community spirit Sudeten German Social Democrats" And Brandt knew who he was 
talking. Paul had fled in 1938 after the occupation of the Sudetenland to Sweden. Brandt said: "He 
was the one who took me in a transit camp, when I came in 1940 from Norway to Sweden. In the 
following years we had been so close contact, because Ernst Paul co-chairman and honorary 
secretary I had that working group that had called the Small International '. Together with fellow 
fate of a number of countries and with our Scandinavian friends then we have formulated 
objectives for peace democratic socialists." In Austria, the former Habsburg monarchy, the political 
path of Ernst Paul has begun. Fate would have it also, that in 1978 he made his last breath in his 
Austrian resort Gallspach. Ernst Paul was on 27 Born April 1897 in Stone Village, a small community 
workers in North Bohemia, where dwelt exclusively German. After attending a primary school, he 
was home workers in the textile industry before he completed a typesetter teaching. The 
apprentice years were for him, as he recalls, "meaningful learning years, I will never forget. I got a 
good job and nursed both my appetite for reading.” At age 16, Paul joined the German Social 
Democratic Labour Party in Czechoslovakia at (DSAP) and was in the years 1919 to 1926 Chairman 
of the Social Democratic Youth League. As a soldier he had attended from 1914 to 1918 in the First 
World War. About war experiences, there are few reports of Paul himself. He explains: “During my 
long front service I have never distinguished myself heroically, I have never been a coward.” As a 
23-year-old he met Josef Seliger know in Teplitz. “It was the city Josef Seliger, the man who was 
destined to become a leader. I liked one of his students,” he wrote. A new phase of its 
development, and thus a wealth of new tasks came up to him, when the party leadership in 1924 
appointed Paul as head of the Central Agency for Education. The executive committee had become 
the headquarters in Prague, and also the paper Social Democrat was published there. Paul worked 
as an editor. During this time he learned the Czech language. “Fourteen years of my life I should be 
allowed to be in Prague. It was a good, hard time before the Prague formative years were over.” 
The strongest German Party in Czechoslovakia in 1920, the Socialist Democracy. With over 44 
percent of all German votes it had during the Prague Parliament on 31 seats. Only caused by the 
Communists splitting of German social democracy, a “considerable improvement in the situation of 
National Socialism in the Sudetenland," analysed Paul. First, you could still help fellow Socialists 

http://www.esslinger-zeitung.de/lokal/esslingen/esslingen/Artikel454417.cfm
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and Democrats who had fled from Germany, where they had lost the battle to Czechoslovakia. But 
even there, the situation was more serious. To save his life, had to emigrate to Sweden Ernst Paul in 
1939 as a political refugee. Now according to the Czech language he learned Swedish. Hitler's war 
policy had bitter consequences for his living in Denmark and Norway in exile friends. Many could 
only escape from the concentration camp, by continuing fled to Sweden, where they were looked 
after by Paul and others. The end of the war as Paul describes: “At last the war was over, the 
murders become increasingly meaningless over. A hundredweight load us for years was mentally 
depressed, taken from us.” Paul immediately wanted to return to Germany and travel to the 
American zone, where most of his friends lived Sudeten. But the occupation authorities agreed to 
the wish not to, so that Paul received an unlimited residence permit until the year 1948. He had to 
spend almost a decade in Sweden. The Stuttgart area, Ernst Paul randomly offered as a new 
location. His intention to publish a newspaper, he was in the Allgemeine Zeitung, the SPD state 
organ in Stuttgart realize. For several years he worked as chief editor. In Esslingen, he found many 
like-minded friends from before. 1949, 17,500 Esslinger - then a quarter of the urban population - 
new residents. Paul immediately got an apartment with a Swabian family Oberesslingen. For the 
election of the first German Bundestag on 14 August 1949, however, Paul came in Esslingen, not as 
a candidate in the constituency. He received his seat on the 4th place on the state list. About his 
new start in Esslingen, he said: “In order for a desired expectation was fulfilled. Writing may be able 
to operate politically - there can be anything better? After ten years of eventful and often 
discontinuous break in exile?” And yet the start was not easy as a Social Democratic member. Not 
only many former party colleague from the common home was felt Paul could not have the right 
understanding for displaced because he finally come out of exile and in neutral Sweden during the 
war years were spent in safety. With a lot of use in Esslingen and commitment in Bonn Paul could 
only gradually correct this. In the following general election on 6 September 1953 took reputation 
of Ernst Paul against the CDU candidate Thomas, there was a bitter defeat. With a high turnout of 
82.5 percent, the SPD lost with sobering 27.7 percent in the race for the direct mandate, which fell 
43.7 percent to reputation. Nevertheless, Paul was on the national list again a parliamentary 
mandate. Also in the next elections, he could never win the direct mandate. Ernst Paul came 
through bitter experience to a tireless worker for the European and international cooperation. He 
has mitformuliert the German-Danish minority in the Bundestag 1955 Agreement. He was a 
member of the Euro Europe for 17 years. He was chairman of the Committee on Population and 
Refugees. In this capacity, he even invited the Committee to Germany and brought him to the 
remaining refugee camps in the Stuttgart area. “This way,” said Paul, “I made in Euro Europe not 
only European but also German politics.” Upon leaving the Euro Europe 1967 Paul received the 
European Medal, and he was really proud of this award, though he never expected thanks or even 
acknowledgment. Helmut Schmidt, former Chairman of the SPD Parliamentary Group, praised him: 
“Whoever reports on your activities there, pointed out that you have rid yourself of your task with 
devotion, with dignity and skill in dealing with foreign parliamentarians. Your attitude at the time of 
the Third Reich, and your international calls from emigration are you sure it was of great benefit.” 
An initiative of Ernst Paul is thanks to them that Pope Paul VI. In 1964 the first SPD delegation 
received in private audience, and with that came the first official contact between the Vatican and 
the SPD. With the Deputy SPD chairman Fritz Erler, the Bavarian SPD Member of Parliament from 
Waldemar Knoeringen and Ernst Paul, the Pope talked in German. To Paul's 80th Birthday in 1977 
were in Esslingen many gathered who had rank and name of the party: Willy Brandt, companion of 
many years, Erhard Eppler, the state chairman of Baden-Württemberg, Federal Minister Volker 
Hauff, Paul's successor as Esslinger constituency MP, Walter Hirrlinger, the former Minister of 
Labour and Social Security, and Wolfgang Drexler, at that time chairman of the local association. In 
his speech, Willy Brandt said: “As of Ostpolitik was hardly mentioned, Ernst Paul has tried to show 
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practical ways that could lead to pan-European progress. Therefore, he has not hesitated to 
commit themselves to a policy of accommodation, cooperation and understanding with 
neighbouring countries in the East.” 
He is included in the index to SOE file reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

 
275. Lieutenant Per Konrad Christian Mohr AAS. Signed 16 September 1941. Norwegian 
Legation, London. 

022 
DOB 18.1.1919. Herr. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. He flew with 330 Squadron at RAF Sullom Voe, Shetland. 

 
http://www.digitaltmuseum.no/things/lytnant-per-christian-aas-med-mannskap-
fra/FMU/FMU.401325 
He was killed on 4 April 1943 whilst a passenger in a Lodestar (G-AGEJ) being flow from Bromma to 
Leuchars. On board were the crew, Captain Erik Engnæs, co-pilot Oddvar Wenger and telegraphist 
Harald Pillgram Wilhelmsen. The five passengers, all Norwegian, were Elias Svendsen, E. Andresen, 
Per Aas, A Fyrwald and C W Herzberg. The plane was last seen when it passed out of Lysekil at 
03.13 approx. 3000 m elevation. After that, everything was silent. It is believed that the plane was 
shot down by Werner Speidel (10./NJG.3) NW of Skagen, Denmark. 
See Blockade Runners, p.179. 
276. Gudrun Susanna RAMSTAD. Signed 16 September 1941. Royal Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, London. 

022 
DOB 3.1.1899. Fru. Norsk. 
She is mentioned in the LG, 25 January 1946: 
Foreign Office, January 24th, 1946. DIPLOMATIC PRIVILEGES (EXTENSION) ACT, 1944. In pursuance 
of subsection i (a) of Section 3 of the Diplomatic Privileges Extension) Act (7 & 8 Geo. 6 Chapter 44) 
His Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs has compiled the following list of 
representatives of the Governments of foreign Sovereign Powers attending the First General 
Assembly of the United Nations, together with the members of their official staffs, who are entitled 
to diplomatic immunities, the said list taking effect from the 5th January, 1946. 

http://www.digitaltmuseum.no/things/lytnant-per-christian-aas-med-mannskap-fra/FMU/FMU.401325
http://www.digitaltmuseum.no/things/lytnant-per-christian-aas-med-mannskap-fra/FMU/FMU.401325
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She could be related to Gudrun Margerita Ramstad who is mentioned in this story from 
http://himmelfallen.info/w/boh65jtd3i1rfmim.html: 
The Swedish convert Gudrun Margerita Ramstad had a tendency to fall in love with Catholic priests. 
Eventually she became notorious throughout Scandinavia for this. The above JO Smit who was 
bishop of Oslo found still sorry for her and offered counselling, which, however, he had to cancel 
for fear of scandal. In 1928 he resigned as bishop and moved to Rome to be canon of St Peter's in 
charge of the papal ceremonies. But Miss Ramstad followed, and after the end of Vespers in St. 
Peter's Basilica 24 November 1929 she directed a revolver against Smit. The weapon was unloaded, 
and the Vatican's own police made sure to get Miss Ramstad repatriated. But a rumour claiming 
that a shot was really fired. After the use of weapons in a church, the church must inaugurated 
again, and this should then have happened with Peter's Church - in secret. 
No further trace found. 
277. Bruce Rennie LAING RNZN (NZD1285). Signed 16 September 1941. Fleet Air Arm 
(NZD). 

022 
DOB 8.5.1918. Pilot. Eng. 
On 22 September 1940, a force of 12 Swordfish and six Skuas participated in an operation named 
"DT". The weather was so bad they never found Trondheim. Swordfish L2860 "5F" force of 825 
squadron took off from HMS Furious on Trondheim landed on Lake Krycktjärn in Jämtland, Sweden. 
Sub Lt R L R Morgan, B R Laing and Sub Lt MacLeod-Rees were interned. Laing was repatriated on 
16 September 1941 to RAF Leuchars (the day he signed this visitor’s book). See the entry for 
Kenneth Robert King which follows. 

http://himmelfallen.info/w/boh65jtd3i1rfmim.html
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 Photo Gösta Sundberg 
From Making for Sweden Part 1: 

 
After the German invasion of Denmark and Norway on 9th April 1940, several Royal Navy aircraft 
carriers operated off the Norwegian coast on a relief basis. These were HMS Ark Royal, HMS 
Furious and HMS Glorious. HMS Glorious was sunk by the German battle-cruisers Gneisenau and 
Scharnhorst on 8 June, after it had recovered the Gladiators and Hurricanes from Bardufoss. 
The Royal Navy operations culminated with the Furious launching attacks in September and 
October. The main target was shipping in Trondheim and Tromso. The operation in Tromso was the 
first full squadron torpedo attack by night, preceding the famous Taranto strike by a month. These 
operations did not cause severe losses to the German fleet, and can best be described as pinpricks. 
During September 1940, 825 Squadron joined HMS Furious twice to operate in Norwegian waters. 
When the Furious sailed from Scapa Flow on the 20th, she had nine Fairey Swordfish Mk Is from 
825 Squadron, nine Blackburn Skua Mk IIs from 801 Squadron and nine Fairey Swordfish Mk Is 
from 816 Squadron on board. 
Upon reaching the waters off the estuary of Trondheim fjord in the early morning of the 22nd, six 
Swordfish of 825 Squadron flew off from the carrier at 0256 hours GMT+ 1. The first formation was 
followed by five Swordfish from 816 Squadron at 0302 hours GMT+l. The Skuas left the carrier in 
one formation of six aircraft at 0327 hours. (*ADM 53/112273). The six aircraft of 825 Squadron 
were scattered by bad weather and the attack was made individually. L2860 found the harbour and 
released its load whilst under fire from the anti-aircraft batteries, but received no hits. 
After the attack, Furious could not be found and the decision was taken to head for Sweden. 
Norway was crossed without incident but, with fuel running low, L2860 was ditched on Lake 
Krycktjarn six miles east of Stugun village. 
The crew was captured by the local police force, who handed them over to personnel from Wing F4 
of the Swedish Air Force at Östersund. The crew was then questioned at Östersund. Later they were 
sent to Främby internment camp. 
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Aircraftman Laing was repatriated first on 9 September 1941, after nearly a year of internment. 
Sub-Lieutenants MacLeod-Rees and Morgan were repatriated in December in exchange for 
German aircrew that had landed in Sweden. The repatriation was done on a head for head basis, a 
policy which later in the war resulted in Allied aircrew sent home 'on credit'. 
The faithful Swordfish, which belonged to a batch delivered between June 1937 and January 1938, 
had been transferred to the Admiralty on 24th May 1939, and was later salvaged. It was 
transported to F4 and completely dismantled. Component parts of the aircraft were examined by 
SAAB and the Swedish Air Force's technical staff. The fuselage and wings were sold as scrap, but 
the engine, propeller and certain equipment was stored at the F3 Wing Malmslätt, near Linköping. 
278. Kenneth Robert KING. Signed 16 September 1941. Fleet Air Arm, London. 

022 
DOB 21.5.1920. Pilot. Eng. 

Bromma departure list for 15 September 1941 
On Friday, 20 September 1940, in an operation named “DT”, aircraft carrier Furious, heavy cruisers 
Berwick and Norfolk, and destroyers Somali, Matabele, and Eskimo departed Scapa Flow at 1230. At 
0300 on 22nd in 64‑30N, 07‑50E, aircraft carrier Furious flew off eleven Swordfish of 816 and 825 
Squadrons and six Skuas of 801 Squadron to attack Trondheim. Bad weather spoiled the operation 
and no results were observed. Five Swordfish and one Skua were lost; of these, one Swordfish and 
one Skua landed in Sweden. Lt (A) M A J J Hanrahan, Midshipman (A) A O Atkins, and Naval Airman 
A R Purchase of one Swordfish of 816 Squadron, Acting S/Lt (A) H Alan Cheetham and S/Lt (A) 
Hugh Noel Crawford Hearn, air gunner Naval Airman C D Jago in a Swordfish of 825 Squadron, and 
Temporary Lt (A) H Deterding RNVR (Deterding was a retired millionaire in his late 30s; his father 
was the founder of Shell petroleum), Acting S/Lt (A) Douglas A Poynter, and Naval Airman H W 
Brown of another Swordfish of 825 Squadron were captured. Temporary S/Lt (A) R L R Morgan 
RNVR, Acting S/Lt (A) I M MacLeod Rees, and Leading Airman B R Laing of one Swordfish of 825 
Squadron and Probationary S/Lt (A) B F Wigginton RNVR, and Naval Airman K R King of 801 
Squadron were interned. King was repatriated on 16 September 1941 to RAF Leuchars (the day he 
signed this visitor’s book). 
From Making for Sweden Part 1: 

 
L2942 and five other Skuas from 801 Squadron flew off H.M.S. Furious at 0413 hours GMT+l 
Squadron for the attack on ships in Trondheim harbour. The bomb load was released under fire but 
the aircraft was not hit. Trying to find the Furious after the attack was futile and so a course was set 
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for Sweden. Not possessing maps covering Swedish territory, and short of fuel, the crew decided to 
land on a long stretch of water, which in fact was Faxeälven (a river). The aircraft sank beside a 
bridge crossing the river near the vicarage of Ramsele. The crew swam ashore, where they were 
taken into the custody of the local police, and were later turned over to the personnel of the 
Swedish Air Force. 

 
S/Lt Bernhard Wigginson and Naval Aircraftman Kenneth King after their successful landing 
Sub-Lieutenant Wigginson and Naval Airman King were interrogated by the Swedish Air Force and 
were then sent to Främby for internment. In December they were repatriated together with Sub-
Lieutenants MacLeod-Rees and Morgan from L2860 (Case 3). The aircraft was salvaged and was 
later dismantled. Some of the components were sent to SAAB for examination. After this, the 
various items were stored at Malmen (F3 Wing) near Linkoping. L2942 was sold as scrap after the 
war. 
279. John Bernard PICKARD. Signed 16 September 1941. 9 Poplar Grove, Hazel Grove, 
Stockport. 

022 
DOB 7.11.1910. ing. Eng. 
Genes Reunited lists John Bernard Pickard born in 1910 in Redmile, Leicestershire. Genes Reunited 
also lists John B Pickard, born in 1910, leaving the UK in 1954 on Ascania from Liverpool to 
Montreal, Canada. No further trace found. 
280. Norman Maxwell OLLEY. Signed 16 September 1941. London. 

022 
DOB 1.10.1905. ing. Eng. 
Genes Reunited lists Norman Maxwell Olley born in 1905 in West Ham and died in 1987 on the Isle 
of Wight. No further trace found. 
281. Jan Van Der SCHANS. Signed 16 September 1941. London Hollands Legation. 

022 
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DOB 11.5.1919. herr. Holl. 
According to several web site forums, it is claimed there were 17 Dutch volunteers in the Finnish 
Winter War. From http://www.axishistory.com/various/34-finland-general/finland-general/212-
foreign-volunteers-in-the-winter-war: 
Volunteers by nationality on March 13th 1940 
(According to official Finnish figures) 
Austria 2 
Belgium 51 
Czechoslovakia 1 
Estonia 56 
France 2 
Germany 18 
Italy 7 
Latvia 4 
Lithuania 2 
Luxembourg 3 
Netherlands 17 
Poland 6 
Portugal 1 
Switzerland 6 
United Kingdom 13 
Yugoslavia 1 
Without nationality 15 
No trace found. 
282. Albert WAGENBORG. Signed 16 September 1941. London Dutch Legation. 

022 
DOB 30.7.1922. sjäm. Holl. No trace found. 
283. Sergeant Birger FJÆRVOLL. Signed 16 September 1941. London. 

022 
Member of 76 Squadron. KIA in 29 July 1943 whilst flying in a Halifax serial number ED244 on a 
bombing operation over Germany. 
From http://www.luftwaffe.no/Table2.htm: 

 

http://www.axishistory.com/various/34-finland-general/finland-general/212-foreign-volunteers-in-the-winter-war
http://www.axishistory.com/various/34-finland-general/finland-general/212-foreign-volunteers-in-the-winter-war
http://www.luftwaffe.no/Table2.htm
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284. Lieutenant Colonel Nils BORCHGREVINK. Signed 23 September 1941. Norwegian 
Legation, London. 

022 
DOB 3.3.1918. stud. Norsk. 
The Imperial War Museum has a recording of an interview with him. Norwegian NCO served with 
Befalskole and cadet at Krigsskolen Military Academy in Norway, 1936-1940; escaped from Norway 
to GB via Sweden, 1940-1941; served as staff officer with Norwegian Bde in GB and Norway, 1941-
1945; cadet at Swedish Artillery Staff. 

 
4 May 2008 (aged 90) 
From http://naturvernforbundet.no/nyheter/nils-borchgrevink-er-gaatt-bort-article8622-796.html: 
Published 4 May 2008. 3 March 2008, Lt. Col. Nils Borchgrevink celebrated his 90th birthday. At the 
end of last month he died. With him is one of our greatest conservationists in the last century 
passed out of time. 65 years of active conservation work is completed, the last 25 as an honorary 
member of the Earth Norway. Nils Borchgrevink loomed in many ways in nature conservation: As a 
thinker and ideologue, as a writer and speaker, as inspiration, as "diplomat" in relation to the 
forestry industry, and as a natural friend and guide. Nils Borchgrevink stood for a comprehensive 
conservation and society. 
285. Sergner DMITRIEV. Signed 17 September 1941. Russian Embassy. 

023 
DOB 3.1.1901. Rysk. His first name is probably Sergey. No trace found. 
286. Pavel Nikolayevich FOMENKO. Signed 17 September 1941. Russian Embassy. 

023 
DOB 13.1.1909. Rysk. 
Email dated 8 May 2014 from Auke de Vlieger to Trevor Baker: 
Probably Pavel Nikolayevich Fomenko, born 13 Jan 1909. There's a short biography of him on 
http://www.hrono.ru/biograf/bio_f/fomenkopn.php, but it doesn't say what he did in 1941. He was 
a Lt.Col., artilleryman, engineer, and former General Staff officer. He was in Sweden from 1940-
1941. 
Translated by Bing: 

http://naturvernforbundet.no/nyheter/nils-borchgrevink-er-gaatt-bort-article8622-796.html
http://www.hrono.ru/biograf/bio_f/fomenkopn.php
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Russian. Of the employees. Engineer-Lieutenant Colonel. In the RED ARMY in 1930. A member of 
the Communist Party in 1939. He graduated from the school in putivl (1926), Tambov rabfak (1928), 
two courses of Moscow State University (1930), military artillery Academy (1930-1935). 
The MINISTRY staff of the RED ARMY, GRU General: available (March 1935-July 1938), seconded by 
several months in Holland, then was on constant work in the USSR trade representation in 
Germany. In July 1938, the Assistant Head of Department of artillery and small arms 3 (military 
technology) Department. He worked in Sweden (1940-1941), China (late 1940 's), Germany (1957-
1961). In 1945, Deputy Head of section 8-1. 
Decorated with the orders of the red banner of labour (1944), World War I art. (1945). 
Alekseev, M. A., Kolpakidi a., Kočik V.ya. Encyclopedia of Military Intelligence 1918-1945, Gg. M., 
2012, c. 800. 
287. George GIBSON CH. Signed 17 September 1941. Rushford Avenue, Manchester 19. 

023 
DOB 3.4.1885. sckr. Brittish. 
Confederation of Health Service Employees General Secretary. His home address was given as 1 
Rushford Avenue, Levenshume, Manchester. 
From http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/93175?docPos=1: 

  
George Gibson by Bassano 
Gibson, George (1885–1953), trade unionist and mental health worker, was born at 98 Cumberland 
Street, Glasgow, on 3 April 1885, the third son and seventh of the eleven children of Johnston 
Robertson Gibson (b. 1847), outdoor labourer, oil merchant, and tobacconist, and his wife, Mary 
(c.1852–1909), daughter of Hugh McDermott and his wife, Annie. His father was a Northern Irish 
protestant and his mother was a Scottish protestant. Gibson attended Tureen Street public school 
from the age of five until the age of eleven, when he hit the teacher with his slate (the teacher had 
thrown a rolled tawse at him). Too scared to return to school, Gibson found a job as a tailor's 
assistant, the first of a series of jobs with limited prospects that he held during his teens and early 
twenties. In 1910 he lost his job as a bottler in a local pub after informing the customers that the 
only difference between the Irish and Scottish blended whisky sold at the pub was the colour. 
Unable to find a job in Glasgow, Gibson took a job as an asylum attendant at the Winwick Asylum 
in Newton-le-Willows near Warrington, Lancashire. 
Gibson's new colleagues were in dispute with their employers over the provisions of the 
1909 Asylum Officers' Superannuation Act, which had replaced a non-contributory pension scheme 
with a less generous contributory scheme. Dissatisfied with the Asylum Workers' Association, 
attendants from Winwick and other asylums across Lancashire met at the Mason's Arms in 
Whitefield, Manchester, and formed the National Asylum Workers' Union (NAWU). Gibson 

http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/93175?docPos=1
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represented Winwick at the meeting and was elected honorary general secretary. In 1913, with the 
union on the brink of financial collapse, he was made general and organizing secretary, a position 
which he held until his retirement in 1947. 
Having improved the NAWU finances, Gibson enlisted in the Royal Garrison Artillery in May 1915. 
Shortly before his unit left for France, he married, on 28 July 1915, Ellen (1886/7–1918), daughter of 
John Henry Crossfield. Their only child, a daughter, was born in 1916. Gibson rose rapidly through 
the ranks, receiving a commission in 1917. Having twice been mentioned in dispatches, he left the 
army in 1919 with the rank of lieutenant, and resumed his union post. Following the death of his 
first wife, he married, on 2 August 1919, Eva Crabtree (b. 1893/4), a widow, the daughter of Thomas 
Rowson, dock labourer. They had three daughters and two sons. 
Under Gibson's leadership, assisted by his deputy Herbert Shaw, the NAWU grew in size and 
influence during the inter-war years. Not only did Gibson seek to unionize asylum attendants and 
improve their terms and conditions of service, but he also strove to professionalize their 
occupation and modernize the mental health services, advocating the humane treatment of 
patients and speaking out against proponents of sterilization. He gave evidence on behalf of his 
union to the royal commission on lunacy and mental disorder, in 1925, and later helped the Labour 
minister of health Arthur Greenwood draft theMental Treatment Act, 1930. He sought to achieve 
his objectives through the Whitley council, but was not averse to using strike action. In 1923 he 
played a critical role in the Radcliffe Mental Hospital strike, persuading the male attendants to 
occupy the wards and keeping them informed of developments using semaphore. When the Daily 
News called into question Gibson's commitment to the strike by reporting that he and Shaw left 
the scene to attend a Nottingham race meeting, they brought a libel action against the editor. 
Gibson and Shaw won their case, receiving damages and a printed apology. 
From the late 1920s Gibson began to play a wider role in the trade union movement. In 1928 the 
public employees' section of the Trades Union Congress elected him as their representative on the 
TUC general council, of which he remained a member until 1948. He took part in TUC attempts to 
unionize nurses and improve their conditions. In 1940 he was elected TUC president and chairman 
of the general council. After his term of office ended in September 1941, he attended the annual 
conference of the Swedish trade union confederation in Stockholm as the TUC representative. 
While in Sweden he had a private meeting with the Finnish trade unionist Eero Vuori, at the behest 
of Anthony Eden, in a vain attempt to persuade the Finnish labour movement to pressure their 
government into ending the ‘Continuation War’ with the Soviet Union. On his return to the UK, 
Gibson left for the USA to attend the International Labour Organization conference in New York 
and raise American support for the British. During the Second World War Gibson represented the 
TUC on a variety of government bodies. He was a member of the Ministry of Food trade union 
advisory committee (1939–40), a member of the Rushcliffe committee on the pay of nurses (1941–
3), a director of the Children's Overseas Reception Board (1940), and vice-chairman of the National 
Savings Committee (1943–9). He was awarded an honorary doctorate by Manchester University in 
1945, and in the 1946 birthday honours list was made a Companion of Honour in recognition of his 
war work. 
When the Labour Party came to power in 1945 Gibson was one of several senior trade unionists 
given important public posts, because the government trusted them to represent the interests of 
working people. He was appointed chairman of the North Western Regional Board of Industry in 
1945, and in the following year became a member of the National Investment Council, chairman of 
North West Industrial Estates, a director of the Bank of England, and a member of the Treasury 
excess profits tax advisory panel. He made speeches on a wide range of topics, including 
demobilization and regional development. Gibson's union colleagues did not look favourably on 
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these roles, which they felt were diverting his energies away from the union at a crucial time. The 
NAWU, renamed the Mental Hospital and Institutional Workers' Union in 1930, had just merged 
with the Hospitals and Welfare Services Union to form the Confederation of Health Service 
Employees (COHSE). Some COHSE members were also unhappy with Gibson's involvement in 
Winston Churchill's United Europe movement. At the COHSE conference in December 1947 
disgruntled union members attempted to remove Gibson from the post of general secretary. 
Having defeated these attempts, Gibson announced his retirement from the union, aged sixty-two. 
He also resigned as chairman of the North West Regional Board of Industry. 
During this period of flux in Gibson's career he began to associate with the convicted fraudster 
Sydney Stanley, who touted his services as a ‘contact man’ to businessmen seeking raw materials 
allocations, import licences, and other permissions. Stanley introduced himself to Gibson on a train 
from Manchester to Euston some time in December 1946 or January 1947. They met each other 
several times on the train in the coming months. On one occasion, in April 1947, Stanley was 
accompanied by his brother Marcus Wulkan, who had met Gibson at a fund-raising event during 
his visit to the USA in 1941. Wulkan expressed a desire to help the UK out of its financial plight. 
Gibson invited the brothers to attend a dinner party. Stanley befriended Gibson over the course of 
the following months, promising donations to causes Gibson supported, paying for a private dinner 
party, arranging for a new suit to be made for Gibson, and giving him trivial gifts. In return Gibson 
invited Stanley to several dinners, introducing him to senior politicians, who assumed Stanley was 
respectable because of his relationship with Gibson. Some time in the autumn of 1947 Stanley 
offered Gibson the chairmanship of a new company at a salary of £10,000 after it had been floated. 
Gibson did not take up the offer, preferring to accept public office as chairman of the North 
Western Electricity Board, taking up the post in April 1948 after resigning from the TUC general 
council. He did, however, make enquiries about the procedure for floating new companies, passing 
on the information to Stanley. The events surrounding the company flotation and Gibson's 
friendship with Stanley were to be his downfall. 
In September 1948 the London Metropolitan Police and the Lord Chancellor began an inquiry into 
allegations of corruption at the Board of Trade. Having received the Lord Chancellor’s report, the 
prime minister, Clement Attlee, appointed a tribunal of inquiry into the allegations. Chaired by Sir 
George Lynskey, the tribunal called Gibson and others to give evidence. After considering days of 
evidence, the tribunal found that Stanley had offered the chairmanship to Gibson in return for his 
help in floating the company. Although Gibson had declined the offer, he continued to assist 
Stanley in his scheme. The tribunal was ‘satisfied that Mr. Gibson did this in the hope of material 
advantage to himself’ (The Times, 26 Jan 1949, 4). The finding was damning and Gibson resigned 
his public posts and retired from public life. He did not retire quietly, writing to Winston Churchill 
to plead his innocence and to Harold Wilson to berate him for spreading malicious gossip. He also 
appeared in a newsreel, denying the charges and attacking the inquisitorial nature of the Lynskey 
tribunal which had prevented him from defending himself. Until the end of his life he continued to 
maintain that he had acted properly. 
Gibson was not a healthy man. He suffered from respiratory problems as a result of being gassed 
during the First World War, and was overweight. Otherwise an affable family man with a fondness 
for comic songs, he was soured by the experience of the tribunal. He did not, however, see his own 
position in a tragicomic light: in his unpublished memoirs he likened his sufferings to those of Lord 
Byron, Oscar Wilde, and Alfred Dreyfus. His obituary in the Manchester Guardian was more 
proportionate, downplaying the significance of the scandal that blighted the end of his career while 
remembering the many and various contributions that he made to the trade union movement and 
the war effort. Gibson died of cardiac failure, flu and bronchitis, and arteriosclerosis, at his home, 2 
Demesne Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester, on 4 February 1953; he was survived by his wife. 
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288. Acting Pilot Officer, later Flight Lieutenant Ronald PEARCE (185060). Signed 21 
September 1941. C/O Polish Force, London. 

023 
The LG 3 March 1942 states “Training Branch | From R. Pearce to R. C. Jones, incl. 16th Nov. 1941.” 
He relinquished his commission on 9 July 1951 but his service was extended and he was promoted 
to Flight Lieutenant on 10 November 1955. The LG, 7 May 1974 announced his retirement. 
289. Capt Lucjan FIJUTH. Signed 21 September 1941. C/O Polish Force, London. 

023 
According to various Polish websites (translated by Google), Lucjan Fijuth was involved in training 
Polish troops at RAF Ringway. He was Commanding Officer 13 Observation Squadron, a unit of the 
Polish Air Force at the beginning of the Second World War. 13 Obserwacyjna Squadron 
(Observation Squadron) was created in 1929 as part of the 1st year Aviation Regiment in Warsaw. 
Since August 25, 1939 was part of the Air Force Samodzielnej Groups Operacyjnej "Narew" 
(separate operating group "Narew). In výzroji had 7 machines RWD-14 Czapla and 2 couriers RWD-
8. Observation Squadron were divided into two platoons, which were allocated to different land 
units available, and often perform their tasks from different airports. Mobilising the squadron was 
on August 24, 1939 waršavském Okęcie airport. Tables should have 89 people including 9 drivers 
and 7 observers. In reality, however, the air staff of 21 persons: 
Squadron Leader - kpt.obs. Lucjan Fijuth  
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I/13 platoon commander - kpt.obs. Feliks Misiewicz  
I/13 platoon observers: 
por.obs. Edward Hubicka  
por.obs. Stanisław Świechowski  
por.obs. Józef Taraszewski-Różycki  
ppor.obs. Franciszek Rudnicki  
Platoon pilots I/13:  
ppor.pil. Julian Morawski  
st.sierż.pil. Wawrzyniec Madaliński  
st.sierż.pil. Romuald Podwysocki  
sierż.pil. Antoni Paszkowski  
kpr.pil. Jan Bahanek  
II/13 platoon commander - kpt.obs. Seweryn Łaźniewski  
II/13 platoon observers:  
Pesky por.obs. Włodzimierz  
ppor.obs. Piotr Kotonowicz  
ppor.obs. Jan Gerstel  
II/13 pilots platoon:  
por.pil. Eugeniusz Chojnacki  
plut.pil.rez. Roman Wysocki  
kpr.pil. Andrzej Piaskowski  
kpr.pil. Mieczysław Piwka  
kpr.pil. Edward Sadoczyński  
kpr.pil. Bronisław Wojna  
The crew foreman was I/13 wojsk. Józef Choiński  
The chief mechanic was a platoon II/13 st.majster wojsk. Józef Trautman 
On 28 August 1939, the squadron moved to the airport near the village Wierzbno Czerwony Bor 
(15 km southwest of Łomża). August 29, 1939 was II/13 platoon commander assigned to the 
available Oddzial Wydzielonego (earmarked units) "Suwałki" and flew to the airport Wielka Good 
(20 km south of Suwałki). From 1 to 18th September squadron conducted 35 combat sorties and 
10 couriers. Lost 5 RWD-14, 3 slain, five missing and another three wounded members of the flight 
personnel. September 18 were evacuated to Romania two remaining machines. Part of ground 
personnel under the command of the September 18 por.obs. Gerstela joined the unit por.pil. 
Edmunda Piorunkiewicza, who organized a fleet of state 13.školní Samodzielnej Groups 
Operacyjnej "Polesie". 
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Cpt. obs. Fijuth snapper, commander of 13 Squadron observation 
290. Acting Pilot Officer, later Flying Officer Harold WARD (62716). Signed 21 September 
1941. Ringway. 

023 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
291. Flight Lieutenant Francis Jacob de RAMER (75895). Signed 21 September 1941. 
Ringway. 

023 
Ringway was an SOE training camp. The LG, 9 March 1943 states Francis Jacob De Ramer was given 
a Protection Order in accordance with The Liabilities (War-Time Adjustment) Act, 1941. His address 
was given as 10 Downs Court Road, Purley, Surrey. The LG, 19 December 1950 states this order was 
revoked. According to ancestry.co.uk, he died in 1958. 
From http://search.ancestry.myfamily.com/cgi-
bin/sse.dll?uidh=000&rank=1&new=1&so=3&msT=1&gsln=Derhammer&gss=angs-
d&MSAV=1&cp=0&cpxt=0&catBucket=rstp&db=mediaphotopublic&sbo=t&gsbco=Sweden&gl=
&gst=&hc=20&fh=220&pgoff=11&noredir=true: 

 
Francis Jacob Deramer (1889-1958) 
From http://www.lordfuneralhome.com/obits/obituary.php?id=479962: 
Frank J. de Ramer died peacefully at home on 12th June, 2014, after a brave fight against cancer. 
Pauline, his wife, shared the last 21 years of his journey with love, laughter and happiness. 
Frank lived life to the full and reached his beloved New Hampshire via the scenic route. Having 
been born in Australia in 1923 his family moved to France and from there to the United Kingdom, 
where he was educated. 
It was whilst on holiday with his parents and sisters (Molly and Stefanie) that Germany invaded 
Poland on 1st September, 1939. The family were able to get out of Poland leaving Warsaw by train. 

http://search.ancestry.myfamily.com/cgi-bin/sse.dll?uidh=000&rank=1&new=1&so=3&msT=1&gsln=Derhammer&gss=angs-d&MSAV=1&cp=0&cpxt=0&catBucket=rstp&db=mediaphotopublic&sbo=t&gsbco=Sweden&gl=&gst=&hc=20&fh=220&pgoff=11&noredir=true
http://search.ancestry.myfamily.com/cgi-bin/sse.dll?uidh=000&rank=1&new=1&so=3&msT=1&gsln=Derhammer&gss=angs-d&MSAV=1&cp=0&cpxt=0&catBucket=rstp&db=mediaphotopublic&sbo=t&gsbco=Sweden&gl=&gst=&hc=20&fh=220&pgoff=11&noredir=true
http://search.ancestry.myfamily.com/cgi-bin/sse.dll?uidh=000&rank=1&new=1&so=3&msT=1&gsln=Derhammer&gss=angs-d&MSAV=1&cp=0&cpxt=0&catBucket=rstp&db=mediaphotopublic&sbo=t&gsbco=Sweden&gl=&gst=&hc=20&fh=220&pgoff=11&noredir=true
http://search.ancestry.myfamily.com/cgi-bin/sse.dll?uidh=000&rank=1&new=1&so=3&msT=1&gsln=Derhammer&gss=angs-d&MSAV=1&cp=0&cpxt=0&catBucket=rstp&db=mediaphotopublic&sbo=t&gsbco=Sweden&gl=&gst=&hc=20&fh=220&pgoff=11&noredir=true
http://www.lordfuneralhome.com/obits/obituary.php?id=479962
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They travelled through the former Yugoslavia, Italy, Switzerland and France to reach the UK a 
month later. 
Anxious to do his bit for the war effort the young Frank attended a crash course in wireless 
telegraphy and joined the British Merchant Navy as a Radio Officer. He spent the rest of World War 
II at sea travelling in the Indian and Atlantic Ocean visiting ports in the Persian Gulf, South Africa, 
India and ending up on the North Atlantic convoys. By the end of hostilities he had crossed the 
Atlantic 23 times and was decorated with 4 campaign medals. 
Frank settled back in the UK and married Eva, his Norwegian wife, with whom he spent 42 happy 
years until her death. He worked for Shell and Metal Box Companies before making the bold 
decision aged 53 to emigrate in 1976. He chose the Ossipee, NH area which he had come to know 
through business and founded his manufacturing company, Tufpac, of which he was extremely 
proud. Tufpac made a range of retail bags and also had contracts with the US Army and 
Government hospital services. 
After selling his company in 1992, Frank devoted his time to working with non-profit organizations 
- serving on the board of the Wolfeboro/Tuftonboro Land Bank and the Lakes Region Humane 
Society (L.H.R.S), of which he was a board member, president and lately advisor. 
Frank enjoyed 'antiquing', a lively Tuesday Breakfast Club and playing bridge with his many friends, 
of whom he was so fond. 
292. Arvid Emil SAMUELSSON. Signed 23 September 1941. St Leonards Lodge, Windsor. 

023 
DOB 31.3.1892. Clipl. Svensk. 
From 
http://www.slaktdata.org/index.php/regsearch?fnamn=arvid&mfnamn=&enamn=samuelson&type
%5B%5D=freg&fscbkod=&fsg=&titel=&year=1892&adress=&ovr=&stype=metaphone&x=18&y
=7: 

 
A Google search of the address given found “Sgt John James O'Toole, Irish Guards, KIA 04/11/1914, 
remembered @ Menin Gate, Ypres, Belgium. Late of St Leonards Lodge Windsor.” In 1907, St 
Leonards Lodge was owned by Lady Agnes Georgiana Dalton-Fitzgerald, the wife of Sir Gerald 
Richard Dalton Fitzgerald, Baronet (1832 – 1894). In the 1911 census, 10 servants are listed as living 
in St Leonards Lodge. By 1932, the original house had been demolished and a new building 
erected; the entrance lodge still exists. 

http://www.slaktdata.org/index.php/regsearch?fnamn=arvid&mfnamn=&enamn=samuelson&type%5B%5D=freg&fscbkod=&fsg=&titel=&year=1892&adress=&ovr=&stype=metaphone&x=18&y=7
http://www.slaktdata.org/index.php/regsearch?fnamn=arvid&mfnamn=&enamn=samuelson&type%5B%5D=freg&fscbkod=&fsg=&titel=&year=1892&adress=&ovr=&stype=metaphone&x=18&y=7
http://www.slaktdata.org/index.php/regsearch?fnamn=arvid&mfnamn=&enamn=samuelson&type%5B%5D=freg&fscbkod=&fsg=&titel=&year=1892&adress=&ovr=&stype=metaphone&x=18&y=7
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293. Mrs Beate LJUNGBERG. Signed 23 September 1941. Norwegian Legation. 

023 
DOB 24.8.1901. fru. Norsk. 
She was the wife of Birger Ljungberg. Hedvig Beate Konow Søeberg (24 August 1901 – 8 
November 1968) was the daughter of the consul Thomas Konow Søeberg (1862-1917) and Beate 
Lorange (1879-1977). 
Birger Ljungberg (1884–1967) was the Norwegian Minister of Defense 1939–1942. After the military 
college from 1907 to 1909, he served one year in Smaalenenes line battalion, before 1911-12 took 
leave to join an expedition to the upper part of the Rio Pilcamayo in Argentina, with the aim to 
organize a territory MATCO and Toba Indians. After his return, he served at Telemarkens infantry 
regiment No. 3 1913-17, and 1919-30, he was chief of the 2nd Hunter Company, from 1918, he was 
also a teacher at the Infantry School shooting and in 1919 at the Military Academy. 
He was commander of the Military Academy from 1930 to 1932, Chief of Military Staff 
commanding generals in 1934 and chief of Østfold infantry regiment and commander of 
Fredrikstad 1937-1939. Ljungberg was appointed Captain in 1916, Major in 1932, Lieutenant 
Colonel 1934, Colonel 1937, Major General 1942. 
He was adjutant at HM King 1924-27. When Defense Minister Fredrik Monsen in Nygaardsvold 
Labour government was ill, had it in December 1939 appointed a new man in office, and Ljungberg 
was selected. 
The defense policy was then becoming increasingly important, as the international situation came 
to a head, and especially after the Second World War broke out in September. The bourgeois 
parties and the officers saw with disbelief at the Labour Party's defense policy because of the 
party's anti-militaristic past, which still affected parts of it. To strengthen confidence went 
Nygaardsvold this time outside the Labor and appointed a fagmilitær as defense minister. The 
most likely candidate next Ljungberg was Otto Ruge, but he was considered too steep. Ljungberg is 
in turn described as a gracious and courteous officer, but rather passive and without willingness 
and ability to put something on their cases. He was also to appear weak because Nygaardsvold 
told him that the Minister would only worry about the military and did not need to bother with 
politics, like the others in the government were to take care of. In any case, the well Ljungberg as 
an officer and right-hand man feel quite alien in a pure Labour government. 
The civil investigation commission that was established after the war, Ljungberg criticized for not 
taking seriously enough warnings of a German attack in the days before 9 April. 
Equally strong was the criticism of Ljung's conduct actual attacks day. The Commission concluded 
that the government other than defense minister thought that the general decision and overt 
mobilization, whereas in reality the decision was that the mobilization would be partial, not 
announced publicly, and that the first meeting day was set to 11 April. 
Government as a whole was criticized for the confusion surrounding this mobilization decision, but 
also the criticism was directed towards the defense minister. 
Later historians have curbed some of contemporary criticism. The "warnings" about the German 
attack was part of a complicated picture information as it was not so easy to decipher which one 
subsequently have wanted it to. It had no intention to make more than partial mobilization, which 
was representing the Army's real strength. Full mobilization was unrealistic. The rigid mobilization 
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procedures were poorly adapted to deal behaved as the German assault. But none have gone so 
far as to claim that Ljungberg acted wisely, decisively or with force 9 April and the days before. The 
government was weak when it came to London in June 1940, was particularly weakened foreign 
and defense minister, and it came home claims that Ljungberg had to resign. He found it difficult 
to act with authority in the defense sector, in particular, in relation to the British and what was the 
Norwegian policy of military activity aimed occupied Norway. 
When it was decided in November 1941 that Ljungberg would travel to the United States, it was 
the beginning of a farewell that was finally formalized 20 March 1942. 
He spent the rest of the war as a military attaché in the U.S. and Canada. After the war, he went out 
of active service in 1946 and was honourably discharged in 1949. Birger Ljungberg was chairman of 
the Oslo Military Society 1936-37. He was a Knight of Dannebrog and Finland Vita Ros and holder 
of Haakon VII's 70-årsmedalje. 
294. Lieutenant-Colonel [later Brigadier] Reginald SUTTON-PRATT OBE (1898 – 1962). 
Signed 23 Sep 1941. British Legation, Stockholm. 

023 
DOB 23.4.1898. 
From http://www.generals.dk/general/Sutton-Pratt/Reginald/Great_Britain.html: 

 
Royal Signals. Picture source: Jeremy Sutton-Pratt 
1939 – 1947 Military Attaché to Sweden. 
1939 – 1940 Military Attaché to Denmark and Norway. 
1947 retired.  
His SOE file, reference HS 9/1208/3, in TNA was closed until 1 January 2031. Bob Pearson produced 
a death certificate and provided a copy of the file to Trevor Baker. 

http://www.generals.dk/general/Sutton-Pratt/Reginald/Great_Britain.html
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From his SOE File: 
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Over the early part of the Winter War, he was the key person in arranging transit of British military 
supplies through Sweden and Norway. 
He is mentioned several times in Igor Lukes’ Czechoslovakia Between Stalin and Hitler: The 
Diplomacy of Edvard Beneš in the 1930s, Oxford University Press, 1999: 
p. 178 
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p. 212-213 

 

 

 
From Klemens von Klemperer’s German Resistance against Hitler: The Search for Allies Abroad 1938-
1945, Clarendon Press, 1992: 
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From Chris Mann’s British Policy and Strategy towards Norway, 1941-45, Palgrave Macmillan, 2012, 
p. 216: 

 
From John Gilmour’s Sweden, the Swastika and Stalin: The Swedish experience in the Second World 
War, Edinburgh University Press, 2010: 
[page no not known] 
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From http://announcements.telegraph.co.uk/deaths/109690/sutton-pratt: 
“Margit, died 30th December 2009 after a short illness in Auckland, New Zealand, aged 99. 
Reunited at last with Reggie. Dearest mum of Jeremy and wife Sally.—and granny of Ian. Funeral on 
5th January in Auckland. Donations in her memory can be sent to the Swedish Church, 6 Harcourt 
Street, London, W1H 4AG.” 
295. Finn SNELL. Signed 23 September 1941. Norwegian Legation. 

023 
DOB 2.11.1917. No trace found. 
296. Wilhelm HASSEL. Signed 23 September 1941. Norwegian Legation. 

023 
DOB 19.4.1894. Norsk. 
He died on 14 November 2008. His DOB is confirmed with the Norwegian Digital Archives. He was 
born in Kongsberg. 

 
Bromma Archives 19 Sep 1941 

 
Bromma Archives 22 Sep 1941 
No further trace found. However, a person named Magne Hassel operated a radio post in Agdenes 
(see http://www.tommyhassel.no/lyder.html and the entry for Bjørn Rørholt who signed this book 
on 12 October 1941).  

http://announcements.telegraph.co.uk/deaths/109690/sutton-pratt
http://www.tommyhassel.no/lyder.html
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297. Harold Rickard SMITH. Signed 23 September 1941. British Airways, Stockholm. 

023 
DOB 1.2.1904. Included in the Bromma departure list for 22 October 1942. No trace found. 
298. Lieutenant Kåre HENNING. Signed 26 September 1941. RNAF London. 

024 
The Norwegian Digital Archives list Kaare Henning, born on 7 December 1906 in Kristiana. No 
further trace found. 
299. Lieutenant Henry MENSEN. Signed 26 September 1941. RNAF London. 

024 
Listed in Little Norway. 
He was an Observer with No 330 Squadron where he flew with pilot Lt/Cdr Grinde. He was 
awarded the War Cross with Sword (Krigskorset med Sverd, the highest ranking Norwegian 
gallantry decoration) for extraordinary brave actions or extraordinary leadership during combat. 
He is mentioned in a book about Major Leif Lundsten, Into the Swarm (to be published in 
summer, 2013), from which an extract is included here http://www.spitfirepilots.com/?p=388: 
“On 7 May 1940 Leif Lundsten had a terrible crash at Rundhaug. He put the Fokker down too 
far into the field and overshot, ending up on a fairly steep hill approaching the river. The Fokker 
went right up on its nose and was reduced to a pile of scrap in the subsequent crash. Both 
Lundsten and his navigator, Henry Mensen, were stuck in their cockpits, and the aircraft caught 
fire. Mensen eventually got out on his own, but we had to break Lundsten free using a saw. He 
was badly injured, and the Fokker was a write-off.” (Våre flygere i kamp 1962, p. 90-91). 

300. Sir George BINNEY DSO (1900–1972). Signed 30 September 1941. British Legation 
Stockholm. 

024 
He has also signed this book on 1 December 1941, 14 December 1941 and 18 April 1942. 

http://www.spitfirepilots.com/?p=388
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From http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/30818: 
Binney, Sir (Frederick) George (1900–1972), explorer and blockade runner, was born on 23 
September 1900 at Great Bookham, Surrey, the second of two sons of Maximilian Frederick Breffit 
Binney (1859–1936), vicar of Richmond, Surrey, and his first wife, Emily Blinkhorn, who died when 
Binney was born. There were two more sons of a second marriage. He won a scholarship from 
Summer Fields, Oxford, to Eton College and later to Merton College, Oxford. He obtained a third 
class in English in 1923. At Oxford, at a chance meeting with Julian Huxley in Blackwells, he was 
asked as editor of Isis to back an expedition to Spitsbergen and to become its organizer and 
secretary. This was the Oxford University Spitsbergen expedition of 1921. In 1923 he organized and 
led the Merton College Arctic expedition and in 1924 the Oxford University Arctic expedition. The 
first to use a seaplane for Arctic surveys, he recorded his experiences in his bookWith Seaplane and 
Sledge in the Arctic (1925). His achievements were recognized by the Back award of the Royal 
Geographical Society, the gold medal de la roquette of the Geographical Society of Paris, and in 
1957 by the founder's gold medal of the Royal Geographical Society. 
Binney joined the Hudson's Bay Company in 1926, and spent the winters in England recruiting 
young apprentices and the summers planting them on trading stations in the Canadian Arctic. 
A Times leader on his The Eskimo Book of Knowledge (1931), the first book other than the Bible to 
be made available to the Inuit in their own language, led his chairman to offer him promotion to 
the company's headquarters in Winnipeg, but he refused and joined the United Steel Companies 
Ltd the next day. He was appointed to build up a central export department and became the 
company's export director, distinguishing himself by his remarkable success as an unconventional 
negotiator. He remained with United Steel until it was nationalized, travelling the world on its 
behalf, from Europe to North and South America, Russia, Iran, India, and the Far East. 
Having narrowly missed service in the First World War, Binney was determined to play a part in the 
second. In December 1939 he was sent by iron and steel control (Ministry of Supply) as their 
Scandinavian representative to Sweden to negotiate the purchase and shipment of special steels, 
machine tools, and ball-bearings which were vital for the British armament industries. The German 
invasion of Denmark and Norway on 9 April 1940 cut Sweden off from the West, whereupon 
Binney decided to run the gauntlet of the Skagerrak blockade. He defeated opposition to his plan 
at home and in Sweden and was given diplomatic status as assistant commercial attaché at the 
British legation; he recruited British, Norwegian, and Swedish crews for five Norwegian 
merchantmen. Operation Rubble, as it was called, sailed from Bro Fjord north of Göteborg on 23 
January 1941 with Binney as commodore. It got through to Kirkwall in the Orkneys with 25,000 tons 
of vital war supplies and five ships for the allied merchant fleets. Binney refused an important 
appointment in Washington, and returned to Sweden to run operation Performance in March 1942 
with ten ships. Only two got through, with 5000 tons of cargo, two returned to Sweden, and the 
rest were sunk or scuttled. 
Binney was expelled from Sweden as persona non grata for smuggling scuttling charges and arms 
on board his ships but reappeared as commander, Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve, in 1943 in 

http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/30818
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charge of operation Bridford. This consisted of a flotilla of five motor coasters (of which two were 
lost) which delivered 347½ tons of valuable cargo while another 88 tons were airlifted. Having 
been invalided out after a heart attack, Binney still involved himself in yet another operation—
Moonshine—which delivered arms to the Danish resistance. He was knighted in 1941 and 
appointed to the DSO in 1944 for these remarkable exploits. His unique contribution to the war 
effort was to help meet the shortfall of ball-bearings when there were too few coming from British 
factories and insufficient imports from the USA and Canada. After demobilization in 1945 Binney 
returned to United Steel, and left it once only—for a brief foray for the government as leader of the 
UK trade and industrial mission to Ghana in 1959. 
This jovial buccaneer with his puckish sense of humour, his stocky physique, ruddy complexion, and 
keen blue eyes was a man of discriminating taste in books, antiques, and the good things of life. 
Binney's homes were perfect settings for his treasures, and his restoration of his home, Horham 
Hall, Thaxted, Essex, was typical of his taste. He was an obstinate individualist with scant respect for 
authority, a man of impeccable integrity, and meticulous in his attention to detail. Cyril Alington, his 
headmaster at Eton, called him ‘the ingenious and ingenuous Binney’: this he always remained. 
Binney was married first, on 7 May 1946, to Evelyn Mary, widow of Flight Lieutenant A. P. F. Fane of 
the RAF Volunteer Reserve, and elder daughter of Thomas G. Marriott, of Putney Hill, London. This 
marriage was dissolved in 1954 and the following year Binney married Sonia, widow of Lieutenant-
Colonel Francis Crofton Simms MC, and daughter of Paymaster Rear-Admiral Sir William Marcus 
Charles Beresford Whyte. He adopted her son Marcus. He died on 27 September 1972 at his home, 
Domaine des Vaux, Haut de la Vallée, St Lawrence, Jersey, Channel Islands. 
Peter Tennant62 
His papers were given to the Churchill Archives Centre by Lady Binney, via Ralph Barker, 1982. They 
include correspondence, official reports; press cuttings; correspondence and notes of Ralph Barker 
(author of The Blockade Busters, 1974-80). Mainly in English, with some items in Swedish, 
Norwegian, Finnish and French. 
TNA has 17 files relating to George Binney including: 
BT 60/68/2 Sweden-Shipment of Steel, etc., from Gothenburg, including report by George Binney, 
HM Legation, Stockholm, 1941. 
AVIA 11/8 Operation "Rubble" - the Gothenberg shipment plan. Award for Mr George Binney, 
1941. 
HS 8/769 BRIDFORD: report by Commander Sir George Binney, 1945 Jan 01 - 1945 Dec 31. 
His obituary was published in The Geographical Journal, Vol 139, No 1, February 1973: 
Geographers, industrialists, the Royal Navy and countless other admirers will remember George for 
his full and generous life. It spanned 72 years and, in its course, he travelled to nearly every country 
for pleasure, adventure or business. Wherever he went he made firm friends. In 1936 he 
commissioned a painting for his home in Porchester Terrace, the first of the lovely homes he filled 
with his beautiful collections of books, art and antiques. The picture was called George Binney His 
Island. The right-hand side was devoted to the things he enjoyed, exploration and adventure; on 
the left were the dark satanic mills of the steel industry, which was his livelihood; in the centre were 
the names of his particular friends. There was a charming archipelago of god-children, with the 
dates of their birthdays, and one volcano--his boss. In 1945 he was acclaimed by the Press as 'the 
Secret Knight', for his blockadebursting exploits across the Skagerrak from Sweden during the war. 

                                                 
62 Sir Peter Tennant signed this book on 15 April 1942 and 6 November 1943 
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On 27 September 1972 he died suddenly at his home in Jersey, where he had lived for the past few 
years. 
Educated at Eton and Merton College, Oxford, where he became the Editor of Isis, he organized 
and led three Arctic expeditions which, together with those of Sir James Wordie of Cambridge, 
have done so much over the past fifty years in training for the Polar Regions and other 
adventurous undertakings men who are still effective or active today. George would say that his 
first expedition to Spitsburgen in 1921 was inspired by Julian Huxley and that it was purely a 
question of 'luck or destiny' that he went there. H is 1923 expendition included once again 
Professor Noel Odell, whose sledge party was the first to travel into the interior of North East Land 
since the days of Baron Nordenskiold, as well as a newcomer called A. C. Irvine; only a year later, at 
a height of 26,000 feet on Mount Everest, Noel was to be the last man to see Irvine and G. L. 
Mallory. 
His 1924 expedition to North East Land was a bigger undertaking: it included two ships, a seaplane, 
and 25 men, one of whom was Captain Helmer Hanssen, who thirteen years earlier had been 
Amundsen's lead dog-driver to the South Pole. On only its second flight the seaplane broke a 
piston and glided down on to the ice-strewn sea, with George and his pilot aboard. Many hours’ 
later, three Norwegian meteorologists at their midnight observations fortuitously saw the plane, 
rapidly breaking up in a heavy sea, and bravely rescued the occupants. 
Along the eastern side of North East Land ice-cliffs stretch for over one hundred miles. It had 
always been assumed that no landing could be made anywhere in this area and that pack-ice made 
the cliffs unapproachable. George, however, hearing that the south coast was comparatively ice-
free, took the larger ship, the Polar Björn, up the east coast and discovered a low-lying spit of rock 
interntpting the ice-cliffs. Here he landed with three companions, naming it Isis Point, and started 
off on an attempt to sledge with dogs across the island to Wahlenburg Bay on the west coast, after 
instructing the ship's company to meet him at his potential destination. He rediscovered 
Nordenskiold's mysterious 'ice-canals'-chasms 10 to 30 metres wide and about 15 metres deep-
and eventually completed the first traverse across this inhospitable island. Subsequently he 
described his exploration in a book called With seaplane and sledge in the Arctic, and was granted 
the Back Award of our Society, as well as the Gold Medal de la Roquette of the Geographical 
Socicry of Paris, for his journey across North East Land. 
His interest in the Arctic continued throughout his life. He advised Professor Hans Ahlmann's 
Swedish expedition to North East Land, and was home secretary to Sir Alexander Glen's wintering 
expedition of 1935-36. This consisted of ten men, seven of whom were scientists; its most 
important work was research on the ionosphere on behalf of the Radio Research Station at Slough, 
the findings of which proved of great consequence to the development of radar and in winning the 
Battle of Britain. From 1952-54 he was Chairman of the Finance Committee which launched 
Commander Jim Simpson's British North Greenland Expedition. For five periods, each of three 
years, he served on the Council of our Society, from 1934- 53; was Vice-President from 1953-58; 
Trustee from 1958-59; and was duly honoured in 1957 by receiving the Founder's Medal. From 
1926-30 he served the Hudson's Day Company, spending much of his time in the Arctic, and 
subsequently published his Eskimo Book of Knowledge. In 1930 he joined the United Steel 
Companies Limited as export mannger, his task being to build a world-wide export orgnniza1ion 
for the newly formed group. This he achieved with adventurous speed. By 1936 the company was 
represented by agents in most countries of the world, executive representatives being based in 
South America and the Far East, with a sales company in India. Against advice, George made a 
personal visit to China and established a close trading entente with that country. At that time, the 
main products for export were railway materials and, in this field, his operations led him all round 
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the world. In 1938, 1949 and 1954 he negotiated in Iran a series of exceptionally large and complex 
contracts for rails of up to 100,000 tonnes. These legendary negotiations for such large contracts 
displayed George's remarkable flair and determination to overcome almost insuperable difficulties; 
he was a true Elizabethan, a merchant adventurer, who built up a wide circle of friends in Iran, as 
well as in many other countries. 
George's most remarkable achievement nevertheless was during the Second World War, when he 
was sent to Sweden by the Iron and Steel Federation to coordinate the purchase and supply of 
ball-bearings and special steels of which our aircraft and fighting vehicles were in dire need. Cut off 
by the German invasion of Denmark and Norway, George decided that the only way to break 
through the air and sea blockade was through the Skaggerak. He assembled and loaded five ships, 
recruited the masters, officers and men and sailed at the New Year from Gothenburg to Brofjord 
and waited suitable weather. At 11.30 a.m. on 23 Jnnuary 1941, he decided to go to sea. There was 
a light snow falling, with a mysterious breakdown of communication on the Swedish coast and the 
emergence of the battle ships Scharnhorst and Gneisenau a few hours afterwards, which may have 
been the main pre-occupation of the Germans that night. When his totally unprotected convoy 
sighted the Royal Navy the next day, George hoisted his GB pennant and wrote: 'Such a moment 
would never come again in my life and I was deeply moved by it but not, I hope, visibly'. 
Most men would have been satisfied by such an achievement and accepted the important post in 
Washington which he was then offered. But George, now knighted, decided to overcome even 
more political, legal and physical difficulties and, in late 1942, took out from Gothenburg a convoy 
double the size. Five ships scuttled hemselves, two returned to port, but the remaining three 
delivered to Britain 35 per cent of their combined cargoes of war-time materials. Thereafter George 
left the Stockholm stage and, for the rest of the war, re-appeared at fairly regular intervals as a 
Commander, RNVR, keeping the vital supply line open with his fleet of fast motor coasters. 
Throughout his life, George enjoyed the challenge of what he had never done before and, as an 
amateur, succeeding where professionals would have failed. His father, who had been vicar of 
Richmond when he was a boy, had a profound influence on him. George was an unquestioning 
patriot and, when he was asked by a senior politician for advice on an election programme, he 
replied: 'Buy Drake's drum, and beat it'. He had a puckish sense of humour and was ruggedly 
independent and original; on one business occasion, he ignored instructions to stop negotiations 
and landed an enormous contract which no one had expected. Business for him was people, and 
this was always uppermost in his mind. 
Faith in his Maker gave him faith in himself, a sense of gratitude for the part that luck or destiny 
played in his life. A wise man once wrote: 'It matters not how a man dies, but how he lives'. 
George's life matters to us all.” 
301. Lieutenant Sven-Erik CORNELIUS. Signed 30 September 1941. Swedish Legation, 
Stockholm. 

024 
DOB not stated in Bromma departure list. Attaché. Svensk. According to Anknyta.se, he was born 
on 28 January 1906 in Stockholm. His father was Cornelius Andreas Isidor Cornelius and his mother 
was Hildegard Augusta Maria Cornelius f Jansson. He is the author of Luftnavigation, The Swedish 
Air Force’s Guide to Navigation, Stockholm, 1936. 
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Cornelius flygkapten, 5 June 1945 http://timarit.is/view_page_init.jsp?pageId=1072502 
302. Michal BUKOWINSKI. Signed 30 September 1941. London Stratton House. 

024 
DOB 15.3.1903. kurin. Polsk. No trace found. 
The Dutch ministers had their offices in Stratton House. They arrived in London on 13 May 1940, 
three days after Hitler's troops invaded Holland and one day before the bombing of Rotterdam. 
303. Lodewijk Bernard SCHUITEMA. Signed 30 September 1941. Holands Legasion 
Stockholm. 

024 
DOB 4.8.1900. sjöman. Holl. 
From http://militieregisters.nl/zoek?l00=amsterdam&p04=lodewijk+bernard&p06=schuitema: 

 
Note: the DOB does not match the Bromma departure record. No further trace found. 
304. Lieutenant Jan van der TOORREN. Signed 30 September 1941. Achillesstraat 140, 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 

024 
According to http://www.fleetairarmarchive.net/squadrons/860.html, he was the first Commanding 
Officer of 860 Squadron (Netherlands) in the Fleet Air Arm at RAF Donibristle in June 1943. 
From Aeroplane Monthly’s Swordfish: The Fleet Air Arm’s Versatile, Long Serving, Legendary 
‘Stringbag’: 

http://timarit.is/view_page_init.jsp?pageId=1072502
http://militieregisters.nl/zoek?l00=amsterdam&p04=lodewijk+bernard&p06=schuitema
http://www.fleetairarmarchive.net/squadrons/860.html
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The squadron formed at Donibristle in June 1943 as a Royal Netherlands Navy (RNN) torpedo 
bomber reconnaissance squadron with 6 Fairey Swordfish Is. In November 1943 the squadron 
moved to Maydown with 12 Swordfish, earmarked to operate under the MAC-ship Wing of 836 
squadron. It was then divided into 2 Flights which operated on MAC-ships on duties between 
Maydown and Dartmouth. The squadron Flights operating at the same time from MV Acavus and 
MV Gadila, and later from June 1944 transferring from MV Acavus to MV Macoma. After VE-Day 
the squadron Flights were disbanded from the MAC-ship Wing at Maydown, and the squadron re-
equipped with 12 Barracuda IIIs from 822 squadron in June 1945. Subsequently joining HMS 
Nairana after VJ-Day. 
305. Wing Commander, later Group Captain John Douglas Stirling DENHOLM (03219). 
Signed 30 September 1941. 6 Victoria Place, Stirling. 

024 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He has a file, reference WO 339/12404, in TNA which 
covers the period 1914 to 1918 when he was with Princess Louise's (Argyll and Sutherland 
Highlanders). His promotion from Squadron Leader to Wing Commander was published in Flight, 5 
January 1939. 
From the Glasgow Herald 18 February 1963: 

 
According to http://scottishwargraves.phpbbweb.com/scottishwargraves-ftopic235-60.html, he 
died on 17 February 1963 and is buried in Stirling Valley Cemetery, Stirling, Scotland. He shares his 

http://scottishwargraves.phpbbweb.com/scottishwargraves-ftopic235-60.html
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father’s plot: Captain John Denholm, Argyll & Sutherland Highlanders, who died on 11th April 1925, 
aged 77. 
306. Thelma Eskholme WIGFIELD (1810). Signed 30 September 1941. [Address], Crofton 
Lane, Orpington, Kent. 

024 
According to the LG, 17 July 1942, she was an Assistant Secretarial Officer in the Women’s Auxiliary 
Air Force. The LG, 21 January 1944 announced her promotion to Temporary Flight Officer. The LG, 1 
January 1945 announced her promotion to Flight Officer. 
307. Squadron Leader Alec Ernest COOK DFC MiD RAFVR (74329). Signed 30 September 
1941. RAF Dyce. 

024 
Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve 235 Squadron. 
From http://www.yorkshire-aircraft.co.uk/aircraft/yorkshire/york42/hn867.html: 
Alec Cook was granted a commission as Pilot Officer on 26th September 1939, he was promoted to 
Flying Officer on 26th September 1940 and Flight Lieutenant (war subs) on 12th December 1941. 
He was awarded the DFC for service with 235 Squadron while in the rank of Acting Squadron 
Leader on 17th July 1942. The citation reads: 
"This officer has led his section on numerous fighter escorts. In June 1942, when escorting one of 
our convoys, he shot down a Junkers 88, which attempted to attack. He also took part in a fighter 
escort during a recent air attack on an Italian naval force. Squadron Leader Cook is a courageous 
and determined leader." 
On 11th November 1942, Cook made a navigation error and became lost in bad weather, so he had 
to force land Martinet HN867 on Keighley golf course at 10.55hrs. The aircraft landed on one of the 
fairways but before it stopped it struck a ridge and the undercarriage collapsed; the aircraft then 
tipped up onto its nose. The pilot was slightly injured and the aircraft slightly damaged and was 
later repaired. 
He was Mentioned in Despatches on 14th January 1944 while in the rank of Acting Squadron 
Leader. He died on 14th August 1944 while serving with 239 Squadron flying Mosquito HR139 
which was reported as missing, believed ditched off Ile aux Moines. The bodies of him and his 
navigator (F/Lt Stanley Harrison PYRAH) were recovered and are buried at Ile aux Moines 
Communal Cemetery, Morbihan, France. He was twenty five years old. 
308. Pilot Officer Robert Denne WATERHOUSE (66131). Signed 4 October 1941. Mullion, 
Cornwall. 

024 
According to http://www.chestnut-blue.com/Chestnut-o/p537.htm, he was born in 1898 at 
Altrincham, Cheshire. He was the son of Louise Jane Denne and Robert Denne. He was in the Royal 
Field Artillery in WWI between 1914 and 1918. He is mentioned in the LG, 1 January 1918, 6 June 

http://www.yorkshire-aircraft.co.uk/aircraft/yorkshire/york42/hn867.html
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1941, 23 June 1942 and 7 September 1954. He was the author of Whirlwind Harvest, 1930; Butter 
Side Up, 1932; and A Short Account of Mullion Church Cornwall, 1952. 
309. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Hubert Neville GARBETT DFC AFC 
(33386). Signed 8 October 1941. c/o Lloyds Bank, Godalming. 

024 
According to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._500_Squadron_RAF, he was the Commanding Officer 
of No 500 (County of Kent) Squadron July 1944 - August 1945. Promoted from Squadron Leader to 
Wing Commander on 1 July 1950. 
From http://www.rafdavidstowmoor.org/operations-record/1943/june-1943/: 
13-06-1943 
Weather, heavy showers, fair periods in afternoon. Visibility good but poor in showers. 
Wellington XI H/547 - Derange 172 No.3 Patrol 
S/Ldr HN Garbett 
Sgt VC Wygind 
Sgt JT Kirwin 
F/O PH Townshend 
Sgt L Lucas 
Sgt DR Hindmarsh 
Up 1816hrs. The usual combined A/S and anti shipping patrol was carried out in the Bay of Biscay. 
Nothing however was sighted. The weather was showery with a 20 knot wind. Visibility was 5-8 
miles at 4000ft. SE was used for navigational purposes only. 
16-06-1943 
Weather, cloudy occasional showers, visibility good. 
Wellington XI K/547 - Musketry Patrol No.2 
S/Ldr HN Garbett 
Sgt VC Wygind 
Sgt JT Kirwin 
F/O PH Townshend 
Sgt L Lucas 
Sgt DR Hindmarsh 
Up 1434hrs. K/547 on musketry patrol with C & P/547. Due to bad weather all three aircraft 
became separated and proceeded to cut short the patrol on receiving recall message from base. 
Nothing was seen during patrol due to weather conditions. Down 2149hrs. 
19-06-1943 
Weather, cloudy, intermittent rain and drizzle. Visibility good except in showers. 
Wellington XI H/547 - Musketry Patrol No.6 
S/Ldr HN Garbett 
Sgt VC Wygind 
Sgt JT Kirwin 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._500_Squadron_RAF
http://www.rafdavidstowmoor.org/operations-record/1943/june-1943/
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F/O PH Townshend 
Sgt L Lucas 
Sgt DR Hindmarsh 
Up 1359hrs. Aircraft H, B and Q/547 carried out the usual A/S and anti shipping patrol in the Bay as 
per instructions. The formation being under the leadership of S/Ldr Garbett. There were no 
sightings and would have been uneventful had H not developed a leak in its hydraulic gear on the 
return flight. SE used as instructed. Weather very clear except just south of the Scilly Isles where 
49mph winds were encountered and 10/10ths CU at 4000ft. Whilst patrol area was good, moderate 
sea and visibility 8-10miles at 2500ft. Down 2021hrs. 
24-06-1943 
Weather, fair becoming fine. Visibility good. 
Wellington XI HZ407/K - Musketry Patrol No.6 
S/Ldr HN Garbett 
Sgt VC Wygind 
Sgt JT Kirwin 
F/O PH Townshend 
Sgt L Lucas 
Sgt DR Hindmarsh 
Up 1705hrs. Down 2303hrs. An A/S and anti shipping patrol was carried out in the Bay of Biscay by 
these aircraft in formation under the leadership of S/Ldr Garbett. The sortie was uneventful there 
being no sightings. Weather was fair but cloudy, 9/10ths SC being found at 600ft with tops 2500ft. 
The sea was choppy. Owing to weather conditions at base the formation was diverted to Exeter, 
returning to base the following afternoon. 
There are similar entries in the ORBs for August 1943 plus an entry saying “S/Ldr HN Garbett - To 
Leuchars for BABS course.” 
His Air Force Cross was announced in the LG, 10 June 1954. 
310. Mr Hugh Johns MARKS. Signed 12 October 1941. British Airways. 

024 
DOB 14.4.1912. 
He is mentioned in E H Cookridge’s Inside SOE, 1966, p. 508: 
[as someone who] “helped Major Malcom Munthe establish a combined office of SOE and the 
British Secret Service” in Stockholm. 
Ian Herrington’s SOE in Norway 1940-1945 describes him as: 
“Lt. H. Marks, originally of the Yorks and Lancs regiment, who fought in the Norwegian Campaign. 
Initially reported missing he managed to get to Stockholm and in November 1940 was recruited by 
SOE. He took over from Malcolm Munthe in July 1941 but after continued pressure from the 
Swedish government he returned to Britain in October. In early 1942 he was put in charge of SOE’s 
naval base at Burghead in Scotland and given the reference SN/B. He drowned in a sailing accident 
April 1943.” 
He has many references in the index to SOE file HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 
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From HS2/262 SOE Staff Organisation Stockholm: 

 
He has an SOE file, reference HS 9/991/1, in TNA. He died on 24 April 1943. SOE file HS 7/174,5,6 
Norwegian Section History mentions his death: 
“It had been decided before the end of 1941 that a supplementary Base on the Mainland was 
necessary. BURGHEAD on the MORAY FIRTH was selected and Captain H. Marks posted there as 
Commandant. This Base was not, however, brought into operation before the close of the season … 
Burghead had only sailed 5 trips. On one, the cargo had to be transferred in Scalloway; one other 
was unsuccessful; and, in addition, a boat was lost. The Mainland Base had not proved a success, 
and the expenditure of energy and money on it had brought no dividends. Its fate was finally and 
tragically sealed on 24th April when Captain Hugh Marks, the c.o. of the Base, Sub-Lt. Sandy, 
R.N.N., and Fenrik Andreas Fasting (Operation Biscuit) were drowned in a sailing accident in Moray 
Firth.” 
311. Ronald Bruce TURNBULL. Signed 12 October 1941. British Airways. 

024 
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DOB 29.5.1914. Attaché. 
He also signed this book on 22 October 1941, 31 January 1942 and 15 June 1942. 
From http://www.bbc.co.uk/archive/dunkirk/14408.shtml: 

 
From Roderick Bailey’s Forgotten Voices of the Secret War, Ebury Press, 2010: 

 

 
His private papers are in the Imperial War Museum: Well-written ts memoir (14pp) of his 
experiences as Press Attaché to the British Legation in Copenhagen at the time of the German 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/archive/dunkirk/14408.shtml
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invasion of Denmark (April 1940) and his subsequent repatriation to the United Kingdom, with ts 
notes (12pp, written as a synopsis of further chapters to his memoir) covering his appointment by 
the Special Operations Executive (SOE) to Stockholm to build up the resistance organisation in 
Denmark (October 1940), his journey from Liverpool (December 1940) and arrival in Sweden 
(March 1941), the early difficulties of setting up the SOE organisation and the increase in Danish 
resistance culminating in the general strike (August 1943) and his role in forwarding to London 
drawings of the V1 weapon (August 1943); together with word processed notes (3pp) made by his 
son from letters covering the journey made by Turnbull and his wife to Stockholm (1940 - 1941) 
and their impressions of the countries through which they passed and living conditions in Sweden, 
and copies of correspondence (22pp) with past colleagues and researchers relating to his role with 
SOE (April 1982 - November 1996). 
Obituary from The Times, 11 March 2004: 
“Ronald Turnbull’s work for the Special Operations Executive during the Second World War, 
including persuading the Nobel Prize-winning nuclear physicist Professor Niels Bohr to escape 
from Denmark to join British and American scientists working on the atom bomb, led to him being 
made an OBE and a Knight of the Dannebrog, and given the American Medal of Freedom. He was 
born in Edinburgh, the second child of Bruce and Jessie Turnbull, after his sister Barbara. For most 
of his early life, his father served abroad with the Indian Army. In due course the family grew bigger 
with the birth of Hester and Tom. Ronald Turnbull went to Cargilfield School in Cramond, then to 
Fettes, where he excelled at sports, mountaineering and history, and in 1935 to Gonville and Caius 
College, Cambridge, to read history. At Fettes, he had struck up a friendship with a visiting Danish 
schoolboy and, when a rugby injury forced him to take time out from his university studies, he 
spent a summer at Copenhagen University, reading out texts to Danes studying English literature. 
On leaving Cambridge, he stood (unsuccessfully) as a Liberal candidate for the London 
constituency of Bethnel Green, and began work as a journalist on London’s Evening Standard, 
before being recruited for the fledgling Special Operations Executive (SOE). His fluency in Danish 
enabled him to broadcast for the BBC until he was posted as a press attach to the British Legation 
in Copenhagen. In the spring of 1940, shortly after he became engaged to Maria Thereza do Rio 
Branco, the daughter of the Brazilian ambassador, Turnbull was awoken at 7am by the sound of 
aircraft. He rushed to the window of his apartment to see German bombers flying over the city. 
Soon, Denmark was at the mercy of the Nazi forces. Turnbull eventually escaped in a sealed train 
through Germany to Belgium and so to London. There, he was joined by his fiancé and they were 
married in London on 22 May, 1940. Turnbull was sent to Stockholm later that year to build up the 
resistance organisation in Denmark with the intention of eventually supervising developments in 
Northern Europe, including both political warfare and special operations. He left England on 15 
December, accompanied by his new (and expecting) wife and his assistant, Pamela Towers, sailing 
to Cape Town, where his party was taken by flying-boat to Cairo, then reaching Istanbul by car and 
train through Palestine. On 15 February, his son, Michael, was born. On 6 March, he took the last 
Soviet ship to Odessa, via Bulgaria, and went by train to Moscow, where he was put up at the 
British Embassy by Sir Stafford Cripps. The following day (12 March), he flew to Stockholm. His 
roundabout journey incurred the derision of Lord Haw-Haw in one of his propaganda radio 
broadcasts. In 1942, Turnbull made first contact with the Danish general staff intelligence 
organisation. This laid the basis for further work in Stockholm, and in April 1942 the first three-man 
team of Danish resistance personnel trained in England was dropped into Denmark. Turnbull’s main 
goal was to co-ordinate the efforts of Danish intelligence (LIGA) with those organised in London. 
He was authorised to act as the only authentic channel of communication between Denmark and 
London. Danish resistance and sabotage were stepped up, culminating in a general strike in 1943. 
There were now 16 parachutists in Denmark and large supplies of explosives and weapons were 
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dropped to help the underground. In August 1943, LIGA supplied Turnbull with drawings of a V-1 
bomb fired from Peenemunde on to the Danish island of Bornholm, obtained at great personal risk 
by the Danish resistance. These were sent immediately to London, about ten months before the V-
1 attacks began on London. In September 1945, Turnbull’s wife was tragically killed in a motor 
accident. With his son and a newly-born daughter, Claire, he left government service and went to 
Brazil where, in December 1946, he married Maria Helena Arantes Negro and set up a thriving 
advertising business. In the 1970s he moved into commercial translation, at which he became an 
expert. Last year, he returned to Scotland to recuperate after a long illness. He is survived by nine 
children and 11 grandchildren.” 
He has an SOE file, reference HS 9/1491/6, in TNA. He is included many times in the index to SOE 
file reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42. 
The Imperial War Museum in London has 11 sound recording reels described “British civilian 
Ronald Bruce Turnbull served with Special Operations Executive in Stockholm, Sweden, 1940-1945). 
They were made in 1994 by Michael Turnbull. The recordings are online at 
http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/80024466: 
REEL 1 Background in GB, France and Denmark, 1914-1941: civilian work pre-war in Copenhagen; 
registration to join RAF; relationship with Peter Tennant; group earmarked as Scandinavian 
experts; hospitalisation in Edinburgh during summer 1939; attempt to join RAF; details of work 
given by Peter Tennant in Stockholm during autumn 1939; problems faced in work; details of 
activities at Cambridge University; letter written to Adolf Hitler; letter received from Oswald 
Moseley; political background including involvement with fascism; activities in attempts to improve 
relationship between GB and Germany; problems in gaining work in Copenhagen; opinion of 
relationship between GB and Soviet Union; details of period studying in Biarritz; setting-up and 
joining of Section D aka Special Operations 4; opinion of reasons for selection; background to 
gaining civilian work in Denmark; details of international theology course taken in London; learning 
of Danish. 
REEL 2 Continues: qualifications for role in Denmark; journey from Leith to Copenhagen en route 
to Oberammergau; problem with ear and anti-Hitler demonstration on arrival in Oberammergau; 
attitude toward Jews; details of later problems with Special Operations Executive in Netherlands 
and questioning faced over operations in Denmark; details of period at Copenhagen University. 
Recollections of period as civilian with Special Operations Executive in GB and Sweden, 1941-1945: 
opinion of British organisation; call-up to Special Operations Executive; discussions before posting 
abroad; role to be held and story of having cover blown; number and codename; memories of 
fellow operatives including arrival in Sweden; criticism for lack of work on cover; details of air travel 
to Sweden including memories of Niall Murphy, Montague Pollack and Victor Mallet and opinion 
of staff at British Embassy in Stockholm; memories of Malcolm Munther and problems on arrival in 
Sweden; receiving of money for operations; relationship with Montague Pollack; discussion on 
usefulness of Special Operations Executive's activities; attitude to situation following Dunkirk; 
politics in Sweden; reflections on British Government; political work in East End before war; officers 
placed in charge of Special Operations Executive activities in Scandinavia. 
REEL 3 Continues: recruitment of staff; memories of Duss Hansen; creation of alliance between 
Sections C and D including memories of C Section heads; advantages gained from alliance; 
memories of Henry Denham; relationship with navy; attitude to work and relationship with head of 
naval intelligence; opinion of pessimism among officials in Stockholm; relationship with Montague 
Pollack including opinion of orders from Special Operations Executive; opinion of Victor Mallet's 
priorities; details of intelligence received from Denmark on V1 bombs; memories of Niels Bohr and 
details of smuggling him from GB to Sweden; details of de Havilland Mosquito; story of flight 
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Sweden to GB flight shot down; story of Niels Bohr's meeting in London with Winston Churchill; 
advice given on atomic bomb after war; story of cancer scare; question of life ever being in danger 
during war. 
REEL 4 Continues: stay in Savoy Hotel during the Blitz including story of meeting Winston Churchill; 
treatment of Churchill in press before war; details of civilian work in press before war; story of visit 
to Soviet Union; conference in Ankara; details of journey to Turkey via North Africa and Middle 
East; arrival in Ankara; accommodation; story of witnessing Armenians being ejected from country; 
organisation of journey to Ankara; story of old couple met on voyage to South Africa; route taken 
to South Africa; memories of wife; details of operation smuggling Swedish ball-bearings to GB; help 
received from Americans in communications between GB and Denmark; details of operations; story 
of attempt to sneak a torpedo into a Danish harbour; story of operation to spring an agent from 
jail; story of trip wire set up in British Embassy; memories of Wing Commander Venner; explanation 
of a memo sent in 1942. 
REEL 5 Continues: memories of Assistant Air Attaché in Sweden Donald Fleet; opinion of qualities 
needed among officials in Sweden; contact with Trade Unions in Denmark; desire to gain work in 
Copenhagen following war; departure from Sweden following war; handover to Bill Ram; memories 
of Butler and reflections on a letter written during war; opinion of German Section; reflections on 
Brazil's success in the 1994 World Cup and Ayrton Senna's death; reflections on Scotland's failure 
to qualify for the 1994 World Cup and Scottish football generally; discussion on introduction of 
metric system at start of war; memories of Niels Bohr; details of Georg Duckwitz including story of 
ensuring his release when arrested at end of war; Danish Resistance method of carrying microfilm 
information; work of photographic section. 
REEL 6 Continues: further details of Georg Duckwitz; discussion of Germany; details of Danish 
resistance; memories of Niels Bohr and his family; description of de Havilland Mosquito flights 
including administration of flights between Sweden and GB; details of pay and funding including 
relationship with Special Operations Executive in London; sending of diamonds into Denmark; 
organisation of meetings with contacts; details of Section D; official duties of a press attaché; 
memories of Peter Tennant; memories of David Ogilvy and Ian Harvey; memories of Ian McCloud. 
Aspects of period as civilian in GB and Denmark, c1932-1940: memories of tutors at Cambridge 
University. 
REEL 7 Continues: further details of period at Cambridge University including involvement with 
Marlowe Society and pranks played; impressions of Danish people; story of being model for 
Gunnar Jensen in painting of Hamlet; visits to Kronborg Castle; Germanic elements of Denmark; 
further impressions of Danish people; relationships between young people and story of rejecting 
homosexual advances; climbing; memories of father; problems with flat feet; involvement with 
music; officials in Copenhagen; story behind meeting wife including her background; German 
invasion, 9/4/1940, and change in role as press attaché; reason for invasion of Denmark; British 
involvement in Norway; story of quick journey to British Embassy. 
REEL 8 Continues: Gestapo raid on British Embassy; Danish attitude to invasion; period at Embassy 
before departure; options for departure from Denmark; details of journey to GB including stops in 
The Hague and Brussels and speech made by French commentator; journey of wife to GB; marriage 
and honeymoon; air raids including noise of anti-aircraft guns and details of life in London; 
memories of Malcolm Sergeant. Aspects of period in transit from Liverpool, GB, to Stockholm, 
Sweden, 1940-1941: time travelling through South Africa including discussion of Netherlands; 
details of Short Sunderland flight to Egypt; stay in Cairo; story of receiving flowers from French 
representatives; loss of passport; details of journey to Turkey including details of mountains; 
discussion of Franz von Papen; stay in Istanbul. 
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REEL 9 Continues: removal of Armenians from hotel; duties of voyage across Black Sea to Odessa; 
story of agent in Odessa; opinion of Russia; story of eggs during journey to Moscow; arrival and 
stay in Moscow; story of car journey to airport; flight to Stockholm. Aspects of period as civilian 
with Special Operations Executive in GB and Sweden, 1941-1945: welcome on arrival; 
accommodation and spies; initial meetings; communications with London; details of Special 
Operations Executive Headquarters; contacts at headquarters; getting started in Stockholm; gaining 
contacts in Denmark including story of Gunnar Larsson; discussion of Special Operations Executive 
staff in Stockholm; details of Shell House raid and accidental attack on French school; later British 
Army use of Shell House and involvement with Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force; 
German troops in Denmark; medals awarded; involvement with American forces; memories of 
George Beuer. 
REEL 10 Continues: further details of medals awarded; memories of Olaf Liebmann and other 
Special Operations Executive members; discussion of organisation of help given to Danish 
resistance; memories of Madame Collentine; details of Danish Royal Family and Victor Mallet; 
memories of Montague Pollock; memories of Donald Fleet; contact with intelligence; quarrelling 
among British authorities; importance of naval intelligence; situation on arrival in Stockholm; 
discussion on agents dropped in Denmark; details of staff in German Foreign Office; life in 
Stockholm; arrests made by Swedish authorities. 
REEL 11 Continues: Swedish attitude toward war in Finland; end of diplomatic service; reflections 
on upbringing in Scotland and education; religion; political outlook as war approached; reaction to 
selection by Special Operations Executive; other Scandinavian press attachés and their war work; 
Special Operations Executive work in Norway and Denmark including own duties; memories of 
Victor Mallet; accommodation; story of first wireless set carried into Denmark during war; 
communications; Brazil's involvement in Second World War; reactions to books about Special 
Operations Executive in Scandinavia; memories of Special Operations Executive members.” 

Associated people and organisations 

Beuer, George 
Bohr, Niels Henrik David 
British Army, Special Operations Executive 
Churchill, Winston Leonard Spencer 
Denham, Henry Mangles 
Dewey, General 
Duckwitz, Georg Ferdinand 
Fleet, Donald 
Hansen, Duss 
Harvey, Ian 
Jensen, Gunnar 
Larsson, Gunnar 
Liebmann, Olaf 
Mallet, Victor 
Munther, Malcolm 
Murphy, Niall 
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http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/search?f%5B0%5D=agentString%3AMunther%2C%20Malcolm&query=
http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/search?f%5B0%5D=agentString%3AMurphy%2C%20Niall&query=
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Ogilvy, David 
Papen, Franz von 
Pollack, Montague 
Ram, Bill 
Sergeant, Malcolm 
Tennant, Peter Frank Dalrymple 
Turnbull, Ronald Bruce 
Venner, John Franklyn 
From Roderick Bailey’s Forgotten Voices of the Secret War: An Inside History of Special Operations in 
the Second World War, Ebury Press, 2009: 
“I was woken up early in the morning by the sound of aircraft. Quite frankly the Danes were not 
usually out at that time. I looked out of the window and there on the aircraft flying happily 
overhead was what the Germans called the Hakenkreuz – the swastika, the twisted cross. What on 
earth was happening? Then I realised. Someone phoned me. He was a British journalist for the 
Daily Sketch. 'Turnbull,' he said, 'we're trapped.' I phoned the Brazilian Legation and checked that 
Dr Gastão was there. He said, 'Stay there, I'll send a car for you'; and Brazilians, when their Foreign 
Service puts on a show, they put on a show. He got his chauffeur with a large limousine, the 
Brazilian flag flying, and got through all the controls, I think the Germans didn't really know what to 
do, and he picked me up. He didn't take me direct to the legation; he took my things to the 
legation but he took me up to the Danish Foreign Office, accompanying me as a minister. He did a 
very good job. Brazilians are very prickly; they won't allow any nonsense even if they haven't got 
any authority whatever. He took me in and handed me over to the head of one of the sections of 
the Danish Foreign Office. Very soon, Howard Smith, my own minister, arrived. That was when I saw 
Dr Munch, the Danish Foreign Minister, having obviously been interviewed by Renthe-Fink, the 
German Minister, and, having received an ultimatum, coming out into the corridor, going into the 
bathroom and being sick. I heard it quite clearly. He must have been absolutely horrified by the 
whole thing. Nothing happened to us. The Danish attitude was, 'All right, we can't do anything 
about it. But this is force-majeure and you will respect our sovereignty'. That's why they said to the 
Germans, 'You can't fiddle around with the British Legation or the French Legation. Just let them 
alone. They are our responsibility. And if they can't stay, we ourselves will take them out through 
Germany, Holland and Belgium.' We were exceedingly well treated thanks to the Danes. After about 
five days and a lot of partying and farewells we got on the train and were taken out. That was the 
occasion I was asked to look for a Pole called Freund, which is German for 'friend'. We went 
knocking on doors, knocking at daytime compartments, and I remember saying 'Freund?' and the 
Germans saying, 'Ah, freund? Ah, ja.' It was all rather ridiculous. It was still the Phoney War. You had 
the first burst of activity and then everything had settled down to nothing, practically. The legation 
in The Hague took us all in, our opposite numbers, and I spent the night there with a very nice 
couple. Then we got on the train back to the UK.” Ronald Turnbull, Section D officer, Denmark 
“Occasionally we had to send funds through in the form of diamonds to the underground in 
Denmark. They would send me a little tin full of diamonds, cut diamonds. I used to look at them 
occasionally, admire them.” Ronald Turnbull, SOE officer, Stockholm 
“We would have been better to wait and choose more Bruhns. Practically all of the seamen ended 
up being killed because there was no intellectual element whatever in them. They were just rough 
seamen and whilst it looked good to say, 'We put six men into Denmark,' most of them started 
blowing themselves very quickly and very few of them developed from what they were into 
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http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/search?f%5B0%5D=agentString%3ATennant%2C%20Peter%20Frank%20Dalrymple&query=
http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/search?f%5B0%5D=agentString%3ATurnbull%2C%20Ronald%20Bruce&query=
http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/search?f%5B0%5D=agentString%3AVenner%2C%20John%20Franklyn&query=
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something more intelligent. I wouldn't like to generalise, they were all very brave, but they were 
sent to their death without having the background.” Ronald Turnbull, SOE officer, Stockholm 
“I remember one person had a very big backside. He was a great carrier.” Ronald Turnbull, SOE 
officer, Stockholm 
“We invited Niels Bohr63 to come out because he was vitally important to the whole business of 
nuclear development. They wanted him to work on the atomic project. I knew him from when I was 
there before the invasion. He was, as they say in Danish, very 'English-friendly'. Both Churchill 
wanted him and also the Americans. No particular effort was made to hide him or disguise him and 
he was moved through very quickly. It was he who caused most of the trouble by saying that he 
didn't want to get on to the plane without his son. We had to point out to him that there was only 
room for one in the bomb rack and it was impossible. But we did put the son on the very next 
flight.” Ronald Turnbull, SOE officer, Stockholm 
From Knud J V Jespersen’s No Small Achievement: Special Operations Executive and the Danish 
Resistance 1940 – 1945: 

 
From http://www.specialforcesroh.com/showthread.php?30071-Turnbull-Ronald-Bruce: 

  
From HS2/248 British & Foreign Personnel in SD & SN Sections: 

                                                 
63 PROBABLY signed this book on or after 3 October 1943 (no actual date added) 

http://www.specialforcesroh.com/showthread.php?30071-Turnbull-Ronald-Bruce
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312. Jakob WAAGE. Signed 12 October 1941. British Airways. 

024 
DOB 3.3.1900. Kontorsch (office manager). 
Although the Bromma departure record lists him as Jakob Waage, he has signed Wager Waage and 
seems to have crossed out the letters “a” and “e” in his first name. 
From LG 12 May 1944: 
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313. Ragnvald Alfred Roscher LUND (24 February 1899 – 23 October 1975). Signed 12 
October 1941. British Airways. 

024 
DOB 27.2.1899. Attaché. Norsk. He also signed this book on 5 January 1943. 
He was a Norwegian military officer, with the rank of Colonel. He was a military attaché at the 
Norwegian legation in Stockholm in 1940. He served as head of the Office FO II at the Norwegian 
High Command in exile in London during World War II, responsible for Military Intelligence. After 
the Second World War, Roscher Lund served as an advisor to the first United Nations Secretary 
General, Trygve Lie. He was the father of novelist and playwright Vera Henriksen. 
When Captain Henry M. Denham who signed this book on 30 August 1941 and 20 April 1942 took 
up his post as the naval attaché at the British embassy in Stockholm in June 1940, he quickly set 
out to become friends with important Swedish military and intelligence personnel. One of these 
high level officers was Colonel Carl Björnstjerna, the chief of Foreign Intelligence at the Swedish 
General Staff. They met frequently and Captain Denham regularly obtained important information 
from Colonel Björnstjerna about naval developments in the Baltic and the North Sea. However, 
Captain Denham also had regular contact with several of his fellow attaché colleagues from other 
countries. One of these officers was the Norwegian military attaché, Colonel Ragnvald Alfred 
Roscher Lund, who came to Stockholm in March 1941. 
Colonel Roscher Lund was Norway's chief intelligence officer who in 1935 started courses in 
cryptography and then created Norway's first signal intelligence and cipher office. Very early on he 
made contact with the Swedish cryptanalysts, who were already quite advanced in this special field. 
He quickly became a close friend of one of Sweden's most famous cryptanalysts, Yves Gyldén. 
Roscher Lund, who made frequent trips to Sweden before the war, was well known in Swedish 
military circles and was held in high esteem by those who met him. Roscher Lund's connections 
with Swedish military officers seem to have paid off during the Bismarck affair. He was alerted to 
the sighting of the battleship by his friend Captain Ternberg, who was the Chief of Staff to the head 
of the Swedish Intelligence Service. Roscher Lund immediately informed Captain Denham who 
again would alert the British Admiralty. This incident does not seem to have originated in 
information from the German Geheimschreiber traffic, but other intelligence clearly came from this 
most precious source. It is not clear if BP had irrefutable evidence that the intelligence Captain 
Denham obtained from his Swedish sources came from German teleprinter traffic passing over 
Swedish telegraph lines. However, British Intelligence apparently knew or strongly suspected that 
the information came from codebreaking. In his book about his years in Sweden during the war 
Captain Denham mentions several times that the intelligence must have come from codebreaking. 
However, in 1942, British Intelligence seems to have known the source of the Swedish Intelligence. 
As Sir Harry Hinsley explains: 
"On 18 June, however, it received from the Naval Attaché Stockholm an account of how the 
Germans planned to attack the next Arctic convoy with U-boats, air forces and two groups of 
surface ships." 
In a footnote Hinsley explains the provenance of this information: 
“This was the first information obtained from a source subsequently graded A2 by the Admiralty 
(Enigma was graded A1) via the Naval Attaché in Stockholm. He had succeeded at this point in 
obtaining via the Deputy Chief of the Swedish Combined Intelligence Staff decrypts of German 
operational orders passing from Berlin to the German naval commands in Norway by land line, 
presumably in the Fish cypher.” 
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Somehow the source of the Swedish Intelligence would appear to have been revealed. It has been 
claimed that Colonel Björnstjerna never revealed the true source of his information and this is 
probably correct. However, Colonel Roscher Lund was informed about the deciphering of the 
German teleprinter messages passing over Swedish land lines. Colonel Roscher Lund rapidly 
became an important source of information to the British and when he was ordered to travel to 
London to organise the Norwegian intelligence office there it was immediate consternation in 
British circles. 
On 10 September 1941, Winston Churchill sent a letter to the Norwegian prime minister, Johan 
Nygaardsvold, and asking him to reconsider his decision to move Roscher Lund from Stockholm. 
Churchill wrote: 
“This officer has been of great service to the British Intelligence organization in Sweden, and his 
presence there is of special value to His Majesty's Government, and to the Allied Cause as a whole. 
I sincerely hope that your Excellency and your colleagues may feel able to reverse the decision 
which has been taken. It is a matter to which I attach great importance.” 
However, Nygaardsvold maintained his decision to transfer Roscher Lund to London. 
He arrived in London on 12 October 1941 the day he signed this book and took office in the 
Norwegian exile government's headquarters in Kingston House, Knightsbridge. Within a month 
Colonel Roscher Lund asked a Captain Howard if he could help him with resolving questions the 
Norwegians had about the security of their Hagelin machines. They had heard rumours originating 
from British sources that the cipher machine was unsafe and was being read. At the insistence of 
Captain Howard, one of the British cryptanalysts from Major John Tiltman's section in Elmer's 
School at Bletchley Park went to London on 14 November and met Roscher Lund for lunch at the 
Royal Automobile Club. After lunch, the unknown cryptanalyst accompanied Roscher Lund to 
Kingston House where he was introduced to the Commercial Counsellor Johan G. Ræder and Erling 
Quande who was the chief of the cipher office in London. 
The BP man was shown the Hagelin machines being used by the Norwegian exile government and 
again the questions about cipher security were discussed. During these more detailed discussions 
Colonel Roscher Lund, who perhaps wanted to show the cryptanalyst that he was talking to fellow 
cipher experts, gave an overview of his and his colleague's experiences in this field. The 
explanations he gave included details about his contacts with the Swedish and Finnish cipher 
bureaux. He estimated the personnel in the Swedish Cryptographic Bureau to be about 150 and 
designated Yves Gyldén as head of this office. He described Gyldén as Europe's greatest 
cryptanalyst but finally confined his greatness to Scandinavia. 
In his report, the BP cryptanalyst says: 
“The Swedish Bureau had had considerable success in their attacks on French cyphers and which he 
Roscher Lund put at 95%, Italian military 85%, and fair progress on the German cyphers. Lund said 
the Germans were sending masses of messages to their troops in the north of Norway by 
teleprinter and that the telephone manufacturing firm L. M. Ericsson had built a machine which 
deciphered these messages which dealt mainly with personnel and administration.” 
This is a most explicit reference to the Swedish success in breaking the German Geheimschreiber 
(T52) machines and it even correctly names the manufacturer of the deciphering machines. From 
what Colonel Roscher Lund said and from the knowledge that he was on very friendly terms with 
Yves Gyldén, it is most likely that this most secret information came from him. Swedish 
cryptanalytical security probably did not suffer any harm; however, it clearly illustrates the danger 
of "loose" talk, even among friends. He also spoke in great detail about the Finnish cryptanalyst 
Reino Hallamaa and his success in breaking Russian codes and ciphers. Colonel Roscher Lund was 
obviously trying to bargain some of his cryptographic secrets in exchange for obtaining help from 
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the British in securing Norwegian communications. At least Roscher Lund succeeded in impressing 
his guest about his sincerity. The BP cryptanalyst concluded his report with the following words: 
“Major Lund gave me the impression of being most anxious to help the British Government, and 
having regard to the rumours referred to his concern about the security of the Hagelin machine 
was quite genuine. I would therefore like to suggest that the appropriate steps be taken to put 
Major Lund's mind at rest on this matter.” 
If Colonel Roscher Lund got the information he wanted is not known. What he did get was an OBE 
for his services to British Intelligence. 
After the Second World War, Roscher Lund served as an advisor to the first United Nations 
Secretary General, Trygve Lie. He was the father of novelist and playwright Vera Henriksen. 
Recommendation for CBE (SECRET) dated 27 November 1944 
Status of individual: Chief of High Command Royal Norwegian Forces, II Department (F.O.II), ie 
Chief of the Norwegian Combined Intelligence Service and Head of the Norwegian Secret Service. 
Lieut-Colonel Roscher Lund was appointed Norwegian Assistant Military Attaché in Stockholm in 
July 1941. At the same time he was placed in charge of' Norwegian Secret Service work carried out 
from Sweden. 
Lieut-Colonel Roscher Lund left Stockholm for England in October 1941, and early in 1942 (when 
the High Command Royal Norwegian Forces was established) he was appointed head of the 
Norwegian Secret Service. 
The task of his organisation was to operate agents in Norway from this country. The work was 
complicated and very highly specialised, but during his three year tenure of this appointment, 
Lieut-Colonel Roscher Lund has displayed a very high degree of leadership, energy and organising 
ability. 
Lieut-Colonel Roscher Lund's efforts have contributed very largely to the success obtained by the 
Norwegian Secret Service. The Information thus obtained has been placed unreservedly at the 
disposal of this country, and since the Norwegian Secret Service has largely specialised in Naval 
Intelligence, the Admiralty has displayed a consistently high appreciation of the information 
supplied to them during the past two and half years from this source. It is regretted that security 
reasons do not permit greater details to be given, but there is no doubt that this officer’s services 
to the Allied cause have been outstanding, and that he has on all occasions shown the greatest 
devotion to duty. 
NOTE: According to SOE file reference HS 9/949/6 in TNA, Rolf Anton ROSCHER LUND (DOB 
25.1.1917) arrived in the UK on 25 October 1941. 
314. Lieutenant Lars Robsahm HEYERDAHL. Signed 12 October 1941. Norwegian 
Legation, London. 

025 
DOB 20.11.1912. jir.kand. Norsk. 
According to http://vestraat.net/TNG/getperson.php?personID=I116320&tree=IEA, he was born in 
Christiania, Akershus. He is the son of Lars Brock Heyerdahl and Gunhild Marie Robsahm. 

http://vestraat.net/TNG/getperson.php?personID=I116320&tree=IEA
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From HS 17 Scandinavian Index: 

 
From http://runeberg.org/hvemerhvem/1973/0239.html: 

 
315. Bjørn Arnold RØRHOLT. Signed 12 October 1941. C/O Norwegian Legation, London. 

025 
DOB 27.8.1919. student. Norsk. 
See the entry for Nicolay Selmer who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
He also signed this book on 8 May 1942 using his alias Rolf Christiansen. 
Geoff Ward (Norway) provided this information in an email to Trevor Baker dated 12 July 2012: 
As I re-read parts of Bjørn Rørholt's book Amatørspionen Lerken, he describes his arrival (without 
giving the actual date) thus: “I met John Turner and Eric Welsh for the first time in London in 
October 1941 after the Skylark catastrophe and escape from Norway. I made it in the nick of time. 
The plane from Sweden landed in Scotland at 5 am. The first thing I saw when I stepped onto 
British soil, was a young, powerful looking chap in khaki who, without hesitating, came straight up 

http://runeberg.org/hvemerhvem/1973/0239.html
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to me:" I presume this is Lt. Rørholt, Sir! I am Sergeant Primrose and I shall accompany you to 
London. But first, perhaps you would like a cup of tea - it must have been cold in the 'plane?" We 
entered a hut, and Primrose handed me a cup of steaming brown liquid that tasted delicious and 
that warmed my deeply-frozen body. Then off to the station. We were to take 'The Flying 
Scotsman' to London.. We had a first-class carriage to ourselves. Primrose was from MI5 and didn't 
let me out of his sight for a minute.” It must have been in 'the hut' that Rørholt signed the visitors' 
book. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bj%C3%B8rn_R%C3%B8rholt: 
Bjørn Arnold Rørholt (27 August 1919 – 3 May 1993) was a Norwegian engineer, military officer, 
Secret Intelligence Service agent and resistance member during World War II. Rørholt was born in 
Aker as the son of military officer Arnold Rørholt (1884–1961) and his wife Luise Fredrikke Lund 
(1891–1965). He was a first cousin of Vera Henriksen and a great-grandson of Friedrich Roscher. 
Rørholt finished his secondary education in 1937, and enrolled at the Norwegian Institute of 
Technology in 1939. After a short time he was drafted for compulsory military service. Not long 
after, when the Norwegian Military Academy opened for an extra influx of recruits, Rørholt enrolled 
there. When World War II reached Norway on 9 April 1940, with the German invasion, the Military 
Academy cadet Rørholt helped fighting to repel the invaders. However, after the Norwegian 
Campaign Germany emerged victorious, and occupied Norway. After a short time as a prisoner-of-
war, Rørholt returned to the Institute of Technology in autumn 1940. In September 1940, the Secret 
Intelligence Service established two stations for radio communication; the so-called Skylark A was 
led by Sverre Midtskau (who signed this book on 9 February 1942) in Oslo while Skylark B was led 
by Erik Welle-Strand in Trondheim. Egil Reksten later took over for Welle-Strand. Skylark B 
established regular contact with the intelligence in London in 1941, and helped spread messages 
about German troop and naval movements as well as vital information about German activity at 
Vemork heavy water plant. In September 1941, however, Gestapo managed to track the Skylark B 
transmitting activity. Rørholt travelled to Oslo as a decoy, was nearly captured but escaped. His 
father was held hostage until November 1942. Rørholt fled to Sweden via Iddefjord, accompanied 
by Knut Haukelid (who signed this book on 7 November 1941) who had been involved in the 
Skylark A group in Oslo. Rørholt then travelled from Stockholm to Great Britain. Initially, he was 
withdrawn from active service because he might be known to the Germans. From 1942, the 
question of the German battleship Tirpitz became important. The presence of the ship in the 
Atlantic Ocean would be highly hazardous for the Allies; thus the commanders wanted to track the 
ship's movements. A radio post named “Theta” was organized by Bjarne Thorsen, but the Allies 
wanted more. Rørholt returned to Norway in 1942 to operate the SIS radio station “Lerken”. Four 
radio transmitters were placed in the Trondheim area, one of them at the German-fortified 
Agdenes. Rørholt held a false identity as an insurance agent, and was thus allowed to travel freely 
with the alleged purpose of visiting customers. He was even escorted by the authorities from 
Agdenes to Trondheim. When Tirpitz was moved towards Northern Norway, “Lerken” was 
superseded by “Upsilon” and the network “Venus”. Einar Johansen (who signed this book on 12 
October 1941 and 10 February 1943) was the central person here. The group of Norwegian 
resistance members that surveilled Tirpitz, referred to themselves as Barnepikene, “The Babysitters”. 
The radio post in Agdenes continued after the 1944 sinking of Tirpitz, and was operated by Magne 
Hassel. From November 1942, Rørholt was transferred to the department 4 (FO IV) of the Ministry 
of Defence, chairing the education of Norwegian radio agents in Great Britain. From 1944 to 1945, 
he participated in the liberation of Northern Norway, being one of the key figures on the 
Norwegian side together with Bernt Balchen. Also, the world-famous explorer Thor Heyerdahl was 
his second-in-command. Rørholt was awarded the War Cross with Sword and the Distinguished 
Service Order for his war contributions. Reportedly, he was the first Norwegian to receive the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bj%C3%B8rn_R%C3%B8rholt
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Distinguished Service Order. He was also a Commander of the Royal Norwegian Order of St. Olav. 
After the war, Rørholt travelled to the United States. He had a position at the Norwegian Embassy 
in Washington DC, and later continued his engineering studies at the Harvard University, 
specializing in binary and communication technology. He started working for the Norwegian 
Armed Forces (Sambandsregimentet) in 1949. He constructed the chiffer (cipher) machine ETCRRM 
which was produced at Kjeller and used by NATO. In the military, he reached the rank of Colonel in 
1958. At that time he was the youngest Colonel in Norway, aged 39. In 1985, he constructed a 
battery-driven, portable radar for blind people. The device, nicknamed “The Bat”, was based on 
ultrasound and mimicked the bat's sensory system. He wrote two memoir books from his World 
War II experiences, Amatørspionen “Lerken” (Amateur Spy “The Lark”, 1985) and Usynlige soldater 
(Invisible Soldiers, 1990), the latter together with Bjarne Thorsen. He was married to Mia Sverdrup 
Thygeson from 1949, and to Elsa Lundh from 1978. 
He is listed as a wireless operator in HS 7/174/6 Norwegian Section History: 

 
From Ian Herrington’s SOE in Norway 1940 – 1945: 
Bjørn Rørholt began working for SIS in Norway as part of the ‘Skylark B’ team. He eventually 
returned to England, but at the beginning of 1942 went back to Norway to set up SIS station 
‘Lerken’. He eventually fell out with SIS and joined SOE, working initially at SOE’s STS no 52, at 
Thame Park in Oxfordshire. Bernard Haavardsholm also began working for SIS and Norwegian 
government in 1940. He eventually returned to Norway in October 1941 as the organiser for SOE 
operation ‘Arquebus’. 
See: 
B. A. Rørholt, Amatørspionen Lerken, (Oslo: Hjemmenes Forlag, 1985), p. 178. 
Ulstein, Etteretningstjenesten i Norge 1940-1945, vol. I, pp. 92-93 & 106-107. PRO: letter from Lt. 
Col. J.S. Wilson, to Major John Rognes, 2 July 1942, in HS2/139. 
316. Einar JOHANSEN DSO DSC. Signed 12 October 1941. Tromsø. Johansen (1915 – 16 
October 1996). 

025 
DOB 15.8.1915. student. Norsk. 
He also signed this book on and 10 February 1943. He was a Norwegian engineer and resistance 
member during World War II. He is known as a member of the illegal radio group Skylark B, and 
after this was discontinued he set up new radio posts in Tromsø and the rest of Northern Norway. 
He was highly decorated. Johansen hailed from Tromsø. He studied at the Norwegian Institute of 
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Technology when World War II reached Norway. Nazi Germany invaded and occupied the would-
be neutral country in April 1940. Johansen participated briefly in the Norwegian Campaign as a 
telegrapher, and returned to Trondheim after the conventional Norwegian armed forces 
capitulated. In September 1940 the Secret Intelligence Service established two stations for radio 
communication; the so-called Skylark A was led by Sverre Midtskau (who signed this book on 9 
February 1942) in Oslo while Skylark B was led by Erik Welle-Strand in Trondheim. A four-man team 
of leaders were shipped from the British Isles to Florø; they then split up and Erik Welle-Strand and 
associate Finn Juell went to Trondheim. Einar Johansen joined the group; other members were 
Bjørn Rørholt (who signed this book on 12 October 1941) and Haakon Sørbye. The chemistry 
professor at the Institute of Technology, Leif Tronstad (who signed this book on 21 October 1941), 
helped out as well. Egil Reksten later took over as leader. Skylark B established regular contact with 
the intelligence in London in 1941, and helped spread messages about German troop and naval 
movements as well as vital information about German activity at Vemork heavy water plant. In 
September 1941, however, the Gestapo managed to track the Skylark B transmitting activity. Egil 
Reksten and ten were arrested and shipped to Nacht und Nebel camps. Johansen escaped to 
England via Sweden. However, he wanted to continue the resistance, and returned to his 
hometown, Tromsø. He landed in the spring of 1942, following several failed attempts. Here he 
operated a radio station under the codename “Upsilon” and he was instrumental in dealing a blow 
to the German battleship Tirpitz on 22 September 1943 (Operation Source). Information on Tirpitz 
had been collected by Johansen's brother, Torbjørn Johansen, and transmitted by Einar Johansen. 
At the same time, a new operation was underway. The Norwegian submarine Ula, commanded by 
Sigurd Valvatne (who signed this book on 29 March 1942), delivered ten radio transmitters with 
associated equipment on 5 September 1943. The ten radios were picked up south of Tromsø, and 
became a network codenamed “Venus”. No more than six radios were operative at any time, but 
this outbalanced the German efforts to track down the transmitters. The Venus network played a 
role when the German warship Scharnhorst was sunk in late 1943. Another station reported on the 
repair of Tirpitz, which re-entered action in 1944, only to face continuous attacks. It was ultimately 
sunk in November 1944. Johansen was decorated with the Norwegian War Cross with Sword and 
the Defence Medal, and the British Distinguished Service Order and Distinguished Service Cross. He 
was thus the highest decorated Secret Intelligence Service officer in Norway. Also, the area 
“Johansenbotnen” in Queen Maud Land was named after him. After the war, Johansen finally 
graduated from the Norwegian Institute of Technology. Despite health problems sustained during 
the war, including a carbon monoxide poisoning and tuberculosis, he worked as an engineer in 
Televerket in Arendal. He lived in Hisøy. A book about his war efforts, Den skjulte hånd, was written 
by Dag Christensen and released in 1990. 
317. Jacob Henrik SCHIVE (1897 – 1969). Signed 15 October 1941. C/O Norwegian 
Legation, London. 

025 
DOB 29.4.1897. kapten. Norsk. 
He also signed this book on 14 March 1943. See entry for Johan Holst. See Ian Herrington’s The 
Special Operations Executive in Norway 1940-1945. According to 
http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jakob_Schive, he was a Norwegian captain and took part in the 
fighting in the spring of 1940. After the capitulation, he was employed by the Norwegian 
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Geographical Survey (NGO) and a group led by Major Olaf Helset64 who collected the various 
resistance groups during a joint management of what would become Milorg. He joined the Council 
in autumn 1941 and left in October along with Johan Holst over to the UK to improve the 
relationship between Milorg and London government and SOE. From there and the war he served 
in the Armed Forces High Command (FO) in London where he became head of the FO 4, which was 
home front section . Later he was promoted to Colonel. Jacob Schive met Milorg management of 
Norway in the summer of 1942, and participated in an important clarification meeting between 
representatives of government, SOE and the Resistance Movement in the Swedish village of 
Köpmannebro habits in spring 1943. He is included in the index to SOE file reference HS 7/279 War 
Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

 
From http://www.staff.ncl.ac.uk/j.p.boulton/xread/Moland.htm: 
Milorg and SOE by Arnfinn Moland65 
My subject for this chapter is the relationship between the Norwegian Military Organisation and 
the British Special Operation Executive - henceforward 'Milorg and SOE'. The evolving relationship 
between the two ad hoc organisations followed a pattern familiar in occupied countries during the 
Second World War. It was one of growing together from point zero through a period of reluctant 
acceptance, and then finally entering an almost frictionless stage with virtually no discord at all. The 
wartime period can thus be divided into three phases. The first may be labelled the phase of non-
collaboration, to put it somewhat dramatically. This attitude, which was mutual, lasted from the 

                                                 
64 Signed this book on 4 June 1943 
65 Trevor Baker showed this book to Arnfinn Moland on 10 April 2013 when he visited the Resistance 
Museum in Oslo. From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arnfinn_Moland: Arnfinn Moland (born 25 August 
1951) is a Norwegian historian. He was born in Kvinesdal. He finished his secondary education in 
Flekkefjord in 1970, served in His Majesty the King's Guard from 1973 to 1974, and graduated from the 
University of Oslo with the cand.philol. degree in 1977. His master's thesis was Prissubsider eller støtte? 
Striden om melkeparagrafen 1972. From 1977 to 1978 he took a pedagogical education. He was also 
active in athletics. Representing Kvinesdal IL, he achieved a long jump of 6.91 metres in July 1978 at 
Lovisenlund in Larvik. He had 14.34 metres in the triple jump, achieved in July 1978 at Stovnerbanen in 
Oslo. Moland was hired as a researcher by Norway's Resistance Museum in 1978. From 1993 to 1997 he 
worked for the Norwegian Institute for Defence Studies. He was the director of Norway's Resistance 
Museum from 1995, from 1998 with the title of associate professor. His first major book was 
Hjemmefront, volume six of the series Norge i krig. The volume was released in 1987 together with Ivar 
Kraglund. In 1997 he released "Strengt hemmelig". Norsk etterretningsteneste 1945-1970, about 
Norwegian intelligence, together with Olav Riste. In the same year he released Milorg i Stor-Oslo. Distrikt 
13s historie together with Terje Diesen, about the Greater Oslo district of Milorg. In 1999 followed Over 
grensen? Hjemmefrontens likvidasjoner under den tyske okkupasjonen av Norge 1940-1945 about 
Norwegian liquidations of Nazi collaborators. This book has been described as a contrast to Egil Ulateig's 
book Med rett til å drepe. He also contributed to film. He was a screenwriter and co-director of the film 
Rapport fra "Nr. 24" about Gunnar Sønsteby. The book Gunnar Sønsteby. 24 kapitler i Kjakans liv followed 
in 2004. In 2008 Moland published the book Max Manus. Film og virkelighet, which followed the release 
of the film Max Manus. Exploring the relationship between the film and the real-life Max Manus, the book 
was written together with the film's screenwriter Thomas Nordseth-Tiller. Moland has not been entirely 
uncontroversial as a historian. In 2000 he accused Norwegian newspapers of printing untrue stories 
about the Norwegian resistance movement, because "relatives of Nasjonal Samling sympathizers" sat as 
editors in these newspapers. The statement was sharply criticized by editors such as Harald Stanghelle, 
Steinar Hansson and Gudleiv Forr. 

http://www.staff.ncl.ac.uk/j.p.boulton/xread/Moland.htm
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summer of 1940 throughout the year 1941 and into the best part of 1942 as far as the rank and file 
of the two organisations were concerned. At the leadership level, however, one aspired to do 
better, and consequently a period of coexistence and even cooperation developed from the 
autumn of 1941 onwards. It was, however, the last two years of the war that constituted the time of 
cooperation on all levels. 
In order to understand this development, it is necessary to sketch the events from 1940. Having 
recovered from the shock created by the German attack on 9 April, different groups of people in 
Norway began to plan for some sort of resistance. By the end of 1940 an organisation for military 
resistance - Milorg - existed, though at an embryonic stage. It was founded, inspired and directed 
by Norwegians in Norway, and was recognised as part of the Norwegian armed forces under the 
command of the Norwegian government and the Norwegian High Command in London on 
November 20, 1941. During this premature stage, Milorg was joined by an unknown, but large 
number of men. The aim was to build up a secret army in the most careful manner, avoiding 
actions and even weapons, and to prepare for the day of liberation. Milorg wanted to 'go slow, lie 
low'. One should not attract German attention and thereby jeopardise the lives of civilians and have 
the fragile Milorg nipped in the bud. 
As for the British, their military intelligence had jumped the gun and dispatched a few men to 
Norway a few days before the German attack. The man who later became head of SOE, Major-
General Sir Colin Gubbins, participated in the campaign in Norway in the spring of 1940. These 
men established contacts with quite a few Norwegians, and when SOE was established in July 1940, 
they became the core of the Norwegian component in the British effort to hamper the German 
exploitation of the country. SOE's aim was to carry out acts of sabotage in German-occupied 
countries. Its Scandinavian Section, began to develop under the direction of Charles (later Sir 
Charles) Hambro. Norwegian refugees were happy to be asked to go on special training courses 
with the purpose of becoming British agents in Norway. Gradually, this resulted in the formation of 
the Norwegian Independent Company No. 1, later called the Linge Company after its leader, 
Captain Martin Linge. In December 1940 the important Shetland base was established as a joint 
base for SOE and the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS). Norwegian refugees, who had crossed the 
sea in their fishing boats, were recruited as agents. These agents joined the Linge Company and 
Shetland base, and adopted the British view of active resistance policy in occupied countries, which 
corresponded roughly to their own. It is therefore evident that this group of Norwegians was 
bound to clash with their Milorg colleagues - in spite of their having the same goal, a free Norway - 
as their ways of achieving this objective differed so much. 
What, then, was SOE's resistance policy for Norway? While the Milorg leadership wanted to build 
up a centralised secret army, slowly and carefully over a long period, avoiding activities that might 
endanger the work of the organisation, SOE's leaders were in a hurry. They had a great need for 
activity that would produce results to present to MEW. The idea of a 'secret army' was not too 
popular in the Admiralty, in the War Office or among the Chiefs of Staff. 'Irregular warfare' could 
easily become a war fought by amateurs. But SOE had Churchill on its side as he favoured any 
offensive strategy, especially in Norway. SOE's solution was raids and sabotage, contrary to the 
policy of Milorg. Furthermore, inside SOE's Norwegian Section, both in London and Stockholm, 
there were 'several Britons who took the absolute standing' that SOE should conduct its work 
without interference from Milorg. Colonel J.S. Wilson, head of the Section, put it like this: 
“There was still amongst its staff the inherent British attitude of kindly - but none the less galling - 
superiority to the foreigners. There existed ... a distrust of Milorg's ability to take ordinary security 
precautions. The arrests in the autumn of 1941 gave apparent reason for this distrust.” 
Wilson concludes: 
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“… the tendency of the British officers concerned was to demand that all S.O.E. organisation should 
be independent of Milorg”.  
It is fair to say that the British view on the lack of security inside Milorg was based more on facts 
than on a condescending attitude to foreigners. Members of Milorg and their leadership were of 
course amateurs in the field of clandestine activities. Some British officers claimed that Norwegians 
in general were too talkative and open. But then again some Norwegians commented on certain 
British officers: for instance the Milorg pioneer Paal Frisvold66 remarked on Major Malcolm 
Munthe: '... to carry out secret military missions in Norway, I don't know anyone who is less suitable 
than him'. I shall not elaborate on this quotation, but as for the British view, it is indisputable that 
Milorg had to learn 'the hard lesson of security' and they had to learn it 'in the bitter school of 
experience', as the British put it. And, it may be added, they did. 
SOE decided to carry out its resistance activities in Norway independently of Milorg and the 
Norwegian government and other Norwegian authorities in London. SOE's important document 
pertaining to this decision, 'Norwegian Policy' of 11 December 1940, gave directives to those 
Norwegians who worked for SOE in Norway; it also reflects the importance that the British attached 
to Norway. Although the document stated that the liberation of Norway would most probably 
come as a result of an Allied invasion, it was also necessary that SOE boost the Norwegian morale 
by means of propaganda and sabotage. The key phrase here is that through SOE, Norway was to 
become 'a thorn in the German side'. The ultimate aim was a general rising in Norway. This could 
only be achieved by having a separate SOE organisation in each district. The document stated 
finally that SOE had a 'long-term programme' and a 'short-term programme'. The former aimed at 
building up a Secret Army, trained in guerrilla and sabotage, and assisting an Allied invasion. The 
'short-term programme' aimed at raids and sabotage, so-called 'tip-and-run landings and air raids', 
carried out in association with the Directorate of Combined Operations (DCO).  
One such raid was the Claymore operation against the Lofoten Islands on 4 March 1941. The British 
evaluated this raid as a great success, 'a classic example of a perfectly executed commando-raid'. I 
do not intend to go into details about these raids as such, but it is obvious that the British attitude 
was not shared in Norway. The Germans took heavy reprisals: homes were burnt, people arrested. 
Besides, the targets destroyed were regarded in Norway as Norwegian property, not as a blow to 
Germany's capacity to wage war. It even struck a jarring note among the participating Norwegian 
soldiers who began to doubt whether it was right to operate under British orders and carry out 
British plans, perhaps even without the knowledge of the Norwegian Government. SOE, however, 
was thrilled by the success of Operation Claymore. The result was a document entitled 
'Scandinavian Policy' of 16 April 1941, in which SOE expressed its wish to do things its own way and 
get things going in Norway's fight for freedom. In doing this, however, SOE definitely 
overestimated the Norwegian willingness to fight the German occupation regardless of the 
consequences.  
Why then this concern for the consequences? The answer is that the Norwegian resistance leaders 
felt a heavy burden of responsibility. Norway had lived in peace for 126 years: they were not 
mentally prepared for war. In their report of 10 June 1941, which was addressed to King Haakon, 
but ended up with SOE, Milorg's Council emphasised that they did not want weapons and that they 
resented any sabotage acts, whether carried out by SOE or by any other organisation. It was this 
attitude that provoked the famous remark from one of the Milorg pioneers in London: 'Military 
Sunday School'. The Milorg leaders received a reply from SOE in August of the same year, but it 
contained no changed attitude. On the contrary, SOE stressed the need for a more active policy: 

                                                 
66 Signed this book on 2 September 1942 
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sabotage, training and arms drill. Last but not least, the reply implied that Milorg must take orders 
from the British. This was not at all reassuring to Milorg. Besides, they were not at all convinced 
that the Norwegian government was kept informed about SOE's activities in Norway. When the 
problems and misunderstandings concerning their own attempt to make contact with the 
government were solved in October 1941, they learnt that their letter of 10 June had never reached 
its destination. Their suspicion that SOE was keeping the Norwegian government in the dark was 
proved. To avoid further calamities, the Norwegian government recognised Milorg in November 
1941. 
SOE responded quickly with a memorandum entitled 'Anglo-Norwegian Collaboration regarding 
the Military Organisation in Norway', written by Sir Charles Hambro and sent to the Norwegian 
minister of defence, Oscar Torp. Hambro expressed a wish to cooperate with the Norwegian 
government and other Norwegian authorities. But Milorg must work along the same lines as SOE 
had drawn up for resistance in other occupied countries, based on mutual confidence and 
harmonious cooperation between British and Norwegian resistance leaders in England. Torp 
accepted the invitation and, with his personal assistant Thore Boye, met Sir Charles Hambro. He 
assured Hambro that 'not only was he in favour of continuing the arrangements that existed 
between the Norwegian authorities and S.O.E., but that he wanted to facilitate them'. In return he 
personally expected to be taken into SOE's confidence 'absolutely'.  
In the meantime, a report on the raid against Måløy, Operation Anklet in December 1941, stated 
that the year 'ended on a sad note', with Captain Linge himself being among those killed. This time 
a group of twelve Linge soldiers took action. They felt they could not go on fighting, feeling almost 
like mercenaries as they did not have the blessing of Norwegian authorities. Though in a minority, 
their view was soon approved, after a short period of internment. The principle at stake - full 
information and approval of the Norwegian government - was guaranteed in the year 1942.  
There were no more raids. Instead, SOE concentrated on the long-term programme. On 1 January 
1942 a special Norwegian Section, headed by Wilson, was established within the SOE to direct 
SOE's work in Norway. In addition, the talks between Sir Charles Hambro and Oscar Torp resulted 
in the establishment of the important Anglo-Norwegian Collaboration Committee (ANCC). Thirdly, 
on 6 February, Torp established the Norwegian High Command (FO). On 16 February the first 
meeting of the ANCC was held, with representatives of SOE and FO. One may say that the two 
organisations now entered the phase of cooperation, and one might consequently conclude that 
this goes for SOE and Milorg as well. However, though these organisational improvements at the 
top marked a great step forward, the problems in the field were far from being solved. The gap 
between word and deed was in fact at its greatest in the year 1942, as the policy of non-
collaboration continued among the rank and file. Agents were still sent to Norway with strict orders 
to avoid contact with members of Milorg. I therefore choose the expression 'coexistence' to 
characterise the relationship at this time.  
As for SOE's relation with the Norwegian legation in Stockholm, which also had an important link 
to Milorg, the legation was, according to Wilson, more reluctant to adopt the new policy of 
'complete trust and co-operation'. As a result, Major John Rognes67, who had assisted SOE 
activities from Shetland in 1941, was sent by Minister Torp to Stockholm. His mission helped to 
improve relations between the legation and SOE, Norwegian Section in Stockholm.  
The main issue for the SOE-Milorg relationship in 1942 was the question of their role in the 
reconquest of Norway. A Norwegian committee in Great Britain had drawn up the main tasks for 
Milorg, and their view was then evaluated by SOE. Lack of space prevents me from elaborating on 

                                                 
67 Signed this book on 9 March 1942 
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this theme, but an important Norwegian claim was that Milorg should only be fully engaged in 
case of an invasion aiming at a permanent reconquest of Norway or part of it. This meant, 
according to SOE, that SOE could not carry out its 'short-term actions'. A meeting was held in 
Stockholm in February to coordinate the view of the Ministry of Defence with that of the Milorg 
leaders. Finally SOE delivered its report in April on 'The Reconquest of Norway. SOE's Role'. Here 
they summed up their activity and expressed their will to cooperate. However, it would still be 
necessary to maintain separate SOE organisations in the districts in Norway, which would have no 
contact with their Milorg colleagues. The formal expression for this 'apartheid' policy was 'certain 
lines of parallel action'. SOE and Milorg should, however, let these lines fuse 'when the proper time 
for amalgamation comes'. SOE considered the establishment of radio communications between 
Norway and Great Britain, between Sweden and Norway, and inside Norway, to be SOE's main role 
in the future, together with supplying Norway with weapon and explosives, training and 
transporting Norwegian agents. Finally SOE would do the utmost to help with 'long-term planning 
with a view to the reconquest of Norway'. 
During the year 1942, the policy of 'parallel action' often led to grave episodes. At Lillehammer, the 
agent 'Anvil', suspected of being a traitor, was nearly killed by Milorg. Careless agents jeopardised 
Milorg's regional resistance network, and the crises piled up as the year progressed. The process 
began when 'Penguin' and 'Anchor' got into a fight with the Gestapo, leading to the German 
reprisals at Telavåg in April 1942, 'the greatest shock that Resistance in Norway had yet 
encountered'. This community on the western coast of Norway was destroyed and its inhabitants 
deported. In addition, eighteen men were shot as a reprisal. The military resistance on the west 
coast of Norway received a heavy blow through these arrests and executions. To add to the 
problems, SIS played a part in the same area and 'contributed in part or in whole to the disaster'. 
The next SOE operation, Redshank, in Trøndelag in May 1942, was more successful. It was the first 
coup-de-main operation against an industrial target: a transformer station was destroyed to slow 
down the delivery to the Germans of the valuable pyrites from the Orkla mines. The drawback was 
of course sharpened vigilance against resistance work in the district. But the year 1942 continued 
to produce disasters. The capture of the Anchor organiser in Drammen in May resulted in a series 
of arrests two months later. Added to the seizure in Østfold of the SOE agent 'Crow', this was a 
heavy blow to Milorg in eastern Norway. The Milorg leader Knut Møyen wrote in a contemporary 
report that had it not been for the standing order given to the SOE agents to avoid Milorg, this 
would not have happened: 
“The difficulties and the situation as a whole change every week, so to speak, and it is therefore 
necessary that all who arrive get thorough additional briefing, no matter how well they have been 
instructed in England.” 
In September and October, the time had come for Trøndelag and northern Norway. To make a 
long story short, the first joint SOE-DCO coup-de-main operation ever, Knotgrass-Unicorn, against 
the Glomfjord Power Station and the SOE operation Kestrel against Fosdalen Mines, both carried 
out entirely without the knowledge of Milorg and with no information about the activities 
whatsoever, led to a fervent search for resistance people in the district. From 6 to 12 October, a 
state of emergency was inaugurated in Trøndelag and 29 persons were executed. 
As this tragic year in the history of military resistance in Norway progressed, the Milorg leaders 
were on the verge of giving up their work. New meetings were held at the highest levels. To solve 
the crisis of confidence, not only between Milorg and SOE, but also between Milorg and Norwegian 
authorities in England, FO in June 1942 sent Jacob Schive back to Norway. A Milorg pioneer highly 
respected by the organisation, Schive returned to London with a report which slightly exaggerated 
Milorg's strength. Together with the disastrous effects of the 'certain lines of parallel action' 
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pertaining to SOE and Milorg and the continuing process going on inside the ANCC, it resulted in a 
new document issued by SOE on 21 September 1942. Written by Wilson himself, this amounted to 
nothing less then a new programme called 'SOE Long-term Policy in Norway' in which SOE finally 
gave up its independent course. SOE admitted the mistakes that had been made on both sides, 
including the 'lines of parallel action' and declared that a 'drastic revision' was necessary. Wilson's 
attitude played a great role in this process of mutual understanding: 
“...in time all realised that it was impossible to run two independent para-military underground 
movements side by side. Inevitably it would lead to crossing of lines and to the two cutting each 
other's throats.” 
Major Leif Tronstad68, one of the leading resistance pioneers, now in London and member of the 
ANCC, and 'whose memory as "The Professor" will be held in reverence by all in S.O.E.', expressed it 
this way: 
“We have experienced that it is impossible to maintain two separated military organisations 
without intermixing and complications that may trigger off the worst consequences. We must 
therefore go for one effective organisation with a mutual strong leadership.” 
Directives were issued by both SOE and FO aiming at securing good relationship on all levels. SOE 
and FO agreed on what were to be their respective responsibilities and duties. Initiative, planning, 
education of agents and instructors, transport, supplies, were all to be taken care of by SOE, in 
cooperation with FO. Milorg should roughly speaking provide the rank and file. Resistance policy 
should be a matter for the ANCC, whereas the everyday performance in Norway should be handled 
by the Milorg leaders. To quote Wilson again: 
“Taking it all in all, FO IV/SOE/OSS seemed to have come through most of their childhood's ills, and 
to be gaining in strength and, possibly, in wisdom.” 
One should, however, bear in mind that SOE had been established for the purpose of coordinating 
the irregular military resistance with the Allied war effort. Consequently, it was important for the 
Chiefs of Staff Committee that SOE's hegemony as the only 'co-ordinating authority' in these 
matter was recognised. 
Though there are sources indicating that 'especially from December 1943 ... the cooperation has 
had an intimate character', it is fair to say that the period of non-collaboration in the field and 
coexistence at the top level was transformed into full cooperation on all levels from the beginning 
of 1943 onwards. Contact between Oslo and London was improving, followed by a better 
understanding between the Central Leadership of Milorg and FO and SOE in their joint capacities. 
An important factor in this process was Milorg's own decision concerning the future character of 
the organisation. Was it to be a poorly trained resistance group, built on the organisational 
principles of the prewar army and not armed until the very day of an allied invasion, or a 
decentralised, fully trained and armed guerilla organisation? In the spring of 1942, the Central 
Leadership of Milorg through its 'Directive No.1 to the District Leaders' chose the latter alternative. 
This did not mean, however, that resistance policy in Norway was settled once and for all. The 
decisive battle was fought in the autumn of 1942 and in the spring of 1943 at the top level of 
Milorg and its civilian equivalent, Sivorg. The Central Leadership of Milorg gave an unconditionally 
answer to FO in London in January 1943: Milorg wanted weapons, indeed their whole existence 
depended on it. Sivorg protested, but shortly afterwards, its leaders realised the necessity of this 
decision. This acceptance of the reality of war, and of military resistance as such, made it of course 
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easier for Milorg to adjust to the British activity and to appreciate SOE's new policy of cooperation 
in the field. 
Wilson attributed much of the improved atmosphere in the field to the instruction of local Milorg 
leaders by SOE agents. He explicitly mentions the two Gannet instructors dropped in 
Gudbrandsdalen in November 1942. When they returned to Great Britain two months later, they 
had held eleven separate courses, training 59 men in lonely mountain huts in guerrilla warfare, 
small arms, demolitions and unarmed combat: 
“Men from the United Kingdom were no longer looked on as dangerous interlopers, but as friends 
and allies who were recognised as well-trained and secure ... F.O. IV and S.O.E. were over the top of 
the hill.” 
During this period, SOE intensified its sabotage activities and Milorg was little by little engaged. 
The usual pattern was for Linge soldiers to be dropped in the vicinity of the target, or even 
sometimes in Sweden. They would then launch the attack, often helped by local Milorg men. Three 
groups of targets were hit: ships, industry and railways. It is impossible to go into detail about 
these operations here. The most famous, Operation Gunnerside against the heavy water plant at 
Vemork in February 1943, is, however a good example of thorough Anglo-Norwegian planning, the 
use of Norwegian agents who knew the area like the back of their hand, and, in the sinking of the 
Hydro ferry carrying semi-finished heavy water, in cooperation with the local Milorg group. It is 
also an example of the effectiveness of coup-de-main operations as compared with heavy 
bombing, in terms of both casualties and accuracy, a theme that was often on the agenda in 
Anglo-Norwegian meetings and in which SOE, FO and Milorg took a unanimous view in favour of 
the former. 
From the turn of the year 1943, the Supreme Headquarters of the Allied European Forces (SHAEF) 
decided the lines of policy to be followed in Norway. In other words, the joint British-Norwegian 
resistance had to adjust itself to the framework of SHAEF. Because of the plans SHAEF had at that 
time for the invasion of the Continent, no commitment in Norway was wanted, and Milorg was 
strongly warned that it should not encourage any rising in Norway. Ironically, the old Milorg slogan 
'lie low, go slow' now had a renaissance. The idea was to grow in strength and wait for the day to 
come. Any untimely rising, like that of the French maquis in the Vercors, would not be supported.  
Nevertheless, the more than 30,000 men in Milorg waited eagerly to do something more than mere 
training, and after the Allied invasion on the Continent they were allowed to attack and sabotage 
German shipping, lines of communication, industries etc. This was quite important as the 
restlessness amongst the rank and file increased. The sabotage of the offices for labour 
conscription in the spring of 1944 represented a little outlet of steam. However, when the above 
mentioned directive came in June, the opportunities for action increased. Regular clashes with the 
Germans were still to be avoided. Usually, the attacks were planned and launched by combined 
groups of Milorg and SOE personnel. But even before this new directive, Milorg's role in these joint 
British-Norwegian operations had been steadily increasing. In fact, Feather II, which crossed the 
border from Sweden on 22 April 22 1944 to attack the Thamshavn railway, was the last British 
operation planned outside Norway. Henceforward, it was the Central Leadership of Milorg that 
decided on these issues. Meanwhile, Milorg grew in strength and numbers. Supplies, equipment, 
instruction and training were provided by SOE and FO in London. This was no easy task considering 
Norway's topography and climate. 
All in all, Allied aircraft flew 717 successful sorties out of a total of 1241, dropping 208 agents, 9662 
containers and 2762 packages with arms, munition, explosives, radio equipment, uniforms, 
medicine etc. In addition, supplies were sailed from the Shetlands: in 194 trips, 190 agents and 385 
tons of arms and equipment were landed in Norway and 345 agents were brought back to 
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England. Instructors were sent to train members of Milorg, together with W/T operators. It was 
mainly in the last year of cooperation between SOE and Milorg that the figures grew to such 
proportions and thus gradually increased Milorg's striking power.  
The SHAEF directive of June 1944 was based on the assumption that it would be easier to let the 
Germans retreat from Norway and defeat them in central Europe. However, as the situation in this 
part of Europe changed towards the end of 1944, SHAEF changed its strategy. In a directive of 5 
December 1944, Milorg was told to attack the railways in Norway on a large scale to prevent the 
Germans from withdrawing their fresh troops from Norway and sending them to the central 
European theatre for use against the Allies. Milorg was naturally very pleased to get this 
opportunity. After the surrender in Finland, an enormous number of troops were withdrawn into 
Finnmark in northern Norway and thence southwards. In close cooperation with SOE parties which 
had been held in readiness, Milorg attacked railways and bridges on a large scale. So well did 
Milorg carry out its task that, according to the head of SOE, Major-General Sir Colin Gubbins, 'From 
Norway, there was a reduction in rate of movement from four divisions to less than one division a 
month'. However, German documents such as the Kriegstagebuch, do not support such an 
unreserved conclusion. Eleven divisions were withdrawn from June 1944 until the end of the war, 
seven of these in the first four months of 1945. 
Despite sabotage activity, the main objective for Milorg in the last year of the war was protection 
against German destruction of communications, transport, industries, ports etc, in case of a German 
withdrawal accompanied by the scorched earth policy practised in Finnmark in the autumn of 1944. 
The detailed plans were made in London and a total of 110 officers were sent in from Great Britain 
to lead this work. In addition, a considerable number of Linge officers already in Norway on various 
other missions were directed to such tasks in the last phase of the war. Milorg also established a 
few bases - groups of specially handpicked men placed in camps far away in the forest and up in 
the mountains - ready to strike if the signal was given. The leaders and instructors were SOE 
personnel. 
At this stage, in the spring of 1945, approximately 40,000 Milorg men, equipped, trained and well 
disciplined were prepared for the worst alternative, a German last stand in Norway. The equipment 
as well as the training and partly, I should say, the discipline, could be attributed to the fruitful 
cooperation with SOE which in turn had at its disposal some of the best specimens of Norwegian 
youth. Milorg obeyed SHAEF's order not to provoke the Germans but could not avoid a few clashes 
as the Germans attacked. On these occasions, Milorg proved their capability to defend themselves 
and even strike back. Their losses were small compared with German casualties. 
As we all know, the German Commander in Norway, General Boehme, signed the German 
surrender in Norway on 8 May 1945. Milorg did not have to fight at all. Their role in this rather risky 
period of transition was to stand guard, protect buildings, arrest traitors etc. They were finally 
demobilised in July 1945. As for the Linge Company, they were inspected by Colonel Wilson on 30 
June and demobilised. 
These few pages are of course only a rough survey of the relationship between Milorg and SOE. 
However, I have tried to show how two ad hoc organisations, with basically the same goal, 
operating side by side, at the outset virtually as antagonists with an attitude of non-collaboration, 
managed gradually to adjust themselves to each other's course and, in the last years of the war, to 
achieve such a high degree of cooperation that the SOE phrase from the spring of 1942, 
'amalgamation' may be used. 'Basically the same goal': yes, but the inherent contradiction in the 
SOE programme made the first two or three years difficult: the building up of a secret army 
combined with offensive actions. The former required an attitude that did not attract the attention 
of the Germans and thus agreed perfectly with Milorg's policy. The consequence of offensive 
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actions, on the other hand, was precisely the opposite, and this was Milorg's constant worry. For 
reasons already described, SOE had to concentrate on the offensive part early in the war. As the 
war developed, SOE toned down this aspect of its activity. At the same time, Milorg adjusted its 
policy to the harsh reality of war. In this way the two lines met and converged. Although this 
pattern may not have differed much in outline from that which developed in other occupied 
countries, there was perhaps one important difference after all: the degree of success achieved by 
the partnership, or 'amalgamation', between the two organisations. 
318. Nicolay Sejersted SELMER (1921 – 1943). Signed 15 October 1941. C/O Norwegian 
Legation, London. 

025 
DOB 6.4.1921. stud. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
According to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernst_W._Selmer, he studied at the Norwegian Institute of 
Technology. During the Second World War, he first fought in the Norwegian Campaign, then 
participated in the underground resistance before he fled to Little Norway in Canada in 1941 to 
undergo pilot training. 
Information supplied by Geoff Ward: 
The ‘small operation’ took place almost every night, and it didn’t take long before Kristian realized 
that his friends were involved in more important activities than a simple news bulletin. That's why 
he was not surprised to hear that Ole Jakob, who was ill at the time, had been arrested during a 
razzia in early September. He was not the only one: Bård Hjelde, Welle Strand, Bjørn Rørholt (who 
signed this book on 12 October 1941), Håkon Sørbye, Nico Selmer and Tore Five all disappeared 
at the same time. Ole Jakob and Bård Hjelde died in Natzweiler, Nico Selmer died in Toronto and 
the others later continued their resistance work. He was killed in a training accident on 1 
September 1943. He was the son of Ernst Westerlund Selmer (23 April 1890 – 14 April 1971) who 
was a Norwegian philologist and phonetician and a professor at the University of Oslo from 1937 
to 1960 where he was best known for his work on Low German and Frisian. 
From Våre falne 1939–1945: 

 
From http://org.ntnu.no/koiene/koiene/koiene.php?&k=&l=1: 
The name of Nicokoia comes from Nicolay Sejersted Selmer; he was active in NTHI and liked 
outdoor life before he died during the Second World War. His parents donated 3000NOK to NTHI 
in 1946. This was money Nicolay had earned during his work with radio broadcasting from Bymarka 
during the first year of the war. Together with Nicolay’s parents it was decided to build a cabin. 
Esten Langeland offered a ground next to his alp in Brungmarka. 1947 was the cabin built. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernst_W._Selmer
http://org.ntnu.no/koiene/koiene/koiene.php?&k=&l=1
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319. Superintendent Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS. Signed 15 October 1941. 7 
Elmstead Road, Bexhill / Norwegian Legation. 

025 
DOB 30.4.1897. intendent. Britt. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Chief of Police (India). 
From HS 2/124 Finland – Aeroplane Repatriation of Finnish Volunteers: 
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http://www.hardistyfamilytree.com/phpgedview/individual.php?pid=I00150&ged=hardisty.ged 
He died on 21 April 1982, aged 92, in St Mary’s Hospital, Eastbourne. He is buried in St Joseph’s, 
Burwash, Kent. Robert Douglas did not marry. He served in 3rd Hussars during WW1. YdeC says 
that Robert Douglas was probably in possession of family papers (pedigree) and paintings when he 
died, but these have not been traced. There is also no trace of a Will. Undertakers were P Bysouth, 
Hailsham Road, Heathfield. Visited on 19 Oct 1999, and record found of funeral arrangements. 
Executors were Lloyds Bank West End Trust Branch, Bank Buildings, 16James St, London SW1A 1ET 
(Mr Brooker arranged funeral). Tel. no. was 019308964, but now changed. About 1980 was living at 
Heathfield Park, Sussex. 21 April 1982 was living at 23 Pevensey Road, Eastbourne, Sussex. 1980: 
may have been living at Heathfield Park, Heathfield, Sussex. 1982: was living at 23 Pevensey Road, 
Eastbourne, Sussex. Nov 1999: no trace of Will or Grant of Probate. 
Bihar Police: Six medals: King's Police Medal; George V, 2nd type (Indian Police Service); BWM and 
Victory Medal; jubilee Medal 1935; Coronation Medal 1937; Finland Medal for Participation in the 
Winter War 1939-1940. 

http://www.hardistyfamilytree.com/phpgedview/individual.php?pid=I00150&ged=hardisty.ged
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http://www.bloodandhonourworldwide.co.uk/magazine/issue23/issue23%20the%20winter%20war.
html: 
The Winter War, Finland's Brave Fight against the Red Beast and the British Volunteers 
On 30th November 1939, Finland was attacked all along her eastern border by around half a 
million soviet troops. Their plan was simple, to bomb Helsinki into defeat and drive into Helsinki, 
sweeping aside any resistance they were to come across, they hoped to achieve this within a few 
weeks. 
Finland who had gained her independence from the rule of Russia in 1917, knew that total defeat 
would mean the loss of independence and return to the rule of Russia. In the coming weeks the 
Finnish forces, showed they were prepared to fight to the very last man to stop this from 
happening. 
An army of 160,000 was raised, and headed east to meet the invaders head on. The fighting was 
long and harsh in the coldest winter of that century, but the brave Finns stood their ground 
fighting back wave after wave of soviet attacks, stopping the soviets in their tracks. The soviets took 
heavy losses; on December the 12th two divisions were utterly destroyed. On the 28th December 
the 44th division was ambushed and destroyed. In the first part of the war the soviets lost 27,000 
men against Finnish losses of 2,700. The soviets plan was now left in tatters on the battlefield. In 
early 1940 the soviets deployed 45 divisions and broke the Finnish lines. The snow which was 
Finland's greatest advantage was starting to melt and the soviets started to advance. The Finnish 
government were forced to start peace talks with the soviets. 
On 13th March 1940, after 109 days of fighting, a peace deal was signed. Finland lost Viipuri and 
Salla districts and a part of Lapland, a total of 10% per cent of her land, this included 420,000 acres 
of her land. In the fighting, Finland lost 25,000 men and the Soviets 100,000 men. Russia fell short 
of its plan to take Finland. Finland still had control of her government and in many ways Finland 
was not the defeated army. 
Finland was not alone in her struggle. Volunteers came from all over Europe and beyond to help 
Finland battle Communism. Theses volunteers can be broken down into two separate groups. 
The first group consisted of volunteers from other Nordic nations, around 1,010 came from 
Denmark, 695 from Norway and, the largest group, around 8,260 from Sweden. Only the Swedes 
made it to the front line, as they were already armed and trained for winter combat, and it was just 
a matter of time for these experienced troops to make it to eastern Finland.  
This was not the first time Sweden had helped Finland. In 1918, Finland was involved in a civil war 
between the white nationalists and the red communists, the volunteers from Sweden assisted the 
white nationalists to victory. Sweden had helped to stop communism in Scandinavia and was 
willing to do the same again. 
The other Nordic volunteers arrived too late, many where ill-equipped and most did not make it 
out of the training camp, many returned to their homelands soon after. It is not known if theses 
volunteers volunteered for service in the Waffen SS in the years to come. There were also around 
372 American Finns who made it to Finland but it’s not known if they saw any action. 
Those who volunteered for service feared the presence of communist Russia in Scandinavia. If 
Russia had been victorious in Finland, there was a fear that they would not stop and would 
continue their barbaric drive into Scandinavia. Sweden's neutral status would become irrelevant 
and the rest of Scandinavia would be crushed under the might of the red beast. 
What was not known at that time was that a month after the winter war had ended, Denmark and 
Norway would be occupied by German forces. If Finland had been under the rule of Russia in the 

http://www.bloodandhonourworldwide.co.uk/magazine/issue23/issue23%20the%20winter%20war.html
http://www.bloodandhonourworldwide.co.uk/magazine/issue23/issue23%20the%20winter%20war.html
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latter stages of the war in 1945, Russia may have tried to "liberate" these nations and history has 
shown what happened in Eastern Europe. 
The second group of volunteers formed under the name of OSASTO SISU. In 1939, 8,500 British 
citizens had volunteered for service but only 227 made it to Finland. The correct date of when the 
first troops arrived in Finland is unknown. On 4th March there were five British citizens in the Lapua 
training camp. On 13th March, eight more had arrived and the last batch of 145 men arrived on 
16th March 1940. It is not known when and where the others arrived. The British and Hungarians 
got there too late. They lacked vital training in extreme winter warfare. The training camp was in 
Lapua, a town east of the coastal town of Vaasa on the west side of Finland. Lapua was the 
birthplace of the Lapua movement, an anti-communist group which organized the peasant march 
in 1930 when 12,000 people from all over Finland marched into Helsinki and forced the 
Government to ban Communism. 
The British volunteers were welcome volunteers in the fight, but were lacking in the necessary skills, 
but the will and honour of these brave men had made them take the journey to take up arms with 
their Finnish brothers. After the winter war, some tried to return to Britain. 60 headed for Oslo at 
the same time as the German forces. A dozen were taken prisoner and the rest travelled to Sweden. 
Another group tried to make it to Norway through Rovaniemi in the north of Finland, but they were 
stopped by the Finns who feared they would fall into the hands of the Germans. Others travelled 
with Swedish passports, but they ended up in German prison camps. Some stayed in Finland and 
worked as loggers, farm workers, English teachers and one even became a golf pro at the Helsinki 
golf club and another as a member of the British embassy in Helsinki. There were also a few who 
simply disappeared. 
A few nations gave gifts to help Finland in their struggle. The union of South Africa sent 25 Gloster 
Gladiator aircraft; Sweden gave 12 aircraft that were piloted by Swedish Volunteers; and Denmark 
gave 2 fighter pilots who were killed. 
The attack by Soviet forces on Finland was roundly condemned by many nations in Europe, many 
feared not only the end of independent Finland, but also the treatment the Finnish people would 
receive if they were to come under the rule of Russia. Hopefully the support Europe and all the 
valiant volunteers gave helped give the heroic Finns a moral lift, knowing that they were not alone 
and many where willing to help. 
From http://www.militaryimages.net/forums/archive/index.php/t-3698.html: 
List of Group Sisu volunteers. After each name is their civilian profession, rank if higher than 
private, year of birth and country of birth if not UK. 61 volunteers, whose names are in bold, have 
signed this book. 
Enlisted in London 
Aitken-Quack, Richard Welford, accountant, Second Lieutenant, 1913 
Alexander, Robert, miner, 190969 
Apostolides, John Graham, teacher, 1917, India 
Archer-Shee, Richard Martin, Lance Corporal, 1907 
Armstrong, Kenneth, laundry manager, Lieutenant, 191570 
Arter, Douglas William, gunsmith, 1920 
Asling, John, soldier, Warrant Officer, 1905 

                                                 
69 Signed this book on 6 April 1942 
70 Signed this book on 24 October 1941 

http://www.militaryimages.net/forums/archive/index.php/t-3698.html
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Atkinson, George Arnold Stanley, architect, 1906 
Averill, Charles Rochford, chemist, 1905 
Babbs, Thomas Edward Harvey, sales agent, 1922 
Barton, David, engineer, 1903 
Bath, Charles Percival "Sauna", carpenter, 190771 
Baxter, Montague Frank, 1915 
Beest, Vivian Henry van, cook, 1921 
Bishop, Victor Charles, worker, 1906 
Blew-Jones, Douglas Holden, soldier, 1894 
Boddam-Whetham, Hugh Alexander, 1890 
Boselli, Emanuele L, student, 1915, Italy 
Boswell, Robert William Douglas, mine representative, 1912 
Bowhay-Saunders, Leonard George, tailor, 1913 
Bowman, Jake, 1898, Australia 
Brabbs, James, clerk, 1920 
Bradley, Albert George, packer, 1902 
Bristow, Harry Corby, radio technician, Lance Corporal, 1907 
Broad, Peter James, male servant, 1918 
Brooke, Justin "Gus", student, 1920 
Brown, Eric Heywood, engineer, Corporal, 1916, Australia72 
Budd, Frederick George, law firm official, 1909 
Budden, Ronald Charles, clerk, 1909 
Bullen, Charles John Stephen, worker, 190973 
Burch, Russell Ward, electric engineer, 1908 
Butler, Alexander Hugh Ormonde, student, 1920, India74 
Butt, Montague Robert, farmer, Staff Sergeant, 1915 
Byrne, Thomas William, clerk, 191575 
Carrick, Bernard Frederick, sales agent, 1908 
Carwithen, George Edward Terry, 1908 
Casey, John, baker, Lance Corporal, 1911, Ireland76 
Challenger, Andrew Latimer, masseur, 1907 
Chalmers, Edward Costello "Jock", sailor, 190677 
Chandor, Hugo Henry, farmer, Major, 1895 
                                                 

71 Signed this book on 27 May 1942 
72 Signed this book on 29 March 1942 
73 Signed this book on 31 March 1942 
74 Signed this book on 23 April 1942 
75 Signed this book on 23 April 1942 
76 Signed this book on 5 May 1942 
77 Signed this book on 20 April 1942 
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Clark, Edwin Alfred, gardener, 191178 
Commins, Patrick Francis "Paddy", telephone repair man, Staff Sergeant, 1897, Ireland 
Connolly, Henry, miner, Corporal, 191379 
Cook, Walter W. Charles, 1888 
Cooper, Peter John "Wolf", motor mechanic, 1916 
Coughlan, James, driver, 1911, Ireland 
Cumberlege, Francis Charles Ray, motor biker, 1898 
d'Abo, Terence Darwin Nicolai, stock exchange official, 191680 
Dalton, Denis Neale, pilot, 1918 
Daly, William Francis "Liam", plumber, 1915, Ireland 
Davey, John, kitchen assistant, 1909 
Davidsen, S.A., interpreter, Scandinavia 
De Burgh-Thomas, Hubert Patrick, 1916 
De Liguori, Prince Alphonse, 1896, Italy 
Demore, Rene Roland Raymond, metalworker, 1911 
Dixon, Albert Herbert Fryer "Bob", farmer, 190981 
Dixon, Raymond, pilot, 1914 
Doese, Donald William, bank official, 190982 
Dunlop, John Bonar, sculptor, 1916, New Zealand83 
Dunne, John Brendan, 1917, Ireland 
Duprez, Charles Edward Manhattan, 1917 
Dutson, Fred, 1913 
Easton, Arthur Leonard, boxer, 1916 
Elliott, John, journalist, Second Lieutenant, 1901 
Ellis, Charles Alfred Pascoe, 1914 
Evans, Esmond Victor, gardener, 1900 
Evans, Howard Geoffrey "Sh*tty", Lance Corporal, 1908 
Evans, Sidney Harold (later sir Harold), journalist, 1911 
Farragut, Peter Macalister, 1913 
Fitzgerald, Desmond Maurice Bingham, actor, 191484 
Fleming, John, 1908 
Forbes, Alastair Cameron, 1918 

                                                 
78 Signed this book on 3 April 1942 
79 Signed this book on 29 April 1942 
80 Signed this book on 20 April 1942 
81 Signed this book on 31 March 1942 
82 Signed this book on 3 December 1942 
83 Signed this book on 18 April 1942 
84 Signed this book on 25 April 1942 
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Ford, George, bartender, 191885 
Ford, John Henry, 1913 
Francis, Frederick Robert, Staff Sergeant, 1895 
Fraser, Arthur Herbert, 1898 
Geddes, Jack Fitzgerald, former naval officer, 1916 
Gee, Howard Valentine, 1913 
Gilhespie, George, Lance Corporal, 190686 
Glyn, John St. George, medical student, 1916, South-Africa 
Golby, Jack Reginald "Popeye", builder, Corporal, 190387 
Gooderham, Gordon, clerk, 1912 
Gordon, Vincent Anthony, alias Gorgone, 1913 
Graham, Edward Manuel, pilot, 1914, Russia 
Graham, John Murray "Jock", mining engineer, Lance Corporal, 1895 
Grant, Charles John Patrick, soldier and lecturer, 1880, India 
Green, Bernard Cyril Hicks "Hicks Green", golf professional, 191588 
Green, Walter, 190589 
Griffin, James Arthur, 1908 
Guthrie, Duncan Dunbar, actor, Lieutenant, 1911 
Haddleton, Stanley Cyril Joseph, airplane mechanic, 1906 
Hallett, Arthur Walter Henry, roof tiler, 1910 
Harrison, Montague Philip Everson, pilot, 1898 
Hartman, John Victor, public relations director, 1910 
Haywood, Ronald Edward "Spit", carriage maker, 191490 
Henderson, Arthur, 1912 
Henley, Ivor James, worker, 1908 
Herford, Martin Edward Meakin, medical doctor, Lieutenant, 1909, Switzerland 
Herring, Frederick William,, hairdresser, 1914 
Heteren, Kurt Willibald Tambuza van, engineer, 1909, South-Africa91 
Hignell, Ronald, mason, 191592 
Hill, Frank, engineer, 191293 
Hill, Marie Charles Antoine Thomas "Tom", horse trainer, 1903, Ireland 

                                                 
85 Signed this book on 20 April 1942 
86 Signed this book on 12 August 1942 
87 Signed this book on 10 May 1942 
88 Signed this book on 21 October 1942 
89 Signed this book on 26 April 1942 
90 Signed this book on 15 June 1942 
91 Signed this book on 24 October 1941 
92 Signed this book on 29 April 1942 
93 Signed this book on 22 October 1941 
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Hole, Arthur Robert "Jimmy", drug merchant, 1916 
Holley, Charles Edward, worker, 1910 
Holliday, William Cuthbert "Bill", engineer, 1913 
Holtom, Robert Frederick, fireman, 191594 
Hopkinson, Thomas Gordon, secretary, 1911 
Howard, Hon. Hubert John Edward Dominic, Sergeant, 1904, USA 
Humphries, Henry Arthur, building contractor, 1896 
Ilbury, Frederick, electrician, 190895 
Ingarfield, Leonard, 1915 
Jackson, Norman, police, 1915 
Jarrett, Francis Alfred "Lulu", miner, 1912 
Johns, Ronald Wilby, engine draughtsman, 1914 Australia 
Johnstone, Reginald Hugh, 1895 
Jones, Sidney, 1900 
Jones, William Christopher, hotel porter, 190596 
Joyce, Joseph, M.C., Captain, 1887 
Keen, Peter Herbert (James), stage master, 1914 
Kenworthy, Reginald Watson, test pilot, 189697 
Kilgour, John, engineer, 1913 
Kilpin, George, 1910, died in Savonlinna, Finland 1940 
Kingcote, Gordon Henry, 1884 
Kuss, Gerald Valentine, truck driver, 1920, Ireland 
Lace, Alfred Clucas "Tom", race-driver, Captain, 1897 
Lansdowne, William Ewart, milk merchant, 1905 
Lavey, Charles Edward, 1905 
Law, Robert Galbraith "Bobby", dentist, 1901 
Leith, John Nicholas von der, 1896, USA 
Le Mee-Power, Colin Adrian Cowper, 1910 
Lenox-Conyngham, James Desmond, secretary, 1905 
Loureiro, E.P., Portugal 
Lowe, William Henry, 1901 
Lucey, Denis "Paddy", worker, 1915 
Lyons, Harold Bruce, transport company owner, 1918 
McGee, Patrick Conleth "Paddy", journalist, 1914 
McKay, Alexander, technician, Staff Sergeant, 1897, Australia 

                                                 
94 Signed this book on 26 April 1942 
95 POSSIBLY signed this book on 29 April 1942 
96 Signed this book on 21 October 1941 
97 Signed this book on 17 May 1942 
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McKibbin, Leonard George, advertisement artist, 190698 
McKibbin, Russell, gym instructor, Lance Corporal, 1912 
Mackie, Douglas, architect, 1889 
McMullin, Michael Anthony, 1913, Ceylon (Sri Lanka)99 
McNally, Daniel, worker, 1910, Ireland100 
McNeil, Edward Gouding, cook, Corporal, 1913101 
Mallowan, Cecil Frederick Hubert, teacher, 1907 
Martin, Edward "The Baron", hairdresser, 1914 
Maund, Eric George, machine engineer, Lieutenant, 1911 
Medlicott, John Irvine, clerk, 1914 
Millington-Hogg, Godfrey William, horse trainer, 1919 
Montague, John Cook, production engineer, 1913102 
Moore, Charles, cook's mate, 1912, Ireland 
Munday, John Henry, 1910 
Munro, Neil, student, 1922 
Neumark, Otto Walter, student, 1921, Tschechoslovakia 
Nicholls, William George, medic, Staff Sergeant, 1908103 
Nightingale, Christopher Carnac, 1913 
Ninnis, Robert Douglas Kiallmark, chief of police (India), Corporal, 1897104 
Nurk, Karl, game keeper, Lieutenant, 1904, Estonia 
Olivo, Salvator Antonio, soldier, 1910 
Owbridge, Giles W.G., ski instructor, 1921 
Parker, George Albert "Boston", truck driver's mate, 1913105 
Patterson, Bruce Tyrrell, student, 1921106 
Pearce, James Townsend, farmer, 1903 
Pearson, Dennis Frederick Alfred, 1907107 
Perowne, Leonard William, bus driver, 1910 
Pershke, Ifor Frederick, accountant, 1915 
Phelps, Jack George, "Lofty", worker, 1914 
Phillips, Thomas, mechanic, 1904 

                                                 
98 Signed this book on 30 April 1942 
99 Signed this book on 18 June 1942 
100 Signed this book on 10 May 1942 
101 Signed this book on 9 May 1942 
102 Signed this book on 3 November 1941 
103 Signed this book on 29 April 1942 
104 Signed this book on 15 October 1941 
105 Signed this book on 20 April 1942 
106 Signed this book on 29 March 1942 
107 Signed this book on 27 May 1942 
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Philpott, Guy, 1903108 
Pooke, Reginald Sidney Bertram, cheese master, Staff Sergeant, 1907109 
Porte, Laurence, mechanic, 1912 
Prince, Harry, plumber, 1911110 
Pryse, David Edward Jones, secretary, 1895 
Punshon, Percy Killingworth "Punch", technician, 1910, Canada 
Purves, Erith Marshall "Eric", actor, Lance Corporal, 1919, India111 
Rankin, John McK., insurance agent, 1910 
Rattigan, William Douglas Clive, accountant, Corporal, 1908 
Read, John Edward Thesiger "Phyllis", farmer, 1912, Canada112 
Reed, Charles Thomas Michael, ambulance nurse, 1913113 
Reynolds, Sylvanus Brian John "Brian", Lance Corporal, 1908 
Roberts, Charles Dennis, warehouse manager, Corporal, 1908 
Roberts, Reginald Alexander, 1904 
Roome, Donald "Darkie", mason, 1905114 
Roosevelt, Kermit, soldier, Colonel, stayed in London, 1889, USA 
Roper, Charles William, carpenter, 1920115 
Ruck-Keene, William Edmund, lawyer, Second Lieutenant, 1912 
Ryder, Richard Dudley "Dick", accountant, Staff Sergeant, 1904 
Sandbach, Jack, 1909 
Scott, Arnot Hercules Wilmot, soldier, Lieutenant, 1892, Hong Kong116 
Scott, Nigel William Guthrie, export merchant, 1912117 
Seccombe, Patrick John, 1915 
Seilerne, Antoine, 1901 
Seyler, Paul Clifford, sheep farmer, Staff Sergeant, 1914 
Shaw-Kennedy, Hugh James, 1902 
Sherry, Frederick James, drawer, 1913 
Sinclair-Lockhart, Sir Graeme Duncan Power, Lieutenant, 1897 
Smith, John, clerk, 1922 
Smith, Mark Lindsay "Lindsay Smith", trade gardener, 1918, India 

                                                 
108 Signed this book on 3 April 1942 
109 Signed this book on 9 May 1942 
110 Signed this book on 27 May 1942 
111 Signed this book on 10 May 1942 
112 Signed this book on 25 April 1942 
113 Signed this book on 6 May 1942 
114 Signed this book on 20 April 1942 
115 Signed this book on 25 April 1942 
116 Signed this book on 24 May 1942 
117 Signed this book on 3 April 1942 
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Smith, Sidney George Rubert "Trader Smith", farmer, 1917 
Snodin, Maurice Raymond, lector, 1914 
Snowden, John Stanley, courier, 1904 
Stead, David Vere, Second Lieutenant, 1906, Australia 
Stephenson, Thomas, 1912 
Stuart-Menteth, Montagu, M.C. "Stuart", accountant, 1893118 
Summers, Richard John, airplane motor mechanic, 1906119 
Tawell, Roy Gifford, "Dick", farmer, 1906 
Taylor, Harry Stuart, pilot, Lieutenant, 1918 
Taylor, Hugh, hotel manager, 1899 
Thompson, John Edward, hotel porter, 1905 
Thompson, Leslie Robert "Les", newspaper deliveryman, 1914 
Tierney, William Joseph, worker, 1918, Ireland120 
Tillbrook, William Harry, 1892 
Tosh, William Henderson, soldier, 1900 
Vernon, Stanley Harold, construction manager, 1910 
Vessey, Roland, farmer, 1903121 
Walker, William Edward, clerk, 1911122 
Watkins, Harold, dental technician, 1915 
Watson, William Arthur Capron, horse trainer, 1903 
Waugh, Albert Henry, hotel owner, 1883123 
Way, Robert Edward, horse trainer, 1918, South-Africa 
Weaver, Denis Robert, airplane engineer, 1916124 
Wellmon, Malcom Harry, pilot, 1911 
White, Albert Edward Barkham, hospital financial manager, 1916125 
Williams, Bernard James A., hairdresser, 1913 
Winter, Sir Ormonde de L'Epee, retired Brigadier General, 1875 
Woodburn, Alfred Basil Brailsford "Basil", transport (logistic) manager, Lance Corporal, 1911 
Young, Leslie Edward, 1919, Canada 
Zipfel, Frederick Leon, private secretary, 1914126 
Enlisted in Lapua, Finland 

                                                 
118 Signed this book on 26 April 1942 
119 Signed this book on 4 April 1942 
120 Signed this book on 9 May 1942 
121 Signed this book on 24 August 1942 
122 Signed this book on 18 June 1942 
123 Signed this book on 18 June 1942 
124 Signed this book on 4 May 1942 
125 Signed this book on 25 April 1942 
126 Signed this book on 26 April 1942 
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Bamford, Ernest Ludvig, travel guide, 1902, Russia 
Beck, James Cyril, student, 1920, Finland 
Eager, Richard Albert, interpreter, 1891 
Gaster, Benjamin Herman, Sergeant 
Hancock, John, Finland 
Hancock, Robert, advertisement artist, 1912, Finland 
Hancock, William, journalist, 1920, Finland 
Hitching, John Joseph Jack O'Brien, journalist, Captain, 1890 
Johnson, John William Edgar, accountant, 1915 
2 unknown men born in Russia 1909 and 1913 
Enlisted in Canada 
Hall, Samuel John, Canada127 
Hellenius, Rolf August, fur hunter and ore digger, 1907, Finland 
Walker, John Sidney "Johnnie", Warrant Officer, 1893, Canada128 
Waller, Edward Bloomfield, pilot, Captain, Canada129 
Post from the same website: 
“This is my first posting after I ran across this list sent in from Finland on British volunteers. I just 
recently interviewed one of these veterans and his name is Godfrey Millington Hogg. Into his 80s 
and living at Sunnybrook hospital Veterans wing he is still in good spirits I had previously met him 
at one of my military displays 9 years previous. Godfrey's parents had emigrated from England to 
Canada in 1925 when he was 6 years old. His father was a cavalryman and had taken a position at a 
prestigious college north of Toronto as riding master. In 1939, Godfrey went back to England to 
seek employment when the Winter War started in Finland on Nov 30th of that year. A volunteer 
unit was formed in England and being young and full of adventure off he went. He wound up in 
Helsinki and after a period of waiting for an assignment was put into the air force air gunnery 
training program. He had put in a number of flights on the Fokker CX biplanes as a gunner in 
training when the war ended in March of 1940. He lived in Finland and worked for a woman 
tending her horses. Then the Finnish government approached all the volunteers still in Finland and 
informed them that there were warming of relations between Germany and Finland. As a result the 
Finnish government moved all foreign nationals whose governments were at war with Germany to 
safe third countries and in particular Sweden. Godfrey took a train to Filostad, Sweden and was in 
Sweden well into 1942 when he was able to get on a diplomatic flight to England. He was lucky as 
the previous flight had been shot down. He wound up in the 50th division 3rd armoured brigade 
and saw action in Sicily then to northern Italy where he was put on a tank ship to Marseille France, 
then Isigum (?), Belgium where they were given new Shermans with 76mm guns and then onto 
Emden, Germany. There is more to the story but I am keeping this short. An interesting person and 
quite an adventurer. I must say I have been lucky to meet such a person as Godfrey Millington-
Hogg. I believe he is the last remaining volunteer from Canada of English parentage to have served 
in Finland. Regards Tero Tuononen, Toronto Canada” 

                                                 
127 Signed this book on 22 October 1941 
128 Signed this book on 30 April 1942 
129 Signed this book on 17 May 1942 
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NOTE: Godfrey Millington-Hogg has not signed this book. The Bromma departure record shows 
him leaving on 23 April 1942: 

 
From the above list, the following passengers signed this book: 
Herlief Asheim on 2 April 1942 
Per Wendelbo on 31 August 1941 
Kyrle Alan Clark on 24 April 1941 
Oddvar Wenger on 20 October 1941 
From http://www.anthonymcevoy.com/galleries/Kuss/: 

http://www.anthonymcevoy.com/galleries/Kuss/
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Marshal Mannerheim reviewing British and Irish contingent of “Osastu Sisu” at Lapua, 27 March 
1940 

 
Horses at Savonlinna, 1940 
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Platoon 4 Machine Gun at Savonlinna, 1940 

 
“Stand at Ease” British contingent on parade at Lapua, 27 March 1940 
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British volunteers in Savonlinna, 1940 

 
Roper and Kuss at Malung Internment Camp, Sweden 
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“The Long Wait”: Haywood, Lockhart, Weaver, Kuss and Walker at Malung Internment Camp, 
Sweden 
From http://www.geocities.ws/finnmilpge/fmp_forpilots.html: 
Volunteer Foreign Pilots in the Winter War 1939 – 1940 

Training Units 
During the Winter War, foreign flying personnel (except the Swedes in their own unit F19) 
were gathered into Supplement Flying Regiment 2 (Täydennyslentorykmentti 2, T-LentoR 2). 
Pilots' skills were tested and needed training was given in its Supplement Flying Squadron 
29 (Täydennyslentolaivue 29, T-LLv.29) at Parola. At the beginning of February 1940 T-
LLv.29 was divided into I and II Supplement Flying Squadron (of T-lentoR 2) at Parola and 
Tyrväntö. MG gunners and observers were trained in Training Squadron / Supplement Flying 
Regiment 1(Koulutuslaivue / Täydennyslentorykmentti 1 T-LentoR 1) at Karvia. Supplement 
regiments were subordinated to flying regiments with the same number. 
During the Winter War, a total of 41 volunteer foreign fighter pilots were in T-LentoR 2 but 
only 19 of them really flew in combat units. About a half of them were Danish. 
All Kinds of Volunteers 
Most volunteer pilots had no combat experience although a few experienced ones had been 
in Spanish Civil War or in Abyssinia or even flown during WW I. Fighting spirit varied but was 
usually good and many volunteers were killed in action or in aerial or land accidents because 
planes were unknown and conditions usually hard in winter 1940. We have to remember that 
taking off from and landing to a typically very small Finnish airfield covered with ice and 
snow was a demanding task even for a very experienced pilot. 
It is also worth mentioning that among the real volunteers there were also so called "pilots" 
or "aviators" who were not willing to fly, were afraid of flying, hadn't flown for a long time or 

http://www.geocities.ws/finnmilpge/fmp_forpilots.html
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just could not fly properly. Also international adventurers like the "legendary" British-
American "Pioneer Negro Aviator and Colonel" (Captain in Finland) Hubert Fauntleroy 
Julian alias "Black Hawk" and Spanish Col. (Colonel also in Finland) Nicolas 
Beres alias Alfonso Reyes found their ways to Finland. They were sent away as soon as their 
real personality and behaviour was known better. "Col." Beres for example was sent abroad 
using some pretext already at the end of February 1940 but "Capt." Julian stayed in Finland 
as long as until June 1940. Their Finnish military ranks were later cancelled 
although Julian refused to hand over his FAF uniform. It was later tried even in New York 
harbour when he returned back to States. The Finnish State settled all their unpaid bills! For 
more information on "Colonel" Julian read John P. Nugent's book The Black Eagle, Stein and 
Day, N.Y. 1971. 
One rather famous fellow in Finland was an RAF Volunteer Reserve pilot Prince Emanuel 
Galitzine who was born in 1918 in England (according to certain sources he was born in St. 
Petersburg which is unlikely). He came to Finland using an assumed name, Edward M. 
Graham, and flew in Flying Squadron 32 as 2nd Lieutenant after the Winter War. His contract 
in Finland ended by the end of 1940 and he travelled back to England to re-join the RAF. On 
12 September 1942, in a Spitfire Mk. IX, he attacked a German Junkers Ju 86R long-range 
high-altitude reconnaissance-bomber at 13,000 metres. This was one of the highest level 
aerial battles during the WW II. 
Volunteer Technical Personnel 
Technical personnel was usually directed straight to flying units although their quality and 
experience varied too. Experienced Italian FIAT's mechanics commanded by Capt. (Eng.) Luigi 
Pelli made excellent work keeping new troublesome FIAT G.50 fighters in the air during the 
last days of the Winter War. Pelli even studied Finnish language during his leisure time thus 
trying to improve communication between Finnish and Italian mechanics! Official Italian 
representative in Finland was Lt. Col. Giuseppe Casero. Also, numerous Swedish, Norwegian, 
Danish and French mechanics and engineers worked in Finland. The "results" of the young 
British and unwilling mechanics of Polish aviation company LOT are not worth mentioning 
here. 
The following lists have been gathered from several sources. The most important one is Eino 
Ritaranta's article "Volunteers Up to the Trouble" in Finnish Aviation History 
Magazine (Suomen ilmailuhistoriallinen lehti, SIL), vol. 1/1996 and the book From Parola to 
Pyhäniemi, (2002) by Ahti Saarinen (based on Col. K. W. Janarmo and Eino Ritaranta's 
research). Information on Swedish pilots of F19 was also cross-checked from Greger Falk's 
book The Chronicles of F19 (1987). Numbers, ranks and names have not been confirmed and 
no official records are available. 

Swedish Volunteers 
The only whole foreign flying unit in Finland during the Winter War was Flying Regiment 
19 (Lentorykmentti 19, LentoR 19) - also known as F19 - formed in Sweden by Swedish 
volunteers. F19 was part of the Volunteer Swedish Group (SFK) and equipped in Sweden 
before arriving in Finland. F19 was activated gradually at the beginning of January 1940 and 
operated in Northern Finland. Despite of their obsolete planes they scored several kills and 
proved their high skills. Additionally there were lots of volunteer Swedes in Finnish units. The 
known pilots are listed in the table below. There were also MG gunners, navigators and 
observers. The known ones were: 
- MG gunner (?) Göran Axell - T-LentoR 1, LLv.10 / LentoR 1 

http://www.oocities.org/finnmilpge/fmp_faf_f19.html
http://www.oocities.org/finnmilpge/fmp_faf_f19.html
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- Observer 2Lt. Hans Leuhusen - T-LentoR 1, LentoR 4 
- Observer (?) Knut Sparre - T-LentoR 1, LLv.10 / LentoR 1 
- Navigator Sgt Torolf von Wachenfeld - T-LentoR 1, LentoR 4 

Swedish Pilots in Finnish Units 

Rank Name Regiment or Squadron 

2Lt. Sven Bergendahl T-LentoR 2 (LentoR 3 **) 

2Lt. Kurt Björkvall (Björkwall?) LentoR 4 

2Lt.(Res.) Gert Greger T-LentoR 2, LLv.22 / 32 (LentoR 2 / 3 **) 

2Lt. Bengt Heijl T-LentoR 2, (LentoR 3 **) 

? Per-Gunnar Jering T-LentoR 2 

? Gunnar Löwegren T-LentoR 2, LLv.22 / 32 (LentoR 2 / 3 **) 

Cadet ?. Martin T-LentoR 2 

Cadet ?. Palme T-LentoR 2, (LentoR 3 **) 

Lt. Carl-Gustaf von Rosen * LentoR 4 

2Lt. Håkan Sundberg Air Fighting School (ISK), (LentoR 2 / 3 
**) 

Pilots who flew in front squadrons during the Winter War with bold text. 
* Count Eric von Rosen had flown the very first FAF airplane donated from Sweden to 
Finland in March 1918. In 1940 his son Carl-Gustaf von Rosen flew a donated 
converted Douglas DC-2"bomber" to Finland and on 1.3.1940 also carried out one 
bombing mission against Soviet airfield (crew: Finnish co-pilot Skorpa ?, Norwegian 
volunteer mechanic/MG gunner Arvid Christiansenand Finnish observer R. Winqvist). 
The plane was later named as "Hanssin-Jukka" and used only as transportation and 
passenger plane. C.-G. von Rosen also obtained two Koolhoven FK.52reconnaisance 
planes to FAF. Nowadays one Finnish fighter aircraft is named as "Kreivi von Rosen" 
Count von Rosen to honour the memory of both von Rosens. 
** LentoR 3 was formed after the Winter War from T-LentoR 2. 

Danish Volunteers 
Finland received many volunteer fighter pilots from Denmark. The first ones came as early 
as in December 1939. Most arrived during the end of January and February 1940 and were 
ordered to Flying Squadron 24 (Fokker D.XXI), 26 (Gloster Gladiator II, later FIAT G.50) 
or 28 (Morane-Saulnier M.S.406). 45 year old Lt. Knud von Clauson-Kaas was the oldest 
Danish pilot in Finland. He had been in Finland during and after the Finnish Civil War in 
spring and summer 1918 as Commander of Aviation Station II of Karelian Front at Antrea. 
Lt. Mogens Fensboe was 31 years old while the majority were between 25 and 30 years of 
age. Of all Danish front pilots, Lt. Povl Christensen was the youngest at 23 years of age. 
Lt. Knut Kalmberg was born in Vladivostok, Russian Siberia. At least the following Danish 
volunteer pilots (in alphabetical order) were in Finland during Winter War (pilots in front 
squadrons in bold text): 
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Rank Name Rgt or Flt/Sqn Fate, Notes Confirmed Kills 

Cornet Harald Blom ISK, LentoR 2 Air Fighting 
School. 

. 

Lt. Povl B. Christensen T-LentoR 2, 
1./LLv.26 

Wounded on 
29.2.1940. 

19.2.1940 1/2 I-
153 

Lt. Knud von Clauson-
Kaas 

T-LentoR 2, 
LLv.28 

. . 

Cornet Frits Drescher ISK, LentoR 4 Air Fighting 
School. 

. 

Lt. Hans Fenger ** T-LentoR 2 Got killed on 
17.2.1940. 

. 

Lt. Mogens F. Fensboe T-LentoR 2, 
LLv.28 

. 9.3.1940 I-153 

Lt. (Count) Erhard K. J. 
Frijs 

T-LentoR 2, 
1./LLv.24 

KIA on 19.2.1940. 30.1.1940 1/3 
SB * 
17.2.1940 SB 
19.2.1940 SB + 

Lt. Adolf Jessen T-LentoR 2 . . 

Lt. C. Knut Kalmberg T-LentoR 2, 
1./LLv.26 

KIA on 13.2.1940. 2.2.1940 SB 
12.2.1940 SB 

Lt. C. Mogens H. 
Kristensen 
(Carl M. H. 
Kristensen) 

T-LentoR 2, 
1./LLv.26 

KIA on 29.2.1940. 26.2.1940 I-16 

Cpl 
(Res.) 

Petter A. Pettersen ISK Air Fighting 
School. Training 
was stopped. 

. 

Lt. Frits Rasmussen T-LentoR 2, 
4./LLv.24 

KIA on 2.2.1940 
(parachute caught 
to FR's rudder). 

. 

Lt. Einar Thorup T-LentoR 2, 
LLv.22 / 32 

Pilot Instructor. . 

Lt. Jörn J. Ulrich T-LentoR 2, 
1./LLv.26  

Wounded on 
13.2.1940. 

2.2.1940 DB-3 
13.2.1940 2x SB 

Lt. Henry M. Wittrup T-LentoR 2, 
LLv.22 / 32 

. . 
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** Information is based on Col. Procope's files SA T6571/3 
provided by Mr. J. Mattila. 

* or 1/2 SB ? 
+ = non-
confirmed 

Other Volunteer Pilots 
One of the most competent volunteer pilots in Finland was a very experienced Italian Staff 
Sergeant Diego Manzocchiwho was killed in his wounds after forced landing. A bullet had 
gone through his chest in aerial battle but he still tried to fly his valuable plane back to a 
temporary ice airfield of LLv.26 at Haukkajärvi near Utti airbase. Probably because of the 
weakness caused by bleeding blood he got lost and forced landed landing gears down on 
the ice of a frozen lake west from Utti airbase with the last drops of fuel. His plane turned 
upside down in deep flush which also packed into the open cabin of FIAT 
G.50. Manzocchi couldn't release himself away from the belts but was still alive when the 
rescue patrol found him six hours later. He had already hung too long time upside down and 
died soon afterwards. Diego Manzocchi was buried in Helsinki, Finland at Hietaniemi military 
cemetery. Hungarian volunteer pilot Lt. (Res.) Mátyás Pirity (1911 - 2003) is known on a non-
confirmed kill in Finland. He attacked a Soviet SB bomber with his FIAT G.50 over Hollola in 
March 1940 and damaged it seriously. No-one in this mixed group of pilots claimed 
confirmed aerial victories in Finland. The column "Incidents / Fate" shows some of the 
volunteers did more damage than help. There were also other supposed pilots in Finland not 
mentioned in the following list. Brian Bridgeman’s book The Flyers (1989) mentions: 
Australian Cpl. E. H. Brown130; Irish Peter M. Farragut; and British D. N. Dalton, Raymond 
Dixon, Lt. M. P. E. Harrison, Capt. A. S. Lace and Lt. M. H. Wellmon. The book The Canaries 
by Justin Brooke mentions additionally Canadians Warrant Officer S. J. Hall131, Walker this is 
probably E.B. Waller132 and British Sgt M. R. Butt and Sgt McKay. They are not mentioned in 
any Finnish records. At least the following volunteer pilots were in Finland (the list is not 
complete) during Winter war (pilots in front squadrons with bold text): 

 

Rank Name (used 
in Finland) 

Nationality Rgt or 
Flt/Sqn 

Incidents / Fate 

S.Sgt Diego 
Manzocchi 

Italian T-LentoR 2, 
LLv.26 

Wounded in aerial combat and 
died after forced landing on 
11.3.40 with FIAT G.50 (FA-22). 

2Lt. 
(Res.) 

Vilmos 
Békássy * 
(Wilhelm 
Bekassy) 

Hungarian T-LentoR 2, 
IPE 

Air Defence Staff. On 8.2.40 
missed in a very bad weather 
during transit flight from 
Sweden with FIAT G.50 (FA-7). 

Lt. 
(Res.) 

Mátyás 
Pirity * 

Hungarian T-LentoR 2, 
LLv.26 

On 15.2.40 forced landed FIAT 
G.50 (FA-3) at Haukkajärvi (ice 
airfield); probably ran out of 
fuel. 

                                                 
130 Signed this book on 29 March 1942 
131 Signed this book on 22 October 1941 
132 Signed this book on 17 May 1942 
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(Mathias 
Pirithy) 

Lt. Luis P. 
Magirena 
(Maginera ?) 

Spanish T-LentoR 2, 
LLv.22 / 32 

Didn't fly after first flight 
during which missed. Was 
moved to other duties. Led 
armoured platoon (Ps.P) in the 
summer 1941. Wounded: 
accidentally shot himself with 
his own pistol. 

Sgt John W. 
Jenkins 

Canadian T-LentoR 2, 
LLv.22 / 32 

. 

Lt. 
(Res.) 

John C. 
McMaster 

Canadian T-LentoR 2, 
1./LLv.22 / 32 

On 9.3.40 upset BW-
353 during landing at Hollola. 

Capt. Edward 
Waller133 

Canadian T-LentoR 4, 
LLv.42 

. 

Lt. Felix Pecho134 Polish T-LentoR 4 . 

Lt. Bruno 
Thellung 

Swiss T-LentoR 2, 
LLv.28 

. 

Capt. David 
Bondurant 

American T-LentoR 4 Taxied BL to snowdrift during 
the first take-off attempt; 
plane was damaged. 

Sgt Frank 
Clevenger 

American T-LentoR 2 . 

Lt. Charles J. 
Doran 

American T-LentoR 4 BL was damaged during the 
first take-off attempt; landing 
gears were taken up too early. 

Lt. Francis 
McEachen 

American T-LentoR 2, 
LLv.22 / 32 

. 

Cpl 
(Res.) 

Donald K. 
Willis 

American ISK Air Fighting School. Training 
was cancelled. 

2Lt. Georg T. 
Croisiau 

Belgian T-LentoR 2 . 

WO Emil G. 
Touissant 

Belgian T-LentoR 2 . 

? R. W. Aitken-
Quack 

British T-LentoR 2 . 

                                                 
133 Signed this book on 17 May 1942 
134 Signed this book on 22 October 1941 
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2Lt. Kenneth 
Armstrong135 

British T-LentoR 2 . 

2Lt. 
(Res.) 

Emanuel 
Galitzine 
(Edward M. 
Graham) 

British 
(Russian) 

T-LentoR 2 Served in FAF (LLv.32) after 
Winter War between 2.4. - 
31.12.1940. 

Lt. Olav Ullestad Norwegian ISK Air Fighting School. Training 
was cancelled. 

(Res.) = known reserve pilot. * Correct spelling of names confirmed by Mr. Csaba 
Becze, Hungary. 

Volunteer and Professional Test Pilots in Sweden 
The following experienced pilots flew and tested planes during the winter and spring of 1940: 

Rank Name Nationality Notes 

Capt. Etienne French Morane-Saulnier factory test pilot at 
Bulltofta, Sweden. After the Winter War 
worked also for 
State Aviation Factory (VL) in Finland. 

Capt. Henri Sabary French Morane-Saulnier test pilot at Bulltofta, 
Sweden. 

Lt. Carlo 
Cugnasca 

Italian FIAT test pilot at Trollhättan, Sweden. 
Flew FA-34 to Finland on 10.3.1940. 

(Lt.) Robert A. 
Winston 

American Brewster factory test pilot at Trollhättan, 
Sweden, wrote a book on his work as 
Brewster test pilot and his later successful 
military career (fighter ace). Flew BW-
351 to Finland on 21.3.1940. 

Private / 
Cpl 

Eero M. 
Davidson 

American-
Finnish 

Experienced civilian pilot and mechanic. 
Liaison flights in Sweden and Finland. Also 
test pilot at Trollhättan, Sweden. Flew LY-
117 to Finland on 21.3.1940. 

From http://www2.hs.fi/english/archive/news.asp?id=20020319IE11: 
A difficult and ultimately pointless wartime trip to gallant little Finland by Pekka Lähteenkorva and 
Jussi Pekkarinen, Helsingin Sanomat International Edition, 19 March 2002 
“The newspapers, hastily scanned, were full of Finnish triumphs. Ghostly ski-troops...swept through 
the sunless Arctic forests harassing the mechanized divisions of the Soviets, who had advanced 
with massed bands and portraits of Stalin expecting a welcome… …English forces, delayed only by a 
few diplomatic complications, were on their way to help. Russian might had proved to be an 
illusion. Mannerheim held the place in English hearts won in 1914 by King Albert of the Belgians. 
Then, quite suddenly, it appeared that the Finns were beaten.” Evelyn Waugh, Men at Arms, 1952 

                                                 
135 Signed this book on 24 October 1941 

http://www2.hs.fi/english/archive/news.asp?id=20020319IE11
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When the Winter War broke out in late November 1939, Finland received a good deal of attention 
and sympathy from the world outside, including those on the Allied side already embroiled in a war 
of their own, albeit a war that was not particularly “hot” at that juncture. The quote above from the 
first novel of Evelyn Waugh’s Sword of Honour trilogy offers a glimpse of what the English papers 
were writing about “the plucky Finns”, in the absence of any real Allied-Nazi fighting. 
At the same time, Finland also received a certain amount of military hardware, arms, and even 
volunteers. In all, there were more than 12,000 volunteer soldiers in Finland. Two well-armed 
battalions arrived from neutral Sweden towards the end of February 1940, prepared to assist in the 
defence of Northern Finland. They saw a certain amount of action. 
What is less well-recorded is that there was also an expeditionary force of 227 British volunteers, 
whose trip to Finland proved to be a long and difficult exercise - even without their ever firing a 
shot in anger. At the beginning of the Winter War, a volunteer committee was established in 
Britain, along with several organisations seeking to help the Finns in their hour of need. The 
government of the day naturally wished to keep its able-bodied soldiers at home; after all, the 
country had itself been at war with Germany since September, and there were also fears that 
“official” involvement by France and Britain could lead to a larger conflagration with the Soviet 
Union. But those who were not on active service or liable for call-up were not prevented from 
enlisting as volunteers. 
When Parliament in Westminster granted permission for men over the age of 27 years to go and 
do their bit for Finland, recruitment got under way with some vigour. Around 8,500 men reported 
as volunteers. A large number were immediately tossed out, mainly on grounds of age or their 
reserved occupations. The remainder were called for interview and for medical examinations. 
In his book Talvisodan kanarialinnut: Brittivapaaehtoiset Suomessa 1940-41 (The Winter War 
Canaries: British Volunteers in Finland, 1940-41), Justin Brooke examines the details of this historical 
footnote. Brooke comments that not all the volunteers had a very clear idea of where they were 
going or why. When one man was asked what his motives were for seeking the Finnish front, he 
replied, rather surprisingly: 
“Well, of course I want to go and fight against those bloody Finns.” 
He was accepted. 
A physician who examined the candidates described them as a motley crew, with a fair share of 
social misfits and drop-outs, including men of “no fixed abode”. All were nevertheless prepared to 
sacrifice their lives in the name of a noble cause and to right the wrong being done against an 
independent nation. 
One gentleman with only one eye remarked that when aiming and firing a rifle one eye would have 
to be kept closed in any case, and besides it was only his left eye that was missing. 
The first detachment of 13 British volunteers arrived in Finland no earlier than March 13th, 1940, 
coincidentally the very day on which the Armistice came into force on all fronts at 11.00 am. The 
105-day Winter War was over. The main force of British soldiers arrived in Lapua on March 20th, by 
which time the demobilising of volunteers was already well under way. 
The intention was that the British should be sent home via Norway, on a ship sailing from Oslo, and 
the first group of 64 men left for the U.K. already on March 23rd. Their train went a roundabout 
route northwards and then down through Sweden, arriving in the Norwegian capital on April 9th. 
As luck would have it, their timing was off again: this was the day on which the German army had 
blitzkrieged its way through Denmark and into a good part of Norway. 
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Telegraph and telephone connections to and from Oslo were disconnected, and so the First 
Secretary in the Finnish Embassy in Oslo, one Charles Nyberg, had been unable to make contact 
with the Kongsvinger frontier post on the Swedish-Norwegian border. 
The volunteers were billeted in an Oslo hotel at the same time as the first German troops were 
entering the city. Feverish negotiations went on in the Finnish Embassy with the Americans, who 
were seeing to the interests of the volunteers, the Finns, and the British government: what on earth 
are we going to do NOW? 
The decision was taken to return the British back to Sweden as soon as humanly possible. They left 
their belongings in the hotel and made their way “in as unmilitary a formation as could be 
managed” to the Railway Station. At the same time, Charles Nyberg got confirmation from the 
Swedish Embassy that the Swedish border guards would not cause any trouble in allowing the visa-
less travellers back into the country. Everything went well, but for some reason 15 of the volunteers 
decided they would rather go it alone, and they did not show up at the station. They were later 
rounded up and the Germans charged them with espionage. In wartime, this was more often than 
not a capital offence. 
A part of those who made the train returned to Stockholm, from where they were able to return to 
England in small groups. One or two of them, it must be said, found an extraordinarily roundabout 
route, travelling via the Soviet Union and even all the way to Vladivostok - basically a round-the-
world trip. Equally bizarrely, some wound up in South Africa on their way home, and they reported 
on their experiences from there. Hence the Finnish Consul-General in Johannesburg, Ville Niskanen, 
was shocked to read the colourful tale of six volunteers in his copy of the Sunday Times of 
November 24th, 1940: 
“Conditions in Finland were utterly dreadful. There was little to eat, and what we did get would not 
have been fit for pigs. We sold our clothes to get extra rations and in so doing we were just about 
able to manage for a month”, reported the men. 
“Those Finns whom we met were savages one and all, illiterate and hot-tempered. Everyone, from 
little children to old women, carried a sheath knife about them. The Finns did utterly horrific things 
to the Russians, and some of their acts are quite beyond description. One of their favourite 
pastimes was slicing open the bellies of those they had taken prisoner.” 
“When they were in close combat and using the bayonet, the Finns would often drop their rifles 
and go in with their knives. In an entire month we didn’t see more than one live Russian. He was 
being guarded by 50 villagers. It was almost impossible to find clean drinking water, as the Finns 
would dump the bodies of dead Russian soldiers through the ice into the streams.” 
Consul-General Niskanen was furious, and he drafted a reply in which he scotched all the British 
claims. He stressed that Finland had 60,000 freshwater lakes (it actually has closer to 160,000), and 
that after a peculiarly harsh winter there was more than a metre of snow covering the country, 
which could easily have been melted into drinking water. Besides, he noted, the war was already 
over and done with by the time the British got there and they never got closer than 350 kilometres 
from the front line. 
In any event, the bulk of the volunteers had been left in Finland. Some had found work to do (some 
apparently worked on assembling fighter planes bought from the United States), but the great 
majority were at a loose end, initially accommodated in Savonlinna, then in Jyväskylä, and 
eventually in Korpilahti. 
Nothing much was happening on the transfer front. In March 1941, questions were asked in the 
House of Commons about the reported poor conditions experienced by the men, and MPs 
expressed concern about when they would be returned home. According to Finnish information 
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sources, the conditions under which the 131 Englishmen found themselves resembled a rest-home 
more than anything. The Finnish Army paid for the men’s food, lodging, and health care. As it 
happened, the Finns were in no great hurry to see the back of the volunteers. In a sense, they were 
a kind of security pledge, an early version of the "human shield". 
Because of their presence here, “England had more interests in Finland to keep an eye on”, as the 
Foreign Ministry formulated it. During the tricky post-war situation of the summer and autumn of 
1940, there was certainly no disadvantage in having the foreign volunteers around. However, in 
May-June 1941 the situation changed materially, and it was time to get rid of the guests. 
In June, the Finnish government enquired of the Swedes whether they would be prepared to take 
the volunteers. The Swedish government in Stockholm sent a favourable reply, but demanded from 
the Finns some kind of guarantee that the Nazis would not put up any objections to the transfer. 
This was definitely not going to be a problem, as the Finns had only put the proposal forward on 
an initiative from the German military authorities. 
The Finns were by now quite eager to see the back of the British contingent, since one or two of 
them had already caused difficulties by getting themselves into the service of the British Embassy 
in Helsinki, keeping a close eye on German transit traffic and troop movements. The Finns wanted 
to avoid any difficulties between the Brits and the German troops who were passing through 
Finland on leave from the Norwegian front, and this provided a suitable reason to dispose of the 
volunteers. Besides, Finland had already chosen sides in the next phase of the war. 
Nazi Germany attacked Russia in Operation Barbarossa from June 22nd 1941. Unimpressed by 
Finnish claims of neutrality, the Soviet Union sent Red Air Force bombers to pound Helsinki on 
June 25th, and Finland found itself in the Continuation War, which was to last until 1944. 
On June 30th, the majority of the British volunteers left Finland. A few stayed behind in the country 
as private citizens. It was difficult enough to get the men home, even from neutral Sweden. The 
only way open was in small groups once a week on flights containing diplomatic cargo. Finland 
looked after the men’s upkeep for the duration of their stay in Sweden. 
“Oh, I want to stay in the war. I should like to do some fighting. But it doesn’t seem to matter now 
who wins. When we declared war on Finland…” Evelyn Waugh, Unconditional Surrender, 1961 
On December 6th, 1941, Great Britain marked Finland’s Independence Day by declaring war on the 
country, something that the hero of Evelyn Waugh’s novel found rather distasteful after Winston 
Churchill’s remarks in early 1940: 
“Finland alone - in danger of death, superb, sublime Finland! - shows what free men can do.” 
But the Soviet Union was now an ally against Hitler, and all the old bets were off. So were they as 
far as the Finnish government was concerned. With the declaration of war, the Foreign Ministry in 
Helsinki felt that the time was ripe for the British volunteers to be left completely in the hands of 
the Swedish authorities. If the Swedes would not agree to this, then the men could be returned to 
Finland to be interned for the duration of hostilities. This proposal was drafted in the Ministry, and 
it was supposed to be sent to the Swedish government via the Finnish Embassy in Stockholm, but 
the Minister of Foreign Affairs Rolf Witting never actually signed it. And so the Finnish government 
continued to pay for the volunteers’ stay in Sweden, until the point in the summer of 1942 when 
the very last ones left. And what if the nearly one hundred British volunteers in Sweden HAD been 
returned to Finland in December 1941? An interesting question; Finland did hand over a total of 76 
individuals to the Gestapo in 1942. Among them were the eight Jews whose deportation prompted 
Prime Minister Paavo Lipponen to apologise in November 2000 on behalf of Finland and the Finns 
for what was "a moment of shame in the country's history". Also on the list of deportees were 
seven Winter War volunteers who had come to help Finland - and one of them was British. 
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From Justin Brooke’s The Volunteers: The Full Story of the British Volunteers in Finland 1939-41, 
1990, pp 189-191: 
In January 1942, after assisting as an interpreter in a court case in Malung, in which a volunteer was 
involved, Charlesworth returned to Stockholm, and his replacement was welcomed at Kalhyttan. 
Named Major Johnstone, he had seen service in the First World War, though how he came to be 
living at Tumba, near the city, was never really explained. He remained with Andersson at Kalhyttan 
until the last of the volunteers had been repatriated. 
Fifteen men made a spectacular attempt to get home in the early spring of 1942. They volunteered 
to join twelve Norwegian ships in an attempt to break through the German blockade of the 
Swedish coast. Signing on as supernumeraries at one krona a month, the members of the party 
included some ex-seamen and some who had seen service in the first World War, as well as some 
of the more optimistic and enterprising inmates of Kalhyttan. Once on board the ships in 
Gothenburg harbour they were trained below decks in great secrecy to fire machine-guns whose 
parts and ammunition had been smuggled on board. The ships had been in Swedish waters when 
the Germans occupied Norway in April 1940, and the British government had chartered them from 
the Swedish representatives of the owners. It had been intended to take them out at night during 
the late winter, but the Germans, who had got wind of what was going to happen, brought a court 
case, and the clearance of the ships from Gothenburg was delayed. Finally, about ten o'clock at 
night on 31st March the ships put to sea. They left Swedish territorial waters and scattered, and a 
German naval patrol vessel spotted them early the following morning. Despite a lack of proper air 
cover some of the ships managed to reach British ports, the crew and volunteers aboard the one 
which was torpedoed being saved. Those who reached home in this way were Bradley, Hill M.C.A.T, 
Pearce, Reynolds and Taylor H. Those taken prisoner and interned in a German camp for seamen 
were Bishop, Brabbs, Henley, Hole, Lace, Lenox-Conyngham, Mackie, Tawell and Tillbrook. Seven of 
these were on the s/s Skytteren, formerly the White Star liner Suevic, which had been sold to the 
Norwegians and converted to a whaler after running aground on the Maenheere Reef, off the 
Lizard, in March 1907. Commins, the only volunteer on his ship, landed in Sweden again when it 
returned to Gothenburg. 
As most of the ships had been laden with ball-bearings, the Iron and Steel Control, under Sir 
George Binney, naturally took an interest in the welfare of the nine interned volunteers. On their 
return home after the war each received £250 from official sources and one-ninth of the residue of 
the Iron and Steel Tobacco and Cigarette Fund. Sir George, who had arranged welfare and 
payments, wrote in August 1945: ''The Finnish Volunteers were most grateful for the generous 
settlement, and any bitterness which they may have felt on their return from Germany is now 
completely dissipated. They feel that they have been fairly and squarely compensated by His 
Majesty's Government." 
The man who chose the candidates for repatriation by the diplomatic plane, which flew between 
Stockholm and Leuchars in Fife, seems likely to have used the misinformation which the British 
Legation in Helsinki had supplied. He gave preference to the older men above military age and left 
almost to the last those who were fit and of the right age to serve in the Forces and those who 
were living away from Kalhyttan on money remitted fromhome. A considerable number of the 
latter managed in a relatively short time to acquire a good working knowledge of Swedish. 
However, so successful was the diplomatic plane that by 10th April 1942 there were only 36 men 
awaiting repatrriation, excluding one who was in an asylum and another who had been transferred 
to Smedsbo internment camp on account of a number of irregularities. Brooke, who was due to be 
called up the week after he left London, was one of the last to go, and left Sweden late at night on 
26th April, together with Graham J.M., Green W., Holtom, Ilbury, Jarrett, Stewart-Menteth and Zipfel. 
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The last nine volunteers left Kalhyttan in May: Keen, Kuss, Le Me.e-Po:ver, McGee, Martin, Moore, 
Rattigan, Roberts and Sinclair-Lockhart. Six of them were under thirty years of age and fit for 
military service. The last few volunteers living privately in Filipstad and Malung, including one 
“shacked up” with a local business-woman (who still remembers him with affection) left during the 
spring and early summer. Kuss, meanwhile, obtained a job at the British Legation in Stockholm, 
reading Finnish newspapers, and several others, mostly manual workers, were given temporary 
work there pending repatriation, largely, one suspects, decorating the offices, though Haddleton 
was employed at Bromma airport to guard the diplomatic plane. 
Seth Andersson wrote to “Dear Pahlen” in June 1942 to say that the last volunteers has left 
Kalhyttan. This is where the line can be drawn, for by then the contingent had ceased to exist. 
320. Konrad Mathias NORDAHL (25 September 1897 – 22 May 1975). Signed 15 October 
1941. 7 Elmstead Road, Bexhill / Norwegian Legation. 

025 
DOB 25.9.1897. förman. Norsk. 
He was a Norwegian trade unionist and politician for the Labour Party. He was the leader of the 
Norwegian Confederation of Trade Unions from 1939 to 1965, and an MP from 1958 to 1965. He 
was born in Laksevåg, then in a part of the municipality of Askøy. At the age of two, he lost his 
mother and was raised by his uncle and aunt as foster parents; he was then given the surname 
Nordahl instead of Johannessen. He joined the Norwegian Labour Party in 1912 and a trade union 
in 1915. He had secretary jobs for the Labour Party and its youth wing, and became a central board 
member of the Young Communist League of Norway in 1923. In the same year the organization 
seceded from the Labour Party, and became the young wing of a new Communist Party of Norway. 
Nordahl was a Communist Party member until 1927, and in 1929 he rejoined the Labour Party. In 
1923 Nordahl had married Constance Hole (1897–1986) and moved to Bergen, where he found 
work in a workshop. He joined the Norwegian Union of Iron and Metal Workers, and became 
national chairman in 1931. Already in 1934 he became vice chairman of the Norwegian 
Confederation of Trade Unions. He was promoted to chairman in 1939 when Olav Hindahl became 
a cabinet member. At the same time he joined the Norwegian Labour Party central board, where he 
remained until 1965. He was also a member of the executive committee of Oslo city council from 
1937 to 1947. On 9 April 1940 Norway was attacked by Nazi Germany. Hindahl followed the 
cabinet as they fled the capital. Unlike the cabinet Nordahl did not flee the country in 1940. After 
protests against the new Nazi authorities Nordahl was arrested in November 1940, but later 
released. The Confederation of Trade Unions leadership in Norway was filled with other people, 
perceived as more cooperationist—Nazis were however not installed until November 1941. 
Nordahl fled to the United Kingdom in September 1941 and established a leadership-in-exile. He 
was also a board member of Norges Bank-in-exile from 1941 to 1945. He is regarded as the legal 
Confederation of Trade Unions leader even through the war years. From 1945 to 1965 he was the 
undisputed leader. He was also elected twice to the Parliament of Norway, in 1957 and 1961. For 
both terms he was a member of the Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and Constitutional 
Affairs and the Enlarged Committee on Foreign Affairs and Constitutional Affairs. Nordahl chaired 
the board of Arbeidernes Opplysningsforbund for some time, and also Norsk Arbeiderpresse from 
1948 to 1965 and the Norwegian Industrial Bank from 1936 to 1951 (deputy chair from 1952 to 
1969). He was a board member of ILO 1948 to 1951, Kongsberg and Raufoss Industries from 1947 
to 1952, Norsk Jernverk 1947 to 1953 (supervisory board member 1959 to 1965), Norsk Hydro from 
1963 to 1969 and Foreningen Norden. According to Dagsavisen commentator and former Labour 
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Party politician Arne Strand, Nordahl was one of the three most powerful politicians in the 
Norwegian labour movement, and thus also in Norwegian 20th century politics, together with Einar 
Gerhardsen and Martin Tranmæl. The newspaper Morgenbladet is among those which has 
expanded this group to include Haakon Lie and Trygve Bratteli. Nordahl was pro-EEC and pro-
Israel, and was an anti-Communist during the Cold War. He issued several books, including Israel, 
en demokratisk utpost i Midt-Østen (Israel, a Democratic Outpost in the Middle East), 1965. In 1991 
and 1992, his diaries were published in two volumes. He died in May 1975 in Oslo, his urn interred 
at Østre gravlund. 
321. Miss Hanne Margrethe MOSSIGE. Signed 15 October 1941. Norwegian Legation. 

025 
DOB 9.11.1913. fru. Norsk. 
She was an expert on children's movement development and was working for the Norwegian 
Pediatric Company in May 1939. She wrote From Crawling to Walking Human Child: Observation 
and Understanding of Children from 0-15 Months. She was married to Erling Mossige (16 April 1907 
– 3 January 1997), a Norwegian banker. He was born in Målselv as a son of district physician 
Rasmus Mossige (1865-1954) and Aagot Koller. In 1936 he married Hanne Margrethe Rode. He 
studied from 1924 and graduated from the Royal Frederick University with the cand.jur. degree in 
1928. He was a deputy judge from 1929 to 1933, and was hired as a secretary in the Ministry of 
Social Affairs in 1933 and head of office in the Ministry of Provisioning and Reconstruction in 1939. 
After the Second World War reached Norway, he fled to London where he was a head of 
department in the Norwegian Shipping and Trade Mission (Nortraship) from 1940 to 1945. He was 
decorated with the Defence Medal 1940–1945 and the King's Medal for Courage. He was an 
executive in Nortraship after the war, before becoming "soussjef" in Christiania Bank og Kreditkasse 
in 1948, and Den norske Creditbank in 1957. He was the director of Den norske Creditbank from 
1958. He chaired Norsk Spisevognselskap from 1948 to 1960, and was a board member of Norsk 
Skibs Hypotekbank 1960-70, several foreign banks, the Norwegian-American Chamber of 
Commerce and the skiing club Christinia SK. He was a supervisory council member in Brage-Fram 
and Borgestad, and a member of Norges Eksportråd. He died in January 1997 and was buried at 
Vår Frelsers gravlund. Geoff Ward provided the following information in an email to Trevor Baker 
dated 16 July 2012: I found a diary written by her husband who wrote, “Hanne arrived Wednesday 
15th Oct. We checked into the Savoy and stayed until Saturday.” She wrote, “At last I was in London 
- it was magical. Best of all, of course, was to meet Erling again and see that he was the same 
happy, interested and rock-solid honest man he has always been. The first days we lived at the 
Savoy, one of the most luxurious hotels in London. He was with the King, Cabinet and Parliament 
group that left Oslo on April 9 1940 - all the way to Scotland. He became second in command at 
Notraship.” 
322. Captain Edvard Alv GUNDERSEN. Signed 15 October 1941. c/o Norwegian Legation. 

025 
DOB 23.12.1901. kapten. Norsk. 
Listed in Medlemsliste for Kristiansandsklubben i London 1943–45: 
“Gundersen, Edvard Alv, Kristiansand, Major” 
Is Edvard Hauff Gundersen, Captain of M/S Tirranna, the same man? 
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From http://www.warsailors.com/raidervictims/atlantis.html: 
Spotted by Atlantis on June 10-1940 (on the very day Norway had officially given up the war, as 
such, with Germany), southeast of Mauritius, about 23S 69E, while on a voyage from Sydney and 
Melbourne to Mombasa (for orders) and the UK, with a cargo of flour, wheat, wool, mail * and 178 
military vehicles (the latter for Suez), having departed Melbourne on May 30. Her voyages prior to 
capture are listed on this original document received from the National Archives of Norway. She 
had just had a gun installed in Melbourne and 5 of her crew had been trained in its use. 44 people 
were on board, including 9 (10?) passengers, all Norwegian. When what appeared to be the Dutch 
ship Abbekerk approached, no-one on Tirranna suspected imminent danger, not even when the 
foreign ship was just 5400 meters away, until suddenly a shot was fired. The captain proceeded at 
full speed (17 knots), while the gun crew ran to their posts and the Radio Operator sent out a 
distress call, and as the distance increased over the next three and a half hours they had hopes of 
escaping. But the pursuing ship got in a direct hit, killing the 5 gunners on their posts, and it soon 
became obvious that Tirranna's speed could not save her after all. After further intense shelling 
from the cruiser (39 salvos and 150 shots), the attempt at escape was abandoned, though the 
distance between them was now 8200 meters. Tirranna stopped in position 22 40S 69 20E, Rogge 
stopped the firing and Tirranna was boarded. The injured men were transferred to Atlantis, where 
they got excellent medical care, but 1 of them, Carpenter Johansen could not be saved. He had had 
his leg shot off below the knee; it was amputated above the knee but he had suffered too much 
blood loss and died the following day. Others who had been injured were 1st Mate Holst, Able 
Seaman Christensen, Deckboy Olsen, Boatswain Paulsen and Passenger Bjørnsby. Captain 
Gundersen, pale and in shock from having lost 5 of his men was extensively questioned by Rogge. 
In spite of what he had just been through he answered the questions in a composed manner, a true 
seaman "as only Norwegians can be" according to Rogge himself. Tirranna was damaged, but not 
seriously, so after most of her complement had been transferred to the prisoners' area on Atlantis, 
Rogge decided Tirranna's valuable cargo would be of use in Germany. In addition to the wheat, 
flour, wool and vehicles, she also had 5500 cases of beer, 367 cases of tobacco, 3000 cases of 
canned peaches, jam, soap, chocolate, cigarettes, shoe polish, ham and cheese. They also took 
other items that were considered of value, such as copper and brass items. Additionally, some 
confidential papers were found, so all in all Rogge's 2nd catch was a valuable one (the British 
Scientist had been captured on May 3). He placed a prize crew on board under the command of 
Lieutenant Waldemann, and ordered him to proceed further south and wait f. o., whereupon the 
two ships parted company. 8 of Tirranna's own crew also remained on board, namely Chief 
Engineer Knudsrød, Mechanic Henriksen, 3rd Mate Bjørnebye, 4th Mate Andersen, Ordinary 
Seaman Hansen, Able Seaman Fuglevik, Cook Eliassen, and Saloon Girl Jenny Jensen. * According 
to Ulrich Mohr, Bernhard Rogge's A.D.C., Tirranna carried mail of the Australian Expeditionary 
Force, and "there were innumerable evidences of feminine solicitude, food parcels, cigarettes, tins 
of sweets and at least five thousand pairs of socks, most of them knitted in the finest and softest of 
wool". It appears the prize crew had found the contents of Tirranna's hold irresistible, because they 
had generously helped themselves to socks, shirts, silverware, tea etc. and Rogge was not amused 
when this theft was discovered. Captain Gundersen's report presented at the maritime hearings 
states that Atlantis subsequently went on the lookout for a tanker so that she could get enough oil 
to send Tirranna to Europe, but though she captured two British ships, City of Bagdad, 
Kemmendine, none of which were tankers (?), she met up with Tirranna again on July 29 in position 
31 10S 86 59E, and transferred some of her own oil to the Norwegian vessel. The two ships were 
together for a few days, until they on Aug. 2 spotted another Norwegian tanker. Two brothers who 
hadn't seen each other for over 3 years met again that day. They were both 3rd mates, Svend 
Bjørneby on Tirrana, Finn Bjørneby on Talleyrand. By the time Atlantis met up with Tirranna again, 
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the raider had so many prisoners on board it became necessary to move some of them. On Aug. 4 
about 264 were transferred to Tirranna, which was sent to France the next day, still under the 
command of Waldemann, assisted by Louis Mund and a 16 man prize crew. (Muggenthaler states 
Tirranna had 273 prisoners from Atlantis on board when the 2 ships parted company). She 
proceeded through The Indian Ocean, around South Africa, into the Atlantic and the Bay of Biscay 
without mishaps, but on Sept. 22, as she was approaching the Gironde Estuary she was spotted by 
the British submarine HMS Tuna (Cavenagh-Mainwaring), which was on patrol in the area, and 
which sent 3 torpedoes into her, 45 19N 01 20W. A total of 292 people had been on board, 87 
died, among them 3 of Tirranna's original crew and 3 from Talleyrand, 1 being a mess girl. (One 
source says 1 of Tirranna’s passengers was also among the dead). 71 Indians, 9 British and 1 
German also lost their lives. The survivors spent 3-4 hours clinging to debris before they were 
eventually rescued by German vessels. The Norwegian prisoners were interned in Royan, France for 
a while, then departed by train on Dec. 14, travelling through Belgium and Germany, with arrival 
Oslo on Dec. 17-1940. According to "Handelsflåten i krig", book 3 (Guri Hjeltnes), 30 from Tirranna, 
34 from Talleyrand and 6 passengers from Tirranna arrived on Dec. 17-1940. (The numbers don't 
quite add up here, but with the various sources giving such conflicting information, it seems next to 
impossible to do). 
323. Captain G van TIENHOVEN. Signed 19 October 1941. Royal Dutch Army. 

025 
No trace found. 
324. Temporary Major [later Temporary Colonel] Dermot Lindesay RICHARDSON MBE. 
Signed 19 October 1941. The Kings Regiment. 

025 
This is the only match in The Quarterly Army List for October 1941: 

 

 
From http://www.unithistories.com/officers/Army_officers_R02.html: 
Younger son of Rev. Chancellor W.A. Richardson, and Mrs Richardson, of Ennisnag, Co. Kilkenny, 
Ireland. Married ((06?).1949, Bilston district, West Midlands) Frances Margaret Swanson, only 
daughter of Mr & Mrs J.L. Swanson, of Wergs Hall, nr Wolverhampton. She remarried ((06?).1956, 
Epping district, Essex) Capt. David Frederick Manley Archibald, RA (10.07.1927-). Born 06.07.1911. 
Died 11.10.1949 Rinteln, Germany 
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From http://historicgraves.com/st-peters/kk-spen-071/grave: 
St. Peters, Ennisnag, Kilkenny, Ireland 
“In loving memory of Dermot Lindsey Richardson M.B.E Major The Kings Regiment who was killed 
in manoeuvres in Germany 11 October 1949 aged 38 years. Also Sheila his twin sister died 12 
February 1977.” 
325. Sir William Lennox MCNAIR. Signed 21 October 1941. Ministry of War Transport. 

025 
DOB 18.3.1892. herr. eng. 
From http://thepeerage.com/p50734.htm: 
“William Lennox McNair was born on 18 March 1892.1 He was the son of John McNair and Jeannie 
Ballantyne. He was Legal Advsr Minister of War Tport, WW I as Captain Royal Warwicks Regt, 
barrister Gray's, High Court Judge 1950–66, Bencher 1938, Treasurer 1951, King's Counsel (K.C.) 
1950 Inn 1918.1 He was educated Aldenham and Gonville and Caius College Cambridge (LLM). Sir. 
In 1946 knighted.” 
He was the senior editor of Scrutton, the leading junior at the commercial bar and the legal adviser 
to the Ministry of War Transport. He has a file, reference LCO 6/2696, in TNA covering the years 
1950-1962; and another, reference WO 339/23131, covering the years 1914-1917 when he was a 
2nd Lieutenant in The Royal Warwickshire Regiment. 
326. Gregor Ivan AMINOFF. Signed 21 October 1941. Swedish Legation, London. 

025 
DOB 4.4.1897. sekr. Svensk. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aminoff: 

http://historicgraves.com/st-peters/kk-spen-071/grave
http://thepeerage.com/p50734.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aminoff
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“Gregor Iwan Alexis Feodor Aminoff (1897–1977), Chamberlain of Duke and Duchess of West 
Götaland. Aminoff is a noble family of Russian origin. Its family members live in Sweden and in 
Finland, and its genealogy branches are represented in Sweden's and Finland's Houses of Nobility. 
Aminoffs were introduced to Swedish House of Nobility in 1650 with the number of 446, and to 
Finnish House of Nobility in 1836 with the number of 36. Aminoffs are offspring of Russian boyar 
Feodor Aminev (died 1628) who was knighted in 1618. Aminev was the castle commander in 
Novgorod, which was conquered by the King of Sweden Gustav II Adolf in 1612. Teuvo Aminev's 
mother was Princess Helena Ivan's daughter Golitsin, daughter of Great Novgorod's Governor, 
Prince Ivan Juri's Son Golitsin. Aminoff is a traditional military family but in the 1900s and 2000s 
they have been involved more in business and industry than as public servants. The Aminoff noble 
family is still active, and it has plenty of family members in Sweden and in Finland.” 
327. William Christopher JONES. Signed 21 October 1941. 222 Gloucester Terrace. 

025 
DOB 26.6.1905. portier. eng. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Hotel porter. Born 1905. See the entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS 
who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
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From HS 2/124 Finland – Aeroplane Repatriation of Finnish Volunteers: 
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The Imperial War Museum has private papers belonging to W C Jones: 
“2 ms letters (9 pages) written to a girl in Beaulieu, Hampshire ‘My Dearest Little Cynthia’; one from 
Finland (April 1940), where he had been sent as a volunteer with an unidentified unit to assist the 
Finns in the Russo-Finnish War, explaining why he had decided to return home on the declaration 
of peace there (13 March 1940), and the other from Sweden (16 August 1941), to which place he 
had escaped from Oslo, Norway, where he had been staying during his journey from Finland to 
England when the Germans bombarded the town (9 April 1940), including good descriptions of his 
escape into Sweden and living conditions in the Scandinavian countries.” 
These papers are one of the primary sources for Elizabeth Robert’s PhD treatise The Spanish 
Precedent | British Volunteers in the Russo-Finnish War, published in History Australia, Volume 3, 
Number 1, 2006. The second letter is printed in Elizabeth Robert’s book, Freedom, Faction, Fame 
and Blood" | British Soldiers of Conscience in Greece, Spain and Finland, published in 2010: 
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328. THE MOST IMPORTANT NORWEGIAN SIGNATURE IN THIS BOOK. Leif Hans 
Larsen TRONSTAD DSO OBE (27 March 1903 – 11 March 1945). Signed 21 October 1941. 
c/o Norwegian Legation, London. 

025 
This matches his signature in a document in D Ring’s file at TNA: 

 
HS 9/1261/9 
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Bromma Archives 
DOB 27.3.1903. prof. Norsk. 
Email from Geoff Ward to Trevor Baker on 25 June 2012: 
“I have spoken with the son of Lief Tronstad who confirmed that the signature is his father's.” 
Email from Geoff Ward to Trevor Baker on 30 March 2014: 
“I am just reading Professor Tronstads Krig in which the discrepancy in dates is explained: He did 
leave Bromma on the 19th but after attempting to land at Leuchars in bad weather the flight was 
diverted to Aberdeen and presumably (not specified in book) continued to Leuchars later on the 
21st.” 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leif_Tronstad: 
Lief Tronstad was a Norwegian scientist, intelligence officer and military organizer. He graduated 
from the Norwegian Institute of Technology in 1927 and was a prolific researcher and writer of 
academic publications. A professor of chemistry at the Norwegian Institute of Technology from 
1936, he was also among the pioneers of heavy water research, and was instrumental when a heavy 
water plant was built at Vemork. 
During World War II Norway was invaded by Germany and Tronstad conducted domestic resistance 
for one year before fleeing the country for England. Here, he gathered valuable intelligence from 
Norwegian sources, both on the development of the V-2 rocket and the growing German interest 
in heavy water. In 1943 Tronstad planned Operation Gunnerside, in which the German access to 
heavy water processing at Vemork was severely impeded. His information about the V-2 rocket 
contributed to the massive Allied bombing of Peenemünde. 
For a long time Tronstad had wanted to return to Norway to organize resistance work, however he 
was prevented by the Norwegian military authorities in Britain. In 1944, however, he did travel to 
Norway, to organize Operation Sunshine, for the defence of Norwegian infrastructure. After five 
months in the country, he was murdered by Norwegian traitors. 
Tronstad was born in Bærum; the son of Hans Larsen and Josefine Amalie Tronstad, Hans died 
three months before Leif was born. Leif thus grew up in Sandvika with his mother and four siblings. 
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He graduated from middle school in 1918, with top grades in mathematics. He then embarked on 
thirty months of professional practice in two local electricity companies, which was a requirement 
to enrol at Kristiania Technical School, a predecessor of the Faculty of Engineering at Oslo 
University College. When he enrolled in 1920 he chose technical chemistry instead of electronic 
engineering. He graduated in 1922, the best chemistry student; a fellow student recalled that he 
"did not have to read anything more than once" in order to remember it. In the spring of 1923, he 
also took the examen artium as an external candidate at Frogner School. He was ready to enrol at 
the Norwegian Institute of Technology, but waited one year, possibly wanting to strengthen his 
personal finances. In the meantime, he started on his compulsory military service. 
He was an accomplished athlete and helped his hometown club Grane SK to two Norwegian 4 x 
1500 metres relay records. The records were set in 1921 and 1923, but broken by the team IL i BUL 
in 1926. His brother John, a bronze medallist in 1500 metres at the 1917 Norwegian 
championships, was on the relay team as well. Both brothers used their father's name Larsen at the 
time; Leif took up his mother's name Tronstad later. 
In 1924 Tronstad moved to Trondheim to study at the Norwegian Institute of Technology, 
graduating in 1927. His graduation paper was deemed exceptional and as such was reported to 
King Haakon of Norway. Regarded as a fully-fledged academic work, it was published scientifically 
in 1928. Tronstad had taken various stray jobs while studying, and also finished his military service, 
reaching the rank of Second Lieutenant in the Norwegian Army Corps of Weaponry in 1927. From 
1927 to 1928 Tronstad worked briefly as an assistant at the Norwegian Institute of Technology as 
well as in a private company in Kristiansand. In 1928 he returned to the Norwegian Institute of 
Technology as a research fellow. In the same year, Tronstad married Edla Obel, who was nine years 
his junior, in Trondheim. The couple had two children. 
Tronstad spent the first year of a research period as an assistant to Herbert Freundlich in Dahlem, 
Berlin. He studied the passivity of metal surfaces, and made a breakthrough when he managed to 
measure extremely thin oxide surface coatings, thus solving a problem dating from the time of 
Michael Faraday. He continued to Stockholm to study metallography under Carl Benedicks, and to 
elaborate further on his results from Berlin. The work was completed in 1931 and his thesis, 
spanning 250 pages, was published in German as Optische Untersuchungen zur Frage der 
Passivität des Eisens und Stahls. For it, he received the doctorate degree. He was hired at the 
Norwegian Institute of Technology as a lecturer in the summer of 1931, although he spent the first 
year at the University of Cambridge, conducting further research with a scholarship from a 
memorial fund of Christian Michelsen. The research at Cambridge was a continuation of his thesis 
work, but this time he tested his method on mercury. 
Following the death in 1934 of a professor of technical inorganic chemistry at the Norwegian 
Institute of Technology, Tronstad was appointed his successor on 17 April 1936, effective from 1 
May. At the time, he was one of the youngest professors in Norway. He was a member of the Royal 
Norwegian Society of Sciences and Letters, and in early 1940 he became vice president of the 
Norwegian Chemical Society. During his short scientific career, Tronstad penned about eighty 
scientific publications, including fourteen on heavy water-related topics. 
The properties of heavy water had been discovered in 1932 by Harold Urey. In 1933, Leif Tronstad 
and Jomar Brun, the head of Norsk Hydro Rjukan, created a plan for industrial production of heavy 
water in Norway. As Norsk Hydro were already producing ammonia for nitrogen fertilizer, Tronstad 
and Brun had realized that large amounts of electrolyzed water were available. Tronstad was paid 
by Norsk Hydro as a consultant. Already in 1934, Norsk Hydro had opened a plant near the power 
station at Vemork. This was the world's first plant for industrial mass production of heavy water. 
Both French and German scientists expressed interest in the project. 
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Tronstad, holding a military rank, had a standing order to report to the Norwegian military 
headquarters in Oslo in the face of a military peril. When Germany invaded Norway on 9 April 1940, 
he first informed his students of the situation, and then drove towards Oslo. He brought his wife 
and children with him, but having no intention of taking them to a possible theatre of war, he left 
them in the Drivdalen valley. He continued alone but shortly after, upon learning that Oslo was the 
first city to fall to the invaders, he stopped at Dovre. The family had a cabin in the vicinity. Here, he 
helped organize volunteers from local rifle associations to form a line of defence meant to repel 
any advancing German forces. German Fallschirmjäger did land at nearby Dombås, but were 
surprised by a contingent of regular Norwegian forces already in the area, who ensured a tactical 
victory for Norway in the ensuing Battle of Dombås. 
When the Norwegian Campaign ended and the German occupation of Norway was a reality, 
Tronstad became involved in resistance work, largely based around the Norwegian Institute of 
Technology. He was associated with the radio agent group Skylark B, which had regular contact 
with London from January 1941. Among other things, he sent reports on the interest shown by 
German authorities in the heavy water plant at Vemork. One source of this information was 
Tronstad's old companion, Jomar Brun, still in charge of the plant, who also helped people to flee 
the country by sea, via the Møre coast. After revelation of the group in September 1941, Tronstad 
himself had to flee the country. Another resistance member, who had already been jailed, managed 
to warn Tronstad, who travelled from Trondheim to Oslo by train. The following day, the Gestapo 
visited his house to arrest him. After a few days in hiding, Tronstad was driven by car to Østfold, 
and then travelled on foot to Töcksfors via Ørje. From there he continued by plane to England, 
rejecting an offer of a civilian job in Sweden. 
He reached England in October 1941. He already had a broad network of contacts there, stemming 
both from his academic career as well as from his radio operations. He also maintained several 
contacts abroad, including scientists whom he knew from the Norwegian Institute of Technology: 
Harald Wergeland and Njål Hole. The opportunity to work directly for the British was presented to 
Tronstad, but instead he chose to aim his efforts towards disrupting the German occupation of 
Norway and improving the Norwegian resistance work. He even wanted to enrol in active duty, but 
was stopped by the Norwegian military command, who considered him "too valuable" for the war 
theatre. Tronstad's foremost skill was that of organization, which he owed to his experience in 
science. Thus, Tronstad became a part of the staff of the Ministry of Defence, and later of the 
Norwegian High Command. From 1943, he headed a section in department 4 (FO IV). This had 
been established in December 1942 under the leadership of Colonel Bjarne Øen, and Tronstad was 
brought in as a reinforcement as the work burden increased. Also, he had recently been promoted 
from Captain to Major. Tronstad's section was responsible for the special operation towards 
industry and shipping; training of the Norwegian Independent Company 1 (Kompani Linge); 
technical advice on sabotage, and towards the end of the war also the protection of Norwegian 
industry. He established the Norwegian High Command Technical Committee, which included 
other Norwegian scientists-in-exile such as Svein Rosseland, Helmer Dahl and Gunnar Randers. The 
Technical Committee is considered as the precursor to the Norwegian Defence Research 
Establishment, established in 1946. 
Already in 1941, Tronstad was aware that heavy water production at Vemork had greatly increased. 
In the beginning, Tronstad had not been aware of the connection between heavy water and atomic 
weaponry, but it eventually became clear that Germany could be running a nuclear energy project, 
especially after Harold Urey visited the United Kingdom in November 1941. Tronstad later learned 
from Jomar Brun that further expansion of heavy water production was being discussed. Brun had 
been a part of a small conference on the issue, hosted by Kurt Diebner in Berlin, in January 1942. 
Brun would later communicate with England through Einar Skinnarland, a covert Special Operations 
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Executive agent hailing from Rjukan. In October 1942, Brun was summoned to England, reportedly 
at the request of Winston Churchill. Instead, a team of agents were parachuted into the area to 
gather more intelligence, under the codename Operation Grouse. 
The idea of subjecting the heavy water facility at Vemork to heavy air bombing surfaced, but 
Tronstad was a staunch opponent of such an idea, which he saw as too hazardous. He warned of 
the presence of civil housing, and argued that bombing was not even guaranteed to succeed, given 
that the heavy water facility was located in the armoured basement of the electrolyzing plant. The 
first attempt to take out the facility, in November 1942, had consisted of British personnel using 
gliders to land near Vemork. The operation, codenamed Freshman, was a catastrophe, as all units 
except for one towing aircraft perished, either due to crash landings or in German captivity. 
Tronstad then organized the next attempt. He had wanted to take an active part in the sabotage 
mission, but again he was stopped by his commanders, who regarded him as inexpendable. 
Tronstad and Brun supplied the would-be saboteurs with extensive knowledge of the facility, and 
organized the training. The operation, codenamed Gunnerside and led by Joachim Rønneberg136, 
was carried out successfully between 27 and 28 February 1943. However, after three months, 
Germany managed to resume production. Against the will of Tronstad, in July 1943, an American-
led Squadron of 161 aircraft bombed Vemork as well as the shipment yard at Herøya. The two 
bombings claimed the lives of 76 people, many of whom were civilian. The heavy water plant was 
not directly affected by the bombing; nevertheless production was halted due to a damaged 
generator. The Germans then tried to disassemble the production facility, followed by a retreat 
from Vemork with the remaining stock of heavy water. This resulted in the sinking of SF Hydro by 
Norwegian saboteurs, halting the heavy water transport, but again claiming many civilian lives. 
Tronstad had given his consent to the latter operation, reportedly with a "heavy heart". 
Concealed listening posts at Rjukan and Notodden also revealed high-level German discussions of 
long-range weaponry. The place name Peenemünde was frequently mentioned. As this intelligence 
reaching Tronstad's ear via his contacts in Norway, he forwarded it to the British. As a result, Allied 
Squadrons led by the Royal Air Force bombed the Army Research Centre of Peenemünde. The 
bombing halted the weapons program there, which centred around development of the V-1 flying 
bomb and the V-2 rocket. Fellow scientists Rideal and Evans later wrote that Tronstad "contributed 
directly to the speedy victory of the Allied Nations, besides saving the region which came to be 
known as 'Southern England' from an even longer and more severe ordeal than it actually 
endured". 
In 1944, when the tide of war was turning against Germany, the German forces started to retreat 
from Northern Norway. However, they used the scorched earth tactic as they retreated. 
Consequently, Tronstad started to plan how to organize a defence of industrial sites in Southern 
Norway. The first plan pertained to Øvre Telemark, and was codenamed Operation Sunshine. Its 
basic principle was to build a defence force from the existing Milorg pockets in the district. 
Tronstad, who earlier had been stopped from travelling to Norway himself, did so this time. He felt 
that it was time to deal a decisive blow to a dwindling German war power, and called for the "full 
effort ... from all who would be called men". 

                                                 
136 Signed this book on 29 March 1943 using his code name Jon Haugen. He was accompanied by Hans 
Storhaug (Hans Kylling), Birger Strømsheim (Birger Sunde), Kasper Idland (Kasper Olsen) and Fredrik 
Kayser (Fredrik Fjell) 
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Tronstad was parachuted into Hardangervidda on 4 October 1944, together with eight Norwegian 
Independent Company 1 members. The group included Gunnar Syverstad, Jens-Anton Poulsson 
and Claus Helberg137. They lived in a small cabin built by Einar Skinnarland. 
However, after a few months a situation arose that could compromise the operation. It was feared 
that the bailiff installed by the Nazis in Rauland municipality had become suspicious. Thus, the 
people behind Operation Sunshine created a plan to lure him to the mountains, and capture and 
interrogate him there. On 11 March 1945, resistance member Jon Landsverk managed to travel 
with the bailiff towards the mountains on the pretext of showing him some stolen goods. The two 
were soon met by Gunnar Syverstad and Einar Skinnarland, who captured the bailiff. He was taken 
to the alpine meadow Syrebekkstølen, where he was to be interrogated in a lodge by Landsverk, 
Syverstad and Tronstad. However on the same day, the bailiff's brother became suspicious and 
decided to follow the ski trails, which led him to Syrebekkstølen. Armed, he entered the lodge, 
firing several shots, one of which was fatal to Gunnar Syverstad. Tronstad charged at the bailiff's 
brother, but was killed under unclear circumstances. The bailiff freed himself, and the two brothers 
fled. Jon Landsverk survived, and together with Einar Skinnarland he disposed of the two bodies in 
a lake. However, the next day the bodies were found and burned by German forces. After the war, 
Jon Landsverk testified against the bailiff and his brother as a part of the legal purge in Norway 
after World War II. While Landsverk claimed that Tronstad had been killed by a blow from the butt 
of a rifle held by the bailiff, the court found the bailiff's brother guilty of both murders, and the 
bailiff of attempted murder. 
Tronstad's coded diaries from 1941 to 1945 are preserved, and the 13 original books are kept by 
the National Archival Services of Norway. They have been transcribed and made available to 
historians, and are regarded as an important source of information from the "outer front". 
Tronstad had a military funeral on 30 May 1945, being buried at Vestre gravlund in Oslo. He was 
awarded Norway's highest decoration for military gallantry, the War Cross with sword, as well as 
the Norwegian War Medal and the Defence Medal 1940–1945. In addition to his Norwegian 
decorations, Tronstad received the Order of the British Empire, Chevalier of the French Légion 
d'honneur and Croix de Guerre and the US Medal of Freedom with bronze palm as well as the 
British Distinguished Service Order. 
A memorial stone was raised at Syrebekkstølen, commemorating the death of Tronstad and 
Gunnar Syverstad. Also, several streets in Norway have been named after him. A statue of Tronstad 
today stands at the square Leif Tronstads plass in Sandvika, the administrative centre of Bærum. It 
was commissioned in 1965 by the local Rotary club, and erected in 1973. Abstract, it was sculpted 
by Fritz Røed. 
In his PhD thesis, The Special Operations Executive in Norway 1940-1945: Policy and Operations in 
the Strategic and Political Context, Dr Ian Herrington says that Lief Tronstad’s SOE code was ST and 
adds the comment: 
“Professor Leif Tronstad was the central figure in the planning of the SOE operations against heavy 
water production in Norway. He had helped to set up the plant in the 1930s along with Jomar Brun, 
but when Norway was occupied he became involved in the resistance making contact with both 
SOE and SIS. He escaped to Britain in autumn 1941, and from 1942 he worked within the 
Norwegian High Command and became a member of the ANCC. His industrial background was 
vital in helping SOE prepare many of its coup de main operations. In October 1944, he was 
dropped into Norway on Operation Sunshine but in the following March was killed in action.” 

                                                 
137 Signed this book on 31 January 1941 
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329. PROBABLY The Reverend E A BEATTIE. Signed 20 October 1941. Star Hotel, St 
Andrews. 

026 
The Ipswich Branch of the Suffolk Record Office have various papers, dating from 31 May 1942 to 
19 November 1944, relating to The Reverend E A Beattie. 
An E A Beattie is listed in the Dundee Directory 1909-1910: 

 
The LG, 15 January 1919 announced: 

 
From http://www.ebooksread.com/authors-eng/london-county-council/record-of-service-in-the-
great-war-1914-18-dno/page-14-record-of-service-in-the-great-war-1914-18-dno.shtml: 
Lieut, W. R. Reeve (E. Surr., Educ.) received the M.C. for his gallantry on the night of 26th/27th 
September during two successful patrols when the company under his command had to locate and 
occupy a strong enemy position. Capt. and Qr. Master E. A. Beattie (R.A.M.C, Educ.) received the 
M.B.E. in recognition of his gallantry in saving a man's life at Kavalla on 17th December, 1918. 
From http://www.cambornechurch.org.uk/outlook/2009-harvest/st-martin%E2%80%99s-at-war-
camborne-parish-church-1939-1945/: 
St Martin’s at War, Camborne Parish Church, 1939-1945 
As 2009 marks the 70th Anniversary of the start of World War 2, we conclude this essay by David 
Thomas. We also take this opportunity to pay respect to the late Harry Patch (formerly of the 
D.C.L.I.) and Henry Allingham – “Britain’s last ‘Tommies’” - who completed their mortal tours of 
duty recently. Veterans of the Great War, this closes a chapter. “We will remember them.” 
The Rector was unable to send out his usual blotters and cards at Christmas 1942, owing to War 
restrictions and difficulties. The coal merchants had also been unable to supply the coal for the 
Rector’s “Christmas Cheer Fund” and money payments had to be made to deserving individuals 
instead. Funds were also collected for pocket Testaments and Bibles for the men of the Armed 
Forces. In February 1943, the Church ceased to be heated for weekday services on Patriotic 
grounds, as each time this was done a very large amount of coal had to be used. The Church’s 
boiler in the stokehole was fed by a coal chute at ground level in the churchyard on the south side 
of the Vestry. Wednesday evening Lenten services were given up in 1943, as the Church was not 
able to be heated. The Church was however left open all day, every day, for private devotion, and 
many took advantage of this. Other Church organizations soldiered valiantly on in spite of the 

http://www.ebooksread.com/authors-eng/london-county-council/record-of-service-in-the-great-war-1914-18-dno/page-14-record-of-service-in-the-great-war-1914-18-dno.shtml
http://www.ebooksread.com/authors-eng/london-county-council/record-of-service-in-the-great-war-1914-18-dno/page-14-record-of-service-in-the-great-war-1914-18-dno.shtml
http://www.cambornechurch.org.uk/outlook/2009-harvest/st-martin%E2%80%99s-at-war-camborne-parish-church-1939-1945/
http://www.cambornechurch.org.uk/outlook/2009-harvest/st-martin%E2%80%99s-at-war-camborne-parish-church-1939-1945/
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blackout. In April 1943, it was announced that the Church bells could once again be rung for all 
Sunday services. Owing to War conditions, the usual Summer Treats for the Church choir and bell 
ringers could not be held in the summer of 1943 but on August 18th, the choir boys had an outing 
to Carbis Bay, under the supervision of the Revd E A Beattie, Curate. Over the winter of 1943-1944, 
it was fortunately again possible to have the Church properly heated. 
330. Captain, later General Major Björn CHRISTOPHERSEN. Signed 20 October 1941. 
Tråkka 9, Slemdal, near Oslo Norway. 

026 
DOB 30.12.1900. kont.ch. Norsk. 
See Ian Herrington’s The Special Operations Executive in Norway 1940-1945. 
From Geoff Ward’s website Norway: 
War – Resistance - Peace 
How my home was occupied by the Germans during the II World War. My home in Slemdal, a 
suburb of Oslo, was taken over by the Germans because my father Björn Christophersen, an army 
officer, had escaped to Sweden. The date was September 15th, 1941. A few days earlier, Hansteen 
and Wickstrøm had been captured as hostages and executed. The resistance movement stiffened 
and the German occupation forces became more brutal. Good friends told Mother that she should 
go to the police and report that Father was missing. Only by doing this could she avoid being 
arrested as an accomplice. Together with an Aunt who was in the same situation, she went to the 
police where they both tearfully reported that their men had deserted them. Outwardly they 
sobbed and wailed as best they could while in reality they were overjoyed that their husbands had 
escaped to Allied safety. Thus my family, together with hundreds of other Norwegian families, was 
evicted from their home. We were ordered leave the house and take with us only our own clothes. 
Everything else had to be left behind. The actual eviction however, was somewhat flexible – we had 
to be out of the house by a certain date in January 1942. One day we were visited by two 
policemen who took an accurate inventory of the contents of the house. This was to ensure that 
none of the confiscated property could be spirited away. In spite of this, we looked upon the two 
policemen as ‘good Norwegians’ because a few weeks earlier when they had been taking inventory 
at my Aunts, one of them, almost casually, remarked that they would be visiting our house at 
Slemdal within a couple of weeks. With the help of good neighbours Brita and Christian Holmen 
from Østre Holmen Farm, we used these weeks well. One dark night they sent a truck and several 
strong men who quickly removed the furniture and other items of sentimental value that Mother 
preferred not to lose. I got to ride in the truck back to the farm where the load was stowed away in 
a garage. The garage stands there to this day. The Germans expected that the house would be 
‘fully furnished’ so the empty spaces left by the removed items had to be filled. From cellar and 
attic long forgotten heirlooms were dusted off and put into service once again. On the other hand, 
our books had only been registered as a linear measure of books, and not how many individual 
books. Neighbours and friends came with piles of unbound manuscripts and inexpensive novels to 
replace the books we cherished and wished to keep. I remember that only Hamsun’s collected 
works were left behind – with one exception – we hadn’t the heart to leave behind ‘Growth of the 
Soil’, which had earned him his Nobel Prize. After the eviction we had no place to live. My sister 
who was three, and I, five years older, lived in a children’s home from January to May. Then we 
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were able to rent a house in Hedmark. For the rest of the war our home was occupied by two 
women. As far as we know they were married to Norwegians who had volunteered to join the 
Norwegian Brigade on the Eastern Front. One day a neighbour noticed one of the women crying in 
the garden. The atmosphere of suspicion, mistrust, and fear that prevailed during the war made it 
impossible for her to offer sympathy or to enquire about causes. Many Norwegian volunteers died 
in the cruel climate on the Eastern Front - perhaps her husband was one of them? We got the 
house back again in May 1945. There were only minor damages but the house was completely 
empty. Except for an impressive discovery in the cellar; a 5 x 2 foot pile of Champagne bottles. 
When we moved in however, the bottles had disappeared. Perhaps one of the women had kept a 
key and returned for the bottles; perhaps the workmen who had repaired the damages fell for 
temptation? Never mind, it was a minor detail in the glorious days of 1945. We soon discovered 
that all confiscated furniture had been stored at a warehouse in Oslo. Germans and their 
Norwegian sympathisers could come and take what they wanted for their own use. With typical 
German thoroughness each item was recorded: where it came from and the name and address of 
the person who took it away. A few ledgers had been hurriedly burnt in May 1945 but otherwise 
the records were complete. Thus we were able to go on a ‘treasure hunt’ during the summer 
months. My parents came to one apartment in Bygdø Allé but the lady refused to let them in. 
Through a window they saw one of their sofas so they forced their way in and took it back to its 
rightful home. On one occasion I accompanied them to a farm outside Oslo where we found one of 
our rocking chairs – badly damaged. At this farm we saw a huge, almost completely built, new barn. 
The locals told us that during the war, families of the men who fought for the Germans on the 
Eastern Front were given material to repair or construct new buildings. Most of the other houses 
and farm buildings were allowed to fall into disrepair. The records showed that our especially 
attractive dining room table had ended up in the home of the Quislings at “Gimle.” Maria Quisling 
was said to have ‘good taste’ so we felt honoured. I went with my parents to Gimle and though we 
went through all the rooms there was no sign of our table. I particularly remember the large, 
Rococo-furnished room where Maria held her tea parties. Some beautiful Goblin tapestries also 
made a big impression on me. Finally we found our table – in the guard-house, badly damaged but 
restorable. What a let-down, we had to laugh. We received a small amount of money as 
compensation for the furnishings that had disappeared. Our walls were bare so we used the money 
to buy two paintings at the Autumn Exhibition in 1945.” On 6 November 1941, Bjørn 
Christophersen, Secretary to the newly established Norwegian Defence Council in London, 
presented the first of a series of notes which outlined the projected Norwegian contribution to the 
liberation of Norway. 
From Christopher Mann’s British Policy and Strategy towards Norway, 1941 – 45, Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2012: 
Although the initial planning for Rankin had been an Anglo-American responsibility, it was natural 
that they should bring the various Allied contingents into the process. Morgan opened 
negotiations with Belgian, Dutch, Norwegian, Polish, French and Czech military authorities. 
However, as COSSAC intended to pass the planning for Norway to Scottish Command, on 13 
September the COSSAC staff told Colonel Bjørn Christophersen, the Chief of Staff of the Norwegian 
High Command, (Forsvarets Overkommando – FO) that in future COSSAC would not be dealing 
with questions and planning concerning the liberation of Norway138. 
All previous Norwegian planning had dealt with a contested return to their country against 
organised German forces. This was reflected in their diplomatic and military preparations. The 
                                                 

138 FO arkiv H, ‘Operasjonsplaner på Norge’, mappe 13, Christophersens notat, 9 September 1943 cited by 
Olav Riste, London-Regjeringa, II, p. 154. 
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British Foreign Office and the War Office had conducted negotiations with them, through April and 
May 1943, about ‘the civil and legal problems involved in the event of operations to seize and hold 
Norwegian territory’ and an agreement was signed on 19 May 1943. The training of Norwegian 
liaison officers had been going on for about a year within 52nd Division. The Norwegian Planning 
Staff were keen to obtain agreement on the chain of naval command and Norwegian 
responsibilities during Norway’s reoccupation. The FO produced a study, in June 1943, on the role 
of Norwegian troops within an Allied Expeditionary force and of Anglo–Norwegian cooperation 
during possible operations in Norway. The paper outlined the three Norwegian services’ 
operational and administrative roles, including the setting-up of the cadres forming the basis of the 
Norwegian District Commands to be established in liberated areas of Norway. In response to War 
Office recommendations, the Norwegian Government decided to appoint a Norwegian Military 
Mission, (Den Norske Militærmisjon – NMM) to accompany the British forces to Norway and, in the 
meantime, to plan and prepare for that return. 
These preparations were based on the assumption that the Germans would not leave Norway 
voluntarily. However, the British and Americans had decided that the only return to Norway would 
be under Rankin Case C, or just possibly B, conditions. Thus, the Norwegians needed to consider 
the Rankin alternatives. On 16 October, the Norwegian ambassador Erik Colban met the Norwegian 
military attaché General Oscar Strugstad, Naval attaché Captain Gunnar Hovdenak and Colonel 
Christophersen of the FO to discuss what Allied, and particularly British, aid would be required if 
the Germans evacuated Norway or capitulated. They decided that the ambassador should 
approach the British Foreign Office to ensure discussion between the British and Norwegian 
military authorities and that adequate military forces would be sent to Norway in the 
aforementioned circumstances. The British foreign secretary, Anthony Eden, and the British 
ambassador to the Norwegian Government-in-Exile, Sir Laurence Collier, touched on the issue 
when they met Trygve Lie, the Norwegian foreign minister, that October. This was followed by 
Colban discussing the matter in more depth with Sir Alexander Cadogan, permanent under 
secretary of state for foreign affairs on 23 October. Cadogan said that it was essential to deal with 
this possible scenario. As a result, Colban sent Cadogan an aide-memoire explaining the 
Norwegian Government’s belief that ‘the presence on Norwegian soil of Allied forces will be of 
great importance to assist the Norwegian authorities’ in capturing and disarming the German 
forces should they surrender. The Norwegians felt that talks between the FO and the British should 
begin ‘with a view to concrete plans being worked out.’ 
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From a letter dated 24th September 1941 from 4310139 to SS140 in file reference HS 2/228 Norway, 
The Rognes Organisation in TNA: 

 

 

                                                 
139 Possibly Paal Frisvold who signed this book on 2 September 1942. However, in an email dated 7th 
October 2013 to Trevor Baker, Bob Pearson said, “I think 4310 is Malcolm Munthe. This man was and still 
is a rather shadowy figure. I have written to his relatives but none of them replied. His book, How Sweet is 
War doesn't add up and cannot be taken at face value. There is no file on him, which is a great shame - 
probably has been destroyed on purpose.” 
140 Johan Rognes who signed this book on 9 March 1942 
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His brother, Rolf Christophersen, signed this book on 24 October 1941. 
331. Olav Bjarne HOLM (16 February 1895 – 7 November 1974). Signed 20 October 1941. 
[Address]. 

026 
DOB 16.2.1895. Kont.ch. Norsk. 
Died 7 November 1974 in Drangedal. No further trace found. 
332. Mads WIEL. Signed 20 October 1941. [Address], Oslo. 

026 
DOB 7.6.1916. godsligare. Norsk. 
DOB confirmed with Ancestry.com which gives a DOD of 11 July 1970 and states he is buried in 
Setskog Cemetery in Aurskog-Høland, Akershus, Norway: 

 
No further trace found. 
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333. Erik ENGNES. Signed 20 October 1941. Star Hotel, St Andrews. 

026 
DOB 15.7.1910. pilot. Britt. 
He also signed this book on 16 September 1941. Listed in Little Norway. 
From http://www.luftfartshistorie.no/fly/Lockheed_Lodestar_i_norsk_tjeneste_fra_1941_til_1950 
(translated by Google): 
There is very little information about the early days at Leuchars. The number of Norwegians flown 
from Stockholm to the UK in 1941 is a source told 139, another at 141 From the end of May 1942 
and until the end of the war, there are weekly reports on the activities of the route At 30.05.42 
there were besides the two Norwegian LodeStar, three British Lockheed Hudson C.III at Leuchars: 
G-AGDC ("Loch Lomond"), GAGDF ("Loch Leven") and G-AGDK ("Loch Lyon"). These planes were 
partly flown by Norwegian crews. The number of service capable aircraft was rarely more than 
three. There were constant snags with motors or radio equipment, in addition to the aircraft was in 
for periodic inspection. Just after midnight on the night on 23 June 1942 came the first major 
casualty of the route. G-AGDF with Captain Erik Engnæs as chief lieutenant and Lars Larsen 
Bergo141 as a 2nd pilot, was en route from Stockholm west towards the coast when the left engine 
suddenly stopped. It was impossible to continue on only one engine and Engnes decided to try to 
reach Såtenäs airport. When they shortly also had problems with the right engine was only 
considering ditching. The plane passed over the west coast of Sweden in approx. 1300 m altitude 
when a fire broke out in the right engine. Engnæs decided a controlled ditching. The landing took 
place at 00.30 on Gullmarsfjorden by Purple Borno and was very successful. Passengers could walk 
safely on the wing and into the plane's inflatable. All 10 on board came from the incident without 
injury but the aircraft sank after just three minutes. From July to October 1942, the British used four 
Armstrong Withworth Whitley Mk. V on the Stockholm route, but these were not suitable and 
equivalent used sparingly. The 2.10. they were replaced by Curtiss CW20 GAGDI, the prototype of 
the more famous C46. This aircraft was only inserted to carry some large machine goods across the 
UK. 
At the end of 1942, it Leuchars six aircraft, four of which were airworthiness. Besides the four 
Norwegian LodeStars (G-AGDD, G-AGDE, G-AGEIA and G-AGEJ), two Hudson aircraft (G-AGDC and 
G-AGDK) were still in use. The last week was also one of the most active in 1942 with ten 
eastbound and seven westbound trips with respectively eight and 35 passengers. Overall, in 1942, 
there were 559 Norwegian passengers. 
From http://forum.axishistory.com/viewtopic.php?f=49&t=89305: 
On 4 April 1943, Lockheed 18 G-AGEJ ("Loch Lange") of BOAC piloted by Erik Engnes, co-pilot 
Oddvar Wenger (who also signed this book on 20 October 1941), W/O Harald Pillgram 
Wilhelmsen and 5 pax was shot down by a Ju 88 of 10/NJG 3 piloted by Lieutenant Werner Speidel 
at 04:40 330-340 degree 53 kilometres off Skagen (Sea of Skagerak between Skagen and Larvik). 
See the next entry for Reidar Biong who also signed this book on 20 October 1941. 
From http://www.digitaltmuseum.no/things/erik-engnes/FMU/FMU.402791: 

                                                 
141 Signed this book on 27 April 1942 

http://www.luftfartshistorie.no/fly/Lockheed_Lodestar_i_norsk_tjeneste_fra_1941_til_1950
http://forum.axishistory.com/viewtopic.php?f=49&t=89305
http://www.digitaltmuseum.no/things/erik-engnes/FMU/FMU.402791
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Erik Engnes, 333 Squadron 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._333_Squadron_RAF: 
No 333 Squadron was established as a detachment (No. 1477 (Norwegian) Flight) under the 210 
Squadron of the British Royal Air Force, on 8 February 1942, by Captain Finn Lambrechts. The 
squadron was located in Woodhaven, Fife, Scotland. On 10 May 1943, 333 squadron was formed 
from this flight with Mosquito Mk.IIs at RAF Leuchars and PBY-1b Catalinas at Woodhaven. The 
Mosquitoes were operated on shipping reconnaissance flights along the Norwegian coast, whilst 
the Catalinas carried out anti-submarine patrols to the north of Scotland. The squadron's Catalinas 
also operated in the 'Special Duties' role landing both personnel and supplies at points along the 
Norwegian coast. In September 1944, the Mosquito flight joined the Banff strike wing and acted in 
the Pathfinder role. On 30 May 1945, this flight was redesignated No. 334 (Norwegian) Squadron 
RAF and No. 333 became a pure Catalina unit. On their first mission to Norway, the poet, and 
news-reporter Nordahl Grieg142 was with 333 Squadron to report from the flight. This was then a 
secret mission. After this mission, he wrote the poem Flagget. During the Second World War, the 
missions of 333 Squadron included dangerous search-and-destroy submarine missions, patrolling, 
and secret missions along the Norwegian coastline, behind the German defence lines. They landed 
and picked up agents, illegal radios, and transmitters. They also dropped Christmas presents to the 
Norwegian population, and did search and rescue missions. 
334. Reidar BIONG. Signed 20 October 1941. Star Hotel, St Andrews. 

026 
DOB 15.1.1909. pilot. Britt.  
He also signed this book on 16 September 1941. 
1943 should be remembered in so many ways. Already in January, the rumour of the insertion of 
Dakota and Mosquito on the route and the number of crews at Leuchars was reached around 150, 
where the vast majority was Britons activity was very high until the middle of April. The record for 
the period 4 to 10 April where it was flown 17 westbound trips with a total of 61 passengers. The 4 

                                                 
142 Johan Nordahl Brun Grieg signed this book on 4 April 1942 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._333_Squadron_RAF
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April the route was again hit by accident, this time with fatal results, all on board. Lodestar G AGEJ 
"Loch Long" had taken off from Bromma at. 1:38 the night of 4 April bound for Leuchars. On board 
were the crew of three, Captain Erik Engnæs, 2nd pilot Oddvar Wenger and wireless operator 
Harald Grant Pill Wilhelmsen. The five passengers, all Norwegian, was Elias Svendsen, E. Andresen, 
Per Aas, A. Fyrwald and CW Herzberg. The aircraft was last observed as it passed over at Lysekil. 
03.13 for approx. 3000 m elevation. After that, everything was quiet. What actually happened is 
only conjecture, but it is believed that the plane was shot down by the Germans somewhere 
between Skagen and the Norwegian coast. As a result of Captain Engnæs' death, Captain Reidar 
Biong became the new head of the Norwegian contingent at Leuchars from the 5th April. Engnæs 
had held this position from the autumn of 1941. From the end of the first week in May, all LodeStar 
sat on the ground, only much faster Mosquitoes were used during the summer months. In April, 
104 Norwegians had come to Britain in the Norwegian route. In May, the number to 23, only seven 
in June and July only six passengers. Now it was just worse and worse. In August, the number on 
the Norwegian route to zero, the ones who jumped over the wing with the Swedish aircraft and 
three who came over with Mosquito on the British quota. The same result was in September. It was 
clear that this could not continue. The agreement with BOAC was dismissed from the 16th October 
1943 so that the Norwegian planes could be disposed of freely according to your needs. The 31 
October, the Norwegian branch of Leuchars been designated "RNAF Stockholm route" from FFK. 
The route, however, continued under the BOAC's civilian cover, and although many services still 
had to be delivered by the British, was now built up a large Norwegian department at Leuchars. In 
particular, the technical sector that should be extended with own mechanics for the hull and 
engine, electricians and radio technicians. In addition, four additional LodeStar delivered or the 
delivery to the UK, which in turn meant more crew. In October came the flights with Lodestar again 
slowly in time with five departures from Stockholm and a total of nine passengers. In November, 
the number of departures reduced to two with only six passengers. In December, there were three 
departures from Bromma with a total of 30 passengers and in addition, six Norwegians over by 
British aircraft. From the 5th November was the manager change at Leuchars when Captain Gabriel 
Joachim Urbye succeeded Reidar Biong. Urbye the department's administrative manager until the 
summer of 1945. The 17 December was another accident with a tragic outcome. Ensign Gunnar 
Wilhelmsen started from at Bromma. 17.28 with Lodestar G AGDE "Loch Lesja". He brought with 
him 2nd lieutenant pilot Sjur Stakland and the radio operator, Ensign Gunnar Øien. On board there 
were seven passengers Norwegian Johan Hellem, Axel Tybring Petersen, Kasper Paul Gløersen 
Landgraff, Magne Birkeland, Jan Zakariassen, Selim Hakon Johansen and Reidar Johan Engen 
Bakkeli. During approach to Leuchars airliner was suddenly gone. Also in this case the failure cause 
guesses, but the icing was put forward as a likely cause. Other aircraft in the same area to report 
such problems. Among the pilots who had the most trips to Stockholm during the war years was 
Lieutenant Alf Kristian Hiorth who was on his 82 turn when he perished with G-AGIH. Captains 
Martin Hamre and Jon Strandrud signed respectively 75 and 74 tours. They were followed by 
Captain Arvid Piltingsrud with 68 and Captain Reidar Biong with 63 others with more than 50 trips 
was Nils Steen, Erik Engnæs and Per Bugge. 
335. John James RIMMER. Signed 20 October 1941. British Airways. 

026 
DOB 6.9.1915. telegraphist. Britt. 
No trace found, although the LG, 17 October 1941 announced “2nd Lt. J. J. Rimmer (156641) 
relinquishes his commn. on account of ill-health 18th Oct. 1941, and retains the rank of 2nd Lt.” The 
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LG, 19 November 1940 provides his full name: James Joseph Rimmer, so this signature is unlikely to 
be his. 
336. Oddvar WENGER. Signed 20 October 1941. British Airways. 

026 
Listed in Little Norway. 
On 4 April 1943, Lockheed 18 G-AGEJ of BOAC piloted by Erik Engnes (who also signed this book 
on 20 October 1941), co-pilot Oddvar Wenger, Wop Harald Pillgram Wilhelmsen and five 
passengers (including Per Konrad Christian Mohr Aas143) were shot down by a Ju 88 of 10/NJG 3 
piloted by Lieutenant Werner Speidel at 04:40 330-340 degree 53 kilometres off Skagen (Sea of 
Skagerak between Skagen and Larvik). 
337. John STRANDRUD (1902 – 1982). Signed 20 October 1941. British Airways. 

026 
DOB 28.10.1901. pilot. Britt. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
He was a pilot with 330 Squadron: 

 
In the autumn of 1934, the Norwegian Government started the procedure that would have to lead 
to the formation of only one national airline company. This company would get the full support of 
the Government and receive the sole landing rights in and out of Norway. Widerøe’s Flyveselskap 
A/S also send in an application and formed together with four major local Norwegian shipping 
companies the new airline company Norske Kystflyveruter (Norwegian Coastal Air Routes) that 
would fly with Junkers W 34s an air service from Oslo along the coast up to Tromsø. Competition 
came from another shipping company, Fred. Olsen A/S that had taken over Det Norske 
Luftfartselskap A/S and found a new partner in the shipping company Bergenske. On November 5, 
                                                 

143 Signed this book on 16 September 1941 
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1934 the three parties formed Det Norske Luftfartselskap A/S, Fred. Olsen & Bergenske A/S – DNL 
with a stock capital of 1.25 million Norwegian Kroner. Also Captain Meisterlin’s airline company 
Norske Luftruter A/S tried to obtain the concession, but due to lack of capital at least he felt off. On 
April 4, 1935 the Government awarded Det Norske Luftfartselskap, Fred. Olsen & Bergenske A/S 
the sole right to fly in and out of Norway for a period of ten years. Hence this company became the 
national carrier of Norway. One of the losers was Widerøe’s Flyveselskap A/S. After its defeat the 
company concentrated on the taxi-, joy-riding, aerial photography and advertisement flights. In the 
year 1935 the fleet was extended with one Waco RNF (LN-BAG) and one De Havilland D.H.60M 
Moth (LN-BAU). In 1936, it was clear that Widerøe’s Flyveselskap A/S could not survive alone in 
Norway. The company searched for new ways to increase the stock capital thus giving it a better 
basis for future activities. Widerøe’s Flyveselskap A/S took up contact with Det Norske 
Luftfartselskap, Fred. Olsen & Bergenske A/S. This company invested heavily in Widerøe’s 
Flyveselskap A/S and when the stock capital was increased to 425,000 Norwegian Kroner DNL had 
51% of the stocks. The co-operation lasted for just three years until Fred. Olsen A/S sold its shares 
for 50,000 Norwegian Kroner and Widerøe’s Flyveselskap A/S was independent again. During the 
three years Widerøe’s Flyveselskap A/S flew several mail service (like Oslo – Göteborg) and routes 
in the north of Norway (like Trondheim – Tromsø – Kirkenes). A small single-engined Bellanca 31-
42 Senior Pacemaker, LN-ABO, was used to open a tourist air service Oslo – Lillehammer/Tretten – 
Gålå – Fefor – Tyinholmen/Nystuen (also called the Jotunheimrute (the Jotunheimen route, called 
after the mountains the aircraft flew to). Between February 15 and April 15 people from Oslo could 
take the Bellanca to the Mountain Resort Hotel to go skiing. The aircraft landed on the ice- and 
snow-covered lakes near the hotels. Here they were picked up by hotel cars and transported to the 
different hotels. A total of 55 flights were made, carrying some 500 persons. Beside the Bellanca 
31-42 Senior Pacemaker, two new Waco RNF’s, one De Havilland D.H.60M Moth and two Stinson 
SR.8EM Reliants were purchased. One of the Stinson Reliants was used for aerial survey in Finnmark 
(the most northern province in Norway) and later also for the transport of mail on the Tromsø – 
Hammerfest – Honningsvåg route. Special flights were made to Frankfurt and Hamburg and 
together with the air-minded magazine Allers along the coast all the way up to Bodø. On this last 
flight, John Strandrud was the pilot. Nordenfjeldske Luftruter AS was formed in October 1928 by 
the pilot Christian Hellesen and the consul J H Holm. The company purchased the Junkers F 13W, 
N-44 and used it for joy-ride flights during the centennial celebrations of Trondheim. The company 
planned to open an air service Trondheim – Tromsø and Hellesen made together with John 
Strandrud a return flight. The company was dissolved in November 1930. Norway’s most famous 
female pilot was Gidsken Jakobsen from Narvik. She obtained her pilots licence at Aero-Materiell’s 
Flying School in Stockholm, Sweden. She purchased a Finnish built Saaski II and imported it to 
Norway, where it was registered as N-40 Måsen (Seagull). Local joy-ride flights were made with the 
aircraft, but it was not until 1932 that she formed the first airline company of Northern Norway: 
Nord-Norges Aero AS. In July 1932 the company bought the Junkers F13W, N-44 from 
Nordenfjeldske Luftruter AS and transferred it from Trondheim to Narvik. John Strandrud joined 
the company as well and during the summer of 1932 they made joy-ride flights in Hammerfest, 
Honningsvåg and Lakselv. On June 27, 1934 the Junkers F 13W, N-44 crashed and was in April 1935 
replaced by the Junkers K 16bi, LN-ABH (ex D 654 Kreuznach). Later Nord-Norges Aero AS tried to 
apply for the general concession in Norway, but this went to Det Norske Luftfartsselskap, Fred. 
Olsen & Bergenske AS. Subsequently the company was dissolved. He has a road named after him 
in the area where he notified the German naval movements in the mouth of the fjord on the 
evening of 8 April 1940. 
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338. Finn Trond LÜTZOW-HOLM (28 May 1890 – 4 June 1950). Signed 22 October 1941. 
Sophus Lies Gate 6B, Oslo, Norway. 

026 
DOB 28.5.1890. Kom.kapt. norsk. 
He also signed this book on 10 June 1943. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Finn_L%C3%BCtzow-Holm: 
He was a Norwegian military officer, aviation pioneer and polar explorer. He was born in Nesseby 
as a son of priest and politician Ole Arntzen Lützow-Holm (1853–1936) and Anne Marie Riddervold 
Jensen (1855–1934). His mother was a daughter of Peter Andreas Jensen and granddaughter of 
Hans Riddervold. In May 1918, he married headmaster's daughter Birgit Lund (1893–1983). Their 
daughter, named Birgit as well, married Alv Johnsen. Finn Lützow-Holm took part in the air 
surveillance of the Bouvet Island and of the Queen Maud Land in 1929 and 1931, together with 
Hjalmar Riiser-Larsen. He was commander of the Royal Norwegian Navy Air Service from 1938. 

 
Lützow-Holm (2nd from the left) in Scotland in 1943 
He was decorated with: 
Knight 1st Class of the Order of St. Olav - 1929 
Defence Medal 1940–1945 
Haakon VII 70th Anniversary Medal 
Norwegian Aero Club's Gold Medal, 
Gunnerus Medal in silver, 
French Legion of Honour 
Italian Al Valor Aeronautica 
From http://nbl.snl.no/Finn_L%C3%BCtzow-Holm/utdypning (translated by Google): 
Marine Officer and flypioner. Parents: Dean and Member of Parliament Ole Arntzen Lützow-Holm 
(1853-1936) and Anne Marie Riddervold Jensen (1855-1934). Married 16/05/1918 with Birgit Lund 
(27.4.1893-5.5.1983), daughter of the rector James Smith Lund (1845-1925) and Astrid Prussia 
(1855-1932). 
Between 1920 and 1930, he was a pioneer in the development of Norwegian polar aviation and 
military aviation. Along with Hjalmar Riis Larsen, he was known for vågsomme flights, including in 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Finn_L%C3%BCtzow-Holm
http://nbl.snl.no/Finn_L%C3%BCtzow-Holm/utdypning
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support of Roald Amundsen and Nobile's expedition. He also contributed to the early exploration 
of Antarctica from the air. 
Lützow-Holm grew up in Risør. He graduated from high school in 1907 and examinations at the 
Naval Academy in 1912. The same year he Navy's first aircraft - Start - Horten and decided on a 
flying career. 1916 he took pilot's license. As one of the few salaried officers in the Navy Air Force, 
he was first known for sparkling air show over Christiania (1917) and Copenhagen (1919). He was 
the first manager at Kristiansand Base 1918 and winter of 1918-19, he and Riis Larsen neutrality at 
Haugesund, where they avpatruljerte the allied my lock on the coast. 
From 1919 Lützow-Holm control officer at the Navy aircraft factory in Horten. July 1922 he flew and 
Riis Larsen in 47 hours two Hansa Brandenburg seaplane from Horten the 2600 km journey to 
Kirkenes.On the return trip, he performed the first ambulance flights in Norway, a doctor from 
Hammerfest to Alta. 
June 1925 led Lützow-Holm rescue expedition to Svalbard, when Roald Amundsen's North Pole 
flight by flying boats N-24 and N-25 did not return. His first encounter with flying in the Arctic was 
short-lived, as it succeeded Riis Larsen to take off and fly back to Svalbard with N-25, while the 
rescue expedition was ready to play. Lützow-Holm got closer knowledge of the N-25 when he flew 
in the spring of 1927 a trial flight between Oslo and Harwich in the UK with this plane. 
May 1928 disappeared the Italian explorer Umberto Nobile's airship Italia north of 
Svalbard. Lützow-Holm flew to Tromso with a single engine Hansa Brandenburg, which were then 
shipped to Svalbard. Ten days after the airship disappeared, flew Lützow-Holm the first exploration 
trip north of Svalbard. Later joined Riis Larsen to, and 17June, the survivors found. They had shown 
that the aircraft could be used for rescue operations also in the Arctic, and eventually came around 
twenty fly to Svalbard. Among those who did not come forward, was the French Latham 02, who 
took Roald Amundsen on his last journey. Until September facilitate Lützow-Holm and Riis Larsen 
after Amundsen, but without result. 
1929 had a Lützow-Holm leave from the Navy to go on a private expedition with Riis Larsen to 
Antarctica with sealer NORWEGICA.Lützow-Holm bought a modern Lockheed Vega aircraft in the 
United States. The mapping photographed Bouvet Island, which had been annexed by Norway two 
years earlier. During the summer South Pole mapped the parts of the present Queen Maud Land, 
which Norway later annexed. In 1930 they were back in Antarctica on a new mapping 
expedition. This was less successful; Lützow-Holm had been seriously ill, and the expedition was 
delayed at the start. 
Lützow-Holm was left at the Navy aircraft factory from 1931 to 1934, when he was ordered to the 
Naval Air Force staff. Navy bought five Italian trainer from 1935 to 1936. Lützow-Holm should take 
over the planes, but failed with the first plane and was so severely injured that he lost one foot. But 
he continued to fly. In 1938 he was appointed Commander and Chief of Naval Air Force. Important 
work was modernization of the Navy's aircraft fleet and the planning and implementation of 
neutrality guard when World War II broke out in 1939. 
Naval Air Force made a significant effort in patrolling the Norwegian coast until the German attack 
on Norway. Campaign in spring 1940 showed that the greatest military utility of naval seaplane 
transfer was flying, since they could land almost anywhere along the coast. As an organization 
dropped Air Force together in the German attack, and Lützow-Holm was reduced to a passive 
spectator in the conquered Oslo.The following year he fled to Sweden and came as courier with the 
newly opened air route from Stockholm to Scotland 24 October 1941. 
Naval Air Force in exile was subject Riis Larsen Air Force Joint Command in London, and Lützow-
Holm continued formally as chief until the Army and Navy Air Force were combined, still under Riis 
Larsen's command, in November 1944. Lützow-Holm's role became peripheral, he participated in 
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the decision to create a new "marine" squadron in 1943, which was unpopular among the "army" 
pilots who desired a third Norwegian fighters Department. He visited a number of times over the 
Norwegian Seaplane departments in Iceland and Scotland. During a visit to 330 Squadron in 
Iceland in May 1942 impressed the 52-year-old commander's young airline crews with a 
spectacular air display with a Northrop aircraft he had never flown before. 
In the UK got Lützow-Holm know that his 20 year old son Ole was arrested in Ålesund by the 
Germans while trying to flee to Britain, and he was executed along with 17 others on Trandum in 
April 1942. Some of the spark appears to have been lost. When the Air Force was established in 
November 1944, during his old stablemates Riis Larsen, who shifted from admiral's uniform to 
general uniform, parted their ways. Lützow-Holm was in the Navy and the Navy High Command 
also when he came home at the conclusion of peace. A recent expedition he was planning when he 
was an advisor to the Norwegian-Swedish-British Antarctic Expedition 1948-1949. He was in the 
Navy until he died, just a week after the age of 60. 
Find Lützow-Holm was appointed Knight of 1 Class of the Order of St. Olav in 1929, and he 
Contestant medal and Haakon VII 70th Anniversary Medal for his war service. Polar flight brought 
him Norwegian Aero Club's Gold Medal, Gunnerus medal in silver, the French Legion of Honour 
and the Italian Al Valore Aeronautica. 
Sources and Literature: 
HEH, several ed. 
Barth, 1930 
H. Riis Larsen: Mot ukjent land. Norvegica-ekspedisjonen 1929–1930 til Antarktis (Towards 
unfamiliar country. NORWEGICA expedition to Antarctica, 1929-1930), 1930 
Stud. 1907, 1932, 1957 
G. Hovdenak: Roald Amundsens siste ferd (Roald Amundsen's last expedition), 1934 
H. Riis Larsen: Femti år for Kongen (Fifty Years of the King), 1957 
J. Tvedte: Flyvningen – det moderne eventyr (The flight - the modern fairy tale), bd 1-2, 1958 
J. Grierson: Challenge to the Poles - the Highlights of Arctic and Antarctic Aviation, London 1964 
F. Meyer: Hærens og Marinens Flyvåpen 1912–1940 (Army and Navy Air Force 1912-1940), 1973 
V. Henriksen: Luftforsvarets historie (Air Force History), Vol 1-2, 1994-1996 
339. Brynjulf MOURSUND. Signed 22 October 1941. Åsgårdstrand, Norway. 

026 
DOB 4.3.1885. revis. Norsk. 
Name and DOB confirmed with the Norwegian Digital Archives. 
According to http://www.begravdeioslo.no/maler/grav/grave_id/137982, he died on 21 June 1973 
and is buried in Oslo with his wife Constance Moursand (9 August 188 – 27 March 1976). No 
further trace found. 
340. Zygmunt JARZYNA (1914 - 1977). Signed 22 October 1941. Stockholm, Sweden. 

026 
DOB 22.12.1914. herr. Polsk. 

http://www.begravdeioslo.no/maler/grav/grave_id/137982
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According to http://www.ancientfaces.com/person/zygmunt-jarzyna/11775475, he was born on 
December 22, 1914 and died on February 1977 at 62 years old. His last know residence was Astoria, 
Queens County, NY 11106, USA. No further trace found. 
341. Piotr MAZGAJ (18 February 1918 – 29 June 1943). Signed 22 October 1941. 
Stockholm, Sweden. 

026 
DOB 18.2.1923. herr. Polsk. 
From http://www.polishwargraves.nl/bel/hz.438.htm: 
He was killed while flying a Wellington X BH-J (HZ 438) with 300 Squadron. The aircraft took off at 
22.45 on 29 June 1943 from Ingham for a mission to Köln, Germany. They were shot down at 02.22 
by Oblt. Paul Zorner of I/NJG3 and crashed near Sint-Pieters-Rode, Belgium. The crew were killed. 
They were buried in the Communal Cemetery of Sint-Pieters-Rode, Kerkplein Gravensteenstraat, 
Belgium. That night eight crews were sent to attack Köln. The crew were: 
por. nawig. BOGUSŁAWSKI Stefan Mieczysław (P/1976) 
kpr. r./op. strz. CIEŚLIK Maksymilian (P/781969) 
st. sierż. pil. KLEINSCHMIDT Marian (P/782266) 
st. sierż. strz. KNEBLOCH Tadeusz (P/794149) 
kpr. bomb. MAZGAJ Piotr (P/794544) 

 
Photo: Luc Vervoort 

 

http://www.ancientfaces.com/person/zygmunt-jarzyna/11775475
http://www.polishwargraves.nl/bel/hz.438.htm
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By late 1943, the only Polish bomber unit remaining in the British Isles in the service of the R.A.F.'s 
Bomber Command was No. 300 Squadron and its attendant No. 18 O.T.U. (Operational Training 
Unit). On the 1st March, 1944, No. 300 Squadron was transferred to R.A.F. Station, Faldingworth 
and the Squadron began to prepare itself for operations on the newly arrived Lancasters. 
“Suddenly, one day in March, the whole station was in an uproar. News had been received, 
unbelievable news that the Germans had murdered R.A.F. prisoners of war, caught after an escape 
from their camp. Among the victims were Polish airmen, including some from No. 300 Bomber 
Squadron. The Squadron hoped it was a greatly exaggerated version or even an unfounded 
rumour, but full confirmation soon came.” 
342. Captain Jean H J NIHOTTE. Signed 22 October 1941. Escaped from Belgium. 

026 
DOB 9.7.1906. officer. Belg. 
From Belgian Ships Archive, Driemaandelijks maritiem magazine 1ste jaargang april-juni, 2010 
(www.vliz.be/imisdocs/publications/213305.pdf): 
“Gedurende de reis naar Finland, bij herstellingswerken te Stockholm, slaagde 1ste officier J. 
Nihotte erin te ontsnappen op 1 oktober 1941.” 
Translated by Babylon: 
“During the trip to Finland, 1st officer J Nihotte escaped to Stockholm on 1 October 1941.” He was 
on SS Bizon, a German cargo steamer. 
From http://www.freebelgians.be/articles/print.php?id=52 (translated by Google): 
Belgian officers and sailors of the merchant marine 1940-1945 
On 9th April 1941, Churchill told the House of Commons, “I can only say one thing: once we have 
won the battle of the Atlantic and we will be certain to receive a steady stream of U.S. supply, then, 
then, in any direction Hitler is doing and what the number of millions of men and women that 
curve in misery, it may be some weapons the sword of justice, we are in pursuit.” And he stated 
later, “We must consider the mastery of the seas as the basis of all the efforts of the United 
Nations. If we lose, the rest escapes us.” 
At this point two miles bellied merchantmen plodded heavily slowly to all points of the globe 
where civilians besieged divisions on the defensive and frantic industries expecting food, 
equipment, raw materials and fuel. Among them, a hundred Belgian vessels representing 370,000 
tons, manned by 3500 sailors. These sailors are civilians, but their ships are armed. At first, they 
were sent to Malvern some Belgian soldiers to serve their guns. Admiral Dickens called 150. But 
Gutt, Minister of National Defence says it has too few troops available and these are civilians who 
train to maneuver guns and will use it. Belgian Merchant Navy creates its deposit gunners. Some 
sailors will receive six weeks of training, other than two days and the officers of the Merchant Navy 
learn fire control in eight days on the HMS Eaglet. The captains and Paret Biebuyck are two of the 
thousands of sea lions who have joined the fight for freedom. They naturally rallied England with 
their buildings. Belonging to the same "Compagnie Maritime Belge" (CMB), they represent the 
same two types of captains. Biebuyck was born April 26, 1893 in Ixelles and he made his entire 
career on cruise ships, the trunks of the Congo, including its first shipment on Elizabethville as a 
cadet on 17 February 1912. It was the fourth officer on the Albertville in July 1914. He left his board 
to engage the army but marine business were too rare to be left long in the trenches. November 2, 
1915, he was transferred as third officer on Elizabethville. From 1922, he was captain and command 

http://www.freebelgians.be/articles/print.php?id=52
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virtually all "Villeboats." From 1937 to 1940 he commanded the Albertville. And from March 1940 to 
November 1942, he is now in charge of Leopoldville troop transport. It will be a happy ship that will 
transport 90,000 soldiers in five years. 
In December 1942, Captain Biebuyck takes his first leave since the beginning of the war. He will go 
to his wife in Canada and found it a convoy hand to America, ON 153. It will ship on the Belgian 
cargo Emile Francqui, where he will give a hand to the 1st officer during the crossing. The Emile 
Francqui who was the Antwerp-New York before the war, is a classic cargo that time: 5859 gross 
tons, net 3504, along 134 meters and 1929. It is controlled by Florent Paret, a strong sailor born in 
Roeselare on 5 June 1882. Unlike Biebuyck, he never sailed on cruise ships. He was one of the first 
sailors to sail the tanker ordered the Urals, Dagestan from 1913 to 1916 and went to the CMB as 
captain June 22, 1916. He controls all the cargo in the series of "Ste" the Renier, the Colombier, the 
Londonnier, the Carlier, and again on the Astrida Carlier from 1933 to 1937. In 1942, he already 
controls the Emile Francqui for five years, since August 11, 1937, that is to say he knows his boat. 
“Paret” said Stewart, the CEO of the Canadian Pacific, “is the captain of the cargo more skillful and 
more capable than I've encountered in the Merchant Navy.” His star has already served him well 
since the beginning of the war: May 23, 1940, he arrived in New York to Le Havre. He escapes the 
mines and the German onslaught and rallied England. November 5, 1940, in the famous convoy HX 
84 with 36 other transport.  
They come from New York to England under the sole protection of an armed ship to go down in 
history, the Jervis Bay. To the east of Newfoundland, the German battleship Admiral Scheer 
appeared suddenly in front of the convoy. The auxiliary cruiser order dispersion and door to meet 
the battleship to slow, despite its overwhelming inferiority, under heavy fire. Behind the thin curtain 
of smoke, freighters scatter at full speed, the Jervis Bay dark, crushed under the shells of 280 mm 
from Scheer, but the time saved allows thirty-three freighters to escape despite the shells. The 
Emile Francqui is among the happy and Paret is the first to arrive in England, safe and sound. 
Eight times Paret pair with its cargo. He learns about the abbreviations that will be part of his life 
for years: the HX which means fast convoys Halifax - United Kingdom, OB, England - USA fast, the 
ON, Outward North Atlantic, it is England say fast-America NSOs doing the same road but slowly. 
Fast, it means ten knots (18.5 miles per hour), and slow, seven knots, that is to say that these 
convoys are slower than underwater diving much more than underwater surface. Each convoy, 
thirty, forty or sixty cargo. Paret adjusts the foregoing conferences each convoy captains: The 
"Commodore", that is to say, an old officer in charge of the discipline of merchant ships in the 
convoy and the chief of the escort, usually a captain Commander that distributes instructions, each 
captain gets its codes, signals. And cargo ships set sail, formed in columns, from various ports, 
coalesce to become huge processions five miles of frontage on three long, surrounded and 
protected by a mere seven or eight destroyers maximum: three old destroyers and four or five 
corvettes, as the Belgian vessels and Buttercup Godetia where volunteers who have followed Victor 
Ticket serve. 
For sailors, the cargo is more comfortable than the corvettes, slower than 15 knots with their 
submarines surface, platforms gun and load funds, crammed one hundred and sixty men one 
meter in total discomfort. The escorts run, down the bridge swept away by the water slides. But 
occasionally, after a torpedo or leaving the hospital, a marine business will engage in the Belgian 
corvettes. The danger is the same but at least there is a chance to stop being game to become a 
hunter. The task of the escort is to screen around the convoy. But they are three in front, two on 
each side and one behind. Asdic their research submarine two thousand feet up while three miles 
apart from each other: the submarines can slip between the detection zones to infiltrate, often 
surface in a group and start burst their torpedoes in the heap, which is the tactic of "packs". A 
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submarine spotted the convoy expects the group to attack and overwhelm the escort. And torpedo 
succeed in front, behind, to port to starboard. The main task of cargo, is to keep their place 
throughout despite the attacks, despite the fog, storms, watching for signals of escorts that rise 
from time to time, grenadent, attack, ordered traps. When the cargo arrives, is to dock docks 
flames Liverpool, this is the golden age Luftwaffe bombers. It is also the golden age of pirates 
reinforced by surface U-boats. At the stop, Paret listens, learns new freighters his company 
disappear one after the other, including the ships on which he personally sailed, including the 
people he has known. Sometimes merchant mariners were recovered by the enemy as those cargo 
Kabalo attacked November 15, 1940 in the South Atlantic by the Italian submarine Capellini. 
Nevertheless, the crew responded to the gun against the submarine but the Italian has still taken 
on board after destroying the ship and deposited in the Azores. The ship was destroyed Bruges July 
9, 1940 by the pirate surface Thor but the German ship picked up the crew and was piled in the 
hold with the other survivors of merchant ships. The forty-five men will be landed in occupied 
Bordeaux and interned at Camp Sandbostel before being returned to Antwerp. But in most cases, it 
goes tragically. The ship was torpedoed without warning and the survivors found in the water on 
rafts or whaling. Sometimes the ship sank so quickly that there are few survivors, depending on the 
cargo. Thus torpedoed in convoy SC 26 April 3, 1941 at 3 o'clock in the morning Indier has on 
board 6000 tons of steel shipped to New York to England. It flows in 59 seconds, less than a 
minute! There are four survivors of forty-six men, who were on the bridge at that hour of the night, 
the captain Onghena. Paret also learn the history of the maritime Ganda press reports in early 
1942. On 22 January 1942 the ship was torpedoed while sailing in isolated after losing the convoy 
ON 5 in the storm. Thirty men perished in the sinking. The boat commanded by Lieutenant Hubert 
wanders twenty eight days in the Atlantic removed and frozen before being rescued by a 
Portuguese fishing boat. It also contains four of the twenty-eight men who have found a place 
there. The second boat, carried by the Gulf Stream, travels 200 miles in fourteen days, living and 
dead jumble, injuries, dying of thirst, surviving four biscuits, three lumps of sugar and three 
chocolate bars a day biting saltwater . Finally the boat was discovered by a destroyer, it remains 
alive ten headed craft, Lieutenant Lardinois. In total there are fourteen survivors of seventy-nine 
men. And fourteen resume the sea, some die in another sinking, second or third! These dangers are 
not alone, there are those of navigation, further increased the difficulties of the road convoy lights 
off, without headlights to identify the approaches. On 3 April 1941 Paret leads Francqui along the 
Scottish coast arriving in Newfoundland. To 22 hours the convoy set two lines to fit in a narrow 
channel between the rocks and minefields. Commodore seen at the last it bites on the reefs. He 
ordered to turn sharply to the minefield. And any column broke in two, cutting the road Paret. It 
gives right to avoid the collision and Francqui ran aground. Water seeps into five blocks but Paret 
was refloated itself and anchors. A tug will seek to bring the repair to Leith. Paret and then resumes 
its shuttles. December 11, 1942, Emile Francqui left Liverpool to Halifax. He begins his ninth trip war 
in convoy ON 153, forty-three transport under the protection of escort B.7 group. In addition to its 
68-man crew, he has the English passengers including two women and their two children. The 
convoy progressing in ten columns of four to five ships, Emile Francqui ranks first in the ninth 
column with the number 91. Wind force "8" blows from the south-west, rough seas with waves of 
twenty meters. This is the time of the North Atlantic from October to March each year, the time of 
the "Battle of the Atlantic." For Paret and his mates, it is continual tension. This is the first "Do not 
straggle" obsession not to lose the train, do not be left behind, thank you to the underwater 
pursuing the convoy. It is also to keep his job in the storm, in the attacks, in the fog, stay in the 
flock crawls seven knots, the speed of the slowest, and avoid accidents. The officers pass pipes 
quarter in the quarter, “Beware of the neighbor, it makes sudden changes, be wary of the ship 
behind us, we had lost all the time, he forced the steam and almost into us.” The barometer is still 
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down and the moonlight that promises not to make things better! Ninety-eight German 
submarines at sea right now and December 15, 1942, despite the turmoil and torrents of water, the 
watchman sees the tormented U.609 smoke fifty vessels and ON 153 his escort. It alerts the 
headquarters in France which immediately rounded up concentrated in the west of Ireland 
Raufbold group. Twelve other submarines immediately take the fighter ON 153 for miles and miles 
of water removed. On the night of 15 to 16, the first explosions erupt. The U .610 torpedo English 
oil Regent Lion. In the morning the 16 at 8:20, the U.356 ships the Norwegian tanker Bello. The 
attack is triggered. Throughout the day, the pack follows the convoy on the surface, trying to force 
the line of escorts too few to supervise the huge rectangle of cargo. The U.621 sneaks 3:30 p.m., 
dinner just begun on Emile Francqui. A violent explosion shook the infant in the dark. The windows 
of the bridge scatter. Paret rushes, each puts his vest. The OOW shall report: “Touched in the hold 
of reserves to starboard. The machine connection is intact. The machines run. The ship responds to 
the rudder.” Paret down to his cabin to take secret documents into the sea in a weighted bag in 
case of sinking. Three minutes later another torpedo hit the ship. This time the Francqui tilts 
sharply. Paret was in his cabin, he is thrown to the ground and injured his knee. He limped painfully 
hoisted on deck, threw the bag weighted to the sea and back to the bridge. “Stop the engines! 
How is the ship?” The chief engineer has just emerged: “The bulkheads hold but with telegraph 
machines unresponsive. The electricity market. Waterway to the starboard bow. Shoot the white 
flares. Mr. Lauwereins, put the boat into the water. Evacuation stations.”  
The first officer, Charles Lauwereins is a sailor of 46 years who has been sailing since 1919. It brings 
men to davits canoes. Paret says the boat to starboard one second officer Ortegat with ten 
passengers and fifteen men. He dumped the other boats and rafts to keep them close to the wreck 
if the crew had to jump into the water if needed. But the cargo began crosswind while sinking 
forward and giving to starboard. The boat broke in two sprawling. The numbers 3 and 4 boats 
normally down with eight and nine men aboard. Paret short at the back, he dumped the rafts, he 
ordered the men to jump into the water but fear paralyzes. Paret is quiet, directs itself operations. 
The starboard raft slides and two men jumped into the water and cling, they will be saved! The rear 
turn raft slides, but one boat capsizes, only twelve people can cling to its overturned hull, including 
a woman and a child. The marine recovering. A heavy sea back again whaling, only eight sailors rise 
to the top this time! The corvette HMS Pink picks survivors boats 3 and 4 and three men clinging to 
a raft, but it takes more than an hour for the rescue in the storm. The Francqui sinks; 18 h 15 he 
suddenly dark. We can still see some red lights on the back and a man who flashes Morse. The 
cargo in the positions 92 and 93 are missing from the wreckage and disappear into the night, these 
are the instructions!  
The 94 is the cargo of Free France, Saint Bertrand. It should also continue his journey, but it violates 
the orders. On the bridge, the 1st officer is Belgian, Nihotte, and he sees all the red lights of men 
floating on dismantled and cold water. The French captain Leterrier launches a brief order: “Stop 
the climbing nets along the edge, quickly.” Some Belgian sailors manage to swim far, they cling and 
fall exhausted along the high wall of iron unattainable that goes up and down at full speed with the 
blade. A raft passes, a driver picks up a line and hoisted. The boat is banging against the ship, and 
you throw a rope is pulled, a man is brought on deck, this is an English junior, but the cable is 
wrapped around his neck, he was hanged rather than raised by his rescuers, to save it will give 
artificial respiration. The boat is now running along the edge, filled with terrified men, he capsizes, 
no one has the strength to catch the net. Nihotte gets tied up and down along the edge, but the 
empty freighter, high on the water balance of 30 ° each edge into violent convulsions. The officer 
was thrown against the hull and is stunned. On the back.  
An escort arrives, fast Aldis lamp flashes: the Saint Bertrand must join the convoy. It is now 21 hours 
10. A longer delay will be impossible to catch up. The corvette Pink and Saint Bertrand recovered 
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thirty-two survivors. Among the forty-six missing there Paret Biebuyck, which we did not hear, and 
eight of nine officers. The convoy passed. Many others spend to feed the victory. Six hundred and 
three civilian sailors and two hundred and fifty to two foreign sailors recruited by Belgian 
shipowners die in explosions, sea ice, flames accompanying the disappearance of sixty-three 
Belgian flag vessels. And sixty others become invalid. 
Source: 20 Heroes Home. Article by Henri Anrys. 
According to http://www.wrecksite.eu/wreck.aspx?4556, SS Bizon was sunk by three French MTBs 
on 8 May 1944 whilst en route to Guernsey. The Crew used straw bails as liferafts but the French 
machine gunned them. 
From the Bromma departure record for 22 October 1941: 

 
From file reference BT 395/1/72440 in TNA: 
Medal listing of Nihotte, Jean. Discharge number:  R270842. Date of Birth: 19 July 1906. 
343. Thorleif J BERGER. Signed 22 October 1941. Stockholm, Sweden. 

026 
DOB 27.5.1911. sekr. Norsk. 
Listed in LG, 14 February 1942 under the heading Norway | Official Staffs of the Members of the 
Government | Under the direction of the Minister of Justice | Oct 22 1941 (the day he signed this 
book). 
344. Karl BAUMANN. Signed 22 October 1941. Stockholm, Sweden. 

027 
DOB 20.12.1906. herr. Norsk. 
DOB confirmed with Geni.com. Place of birth Horten, Vestfold, Norway. His father was Hans Adolf 
Viktor Baumann and his mother was Ragnhild Baumann. Hans Adolf Viktor Baumann was born in 
Kristiania (Oslo). 
His career was within the Navy and shipping. He became a naval officer in 1893 and naval captain 
in 1911. He attended the technical college in Charlottenburg, Berlin, 1895-97, where he studied as 
electro-technician, and he was employed at the Naval Observatory in Wilhelmshafen (newly-
founded 1869 German town and naval base) in 1897. In 1898, Baumann joined Otto Sverdrup’s 
expedition with the Fram to northwest Greenland and the islands north of Canada. He was first 
mate and second-in-command, with authority over the five scientists on board. This latter position 
caused some disagreements, since Baumann did not quite see the need for all the scientific work – 
which in fact was a considerable result of the expedition, and his military manner did not suit the 
scientists. He took part in several of the expedition’s long dog-sledge journeys as observer and 
surveyor, and he taught Sverdrup and others modern surveying calculations. This Fram expedition 
was noteworthy both for its wealth of scientific data and for the mapping of c. 150 000 km² of what 
is now the northernmost Canadian Arctic. Baumann was made a Knight of the (Norwegian) Order 
of St. Olav in 1903 for his work on the expedition. Baumann married in 1904 and, from 1908, he 
was employed as ship inspector for the shipping company Det Nordenfjeldske Dampskibsselskap. 
In 1922, he became assistant director and he was a member of several important committees. He 
died in Trondheim. 

http://www.wrecksite.eu/wreck.aspx?4556
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According to the section Wireless Stations in Norway During the Year 1944 in HS 7/174/6 
Norwegian Section History, he was a radio operator in Operation Pipit: 

 
From HS2/262 SOE Office & Staff Organisation Stockholm: 

 
345. Colonel Frithjof Øyvind ASBJØRNSEN. Signed 22 October 1941. Stockholm, Sweden. 

027 
DOB 13.2.1916. brandsol. Norsk. 
Author of Det Norske Luftvernartilleriets Historie published in 1983. The Bromma Archives list this 
passenger as Frithiof Asbjørnsen. 
From http://skysite.dk/nnvs/?side=295244: 
Born February 13, 1916 in Bærum. He was the son of Hans A. (1879-1957) and Carrie Fischer (1884-
1944) Military training: Army Artillery Officer Candidate School in 1935. Long Gunnery Staff Course 
Bri. 1951. Air Force Staff College in 1956. NIKE Universal Officers Course Fort Bliss USA 1958. 
Defence College in 1962. He was the author of Det Norske Luftvernartilleris Historie, (Stavern, 
Luftforsvarets skoler Stavern), 1983. 
346. Feliks PECHO. Signed 22 October 1941. Stockholm, Sweden. 

027 
DOB 30.8.1900. mekn. Polsk. 
He was a Polish pilot flying for Finland. In 1940, he joined the Air Transport Auxiliary delivering 
aircraft to British combat units. He is mentioned in J Marszałkiewicz’s From Polish to Finland. 
According to E C Cheeseman’s Brief Glory: The Story of ATA, Harborough Publishing Co Ltd, 
Leicester, 1946, he was a Third Officer. 
347. Knut HAGERUP-SVENDSEN. Signed 22 October 1941. Stockholm, Sweden. 

027 

http://skysite.dk/nnvs/?side=295244
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DOB 13.11.1913. ing. Norsk. 
He also signed this book on 21 August 1942, 3 March 1943, 6 May 1943 and 10 April 1944. 
348. Frank HILL. Signed 22 October 1941. Stockholm, Sweden. 

027 
DOB 14.10.1912. herr. Eng. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Engineer. Born 1912. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
349. Samuel John HALL. Signed 22 October 1941. Stockholm, Sweden. 

027 
DOB 5.7.1915. kypare. Eng. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Occupation not stated. DOB not stated. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
350. Flying Officer [later Air Commodore] Ian ESPLIN CB DSO DFC. Signed 22 October 
1941. Sydney, NSW, Australia. (1914 – 2008). 

027 
Education was at Shore School not far from the family home at Wollstonecraft. Successful in his 
studies he went to Oxford College England. . After passing his exam and a grilling from the Rhodes 
Committee Ian was advised that he was successful and was awarded the 1937 Rhodes Scholarship 
from NSW. A turning point was reached and Ian was headed for Oxford, England and experiences 
that were to shape his adult life. At Oxford Ian turned his attentions primarily to study. Positions in 
the Oxford Blue Boat in those days were not readily available to "colonials" - an important selection 
criterion was to have attended Eton. In 1939 with war seemingly inevitable Ian joined the R.A.F 
Volunteer Reserve pilot section. His logic was that if he returned to Australia and joined the Air 
Force he would just be posted back to Britain - so why not stay and save the trip. Starting out in 
December 1939 Ian became an Aircraftsman 2nd class on 10 shillings and 8 pence per week after 
canteen deductions. After enduring some months of "boot camp" style operations in freezing 
conditions Ian was promoted to LAC ( leading Aircraft man) and became a "pilot under training" 
being posted in May 1940 to Acklington and after a stint of ground defence duty to Cambridge at 
the No 22 E.F.T.S ( Elementary Flying Training School). Starting in Tiger Moths, Ian was later (August 
1940) posted to South Cerney in Gloucestershire where they were to start flying the Airspeed 
Oxford. To quote from Ian's book on his life this plane “was a bitch to fly and a bastard to land.” At 
the end of this course, Ian was awarded his much-coveted wings, given a commission and applied 
for posting to fighters. However, his flying course had been geared towards twin-engine planes 
and he was assigned to No 2 Central Flying School in Cranwell as a flying instructor. Around August 
1941 Ian decided he had had enough of pilot instruction and on a day off took himself to London 
to department P2 at the Air Ministry. This department controlled postings and as Ian tells it he 
came across a Squadron leader who was sympathetic to his complaint that " I've done twelve 
months as a flying instructor , I'm fed up, want to see some action and I've heard you are looking 
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for night fighter pilots". After an on the spot night vision test Ian soon received his orders to report 
to No 51 Operational Training Unit near Bletchley and soon after was on his way to becoming a 
night fighter pilot. Initial combat posting was to Two Nine Squadron in Maidstone Kent - the 
Squadron was equipped with Beaufighters. Ian tells of staying on "night readiness" which consisted 
of lying around fully clothed including flying boots and very dark goggles so as not to disturb their 
"night vision" - a major drawback of this attire was that you could not read or play cards! Ian's 
Squadron had the task of intercepting German night bombers (especially the Junkers JU88) and in 
the course of his tour of duty Ian had to shoot down a number of the enemy planes. In March 1943 
Ian was posted from night fighters to Drem in Scotland where he was involved in secret 
experiments testing new equipment which would enable Allied night fighters to get an immediate 
fix on enemy aircraft as soon as they turned on their radar. Another area in which they 
experimented was the use of packages of tin foil to confuse enemy radar. During his posting at 
Drem Ian met his future wife who was in the WAAF and posted to a nearby training centre. Soon 
after their relationship developed Ian was posted again to Headquarters, South East Asia Command 
at that time located in Delhi. Ian prepared to depart but for some reason his orders were 
postponed for ten days - enough time for he and Patricia (Dizzy) Barlow to make the start of a 
lifelong commitment to each other. In May 1944 Ian was posted back to Britain to observe 
Operation Overlord (the Allied invasion of Europe) on the basis that this might provide worthwhile 
lessons for similar assaults in SE Asia. This was the opportunity for him and Pat to marry which they 
did at the Holy Trinity Church in Knightsbridge followed by a "wartime" 36-hour honeymoon in 
Marlow. When the war ended in 1945 Ian and Dizzy made their way to Australia and Ian took up a 
position with Qantas as International Relations Officer dealing with IATA, governments and other 
international airline bodies. Ian moved on to become company secretary at Qantas but by 1946 
was not enjoying the work. Ian first child, Brian arrived in December 1946 and in early 1947 he 
accepted the offer of a permanent commission in the R.A. F and returned to England starting out in 
peacetime with the rank of Wing Commander. By 1949 Ian and Dizzy's second child, Joanne had 
arrived and Ian was being steadily promoted. Through the fifties and the Cold War Ian served in a 
number of postings including the R.A.F. Staff College, commanding the No148 Wing of the first jet 
engine all-weather fighters in Germany, the Air War College and as Commanding Officer of the 
R.A.F base at Wartling in Sussex. In early 1960 Ian was promoted to Air Commodore and returned 
to the Air Ministry as Director of Operational Requirements. In this job Ian was responsible for all 
future fixed-wing aircraft, engines, weapons systems, helicopters and research. On New Year's Day 
1964 Ian received a telegram advising he had been promoted to Air Vice-Marshal and had been 
made a C.B in the New Year Honours List. Soon after Ian and his family were posted to the USA, 
Washington DC where Ian became "Commander, Royal Air Force Staff and Air Attaché at the British 
Embassy". At the end of this posting Ian was offered a more senior position back in London but 
decided that this would end the chances of ever moving back to Australia. In 1965 Ian retired from 
the R.A.F and returned to settle back in Sydney. 
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351. Ronald Bruce TURNBULL OBE (29 May 1914 – 2 March 2004). Signed 22 October 
1941 Stockholm, Sweden. 

027 
He also signed this book on 12 October 1941, 31 January 1942 and 15 June 1942. 
352. Flight Lieutenant John Michael WERTHEIM [later WENTWORTH] (80897). Signed 22 
October 1941. RAF Shawbury. 

027 
Listed in Flight 29 May 1941. He is mentioned in the LG, 9 July 1940, 16 May 1941, 25 July 1941 and 
6 July 1945. 
From the LG, 20 May 1947: 
“I, JOHN MICHAEL WENTWORTH of 11, Victoria Road, Harrogate in the county of York Engineer a 
natural born British subject, heretofore called and known by the name of John Michael Wertheim 
hereby give notice that I have renounced and abandoned the name of John Michael Wertheim and 
that I have assumed and intend henceforth on all occasions whatsoever and at all times to sign and 
use and to be called and known by the name of John Michael Wentworth in lieu of and in 
substitution for my former name of John Michael Wertheim. And I also hereby give notice that such 
change of name is formally declared and evidenced by a deed poll under my hand and seal dated 
the 21st day of March 1947 duly executed and attested, and that such deed poll was enrolled in the 
Central Office of the Supreme Court of Judicature on the 8th day of May, 1947. Dated this 12th day 
of May, 1947.” 
353. Conor CARRIGAN. Signed 22 October 1941. Airways House, London. 

027 

027 
He is mentioned three times in Guy Liddell’s diary: 
20 March 1940 “Cecil Liddell, Head of MI5’s Irish Section has had a long talk with an Irishman called 
Connor Carrigan. While talking to a friend in I.I.D. who deplored the fact that British ships could not 
enter Irish ports, Carrigan said that he had considered this question and had come to the 
conclusion that there might be an approach to the Eire Govt. on historical lines via the French. He 
had in mind raising an Irish Brigade which would be associated with the French Army. From this 
would follow the taking over by the French of patrol activities on the north and west coasts of 
Ireland. Once the French managed to get inside Irish ports it would not be long before the English 
would be able to do likewise. The idea has been put to Winston who thought it interesting. 
Carrigan has also seen Eden. It does not seem however that any Govt. department would move in 
the matter owing to its extreme delicacy. On the other hand if Carrigan could bring it about on its 
own nobody would mind. Carrigan was in touch in Ireland with one Shamus O'Connor, a great 
friend of his father's and one of the original members of the Irish Republican Brotherhood. 
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O'Connor seems to like the idea and feels that it might appeal to Dev Eamon de Valera and his 
colleagues, who are really rather at their wit's end.” 
8 September 1940 “Carrigan has been on a very secret visit to Dev. He was asked to find out what 
Dev’s terms would be for the abandonment of his neutrality. I gather that Dev is quite intrigued 
and is thinking things over. This move is inspired from the highest quarter here.” 
19 October 1940 “I lunched today with Carrigan. He had been in Eire on holiday and had noticed a 
very marked change. He had the impression that people were really getting down to things, 
although there was much to be done. He hoped that his services might be used in connection with 
the scheme for liaison between B. T. I. and the Eire authorities in the event of a German invasion.” 
In 1941, MI5 posted Conor Carrigan to Foynes in the guise of a BOAC passenger welfare officer, to 
keep an eye out for any breaches of security while people were on the ground. Carrigan’s scheme 
for a Franco-Irish alliance had received serious consideration in Downing Street in May 1940. He 
was due to be posted to BOAC in Lisbon, and in preparation was sent to Foynes to familiarize 
himself with airport procedures. He spoke openly of his many Whitehall contacts, and informed the 
G2 officer at Foynes that he had been “asked unofficially by his friends in MI5 to report unofficially 
on this airport”. 
354. Squadron Leader James Stewart BROCKET, MB, ChB (72743). Signed 23 October 
1941 and 19 August 1942. C/O National Provincial Bank, North Parade, Aberystwyth. 

027 
Listed in LG 4 April 1939, 26 April 1940 and 2 May 1955. 
355. Kenneth ARMSTRONG. Signed 24 October 1941. Craiglands Hydro Hotel, Ilkley, 
Yorkshire. 

027 
DOB 14.3.1915. manager. Eng. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Laundry manager. Born 1915. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
From Brian Bridgeman’s book The Flyers (1989): 
“From Britain came Kenneth Armstrong, born in Hull on 1 Marchj 1915, a laundry manager who had 
been an officer in the RAF for the short period of two months at the beginning of 1939.” 
356. Kurt Willibald Tambuza van HETEREN. Signed 24 October 1941. 51 Sackville Street, 
London. 

027 
DOB 4.5.1905. ing. Eng. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Engineer. Born 1909 South Africa. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
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357.  Professor Johan Martin HOLST. Signed 24 October 1941. ? Hotel, Stockholm. 

027 
DOB 23.6.1892. prof. norsk. 
Head of the Norwegian Army Medical Service in 1940. 
Extracted from Ian Herrington’s The Special Operations Executive in Norway 1940-1945: 
In October 1941, after their arrival in Britain, Jacob Schive (who signed this book on 15 October 
1941) and Johan Holst reported on their organisation direct to the Norwegian authorities.44 From 
this point other members of the Norwegian government, not just its Foreign Minister, were fully 
aware of Milorg’s existence, its work and its difficulties with SOE. Therefore a decision had to be 
made about its future. The government concluded that it could not allow a military force to 
operate in Norway independently, and accordingly it was decided to bring Milorg under its control. 
The arrival of Jacob Schive and Professor Johan Holst in London in October, two members of its 
central council, helped accelerate this process. Most significantly by turning to its government for 
legitimacy, Milorg was rejecting SOE‟s attempts to control it. On 28 October 1941, Schive and 
Holst met Charles Hambro and Malcolm Munthe, and on 12 November Schive wrote to Lt Col 
Harry Sporborg with his summary of the meeting. He called for a “co-ordinating element” to bring 
together the British and Norwegian governments along with Milorg, which he declared was 
responsible to the Norwegian government and would only consult with the British through them. 
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The following is in Henry Threlfall144’s SOE file, reference HS 9/1466/9, in TNA: 

 

                                                 
144 Signed this book on 10 August 1942 
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358. Torolv KANDAHL (17 August 1899 – 5 March 1982). Signed 24 October 1941. Hotel 
Cosmopolitan, Stockholm. 

027 
DOB 17.8.1899. Press-attaché. Norsk. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Torolv_Kandahl: 
He was a Norwegian politician for the Conservative Party. He was born in Lyngdal. Kandahl was a 
member of Aker municipality council from 1934 to 1939, and then served as deputy mayor in the 
period 1939–1940. He was elected to the Parliament of Norway from Buskerud in 1950, but was not 
re-elected in 1954. He later served in the position of deputy representative during the term 1958–
1961. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Torolv_Kandahl
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From Hvem er Hvem? 1948: 

 
From a document dated 8 April 1942 in SOE file HS 9/864/6 for Baard KROGVIG: 

 
From https://www.stortinget.no/no/Representanter-og-
komiteer/Representantene/Representantfordeling/Representant/?perid=TOKN: 
Personalia 

https://www.stortinget.no/no/Representanter-og-komiteer/Representantene/Representantfordeling/Representant/?perid=TOKN
https://www.stortinget.no/no/Representanter-og-komiteer/Representantene/Representantfordeling/Representant/?perid=TOKN
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Født 17.08.1899 i Lyngdal, Vest-Agder 
Død 05.03.1982 
Sønn av lærer Tor Mathias Kandahl (1876-1955) og Sanna Mathilde Torjesen (1877-1969) 
Stortingsperioder 
Representant nr 5 for Buskerud, 1950 - 1953, H.  
Vararepresentant nr 1 for Buskerud, 1958 - 1961, H.  
Medlemskap i stortingskomiteer 
1950-53 
Medlem, Samferdselskomiteen, 28.06.1952 - 10.01.1954 
Medlem, Kommunalkomiteen, 23.01.1950 - 28.06.1952 
Utdanning og yrkeserfaring 
Utdanning 

• Student 1918 
• Cand.jur. 1926 

Yrke 
• Journalist i Tønsberg Blad 1918-1919 
• Journalist i Morgenbladet 1919-1922 
• Stortingsstenograf 1922-1927 
• Redaksjonssekretær i Aftenpostens politiske avdeling 1928-1941 
• Redaktør i Drammens Tidende og Buskerud Blad 1945-1961 
• Sjefredaktør i Aftenposten 1961-1970 

Annen aktivitet, krigsinnsats m.m. 
• Arbeidet ved den norske regjerings informasjonskontor i London 1941-1942 
• Sjef for informasjonskontoret i New York 1942-1945 

Medaljer og utmerkelser m.m. 
• Norsk Presseforbunds hederstegn i gull 1947 
• Æresdoktor Luther College, Iowa 1966 
• Kommandørkorset av St. Olavs Orden 1975 

Verv 
Kommunalpolitisk aktivitet 

• Medlem Aker kommunestyre 1934-1937, 1937-1939, varaordfører 1939-1940 
Offentlige verv 

• Medlem Utvalg til å vurdere NRKs rett til redigering og klipping av programmer 1970 
Tillitsverv i partier 

• Formann Drammen Høyre 1956-1961 
• Viseformann Buskerud Høyre 1958-1961 
• Medlem Høyres sentralstyre 1961-1970 

Tillitsverv i organisasjoner 
• Medlem Styret i Oslo journalistklubb 1921-1922 
• Medlem Styret i Norsk presseforbunds journalistgruppe 1931-1937 
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• Medlem Oslo journalistklubb fra 1935, formann 1937-1941, 1945-1946 
• Medlem Styret i Den konservative presses forening fra 1936 
• Formann Norsk redaktørforening 1950-1956 (arkitekt for Redaktørplakaten, om redaktørens 

rettigheter og plikter overfor utgivere og samfunnet) 
• Medlem Styret i Det internasjonale presseinstitutt (Zürich) 1961-1963 
• Formann Den konservative presses forening 1961-1970 
• President Nordmanns-forbundet 1963-1975 

Andre administrative verv 
• Medlem Styret for Høyres Pressebyrå 1970 

From http://www.tinius.com/en/bio/about_tinius/Tinius+Nagell-
Erichsen%E2%80%99s+speech+at+the+50th+anniversary+of+the+Association+of+Norwegian+Ed
itors,+May.9UFRnGYy.ips: 
Tinius Nagell-Erichsen’s speech at the 50th anniversary of the Association of Norwegian Editors, 
May 2000. 
This is why I’m in the media business! 
Thank you for your invitation. I take it that asking me to come here is an acknowledgment on the 
part of the editors that we who own newspapers are still allowed to have an opinion of them. 
Today there are only very few personal owners left. From that viewpoint I suppose I am almost 
worthy of being put on the conservation list. 
But first of all, let me congratulate the Association on its 50thanniversary. Fifty years is an impressive 
age and I suppose there is a reason for fifty being called “the prime of life”. After having witnessed 
editors seated at sumptuous dinner tables over the years, I know why. 
I believe that owners and editors have a mutual job to do, regardless of the owner being the 
employer and the editor the employee. We represent the whole idea behind the publishing of 
newspapers. Thor Bjarne Bore was right when he said; It’s not about the owner being omnipotent, 
it’s all about how he exercises his power. 
A newspaper owner who is not active and serious about his business can ruin his newspaper. The 
same goes for editors. The owner draws up the basic principles and general conditions for his 
newspaper and the editor is given a free hand within this framework. However, newspapers, like 
any other business, can go under. It has been said that the paper could have been saved if only the 
editor had been given full control. I don’t believe that. 
I should like to share with you something that I have worked on most of my life. I have never found 
it difficult to communicate with editors. Editors have come and gone, I stayed. 
This is why we are in the media business; My love of being in a position to write was the starting 
point, to be able to produce news and commentary. To do that costs blood, but nothing is more 
satisfying than to produce something that you in your heart know to be good journalism. 
Apart from two years working as a waiter in California, I have always worked in newspapers at 
various levels. My love of newspapers has never ebbed. I started out as a journalist and press 
photographer and at an early stage in my career I sought advice from Aftenposten’s then editor-in-
chief, Torolv Kandahl; Should I continue my journalistic career or should I go into management? 
Kandahl replied; “Tinius, you can always hire someone, but you cannot hire a replacement for your 
ownership”. 
I became managing director of newspapers and there have been times when I have missed writing, 
but I found that I was more useful as a newspaper owner than as a journalist. 

http://www.tinius.com/en/bio/about_tinius/Tinius+Nagell-Erichsen%E2%80%99s+speech+at+the+50th+anniversary+of+the+Association+of+Norwegian+Editors,+May.9UFRnGYy.ips
http://www.tinius.com/en/bio/about_tinius/Tinius+Nagell-Erichsen%E2%80%99s+speech+at+the+50th+anniversary+of+the+Association+of+Norwegian+Editors,+May.9UFRnGYy.ips
http://www.tinius.com/en/bio/about_tinius/Tinius+Nagell-Erichsen%E2%80%99s+speech+at+the+50th+anniversary+of+the+Association+of+Norwegian+Editors,+May.9UFRnGYy.ips
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I will not claim that the newspaper owner is sacred just because he is a newspaper owner, but if he 
wants to, he can make a difference. It depends on willpower. If you have that, you can do 
something. 
I am not in favour of one person filling the positions of editor-in-chief and managing director at 
the same time. I have noted that the committee discussing the organising of A-pressen’s 
newspapers is against “a principal choice of leadership model for the group’s newspapers” and see 
this as a step in the right direction. In this connection, there is a vital difference between foreign 
and Norwegian newspaper owners. Foreign newspaper owners would like to control the editorials 
on a daily basis. 
We cannot expect foreign owners to understand, to know about or to follow Norwegian cultural 
traditions. If, for instance, a newspaper is syndicated in Arizona, Austria and Oslo, Norwegian 
cultural considerations will not be decisive. 
I am not saying that all foreign owners, because they are foreign, want to influence Norwegian 
journalists. They may very well be excellent owners. 
I don’t think we Norwegians are holier than the Murdochs, but we are born and bred in this 
country. Henrik Ibsen is clear on this; 
”The cow gives cakes 
and the bullock mead, 
Ask not if its taste be 
sour or sweet. 
The main matter is, and you mustn’t forget it, 
it’s all of it home-brewed.” 
I think that for an editor to do the job and have maximum credibility, he must in principle be 
isolated from the business side of the newspaper. 
There are those who think differently in this matter, for example in connection with VG. But if an 
editor is in any way dependent on the business interests of the company, he will be not be neutral 
when considering which editorial opinions the newspaper should have. He might be influenced by 
what is commercially good for the company. I have never had the impression that for instance VG’s 
editors are governed by business considerations. 
However, if an editor over a period of time tries to ruin the market and tries to ruin his newspaper, 
he will be replaced, sooner or later. 
When I was called before the Freedom of Speech Commission, there was a lady who thought that I 
was a racist because we have the Christian values in our articles of association. She said it meant 
that I could not employ an editor from Islam. 
I replied that an editor is expected to be loyal to the newspaper’s objectives and general conditions 
and that in principle I would have no objection to employing a person from Islam. He would 
however have to convince me that he would be content with having only a typewriter for a 
weapon. 
The editor’s role as a producer of opinions has been greatly reduced, at least in newspapers of any 
significant size, as the editor’s role as a business executive has become more predominant. The 
editor’s first responsibility is to organise and manage the newsroom. Whether or not he himself 
writes is less important, the important thing is that he makes sure that those who do write are 
talented and independent.    
Until quite recently, people thought that an editor was a man who stood on a box or a rostrum 
making speeches and having interesting opinions on everything under the sun. It is not like that 
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any more, at least not in newspapers of any significant size. The old editors are gone. The editor 
may very well have a certain flair for words, but that is not the number one requirement. 
This doesn’t mean that the editor has disappeared, only that his duties have changed somewhat. 
Many people think that the media govern Norway. Yes, but that is done by the editors, not by me. 
A newspaper owner’s major obligation, and this I feel very strongly, is commitment to making his 
newspaper fulfil its role in the best possible way. This does not mean that there is an empty space 
between the ears of every newspaper owner. Newspaper owners are actually known to do their 
own thinking and form their own opinions. I can easily have discussions with both Per Norvik and 
Olav Versto, but I wouldn’t have had these discussions if I had felt that they let my thoughts and 
ideas take priority over what they meant was right. 
I have been lucky, I have never had to deal with people who agreed with me 100%. 
No, if you prefer, or are dependent on people applauding and saying yes, you don’t get anywhere 
and you are not doing your job. A society where everybody is in agreement is heading for 
disaster.   
An editor-in-chief does not have the instruments of power to defend himself and his newspaper in 
the long run if the financial pressure gets too strong. The only one who can do anything about that 
is the owner of the newspaper. As long as we have a society of private ownership it’s no use going 
to court to defend the newspapers. Many people believe that owners have considerable influence 
over the paper and that they can intervene in the newsroom. From my point of view the owner has 
influence because it is chiefly on the business side you can safeguard a free and independent 
newspaper. Therefore, as long as there are newspaper owners, they are the ones who can defend 
the freedom of print – if they want to. 
To me this is essential because I as an old newspaper man and owner believe that only a strong 
and independent newspaper can fulfil its function. I also know from experience that only a strong 
and independent newspaper manages to keep its grip on the market and thus be profitable. 
It may seem strange that a newspaper owner won’t use his newspapers for political aims or 
personal gains, but our primary goal is to be professional and do the job properly and decently. 
And of course we want to make money as well. Experience has shown that it is more difficult for a 
financially weak newspaper to defend its independence than it is for a financially strong newspaper. 
The reason why I feel so strongly about this is probably because I am the last one on active duty in 
the house of the family that originally founded the company. Representing a long newspaper 
tradition I feel I have an obligation to continue the tradition into a new era with new and different 
media. 
I grew up with Aftenposten and I have seen Schibsted grow to be Norway’s major media company. 
Today we publish Norway’s two largest newspapers, Aftenposten and Verdens Gang. We own 
Sweden’s largest newspaper, Aftonbladet, and we have bought Svenska Dagbladet, which many 
people consider to be Sweden’s most important newspaper. We have a publishing house, TV 
channels, a film and TV production company and we hold a strong position in the Scandinavian 
development of content services on the Internet. We have operations in Estonia and we have 
initiated distribution of free newspapers in Switzerland and Germany. We are not engaged in any 
other business but media. 
Our long-term objective, adopted by the board of the Schibsted Group, is “to become 
Scandinavia’s leading media company through being the preferred supplier of content to readers, 
viewers and advertisers, irrespective of their choice of media”. 
I have learnt to appreciate being born with the gift of doubt and therefore will add to our long-
term objective; Why? The expression “leading media company” promises quality, a quality that I 
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hope is for the good of society. If not, our efforts are wasted. There is nothing wrong with making 
money, but that in itself is not the goal. We are making money, otherwise the companies would not 
be sound. But sitting on a pile of gold coins is not very productive. The important thing is how we 
spend those coins. 
In my opinion, the editorial freedom and freedom of expression should be more or less unlimited. 
The limitation lies in matters such as protection of privacy, the penal code, etc., though at times the 
press must go beyond law and order. 
We would never have had public access if it weren’t for the press. I believe society would have seen 
more scandals like the leaking Romeriksporten tunnel if it weren’t for the press. Some say we are 
arrogant because we think ourselves a little bit special, we who work in the media. I guess we are, 
but I think we have the right to be. 
If we had bought up all the companies we have been asked to buy, we would have owned a very 
large portion of the Norwegian press. We have never bought any part of the Norwegian press 
without the consent of the management. On the contrary. 
When we acquired Aftonbladet and Svenska Dagbladet, we were concerned with the following; 
What is their speciality? What kind of newspapers are they? These characteristics are what we must 
build on. 
Svenska Dagbladet and Aftonbladet are opposites in Sweden in the same way Aftenposten and VG 
are in Norway; in appearance, politically, journalistically and marketwise. We have a principle that 
our newspapers shall be free and independent, that they shall operate as individual enterprises and 
be competitive, even compete with each other. We consider it an advantage that the different 
papers cater to different market segments. Looking at it practically, the chief area of cooperation 
would be production.    
Today, the Schibsted Group is so large and covers so many different media operations in several 
countries that we would not be able to operate according to one standard even if we wanted to. 
The larger we get, the more difficult it becomes to influence all the editorial offices under our 
ownership. We have no interest in doing that. And we are not interested in editors and newsrooms 
that let themselves be dictated to. 
The stock exchange listing was a turning point in the development of the Schibsted Group. I had 
grave doubts before the decision was made. With the business strategy we had we did not need an 
injection of capital from a market like the stock exchange. I was of the opinion that it would be 
easier to manage a responsible company that was privately owned. You could act quicker than you 
could with a listed company which is subject to an extensive regulatory framework. However, it 
became steadily clearer that there were great advantages in a stock exchange listing. The 100 per 
cent responsible private company becomes an anachronism when you have sales in the region of a 
couple of billions or more. 
I have, since the late seventies, wondered how my sizeable ownership stake might be of maximum 
use to the companies. I therefore put down conditions when we were to become a limited 
company. First of all, that a minority shareholding of 25 per cent should yield the same influence as 
a shareholding of 33-34 per cent. This is called negative control in the Norwegian Companies Act. 
Secondly, that a minority shareholding of 25 per cent should have the right to appoint a board 
member. The other owners were in agreement to this. 
So we became a public limited company and the Schibsted Group was listed on the stock 
exchange. One by one the majority of the other owners sold their shares. This means that I, with my 
large block of shares, am the only one left of the original family of owners with a large degree of 
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influence. We have a number of new owners, all excellent people. They are professional and they 
don’t interfere with how we run the shop from day to day. 
I wanted to secure the freedom of the newspapers as much as possible for the future, and I 
thought that the best way to do that was to operate the media group according to the same basic 
principles that we had followed for so many years; As owners we do not interfere with what is 
written or reported, we lay down the general conditions for the editorial offices. 
With this in mind, I decided in 1996 that my ownership stake in Schibsted should serve as a special 
guarantee of freedom and independence for Schibsted’s newspapers and other mass media. I 
established a trust named The Tinius Trust, its basis being editorial independence, credibility and 
quality of the media businesses we have a stake in. I have appointed a board of directors to ensure 
this. The board shall, in addition to ensuring compliance, also work for a long-term and sound 
financial development of the Schibsted Group.   
Having decided to try to guarantee the freedom of the newspapers, I hope to be a ”useful ghost”. 
The consequence of my decision is that the board I have appointed to safeguard my ownership 
stake will have the same influence as the family has had up until now. This will happen ”if I die”, as 
de Gaulle said. An owner who has a small stake in a newspaper cannot mobilise enough influence 
on his own to make an effective defence of freedom. If you want to make a difference, you must at 
least have the option laid down in the Companies Act of exerting so-called negative control. This is 
what my block of shares is doing for the Trust. 
A-pressen are now discussing the establishing of a trust whose aim is to ”secure the basic 
principles” of the newspapers. Although I haven’t studied the proposals in the report from the basic 
principles committee – Grunnsynutvalget – I welcome this. The Companies Act takes priority over 
any articles of association and therefore I do not quite see how a trust can protect newspapers 
targeted for a takeover, if they are limited companies. But I suppose that this will become clear in 
time. Besides, it seems as if the plan is a bit too detailed in respect of the editors. That does not 
apply to The Tinius Trust. 
There are those who believe that I want to stop my family from working in Schibsted. That is not 
correct. But it is not self-evident that they should work there. They will have to compete for jobs on 
equal terms with other applicants. 
As for my family; the point is that if my block of shares is to be split up, the purpose would be 
gone. When I demanded that at least 25 per cent should yield negative control, it became vital to 
keep the shareholding intact. My descendants shouldn’t suffer any want if we continue to perform 
well.   
There are analysts who consider the trust to be a symbol of bygone days. They think the trust 
might create doubt about the group’s ability to adjust to the new economy. 
To me, the point is the importance of a free and independent press. What’s the use of having a 
press unless it is free and independent? 
I can’t say much about the future of the media. 
We decided to distribute newspapers free of charge after having convinced ourselves that a gratis 
newspaper can also be professional. In our experience, quality papers are costly to run, but we are 
concerned that if the readers get the good papers free of charge, they won’t pay for a quality 
paper.  We cannot simply shut the door, we have to find out what is right in a changing market. 
I am worried about the volume of investments in electronic media, but I have resigned myself to 
this being the industrial revolution all over again. There will be a winner at some point, but I don’t 
want to be a pioneer, nor do I want to be left with the bills.   
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I have been dealing with newspapers, owners and management systems for so long that I don’t 
quite see the purpose of some of the electronic media. 
From a human point of view, I have not observed that electronic media have led to a more solid 
base than what we had before. And I believe it to be an advantage to have media depending on us 
using our small grey cells and not only keys and screens. 
I have a passionate belief in the eternal future of newspapers. 
359. Rolf Olafsson CHRISTOPHERSEN. Signed 24 October 1941. Stockholm. 

028 
DOB 10.10.1902. kapt. Norsk. 
Listed in LG, 14 February 1942 under the heading Norway | Official Staffs of the Members of the 
Government | Under the direction of the Minister of Defence | Oct 24 1941 (the day he signed this 
book). His brother, Björn Christophersen, signed this book on 20 October 1941. Se that entry for 
reference to “the brothers Christophersen” in an SOE file in TNA. 
360. Sergeant Antoni OSTROWSKI (794728). Signed 24 October 1941. Stockholm. 

028 
DOB 4.8.1913. pilot. Polsk. 
Killed on 23 September 1942 while flying a Vickers Wellington number Z1476 with 305 Squadron 
on Gardening (laying of mines from the air) Brest. The crew were Sgt Tadeusz Sekowski, Flying 
Officer Ryszard Rodzynkiewicz, Flying Officer Leon Ostaszewski, Sgt Aleksander Pruchniewicz and 
Sgt Antoni Ostrowski. The only crew member found was Antoni Ostrowski, who was interred next 
to the unknown airman, in a cemetery in the French town of Quiberon. 
NOTE: There is also a record for another pilot with the same name: Antoni Ostrowski (794545 PAF) 
Age 27. Killed Czarna Wieś, Poland. Mission: Kiel, Germany. Date: 23/24th July 1944. Unit: No. 300 
Squadron (Polish). Type: Lancaster III. Serial: LM488. Coded: BH-D. Location: Schlesen. 
361. Arne Gunnar HEISHOLT. Signed 24 October 1941. Stockholm. 

028 
DOB 31.12.1919. praktikant. Norsk. 
In 1950, the University of Minnesota presented this award: 

 
http://conservancy.umn.edu/bitstream/123905/1/Cap_and_Gown_Day_Convocation_1950.pdf 
He graduated the following year. 
362. Flight Sergeant A N GOCHER (976362). Signed 24 October 1941. Eltham, London SE. 

028 

http://conservancy.umn.edu/bitstream/123905/1/Cap_and_Gown_Day_Convocation_1950.pdf
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The website “Lost Bombers” states a Halifax of No 405 Squadron, HR915 (LQ-O), target Berlin, 31 
August 1943. Airborne at 1956 hours, 31 August 1943 from Gransden Lodge. Shot down by a 
night- fighter and crashed in the vicinity of Berlin. Crew consisted of P/O J T Maddock, DFC (POW 
number 2377), Sergeant A N Gocher (POW number 222820), S/L G T Pearson DFC, RCAF (POW 
number 2482), Sergeant L Ramsden (POW number 222765), Flight Sergeant E M McArthur, RCAF 
(killed), Sergeant F Peacock (POW number 222756), Flight Sergeant C A Goring, RCAF (killed). 
363. A L Palmer. Signed 24 October 1941. BBC Edinburgh. 

028 
No trace found. 
364. Pilot Officer Peter Inglis HALL (88039). Signed 24 October 1941. C/O District Bank, 
Church St, Lancaster. 

028 
According to Flight, 9 February 1939, he obtained his Aviator’s Certificate number 16,945 on 22 
January 1939 whist at the Lancashire Aero Club. He is mentioned in the LG, 20 December 1940, 23 
December 1941 and 4 December 1942. 
365. Flying Officer Joseph Herbert HIGGLETON (42968). Signed 28 October 1941. 224 
Squadron, RAF Limavady, Northern Ireland. 

028 
Killed in action in 1942. Commemorated on the Runnymede RAF Memorial. 
366. Flying Officer Robert Grant LYNN (41041). Signed 28 October 1941. 224 Squadron, 
RAF Limavady, Northern Ireland. 

028 
He also signed this book on 5 April 1939, 28 October 1941 and 28 April 1942. 
367. Pilot Officer [later Flying Officer] Thomas LUKE (46604). Signed 28 October 1941. 
224 Squadron, RAF Limavady, Northern Ireland. 

028 
Shot down by Fw. Vincenz Gieessuebel 14/KG 40 on 13 May 1943 while flying a Mk V Liberator 
FL947 over the Bay of Biscay with 224 Squadron from RAF St Eval. FL947 took off at 1300 hours 
with the following crew: P/O G B Willerton; F/Sgt J D White; Sgt K G Hoad; F/L T Luke; P/O R G 
Barham; F/Sgt H Bell; Sgt P A J Gardner; P/O J R McCall; Lt J F Church RN. P/O Willerton and P/O 
Barham were picked up by No. 10 (RAAF) Squadron Sunderland on 19/05/43. P/O Barham died of 
wounds on 19/05/43 and is buried in St. Columb Major Cemetery, Cornwall. The others with the 
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exception of Lt Church are commemorated on the Runnymede Memorial to the Missing. Lt Church 
is listed on the Portsmouth Naval Memorial. 
368. James Knox SINCLAIR. Signed 29 October 1941. British Airways, Bristol. 

028 
DOB 10.4.1910. repr. Engelsk. 
From http://www.luftfartshistorie.no/fly/Mosquito_skutt_ned_p%C3%A5_Skatval: 
“Mosquito skutt ned på Skatval” (Mosquito shot down on Skatval). “Norman Denys Sinclair’s 
brother James Knox Sinclair was a bomber pilot during the war. After the war, he joined Imperial 
Airways, later BOAC, and was the British representative on the management of SAS.” 
369. Captain Eivind Otto HJELLE. Signed 29 October 1941. London. 

028 
DOB 19.3.1897. kapten. Norsk. 
XU (X for "unknown" and U for "undercover agent") was a clandestine intelligence organisation 
working on behalf of Allied powers in occupied Norway during World War II. Though its work 
proved invaluable for operations against German operations in Norway, most of its operations, 
organization, etc., were kept secret until 1988. The name of the organization may have derived 
from Lauritz Sand, one of the founding members, who had previously worked for British 
intelligence in Dutch India and coined the name XU for his group. During the early stages of the 
German occupation of Norway, Sand collaborated with an intelligence group led by major John 
Hagle and Captain Eivind Hjelle. By July 1940, this group came into contact with another group 
led by Arvid Storsveen who had been a troop leader for a sabotage group in southern Norway. 
Although XU was initially organized by a leadership with a military background, its further 
development relied heavily upon recruiting students from the University of Oslo. As it grew, the 
group also included professionals around Norway, within railroads, police and so on, and collected 
maps and photos of German fortifications and forces. XU was initially organised as part of the 
Milorg, but as the Norwegian resistance movement grew, it became essential to compartmentalise 
organisations and teams and thereby enhance security against Nazi and Quisling infiltration, so XU 
split from the Milorg in the autumn of 1941 when Lauritz Sand and many others were arrested by 
the Gestapo. Milorg was the Norwegian counterpart to the sabotage service, the Special 
Operations Executive and so answered to Department FO. IV of the Norwegian High Command. 
From 1941, XU answered to Department FO. II, which was the branch that worked with Britain's 
intelligence service SIS. In the spring of 1942, the Gestapo became aware of XU's activities and 
initiated operations to identify and arrest its leaders. Several leaders from the Oslo cell, including 
Storsveen, fled to neutral Sweden in July 1942, and set up headquarters for the organization there. 
They continued to move in and out of Norway, and Storsveen was killed in a Gestapo operation in 
Oslo in April 1943 without revealing his role in XU. XU continued its work under the leadership of 
Øistein Strømnæs and Anne-Sofie Østvedt, whose identities were kept secret until recently. 
Strømnæs led XU from occupied Oslo for the rest of the war. Apart from supplying the allied forces 
with very detailed data about the state of German forces in Norway, XU also had connections 
within Nazi Germany. Several of their members were couriers for MI5 agent Paul Rosbaud who had 

http://www.luftfartshistorie.no/fly/Mosquito_skutt_ned_p%C3%A5_Skatval
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vital information regarding German nuclear research. By the end of the war XU had some 1,500 
agents all over Norway and had developed a sophisticated courier system to the UK through 
neutral Sweden. The amount of information could amount to some 500 A4 pages supplied every 
day. The highly accurate and current intelligence enabled the Allied forces to maintain detailed 
information about the deployment and condition of German forces throughout Norway. This 
information proved vital in strategic bombing raids and would have been invaluable if an invasion 
had been necessary. XU maintained strict discipline around its cell structure, and the courier system 
was based on anonymous transfer of information. In one case, it turned out that two operatives 
who only knew each other by each other's shoes were close friends outside the XU network. After 
the war ended, confiscated Gestapo information revealed that the Gestapo in Norway had very 
little intelligence on the size, scope, members, and operations of XU. The existence of XU was not 
revealed to the general public until around 1980, when the Norwegian government decided to 
decorate some of the XU members. The government was criticized for waiting for so long, 
especially since many double agents, otherwise sworn to secrecy, were convicted as collaborators 
during the post-war treason trials. Their names were cleared after 1980, and as of 2006, nearly all 
documents regarding the XU have been released to the public. 
370. Margaret Alice HUDSON. Signed 29 October 1941. Stockholm. 

028 
DOB 6.11.1906. fröken. Engelsk. 
This could be the wife of Wing Cdr. John Geoffrey Hudson of Kensington, London. Their son, 
Derrick Charles Hudson, Royal Corp of Signals, was killed on 22 December 1940, aged 20. 
371. Derek FARMER. Signed 29 October 1941. London. 

028 
DOB 13.7.1919. flygmek. tjeckisk. 
He is included in the index to the SOE file HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42, although 
his first name is misspelt as Kerek: 

 
No further trace found. 
372. Gunnar Anders WILHELMSEN. Signed 29 October 1941. Moss, Norge. 

028 
DOB 9.4.1917. mek. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
On 17 December 1943, a Lockheed Lodestar, registered G-AGDE, crashed into the sea off Leuchars, 
Scotland on a flight from RAF Leuchars to Stockholm-Bromma Airport. The accident killed all 10 
passengers and crew on board the flight. Gunnar Wilhelmsen was the pilot. Ensign Gunnar 
Wilhelmsen started from at Bromma at 17.28 with Lodestar G AGDE "Loch Lesja". He brought with 
him 2nd lieutenant pilot Sjur Stakland and the radio operator, Ensign Gunnar Øien. On board there 
were seven passengers Norwegian Johan Hellem, Axel Tybring Petersen, Kasper Paul Gløersen 
Landgraff, Magne Birkeland, Jan Zakariassen, Selim Hakon Johansen and Reidar Johan Engen 
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Bakkeli. During approach to Leuchars, the airliner was suddenly gone. Icing was put forward as a 
likely cause. 
373. Dagfinn EK. Signed 27 October 1941. Drammen, Norge. 

028 
DOB 14.3.1919. kont. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. 

 
Translated from Norwegian by Google: “Dagfinn Ek was adjutant at Lutvatn RNoAF Signalling and 
Radar School, Lutvatn outside Oslo while I was there, and from what I understand he was there 
most of the time while at school Lutvatn existed. He was known as a good call ahead and had the 
job of interrogating those who had committed crimes against the camp and Air Force regulations. 
Although I remember him from when I was drafted. I had forgotten to ask the guard to service - 
Had most of the time on Lutvatn as fire, and when we relax away S.sjt Tonnesen Guard. The 
conversation went something like this: "Now, Corporal - I have been told that they have not asked 
to serve in the Guard." Answer: "Sorry so much adjutant, but I have fire watchers and was not aware 
that I was set up on the service in the Guard" "Corporal - appeals to me as a lieutenant - have not 
you read the agenda?" Answer: "Sorry Lieutenant - but I've been very busy with schoolwork. I asked 
the guard as soon as I was made aware of it from classmates." "Corporal - this is very unfortunate - 
but I will ignore this for now - let it not happen again." Reply "Thank you Lieutenant - it will not 
happen again." It was the closest I came to the refs on Lutvatn. Otherwise I remember that he was 
the friend of Lt Pete Iwers - Welfare officer. They were regulars at the bar. Remember well that 
Iwers dissuaded us from using alcohol - that we should take care of adults, he said further. Ek was a 
good swimmer and dives. He used the pool at Lutvatn diligent summer. A story was told in Lutvatn 
was that he and Pete had Iwers tyvlånt a tram after a humid evening on the town. The details of 
this would have been fun to hear about. Later we found some other information about him. 
Dagfinn Ek was the student pilot cohort 1939-1940, but did not complete their education because 
of the war. This was in the Navy flying weapons as it was called then. Whether he later graduating 
and what sjedde the war is not known at this time.” Gunnar Halvorsen. 
374. Håkon Roald RØREN. Signed 29 October 1941. Oslo, Norway. 

029 
DOB 31.1.1912. styrman. Norsk. No trace found. 
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375. Stephen STEPHENSON. Signed 29 October 1941. Oslo, Norway. 

029 
DOB 8.8.1917. fänrik. Norsk. 
The Oswego Palladium-Times 18 January 1941 reported that his wife, Mrs Phyllis Stephenson, aged 
45, her two children (Denny, 10 and Anne, 8) and a friend (Miss Margaret Kelly, 19) were suffocated 
by smoke from a fire which broke out in the basement of a two story house in Kingston, Ontario. 
The story said her husband was serving with the Canadian Army in England. The LG 12 September 
1941 lists Lt. Stephen Stephenson (195857), late R. Can. Engrs. 
376. Leif UTNE (1919 – 25 August 2004). Signed 29 October 1941. Bergen, Norway. 

029 
DOB 1.8.1919. med.stud. norsk. 
He was a Norwegian resistance member during World War II and later a physician. Utne was born 
in Bergen as the son of a physician. He finished secondary school in 1938, and enrolled in medicine 
studies at the University of Oslo in the same year. When World War II reached Norway on 9 April 
1940, with the German invasion, Utne volunteered and fought for Norway in the battles of 
Southern Norway. After Norway capitulated, he was a co-founder of the resistance group Theta. 
The group was self-initiated in a circle of friends, but they lacked contacts, knowledge and 
materials to actually conduct intelligence work. Other members of the group running Theta were 
Bjarne Thorsen, Kristian Ottosen, Helmer Dahl, Hagbarth Schjøtt, Jr. (who signed this book on 29 
March 1943) and Jan Dahm (who signed this book on 14 September 1942). Two members were 
sent to the United Kingdom: Leif Utne and Bjarne Thorsen. Utne travelled via Sweden, while 
Thorsen crossed the Norwegian Sea. Thorsen returned with the necessary equipment, and a radio 
post was finally set up in December 1941, with its headquarters at the famous seaside location 
Bryggen. By that time, however, Leif Utne had become stationed in Scotland as a part of the Royal 
Norwegian Navy-in-exile. He operated out of Lerwick in a motor torpedo boat Squadron, among 
others together with Hugo Munthe-Kaas. Utne was decorated with the Norwegian War Medal. 
After the war, Utne resumed his medicine studies. He graduated with the cand.med. degree in 
1950. From 1961 he was a specialist in skin diseases. He worked at Haukeland University Hospital, 
in his own clinic as well as the St. Franciscus Hospital in Florida, Bergen. He trained students 
belonging to the University of Bergen. He also continued working with the navy, and reached the 
rank of commander in 1976. He chaired the local branch of the Norwegian Medical Society from 
1974 to 1975. He was also active in Doktorklubben av 1959, Nasjonalhjelpen and the sports club 
Bergens TF. He was married and had two daughters. He died in August 2004 at Haukeland 
University Hospital. 
377. Martha DUGSTAD (11 September 1918 – 27 September 2009). Signed 29 October 
1941. Oslo. 

029 
DOB 11.9.1918. fr. Norsk. 
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She was a Norwegian politician for the Conservative Party. From 1939 to 1941, she was a secretary 
in Norges Økonomiske Selvhjelpsråd and Statens Gassgeneratornemd. During the Second World 
War, she stayed abroad. She was a stenographer in the Norwegian refugee office in Stockholm in 
1941, and an assistant in the exiled Ministry of Provisioning (1941–1942) and Ministry of Shipping 
(1942–1945) in London. From 1943, she was a Corporal in the Norwegian Women's Corps. 
378. Fredrik MEYER (13 February 1916 – 16 January 1989). Signed 29 October 1941. Oslo. 

029 
DOB 13.12.1916. fänrik. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
He was a Norwegian sailor who competed in the 1936 Summer Olympics, and an officer in the 
Royal Norwegian Air Force. In 1936, he won the silver medal as crew member of the Norwegian 
boat Lully II in the 6 metre class event. During World War II he escaped to Little Norway in Canada, 
where he received flight training. He served for the rest of the war as a pilot with the Norwegian 
330 Squadron. After the war, he served as aide-de-camp to King Haakon VII from 1952 to 1954. 
From 1955 onwards, he was a secretary in the Order of St. Olav. From 1971 to 1978, he was head of 
the order's secretariat. Meyer is the author of Hærens og Marinens flyvåpen 1912-1945, published 
in 1973, and he covered sailing for Aftenposten for many years. 
379. Odd HELLAND (6 July 1907 – 30 August 1974). Signed 29 October 1941. Oslo, Arken. 

029 
DOB 6.7.1907. sekr. Norsk. 
He was an officer of the Norwegian Seafarers' Union for 37 years until his retirement in 1972. He 
died on 30 August 1974 at the age of 67. 
380. Tadeusz WODZINSKI. Signed 29 October 1941. Stockholm. 

029 
DOB 10.1.1905. ing. Statalös. 
He is probably one of the Polish volunteers in the Winter War in Finland 1939-40 mentioned in this 
post 
http://www.network54.com/Forum/46825/message/1137182768/Polish+volunteers+in+the+Winte
r+War. Most of the Poles listed have signed this book. See the entry for Emund OTTO who signed 
this book on 29 October 1941. 
381. Later Lieutenant Colonel Rolf Bjarne JØNSBERG. Signed 29 October 1941. Rina, 
Norway. 

029 
DOB 3.1.1915. tekniker. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
A photo of him taken in October 1959 at Bodø Main Air Station is held in the Norsk 
Luftfartsmuseum: 

http://www.network54.com/Forum/46825/message/1137182768/Polish+volunteers+in+the+Winter+War
http://www.network54.com/Forum/46825/message/1137182768/Polish+volunteers+in+the+Winter+War
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382. Eugeniusz NESTEROWICZ. Signed 29 October 1941. Stockholm. 

029 
DOB 22.4.1923. Sjöman. Statalös. 
From http://genforum.genealogy.com/ukraine/messages/1328.html, “…one of my great uncles 
escaped from a Nazi prison camp in WWII and settled in the UK.” Jim Nesterwitz. In response to 
correct the misspelling of the surname, someone posted, “I know a few people in Poland named 
Nesterowicz.” 
383. Emund OTTO. Signed 29 October 1941. Stockholm. 

029 
DOB 6.5.1914. Montör. Statalös. 
He was a Polish volunteer in the Winter War in Finland 1939-40. See the entries for Michal 
Fraczykowski (who signed this book on 25 March 1942), Emund Otto (29 October 1941), Edward 
Szwejcer (14 February 1942) and Felix Pecho (22 October 1941. 
384. Group Captain Talbot Baines BRUCE MC (15120). Signed 31 October 1941. 128 
Piccadilly, London W1 the address of the RAF Club. 

029 
He was the author of "Missing" (My experiences during thirteen weeks in enemy territory disguised as 
a Belgian peasant) published in 1930. Flying with No. 3 Squadron RFC, he was shot down in 1917 
and was sheltered for three months by a Belgian family. Mentioned in many editions of the LG and 
Flight. Competed in the King’s Cup Races in 1929 and 1930. 

1930 
He has a file, reference WO 339/65070, covering the period 1914-1922 in TNA. From the birth, 
death & marriage notices in The Times: Marriages 1941. The marriage between Group Captain 
Talbot Baines Bruce MC. RAF. Youngest son of Mrs Theodore Bruce, of Adelaide, South Australia, 
and Mollie younger daughter of Dr and Mrs Cameron Young, of The Old Vicarage, Eastbury, took 
place quietly in London on Tuesday December 9th. Deaths 2001. Bruce – Gertrude Mary “Mollie” 
(Cameron-Young) Delgany, Co Wicklow, Ireland, widow of Group Captain Talbot Baines Bruce on 
December 1st 2001 at Loughlinston Hospital, Dublin. 

http://genforum.genealogy.com/ukraine/messages/1328.html
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385. Wing Commander [later Group Captain] James Arthur Sheerman BROWN (29060). 
Signed 31 October 1941. RAF Leuchars, 489 Squadron. 

029 
Born Alverstoke, Hampshire, 30 October 1911; joined RAF 1930; permanent commission 1936; 
commanded No.489 (NZ) Squadron, August 1941 – October 1942; No. 152 Wing 1943; No. 9 OUT, 
1943 - 1945; RAF Station, Gander, 1945. 
From http://www.burrowes.org/FamilyTree/E.F.G.Burrowes_LogBook/extras/489.html: 
“No 489 Sqn was formed on the 12th of August 1941 at Leuchars airfield in Scotland, a Royal Air 
Force Coastal Command station. The intention being to employ the squadron in the campaign 
against the enemy's communications in the North Sea and along the Norwegian coast. The 
formation of the squadron began quietly with the arrival of a few officers at Leuchars early in the 
month. Among them were Wing Commander Brown, an experienced English pilot, who was to 
command the new unit, and Squadron Leaders Sandeman, of Glasgow, and Evans, a Londoner, the 
first flight commanders.” 
“On 22 May 1942, while returning from patrol in the Bay of Biscay, one of the Hampdens was 
attacked by a Henkel about fifty miles south of Land's End. The rear gunner succeeded in driving 
off the enemy aircraft and no damage or casualties were suffered. A more serious encounter with 
enemy fighters, in which Flight Lieutenant Hartshorn and his crew were fortunate to survive, took 
place on 13 June, some 25 miles west of Ushant. The wireless operator, Flight Sergeant McGill-
Brown, was changing accumulators with the help of the rear gunner when by chance he looked up 
and saw two Focke-Wulf 190 fighters diving in from the starboard quarter. He shouted a warning 
to Hartshorn, who immediately took the Hampden down to sea level and jettisoned the depth-
charges. Then he began weaving violently, judging his moves by watching the line of canon shells 
churning up the calm sea. The enemy fighters had now closed to point blank range, and Brown, 
who was firing a machine gun through the starboard window, was hit by a canon shell and fell back 
on the floor of the aircraft with his right knee shattered. At the same moment the navigator was 
knocked unconscious by shrapnel wounds in the back. In the rear turret the English gunner, Pilot 
Officer Jordan, who was giving avoiding directions to his pilot, held fire until one of the Focke-
Wulfs filled his gun sight, then he gave a long burst. The fighter turned sharply away and made off 
towards France, leaving a long wake of black smoke streaming from its engine. The second Folke-
Wulf, however, continued to attack and made persistent efforts to silence the rear gunner. 
Meanwhile Brown, although bleeding profusely, had crawled back to his gun and by clinging to the 
interior struts, brought it again into action. Shortly afterwards the enemy broke off the engagement 
and the Hampden landed safely at St. Eval half an hour later. The squadron received a message of 
Congratulations from Air Chief marshal Sir Phillip Joubert, sent to the commanding officer, Wing 
Commander Brown.” 
386. Torleif Emil JUSTAD. Signed 1 November 1941. Kingston House, London SW3. 

029 

http://www.burrowes.org/FamilyTree/E.F.G.Burrowes_LogBook/extras/489.html
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Listed in Little Norway. 
He was one of twelve people who left Ålesund on 24 February 1941 on M/B Hugin (M 14 B). Others 
on board were: Hans Gabriel Dedichen, Ole Eidsvik, Bernt Hauge, Severin Jansen (Lieutenant *), 
Kaare Poulsson, Gabriel Smith (Naval Captain*), Kristen Smith, Alfred Sortehaug, Kåre Sørensen, 
Andreas Tenfjord, and Roald Thommesen. The two men denoted * belonged to a resistance group 
in Oslo that among other things were involved in helping officers get to Gt. Britain via Ålesund, 
where they were further assisted by the "Torsvik Group". 
387. Unknown. Signed 1 November 1941. Highbury Avenue, Prestatyn. 

029 
Is the surname Kictill or Rictill? 
388. G BURLEIGH. Signed 2 November 1941. Albany Street Police Station, London NW1. 

029 
No trace found. 
389. Arthur Lionel HUDSON & Mrs Anne Johanne HUDSON. Signed 3 November 1941. 
HM Legation, Stockholm. 

030 
DOB 12.6.1883 & 9.3.1885. köpm. & fru. Britt. 
From http://www.roll-of-honour.org.uk/Cemeteries/Kanchanaburi_War_Cemetery/H/html/hu.htm: 
HUDSON, Company Quartermaster Serjeant sic, FRANCIS LIONEL, 5448. 3rd (Penang & Province 
Wellesley Vol. Corps) Bn. Straits Settlements Volunteer Force. 4th August 1943. Age 35. Son of 
Arthur Lionel and Anne Johanne Hudson; husband of Barbara Hudson, of St. Peter Port, Guernsey, 
Channel Islands. Sp. Mem. 9. M. 9. 
According to ancientfaces.com, Francis Lionel HUDSON was born in 1908 in Thailand. 
From http://da4.uib.no/cgi-
win/webcens.exe?slag=visbase&sidenr=1&filnamn=bl13011908&gardpostnr=12674&personpostn
r=12674: 

 
From http://www.rimell.u-net.com/London%20Gazette.htm: 
LG, 18 March1949: George Frederick Rimell BAGULEY named as person to whom claims are to be 
sent regarding the death of Arthur Lionel Hudson. 
NOTE: http://www.airhistory.org.uk/rfc/people_indexH.html records someone named Arthur Lionel 
HUDSON in the Royal Flying Corps, who has a file reference AIR 76/242/60 covering 1918-1919. 
From 
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=9&cad=rja&uact=8&ved

http://www.roll-of-honour.org.uk/Cemeteries/Kanchanaburi_War_Cemetery/H/html/hu.htm
http://da4.uib.no/cgi-win/webcens.exe?slag=visbase&sidenr=1&filnamn=bl13011908&gardpostnr=12674&personpostnr=12674
http://da4.uib.no/cgi-win/webcens.exe?slag=visbase&sidenr=1&filnamn=bl13011908&gardpostnr=12674&personpostnr=12674
http://da4.uib.no/cgi-win/webcens.exe?slag=visbase&sidenr=1&filnamn=bl13011908&gardpostnr=12674&personpostnr=12674
http://www.rimell.u-net.com/London%20Gazette.htm
http://www.airhistory.org.uk/rfc/people_indexH.html
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=9&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CEoQFjAI&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pennyghael.org.uk%2FTregelles.pdf&ei=CR73U4vZLojXaNG5gcgN&usg=AFQjCNFsDWGKCbjdAVpeUNf3BW-jur-oLg
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=0CEoQFjAI&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pennyghael.org.uk%2FTregelles.pdf&ei=CR73U4vZLojXaN
G5gcgN&usg=AFQjCNFsDWGKCbjdAVpeUNf3BW-jur-oLg: 
The Descendants of Henry Tregelles 
“John William Kynaston Pease was born on 9 Nov 1890 in Newcastle and died on 26 May 1960 in 
Elgin aged 69. He worked as a Farmer in Sangare Ranch, Nyeri, Kenya. John married Sigrid Hudson, 
daughter of A. L. Hudson and Unknown.” 
From MSX10-128_photographs.pdf at library-resources.cqu.edu.au: 
Shannon Family Manuscripts 
“Later history of Ruby McLeod (Shannon) {?word] On 5th Jan 1923 [actually 1921] at Wyalla 
Toowoomba to Major Tom McLeod - born Cornwall England now in  
R.A.F. highly decorated from World War I O.B.E. C[roix] de Guerre with Palm, Rof C. Son of Thomas 
McLeod. Englishman Head Master of Brisbane Boys Grammar School ; sister was Dr. Elizabeth 
McLeod -- also a sister was the Hon. Mrs. Dawson Damben [sp?] whose younger son was the Earl 
of Portalmington  
[sp?] England. Ruby died in childbirth 1926. Her 3 bridesmaids were Peggie Richardson (Nercol), 
Olive Dalzell (Sydney) and Millicent Wharton (Sydney). All men wearing uniform of the R.F.C.: Capt. 
W. Hay, R.A.F., Capt K. Capel R.A.A.F., Lieut. Arthur Hudson R.F.C.” 
390. John Cook MONTAGUE. Signed 3 November 1941. 8 Valley Road, Cheadle, Cheshire. 

030 
DOB 20.6.1913. stud. Britt. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Production engineer. Born 1913. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
From http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/21/a7171021.shtml: 
This story was submitted to the People’s War site by Jane Pearson, a volunteer from Age Concern, 
Dorchester on behalf of John Cook Montague (deceased), and has been added to the site with the 
permission of his daughter, Cilla Claire Maine. The following has been taken from a tape-recorded 
account (later transcribed) given by John Montague to an American historian in 1991. 
“I was born on 20 June 1913 in Manchester. My father was Chief Leader Writer for the Manchester 
Guardian and, when I was 10, he retired and my family (mother, father and seven of us — 5 boys 
and 2 girls) moved down into the Cotswolds. In 1939, I volunteered first for the Air Force, then the 
Navy and then the Army, but I was blocked off from all three because I was in a reserved 
occupation working for Tyresoles, a tyre retreading business, as Transport Manager in Stockport. 
Actually, I think all the Services were getting more volunteers than they could cope with. At that 
time they were not used to handling millions of men. Then, in February 1940, the Russians invaded 
Finland and I joined a volunteer outfit that was going out to Finland. It was run by a Committee 
who had Government approval. We went to Norway by steamer in a convoy, then by train to 
Finland and finally were in barracks at Lapua, fairly far up the Gulf of Bothnia. A company of 
Hungarians, from their regular army, was there too. Russia was still allied to Germany and 
continued so until the Germans attacked Russia. We were attached to the Finnish Third Army 
Corps, and moved south and east to Savonlinna. We didn’t ski, but learned to build a snow hut with 
blocks of snow. We only amounted to a Company, nearly all British with a few Australians, 
Canadians and Americans. Although we did a fair amount of training, we had not been in action 
when the Finns were forced to make peace. By that time the Germans had seized Norway so that 
there was no clear route home. 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=9&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CEoQFjAI&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pennyghael.org.uk%2FTregelles.pdf&ei=CR73U4vZLojXaNG5gcgN&usg=AFQjCNFsDWGKCbjdAVpeUNf3BW-jur-oLg
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=9&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CEoQFjAI&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pennyghael.org.uk%2FTregelles.pdf&ei=CR73U4vZLojXaNG5gcgN&usg=AFQjCNFsDWGKCbjdAVpeUNf3BW-jur-oLg
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/21/a7171021.shtml
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At first different individuals tried different ways of getting out — those that walked into Norway 
were never heard of again. A few got out on ships from Petsamo in the extreme north. The Finns 
treated us very well. We were allowed to get work outside if we could, or to stay in barracks. Some 
friends and I worked in the forest on the south coast and made a little money. It was purely manual 
felling with box-saw and axe, and one bought one’s saw-blade and axe-head on credit from the 
foreman, and then made one’s own saw-frame and axe-handle from fresh-cut birch wood. Pay was 
low and one had to work all the hours one could to earn enough to eat and gradually re-pay the 
cost of axe-head and saw-blade. It was a good long trek through the forest to get food at a village 
and carry it back in a rucksack. Our basic food was potatoes fried in lard with onions, and coffee, 
some milk, bread and butter. One worked on one’s own in the forest — extraordinarily silent except 
for the creaking of trees in the wind, a few birds and, very rarely, an elk drinking at the lake. But we 
could not have had better friends than our foreman and loggers. Then I got taken on at the Ford 
plant in Helsinki, assembling trucks. After a time a friend called Scott, and I, with help from the 
Finnish Army, went north by rail to Rovaniemi, at the north end of the Gulf of Bothnia. During a 
meal in the café there we saw scores of German soldiers in uniform, but of course they took us for 
Finns. We had learned to speak Swedish which is widely spoken in southern Finland and also far 
easier to learn than Finnish. We paid cash to some drivers for a lift up north on their truck. The 
main hazard was the police checks at Ivalo — a small town that was a big market for reindeer. We 
saw many of them and many Lapps too. This was in the Arctic and fiercely cold. We slept in a hut 
outside the town and there paid 1000 marks to a Finnish driver to let us go with him. There were 
two problems — not being found by the police at various checkpoints, and the cold. The driver 
gave us a Primus stove to keep warm, and juggled the heavy loads of paper so that we were in a 
nest in the middle of the truck. The stove did fine, but we were scared by the load of paper as it 
gradually slipped and we had to try and shoulder the rolls to keep them apart. Before each police 
control we had to put the Primus out because of its noise, and once the fuel spurted out of the 
airscrew and caught fire. Scott’s eyebrows were singed but, with thick woollen gloves on, we were 
able to kill the flames with our hands. Then the truck was through the last checkpoint and we all 
had coffee and rejoiced. 
When we reached Petsamo we picked a ship ready to sail, went on board after dark, and down into 
the boiler room and hid below the grid in the bilges. Before they sailed next day they searched the 
ship, and put us off. They were very nice about it, but the Germans had told them that if any 
stowaways were found, the ship would be sunk. We tried two other ships. In the first, we hid in the 
hold and were soon frozen and had to come out. In the other, we hid in the bilges again, but we 
were found before they sailed. After that, we had neither food nor money left — we had paid 
everyone along the way. With the Finnish Army’s help we managed to go back to Helsinki the way 
we had come. Soon after that the Germans made difficulties about us, and the Finns did the best 
thing for us that they could. They arranged for the whole unit to be transferred to Sweden. We 
went into barracks in central Sweden, and were very well treated by the Swedes. With half a dozen 
others I went working in the forest as a logger again. After several months, I got a sudden message 
and was put on a small aircraft flying from Stockholm to Scotland. By great good luck, Art Baker — 
an American engineer under whom I had worked at Tyresoles and who had become Chief of the 
Spare Parts Division of the Ministry of Aircraft Production - had mentioned me as a useful man to 
Lord Beaverbrook, the Minister. This was in November 1941. When we got back to Scotland I was 
put on a train to London, and “demobilised” there. I arrived in Cheadle, Cheshire to the great 
surprise of my wife who was staying with her mother. After that, I volunteered for the Armoured 
Corps, and started training in December 1941. I was commissioned in November 1942, and went 
out to the 2nd Battalion Royal Tank Regiment in December. They were a regular battalion in a 
curious position. They had been in France and came back from Dunkirk; then fought in the desert 
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in North Africa, and were then sent with light tanks to join in the retreat in Burma. They were then 
sent back to the Middle East and were in Iraq, Palestine and Syria but virtually without tanks! We 
were guarding the Turkish border against Germans coming through. After a time I got impatient 
and in August 1943 volunteered for a semi-secret organisation training people to jump into 
Greece. A civil war, Communist against non-Communist, broke out in Greece so operations stalled 
there. They called for French-speaking volunteers to go back to England and jump into France. I 
volunteered for this — we were never tested for French speaking and in fact all I knew was 
schoolboy French. 
Some of us went back to the UK in January 1944, and landed up at Milton Hall with the Special 
Operations Executive (SOE). As soon as we got there a bunch of “medics” put us through a long 
medical test — a complete hoax organised by Colby (who later became Head of the CIA) of the 
American OSS! During all this time, I had not seen combat. We had been fully trained, including 
parachuting, in Palestine, but were put through the whole training again in England — some of it 
less good than in Palestine. I started saying so and, before long, the CO (Colonel Spooner) told me 
to pack up and report to somewhere in Baker St, London. I believed I was sacked, but when I got 
there I was interviewed by General Gubbins who got me to explain it all and then said something 
like, “Well, don’t do it again, and go back to Milton Hall!” - I was very grateful to him. Then they 
called for volunteers to go to Algiers and into the south of France. Captain Granier from France, Sgt 
Cornick (RTR) and I went with them as a team. The first of us went by air, then some more by sea. 
Our team was to drop in the Ardèche; our first attempt failed, as the pilot could not see any signal 
fires, but the second was successful. The timing was just right — it was just after the main landing 
in Normandy, so the Germans were too busy to rout us out: and some time before the southern 
landing, so that we had time to achieve something. 
The operation did achieve a lot, in spite of two main difficulties. One was that we were under a 
Military Mission (a French Colonel and French/Canadian Major) who never got seriously to work 
against the Germans and did not want us. The other was that the Resistance was split between 
Communists and Non-Communists. The two halves did not help each other and the Communists 
were political rather than military. After some difficulties with the Mission we were able to help 
both halves, and encourage both to take action. We could not give orders — only make 
suggestions. But the Maquis were all eager to help — far more so than the Military Mission. There 
was little co-operation between the Military Mission and us which may have been caused by the 
struggle for power between different groups. However they counted for less and less as we got the 
Maquis to attack the Germans and a good deal was achieved. We did get reinforcements from 
Algiers — some Americans with two 37mm guns. They were good but not properly used. My direct 
contact with them was attacking the Germans and their captured Russian troops who were moving 
north up the Rhone valley as fast as possible. The Germans were very efficient and we had some 
brushes with them at first, but later it was mainly Russian or Cossack units whom the Germans had 
made pretty effective too, though I don’t know how they did this. Some had a very bad reputation 
with the French. A whole battalion of Azerbaijanis under a Russian officer surrendered to us, but 
nobody complained about them. We were with Communist Maquis, who were very young and 
untrained. They had these Americans attached, and we got them firing on the road and creating a 
hold-up. After a time things went quiet, and when I went round with their Commander to see how 
the sections placed in defence of the guns were getting on, they had all vanished. A little later we 
found ourselves surrounded, and had to hide in the undergrowth until dark — by then the 
Russians, under German officers, had retreated to the road and were moving again. We would get 
messages from Algiers asking us to blow particular bridges but the French were unwilling to do 
this. When we tried to persuade the Maquis to do this, they would sometimes avoid doing it. I went 
with a non-Communist group and blew one bridge. The people on the ground were far more 
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conscious than the staff in Algiers that bridges would be very useful again as soon as the Germans 
were gone. The non-Communists, especially the older and more experienced ones, were very ready 
to attack the Germans. At one ambush with them I chucked a bomb down on a small van — a front 
wheel flew up burning like a Catherine wheel. We took a Major prisoner, and killed two unfortunate 
troopers. (The training at Milton Hall to use a pistol was outstandingly good — by a Captain 
Fairbairn who had been with the Shanghai Police. He emphasised three points. The first was that 
you never sighted; second that you kept your right arm straight; and third that you always fired two 
shots as you brought your arm up. It was a very effective method, with practise.) The Major was 
handed over to their Intelligence Section, who were very well led by a French naval Commander. 
Finally we were overrun by the French and American invasion in the south. We, like other SOE, were 
debriefed at Grenoble and then travelled to Paris and then back to England. However, I was on a 
charge for losing my .45 Webley automatic that had been stolen, I believed, by one of the Maquis 
during or just after an ambush, but I had no proof. Anyway, volunteers were being called for to go 
to the Far East to carry out Jedburgh work there, and I volunteered. A number of us were flown out 
to Ceylon where the training camp was near the west coast. We had talks by people who had been 
in Burma in operations, but no parachute-jumping nor much weapon-training. We formed a Jed 
team and I was in charge with Captain Sell and Sergeant Carey, both of whom had been on 
operations in France. The SOE HQ in India combined us with Lt Col Peacock and his unit — to go in 
together, but then operate independently. This was not, in our opinion, a workable idea. Colonel 
Peacock, who had been in the Forestry Service in Burma before retiring to farm in Rhodesia, had 
formed his force from Rhodesian officers with Burmese and a few Karen riflemen, and carried out 
special operations behind Japanese lines. They were jungle-trained and knew Burma, and had been 
parachute-trained in India. We all travelled from Ceylon to Calcutta on a British cruiser and during 
the voyage we put to Col Peacock our willingness to come under his orders, making it a one-
command operation. This was accepted by SOE, and that was how we went in. It was December 
1945 and we were grouped in three teams — Lt Col Peacock and the biggest party, including our 
Jed team, to cover the Toungoo-Mawchi road and south of it; Major Poles and others of Peacock’s 
Force north of it; and Major Turral and the rest of it south of us, down to Papun. We, Peacock’s 
party, were to be dropped blind in an open area near Kemapyu. Happily the pilot saw fires lit all 
over the area, and decided not to drop us. It turned out later that this was a Jap transit camp. Maj 
Turral’s party had dropped safely at a small village called Pyagawpu, so we were dropped there 
instead. 
At first there was great hesitation on the part of the Karens about taking up arms again, but when 
we arrived to strengthen Turral’s party, they decided to rise. We had several supply drops quickly, 
and were able to start arming them. One of our greatest persuaders was Major Sam Butler MC — a 
Karen who had escaped to India, and then fought with the Kachin resistance in the north. He was a 
very good man, who played a great part in guiding the Karens and encouraging them. I have 
several memories of this time — before Cyril Sell and I moved westwards to open up a sub-area 
towards Toungoo. One was the very peculiar feeling in one’s stomach when one first realises that 
one is surrounded. When the Japs attacked they were mercifully too short of men to clear us off. 
Another memory was when a young Karen beside me was shot through the head. He was about 15 
years old. I wondered then whether we did right to arm Karenni so young and younger. Then there 
was the astonishment one early morning at finding a tiger’s pug marks a few yards from our tent. 
Other memories I have are of fairly acute hunger at a time when monsoon weather prevented 
supply drops, and refugees fleeing the Japs had eaten what little stores of rice the villagers had. 
Another, also worst during the monsoon, was leech bites turning to ulcers on my legs and our 
sulphanilamide proving ineffective. A village medicine man cured these with compresses of leaves. 
The area was mountainous, jungle-clad and with only a few roads. At that time the important area 
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was from Kemapyu, through Mawchi to Toungoo. This connected with another road coming south 
from Bawlake, and a ferry crossing over the Salween river to Siam (now Thailand). It was therefore 
the route for Japanese troops moving south after their defeats in the north, and for reinforcements 
from Siam, to strengthen their next main resistance round Toungoo on the Sittang river. They were 
retreating and it was our job to prevent them getting back and reinforcing their lines of 
communication. We were marching through jungle country and we were successful in blowing 
bridges, ambushing and firing on the Japs. We had assembled about 50 men in a few days. Some 
of them were ex-Burma Rifles, well trained, but most were simply villagers and our job was to train 
them in our spare time. The mountains were over 6000 ft and we were up and down them. They 
were full of wild life and elephants were used a lot — they are tremendously sure-footed and could 
haul tremendous loads. I used to ride them and I remember on one occasion, when I was hiding in 
the bush a few feet from the jungle track, I saw one of the Jap’s elephants coming down the track 
towards me and I didn’t dare move. Elephants have a powerful sense of smell and this one could 
have “investigated” me. It started to do so, but then suddenly went on its way and I was able to 
breathe again! 
When the war ended the first thing we had to do was break the news to the Japs and they didn’t 
believe us until two Japs were flown in to speak to them. Then we went down to Calcutta and then 
Bombay and were flown home from there. I always thought that the war was not one for 
Democracy, but for survival — and from start to finish I regarded it as that.” 
391. Trygve UTHEIM. Signed 3 November 1941. Moede, Norway. 

030 
DOB 16.12.1884. fylkesman. Norsk. 
Trygve Utheim (1884–1952) was a Norwegian jurist and politician for the Liberal Party. He was the 
Norwegian Minister of Social Affairs from 1933 to 1935. 

 
Wikipedia 
Utheim became Candidate of Law in 1907. In 1920, he became head of an office (byråsjef) in the 
Ministry of Justice and Public Security. He was county governor of Møre and Romsdal from 1928 to 
1952, but on leave 1933-35 when he served as minister and again from 1945 when he became a 
member of the Parliament for the Liberal Party. He died in 1952. Wikipedia incorrectly give his DOB 
as 16 September 1884. The Norwegian Digital Archives states he was born on 16 December 1884 in 
Grytten. 
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392. Erik TANDBERG (28 August 1913 - 22 January 1964). Signed 3 November 1941. Oslo, 
Norway. 

030 
DOB 28.8.1913. disp. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
He was a Norwegian bobsledder who competed in the early 1950s. At the 1952 Winter Olympics in 
Oslo, he finished 14th in the two-man event. 
393. Vladimir PROVATOROFF. Signed 3 November 1941. London. 

030 
DOB 4.7.1903. dir. Britt. 
From his SOE file, reference HS 9/1215/3, in TNA: 
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From http://elvirabarney.wordpress.com/tag/kenneth-carten/: 
Waveney Carten, known as “George” according to some sources, was married in 1922 to Ronald 
Trew, a singer. He earns his place in the marginalia of twentieth century history for two reasons. 
Firstly, it is alleged that he got Tallulah Bankhead pregnant at a party held on the Thames in a boat 

http://elvirabarney.wordpress.com/tag/kenneth-carten/
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belonging to “Jo” Carstairs (whose then girlfriend would have been Gwen Farrar). Secondly, he is 
the man that the psychotic murderer Ronald True gave as an alibi/doppelganger/mortal enemy in 
one of the 1920s’ most notorious trials (see http://murderpedia.org/male.T/t/true-ronald.htm). 
Waveney remarried in 1932. Her husband, Vladimir Provatoroff, was an SOE operative in the 
Second World War. The couple lived firstly in Portland Place and later in Harley Street. They were 
still married at the time of his death in 1966. 
394. Alf Martin JØRGENSEN. Signed 3 November 1941. Oslo, Norway. 

030 
DOB 20.10.1917. kanslist. Norsk. 
Danish Alfred Jorgensen, born 20 April 1917, has two SOE files, references HS 9/812/5 and HS 
9/812/10, in TNA. In his wartime diary for 24 April 1941, Guy Liddell states “A Norwegian boat has 
arrived at Lerwick which we regard as highly suspect. Group traffic has shown that some expedition 
is being planned in Norway to send agents over here, and that an individual known as FRISCO from 
the Victoria Hotel Aalsund was to be in charge. The Norwegian boat which arrived has on board a 
man called JORGENSEN who was born in Sand Francisco and admits he was the hall porter at the 
Victoria Hotel, Aalsund. JORGENSEN and the crew are being detained at the Patriotic Schools.” 
From HS 9/812/5: 

 
395. Zygmunt SIECZKO. Signed 3 November 1941. Wilno. 

030 
DOB 30.8.1923. herr. Statslös. 
http://www.1944.pl/historia/powstancze-biogramy/Zygmunt_Sieczko shows Corporal Zygmunt 
Sieczko with a DOB 16 January 1904 and an alias of "Wiewiórka" (“Squirrel”). 
396. Victor STAROSTIN. Signed 3 November 1941. Stockholm. 

030 

http://murderpedia.org/male.T/t/true-ronald.htm
http://www.1944.pl/historia/powstancze-biogramy/Zygmunt_Sieczko
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DOB 14.4.1915. Sovjet. 
Is this the author of Atomic Power Safety: Soviet Experience, Novosti Press Agency release, 15 
August 1980? 
397. Viktor FILATOV. Signed 3 November 1941. Stockholm. 

030 
DOB 10.3.1910. Sovjet. No trace found. 
398. Aksel Bull NJÅ. Signed 3 November 1941. Stockholm + Oslo, Norway. 

030 
DOB 18.3.1905. sekr. Norsk. 
Aksel Bull Njå (18 March 1905 – 18 May 1993) was the husband of Torborg Nedreaas. 

 
Aftenposten, 13 November 2006 
Translated by Google from http://www.geni.com/people/Aksel-Bull-
Nj%C3%A5/6000000010953904751: 
He was born in Breibakken 20 in Stavanger, son of Bertine Olava (Lønning) and master mason Aksel 
Njå. He grew up in a family with eight children. In her student days in Oslo, he was politically active 
in the radical left, was keen member of Clarté and Mot Dag. Took legal embetsekssamen in 1930, 
included the employee in front publishers and Labour lexicon and the Labour Inspectorate. He was 
a very close and good friend of Erlig Falk and he took the sacrifice of Falk in his last illness. During 
the war, he was a courier. He fled, and worked for a time at the refugee office in Stockholm and, 
from 1941 to 1945, he was secretary of the Ministry of Social Affairs in London. Since he ran the 
publishing and translation work, he often translated from Russian, but was also the man behind the 
Norwegian translation of the books of Günther Grass and Patric White. He was also responsible for 
several volumes of Bernal's Vitenskapens historie. 
399. Sergeant Malm TURAN. Signed 3 November 1941. Stockholm + Oslo, Norway. 

030 
DOB 14.11.1914. sergeant. Norsk. No trace found. 

http://www.geni.com/people/Aksel-Bull-Nj%C3%A5/6000000010953904751
http://www.geni.com/people/Aksel-Bull-Nj%C3%A5/6000000010953904751
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400. Andrzej BOGUSLAWSKI alias Antoni KUCZUN. Signed 3 November 1941. Warsaw. 

030 
DOB 1923. Stud. Polsk. 
Przez Finlandię do Narviku - rok 1940 (Par la Finlande vers Narvik - l'année 1940). Andrzej 
Bogusławski alias Antoni Kuczun. In: Zeszyty Historyczne, 108, 1994, p. 159-72. 
401. Jon Olavsson ROL. Signed 3 November 1941. Notodden, Norway. 

030 
DOB 16.6.1917. herr. Norsk. No trace found. 
402. Ivar Hilfred TRONSMO. Signed 3 November 1941. Trondheim, Norway. 

030 
DOB 14.8.1919. gymnast. Norsk. 
His SOE file in The National Archives, reference HS 9/1486/1, was closed until 1 January 2020. Bob 
Pearson produced a death certificate and provided a copy of the file to Trevor Baker: 
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Arthur Henry PEVIK’s SOE file, reference HS 9/1178/7, contains a document headed Cross 
Reference: 
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403. Arne or Anne MENZIES. Signed 6 November 1941. Aberdeen. 

030 
Mengies? 
404. Colonel Louis R HUGHES Jr. Signed 4 November 1941. San Francisco, California, 
USA. 

031 
According to http://www.afhra.af.mil/factsheets/factsheet_print.asp?fsID=9736&page=1, he was 
appointed Commander of the 51st Fighter Group on 27 May 1944. From China Command Post of 
23 February 1945: “The 51st Fighter Group, whose present commanding officer is Col. Louis R. 

http://www.afhra.af.mil/factsheets/factsheet_print.asp?fsID=9736&page=1
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Hughes, Jr. of Kansas City, Mo., was the first United States Military unit to land in India after the 
declaration of war.” 
405. Stephen CHARING. Signed 7 November 1941. London. 

031 
Daily Express journalist. He was aboard SS Hamsterley and witnessed the encounter between the 
blockade running food ships, Franco’s crack warship and an armed trawler. In April 1937, Spain was 
embroiled in a civil war, so the Battlecruiser Hood and Destroyer Firedrake were sent to escort three 
tramp steamers SS Hamsterley, SS MacGregor and SS Stanbrook, from the little French port of St. 
Jean de Luz, with a cargo of food stuffs through the blockade to the port of Bilbao. The convoy 
came under fire from the Spanish warship Almirante Cervera and the armed trawler Galerna. 
Firedrake took up station between the Spanish and the convoy and eventually chased the armed 
trawler away after it had come under fire from shore batteries. After about three hours of very 
tense manoeuvres, tactics and flag waving between Hood and Almirante Cervera the three 
merchant ships steamed into Bilbao harbour to a welcome of cheers from the crowds that had 
formed on the quay to welcome them, even though there was an air raid on at the time. 
406. Knut Anders HAUKELID. Signed 7 November 1941. London. 

031 
DOB 17.5.1911. disp. Norsk. 
From his SOE file, reference HS 9/676/4, in TNA: 
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Knut Anders Haukelid’s parents were Bjørgulv and Sigrid Haukelid, a couple from Norway who 
were living in Brooklyn, New York while Bjørgulv, a civil engineer, worked for the New York Subway 
System (1902–1912). Since Haukelid and his twin sister, Sigrid Gurie Haukelid, were born in 
America, the twins held dual Norwegian-American citizenship. In 1914, the family returned to 
Norway. Haukelid subsequently grew up in Oslo, where his dad worked as an engineer helping to 
lay out the Oslo Metro. In 1929, Haukelid came back to America to attend Massachusetts State 
College. He returned to Norway and later completed his education at the Dresden School of 
Technology and the University of Berlin. Returning to Norway, he worked for his father's 
engineering firm, Haukelid og Five. He joined Norwegian Independent Company 1 (Norwegian: 
Kompani Linge) in 1941. 
During World War II Knut Haukelid and the Kompani Linge group, sabotaged the Nazi Germany 
controlled heavy water Vemork plant in Rjukan in a long-range raid which began at an airfield in 
England. 
On February 28, 1943, the demolition team entered the Norsk Hydro plant and set explosive 
charges. The heavy water produced at a facility in occupied Norway was vital for the Third Reich's 
participation in the nuclear bomb race. British War Cabinet also ordered Haukelid to sink the 
Norwegian ferry SF Hydro carrying the containers of heavy water across Lake Tinnsjø. The ferry was 
sunk with hidden explosives on February 19, 1944. For his participation in these raids, Knut 
Haukelid received multiple awards including Norway's highest decoration for military gallantry, the 
Krigskorset med Sverd or War Cross with sword. He was awarded this decoration twice, in 1944 and 
1947: the War Cross with two swords. In addition, Haukelid was decorated by the British with The 
Distinguished Service Order and later, by Winston Churchill personally, with The Military Cross. 
Haukelid graduated from the Norwegian Military Academy in 1948. He served as Major in the 
Telemark Infantry Regiment, and was later appointed Lieutenant General and head of the Home 
guard of Greater Oslo. 
Haukelid became a Lieutenant Colonel in the Army Infantry in 1959 and served as Colonel and 
head of Greater Oslo Homeguard from 1966 until his retirement in 1974. At the time of his 
retirement, Haukelid was one of only three active Lieutenant Generals (2 stars) in Norway. The only 
3-star General, at the time, was King Olav V. Haukelid wrote his autobiography, Det demrer en dag 
in 1947 (revised edition 1953 under the name Kampen om tungtvannet). Other books such as Knut 
Haukelid's Skis Against the Atom and Thomas Gallagher's Assault in Norway: Sabotaging the Nazi 
Nuclear Program provide accounts of the Norway raid and Haukelid's participation. 
From SOE file, reference HS 7/174 Norwegian Section History, in TNA: 
Meanwhile the “Gunnerside” party, after weather had prevented departure in December, and a 
flight over TELEMARK on 23rd January had failed beoause the pilot was unable to looate the 
dropping point, were successfully dropped on 16th February. The dropping point had to be moved 
30 km. north to avoid raising enemy suspicions, as the garrison in the RJUKAN Valley had been 
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strongly reinforced. It was not until the 24th that a message was received from “Swallow” that the 
two parties had joined and were making final preparations for attack. 
This was carried out according to plan in the early hours of 28th February and was “completely 
successful”. The words are those of Mr. Winston Churchill as read by Mr. Attlee, then Prime 
Minister, in the statement issued from 10, Downing street, after the launching of the first Atomio 
Bomb on JAPAN. 
“Gunnerside”, leaving Knut Haukelid ("Bonzo") behind for other duties, did the 250 miles difficult 
journey to the Swedish frontier on skis and in battledress. The “Swallow” party gradually dispersed, 
leaving the constant Einar Skinnarland behind. By now, under Knut Haugland's tuition, he had 
become an efficient radio operator and maintained the “Swallow” wireless Station. 
General von Falkenhorst, on an immediate visit to VEMORK to inspect the damage, characterised 
the operation as: “The best coup I have ever seen”, and deolared it to have been of a military 
character. 
From Ian Herrington’s SOE in Norway: 
23 November 1942 
Swallow (J. Poulsson (leader) K. Haugland, A. Kjelstrup, C. Helberg, E. Skinnerland) 
Objectives 
After the failure of ‘Freshman’, Operation Grouse was renamed ‘Swallow’. After Operation 
‘Gunnerside’, ‘Swallow’ was instructed to continue with its subsidiary task of organising local 
guerrilla groups, although members of the original party could decide whether they stayed in the 
country. At this point ‘Swallow’ was also divided into two parts. The organisation of western 
Telemark would be under Knut Haukelid, from the Gunnerside’ team, and be called ‘Bonzo’. 
Eastern Telemark, under Einar Skinnerland would continue under the name ‘Swallow’. Haugland 
would help ‘Swallow’ and through cutouts, ‘Bonzo’. 
Details 
After ‘Gunnerside’, Haukelid and Kjelstrup moved to the southwest part of Telemark, whilst 
Haugland worked on Skinnerland’s W/T skills. Poulsson and Helberg both eventually crossed to 
Sweden, as did Kjelstrup in October 1943, and Haugland after helping Skinnerland, made contact 
with SL in Oslo and then fled to Sweden. By the summer of 1943, however, Haukelid and 
Skinnerland had joined up. ‘Swallow’ had two W/T sets and from the autumn of 1943 these 
operated as ‘Swallow Blue’ under Skinnerland and ‘Swallow Green’ under Niels Krohg, a local man. 
Haukelid and Skinnerland worked together close to Rjukan and it was through the ‘Swallow Blue’ 
station that intelligence on heavy water production was supplied and instructions given to attack 
its transportation to Germany. In April 1944, ‘Swallow Blue’ became ‘Brown’. Skinnerland eventually 
joined the ‘Sunshine’ operation whilst Haukelid worked with ‘Varg’. 
407. Per BRATLAND (1907–1988). Signed 7 November 1941. London. 

031 
DOB 8.9.1907. tj.man. norsk. 
He was a Norwegian newspaper editor. He became the editor-in-chief of Tiden in 1934, and a 
journalist for Arbeiderbladet in 1936. When the occupation of Norway by Nazi Germany started in 
1940, Arbeiderbladet was shut down. Bratland fled the country, and worked at the press office of 
the Norwegian legation in Stockholm from 1940 to 1941 and in London from 1941 to 1945. After 
the war, he edited the magazine Aktuell from 1945 to 1956. He then worked for Arbeiderbladet 
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from 1956 to 1975, except for the years 1959 to 1961, when he was the editor-in-chief of Bergens 
Arbeiderblad. He published several books. 
408. Lieutenant Bjørn Stray TINGULSTAD. Signed 8 November 1941. 

031 
DOB 8.2.1914. löjt. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
Email dated 27 June 2012 from his son, Bente Tingulstad, to Trevor Baker: 
“Yes, that is definitely my father's signature. I recognize it from letters that he wrote to my mother 
before and during the WW2. Also, it is an unusual name, and I do not know of any other family 
who has had it with the exact same spelling. I would be very interested in the story behind the 
book you mention. I know my father spent some time in London during the war.” 
Bjorn Stray Tingulstad (born February 8, 1914 in Oslo, died November 5, 1942) was a Norwegian 
pilot and officer. He is honoured with the War Cross with sword. At the outbreak of the war, he was 
as a pilot in the Navy flying weapons of neutrality guard. In 1941, he went to Britain, where he 
served with 330 (Norwegian) Squadron, which escorted convoys across the Atlantic. Following the 
Telavåg tragedy in April 1942, Tingulstad participated in a rescue mission with a Catalina aircraft 
"Vingtor" to evacuate three men, one woman and a child, who were in danger because of the 
operation of a secret radio transmitter. The expedition went to Staveneset in Sunnfjord to retrieve 
the agents Ole Hoff Snefjellå and Eivind Viken. The operation was led by Captain Find Lambrechts. 
The entire crew of nine men, eight Norwegians and the British Lieutenant John Turner, who 
participated as a guide, were honoured with the Military Cross on 19 June 1942. This was the first 
award of the Military Cross. Tingulstad and the other Norwegian members of the crew received 
their awards from King Haakon in London on 3 June 1942. 
On 5 November 1942, he was captain of a Catalina aircraft (Northrop N-3PB 313) which was on a 
search for three lifeboats from a torpedoed convoy. The plane did not return from its mission. An 
Icelandic trawler located the wreck in 1983. His brother Gunnar Tingulstad fell under the Allied 
invasion of Italy in November 1944. 
Additional information provided by Bente Tingulstad in an email dated 28 June 2012: 
“I assume that my father signed the book when he first came to England from Sweden. It fits with 
what I know about my parents' escape to Sweden in September 41, and the fact that he was able to 
go to England a couple of months after they had arrived in Sweden. My mother was pregnant at 
the time, and had to stay in Sweden until after I was born in May 1942. When I was 5 months old, in 
November, she and my grandmother were finally allowed to go to England. My grandfather had 
left earlier as well. My parents had not seen each other for a year, and my mother did not know 
that he was already missing in action two weeks before she was to arrive in London. She fully 
expected him to be at the railroad station when she arrived. The news devastated her, and she 
often talked about the sorrow of not being able to hand him the baby that he had waited so 
eagerly to see. My mother's sister, Jo Landgraff, worked as a secretary at the Norwegian Legation in 
Stockholm. I would almost assume that she and my father both knew Per Bratland really well. I am 
sorry that my mother died last year. She might have known many of the other Norwegians on the 
list. She grew up in Horten, where many of the Navy pilots were educated. My grandfather, Harbo 
Landgraff, was the King's attaché before the war. In London, he, and also my mother, worked for 
“Sjøforsvarets Overkommando". I am not sure what that translates to, but he was always dressed in 
his uniform when going to work. I would be curious to know if he also signed the book. He was 
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promoted to admiral after the war, and war awarded the Danebrog medal by King Haakon. The two 
of them remained good friends as long as the King was alive.” 
He was a member of Party 26X. See the entry for Per Wexels who signed this book on 30 
December 1941. 
From SOE file HS 9/1470/8 Gunnar TINGULSTAD: 

 

 
Note the discrepancy in the DOB. 
409. C L LEWIS? Signed 9 November 1941. 16 Kerferd Road, Glen Iris, Melbourne. 

031 
According to various editions of The Argus, Melbourne, the occupants of this address were: 
Walter John BONWICK from April 1935 until January 1940 
William Henry and Hilda Gertrude WEAKLEY in 1940 
Walter Clarence and Elizabeth Janet WATKINS in 1943 
According the No 42 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for November 1941 and February 1942, 
Pilot Officer Ernest BIRCHLEY’s crew were Pilot Officer WELLS, Sergeant BARNETT and Sergeant 
ADDISON. It is unlikely that this signature is someone from No 42 Squadron. 
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410. Pilot Officer Ernest BIRCHLEY (404166). Signed 9 November 1941. 88 Bennett Road, 
Coorparoo, Australia. 

031 
He also signed this book on 11 February 1942. 
Born in Innisfail, Queensland on 20 May1917. He was an Australian pilot shot down over the North 
Sea whilst stationed at Leuchars in Scotland. He was shot down while attacking the German Cruiser 
Prinz Eugen and spent the next 3 years (1942 - 1945) imprisoned at Stalag Luft 3 apart from a short 
stint in Sagsn while Stalag Luft 3 was being extended. 

 
Outdoor group portrait of members of the RAAF standing on the runway at Abbotsinch RAAF base 
in Scotland. Identified from left to right: 402148 Flying Officer (FO) Rodney Bainbridge Archer145 
(killed 17 May 1942 on flying operations over North West Europe); 404166 FO Ernest Birchley; 
402156 Pilot Officer Russell Devenish-Meares (killed 9 December 1941 on flying operations over 
Norway); 400161 FO William Austin Thornton (killed 18 March 1942 on flying operations over the 
Atlantic Ocean); and 400204 FO Harry Horwood Lawson (killed 29 November 1941 in an accident in 
Scotland). 
From his personal file http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/scripts/Imagine.asp?B=5372639: 

 Oath or Affirmation, 30 May 1940 
He was born on 20 May 1917. 

                                                 
145 Signed this book on 11 February 1942 

http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/scripts/Imagine.asp?B=5372639
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411. Group Captain [later Air Commodore] Sydney Leo Gregory POPE CBE DFC AFC. 
(1898 – 1980). Signed 10 November 1941. On departure to Canada. 

031 
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Originally joining the Inns of Court OTC in 1915, he transferred to the RFC in 1916, gaining RAeC 
Certificate No 2074 in August 1916. Posted to No 60 Squadron, he claimed two victories whilst 
flying Nieuports after which the Squadron re-equipped with the SE5A. He claimed a further four 
victories with the Squadron before being wounded causing him to force land on 18 November 
1917. In July 1918, he joined 'Billy William's Circus' at Ayr in Scotland, where he was tasked with 
training instructors at the schools in the area in the 'Gosport' system. He was awarded the DFC for 
operations in Iraq. On 24 February 1930, replacement second prototype Parnall Pipit, N233, suffers 
failure of tail unit in flight, this time losing both fin and rudder; Martlesham test pilot Squadron. 
Ldr. Sydney Leo Gregory Pope (DFC, AFC) bails out at under 1,000 feet over the Parnall Yate airfield, 
successfully parachuting down. He was Officer Commanding RAF Leuchars in May 1940. Carried 
out inspections of training schools in Canada in November 1941. Returned to Leuchars as AOC on 
8 February 1944. 
412. Dr Albert Rutherford PATERSON CMG, MB, ChB. Signed 9 November 1941.”Preston”, 
Catherine Street, Motherwell. 

031 
Obituary: Dr. A. R. Paterson, formerly director of medical services in Kenya, died at his home at 
Nairobi on August 26 1959. He was 74 years of age. Albert Rutherford Paterson was born in 1885, 
and studied medicine at Glasgow University, where he graduated MB, ChB, with commendation, in 
1908. After graduation he held appointments of house-surgeon and house-physician at Glasgow 
Royal Infirmary, resident physician at the City of Glasgow Fever Hospital, and house-physician at 
the Glasgow Royal Maternity and Women's Hospital. In 1914 he entered the West African Medical 
Service and was posted to Nigeria as a medical officer. On the outbreak of the first world war later 
in that year he entered the R.A.M.C. and went to serve in the Cameroons. Demobilized in 1919, he 
became a medical officer in Kenya in 1920, in which year he obtained the Cambridge D.P.H. and 
DTM&H. Within a year his remarkable administrative abilities were recognized, and he was made 
deputy director of sanitary services in Kenya. In this capacity be served under Mr. J. L. Gilks, himself 
a clinician of outstanding ability, and the two worked side by side until 1933, when Mr. Gilks retired 
and Paterson succeeded him as director of medical services. He was appointed C.M.G. in 1938, and 
in the following year a member of the council of 'Makerere College, in Uganda. A member of the 
British Medical Association for over forty years, he was honorary secretary of the Kenya Branch 
from 1922 to 1924 and president of the Branch from 1946 to 1948. Dr. A. R. Paterson was in many 
ways a remarkable man and one who left his mark upon Kenya during some of the colony's most 
important years of development. Before he took charge of the medical department in Kenya he 
showed his breadth of vision by initiating all manner of schemes for the expansion of public health 
services, particularly in the native reserves. He insisted upon the need for co-operation with all the 
main departments of Government, and encouraged his subordinates to work in close association 
with the administration, the departments of agriculture and veterinary science, and the education 
authorities. No medical officer with narrow parochial notions regarding his duties was likely to go 
far with a superior with such expansive conceptions, and none did. Paterson was a prolific writer, 
and he brought out a two-volume book, which was printed in both English and Swahili, entitled 
The Book of Civilization. It told the African in simple language how to improve his standards of 
health and at the same time how to raise his living standards to enable him to take a full and 
proper part in the life of the colony. Many of Paterson's projects were thought to be Utopian in 
their objects, but at least some of them have been adopted with striking success. In 1946 Paterson 
was elected president of the Kenya Branch of the British Medical Association, and at the annual 
general meeting of the Branch in 1947, the view having been expressed that his work was of 
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outstanding merit and importance, he was re-elected for a further term of office. It was during 
these years that he wrote two important documents. The first was The Human Situation in East 
Africa and dealt largely with population trends; the second was The Case for the Appointment of a 
Royal Commission on Health and Population in His Majesty’s Dependencies in Africa. It is 
interesting to speculate what might have come out of the work of the commission he advocated 
had it been appointed. Dr. Paterson is survived by a widow and four children, to whom a wide circle 
of friends who remember their old chief with affection and esteem extend their sincere 
condolences. 
413. Surgeon Commander Samuel Ross WALLIS RN. Signed 11 November 1941. 
Wrexham, North Wales. 

031 
Towards the end of the war the NZDC in the New Zealand cruisers had to bow further to the 
system operating in the Royal Navy. In April 1945 a Fleet Dental Surgeon, Surgeon-Commander (D) 
S. R. Wallis, RN, was appointed to the British Pacific Fleet. He was on the staff of the Commander-
in-Chief and was accommodated in the flagship for fleet administrative and ship's duties. All 
correspondence relative to dental matters and personnel of the fleet, demands for stores and 
returns of treatment had to be passed to him. 
414. Captain [later Commander] Cyril Elmore HAMMOND MC DSO DSC (99962). Signed 
17 November 1941. Irish Fusiliers. 8 Park Street, St Andrews. 

031 
According to 
http://www.telelib.com/authors/K/KiplingRudyard/prose/IrishGuardsv2/appendixa.html, he was 
awarded the Military Cross on 3 January 1918 while serving with 2nd Battalion Irish Guards. He 
commanded the Skoot Pascholl during the Dunkirk evacuation. He was awarded a Bar to his DSC 
for service in mine recovery. From Sir Henry John Newbolt’s Submarine and Anti-submarine, 
Longmans, Green and Co, New York and London, 1919: “The same year, in the second week of 
August, two other smacks distinguished themselves in action. The first of these was the Q-ship G & 
E false name Nelson, commanded by Lieutenant C. E. Hammond, R.N. She was sailing at mid-day in 
company with the smack Lectder, and about a mile to' north of her, when she saw a submarine 
break surface about three cables beyond to the south-east. Lieutenant Hammond must have found 
it hard to play a waiting game, but to go at once to the help of his consort would have revealed 
that he was no unarmed fishing boat. The pirate, therefore, was able to blow up Leader with a 
bomb, after ordering her crew into their small boat. He then came on fearlessly, closing, as he 
thought, another helpless victim. When within 200 yards he fired a rifle, and G & E's crew 
encouraged him by getting out a boat; but when he came to forty yards and slewed round, parallel 
to the smack, Lieutenant Hammond hoisted the White Ensign and opened fire. The U-boat 
appeared to be paralysed with astonishment. For a whole minute she lay motionless, and that 
minute was just long enough for G & E’s gunner. He got off five shots in a tremendous hurry. One 
was a miss, and two hit the rail of the smack v but one of these went on, and penetrated the enemy 
very usefully in the lower part of the conning-tower. The other two were clean hits in much the 
same spot. Down went the enemy — not in the way a submarine would dive by choice, but nose 

http://www.telelib.com/authors/K/KiplingRudyard/prose/IrishGuardsv2/appendixa.html
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first, and with stem up at a very high angle. The five men who had been on her deck and conning-
tower, for the purpose of enjoying a little shooting at British fishermen, got an entirely new view of 
sport in these sixty seconds. - One was killed with a rifle-shot by a petty officer on the G & E, three 
disappeared in the shell bursts, and the fifth was seen still clinging to the conning-tower, as the U-
boat carried him down to death. The tide made all hope of rescue vain — it was too strong even 
for a buoy to be put down to mark the spot.” Q-ships were converted fishing smacks. During the 
First World War, Q-ships served as decoys to lure German submarines near enough so that 
concealed weapons could be brought to bear and sink the submarines. Commander Hammond 
donated his 20 paintings and drawings to The Portchester Society. He lived in Myrtle Cottage, 
Castle Street, Portchester. From http://portchesterhistory.co.uk/?page_id=157: “Myrtle cottage was 
built circa 1700’s and in the 19th century was a public house called the Red Lion. Commander C E 
Hamond sic DSO, DSC Royal Navy lived here from 1920 to 1976. He won a DSC in both world wars 
for mine clearance and the DSO in the Second World War. He is credited with starting modern 
clearance diving in the Royal Navy. ‘Bill’ was the Founder of Portchester Sailing Club in 1928.” 
415. Captain T A GARNER? Signed 17 November 1941. RNAS Donibristle. 

031 
According to The Navy List for December 1941, the Station Officer at R N Air Station Donibristle 
was Commander A D B James: 

 
There is no-one listed with the rank of Captain. 
There is a entry for Lieutenant D W H Gardner: 

 
There is an entry for Engineering Captain W T A Jordan OBE: 

 
The entries for 782 Squadron include Temporary Lieutenant Commander William Douglas 
Thompson Gairdner: 

 
The only Captain in The Navy List for December 1941 who possibly matches this signature is John 
Annesley GRINDLE but, according to http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RN_officersG4.html, he 
was an Assistant Director of Plans Division, Admiralty (HMS President) between 22 August and ?? 
December 1941, so this can’t be him. 
From Forces War Records: 

http://portchesterhistory.co.uk/?page_id=157
http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RN_officersG4.html
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Donibristle (HMS Merlin), Donibristle, Scotland (1917-1959). First became a naval air station in 1917 
(RNAS). Then it was used as an RAF landing ground in 1918 and for Care & Maintenance in 1921. 
Disembarked carrier aircraft in 1925. Commissioned as HMS Merlin in 1939. Used by many front 
line and second line squadrons, by Communications squadron and by RN Aircraft Repair Yard 
(RNARY). At the end of war, it housed Office Flag Officer Carrier training. Paid off in 1959. 
416. Captain William Emile RAMAGE. Signed 17 November 1941. 8th Battalion, The Black 
Watch. 

031 
The LG, 2 September 1915 announced “The Black Watch (Royal Highlanders). William Emile 
Ramage to be Second Lieutenant and seconded whilst doing duty with a Provisional Battalion. 
Dated 23rd August, 1915”. The LG, 24 May 1921 announced that Lt W Ramage (Black Watch) 
ceased to be employed by the Machine Gun Corps (Infantry). The LG, 3 June 1921 announced that 
Lt W Ramage (Black Watch) is restd. to the estabt 1st April 1921. 
417. Captain Thomas KINNEAR. Signed 17 November 1941. 8th Battalion, The Black 
Watch. 

031 
The LG, 17 December 1948 announced Lt. T. KINNEAR (96935), having exceeded the age limit 
relinquishes his commn. in Black Watch, 18th Dec. 1948, and is granted the hon. rank of Capt. 
418. Lieutenant [later Major] Richard Stanley MACLAREN (176263). Signed 17 November 
1941. 10th, Black Watch. 

031 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From the LG, 28 April 1959: 
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He is mentioned in The British Medical Journal, 28 October 1916, The Royal Naval Medical Service 
in Action, p 599: 

 

 
According to http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/30/a8676930.shtml, the 10th 
battalion of the Black Watch (Royal Highland Regiment) was raised in 1940 and was part of the 
Orkney and Shetland Defence Force before moving to the mainland (mostly in Scotland but also in 
northern England) as a training battalion for the provision of overseas reinforcements. 
419. Major A F WALKER. Signed 17 November 1941. RNAS Crail [HMS Jackdaw]. 

031 
No matching entries in The Navy List for December 1941 and The Quarterly Army List for January 
1942 (corrected to 25 December 1941). Email dated 29 July 2014 to Trevor Baker from Mike 
Coombes, Navy List Research: 
“He does not appear to be a Royal Marine officer, and so not listed in the 1941 Navy List either in 
the alphabetical section or in the ship section under HMS Jackdaw or her Squadrons (770, 828, and 
831).” 
420. Major Sir Ronald Norman John Charles Udny SINCLAIR, 8th Baronet, JP, DL, of 
Dunbeath. Signed 17 to 22 November 1941. RAF Edzell, Angus. 

032 
Sir Ronald Norman John Charles Udny Sinclair of Dunbeath Sinclair was born on 30 June 1899. He 
was the son of Norman Alexander Sinclair and Edith Lilian Stenton.2 He married Reba Blair Inglis, 
daughter of Anthony Inglis, on 5 January 1926. He died on 19 October 1952 at age 53. He was 
Deputy Lieutenant of Caithness. He was educated at Wellington and RMC Sandhurst. He was a 
Major in the 4th/5th Battalion Seaforth Highlanders (Territorial Army). He was a Justice of the 
Peace. He was also known as 8th Baronet U.K. Life Peer. He was awarded theTerritorial Decoration 
(T.D.). 
421. PROBABLY Captain John Stanley COX MC. Signed 17 to 22 November 1941. RNAS 
Crail [HMS Jackdaw]. 

032 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/30/a8676930.shtml
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Email dated 29 July 2014 to Trevor Baker from Mike Coombes, Navy List Research: 
“There is no Royal Navy or Royal Marine Captain J Scott or similar spelling in 1941, so my guess is 
that the signatory was an Army Captain perhaps involved with the military defence of HMS 
Jackdaw.” 
Admiralty Fleet Orders, 3 September 1942 lists Temporary Lieutenant (E) John Stuart COX RN under 
Mention in Despatches. 
The LG, 27 April 1943 lists Captain John Stanley COX (269193) in the Royal Army Service Corp. The 
LG, 4 April 1946 lists him as an Acting Captain. 
The LG, 16 May 1930 announced the promotion of Lieutenant J S COX MC of the 4th Battalion Essex 
Rifles to Captain with effect from 23 March 1930. The LG, 17 August 1937 announced that he 
resigned his commission on 18 August 1939 and retained his rank with permission to wear the 
prescribed uniform. 
The Quarterly Army List for January 1942 (corrected to 25 January 1941) has one match: 

 
422. Captain Henry Norman WILSON (17236). Signed 17 to 22 November 1941. HQ 
Scottish Command, South Highland Area Fife Sub-Area. 

032 
He also signed this book on 24 August 1942: 

 
From The Army List for Q4 1941: 

 
His is listed in The Army List for Q4 1919: 

 
423. Lieutenant-Colonel John Leslie GRANT MC. Signed 17 to 22 November 1941. KOSB 
King’s Own Scottish Borderers Grangemouth. 

032 
From The Army List for Q4 1941: 
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He has a file, reference WO 339/4006, in TNA. 
From http://1914-1918.invisionzone.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=43260: 
"Third Battle of the Scarpe opened 3rd May 1917 on a 14 mile front. On the 7th the 2nd KOSB 
relieved the Royal Warwickshire Regt. just south of Fresnoy Wood. They didn't have long to wait for 
trouble. In a few hours the enemy opened a bombardment which lasted for three and a hours from 
2.0am on the 8th, and killed and wounded and rendered hors de combat by shock and by burying a 
large number. Three Lewis guns were knocked out of action in the left sector held by 'B' Company 
(Capt. J L Grant). The two days 8th and 9th cost the KOSB one 2nd Lieut. (C. Watt) killed, one 
wounded, and 158 OR casualties (20 killed)." 
Abridged from The KOSB in the Great War, Capt. Stair Gillon, p.93/94. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 1 September 1948: 

 
The National Arny Museum has some of his papers: 

 
424. Acting Major A C JOHNSON. Signed 17 to 22 November 1941. The Queen’s Own 
Royal West Kent Regiment, Kinross. 

032 
From The Army List for Q4 1941: 

 
 

 
From The Army List for July to September 1940: 

 

http://1914-1918.invisionzone.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=43260
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425. 2nd Lieutenant J O Fraser. Signed 17 to 22 November 1941. “Glencairn”, Dumbarton. 

032 
 
426. 2nd Lieutenant J Unknown. Signed 17 to 22 November 1941. “Ardroe”, [Unknown]. 

032 
Possible matches for 2nd Lts in The Army List for Q4 1941 are: 
J H C HUNTER (RA) 
J H BRUNTON (RA TA) 
J R HUNTER (RA TA) wn 
427. Unknown. Signed 22 November 1941. No address. 

032 
 
428. POSSIBLY Jan STUMPF. Signed 22 November 1941. No address. 

032 
From Medlemsliste for Kristiansandsklubben i London 1943–45: 

 
From http://www.warsailors.com/shetlandbus/other.html: “Left Kristiansand on Nov. 1-1941 with 5 
people, arriving Berwick near Holy Island, Newcastle on Nov. 4. On board were: Tormod 
Abrahamsen*, Leif Havre, Sven Moe, Jan Stumpf, Kai Thorsen. 
* There's a Tormod Abrahamsen mentioned in the book Våre falne (which lists Norwegian WW II 
casualties of all causes). It looks like he could be the same man, because he's said to have escaped 
to England with four friends in an open boat. He joined the Air Force on Nov. 20-1941, was 
subsequently ordered into the 331st Squadron (33rd? Squadron), taking part in 54 offensive 
operations before he died near Breda, Holland on Nov. 3-1944, while bombing a German 
installation (he was a sergeant in a Norwegian Spitfire squadron at the time). Received Kong 
Haakon VII's medal.” 
On 26 November 1942, he participated in Operation Orion with Sverre Aas. 

http://www.warsailors.com/shetlandbus/other.html
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This was found in Gunnar Fredrik Berg’s SOE’s file, reference HS 9/132/3, at TNA: 

 
According to SOE in Norway, he participated in Operation Caldy II and III with A Fjeld. The first 
operation was dropped on the night of 25-26 April 1945 and the second on 2-3 May 1945, to 
protect the Skerka and Nomeland power stations respectively. 
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From SOE file, reference HS 8/980 Norwegian Parties and Symbols: 

 
429. PROBABLY Pilot Officer Josiah Richard MARIS (60655). Signed 22 November 1941. 
No address. 

032 
The Air Force List for November 1941 shows only one person named Maris and two named Marix: 
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He is mentioned in the LG, 28 February 1941, 24 February 1942 and 20 July 1954. 
Air Vice-Marshal Reginald Leonard Geoge MARIX signed this book on 15 September 1941 with a 
signature that bears some resemblance to this one: 

 
430. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] George RUSSELL (84737). Signed 22 
November 1941. Great Yarmouth. 

032 
He is mentioned in the LG, 4 October 1940, 21 March 1941, 14 April 1942  
431. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] James Hubert LOW (85171). Signed 22 
November 1941. Seabourne, Broughty Ferry. 

032 
He is mentioned in the LG, 8 October 1940, 19 September 1941, 21 October 1941 and 5 October 
1954. He is listed in the 1934 Dundee Directory with the address 96 Monifieth Road, Broughty Ferry. 
According to Dundee Vehicle Registrations 1932 – 1947 in the Dundee City Archives, he owned a 
10HP Austin Saloon registration YJ649 and his address was Seabourne, Broughty Ferry. According 
to Bygone News, April 1928, “Mr J Hubert Low, of the Scottish Dance Association, and 16 juvenile 
assistants gave a fine exhibition of old fashioned dances and were warmly received. At the 
termination of the concert Mr Low was presented with a silver cigarette case and holder as an 
appreciation of his services as a tutor.” 
432. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] John MCLAREN (90869). Signed 22 
November 1941. Alderston, Elgin. 

032 
John Francis McLaren (19 June 1919 – 23 March 1953) was a Royal Air Force officer. He was the 
younger son of Henry McLaren, 2nd Baron Aberconway and Christabel MacNaghten. Educated at 
Eton College, McLaren became an RAF Squadron Leader during World War II, first serving as a 
Mosquito pilot and later as a flight instructor. After the war, he became a barrister of the Inner 
Temple in 1946. He was made High Sheriff of Denbighshire in 1952, but died in 1953. On 3 April 
1940, he married Lady Rose Mary Primrose Paget (1919–2005), a noted beauty and the daughter of 
Charles Paget, 6th Marquess of Anglesey. They had two daughters: Victoria Mary Caroline McLaren 
(b. 23 May 1945), married and has issue; Harriet Diana Christabel McLaren (b. 18 January 1949), 
married. NOTE: Ralph Barker’s The Ship-Busters, Chatto & Windus, London, 1957, pp. 236-43 
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mentions an Australian pilot named McLaren in connection with an attack on 26 October 1942 on 
the 800-ton tanker, the Proserpina, north of Tobruk. 
433. Ernest Maurice GILL. Signed 23 November 1941. ATA Kirkbride, Cumberland. 

033 
According to E C Cheeseman’s Brief Glory: The Story of ATA, Harborough Publishing Co Ltd, 
Leicester, 1946, he was a First Officer. 
The LG, 11 January 1952 announced the death of “Marie Gill of Brooklands, Kloof, Natal, Union of 
South Africa (wife of Ernest Maurice Gill. 3rd May 1951.” 
From The Maple Leaf, 27 October 1944: 

 
434. Godfrey Alfred GREENE. Signed 23 November 1941. ATA Ratcliffe, near Leicester. 

033 
According to E C Cheeseman’s Brief Glory: The Story of ATA, Harborough Publishing Co Ltd, 
Leicester, 1946, he was a First Officer. He was married in Maidenhead in 1942. 
435. Flying Officer Peter Louis UNDERWOOD DFC (89358). Signed 23 November 1941. 
235 Squadron. Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve. 

033 
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The LG 18 September 1942 announced the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross to Flying 
Officer Peter Louis Underwood (89358), Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve, No. 235 Squadron. 
436. Douglas Macgregor BURNETT (110148). Signed 25 November 1941. Tinto Cottage, 
Alloa, Clackmannanshire. 

033 
The LG, 3 December 1915 announced his promotion to Second Lieutenant in the Princess Louise’s 
(Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders). The LG, 19 December 1941 announced D M Burnett (16275) 
relinquishes his commission in the Territorial Army Reserve of Officers on appointment to a 
commission in the RAFVR. 
437. J A Sileevis Unknown. Signed 25 November 1941. Brown’s Hotel, Dover Street, 
Mayfair London. 

033 
This could be Johannes Christiaan Sillevis VK DFC, although the signature clearly reads SILEEVIS 
(possibly as a middle name rather than a surname). No 320 Squadron’s Operations Record Book 
has several entries which mentions F/Lt Sillevis including this one dated 16 August 1943: 

 
It could also be Capt. J. H. Sillevis Smitt, Chief of Protestant Chaplains of the Royal Netherlands 
Navy. Chaplain Smitt was recognized for his contribution to the success of the 1956 NATO 
Chaplains Conference, which was held in the Hague. 
From http://www.brownshotel.com/175th-anniversary/: In 1837, James Brown, Lord Byron’s butler 
and his wife Sarah, who was Lady Byron’s maid, acquired 23 Dover Street and by mid-1838, had 
expanded into numbers 21, 22 and 24, to create Brown’s Hotel. Throughout the years, Brown’s has 
welcomed numerous famous guests and is steeped in fascinating history. Alexander Graham Bell 
made the first UK telephone call from the hotel in 1876; Rudyard Kipling wrote The Jungle Book 

http://www.brownshotel.com/175th-anniversary/
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whilst staying at Brown’s; Queen Victoria visited the hotel regularly, as did crime writer Agatha 
Christie, who based her novel, At Bertram’s Hotel, on Brown’s Hotel. In 1941, the Dutch government 
in exile declared war on Japan from Brown's. 
438. Wilkes D KELLY. Signed 25 November 1941. US Air Force. 

033 
From http://webapp.und.edu/dept/library/Collections/og582.html: 
Wilkes D Kelly was born on February 15, 1907, in Grand Rapids, Michigan; he was educated in Sault 
Ste. Marie, Michigan. As a young boy, he visited his great-aunt and great-uncle, Anna and Henry 
Bentley, on their ranch near Drake, North Dakota. Kelly graduated from the University of North 
Dakota in 1930 with a Bachelor of Science degree in Education, and a Second Lieutenant's 
Commission in the Infantry Reserve. While attending, he was active in Tau Sigma Rho, a Greek 
social fraternity. In 1934, he received a Master of Arts degree, also from UND. 
In 1939, he entered the U.S. Army Air Force. Before the U.S. entry into World War II, Kelly was 
assigned to the American Embassy in London, England. Serving in all theatres of the war, he was 
most active in the China-Burma-India theatre as the Chief of Intelligence. Kelly retired from the U.S. 
Air Force in 1967. By 1968, he was appointed acting director of the Plans and Requirements 
Division Directorate of Operations in Headquarters, U.S. Army Strategic Communications 
Command, in Washington, D.C. 
As a graduate of the Command and General Staff School, Kelly also graduated from several Air 
Force and Department of Defense special intelligence schools. He was a member of the Scottish 
Rite, the Masons, the Military Order of the World Wars, the Sons of the American Revolution, and 
many other military, patriotic, and hereditary organizations. 
Kelly lived in Arlington, Virginia, prior to moving to Fargo, North Dakota in 1988. He continued the 
research of the Bentley family history, begun by Mrs Edward N. Bentley in 1925. Marian Sandin, 
Kelly's wife of 56 years, preceded him in death in 1990. Kelly died on December 20, 1994, in Fargo. 
From http://www.archives.com/1940-census/wilkes-kelly-nd-28097102: 

 
First Name:    Wilkes 
Middle Name:    D. 
Last Name:    Kelly 
Age at Time of Census:   33 
Gender:     Male 
Race:     Mulatto 
Ethnicity:     African American 
Est. Birth Year:    1907 
Birth Location:    Michigan Map 
Enumeration District:   51-83 
Residence:    Ward 4, Minot, Minot City, Ward, ND Map 

http://webapp.und.edu/dept/library/Collections/og582.html
http://www.archives.com/1940-census/wilkes-kelly-nd-28097102
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Relationship to Head of Household: Head 
Other People in Household:  Mariam Kelly, 29 yrs, Female 
Marital Status:    Married 
From Piercing the Fog: Intelligence and Army Air Forces Operations in World War II, by John F Kreis 
(Author), Air Force History and Museums Program (Author), CreateSpace Independent Publishing 
Platform (26 May 2012), pp 307-8: 
For some time, the Allied war effort in India and Burma had suffered from friction between the 
British, interested in defending India and recovering lost territory, and the Americans, who had 
interests in China, the Philippines, and elsewhere and who saw the local fighting as part of a greater 
Pacific war. Almost as troublesome were overlapping military functions, intelligence among them. 
To reduce the overlap and generally improve air efforts against the Japanese in India and Burma, 
the Allies created EAC as part of and subordinate to Air Command South East Asia. Stratemeyer 
assumed command of EAC on December 15, 1943, bringing the operational portions of RAF Bengal 
Command and Tenth Air Force into one organization. This new alignment created a more effective 
air campaign against the Japanese, but it also demanded increased efficiency from the supporting 
intelligence offices, several of which Stratemeyer combined as the Intelligence Section, HQ EAC, 
under the Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff, Operations, Plans, Training and Intelligence. The 
intelligence chief was Wing Comdr. A. T. Richardson146, RAF; his deputy, Lt. Col. Wilkes D. Kelly of 
the AAF. 
Source: HQ Air Comd, SEA, Policy Directive No. 1, Dec 15, 1943, 862.600, Draft Hist, EAC Intel Sec, 
862.600. 
439. Squadron Leader William Hedley CLIFF DSO (37567). Signed 23 November 1941. 42 
(B) Squadron. 

033 
He also signed this book (as S/L Hedley Cliff) on 11 February 1942. 
He participated in Operation Cerberus / Operation Fuller (The Channel Dash) 12 February 1942. On 
the afternoon of 23rd February, 1942, six Beauforts of No. 42 Squadron left Sumburgh for a sweep 
against enemy shipping. They reached the Norwegian coast, but saw no vessels, and on the return 
journey the aircraft became separated. Suddenly Beaufort M, piloted by Squadron Leader Cliff, 
went into an uncontrollable dive and hit the sea. Cliff and his crew, who only a fortnight before had 
led No. 42 Squadron's attack on the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau, thought that their last moment 
had come; but by some miracle all survived the impact and scrambled out, or were thrown clear, as 
the aircraft went down. Fortunately one of them was able to secure the dinghy, and this all four 
men eventually succeeded in boarding. Very soon they were joined by one of the two pigeons 
carried in the aircraft. They at once captured this welcome arrival, attached to its leg a note of the 
approximate position of the crash, and launched the bird into the air. But the creature was wet, and 
darkness was already coming on. After performing a few perfunctory circles the pigeon merely 
alighted back on the dinghy; and no amount of cajoling, or beating about the head, could 
persuade it to resume its flight. Its fixed intention was obviously to make a fifth passenger. In 
disgust the crew therefore abandoned their attempts to drive it off, and huddled together against 
the rigours of the February night. By this time the search had begun. The last known position of the 
aircraft was 150 miles east of Aberdeen and throughout the night a Catalina sought in vain for the 
                                                 

146 [Later Group Captain] Arthur Tait Richardson OBE (61114), who relinquished his commission on 24 
February 1954 
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distressed crew. At first light other aircraft went out from Leuchars, Dyce and Arbroath, but several 
hours' search yielded no sign of the missing men. Meanwhile a pigeon had arrived back at base--
not the obstinate creature of the previous evening, but its companion from the same basket. 
Unknown to the Beaufort crew, 'Winkie'--as the unfortunate bird was called--had made his escape 
from the aircraft. He of course carried no message; but this did not defeat the acute intelligences at 
the station. Since he could not have flown in the dark, he must obviously have found somewhere to 
rest; and an examination of his feathers revealed unmistakable traces of oil. Someone hazarded the 
guess that he had spent the night on a tanker; enquiry revealed that such a vessel had in fact been 
passing off the North East Coast; and from a knowledge of its course, and a calculation of the time 
taken by the pigeon to reach base, the area of search was readjusted to some fifty miles nearer 
shore. The next aircraft sent out, a Hudson of No. 320 Squadron, flew almost straight to the spot 
where the dinghy lay tossing on the waves. The crew wirelessed a message to base, and then 
dropped a Thornaby Bag. Three hours later a high-speed launch arrived, and the sufferings of the 
four bruised and frost-bitten airmen were over. 
440. PROBABLY Cecil John Thomas BIRTS. Signed 1 December 1941. British and Colonial 
Aeroplane Company, Filton. 

033 
From Flight, 13 May 1911: 

 
This is probably the solicitor Cecil J T Birts of 5 Salters Hall Court, Canon Street, London. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bristol_Aeroplane_Company: 
The Bristol Aeroplane Company, originally the British and Colonial Aeroplane Company, was one of 
the first and most important British aviation companies, designing and manufacturing airframes 
and aero engines. Notable aircraft produced by the company include the 'Boxkite', the Bristol 
Fighter, the Bulldog, the Blenheim, the Beaufighter, and the Britannia, and much of the preliminary 
work which led to the Concorde was carried out by the company. In 1956, its major operations 
were split into Bristol Aircraft and Bristol Aero Engines. In 1959, Bristol Aircraft merged with several 
major British aircraft companies to form the British Aircraft Corporation (BAC), and Bristol Aero 
Engines merged with Armstrong Siddeley to form Bristol Siddeley. BAC went on to become a 
founding component of the nationalised British Aerospace, now BAE Systems. Bristol Siddeley was 
purchased by Rolls-Royce in 1966, who continued to develop and market Bristol-designed engines. 
The BAC works were in Filton, about 4 miles north of Bristol city centre. BAE Systems, Airbus, Rolls 
Royce, MBDA and GKN still have a presence at the Filton site where the Bristol Aeroplane Company 
was located. 
441. Wing Commander Roman RUDKOWSKI. Signed 1 December 1941. London PIG. 

033 
According the Bromma Archives for 1 December 1941, his name was recorded as Marjan 
Rudkowski DOB of 12.5.1898. officer. Polsk. Roman Rudkowski was First Commander of 301 Polis 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bristol_Aeroplane_Company
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Bomber Squadron in July 1940. On 27 July 1941, W/Cdr Rudkowski was transferred to the Polish 
General Staff HQ in London to organize air assistance for the Underground Movement in Poland. 
The Polish aircrews flew with No. 138 Squadron since 9th October 1941, and took off on its first 
mission on 7th November. They were to parachute equipment and three instructors to the Home 
Army in Poland. The flight like this had never been done before and although the mission was 
successful, powerful head wind forced the crew to land in Sweden for lack of fuel. The crew were 
interned, but escaped and returned to England. W/Cdr Rudkowski and Squadron Leader Stanislaw 
Krol (who signed this book on 30 December 1941) were among them. He is mentioned 29 times in 
Jeffrey Bines’ PhD dissertation (University of Stirling) The Polish Country Section of the Special 
Operations Executive 1940 – 1946: A British Perspective. He is included in the index to SOE file 
reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

 
See the entry for Stanislaw KROL who signed this book on 6 January 1942 for a copy of the MI9 
report. 
From http://301.dyon.pl/txt/biografie.roman.rudkowski.1.html (translated by Google): 

 
He was born on May 12, 1898 in Przemysl, the son of Augustus, a locksmith to train and Maria née 
Holak. After graduating from high school in class 8 Uncle, after receiving the high school diploma, 
August 6, 1914, he joined the Polish Legions of Józef Pilsudski. He served as a gunner in 13 
companies assigned to three Legions Infantry Regiment 2 Brigade. In a short time, September 10, 
1914, was promoted to senior gunner, and two months later - to the rank of corporal. From 
September to December 1914, the Roman Rudkowski served at the back of the enemy's 
intelligence branch, espionage-sabotage, being assigned to the 2nd Regiment of Cavalry. 
December 6, 1914, he was taken prisoner by the Russians. After a year, in December 1915, he was 
sent to a camp near Moscow, then the work field near Yalta, from where he escaped in February 
1916, he joined the intelligence agency in Moscow, then in Tashkent. In April 1917, he was invited 
to Kiev, the chief recruiting office, which aims to group the prisoners legioniostów in Ukraine. He 
served in the Second Polish Corps in the East and in February 1918 he was sent by Gen. J. Haller to 
Moscow, where he had to download a group of Polish officers, former prisoners. Upon his return, 
he served in six Cavalry Regiment as a sergeant. May 11, 1918, he took part in the Battle of Kaniów 
in Ukraine, then with General Haller went to Bogusławca, where he lived until he left for Murmansk 
General - later sent him troops there. 
During the trip to Murmansk, was arrested by the Soviets and sent to Petrograd. Two days later, he 
fled to Moscow, where 30 June 1918, he was again arrested along with Boleslaw see Wieniawa-
Długoszewskim and two other officers (Rudka and Cebulskim). For four weeks he was imprisoned 
for "Taganka", from where he escaped and came to Kiev. He was ordered to travel to the Caucasus 
where it allocated to the second squadron 14 Cavalry Regiment in the Division of General L. 
Zeligowski. 

http://301.dyon.pl/txt/biografie.roman.rudkowski.1.html
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October 15, 1918 roku Rudkowski was promoted to cadet. 
December 12, 1918 was residing in Odessa, along with a detachment of Colonel. M. Żymirskiego, 
was taken prisoner by petlurowców. December 24 escaped from slavery and joined the Polish Army 
in Chelm, where he was assigned to the 2 pp Legions. He argued, among others platoon and 
company of in the battalion. He was appointed second lieutenant with seniority from 1 July 1919, a 
lieutenant on 1 April 1920. 
August 3, 1919 year in his capacity as commander of the 3rd Company, with two platoons in 
reserve, 1 km. from the line during the attack on the Bolshevik two battalions and 2 pp Legion 
battalion who left defensive lines 2 and 4 of the company, Rudkowski perked up with two platoons 
to counter. As the number of advancing enemy troops crashed, saving both Polish battalion, which 
has already retreated from their positions. The losses of the enemy were killed and 56 seriously 
injured and 32 soldiers captured. Also captured two machine guns. August 8, serving as a 
substitute for the function of commander of the 3rd Company, was sent to the village green liquor, 
in order to establish communication with the team, which moved to the right by 2 percentage 
points Legions. He made spontaneously attack the enemy, who held the line white liquor - goes 
blind in the strength of about two battalions and thus allowed further action legionnaires. 
September 28, as commander of the 1st Company 2 pp Legion during the three battalions 
Bolshevik attack on the first battalion of four percentage points Legions, who was in position Ugly 
Prudiszcze, hit the right wing of the enemy, which brought confusion and eventually panic among 
the Bolshevik soldiers. At the same time I 4 pp Legion battalion together with the 1st company 
liquidated attack on Borisov. Orientation and immediate impact cf. Roman Rudkowskiego allowed 
Polish troops grouped in starting positions on the same day the stock performance of old bridge 
abutment extension Borisov. Captured two machine guns and 65 Soviet prisoners of war. During 
the retreat in July 1920, being the commander of the 3rd Company 2 pp Legions, while 
withdrawing from the German trenches, was ordered to remain in office for 10 hours, after the 
departure of the regiment. Surrounded by the enemy, he defended himself, and then to a 
desperate situation pierced with one company. After two days, joined the regiment. July 26, 1920 
on, the Silent Will, while warding off numerous enemy attacks was seriously wounded in the leg. 
Despite the injuries remained in position with a company until loss of consciousness. From slavery 
or finish off his soldiers rescued him. 
For his attitude while fighting the Bolsheviks Roman Rudkowski was awarded the Order of Military 
Virtue Class V and the Cross of Valour. 
After treatment in Krakow, November 17, 1920, he returned to the parent unit of allocation to one 
company of heavy machine guns. Since February 1921, he was also lieutenant commander feature 
two DP Legion adjutant commander of the 4th Brigade Infantry, as of November 1921, the 
company commander in six Riflemen Regiment. April 2, 1924 he was promoted to the rank of 
Captain with seniority from 1 July 1923. 
January 2, 1924, the Rudkowskiego seconded to Pilot School in Bydgoszcz, and in July the School 
of Pilots in Grudziadz, where he remained until September 1924, October 1, he was transferred to 
the 3rd Regiment of the commander of the Air Fighter Squadron. Since April 1925, he worked as a 
training squadron commander in the 6 Airborne Regiment and the 1st Regiment of Aviation. In 
May 1927, he was assigned to 8 pp Legion, where he commanded such 5 company of, and in June 
was the technical officer 11 Aviation Regiment. Since April 1930, he commanded a squadron in turn 
4 and 5 Aviation Regiment and a squadron in the last unit. He was promoted to the rank of Major 
with seniority from 1 January 1935. 
In April 1936, he was appointed commander of the squadron companion 4 Squadron Airborne 
Regiment and the 3rd Regiment of Aviation. November 3, 1937, he graduated from the Higher 
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Training Course Aviation School in Warsaw and then took command of four separate Aviation 
Regiment (Torun) II Dyon associated in. He was an associate of Section II of the General Staff Army. 
Promoted to lieutenant colonel with seniority from 1 January 1939. 
As of September 1939, the rozformowaniu dyonu, Roman Rudkowski remained at the disposal of 
the Commander of Aviation. Evacuated southeast of the country, on 17 September 1939, on the 
orders of the Commander of Aviation, the entire division crossed the Romanian border in the 
evening. By Tulcea, Bucharest, Italy (Modane) in październiu 1939, he came to France, where he 
joined the Polish Air Force and actively participated in the organization. 
In December 1939, one of the first transports, Rudkowski came to the UK where, like many other 
Polish airmen he was placed initially at a resort in Eastchurch. He prepared the creation of one of 
the two Polish bomber squadrons and 22 July 1940 he became the first commander of the 301 
Bomber Squadron "Land Pomeranian". He also took an active part in combat operations carried out 
by the crew of the squadron. September 19, 1940 was, as a pilot of one of the six crews exposed to 
surgery, took part in the bombing invasion barges in the port of Boulogne grouped. In total, during 
the service in 301 Squadron, flying mainly as a co-pilot in the crew Wellingtonów, made 10 sorties, 
among others the bombing of Hamburg, Berlin, Bremen. He reported for duty in the country and 
26 July 1941 over the command hitherto Squadron Commander B - Witold Piotrowski. September 4 
was sworn in London and in the same month he was assigned to the Division VI of the General 
Staff as a clerk air, then manager of the paper aeronautical communications d / s discharge at the 
Department of Technical Inspectorate PSP. Since October 1941, the Roman Rudkowski was also the 
liaison Division VI of the General Staff at the British 138 Squadron special purpose. By the end of 
1941, the squadron became the first three Polish crew that after completing the turn operational in 
301 Squadron, voluntarily go to a special flights to Polish. 
On the night of 7 to 8 November 1941 laying Rudkowski as an observer to the crew captain. aisles. 
King Stanislaus, took part in the Polish first flight to the jumpers (Operation AERIAL. "Ruction" 
discharge of duty of "fallow", team 1). On the way back, due to icing aircraft, damage to the chassis 
and the consequent excessive fuel consumption, forced the crew landed in Sweden, where he was 
interned briefly. After a few weeks Rudkowski returned to London via RAF Leuchars when he signed 
this book. 
In June 1942, he was seconded to the underground train that took to the task with a specialization 
in aviation. He was appointed colonel of the seniority of 25 January 1943 on the night of the 25-
26th January 1943 (Operation AERIAL. "Brace", the discharge of duty of "hops" 103, crew 18) made 
a jump up the receiving facility, about 16 km . north of Radom, just off Warsaw - Radom. This was 
the second Flight, the crew to the Land, as the night of 29 to 30 October 1942, the athletes refused 
to jump to a post that does not odpowiadziała properly to signals from the plane (probably feared 
provocation by the German). 
Acclimatization went in Warsaw at ul. Moniuszko 4/4 (in Eng. Jerzy Dodackiego) Okocimski 18 
(Plater) and pl. Naruto 5/12. In February Rudkowski, in place of Colonel. Bernard Adameckiego, was 
appointed head of the Department of Aviation Division III Staff AK. He used the name Louis 
Fedorowski. 
On the night of 29 to 30 May 1944 as part of Operation "Bridge II" flew from Polish to Italy and 
then to England with the task wystarania for air support for the country during a planned uprising. 
London is also returned as a courier of Army Commander and the Delegation of the Government. 
September 1, 1944, on the basis of an order of the Supreme Commander Gen. Sosnkowskiego and 
order of the Minister of National Defence of September 16, 1944, the Roman Rudkowskiemu was 
given the title of a certified officer. 
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On the night of 16 to 17 October 1944 (Operation AERIAL. "Poldek 1", the discharge of duty of 
"Neva" 611, crew 60), as an emissary of the Chief of General Staff of the broad powers of attorney, 
including in the Army Command and activities of the Government Delegate, again jumped to the 
receiving facility in Poland. He also led to the adoption of the English mission, Operation Freston147, 
and organize the next action Operation Bridge148, under which the country had to fly such Vincent 
Witos. Zmieszkał in Warsaw at the Market 4 and his personal liaison was Wojtuszkiewicz, ps. "Real", 
awarded the Order of Military Virtue Wpjennym V class and the Cross of Valour, which in the future 
to make efforts in Gen. Michael Żymierskiego to release Rudkowskiego. 
2 January 1945 Rudkowski met with the British mission Operation Freston, and allowed her contact 
with the Commander of the National Armed Forces, Gen. Leopold Okulicki. 
Upon termination Army January 19, 1945, Roman Rudkowski has been working decommissioning 
Department of Aviation. 
He was arrested on March 13, 1945, in Lodz, the Soviet "Smersh149". Transferred then "Polish" 
secret police, he was imprisoned in Łódź, ul. Copernicus 29 Rudkowskiego interviewed, among 
others Investigators from the Ministry of Public Security Lt. Alexander Kaspersky and Lt. Michael 
Winnicki. Then he was moved to Warsaw. 

                                                 
147 From http://www.polishresistance-ak.org/19%20Article.htm: All the agents SOE sent to Poland were 
Polish, until the last winter of the war, when - on the chiefs of staffs’ orders - operation Freston was 
mounted. This was a mission into southern Poland in January 1945, headed by Colonel D. T. Hudson (who 
had served with distinction in Yugoslavia) and intended to report on the strength and capacities of the 
Home Army. It landed close to the fighting lines, and only survived immediate capture because a Home 
Army platoon sacrificed itself to give it a chance to get away; it was rapidly overrun by the Soviet army, 
and imprisoned in loathsome conditions until the Yalta conference was over. It was then taken to 
Moscow, mildly feted, and flown out, having achieved nothing. 
148 From http://www.polandinexile.com/exile13.htm: Operation ‘WildHorn’ was a series of planned ‘air-
bridges’ for the movement of specialist war material and infiltration/ ex-filtration of agents and couriers 
or military personnel from the AK. Until quite late in the War, air operations were on the limit of 
operational windows for aircraft and crew. Although ‘WildHorn’ had been planned in October 1943 
release of aircraft became difficult as the various departments bickered over resources and priorities. 
Indeed, pressure by the Poles forced a political decision to be given adequate support which at times 
appeared to be blocked, side-tracked or simply ignored (PRO/HS4/183) regardless of Poland’s 
contribution to the Allies. The go-ahead came through the Soviet advances in the east and the threat this 
would present to the AK and the Underground Government in Warsaw placing the operation on high 
priority. 
149 Smersh is the acronym for the Russian words “Death to spies”, the name of the Soviet 
counterintelligence organisation dedicated to the elimination of anti-communist activity during the 
Second World War. Smersh was a key part of Stalin's terror apparatus: a collection of torturers and killers 
unleashed with brutal affect in 1943 to cut a bloody swathe of death across Eastern Europe until being 
absorbed into the NKVD, predecessor of the KGB, after the war. Under the aegis of the notoriously brutal 
Viktor Abakumov, who would personally torture prisoners, Smersh was used to filter the Red Army for 
spies, saboteurs, and traitors. It was responsible for the arrest, torture and execution of many thousands 
of Soviet servicemen, as well as innocent citizens of countries occupied by the Red Army as it fought the 
Nazis across Europe. So intrinsic was Smersh to Stalin's regime as Soviet armies began their conquest of 
German territory that the outfit was charged with capturing Hitler, eventually finding and identifying the 
charred remains of Hitler and Eva Braun. Despite its significant role during and after the war, Smersh's 
activities are almost completely unknown outside the Soviet Union; partly because its savagery casts a 
shadow, even now, across Russia and Eastern Europe; and partly because of the complete secrecy that 
surrounded its existence. 

http://www.polishresistance-ak.org/19%20Article.htm
http://www.polandinexile.com/exile13.htm
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Rudkowski was the author of the memorandum on air issues in the communist army, June 20, 1945 
addressed to the Speaker of the Polish People's Army General M. Żymierskiego. 
Rudkowski was accused, among others, that: 
(a) in the period after the liberation of Polish until it stops, ie March 13, 1945, he participated in the 
illicit relationship to overthrow the democratic system of the Polish State and acting under the 
pseudonym."Rudy"contacted the commander of the Army "bears", DCA district of Lodz org. AK - 
"Barbara", ie the head of two-way communication between the country and the so-called. 
Government of London - "Włodek", a liaison (...) "Hanka" and others, which discussed 
organizational matters. 
(b) that during the war as an officer in the rank of colonel and staying in the country until it stops, 
ie March 13, 1945 was not complied with the letter of appointment and the public do not enrolling 
in RKB. 
June 20, 1946 it was decided to discontinue the investigation against Rudkowski, which gave its 
assent CID chief Maj. MBP. Jacek Rozanski. 
July 10 order the release of the Governor signed for Mokotów, but it took a few weeks before 
Rudkowski regained freedom. 
He worked in a private factory as a wood planer in Warsaw. Again, strongly wanted by the secret 
police, he hid among others in Krynica Gorska, Szczecin, Czestochowa and Puszczykowie near 
Poznan. In several places established "boilers". 
In 1949, Roman Rudkowski fled the country and made his way through Szczecin, Sweden and the 
UK. He settled in London. 
He died on March 14, 1954, he was awarded the Order of Military Virtue - class IV and V, 
Independence Cross, the Cross of Valour three times, the Golden Cross of Merit with Swords, Silver 
and Gold Cross of Merit. 
Source: Materials received courtesy of Magda Rudkowski, K. Tochman, Biographical Dictionary 
cichociemni, Volume II, Operation Record Book, 301 Polish Squadron, AIR 27/1660. 
Photography: Roman Rudkowskiego the period of his service in the 4PL courtesy of Mr. Robert 
Bączkowski. 
442. Carl Marcus Francis IRGENS (1902 – 1963). Signed 1 December 1941. Norwegian 
Foreign Ministry, London. 

033 
DOB 23.2.1902. byrächef. Norsk. 
The LG 3 February 1942 states that Mr Francis Irgens was under the direction of the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs with effect from 2 December 1941 (the day after he signed this book). 
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From http://www.oslobilder.no/OMU/OB.F06060b: 

 
1935, Oslo Museum 
From http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Marcus_Francis_Irgens (translated by Google): 
Carl Marcus Francis Irgens (born 23 February 1902 in Oslo, died 1 December 1963) was a 
Norwegian diplomat and ambassador. 
He was the son of a diplomat Johannes Irgens (1869-1939) and Purple Minda Marie Gulbranson 
(1872-1938). His father was foreign minister in the 1910s, but his son Carl took school graduation 
not until 1920 when his father had been a minister in Copenhagen . After five years of study, he 
could receive a law degree. 1925. His father was then transferred to the Legation in Rome. Carl 
worked a few years as a judge, but in 1927 he was attaché in danger in Rome one year, until 1928, 
he went to Santiago (Chile), and the following year as a secretary at the Foreign Ministry in Oslo. 
Not surprisingly, he thus consisted State Department trainee course in 1930. In 1933 he received 
mail in Washington that legasjonssekretær and were married in 1936, with Emilia Sofia Margreta 
von Post (1903-1957) who was the daughter of Stockholm physician Richard von Post. 
His parents died in 1938 and 1939, and Carl seemed then also from 1938 as a secretary at the 
Ministry of Oslo, 1939 as bureau chief and from 1940 to 1941 in Settlement Department. In 1942, 
he again relocated to Washington as legasjonsråd. He received the St. Olav in 1946, and moved at 
once to Paris and was one year before he took office in 1947, his first assignment as ambassador in 
Cairo, from where in 1952 he published a biography of his father. He was honorably discharged 
from there in 1953, and in 1954 it was announced that Parliamentary protocol committee upheld 
Irgens' complaint, in which he claimed to have been bypassed by the occupation of ministerial 
position to Helsinki where Hans Olav in 1953 had been awarded the contract. Irgens was instead 
posted to Belgrade where he was from 1954 to 1957. 
His wife died in 1957. His last post was as ambassador in Athens from 1957 to 1959. 
From http://runeberg.org/hvemerhvem/1948/0256.html: 

  
443. Second Lieutenant Andreas AUBERT (3 August 1910 – 11 May1956). Signed 1 
December 1941. Norwegian Foreign Ministry, London. 

032 

http://www.oslobilder.no/OMU/OB.F06060b
http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Marcus_Francis_Irgens
http://runeberg.org/hvemerhvem/1948/0256.html
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DOB 3.8.1910. disp. Norske. 

 
He was a Norwegian resistance member during the Second World War. He joined Norwegian 
Independent Company 1 on 27 March 1942 where he later became an ensign. Aubert was born on 
3 August 1910 in Slemdal, Oslo. His older brother, Kristian Aubert (1909-1942), was also an active 
resistance member during the war but was captured by Gestapo and died of torture in 1942. 
Aubert was the first German prisoner tortured to death at Grini. Under the cruel torture, he 
revealed nothing and he thus saved the lives of many he had worked with. Aubert soon became 
one of the key members of the sabotage group Oslogjengen, which was under the command of 
Gunnar Sønsteby. Due to his leadership skills, he was often chosen to perform the most demanding 
missions carried out by the group. In early May 1945, Aubert among other members of 
Oslogjengen secured the archives in the Department of Justice, which revealed the actions the 
Nazis in Norway during the war. When the Norwegian Royal Family returned to Norway after the 
war, Aubert served as a bodyguard. He received the War Cross with sword, St. Olav's Medal with 
Oak Branch and the H.M. King's recollection Medal with bar 1940-1945. After the war, Aubert lived 
a restless and tense life. He died in Oslo in 1959 at the age of 49 and is buried at the Vestre 
gravlund cemetery. 
From his SOE file, reference HS 9/61/2: 
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This file contains a 9-page report on Operation Carhampton dated 24 February 1943 from Andreas 
Aubert to Lt-Col Wilson. This report mentions inter alios Van der Hagen150 and Fenrik Martinsen151. 
He ends his report with a note: “A separate report giving an account of the journey into Sweden is 
in preparation.” 
444. Sir George BINNEY. Signed 1 December 1941. British Legation Stockholm. 

033 
DOB 23.9.1900. Attaché. Britt. 
He also signed this book on 30 September 1941, 14 December 1941 and 18 April 1942. 

                                                 
150 Tor Hugo van der Hagen signed this book on 20 October 1942 (using his alias Peder Mjåland) and 20 
September 1943 (using his alias Torleiv Alf Tønnesen) 
151 Fritiof Hjalmar Martinsen signed this book on 23 March 1942 
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445. Squadron Leader Oswald James Milman BARRON DFC*. Signed 4 December 1941. 
Ex 220 Squadron – 36 OUT Canada. 

033 
DFC Bar Citation: “Since July, 1941, this officer has participated in several determined attacks on 
enemy shipping. He has also attacked 2 oil factories on the Norwegian coast; direct hits were 
obtained on the factory buildings in each instance. On another occasion, Squadron Leader Barron 
carried out a sortie against an enemy aerodrome in Denmark. Although his aircraft was severely 
damaged by fire from the ground defences, he released heavy bombs on an aircraft dispersal area. 
In October, 1941, Squadron Leader Barron participated in a very successful exploit against shipping 
at Aalesund. Skilfully manoeuvring his aircraft, he reconnoitred the position and then attacked the 
largest ship which subsequently sank. He then flew over the harbour and enabled his gunners to 
machine gun anti-aircraft positions, 2 of which were silenced. This officer has displayed great 
leadership and his determination in the face of the enemy is most praiseworthy.” Barron is listed on 
the Runnymede Memorial. 
446. Geoffrey BARKER. Signed 5 December 1941. Royal P[?] G[?]. 

033 
He gave his address as: 

 
Royal ? Gardens. This could be Royal Scots Grenadiers or Royal Scots Greys or Royal Scots Guards. 
447. Alexander (“Sandy”) MCKIBBIN OBE Signed 6 December 1941. Ex Stockholm. 

033 
DOB 19.1.1891. Attaché. Britt. 
He was born in Moscow. His OBE was announced in the LG, 1 January 1946. In the late 1940s, SIS 
established a special centre in Chelsea, London, to train agents to be sent to the Baltic States. The 
operation was codenamed "Jungle" and led by Henry Carr (who signed this book on 5 April 1942), 
director of the Northern European Department of MI6, Baltic section head Alexander McKibbin. 
According to http://latvianhistory.wordpress.com/tag/lithuania/: 
The British involvement in the Baltic resistance movement started with Alexander “Sandy” 
McKibbin, born in per-revolutionary Russia and the timber merchant in pre-war Estonia and also a 
SIS spy. During the war he worked in SIS station at Stockholm. His main job was to spy on Nazis in 
the Baltic States that had occupied them in 1941 and were fighting a losing defensive battle 
against the advancing Soviet forces. The Lithuanian underground fighters who were hoping to 
restore the national independence contacted McKibbin in Sweden. Soviets were equal enemies to 

http://latvianhistory.wordpress.com/tag/lithuania/
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Lithuanians, Latvians and Estonians just as the Nazis. The Soviet Union had first occupied the Baltic 
States at 1940, then Germany in 1941 and again Soviets in 1944 entered the Baltic States. Patriots 
and nationalists had no other choice to fight a three-way war. 
From Tina Tamman’s The Last Ambassador: August Torma, Soldier, Diplomat, Spy, Editions Rodopi 
BV, 2011: 
“Estonian ambassador August Torma had a protracted and unconventional relationship with the 
British Foreign Office. Appointed to the Court of St James's in 1934, Torma lost his government in 
1940 when the Soviet Union overran his country, but continued to live at the legation in London 
and visit the Foreign Office. Gradually, however, his diplomatic standing was eroded because of 
Soviet demands. For Torma there was the very real fear that Britain might recognise the Soviet 
occupation of his homeland and he continued to reiterate his faith in international law in the hope 
that Estonia's stolen independence would be restored one day. He died in 1971, twenty years 
before the country regained its lost freedom. This book is a biography of Torma who had a 
remarkable life: he assisted in the creation of the Estonian state in 1918-20, worked for it during the 
inter-war period and struggled to keep its cause alive during and after the Second World War; it is 
also a study of the awkward relationship between the ambassador and the Foreign Office that 
lasted for more than three decades.” 
McKibbin is mentioned in detail on pp. 174-6: 

 
448. Helmi MCKIBBIN. Signed 6 December 1941. Ex Stockholm. 

034 
DOB 7.10.1896. fru. Britt. 
Alexander McKibbin’s wife. 
She is mentioned in Leima Passiin Ja Suomeen? Matkustaminen Baltiasta Suomeen 1919–1940, 
Joensuun yliopisto 2008: 
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449. Captain Frank Michael WALTON RN. Signed 8 December 1941. RN Air Station Crail. 

034 
According to The Navy List for December 1941, the Captain of HMS Jackdaw (AKA RNAS Crail) was 
Frank Michael Walton: 

 
From http://uboat.net/allies/commanders/2576.html: 
Ranks 
23 Mar 1918   Mid 
15 May 1919   A/S Lt 
15 Jan 1920   S Lt 
15 Dec 1921   Lt 
15 Dec 1929   Lt Cdr 
31 Dec 1934   Cdr 
31 Dec 1941   Capt 
8 Jan 1951  Retired 
Ship   Rank Type  From  To 
HMS Dainty (H 53) Cdr Destroyer 10 Feb 1938 6 Feb 1940 
HMS Striker (D 12) Capt Escort Carrier 1 Nov 1942 6 Feb 1944 
Crail is acknowledged to be the best-preserved abandoned airfield in Scotland, with unique 
designs of hangar, a military hospital, and a whole range of WW2-era buildings, including the 

http://uboat.net/allies/commanders/2576.html
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stunning Torpedo Trainer. The airfield was built on the very easternmost point of Fife, Fife Ness, 
and sits exposed to the North Sea on three sides. Construction began in March 1918, when John 
Laing & Son were appointed as contractor. William Sirey was made site agent, and tradesmen were 
offered a then very substantial £5 10s for a 60-hour week: the long hours and unprecedented pay 
hint at how desperately needed the airfield was. Laings set down runways, complete with lighting, a 
small control tower, a network of taxiways, and several massive “Bellman” hangars with large span, 
steel lattice girder roof trusses. The real challenge for Laings was logistics: over one thousand men 
and one hundred horses were employed on the project, and they battled against the constant 
storms which blow in from the North Sea. However, the combination of high pay, and an 
exemption from conscription kept the workers’ morale high, so that the project was completed on 
time (August 1918) and on budget (£250,000). The Air Ministry rewarded Laings with further 
contracts for airfields at Cramlington and Hylton, both in the north-east of England. Crail 
aerodrome became No.27 Training Depot Station, forming around a range of fighter-
reconnaissance aircraft like the Avro 504; shortly after that came air and ground crew belonging to 
the US Army Air Force’s 120 Aero Squadron. After all that effort, Crail was mothballed shortly after 
the Armistice, and closed in 1919 – then it was completely demolished! The airfield lay dormant for 
twenty years until it was requisitioned in 1938 and work began rebuilding it as a Royal Naval Air 
Station in September 1939. Crail was one of four airfields built for the RN in the early war period 
(the others were Condor at Arbroath, plus Yeovilton and St.Merryn) all of which have four relatively 
narrow tarmac-surfaced runways – the longest is 06/24, at almost 1100 metres, then 02/20, plus 
12/30 and 16/34, both of which have their thresholds just yards from the sea shore. In fact, the 
deck markings and giant number on runway 12, coupled with sea spray at low altitude, must have 
done a good job in simulating a deck landing at sea. The base became HMS Jackdaw, and its main 
role was Torpedo Bomber training: 785 Squadron formed here in November 1940, using its 
Swordfish and Albacore aircraft to drop practice torpedoes in the Firth of Forth. Very quickly 
afterwards, 786 Squadron was formed, using the same type of aircraft for torpedo training; both 
units later progressed onto the Barracuda and the Avenger. After that, Crail hosted a vast number 
of different Squadrons, including an FRU (Fleet Requirements Unit); and a Carrier Trials Unit which 
moved here from HMS Condor in Arbroath (Condor is still used by Royal Marines, and in fact it has 
a giant “ski jump” which was used for Harrier take-off practice in the 1980’s). Crail’s other deployed 
Squadrons included 711, 747, 770, 778, 780, 817, 820, 823, 832 … it was one of the Navy’s busiest 
airfields throughout the War. 
See the next entry for E O F Price who also signed this book on 8 December 1941. 
450. Captain, later Commodore Second Class Edward Owen Figuls PRICE OBE RN & RAF 
(20070). Signed 8 December 1941. RN Air Station Crail. 

034 
See entry for Frank Michael Walton who also signed this book on 8 December 1941. According to 
his file, reference ADM 196/148/656, at TNA, he was born on 2 April 1902. He married Anita Kerr 
(born on 12 Sep 1901 in New York) on 15 June 1927. Flight, 10 February 1927 announced “The 
following appointments have been made by the Admiralty: E. O. F. Price to Eagle for full flying 
duties in 441 Flight 11.1.27.” From Flight 9 March 1939: 
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Lt. Cdr. E. O. F. Price, officer commanding No. 811 (T. S. R.) Squadron, which is now functioning as a 
training unit. Lt. Cdr. Price is seen "studying form" from "The King's Hut." 
“Capt. M. L. Clarke received us in his cabin and we were later introduced to Wing Cdr. Jack Noakes, 
Lt. Cdr. E. O. F. Price (O.C., No. 811 T.S.R. Squadron, which operates as a training unit), and others 
whose job is to keep Courageous slipping through the water and the Swordfish flying from her 
deck. ‘Eight eleven’ was functioning early next morning and we soon left the wardroom for the 
windswept flying deck, a great expanse of steel flanked by safety palisades. Bracing ourselves 
against a 30-knot wind we attained the superstructure on the starboard side. Here are installed the 
Captain, officer of the watch, navigator, signals officer. Wing Cdr. Noakes and Lt. Cdr. Price. With Lt. 

Cdr. Price we shared "The King's Hut," a pleasant little wooden structure 
round the rear of the funnel. This was built originally for the use of His 
Majesty King George V, and now serves as a very useful vantage point 
from which the CO. may survey the landings and take-offs of his trainees. 
Incidentally, it is considered a heinous offence to refer to these as pupils; 
a number of the pilots practising landings on the day in question had 
nearly 600 hours in their log books. But no matter how masterly his 
handling of a Blenheim or a Hurricane a pilot still requires the guidance of 
Lt. Cdr. Price and his flight commanders in learning the technique of deck 
landing, for it is quite a specialised business though not so difficult as it 

looks. While we were watching the trainees making their circuits Lt. Cdr. Price outlined for us the 
training programme. The whole of the flying personnel of his squadron is based at Donibristle, only 
the training staff (squadron commander, two flight commanders and the adjutant), a small batch of 
pilots together with four Fairey Swordfish torpedo-spotter-reconnaissance biplanes and two De 
Havilland Gipsy Moths, being taken out in the Courageous on each trip. All the pilots, except the 
leading seamen, had turned over from the R.A.F. and had already taken the T.S.R. course at 
Gosport. With 811 Squadron they were being given not only deck landing training but a short 
syllabus dealing with the work of a first-line T.S.R. squadron, including the tactics of the torpedo 
attack, reconnaissance exercises against a destroyer from Rosyth, and bombing of the-high-level 
and diving varieties.” 
The Navy List for February 1939 lists him as a Squadron Leader in the RAF as at 1 July 1936. The LG, 
28 May 1946 announced the award of the Legion of Merit, Degree of Officer for distinguished 
service when HMS Victorious was attached to the United States Pacific Fleet from April 1943 to 
August 1943. According the LG, 9 November 1954, he retired on 28 September 1954. 
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451. Knut Graah BOLANDER. Signed 9 December 1941. Ministry of Information, London. 

034 
DOB 13.10.1897. f.dr. svensk. 
From http://archive.catholicherald.co.uk/article/6th-may-1938/2/-risk-of-bombing-is-a-lesser-evil-
times-and-telegr: 
Catholic Herald, 6 May 1938 
“RISK OF BOMBING IS A LESSER EVIL” 
Times and Telegraph on Situation in Red Spain 
Gloom over Barcelona, Weariness and Famine. Under this title The Times of April 29 published an 
article by K. G. Bolander in the course of which the author says: 
"Lack of food is the greatest cause of suffering. A great part of the population of Barcelona is 
starving . . . 
"The potato crop which is now ripening in Catalonia is not used to feed the hungry Catalans, but is 
sent to London and Paris where these primeurs fetch fat prices. The Republican Government need 
money desperately to pay for munitions from abroad and the people have to starve that the war 
may go on. 

http://archive.catholicherald.co.uk/article/6th-may-1938/2/-risk-of-bombing-is-a-lesser-evil-times-and-telegr
http://archive.catholicherald.co.uk/article/6th-may-1938/2/-risk-of-bombing-is-a-lesser-evil-times-and-telegr
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"By comparison the risk of bombardment is a much lesser evil . . . Although the damage done at 
some places by the very heavy bombs is terrific, it is an open question if the results of the bombing 
in Barcelona have nor been somewhat exaggerated abroad. 
"Considering the size of the city and of its population the number of houses hit and of people 
killed, even by the extremely intense bombing last month, is not very great . . . 
No Enthusiasm 
“The Catalans themselves show no enthusiasm for the war. They are numbed by the incessant 
propaganda and the recruiting campaign leaves them cold. They are suffering and hungry and long 
for peace, and although they do not know very much about the actual situation at the front they 
have not much hope left of victory. Gloom reigns in the otherwise gay and happy city of Barcelona . 
. ." 
Pillage 
In an interesting article on the Spanish refugees in France, by Noel Panter, which appeared in the 
Daily Telegraph of May 3, the writer reveals that the country people were forced to leave their 
houses by the Reds, on the approach of the Nationalists. “An old man, crippled with rheumatism!, 
who was carried for the last stage of the journey, thus voiced to me the complaint of many: We 
could quite well have stayed,' he said. The risks were slight, but the retreating militia insisted on our 
going. There is much pillaging. Our homes are destroyed. It is terrible, and seems senseless.' 
"Behind this enforced evacuation there is the fixed purpose of hampering the advancing 
Nationalists. But what, it may be asked, can the lowly homes of the poorest of the poor avail 
General Franco? 
"Then, too, there has been much wan ton looting. Many of the culprits are anarchists who exploit 
the civil war for their own ends, but show a disinclination to fight for either side." 
The writer concludes: "After the cessation of hostilities a new problem will present itself. It is that of 
the political refugees who in their thousands or tens of thousands will seek sanctuary on the French 
side of the Pyrenees. Their fate will constitute an international problem, but the first burden of 
responsibility will fall on France. It is a disturbing reflection that among these refugees will be some 
of the worst elements to be found in any country." 
From http://archive.spectator.co.uk/article/1st-march-1940/1/swedens-choice: 
The Spectator, 1 March 1940 
Sweden’s Choice 
The choice the Swedish Government has taken regarding Finland has been no easy one. There is no 
question about Sweden's sympathy for the Finns, or her understanding of the fact that if Finland 
falls she is likely to be the next victim of aggression. She had to choose between going at once to 
the help of Finland, engaging the Russians on Finnish soil, and remaining neutral and helping her 
with volunteers, munitions and other supplies, with the advantage of open traffic-routes across her 
territory and the Gulf of Bothnia. Dr. K. G. Bolander points out in a letter to The Times that at the 
outbreak of war Sweden was not prepared with adequate armaments, and that she is only now 
strenuously rearming. As long as she is neutral, and her neutrality is respected by Germany, she is 
able to convey munitions, oil and volunteers across the Gulf of Bothnia to Finland—help essential 
to the Finns which could easily be cut off if Germany chose to intervene. These are considera- tions 
which had to be weighed in the interests not only of Sweden but even of Finland, who conceivably 
might have as much to gain from a neutral as from'a belligerent Sweden —though that view is not 
held by the Finns themselves. The fear that Germany would attack Sweden if she were at war with 
Russia should, of course, be modified by the consideration that in such a case the Allies would 
unhesitat- ingly go to her support. If Germany could spare forces for use in Scandinavia, so could 

http://archive.spectator.co.uk/article/1st-march-1940/1/swedens-choice
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the Allies. But these are matters which Sweden must judge for herself, and the foreign critic ought 
to recognise that there are real argu- ments against-as well as for her active intervention. 
From http://www.hungarianhistory.com/lib/montgo/montgo13.htm: 
On October 11, 1943, the London Times reported that a Swedish journalist, K. G. Bolander, after a 
visit to Hungary, had written in the Svenska Dagbladet: The greatest surprise was to see how 
widespread and marked anti- German feeling was and how openly expressed. The Hungarians are 
well aware that they are in the wrong box, but also know that attempts to get disentangled from 
Germany may lead to German countermeasures resulting in complete annihilation, and the 
possibility of the Germans letting loose neighboring peoples on Hungary. The Slav menace in the 
case of a German breakdown is considered even greater, and the Hungarians' only hope seems to 
be a miraculous intervention by the Allies. 
From http://runeberg.org/pk/1936/0087.html: 

 
From http://archive.spectator.co.uk/article/23rd-february-1962/15/sirmay-i-express-my-surpriseto-
put-it-mildly-that-: 
The Spectator, 23 February 1962 
SIR,—May I express my surprise—to put it mildly —that you have allowed an article like 'Goodbye 
to Summer' to be published in a paper of the repute and standard enjoyed by the Spectator? This 
article is an insidious mixture of some facts and a great number of mistakes and outright lies, and 
has obviously been written in a spirit of hatred and rancour. The ultimate in calumny is, of course, 
the preposterous statement that Sweden would grant the Soviet Union transit rights to attack 
NATO bases in Norway--I would call that pure libel, and you, sir, should know that it is absolutely 
inconceivable and untrue. In case you published this article in order to create sensation and thus 
get publicity for the Spectator, I wish to inform you that I do not intend to help you by sending a 
report, however unfavourable, to Svenska Dagbladet in Stockholm. 

K. G. BOLANDER Svenska Dagbladet, Printing House Square, EC4 

http://www.hungarianhistory.com/lib/montgo/montgo13.htm
http://runeberg.org/pk/1936/0087.html
http://archive.spectator.co.uk/article/23rd-february-1962/15/sirmay-i-express-my-surpriseto-put-it-mildly-that-
http://archive.spectator.co.uk/article/23rd-february-1962/15/sirmay-i-express-my-surpriseto-put-it-mildly-that-
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452. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Leonard Arthur LITTLER (43989). Signed 12 
December 1941. RAF Dyce. 

034 
He also signed this book on 20 February 1942. 
The LG 9 December 1941 confirmed his appointment as Flying Officer on 16 June 1941. The LG 22 
April 1947 announced his retirement with the rank of Squadron Leader on 1 December 1945. 
453. Sir George BINNEY. Signed 14 December 1941. British Legation Stockholm. 

034 
He also signed this book on 30 September 1941, 1 December 1941 and 18 April 1942. 
454. Vice-Admiral Jan Willem TERMIJTELEN (1893 – 1977). Signed 16 December 
1941.Rear Admiral, Royal Netherlands Navy. 

034 
Vice-Admiral Termijtelen was an officer well-liked and respected by his fellow officers. He joined 
the navy in 1910, and graduated a year before the start of World War I. During this conflict, he was 
involved in clearing Holland's coast of mines. In November 1918, he was seriously injured in an 
accident on board the auxiliary minelayer Hellevoetsluis. Termijtelen recovered, and joined the 
submarine service, eventually commanding the submarines K-I and K-IV. During his career, he was 
typically given many positions which involved discretion, such as his appointments as aide-de-
camp of Prince Hendrik, and later Queen Wilhelmina. Between 1936 and 1938, Termijtelen was 
Vice-Admiral Furstner's deputy chief of staff in Holland, and it is no surprise that when Furstner had 
to rebuild his staff in Britain after Holland's defeat in May 1940, he requested his trusted aid. There, 
Termijtelen most certainly was the right man in the right place, since he was (much more than 
Furstner) a people person. Termijtelen remained chief of staff, this time under Admiral Helfrich, 
until 1947. During the two post-war years, he was faced with the enormous task of rebuilding the 
Royal Netherlands Navy to its former strength. 
455. Vice-Admiral Alfred de BOOY OBE (1901 – 1990). Signed 16 December 1941. Dutch 
Naval Liaison Officer, Admiralty. 

034 
Alfred de Booy was the first naval attaché in London since Captain K.F. Sluys had been withdrawn in 
1922. As such, he was invaluable by maintaining close contact with the British Admiralty during the 
mobilization period (September, 1939 - May, 1940), when for example, a very unneutral 
arrangement was made with regard to a direct line of communication between the Dutch naval 
staff and the British Admiralty. A relatively large contingent of ships and personnel managed to 
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escape to Britain in May 1940, where they continued the fight against the Germans. In the absence 
of Admiral Furstner during the first few days after May 10, 1940, De Booy acted as "deputy 
Commander in Chief" and as such, made numerous arrangements with the Admiralty, which 
eventually led to a fruitful alliance between the Netherlands and British Royal Navy. Later, when a 
more permanent command structure had been organized, De Booy and Furstner manage to 
remove most of the distrust of the Royal Navy. There were numerous (mostly untrue) stories of 
betrayal and so-called "5th column activities" during the German invasion. From that point 
onwards, the Royal Netherlands Navy became a valued ally against the Germans. De Booy's 
untiring efforts were recognized later in the war, when he was given command of the frigate Johan 
Maurits van Nassau, later combined with the command over the 37th Escort Group, even though 
De Booy hadn't been to sea in years. After the war, De Booy would eventually reach the highest 
post achievable: Commander-in-Chief of Dutch naval forces (Bevelhebber der Zeestrijdkrachten, or 
BdZ).  
456. Inger-Margareth HAGTVEDT. Signed 30 December 1941. Norwegian Legation, 
London. 

034 
DOB 26.6.1920. kontorist. Norsk. 
These are the names shown in the Bromma departure list for 30 December 1941: 

 
No trace found. 
457. Frantz Theodor Waldemar Stoud PLATOU (1892 – 1969). Signed 30 December 1941. 
Norwegian Legation, London. 

034 
DOB 4.9.1892. dir. Norsk. 
Norwegian family of German origin, named after the city of Alten-Plathow in Altmark, 
Brandenburg. Oldest known ancestor is boatswain and monthly writing in Copenhagen Rasmus 
Cornel Ice Brower (died later than 1690). The family came to Norway with his grandson sons 
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professor Ludvig Stoud Platou (1778-1833) and Otto Michael Platou (1783-1830), pastor of Biri, 
from which stem several branches of the family. LS Platou was the father of Carl Nicolai Stoud 
Platou (1809-1888), Mayor of Kristiansand, later in Bergen, and the staple of Chief Justice Frederick 
Christian Stoud Platou (1811-1891). The former was grandfather of the County Governor of Oslo 
and Akershus Carl Nicolai Stoud Platou (1885-1956). Chief Justice FCS Platou father was professor 
of lawyer Oscar Ludvig Stoud Platou (1845-1929). Pastor ABOUT Platou was the father of General 
Manager in Hamar Christian Frederik Stoud Platou (1824-1883), who in turn was the father of 
treasurer in Christiania Otto Michael Stoud Platou (1852-1903), merchant and banker in Hamar 
Gabriel Andreas Stoud Platou (1858-1911), Director General of NSB Christian Emil Stoud Platou 
(1861-1923), Superintendent Ole Sem Platou (1864-1929) and brewery Waldemar Stoud Platou 
(1868-1930). OMS Platou father of parliament Karen Platou (1879-1950). GAS Platou shipbroker 
father of Ragnar Stoud Platou (1897-1979) and architect Fridtjof Stoud Platou (1903-1980). WS 
Platou father of brewery president Theodor Frantz Waldemar Stoud Platou (1892-1969). Ole S. 
Platou was the grandfather of the politician Lars Tokstad Sem Platou (1920-2003). Mentioned in 
Inside SOE, p. 509, which says he was involved in Milorg. 
458. Gunnar Andreas STAMPE. Signed 30 December 1941. Norwegian Legation, London. 

034 
DOB 21.12.1912. jur. kand (lawyer). Norsk. 
Died 24 October 1987. No further trace found apart from this mention in a document dated 8 April 
1942 in SOE file HS 9/864/6 for Baard KROGVIG: 

 
459. Kjell Ake Lennart ANDERSEN. Signed 30 December 1941. Swedish Legation, London. 

034 
DOB 8.7.1905. rederitj.man (shipping). Norsk. 
A “Kjell Andersen” is listed in Little Norway. No further trace found. 
460. Tore Carl Henrik HÖGSTEDT. Signed 30 December 1941. Swedish Legation, London. 

034 
DOB 11.3.1914. Attaché. Svensk. 
He was Swedish Consulate General. Died 11 October 1995. Buried in Forest Lawn Memorial Park 
(Hollywood Hills) Los Angeles. 
From Swedish Biographical Handbook, 1945 (left) and 1993 (right): 
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461. Harald BJØRNSTAD. Signed 30 December 1941. Norwegian. 

034 
DOB 19.6.1897. sekr. Norsk. 
He was a First Engineer on board D/S Norse King. On 24 December 1941, Norse King left Hull and 
arrived in Methil, Fife (which is 18 miles from RAF Leuchars) on 27 December 1941. Norse King left 
Methil on 30 December 1941 and arrived in Locj Ewe on 2 January 1942. At the beginning of 1942 
she joined the westbound North Atlantic Convoy ON 53, which originated in Liverpool on Jan. 2 
and dispersed on the 19th, Norse King arriving Halifax on Jan. 25 (she had joined from Loch Ewe). 
Carrier (returned), Hallfried and Torvanger are also listed. Norse King's destination was initially New 
York, but she instead headed to Baltimore, with arrival Jan. 30. The following month she's listed 
among the ships in Convoy SC 71 from Halifax, bound for Leith and Hull with a general cargo, 
arriving Leith (via Loch Ewe) on March 13. She subsequently spent a lot of time in Middlesbrough. 
She had arrived there on March 19 and departure is given as June 3 - the reason for this long stay 
is not known. Together with Ada, Bernhard, Boreas, Grey County, Inger Elisabeth, Ingerfire, Para, 
Rena, Rio Branco, Solitaire, Trolla and Vest, she's now included in the westbound Convoy ON 102, 
originating in Liverpool June 9, arriving Halifax on the 25th. Norse King, however, was bound for 
Hampton Roads, where she arrived (via New York) on July 2, having again joined from Loch Ewe. 
On July 29-1942, while in Convoy HS 35 from Halifax to Sydney, C.B., Norse King collided with the 
Dutch freighter Ferdinand Bol (both ships were scheduled to join Convoy SC 94 from Sydney, C.B. 
to the U.K., which lost several ships). The Dutch ship sank, while Norse King reached Sydney, C.B. on 
July 30. She did not leave again until Aug. 23, so may have needed repairs. She was scheduled for 
the Sydney portion of Convoy SC 97 that day (Bronxville was sunk), but instead proceeded to 
Halifax, where she joined Convoy SC 99 on Sept. 5, arriving Belfast Lough on Sept. 20. Having made 
some voyages around the U.K., Norse King left Belfast Lough in Convoy ON 154 on Dec. 19-1942 
with a cargo of 5400 tons coal for Boston. The convoy consisted of 45 (49?) ships escorted by a 
Canadian destroyer and 5 corvettes. More than 20 U-boats assembled for attack. Between Dec. 
27th and Dec. 29 a great number of ships went down and 1 U-boat (U-356) was sunk. According to 
the book Ravnefjell, written by the mate/radio operator on that ship, Peder Kr. Nilsen, Norse King 
had been ordered to take on the role of rescue ship, after the designated rescue vessel Toward had 
taken on board as many as 164 survivors from the various torpedoed ships, and for safety reasons 
was ordered by the Commodore to refrain from further rescue work (probably on Dec. 27). Norse 

http://www.warsailors.com/convoys/sc71.html
http://www.warsailors.com/convoys/hs35.html
http://www.warsailors.com/convoys/sc94.html
http://www.warsailors.com/convoys/sc97.html
http://www.warsailors.com/singleships/bronxville.html
http://www.warsailors.com/convoys/sc99.html
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King, in station 112 of the convoy, was hit in the evening of the 28th by a torpedo from U-591 
(Zetzsche), and damaged in position 43 27N 27 15W. The crew was picked up by the escort, which 
stayed close to the ship, and when it appeared to be repairable the crew rowed on board again, 
started the engine and headed for the Azores. D/S Veni indicated the next morning that she had 
seen Norse King in position 43 35 (25?)N 27 18W with a speed of 6 knots and her boats swung out. 
That was the last seen of her and her crew (some sources say 38 were on board, others 35). 
According to German reports Norse King was torpedoed again that same day (Dec. 29) by U-435 
(Strelow), and then shelled. These reports say nothing about the Norwegian crew (the U-boat also 
went down half a year later; U-591 was also sunk that summer). With regard to the final sinking of 
Norse King, Uboat.net says: "At 15.07 hours on 29 December, U-435 hit the Norse King with one 
torpedo and began shelling the vessel after 15.43 hours with over 100 rounds, but the ship 
remained afloat and had to be sunk by a coup de grâce at 16.24 hours". Arnold Hague's The Allied 
Convoy System claims that Norse King was torpedoed and sunk by U-225 and U-435 on Dec. 29, 
while J. Rohwer agrees with the U-boats and dates in the text above. All the crew of Norse King 
were lost. See the entry for Rolf Haga who signed this book on 23 August 1941. 
462. Stephen D Stoud PLATOU. Signed 30 December 1941. Norwegian. 

034 
DOB 13.7.1920. lantbrukselev (farmer). Norske. 
Norwegian family of German origin, named after the city of Alten-Plathow in Altmark, 
Brandenburg. Oldest known ancestor is boatswain and monthly writing in Copenhagen Rasmus 
Cornel Ice Brower (died later than 1690). The family came to Norway with his grandson sons 
professor Ludvig Stoud Platou (1778-1833) and Otto Michael Platou (1783-1830), pastor of Biri, 
from which stem several branches of the family. LS Platou was the father of Carl Nicolai Stoud 
Platou (1809-1888), Mayor of Kristiansand, later in Bergen, and the staple of Chief Justice Frederick 
Christian Stoud Platou (1811-1891). The former was grandfather of the County Governor of Oslo 
and Akershus Carl Nicolai Stoud Platou (1885-1956). Chief Justice FCS Platou father was professor 
of lawyer Oscar Ludvig Stoud Platou (1845-1929). Pastor ABOUT Platou was the father of General 
Manager in Hamar Christian Frederik Stoud Platou (1824-1883), who in turn was the father of 
treasurer in Christiania Otto Michael Stoud Platou (1852-1903), merchant and banker in Hamar 
Gabriel Andreas Stoud Platou (1858-1911), Director General of NSB Christian Emil Stoud Platou 
(1861-1923), Superintendent Ole Sem Platou (1864-1929) and brewery Waldemar Stoud Platou 
(1868-1930). OMS Platou father of parliament Karen Platou (1879-1950). GAS Platou shipbroker 
father of Ragnar Stoud Platou (1897-1979) and architect Fridtjof Stoud Platou (1903-1980). WS 
Platou father of brewery president Theodor Frantz Waldemar Stoud Platou (1892-1969). Ole S. 
Platou was the grandfather of the politician Lars Tokstad Sem Platou (2 July 1920 – 30 May 2003), 
who was born in Stavanger, the son of Fridthjof Fredrik Sem Platou (1894–1965) and Johanne 
Marie Tokstad (1898–1980). He was a grandnephew of Gabriel Andreas Stoud Platou, Waldemar 
Stoud Platou and Christian Emil Stoud Platou, and a first cousin once removed of Karen, Ragnar 
and Frithjof Stoud Platou. He enrolled as a student at the Norwegian Institute of Technology in 
1939, and graduated as civil engineer in electronics in 1946. From 1945 to 1946 he worked as an 
assistant in mathematics at the Institute of Technology. He was employed as an electrical engineer 
in the Hamar-based company Elektrobygg from 1948 to 1975, also maintained a farm in Veldre 
from 1941 to 1982. As a farmer, he was the regional leader of the Norwegian Agrarian Association 
from 1956 to 1958. He was also involved in local politics in Ringsaker municipality as a municipal 

http://www.warsailors.com/singleships/veni.html
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council member from 1951 to 1967; during the last two terms he was a member of the executive 
committee. From 1963 to 1967 he was a member of Hedmark county council. He chaired the 
Conservative Party chapter in Hedmark County from 1950 to 1960, and was also a member of its 
national board from 1950 to 1965. In 1965 he became a member of its central committee. He 
served as second deputy leader of the party from 1970 to 1972, and deputy leader from 1972 to 
1978. He was elected to the Norwegian Parliament from Hedmark in 1965, and was re-elected on 
two occasions. He had previously served in the position of deputy representative during the terms 
1954–1957 and 1958–1961. During his first parliamentary term, he was a member of the Standing 
Committee on Local Government. In his next two terms, he was a member of the Standing 
Committee on Finance (chairing it from 1969 to 1973) and a deputy member of the Enlarged 
Committee on Foreign Affairs. Outside of representative government, Platou was involved in the 
administration of Vinmonopolet from 1950, finally serving as chair from 1981 to 1987. He was also 
board chairman of the newspaper Hamar Stiftstidende 1952 to 1968, Kreditkassen from 1978 to 
1990, Skibladner from 1974 to 1982 and Raufoss Ammunisjonsfabrikker from 1985 to 1988. He was 
a deputy board member of the Norwegian State Housing Bank from 1966 to 1970. Platou was 
decorated with the Defence Medal 1940–1945 and the HM The King's Medal of Merit. 
463. Trygve Dreger BREIMO. Signed 30 December 1941. Norwegian. 

035 
DOB 27.5.1911. tullupps.man (customs officer). Norske. 
http://www.tysklandsbrigaden.no/publikasjonar/FraOkkupasjonTilSamarbeid/MinTjeneste.html 
mentions Major Trygve Breimo: 
“Oppdraget til Holtermann var klart nok det. Men i hans (TKs) stabsorganisasjon fantes kun 
adminstrativt personell samt leger, sykepleiere og velferdspersonell spredt ut til brigadens 
forskjellige avdelinger. Intet kommando- eller ledelsesapparat fantes. Med de oppgaver som lå 
foran ham var det ikke så rart at det første han ønsket seg var en ingeniøroffiser. 
Ingeniørinspektøren hjemme, uten å vite hva oppdraget gikk ut på, mente at NK ved Ingkp/Brig 
502 kunne ta den jobben ved TK samtidig med tjenesten ved avdelingen. Tilfeldigvis var dette meg. 
Husk også den store mangel på befal. Fordi de færreste visste om ADS, ble det en evig kamp for 
Holtermann i hans tid som ADS-sjef å få beholde meg og sitt øvrige nøkkelpersonell. Den neste 
som ble knyttet til ADS-staben var den britiske oberstløytnant Robert Thomson. Han tok seg av 
den operative planlegging og koordinering. Det var han jeg samarbeidet nærmest med i de 
måneder som fulgte. En meget dyktig og samarbeidsvillig offiser. Så i mars 1950 kom den norske 
kaptein Eystein Fjærli som fikk ansvaret for sikkerhet og etterretning. Først i oktober samme år fikk 
vi den norske major Trygve Breimo som dekket forsyningssiden.” 
Google translation from German text: 
“The order of Holtermann was clear. But in his (TKs) staff organization, there was only 
administrative staff, to doctors, nurses and care staff, distributed to the different units of the 
brigade. Use the tasks that lay ahead of him, it was not surprising that the first thing he wanted, 
was a pioneer officer. The inspector of the pioneers at home - without knowing to which job it was 
- thought that NK 502 could take the lead in pioneering company of the brigade contract with TK 
and at the same time to perform the service in the unit. Coincidentally, this concerned me. 
Remember. Well to the great shortage of leaders and sub-leaders please. Because most of ADS had 
an idea, it remained for Holter man in his time as chief ADS an eternal struggle to be able to keep 
me and the rest of his key personnel. The first of the British Lieutenant Colonel Robert Thomson 

http://www.tysklandsbrigaden.no/publikasjonar/FraOkkupasjonTilSamarbeid/MinTjeneste.html
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were allocated to the ADS staff. Operational planning and Koordierung were his responsibility. With 
him I also worked most closely during the following months, he was a very able and willing to 
cooperate officer. Then came the Norwegian captain Fjærli Eystein, who took over the 
responsibility Sciherheit and intelligence service in March 1950. Only in October of the same year 
came the Norwegian Trygve Breimo Major, who took over the supply.” 
464. Nils Marius THOMAS (1889 – 1979). Signed 30 December 1941. Norwegian. 

035 
DOB 9.7.1889. skepper (skipper). Norske. He was a Norwegian sailor who competed in the 1920 
Summer Olympics. He was a crew member of the Norwegian boat Lyn, which won the silver medal 
in the 8 metre class (1919 rating). 
465. Nicolaas van den POL. Signed 30 December 1941. Netherlands. 

035 
DOB 9.5.1916. legat.bitr (legation ?). Holl. 
He is listed in several editions of Gids van het Departement van Buitenlandse Zaken en de 
Buitenlandse Dienst (Guide of the Department of Foreign Affairs and the Foreign Service Section). 
466. Bredo LIND (1905 – 1977). Signed 30 December 1941. Norwegian. 

035 
DOB 14.7.1905. fotogr (cinematographer). Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
He was a writer and cinematographer. He wrote about the voyages between Norway and the 
Shetlands and of his experiences in The MTB in the Archipelago, Johan Grundt Tanum Press, Oslo, 
1950. In 1947, he directed Five Years, As We Saw Them with Peter G. Jonson, a documentary film 
about Norway and Norwegians work outside Norway in 1940-1945. After an introduction by the 
Crown Prince Olav, the film begins with images from the German invasion of Norway, before it 
thoroughly presents how the effort to rid the country was driven into exile. The film has a 
chronological structure, where it follows the war's events reasonably slavishly. It begins with 
pictures from Scotland, where the Norwegian brigade were set up. It shows the early Norwegian 
presence in Iceland and meteorologists and soldiers positioned at Jan Mayen; then the Air Force in 
Little Norway in the U.S. The last part of the film shows training in Scotland and actual operations. It 
ends with the liberation and homecoming of the King. In the film, King Haakon VII and King Olav V 
played themselves. Ola Isene, Hartvig Kiran, Reidar Lunde, Hans Jacob Nilsen and Lars Nordrum 
provided the voices. 
467. Odd Grønfur OLSEN (1916 – 1988). Norwegian. Signed 30 December 1941. 
Norwegian. 

035 
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DOB 8.6.1916. snick (carpenter?). norsk. 

 
M/B Lyrnes (B 78 B) left Bergen on 26 August 1941 with 6 people (Skipper and owner Bjarne Storås, 
Per Blytt, Johan Breien, Kristian Friis Låding, Odd Grønfur Olsen, Anker Øgård), arrived Lerwick on 
29 August. A person named Odd Grønfur Olsen is listed as radio officer in a Norwegian RAF 
squadron in Bomber Command. He is listed as POW after a Halifax V (ED244 MP-X) from 76 
Squadron, out of Home-on-Spalding, was shot down on 29 July 1943 near Oberndorf whilst on a 
bombing mission on Hamburg. 
468. Mr Henrik Waldemar REE. Signed 30 December 1941. Norwegian. 

035 
DOB 4.6.1912. ing. norske. 
DOB confirmed with http://gw2.geneanet.org which gives his DOD as 9 September 1966, aged 84 
From http://www.hedmarkslekt.no/Stangeboka/del7.htm: 
“Henrik Waldemar, f. 4/6 1912, fly-ingeniør D.N.L. 1947 g. m. Liv Clausen, datter av ing. Clausen og 
frue Bergliot, f. Hornemann, Stange.” He became vice-president of DHL in 1950 and was involved in 
Inter-European Airline Operators (ICAO). 
469. Doctor Per WEXELS (19 February 1915 – 30 December 1996). Signed 30 December 
1941. Norwegian. 

035 
DOB 19.2.1915. med.stud. norske. 
From SOE file reference HS 9/1449/1 Nils Uri: 

 
He has an SOE file in TNA with reference number HS 9/1579/1 which is closed until 1 January 2025. 
He was employed by the Norwegian meteorological on Jan Mayen station during the Second 
World War. The island was the only Norwegian one which was not occupied by the Germans. The 
volcanic crater Wexelskrateret on Jan Mayen, which is 710 m above sea level and about 1 km north 
of Pálffykrateret was named after doctor Per Wexels, who wintered on Jan Mayen during the war, 

http://gw2.geneanet.org/
http://www.hedmarkslekt.no/Stangeboka/del7.htm
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1943-44, and who ascended the top of Beerenberg no less than five times in April-May 1944. He 
wrote Med ski på Beerenberg, Turistforeningens Årbok 1947. 
He is listed in SOE file HS 8/979_980 as a member of Party 26X with the symbol X9: 

 
From the above list, the following have signed this book: 
Sverre GRANLUND on 18 April 1942 
John Ludvik KVARME on 3 March 1942 
Sören Christian SOMMERFELT on 15 April 1942 
Bjørn Stray TINGULSTAD on 8 November 1941 
From HS17 Scandinavian Index: 

 
470. Pilot Officer R HOOPER. Signed 30 December 1941. RAAF. Harrow, Victoria, 
Australia. 

035 
The only “R Hooper” found via a Google search is Ralph Hooper, but he was British: Wellington 
DV839 took off from RAF Market Harborough at 1845 hours on the night of 24 October 1943, 
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detailed to carry out a night cross-country training exercise. The aircraft came down through the 
cloud in order to establish their position. While doing so, the rate of descent was increased and 
though this was partially arrested, the Wellington hit the ground at about 2200 hours close to 
Wittering airfield. Three of the crew were killed in the crash and two were injured including RAFVR 
151897 Ralph Hooper (the bomb aimer) who subsequently died of his injuries on 25 October 1943. 
He is buried in Cambridge Cemetery along with Sgt Browne (the navigator) and Flt Sgt Newton (the 
air gunner). 
471. Lise RINGBERG (1914 – 2003). Signed 6 January 1942. Sweden. 

035 
DOB 15.4.1914. kont (secretary). Norske. 
Married to Jens Henrik Nordlie152, officer, Resistance and business executive. Parents: Colonel 
Oswald Fredrik Wilhelm Nordlie (1881-1954) and Anna Margrethe Holtermann Carlsen (1882-
1959). Married 1) 1938 with Grete Step Hanson (15.3.1914-19.2.2002), daughter of office manager 
Robert Step Hanson (1887-1968) and Mathilde Roed (born 1893), divorced 1946; 2) 29.04.1946 with 
Secretary Lise Ringberg ( 15.4.1914-6.3.2003), daughter of bank director Otto Johannes Fredrik 
Ove Ringberg (1884-1922) and Johanne Elisabeth Frigast (1884-1975). 
472. Sergeant Alfred TROUGHTON RAF. Signed 6 January 1942. Sweden. 

035 
DOB 11.9.1914. serg. Britt. 

                                                 
152 From http://archive.today/W5m76: Jens Henrik Nordlie were engaged in the military resistance in 
Norway and the United Kingdom during the Second World War, he was active in the secret preparedness 
for war. In civilian life he led development of the Narvesen kiosk company to a broad spectrum service 
company. After graduated from high school in 1928 went Nordlie the Military Academy and became an 
officer in 1932. A brief period in the 1930s he was a member of the NS. 1938 he completed his military 
education at the Military College. The same year he became an apprentice and Lieutenant General Staff 
mobilization department. During the campaign in Norway in 1940, he served as a captain in the Army 
High Command. 1941 he was employed as an office manager in Narvesen kiosk company. Nordlie soon 
became involved in the resistance against the German occupiers. As captain, he was affiliated with 
Central Management (SL) in Milorg through the so-called Military Committee. Here he worked with Rolf 
Eriksen Rynning Directive No. 1 for SL, which in hindsight is called "Milorgs bible". During an "inspection 
trip" to kiosks in Halden in early 1943 Nordlie traveled to Sweden. From there he moves to London, 
where he joined the Norwegian forces. Eventually he became major and chief of surgery office in Defence 
Command, IV. office. Here he worked on issues related to Milorg / Resistance, 1944 as Major. After the 
war he became military secretary to the civilian board of inquiry of 1945, he wrote the Commission 
voucher campaigns for 1940. Later he was also an employee of the book collection Norway 1940-45 war 
and Otto Ruge book war diary. World War II texts and images. In 1946 he completed Senior School 
Office in the UK, and from 1946 to 1947 he was head teacher at the military academy. 1949 Nordlie 
because of his work in FO IV during the war appointed by Defense Minister Jens Christian Hauge, head of 
the section of the Norwegian occupation preparedness (Stay behind) receiving the designation Roc (eg. 
Rocambole). Here he was particularly central in the early years. 

http://archive.today/W5m76
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He was interned after abandoning his Whitley Mk V - Serial # Z6938 near Marieberg, Sweden on 
7/8 September 1941. He was a gunner flying with 51 Squadron out of RAF Dishforth on a mission 
to Berlin. The crew were Sgt F.B.R. Wilson, Pilot; P/O B.D.K. Gibson, Co Pilot; Sgt P.E. Willson, 
Observer; Sgt D.R. Morgan, Wireless Operator; and Sgt A. Troughton, Gunner. 
From Making for Sweden Part 1: 

 
51 Squadron was briefed to attack Berlin in the late afternoon of 7th September 1941. The target 
was a marshalling yard and the surrounding area. In these early operations much was left to the 
observers (navigators) in the individual aircraft to pin-point the target in the adverse conditions 
normally encountered. Some fighter and anti-aircraft opposition were encountered on this raid, 
including dummy targets and fires as reported on the de-brief. At least one of the returning crews 
from 51 Squadron reported attacking a railway station (Schleistbeher) in Berlin. 
On this operation, two aircraft were lost from 51 Squadron: Z6938 and Z6744 (with Sergeant Wood 
and crew. The searchlights were active and Z6938 was hit by anti-aircraft fire so severely that only 
one wing and engine were unscathed. The target was found and the bomb-load was released, 
whereupon the decision was taken to head for Sweden. This resolution was probably influenced by 
the fact that Sergeant Willson had a reputation for being a very competent navigator. A roughly 
northerly course (three hundred and fifty degrees) was probably taken from the Berlin area, and 
altered when Mön (Denmark), a very good landmark, was sighted. The aircraft crossed the Swedish 
coast over Falsterbonäs on a north-easterly course (sixty degrees). 
The crew prepared to leave the aircraft after crossing the Swedish coast. Pilot Officer Gibson was 
first to bail out and landed in a field. He hid his parachute, helmet and flying-overalls under some 
beet-tops (the beet season being in full swing). He cautiously made his way over the fields, and 
eventually met a woman milking cows. Pilot Officer Gibson had learnt Norwegian when working for 
Reuters in Oslo before the war and so was able to tell the woman a false story of having fled from 
Denmark in a small boat. It must have been a thin story as he was far away from the coast and 
Öresund. 
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The day after the crash. Photo Nicklas Östergren 

 
Some of the crew outside S:t Petri Läroverk, from the left, Swedish army officer, Sgt Willson, P/O 
Basil Gibson and Sgt Morgan. Photo Nicklas Östergren 
The woman (Mrs Tonning) gave him something to eat and drink. After having had his 'breakfast' he 
asked if he could contact the British Consulate in Malmo. This was arranged and the British Consul 
asked Mrs Tonning if she could lend Pilot Officer Gibson some money and help him to catch the 
train to Malmö. It must be said at this stage that the British Consul did not act according to the 
instructions when asking Mrs Tonning to help Pilot Officer Gibson past the Swedish authorities. 
Gibson was lent a light coloured mac to cover his uniform and was accompanied by Mrs Tonning 
and her daughter to the little railway station at Skytts Vemmerlöv. His Norwegian enabled him to 
buy himself a railway ticket but the foreign accent was noted by the station master. As the train 
pulled away from the station the station master notified the staff in Malmö of the suspicious 
stranger. Upon stepping off the train Pilot Officer Gibson was apprehended by two plain clothes 
policemen and was taken to the Army Headquarters. 
Next men to leave the aircraft were Sergeants Troughton, Willson and Morgan in that order. The 
pilot, Sergeant Wilson, left immediately before the aircraft crashed (at 0354 hours LT). Sergeant 
Morgan landed close to the barracks of an Army camp. Sergeant Troughton broke his tibia on 
landing after his parachute descent. He was admitted into the hospital in Trelleborg. The crew were 
all captured soon afterwards by Swedish Army personnel. Second Lieutenant Thisell was their 'host' 
and was to escort them to the internment camp in Falun. 
After interrogation and inquiries into the exact circumstances of the crash, especially concerning 
the escapade of Pilot Officer Gibson, the crew (excluding Sergeant Troughton) was brought to 
Falun on the 12th, escorted by Second Lieutenant Thisell. They arrived by train at 1852 GMT+l in 
Falun and were taken to Främby, their internment camp. The crew spent only a short time in 
Främby as their repatriation came through in November. They left from Bromma airport in 
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Stockholm. Sergeant Troughton was transferred to the garrison hospital in Malmo and was later 
repatriated with Wing Commander Rudkowski153. 
During the crew's time in Främby, a request was sent by the Swedish Consul General in Oslo to the 
Swedish Foreign Office enquiring whether Basil Douglas Kay Gibson was interned in Sweden. The 
request was on behalf of the mother-in-law of Pilot Officer Gibson, who was the wife of a 
Norwegian Lieutenant-Colonel Sundby. Some Norwegian papers and Dagens Nyheter had 
published details of the forced landing on 9th September. On 30th September the Swedish Foreign 
Office was able to send details confirming Gibson's internment to the Consul General Claes 
Westring, in Oslo. He transmitted the news to Mrs Sundby. 
The remains of the Whitley were recovered and taken to the SAF Wing F10, which at this time was 
situated at Bulltofta. Some maps (both German and British made) a Royal Air Force Syko Card 
(Secret), Navigational Tables, WIT Operators Instructions, A.P. 982 etc were also recovered. A 
technical investigation of the remains of the aircraft was also carried out. The results were reported 
separately to the Kungliga Flygforvaltningen (KFF), which was the Swedish equivalent to the 
Ministry of Aircraft Production and was co-located with the Swedish Air Force Air Staff. The Whitley 
was later sold as scrap. 
473. Sergeant Rudolf MOL PAF. Signed 6 January 1942. Sweden. 

035 
DOB 16.10.1914. serg. Britt. 
See the next entry for Stanislaw Krol who also signed this book on 6 January 1942. 
474. Flying Officer Stanislaw KROL DFC. Signed 6 January 1942. Sweden. 

035 
DOB 6.8.1912. lötjn. Britt. 
The Bromma Archives record his name as Stanislaw Wajdowics. 
He was a Flight Commander with 301 Polish Bomber Squadron and was posted to 138 Special 
Duties Squadron (known as Polish C Squadron) at RAF Tempsford in the autumn of 1941 under the 
command of W/Cdr Rudkowski. He force-landed his Halifax on 1/2 November 1941 near 
Tormelilla, Sweden and was interned. He was flying an SOE mission (Operation Gimlet) with 138 
Squadron. He was repatriated via RAF Leuchars (with W/Cdr Roman Rudkowski and Sergeant Mol 
each of whom signed this book on 1 December 1941). 
Stanislaw Krol is mentioned twelve times in Jeffrey Bines’ PhD dissertation (University of Stirling) 
The Polish Country Section of the Special Operations Executive 1940 – 1946: A British Perspective. He 
was the Aircraft Commander of: 
Operation Ruction 1 / 2 November 1941) 
Operation Rheumatism (3 / 4 September 1941) 
Operation Gimlet (1 / 2 October 1942) 
Operation Wrench (29 /30 October 1942) 
Operation Brace (25 / 26 January 1943) 

                                                 
153 Signed this book on 1 December 1941 
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Operation Step (14 / 15 March 1943) 
Operation Neon 4 (9 / 10 September 1943) 
No operation name recorded (27 / 28 April 1944). 
 

 
138 Squadron, Summer 1942. Back row: P/O F. Pantowski (W.Op) (KIA); P/O R. Wilkin (pilot) (KIA); 
P/O K. Dobromirski (pilot) (KIA); P/O J. Pieniazek (pilot); P/O L. Anderle (pilot) (KIA); P/O F.E. Rymills 
(pilot); F/O K.J. Szrajer (pilot); unknown; unknown; F/O Fosket; 4 unknowns. Front row: F/O M. 
Wodzicki (nav.) (KIA); F/O R. Walzak (nav.); Flight Lieutenant S. Krol (nav.); F/O V. Krcha (nav.) (KIA); 
3 unknowns; F/O H.A. Outram (pilot) (evaded 25.8.1942); W/Cdr R.C. Hockey (CO); S/Ldr W.T. Davies 
(pilot) (KIA); Flight Lieutenant Jaffe (adjutant); P/O Smith (pilot); P/O McFadden (nav.); P/O P. 
Kingsford-Smith (pilot) (POW 20.3.1943); unknown; F/O A. Firth (Tech.Officer); Flight Lieutenant J.C. 
Sutton (pilot). Photo Kazimierz J. Szrajer 

 
Tempsford. Fall 1943. General Sosnkowski, Polish C-in-C, visited the unit soon before its departure 
to Mediterranean. Left: in conversation with CO, S/Ldr Krol; on left is Flight Lieutenant Glowczynski, 
General's adjutant and distinguished fighter pilot. Right, S/Ldr Krol facing the camera 
MOL and KROL are listed in the index to SOE file HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

 

 
According to Jeffrey Bines, “On the night of 29 October 1942, Operation Wrench, under Captain 
Krol, was carried out at the request of the Polish Government, taking off with the intention to bomb 
Gestapo headquarters in Warsaw. Despite locating the target area, Krol found it impossible to 
identify the Gestapo HQ and carry out an accurate bombing run and so he flew to his secondary 
objective, the airfield at Okecie, south of Warsaw. On the return flight, his aircraft was attacked by 
two night fighters (JU 88 and ME 110) and ditched in the sea one mile from the English coast at 
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Sherringham, the crew being rescued by the local lifeboat. Had the operation been an SOE drop it 
would perhaps have been considered worth the loss, but as it was carried out merely as a political 
gesture, the loss of the aircraft was thought deplorable in the upper ranks of SOE. Further similar 
requests, it was suggested, should be resisted. Perkins was of a different mind and wrote to 
Gubbins hailing the operation a success as it proved to secret organisations in Poland of the British 
willingness to assist them. ‘The main purpose’ he said ‘was to boost morale by carrying out the 
wishes of the secret organisation. It was 100% successful. One day we may ask them to sacrifice 
their lives for the cause; how much easier it will now be because we have made this sacrifice.’ 
Gubbins agreed, and commented to a colleague, ‘The secret of SOE work is to get the confidence 
of people in the country concerned and show we are at times willing to carry out their requests. 
Imponderables are important: they live on imponderables, which allow them to fight on. I do not 
think this will reflect badly on SOE.’ The fact that the bombing raid had been carried out at such a 
distance was thought by him to be a further feather in the cap of the RAF.” 
From file reference WO 208/3307/40 in TNA: 

 

 

 
From Making for Sweden Part 1: 
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1 Crew position not confirmed. 
2 The Swedish Internment cards give two other names Pilot Officer S Wilga and Pilot Officer S 
WaJdowicz instead of the two declared missing in ORB 301 Squadron and also stated in an Aide-
Memoire from the British Ambassador in Stockholm, Mr Victor Mallet, to the Swedish Foreign 
Office. 
From http://www.polishairforce.pl/dyw138straty.html (positions in German and English in square 
brackets from http://www.lostaircraft.com/database.php?lang=de&mode=viewentry&e=29148): 
07/08.11.1941 Halifax II L9612 
F/O (pil) Tadeusz Jasiński  Bordfunker/Bordschütze | radio operator / gunner 
Sgt (pil) Franciszek Sobkowiak  Flugzeugführer | pilot 
W/Cdr (pil) Roman Rudkowski  Flugzeugführer | pilot 
F/O (naw) Stanisław Król  Navigator | navigator 
Sgt (rtg) Walenty Wasilewski  oberer Geschützturm | upper turret 
Sgt (mech pokł) Jerzy Sołtysiak Bordmechaniker | flight engineer 
Sgt (strz) Józef Chodyra   Front Schütze | front apron 
Sgt (strz) Rudolf Mol   Heckschütze | tailgunner 
On 25th August 1941, 138 (Special Duties) Squadron was formed from No 1419 Flight at 
Newmarket Heath. It had comprised eight A-W Whitleys, two H-P Halifax Mk II, one Martin 
Maryland, one Westland Lysander, and two Whitleys in reserve. The two Halifaxes were L9612 and 
L9613, which belonged to the first batch ofMk II. Externally, they were similar to Mk I, but had RR 
Merlin XX engines and lacked the mid-upper turret. They were also equipped with long-range 
tanks for obvious reasons. L9612 was not coded at the time, but L9613 received the code NF-V, 
which it is known to have carried in December 1941. L9612 was fated to be the first four-engined 
aircraft lost on clandestine operations. 
During autumn 1941 a long and lasting relationship between the Polish airmen in the RAF and 138 
Squadron started. Many of the crews of 138 Squadron were recruited from 301 (Pomeranian) 
Squadron, which was to be disbanded in the spring of 1943. The crew flying L9612 on the night of 
7/8 November were detached from 301 Squadron (AIR 27/1660), with the exception of Sergeant 
Jasinski. 
In the evening of 7th November L9612 took off, carrymg three instructors from the Polish Sixth 
Bureau in London and their equipment. The instructors and equipment were to be dropped at a 

http://www.polishairforce.pl/dyw138straty.html
http://www.lostaircraft.com/database.php?lang=de&mode=viewentry&e=29148
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point some miles west of Warsaw. The operation was called 'Ruction' and was in aid of the Polish 
Home Army. 
L9612 most probably pioneered a route to Poland, known as the Northern Route or Route No 2, 
and taken by Special Operations Executive aircraft on subsequent operations. The course was set 
from Newmarket over the North Sea towards Denmark. The coast of Denmark was crossed near 
Esbjerg and then east over Jylland (Jutland) and Sjaelland (Zealand) towards Sweden. Malmö was 
often pin-pointed and a south-easterly course was set for Bornholm leaving Swedish territory 
between Trelleborg and Ystad. After crossing the Baltic landfall was made near Kolberg (now 
Kolobrzeg) and continuing inland picking up the river Vistula. Once this landmark was picked up 
the pilot would follow this towards Warsaw, map-reading to find the drop-zones in the forests west 
of the city. This was a round trip of some two thousand miles, with the outbound leg being nine 
hundred and sixty miles. It was some one hundred and twenty miles longer than the other route, 
known as No. 1, but a lot safer as protection was offered by flying over neutral territory! In using 
Malmö and Bornholm as fix-points, both of which were very easy to pick-up (Malmö had no black- 
out), some help was given to help achieve the accurate navigation necessary. The Halifaxes were 
operating on the extremes of their range which left little margin for error. Added to these problems 
was the very long exposure to the enemy, in the order of eleven to thirteen hours. 
L9612 succeeded in carrying out the operation, but on the homebound journey severe head-winds 
were encountered. Furthermore, the fuel margin was very small indeed. The decision to head for 
Sweden was probably taken with the intention of returning to active duty a s soon as possible. A 
wheels-up landing was made between two farms, Odemarks gard and Benestad, outside Tomelilla 
at 0505 hours GMT+l. After scrambling out of the aircraft, the crew promptly set fire to L9612. It 
was blazing as the Swedish Home Guard, represented by a local farmer (Mr A Quint), apprehended 
the crew. Mr Quint turned them over to the Swedish Army personnel who arrived at the site soon 
after the crash. The aircraft was totally gutted in the conflagration that followed, leaving very little 
to be examined by the Swedes. Thus ended the short operational career of L9612. 
The crew were taken to Ystad for interrogation, but it is supposed by the authors that very little 
information was gained from the crew as they arrived in Falun and Främby internment camp as 
soon as the 9th. Their internment lasted only a short time because, due to the sensitive nature of 
the operation, the British were anxious to get the airmen home. On the 12th the British Embassy in 
Stockholm made a formal request to the Swedish Foreign Office for the immediate release and 
repatriation of the crew. On the 25th, Wing Commander Rudkowski154 was repatriated from 
Bromma, together with Sergeant Troughton155 of 51 Squadron. Sergeant Jasinski156 left Sweden 
on 2nd January 1942, followed by Sergeant Mol157 on the 3rd. Next in line was Flying Officer 
Krol158, leaving on the 7th. Sergeants Chodyra and Soltysiak left on the l0th. Last to go was the 
'second-dickey' Sergeant Sobkowiak159, who was repatriated on the 22nd. 
The remains of L9612 were transported to Ystad. Three engines were stored at CVM, Malmsliitt, 
and the fourth was sent to Svenska Flygmotor AB (SF A) for examination. Some components, 
mainly hydraulics (such as pumps, actuators and unions) were sent to Svenska Aeroplan AB (Saab) 
to be included in Saab's technical documentation for design. Throughout the war information 
                                                 

154 Signed this book on 1 December 1941 
155 Signed this book on 6 January 1942 
156 Signed this book on 8 January 1942 
157 Signed this book on 6 January 1942 
158 Signed this book on 30 December 1941 
159 Signed this book on 31 January 1942 
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concerning various aircraft designs was gleaned by the Swedes from the forced landings made by 
the aircraft of the combatant nations. The rest of the aircraft was sold as scrap. 
Nothing indicates that the Swedish authorities ever got wind of the nature of the mission carried 
out by L9612 and its crew. 
475. Alf TRY. Signed 6 January 1942. Sweden. 

035 
DOB 27.1.1912. sjoman (seaman). Norsk. 
Born in Søgne. According to http://stiftelsen-arkivet.no/554/t, he was a sailor on M/S Norma. 
According to http://digitalarkivet.arkivverket.no/en-gb/sok/person?s=alf+try, he died on 20 May 
2000. 
He is listed in http://www.agderhistorielag.no/Resources/EGDE%20nr%202%20-%202011.pdf under 
the heading “Medlemsliste for Kristiansandsklubben i London 1943–45”: 

http://stiftelsen-arkivet.no/554/t
http://digitalarkivet.arkivverket.no/en-gb/sok/person?s=alf+try
http://www.agderhistorielag.no/Resources/EGDE%20nr%202%20-%202011.pdf
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476. Henry ANDRESEN. Signed 6 January 1942. Sweden. 

035 
DOB 15.12.1918. verkstarb. Norsk. 
He is mentioned as a driver in http://www.rodelokka-
vel.info/pdf/et_fint_sted_2210_webfile_oppslag.pdf: 

http://www.rodelokka-vel.info/pdf/et_fint_sted_2210_webfile_oppslag.pdf
http://www.rodelokka-vel.info/pdf/et_fint_sted_2210_webfile_oppslag.pdf
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“After the daily group of around 40 refugees every night had been collected in the nursery, Alf 
Pettersen turned up half nine o'clock in the evening, with two trucks and drivers. The departure was 
that Rule nine o'clock. Most of the drivers were recruited by Reidar Larsen, and almost all was 
associated transport system. Two people eventually forming a kind backbone among drivers, 
namely Paul Danielski and Henry Andresen. Although by extra nerve-racking trips to these two 
driving after a short time, and was thus one operation some degree of predictability. Einar Stensrud 
drove several times. Ragnvald and Gunnar Thoresen Felledal ran some trips for Carl Fredriksen 
Transportation, but in the same time they drove many trips to the Communists.” 
Carl Fredriksens Transport was the code name for an operation during the occupation of Norway 
by Nazi Germany to help Jews and other persecuted Norwegians escape persecution, deportation, 
and murder in death camps. Although the Norwegian resistance movement had maintained a 
network of escape routes to Sweden, they were unprepared to deal with the urgent plight of Jews 
who faced deportation. In addition, simultaneously with the arrest and deportation of Jews in 1942, 
the Gestapo launched an offensive to identify and apprehend members of the Norwegian 
resistance. This put pressure both on the viability and capacity of existing escape routes. Carl 
Fredriksens Transport (named after Norway's King Haakon VII whose real name was Christian 
Frederik Carl Georg Valdemar Axel) came into being when four Jewish Norwegians appeared on 
the doorstep of nursery owner Rolf A Syversen, asking for help. Through one of the leaders of 
Milorg, Ole Berg, Syversen contacted Alf Tollef Pettersen, who had been fired from the Norwegian 
police force for refusing to pledge loyalty to the Quisling regime. Pettersen had been hired to 
manage transportation and was intimately familiar with the roads from Oslo to the border to 
Sweden through Østfold. What started with a few night-time drives turned into a large-scale 
operation. The group accepted all refugees, but charged those who could afford it 180 kroner. In 
time, the Norwegian resistance group Sivorg put its clandestine network and financial resources 
behind it. Pettersen, his wife Gerd, Syversen, and the resistance leader Reidar Larsen managed the 
operation. Altogether about 1,000 refugees were moved to safety, of whom approximately 500 
were Jewish. The name Carl Fredriksens Transport was based on the original name of the exiled 
Norwegian king Haakon VII, who was Carl, son of Fredrik, but also sounded like a common 
Norwegian name. After having found their way to Syversen's nursery near Carl Berners plass in 
Oslo, refugees were loaded on the backs of trucks, and covered by a tarp. Children were often 
sedated. Gerd Pettersen forged bills of lading and other necessary documents. Sivorg's network 
along the route would monitor German or border police patrols. The route varied somewhat, but 
would typically end up near Orderudseter, just a few hundred yards short of the Swedish border. 
The refugees would walk this last distance. The operation started in late November 1942. About ten 
truckloads a week went to the border and back in the dark of night, mostly with headlights off. By 
mid-January, the network had been infiltrated by Norwegian collaborators and had to be shut 
down. The Pettersens made a successful dash for the border in a sedan, breaking the axle just as 
they crossed into Sweden. Rolf Syversen stayed in Oslo, but was arrested for an unrelated matter in 
June. He was executed at Trandumskogen in November 1944. Although this was the largest rescue 
operation in Norway during World War II, it was virtually unknown for decades. In order to 
maintain operational security, the refugees were not aware that they were part of a larger scheme, 
and their rescuers' identities were kept secret in any event. Ragnar Ulstein, a historian who 
specialized in the stream of refugees from Norway to Sweden, uncovered the most important 
features during an interview with Alf Tollef Pettersen. 
http://www.yale.edu/gsp/resistance/download/Ulstein_The_Rescue_of_Norwegian_Jews.doc for 
Ulstein Ragnar’s The rescue of approximately 1000 Jews in Norway during the Second World War, 
1985. 

http://www.yale.edu/gsp/resistance/download/Ulstein_The_Rescue_of_Norwegian_Jews.doc
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477. Roger John ELEGEEST. Signed 6 January 1942. Belgium. 

036 
DOB 9.1.1923. mask. Belgisk. No trace found. 
478. William W GILBERT. Signed 8 January 1942. [Address], Thornton Heath. 

036 
DOB 25.5.1892. ing. Eng. No trace found. 
479. Alexandre KABANKOV. Signed 8 January 1942. USSR Embassy. 

036 
DOB not stated. Attaché. Rysk. No trace found. 
480. Tadeusz JASINSKI. Signed 8 January 1942. RAF Station, Hemswell. 

036 
Not included in the Bromma departure lists. See entry for S Krol who signed this book on 30 
December 1941. 
481. James Ernest CLOUGH. Signed 8 January 1942. 5 Purley Gardens, Kenton Estate. 

036 
DOB 22.11.1887. ing. 
A file, reference BT 395/1/17728, in TNA lists his medals. M/S Lind. 
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From HS 2/124 Finland – Aeroplane Repatriation of Finnish Volunteers: 

 
482. Major Erling OMTVEDT. Signed 8 January 1942 (he actually signed the year 1941, 
but this must be a mistake). Norwegian Legation. 

036 
DOB 7.3.1912. löjtn. (lieutenant). 
Listed in Little Norway. 
This statement came in a note to the Ministry of Defence Chief of Staff for Operations in the Air 
Force Command, Colonel RJ Thommessen and the first station manager at Andøya, Major Erling 
Omtvedt in 1955, two years after the air base on Andøya was started: 
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“From a national view, Andøya for the statements that have emerged on the officials conferred 
limited interest - as well military as civil (society). Should the defense be considered completely 
isolated, it is stated that it would not come to speak, neither today nor in the foreseeable future, to 
build an airport here in military purposes. Norwegian authorities have emphasized that there is an 
actual decrease tendency in the population at Andøya and that you are not interested to 
counteract this tendency on the basis of the livnæringsmuligheter given for this isolated 
community.” He was a Norwegian fighter pilot and is mentioned in several places in Frederick 
Meyer's book, The Army and Navy Air Force and Air Force History Volume 2 by Vera Henriksen. 
Omtvedt participated as a Fokker-pilot in Ole Reistad flygruppe in 1940 before he flew in the 
courier service for defense leadership in northern Norway. His medals include the Military Medal 
(awarded for fighting in 1940), Medal for Niemegenmarsjen, Participation Medal, King Haakon's 
70-year medal and the 1939-45 Star. 
483. Ensign Clay Arnold RUPPRECHT. Signed 8 January 1942. Baltimore, Md, USA. 

036 
In 1950, he was Commanding Officer of Glenview Naval Air Station. He is listed in Naval Order of 
the United States: Past - Present – Future, Turner Publishing Company, 2003. 
484. Ensign [later Lieutenant Commander] Kenneth M MCINTYRE. Signed 8 January 1942. 
Washington DC. 

036 
From http://www.navalaviationmuseum.org/archive/nfl/nflshow.php?id=2031: 
LCDR KENNETH M. MCINTYRE, USNR FLIGHT LOG ID: 2031 
Service Date In: 08/05/1940 
Date of Birth: 05/15/1917 
Service Date Out: 05/15/1977   
Aviation Designation: Patrol Plane Cdr 
State/College Attended: Davidson / UNC 
City, State: Chapel Hill,NC 
Highest Decoration or Award: 
Nav Rsrv Merit Serv 
Theaters/Campaigns: 
N. Atlantic 11/41 
Aircraft: 
All trainers 
Mk1 Mosquito 
PBY-5A 
B-24 

http://www.navalaviationmuseum.org/archive/nfl/nflshow.php?id=2031
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PV-1&2 
Ship/Units/Deployments: 
Nav Attaché Air London 
FAB Iceland 
VPB 144 
Associations/Service Organizations: 
AAUP 
AM Assoc Retired Per 
Retired Officer Assn 
Reserve Officer Assn 
National F.O. Assn 
Significant Achievements: 
European Africa Campaign 
Air Pacific Campaign 
WWII Victory Medal Pres 
Past CAPTS USCG Aux 

 
485. Flying Officer Dennis PASSMORE DFC (77682). Signed 10 January 1942. Earnshaw 
Cottage, Esher, Surrey. 

036 
The LG, 9 January 1942 published his DFC citation: “Flying Officer Dennis PASSMORE (77682), Royal 
Air Force Volunteer Reserve, No. 42 Squadron. In November, 1941, this officer was the leader of a 
formation of aircraft detailed to attack shipping off the Danish coast. Owing to adverse weather 
conditions, the aircraft were unable to keep formation but Flying Officer Passmore succeeded in 
locating the target, a supply ship escorted by 5 destroyers and, in spite of heavy opposition, carried 
out a determined low level bombing attack. A • few days later, he attacked a medium-sized supply 
vessel in convoy off the Norwegian coast and, despite heavy anti-aircraft fire which damaged his 
aircraft, he succeeded in scoring a direct hit on the vessel with one of his bombs.” He died in 2006. 
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486. Air Commodore Arthur Pethick REVINGTON CB CBE OBE MiD (24 June 1901 – 21 
April 1986). Signed 14 January 1942. 

036 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Revington.htm: 
CB - 8 Jun 1950, CBE - 14 Jun 1945 (OBE - 11 Jul 1940), MiD - 20 Feb 1940, MiD - 2 Jun 1943, MiD 
- 8 Jun 1944. 
Plt Off: 20 Dec 1921, Fg Off: 20 Jun 1923, Flt Lt: 1 Jan 1928, Sqn Ldr: 1 Jun 1936, Wg Cdr: 1 Apr 
1939, Act Gp Capt: xx xxx xxxx, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Sep 1941, Act A/Cdre: xx xxx xxxx, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 
1946, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1946, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1947. 
xx xxx 1920 Flight Cadet, 'A' Sqn, RAF College 
20 Dec 1921 Pilot, No 3 Sqn 
 1 May 1923 Pilot, No 421 (Fleet Spotter) Flight FAA 
28 Sep 1925 Staff, RAF Base, Calshot 
20 Apr 1926 Attended Flying Boat Pilot's Course, RAF Base Calshot 
10 Jan 1927 Pilot, No 480 (Flying Boat) Flight 
22 Nov 1928 Supernumerary, HQ Iraq Command 
 1 Feb 1929 Pilot, No 203 Sqn 
29 Apr 1931 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
16 Aug 1931 Adjutant, School of Naval Co-operation 
27 May 1933 Flight Commander, No 823 Sqn FAA 
19 Nov 1934 Officer Commanding, No 822 Sqn FAA 
10 Jul 1936 Staff/Instructor, No 3 Wing, No 1 School of Technical Training 
18 Dec 1937 CommandNavigation Officer, HQ Training Command 
xx May 1939 Officer Commanding, No 217 Sqn. (Anson I/Beaufort I) 
27 May 1940 Air Staff, HQ Coastal Command 
xx xxx 1940 Officer Commanding, RAF St Eval 
 1 Jan 1945 Assistant AOA, HQ Transport Command 
 2 Oct 1946 AOC, No 4 Group 
15 Jan 1948 AOC, No 47 Group 
 8 Jun 1950 Senior Air Liaison Officer, Canada 
In the competitive selection tests for entry into Cranwell, held in 1919, he came in the top 10 with a 
score of 8,872. 
His papers, covering the years 1948-53 are stored in the Imperial War Museum under reference 
GB/NNAF/P163317. They include correspondence and operation orders relating to his service as Air 
Officer Commanding No 47 Group and No 46 (Rear) Group RAF Transport Command in England, 
December 1948 - May 1950, and as Public School Liaison Officer, July 1949 - October 1951, a file of 
correspondence relating to visits while Senior Air Liaison Officer in Canada, June - July 1953, papers 
relating to his retirement in November 1953, and his flying log book mainly recording flights as a 
passenger, April 1942 - December 1949; together with a crossing the Arctic Circle certificate, April 
1952, a file of correspondence concerning the death in action of Squadron Leader C W P Selby and 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Revington.htm
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the war memorial in Winchester College, and a Royal Navy Warrant Officer's Manual for 1910 which 
lists Revington's father as a Boatswain. 
487. Eric John HOSKING FRPS FBIPP OBE. Signed 14 January 1942. 20 Crouch Hall Road, 
London N8. 

036 
He is listed as a photographer at this address in The Writers And Artists Year Book, Adam and 
Charles Black, 1949. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eric_Hosking: 
Eric John Hosking OBE (October 2, 1909 - February 22, 1991) was an English photographer noted 
for his bird photography. 
Hosking was born in London. Although he pioneered several techniques for bird photography, 
during the first 10 years of his photography career, Hosking was not successful in being published. 
His breakthrough came after news coverage of an accident when Hosking was attacked by a tawny 
owl during a photo shoot, resulting in the loss of his left eye. The coverage launched Hosking to 
fame, creating a market for his bird photographs. 
Hosking's most famous image is Barn Owl with Prey of 1936. His most widely read book is An Eye 
for a Bird, his autobiography published in 1970. Hosking was one of a few photographers who were 
able to earn a living by taking images only of birds. 
Hosking was president of the Nature Photographic Society, vice president of the British 
Ornithologists' Union, the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, the British Naturalists' 
Association and honorary vice president of the Royal Photographic Society. He was awarded the 
Gold Medal of the RSPB in 1974, and received an OBE in 1977 for his natural history photography 
and work in conservation. He was used as part basis for the character Hodgesarrgh in Terry 
Pratchett's Discworld Series. 
Bibliography: 
Friends at the Zoo (1933) 
Intimate Sketches from Bird Life (1940) 
Art of Bird Photography (1944) 
Birds of the Day (1944) 
Birds of the Night (1945) 
More Birds of the Day (1946) 
The Swallow (1946) 
Masterpieces of Bird Photography (1947) 
Birds in Action (1949) 
Birds Fighting (1955) 
Bird Photography as a Hobby (1961) 
Nesting Birds (1967) 
An Eye for a Bird (1970) 
Eric Hosking's Birds - Fifty Years of Photographing Wildlife with Kevin MacDonnell 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eric_Hosking
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From http://www.johnchillingworth.co.uk/EricHosking.html: 
“Eric Hosking OBE (1909 – 1991). It is said that in the land of the blind, the one-eyed man is king. 
After the loss of his left eye, Eric Hosking confirmed that prophetic scenario. The first professional 
wildlife photographer in Britain, his specialisation in birds, was to bring him world-wide acclaim, 
but he never sought ‘kingship’, just perfection in his field of photography. 
Fortunate to survive childhood, when illnesses made his school attendance an optional extra, his 
love of bird watching made him determined to live life to the full. Leaving school at the age of 
fifteen, his headmaster was glad to see him go, saying “Hosking, you will never make anything of 
your life”. Like the predictions of many an educationalist, his observation was somewhat wide of 
the mark!  
An early start 
Unexceptionally, at the age of eight, he was given his first camera, a Kodak Box Brownie. Saving 
hard, at ten he was the proud owner of a plate camera. His first job at fifteen was in the motor 
industry, for which he was ill suited. Having sustained a painful industrial injury, he may have been 
relieved to find himself unemployed at the age of twenty, when his employer went into 
receivership. Having decided to become a freelance wildlife photographer he had a lucky break. An 
old school friend was, by then, a sub-editor on a national newspaper. For his picture of a child at 
the London Zoo standing beside an elephant seal, the Daily Despatch paid him the princely sum of 
two guineas (roughly two pounds and ten pence). Eric Hosking was on his way! 
The one-eyed turning point 
It was in 1937, as he climbed to his hide in rural Wales, that he was clawed by a Tawny Owl and lost 
the sight of his left eye. The bleak future closed in, but when he learned that Walter Higham, a bird 
photographer whose work he admired had only one eye his spirits rose. Twenty-four hours after 
leaving hospital, he climbed back into the same hide! Throughout the 1930’s he supplemented his 
income with pictures for the Press, lectures to schools, clubs and societies, even London cabaret. 
He was not averse to photographing weddings and children and for a time he helped Marcus 
Adams, by taking his ‘outdoors’ commissions whilst the ‘master’ worked in the studio. There was 
even a request from the Duchess of York (now the Queen Mother) to photograph her daughters, 
Princesses Elizabeth and Margaret Rose. 
The great innovator 
As he honed his skills, building his library and his reputation as a wildlife photographer, Hosking 
battled with the problem of slow panchromatic emulsions. In 1935, he was the first natural history 
photographer to experiment with Sashalight flash bulbs and in the following year he took the first-
ever flash photograph of an owl with its prey. Despised by ‘serious’ natural history photographers, 
Hosking found the Leica camera he bought in the same year to be a particularly useful addition to 
his armoury. Pioneering a decade later Hosking, with specially built electronic flash, he 
photographed birds in flight at 1/5000th of a second. Finding his reaction times far too slow he 
asked scientist Philip Henry to make him the first automatic shutter release in Britain, for 
photography of birds in flight. It was not until 1963, that he made his decision to work exclusively 
with the 35mm format. After testing a number of cameras, in 1974 he changed to Olympus, using 
the evolving system right up to the time his death at eighty-one. As his reputation soared, the 
quality of his work went with it. Having photographed virtually every bird in Britain, he was invited 
by the big names in ornithology to join them on many major expeditions throughout the world. 
Deservedly feted for his photographic skills, as with his many other talents, carried with modesty 
and charm Eric Hosking was, undeniably, a great gentle man of 20th century photography. Images 
from his massive library, spanning six decades, are still in great demand and, thankfully, his son 

http://www.johnchillingworth.co.uk/EricHosking.html
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David is a chip off the old block. You can be sure that when 21st century photographers are 
reviewed, the Hosking name will still be there! © Copyright John Chillingworth. 
488. Jens Stenberg BULL. Signed 15 January 1942. USSR. 

036 
DOB 25.11.1896. leg.räd. norsk. 
Jens Steenberg Bull (25 November 1886 – 1 June 1956) was a Norwegian jurist and diplomatist. He 
played his most important role during World War II, when he represented his country in Stockholm, 
Sweden. He was born in Christiania as the son of Ole Bornemann Bull (1842–1916) and Kaja 
Constance Steenberg (1855–1939). He was the eleventh of fifteen children in his family, and his 
younger brother Johan Bull was a notable illustrator. His older half-brother was Fredrik Rosing Bull. 
From November 1917, Jens Bull was married to Aslaug Malling. He finished his secondary school in 
1905, and graduated from the University of Kristiania with the cand.jur. degree in 1909. He was 
hired in the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 1911, worked with international law and was a 
delegate to the League of Nations from 1921 to 1924. He was a counsellor at the Norwegian 
legations in Berlin from 1925 to 1931, in The Hague from 1931 to 1933, and in Stockholm from 
1934 to 1938. He was appointed deputy under-secretary of state in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
in 1938, and was promoted to permanent under-secretary of state in 1939. In 1938 he also 
published a genealogical work on his own lineage. Following 9 April 1940, when Norway was 
invaded and subsequently occupied by Nazi Germany, Bull took part in various negotiations, being 
dispatched to non-occupied Stockholm in Sweden. He was ambassador in Stockholm from 1940 to 
1945, taking over as chargé d'affaires after the death of Johan Wollebæk in October 1940. He was 
recognized as minister by the Swedish authorities from 1942. He played an important role at the 
Norwegian legation in Stockholm during the World War II, when there was a colony of more than 
50,000 Norwegian refugees in Sweden. He was made ambassador in The Hague in March 1945, and 
continued after the war's end, to 1951. During this period he also helped establish the Council of 
Europe. He was then the Norwegian ambassador in Copenhagen from 1951 until his death in 1956. 
Bull was decorated as a Commander with Star of the Royal Norwegian Order of St. Olav in 1948. He 
received the Grand Cross of the Swedish Order of the Polar Star and the Dutch Order of Orange-
Nassau. 
From HS2/262 SOE Office & Staff Organisation Stockholm: 
Oslo, 19 July 1945 
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489. Oscar Christian GUNDERSEN (1908 – 1991). Signed 15 January 1942. USSR. 

036 
DOB 17.3.1908. radman. Norsk. 
Lawyer and politician. Parents: Factor Hans Christian Gundersen (1879-1964) and Hilda Gjeruldsen 
(1884-1972). Married 1937 to midwife Ragna Lange f Lorentzen (26.3.1904-24.5.1995), daughter of 
Consul General Christian Blom Lorentzen (1863-1930) and Ragna Storm (1873-1957). OC 
Gundersen was a prominent figure both as a politician and jurist in the period after World War II. 
His work as a minister, Supreme Court Justice and Ambassador in Moscow as well as in a wide 
range of public office have left traces in our society. He was affiliated with the labor movement in 
1928. Gundersen took the examen artium in 1927 and then studied law at the University of Oslo. 
1931, the same year he took the bar exam, he was sent to Trondheim to take over management of 
Mot Dag department there. He immediately began sakførerpraksis, was a very active participant in 
the Student Union and a feared debater. After Mot Dag was dissolved in 1936, opened the 
opportunity to come by in local politics. 1937 he went over to municipal service office in equation 
system. 1939 he was appointed Chief Executive Officer, and the same year he qualified as a 
barrister. When the National Assembly in the autumn of 1940 deposed mayor and appointed his 
own, Gundersen was one of the three councillors who withdrew from their positions. Gundersen 
fled to Sweden in 1942 and worked in the Norwegian legation in Stockholm until 1943 he came 
over to London, where he was chief of the Norwegian social security system in exile. He also 
participated in a broad foreign policy group; these discussions revolved especially at a North 
Atlantic defense cooperation, the so-called Atlantic Policy. When Gerhardsen after liberation 
formed its pure Labour government November 1945, Gundersen Attorney - much to the 
astonishment of himself, if you believe his statement. The 37-year-old Justice was faced with 
demands. First and foremost, he had the ultimate responsibility for the implementation of treason 
settlement, also got him the task of building up a monitoring service. The general requirements 
were extensive and quick settlement with traitors and German war criminals. Gundersen went to 
the task with a certain sense of justice and humane setting. In retrospect, he stated: "On penalty 
whatsoever to have meaning, and that must believe it has, we could not have used it to a lesser 
extent." He was a great admirer of Knut Hamsun and hoped that the judicial observation could 
protect the author from further prosecution. He was also chairman of the committee in 1962 
presented a comprehensive material about the trial and about the debate that had been going on 
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there. Under the impression of Soviet expansion in Eastern Europe after the war broke out in the 
late 1940s an increasingly strong fear of failing national loyalty Communists. As Justice took 
Gundersen initiative to prepare legislation in case of attack could ensure the internal emergency. In 
autumn 1950 it was put forward two propositions "about the special measures in war, threat of war 
or similar conditions" and changes in the civil and military laws. The proposed emergency laws met 
with strong opposition and criticism in many circles. Criticism applied to the setting up tribunals, 
detention camps and press censorship, concepts that were not happy then introduced in 
Norwegian laws. Justice Committee put forward as a compromise in which these points were 
removed, but stated that it expected that the government would prepare for such measures, and 
that the current government and parliament have to judge the need for them when the situation 
warranted it. There was the danger of a new war that was decisive for Gundersen political interest 
and activity in youth. He sought a rational solution to the problem, and it was more thinking and 
theorizing than feelings and emotions that led him toward a fairly coherent political beliefs. He 
later admitted that he had been wrong when he was in his youth allowed himself ensnared by the 
Marxist analysis of the capitalist social breakdown. As Justice fell also on Gundersen arranging 
police transition to peacetime operations. Many believed that the police had insufficient resources 
to discharge the duties, compared to the one used on the rest of the reconstruction after the war, 
and criticism of the minister had his humorous expression through Arne Svendsen's cabaret show 
"That's enough, it said Gundersen, it manages with it "from 1948. Gundersen was sitting as 
Attorney General until 1952. The following year he was appointed judge of the Supreme Court and 
sat there in the first place until 1958. Gundersen special interest in foreign policy led him to 
repeatedly participate in delegations to the UN general assembly. 1955 he was also Chairman of 
the Committee to amend the UN Charter and also had a few other projects in the UN context. It 
was therefore not surprising that the government sent him as ambassador to Moscow in 1958, a 
position he held until 1961. Under such service where he led the Norwegian delegation to the UN 
International Law Conference in Geneva in 1958 and 1960. Gundersen came back into government 
in January 1962 and was minister of trade when the government in the same year went on to apply 
for full membership of the EEC. However, de Gaulle stopped negotiations with Britain in spring 
1963, and it was certainly no negotiations with Norway. After the brief interlude with John Lyng 
bourgeois four-party government in the autumn of 1963, Gerhardsen back and OC Gundersen was 
Attorney General for another time. When Labour lost the general election in 1965 and the 
government had to go by was Gundersen acting judge Eidsivating a year before he was appointed 
Chief Justice in 1967 and sat until 1977. As a lawyer, was characterized by the Gundersen 
legalreformistiske view that dominated in his study, which sought, among other property eligibility 
law in its social function. He was critical of the many authorized acts and called for a reduction of 
the administrative committee, which led to important reforms and strengthened individual legal 
protection. He was particularly interested in criminal justice, and put in the Penal Code Council 
from 1953 to 1957. Among other public offices may be mentioned that he was CEO of A / S 
Vinmonopolet 1953-58, chairman of the committee that evaluated Secretary Scheme from 1970 to 
1974 and chairman of the Banking Commission 1977-1980. OC Gundersen was a distinctly human 
sense and were provided with an exceptionally clear intellect. He could probably seem distant in 
time, but will also be remembered for his sense of humour and elegant line. Works: Some 
observations on the trials of traitors. Lecture in Oslo circuit of the Norwegian sakførerforening 18 
January 1948, 1949; Emergency legislation. Ot. Proposition. No. 78 Lecture held by OC Gundersen 
in Oslo circuit of the Norwegian sakførerforening 2 October 1950, 1950; Speech at the opening of 
the prison lectures, 1953; Secretary scheme mm Secretary of State Report on the scheme and the 
scheme of personal assistants or employees for ministers, NOU 1974:18, 1974. The LG, 4 December 
1942 announced he was on the official staff of the Norwegian Government-in-exile in London 
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under the direction of the Minister of Social Welfare with effect from 15 January 1942 (the day he 
signed this book). 
490. Christian Prahl REUSCH. Signed 15 January 1942. USSR. 

036 
DOB 26.5.1900. byrachef. Norsk. 
The LG, 4 December 1942 announced he was on the official staff of the Norwegian Government-in-
exile in London under the direction of the Minister for Foreign Affairs with effect from 15 January 
1942 (the day he signed this book). 
From http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Prahl_Reusch (translated by Google): 
Christian Prahl Reusch (born 26 May 1900 in Bergen, died June 14, 1987) was a Norwegian 
diplomat and ambassador. 

 
1935, City History Collection, Oslo Museum 
After the State Department trainee course in 1930 (rating 2.17) he was six years at the Legation in 
Tokyo as secretary. In 1940, he was Counsellor at the Norwegian Embassy in London. He became in 
1947 the Norwegian diplomatic envoy to the Allied headquarters in Japan, with the rank of minister 
stationed in Tokyo and 1952 envoy. From 1953 to 1960, he was minister at the Legation in Cairo 
with side accreditation Damascus, where he also had in 1957 to negotiate the Lost Otto caves. 
Reusch brought him out of prison in Mezza. Sending Man to Amman in Saudi Arabia, he was too. 
He was awarded the Commander of St. Olav medal in 1959, and was ambassador at the Norwegian 
Embassy in Lisbon from 1960 to 1963 and then Santiago in Chile from 1966 to Lima in Peru. 
He was the son of a clerk and merchant Ditlef Christian Reusch (1868-1936) and Elisabeth 
Christiane (Lizzie) Prahl (1876-1948), who married in 1896. He was the brother of Lizzie Prahl (1905 
-1978) who was the costume manager and actor at the National Theatre, known from Tante Pose. 
From A Real Peace Tradition? Norway and the Manchurian Crisis, 1931–1934160, Eldrid I Mageli, 
Department of Archaeology, Conservation and History (IAKH), University of Oslo: 

                                                 
160 Abstract: This article questions Norway’s role as peace promoter during the Manchurian crisis in the 
early 1930s. It appears that Norway’s attitude towards Japan was more ambiguous and less consonant 
with the anti-war, anti-Japanese stand hitherto assumed on the basis of Norway’s performance in the 
League of Nations. Norway’s foreign ministry was mainly interested in Norway’s practical and security 
needs, and fairly indifferent to events unfolding in the Far East, unless these affected Norwegian 
economic and political interests. For Norwegian diplomats and senior officials Japan was a civilised state 
and an important commercial partner. Favourable disposition towards Japan led the foreign ministry in 
1934 to appear to acknowledge the ascendance of Emperor Pu Yi in the puppet state Manchukuo. This 
created considerable embarrassment in diplomatic and political circles. 

http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Prahl_Reusch
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Christian P. Reusch reported from Tokyo that the Japanese press had pointed out that only one 
other country – Liberia – had been as forthcoming as Norway in its response to Pu Yi’s coronation. 
According to a press telegram from Geneva, discussed in a Japanese newspaper, Christian Lous 
Lange had tried to tender his resignation from the Norwegian delegation in the League, on account 
of the change of policy implied in the telegram. Reusch further related that he had been 
approached by the Belgian ambassador, Baron Bassompierre, who was keen to have his 
government recognise Manchukuo, provided that Norway did the same: ‘I could only answer that I 
was without any information in this case, but that I personally found it hard to imagine that the 
Norwegian government had altered its point of view in the question of recognition of Manchukuo.’ 
Reusch and Aall and the Norwegian delegates in Geneva repeatedly denied, to other diplomats as 
well as to the Chinese and Japanese press, that Norway had officially recognised the new state. On 
23 March 1934, the Chinese Chekiai Agency radio service in Europe claimed to have received an 
official denial from Norway. However, this did not stop rumours to the contrary. In April, Birkeland 
warned Esmarch that the ‘sorry affair with Norway’s response to Mandsjukuo sic is, apparently, still 
haunting us in Geneva’. At the end of May, the Japan Advertiser quoted Birkeland as saying that 
the Norwegian telegram to ‘Mr Pu Yi on the occasion of his enthronement was written by error and 
without consultation with the political department. It was only meant as a polite acknowledgement. 
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From Treaties and international agreements registered or filed and recorded with the Secretariat of 
the United Nations, Volume 463, 1963: 
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From Pacific Stars and Stripes (Newspaper), May 19, 1948, Tokyo, Japan: 

 
491. William KIRK. Signed 15 January 1942. 1 Taymouth Place, Broughty Ferry. 

037 
DOB 17.2.1884. master. Britt. 
M/S Lind. See James Ernest CLOUGH who signed this book on 8 January 1942. 
492. W Waugh NALENCH. Signed 20 January 1942. Grand Spa, Bristol. 

037 
No trace found. 
493. Carl William HOEFLICH Jr. Signed 27 January 1942. 1603 McGowen, Houston, Texas, 
USA. 

037 
The Harris County Medical Society, Woman's Auxiliary Year Book, 1926-1927 lists Mrs C W Hoeflich 
at this address. He was born on 25 October 1919 and died on 17 March 2009. He is buried in 
Rhode Island Veterans Memorial Cemetery. 
494. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Terence Wilson Tyrell MCCOMB OBE 
(39290). Signed 28 January 1942. 233 Squadron, Thorney Island. 

037 
Commanding Officer of 206 Squadron in 1945. He is mentioned in the LG, 8 January 1937, 26 
October 1937, 23 May 1939, 27 September 1940, 21 August 1942, 1 January 1944, 23 January 1944 
and 1 January 1945. 
From http://www.lennonwylie.co.uk/CampbellCollegeRegister4.htm: 

http://www.lennonwylie.co.uk/CampbellCollegeRegister4.htm
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2153. *McComb, Terence Wilson Tyrrell (D), b. 12th May, 1916, son of Dr. S. W. McComb, 6 Ben 
Vista, Antrim Road, Belfast. Father of 4081. U.IV, July, 1933. Medical Student, T.C.D., 1934. Q.U.B., 
1935-36. P.O., R.A.F., 1937. s.s.c. R.A.F., 1936. P.C., 1945. Retired List, 1947. Wing Commander. O.B.E. 
Twice mentioned in despatches. Managing Director, Wolfhill Spinning Co., Belfast. Address: Little 
Bircham, Craigavad, Co. Down. (M.q.) 
495. Lt [later Rear Admiral] Ian Wyndham JAMIESON CB DSC (1920 – 2005). Signed 28 
January 1942. Admiralty, Whitehall. 

037 
Service biography: World War II 1939-1945; anti-submarine warfare specialist 1943; on staff of RN 
Tactical School 1953-1956; HMS Maidstone 1956-1958; Director of Joint Tactical School, Malta 
1958; Assistant Director of Naval Intelligence 1959-1961; commanding HMS Nubian and 6 Frigate 
Squadron 1961-1964; Director of Seaman Officers Appointments 1964-1966; commanding Royal 
Naval College Dartmouth 1966-1968; Flag Officer, Gibraltar, Adm Superintendent HM Dockyard, 
Gibraltar and North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) Commander, Gibraltar (Mediterranean 
Area) 1968-1969; Chief of Staff to Commander-in-Chief, Western Fleet 1969-1971; retired 1971. 
496. Pilot Officer Paul Amos ROGERS MiD (R64632). Signed 28 January 1942. RCAF. RAF 
Sumburgh 404 Squadron. 

037 
One sortie flown on 5 December from Sumburgh resulted in a bit of drama for the crew of 
Blenheim 'V' for Victor, pilot Sgt Schoales, Navigator Rogers and WAG Copeland: “After 
completing the patrol, they turned and set course for home. It was at this time that the reduction 
gear and airscrew fell off! And the Shetlands 300 miles away! Schoales recovered flying position 
and managed to maintain height, but little did he know that his Irish gunner had run amok in the 
turret and was biting off belts of ammo, breech blocks, gun barrels and everything in sight in an 
effort to jettison everything. At one time "V" was making a ground speed of 50 mph. Base was 
reached after flying 3:40 on one engine.” The duration of the flight was actually 6 hours. Initially, 
Schoales, Rogers and Copeland were recommended for DFCs for saving the aircraft. Schoales and 
Rogers were Mentioned in Dispatches for their actions: LG 11 June 1942. 
From http://airforce.ca/uploads/airforce/2009/07/ALPHA-RO.2.html: 
“ROGERS, P/O Paul Amos (J15115) - Mention in Despatches - No.404 Squadron - Award effective 9 
June 1942 as per LG dated 11 June 1942 and AFRO 1000-1001/42 dated 3 July 1942. Born 18 
October 1919. Enlisted in Moncton, New Brunswick. Trained at No.2 AOS and No.1 ANS. Graduated 
from No.2 BGS, Mossbank, 9 December 1940 and No.1 ANS, Rivers, 6 January 1941. Posted 
overseas, January 1941. Killed in action, 11 August 1942. No citation.” 
497. Flight Sgt Franciszek SOBKOWIAK 780420. Signed 31 January 1942. RAF Linton. 

037 
DOB 3.10.1914. serg. Polsk. On 7/8 November 1941, he was a special flight in a Halifax II (L9612). 
After a failure of the hydraulic system, the aircraft made a forced landing near the town of Ystad in 
Sweden. These crew were interned and returned to the UK in January 1942: 

http://airforce.ca/uploads/airforce/2009/07/ALPHA-RO.2.html
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F/O (pil.) Tadeusz Jasiński161 
Sgt (pil.) Franciszek Sobkowiak 
W/Cdr (pil.) Roman Rudkowski162 
F/O (naw.) Stanisław Król163 
Sgt (rtg.) Walenty Wasilewski164 
Sgt (mech. pokł.) Jerzy Sołtysiak 
Sgt (strz.) Józef Chodyra 
Sgt (strz.) Rudolf Mol165 
A Halifax II, serial number W7773, using code NF-S, of 138 Squadron took off from RAF Tempsford 
at around 17:00 on 29 October 1942 on an SOE mission named "Pliers" to drop arms to the Polish 
Land Army and also to dispatch three Polish agents. The plan was to make a diversionary bombing 
on the Gestapo HQ in Warsaw, then to make the drops. However they failed to locate the reception 
post near Opele Lubelskie and decided to turn back. After 10 hours in the air it is thought that 
Halifax W7773 was shot down over Norway in the Egersund area. All the crew were killed together 
with the 3 agents, Lt. Wieslaw Szpakowicz, Lt. Stanislaw Hencel and sub Lt. Jerzy Bichniewicz. The 
crew were Pilot: Fl/Sgt. Franciszek Sobkowiak 780420 P.A.F. Age 28. Fl/Eng: W/O. Franciszek 
Zaremba 780216 P.A.F. Age 28. Obs: Flying Officer. Mariusz Wodzicki D.F.C. 76627 P.A.F. Age 27. 
Air/Bmr: Sgt. Czeslaw Kozlowski 784220 P.A.F. Age 33. W/Op/Air/Gnr: Flying Officer. Franciszek 
Pantkowski P-1571 P.A.F. Age 24. Air/Gnr: Fl/Sgt. Tadeusz Madejski 780189 P.A.F. Age 24. Air/Gnr: 
Fl/Sgt. Waclaw Zuk 793039 P.A.F. Age 20. 
He is included in the index to SOE file reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

 
498. Flight Lieutenant Walenty WASILEWSKI. Signed 31 January 1942. RAF Linton on 
Ouse. 

037 
DOB 14.2.1916. serg. Polsk. On 7/8 November 1941, he was a special flight in a Halifax II (L9612). 
After a failure of the hydraulic system, the aircraft made a forced landing near the town of Ystad in 
Sweden. The crew were interned and returned to the UK in January 1942. See above entry for 
Franciszek Sobkowiak. He was killed in a crash at Slaglille, Denmark while flying a Halifax for 138 
Squadron, stationed at RAF Tempsford, on 16/17 September 1943 on Operation Neon 3. Those 
killed were: 
Sgt (pil.) Eugeniusz Kasprzak 
F/Lt (naw.) Wincenty Wasilewski 
F/Sgt (rtg.) Julian Michalski 
Sgt (mech. pokł.) Władysław Barzdo 
Sgt (strz.) Władysław Patlewicz 

                                                 
161 Signed this book on 8 January 1942 
162 Signed this book on 1 December 1941 
163 Signed this book on 6 January 1942 
164 Signed this book on 31 January 1942 
165 Signed this book on 6 January 1942 
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F/Sgt (pil.) Tadeusz Miecznik and Sgt (strz.) Roman Puchała were taken to a hospital in Ringsted, 
Denmark. Kasprzak died of wounds. F/Sgt Miecznik escaped to Sweden and returned to the UK. 
From Making for Sweden Part 1, pps 88-90: 

 
The long flights to Poland were to claim severe losses from the struggling Polish Flight, 138 Special 
Duties Squadron. Route One to Poland took the aircraft over Denmark, which was pretty well 
covered by the German night-fighters and radar. The majority of the twelve Halifaxes that failed to 
return in August and September were flying along this route. The all-time high was reached on 14th 
and 16th September, when seven out of the sixteen Halifaxes sent to Poland were shot down. One 
of these was BB309, which came down between Soro and Ringsted in a village called Slaglille. 
The Halifax NF-T was detailed to fly 'Neon 3' to Obraz, some seven miles south-east of Tluszcza. Its 
load comprised various containers and two Polish Special Operations Executive agents, Lieutenant 
Kryszczukajtis and Second Lieutenant Augustyn. The dropping zone was found and the agents and 
the containers were dropped (AIR 27/956). The flight back over the southern Baltic was uneventful. 
Flying in over Denmark, the Halifax was attacked by a Ju 88 from astern. The rear gunner opened 
fire at short range and, according to the pilot, managed to shoot down the enemy night-fighter. 
However the damage inflicted by the night fighter on the Halifax was so severe that an emergency 
landing had to be performed. It was attempted as a · wheel-up landing, but the aircraft hit a house 
and a fire broke out. The house belonged to Mr L Christensen and was situated at the 
Stockholtevej. Mr Christensen, his wife, mother and two children were killed, but the rest of 
children in the house escaped unharmed. Four of the crew members also died. A fifth crew 
member, Sergeant Kasprzak the co-pilot, died later as a result of severe burns sustained in the fire. 
Flight Sergeant Miecznik and Sergeant Puchala were both taken prisoner. Flight Sergeant Miecznik 
was injured in one leg and one arm. He was taken to hospital in Ringsted, where he was treated for 
his injuries. 
The dead crew members were taken to Slaglille cemetery by German soldiers. At 3 o'clock in the 
morning of 18th September the sexton was forced to point out a suitable place for the grave. The 
vicar was upset by this and wrote immediately to the Bishop of Zealand. To be able to make the 
correct entries in the church diary he wanted to have the names of the deceased. On the 19th, a 
Sunday, the parish gathered around the grave. The vicar read one English and one Latin prayer 
over the grave and then performed the burial ceremony. The grave was adorned with flowers. The 
grave was later opened by the sexton so that the dead could be put into coffins. On 8th November 
the coffins were put in the grave at the normal depth. The burial arrangements were paid for by Mr 
A. P. Moller. The behaviour of the Germans was part of a well known procedure in Denmark as the 
Germans considered 'Terrorflieger' not fit for a decent burial. Later in the war dead airmen were 
buried where they were found. 
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Flight Sergeant Miecznik underwent a second operation at the hospital. Two days later, in the 
evening of Sunday 7th November, he was awakened. He was given civilian clothes and lowered 
from the window down to a waiting car. He was then taken to the coast. The car was stopped once 
by the police, but having found nothing the police let it proceed. The car stopped outside a house, 
where Flight Sergeant Miecznik was kept waiting until a boat was ready to take him to Sweden. 
Around midnight on the 8th he was taken onboard a small motorboat, which had earlier that night 
taken seven young Danes to Sweden. When the airman arrived in Sweden he turned himself over 
to the Swedish police in Helsingborg, where he told his story. The report was sent to the Staff of 
the Swedish Air Force (FAF p.140-141). 
During the talk with the Swedish police it transpired that Flight Sergeant Miecznik had been trained 
as a pilot before the war in Poland, but that he saw no action with the Polish Air Force in 1939. He 
escaped to Britain where he finally became operational. He mentioned nothing of the clandestine 
operations by 138 Special Duties Squadron to the Swedes. Instead he invented a cover story about 
a bombing mission to Poland. The story was sprinkled with facts from the actual flight. During the 
talks some information regarding the tactics of German fighters against the American Flying 
Fortresses was given, along with comments on the existence of 'Radio location' in the German air 
defence. Like many Poles, Flight Sergeant Miezcnik expressed a wish during the conversation to go 
back and fight again. He was later repatriated in accordance with the Geneva convention (FS H801, 
1943). 
See entries for Rudolf Mol and Stanislaw Krol who signed this book on 30 December 1941. 
He is included in the index to SOE file reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

 
499. Ronald Bruce TURNBULL OBE. Signed 31 January 1942. 13 Albert Terrace, 
Edinburgh. 

037 
DOB 29.5.1914. Attaché. Eng. 
He also signed this book on 12 October 1941, 22 October 1941 and 15 June 1942. 
500. James Douglas JENKINS, Jr. Signed 31 January 1942. American Embassy, London. 

037 
DOB 17.1.1910. herr. Amer. 
He was US Vice Consul in Shanghai in 1938 and Managua in 1943. His father, Douglas Jenkins 
(1880-1961), was U.S. Consul in Saint Pierre and Miquelon, 1908-12; Göteborg, 1912-13; Riga, 
1913-17; Harbin, 1918-22; U.S. Consul General in Canton, 1924-29; Hong Kong, 1932; London, 
1938; and U.S. Minister to Bolivia, 1939-41. 
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From A Mission Under Duress: The Nanjing Massacre and Post-massacre Social Conditions 
Documented by American Diplomats, edited by Suping Lu, University Press of America, 2010, p. 326: 

 
Immediately after capturing the Chinese capital, Nanjing, on December 13, 1937, Japanese soldiers 
committed atrocities such as mass executions, rampant rapes, arson, and looting in and around the 
city. The carnage went on for weeks. On January 6, 1938, after the worst of the massacre atrocities 
was over, three American diplomats arrived in Nanjing. Upon their arrival, Third Secretary John 
Moore Allison, Vice Consul James Espy, and Code Clerk Archibald Alexander McFardyen, Jr. cabled 
dispatches about the atrocities and other conditions in the city to the Department of State and 
other U.S. diplomatic posts in China. Often, they dispatched several reports within a day. These 
atrocity reports, which were largely based on interviews with American missionaries and their own 
investigations, gave detailed descriptions of Japanese atrocities, property damage, social 
conditions, relief efforts, diplomatic wrestling, and many other aspects of life in the city during and 
after the massacre period. The value of these diplomatic dispatches and reports, which were 
retrieved from the national archives, rests on that they extensively document the American 
diplomats' role, their observations and attitude toward the situation there, their efforts to help the 
Chinese and protect the Americans, and their struggles with the Japanese. 
501. Jon Reinert MYHRE. Signed 1 February 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

037 
DOB 5.2.1915. dr. norsk. 
He died on 2 March 2010. 
From Wikipedia: 
“Rogaland var et prioritert område for Gestapo som det sannsynlige utgangspunkt for en alliert 
invasjon i Norge. 29.november 1944 sprengte fem mann knottfabrikken i Hillevåg i luften. Så ble 
Gestapo-mannen Herbert Geicke likvidert, og i januar 1945 ble statspolitimannen Leonard 
Wickstrøm drept på åpen gate i Stavanger. Etter drapet på kollegaen Wickstrøm gikk Pedersen 
alltid bevæpnet, og holdt seg inne om kvelden. Han mottok trusselbrev og små likkister i posten. 
Enda mer skremt ble han over en liste utarbeidet av SS-Obersturmbannführer Friedrich Wilkens, 
sjef for sikkerhetspolitiet i Stavanger. Listen omfattet 11 av byens fremste borgere, deriblant 
banksjef John Myhre, direktørene Wilhelm Kavli og Sigurd Barstad, og skipsrederne Ole Bergesen 
og E. Bassøe. Pedersen var overbevist om at dette var en likvidasjonsliste. Dermed fikk han panikk 
da Wilkens selv, samt to andre tyskere, ble drept under en aksjon 4.april 1945 mot to norske 
agenter for SIS som lå i dekning i en hytte på Risholmen i Lutsivannet sør for Sandnes med en 
radiosender.” 
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Translated by Google: 
“Rogaland was a priority for the Gestapo as the likely starting point for an Allied invasion of 
Norway. 29th November 1944 blew up five men knob factory Hillevåg in the air. Then the Gestapo 
man Herbert Geicke liquidated, and in January 1945, the state police officer Leonard Wickstrom 
killed in the streets of Stavanger. After the death of his colleague Wickstrom went Pedersen always 
armed, and kept inside at night. He received threatening letters and small coffins through the mail. 
Even more frightened he was on a list compiled by SS Obersturmbannführer Friedrich Wilkens, 
Chief of the Security Police in Stavanger. The list included 11 of the city's leading citizens, including 
General Manager John Myhre, directors Wilhelm Kavli and Sigurd Barstad and shipowners Ole 
Bergesen and E. Bassøe. Pedersen was convinced that this was a liquidation list. Thus, he panicked 
when Wilkens himself and two other Germans, were killed during a crackdown 4 April 1945 against 
two Norwegian agents of SIS who was hiding in a hut on Risholmen in Lutsivannet south of 
Sandnes with a radio transmitter.” 
502. Kjell ENGELSEN "Angel Gabriel" (1920 – 1988). Signed 1 February 1942. Norwegian 
Legation, London. 

037 
From http://www.specialforcesroh.com/gallery.php?do=view_image&id=3217&gal=gallery: 
Went to sea age 15. Volunteer April 1940. SOE courier. Kompani Linge 1942. Alesund-Molde area, 
Norway (SOE instructor and Resistance). 
From his SOE file reference HS 9/482/5: 

 

http://www.specialforcesroh.com/gallery.php?do=view_image&id=3217&gal=gallery
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503. Hans Severin Albert BLOCH-HOELL. Signed 1 February 1942. Norwegian Legation, 
London. 

037 
DOB 27.5.1904. kont.chef. norsk. 
A Google search finds many references to cases for which he was the judge. 
504. Lieutenant Egil HAGEN. Signed 1 February 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

037 
DOB 24.7.1922. gymnast. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
He became a POW when he was shot down near Berck-sur-Mer, France on 31 July 1942 in his 
Spitfire V registration number BL 960 while flying with 332 Squadron out of RAF North Weald. 
North Weald Wing was flying escort cover and 121 (Eagle) and the inexperienced 332 Squadron 
were severely punished by II./JG 26. They lost 7 Spitfires and had more than 1 Spitfire damaged. 
The following Luftwaffe pilots had claims in these engagements: Hptm. K-H. Meyer (8.), Fw. A.Glunz 
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(19.)(20.), Uffz. G.Birke (1.), Ofw. Philipp (17.), Ltn. Cadenbach (1.), Ofw. Bierwirth (5.), Oblt. W-
F.Galland (12.)(13.) and Ofw. W.Gerhardt (12.)(13.). Ltn Hagen bailed out, evaded first but captured 
later. Ltn Hansen was repatriated later due to his injuries. Major Mohr got slight wounds to face 
and leg. The following is by Hans Olav Lokken (auto-translated by Google): Egil Hagen was born in 
1923. He grew up in East Toten Lena, where his father was employed at, and later became 
president of Agricultural. In his youth Egil developed nerves of steel. He was a råtass positive 
impact - no wild management, but a reflective person, who like to challenge themselves. Such was 
his life's path. People leave enough first noticed him in the ski jump. It is said that he often chose a 
different track than the others, he might have more speed, another challenge - this was his 
livelihood shaped. When the war came Egil went to high school in Gjovik. A newspaper once wrote 
that he attended as a 17-year-old in the fighting. At night he rolled sod at Skjebreia to finance his 
flight. Egil Hagen said after the war that one of the bitterest moments he had experienced was 
when a certain person would not grant him a loan of $500 - so that he could flee to England. 
Anyway, he got to Sweden, then to England and was sent to Little Norway in Toronto for pilot 
training. His very good friend, Hans Rohde, put it this way: "For us who got to know him, he 
marked out for its courage, its pristine setting, not least as a first mate." In 1943, Egil came back 
from Canada, after which he was placed under the operational training. During this training period, 
he was actually shot down. It was quite pretty hot, and not everyone could flykjenning, then a slice 
battery shot him down in his Master Miles - a simple but very robust trefly. He ended up in the 
garden of a shoemaker. This was probably a very nice English garden, called "victory garden". The 
owner was very angry and annoyed, and expressed in appropriate ordlag to say the least. Egil 
however wretch had broken his back and was paralyzed in both legs. No you, for a gentleman 
garden was important, as is any interpretation of the phrase as a will. This flyuhellet in 1943 was of 
course to stop Hagen's flying career. He had broken his back in three places and had a broken 
knee. One leg was later also partially paralyzed and hampered him much throughout his life. But 
Egil had an iron will, and because of English sportsmanship, he was nonetheless ordered to 
fighters. Egil Hagen was an excellent fighter pilot, marked by courage and daring. After the 
invasion in 1944, he joined 332 Squadron in just nine months through France, Belgium and the 
Netherlands. Egil Hagen never told how many planes he shot down, or so much about the attacks 
he took part in. But he told the willingness of the six times he crashed. After the war he was called 
for the RAF in January Baalsrud. During his first tour of France, he was met by heavy anti-aircraft 
artillery. He was forced to go very low, under the bridges - and cut power lines. “Yes, when the girls 
were going in Toten have seen me,” he said once to a local newspaper. With that cost him dearly. 
He was shot to pieces; the plane was like a tea strainer. As a tramp, he took it home, fuel gauge 
was at zero - and he had to crash land. There was another long stay in hospital and new silver discs 
in the knee. Egil Hagen helped to shoot down the first German jet over Germany, a Messerschmitt 
262 Likewise, the first Norwegian Egil pilot to land on a piece of liberated French soil. He came in 
fierce combat (air combat) with the German Messerschmitt. After a while he noticed that he had no 
fuel to get home, so he chose to fight to "the bitter end." In that moment he saw life in revue. He 
chose to give his life. But God had other plans. For in that he has no more fuel, and would be easy 
prey for German fighters, he sees a runway beneath them. It turned out that the Americans were 
trying to build a strip. Where he slipped down, while German flygeress molefunkne saw his prey 
escape. The Americans treated him like a general (one star), "but I was only a mere second 
lieutenant from Toten," said Egil Hagen in an interview. One of the episodes he would never forget, 
and that meant a lot to him was when he chased a wounded Messerschmitt 109 on the way home 
after mission in England. Everything was just right for a single "kill". Instead of he lay on the side of 
the German, smiled and waved. The German was obviously surprised, but then smiled and he 
waved back. “The moment was the two of the happiest people,” said Egil. As he fell, he was 
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constantly patched together, and it's probably not many pilots who have flown with a broken back 
and a stiff knee, knowing that to jump and save the life there were few opportunities. During an 
attack near Bremen on 8 April 1945, he had no choice. At this point he was flight commander of 
332 Squadron, and they chose their targets very freely. The order was clear: “Shoot everything that 
moves, trains, cars, horses, motorcycles.” He and Børne Rinde (a millionaire in oil) had chosen the 
targets in Wilhelmshaven. But something went wrong and the only Rinde by Egil heard was: “I am 
here - I am bailing out.” Egil Hagen told that suddenly disappeared propeller, as one of the wings. 
He had to jump despite the broken back. He jumped out the parachute and landed in a tree. Then 
he would break away and jump down from the tree, broke his ankle and the foot. Egil country off 
the beaten track, where he was hiding under some turf for three days. However, two children found 
him. He scared off with the gun, but soon the whole of Germany over him. They used rifle butts 
diligently. He got knocked out some teeth there and then. Then he was taken to a camp in Lübeck, 
where it was the 20 000 prisoners. But where he intended not to be, and managed to escape with a 
stolen car to Lühnenburg. Here he was taken care of by the Americans, and sat on a DC3 Dakota 
west. And it was not just any fellow-traveller on board, but the General Jodl himself - who was 
going to Reims and sign the surrender document. Here Egil delousing and sent home to his 
Squadron in England. Then came the peace and the 23 May he flew back to Norway. He would land 
at the airport, but played a bit of Lena Bad first. It was fun to win in Hallingstad hill, it was joyously 
to go for 17-May train - but he felt no joy in helping to bring victory in the country. “It was only 
now that the war began for me personally,” said Egil Hagen. On the one hand, he was a hero, with 
a pat on the shoulder and kind words. But he also saw hatred in the eyes of many. Egil fled to an 
abandoned mountain farm to find themselves. After the war, flew Garden a few years for Braathens 
SAFE, mostly in the East. But then he returned to the Air Force. In 1950 he was in the U.S. to 
prepare the jets for the Norwegian Armed Forces. Then came a time as a training officer in several 
skavdroner in Norway. But the war had left its mark. He was still physically and mentally impaired. 
He was restless, and had many hard times. The damage became increasingly serious, the body was 
covered with silver plates, but his infectious humour and spirit will never disappear. Egil Hagen did 
not complain. He ceased to fly in the middle of the 50th century. The military gave this glowing 
defense buddy pension, which he was very grateful. At the end of the 50th century went Egil Hagen 
of Norway's most renowned ‘woodcarving school’: Hjerdleid at Dovre. This is a necessary therapy, 
but also as a follow-up of his great interest and talent above the wood carvings and art in general. 
After Dovre, he was a student at Arts and Crafts school, finally ending up at the Art Academy. Egil 
Hagen was recognized and helped Nils Flagstad - one of the foremost sculptors - with the 
decoration of the Reception Hall in Parliament, including a scene with the motto: Norway. See the 
picture. Source: Parliamentary Archives. Photo: Teigens Photo Studio. This commission has now 
moved to an auditorium in Parliament. At birthdays and anniversaries, he gave his friends of his art. 
A time Hagen lived in Mallorca. Here he met one who was his friend, namely, Frederick Samuel 
Crossley, called ‘Paddy’, which at that time was the only one from the First World War that was still 
alive and who had fought a dogfight with the world's most famous jagerflyess: the German Von 
Richter Hoven (red baron). When Egil was living in Spain, he became world champion and Spanish 
champion in his class in downhill racing in La Molina in the Pyrenees. The trail had a height 
difference of 2500 m, and risked their lives - and without knowing what he had embarked on - he 
came down and hit next, by 30 seconds. The basis of his somewhat wild time as a ski jumper in the 
Hallingstad slope in the Toten come into its own. For his war efforts, he was decorated with the 
Military Medal for Participation Medal with Rosette, Haakon VII's 70-year medal and a number of 
foreign organize and medals. In recent years, he was living in Denmark. (Sources on Hagen's life: 
Willy Gimle and Kjell Håvard Bråten). Let us finally return to his time and flight on Varnes. When 
peace came the Egil Hagen with his Squadron to Yorkshire, where he again excelled. Råtassen" 
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would not let go of him, and his recent plane crash happened with his very good friend Hans 
Rohde in a two-seater. The date was Thursday the 14th February 1946. The place: Kind Fjord in 
Trondheimsleia. They should get some spare parts on Gossen. Sort of typical "garden", he took a 
shortcut that would be fatal. Over Orkanger had the tailwind, the pace was great and instead of 
following the fairway would Hagen "skip" the mountain. But a rock wall appeared surprisingly up. 
Fairchilden do not have all the world's best climbing properties, so all Egil could say was: “Hold on, 
here smell the casualty”. A gust of wind threw them on the back, but with luck went straight to a 
pine tree and into the rock wall. Hagen turned off all the switches and let it rip. The last thing he 
registered was that both wings broke off. More he did not remember until he found himself with a 
smoking engine in a huge snowdrift few hundred meters down the hillside. His Rohde crawled out 
of what had been a plane higher up. His comment was when he saw Egil be climbing uphill, 
"daughter we put you - thought you were dead as a herring, getter". The 17 May 1946 had four 
fighter and a yellow training airplane of the type Fairchild to appear at a national day. A journalist 
from the newspaper Nidaros had asked to come along and take pictures. With high probability, this 
was Eric Sunvor. Although there were other 17-May after the liberation, I would in a way no nation 
had collected himself in 1945, so 17-maitoget 1946 was probably the largest 17-maitog that has 
been completed. 17. May 1946 was to be celebrated with a big F. It also believed Egil Hagen, who 
would give journalists the currency again. And it would be a bit of a flight. Never before Olav had 
been Tryggvasson flyfotografert from below. Adresseavisen described the flight as its headline: 
"Gateflytrafikk - the latest news from Varnes. Irresponsible gælning swept through the city streets 
17 May." Furthermore, one could read: ... that he actually flew in the streets between the rows of 
pier jump over the bridges, cutting off Lady church towers far below the spire, Sneisen past the 
small towers on Savings farm and poked almost touching the schools tabs with one wing as he flew 
west, King Street. Chief of Staff at LKT, Major Diesen come out with the following statement: "Air 
Command Trøndelag apologize for the way the flight over the city 17 May was performed. It is 
strictly against all orders and regulations. Air Command Trøndelag immediately gave orders to stop 
the airplane wing when we became aware of it. Disciplinary measures were taken". This author 
knows the countless reports and contacts quite well to the Armed Forces response patterns at the 
time. I cannot ignore that the flight would have seemed daunting to some, and that the Air 
Command had to say and do what they did, but I'm equally sure that at most there was smile, not 
to say admiration filled eyes. That Egil Hagen had 30 days kakebu not indicate that he served 
everyone. I will also remind you that Hagen's good friend, Børne Rinde, flew between the towers of 
City Hall on 25 May 1945. Børne Rinde was originally named Johan Peder Rinde, and very probably 
the Spitfireflygeren that knocked out a German cortege in July 1944 and injured himself Field 
Marshal Rommel. The former day in year of peace, he danced and a friend in their Spitfire a war 
dance of Oslo. Twice they came over the East Station and flew "down" in Karl Johans gate, and 
broke up at the last minute of the Royal Palace. Then plunged Rinde down on their parents' house 
in Holmenkollen. There were major newspaper and the police. In those days there was not yet 
established a Norwegian management. Air Force was led by an English colonel, a so-called group 
captain in the RAF. He dismissed the whole matter with the following comment: "Let the boys 
garden some fun." Let us put blame aside and reactions in terms of the episode in Trondheim. Egil 
Hagen's greetings to Olaf Tryggvasson characterizes more than any other man Egil Hagen. 
Skijumper, pilot and råtassen from Lena in Toten had control, he was not without reflection and 
responsibility, he was a cut above the rest of us - a straw bolder - with a certain amount of 
confidence and use of their talent. Totningen was used to the flat, but he liked the best in the hills, 
something to conquer. Older trøndere believe that one eyebrow to Olav Tryggvasson rose slightly 
after 17 May 1946. 
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505. Lieutenant William Strömer (“Willy”) HOULDER. Signed 1 February 1942. Norwegian 
Legation, London. 

037 
DOB 13.10.1917. affärsbitr. Norske. 

 
He was a Norwegian resistance fighter during World War II and a Lieutenant in Company Linge. He 
was the son of James Houlder. William Houlder was born in Sauherad in Telemark, but grew up in 
Hausmannsgate in Oslo. After middle school and commercial courses Houlder became a hardware 
salesman at Ingwald Nielsen, Oslo's leading business in the industry. William Houlder took part in 
the fighting in Norway in 1940 and became involved early on in the resistance movement. Houlder 
was an important courier between Sweden and Norway, until he was finally arrested in Sweden in 
late 1941 and deported to Britain three months later. Here he was taken up in Linge 23 March 
1942. On 17 April 1943 Houlder came together with Svein Blindheim to Norway, code-named 
Puffin. They were to drive instructional activities in Oslo and Drammen area for Milorg. From 
August 1944, Houlder second in command action officer in the D13, and from the beginning of 
January 1945 he took over command as action officer in the D13. Houlder was one of the most 
active saboteurs in Milorg and Oslo gang. Houlder was awarded the Military Medal for his efforts in 
the early part of Operation Puffin. William Houlder was involved in sabotage action against the 
Luftwaffe's main work location for Messerschmitt fighters in Moldegata 1 on Bjølsen in Oslo. The 
action had to be carried out on a Sunday to not hit Norwegians at work in the building, and action 
had to be repeated three times. The first attempt on 29 July 1944 had to be cancelled because the 
watchman in the building did not respond when saboteurs knocked on the door. The second time, 
the 7th August 1944, did not Houlder up. Houlder, who was responsible for the hovedlunten 
detonated, had not heard the alarm clock and had overslept. At the third attempt on 14 August 
1944 succeeded Max Manus (who led the campaign), Gunnar Sonsteby, Roy Nielsen, Andreas 
Aubert, Henrik Hop and William Houlder destroying 25 Messerschmitt Bf 109, fighter planes, 150 
switch engines and German's largest stock of spare parts for fighter planes in Norway. Bjølsen hall 
burned well into the third day after the attack. William Houlder participated in 74 successful and 28 
fruitless actions. All operations were conducted without the loss of a single hunter from Milorg. 
William Houlder married after the war with Tordis Lindskog. Together they took over a hardware 
store in downtown Oslo. Houlder died in 1984 at the age of 66. He was buried 9 March of that year 
in the Western Cemetery. On 7 March 1947, Lieutenant William Houlder was awarded the War 
Cross with sword for gallantry during the war years. Houlder was awarded the Distinguished 
Conduct Medal in the autumn of 1945 for his efforts in operation Puffin. Houlder was tidleger 
(March 3, 1944) has been decorated with the Military Medal. For the effort as a bodyguard for the 
royal family in the liberation day 1945, Houlder, along with eighteen second bodyguards, was 
awarded HM The King's Commemorative Medal with buckle, "1940-1945." He has a file in the SOE 
section of TNA with reference HS 9/748/4 which was closed until 4 April 2011. He is included in 
SOE file reference HS 7-174_5_6 Norwegian Section History in connection with Operation Puffin 
and in a section entitled Losses and Successes. 
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506. Johnny Birger Adriansen MUNTHE. Signed 31 January 1942. Norwegian Legation, 
London. 

038 
DOB 12.11.1920. flygmek. Norsk. 
He is listed in , the unofficial list of 3,595 personnel associated with the Royal Norwegian Air Force 
in Canada 1940-1946 (from the book The Spirit of  by Edvard Omholt-Jensen, 1986). He died on 8 
November 1999 aged 78. 
507. Sergeant Claus Urbye HELBERG. Signed 31 January 1942. Norwegian Legation, 
London. 

038 
DOB 31.1.1919. kont. Norske. 
From his SOE file, reference HS 9/689/6: 

 

 
From The Guardian, Wednesday 19 March 2003: 
The Norwegian resistance hero Claus Helberg, who has died aged 84, took part in one of the most 
daring and important commando raids of the Second World War - the attack on a heavy-water 
plant crucial to the Nazis' nuclear plans. Nine British-trained Norwegian saboteurs were dropped 
by parachute on a frozen lake in the county of Telemark, west of Oslo, on February 17 1943, to 
attack the Norsk-Hydro laboratories at Vemork, near Rjukan, Helberg's birthplace. Their exploits 
were immortalised in The Heroes of Telemark (1965), starring Kirk Douglas and Richard Harris. 
Helberg's local knowledge was crucial to the raid's success. The third of five sons of an intellectual 
family, he had taken a job as a guide and skiing instructor after finishing college in Bergen. He was 
captured during the Nazi invasion of Norway, but escaped and, after training in England, returned 
home for the Telemark attack. Operation Freshman, an earlier raid on the heavy-water facility, had 
failed in November 1942, when the two gliders carrying British Royal Engineers and their 
Norwegian escorts crashed miles away from the objective. The 14 survivors were rounded up by 
the Germans and shot the same day. The destruction of the plant was requested by General Leslie 
Groves, the American military administrator of the Manhattan project, then developing the atomic 
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bomb at Los Alamos. Prompted by warnings from Albert Einstein, the allies feared that the Nazis 
might build a nuclear device before them. Indeed, had the Germans not dismissed particle physics 
as "Jewish science", and forced its practitioners out of the country in the 1930s, this could well have 
happened. Heavy water, a compound of oxygen and a rare isotope of hydrogen, is found in 
microscopic quantities in ordinary water, from which it can be slowly and expensively extracted by 
distillation and electrolysis. Its function in the harnessing of atomic energy for use in nuclear 
reactors (before the discovery of uranium enrichment) was to slow down the chain reaction which, 
when unrestrained, produces a nuclear explosion. The Nazis were interested in both applications, 
but Hitler neither understood nuclear physics nor tolerated research that took more than a year to 
produce results. Werner Heisenberg, the discoverer of the "uncertainty principle" in particle physics, 
and leader of the German wartime nuclear programme, later claimed that he had proposed the 
nuclear reactor application while opposing the bomb, though his true attitude remains as uncertain 
as his theory. It is more likely that he regarded the bomb as unachievable, rather than undesirable, 
even though nuclear fission had been a German discovery. Hitler's armaments minister, Albert 
Speer, agreed. He did offer Heisenberg bomb research facilities in 1942, but the Germans 
concentrated what nuclear work they did on the reactor application. In the same year, the number 
of scientists involved in nuclear research was cut from 70 to 44. Their annual budget peaked at little 
more than 3m Reichsmarks in 1944. The allies, of course, had no knowledge of German scientific 
doubts or Nazi indifference. They did, however, have reliable information that the Germans were 
working on a reactor, and they knew too that reactor science and bomb science were intimately 
connected. It was also clear that the Nazis had acquired Belgian uranium from the Congo, and had 
the Norwegian heavy-water plant at their disposal. Helberg and his colleagues in Operation 
Gunnerside wore white snowsuits over their British uniforms as they landed 30 miles northwest of 
Vemork, in the midst of the toughest mountain country in northern Europe. They had weapons, 
skis, a radio, 18 packs of explosive - and poison capsules in case they were caught. After struggling 
through terrible snowstorms for 11 days, the group reached a mountain top overlooking the 
remote site, descended into a gorge and climbed up the other side to attack on February 28. They 
penetrated the plant through a cable conduit, and detonated a series of explosions that spilt half a 
ton of the painstakingly collected heavy water. No one was injured in the raid; five commandos got 
away to neutral Sweden, and four spent five months eluding capture before escaping to Britain by 
sea. A German general described the Telemark operation as the finest coup he had ever heard of. It 
delayed the research by a year. Yet the Germans soon had the plant going again, and work was 
only brought to a halt by a heavy raid of American bombers. It took another Norwegian operation - 
sinking a ferry carrying heavy water to Germany in 1944 - to bring the Nazi nuclear programme to 
a permanent halt. After the war, Helberg, now famous throughout Scandinavia, went back to his 
outdoor life, helping to open up mountain trails and shelters for hikers and climbers. He is survived 
by Ragnhild, his wife of 53 years. A year before he died, Claus Helberg returned to the Highlands 
for the first time in 60 years to see the rugged terrain where he and fellow countrymen trained 
before undertaking a vital secret mission. He had been among 400 Norwegians who escaped to 
Britain in January 1942, to undergo training in the Aviemore area, specifically at Glenmore and 
Forest Lodge. Just over nine months later, he was on his way back to his home town of Rjukan. 
During his visit to the Commando Memorial at Spean Bridge, Claus paid tribute to his fallen 
comrades. He was later presented with a statuette of the 50 year old memorial, which 
commemorates the sacrifice of more than 2,000 commandos. 
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He has a file in TNA with reference WO 373/108/1052. From his SOE file, reference HS 9/689/6:
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508. C CLARKE. Signed 31 January 1942. Air Ministry, Bristol. 

038 
No trace found other than this entry in The Air Force List for January 1942 for C CLARKE (70904): 

 

 
The LG, 4 January 1955 announced that he relinquished his commission as a Flying Officer on 23 
September 1954. 
The surname could be HARKER. 
509. Squadron Leader Lawrence Eyre WEST RAFVR MiD (86048). Signed 31 January 1942. 
HQ 18 Group. 

038 
Twice Mentioned in Despatches: New Year Honours List, LG 1 January 1943; King’s Birthday Honour 
List, LG 8 June 1944. 
510. Captain [later Squadron Leader] Joseph Newman WILSON. Signed 1 February 1942. 
BOAC Leuchars. 

038 
DOB 7.10.1908. pilot. 
The LG, 4 June 1943 announced “Central Chancery of the Orders of Knighthood, St James’s Palace, 
SW1, 2 June 1943. The King has been graciously pleased to give orders for the publication of the 
names of the undermentioned as having been commended for valuable service in the air.” 
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511. Captain Louis Alfred WILKINS. Signed 1 February 1942. British Overseas Airways 
Company. 

038 
DOB 9.10.1903. 
Wilkins was BOAC’s head of the Leuchars – Stockholm route. See Blockade Runners pp. 78, 79, 87, 
88, 157, 161, 167, 173, 177, 181. 

 
A passenger (right), who has been carried in the bomb-bay of a 'civilianised' De Havilland Mosquito 
FB Mark VI of BOAC on the fast freight service from Stockholm, Sweden, congratulates Captain 
Wilkins and his navigator Harold Beaumont on their safe arrival at at Leuchars, Fife. Source: Air 
Ministry Second World War Official Collection held at The Imperial War Museum. 
A de Havilland Mosquito Mk VI HJ720 (G-AGGF) crashed when on approach to Leuchars. Capt. 
(L.A.) Wilkins, leading the operation, and his radio officer N. H. Beaumont, left Leuchars in G-AGGF 
on 17 August, 1943. Soon after take-off he radioed that he was returning. No more was heard, but 
a gamekeeper on 8 September found wreckage in Glen Esk. The aircraft had hit a mountain at 
2,500 feet on approach in bad weather, and had become B.O.A.C.'s first Mosquito loss. Crew: Capt. 
Louis Alfred WILKINS (pilot) BOAC – killed; F/Sgt (1111883) Harold BEAUMONT (obs) RAFVR – 
killed. Capt. Louis Wilkins is interred at Dundee crematorium; he was 39 years old. Flt/sgt. Harold 
Beaumont is interred at Fettercairn cemetery; he was 23 years old. 
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Illuminated by a Chance Light, civilianised Mosquito FB Mark VI, G-AGGF (formerly HJ720) of BOAC, 
taxys onto the flare path at Leuchars, Fife, prior to a night flight to Stockholm. Sweden. G-AGGF 
was lost on 17 August 1943 when it crashed at Invermairk, killing its crew. Source: Air Ministry 
Second World War Official Collection held at The Imperial War Museum. 
512. Henrik August CHRISTENSEN. Signed 7 February 1942. Norwegian Legation, 
London. 

038 
DOB 17.5.1899. handl. Norsk. 
Henrik married Svanhild Schjonsby (born on 12 May 1903 in Norway and died in Jun 1973), 
daughter of Johannes Schjonsby and Karoline Vilhelmsen, in 1930. He died in December 1970, 
aged 71. http://forsvarsforeningen.itumkunde.no/tekst/543/Historien-om-15F-Kompani-2FDen-
Skotske-brigade.aspx: 
“Høsten 1942 ble brigaden omorganisert. Geværkompaniene ble omdannet til bergkompanier med 
betydelig økt bemanning og ildkraft, men trenet ble basert på hest og kløv i tillegg til det 
motoriserte. Ny sjef fra oktober ble major Henrik Christensen med løytnant Johannes Etterlid som 
nestkommanderende.” 
Google translation: 
“In the autumn of 1942, the brigade was reorganized. Geværkompaniene was converted to a 
salvage company with significantly increased manpower and firepower, but were trained based on 
the pack horse in addition to the motor. New CEO from October, Major Henrik Christensen with 
Lieutenant Johannes Etterlid as second in command.” 
513. Oscar Ewall BERNTZEN. Signed 7 February 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

038 
DOB 1.10.1901. sjoman. Norsk. 
Kapteinløytn in Navy. Died 3 December 1944. Buried in Blankenberge Town Cemetery, Belgium. 

http://forsvarsforeningen.itumkunde.no/tekst/543/Historien-om-15F-Kompani-2FDen-Skotske-brigade.aspx
http://forsvarsforeningen.itumkunde.no/tekst/543/Historien-om-15F-Kompani-2FDen-Skotske-brigade.aspx
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514. Jan Feliks BIETKOVSKI. Signed 7 February 1942. Polich Legation. 

038 
DOB 20.10 1907. Ing. Polsk. 
PROBABLY January Feliks Bietkowski who died on 27 October 1984 and is buried in the Catholic 
Cemetery in Stockholm. 
515. Sir Charles Reginald WHEELER KBE CBE. Signed 9 February 1942. Ministry of Supply, 
London. 

038 
DOB 5.12.1904. sekr. Britt. 
Sir Charles Reginald Wheeler (1904-1975) was Chairman of Associated Electrical Industries and 
Sheerness Steel. The LG, 13 June 1946 added “lately Controller of Iron and Steel, Ministry of 
Supply.” The LG, 11 June 1966 announced: “To be Ordinary Knights Commanders of the Civil 
Division of the said Most Excellent Order for services to Export.” 
According to http://janus.lib.cam.ac.uk/db/node.xsp?id=EAD%2FGBR%2F0014%2FBINN%201, the 
papers of Sir George Binney166 include cypher telegrams to C R Wheeler forwarded through the 
British Minister in Stockholm, Victor Mallet. Hansard HC Deb 08 November 1944 vol 404 cc1356-8 
mentions “Deputy Controller—Mr. C. R. Wheeler, Guest, Keen & Baldwins, Ltd. Mr. Ellis Smith asked 
the Minister of Supply if he can make a full statement on the administration of the Steel Control, 
giving the names and concerns with which the administrators were or are connected. The Iron and 
Steel Control, like the other Raw Material Controls, is an executive department of the Ministry of 
Supply, staffed in the main by technical experts. Policy is determined by the Ministry, acting 
through its Raw Materials Department, to whom the Control acts as an expert adviser. Import 
programmes, production programmes, expansion schemes and prices must be approved by the 
Raw Materials Department and, where necessary, the Ministry of Production. The Control is 
responsible for the day-to-day working-out of policy. The following list gives the names of the 
Controller and his principal officers, and of the concerns with which they were associated before 
joining the Control. They, in common with other members of the Control, are temporary civil 
servants, and are subject to the conditions of service and considerations laid down by the Treasury 
for this class of case. 
Controller: Sir John M. Duncanson—The Steel Company of Scotland. 
Raw Materials Section: Deputy Controller—Mr. C. R. Wheeler, Guest, Keen & Baldwins, Ltd. 
Directors: Foreign Ore—Mr. D. H. Kyle, Ferguson, Wild & Co. Ltd. 
Pig Iron Electrodes—Mr. N. Goodchild, Stanton Ironworks, Ltd. 
Supplies Section: Deputy Controller—Mr. A. G. E. Briggs, English Steel Corporation. 
Assistant Controller—Mr. K. G. Lampson, Dorman Long & Co. Ltd. 

                                                 
166 Signed this book on 30 September 1941, 1 December 1941, 14 December 1941 and 18 April 1942 

http://janus.lib.cam.ac.uk/db/node.xsp?id=EAD%2FGBR%2F0014%2FBINN%201
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Directors: Heavy Steel and Shell Steel—Mr. W. F. Prentice, Dorman Long & Co. Ltd. 
Tinplates and Electrical Stampings—Mr. C. C. Gilbertson, Richard Thomas & Co. Ltd. 
Tubes, Pipes and Fittings—Mr. J. N. B. Alexander, Stewarts & Lloyds, Ltd. 
Alloy and Special Steels—Mr. J. S. Ridges, Brown, Bayley & Co., Ltd. 
From SOE file reference HS 2/257 Operation Airplane History of the Stockholm-Scotland Air Service 
(relates to the year 1942 and an attempt to justify the low number of flights between Bromma and 
Leuchars): 
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See Peter Tennant’s Touchlines of War, pp. 201,226,266. 
516. Major Richard Carlyle HOLME DSO. Signed 9 February 1942. British Legation 
Stockholm. 

038 
DOB 9.11.1877. kopman. Britt. 
From HS2/262 SOE Office & Staff Organisation Stockholm: 
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According to http://www.lan-opc.org.uk/Salford/Worsley/stmark/baptisms_1884-1893.html, he was 
the son of Strachan Holme and Mary Ellen. He was born on 7 November 1877 and baptised on 22 
May 1886 in Sty Mark, Worsley, Lancashire, England. The family lived in Roe Green, a suburban area 
of Worsley, in the City of Salford, Greater Manchester, England. Historically in Lancashire, it was 
anciently a hamlet built around what is now the village green. 
According to http://vestraat.net/TNG/getperson.php?personID=I110504&tree=IEA, he died in 
1972. He was married to Louise Juliane Elisif Mejlænder (1881 – 1957). They had a daughter, Hilary 
Yvonne Holme, born on 4 February 1918, who married Henning Lange Sinding-Larsen (1904 – 
1994) on 4 July 1939 and divorced him in 1965. They had a daughter, Ellen Beate Sinding-Larsen, 
born on 9 August 1939, who married Egil Kraggerud on 21 June 1963. 
http://www.clemmesen.org/articles/Artikel_til_KHT_1_2012_om_Engelske_konsuler_og_anden_britisk
_spionage.pdf (translated by Google): 

http://www.lan-opc.org.uk/Salford/Worsley/stmark/baptisms_1884-1893.html
http://vestraat.net/TNG/getperson.php?personID=I110504&tree=IEA
http://www.clemmesen.org/articles/Artikel_til_KHT_1_2012_om_Engelske_konsuler_og_anden_britisk_spionage.pdf
http://www.clemmesen.org/articles/Artikel_til_KHT_1_2012_om_Engelske_konsuler_og_anden_britisk_spionage.pdf
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“To attend to switch to Christmas as its lead officer placed MI1c the Norwegian and Danish-
speaking artillery Gen. Richard Carlyle Holme in Denmark. In addition, the operation in the Nordic 
countries controlled by the British naval officer, Frank Noel Stagg. He had read Danish in 
Copenhagen University from 1910 and in 1911 noticed by the Germans when he combined study 
with reconnaissance visit to the Danish ports. At this time, he worked for Naval Intelligence. He was 
in October 1914 transferred to MI1c and returned to Copenhagen, but soon thereafter he was 
withdrawn from Copenhagen and located at the headquarters in London with responsibility for 
service efforts Scandinavia and Russia. The British kept the fleet network separate from the secret 
service and the consuls always reported directly to London credibility by the contradiction between 
service and the British diplomats in Copenhagen, which in 1915 occurred on Danish companies' 
circumvention the blockade.” 

 
Google translation of caption: The new British secret service head agent in Denmark, boy book 
author and former Danish naval officer Walter Christmas - here as younger - and his lead officer in 
Copenhagen, Gen. Richard Holme. (From Michael Smith: Six. A History of Britain's Secret 
Intelligence Service) 
He worked at the SOE Mission in Stockholm until he was arrested by the Swedish authorities. He 
was eventually released and returned to Britain where, by 1942, he was working in SOE’s 
Norwegian section with responsibility for translations and records. He moved to the intelligence 
section where he continued to be responsible for translations. 
See Ian Herrington’s The Special Operations Executive in Norway 1940-1945 for more information. 
He is included in the index to SOE file HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

 
From Appendic C, Staff of Norwegian Section, SOE, 1942 – 1945 in HS 7/174/6 Norwegian Section 
History: 

 * = Norwegian speaking 
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The Edinburgh Gazette of 30 July 1918 announced the award of the Belgian Chevalier of the Ordre 
de Léopold to Major Richard Carlyle Holme, D.S.O., Royal Garrison Artillery for for distinguished 
services rendered during the course of the campaign. 
From Scandinavia in the First World War: Studies in the War Experience of the Northern Neutrals, 
edited by Claes Ahlund, Nordic Academic Press, 2013: 
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517. Sverre MIDTSKAU (23 September 1914 – 1987). Signed 9 February 1942. Norwegian 
Mission Stockholm. 

038 
DOB 23.9.1914. fil.stud. norsk. 

 
He was a Norwegian resistance member during World War II. He is best known as leader of the 
illegal radio post Skylark A. On 9 April 1940, Nazi Germany invaded Norway as a part of World War 
II. Midtskau became involved in the subsequent fighting in Rjukan. He later went to Northern 
Norway, and when Norway was overran by Germany, he fled to England together with the Royal 
Family and prominent politicians. In September 1940, the Secret Intelligence Service established 
two stations for radio communication; the so-called Skylark A was led by to be Sverre Midtskau in 
Oslo while Skylark B was led by Erik Welle-Strand (whose wife, Anne-Marie, signed this book on 14 
February 1942) in Trondheim. Midtskau travelled the Norwegian Sea with the cutter Nordlys, 
landed in Florø on 15 September together with Erik Welle-Strand, Sverre Haug and Finn Juell and 
continued to Oslo with Haug. Following technical difficulties in the initial phase, Midtskau and 
Haug travelled to England from Ålesund to fix the problem. Upon his return to Norway, Midtskau 
was to be parachuted over Telemark in February 1941 with a new radio. However, he landed at 
Øyfjell instead of the designated spot near Langesæ, and in addition the radio was smashed to the 
ground. Midtskau then contacted Max Manus, a resistance agent of post-war fame. However, this 
led to his arrest in Manus' home. He was imprisoned in Åkebergveien. The Skylark B group in 
Trondheim managed to establish regular contact with the intelligence in London in January 1941. 
They had valuable assistance from Leif Tronstad, and provided vital information. In September the 
same year, however, Gestapo managed to track the Skylark B transmitting activity. Welle-Strand 
had left Norway, but the new leader Egil Reksten and others were arrested and shipped to Nacht 
und Nebel camps. Gestapo then learned Midtskau's name from the subsequent investigation—
having gained access to the secret code, they managed to decipher the transmissions from Skylark 
B. Midtskau was then sent to the prison Møllergata 19 for torture. He managed to escape in 
December 1941 when a prison assistant managed to copy the keys belonging to a German guard. 
According to Max Manus, this prison assistant was the imprisoned resistance member Kolbein 
Lauring. Midtskau and two others fled Møllergata and hid in rural Lommedalen. He stayed in a 
lodge there until January 1942. He then fled, skiing, via Trysil and Sweden to England. He quit 
active service, but spent the rest of the war as a skiing instructor for Allied soldiers as well as an 
interrogation instructor. In 1968, he published the book London svarer ikke, the title referring to the 
initial difficulties with radio communication in 1940. He was bound to a wheelchair from 1981, and 
died in December 1987, aged 73, from a stroke. See Ian Herrington’s The Special Operations 
Executive in Norway 1940-1945 for several mentions. 
518. Henrik Julius LUNDH (16 April 1894 – 1985). Signed 9 February 1942. Norwegian 
Legation London. 

038 
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DOB 16.4.1894. dir. Norsk. 
He was a Norwegian civil servant. He was born in Kristiania as a son of Ragnar Lundh (1863–1924) 
and Aggie Olsen (1875–1946). From 1919 he was married to Ragnhild Tandberg, but she died in 
1922. From 1924 he was married to Elise Caroline Aubert (1898–1972). He finished his secondary 
education in 1911, and enrolled in law studies. He was a journalist while studying. He graduated 
from the University of Oslo with the cand.jur. degree in 1916, and worked as a deputy judge, junior 
solicitor and from 1919 secretary in the Ministry of Justice and the Police. He took the dr.juris 
degree in 1929 and was promoted to assistant secretary in the Ministry of Justice and the Police in 
1930. He issued the books Navneloven in 1924 and Navneplikt og navnerett in 1928, both 
concerning the formal naming conventions. He also contributed to newspapers and periodicals. He 
was hired as director of wages in the Ministry of Finance in 1936, but returned in 1942 during 
World War II to the Ministry of Justice-in-exile (in London) as deputy under-secretary of state. In 
1945 he was hired as director of Statens Personaldirektorat. From 1948 to 1954 he was the State 
Conciliator of Norway, and from 1954 to 1964 he was stipendiary magistrate of Oslo. He 
represented Norway as a secretary in Det nordiske administrative forbund from 1925 to 1936, and 
edited Nordisk Administrativt Tidsskrift from 1929 to 1941. He participated in judicial congresses in 
The Hague, Paris and Madrid, and lectured at the University of Oslo. He died in 1985, aged 90. 
Listed in LG, 14 February 1942 under the heading Norway | Official Staffs of the Members of the 
Government | Under the direction of the Minister of Justice | Feb 9 1942 (the day he signed this 
book). 
519. Flight Lieutenant Andrew Pursall LEWIS. Signed 13 February 1942. 21 York Road, 
Bondi Junction, NSW Australia. 

038 
Son of Andrew (d. 1952) and Lilian (d. 1949) Lewis. Lilian Lewis had a brother, George Pusall, who 
lived in Leamington Spa. 21 York Road is a listed property. His engagement to Gloria, eldest 
daughter of Mr and Mrs J W Craig was announced in the Sydney Morning Herald of 31 July 1944. 
From his digitised file, Item barcode 5261728, in the National Archives of Australia: 
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520. Andreas Martin Ekedal (born 1902). Signed 10 February 1942. 

038 
He was a flight mechanic involved in the Norwegian Svalbard expedition in 1936 which carried out 
an aerial survey of Greenland. He is listed in , the unofficial list of 3,595 personnel associated with 
the Royal Norwegian Air Force in Canada 1940-1946 (from the book The Spirit of  by Edvard 
Omholt-Jensen, 1986). 
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521. Flying Officer Rodney Bainbridge ARCHER DFC (402148) (9 October 1918 – 17 May 
1942). Signed 11 February 1942. 44 Balfour Road, Rose Bay, Sydney, Australia. 

039 
Born in Lindfield, New South Wales. Enlisted 24 June 1940. Posting on death: 1 Depot, Uxbridge. 
Beaufort AW 383 of No. 42 Squadron RAF on 17 May 1942 failed to return from strike on German 
battleship Prinz Eugen off Lista, Norway. Sgt Cain’s body was washed ashore on the coast of 
Norway and is buried at Blomvaag Cemetery near Bergen. No trace of the aircraft was found and it 
was assumed it had crashed into the sea and that the remaining crew members were lost at sea. 
Crew: RAAF FO Archer, R B, DFC (Pilot); NZ Flt Sgt Keeling, D N; RAF Sgt Cain, B; RAF Sgt Jefferies, 
G. Archer was awarded the DFC for an earlier strike in a Beaufort torpedo attack on enemy naval 
forces including the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau off the Dutch coast on 12 February 1942. See entry 
for Flying Officer Ernest Birchley for 11 February 1942. 
NOTE: There is a comment in the margin that accompanies the signatures on 11 February 1942 
from Rodney Archer to A A Turner. This mentions the German warships Scharnhorst, Gneisenau and 
Prinz Eugen. The ORB for No 42 Squadron has entries for 9 February and 12 February, but none for 
11 February, so it’s likely that the crew signed this book before they departed (the majority of 
signatures are for visitors to RAF Leuchars). 
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From http://www.raf.mod.uk/history/rafhistorytimeline1942.cfm: “11-12 Feb 1942 - The Channel 
Dash. The German warships Scharnhorst, Gneisenau and Prinz Eugen were spotted by a Spitfire pilot 
off Le Touquet attempting to escape Brest Harbour to Germany. Despite repeated air attacks by 
RAF and FAA aircraft which had been on alert for a week, all three pass through the channel 
unscathed. Gneisenau and Scharnhorst were, however, later damaged by mines dropped by 
Bomber Command aircraft.” From http://www.scharnhorst-
class.dk/scharnhorst/history/scharncerberus.html: “From 11:55 radar plots giving the German 
positions were broadcast at ten-minute intervals. They were also passed on by telephone to the 
Admiralty, Fighter, Bomber and Coastal Commands, and to 16 and 11 Groups of the RAF. The 
trouble was that, with the ships steaming at about 27 knots and occasionally working up to 30 
knots, there was too little time. For example, the squadron of fourteen Beauforts No 42 Squadron 
based at Leuchars in Scotland had been ordered south some days earlier. From S W Roskill’s The 
War at Sea 1939-1945 II: The Period of Balance, Chapter VI, Coastal Warfare 1st January – 31st July 
1942: Nine of its fourteen Beauforts left Leuchars armed with torpedoes, while the other five were 
ordered to pick them up on an airfield in Norfolk. Unfortunately the thick snow on the Coastal 
Command stations in East Anglia forced them to land at a fighter station, where there were no 
torpedoes. Efforts were made to bring the weapons by road to the waiting aircraft, but they arrived 
too late. The result was that only nine Beauforts left for Manston in Kent, armed with torpedoes, 
early in the afternoon. At about 3:30 they set course for the target accompanied by five Hudsons. 
Seven of the Beauforts got in attacks, and some of the Hudsons managed to bomb the enemy in 
the worsening visibility. Again no damage was done. By now, the aircraft should have been at 
Coltishall in Norfolk. But the weather had intervened. For three days the torpedo-bombers had 
been grounded by snow. They were still many kilometers from the scene of action.” [~] “The 
squadron from Leuchars had suffered as much frustration as anyone that day. At last, after many 
delays, they had arrived at Coltishall, where they were due to be equipped with torpedoes. These 
had to be brought from Grimsby and had not yet arrived. They wasted 21 hours waiting for them. 
When they took off again they found themselves surrounded by a formation of Hudsons, none of 
which seemed to know which way to go. At last they were pointed in the general direction of the 
targets where they brought a lot of trouble to three destroyers from Harwich by mistaking one of 
the British ships for Scharnhorst.” [~] “But Worcester did survive. Out of her complement of 130, 100 
were either killed or wounded. Nevertheless, she eventually returned to Harwich under her own 
steam. Campbell and Vivacious went to her aid, and a Hunt class destroyer was alerted to take the 
stricken ship in tow. But number 3 boiler was still intact and there was enough steam to produce 8 
knots. She limped back across the minefield, and reached Harwich early next morning. The worst 
moment was created by the Beauforts from Leuchars when she was in company with Vivacious and 
Campbell. The second aircraft in the flight dropped a torpedo, which caused Campbell to go 
hurriedly astern. It could hardly have happened at a worse moment, for her crew were busy picking 
survivors out of the sea. But, as Captain Wright of Mackay admitted in his report, "the aircraft on 
both sides must have found the situation rather confusing." Nor was this all. The minefield, which 

http://www.raf.mod.uk/history/rafhistorytimeline1942.cfm
http://www.scharnhorst-class.dk/scharnhorst/history/scharncerberus.html
http://www.scharnhorst-class.dk/scharnhorst/history/scharncerberus.html
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the destroyers crossed and recrossed apparently at their peril did not exist. It had been cleared 
some days earlier. By some oversight, a signal to this effect had never been dispatched.” 

039 
From The Sydney Morning Herald of Monday 16 February 1942: 
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The above article mentions the following pilots who have signed this book: 
Squadron Leader William Hedley Cliff 
Pilot Officer Ernest Birchley 
Pilot Officer Rodney Bainbridge Archer 
Pilot Officer A R Wells 
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Flying Officer Andrew Pursall Lewis 
Squadron Leader John Swire Dinsdale 
Flight Lieutenant Brendan Eamonn Fergus Finucane167 

 
Run the Gauntlet - the Channel Dash 1942 by Ken Ford, Osprey Publishing, 2012 
522. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Ronald Gordon McLaren BAGGOTT MiD 
(109419). Signed 11 February 1942. The Minster Vicarage, Beverley, Yorkshire. 

039 
He joined the RAF on 1 November 1941. Participated in the Channel Dash whilst with No 42 
Squadron. Mentioned in Despatches in the LG, 1 January 1946. 
523. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Norman Harry WILSON (46335). Signed 11 
February 1942. Lytham St Annes. 

039 
Participated in the Channel Dash whilst with No 42 Squadron. 
From http://www.geocities.com/capecanaveral/runway/9601/wilson.html: 
Flight Lieutenant Norman H Wilson RAF 209 Squadron East Africa & the Far East 1945. Norman: 
"How did my love affair with flying come about? Losing my mother at the age of eight in 1931, left 

                                                 
167 Brendan “Paddy” Finucane signed this book in March 1939 

http://www.geocities.com/capecanaveral/runway/9601/wilson.html
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my family consisting of my father, two older brothers and myself. My first flying experience was 
sitting on my father’s knee, in the front cockpit of a first world war Avro 504k on a five shilling 
pleasure flight, taking off from the beach at Rhyl, North Wales. I think I was probably aged about 
six. My father took me on aeroplanes whenever the chance arose and we flew many times between 
Southsea and the Isle of White whilst on holidays on the South Coast of England as well as internal 
flights from Birmingham to Manchester. Some examples of aircraft in which we flew: Fox Moth, 
Puss Moth, Leopard Moth, three- engined Westland Wessex, D. H. Dragon and others. My oldest 
brother, Alan, spent all his spare time flying gliders at the London Gliding Club at Dunstable. He 
later flew powered aircraft under the Civil Air Guard scheme introduced (I believe in 1937) I which 
was intended to form a pool of trained pilots to be recruited in the event of war. He was in a 
reserved occupation throughout the war working for the Rover Company developing Whittle’s Jet 
engine. My second brother, Douglas, joined the R.A.F. in 1934 and was qualified as a pilot in 1939, 
being shot down over Germany in March 1940. LINK (his story by clicking on the link). Hence my 
boyhood dream and greatest ambition was to become a pilot and fly what I considered to be the 
ultimate in flying, and that was to fly Sunderlands. With the assistance of Adolf Hitler, the King and 
Winston Churchill my life time greatest ambition was achieved by the age I was 22. I consider 
myself a very lucky man. I left school in July 1939 at the age of 16 and commenced an Aircraft 
Engineering Apprenticeship at Sir W.G.Armstrong Whitwoth Aircraft Ltd in Coventry. (They were 
building Whitley Bombers at the time.) On my eighteenth birthday in 1941, I volunteered to join 
the RAF as a trainee pilot, was successful in selection, but had to await until 10th August 1942 to be 
called. Training under the Empire Training Scheme in Canada, at 33 E.F.T.S. at Caron Saskatchewan 
and 33 S.F.T.S at Carberry Manitoba, I was gratified to achieve “Honour student” awards, “Above 
average” assessments as a pilot, and receive a Commission as a Pilot Officer. (Since I am now eighty 
I feel no shame in being boastful about my achievements.) At that time, Flying Boat Pilots had not 
only to be assessed as “above average” but had also to be Qualified Navigators so I was very 
encouraged to believe that I was on course to achieve my ambition when I was sent to 31 G.R.S. at 
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island and obtained my Air Navigators Certificate on 10th February 
1944. 
After a period back in the U.K., including being on leave on “D Day” and being slightly ashamed of 
sitting in the garden watching hundreds of Allied aircraft over head on their way to support the 
invasion of Europe, I eventually found myself in Mombassa, Kenya and joining 209 Squadron as a 
Second Pilot on Catalina aircraft. My first operational flight was an anti-Submarine patrol between 
Mombassa and the Seychelles on 19th February 1945, returning on the 21st. In the month up to 
24th March, a number of similar flights to such places as Madagascar, Pamanzi, and Dar-es-Salaam 
were undertaken during which time we were told that we were to convert to Sunderlands before 
departing to the Far East to participate in the Japanese conflict. I joined the Sunderland crew of 
Flying/Officer Gibson initially as third pilot. During the work up to become “Operational” many 
exercises in Radar, Bombing, and Gunnery etc were undertaken. On April 20th whilst on a bombing 
practice, during which a smoke bomb marker was dropped into the sea and then bombed by other 
smoke bombs, we had our first emergency experience.  
The apparatus for dropping the smoke bombs was somewhat primitive in that the bombs were 
individually loaded onto a small rack attached to the sill of the Drogue hatch in the downstairs 
Galley and then swung out ready for the pilot to operate the electrical release. Unfortunately our 
Navigator, “Willie” Hubert, dropped one of the primed bombs inside the aircraft, which detonated 
and filled the plane with dense smoke. I was second pilot. In the cockpit, we could not see the 
control column let alone the instruments! The Captain shouted that we must be on fire and he 
would try to land. We were some 50 miles from land. I could not even see him! In an effort to see 
outside I attempted to put my head out of the rear sliding widow on my side of the cockpit but to 
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no avail. I then slid the window panels back to see if I could do so out of the front window when 
the changed airflow over the cockpit window miraculously sucked the smoke out of the plane in a 
second. We were by then straight and level, about five feet above the water, calm waves but a large 
swell. The captain landed and all seemed well until the Starboard wing tip float hit the swell and 
was knocked rearwards and upwards lifting the starboard aileron, knocking the control wheel from 
the Captain’s hands and dipping the Starboard wingtip into the water. Looking out of the cockpit I 
could see the starboard outer prop was thrashing up spray. I instinctively grabbed the wheel and 
applied full power. Luckily the aircraft responded and took to the air at an incredible nose up wing 
down angle. We were able to resume normal flight, less the starboard wing float, return to 
Mombassa and land. Myself and another crew member climbed onto the port wing to keep the 
starboard wing up, whilst being towed to a mooring. The aircraft was taken out of the water, and a 
new aileron and wing tip float fitted. There was no other damage. A short while later, on the night 
of May 14th, two crews ie those of F/O Gibson and P/O Thomerson were assigned to fly one 
aircraft on a Night Radar Training exercise. The crews taking it in turn. We all got onto the aircraft 
and realising that there were more than enough pilots to carry out the work, I said to “Willie 
Hubert, our navigator, “I don’t feel like going tonight” to which he replied “Nor do I, let’s ask the 
skipper if we can get off “. Both captains agreed and although the crew boat had left the aircraft, 
we managed to shout to him to return and the two of us went ashore. Later that night when that 
aircraft was due to land, a thunderstorm covered Mombassa and they were told to remain out at 
sea until it passed. The aircraft flew into a hill and although some survived, there were many who 
did not. I was then assigned to the crew of F/O Eric Yeomans and aircraft number PP159 – 
Squadron letters WQ Q. Having trained to operational standard, the Squadron moved east to our 
new base at Kogalla Lake near to the town of Galle in the south of Ceylon (Sri Lanka). Our route 
took us via the Seychelles and Diego Garcia, arriving on July 14th 1945. One week later we flew to 
our advanced base at Rangoon. Over the next few weeks, until the Japanese surrender, the 
squadron flew many anti shipping sorties in the South China Sea. The routine was to fly halfway 
down the west coast of Malaya to where there was a gap in the hills which would allow our limited 
altitude to cross into the South China Sea. Here we patrolled up and down the coast and attacked 
coastal shipping with which the Japanese we supplying their troops in Singapore and Malaya. 
During that time we flew five operational missions and sank one “Sugar Dog” supply ship, one Tug 
and Two Barges. Also attacked and damaged were, Seven “Sugar Dogs” and one Large Junk. Note: 
“Sugar Dog” was the code name for small freighter ships manned by Japanese and being used to 
supply the Japanese troops in Malaya and Singapore. Our Captain, Eric Yeomans, was awarded the 
D.F.C. He had to be ordered to wear it as he believed that, in comparison to what others had done 
to earn it, our efforts were not deserving. September 1st saw us taking Red Cross supplies to the 
Cocoas Islands. September 9th carrying Press Members to Singapore--- On our arrival at Seletar 
flying boat airbase at Singapore, and being possibly the very first there, we were transported 
ashore by a Japanese crew boat. The banks of the base were lined with Allied ex-prisoners who had 
been “released” from such infamous places as Changi Jail. We had a little food on board and gladly 
distributed it to the nearest. A Japanese officer wanted to surrender his Samurai sword to me. 
Stupidly I refused it and told him to report to the docks where Lord Mountbatten would shortly 
arrive. The task of the Press was to photograph the “First Aircraft (a Liberator) arriving following the 
surrender”, and the arrival of the Royal Navy bringing Lord Mountbatten to take the official 
Surrender ceremony on the 12th September. We participated in the fly past of that occasion. Note: 
Through the auspices of The Imperial War Museum, I have recently obtained a videotape of the 
news reels of the ceremony including the flypast. Over the next period we flew many Officials into 
Singapore and, very satisfyingly, ex-prisoners back to Ceylon for medical attention. On the night of 
October 20th we were on one such flight overnight from Kogalla to Singapore. We were past the 
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point of no return, when the Flight Engineer informed us that fuel was disappearing at a formidable 
rate. Using the Aldis signalling lamp to inspect under the wings, fuel could be seen pouring from 
the starboard inner engine. We shut the engine down, feathered the prop and closed the fuel cock 
which had the desired effect and happily continued on our way. Calculations showed that it was 
almost certain that we could not reach the alternative base at Penang and rather than put our 
passengers at risk we would land in Samah Bay at the Northern tip of Sumatra and seek help, 
notifying our intentions to Singapore. Landing soon after dawn was without incident and we 
moored to a convenient buoy. The bay was totally deserted with no signs of life ashore. Singapore 
told us that a South African Naval frigate was in the area and would arrive about mid-day and 
would take our passengers. In the interests of their comfort the crew then ferried them ashore, two 
at a time, in the Rubber dinghy. A game of cricket was even devised to pass the time. The Frigate 
duly arrived and took the passengers aboard. In the meantime our engineer, and myself, had 
discovered that the main fuel feed pipe to the engine had become disconnected, this was easily 
reconnected, but on trying to start the engine it was apparent that both magnetos had been 
soaked in fuel and were unserviceable. Singapore were notified and they arranged for a Mosquito 
to drop two magnetos by parachute. This was duly done by a superb piece of flying and dropping 
them onto the centre of a very narrow beach. We fitted the magnetos and decided to take a 
chance on reaching Penang, the sea being very calm and if necessary a landing just short of 
Penang and nearer to civilisation being preferable to being where we were. After a Flight, 2 hours 
30 minutes we touched down --- we taxied to the mooring on two engines; fuel was exhausted and 
they both stopped - leaving us to be towed to the buoy. This was on the 22nd October, the whole 
thing had only lasted two days! As I often say, “You can’t do that with a 747!” My squadron was 
number 209 whose motto was "Might and Main" and depicts a red eagle plummeting to earth. This 
results from the fact that in the First World War the squadron was credited with shooting down the 
famous German ace Baron von Richthofen who was known as “The Red Eagle". The Squadron, in 
the Second World War, was also famous for having spotted and shadowed the German Battle 
cruiser Bismarck until she was sunk by the Royal Navy in the North Sea. 
524. Flight Officer John Lewis NORTON MiD (89818). Signed 11 February 1942. 1 
Kidbrooke Park Road, Blackheath, SE3. 

039 
Mentioned in the LG, 4 February 1941, 20 January 1942 and 5 March 1943. Participated in the 
Channel Dash whilst with No 42 Squadron. 
525. Pilot Officer [later Squadron Leader] Grant KERR DFC MiD (61269). Signed 11 
February 1942. Arbroath, Angus. 

039 
Participated in the Channel Dash whilst with No 42 Squadron. KERR, Grant, A/S/L (61269, Royal Air 
Force Volunteer Reserve) - No. 42 Squadron - Distinguished Flying Cross - awarded as per LG 
dated 11 August 1944. Public Record Office Air 2/9633 has citation drafted when he had flown 119 
sorties (290 operational hours) as a pilot. “This officer has been engaged on operational flying since 
August 1941. When based in the United Kingdom, he flew on numerous operational sorties 
including attacks on the German battleships Scharnhorst and Prinz Eugen. Since then he has served 
in the Middle East theatre of war and India. More recently, Squadron Leader Kerr has taken part in 
day and night attacks on enemy objectives in Burma. He has always pressed home his attacks with 
skill and determination. Penetrating far into enemy territory, this officer has on many occasions led 
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the squadron with great success against difficult jungle targets. At all times he has displayed great 
courage and devotion to duty and by his leadership, both in the air and on the ground has set an 
inspiring example to all.” 
From http://forum.12oclockhigh.net/showthread.php?p=168645: 
19 June 1943. No.42 Squadron. Blenheim V BA684 'B' crashed in flames during raid on Pinlebu. 
Crew (F/O G Kerr, F/Sgt Smith and F/Sgt Wilson) baled out and later picked up by a patrol of the 
Seaforth Highlanders. See The Bristol Blenheim, Warner(2nd ed), p.584 and Air War for Burma, 
Shores, p.71. 
His nickname was Garry. He was CO of 152 Hyderabad Squadron from January 1945 to January 
1946. 
From http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/54/a2168354.shtml: 
“KAN. I made it back to this dump of a Strip by the middle of January 1945 and reported to our 
new C.O. S/Ldr. Grant Kerr DFC. Garry Kerr was a charming Scot, ever mindful of the welfare of all 
his Squadron's Personnel. On Feb. 8th 1945 we moved to Sinthe, tents and all.” W/O John Vickers, 
SAAF, of 152 (Hyferabad) Squadron 
From http://www.152hyderabad.co.uk/html/w_o_j_w_vickers.html: 
“Kan. I made it back to this dump of a Strip by the middle of January 1945 and reported to 152's 
new CO. S/Ldr Grant Kerr. DFC. Garry Kerr was a charming, softly spoken Scot, ever mindful of the 
welfare of all 152 Personnel. On Feb. 8th 1945, 152 moved to Sinthe, tents and all. 
Sinthe. Another custom built strip, situated to the north of Burma's largest river, the Irrawaddy over 
which, some fifty miles south of us, 4 Corp of the 14th Army was preparing to cross in large 
numbers. The Strip was well laid out in open country (no jungle) and our camp-site was well 
organised by the Lads. 152's main task was to keep two aircraft up, all day long, covering 4 Corp's 
activity on the river bank. Each trip was a boring two hour stint, doing nothing but waste fuel going 
round and round 4 Corp at a few thousand feet. Those not on the 'round job' were, in sections of 
four, told to make nuisances of themselves around Meiktila and Mandalay, two large 
Burmese towns. On Feb 8th , four of us were sent to annoy the citizens of Meiktila who welcomed 
us with heavy flak. We made off fast and low and looked for trade elsewhere. Suddenly, we flew 
over something quite unusual, a well-built road along which travelled a camouflaged Jap Staff car, 
complete with a flag on its bonnet. As the car stopped, its occupants (Hirohito and Tojo?) got out 
and dived for cover in a roadside ditch. Being first to spot the car, I had the first go at it and 
decided that cash-payers funds would be best spent on its occupants. I did three strafing runs 
before the other Boys turned up and destroyed the car. H & J faced a long walk back. On Feb 12th, I 
went on a Grog Run to Calcutta taking F/Lt Spud Murphy, 152's engineering Chief as passenger, 
where I spent two days buying grog and a record of Deanna Durbin singing 'The lights of Home'. 
On Feb 15th, I returned with Sgt. Botterill as passenger. Odd, we thought as I landed, nobody about. 
No Lads at Dispersal or Boys watching and praying that the Harvard would not crash. We climbed 
out of the Harvard to be told that, during the night of Feb 13 a lone Jap aircraft had bombed the 
camp-site and killed 11 of our Lads and wounding another 30 Lads. Botty and I 
were devastated. So was the rest of 152 Squadron. Obviously, it would take some time to get 
things back to normal. On Feb 16th, A Flight's F/O Jones and his No.2 is on the ' round job' listening 
to another Squadron being scrambled after a Jap recce Dinah. Jonah calls the Controller, offering 
to help but is told to mind his own business. After a while, bored by listening to the other 
Squadron going round in circles, Jonah drops his 30 gallon tank and climbs up behind the Dinah to 
shoot it down right from under the noses of the other Sqdn, just as they gave the 'Tally Ho'. Well 
done Jonah. Bloody good show. On Feb 17th, F/Sgt Lofty Unsted and I are on the 'round job ' when 
we see some half-hearted flak coming up from the Army. A closer look revealed their target, 4 Jap 

http://forum.12oclockhigh.net/showthread.php?p=168645
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/54/a2168354.shtml
http://www.152hyderabad.co.uk/html/w_o_j_w_vickers.html
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Oscar's (Bloody Pongo's doing our Job). Tanks off, down we go in a good bounce and get stuck in, 
although my r/t is u/s. Nevertheless, things go well and we finally spot the remaining Oscar right 
down on the deck, heading fast for home. However, unable to talk to each other, we are unable 
to co-ordinate any attack and neither of us is prepared to try and out-turn this crafty little sod right 
down on the deck. Finally, well south of the Irrawaddy and low on fuel, I wing-waggle Lofty into a 
close formation and head back north to give 4 Corp a 'Show'. Their response was to put more flak 
up at us than they had put up against the Japs. I was now beginning to wonder if that Feb.8 Staff 
Car had, in fact, been on our side of the 'bomb line' and carrying some 14th Army Gunners. The trip 
lasted two hours and I had used all my ammo. Lofty and I claimed 3 destroyed. Group gave us one 
each confirmed, the third one (either Lofty or Me) was claimed by $ Corp. On Feb 18th, Mike 
Jones scrambled with four other Boys to make contact with a larger number of Oscars, shooting 
down five of them. Days later, the lone Jap aircraft paid us another visit, this time hitting dispersed 
aircraft. As four of them blazed merrily with their ammo popping off, we watched good old Flash 
(F/Sgt Fenton. i/c. A Flight Ground Crews) drive a fully loaded fuel bowser to safety from the midst 
of the inferno. Flash surely deserved a Mention and/or an outright Gong. Before the end of 
Febuary, we lost another pilot, Lt Pottinger, SAAF. Potty never returned from a 4 Section rhubarb. 
There had been no Jap air or ground opposition or any r/t calls from him. He just vanished and 
Gary Kerr was very annoyed when Group vetoed his plan to send up a section to try and find out 
what had happened. Potty, might have force-landed in some flat paddy fields. By the end of 
Febuary, Hurri-bombers of 11 Squadron had joined us at Sinthe. With a 250lb bomb under each 
wing they would fly in a 'cab-rank' formation and, when called down, could drop them within 100 
yards of 4 Corp's forward positions. They had 'closely supported' the 14th Army all way from 
Imphal and were very highly regarded. By everyone. In early March, the 14th Army crossed the 
Irrawady in force and were on the way to take Meiktila and Mandalay . Meanwhile, 152 had 
everything under control once more, the Boys flying hours during March and most of April 
covering 4 Corp and 11 Sqdn and Smithy and I were Commissioned. 
Magwe. 152 moved here early in May and little happened except for one incident. Garry Kerr 
heard that some captured Jap soldiers were being held by the Army not far from our Strip. None of 
us had ever seen a Jap soldier so he took us to inspect them. There were three Japs in an enclosure, 
all half-starved and half-dead, covered with jungle sores and guarded by one Red-cap. As we 
approached the Red-cap thug began using his boot on the Japs to get them to 'stand at attention'. 
We all felt sorry for the Japs. Gary Kerr was angry. We stopped him from using his boot on the 
Red-cap ! We left the Japs a few fags and drove off. Towards the end of June I went on leave with 
two Boys to Naini Tal, a hill-station in northern India. We made a bee-line for the place after being 
told by officials in Calcutta that it was reserved for HQ types based in Delhi and out of bounds to 
hooligans like us. We stayed in a civilised hotel for 2/3 weeks and paid some horrendous bills 
before getting back to Imphal Main only to learn that the 152 had moved again, this time 
to Meiktila. Bloody hell; take your eyes off the sods for five minutes or so and off they go 
somewhere else. 
Meiktila. By July, the 14th Army was near Rangoon, ending the Japs visit to Burma. Meiktila, an all-
weather Strip from which we spent hours 'practise flying'. On July 7th, just back from Leave, one 
such trip was, for me, a real 'hairy'. Gary Kerr was to take us all up to 30 k feet and I was to lead a 
Section of four aircraft.  Off we went, climbing in good order to about 10k feet when he r/t's 
'oxygen on '. On it comes and up we go another 10k feet by which time I am beginning to lose 
interest. After a few more minutes he r/ts again to say that as his 'second blower' is u/s, we'll 
practise some cross-over turns. By now, I have lost all interest in the proceedings and am feeling 
the effects of my boozy Leave. What's more, the CO and his lot are all over the sky, way ahead of 
me one minute and way behind me the next. Then, he starts giving me the 'red one do this / do 
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that' bit over his r/t. and even my Section is all over the sky, one pilot coming close in and waving 
his finger at me !! Stuff the lot of them I thought, fully determined on landing to join the Navy and 
tell his Majesty what he could to do with my Commission. Eventually, we all get in the same piece 
of sky and head for home. As we lose height I get a bad feeling about the part I had played in the 
shambles and resolve to become teetotal forthwith !  The lower we get, the worse the feeling 
becomes. By the time we are all down I anticipate getting a 'quiet word' from my CO ! In fact, the 
noise of the bollocking I got could be heard in Mandalay. He was about to do an encore when one 
of the Lads came up with my helmet and mask, pointing out that whilst I had been on leave, a Bee 
(or Wasp) had crawled in and sealed off the end of my oxygen in-take tube with a layer of wax. Had 
Garry Kerr's Second Blower had not been u/s on July 7th I would probably have joined the list of 
RAF pilots who, without oxygen, had made large holes in the ground from a great height. 
Toungoo. On July 21st, Garry Kerr led 12 of us (with only our small kit) on Detachment way down 
south to this real dump of a strip where we joined another detached Squadron. With the Burma 
campaign almost over and 14th Army units fighting each other to be first into Rangoon, our task 
was to make life tough for remnants of the Jap army which were trying to escape from Burma 
into Siam. On July 22nd, I was up with Mike Jones when he spotted a large paddy-field on which the 
locals had harvested crops, stacking them in clumps similar to the way our farmers stack 
corn/wheat in fields prior to making hay-stacks. On this paddy-field however, each clump had 2 or 
3 pairs of Jap legs sticking out from under it.!!  Mike and I re-harvested every clump, the only 
resistance coming from an Officer and some men at one end of the field firing rifles at us. On July 
25th 1945, Gary Kerr was notified that I had become 'tour expired'. He wrote a ' cheery bye Vic ' 
note in my log-book and off I went back to Meiktila to collect my gear and say good-bye to the 
rest of the Squadron's Lads and Boys. During that trip back, I mulled over the past 15 months and 
realised just how much the Instructors at the Jungle Survival School had helped me to cope with 
the horror of life in Burma jungles and, in particular, how to cope with snakes. There are millions of 
snakes in Burma , the majority of whom can be simply ignored.  Being shy, sensitive things they will 
usually slither away to safety from any human being. The only exception is the yellow-banded 
Kryte. Easily recognised by thirty-six black and yellow bands, each an inch wide, which encircled the 
length of its body, the Kryte was lethal. It could move quicker than lightning and one bite would kill 
its prey within ten painful minutes. At Jungle School we learned to cope with this menace by using 
three movements: 
Stand very quite and still so the snake can relax. 
Approach it very slowly and carefully. 
Position the index and middle finger of one hand gently but firmly around the Kryte's body. Then, a 
quick wrist-twist and violent upward thrust will break its back and render it harmless (piece of 
cake). 
During the Burmese campaign only one of our Boys, F/Sgt Simon Dowell, ever saw a yellow-
banded Kryte. Returning from an escort job he had to bail out over thick jungle in an area 
swarming with Japs. I watched as his chute snagged the top of a teak tree, leaving him dangling 
halfway down it. Two weeks later, by which time we had assumed that he was either dead or a 
captured, 4 Corp confirmed that a forward Ghurka patrol had found a pilot walking through dense 
jungle and had brought him back to a field hospital. Could this be our Simon ? Off we went to find 
out. It was Simon and he was in a terrible condition. Swathed in bandages and on a drip, his 
right arm was broken, his left leg in traction. He could hardly speak. Was this an example of 
Jap atrocities? After a mug of rum he croaked out his account of the whole episode. It took him the 
rest of the day to get out of the tree. He then spent three days evading numerous Jap patrols. On 
the fourth day, whilst walking along a very narrow path in dense jungle he saw the Kryte just in 
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front of him, lying across the path in a solitary ray of sunshine which had penetrated the 
jungle gloom. Simon did the three Movements 'by the book'. Creeping up close to the Kryte and 
letting it relax, he then, with a quick wrist-twist and a violent upwards thrust, stuck two fingers right 
up the backside of a bloody great Bengal tiger.” 

Wartime memories of Warrant Officer J W Vickers (died 15 May 2004) 
526. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Ronald GEE DFC (61265). Signed 11 
February 1942. Iona, 27 Carlton Road, Hale, Cheshire. 

039 
Participated in the Channel Dash whilst with No 42 Squadron. The citation for his DFC was 
announced in the LG, 10 November 1942: “Acting Flight Lieutenant Ronald GEE (61265), Royal Air 
Force Volunteer Reserve, No. 47 Squadron. In October, 1942, this officer flew the leading aircraft of 
a formation which attacked an enemy convoy off Tobruk. In spite of heavy defensive fire a 
successful attack was completed. Flight Lieutenant Gee obtained a hit on a tanker which caught fire 
and was destroyed. This officer has taken part in many operational sorties and has always displayed 
great courage and determination.” 
From http://forums.ubi.com/showthread.php/279502-Rommel-s-Supply-Ships-Attacked-by-RAF-
WW2-Clip-Forums/page3: 
Details of the operations against the Axis convoy on the 26th October 1942 
 
It was codenamed ˜TT' (Taranto to Tobruk) and consisted of: 
- Proserpina (Italian, 4869 tons) carrying 4553 tons of fuel, 888 for the Luftwaffe, 2500 for the 
Panzerarmee and 1165 for the Italian forces. 
- Tergestea (Italian, 5890 tons) carrying 1000 tons of fuel and 1000 tons of ammunition. 
- Dora (German, 584 tons) 
The Italian torpedo boats Calatafimi, Ciclone, Lira and Partenope provided escort. 
During the night of 25th/26th October Wellingtons attacked the convoy with torpedoes and 
bombs without success. 
Between 1210 and 1230 eighteen B24s, flying in three boxes of six, bombed the convoy from 
20,000 feet. They were from the 98th Bombardment Group based in Egypt and caused no damage, 
although they had several near misses. 
At 1430 while 30 miles from Tobruk the Proserpina developed an engine room problem and fell 
back with the Calatafimi giving protection. Repairs were quickly made and they started to catch up 
with the other vessels. 
At 1230 8 Beauforts from 47 Squadron took off from the forward airfield of Gianaclis (Egypt). Wing 
Commander Richard Sprague was the squadron C.O. but as he had little torpedo experience he 
chose Beaufort veteran Flight Lieutenant Ronald Gee to lead the formation. 
The Beauforts were joined by 5 Blenheim Vs of 15 Squadron SAAF (carrying 4 x 250lb GP bombs) 
and 9 Beaufighters from 252 and 272 Squadrons. 
The Beauforts flew at low level with the escorting Beaufighters at various heights above. They flew 
westwards around 50 miles from the enemy coast. They came under fire from heavy flak batteries 
as they approached Tobruk and then came across a large group of F-boats which also opened fire. 

http://forums.ubi.com/showthread.php/279502-Rommel-s-Supply-Ships-Attacked-by-RAF-WW2-Clip-Forums/page3
http://forums.ubi.com/showthread.php/279502-Rommel-s-Supply-Ships-Attacked-by-RAF-WW2-Clip-Forums/page3
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At 1525 the Beaufighters waggled their wings as from their higher altitude they had spotted the 
convoy. The Dora was in the lead followed by the Tergestea. The torpedo boats Partenope and 
Ciclone guarded the seaward flank with the Lira at the rear. Above were 2 Ju88s, 2 Mc202s and a 
Me109. The Beaufighters headed for the aircraft and the majority of the bombers for the merchant 
ships. 
Most pilots assumed that the Dora, the leading vessel, was the tanker and 3 Blenheims went in first. 
Lieutenant James Lithgow lead the trio but his bombs narrowly missed and his aircraft was 
damaged by flak as he pulled away. The second Blenheim of Lieutenant Algie Groch was hit as it 
released its bombs, a shell exploding in the nose, killing the navigator Lieutenant Johnson and 
stunning Groch. Another shell burst in the port engine, the wing dropped and clipped the mast. 
Groch struggled to regain control but the aircraft crashed into the sea. The gunner, Air Sergeant 
Twigg pulled Groch from the wreck and dragged him into the dinghy. 
The bombs of Lieutenant Sven Leisegang missed and his aircraft appeared to be hit but carried on 
flying. 
5 Beauforts aimed their torpedoes at the Dora while a sixth targeted the Tergestea. Sprague's 
aircraft was hit but he regained control with half the rudder shot away. Flying Officer Haraldur 
Davidson, a Canadian on his first operation had his aircraft hit by flak immediately after dropping 
his torpedo. The Beaufort turned on its back and crashed killing all the crew except the navigator, 
Pilot Officer Trevor Jones, who became a POW. 
2 Beauforts did not attack; they were flown by Pilot Officer Ralph Manning and Flying Officer 
Norman Hearn-Phillips. They did not believe the tanker was present and decided to continue 
searching along the coast. They were joined by 2 Blenheims, flown by Major Douglas “Pip” Pidsley, 
the Commanding Officer of 15 Squadron SAAF and Lieutenant Dustow. They did not communicate 
with the Beauforts by RT but guessed what they were doing. 
They were proved correct after a few minutes when the Proserpina, with the Calatafimi guarding 
the seaward flank, appeared ahead. 
However, Hearn-Phillips’ aircraft had been hit by a shell, a chunk of flak passing through the 
wireless operator’s position and smashing the electrical panel in the fuselage which caused the 
torpedo to drop from the aircraft. Fortunately, the Wireless Operator, Flight Sergeant “Ginger” 
Coulson had gone forward in readiness to take photographs or else he would have had his head 
blown off! Now all Hearn-Phillips could do was draw enemy fire and observe. 
Manning was a 26 year old Canadian. His crew consisted of 23 year old Londoner Sergeant Spark 
(Navigator), Sergeant Bladen (Wireless Operator) and Sergeant Nimerovsky (Gunner), who was 
Jewish and from Manchester. 
Proserpina turned to port towards Manning spoiling his aim so he circled over the shore while 
under continuous fire in order to find a better angle. The ship reversed her turn to point her bows 
once more towards the Beaufort and for a few moments was almost motionless in the water. 
Manning saw his chance and flew straight at the tanker at 80ft and 140 knots and closed to about 
600 yards in his determination to achieve a hit. 
As he did so, the Blenheims streaked ahead on their bombing runs while a Beaufighter dived on 
the Calatafimi. Pidsley released his bombs and cleared the tanker although he was peppered with 
holes. Dustow was also hit, his aircraft struck one of the masts and cart wheeled into the sea with 
no survivors. 
Out of the corner of his eye, Manning was distracted by the sight of the Calatafimi under attack 
from the Beaufighter and almost failed to pull up over the masts of the tanker. The delayed action 
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bombs from the Blenheims exploded almost underneath his aircraft and there was an enormous 
jolt. A piece of superstructure from the ship flew up and caused a dent in the starboard wing. 
At this point, the aircraft which had attacked the Dora and Tergestea caught up with Manning and 
his torpedo was seen running through the water and then bumping agonizingly along the side of 
the tanker before exploding near the stern. Flames and a billowing mass of smoke gushed from the 
vessel. Calatafimi and Lira picked up 62 survivors from the sea with 15 crew members being lost. 
The bombers grouped together in a loose formation of 10 aircraft and began the journey back to 
Gianaclis. A few Mc202s were still circling around and dived repeatedly on the bombers and 
although Manning was damaged, the Italian fighters did not manage to shoot any of the aircraft 
down. 25 Me109s were seen but the bombers kept down low and were not attacked again. 
Meanwhile, a Beaufighter had damaged a Ju88 and another Beau had been shot down into the sea 
with the crew surviving to become POWs. One Beaufighter was pursued for 60 miles by a Me109 
and badly holed but was able to make it back to base. 
However, there was to be a further tragic loss. Lieutenant Leisegang's Blenheim began to weave 
and slid under the Beaufort of Pilot Officer Walter Garriock, an Australian. The Blenheim climbed 
and collided with the Garriock's aircraft, a Beaufort crew member was thrown through the nose into 
the sea and the aircraft flew locked together for fifteen seconds before crashing into the water with 
no survivors. 
A second strike of 5 Beauforts from 39 Squadron and 9 Beaufigters from 252 and 272 Squadrons 
was launched from Gianclis to attack the remaining vessels. They met 5 He111s off the enemy coast 
and the Beaufighters attacked while the Beauforts continued to search fro the convoy. 
Pilot officer Smith of 272 squadron destroyed one and Pilot Officer Patterson from the same 
Squadron set another on fire and saw it limp towards the coast on one engine. Sergeant Kernaghan 
of 252 Squadron followed Flight Lieutenant Frecker in a head-on attack and was riddled with nearly 
forty bullets. He then positioned himself above and behind the bombers and dived on a Heinkel 
and shot it down into the sea with debris from the resulting explosion damaging his starboard 
wing. 
The Beaufighter of Pilot Officer Derick (Canadian) and Pilot Officer McCann was shot down 
although they managed to get into their dinghy and floated for 8 days before they reached the 
coast. McCann went to find water and was captured but Derick was helped by Arabs and returned 
to the Squadron on the 9th November. 
After the combat. the Beaufighters chased the Beauforts and met them coming back. They had not 
found the convoy but had dropped 3 torpedoes at a convoy of F-boats without result. 
3 torpedo Wellingtons of 38 Squadron led by Australian Flight Lieutenant Albert Wiggins took off 
from Gambut in the late afternoon in a last attempt to stop the ships reaching their destination. As 
the remaining vessels were approaching Tobruk, the sailors saw the 3 Wellingtons. The aircraft of 
Sergeant Viles was hit and crashed into a fuel dump near the port but the crew survived. 3 were 
taken prisoner but 2 managed to evade capture and reached British lines on the 11th November. 
Wiggins and Pilot Officer Bertram were able to turn for home despite being damaged. At least one 
torpedo hit the stern of the Tergestea which disintegrated with a pall of smoke rising to 3000 feet 
above the wreckage. The entire crew of 80 men were killed. 
Only the little Dora reached Tobruk and unloaded her cargo of around 400 tons. 
He was killed on 6 March 1944 and is commemorated on the Runnymede Memorial. 
From http://www.bemrose.derby.sch.uk/images/Gallery/Book%20of%20Remembrance/1_0035.pdf: 

http://www.bemrose.derby.sch.uk/images/Gallery/Book%20of%20Remembrance/1_0035.pdf
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527. Squadron Leader William Hedley CLIFF DSO MiD(37567). Signed 11 February 1942. 
RAF Leuchars. 

039 
Participated in the Channel Dash whilst with No 42 Squadron. He also signed this book on 23 
November 1941 as W H Cliff. See that entry for full biography. 
528. Pilot Officer Lawrence DEWHURST (66012). Signed 11 February 1942. RAF Leuchars. 

039 
Participated in the Channel Dash whilst with No 42 Squadron. A Beaufort pilot with 39 Squadron, 
shot down and killed together with all his crew on 24 August 1942 while attacking the Italian tanker 
Giorgia off the Greek coast. 
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https://picasaweb.google.com/108578121497823430428/TheClassOf1860AndBeyond#5245926816
111910738 
Hunstanworth School c 1921. Charles and Helen Dewhurst [nee Pyle) the teachers. Son Lawrence 
(born 1917 and being held here by mother) became a Beaufort pilot with 39 Squadron, and was 
shot down and killed together with all his crew on 24th August 1942. 
529. Flying Officer Ernest BIRCHLEY (404166). Signed 11 February 1942. 42 Squadron. 
RAAF. 

039 
Participated in the Channel Dash whilst with No 42 Squadron. He also signed this book on 9 
November 1941. He flew in Bomber Command’s raid on Brest on 11 February 1942. Pilot Officer 
Archer, leading one section of No. 42 Squadron, took off at 2.25 pm and at 3.55 he passed a Ju-88 
on a westerly course. Almost immediately afterwards, in very poor visibility, he saw the cruiser Prinz 
Eugen; and, as he wheeled his section to starboard, a second vessel, with heavy superstructure, 
truncated funnel and clinker shield, came into view. The battle cruiser was surrounded by numerous 
escort vessels steering a north-easterly course at 15 knots, and Archer dived down and released a 
torpedo, which appeared to be running strongly towards the capital ship. He then flew into a 
barrage of gun fire and saw the heavy-calibre shells from the enemy's secondary armament hitting 
the water below his aircraft. The Beaufort was holed in the port wing and tail, and had the top 
blown from its turret. The rear gunner and wireless operator were wounded, but Archer successfully 
withdrew from the engagement and landed at Manston. In the same section of aircraft, Flying 
Officer Birchley also penetrated inside the defensive screen of destroyers and launched a torpedo 
against the Scharnhorst, but again no positive results were seen. On 20 March 1942, when five 
Beauforts of 42 Squadron conducted a special strike in Norwegian waters, only Archer and Birchley 
landed safely at base. The other three aircraft crashed while trying to return and two crews were 
lost. In an attack on Prinz Eugen on 17 May 1942, AW373 was shot down. Archer was killed and 
Birchley captured. 

https://picasaweb.google.com/108578121497823430428/TheClassOf1860AndBeyond%235245926816111910738
https://picasaweb.google.com/108578121497823430428/TheClassOf1860AndBeyond%235245926816111910738
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530. Flight Lieutenant Alan Richard WELLS (404042). Signed 11 February 1942. High 
Commissioner, New Zealand House. 

039 
He participated in the Channel Dash whilst with No 42 Squadron. 
He was born in Walthamstow, Essex on 15 October 1910; ship’s purser; joined RNZAF Oct 1940; 
POW 17 May 1942. 
In the late afternoon of 16 May 1942, the Prinz Eugen, accompanied by destroyers, was sighted by 
a reconnaissance aircraft travelling southwards along the Norwegian coast; and on the assumption 
that this force would pass Stadlandet at midnight, fourteen Beauforts were despatched to that area 
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to find and attack the cruiser. All failed to sight the enemy naval force. Reconnaissance on the 
following day succeeded in locating the warships farther southwards. The various sightings which 
were then made justified the conclusion that they would pass the Lister Light in the early evening. 
Torpedo-carrying Beauforts, with a Beaufighter escort and a diversion of high-flying Hudsons, were 
therefore despatched to attack. They were successful in finding the ships but, just as the torpedo-
bombers were approaching their target, they were set upon by fighters and three were shot down. 
Flight Sergeant Keeling, who was flying in one of these aircraft, was lost with his crew. Pilot Officer 
Wells, navigator in another, survived to become a prisoner of war. 
Later he told168 how: 
“Our Beaufort169 managed to survive two attacks and had closed the range to one mile when an 
Me 109 succeeded in putting a full burst into the starboard motor. The pilot began to turn away 
but found the aircraft out of control. We struck the water fairly hard and by the time the pilot and 
myself had come to the surface, only the fuselage abaft the rear turret was still afloat. The wireless 
operator and gunner had escaped from the rear hatch but their combined efforts to release the 
dinghy were unsuccessful. We remained afloat for twenty minutes by keeping closely together and 
finally attracted the attention of one of the German destroyers which altered course and hauled us 
aboard.” 
From http://ww2today.com/17th-may1942-heavy-losses-as-coastal-command-attacks-prinz-
eugen: 

 
The German heavy cruiser Prinz Eugen was torpedoed and severely damaged by a British 
submarine off Norway in February 1942. On 16 May she sailed from Trondheim in an attempt to 
reach her home port in Germany for further repairs. Coastal Command organised a strike for the 
following evening involving 12 No 42 Squadron Beauforts, inluding the Mk IIA seen here with its 
crew preparing for the operation. 

                                                 
168 http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-WH2-1RAF-c15.html#n325 
169 Beaufort serial number AW373 

http://ww2today.com/17th-may1942-heavy-losses-as-coastal-command-attacks-prinz-eugen
http://ww2today.com/17th-may1942-heavy-losses-as-coastal-command-attacks-prinz-eugen
http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-WH2-1RAF-c15.html%23n325
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531. Wing Commander John Swire DINSDALE DSO DFC (40999). Signed 11 February 
1942. High Commissioner, New Zealand House. 

039 
Participated in the Channel Dash whilst with No 42 Squadron. Born Christchurch, 24 April 1913; 
joined RAF August 1938; transferred RNZAF Jan1944. Commanding Officer 489 Squadron RNZAF 
August 1943 to August 1944. No.155 (GR) Wing, Coastal Command, 1944. August 1943 brought a 
change of leadership for No. 489 Squadron when Wing Commander Dinsdale succeeded Wing 
Commander Darling as Squadron commander. Dinsdale was a New Zealander who had served with 
Coastal Command since the outbreak of war. He had commenced his first operational tour with No. 
42 Torpedo Bomber Squadron on 3 September 1939 and had flown with this Squadron in the early 
operations off the Dutch and Norwegian coasts. He had taken part in a torpedo attack on the 
German battleship Lutzow and led a Flight, Beauforts against the three German warships fleeing up 
the Channel. Later, in May 1942, he had led a daylight torpedo attack against the Prinz Eugen in a 
Norwegian fiord and scored a torpedo hit on the warship. Because of this severe opposition no 
form of co-ordinated attack was possible; the operation developed into a series of individual 
efforts and although most pilots succeeded in dropping their torpedoes, only one possible hit was 
observed. Leading a section of No. 42 Squadron, Dinsdale saw his torpedo run well, then he was set 
upon by five fighters; only sharp evasive action and the fact that ‘they were all endeavouring to 
attack at once’ enabled him to escape. The appointment of a New Zealander to command the 
Squadron came at an appropriate moment in its development, since it was now about to re-equip 
with Beaufighter aircraft and enter upon a most successful phase of operations. At the beginning of 
October No. 489 began a move to Leuchars, in south-east Scotland, and was withdrawn from 
operations to carry out re-equipment and training with the new machines. 
His signature matches that in No 489 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for July 1944: 

 
532. Pilot Officer Albert Alfred TURNER (103588). Signed 11 February 1942. 68 
Cambridge Road, New Malden, London. 

039 
Participated in the Channel Dash whilst with No 42 Squadron. He was killed on 24/25 August 1942 
while flying with No 39 Squadron in Malta (as was Pilot Officer Lawrence Dewhurst, who also 
signed this book on 11 February 1942). 
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533. Pilot Officer (later Flying Officer) John Warneford PARKER 68909). Signed 13 
February 1942. Greystoke, Penrith, Cumberland. 

039 
Mentioned in several issues of the LG. 
534. Flight Officer Thelma Eskholme WIGFIELD MiD (1810). Signed 13 February 1942. St 
Irwins, Crofton Lane, Orpington, Kent. 

039 
Women’s Auxiliary Air Force. Mentioned in Despatches. LG 1 January 1945. 
535. The Reverend Squadron Leader William P CORBISHLEY BA (63055). Signed 13 
February 1942. (Retired). 114 Mount Street, London, W1. 

039 
This is the address of the Mount Street Jesuit Centre. The LG, 18 April 1941 announced his 
commission “for the duration of the hostilities with the relative rank of Squadron Leader” with 
effect from 6 March 1941. The LG, 8 June 1954 announced his retirement. 
From the Catholic Herald, 7 May 1971: 
Fr. William Corbishley, died in Manchester last week. He was a brother of Fr. Joseph Corbishley and 
a cousin of Fr. Thomas Corbishley170, both of the Society of Jesus. Ordained in 1936, he taught for 
four years at Stonyhurst and at Stamford Hill. From 1941-46, he was a chaplain in the R.A.F. From 
1946-66, he taught again at Stonyhurst College and then went to Manchester (Holy Name Parish) 
for the last five years of his life. 
536. Maciej KONAR. Signed 14 February 1942. Stockholm. 

040 
DOB 11.9.1906. Attaché. Polsk. He is mentioned in C G McKay’s From Information to Intrigue: 
Studies in Secret Service: Based on the Swedish Experience, 1939-45, Frank Cass, 1993, p. 174 and 
279: “In his confession, John Lönnegren admitted to meeting Dr Hans Wagner first in the autumn 
of 1941. During their association, he had provided information about 100 persons. Of more interest 
than this figure, however, is the type of person about whom information was collected. Thus he was 
asked to make enquiries about Sidney Smith and Victor Hampton, Wilfred Latham, Jerzy Dunkel, 

                                                 
170 In January 1966, the highlight of the unity octave celebrations came when Fr. Thomas Corbishley, SJ 
became the first Catholic priest since the Reformation to preach in Westminster Abbey. Extremist 
Protestants, including Dr. Ian Paisley, demonstrated inside and outside the abbey. 
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Maciej Konar, and Pjotr Iwanow, all associated with Allied intelligence services.” A note (#74) on p. 
279 states “Konar had come to Sweden from Copenhagen.” 
537. Edward SZWEJCER. Signed 14 February 1942. Stockholm. 

040 
DOB 22.9.1910. mek. Polsk. http://www.network54.com/Forum/46825/message/1077346648/some: 
“There were no Polish pilots in the Finnish Air Force during the War. But there were at least 12 
engineers/mechanics who served in Finland during the Winter War: engineer Jan Betkowski, mech 
M. Fraczykowski (who signed this book on 25 March 1942), mech W. Kuciak, mech J. Niedobylski, 
mech Emund Otto (who signed this book on 29 October 1941), Int Felix Pecho (who signed this 
book on 22 October 1941), mech B. Roczwiez (who signed this book on 25 March 1942), mech J. 
Slesicki, mech E. Szwejcer, WOI V. Ulass, mech K. Wasowski and engineer Wodzinski (who signed 
this book on 29 October 1941).” 
538. Per Gunnar JONSON (11 April 1910 – 16 October 1975). Signed 14 February 1942. 
Stockholm, Norwegian Legation. 

040 
DOB 11.4.1910. fotograf. Norsk. 
The Bromma departure record misspelt his surname as Jonssen. He was a Norwegian ski jumper 
and cinematographer. In 1934, Per Jonson set two hill records on Bloudkova velikanka in Planica at 
the international competition. He was one of the best ski jumpers of his time. In 1933, he was in 
Zakopane coaching the Polish national ski jumping team. He shot a short film about skiing in 
Karpathos which impressed German director Leni Riefenstahl, that she hired him as assistant 
director for the 1936 Winter Olympics in Garmisch-Partenkirchen. He worked as a cinematographer 
on Norwegian films, occasionally working as director and producer. At the end of his career, he 
established his own film production company. His films include Guest Baardsen (1939), Tante Pose 
(1940), Englandsfarere (1946) and Nødlanding (1952). During World War II, he was involved as a 
photographer on several fronts, and collected later their footage in the documentary 5 år – som vi 
så dem (Five Years - As We Saw Them) (1947). 
539. Louise (“Lulli”) Sommerfelt KNUDTZON (1918 – 1982). Signed 14 February 1942. 
Stockholm, Norwegian Legation. 

040 
DOB 11.5.1918. Kont. Norsk. 
She married Lieutenant, later Rear Admiral Thorleif Pettersen in 1942. He was the Commander of 
HNoMS Storm. When the Germans invaded Norway on 9 April 1940, Storm was patrolling near 
Buarøy off Bergen under the command of Lieutenant Thorleif Pettersen. This made Storm the only 
Norwegian torpedo boat to be ready for action at the time of the German attack; all the 16 other 

http://www.network54.com/Forum/46825/message/1077346648/some
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torpedo boats were either in port, in transit or undergoing repairs. On 9 April 1940, Storm was 
guarding the approaches to Bergen, a restricted naval port, and was under orders to fire at any 
intruder. Reports of foreign warships moving against Norway had motivated the naval commander 
in Bergen, Rear-Admiral Carsten Tank-Nielsen to put his forces on a war footing. Lieutenant 
Pettersen had suggested to Admiral Tank-Nielsen placing his vessel at the outer line of the 
restricted area, with further forces closer to Bergen. Before reaching the area covered by Storm, any 
intruders would have to pass a line of small patrol boats with the task of identifying incoming ships 
and reporting back to Tank-Nielsen. By 22:00 on 8 April, Storm was in position to defend the 
Bergen approaches. When the German task force detailed to capture Bergen arrived at the 
Lerøyosen approaches around 02:00, the advancing warships were illuminated by searchlights at 
the outlying Lerøy Fort. At 02:20 Storm fired her bow torpedo at the last of the intruding ships, 
most likely the E-boat support ship Carl Peters, at a range of 1,200 metres (3,937.01 ft). The 
torpedo fired by Storm missed and failed to detonate. Lieutenant Pettersen overestimated the 
speed of the incoming German ships, and the torpedo passed in front of the target. The torpedo 
was found by Storm later in the day and destroyed. The German task force pushed on towards 
Bergen, seizing the city after a battle with the coastal artillery batteries there. Following the attack, 
the German E-boats S-21 and S-24 attempted to intercept Storm, but the Norwegian torpedo boat 
managed to evade them. In the opinion of Lieutenant Pettersen, expressed in a post-war report, 
the torpedo had hit its target, but failed to explode. The unsuccessful attack on the German task 
force made Storm the only Norwegian warship to launch a torpedo in anger during the Norwegian 
Campaign. Thorleif Pettersen served with the Norwegian Armed Forces in exile after the end of the 
Norwegian Campaign, amongst other ships on the destroyer Arendal, and ended his naval career 
decades later as a rear admiral. In 1976, he was the Chief of Norwegian Military Mission, Defense 
and Naval Attaché, Embassy of Norway, Washington DC, USA. 
540. Anne-Marie WELLE-STRAND (2 June 1916 – 17 July 2001). Signed 14 February 1942. 
Stockholm, Norwegian Legation. 

040 
DOB 15.6.15. fru. Norsk. 
She was married to Erik Well-Strand. He was a Norwegian mining engineer and resistance member 
during World War II. He is best known as leader of the illegal radio post Skylark B. He was born in 
June 1915 in Bergen. He was a brother of Erling Welle-Strand. In his teens he was active in the 
theatre Den Nationale Scene, before carrying through his compulsory military service from 1935. 
He also worked briefly as a coal miner for Store Norske Spitsbergen Kulkompani, before enrolling 
at the Norwegian Institute of Technology in 1936. He returned to Bergen in January 1940, stationed 
at an anti-air battery to guard the Norwegian neutrality in World War II. However, on 9 April Nazi 
Germany invaded Norway. Welle-Strand became involved in the subsequent fighting, first at the 
anti-air battery, later during a retreat to the mountains of Hardanger. The Norwegian troops went 
to Voss and Leikanger; Welle-Strand then parted ways with them and fled via Finland and Finnmark 
to Tromsø. He fled from there to England with the abandoned naval ship Heilhorn. In September 
1940 the Secret Intelligence Service established two stations for radio communication; the so-
called Skylark A was led by Sverre Midtskau in Oslo while Skylark B was to be led by Erik Welle-
Strand in Trondheim. He travelled the Norwegian Sea with the cutter Nordlys, landed in Florø 
together with Sverre Midtskau, Sverre Haug and Finn Juell and continued to Trondheim with Juell. 
In this city he had attended the Institute of Technology. Skylark B was operated by students of the 
institute, and after technical difficulties in the initial phase, they established regular contact with the 
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intelligence in London in January 1941. Professor of chemistry at the Institute of Technology, Leif 
Tronstad, was also affiliated with the group. Among others, the group helped spread vital 
information about German activity at Vemork heavy water plant. Messages about German troop 
and naval movements were also sent via Skylark. Welle-Strand was ordered to leave Norway for 
London in May 1941, and Egil Reksten took over as leader of Skylark B. In September the same 
year, however, Gestapo managed to track the Skylark B transmitting activity. Egil Reksten and 
others were arrested and shipped to Nacht und Nebel camps. Reksten survived—barely, while 
seven of his ten inmates associated with Skylark B died. Welle-Strand continued his resistance while 
based in the United Kingdom, and participated in raids towards the coast of Western Norway. He 
quit the military after the war's end in 1945, having gone from Second Lieutenant to Captain in 
rank in those four years. He was decorated with the St. Olav's Medal with Oak Branch, the Haakon 
VII 70th Anniversary Medal and the Defence Medal 1940 – 1945. After the war Welle-Strand started 
his own engineering company, Argo, together with Reksten and other friends. He founded his own 
company in Canada in 1951, but later returned to Norway and Argo. Welle-Strand was married and 
had four children. He lived in Oslo in his later life, and died in July 2001 at Aker Hospital. See Ian 
Herrington’s The Special Operations Executive in Norway 1940-1945 for several mentions. 
541. Cornelis SNIJDERS. Signed 14 February 1942. Dutch Legation, London. 

040 
DOB 8.4.1906. eldare. Holl. 
A Google search finds someone named Cornelis Snijders who was born on 16 August 1906 and 
died on 12 December 1979. 
542. Andreas AULIE (1897 – 1990). Signed 14 February 1942. The Norwegian Legation, 
London. 

040 
DOB 17.11.1897. advokat. Norsk. 
He was a Norwegian jurist. He was born in Krisitania. He served as chief of police of Norway 
(Norwegian: rikspolitisjef) from 1945 to 1946, and as Director General of Public Prosecutions from 
1946. Listed in LG, 14 February 1942 under the heading Norway | Official Staffs of the Members of 
the Government | Under the direction of the Minister of Justice | Feb 14 1942 (the day he signed 
this book). He also signed this book on 21 October 1942. 
543. Alexander BOARDMAN. Signed 16 February 1942. [Address], London. 

040 
DOB 20.3.1900. Ing. Eng. No trace found. 
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544. Stepan Nikitich ARTEMYEV. Signed 16 February 1942. Smolensk. 

040 
DOB - - which could mean ditto, ie 20.3.1900. Herr. Rysk. 
Email dated 8 May 2014 from Auke de Vlieger to Trevor Baker: 
Probably Stepan Nikitich Artemyev, born in 1902. A Red Army political officer and former General 
Staff officer. He worked in intelligence and was stationed in Britain in 1942. 
From http://www.hrono.ru/biograf/bio_a/artemevs.php (translated by Bing): 
Artemev Stepan (Stephan) N. (PS.: Ascoli). 1902-? 
Russian. Of the workers. Senior Commissar (20.02.1940). In 1924-1925 and the RED ARMY in 1935. 
A member of the Communist Party in 1925. He graduated from the 3 course Training Institute of 
the Communist Academy, evening the Communist University. Joseph Stalin, the regimental school 
drivers-mechanics, the school ADMINISTRATION of the RED ARMY (1935-1936). 
The RU-ru of the RED ARMY general staff of the Red Army (1935-1942), then at the disposal of the 
GRU. He worked on the legal line in Sweden (1940-1942), the UK (1942) and the Netherlands 
(1945-1946). Submitted to the award in January 1943 "for the excellent perform intelligence tasks 
in the rear of the German troops. 
Awarded the order "sign of honour" (1943). 
Alekseev, M. A., Kolpakidi a., Kočik V.ya. Encyclopedia of Military Mntelligence, 1918-1945, Gg. M., 
2012, 66-67. 
545. Ottar GRUNDVIG. Signed 16 February 1942. Bogstadveien 6, Oslo. 

040 
DOB 27.2.1913. Sekret. Norsk. 
See Ian Herrington’s The Special Operations Executive in Norway 1940-1945 which refers to “a note 
with enclosed report from Ottar Grundvig to Mr Hysing Olsen in Notraship, to D/CD (Charles 
Hambro) from the Ministry of War Transport, 1 April 1942, in HS2/180” in relation to “In February 
1943, SOE and CCO also attempted to link operations against economic and military targets in 
southern Norway. At the beginning of January 1943, SOE and Norwegian naval operation 
“Carhampton” sailed with the aim of capturing a transport convoy off the coast of southern Norway 
thereby disrupting the transportation of important war materials to Germany. This ambitious 
project eventually failed in its objective, and the party sent in to undertake it withdrew to the 
mountains.” 
546. Colonel Erik Wilhelm Blankenborg PRYDZ. Signed 16 February 1942. [Address], Oslo. 

040 
DOB 17.8.1909. Lojt. Norsk. 

http://www.hrono.ru/biograf/bio_a/artemevs.php
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According to http://snl.no/Prydz, Prydz is a Norwegian family originating from pastor of Valer 
(Østfold) Niels Eriksen Prydz (died 1618). He was grandfather's father city and jail in Halden Erik 
Prydz (died 1692) and Lieutenant Hans Prydz (1690-1734), who became the ancestors of each 
major branch of the family. Erik Prydz grandfather's grandfather was the father of Supreme Court 
Judge Frithjof Prydz (1841-1935) and his sister, author Alvilde Prydz (1846-1922). The former was 
grandfather's father athlete Frithjof «bass» Prydz jr. (1943-1992). Hans Prydz 'son, commander of 
the Military Academy, Lieutenant Colonel Peter Blankenborg Prydz (1721-1782), the father of 
Colonel Hans Prydz (1751-1781) and Captain Hans Prydz Elias (1764-1803). The former was the 
father of Lieutenant Christen Prydz (1775-1807) and eidsvoll man, Major Peter Blankenborg Prydz 
(1776-1827). Christen Prydz was grandfather grandfather's father Professor, MD. Hans Peter 
Blankenborg Prydz (b. 1933). - Captain HE Prydz was grandfather's court master of numbers, 
Colonel Erik Wilhelm Blankenborg Prydz (1909-1990). 
547. Samuel ØSTGAARD. Signed 16 February 1942. [Address], Norway. 

040 
DOB 23.8.1906. Transport. Norsk. 
DOB confirmed in the Norwegian Digital Archives. No further trace found. 
548. Pieter MEEMAN. Signed 16 February 1942. Stockholm. 

040 
DOB 20.8.1922. Sjom. Holl. 
549. Flight Lieutenant Leonard Arthur LITTLER (43989). Signed 20 February 1942. RAF 
Dyce. 

040 
He also signed this book on 12 December 1941. 
550. Sergeant Francis Ralph HEATH MiD (642624). Signed 20 February 1942. RAF 
Sumburgh, Shetlands. 

040 
404 Squadron. Mentioned in Despatches: LG 14 January 1944. 
551. Lieutenant Anthony John Guy LYDEKKER DSC. Signed 20 February 1942. 883 (Fleet 
Fighter) Squadron, RAF Peterhead. 

041 
The squadron was formed as a Fleet Fighter Squadron in October 1941 with 6 Sea Hurricane at 
Yeovilton. In January 1942, the squadron joined 14 Group RAF at Fraserburgh and then Peterhead, 

http://snl.no/Prydz
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subsequently embarking on HMS Avenger from Machrihanish in June 1942. In September 1942, 
whilst operating from HJMS Avenger the squadron assisted in Arctic convoy PQ18 to Russia, 
shooting down 5 German aircraft and damaging 17 other aircraft shared with 802 squadron. In 
November 1942, the squadron took part in the landings in North Africa, but ceased to exist after 
HMS Avenger was torpedoed and blew up on return to the UK on 15 November 1942. The 
squadron number was allocated for Royal Canadian Navy use in 1945, the Canadian squadron 
reformed after VJ-Day in September 1945 at Arbroath with 16 Seafire IIIs. However, the formation 
was unsuccessful due to manning problems and the squadron disbanded in February 1946. A 
second and successful attempt at formation took place in May 1947 and the squadron continued 
service until being renumbered to 871 Squadron (RCN) in May 1951. ‘Tony’ Lydekker was born in 
1914. He was a qualified fighter pilot and had been serving as the Armament Officer on the Air 
Staff of HMS Furious since the recommissioning of the ship in 1939, and did so throughout 1940. 
Every RN carrier had an Armament Officer (the big ones had a staff of two), and without exception 
they were all qualified pilots. He took part in the first expedition to Norway, which was a quick 
failure. The second expedition got away when HMS Glorious and HMS Furious sailed from Britain at 
20.30 on 14 May with an escort of four destroyers. En route one of the original 263 pilots, Pilot 
Officer Wyatt-Smith, suffered considerably from shrapnel wounds in his legs, which he had received 
during the evacuation from Andalsnes in Delius, and his place was taken by Lydekker, who 
volunteered. It was felt that Lydekker could be spared on HMS Furious and this was accepted. 263 
Squadron flew off HMS Furious on 21 May to land at Bardufoss. At 13:00 on 26 May three 
Gladiators flown by Flight Lieutenant Caesar Hull, Pilot Officer Jack Falkson and Lieutenant 
Lydekker were detached to Bodø to provide cover for troops retreating northwards in the face of 
the German advance. En route they were engaged in an inconclusive combat with one of the KGr 
100 Heinkels on its way to Bardufoss. When they landed on their new airfield their aircraft all stuck 
fast in the mud. They managed to get the Gladiators to drier ground, where they began refuelling 
from four-gallon tins. This arduous task was by no means complete when a He 111 of 1(F)/122 was 
seen overhead, and all three leapt into their cockpits to take off. Lydekker got off safely, but the 
mud clung to the wheels of the two following Gladiators, and while Hull just managed to get into 
the air, Falkson crashed in N5908. Lydekker’s aircraft had not yet been refuelled however, and he 
had little petrol left so Hull ordered him to land again and went after the Heinkel single-handed, 
finding it at only 600 feet and delivering three attacks. The bomber turned south, streaming smoke 
from the fuselage and engines. The Heinkel had been critically hit, and Leutnant Ulrich Meyer 
crash-landed the burning aircraft south of Mo. Here he and his crew were rescued by German 
troops. Meanwhile Hull had broken away to attack a Ju 52/3m, which he just had spotted. He 
rapidly disposed of this second opponent, an aircraft of 1/KGzbV 106. The crew managed to bale 
out of the blazing aircraft (Ju 52/3m WNr. 5636), which crashed at Storfjellet, Saltdal, at 16:15. Still 
with ammunition left, he chased a second He 111 without success, and then attacked two more Ju 
52/3ms from 1/KGzbV 106. One escaped in cloud, but the other went flaming down after six men 
had baled out. Eight more paratroops of I/FJR1 were killed in the crash. While he thought the other 
transport had got away, it was in fact also hard hit, and was already on fire. The pilot managed to 
reach German-held territory, where he force-landed. Crew and paratroops aboard all got out safely, 
but the aircraft burnt out completely. One Ju 52/3m was ‘BA+KH’ of 1/KGbzV 106, which crashed at 
Ekornes, Evensdal, at 16:30 while the second was “White 2” (WNr. 6713) from the same unit, which 
crashed at Kvassteinheia, Saltdal, between 16:30-16:40. Meantime Hull had engaged yet another 
He 111, and drove this off, like the first with smoke pouring from it. Down now to only one nose 
gun still operating, he returned to Bodø where he found that during his absence wooden snow-
boards had been laid over the worst of the soft patches. Although he claimed only two definite and 
one probable victory, he had in fact shot down no less than four aircraft in one combat. At 08:00 in 
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the morning on 27 May things started to heating up when 11 Ju 87Rs from I/STG 1, escorted by 
three Bf 110s from I/ZG 76, appeared over Bodø and began dive-bombing radio masts at 
Bodøsjøen, only 800 yards from the landing ground. Lieutenant Lydekker took off at once, but 
Caesar Hull and a fitter were forced to leave his Gladiator (N5635) for a few minutes and shelter 
from the bombing. With the initial attack over they managed to get the fighter started and Hull 
took off, at once catching Feldwebel Kurt Zube's Stuka at the bottom of its dive. He caused it to fall 
in a gentle dive into the sea, where two Bf 110s circled the wreckage. Zube and his gunner were 
picked up safely by German troops. As Hull completed his attack, another Ju 87 went past and shot 
up his aircraft, smashing the windscreen. At the same moment he was attacked from behind by one 
of the escorts, flown by Leutnant Helmut Lent, and the Gladiator was hard hit. Hull managed to get 
back to the airfield at 200 feet, but was then attacked again by the Bf 110 and crashed at 
Bodøhalvøya, wounded in the head and knee. N5635 has been identified by serial number found 
on the wreckage. Lent logged his victory at 08:20 (Helmut Lent shot down another 263 Squadron 
Gladiator on 2 June when Pilot Officer J. L. Wilkie in N5914 was killed east of Rombaksfjorden). 
Lydekker meanwhile was being attacked by most of the remaining Luftwaffe aircraft, his aircraft 
being badly shot up and himself wounded in the neck and shoulders. Unable to land at Bodø as 
three Stukas were circling overhead, he set course for Bardufoss at low level, where he eventually 
landed with his Gladiator a complete write-off. A second claim for a Gladiator was put in by 
Oberleutnant Jäger, shared with his gunner Stabsing. Thönes, and timed at 08:25, but this was not 
confirmed. Watchers on the ground at Bodø reported that the Gladiators had shot down at least 
three aircraft, Hull and Lydekker each having got at least one apiece. This was not in fact the case, 
for only one Ju 87 had been lost. He was evacuated to the UK. After recovering from his injuries he 
returned to his duty as the Armament Officer on the Air Staff of HMS Furious. Later in the war he 
served as a member of the Air Staff of HMS Avenger. On 15 November 1942, this ship was 
torpedoed and sunk by U-155 off Gibraltar. Most of the crew on the ship went missing and 
presumed killed, Lydekker being one of these (together with Lieutenant (A) Patrick Wilfred Villiers 
Massy). At the time of his death Lydekker was credited with 1 biplane victory. This is Flight 
Lieutenant C B Hull’s Combat Report: To: Officer Commanding, No. 263 Squadron | From: Flight 
Lieutenant C B Hull | Date: 30th May, 1940 | Subject: Operations 26th-27th May, from Bodo 
Aerodrome | Sir, I have the honour to report that the section of aircraft detailed by you, arrived at 
Bodo landing ground soon after midday. The ground was very soft and all aircraft became bogged 
up before the refuelling was complete. Wing Commander Maxton ordered me to detail a pilot to 
patrol base, and I sent Lieutenant Lydekker off. By the time the refuelling was completed, two 
Heinkel 111 aircraft were seen over the base, so I took off, followed by pilot Officer Falkson who 
crashed. I ordered Lieutenant Lydekker by R.T. to land and refuel, but not to take off again, and 
learnt that he had engaged a Heinkel but failed to catch it when it fled south. I proceeded to the 
Salte Valley in accordance with instructions from Wing Commander Maxton to operate there 
against low flying enemy aircraft which were bombing and ground strafing our troops. About six 
miles down the valley I encountered a Heinkel 111 at about 500 feet, and carried out a beam attack 
followed by a quarter attack. I turned south and flew slowly up the valley with smoke pouring from 
engines and starboard side of fuselage. I broke off attacks on sighting another Heinkel 111 and a 
Ju 52 behind and above me. The Heinkel 111 disappeared so I engaged the JU 52 which crashed in 
flames. Soon after two more Heinkel were observed, but they fled on sighting my aircraft. Two Ju 
52 aircraft appeared from the southwest and flew down the valley, so I climbed above and attacked 
them from the sunward side. Having overshot in the dive I attacked the leading enemy aircraft 
which went into cloud after one burst. Turning round I engaged the second enemy aircraft which 
had turned south. After several attacks it commenced sinking and went into a spin. Six occupants 
escaped by parachute before it hit the ground in flames. On returning to the scene of some 
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bombing a He 111 was sighted, on which I carried out a quarter attack which damaged both 
engines. As ammunition in the wing guns had run out during the engagement with the Ju 52 I 
carried out an astern attack from above with the object of disabling the rear gunner who was shell 
firing. On this attack the starboard inboard gun jammed, but a long burst with the port gun 
disabled the rear gunner and caused the enemy aircraft to dive sharply towards the ground. I 
followed it down until the ammunition in port gun run out, when I abandoned attack with enemy 
aircraft flying at about 120 mph up valley with smoke from both engines. I reached base at 
approximately 1700 hours and took off again at 1730 hours, as Wing Commander Maxton would 
not allow Lieutenant Lydekker to attempt this owing to the state of the runway. I patrolled the 
same valley for over two hours without sighting any enemy aircraft and returned to Bodo at 
approximately 20.00 hours. There had been considerable work put in on the runway, and soft 
patches were well boarded over, making the take-off quite safe. Wing Commander Maxton then 
got in touch with the Army headquarters who requested that the two Gladiators aircraft would do 
patrols over Rognum to cover an evacuation which was taking place by boat between 23.00 hours 
and 10.00 hours next day. I decided to do this, in excess of your orders, owing to the extremely 
dangerous nature of the operation without air protection. Wing Commander Maxton agreed. At 
23.00 hours Lieutenant Lydekker took off and I followed at 24.00 hours and joined him over 
Rognum. No enemy aircraft were observed. At approximately 01.15 hours Lieutenant Lydekker 
returned to base and I was relieved on patrol by Pilot Officer Falkson at 2.00 hours. On landing I 
decided to cancel standing patrols for fear of damaging the aircraft in landing or taking off 
continuously and Wing Commander Maxton arranged a system with the Army if the transports 
were attacked. Lieutenant Lydekker and I came to readiness by an aircraft from 04.30 hours when 
Pilot Officer Falkson returned from patrol. At 0800 hours the air alarm went off and soon afterwards 
numerous Ju 87 and Me110 appeared over the aerodrome, (subsequent reports varied between 10 
and 14) and commenced dive-bombing a jetty south west of the landing ground. Lieutenant 
Lydekker had his aircraft running but mine failed to start so I waved him off, and then took refuge 
in a nearby barn. When I saw that the bombing was not directed at the aerodrome but about 300 
yards away I returned to my aircraft, and got it running with the help of an airman, and took off 
without waiting to fasten straps or parachute. I circled round the aerodrome and attacked a JU 87 
at the bottom of its dive, from quarter above to astern. It appeared badly hit and turned over and 
dived low over the sea and seemed to be making off slowly. My next recollection is of another 87 
which was rearing up in front of me, unaffected by my fire. There was a sharp crack, and I lost 
consciousness for a moment, and recovered to find two bullets holes in the windscreen and blood 
pouring into my right eye. Soon after I felt my aircraft hit by bursts of bullets and went into a right 
hand turn. The aileron controls locked over and I spiralled down receiving bursts of fire from 
behind. At about 200 feet the control column came free but although the aircraft righted itself 
there was no further lateral control. A burst of motor took me over some rocks and then I crashed. 
A Norwegian assisted me in getting to Bodo hospital where I was treated at once. During the 
subsequent bombing of the hospital Pilot Officer Falkson assisted in clearing patients from the 
burning building, and generally behaved in an exemplary manner. Lieutenant Lydekker was a great 
help in the air operations and in maintaining the guns which gave some trouble. I have the honour 
to be, Sir, Your obedient Servant, (Signed) C.B. Hull, Flight Lieutenant. 
552. Pilot Officer Richard Ivan Cecil HEAD. Signed 20 February 1942. 217 Squadron. 

041 
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In February 1942, No 217 Squadron took part in the attempts to stop the 'Channel Dash', the 
daring German naval sortie that saw the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau move from Brest to Germany. 
When news of the German sortie reached Britain, No. 217 Squadron was split, with most of its 
aircraft at St. Eval, on the north-west coast of Cornwall, while a detachment was at Thorney Island 
near Portsmouth. The squadron's first sortie involved four aircraft from Thorney Island, and ended 
in farce - the ground controllers were operating on the wrong radio frequency and so the Beauforts 
were never informed of a key change of plan. Two of the four aircraft reached the French coast but 
didn't make contact with the German ships, while the second pair found one large German warship 
(believed to be the Prinz Eugen) off the coast of Belgium but both of their torpedoes missed. The 
first two aircraft then made a second sortie and both found the Scharnhorst, but once again their 
torpedoes missed. This left the main part of the squadron, from St. Eval. These aircraft moved to 
Thorney Island then made a late attempt to find the German fleet, but only managed to find four 
small minesweepers. 217 Squadron arrived at RAF Leuchars on 6 March 1942. 
553. POSSIBLY Pilot Officer [later Wing Commander] Jack Herbert OSBORNE MiD 
(43866). Signed 20 February 1942. 217 Squadron. 

041 
He was the son of John and Maud Osborne, and husband of Margaret Osborne. Born in Ipplepen in 
the June Quarter of 1909. Mentioned in Despatches announced in the LG, 1 January 1943. Died 9 
December 1943, aged 34, while with No 517 Squadron. A Boeing B-17G Flying Fortress B-17G-10-
DL (registration 42-37744) had an engine failure on take-off from RAF Bovingdon on a weather 
recon flight. The aircraft used up all the 1600 yard runway and crashed at 18.56 hrs down a slope 
though the trees, burning as it hit the ground half-a-mile north east of the airfield. Among the crew 
there were two RAF meteorological officers (Sq/Ldr Jack H Osborne and Fl/Lt Howard H J Leigh-
Claire). All 10 crew were killed. He is buried in the churchyard of St. Andrews, Ipplepen. 
554. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Edward Charles Frederick DAWSON (102297). 
Signed 20 February 1942. 217 Squadron. 

041 
Listed as a POW. He resigned on 17 December 1958. 
555. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Edward COTTON DFC (43417). Signed 21 
February 1942. 502 Squadron. RAF Docking, Norfolk. 

041 
His DFC, whilst with No 502 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 7 July 1942. 
From Clay Blair’s Hitler's U-Boat War: The Hunters, 1939-1942, Crown Publications; Reprint edition 
(1 Aug 2000): 
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On 28 November 1938, No. 502 (Ulster) Squadron became part of RAF Coastal Command, and was 
re-equipped with Avro Ansons in January 1939. When war broke out, the squadron was used to fly 
patrols in the Atlantic off the Irish Coast. From October 1940, the Squadron flew with Armstrong 
Whitworth Whitleys. It was reported that on 30 November 1941 the squadron became the first 
Coastal Command unit to make a successful attack on a U-boat with air-to-surface radar, sinking 
U-Boat U-206 in the Bay of Biscay. This report has been countered with newer information that the 
U-206 was more probably sunk by the minefield, "Beech," laid there by the British after August 
1940, and that the squadron's attack was actually on U-71, which escaped without loss. In January 
1942, the squadron officially moved to both Norfolk (RAF Docking) and Cornwall, where a 
maintenance station was set up at RAF St Eval. Until 1944 the squadron's main role was to carry 
anti-submarine patrols. In January 1943 conversion to Halifax GR.Mk.IIs began, the first patrol by 
this type being flown on 12 March. In addition to anti-submarine patrols, now also attacks on 
enemy shipping off the French coast were made. In September 1944 with the French coast back in 
Allied hands, the squadron moved to Scotland at RAF Stornoway to carry out attacks on German 
shipping off the Norwegian coast, remaining there until the end of the war. It was disbanded on 25 
May 1945. 174 men were officially listed as killed or missing. Three DSOs and 50 DFCs were 
awarded, two of the DFC recipients subsequently being awarded Bars. 
556. Kvm Finn Schouw AANONSEN. Signed 27 February 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

041 
DOB 14.3.1917. ordfor. i L.O. svensk. 
He was killed on 5 November 1942 when a Catalina III, no. FR535 X flown by Lt Bjørn Stray 
Tingulstad (who signed this book on 8 November 1941) for 330 Squadron crashed north east of 
Iceland. 
557. Leif Crawford ROLSTAD. Signed 27 February 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

041 
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DOB 3.8.1907. kapten. Norsk. 
He edited Margaret Reid’s diary in collaboration with Blanche Larsgaard and Arvid S Kapelrud; 
translated from Norwegian into English by L C Rolstad and revised by Mrs C M Charlton. Margaret 
Reid (Mrs de Renzy-Martin) was a near contemporary of Alison Duke's at Girton. Born in 1912, she 
came up to Girton to study Modern and Medieval Languages in 1931. After teaching for some 
years, she was attached to the British Embassy, Berlin, 1938-9; to the British Legation, Oslo, 1939-
40; to HQ, Norwegian Commander-in-Chief, during the campaign in S. Norway April 1940, and to 
the Foreign Office, London, 1940-43. She was awarded the MBE in 1941 for gallantry and devotion 
to duty during the evacuation from Norway. 
558. Willy Christian SIMONSEN (13 September 1913 – 4 December 2003). Signed 27 
February 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

041 
DOB 13.9.1913. ing. Norsk. 
He has an SOE file, reference HS 9/1363/5, in TNA which was closed until 1 January 2014. 
From his SOE file: 
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He was born in Kristiania as a son of chemist Einar Simonsen (1867–1918) and Alice Sophia 
Andersen (1877–1969). He finished his secondary education at Hegdehaugen School in 1933, and 
graduated in electrical engineering from the Dresden University of Technology in 1938. He worked 
as an engineer for Elektrisk Bureau and Chr. Michelsen Institute. During the German occupation of 
Norway from 1940 he was involved in the Norwegian resistance movement where he cooperated 
with fellow engineers Odd Dahl and Helmer H. Dahl to wiretap German forces. This was discovered 
and Simonsen was arrested by Gestapo, but admitted to Ullevål Hospital from which he escaped. 
He fled to the United Kingdom, where he started working in the Radio Production Unit of the 
British War Office. He developed the shortwave radio "Sweetheart". He was hired as a technical 
consultant for the Norwegian High Command after the war. In 1947 he started the company 
Simonsen Radio in Oslo, and in 1957 the company Simonsen & Mustad followed in Horten. He 
received initial capital from Halfdan and John Mustad. The brand name Simrad became known in 
the communications business, and was leading in echo sounding equipment. He backed out of 
these companies in 1968 and started Simonsen Elektro (in Oslo) in 1970 and Simonsen Elektro 
Løkken (in Løkken Verk). These companies produced automatic cell phones, in the NMT 450 
system, and were leading in the Norwegian market until the 1980s. Simonsen was decorated with 
the Defence Medal 1940–1945, the UK Defence Medal, the Haakon VII 70th Anniversary Medal and 
the Order of St. Olav, and has received the Reginald Fessenden Award. 
He developed a clandestine receiver known as the type 31/1, also known as Sweetheart, and one of 
the most beautiful clandestine receivers of WWII. It was developed for use by the SOE in 1943. It 
consists of a small body-wearable receiver, a separate battery unit and a tobacco tin that contains 
the earphones. Receiver and battery case are painted in blue/grey wrinkle paint. In 1942, the 
Norwegian graduate electronics engineer Willy Simonsen escaped to England where he started 
working for the Inter Services Research Bureau (ISRB). He used his knowledge and experience with 
Norwegian resistance work, to design a small pocket-size receiver with low power consumption 
that could be driven for a long time by standard domestic batteries. For the design of the 
Sweetheart, he was not allowed to use military-grade components. As a result, the receiver had to 
be built from standard domestic components. It was nicknamed Sweetheart, probably because of a 
nice young lady who worked on the project with Simonsen. Approximately 50,000 Sweethearts 
were built by Hale Electric Co. Ltd., at a price of just £8 each. About 5000 units went to the 
Norwegian government in exile, and were subsequently dropped over occupied Norwegian 
territory, intended for use by the resistance. Willy Simonsen started a company, Simrad, in 1947 to 
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manufacture radio telephones for the fishing fleet. With financial backing from Johan Mustad, 
"Simonsen Radio A/S" was established in Oslo on December 31, 1946. Willy Simonsen was one of a 
handful Norwegian engineers and scientists that had worked with new warfare technology in 
Britain during the Second World War. Radio communications, radar and sonar were all important 
research projects at the time, and the engineers took all their new knowledge and experiences back 
to Norway once peace was established in 1945. Willy Simonsen had spent most of the war 
designing radio communication equipment, and he wanted to start a company to allow the 
Norwegian fishing fleet to use the latest technology. The Norwegian Defence Research 
Establishment (FFI) was also established in 1946. Its primary task was to modernize the Norwegian 
defence by the use of modern technology, and several of the scientists with valuable wartime 
experience were recruited. Among the first projects were the development of sonar and echo 
sounder, and one of the objectives was that a Norwegian company was to take over the 
technology to make it available to the civilian market. Simonsen Radio A/S was chosen to do this, 
and the first commercial Simrad echo sounder for the fishery fleet was sold in 1950. Willy Simonsen 
was one of a handful Norwegian engineers and scientists that had worked with new warfare 
technology in Britain during the Second World War. Radio communications, radar and sonar were 
all important research projects at the time, and the engineers took all their new knowledge and 
experiences back to Norway once peace was established in 1945. Willy Simonsen had spent most 
of the war designing radio communication equipment, and he wanted to start a company to allow 
the Norwegian fishing fleet to use the latest technology. 
559. Lieutenant Commander Frederik Christian Møller. Signed 27 February 1942. 
Norwegian Legation. 

041 
DOB 21.3.1906. ing. Norsk. 
He has an SOE file, reference HS 9/1047/5, in TNA which was closed until 1 January 2007. NOTE: 
The SOE file is mislabelled as “Fredrik Christian With MOLLAR”. 
From http://snl.no/.nbl_biografi/Fredrik_M%C3%B8ller/utdypning: 
Engineering, research administrator and industrialist. Parents: Teacher Jørgen Emil Moller (1868-
1938) and singer Cornelia Louise Diewertje ("Lalla") Berckenhoff (born 1882). Married 10/26/1946 
with sykegymnast Inger Kristine Thoresen (born 01.27.1910), daughter of an engineer Kristian 
Hallgrim Thoresen (1881-1969) and Inga Helene Dorothea Alsgaard (1879-1919). Fredrik Moller 
was one of Norway’s builders of industrial and research both private and public construction. 
Møller grew up in Fredrikstad and Christiania, where he graduated from high school in 1924. The 
following year he began his studies in low voltage at the Norwegian Institute of Technology (NTH). 
As a student, he was active in the Student Union, including as head of its intimate theatre 1927. 
Møller graduated electrical engineer in 1929 and got his first job at the German company AEG in 
Norway. It only took about one year after he finished his studies until he started his own company. 
Company A/S Acoustics worked with electro-acoustics and building acoustics, which was the 
largest market for electronics in the interwar period. Møller had such consulting services to the City 
Hall, Norwegian Broadcasting and Norwegian Films audio file feed hillsides in Jar. During World 
War II, Møller pulled into the allied military technical research. He belonged to the first group of 
Norwegians who were employed by British research laboratories. From February 1942 until the end 
of the war, he led a group of Norwegian engineers at the Anti-Submarine Experimental 
Establishment in Fairlie, Scotland. The group concentrated on the development of ASDIC (sonar), 
which was a war priority task due to the escalation of the submarine war. From the end of the war, 

http://snl.no/.nbl_biografi/Fredrik_M%C3%B8ller/utdypning
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Møller was Head of the Armed Forces High Command Technical Committee (FOTU), which was a 
joint body for the Norwegian contribution to the Allied war research. From this position he was 
after the war a central role in establishing military technical research in Norway through the 
creation of the Defense Research Institute, 1946. Upon creation, he was Research Director of the 
Department of ASDIC in Horten, he was director of the department from 1948 to 1957. Moller 
became head of NATO's SHAPE Forward Scatter Branch in Paris. After one year in this position, he 
was brought back to Norway, and in the following years, he came to play a central role in the 
Norwegian military industry. He was chairman of the military companies (Kongsberg Weapons 
Factory, Raufoss Ammunition Factory and main naval yard) and he was a key part of the circuit 
around Jens Christian Hauge, who wanted to use science and technology to create new industries. 
Møller was also chairman of the Central Institute for Industrial Research (SI). Møller's main work on 
his return from Paris in 1959 was to head the fledgling company Noratom in Oslo. The company 
had its origins in research at the Department of Atomic Energy (IFA), and capital came from the 
Norwegian heavy industry. The structure of the firm was a difficult task. There was little interest in 
nuclear energy, either the power or propulsion for ships and Noratom may soon look for other 
tasks (factory planning, shock protection of shelters, nuclear instruments, automation). The 
company struggled with profitability and to define its place in the plans of Norwegian industrial 
structure. 1967 Noratom merged with Norcontrol, and Møller became director of the new 
company. Noratom-Norcontrol was not a happy alliance. In the years that followed, there was an 
exhausting internal tug of war. The company had strong personalities with differing views on 
corporate development, organization, production and localization. Møller saw themselves as 
opposed internally and with others in the company, there was a considerable scepticism about his 
role and ability to conduct business. Møller losing the conflict on strategic choices, and he was 
considerably weakened as a leader when he became ill in autumn 1969. It turned out he had 
cancer, and he died in 1971, aged 65. Fredrik Møller was deputy chairman of the Electrical 
Association 1936. He was appointed a Knight of 1 Class of the Order of St. Olav in 1955. 
560. Leif HELBERG. Signed 27 February 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

041 
DOB 4.8.1894. red. Norsk. 
He was editor of the daily newspaper Tønsberg Blad 1918 – 1940 and 1945 – 1954. The LG 16 
February 1945 listed him as an official Member of the Norwegian Government Information Office 
under the direction of the Prime Minister. He was General Secretary of Right, the Norwegian 
conservative political party. He wrote several books. He wrote one of the illegal newspapers that 
were published during the German occupation of Norway during World War II: Frimodige Ytringer 
(Boldness of Speech) with Reidar Stavseth and Rolf Gerhardsen. The first issue of the illegal 
newspaper was published in May 1941. The newspaper kept going until the end of 1942, when 
Helberg and Gerhardsen fled to Sweden. 
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561. Kapt.ltn Helge ØI (1911 – 1981). Signed 27 February 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

041 
DOB 28.6.1911. kapten. Norsk. 

M/K Torfinn I. The officer is Helge Øi 
http://lokalavisa.no/artikkel.php?aid=38012 
According to geni.com, he was born in 1911 and died on 19 May 2011171. 
He was Captain of the destroyer HNoMS Stord (G 26) from 25 June 1944 to May 1945. After the 
disappearance of MTB 345 (see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MTB_345), attempts were made by the 
Norwegian naval station at Lerwick to find the lost motor torpedo boat and crew. On 28 October 
1943, the commander of the Shetland unit, Lieutenant Commander Helge Øi requested permission 
to carry out a search for the crew on Ospa. The request was denied by Admiral Wells. Following the 
experiment with MTB 345, no further attempts were made to operate small, non-self-sufficient 
warships on the coast of occupied Norway. 26 Dec 1943: One of the group of destroyers (including 
the "S" class destroyers Saumarez, Savage and Scorpion) which finished off the Scharnhorst by 
torpedo fire. Stord fired 8 torpedoes at the Scharnhorst. It appeared to many of Stord's crew and 
other observers that her captain (Lieut. Cmdr Skule Storheill) was intending to ram the Scharnhorst 
as he took the vessel in to within about 400 yards of his target before firing the torpedoes. Storheill 
was awarded a bar to the DSC for the Stord's part in the sinking of the Scharnhorst. Details in John 
Winton's book The Death of the Scharnhorst, Cassell 2000. 
From ISFLAKET, Organ for Ishavsmuseets Venner, Nr. 3, 7 August 2005: 
"Isbjørn" og "Selis" gjekk frå Greenock i Skottland 30 April 1942 med Operasjon "Fritham" om bord. 
Dei gjekk utan nokon form for eskorte. Leiar for ekspedisjonen var direktør Einar Sverdrup. Så lenge 
Operasjon "Fritham" varte, hadde han midlertidig grad av oberstløytnant. Han var om bord i 
"Isbjørn". Løytnant Helge Øi var sjømilitær leiar under overseglinga og skipssjef på "Isbjørn". Han 
hadde ansvar for navigasjon for heile ekspedisjonen. Nestkommanderande for ekspedisjonen var 
tidlegare direktør for Sveagruva, løytnant Ove Roll Lund. Han hadde den militære kommando over 
troppene som var om bord i "Selis" og var ansvarleg for forsvaret av "Selis" under eventuelt angrep. 
Førar av "Selis" var skuta sin faste skipper frå lenge før krigen, Ingvardt Johannessen. Det bør 
nemnast at det på leiande militært hald vart reist tvil om opplegget for ekspedisjonen var 
fagmilitært tilrådeleg. 

                                                 
171 In his book Footholds Against a Whirlwind, Alexander Glen refers to him as “Lieutenant Oien of the 
Royal Norwegian Navy had been appointed in command of the two ships Isbjorn and Selis which were 
working up at Port Edgar.” Glen goes on to state that Oien was one of the seventeen killed when the 
ships were attacked by Focke Wulfs on 14 May 1942. The Wikipedia entry for Operation Frithman says 
that twelve men were killed.  

http://lokalavisa.no/artikkel.php?aid=38012
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Translation by Babylon.com: 
"Isbjørn Polar Bear" and "Selis” was done from Greenock in Scotland 30 April 1942, with Operation 
Fritham on board. Dei was done without become unemployed form for escort. Leiar for the 
expedition was director Einar Sverdrup. As long as Operation Fritham lasted, he had temporarily 
degree of lieutenant-colonel. He was on board the Isbjørn. Lieutenant Helge Øi was naval leiar 
under overseglinga and skipssjef on Isbjørn. He had responsibility for navigation for the whole 
expedition. 
He is mentiond in Ernest Schofield & Roy Coyers Nesbit’s Arctic Airmen: The RAF in Spitsbergen and 
North Russia, 1942172, William Kimber & Co Ltd, London: 
p 94 
“While Tim and I had been enjoying a week of enlightenment and relaxation in the south of 
England, Operation Fritham had been getting under way further north. The Norwegian Navy had 
made available the icebreaker Isbjem of 437 tons and the sealer Selis of 166 tons. 
The two vessels sailed from Greenock in the Clyde on 30 April 1942, under the command of 
Lieutenant Øi of the Royal Norwegian Navy. They carried a landing party of about 60 Norwegians, 
mostly ex-miners who had been evacuated from Spitsbergen in the autumn of l941 and whose 
military training had been minimal. These were commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel Einar Sverdrup, 
the director of Sto re Norske Spitsbergen Kulkompani Aktieselskap, the Norwegian coal-mining 
company at Longyearbyen; he had been brought away from Spitsbergen against his wishes. The 
total force, including the crews of the two ships, amounted to about 85 men. All were eager to 
return home, were willing to endure their cramped quarters, and were glad to be active again after 
a period of enforced idleness. In conventional military terms, they could not be considered a 
trained assault force, but events were to prove that they possessed qualities which seasoned troops 
might envy.” 
p 164 
“By 19.00 hours on 30 June 1942, the 50-man assault forrce was back on board, together with 13 
extra passengers: Major Croft173, Lieutenant Øi, Sub-Lieutenant Johannessen, three Mercantile 
Marine officers and seven ratings. The two ships were then ready to leave Green Harbour. It had 
been a daring exploit, but by brilliant planning, organisation and performance, the operation had 
been completed successfully. Barentsberg had been reinforced without the enemy being any the 
wiser.” 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Fritham: 
Operation Fritham was a British-based Norwegian operation with the goal of securing the rich coal 
mines on the island of Spitsbergen (a part of Svalbard) and denying their use to Nazi Germany. On 
30 April 1942, 82 men from the Norwegian Brigade in Scotland sailed from Greenock heading for 
Svalbard. They sailed aboard the steamships Selis and Isbjørn. On 14 May, the two ships were sunk 
by Luftwaffe Focke-Wulf Fw 200 Condor long-range patrol bombers. Twelve men were killed and 
15 wounded. The operation's commander was Einar Sverdrup, who died on the mission. Sverdrup 
had been the CEO of the Store Norske Spitsbergen Kulkompani, a Norwegian coal mining company 
based in Svalbard. he surviving soldiers managed to get to Barentsburg. The survivors were on their 
own until May, when they were spotted by an Allied aircraft, following which they were supplied by 
air-drop. On 2 July, the force were re-supplied by sea, an operation code-named Gearbox. They 
survived isolated on Spitsbergen until reinforcements arrived. Air raids continued against the 

                                                 
172 Trevor Baker’s collection includes a copy of this book signed by Alexander Glen DSC 
173 Signed this book on 16 June 1942 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Fritham
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Fritham force during this period and therefore Operation Gearbox equipped them with anti aircraft 
guns. 
From http://www.worldnavalships.com/forums/archive/index.php/t-11084.html: 
Operation Fritham 
Preliminaries 
After representations by the exiled Norwegian Government to the Admiralty, it was agreed for 
Norwegian miners to reoccupy the settlements to prevent further deterioration of the mining 
facilities. The Norwegians thought that only a small force would be necessary which, in order to 
respect the terms of the Treaty, would be described as a group of patriots returning to their 
homeland in their own vessels. 
Aerial reconnaissance on 5 April, by a Catalina of 210 Squadron, reported no enemy activity, but 
failed to spot the Banso weather station encampment only ten miles away, from the proposed 
landing site. 
The Operation 
On 30 April 1942, the Norwegian tug/icebreaker Isbjorn and the sealer Selis with 85 men, sailed 
from the Clyde. This was an all Norwegian operation with a Norwegian, Lieutenant-Commander 
Einar Sverdrup, in command. The 85 men were mainly ex-miners from Spitsbergen who had 
undergone basic military training, but included some British Army and naval officers. They refuelled 
and loaded more stores in Iceland, leaving on 8 May. 
On 13 May, another reconnaissance flight by a Catalina of 210 Squadron in the Icefjord area, 
spotted tracks, radio masts and a Heinkel 111 by some huts. (This was the weather station Banso.) 
They opened fire on the Heinkel but caused no serious damage, and it was able to take off and 
return to Norway. The Norwegian ships were warned of possible air attacks, but it is doubtful if the 
message got through.

http://www.worldnavalships.com/forums/archive/index.php/t-11084.html
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The Isbjorn and Selis arrived at the entrance to Icefjord at 20.00 on 13 May, but found the passage 
to their landing jetty was blocked by ice. Against the advice of the British military officers who 
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wanted to start unloading immediately by relays of sleds, the Norwegian commander ordered the 
Isbjorn to cut a passage through the ice to the jetty, as it would be easier to unload there. 
At 05.00 the next day, a Ju88 was seen flying at low level along Icefjord. The landing party’s fears 
were confirmed at 20.30 when four Focke-Wulf Condors suddenly appeared without warning over 
the enclosed fjord. Making several bombing runs over the ships, the Condors sank the Isbjorn and 
set the Selis ablaze, which eventually sank. Thirteen men were killed including the Norwegian 
commander and a British officer Lieutenant-Colonel Dan Godfrey. 
Nearly all the equipment, arms, ammunition, food clothing, radios and supplies had been lost, 
being still aboard the unloaded ships. Fortunately for the survivors, after the hurried evacuation of 
the previous year, there was shelter, accommodation, food, fuel and clothing left behind intact, 
enabling them to survive in relative comfort. Each day thereafter, the Germans flew a 
reconnaissance aircraft over the area. 
Afterwards 
Nothing of what had happened to the expedition could be reported as all the radio equipment had 
been lost. It was not until German Enigma signals from the Banso weather station were intercepted 
and decrypted that it was learned that two ships had been attacked and sunk. Aerial 
reconnaissance was ordered and, on 25 May, 210 Squadron sent a Catalina to look for survivors, 
and managed to make contact with them by signal lamp, learning of the wounded. 
The same Catalina returned on 28 May at 04.30 packed with emergency supplies and comforts. As 
they were unable to land due to floating drift ice, everything was dropped with long orange 
streamers attached for easy location in the snow. A further supply flight on 1 June had to be 
abandoned because of snow storms. 
The abandoned flight was resumed on 6 June, loaded mainly with arms and ammunition. This time 
the fjord was sufficiently free of ice to enable a landing to be made. The cargo was unloaded and 
six wounded survivors taken on board. Another supply flight took place on 15 June, bringing back 
Lieutenant-Commander Alexander "Sandy" Glen and two Norwegians. 
Operation Gearbox 
When Naval Intelligence received Sandy Glen’s report on Operation Fritham, it was decided that 
the objectives of Fritham could be achieved by reinforcing the Norwegians in an operation to be 
called "Gearbox". 
For this operation, the land forces would again be Norwegian, but the transport and supply would 
be organised and implemented by the Royal Navy. The cruiser Manchester and destroyer Eclipse, 
under Rear-Admiral Bonham-Carter, were assigned for this and their movements would be 
disguised by sailing with the First Cruiser Squadron (Rear-Admiral Hamilton) which was providing 
the cruiser covering force for convoy PQ17. They would sail with them from Seidesfjord, Iceland as 
far as Jan Mayen Island then head north to approach Spitsbergen from the west. 
A Catalina of 210 Squadron was again detailed to provide reconnaissance photographs of the area 
in and around Icefjord and report on the state of the sea ice in the fjord, and reconnoitre for a 
suitable safe refuelling location for future PQ convoy escorts. It was also to report on the position 
of the Arctic ice sheet to the north of Bear Island for PQ17, and take Sandy Glen and another British 
officer Major Andrew Croft174 to Spitsbergen. 
Taking off from Akureyri, Icelend on 26 June, the Catalina achieved all its objectives, even 
destroying a Ju88 on the ground on the way. They returned at 23.30 the next day, having been 

                                                 
174 Signed this book on 16 June 1942 
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airborne for over 24 hours. Rear-Admiral Bonham-Carter received the report and photographs only 
a few hours before he sailed with the First Cruiser Squadron from Seidisfjord. 
The Manchester and Eclipse were carrying 60 Norwegian soldiers and 116 tons of equipment and 
supplies, including anti-aircraft guns. Arriving at Barentsburg at 12.30 on 2 July, the men and 
supplies had to be unloaded in small boats due to the jetty being silted up, taking 120 trips and six 
hours in all. 
When the operation was completed, the two ships joined the Home Fleet of Admiral Tovey, the 
distant covering force for PQ17. 
562. Jacob Ramm. Signed 27 February 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

041 
DOB 18.11.1890. tandlak (dentist). Norsk. 
Parents: Herman Merchant Ramson (1857-1917) and Klara Schattenstein (1862-1925). Married 
07/12/1918 with dental Ingeborg Ølstad (15.5.1895-20.6.1983), daughter of the treasurer Knut 
Olsen Ølstad (1863-1939) and Helene Inga Tora Helgesen (1869-1950). Jacob Ramm was a 
prominent figure in the Norwegian Dental Association and the Norwegian dental services. He was 
Secretary General of the Association for a decade before the Second World War, but resigned in 
1938 to become head of the Oslo municipal people dental care. He was passionate about his life of 
public dental care and was head of the committee that laid the foundation for the establishment of 
Folketannrøkta 1950. Ramm was born in Christiania, he went on Vestheim School from 1st class 
and took the examen artium where 1909. He took military academies lower compartment 1910, 
graduated dental exam 1914, established practice in Christiania and were the years 1915 to 1917 
while teaching in prosthodontics and orthodontics at the National Dental Institute. 1917 to 1920 he 
was director of the school dental care in Rjukan, before returning to the capital and opened a new 
practice in Christiania 1921. He was director of the school of dentistry Aker 1924, a position he held 
until 1936. Ramm 1929 was appointed secretary of the Dental Society with a working time of one 
hour per day five days a week, but the title was changed in 1932 to the Secretary-General, was 
established office hours to four hours daily. 1938 Ramm sought leave to take up his position as 
head of the newly created Oslo municipal people dental care that would take care of the age group 
3-7 years and 16-18 years. The following year he resigned from the position of Secretary General 
Association huge regret and was in Oslo until his retirement in 1957. Ramm's tenure in office posed 
many challenges, especially the fight against quack business. When Parliament 1927 had passed 
the dentists' rights and duties, it was believed that dental insertion by non-dentists would be 
prohibited. When it became clear that this business could continue, there was a main issue to the 
amendment. 1934 Association sent a proposal to the Parliament, and there was an intense and 
successful lobbying by the association and especially the Secretary General's side this year. Dentist 
Act 1935 received an addition of specific bans for other than dentists to provide dental care. Ramm 
also set a mark on society as a skilled secretariat and chairman for two legal committee that led to 
the modernization of the organization. The other area where Ramm’s efforts were lasting impact, 
public dental care. He was the Ministry's consultant for school dentistry from 1928 to CMO's dental 
office was created in 1945. The following year he was appointed as chairman of a committee to 
draw up a national plan for public dental smoked. Ramm's views dominated committee, which 
were largely followed and applied for law if people smoked and dental establishment of 
Folketannrøkta 1950. Many of the same principles are continued in the current law on dental 
health. As a retired Ramm wrote the books The Norwegian Dental Medical Association through 75 
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years and Scandinavian Dental Association 100 years, and he was editor of the Norwegian Dentists 
1846-1962. Ramm also made an effort in sports, having been active in football and bandy, he was 
president of both the Football and Bandy Federation. He received the Football Association's gold 
mark and the Norwegian Sports large plaque. 1951 he was appointed Knight of the 1st of St. Olav. 
He was an honorary member of the Scandinavian Dental Association, the Norwegian Dental 
Association and American Dental Association. Jacob Ramm was youthful, vital and active until he 
was 80, but after his stroke, he was past 12 years of his life relegated to a passive existence in 
institutions. Works: The Norwegian Medical Association through the tooth 75, 1959; Norway 
Dentists, 1963; Scandinavian Dental Association 100 Years, 1966. 
563. Tadeusz WISNIEWSKI. Signed 27 February 1942. Warsaw. 

041 
DOB 6.9.1917. stud. Polsk. 

Somewhere in France: No. 308 Squadron Picture Gallery: From left: Soszynski, x, Lipkowski, x, x, Link 
(with scarf around his neck), Chojnacki, Malinowski, Wojcik (sitting) and Tadeusz Wisniewski 
directly behind him. In a baseball hat is fitter Ryszard Kwiatkowski. In tropical suit is Wandzialk, next 
to his right is Sawoszczyk, unfolding a map is Kotlarz. 
564. Pilot Officer J G SYMONDS. Signed 2 March 1942. RAF Thorney Island. 489 (NZ) 
Squadron? 

041 
The Air Force List for March 1942 shows: 
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He is probably a New Zealander. 
No. 86 Squadron RAF used RAF Thorney Island for two separate occasions. Firstly when it arrived 
during January 1942 using the Bristol Beaufort Mk I as a detachment before moving to RAF North 
Coates during March then again during August 1942 until March 1943 flying the Consolidated B-24 
Liberator Mk IIIa. No. 233 Squadron RAF used the airfield as a base for a detachment starting from 
2 January 1942 while the rest of the squadron were based at RAF Gibraltar before finally joining 
them on 12 July 1942. No. 407 Coastal Strike Squadron (RCAF) was formed at Thorney Island on 8 
May 1941, first training on the Bristol Blenheim. From September 1941 to January 1943, the 
squadron operated as a "strike" squadron attacking enemy shipping with the Lockheed Hudson. 
On 29 January 1943 it was re-designated 407 General Reconnaissance Squadron, and for the 
remainder of the war it protected friendly shipping from the U-Boat threat operating the Vickers 
Wellington. The squadron was disbanded at the end of the Second World War on 4 June 1945. No. 
415 Squadron RCAF formed at the airfield on 20 August 1941 using Handley Page Hampdens as a 
torpedo-bomber squadron attacking enemy convoys and shipyards until 11 April 1942. Before 
returning on 16 May 1942 until 5 June 1942 and a third and final time between 11 November 1942 
and 15 November 1943. 
565. Pilot Officer J W SIMPSON. Signed 2 March 1942. RAF Thorney Island. 489 (NZ) 
Squadron? 

041 
From http://www.burrowes.org/FamilyTree/E.F.G.Burrowes_LogBook/extras/489.html: 
Whilst attacking another well defended convoy a few days later, (19 May 1944) No. 489 Squadron 
lost two more Beaufighters. One was flown by Flying Officer Cameron of Inverness, and his 
navigator L. Wright, the other by Warrant Officer A. Wright with his navigator McQuaker. The pilot 
of a third, Flight Sergeant M. Langley, was badly wounded in the throat, arms and thigh whilst 
approaching to drop his torpedo, but despite these injuries he completed his attack and then aided 
by his navigator, Flight Sergeant E. G. Parrish, flew his damaged machine back across the North Sea 
to make a successful night landing. Langley, weak from loss of blood, collapsed at the controls as 
his Beaufighter came to rest. Langley was awarded the CGM and his navigator Parrish the DFM, 
Langley was never declared medically fit to resume operations and was posted to instructional 
duties. The other five Beaufighters were all damaged, but returned safely. They were piloted by 
Flying Officer W.A. Fraser with navigator Crittenden, J. Reynolds with navigator J. Summers, J. 
Simpson with navigator J. Lawlor, A. Lynch with navigator P. Gifford and Pilot Officer E. F. G 
Burrowes with navigator Flight Sergeant D. Young. 

http://www.burrowes.org/FamilyTree/E.F.G.Burrowes_LogBook/extras/489.html
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566. Pilot Officer Cedric Hubert Owen PRIEST (NZ405506). Signed 2 March 1942. Thorney 
Island. 489 (NZ) Squadron. 

042 
According to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._489_Squadron_RNZAF, he was killed in action on 8 
March 1942. 
From http://www.adf-serials.com.au/nz-serials/nzblenheim.htm: 
On Sunday 8 Mar 1942, the Squadron moved to Thorney Island, Sussex (Leuchars, Fifeshire-16 
Group). After a brief en route stop, Blenheim IVF Z6342 took off from Worthy Down, Hampshire at 
1750 piloted by Flt Sgt Wilkinson. Z6342 immediately suffered an engine failure, stalled from about 
100-150 feet while turning to starboard, crashed and burnt out. All three crew died. Aged 29, Priest 
was buried in St Nicholas Churchyard, West Thorney, Sussex (Grave Reference: Plot 1. Row A. Grave 
4.) According to http://rnzaf.proboards.com/thread/2234, he was the wireless operator / air gunner. 
According to http://www.nzwargraves.org.nz/casualties/cedric-hubert-owen-priest, he was the son 
of David Owen and Doris Emily Priest, of Pokeno, Auckland, New Zealand. 
567. Finn BERGER. Signed 3 March 1942. Larvik, Norway. 

042 
DOB 9.9.1915. Radiotelegrafist. Norsk. 
From Bjorn Rørholt’s 1990 book Invisible Soldiers: 
“150 operated radio exchanges of messages were sent to England about what the Germans were 
doing in this country. Two such stations were housed in Larvik. “Vega” was set on Bear Island in 
Farris and was in operation from 05/09/42 to 04/25/44. Staffing: Finn Berger, Karsten Anker 
Bjønnes, Magnus Marum, Oscar Næss (who also signed this book on 3 March 1942), Oddvar Næss 
and Anders Hem. “Harald” was located in Larvik. Operated from 10.07.44 - 02.45. Staffing: Karsten 
Anker Bjønnes, Erling Voldberg.” 
568. Oscar NÆSS. Signed 3 March 1942. Larvik, Norway. 

042 
DOB 18.7.1916. Kontorist. 
See entry for Finn Berger (who also signed this book on 3 March 1942). 
Information provided to Trevor Baker by Geoff Ward in an email dated 24 February 2013: In 
December 1941, a 27 year old Norwegian – Oscar Næss, an employee in the service of the Quisling 
Regime in Oslo, fled to Sweden – carrying drawings of German Military installations. He presented 
himself to the Norwegian Military Attaché in Stockholm – Colonel Roscher Lund175, who 
introduced him to the British Naval Attaché – Captain Henry Denham176, and his ‘material’ was 
passed on to the British SIS. SIS were so impressed with the drawings and information, that they 
invited Næss to London and flew him there by air. His route – by BOAC Hudson, was Bromma 
Airport, Stockholm, to Leuchars, near St. Andrews, Scotland, and then on to London. Næss 
                                                 

175 Signed this book on 12 October 1941 and 5 January 1943 
176 Signed this book on 30 August 1941 and 20 April 1942 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._489_Squadron_RNZAF
http://www.adf-serials.com.au/nz-serials/nzblenheim.htm
http://rnzaf.proboards.com/thread/2234
http://www.nzwargraves.org.nz/casualties/cedric-hubert-owen-priest
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undertook to work as an agent for the British SIS, and after training in reporting procedures and 
wireless transmission, was infiltrated back into Norway on April 9 1942, by boat from Lunna Voe in 
the Shetlands. Back in Norway, Næss set up a wireless station at Larvik (SW of Oslo) and using the 
call-sign Vega, he came on the air in May. His main role was coast/port watching and the fast 
reporting of German shipping movements to the Naval Section of British Intelligence in London. In 
September 1942, Næss was recalled to London and travelling with one other Norwegian SIS agent, 
made the Stockholm – Leuchars flight for a second time. In London, he was employed in a training 
role until March 1943 when he volunteered to return to Norway, to set up a new wireless station in 
the Larvik area. Næss was to be parachuted into the Larvik area, and left England on March 19 1943 
by air from RAF Tempsford. SIS records show that he did not arrive. SIS had flown two previous 
mission to the “Vega” location in Larvik – to deliver wireless equipment and the code-name for the 
third mission on the night of March 19 was “Vega 3”. After the war, the Norwegians made enquiries 
to try to find out what had happened to Næss, but without success. No claims were made by the 
Germans that an aircraft had been shot down on the night of 19/20 March 1943 and no wreckage 
of Halifax DG 244 has ever been found in Norway or elsewhere. Sources: Usynlige Soldate by Bjørn 
Rørholt, published by Aschehaug, Oslo 1990. The SIS Network in Norway, 1940-1945 by C.G. McKay, 
article published by Frank Cass, London in Intelligence and National Security, Vol. 10 No.3. July 
1995. 
569. Ågot HEYERDAHL. Signed 3 March 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

042 
DOB 26.2.1913. Studerande. Norsk. No trace found. 
Is this SOE agent Kristian Larsen Heyerdahl (DOB 26 February 1919)? Could it be Kai Holst (DOB 24 
February 1913)? 
570. Løyntnant Thorleif BERGAN (1906 - 1942). Signed 3 March 1942. Norwegian 
Legation, London. 

042 
DOB 19.6.1906. Kontorist. Norsk. 
Died October 1, 1942 in Toronto, Ontario, Canada, where he worked as a flying instructor, in an 
aircraft accident. 
571. Trygve IVERSEN. Signed 3 March 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

042 
DOB 14.12.1899. Politiadj. Norsk. DOB confirmed in Norwegian Digital Archives. The LG, 8 
September 1942 announced that Trygve Iversen had changed departments within the official staffs 
of the members of the Norwegian Government-in-exile and was under the direction of the Minister 
of Defence with effect from 3 March 1942 (the day he signed this book). 
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572. Captain [later Major] Johan Ingebrigt ROGNES. Signed 9 March 1942. Norwegian 
Army HQ, London. 

042 
Shown in the Bromma Archives as John Ingebr. Ragnes. DOB 16.6.1902. kapt. 
He was the founder of the group known as the ‘R Organisation’. In the UK it was more commonly 
called the ‘Rognes Organisation’. 
The signature in this book matches the signature on one of his letters in the Rognes Organisation 
SOE file referred to below: 

 
Letter dated 22 June 1942 
Max Manus177 spent all his time working for the organisation collecting weapons and acting as a 
correspondent collecting articles for the free, but illegal, newspapers. His work was much 
appreciated and soon he was in contact with Finn Juel, Captain Johan Ingebrigt Rognes (a fellow 
pioneer of Milorg and later liaison officer between Norwegian SOE and FOIV), Kolbein Lauring, 
Reinholt Eriksson178 and Per Jakobssen, whom at that time was engaged in secret transmitter 
work. 
One of Manus’ jobs was to ensure that the organisation’s documents and papers were kept safe 
and secure. This meant a regular trek to a hut in the forest outside of Oslo. During February 1941 
Manus heard whispers that a Finn, named as Toivannen, who had previously worked for the 
resistance, was touting names around when he should have been a little more discreet. Major 
Helseth’s name had become familiar to many people in Oslo, but Rognes, whose work and actions 
with the resistance up to that period was unknown, was now being spoken about and it was 
Toivannen who was talking loudly about Rognes. Manus later stated to the British authorities that 
Toivannen was some sort of international spy who was prepared to work for the most munificent 
paymaster and his moral values were not of the uppermost concerns. 
On the 16th of February, Manus returned to Oslo after his duties at the hut and started to prepare 
a report for Rognes about the discreetness of Toivannen, or rather lack of it, but Manus was also 
acutely aware of his own security and wisely didn’t write down any names. Around 21:30 that night 
Manus returned to his house in Viedarsgt No.4. Suspecting nothing he entered his locked room, 
but was immediately jumped by 6 men, four of whom he later stated were Norwegian and the 
other two as Gestapo agents. Manus was quickly overpowered by the men, searched and the 
document he had previously written for Rognes, along with some papers for the newspaper, ‘Vi Vil 
Os Et Land,’ recovered. Manus knew the game was over, but now became frightened as he was well 
aware that he knew too much about the ‘Rognes Organisation’ and that the Gestapo methods of 
extracting information would be brutal. Manus had to think fast and drew his captor’s attention to 
some sporting trophies in the room and whilst their attention was taken momentarily Manus ran 
and dived head first through the window, much to the shock and dismay of his captors. However, 
                                                 

177 Signed this book on 24 May 1943 using the alias Torleif Halvorsen 
178 Signed this book on 23 March 1942 
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his apartment was on the second floor and the drop to the ground was too much for anyone to 
take and he crashed on to the concrete floor unconscious. He knew nothing except darkness until 
he came round in Ullevol Hospital. Manus was taken into the X-Ray room and whilst in there with 
no Gestapo or Norwegian present, and at great risk, he confided in the doctor and urged him to 
help him escape or poison him by injection. The doctor refused to do either, but said that if Manus 
gave him a name he would try to make contact with the resistance. At huge risk to the resistance 
Manus gave the names of Lauring and Eriksson to the doctor. But Manus was no fool and he 
purposely did not mention Rognes as he knew the other two were known to the Gestapo. The 
doctor, though, couldn’t promise Manus anything, except to try and make contact with the names 
he gave. 
Rognes was later with FOIV in the UK (Feb 1941 onwards) and became liaison officer to Norwegian 
SOE. He was also known as 'Kapteinen på Shetlands' (Captain of the Shetlands). 
He has many mentions in Ian Herrington’s The Special Operations Executive in Norway 1940 – 1945. 
His wife, Ragna, signed this book on 25 March 1942. 
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Extracts from the Rognes Organisation SOE file, reference HS 2/228, at TNA: 
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573. Norman DEUHURST. Signed 9 March 1942. Providence, Rhode Island, USA. 

042 
DOB 29.9.87. kpm. USA. 
The Bromma departure list misspelt his surname as Dewhurst. 
From http://www.rihs.org/mssinv/Mss1109.htm: 
William Worthington Family Papers | Clergyman, of Ohio, Kentucky, New York, and Rhode Island | 
Family papers, 1832-1972. Bulk, 1881-1943. Included with this collection are a small quantity of 
papers of Rev. Worthington's son W. Chesley Worthington, including letters received during World 

http://www.rihs.org/mssinv/Mss1109.htm
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War I, and drafts of poetry and short stories; an account book kept by Chesley's future wife Diana 
Scott; a 1939 report from wartime Latvia entitled Caught in Latvija by Providence resident Norman 
Dewhurst sic. 
574. Olaf Julius GULBRANDSEN. Signed 9 March 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

042 
DOB 18.11.1911. mekan. Norsk. 
He is mentioned in Ian Herrington’s The Special Operations Executive in Norway 1940 – 1945 in 
connection with Operation Peewit, a plan to send O. J. Gulbrandsen and Arne Øvre (SOE file 
reference HS 9/1131/7) in August 1942 to develop contacts in the Oslo shipyards. It appears that 
this plan was never carried out. 
He has an SOE file, reference HS 9/635/4, in TNA which was closed until 1 January 2031. Bob 
Pearson produced a death certificate and provide a copy of the file to Trevor Baker: 
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575. Thor BRODTKORB. Signed 9 March 1942. Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

042 
DOB 19.7.1907. sekr. Norsk. 
Listed in LG, 14 February 1942 under the heading Norway | Official Staffs of the Members of the 
Government | Under the direction of the Minister of Foreign Affairs | Mar 1, 1943. 
From Hvem er Hvem? 1973: 

 

 
From http://snl.no/Brodtkorb (translated gy Google): 
Brodtkorb, Norwegian family that supposedly originated from Saxony and immigrated to Norway 
in 1643 with coin type in Akershus, later publican in Fredrikstad Tobias Brodtkorb, died in 1676. His 
grandson, Colonel Tobias Brodtkorb (1685-1763), is through their sons ancestor of the family's 
three main branches Eilert Christian Brodtkorb (1721-1806) was weighing and measuring in 
Kristiansund, Captain John Christian Brodtkorb (1725-1797) owned the farm Church Seats in 
Hemnesberget, Gabbe Niels Gerbrand Brodtkorb (1729-1796) bought 1767 Tjøtta estate, which was 
owned by the family to 1929. Eilert Christian Brodtkorb was grandfather grandfather of the author 
Reidar Brodtkorb (1909-1981). Christian John Brodtkorb (1725-1797) was the grandfather's 
grandfather ambassador Thor Brodtkorb (1907-1983). 

http://snl.no/Brodtkorb
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From http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thor_Brodtkorb (translated by Google): 
Thor Brodtkorb (born July 19, 1907 at Løkken , died May 16, 1983 ) was a Norwegian jurist, 
diplomat and ambassador. 
He was the son of an engineer Thoralf Brodtkorb (1880-1945) and Signe Nicoline Huitfeld Lund 
(1881-1969). His father was of the genus Brodtkorb. After graduated from high school in 1926 and 
a law degree. 1930, he was an associate in Christiania in 1931 and Judge 1933. He was an attaché at 
the Legation in Rio de Janeiro in 1935, Paris from 1936 to 1937 before returning to UD in 1938, the 
same year that he married the Alethe-Marie Sejerstad (1912-1989). After passing the Foreign 
Ministry's trainee course in 1939 he became secretary of legation in Helsinki from 1939 to 1941, 
before he became secretary of the Foreign Ministry in London in 1942, 1943 bureau chief. He was 
director of the Norwegian Trade 1948-1951, chargé d'affaires at the Prague Legation , 1951, Consul 
General in New York City from 1952 to 1957, before he returned in 1958 to the Foreign Ministry to 
become Director General. After three years he was ambassador at the Norwegian Embassy in 
Vienna 1965-1970 by Budapest side Accreditation 1965-1968 and the Norwegian Embassy in 
Prague from 1965 to 1966. In 1966 he received the St. Olav. He was ambassador to Norway's 
embassy in Prague from 1969 to 1973. 
From The Rotarian, Sep 1956: 

 
From https://www.wien.gv.at/rk/historisch/1966/august.html (translated by Google): 
17/08/1966 Inaugural visit of Norwegian Ambassador 

 
The Norwegian ambassador in Vienna, M. Thor Brodtkorb, today paid Mayor Bruno Marek from his 
inaugural visit. Vienna mayor took advantage of this opportunity to bring all the diplomats detailed 
questions with regard to the planned state visit of the Norwegian King Olav V in Vienna to discuss. 
The Austrians said Marek, are therefore particularly with Norway already connected because they 
have learned valuable help from this country after the First and Second World Wars. 

http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thor_Brodtkorb
https://www.wien.gv.at/rk/historisch/1966/august.html
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576. John Peter THELEN. Signed 9 March 1942. American Red Cross. 

042 
DOB 21.11.1900. herr. USA. 
He was a member of the American Red Cross committee. 
577. PROBABLY Flight Lieutenant Henry William John ADAMS (65617). Signed 16 March 
1942. RAF Abbotsinch. 

042 
He retired on 10 February 1954, retaining the rank of Squadron Leader. 
578. Brigadier General Bronisław CHRUŚCIEL. Signed 16 March 1942. Norge Legation. 

042 
Translated by Google from Polish: 
Bronislaw Stanislaw Chrusciel (born 20 October 1899 in Marcinkowice; died 19 March 1965 in 
Bexhill-on-Sea) - Brigadier General of the Polish Army. He was the son of John and Elizabeth Soltys. 
He graduated from high school in New Sacz (1917) but the first years (1909 to 1912) were spent in 
a school in Liberec. In the years 1912 to 1914, he was the Polish Rifle Squads. As a minor, he served 
in the 1st Regiment of the Polish Legions in August and September 1914. In the years 1914 to 
1917, he was a member of the Male Scouts Teams. Stefan Czarnecki in New Sacz and from 
February 1917 to July 1918 he served active duty in the 27 Battalion of Riflemen of the Austro-
Hungarian Empire. In August 1918, he joined the Organization "Freedom" and took an active part 
in the military coup in Nowy Sacz October 31. During the period from November 5, 1918 (as a 
second lieutenant, lieutenant in 1922, captain after 1924) to January 1927 he served in the 5th 
Regiment of Infantry in Vilnius. In 1918, he took part in the defense of Lwow and in 1919 he fought 
against the Ukrainians in Galicia. In 1920, he participated in the war against the Bolsheviks first in 
Livonia, Kiev later in the trip where he was wounded. From February 1927 to June 1929, he served 
in the General Inspectorate Armed Forces in Warsaw. From 1929 to 1931, he attended the Military 
Academy in Warsaw. Between October 1931 and November 1937, he worked on the staff of the 1st 
Infantry Division Legions in Vilnius (promoted in 1932 to the rank of Major). Later, in April 1938 (to 
the extent Lieutenant Colonel), he worked in the Registry of the NRA, and then (1939) the General 
Staff of the Supreme Commander for the outbreak of war. Following defeat in September for a 
short period he was interned in Romania and then escaped to France. In 1940, after the defeat of 
the French army, he evacuated to England with the School of Infantry in Coetquidan of which he 
was the commander. On 16 July 1940, he was appointed the first commander of the 2nd Battalion 
Rifle. He commanded it for two years. From 1943 to 1944, he served as Deputy Chief of Operations 
Branch Chief. During the Italian campaign since October 1944, he was the leader of One Carpathian 
Rifle Brigade. He remained in active service until August 1945 ending it in the rank of Colonel. 
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Following the war, he served as head of the Care Service Soldier with Headquarters of the Supreme 
Commander in London by the end of 1946. From 1947 to 1948, he lived in Germany for an 
organization that helps Polish citizens to emigrate to England. Following demobilization, he 
remained in England. He found employment as a machine operator in a plastics factory, profession 
pursued by the year 1961. Due to deteriorating health, he left London for the south coast of 
England, where he worked for 2 years as an English teacher at the school, which was broken due to 
heart disease in 1963. H took an active part in the life of Polish organizations, was a member of the 
Institute Jozef Pilsudski and many veterans' organizations. Among other things, he was awarded 
the title of Honorary President of the Former Soldiers Wheels 2nd Battalion Grenadier “Cubs 
Squared”. Shortly before his death, he was promoted to the rank of Brigadier General. He died after 
a long illness and several weeks stay in the hospital in Bexhill-on-Sea, buried in the local cemetery. 
He was twice awarded the Order of Military Virtue War (fifth and fourth grade), four Crosses Valour, 
the Silver Cross of Merit and Medal of Independence. During the war, his wife left in Poland, was 
arrested by the Gestapo in 1943 and shot in the spring of next year. After the war, he married an 
Englishwoman. 
579. Rita ALISON. Signed 16 March 1942. Myrtle Farm, [Address]. 

042 
No trace found. 
580. Boleslaw MONIC. Signed 16 March 1942. Via Giulia, Trieste, Italy. 

042 
His Naturalisation Certificate, reference HO 334/317/1072, is in TNA: “Boleslaw Monic. From 
Poland. Resident in London. Certificate BNA1072 issued 18 February 1949.” According to the LG, 22 
April 1949, he was Polish and an actuary and statistician, living at 147 Gloucester Terrace, London 
W2 as at 26 February 1949. The “Boleslaw Monic Prize” for the principles of reinsurance is named 
after him. The Astin Bulletin, International Actuarial Association, May 1969 
(http://www.actuaries.org/LIBRARY/ASTIN/vol5no2/vol5no2.pdf) has a chapter entitled Boleslaw 
Monic | 1902-1967 which links him to Trieste:  
581. ? T E SMITH. Signed 16 March 1942. Johannesburg, South Africa. 

043 
No trace found. 
582. Squadron Leader Frederick Thomas HULL (73241). Signed 16 March 1942 (actually 
“1/12/41” but the signature is between 15 March and 16 March 1942). Midland Bank, Hull, 
Yorkshire. 

043 

http://www.actuaries.org/LIBRARY/ASTIN/vol5no2/vol5no2.pdf
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The LG, 5 June 1945 states “Commission relinquished on account of medical unfitness for Air Force 
Service, retaining the rank of Squadron Ldr.” 
583. Flying Officer Richard Lionel Cyril BLYTH DFC DSO (112689). Signed 15 March 1942. 
Midgham Cottage, Heronsgate, nr Rickmansworth, Herts. 

043 
He was awarded his DFC in October 1942. In June 1944, he was awarded his DSO: “This officer has 
taken part in a large number of sorties, and is now on his third operational tour. Throughout, 
Squadron Ldr Blyth has set a magnificent example by his skill and cheerful acceptance of difficult 
and hazardous tasks.” 
584. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Edward Dewar Lyell LEE DFC (43102). 
Signed 16 March 1942. Avonmore, St Annes-on-Sea, Lancs. 

043 
The LG, 18 January 1938 announced “4th Bn. Loyal R. — Edward Dewar Lyell LEE (late Cadet, 
Shrewsbury Sch. Contgt., Jun. Div., O.T.C.) to be 2nd Lt. 19th Jan. 1938.” The LG, 30 April 1940 
announced his commission as a Pilot Officer with effect from 11 April 1940. He commanded No 
543 Squadron ‘A’ Fight which was based in St Eval in Cornwall. His DFC was announced in the LG, 
20 April 1943. According to http://www.angelfire.com/realm/gotha/Part_h3.htm, he is a descendent 
of King Henry VII (4.3.4.6.2.1.12.2.2.1.6.1.2.2.1.1.1); was born in 1918; engaged to Caroline Mary 
Miéville Stone in 1941; married Mrs Betty Davies, née Grime, in 1948. 
585. Christiaan Jacobus Willem Hendrik van NIEVELT. Signed 16 March 1942. Hague 
House, Loughborough, Leicestershire. 

043 
The LG, 4 May 1934 announced “Certificate of Naturalization granted to van Nievelt, Christiaan 
Jacobus Willem Hendrik; Netherlands; Commercial "Engineer; Bull's Head Hotel, Shelthorpe, 
Loughborough. 11 April, 1934.” According to http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lopes_Suasso, he was 
born in 1882 and died in 1954. The LG, 29 November 1968 announced “Notice is hereby given that 
by a Deed Poll dated 18th November 1968, duly executed and attested, and enrolled in the Central 
Office of the Supreme Court of Judicature on the 25th day of November 1968, DIANA MARY 
CELINA VAN NIEVELT PRICE, of "The Last Outpost", 19 Hill Road, Woodhouse Eaves, 
Loughborough, Leicester, wife of Michael Richard Vernon Price, a citizen of the United Kingdom 
and Colonies by birth, has formerly and absolutely renounced and abandoned the surname Price 
and has assumed and adopted and intends thenceforth upon all occasions whatsoever to use and 
subscribe the surname of Van Nievelt Price instead of Price so as to be at all times thereafter called, 
known and described by the name of Diana Mary Celina Van Nievelt Price exclusively.—Dated the 
25th day of November 1968.” 
586. Edwin B GANGE (Gandhi). Signed 16 March 1942. 39 Dublin Street, Edinburgh. 

043 

http://www.angelfire.com/realm/gotha/Part_h3.htm
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lopes_Suasso
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He also signed this book on 26 February 1943 as Flight Lieutenant. 
The Edinburgh Gazette 19 December 1930 includes a Notice of Dissolution in which Edwin B Gange, 
Law Clerk, 34 Castle Street, Edinburgh is a witness to the signatures. He also signed this book on 26 
February 1943 as Flight Lieutenant with No 2 Air Sea Rescue Unit. 
587. Pilot Officer [later Squadron Leader] Pieter Robert Marie van der HEIJDEN (40190). 
Signed 17 March 1942. No 5 (Coastal) Operational Training Unit, RAF Chivenor, Devon. 

043 
Served with 112 Squadron 16 May 1939 – 28 July 1940. Killed (MIA) 8 February 1943 while flying 
Spitfire PR IV (BP881) for 541 Squadron. He took off from Benson to make a PR of the Hook, 
Rotterdam, Terneuzen and Antwerp but failed to return. Commemorated at Runnymede. He also 
signed this book on 21 March 1942. 
588. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Alexander Warren ATTRILL (43801). Signed 17 
March 1942. No 5 (Coastal) Operational Training Unit, RAF Chivenor, Devon. 

043 
The LG, 1 August 1941 announced his appointment as a Flying Officer with effect from 15 June 
1941. The LG, 5 April 1949 announced his commission as a Squadron Leader with effect from 7 
October 1948. 
589. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Hugh George David DEVEY (39306). 
Signed 17 March 1942. 233 Squadron. 

043 
The LG, 26 October 1937 announced his commission as an Acting Pilot Officer on probation with 
effect from 13 October 1937. The LG, 12 November 1946 announced his commission as a Squadron 
Leader (permanent) with effect from 12 November 1946. 
590. Mr W HOOK. Signed 17 March 1942. De Havilland Aircraft Company. 

043 
Hook was one of the 13 engineers who set forth on 25 June 1940 in cars for twelve Spitfire stations 
(two went to one station). Each was provided with about six sets to convert Hurricane and Spitfire 
Merlins for constant speed airscrews. According to the report in Flight, 9 December 1943, “It is no 
exaggeration to say that but for their heroic efforts the Battle of Britain might have ended 
differently.” 
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From http://www.spitfireperformance.com/Flight_DH_CSP_9_Dec_1943.pdf:

http://www.spitfireperformance.com/Flight_DH_CSP_9_Dec_1943.pdf
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591. Charles Andrew BÄCHTHOLD. Signed 20 March 1942. Stockholm. 

043 
DOB 27.9.1914. Herr. Engelsk. 
He is listed as a Group Sisu volunteer, London Fire Volunteers, commodity broker, 1914, London in 
Justin Brooke’s The Volunteers: The Full Story of the British Volunteers in Finland 1939-41. 
592. Per THORSHAUG. Signed 20 March 1942. Stockholm. 

043 
DOB 16.6.1906. Herr. Norsk. 
From http://hsl.wikispot.org/Norwegian_sailors: 
The Guild News, (published by the Study and Craft Guild) March 30, 1945. Norwegians Inspect 
Guild Work With Disabled Merchant Sailors. Guild House was visited on March 5 by a distinguished 
group of officials representing the Social Welfare Committee for Norwegian Seamen in America, 
agency of the Royal Norwegian Government. John Pedersen, business agent of the Committee and 
member of the Guild board of directors, accompanied the delegation which was headed by Fredrik 
Haslund, executive secretary. Also in the party were Per Thorshaug, director of the Norwegian 
Disability Service, and Harry Nilsson under whose supervision are the many Norwegian seamen 
convalescing in the Saranac Lake area. The officials inspected the classes and workshops of the 
Guild and expressed satisfaction with the work being done by their men under Guild teachers. 
593. Wilhelm NICOLAYSEN. Signed 20 March 1942. Stockholm. 

043 
DOB 4.9.1914. Herr. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
On 29 December 1944, he was flying a Spitfire IX (PL217 FN-R) with No 331 Squadron and was shot 
down and crashed near Osnabrück. He became a POW. 
From http://www.cieldegloire.com/002n_nicolaysen_w.php: 
Le Sgt Wilhelm Nicolaysen est pilote au sein du Squadron 331 de la RAF. Le 29 décembre 1944, à 
l'occasion d'une reconnaissance armée dans le secteur de Enschade, 4 appareils du Squadron 331 
sont perdus. Deux pilotes sont capturés, le Slt Ole Tilset, abattu par des chasseurs près d'Osnabrück 
à bord du Spitfire - PT909 "T", le Sgt Nicolaysen Wilhelm, abattu dans le même secteur à bord du 
Spitfire IX - PL217 "R". Un troisième parvient à échapper à la capture, le Slt Stousland Carl Jacob, 
abattu à bord du Spitfire IX - PL258 "K". Le quatrième est malheureusement tué au cours de 
l’engagement; le Capitaine Raeder Johan Kristoffer Bjørn, tué à bord du Spitfire PT704 "B". Il 
semblerait que le Slt Ole Tilset et le Slt Stousland Carl Jacob soient entrés en collision après que le 
dernier ait remporté 2 victoires dont 1 en collaboration au cours de ce même combat. Les deux 
appareils doivent effectuer un atterrissage forcé à 4 km de Tubbergen, en Hollande. Il semblerait 

http://hsl.wikispot.org/Norwegian_sailors
http://www.cieldegloire.com/002n_nicolaysen_w.php
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toutefois qu'ils aient aussi pu être les victimes de chasseurs allemands qui de leur côté 
revendiqueront des victoires dans ce secteur. Tilset et un autre pilote seront capturés alors que le 
leader de la formation sera tué. Le Slt Stousland sera retrouvé par les troupes alliées en 1945. 
Lorsqu'il est découvert, il ne pèse plus que 46 kilos. 
594. Ole SIGGERUD. Signed 20 March 1942. Stockholm. 

043 
DOB 5.12.1897. Herr. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. No further trace found. 
595. Ignacy Karol FORBES. Signed 20 March 1942. Stockholm. 

043 
DOB 8.18.1898. Herr. Polsk. No trace found. 
596. Ellen Margrethe (“Ella”) LÜTKEN (1896-1988). Signed 20 March 1942. Foreign 
Ministry (Norwegian Government). 

043 
DOB 6.9.1896. Fru. Norsk. 
From 
http://www.kongehuset.no/tildelinger.html?tid=28048&sek=27337&person=&q=&start=27200: 
01/07/1955 Secretary, Miss Ella Lütken, is awarded the King's Medal of Merit. Was she the wife of 
Carsten Johan Scheel Lütken (born 1886, died 1963)? He was a Norwegian barrister, officer and 
resistance fighter. Lütken was the first chief of Milorg in Oslo and was captured by the Gestapo in 
December 1941. The rest of the war he spent on Allegrini and from the summer of 1944 in Stutthof. 
He returned to Norway in May 1945 emaciated and sick. 
597. Carl August Petersen WRIGHT. Signed 20 March 1942. [Town]. 

043 
DOB 7.9.1893. Herr. Norsk. 
He is mentioned in Gerd Vold Hurum’s En kvinne ved navn “Truls”, Wings forlag, 2006. 
From Wikipedia: 
“Carl August Petersen Wright (7 September 1893 – 28 April 1961) was a Norwegian politician for 
the Conservative Party. He was born in Porsgrunn. He was elected to the Norwegian Parliament 
from the Market towns of Telemark and Aust-Agder counties in 1937, and was re-elected on two 
occasions. He had previously served in the position of deputy representative during the term 1934–

http://www.kongehuset.no/tildelinger.html?tid=28048&sek=27337&person=&q=&start=27200
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1936. Wright held various positions in Porsgrunn city council between 1922 and 1927. He then 
served as deputy mayor for a brief time in 1928, and mayor in the periods 1931–1934 and 1934–
1936. His father Alfred P. Wright was also a Parliament member. During the occupation of Norway 
by Nazi Germany, he was imprisoned at Møllergata 19 from 20 October to 11 November 1941, 
then in Grini concentration camp until 21 November, then Møllergata 19 until 6 February 1942. He 
was then transferred to Ullevål Hospital, from whence he escaped.” 
For a more detailed biography (in Norwegian), see http://www.stortinget.no/no/Representanter-
og-
komiteer/Representantene/Representantfordeling/Representant/?perid=CAWR&tab=Biography. 
From Tore Gjelsvik’s Rapportserie Nr 54 Place-names of Heimefrontfjella and Lingetoppane, 
Dronning Maud Land, Antarctica based on Norwegian resistance fighters: 

 
598. Anders Rasmus FRIHAGEN (1892 – 1979). Signed 20 March 1942. Norwegian 
Government, London. 

044 
DOB 28.1.1892. Herr. Norsk. 
Minister of Supply and Reconstruction at time of signing this book. He was a Norwegian politician 
for the Labour Party. He was Minister of Trade 1939-1940, government representative in Stockholm 
1940-1942, Minister of Trade again in 1942 and Minister of Provisioning 1942-1945. Frihagen was a 
bank director by profession. He also signed this book on 28 August 1941. 
From a document dated 8 April 1942 in SOE file HS 9/864/6 for Baard KROGVIG: 

 

 

http://www.stortinget.no/no/Representanter-og-komiteer/Representantene/Representantfordeling/Representant/?perid=CAWR&tab=Biography
http://www.stortinget.no/no/Representanter-og-komiteer/Representantene/Representantfordeling/Representant/?perid=CAWR&tab=Biography
http://www.stortinget.no/no/Representanter-og-komiteer/Representantene/Representantfordeling/Representant/?perid=CAWR&tab=Biography
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599. Erling EIDE. Signed 20 March 1942. Norwegian Government, London. 

044 
DOB 16.2.1919. Herr. Norsk. 
He has an SOE file in The National Archives under reference HS 9/472 (in which his DOB is recorded 
as 2.6.1919). This file is closed until 1 January 2031. Its description is “Julien EIBESCHUTZ - born 
29.11.1922; Frederick EICKHOFF - dob n/k; Christian EIDE - born 11.11.1918; Einar EIDE - born 
02.06.1919; Erling EIDE - born 02.06.1919; Lars Olsen EIDE - born 20.07.1917; Ole EIDE - dob n/k; 
Sigvald EIDE - born 21.08.1915.” 
From HS 9/472/8 Sigvald EIDE: 

 
600. Hans HAUG AKA Torbjorn Kaare HOFF. Signed 20 March 1942. Norwegian 
Government, London. 

044 
DOB 30.6.1917. Herr. Norsk. 
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From his SOE file reference HS 9/726/5: 
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601. Sergeant Stanley OATES (1439442). Signed 20 March 1942. St Andrews. RAFVR. 158 
Squadron. 

044 
Killed 13 April 1944. Buried Allerton Methodist Chapelyard. Commemorated Lissett Memorial (right 
panel, rear face, line 4). 
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602. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Richard Durant FAIRLEY (109930). Signed 20 
March 1942. 210 Squadron. 

044 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?8228-Russian-Awards: FAIRLEY, 
Richard Durant, F/L (109930) - No.210 Squadron - Order of the Great Patriotic War (2nd Class) 
awarded as per the LG, 11 April 1944. Citation from Air 2/4798 “Flight Lieutenant Fairley, as captain 
and navigator of aircraft, has participated in many operational flight over Arctic waters. For some 
months he was stationed at Murmansk from where he completed many flying hours whilst 
engaged in the protection of Russian convoys.” He is buried in the Holy Trinity Church graveyard in 
Nuwara Eliya, Ceylon. 
603. Flight Sergeant Geoffrey TAYLOR (5414). Signed 21 March 1942. 217 Squadron. 
RAAF. 

044 
By the autumn of 1943, the Lancaster had become the major type in RAF Bomber Command. No 
217 Squadron was one of the first with Lancasters but was unfortunate in suffering some of the 
highest losses and in Nissen-hut rumour was a 'chop' Squadron. LM 326/EM:Z lasted four months 
before failing to return from the Hanover raid of 18/ 19 October 1943 with Flt Sgt G Taylor and 
crew, who were taken prisoner. Part of a force of 360 Lancasters to attack Hannover – LM 326 took 
off from Spilsby, Lincolnshire at 17.16hrs. The weather over Germany was extremely bad and as 
such the force encountered little opposition on the route to the target. However, once over the 
target German night fighters intercepted and 18 Lancasters were lost. The raid was not a success 
due to the weather with much of the bomb load being dropped in open country north and north-
west of the city. LM326 was shot down by Hptm. Friedrich-Karl Muller of JG300, already a night 
fighter ace with 19 kills to his credit. The Lancaster was shot down at 20.26hrs at a height of 6,200m 
over Aerzon which is 50km south west of Hannover. Hptm. Muller survived the war with a total of 
30 kills. Geoff Taylor wrote about his POW activities in his book Piece of Cake published in 1956. 
From http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/NameSearch/Interface/ItemDetail.aspx?Barcode=1081637: 
In addition to the file subject TAYLOR, Geoffrey - (Warrant Officer); Service Number – 5414, the 
following servicemen are mentioned in this record: McCARTHY W J – (Flight Sergeant); Service 
Number – AUS 426382; DUFF – (Sergeant); Service Number – RAF 1624459; McLEOD – (Sergeant); 
Service Number – RAF 13186124; BARTON – (Sergeant); Service Number – RAF 1245092; 
WORTHINGTON – (Sergeant); Service Number – RAF 2205080; SMITH – (Sergeant); Service Number 
– CAN R134311. 
604. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Pieter Robert Marie van der HEYDEN 
(40190). Signed 21 March 1942. RAF. 

044 

http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?8228-Russian-Awards
http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/NameSearch/Interface/ItemDetail.aspx?Barcode=1081637
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Whilst serving with 112 Squadron, he was injured when he crashed a Gloster Gladiator Mk I reg no 
K7895 while doing a slow roll during an airshow in Sidi Barrani, Egypt on 29 July 1940. This 
signature match was found in a wartime log: 

 
S/L Van Der Heyden of 541 Squadron was Missing in Action on 8 February 1943 flying a Spitfire PR 
IV (BP881). He took off from Benson to the Hook, Rotterdam, Terneuzen and Antwerp but failed to 
return. He is commemorated on Panel 292 of the Runnymede Memorial. He also signed this book 
on 17 March 1942. 
605. Willem Jacobus RITTE DFC. Signed 21 March 1942. 320 Squadron RDNAS. 

044 
His DFC was awarded on 10 January 1941. He was killed on 30 July 1943. On 16 January 1941, Sir 
Archibald Sinclair179 wrote to Vice-Admiral J.Th. Furstner at the Royal Netherlands Naval Mission, C 
& A Building, 4 North Row W1: 
“I write to tell you of my admiration for the courage and determination shown by Lieutenant 
Schaper, Sub Lieutenant Ritte and Corporal van Tongeren during the perilous operation for which 
they were lately so meritoriously decorated by His Majesty the King. They undertook an expedition 
which they must have realised as well as did, could only avoid disaster by a comnination of good 
fortune, great skill, high courage and unflinching co-operation between the men who ventured 
upon it. 
No one would have asked men of even their reputation and experience to attempt it, but they 
volunteered and when failure must have seemed inevitable, showed such bravery and 
determination that they were able to bring their aircraft back successfully. 
I wish to express the gratitude and admiration of the whole Royal Air Force for an example of 
courageous skill and loyalty to our allied cause which makes us proud to fight beside the men who 
achieved it.”  
From http://forum.12oclockhigh.net/archive/index.php?t-11262.html: 
“… a Dutch crew landed a Fokker seaplane on a lake in Holland to deliver or take secret material. It 
seems the Germans acted late in the night, firing machine gun onto the machine which came back 
to England with a wounded Navigator ( who seems to be a famous Navigator from Dutch Naval 
Aviation Air Force.” 
“This event took place on 15/16-10-1940. A Fokker T VIII w of 320 Squadron, flown by Lt-tz H. 
SCHAPER, officer-observer RITTE and corporal wireless operator Van TONGEREN, landed on the 
Tjeukermeer. The pilot came from Joure, not far from the lake. The plan was to pick up six Dutch 
nationals. The Germans had been alerted by an attempt the night before. Thick fog over the lake 
had prevented Schapers from landing. Schapers landed on the lake and approached the small boat. 

                                                 
179 Signed this book on 8 September 1940 and 28 August 1941 

http://forum.12oclockhigh.net/archive/index.php?t-11262.html
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The boot opened fire with a machine gun. The Germans had positioned this boat in the middle of 
the lake. They had captured the planned passengers earlier in the day. The banks were occupied by 
more German troops and flak. Van TONGEREN returned fire with the Fokker’s machine gun and 
silenced the boats machine gun. A searchlight illuminated the aircraft and they came under fire. 
SCHAPERS opened the throttle and zigzagged across the lake. The Fokker returned to Britain with 
forty holes and two lightly wouded crewman. The Germans lost ten soldiers.” 
“The involved Fokker was AV961. As far as I know, no codes were used on these Fokkers in RAF 
service at that time. Some additions to the crew names: Heye SCHAPER, Willem Jacobus RITTE, 
Klasinus VAN TONGEREN.” 
“In Coastal Command Losses, AV964, lost 26-7-40, is registered as TD-R.” 
“H. SCHAPER became Lt. Gen after the war, was was Commander of the Royal Netehrlands Air 
Force (1956-1961) and was State Secretary of Defense (Air Force matters) from 1966-1967. He died 
on 26-5-1996. Willem RITTE was killed when Mitchell FR144 crashed on 30/7/1943 over the North 
Sea while on an ASR mission. Klasinus van TONGEREN was killed on 2/12/1941 while on an convoy 
escort Flight,f Norway. He's buried in Oslo.” 
“There were not six, but five Dutch nationals that were to be picked up: 
Mr. Lodo van HAMEL. In May 1940 he was a Dutch navy officer and escaped to Britain. Trained to 
set up an intelligence network in the Netherlands he was returned by parachute, landing near 
Sassenheim on 28-8-1940. He was able to set up his intelligence network but realised that some 
people recognised him in the street. Rumour started that van Hamel had returned to the 
Netherlands. Fearing that his presence would alert the Germans he arranged his departure by 
aircraft. After being arrested he was treated very bad. Eventually he told the Germans his real name 
and that he was an intelligence agent. He was sentenced to death and was executed on 7-4-1941. 
His network remained operational. 
Mr. Hans HERST. Had been part of another intelligence group but was quickly recruited by van 
Hamel. Also captured by the Germans and interrogated roughly. On two occasions there was an 
opportunity to escape. Realising that his interrogators had set it up to follow him he made no use 
of it. He was sentenced to imprisonment for life. 
Mr. Jean MESRITZ. Student from Leiden. Sentenced to 3 years imprisonment. 
Mrs. Marion SMIT. Had arranged safehouses for van Hamel. Released without sentence. 
Mr. Prof. Dr. L.G.M. Baas BECKING. Released without sentence.” 
“The information comes from Englandspiel by Jelte Rep, ISBN 90 26945612, 1977. The Englandspiel, 
or unternehmen Nordpol, are the names of a cruel counter intelligence game the Germans played 
with the Dutch and British services services. 59 Dutch agent were captured by the Germans; only 
five survived. Hundreds of resistance workers were captured, few returned. Although the 
Tjeukermeer pickup was not a part of the Englandspiel, it is described in detail in this book because 
it was the start of the intelligence game in occupied Holland.” 
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Fokker T-VIIIW, AV961, of No. 320 (Dutch) Squadron RAF based at Pembroke dock, Pembrokeshire, 
taxiing out into Milford Haven for take-off. Air Ministry Second World War Collection. Photo by Mr 
B J Daventry, RAF official photographer. 
The Operations Record Book for No 320 Squadron shows the following crew on exercises on 21 
March 1942: 

 
No. 320 (Netherlands) Squadron RAF was a unit of the Royal Air Force during World War II formed 
from the personnel of the Royal Netherlands Naval Air Service. Formed on 1 June 1940 at 
Pembroke Dock, after flying from the Netherlands in eight Fokker T.VIIIW twin-engined patrol 
seaplanes, as part of Coastal Command. The squadron flew coastal and anti-submarine patrols in 
the Fokkers until they became unserviceable due to lack of spares and were re-equipped with 
Ansons in August 1940 and supplemented in October with Hudsons. Due to insufficient personnel, 
the squadron absorbed No. 321 (Netherlands) Squadron on 18 January 1941. The squadron moved 
to RAF Leuchars on 1 October 1941, re-equipped with Hudson IIIs, flying patrols and anti-shipping 
attacks in the North Sea. Detachments were located at RAF Silloth and RAF Carew Cheriton until 24 
April 1942 when the squadron moved to RAF Bircham Newton. The squadron was reassigned to 
Bomber Command and loaned to No.2 Group on 15 March 1943. The squadron was also re-
equipped with Mitchells and moved to RAF Methwold. Of the 235 killed or missing Dutchman 
serving with the RAF between 15 May 1940 and 9 May 1945, 145 were from 320 Squadron. 
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606. Pilot Officer John BUCKLEY. Signed 21 March 1942. 217 Squadron. 

044 
From No 217 Squadron’s ORB: 

The 
Air Force List for March 1942 lists three Pilot Officers with the initial J: 

 
John BUCKLEY (100704); John William BUCKLEY (102225); and John Frederic Sydney BUCKLEY 
(112049). The index to the SOE file HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42 includes a John 
Buckley: 

 
This is John McLean BUCKLEY - 22.07.1903 SOE file reference HS 9/232/5. 
607. Assistant Section Officer Kathleen Elizabeth ROBINS (3640). Signed 1 January 1942 
(sic or did she sign a once-empty page?). A/S/O WAAF. 

044 
She relinquished her commission in the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force on grounds of ill-health on 11 
June 1943. 
608. Nils Berg KAPPANG. Signed 22 March 1942. Stockholm. 

044 
DOB 18.5.1915. stud. Norsk. 
No one with this name found in the Norwegian Digital Archives nor with a search using Google. No 
trace found. 
609. Ola Malmin LICKNES. Signed 22 March 1942. Stockholm. 

044 
DOB 3.2.1911. maklare. Norsk. DOB confirmed with ancestry.co.uk, which used Norway Burial Index 
(http://www.disnorge.no/gravminner/index.php). She died on 2 November 1979, aged 68. No 
further trace found. 

http://www.disnorge.no/gravminner/index.php
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610. Finn HIORTHOY. Signed 22 March 1942. Stockholm. 

044 
DOB 11.12.1903. byrachef. Norsk. 
The Bromma departure list gives this name as Tim HORTHÖG. 
He has an SOE file, reference HS 9/715, in TNA which is closed until 1 January 2025. From 
Wikipedia: 
Finn Hiorthøy (1903 – 1991) was a Norwegian judge. He graduated with the cand.jur. degree in 
1926, and then worked as a deputy judge in Nord-Hedmark for some time before being hired in 
the Norwegian Ministry of Justice and the Police in 1930. His specialty was constitutional law and 
international law, and he represented Norway internationally. He also wrote books and articles. 
From 1942 to 1945, during World War II, Hiorthøy stayed in London where he aided the Norwegian 
government-in-exile. He was promoted to deputy under-secretary of state in the Ministry of Justice 
in 1945, and represented Norway as an advisor in the United Nations, NATO and the Council of 
Europe. In 1955. he was named as a Supreme Court Justice. He stood in this position until his 
retirement in 1973. He died in 1991. 
611. Harald KROGH-HANSEN. Signed 23 March 1942. Stockholm. 

045 
DOB 14.6.1903. redare. Norsk. 
The LG, 16 February 1945 shows him as a member of the official staff of the Norwegian 
Government-in-exile under the direction of the Minister of Shipping with effect from 22 March 
1942 (the day before he signed this book). In 1928, with Nils Bugge, he founded Hektoria Ltd in 
London. After WW2, this became Hector Whaling Company Ltd and then United Whales. 
612. Odd SØRAAS. Signed 23 March 1942. Stockholm. 

045 
DOB 4.9.1916. Herr. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. No further trace found. 
613. Reinholdt Andre Loberg ERIKSEN. Signed 23 March 1942. Stockholm. 

045 
DOB 7.11.1916. Herr. Norsk. 
There is an SOE file, reference HS 9/484/4, in TNA: Reinhold ERIKSEN aka Andre - dob n/k. This file 
was closed until 1 January 2031. Bob Pearson produced a death certificate and gained access to the 
file: 
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614. Fritiof Hjalmar MARTINSEN. Signed 23 March 1942. Stockholm. 

045 
DOB 24.2.1918. Herr. Norsk. No trace found. 
TNA has an SOE file, reference HS 9/1530/5, for someone with the same DOB: Holgar VESTEIN, aka 
Jan WESTIN - born 24.02.1918 in Torup, Sweden. 
This SOE file contains only two pages which do not confirm the above signature: 
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According to Bob Pearson, in an email to Trevor Baker, “Martinsen would be of massive interest to 
Geoff Ward as this officer was involved with Operation Carhampton (Odd Starheim, St Andresen, 
Rolf Olsen, Karl Vilness et al). This signature is an excellent find.” 
The index to SOE file reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42 includes an entry 
for MARTINSEN: 

 
SOE file, reference HS 7/1745 Norwegian Section History, in TNA lists 2/Lt F Martinsen as one of 
the officers and men who were killed during the war: 
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From Andreas Aubert’s 9-page report on Operation Carhampton in SOE file HS 9/61/2: 
ATTACK ON GUARD HOUSE 
25) Stenvold and I, with 10 men, crept up to the hut where the guard was to be dealt with at 
midnight. It was found that the two men kept watch together, side by side, 4 metres in front of the 
hut. Both stood with their backs to the two entrances to the house and facing the boats. Fenrik 
Martinsen and I were ordered to deal with one man each. When we were two metres behind them 
we were discovered when one of the guards turned round. He shot immediately with a small 
calibre pistol, probably a .22. We immediately drew our Colts and we each got our man. Germans 
came out of the doors on both sides and there was a lot of exchange of hand-grenades and shots 
from both sides. One of the ships was also alarmed, and rockets were fired from both the house 
and from the ships. In order to save ammunition, of which we were short, we withdrew in good 
order without any of us having received as much as a scratch. The Germans, on the other hand, left 
at least seven or eight men on the field, but whether they were dead was impossible to say. It is 
certain that some were wounded for we heard cries and complaints and we also heard the 
Germans calling each other by name. 
615. Armand Ragnar TRØNNES. Signed 25 March 1942. Stockholm. 

045 
DOB 16.5.1921. målare. Norsk. 
He has an SOE file, reference HS 9/1485/8, in TNA which was marked closed until 1 January 2031. 
Bob Pearson produced a death certificate and had the file opened. NOTE: The SOE misspells his 
surname as Armand Ragnor TRONES. 
From his file: 
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From Wikipedia: 
Armand Trønnes (born 16 May 1921 in Sarpsborg) was a member of Company Linge during WWII. 
On 12 November 1943, he flew with Birger Rasmussen and Fenrik Johan Edvard Tallaksen from 
England to Norway to participate in the sabotage campaign Operation Company. The campaign 
was extremely successful and no one was killed. For this achievement, Tallaksen and Rasmussen 
received the Military Cross, while Trønnes received the Military Medal. After lying low for two weeks 
- hiding from the Germans - Tallaksen and his companions walked the whole way to Oslo, where 
they joined Operation Goldfinch which consisted of training Milorg personnel. A précis of 
Operation Company is included in Tallaksen’s recommendation for the award of a Military Cross. 
In 1944, Trønnes teamed up with Fredrik Kayser180, Kristian Mountains and Severin Synnes and 
landed on Gangsøy in Fåfjorden on a mission to blow up enemy ships in the harbor of Maloy. They 
were discovered, and went into hiding until they were brought back to Shetland. He was also 
involved in the resistance group Bjørn West in the last days of the war. 

 
Email dated 17 February 2014 from Bob Pearson to Trevor Baker: 
Armand Trønnes- Attended a raid against Arendal Smelteverk on the 21 November 1943 together 
with Edvard Tallaksen and Birger Rasmussen. It was a success and Trønnes became a sabotage 
instructor shortly after. 

                                                 
180 Signed this book on 29 March 1943 
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Holger Westin arrived to the Shetland island 1941 (vessel unknown ) after doing reconnosaince for 
the Barbara group. He did eight trips with the Shetland bus and was formally registered with the 
Norwegian section of SOE (Naval Unit) 1944. When the Barbara group was arrested in Sweden after 
the mission (which was partially abandoned) Westin was not a member of the demolition party and 
seemed to have stayed in Shetland to become a member of the Shetland Bus. I think he sailed 
some of the trips with skipper Andreas Närö. In Stockholm city archive there is a case (secret case 
1941:5 Millar case) which describes the Barbara operation in detail; Westin is only mentioned as 
provider of a cabin for training. In the Swedish intelligence papers about the Munthe organisation, 
the organisation chart has Westin. Probably he played a bigger role but for some reason slipped 
away. 
I think that Armand Trønnes’ SOE file is interesting concerning these operations and connection 
with names in early SOE or D section. 
Ragnar Ulstein has written three books about the Norwegian intelligence activity during WW2. 
Henning Werner Olsen born 1.5.1913. Arrested 26.9.1941 near Rekkøy in Flatanger, North-
Trøndelag, Mid-Norway, as one of the crew of VITA, skipper Ingvald "Old Joe" Johansen. Prisoner 
Vollan, Falstad, Grini, Sachsenhausen.  
A Henning Olsen is mentioned as one of the men in operation BARBARA, but it´s not verified if this 
is Henning Werner Olsen. Literature: Howarth, David. 1952. Nordsjøbussen. Cappelen. / Ottosen, 
Kristian (red.). 2004. Nordmenn i fangenskap 1940-1945. Universitetsforlaget 2nd edition / 
Johansson, Anders. 2011. De glemte agentene. Pax. 
One more Norwegian: Helmer Bonnevier. But he was more connected to Section D in Sweden and 
the group of Alan Rickman, who planned to blow up cranes loading iron ore in Oxeloesund. 
In 1944 three Linge-fellows, Heavy water-saboteur Fredrik Kayser181 (1919-2009), Christian Rock, 
Severin Synnes and Armand Trønnes disembarking at Gangsøy in Fåfjorden. They brought 
einmanns mini-submarines, and the mission was to sprengje hostile ship at port in Maloy. They 
were discovered by a girl, and by a misty ding villagers believed that it was the Germans out on 
illegal hunting sheep they saw. The sheriff was notified, and both the Gestapo and German troops 
attacked. But Kayser and the other had a cause notice received hidden from submarines under 
seaweed on the shore and escaped over Brem Ange char to bottom where they went into hiding 
from Thorbjørn Upper Gulf before they were taken back to Shetland. 
7th place March 1944, when two home front men were killed and Linge-man was injured in the 
shootout with a German patrol who took part in a raid in the area Snertingdal-Upper Vardal. The 
Germans had suspected that there was illegal activity in the area, and not without reason. The 
hunting lodge at Bjønnhaugen where three guys in and waited for the release of England Linge-
man Armand Trønnes and Hand Strength hunters Willy Lund and Ragnar Nilsen. In 5 weeks, 
Trønnes driven education of HS personnel, and had had a total of 40 men during training. This day 
waiting airdrops inside the marsh just off Bjønnhaugen. The men had earlier in the day heard 
særmeldingen "The man who had not shirt on," over the Norwegian radio broadcast from London. 
It was the signal for airdrops to their gang. They had earlier in the day cased transport routes for 
cargo drop down to Snertingdal, and sat in the cabin and waited for it to be night, when the 
German patrol appeared. Together with the Germans was also the local Nazi sheriff. The local 
Norwegian home forces had been informed that the Germans would conduct raid, and a kid from 
Vardal, Ivar Øygard, was sent up to alert the men on Bjønnhaugen that German patrols were on the 
way. He came to the cabin after the Germans had arrived and went inside. He told the sheriff that 
he was on his way to an uncle who lived farther into the hill, and that he had never seen the three 
                                                 

181 Signed this book on 29 March 1943 
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Norwegians before. He was placed in a corner, while the Germans conducted their search of the 
cabin. The Germans began rummaging around in the cabin, and found the group radio, a 
transmitter / receiver of the English type, sk. "Sweet heart". Linge-man Trønnes realized that there 
was only one hope, and that was to eject. The Germans were probably inexperienced, because they 
had not searched at the Norwegians before they began to search the cabin. Therefore Trønnes still 
had his gun on him, and he opened fire. He shot double shot against the four Germans and the 
sheriff who was in the lounge. German who stood at the front door returned fire and shot toward 
the lounge. Then Lund Nilsen and killed. Trønnes Øygard and climbed up on the loft, and the 
proposal of Øygard Trønnes managed to squeeze through a small peep-hole up in the gable, and 
got out. He put on a pair of skis and act in downhill from the cabin. Then he walked through the 
woods, out to Kolbu in Eastern Toten, a distance of about 3 miles. He had contacts that took care 
of him. The bodies of Lund and Nielsen were the Germans transported to Lillehammer, but there 
ends the track of them. There was therefore no known grave. Memorial stone at Bjønnhaugen is 
the closest they got off the headstone. Memorial Stone was unveiled on 30 August 1981, by 
mil.org. group that Lund and Nielsen belonged. On that occasion, both Armand Trønnes and Ivar 
Øygard both in attendance, and it was the first time they met after the war. 
616. Karol SZAGON. Signed 25 March 1942. Stockholm. 

045 
DOB 1890. Ing. Polsk. 
The Polish Army Museum’s website http://www.muzeumwp.pl/oficerowie/?letter=S&page=62 lists 
“Szagon Karol (14 lutego 1890) - por. piech.” 
617. Sturla RONGSTAD. Signed 25 March 1942. Stockholm. 

045 
DOB 15.3.1906. avd.chef. norsk. 
The Bromma departure list states the first name as Jens. 
The Norwegian Digital Archives show the full name as “Sturla?? Fodstad-Rongstad”, and this 
matches the signature. 
From http://www.regjeringen.no/nb/dep/hod/dok/nouer/1998/nou-1998-12/26/5.html?id=375556: 
“De norske bergkompaniene i Storbritannia bestod av 260 mann. Men på grunn av plassmangel 
under overfarten måtte kompaniets styrke reduseres en del, slik at 2. bergkompani under tjenesten 
i Finnmark kom til å bestå av 232 mann. Kompanisjef var major Sturla Rongstad.” Google 
translation “The Norwegian bergkompaniene in Britain consisted of 260 men. But due to lack of 
space during the crossing had company’s strength is reduced somewhat, so that 2 mountain 
company during service in Finnmark came to consist of 232 men. Company commander was Major 
Sturla Rongstad.” 

 

http://www.muzeumwp.pl/oficerowie/?letter=S&page=62
http://www.regjeringen.no/nb/dep/hod/dok/nouer/1998/nou-1998-12/26/5.html?id=375556
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HRH Crown Prince Olav, together with the company commander, Major Sturla Rongstad, inspects 2 
Berg Partnership during the parade on the deck of the cruiser HMS Berwick before leaving for 
Norway 1 November 1944. 
618. Leon Elias VOLODARSKY. Signed 25 March 1942. Stockholm. 

045 
DOB 2.10.1898. lakare. Norsk. 
The LG, 2 April 1965 noted his death on 13 November 1962, his address of Munkedamsveien 55, 
Oslo, Norway and his occupation as a surgeon. http://newspaperarchive.com/daily-globe/1948-12-
27/page-10 featured a story about him in which he said 
“Dr Leon E Volodarsky of Oslo, Norway, a general surgeon for the UN’s world health organization. 
His domain for two years has been Canton’s Fong Pin, the largest hospital in China. Single and 48, 
Dr Volodarsky was a surgeon in Norway until World War II. He escaped to England. Later he 
worked at a Boston hospital and at the famous Mayo Clinic. 
 

http://newspaperarchive.com/daily-globe/1948-12-27/page-10
http://newspaperarchive.com/daily-globe/1948-12-27/page-10
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619. Michal FRACZYKOWSKI. Signed 25 March 1942. Stockholm. 

045 
DOB 27.9.1909. mek. Sv.främlingap. 
According to 
http://www.network54.com/Forum/46825/message/1137182768/Polish+volunteers+in+the+Winte
r+War, he was one of the Polish volunteers in the Winter War in Finland: Betkowski Jan, ins., Michal 

http://www.network54.com/Forum/46825/message/1137182768/Polish+volunteers+in+the+Winter+War
http://www.network54.com/Forum/46825/message/1137182768/Polish+volunteers+in+the+Winter+War
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Fraczykowski mek., Kuciak W., mek., Niedobylski J. mek., Emund Otto182, mek., Rocchwiez B183, 
mek., Slesicki J., mek., Edward Szwejcer184, mek., Wasowski K. mek., Wodzinski ins. They all were in 
Finland to 22.4.1940. Ulass V., vääpeli., free 31.3.1940. Pecho Felix185, luutnantti, good school 
education, airline pilot, was in the war 1920 and 6 days in the war between Germany-Poland 1939. 
source: Eino Ritaranta/ Suomen Ilmailuhistoriallinen Lehti 1/1996. 
According to a post on http://forum.axishistory.com/viewtopic.php?f=59&t=109626, “… during the 
Winter War there were "unwilling Polish mechanics" of the aviation company LOT.” 
620. Harbo Wenzel Colbjørnsen LANDGRAFF. Signed 25 March 1942. Stockholm. 

045 
DOB 30.11.1886. kom.kapt. norsk. 
The Bromma departure list recorded his name as Wenzel Harbo Landgraff. 
http://www.familienasphaug.com/genealogy/getperson.php?personID=I073865&tree=ae gives his 
name as Harbo Wenzel Colbjørnsen Landgraff (1886 – 1986). 

 
http://www.myheritage.no/person-1000327_142345331_142345331/wenzel-harbo-colbjornsen-
landgraff 
30 November 1886 (Grimstad) - 19 Dec 1986 (Horten, Vestfold, Norway). He was Adjutant of the 
King 1934-1937 and Chief of Naval Command Norway 1945-1952. He served in England 1942-1945 
and was Head of the Norwegian coastal artillery in Scotland 1942-1944. He was the author of 
Textbook of Explosive Materials, 1929. 
From http://home.online.no/~gestrom/history/cstalfrm.htm: 
In 1942, the Norwegian High Command in exile, acting on a suggestion from Norwegian Naval 
Command, decided to form a coastal artillery unit. The plans were approved by the British War 
Office. In Norway, coastal artillery had sorted under the navy, hence the newly formed unit sorted 
under Sjøforsvarets Overkommando (Naval Command). However, British coastal artillery sorted 
under the army. Accordingly, the Norwegian coastal artillery came under British army command 
and sorted under 501 Coast Regiment. On the Norwegian side Captain Wenzel Landgraff in 
London was appointed head of the coastal artillery. Personnel with prior training as coastal 
artillerymen were in June transferred from The Norwegian Brigade. Initially just six officers and 21 
other ranks, the coastal artillery would by May 1945 number 71 officers and 574 other ranks. Under 
command of captain Reidar Godø the newly formed unit, supplemented with one officer and 43 
other ranks from the British army, took charge of Fort Nigg on the northern coast of Cromarty 

                                                 
182 Signed this book on 29 October 1941 
183 Signed this book as Boleslaw Rozewicz on 25 March 1942 
184 Signed this book on 14 February 1942 
185 Signed this book as Felix Pecho on 22 October 1941 

http://forum.axishistory.com/viewtopic.php?f=59&t=109626
http://www.familienasphaug.com/genealogy/getperson.php?personID=I073865&tree=ae
http://www.myheritage.no/person-1000327_142345331_142345331/wenzel-harbo-colbjornsen-landgraff
http://www.myheritage.no/person-1000327_142345331_142345331/wenzel-harbo-colbjornsen-landgraff
http://home.online.no/%7Egestrom/history/cstalfrm.htm
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Firth, Scotland. British personell was subsequently replaced by Norwegians. Fort Nigg was a 
provisional "Class B" fortification built at the start of the war. It was armed with two 15 cm cannon, 
and was operative - "State of Readiness: Immediate". Two companies of The Norwegian Brigade 
were based nearby, in Camp Nigg. Organizing enough personnel for the new Norwegian coastal 
artillery proved a problem. A few were transferred from the navy and army, but not enough by far. 
Some of the Norwegian workers on the Orkneys as well as Norwegian fishers who had sought 
refuge in Buckie, Scotland, were amongst those mobilized to fill the empty slots. On the 29th of 
May 1943, the last of the British personnel (excepting 5 volunteers) left fort Nigg. A more 
permanent solution to the personnel problem would be transfer of Norwegian exiles from Sweden. 
The first contingent was planned to arrive in the spring of 1944, and in November 1943, the battery 
moved to Fort South Sutor on the south side of Cromarty Firth to make room for the new arrivals. 
Captain Godø was replaced by Captain Hans Volckmar, who was in turn replaced by Captain Alf 
Furre. A Norwegian coastal artillery training unit was established at Fort Nigg in the summer of 
1944. It was later relocated to Naval Barracks Cromarty. Captain Godø was now in charge of both 
the training unit and the operative unit at Fort South Sutor. The fact that Norwegian coastal 
artillery sorted under the navy, while British coastal artillery sorted under the army, caused certain 
administrative problems. In November 1944 responsibility for the coastal artillery was transferred to 
the army also on the Norwegian side. In London, lieutenant colonel Leif Husjord had replaced 
captain Landgraff. 
621. Boleslaw ROZEWICZ. Signed 25 March 1942. Stockholm. 

045 
DOB 28.11.1914. mek. Sv.främlingap. 
http://www.network54.com/Forum/46825/message/1137182768/Polish+volunteers+in+the+Winte
r+War includes “Rocchwiez B., mek.” in its list of Polish volunteers in the Winter War in Finland 
1939-40. Since at least four of the claimed 12 Polish volunteers have signed this book, it is likely 
that Boleslaw ROZEWICZ is the correct name for B Rocchwiez. 
622. Kenneth McKenzie CLARK, Baron CLARK, OM, CH, KCB, FBA (13 July 1903 – 21 May 
1983). Signed 25 March 1942. 3 Judges Walk, Hampstead. 

045 
DOB 13.7.1903. Herr. Britt. 
He was a British author, museum director, broadcaster, and one of the best-known art historians of 
his generation. In 1969, he achieved an international popular presence as the writer, producer, and 
presenter of the BBC Television series, Civilisation. Clark was born in London, the only child of 
Kenneth MacKenzie Clark and Margaret Alice McArthur. The Clarks were a wealthy Scottish family 
with roots in the textile trade (the "Clark" in Coats & Clark threading). His great-great-grandfather 
had invented the cotton spool. Kenneth Clark the elder had retired in 1909 at the age of 41 to 
become a member of the 'idle rich' (as described by W. D. Rubinstein in The Biographical Dictionary 
of Life Peers). Clark was educated at Winchester College and Trinity College, Oxford, where he 
studied the history of art. In 1927 he married a fellow Oxford student, Elizabeth Jane Martin, who 
was Irish. The couple had three children: Alan, in 1928, and twins Colette (known as Celly) and Colin 
in 1932. A protégé of the most influential art critic of the time, Bernard Berenson, Clark quickly 
became the British art establishment's most respected aesthetician. After a stint as fine arts curator 
at Oxford's Ashmolean Museum, in 1933 at age 30, Clark was appointed director of the National 

http://www.network54.com/Forum/46825/message/1137182768/Polish+volunteers+in+the+Winter+War
http://www.network54.com/Forum/46825/message/1137182768/Polish+volunteers+in+the+Winter+War
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Gallery. He was the youngest person ever to hold the post. The following year he also became 
Surveyor of the King's Pictures, a post he held until 1945. As Director of the National Gallery he 
oversaw the successful relocation and storage of the collection to avoid the Blitz and continued a 
programme of concerts and performances. He was a controversial figure however, in part due to 
his distaste for much of modern art and Post-Modernist thought. Nevertheless, he was an 
influential supporter of modern sculptor Henry Moore and, as Chairman of the War Artists Advisory 
Committee, he persuaded the government not to conscript artists thus ensuring that Moore found 
work. He was also an advisor to the Ministry of Information commissioning Dylan Thomas amongst 
others to write scripts for propaganda films. In 1946 Clark resigned his directorship in order to 
devote more time to writing. Between 1946 and 1950 he was Slade Professor of Fine Art at Oxford. 
He was a founding board member and also served as Chairman of the Arts Council of Great Britain 
from 1955 to 1960, and had a major role in the art programme of the Festival of Britain. Kenneth 
Clark was created Knight Commander of the Bath in 1938, and made a Companion of Honour in 
1959. He also received the Order of Merit in 1976. In 1955 he purchased Saltwood Castle in Kent. 
An indefatigable lecturer in both academic and broadcast settings, Clark's mastery was to make 
accessible complex and profound subject matter that could then be appreciated by an extremely 
broad audience. He was one of the founders, in 1954, of the Independent Television Authority, 
serving as its Chairman until 1957, when he moved to ITA's rival BBC. In 1969 he wrote and 
presented Civilisation for BBC television, a series on the history of Western civilisation as seen 
through its art. Also broadcast on PBS in 1969, Civilisation was successful on both sides of the 
Atlantic, gaining Clark an international profile. According to Clark, the series was created in answer 
to the growing criticism of Western Civilisation, from its value system to its heroes. In 1970, the 
Irish national newspaper TV critics honoured Clark with a Jacob's Award for Civilisation. A self-
described "hero-worshipper", Clark proved to be an ardent pro-individualist, Humanist and anti-
Marxist. His comments on the subject of 1960s radical University students, from a final episode of 
Civilisation, are but one example of his extremely rational view of Post Modernism in all its 
contemporary forms: "I can see them the students still through the University of the Sorbonne, 
impatient to change the world, vivid in hope, although what precisely they hope for, or believe in, I 
don't know." - Clark, Civilisation, Episode 12. He was Chancellor of the University of York from 1967 
to 1978 and a trustee of the British Museum. Clark was awarded a life peerage in 1969, taking the 
title Baron Clark, of Saltwood in the County of Kent (The British satirical magazine Private Eye 
nicknamed him Lord Clark of Civilisation). In 1972, he was awarded an Honorary Degree (Doctor of 
Letters) from the University of Bath. In 1975 he supported the campaign to create a separate Turner 
Gallery for the Turner Bequest and in 1980 agreed to open a symposium on Turner at the 
University of York, of which he had been Chancellor, but illness compelled him to back out of that 
commitment, which Lord Harewood undertook in his place. His wife Jane died in 1976 and the 
following year Lord Clark married Nolwen de Janzé-Rice, the ex-wife of Edward Rice, and daughter 
of the Count of Janzé alias Comte Frederic de Janze (a well-known French racing driver of the 
1920s and 1930s) by his wife Alice Silverthorne (better known by her married names as Alice de 
Janzé or Alice de Trafford), a wealthy American heiress resident in Kenya. 
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623. Mary B T HARRIS-ST JOHN. Signed 25 March 1942. Lloyd’s Bank, 16 St James’s 
Street. 

045 
DOB 2.5.1898. fru. Britt. No trace found. 
See the entry for Raymond Jocelyn HARRIS-ST JOHN DSO, who was born in Sweden and signed 
this book on 29 August 1941. 
Is she related to Flying Officer Charles Dugdale HARRIS-ST JOHN DSO DFC (107809), the only 
person with that surname in The Air Force List for March 1942? 
From the LG 18 September 1942 and 11 May 1943: 
On 16 August 1942, Flying Officer Harris St-John took photographs in daylight of the docks area of 
Dieppe, in preparation of the Combined Operations raid on that port which was mounted on 19 
August. Having received a hostile reception from the local gunners, he turned inland and returned 
the fire on his way home. On 16 September 1942, Pilot Officer Harris St-John, Spitfire AB305, took 
photos of St Vaast at 31,000 ft. He was then chased by two FW190s, was hit by cannon shell and 
machine gun fire, he spun from 30,000 ft to 15,000 ft. He out-turned them four times: the FWs gave 
up the chase about 30 miles from Beachy Head. 
From the Bromma departure records: 

 
624. Arthur Reinhart HAUGE. Signed 25 March 1942. 

045 
DOB 6.2.1896. larare. Norsk. 
DOB confirmed with the Norwegian Digital Archives. 
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http://www.tysklandsbrigaden.no/publikasjonar/brigadebok/Forberedelser.html 
Colonel Arthur Reinhart Hauge who was previously head of South Hålogaland infantry regiment 
No. 14 He had served in both Sweden and the United Kingdom during the war and later became 
inspector general of infantry, and then, as Major General, Chief of the District Command west coast, 
where he served until his death in 1958. According to 
http://www.flagsforum.com/viewtopic.php?f=25&t=60, he was Commanding Officer of Brigade 471 
Independent Norwegian Brigade Group in Germany. This was a Norwegian expeditionary force 
stationed first in the Hanover area and from 1948 to 1953 in the Schleswig Holstein area of 
Germany as part of the British occupying force after World War II. From Wikipedia “British 
authorities and the Norwegian government-in-exile in London during World War II initiated 
discussions about contributing a Norwegian force to the occupation of Germany after the war. In a 
letter to the European Advisory Commission dated September 2, 1944 the government expressed 
its intention but with several reservations, including political approval by the Norwegian parliament 
once it reconvened, as well as financial resources and staff availability. The British government 
initially asked for a "small division" of about 12,000 soldiers. But estimates of the available 
conscription classes meant this would be far more than the manpower available at the time, and 
the Brigade contingents were, for all brigades, around 4200 men all told. In total about 50,000 
Norwegians served in the brigades. After the social democrat Norwegian government returned to 
Norway after the German capitulation, the matter was put on hold for some time. But after a visit 
by the lieutenant general Ole Berg to the United Kingdom in January 1946, there was a renewed 
effort to live up to the earlier commitment. The planning process was further complicated by the 
1945 parliamentary elections that resulted in a Labour government that reorganized the military 
leadership of Norwegian defense forces. In May 1946, the government published its three-year 
plan that sought to both build a homeland defense force and provide a force for the occupation of 
Germany. Each Brigade served for approximately 6 months in Germany (though discrepancies exist, 
particularly after the start of the Korean War when the service time was extended), starting with 
Brigade 471. The numbering of the Brigades was derived from the year (first two digits) and the 
contingent for that year (third digit), so Bde. 471 means 1st contingent of 1947. 
625. Karl Metz MEYER. Signed 25 March 1942. London. 

045 
DOB 26.1.1888. disp. Norsk. 
Although the DOBs don’t match, this could be Jacobus Martinus VAN DER MEER aka VAN DER 
MAAL aka MEYER aka MARTINUS - born 02.03.1916 who has an SOE file reference HS 9/1507/6, 
TNA: 

http://www.tysklandsbrigaden.no/publikasjonar/brigadebok/Forberedelser.html
http://www.flagsforum.com/viewtopic.php?f=25&t=60
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According to this SOE file, he signed the Official Secrets Act on 18 April 1943, so he is unlikely to be 
Karl Metz Meyer. 
626. Emilie Kristine Ragna ROGNES. Signed 25 March 1942. York House, Turks Row, 
Chelsea, London. 

046 
DOB 1.1.1906. fru. Norsk. 
She was the wife of John Ingebrigt Rognes AKA John Rognes. He also signed this book on 9 March 
1942. 
From http://folk.uio.no/rognes/john.rognes.html: 
“John Rognes, born 28 April 1966 in Oslo is the son of Sven Erik Rognes and Bergljot Alnæs Nyhus. 
Sven Erik Rognes, born 1 March 1940 in Oslo is the son of Fritz Thomas Nikolai Rognes and Thora 
John Harboe. Fritz Thomas Nikolai Rognes, born 13 July 1911, died 28 February 1985, the son of 
Ingebrigtsneset Johnsen Rognes and Marie Johanne Ingebrigtsdatter Iversen. His older brother, 
John Ingebrigtsneset Rognes186, born 18 June 1902, died 1949, married to Ragna Darre Brandt.” 
From http://www.rhd.uit.no/folketellinger/ftliste_e.aspx?ft=1910&knr=0722&kenr=4a*&bnr=0073: 
 

                                                 
186 Signed this book on 9 March 1942 

http://folk.uio.no/rognes/john.rognes.html
http://www.rhd.uit.no/folketellinger/ftliste_e.aspx?ft=1910&knr=0722&kenr=4a*&bnr=0073
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627. Madame Marie COLLON. Signed 27 March 1942. C/O Belgian Embassy. 

046 
DOB 10.1.1915. fru. Belgisk. 
Probably the wife of Frédéric Collon. 
628. Monsieur Frédéric COLLON. Signed 27 March 1942. C/O Belgian Embassy. 

046 
DOB 5.8.1892. dipl. Belgisk. 
Edinburgh Gazette 4 December 1941 lists him as on the official staffs of the Members of the Belgian 
Government in London under the direction of the Minister for Foreign Affairs. 
From http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frédéric_Collon (translated by Google): 
Frédéric Collon, born in Wavre 5 August 1892 and died in Uccle 28 November 1983, is Envoy 
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of His Majesty the King of the Belgians. In 1952, he 
published Armorial de Wavre et environs: 
Coming after the war of 1940 had resulted in the destruction of local records and the complete 
disappearance of local sources, this book firmly established, was greeted with enthusiasm by many. 
It is the descendants of bailiffs, mayors, aldermen and Maïeurs Brabant that the book was 
especially devoted. Many families found they descended from the Dukes of Brabant , which rapidly 
stimulated genealogical research. 

 Signature de Frédéric Collon 
629. Rudolf ZIEMBA. Signed 27 March 1942. Polish Legation. 

046 

http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fr%C3%A9d%C3%A9ric_Collon
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DOB 11.2.1918. maskinist. Polsk. 
From the Oswego Palladium Times USA, Tuesday 15 June 1943, p.12: 
“Lieutenant Rudolph Ziemba of the Polish Merchant marine, and Squadron Leader Parks visited the 
Lagoe Machine Works this morning. These and other United Nations service men will make visits to 
other war plants …” 
According to http://www.ancientfaces.com/person/rudolf-ziemba/11994210, he died in July 1982, 
aged 64. 
630. Teodor BOGACZ. Signed 27 March 1942. Polish Legation. 

046 
DOB 3.4.1910. maskinist. Polsk. No trace found for Teodor or Theodore Bogacz. 
631. Hans Jørgen LARSEN MBE. Signed 27 March 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

046 
DOB 7.7.1914. ing. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
According to 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User%3APaaln/Norwegian_World_War_II_pilots_and_crew, he was a 
Norwegian World War II pilot awarded an MBE. 
From http://www.warsailors.com/shetlandbus/other.html: 
A rowboat left Skjervøy escaping from Norway on May 31-1940 with three men who intended to 
head north to join the fighting, but before they reached the north of Norway, the country 
capitulated, so they headed south along the coast, whereupon two of them set out to sea near 
Stad on July 4. Seven days later, they landed near Haroldswick in north Shetland. These were on 
board: Aksel Larsen and Hans Larsen. 
From https://www.nssr.no/76749/kandidat-3-%C3%A5fjordsb%C3%A5ten (translated by Google): 
“… the rowing boat in which Aksel Larsen and Hans Larsen reached Shetland is at the Norwegian 
Maritime Museum in Oslo, and the story of the war can be found in Aksel Larsen's book Åpen Båt 
On the Author's Journey by Boat from Norway to Shetland in 1940, J.W. Eide, 1961” 

 
Odd Erling Botn 

http://www.ancientfaces.com/person/rudolf-ziemba/11994210
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User%3APaaln/Norwegian_World_War_II_pilots_and_crew
http://www.warsailors.com/shetlandbus/other.html
https://www.nssr.no/76749/kandidat-3-%C3%A5fjordsb%C3%A5ten
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632. Georg VEFLING. Signed 27 March 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

046 
DOB 20.6.1895. kapten. Norsk. 
He was a ship-owner. His first ship was M/T Bello which was torpedoed in 1942. In May 1937, he 
co-founded Tønsberg Flyveklubb with Ole Reistad, Reidar Rød, Gunnar Fosser, Yngvar Hvistendahl, 
Olav Norheim, Øystein Blix Meyer and Bror von der Lippe In 1960, he started the Norwegian 
Datsun agency. 
633. Ragnar Kjell KNUTZEN. Signed 27 March 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

046 
DOB 10.11.1919. telegraphist. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
On the night of the 12 October 1943, a Sunderland flying boat was reported missing between Banff 
and Kinloss. The sea was calm, with a light southerly wind. A rescue launch put out from Buckie at 
10.34. The Buckie life-boat was not called out. About 8.30 the following morning the small fishing 
boat White Wings, with a crew of two, one a man of eighty-four, picked up the dead bodies of five 
airmen about 200 yards north of Portsoy harbour. This was seen by the coastguard, who sent out 
the boat Nellie, but she found nothing. Shortly after noon a third boat -the Ivy - brought in one 
more body, which she had picked up at 11.30 that morning, off Redhythe. According to B. Hafsten's 
NFF's list of Air Force casualties, Svendsen was a navigator on board Sunderland Mk. II, W3997, 
Callsign "R". The plane belonged officially to 330 Squadron, but was operated on this flight on 
behalf of No 4 OTU. It crashed in the sea 27 km. east of Lossiemouth due to an explosion on board. 
The co-pilot was Sgt. Einar Andreassen; Flight Engineer was Kvartermester Leif Venneck Bjercke; 
WOP/AG was Sgt. Edvin Bernhard Blomgren; Air Gunner Kvartermester Borgen; Pilot 2/Lt. Jacob 
Cedolf Jenssen; Passenger 2/Lt. Johan W. H. Kjelstrup; WOP/AG Kvartermester Ragnar Kjell 
Knutzen; Gunner Kvartermester Henry B. Malm; WOP/AG Kvartermester Leif Dag Rustad; Gunner 
Kvartermester Olav Johannes Stentvedt. 
634. Waclaw ULASS. Signed 27 March 1942. Polish Legation. 

046 
DOB 1893. Tj.man. polsk. 
From 
http://www.network54.com/Forum/46825/message/1067778973/A+Pole+Pilot+in+the+Winter+W
ar: 
Poor Google translation Waclaw Ulass was born in Warsaw on 21 IX 1893. He started his flying 
training in 1911 at the Aviata School in Warsaw. At the start of WW I, he joined the Imperial Russian 
Air Service and was sent to Sevastopol where he started to fly at the Officers Air School. By the end 
of 1916, he obtained a combat pilot certificate. During his training, he was selected as a school 
instructor (unusual for a private rank in an officer school). He was often mentioned in the school 
orders as a “perfect instructor and excellent trainer”. On 3 May 1917, as the first in the world, he 

http://www.network54.com/Forum/46825/message/1067778973/A+Pole+Pilot+in+the+Winter+War
http://www.network54.com/Forum/46825/message/1067778973/A+Pole+Pilot+in+the+Winter+War
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flew upside down in a Morane G, achieving 100 km/h. This flight was done over a distance of 8 km 
near Sevastopo fortress and was observed by General Sarailla. In July 1917, he was sent to defend 
Kronsztad and, in the autumn that year, he joined the Polish Military Corps of General Dowbór 
Muœnicki. In May 1918, he went to France and joined French Military Aviation where he obtained a 
French military pilot certificate. After the armistice, he was attached to 39 French Reccon Escadrilla. 
This unit was sent to Poland in 1919 and was renamed as 3 Eskadra. He left the army at the 
beginning of 1920. Before WW II, he was a glider pilot. In 1923, he made the first night flight in a 
glider named Ikub; the flight lasted 100 seconds. At the beginning of WW II, he was mobilised and 
attached to Eskadra Pulku Lotnictwa Łącznikowego. During September War made 11 missions. In 
12 September, he was shot down by Germans before Miñsk Mazwiecki (he was in Lublin R-XIII). On 
18 September, he crossed the Polish-Hungarian border. Later via Yugoslavia, Greece, France, 
Belgium, Holland, Denmark and Sweden, he come to Finland. After the Finnish armistice, he went to 
Sweden. In 1942, he at last landed in Great Britain. There, he was attached to Polish 300 Bomber 
Squadron. Due to his age, he did not got permission for combat mission. He was in England up to 
1947. He later returned to Poland. He had 2,117 hours in air on 32 different planes. He died on 25 
November 1969 in Warsaw. 
635. Thomas KJELDAHL. Signed 27 March 1942. Stockholm. 

046 
Listed in the Bromma Archives as Kjeldahl MIDDELTON. DOB 1.12.1914. maskinist. Norsk. No trace 
found. 
636. Niels ESPELAND. Signed 27 March 1942. Stockholm. 

046 
DOB 14.10.1916. ing. Norsk. 
DOB confirmed with http://www.korenposten.no/tng/getperson.php?personID=I690&tree=Koren. 
He died on 4 January 1999. No further trace found. 
637. Gustav ANNERLØV. Signed 27 March 1942. Stockholm. 

046 
Listed in the Bromma Archives as Annuløv (Annerløv). DOB 27.1.1912. mek. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. No further trace found. 
638. Pilot Officer [later Squadron Leader] William Ritchie “Chris” CHRISTISON DFC* 
(J15143). Signed 27 March 1942. RCAF RAF Dyce, Aberdeen. 

046 
Born 1919 in Montreal; home in Lennoxville, Quebec; enlisted Sherbrooke, 21 July 1940. Trained at 
No. 2 ITS (graduated 30 September 1940), No.2 EFTS (graduated 11 December 1940) and No.7 

http://www.korenposten.no/tng/getperson.php?personID=I690&tree=Koren
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SFTS (graduated 5 March 1941). Commissioned 1942. Killed in action with No. 404 Squadron, 24 
March 1945 (Beaufighter NV428); name on Runnymede Memorial. 
DFC citation in LG 17 October 1944: 
This officer has completed a large number of sorties and has at all times displayed exceptional 
coolness and determination. On a recent sortie he was flight commander in an attack upon enemy 
shipping in Le Verdon harbour. During the action his aircraft was hit by anti-aircraft fire rendering 
one engine useless. However, Flight Lieutenant Christison completed the attack and made a 
successful return flight, landing at an advanced base in France. This officer has led his squadron 
with great skill and has set a fine example to all. 
Citation for the Bar to his DFC in LG 30 March 1945: 
Since being awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross this officer has taken part in a number of 
attacks on enemy shipping and throughout has displayed courage and resolution of a high 
standard. In February 1945, Squadron Leader Christison participated in an attack against an enemy 
force of eleven naval vessels. The ships were sheltered by high cliffs rising steeply from the water's 
edge and defended by anti-aircraft batteries on the shore. In the face of fire from these guns and 
from those of all the enemy ships and also opposition from enemy fighters, Squadron Leader 
Christison led his squadron into the attack which was pressed home with the greatest 
determination. His undoubted skill contributed materially to the success achieved. 
http://www.vintagewings.ca/VintageNews/Stories/tabid/116/articleType/ArticleView/articleId/346/l
anguage/fr-FR/Buffalo-Soldier.aspx for Terry Higgins’ comprehensive historical compendium of the 
exploits of 404 Squadron with extracts from many ORBs that mention Squadron Leader Christison. 
The following is from the Leamington Observer of 11 August 2011 which ran a story entitled 
“Leamington's fallen Navy and Merchant Navy soldiers”: 
TOON (DFC) Frederick John, 131939; Flight Lieutenant, (Navigator) 404th (Buffalo) Coastal Fighter 
Squadron, Royal Canadian Air Force. Motto: "Ready to Fight". Formed: April 1941-Thorney Island, 
England. Aircraft: Blenheim-Beaufighter-Mosquito MKVI. Died on Saturday 24th March 1945, Aged: 
22. On the 24th March 1945, Frederick took off alongside his Pilot Squadron Leader William 
Ritchie Christison (DFC*) for an anti-shipping mission in Beaufighter "R" November Victor 428 
"Whispering Death" one of six crews from "Buffaloes" taking part in this joint operation with aircraft 
from 144, 455 and 489 Squadrons, a total of 44 aircraft. Their target was to be three merchant and 
three escort vessels. The targets were discovered at Egersund Harbour in southern Norway. Diving 
through the savage anti-aircraft fire which was coming from the vessels and land batteries, 
Squadron Leader Christison led the initial attack only to have to break off due to damage to his 
starboard engine caused by flak which also resulted in the wounding of Frederick. After radioing in 
that they would have to ditch in the sea, his No 2 "Pat Flynn" who circled the ditched aircraft 10 
miles from the coast, saw one crewman get out of the aircraft into the raft. Being so close to the 
coast prevented the rescue aircraft from landing and their position was broadcasted to the enemy 
in the hope that German Army Units close to the shore may pick the crewman up, but he was never 
found! There are several possibilities what could have happened, he may well have been picked up 
but the German Units who were known to treat downed aircraft crews harshly, or the strong 
currants may have taken him out to sea. Since 1945 no record of the crew has ever been found. It is 
unclear who the crewman seen getting into the raft was, with Frederick reported as being wounded 
and with the aircraft making a perfect ditching which the Pilot could of only made, it is therefore 
presumed that Frederick never got out of the aircraft and must have died before the ditching as 
Squadron Leader Christison would never have left him if he had still been alive. The result of the 
attack which cost the "Buffaloes" two crews, were two merchant Thetis and Sarp and one escort 
Malangen sunk, and a third merchant vessel "Oberprasident Delbruck" badly damaged. The son of: 

http://www.vintagewings.ca/VintageNews/Stories/tabid/116/articleType/ArticleView/articleId/346/language/fr-FR/Buffalo-Soldier.aspx
http://www.vintagewings.ca/VintageNews/Stories/tabid/116/articleType/ArticleView/articleId/346/language/fr-FR/Buffalo-Soldier.aspx
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Sidney Edward and Vera Vivienne Toon, of: Leamington Spa. Commemorated on the Runnymede 
Memorial, Surrey, Panel 266.”Though quiet and small in stature, the man (Frederick) had a very 
sincere heart". Mr Harold Goggin, Canada (404th Squadron) 17th February 2011, in Memory of 
Frederick (Courtesy of and my gratitude and deepest respect to Linda Groundsell and her Father 
Mr Harold Goggin, Canada, ex 404th Squadron). Kevin Unitt. 

 
S/L William Richie Christison passing directly over the point of impact after releasing his rockets on 
two destroyers off Grave's Point in the Gironde Estuary (a landlocked harbour in southwest France 
near Bordeaux). From Astonishing Luck, a biography of F/L Howard Leonard Wainman, D.F.C. who 
flew Beaufighters with the anti-shipping Coastal Command R.C.A.F. 404 "Buffalo" Squadron. 
639. Squadron Leader Gilbert Lionel COLEMAN (72554). Signed 27 March 1942. Air 
Ministry, War Rooms. 

046 
Author and compiler of Brief History of Clandestine Air Operations in the South East Asia Theatre of 
War, a top secret document dated 12 January 1945 covering the period 1 June 1942 to 31 August 
1944. 
640. Air Chief Marshal Sir Edgar Rainey LUDLOW-HEWITT GCB, GBE, CMG, DSO, MC, DL 
(9 June 1886 – 15 August 1973). Signed 28 March 1942. 2 The Terrace, Richmond. 

047 
Ludlow-Hewitt was originally commissioned into the Royal Irish Rifles, but transferred to the Royal 
Flying Corps before the First World War, where he qualified for the Royal Aero Club's Aviator's 
Certificate no. 886 on 11 September 1914. During the war he served first as a pilot in No. 1 
Squadron Royal Flying Corps and then later as the Officer Commanding No. 15 Squadron and No. 
3 Squadron on the Western Front. In 1916 Ludlow-Hewitt took up command of the 3rd (Corps) 
Wing as a temporary lieutenant colonel. Late in the following year he was promoted to brigadier-
general and made the Inspector of Training at the headquarters of the Royal Flying Corps' Training 
Division. Like other members of the Flying Corps, he transferred to the Royal Air Force on its 
creation on 1 April 1918. It was also on that date that he became General Officer Commanding 
(GOC) the Training Division. Less than two months later he was appointed GOC the 10th Brigade. 
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He was appointed Air Secretary in 1922 and Commandant of the RAF Staff College in 1926. He 
went on to be Air Officer Commanding Iraq Command in 1930, Deputy Chief of the Air Staff and 
Director of Operations and Intelligence in 1933 and Air Officer Commanding the RAF India in 1935. 
In 1937 Ludlow-Hewitt was promoted to air chief marshal and appointed Air Officer Commanding-
in-Chief of Bomber Command. However, with World War II underway, Ludlow-Hewitt was replaced 
by Portal in April 1940 because of Ludlow-Hewitt's insistence on the formation of Operational 
Training Units at the expense of the availability of front line airmen. He spent the remainder of the 
war as Inspector-General of the RAF and did not retire until November 1945, making him the RAF 
officer with the longest time in the rank of air chief marshal throughout the history of the RAF. 
641. Hans Knutsen MUNKEBYE. Signed 29 March 1942. Dannemoragatan 18, Stockholm. 

047 
DOB 13.2.1903. radiot. Norsk. 
The Bromma departure list misspelt his surname as MÄNKEBYE. 
DOB Confirmed with the Norwegian Digital Archives. 
He was born in Bodo, Nordland. 
From an article entitled Sverre Petterssen, Weather Forecaster in the Bulletin of the American 
Meteorological Society, Vol 60, No 3, March 1979: 
“With Hans Munkebye, a Norwegian electronics technician, Sverre worked together with a British 
group, some of whom had recently studied under Prof. Sir Edward Appleton at Oxford, to set up a 
sferics a radio atmospheric signal or sferic (sometimes also spelled "spheric") is a broadband 
electromagnetic impulse that occurs as a result of natural atmospheric lightning discharges 
network for getting observations across the North Atlantic, almost all the way to North America - 
observations so necessary for supporting large-scale synoptic analyses, since ships at sea in 
convoys had to maintain an electronic silence. Dr. F. A. Berson, a Polish meteorologist allied to the 
Met. Office, also contributed his skills with Sverre to the sferics program. Later, in the '50s, with Dr. 
Clayton Jensen, Sverre reapplied his experiences in sferics to the U.S. With Munkebye, Sverre once 
had time to play bridge in a Foreign Nations tournament, which Munkebye and Sverre won 
because, as Sverre puts it, due to fatigue and preoccupation with weather, he was absent-minded 
in the bidding of a crucial hand.” 
Hans Munkebye died on 17 May 1975 in Oslo, Norway. 
642. Eric Heywood BROWN (276091). Signed 29 March 1942. Stockholm. 

047 
DOB 13.4.1916. sjöman. Austral. 
The Bromma departure list shows his middle name as Herpwood. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Engineer. Corporal. Born 1916 Australia. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
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From HS 2/124 Finland – Aeroplane Repatriation of Finnish Volunteers: 
Extract from a document dated 16th February 1942. See the above-mentioned entry for NINNIS for 
a full copy of this document. 

 
The LG, 28 July 1939 announced that his short service commission as Acting Pilot Officer on 
probation is terminated on cessation of duty with effect from 14 July 1939. 
According to http://forum.axishistory.com/viewtopic.php?f=59&p=1683555, “None of the Royal 
Artillery or Royal Army Ordnance Corps men sent to Finland were named Brown. There was one 
British volunteer, No. 33 Eric Heywood Brown, on the Finnish Medal Roll given to the British 
Foreign Office for approval (April 1941) listed as still "In Finland".” The LG, 11 June 1943 shows him 
as Eric Heywood BROWN (276091) in the Royal Armoured Corps. 
The LG, 30 January 1945 announced that he relinquishes his commission on account of disability 
with effect from 30 January 1945 and is granted the honorary rank of Lieutenant. 
643. Bruce Tyrrell PATTERSON (277583). Signed 29 March 1942. Stockholm. 

047 
DOB 30.7.1921. stud. Eng. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Student. Born 1921. See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who 
signed this book on 15 October 1941. The LG, 2 July 1943 announced he was in the 
Reconnaissance Corps with effect from 22 May 1943. The LG, 8 July 1949 announced (Hon. Capt.) B. 
T. PATTERSON (277583) late Emerg. Commn. to be Lt., 1st Jan. 1949, retaining the hon. rank of 
Capt. 
644. Carl Johan FLEISCHER. Signed 29 March 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

047 
DOB 3.9.1903. sekr. Norsk. 
From Wikipedia: 
Carl Johan Seckman Fleischer (born 1903, died 1981) was a Norwegian lawyer and judge. He was 
the Chief Justice in the 1950s. By Royal Decree of 15 November 1963, he was appointed to head a 
commission of inquiry to investigate the responsibility of the Ministry of Industry around the Kings 
Bay accident on Svalbard in 1963. He is the father of Professor Carl August Fleischer at the 
University of Oslo. 

http://forum.axishistory.com/viewtopic.php?f=59&p=1683555
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645. Lieutenant Sigurd VALVATNE. Signed 29 March 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

047 
DOB 1.5.1913. löjt. Norsk. 
Sigurd Valvatne (born 1 May 1913 in Bergen, died December 17, 2004) was a lieutenant and 
submarine commander during World War II. He is also known for having developed the Norwegian 
submarine force in the post-war period. Valvatne began in 1934 at the Naval Academy in Horten, 
where he in 1939 went out as lieutenant. After that he served on the submarine. From the onset of 
World War II in late summer 1939, he participated as neutrality guard. After the German attack on 
Norway he took over the UK. He went into service on submarines the British Navy was provided to 
Norway and carried the British submarine chief course. From 1941 he was deputy commander and 
commander in chief of "B1", "Ula" and "Utsira". The service resulted in a series of cruises to the 
Norwegian coast, including missions in connection with intelligence missions and special 
operations in Norway. He completed successfully attacks on German surface ships as well as 
submarines. Velvatne was commander of KNM Ula (P 66). Valvatne was awarded the War Cross 
with sword in Council 13 October 1944.Valvatne was also awarded St. Olav Medal with Oak Branch, 
War Medal, Participation Medal with rosette and Haakon VII's 70-årsmedalje, and the British 
honours Distinguished Service Order, Distinguished Service Cross, 1939-1945 Star, Atlantic Star and 
the Defence Medal. He was also a Knight of Dannebrog. Valvatne continued after World War II 
service in the Navy. In 1947, he became head of the Norwegian submarine force, a position he held 
until 1953. He was also chief of the 2nd frigate division, head teacher at the National Defence 
College and chief of staff of Naval Staff. He is mentioned in James W Irvine’s The Waves Are Free, 
pp. 227-32, 235. See the entry for Gunnar Brekke who signed this book on 30 August 1941 and 
who attended Sigurd Valvatne’s wedding. 
646. Per S JOHANNESSEN. Signed 29 March 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

047 
DOB 25.12.1914. kontorist. Norsk. No trace found. 
647. Arne TYSSEN. Signed 29 March 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

047 
DOB 11.2.1921. tekn. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
DOB confirmed with the Deaths in Norway Digital Archive http://da4.uib.no/cgi-
win/webcens.exe?slag=visbase&sidenr=1&filnamn=dodsfall&gardpostnr=4288&personpostnr=42
88#nedre which states his DOD as 01.07.1997. No further trace found. 
648. Einar LARSEN. Signed 29 March 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

047 

http://da4.uib.no/cgi-win/webcens.exe?slag=visbase&sidenr=1&filnamn=dodsfall&gardpostnr=4288&personpostnr=4288%23nedre
http://da4.uib.no/cgi-win/webcens.exe?slag=visbase&sidenr=1&filnamn=dodsfall&gardpostnr=4288&personpostnr=4288%23nedre
http://da4.uib.no/cgi-win/webcens.exe?slag=visbase&sidenr=1&filnamn=dodsfall&gardpostnr=4288&personpostnr=4288%23nedre
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DOB 29.9.1913. elektr. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
M/B Anna (H 67 S) departed Tælavåg on 16 January 1942 and arrived in Lerwick on the 19 January. 
The people on board included Leif Alvoeen, Kaare Andersson, Georg Egeland (who was later killed 
when the Corvette Montbretia was sunk), Audun Eliasen, Bjarne Enga (he served in the Norwegian 
army and returned to Norway after the war), Orluf Gundersen, Knut Iversen, Arne W. Helgesen, 
Olav Johnsen, Einar Larsen, Arvid Mo and Gustav Steimler. The skipper's name is given as Harald 
Tuestad. 
649. Adam SZRAJBER signed as ? Michniewicz . Signed 29 March 1942. Polish Legation. 

047 
Not shown in the Bromma departure list. However, Adam Szrajber is shown and he is the only 
other Polish person on this flight: 

According to http://www.yumpu.com/fi/document/view/5678599/sotavangit-ja-internoidut/409, he 
was a radio technician and prisoner of war or internee. 
650. Marian MICHNIEWICZ. Signed 29 March 1942. Polish Legation. 

047 
DOB 5.12.1922. stud. Polsk. 

 Photo A. Dauksza-Wisniewska 
From Wikipedia (translated by Google): 
Marian Michniewicz (born 5 December 1922 in Vilnius , died 30 April 2008 in Toruń). Polish 
biologist specializing in plant physiology. In 1940, he began his studies on the biological Vilnius 
University. Have been removed in 1942, after the occupation of Vilnius by the Germans. He joined 
the Army and fought as a partisan in the Vilnius Brigade under the pseudonym Kurzawa 
(snowstorm). See http://www.nationalarmedforces.com/. In 1944, after the occupation of Vilnius by 
the Red Army, for fear of being arrested by the NKVD, he joined the Polish People's Army. In 1945, 
he was demobilized and continued his studies at the University of Maria Curie-Sklodowska 
University in Lublin. He graduated in 1948, receiving the degree of Master of Philosophy in Botany. 
His PhD in mathematics and natural sciences was gained in 1951. In 1953, he became head of the 
Department of Plant Physiology, University of Nicolaus Copernicus. From 1958 to 1961, he served 
as Dean of the Faculty of Biology and Earth Sciences at NCU. In 1964, he received the title of 
associate professor and became a full professor in 1971. His research mainly focused on the factors 
of growth and development of plants, especially the aspect of the hormone. He was co-author of 

http://www.yumpu.com/fi/document/view/5678599/sotavangit-ja-internoidut/409
http://www.nationalarmedforces.com/
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Plant Physiology, 1977. In the years 1976-1980 as a nonpartisan held elected deputy to the Sejm 
PRL seventh term representing District Thorn. He worked in the Parliamentary Commissions 
Administration, Land Development and the Environment, and Science and Technological Progress. 
See http://www.umk.pl/_absolwent/2008/prof_marian_michniewicz/ for more information about his 
academic career. 
651. Charles John Stephen BULLEN. Signed 31 March 1942. 12 Mallard Way, Kingsbury, 
NW9. 

047 
DOB 6.12.1909. Herr. Eng. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Worker. Born 1909. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. For a 
photo, see the entry for Leonard George MCKIBBIN who signed this book on 30 April 1942. 
652. Alfred Herbert Fryer (“Bob”) DIXON. Signed 31 March 1942. Hamelin, Seabrooke 
Road, Gloucester. 

047 
DOB 27.11.1909. Herr. Eng. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Farmer. Born 1909. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
According to http://halstedresearch.org.uk/p197.htm#i19638, he was born in 1909 in Bristol, 
Gloucestershire. He was the son of Alfred DIXON and Eleanor Maria FRYER. In the census of 2 April 
1911 at 26 Henleaze Avenue, Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol, Gloucestershire, he was listed as aged 1, 
born Bristol, the son of Alfred DIXON. 
653. Baard KROGVIG (1910 – 1977). Signed 31 March 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

047 
DOB 22.12.1910. fors.chef. norsk. 
From his SOE file, reference HS 9/864/6, in TNA which was closed until 1 January 2011: 

 
No: 6635. 
KROGVIG, Baard 

http://www.umk.pl/_absolwent/2008/prof_marian_michniewicz/
http://halstedresearch.org.uk/p197.htm%23i19638
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Nationality:  Norwegian. 
Born:   22.12.1910. at Nordstrand, Oslo. 
Occupation:  Sales-manager in a publishing firm. 
Father:   Anders, deceased, Norwegian. 
Mother:   Aagot Christine nee MOE, Norwegian. 
Brother:   Per aged 39 years. 
    Kjeld aged 35 years in Norwegian Legation, Stockholm. 
Sister:   Synover Fossum aged 41, living in Oslo. 
Wife:   Astrid Kathinka187 nee Krekling, Norwegian, address:- 
    Rendø Gaten 25, Stockholm. 
Documents:  Norwegian Passport 31/1941 issued Goteborg 

11.3.41. by Norwegian Consulate. 
Christening Certificate issued 30.7.11. Nordstrand Church. 
Military Book No. 7 Nordstrand. 

Date & Port 
of Embarkation:  30.3.42. Stockholm. 
Arrivals:   Leuchars 31.3.42. by plane – GAGDK. 
EARLY HISTORY. 
1. KROGVIG lived with his parents in OSLO until 1924, then moved together with his brother 

KJELD. 
2. KROGVIG finished secondary school in 1927 and began to work at the office of the Printers Emil 

MOESTUE where he remained until 1929. 
3. KROGVIG then did his military service in the Guards until January 1929. He then went to 

Treider’s Commercial School for 6 months and then got a job in the office of Helgenen’s, 
Merchants, where he worked until 1933, at the same time writing articles for the papers. 

4. His next job was as a librarian at Deichman’s Library where he remained until 1935. KROGVIG 
then went to Trondheim and worked in a book-shop called BRUN where he was till the autumn 
of 1937. He then went to Oslo and worked for Sellvolds book firm where he stayed until the 
summer of 1938 when he joined H. ASHSHOUG publishing firm, as sales manager, which job 
KROGVIG held until he left Norway in February 1941. 

5. On 9th April when the Germans invaded KROGVIG was in Oslo and a few days later left the town 
on skis going north, but he was stopped by the Germans and sent back to Oslo, so he 
continued with his job until leaving Norway. 

6. A few days after the invasion had begun KROGVIG began to start underground work mostly 
propaganda, and was in contact with Captain ROGNES188 and Editor KANDAL189, who are both 
now in England. KROGVIG travelled round officially for his publishing firm to visit book-shops 
and at the same time doing organisation work. 

                                                 
187 Signed this book on 2 September 1942 
188 Signed this book on 9 March 1942 
189 Torolv Kandahl signed this book on 24 October 1941 
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7. On February 23rd 1941 KROGVIG went to editor Kristensen who worked in the same building 
but just when he was going to walk into his office ne saw 2 Germans sitting there, so he passed 
the door and went through the stock-room and out of the back door. 

8. KROGVIG then decided it was time to leave, and 2 days later he went by train to Halden, and 
from here he walked across the ice to the Swedish side, and after having been interrogated by 
the Landsfiscal KROGVIG went on to Stockholm. 

9. After a week in conference with the Norwegian Legation KROGVIG was sent back to Norway 
with new instructions from FRIHAGEN190 who was the contact at the Legation. KROGVIG stayed 
in Oslo for 4 days conferring with organisation members, and then together with his wife went 
over Halden again and over the border to Strømstad, and after the Landsfiscal had been in 
touch with Stockholm with reference to KROGVIG he was allowed to carry on to Gøteborg, and 
from here to Stockholm arriving about 12th March 1941. 

10. KROGVIG here worked for FRIHAGEN and lived at Jomfrugata No:64 for 3 months, and 
afterwards at Skinnerwiksringen No10. In April 1941, KROGVIG was asked to go to Norway 
again and went via Tøksfors to Oslo for a fortnight and then returned to Stockholm and 
continued his work again here until 10th July when he had to go over the border again and was 
in Norway for a fortnight returning over the border on 26th July, and had got through to 
Tøksfors and was on the bus to Arbika when he was taken by the Swedish Police under his alias 
of Per RUUD and was interrogated by the Landsfiscal again who found nothing against him, 
and sent him to the refugee camp at Øreryd, but when he got back to Gøteborg he took the 
train to Stockholm instead. 

11. On 6th August the Swedish Police arrested KROGVIG in his flat and put him in Kungsholmen, 
and although they got no information out of him they found out that he was the same man as 
Per RUUD, and also had their suspicions about his activities so gave him 9 months 
imprisonment for political espionage. KROGVIG however, got this reduced to 6 months and so 
was released from Longholmen prison on 22nd March and was served with a deportation order 
at the same time, and was given a week to make his arrangements, but had to report to 
Kungsholmen every day till 30th March when he left Stockholm by plane arriving at Leuchars the 
same day. 

12. KROGVIG states that he has to report to FRIHAGEN with whom he has been working before. 
SPECIAL POINTS. 
13. KROGVIG stated that the people with whom he had been working most closely in Norway were 

Captain ROGNES and Editor KANDAL. In Sweden he was working with FRIHAGEN who was the 
Norwegian political organisation’s contact in Stockholm and who is also in England now and 
could vouch for him as could also Major Munthe with whom KROGVIG has also been in touch. 

14. His story checks up with what we know about his organisation namely that shortly after Captain 
ROGNES had left Norway in Feb: several of the members including Editor Kristensen were 
arrested and KROGVIG’s name has been given to us previously as a genuine organisation 
member. 

INFORMATION. 
15. KROGVIG states that Oliver MØGSTAD, Oslo Police Chief who specialises in the training of 

Norwegian agents and all he knows about this is that there was a famous smuggler SØRENSEN 
from Sandefjord who had been approached by MØGSTAD and asked to train 7 or 8 

                                                 
190 Signed this book on 28 August 1941 and 20 March 1942 
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Norwegians to cross to England in a boat, but that he gave information to the organisation 
about this and it was passed to the Norwegian Legation in Stockholm. 

CONCLUSION. 
16. KROGVIG gives a very good impression as an intelligent Norwegian, full of energy who has 

done the dangerous job of crossing the border between Norway and Sweden several times, 
and he seems to have taken 7 months in prison as part of a day’s work. He is now ready to 
continue taking an active part in anything where he can be of use. 

RECOMMENDATION. 
17. Release to Norway House. 
P. Brown. 
4.4.42. 
EVS. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
HO/137.          8.4.42. 
ROYAL VICTORIA PATRIOTIC SCHOOL 
KROGVIG Baard      Region concerned: OSLO 
Born: 22.12.1910 at NORDSTRAND (OSLO) 
Nationality: Norwegian 
Occupation: Salesman 
Arrived: by PLANE from STOCKHOLM 

………… 
A. BACKGROUND 

Good standing, politically socialist, family of business and press people. 
B. EDUCATION 

Secondary, no special knowledge, interested in literature. 
C. JOURNEY TO ENGLAND 

Plane from STOCKHOLM (see report M.I.5.) 
D. IMPRESSION GIVEN 

Favourable in every way. 
E. INTERESTING DOCUMENTS 

None in particular. 
F. POINTS OF INTEREST 

1) Information about the arrest of STENSTRUP (Important) 
2) Information about the arrest of KROGH-JOHANSEN (Important) 
3) Information about BENNEKER (see report on MARTINSEN191) 
4) Norwegian Legation in STOCKHOLM 
5) Political feelings in NORWAY and plans for the future. 
6) Information about Einar SØRENESEN192 (see report on Bjarne HANSEN) 

                                                 
191 Signed this book on 23 March 1942 
192 Signed this book on 19 August 1942 
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………… 
1) KROGVIG started working for the organisation practically as soon as the Norwegian Army 

capitulated. His first contact was Professor WOR-MULLER who is now in London, and C.H.R.A. 
CHRISTENSEN, who has recently been arrested, enlisted him a little later. 

2) He mostly dealt in propaganda matters and illegal newspapers. 
3) Later in the course of his work he got in touch with the following: 
T.H. KANDAL193 
Captain RONGNES194 {sic} 
MANUS195 
ERIKSEN196 
DELFIN 
Mrs VERNSOLL (Doctor) 
Odd JENSEN197 
and many others amongst whom was BENNEKER. 
4) It was the arrest of BENNEKER which took place on 13.2.41. which led to the arrest of the above 

members and many others as evidence was found in BENNEKER’s possession which implicated 
a great number of people. Further, the latter was in a state of drunkenness and although, in all 
probability, he was not very hard pressed by the Norwegian police who arrested him, it may be 
surmised that he gave up many names of people with whom he had been in contact. KROGVIG, 
however, does not believe that BENNEKER is a traitor but that he was led to talk under the 
circumstances and that he bitterly regrets it now. 

5) As for KROGVIG himself, he escaped arrest by noticing that the premises of a printing office, 
namely H. ASKOUG in OSLO which was more or less used as headquarters by the organisation, 
was watched by the police. He therefore, understood that something had gone wrong and 
made his escape to Sweden where he arrived on 27.2.41. (See report by M.I.5.) 

6) He eventually reported in STOCKHOLM to the minister FRIHAGEN to whom he told the part he 
had been playing in the organisation and the possibility of good illegal work being done in 
Norway. 

7) FRIHAGEN then asked KROGVIG to go back to Norway and contact the heads of the 
organisation on his behalf, it being understood that the link with Sweden should thus be 
achieved and the information collected forwarded to the Norwegian Government in London. 

8) Consequently, KROGVIG returned to Norway on 1.3.41., made the necessary contacts and 
reported once more to FRIHAGEN at Stockholm on 9.3.41. and all arrangements were made for 
the running of the organisation in collaboration with the Norwegian Legation in STOCKHOLM. 

9) KROGVIG then acted as the link between the heads of the organisation in Norway and the 
Norwegian Government represented by FRIHAGEN in STOCKHOLM. He therefore, made many 

                                                 
193 Torolv Kandahl signed this book on 24 October 1941 
194 Signed this book on 9 March 1942 
195 Max Manus signed this book (using the alias Torleif Halvorsen) on 24 May 1943 
196 Reinholdt Andre Loberg Eriksen signed this book on 23 March 1942 
197 Signed this book on 29 April 1942 
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trips across the border and while in STOCKHOLM also got in touch with the British Legation 
where Colonel MARKS198 was his contact. 

10) It may be assumed that the Swedish police had some suspicion of his activities for they arrested 
him on 7.8.41. and charged him with illegal work, possessing false identity papers and sending 
military information to the British Legation. KROGVIG believes that the Swedish police watching 
the premises of the British Legation had intercepted a letter which KROGVIG had sent to 
MARKS by young MEYER who is the son of Carl MEYER, now in this country. Incidentally, 
KROGVIG has no suspicion on this young man whom he believes to be a true Norwegian. 

11) It appears that the Swedish police took a very great interest in KROGVIG’s case. Although he 
had been careful enough to keep in his possession papers and documents that would implicate 
nobody but himself, he was lengthily questioned every day for several hours at a stroke during 
a period ranging between four and six weeks. As far as KROGVIG could make out they had no 
definite evidence against him and on at least two occasions he caught his interrogators lying. 
This leads him to think that someone must have informed on him but has been unable to give 
any proof. 

12) Anyhow, the Swedish Courts sentenced KROGVIG to six months internment, after which he was 
to be deported. 

13) After his release from prison and in fulfilment of the sentence passed on him, KROGVIG was 
sent to this country by plane. 

14) My personal impression of this man is excellent and there is no doubt that he has been doing 
good work. The names he mentioned evidently show that he has been in touch with the 
ringleaders of the organisation, but I did not press him for the names of same as these people 
are still carrying on with dangerous activities. 

He seems to be of the opinion, however, that as far as Norway is concerned, British Intelligence 
should be confined to military information. This, anyhow, was the agreement he made with Major 
MUNTHE of the British Legation, to whom he passed on all the military information he could 
collect. 
15) As for information the following was available: 

i) STENSTRUP. 
KROGVIG met the above for the first time at STOCKHOLM in May/June 1941. He gathered the 
impression that STENSTRUP was not only slightly uncautious but also endeavoured to do too many 
things. It was consequently decided that the latter should limit his activities to the collecting of 
military information and that he should appoint trustworthy men for the other jobs. 
On 20.7.41 KROGVIG went back to OSLO to see STENSTRUP, who told him about the arrangements 
made. He then offered to drive KROGVIG to the border which they reached on the West side of the 
RØDENES SJØEN. The car was driven by a man whom KROGVIG did not know, but who seemed to 
have some business connections with STENSTRUP as far as could be gathered from the 
conversation. Later, KROGVIG remembered that he had seen this man before and he thinks that on 
that occasion the man was wearing an N.S. badge. His description will be found in the suspect list. 
The arrangement was that KROGVIG should find a boat there to take him to Sweden, but as no 
boat was available KROGVIG had to make his own arrangements and in the meantime STENSTRUP 
put a call through to a local friend of his at a local telephone box. This was the last KROGVIG saw of 
STENSTRUP as he himself crossed the border in a boat and made his way to a Swedish farm which 

                                                 
198 Hugh John Marks signed this book on 12 October 1941 
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had been indicated to him by STENSTRUP and where he found Carl MEYER waiting to ferry to 
STOCKHOLM another refugee. 
While in STOCKHOLM, KROGVIG met a friend of his Odd FEYDT (see list of useful contacts) who 
escaped later from Norway and who told him that on the day he got away, STENSTRUP had 
phoned him and said that he was being shadowed, giving FEYDT the advice to escape while the 
going was still good. That very same night STENSTRUP WAS ARRESTED. 
KROGVIG assumes that STENSTRUP has either been betrayed by the chauffeur of the car, or that 
the call he put through at the Swedish border was intercepted by the police who naturally would 
listen to all conversations in that region, shadowed to OSLO and arrested. 
This theory and the evidence given by KROGVIG seems to clear Carl MEYER of the suspicion the 
Norwegians had against him for having given away STENSTRUP. It is supported by the fact that 
STENSTRUP was tortured and that he was the only one arrested at that time. 

ii) KROGH-JOHANSEN. 
It will be recalled that the above was arrested on 10.7.41. STENSTRUP, who was in contact with 
KROGVIG, seemed to be very upset about this arrest as he explained to KROGVIG that it was the 
consequence of the arrest of three men who had been trained as “saboteurs” and who were caught 
as they reported to KROGH-JOHANSEN’s sister in OSLO as prearranged. 
At that time STENSTRUP was of the opinion that the names of the three men, the date of their 
departure from England and their place of arrival in Norway had been given to the German secret 
police by German spies in England, as no-one but the three men in question knew of the 
arrangements referred to above. 
However, had STRENSTUP’s supposition been correct his own arrest would immediately have 
followed as he was caught only ten days later. 
It will be recalled that those three men were members of a group of eight “saboteurs” who had 
been recruited in Norway and sent to England for training. 
As far as I can see the recruiting of these men had been done in a very careless way, which may be 
justified by the difficulties of the situation but which also explains in a way how they could be 
arrested. 
Anyhow, it is much more likely that the arrest was due to a betrayal from one of the members of 
the organisation who had to do with the recruiting rather than to the result of an indiscretion in 
this country, as it would be practically impossible for a spy in England to give such indications to 
the Germans as would have led to the arrest of these three men. Had STRENSTRUP’s theory been 
correct the Germans would have been told the exact date of the departure, the place of landing 
and given a full description of these three men, of whom very few people in this country know. It is, 
therefore, most unlikely that the men had been shadowed from their place of landing up to OSLO 
unless they had committed some indiscretion en route. 
I personally believe that somehow the Germans got to know the address of KROGH_JOHANSEN’s 
sister and the fact that the three men were to report to her. Consequently they had the house 
watched and arrested the three men as soon as they turned up. However, the possibility of an 
indiscretion must not be overlooked, nor the fact that one or several of these men had neglected 
to cover up his tracks before leaving for England. 

iii) BENNEKER. 
This man whose real name is Gustav BENNECHE was arrested on 13.2.41., a Saturday noon (see 
para (4).). KROGVIG firmly believes that the above was led to give away the names of his 
confederates to the Norwegian police. In support of this theory he states that Odd FEYDT (see list 
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of Useful Contacts) who was arrested in connection with this case, had been in contact with 
BENNECHE who was his only link with the organisation. More evidence on BENNECHE will be found 
in the report on SKAU-OLSEN199 which follows. BENNECHE was first mentioned by MARTINSEN 
(see my report dated 1.4.42.). 
KROGVIG is of the opinion that BENNECHE is not a traitor, but that he was induced to talk while in 
a state of drunkenness. 

iv) Norwegian Legation in STOCKHOLM. 
As will be seen in para 14 KROGVIG seems to have been a little wary of the British Legation and 
gave all information concerning political and intelligence matters to the Norwegian Legation. It 
seems however, that his work with the organisation in Norway certainly improved after he 
contacted the Norwegian Legation in STOCKHOLM. 
KROGVIG was rather reluctant to give any opinion about the activities of the Legation and it may 
be assumed that he was reserving his criticism for the Norwegian Government in London. 
When asked about any possibility of leakage in the Legation, he definitely stated that in his opinion 
such a thing was impossible and hinted that had any indiscretions been committed the Norwegian 
Legation was not responsible for it. In this respect he mentions that STENSTRUP told him that a 
member of the Legation, now in this country, namely Gunnar STAMPE had been reported by his 
own rather to have fallen into the clutches of a German female spy. In KROGVIG’s opinion STAMPE 
should not be dangerous, but he is uncertain about his wife, Mrs Randi HAGERUP. 
As regards Carl SVENDSEN, KROGVIG states that when he was acting as a courier between Norway 
and Sweden, he used the name of Per EILRUT-RUUD. 
Acting under the advice of Carl SVENDSEN he registered under that name at STOCKHOLM the last 
time he reported to the Legation and was arrested by the police on account of his having a faked 
identity card. KROGVIG cannot understand how SVENDSEN could have given him such advice, as 
he could not possibly have ignored the possibility of the Swedish police finding out about 
KROGVIG. However, he made no comment, but it will be interesting to compare this story with 
those reported by ENGILSEN (see my report) and LICKNESS (see report by Steve). 

v) Political situation in Norway. 
KROGVIG has evidence that as early as 1934 the N.S. party was paid by the Germans to introduce 
Nazi methods into the quisling party. Two leading members of the party J. B. HJORTH and Mrs 
ØSTBY went to Germany in January 1935 for that very purpose, whereas two other prominent 
members of the N.S. Walter FURST and Ragnvald MØLHAUSEN obtained from the Germans 5,000 
kr. for propaganda purposes. 

vi) Influence of the Organisation on the future Government of Norway. 
KROGVIG states that the leading political figures in Norway have either been arrested or compelled 
to leave the country. He expresses the opinion that something should be done for new leaders who 
are coming to the surface and of whom very little is known. There still remain at home people such 
as Paul BERG, Gunnar JAN and BISPEN who represent a large portion of Norwegian public opinion. 
He points out, however, that the quisling J. B. HJORT, a prominent political leader who has been 
arrested by the Germans, has the favour of many Norwegians. He is a friend of “Ingenior” 
NEUMANN who is very pro-Nazi and HJORT himself has German relatives. 

                                                 
199 Arne Skau-Olsen signed this book on 3 April 1942 
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KROGVIG states that in all probability HJORT will attempt to play a part in Norwegian politics after 
the war. He has made friends with a certain section of the Norwegian Labour party, of which leader 
is Haakon MEYER who is the brother of the already mentioned Carl MEYER. 
The Norwegian Secret Organisation, according to KROGVIG, is firmly determined to take steps to 
prevent such men as HJORT and his friends to have anything to do with Norwegian politics in the 
future. 
In the supreme Committee of the Organisation which incidentally constitutes some sort of 
temporary government in Norway, the majority of the members are prepared to back-up the policy 
which would eliminate any sort of dictatorship, either from the right or from the left. There is, 
however, a small section who are in favour of a temporary military government of Norway, based 
on the same lines as the Norwegian army. Although this section is not very important, it is the most 
active and I gather that their plan is to maintain after the war the ranks and file of the existing 
organisation which will thus be the back-bone of Norway’s future government. 

vii) Allied propaganda in Norway. 
KROGVIK points out that the British propaganda in Norway, as made by the B.B.C. and in spite of all 
the efforts of the organisation to spread the news, is not very effective now that the Germans have 
forbidden the use of private wireless sets. 
He stresses the point that such propaganda is more and more important in Norway in view of the 
fact that the Norwegians are subjected to ill-treatment and have to live under very severe 
conditions of terrorism and famine. 
KROGVIG suggests that some sort of spectacular propaganda would have the best effect on the 
population, such as the dropping of leaflets by air and the bombing of German occupied places, 
regardless of the loss of Norwegian lives. 
He also suggests that the sending back to Norway of propaganda agents should definitely be 
encouraged, as secret agents cannot for obvious reasons do any propaganda work. These agents 
need not remain in Norway for a long time and some sort of a passage through Norway could be 
arranged for them in order that they should run the minimum of risks. I personally believe that the 
idea is worth considering. 

viii) Suspicious characters. 
a)HEGGELUND (Fenrick) – see my report on HØYER. 

This man tried very hard to get in touch with the organisation while in STOCKHOLM. He pressed 
KROGVIG for faked identity papers which he suspected the latter of being able to produce and 
asked several times to be sent back to Norway on a special mission. As he talked with everybody in 
ØRERYD and behaved in a suspicious way, the leading members of the organisation in 
STOCKHOLM did not trust him and consequently he had to [go] back on his own to Norway where 
he arrived in August 1941. According to the latest reports, he should now be at TRONDHEIM 
working as a foreman on a German aerodrome. 

b) Einar SØRENSEN200 (see report on Bjarne HANSEN) 
It will be recalled that the above Bjarne HANSEN, in his statements, mentioned the name of Einar 
SØRENSEN as his business partner. He also told that Einar SØRENSEN had earned a lot of money 
through smuggling. KROGVIG reports that he was told by his brother, Kjell KROGVIG, at present in 
STOCKHOLM working in the press department at the Norwegian Legation, that Einar SØRENSEN 
had confided in him the fact that the Germans had asked him to work for them. 
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The nature of the work was the training of spies to be sent to England. 
SØRENSEN claimed that he had refused the job. 
It may be interesting to note that Einar SØRENSEN is from SANDEFJORD. 

………… 
Hfg. 
Imh. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Dated 10.4.42. 
Dear Hart, 
I wonder if you have seen the M.I.5. report from R.V.P.S. No. 6635 on Norwegian national Baard 
KROGVIG. 
Page 3, para 15 states that the Oslo Police Chief, Oliver MØGSTAD is specialising in the training of 
Norwegian agents, and that MØGSTAD approached Einar SØRENSEN, whom you will recall as 
being the subject of previous correspondence ending with our V.B.1. dated 14.9.41, with a view to 
SØRENSEN taking 7 or 8 Norwegians to the U.K. by boat. SØRENSEN apparently refused to do this, 
but it is obvious that some other Norwegian may have accepted. 
This statement, if correct, is interesting as it is the first case to my knowledge we have had which 
shows that the Quisling police are actively training Norwegian agents for use in the U.K. against 
Great Britain and the loyal Norwegian Government. 
Yours sincerely, 
 
H.L.A. Hart, Esq., 
M.I.5. 
P.S. M.I.6. report HO/137 dated 8.4.42 on Baard KROGVIG Page 8, also refers. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
The index to SOE file reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42 includes KROGVIK: 

Translated by Google from Norwegian: “Publisher husband and opposition spies linked to the 
Labour Party. The autumn and winter of 1940 he made three trips around the country to establish 
contacts for the illegal work. Krogvig sought such people Einar Gerhardsen had named. Had to flee 
to Sweden in early 1941, but completed several trips across the border the same year After such a 
trip in July this year he wrote a 40-page report to the government about the Resistance in Norway. 
There, outlined a comprehensive organization with a named contact in almost all counties in 
southern Norway. The report comes Krogvig also highly critical remarks about the 1/1 key person 
at home, and mentions the word "military dictatorship" etc. Krogvig was arrested by the Swedes 
before the report could be submitted. Norwegian authorities struggled long to get Krogvig report 
disclosed, but lost. The report did however finally in the right hands in roundabout ways.” 
Several mentions in Ian Herrington’s The Special Operations Executive in Norway 1940 – 1945. Also 
Inside SOE, p. 509. 
The following is in Henry Threlfall201’s SOE file, reference HS 9/1466/9, in TNA: 

                                                 
201 Signed this book on 10 August 1942 
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654. Per HAUG. Signed 31 March 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

047 
DOB 10.7.1907. löjt. Norsk. 
DOB confirmed with the Norwegian Digital Archive. 
http://warsailors.com/forum/read.php?1,43833,43844 lists Kapteinløytnant Per Haug as a 
Commanding Officer of a Norwegian submarine (B1 or B3) between 17 July 1942 and 28 August 
1943. No further trace found. 
655. Ludvig KLEMSDAL. Signed 31 March 1943. Norwegian Legation, London. 

048 
DOB 27.9.1917. tekn. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
His DOB confirmed with the Norwegian Digital Archive which gives his DOD as 07.07.1994. No 
further trace found. 
656. S HENDERSON. Signed 1 April 1942. RAF Wick. 

048 
The R.A.F. base at Wick was originally a grass airfield used by Captain E. E. Fresson's Highland 
Airways Ltd. (later Scottish Airways Ltd.) from 1933 until 1939 when it was taken over by the Air 
Ministry and reconstructed with hard runways, hangars, and other buildings. Wick, along with its 
satellite airfield at Skitten, became one of fourteen airfields extending from Iceland to North 
Yorkshire administered by No. 18 Group, R.A.F. Coastal Command with its headquarters at 
Pitreavie, Fife. The first R.A.F. Squadron to be based at Wick, and indeed to enjoy the longest 
association with the aerodrome, was No. 269 Squadron. of Coastal Command. In October 1939, No. 
269's Avro Ansons moved from Montrose to Wick to begin General Reconnaissance patrols over 

http://warsailors.com/forum/read.php?1,43833,43844
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both the Atlantic and the North Sea. Another unit equipped with the 'Whitley was No. 612 
Squadron which moved to Wick in March 1941. No. 269 Squadron's long association with Wick was 
ended in June 1941 when the squadron moved to Iceland to patrol the North Atlantic Gap with its 
Hudsons. With the departure of No. 269 Squadron, Wick was shared by Hudson squadrons No. 220 
(arrived April 1941) and No. 206 (arrived August 1941); a detachment of Beaufort torpedo-bombers 
from No. 22 Squadron; the two Whitley squadrons, Nos. 502 and 612. While Wick lost its 
prestigious Photographic Reconnaissance Unit, No. 1406 Met Flight, began meteorological 
calibration flights using Hampden and Spitfires. Later forming the nucle1us of No. 519 (Met) 
Squadron, this unit was to remain attached to Wick until November 1945, far longer than any other 
R.A.F. unit during the war. The turn of the year saw the departure of Wick's P.R.U. for Leuchars in 
December 1941. The P.R.U. had re-equipped with the new Mosquitoes in October and each aircraft 
was named after a type of alcoholic drink and included "Whisky", 'Benedictine", and "Vodka". 
Wick's remote location caused problems involving the delayed arrival of spare parts and the 
difficulty of sending photographs to Photographic Reconnaissance's Headquarters in 
Buckinghamshire. The Mosquito's longer range over the Spitfires meant that long-range sorties 
over Norway could be easily operated from Leuchars rather than from Wick. Before the end of 1941 
No. 612 squadron's Whitleys and Ansons moved to Reykjavik on 15th December. Less than a 
month later, on 9th January 1942, No. 220 Squadron, which distinguished itself so well in the raid 
on Aalesund, left for Northern Ireland to convert from Hudsons to Boeing Fortresses. This squadron 
was replaced by No. 608 Squadron which arrived at Wick from Thornaby in January and was 
equipped with Hudson Mk. Vs. After being based at Skitten since October 1941, the Hudsons of 
No. 48 Squadron were transferred to Wick and would remain there for the next nine months. Other 
units based at Wick for fairly brief periods in 1942 included the Beauforts of No. 86 Squadron 
which were at the aerodrome from March until July, and a detachment of Whitley Mk. Vs from No. 
58 Squadron which operated from Wick from April until August. A detachment of Hampdens from 
No. 489 Squadron, R.N.Z.A.F., came to Wick in July for special reconnaissance patrols over 
Trondheim Fjord and were joined by the remainder of the squadron from Skitten on 24th 
September. Just seven days earlier the squadron had made its first definite kill when, on 17th 
September, Flying Officer Tony Mottram found two large ships escorted by five flak ships off 
Egersund and successfully torpedoed the Karpfanger, the larger of the two. The New Zealand 
Squadron left for Leuchars in October. Since April, there had been a detachment of WelIington Mk. 
VIIIs from No. 172 Squadron. On 1st September, the detachment was formed into No. 179 
Squadron and continued on anti-submarine patrols until moving to Gibraltar in November. The 
Wellington proved to be a great success with Coastal Command and by May 1945 had accounted 
for fifty-one U-boats sunk or seriously damaged. A number of squadrons were transferred from 
Bomber to Coastal Command and among them was No. 144 Squadron which was transferred to 
the latter Command on 21st April 1942, at Leuchars. A detachment of its Hampden I's was resident 
at Wick from April 1942 until January 1943. The mounting losses of the Hampden torpedo-
bombers was giving cause for concern and a detachment of Beaufighter Mk. VIs from No. 236 
Squadron acted as escorts. 
657. Pilot Officer later Squadron Leader Frederick Samuel CUNDY (66550). Signed 1 April 
1942. RAF Wick. 

048 
Apart from mentions in the LG, no other trace can be found. 
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658. Captain Andrew Colin Paul JOHNSTONE CVO OBE. Signed 2 April 1942. BOAC 
Bristol. 

048 
He also signed this book on 17 June 1944. 
From http://afleetingpeace.org/afp/the-kings-cup/kings-cup-aviators/118: 

 Mr A C P Johnstone (22), Flight, 24 July 1931 
A ground engineer with Cirrus Engines. He was taught to fly by the late Col. G. L. P. Henderson, and 
obtained his "A" licence in 1929. The 1931 King's Cup was his first air race. 
From http://www.ab-ix.co.uk/avian.pdf: 
Av Roe & Co Limited Production 
319. Avro 594 Avian IV Regd G-AAHE CofR 1980 5.29 to AV Roe & Co Ltd. CofA 2034 issued 
18.5.29. Regd CofR 2054 6.29 to WP Cubitt. Regd CofR 3001 1.31 to ACP Johnstone. Regd CofR 
3794 6.32 to DIM Kennard. Regn cld 2.33 as sold. Regd CofR 4358 27.4.33 to John L Bebb, 
Hanworth. Regd CofR 7200 21.7.36 to Leonard Ernle Clarke, London N6 (based Yapton). CofA 
lapsed 18.3.37. CofA renewed 2.1.39. Cld 4.1.39 & regd 6.1.39 to Horton Kirby Flying Club 
From Flight, 25 August 1938: 

 
From The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 31 August 1938: 

 

http://afleetingpeace.org/afp/the-kings-cup/kings-cup-aviators/118
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From Robert Bluffield’s Imperial Airways: The Birth of the British Airline Industry 1914-1940, Classic 
Publications, 1 Oct 2009: 
By 22 September 1938, at the request of the Air Officer Commanding, Egypt, a UK landplane route 
was re-established from Shoreham (Sussex) via Bordeaux, Marseilles, Tunis, Malta and Sollum to 
Alexandria that extended to India. The first flight, commanded by Capt A C P Johnstone, was 
operated by the DH91 Fortuna (G-AFDK) and the service continued until Italy entered the War in 
1940. 
From Blockade Runners, p 160: 
“CW 20, which was the prototype for the Curtis Commando, was brought over the Atlantic from the 
States to England by Captain A C P Johnstone, who picked up the plane for a check of £70,000 
from BOAC, quite a bit of money in those days. He made the first flight to Bromma with that Plane. 
I don’t know when that was because I was exchanged as co-pilot/navigator with someone else. I 
think it might have been ‘Gibby’ Rae, who knew the route. I was away from Leuchars for a while, 
but came back on October 2, 1942, when we did four crossings; the crew was Captain John 
Veasey202, myself as co-pilot/navigator, Bob Gear203 as flight mechanic and Frank Frape as radio 
operator. We, that is BOAC, did not get very much use out of this large aircraft. This was because it 
was a very sophisticated machine – over-sensitive – compared to British standards at that time. I 
think that eventually 2,500 modifications were made before CW 20 was line produced.” Captain 
Sigrid Rendall204. 
From the Bromma departure archive for 8 November 1942: 

 
From http://www.ww2incolor.com/britain/CW20-BOAC.html: 

 
Curtiss CW-20A, G-AGDI "St Louis", of BOAC is refueled at Gibraltar. "St Louis", which ran regular 
supply flights between Lisbon, Gibraltar and the besieged island of Malta from 1941 to 1942, the 
only CW-20 of the BOAC, was the prototype of this twin engine transport plane afterwards built by 

                                                 
202 Signed this book on 2 April 1942 
203 Signed this book on 2 April 1942 
204 Signed this book on 2 April 1942 

http://www.ww2incolor.com/britain/CW20-BOAC.html
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Curtiss for the US Air Forces as C-46 Commando. At the time it made its first flight on 26 March 
1940, the airplanes was named CW-20T with two fins and rudders replaced by a single unit during 
the tests. The plane was re-designated CW-20 and sold to the U.S. Army and designated C-55-CS. 
In September 1941, it was returned to Curtiss and sold to British Overseas Airways Corporation 
(BOAC), registered G-AGDI, and converted to a 24-seat transport. G-AGDI was flown to Prestwick, 
Scotland, in November 1941 and began flying long haul routes and the route from Gibraltar to 
Malta until being scrapped in October 1943. Victor Sierra. 
From SOE file reference HS 2/257 Operation Airplane History of the Stockholm-Scotland Air Service 
in TNA: 
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His OBE was announced in Flight, 7 January 1943. 
According to The Air Force List for July 1945, he was a Wing Commander in the Reserve of Air Force 
Officers Class “CC” from 31 December 1944. 
From the LG, 3 April 1945: 

 
From the LG, 16 July 1946: 
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From The Aeroplane Directory of British Aviation Incorporating Who’s Who in British Aviation, 
compiled by the Staff of The Aeroplane, 1955 Edition, Temple Press Limited, London, p 480: 

 
His Royal Victorian Order was announced in the Supplement to The LG, Ist January 1962 CHANCERY 
OF THE ORDER OF SAINT MICHAEL AND SAINT GEORGE … The QUEEN has been graciously 
pleased to make the following promotions in and appointments to the Royal Victorian Order: To be 
Commanders: Captain Andrew Colin Paul JOHNSTONE O.B.E. British Overseas Airways Corporation. 
According to http://www.myheritage.com/person-1000047_114979991_114979991/andrew-colin-
paul-johnstone-johnstone#!events, he died in 1974. 
659. [Captain] Athelstan Sigfrid Mellersh RENDALL OBE. Signed 2 April 1942. BOAC 
Bristol. 

048 
DOB 3.1.1914. 

 
Flight, 18 June 1954 Queen’s Commendation for Valuable Service in the Air 
He also signed this book on 6 October 1942 and 2 July 1943. See the latter entry for his biography. 
660. [Captain] A E C SIMMONS. Signed 2 April 1942. BOAC Bristol. 

048 
No trace found. Surname could be Simmonds or Summers. 
661. [Captain] George Robert GEAR. Signed 2 April 1942. BOAC Bristol. 

048 

http://www.myheritage.com/person-1000047_114979991_114979991/andrew-colin-paul-johnstone-johnstone%23!events
http://www.myheritage.com/person-1000047_114979991_114979991/andrew-colin-paul-johnstone-johnstone%23!events
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DOB 3.4.1917 given as 3.4.1912 in one entry. 
He was an engineer on several Bromma – Leuchars flights. He is mentioned in Blockade Runners, p 
160. 
662. [Captain] Herleif ASHEIM. Signed 2 April 1942. BOAC Bristol. 

048 
DOB 3.10.1912. 
He was a pilot on many Bromma – Leuchars flights. He is listed in Little Norway. 
From http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-
bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GSln=asheim&GSfn=herleif&GSbyrel=all&GSdyrel=all&GSob=n&GRid=1082
51691&df=all&: 
Herleif Asheim 
Birth:  Unknown 
Death:  Mar. 24, 1950 
Burial: Mount Royal Cemetery, Montreal, Quebec, Canada 
663. [Captain] John Joseph VEASEY. Signed 2 April 1942. BOAC Bristol. 

048 
DOB 26.3.1908 given as 20.3.1908 in one Bromma departure entry. 
He also signed this book on 7 October 1942. 
He is mentioned in Blockade Runners, p 160. 
From Flight, 31 August 1950: The flagship of B.O.A.C.'s Hermes fleet, Hannibal, arrived at London 
Airport last Friday to complete a 17,000-mile demonstration tour. Hannibal was piloted by Captain 
John Veasey. Nairobi, Uganda, Livingstone, Johannesburg, Cairo and Rome were visited during the 
tour. The Editor of Flight accompanied the official party flown, to South Africa by the Hermes. 
664. [Captain] Marmaduke Jonathan Roland ALDERSON OBE (70003). Signed 2 April 
1942. BOAC Bristol. 

048 
From From From Flying Empires | Short ‘C’ class Empire flying boats, Brian Cassidy, Queens Parade 
Press, 2004: 
p 33 

http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GSln=asheim&GSfn=herleif&GSbyrel=all&GSdyrel=all&GSob=n&GRid=108251691&df=all&
http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GSln=asheim&GSfn=herleif&GSbyrel=all&GSdyrel=all&GSob=n&GRid=108251691&df=all&
http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GSln=asheim&GSfn=herleif&GSbyrel=all&GSdyrel=all&GSob=n&GRid=108251691&df=all&
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Captain Alderson photo. The control deck of UU CAVALIER in flight. UU is cruising on automatic 
pilot, somewhere over the Atlantic between Bermuda and the USA. The altimeter reads 9 500 ft., 
the oil pressures are 80 lb. per sq. in. and the engine speeds are 2 100 rev. per min. Note the 
whistle hung from the Captains dashboard. The unfurled blind on the port side might indicate that 
UU was on the way to Bermuda. The shoulder, on the left of the photo, belongs to Captain 
Alderson. The Radio Officer sat immediately behind the Captain on the control deck, facing aft. 
The importance of close and instant communication between the pilots as the 'eyes' of the aircraft, 
and the Radio Officer as its 'mouth and ears', was crucial. The Flight Clerk's original work station on 
the control deck was soon moved down to the forward cabin on the lower deck, doubling as a hold 
for mail and freight and providing a much more convenient working position. 
p37 
The freight room was not so much a room as a space to the rear of the aft cabin. The freight room 
was normally used for the stowage of freight, passenger's luggage and the occasional spare 
engine. Captain Alderson managed to get a sailing dinghy into the freight room of UU CAVALIER, 
in course of delivery to Bermuda. The flooring extended to Frame 39 - about 11 ft. (3.4 metres). 
Once in the freight room, it was possible to walk to the tail of the aircraft, as there was no rear 
bulkhead. The luggage and freight was secured by nets and straps to cleats on the frames. The two 
part freight hatch was in the starboard side, between Frames 35 and 37. Also stowed in the freight 
room were the hull and float bilging pumps. The engineer's platforms and cradles, the engine, 
airscrew and seat covers and the engine transport beam and stay and the trolley and chain block 
were stowed aft of the floor, when they were carried. 
p172 
Alighting in the direction of a swell, with no wind, could also be hazardous as the resulting high 
alighting speed led to a longer run on the water. UU CAVALIER (Captain M. J. R. Alderson, First 
Officer N. Richardson, Radio Officer W. P. Chapman, Steward D. H. Williams and Assistant Steward 
R. Spence) departed Port Washington for Bermuda on the 290th service flight. The weather was 
poor at the time of departure, but not unduly so, with a forecast for sleet near the American coast. 
At 17.35 on 21 January 1939, flying at a height of 12 000 ft., loss of power occurred due to 
carburettor icing. All four engines faded simultaneously - the inner engines completely and the 
outer engines partially. As the aircraft was turned through 180 deg. to clear the weather, the two 
outer engines opened up again. Unable to maintain height, and while he still had control of the 
aircraft, Captain Alderson alighted on a lumpy sea with a long swell. The time was 18.15. Captain 
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Powell in Bermuda estimated the probable position of the alighting as N 37 17 W 069 45, about 
248 n.m. (436 km.) south east of Port Washington. The alighting on the open ocean stove in the 
planing bottom of UU, just aft of the main step. The passenger cabins filled with water. All eight 
passengers - one of whom injured himself at the moment of impact - and five crew members 
escaped to a makeshift raft formed of inflated seat cushions, as UU was not equipped with life rafts. 
UU CAVALIER finally sank at 18.35. Five ships answered the S.O.S. call and NC 16735, the PAA 
Sikorsky S.42 Bermuda Clipper was called out and departed to search the route within 45 minutes. 
The survivors spent ten hours in the water and it was lucky for them that the water temperature in 
the Gulf Stream in January is 18 deg.C. They were finally rescued by the tanker Esso Baytown. The 
Master of the tanker, with great skill, took his ship to the exact position given, arriving at about 
04.30 the next morning. He stopped the ship's engine and in the ensuing silence heard the shouts 
of the survivors in the darkness. By the time they were picked up, two of the passengers had died 
of exposure, and Assistant Steward Spence, of shock. The survivors were transferred to a US naval 
vessel. UU CAVALIER was the fifth Empire 'boat to be written off. 
From Flying Magazine, November 1943: 

 
From Flight, 25 April 1952: 
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Captain M J R Alderson, BA, manager of BOAC’s Comet Fleet, has worked in close co-operation 
with the de Havilland Company on the development and preparation of the Corporation’s aircraft. 
From The Times, 12 January 1954: 
COMET  AIRLINER  SERVICES SUSPENDED 
All Comet jet airliner services of the British Overseas Airways Corporation have been temporarily 
suspended.  Announcing this decision, which was taken voluntarily, the corporation said last night 
that their action had been taken to enable a thorough technical examination of  every airliner in 
their Comet fleet to be carried out. 
The two French companies owning Comets have also decided not to fly them “for a few days,”  but 
the Royal Canadian Air Force has decided not to ground its two Comets.  
No more bodies of victims of the Comet airline crash near Elba on Sunday had been recovered last 
night. 
CORPORATION’S  STATEMENT 
TEMPORARY ACTION 
British Overseas Airways Corporation announced last night their intention to suspend temporarily 
their Comet jet airliner services from midnight onwards, “to enable a minute and unhurried 
technical examination” of every aircraft in their Comet fleet to be carried out.  
A statement from the Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation said that the Minister had informed 
the Canadian and French Governments of this decision, “so that such an action may be taken as is 
considered necessary in relation to the Comets operating in Canada and France.”  
The B.O.A.C.  statement was as follows: 
British Overseas Airways Corporation announce that as a measure of prudence their normal Comet 
passenger services are being temporarily suspended, to enable a minute and unhurried technical 
examination of every aircraft in their Comet fleet to be carried out at their maintenance 
headquarters at London Airport.  
This examination will be conducted in closest collaboration with the de Havilland aircraft and 
engine companies (makers of the Comet aircraft and the Ghost engine) and with the Air 
Registration Board. The Minister of Transport and Civil Aviation has been consulted and concurs 
with this decision of the corporation. No Comet passenger service will operate after midnight, 
G.M.T., tonight. Notification of the resumption of services will be published by the corporation. 
VOLUNTARY  DECISION 
A B.O.A.C. spokesman emphasised that the decision to withdraw the Comets from service 
temporarily had been taken voluntarily by the corporation.  The airliners  had not been “grounded,” 
which  would imply  an order  to withdraw them. The B.O.A.C. decision was taken after a day of 
conferences at London Airport and in London. After  speaking on the telephone to corporation 
representatives in Rome Sir Miles Thomas, the chairman, presided over discussion at London 
Airport  attended by Sir Victor Tait, B.O.A.C.  Operations Director;  Mr R E Bishop, chief designer 
and a director of de Havilland Aircraft Company, who headed the design team responsible for the 
Comet; Mr R E Hardingham, chief executive of the Air Registration Board, the body responsible for 
the airworthiness requirements for British civil aircraft; Captain M J R Alderson, manager of the 
B.O.A.C. Comet  fleet; Captain G S Brown, head of the corporation’s accidents investigation 
department; and Captain J Johnson, who was in command of B.O.A.C. Argonaut airliner which was 
in radio communication with the Comet G-ALYP over Elba  while both were flying from Rome to 
London on Sunday morning. 
MEETING  WITH  MINISTER 
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Later in the day, Sir Miles Thomas was in conference with Mr Lennox-Boyd, the Minister of 
Transport and Civil  Aviation, who was accompanied by Sir Frederick Handley Page, a council 
member and one of the vice-chairman of the Air Registration Board,  Sir Gilmour Jenkins, 
Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation, and Sir George Cribbett, 
Deputy Secretary.  After this meeting , Sir Miles Thomas had a talk with Professor A A Hall, director 
of the Royal  Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough, Hampshire, where a detailed technical 
examination is being made of the wreckage of the B.O.A.C.  Comet which during crashed during an 
unusually severe storm on May 2, 1953, a few minutes after taking off from Dum Dum airfield, 
Calcutta, on a flight from Singapore to London.  All 43 occupants of the airliner were killed.  
In accordance with normal procedure, the  inquiry into the accident to the Comet G-ALYP, which 
was lost with 29 passengers and a crew of six on board, will be conducted by the Italian 
Government, from whose territory the aircraft had last taken off. Several British officials,  who had 
flown out  to Rome on Sunday night were assisting in the preliminary inquiries yesterday. They are 
Mr T R Nelson, a Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation senior inspector;  Mr B Morris, a senior 
investigating officer of the Ministry’s accidents investigation branch; Mr B J Folliard, of B.O.A.C.’s 
accident investigation  branch; Dr A S R  Peffers, deputy director  of the corporation’s medical 
service;  Mr H A Hornblow, B.O.A.C. traffic inspector, and Mr P J Detmold, one of de Havilland 
Aircraft Company’s field service engineers.  
PREPARING  PROGRAMME  
It is understood that Sir Miles Thomas and Sir Geoffrey de Havilland, head of the aircraft and 
engine companies bearing his name, will both take an active part in the technical examination of 
the Comets. The manufacturers began to work out an examination schedule with B.O.A.C. 
yesterday.  
All the B.O.A.C. Comets in active service were due to reach their destinations before midnight, the 
last one being due at Singapore at 11 p.m. G.M.T.  Another landed at Tokyo at 5.25 a.m. yesterday, 
and the third at Johannesburg at 1.47 p.m.  Carrying no loads, except  perhaps small amounts of 
mail, these aircraft will be flown back to London Airport for their technical examinations.  
A number of other airliners have been withdrawn from service temporarily or grounded  at various 
times by the British  airline corporations.  B.O.A.C. aircraft involved were: Solent flying-boats, 
withdrawn June, 1948, reintroduced October, 1948 (modifications to wingtip floats): Argonauts, 
grounded September, 1949, reintroduced October, 1949, (minor motor modification): 
Constellations grounded July, 1946, reintroduced September, 1946,  (modifications to electrical 
wiring): Stratocruisers, withdrawn  January, 1953, reintroduced some days late  (engines seizing up 
owing to oiling troubles). 
EARLIER  PRECAUTIONS 
In May, 1953, British European Airways temporarily withdrew their Viking airliners, which had 
exceeded 9,000 hours’ flying, for inspection because of modifications required for these  aircraft 
flying under tropical conditions. In the following month B.E.A.  announced that 17  out of the fleet 
of 41 Vikings had been withdrawn from service temporarily for replacement  of wing spar fittings as 
a precautionary measure.  In 1949, after two Tudor IV airliners had disappeared in mysterious 
circumstances during flights over the Atlantic. British South  American Airways  (now amalgamated 
with B.O.A.C.) suspended this aircraft from service  pending an investigation of each individual  
aircraft, and the Minister of Civil Aviation ordered their grounding “as a measure of prudence.”  
Apart  from B.O.A.C. operators of Comets I and IA are Air France, the French U.A.T. company, and 
the Royal Canadian Air Force.  B.O.A.C. have been using them on services between the United 
Kingdom and Johannesburg, Tokyo, Singapore and Colombo.  To date these airliners have 
accumulated over 30,000 hours flying. 
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From Flight, 4 January 1957: 
The B.O.A.C. Seven Seas Fleet was formed in June 1955, with Captain M. J. R. Alderson, formerly 
Comet Fleet manager, in charge. (He has recently been promoted to be B.O.A.C.'s technical 
manager, flight operations, but will continue for the present as Seven Seas manager.) For the first 
time the B.O.A.C. crest was nailed up outside an office in the famous Douglas Airlines building at 
Santa Monica, and the Corporation's representatives, under Mr. Ivor Lusty, moved in to supervise 
spares provisioning and the usual contractual affairs. Modifications and special equipment were 
kept to a minimum, and the B.O.A.C. DC-7C is virtually identical to the PanAm aircraft (fully 
described in Flight of July 6, 1956) except for cabin furnishings. 
Last summer a team of B.O.A.C. engineers, under Sen. Eng/Off. W. L. Bennett, undertook the 
appropriate courses at the Douglas and Wright schools. At the same time the Fleet's three senior 
pilots—Capts. Gordon Store (flight superintendent), E. E. Rodley (flight captain), and Bernard 
Frost205 (training captain)-—got in some useful preliminary hours at New York La Guardia on 
PanAm aeroplanes, after a spell on the PanAm simulator at Curtiss-Wright. The main flying training 
programme, in the course of which six B.O.A.C. instructor pilots were checked out, took place at 
Palm Springs. This is a quiet airfield about 80 miles from Santa Monica, well dear of the Los 
Angeles traffic and smog, and an environment as pleasant—operationally and geographically—as 
the B.O.A.C.crews could have wished for. Douglas provided two test pilots and the necessary 
ground equipment, and the crews did their circuits and bumps unhampered even by a control 
tower. Subsequent routine training of the line captains and crews was carried out at Shannon. 
665. Guy PHILPOTT. Signed 3 April 1942. Burford, Oxford. 

048 
Group Sisu volunteer. Occupation not stated. Born 1916. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 

                                                 
205 Signed this book on 22 September 1938 
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From HS 2/124 Finland – Aeroplane Repatriation of Finnish Volunteers: 

 
666. Edwin Alfred CLARK. Signed 3 April 1942. Twickenham, Middlesex. 

048 
Group Sisu volunteer. Gardener. Born 1911. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
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From HS 2/124 Finland – Aeroplane Repatriation of Finnish Volunteers: 

 
667. Kvm. Øivind Wahl HOFSRUD. Signed 3 April 1942. Stockholm. 

048 
DOB 2.6.1919. telegraphist. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
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He was a member of the crew of a Catalina I (FP 1213-C which was named “Jøssing”) from 333 
Squadron, RAF Woodhaven on 17 May 1944 which attacked the German U-boat U-668 SW of 
Ålesund, of Norway. They were hit hard by return fire. The crew landed and escaped back to 
England. 
From No 333 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for 17 May 1944: 
“Catalina C/333, pilot S/Lt. Hartmann, returned to base from operations being in contact with 2 
probably U-Boats. A/C was seriously damaged by A/A from U-Boat during attack, which was 
determined and vigerous carried out in slight darkness. The U-Boat suffered great damage and an 
extensive explosion in the conning tower was seen by the crew 10 mins after attack. The starboard 
blister gunner, Pty/O O. Kyrre-Berg Danielsen, was killed by a shell exploding between navigators 
and engineers apartments. The Captain was congratulated on his skill in handling a damaged boat 
in a successful force landing.” 
18 May 1944: 
“Catalina C/333 marked F.P. 121 reported damaged on the 17th. A/C moved into dock at 
Woodhaven. Excellent salvage work supported by maintainance personnel.” 
From http://forum.keypublishing.com/showthread.php?65233-Catalina-Mk1-of-333Sq-info-
needed&s=3c05c4c1385929cad96e78b660e1213b: 
“According to Flying Cats by Andrew Hendrie, published in 1986 by Airlife, U668 was not sunk. The 
pilot of FP121, Sub-Lt Harald Hartmann, met the captain of U668 after the war when Wolfgang von 
Eickstedt was a priest in Hamburg and they became friends; thus the author had personal accounts 
from the two former antagonists: a unique event in his study of such combats. Chris was right 
about the 6 depth charges dropped but U668 applied hard rudder and escaped damage from the 
depth charges. In the mass sinking after 8/5/1945 of Uboats, U688 finally met her end. FP121 
served with 202-210 Squadrons, then Norwegian Flight 1477 of Coastal Command finally 333 
Squadron.” 
From Clay Blair’s Hitler’s U-Boat War: The Hunted 1942-45, Cassell & Co.; New edition edition (13 
April 2000): 

 
From http://aces.safarikovi.org/victories/casuality_register-norway-1941-1945.html: 

 

 

http://forum.keypublishing.com/showthread.php?65233-Catalina-Mk1-of-333Sq-info-needed&s=3c05c4c1385929cad96e78b660e1213b
http://forum.keypublishing.com/showthread.php?65233-Catalina-Mk1-of-333Sq-info-needed&s=3c05c4c1385929cad96e78b660e1213b
http://aces.safarikovi.org/victories/casuality_register-norway-1941-1945.html
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668. Erling VOLDBERG. Signed 3 April 1942. Stockholm. 

048 
DOB 30.4.1920. elev. Listed in Little Norway. http://www.tommyhassel.no/Lyder_sporene.html 
mentions Erling Voldberg in connection with a flight out of RAF Tempsford on 10 October 1943 
with agent Rolf Kahrs Baardvik206 over Skjækerfjella Steinkjer where they would parachute to man 
the radio station Capricorn 1. He was awarded the St. Olav Medal with Oak Branch. 
From http://home.online.no/~rabrend2/1033.htm: 
Erling Voldberg 
Born: 30 Apr 1920. Died: 29 Sep 1990, Askim, Østfold at age 70. Buried: 5 Oct 1990, Askim, Østfold 
Marriage: Maib Søgård, who was born on 16 Feb 1918, died on 10 Oct 2001 in Askim, Østfold and 
was buried on 17 Oct 2001 in Askim, Østfold 
669. Nigel William Guthrie SCOTT. Signed 3 April 1942. Stockholm. 

049 
Group Sisu volunteer. Export merchant. Born 1917. 

                                                 
206 From http://www.himmelfallen.info/w/bbwgqdjt05avn09n.html (translated by Google: Einar Rolf Kahrs 
Baardvik (born 14 December 1919)) is a Norwegian military officer and former head of the shipping 
industry's preparedness secretariat. He is particularly known for his work as a resistance fighter and 
intelligence agent during World War II. Baardvik grew up on Utvorda in Flatanger. He took in 1938 to 
1939 the Army's Officer Candidate School in Harstad. In Germany's history (1933-1945). During the attack 
on Norway on 9 April 1940, Baardvik participated in the fighting in northern Norway and was a platoon 
leader in the Battle of Narvik, where Norwegian and Allied French, Polish and British forces retook the 
town. After Norway had capitulated, Baardvik was in resistance work in Steinkjer, efforts which were 
associated with a high risk when resistance groups were infiltrated by Rinnan gang. He was 
commissioned to conduct intelligence on the German battleship Tirpitz (1939). In late September 1942, 
he arranged for transportation for the group from Linge, who on 4 October blew compressor plant to 
Fosdalen mines ore in Nord-Trøndelag. In 1943 he had to flee to avoid arrest and he took over the UK. 
He arrived there in the service of MI6 (SIS) and underwent training in telegraphy, sabotage and parachute 
jumping. In October, he was given assignments in occupied Norway and was released into the sky over 
Skjækervatnet. The purpose was to keep the intelligence against Tirpitz, which then, however, was moved 
and not returned to the German naval base in Åsenfjorden. The radio station CAPRICORN-1 was 
established, but ordered withdrawn after a few weeks. Baardvik took over to Sweden and got there in 
January and May 1944 commissioned by bringing radio transmitters into the coasts of Bodø. 
Transmitters, code-named DENEB and GLAUR, was set up and initially had Baardvik operator and 
instructor until others could take over the operation until the end of the war. After reviewing all over the 
UK were Baardvik in August / September 1944 transferred to Flatanger using "Vigra" where Leif Larsen 
was boss. Here he operated with Erling Moe (Resistance) radio station RABBITS at home Utvorda, very 
close to the German fortress Utvorda coastal forts. The station sent until the war ended regular weather 
reports and two daily reports on the northbound and southbound German shipping. The reports were 
important to the Allied war effort because they made it possible for Allied aircraft to attack German ships 
on an Allied convenient location. 

http://www.tommyhassel.no/Lyder_sporene.html
http://home.online.no/%7Erabrend2/1033.htm
http://www.himmelfallen.info/w/bbwgqdjt05avn09n.html
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See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
From HS 2/124 Finland – Aeroplane Repatriation of Finnish Volunteers: 

 
670. Sigurd BRAATHEN. Signed 3 April 1942. Stockholm. 

049 
DOB 12.5.1917. styrman. 
Several websites confirm his DOB. No further trace found. 
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671. Cornelis MONK. Signed 3 April 1942. Stockholm. 

049 
According to http://stiftelsen-arkivet.no/537/b, Cornelis Monk is the name of a ship. No further 
trace found. 
672. Johannes NORMAN. Signed 3 April 1942. Stockholm. 

049 
Not enough information to trace this name. 
673. Amund Gunnar HELGEDAGSRUD. Signed 3 April 1942. Stockholm. 

049 
DOB 5.3.1921. Telegrafist. 
Listed in Little Norway. He flew Mosquitos with 333 Squadron. 
From http://www.luftwaffe.no/Table1.htm: 

 

 

 
From http://boards.ancestry.co.uk/localities.scan-balt.norway.bergen/457/mb.ashx: 
“I'm looking for any relatives of Sigmund Breck207, who was in the Royal Norwegian Air Force 
during WW2 and escaped to Canada, where he flew for the allies. His plane went down around 
1944. His father was Olav Breck, who was mayor of Bergen, in the early 1940s or earlier. His mother 
was Kari Breck. His best friend was Gunnar Helgedagsrud. My mother's family, the Sandersons, 
took Sigmund in as their son during the war. My mother, Laurel, was engaged to him when he died. 
She is 80 now, and plans to visit Norway this summer for the first time. She would really like to find 
any of Sigmund's relatives or friends. I'd be grateful for any clues or tips on how to find relatives. 
Thanks. Carol Ness in San Francisco” 
Posted 4 February 2003 
The Squadron was established as a detachment (No. 1477 (Norwegian) Flight) under the 210 
Squadron of the British Royal Air Force, on 8 February 1942, by Captain Finn Lambrechts. The 
Squadron was located in Woodhaven, Fife, Scotland. On 10 May 1943 333 Squadron was formed 

                                                 
207 Signed this book on 1 May 1944 

http://stiftelsen-arkivet.no/537/b
http://www.luftwaffe.no/Table1.htm
http://boards.ancestry.co.uk/localities.scan-balt.norway.bergen/457/mb.ashx
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from this flight with Mosquito Mk.IIs at RAF Leuchars and PBY-1b Catalinas at Woodhaven. The 
Mosquitoes were operated on shipping reconnaissance flights along the Norwegian coast, whilst 
the Catalinas carried out anti-submarine patrols to the north of Scotland. The Squadron's Catalinas 
also operated in the 'Special Duties' role landing both personnel and supplies at points along the 
Norwegian coast. In September 1944 the Mosquito flight joined the Banff strike wing and acted in 
the Pathfinder role. However, on 30 May 1945 this flight was redesignated No. 334 (Norwegian) 
Squadron RAF and No. 333 became a pure Catalina unit. On their first mission to Norway, the poet, 
and news-reporter Nordahl Grieg was with 333 Squadron to report from the flight. This was then a 
secret mission. After this mission, he wrote the poem Flagget. During the Second World War, the 
missions of 333 Squadron included dangerous search-and-destroy submarine missions, patrolling, 
and secret missions along the Norwegian coastline, behind the German defence lines. They landed 
and picked up agents, illegal radios, and transmitters. They also dropped Christmas presents to the 
Norwegian population, and did search and rescue missions. 
From http://da4.uib.no/cgi-
win/webcens.exe?slag=visbase&sidenr=1&filnamn=dodsfall&gardpostnr=6034&personpostnr=60
34: 

 
674. Jörgen Johannes HAVIG. Signed 3 April 1942. Stockholm. 

049 
DOB 20.8.1886. Advokat. 
From http://runeberg.org/hvemerhvem/1930/0171.html: 

 
675. Arne SKAU-OLSEN. Signed 3 April 1942. Stockholm. 

049 
DOB 23.4.1919. PROK. 
From http://www.slektsdata.no/ask_gruppen.htm (translated by Google and edited by Trevor 
Baker): 
The ‘Ask Group’ was started in Sandefjord in the autumn of 1940. The key people were police 
constable Øyvind Ask, student Andreas Bertnes and engineer Johan Midttun. It began as a circle 
where friends and family came together and discussed politics. Bertnes was an avid radio 
technician and they discussed the possibility of building a radio transmitter to try to make contact 

http://da4.uib.no/cgi-win/webcens.exe?slag=visbase&sidenr=1&filnamn=dodsfall&gardpostnr=6034&personpostnr=6034
http://da4.uib.no/cgi-win/webcens.exe?slag=visbase&sidenr=1&filnamn=dodsfall&gardpostnr=6034&personpostnr=6034
http://da4.uib.no/cgi-win/webcens.exe?slag=visbase&sidenr=1&filnamn=dodsfall&gardpostnr=6034&personpostnr=6034
http://runeberg.org/hvemerhvem/1930/0171.html
http://www.slektsdata.no/ask_gruppen.htm
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with Sandefjord’s whalers. On the outbreak of the war, there were several thousand men from 
Sandefjord district in whaling. The idea with the transmitter was also to seek contact with England. 
Despite the danger this could entail, Bertnes built a transmitter and experimented from a cottage. 
There are indications that another aim was also to build an organization that would exert resistance 
against the occupation. Øyvind Ask and Rolf Thoresen would provide information about NS 
members and gauge the mood of the party; Sverre Veflings and Bredo Haraldsen would encourage 
people to join them in illegal work. Haraldsen's initiative bore good fruit. In February 1941, he met 
Ragnar Saugestad (a teacher and lieutenant in the infantry) and OW Pindsle (a conscript officer) in 
Haraldsen's home, where they discussed the development of their guerrilla organization. However, 
the Germans had been tracking the group and, on 15 March 1941, the Gestapo arrested Øyvind 
Ask, Andreas Bertnes, Johan Midttun, Sigurd Gaasholt, Thor Devik, Bredo Haraldsen, Sverre 
Veflings, Oliver Bingen and Arne Skau-Olsen. The informer was later assassinated. As several of the 
members were engaged in illegal work, they were known by many in the city. The group was 
almost the talking point in the town. Arne Skau-Olsen, was sentenced to death, fled to Sweden 
and England. 
From Heidi Bjørvik Johannessen, Consultant, Norway's Resistance Museum: 
“I have now researched information about the executions of Øyvind Ask, Andreas Olaf Bertnes and 
Johan Midttun. It is quite clear that the sources do not agree on how these three were executed. In 
Vestfold in war by Egil Christophersen it says Ash group, as you write in the email, listed behind as 
"executed Trandum 4 December 1941". In the work Our Fallen Øyvind Ash was sentenced to death 
on 22 November and shot on 4 December 1941. When I searched under Andreas Olaf Bertnes, I 
got the same information, but there is in addition the burial place of Bertnes not found. Under 
Johan Midttun, it says he was shot at Akershus on 4 December 1941. In addition, I have looked at 
Norwegians in captivity 1940-1945 for the Ash Group. Under Ash, it says he arrived in Trandum on 
4 December 1941 and was executed the same day. Under Bertnes, it says he was transferred to 
Akershus on 22 November 1941 and executed on 4 December 1941. For Midttun, he was 
transferred to Akershus on 22 November 1941 and executed on 4 December 1941. I cannot find 
information about Ask-group in the list of people who were executed in Trandumskogen. 
According to Eystein Linnerud in Trandumskogen (a pamphlet published in 1969) the first 
executions were carried out on Flatnermoen on 29 December 1941. After this, executions were 
carried out in the Trandumskogen. This means that it is not very likely that Ash, Bertnes and 
Midttun were transported to Trandum. Shot is the ... German use of the death penalty in Norway 
1940-1945 (p. 63), Berit Nøkleby has written: “Ask, and Bertnes Midttun were shot on 4 December 
1941. Also they had their death sentences upheld by the Supreme Court and they spent their last 
night together at Akershus; they were driven off and shot by Wehrmacht at an undisclosed 
location.” Executions that occurred as early as in 1941 are often characterized by incomplete 
information and uncertainty about what actually happened. I would recommend that you contact 
Berit Nøkleby. She is one of the foremost historians on occupation in Norway who has worked 
mostly in the field.” 
See http://www.slektsdata.no/Kraakaas.htm for information about the Sandefjord Norsk Radio 
Relæ Liga (Norwegian Radio Relay League) with a mention of Arne Skau-Olsen. 
676. Richard John SUMMERS. Signed 3 April 1942. Stockholm. 

049 
Group Sisu volunteer. Airplane motor mechanic. Born 1906. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 

http://www.slektsdata.no/Kraakaas.htm
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From HS 2/124 Finland – Aeroplane Repatriation of Finnish Volunteers: 

 
677. Johan Nordahl Brun GRIEG. Signed 4 April 1942. London. 

049 
From HS 17 Scandinavian Index: 
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Grieg was born in Bergen, Norway on 1 November 1902. He was related to the famous composer 
Edvard Grieg, and brother of the powerful Norwegian publisher Harald Grieg. Grieg studied at King 
Frederick’s University (now the University of Oslo). Grieg made his debut in 1922 with first book of 
poetry Omkring Kap det gode Haab (Around the Cape of Good Hope), which was followed by Skibet 
gaar videre (The Ship Sails On) in 1924. Grieg spent 1927 as a newspaper correspondent in China, 
where he witnessed first-hand the civil war between the Kuomintang and the Communists. The 
same year saw the production of Grieg's plays En ung manns Kjaerlighet (A Young Man's Love) and 
Barabbas. From 1933 to 1935, he lived in the Soviet Union. He was officially invited to study the 
techniques of Soviet stage and film. Upon returning to Norway, he became known as an ardent 
supporter of Joseph Stalin's policies, and became the chairman of the Friends of the Soviet Union 
in the same year. In 1937, he famously wrote a defence for the Moscow Trials, attacking a number 
of Norwegian authors who had criticized these trials. His novel Ung må verden ennu være was also 
a defence for Stalin and the Moscow Trials. In many articles, he also criticized the supporters of 
Leon Trotsky, whom he viewed as a traitor. His 1935 play Vår ære og vår makt (Our Honour and Our 
Glory) was an attack on shipping industry's exploitation of seafarers. From 1936 to 1937, Grieg 
published the magazine Veien Frem, which initially succeeded in attracting a number of prominent 
writers, but as the magazine adopted an increasingly Stalinist position in the discussion relating to 
the Moscow Trials, most of them severed ties with it and it ceased publication. His 1937 dramatic 
play Nederlaget (The Defeat) was about the Paris Commune. From 1940 onwards, he committed 
himself toward the struggle against the occupation following the Nazi invasion of Norway. In 1940, 
he escaped to England in the same vessel carrying the Norwegian Royal family and the National 
Gold reserves. Once in Britain, Grieg served in Norway's government-in-exile and participated in 
making patriotic radio programs in England. He was commissioned into the Norwegian Armed 
Forces and served as a war correspondent. At the time of his death he was a Captain. His work 
involved visiting Norwegian units around Britain and experiencing their duties, in order to make his 
reports. He also travelled outside Great Britain to meet Norwegian servicemen on duty in Iceland 
and other more remote outposts. In the summer of 1942 Grieg spent several weeks on the 
Norwegian island of Jan Mayen in the Atlantic Ocean, writing the poem Øya i Ishavet (The Island in 
the Ice Sea). Like other war correspondents he joined operational missions over occupied Europe, 
and it was in the course of one of these that he lost his life. On the night of 2–3 December 1943, 
Grieg was one of several observers for an Allied air raid on Berlin. He was attached to 460 
Squadron, Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF), which was based at RAF Binbrook. Grieg joined the 
crew of a Lancaster Mk.III (serial number LM316, Squadron code "AR-H2") captained by Flying 
Officer A. R. Mitchell, RAAF. Berlin was always a tough target as it was the capital city and so was 
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well-defended, but also because it lay far in the east of the country, which meant that crews were 
not only flying on the limits of fuel and of their own endurance, but had to pass over through the 
ranges of many night fighters on the way and from the target. 460 Squadron lost five aircraft that 
night and one of them was LM316; 37 airmen had been on board these aircraft and only eight 
survived being shot down (and spent the rest of the war in a POW camp). None of the eight 
survivors came from LM316. In addition to Grieg, the seven crew members: four Australians and 
three Britons, went down with the aircraft and were killed. Grieg was neither the only 
correspondent shot down that night, nor the only Norwegian: an Australian reporter flying with 460 
Squadron was also killed, a British correspondent with another Squadron became a POW and 
among nearly 300 Allied aircrew (in 44 aircraft) lost on the raid were two Norwegians. For a 
population as small as that of Norway, such losses were significant, but the loss of a figure as 
famous as the poet Nordahl Grieg was an extra blow. After the end of World War II, Grieg became 
a hero in Norway because of his resistance to the Nazi Occupation, both during the invasion itself 
and in the continuation of the fight in the forces in exile in Britain. Grieg is still popular in Norway 
today, especially his anti-fascist poetry. In 1945, a collection of Nordahl Grieg's war poems, Friheten 
(Freedom) was published which remained a best-selling Norwegian poetry collection. In 1957, a 
statue Nordahl Grieg by Roar Bjorg was unveiled at Den Nationale Scene in Bergen. In 1990, the 
musical Nordahl Grieg i våre hjerter (Nordahl Grieg in our hearts), written by Erling Gjelsvik with 
music by Knut Skodvin debuted in Bergen. In November 2003, a memorial stone was unveiled at 
the site where Nordahl Grieg died near Berlin, Germany, when the Lancaster bomber in which he 
was flying hit the ground on 2 December 1943. In 2010, Nordahl Grieg High School (Nordahl Grieg 
videregående skole) in Rådal was opened in the Rådal neighborhood in Bergen. 
678. Henry Lambton (Harry) CARR CMG LVO. Signed 5 April 1942. London. 

049 
DOB 28.11.1899. 
On p.76 of his book Inside the Nazi Ring, Henry Denham refers to Harry Carr of “Passport Control”. 
He is mentioned on p.377 of Keith Jeffrey’s MI6: The History of the Secret Intelligence Service 1909-
1949 “…while Harry Carr’s Helsinki station-in-exile worked Finnish and Baltic cases.” He is also 
mentioned on these pages: 

 
According to The Journal of Intelligence History, Summer 2005, Vol. 5, No. 1, Harry Carr became 
MI6’s head of the Northern Division supervising al operations in Poland and the USSR. 
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679. PROBABLY Mikhail Ivanovich MIKHAILOV. Signed 6 April 1942. 13 Kensington Place 
Gardens, London W8. 

049 
This is the address of the Russian Embassy. 
From http://www.wilsoncenter.org/sites/default/files/Venona-London-GRU.pdf: 
London GRU - Moscow Center Cables, decrypted by the National Security Administration’s Venona 
Project Transcribed by Students of the Mercyhurst College, Institute for Intelligence Studies, 
arranged by John Earl Haynes, Library of Congress, 2011 
From: LONDON 
To: MOSCOW 
No. 1107 3rd Oct. 40 
To DIRECTOR. 
1. With reference to the execution of the points in your instructions [1 group garbled], I am waiting 
for documentary material [MATERIAL] from THERAPEUTIST [TERAPEVT][i] on the training of fighter 
pilots. As regards the material on the British Expeditionary Force [ĒKSPEDITsIONNAYa ARMIYa] we 
have prepared ad hoc [K OKAZII]a translation of official material on organization and fighting in 
France and of a report by WRITER [PISATEL’][ii], who took part in the evacuation. 
2. MARK [iii] has had a meeting with BAUER [BAUĒR][iv]in CHESTER. It is not known yet where the 
next meeting will be because of his posting. I am awaiting a letter from him. 
3. MIM [v] has been transferred to work in the Consulate. I gave him [B% instructions] to look out 
for interesting people and intelligence [INFORMAtsIYa] from visitors. 
4. On 29th July six LINGUAPHONE courses with records [1 group garbled ] addressed to DUBININ 
[vi] in MOSCOW. Inform [1 group unidentified]. 
5. On 27th September the military literature you asked for [vii] was despatched by ordinary mail. 
6. In view of the impending arrival of SKLYaROV [viii] I am awaiting your instructions on how to 
hand everything over to him including matters[B% relating to agents]. Here there should be one 
master, but round the clock there should be two residencies and an intelligence 
[INFORMATsIONNYJ] [B% officer] as at present. 
7. I request permission to send a SAUSAGE-DEALER [KOLBASNIKI][ix] incendiary bomb [B% that has 
been rendered safe] and components of British A.A. shells when the opportunity presents itself. 
8. On 2nd October MUSE [MUZA][x] worked on a wavelength of 34 metres and crystal 44.1. Callsign 
EDX. The transmitter worked normally. The aerial ammeter showed 0.7 A; the aerial was led outside. 
You were heard at [strength][a] seven. Listen out for here as a check on Monday 7th October at 
6.30 GMT on a wavelength of 44.1 metres. 
No. 297 BARCh [xi] 
Notes: [a] Inserted by translator. 
Comments: [i] THERAPEUTIST: Unidentified covername. See also MOSCOW’s No. 450 of 7th 
September 1940, and LONDON’s Nos. 882 of 14th August 1940, 903 of 17th August 1940 and 990 
of 7th September 1940. 
[ii] WRITER: See also LONDON’s Nos. 880 of 14th August 1940 (3/NBF/T1437), 890 of 15th August 
1940 and 240 (internal) of 26th August 1940; and MOSCOW’s No. 417 of 20th August 1940 
(3/NBF/T1735). 

http://www.wilsoncenter.org/sites/default/files/Venona-London-GRU.pdf
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[iii] MARK: Unidentified covername. See also LONDON’s Nos. 776 of 17th July 1940 (3/NBF/T1472), 
798 of 22nd July 1940, 895 of 16th August 1940, 998 of 11th September 1940 and 2150 of 6th 
August 1941 (3/NBF/T1476). 
[iv] BAUER: Lieut. HEIN of the Czech Army, who was at this time at MALPAS, near CHESTER. See also 
MOSCOW’s Nos. 450 of 7th September 1940 and 469 of 16th September 1940; and LONDON’s 
Nos. 895 of 16th August 1940 and 998 of 11th September 1940. 
[v] MIM: Possibly Mikhail Ivanovich MIKHAILOV, who was in the United Kingdom from 1st 
December 1939 to 24th July 1943, and is thought to have been employed at the Soviet Consulate, 
3 Rosary Gardens. See also LONDON’s No. 798 of 22nd July 1940. 
[vi] DUBININ: Not identified. 
According to artnet.com, he was a Russian painter (1903 – 1983). 
680. Robert ALEXANDER. Signed 6 April 1942. 19 Canterbury Street, South Shields, 
Durham. 

049 
Group Sisu volunteer. Miner. Born 1909. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
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From HS 2/124 Finland – Aeroplane Repatriation of Finnish Volunteers: 

 
681. Major Sverre REFSUM. Signed 6 April 1942. London. 

049 
DOB 16.6.1898. 
From HS17 Scandinavian Index: 
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According to Erik (ed.): War Cross and St. Olav Medal with Oak Branch, Oslo: Dreyer, 1995, p 202, he 
was awarded the St. Olav Medal with Oak Branch. http://www.tffr.org/articles/0724_norge.htm 
mentions Major Sverre Refsum: 
“Upplösning av förband | Artilleriregementet AR 1 mobiliserade i Ski. Väsentliga delar, som 
slutstycken och slagfjädrar till kanonerna förvarades på helt andra håll än själva vapnen, i enlighet 
med gällande bestämmelser. De befann sig på fästningen Oscarsborg i Oslofjorden, fågelvägen 
cirka 20 km därifrån. Till ”väsentliga delar” borde man kanske räkna regementschefen, men han höll 
sig hemma. Han gjorde sedan en toppkarriär i NS och dömdes till sju års fängelse efter kriget. Hans 
närmaste man, major Sverre Refsum, hade tidigare varit med i NS. Det blev tack vare honom 
regementet åtminstone delvis kunde utrustas och slåss som infanteri.” Google translation 
“Resolution of dressings | Artillery AR 1 mobilized in Ski. Significant parts, end pieces and blow 
feathers to the guns were stored in a completely different direction than the weapons themselves, 
in accordance with current regulations. They were at the fortress Oscar Borg in the Oslofjord, as the 
crow flies about 20 km away. To the "essential elements" should perhaps count regimental 
commander, but he kept at home. He then did a top career in NS and sentenced to seven years in 
prison after the war. His next one, Major Sverre Refsum, had previously been involved in NS. It was 
thanks to his regiment at least in part, could be equipped and fight as infantry.” 
See http://www.pdf-arkivet.no/borgersrud/ottar_stromme_2.PDF and http://www.pdf-
arkivet.no/borgersrud/ottar_stromme_3.PDF (in Norwegian). 
682. Sören Einar Gjerding DIESEN. Signed 6 April 1942. London. 

049 
DOB 4.10.1897. Radaktör. 
From Wikipedia (translated by Google): 
Søren Einar Gjerding Diesen (born October 4, 1897 in Bergen; died May 8, 1994 in Oslo) was a 
Norwegian journalist and newspaper editor. After leaving school, he was an apprentice journalist 
for Aftenblad in Stavanger 1919-1921. He got his job in Aftenposten in 1921, where his father 
Thorstein Diesen was editor from 1913 to 1925. He covered the Summer Olympics in 1924 and a 
few radio broadcasts of football matches there (acquired by P. Chr). He ran the column Argus 
seventeen years after Augusta rail. During World War II, he was in London for the information 
service. Then Einar editor from 1948 to 1968, he led the newspaper Argus Council for a time, was 
head of Norwegian Editors' Association from 1956 to 1966, and head of the Norwegian Press 
Association polymerase 1957-1972. He led the Norwegian Tennis Association from 1933 to 1948. 
Previously, he led Nordstrand Tennis Club from 1927 to 1929. 
From http://snl.no/.nbl_biografi/Einar_Diesen/utdypning: 

http://www.tffr.org/articles/0724_norge.htm
http://www.pdf-arkivet.no/borgersrud/ottar_stromme_2.PDF
http://www.pdf-arkivet.no/borgersrud/ottar_stromme_3.PDF
http://www.pdf-arkivet.no/borgersrud/ottar_stromme_3.PDF
http://snl.no/.nbl_biografi/Einar_Diesen/utdypning
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Press Man. Parents: Chief Editor Katherine Diesen (1862-1925) and Barbara Matzau fencing (1874-
1933). Married 03/14/1927 with Astri Bull Aakrann (2.9.1902-11.12.1989), daughter of forestry Olaf 
Bull Aakrann (1870-1950) and Marie Kreutz (1876-1924). Cousin of Katherine Diesen (1894-1962). 
Einar Diesen was hired in Aftenposten in nearly 50 years, more than 20 of them as chief editor. He 
also had a lot of trust in the press organizations, and wrote several books. 
Diesen received a broad education. After grammar school he went for a time at boarding school in 
the UK before he took school graduation 1916. Then the Military Academy bottom department and 
business school, language studies in France. In between all this, he was also time for an 
apprenticeship as a journalist for the newspaper right Stavangeren. From 1921 he was employed in 
Aftenposten, where his father was chief editor and this newspaper was his permanent workplace - 
with a stay from 1941 to 1945 - until he retired in 1968. He was still in regular contact with the 
newspaper until the early 1990s, and performed a variety of tasks, including as the book reports. 
Einar Diesen was a knowledgeable and interested journalist who needed his father's help to make 
your career. As early as 1924 he Aftenposten's correspondent in Paris, and it was natural that he 
also had to cover the first Olympic Winter Games, which were held in Chamonix that year. 44 years 
later, the gråstenkede editor task to lead Aftenposten timannstropp the Winter Games in Grenoble 
in 1968! It was his last assignment as the paper's editor. Some might think that he had been sports 
director at Aftenposten, he covered the Olympics with such large spans. But in his day the 
newspaper was typical of an all-round employee to cover everything from crime and drug culture 
to sports and entertainment. 
He was good at organizing and early he was more administrative editorial positions, as editor and 
night duty officer. In the latter role, he was one of their most difficult tasks when he night to 9 April 
1940 was to gain clarity on what happened during the German attack on Norway, and how he 
could have presented the most accurate in the paper, which even on a day not tolerate large 
delays. 
The occupation authorities demanded that the newspaper was published as usual throughout the 
war years. Norwegian Nazi authorities put their own people in the management, and more and 
more of the old workers disappeared. Einar Diesen even came to the UK in the spring of 1942 and 
was linked to the Government Information Office. As a conscript officer, he was transferred to the 
Armed Forces High Command, which had its own information service. He returned home to Major 
in 1945, and had to be in uniform for another over a year, when he helped to build up a press and 
information department of the Defense Ministry. 
After the war, Einar Diesen was a key person not only in Aftenposten, where he was editor in chief 
in 1948, but in the press. He was a solid and popular representative editor booth and took on many 
important missions in the press and organizations in the community. He played such an important 
role in the Government Information Service in wartime were made up by the Prime Minister from 
1956. In this service was placed much emphasis on psychological warfare, Diesen knew well from 
his time in London. 
In the press organizations, he was also known as the sovereign speeches. He had a subtle sense of 
humour, he sprinkled the great quotes and was a master of improvisation, and mentioned 
constantly improvisation demanded solid preparation. In the daily work in the newspaper he was 
interested in big and small things, and incredibly nervous people can share how they were 
reassured after he had received them. He put a lot of effort to maintain the special environment 
that had characterized newspaper house ever since Trine and Amandus Schibsted days. It was 
typical that maintained Editors Club long after journalists were organized in unions that primarily 
thought of wages. In Aftenposten pay a private matter that was negotiated between competent 
journalist and owners. The convivial gathering was important for Editors Club. Its anniversaries were 
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celebrated as national holidays and attire tuxedo, a Christmas meeting demanded even evening 
gown! 
Einar Diesen liked the style. He was the first editor who used a white tuxedo, he introduced 
polonaise in Oslo Editors Society Christmas dinners and did not hide that he is in his later years 
liked to be called "grand seignior press". Part of the interest in style came from tennis. Diesen was 
keen tennis player long before the sport became widespread, he sat as president of the Norwegian 
Tennis Association from 1933 to 1948 and edited the commemorative book The white sport 1934. 
Outside of the sports he solitaires and crosswords as hobbies. In 1941 he published the book 
Solitaire, which became one of the war years’ best sellers. No one could solve crosswords faster 
than him, and he could construct a crossword puzzle in record time if one of the regular crossword 
writers had forgotten or been late with the task. 
Until his last years were living Diesen concerned Argus-raising, as in Aftenposten organized 
through several generations raised money for needy before Christmas. In the current welfare state 
is no need for such help, said many of the newspaper's staff. They were put in place of the old 
chief, who then managed the collection and distribution: "The need is unfortunately still large, and 
one of my most rewarding tasks have been pleased to help someone who really needs it." 
Works 
Sjørøverøen in Nordaasvannet, 1929 
The white sport, 1934 
A junior national team, 1939 
Solitaire Book, 1941 (5th ed. 1970) 
Amandus Schibsted, 1949 
Fra petit til leder. Tilskuer til en utvikling, 1968 
Joint Rescue. King Olav V. Our king and his household, 1970 
Slekten Herlofson gjennom 400 år. En Sørlandskrønike, 1973 
The great affinity. Aftenposten's editorial team through the first 40 years, 1974 
May Day '45, 1977 
Witch's House, 1979 
P. Chr Andersen, 1981 
Sources and Literature 
Aftenposten archive 
Stud. 1916 1942 
HEH, div. Ed. 
G C Wasberg: Aftenposten for a hundred years, 1960 
ds: Norwegian press for a hundred years, 1969 
S. Høyer: Pressen mellom teknologi og samfunn, 1995 
R. Ottosen: From quill to the internet, 1998 
683. Anthonius DUINHOVEN. Signed 6 April 1942. Stockholm. 

049 
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POSSIBLY Antonius Mechel van Duinhoven (Schiedam, 12 May 1921 - Amsterdam, 26 August 
2010), a Dutch journalist, actor and writer. 
684. Bernard NILSEN. Signed 6 April 1942. Stockholm. 

050 
Listed in Little Norway as Bernhard Nilsen. 
M/B Solvoll left Tromsø on Apr. 10-1944 with 8 people, including 2 children and 1 female. En route 
they stopped by Blokken, Vesterålen to pick up some rocks for ballast, then left again the following 
day with a course for Iceland. However, on the 13th they were stopped by a German U-boat and 
after the passengers had been taken on board, the vessel was sunk. They were in prison until the 
end of the war. One of them, Bernhard Nilsen had jumped overboard when the U-boat stopped 
them, but was fished out of the water again. 
685. Knut FAUGLI. Signed 6 April 1942. London. 

050 
DOB 19.2.1916. Mekaniker. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
From http://www.myheritage.no/photo-1504411_142915541_142915541/knut-faugli: 

 
No further trace found. 

http://www.myheritage.no/photo-1504411_142915541_142915541/knut-faugli
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686. Alf GLAD. Signed 8 April 1942. London. 

050 
DOB 19.7.1904. Polis. 
From http://digitalarkivet.uib.no/tromso/kataloger/Sor-Varanger_politikammer_TS.pdf: 
“Ved befrielsen i oktober 1944 overtok rektor Axel Borgen stillingen som politimester for en kort tid 
til han i januar 1945 ble avløst av Alf Glad.” 
Babylon® translation: 
“At redemption in October 1944, Axel Borgen took over as chief constable for a short time until he 
was superseded in January 1945 by Alf Glad.” 
From https://lokalhistoriewiki.no/index.php/Alf_Glad_(1904-1997) (translated by Google): 

 
Alf Glad in police uniform, possibly while he was a police agent in Risør 1937-1941 
Alf Glad (born July 19, 1904 in Sem in today Tønsberg , died 6 June 1997) was a lawyer. He served a 
number of places in the country, far was he who magistrate in Orkdal for over 20 years. He was also 
connected with the police on several occasions, including as chief of police in Tønsberg 1945-1946. 
During World War II he served for Norwegian authorities both in England and in Sweden. 
Alf Glad was the son of Professor Kristian Henry Sverre Gladstone (1873-1957) and Elsebeth 
Monsen (1881-1952), and was married in 1931 with Ingrid Dark (1908-1998). 
Glad became a student in 1923 and his law degree. in 1926. He attended the State Police School in 
1929. 
Alf Glad was an associate in Tønsberg 1927-1928, judge at Romsdal sponsor skriveri 1930 to 1931, 
the county attorney in Møre og Romsdal 1931-1936, and Chief Superintendent Risør 1937-1941. 
Glad participated in the campaign in Norway in 1940 but continued afterwards as a police agent 
until he was arrested by German police in 1941 after resistance work. He was released and escaped 
when to Sweden. He attended officer training school in Scotland in 1942. 
Glad was head of department at the Ministry of Defence intelligence office in London from 1942 to 
1943 and Head of the National Police in Sweden in 1944. Recent months before the capitulation 
Glad was acting police chief in Sør-Varanger and war advocate for the liberated Finnmark. 
Glad was acting police chief in Tønsberg 1945 to 1946, acting judge of Agder 1946-47, and Judge 
of Orkdal 1947-1971. 
Alf Glad is buried in Southern Slagen cemetery in Tønsberg . 
From http://lokalhistoriewiki.no/index.php/Kategori:Fotografi_fra_2013: 

http://digitalarkivet.uib.no/tromso/kataloger/Sor-Varanger_politikammer_TS.pdf
https://lokalhistoriewiki.no/index.php/Alf_Glad_(1904-1997)
http://lokalhistoriewiki.no/index.php/Kategori:Fotografi_fra_2013
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From Project Runeberg: 

 
687. Niels Juel RUMMELHOFF. Signed 8 April 1942. London. 

050 
DOB 16.9.1901. Lojtn. Norsk. 
DOB confirmed with the Norwegian Digital Archives. He died on 17 July 1978. 
http://www.bordewick-family.com/family/no/425.htm says that Odd Jensen (who signed this book 

http://www.bordewick-family.com/family/no/425.htm
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on 29 April 1942) had a lifelong friendship with “Niels Rummelhoff - later recognized ear nose 
throat doctor in Oslo.” No further trace found. 
688. Anatoly KOBLOV. Signed 8 April 1942. London. 

050 
DOB 26.9.1910. Rysk. 
First name is either Anatoli or Anatoly. No trace found. 
689. Anatoli EVGRAFOV. Signed 8 April 1942. London. 

050 
DOB 18.10.1913. Rysk. 
First name is either Anatoli or Anatoly. No trace found. 
690. Arne Gudbrand HAUGAN. Signed 8 April 1942. London. 

050 
DOB 10.1.1917. Polis. 
The Bromma departure list misspelt his surname as Haugens. 
From Wikipedia (translated by Google): 
Arne Gudbrand Haugan (born 10 January 1917, died 26 February 1997) was a Norwegian general. 
On 5 January 1973, he was appointed major general in the Army for service as commander of land 
Defence Command North Norway. He had previously been head of department of the Army, Chief 
of the supply base in the Army staff for planning and budget department of the Armed Forces 
Command and had service at the Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe. After training at the 
Military Academy and the Army Staff College, he also studied at the Ecole d'etat in France and the 
National Defence College. Arne Haugan actively participated in the World War 2, partly as a 
lieutenant and commanding officer of Jan Mayen, a large Arctic island belonging to Norway. 
From http://home.online.no/~gestrom/history/nbrigfrm.htm: 
The Norwegian meteorological station on Jan Mayen was evacuated in July 1940 because of 
vulnerability to air attacks. However, as it became obvious that 1) the Germans planned to place 
their own meteorological station on the island, and 2) weather forecasts for the North Atlantic were 
going to be of the highest importance, the British Admiralty decided to reoccupy Jan Mayen. In 
March 1941, Jan Mayen was garrisoned by 11 men from the Iceland Company, commanded by 
Second lieutenant Einar Meidell Hopp. A meteorological station and a radio station was 
established. The garrison remained in place until July 1946, one year after the war ended. 
Commanding officers during the war years were lieutenant Karl Hjelvik, second Lieutenant Kåre 
Hjelseth, captain Kollbjørn Spilhaug, and lieutenant Arne Haugan. The garrison was repeatedly 
subjected to air attacks, but suffered no casualties. Whilst a Lieutenant Colonel, he wrote an article 
entitled The Defense of Norway in Military Review, January 1964. 

http://home.online.no/%7Egestrom/history/nbrigfrm.htm
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691. Einar WERGELAND. Signed 8 April 1942. London. 

050 
DOB 5.2.1910. Insp. Norsk. 
DOB confirmed with the Norwegian Digital Archives. 
He is mentioned in Gerd Vold Hurum’s En kvinne ved navn “Truls”, Wings forlag, 2006. 
He is included in the index to SOE file reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

 
although this might relate to Pal WERGELAND (DOB 23.12.1919) who has an SOE file reference HS 
9/1576/6 in TNA which is closed until 1 January 2020. 
In an email to Trevor Baker dated 19 May 2014, Geoff Ward stated, “There was an Einar Wergeland 
who became a director at Vidar, an insurance company in Oslo. This fits with regard to timing. I 
cannot see anything else but have contacted company so ask for information.” 
In a further email dated 22 May 2014, Geoff stated, “He is listed as an SIS Agent connected with the 
SIGMA station in Oslo. The station was discovered almost immediately by the Gestapo but I haven't 
been able to find out anything more on my first search - will keep this 'pending'. 
692. Jan ZAWORSKI. Signed 8 April 1942. London. 

050 
DOB 20.6.1923. Herr. statslös. 
No trace found other than the LG, 14 October 1952 which published “List of Aliens to whom 
certificates of naturalisation have been granted by the Secretary of State, and whose Oaths of 
Allegiance have been registered in the Home Office during the month of September, 1952. 
Zaworski, Jan Jozef; Poland; Fitter-Mechanic; 38, London Road, Ipswich, Suffolk. 23 August, 1952.” 
693. Knut Helmer NIELSEN. Signed 8 April 1942. London. 

050 
DOB 12.2.1918. Herr. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
No trace found. 
694. Jacob BÖRRESEN. Signed 8 April 1942. London. 

050 
DOB 7.10.1912. Sjokapt. Norsk. 
He might be the son of Admiral Jacob Børresen (1857-1943). 
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From E. Spurgeon Campbell’s Waves Astern, AuthorHouse (29 Nov 2004): 

 

 
The following probably refer to his son, Commodore Jacob Børresen: 

 
From http://www.prio.org/utility/Download.ashx?x=322: 
Research Professor Ola Tunander | Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO), Norway | Short Scholarly 
Biography 1985-2012  

http://www.prio.org/utility/Download.ashx?x=322
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” In Oslo, the Clausewitz seminar was established by future Director of the Norwegian Institute of 
Strategic Studies, Jon Bingen. The Clausewitz seminar was a small study group of scholars such as 
Bingen at the Norwegian International Affairs Institute (NUPI), Anders Kjølberg at the Norwegian 
Defence Research Institute (FFI), Tunander at PRIO and Prof. Arvid Broder-sen, former liaison 
between the Norwegian resistance and the German military opposition; diplomats, Einar 
Ansteensen, former head of the Foreign Ministry’s Policy Planning Staff, Sverre Jervell Deputy Head 
of the same Staff and Bernt Bull, former advisor to the Foreign Minister; and military officers 
including the future Norwegian Chief of Defence, General Sverre Diesen, Chief of Staff, Lieutenant-
General Arne Dalhaug, Captain and naval historian Roald Gjelsten and the former Military Secretary 
to the Minister of Defence and later Chief of the Naval Staff, Commodore Jacob Børresen.” 
…. 
“Above contributions played a significant role for the new Danish Government appointed in-quiry 
on the Danish Cold War history and for its report in four volumes: Danmark under den kalde krig 
(Copenhagen: DIIS, 2005). In a separate article, the co-author of the report, Senior Researcher Frede 
P. Jenssen (Arbejderhistorie, no. 4, 2006), wrote that any contribution to this field of research that 
does not take Tunander’s information and analysis from his 2004 book into account ‘must be 
characterized as irrelevant from a professional point of view’. A similar support was given by the 
co-author of the Norwegian Defence History Jacob Børresen (former Chief of the Norwegian Naval 
Staff) and by Colonel and Docent Pekka Visuri at the Finnish Defence College.” 
From http://atwar.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/02/01/scandinavia-at-
war/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0: 
Scandinavia at War by Walter Gibbs, 1 February 2010 
Norway 
Norway’s center-left government, which once planned a mid-2010 pullout, now insists it is in for 
the long haul. But after repeated personnel cuts the past two decades the Norwegian army is down 
to a single brigade, and a third of it is already in Afghanistan. 
“We are almost breaking our backs trying to maintain the current level of participation,” said Jacob 
Borresen, a retired rear admiral now analyzing military affairs for the Norwegian Institute for 
Strategic Studies. There has been talk of sending back a small, highly decorated special forces unit 
that has already done several tours in Afghanistan, but government officials have discounted the 
idea, preferring to switch focus to civilian development efforts, as befits the land of the Nobel 
Peace Prize. 
A solid plurality of Norwegians favors immediate withdrawal of their troops, according to a recent 
TNS Gallup poll, and each of the five Norwegian fatalities that have occurred since 2001 – most 
recently last Monday – has caused national anguish. Norway’s 500 infantrymen and women in 
Afghanistan are not available for war-zone duty, though they have been aggressive in confronting 
insurgents in northern Faryab Province. 
According to Admiral Borresen, staying put in the north is appropriate given that American forces 
have “behaved like elephants in the glass shop” elsewhere. 
695. Ole Andreas ASLAKSRUD. Signed 8 April 1942. London. 

050 
DOB 19.7.1915. Fänrik. Norsk. 
He was born in Bergsund, Ådal, Buskerud. He died in 1995. 

http://atwar.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/02/01/scandinavia-at-war/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0
http://atwar.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/02/01/scandinavia-at-war/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0
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DOB confirmed with http://www.slektbase.elsrud.com/people/p000002z.htm#I11858. 
In an article about D-Day http://fofo.no/b7zFFBB7Z9S_VTT9xE2N13jIpwJrW5x.ips, he is referred to 
as torpedo officer Lieutenant Ole Andreas Aslaksrud: 

 
KNM Svenners messe to måneder før D-dagen. F.v.: kapteinløytnant og sjef Tore Holther, løytnant 
og nestkommanderende Folke Hauger Johannessen, torpedoinspektør løytnant Thorleif Pettersen, 
torpedooffiser løytnant Ole Andreas Aslaksrud, navigasjonsoffiser løytnant Arne Slettebøe, 
forsyningsoffiser fenrik Hakon Lunde, batterisjef fenrik Bernhardt Samuelsen, asticoffiser fenrik 
Christian Warloe, maskinsjef løytnant Johan Arnesen, artilleriinspektør løytnant Øivind Schau, 
skipslege løytnant Nils B. Koppang, liaisonofficer løytnant Desmond Lloyd (Royal Naval Volunteer 
Reserve) og maskinfenrik Finn Johannessen. Sistnevnte døde D-dagen. 
696. Unknown. Signed 9 April 1942. Holland & Long Beach, California. 

050 
Could this be Dr Jacobus de Beus, a member of the official staff under the direction of the Minister 
for Foreign Affairs in the Netherlands Government-in-Exile in London in December 1942? 
From http://www.historici.nl/Onderzoek/Projecten/BWN/lemmata/bwn4/beus (translated by 
Google): Beus, James Gijsbertus de, diplomat (Batavia (Dutch East Indies) 18-10-1909 - Founex 
(Switzerland) 23-6-1991). Son of William Louis de Beus, agent of the Dutch Trading Company, and 
Johanna Frederika Christina van Kooten. Married 6-9-1935 Maria Geertruida IJssel de 
Schepper. From this marriage was born one daughter. 

 

After his divorce (20-4-1957), he married on 17-8-1960 with Leonore Louise Broussard. The couple 
had no children. de Beus was nine years old when he left India with his parents and older 
sister. After having visited a Christian school he came in 1923 at the Amsterdam Lyceum, where he 
graduated high school-ß achieved in 1928. In the same year he enrolled at Leiden in the law 

http://www.slektbase.elsrud.com/people/p000002z.htm%23I11858
http://fofo.no/b7zFFBB7Z9S_VTT9xE2N13jIpwJrW5x.ips
http://www.historici.nl/Onderzoek/Projecten/BWN/lemmata/bwn4/beus
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school. de Beus was a talented student: as a candidate in 1932 he won the Marburg Competition 
with an essay on the League of Nations Law, and graduating cum laude in 1934 he laid on 10th 
July. The following year he joined after successful exam, joined the diplomatic service. After 
working for some time on the ministry he went in 1936 as embassy attaché to Brussels. This was 
followed from 1938 Copenhagen and Berlin from 1939. Meanwhile he graduated on May 6, 1938 in 
Leiden on the thesis The jurisprudence of the General Claims Commission, United States and Mexico 
under the convention of September 8, 1923. 
After the German invasion of the Netherlands and the breaking of diplomatic relations de Beu lefts, 
with most of the embassy staff, Berlin. 1940 London via Switzerland and not by the Germans 
occupied Paris in June. Here he was initially seconded to the Ministry of Finance. In October 1941 
de Beus returned to his own department, where he was after consular and commercial first have 
represented, in 1942, head of the Office post-war issues. From his hand include a memorandum in 
February 1942 on the policy to be compared to post-war Germany. In it, he advocated an 
interweaving of Germany's political and economic life of the Western European countries. de Beus 
was also secretary of the commission Return Preparation, a committee of the Council of Ministers 
with the task to prepare the legislation of the recovery after the liberation but who gradually also 
became involved. With political issues de Beus himself had already once issues dealing with this 
sort after his arrival in London on his own initiative. Fruit of this is the book published in 1943, the 
rebirth of the kingdom, which he published under the pseudonym 'Boisot. Here he unfolded 
thoughts both in Dutch circles in London and in occupied territory - including the Dutch Union - 
were popular: aversion to far-reaching influence of the political parties, strengthening of public 
authority, including economic. The book also reached the occupied Netherlands, where it is still 
illegal achieved four runs in 1943. A legal edition appeared in 1945. The Prime Minister had Beus PS 
Gerbrandy asked to write a foreword but did not give the impression that he took de Beus' ideas 
on his behalf. This did not prevent early 1943 he appointed him to his secretary. In this role, he 
would exercise two years de Beus was in the centre of the - albeit limited, albeit not inhibited by 
parliament - Dutch power. He owed that position to his ability because he was, as a former minister 
would testify later, ‘one of the best forces’ which the Dutch Government certainly in London. 
In February 1945, de Beus went to the embassy in Washington, where he stayed for two years. After 
placement of two months at the ministry he went to the Permanent Mission to the United Nations 
in New York, in 1949 he became head of the Directorate Far East, stationed in Batavia, and after the 
transfer of sovereignty to Indonesia, Second Deputy High Commissioner in same capital (which was 
called off Jakarta at that time). 
Between 1950 and 1954, de Beus again in Washington, now second man (envoy) at the 
Embassy. This was followed by Ambassador shelves in Karachi from 1954 to 1957, in Moscow from 
1957 to 1960, in Canberra from 1960 to 1963 and at the United Nations in New York from 1964 to 
1967. de Beus was proud that submitted by him and adopted by the Security Council resolution in 
September 1965 led to a cease-fire between India and Pakistan. His career had ended he likes as 
ambassador in Washington, but he got in 1967 the Embassy in Bonn, a less popular, but for the 
Netherlands at least as important post. Here he remained until reaching retirement age in 
1974. Then he was, from 1975 to 1977, with the rank of Assistant Secretary-General, Executive 
Director of the United Nations Fund for Drug Abuse Control, with pitch Geneva. 
In addition to his diplomatic work, de Beus pretty much written. Besides the Rebirth of the 
Kingdom already mentioned by his hand in 1963 in Russia. Snapshots and perspectives, sketches of 
life in the Soviet Union as he had experienced in Moscow during his 
ambassadorship, Tomorrow and in 1977, at the dawn of day. Netherlands three times on the eve of 
war, which he describes his experiences in Germany from 1939-1940, the 1949-1950 Indonesia and 
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Australia from 1960 to 1962. Especially the last part of this book translated in different languages is 
important, for the new light it threw on the crisis to Dutch New Guinea. 
However, de Beus had ambitions that went beyond the diplomatic work and the description of it. In 
1953 in New York The future of the West - in the same year also published in Dutch under the 
title: The Future of the West - a skilful compilation of older works of writers who had dealt with the 
question of whether our civilization against her end was as N. Danilewski, O. Spengler, J. Huizinga, 
A. Toynbee and F. Sorokin. In 1982 we Halen 2000? Appeared The decisive challenge of Western 
civilization, which, although billed as a sequel to the book of 1953, is not much more than a version 
up to date 'put it. 
697. Unknown. Signed 9 April 1942. Nederland. 

050 
Could this be Dr Joannes VERAART, a member of the official staff under the direction of the 
Minister of Justice in the Netherlands Government-in-Exile in London in December 1942? 
From http://www.historici.nl/Onderzoek/Projecten/BWN/lemmata/bwn1/veraart (translated by 
Google): 
Veraart, Johannes Antonius, lawyer and economist (Amsterdam 26-1-1886 - 15-1-1955 
Wassenaar). Son of Johannes Josephus Veraart, agents, and Christina Maria Bernardina 
Röholl. Married to Maria Lucia Henrietta Anna Biermann on 20-5-1913. The couple had three sons 
and three daughters. 

 
After Ignatius College in Amsterdam, studied jurisprudence Veraart from 1904 to 1908 - with 
particular interest in economics - at the University of Amsterdam. In 1910 his PhD 
on Labor followed (Amsterdam, 1910). Then he accepted the teaching municipal HBS in 
Nijmegen. At the age of 23 he was paid propagandist and legal and economic adviser to the Dutch 
Association of Book Printing (NBvB). In contrast to the general economic situation in the 
Netherlands was the printing industry around the turn of the century and beyond bad. There was 
too much competition among themselves and too few good administrative and organizational 
leadership in the business companies. Veraart seemed the right man for this Bond, given his 
dissertation, which he had turned against the competition policy and advocacy could be linked to a 
review of the economic policy. Wages and prices He organized for the ailing busier world's first 
economic business organization where cooperation of employers and employees had to guarantee. 
Maintaining the social and economic order On January 1, 1914 was in this industry a collective 
labor agreement (CAO) introduced the model for many schemes in the country. When Veraart 
wanted to go further and uniform price rates and remediation company advised, disagreement 
arose with the Federation of printer patrons, who only wanted to prevent unfair competition. He 
had to resign in December 1918. 

http://www.historici.nl/Onderzoek/Projecten/BWN/lemmata/bwn1/veraart
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Meanwhile he was appointed in 1914 to a private tutor in Delft in the doctrine of the economic 
organization of employers and employees and the collective bargaining agreements, after which he 
January 1, 1919 was including professor of commercial law, political economy, labor and factory 
legislation and my right. His inaugural address was: Economy and labor in relation to each 
other (Delft, 1919). The social unrest at the end of 1918 seemed Veraart beneficial to develop 
establishing the business organization in the country, first in Catholic circles, than in other 
initiatives. As President of the National Bureau Hanze (Information and Information Centre of the 
Catholic entrepreneurs in small and medium-sized enterprises) he launched the idea of a contact 
committee in January 1919 of Catholic workers' and employers federations. The committee decided 
on a conference to discuss. Plans to business organization On April 8, 1919 had Veraart and Mr. 
LG,Kortenhorst, Secretary Common uses Roman Catholic Employers Association, talks with the 
government, which feared new attempts to revolution. Succeeded Veraart thereon, this 
maintenance fencing to employers and employees to continue the Easter Manifesto of April 19, 
1919 to help bring. Established under pressure This manifesto declared that the Roman Catholic 
Trade Unions and RK Employers, based on solidarity, wanted to come to a Catholic Central Council 
of Companies, to give throughout the Dutch industry the impetus to collective agreements and 
other business arrangements, in the position of workers, economic and legal, had to improve. The 
company announced first Catholic councils conference came on 8 and July 9, 1919 under his 
leadership together. The forced cooperation fell apart in 1922, during the change of the business 
cycle and in the knowledge that the threat of revolution was no longer present. Many Catholic 
solidarity could not bring employers and employees within their own circles. The premise of the 
Easter Manifesto and Veraart been too optimistic: codecision workers in a capitalist economy, with 
clear interests and wage conflicts, would have been difficult to achieve. 
The name of Veraart would continue the construction of the industrial organization (PBO), which he 
in the early 20s the auctor intellectualis and throughout his life has been the stimulator. Connected 
in Netherlands for good He considered himself a student of the JV neothomisten the Great OP and 
J.Th. Beysens, associate professors respectively. Amsterdam and Utrecht and Amsterdam Catholic 
professor AAH Struycken and leveraged the prevailing Catholic social teaching, which went above 
the solidarity of classes. More than deductive PJM Aalberse and the 'Leiden School, wanted Veraart 
constructively fight capitalism and bring the economic purpose in accordance with higher 
standards. Also in response to the idea of class struggle and the nationalization idea of socialism, it 
seemed the business organization, the private ownership of the means of production had 
nominally intact, an alternative to the chaotic capitalism, destructive competition 
allowed. Economic business organization by industry - ie all enterprises in the same branch of 
production, service etc. - was necessary to agree on prices and wages, the relationship between 
employers and employees and their rights and obligations with respect to each agreement. Vera 
Arts economic business organization, with participation of workers in price and other company 
policy was to culminate in the PBO, which the industry bodies of the Dutch state would be the 
regulations for all concerned would receive a binding corporate and working arrangements could 
be issued and corporate and labor law exercised authorized by Constitution and Companies Law. In 
addition, in the plans of the company Veraart organizations caring for the implementation of social 
insurance and the necessary participation rules. Served the state to be involved as little as possible 
at this organization: organizations should govern themselves, that was the thought that Veraart of 
democracy had: limiting the autocracy of capital and of labor, and thus would be mutually enforced 
cooperation strikes unnecessary make. The parliament was so relieved of much work in the social, 
economic and would be able to devote. Better on the other tasks Consumers would have to guard 
against the pricing of this PBO. Using a national consumer council This system Veraart reflected the 
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Catholic doctrine of subsidiarity and reconciliation thought between capital and labor, as it was 
later confirmed in Quadragesimo Anno, the papal encyclical of 1931. 
Veraart has not ceased to defend. His brainchild, the PBO, to the last in numerous articles and 
brochures In the 20s his ideas met with much opposition, even in his own Roman Catholic ranks, 
especially among employers with their secretary Kortenhorst as spokesperson, when it appeared 
that the private property and the power of disposal were the aptitude Veraart than originally 
assumed. about more limited There was resistance from the Socialists, who have not believed in 
that time in reconciliation, is accorded a major role and the unions wanted to keep, and the liberals, 
who still clung to a rigid economic liberalism. Who daily struggle in the early years kept Veraart 
them to write a handbook on the PBO ie to give practical models that convincingly could work. 
Theoretical basis In that same time Veraart was forced to take an active, when it was he failed to 
get. PBO his proposals to the Catholic employers and employees quickly accepted the Catholic 
political part He was simply convinced that he was right in his system. In 1924 Veraart Chairman of 
the Federation 'St. Michael, "that within the RKSP by actions and propaganda, as in the leaf of Max 
Poll, De Morgen, supporters tried to find a new Roman Catholic State Party (RKSP) - the old guard 
had Veraart little chance with his hasty reform plans - with democratized organization, a new 
program, which of course the introduction of the PBO had first place, and a new crew of the 
fraction, which is more representative of the various groups in RKSP should be. This party had in its 
view the reform party on the socio-economic field, no middle party, with reconciliation of left and 
right wing. The unit party of Catholics he put on the trip: it was now, after the completed 
recognition of Catholics in political and social terms, to the emancipation of the groups within the 
Catholic world: the workers, the youth and, in general, the educated laity. In late January the party 
seemed to be a democratic opening. By a reorganization Veraart came with the co-Michaëlist HWE 
Moller in the Chamber. Here he gave full attention to the business organization, but he gradually 
lost contact with the Catholic workers, of whom he considered himself as champion. These could 
not follow him in everything and the Roman Catholic Vakbureau preferred in 1929 delegates from 
own row. Veraart also was too restless to prepare. Difficult compromises in the Chamber, the RKSP 
had not become the party program he had expected. Since 1925 So it was already in 1929 for 
Veraart an end to the Chamber membership, but he remained in other areas politically or socially 
active: to the occupation he was a member of the High Council of Labor and member of the 
Provincial Council of South Holland, a function he had already covered. since 1919 
Unlike many others among the young Catholics, who were disappointed in the effectiveness of the 
parliamentary system in great distress of those days (unemployment), retained Veraart an 
unshakeable faith in democracy and in the solution of the emergency via a control capitalism, 
which he wrote scathing requisitoirs. His solution to the business organization also found when no 
wide acclaim, though he came up with the idea, as in the Plan of Labour (SDAP) was suggested, to 
give the economy again started. Huge bailouts by the government The corporate system - as in 
Italy and Portugal: popular in some Catholic circles - he considered false business organizations, 
the tyranny of the workers had brought. Thus continued Veraart highlight the dangers of 
dictatorships, whether it came from right or left side, and was out of his Jews of the 
Netherlands (Hilversum, 1938) showed that he was not a blind eye to the persecution of the Jews 
across the border. 
After the German invasion, he fled to London, where he was General of the Ministry of War. 
Economic adviser to 1944 He was also chairman of the arbitral tribunal for the Zeeongevallenwet 
and subdistrict in London and also active in the International Christian Union Democracy and co-
founder of the Dutch branch, namely the Catholic State Protection Group in England (Catholic 
Cultural Magazine 1946-1947). Veraart showed himself also when an alert guardian of the 
parliamentary democratic traditions Netherlands - he was an admirer of the British parliamentary 
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system - as soon as he heard of plans of Dutch that stronger authority to designate and after the 
liberation of the Netherlands by the government initially wanted representative body with smaller 
legislature. An article in the London Free Netherlands from August 26, 1944 led to disagreement 
with Prime Minister Gerbrandy, who fired him from his official capacity (Parliamentary Inquiry 
Commission Government Policy 1940-1945, 5c). In response to this collision he wrote in 
London Introduction the Dutch Constitution (London, 1945), intended as a defense of the 
parliamentary system governed by the Constitution. 
Should he live his PBO in a successful draft law took shape and recognition of his pioneering work 
this was his part. Upon his return After bedrijfsradenwet of Verschuur in 1933 and the 
constitutional reform of 1938, was the Law on Business Organization (1950) after the war - after 
temporarily imported under the war, supporting the leader principle of system-Woltersom find a 
good majority. A minister without portfolio, AC de Bruijn, might even specially dedicated to PBO 
Affairs (1952-1956). For the duration of a cabinet The thriving economy and the renewed role of 
the trade union movement (Foundation of Labour), however, had the interest reduced to 'fill' the 
law so that the head member, the Social and Economic Council (SER), an advisory body of the 
government has become and plausible reasons only in agriculture, horticulture and livestock sector 
self-governing properties have emerged. Veraart Crown was the SER (1950-1955). In addition to his 
professorship renewed in Delft, he joined the Federation of Catholic mine officials and miners. The 
Catholic politics let him go, witness his latest pamphlet Miserere of Catholic politics (The Hague, 
1952). Here again he advocated a progressive party, working from the encyclicals, averse to any 
compromise. It was the last praise on their own buildings: the Michael Movement and the PBO. He 
died as a result of a traffic accident in 1955. 
Veraart brought his personal opinion, orally and in writing, always pregnant forward. This and his 
manner, that at some gave the impression of tactlessness, stubbornness and skid resistance, partly 
explain his modest political role. How pretty well as a lawyer and economist, and are familiar with 
many other disciplines, how combative and idealistic, in the unflinching political situation before 
1940, when the triumphalism in RKSP set the tone, he could only remain an outsider and he had to 
settle for a role of professor-publicist, he - endowed with a good pen - held with gusto. Its 
versatility and independent opinions gave rise to many fruitful discussions. Forever is its value as a 
pioneer for the reform of the social structures of his time, for the PBO, the realization has set. His 
patience This gave concrete implementation of Catholic social teaching. 
698. Mr William X FREW. Signed 9 April 1942. 

050 
He was director of the Carnegie Institute from 1943 until his death in 1948. His father was William 
Nimick Frew, who served as the first president of Carnegie Institute from 1896 to 1914, and was a 
friend and trusted business associate of Andrew Carnegie. William X Frew was a lawyer, stock 
broker and an air force captain in World War I. He was an artist of considerable note. He graduated 
from Yale University and took a law course at the University of Pittsburgh. An assistant district 
attorney for three years, he practiced law from 1906 to 1917, when he entered the army. He served 
as vice chairman of the Carnegie Institute and has long been associated with the Carnegie Library. 
From 
http://archives.sps.edu/common/text.asp?Img=8556&Keyword=&Headline=&Author=&SearchMo
de=0: 
Archive Name: Alumni Horae 
Volume 28, Issue 1, Page 37, Obituaries 6 

http://archives.sps.edu/common/text.asp?Img=8556&Keyword=&Headline=&Author=&SearchMode=0
http://archives.sps.edu/common/text.asp?Img=8556&Keyword=&Headline=&Author=&SearchMode=0
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Originally published: Spring 1948 
Obituary: William Frew 
1899-William Frew, president of the Carnegie Institute and chairman of the board of the Carnegie 
Institute of Technology, died of a heart attack at his home in Pittsburgh on January 31, 1948, at the 
age of 66. Mr. Frew was unanimously elected president of the Carnegie Institute in 1943. His father, 
William N. Frew, was the Institute's first head. Shortly after he was named president, the Carnegie 
Corporation announced it would donate no further funds after its last grant of $8,000,000 to the 
Institute, and one of the new president's first duties was to set up and conduct a subscription 
campaign. Previously, Mr. Frew, who was assistant district attorney of Pittsburgh from 1907 to 
1910, had practiced law in Pittsburgh as a member of the firm of Hill, Wight & Frew, which was 
later merged with Moore, Leonard & Lynch. He was also an official of the Union Trust Co. After 
three years at St. Paul's, Mr. Frew entered Yale and was graduated with the class of 1903. He 
received a degree from the University of Pittsburgh Law School three years later. In World War I, he 
served as captain in the aviation section of the Army Signal Corps and executive officer of Selfridge 
Field, Mount Clemens, Mich. Surviving are his widow, the former Margaretta Park, two daughters, 
Mrs. Henry Oliver, Jr., and Mrs. Theodore H. Conderman; a sister, Mrs. Rowland of Plainfield, N. J., 
wife of R. Story Rowland, '02; and five grandchildren. 
From Who's who in Pennsylvania, Albert Nelson Marquis, published by The A.N. Marquis Co., 
Chicago, 1939: 

 
699. Sir Peter Frank TENNANT. Signed 15 April 1942. British Legation, Stockholm. 

051 
DOB 29.11.1910. pressattach. Britt. 
He also signed this book on 6 November 1943. 
HS2/262 SOE Office & Staff Organisation Stockholm has a letter dated 10 January 1944: 
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Under cover as the press attaché at the British Embassy in Stockholm, Tennant worked for SIS, and 
occasionally SOE, in Sweden during World War II. See Blockade Runners, p 275. He was recruited 
into the SOE by its founder, Colonel Sir Charles Hambro as one of its first members. Helped Sefton 
Delmer (the Lord Beaverbrook agent who used to be in contact with Hitler's inner circle) with 
material for his propaganda broadcasts to the German armed forces. Deputy commandant of the 
British sector in Berlin 1950-1952. Went on to become a long time major trade representative for 
the City of London and had a lot of involvement in the negotiations leading up to the 1957 Treaty 
of Rome. Joined Barclays Bank in the City of London as a director and industrial advisor in 1972. 
Chaired some meetings of Le Cercle. Co-organized a fundraising in 1976 with a bunch of Pilgrims 
Society members and leading officers to save Canterbury Cathedral. Joined the board of the 
International Energy Bank in 1981, which financed worldwide oil and gas explorations, starting with 
the United States and Europe. Helped to establish the right-wing political pressure group Policy 
Research Associates. 
See Patrick Salmon’s Britain & Norway in the Second World War, pp. 176 – 185. 
From Roderick Bailey’s Forgotten Voices of the Secret War: An Inside History of Special Operations 
in the Second World War, Ebury Press, 2009: 
“George Binney208 had come over as a representative of Steel Control to buy special steels, ball-
bearings, machine tools and so forth, from Sweden and Norway. He did the rounds and set up an 
office. Then the Norwegian invasion started, and there was George, cut off in Sweden, unable to 
come back even if he'd wanted to, but also unable to ship back supplies. So, as a man of typical 
initiative, he decided he'd break the blockade himself. He went to our minister, Victor Mallet, and 
said, 'What about this?' Mallet said, 'Don't be such an ass. It looks like the war's coming to an end.' 
That was the time, you know, when people were caving in at home, it was very, very dicey. So 
George said, 'Well, as far as I'm concerned, the war's never coming to an end until we've beaten 
them. If they succeed in invading us, we'll have to fight the war from Canada, we shall continue. 
And I am going to start my ships.' George got his ships together. They were partly British, partly 
Norwegian. Then came the question of crews. There were various crews who had come off British 
cargo ships sunk by the Germans in Narvik and they weren't particularly keen to go on such a 
dangerous expedition again. George said, 'All right, we'll see who else can come – Norwegians and 
Swedes,' and he got a mixed crew in the end. They got five ships ready to go, loaded them and put 
explosive charges on board, so that they could sink them if necessary, and then moved from 
                                                 

208 Signed this book on 30 September 1941, 1 December 1941, 14 December 1941 and 18 April 1942 
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Gothenburg up to Brofjord, up the coast, to lie in wait and choose an appropriate moment to go. 
When the right moment came there was a slight snowstorm, George decided to go out and then 
they got through and were met by the Royal Navy, at a certain point in the North Sea, and escorted 
to Kirkwall, with a complete load of supplies, which was a wonderful achievement. It was as much 
as a whole year's supply of steel from Sweden in peacetime. The supplies got down to SKF, the 
Swedish ball bearing factory in Luton, where they were very welcome indeed. George was knighted 
for the achievement. He went to a private dubbing at Buckingham Palace and the King asked him 
to tell him the whole story, which he did. And there the King said, 'You know, there are a lot of 
remarkable people who I can't decorate or thank in any way because they're really neutrals, but 
they're taking part in this.'” Peter Tennant, Section D and SOE officer, Sweden 
“I went to Stockholm with the object of seeing what could be done to cause trouble to the 
Germans in various ways from this neutral outpost. The briefing was really rather vague because it 
wasn't quite known what could be done. One chap, a former Unilever colleague of mine, had tried 
to do something early in the war and had been caught by the Swedes and put in prison. He hadn't 
been a member of the legation staff, as I would be. I was appointed a clerk to the naval attaché, 
that was my cover, which wasn't a very good cover, but that's what I was told and off I went, and I 
found there an extremely good and very lively-minded SOE base. There was a man called Peter 
Tennant, the press attaché, who was the inspiration for a good deal of it. There was an extremely 
able man called Turnbull who was working into Denmark and there was a Norwegian section, too, 
which was a very active one indeed because they were able to get people across the land frontier 
between Sweden and Norway.” Major Henry Threlfall209, SOE officer, Stockholm 
“When I arrived I had no idea what a press attaché was supposed to do. Nobody told me what to 
do so I had to find out. Obviously I'd got to try and influence opinion so I met the people who 
could influence opinion in both directions. One of the ones who influenced Swedish opinion in the 
German direction was the Swedish explorer Sven Hedin. He was a remarkable explorer, a Jew, and 
he had been decorated by the Kaiser, by Hitler, and had honorary doctorates from every German 
university you could think of. I thought, well, I really must meet this man and see what it is that 
makes a Jew kick in this direction, so I went and had tea with him one day with his two old sisters 
who ran a flower shop beneath their flat. And there was this little pear-shaped man who really 
looked like a professor or a country chemist or some worthy little character like that: little 
moustache and pince-nez spectacles. We went over the whole thing and he said, 'I suppose you've 
come to ask for my good offices in making peace.' I said, 'Nothing in the world would ever 
persuade me to ask for your good offices. I've come to find out what you think and how you can 
possibly be a pro-Nazi Jew.' He said, 'My friend Goering is very pro-Jewish and I can tell you that 
we have a great plan for a Jewish home in the empty quarter of Arabia. It's all ready.' I said, 'Have 
you asked the Arabs about this?' He said, 'That's all been fixed. Don't you worry about that. 
Germans don't do things that are not properly planned.' I said, 'How very interesting this all is. So 
you're convinced that the British are going to lose the war?' 'Oh, yes, obviously. I'm sorry about it 
but that's what's going to happen.' I said, 'Well, I bet you we won't. I bet you five pounds.' He said, 
'I'll take you on. How very British to be so sporting.' So I bet him five pounds and we never met 
again. Peter Tennant, SOE officer, Stockholm 
“I had a wonderful character called Wilfred Latham210 as my No.2 and expert for radio stuff, he'd 
been a rubber planter in Malaya and was sent out to me to help with SOE. And one adventure we 
had with the Swedish police was when I got very annoyed with the way in which the legation was 

                                                 
209 Signed this book on 10 August 1942 
210 Signed this book on 18 September 1942 and 21 April 1943 
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being watched by the security service. We had a barn on the other side of the road overlooking the 
legation and they used to go and hide there, or walk up and down disguised as nursemaids with 
prams and so forth, wearing policemen's boots. It was the most ridiculous charade. So I said to 
Wilfred one day, 'I tell you what we're going to do, we're going to photograph these chaps. I want 
you to go round the back, take them by surprise, photograph the lot and get back here with the 
film.' So he said, 'Fine,' and he did it. They tried to catch him and seize the camera, he got back to 
me, we got the most wonderful photographs of these fellows and I went straight down town with 
the film to the press. The press was delighted because I told them that this was the Gestapo, not 
the Swedes, watching the British Legation. Well, I got this into the papers and it came out as a 
bombshell. As I was walking back from town, I suddenly saw the French military attaché's little 
Citroen being driven in a very erratic way towards me and in it was my minister, Victor Mallet – he 
was a very bad driver – purple-faced. He saw me and stopped and said, 'Peter, what have you done 
now? You've gone and compromised me. Go straight back to the legation and stay in your office 
until I come back. Günther has asked to see me.' Günther was the Swedish Foreign Minister who 
was the wettest of the wet. About an hour later, Reggie Sutton-Pratt211, our military attaché, rang 
up and said, 'We're all having drinks next door. Victor wants you to come round and see him. 
You're not being fired this time.' The residence was just round the corner from the office and I went 
round and there was Victor, who had this way of losing his temper with me and then patting me on 
the back and saying, 'Dear old chap, sorry about that.' He said, 'Look here, I'm terribly sorry about 
this. You were right, it was Günther who was red in the face this time. He told me that these people 
you photographed were not the Gestapo at all, they were the Swedish secret police. It's an absolute 
disgrace.' I said, 'Of course it's a disgrace.' Well, Günther had said he'd seen the head of the police, 
he'd told them to call them off and that it must never happen again, and we avoided the secret 
police after that.” Peter Tennant, SOE officer, Stockholm 
“Some of the pamphlets we managed to distribute on the Swedish railways, on transit trains to 
Norway, for the German troops, were fake copies of Nostradamus's prophecies, seed catalogues 
and so forth, inside which were instructions as to how to fake various illnesses which would make it 
possible for you to escape service on the Russian front. These were very popular. Also we had 
itching powder which we distributed to the laundry ladies in the Grand Hotel, where all the German 
delegations used to stay, so as to make life difficult for them – it was put in their underclothes and 
on their lavatories. And then the girls in our office did some enterprising things by collecting 
French letters, which were neatly packed in German Army packaging, and filling them with itching 
powder and packing them back again and then getting them nicely distributed back through the 
German Army. The black propaganda we produced was quite considerable. There was a whole 
series of German stamps with Himmler's head on, which, with the help of various German refugees 
and some fifty thousand addresses, we smuggled back into Germany. It was thought that this 
would have a serious effect on Hitler's carpet-biting propensities. The great thing I always thought 
with SOE was that you could make use of opportunities. There was no point in having too fixed 
plans, leave plenty of initiative to people to do things their own way. I tried to get SOE to invent a 
bomb, which you could insert into a piece of iron ore, which would then set the thing alight or 
blow it up after so many bumps from loading from a ship, but this proved absolutely impossible. 
So I said, 'Well now, instead of actually trying to do it, let's pretend we've done it and sell the 
blueprints and part of the bombs to the Germans.' So we were able to induce them to take an 
interest in this and they bought the blueprints and little pieces of evidence of the bomb, which 
were quite insufficient. I think it was for some dramatic sum, about 200,000 kronor, which paid for a 
lot of SOE activities at that time.” Peter Tennant, SOE officer, Stockholm 

                                                 
211 Signed this book on 23 September 1941 
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From HS2/262 SOE Office & Staff Organisation Stockholm: 

 
The use of “his” yacht crops up in various books and is mentioned by some of the survivors of HMS 
Hunter who spent time in Stockholm (and signed this book). 

 
700. Sir Cecil Cuthbert PARROTT (29 January 1909 - 23 June 1984). Signed 15 April 1942. 
British Legation, Stockholm. 

051 
DOB 29.1.1909. sekr. Britt. 
He also signed this book on 31 May 1943. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cecil_Parrott: 
He was a British diplomat, translator, writer and scholar. After studies at Peterhouse, Cambridge, he 
became a teacher. He joined the Foreign Office in 1939. His diplomatic career culminated with his 
posting to Prague, where he was the British Ambassador from 1960 to 1966. 
On retiring from the Foreign Office, he became first Professor of Russian and Soviet Studies and 
later Professor of Central and South-Eastern European Studies and Director of the Comenius Centre 
at the University of Lancaster. 
Parrott is best-known for his translation of Jaroslav Hašek's The Good Soldier Švejk212. He translated 
some of Hašek’s short stories, The Red Commissar. 

                                                 
212 See http://jacketmagazine.com/40/sadlon-woods.shtml for an interesting discussion about this 
translation versus a new one in 2002. This includes: On the point of his English, Jasper Parrott, Sir Cecil’s 
son recently wrote of his father’s labours: “He spent therefore many hours savouring and trying out all 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cecil_Parrott
http://jacketmagazine.com/40/sadlon-woods.shtml
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He wrote two autobiographical volumes, The Tightrope and The Serpent and The Nightingale as well 
as his biography of Hašek, The Bad Bohemian. 

 
Sir Cecil Cuthbert Parrott by Walter Bird; bromide print, 1966 © National Portrait Gallery, London 
From http://www.radio.cz/en/section/one-on-one/jan-culik-part-one: 
“I'll tell you another - it's only an example - very brief story. Sir Cecil Parrott, British ambassador to 
Czechoslovakia in 1968 and a great lover of Czech culture, he translated Jaroslav Hasek's The Good 
Soldier Svejk into English, wrote various books about Svejk, did programmes about Voskovec and 
Werich's Liberated Theatre from the 30s for the BBC. Because he loved local culture, the regime 
rewarded him by hating him. In about '75, when the hysteria about the Prague Spring and all those 
reformist years was at its highest, there was an exhibition in the Lenin Centre here in Prague, Non 
pasaran. Cecil Parrott came here on an official visit from Britain, and there was a whole section of 
that exhibition devoted to the arch enemy of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, the CIA-MI5 spy 
Sir Cecil Parrott, with photographs of how he was liaising. Well, he went to see it and had a picture 
of himself taken in front of those panels. As a local person you would have thought, oh this person, 
if the regime got hold of him he would be in prison. No, it was only for local consumption.” Jan 
Culik, senior lecturer in Czech at the Slavonic Studies department at Glasgow University's School of 
Modern Languages and Cultures. He is also well known here in the Czech Republic as a political 
commentator and the man behind the Britske listy website. In this, the first of a two-part interview, 
Jan Culik talks about his studies at Prague's Charles University, his translator father, his brief time at 
Radio Prague, and how he ended up in Glasgow. 
From The Gettysburg Times, 27 June 1984: 

                                                 
sorts of different vulgarities and even obscenities a curious occupation for someone who was otherwise 
highly disapproving of the lazy argot of the times.” Also see http://anabase-en.blogspot.co.uk/ 

http://www.radio.cz/en/section/one-on-one/jan-culik-part-one
http://anabase-en.blogspot.co.uk/
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From 
http://www.naxos.com/mainsite/blurbs_reviews.asp?item_code=NA691312&catNum=NA691312&fi
letype=About%20this%20Recording&language=English: 
Sir Cecil Parrott and Czechoslovakia by Jasper Parrott 
It was in 1966 that Penguin first asked Sir Cecil Parrott whether he would be prepared to produce a 
complete translation of Jaroslav Hašek’s great classic The Good Soldier Švejk, which had first 
appeared in Czech in 1923. This was to replace the much shortened first English version by Paul 
Selver, which had appeared in 1930. 
Sir Cecil was ideally placed to interpret this Czech work to an English-speaking readership. A 
proficient linguist who could speak Serbo-Croat, Russian and Czech, Sir Cecil was deeply imbued 
with Slav history, literature and music. 
In his twenties he gained a unique insight into the royal court at Belgrade when he was appointed 
tutor to Prince Peter of Yugoslavia. During the war he employed many Eastern European refugees 
in a press-reading bureau he set up in Stockholm, which analysed newspapers from countries 
occupied by Germany. 
In 1945 he joined the British Foreign Office and was appointed to Prague as Press and Cultural 
attaché, leaving in 1948 on the Communist takeover. In 1955 he was appointed Minister and 
Charge d’affaires in Moscow, two years after the death of Stalin, and in a period when there was a 
short-lived but remarkable opening-up of the Soviet Union to contacts with the West—soon to be 
frozen again as a consequence of the repression of the Hungarian Revolution by Soviet troops in 
1956. 
This period of relative openness was perfectly suited to Sir Cecil, who revelled in the increased 
access to musicians and artists, and to the visits by Western orchestras, composers and theatre and 
dance companies. With his excellent Russian, which was also shared by his wife Ellen, he took the 
opportunity to travel extensively in European Russia, visiting and photographing the great cities of 
Vologda and Ryazan, and the Crimea. But he also experienced the senselessness of Soviet control: 

http://www.naxos.com/mainsite/blurbs_reviews.asp?item_code=NA691312&catNum=NA691312&filetype=About%20this%20Recording&language=English
http://www.naxos.com/mainsite/blurbs_reviews.asp?item_code=NA691312&catNum=NA691312&filetype=About%20this%20Recording&language=English
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the bugging and spying; the constant secret police escorts; and the occasional ‘spontaneous’ anti-
Western demonstrations, some of them aggressive and even frightening. 
This experience of totalitarian bureaucracy informed his reading when it came to revisiting The 
Good Soldier Švejk, Jaroslav Hašek’s anarchist satire on the Austro-Hungarian Empire. In 1960 Sir 
Cecil was appointed Ambassador to Czechoslovakia—a country, under Antonín Novotný, still in the 
grip of the Cold War and slavishly subservient to Moscow. Memories of the show-trials and 
executions of Rudolf Slánský and others—the local imitations of the great Stalinist purges—were 
still recent, and the country seemed doomed to be forever frozen in a permafrost of political and 
social stagnation. 
Below the surface, however, there were still strong traces of the old Austro-Hungarian and even 
Hitlerian bureaucracies, and so, every now and then, the shadow of Švejk would re-emerge. 
Ironically, the book was freely available and indeed much read in Communist Czechoslovakia, 
perhaps because the authorities thought that its mockery of the old regime was somehow helpful 
propaganda in support of the ruthless destruction of the Masarykan democracy. Instead Švejk, with 
his naive anarchism and slavish wish to please those in authority, was treasured by those who could 
see how much of the book still applied to the stupefyingly oppressive bureaucracy of the 
Communists. 
But by 1962, partly because of economic stagnation, Novotný felt obliged to make some largely 
cosmetic changes—especially in order to placate the Slovaks—and in due course the voices of 
younger, more reform-minded people began to have some influence and credibility. Of these, 
Alexander Dubček became the most prominent, and in early 1968 he replaced Novotný as First 
Secretary of the Party, soon ushering in the reforms which established the first principles of the 
Prague Spring. 
Old rigidities were eased, the power of the secret police was restrained, and some degree of open 
and critical commentary was tolerated in the press and in broadcasting. Sir Cecil—with his excellent 
Czech and his profound knowledge of and interest in Czech and Slovak literature, music, film and 
the arts in general—revelled in the first timid signs of this re-awakening, and was ideally placed to 
report on them to the Foreign Office in London. The beautiful, baroque Thun-Hohenstein Palace, 
the home of the British Embassy, became the meeting place for artists and intellectuals starved for 
so long of contact with their counterparts in the West, a process much enhanced by Sir Cecil’s 
efforts to bring from the UK to Prague the widest selection of writers, musicians, artists, scientists, 
politicians and union leaders. 
In 1966, after an unusually long tenure as Ambassador in Prague, Sir Cecil took early retirement, 
having accepted an invitation from the University of Lancaster to set up a new Russian and Slav 
Department. This was a task he undertook with enormous energy and dedication, building up 
around him a formidable team of scholars and experts drawn from different backgrounds and 
representing many different Eastern European countries. In August 1968 he took his car to Prague 
to meet up with colleagues and friends, and also to stock up the department’s library. But only a 
few days after his arrival he was awakened by the sound of incoming Soviet aircraft bringing troops 
to occupy the key buildings, including government and media offices, while at the same time 
putting Dubček and the other leading reformers under house arrest. 
Sir Cecil shared those days of disillusion and despair with much anger and emotion, and went 
himself to Vaclavsky Square to remonstrate with the Soviet tank drivers and commanders as they 
sat impassively in their vehicles of occupation. The treachery and brutality of the Soviet suppression 
of this attempt at Socialism with a human face (and we should remember the waves of 
rebelliousness and demands for a more Socialistic society which spread rapidly throughout the 
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West and in Japan during the same year) had a profound effect on Sir Cecil, and from then on he 
largely turned his back on any further involvement with Russian studies. 
Instead, with the agreement of the University, he converted the faculty into a Department of 
Eastern European Studies, setting up the Comenius Centre after the great sixteenth-century Czech 
humanist Jan Amos Komenský (Comenius is the anglicized version of his name) and concentrated 
until his retirement on Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Hungary and Poland. 
The invitation from Penguin to make the first complete and bowdlerised translation of The Good 
Soldier Švejk absorbed him for three years, and he was fortunate to have around him in his 
department Czech colleagues with whom he could discuss the finer points of Hašek’s rich and 
often ribald language. He became much absorbed with the problems of translating the special 
linguistic character of the Czech versions of Austro-Hungarian military and bureaucratic speech, 
seeking to find equivalents which would be understandable to modern readers while at the same 
time retaining a degree of ‘period’ atmosphere, as might be required in an English novel portraying 
ordinary speech during the First World War. 
He spent therefore many hours savouring and trying out all sorts of different vulgarities and even 
obscenities, a curious occupation for someone who was otherwise highly disapproving of the lazy 
argot of the times. The translation was very well received and became immediately the standard 
translation throughout the English-speaking world. 
Today, forty years after its completion, it still sells steadily in all international markets, and this fine 
abridgement by Naxos Audiobooks further reconfirms its longevity. Following on from Švejk and 
the interest it aroused, Sir Cecil was commissioned to write a biography of Hašek—a life in some 
ways as bizarre as the pranks and adventures of Švejk himself—which was published under the title 
The Bad Bohemian. There followed further translations of some of Hašek’s short stories, as well as 
many broadcasts and articles, even though Sir Cecil also found time for a large output of books 
and general writings about a wide range of literary and musical topics connected with Eastern 
Europe and Russia. 
By the time of his premature death in 1984 Sir Cecil had indeed served Jaroslav Hašek and his 
creation The Good Soldier Švejk remarkably well. Even if the Austro-Hungarian Empire, at which we 
can laugh through Švejk’s simplistic attitudes, is long gone, and the Hitlerian and Communist 
systems are also thoroughly eclipsed, this fine translation can still remind us that the next ruthless 
and authoritarian system may still be somewhere around the corner—and that humour and satire 
may still be among the best defences against it. 
701. Rakel SEWERIIN née Solberg (26 June 1906 – 17 September 1995). Signed 15 April 
1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

051 
DOB 26.6.1906. fru. Norsk. 
She was a Norwegian politician for the Labour Party. She was the Norwegian Minister of Social 
Affairs from 1953 to 1955. 
She was born in Hof as a daughter of Casper Fredrik Solberg (1870–1932) and Zefra Eliagna 
Natterstad (1871–1949). She grew up in Eidsfoss, where her father managed Eidsfoss Station. Her 
mother was a hotelier. She commenced her studies in 1926, and took courses as a stenographer in 
1927 and 1928. From 1929 she worked as a stenographer, in 1942 she left Norway due to World 
War II. She and her husband had been active members of the Norwegian resistance movement, 
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among others starting the illegal newspaper Fri Fagbevegelse. She continued her work abroad, as a 
stenographer for the exiled Norwegian High Command in London. She was also a member of the 
program council of the exiled part of the Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation, from 1943 to 1945. 
Seweriin had been a member of Oslo city council from 1937 until the war broke out, and also 
served briefly in 1945. She was the deputy leader of the Workers' Youth League from 1937 to 1946. 
After the war, she was a member of the Labour Party secretariat for women from 1945 to 1971. 
From 1953 to 1963, she chaired the secretariat, and was a member of the Labour Party's central 
committee. She was elected as a member of the Parliament of Norway in 1945 from the 
constituency Oslo, and was re-elected in 1949, 1953, 1957, 1961 and 1965. On 2 November 1953, 
she temporarily stepped out of parliament as she became Minister of Social Affairs in Torp's 
Cabinet. She had worked with social policy as a parliamentarian, but in an interview with Trond 
Nordby she confessed to having lacked a clear purpose with her position as Minister of Social 
Affairs. Legislative work in the ministry slowed down, and as leader of the ministry she was clearly 
dominated by the bureaucrat staff, especially Karl Evang. She continued as Minister of Social Affairs 
until 1 August 1955, a few months after the formation of Gerhardsen's Third Cabinet. During this 
time, her seat in parliament was filled by Hjalmar Larsen, Aase Lionæs and Gunnar Alf Larsen. When 
she stepped down in 1969, her time of 24 years as a parliament member was a record for a woman 
in Norway. 
Seweriin was also a member of the board of the Norwegian Directorate of Labour from 1947 to 
1953 and 1955 to 1967, and of the Norwegian National Opera from 1957. She was a member of 
several public committees, among others commenting on existing laws. From 1963 to 1971 she 
chaired Landslaget for språklig samling. 
Rakel Seweriin was married twice, first to teacher, journalist and writer Ernst Samuel Sørensen 
(1903–1972), then, from 1937, to physician Alf Christian Seweriin (1909–1961) who signed this 
book on 27 May 1942. She died in September 1995 in Oslo. 
702. Georg Mauritz WILLARD. Signed 15 April 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

051 
DOB 11.1.1920. stud. Norsk. No trace found. Someone named Edward Augustus WILLARD with no 
known DOB has an SOE file, reference HS 9/1594/6, in TNA which is closed until 1 January 2031. 
703. Wladyslaw KOHUTNICKI. Signed 15 April 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

051 
DOB 15.10.1919. stud. 
Polsk. On 6th of March 2013, Ambassador Jan Borkowski decorated Mr. Władysław Kohutnicki, 
veteran of the 1st Armoured Division of gen. Stanislaw Maczek has been promoted to a rank of 
major (ret.) of the Polish Armed Forces by the Minister of National Defense. This decision has been 
given to him by the Defense, Military, Naval and Air Attaché col. Dariusz Waryszewski. 
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704. Jan KANLOWSKI. Signed 15 April 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

051 
DOB 26.9.1923. stud. Polsk. No trace found. 
705. Albert EXLER. Signed 15 April 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

051 
DOB 4.7.1910. red. tjeckisk. 
Albert Exler was Sudeten German and served two months at detachment Sisu, Finland. According 
to http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/cgi-bin/German/German-
idx?type=turn&id=German.BrechtYearbook022&entity=German.BrechtYearbook022.p0131&isize=t
ext, Albert Exler, a Sudeten-German journalist, was an occasional visitor to Bertolt Brecht (10 
February 1898 – 14 August 1956), a German poet, playwright, and theatre director. Around this 
time, Finland's state police received the so-called Olmuitz Report on German refugees, in which 
Exler was characterized as "of Social Democrat persuasion but lacking any solid political view or 
training." When, in March 1945, Erna Haberzettl received a secret message that Albert Exler was in 
danger from the Gestapo and should not be forwarded via Vienna to Switzerland, she committed 
suicide in Vienna Türkenschanzpark so as not to betray him. See Women of Prague: Ethnic Diversity 
and Social Change from the Eighteenth Century to the Present, Berghahn Books, 1995 by Wilma A 
Iggers. Albert Exler wrote German Resistance in Scandinavia: A rescue attempt of death, Seelig, 1966. 
706. Hilda Aminda HAUGEN. Signed 15 April 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

051 
DOB 22.7.1895. fru. Norsk. No trace found. 
707. Otto Erik Johannes LAWAETZ. Signed 15 April 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

051 
DOB 27.12.1918. lantbruk. Dansk. 
His file, reference HS 9/896/2, is in TNA and is closed until 1 January 2020. He is included in the 
index to SOE file reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

 

http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/cgi-bin/German/German-idx?type=turn&id=German.BrechtYearbook022&entity=German.BrechtYearbook022.p0131&isize=text
http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/cgi-bin/German/German-idx?type=turn&id=German.BrechtYearbook022&entity=German.BrechtYearbook022.p0131&isize=text
http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/cgi-bin/German/German-idx?type=turn&id=German.BrechtYearbook022&entity=German.BrechtYearbook022.p0131&isize=text
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His DOB confirmed with http://www.roskildehistorie.dk/stamtavler/andre/Lawaetz.htm, which gives 
his DOD as 9 January 1969: 

 
708. Tammo SMIT. Signed 15 April 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

051 
DOB 11.6.1922. sjoman. holl. No trace found. 
709. Bertil Olaf L KRISTIANSEN. Signed 15 April 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

051 
DOB 9.2.1921. stud. Norsk. 
He is mentioned in Gerd Vold Hurum’s En kvinne ved navn “Truls”, Wings forlag, 2006. SOE agents 
with the same DOB are Gunnar Fredrik BERG (HS 9/132/3); Audrey BOLANDER (HS 9/173/7); and 
Josef LEITNER aka John SEIPL (HS 9/910/7). 
710. Trond Evald THORESEN. Signed 15 April 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

051 
DOB 12.7.1920. Elektr. Norsk. 
Killed on 10 February 1943: Uredd, submarine, mined off Norwegian coast near Bodø, 32 
Norwegian crew, three British and seven agents due to be landed in Norway all lost. Believed 
mined about the 10 February. HMS P41 was a Royal Navy U-class submarine built by Vickers-
Armstrong. She was transferred to the exiled Royal Norwegian Navy before completion and 
renamed HNoMS Uredd. She and one of the B Class in 1940 have so far been the only Norwegian 
submarine to have been sunk. She was transferred to Norwegian command on 7 December 1941. 
She served mostly as a patrol craft off the coast of Nazi-occupied Norway, eventually completing a 
total of seven successful missions for the Royal Norwegian Navy, sinking several German ships. She 
was destroyed by a minefield in February 1943. In February 1943 she was assigned, under the 
presumed command of Rolf Q. Røren, to drop off five Kompani Linge Special Agents at Bodø as 
part of Operation Seagull - and then proceed to Senja to pick up two French submariners that had 
been left behind by the Junon. In 1985, HNoMS Tana discovered the wreckage of the Uredd 
southwest of Fugløyvær and confirmed that she had hit a German minefield laid by the German 
minelayer Cobra - killing 34 crew and six Special Agents. The following year, King Olav V unveiled a 
memorial to those lost aboard the Uredd, located in Grensen. The wreck is officially a war grave. 
The Special Ops Agents were Cpl. Sverre Granlund (who signed this book on 18 April 1942) - had 
served as a commando during Operation Musketoon; Sgt. Thorlief Daniel Grong; Lt. Per Getz; Pte. 
Eivind Dahl Eriksen; Pte. Hans Rohde Hansen (who signed this book on 5 May 1942); and Tobias 
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Skog. Notable events involving Uredd include: 28 Jan 1942 - Uredd was part of the 9th Submarine 
Flotilla based at Dundee, Scotland from 28 January 1942 to February 1943; 18 Oct 1942 - HNoMS 
Uredd (Lt. Rören) torpedoes and heavy damages the German transport ship Libau (3663 GRT, 
former Soviet Kaganovitch) off the Norwegian coast in position 67º00'N, 12º46'E. The Libau was 
beached but was declared a total loss; 17 Jan 1943 - While on patrol off Stadtlandet HNoMS Uredd 
(Lt. Røren) at 1356 hours fired a salvo of 4 torpedoes at German S-boot tender Adolf Lüderitz but 
all torpedoes missed their target. 
711. Kristoffer Elias WICK. Signed 15 April 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

051 
DOB 6.6.1918. motorman. Norsk. 
He died on 20 December 1993 in Bergen. DOB confirmed with 
http://victor.sinside.net/alle/fam00460.htm. 
According to http://www.uboat.net/allies/merchants/crews/person/46373.html, he was an able 
seaman/gunner on Motor tanker Bello, which was attacked by U-610 on 16 December 1942. At 
08.36 and 08.38 hours on 16 Dec, 1942, U-610 fired two spreads of two torpedoes at the convoy 
ON-153 and observed two hits on a first tanker that sank burning in 4 minutes and a hit with a 
column of fire on another tanker. The Bello was sunk and the Regent Lion damaged. The Bello 
(Master Trygve Bernt) in station #104 was hit on the starboard side by two torpedoes in the engine 
room. The ship sank by the stern and sank within a few minutes, leaving no time to launch the 
lifeboat so the survivors were forced to jump overboard and to swim to three rafts and an 
overturned boat. After about an hour, the master and six survivors were picked up by the HMS Pink 
(K 137) which unsuccessfully searched for more survivors until daylight and then rejoined the 
convoy. 28 Norwegian and five British crew members were lost. The survivors were landed in St. 
Johns on 29 December. Kristoffer Wick was one of the seven survivors of a complement of 40. 
From http://www.warsailors.com/singleships/bello.html: 
The official report on the sinking of Bello states she was chartered to British Tanker Co. at the time 
of loss and says a 3rd torpedo was also fired, but missed and was believed to have struck the 
British Regent Lion, sailing on Bello's port side (this ship is listed in station 83 on the convoy 
document, Bello was in station 104. Regent Lion was damaged by U-610, later salvaged and in the 
U.K. at the time the report was written, Febr. 6-1943). The time of attack is given as 07:20 GMT in 
this report, and position 53 N 27W, 550 - 575 miles west of Cape Clear, in stormy weather with 
heavy seas. The report adds that Bello had a complement of 40, 33 of whom were missing. 
Nortraships flåte agrees with the time 05:20 given in the 2nd mate's account below, which appears 
to be ship's time. The maritime hearings were held in St. John's on Dec. 31-1942. The following 
were present: Captain Bernt, 1st Mate Moen, Able Seaman/Gunner Wick (at the wheel when Bello 
was torpedoed; he was rescued from the capsized lifeboat), and Able Seaman Wisnes (on lookout - 
rescued while holding on to a door, being the first one to be picked up by the corvette). According 
to an article found in "Krigsseileren" No. 4 for 1992 (also written by 2nd Mate R. K. Pedersen), the 
torpedo hit in the engine room at 05:20 while he was asleep. He ran up on deck where he found 
the 1st mate, the captain and a few others attempting to launch the lifeboat amidships. This boat 
had gotten stuck so they were all ordered to the rafts, but he was knocked overboard by the seas, 
though was able to get himself to the surface and on to a nearby raft, together with the captain (he 
says they were the only two on this raft). He says that a heavy storm lasting for several days 
resulted in Pink starting to run out of bunkers while waiting for the weather to improve, so she had 

http://victor.sinside.net/alle/fam00460.htm
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to head for the nearest port, Ponta del Gada, the Azores, arriving there on Dec. 22, before 
continuing west to St. John's, N.F., landing Bello's survivors there on Dec. 29. Pedersen says the 
reason Bello sank so quickly was the fact that she had a lot of ballast due to the storm forecasts. He 
does not mention a 2nd torpedo, nor does he give details on whether any other survivors joined 
the two on the raft later. 
712. Captain Anders Jensen HOEGH (1920 – 1989). Signed 15 April 1942. Norwegian 
Legation. 

051 
DOB 2.8.1920. jur.stud. norsk. 
He was a Norwegian fighter pilot trained in Little Norway. He was stationed at the airbase North 
Weald in England. After the war, he was attached to the Air Force and has several military awards. 
For 20 years, he was secretary general of the Norwegian Aero Club, was an honorary member and 
NAKs awarded the gold medal in 1987 and NAKs silver medal in 1971. He was active in Oslo Flying 
Club and had a private pilot certificate nr.376. Hoegh ran the family nursery "Høegh's Nursery" on 
Økern in Oslo with several florists. He was the father of Anne Lise Hoegh, a Norwegian politician. 
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From the Rognes Organisation file, reference HS 2/228, in TNA: 
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713. Sören Christian SOMMERFELT. Signed 15 April 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

051 
DOB 2.7.1916. ekon.kand. norsk. 

  
He was a member of Party 26X. See entry for Per Wexels who signed this book on 30 December 
1941. 
Email dated 30 January 2013 from Geoff Ward to Trevor Baker: 
“Norwegian diplomat, escaped from Norway to Sweden and via Trans-Siberian Railway, Pacific 
Ocean, and USA to London. He was attaché at the Norwegian Legation 1940-42 and private 
secretary to Trygve Lie 1942-44. With United Nations (UNRRA) 1946-46.” 
714. Odd Thorlief LEHNE. Signed 15 April 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

052 
DOB 23.6.1918. radiotekn. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. No further trace found. 
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715. Ole Erling RANDERS-PEHRSON. Signed 15 April 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

052 
DOB 9.1.1902. sekr. Norsk. 
The LG, 14 April 1944 announced that Mr. Ole Randers-Pehrson is under the direction of the 
Minister of Social Welfare in the Norwegian Government-in-exile with effect from 24 July 1942. 
716. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] John Gordon CANSDALE (45377). Signed 
15 April 1942. 48 Squadron, Wick. 

052 
Although his promotion to Flight Lieutenant with effect from 26 February 1953 was announced in 
the LG, 2 April 1943, No 48 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for April 1942 lists him as a Flight 
Lieutenant: 

 
He is listed in several editions of the LG. 
717. Pilot Officer James Geoffrey SPIBY (109927). Signed 15 April 1942. 48 Squadron, 
Wick. 

052 
The LG, 27 January 1942 announced his appointment in the RAFVR with effect from 29 September 
1941. 
718. John Bonar DUNLOP (1916 – 1992). Signed 18 April 1942. New Zealand House, 
Strand, London. 

052 
DOB stud. Engelsk. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Sculptor. Born 1916. See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who 
signed this book on 15 October 1941. Dunlop was a rugby man and an artist. Born in Dunedin, 
New Zealand, he gained a close knowledge of the game in his childhood, which he later developed 
into striking sculptures. In 1975, while watching a rugby match, he suddenly gained inspiration for 
sculpting rugby forms. The lineout caught his artistic eye and that very same evening he made his 
first rugby sculpture. From then on, he viewed the game both as a sculptor and as a player. “I work 
in a manner which makes no concessions to trends or to self-conscious idiom. You may say art for 
rugby's sake!” (Bonar Dunlop, 1975). He often declared to journalists that he wanted to “awaken 
interest in sculpture among a public probably not previously concerned with 3D representation”. 
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719. Vassili MITROFANOV. Signed 18 April 1942. Moscow. 

052 
DOB 27.12.1901. kurir. Rysk. 
He was a cook on the S-56, a Russian submarine of the Stalinec class: 

 
Vasily Mitrofanov, a cook on the Soviet S-56 submarine 
http://ppsh-41.tumblr.com/post/39587127518/vasily-mitrofanov-a-cook-on-the-soviet-s-56 
See http://englishrussia.com/2012/06/24/the-most-efficient-submarine-of-wwii/. S-56 submarine 
stands on the Vladivostok embankment. It’s a guard submarine decorated with the Order of the 
Red Banner. Its captain became a hero of the Soviet Union. It is claimed that S-56 was the most 
efficient Soviet submarine of WWII. 
720. Mrs Gudrun Engelsen BARLAUP. Signed 18 April 1942. Stockholm. 

052 
DOB 7.1.1902. Kontorist. Norsk. 
10 people from Oslo, wanted by the Gestapo, were waiting outside Smøla, Nordmøre, on 26 July 
1941 for a warship from Shetland to pick them up. At this time a resistance group in Oslo had an 
"export route" via Smøla in cooperation with the Norwegian base at Scalloway, Shetland. The 
agreement was for a vessel to pick them up, either in the evening of 26 July, or 72 hours later, but it 
never arrived. 2 days later, the group had purchased a 33' vessel and set off to sea on 30 July with a 
course for Shetland. However, the following afternoon, they were observed by a German aircraft, 
which fired several warning shots and the escapees realized they had no choice but to return to 
Norway. The aircraft remained with them for 2 hours as they headed back to the coast, and also 
came back later and escorted them for half an hour, before taking off again. The boat reached 
Hustadvika the next morning. It appears the aircraft lost sight of them, so that nothing further 
happened to them, because most of them later managed to escape to Sweden and from there to 
Britain. On board were: Skipper Einar Tønnesen, Asbjørn Barlaup, Gudrun Engelsen Barlaup, Lars 
Richter Bryhn, Arne Heimsjø (who signed this book on 27 May 1942), Kristian Henriksen, Torbjørn 
Hoff, Michael Salomonsen and Martin ? (surname unknown). Asbjørn Barlaup (31 January 1902 – 4 
February 1989) was a Norwegian journalist. He was born in Trondheim. He worked in Adresseavisen 
from 1919, and later became subeditor of Morgenavisen. He was hired in Tidens Tegn in 1930, but 
resigned in protest in 1940 because of the German occupation of Norway and the Nazi usurpation 
of the newspaper. He instead joined the Norwegian resistance movement, fled in 1941 when he 
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was in danger of being discovered, and worked until 1945 for the Norwegian High Command in 
exile. Based in London, he took part in Operation Archery.  

 
Asbjørn Barlaup and Gudrun Engelsen 
After 1945, he worked for the newspaper Verdens Gang. He was awarded the Narvesen Prize in 
1956. He was later information director in Elkem. He was an honorary member of the Norwegian 
Polytechnic Society. He died in 1989. 
721. Arthur Magnus RUUD. Signed 18 April 1942. Stockholm. 

052 
DOB 7.11.1905. herr. Norsk. 
From http://snl.no/.nbl_biografi/Arthur_Ruud/utdypning (translated by Google): 
Born 7 November 1905 in Christians. Died 29 September 1974 in Oslo. Public officer, sports team 
leader and trade unionist. Parents: Fire Chairman Peder Anton Ruud (b. 1874) and Margaret 
Arntzen (b. 1877). Married to Ella Marie Hansen (6.9.1927). Arthur Ruud made his mark with a 
number of key positions in the trade union movement and sports organizations. With 13 years as 
chairman of the NIF is Ruud it as the longest in this position. Ruud had no formal higher education, 
but from the mid-1920s, he was central positions in the trade union movement. In 1926 he became 
chairman and business manager in Norway Telegraph Union, and from 1930 to 1940 and from 
1945 to 1949 he was chairman and business manager for the Norwegian Telegraph and Telephone 
Association. In 1939 he became the first leader of the Civil Servants cartel, a post he held until 
1949. Ruud many positions in LO, Labor and sports movement made him eventually to an 
influential figure in Norwegian society, most influential and attention he received as a sports leader. 
His sports political involvement began in Workers' Sports Federation, AIF, where he was chairman 
from 1936 to 1939 and Vice Chairman from 1939 to 1945. Basically he was thus associated with 
AIFs "chief ideologist" Rolf Hofmo’s sports policy line. Ruud gets then also first noted in sport 
policy issues when he LO Congress 1934, adopted a resolution which imposed all LO-organized 
athletes AIF and the Norwegian Association for Sport (NLI) to boycott sports events in Germany. 
Following up the boycott line AIF had settled in to the German Nazi regime, went LO actively in the 
conflict between the two sports organizations. NLI reacted sharply to the LO interfered in sport 
policy issues in this way, and this decision sets paradoxically enough time in the process that would 
lead to all Norwegian sports were collected in NIF. Through the so-called sport Settlement in 1936 
seized the state directly into the fray. Settlement equal AIF and organizational NLI, but the main 
aim was full organizational collection and a repeal of the general sports boycott. Despite its radical 
hall heard Ruud home in the moderate part of the labor movement, which also came to 
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characterize his sports policy work increasingly evident. As AIFs chairman in 1936, he came to lead 
the effort to get together sport organizational by wind AIF as an organization. It was far from 
consensus within the organization, but Ruud stood loyally on DNA-management line and helped to 
get complete collection efforts. During the Second World War, Ruud in Stockholm from 1941 to 
1942 and in London as a secretary in the Ministry of Trade from 1942 to 1945. 1950 to 1952 he was 
principal officer in the Ministry of Finance, 1952-1964 ombudsman for defense and 1964 HR 
Director of Telecommunication Directorate. After the war came Ruud into the management of the 
reunited sport. In 1947 he was elected deputy chairman of the NOC, and when Olaf Helset resigned 
from the chairmanship in 1948, advancing Ruud as chairman, a post he had until 1961. Ruud 
became a dominant figure in organized sports work in a decade. He was not only the chairman of 
the federation, he was also chairman of the Norwegian Olympic Committee from 1949 to 1961 and 
as a director of Norwegian Tipping 1955-64. Ruud was a clever but somewhat colourless 
organization leader. His chairmanship period was in many ways a difficult time for NIF, and even 
he, despite his organizational skills, a controversial sports leader. Like everything associations 
struggled organized sport with declining support from the early 1950s to the mid-1960s, a period 
also was marked by sports policy conflicts, where Hofmo and Ruud was the clearest proponents of 
each wing. The dispute was about how the sport was to be financed, who would distribute betting 
funds, how they should be used and whether sports content and the role of sport in society and 
the operation of the organization work. Ruud would put the active sport in focus and strength NIF 
organizational apparatus. Therefore, it was also a main issue for NIF to directly influence the 
distribution of betting funds. Ruud attempt was cast as leader of the NIF both 1957 and 1959. After 
the final confrontation in 1959, he had definitely isolated his main opponent Hofmo. Through the 
establishment of the State Idrettsråd 1957, NIF also gained increased participation of the 
distribution of lottery funds. Arthur Ruud was appointed Knight of 1 of St. Olav in 1961. 
722. Sir George BINNEY DSO (1900–1972). Signed 18 April 1942. Stockholm. 

052 
DOB 23.9.1900. attaché. 
He also signed this book on 30 September 1941, 1 December 1941, and 14 December 1941. 
Binney was a noted arctic explorer and Royal Naval Reserve commander. During World War II, he 
led or was involved in efforts, including Operation Rubble, to procure supplies of Swedish ball-
bearings for Britain. Whilst still an undergraduate (Merton College, Oxford) Binney organized and 
was secretary to the 1921 Oxford University Spitsbergen expedition, subsequently leading both the 
1923 Merton College Arctic Expedition, and the 1924 Oxford University Arctic Expedition. He was a 
pioneer in the use of seaplanes for Arctic survey work and wrote up this experience in his 1925 
book With Seaplane and Sledge in the Arctic. The Avro 504 seaplane used was supplied by A. V. 
Roe and Co., Ltd. and its 180-h.p. Lynx air-cooled engine provided by Armstrong-Siddeley. 
Subsequent to these expeditions he worked in the arctic for the Hudson's Bay Company (1926–
1930). During this time he wrote The Eskimo Book of Knowledge (published by the Hudson's Bay 
Company), a book explaining a rather colonial view of the wider world to the Inuit. In 1939 Binney 
took up a post as the Swedish representative of the UK Ministry of Supply (Iron and Steel Control). 
He was to assist in the acquisition of steel, machine tools, and most notably ball-bearings for the 
UK's armament programme. Following the outbreak of war and the isolation of Sweden after the 
German invasions of Norway and Denmark, Binney organised a series of blockade-running 
operations. This included Operation Rubble, Operation Performance, Operation Bridford, and 
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Operation Moonshine. Binney was knighted in 1941 and awarded a Distinguished Service Order in 
1944. He was awarded the Patron's Medal of the Royal Geographical Society in 1957 ("For 
contributions to Arctic exploration ... the pioneer use of the air survey technique … and to the 
development of the university exploring expedition"). 
See Blockade Runners, pp. 285, 286. 
723. Oddvar Egil ØSTGAARD. Signed 18 April 1942. Stockholm. 

052 
DOB 13.4.1917. chauff. Norsk. 
Aslak TORSBY AKA Oddvar Egil ØSTGAARD signed this book on 19 August 1942. 
His SOE file, reference HS 9/1127/8, in TNA is closed until 1 January 2018. He participated in 
Operation Woodlark. 
Translated, poorly, by Google from Norwegian: 
The 11 January 1945 something happened in the Woodlark-base. 5 men set out from base to 
implement a receiver after. This receiver after was to blow up the bridge Jorstad. The reason to 
blow up the bridge was to prevent troop transport on land. This is to force the Germans to use by 
sea and bomb the boats will be made. The five were: Oddvar Östgaard, Harald Larsen, Jon Moan, 
Louis Kruksve and Robert Andersen. All had food and were equipped with sten gun or U.S. karbin 
and a Colt pistol. Bursting The drug was hidden in the Gamstugan Imsdalen here it took only hours 
to go skiing after this Kjenstad Setra for the night. The next day they went to Rathaugen located 
only 5 km from Jorstad Bridge. Later in the day took Oddvar Ostgaard went down to the bridge to 
inspect. This is clearly to see the way the circumstances of the action later in the overnight. 9 
o'clock the same evening the team went down to the bridge. It was found out that only could lose 
a man, so they had to send a man in advance. Jon Moen were individuals who should go to see if 
conditions were good. There were no guards to see, so it was ready for action. The time had been 
as much as half past one. The posts were so covered with ice that they had to use knife to cut it 
away. This meant that they went from blowing up the bridge on both sides to settle for one side. 
To get the explosives in place, they had to cooperate. It was 3 meters from the ice up to the bridge 
without a ladder, they had to stand on the shoulders of Verandre. It was Moen as may be rising 
while Robert was assigned to keep watch. Ostgaard set the stage explosives. Harald Larsen was on 
his shoulders to Moen was working under the bridge along with Louis, which hung by his hands 
and feet under the bridge. Around the lower part of the bridge they laid a fuse and explosives. 
They smeared Vaseline on the steel and hoped the explosive would stick, but it was too cold. Twice 
while they were assembled the train, which meant that they had to remove the fuse and the 
explosive which lay over toge rails. This meant that they almost had to start completely new need. 
After the host, they found that by putting wooden sticks in tension as they had explosives to keep 
themselves up along the track. After much struggle to get placed explosives pulled back four to 
leave the ignition to Östgaard. It was an enormous bang and a crazy explosion. Moen said that 
they spending as much as 48kg explosives. They leave after the explosion left a British food, so 
civilians in Snåsa should not be subjected to reprisals by the German troops. After the bridge was 
blown up, they went back to the tracks they came. They rested for 45 minutes on the ski cabin 
before they went on. Later in the trip they encountered bad weather, which wiped out the ski 
tracks. Sunday 14 January they were back at base at Burvatnet. Here they heard on Swedish radio 
what had happened. The consequences of this action had not thought carefully about. After the 
action they expressed that they showed that the next train was German troop transport. This they 
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could not find page it really was a train with Norwegian civilians who would be the next train. There 
were many coincidences that made the German train came first. From Wikipedia: Operation 
Woodlark, also known as the Jørstadelva Bridge sabotage, was an operation carried out on 13 
January 1945 by members of the Norwegian Independent Company 1 during World War II. The 
operation bore the code-name "Woodlark". The aim was to blow up a railway bridge in order to 
disrupt the railway Nordland Line in Snåsa, Norway. Six hours after the bridge had been destroyed, 
a military troop train unaware of the sabotage derailed and crashed into the river below, killing 70-
80 people (among them two Norwegians) and injuring some 100 more. It remains the single most 
deadly rail incident ever in Norway. In the aftermath of the disaster, there were fights between 
German and US soldiers in the Snåsa Mountains, the only fights in Norway between these two 
countries during the occupation. A war memorial of the sabotage was raised in 1995 at the site. 
Four out of the five saboteurs who had participated in the sabotage were present at the dedication 
of the memorial. Commanding officer Major William Colby lead the NORSO I - troops which mainly 
where of Norwegian heritage. 
From http://www.geni.com/people/Oddvar-%C3%98stgaard/6000000004650788659: 
Oddvar Østgaard 
Birthdate: April 13, 1917 
Death: Died June 8, 1960 
Immediate Family:  
Son of Arne Østgaard and Johanna Østgaard 
Husband of Inga Østgaard 
Father of <private> Ostgaard; Larry Ostgaard and <private> Ostgaard 
Brother of Eyolf Østgaard; Øystein Østgaard; Arvid Østgaard; Joralf Østgaard; Ragnhild Østgaard 
and 2 others 
Email to Trevor Baker dated 10th December 2014 from his nephew, Eirik Morten Østgaard: 
“Thank you very much for sending this to me! Yes, we are very aware of my uncle’s WW2 activities. 
Some of them are actually described in a couple of WW2 books published here in Norway. Sadly, 
he was hit by a car and killed in Chicago a couple of years after the end of the war, so I have never 
met him. His family lives in Geneva, Illinois near Chicago. It would be very interesting to see his SOE 
file, and I will pass it on to his ancestors in USA.” 
724. Lieutenant Hjalmar SVAE. Signed 18 April 1942. Stockholm. 

052 
Shown in the Bromma Archives as Söde?, Hjalmar. DOB 15.5.1916. Fenrik. 
On August 23, 1941, at a torpedo factory, close to Horten, Norway, Navy Lieutenants Hjalmar 
Svae, Björn Fraser and Per Sverre Birkevold started the engine of a 24‟ boat, heading for England. 
Birkevold, “employed” at the now German-operated Tronvik torpedo factory, had for several 
months planned the escape. He had asked the Germans for permission to take a boat, with plenty 
of gasoline, out to the opposite side of the Oslo Fjord, so that the following morning he would be 
ready to test torpedoes. The trip across the North Sea went smoothly until the motor stopped 
about 700 nautical kilometres from Newcastle, England. The men tried fashioning a sail from a 
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blanket and oars, but little helped the boat from drifting away from England. After seven days, land 
was spotted and the boat, taken by a large wave, was lifted on shore, allowing the men to step out 
with dry shoes. Walking only a short distance, the men realized from a road sign that they had 
landed in Denmark - by Jyllan’s Limfjord. They boarded a train for Sweden, but were not able to 
satisfy the German train guards with their papers so were arrested and sentenced to one month in 
the Kretsfengslet Prison in Oslo for having stolen German property. After a lengthy trial, Fraser and 
Svae were sentenced to death on March 10, 1942. Hjalmar planned his escape that same night. He 
told the prison barber his plan and the barber informed Hjalmar’s wife. On the 11th, Hjalmar 
(having “dressed up” a bit) was to be brought to the visitors’ area, where his wife was waiting to see 
him. On the way, next to an iron gate, the guard was busy looking the other way and as the gate 
opened for others, uncle Hjalmar walked out with them. He then passed through the visiting area, 
walking by his wife and whispering to her: “I’m running (jeg stikker)”. The next hindrance was the 
most difficult one - getting through the gate to the outside. Hjalmar hid between the wall and a 
police car waiting to be let out and then “calmly” walked out to freedom beside the car. The first 
thing do to now for the escapee was to stop the per-son who was to deliver the escape plan to his 
wife. If not successful, it’d be the end for both to them. Outside his own home, he did manage to 
intercept the messenger. Hjalma’s plan was now to escape to Sweden. He coloured his blonde hair 
black, got on the train and arrived in Linköping, Sweden - to the home of his brother. After not too 
long, Hjalmar was granted permission to go to England where he then served until the end of the 
war as second in command of the St. Albans, an American destroyer lent to the Norwegian Navy. 
Björn Fraser and Per Sverre Birkevold were eventually sent to a concentration camp in Germany 
and put to work gluing together paper bags. All three survived the war. 
725. Lammert REUTER. Signed 18 April 1942. Stockholm. 

052 
DOB 10.12.1922. sjöm. holl. No trace found. 
726. Corporal Sverre GRANLUND (9 November 1918 – 1943). Signed 18 April 1942. 
Stockholm. 

052 
DOB 9.11.1918. herr. Norske. 
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He has a file, reference HS 9/609/7, in TNA: 

 

 
He also signed this book on 24 May 1942 using his alias Oddvar Björklund. 
He is included in the 57 names celebrated in The Linge Company Roll of Honour 1941 – 1945, 
Welbecson Press Limited, London, 1945, the foreword of which says, “This book is a tribute 
compiled the British officers who have been proud to work with and for the Linge Company. The 
Norwegian High Command and Ministry of Defence have shared in its publication.”  
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He was a Norwegian commando during the Second World War. He was born in Sauherad, to a 
father from Øyer and a mother from Høyland. He lived initially in Saltdal and later, Bodø. His job 
was at the Nordland Line. He was a member of the Norwegian Red Cross Youth, and served in the 
Norwegian Army during the Battle of Narvik in 1940. He fled Norway for Sweden in 1941, and later 
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continued to the United Kingdom. Here he joined the Special Operations Executive and underwent 
training for the Norwegian Independent Company 1. His first operation was on 27 May 1941 when 
he set the Frostfile machine room of the factory in Bodø on fire. In 1942, he participated in the 
commando raid against the Glomfjord generator plant in Operation Musketoon. Granlund and Cpl. 
Erling Djupdraet were the two Norwegians in the twelve man team, the rest of who were British. He 
and Captain Joseph Houghton had the role of scouts, ascending the Svartisen. Granlund was the 
only member of the team who had to kill a German, shooting a guard at the plant. After the 
explosions had torn apart the local dam, he sought refuge at Fykandalen, a mountain resort where 
he was given a map to a bridge that would lead him further up on the mountain. Unable to find the 
bridge by nightfall, he met up with Houghton and Sergeant Erling Djupdraet and the three 
returned to the resort where a scuffle broke out between the group and some Germans who had 
come to question the owners. After the fight, with Djupdraet wounded by a bayonet, Trigg, 
O'Brien, Granlund and Fairclough split off and managed to avoid capture, escaping to Stockholm, 
then London. Djupdraet died on 24 September at the hospital in Bodø and of the rest, only O'Brien 
and Fairclough survived the war. The distance from Bjærangfjord to Sweden walked on foot by 
Granlund was 250 kilometres and took him over seven days. A very long distance with practically 
no food and only wearing his uniform. He died at sea on 10 February 1943 in transit to Norway, 
when the Norwegian submarine HNoMS Uredd hit a German minefield southwest of Fugløyvær, 
carrying his team as part of Operation Seagull. He was 25. The mines had been laid by the German 
minelayer Cobra and some years after the end of the war, the Royal Norwegian Navy located 
HNoMS Uredd in Fugløyfjord south-west of Bodø, by studying German maps of minefields along 
the Norwegian coast. He was also involved in Operation Heron-Archer and Operation Knotgrass-
Unicorn. Granlund was awarded Norway’s highest decoration for military gallantry, the War Cross 
with Sword. He also received the War Medal and the British Distinguished Conduct Medal. In 1995, 
the Norwegian artist Laila Lorentzen commemorated his role in the war with a bust constructed for 
Saltdal Museum in Rognan. Trigg, O'Brien and Fairclough signed this book on 7 October 1942, 25 
October 1942 and 7 October 1942 respectively. 
727. Odd Henning SANDBERG. Signed 18 April 1942. Stockholm. 

052 
DOB 24.6.1921. elektr. norske. No trace found. 
728. Henry BRIKSRUD. Signed 18 April 1942. Stockholm. 

053 
DOB 6.4.1915. mont. norsk. No trace found. 
729. Terence Darwin Nicolai D’ABO. Signed 20 April 1942. Stockholm. 

053 
DOB 30.6.1916. Tj.man. Engl. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Stock Exchange official. Born 1916 London. 
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See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
He is mentioned in John Cahill’s Another Lovely Sacrifice to the Phantom of the Follies, October 
1938, in which he says Terence d’Abo was a Russian Count engaged to Nina Pierson Leviton, one 
of the Ziegfeld girls. As can be seen from this extract, d’Abo claimed he was joining the Foreign 
Legion: The questions are being asked with good reason in Longacre Square today as cable 
dispatches tell of the sudden death in Paris of Nina Pierson Leviton, who started adult life as a 
school teacher in Wisconsin, vaulted to the nth degree of Ziegfeld glorification, whizzed through a 
mad phase of married life, divorce and gayety, only to die alone and friendless in a hotel bedroom. 
Flo Ziegfeld is dead and gone and the world may never know another like master of the stage—
Ziegfeld, who by a flick of his hand could transform a telephone operator or a school ma'am into a 
broadly bruited beauty pursued by spendthrifts, millionaires and playboys—and courted by a grim 
fickle Fate that demands sudden and tragic death as its price for fame. The trite analogy of "moth 
and flame" comes involuntarily to the tongue in the case of Nina Pierson, for the records show that 
Nina's fate was to live life too fully. When they found her, stretched lifeless on the bed of her room 
in the fashionable Hotel George V. in Paris, there were a dozen champagne bottles on the floor. On 
her passport was a sinister British customs stamp which testified to drug addiction and lack of 
means. It meant that had she lived she would never again have been able to enter England to 
charm smart London drawing-rooms with her wit and beauty, or to intrigue eligible young men in 
her endless whirl of gayety. Officially, Nina died of an accidental overdose of sleeping powder. But 
hotel attaches told how she invariably ordered a whole bottle of champagne for her breakfast, and 
those who moved within her bright orbit described how for weeks on end she had been a familiar 
figure at gay drinking parties. Tommy Manville, who knows much more about beauty than he does 
about the asbestos from which he gets his millions, and who once was engaged to Nina, was able 
to tell a little of her financial difficulties. “Until she was gone, I didn't realize how much I loved her,” 
Tommy said. “She wrote me two weeks ago, asking for financial assistance. But I couldn't answer 
her letter because I had no secretary at the time.” Nina's death doubtless was a shock to Tommy, 
for only a few weeks before she had gaily announced to the press in London that she was going to 
marry him. Tommy denied it flatly, and then Nina tripped off to Gretna Green and married Percy 
Kirke, a young Englishman, who as promptly tootled about his own business and never saw her 
again, according to his father. “He was a spirited boy,” the elder Kirke declared, “and did this thing 
on impulse.” The strange death of Nina Pierson and disclosure of the thrill packed life that reached 
a peak before her demise inevitably recalled the tragic end of more than half a dozen of her 
contemporaries behind the Ziegfeldian footlights. The solons of Broadway repeated their solemn 
observation that a pretty face invites disaster, and at least there is plenty of evidence to support 
their contention. None had a more glamorous or picturesque career than Nina Pierson. Born in the 
little town of Spooner, Wis., the daughter of a bank vice-president, Nina started out teaching at a 
country school. She was beset by ill health and found her duties too arduous, so she entered 
business college and eventually came on to New York, where to her surprise she found out she was 
beautiful. It wasn't long before she had a place in the Follies. In 1934, Paul Leviton, a French 
manufacturer who spent a great deal of his time on Broadway, became infatuated with Nina and 
persuaded her to marry him. A little while before, Miss Pierson had sported a huge diamond 
engagement ring, which she insisted Tommy Manville had given her. But Tommy seemingly was 
not in a marrying mood, so off she tripped to Paris with Paul Leviton. For a year the couple 
travelled around the world, feted by millionaires and maharajahs, and Nina got her first real taste of 
the high life she so enjoyed. In 1935, however, the couple was divorced in Mexico, and the 
immediate indications were that Nina had erroneously interpreted her husband's millions as being 
in dollars instead of francs. At the time of the divorce, she received a settlement of only $10,000. 
When Nina died, alone and apparently forsaken, in Paris, London newspapers, to whom Nina was a 
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familiar figure, rushed reporters across the channel to find out whatever they could of her death. 
She was stretched out on the bed in a beautiful afternoon frock, so composed that a chambermaid 
thought she was sleeping peacefully, and it was only the preponderance of empty bottles in the 
immediate vicinity that led to a thoroughgoing inquest. Piecing together what they could of Nina's 
hectic life before her sudden end, authorities found that she had actually been wed by candlelight 
to Kirke at the famous smithy in Scotland's Gretna Green, but revealed later the marriage was not 
legal because her final divorce papers had not been received. She was quoted as describing the 
marriage as "rather a lark." Before this she had boldly announced her engagement to two other 
men besides Tommy Manville. One was a Russian, Count Terence D'Abo. The other was Clarence 
Moore, an American song writer. Both disclaimed responsibility for the sapphire and diamond 
engagement ring she wore. A friend who knew Nina well in London told of a telephone 
conversation he had with Nina only a few months ago, which gave a clue to the mixed-up state of 
her mind. “She rang me up one night and said, ‘I am engaged to Clarence Moore, I am going to live 
on a ranch and look after 30,000 head of cattle.’ “When I reminded her that she was supposed to 
be engaged to Terence D'Abo, she said, simply, 'That is off.' Three days later she rang me up 
again, announcing her Gretna marriage to Percy Kirke. She said then that she was going to live on a 
Scottish estate and spend her time wandering over the hills. ‘But what about Clarence Moore?’ I 
countered. ‘That is off’ she said. ‘He and Terence are going to join the Foreign Legion.’ Next, 
according to this friend, Nina revealed that her marriage to Kirke had been annulled, and that she 
had stated she had taken a lovely house in Paris for the summer in anticipation of her marriage to a 
Dutch baron. ‘I am afraid the baron cannot have materialized,’ the friend said. She returned to her 
hotel, and the next thing I knew she was dead.” 
730. George FORD. Signed 20 April 1942. Stockholm. 

053 
DOB 29.1.1918. Herr. Engl. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Bartender. Born 1918. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
731. Donald (“Darkie”) ROOME. Signed 20 April 1942. Stockholm. 

053 
DOB 22.6.1905. Herr. Engl. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Mason. Born 1905. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
He is included in a family tree created by Paul Buxton. 
http://www.suitguy.co.uk/ghtout/persons/person9541.html states he was born in Derby, England. 
His parents were William Henry Roome (born in 1867) and Rose Cockeram (1871). 
732. Captain Henry Mangles DENHAM. Signed 20 April 1942. Stockholm. 

053 
DOB 9.9.1894 (sic). Kapten. Engl. 
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See entry for 30 August 1941. In a copy of his book Inside the Nazi Ring, Holmes & Meier, 1985, 
presently for sale on Abe Books, he has written this inscription to Dorothy Laird213 (whom he 
describes as “my newly acquired Scandinavian expert): 

                                                 
213 From http://www.heraldscotland.com/sport/spl/aberdeen/dorothy-laird-1.246168: Dorothy Laird, 
writer and journalist; born June 25, 1912, died January 21, 2000. The seeds of Dorothy Stevenson Laird's 
extraordinary multi-stranded career were nurtured by a Renfrewshire childhood involving hunting and 
point-to-point races, which established a love of horseracing, and family holidays on Arran, which 
inspired an equally passionate and lifelong love of the sea. Born and brought up at Hurlet between 
Glasgow and Paisley - her father was an architect and her disabled mother a painter - Dorothy was 
unconventional from her schooldays when she sought both refuge and adventure in the library. By the 
age of 21 she had published her first novel, Double Cherry, a well-received romantic tale, and was 
contributing freelance articles to the Glasgow Herald; but the first hint of the colourful life she was to 
lead came when in her early twenties she spent three years sailing around the world as a crew member 
on one of the last commercial, unpowered, square-rigged ships, the three-masted Finnish barque, 
Penang. She made news in The Herald in 1938 when the Penang was dismasted off Tasmania. The report 
which describes her as ''Miss Dorothy Laird, daughter of a Glasgow architect, and a frequent contributor 
to our Women's Page'', refers to her as a passenger. Even by the broadsheet standards of the day it was 
understatement to the point of absurdity. An extremely feisty character, she had travelled to Finland as a 
paying passenger on a sailing ship, but soon mucked in with the crew, who were short-handed. When 
she joined Penang for a round-the-world trip, she signed on as a deckboy - and was later promoted to 
ordinary seaman. The seamanship she learned would lead to the distinction of her being the only woman 
with a Board of Trade coastal yachtmaster's certificate, but more immediately the voyage provided her 
with material for a steady stream of articles for Blackwood's and Chambers magazines. The power of 
those accounts brought her an avid following of readers, among them Captain Martin Lee, president of 
the British section of the International Association of Cape Horners - the dwindling band of those who 
have sailed round Cape Horn as crew on a deep-water, square-rigged vessel - and of which Dorothy 
Laird was vice-president. He recalled that ''in a series of graphic and glittering pieces she encapsulated 
the sometimes commonplace, often supremely evocative aspects of life in the hard-driven world of the 
last of the windjammers. She brought to life the complex and competent way in which the captain and 
crew managed this fine barque and one of her pieces about the loading and carriage of guano from a 
godforsaken island - Nossi Be - in the Indian Ocean is a valuable primary source of historical material.'' 
By the time Dorothy reached home, war was imminent, although with no radio aboard the Penang they 
had remained blissfully unaware of the crisis in Europe. During the war she put her knowledge of sailing, 
sailors and Swedish to good use, first in charge of the crew department of the Glasgow shipowners P 
Henderson and Co (of which she later wrote the history) and then in the Mercantile Marine office, a 
branch of the Ministry of Shipping, in Glasgow. She volunteered for the Wrens and was sent to the Naval 
attache's office in Stockholm. That involved flying from RAF Leuchars across German-occupied territory 
in Norway at the Mosquito aircraft's maximum height to avoid the flak and then descending at high 
speed into Alranda airport. ''I was sick into my new hat,'' became one of the sayings friends forever 
associate with her. When the war ended, she became the shipping correspondent for The Glasgow 
Herald and the Bulletin and it was in that capacity that she met shipowner John Carr, who became her 
husband. On her marriage she moved to London and because ''you can't write about your husband's 
job'', she became London correspondent of the Scottish Field. It was in that capacity that she developed 
an interest in the Royal Family and how it was evolving in the modern world. In the course of writing 
many articles and a few short books on members of the Royal Family she discovered there was no basic 
reference book on the life of the Queen. Having decided to fill the gap, she was given permission - to her 
surprise - by the Palace to write a biography. With access to courtiers and staff, she interviewed 300 
people to write How the Queen Reigns, a great publishing success in 1959. It was followed in 1961 by an 
account of the Queen's visit to India and Pakistan and five years later by her major work, a biography of 
the Queen Mother - the first to be authorised by its subject - for which Dorothy Laird was given then 
unprecedented access to the Queen Mother's household and photographs. A later book about Princess 
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733. Dame Margery Irene Corbett ASHBY, DBE (19 April 1882–15 May 1981). Signed 20 
April 1942. Birch Grove, Haywards Heath. 

053 
DOB 19.4.1892. Fru. Engl. 
She was a British Liberal politician, feminist and internationalist. She was born at Danehill, East 
Sussex, the daughter of Charles Henry Corbett a barrister who was sometime Liberal MP for East 
Grinstead and Marie Corbett herself a Liberal feminist and local councillor in Uckfield. Margery was 
educated at home. With her sister Cicely and friends, she founded the Younger Suffragists in 1901. 
Though she passed her Classics exam at Newnham College, Cambridge University refused to grant 
her a degree because she was female. After deciding against teaching, she was appointed Secretary 
of the National Union of Women's Suffrage Societies in 1907. She married lawyer Brian Ashby in 
1910. Their only child, a son, Michael, was born in 1914. In 1918 she mounted the first of seven 
unsuccessful attempts to be elected to the House of Commons. In 1929 she was Liberal candidate 
at Hendon. She served as President of the International Woman Suffrage Alliance from 1923 to 
1946. 

                                                 
Anne, intended to mark her 40th birthday in 1990, fell foul of a more critical attitude to the Royal Family. 
It failed to tackle the problems in her marriage and did not find a publisher. Dorothy Laird, however, had 
already embarked on a new career. Having written several books about horses, at the age of 52 she took 
her first full-time job - with the Racing Information Bureau. She was features editor for eight years, 
writing hundreds of features and news stories under a clutch of male pseudonyms. She helped set up the 
Lady Jockeys' Association in 1972 when women were first granted jockeys' licences and was honorary 
secretary until 1990, when she was made president. When they merged with the Amateur Jockeys' 
Association in 1996, the battle for equality having been won, Dorothy Laird became joint vice-president. 
A race for lady jockeys was held to honour her 80th birthday in 1992 and an annual trophy is awarded in 
her name. She wrote her last piece for The Herald in 1981. As part of a series on marriage for the 
women's page, she provided her own insight into the marriage of the Queen and Duke of Edinburgh and 
deemed it a successful partnership. Her husband died in 1996 and she is survived by her son and 
daughter. 
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734. Oddvar LARSEN. Signed 20 April 1942. Stockholm. 

053 
DOB 22.5.1915. Tj.man. Norsk. No trace found. 
735. Bernt BRANDLI. Signed 20 April 1942. Stockholm. 

053 
DOB 28.2.1912. Tj.man. Norsk. 
He is listed in Little Norway. 
His SOE file, reference HS 9/201/7, is in TNA and was marked closed until 1 January 2031. Bob 
Pearson obtained a death certificate and copied the file: 
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He is mentioned in Guy Liddell’s diary on 29 September 1944 (p.132): 
“Captured Agents. The amount of C.E. information obtained by interrogation from those was great, 
and the value of the work done by SIME’s Interrogation Section Security Intelligence Middle East in 
getting it out of them as well as in holding sour ISLD Inter-Service Liaison Department agents, was 
expressly and handsomely recognised by [redacted] in a letter to Brig. Maunsell Raymund 
Maunsell, Head of Security Intelligence in the Middle East. It was, in my opinion, far superior to 
what ISLD themselves obtained by kindness either from travelling agents like BRANDLI and GROSS 
or from defectors like VERMEEREN.” 
736. V H van DEERT. Signed 20 April 1942. Stockholm. 

053 
No trace found. 
737. Ernst Vilhelm ASSARSSON (1887 – 1954). Signed 20 April 1942. Stockholm. 

053 
DOB 27.7.1887. Övermaskinist. Svensk. 
Arrived in America 26 November 1918 aged 31.  
From http://www.worldvitalrecords.com/person/Ernst-Vilhelm-Assarsson/143798802-1000059(DF): 

http://www.worldvitalrecords.com/person/Ernst-Vilhelm-Assarsson/143798802-1000059(DF)
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Sjöingenjör Marine Engineer Ernst Vilhelm Assarsson 
No further trace found. 
738. John Anthony HUNT. Signed 20 April 1942. Chingford, London. 

053 
DOB 3.2.1923. herr. Eng. 
The LG, 13 June 1944 lists someone named John Anthony Hunt (218620) in the Army Cadet Force 
Section of the General List. No further trace found. 
739. Hans Bernhard GUNDERSEN DSC. Signed 20 April 1942. Norwegian Legation, 
London. 

053 
DOB 12.4.1917. Styrman. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. 

 
From Wikipedia (translated by Google): 
Hans Bernhard Gundersen (born April 12, 1917 at Dovre, died 1997) was a Norwegian officer in the 
Navy . He is known for his efforts during World War II and after the war Rear Admiral. Gundersen 
was MTB skipper during World War II. He served for war intelligence staff and had primary 
responsibility for listening cables in the Barents Sea. Later he became Rear Admiral and was 
stationed in Bodø and Horten. Gundersen also served at NATO hovedkarter until he retired in 1982. 
For his efforts during the war, Gundersen awarded St. Olav Medal with Oak Branch and the British 
decoration Distinguished Service Cross. 
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740. Edward Costelo (“Jock”) CHALMERS. Signed 20 April 1942. Stirling, Scotland. 

053 
DOB 29.12.1906. herr. Eng. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Sailor. Born 1906. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
From Justin Brook’s The Volunteers: The Full Story of the British Volunteers in Finland 1939-41: 
“One of the several Scots volunteers, not surprisingly nicknamed Jock, walked over the frozen lake 
from Tahtiniemi to Korpilahti village one winter's evening in twenty degrees of frost, and spent a 
convivial evening with some locals who plied him with drink. He returned to his quarters late at 
night, singing, as was his wont on such occasions, snatches of "Annie Laurie". His room-mates put 
him to bed, and hid his trousers to prevent him from wandering round outside in the cold. But after 
a while Jock decided that he would like to go back to his friends in the village, so he slipped out of 
the building and walked over the ice in his shirt and underpants. He felt a little drowsy as he neared 
the village, and was found asleep in a snowdrift by some late revellers on their way home. They 
carried him back to Tahtiniemi, none the worse for his little outing.” 

 
741. Jens Harald CHRISTENSEN. Signed 20 April 1942. Danske Legation. 

053 
DOB 11.5.1912. tj.man. norsk. No trace found. 
742. Knut Arnold ARNTSEN. Signed 20 April 1942. Danske Legation. 

053 
DOB 19.11.1922. Chaufför. Norsk. The Bromma departure list records his middle name as Asvald. 
He is shown in the Norwegian Digital Archives, which record his death on 21 May 2000. No further 
trace found. 
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743. Fredrik Oskar BRANDT. Signed 20 April 1942. Norske Legasjon. 

054 
DOB 21.1.1919. Stud. Norsk. 
He has an SOE file, reference HS 9/202, in TNA which was closed until 1 January 2031. Bob Pearson 
produced a death certificate and obtained a access to the file. This file contains information on 
Fredrik Oskar BRANDT - born 21.01.1919; Rolf Willy BRADT - born 02.06.1924; Arthur Norman 
BRANGHAM - born 06.03.1916; Olaf BRANN - born 22.06.1918; Robert Harry BRANN - born c.1921; 
Henning BRANNER - dob n/k; Geoffrey Charles Freemantle BRANSON - born 15.11.1900; Henry 
BRANSON - born 02.02.1918. 
From HS 9/202: 
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744. Ivar MYRAN. Signed 20 April 1942. Norske Legasjon. 

054 
DOB 17.5.1920. Arb. Norsk. No trace found. 
745. Randi JUSTESEN Signed 20 April 1942. Aberdeen. 

054 
DOB 28.6.1905. fr. Norsk. 
www.begravdeioslo.no confirms her DOB and states her DOD as 2 June 2003. No further trace 
found. 
746. Haakon STRAND. Signed 20 April 1942. Norske Legasjon. 

054 
DOB 8.4.1912. Montör. Norsk. 
Owner of the merchant vessel Aud (or Totalverlust) chartered from 29 January 1942 with a German 
crew. 

http://www.begravdeioslo.no/
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747. Per John JOHANSSON. Signed 20 April 1942. Africa House, London. 

054 
DOB 10.10.1918. Övermaskinist. Svensk. No trace found. 
748. A JOHNSON. Signed 20 April 1942. Africa House, London. 

054 
Difficult to match with the Bromma Archives for 19 April 1942. This could be Dr Anton Gisle 
Johnson. He was a resistance pioneer in Oslo and left for England in 1941 to head the Medical 
Corps of the Norwegian Forces. 
From http://runeberg.org/hvemerhvem/1948/0272.html: 

 
749. Nils Fritjof ANDERSSON. Signed 20 April 1942. Africa House, London. 

054 
DOB 7.12.1913. Overmaskinist. No trace found. 
750. Anzell Robert ARNESEN. Signed 20 April 1942. Africa House, London. 

054 
DOB 29.6.1916. arb. No trace found. 

http://runeberg.org/hvemerhvem/1948/0272.html
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751. George Albert (“Boston”) PARKER. Signed 20 April 1942. Bicker, North Boston, Lincs. 

054 
DOB 27.4.1913. Clerk. 
He is shown in the Bromma Archives as departing on 22 April 1942. He probably put the wrong 
date in the Visitors’ Book. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Truck driver’s mate. 1913. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
752. Lilly Solveig BROEN. Signed 23 April 1942. Norwegian Legasion, London. 

054 
DOB 24.9.1906. Stenograf. No trace found. 
753. Monrad August MOSBERG. Signed 23 April 1942. Norwegian Legasion, London. 

054 
DOB 11.12.1918. Radiost. 
From http://fribokhandel.no/bokside?isbn=9788292920480 (translated by Google): 
Disaster Convoy PQ 17 by Monrad Mosberg and Ola Bøe Hansen, 2011. Monrad Mosberg swam 
around outside Normandy on D-Day. He has his own death certificate hanging on the wall in 
Sandøya. Few have experienced so far at sea during World War II as 93-year-old retired 
Commander Monrad Mosberg. Mosberg has written the story of the disaster convoy PQ 17 to 35 
vessels from Iceland to Murmansk in 1942, a knowledgeable and critical review of a fateful voyage. 
This is the tragic story of the convoy which was on its way to Russia with war material, but midway 
between Iceland and Arkhangelsk was abandoned by escort ships after a heavy German air attacks. 
Of the original 35 merchant ships reached only 11 in badly damaged condition ahead. 24 sank in 
the Barents Sea. Monrad Mosberg has used many sources from several countries to write history as 
Winston Churchill described as follows: "It was one of the darkest episodes in the sea battles. Each 
ship tragic destiny gives substance to a legend." Commander John Boe Hansen has written the 
introduction under Monrad Mosberg war effort in hazardous escape attempts over the North Sea, 
allied service, based in Shetland and the attacking forces outside Normandy. 
754. Bror Wilfred SJÖGREN. Signed 23 April 1942. Norwegian Legasion, London. 

054 
DOB 20.11.1916. Kont.t. 
Listed in Little Norway. 

http://fribokhandel.no/bokside?isbn=9788292920480
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From http://www.rafcommands.com/dcforum/DCForumID6/2985.html: 
He was killed on 5 April 1945 when a Sunderland Mk III (PP140/V) was on an anti-submarine patrol 
with No 330 Squadron. Engine on fire. Aircraft lost power, hit sea, overturned and exploded, North 
Sea, 100 miles NW of Faroe Islands (position 6307N-09.28W). All crew missing: Lt Olav BENUM, 
check captain; Fenrik Harald Morten Wiese AARSTAD, captain; Sgt Olav THORSEN, 2nd pilot; 
Vingsjt Magne HOVDA, navigator; Sgt Ole Edvardt JOHANSEN, Wop/Ag; Sjt Jorgen Ryhl BINEAU 
(Danish), radio mechanic; Sjt Adolf Herman FRANTZEN, Wop/ag; Sjt Kaare Arctander JOHANSEN, 
gunner; Sjt Kaare Egil LEA, flight engineer; Sjt Hans MIKKELSEN, gunner; Sjt Bror Wilfred 
SJØGREN, Wop/Ag; and Sjt Bjarne Hjalmar CHRISTENSEN, flight engineer. 
Source: Fredrik Meyer's Hærens og Marinens flyvaapen 1912-1945 and Vera Henriksen's 
Luftforsvarets Historie, Bind 2, Fem Aar i Utlegd. 
According to the former book, AARSTAD was on his first operation as captain and BENUM was the 
check captain. The incident was witnessed by a Liberator crew, who saw the Sunderland turn over 
on its back and catch fire as it attempted to ditch on the ocean. Also, it is mentioned that the 
Sunderland was powered with Pegasus engines which had been giving the squadron troubles in 
the past. 
755. Lieutenant Olav GAUSLAND. Signed 23 April 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

054 
DOB 5.8.1913. Polis. 
One of 120 Norwegian soldiers attached to 10 Interallied Commando from 1942 to 1945. 10 
Interallied Commando company was formed in 1942 and based at Fort William, Nevin in South 
Wales. The company was under British command and made up of soldiers from German occupied 
countries. Basis for No 5 Troop was two platoons from the newly formed 4th Mountain Company 
of The Norwegian Brigade, commanding officer captain Rolf Hauge. The two platoons were 
selected because they had recently completed "Shock Assault Course" at Fort William. They were 
supplemented with volunteers from the Brigade's other companies. 4th Mountain Company was 
subsequently dissolved, and the remaining personnel distributed among 1st, 2nd and 3rd 
Mountain Company. The Norwegian commandos differed widely with regards to age and 
background, from young refugees to mature whalers stranded abroad by the outbreak of war. No 5 
Troop entered active duty immediately after completing a three-week "Commando Hardening 
Course" at Achnacarry near Spean Bridge, Scotland. 12 men led by Lieutenant Harald Risnes were 
attached to No 12 Commando, and transported to Shetland where they participated in raids on the 
Norwegian coast by 30th (Norwegian) MTB Flotilla (later designated 54th (N) MTB Flotilla). On the 
3rd November 1944, No 5 Troop attacked a German battery in their area. The battery was taken 
after two hours, 211 prisoners taken. Major Rolf Hauge was wounded during the attack, and 
lieutenant Gausland assumed command. The company was ordered back to consolidate nearer 
Domburg, and the next day was held in reserve as No. 10 Commando attacked to secure the 
positions taken the day before. After the unsuccessful attack on Kapelsche Veer, No 5 Troop was 
again transferred to Bergen op Zoom for reorganization and training. Their next planned mission 
was participation in the Rhine crossing. However, the Norwegian High Command had at this time 
submitted a request that No 5 Troop be reserved for possible action during the liberation of 
Norway. To their surprise, the men were now transferred to Brügge and on the 9th of February 
1945 returned to Eastbourne. On the 1st of May, they were flown into Stockholm - in civilian. They 

http://www.rafcommands.com/dcforum/DCForumID6/2985.html
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entered Norway by train on the 9th of May. After Crown Prince Olav's return to Norway on the 
13th, No 5 Troop was honoured by assuming the guard of the Royal Palace in Oslo. Some days 
later, the men were distributed to the district commands. Most of the personnel distributed to 
District Command Eastern Norway were used as the basis for a new Kings Guard. Captain Hauge 
was awarded the British Military Cross. Hauge and lieutenant Gausland were also awarded St. 
Olavsmedaljen med Ekeløv. 
756. Flight Sergeant Alexander Hugh Ormonde BUTLER. Signed 23 April 1942. 111B 
Campden Hill Road, London. 

054 
DOB 29.9.1920. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Student. Born 1920 India. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. For a 
photo, see the entry for Ronald HIGNELL who signed this book on 29 April 1942. 
From http://glosters.tripod.com/hughbutler.htm: 
Alexander Hugh Ormonde Butler was born 29th September 1920 at Coimbatore, India. He was the 
only child of Lieutenant-Colonel Alexander Hazelwood Butler (44th Merwara Infantry) and his wife 
Sakunthala Narasiah. Colonel Butler retired from the Army 1921 but the family remained in India 
until June 1927, when they moved to London. Colonel Butler died 1933. Alexander was educated at 
Wellington College 1934-38. On leaving he applied to R.A.F. Cranwell to become a pilot. But he was 
turned down for not being ‘of pure European descent’. Devastated at this rejection, he took a job in 
the City. But his thirst for adventure lingered and would find an unexpected outlet. When the Soviet 
Union attacked Finland in the Winter of 1939 the League of Nations authorised its members to give 
what aid they could to the Finns. British volunteers began to contact the Finnish Legation in 
London offering to fight for Finland. The British Government, for the only time in history, issued a 
warrant allowing a foreign nation to enlist British citizens into their army. The Finnish Aid Bureau 
was given responsibility for recruitment and a committee of retired British officers established to 
interview volunteers. Alexander applied and on 8th March 1940 he became Volunteer No. 973. He 
took an oath to the Finnish Government and signed the Agreement of Service, which stated that he 
would serve in the British Contingent of the International Volunteer Force in Finland. The next day 
he left London with the draft of 145 men under Captain D.H. Blew-Jones. He boarded the SS Meteor 
at Leith, Scotland on 10th March and travelled to Sweden via Bergen and Oslo. On 18th March 
1940 the draft crossed the Finnish border at Tornio and arrived in Lapua on 20th March. 31st May 
1940 the Volunteer Contingent was officially disbanded. 19th June the volunteers moved to 
Jyväskylä and 7th September to Korpilahti. 18th October 1940 Butler left with 5 other members for 
the British Legation, Helsinki. There he is believed to have obtained work as a language teacher. On 
28th March 1941 he was living in Luotsikatu, Helsinki. 18th June 1941 Butler returned to Korpilahti 
and 2 days later he went to Iloniemi where they helped make wooden sections for army huts. 30th 
June 1941 the volunteers left Finland, moving by train to Malung in Sweden. 22nd April 1942 Butler 
took off from Bromma airport, Stockholm on the diplomatic plane for Leuchars in Fife, Scotland. 
Back in Britain, Butler again applied to join the Royal Air Force. This time he was successful and 
after completing flying training he was posted as a Sergeant to 137 Squadron. Later he was 
promoted to Pilot Officer. Interestingly, a picture of Butler in his R.A.F. uniform shows him wearing 
the Winter War Medal ribbon. At the time of the photograph Britain was officially at war with 
Finland! 20th September 1944 he was killed when his Typhoon exploded while returning from a 

http://glosters.tripod.com/hughbutler.htm
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mission over the Arnhem area: Squadron Log: “Sgt. Butler (INDIA) did not return to base, his a/c 
being seen to burst into flames and crash on the way out.” In the appendix was a note: “We lost a 
good pilot in Sgt. Butler. His a/c blew up in mid-air. We shall miss Hugh Butler.” He was buried at 
Leopoldsburg War Cemetery, Limburg, Belgium. 

  
His medals were sent to his mother. She had also served, as an Air Raid Patrol Warden in London. 
She lived at the same address until her death on 7 July 1960. 
757. Thomas William BYRNE. Signed 23 April 1942. 17 Abbots Way, Beckenham, Kent. 

054 
DOB 26.2.1915. Clerk. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Clerk. Born 1915. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
758. Mareim MACHNIKOWSKI. Signed 23 April 1942. Polish Legation. 

054 
DOB 8.8.1905. Kopman. No trace found. 
759. Captain Erik Ragnar MAGNUSSON. Signed 23 April 1942. [Address], Stockholm. 

054 
DOB 24.1.1911. Mask. 
Pilot with No. 14 Squadron (Finland). Squadron Commander on 19 February 1942. 
760. Lieutenant Per HATTREM. Signed 23 April 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

055 
DOB 9.11.1917. Stud. 
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Killed on 30 June 1944 while flying a Spitfire IX registration no ML149 (FN-S) with 331 Squadron 
out of Bognor Regis. 
761. Andor ERIKSEN. Signed 23 April 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

055 
DOB 16.12.1918. Polis. No trace found. 
762. Kyrle Alan CLARK. Signed 24 April 1942. Ministry of Supply, London. 

055 
DOB 22.9.1909. tjansteman. 
From http://www.warsailors.com/freefleet/kvarstad.html: 
A meteorologist by the name of K. A. Clark had come over from England to advise on the best 
time to leave, based on weather forecasts from England via Gothenburg Radio” in relation to the 
following: When Norway was invaded on Apr. 9-1940 there were a number of Norwegian ships in 
Swedish ports. As a result of the establishment of The Norwegian Shipping and Trade Mission 
(Nortraship) that spring, a provisional decree requisitioning Norwegian ships over 500 gt was 
formulated and confirmed by a royal mandate on April 22, later to be replaced by a new 
provisional decree of May 18. The Norwegian captains on the requisitioned vessels (including the 
ones in Sweden that were covered by the decree) were asked to sign a loyalty declaration saying in 
essence that they would hold these ships on behalf of the Norwegian government and would abide 
by Nortraship's instructions. All parties involved (the Germans, British and exiled Norw. gov.) were, 
naturally, interested in getting control of the vessels in Sweden, some of which were valuable 
tankers, and use them in the war effort. Equally important was the steel, ball-bearings and other 
goods that Swedish industry had to offer, of which Britain was in dire need at that time, and which 
could no longer be transported by the usual routes because of the blockade. The Germans had 
exerted extreme pressure on the ship owners in occupied Norway, and had them send crews over 
to get the ships home; in fact, some of them did return to Norway during 1940. In order to get 
control of the remaining ships the Germans demanded, on behalf of the owners (some of whom 
were in jail, so it appears their signatures were obtained under threat), that the Swedish 
government should seize the ships, while the government stated that the question of control had 
to be determined by a court of law, and also announced that there was nothing that could legally 
prevent these vessels from leaving Sweden. In Jan.-1941 5 ships, namely Elisabeth Bakke, John 
Bakke, Ranja, Tai Shan, and Taurus managed to get out and across to England (Operation Rubble - 
see text under Elisabeth Bakke), under the leadership of George Binney214. This was so successful 
that he started to plan another, similar operation. On July 1 that same year an agreement was 
made between the (exiled) Norwegian and British governments whereby 11 ships were "chartered" 
by the Ministry of War Transport, initially to be used for storage of the accumulated Swedish goods 
that Britain had ordered, then later for a voyage Sweden-U.K. to get those goods over to the U.K. 
By doing this they prevented the Germans, not only from getting their hands on the ships, but also 
the important industrial products that were now stored on the vessels. (The 11th ship included in 
this deal, Rapid II did not take part in the breakout itself). English captains came on board, while the 
original Norwegian captains stayed on as Nortraship's representatives, and more crews were hired. 
The Germans, who soon realized what was going on, and who did not want a repeat of the January 
                                                 

214 Signed this book on 30 September 1941, 1 December 1941, 14 December 1941 and 18 April 1942 

http://www.warsailors.com/freefleet/kvarstad.html
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events, again turned to the Swedish government to request an intervention, but got the same reply 
as before: Only a court of law could put a "kvarstad" (kvarstad = "stanna kvar" = stay put) on the 
ships, and only through a court of law could the Germans have any hope of keeping them from 
sailing. Neutral Sweden was put in a very difficult situation over this question, knowing full well that 
in order to keep Sweden free and independent, they had to stay on "friendly" terms with Germany. 
(Here are some excerpts of various documents related to Performance). Their biggest fear was that, 
if they did not agree to the German demands the Germans could stop the safe conduct traffic 
between Gothenburg and the West, which in turn would affect the import of vital goods to 
Sweden. (Note: German cargo vessels en route Norway-Germany were allowed in Swedish ports; 
vessels to other warring nations had the same right). The fact that German naval vessels were often 
seen outside Gothenburg did not go unnoticed, so there was a fear that this threat could become a 
reality through the use of violence. The case went to court in Sept.-1941, and was not over until 
March 17-1942 with a ruling in favour of Britain/Norway (i.e. the exiled Norw. government). The 
case took on so many political twists and turns, appeals and protests from the 2 parties involved 
(everyone could see it was, in reality, a battle between Britain and Germany), it would be too much 
to go into in detail here; suffice it to say that it became a media favourite while it lasted, and was 
even referred to as "The Kvarstad Comedy" in some papers. While the case ran its course 
preparations for sailing continued on board the ships, all cargoes came on board, as did armament 
(smuggled on board, though not immediately installed due to the secrecy that had to be kept - this 
only consisted of some Lewis guns from WW I) and all necessary equipment, including explosives in 
case scuttling became necessary. Everything took place in the greatest possible secrecy. 
Information from Denmark after the war shows that German armed trawlers and whale catchers 
had been in Danish ports all through the winter months of early 1942, ready to head out on short 
notice, with supplies and bunkers to last them for weeks. It was also obvious that March-'42 saw an 
increase in the German aircraft reconnaissance patrols. When the German vessel Ingrid Trabe came 
in and moored right across from Skytteren, Lind, Gudvang and B. P Newton, it seemed too much of 
a coincidence, especially since she had uniformed men on board who seemed to pay a lot of 
attention to the anti-aircraft gun on the poop deck. In fact, it soon became clear that the intent of 
this vessel was to follow the Performance ships and report their positions to the German patrol 
vessels. But following a request from the British consulate, she was quickly ordered further into the 
harbour by Swedish authorities, who besides saw her plan as a breach of the country's neutrality. 
(Ingrid Trabe left Gothenburg 2 days after the Kvarstad ships had departed). All of this, coupled 
with the fact that during the last days of March, and especially on March 31 just about every 
Swedish naval vessel available on the west coast of Sweden was cruising back and forth along the 
coast, would have made it quite obvious to both friend and foe that something big was about to 
take place. During the last week of March, no-one was allowed to leave the 10 chosen ships, all 
connection with shore was broken, and Swedish police and military guards made sure that no-one 
who had no business there came near the ships. Notices were posted in the mess rooms, 
instructing those who had cameras and/or radios to turn them in to the captain. Representatives 
for the Swedish customs authorities came on board, who together with the officers examined the 
ships for illegal cargo or passengers, lifeboats were readied and manoeuvres held. Tension and 
excitement were rising; those who were on board had waited a long time, and now everyone knew 
something was about to happen, and soon. Departure date was set to the evening of March 31-
1942; the time was chosen because fog was expected to envelop the Swedish west coast later that 
night. (A meteorologist by the name of K. A. Clark had come over from England to advise on the 
best time to leave, based on weather forecasts from England via Gothenburg Radio). The last 
conference (aboard Dicto) was in the afternoon of March 31, Norwegian captains were not present 
at any of the preparatory meetings. (This seems rather odd, in that the plan was for the British 
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captains to command the vessels only as far as the territorial line, where the Norwegian captains 
were to take over, so it would seem they ought to have been given more information considering 
the risks of the operation - but as it turned out, this plan was not completely followed anyway). The 
British captains received their sealed sailing orders, not to be opened until the pilots had 
disembarked. 
In Ralph Barker’s The Blockade Busters, Chatto & Windus, 1976, Lt. K A Clark RNVR is mentioned on 
pp. 87, 100, 105, 109-10, 115, 122. 
According to http://www.ccoba.com/membership/search/recordview.php?id=2-2229, Kyrle Clark 
went to Christ’s College, Christchurch, New Zealand from 1923 to 1927. Son of LE Clark (1195). 
Cricket, Athletics 1927. BA(Hons)(Oxford); AMICE. World War 2: Lieutenant Commander, RNVR; 
Europe. 
He is mentioned in the LG, 12 March 1940, and 24 July 1951. 
763. Desmond Maurice Bingham FITZGERALD. Signed 25 April 1942. Stockholm. 

055 
DOB 1.8.1914. actor. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Actor. Born 1914. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
From HS 2/124 Finland – Aeroplane Repatriation of Finnish Volunteers: 

 

http://www.ccoba.com/membership/search/recordview.php?id=2-2229
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According to Burke's Irish Family Records “Desmond Maurice Bingham Fitzgerald was born on 1 
August 1914.1 He was the son of Desmond Gerald Fitzgerald and Hilda Claire Willoughby Hemans. 
He died in 1963 at Bermuda, married.   He was educated at Cheltenham College, Cheltenham, 
Gloucestershire, England. He lived at Turlough, County Mayo, Ireland.” 
764. John Edward Thesiger (“Phyllis”) READ (239405). Signed 25 April 1942. Stockholm. 

055 
DOB 22.8.1912. herr. Eng. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Farmer. Born 1912 Canada. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941 and the 
entry after next for Albert Edward Barkham WHITE who signed this book on 25 April 1941. 
His promotion to 2nd Lieutenant in the Royal Army Service Corps was announced in the LG, 15 
September 1942. The LG, 29 December 1942 announced that he relinquished his commission with 
effect from 19 December 1942. 
765. Charles William ROPER. Signed 25 April 1942. Stockholm. 

055 
DOB 1.2.1920. herr. Eng. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Carpenter. Born 1920. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941 and the 
next entry for Albert Edward Barkham WHITE who signed this book on 25 April 1941. 
766. Albert Edward Barkham WHITE. Signed 25 April 1942. Stockholm. 

055 
Listed in the Bromma Archives for 24.4.1942 as Albert Edvard WHITE. DOB 1.1.1916. tj.man. eng. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Hospital Finance Manager. Born 1916. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
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From HS 2/124 Finland – Aeroplane Repatriation of Finnish Volunteers: 

 
767. Adriaan Matthues de JONG. Signed 25 April 1942. Stockholm. 

055 
DOB 27.8.1897. consul. Holl. 
Adrian de Jong signed this book on 30 March 1944 with the address “Netherlands Foreign Office”. 
The signature is slightly different but they are the same person: 

 
He is mentioned in file reference ADM 223/464 History of Naval Intelligence in TNA. See the entry 
for Henry Mangles Denham who signed this book on 30 August 1941 and 20 April 1942. 
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768. Henrik BUCKER. Signed 25 April 1942. Stockholm. 

055 
DOB 30.11.1903. montor. Norsk. No trace found. 
769. Ingvar TØNSETH. Signed 25 April 1942. Stockholm. 

055 
DOB 17.5.1920. montor. Norsk. 
Her DOB is confirmed by http://familytreemaker.genealogy.com/users/s/t/r/Jens-C-
Strandos/PDFCOLBDAY1.pdf. 
She might be related to Ivar TONSETH (DOB 22.07.1919) who has an SOE file, reference HS 
9/1475/1, in TNA which was closed until 1 January 2020. Bob Pearson produced a death certificate 
and provided a copy of the file to Trevor Baker. This shows that he arrived in the UK on 30 May 
1943. His mother was Laura Margrethe. There is no mention of a sister. He was single. 
770. Anders RUÖ. Signed 25 April 1942. Stockholm. 

055 
DOB 28.10.1915. montor. Norsk. No trace found. 
771. Jens JENSSEN. Signed 25 April 1942. Aken, Norway. 

055 
DOB 14.8.1907. mekanik. Norsk. See the entry for Pilot Officer Don P MacIntyre who signed this 
book on 15 June 1942. 
772. Klaas BEYE. Signed 25 April 1942. Rotterdam, Holland. Stockholm. 

055 
DOB 6.1.1923. sjoman. Holl. 
On the STIWOT Forum, someone requested information about Klaas Beye saying “The man was the 
last years of the war stationed in South Shields, Tyne Upon Weir area, England. After the war he 
returned to the Netherlands.” According to 192.com, there are three people named Klaas Beye 
living in the UK as at 27 May 2013 but there seems to be only one. 

http://familytreemaker.genealogy.com/users/s/t/r/Jens-C-Strandos/PDFCOLBDAY1.pdf
http://familytreemaker.genealogy.com/users/s/t/r/Jens-C-Strandos/PDFCOLBDAY1.pdf
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773. Zygmunt LATKOWSKI. Signed 25 April 1942. Stockholm. 

055 
DOB 10.10.1913. jagmastare. Polsk. No trace found. 
774. Ola Ingard ULVESTAD. Signed 25 April 1942. Stockholm. 

055 
DOB 1.4.1916. agronom. Norsk. No trace found. 
775. Sverre S BRATLAND. Signed 25 April 1942. Stockholm. 

056 
DOB 2.6.1917. stud. Norsk. 
Served with 4th Battalion, Kings Shropshire Light Infantry, 159th Infantry Brigade. Wounded at 
Caen, returned to active duty one month later. Promoted to captain and company second in 
command, from January 1945 company commander. Seriously wounded in April 1945. Awarded St. 
Olav's Medal with Oak Leaf and Military Cross. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sverre_Bratland: 
Sverre Bratland (2 June 1917 – 29 April 2002) was a Norwegian military leader. 
He grew up at a farm in Utskarpen in Rana, and took his military education in Harstad at the 
Norwegian 6th Division Under-Officers' Training School. He was a sergeant of rank when Norway 
was invaded by Germany on 9 April 1940. His garrison was ordered to fight with the outbreak of 
the Narvik campaign. Bratland first fought in the Battle of Gratangen. In the next month he was 
stationed in Bodø, where he was founded during a German air attack. He fled to England via 
Sweden in 1942, and was subsequently commissioned into the 4th Battalion of the King's 
Shropshire Light Infantry. He would serve in Normandy, landing on 13 June 1944. He was injured in 
the Battle for Caen, but quickly returned to the field. On 22 September 1944, during the crossing of 
key canals in the Netherlands, Bratland led a platoon attack near Asten, for which he was awarded 
the Military Cross. When approaching Germany, he headed a company. However he was gravely 
injured on 5 April 1945, and remained hospitalized until the war's end. Bratland was also awarded 
the St. Olav's Medal With Oak Branch and the Defence Medal as well as the British War Medal 
1939–1945 and Defence Medal. He was appointed Chevalier de la Légion d'honneur in 1980. 
He went on to have a successful career in the Norwegian army after the war. He served as battalion 
chief of the Brigade in South Norway from 1961 to 1964, then chief of staff in Northern Norway. He 
then served as acting chief of staff of the NATO North Command before serving as commander of 
ground forces in South Norway from 1977 to 1982. He attained the rank of Colonel in 1966 and 
Major-General in 1972. After retirement he worked part-time at the Norwegian Military Academy. 
He also visited Normandy several times with various delegations. He died in 2002. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sverre_Bratland
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His obituary was published in The Telegraph of 8 June 2002 
(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/1396588/Major-General-Sverre-Bratland.html): 
Major-General Sverre Bratland, who has died aged 84, established such a high reputation by his 
conduct during the Narvik campaign in 1940 that he was subsequently commissioned into the 
King's Shropshire Light Infantry, with whom he gallantly served in Normandy. 
In the course of training in Yorkshire with the 4th Battalion KSLI, Bratland quickly gained the 
confidence of his men, who preferred to call him by the nickname "Jimmy". However, his still 
limited mastery of English caused confusion when he gave orders over the radio. 
This was particularly the case in Normandy, where he landed as part of 11th Armoured Division, 
eight days after D-Day. On more than one occasion the radio transmissions of D Company, 4 KSLI, 
were thought to have been intercepted by the enemy. 
As the battalion became heavily engaged in the fighting around Caen, Lt Bratland established a 
reputation for cool courage and sound leadership as a platoon commander. He was wounded 
during the battalion's baptism of fire at Baron-sur-Odon, and evacuated to England. 
He returned a month later, and consolidated his reputation as a dashing platoon commander. 
When Antwerp was taken, Bratland, who spoke excellent German, was detailed to accept the 
surrender of the kommandant. The German, however, refused to surrender to a mere subaltern, 
and so the company commander had to do the honours. 
Bratland was also involved in the capture of large numbers of German prisoners, who were 
subsequently locked up in the lions' cages at Antwerp Zoo. The Germans sent a note of protest to 
London, implying that the lions had not been removed beforehand. 
On September 22 1944, in the course of some of 4 KSLI's fiercest fighting during the crossing of 
key canals in Holland, Bratland led a platoon attack near Asten, for which he was awarded the 
Military Cross. 
His company commander, Major Ned Thornburn, recalled that Bratland was "never happier than 
when he was crawling on his stomach, and since the advance had perforce to be in single-file along 
the ditch, it was in very truth Jimmy who, single-handed, drove the enemy slowly back down the 
road. 
"Every few minutes he would have a grenade-lobbing competition with the Germans further up the 
ditch, after which they gave him best and withdrew another 25 yards; and in this manner some 250 
yards was cleared, sufficient to provide D Company with elbowroom for manoeuvre." 
Bratland fought with the battalion right up to the end of 11th Armoured Division's advance into 
northern Germany, and was wounded once more shortly before the capture of Hitler's successor, 
Grand Admiral Doenitz, at Flensburg. 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/1396588/Major-General-Sverre-Bratland.html
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Sverre Bratland was born at Utskarpen, northern Norway, on June 2 1917, one of the 11 children of 
a farmer and fisherman. He left school at 14 to work on the family farm while continuing his 
education by correspondence course. 
At 18 Bratland saw an advertisement for an Army-sponsored course, and more than three years 
later emerged as its top student. He then joined the Norwegian 6th Division Under-Officers' 
Training School at Harstad. By 1939 he had reached the rank of sergeant. 
In April 1940, Bratland was mobilised as a member of a ski-borne rifle company which was 
deployed to Gratangen, just north of Narvik, and his company engaged the enemy in skirmishes to 
slow up the German advance. 
He was then transferred to Bodo, south-west of Narvik, where he was wounded during a German 
air raid; a piece of shrapnel remained lodged in his shoulder for the rest of his life. While in 
hospital, he was less than pleased to be sharing a room with a downed Luftwaffe pilot, but took the 
opportunity to improve his German. 
In the summer of 1941 Bratland fled to Sweden, where he co-ordinated the activities of various 
Norwegian refugee camps. The following spring he left to train with the Norwegian Brigade in 
Scotland. Later he was posted to the Norwegian Military Academy, housed in Kensington Palace, 
and passed out as a commissioned officer. 
In December 1943, Bratland was one of a dozen young Norwegian officers who passed a War 
Office selection board before being commissioned in 4 KSLI. After his war service, for which he was 
appointed Chevalier de la Legion d'honneur and awarded the St Olav Medal with Oak Leaf, 
Bratland had a successful military career in Norway. 
This included a two-year course as a captain at the Swedish Military High School in Stockholm; 
command of a battalion in the Southern Norway Brigade; appointment as Chief of Staff to C-in-C 
Northern Norway; and command, in the rank of Major-General, of the Norwegian 6th Division. 
He also held the Nato appointment of Deputy Commander AFNORTH. His final appointment was 
Commander Land Forces Southern Norway before he retired in 1982. 
Bratland gave frequent lectures to the Norwegian Military Academy in Oslo up to the day before 
his death on April 29. He was a consistently strong advocate of the British style of command and 
training for war, which encouraged flexibility of thought and individual initiative. This periodically 
placed him at odds with other senior commanders who favoured the more formal and inflexible 
tactical doctrine of the post-war Swedish and German armies. 
Only two weeks before his death he made his last visit to Normandy with his personal staff officer 
and former members of both 2nd and 4th Battalions KSLI, who found him as clear-thinking, robust 
and engaging as ever. 
"Jimmy" Bratland was a widower for some years, and was pre-deceased by one son and one 
daughter; he is survived by two daughters. 
776. Eva Agathe NORDLIE. Signed 26 April 1942. Stockholm. 

056 
DOB 6.7.1915. fr. Norsk. 
She was married to Knut Wigert from 1942 to 1946. During World War II, Wigert was a member of 
the Norwegian Independent Company 1, recruited by former actor and leader of the group Martin 
Linge. He participated in the Operation Archery raid at Måløy in December 1941, and later 
graduated as lieutenant from the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst in 1943. He published the 
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book Landflyktig in 1945, describing his travel via Stockholm, Moscow, Istanbul, Cairo and South 
Africa to England, and later service in the army. 
777. Ragnvald Örnulf Rolsdorph DAHL. Signed 26 April 1942. Stockholm. 

056 
DOB 15.2.1900. R. kapten. Norsk. 
According to https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norwegian_legation_in_Stockholm, Ragnvald Alfred 
Roscher Lund was a military attaché at the Legation from June to October 1940. The Military Office 
was established in 1941. This office was later, in 1943, split into the sections Mi II and Mi IV, 
numbers corresponding to sections in the Norwegian High Command in London, FO II (intelligence 
cases, with Roscher Lund as Head) and FO IV (Milorg cases). Starting in 1943 Mi II was headed by 
Major Ørnulf Dahl, who also was responsible for the Legation's contacts with the clandestine 
organisation XU. Part of the XU organisation was led from Stockholm, while part was led from Oslo 
and communicated directly with the Norwegian High Command in London. 
From http://mediabase1.uib.no/krigslex/d/d1.html (translated by Google): 
Dahl, Ragnvald Ørnulf Rolsdorph (1900-1971), officer and intelligence man. In 1940, Captain in the 
General Staff's operational department, and during the campaign of 1940 in the Army High 
Command. Chief of the military intelligence office MIII under the Norwegian legation in Stockholm 
from the middle of 1943. Dahl came into conflict with the British-Soviet intelligence projects in 
Norway in 1942-1943, and after further disputes with XU's leadership the organization of 
intelligence work in Norway, he was in September 1944 called for service in BO in England. In 1961 
he became commander of the Allied land forces in southern Norway and second in command of 
the Army. 
778. Montagu (“Stuart”) STUART-MENTETH MC. Signed 26 April 1942. Stockholm. 

056 
DOB 14.1.1893. kopman. Engelsk. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Accountant. Born 1893. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
According to 
http://www.theblacketts.com/gedcom/individual.php?pid=I8606&ged=A%20A%20Main%20Blacket
t%20Tree%20(King%20Malcolm%20III).ged, his was the son of Lt.-Col. Sir James Frederick Stuart-
Menteth (1846 – 1926) and Elizabeth Alyson Blackett (1858 – 1915). The LG, 27 January 1915 
announced he was a temporary Second Lieutenant in the Infantry. The LG, 26 September 1917 
announced he was awarded the Military Cross. The Edinburgh Gazette of 10 January 1918 published 
the citation for his Military Cross: “For conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty. After his 
platoon had captured their objective he moved about in the open under heavy artillery and 
machine-gun fire and accurate sniping, directing the consolidation with skill and precision. The 
work was barely completed when the enemy counterattacked, whereupon he rallied the few 
remaining men of his platoon and successfully repulsed the enemy.” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norwegian_legation_in_Stockholm
http://mediabase1.uib.no/krigslex/d/d1.html
http://www.theblacketts.com/gedcom/individual.php?pid=I8606&ged=A%20A%20Main%20Blackett%20Tree%20(King%20Malcolm%20III).ged
http://www.theblacketts.com/gedcom/individual.php?pid=I8606&ged=A%20A%20Main%20Blackett%20Tree%20(King%20Malcolm%20III).ged
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779. Walter GREEN. Signed 26 April 1942. Stockholm. 

056 
DOB 25.10.1893. malare. Engelsk. 

Bromma Archive 
Group Sisu volunteer. Occupation not stated. Born 1905. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
780. Frederick Leon ZIPFEL. Signed 26 April 1942. Stockholm. 

056 
DOB 3.1.1914. sekreterare. Engelsk. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Private secretary. Born 1914. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
According to http://hittagraven.stockholm.se/sv/Skogskyrkogarden/2/48S/41244/1/, he died on 28 
September 1953 and is buried in Skogskyrkogården Cemetery, Sockenvägen, Sweden. 
781. Robert Frederick HOLTOM. Signed 26 April 1942. Stockholm. 

056 
DOB 16.8.1915. student. Engelsk. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Fireman. Born 1915. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 

 

http://hittagraven.stockholm.se/sv/Skogskyrkogarden/2/48S/41244/1/
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From http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/ottawacitizen/obituary.aspx?n=robert-
holtom&pid=152413949#fbLoggedOut: 
Published in The Ottawa Citizen from July 7 to July 8, 2011 
HOLTOM, Robert F. ( Roy ) Reg#12551, R.C.M.P. S/Sgt. Ret'd, R 254806, Sgt./Pilot, R.C.A.F. WW.II, 
Life Member R.C.M.P. Veterans Association, Life member, R.C. Legion Branch No. 589 In enduring 
and loving memory of our father and friend the family of Roy Holtom announces that he 
begrudgingly passed away on July 5, 2011 at the age of 96. In moving on to join Julia (1916- 2007), 
his wife of and partner of 62 years, he ends a long and adventurous life. He left the R.C.M.P. Marine 
Section, as an able seaman, in 1938 to go to England. He spent time in the London Fire Brigade 
then joined the British contingent of the International Volunteer Brigade to go to the Finnish-
Russian war. He was seconded to the Finnish Air Force as an air gunner. From there to internment 
in Sweden and then a security job at the British legation in Stockholm. A diplomatic plane returned 
him to England and work with the Canadian Red Cross. He then joined the merchant navy and 
signed on to a damaged tanker returning to New York for repairs. From New York back to Canada 
and the R.C.A.F where , after some time at McGill, he graduated as a fighter pilot in early 1945. The 
end of the war saw him join the Ottawa Fire Dept. for a short time. After obtaining his commercial 
pilot’s licence, he rejoined the RCMP as part of the Air Division. In 1947 he transferred to Edmonton 
and spent the rest of his RCMP career in Alberta. He retired from the RCMP in 1965 and moved 
back to Ottawa to boat, travel and enjoy. He leaves a rich legacy of honesty, loyalty, humour and 
commitment. As all good woodworkers know, you can't have a fine finish without some abrasives. 
Internment along with wife Julia (nee Askin), will be held at the RCMP cemetery in Regina. 
Predeceased by his parents Frederick and Edith Holtom and brothers Douglas and Joseph. Survived 
by sons Donald (Louise) and Murray (Deb) and by brother Paul. 
782. Olav SKEIE. Signed 27 April 1942. Stockholm. 

056 
DOB 30.9.1915. herr. Norsk. 

  
http://www.geocaching.com/seek/cache_details.aspx?guid=3e73dd6e-152f-4c1b-ae09-
a862d8b33c0e 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skylark_B: 

http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/ottawacitizen/obituary.aspx?n=robert-holtom&pid=152413949%23fbLoggedOut
http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/ottawacitizen/obituary.aspx?n=robert-holtom&pid=152413949%23fbLoggedOut
http://www.geocaching.com/seek/cache_details.aspx?guid=3e73dd6e-152f-4c1b-ae09-a862d8b33c0e
http://www.geocaching.com/seek/cache_details.aspx?guid=3e73dd6e-152f-4c1b-ae09-a862d8b33c0e
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skylark_B
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Skylark B was a radio communications group that operated in Trondheim during the German 
occupation of Norway. The group was established and led by Erik Welle-Strand, who was a student 
in Trondheim. Preparations were done in 1940, when a transmitter was brought in from the United 
Kingdom, and the communications were effective from the end of January to September 1941. 
Their station, called Sealion, was one of two radio stations that maintained the radio 
communication between Norway and the UK Secret Intelligence Service in this period. The 
transmitter was located in Herbernheia in the recreational area Bymarka. A large number of 
telegrams were sent while the group was operational. The group was eventually rolled up by the 
Gestapo in September 1941. Several of the operators were imprisoned. Eleven members of the 
Skylark B group were sent to German death camps, and seven of these later died in Germany. 
Others managed to flee from the country, among these were Leif Tronstad, Einar Johansen (who 
signed this book on 12 October 1941 and 10 February 1943), Bjørn Rørholt (who signed this book 
on 12 October 1941) and Olav Skeie. In February 1941, Skylark B reported on German ships in 
Trøndelag, and on export of iron ore from Narvik. In March there were telegrams on pyrite 
shipments from Thamshavn, on large numbers of German troops in Mosjøen, on a seaplane base in 
Hommelvik, and on German gas ships in Trondheim. During spring 1941 telegrams reported high 
military activity (German troop movements) which later appeared to reflect preparations for the 
German attack on the Soviet Union. In May 1941, before the German battleship Bismarck battle, 
Skylark reported to SIS that three destroyers had arrived in Trondheim. Skylark B also facilitated 
communication between London and Trondheim regarding the production of heavy water at 
Vemork. 
783. Dankert THULAND. Signed 27 April 1942. Stockholm. 

056 
DOB 3.2.1911. policeman. Norsk. 
From a Google translation of a Norwegian article: 
Policeman, Resistance Hero and Human, Carl Oscar Berntsen by Sheriff Eiliv Lønningen. During the 
war, Oscar Berntsen recruited police officer Dankert Thuland as an interpreter for the German 
military police and Sicherheitspolizei - Gestapo. Thuland was arrested in April 1941. He managed to 
escape from Allegrini and went to England, and Oscar took his position. 
784. Eva Ursula SANDBERG. Signed 27 April 1942. Stockholm. 

056 
DOB 8.3.1916. fr. Norsk. 
From The Hungerford Adviser of 9 October 2012: 
“Tributes were paid to a brave soldier and community supporter the late Major Cedric Hathway at 
his funeral service in St Lawrence’s Church, Hungerford on Thursday, September 27. Major Hathway 
was a distinguished former Mayor of Hungerford, Constable of the Town and Manor and member 
of the Royal British Legion. His was service was with the 52nd (Lowland) Reconnaissance Regiment 
known as The Fighting Fifty-Second Recce spearheading advancing formations and flushing out 
the enemy. He was twice wounded, the first time on the road to Arnhem. It was during recovery 
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that he met and later married the pretty young Royal Norwegian Air Force officer and resistance 
worker Eva Ursula Sandberg. Major Hathway leaves his daughter Nina.” 
According to http://www.hungerfordvirtualmuseum.co.uk/Places/High_Street_Properties/90-
93_High_Street/90-93_high_street.html, Eva died in 1997. 
785. Knut THUNE-LARSEN. Signed 27 April 1942. Stockholm. 

056 
DOB 18.7.1915. fenrik. Norsk. 
According to 
http://gw4.geneanet.org/djoseph?lang=en;pz=david+alexandre;nz=de+meester;ocz=0;p=knut;n=t
hune+larsen, he was born on 10 July 1915 and died on 1 June 2005. He was married to Solveig 
Bellie Tandberg. Their son, Gregory Edward Anthony Thune-Larsen, was born on 11 August 1953 
and married Tatiana Marie, Princess of Yugoslavia, the daughter of Andreas, Prince of Yugoslavia 
and Christina Margarethe, Princess of Hesse. 
786. Arne SKILLINGSAAS. Signed 27 April 1942. Stockholm. 

056 
DOB 2.9.1915. snickare. Norsk. No trace found for Arne Skillingaas or Arne Skillingsås. 
787. Charles L SUMMERS. Signed 27 April 1942. RAF North Coates, Lincolnshire. 

056 
Could this be 2 Lt. Charles L. Summers, ASN: O-427219, Army Air Corps? He was born on 20 March 
1918. He was KIA on 4 May 1942 and is buried in the Netherlands American Cemetery in 
Margraten. 
788. Lars Larsen BERGO. Signed 27 April 1942. No address. 

056 
Listed in Little Norway. 
From Bo Widfeldt's Making for Sweden: 
“During a flight from Bromma to Leuchars on 29th August 1944, the Lodestar G-AGIH crashed at 
Kinnekulle. The aircraft was carrying Norwegian military cadets on their way to training in the 
United Kingdom when bad weather and radio-fault struck the aircraft. The pilot tried to fly to 
Gothenburg, but when descending he hit the Kinnekulle mountain not far from the F7 Wing at 
Satenas. Eight of the twelve passengers were killed, as was the crew of three (Captain A. K. Hiorth, 
Second Pilot L. L. Bergo, and WO S. Moe). By a miracle four passengers were only wounded and 
were rescued.” 

http://www.hungerfordvirtualmuseum.co.uk/Places/High_Street_Properties/90-93_High_Street/90-93_high_street.html
http://www.hungerfordvirtualmuseum.co.uk/Places/High_Street_Properties/90-93_High_Street/90-93_high_street.html
http://gw4.geneanet.org/djoseph?lang=en;pz=david+alexandre;nz=de+meester;ocz=0;p=knut;n=thune+larsen
http://gw4.geneanet.org/djoseph?lang=en;pz=david+alexandre;nz=de+meester;ocz=0;p=knut;n=thune+larsen
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789. Flying Officer (later Squadron Leader) Walter Edwin George WEST (44883). Signed 
27 April 1942. No address. 

056 
His promotion from Flying Officer to Flight Lieutenant with effect from 7 November 1942 is 
mentioned in the LG, 27 November 1942. 
790. Ronald HIGNELL. Signed 29 April 1942. 9 Leighton Road, [Town], Dunstable, Beds. 

057 
Group Sisu volunteer. Masson. Born 1915. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
According to 192.com, a person named Ronald T Hignell is living in Dunstable (as at 28 May 2013). 
The LG, 30 July 1943 announced the appointment of R T Hignell as a Temporary Sub-Lieutenant in 
the RNVR. 
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Korpilahti, Summer 1941: gang at Iloniemi sawmill, including Rattigan, Hignell, Butler215, Bath216, 
Casey217, Daly, and some Finns. 
Justin Brook’s The Volunteers: The Full Story of the British Volunteers in Finland 1939-41 
791. William George NICHOLLS. Signed 29 April 1942. District Bank Ltd, 76 Cornhill, 
London. 

057 
Group Sisu volunteer. Medic. Staff Sergeant. Born 1908. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
According to Justin Brooke’s The Volunteers: The Full Story of the British Volunteers in Finland 1939-
41, 1990, “… an account should be opened for the appeal funds at the District Bank at its Cornhill 
branch in the City.” 

                                                 
215 Signed this book on 23 April 1942 
216 Signed this book on 27 May 1942 
217 Signed this book on 5 May 1942 
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792. Jørgen JUVE (Porsgrunn, 22 November 1906 – Oslo, 12 April 1983). Signed 29 April 
1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

057 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J%C3%B8rgen_Juve: 
Jørgen Juve (22 November 1906 – 12 April 1983) was a Norwegian football player, jurist, journalist 
and non-fiction writer. He played as a striker for Lyn, and also for the Norwegian national team. He 
is the highest scoring player ever for Norway, with 33 goals out of just 45 games. He was captain of 
the Norwegian team which won Olympic bronze medals in the 1936 Summer Olympics. He also 
had a career as a journalist for Dagbladet and Tidens Tegn, and wrote several books. Juve was born 
in Porsgrunn; the son of tanner Ole Martin Juve and Marie Pøhner. The family name originates from 
the farm Juve/Djuve in Lårdal, where his grandfather was born. He was the eldest of six children. 
His two brothers both emigrated to the United States, while his three sisters married and settled in 
Norway. Among his childhood friends was later composer Klaus Egge. He was married twice, first to 
Erna Riberg in 1932, and they had two children. One of their grandchildren is folk singer Tone Juve. 
He was later married to psychologist Eva Røine, and they had one daughter. He died in Oslo in 
1983. Juve started playing football for the Porsgrunn sports club Urædd, only 16 years old. In 1926 
he moved to Oslo, where he started playing for the club Lyn. Juve played the Norwegian Cup final 
for Lyn in 1928, but the team lost 2-1 against Ørn-Horten. He made 45 appearances and scored 33 
goals for the Norwegian national team between 1928 and 1937. His first match for the national 
team was against Finland in June 1928, and his 45th match was against Denmark in June 1937. Juve 
scored his first goals for Norway in June 1929, when he scored a hat-trick against Netherlands, and 
during the next seven matches he scored 16 goals. His 33 goals makes Juve top scorer of all time 
for the Norwegian national football team. He only played as a striker in 22 of those games; the rest 
he alternated between right-back and centre-half. He was captain of the team that won bronze 
medals at the 1936 Summer Olympics in Berlin. In the first round of the Olympics, 3 August, the 
Norwegian team met Turkey, and won the match 4–0. In the second round they met Germany, and 
won this match 2–0. Both goals were scored by Magnar Isaksen (after 8 and 84 minutes). Among 
the spectators were Hitler and Goebbels. It was the first and last time Hitler watched a football 
match. In the semi-final, on 10 August, the Norwegian team lost 1–2 to Italy, after extra time. Finally 
the team won 3–2 over Poland in the bronze final. In 2006, on the occasion of the 100-year 
anniversary of Juve's birth Per Ravn Omdal stated that Juve was one of the greatest Norwegian 
footballers while Sondre Kåfjord, Per Jorsett, Ola Dybwad Olsen and Arne Scheie named Juve as the 
most important contributor to Norway's only medal in an international football championship for 
men. Juve retired from football in 1938, and had a short stint as coach of Bodø/Glimt in 1939. He 
also coached Molde FK for a few weeks in 1948. Juve graduated in jurisprudence in Basel in 1931, 
but later worked as a journalist and writer. He was sports editor for the newspaper Dagbladet from 
1928 to 1934, and for Tidens Tegn from 1934 to 1940. During World War II, Juve started the weekly 
magazine Bragd. In 1941, he moved to Stockholm, where he edited the magazine Norges-Nytt. In 
1942, he travelled to London, and later to New York. He worked as a journalist for Dagbladet from 
1945. Among his books are Alt om fotball (1934), Norsk fotball (1937), and Øyeblikk (1978). In 
Øyeblikk (“Moments”) Juve describes memorable moments, such as when Birger Ruud won the 
men's downhill at the 1936 Winter Olympics, while Laila Schou Nilsen won the women's downhill. 
From the football match against Germany in 1936 he notices the weird change in attitude of some 
of the German players, completely freezing with raised hands when Hitler appeared. He edited a 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J%C3%B8rgen_Juve
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book on Ole Reistad in 1959. He is mentioned in Gerd Vold Hurum’s En kvinne ved navn “Truls”, 
Wings forlag, 2006. 
793. Odd JENSEN. Signed 29 April 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

057 
From http://www.bordewick-family.com/family/no/425.htm (poorly translated by Google): 
Odd Jensen born in Christiania on Friday 13 April 1903 (he always claimed that Friday the 13th was 
a lucky day). He grew up in the family home in Colletsgate 49 and had a carefree, but hardly 
boring, childhood. There is a newspaper clipping from approximately 1914 where it is said that the 
two boys had rolled down a manhole cover from St. Hans Haugen and missed the tram with only 
centimetres - he chuckled good when he showed it. He also told me that he had shot his older 
sister Hjørdis breed cat because it had made of himself in his boots. This falls well into the pattern 
of odd that in an article in Aftenposten right after the war under the heading "Shot gets it ...... that 
shoot my dog" in response to a post about it on a lead and killing of dogs that broke this. 
Among Odd's childhood memories are also stories he told about his after school went to visit her 
aunt Maja (and uncle Niels) on Nydalens Compagnie. The road from Colletsgate by Louise Berg 
and upwards along the Aker River went partly through woodland - here he hunted on several 
occasions capercaillie that he could bring home to your dinner table. 
One of Odd's childhood friends was Knut Ringnes. Ringnes family lived two houses further down in 
Colletsgate in stately "Cairo". Together they went on Halling school in the same year as King Olav 
V. Knut Ringnes later took over the family farm Ringnes Krødsherad. Here they met two childhood 
buddies to go hunting many a time. In 1970, Odd bought the property from Ringnes farm to build 
his dream house, "Sole Haugen" (Villa Sole and Hunter Haugen combined in a word) - the lodge is 
now owned by his grandson Peter Odd. Another of his classmates at Halling was Niels 
Rummelhoff (who signed this book on 8 April 1942) - later a recognized ear nose throat doctor in 
Oslo - their lifelong friendship is another story. 
Odd went to graphic school in Leipzig in the early 1920s. He later spent a year at school in Chicago 
during Prohibition (1923) and went to advertising school - he brought the idea of direct mail home, 
which was a major selling product for corporate graphic business. He had his work in the printing 
before in 1929 and in 1931 formally took over as general manager / manager for Wittusen & 
Jensen A / S. This happened after he and younger brother Leif with support from The Norwegian 
Credit Bank acquired majority vote after several years of major economic challenges and problems 
during mother Karen innfalsledelse. The company grew and strengthened towards war. 
In April 1940, Odd and Leif met to mobilize after having seen their families in safety on Nøsen in 
Valdres. They both participated in the campaign in Valdres in extensive clashes at Bagn and later 
Fagernes area, odd as corporal and Leif who conscript officer. One of his fellow soldiers he 
characterized as bold and daring, they drove around in a civilian car on dirt roads or skied along 
the valley sides. Stopped, shooting a bit, threw some hand grenades and drove on to give the 
impression that the Norwegian force was greater and more widespread than was the case. When 
resistance collapsed in Valdres went Odd ski to Hemsedal - the rough down their arms and came 
up with the train back to Oslo as civilians. In a few days worked odd that field postmaster at 
Fagernes - something we have specific philatelic tracks by. 

http://www.bordewick-family.com/family/no/425.htm
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There are many thrilling stories of resistance currently in Oslo. Both Odd and Leif took part in the 
resistance after demobilization. W & J received production orders for prints and stamps from the 
occupying forces, the goods were delivered and Milorg got their share of circulations and copies of 
the stamps. By unfolding Max script first batch in 1941, both brothers detained at Botsfengselet for 
6 weeks before they were released. On "bods" put all sorts of criminals. One of those odd became 
acquainted with during his stay here was "Rat-Nikken," a known safecracker. Right after the war he 
would have enjoyed this acquaintance. A Chubb safe that W & J sold had reached an impasse and 
technicians could not open the cabinet again. Then the "Rat-Nikken" released a few hours to assist 
- successfully! 
There are indications that the Gestapo had them in their sights, 17 November 1941 raid on the W 
& J and arrested 12 people. One was executed on Trandum, one died in German captivity and 10 
including Leif returned with the white buses in 1945. 
Odd arrived late at the office this November month because his daughter Roberta had been sick 
that night. He got a tip a bell boy and instead of going into the office, he went straight through the 
gate room in Church Street 20, right under the noses of the Gestapo, up in the attic, gained with 
somewhat compromising material and defended over the roof and out of a farm in Tollbodgaten - 
from then on he was in hiding in Oslo for several weeks before the flight to Sweden could be 
implemented. He was evacuated in an ambulance from Ullevaal Hospital dressed and made up like 
a dying old man who was going to bring it back to Kongsvinger. From here he was guided across 
the border to Sweden. 
After arrival in Sweden, he sought their principals SOE in the British Legation in Stockholm. He later 
became the Swedish State Policy set in the context of the murder of a German officer in Stockholm 
in 1942 and he was declared persona non grata in Sweden, with a short deadline to leave the 
country. He was quickly flown from Bromma to England by the Royal Air Force, debriefed and 
placed in service in the Norwegian Ministry of Trade in London. Here he participated in a mission 
that was to raise money for the Norwegian resistance movement in Norway. Spare plates 10, - 50, - 
and 100. notes were of "Oslo Gang" smuggled out of Norges Bank and shipped to England. It was 
printed "fake" money cycle. Others know using odd was responsible for obtaining the correct 
watermark paper from mills in England. After reprinted the plates were transported carefully and 
quickly returned to Norway and placed back into the vault at Norges Bank - undetected! Later, he 
took command education in Scotland by the Norwegian armed forces. He went on Warfare 
Intelligence School and later at Matlock Military Academy after which he became second lieutenant 
in 1943. Later he served at the Norwegian forces in Scotland and Shetland, the last year in the 
Norwegian Liasonkorpeset in London. 
When the war ended, he was ordered home by air 10 May. Just before the plane, one Lysander 
from the Royal Canadian Air Force to take with Canadian occupation soldiers were Odd Jensen as 
Captain ordered the aircraft in favour of a Major July Braten. This and three other aircraft in the 
same sweep crashed in Norway due. bad weather. Odd plane was supposed to crash at Bright 
ponds in Sørkedalen - all on board perished. There is currently a support where the plane perished. 
He got another transport home a few days later and served a few months before he was released 
and resumed his work in W & J. 
Throughout the war, his mother Karen again tried to run the company, also helped by Sigurd 
Graarud, the husband of sister Hjørdis. It was time reconstruction and brothers Leif and Odd began 
the task again. Leif was marked by hard over three years in German captivity, while Brother Odd 
had emerged from the war with the experience, education, and apparently many good business 
both at home and abroad. 
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After a new investment period had W & J now evolved as a leading graphic business. And as the 
years went by, it turned increasingly difficult to get return on traditional printing techniques while 
new technology and larger production units polarized industry. In 1972 burned printer who lived in 
Hjula Loom Works at Aker river to the ground. All equipment was lost, but fortunately and not least 
thanks to Odd's son Paul was business both damage and interruption insurance in Storebrand. 
Insurance settlement laid the foundation for building plans and from 1973 to 1975 travel 
company's new building at Rødtvedt outside Oslo itself. In addition to a business that now was 
mainly focused on trading with office equipment, computers and graphic production was also 
room for a new graphic own production of offset machines and filmsetteri. Stamp Factory was 
discontinued, it was sold to our loyal employees for many years the family Samuelsen, which today 
operates SAM Stamp Factory in Oslo with great success. Wittusen & Jensen in 1975, 110 employees 
and 30 million in annual revenues. With the major changes Odd Jensen closed his almost 45 years 
of service as CEO from 1929 to 1973. He handed the baton to his son Paul Hilmar and continued as 
a director. Poor health as a result of cancer of the throat he put considerable physical back over the 
last 15 years of his life, but the enthusiasm and interest in the company he kept to the end. 
794. Torkild SAMUELSEN. Signed 29 April 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

057 
According to the Norwegian Digital Archives, he was born on 13 November 1906 in Moss. 
According to http://www.mamut.net/RIFsenior/subdet3.htm, in October 1937, he was chairman of 
Østfold Arbeideridrettskrets (Østfold Works Sports Association). No further trace found. 
795. Gustav WOLBEK. Signed 29 April 1942. Polish Legation, London. 

057 
No trace found. I suspect the surname is Wolbek. 
796. POSSIBLY Frederick George ILBURY. Signed 29 April 1942. British. 

057 
Group Sisu volunteer. Electrician. Born 1908. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
797. Henry CONNOLLY. Signed 29 April 1942. British. 

057 
Group Sisu volunteer. Miner. Corporal. Born 1913. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 

http://www.mamut.net/RIFsenior/subdet3.htm
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798. J PULASKI. Signed 29 April 1942. Sweden (Stockholm). 

057 
This might be Zygmunt Pielowski, who wrote The birds of prey: systematics, species description, 
biology, ecology, protection. 
799. Torstein DALE. Signed 29 April 1942. Stockholm. 

057 
According to Arkivverket Riksarkivet (translated by Google), Torstein Dale was a Norwegian doctor 
and medical officer. He obtained his medical degree in 1934. Dale reported for duty as an 
ambulance driver for the Red Cross during the Finland war in 1939. He was listed mobile and 
participated in the fighting in southern and northern Norway in 1940. In 1941, he traveled through 
Sweden to England, where he served as department physician, in 1942 as a hospital manager at 
The Norwegian brigades hospitals in Scotland. In May 1944, he brigade doctor, later that year 
district command physician, Northern Norway. He held this post with majors extent to February 
1946. Then Dale was chief of staff of Armed Forces Medical Services, later chief of the Army. In 
1951 he was appointed major general and commanded as Commander of Armed Forces Medical 
Services. Torstein Dale was President of the Norwegian Red Cross from 1966 until his death. The 
organization created in 1977 the Torstein Dale Memorial Prize, one peace dove bronze and a dollar 
amount. Dale was Commander of the Order of St. Olav and had a number of other Norwegian and 
foreign orders and medals. 
800. N C H BOSCH. Signed 29 April 1942. Stockholm. 

057 
No trace found online or in the usual books. Further research required. The name could be N C Van 
Der Bosch or N C Van Den Vosch. 
801. Aage Rudolph OLSEN. Signed 29 April 1942. Stockholm. 

057 
According to 
http://home.comcast.net/~cshortridge/MERSHIPHIS/AMERSHIPL/SS_AZALEA_CITY.pdf, Aage R. 
Olsen (Chief Mate) was lost (with all the crew) when the SS Azalea City was sunk by U-432 on 12 
February 1942. 
According to http://www.uboat.net/allies/merchants/ships/1811.html, Åge Olsen was a mechanic 
on the Norwegian motor tanker Slemdal (Master Joh. M. Pedersen) which was sunk by U-552 (Erich 
Topp) on 15 June 1942, with all 37 crew surviving. 20 survivors were picked up by HMS Marigold (K 

http://home.comcast.net/%7Ecshortridge/MERSHIPHIS/AMERSHIPL/SS_AZALEA_CITY.pdf
http://www.uboat.net/allies/merchants/ships/1811.html
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87) (Lt J.A.S. Halcrow, RNR) and 17 survivors by the British rescue ship Copeland (Master J. McKellar, 
OBE) and landed at Gourock on 20 June. 
From http://uboat.net/allies/merchants/crews/person/1352.html: 
Aage Rudolf Olsen. Merchant Marine. Danish. Born 1894. Died 21 Feb 1942 (48). 

 
Perhaps, he survived (which is unlikely) or his name was used by a Danish agent or there was 
another person named Aage R Olsen. 
From https://www.hvaler.kommune.no/Documents/Postlister/2010/2010-09-13.pdf: 

 
From http://legeforeningen.no/Emner/Andre-emner/Spesialistutdanning/Godkjente-
spesialister/oyesykdommer/ (translated by Google): 
Approved specialists in eye diseases 
Vardenær Aage R. Olsen, LEEDS 
802. Fridtjov ROALD. Signed 29 April 1942. Stockholm. 

057 
No trace found. The name could be Roald FRIDTJOV or Fridtjof ROALD. 
803. ? ROOS. Signed 29 April 1942. Stockholm. 

 057 
Cornelius Roos DOB 7.5.1910? 
804. Wing Commander John Kerrison OSBORNE (31128). Signed 29 April 1942. 9 Union 
Street, St Andrews. 

058 

http://uboat.net/allies/merchants/crews/person/1352.html
https://www.hvaler.kommune.no/Documents/Postlister/2010/2010-09-13.pdf
http://legeforeningen.no/Emner/Andre-emner/Spesialistutdanning/Godkjente-spesialister/oyesykdommer/
http://legeforeningen.no/Emner/Andre-emner/Spesialistutdanning/Godkjente-spesialister/oyesykdommer/
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He is mentioned in the LG, 17 September 1937, 6 September 1938 , 14 July 1943, 25 November 
1947, 17 February 1948 and 22 August 1950, the latter announcing his retirement retaining the 
rank of Wing Commander. The LG 24 September 1941 announced his Mentioned in Despatches for 
distinguished service. 
805. Jan Andrzej MIKOLAJEWSKI. Signed 30 April 1942. Stockholm. 

058 
DOB 7.8.1887. polsk. 
According to http://patent.ipexl.com/GB/GB612288.html, on 23 May 1945, he applied for a patent 
entitled ‘Production of carved articles in transparent plastic materials’. This patent was published on 
10 November 1948. 
806. John Sydney WALKER. Signed 30 April 1942. 230 Yale Avenue, Winnipeg, Canada. 

058 
DOB 9.5.1893. polis. Britt. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Warrant Officer. Born 1893 Canada. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
The LG, 16 October 1916 announced “John Sydney Walker is to be a temporary Captain in the 
Surrey Volunteer Regiment under the 12th Battalion.” 
807. Leonard George MCKIBBIN. Signed 30 April 1942. Sidcup, Kent. 

058 
DOB 12.2.1906. artist. Britt. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Advertisement artist. Born 1906. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
He provided water colour sketches for J K Clayton’s Manchester - Heart of the Industrial North, 
1937. 

http://patent.ipexl.com/GB/GB612288.html
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Filipstad, Winter 1941: Ski-ing party: Leonard McKibbin, Graham, Brooke, Herring & Bullen. Justin 
Brook’s The Volunteers: The Full Story of the British Volunteers in Finland 1939-41 
808. Jüst Chr. Straumann BORTHEN. Signed 30 April 1942. Stockholm. 

058 
DOB 8.10.1917. disp. Norsk. No trace found. 
809. Trygve Martin ISACHSEN. Signed 30 April 1942. Stockholm. 

058 
DOB 29.7.1909. ingenior. Norsk. 
Trygve Tsachsen (probably misspelt) is listed in Little Norway. 
The Norwegian Digital Archives lists a Trygve Isachsen with a DOB of 12.07.1895, but questions the 
year. No trace found. 
810. Arne Kristoffer HAUG. Signed 30 April 1942. Stockholm. 

058 
DOB 29.11.1921. arb. Norsk. No trace found. 
811. Einar NÅS. Signed 30 April 1942. Stockholm. 

058 
DOB 13.11.1920. arb. Norsk. 
Is this Einar Næss who signed this book on 4 May 1942? 
An Einar Naas is listed in Little Norway. No trace found. 
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812. Flight Lieutenant Peter Vigne AYERST DFC (41362). Signed 1 May 1942. RAF 
Grangemouth. 

058 
Battle of Britain pilot. 
He was born on 4 November 1920. On 6 November 1939, Pilot Officer P V Ayerst, from 73 
Squadron, was the first to clash with a Messerschmitt Bf 109. After the dogfight, he came back with 
five holes in his fuselage. His account was published in Don Minterne’s The History of 73 Squadron 
– Part One (Tutor Publications, 1994). Awarded DFC while with 124 Squadron. Peter was a Fighter 
Ace. He joined the RAF in 1938 and then fought in campaigns during the entire length of the war, 
from 1939 to 1945. Peter took part in The Battle of France, Battle of Britain, El Alamein, D Day, and 
Bomber Escort, deep into the heart of Germany. By February 1945, he became a Test Pilot on 
Spitfires at Castle Bromwich under Alex Henshaw. Peter flew every operational mark of Spitfire and 
Hurricane in the RAF’s inventory, and flew more Mark 22s than any other Pilot. Peter is the only 
surviving Pilot from 73 Squadron and is the only surviving Test Pilot from Castle Bromwich. He 
turned 89 on 4 November 2009. 
From http://www.aviationcollectables.co.uk/catalog/spfc01brwing-commander-peter-ayerst-p-
99.html: 

  
His DFC was announced in the LG, 21 November 1944. 
He was interviewd by Sanchia Berg of the BBC on 21 August 2010 “Battle of Britain pilot trainer 
Peter Ayerst explains how luck was the biggest factor in the survival of pilots during the battle” 
(http://news.bbc.co.uk/today/hi/today/newsid_8933000/8933372.stm): 

 
© BBC website 
From http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/london/8653349.stm: 

http://www.aviationcollectables.co.uk/catalog/spfc01brwing-commander-peter-ayerst-p-99.html
http://www.aviationcollectables.co.uk/catalog/spfc01brwing-commander-peter-ayerst-p-99.html
http://news.bbc.co.uk/today/hi/today/newsid_8933000/8933372.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/london/8653349.stm
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Pilot is reunited with his WWII Spitfire in London 
A pilot has been reunited with a part of a Spitfire he flew in World War II after it was found in 
Canada. Wing Cdr Peter Ayerst signed the piece of the aircraft, which he piloted on a test flight in 
1945, at an event in Biggin Hill, south-east London. The 89-year-old, from Westcliff, Essex, recalled 
"many hairy moments" he had flying Spitfires during WWII. The plane, bought for £350,000 in 2009, 
is currently being restored in Canada in order to return it to the skies. Wing Cdr Ayerst, who trained 
pilots to fly aircrafts in WWII, also flew Spitfires during the Battle of Britain. 
'Hairy moments' 
Marcel Deschamps, who found the Spitfire and now owns it, said it was amazing to see the veteran 
pilot. "Most of these pilots died during the war and this guy, 65 years after test flying, is still alive," 
he said. "When you think about it, it is incredible." Recalling his time on the front line, Wing Cdr 
Ayerst recounted being rescued after being shot down in enemy territory in 1942. He said: "I had 
so many hairy moments. "I was in the desert air force for two years and I got shot down and I was 
way above enemy territory. "The German troops were firing on me all the time." 
Refurbished plane 
However he was found and returned to his base. He said: "It took me two or three days to get back 
to my unit." The event at St George's Chapel was organised by the Spitfire Society and the signed 
aircraft piece will be added to the plane. It will take five years to fully restore the plane, which was 
one of 22,000 spitfires used in the WWII. Only 50 of those remain in flying condition. 
His autobiography was wriiten by Hugh Thomas, Spirit of the Blue: A Fighter Pilot's Story, Sutton 
Publishing Ltd, 2004: 
“Some pilots were famous for their exploits in the Battle of Britain and some for other war theatres 
but not many can claim to have flown in at least five major Second World War battles and lived to 
tell the tale. Peter Ayerst DFC was such a man. He flew in the Battle for France, the Battle of Britain, 
the war in the desert, the D-Day landings and on bomber-escort duties over Germany. As if this 
was not enough, he was also a proficient test pilot, working with the renowned Alex Henshaw on 
new Spitfire developments. After a spell as a publican after the war, he re-enlisted in the RAF and 
served as a Wing Commander. Ayerst's story is inherently gripping as he always seemed to be in 
the thick of the action and making miraculous escapes. In the Battle for France he found himself 
over Germany being chased by no less than 27 enemy aircraft and in the war in the desert he 
managed to successfully crash land his damaged aircraft in a minefield. Covering Ayerst's personal 
and professional life, Hugh Thomas has written an absorbing account of a remarkable man.” 
Review by Kirkus UK. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alex_Henshaw: 
It is estimated that Alex Henshaw flew 10% of all Spitfires and Seafires, testing up to 20 aircraft a 
day in often foggy conditions. He would also demonstrate the Spitfire to visiting dignitaries, such 
as Winston Churchill, and once flying the length of Broad Street in Birmingham at low level. He is 
the only pilot known to have performed a barrel roll in a Lancaster bomber, a feat that was 
considered by some to be reckless or impossible due to the aircraft's size and relatively modest 
performance. He flew this manoeuvre on several occasions with other members of his flight test 
team on board, including Peter Ayerst and Czech pilot Venda Jicha. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alex_Henshaw
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From http://www.flightglobal.com/blogs/aircraft-pictures/2008/07/wg-cdr-peter-ayerst-and-a-
roll.html: 

 
Battle of Britain hero Wing Commander Peter Ayerst stands in front of Rolls-Royce's Spitfire PR Mk 
XIX during Flight's 100th Anniversary party. 
813. Flight Lieutenant Thomas Gordon JEFFERIES (78932). Signed 1 May 1942. RAF 
Grangemouth. 

058 
The Air Force List for May 1942 shows: 

  
When magnified, the initials could be T G: 

 
This could be Thomas Gordon Jefferies who was awarded the DFC which was announced in Flight, 7 
November 1918: Lieut. (T. Capt.) THOMAS GORDON JEFFERIES (R.F.A.) — During the recent fighting 
this officer has been conspicuous for his gallantry on many occasions, notably on August 24th, 
when, seeing a body of some 600 hostile infantry and limbers advancing west, he immediately 
engaged them, diving and firing his front gun at 1,500 ft. Subjected to very heavy field and 
machine-gun fire, he pressed home his attack with vigour, and at 1,000 ft. dropped his six bombs 
on the infantry, who dispersed in all directions. His observer then opened fire, which completely 
disorganised the enemy. At this period of the combat Capt. Jefferies was wounded in the calf, and, 
although his leg was completely numbed, he brought his machine back to the aerodrome and 
handed in his report. 

http://www.flightglobal.com/blogs/aircraft-pictures/2008/07/wg-cdr-peter-ayerst-and-a-roll.html
http://www.flightglobal.com/blogs/aircraft-pictures/2008/07/wg-cdr-peter-ayerst-and-a-roll.html
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RAF Grangemouth was a Royal Air Force station 3 miles north east of Falkirk, Stirlingshire, Scotland. 
It was opened as the Central Scotland Airport in May 1939 and operated as a Civilian Air 
Navigation School until early September 1939. From September 1939 to March 1941, it was used 
by 602 Squadron flying Spitfires; 141 Squadron flying Blenheims and Gladiators; and 263 Squadron 
flying Lysanders. In December 1940, it was used by No. 58 Operational Training Unit (later renamed 
No. 2 Tactical Exercise Unit). About 400 pilots a year passed through the base. They were of many 
nationalities including Americans, Belgians Dutch, Australian, Czech and Canadians as well as the 
British. The pilots most often associated with Grangemouth were the Poles. From October 1942, all 
Polish fighter pilots trained here, and Polish instructors worked alongside their British counterparts. 
814. Denis Robert (“Red”) WEAVER. Signed 4 May 1942. 5 Stile Lane, St Michaels, Bristol. 

058 
Group Sisu volunteer. Airplane engineer. Born 1916. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
815. Vasili OUTKINE. Signed 4 May 1942. London Ambasade (sic) USSR. 

058 
No trace found. 
816. Alexandre PAVELIEV. Signed 4 May 1942. London Ambassarde (sic) USSR. 

058 
The Bromma departure list for 10 May 1944 includes Alexandre Pavelev. DOB 20.8.1907. kurir. Rysk. 
No trace found. 
817. Finn USTERUD. Signed 4 May 1942. No address. 

058 
He is listed in Little Norway and Medlemsliste for Kristiansandsklubben i London 1943–45: 

No 
further trace found. 
818. John Watt SENTER. Signed 4 May 1942. Admiralty, London SW1. 

058 
From http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RNVR_officersS.html: 
Eldest child of John Watt Senter (brother Kildrummy, Aberdeenshire; MB, Ch.B Edin.; killed in 
France, 1918), and Kate Cockburn Senter (née McIntyre), Edinburgh. Married 1st (1928) Frances 
Knight Brand (marriage dissolved, 1961); no children. Married 2nd (1961) Anne Caroline Jarvis. 
Education: George Watson's College, Edinburgh; Edinburgh University (MA, LLB, Dalgety Prizeman 

http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RNVR_officersS.html
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in Jurisprudence, Vans Dunlop Law Scholar, President of the Union, etc.). Called to Bar, Middle 
Temple, 1928; Bencher, 1961. Served with engineering company in Leicester, 1928 - 1935. In 
chambers with Valentine Holmes, 1935-1940. 1940 - 1941 Civilian Assistant attached to General 
Staff, War Office. 5 November 1942 – 1945 Naval Intelligence Division, Admiralty HMS President. 
Resumed practice at Bar, 1945. Deputy Chairman (London), Northern Assurance Co. Ltd 1951 - 
1953. Member General Council of the Bar, 1954 - 1958; Honorary Treasurer 1956 - 1958. Queen's 
Counsel (QC), 14.04.1953. 

 
He is mentioned many times in Guy Liddell’s Diaries. In Neville Wylie’s The Politics of Clandestine 
War: Special Operations Executive, 1940-1946, p. 82, he is referred to as Commander John Senter, 
Head of SOE’s Security section. 
He has numerous mentions in Christopher J Murphy’s Security and Special Operations | SOE and 
MI5 during the Second World War: 
Unsuccessful in his attempt to join SIS, Whetmore ended up in Gibraltar, where he became Chief of 
Staff to the temporary Governor Admiral Sir G. Frederick Edward-Collins and later General Mason 
Macfarlane’s ‘personal operation staff officer’. Whetmore founded the Gibraltar Joint Intelligence 
Centre in September 1942, and remained ‘most anxious’ to join SIS when the war came to an end. 
SIS did not want him, having received adverse reports on his behaviour in Gibraltar, where he had 
interfered ‘to a serious extent with “Y” and R.S.S. affairs, which were not his legitimate concern’ – 
part of what appeared to be ‘a considerable programme of Empire building’ by Whetmore to ‘make 
himself the sole channel for Intelligence of the special material and all other types in Gibraltar’. On 
top of this, he was considered to be ‘singularly lacking in discretion’. 
Despite such characteristics, Peter Lee later recalled that Whetmore’s departure from the Security 
Section was considered ‘an absolute tragedy. Everybody adored Whetmore in SOE’, a marked 
contrast to the prevalent attitude towards his successor, John Senter: ‘nobody liked Senter very 
much. He was a very shrewd, tough, self-made barrister. Very clever man.’ Another security officer 
recalls Senter as a ‘very autocratic’ figure. Born in Edinburgh in May 1905, Senter studied law at 
Edinburgh University, and was called to the Bar (Middle Temple) in 1928. Rejected by the Army on 
medical grounds when called up in July 1940, he went on to become a ‘Civilian Assistant’ at the 
War Office prior to joining SOE, a description which obscures the fact that he had joined MI5. 
Senter initially took responsibility for matters of day-to-day liaison with MI5, such as security 
vetting, censorship and legal questions. In November he was promoted, taking Whetmore’s place 
as Head of General Security and deputy head of the Section as a whole. 
…. 
In August 1942, Senter replaced Lakin as Director of Security, as ill health forced Lakin to take less 
exacting duties. His departure drew comment from the Director General of MI5, Sir David Petrie, 
who wrote, 
“We shall part with General Lakin with regret. Our relations with him, both official and personal, 
have been of the happiest, and we hope that his health will improve with the less exacting duties of 
his new post. Much the same applies to Senter, than whom there could be no more acceptable 
successor to General Lakin, and whom we shall be glad to continue to help in any way we can.” 
As a result of Senter’s promotion, Lt Col the Hon Thomas Gabriel Roche was appointed to fill his 
former position. A barrister by profession, Roche was commissioned in the 92nd Field Regiment RA 
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(TA) in April 1938 and served in France between September 1939 and June 1940. He originally 
joined SOE in March 1941 as a member of the Intelligence & Planning Section, becoming personal 
assistant to both Col Anstruther, Director of Intelligence, and Lt Col Bryson, Director of Plans. In 
June he became Head of the General Intelligence Section. In October 1942 he transferred to the 
Security Section, becoming Head of General Security and deputy head of the Section as a whole 
under Senter. Roche’s personnel reports describe him as having a ‘reserved personality’ with ‘a high 
standard of personal efficiency’. He was thought to combine ‘acumen with a readiness to master 
detail’. 
…. 
By the summer of 1943 it had become apparent that for SOE’s allotted role in the invasion of 
Europe to be carried out successfully, ‘added responsibilities’ would be placed upon the Security 
and Intelligence Directorate as a whole. To accommodate these, the Directorate was reorganised. 
In March, following the resignation of John Hanbury-Williams as Hambro’s ‘Second Deputy’, Boyle 
was appointed by SOE’s Minister, Lord Selborne, to take his place, becoming Chairman of SOE’s 
Commissions and Promotions Board in addition to retaining overall responsibility for intelligence 
and security matters. Over the following months, Senter became Boyle’s General Deputy, 
maintaining his role as Director of Security, while both Warden and Roche were both made 
Assistant Directors of the Security Section, retaining their existing division of work that saw Warden 
focus on operational security at Bayswater, while Roche took responsibility for general security 
matters. There was some concern over Roche’s ability to handle the promotion, particularly his 
ability to take over Senter’s contacts, along with further criticisms directed at his ‘unmilitary 
appearance’. Colin Gubbins, who had recently replaced Charles Hambro as Chief of SOE, was 
among those who took this view. Soon after the move, Senter came to Roche’s defence, pointing 
out for the benefit of any remaining doubters that Roche had both successfully adopted his old 
contacts and ‘smartened up’; the point was conceded by Gubbins. In his reports on Roche, Senter 
highlighted the value of his legal background to the Security Section, as it found itself dealing 
with‘difficult and high level security problems’. 
…. 
By late 1943, the Security Section was heavily involved in the investigation into German penetration 
of SOE’s circuits in Holland. The investigation revealed the need for the Routine Order regarding 
the interrogation of returned agents at Bayswater to be tightened still further. As Senter pointed 
out, the existing order specified the need to notify security of cases where agents ‘have been in 
enemy hands’. The instruction, which Senter considered to be too narrow, was being followed to 
the letter by the Country Sections, which were neglecting to mention any other types of contact 
with the enemy that may have occurred. Senter believed that ‘between now and D-Day a wider test 
than having been in enemy hands is called for’, and proposed amending the wording of the order 
to cover ‘contact of any kind with the enemy’. Following discussion, Senter wrote to the head of 
SOE’s operational ‘London Group’, Brigadier Mockler-Ferryman, noting that ‘recent events have 
shown that the “security” cases may embrace a wider category than those covered in these Routine 
Orders’, and proposing extending their scope to ensure that Bayswater was informed in cases of 
agents ‘who are known or thought to have been in contact with persons known or suspected to 
have been working for the enemy’. The link between security and SOE’s continued operational 
freedom was stressed once again, the draft order noting that ‘in order to retain the immunity from 
national security control which we enjoy, it is most important that Country Sections should strictly 
adhere to this procedure’. Mockler-Ferryman agreed, and the order was issued on 22 January. 
From British SOE Agents executed at Dachau: 
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The largest group of spies in the SOE was the F section which operated in France; it was headed by 
Major Maurice Buckmaster. The majority of the women agents were in the French section, including 
the four agents who were allegedly killed at Dachau. 
Women were not recruited for the British SOE until April 1942, according to Sarah Helm's book A 
Life in Secrets. The problem was that the statutes of the British Army, Navy and Royal Air Force 
barred women from armed combat, so there was no legal authority for women to engage in 
guerrilla warfare. 
To get around the rules, the women agents were commissioned in a civilian organization called the 
First Aid Nursing Yeomanry (FANY) during the time they were operating as guerrilla fighters. 
Churchill himself secretly approved the deployment of women as SOE agents. The British military 
did not want women in the SOE working as spies, but the senior officers in the SOE thought that 
women would be ideally suited to be couriers since they could move about freely without creating 
suspicion. According to Sarah Helm's biography of SOE officer Vera Atkins, A Life in Secrets, “If the 
use of women as guerrillas leaked out, the policy would have to be denied.” 
As soon as France was liberated in August 1944, Buckmaster's assistant, Vera Atkins, took it upon 
herself to find out what had happened to the missing agents whom she had supervised as they 
prepared to drop by parachute, or land in a small plane, in enemy territory. According to Sarah 
Helm's book, Atkins encountered resistance from the SOE: Atkins wanted to circulate the names of 
the missing agents widely so that, when the concentration camps were liberated, they would be 
found. But according to Sarah Helm's book, “On sight of Vera's memo, John Senter, head of SOE's 
security directorate, commissioned as a commander in the Royal Navy Volunteer Reserve, 
immediately pulled rank, saying her search should, in effect, be stopped.” 
Circulating the names of the missing women would have revealed to the enemy that secret 
missions had taken place and that rules had been broken to carry out these missions. Irregular 
combatants in civilian clothes, which was what the women SOE agents were, did not have 
protection under the Geneva Convention. 
819. Francis Brian AIKIN-SNEATH OBE (26 February 1905 – 1972). Signed 4 May 1942. 
14A Ladbroke Terrace, W11. 

059 
The following information was supplied by a distant relative, Kim Simmonds, in an email dated 15 
March 2013 to Trevor Baker: 
In the 1911 census Burleigh Court, Brinscombe, Minchinhampton, Gloucestershire. Head Francis 
William Aikin-Sneath, age 45, private means, employer, born Cambridge. Wife Louisa Langworthy 
Aikin-Sneath, age 46, married 12 years, 5 children born alive all still living, born Newton Abbott, 
Devon. Daughter Beryl Louisa Aikin-Sneath, age 11, born Buenos Aires, Argentina, British subject by 
parentage. Daughter Joan Aikin-Sneath, age 10, born Paysandu, Uruguay. Daughter Nancy Eva 
Aikin-Sneath, age 8, born Paysandu, Uruguay. Son Francis Brian Aikin-Sneath, age 6, born Bedford. 
Betsy Aikin-Sneath, age 3, born Paignton, Devon. 1 domestic nurse born Argentina. 1 cook, 1 
parlour maid, 1 housemaid all born in England. Visitor William Cyril Empson, age 52 married, estate 
agent, born Headingley, Yorkshire. 
From Rethinking Home: A Case for Writing Local History by Joseph Anthony Amato, 2002: Kell, the 
following day May 16, 1940 attended a meeting at Scotland Yard with ‘with P. Game & Knight & 
Sneath re BUFs etc.’, presumably to make provisional plans for an operation against the fascists. Sir 
Philip Game was Metropolitan Police Commissioner. Knight was Charles Maxwell Knight (he usually 
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hyphenated his name), the bizarre MI5 officer made familiar through the The Man Who WAS M by 
Anthony Masters and Joan Miller’s One Girl’s War; he was in charge of MI5’s B5 (b) section, which 
seems to have operated somewhat independently from the rest of MI5. 
Sneath was (Francis) Brian Aikin-Sneath, in charge of B7, the section concerned with the general 
surveillance of the BU and other right-wing groups. He was a somewhat intriguing individual. 
Born in 1905, he was the son of Francis Aikin-Sneath, who had been a cattle-farmer in Uruguay. He 
was educated at Harrow and Christ Church, Oxford; after reading chemistry he studied literature 
and then became an unsuccessful schoolmaster at Dulwich. He left to teach literature in Germany 
at the Universities of Kiel and Berlin. Originally agnostic, he was appalled by the rise of Nazism, and 
progressively adopted the view that Christianity was the riposte to it. Curiously enough, his aunt by 
marriage, Florence, had been active in the BUF British Union of Fascists in Chiswick until her death 
in 1935. 
He returned to England with his German wife, whom he married in 1932, and joined MI5 on 1 May 
1939, where his experience was naturally important. He retired from public service in 1965 and 
entered Wycliffe Hall Theological College in Oxford. Both his grandfather Thomas and his uncle 
Donald had been clergymen. After ordination, he became a curate at Hartley Wintney, where he is 
remembered as a thoughtful and deeply religious person. He died there on 22 April 1972. 
Until I contacted them, his family was entirely unaware of his work with MI5; it is curious indeed 
that his part in the destruction of the BU has been so long concealed. 
He graduated in 1924. See FO 395/633 for an attempt by him to establish a British School in Berlin. 
Married Elizabeth Dudloff a family member indicated Rudloff in 1933; OBE 1952. 
According to W. J. West, Truth Betrayed (London, 1987) pp. 219-20, his job concerned German 
political exiles. 
Some of his memoranda are quoted in A. Glees, Exile Politics in Britain during the Second World 
War: The German Social Democrats in Britain (Oxford 1982). 
In November 1952, he was appointed First Secretary (Information) at Helsinki, which I take to be an 
intelligence job. He was appointed Consul at Surabaya in 1954, and then moved to South America, 
becoming Consul (Commercial) at Sao Paulo in September, and holding consular posts there and 
at Santos. 
Here’s the entry in Nigel West’s Guy Liddell Diaries, Volume 1: 1939-1942 for 28th March 1942 that 
links Aiken-Sneath to John Senter who signed this Visitors Book above him: 
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David Attenborough wrote a letter dated 11 September 1956 to Aikin-Sneath thanking him for 
organising the American Air Sea Rescue Units when he and his team were delayed in Sumbawa, 
Indonesia. Aikin-Sneath wrote The Drawings of Henry Fuseli and The Press in Modern Germany. 
820. Einar NÆSS. Signed 4 May 1942. Norska Legation, London. 

059 
According to the records of The Royal Norwegian Military College in London, 1942 – 1943, Einar 
Næss served with MILORG district D. 25 (Hamar and Hedemark). 

 
Portrett Løytnant Einar Næss I Flyveruniform, Milorg D-25, Furnes © Hedmarksmuseet 
From Wikipedia (translated by Google): 
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During the war Sørskogen a meeting place for Milorg guys who had secret meetings there and was 
involved in weapons training Covered rear windows. On the upper side of the farm had the 
armoury, and after the war knoll in the name Stengunberget. Atle was only five years old when the 
war began, and Randi was nine. They learned early to keep quiet about what was happening on the 
farm, or parents could be shot ..."It was on the second floor, the room Einar Næss, that Milorg held 
their meetings,” says Atle. “It is told me that he was driving a truck in front barrel Germans way up 
the Gudbrandsdal Valley to Åndalsnes and blew up bridges ... I knew something was happening 
that was scary at first floor. Initially I thought there were ghosts in the attic, but the mother said it 
were some people who lived there. Then I would put my skis one evening, I saw the glow of the 
kerosene lamp several men who sat there with hoods pulled down her head ... I used to make 
chocolate by Sundqvist, sometimes he came down to us ... My mother told me he had alias 
Kolberg.” … “I remember Peder Østlund, uncle of John, came to Sørskogen one of the war days to 
see the father and the shaft of the elk,” says Atle on. “They would fill up saltbalja ... Peder was also a 
good elgjeger, and he had a dog that was a mix of German shepherd and Elkhound. They headed 
north from Sørskogen, but they found no moose there. They came to Slåttmyra north of Movann. 
Der came on the trail of a moose, but it went over the railway line and the northern forests. They 
followed, and after much toil and bustle as they managed to shoot a moose in the weekend guy. 
They were tired, all three and Shaft drank blood ... But the Germans came on them, and they had to 
escape as best they could. Dad put his gun again at a tree, and the dog they also had to leave ... 
But when they returned home, they involve more Grorud boys and headed inland again to retrieve 
the moose. Moose meat would not miss. They were joined moose to last and father told me that it 
was a lot of heavy loads ... The dog was gone for a whole year but then one day stood there on the 
stairs. Later I was told that Petter Myrer had taken care of it, he knew the father, Peder and his dog, 
but he would not return it until it had been a while ... When it had gone about one year, there was 
a day too a paper bag with a gun inside out on the stairs. Kragen It was like father and Peder had 
used when they shot the moose, but now it had a German final piece ... We do not know who it was 
that handed weapon, but I think that was Einar Næss ... He knew us and had a room on the second 
floor of Sørskogen. Einar was an active Milorg man, and he received a medal for his war effort after 
the war. Their medals he always within the jacket, he showed them up ... He was a cold fish and so 
little ...” 
821. Group Captain [later Air Commodore] Richard Beauchamp MAYCOCK OBE (01626). 
Signed 4 May 1942. Air Attaché Stockholm. 

059 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Maycock.htm: 
Richard Beauchamp b: 4 Oct 1886 r: 31 Aug 1935 d: 21 Aug 1951 
OBE - xx xxx 1919. 
(RNR):- Act Sub Lt: xx xxx xxxx, Sub Lt: 13 Sep 1910, Lt: 13 Sep 1912, 
(RN) Lt: 7 Mar 1913, Flt Cdr (P): xx xxx xxxx, Flt Cdr: 17 Oct 1917. 
(RAF):- Capt: 1 Apr 1918, (T) Maj: 1 Aug 1918, Flt Lt: 1 Aug 1919, 1 Apr 1918 Sqn Ldr: 1 Jan 
1921, Wg Cdr: 1 Jul 1925, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1932, Act A/Cdre: xx xxx xxxx, (T) A/Cdre: xx xxx 
xxxx, A/Cdre: Retained. 
xx xxx xxxx Officer, Royal Naval Reserve 
 7 Mar 1913 Appointed to the Supplementary List of His Majesty's Fleet 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Maycock.htm
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xx xxx xxxx Officer Commanding, Seaplane Flight RNAS, Scillies 
20 Aug 1918 Officer Commanding, No 234 Squadron 
 1 May 1919 Staff Officer 2 Class, Directorate of Operations and Intelligence. 
 1 Aug 1919 Awarded Permanent Commission as a Captain (Staff Officer) 
22 Jan 1920 Removed from the Navy Lists on being awarded Permanent Commission in RAF 
 6 Aug 1921 Flight Commander, No 230 Squadron 
23 Aug 1921 Attached School of Military Administration, Chisledon 
 4 May 1922 Staff, M.A.E.E. 
 1 Dec 1923 Staff Officer, Air Ministry 
1 May 1924 Staff, M.A.E.E. 
15 Sep 1924 Attended RN Staff College, Greenwich 
 3 Aug 1925 Commandant, M.A.E.E./Officer Commanding, RAF Felixstowe 
26 Apr 1928 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
 1 Jul 1928 Staff, Directorate of Personal Services 
xx xxx xxxx Staff, Deputy Directorate of Postings 
 6 May 1931 Supernumerary. RAF Depot 
 9 Oct 1931 Air Attaché, Buenos Aires (also shown as 3 Nov 1931 - 5 Dec 1935?) 
? 
25 Feb 1935 Officer Commanding, RAF Upper Heyford 
31 Aug 1935 - 
18 Dec 1939 -  
28 Jul 1940 Officer Commanding, RAF Finningley 
18 Oct 1940 SASO, HQ No 17 (Training) Group 
19 Aug 1941 Air Attaché, Stockholm 
15 Oct 1946 Reverted to Retired List 
According to Sir Peter Tennant’s Touchlines of War, he was the 3rd British Air Attaché. He was 
known as “Dickie Bird” and was the Rolls Royce representative. He also signed this book on 1 April 
1944. He was awarded RAeC Certificate No 4539 on 24 April 1917. According to John Gilmour’s 
Sweden, The Swastika and Stalin, from the summer of 1943, Maycock was involved in the secret 
repatriation of American airmen in unmarked Allied planes. On retiring, he joined Handley Page 
Ltd. He remained in Stockholm after reverting to the Retired List and died there in 1951. Mentioned 
in Blockade Runners on pps 74, 80, 81, 85, 96, 97, 100, 146, 155, 165, 190, 198, 281 & 283. In his 
diary, Liddell added several comments about Maycock including “…writing such a stupid letter…” 
and “…we think he should be removed from his post and sent to some distant land.” 
The following are extracts from Kristoffer Strandqvist’s KRITISKA ÅR: formativa moment för den 
svenska flygplansindustrin 1944–1951 (his dissertation for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy, Ph.D 
Stockholm School of Economics, 2008):  
TNA, DEFE 40/14 (top secret cypher telegram from AA Stockholm to Air Ministry Whitehall, 14 June 
1944): 
REACTION PROPELLED GERMAN PROJECTILE CRASHED AT 1415 HOURS ON JUNE 13 AT FARM 
KNIVIN Y D BAECKEBO 35 KILO NW OF KALMAK. VIOLENT EXPLOSION MADE CRATER SEVERAL 
METERS WIDE AND 1½ METERS DEEP. EXPLOSIVE HEARD OVER WIDE AREA AND WINDOWS 
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REPORTED BROKEN AT FLYGSFORS 14 KILO AWAY. TWO METERS LONG SHELL OF PROJECTILE 
FOUND 300 METERS AWAY FROM CRATER. 
TNA, FO 371/43520, N1543, 8 July 1944: 
To begin with, Overlord has created new operational requirements which mortgage all our fighter 
strength. If Spitfires are to be released to the Swedes, therefore, it will only be in return for, or as an 
inducement to, a major concession on their part. The need of fighters on the battle fronts 
precludes any possibility of their being offered as a bonus for good behaviour, and the more we 
appear to press them on to the Swedes the less value they will have as a bargaining counter if the 
time comes to use them as such. This is our view, and I feel sure that, when it came to the point of 
releasing aircraft, it would prove to be that of the Americans too. As you know, the Service 
Departments in Washington are inclined to become almost hysterical at the least suggestion of a 
gift or concession being made to the Swedes. Higgs of State Department (who, as you probably 
know, has just been posted to the legation in Stockholm) told me on his way through London that 
the authorities in Washington were literally furious at the Swedish (?) suggestion of an exchange of 
fighters for interned airmen. It is clearly very relevant, too, that though the Swedish air staff have 
for long been angling for Spitfires, the Swedish Government have never openly backed them and 
have now definitely refused to consider an offer (your telegram No. 687 of the 13th June). It is 
obviously wrong tactics that we should appear quite keen for the Swedes to have the fighters. It 
suggests that we think they may need them against Germany, which reinforces the favourite 
Swedish argument that they cannot make concessions to us because they are still in danger from 
Germany – a thesis which we have disputed for over a year. The position is that we would only give 
Spitfires if at all in order to get a really big concession that they are not “on offer” unless a decision 
to offer them in return for the concession of some specific demand is taken in London. The Air 
Ministry are therefore instructing Maycock to refrain from suggesting to the Swedes in any context 
that we might be prepared to supply fighter aircraft. 
From TNA, FO371/43546 (N7720/G) (11 Dec 1944): 
The proposal was raised so long ago as last May between Mr. Pollock and M. Grafstrom, Air 
Commodore Maycock and M. Boheman, and Sir V. Mallet and M. Boheman. The proposal then was 
that the Swedes should agree to radar equipment being installed in the British Consulates at 
Malmo and Kalmar in return for the supply of fifty radar sets to the Swedish Government. In the 
end, the Swedish Government obtained their radar sets in return for the release of seventy-five 
interned Allied Airmen, M. Boheman having told Sir V. mallet that “there can be no question of our 
obtaining the navigational facilities requested in southern Sweden either now or in the future” (for 
full account see N3467/G and N3476/G). In view of the completely changed military situation since 
May, when the last discussions took place, Sir V. Mallet now thinks there is a reasonable chance of 
the Swedish Government agreeing to our request, though they may try to obtain certain radar sets 
in return. It would be for the Air Ministry representative to deal with such requests, and to propose 
Spitfires instead. 
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From Flight, 31 August 1951: 

 
822. Flying Officer Charles John FRESHNEY. Signed 4 May 1942. Thorney Island. 

059 
He was born in Takapuna, New Zealand on 27 November 1921; spare parts assistant; joined RNZAF 
Dec 1940; killed on air operations, 4 April 1943 (Freshney's Hampden was shot down whilst he was 
leading the attack on a convoy off Kristiansund; all the crew were lost). 
Extracts from the Official History of New Zealand in the Second World War series, volume 1 & 2 of 
New Zealanders with the Royal Air Force: 
At the beginning of the year No. 489 New Zealand Squadron was one of several Hampden 
Squadrons employed in patrol and attack along the Norwegian coast. This New Zealand torpedo-
bomber Squadron had been formed at Leuchars in Scotland in August 1941 and had experienced a 
chequered career. The early training was interrupted by shortages of torpedo aircraft and some 
months elapsed before No.489 was finally equipped with Hampdens discarded by Bomber 
Command. Then its role was suddenly changed to anti-submarine work and the first operation 
sorties were flown over the Bay of Biscay. It was not until July 1942 that the Squadron return 
Northwards to take up its originally intended task of attacking enemy shipping in northern waters. 
During the closing months of that year there were several successful attacks on enemy ships; the 
Hampdens also flew escort patrols to naval forces proceeding to and from Scapa, covered convoys 
bound for Russian Artic ports and searched for U-boats travelling to and from bases in Norway. 
January 1943 found the New Zealand Squadron based at Wick on the north-east coast of Scotland 
under the command of an English pilot, Wing Commander Darling. New Zealanders now made up 
a substantial part of the aircrew strength of the unit but there was still strong representation from 
other parts of the Commonwealth, from Canada and Australia as well as from the British Isles. 
Squadron Leader Evans of London and Squadron Leader James of Ross-on-Wye were the flight 
commanders, while lieutenant Mottram of Coventry, Flying Officer Pedersen, a Danish pilot, 
Warrant Officer Dubbery from Essex and Warrant Officer Strain, a Scot from Glasgow, all won 
distinction as captains of aircraft during 1943. New Zealand pilots who had notable success in 
operations with the Squadron at this time were Flying Officer Richardson, Flying Officer Freshney, 
Flying Officer Moyniham, Flying Officer Pettitt, Flying Officer Latta and Warrant Officer Dunn. On a 
night patrol near Kristiansand, Flying Officer Freshney sighted a merchant ship of some 2000 tons 
silhouetted in the moonlight, and by approaching out of the darkness was able to release his 
torpedo and get clear before the German gunners could open fire. As the Hampden turned away 
the rear gunner saw "a large orange-coloured flash and a shower of sparks". 
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823. Flight Lieutenant Douglas J NILSSON. Signed 4 May 1942. Thorney Island. 

059 
Napier; born Waipawa, 15 Jul 1916; farmer; joined RNZAF Nov 1940. 
On 11 August, No. 489 Squadron undertook its first mission off the Norwegian coast. This was a 
search for the German battleship Lutzow which had been reported off the southern coast of 
Norway. Flying Officers Richardson, Latta and Nilsson, Warrant Officer Dunn, and Sergeant A H 
Jones were among the New Zealanders who made the reconnaissance. 
From http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-WH2-1RAF-c15.html: 
“It was with the Hampdens that the New Zealand torpedo-bomber squadron now began patrols 
and attacks against German shipping along the coast of Norway. By the end of July the crews had 
completed their training on torpedo-bombers and the unit commenced a move to Skitten, a new 
aerodrome forming a satellite to the long established Royal Air Force station at Wick in north-east 
Scotland. Conditions were far from pleasant in this remote corner of Scotland, but the men soon 
settled down in their new quarters and before long had established friendly relations with the folk 
in the district, from whom offers of hospitality were soon forthcoming. Within a few days of its 
arrival, on 11 August, No. 489 Squadron undertook its first mission off the Norwegian coast. This 
was a search for the German battleship Lutzow which had been reported off the southern coast of 
Norway. Flying Officers Richardson, Latta and Nilsson, Warrant Officer Dunn, and Sergeant A. H. 
Jones were among the New Zealanders who made the reconnaissance. The Hampdens patrolled to 
the north and east of Lister, but visibility was extremely bad and the crews were unable to report 
any sighting. 
The bomber in which Sergeant G. A. Jones flew as air gunner was not heard of again after setting 
out from base. Documents captured with the Lutzow reveal that this aircraft was probably 
successful in locating the enemy warship, although its subsequent fate is uncertain. 
In the following weeks, the Hampdens searched for enemy shipping along the south-west coast of 
Norway and also flew anti-submarine patrols to the north of Scotland. An interesting mission was 
flown on 21 August by Flying Officer Tidy and his crew, who met and escorted the aircraft carrier 
Victorious and the battleship Rodney during the last stage of their passage to Scapa Flow. Early 
September patrols over northern waters were uneventful, but during the third week the squadron 
suffered its second loss when Flying Officer Murray and his crew failed to return from patrol. A 
message received from the Hampden nine hours after take-off indicated that it had been battling 
against head winds, was short of fuel and would have to land in the sea. Intensive air searches 
during the next few days proved fruitless. 
On 17 September, No. 489 Squadron’s patrols were rewarded by a sighting and attack. An early 
morning reconnaissance had reported a convoy south of Stavanger and three Hampdens took off 
to intercept. They were captained by Flying Officer J. J. Richardson, Flying Officer Mottram, the 
English tennis player, and Flight Sergeant Strain, a Scot from Prestwick. Course was set in formation 
for a point off Obersted, but as the torpedo-bombers approached the Norwegian coast a further 
sighting report was received from a reconnaissance aircraft. They therefore altered course and soon 
sighted the enemy convoy, which consisted of one vessel of some 5000 tons and a smaller tramp 
steamer, accompanied by five escorts of the trawler type. The three Hampdens immediately closed 
to the attack and torpedoes launched by Mottram and Richardson struck the largest ship within a 
few seconds of each other. According to one of the rear gunners, ‘the sides of the ship appeared to 
swell between the funnel and the stern and when they could swell no more, they burst. After the 

http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-WH2-1RAF-c15.html
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explosion, part of the vessel was hidden by a mass of white foam, in which black smoke and bits of 
the ship itself were mixed.’ Meanwhile the torpedo from the third Hampden had run across the 
bows of this vessel and was last seen heading for the stern of a smaller ship. Enemy fighters now 
appeared on the scene and it was only with difficulty that the Hampdens succeeded in shaking 
them off and returning safely to base. 
A few weeks later, on anti-shipping reconnaissance between Egero and the Naze, Richardson and 
his New Zealand crew consisting of Flight Sergeants McKenzie and Hyde and Sergeant Gaskill, 
sighted a transport of some 4000 tons. The ship’s gunners opened fire, but Richardson immediately 
went in to launch his torpedo and it was seen to strike the enemy vessel almost amidships. While 
turning away after the attack the Hampden was hotly engaged by a Junkers 88, but the gunners 
were able to drive it off and the bomber returned to base without further incident. 
As winter approached, the crews flying patrols along the Norwegian coast frequently met low 
cloud, sea fog or storms. Such conditions prevailed on 7 November when five Hampdens took part 
in an extensive but unsuccessful search for the pocket battleship Admiral Scheer, which was 
believed to be off the south-west coast of Norway. Patrols on the 15th, however, proved more 
fruitful. On that day eleven Hampdens were ordered to search the north-west coast of Norway in 
the neighbourhood of Stadlandet, the point on the Norwegian coast where enemy ships in their 
southward journey were forced to leave the shelter of the chain of islands along the coast. On 
reaching their patrol area the formation divided, and shortly afterwards three Hampdens—two of 
them piloted by Flying Officer Nilsson and Warrant Officer Dunn—sighted a small convoy. The 
bombers turned in and launched their torpedoes, but unfortunately the first two broke up in the 
extremely rough sea. Dunn’s torpedo was seen to hit the rear vessel in the convoy. A great vertical 
sheet of spray covered the ship, and when this subsided she was seen to be listing heavily and 
settling in the water. On the return flight, as so often happened, the tired crews flew through rain 
and sleet to find considerable haze over their base and landing proved difficult.” 
From http://www.adf-serials.com/nz-serials/nz901.shtml: 
North American Harvard Serial No NZ1045. C/N 88-13194. Type Mk IIA. US Serial No 41-33721. 
Previously EX748. From RAF/FAA lend-lease allocations. Shipped to New Zealand on James Hogg in 
June 1943 and assembled at Hobsonville. BOC 19 June 1943. To 30 Squadron Gisborne. Crashed 
and burned during training flight 11 November 1943. The aircraft hit trees on a farm near Gisborne 
while low flying, lost a wing and crashed through a house before catching fire. Flying Officer 
Roland Browne killed and Flying Officer D. Nilsson badly burned but survived218. Written off books 
at Gisborne 24 November 1943 as reduced to spares. 
From http://www.cambridgeairforce.org.nz/Newsletters2003.htm: 
Recently I received an unusual visitor named Peter Carr-Smith from Rotorua who was a (retired) Lt 
Commander from the NZ Navy reserve where he had served for over 30 years. At present he is 
compiling the story of the sad and fatal crash of one of 30 Squadron's Harvard aircraft on 11th 
November 1943 at a tiny place called Pouawa which is situated on the coast approximately 20 
miles North of Gisborne. Brief details of the accident are recorded in our book The Avengers (pp 
26-27), however what is more interesting is the fact that he is married to Susan Holden the 
daughter of the farmer who had rescued one of the pilots F/O Nilson from the wreckage. And even 
more interesting is the fact that she had actually witnessed the final moments of the spectacular 
crash from a window in their house. 

                                                 
218 According to http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=74714, he was dragged clear of the 
blazing wreck by the property owner, Mr M.L.Holden, who was awarded the George Medal and the Royal 
Humane Society's Silver Medal for his gallant effort to save the crew. 

http://www.adf-serials.com/nz-serials/nz901.shtml
http://www.cambridgeairforce.org.nz/Newsletters2003.htm
http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=74714
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Peter told me that the reason for the project was to make known to his children and other 
members of the family the story of their Grandfather (now deceased) of whom they knew so little, 
about his bravery and how he had been awarded the highest civilian honour in the land, the 
“George Cross”. 
From http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-MacHist-t1-body-d41-d9-d2.html: 
A very gallant action on the part of M. L. (Pat) Holden on 11 November, 1943, earned for him the 
George Medal (the highest award for bravery that can be bestowed upon a civilian). Whilst a 
R.N.Z.A.F. plane was passing over his property at Pouawa it struck a building, crashed, and burst 
into flames. The pilot was F.O. Roland H. Browne, married, of Parnell, and he had for a companion 
F.O. Douglas J. Nilsson, of Hawke's Bay. Mr. Holden rushed over to the plane, and, at great personal 
risk, succeeded in extricating F.O. Nilsson, who was seriously injured and burned. The spread of the 
flames prevented him from also releasing F.O. Browne. Mr. Holden, as well as F.O. Nilsson, required 
hospital treatment. 
824. Alf Otto ERIKSTAD. Signed 4 May 1942. Norska Legasjan, London. 

059 
DOB 13.3.1909. Journ. Sv.främl.pass. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
Commemorated MINNESMERKE OVER FAL NE FRA KRISTIANSAND 1940 – 1945 | Kristiansand 
kirkegård Kristiansand kommune reiste market i 1951 til minne om de 120 falne fra Kristiansand. 
Navnene er preget på en plate. Laget av billedhugger Kjell Rasmussen etter tegning av byarkitekt 
Alf Erikstad. 
825. Hans Peter B BRECKE. Signed 5 May 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

059 
DOB 20.11.1920. Red.Kont. norsk. No trace found. 
826. Hans Rohde HANSSEN (31 March 1916 – 17 February 1943). Signed 5 May 1942. 
Norwegian Legation, London. 

059 
DOB 31.3.1916. Ing. Norsk. 
He is mentioned in Gerd Vold Hurum’s En kvinne ved navn “Truls”, Wings forlag, 2006. 
He has an SOE file, reference HS 9/659/5, in TNA. From his SOE file: 

 

http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-MacHist-t1-body-d41-d9-d2.html
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He is mentioned in Ian Herrington’s The Special Operations Executive in Norway 1940-1945: 
June 1942. Seagull I. Lt. Eskeland. 2. Lt. Skog, Sgt. Blindheim, J. Baalsrud, Sgt. Hanssen. The 
disruption of supplies of blister copper, pyrites and zinc concentrate produced at the Sulitjelma 
mines in northern Norway through attacking Fagerli power station. The original outline project was 
submitted for approval on 28 June. Postponed in October 1942 after Operation Musketoon led to 
an increase in security in the area and at the Sulitjelma plant. 
5 February 1943. Seagull II. Lt. P. Getz, Lt. T. Skog, Sgt H. Hanssen, Sgt T. Grong, Pte. S. Granlund 
(who also served as a commando during Operation Musketoon; he signed this book on 18 April 
1942); Gnr. E. Eriksen. Sulitjelma mines. Resurrected in December 1942. Party of six departed in the 
submarine Uredd on 5 February 1943 from Lunna Voe. The party never reached Norway. After the 
war it was discovered that the vessel had sailed into a German minefield close to Bodø. 
He is included in the 57 names celebrated in The Linge Company Roll of Honour 1941 – 1945, 
Welbecson Press Limited, London, 1945, the foreword of which says, “This book is a tribute 
compiled the British officers who have been proud to work with and for the Linge Company. The 
Norwegian High Command and Ministry of Defence have shared in its publication.” 
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In 1986, King Olav V unveiled a memorial to those lost aboard the Uredd, located in Grensen. 
827. Andreas Leonard ANDRESEN. Signed 5 May 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

059 
DOB 29.11.1894. Sjöman. Norsk. 
He was a seaman on M/T Storsten, which was attacked by German aircraft and a German trawler 32 
miles south of Kristiansand, Norway and scuttled Apr. 1-1942. A lifeboat with 17 on board later 
disappeared. Another boat reached Jøssingfjord on Apr. 4, and its inhabitants were assisted by a 
local farmer. Nine (among them 1st Mate Bie, Deckboy Krohn, and Seaman Andresen) managed to 
escape to Sweden from there, while the remaining 23 (including the British captain) ended up in a 
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concentration camp in Germany, after German authorities had been notified of their landing. At 
first they were kept in solitary confinement at Akershus, Oslo, before being sent on to 
Wilhelmshaven via Kiel in the middle of May that year. There were a total of seven women on the 
various Kvarstad ships + a girl born in 1934; all of them, except 1st Mate Finn Bie's wife, Mary Bie, 
ended up in Germany. Miscellaneous sources disagree on the number of men who escaped to 
Sweden; 6 is given, as is 8 and 9. It appears Mary Bie gave birth to a child after having landed at 
Jøssingfjord; and this could be part of the reason for the confusion. Her husband managed to get 
away to Sweden. The radio operator (and others too) must have managed to get to London, 
because he appeared at an inquiry there on 22 August 1942. Ben Johnston, the great great 
grandson of Captain James Reeve, stated that the wife of James Reeve, Annie Gertrude Reeve (nee 
Craddock) received a letter from Finn Bie219, Tor Jordfald220, Johannes Løken221, B. Andersen, 
Gjertsen, Joar Krohn222, B. Nymoen223 and Finn Borchgrevink224. It states that "8 of the crew of 
the M/T Storsten, on which your husband was captain, have arrived here via Norway and Sweden 
and we thought you might be interested in some information.. Captain Reeve came aboard the 
Storsten before Christmas last year and from the first moment had the respect and esteem from 
the crew as only a man of his casting and mental structure deserved.. His spirit was a constant 
encouragement to us and a great help for all of us.. Captain Reeve had not the strength left when 
we came ashore to join us in our escape in the mountains". This then, must mean that the 8 named 
in this letter were the ones who managed to escape, and later came to England. 
See the entry for Osvald Lothar Helland who signed this book on 11 September 1942. 
828. John CASEY. Signed 5 May 1942. Stockholm. 

059 
DOB 9.9.1911. Bagare. irländsk. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Baker. Lance Corporal. Born 1911. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
For a photo, see the entry for Ronald HIGNELL who signed this book on 29 April 1942. 
829. 1st Mate Finn BIE. Signed 5 May 1942. Stockholm. 

059 
DOB 31.7.1911. Styrman. Norsk. 
See the entry for Andreas Andresen who also signed this book on 5 May 1942 and the entry for 
Osvald Lothar Helland who signed this book on 11 September 1942.  
Full details of Finn Bie’s escape are included in Ralph Barker’s The Blockade Busters, pp. 118-134. 

                                                 
219 Signed this book on 5 May 1942 
220 Signed this book on 9 May 1942 
221 Signed this book on 17 May 1942 
222 Signed this book on 13 May 1942 
223 Alfred Nymoen signed this book on 9 May 1942 
224 Signed this book on 9 May 1942 
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830. Flight Lieutenant William MCELREA (88605). Signed 5 May 1942. RAF Detling (one 
night). 

059 
The LG, 10 February 1942 announced his appointment as a Flying Officer. The LG, 26 March 1943 
announced his appointment as a Flight Lieutenant. The LG, 15 May 1945 announced he 
relinquished his commission on account of medical unfitness for Air Force service retaining the 
rank of Flight Lieutenant. 
831. John Christmas MØLLER using his alias John Francis BARR with his son, Robert 
Nelson BARR, and wife, Gertrude Mary BARR. Signed 5 May 1942. Stockholm. 

059 
Fake DOBs 19.4.1897; 2.2.1896; 14.10.1926. kopman; fru; stud. 
From Knud J V Jespersen’s No Small Achievement: Special Operations Executive and the Danish 
Resistance 1940 – 1945 (p. 138): 
“Christmas Møller, under the alias of John Barr, landed at the air-base at Leuchars in Scotland at 
04.45 on 6th May 1942, after a dramatic escape that began a week before and which led him, his 
wife and son, to Stockholm and from there to Scotland.” Charles Cruikshank’s SOE in Scandinavia 
states (p. 146) “… he was smuggled under a cargo of chalk to Sweden en route for Britain, 
accompanied by his wife and young son. There was rejoicing in Denmark when it was known that 
this great patriot, who had helped to receive the first agents sent in by SOE, was safe in London 
and able to speak freely for Free Denmark. ‘People’s faces lit up in a smile everywhere where 
Christmas’s name was mentioned …’.” 

 
Christmas Møller 
Guido Leo John Christmas Møller, usually known as Christmas Møller (3 April 1894 - 13 April 1948) 
was a Danish politician representing the Conservative People's Party. Møller was elected as a 
Conservative member of the Folketing and in 1928 became leader of his party, a role he still held at 
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the beginning of the Second World War. After the German occupation of Denmark, he joined a 
coalition cabinet, but in October 1940, following German pressure, he was forced to resign from 
the government, as the German authorities felt he was too negative towards them. Three months 
later, in 1941, he was forced to abandon his seat in parliament altogether for the same reason. He 
was then instrumental in founding the underground newspaper Frit Danmark. In 1942, Møller fled 
with his family to England, where he hoped to become part of a Danish government in exile. 
However, his most important role in London proved to be as a broadcaster for BBC Radio's Danish 
language service aimed at occupied Denmark. He spoke out against the Danish government's 
collaborative stance towards the Germans and encouraged sabotage and other resistance activities. 
He became enormously popular as a result. On 2 October 1943, an article by Christmas Møller 
appeared in Frit Danmark which urged all Danes to do what they could to help their Jewish fellow 
citizens who had gone into hiding from the Nazis' planned roundup. In April 1945, Møller's son was 
killed in action while serving in the British Army's Grenadier Guards. After the war Møller briefly 
became foreign minister in the provisional government of May to November 1945. After the 
election of 1945 he resumed his old role as leader of the Conservative Party. He lost the election in 
1947 and then resigned as party leader, partly because of the Southern Schleswig issue. He died 
the following year, a week after resigning his membership of the Conservative Party. His great 
niece, Pia Christmas-Møller, was a member of parliament between 1987 and 2011. 
http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/80014327 is a sound recording in the archives at 
The Imperial War Museum which mentions Christmas Møller. Catalogue number 14723 dated 21 
October 1994. The interviewee is Ole Lippman and it was recorded by Conrad Wood: 
Description 
Danish Jewish civilian member of Danish Resistance in Denmark, 1940-1945 including training with 
Special Operations Executive in GB, 1944; representative of Western Allies on Danish Freedom 
Council in Denmark, 1/1945-5/1945 
Content: 
REEL 1 Background in Denmark, 1916-1939: family origins; education; attitude towards Nazi regime 
during 1930s; visiting Japan during deporation of Chinese at outbreak of Sino-Japanese war, 1937; 
visiting Soviet Union at start of Stalin's purges. 1936; anxiety of students at Moscow University; 
view of Chinese air force attacks on Japanese Army positons in north China, mid 1930s; opinion of 
complacency amongst population of Denmark during 1930s; mission to get emergency supplies 
from GB for Denmark, 1938; failed attempt to join British Army in 1938; mission to get emergency 
supplies for Denmark from USA, 8/1939; reaction to British declaration of war, 3/9/1939; return to 
Denmark, 10/1939; attitude towards Soviet-Finnish war; reaction to German invasion of Denmark, 
9/4/1940; reaction of Danish Government; surprise of Radical Munck of British leaving legation in 
Copenhagen and taking over Danish property in GB, 4/1940; role of Danish sailors in establishing 
anti-Nazi credentials of Denmark; role of Danish Ambassador Kaufmann in USA. 
REEL 2 Continues: Kaufmann's role; opinion of Danish over-optimism of GB saving Denmark from 
occupation. Recollections of period as member of Danish Resistance in Denmark, 1940-1944: role 
of youth movements in reviving Danish national spirit after 4/1940; censorship of Danish 
newspapers; bypassing of censorship with humour; reaction to Denmark's signing of anti-
Comintern pact and student organised demonstration in Copenhagen; attitude of Danish police to 
Resistance; personl particpation in demonstrations; demanding 'Norwegian conditions'; opinion of 
failure of Danish Nazi movement; growth in Danish sabotage, 1942-1943; nature of crisis of 
7/1943-8/1943; particpation in illegal propaganda work, 1942-1943; involevement in Danish 
intelligence service with Truelsen; opinion of Special; Operations Executive having greater contacts 

http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/80014327
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than SIS in Denmark; effect of Resistance work on personal relationships; relationship with Truelsen; 
nature of intelligence work after 8/1943; German move against Danish Jews, 10/1943. 
REEL 3 Continues: rescue of Danish Jews, 10/1943; easing of work of Resistance after 10/1943; role 
of older women in Resistance; question of government support for role of Resistance; backgound 
to Truelsen leaving for Sweden after arrest of radio operator, c8/1944; removal from Stockholm 
to Leuchars in De Havilland Mosquito, 1944. Aspects of training with Special Operations 
Executive in GB, 1944: training at Arisaig and other locations in GB; opinion of importance of roles 
of Truelsen and Flemming Juncker in Special Operations Executive in GB; being asked by 
Hollingsworth to return to Denmark to be Flemming Muus' successor; reaction to posting; doubts 
about politician Christmas Moller going back to Denmark. Aspects of period a member of Danish 
Resistance in Denmark, 1944-1945: journey to Stockholm with Moller; political problems on return 
to Denmark in early 1945; relations between Resistance and certain politicians; question of Russian 
recognition of Denmark. 
REEL 4 Continues: desire to confine role to Allied represenattive on Danish Freedom Council; 
handling brief, 12/1944; RAF raids on three Gestapo headquarters in Denmark; brief to estimate 
effect on public opinion of probable Danish casualties from raid on Gestapo headquarters at Shell 
House, 3/1945; execution and results of Shell House raid; meetings of Freedom Council; liberation 
of Denmark, 5/1945; dangers of last stand by German Army in Denmark, 5/1945; attempts to 
prevent General Lindermann's last stand plan; pressurising Moller not to return to Denmark; 
memories of Colin Gubbins. 
832. Johan Ludvig MOWINCKEL (22 October 1870 – 30 September 1943). Signed 6 May 
1942. Norwegian Government, London. 

060 
DOB 22.10.1870. dipl. Norsk. 
Johan Ludwig Mowinckel was born into one of Bergen’s old merchant families. After university 
qualifying examination, he went abroad in 1899 to study language and business in shipbroker 
companies in Bremen and London. In 1893 Mowinckel returned home and was engaged in later 
Prime Minister Christian Michelsen’s shipping company. After some years he bought a ship on his 
own and in 1901 established his own company. In 1912 Mowinckel turned this shipping partnership 
into a limited company with several ships: A/S J. Ludwig Mowinckels Dampskibsrederi (J. Ludwig 
Mowinckel’s Steamship Company Ltd.) – one of Bergen’s three largest. The company kept its 
position into the interwar period, when it saw major growth in tanker and liner trade. Mowinckel 
early on was engaged in efforts to strengthen the shipping industry in general, and was one of the 
founders of the Norwegian Shipowner’s Association in 1909. After the outbreak of the First World 
War in 1914 he led the work to establish a compulsory war risk assurance for Norwegian ships. 
Already from 1893 Mowinckel was politically engaged in Bergen, initially through Bergen Liberal 
Union. In 1899 he was elected chairman of Bergen Liberal Association. He became member of the 
municipal council and its executive board in 1898 and was mayor of Bergen 1902-1906 and 1911-
1913. In 1906 Mowinckel joined the Liberal Party’s national board and was elected Member of the 
Storting for Bergen. At the Storting he joined the Liberal opposition to Christian Michelsen’s union 
policy, and was one of the leading forces in what came to be Gunnar Knudsen’s consolidation of 
the Liberal Party in 1908. Until 1921 Mowinckel’s profile in national politics was that of the radical 
and eager polemist often provoking opponents as well as supporters. For a long period he was 
close to Johan Castberg, working to preserve close relations between the Liberal Party and 
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Castberg’s non-socialist Labour Democrats. In practical politics, however, Mowinckel belonged to 
the Liberal Party’s mainstream, as a loyal supporter of Gunnar Knudsen. In 1916 Mowinckel became 
chairman of the Liberal Party’s parliamentary group and was elected president of the Storting. 
During 1916 Mowinckel indicated a more independent line in relation to Prime Minister Gunnar 
Knudsen, i.e. by a more critical attitude to the Government’s neutralism during the First World War. 
Mowinckel wanted a neutralism that could be credible also seen from the German side. In February 
1917 he stated his dissatisfaction by proposing a coalition government of all parties. However, the 
proposal did not receive sufficient support in the Liberal Party’s parliamentary group. Mowinckel 
had represented Bergen at the Storting 1906-1909 and 1913-1918, but was rejected in the 1918 
elections. Contributing to this had been his support to the norwegianisation of the Danish names 
of cities, counties and Church of Norway dioceses, supporting “Bjørgvin bispedømme” (Diocese of 
Bjørgvin) as the new name of what was then “Bergens stift”. For the next couple of years Mowinckel 
remained outside national politics and was able to present his own political profile more clearly. In 
economic policy he cultivated an industrial liberalism in opposition to the crisis policy during the 
First World War as well as to Gunnar Knudsen’s belief in an active state. When Knudsen withdrew 
from active politics in 1921 and the Liberal Party formed government under Otto Blehr’s leadership, 
Mowinckel was appointed minister of trade and later minister of foreign affairs. As he had left the 
Church of Norway in earlier years, Mowinckel had not been electable as a member of government 
until a change of Norway's constitution in 1919. In 1921 Mowinckel was also re-elected to the 
Storting. In the Government as well as in the Liberal Party’s parliamentary group Mowinckel now 
became the real leader, and the next time the Liberals formed a government – in 1924 – he was the 
obvious candidate for the post as prime minister. Mowinckel now remained the Liberal Party’s 
leader for the rest of the interwar period, alternating between the posts as prime minister and 
parliamentary leader. From 1927 he was also the Liberal Party’s elected chairman. Mowinckel led 
three governments - 1924-1926, 1928-1931 and 1933-1935. They all had a weak basis in the 
Storting, in a time dominated by economic and fiscal crisis. Mowinckel was forced to make some 
deviations from his principal economic liberalism, through temporary crisis measures. In particular 
Mowinckel’s doctrine of economic self-help was put to a test by the debt and sales crisis in the 
agricultural sector from around 1930. An agricultural policy solely concentrating on productivity 
measures, led to sharp controversies between Mowinckel and the Agrarian Party (Farmers' Party). In 
1935 this caused the Agrarian Party to join forces with the Labour Party to oust Mowinckel’s Third 
Government. Mowinckel had rejected the forming of non-socialist alliances against the Labour 
Party, preferring a minority parliamentarism with the Liberal Party in the decisive position. The 1935 
shift of government and the 1936 elections made a new Liberal government less probable, and did 
not alter Mowinckel’s attitude to the forming of non-socialist alliances. Gradually he now became 
comfortable with a factual cooperation with Johan Nygaardsvold’s Labour Government, in 
particular in the field of security politics. In all his years as Prime Minister Mowinckel was also 
minister of foreign affairs. The main elements in his foreign and security policy were free trade, 
arbitration agreements and neutrality. He had a strong faith in economic cooperation as an 
appeasing factor between states, and attempted to check protectionist tendencies in the 
Norwegian customs policy in the 1920s. In 1930 Mowinckel initiated the Oslo Convention on 
customs cooperation between Norway, Denmark and the BeNeLux countries, to prevent higher 
customs walls. He was also the central Norwegian force to achieve an arbitration agreement 
between the Nordic countries in 1925-1927. Mowinckel was convinced that a wise foreign policy 
was Norway’s best defence, and the critical development in Europe towards the end of the 1930’s 
did not weaken this attitude. Neutralism, a minimal military defence and close and friendly relations 
to Great Britain were his main pillars. Mowinckel participated actively in the work of the League of 
Nations, although in doubt whether Norway might benefit from this collective security system. 
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Rather, he saw the risk that this might drag Norway into dangerous conflicts, and he took the 
initiative to release Norway from the duty of participating in sanctions. Mowinckel’s foreign policy 
line was defeated when Nazi Germany invaded Norway on 9 April 1940. When Nygaardsvold’s 
Labour Government was extended to a coalition government on 22 April, Mowinckel was 
appointed as government minister based at the Norwegian embassy in Stockholm. Together with 
his colleague Rasmus Frihagen Mowinckel reported to the Norwegian Government in exile in 
London on the situation in occupied Norway. As some of the reports were strongly marked by the 
defeatism dominant in Oslo during the first months of occupation, and as Mowinckel had been 
responsible for the pre-war security policy, there was dissatisfaction that Mowinckel was member 
of the Government. In the spring of 1942 Prime Minister Nygaardsvold therefore decided to offer 
Mowinckel a leading post on Nortraship – the governing body of the requisitioned Norwegian 
merchant fleet, a post that could not be combined with being member of the Government. 
Mowinckel accepted, tendered his resignation from the Government and went to New York in May 
1942 to take over as chairman of the advisory committee to the Norwegian shipping director. 
However, Mowinckel’s service on this post would not last long. He had been seriously ill in the 
autumn of 1941, and in 1943 his health failed once more. Mowinckel died in New York City on 30 
September 1943. 
833. Julie Gran MOWINCKEL (1882-1972). Signed 6 May 1942. Norwegian Government, 
London. 

060 
DOB 19.7.1882. dipl. Norsk. 
Wife of Johan Ludwig Mowinckel and daughter of merchant Jens Gran and Eveline (“Evy”) Johanne 
Lemkuhl (1857-1940). 
834. Edvardine Magda Margaret Müller MOWINCKEL. Signed 6 May 1942. Norwegian 
Government, London. 

060 
DOB 27.10.1920. frkn. Norsk. 
Daughter of Johan Ludwig and Julie Mowinckel. The foundation “Magda Muller Mowincels Legat” 
was set up in 1985 by Magda Mowinckel. 
835. Hans Rasmus Krog SCHNITLER. Signed 6 May 1942. Norwegian Government, 
London. 

060 
DOB 1.9.1892. skeppsred. Norsk. 
He is included in the index to SOE file reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

 
He was Nortraship's representative in Sweden. He was on board M/S Lionel during Operation 
Performance. 
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836. Sigurd Aagård BJUNE. Signed 6 May 1942. Norwegian Government, London. 

060 
DOB 29.9.1909. maskinist. Norsk. 
According to http://www.warsailors.com/freefleet/kvarstad2.html, he was a 3rd Engineer on M/S 
Dicto. The British captain was D. J. Nicholas. Sir George Binney225 was on board, representing the 
Ministry of War Transport (Operation Performance). 
837. Bebel KOLDING. Signed 6 May 1942. Norwegian Government, London. 

060 
DOB 8.1.1906. tlm. Norsk. DOB confirmed with the Norwegian Digital Archives. No further trace. 
838. Gerd Sigrunn Ebro Vold HURUM. Signed 6 May 1942. Norwegian Government, 
London. 

060 
DOB17.3.1917. stenograf. Norsk. 
From SOE file HS 9/155/8 Birkeland, Ivar Pedersen: 

                                                 
225 Signed this book on 30 September 1941, 1 December 1941, 14 December 1941 and 18 April 1942 

http://www.warsailors.com/freefleet/kvarstad2.html
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Gerd Vold Hurum in London during war  
Information provided to Trevor Baker by Geoff Ward in an email dated 4 February 2013: 
One of the most colourful characters of the war, Gerd Vold joined the Resistance Movement in 
1940. She knew Max Manus and other Resistance leaders and was, at first, involved in illegal 
newspapers. Later she became a connected with intelligence work and in December 1941 she had 
to go in hiding until she was able to escape to Sweden in 1942. On 5 May 1942, she travelled to 
Leuchars and then to London where she worked for FOIV (Company Linge and SOE), until the end 
of the war. After a stint at the Norwegian Embassy in Washington, she became secretary for Thor 
Heyerdahl’s Kon-Tiki expedition. Her code-name Truls gave the title her autobiography A Woman 
named Truls. One of the three (my highlighting) mentioned in the poem In Memory of Liberation 
Day, 8 May 1945 by Leoul Mekonen. 
March today Norwegians! March today!  
It is the day of victory! 
Let’s honour our heroes 
Who died for a good cause 
Baptised with bravery! 
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Remember!  
Remember! Norwegians  
We shall not forget yesterday!  
Blood and bones were paid for us 
in those scary, dreadful years!  
The father of Milorg, Jens Christian 
I saw him in my dream yesterday 
Alive as you and me. 
“Weren’t you buried last year?” asked I 
Displaying courage in his tone 
“What I fought for is alive” 
He said, “I never die!” 
When thick smoke filled the air 
For bomb blasts were volcanic 
When harmony conquered by fear 
People got struck by panic! 
One lion appeared among the crowd  
Paal Berg, the gallant patriot 
Hjemmefrontens mechanic! 
Like a plant in a thorny bush 
Resilient to grow through 
One flower managed to bloom! 
Disentangling enemy’s web 
Patriot Gerd Vold Hurum. 
You deserve to be honoured 
Those who died for the motherland, 
Freedom, justice, equality! 
What you fought for is immortal 
Humanity, peace and sovereignty! 
I adore you! I honour you! 
Though I am black African 
I memorize your victory 
No matter my origin 
No matter ethnicity! 
We all fight for the same cause 
Bravery has no colour 
Race or nationality! 
According to http://lokalhistoriewiki.no/index.php/Gerd_Vold_Hurum, she was born Gerd Sigrunn 
Ebro Vold på Løvås on 17 March 1917. She died on 2 June 2004. Her autobiography was completed 
just before she died in 2004 and was published posthumously in 2006: En kvinne ved navn “Truls”, 
Wings forlag 2006, edited by Cato Guhnfeldt. 

http://lokalhistoriewiki.no/index.php/Gerd_Vold_Hurum
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Page 107 of her book includes the signatures of many of her acquaintances in London: 
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These names are: 
Bjørn Christopherson226 
G Bull227 
G Hovdenak 
L C Rokstad should be Rolstad228 
Willy Melbye 
Rakel Seweriin229 
Jorunn Holter 
Ruth Carlsen 
Hildur Grytness 
Wilhelm von Tangen Hansteen 
Bjarne Øen 
Leif Tronstad230 
Skule Storheill 
Gunnar Halle 

                                                 
226 Signed this book on 20 October 1941 
227 This might be Johan Andreas Bull who signed this book on 18 August 1941 
228 Signed this book on 27 February 1942 
229 Signed this book on 15 April 1942 
230 Signed this book on 21 October 1941 
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Øivind Øwre231 
B Larsen 
Sigrid Hagen 
Rolf Ellingsen 
Lise Ringberg232 
Asbjørn Barlaup 
Bjørn Rørholt233 
Thore Boye 
Roy should be Rolf Christophersen234 
Jens Schive235 
In the preface to his book Assault in Norway | The True Story of the Telemark Raid, Purnell Book 
Services Limited, 1975, Thomas Gallagher states, “Finally, in Montreal, I spent an afternoon with Mrs 
Sven Hurum (Gerd Vold), who in London during the war acted as secretary to the late Professor Leif 
Tronstad, the man who more than any other was the architect of this mission. Mrs Hurum offered 
me anecdotes and details that only a woman would think of, and many are incorporated in this 
book, as are facts, direct quotes, and ideas gleaned from the material I was given.” 
839. Nils Gudbrand LARSMOEN. Signed 6 May 1942. Norwegian Government, London. 

060 
DOB 26.1.1919. sergeant. Norsk. The surname is probably LARSMON. No trace found. 
840. Evald Olausen MINGE. Signed 6 May 1942. Norwegian Government, London. 

060 
DOB 28.1.1921. arb. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
He was a pilot with 330 Squadron. 

 
WorldVitalRecords.com 

                                                 
231 Signed this book on 7 May 1942 
232 Signed this book on 6 January 1942 
233 Signed this book on 12 October 1941 and 8 May 1942 
234 Signed this book on 24 October 1941 
235 This is probably Jacob Schive who signed this book on 15 October 1941 and 14 March 1943 
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841. Lorang Norman THORESEN. Signed 6 May 1942. Norwegian Government, London. 

060 
DOB 22.8.1921. sjöman. Norsk. No trace found. 
842. Eleonore Glad KOREN. Signed 6 May 1942. Norwegian Government, London. 

060 
DOB 11.5.1916. stenograf. Norsk. No trace found. 
She is probably related to SOE agent Claus Gustav Myrin KOREN, although he was single when he 
came to Britain (see the next entry). 
843. Claus Gustav Myrin KOREN. Signed 6 May 1942. Norwegian Government, London. 

060 
DOB 23.2.1922. stud. Norsk. 
His SOE file, reference HS 9/859/4, in TNA was closed until 1 January 2023. Bob Pearson obtained a 
death certicate and provided Trevor Baker with a copy of this file on 7 May 2014: 
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Daniel RING’s SOE file, reference HS 9/1261/9, contains a letter dated 31 March 1942 from Major 
Andrew Croft (4344) to Edgar Nielsen (4346): 
“This morning I visited Colonel Smith-Kielland in order to discuss two problems with him; firstly, the 
employment of Koren, and secondly the fact that certain people in the Norwegian Legation are 
trying to get rid of Ring. These two matters are to a certain extent interdependent of one another, 
since the suggestion is that Koren should work at Torstenssonsgatan 6, which happens to be the 
same building in which the Norwegian Press Attaché works; the latter, I have reason to believe, is 
complaining that he might get compromised by the number of Norwegians visiting Ring, who 
already has an office at this address. Smith-Kielland seemed distressed that his Legation should be 
working against Ring, since he agreed that Ring's work was being carried out efficiently and with a 
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full sense of security. Furthermore, he confirmed the fact that Ring was already proving useful to 
4310 (this is probably Pål Frisvold although his symbol did change to 4309). He promised, however, 
to try to bear the matter in mind, and should anyone approach him officially with a view to getting 
rid of Ring at any time in the future, that he would not only do his best to retain Ring, but would 
notify me as to what was afoot. We then went on to discuss what office Koren should use. Against 
my suggestions to the contrary, he emphasized that Koren should have an office at 
Torstenssonsgatan 6, and there was no possibility of anyone complaining against this arrangement, 
since both he and Bull would give Ring their full support. He then stated that the Koren problem 
was quite different from the Ring problem, since Koren has an excellent standing here in Sweden, 
but that Ring was possibly slightly suspect in the eyes of the Swedish police, since he had already 
visited England. When, however, I questioned the fact that Ring was suspect, he lamely remarked 
that Ring in any case had not the standing and the same support from Bull and himself as Koren 
would have. It seems to me, therefore, that if there is any more trouble about the retention of Ring, 
it is most essential that London should inform Bull and Smith-Kielland that Ring is to receive the 
same support from them as they are giving to Koren; in other words, Bull and Smith-Kielland do 
not seem keen to support anyone who works for us unless they receive very specific orders from 
the Norwegian Government.” 
He is listed in SOE file HS 8/979_980 as a member of Party 26S with the symbol S9: 

 
From the above list, the following have signed this book: 
Erik AASHEIM on 15 June 1942 (as Thor Helliesen) 
Fredrik Oskar BRANDT on 20 April 1942 
Konrad Anker HENNUM on 24 May 1942 
Odd NILSEN on 24 May 1942 
Johnny PEVIK on 10 May 1942 
Armand Ragnar TRØNNES on 25 March 1942 
844. Charles Thomas Michael REED. Signed 6 May 1942. Meadows Cottage, Downe, Kent. 

060 
DOB 23.3.1912. chaufför. Engelsk. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Ambulance nurse. Born 1913. 
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See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
845. James Alfred Heribert LINDSTRÖM. Signed 7 May 1942. John Carlbom & Co, Hull. 

061 
DOB 29.10.1891. maskinist. Svensk. 
From 
http://www.slaktdata.org/index.php/regsearch?fnamn=james&mfnamn=&enamn=LINDSTR%C3%9
6M&type%5B%5D=freg&fscbkod=&fsg=&titel=&year=1891&adress=&ovr=&stype=metaphone
&x=17&y=11: 

 
846. Bruno Antonius HORTLANDER. Signed 7 May 1942. John Carlbom & Co, Hull. 

061 
DOB 4.10.1914. maskinist. Svensk. 
His DOB and DOD (16.08.2006) confirmed with 
http://gravar.se/Oskarshamns%20F%C3%B6rsamling/7725/Bruno+Antonius%20Hortlander. No 
further trace found. 
847. Arnold Jach JAKOBSEN. Signed 7 May 1942. Norwegian Government, London. 

061 
DOB 6.7.1917. stud. Norsk. No trace found. 
848. Guttorm LARSSEN. Signed 7 May 1942. Norwegian Government, London. 

061 
DOB 31.7.1916. sergeant. Norsk. No trace found. 
849. Squadron Leader Robert Grant LYNN (41041). Signed 28 April 1942 out of sequence. 
Posted again to Leuchars. 

061 

http://www.slaktdata.org/index.php/regsearch?fnamn=james&mfnamn=&enamn=LINDSTR%C3%96M&type%5B%5D=freg&fscbkod=&fsg=&titel=&year=1891&adress=&ovr=&stype=metaphone&x=17&y=11
http://www.slaktdata.org/index.php/regsearch?fnamn=james&mfnamn=&enamn=LINDSTR%C3%96M&type%5B%5D=freg&fscbkod=&fsg=&titel=&year=1891&adress=&ovr=&stype=metaphone&x=17&y=11
http://www.slaktdata.org/index.php/regsearch?fnamn=james&mfnamn=&enamn=LINDSTR%C3%96M&type%5B%5D=freg&fscbkod=&fsg=&titel=&year=1891&adress=&ovr=&stype=metaphone&x=17&y=11
http://gravar.se/Oskarshamns%20F%C3%B6rsamling/7725/Bruno+Antonius%20Hortlander
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He must have signed on a blank page or put down the wrong date. He also signed this book on 5 
April 1939 and 28 October 1941. 
850. Dr Øivind ØWRE. Signed 7 May 1942. Norwegian Government, London. 

061 
DOB 24.11.1906. kontorsch. Norsk. 
From Maynard M Cohen’s A Stand Against Tyranny: Norway's Physicians and the Nazis, 2000: 

 
According to Ian Herrington’s The Special Operations Executive in Norway 1940-1945: Policy and 
Operations in the Strategic and Political Context, Lt. Owre was a District Specialist responsible for 
eastern Norway and had the symbol SXE.1. 
According to http://tornado397.tornado.no/files/docs/arkiv/Offentlige-arkiver/ASTA-
kataloger/HHI.rtf, The Arkivskaper: Hjemmefrontens Historie Institutt has a document entitled 
“Øivind Øwre. Rapport om flukt fra Ullevål sykehus og fengsel i Åkerbergveien” (Report on the run 
from Ullevål hospital and imprisonment Åkersberg road). 
From http://mediabase1.uib.no/krigslex/o/o2.html (translated by Google): 
Osvald Group, sabotage organization in Norway during the war, under the Soviet intelligence 
agency NKVD. The real name was Organization against fascism and in defense of the Soviet Union, 
the Gestapo called Wollweber organization. It got its name alias Oswald as Asbjørn Sunde, the 
team leader from the autumn of 1938, used at the beginning of the war. The organization was the 
dominant sabotage organization in Norway from 1941 to 1944, and carried about. 110 operations, 
with particular emphasis on rail sabotage. The first action after the invasion of Norway was the 
bursting of the Wehrmacht train 20/07/1941 at Nyland station in Oslo. Other notable actions were 
blowing up of railway stations in Oslo V and Oslo Ø night of 02.02.1942, the bursting of the state 
police headquarters in Henrik Ibsensgt. 7 in Oslo 08.21.1942, the labor office in Oslo 04.21.1943, 
blasting tunnels at 6 locations throughout Eastern 9/18/1943, at 11 locations around Oslo 11.10. 

http://tornado397.tornado.no/files/docs/arkiv/Offentlige-arkiver/ASTA-kataloger/HHI.rtf
http://tornado397.tornado.no/files/docs/arkiv/Offentlige-arkiver/ASTA-kataloger/HHI.rtf
http://mediabase1.uib.no/krigslex/o/o2.html
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same year, and a German troop train at Topsham 10/26/1943. In autumn 1941 the organization 
collaborated with 2A (Sverre Ellingsen and Øyvind Øwre), 1942 with 2AS police group (Asbjørn 
Bryhn), in 1943 with Milorg (Kai Holst), SOE (Sverre Ellingsen) and XU (Øystein Strømnæs), the 
Communist Party from 1942 to 1944, most intimate in the period October 1942 to February -44, 
when Asbjørn Sunde served as NKP tamper head and lent garrisons to protect NKP central 
quarters. In February 1944, it came to break with NKP leader Peder Furubotn as this demanded that 
Sunde should submit to his leadership. The organization had in 1941 approx. 30 saboteurs, but 
due. intense persecution by the state police and the Gestapo were big losses. In 1944, amounted to 
60-70 crews saboteurs, with a corresponding support. The organization had headquarters in Oslo 
from 1936 to 1942, the fall and winter 1942-1943 was the main garrison in the mountainous region 
between Rukkedalen and torpo, then various places in the eastern area. Acting in 1941-42 was Alf 
Kristiansen236, and in 1943-1944 Gunnar Arnfeldt Knudsen. The organization was a Soviet parallel to 
SOEs Norica 1, but never got recognition for their efforts by the Norwegian government, the 
members did not participant medal. 
From http://mediabase1.uib.no/krigslex/t/t2.html (translated by Google): 
2A system, resistance groups 1941-1943. From late autumn 1940 and spring 1941, several anti-Nazi 
activist and friend groups on Oslo's west side with fairly conservative background bound together 
in a network under this designation. Central was originally Armin Karl Fürst, Øyvind Øwre, Trygve 
Høgberg and Sverre Ellingsen. Other important was also Rolf Tjersland, Jan Skappel, Gunnar 
Sønsteby, Asbjørn Bryhn and Alvhild Hovland. In 1941-1942, a special export group (2AX), 
Intelligence Group (2AE) and notification group, eg. "Police team" (2AP) created. 2A related early 
contact to the British Legation in Stockholm. Asbjørn Sunde organization from autumn 1941 
attached 2A action group. 2AS activism meant that the British were a natural partner, and many 
later Linge people came originally from 2A. The Legation in Stockholm was Sports Office organized 
in 1942 under former Bailiff and Secretary General of the Right, Harald Grams management, 
catering 2A system, but came into conflict with Milorg, Military Office and Legal Office, as these 
during the last half of the war wanted full control of all resistance activity in Norway. The conflict 
ended with the Sports Office was dissolved in 1943 and replaced by the Liaison Bureau, still led by 
Gram. A number of people with 2A-background was removed from the Liaison Bureau in 1944 
(among others Morits Skaugen, Alfhild Hovdan, Rolf Tjersland, Peter Munthe-Kaas). From 1943 
drive system substantially intelligence activities. 2A is little discussed in the occupation research. 
maybe because its key members were critical of the Government in London, supported the British 
activism against the more moderate Milorg and never completely subordinate to the official home 
front management. 
851. Edvin Sverre LARSGAARD. Signed 7 May 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

061 
DOB 28.10.1911. director. Norsk. No trace found. 
However, Knut Martin LARSGAARD (DOB 29.07.1907) has an SOE file, reference HS 9/892/9, in TNA. 

                                                 
236 Signed this book on 15 August 1942 

http://mediabase1.uib.no/krigslex/t/t2.html
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852. Einar Petter Benjamin NORBYE. Signed 7 May 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

061 
DOB 22.4.1917. ingeniör. Norsk. 
DOB confirmed with geni.com. 
From HS17 Scandinavian Index: 

 
853. Erik BOELSKOV. Signed 7 May 1942. Danish Legation. 

061 
DOB 22.6.1921. sjöman. Dansk. 
From http://www.specialforcesroh.com/showthread.php?4261-Boelskov-Erik&highlight=boelskov: 

 
Surname: Boelskov 
Forename: Erik 
Unit: SD Section SOE 
Rank: Second Lieutenant 
Number: 291081 
Date of Death: 25th August 1943 
Age: 22 
Gravesite: Koge Cemetery, Denmark only war grave 
Additional information: 
  parent unit General List 
  born 22.6.1921 Denmark 
  son of Jorgen and Olga Boelskov, Koge, Denmark 
  killed by explosion Copenhagen 
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He is included in the index to the SOE file HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

 
He has an SOE file, reference HS 9/172/2, in TNA. 
From Wikipedia (translated by Google): 
“Erik Boelskov (alias Arne, Arne Eriksen / Henriksen) ( 22 June 1921 in Odder - 25 August 1943 in 
Copenhagen) was a Danish resistance fighter, freedom fighter and SOE agent in the Second World 
War. 
He was born in Odder and raised in Køge, the son of a schoolmaster George Boelskov. He was a 
student of architecture. 
In March 1942, he fled from Denmark across the frozen Øresund from Elsinore to Sweden. The 
reason for his flight from Denmark was an episode of a Danish woman and a German soldier. 
Boelskov had seen the woman going out with a German soldier had towards the woman pointed 
out that it was un-Danish to go out but German soldiers, after which she had summoned the 
German soldier. As Boelskov felt threatened by the German, he hit him in the ground. This episode 
was Boelskov to feel very uncomfortable, as the woman knew who he was. 
From Sweden, he went to England. He originally volunteered for the Royal Air Force, but was 
trained as an SOE agent. He was given the rank of lieutenant and the code-name "Table Sandwich". 
On 22 June 1943, he was dropped by parachute at Hvidsten Inn, where he was received by the 
innkeeper Marius Fiil. In Denmark, he had to work as a secret agent in the English service - and in 
particular participate in training of the Danish resistance fighters in the use of weapons and 
explosives. 
He participated in a few sabotage actions in Sealand (among others in Roskilde and Slagelse) in the 
summer of 1943, but he was killed - 22 years old - by an explosion in an apartment on JM Thiele 
Road in Copenhagen on 25 August 1943. The accident is putatively happened with that he and 
another person (Teddy Rosenborg Pedersen) was started to produce letter bombs to be sent to 
known assemblies. When he could not be immediately identified, he was initially buried as 
"unknown", and it was only after the war that his identity was revealed. Just over 3 hours after the 
first explosion, there was a new explosion. Richard Nielsen died shortly after. Detective Kaj 
Lauritzen was injured so badly that he later died. A week later, they tried again to clean up the 
apartment, where they found a suspicious package. This package exploded immediately after the 
first inspection, which further two people were slightly injured. 
A plaque of Erik Boelskov is in Sankt Nikolai school in Køge. He is buried at New Sct. Nikolai 
Cemetery, where the British army has set up an official memorial to him.” 
SOE file HS 8/979_980 lists his field code names as SANDWICH and Peter KRIKSEN; and his English 
name as E Jones: 

 
854. Eugeniusz TOKARSKI. Signed 7 May 1942. Polish Legation. 

061 
DOB 19.10.1905. lärare. Polsk. 
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According to Wikipedia, he was the Commander of Battalion ON "Brasław" (Braslav Defence 
Battalion). 
From http://tygodnik.onet.pl/35,0,43241,polarna_odyseja,artykul.html (translated by Google): 
In the spring of 1940, the composition of the Allied forces in Norway fought Polish Tatra brigade. 
When the Germans conquered Norway, the Poles, who did not get on the ships evacuating allies, 
fled across the border to Finland. At that time, they came to Finland or the Polish refugees and 
soldiers who had taken refuge in the Baltic countries - and now fleeing the Soviets, who just took 
these countries. Neutral Finland interned Poles, in accordance with the Hague Convention. The 
exact number of Polish soldiers in June 1940, came to Finland, Norway and Estonia, is not known. 
Before the war, the country was inhabited by about 300 Poles, and after 1939, at least 145 refugees 
got permission to stay. The soldiers who crossed the “green border”, they were a smaller company: 
there were dozens. Documents Finnish staff talking about 35 people. Six managed to escape 
immediately after the internment, and not even their names recorded, apparently got up quickly to 
Sweden - which is not surprising, because the Finnish authorities did not turn back my head too 
much restriction of the freedom of the Poles. Polish soldiers were located in the village in the 
parish of Ruukki Paavola, in the south of Oulu in northern Finland. Their first shelter was a small 
Lutheran chapel, then were transferred to a local sawmill buildings. Since the beginning of taking 
care of their local branch of the women's organization of the Association “Lotta Svärd”. It carried 
the name of the heroine of JL Runeberg's poetry: in his poem, a girl named Lotta Svärd follows her 
husband to war and provides injured. In the years 1918 to 1945 with the organization of Finns 
worked as a nurse, took care of military supplies and even served in the defense of the anti. In 
summer 1940, the women of “Lotta Svärd” Ruukki had a lot of work. The greatest task was to 
provide shelter to thousands of refugees from Karelia, seized by the Soviet Union in March 1940, as 
a result of “Winter War”. They must also take care of many wounded and disabled veterans, 
widows, orphans and all those who have suffered the “Winter War”. I guess, since so many have 
already had on his head, an additional group of Poles, they did not have much difference ... Polish 
interpreter was a teacher Irja Kyllikki Penttilä, head of a local organization. Maintaining the 
internment camp was a simple enough expenses covered Polish Embassy in Helsinki. She continued 
her work after the Germans and the Soviets occupied Poland: Ambassador Henry Sokolnicki 
continue to represent the Polish government here, despite German protests. The Embassy has 
provided the Association "Lotta Svärd 'funds, and the highest-ranking interned - Captain 
Eugeniusz Tokarski - he was a liaison between the camp and the embassy. 
855. HAAKON VII (Prince Carl of Denmark and Iceland, born Christian Frederik Carl Georg 
Valdemar Axel) (3 August 1872 – 21 September 1957). Signed 7 May 1942. 

061 
He also signed this book on 1 August 1944. 
From the Operations Record Book of 332 Squadron: 

 

 

http://tygodnik.onet.pl/35,0,43241,polarna_odyseja,artykul.html
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From a letter dated 30 January 1939 

He was known as Prince Carl of Denmark until 1905, was the first king of Norway after the 1905 
dissolution of the personal union with Sweden. 
He was a member of the House of Schleswig-Holstein-Sonderburg-Glücksburg. As one of the few 
elected monarchs, Haakon quickly won the respect and affection of his people and played a pivotal 
role in uniting the Norwegian nation in its resistance to the attack and five-year-long Nazi 
occupation during World War II. 
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In Norway, Haakon is regarded as one of the greatest Norwegians of the twentieth century and is 
particularly revered for his courage during the German invasion—he threatened abdication if the 
government cooperated with the invading Germans—and for his leadership and preservation of 
Norwegian unity during the Nazi occupation. 
He died at the age of 85 on 21 September 1957, after having reigned for nearly 52 years. 
Norway was invaded by the naval and air forces of Nazi Germany during the early hours of 9 April 
1940. The German naval detachment sent to capture Oslo was challenged at Oscarsborg Fortress. 
The fortress fired at the invaders, causing damage to the pocket battleship Lützow and sinking the 
heavy cruiser Blücher, with heavy German losses that included many of the armed forces, Gestapo 
agents, and administrative personnel who were to have occupied the Norwegian capital. These 
events led to the withdrawal of the rest of the German flotilla, preventing the invaders from 
occupying Oslo at dawn as had been intended. The German occupation forces' delay in occupying 
Oslo, along with swift action from the President of the Storting, C. J Hambro, created the 
opportunity for the Norwegian Royal Family, the Cabinet, and most of the 150 members of the 
Storting (parliament) to make a hasty departure from the capital by special train. 
The Storting first convened at Hamar the same afternoon, but with the rapid advance of German 
troops, the group moved on to Elverum. The assembled Parliament unanimously enacted a 
resolution, the so-called Elverumsfullmakten (Elverum Authorization), granting the Cabinet full 
powers to protect the country until such time as the Storting could meet again. 
The next day, Curt Bräuer, the German Minister to Norway, demanded a meeting with Haakon. The 
German diplomat called on the Norwegians to cease their resistance and stated Hitler's demand 
that the King appoint Nazi sympathizer Vidkun Quisling, who had declared himself prime minister 
hours earlier in Oslo, as head of what would be a German puppet government. Bräuer suggested 
that Haakon follow the example of the Danish government and his brother, Christian X, which had 
surrendered almost immediately after the previous day's invasion, and threatened Norway with 
harsh conditions if it did not surrender. Haakon told Bräuer that he could not make such a decision 
himself, but only on the advice of the Government. 
Although the Constitution of Norway nominally gives the King the final responsibility for making 
such a decision, in practice nearly all major governmental decisions are made by the Government 
(the Council of State) in his name. In an emotional meeting in Nybergsund, the King reported the 
German ultimatum to his cabinet. Although Haakon could not make the decision himself, he knew 
he could use his moral authority to influence it. Accordingly, Haakon told the Cabinet: “I am deeply 
affected by the responsibility laid on me if the German demand is rejected. The responsibility for 
the calamities that will befall people and country is indeed so grave that I dread to take it. It rests 
with the government to decide, but my position is clear. For my part I cannot accept the German 
demands. It would conflict with all that I have considered to be my duty as King of Norway since I 
came to this country nearly thirty-five years ago.” 
Haakon went on to say that he could not appoint any government headed by Quisling because he 
knew neither the people nor the Storting had confidence in him. However, if the Cabinet felt 
otherwise, the King said he would abdicate so as not to stand in the way of the Government's 
decision. 
Nils Hjelmtveit, Minister of Church and Education, later wrote: “This made a great impression on us 
all. More clearly than ever before we could see the man behind the words; the king who had drawn 
a line for himself and his task, a line from which he could not deviate. We had through the five 
years in government learned to respect and appreciate our king and now, through his words, he 
came to us as a great man, just and forceful; a leader in these fatal times to our country.” 
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Inspired by Haakon's stand, the Government unanimously advised Haakon not to appoint any 
government headed by Quisling. Within hours, it telephoned its refusal to Bräuer. That night, NRK 
broadcast the government's refusal to the Norwegian people. In that same broadcast, the 
government announced that they would resist the German attack as long as possible, and 
expressed their confidence that Norwegians would lend their support to the cause. The following 
morning, 11 April 1940, bomber aircraft of the Luftwaffe attacked Nybergsund, destroying the 
small town where the Norwegian government was staying in an attempt to wipe out Norway's 
unyielding King and Government. The King and his ministers took refuge in the snow-covered 
woods and escaped harm, continuing farther north through the mountains toward Molde on 
Norway's west coast. As the British forces in the area lost ground under Luftwaffe bombardment, 
the King and his party were taken aboard the British cruiser HMS Glasgow at Molde and conveyed 
a further 1000 km north to Tromsø where a provisional capital was established on 1 May. 
Haakon and Crown Prince Olav took up residence in a forest cabin in Målselvdalen valley in inner 
Troms county where they would stay until the evacuation to the United Kingdom. While residing in 
Tromsø the two were protected by local rifle association members armed with the ubiquitous Krag-
Jørgensen rifle. 
The Allies had a fairly secure hold over northern Norway until late May, but as the Allies' position in 
the Battle of France rapidly deteriorated, the Allied forces in northern Norway were badly needed 
elsewhere and were withdrawn. 
The Royal Family and the beleaguered and demoralized Norwegian Government was evacuated 
from Tromsø on 7 June aboard HMS Devonshire; and after a 34-knot (63 km/h) dash, under cover 
of HMS Glorious, HMS Acasta, and HMS Ardent, safely arrived in London. King Haakon and his 
cabinet set up a Norwegian government in exile in the British capital. 
Taking up residence at Rotherhithe in London, Haakon was an important national symbol in the 
Norwegian resistance. Between March 1942 and the end of the war in May 1945 the King and his 
son, Crown Prince Olav, lived at Foliejon Park in Winkfield, near Windsor. Meanwhile, Hitler had 
appointed Josef Terboven as Reichskommissar for Norway. 
On Hitler's orders, Terboven attempted to coerce the Storting to depose the King; Parliament 
declined, citing constitutional principles. A subsequent ultimatum was made by the Germans under 
threat of interning all Norwegians of military age in German concentration camps. With this threat 
looming, the Norwegian Parliament's representatives in Oslo wrote to their monarch on 27 June, 
asking him to abdicate. The King, politely replying that the Storting had acted under duress, 
declined the request. The King gave his answer on 3 July, and proclaimed it on BBC radio on 8 July. 
After one further German attempt in September to force the Storting to depose Haakon failed, 
Terboven finally decreed that the Royal Family had "forfeited their right to return" and dissolved 
the democratic political parties. 
During Norway's five years under German control, many Norwegians surreptitiously wore clothing 
or jewellery made from coins bearing Haakon's “H7” monogram as symbols of resistance to the 
German occupation and of solidarity with their exiled king and government, just as many people in 
Denmark wore his brother's monogram on a pin. The King's monogram was also painted and 
otherwise reproduced on various surfaces as a show of resistance to the occupation. 
After the end of the war, Haakon and the Norwegian Royal Family returned to Norway aboard the 
cruiser HMS Norfolk, arriving with the First Cruiser Squadron to cheering crowds in Oslo on 7 June 
1945 exactly five years after they had been evacuated from Tromsø. 
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856. Rolf CHRISTIANSEN AKA Bjørn Arnold RØRHOLT. Signed 8 May 1942. Norwegian 
Legation, London. 

061 
DOB 16.6.1916. inspector. Norsk. 
He also signed this book on 12 October 1941 using his real name. 
Email to Trevor Baker from Geoff Ward dated 10 January 2014: 
From his book Amatørspionen 'Lerken': 
“Fred drove me out to Bromma. Everything went smoothly. We landed at Leuchers in Scotland as 
dawn was breaking next morning, Saturday May 9 1942. The same Sgt. Primsrose was there to 
meet me and we got the same ‘hot cuppa tea.’ Routine, tradition - are things the British know all 
about.” 
Rørholt's alias was Rolf Christiansen. There's no Rolf Christiansen on the May 9th entries but there 
is one on May 8th. Could this be him? 
Trevor Baker replied: 
“According to the Bromma departure records, he left on the night of 8th May 1942 and thus arrived 
on the morning of the 9th May (as he states in his book): 
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He was the first to sign the book on his arrival; he mistakenly wrote 8th May. The others in the 
above list wrote 9th May. I am convinced it is, as you say, Bjørn A Rørholt using his alias.” 
857. Tor Kristian JORFALD. Signed 9 May 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

061 
DOB 3.3.1916. telegr. Norsk. 
He is listed in the index to SOE file HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

 
See the entry for Alfred Kristian NYMOEN who signed this book on 9 May 1942. 
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He is listed in Little Norway. 
From Ralph Barker’s The Blockade Busters, Leo Cooper Ltd (May 2005) p 119: 
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From Sophie Jackson’s SOE's Balls of Steel: Operation Rubble, 147 Willing Volunteers and 25,000 
tons of ball bearings, The History Press (1 August 2013) p 155-6: 
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858. Otto BERG. Signed 9 May 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

061 
DOB 24.8.1916. polisman. Norsk. 
The SOE file HS 8/979 Norwegian Parties & Symbols lists a Lt O Berg in District 24: 
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He is listed in the index to SOE file HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

 
July 1942 
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August 1942 

 
859. Finn BORCHGREVINK. Signed 9 May 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

061 
DOB 25.3.1915. sekr. 
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See the entry for Andreas Andresen who signed this book on 5 May 1942. He was a pilot with 330 
Squadron. Sunderland III serial NJ181, coded WH-Z, was lost over the North Sea off the Norwegian 
coast with the following crew: 

Fenrik (Pilot) Sigmund A. JOHNSON - born 22-7-1917. 
Kvm (2nd Pilot) Finn BORCHGREVINK - born 25-3-1915. 
Kvm (Fe/Ag) Kjell ERDMANN - born 17-1-1922 
Kvm (Fe/Ag) Sigurd K. FRISVOLD - born 22-2-1922. 
Kvm (Nav/Ba) Kaj A. GREEN - No.2111 (from Denmark). 
Kvm (WOp/Ag) Otto S. BJØRVIK - born 13-3-1923. 
Kvm (WOp/Ag) Evald S. ERLANDSEN - born 5-3-1912. 
Kvm (WOp/Ag) Per O.W. FJELBERG - born 21-2-1920. 
Kvm (Ag) Fritjof LAVOLL - born 20-9-1915. 
Kvm (Ag) Vemund MELVÆR - born 1-2-1922. 
Except LAVOLL who was recovered from the sea and buried on18 October 1945 at Oslo/Ullern 
Cemetery, all other crew members missing. 

860. Edward Goulding MCNEILL. Signed 9 May 1942. Hotell Omnia, Kungsgatan, 
Stockholm. 

062 
DOB 3.12.1913. kock. Britt. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Cook. Corporal. Born 1913. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
861. William Joseph TIERNEY (1918 - ?). Signed 9 May 1942. Dublin, Ireland. 

062 
DOB 28.3.1918. herr. Britt. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Worker. Born 1918 Ireland. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
A history book Savero Kahden Vuosisadan Kylä (Savero, a Village of two Centuries) named Tierney 
as one of the volunteers that worked after the Winter War in that area (Savero is a few km south of 
Utti Airbase in South East Finland). 
862. Reginald Sidney Bertram POOKE. Signed 9 May 1942. Plymouth. 

062 
DOB 23.4.1909. herr. Britt. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Cheese Master. Staff Sergeant. Born 1907. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
According to 192.com, only one person with the name Reginald S Pooke lives in the UK (in Wirral). 
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863. John William STYRMOE. Signed 9 May 1942. Norske Legation, London. 

062 
DOB 29.2.1912. polisman. Norsk. No trace found. 
Email dated 29 August 2014 from Bob Pearson to Trevor Baker: 
“A friend of mine has asked about a John William Styrmoe, a Norwegian who worked with the 
agent called 'Gulosten'. I am unaware of any code name, but he may well have gone to the UK at 
some point as there are connections with British Intelligence. 'Gulosten', aka Johannes Andersen237, 
was a very controversial character and, as such, British Intelligence would have been involved in a 
big way.” 
Email dated 31 August 2014 from Tormod Christiansen to Trevor Baker: 
“I had a longer discussion with his son yesterday. From what I got of information, he was arrested, 
then escaped with two others from Møllergata 19238 in either 1941 or 1942. In England, he 
volunteered for the Norwegian parachute brigade, spending the rest of the war in UK, then 
participated in Operation Doomsday239 on Gardermoen in May 1945.” 
From HS17 Scandinavian Index: 

                                                 
237 Johannes Sigfred ANDERSEN AKA Fritz Mörk THORESEN signed this book on 23 December 1942 
238 From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M%C3%B8llergata_19: Møllergata 19 is an address in Oslo, Norway 
where the city's main police station and jail was located. Immediately upon arriving in Norway, the 
German army commandeered Møllergata 19, and the first prisoners were British subjects suspected of 
being clandestine agents, arrested on 10 April. The following day, a Norwegian was also detained for 
showing contempt for the German forces. By August, the prison was solely used for prisoners arrested by 
the Nazi authorities. The official capacity was 145 prisoners, but the Germans kept up to 550 at a time. 
Prisoners held here were often subject to interrogation and torture at Victoria Terrasse. 
239 From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Doomsday: In Operation Doomsday, the British 1st 
Airborne Division acted as a police and military force during the Allied occupation of Norway in May 
1945, immediately after the victory in Europe during the Second World War. The division maintained law 
and order until the arrival of the remainder of Force 134, the occupation force. During its time in Norway, 
the division was tasked with supervising the surrender of the German forces in Norway, as well as 
preventing the sabotage of vital military and civilian facilities. The German Instrument of Surrender was 
delivered on 8 May to General Franz Böhme, the commander of all German forces stationed in Norway, 
and the 1st Airborne Division landed near Oslo and Stavanger between 9 May and 11 May. The majority 
of the transport aircraft carrying the division landed safely, but three planes crash caused a number of 
fatalities, two planes there was no survivors, LJ899 crashed in Lake Rodjen on the Norway/Swedish 
border, 4 men drowned. The division encountered little of the expected German resistance. Operational 
duties included welcoming back King Haakon VII of Norway, looking after Allied ex-prisoners of war, 
arresting war criminals and supervising the clearing of minefields. The division was also able to confirm 
the deaths of the British airborne troops that had taken part in Operation Freshman, an unsuccessful 
attempt to disrupt the German atomic weapons programme in November 1942. The division returned to 
Britain at the end of August and disbanded two months later. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M%C3%B8llergata_19
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Doomsday
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864. Martin Georg HALVORSEN (7 September 1915 – 1994). Signed 9 May 1942. Norske 
Legation, London. 

062 
DOB 7.9.1915. disp. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
He is mentioned in Gerd Vold Hurum’s En kvinne ved navn “Truls”, Wings forlag, 2006. He was a 
major in the Norwegian Air Force and then a businessman in Oslo. His father was Reidar Windjue 
Halvorsen (1884 - 1969), Police in Ringsaker, Chairman of A/S Moelven Brug 1923-1964. His mother 
was Edith Schou Salicath (1889 – 1970). 
865. Carl Richard THIIS. Signed 9 May 1942. Norske Legation, London. 

062 
DOB 23.9.1918. mek. Norsk. 
According to the Norwegian Digital Archives, a Carl Richard THIIS was born in 1841 in Riisøer. No 
trace found. 
866. Albin KOZAKIEWICZ. Signed 9 May 1942. Polish Legation, London. 

062 
DOB 10.8.1920. herr. Polish. 
From http://agricola.utu.fi/keskustelu/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=2897 (translated by Google): 

http://agricola.utu.fi/keskustelu/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=2897
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Germany launched attacks against the Soviet Union in June 1941 in Berlin increased pressure from 
Finnish to radically, and the Polish Embassy in Helsinki, continuous operation was now 
overwhelming. On June 25, day, three days to the German-Soviet War II began and the day before 
the formal accession of Finland in hostilities gave the Finnish Ministry for Foreign Affairs, by order 
of President Rytin the Polish embassy evacuation. The result was that Finland broke off diplomatic 
relations with the Polish government in exile in Germany's request, the United Kingdom and the 
United States, despite the serious warnings. Over the next two days Sokolnicki ambassador and 
military attaché Łoś went to Stockholm. In the following weeks followed the camp's Polish example 
and performed leave to remain freely with the number of tourists to the Torne River on the western 
shore. The Finnish authorities have rajaloikkauksesta no longer bother to care about, but they were 
apparently mostly just relieved to be rid of his soldiers, with a continuous presence in the country 
would be a new political situation may have caused a hitch. The Swedes invested in Finland who 
came to the Poles Hammarby internment, the archives contain Despite being incomplete all of the 
camp's Polish names. Most of the Swedish camp is marked as received on 25 July 1941, except for 
one, which is one reason or another come until September. For Polish soldiers living in Finland was 
selected as seisahduskohtaa through the Over the journey, which had brought them to the 
conquest of their country of Hungary, Romania and Yugoslavia to France and Great Britain, and 
Norway, in the end the fighting. World War vortex throwing Polish soldiers had been momentarily 
short the neutral Finland and a welcome resting place, where they could continue their journey 
onwards to fight again for their fatherland. Some Siikajoki Valley in 1940-1941 local residents 
enjoyed the hospitality of the Polish soldiers were able to move to Sweden on the west, and 
Hammarby camp, according to documents Albin Kozakiewicz, Bogdan Krahelski and Władysław 
Czurak traveled to Great Britain during the years 1941-1942. Again, the chance of the men 
gathered in the west to the Polish armed forces who took part in the coming years, including 
Monte Cassino, Falaise and Arnhem battles. 
867. Kristen Erling RIDDERVOLD. Signed 9 May 1942. Lillehammer, Norge. 

062 
DOB 4.8.1899. advok. Norsk. 
In a statement broadcast in 1937, Erling Riddervold sent a message saying that, should it become 
necessary, would Norwegian skiers to stand guard over the country and the newborn prince 
Harald. In 1941, Riddervold organised the military resistance movement in Rondane, Oppland and 
Hedmark. He had to escape to Sweden in early 1942. He is included in the index to SOE file 
reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

 
868. Hendrik HARSEVOORT. Signed 9 May 1942. [Address], Holland. 

062 
DOB 26.6.1918. kock. Holländsk. 
According to findagrave.com, he was born on 24 June 1918 and died on 9 February 1945. He is 
buried in the Loenen Military Cemetery, Stichtse Vecht Municipality, Utrecht, Netherlands. 
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According to http://www.erelijst.nl/hendrik--harsevoort, he was a Vliegtuigschutter in Koninklijke 
Marine (Google translation: aircraft shooter in the Royal Navy). 
869. Martin Collet STENERSEN. Signed 9 May 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

062 
DOB 23.7.1918. kontorist. Norsk. No trace found. 
870. Auguste Isador L CROSNIER. Signed 9 May 1942. Free French Forces, London. 

062 
DOB 18.2.1914. herr. Fransk. 
His is listed in http://www.francaislibres.net/liste/recherche.php: 

 
From http://byker29.skyrock.com/17.html (translated by Google): 
“These old photos were taken either by Sylvain Crosnier, Architect Brest or his brother Auguste 
Crosnier (Polytechnique) who was a captain on the island of Ouessant at that time and has been 
responsible for carrying out this work. One or (and) the other stayed on the island of Ouessant to 
perform work construction of the fort of Saint-Michel, located in the centre of the island. It 
recognizes the gantry heavy parts and train "narrow gauge" on its provisional ramp. The facilities 
were in the underground, but the pictures show that the building of the company opened on a 
court inner, protected views and shooting a thick embankment. The Germans have strengthened 
the structure during the last war, and have partly blasted the Liberation.” 
871. Håkon NORDHAUG. Signed 9 May 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

062 
DOB 30.12.1917. teol.stud. norsk. 
From http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Håkon_Nordhaug (translated by Google): 
Håkon Nordhoug (born 30 December 1917 in China ) was a Norwegian officer . After retirement, he 
settled in Molde after he had been chief meteorologist at the defense department / Møre Infantry 
Regiment No 11 from 1975 to 1981. Nordhoug underwent Norwegian Military Academy in London 

http://www.erelijst.nl/hendrik--harsevoort
http://www.francaislibres.net/liste/recherche.php
http://byker29.skyrock.com/17.html
http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/H%C3%A5kon_Nordhaug
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during World War II. He has also been Senior Officers Course, Infantry School, USA, National 
Defence College, and various professional courses. He has been affiliated Shoot and winter school 
for infantry, Elverum, the office manager at Defence Command in 1956 to 1960. He was then 
appointed lieutenant colonel and served as Director at Alta Battalion from 1960 to 1963. Since he 
worked Defence Staff Operations Division, Oslo. He was also a staff officer at the Northern 
Command, Kolsås. Since he became head teacher of the Army and later Colonel and Head of 
Transport and Supply Division, Defence Command . He was also a period staff officer, International 
Military Staff in Brussels, Belgium. From 1966 to 1973 he was also editor of the Norsk Militært 
Tidsskrift (Norwegian Military Journal). 
872. Sverre HENRIKSEN. Signed 9 May 1942. Kgl Legation, London. 

062 
DOB 15.9.1914. arbetare. Norsk. No trace found. 
873. Petrus Antoni BRENKEL. Signed 9 May 1942. Dutch Legation. 

062 
DOB 1.3.1920. sjöman. Holländsk. No trace found. 
874. Alfred Kristian NYMOEN. Signed 9 May 1942. Kgl Legation, London. 

062 
DOB 6.6.1913. sjöman. Norsk. 
He is included in the index to SOE file reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

 
He doesn’t appear to have his own file in TNA but Bjarne NYMOEN (DOB 13.3.1913) has one, 
reference HS 9/1114/6. See the entry for Andreas Andresen who signed this book on 5 May 1942. 
From http://www.warsailors.com/freefleet/kvarstad.html: 
Storsten did not see much of the others once she had reached open waters, keeping a 
northwesterly course at full speed. At 10:00 (Apr. 1) 2 large and a small vessel were seen on her 
starboard side, at first assumed to be Skytteren, Rigmor and Lind, but when the smaller ship came 
towards her while at the same time opening fire it became apparent none of them was Norwegian 
(these could have been Schiff 7 and Schiff 47). She was not hit, and was subsequently able to hide 
in the incoming fog, continuing in a southwesterly direction. Around 13:00 she was an estimated 32 
miles southeast of Kristiansand. The fog had also been to her benefit in another way, in that the 
German aircraft had been prevented from taking off, but just after 14:00 a JU 88 appeared, then 
Storsten was suddenly shaken by a tremendous explosion, believed to be a mine (dropped by the 
aircraft according to "Kvarstadbåtene"; "The Blockade Busters" refers to it as a "drifting mine"). The 
foreship was ripped open on the starboard side, a water tank exploded so that the water was 
pushed upwards over the bridge, the starboard lifeboat was destroyed and the steering mechanism 
damaged. The helmsman was thrown down to the boatdeck and the carpenter was injured when 

http://www.warsailors.com/freefleet/kvarstad.html
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the concrete reinforcement on the bridge collapsed. (According to statements given by Radio 
Operator Tor Jorfald240 in London on Aug. 22-1942, it was Able Seaman Anton Andersen who was 
injured, not the carpenter - also, the radio operator's report gives the time of explosion as 14:56). 
While all this was taking place both captains were on the bridge, and the 1st mate Finn Bie241 also 
came to, while Captain Reeve fired at the attacker with a Colt pistol. The Norwegian captain 
ordered the radio operator to send an SOS immediately after the explosion, and he attempted to 
do so, but the aircraft came down low, and with a line and hook the antenna was rendered useless 
so no SOS could be sent. An attempt was made to rig up the emergency antenna, but this proved 
impossible because the aircraft was continuously firing at them (Nortraships flåte states that at 
14:13 GMT on Apr. 1 a British radio station picked up an SOS signal from Storsten, and the word 
"torpedoed" - it appears those on Lind had also heard their SOS, this according to Lind's 1st mate 
Kjeld Nyebak), at the same time the aircraft dropped a bomb which did not detonate but rolled 
overboard between the boatswain's legs. Storsten defended herself continuously with her Lewis, 
but to no avail (though the aircraft did receive damages before it flew off). A larger bomb landed in 
the water about 20 meters from the side of the ship. When a German trawler approached, opening 
fire, Storsten's crew, realizing their luck had run out got the port boat, the motorboat and the gig 
out before the ship was scuttled. The last men to leave the ship were the British captain and the 
radio operator. One source says the British captain stayed behind to activate the scuttling charges, 
while the radio operator stated at the inquiry later that it was, in fact, he who activated the charges 
from the radio station, having been told by the British captain to remain on board to do so. After 
he had "pushed the button" he swam to the lifeboat. The motorboat, with the Norwegian captain 
and the 2nd mate Einar Tønnessen plus 15 others took the other 2 boats in tow and got away 
unnoticed, with Storsten between themselves and the trawler. The 1st mate took command of the 
lifeboat which held most of the others, and only a few were in the gig. When the boats had gotten 
a few miles away they saw German planes above the ship. 
NOTE: I've seen references in a couple of sources saying that the Germans later tried to tow 
Storsten to Norway, but she sank en route. 
They agreed to try to reach the place where they were supposed to meet the British escorts. With 
increasing winds and seas the boats had to be bailed continuously, they were cold and wet and 
utterly miserable. Not long after 18:00 a British aircraft was seen. This was, in fact an RAF 
Beaufighter. 2 Blenheim crews from the Coastal Command at Dyce had originally been told that the 
first Kvarstad ship with departure time 20:00 on March 31 was expected to be out of Skagerrak at 
dawn on Apr. 1, and were ordered to be over the area at 05:30 that morning, but during the night 
the Admiralty had received information that the ships had been delayed, and therefore the aircraft 
did not take off when planned. Although the exact departure times were not known, 14 aircraft, 
operating in pairs from Dyce had been up all that afternoon without seeing anything, until 18:27 
when 2 Beaufighter crews spotted Storsten, listing heavily to starboard and with a damaged raft 
alongside, but no sign of life. Shortly afterwards, one of the aircraft reported having seen 3 large 
boats, with an estimated 100 men on board (this number was, of course, not at all correct). To the 
great joy of the shipwrecked men the aircraft came down low, and they waved and held up 
Norwegian flags. The pilots had also noticed that 2 of the boats were being towed by a third, but 
did not seem to have taken note of which direction they were going. 
Towards evening the motor stopped, and because of the weather a sea anchor had to be used, 
with the boats keeping together with the help of a line. Early on Apr. 2 they had to let go of the gig 

                                                 
240 Signed this book on 9 May 1942 
241 Signed this book on 5 May 1942 
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after the 3 who were in it had been transferred to the lifeboat which took the motorboat in tow. 
Sail was set, heading in a westerly direction. Mrs. Olsen became hysterical, thinking that those in 
her boat were trying to kill her; her husband was also showing signs of the stress and attempted to 
jump overboard several times after he and his wife had both been moved to the lifeboat. They had 
to heave to for the night because of the strong winds, but sails were set again the following 
morning (Apr. 3 - Good Friday) and towing was resumed, this time with a more southwesterly 
course, because the wind had changed direction. However, as the wind got stronger and stronger 
they had to lower the sails. Most of those who were in the motorboat wanted to continue 
westwards (though they were 270 n. miles away from the nearest point on the Scottish coast), and 
at 11:00, after 2 people from each boat had changed places, the motorboat rowed away in a 
westerly direction (Trimmer Arne Borge, who was in the lifeboat, was 1 of the 2 who wanted to 
continue to the meeting point and swapped places with Gustaf Nordstrøm, and by this simple act 
their fate was sealed). The position was estimated to be about 30 n. miles soutwest of Flekkefjord, 
the weather was sunny and clear and land was in sight. The remaining 32 planned to land in groups 
at different places in Jøssingfjord after dark, then sink the lifeboat. 
They were not able to get into the fjord, but reached land on the east side of the inlet to Rekefjord 
near Sogndal at dawn on Apr. 4. They met 2 small fishing vessels, which took off again without 
answering their questions. Just before they landed 3 men were seen up on the hill, heading 
towards a German battery, which resulted in 23 of the 32 in the boat being taken prisoners within a 
short time. 9 got away, 8 of whom managed to get to Sweden (there's some disagreement over 
this number in the various sources, with some saying 8, some 7, others 6). Mary Bie, the wife of the 
1st Mate, was admitted to a hospital where she had her baby - her husband Finn was 1 of the 9 
who managed to escape capture, and was able to get to Sweden. He returned to his wife in 
Trondheim in 1945 (his granddaughter has told me Mary Bie went to the U.S. with her 2 children, 
and Finn Bie remarried in 1949. His 2nd wife, Nelly is still alive, as are her 3 children). 
One of the escapees was the carpenter Alfred Nymoen, who together with 2 others from the 
lifeboat sought refuge at a farm in Åna Sira, after having attempted to cross a bridge which was 
found to be guarded by Germans. The farmer gave them clothes and food and a place to sleep. 
Exhausted that they were they slept till the farmer came to wake them to inform them that the 
Germans were looking for them. At about the same time 3 others from the crew came to the farm, 
and quickly all 6 were hidden in a wardrobe on the second floor of the farmhouse, while the farmer 
went down to greet the Germans. He kept talking and gave them butter and meat to get them on 
their way, and fortunately they finally departed without having examined the second floor. 
Equipped with skis, money and food the refugees embarked on a trip across the mountain to get 
to Oslo, but bad weather conditions forced the carpenter and his two friends back to the coast, and 
in Lyngdal they hiked a ride with a truck to a place near Kristiansand. That night they got a lift 
towards town on a bus, but just a couple of hundred meters from town the bus was stopped by a 
German control post. As the door was opened the carpenter simply walked right past the Germans 
and up to a house near the road, from where he was able to see that the passengers were being 
checked. As the bus departed, his 2 pals were left standing on the side of the road with the 
Germans (presumably because they didn't have the necessary papers). He then went down to the 
road again, walked passed the Germans and their prisoners and kept walking. Before long they 
caught up with him and passed him, whereupon he followed them all the way into town where he 
saw them disappear into a building. 
The carpenter then boarded a bus again, this time for Arendal, and having no place to go he was 
just wandering the streets there when he was stopped by a German guard who shone a light in his 
face, asking what he was doing out at that time of night. The carpenter replied that he had just 
paid off a ship, and was unable to get a hotel room. The guard was kind enough to take him to the 
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Seamen's Hotel and saw to it that he got a room. Since he had no papers on him, the hotel keeper 
sent him to the police station the next day, where the carpenter explained that he had paid off a 
ship, spent the night with a friend in Kristiansand and had forgotten his papers there (a story he 
had also told the hotel keeper). He asked for a temporary pass to Oslo, and permission was issued 
in his name, then he was told to report to the police in Oslo. Once there he served the same old 
story, and could he please have a border pass to travel to Rendal, his home place. When the police 
officer seemed hesitant, the carpenter suggested he call the police in Rendal (whom the carpenter 
knew), which he did, whereupon the pass was issued and before long the carpenter was back in 
Sweden. 
There's no mention of what happened further to his 2 friends whom he had seen going into a 
building with the Germans, but this event might explain why there's such disagreement on the 
number of escapees to Sweden. I've also been unable to find out what happened to Mrs Bie and 
her new baby immediately after it was born. Those who escaped to Sweden were later flown to the 
U.K. where they joined the Norwegian forces. 
875. Arne HOVLAND. Signed 9 May 1942. Kgl. Norske Legasjon Royal Norwegian 
Legation, London. 

063 
DOB 10.1.1921. elektr. 
Listed in Little Norway. No further trace found. 
876. Flying Officer Norman Denys SINCLAIR (42897). Signed 9 May 1942. RAF Benson. 

063 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?12234-March-1943-5: 
He was the pilot of a de Havilland Mosquito PR.Mk.I, registration W4054, which was shot down 
while on a photo reconnaissance of Tirpitz on 12 March 1943 to Trondheim with 540 Squadron. He 
became a POW. His observer, F/O Wilfred NELSON (112719), was KIA. 
From http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=70525: 
F/Lt Norman D. Sinclair parachuted and became POW. F/O Wilfred Nelson went down with the 
plane which crashed at Oppauran in Skatval. They were shot down by Ofw. Theo Stebner of 10./JG 
5 based at Lade. 
From http://ktsorens.tihlde.org/flyvrak/oppauran.html: 

 
From The Northern Echo of 29 January 2005: 

http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?12234-March-1943-5
http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=70525
http://ktsorens.tihlde.org/flyvrak/oppauran.html
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A historian is appealing for help in tracing the roots of two young airmen whose plane was shot 
down over occupied Europe during the Second World War. Durham-born navigator Wilfred Nelson 
and his pilot, Norman Denis Sinclair, from Newcastle, were shot down as they closed in on the Nazi 
battleship Tirpitz, sister ship of the Bismarck, in the fjords of Norway. Nelson was killed and Sinclair, 
then aged 24, was captured by the Germans, spending the rest of the war in Stalag Luft III, the 
prison camp made famous in the film The Great Escape. 
Now Norwegian researcher Hans Olaf Lokken is hoping to retell their story in a book and is 
searching for people who may know something about the airmen's North-East origins. 
Flight Lieutenant Sinclair was born in 1919 and was a veteran of dozens of missions over occupied 
Europe when he took off in his Mosquito fighter/bomber in March 1943 from an RAF base in 
Scotland, joined by 31-year-old navigator Flying Officer Nelson. 
However, during the mission they were intercepted by two Messerschmitts over Skatval, near 
Trondheim, in Norway, and were hit by machine-gun fire. Nelson was peppered with bullets and 
was later found dead in the wreckage of the plane. Sinclair passed out but, with the plane hurtling 
towards the ground, he came to only moments before impact and parachuted to safety. The pilot 
then tried to make it to the safety of Sweden. He was sheltered at a nearby farmhouse by Jon 
Tuset, who gave him cognac and a bed for the night, but was captured the following day and flown 
to a prison camp in present-day Poland. 
He was there in March 1944 when the Great Escape took place, drawing lots with his comrades to 
determine which prisoners should go down the tunnel. His number did not come up, although 
Denis Street - the twin brother of Sinclair's future wife Nancy - did get under the wire and was 
among the 50 recaptured prisoners executed by the Germans. 
After the war, Sinclair married Nancy, and the pair started a plant nursery in Surrey, before moving 
to Australia in 1959, where he worked as a clerical officer and a flying instructor in Perth before his 
death in February 1987. His comrade is buried at Stavne Churchyard, in Trondheim. 
Mr Lokken said: “The pilot and his family are almost like a citizen of our own town. He had been in 
the sky above us several times, like an angel high up in the air, like a constant messenger of peace 
and expected freedom. He lost his navigator and he almost lost his life for us.” 
From http://www.luftfartshistorie.no/fly/Mosquito_skutt_ned_på_Skatval (translated by Google): 
Mosquito shot down on Skatval 
It is Sunday March 28, 1943, it is RAF Leuchars in Scotland. The time is 10:35 and the engines of a 
mosquito is just turned off after being warmed up. Crewchiefen (Chairman of ground crew) had as 
usual groomed nicely with his "baby", now he stood plastered on the glass cockpit while he gave 
some rapid orders to some apprentices who ran around like chickens laying sick. The jeep with the 
pilots approached. The youth of 16-17 years looked up to the pilots, and dreamed away. One day it 
would be their turn, it was for sure. The driver slows down, and the crew of two possible nearest to 
slide out and down from the vehicle as they are popularly called Willy. They are towing with the 
parachute and life jackets hanging around the neck as the shoulder on a saddled horse. One is a 
lap around the plane, as a sort of last check, the other exchange a few words with crewchiefen. So 
they take place on board. 
In the left seat puts the 24-year-old pilot himself. His name is Norman Denys Sinclair. Grade: Flight 
lieutenant. He was born in Newcastle in 1919, and before the war had undergone Loretta School in 
Musselborough, before joining the Veterinary College (veterinarian / vet) in Glasgow. In the right 
seat puts the 31-year-old navigator himself. His name is Wilfred Nelson. Grade: Flying Officer. He 
was born in Durham in 1911, but now lived in Stockport. He had undergone Johnson Secondary 
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School and High School of Commerce in Manchester. At the outbreak of war was Nelson trained as 
a telegraphist, but converted in 1941 to "observe". 
Today's mission 

 
Sinclair's own drawing of his airplane 
While getting ready for departure discusses some recent information they had received on 
morgenbriefen. They knew that the Tirpitz had left Fætten Fjord on Thursday March 11th and had 
allied himself with the Scharnhorst and Lützow in Bogen Fjord near Narvik. The question was not 
whether Tirpitz again would return to Trondheim Fjord, but when. Target (target) for the current 
mission (mission) was to get this confirmed or disproved. (Tirpitz never came back to Norway). In 
and of itself a routine trip to RAF tried to monitor the Trondheim Fjord with aerial reconnaissance 
least 2 times a week. It was an experienced crew who gets ready to start the engines. This they had 
done before. They were well known in Norway.  
Sinclair looking out and in front of the plane. Crewchiefen had taken up. Sinclair shows a finger and 
left engine starts, then he shows two fingers and right engine starts. Then there fists up in the 
route, which turned thumbs up and apart - sign to remove the brake pads as a final check on the 
speed. Sinclair looks back onto crewchiefen - and expect thumbs up, as he is prepared to respond, 
but this time the routine is broken in terms of marks acknowledged. In the pilot's thumb is on the 
rise, saluterer crewchiefen with a tight and accurate movement peaked in the proper Scottish way 
with fingers together and the palms forward. Sinclair'm not amused, rather the opposite. He greets 
her hat back, knowing that this was "the American way", which had come into fashion after the 
Americans entered the war. At this British set was made illegal, there and then nothing. It just 
raised morale in the form of thanks and mutual respect. "Crewchiefen is a good man," said Sinclair 
to his navigator, as he pushes the throttle (throttle) forward. De Havilland Mosquito PR 1, 
belonging to 540 Squadron - with serial W4054, - was "clear to go". Little did that this would be 
their last tour. One of them was to find his grave on foreign soil, - the other as a prisoner of war in 
Germany over the next two years. Klokken10 50 are in the air. Nelson looking at clocks, double 
check the time - 3:45 p.m. and writes ETA (estimated time of arrival back at base). Before them lay 
the North Sea and Norway bathed in an ever-higher sun. But they were not fooled this time. They 
had respect for the Norwegian weather.  
Towards the Norwegian Coast  
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Six months earlier, they had nearly lost his life in Norway. The squadron was established on 19 
October 1942. What is also at that time was to be a routine trip across the Tirpitz, was a small 
nightmare when the Norwegian forces of nature were misbehaving. The weather was at the time 
getting worse and worse, and they missed the target. The dark October day they lost complete 
sense of orientation, and landed on a German base in Norway - where the shot was shot to pieces. 
This notwithstanding, and under expert navigation of Nelson, Sinclair managed to take the 
machine over the North Sea again and put the "wreck" down on Scottish soil. Excerpts from the 
minutes of the command: "Throughout this hazardous trip, these officers displayed skill and 
devotion two duty of the highest order".  
In February Sinclair had 12 walks, one critical loss of power. The 4th February he was on 
surveillance of Trondheim. In March, there were also 12 rides, including two trips to Namsos and 2 
trips to Narvik, and the 9th and 12 he was again over Trondheim Værnes.  
The March 28, 1943 the words again heading towards the big mountains. Norwegian Coast pop up 
eventually, and they become immediately more tense. They knew that German listening posts had 
long ago discovered and sent their messages to Gossen, Charging and Værnes. Norman Denys 
Sinclair looking right at her navigator, as if he found a way through his eyes would ask: "What do 
you think, Wilf?" - Implied: there will be some opponents, this time - believe? "You know, Denys - 
they are probably still far north." Navigator always used the Denys themselves, but the "skipper" 
when others were present. Wilfred Nelson looks down at his papers again. For the umpteenth time 
he checks the price. Sinclair noticed that the papers, on the "plate'n", - he glimpsed squadron 
motto: "sine qua non" (indispensable, indispensable). It gave each mission an opinion. "It's good to 
be dispensable", he thinks - and let your mind wander to those at home.  
Alert Charging 
At this time the alarm goes off at Lade. Feldwebel Theodore Stebner and his wing man running 
against two Bf109 standing on red alert. Ground crew did their indirect lightning speed drills - 
German precision at its best. Stebner blinked rapidly toward the horizon while he waits for blocks 
to be removed. "Ganz schön", he smiles to himself - cloud base is incredibly smooth - few holes - 
and great for a Rat formation (2 flights) to discover a passage through the clouds. True enough, the 
English had new modern photographic equipment, known as 36-inches F.52 camera (1/300 second, 
scale 1/8000) developed by the RAF and produced by Williamson. Indeed, it was precisely Sinclair / 
Nelson who had first begun using the 2 June 1942 when they filmed the construction of aircraft 
carrier Gref Zeppelin from around 24 000 feet. Similarly, had the same crew with such equipment 
Scharnhorst caught in fine and sharp images. But Stebner knew that no one could shoot through 
the clouds, so it was only to be expected. The clouds would force PRU aircraft down this quiet 
Sunday afternoon.  
Stebner began his flying career in the spring of 1941, but was already on June 22 during a dogfight 
damaged so he had to make an emergency landing in enemy territory near Brest Litevsk. Feldwebel 
Stebner managed expertly to take back to their own device on June 28. He arrived probably JG5 in 
charge shortly afterwards.  
Mosquito enters the Trondheim Fjord. At this time take the two of Messerschmittene from 
charging. The Germans knew Mosquito sooner or later had to begin its descent to observe. They 
are not so far apart and sweeper back and forth over the Trondheim Fjord, but not too long for 
each course. To those expecting a predatory fish in the sea. Sooner or later would switch to prove.  
The clouds were so-so high up, and Sinclair chooses to plunge into what appears to be a larger 
hole. Sunday was so peaceful, one was missing a show only the sound from churches that heralded 
a new closed Liturgy. It was kind of quiet. As they flatten out under the clouds, crying Nelson: 
"Bandits, two-o'clock-low". Sinclair hope they are discovered, he shall stick fast to the left and back, 
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providing full Throttle and disappear into the clouds again while he curses himself for having gone 
into the trap of the only natural skyhullet.  
Discovered by the Germans  

 
The clouds and the height were the two most important tools, unreinforced as they were in relation 
to Messerschmittene. They climb quickly, almost too quickly in terms of fuel consumption. On top 
of the clouds set the price northeast. The height is 21 000 feet (7000 m). The clouds break, it clears 
up the east. Skatval and Stjørdal is clear sky, and up ahead - almost under them, glimpse anchor 
the plant to the Tirpitz. Værnes airport they have the right. - The clock passes 1:20 p.m. local time. 
As they are confident that the Germans had not seen those, squeak it in machine guns and bullets 
whistles past. The Germans were still there. A bullet turns out Wilfred Nelson instantaneous. Sinclair 
plunging down and to the right to speed. The idea was to ride from the first attack, turning - so 
climb up, up and up again - into the clouds - there had Messerschmittene its weakness. New balls 
drillers into mosquitoes. Sinclair makes the oxygen supply fails. The last thing he sign is that the 
plane is on fire. Then he faints - with the most recent idea that the end had also obtained him, and 
for a millionth second he sees life and those at home fare past the revue. The time is 1:25 p.m. on 
March 28, 1943. The place is air space above Skatval country south of Trondheim.  
As Mosquito is below 10 000 feet, waking Denys Norman Sinclair. He knows the heat, smell of 
burning oil and the familiar beep of a mosquito in free fall. Sinclair looking quickly at his navigator. 
The gaze is stiff, and it runs blood from his mouth open. Wilfred Nelson's death. Sinclair goes 
heavy on the stick, trying to gain control - it almost succeeded - he faces a bit out - pull 
mechanism to eject the canopy - the altimeter shows 1000 feet - so he remembers almost nothing 
until he dangles in a parachute. With God's help, he managed to "jump out", he thought. Denys 
said it later as follows: "when it happen, I was below the level of the hills in a valley". He had 
probably seen Forbordsfjellet mountain.  
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Downed  
Denys never told the family how he got out of mosquitoes - probably because he did not 
remember it. It can be done in several ways. There is a door on the starboard side of the cockpit as 
they entered the machine through. He could of course come out that way if the conditions were 
favorable (which was doubtful), but then had to be turned off and stopped the starboard engine, in 
which the large propeller is pretty close to the door. At just a normal jump after the canopy is, 
there will always be a very great danger of hitting the rudder. The best and safest way was 
therefore in the traditional way. After cockpit cover had been removed, trim the hard forward and 
loosen the seals, and then let gravity throw you out.  
The majority of the plane fell down at Upper Auren (Opauran), gnr.75, title no. 1-2, ca. hundred 
meters north of the farm, which at that time was run by Jon Tuset, (born 6 May 1888, died 26 April 
1968) and his wife Ingeborg, (born December 8, 1898, died 27 October 1987). Sinclair swooped and 
took the hill not far from the wreck. The farm is owned by Torbjorn Amdal, born 14.sepetmber 
1966. Those who were witnesses, came running - some of the wreckage - Other races against the 
pilot, unsure whether it was a German or Englishman.  
Air Battle from the ground  
There were many witnesses to the drama's final act in the air. The air battle, which in reality never 
came to be, began far enough "in the Trondheim Fjord", where Stebner succinctly put the first 
ointments. Then persecuted German the injured Mosquito, height was still very high - the weather 
was very good - and some believe enough that they saw the shooting down. This is doubtful. - On 
the way down Messerschmitten coming closer, and triggers a series that leads to Sinclais fly 
dissolves. This despite Sinclair probably get "trimmed forward" at the last minute, so he gets tossed 
out of the flying machine. John Respond (94) says Bjarne Vestmo and signed him at this time was 
up on Bukammen. He sees only a bundle that dissolves and falls down near Opauran. Olav Wing at 
Vinnan is and witnessed this. He is attracted by the sound, and see how the German fighter closing 
the gap Mosquito and triggers a machine gun volley, but he does not see that the pilot comes out. 
It is probably no. Denys parachute dissolves in fact not before barely a few meters above the 
ground, where he lands close near the wreck. At that time already Olav Wing in full gallop on the 
way to the scene. He came as one of the very first, and gradually gathered very much people. It 
took a while before the Germans arrived. Olav Wing remember very well how they found Wilfred 
Nelson sitting strapped in the main part of the wreckage, the nose of the aircraft was gone, likewise 
wings etc. Much of this was spread over a larger area. Wilfred Nelson had clearly been hit by 
machine-gun from one of Messerschmittene. The whole side of his body was riddled with bullets in 
a long column from his waistband and above. Jarle Holan has told me that he also witnessed 
nedskytningen.  
Kristoffer Mæhre was the first made contact with Sinclair, after the pilot had freed himself from the 
parachute. The Englishman then asked if it was possible to get to Sweden. Mæhre explained that it 
was probably too late now, as the Germans would be there in a few minutes. Locals had no 
opportunity to hide away downed pilots as urban areas as evidenced by an accident, without the 
Germans launched reprisals. Denys Sinclair ran to their wooded area close by and set fire to some 
papers. Then he quickly uphill towards Opauran farm 100 m above. Olav H. Hysbyn had been with 
her aunt up in Hegra this Sunday, and came home at 19 o'clock. Together with his cousin watched 
the away to the main wreckage. Here they took flygerlua of the late Nelson and a roll of film they 
found. But they were discovered, and the German sentry came after them and took this from the 
boys again.  
Ingeborg Tuset told Olav H. Husbyn that they took the pilot into the farmhouse, where Jon poured 
two drams of brandy to the somewhat shocked Englishman. Kathy, their daughter, born 27th July 
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1940 - was lying in his cot. The pilot was now at full senses. He walked over to the bed, patting the 
child's cheek and said something in English.  
Tuesday, March 30 was the following reading Stjordal No: "Sunday at noon was a British aircraft 
shot down over Skatval by German fighters. The fight was short and took place at high altitudes. 
The plane crashed down on Jon Tusets estate Skatval. Parts of the plane scattered in a large area. 
Two men in the plane of which one were dead in the machine. The other had escaped by parachute 
and was taken into custody by German garrisons. "  
In Thomas HEGSAS his diary notes, which were collected and published in 2001 by Jon Th.Leirfall 
(d. July 2004), is shooting down as far described. Likewise HEGSAS mentions on page 85 that the 
German victory was not easily acquired, when a German fighter who participated had to land 
heavily damaged is at a disadvantage. Another had to make an emergency landing at Frosta and a 
third went into the sea off Langstein. The undersigned is in some doubt as to this, as I can not find 
any documentation in the charts and protocols that exist - nor is it mentioned in other sources that 
on several occasions has addressed the various German losses. My assumption is also confirmed by 
the leading expert in the Luftwaffe, Knut Minister in Bodø.  
Wilfred Nelson was referred to death and was found in the wreckage. German fighters eventually 
came to the scene and took Denys in custody. First he was driven to Værnes where he was locked 
up for at 16:00. He was then transported to Trondheim, where he stayed by himself in a military 
prison. The next day was Sinclair put on the night train to Oslo. Upon arrival in Oslo East Railway 
Station, he was driven out to Fornebu (Oslo's former main airport), where he was sitting in a cell for 
6 days. The April 5 he was flown with a Junker 52 to Berlin, via Copenhagen, where they filled 
petrol. Norman Denys Sinclair writes in his few personal notes he had taken down from the war: 
"Could see neutral Sweden - so near and yet so far". From Berlin he was sent by train to Dulag Air 
in Frankfurt, where new five days were spent in the "cooler". The 10 April the journey went on to 
Sagan and Stalag Luft III, where he would spend the next two years as a prisoner of war. The saw is 
now called Zagan and is approx. 100 miles southeast of Berlin, Poland.  
Sinclair was after all a lucky pilot, considering that he not only survived the shooting down, but 
based on what we know what happened in Stalag III. - On the night of 24 March 1944 76 prisoners 
escaped from the camp in what was later called: The Great Escape, made visible through the film of 
the same name, featuring actors like Steve McQueen, James Garner, Charles Bronson and James 
Cobourn. Only three of the escaped managed to get away, two of which were Norwegian, Per 
Bergsland and Jens Müller. They came to Sweden. The third was Bram van der Stock, who came 
into the Netherlands. The others were caught again, of which 50 were selected and executed. 
Among these was the 22-year-old Denys Street (born 1 April 1922). He was the twin brother of 
Nancy, who after the war would become Denys Norman Sinclair's wife, which of course no one 
could predict at that time.  
When the war came, stopped Denys Street at Oxford University, and volunteered for the RAF. He 
received his pilot training at Empire Training Scheme in the United States. 123026 F / L Denys 
Street belonged to 207 Squadron and was shot down over Berlin in its Lancaster night of 29 and 
March 30, 1943, ie the day after Sinclair was shot down. As skipper, he was the last to jump out. 
The entire crew was captured. After the great escape, the Street caught again near Sagen, and last 
seen alive on April 6 - which is the same day that he was murdered by Lux, one of the executioners 
of the Gestapo. Street was the only one of the prisoners, whose ashes were not left in Poznan, but 
rests on the Berlin War Cemetery. Two Norwegian pilots were also executed after the escape: 
Halldor Espelid, shot down in his Spitfire at Finn, the 28.aug 1942 - and Nils Fuglesang, shot down 
over the Netherlands on May 2nd 1943.  
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Normann Denys Sinclair put words in the same camp as street, both unaware that he's two years 
later to marry his sister. In fact, they had been known at catching the train from Berlin, and came in 
the same barracks in Stalag Luft III, along with 12 others. Sinclair has told that it was originally 
planned that the 220 prisoners were going down the tunnel that fateful night. The names were 
drawn out of a hat, but those that be French or German had priority. Norman Denys later told 
Nancy how disappointed he was when he came among the undrawn, - in retrospect, he was 
involuntarily among the lucky ones. We can all probably sense the voltage level, where 50 of the 73 
were selected to be executed - and what about the others - it would stop.  
When the Russians needed west, the prisoners between 24 January and 2 February 1945 marched 
to Spremberg (approx. 90 km). Later they were transported in cattle cars to Gut Stadt at Bremen. 
And then came the peace.  
Nancy was a nurse in the RAF throughout the war, two years in the Middle East and Africa. When 
her brother was shot down over Berlin, Nancy was on a troop ship in the Middle East. She had 
heard on the radio that the ship BBC announced that many bombers were missing after raids on 
Berlin. She thought enough seating. The following night she had a nightmare, which notified the 
worst. And quite right, after three months at sea - she received in Cairo message from his father 
that Denys was shot down, but was now POW. In connection with the escape, where his brother 
was among those who escaped through the tunnel, went there a few days after a notice from the 
Geneva Red Cross, with the names of the 50 who had been picked to be executed. Father of Nancy 
and Denys was at the time Undersecretary of State for Air. It was he who received the telegram on 
his desk, including the name of his youngest son. A shock, as he immediately announced Nancy - 
who was on night shift as a nurse.  
Norman Denys Sinclair marries Nancy Street on the 6th February 1946. In May they went to Oslo in 
his old Morris with Union Jack swaying. The car broke down in the middle of Oslo on May 17 
himself. So next to the Holmenkollen was enough car problems and the tremendous atmosphere in 
Oslo on the national day - what they remember best from Norway, swilling it to me in a letter from 
Australia. They'd want to go to Trondheim to find the grave of Wilfred Nelson, but since the car 
broke down, it was not any of that, however.  
Now this was not the first time Denys Sinclair had been in Norway in peacetime. In 1937 he worked 
on a ship and put up some money - so he took a longer holiday in Norway in August 1938, where 
he visited Oslo, Lom, Grotli, Lillehammer, Sognefjord - probably some sightseeing up the 
Gudbrandsdal Valley back via the west coast and Haukeliseter.  
After the war, flew Sinclair countless tours under the so-called Berlin bridge. Then he jumped out of 
the flight (bad times, too many pilots), and he and Nancy bought 40 acres of land, built a house 
and started a nursery in Surrey south of London. Every day Denys went into Covent Garden 
(London Square) to sell their products. Eventually, the 5 children and has 12 grandchildren. After 10 
years as smallholders was too much toil in relation to income, bills piling up, and in 1959 they sold 
away and the family emigrated to Australia. Through Denys uncle, Lord Strathalmond (Uncle Willie), 
who was head of BP - Denys got a job in an office at BP. Coming to Australia was not a bed of 
roses. They lived miserable, without power and most utilities we take for granted today. And Denys 
was probably not a business man, so after a few years he started flying again - and was instructor 
at the Royal Aero Club outside Perth. Meanwhile Nancy started a nursery. In addition, the other 
took odd jobs, so they had both two and three jobs at once. They had indeed hard for a living on 
the other side of the globe. How did the years. Children adapts and family was very close-knit. But 
behind all wondered emotions and war stress. As if they had not had it tough enough already, then 
commit the eldest son suicide on December 20 in 1984. But it did not stop there. Three months 
after taking the second son also his life. Both were married and had two children each.  
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Maybe it was too much for our fighter pilot. Strong experience of war, tough captivity in Stalag Luft 
III, witnessed the murder of "the great escape", struggles to survive after the war - the shocks 
through the loss of two sons who robs his own life. Norman Denys Sinclair died on 4th February 
1987.  
And how it came to the German pilot, feltwebel Theodor Stebner? Overall, he had 10 aerial combat 
victories before he was shot down by Englishmen in Mustangs outside Lista on 12 March 1945. 
Tombstone says 22 March (?). He was oberfeltwebel. He died along with several of his squadron 
that spring day in 1945, including the experienced pilot Hans Schneider. Theodor Stebner seems to 
be buried at the German war cemetery at Havstein in Trondheim. This is also the stone (see photo), 
but according to Minister Knut - this is highly uncertain. It might just be "in memoria". Probably 
Stebner was never found.  
Wilfred Nelson died in the air over Skatval and found their last resting at Stavne cemetery in 
Trondheim. Norman Denys Sinclair died on the other side of the world, and was laid to rest on 
Tuesday 10 February 1987.  
It is also a lot of aviation in the family. A brother Denys, James Knox Sinclair, the bomb pilot during 
the war. After the war, he joined Imperial Airways, later BOAC, and was the British representative on 
the management of SAS. More in the next generation also has a pilot or cabin experience. Peter 
Sinclair, son of James, and thus nephew and cousin to our friends in Australia - has been in the 
British Airways until recently, with an impressive track record in terms of aircraft types: BAC 1-11, 
DC10, B747-jumbo jet, B777 + over 6 years on Concorde and flew including Concorde to land on 
the Sun July 24, 1993.  
Here ends the story of a flyer and a family that's so far - all on the other side of the "world", yet so 
very close, almost like a Stjørdal to rain. He had been in the sky above us several times as an angel 
up there in the air, a protector of our valley - as a constant messenger of peace and freedom 
expected. He lost his navigator. He almost lost his life for us.  
An early Monday in April 2004 I move alone along the car road to Opauran to take another picture 
of the crash site from a different angle. In what I shoot are two airliners into the diopter, one on 
approach to Værnes and a transatlantic flight heading west. For a brief moment, these planes and 
contrails to the scenario that played out for 61 years up there in the air. In it I get "myself" again, I 
bow head and body forward in that respect, reverence and thanks for the won our precious 
freedom and right. How high in the Mosquito valued Skatval and Stjørdal is in the words that are 
set into the tomb of Wilfred Nelson, - for these two British were in fact our district as precious as at 
home:  
"There's some corner of a foreign field that is for ever England"  
When Norman Denys Sinclair was laid to rest on Tuesday 10 February, 1987, the priest Reynolds to 
read this poem: “HIGH FLIGHT Oh, I have slipped the surly bonds of earth And Danced the skies on 
laughter-silvered wings; Sunward I've climbed and joined the tumbling mirth Of sun-split clouds - 
and done a hundred things You have not dreamed of - wheeled and soared and swur High in the 
sunlit silence. Hov'ring there I've chased the shouting wind along and flung My eager craft through 
footless halls of air. Up, up the long delirious burning blue I've topped the windswept heights with 
easy grace Where never lark, or even eagle flew. And, while with silent, lifting mind I've trod The 
high untrespassed sanctity of space, Put out my hand, and touched the face of God.” 
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877. Jack Reginald (“Popeye”) GOLBY. Signed 10 May 1942. 179 Bollo Lair (?) London. 

063 
DOB 20.3.1903. herr. Britt. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Builder. Corporal. Born 1903. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
According to ancestry.co.uk, a Jack Reginald Golby was born in April 1903 in Cheltenham, 
Gloucestershire, England. 

 
Malung, July 1941: road-mending, McClure (American) and Jack Golby 
Justin Brook’s The Volunteers: The Full Story of the British Volunteers in Finland 1939-41 
878. Daniel MCNALLY. Signed 10 May 1942. 68 Great Percy Street, London. 

063 
DOB 7.10.1910. herr. Britt. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Worker. Born 1910 Ireland. 
See the entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
According to http://forum.axishistory.com/viewtopic.php?f=59&t=9423&p=80602&hilit, the Irish 
volunteers were: 
Patrick Francis "Paddy" COMMINS, Staff Sergeant, telephone mechanic, born 1897 
John CASEY242, Corporal, baker, born 1911 
James COUGHLAN, Private, car driver, born 1911 
William Francis "Liam" DALY, Private, plumber, born 1915 
John Brendan DUNNE, Private, born 1917 

                                                 
242 Signed this book on 5 May 1942 

http://forum.axishistory.com/viewtopic.php?f=59&t=9423&p=80602&hilit
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Marie Charles Antoine Thomas "Tom" HILL, Private, horse breeder, born 1903 
Gerald Valentine KUSS, Private, lorry driver, born 1920 
Daniel MCNALLY, Private, workman, born 1910 
Charles MOORE, Private, cook, born 1912 
William Joseph TIERNEY243, Private, workman, born 1918 
Source: Justin Brook’s The Volunteers: The Full Story of the British Volunteers in Finland 1939-41 
879. Johnny PEVIK. Signed 10 May 1942. Kgl Norske Legation, London. 

063 
DOB 18.2.1913. snickare. Norsk. 

 HS 9/1178/8 
Translated by Google: “Johnny Pevik (born 18 February 1913 in Oregon, USA, died 19 November 
1944 in Trondheim) was a Norwegian resistance fighter during World War II and a member of 
Linge. Pevik was the son of emigrants Louis Martin Pevik from Bjugn and John, born Johansen, 
from Freya. He was the brother of resistance fighter Arthur Pevik. The brothers grew up in South 
Trøndelag after the family moved back to Norway. Johnny Pevik work as builders. Upon the 
German invasion of Norway in 1940 served Johnny Pevik of neutrality guard. He was taken as 
prisoner of war, but after three days he fled and took part in the fighting in Norway until June 1940. 
According to Malcolm Munthe, in 1940 the assistant military attaché at the British Legation in 
Stockholm, was Pevik the first from Trøndelag who contacted him in an effort to obtain weapons, 
ammunition and help to create radio contact between Trondheim and London. Munthe Pevik put 
in contact with the Special Operations Executive, and in the time he worked as a courier between 
Trondheim and Stockholm. In June 1942 he joined the Linge. The 3rd March 1943 went Pevik with 
Linge-man Nils Uhlin Hansen from Shetland with a weapons cargo on board the fishing vessel 
Sigalo. The weapons were unloaded at Lyngvær and later smuggled to Milorg in Trondheim fish 
packed in barrels and barrels marked "revemat". The night between 6 and 7 October 1943 Pevik 
participated in an unsuccessful attempt to liquidate Henry Oliver Rinnan. The 10th November 1943 
Pevik was arrested by the Gestapo after a tragic misunderstanding. When he was on a mission 
together with Knut Brodtkorb Danielsen made contact with home front in Harran, made them 
suspect that Pevik and Danielsen be Rinnans provocateurs. Their identities were checked against 
the home front's contact at the Norwegian legation in Stockholm, which was not sufficiently 
informed and wrongly stated that there should not be any SOE agents in the area. The two were 
thus given to the Gestapo of their own, which were now convinced that they were German-
controlled agitator. Danielsen managed to get away and later to Sweden, while Pevik was taken to 
the Trondheim. Pevik were subjected to severe torture in Gestapo headquarters mission hotel in 

                                                 
243 Signed this book on 9 May 1942 
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Trondheim. According to recent data from Rinnan he was particularly badly abused, but gave no 
details. The 19 November 1944 was Johnny Pevik secretly hung on mission hotel on the orders of 
the Gestapo chief (Kommandeur der Sipo und SD) in Trondheim Gerhard Flesch. According to 
German witnesses in the recent trial of Flesch Pevik were executed without trial. Flesh should have 
ordered that the prisoner had to 'disappear' under Hitler's Nacht und Nebel Erlass. A road at 
Havstein church in Trondheim is named after Johnny Pevik.” 

 Våre falne 1939–1945  HS 9/1178/8 
From Law Reports of Trials of War Criminals. Selected and Prepared by the United Nations War 
Crimes Commission. Volume VI, London: HMSO, 1948: 
Trial Of Gerhard Friedrich Ernst Flesch, SS Obe Sturm Bann Fuhr, Oberregierungsrat. Pevik was 
arrested in the autumn of 1943, on suspicion of having smuggled arms and taken part in sabotage. 
During various interrogation he had been cruelly ill-treated until in October, 1944, the defendant 
had given orders for his hanging. The defendant had made contradictory statements Several Wed 
that count. In the first place he had maintained that the execution was based on a sentence by the 
SS und Polizeigericht North in November or December, 1943, but had been postponed pending 
investigations into other cases. Later he had stated that Pevik was kept alive Because he was 
regarded as a hostage, still pretending that he was to be exchanged for a German prisoner. In 
October, 1944, the defendant had allegedly received orders from two Fehlis execute the sentence. 
The defendant denied the ill-treatment. The Court of Appeal found it proved that Pevik had not 
been sentenced by any court. Several German witnesses closely connected with the SS und 
Polizeigericht North, among them the secretary to the court, denied that Pevik had been tried, and 
one German witness had stated that the defendant had foretold him that Pevik was to be executed 
pursuant to the "Nacht und Nebel Erlass" (Night and Fog decree editor). In the light of all the 
available evidence, the High Court found that Pevik had been executed at variance with the laws 
and customs of war. As the defendant had committed those acts knowingly and intentionally, he 
had also violated § 233 of the Norwegian Criminal Code. 
From Ian Herrington’s The Special Operations Executive in Norway 1940-1945: Policy and Operations 
in the Strategic and Political Context: 
“In April/May 1942, the SOE agent, Johnny Pevik, returned to Britain bringing with him important 
local intelligence. For details see: PRO: HS2/202, Operation Title.” He was involved in Operation 
Lark (January 1943) and Operation Wagtail (September 1943). Lark was an operation to land arms 
and equipment in the Trondheim area in preparation for the resurrection of this operation. The 
party left on 3 January and returned on 11 January having delivered approximately 500 kilos of 
material to three sites around Trondheim. Wagtail’s original objective was to reconnoitre the 
railway in Namdalen north of Trondheim with a view to cutting off the town at some future date. 
Before this was undertaken, however, both Pevik and Brodtkorp Danielsen were instructed along 
with Ole Halvorsen and Frederick Brekke to attempt an assassination of the Norwegian informer 
Henry Rinnan. The team was led by Ole Halvorsen, a member of a Norwegian communist 
organisation. An attempt against Rinnan was made on 7 October but failed. The Gestapo then 
arrested another member of the group, Brekke, which lead to the arrest of Johnny Pevik, who had 
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by then moved on to commence his work in Namdalen. He was eventual executed in the cellars of 
the Mission Hotel in Trondheim. 
He has a file, reference HS 9/1178/8, in TNA. His SOE number was 4281 and alias Bjarne Hagen. 
From HS 7/174/6 Norwegian Section History: 

 
880. Erith Marshall (“Eric”) PURVES. Signed 10 May 1942. London. 

063 
DOB 18.8.1919. herr. Britt. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Actor. Lance Corporal. Born 1919 India. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
His date and place of birth confirmed with ancestry.com. He died in 1972 in Plymouth, Devon, 
England. 
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Justin Brook’s The Volunteers: The Full Story of the British Volunteers in Finland 1939-41 
881. Knut AAS. Signed 10 May 1942. Kgl Norske Legation, London. 

063 
DOB 7.5.1897. kapten. Norsk. 
From http://home.online.no/~gestrom/history/cstalfrm.htm: 
Operation Crofter - the Norwegian participation in the liberation of Finnmark - contained plans for 
establishing a Norwegian naval base at Sørøya in Finnmark. The Coastal Artillery was tasked with 
defending the planned base. On the 9th of February 1945 captain Johan Godø was landed at 
Sørøya from M/K Vårøy. His orders were to aid the civilian population, prepare the area around 
Børfjord for naval operations, and to defend the island from German forces still raiding the area. He 
brought provisions and weapons (mainly of Soviet manufacture) for 50 men, and was authorised to 
recruit personell from the civilian population hiding on the island. On Sørøya, around 700-800 
civilians had gone into hiding as the retreating Germans burned their homes and slaughtered their 
livestock. The refugees were living in caves under harsh winter conditions, were short of supplies 
and in general bad shape. A small relief expedition under lieutenant Per E. Danielsen had landed on 
the 26th of January, which succeeded in evacuating approx. 200 civilians eastwards on fishing 
vessels. On the 15th of February, four British destroyers escorting the returning convoy RA64 from 
Kola landed, evacuating 502 civilians that were carried to Murmansk and distributed on-board the 
convoy's merchantmen for the return journey to the UK. There were still around 100 civilians left on 
the island. Underway to Britain, the convoy was attacked. One corvette and a merchantman was 
sunk. US merchantman SS Henry Bacon went down after being attacked by German torpedo 
planes. The civilian refugees was given priority for lifeboats, with the result that a large number of 
the crew perished. Captain Alfred Carini went down with 27 of his officers and sailors. Carini was 
post mortem awarded "Krigskorset med Sverd", the highest Norwegian wartime decoration. 
Remaining on Sørøya were approx. 100 civilians and captain Godø's small force, now counting 70 
men - mostly local volunteers. They had received supplies from the British destroyers, and on the 
23rd of February they were reinforced with a group of Norwegians from Alta district. Among the 
new arrivals were a number of veterans from Narvik 1940, which proved a valuable addition. In the 
week following 1st March, Godø's men were repeatedly attacked by artillery and landing parties 
from German patrol boats. Seven Norwegians were killed, several severely wounded. According to 
Godø's reports, approx. 30 Germans were killed or wounded in these operations. Meanwhile, on 
the 5th of March, Major Knut Aas had become commander of the Coastal Artillery in Finnmark. 
The plans for the Sørøya base now called for a cadre of 30 artillerists to be transported from the 

http://home.online.no/%7Egestrom/history/cstalfrm.htm
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UK, while the bulk of the personell would come from the Norwegian forces trained in Sweden. 4 
four-inch coastal artillery cannon, ten 37 mm cannon, ammunition and other equipment was being 
transported from the UK. On the 8th of March, the Germans landed a force of 70 - 100 supported 
by aerial attacks. The radio station was destroyed, the radio operator and others captured. Refugee 
cabins were torched, fleeing civilians strafed. The next day Godø decided to send most of the 
remaining soldiers and civilians eastwards. He was left with a force of 13, including two girls from 
the Women's Corps ("lotter").  On the 14th of March, the Germans attacked again. This time they 
were mistakenly identified as Norwegian reinforcements, and succeeded in intercepting the 
Norwegians. Eleven were taken prisoner after a short exchange of fire where two Norwegians were 
wounded. Four, including captain Godø and one of the women, escaped. They rowed to 
Gammelvær on Seiland, where they were re-united with the group that had left on the 11th. Due to 
transport problems, the group from Sweden that should have manned the planned battery never 
arrived. The base was never established. 
From http://mediabase1.uib.no/krigslex/f/f4.html (translated by Google): 
Defense Department E-office, FD / E, created 1/1/1941 with Captain Find Nagell as chief, 
07.01.1944 merged with the Armed Forces High Command 2 Office (FO II). The office carried on the 
work of Foreign. E-Office (Udie) had begun in the summer of 1940. It was directly subordinate to 
the Defence Minister and had a wide working range: contact with British secret organizations on 
behalf of the Defence,. and the Ministry of Foreign.; collection, beabeidelse and distribution of 
political and military intelligence material about Norway, and contact resistance organizations at 
home. The partnership with the British intelligence organization SIS applied bI.a. radio from 
Norway, where E office picked agents while SIS trained them and kept in touch with them Feli. 
Cooperation with Special Operation Executive (SOE) were the recruitment and training of Linge 
Company. The British counter-espionage interviewed all refugees from the German-occupied areas 
and the E-office was submitted material of interest and did have their own representatives in 
Lerwick and Aberdeen, where most refugees from Norway entered. Nagell office shrank during the 
war. Armed Forces High Command 4 Office (FO IV) took over working with SOE and contact with 
Milorg while Justisdep. acquired the right department in December 1943. But E-office dept 5, often 
called Section V, led constantly working with 515, after the merger with the Supreme Command's 
E-Office (FO IV) in summer 1944. Head of Section V was Knut Aas to March 1945 as Andreas 
Lerheim. 
882. Alf PETERSEN. Signed 10 May 1942. Kgl Norske Legation. 

063 
DOB 10.10.1897. ing. Norsk. 
His DOB confirmed with the Norwegian Digital Archives. He was born in Chrania. An Alf Petersen 
has an SOE file, reference HS 9/1174/3, in TNA which is closed until 1 January 2031 and marked 
“date of birth unknown”. There are also SOE files for nine other people named Petersen. 
883. Albert TORNERUD. Signed 10 May 1942. Kgl Norske Legation, London. 

063 
DOB 30.5.1891. kapten. Norsk. 
His DOB confirmed with the Norwegian Digital Archives. He was born in Askim. No further trace 
found. 

http://mediabase1.uib.no/krigslex/f/f4.html
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884. Lieutenant Colonel Leslie WINTERBOTTOM OBE (119314). Signed 13 May 1942. 25 
Springfield Road, London W8. 

063 
From SOE file reference HS 2/257 Operation Airplane History of the Stockholm-Scotland Air 
Service: 

 
Worked for MI9, the British Directorate of Military Intelligence Section 9, which was a department 
of the War Office between 1939 and 1945. During World War II it was tasked with aiding resistance 
fighters in enemy occupied territory and recovering Allied troops who found themselves behind 
enemy lines (for example, aircrew who had been shot down and soldiers stranded after the Battle 
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of Dunkirk). It also communicated with British prisoners of war and sent them advice and 
equipment. With the help of a Foreign Office expert called Hooker, Winterbottom and his 
colleagues developed a code called HK through which several people were communicating with 
London from Germany by November 1940. A sample of a letter using HK is in M R D Foot’s M19 
Escape and Evasion 1939-1945. 
The LG 15 August 1946 announced the award of a the Bronze Star Medal conferred by the 
President of the United States. 
He has a file named “Recommendation for Award for Winterbottom, Leslie Rank: Lieutenant 
Colonel…”, reference WO 373/186/88, in TNA. This file contains a letter dated 16 June 1948 from 
Oliver Harvey of the British Embassy in Paris to Ernest Bevin MP: 
“I have the honour to transmit to you herewith a copy of a note of 10th March 1948 from the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs enquiring whether His Majesty’s Government would have any objection 
to the award of the Médaille de la Reconnaissance Française to Lieutenant Colonel Leslie 
Winterbottom, and Major Richard Brindsley-Ford*. I also enclose statements of the services which 
these awards are designed to recognise, sent under cover of a later note from the Ministry and 
would be glad to learn what reply I should make to these proposals. I have the honour to be, with 
great truth and respect, Sir, Your most obedient humble Servant.” 
* This should be Sir Richard Brinsley Ford (1908 – 1999). In 1941, Ford transferred from artillery to 
army intelligence (MI9) and was ultimately in charge of the Brussels office. After the war, he 
returned and set about assiduously collecting, turning the family's Wyndham Place home into a 
major London collection. 

 
885. Joar Fred Halvdan KROHN. Signed 13 May 1942. Kgl. Norske Legasjon Royal 
Norwegian Legation, London. 

063 
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See the entry for Andreas Andresen who signed this book on 5 May 1942. The Bromma departure 
records do not show a flight for 12 May 1942. After the flight on 11 May 1942, the next flight was 
on 16 May. According to geni.com, Joar Fred Halvdan Krohn was born on 30 September 1918 in 
Stabekk, Bærum Kommune, Norway. He married Gerd Alison Krohn (Reistad). They had a son Johan 
Frederik, and a daughter, Astrid. His mother was Eva Marie Marie Dorph-Petersen (1891 - 1958). His 
father was Johan Owren Krohn (1874 - 1955). According to ancestry.com, he died on 1 June 1998 
and is buried in Hamar, Hedmark, Norway. 
886. Unknown. Signed 13 May 1942. Russian Legation, London. 

063 
 
887. Lars Albert SCHARNING. Signed 13 May 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

063 
Listed in Little Norway. 
Killed on 30 January 1944 in a flying accident with 5(P) AFU from RAF Turnhill. 
888. Mieczysław ŁUCZYK. Signed 13 May 1942. Polish Legation. 

063 
No trace found. 
889. Dagfinn Magne STAI. Signed 13 May 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

063 
He is listed in Little Norway but his surname was misspelt as STAL. 
According to GENi.com, he was born in 1920 in Tretten, Øyer, Oppland, Norway. He was married to 
Grace Patricia Hanna Stai who was born on 30 December 1919 in Belleville, Hastings County, 
Ontario, Canada. They had three daughters: Sonja, Dorothy and Karen. His brother was Kjell Stai 
who was born in 1923. His sister was Ruth Johanne Tutumøygard (Stai) (1925 - 1986). His mother 
was Hulda Leontine Kristine Stai (Hansen) (1895 - 1991). She was born in Copenhagen, Denmark. 
His father was Håkon Stai (1893 - 1982). 
There are several entries in the Operations Record Book for 333 Squadron for Sgt D Stai, eg: 
5 April 1945 
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890. Walfred GUNSTEIN. Signed 13 May 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

064 
No trace found. 
891. Lieutenant-Colonel Erling TUSTER. Signed 16 May 1942. RNAF. 

064 
Listed in Little Norway. 
He was born on 25 January 1908. He was an air attaché in the Norwegian Embassy in London 
during World War Two. He was a member of NATO from 1 January 1956 – 2 February 1959. 
From the LG 14 February 1956: 
“Representatives of member Governments to the Council of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation 
or to subsidiary bodies thereof (Article 8 of the Order in Council): REMOVE : Norway. Lieutenant-
Colonel E. Sandberg, R.Nor.A.F., December 31, 1955. ADD: Norway. Lieutenant-Colonel Erling 
Tuster, R.Nor.A.F., January 1, 1956.” 
892. James DOUGLAS. Signed 17 May 1942. 33 Burt Avenue, North Shields. 

064 
DOB 2.12.1922. off.asp. eng. No trace found. 
893. Christopher Fürst SMITH. Signed 17 May 1942. Norwegian Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs. 

064 
DOB 31.10.1893. direktör. Norsk. 
DOB confirmed with Norwegian Digital Archives. He was the author of Det Britiske Samvelde. 
Bidrag Til Belysning Av de Britiske Dominions Internasjonale Status (The British Commonwealth. 
Contributions to light the British Dominions International Status), 1932. 
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894. Soffi SCHARNING. Signed 17 May 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

064 
DOB 2.10.1895. sångerska. Norsk. 
See entry for Lars Scharning who signed this book on 13 May 1942. 
895. Rex BROWN. Signed 17 May 1942. RNB Devonport. 

064 
DOB 9.11.1919. minör. Eng. 
He was on HMS Hunter with Thomas Norton (30 August 1941); Norman Bowden (19 May 1942); 
James Renshaw (8 October 1942); and Stanley Cook (8 October 1942), each of whom signed this 
book on the dates shown in brackets. Other Hunter survivors who have signed this book are 
William Henry Barrett (31 August 1941); Harry Clark (12 November 1942); and Robert Hay (13 
November 1942). 
He is mentioned in Ralph Barker’s The Blockade Busters, Chatto & Windus, 1976 (but not included 
in the index): 
(p. 59) “Fifteen of his twenty-six crew were Britishers whom he Captain J Nicolson (a Shetlander) of 
the merchant ship Ranja244 had recruited himself at Hälsingmo, including three naval ratings from 
HMS Hunter …” 
(p. 115) “To this signal Sir George Binney245 received no answer, and he did not expect to; it was a 
broadcast message to all ships. But by extraordinary mischance, the message went out on the 
wrong wavelength. The Marconi engineer who had checked the sets, a Dane, was thoroughly 
trustworthy, as was Binney’s radio operator, a rating from HMS Hunter named Brown. Brown 
checked his aerial current during transmission and was satisfied that the message had gone out.” 
From Sophie Jackson’s SOE’s Balls of Steel, The History Press, 2013, pp 189-191: 
George Binney was stuck in Stockholm watching the fallout from an operation that he had pushed 
forward and had had such high hopes for. His mind was nagging at the failed wireless message. 
Had it been sabotaged and had this sealed the fate of the Performance vessels? While sitting in 
Gothenburg it had been obvious to all that the ships were easy targets for German agents. Aside 
from damaging engines - which appears to have happened - the saboteurs would have been 
focusing their attentions on radio equipment to hamper communications. Binney had ensured that 
all the ships' wireless gear was sealed up by the authorities, and none of the wireless operators had 

                                                 
244 In an email to Trevor Baker, Ron Cope said “John Hague, who is still alive was on board the 'Ranga' 
but did not mention there was two other 'Hunter' crew members with him. I have met John and the go 
between is his daughter Carole. Not surprisingly, at 93, he has his ups and downs with ill health. So I am 
cautious with querying too much information from him. However, I did send to Carole an E Mail back 
sometime ago querying that John had told me of three other volunteers to go on the 'Ranga': Able 
Seaman Cory 'Nellie' Hunter, Seamen John 'Jonno' Johnson and John 'Jock' Steel, two of whom were 
probably with John Hague, if not all three, as we know not all information in books is necessarily 
accurate. None of thse are on your list of those returning by flights from 'Bromma'. 
245 Signed this book on 30 September 1941, 1 December 1941, 14 December 1941 and 18 April 1942 
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been allowed to access it until they were out at sea. Prior to sailing, the sets had been tested by a 
Marconi inspector, who was Danish and believed to be completely reliable. He certified that the 
sets were in proper working order. Despite this, not only did the Dicto's message fail to be received 
by anyone, but no SOS message was ever received from the Skytteren, Buccaneer, Charente, 
Gudvang or Storsten, though attempts were made to send them. However, messages were received 
from the B.P. Newton and Rigmor. The former had not been inspected by the Marconi man, while 
the latter had. 
The radio operator on the Dicto was a rating Rex Brown from HMS Hunter and believed his set to 
be operating correctly and was fully convinced he had successfully sent his message. It seemed that 
he could have been correct, as on 1 April, a Swedish steam trawler fishing around 3 or 4 miles from 
the last position of the Dicto was intercepted and searched by the Germans on no fewer than three 
occasions for being suspected of carrying wireless equipment or having Norwegians or English 
sailors among her crew. It seems that the Germans, at least, were able to pick up the Dicto's 
message and plot her position from it. The only solution to the conundrum that the Foreign Office 
could see when they made an official report on the matter was that 'it is not beyond the lengths of 
possibility that an expert could contrive by readjusting the mechanism and dials to delude an 
operator into supposing that he was transmitting on 600-metre wavelengths when, in fact, he was 
transmitting on another pre-arranged wavelength on which the Germans were tuned'. Had the 
Marconi inspector considered so reliable been, in fact, a German agent? Binney had no idea, but it 
was either that or some extremely clever act of sabotage. In any case, the result was many 
Norwegians and British falling into the clutches of the Germans. More than ever, Binney realised 
the treachery all around him. 
From SOE file HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42 in TNA:  
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This SOE file covers Operation Performance on pp 112-18. 
896. Johannes Wallert LÖKEN. Signed 17 May 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

064 
DOB 29.3.1918. kont. Norsk. 
He is included in the index to SOE file reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 
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According to http://www.warsailors.com/freefleet/kvarstad2.html, he was on board M/T Storsten at 
the time if its breakout (Operation Performance). See the index entry for Operation Performance for 
other people who have signed this book. 

 
According to http://www.cieldegloire.com/002n_loken_j_w.php, he was a sergeant in 331 or 332 
Squadron. 
According to http://www.luftwaffe.no/RAFClaims.html, he was with 333 Squadron when he 
destroyed a Ju 88 on 4 December 1944 while flying a Mosquito VI, registration HP 864, with Kvm. 
Jens Skjellanger. He had a part in the 1957 film Nine Lives which was based on David Howarth’s 
book We Die Alone. From Wikipedia: Nine Lives (Norwegian: Ni Liv) is a 1957 Norwegian film about 
Jan Baalsrud, who was a member of the Norwegian resistance during World War II. In 1943, he 
participated in an operation to destroy a German air control tower. This mission was compromised 
when he and his fellow soldiers, seeking a trusted resistance contact, accidentally made contact 
with a civilian who betrayed them to the Nazis. The film was directed by Arne Skouen and is based 
on the book We Die Alone by David Howarth. In 1958, the film was nominated for an Oscar for Best 
Foreign Language Film and was entered into the Cannes Film Festival. In 1991, Norwegian 
television audiences voted it the greatest Norwegian film ever made. 
897. Henry William RUNNACLES (19 March 1893 – 17 September 1942). Signed 17 May 
1942. 93 De La Pole Ave, Hull. 

064 
Shown in the Bromma departure list as Henry William Runnaclér. DOB 19.3.1893. maskinist. English. 
His wife was Lily Jane Runnacles (of Hull). He was the Third Engineer Officer on the Steam merchant 
ship Peterton which was torpedoed by U109 (Heinrich Bleichrodt, a top U-boat Ace with 24 ships 
and one warship sunk and 2 ships damaged). At 13.14 hours on 17 Sep, 1942, the Peterton (Master 
Thomas William Marrie), dispersed from convoy OG-80, was hit by three torpedoes from U-109 and 
sank by the bow after capsizing northwest of the Cape Verde Islands. Nine crew members were 
lost. The master was taken prisoner by the U-boat, landed at Lorient on 6 October and brought to 
the POW camp Marlag und Milag Nord. 22 survivors in a lifeboat were picked up after 49 days by 
HMS Canna (T 161) (Lt W.N. Bishop-Laggett, RNR) and landed at Freetown. Eleven further survivors 
were picked up by the Empire Whimbrel and landed at Buenos Aires on 11 October. More 
information about this sinking can be found in the book Local Heroes - An Epic WW2 Shipwreck and 
Survival Story written by Neil Carlsen. Runnacles’ signature in this book implies he was rescued 
from another ship that was sunk in May, taken to Sweden and from there sent to Scotland. 
898. Reginald Watson KENWORTHY. Signed 17 May 1942. Royal Aero Club, London. 

064 

http://www.warsailors.com/freefleet/kvarstad2.html
http://www.cieldegloire.com/002n_loken_j_w.php
http://www.luftwaffe.no/RAFClaims.html
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DOB 13.4.1896. pilot. Eng. The Bromma Archives lists him as Reginald Watsen Kenwerthy. Pilot. 
English. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Test pilot. Born 1896. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
From Brian Bridgeman’s book The Flyers (1989): 
“The most famous pilot to arrive from Britain was Reginald Watson Kenworthy, born in Wakefield 
on 13 September 1896, former chief test pilot for Blackburn Aircraft at Brough. He had flown the 
Blackburn ‘Pellet’ seaplane that was to have competed in the 1923 Schneider Trophy Race of 
Cowes, IOW. The aircraft had crashed during trials at Cowes, prior to the race leaving Kenworthy 
with his hearing permanently impaired whch had prevented him being accepted into the RAF at the 
outbreak of war. He was thought to have been the first British aviator to be accepted as a volunteer 
for Finland.” 
“Of the airman remaining in Finland, Waller246 had been stationed at Joroinen, in south-east Finland 
together with Kenworthy. They were demobilised in August 1940 and joined Lace, Armstrong247, 
Taylor and Maund at Jyväskylä where the volunteers awaiting repatriation were concentrated. 
“Other members of the British contingent in Finland took various jobs whilst waiting for 
repatriation to the UK. Kenworthy, Taylor and Maund worked for the British Council teaching 
English.” 
Reginald Kenworthy was working for Blackburns in 1912. He served as an instructor in the First 
World War and later took up the position as Blackburn's test pilot. With this company having its 
origins in Yorkshire it is likely that he was involved in a number of minor mishaps which have so far 
gone unrecorded. In September 1923 he was to fly a Blackburn Pellet registered as G-EBHF, single-
engined, single-seat bi-plane flying boat in the 1923 Schneider Trophy contest. The day before the 
race on 26th September 1923 he was its pilot, when it crashed on its take-off run and was badly 
damaged avoiding a boat which had drifted into its path. Reg Kenworthy escaped serious injury. 
Flight recorded the incident it more detail: "The "Pellet" was seen to begin to turn to starboard 
slowly. The starboard wing tip float touched, and the machine turned over on its nose and sank. For 
what seemed a very long time there was no sign of the pilot, and fears were entertained that he 
had not been able to extricate himself. Suddenly, however, he appeared, bobbing up like a cork, 
and climbing on top of the wreck was picked up by one of the many motor launches which sped to 
his assistance as soon as the crash occurred. He promptly fainted on getting safely on to the 
wreckage, but was soon revived and brought back to his hotel, nursed by Mrs Kenworthy, who was 
in the motor launch Vivid which was among those standing by. He had had quite a marvellous 
escape, and seemed none the worse for his experience. It was stated that someone actually timed 
Kenworthy, who was said to have been under water for 61 seconds. He later related how, when the 
machine turned turtle, he found himself inside the cockpit with his head on the floor and his feet 
pointing towards the cockpit opening, which he could dimly see. Holding his nose with one hand 
he wriggled free and shot to the surface. With the Blackburn "Pellet" crashed (she was brought 
ashore during the night, by the way, and brought back to the Saunders' sheds." He was elected as a 
committee member of the Royal Aero Club in May 1925 and he appears to have ceased being 
Blackburn's test pilot around this date. His flying may have come to an abrupt end when, in 
October 1930, he was accused of conspiring with four Americans to "obtain" some £12,818 from a 
Mrs Janet de Selincourt (wife of novelist Hugh de Selincourt). Whether he was convicted of this is 

                                                 
246 Edward Bloomfield Waller who signed this book on 17 May 1942 
247 Kenneth Armstrong who signed this book on 24 October 1941 
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not yet known. At this date he was known as Major Kenworthy. In June 1931, he visited Croydon 
aerodrome, so if indeed he was convicted any sentence must have been light. He corresponded 
with Flight in 1951 but no further details about him are known. 
899. Edward Bloomfield WALLER. Signed 17 May 1942. Canada House. 

064 
The only Canadian shown in the Bromma departure list for 16 May 1942 is Eduard Walter 
Bloomfield. DOB 17.7.1897. telegraf. Canada. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Pilot. Captain. Born Canada. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
Flight, 3 December 1915 announced the award of Aviators’ Certificate Number 2089 to Edward 
Bloomfield Waller (Curtiss Biplane, Curtiss School, Toronto, Canada). Nov. 9th, 1915. 
From Brian Bridgeman’s book The Flyers (1989): 
“From the Commonwealth came Edward Bloomfield Waller, born in Toronto, Canada, on 17 July 
1896, another ex-officer in the RFC/RAF from 1915-19.” 
From http://forum.axishistory.com/viewtopic.php?f=59&p=1687784: 
“His full name was Edward Bloomfield Waller and he was an experienced Bush Pilot with thousands 
of hours flying time in Northern Ontario. Waller had been granted an Aviators Certificate (#2089) 
on Nov 9th 1925 in a Curtiss Biplane at the Curtiss School, Toronto as part of what I believe was a 
Canadian program to train pilots for the RFC in WW1. After WW1 I have found a mention of him as 
flying for the Ontario Department of Lands and Forests, logging 1,538 hours in a Hamilton 
Metalplane CF-OAJ. He is mentioned also in a list of personnel of 16 Squadron RFC Feb-May 1916.” 
900. Otto Walter NEUMARK (188839). Signed 17 May 1942. London Gliding Club, 
Dunstable. 

064 
DOB 21.3.1921. student. English. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Student. Born 1921 Tschechoslovakia. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
Author of Operating Procedures for Ascending Parachutes and Self-inflating Wings, Parachutes 
Incorporated, 1970. Published a research paper entitled Blind Flying Panels and Instruments in the 
Journal of Navigation, Volume 4, Issue 2, 1951, in which he said, “The British standard blind flying 
panel and its component instruments have for many years fulfilled a very useful purpose, but there 
are now a number of special operational requirements which this panel no longer meets. For 
instance, the probable general use of tail warning devices will make it necessary for the night 
fighter pilot to follow the violent evasive action of his quarry, and because of the higher speeds 
involved it is desirable that the pilot should be able to interpret his radar scopes himself rather than 
depend upon his navigator for directions.” 
901. Gustav LARSSON. Signed 17 May 1942. Stockholm. 

064 

http://forum.axishistory.com/viewtopic.php?f=59&p=1687784
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DOB 5.8.1876. maskinist. Svensk. 

 
From http://www.warsailors.com/freefleet/historiereng8.html: 
My uncle Gustav Larsson chief engineer on SS Milos, Rederi AB Helsingborg a subsidiary to 
Hillerström Rederi AB Helsingborg, was born August 5 1876 in Trelleborg Sweden and was married 
April 20 1913 in Helsingborg to my father's sister Agnes Hildegard Nordh who was born Dec 29 
1886. When Gustav died he had three children, a daughter Majken born Jan 22 1914 and two sons 
Bertil born June 14 1915, Börje born November 8 1919. Gustav departed Norway on March 18-
1940 on board SS Milos but must have been back in Sweden sometime between the date the 
Convoy HG 61 arrived to Liverpool on the May 20-1941 and the Convoy ON 126 departed from 
Liverpool on Aug. 29-1942 since I remember that he visited our family and me when I was sick in 
bed. 
I also have another proof that tells me that he must have been in Sweden later than May 1941 
since I have a propaganda card with a rotating wheel inside with 8 different facts about the English 
lion and its bad health as the result of lost battles and lost ships. My sister and I got one card each 
and my sister's card has survived her playing with a notation at the right top saying "Birgit Nordh 
minne av farbror Gusav" (Birgit Nordh in memory of uncle Gustav). 
I was four years old in August 1942 but still remember Gustav's visit and I know that he was 
supposed to go to sea again a few days later. Perhaps was it a farewell visit despite it was never 
mentioned but Gustav knew for sure what was to be expected back on the Atlantic. I even 
remember I had the card myself and was fascinated when I could turn the wheel and see the fever 
rising but I did not save my card. Anyhow Gustav knew what it was like to be a war sailor when he 
gave us our cards since he departed Gibraltar on May 6-1941 Convoy HG 61 if he was on board SS 
Milos at that time. He died on 18 June 1943. 
902. Ragnar BUCKHARDT. Signed 17 May 1942. Stockholm. 

064 
DOB 5.10.1896. kapt. Norsk. 
The passport control officer at Bromma Airport misspelt his surname as BUCKHART. 
http://www.begravdeioslo.no/maler/grav/grave_id/133146 confirms his DOB and gives his DOD as 
02.10.1963. He shares his grave with Solveig Buckhardt (22.04.1898 - 12.03.1988). He donated a 
painting entitled Vintermotiv fra Myrabakken to the Molde bymuseum: 

http://www.warsailors.com/freefleet/historiereng8.html
http://www.begravdeioslo.no/maler/grav/grave_id/133146
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Gave fra Solveig og Ragnar Buckhardt til Molde kommune i 1988. Bildet henger i 2007 på 
rådmannens kontor. (Fotograf: Ola Gjendem) 
903. Johan Teodor KRISTIANSEN. Signed 17 May 1942. Stockholm. 

064 
DOB 19.3.1903. fyrm. Norsk. 
This might be the Johan Kristiansen mentioned in http://mediabase1.uib.no/krigslex/e/e1.html: 
“Eiker-razziaen, tysk razzia gjennomført 26.10.1944 i Øvre og Nedre Eiker ved Drammen dels fordi 
området ble oppfattet som et urosenter, dels for å skremme. Aksjonen i Hokksund og Mjøndalen 
ble ledet av Gestapo-sjefen Reinhard. Sjefen for Sipo i Drammen, Grossmann, hadde sørget for en 
liste over 4 mann som skulle skytes på stedet, og over dem som skulle arresteres. Reinhard skjøt 
selv hotelleier Olav Sanden i Hokksund, mens 2 kjøpmenn i Mjøndalen, Johan Kristiansen og Hans 
Throndsen, ble skutt av Grossmann. En tredje kjøpmann ble arrestert og kjørt til Hokksund, hvor 
Reinhard ventet. Men i mellomtiden hadde en nervøs tysk soldat skutt Erling Olsen, som var på vei 
til arbeidet. Da var kvoten på 4 fylt, og Reinhard nøyde seg med å arrestere kjøpmannen. Nærmere 
50 gisler ble kjørt rett til Grini - blant dem de dreptes familier.” 
Google translation: 
“Spokes-raid, German raid conducted 26/10/1944 in Upper and Lower Spokes at Drammen partly 
because the area was seen as a urosenter, partly to intimidate. The action in Dunstable and 
Topsham were led by Gestapo chief Reinhard. The head of the Sipo in Drammen, Grossmann, had 
provided a list of four men who were shot on the spot, and of those who were arrested. Reinhard 
shoots himself hotel owner Olav sand in Dunstable, while two merchants in Topsham, Johan 
Kristiansen and Hans Throndsen, was shot by Grossmann. A third merchant was arrested and 
taken to Dunstable, where Reinhard expected. But in the meantime, had a nervous German soldier 
shot Erling Olsen, who was on his way to work. Then the quota of 4 filled and Reinhard were 

http://mediabase1.uib.no/krigslex/e/e1.html
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content to arrest the merchant. Nearly 50 hostages were driven straight to Allegrini - including the 
victim's families.” 
See 
http://www.historieboka.no/Modules/historiebok_tidsepoke_tema_artikkel.aspx?ObjectType=Article
&Article.ID=2147&Category.ID=1305 for a full description of the German action at Spokes. 
904. Otto Kolbjörn HANSEN. Signed 17 May 1942. Stockholm. 

064 
DOB 17.1.1899. sjöman. Norsk. 
DOB confirmed with http://home.online.no/~kjendal/tormo.html which gives a DOD of 12.11.1979. 
From http://www.warsailors.com/shetlandbus/boatsl.html: 
Otto Hansen was one of the crew of M/S Leda (H1 MF) which departed Masfjorden on Sept. 1-1941 
with 27 people, including three women, arriving Lerwick on Sept. 4. 
From HS 17 Scandinavian Index: 

 
No further trace found. 
905. Dag Eldar NARVESEN. Signed 17 May 1942. Stockholm. 

065 
DOB 15.11.1918. elekr. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. No further trace found. 
906. H J E WEBBE. Signed 19 May 1942. SMEE, AMWD. 

065 
Note what looks like Morse Code (dot | dash dash dash | dot | dash = EOET) added as part of the 
signature. AMWD is Air Ministry Works Department. He is listed in The Air Force List for May 1942 
(the first entry being in The Air Force List for December 1940) under Resident Engineers, Works 
Staff: 

http://www.historieboka.no/Modules/historiebok_tidsepoke_tema_artikkel.aspx?ObjectType=Article&Article.ID=2147&Category.ID=1305
http://www.historieboka.no/Modules/historiebok_tidsepoke_tema_artikkel.aspx?ObjectType=Article&Article.ID=2147&Category.ID=1305
http://home.online.no/%7Ekjendal/tormo.html
http://www.warsailors.com/shetlandbus/boatsl.html
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Could he be related to Sir William Harold Webbe (1885 – 1965), Conservative Member of 
Parliament for the London constituency of Westminster Abbey from 17 May 1939 to 23 February 
1950? 
907. Norman William George BOWDEN. Signed 19 May 1942. Royal Navy Barracks, 
Devonport. 

065 
DOB 1.6.1911. maskinist. Eng. 
He was on the Hunter with Rex Brown (who signed this book on 17 May 1942); James Renshaw 
(who signed this book on 8 October 1942) and Stanley Cook (who signed this book on 8 October 
1942). 
From Ron Cope in an email dated 15 May 2013 to Trevor Baker: 
“It was very interesting to see the additional two names Bowden and Brown. They were both with 
Renshaw and Cook on Dicto which had to return to Gothenberg. The authorities were not happy 
and it was an embarrassment for the British Embassy. Hence, it tells me they wanted the four out of 
the way quickly unless there were any repercussions. Other Hunter survivors who have signed this 
book are William Henry Barrett (31 August 1941); Harry Clark (12 November 1942); and Robert Hay 
(13 November 1942). 
908. Otto Friedrich Wilhelm von HANNO (14 October 1891 - 10 November 1956). Signed 
19 May 1942. Sesam, Stockholm. 

065 
DOB 14.10.1881. ryttmästare. Norsk. 
He was a Norwegian artist and scenery painter. He was the son of the architect Carl Wilhelm von 
Hanno and Ingeborg Gjerdrum, the son of architect Wilhelm von Hanno. His sister, Lillian von 
Hanno248 was the lady of Queen Maud. Otto von Hanno was married twice. His first marriage was 
to Erna Wadel, called "Puss", which later became known under the name matskribent Pus Thaulow. 
They had a son Carl Cato von Hanno in 1916. Some years later the marriage ended, and in 1927 
Otto von Hanno married Bergljot Gjems Selmer, called "Lillemor". As Lillemor von Hanno she 
became a household name as a theatre and film actor and a writer. Otto von Hanno illustrated 
several of his wife's books. His marriage to Lillemor ended in divorce. His son, Carl Cato, had 
trained as a pilot (he is listed in ). When World War II broke out, Carl Cato went to England to take 
part in the war on the Allied side. He was instructor in Little Norway, and was killed on 30 July 1941 
on a navigation exercise with 330 Squadron out of Reykjavik in a Northrop aircraft registration no 
N-3PB. The floatplane was never found. Otto von Hanno had also had a military career, and he was 
major in the Norwegian armed forces. Perhaps, this visit to RAF Leuchars was to honour his son. 

                                                 
248 Signed this book on 10 August 1942 
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909. George Franz Johann HERLE. Signed 19 May 1942. [Address], Stockholm. 

065 
DOB 13.5.1909. sjöman. Holl. 
Middle names misspelt in the Bromma departure list as Frans Johan. Several people with this 
names and variations are listed on http://militieregisters.nl/h/herle but only one matches this DOB: 

 
He was born in Ludenscheid (prov Westphalia Duitschl). No further trace found. 
910. Johannes Christian HENKE. Signed 19 May 1942. [Address], Stockholm. 

065 
DOB 14.10.1881. sjöman. Holl. No trace found. 
911. Jan HOFSTEDE. Signed 19 May 1942. M.S. Mira Stockholm. 

065 
DOB 17.12.1918. sjöman. Holl. 
Mira was shelled and eventually sunk by the British destroyer HMS Bedouin on 4 March 1941, when 
on a voyage from Svolvær to Narvik. Bedouin was in the area in connection with the first allied raid 
on Lofoten. Mira was stopped, lifeboats were launched and the ship abandoned; 12 were injured 
(incl. 3 crew members and 3 German soldiers), 2 missing. The destroyer's crew helped in the rescue 
work and gave medical care to those who were injured, but 4 died. Bedouin's report includes 
statements by Captain Johan Sagen, 1st Mate William Holthe (on the bridge with the pilot at the 
time), 2nd Mate Ivar Ivarsen, 2nd Engineer Harald J. Høydal, boatswain Lauritz Jakobsen, and the 
coastal pilot Alfred Jensen from the subsequent hearings held in Svolvær the day after the sinking. 
912. Reidar Sverre NYBORG. Signed 19 May 1942. Tegnérgatan 12, Stockholm. 

065 
DOB 1.9.1918. chaufför. norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. No trace found. 
Could this be Reidar Nyborg, born 4 April 1923, travelling with a fake ID? According to 
http://www.sports-reference.com/olympics/athletes/ny/reidar-nyborg-1.html, Reidar Nyborg was 
from Mesnali in the municipality of Ringsaker north of Hamar, and both were members of the 
bronze winning Norwegian cross-country relay team at St. Moritz in 1948. Nyborg had his 
breakthrough in 1946, when he placed eighth in the 18 km at both the National Championships 

http://militieregisters.nl/h/herle
http://www.sports-reference.com/olympics/athletes/ny/reidar-nyborg-1.html
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and Holmenkollen. In 1947, he placed seventh at Holmenkollen, his best ever finish at this famous 
ski event. In the 1948 Olympic season, he was seventh in the 18 km at the Norwegian 
Championships, and he skied well in the selection races and earned a place on the Olympic team. 
In 1949 he had a great year, winning the 30 km race and placing third at 50 km at the National 
Championships in Steinkjer, after which he retired. Reidar Nyborg worked as a lumberjack, and died 
in his home in Ringsaker in 1990. 
913. Ole Martin Zahl JÖRGENSEN. Signed 19 May 1942. [Address], Stockholm. 

065 
DOB 3.7.1916. tjman. Norsk. 
http://www.begravdeioslo.no/maler/grav/grave_id/105117 confirms his DOB and gives a DOD of 
04.12.2003. He shares his grave with Eva Louise Jørgensen (22.09.1919 - 04.07.2012). From 
http://www.tysklandsbrigaden.no/publikasjonar/brigadebok/Forberedelser.html (translated by 
Google): 
“Supply commander in the brigade, Major Ole Martin Zahl Jørgensen …” No further trace found 
except a newspaper article which mentions a donation after his death. 
914. Gustav Georg LINDOW. Signed 19 May 1942. HM Legation, Stockholm. 

065 
DOB 11.9.1902. besättning. Svensk. 
He was a pilot for AB Aerotransport from 1931 to 1950. He died on 3 February 1976 in Västervik, 
Sweden. 
He is mentioned several times in Blockade Runners. He was co-pilot of SE-BAG “Gripen” which was 
attacked on its way back from Aberdeen to Bromma on 21/22 June 1942. See Blockade Runners pp. 
91-102 for a detailed report. 
915. Harald Martinsen BUBERG. Signed 22 May 1942. Royal Norwegian Air Forces, 
London SW7. 

065 
He is listed in Little Norway. 
He wrote articles on flying for Fly Luftfartsbladet in the late 1930s. These magazines may be freely 
downloaded from http://www.flyblader.com/side2.html. 

http://www.begravdeioslo.no/maler/grav/grave_id/105117
http://www.tysklandsbrigaden.no/publikasjonar/brigadebok/Forberedelser.html
http://www.flyblader.com/side2.html
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916. Air Vice Marshal Donald Clifford Tyndall Bennett CB CBE DSO. Signed 24 May 1942. 
RAF Leeming. 

065 
He also signed this book on 22 September 1938. 
“April 1942 brought a move to the command of No 10, newly equipped with the four-engined 
Halifax. Later the same month (27th), he took part in a combined raid by Numbers 10, 35 and 76 
Squadrons against the Tirpitz. Hit by flak his aircraft caught fire and he set course for Sweden. 
Unable to make Sweden he ordered his crew to bale out whilst he remained at the controls before 
making his own escape. Landing in deep snow he located his wireless operator and with the help of 
friendly Norwegians he managed to cross the border into Sweden and eventually return to Britain 
the day he signed this book resuming command of his squadron one month after baling out and 
to receive an immediate DSO.” 
From http://www.archieraf.co.uk/archie/1041zab.html#april271041zab: 
On 27th April 1942, the crew of Halifax W1041 ZA-B from 10 Squadron took off at 2040 hrs from 
RAF Lossiemouth on the North East coast of Scotland to participate in an attack on the German 
Battleship Tirpitz which was moored at the time in Fættenfjord in Norway. The Squadron Operation 
Record Book states that this aircraft failed to return from this mission and that no contact was 
made after it had left the advanced base (Lossiemouth). 

 
After taking off from RAF Lossiemouth the aircraft flew low over the North Sea to Norway. Wing 
Commander Bennett lead the 10 Squadron aircraft, marking the way for his Squadron by dropping 
flame floats for them to follow.  
On reaching the target, and on the bombing run, the crew encountered the German smoke screen 
at 400 feet, which all but obscured the ship below. The mines were not released and W/C Bennett 
flew the aircraft up out of the fjord in order to go round again for a second attempt. The aircraft 
was all the time being fired at from both sides of the fjord as well as by Tirpitz. As the aircraft 
climbed out of Fættenfjord it was set upon by all the flak batteries situated on the hills around the 
fjords. The aircraft received a hit and a fire broke out on the wing behind the starboard inner 
engine. The rear gun turret had also sustained damage resulting in the gunner, F/L How, receiving 
cuts to his face. 
W/C Bennett started to gain some altitude and ordered the crew to prepare to bale out of the 
aircraft. The mines were jettisoned and W/C Bennett turned the aircraft east in the direction of 
Sweden. At this point the fire on the wing appeared to abate and it was decided to try and make 
for Shetland. However, once again the fire on the wing increased and Sweden was the chosen 
direction for the second time. The starboard inner engine then cut out, and the starboard wheel fell 
down into the landing position making the aircraft very unstable. It was time to bale out and W/C 
Bennett gave his crew the order to do so. 

http://www.archieraf.co.uk/archie/1041zab.html%23april271041zab
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Sgt Eyles was first to leave the aircraft, followed by Sgt Walmsley, the two wireless operators; Sgt's 
Forbes and Murray went next. F/L How was helped from his turret by F/Sgt Colgan and they also 
left the aircraft. As W/C Bennett prepared to leave the aircraft there was an explosion in the 
starboard wing and he got his parachute caught up twice while trying to reach the escape hatch. 
He finally made it and baled out at around 200 feet. 
The aircraft flew on for a short while and crashed with a large explosion about half a mile away. The 
aircraft had come down in the mountains of Flornesvollen about a mile south of Flornes in Størdal. 
The local police and the Germans arrived at the crash site and were surprised to find that there was 
no evidence of any of the crew. 

 

 
Sgt Eyles landed safely on the ground and at first started to climb up a large hill. He was somewhat 
worried to find paw prints in the snow, which he took to be that of a wolf. Fearing an encounter 
with these wild animals, and after discovering yet more of their tracks in the snow, he followed a 
stream back down the hill until he came to some houses. He knocked on the door of one of the 
houses and was taken inside where an elderly couple gave him some food and then fetched 
someone from the nearby log clearing station to help. Having explained using sign language and 
drawings that he wanted to rest before continuing to Sweden he settled down for the night. 
Unfortunately, someone had informed the Germans about his presence, and before he awoke to 
continue his journey, the Germans had arrived and he was taken POW. 
After being held in Trondheim for several days he was taken by train to Oslo and from there, by air, 
to Germany where he spent the remainder of the war in POW camps. 
F/L How landed in a fir tree with broken ribs as a result of his parachute straps pulling tight when 
he left the aircraft. He had also lost his boots as they had been ripped off by the slipstream as he 
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left the aircraft. It's thought that F/L How landed approximately four miles south of the crashed 
aircraft, to the west of Lake Sonvatn. 
The only way F/L How could get down from the tree was to unfasten the quick release on his 
parachute and drop down some ten feet onto the snow below. This he did, slightly injuring his 
knee and forehead as he did so. It was a cold but very brightly lit moonlight night, and after 
recovering himself from his drop from the tree he hid his parachute as best he could under some 
trees and prepared to set off on foot. 
At this point Sgt Murray, who must have landed nearby, joined him. They were pleased to see one 
another and set off together walking until the sun came up. With the sun in the sky warming the 
day the two men stopped and examined the contents of their escape kits. They found some 
Horlicks tablets and a silk map of the area and a compass. Unfortunately the compass didn't work, 
so they headed off in what they thought was the general direction for Sweden unsure if they were 
going the right way or not. 
Although the sun provided some warmth during the day, it also melted the snow making walking 
difficult, particularly with cold feet (F/L How with no boots). The two airmen found themselves 
wading through snow that was sometimes waist deep, a slow and exhausting process. By nightfall it 
got freezing cold again and F/L How and Sgt Murray were exhausted. They arrived at a plateau 
where they found quantities of dead wood, which they gathered and made a fire with using 
matches from their escape kits. 
The next day they continued on their journey, walking all day through the deep snow until nightfall 
when they were fortunate enough to come across a small log cabin. Inside they found blankets and 
a bed but no food. They were very hungry and thirsty by now. Early the next morning, they were 
woken up by someone knocking on the door. A middle aged Norwegian man entered the cabin. He 
had with him a map and compass, and he indicated to the two men where they were and where 
the Swedish border was. When he left he took the map but left the compass behind. An old pair of 
leather ski boots found in the cabin provided F/L How with some much needed if non-too 
comfortable footwear. 
Again the two airmen set off on foot to make their way to the Swedish border. The compass left for 
them by the Norwegian didn't work, and after trudging through the snow for twelve hours they 
were devastated to find themselves back at the log cabin where they had set off from that 
morning. They had walked all day for twelve hours in a complete circle! There was nothing left for 
them to do, too exhausted to continue they made use of the beds in the cabin once more and 
went to sleep. 
While they slept some Norwegians who had been sent by the Germans arrived at the cabin with a 
horse pulling a stretcher to collect them. F/L How was put on the stretcher and accompanied by 
Sgt Murray they were taken to the village of Østkil where they were well looked after by the 
Norwegians. Within hours, the German Police arrived and took them to a railway station where they 
were taken by train to Oslo. In Oslo, they met up with another of the captured British airmen from 
the Tirpitz attack, Sgt Vic Stevens from W1048 TL-S of 35 Squadron. They were flown to Germany 
where they spent the rest of the war in German POW camps. 
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Sgt Walmsley and F/Sgt Colgan landed just to the west of Sonvatn. F/Sgt Colgan had seen Sgt 
Walmsley come down just a short distance ahead of him and had sought him out. Together they 
examined their escape kits and decided to head east to attempt to reach Sweden. 
They came across a small isolated farm in the forest, and as they were both very hungry, no having 
eaten for some considerable hours, they decided to chance knocking on the door. The family at the 
farm took them in and gave them food, but felt that by staying any length of time they might risk 
capture. They left the farm and continued to travel on their way at first heading north, in case 
anyone had found out that they had been at the farm and went looking for them. Their direction of 
travel was taking them towards a small place called Sona. 
Just after sunrise they arrived at a farm at Brobakk, where a man was out chopping wood. Although 
surprised to see the airmen, the man willingly took them in to his home where they were fed and 
shown the direction to take to Sweden on their map. As darkness fell he took the airmen to 
another house in Sona where they were given more details about the route they should follow and 
advise on how to avoid the Germans. 
Sgt Walmsley and F/Sgt Colgan had been advised to travel only at night, and to follow the railway 
line. They had also been told where they could expect to find German sentry posts. After covering a 
distance of about 22 miles, they approached another farm, Havgen, near Meråker for food and 
assistance. Once again, despite the risk to themselves and the shortage of food the Norwegians 
generously helped the airmen. They were shown the next stage of their route on the silk escape 
map and set off through the woods to continue their journey to Sweden. 
The airmen followed the route which had been drawn onto their map and it took them north east 
from Meråker into the hills and past Lake Fjergen to a lake called Hallsjøen, the eastern shore of 
which was on the border of Sweden. During this part of the journey they had to contend with a 
severe blizzard which soaked their clothes yet again. Having crossed the frozen Lake Fjergen, they 
met a young couple on skis who were staying at a little fishing hut on the shore of the lake. They 
took Sgt Walmsley and F/Sgt Colgan into the hut, fed them, allowed them to have a long sleep and 
dried the airmen's soaking clothes and boots. After sleeping for about twelve hours and with dry 
clothes to wear, the airmen were ready for the next part of their journey. The young Norwegian 
couple set off ahead of them on skis to make tracks that they could follow, making for Lake 
Hallsjøen. Before parting company with the Norwegian couple the airmen gave them the 
remainder of their survival money. 
Having been assured by the Norwegians that there were no Germans in the area, Sgt Walmsley and 
F/Sgt Colgan proceeded to cross the frozen lake. Before they reached the other side they were met 
by a Swedish Army Patrol who took them to their mountain hut and gave them plenty to eat and 
drink. 
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After being taken to the Swedish military authorities at Storlien for questioning they were put on a 
train taking them to a Swedish Internment Camp at Falun. On the train they found themselves 
sharing a carriage with Sgt Blanchett and Sgt Wilson, two of the crew from the 35 Squadron aircraft 
W1048 TL-S which had crashed on Lake Hoklingen after bombing Tirpitz on the same night that 
Sgt Walmsley and F/Sgt Colgan had been shot down. 
On their arrival at the Internment Camp they were delighted to be reunited with their pilot, WC 
Bennett and wireless operator, Sgt Forbes. 
Four weeks after leaving Scotland on the attack against Tirpitz, Sgt Walmsley was returned to the 
UK. F/Sgt Colgan was returned to the UK over a year after being shot down. 

 
 
W/C Bennett and Sgt Forbes landed somewhere in Flornesvollen. W/C Bennett's parachute had 
time to only partially open during his jump as he was only 200 feet or so from the ground when he 
left the aircraft. However, it was enough to slow his descent and combined with landing in deep 
snow, he survived the ordeal. He shortly met up with Sgt Forbes who had landed nearby and they 
set off heading east. Concerned that the Germans might be using tracker dogs to find them they 
waded across a stream in the hop that it might put any following dogs off their scent. They came to 
a railway station at Guda, and just to the east of the station they could see a bridge over the river. 
They also spotted a German sentry post, possibly two, which ruled out their chances of crossing the 
river at this point. Continuing on they found a house on a hill not too far from the station, and 
being very tired by now they entered a shed beside the house in order to rest. Unable to sleep due 
to the cold they decided to continue their journey and set off uphill towards the mountains in the 
direction of Sweden. 
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A little sunshine the following day failed to warm the air much at that altitude, and they carried on 
walking until the evening when they came upon a farm, Bjørnås in Torsbjørkdalen. Exhausted and 
hungry the airmen knocked on the door of the farmhouse. Once it was established that the airmen 
were genuine, and not Germans trying to trick the Norwegians, they were invited in, given food 
and somewhere to sleep for the night. 
The next morning they were escorted by a Norwegian to the highest farm up the valley, 
Mannsæterbakken, arriving in the evening. The family from Bjørnås had sent word asking the 
people here to assist the airmen to Sweden. They were given food and beds for the night. Very 
early the next morning the Norwegian farmer set off on his skis with the airmen on foot, heading 
for the Swedish border. They travelled towards Vattendalen and then to Litlefjell, Gilsåfjellet, 
towards Hårradålen and the south side of Storeklukken. From here the Swedish border could be 
seen and after giving W/C Bennett and Sgt Forbes a piece of paper that he had drawn the route to 
the border on he left them and returned to his farm. 
W/C Bennett and Sgt Forbes walked over the border into Sweden and carried on for a further five 
miles until they came to Storvallen where they gave themselves up to the Swedish Army. The next 
day they were taken to the village of Storlien and handed over to an Air Force officer who escorted 
them on the train to the Falun Internment Camp. 
Two weeks later, W/C Bennett was on his way back to the UK. Sgt Forbes was returned to the UK 
over a year later. See Clive Robert Sydney FORBES’ signature on 29 September 1942 and John 
COLGAN’s signature on 23 September 1942. 
Don Bennett describes this Norwegian mission in detail in his book Pathfinder: Wartime Memoirs, 
Frederick Muller Ltd, London, 1958, pp. 141-160, which includes: 
“On arrival at Leuchars I looked round at the station which I had last seen on 6th October 1938 
when I set off in Mercury to South Africa. I immediately hitched a ride in an Anson down to 
Leeming, where I rushed round to greet my wife and children. The intelligence boys were furious 
that I had not reported immediately to London to be interrogated. I could not have cared less. 
From the day I was shot down till the day of my return was just one month.” 
917. Oddvar BJÖRKLUND AKA Sverre GRANLUND. Signed 24 May 1942. Stockholm. 

065 
DOB 12.9.1918. Sägarb. 
He also signed this book on 18 April 1942 as Sverre GRANLUND. 
He is included in the index to SOE file HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

 
918. Thomas Stearns ELIOT. Signed (twice, on different pages) 24 May 1942. 24 Russell 
Square, WC1. 

065 
DOB 26.9.1888. Editör. 
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In his and Judith Black’s Swedish Reflections, Beowulf to Bergman, Arcadia, 2003, Jim Potts, current 
2012 British Council Director, said, “The British Council opened in Sweden on 17 December 1941, 
although British Council programmes had been organised in the country as early as 1939 (essay 
competitions in schools, with the prize being a visit to the UK, following a visit by the Secretary of 
the Council´s Students’ Committee in January-February 1939), there had also been influential 
English Language Teaching Summer Schools held in Sigtuna. During the War the British Council 
organised a lecture tour by T.S Eliot (in 1942) which was judged a great success. He gave talks on 
“Poetry, Speech and Music” and on “Poetry in the Theatre”, which received exceptional publicity 
and detailed coverage in the Swedish Press. This anthology marks the 60th Anniversary of T S 
Eliot’s British Council tour of Sweden, and was conceived to celebrate the 60th Anniversary of 
British Council projects and full operational activity in Sweden. In September 1941 the Chairman of 
the Council’s Executive Committee reported in the minutes that “H.M. Legation at Stockholm had 
urged the Council to appoint a representative in Sweden to organise Council activities there. The 
Foreign Office were strongly in favour of expanding the Council’s work in Sweden”. Modest 
expenditure was approved by the Treasury which would “allow it to be taken from savings in the 
Balkans and Finland” (following the dramatic changes in Eastern Europe after 1989/1990, funding 
priorities in the region shifted in favour of the Baltic States, Central and Eastern Europe and 
beyond.) An influential exhibition of Modern British Watercolours (“Nutida Engelsk Akvarellkunst”) 
at the Swedish National Museum in 1943 and other centres like Gothenburg (total attendance was 
12,600) was probably as close as the Council ever came to “cultural propaganda” . The opening at 
Stockholm was attended by T.R.H the Crown Prince and Crown Princess of Sweden and Prince 
Eugen. Political propaganda during the War was the responsibility of the Ministry of Information. 
The Council did organise window displays on the social services, hostels for factory workers, 
community centres, modern developments in British schools, British provincial towns, the historical 
development of the English book, the English theatre and other subjects. Other activities in the 
forties included lecture tours by Sir Howard Florey, Sir Lawrence Bragg (whose “unusual ability to 
interpret science to laymen made him a most popular visiting lecturer”), Dr Malcolm Sargent (who 
also conducted concerts), Sir Kenneth Clark, Erik Linklater, J B Priestley as well as T S Eliot. The 
Council was almost the only means of cultural contact between Britain and Sweden during the war 
and “difficulties of transport from September 1943 onwards did not prevent its work from 
increasing rapidly, for Swedes now know better what the Council can do for them, partly by reason 
of the publicity its activities have received in the Press, and partly on account of the distribution of 
16,000 copies of a brochure in Swedish describing the work of the Council in Sweden. Expansion 
has been noteworthy in the Anglophile Societies, in English teaching, in the publication of English 
books in Sweden, and in the distribution of periodicals….If the increase in the Anglophile Societies 
is a symptom of Swedish sentiment, the expansion of English teaching is not less so. A Gallup poll 
taken during the year showed that 17 per cent of the Swedish public can read English, while only 
16 per cent can read German, and the figure for English is far greater among those under forty.” 
(BC Annual Report 1943/44). Courses in English literature, music, history, geography and language 
were given at the Council’s offices in Stockholm, as well as popular English language circles for 
young people. A monthly periodical called Things English was produced by the Council for 
secondary schools and for younger students of English. Six thousand copies were sent out (and 
2,500 annual subscriptions were quickly taken out ; by 1944/45 there were initially 7,374 annual 
subscribers, with 54,700 copies sold during the year). Council staff contributed to School Radio 
English programmes and “M R Snodin did film teaching, using Pygmalion and Good-bye Mr Chips, 
in the Stockholm, Uppsala, Gothenburg and Skåne areas, and had about 10,000 attendances.” It is 
interesting to speculate that the tours by T S Eliot and Sir Howard Florey may have helped to 
reinforce their claims to their respective Nobel Prizes. Eliot was back in Stockholm in 1948 to 
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receive the Nobel Prize for Literature, “for his outstanding, pioneer contribution to present-day 
poetry”. Whatever the impact of these tours by distinguished visitors, the English language 
teaching contribution by resident lecturers like F A L Charlesworth, Albert Read and M R Snodin 
clearly had a major impact on the development of English Language teaching in Sweden after the 
war, both at the elementary and secondary school level, as well as in adult education (WEA/ABF), 
Folkuniversitet and University level, and through the formation of Anglophile societies all over the 
country. The Sigtuna Summer Schools seem to have made a huge impact (there were 8 courses in 
1944 alone, and they were visited by the Swedish Foreign Minister on the closing days). Swedish 
firms donated a number of scholarships to be awarded. In 1944 there were 638 applicants for 
places; participants were taught by a British and Swedish staff of 69! The British Council’s first office 
was at Birger Jarlsgatan. The first Director, or Representative (1941-1944), was the poet Ronald 
Bottrall (much praised by F R Leavis and T S Eliot) . He was followed by Professor Michael Roberts, a 
History Professor, and then by Brigadier H C Travell Stronge, CBE, DSO, MC. Early Assistant 
Representatives included Dr Arthur King, D J Gillan and R Washbourn. More recent Directors have 
included Dr Patrick Spaven, Dr Sean Lewis, John Day and Raymond Adlam. The Council’s focus has 
changed over the course of 60 years. English Language Teacher-Training and Joint Research 
programmes have virtually disappeared, as links are now largely self-sustaining. The Arts and 
Cultural Relations projects remain an important area of activity; the focus has moved at times 
towards areas like cultural and public diplomacy and collaboration with The Embassy and other 
partners in the Creative Industries (eg The British Design Season in 2001, Scotland in Sweden in 
2002), to reaching a wider, younger public and aspiring young professionals, and to the 
development of projects in partnership with Swedish groups and organisations, in a spirit of 
“mutuality”. Creating a dialogue between the countries, and the creation of wider European 
networks is a priority, as well as the sharing of best practice eg in public and social policy, 
combating intolerance, science and technology. In 1986 the Council was involved in a significant 3 
day seminar on “Multiculturalism in Britain and Sweden” in partnership with the Swedish Academy 
(UK writers included Salman Rushdie, Kazuo Ishiguru and Grace Nichols. ) . Cultural diversity 
remains a significant focus, one example being the 2002 Intercult project called “Trans//Fusion”. 
Information work has changed in line with developments in electronic communication. With trends 
towards increased use of the Internet, towards Study Abroad (between 3,600 and 4,250 young 
Swedes study in UK Higher Education and Further Education institutions) and greater ease of travel 
(not least by means of the Channel Tunnel and the Öresund Bridge and tunnel), the Council is well-
placed to develop new models of cultural relations to reflect these changes in society and diverse 
groups’ instant information needs. Whatever projects we undertake in future, whatever the 
thematic or regional focus, such as Scotland in Sweden , or a focus on the Öresund or 
Gotheburg/Västra Götaland regions, we shall be concerned with the better measurement of 
impact. Not that it was lacking in the past. In 1945, for instance, articles in the Swedish press based 
on Council material amounted to 3,568 column inches (circulation 3,394,142) and references to the 
Council’s activities to 12,243 column inches (circulation 11,211,914). Press space connected with the 
Council totalled 15,927 column inches (circulation 15,559,740). Whilst our impact was being 
measured even in the early days, it is a pity that we cannot now go back and measure the 
effectiveness of all past events, like the impact of T S Eliot’s 1942 lecture tour on the development 
of Modernism in Swedish Literature, or the impact of the Sigtuna Summer Schools on the 
successful spread of the English language schools and business ,or the full impact of Council 
lecturers on the teaching of English in adult education. As the current British Council Director, I 
look forward to continuing this conversation, this mutually-rewarding tradition of dialogue and 
exchange, and I am confident that we will be able to demonstrate and measure the impact of our 
future projects and partnerships. I have faith that the Council did play an important role in 
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spreading the teaching of English in Sweden after World War II, even if we can’t take credit for the 
astonishing levels of fluency achieved by Swedes today!” 
919. Svein Arnold GITLESEN. Signed 24 May 1942. Gothenburg, Sweden. 

066 
DOB 3.5.1915. Maskinist. 
From http://www.myheritage.no/person-5000028_125362341_125362341/svein-arnold-
gitlesen?show=events: 
Date of Birth: 3 May 1915, Oslo. 
Date of Death: 2 September 1991 (aged 76), Oslo. 
Baptised: 27 May 1915, Froner Parish, Oslo. 
Occupation: Chief in foreign trade. 
Married: Sofie Amalie “Nenna” Langenberg on 13 September 1941 in Gothenburg. She was born on 
8 April 1916 in Anatuya, Argentina and died in 1999 in Bærum. 
Daughter: Nenna Gitlesen born on 20 November 1946 in Stavanger. She died on 12 January 1992 
(aged 45). 
No further trace found. 
920. Odd NILSEN (27 April 1918 – 21 November 1943). Signed 24 May 1942. Levanger 
Norway. 

066 
DOB 27.4.1918. Student. 
He has an SOE file, reference HS 9/1104/1, in TNA. From his SOE file: 

 

http://www.myheritage.no/person-5000028_125362341_125362341/svein-arnold-gitlesen?show=events
http://www.myheritage.no/person-5000028_125362341_125362341/svein-arnold-gitlesen?show=events
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He is included in the 57 names celebrated in The Linge Company Roll of Honour 1941 – 1945, 
Welbecson Press Limited, London, 1945, the foreword of which says, “This book is a tribute 
compiled the British officers who have been proud to work with and for the Linge Company. The 
Norwegian High Command and Ministry of Defence have shared in its publication.” 
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Though successful, the sinking of the Nordfahrt had no significant effect on the ore supply to 
Germany. Lt. Deinboll249, by now a veteran, was given a new task: to destroy the machinery 
powering the lifts in the more important mine-shafts or, alternatively, attack the railroad again. 
Arne Hægstad, Pål Skjærpe, Torfinn Bjørnås, Aasmund Wisløf, Leif Brønn and Odd Nilsen, as 
second-in-command, comprised the Linge group that was dropped by parachute on October 10th. 
From their refuge in a primitive cabin, reconnaissance showed them that the Germans fully 
expected new attacks: extra barbed-wire, flood-lighting and anti-personnel mines revealed this 
clearly. Deinboll decided to go for the alternative – nine of the fourteen locomotives plying 
between the various stations. The complicated attack took place in the early hours of October 31 – 
with impressive results: 5 locomotives destroyed, 1 locomotive damaged so much that it had to be 
sent to Oslo for repairs, freight-cars and a bogey destroyed, and several buildings damaged. 
Deinboll was not satisfied; one important locomotive remained capable of maintaining the ore 
transport. He decided to attempt to destroy this and another locomotive at the same time. The 
action was set for November 17. As Odd Nilsen was fixing an electric charge to a rail, it exploded – 

                                                 
249 Signed this book using the alias Ingvald KVAM on 18 March 1943 
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killing him instantly. Deinboll called off the action but Bjørnås, unaware of the accident, destroyed 
his target as planned. The group had hoped to remain in the district to make a further attack. 
However, the intense German attempts to find them, during which they captured Pål Skjærpe, ruled 
out this possibility and the four remaining saboteurs made their way back to England. 

 
921. Arne CHRISTIANSEN. Signed 24 May 1942. Oslo. 

066 
DOB 13.10.1919. Kont. 
In an email dated 3 January 2014 to Trevor Baker, Geoff Ward said he was also known as Arnfinn 
Karlsen. 
Lark was the code word for the group that was sent from the United Kingdom to Trondheim, 
Norway as part of the preparations for a possible allied invasion of Norway. Lark developed into 
the main organisation for the Special Operations Executive in Trøndelag, and became the effective 
leadership of Milorg in the region. The background for Lark was the allied plan of a possible allied 
invasion in Norway, seeking to split Norway in half around Nord-Trøndelag and southern 
Nordland, and thus isolate the German troops in the north (Operation Jupiter). 
Lark started its operations in Trøndelag on 10 February 1942, when Odd Sørli and Arthur Pevik 
came to Trondheim from the UK. The group's mission was to start training men in weapons and 
guerrilla tactics. Lark had been reinforced by Evald Hansen, Herluf Nygaard, Olav Krause 
Sættem250 and Arne Christiansen by April 1942, while Pevik went to London where he wrote an 
extensive report to Major Malcolm Munthe. Sættem, Christiansen, Hansen and Sørli went to 
Stockholm later the same year. 
During this time, Lark was mainly occupied with a plan to sink the German battleship Tirpitz, which 
at the time was situated in the Trondheimsfjord. Nygaard and Hansen were captured and tortured 
in December 1942, and Nygaard later escaped while Hansen died at Falstad. 
Lark was reinforced by Erik Gjems-Onstad, Johnny Pevik251 and Nils Uhlin Hansen252 in March 
1943. 
With the Allied invasion of Sicily in July 1943, it became clear that Norway would not be the scene 
of at least the primary allied invasion into Europe. Lark continued to organise Milorg-groups and 
planned offensives against Nazi collaborators. 
He is listed in SOE file HS 8/979_980 as a member of Party 26M with the symbol M.6: 

                                                 
250 Signed this book on 11 September 1942 
251 Signed this book on 10 May 1942 
252 Signed this book on 16 June 1942 
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From the above list, the following have signed this book: 
Knut Anders HAUKELID on 7 November 1941 
Gregers Winther Wulfsberg GRAM on 24 May 1943 
From a document entitled Possible R.T.Us dated 18 August 1943 in SOE file HS 9/974/5 Einar 
MADSEN: 

 

 
922. Lars Sveen SØRENSEN. Signed 24 May 1942. Tromsø Norway. 

066 
DOB 8.1.1918. Smed. 
Listed in Little Norway. No further trace can be found. 
923. Guthorm KAVLI. Signed 24 May 1942. Trondheim Norway. 

066 
DOB 15.5.1917. Arkitekt. 
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Guthorm Kavli (1917–1995) was a Norwegian architect and writer. He was born in Trondheim, and 
took the dr.techn. degree at the Norwegian Institute of Technology in 1967. His doctoral thesis was 
Trønderske trepaleer, and important books include Norwegian Architecture, Past and Present (1958), 
Norges festninger: fra Fredriksten til Vardøhus (1987) and 25 år på kongens slott (1992). The latter 
book was written in light of his position from 1962 to 1987 as administrator at the Royal Palace, 
Oslo. 
924. Konrad Anker HENNUM (15 December 1912 – 10 November 1942). Signed 24 May 
1942. Sandefjord Norway. 

066 
DOB 15.12.1912. Telegr. 
His records are in the Special Operations Executive personnel files in TNA under reference HS 
9/695/5. These files were marked closed until 1 January 2024 but Bob Pearson obtained a death 
certificate and was able to examine the file on 22 June 2013. From his SOE file: 

 

 
He was in SN Section SOE (Kompani Linge). He escaped to England in the spring of 1942. He was 
lost on a boat that sank on a mission from Shetland to Norway. See Våre Falne 1939-1945 Vol 2 p 
285. He is included in the 57 names celebrated in The Linge Company Roll of Honour 1941 – 1945, 
Welbecson Press Limited, London, 1945, the foreword of which says, “This book is a tribute 
compiled the British officers who have been proud to work with and for the Linge Company. The 
Norwegian High Command and Ministry of Defence have shared in its publication.” 
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According to HS 7/174/6 Norwegian Section History, he was a member of Operation Marshfield: 

 
925. Erling EVENSEN. Signed 24 May 1942. Oslo Norway. 

066 
DOB 20.11.1909. Sjörman. 
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DOB confirmed with the Norwegian Digital Archives. He was born in Christiania. No further trace 
found. 
926. Johan Lyder von TANGEN. Signed 24 May 1942. Byafossen Norway. 

066 
DOB 20.2.1915. Sägv.arb. 
Listed in Little Norway. No further trace found. 
However, he is included in the index to SOE file reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - 
Oct 42: 

 
From HS17 Scandinavian Index: 

 
Walter Olsen TANGEN (DOB 27.10.1915) has an SOE file, reference HS 9/1441/3, in TNA which is 
closed until 1 January 2031. 
927. Thorleif RASMUSSEN. Signed 24 May 1942. Namsos Norway. 

066 
DOB 14.9.1916. Säg.arb. 
Listed in Little Norway. No further trace found. 
928. Arne BERG. Signed 24 May 1942. Sumner Norway. 

066 
DOB 15.1.1919. Ing. 
Of the 265 people named Arne Berg in the Norwegian Digital Archives, only one was born in 1919, 
but the exact date is not stated, nor is the place of birth. He married Edith Agnethe Pedersen on 24 
January 1948. No further trace found. 
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929. Thomas Stearns ELIOT. Signed (twice, on different pages) 24 May 1942. 24 Russell 
Square, WC1. 

066 
See above. 
930. Arne CHRISTIANSEN. Signed 24 May 1942. Oslo. 

066 
Another person with this name also signed this book (above) on 24 May 1940: 

 
931. Arne BERG. Signed 24 May 1942. Lunner. 

066 
The Bromma departure list for 24 May 1942 lists only one person named Arne Berg, so why did he 
sign twice (like T S Eliot and Arne Chistiansen)? 
932. Johannes SELAND. Signed 27 May 1942. Farsund. 

066 
Johannes Seland (14 September 1912 - 31 December 1999) was a Norwegian politician for the 
Liberal Party. He served as a deputy representative to the Norwegian Parliament from Vest-Agder 
during the term 1954–1957. He was also the editor-in-chief of Fædrelandsvennen as well as mayor 
of Flekkefjord. He was involved in the resistance movement with his brother Gudmund Seland. 
From http://snl.no/.nbl_biografi/Johannes_Seland/utdypning (translated by Google): 
Press Man. Parents: Editor Ingvar Seland (1876-1954) and Bertha Helene Haugland (1884-1916). 
Married in 1937 with Solveig Abrahamsen (17.12.1910-24.6.2002), daughter of master Nicolay 
Abrahamsen (1880-1959) and Sophie Andersen (1885-1957). Brother Son by Hans Seland (1867-
1949). Seland was a journalist and editor for Fædrelandsvennen in Kristiansand from 1946 to 1979. 
During World War II he was involved in intelligence work and had to flee to London 1942. There, he 
was an editor of Free Norway. Seland said that he was predestined to become a journalist, since his 
father was known pressure man and editor of the newspaper Agder Flekkefjord for more than 50 
years. He had his first article published in his father's newspaper 15 years old. There he also trained 
as a typographer and worked as a journalist from 1931 to 1933, before he was graduated from 
high school at a private college in Flekkefjord 1933. The following year he took the student course 
at Treider Business School in Oslo. Also his brother Gudmund was a famous man pressure as editor 
and owner of Agder. Seland grew up in a strongly religious home and got temperance movement 

http://snl.no/.nbl_biografi/Johannes_Seland/utdypning
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and language cause into the breast milk. He was politically active in the Liberal Party and was 
deputy to the parliament from 1954 to 1957 and mayor of Kristiansand in several periods. Only 22 
years old, Seland editor of the fledgling newspaper Vest-Agder Farsund 1934. He continued until 
June 1940, when he refused to be subordinate to the German occupying power's pressure regime. 
He played a key role in intelligence group Cheese and feed the British intelligence service with 
important material in the period 1941-1942. In 1942, he had to flee to Britain via Sweden after two 
of the group's members were shot by the Germans. Seland was secretary of the Government 
Information Office in London from 1942 to 1945 and held several hundred talks about Norway and 
the Norwegian case. He was also editor of the free Norway from 1943 to 1945 and chairman of the 
exile organization Norwegian Union of Journalists from 1944 to 1945. By war's end was Seland 
enrolled in the Norwegian army with the rank of captain and made available as an information 
officer for District Command South. He was NTB correspondent in London from 1945 to 1946. 1946 
Seland turned back to Norway to take over as editor of Fædrelandsvennen, a position he held until 
he retired in 1979. In 1972, he experienced his most dramatic period as editor, when newspaper 
Fædrelandsvennen house was destroyed by a cracking reaction and fire, by a young apprentice 
typographer in business. The house was later rebuilt. Seland was known for its international 
commitments and was active in the Norwegian Defence Association from 1948 to 1951, Nordic 
Association from 1954 to 1959 and United Nations Association from 1961 to 1965. He was 
Norwegian envoy to the UN General Assembly in 1957. Seland was deputy director of the 
Norwegian Press Association in 1947 and 1952 and a member of the board of Norwegian Editors' 
Association from 1955 to 1970. Seland was the author of several books on local history and 
business, including the 100th Annual Report to Fædrelandsvennen 1975. His most famous book is a 
biography of the historian Macody Lund, published 1971. He continued to write in 
Fædrelandsvennen after he retired, and his articles about people and relationships in the region 
was very popular. 
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From egde, Nr. 2 -2011 – 35, p 39: 
Kristiansandsklubben i London 1943–45 

 
Det ble holdt flere uformelle sammenkomster med sørlendinger også før Kristiansandsklubben ble 
stiftet. Her ser vi Johan Julius Helvig (Lista), Johs. Seland (Farsund) og Odd Starheim i London 
høsten 1942. Starheim omkom senere under et kapringsforsøk på rutebåten Tromøsund i 1943. 
933. Fritz JOHANSEN. Signed 27 May 1942. Fredrikstad 

066 
The Norwegian Digital Archives show two possibilities: 

 

 
No trace found. 
One PAGE misbound. After 27 May 1942, no year is added to the dates on the next page and 
1941 is given as part of the date for the following two pages, the second of which starts half-way 
down at 30 May 1942 and continues thereafter without a break in the dates. It seems that only one 
page has been misbound, presumably after coming loose. 
START of the signatures on the misbound page (two sides). 
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934. Kazimierz GRZEMSKI. Signed 1941? 

067 
The Bromma departure list for 6 March 1944 lists him with an occupation of bagare baker and DOB 
of 5.6.1923. No trace found. 
935. Captain [later Rear Admiral] Carel Johan Baron van ASBECK (5 February 1891 – 5 
November 1962). Signed 14 August 1941. Netherlands Naval HQ, London. 

067 
He was Commander of Koninklijk Instituut der Marine. 

1937, Dutch Institute of Military History 
936. Edward James BRUCE, 10th Earl of Elgin, 14th Earl of Kincardine KT, CMG, TD, JP (9 
June 1881 – 27 November 1968). Signed 17 August 1941. Broomhall, Dunfermline, Fife. 

067 
Assistant Private Secretary to the Secretary State for the Colonies. From 1938 until his death at the 
age of 87 in 1968, he was honorary colonel of the Elgin Regiment (Royal Canadian Armoured 
Corps). 
From http://www.tutorgigpedia.com/ed/Edward_Bruce%2C_10th_Earl_of_Elgin: 
On 5 January 1921, he married Katherine Elizabeth Cochrane, daughter of Thomas Cochrane, 1st 
Baron Cochrane of Cults. In 1938 Katherine, Countess of Elgin, was appointed Dame Commander of 
the Order of the British Empire (DBE). 
The couple had six children: 
Lady Martha Veronica Bruce (born 7 November 1921) 
Lady Jean Christian Bruce (born 12 January 1923) 
Andrew Bruce, 11th Earl of Elgin (born 17 February 1924) 
Hon. James Michael Edward Bruce (26 August 1927 22 April 2013)  
Lady Alison Margaret Bruce (born 17 October 1931) 
Hon. Edward David Bruce (born 29 February 1936) 

http://www.tutorgigpedia.com/ed/Edward_Bruce%2C_10th_Earl_of_Elgin
http://www.tutorgigpedia.com/ed/Andrew_Bruce%2C_11th_Earl_of_Elgin
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From http://archiveshub.ac.uk/search/summary.html?recid=gb0248-ugc131: 
Lord Elgin was the deputy Chairman of the Fairfield Shipbuilding and Engineering Co. Ltd., Director 
of the Royal Bank of Scotland, Scottish Amicable Life Assurance Society, Scottish Insurance 
Corporation, Scottish building Centre, Further Education and Training Scheme, Ministry of Labour, 
Member of Forth Conservancy Board, and Chairman of Education Endowments Commission (1926-
1936). He was also vice President of the Scottish Council on (Development and Industry), President 
of Empire Exhibition (Scotland) 1938, vice-President of National Trust for Scotland, Chairman of 
Carnagie Trust (1923-1946), Chairman of Fife County Council (1929-38) and honorary president of 
Scottish Council of Social Service. 

 
Walter Stoneman, bromide print, May 1943 © National Portrait Gallery, London. 
From http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/people/mr-edward-bruce/: 
Titles in Lords 
Baron Elgin January 18, 1917 - November 27, 1968 
Earl of Kincardine July 31, 1963 - November 27, 1968 
Earl of Elgin July 31, 1963 - November 27, 1968 
Lord Bruce of Kinloss July 31, 1963 - November 27, 1968 
Lord Bruce of Torry July 31, 1963 - November 27, 1968 
Other Titles 
Earl of Elgin January 18, 1917 - November 27, 1968 
Earl of Kincardine January 18, 1917 - November 27, 1968 
Lord Bruce of Kinloss January 18, 1917 - November 27, 1968 
Lord Bruce of Torry January 18, 1917 - November 27, 1968 
Contributions 
First recorded, on December 9, 1919 BRITISH PRISONERS IN RUSSIA. Lords253 
By year, 8 in total: 1919 1921 1949 
Last recorded, on July 26, 1949 HOUSING (SCOTLAND) BILL Lords254 
                                                 

253 My Lords, on behalf of Lord Montagu of Beaulieu I rise to ask His Majesty's Government: 1. What 
steps are being taken to secure immediate exchange of British prisoners in Russia as against Russian 
prisoners here. 2. Whether any steps can be taken to alleviate the sufferings of British prisoners in Russia 
irrespective of any subsequent arrangements which may be entered into between the two countries. 3. Is 
it a fact that the conditions under which the prisoners are now living are such as to cause serious danger 
to their lives and health, and that seven women are living with 200 male prisoners without any provision 
for privacy. 
254 The case for this Amendment has been ably, fully and emphatically put by my two noble friends who 
have spoken, but perhaps may add a few words to supplement it and to reinforce the point which was so 
well brought out by the noble Earl, Lord Selkirk, when he asked who was going to suffer if this 

http://archiveshub.ac.uk/search/summary.html?recid=gb0248-ugc131
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/people/mr-edward-bruce/
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/lords/1919/dec/09/british-prisoners-in-russia%23S5LV0037P0_19191209_HOL_258
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/people/mr-edward-bruce/1919
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/people/mr-edward-bruce/1921
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/people/mr-edward-bruce/1949
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/lords/1949/jul/26/housing-scotland-bill%23S5LV0164P0_19490726_HOL_229
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937. Helge LINDBERG. Signed 18 August 1941. Ministry of Information. 

067 
DOB 6.11.1898. ? svensk. 
His first name was misspelt by the Bromma passport control officer as Hetje. No online trace can be 
found. 
He is mentioned in Peter Tennant’s Touchlines of War, p.157-8: 
“In addition to Ryttmästare Frank Martin a retired cavalry captain who was a freelance writer and an 
unusually well-informed and witty purveyor of political gossip, the police arrested Malcolm 
Lilliehöök director of the Royal Automobile Club who had not been at the dinner in the cellar 
restaurant Gyldene Freden on 24 April 1941 with Victor Mallet, Joe Parrott and Mr Sterling, the 
American Minister, stripped him to the buff and locked him in a cell. They also arrested the 

                                                 
compromise were not accepted. It is the key men in agriculture who are going to suffer. As the noble Earl 
pointed out, it is admitted by three specific bodies who have inquired into the question that some tied 
cottages are required for agriculture. For whom are those houses required? They are required for the key 
men—the grieves, the herdsmen, the shepherds and those who must be on the spot to look after the 
place and in case of emergency. It is impossible for a herdsman to live away from the farm, because he 
can never tell when a case of illness may arise or when a cow may calve and help may be required. 
Similarly, other stockmen must be near their posts. For that reason it must be admitted that some tied 
houses are required. If so, why should those workers who are to live in these tied houses not be entitled 
to have the best house that they can get. Why should the Government refuse to give aid and assistance 
for the reconditioning of houses to bring them up to proper standards? A third point which I think has 
not been brought out to-day is that in Scotland most farms have a certain number of houses which are 
fairly good houses but are not up to modern requirements. By the judicious expenditure of a little 
money, those houses can he brought up to modern standards. May I give your Lordships an illustration 
from the work done by the County Council of Fife in the period when the Housing (Rural Workers) Act 
was in force? During that period, which ended on June 30, 1945, 2,856 houses for agricultural workers in 
the County of Fife were reconditioned on a grant from the State at a cost of approximately £100 each, 
making a total cost of £278,452. Of those houses, 235 were owner-occupied, and they received a grant of 
£22,000 odd, leaving 2,621 houses for which the landlord received the grant and supplemented the 
reconditioning, the grant in those cases amounting to £255,604. I have given the Committee those 
figures because I feel that, taken as they are from the records of work in a progressive county in 
Scotland, they show that the position is appreciated by the local authorities. They also indicate clearly 
that a determination is shown by the local authority in question to undertake the responsibility which is 
thrown upon them. The net result is that at the cost of some £100 per house to the Exchequer, or to the 
rates, over 2,800 houses were reconditioned in that county. That was work well worth doing. But it has 
now entirely stopped as the result of the action of the Government. The only possibility for future 
improvement lies in the grant available for the building of new houses. But why should a new house be 
built at large expense when there is already on a farm a house which, with moderate expenditure, could 
be put into good repair and brought up to date? It is for those reasons that I would add any weight I can 
to the Amendment proposed by the noble Earl, Lord Selkirk, and I hope that the Government, if they are 
really sincere in their declaration and intention—the Secretary of State and others responsible have 
declared over and over again that they wish to do something for the housing of agricultural workers—
will take this compromise Amendment into careful and sympathetic consideration. 
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journalist Helge Lindberg of Sergerstedt’s paper Göteborgs Handels- och Sjöfartstidning, who was 
so shocked he committed suicide on 10 November 1941.” 
938. Kaare NERDRUM. Signed 18 August 1941. Norwegian Legation. 

067 
DOB 13.2.1908. sekr. Norsk. 
He died on 15 March 1991. 
The LG, 14 April 1944 lists him as a member of the Norwegian Government-in-exile in London 
under the direction of the Minister of Finance with effect from 6 April 1941. 

 
worldvitalrecords.com 
939. Thomas LØVOLD. Signed 18 August 1941. Norwegian Legation. 

067 
DOB 4.11.1906. ? Norsk. 
The LG, 14 April 1944 lists him as a member of the Norwegian Government-in-exile in London 
under the direction of the Minister of Finance with effect from 6 April 1941. 
From http://runeberg.org/hvemerhvem/1973/0364.html: 

 

http://runeberg.org/hvemerhvem/1973/0364.html
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940. Gunnar FOUGNER. Signed 18 August 1941. Norwegian Legation. 

067 
DOB 5.1.1911. arb? Norsk. 
Born 5 January1911 in Lillehammer. Died 20 October 1995. 
He was a Norwegian architect. Among his works is the design of the Munch Museum in Oslo, 
together with Einar Myklebust. Another major work is the Institute of Odontology in Bergen. 
According to http://www.warsailors.com/shetlandbus/boatst.html, M/B Traust left Utvær in Solund 
in the middle of July 1940 with two people, Gunnar Fougner and Ruben Larsen, who belonged to a 
sabotage group that had been shipped in from Shetland by Mons Storemark shortly before. After 
having landed the two passengers in Shetland the following day, Traust returned to Norway, and 
later made three more voyages to Shetland carrying passengers sent by the Årstad-Brun Group in 
Bergen. He has an SOE file, reference HS 9/532/6, in TNA which states that he was also known as 
FJELTJSET. 
941. Henryk SOKOLNICKI (1891-1981). Signed 18 August 1941. Polish Embassy, London. 

067 
DOB 19.1.1891. minister. Polsk. 
He was Polish Ambassador to Russia from 1932 to 1933. He was the Chargé d'Affaires a.i. in the 
Polish Government-in-exile in London in 1942. 
942. Gustaf Herman LÖNNBERG MBE. Signed 18 August 1941. RAF London. 

067 
DOB 12.7.1911. ing. Svensk. 
From http://surfcity.kund.dalnet.se/swedish_aviators/lonnberg.htm: 
Gustaf Lönnberg got his flight education in England before the war. After he finished his education, 
he returned to Sweden and worked for a couple of years as a pilot on target-tugs at Bromma 
Airport. In 1941, he returned to England and became a test pilot at RAF’s workshops in northern 
England. He was later stationed in a fighter unit. Lönnberg was shot down on 30 May 1942 over 
Sicily when he flew a Wellington bomber (‘Q’) equipped with torpedoes. He became a prisoner of 
war but managed to escape and return to England. From the autumn of 1943 to February 1946, he 
served in Transport Command flying Liberators, Skymasters and Avro Yorks between England and 
China. During the war, he flew almost 5,000 hours on 119 different types (around 70 of them as a 
test pilot). Sources: Torpedflyget anfaller - Gustaf H. Lönnberg, 1946; Flyg Nr 8, 1946. 
From http://forum.skalman.nu/viewtopic.php?f=6&t=535&start=90: 
Stockholm Gazette, 1 April 1947 
Tapper flyghjälte får krångel-åtal 

http://www.warsailors.com/shetlandbus/boatst.html
http://surfcity.kund.dalnet.se/swedish_aviators/lonnberg.htm
http://forum.skalman.nu/viewtopic.php?f=6&t=535&start=90
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En trettiofemårig svensk flygare Gustaf Herman Lönnberg, som under hela kriget deltog som 
frivillig pilot i RAF och bl.a. var med i striderna över Gibraltar innan han nedsköts vid Sicilien och 
blev krigsfånge, har blivit huvudpersonen i ett märkligt krångelmål, som handlagts inte mindre än 
åtta gånger vid Roslagens flygflottiljs krigsrätt. Åtalet gäller att Lönnberg under krigsåren underlåtit 
lämna adressanmälan. 
Efter det Lönnberg blivit tillfångatagen vid Sicilien hölls han som krigsfånge i Italien [...]. Målet har 
handlagts inte mindre än åtta gånger inför krigsrätt vid Roslagens flygflottilj - det skulle för nionde 
gången ha förekommit i lördags men det blev nytt uppskov igen. Svenska generalkonsulatet i 
London, UD och flygstaben, engelska beskickningen i Stockholm, mängder av högre brittiska och 
svenska officerare har i en diger skriftväxling under krigsåren sysslat med denne oförvägne flygare, 
som är åtskilligt förvånad över allt trasslet kring hans person. Han anser bara att han gjort sin plikt 
som frivillig på de allierade sida. 
Translated by Babylon: 
Swedish aviator Gustaf Herman Lönnberg, who, during the whole war took part as a voluntary pilot 
in RAF and, in particular, was in the battle of Gibraltar before he was shot down in Sicily and 
became a prisoner of war, has become the protagonist in a strange krångelmål, which dealt with 
not less than eight times at Roslagen flygflottiljs martial law. The prosecution of Lönnberg 
adressanmälan leave during the war years has failed. 
After the Lönnberg become hostage in Sicily he was held as a prisoner of war in Italy ( ... ). The 
objective has been dealt with not less than eight times by a court martial at Roslagen flygflottilj - it 
would have been for the ninth time on Saturday but it was new suspension again. Swedish 
consulate general in London, UD and air force headquarters, English mission in Stockholm, a 
number of higher British and Swedish officers in a heavy exchange of letters during the war years 
have been involved with him oförvägne aviators, which is considerably surprised all jam around his 
person. He just think that he has done his duty as optional on the allies side. 
Stockholm Gazette, 9 August 1947 
Ett nytt flygbolag har bildats i Göteborg och chefpilot är den svenske flygaren Gustaf Herman 
Lönnberg, bekant för sin hjältemodiga insats i RAF:s tjänst under kriget och för sin långvariga och 
bittra kamp mot "Krångel-Sverige" i det militära paragrafväldets skepnad. Vårt bolag har än så 
länge bara en maskin, en kanadensisk C 64 från Noorduyne-Norseman i Montreal, men det blir 
kanske fler vad det lider, säger kapten Lönnberg. 
Translated by Babylon: 
A new airline has been formed in Gothenburg and chief pilot is the Swedish flygaren Gustaf 
Herman Lönnberg, familiar for his heroic efforts in RAF'S service during the war and for his long-
standing and bitter struggle against "Hassle-Sweden" in the military paragrafväldets guise. -Our 
company has so far only a machine, a Canadian C 64 from Noorduyne-Norseman in Montreal, but 
it might be more what they are suffering, says captain Lönnberg. 
943. Erik ENGNES. Signed 18 August 1941. RNAF London. 

067 
DOB 15.7.1910. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
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He is mentioned in Flyg Nr 86, 1939. 
http://www.digitaltmuseum.no/search?query=erik+engnes has these photos of 333 Squadron, 
Leuchars: 

 
FMU.402791, Forsvarets museer 

  
NL.97010154, Norsk Luftfartsmuseum 
Captain Erik Engnes is mentioned several times in Blockade Runners: 
p. 173 
“The following Norwegian pilots served on the Stockholm route during various periods: Reidar 
Biong (who signed this book on 16 September 1941 and 20 October 1941), Arvid Piltingsrud, Jon 
Strandrud, Alf Hiorth (who possibly signed this book on 10 July 1942 and possibly on 3 October 
1943), Erik Engnes, Gunnar Wilhelmsen (who signed this book on 29 October 1941), Thorleif 
Nodeland, Helge Björneby, Peter Bugge, Fridtjov Giörtz, Aage Schaaning, Finn Thorsager, Morten 
Henningsmoen, John Jansen, Lars Bergo, Niels Steen, Martin Hamre and probably more.” 
p. 178-9 
“On midsummer’s eve Jun 23, 1942, at 00:30 am, Captain Erik Engnes emergency landed BOAC’s 
courier plane G-AGDE, Hudson III ‘Loch Leven’, on Gullmarn Ford, while en route from Bromma to 
Leuchars, Scotland. Engnes made a skilled landing on the water after experiencing engine trouble, 
and all on board were saved. The plane sank after three minutes.” A full description of this event is 
provided in Blockade Runners. 
“At 1:38 am, April 4, 1943, Lockheed Lodestar, G-AGEJ ‘Loch Lange’ took off from Bromma Airport 
bound for Scotland. The captain was Erik Engnes. The copilot was Odvar Wenger (who signed this 
book on 20 October 1941) and the radio operator was Harald Pillgram Wilhelmsen. There were five 
Norwegian passengers on board: Elias Svendsen, E Andresen, Per Aas, A Fyrwald and C W 
Hertzberg. At 2:00 pm BOAC announced that the plane had not arrived. G-ACEJ had passed Lysekil 
at 3:13 pm and had since then not been heard from. The weather was excellent, maybe too good; 
the ceiling was 2,500 m, visibility over 50 km. After the war, information had surfaced which 

http://www.digitaltmuseum.no/search?query=erik+engnes
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indicates that the Germans shot down the unarmed courier plane. More detail is provided in 
Blockade Runners. 
944. William Ralph WRIGHT. Signed 18 August 1941. 36 Chain Road, Manchester 9. 

067 
DOB 25.2.1896. ing. British. 
http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=104343262 says he was born in 
Choptank, Maryland, USA. He was married to Helen M Wright (1896 – 1953) and they had a 
daughter, Florence M Wright (1925 – 1988). He died in 1960 and is buried in Cold Spring 
Presbyterian Cemetery, Cape May, New Jersey, USA. No further trace found. 
945. Carl Olaf GISLE. Signed 18 August 1941. 27 Portland Place, London W1. 

067 
DOB 22.9.1900. leg.? Svensk. 
In 1941, he was based in the Swedish Embassy in London. In 1949, he published a lecture entitled 
Argentine-Swedish ties to the early nineteenth century. He was the Swedish envoy in Buenos Aires 
from 1946 to 1948 and in Prague from 1954 to 1959. He is mentioned in a private cypher dated 13 
August 1941 in the SOE file of Gunnar Fougner AKA FJELTJSET AKA SANDAAS: 

 

http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=104343262
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946. Johan Andreas BULL. Signed 18 August 1941. Norway House, London. 

067 
DOB 7.4.1879. komm.kapt. norsk. 
Johan Andreas Bull, born in Oslo in 1879, Norwegian naval officer, brother of Fredrik Rosing Bull. 
Commander 1937, Director of Naval Mine Authority from 1922 to 1940. 
He was internationally recognized for the development of torpedo weapons before World War II 
and for similar work in the UK during the war. 
He was granted a US patent on 22 August 1933 entitled “Torpedo For Launching From A Flying 
Machine” (see http://www.freepatentsonline.com/1923612.pdf ). He died in 1957. 
947. Anders Rasmus FRIHAGEN. Signed 18 August 1941. Norwegian Government, 
London. 

067 
He also signed this book on 20 March 1942. 
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948. Gustaf Emil Ferdinand BOLDT-CHRISTMAS. Signed 18 August 1941. 27 Portland 
Place, London. 

068 

DOB 12.7.1892. komm.kapt. svensk. 
The address he gave is the Residence of the Ambassador of Sweden. He was Swedish Naval 
Attaché in London, 1936-9. 
He is mentioned as “…my pro-British Swedish friend” by Henry Denham in Inside The Nazi Ring, 
Holmes & Meier, New York, 1985, p. 28. 
He wrote Från Clausewitz till Liddell Hart, A Bonnier, Stockholm, 1939. 
See http://www.clausewitz.com/readings/Bassford/CIE/Chapter15.htm for a chapter entitled J.F.C. 
Fuller and Basil Liddell Hart in Christopher Bassford’s book The Reception of Clausewitz in Britain 
and America, 1815-1945. 
949. Magnhild O GRANÅS. Signed 18 August 1941. Norwegian Government. 

068 
DOB 29.12.1917. ? norsk. 
A Google search found this post by “Marilyn Nysted from Grande Prairie, Alberta”: 
“One of my mother's 2nd cousins, Magnhild Granas, married Kristian Nygaardsvold, who was a son 
of John Nygaardsvold, State Minister for Norway during WWII.” 
950. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader and Wing Commander] Albert Leslie 
WOMERSLEY DFC (37439) (24 September1911 – 3 October 1984). Signed 19 August 1941. 
Special Duty List, Air Ministry. 

068 
He also signed this book on 28 August 1938 , 30 November 1940 and 8 July 1961. 
951. Reidar OMANG (1897 – 1964). Signed 23 August 1941. Norwegian Government. 

068 
DOB 26.11.1897. Norsk. 
The LG, 3 April 1942 announced he was on the Official Staff of the Norwegian Government in Exile 
under the direction of the Minister for Foreign Affairs with effect from 2 September 1941. 

http://www.clausewitz.com/readings/Bassford/CIE/Chapter15.htm
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He was a Norwegian historian and librarian. He edited several governmental documents on Norway 
during World War II, including treatises on Norway's relation to Sweden, on the Altmark Incident, 
and on the relation between the government-in-exile and the resistance movement. 
He published the two volume series Norsk utenrikstjeneste from 1955 to 1959. 
From 1961 he served as Head of the Public Record Office (Norwegian: Riksarkivet). He wrote Fritzøe 
family Treschows possession (1935) and Norwegian Foreign (2 vols, 1955-59). Edited by war 
government document collections on Norway during the Second World War: The Government and 
the home front during the war (1948); Norway compared to Sweden during the war from 1940 to 
1945 (3 vols 1947-1950); Altmarksaken 1940 (1953); Norway and Great Powers 1906 -14; Acts 
(1957). 
952. Anthony CARROLL. Signed 23 August 1941. Civil Servant. 

068 
DOB 9.9.1899. eng. 
This might be Sir John Anthony CARROLL (8 January 1899 – 2 May 1974), the British astronomer 
and physicist? His obituary was published in the Quarterly Journal of the Royal Astronomical. 
Society, Vol. 16, p. 100 – 103: 
In 1942, the Admiralty, impressed by some of his work on radar, invited the Professor of Natural 
Philosophy in the University of Aberdeen to become Assistant (to Sir Charles Wright) Director of 
Scientific Research. Carroll stayed at the Admiralty, in a sequence of ascending capacities, until he 
retired in 1964 as Chief Scientist (Royal Navy) and a full member of the Board of Admiralty. The 
Royal Navy's gain was, unfortunately, a severe loss to astronomy to which Carroll had already made 
outstanding contributions. Although he maintained his interest in both theoretical and 
observational astronomy, and in instrument design, and attended meetings whenever he could, his 
duties prevented him from developing the research on which he was engaged in Aberdeen. 
John Anthony Carroll was born on 1899 January 8. In 1916, from the King's School at Chester, he 
won an open scholarship in mathematics and physics at Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge. But the 
exigencies of war prevented him taking up residence; he was instead fortunate to be sent to the 
Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough, where many of the foremost scientists of the day 
(including G. I. Taylor and G. P. Thomson) were working. He there was introduced to applied 
science and experimental methods; and his first papers, published by the Advisory Committee on 
Aeronautics, were written before he became an undergraduate. 
At the end of the war, in 1919 January, he went up to Cambridge, where his record-firsts in Part II 
of both the mathematical tripos (b*), in 1921, and the natural sciences (physics) tripos, in 1922, 
followed by his appointment as an Isaac Newton Student-foreshadowed an astronomical career. As 
a Research Fellow of his college he was able to study for some time under A. Fowler at Imperial 
College, and later to spend nearly two years at the Californian Institute of Technology (with R. A. 
Millikan and I. S. Bowen) and at Mount Wilson Observatory (with W. S. Adams), where he pursued 
his spectroscopic interests and acquired experience in high-vacuum techniques. This background 
of theoretical and laboratory spectroscopy, which gave rise to his early papers published by the 
Royal Society, was invaluable when he later applied it to astronomy; his paper (Phil. Trans. R. Soc., 
Vol. 225, 357, 1925) on vacuum spark spectra was the substance of the thesis for which he was 
awarded his PhD. Earlier, in 1924, he had been appointed as Assistant (to H. F. Newall) Director of 
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the Solar Physics Observatory and, in 1925, as University Lecturer in Astrophysics; he held both 
appointments until he succeeded G. P. Thomson as Professor of Natural Philosophy in Aberdeen in 
1930. 
Carroll's work in Cambridge emphasized the value of his background to astronomical applications; 
the ten, or so, papers in Monthly Notices, in this period, show a transition from techniques to 
specific astronomical problems. In particular, the spectroscopic determination of stellar rotation, 
through its effect on line profiles, gave rise to papers of both theoretical and observational 
importance-research which was continued after his move to Aberdeen. He did not neglect the 
instrumental aspect as his (then) advanced design of the Cambridge photoelectric recording 
microphotometer showed. His first paper in Monthly Notices, on the intensity of absorption lines 
produced by a grating, was purely theoretical, but with Baxandall and Stratton, he was soon 
engaged on line identifications in stellar spectra. Perhaps the most important paper in this period 
(Monthly Notices, Vol. 90, 588, 1930) was concerned with the mechanics of the emission of the 
bright hydrogen lines in gaseous nebulae, in which he took issue with H. H. Plaskett's interpretation 
of his (Plaskett's) observational results. His interest in eclipses was a natural consequence of his 
training; his first expedition, in 1923 in California, had been ruined by fog, but he participated in 
two others while at Cambridge-those of 1927 June 29 in Norway and 1929 May 9 in Malaya. 
Reports of both expeditions were published in Monthly Notices, but Carroll, who had designed and 
built an original instrument for detecting motions in the corona and who was in operational charge 
of all the instruments, was unlucky: the Norwegian expedition was clouded out, and the only 
positive result in 1929 was to confirm that his instrument worked satisfactorily. Incidentally, he was 
again unlucky when, from Aberdeen, he joined the Cambridge expedition to Canada for the eclipse 
of 1932 August 31-and was clouded out. 
The professorship of Natural Philosophy in Aberdeen is almost unique in its scope, as it comprises 
both applied mathematics and experimental physics; but astronomy was then in the Department of 
Mathematics so that, although Carroll continued with his personal research he was not free to 
develop a school of astrophysics. He planned the observation of spectra of Algol at Aberdeen, 
since this provided the critical test for his methods for the spectroscopic determination of stellar 
rotation. He also wrote papers on such diverse subjects as the distribution of sunspots, and a 
modification of Michelson's stellar interferometer. But his main interest was the design of the 
echelon spectrograph and its use at a total solar eclipse. Despite considerable difficulties, both 
financial and logistic, he organized an expedition to observe the total solar eclipse of 1936 June 19 
in Omsk, Siberia. It was perhaps the first time that an attempt had been made, in the field, to 
obtain complete and accurate temperature control as practised in the laboratory an essential 
requirement if observations of the flash spectrum, through a transmission echelon immersed in a 
liquid of high refractive index, were to yield good results. As it turned out, the observations were 
successful, but the small size (37 mm-the largest then available) of the aperture of the echelon 
resulted in the spectra being too faint for useful measurement of the flash lines; in his report on the 
eclipse (Nature, Vol. 138, 349, 1936) Carroll emphasized that the results provided accurate data to 
enable, and to justify, the design of a larger instrument. 
In addition to a very rapid objective-prism spectrograph, designed for exploratory work in the 
infrared region of the coronal spectrum, the other main instrument was an objective interferometer 
of 13 cm aperture for the study of the corona in its own monochromatic green radiation. Good 
results were obtained with the infrared instrument, but those with the interferometer were 
accidentally obscured, in spite of indications of otherwise excellent performance. The expedition 
was technically a great success, in spite of the extreme conditions; but the full observational results 
do not appear to have been published. 
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Carroll's work at the Admiralty had no direct relation to astronomy, but as Assistant Director of 
Scientific Research he was called upon to use his experience, particularly in the instrumental field, 
to the full. One of us had occasion to work closely with him in initiating and running the Admiralty 
Computing Service, in which the experience and practice of astronomical computation-very little 
else then existed-was diverted to the varied demands of the Admiralty research establishments. His 
grasp of the physical problems and the practical applications, together with his excellent relations 
with the establishments, was a vital factor in ensuring that a relatively high proportion of the 
computations undertaken were of real use. However, as Deputy Controller and Chief Scientist, his 
duties were more on an advisory and policy level. During this period he continued to serve on the 
Joint Permanent Eclipse Committee, and was responsible for arranging for assistance to several 
eclipse expeditions from the resources of the armed services. Unfortunately, the expedition to 
observe the eclipse of 1947 in Brazil, partly organized by Carroll to use the echelon spectrograph, 
had to be abandoned after the aircraft carrying some of the observers, and the optical parts of the 
instruments, crashed at Dakar with the deaths of Alan Baxter and J. H. Strong. Apart from review 
papers, his only paper of astronomical significance appears to have been his note in Nature, in 
1955, on 'An Absolute Scale of Time' depending on the randomness of radioactive decay; this 
seems to have been overlooked in recent philosophical discussions. 
After his retirement in 1964, he was appointed Gresham Professor of Astronomy and, reverting to 
his first interest in mathematics, set himself up as a mathematical coach and consultant-in which 
capacity he dealt with a number of intriguing problems, mainly in the field of probability (as 
applied to gaming!). His last astronomical meeting was the Woolley Symposium on the Galaxy in 
1971 August, which he introduced in his typically felicitous manner (Quarterly Journal, Vol. 13, 132, 
1972). 
Carroll was an early Member of the International Astronomical Union and was a regular participant 
in the General Assemblies; he served as President of Commission 9 (Instruments) from 1938 to 
1948. He was an editor of The Observatory from 1926 to 1931. After election as a Fellow of the 
Society on 1925 January 9, he served on the Council in 1930-32, 1937-40 and 1943-44. He was 
elected FRSE while at Aberdeen, and his services to the country were recognized in 1953 by the 
award of the KBE. 
Sir John Carroll died on 1974 May 2, after two years of failing health following a heart attack in 
1972. Although largely unknown to the younger generations of astronomers, he will be 
remembered by those who worked with him, as colleagues or students, for his friendliness, 
helpfulness and his engaging personality. The strength of his character was often disguised by his 
quiet delivery, coupled with both wit and humour, that was equally effective in the lecture room, at 
scientific meetings, in his dealings with his staff and, one must assume, with the Admirals. He is 
survived by his second wife and by three children, one by his first marriage. 
953. Tor Bernhard HOLM. Signed 23 August 1941. Norwegian Ministry for Defence. 

068 
DOB 12.5.1904. Norsk. 
He was awarded the St. Olav Medal with Oak Branch. 
From http://www.ep.liu.se/ecp/078/013/ecp12078013.pdf: 
The Defence Museum includes a research centre, which produces treatises on narrow historical 
military topics and selected material, i.e. uniforms and specific battles and wars, which may be 
purchased in the museum shop. The Defence Museum’s first director, Eyvind Eyvang (1920 -) 
published a short museum history in 1981 (Forsvarsmuseet blir til), and Tor Holm presents the 

http://www.ep.liu.se/ecp/078/013/ecp12078013.pdf
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Army Museum’s history in the previously mentioned yearbook of 1960, yet literature on the 
museum and its exhibition is by and large scarce, which reveals a weak museological tradition as 
contrasted with the cultural historical museums. 
954. Rolf HAGA. Signed 23 August 1941. Norwegian Ministry for Defence. 

068 
DOB 22.5.1899. Norsk. 
From Report on the Activities of Norges Svalbard- Og Ishavsundersøkelser 1927-1936, Oslo, 1937: 
The chief task of this expedition was to continue the soundings of the fishing banks, and it started 
from Vardø on May 23 with Rolf Kjær in charge. The new inspection vessel of the Navy Fridtjof 
Nansen (1,700 tons displacement, and a complement of 70 men) had been placed at the disposal 
of the expedition. and the captain of the ship J. L. Høst, the other officers Commander A. 
Gunvaldsen, and Lieutenants F. T. Ulstrup. H. Bjørnstad (who signed this book on 30 December 
1941), and Rolf Haga assisted in the survey. The expedition. which also brought fresh personnel for 
the wireless station on Bear Island, encountered the drift-ice already in Lat. 73 o N, and had to go 
through the ice for several hours before the shore lead on the east side of the island was reached 
(May 25), where the wireless personnel were landed. 
955. James Johnny HOULDER. (born 30 March 1919). Signed 23 August 1941. Norwegian 
Ministry for Defence. 

068 
DOB 30.3.1919. Norsk. 
His SOE file, reference HS 9/748/3, in TNA is closed until 1 January 2024. 
From http://www.himmelfallen.info/w/enowpfgzyre9mxfm.html (translated by Google): 
Vi vil oss et land We will us a country were among the first illegal newspapers published in Norway 
during World War II. The original version was followed by another newspaper that utilized the same 
name and largely brought the same content. There were therefore two separate newspapers 
named We will us a country and We will us a country Edition B. First edition from October 1940, Per 
Sivles poem "We will us a country" on the front, and a "manifesto" with two reasons to publish the 
newspaper: “Firstly, we show that the struggle for a free Norway continued and will to expense until 
liberty hour strikes. Secondly, it is the Norwegians 'minds today an urge to see in print the 
thoughts and feelings that live in them.” Other titles in the first edition were: "Joseph Terbovens 
kommissariske ministers' Commenting on the speech 25 September, "Passive resistance", "Johan 
Nygaard's Government as" fleeing "," "Nazi dictionary", "To the union workers," "By Fridtjof Nansen 
speech on 17 May 1905 "and" No honorable people go into the National Assembly. " The edition 
concludes with two verses of "King song." We will us a country was taken by six young men who 
had fought against the German invasion, and then were stuck together as prisoners of war interned 
in Hvalstad Moen. Although the military defeat was a fact they wanted to continue the resistance. 
After they were released they met in the autumn of 1940. After Terbovens speech in September 
launched the illegal newspaper. Among the six was Sverre Hovind who were employed at the 
Norwegian Hydro, aktuarstudent Anthon Borch and science student Olav Gjærevoll. The six edited 

http://www.himmelfallen.info/w/enowpfgzyre9mxfm.html
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the newspaper together, but Gjærevoll accounted for most of the writing. The newspaper was 
stensilmaskin secretly on Hydro offices. The first issue was dated October 1940. It was 10 pages in 
A4 format and circulation 1000 copies. The second came in the same edition, but the demand 
exceeded all expectations. You need higher quantities.  
The publishers made contact with a printing of Hamar, where the Swedish-born book printer 
Bjerklund and factor Karl Hove assisted. But you did not want to use the printer's own rate and risk 
disclosure. Wherefore rate obtained from Oslo, and become smuggled upwards. Max Manus255 
was central in transit. Others who participated in the work of the newspaper was Kolbein Lauring, 
Gregers Gram256 and Gunnar Sønsteby. Sheet No. 4 in December 1940 and No. 5 in January 1941, 
both in size as a little big magazine, and both in 5000 copies. Førjuls number was on all 14 pages. 
Now, the newspaper also spread far outside Oslo. A huge suitcase with newspapers were sent to 
Trondheim. But high circulation and a lot of exposure increased the risk, and the Germans rolled up 
some of the unit behind the newspaper. Book printer in Hamar was arrested. Ranked # 5 of the 
newspaper had made a duplicator on Gjærevolls dorm room. Although he was soon arrested. He 
did, however, play innocent and escape. Manuscripts to paragraph 6, he at last minute thrust away. 
They were destroyed. A few months later he came over to Sweden. Half of the original group 
behind the newspaper were arrested, and this organization was disbanded. Gjærevolls group had, 
however, agreed that others would take up the activity they were taken, and in Blindern 
environment given publication so quickly a sequel in the illegal newspaper Eidsvoll (underground 
newspaper)  
Version B 
The first edition printed the following invitation: “Take some impact and spread them to friends 
and acquaintances. That way you can support Norway in the fight against NS and Germans, for 
freedom and peace.” The call was followed. Two comrades in a larger Oslo firm, Inge Lorange and 
Johnny Houlder stencilled up newspaper in hiding in the office. Some of the material was cut, but 
the slogan "God save the King and Fatherland" is appended to the end. Also next issue of the 
original newspaper was "reborn" in this way. The new publishers did not know the original 
publishers, they thought it was the original manuscripts published. As is also the new paper version 
more own fabric. The two publisher communities discovered with amazement, almost a little 
irritation, each other's publications. And expressed it in the slots. In the spirit of reconciliation 
proclaimed the latest publishers that, to avoid confusion, should designate their version Version B. 
Since the two environments newspaper did not know each other were not German first winding no 
direct consequences for Version B. It was now stenciled in a basement in Pløens street. Later 
pressed it in an apartment on Grorud. Carsten Middelthon, Stein Bergh-Jacobsen and Odvar 
Berrefjord edited the newspaper for a while. Later journalist Ola Brandstorp editor. Issue B 
continued to come out in late autumn 1942. Then many of the key behind the newspaper has been 
active in Milorg, and the newspaper was closed down for security reasons. Several of those who 
had been involved was also been arrested or had fled to Sweden or England. Among these were 
Olai Lorange, who was 66 years old when he was arrested. One of the most active was Arvid 
Hansen, who later became squad leader in Milorg. Norwegian and German police arrived at the 
track after him, rushed home one night and shot him and his father. We will us a country was the 
last time the pressure in the house of Peter Christensen. He was arrested and executed after a year 
in Trandumskogen.  

                                                 
255 Signed this book on 24 May 1943 using an alias Torleif Halvorsen 
256 Signed this book on 24 May 1943 using an alias Olaf Strand 
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Source: Hans Luihn: De illegale avisene The illegal newspapers, Universitetsforlaget University Press 
(1960). 
956. Sven N OFTEDAL. Signed 23 August 1941. Montreal, Canada. 

068 
DOB 20.3.1898. attaché. Norske. 
From The Montreal Gazette, 8 September 1941: 

 
From The Ottawa Journal, 22 June 1942: 
The fall of Tobruk would have a profoundly depressing effect on the occupied countries of Europe, 
including Norway, Sven N. Oftedal, press attache with the Royal Norwegian legation in Montreal 
said Sunday evening on his arrival in Ottawa. Mr. Oftedal, a former editor of a newspaper in 
Stavanger, Nor way, told The Journal that despite such discouraging setbacks Norwegian resistance 
to the Nazis increased week by week. “The Quislings of Norway would be dead within 24 hours 
were it not for the protection afforded them by the German army and secret police”. Oftedal 
predicted that if the war lasted another two years food would have to be shipped into Norway as it 
had been into starving Greece, go desperate was the food situation becoming. The press attache 
lived in Nor way for a year after the German invasion and said he was one of those “whom the 
Germs forgot to arrest”. When told by the Germans that he would have a “great career” if he 
collaborated with them, he replied, “Yes, and a short one”. Oftedal fled Norway, forced to leave his 
wife and family, and engaged in anti-Nazi broadcasts from London before coming to Canada. He 
said Sweden had proved a valuable outlet for news of Norwegian anti-Nazi activity. Norwegian 
news, supplied weekly to the world was accurate and reli able because it was handled “all the way” 
by trained and responsible men both in and out of Norway. 
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He was Press Attaché for the Norwegian Legation, Montreal. He signed the Rome Convention 
(covering liability in the case of an aircraft causing death or personal injury or damage to property 
in a foreign country) as Charge d’Affaires of the Norwegian Legation in Canada on 10 December 
1954: 

 
From The Ottawa Journal, 8 January 1966: 
The retirement of a press attache would not ordinarily call for editorial comment. But the case of 
Mr. Sven Oftedal of the Norwegian embassy is quite exceptional. A distinguished liberal editor and 
Resistance figure, Mr. Oftedal first came to Ottawa in 1941 shortly after his escape from the closing 
Nazi net. He his worked continuously in the capital since 1950 and in sheer length of service has 
long since outpaced all possible competitors. To newspapermen and to a host of others. 
Mr.Oftedal’s long been known as a calm, wise and remarkably well-informed observer of Canadian 
affairs. He is probably the only man in Ottawa who ever had a day named after him. For year 
Tuesday has been “Svensda”' in the Parliamentary Press Gallery, being the occasion of Mr. Oftedal's 
regular visits. The so-called “Ottawa-Oslo ax...” never had a quieter or more effective exponent or 
one with a deeper understanding of Canadian problems. Although he is retiring fron diplomacy, 
Mr. Oftedal has apparently no thought of retiring from the countrv of which he has become so 
much a part. “Svensday”, fortunately, will continue to be celebrated in Ottawa to the mutual 
advantage of Canadians and Mr. Oftedal's Norwegian readers. 
He managed the newspaper Stavanger Aftenblad. He is included in the index to SOE file reference 
HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 
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957. Otto Graham CRONSTEDT. Signed 23 August 1941. Swedish Legation, London. 

068 
DOB 29.12.1899. Svensk. 
According to http://www.cronstedt.com/family/people/188.html, he married Gerda Alfrida 
Loostrom in 1923. They had a daughter, Ottonie Margaretha Lucia Cronstedt, who was born in 
1926 in Paris, France. He died in 1943. 
According to ancestry.com, he died on 16 February 1943 and probate was granted on 5 October 
1948. 
He is listed in Peter Tennant’s Touchlines of War as “CRONSTEDT, Count Otto. Formerly Swedish 
businessman in London who headed Ministry of Foreign Affairs Press Bureau in Grand Hotel.” 
Peter Tennant says (p. 62), “… there were many others who forgathered in the Grand Hotel where 
the Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs had a branch of its Press office under Count Otto Cronstedt 
and Sven Graftström.” 
958. Tsak de GROOT. Signed 23 August 1941. Royal Dutch Navy. 

068 
DOB 6.2.1898 Bromma departure list for 30 August 1941. No trace found. 
959. Archibald Henry Macdonald SINCLAIR, 1st Viscount Thurso KT, CMG, PC Signed 28 
August 1941. Air Ministry. 

068 
He also signed this book on 8 September 1940. 
 

END of the signatures on the misbound page (two sides). 
 
960. Arnot Hercules Wilmot Guthrie SCOTT. Signed 24 May 1942. 60 Dorking Road, 
Tunbridge Wells. 

069 
DOB 30.6.1892. kapten. Engl. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Soldier. 1892 Hong Kong. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 

http://www.cronstedt.com/family/people/188.html
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961. Ivan GRIBKOV. Signed 24 May 1942. No address. 

069 
DOB 29.7.1903. dipl. Rysk. 
From Major-General Sir Alfred William Fortescue Knox’s With the Russian Army 1914-1917 being 
chiefly extracts from the diary of a Military Attaché, Hutchinson & Co, London, 1921: 
I took with me my civilian servant "Maxim", who had been with me for over three years and had 
served my two predecessors in the post of Military Attaché. At the station I was joined by an 
orderly detailed by the General Staff one Ivan Gribkov who had been a ladies' tailor in civil life, and 
who remained with me till I left Russia, proving himself an excellent servant and friend in every way. 
962. Alexandre ZEDENTZOV. Signed 24 May 1942. No address. 

069 
DOB 5.11.1909. dipl. Rysk. No trace found. 
The surname looks like LEDENZOV. From 
http://dianestokoe.com/FamilyHistory/saturn/saturn07.pdf: 
The Steps of Saturn, an autobiographical novel by Serge P Belov 
[1918] Homeward Bound. Looking around, Zuka spotted a group of “bourgoisie” among the 
hetrogenious crowd of fellow passengers. He was surprised to recognize Doctor Shamov and his 
pretty young wife. They had come over often to visit grand dad. The doctor had been wounded in 
the front lines during the German War and after having recuperated in Sochi, was now returning to 
Kazan. There were two other families: a rich Moscow industrialist by the name of Ledenzov. He was 
a portly man of about forty with a good looking wife and three youngsters--one boy and two girls. 
The others were from Nijni-Novogord on the River Volga. Zaitzevs, was an oldish man with a 
reserved wife and a son with a serious case of diabetes. Then there was Helen, a very pretty and 
shapely girl of nineteen. They all decided to form a party and travel together. 
963. [Major] Odvar Magnus GULBRANDSEN. Signed 24 May 1942. No address. 

069 
DOB 2.3.1919. mekaniker. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway, but as Oddvar, rather than Odvar. The Norwegian Aviation Museum has a 
photo: 

 

http://dianestokoe.com/FamilyHistory/saturn/saturn07.pdf
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29 September 1967 
No further trace found. 
964. Commander Adriaan VIRULY. Signed 24 May 1942. Callon House (KLM) London. 

069 
DOB 5.1.1905. arb. Holl. 
Adriaan Viruly (born Breda, 5 January 1905; died Amsterdam, 13 August 1986), nicknamed "Jons", 
was a Dutch pilot and writer. He was the Senior pilot of KLM. 
See http://www.dutch-aviation.nl/index7/index1-0%20Viruly.html for his full biography and many 
photos. 
He was the pilot of KLM Flight 633, which was a passenger flight from Amsterdam to New York 
City. On 5 September 1954, immediately after take-off from Shannon Airport, the plane ditched on 
a mudbank in the River Shannon. 28 people were killed in the accident. The official investigation 
concluded that the accident was caused by an unexpected re-extension of the landing gear and the 
captain's incorrect behaviour in this situation. Viruly, who had been only one year from retirement, 
rejected responsibility for the crash and was bitter about his subsequent treatment by KLM. In an 
interview, he later stated that there simply had not been enough time to react. 
965. Dr Alf Christian SEWERIIN. Signed 27 May 1942. 24 Queens Square, London. 

069 
DOB 23.5.1909. läkare. Norsk. 
He was the second husband of Rakel Seweriin who signed this book on 15 April 1942: 
“Rakel Seweriin was married twice, first to teacher, journalist and writer Ernst Samuel Sørensen 
(1903–1972), then, from 1937, to physician Alf Christian Seweriin (1909–1961).” 
From http://aof.revues.org/6383: 
“An underground medical report from Oslo in 1942 argued that the food situation was acceptable 
for households with small children, because of the comparable generosity of the rations for this 
age group, while the situation for families with older children was more difficult. “ Arbark, archive 
no. 1579: LOs Stockholmssekretariat, Jb 13 folder 11, Report from Dr Alf Seweriin, 15.3.1942. 
966. Øyvind Storm LARSEN. Signed 27 May 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

069 
DOB 6.4.1915. polisman. Norsk. 
Although the Bromma departure list shows his first name as Öjvind (which is Danish), this is 
probably Øyvind (which is Norwegian). No trace found. 

http://www.dutch-aviation.nl/index7/index1-0%20Viruly.html
http://aof.revues.org/6383
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967. Charles Percival (“Sauna”) BATH. Signed 27 May 1942. 150 Harrow Road, London 
W2. 

069 
DOB 14.4.1909. köpman. Engelsk. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Carpenter. Born 1907. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
For a photo, see the entry for Ronald HIGNELL who signed this book on 29 April 1942. 
968. Harry PRINCE. Signed 27 May 1942. 7 Aberclair Gardens, Mill Hill. 

069 
DOB 19.11.1911. köpman. Engelsk. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Plumber. Born 1911. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
969. Dennis Frederick Alfred PEARSON. Signed 27 May 1942. 51 Sandford Road, London 
N22. 

069 
DOB 20.12.1907. ing. Engelsk. His first names are misspelt as Dennes Frederich in the Bromma 
departure list. 
Group Sisu volunteer. No occupation stated. Born 1907. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
970. Semene CHAMOV. Signed 27 May 1942. Stockholm. 

069 
DOB 2.2.1900. dipl. Rysk. No trace found. 
971. Gavrül ZYZYKINE. Signed 27 May 1942. Stockholm. 

069 
DOB 19.3.1905. dipl. Rysk. No trace found. The first name is probably Gavriil. 
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972. Euguen DVORETZKI. Signed 27 May 1942. Stockholm. 

069 
DOB 20.10.1903. dipl. Rysk. No trace found. 
973. John STRAND POSSIBLY AKA Herluf NYGAARD. Signed 27 May 1942. Stockholm. 

069 
DOB 2.9.1918. arb. Norsk. 
According to http://www.warsailors.com/shetlandbus/boatsn.html, John Strand was on board M/S 
Nordsjøen (H 42 BO) which departed Bømlo on Aug. 4-1941 with 6 people, arriving Lerwick on Aug. 
5. 
Email dated 3 January 2014 to Trevor Baker from Geoff Ward: 
“Linge man, and post-war high-ranking Norwegian officer Herluf Nygaard was, for a time, leader of 
Lark. His code-name was Strand but the first name was never shown - maybe it was Harald, 
certainly not John. He travelled from Stockholm to Leuchars in May 1942. The DOB on this entry 
doesn't match but the date is about right. Nygaard caused many problems in London because his 
escape from the hands of the Gestapo seemed 'fishy'. He was closely investigated and passed the 
tests.” 
From http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herluf_Nygaard (translated by Google): 
Herluf Nygaard (born 1 October 1916 at Lurøy in Helgeland, died 3 December 2001 ) was a 
Norwegian major general and commander of St. Olav. 
In 2001, a bronze relief of Nygaard unveiled at Tomra municipality millennium. He was present at 
the unveiling, but died a short time later. 

 
He started his education at OCS in Harstad in 1938. In 1940 he participated in the battles against 
the German invasion forces in Norway. In the autumn of the same year he joined the resistance 

http://www.warsailors.com/shetlandbus/boatsn.html
http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herluf_Nygaard
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movement in Norway. In March 1942 he was sent to Britain via Stockholm to obtain telegraphist to 
Milorg group Lark in Trondheim. In Britain, he was associated Linge. 
After just one month Nygaard back in Trondheim with the wireless operator Evald Hansen from 
Linge. He had provided a cover and a long sick leave prior to departure, and could resume its 
position in Trondheim Jernindustri without anyone suspicious. Under this cover, he ran along with 
four chil fellows affiliated Lark organization and training of the resistance groups and mapping of 
sabotasjemål. 
As of September 1942, Nygaard head of the Lark. He was partly involved in the preparations for a 
planned attack on Tirpitz with mini submarines in November, Operation Title . Tirpitz was situated 
in the hill fjord. The attack had to be cancelled when the skate, MK Arthur performed by "Shetland 
Larsen", as the rope miniubåtene over from Shetland came out in bad weather and broke the 
ropes. 
In December of the same year, Nygaard was arrested. He was caught when he contacted the group 
telegraphist Evald Hansen, without being aware that the Gestapo shortly before had stormed 
Hansen's apartment. Nygaard was tortured at Gestapo headquarters in Trondheim, mission hotel, 
but managed to escape during transfer to Vollan jail and take over the border to Sweden. 
Nygaard came back to England, where he continued his military education. Then he went back to 
Norway to organize and train the Resistance in Notodden District in Operation Sunshine. 
After the war Harlof Nygaard education at the Military Academy and the Army Staff College. He has 
served ia of Defence, Germany Brigade, the Army Staff College, has been head of district command 
Norway and Northern Halogaland land defense, and he has been at Allied Headquarters in Paris. In 
1967 he was appointed Major General and Inspector General of Home Guard (GIHV). In 1978 he 
joined the military and became Managing Director of Industry Safety. 
For his efforts are Harlof Nygaard honored with many awards. He was commander of St. Olav and 
became its war effort twice awarded the St. Olav Medal with Oak Branch. 
His SOE file, reference HS 9/1114/3, is in TNA. This file contains dates that dispute this signature: 

 
…. 
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From Ian Herrington’s SOE in Norway: 
Date 
October 1944 (Air) 
Operation 
Sunshine, Moonlight, Starlight, Lamplight (L. Tronstad, N. Lind, J. Poulsson, H. Nygaard, A. 
Kjelstrup, L. Brønn, E. Hagen, C. Helberg, G. Syverstad) 
Objectives 
To protect the power stations in Telemark and Buskerud along with the Norsk Hydro industries in 
Rjukan and Notodden against any German attempt to initiate a scorched-earth policy. These power 
stations provided 60% of the power in Østlandet, eastern Norway. Led by Leif Tronstad, who had 
been the central figure in the plans and preparations to disrupt heavy water production at Vemork. 
The plan was divided into three sections: ‘Moonlight’ with Rjukan at its core; ‘Starlight’ in Numedal, 
northeast of Rjukan; ‘Lamplight’ in the area around Notodden. Jens Poulsson led ‘Moonlight’ with 
Claus Helberg as W/T operator; Arne Kjelstrup led ‘Starlight’, whilst ‘Lamplight’ was the 
responsibility of Herluf Nygaard. Norman Lind, a British officer with Norwegian parents, acted as 
liaison officer. Einar Skinnerland became W/T operator at Tronstad’s HQ. 
Details 
It was in many ways a reforming of the ‘Gunnerside’ team. The main party was dropped on 5 
October. W/T contact was made with the UK and the operation worked closely with the 
management of Norsk Hydro, the local Milorg organisation and through them with SL in Oslo. 
Training and a series of preparations were made to protect these sites over the coming months. On 
11 March, Tronstad was tragically killed and Poulsson took over the leadership of the operation. On 
9 May 1945, ‘Sunshine’ was ordered to mobilise. The district was brought under its control and the 
designated targets protected. Norwegian SS soldiers were imprisoned and Nazis arrested in 
collaboration with the local police. 
He published his autobiography, Tortur, flukt og gisler – til tross. Hemmelige operasjoner på Møre, 
i Trøndelag og Telemark under krigen 1940-45 – eget forlag, (1982): 
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However, a document in HS2/243 Norway Interrogation Reports stares his alias was not used: 

 
974. Karl BLINDHEIMSNES. Signed 27 May 1942. Stockholm. 

069 
DOB 8.3.1916. arb. Norsk. 
DOB confirmed with ancestry.com which gives a DOD of 25 September 2002. He is buried in 
Ålesund, "Møre og Romsdal", Norway. 
According to http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aalesund_Skytterlag, in 1984 he was awarded honory 
membership of Aalesund Skytterlag Aalesund Shooting Club. No further trace found. 
975. Yngvar Andreas OLSEN. Signed 24 May 1942. Norsk Legasjon. 

070 

http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aalesund_Skytterlag
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DOB 7.6.1918. chaufför. 
After the distressing dispute from 1918 on the Swedish and Norwegian national character, a visible 
change in attitude in Svenska Canada Tidningen (SCT), a comparatively radical Swedish-Canadian 
journal with its office in Winnipeg, can be noticed in its view of Norwegian-Canadians. If they even 
were mentioned it was in neutral, and sometimes even kind, terms. A few external conditions might 
have contributed to this change. Among all, its belligerent editor Brown, who had been the most 
driving part in the one year long fight, left his position for the more reserved C.T. Martin. The peace 
after the end of the First World War was another contributing factor. After years of suspiciousness 
from the Canadian host society, it once again became possible to turn back to national issues and 
discuss Swedish assemblage and preservation of Swedishness. When the society they lived in lost 
its interest in them, the Norwegians simply were not as needed as point of reference in the paper’s 
rhetoric. Another reason for SCT’s changed relation to the Norwegian-Canadians might have been 
the fusion of “Canada Weekly Printing Co” (SCT’s publisher) and “Norwegian Canadian Publishing 
Co” (Norrøna’s publisher). A concrete manifestation of this fusion was that Ingvar Olsen, Norrøna’s 
editor got his articles on Canada as immigration country translated and printed in SCT during the 
intense immigration year 1923. In contrast to earlier articles in SCT, Olsen points out the affinity 
between Swedes and Norwegians in Canada. In his opinion there were no else in the world were 
the two nations were that close to each other and he portrays a relation characterized by 
brotherhood and understanding. He also writes about what he calls a “Scandinavisation process” 
where especially intermarriages between Norwegians and Swedes contributed to form a 
population which “in true sense could be called Scandinavian”. 
976. Arne HEIMSJŎ. Signed 27 May 1942. Norsk Ambassade. 

070 
DOB 28.12.1915. polisman. Norsk. 
According to http://www.warsailors.com/freefleet/kvarstad2.html, he was as an Ordinary Seaman 
on board M/S Lionel, along with British captain Fredrik W. Kersaw; Nortraship's representative Hans 
Schnitler; Ordinary Seamen Aage E. Andersen, Tore Wiig Christoffersen (who signed this book on 
16 June 1942) and Torgeir Aarak; Able Seamen Karl Johan Bugge, Asbjørn Pedersen, Gustav H. 
Wickstrøm, Karsten Arne Sæther, Christian Heyerdahl-Larsen, Olav Ness (who signed this book on 
11 August 1942), Per Baarstad and Michael A. Salamonsen; Seaman Finn Myhre (who signed this 
book on 16 June 1942) , Hans Valentin Hansen, and Herman Ramm (who signed this book on 16 
June 1942); Deckboy Marius Jørgensen; Electrician Johan Nilsen; Mechanics Thorleif Hansen, Birger 
S. Edvinsen, Thorstein Gulliksen Eriksen and Asbjørn Langvik; Oilers Harald Meltzer, Knut Ramm 
(who signed this book on 16 June 1942), Georg Kristiansen and Ole Johansen; Galleyboy Roald M. 
Stensness; Saloonboy Svenn Olaf Johansen (who signed this book on 27 May 1942); Messboy 
Oscar Thambs Breien; 1st Mate Otto Tren Jacobsen; 2nd Mate Kai Sjøholm; 3rd Mate Jacob 
Jaobsen; Radio Operator Kristen Sandaas; 1st Engineer Harald Andreasen; 2nd Engineer Harald R. 
Haugen; 3rd Engineer Magne Grønning; 4th Engineer Gunder Knutsen; Steward Anker Evensen; 
Cook Svein Ødemark; Boatswain Arthur Olsen; Carpenter Harry Bråthen. 
977. Sverre Olaf JOHANSEN. Signed 27 May 1942. Norsk Ambassade. 

070 
DOB 13.2.1905. mekaniker. Norsk. 

http://www.warsailors.com/freefleet/kvarstad2.html
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See entry for Arne HEIMSJŎ who also signed this book on 27 May 1942. 
978. Sverre SYVERSEN. Signed 27 May 1942. Norsk Ambassade. 

070 
DOB 20.6.1915. köpman. Norsk. 
Could this be Sverre Syversen? The DOB given in the Bromma Archive departure record would 
make him 97 years old, not 92 as quoted in the story in The Shetland Times of 16 May 2012. 
See http://www.shetlandtimes.co.uk/2012/05/16/norwegian-pm-arrives-in-shetland-for-museum-
opening and http://www.tv2.no/nyheter/utenriks/stoltenberg-moette-krigslegender-paa-shetland-
3784285.html. 

 
Sverre Syversen (92) had a long conversation about migration to England during the war when 
Prime Minister Jens Stoltenberg and his wife Ingrid Schulerud visited the senior centre in Scalloway, 
Shetland on Wednesday. Syvertsen stayed in Shetland for the war effort for the Norwegian 
Navy. Foto: Bjørnbakk, Jan-Morten/NTB Scanpix. 
He is mentioned in James W Irvine’s The Waves Are Free, pp. 119-20, 131, 134, 144, 196, 241, 245. 
From HS17 Scandinavian Index: 

 
979. Flight Lieutenant Leonard Arthur LITTLER (43989). Signed 30 May 1942. 18 Group. 

070 

http://www.shetlandtimes.co.uk/2012/05/16/norwegian-pm-arrives-in-shetland-for-museum-opening
http://www.shetlandtimes.co.uk/2012/05/16/norwegian-pm-arrives-in-shetland-for-museum-opening
http://www.tv2.no/nyheter/utenriks/stoltenberg-moette-krigslegender-paa-shetland-3784285.html
http://www.tv2.no/nyheter/utenriks/stoltenberg-moette-krigslegender-paa-shetland-3784285.html
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He also signed this book on 12 December 1941 and 20 February 1942. 
 

No signatures between 31 May and 10 June 1942 inclusive. 
 
980. Unknown. Signed 11 June 1942. No address. 

070 
 
981. Thor Johan Ferdinand Frick HELLIESEN AKA Erik AASHEIM. Signed 15 June 1942. 

070 
DOB 18.3.1914. disp. Norsk. 
He has a file, reference HS 9/690/4, in The National Archives, which was closed until 2008: 

 

 

 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Bittern: 
Operation Bittern (Norwegian: Bittern-ekspedisjonen, known as Bitern in the oldest sources) was a 
military operation in occupied Norway planned and carried out in 1942 by the British Special 
Operations Executive (SOE) and the Norwegian government-in-exile in London. Four SOE agents 
and instructors (Thor Helliessen, Jan Allan, Ruben Langmo and Johannes S. Andersen) were sent to 
Norway and parachuted into Nordmarka north of Oslo in October 1942. Their primary mission was 
to help the resistance movement Milorg with the assassinations of Norwegian Nazis and informers 
by training selected Milorg personnel for the task. If asked by Milorg they would also help as 
executioners. According to Chief of Defence, General Wilhelm von Tangen Hansteen, the group 
should only act upon decisions by the Home Forces, and they brought no liquidation lists from the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Bittern
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UK. The problem was that the operation had not been approved by Milorg in advance. In a meeting 
between Milorg leaders Jens Christian Hauge and Arthur Hansson and the expedition leader, it 
turned out that Bittern operated with a list of persons that SOE wanted to get rid of. The list 
contained 62 names, which not only included informers and torturers, but also Nazi politicians such 
as the government "ministers" Hagelin, Lie and Fuglesang. Milorg feared that the reprisals might be 
terribly harsh compared with the benefits of such assassinations, based on recent experience from 
Telavåg and Majavatn. It was decided that the agents should be used as instructors for military 
training and hand-to-hand combat, and the four persons were split into two teams. While one 
team solved its tasks satisfactorily, the other team's behaviour led to a scandal. After episodes of 
heavy drinking, too much talking, and other hazardous behaviour, Milorg demanded the two SOE 
agents to be called back to the United Kingdom. Operation Bittern was severely criticized by the 
Norwegian Home Forces in letters and other communications to the Norwegian government-in-
exile in London. The government in London was distinctly unimpressed that SOE, with the tacit 
acceptance of Norwegian High Command, had selected a former notorious criminal to take part in 
such a task. The incidents led to a long-lasting conflict between Milorg, the government-in-exile 
and SOE, although eventually a more cooperative climate developed between them. He died in July 
1952. 
982. Ronald Edward HAYWOOD. Signed 15 June 1942. Manor House, Pakefield Street, 
Lowestoft. 

070 
DOB 3.7.1917. No occupation stated. Britt. Group Sisu volunteer. Carriage maker. Born 1914. See 
entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. Flight, 1 
June 1939 announced the award of Royal Aero Club Aviator’s Certificate number 18,261 to a 
Ronald Edward Haywood on 21 May 1939 at Horton Kirby Flying Club Kent, England. NB Another 
Bromma departure archive shows his DOB as 3.7.1914. 
983. Erling Marinus GRENNE. Signed 15 June 1942. Norske Legation. 

070 
DOB 4.5.1912. fotograf. Norsk. 
His SOE file, reference HS 9/620, in TNA was marked as closed until 1 January 2026 but Bob 
Pearson was able to produce a death certificate and gain access to the file from which this 
signature on his Official Secrets Act Declaration has been copied: 
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Lieutenant A H Slocombe’s 3rd interrogation report dated 21 June 1943: 
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2nd report: 
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Page 4 seems to be missing from the file 
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From http://fykse.dnsalias.com/127/WW2/2_ENGLAND/2C/index.htm: 
 

http://fykse.dnsalias.com/127/WW2/2_ENGLAND/2C/index.htm
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 Erling Grenne m BC-322 i Scotland 
 

  
Erling Grenne med Eureka 
He was an associate editor of Trondheim Tourist Association Yearbook, 1948. 
984. Johan Andreas NORRBEKK. Signed 15 June 1942. Norske Legation. 

070 
DOB 28.7.1900. Occupation stated as ? Norsk. The Bromma departure records show his surname as 
NORLUCH in one register and NORRBEKK in another. A Google search finds the surnames 
NORRBACK and NORRBÄCK. 
No trace found. 
985. Anders WILHELMSEN. Signed 15 June 1942. Norsk Legasjon. 

070 
DOB 13.9.1912. gårdsarb. 
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Founder of the A. Wilhelmsen group of companies. On 5 June 1939, the company’s first vessel, 
Segundo, a dry cargo carrier, is acquired and entered into a contract with Continental Grain Co. Inc. 
of New York. On 27 August 1941, Segundo becomes a World War II casualty while serving in a 
North Atlantic convoy. Between 01.25 and 01.43 hours on 27 Aug, 1941, U-557 fired four single 
torpedoes at the convoy OS-4 west of Ireland and reported three ships sunk and another damaged 
which was hit after the torpedo had missed the intended target. In fact, only Segundo and Saugor 
were hit and sunk. The Segundo (Master Karsten B. Wilhelmsen) was struck on the port side at the 
#2 hold by a torpedo and sank by the bow within seven minutes. The crew stopped the engines 
and abandoned ship in the starboard lifeboat and the port motor boat and by jumping overboard. 
After about 30 minutes, HMS Lulworth (Y 60) (Lt Cdr C. Gwinner, RN) picked up two men from rafts, 
then 23 survivors from the boats and after a couple of hours another two men hanging on to some 
debris. The master, five crew members and the female secretary Gudrun Torgersen (the wife of the 
first mate) were lost. The first mate Arnt Olav Torgersen was awarded the Lloyds War Medal for 
bravery at sea. He jumped into the rough sea from a lifeboat in an attempt to rescue two men, but 
in spite of his desperate efforts they drifted away. He was not able to return to the boat and clung 
to a hatch cover until he was rescued by the sloop. 
986. Ronald Bruce TURNBULL OBE. Signed 15 June 1942. British Legation, Stockholm. 

070 
DOB 29.5.1914. dipl.attaché. britt. 
He also signed this book on 12 October 1941, 22 October 1941 and 31 January 1942.  
987. Pilot Officer Donald Philip MACINTYRE DFC MiD (J5998). Signed 15 June 1942. 35 
Squadron. RCAF. 

070 
DOB 15.5.1915. pilot offic. Britt. 
From Making for Sweden Part 1: 

 
W1048 TL-S, or 'S Sugar' as she is more commonly known, is perhaps the most well-known of all 
the Halifax aircraft that took part in operations against Tirpitz in the spring of 1942. The story of the 
aircraft and the fate of her crew is told in great detail in the book Tirpitz the Halifax Raids which 
was written by Nigel Smith, the son-in-law of Sergeant Vic Stevens who was the Flight Engineer on-
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board when the aircraft crashed. So much has already been written about this aircraft and the 
subsequent recovery of the wreckage from Lake Hoklingen in Norway in 1973. The aircraft is now 
on display in the Bomber Command Hall at the RAF Museum of Flight, Hendon, London. On 27th 
April 1942, the crew of Halifax W1048 TL-S from 35 Squadron took off at 2030 hrs from RAF Kinloss 
on the North East coast of Scotland to participate in an attack on the German Battleship Tirpitz 
which was moored at the time in Fættenfjord in Norway. The Squadron Operation Records Book 
states that this aircraft took off from Kinloss at time stated, Tirpitz being the target. Nothing heard 
since take-off. This aircraft and crew located Tirpitz and succeeded in dropping their mines as near 
as was possible to the target. However, during their bombing run over the target the aircraft was 
hit and seriously damaged by AA fire causing a fire to break out on-board. Unable to extinguish the 
fire and with the aircraft becoming more and more unstable in the air the pilot, Pilot Officer Don 
MacIntyre, was left with little choice other than to try and land the stricken aircraft. In the 
mountainous terrain in which they were flying this was not going to be easy, however, a frozen lake 
presented a flat surface and an opportunity to attempt a crash landing. With enormous courage 
and skill, Pilot Office MacIntyre brought the blazing Halifax down onto the frozen surface of the 
lake with the undercarriage retracted as was the procedure for this type of landing. The aircraft 
hurtled along the ice for about half a mile or so before coming to a halt in the middle of the lake 
still on fire. It was shortly after 0100 hrs. The first out of the aircraft was Sergeant Ron Wilson, the 
Tail Gunner. He was joined shortly by the rest of the crew and they realised that one of their 
number was missing. The Flight Engineer, Sergeant Vic Stevens, had not escaped from the aircraft 
and Sergeant Wilson returned to look for him. Sergeant Stevens had been momentarily knocked 
out in the crash, and on coming round to find water starting to fill the aircraft he struggled up the 
escape ladder. He was met by Sergeant Wilson and together they left the burning aircraft. On 
jumping from the wing to the ice Sergeant Stevens felt pain in his ankle and realised that it must 
have been injured already during the crash. The aircraft crashing onto the lake had attracted the 
attention of the Germans, and it wasn't long before shots were being fired at the crew as they ran 
over the ice towards the shore to seek cover. Surrender was considered and rejected as they 
hurried for the cover of some trees a little way back from the shore of the lake. After walking 
together for around three hours they had covered a distance of about eight miles. They stopped in 
a small wood to rest and assess their situation. They had three emergency ration tins to share 
among the six of them. The tins contained small amounts of chocolate tablets, concentrated food, 
local currency and a map of the operating area. The contents of the tins would not be suffice to 
sustain the six men for long, particularly as they now faced a dangerous and arduous journey on 
foot as they would attempt to make their way to neutral Sweden. The crew rested up until mid-
afternoon when they were spotted by a young boy who, on seeing them, ran off. Deciding that 
they had better not hang around for much longer the men opted to split into two groups of three 
for the onward journey. The Pilot, Don MacIntyre, Navigator, Ian Hewitt (who also signed this 
book on 15 June 1942) and Wireless Operator, Dave Perry (who signed this book on 3 April 1943) 
set off first heading East. The road in the area were patrolled frequently by Germans making it too 
risky for the men to travel on them. Therefore, they had to move cross country using the natural 
landscape of hills, trees and mountains to conceal themselves. The men also knew that their escape 
to Sweden would rely on the assistance of Norwegians for food and directions. How would they 
know who to trust? They didn't know. It was all going to be down to luck and good fortune rather 
than good judgement. The first place that they stopped for help was Tingstad Farm in Frol, near 
Lavanger. Here they were given directions by a young farm hand. Later the same night they 
stopped again at another farm, Moan Farm. They were given some food and then were taken to 
another farm where they would find someone to guide them over the mountains towards Sweden. 
The man who would guide them was Jens Jenssen (who signed this book on 25 April 1942) who 
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had a farm at Erståsen. After staying at the Jenssens farm for a day, the three airmen and Jenssen 
set off the following night. They walked all through the night arriving at Færsåsen by dawn. At this 
point Jenssen had to leave the airmen and return to his farm. To stay away from his home for any 
longer would risk the Germans noticing his absence and asking questions about where he had 
been. Before leaving he gave directions to the airmen about the route they must take to continue 
their journey. After struggling on through deep snow for a further twelve hours, Pilot Officer Don 
MacIntyre, Pilot Officer Ian Hewitt and Sergeant Dave Perry finally crossed the Swedish border at 
Mestuga on April 30th. On arriving in Sweden, the men knocked on the door of a house and asked 
that the local police be telephoned. The police came and took the men to be handed over to the 
Swedish Military Authorities and shortly after this they travelled by train to Falun where they were 
interned as Allied invaders. Don MacIntyre and Ian Hewitt were repatriated and arrived back in 
England on 15th June 1942. Dave Perry was repatriated later in 1943. After watching MacIntyre, 
Hewitt and Perry set off on their journey, the remaining three airmen, Wireless Operator Pierre 
Blanchett, Tail Gunner Ron Wilson and Flight Engineer Vic Stevens made plans for their journey. As 
they were making their plans, the young boy who had spotted them earlier returned and spoke to 
them. He told them that his parents were working nearby in a field but that they were not able to 
help them. However, he gave them directions on how to get to Sweden before leaving them. Using 
a button compass that they had, the airmen made the decision to head due east. Not long after 
setting off from the woods they came to a farm (Störe Farm). Two men who worked on the farm 
took the airmen in and fed them before giving further directions for continuing their journey to 
Sweden. From Störe Farm, the airmen travelled South East. The injury that Vic Stevens had 
sustained to his ankle was causing him considerable pain and he was finding great difficulty in 
walking and keeping up with Sergeant Wilson and Sergeant Blanchett. In an effort to help their 
injured crewmate, Blanchett and Wilson rigged up a rudimentary pair of crutches for Stevens. As 
they walked on into the night Stevens continued to have difficulties. Sometime around midnight 
they heard the sounds of aircraft and could see in the distance another attack being carried out by 
the RAF against Tirpitz. They witnessed two aircraft being shot down. Unknown to them, both 
aircraft were also from 35 Squadron, Halifax W1053 TL-G and W7656 TL-P. Three lives were lost. An 
hour later, Vic Stevens decided that his injury was hampering their progress to such an extent that 
he would have to leave the other two in order to give them a better chance of escape. Blanchett 
and Wilson did not agree, however, at the next farm they came to Stevens knocked on the door. 
The three men found themselves at Sundby Farm which was only about four miles from where they 
had crashed. The route that they had taken since leaving Störe Farm earlier had effectively seen 
them retracing their steps. At Sundby Farm Vic Stevens injured ankle was examined for the first 
time. It was found to be badly bruised and inflamed. The considered opinion was that he would not 
be able to walk to Sweden with it in that condition - the Swedish border was still some 30 miles 
away. The three airmen shared a meal together at the farm and Blanchett and Wilson realised that 
they would sadly have to continue their journey without Sergeant Stevens. Sometime around 0200 
hrs Pierre Blanchett and Ron Wilson left Sundby Farm. Exhausted, Vic Stevens lay down on a bed 
that had been made up for him and fell asleep. The next morning the farmer cycled to the doctor 
to ask his advice about Sergeant Stevens. The doctor considered that the entire family were at risk 
of being shot if the Germans discovered that Stevens was with them and advised that they contact 
the local police. After discussing the situation with Sergeant Stevens, it was agreed that the police 
should be called. Once at the local police station at Skogn, the policeman, Ivor Hoel, allowed 
enough time to pass for Blanchett and Wilson to be well out of the area before handing Stevens 
over to the Germans. From Skogn, Stevens was driven by car to Værnes airfield where after having 
his ankle looked at by a doctor he slept the night. The following morning, April 30th, he started his 
journey to a POW camp in Germany where he spent the remaining three years of the war. 
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Meanwhile, Ron Wilson and Pierre Blanchett were still making their way towards Sweden. After 
saying goodbye to Vic Stevens at Sundby Farm they had followed the directions given to them by 
the farmer. They travelled east, heading into the mountains. At one point they could see small 
spotter planes and thought that they might be out searching for survivors from the crashes. Not 
wishing to be discovered, the two airmen took cover in some trees and stayed there until darkness 
fell before continuing. Their route took them higher and higher into the mountains. It was very cold 
and the snow was very deep and difficult to walk in. The next day, looking back into the valley they 
had crossed, they could see German troops searching the area only a few miles behind them. 
Trying to move through the snow, which was by this time chest deep, was painfully slow and 
exhausting. It was a relief therefore when later that day they found a mountain hut where they 
could stop and rest for the night. The beds in the hut were a welcome sight for the exhausted 
airmen who dropped into them and promptly fell asleep. In the morning the airmen were woken 
up by two men. Good fortune was on the side of Blanchett and Wilson as the men turned out to be 
from the Norwegian Resistance. They lit the stove and shared some food they had brought with 
them then left telling the airmen that they would return again that night. Good as their word, the 
Norwegians returned that night bringing with them skis and ski boots and rucksacks containing 
food for the airmen. After showing Wilson and Blanchett how to walk on the skis, the Norwegians 
accompanied them on their journey through the night and on in to the next day. They then had to 
return to their homes, however, before doing so they gave Wilson and Blanchett a map and told 
them which way to continue in order to reach Sweden. Alone again the airmen travelled on 
through the snow until quite some time later they came to a house by a lake where they stopped 
to ask for help. They were given food and allowed to stay for the night before setting off again the 
next day with new directions. They travelled on and on through the snowy mountains and valleys, 
moving when they could and resting when they had to. Sitting down for a rest, they were suddenly 
surrounded by soldiers on skis carrying guns. At first they thought that the soldiers might be 
German, however, it was in fact the Swedish Army. They were taken to a frontier post where they 
were interrogated and managed to convince the Swedes that they were English airmen and that 
they had walked from Norway. A welcome bath, clean clothes and food were then provided before 
Blanchett and Wilson were put on a train and sent to the internment camp at Falun. Pierre 
Blanchett and Ron Wilson spent about a year at Falun during which time they found work and 
rented a flat in a nearby town! Eventually they were sent by train to Stockholm and from there they 
were flown back to the UK, landing at RAF Lossiemouth. On the 30th June 1973, thirty one years 
after the attacks on Tirpitz in the spring of 1942, Halifax W1048 TL-S "Sugar" was raised from the 
depths of Lake Hoklingen where she had crashed and was brought to the shore by an RAF Sub 
Aqua expedition and members of a local Trondheim diving club, Draugen, who had made the initial 
discovery of the Halifax in 1968. Ten years later, in 1983, the aircraft was put on permanent display 
in the Bomber Command Hall at the RAF Museum of Flight at Hendon. During the ceremony to 
mark the opening of the new Bomber Command Hall, the crew who had been on-board W1048 TL-
S when it crashed were presented to the Queen Mother. 
Joint Citation for DFC with Ian Hewitt published in the LG 4 August 1942: 
“One night in April 1942, Flying Officer MacIntyre and Pilot Officer Hewitt (RAFVR) were captain 
and navigator respectively of an aircraft detailed to carry out a low level attack on the German 
Naval Base at Trondheim. The target was located and in the face of intense opposition from the 
enemy's ground defences the attack was pressed home with great coolness and determination 
from a low level. During this operation the aircraft was hit. The outer portion of the wing caught 
fire and the fuselage and cockpit were filled with smoke. Soon the aircraft was well alight and, as it 
had become uncontrollable, Flying Officer MacIntyre decided to descend onto a lake to which he 
was directed by Pilot Officer Hewitt. This he achieved by a feat of superb airmanship. The crew then 
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manned their dinghy and made their way to the side of the lake. After a perilous journey and 
suffering great hardships, Flying Officer MacIntyre and his crew eventually reached England. The 
greatest credit is due to both these officers for their calm efficiency and courageous devotion to 
duty.” 
Other citations 
MacINTYRE, F/O Donald Phillip, DFC (J5998) - Distinguished Flying Cross (United States) - No.160 
Squadron - Distinguished Flying Cross - Award effective 13 March 1943 as per AFRO 616/43 dated 
9 April 1943. For distinguished service as heavy bomber pilot, particularly on the 15th of November 
1942, when he lost one engine while bombing Benghazi Harbour, but remained in action and 
started five fires. 
NOTE: Public Records Office Air 2/9599 has more detailed citation as transmitted 10 January 1943. 
For distinguished achievement as a pilot of heavy bombardment aircraft on operational missions. 
On the night of November 16/16, 1942, while participating in a raid on Benghazi harbour 
installations, he lost one engine. Using his skill as a pilot and his determination and zeal to 
accomplish his mission, he remained in action and succeeded in bombing his target, starting five 
fires. His accomplishments on this and other occasions exemplify the fine spirit and morale of 160 
Squadron. 
MacINTYRE, F/L Donald Philip, DFC (J5998) - Mention in Despatches - No.178 Squadron - Award 
effective 14 January 1944 as per LG, that date and AFRO 874/44 dated 21 April 1944. No citation to 
MiD. 
MacINTYRE, S/L Donald Philip, DFC (J5998) - Air Force Cross - No.5 OTU - Award effective 11 
August 1945 as per LG dated 14 August 1945 and AFRO 1453/45 dated 14th September 1945. As 
of AFC recommendation he had flown 1,354 hours, of which 334 were as instructor, 129 in previous 
six months. This officer has proved himself to be an outstanding Chief Flying Instructor of this 
Operational Training Unit. Through his general knowledge, tenacity and resourcefulness he has 
raised the flying on this unit to a very high standard. He is a natural leader both in the air and on 
the ground and has shown himself capable of tackling any job. His outstanding ability, 
perseverance and tireless devotion to duty on this unit are worthy of the highest praise. See 
Making for Sweden, pp. 33-5. 

 
HALIFAX W1048 TL-S 
From http://www.archieraf.co.uk/archie/1048tls_continued.html 
35 Squadron Halifax W1048 TL-S on display in the Bomber Command Hall at Hendon 

http://www.archieraf.co.uk/archie/1048tls_continued.html
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Halifax W1048 TL-S from 35 Squadron had taken off from RAF Kinloss in Scotland on the evening 
of 27th April 1942 to take part in an attack on Tirpitz in Fættenfjord, Norway. Several hours later 
the crew found themselves fighting to keep the Halifax in the air having been hit by AA fire during 
the attack. In the early hours of April 29th, the pilot - Pilot Officer Don MacIntyre from Canada, 
skilfully crash landed the Halifax on the frozen surface of Lake Hoklingen about seven miles inland 
from Fættenfjord. All onboard managed to escape from the aircraft and their story is told here. 
26 years later..... 
In the late summer of 1968, members of Draugen Diving Club in Trondheim who had heard there 
was a British aircraft somewhere in Lake Hoklingen, decided to try and find it. They were provided 
with information about where to search by members of the Mossing family who lived on the shores 
of Lake Hoklingen and could remember the night the Halifax crashed in 1942. The Mossing family 
were also able to lend the divers a small rowing boat to assist in the search (motor boats were not 
permitted on the lake as it was a source of drinking water) 
The divers used a primitive but very effective method to conduct their search. Their equipment was 
no more than a rowing boat and a long length of rope with a hook attached to one end. Over a 
period of a few weekends the divers 'fished' around in the lake hoping to hook the Halifax. The low 
water temperature and the depths that had to be reached limited the number of dives that could 
be made each day. Each time the hook caught fast to something a diver would swim below to 
check out what it had caught on. Time and time again the diver would resurface with the news that 
they had caught nothing more than an old tree trunk or other useless debris. 
Finally, late on Saturday 24th August the hook caught hold of something and the divers were 
convinced that this time they had found the Halifax. Infuriatingly it was too late in the day to send 
anyone down to check, so a buoy was attached to the rope and a small raft left to mark the spot. 
On Sunday 25th August, Edgar Bjørstad and Ole Storås made the dive that was to reveal the 
missing Halifax. 
"We knew it was something real this time, and it was. As we dived down it was completely dark after 
about 10 meters depth and we only had one torch to guide our way. The water temperature was 
about +2 degrees and we got down to a depth of 33 meters. It was very dark, even with the torch and 
there was dark mud all over the area. The hook had caught on the tail fin. We thought we had landed 
on a barn door that had been thrown away, but the we realised it was the Halifax, it was no problem 
to see that." 
And so finally, 26 years after sinking to the bottom of the lake, the Halifax had been found. 

http://www.archieraf.co.uk/archie/1048tls.html
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"It was fantastic. We moved slowly forwards and found the gun turrets. Then we moved to the front of 
the plane to the cockpit. After lighting up the instruments with our torch they stayed illuminated 
because of the luminous paint on the dials for a long time after. It was fantastic to see in the 
complete darkness, we will never forget it. All the throttles could be moved, we could move the flaps." 
The Draugen divers contacted the Norwegian Historical Aviation Society and informed them of the 
discovery. This set off a chain of events that led to the Royal Air Force Museum in Hendon, London, 
being able to offer the Halifax a home. 
In October 1972, a team of five RAF divers and a civillian diver, Peter Cornish, arrived in Norway to 
meet up with the Draugen divers and conduct a survey of the Halifax in order to make plans for the 
recovery which would take place the following year. Peter Cornish had been called upon by the 
museum at Hendon because of his previous experience at recovering WW2 aircraft from 
underwater. 
The Recovery .... 
In early June 1973, an RAF C-130 transport aircraft left RAF West Drayton in England with 16 
RAF personnel and peter Cornish onboard bound for Norway. About the same number of divers 
from Draugen Diving Club were ready and waiting for them at Lake Hoklingen having organised 
the logistics including food, tents, rafts, boats, cranes and other necessary equipment. Work soon 
commenced on the recovery with lifting points having been identified and fifty-four 40 gallon oil 
drums attached to the wreck which were then emptied of water using compressed air having first 
been sunk to the bed of the lake. 

 
Finally on June 30th the wreck of the Halifax started to break free from the mud on the bottom of 
the lake and rise to the surface. It was a momentous occasion for all those involved and for the 
thousands who had gathered on the shore to watch the spectacle. 

 

After 31 years resting on the muddy bed of Lake Hoklingen, Halifax W1048 TL-S saw the light of 
day once again. Jens Aassved, one of the Draugen Diving Club members recalls that inside the 
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Halifax it was as it had been in 1942 when the crew left the aircraft. He recalls seeing shoes and a 
parachute as well as other personal belongings and equipment. 
Return to the UK .... 
The Halifax was slowly towed to the shoreline, and with great effort and ingenuity was loaded onto 
a low loader to commence the journey by road and sea back to England. At Levanger it was 
collected by a tank landing craft and ferried over the North Sea to Ipswich Docks where it was then 
taken by road to RAF Henlow for stabilising and refurbishment. 
The initial plan was to restore the Halifax to her original appearance. The forward fuselage section 
was sent to RAF Wyton for restoration, however, this was not a successful project and was 
abandoned. It became apparent that a great proportion of the aircraft was in a very fragile 
condition and that if full restoration was undertaken little of the original aircraft would remain. The 
front gun turret was refurbished as a separate project and one engine was restored. Other than 
this, it was decided that the Halifax should be left in the condition that she had been found and 
would be displayed at Hendon. Meanwhile, the Halifax was sprayed with PX-9, a lanolin based 
preservative. Unfortunately, prior to this application the airframe had already started to corrode, it 
was later discovered that the Halifax should have been treated with another product prior to the 
PX-9 which could have prevented further corrosion. The application of PX-9 had not coated the 
Halifax uniformly, and as a result some areas continued to corrode. With the opening of the 
Bomber Command Hall at Hendon in 1983 the Halifax finally had a home. The display is a reminder 
to visitors that war has its costs in material and in lives and serves as a memorial to the aircraft and 
crews who did not return to these shores. 
In 2002 Jens Aassved and several other members of Draugen Diving Club who were involved in the 
discovery and recovery of W1048 TL-S paid a visit to the RAF Museum in Hendon to visit 'their' 
Halifax. A further visit is planned for some time later in 2004. 

 
Continuing care .... 
In the early 1970's, The Society of Friends of the Royal Air Force Museum was established to 
support the aims of the RAF Museum at Hendon. Each year the society makes a financial donation 
to the museum and is actively supportive by providing three teams of volunteers to work on the 
aircraft, vehicles and boats in the Hendon collection. In 1989 the society formed an aircraft team 
who would be responsible for restoration and conservation of the growing collection of aircraft in 
the museum. Initially this work would be carried out only on smaller items rather than entire 
aircraft. Later the team were asked to carry out corrosion inspections on some of the aircraft in the 
Battle of Britain Hall, and then they were tasked with looking after the aircraft in the Bomber 
Command Hall. 
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In order to attempt to halt any further corrosion on the Halifax it was sprayed with Waxoyl - a 
delicate process which took a year to complete. After a full inspection a report was written for the 
museum detailing the condition of the Halifax and what The Society of Friends team could do by 
way of preservation/restoration. The museum concluded that the external surfaces of the Halifax 
were, as far as possible, to remain as they were other than any work required to stabilize it. The 
interior of the Halifax could undergo some conservation work. Currently work is ongoing in the 
interior to halt any further corrosion. This is a long and laborious process due to space limitations, 
keeping stress on the structure to a minimum and working within health and safety parameters. 
Work is also being carried out on two of the wing mounted bomb racks. 

 
My grateful thanks to the following people for their assistance with information and images for this 
page: Jens Aassved - Draugen Diving Club, Trondheim, Richard Simpson - Keeper Dept of Aircraft 
& Exhibits, RAF Hendon, Pete Nash and Tony Aston - The Society of Friends of the Royal Air Force 
Museum, Rob Leigh , Harald Eriksen. 
From http://www.archieraf.co.uk/archie/27_28april1942.html: 
April 27/28th 1942 Tirpitz Raid 
Despite the lack of impact made on the target, Tirpitz, during the Mach 30/31 attack, Winston 
Churchill remained determined that Tirpitz must be sunk or crippled, and another attack from the 
air was planned.  
Once again, Halifax bomber aircraft from 10, 35 and 76 Squadrons were to be used flying from the 
same advanced bases as before. In addition, six Lancasters from 44 Squadron and six Lancasters 
from 97 Squadron were to fly from Lossiemouth. 
As with the attack in March, this operation was to be carried out in two phases. The aircraft from 
44, 76 and 97 Squadrons who would each carry a 4,000 lb bomb to be dropped from 6,000 feet 

http://www.archieraf.co.uk/archie/27_28april1942.html
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would open the attack. They would also carry 500lb bombs to use against flak and searchlight 
positions. 
The second phase would see the mine carrying 10 and 35 Squadron Halifax aircraft fly over the 
Tirpitz at an incredible 150 feet to drop the mines along the length of the ship between the ship 
and the shore. Each Halifax was to carry four 1,000 lb mines. 
In the event that Tirpitz could not be located the alternative target given for all Squadrons were the 
German ships Prinz Eugen, Admiral Hipper and Admiral Scheer who were lying in Lofjord two miles 
to the north of Fættenfjord. 
On April 23rd 1942, the aircraft from the five squadrons arrived at their advanced bases in the 
North East of Scotland. The crews were briefed on April 25th but were prevented from taking off on 
the 25th and 26th due to haar, a coastal sea fog which blights the North East coast of Scotland at 
any time of year. It was not until 1650 hrs on the 27th April that the crews were told "Ops on". 
At 2001 hrs DBST on the 27th April the first of the 43 bomber aircraft commenced take off. Two 
Halifaxes and one Lancaster returned early due to technical problems. The remaining 40 aircraft 
continued to Norway. The night was brightly lit by the moon and there were no clouds. 
Phase one of the attack commenced with the leading Lancaster from 44 Squadron flying over 
Tirpitz and dropping its 4,000 lb bomb at 0006 hrs. At this time the target was clearly visible, but 
within minutes smoke barrels and smoke ships that were strategically placed around the fjords 
began to emit a thick and acrid blanket of smoke which soon covered the fjord and shipping 
making it extremely difficult for the aircraft to locate the Tirpitz or other ships. 
The second phase commenced with the 35 Squadron Halifaxes followed by 10 Squadron flying low 
up the fjord. By this time Tirpitz was totally obscured by the smoke screen and the crews had to 
rely on an outcrop of rock above where Tirpitz was berthed as an aiming point. 
Due to the low level that the aircraft were flying at they encountered AA fire not only from below 
the aircraft, but also raining down on them from the AA batteries on the cliffs above the fjord. 
Several of the attacking aircraft were hit and crashed in the target area. 
Five of the forty aircraft that took off failed to return. 
From 10 Squadron 
W1037 ZA-U flown by F/L Miller and crew. Crash landed in a fjord after being shot down killing two 
of the crew members. The remainder of the crew were captured and taken POW. 
W1041 ZA-B flown by Wing Commander Bennett and crew. Hit by AA fire, the crew bailed out 
while the aircraft flew on itself until crashing near Flornes. Three of the crew were subsequently 
captured and taken POW while the remainder evaded capture and made it to Sweden and back to 
the UK. 
From 35 Squadron 
W1020 TL-K flown by Pilot Officer Pooles and crew crashed into a hillside about seven miles from 
Tirpitz at Borås with the loss of all onboard. 
W1048 TL-S flown by Pilot Officer MacIntyre and crew made a successful crash landing on the 
frozen Lake Hoklingen. The crew escaped and evaded with the exception of the Flight Engineer, Vic 
Stevens who had been injured in the crash landing and was unable to walk far. 
From 97 Squadron 
L7572 OF-L flown by F/L MacKid and crew. Hit by AA fire and caught fire plunging to the ground 
with the loss of all crew onboard near Ausetvatnet. 
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The 35 remaining aircraft returned to Scotland landing in the early hours of the morning on 28th 
April. 
The RAF PRU aircraft flew over Tirpitz on the 28th of April and photographs taken showed that no 
damage had been sustained by Tirpitz despite the twenty 4,000 lb bombs and 44 mines that the 
aircraft had dropped overnight. At midday the crews were told that they were to fly again that 
night to the same target. 
The map below shows the location of Tirpitz in Fættenfjord and the positions of flak guns, smoke 
vessels, searchlights and other German shipping. 

 
988. Pilot Officer Ian HEWITT DFC * (119344). Signed 15 June 1942. 35 Squadron. RAFVR. 

070 
DOB 29.11.1920. pilot office. 
See entry for Donald Philip MacIntyre 15 June 1942. 
See Making for Sweden, pp. 33-5. 
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Joint Citation for DFC with Donald Philip MacIntyre published in the LG 4 August 1942: 
“One night in April 1942, Flying Officer MacIntyre and Pilot Officer Hewitt (RAFVR) were captain 
and navigator respectively of an aircraft detailed to carry out a low level attack on the German 
Naval Base at Trondheim. The target was located and in the face of intense opposition from the 
enemy’s ground defences the attack was pressed home with great coolness and determination 
from a low level. During this operation the aircraft was hit. The outer portion of the wing caught 
fire and the fuselage and cockpit were filled with smoke. Soon the aircraft was well alight and, as it 
had become uncontrollable, Flying Officer MacIntyre decided to descend onto a lake to which he 
was directed by Pilot Officer Hewitt. This he achieved by a feat of superb airmanship. The crew then 
manned their dinghy and made their way to the side of the lake. After a perilous journey and 
suffering great hardships, Flying Officer MacIntyre and his crew eventually reached England. The 
greatest credit is due to both these officers for their calm efficiency and courageous devotion to 
duty.” 
989. Leif Erling August MICHELSEN. Signed 15 June 1942. 

071 
DOB 3.12.1905. överrettssagförer. Norsk. 
DOB confirmed with Norwegian Digital Archives. He was born in Nittedalen. 
From http://mobil.nordlys.no/dashboard/article4355024.ece?start=18  

 
During World War II, Haakon Lie linked to LO’s London office. Here he is on a Sunday outing to the 
Seamen's Association evacuation place in Tadworth, south of London, in 1942. From left front: Tor 
Gjesdal, Haakon Lie and Johan Ingebrigtsen. From left back: Arthur Ruud, Alf Seweriin257, Karl 
Evang and Leif Michelsen, who was a member magazine editor. Photographer: Labour Movement 
Archives. 
990. Thomas “Tommy” Christian SNEUM. Signed 15 June 1942. 

071 
DOB 21.5.1917. löjtnant. Dansk. 
From http://www.specialforcesroh.com/awards-9260.html: 

                                                 
257 Signed this book on 27 May 1942 

http://mobil.nordlys.no/dashboard/article4355024.ece?start=18
http://www.specialforcesroh.com/awards-9260.html
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Surname: Sneum 
Forename: Thomas Christian 
Unit: SIS A 2 Section 
Rank: Captain 
Number: 
Award: Kings Medal for Courage 
Place: Denmark 1941-42 
Further Info: 
from Nordby, Fano, Denmark 
born 21.5.1917 Sonderho, Fano, Denmark 
son of Kristian Sorensen and Karen Sneum, Nordby, Fano, Denmark 
Danish Naval Reserve Forces 
Danish Navy Fleet air Arm (Flight Lt) 1940 
escaped by aircraft to England 22.6.1941 
SIS A 2 (Danish-Dutch) Section 1941 
parachuted into Denmark 11.9.1941 
escaped to Sweden and interned 1942 
arrived Scotland June 1942 
interned until 3.10.1942 
staff,Free Danish office,London 
Danish Section,R.N. late 1943 (service number D-DANE-X-1) 
commando instructor, Plymouth 
Royal Norwegian Air Force (pilot) 1.9.1944-1947 (Flight Lt) 
Mosquito OTU, Oxfordshire 
a Mosquito Squadron, RAF Leuchars, Coastal Command 1945 
worked in sales, public relations and advertising, England postwar 
Managing Director, Air Charter/Air Ambulance Company, Denmark 
construction supervisor,Turkey 1951 
test pilot, Turkish State Aircraft Company, Ankara 
moved to Zurich, Switzerland 1961 
Administrative Director, European Association of Advertising Agencies 
married Else Jensen 17.4.1940 (divorced) (1 daughter) 
married Aida late 1950s Italy (divorced) 
married Katherine 1960s Germany (2 children) 
died 3.2.2007 Roskilde, Denmark 
ashes buried Fano, Denmark 
biography The Hornet Sting:The Amazing Untold Story of Second World War Spy Thomas Sneum 
(Mark Ryan) 2008 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Sneum: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Sneum
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Thomas Christian Sneum was a Danish pilot born May 21, 1917 at Fanø, Denmark. Died February 3, 
2007 in Roskilde. He collected information about the German Freya258 radar that was installed at his 
home island in Denmark. At the night of July 21–22, 1941 he made a spectacular escape from 
Denmark to Great Britain together with pilot Kjeld Pedersen in a D.H. Hornet Moth. The book The 
Hornet's Sting is an in-depth account of Sneum's life and his role in World War II. 

 
http://www.pilots.dk/absolutenm/templates/artikel.asp?articleid=9482&zoneid=1  
From a description of Mark Ryan’s The Hornet’s Sting on http://www.amazon.com/Hornets-Sting-
Amazing-Untold-Thomas/dp/1602397104: 
The exploits of Tommy Sneum, the Danish-born spy who died in 2007, made him a legend in 
espionage circles. But until now, the full extraordinary story of Sneum’s action-packed career as a 
British-run spy has never been told. 

                                                 
258 Freya was an early warning radar deployed by Germany during World War II, named after the Norse 
Goddess Freyja. During the war over a thousand stations were built. A naval version operating on a 
slightly different wavelength was also developed as Seetakt. Freya was first successfully used on 
December 18, 1939 when two stations detected an approaching daytime raid by 24 RAF Vickers 
Wellington bombers at a range of 113 km and guided fighter planes toward them via radio. Only half of 
the Wellingtons returned to Britain undamaged. This performance left the Luftwaffe so impressed that 
already by the Spring of 1940, eleven Freya stations were installed to guard Germany's western border. 
After the invasion of France in 1940, additional Freya stations were built along the Atlantic coast. When 
Britain started its bombing raids, Hermann Göring ordered colonel (later General) Josef Kammhuber to 
install an efficient air defense. This led to the so-called Kammhuber Line into which then more Freya 
stations were integrated. In the later course of the war, Freya devices turned out to be vulnerable against 
chaff, which meant they could still be used for early warning but no longer for guiding fighter planes. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freya_radar  

http://www.pilots.dk/absolutenm/templates/artikel.asp?articleid=9482&zoneid=1
http://www.amazon.com/Hornets-Sting-Amazing-Untold-Thomas/dp/1602397104
http://www.amazon.com/Hornets-Sting-Amazing-Untold-Thomas/dp/1602397104
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freya_radar
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Based on hundreds of hours of interviews with Sneum, Mark Ryan describes how Tommy made an 
incredible escape from Denmark in a battered old Hornet Moth aircraft - which he had to refuel in 
mid-air by climbing out on the wing. Later, he escaped from Denmark again - by walking across a 
treacherous frozen sea on which two of his companions died. Tommy brought over precious 
intelligence about the Nazi radar installations in Denmark and their atom bomb - his reward was to 
be imprisoned in Brixton as a suspected double agent and threatened with execution. 
He cheated the hangman - but it is only with the publication of this enthralling book that Sneum 
can be celebrated as, in the words of Professor R.V. Jones, Churchill’s chief of scientific intelligence, 
‘one of the true heroes of World War II’. 12 black-and-white photographs. 
Extracts from The Hornet’s Sting: 
In a letter dated 11 July 2006, MI5 did at least confirm two facts about Thomas Sneum: he had 
been investigated by the organization during the Second World War for possible treachery; and he 
had ultimately been cleared. But if they were prepared to admit that much, why wouldn't MI5 
release more information from their files about this agent? Perhaps the answer lies in the shabby 
way Britain's Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) treated Sneum during the war. That he was 
investigated at all probably says more about the political infighting between the established SIS 
and its upstart rival, the wartime Special Operations Executive (SOE), than it does about Sneum's 
capacity to double-cross those who stood in his way. At the same time, Tommy's conduct wasn't 
always exemplary either, largely because he considered himself too important, as a source of 
intelligence, to be compromised. That selfish streak was understandable, perhaps even excusable, 
in a brave man who risked his life for the Allied cause time and again. But the reader can be the 
judge of Tommy's contribution to that cause, and the controversial conduct that often 
accompanied it. However, Foreign Office documents recently revealed a very different view of 
Sneum's wartime activities in the field, particularly when he was working with a wireless operator 
called Sigfred Christophersen. When the following extract was written, Major Geoffrey Wethered, 
who hunted double-agents on behalf of MI5 during the war had just met with Commander 
Hollingworth of SOE's Danish Section. Wethered reported: 
“During their adventures they Sneum and Christophersen appear to have given a great deal of 
information to the Germans about our activities in Denmark, to such an extent SOE sent a message 
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to ARTHUR the codename of leading SOE agent Mogens Hammer ... informing him that Sneum 
had spilt the beans. None of this was told to us until today.” 
Was Hollingworth's accusation motivated by genuine concern about the loyalty of Sneum, an SIS 
agent, or by his own desire for political gain at a time when his position as an SOE spymaster was 
under threat? To what extent was Sneum simply caught in the crossfire of London's 
interdepartmental rivalry between SIS and SOE? There was no love lost between the two British 
covert organizations, who rarely told each other what they were doing in the field, and often 
seemed at least as anxious to outwit their domestic rival as they were to undermine Adolf Hitler 's 
Third Reich. 
After years of investigation into Sneum’s action-packed story, the true course of events can finally 
be told here. Was Sneum a hero or a traitor; a scapegoat or a villain? When it comes to the dark 
world of spooks, where does perception end and reality begin? 
…. 
As Himmler flew away to safety in that first week of February 1941, Tommy was left in Denmark, 
still feeling trapped. Yet he remained as determined as ever to break through the wall of ice that 
enveloped the Danish coast. Instead of looking west to Britain for an escape route, he turned his 
attentions eastwards, to neutral Sweden. Since it was much closer, Tommy knew he would have a 
more realistic chance of getting there. And perhaps the Swedes could provide the first stepping 
stone to Britain. 
Sneum was beaten to the British Legation in Stockholm by a young man he knew only vaguely, but 
one whose arrival would have serious repercussions for his war. Ronald Turnbull259 was a 
charming young Scot who was busily establishing a field headquarters for the Special Operations 
Executive's Danish Section in the Swedish capital. The SOE, created with the personal approval of 
Winston Churchill, was tasked with setting Nazi-occupied Europe ablaze with the fires of resistance. 
Anyone who had known Turnbull just five years earlier would have been suprised by his 
appointment. As a Cambridge University student in the 1930s, he had sent fan mail to Hitler 
declaring himself to be a keen supporter of all things German. “I wrote to Hitler and I’ve got a letter 
from him somewhere,” he said later. “In the early days I thought Hitler was a great man, which 
turned out not to be the case. I was vice-president of the Anglo-German Association at Cambridge. 
We wanted to get closer to the Germans, particularly their youth.” 
Before long the scales fell from Turnbull 's eyes and his opinion of what was happening in Germany 
changed. When he left university, he stood as a Liberal candidate for Bethnal Green and then 
worked as a journalist on the London Evening Standard. He was under no illusions about Hitler's 
intentions by the time Neville Chamberlain returned from a meeting with the Fuhrer in September 
1938.The Prime Minister claimed triumphantly that he had secured ‘peace in our time’ for 
Britain.Turnbull knew the truth: “I felt sick when Chamberlain waved that white paper,” he said. “I 
knew what was coming.” 
But even the perceptive Ronnie, who by 1940 was a press attaché at the British Legation in 
Copenhagen, was taken aback when the Germans invaded Denmark on 9 April. He was celebrating 
his engagement to Maria Thereza do Rio Branco, daughter of the Brazilian Ambassador, when the 
Nazis rolled in. He escaped thanks to his diplomatic immunity, but some of the British journalists 
with whom he had liaised in the Danish capital were trapped. 
Though Ronnie didn't exactly cover himself in glory during those frightening, chaotic days, his 
affinity with Denmark was remembered in Britain's corridors of power, and he had also broadcast 

                                                 
259 Signed this book on 12 October 1941, 31 January 1942 and 15 June 1942 
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anti-German propaganda to Denmark from the BBC in London. Thereza made her way to England 
soon after her husband had arrived, and they had been married for two months when SOE came 
calling in July. Turnbull accepted the organization’s offer enthusiastically, but then realized that just 
to reach his new office would present a serious challenge. 
Due to the extreme dangers of travelling from Britain to Sweden by air in the winter of 1940-1, 
Turnbull was sent on an extraordinary, roundabout route to Stockholm. Ronnie and Thereza, who 
was by now pregnant, were accompanied by his secretaiy, Pamela Tower. They sailed to the Cape 
of Good Hope in South Africa, then went north, reaching Istanbul before the Tumbulls’ son Michael 
was born. As soon as mother and baby were strong enough to continue, they headed overland to 
Moscow, via Tiflis, Baku and Rostov. Once in the Russian capital they boarded yet another train, this 
time to Leningrad, and from there travelled to Finland. Eventually, in February 1941, the exhausted 
Tumbulls reached Stockholm by ship. They had left Liverpool more than two months earlier. 
This epic journey drew only derision from Lord Haw-Haw, Hitler’s infamous propagandist William 
Joyce, who announced on Berlin radio: “The British must really be in a sad condition if they have to 
send a fellow from the Foreign Office halfway around the world to get to Stockholm.” 
The resistance organization that the ‘fellow from the Foreign Office’ had been sent to run - SOE 
Denmark - would eventually become a thorn in the side of Tommy Sneum. But he couldn't have 
known that as he started to make his way to the very building in which Turnbull was now based. 
Smarting from his failure to assassinate a high-ranking Nazi with his longbow, Sneum had finally 
spotted a weakness in the German ring of steel around his country. He upset his good friend Kjeld 
Pedersen and their resistance colleague Christian Michael Rottboell by insisting that he must use 
the route alone. It would be safer that way, he told them firmly, and they had to accept his 
decision, however reluctantly. 
So, on 20 February 1941, Tommy set out for Kastrup Airport. He carried with him an update on the 
radar installation on Fanoe, where the Germans had been building a third tower for their early-
warning system. He also had facts and figures about the Nazi occupation of Denmark and German 
troop movements. An hour on a civilian plane took him to Roenne Airfield on Bornholm, a Danish 
island within striking distance of the Swedish mainland. A couple of days later he climbed aboard a 
huge ferry which, aided by ice-cutters, carved a path to Ystad on the Swedish coast. The first, 
nervous minutes of 23 February saw him posing as a businessman in front of a yawning customs 
official on the quayside. Tommy dreaded a search of his belongings or clothes, but the lazy official 
simply stamped his passport and directed him to the night train for Stockholm. Sneum couldn't 
show any signs of the exhilaration he felt. He was free of the Nazi occupation, however temporarily. 
Sleep came easily on the train once the adrenalin wore off. Before dawn, making sure that he 
wasn't followed as he left Stockholm train station, Tommy made his way to the Strandvagen 
peninsula outside the city. Soon after it opened for official business, he proudly entered the British 
Legation. 
“I'm Flight Lieutenant Thomas Sneum of the Danish Fleet Air Arm and I have a lot of important 
information,” he announced at reception. He was led to Squadron Leader Donald Fleet260, the 
ageing but enthusiastic Assistant Air Attaché. A smiling Fleet decided to take Sneum straight to the 
office of Captain Henry Denham261, the Naval Attaché, who operated from the kitchen wing of the 
Legation. 

                                                 
260 Signed this book on 11 August 1942 
261 Signed this book on 30 August 1941 and 20 April 1942 
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Turnbull, who had attended some of the same Copenhagen functions as Sneum during the winter 
of 1939-40, was nowhere to be seen. Had Tommy renewed his acquaintance with Ronnie that day, 
the brave Dane's war could have turned out very differently. 
Turnbull might well have taken one look at all the excellent information in Sneum's possession and 
recruited him on the spot for SOE Denmark. Denham worked in close proximity to Turnbull, but 
answered to a different British chain of command. “I wasn't employed to help the Admiralty,” 
Turnbull pointed out. By the same token, Denham wasn't employed to help SOE. 
The dynamic between the two men was curious. Both had worked at Britain’s Copenhagen 
Legation, and they had been repatriated by the Nazis on the same sealed train. Turnbull now 
worked with Denham’s former secretary, Pamela Tower, but “She was still in love with Henry,” 
Ronnie claimed . Since Turnbull’s arrival in Stockholm, Denham had offered him access to any 
routine naval information at his disposal, but the SOE man later said dismissively, “We didn't need 
ordinary intelligence.” It seemed that Denham and Turnbull shared almost everything, but when it 
came to the precious new secrets that Sneum had brought into the building, there would be no 
sharing, even though this was precisely the sort of extraordinary intelligence Turnbull craved. 
As a regular naval officer, Denham was obliged to pass any significant intelligence through the 
established Admiralty channels, which led through Naval Intelligence to the Secret Intelligence 
Service in London. Turnbul1, meanwhile, had to report to his own SOE spymaster back in Britain, 
Commander Ralph Hollingworth. 
Denham wasn't about to entrust the ‘amateurs’ at SOE with vital scientific intelligence, no matter 
how much he liked Turnbull on a personal level. Had Sneum's discoveries landed on Turnbull’s desk 
rather than Denham’s, he too would have wanted to send them exclusively to his own organization, 
SOE. And the source of such valuable intelligence was to be treated in a similarly possessive 
fashion: Tommy was already becoming a trophy, the sort of prize that one covert British 
organization would jealously guard against overtures from its rival. 
Naturally, Tommy didn't know any of this. As he began his presentation, he viewed ‘the British’ as 
one united force lined up against the Germans. He could never have imagined that, behind the 
scenes, they were squaring up to each other. Starting with something simple and tangible, he told 
Denham that some German sea-planes had been brought out of the water in the northern Danish 
port of Thisted and were now arranged on the quayside like sitting ducks. Then he moved swiftly 
on to the more pressing issue of the installation on Fanoe, and the remarkable capacity of the 
rectangular devices to pick out planes in the night sky with their searchlights. 
Denham and Fleet betrayed no prior knowledge of the installation. If Oxlund’s thick envelope had 
arrived at the British Legation as intended the previous summer, these officers seemed determined 
to give the impression that they had not seen it. But Denham had been around long enough to 
know when he was being told something important. He quickly excused himself, giving the 
impression that he hoped to contact London for further guidance on what action to take in light of 
what he had just heard. Tommy barely had time to ask him if he could be put on the next available 
flight to Britain, so that he could join the RAF and fight the Luftwaffe. 
“Well done on the sea-planes, Flight Lieutenant Sneum,” said Fleet in his colleague’s absence. “We 
might be able to do something with those. By the way, there’s a Mosquito arriving in Stockholm in 
the next few days. We should be able to pull a few strings to get you over to Britain on that.” 
An elated Sneum felt as though he had almost made it to London already. He chatted for what 
seemed like hours to Fleet about the situation in Denmark, and what the British might do to 
undem1ine the Germans there. Finally they were interrupted by the return of Denham, who was 
noticeably more intense than before. “Look, I've got a proposal for you,” he said. 
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“First I have one for you,” cut in Sneum. “There are about twenty Danish pilots, skilled in their jobs, 
just like me, men who want nothing more than to join the Allied forces and fight the Nazis. There is 
a large expanse of water at Lake Tissoe, near the west coast of Zealand, where they can be ready 
for you on any given night. All you have to do is send a message through to one of my people in 
Denmark. I can give you some names. Lake Tissoe is as big and as easy to recognize as any 
rendezvous point you could think of. One of your Sunderland flying boats will have no trouble 
finding it, especially if I coordinate everything.” 
“How could you do that from England?” asked Fleet. 
Tommy didn't hesitate: “If I receive a guarantee in London that the Sunderland will be sent, I'll 
volunteer to parachute back into Denmark and prepare my friends for the pick-up.” 
Both Englishmen could see that Sneum was deadly serious. “We could arrange that for you in 
theory,” said Denham cautiously. “But maybe you won't have to parachute into Denmark. Not if 
you're already there for us.” 
Tommy sensed he was about to be told something he didn't want to hear. “I had hoped you could 
get me to England,” he reiterated with as much insistence as he dared show. 
But Denham was equally stubborn. “This installation of yours on Fanoe may be more important, I'm 
afraid,” he explained. “We need to understand exactly how these things work. Get as much 
technical detail as we can.” 
“I don't see what more I could do,” replied Sneum. “You could take photographs,” suggested 
Denham. 
Tommy almost laughed. He imagined strolling nonchalantly around the restricted areas like a 
tourist, taking snaps at will. 
“You could use a little Leica,” continued Denham calmly. “Nothing too conspicuous. And if that 
works out, you could use a Movikon camera. They take moving pictures.” 
Sneum couldn't believe his ears. Make a film? But he agreed, and at that moment effectively 
became a British agent. He was well aware that his first assignment was only one step short of a 
suicide mission, despite Denham’s casual description of what was required. But Thomas Sneum 
wasn't the sort to back out of a challenge. 
…. 
Describing the flight from Bromma to Leuchars 
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From http://www.express.co.uk/expressyourself/119460/The-spy-who-helped-win-the-war-on-a-
wing-and-a-prayer: 
The spy who helped win the war on a wing and a prayer 
He was one of the greatest spies of the Second World War but few people know Tommy Sneum’s 
name. Graham Ball meets the historian revealing all about the courageous Dane who risked his life 
so Britain could beat the Nazis. 
Ian Fleming didn’t model his 007 hero James Bond on Tommy Sneum but he might well have done. 
Sneum, a Dane, became one of Britain’s most effective spies during the Second World War. 
He hated the Nazis and fought them ruthlessly but his phenomenal charm, with both his enemies 
and women, turned him into a wartime legend. His heroism went mostly unheard of as this special 
agent shunned the limelight so that most of his extraordinary work has gone unrecorded. Writer 

http://www.express.co.uk/expressyourself/119460/The-spy-who-helped-win-the-war-on-a-wing-and-a-prayer
http://www.express.co.uk/expressyourself/119460/The-spy-who-helped-win-the-war-on-a-wing-and-a-prayer
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Mark Ryan spent more than five years tracking the elusive spy and found he’d repeatedly risked his 
life to help the allies win the war. Sneum was a 22-year-old flight lieutenant in Denmark’s Fleet Air 
Arm when the German army marched across the Danish border on April 9, 1940. The High 
Command had ordered him and his fellow servicemen not to fight. It was a situation that proud 
patriot Sneum found intolerable. Although the young airman wasn’t particularly tall he had a 
rugged frame and was a born fighter. He decided that despite his country’s capitulation he would 
take on the Nazi invaders himself. 
“Sneum was an exceptional individual but relatively few knew just how much he contributed to our 
war effort,” says Ryan, whose book The Hornet’s Sting chronicles the life and times of the spy who 
chose to stay in the shadows. R V Jones, who was Winston Churchill’s special adviser on security 
issues, described him as one of the greatest spies of the war.” 
Soon after the German occupation Sneum noticed a series of mysterious towers appear on his 
home island of Fano, off the west coast of Denmark. The structures were the Nazis’ new secret 
weapon, Freya radar. Sneum suspected the towers were to detect British bombers that might fl y 
across Denmark to attack Germany. 
“Sneum guessed that these installations could be very destructive to the RAF so he began to set up 
his own resistance network to get the intelligence back to Britain,” says Ryan. It was the first 
resistance group to operate in Denmark and the work he did could be described as a suicide 
mission. Time and again he risked his life to get close to the radar towers, take pictures of the 
scanners and plot their location. He was even captured at gunpoint on one occasion.” 
Radar installations weren’t his only target. Sneum knew that senior Nazis frequently travelled 
through Copenhagen. In February 1941 he discovered that Heinrich Himmler, head of the Nazi 
secret police, would be taking a route that passed by the flat of actress Oda Pasborg, his girlfriend 
at the time. Sneum decided to assassinate him but knew that if he used a gun the Germans would 
be able to tell where the shot came from and it might implicate Oda. 
“Instead I bought a steel longbow from a hunting shop,” Sneum recalled years later. 
“It was perfect because it came in two pieces, which you could quickly assemble or fold away. To 
draw back the bow required a force equivalent to lifting a 12-stone man. The power it unleashed 
meant the arrows were lethal.” 
While Sneum laid in wait Himmler fell ill and travelled directly to Berlin. Had the Nazi travelled into 
Copenhagen that day the course of history could have changed and millions of Jews may have 
been spared death. The next month Himmler visited the Auschwitz concentration camp and 
ordered its expansion. Undaunted by this setback and well aware of the importance of the 
information about the radars Sneum decided it was essential he went to London. He was joined by 
fellow resistance fighter Kjeld Pedersen and between them they scoured the Danish countryside for 
a privately-owned aeroplane. They found a farmer who had a decrepit De Havilland Hornet, a 
sports plane which was in pieces in a barn. 
The two men got to work assembling the elderly aircraft and preparing to set off across the North 
Sea to Britain. Their hard work paid off and the plane was soon back in working order but they 
faced one enormous difficulty: the Hornet’s fuel capacity would take them only about 400 miles, 
well short of Britain. The only solution was to pack the cockpit with extra fuel and when the engine 
began to splutter Sneum would climb out on the wing and feed the tank. 
“I wasn’t too happy about doing it but it was necessary,” he said later. “It was very cold and dark 
and in those few seconds the full reality of the danger became clear.” 
Against the odds the refuelling operation succeeded and the plane landed safely near Newcastle. 
The value of the intelligence Sneum brought with him was soon acknowledged and in return he 
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asked to be allowed to join the RAF. Unfortunately for Sneum British intelligence chiefs had other 
plans. Instead of allowing the plucky Dane to fly Spitfires they persuaded him to go back into 
occupied Denmark. In a matter of months Sneum was parachuted into his homeland on an even 
more dangerous mission: he was charged with finding out about the Nazi’s attempts to build a 
nuclear bomb. Despite huge security hurdles he managed to get vital information on the project 
but the German secret police were closing in. There was no plane to enable him to leave Denmark 
this time so he decided to walk across the frozen sea to Sweden. Many others had perished 
attempting the challenge but Sneum pulled it off. Rather than arriving to a hero’s welcome in 
Sweden the Dane was thrown in prison. He demanded safe passage to Britain but the Swedes 
would not listen. In a desperate bid for freedom he threatened to expose their secret intelligence 
cells if he wasn’t freed and they reluctantly agreed. 
Sneum’s problems didn’t end once he was in London. British secret service chiefs thought that the 
information on the nuclear plans he had uncovered was so impressive that he must have been a 
double agent. Sneum was arrested, put in Brixton prison and threatened with execution.It was 
months before he was released, albeit under house arrest. Eventually the cloud over his name was 
cleared and the authorities gave him £3,000 in “back pay” to make up for his ordeal. Sneum took 
the money and blew it on a string of girlfriends in London before asking once more to join the RAF. 
Again he was rejected and he eventually settled for joining a Norwegian Coastal Command 
squadron. 
“Sneum was the most unusual man I have ever met,” says Ryan. “It took me several years to track 
him down and persuade him to let me write his story. When I finally located him he was living in 
Zurich. I called him and we arranged to meet at his apartment the next day. I knocked on the door 
and when it opened I found myself staring down the barrel of a Browning pistol. He was old but I 
really believed he might shoot. Thankfully I managed to persuade him I wasn’t on a revenge 
mission and he let me in. We became great friends so I was sorry when he died in February 2007, 
just a few months short of his 90th birthday. He was an exceptional man. I’m just glad that the 
story of Sneum’s bravery is fi nally being told. After all, he helped this country win the war.” 
From http://www.danishww2pilots.dk/profiles.php?id=87: 
Thomas Christian Sneum escaped to England twice during the Second World War. In 1941 he made 
an epic flight to England with Kjeld Pedersen in a Hornet Moth. He later returns to Denmark as 
agent, but escaped again in the spring of 1942. Later in the war, he joins the Royal Norwegian Air 
Force. Thomas Christian Sneum was born on 21 May 1917 in Sønderho on the island of Fanø. He is 
the son of school teacher Kristian Sørensen Sneum og Karen Sneum (née Hansen). 
He is interested in flying from an early age. In the early 1930’s he is training on gliders at the 
Polytechnic in Copenhagen together with other enthusiasts. Among these is another later pilot, 
namely Arne Hroar Helvard with whom he years later also escapes to England. On 9 April 1940, the 
day of the German occupation of Denmark, Sneum is posted at Air Station Avnø as Flyverløjtnant af 
1ste Grad Flying Officer. Following the occupation he is determined to escape to England to fight. 
In the meantime, Thomas Sneum was busy collecting information on German installations on the 
Danish West coast, especially on the island of Fanø. In the end, he was able to bring valuable 
information on the German Freya radar to England. 
Determined to Escape 
In the spring of 1941, Thomas Sneum discovers a disassembled D.H. Hornet Moth (OY-DOK) in a 
barn at the farm Elseminde on the island of Funen. He convinces the owner to sell the aircraft and 
with the help of fellow navy pilot Kjeld C.J. Pedersen and three mechanics the aircraft is assembled. 
On 21 July 1941, at about 2300 hours, the aircraft takes off from a field near the farm. 

http://www.danishww2pilots.dk/profiles.php?id=87
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“We were so afraid of being discovered that we were able to give the engine only one test of four 
seconds. Almost as soon as it fires we switched it off again and when we were actually ready to 
start off for England we waited until a train passed so that it would drown the noise of our engine.” 
The two pilots cross parts of Denmark and the Danish cost near the island of Fanø. From here a 6 
hours Flight, approximately 800 kilometres over the North Sea awaits the pilots. And the crossing 
was not without difficulties. 
“At one time when we were well out over the North Sea, we thought the end had come. Our oil 
pressure indicator suddenly dropped to zero and thinking it would only be a matter of minutes 
before the engine seized up we wished each other goodbye and agreed that the effort had been 
well worth trying. But to our great delight the engine went on running and then we realised that it 
was only the oil pressure indicator which had failed.” 
As the aircraft crosses the cost at Coquet Island off Northumberland two Spitfires are ordered to 
intercept. Sneum and Pedersen wave a white flag as a sign of friendly intentions. Two Hurricanes 
also appear before the aircraft lands in a field near Alnwick. 
Sneum and Pedersen are arrested by an RAF patrol and taken to the nearest RAF Station. They are 
interned in a Camp in Battersea, but after a few days they are transferred to the Mayfair Hotel. 
The escape of Thomas Sneum and Kjeld Petersen is the actual story behind British author Ken 
Follet's fictional story Hornet Flight. 
In British Service 
They both volunteer for the Royal Air Force. Pedersen is almost immediately accepted and 
appointed Pilot Officer (R.87010), while Sneum is enrolled in the Special Intelligence Service.  
On 10 September 1941, at 1946 hours, a Whitley of No. 138 Squadron captained by F/Sgt A.W. 
Reimer (R.61467) takes off from Newmarket bound for Denmark. On board is Lieutenant Thomas 
Sneum and W/O S. Christophersen also known as Esmond and Columbus. The aircraft crosses the 
Danish coast near Esbjerg, not far from Sneum's birthplace, and flak is encountered. Target is 
reached at 2335 hours and the two agents are successfully dropped near Holbæk. An attempt to 
drop the agents the night before had been aborted due to clouds and heavy rain. 
Sneum acts a secret agent in Denmark for about six months before being pulled out in March 1942. 
A Second Escape 
On 28 March 1942, Thomas Sneum and Arne Hroar Helvard262 escape to Sweden by crossing the 
Sound then covered by ice. They walk from the seaside town Skodsborg, but have to land on the 
island Hven. They are arrested by the Swedish police and imprisoned for 67 days. They manage to 
avoid being turned over to the German authorities in Denmark.  
They both manage to get to England on the day Snuem signed this book. Arne Hroar Helvard is 
accepted in the Royal Air Force (128521, RAFVR). Initially he is stationed in North Africa flying 
Handley Page Hampden.  
On 1 September 1944, he is accepted in the Royal Norwegian Air Force. I have very few information 
on his service. In an article on his wartime activities he tells that he is attached to a Britsh unit flying 
Mosquitos.  
After the Liberation 

                                                 
262 The Bromma departure record for 15 June 1942 includes Arne Hroar Helvard. He has not signed this 
book. 
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Following the German surrender Thomas Sneum returns to Denmark. He did not feel accepted in 
the post war air service and retired from service. For instance the air service did not recognise that 
he had been promoted during the war. 
Ancker, 2001; Troelsen og Sund, 2006; Søren Flensted; Podcast: Spionen fra Fanø the spy from Fanø 
R. V. Jones was so convinced of Sneum's value to the Allies that he partly dedicated his book, Most 
Secret War263, to the dashing young pilot. During the war, in addition to being a key scientific 
adviser to Winston Churchill, Jones was the assistant director of British Scientific Intelligence, one of 
the component sections of SIS. So he was better placed than most to determine whether Sneum's 
name belonged in a list of celebrated super-spies. The dedication read: 
To all those in Nazi-occupied Europe who in lone obscurity and of their own will risked torture and 
death for scientific intelligence, like 'Amniarix' (Jeannie Rousseau, Vicomtesse de Clarens), Leif 
Tronstad264, Thomas Sneum, Hasager Christiansen, A.A. Michels, Jean Closquet, Henry Roth, Yves 
Rocard, Jerzy Chemielewski, and the author of the Oslo Report: To reconnaissance pilots like Tony 
Hill: To radio observers like Eric Ackermann and Harold Jordan: and to the men of the Bruneval 
Raid. For ‘courage is the quality that guarantees all others.’ 

 
From R. V. Jones’ Most Secret War 
991. Edvard William DAHL-HANSEN (1875-1967). Signed 15 June 1942. 

071 
DOB 17.6.1875. redare. Norsk. 

ancestry.co.uk 

                                                 
263 A copy of Most Secret War, signed by R V Jones, is in Trevor Baker’s collection 
264 Signed this book on 21 October 1941 
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Gift med Skipsreder Edvard William Dahl-Hansen f. 17 Juni 1875, Kristiansand. Død 25 September 
1967 i Kristiansand. 

 

 
Project Runeberg Who is Who? 
Notraship was the organisation set up by the Norwegian government to administer the Norwegian 
marine. It controlled more than one thousand vessels with a total tonnage of over four million 
gross tons, of which 241 vessels were tankers. At the time Nortraship was the largest ship owning 
company in the world. 
See: Atle Thowsen, Business goes to war: The Norwegian navy in Allied war transport, in Salmon 
(ed.), Britain and Norway in the Second World War, pp. 51-66. 
992. Olav SÆLID. Signed 15 June 1942. Sarpsborg, Norge. 

071 
DOB 16.3.1915. stud. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
DOB confirmed with ancestry.com which states he arrived in Buffalo, New York, United States on 4 
November 1942. No further trace found. 
993. Lieutenant Colonel John Kyme CORDEAUX RM (23 July 1902 – 4 January 1982). 
Signed 15 June 1942. 1 Palmer Street, London SW1. 

071 
He also signed this book and 7 August 1942. 
He was the NID265 representative with MI6. He was previously in the Italian Section. 
He is mentioned in Ian Herrington’s The Special Operations Executive in Norway 1940-1945. 
From the book MI6: 
In the reorganisation of MI6 in February 1942, Cordeaux was appointed one of three Deputy 
Directors (DDs) Navy, responsible for the Northern Sector. In April he wrote: “We are very scantily 
served at present in Norway being represented only in Bodo, Trondheim, Bergen and Oslo.” The 
author writes that there was a marked improvement over the following year. He must have been 

                                                 
265 Naval Intelligence Division 
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successful because in 1943, of the three DDs, only Cordeaux was adjudged to have been a 
complete success, and he was promoted to 'Controller'.” 
From Keith Jeffery’s MI6: The History of the Secret Intelligence Service 1909-1949, Bloomsbury, 
2011: 

 
After the war, Cordeaux was elected at the 1955 general election as Member of Parliament for 
Nottingham Central, narrowly defeating the Labour MP Ian Winterbottom. He held the seat in 
1959, but lost it at the 1964 election to the Labour candidate Jack Dunnett. 
From an Article in The Daily Telegraph, 13 August 2004 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/1469303/Did-British-intelligence-send-its-own-spies-to-
their-deaths.html: 
The possibility that British intelligence sent scores of its own agents to almost certain death in 
occupied Holland during the Second World War has been raised by the release of Foreign Office 
files kept secret for 60 years. The disclosure that more than 50 Dutch agents working for the 
Special Operations Executive (SOE) may have been sacrificed as part of a complicated "double 
double agent" game played against the Germans is likely to provoke heated debate in the 
Netherlands. The agents, trained in Britain to carry out sabotage, were parachuted straight into the 
arms of the waiting enemy, which had penetrated the entire SOE network in Holland. Almost all 
were subsequently executed in concentration camps. 
The agents were ensnared by the German operation codenamed Englandspiel (the English Game), 
which was regarded as one of the Third Reich's greatest counter-intelligence triumphs. It was also 
the greatest disaster suffered by SOE, which was created by Churchill in 1940 to wage war by 
sabotage. The operation, which lasted from 1942 to 1944, involved the use of captured Dutch SOE 
radio operators and German operators using SOE codes to lure agents to their doom. It also 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/1469303/Did-British-intelligence-send-its-own-spies-to-their-deaths.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/1469303/Did-British-intelligence-send-its-own-spies-to-their-deaths.html
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resulted in the shooting down of several RAF aircraft during agent-dropping missions and the loss 
of vast quantities of weapons destined for the Dutch Resistance. 
The official line on Englandspiel has remained unchanged for 60 years: that it was a first-class 
blunder resulting from the failure of British intelligence to heed warnings that the SOE network had 
been fatally compromised. But previously secret files released recently at the National Archives 
suggest a chilling alternative: that SOE, the Secret Intelligence Service (MI6), or both, knew what 
was going on but were prepared to send men and women to their deaths in the interests of a 
bigger game. The files suggest that the British were engaged in a complicated "double double 
agent" sting, in which they used their knowledge of the agents' capture to feed false information to 
the enemy and gain an insight into his thinking through analysis of false intelligence sent back to 
Britain. 
The documents date from 1949 when the Foreign Office was under pressure from the Dutch to 
provide answers as to what had gone wrong. The Dutch parliament had set up an inquiry into the 
affair, and its head, a Dr Donker, had requested interviews with relevant officers from SOE and SIS. 
The latter service, which enjoyed a fraught relationship with SOE during the war, was responsible 
for SOE communications for much of the period in question. Dr Donker's request generated 
copious correspondence in Whitehall as officials debated what and what not to tell him. Some 
documents have been taken out of the files, but three telling quotes remain. 
Among the memoranda is one from Sir Evelyn Shuckburgh, the then head of the Western 
Department of the Foreign Office, addressed to Sir Philip Nichols, the British ambassador in The 
Hague. Dated March 28 1949, it was classified Top Secret. Sir Evelyn wrote: “It has become evident 
that a really full explanation of the circumstances in which this penetration of SOE took place would 
be to the highest degree embarrassing. In the first place, such an explanation would mean 
disclosing details of the methods used by SOE and the Intelligence Organisation, and these would 
doubtless come as a shock not only to Dutch, but also to British public opinion. These methods are 
recognised as legitimate to the intelligence fraternity, but there is nothing to be gained by 
publishing them to the outside world. We should also deplore the inevitable attendant association 
of the Foreign Office or of our diplomatic missions with such practices. I refer particularly to the use 
of 'double double agents'. We feel that anything less than a full explanation would evoke a flood of 
questions and lead to the accusation that we were trying to conceal something (as indeed we 
would be doing). If we are eventually driven to making a statement of some sort, we feel that the 
best thing would be to take a high moral line and refuse to be involved in technical, factual or 
historical details of this appalling story.” 
The second significant reference is contained in a handwritten letter from Adml Sir John Godfrey, 
the director of naval intelligence during the first half of the war and a one-time candidate for chief 
of SIS, to Sir Hartley Shawcross, the attorney general in the Attlee government. In the letter, dated 
March 6 1949, Sir John referred to an article in the Manchester Guardian reporting speculation in 
the Netherlands that Englandspiel was the result either of treachery in London or a “grave mistake” 
on the part of British intelligence. Sir John said he believed neither to be true. He went on: “The real 
explanation is one which can hardly be published. There is always an element of oblique collusion 
(not co-operation) between belligerents who indulge in double agent work, especially if both sides 
know that he is double-crossing one of them. And yet the skilful use of such a man, a direct 
pipeline into the enemy's most secret counsels, can be of inestimable value so long as his original 
employer does not reveal his knowledge of the double agent's duplicity.” Sir Hartley was assured 
by the Foreign Office that: “At no time did SOE drop agents knowing that they would fall into 
enemy hands, nor did they use any of them as double or treble agents.” 
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Dr Donker wanted to know about warnings allegedly sent from Holland by Dutch SIS agents in July 
and August 1942 stating that all SOE agents had been captured. The British replied that it was 
difficult to give an exact answer because of "slender documentation" - most SOE files having been 
conveniently destroyed in a fire when the organisation disbanded at the end of the war. He was, 
however, assured that the British had not used the captured agents as part of a ‘strategic 
deception’ to feed the Germans information about the approaching Anglo-American invasion of 
North West Europe. John Russell of the Foreign Office told Dr Donker that he could say quite 
definitely that no agents had been sacrificed. But when Dr Donker asked to interview Major 
Bingham, the SOE officer in charge of Dutch operations, Mr Russell recommended that he should 
be allowed to do so, adding: "It seems possible that the latter Donker may derive from this 
interview some conviction of the theory which he holds: that we made some appalling mistakes in 
this business. But if that is all he thinks, we shall have got away with it pretty cheap." 
The received version of history has it that SOE became aware of the magnitude of the disaster after 
the escape in November 1943 of two of the captured Dutch agents. They managed to reach Britain 
via Switzerland. However, SIS appears to have warned SOE about penetration of its Dutch network 
earlier in the year. But SOE accused its sister service of withholding relevant information. 
Dr Donker was also allowed to interview Col John Cordeaux, a wartime SIS officer engaged in 
Dutch operations, who assured him: “The allegation that SIS and SOE both knew that SOE had been 
penetrated but nevertheless decided to continue the operations as a cloak for SIS was horrible. It 
implied that we had agreed to recruit the finest Dutchmen and deliberately send them to their 
deaths.” But the relevant file records: "He Cordeaux remarked afterwards that he had been 
prompted to do this out of loyalty to the service to which he had once belonged and because he 
held shares in Royal Dutch Shell." 
The first radio operator to be captured was Herbert Lauwers, who was caught in The Hague in 
March 1942. Lauwers agreed to send messages on the Germans' behalf but deliberately omitted 
the security check he was supposed to include in each transmission. That should have alerted SOE 
but didn't. Mr Lauwers survived the war, but the shadow of Englandspiel always hung over him. Jo 
Wolters, a Dutch author and authority on the episode, said his friend, who died in June this year, 
would have drawn some comfort from knowing his efforts to alert SOE had not failed but been 
deliberately ignored. 
The historian David Stafford said of the disclosures: “The wartime rivalry between SOE and SIS is 
legendary, and this appears to add another fascinating chapter to the story.” 
994. Einar Jørgen BRYHN. Signed 16 June 1942. Kingston House, London SW7. 

071 
DOB 4.11.1905. Not shown in the Bromma departure lists for this flight. 
DOB confirmed with Norwegian Digital Archives. He was born in Kristiana. 
He also signed this book on 7 August 1942. No further trace found. 
995. Colonel Noel Andrew Cotton CROFT DSO OBE (30 November 1906 — 26 June 
1998). Signed 16 June 1942. War Office, London. 

071 
DOB 30.11.1906. attaché. Britt. 
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From http://www.acmf.org.uk/andrew_croft-resume.html: 
Andrew Croft: A resume of his life 
CROFT, Noel Andrew Cotton (1906 – 1998) 
SILVER: ARCTIC 1935 – 1936 (L.g. 10.2.42) 
EXPEDITION: Oxford University Expedition to North East Land 1935-36 

 
Born 30.11.1906. The son of the Curate of Stevenage, Hertfordshire. Attended Lancing and Stowe 
Schools, becoming head boy at Stowe. Went to Christ Church, Oxford, and then spent two years in 
Lancashire, working in the cotton trade. During the slump of 1929 he went to the Continent for a 
year to learn French and German. He found himself a captive audience with Hitler, and was a 
witness to Hitler’s Brown Shirts at the burning of the Reichstag. In 1933-34 he was a member of 
Martin Lindsay’s three-man Trans-Greenland Expedition as principal dog driver and photographer. 
He went out to Greenland in advance of the other members and wintered at Jakobshaven. He took 
part in the crossing of Greenland from east to west in 15 weeks, covering 1080 miles. The 
reconnaissance mapping of Greenland’s highest mountains was also carried out. In 1934-35 he 
became a tutor and ADC to the young, and last, of the Maharajahs of Cooch Behar. In 1935-36 he 
served as Second-in-command of Glen’s Oxford University North East Land Arctic Expedition, 
where he spent a year sledging and mapping, and again taking charge of the dogs and 
photography. For this expedition he was awarded the Polar Medal and later received the Back 
Award of the Royal Geographical Society. His next three years were spent in Cambridge with Louis 
Clarke, an art connoisseur, philanthropist and friend of Queen Mary. He prepared himself for the 
forthcoming war by training as a pilot, but when war broke out he was rejected by the RAF as 
being too old at 32. He joined the Army and was sent as British Army Liaison Officer to the Finnish 
Army, during the Russian onslaught in the winter of 1939-40. When the Germans invaded Norway 
in April 1940 he was in Bergen engaged in organising supplies for Finland. He made his way to 
Alesund, from where he was evacuated to England. In late April 1940 he was posted back to 
Norway as Chief Intelligence Officer to Brigadier Colin Gubbin’s Independent Companies operating 
in the region of Bodo, but was evacuated shortly afterwards. In the autumn of 1940, after a training 
course in guerrilla warfare, he was posted to the Combined Operation Directorate, and given the 
task of devising and testing landing craft for use on commando raids, and to act as an instructor in 
small boat handling. Late in 1941, he served in Stockholm as Assistant Military Attaché at the British 
Legation, to gather intelligence through contacts with the Norwegian resistance. He also joined 
Sandy Glen in long-range ice reconnaissance missions, by Catalina aircraft, to map the southern 
limits of Arctic drift ice for the benefit of the convoys to Russia. In 1942 he returned to active 
service with the Commando forces engaged in small boat training. He was then sent to the 
Mediterranean and, in April 1943, operated for a while with the Special Forces unit behind German 
lines in Tunisia, and was then put in charge of small boat training at a base in eastern Algeria. 
Between August 1943 and September 1944 he was given an independent command to operate 
small boats out of Calvi in Northern Corsica on covert missions to the Italian and French coasts, 
where secret agents and equipment were landed. For this hazardous work he was awarded the 
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DSO. In early August 1944, after parachute training, his team was dropped into southern France, to 
operate behind German lines. He spent the last two months of the war in Denmark, helping to 
disarm the Germans. In 1945 whilst still in the Army he was invited to serve as the British Army 
observer on the Canadian Exercise ‘Musk Ox’, involving a 3000 mile winter journey across the 
Canadian northern wastes. 
After a period of secondment to the Canadian Department of National Defence, to develop 
clothing and equipment for Arctic warfare, he obtained a regular commission in 1949. 
For the last six years of his army service he was in charge of the Infantry Junior Leaders Battalion at 
Plymouth, and of the Army Apprentices’ School at Harrogate, in the rank of Colonel. On his 
retirement from the army in 1960 he became Commander of the newly formed Metropolitan Police 
Cadet Corps at Hendon, where he remained until his final retirement in 1971. He was appointed 
OBE in 1970. 
Copyright: Savannah Publications: Lieutenant Colonel Neville W Poulsen/Rear Admiral J A C Myers 
CB: British Polar Exploration and Research. 
Publications 
Croft, Andrew: Geographical Magazine. 1935, 1937, 1938 & 1947 
Glenn, AR assisted by Croft, Andrew: Under the Pole Star - The Oxford University Arctic Expedition 
1935-36 
Croft, Andrew: West Greenland Sledge Dogs. Polar Record, 1937 
Croft, Andrew: Polar Exploration. 1939 (2nd Ed 1947) 
Croft, Andrew and Roberts, Brian: Notes on Selection and Care of Polar Footware. Polar Record, 1940 
Croft, Andrew: Report Number 35 by the British Army Observer on Exercise "Musk-Ox". Military 
Operational Research Unit, 1946 
Croft, Andrew: Mountain Warfare. MI Review, 1947 
Croft, Andrew: The Army and the Boy. British Army Review, 1960 
Croft, Andrew: A Talent for Adventure. 1991 
From http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/70174: 
Croft, (Noel) Andrew Cotton (1906–1998), army officer and Arctic explorer, was born on 30 
November 1906 at Abbey Cottage, Essex Road, Stevenage, Hertfordshire, the only son and fourth 
child of the Reverend Robert William Croft, curate of Stevenage, and his wife, Lottie Alice Bland 
Clayton. His father, a gentle, saintly man and a classical scholar, took a living in a remote hamlet on 
the Essex coast before becoming vicar of Kelvedon, and a canon of Chelmsford Cathedral. Croft 
attended two preparatory schools before going to Lancing College, where he was in the house of J. 
F. Roxburgh, who recognized his potential and took him with him as one of his senior pupils when 
he became first headmaster of Stowe School in 1923. He went to Christ Church, Oxford, in 1925, 
and took a pass degree in 1928. New interests, developed at Oxford, led to his working in Geneva 
with the American committee at the League of Nations in 1927. There he met the polar explorer 
Fridtjof Nansen, and also Gustav Stresemann who had brought Germany into the league. 
Stresemann's right-hand man, Werner Kissling, became a lifelong friend. 
Croft intended to go into the cotton trade, and studied at the Manchester School of Technology. 
But he spent a brief unhappy time in the textile industry in Carlisle until he was invited by the 
headmaster of Eton College to join his staff, provided that he first became fluent in German. He 
spent a year in Europe, learning German and French. Happening to be in Berlin on 28 February 
1933, he was a witness to the Reichstag fire, and to the fact that the watching Brownshirts made no 
attempt to put it out. He taught briefly in a preparatory school, but in autumn 1933 he was invited 
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to join Martin Lindsay's three-man expedition across Greenland. Croft put in much of the 
preparatory work in west Greenland, essential to the expedition's success, and he was principal 
dog-driver on what remains the longest self-supporting dog-sledge journey on record, at 1080 
miles. The expedition crossed the ice cap in 1934, and mapped Greenland's highest mountains. 
Croft spent 1934–5 as aide-de-camp to the young maharaja of Cooch Bihar, before joining the 
Oxford University Arctic expedition to Nordaustland, the most northerly of the Spitsbergen group, 
as deputy leader under Alexander (Sandy) Glen. The team were all awarded the polar medal for the 
expedition, for their contributions to radar development by research on the ionosphere, and 
glaciological discoveries and survey. From 1937 to 1939 Croft was secretary to Louis Clarke, the 
director of the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, and he accompanied an ethnographical expedition 
to Swedish Lapland in 1938. He published Polar Exploration in 1939. 
His time in Germany had left Croft in no doubt that war was likely and from summer 1939 he was 
involved in the secret and intelligence organizations then being improvised. He was initially 
engaged in the War Office mission to the Finno-Soviet war, and then in attempts to frustrate the 
German invasion of Norway. He was in Bergen as the Germans invaded, and, in ordinary clothes, 
evaded them and walked over the mountains to Voss, eventually joining the evacuating British 
forces. With the rank of major, he was sent to Stockholm in 1941, ostensibly as an assistant military 
attaché, actually with the Special Operations Executive (SOE). From the Shetland Islands he 
undertook long-range reconnaissance flights to map the sea ice edge with Sandy Glen, in support 
of the north Russian convoys. In 1943 Croft was posted to the Mediterranean, to launch commando 
raids on Italy and the south of France, first from north Africa and then, after the fall of Italy, from 
Corsica, and to infiltrate SOE agents into occupied France. He personally led twenty-four sorties 
into enemy territory, and in 1944 parachuted into France to work with the resistance. He ended the 
war in Denmark, and was awarded the DSO. 
After the war, Croft was internationally recognized as an expert on cold-weather warfare, and on 
special operations more generally. He stayed with the army, and was attached to the Canadian 
Operation Musk Ox in 1945–6, testing equipment in Canada's frozen northern territories, and to 
the north-west frontier trials in India in 1946–7, where he witnessed the communal massacres after 
partition later that year. By now a lieutenant-colonel in the regular army, he served as liaison officer 
headquarters continental army in the United States (1952–4). On 24 July 1952, he married Rosalind 
Madden, née de Kantzow (1917/18–1996); they had three daughters. A skilled soldier, and a 
perfectionist, Croft found other talents during these years, in training and human development, 
especially with the young. In 1954, he took over and reorganized the boys' infantry battalion at 
Plymouth, transforming a hitherto dispirited unit with such success that in 1957 he was promoted 
colonel and commandant of the army apprentices’ school at Harrogate. He retired from the army in 
1960, and was asked to create and run a training college for the Metropolitan Police at Hendon. He 
organized the college along public-school lines, and encouraged the cadets to take GCE 
examinations. It was, he said, the most exciting job he had taken on: ‘parachuting had nothing on 
it’ (Independent, 1 July 1998). He was appointed OBE in 1970, and retired in 1971 to his home, River 
House, 52 Strand-on-the-Green, Chiswick, where he and his wife entertained generously. He 
published his autobiography, A Talent for Adventure, in 1991. Andrew Croft died in Charing Cross 
Hospital, Fulham, on 26 June 1998. © Alexander R. Glen 
Sources  
A. Croft, A talent for Adventure (1991) · The Independent (1 July 1998) · The Times (3 July 1998) · The 
Guardian (14 July 1998) · personal knowledge (2004) · private information (2004) · M. R. D. 
Foot, SOE: an outline history of the Special Operations Executive, 1940–46 (1984) · b. cert. · m. cert. · 
d. cert. 
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From A Talent for Adventure: 
“To revert to the summer of 1941, I was by June up at Inveraray, instructing in boat trammg, having 
completed my role as adviser for which Sir Roger Keyes sent me a personal note of thanks. Almost 
immediately I heard from General Gubbins who had put in for my services but had been informed 
that I was needed elsewhere. This was as enigmatic a pronouncement as his final sentence that he 
was glad I was alive and well since rumours of my death by drowning were freely circulating. Noel 
Odell, the Everest climber and the last man to have seen Mallory and Irving alive on the mountain, 
seemed unaware of this and had confidently enrolled me in some mountaineering commando 
venture; I awaited future orders with some curiosity. 
What this mountaineering job might have been I never did find out because events moved too fast 
in those days. Apparently Malcolm Munthe, as our Assistant Military Attaché in Sweden, had 
become persona non grata, which is not surprising when one reads of his exploits in Sweet is War. 
He was heavily involved in helping Resistance in Norway and Denmark and on one occasion was 
nearly drowned as he tried to board a tug behind a wharf outside Stockholm on some secret 
rendezvous; Malcolm and his would-be assassin grappled on a gang-plank from which they both 
fell into the murky, dank water. Only one of them emerged and I am glad to say it was Malcolm. He 
was always involved in secret encounters such as assisting some careless lady at the opera who had 
scattered the contents of her velvet handbag accidentally on the floor, so that Malcolm could pick 
up the address of a vital contact as he helped her retrieve her things. 
I was greatly surprised to be asked to take his place. Not only surprised but downright antagonistic. 
My role, I felt, was as an ordinary operational officer with Commandos but when I refused I was 
politely requested to return next day, and when I again turned down the suggestion I was told: 
"Sorry, it's an order." 
I left not long afterwards, having attended some necessary instruction, stopping the night en route 
at the Caledonian Hotel in Edinburgh. There I was gratified to see some rotter debagged for 
publicly addressing a crowd and proclaiming that we should seek peace with Germany. Her recent 
attack on Russia had further inflamed the Scots. 
The bomb-bay of the aircraft which flew me to Stockholm was positively freezing at twenty-
thousand feet, and when I reluctantly arrived at our Legation and was interviewed by our Minister, 
who gave me a twenty minute dissertation on the virtues of seeking peace with Hitler before it was 
too late, I'm afraid I exploded. I left him in no doubt what had happened to the unpatriotic 
Scotsman, and we didn't meet again for at least three weeks. 
In the meantime, however, I began to realise just how divorced we all were n this isolated post 
from ‘Britain at War’, and how vital it was to impress Sweden with British achievements and – of 
course – to help Resistance in Norway and also in Denmark. 
The British Legation in Stockholm was a close-knit oasis in what was a supposedly neutral country. 
But my immediate boss, Brigadier Reggie Sutton-Pratt266, had many friends in Allied legations and 
was well aware just how neutral the Swedes really were at that time. After all one has to remember 
that they had watched us being defeated in France and in Norway, after which the Germans had 
bullied them into allowing passage through Sweden for seven hundred troops daily to and from 
Narvik in Northern Norway by rail, and a further thousand daily to and from Finland. Not only that, 
but the Swedes allowed German coastal defence guns through to Narvik. 
I inherited from Malcolm Munthe a list of "safe" houses where I make contact with members of the 
Norwegian Resistance, and occasionally the Danish, but like him I was under pretty constant 
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surveillance from the Swedish Police, whom none of us liked and referred to as the Svestapo. My 
chief amusement was to outwalk and sometimes even outrun them, dodging in and out of shops 
and engaging in various subterfuges. I don't think they ever tracked me down to a safe house; I 
couldn't have borne to let any of those brave people down. 
Ebbe Munck became a national hero of the Danes after the war and was in constant touch with me 
as he made secret and dangerous journeys to and from Denmark organising Resistance there. I had 
met him in Arctic circles before the war, but other agents were known to me only by their code 
names. 
Two Norwegians in particular distinguished themselves at about this time by a daring exploit on a 
train. Certain German Air Force Generals were in the habit of making regular trips to northern 
airfields in Norway, and with Teutonic discipline their movements were apt to be predictably timed. 
Invariably they lunched in the VIP dining car, happily leaving their briefcases behind. The two 
slipped silently into the carriage, seized the briefcases and jumped from the train as it slowed down 
with the connivance of the driver. Within forty-eight hours I had those briefcases on my desk with 
important consequences of which I write later. One might think it strange that agents sometimes 
came direct to me rather than to the Norwegian Legation; but their initial contact there, a certain 
Major Hansteen, was so outstanding that he was suddenly whisked away to England on one of 
those rare flights, made a General overnight and coordinated thereafter all three Norwegian 
defence services. 
One of my more colourful contacts with whom intelligence could sometimes be discreetly shared, 
was a certain Madame Alexandra Kollontay who was the Russian Minister in Stockholm. Daughter 
of a Czarist General, she had the distinction of being the sole survivor of Lenin's original cabinet: 
apart, that is, from Stalin. On the tall side, she was now of generous proportions but one could see 
in her face traces of former beauty and an aristocratic independence which showed she didn't give 
a fig for any man. Rumour had it, and I could certainly credit it, that in her youth she had strangled 
two men with her bare hands. But though squeamish in certain ways, she would not tolerate 
boorish table manners amongst her colleagues and would break off in the middle of one of her 
stories to call down the table and rebuke any deviant from the path of social etiquette. We got on 
rather well. Henry Denham267 was another of her friends and his contribution during his time as 
Naval Attaché was considerable. I had met him before at the beginning of the war when he was in 
Naval Intelligence and it was his reports to the 
Admiralty now, gleaned through valuable contacts, which led to the sinking of the Bismarck; 
probably the most powerful battleship afloat. He kept tabs too on the movements of other 
battleships, such as the Scharnhorst and the all-important Tirpitz, which was unsuccessfully 
attacked in Asen Fjord, heavily damaged in Kaafjord and finally sunk on 12 November 1944 in 
Tromso Fjord. It was no wonder that the Svestapo kept a watchful eye on Henry, while Henry kept a 
watchful eye on them, tin one day during a dinner party in his top-floor flat we all heard an unusual 
noise up his chimney. A foray was made to the loft upstairs and we caught a chap red-handed 
listening in our conversation, wish could have seen the face of Zetterquist, Swedish Chief of Police, 
when received Henry's report! But no microphones appeared on British premises thereafter, 
anyway as far as we knew. 
I was extremely lucky in sharing a with Hubert Howard, who worked in the Press Department; a 
more charming companion one could hardly wish to find, eminently qualified to sift through press 
reports for relevant information. Our Press Attaché was the talented and amusing Peter 
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Tennant268, the centre of any convivial gathering, and so adept at stoking the gas generator which 
powered his with charcoal, that he could do it, unbesmirched, in white tie and tails. 
We were a lively group of friends in those days revelling in our freedom from wartime austerity, 
shortage of petrol being the only deprivation I remember. Henry Threlfall269 was of our circle, as 
well as Pamela Tower, who had endured a hazardous journey through South Africa, the Middle East 
and Russia lasting intolerable months until she finally arrived in our midst. We dined and danced at 
the other Legations, sailed on Lake Malaren in the summer months and took part in langlauf skiing 
in the winter. Stockholm is just below latitude 60oN, on a par with the southern tip of Greenland 
and the centre of Hudson Bay. This gave long, cold winters with damp and mushy conditions till 
about Christmas when the archipelago freezes and the fun begins. I recall a fantastic party given by 
the Holger Graffmans with flares stuck in the snow to illuminate us as we sledged in a fairy-land 
scene, skated on the lake and ended the evening with dancing, after dining by candlelight. 
Holger was a successful businessman whose sympathies lay with us; but the Swedish aristocracy 
struck me as formal and stiff. We seldom met them, although I suspected they opened their doors 
to the Germans instead. My assessment of the situation was that ninety-five per cent of their Army 
officers were pro-German, and about sixty per cent of the Navy. The Swedish Air Force, however, 
had been so impressed by the spectacular bravery of our pilots in the Battle of Britain, from which 
only a small proportion survived, that we could positively feel their friendliness towards us. 
Many people nowadays can hardly imagine what a parlous state Great Britain was in at that time. 
Japan had not yet attacked America so with the aid of Freedom Fighters from Europe we and the 
Commonwealth stood virtually alone in the defence of the free world. Against us was a Germany, 
so powerful that she had conquered or subdued into neutrality much of Europe, suppressing any 
opposing resisters by the most cruel torture and often death in concentration camps, of which 
many German nationals remained ignorant throughout the war. Even after the war many Germans 
disbelieved this gruesome fact. 
It was no wonder that I was eating my heart out to get back to active service and lend a hand in the 
best way I could. For the moment, though, I stood by and watched as others took action, and 
George Binney270 was one. As Export Manager of British Steel, he was well aware just how vital it 
was to the British war effort to get hold of Sweden's special steels and ball-bearings. He chartered 
five of the many Norwegian merchant ships marooned in Gothenburg harbour and ran the German 
blockade. 
Help came from the head of Gothenburg Harbour Police, a certain Captain Ivar Blucker271, who 
foiled the Nazi spies by immobilising the telephone network, losing his job in the process. Binney's 
five ships slipped silently away screened by snow and fog, with the cruisers, Naiad and Aurora, 
giving them protection in the North Sea supported overhead by Blenheim bombers. Crammed with 
a year's supply of those vital Swedish products, the five ships struggled into Kirkwall Road, 
damaged by German aircraft but none the less triumphant. 
Binney was of course decorated for this gallant effort and I rather like the sequel. As King George 
VI conferred on him a knighthood, he enquired if there was anything he could do to thank those 
who could not be recognised officially. Binney modestly suggested a pair of cuff-links, perhaps; for 
Captain Blucker. Without a moment's hesitation the King whipped off his own. They were gold with 
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the royal cypher on them and as he handed them over he said, "I hope he won't mind these being 
second-hand." 
A later attempt by Binney in March 1942 was less successful. Only two out of ten ships got through, 
though admittedly they were carrying a quarter of that vital cargo. I had been sent to Gothenburg 
in advance to ensure that each ship could scuttle itself with the aid of limpet charges, and 
unfortunately four ships had to make use of my preparations. Another ship was torpedoed, one 
was mined and two had to return. Not until October 1943 was this traffic by sea resumed. It was 
then undertaken successfully by five converted motor gun-boats between Immingham, near 
Grimsby, and Lysekil, a small port on the west coast of Sweden. 
During the period when our shares were lowest in Swedish opinion two things helped to raise 
them. Word got around that Henry Denham, our Naval Attaché had calmly ordered a British-built 
yacht by telegram. That such a man could contemplate an opportunity to use it after the war filled 
the Swedes with incredulity and surprise; it genuinely altered their opinion of us. The other event 
was the arrival of Sir Malcolm Sargeant to give a much publicised lecture on "Music in Wartime 
Britain". We knew that everyone who was anyone would be there, so Peter Tennant, Henry Threlfall 
and I took him sailing on Lake Malaren in a chartered yacht which turned out to have a leak. As our 
guest helped to bail out the boat we explained to him that with two thousand of the most 
influential Stockholmers at his feet in the Opera House he must talk on "Britain at War!" This is 
exactly what he did. In a superb address which included descriptions of his son being bombed at 
Eton, the marvellous resilience of the Londoners in the punishing air raids, the glory of the cockney 
wit, he brought those Swedes to their feet in a standing ovation and made an impact I shall always 
remember. 
In my own small way I quite unwittingly gave Britain a boost myself. It happened like this: for the 
first time since war began I was given leave in the early spring of 1942 and went off skiing with 
friends to Bydalen in Central Sweden. As it was the only resort which foreigners could visit at that 
time, the Germans made use of it too, and I was far from amused to find as a fellow guest a certain 
Baron von Nolen. 
He was a man whose reputation stank in my nostrils; he was credited with the burning of the 
Normandie in Le Havre even before war had begun. He was certainly one of the principal 
organisers or architects of the invasion of Norway, and he was now at Malmö, the southern 
Swedish port, where he supervised the German troop trains through Sweden, which we so much 
resented. 
And there he was as the only other occupant of the Finnish Sauna bath which I was in the habit of 
taking after a day’s skiing. I had noticed a certain amount of amusement amongst some Swedes in 
the dressing room. I striped, went inside and saw him. The heat rose ever higher but I certainly 
wouldn’t be the first to come out as the last thing I wanted was his company in the dressing room. 
When at last I felt the coast was clear, I emerged to loud applause and laughter from the Swedes. 
They had apparently been betting that the first one to be overcome by the heat would lose the 
war! 
In June 1942 I was summoned to London much to my surprise and told to report to the Admiralty. 
The brief-cases belonging to the German Air Force Generals which the two Norwegian agents had 
seized and brought to me in Stockholm contained important details about German Meteorological 
bases in the Arctic. On arrival I was instructed to join Sandy Glen272 and leave forthwith in a Catalina 

                                                 
272 Sir Alexander "Sandy" Richard Glen KBE DSC (18 April 1912 – 6 March 2004) was a Scottish explorer of 
the Arctic, and wartime intelligence officer. He later invested in the shipping industry, pioneered package 
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flying-boat for Akureyri in Northern Iceland; there was barely time to learn what it was all about. In 
a nutshell the Germans needed accurate weather reports for Northern Europe because of their 
unwise invasion of Russia the previous June. Meteorological stations had therefore been secretly 
set up by them in Spitsbergen and East Greenland which helped them greatly in their weather 
forecasting. In fact the Germans also had certain unmanned stations where heavy duty batteries 
were periodically replaced by submarine.” 
From Roderick Bailey’s Forgotten Voices of the Secret War: An Inside History of Special Operations 
in the Second World War, Ebury Press, 2009: 
“They wanted me to be in charge of a little War Office mission with a view to getting arms through 
the then neutral countries of Norway and Sweden into Finland, in support of the Finns, because the 
Russians had attacked them. Malcolm Munthe was my second-in-command and we had to 
proceed to Bergen, where a number of ships full of armaments and aircraft arrived, and we 
managed to get various weapons of war, aircraft and so on, through Norway and Sweden up to 
Tornio. Before Christmas 1939, when the first ships arrived in Bergen, until 21 January, about eight 
shiploads of stuff passed through my hands. We had our problems. We provided vast quantities of 
ammunition, rifle ammunition, and our rifle is, of course, .303, or the equivalent of 7.7 millimetres, 
and theirs was the equivalent of the German one, 7.6 millimetres. But the Finns were out to kill and 
were damned good marksmen and they just filed down the cartridges by .1 of a millimetre or 
whatever it was. Very effective.” Captain Andrew Croft, MI(R) officer, Norway 
“In January 1940 I was sent to Norway with two other British Army officers, Andrew Croft and 
Malcolm Munthe, to do a reconnaissance of the ports and railways in Norway with a view to 
assessing their logistic capacity for war. When we arrived in Stockholm we were told by the British 
military attaché that four British naval officers had been put into prison by the Swedish government 
because they had been monitoring the supply of special Swedish iron ore to Germany, and that if 
we were discovered we were on our own and nobody had heard of us. The method of 
reconnaissance was straightforward. At that time Britain and France were sending large quantities 
of war stores to Finland and these stores were mostly coming through the Norwegian ports of Oslo 
and Bergen and the smaller ports like Trondheim. By going to these ports, to check up on the 
cargoes coming through, we were able at the same time to do a reconnaissance of the capacity of 
the harbours, their facilities, their warehouses, their power supply and so on. We took the railways 
section by section. In each section we noted down the crossing loops, the watering points, 
workshops, turntables and also the tunnels and bridges and we recorded on the relevant sheet of 
the railway timetable, by a series of dots, the facilities and in that way built up a picture of the line. 
From time to time we returned to Stockholm and tore out these sheets of the railway timetable and 
they were then sent to London. Croft and Munthe spoke between them Norwegian, Swedish and I 
believe some Finnish, and their job was to talk and my job was to keep my big mouth shut and get 
the technical data which was the purpose of the visit. By seeing me look for this and look for that, 
they gradually learned, so we all three worked together. During our journeys from time to time we 
met up with two or three people who seemed to be doing at the stations what we were doing. We 
came to the conclusion that they were German transportation officers, like myself, doing a 
reconnaissance of the Norwegian railways.” Captain Mervyn Walter, MI(R) officer, Norway 
“There was a top-secret telegram that Munthe and Croft were to report to a Captain Palmer at the 
Bristol Hotel in Oslo. There we got our instructions, which were to greet the British Army arriving in 
Norway. Malcolm Munthe at Stavanger, myself at Bergen and Palmer at Trondheim. I had an easy 
cover story for being in Bergen: cleaning up after the armistice and peace in Finland; cleaning up 
the ships that were still unloaded.” Captain Andrew Croft, MI(R) officer, Norway 
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“The first I realised about the invasion, which I expected of course, was seeing a fish shop with a 
blackboard. Instead of the price of fish it said, 'German fleet cruising north through the Kattegat.' 
That night I slept rather badly and at 3.30, I remember, I heard the dull booming of a gun, so I got 
up immediately, dressed and went to Tyskebryggen quay which was the inner port where my ships 
had unloaded their stuff for the Finns earlier on. I saw a Norwegian ship, a fjords steamer, 
offloading a whole lot of Norwegian troops; no guns, just rifles, horses, hay, straw. I asked them 
where they were going – one knew the language of course – and they were going up to Voss. No 
intention of defending the town. It was then ten to five. German aircraft came over at a height of 
not much more than a hundred metres dropping leaflets. Immediately thereafter, just below me, 
about thirty yards away, came a large boat full of Germans. They landed and progressed towards 
the centre of the town in threes, led by three officers. I remember the middle one carrying a 
standard or banner. Very lightly equipped all the soldiers were, with the usual grenades stuck into 
their jackboots. I then went to my hotel where I saw a German, who had been staying in the hotel, 
giving orders and instructions. He was one of the spies who had been there and who one knew 
about. I got to my bedroom, just had time to put on my large, fur-lined overcoat and get my British 
passport and some money and the only decent shoes I had, not boots, and went out through the 
back door. I went to a friend of mine and he gave me a map and a compass and a loaf of bread, 
which I stuffed in one large pocket, and a bit of meat in the other. I went on and had quite a 
journey: 150 miles in five days.” Captain Andrew Croft, MI(R) officer, Norway 
“Auxiliary Units were the stay-behind people, with underground shelters, which we had to 
construct, stiff with sticky bombs and grenades, phosphorous grenades as well, Bren guns and 
Stens and ammunition galore and fully stocked with food of the non-perishable variety. My job was 
to create fifty such bases in Essex and Suffolk reasonably near the coast. Peter Fleming was in Kent. 
He was very keen on poisoned arrows.” Captain Andrew Croft, Auxiliary Unit organiser, Essex and 
Suffolk 
“Each patrol, as it was called, was about seven to ten men in size, members of the Home Guard. 
These men were marvellous. Gamekeepers, smugglers, poachers, all that. Grand people. Tough. A 
very awful job if the Germans had landed, to stay behind and sabotage their communications, but 
that was the aim and object and that's what would have happened, I think, by these splendid 
people I had to train. I think they would have been quite a problem for the Germans to compete 
with and I think they would have been effective. But of course they couldn't have had a profound 
effect, just a nuisance effect.” Captain Andrew Croft, Auxiliary Unit organiser, Essex and Suffolk 
“We had tremendous problems with the Swedish police. We nicknamed them the 'Svestapo'. One 
of them was caught in the naval attaché's house, up in the roof, listening in to conversations 
between the naval attaché and his guests.” Major Andrew Croft, SOE officer, Stockholm 
“Two German air force generals on a certain day each week went up on the train to northern 
Norway, to Bardufoss and Bodö, two aerodromes used for the bombing of the Murmansk convoys. 
These two generals had a special reserved carriage, of course, and, when lunch came along, they 
left their briefcases in the carriage and went along to the dining car next door. The Norwegians 
realised this and two of them boarded the train and pinched the briefcases and got off the train, 
because the driver had been persuaded to slow down at a certain point, and within about forty-
eight hours both briefcases were on my desk. They were all about the meteorological bases in 
Spitsbergen, East Greenland and elsewhere in the Arctic.” Major Andrew Croft, SOE officer, 
Stockholm 
“There was masses of information coming in. There were also certain people who were doing 
commando operations. There was one party, for instance, who attacked the Tirpitz with 'chariots' – 
human torpedoes. The weather was unusually and rather tragically rough and the chariots had to 
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be scuttled and the chaps had to escape over the border. One was killed, shot by the Germans. 
Another was wounded. I was able to represent the story that they were captured by the Germans 
and had managed to escape, so, that being so, the Swedes let them go. Actually they hadn't been 
captured but the story was good enough and we got them back home. There was a lot of that sort 
of thing. One wasn't always successful in hoodwinking the Swedes but if one could create a good 
alibi story, one was successful.” Major Andrew Croft, SOE officer, Stockholm 
His obituary was published in The Times 3 July 1998. 
His report Some Notes on the German Occupation of Bergen, and My Return to England is included 
in HS 8/261 MI(R) Operational Reports in TNA: 
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The same SOE file contains an extract of a report marked Most Secret and entitled Report by 
Captain Andrew Croft and Lieutenant Munthe following their visit to Scandinavia and Findland in 
January 1940: 
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From Britain At War magazine, July 2013:
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996. Sverre RYNNING-TÖNNESEN. Signed 16 June 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

071 
DOB 24.4.1894. ing. 
Sverre Rynning-Tønnesen (1894 – 1970) was a Norwegian electrical engineer and civil servant. He 
graduated from the Norwegian Institute of Technology in 1922, and began working in Kristiania in 
the same year. 
From 1945 to 1962, he served as director of Telegrafverket, which would change its name to 
Televerket in 1969 and Telenor in 1995. He had been named director already in 1942, but he was 
exiled in London until 1945 due to the German occupation of Norway. 
He was an uncle of police leader Carl M. Rynning-Tønnesen and probably related to Chr. W. 
Rynning-Tønnessen. 
From egde, Nr. 2 -2011 – 35, p 39: 
Kristiansandsklubben i London 1943–45 

 
Politimester og krigsadvokat Chr. W. Rynning-Tønnessen ble ansett som den mest pompøse blant 
med lem mene I Kristiansands klubben. Men den taletrengte politimesteren var og så en mester i 
gode kommentarer og understatements. Da han foreslo å kalle Kristiansandsforeningen for «Den 
månesyke krabbe» på stiftelsesmøtet i 1943, runget latteren I salen. Rynning-Tønnsesen var trolig 
også den nordmann i London med flest høythengende titler; Chief Cons table, The King’s 
Prosecutor & Lieute nant Colonel (!). Intet mindre. Her i lystige lag på Shaftesbury Hotell i 1944. Til 
venstre Mattis Dahl-Hansen (Kr.sand), Christian W. Rynning-Tønnesen (Kr.sand), Ing vart Kjellevik 
(Randesund), Sigrid Rynning-Tønnessen (Kr.sand) og Otto Dal (Birkenes). 
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997. Markus Josef ENDRESEN. Signed 16 June 1942. Kingston House, London. 

071 
DOB 24.2.1908. sekr. 
Died 28 December 1993 in Oslo, Norway. 
Våre falne 1939–1945 (which has been used to research many of the signatures in this book) is a 
biographical encyclopaedia with short articles on Norwegians who were killed due to war-related 
reasons during the Second World War. The encyclopaedia was issued in four volumes from 1949 to 
1951, by the Norwegian State, and contains around 11,000 biographies. The main editor was Arne 
Ording, with Gudrun Johnson and Johan Garder being responsible for the biographies. The 
editorial committee consisted of Aslaug Aasland, Gustav Natvig-Pedersen, Otto Lous Mohr, Einar 
Diesen (who signed this book on 6 April 1942), Erling Bryn and Markus Endresen. 
998. Leif SÖDAL. Signed 16 June 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

071 
DOB 1.8.1917. kont. 
Listed in Little Norway. No further trace found. 
999. Nils Uhlin HANSEN. Signed 16 June 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

071 
DOB 6.5.1919. stud. 
From his SOE file, reference HS 9/657/8, in TNA: 

  
He is included in the 57 names celebrated in The Linge Company Roll of Honour 1941 – 1945, 
Welbecson Press Limited, London, 1945, the foreword of which says, “This book is a tribute 
compiled the British officers who have been proud to work with and for the Linge Company. The 
Norwegian High Command and Ministry of Defence have shared in its publication.” 
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From Wikipedia: 
Nils Uhlin Hansen (6 May 1919 – 11 January 1945) was a Norwegian long jumper and resistance 
member during World War II. He had a successful athletics career before the war; holding the 
Nordic record in the event. He was killed less than four months before the end of the war, as he 
was surprised by Wehrmacht forces following a sabotage mission. He was born in Trondheim as 
the son of Haakon Hansen and Swedish citizen Agnes Collin. Representing the sports club SK 
Freidig, he had a successful career in the long jump; only nineteen years old he won the Norwegian 
championships. Jumping 7.39 metres, he was 25 centimetres ahead of runner-up Kaare Strøm. In 
1939, Hansen won a silver medal behind Kaare Strøm. On 11 September 1939, Hansen established 
a new Norwegian record. Jumping 7.54 metres at Bislett stadium, he broke the two-year old record 
of Otto Berg with two centimetres. This was also a Nordic record. His sporting career was cut short 
by World War II. As Norway was invaded by Germany in 1940, regular sports events and 
championships were discontinued. The 1940 Summer Olympics in Tokyo, Japan were also 
cancelled. Hansen joined the Norwegian resistance movement in 1940. He had to flee the country, 
arriving in Sweden on 8 November 1941. He then escaped to England in 1942, where he became 
enrolled in the Norwegian Independent Company 1 (Norwegian: Kompani Linge), a part of the 
British Special Operations Executive. He conducted several sabotage missions in Norway, including 
one against the rail road Røros Line in January 1945. Saboteurs were active in Central Norway in 
late 1944 and early 1945 with sabotages towards the Nordland Line, the Dovre Line and the Rauma 
Line in addition to the Røros Line. 
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NOTE: Ian Herrington’s SOE in Norway 1940-1945 states December 1944: Operation Lapwing, 
October 1943. “The objective was to reconnoitre the Røros Railway, south of Trondheim, with a 
view to sabotage. Dropped on 10 October. The W/T set was damaged but after several trips to 
Sweden radio contact was established in June 1944. During August, October, and November 1944 
an additional five men strengthened the party. It carried out its first action against the railway 
network on 10 December and again on 29 December 1944. Three men from the party were later 
killed in a clash with German forces.” 
Operation Lapwing is mentioned in the entry for Per Hysing-Dahl on Geoff Ward’s website 
http://www.wwiinorge.com/TempsfordTaxi_eng.htm. 
This was of high strategic importance, as German forces were retreating from Northern Norway, 
using the rail roads for troop transport. Although the war tide was going against Germany at the 
time, there were rumours that they would not leave Norway without an Allied invasion, thus 
pockets of Norwegian forces were prepared for warfare. On 10 January 1945, German forces 
reacted, and began searching for militants under the codename Aktion Hengst. They had only 
vague knowledge on the whereabouts of Norwegian militants, but on 11 January they found a lone 
skier in Singsås. They questioned him, and then released him, only to follow his tracks. The tracks 
led the German task force to a cabin at Forsetvollan in Budal. Nils Uhlin Hansen stayed in the cabin 
at the time, and when shooting ensued, Hansen was killed. Two days after his death, Norwegian 
saboteurs carried out the drastic Jørstad River Bridge sabotage. Uhlin Hansen was awarded the 
Norwegian War Medal, the Defence Medal 1940–1945 and then the Norwegian War Medal with 
Star. A road in Trondheim has been named for him. His national long jump record stood until 1959, 
when it was broken by Roar Berthelsen with eleven centimetres. 
From his SOE file: 

 

http://www.wwiinorge.com/TempsfordTaxi_eng.htm
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26 January 1945 
1000. Henning NORDAHL. Signed 16 June 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

071 
DOB 16.3.1920. mek. 
Listed in Little Norway. His SOE file, reference HS 9/1108, in TNA is closed until 1 January 2031. 
1001. Odd Helge LARSEN. Signed 16 June 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

071 
DOB 25.11.1921. 
He was a member of the crew on board M/T Morviken which was attacked on 27 August 1940. 
From http://www.warsailors.com/raidervictims/pinguin.html#morviken: 
In the morning of Aug. 27-1940, the day after M/T Filefjell had been captured, Pinguin found yet 
another Norwegian victim. M/S Morviken was on a voyage from Cape Town to Calcutta in ballast 
when she was captured (Charles Hocking gives the position as ‘about 300 miles east of 

http://www.warsailors.com/raidervictims/pinguin.html%23morviken
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Madagascar’). Her voyages prior to this event are listed on this original document received from 
the National Archives of Norway. The 34 Norwegians and one American on board were transferred 
to the raider before Morviken was sunk with explosives. Six months later a raft with Norwegian 
markings and the name ‘Morviken Bergen 1938’ and seven raincoats washed ashore at Spitzkop 
near Cape Agulhas, the last trace of this Norwegian ship. Most of the 189 prisoners were 
transferred from Pinguin to M/S Nordvard and sent to Bordeaux under the command of Neymeyer, 
arriving on Nov. 22. The 85 Norwegians, 85 from Filefjell, Morviken and Nordvard went through 
various prison camps in France and Germany before they on May 3-1941 came to Oslo with the 
ship Donau. 
M/S Pinguin (HSK V SCHIFF 33), commanded by Ernst Felix Krüder was formerly Hansa's 
Kandenfels, built in 1936, measuring 7766 gt with a top speed of 17 knots. She sank or captured 28 
ships with a total tonnage of 136 551 gt. Also, 4 ships (total of 158 256 tons) were sunk by mines 
laid by Pinguin, with the help of Passat (which was the captured Norwegian Storstad). Pinguin 
caused more damage to the Norwegian fleet than any other raider, largely due to the capture of 
the whaling fleet in Jan.-1941. She went out in June-1940. Was eventually sunk by the British 
cruiser Cornwall on May 8-1941. Krüder, 18 of his officers and 323 crew went down with her, as well 
as more than 200 prisoners, the majority from India. Only 57 ratings, two doctors, one prize officer 
and 22 prisoners were saved. Pinguin had been disguised as the Norwegian Tamerlane at the time. 
Crew List - No Casualties 
Captain Anton E. Norvalls 
1st Mate Sigurd Andreassen 
2nd Mate Alf Sem-Olsen 
3rd Mate Reidar Håland 
Radio Operator Eyolf Lyngstad 
Carpenter Lars Caspersen 
Boatswain Hugo Schroeder 
Able Seaman John Olsen 
Able Seaman Oscar Svendsen 
Able Seaman Johan Jondahl 
Ordinary Seaman Olaf Floede 
Ordinary Seaman Rolf Hansen 
Ordinary Seaman Gordon Palm 
(American) Jr. Ordinary Seaman Alf Johannesen 
Deck Boy Sigurd Roseth 
Deck Boy Oswald Lyngstad 
1st Engineer Ludvig J. Monsen 
2nd Engineer Olaf Eriksen 
3rd Engineer Harald Øiestad 
4th Engineer Sigurd Ådnesen 
Electrician Thomas Alf Nilsen 
Mechanic Olaf Mykling 
Mechanic Frimann Olsen 
Mechanic Magnus Nilsen 
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Mechanic Leonard Nilsen 
Oiler Olaf Karlsen 
Oiler Bjarne Olsen 
Oiler Anders Ellingseter 
Engine Boy Arnold Riise 
Steward Trygve Mæland 
Cook Alf Nilsen 
Galley Boy Odd Larsen 
Mess Boy Leif Borgen 
Mess Boy Bjørn Jacobsen 
Saloon Boy Peder Underhaug 
1002. Tore Christoffersen WIIG MC. Signed 16 June 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

071 
DOB 28.7.1916. kont. 
From http://www.cameronians.org/museum/soldier-of-the-month_Wiig_print.html: 
SOLDIER OF THE MONTH. Lieutenant Tore Wiig MC (1916-1946). 7th Battalion The Cameronians 
(Scottish Rifles) 

Tore Wiig on mountain warfare training at Glenfeshie, Cairngorms, 
Scotland “the happiest time of his service career in Britain” Photo The 
Covenanter. 
Tore Wiig was a Royal Norwegian Army; attached as a liaison officer to 
the 7th Battalion The Cameronians (Scottish Rifles) 1943-1945. From 
Oslo office clerk to volunteer fighter for Finland’s independence, he 
returned to Norway to combat the German invaders of his homeland. 
Under the German occupation he joined the Resistance and was 
captured by the Gestapo. After escaping to neutral Stockholm, he 
reached the UK where he joined the British Army in the liberation of 
Europe. Into his short life he crammed several lifetimes of action.  
Tore Johan Christoffersen Wiig was born in Bodø, Norway on 28 July 

1916 to Julie Caroline and Nils Kristoffersen Wiig (died 1947). Tore’s mother, Julie died when Tore 
was 13 years old. He completed his middle school and commercial college education in Oslo in 
1934. 
In 1920, the Wiig family moved to Oslo and, by 1940, Tore was living with his father and working as 
a clerk at the State Grain Monopoly. In the depths of the Scandinavian winter in 1940, Tore joined 
the volunteers fighting for Finland in the Winter War between Finland and the Soviet Union 
(Russia). He came back to Norway in April 1940 with 150 other volunteers without knowing that 
Norway herself was now under attack – by Nazi Germany. The day after he came home, Tore left to 
join the Norwegian forces fighting at Trandum and Gløvik north of Oslo. He went on a mission to 
report on the German positions. Despite being wounded in the head he was able to deliver his 
sketches and was taken to a field hospital. The Germans captured the hospital and moved Tore to 
hospital in Lillehammer and then Nordseter. He left hospital after a few days, but the Norwegian 

http://www.cameronians.org/museum/soldier-of-the-month_Wiig_print.html
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Armed Forces in southern Norway had surrendered to the German invaders. Within days, Tore had 
returned to his work in Oslo. Meantime his father, Nils had been distributing illegal anti-German 
propaganda and was arrested in July 1940. Shortly after, Tore was arrested and both were kept 
captive in Oslo by the Gestapo. Tore was offered his freedom if he betrayed his father, but on 
convincing the Gestapo that he knew nothing about his father’s resistance work, he was released. 
He went home and immediately burnt all the papers he could find and left for neutral Sweden in 
1941. The following May, Tore flew to the UK, first to Shetland, then to London and offered his 
services in the liberation of Norway. 
The account above is from Tore’s own report now in Norway’s Resistance Museum. We are very 
grateful to Ingeborg Johanne Alsaker Krabbesund of Norway’s Resistance Museum for 
summarising and translating into English Tore’s original 1942 report. 
It is very tempting to speculate what Tore was doing in that “gap year”. It is hard to imagine that 
such a man of action could stay away from the war for long. Was he working in secret in Norway 
and left that out of his report in case he endangered his comrades still trapped in Nazi-occupied 
Norway? His army records show that Tore stayed at the Shaftesbury Hotel, room 106, in London 
while being debriefed. 

 
Cameronians in winter training, Cairngorms, Scotland, January 1944 watercolour by Fred Tuck. 
South Lanarkshire Council museum’s collection 
In the meantime, 7th Battalion The Cameronians was based in the UK undergoing training as a 
mountain warfare unit. In January 1943, Tore joined the Battalion as a liaison officer. Intensive 
training followed at the Army ski school at Glenfeshie in the Scottish Cairngorms. Tore often said 
that this was his happiest time in Britain. In a cosmopolitan atmosphere with trainers from Norway, 
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Germany and Austria joining British instructors, 80% of soldiers reached a 
standard suitable for military purposes. 10% reached a high standard. For many working class 
British men this was their first experience of skiing. Of this time, a Cameronian, Major William Tinto 
MC later recalled: 
 “… the merry laughter on the ski slopes at Glen Feshie, and the songs of Turo Tore Wiig as we 
waxed our skis in the, lamplight of the bothies”  
Lt Wiig also excelled at cross country running and came first from 40 starters when he 
“… set a standard which the remainder of the runners were quite glad to admire but not to 
emulate”. 
His absence was always noticed as his unit fell from first to 4th place in the Battalion games when 
he was away on leave or on a course. Tore attended many military courses in motorcycling and 
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military driving, German interrogation and various refresher courses to help develop his liaison role 
with the Cameronians. 
The 7th Battalion, with Tore Wiig attached as liaison officer, landed at the Belgian port of Ostend in 
the first half of October 1944, but with many of their vehicles missing. At once they were ordered 
to take part in a crucial operation to liberate two Dutch islands. The major Dutch port of Antwerp 
had been liberated earlier, but the Germans prevented ships and supplies reaching Antwerp from 
their heavy artillery positions on the islands of Walcheren and South Beveland. All supplies and 
petrol for the Allies had to come from Normandy and was slowing up the Allied advance. The 
assault was amphibious, meaning that the attack was made across a stretch of water. The 7th 
Battalion were ordered into action later and by this time the German resistance had stiffened and 
the Battalion lost many men killed and wounded. Only a small pocket of Germans remained at the 
Dutch coastal town of Veere. 
On 6th November 1944 Tore Wiig went forward with a small patrol and when he saw the Germans 
about to blow up the canal lock gates he ran forward on his own, armed only with a pistol, and 
drove them off. At great risk to himself, he removed all the fuses and detonators. His action 
prevented the Germans blowing up the gates and led directly to the capture of Veere. For this 
action he was awarded the Military Cross (MC) by Britain and the Medal of St Olaf with Oak Branch 
by Norway. Tore’s MC was the first won by the 7th Battalion in WW2. 
The fighting had resulted in much of the islands being flooded by seawater trapping 2,000 British 
Commandos and about 800 German soldiers and several thousand Dutch civilians, to say nothing 
of the very best of the local breed of Frisian cattle. The 7th Battalion was tasked with evacuating 
everyone as well as opening up communications. Their task was made much more difficult by the 
German “schu” mines. These were made mainly of wood and very difficult to detect. 47 men were 
badly injured doing this crucial work. When this campaign was over the 7th and the 6th Battalions 
of The Cameronians (Scottish Rifles) had captured 1,950 prisoners for the loss of 200 killed and 
wounded. The Regimental History records; 
 “morale, discipline, and fighting spirit of the troops remained excellent throughout the campaign.” 
After Walcheren and up until the time Tore left the Regiment in January 1945 the 7th Battalion 
moved to the only part of Germany occupied by the Western Allies. The Norwegian government’s 
second request to have their liaison officers with British units recalled to Norway was granted and 
Tore went to Norway to take up a new military posting dealing with the thousands of Germans 
stranded in the Trondheim area with the impending end of the war in Europe. After serving at the 
District Command Trondelag, he took up a posting at the District Command Oppland, north of the 
Norwegian capital, Oslo on 20 August 1946. 
Nine days later, when he was given the news that his friend, decorated Norwegian war hero and 
engineer Captain Christian Roll Lund had been murdered, Wiig collapsed and died of a heart attack 
at the age of 30. His Cameronian comrades heard the grim news of his death 
 “… with a great sense of shock and deep regret”. 
His obituary in The Covenanter lamented that 
”… we have lost a fine soldier and a great gentleman and many of us a good friend” 
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Tore Wiig. Photo: courtesy of The National Archives of Norway 
Acknowledgements: 
Mona Røhne, Norwegian Consul, London 
Ingeborg Johanne Alsaker Krabbesund, and Olav Christoffer Bogen - Norway’s Resistance Museum 
- Norwegian Armed Forces, Oslo, Norway 
Simon Trøan, The National Archives of Norway, Oslo, Norway 
Aftenposten 02/09/1944 
Translations of Norwegian military service records: 
AB Consultants, Isle of Arran. 
According to HS 7/174/6 Norwegian Section History, he was a member of Operation Sepals 2 
Antipodes273: 

                                                 
273 Antipodes was a plan to keep open the major routes into Norway from Sweden by protecting the 
bridges over the River Glomma in eastern Norway. Seven expeditions were set up in Stockholm and 6 UK 
officers were selected to assist Milorg and groups that were already in Norway. Of the seven expeditions, 
all but two reached 
their destinations. The ‘Wren’, ‘Clothall’, and ‘Sepals II’ operations were also given an ‘Antipodes’ role and 
reinforced by additional officers. At least three officers also arrived in D.11 to assist Milorg in preparing 
for 
bridge protection. Milorg also made preparations in the border districts to protect key bridges. 
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1003. Finn MYHRE. Signed 16 June 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

071 
DOB 29.5.1922. förlägg. 
Along with Herman Ramm and Knut Ramm(who also signed this book on 16 June 1942), Finn 
Myhre was one of the 42 people on board M/S Lionel, which was one of the ships in Operation 
Performance. George Binney274 joined the United Steel Companies Ltd, eventually becoming its 
globe-trotting export director. In December 1939, he was sent by the Ministry of Supply to Sweden 
to negotiate the purchase of equipment, specialist steel and ball-bearings, which were vital for the 
British armaments industry. Cut off by the German invasion of Denmark and Norway in April 1940, 
he determined to run the Skagerrak blockade. Known as Operation Rubble, Binney, acting as 
commodore, sailed from Bro Fjord north of Göteborg on 23 January 1941; he reached Kirkwall with 
25,000 tons of supplies and five ships. Operation Performance in March 1942 was less successful: 
eight of the ten ships were sunk or scuttled. 
For more information, see: 
Sweden, the Swastika and Stalin: The Swedish Experience in the Second World War by John 
Gilmour, pps.138-139; 
Secret War Heroes by Marcus Binney; and http://www.warsailors.com/freefleet/kvarstad4.html. 

                                                 
274 Signed this book on 30 September 1941, 1 December 1941, 14 December 1941 and 18 April 1942 

http://www.warsailors.com/freefleet/kvarstad4.html
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1004. Leif GULBRANSEN. Signed 16 June 1942. 1 Leadenhall Street, London. 

072 
Not in the Bromma departure list for 15 June 1942. The Norwegian Digital Archives lists four 
people with this name with DOBs of 29 January 1894, 3 January 1903, 21 December 1907 and 28 
August 1910. Could he be the brother of Olaf J Gulbrandsen, who signed this book on 9 March 
1942 and has an SOE file. The signature could be Leif Egil Gustavsen who was on B.P. Newton, one 
of the ships involved in Operation Performance. 
1005. Herman RAMM. Signed 16 June 1942. 1 Leadenhall Street, London. 

072 
DOB 16.6.1919. med. Stud. Norsk. 
See entry for Finn Myhre who also signed this book on 16 June 1942. 
He is listed in the SOE file, reference HS 8/978, in TNA: 
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1006. Knut RAMM. Signed 16 June 1942. 1 Leadenhall Street, London. 

072 
DOB 12.9.1920. herr. Norsk. 
See entry for Finn Myhre who also signed this book on 16 June 1942. 
1007. George Leonard Bennett BRIGGS. Signed 17 June 1942. 12 Shortgate Road, 
Brighton, Sussex. 

072 
DOB 7.10.1901. sjöman. Britt. 
He has a file, ADM 188/831/92047, in TNA. He was born in Brighton on 7 October 1901. He died on 
31 May 1962. He is a survivor from HMS Hunter. 
1008. Per SMITH-KIELLAND. Signed 17 June 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

072 
DOB 9.10.1923. dipl. Norsk. 
He was (is) the son of Ingvald Mareno Smith-Kielland (2 July 1863 – 1949) who was a Norwegian 
military officer. He was a son of Colonel Ingvald Maryllus Emil Smith (1815–1899) and Maren 
Elisabeth Bull Kielland (1821–1899). His mother was a daughter of Jacob Kielland, sister of Jens 
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Zetlitz Kielland and Jacob Kielland and sister-in-law of Jacob Jørgen Kastrup Sømme. That way, 
Ingvald Mareno Smith-Kielland was a first cousin of Jacob Kielland Sømme as well as Axel Christian, 
Jonas, Jacob, Kitty, Alexander, Tycho and Valentin Kielland. In 1889 he married Ragnhild Johanne 
Duborgh (1869–1961). 
He was the father of Ingvald Smith-Kielland and Per Smith-Kielland, and a grandfather of Ingvald 
Mareno Smith-Kielland. Through his wife he was a brother-in-law of William Duborgh. He became 
a student in 1881, and was trained as a military officer in 1885. 
He was a Premier Lieutenant in the Cavalry from 1889, and Rittmester from 1897. He then 
advanced to Major in 1911 and Colonel in 1917. 
He led the dragoon regiment Oplandenes Dragonregiment from 1917 to 1928, and was acting 
leader of the 2nd Division from 1926 to 1928. He was decorated with the Norwegian Coronation 
Medal of 1906 and the Belgian Military Cross, and was a Knight First Class of the Order of the 
Sword, a Knight of the Order of Dannebrog, the Royal Victorian Order and the Legion of Honour. 
The SOE file for Daniel Ring, reference HS 9/1261/9, contains a letter from 4344 Major Andrew 
Croft275 to 4346 Edgar Nielsen dated 31 March 1942: 
“This morning I visited Colonel Smith-Kielland in order to discuss two problems with him; firstly, the 
employment of Koren, and secondly the fact that certain people in the Norwegian Legation are 
trying to get rid of Ring. These two matters are to a certain extent interdependent of one another, 
since the suggestion is that Koren should work at Torstenssonsgatan 6, which happens to be the 
same building in which the Norwegian Press Attaché works; the latter, I have reason to believe, is 
complaining that he might get compromised by the number of Norwegians visiting Ring, who 
already has an office at this address. 
Smith-Kielland seemed distressed that his Legation should be working against Ring, since he 
agreed that Ring's work was being carried out efficiently and with a full sense of security . 
Furthermore , he confirmed the fact that Ring was already proving useful to 4310. He promised, 
however, to try to bear the matter in mind, and should anyone approach him officially with a view 
to getting rid of Ring at any time in the future, that he would not only do his best to retain Ring, 
but would notify me as to what was afoot. 
We then went on to discuss what office Koren should use . Against my suggestions to the contrary, 
he emphasized that Koren should have an office at Torstenssonsgatan 6, and there was no 
possibility of anyone complaining against this arrangement, since both he and Bull would give Ring 
their full support. He then stated that the Koren problem was quite different from the Ring 
problem, since Koren has an excellent standing here in Sweden, but that Ring was possibly slightly 
suspect in the eyes of the Swedish police, since he had already visited England. When, however, I 
questioned the fact that Ring was suspect, he lamely remarked that Ring in any case had not the 
standing and the same support from Bull and himself as Koren would have. 
It seems to me, therefore, that if there is any more trouble about the retention of Ring, it is most 
essential that London should inform Bull and Smith-Kielland that Ring is to receive the same 
support from them as they are giving to Koren; in other words, Bull and Smith-Kielland do not 
seem keen to support anyone who works for us unless they receive very specific orders from the 
Norwegian Government.” 
He is included in the index to SOE file reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

 

                                                 
275 Signed this book on 16 June 1942 
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1009. Bernt Oskar Sigfrid OLSSON. Signed 17 June 1942. Svenska Generalkonsulate, 
London. 

072 
DOB 3.10.1892. sjökapten. Svensk. 
http://www.geni.com/people/Bernt-Oskar-Sigfrid-Olsson/6000000015830989376 confirms his DOB. 
He was born in Lycke, Sweden and died on 15 January 1961 in Lycke. No further trace found. 
1010. Leif Harald GUNDERSEN. Signed 17 June 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

072 
DOB 7.5.1917. matros. Norsk. No further trace found. 
1011. Harry FREDRIKSEN. Signed 17 June 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

072 
DOB 17.11.1918. poliskonst. Norsk. 
From http://zinkingar.origo.no/-/bulletin/show/224218_motstandsmannen-lars-
oeye?ref=checkpoint: 
“Harry Fredriksen bodde i 20 mannsbrakka og han var ‘red barret’ under krigen. Kjøpte en Burno.22 
kal av han en gang. Han er vel å betegne som en av mange anonyme helter fra krigens dager. Han 
var med ute og skjøt, men da jeg spurte om opplevelser fra krigen ble han stum som en østers.” 
Google Translation (poorly corrected by Trevor Baker): “Harry Fredriksen lived in 20 man barracks 
and he was ‘red beret’ an international symbol of elite airborne forces during the war. I bought a 
Burno.22 calibre off him once. He is supposed to signify that one of the many unsung heroes from 
the war. He was out and shot, but when I asked about his experiences from the war, he was as 
dumb as an oyster.” 
1012. Kåre RÖD. Signed 17 June 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

072 
DOB 15.3.1915. poliskonst. Norsk. 
He is mentioned in http://www.grumstad.no/Kristofer%20Huslid.pdf: 
“Kaptein Blakseth, som jeg løste av som sjef, satt meg meget godt inn i forholdene i London før 
han drog til Skottland. Nestkommanderende ved avdelingen var løytnant Kåre Rød som dessuten 
hadde militærpolitiet som spesiell tjeneste (han var politimann fra Oslo).” Translation using 
Babylon®: “Captain Blakseth, whom I addressed as commander, set me very firmly into conditions 
in London before he went to Scotland. Deputy Head of the department was lieutenant Kåre Rød 
who also had military police as a special service (he was a cop from Oslo).” 

http://www.geni.com/people/Bernt-Oskar-Sigfrid-Olsson/6000000015830989376
http://zinkingar.origo.no/-/bulletin/show/224218_motstandsmannen-lars-oeye?ref=checkpoint
http://zinkingar.origo.no/-/bulletin/show/224218_motstandsmannen-lars-oeye?ref=checkpoint
http://www.grumstad.no/Kristofer%20Huslid.pdf
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1013. Georg KRISTIANSEN. Signed 17 June 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

072 
DOB 4.3.1917. stud. Norsk. 
Georg Kristiansen (4 March 1917 – 24 August 2003) was a Norwegian military officer and diplomat. 
He was born in Kristiania, and after finishing his secondary education in 1935 he studied languages 
and history before taking a military education. He attended the Norwegian Military Academy-in-
exile (in London) and became an officer in 1943. He actively served as a Captain until 1945, and was 
decorated with the Defence Medal 1940–1945. He was hired in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 
1946. He was an attaché and embassy secretary in France from 1947 to 1952 before returning to 
Norway. He was promoted to assistant secretary in 1952, sub-director in 1959 and deputy under-
secretary of state in 1962. In between he was a head teacher at the Norwegian National Defence 
College from 1957 to 1959. He served as the Norwegian ambassador to NATO and OECD in Paris 
from 1963 to 1967, and to NATO in Brussels from 1967 to 1970. He was then the director of the 
Directorate for Civil Protection and Emergency Planning from 1970 to 1974, ambassador to the 
OECD from 1974 to 1977 and the permanent under-secretary of state in the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs from 1977 to 1980. From 1980 to 1985, he was Norwegian the ambassador to France. He 
was decorated as a Commander with Star of the Order of St. Olav in 1980. He settled in 
Lillehammer after his retirement, and chaired Oplandske Dampskibsselskap for a period. He was 
also a member of the Nygaard Haug Committee, a predecessor of the Lund Commission, from 
1993 to 1994. This was not uncontroversial because of his career ties to military intelligence. He 
died in August 2003. 
1014. Einar SANDVIK. Signed 17 June 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

072 
DOB 13.12.1910. Norsk. 
M/B Sjøblomsten (M 60 HØ) owned by taxi driver Rolf Dybvik, who, together with Magnus Feie 
helped 4 young men (Alf Johansen, Felix Victor Rozniecki, Sinjo Reidar Ryen and Einar Sandvik) get 
away from Fosnavåg on 22 April 1941. They ended up passing Shetland and were found drifting on 
the ocean by a vessel from the Faroe Islands which took them to Aberdeen, arriving 27 April. 
1015. William Edward WALKER. Signed 18 June 1942. 22 Charminster Road, Mottingham 
London SE9. 

072 
DOB 26.4.1911. British. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Clerk. Born 1911. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
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1016. Michael Anthony MCMULLIN. Signed 18 June 1942. C/O K Lushington-Tulloch, 
Shanbolard, Moyard, County Galway. 

072 
DOB 13.10.1916. British. K Lushington-Tulloch is Kinmont Willie Armstrong-Lushington-Tulloch. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Occupation not stated. Born 1913 Ceylon. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
1017. Jogeir RIISE. Signed 18 June 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

072 
DOB 19.10.1912. Norsk. 
His SOE file, reference HS 9/1260/8, is in TNA. It was closed until 2013. His file states that he arrived 
at Leuchars on 18 June 1942 on G-AGDK. 
From an interrogation report dated 24 June 1942 in his SOE file: RIISE, whose father was a former 
school master at Ullensaker, received his elementary and secondary education in that place, and 
between 1929 and 1933 attended the Oslo Gymnasium. From there he proceeded straight to the 
School of Aviation at Gardemoen where he remained until 1934 having attained his pilot’s licence. 
Until 1935 he was occupied at the Engineers College, radio department, attached to the same 
place, where he obtained his radio certificate 2nd Class, after which he was transferred to the radio 
department of the Gunnery School at Mjølfjell. Between 1935 and 1936 he attended the Artillery 
School at the same place and passed out as Radio Sergeant. He had meanwhile applied for a job as 
a telegraphist to the Norwegian State Railways and pending being appointed, attended the 
Secretarial and Journalists School in Oslo. He broke the course in the autumn 1936 in order to start 
as an apprentice with the Royal Norwegian State Railways in the Oslo district of Valdres. This 
continued until 1 January 1940 when RIISE, having become a fully accomplished telegraphist, was 
called up for military patrol duties with the coastal artillery in the Oslofjord near Tønsberg. On 3 
April 1940 he was transferred to the Maal Commando at Gardemoen, and on 9 April 1940 
proceeded with his company to the Aandalsnes district which was demobilised about a fortnight 
later, when RIISE returned home having then attained the rank of Fenrik, Radio Battalion. After this 
RIISE says that he made two unsuccessful attempts to get to the north of Norway in order to 
contact the Norwegian forces, and on the second occasion got as far as Hareid Sunmore, from 
where his in-laws originate, only to discover however, that the north had fallen. He returned home 
and resumed his duties towards the end of July 1940. Before leaving his job, he had asked 
Inspector JAHR of the Norwegian railways for permission to go, but this man had given him an 
evasive reply, although he shook hands with him before he departed. Upon returning, RIISE had 
visited JAHR in the hope of confirming the fact that his salary would be paid during his absence. 
JAHR assured him that this would be the case, but it later turned out that JAHR has been N.S. the 
whole time. 
RIISE had married on 17 May 1939 Alfhild, daughter of Sigurd ANDERSEN, employee at the 
Bøhmsdal’s paper mills, and they set up house at Lørenskog, where RIIS was at the time stationed. 
Concerning his private activities, RIISE appears to have led an athletic life. He spent much of his 
time fishing and shooting, and was an expert ski jumper, eg 400-3,000 metres. He says that he had 
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absolutely no interest in politics, as his life was full of other things. As a matter of course he was, 
however, a member of the Railwaymens Union. 
Through Knut ROMSAAS, 22/23, artillery sergeant of Oslo University, and son of the Station Master 
ROMSAAS of Lørenskog, who RIISE describes as a very good man with whom he was very friendly, 
he was introduced to Einar TIELMAND-JOHANNESSEN in the autumn 1941 and also to a sergeant 
who was junior manager at his father’s tobacco factory which lies near the Oslo Station and was 
asked by this man if he would be willing to stand by in the case of an invasion and tale charge of a 
radio in the districts of Gudbrandsdal and Østdal. RIISE placed himself at the disposal of this man 
who was in touch with a military organisation in Oslo, but RIISE states that he never enquired about 
the leaders, and worked entirely through TIELMAND-JOHANNESSEN and Knut ROMSAAS. 
TIELMAND-JOHANNESSEN’s brother Birger, incidentally, was active in the same organisation, and 
this man passed through the R.V.P.S. Royal Victoria Patriotic School on 27 November 1941 under 
number 4093. His other brother Fridhjof was arrested by the Gestapo and imprisoned. 
On 23 February 1942 RIISE was informed by Knut ROMSAAS that the latter had received 
instructions that RIISE should leave the country. RIISE says that he did not question ROMSAAS at 
all, as he naturally came to the conclusion that something had happened and that higher 
authorities in the organisation felt it best that he should depart. It may be that one of them had 
been arrested who might, under pressure, divulge the names of those connected with radio, on the 
other hand RIISE used to possess an old radio receiving set which he used for listening to the 
British news and all the railway staff at Lørenskog listened in with him. The chief policeman whose 
name was TJØKKEN, of the village, and the two policemen at that place used also to come for the 
news, and RIISE says that they are 100% Norwegian. In view of this, it is conceivable that the Police 
who had on occasion had prior knowledge of intended arrests, might have warned ROMSAAS of 
RIISE’s possible arrest. The Sheriff of Lørenskog one ADELVIKNT, a man of some 55 years, has, as 
far as RIISE understands, the majority of his personnel belongings to the N.S. Immediately after 
receiving word from ROMSAAS, RIISE left for Oslo with his wife and child, and deposited the child 
at his wife’s parents who lived at Gardeveien 20, 4th floor. After he called on Einar TIELMAND-
JOHANNESSEN at the office of the tobacco factory, received 100 Swedish kronas from him, and the 
same day RIISE and his wife took the train to Askim where they stayed the night at Askim Hotel. 
The next day RIISE instructed his wife to visit her half-brother Birger WROLDSEN, a railway 
employee at Halden, and then to go to the family farm at Furnes. RIISE was well acquainted with 
the border country, having spent much time in those parts, and from Askim he proceeded on skis 
to Krogsund on the Rødnesjøen. Here he waited until night-fall and then with the moon behind 
him set his course direct east, bending south, crossing the frontier during the night to Øvre Høre 
near Tøksfors. The same day, the 24th, RIISE reported to the Assistant Sheriff at that place where he 
discovered that 12 other refugees had arrived from Norway about the same time. Among them 
were three men who had escaped from Grini prison, namely TOLAND, WIIK NOTE: Someone named 
Arne Jorgen WIIK signed this book on 28 December 1943, and JACOBSEN. All however, were at the 
time unknown to RIISE. He was sent to Øreryd internment camp where he was made Troop Chief, 
and later taken to RØD’s place as interrogator of the inhabitants. He was subsequently called to 
Stockholm and pending his departure to this country worked at the Norwegian Legation under 
GUNDERSEN, the Military Attaché, who has recommended him for the Norwegian Air Force in this 
country. 
I was very favourably impressed by RIISE, and I see no reason to doubt his story. In view of the fact 
that he has been instructed to report to the Norwegian Air Authorities, I recommend that he is 
released accordingly. [E. TRENT.] 
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His file contains a “3rd report” by E TRENT dated 7 July 1942. RIISE sent a message stating that he 
had made a mistake during his interrogation and would like to clear up certain points. I therefore 
saw him to-day and he gave the following explanation. Ever since the capitulation of NORWAY he 
has been intent on getting to the U.K with a view to offering his services to the Norwegian 
Authorities. He had, on several occasions, discussed the project with his wife. She, however, had 
continually urged him not to do so, telling him there would be enough for him to do in the event 
of an invasion of NORWAY. As he had been unable to get his wife’s consent he came to the 
conclusion that he would have to make an excuse for leaving the country. He therefore made an 
arrangement with his friend Knut ROMSAAS, with whom he had in fact volunteered as wireless 
operator with the latter’s organisation, namely that he should tell his wife that he had received 
instructions from the organisation, through ROMSAAS, to flee from NORWAY as his position was 
becoming precarious, and ROMSAAS in his turn would tell Mrs RIISE the same story. After this RIISE 
states that the whole of his story given in the 1st and 2nd reports, enclosed in this file, is true, … The 
last occasion on which RIISE heard from his wife was through a letter sent by his mother, who is on 
the council of the Norwegian Girl Guides Association, to a Miss RIECK-MULLER, Raadmansgt. 4, 
STOCKHOLM, who is connected with the Swedish Girl Guides Association, when he received 
information of the fact that his wife was living in OSLO, presumably with his parents. This was a 
fortnight before le left STOCKHOLM for GREAT BRITAIN. 
1018. Oscar BREIEN. Signed 18 June 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

072 
DOB 28.8.1919. Norsk. 
A Johan BREIEN has an SOE file, reference HS 9/204, in TNA. Oscar Breien has the same DOB as 
Johannes Rasmussen KALVE (HS 9/819/2), who signed this book on 19/20 November 1942, and 
Knut SAND (HS 9/1306/9). 
1019. Ryszard ŚLEDZIOWSKI. Signed 18 June 1942. Polish Legation, London. 

073 
DOB 17.8.1919. Polsk. The Bromma departure lists records his first name as Richard. No trace 
found. 
1020. Sverre BJØRNEBYE. Signed 18 June 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

073 
DOB 22.6.1916. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway as Sverre Johnson Bjørneby. 
A post on the Norwegian Digital Archives forum stated that he was a lieutenant in the Air Force 
during the Second World War. 
Extracts from the ORB for 303 Squadron: 
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4 March 1945 

 
6 March 1945 

 
27 April 1945 

 
1021. Albert Henry WAUGH. Signed 18 June 1942. 139 Sussex Gardens, London W2. 

073 
DOB 23.9.1883. British. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Hotel owner. Born 1883. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
The LG, 12 May 1917 announced his promotion to 2nd Lieutenant in the Royal Welsh Fusiliers. 
According to http://theauxiliaries.com/men-alphabetical/men-w/waugh-ah/waugh.html, he joined 
ADRIC on 13 October 1920 and was dismissed on 17 November 1920 for drunkenness and 
threatening to shoot a civilian. 
He is mentioned in D M Leeson’s book The Black and Tans: British Police and Auxiliaries in the Irish 
War of Independence, 2011: “Lieutenant Albert Henry Waugh had been a dentist.” 
1022. Otto Henrik Edmund ÅGREN. Signed 18 June 1942. [Address]. 

073 
DOB 19.8.1880. Svensk. 
From http://genforum.genealogy.com/sweden/stockholms/messages/31.html: 
Otto Henry Edmund Agren, b. 1880, Sailor  
Fam. No 244 

http://theauxiliaries.com/men-alphabetical/men-w/waugh-ah/waugh.html
http://genforum.genealogy.com/sweden/stockholms/messages/31.html
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From 
http://www.slaktdata.org/index.php/regsearch?fnamn=otto&mfnamn=&enamn=%C3%85GREN&t
ype%5B%5D=freg&fscbkod=&fsg=&titel=&year=1880&adress=&ovr=&stype=metaphone&x=13
&y=9: 

 
1023. August ÅSTRÖM. Signed 18 June 1942. ? ? Heyde & Co, London. 

073 
DOB 10.1.1905. Svensk. No trace found. 
1024. Torgeir AARAK. Signed 18 June 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

073 
DOB 9.7.1916. Norsk. 
According to http://www.warsailors.com/freefleet/kvarstad2.html, he was on M/S Lionel NS, 
captained by R. K. Schnitler. This ship was one of the well-known "Kvarstad" ships that attempted 
to break out of Sweden on March 31/April 1 1942 following a long court case there. Only 2 out of a 
total of 10 ships involved managed to reach their destination (Operation Performance, Sir George 
Binney276). Psilander and Puke also called over to Lionel, as did an armed trawler, ordering her to 
go west, with this order repeated when Lionel asked permission to stay in Swedish territorial waters 
to wait for more suitable weather. When asking whether she had permission to return to 
Gothenburg, one reply was affirmative, "but if you do, you'll never get out again", while another 
replied she probably could go out again. As Lionel passed Bottö a warning shot was fired from 
land, and following Lionel's question of whether she could continue to Gothenburg, it took 16 
minutes before the naval station replied with the flag signal C, meaning "yes". The time it took for 
the reply to be given (presumably because a higher authority had to be asked first), would indicate 
there was considerable uncertainty with regard to how to deal with these events, but it's very 
obvious that Sweden's primary interest was to get the ships either out to sea as quickly as possible, 
or back to Gothenburg, with no lingering whatsoever in Swedish territorial waters. The other 3 
ships were likewise ordered out. The 5 maneuvered close to each other so that they could discuss 
what to do. At 08:45 Lionel’s captain made the decision to give up on the breakout attempt and 
return to Gothenburg, and by 09:00 the other 4 had agreed to follow suit. However, only Lionel 
went all the way, arriving in the morning of 2 April. Many of the crew have signed this book. 

                                                 
276 Signed this book on 30 September 1941, 1 December 1941, 14 December 1941 and 18 April 1942 

http://www.slaktdata.org/index.php/regsearch?fnamn=otto&mfnamn=&enamn=%C3%85GREN&type%5B%5D=freg&fscbkod=&fsg=&titel=&year=1880&adress=&ovr=&stype=metaphone&x=13&y=9
http://www.slaktdata.org/index.php/regsearch?fnamn=otto&mfnamn=&enamn=%C3%85GREN&type%5B%5D=freg&fscbkod=&fsg=&titel=&year=1880&adress=&ovr=&stype=metaphone&x=13&y=9
http://www.slaktdata.org/index.php/regsearch?fnamn=otto&mfnamn=&enamn=%C3%85GREN&type%5B%5D=freg&fscbkod=&fsg=&titel=&year=1880&adress=&ovr=&stype=metaphone&x=13&y=9
http://www.warsailors.com/freefleet/kvarstad2.html
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From http://runeberg.org/hvemerhvem/1973/0616.html: 

 
1025. Kåre LUNDE. Signed 18 June 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

073 
DOB 13.8.1921. Norsk. 
He was a member of the crew of M/T O. A. Knudsen when it was attacked by U-128 on 25 February 
1942. 
From http://www.warsailors.com/singleships/oaknudsen.html: 
Excerpt from O. A. Knudsen's journal, signed by Captain Bringedal, with additional details added 
from a memorandum based on survivors' statements and various reports. 
O. A. Knudsen (on charter to British Tankers, London since May-1940) had proceeded to Port 
Arthur, Texas on Febr. 24-1942. She departed Port Arthur again on March 1, bound for Liverpool 
via Halifax with a cargo of Pool engine spirit in No. 1 to 5 and Pool Vaporising Oil in No. 6 to 9 
tanks, while No.'s 2 and 7 wing tanks were empty. At 08:25 on March 5, when about 85 miles from 
Hole in the Wall Light, Abaco Island (26 17N 75 50W) she was torpedoed by U-128 (Heyse). At the 
time she was on course 68° (67?) true from Hole in the Wall Light, completely blacked out, sailing 
at a speed of 11 (12?) knots and zig-zagging, in moderate seas with a southeast breeze, force 4, sea 
3, visibility fair. The 3rd mate was on watch on the bridge, with Ordinary Seaman Risholm at the 
wheel, Ordinary Seaman Bentsen on lookout on the chart room roof and Gunner Mikkelsen by the 
gun on the stern, while the captain was in the chart room. According to a survivor's statement, she 
had a 4.7" Japanese breech-loading, high and low angle gun, 5 machine guns (2 Marlin, 2 Hotchkiss 
and 1 50-caliber Colt-Marlin) and 2 rifles, but none were fired. 
The torpedo struck on the port side in the pump room and the No. 6 wing tank, approximately 
amidships, which contained kerosene, killing Deckboy George Smith, who had been working on 
hatch 6. Very little damage resulted, but she listed slightly to port. The engine was immediately 
stopped and boats launched. The port boat had been unhooked from the tackles in the explosion 
so when they tried to lower it, it ended up falling into the water, partly submerged, but the 

http://runeberg.org/hvemerhvem/1973/0616.html
http://www.warsailors.com/singleships/oaknudsen.html
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starboard boat and the motorboat (32 men) were successfully lowered (the memorandum 
mentioned above claims the ship was abandoned by 29 out of 40). 
The captain, the 1st and 3rd mates, the 2nd engineer, the boatswain and Able 
Seamen Friestad, Mikkelsen and Johannesen (the latter had been injured in the explosion) stayed 
on board as the ship appeared to be doing well, and at 08:40 course was reversed and full ahead 
was ordered to the engine in an effort to reach land, heading for the Hole in the Wall Light at 9 
knots. A new antenna had to be rigged up to send distress calls, but while this was taking place, at 
09:30, a 2nd torpedo hit aft in the bunkers below No. 9 tank on the port side, blasting open most 
of the port side after deck, with cables and hatches heavily damaged, so the engine was stopped 
again and the ship abandoned in the port lifeboat amidships at 09:40 (the track of both torpedoes 
had been seen just before they hit). At 12:00 the 2nd mate was ordered to sail the starboard boat 
towards nearest land with the 24 men on board, while the motorboat and the port boat remained 
near the ship to see if she would sink. She had a list to port, but straightened up little by little until 
she was almost straight. 
At 13:30 the captain, the radio operator, the 2nd engineer, Boatswain Lunde and Able 
Seaman Friestad went back on board to try to send SOS, but there was no connection, so they 
returned to the lifeboat at 14:00; Lunde (the 1st mate) and Friestad (the radio operator) re-boarded 
almost immediately. A new antenna was rigged up and "soon after 14:00 EWT", WAX (a civilian land 
station, Tropical Radio, Hileah, Florida) was contacted with the following message: SOS de LJYJ 
torpedoed position 26 17N 75 50W Please send escort - WAX acknowledged (Tropical Radio's log 
shows receipt of the SOS at 20:38 GCT or 16:38 EWT), but no help was ever received, a fact that was 
strongly criticized later. The 1st engineer expressed the opinion that the ship could have reached 
port under her own power, if aircraft or escort had been available to drive off the U-boat; instead 
the attacks were allowed to go on all day, without any assistance received. He said that each time 
the ship was reboarded, investigations substantiated his claim that the engines were usable, adding 
that at no time during the day was she in danger of sinking, and her engines would have been 
capable of carrying her in safety to nearly any port. He placed the blame for her loss upon naval 
authorities charged with safeguarding Caribbean shipping. 
The men then picked up 45 gallons of petrol and left the ship, but stayed nearby until nightfall. At 
19:30 the captain, the 1st engineer, the radio operator, the boatswain, Able 
Seamen Lund and Eide and Oiler Sirkel went back on board to see if anything could be done to 
save the ship. However, at 19:45 the U-boats (the captain claims there were at least 2) started 
shelling her*. The survivors’' report states the U-boats were lying off about 2 cables, 1 forward and 
1 astern, opening fire at the rate of about 1 shell every 30 seconds, firing approx. 40 rounds out of 
which 10-20 struck the ship. Before the motorboat could come back alongside a shell (believed to 
have been about the 3rd) struck the gun aft and it burst into splinters; the captain received 
shrapnel in his face, his side and his leg, the 1st engineer in both arms, the boatswain in his 
shoulder and arm, Able Seaman Lund in his eye, Able Seaman Eide in his head and oiler Sirkel in his 
nose. The after deck started burning, and shortly after the boats had gotten away the gasoline in 
the forward tanks caught fire and in a very short time the entire ship was ablaze, burning all night, 
but was not seen to sink (11 1/2 hours had elapsed from the time the first torpedo struck until the 
ship was abandoned the last time). 
At 19:55 course was set southwest for The Hole in the Wall Light**. The fire could be seen until 
03:00 the following morning, but after a heavy rain shower at that time, they could no longer see it. 
At 17:30 on Friday the 6th the 2nd mate's lifeboat was spotted and at 18:00 they took it in tow, 
reaching land near the light at 23:30, but due to the heavy breakers encountered they gave up 
trying to find a suitable landing place. At 02:00 on March 7 a schooner was sighted, the captain of 
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which offered to tow the boats to Cornwall, Abaco Island. By 03:30 they were under tow, arriving 
Cornwall at 07:20 that morning. The injured men were taken care of by a nurse while waiting for a 
doctor from Nassau, but by the time the doctor arrived, Able Seaman Olaus Johannesen was not 
doing well and had to be left behind in Cornwall while the others continued to Nassau on a yacht 
on the 8th (Content S?). He died on March 10. Because of the bad weather and lack of 
transportation he had to be buried on the spot. On arrival Nassau, some of the injured men were 
taken to a hospital, while the others were temporarily housed at a hotel. 
A document dated March 20-1942, a report made by Ensign W. G. Warnock, Jr. and Boatswain J. G. 
Fickling, USNR, based on interviews with O. A. Knudsen's captain, the 1st mate, the 2nd mate and 
the 1st engineer (received from E. Wiberg), states that 36 survivors were landed by Ena K in Miami, 
Florida on March 17-1942, where they were extensively questioned. 
The 1st engineer stated that her eventual loss was due to fire, set by the shelling, and not to 
torpedoes, a statement which was also subscribed to by the 1st and 2nd mates. All 3 of them said 
that failure of any aid to arrive during the approximately 11 1/2 hour period during which they 
attempted to save the ship (from 08:25 to 20:00 EWT, March 5) was indicative of greater United 
Nations weakness in Western Hemisphere waters than they had ever encountered elsewhere in the 
world, including off the coast of Nazi-held Europe. According to the 1st mate, Axis submarines 
would not have the nerve to loaf around all day in order to sink a vessel in European waters, as 
they did in the sinking of O.A. Knudsen. The 1st engineer said it was a cat-and-mouse game as far 
as the U-boat was concerned, while the 2nd mate stated that if the attack had happened any place 
else someone would have at least sent an airplane or a patrol vessel, but not even a row boat was 
sent out. 
All the officers were emphatic in their statements that there was nothing suspicious about the 
actions of any member of the crew prior to, or during, the attack, calling attention to the fact that 
all were with the ship when she was trapped at Naples, Italy, by the German invasion of Norway. It 
was further brought out by their testimony that after pumping sea water into the fuel tanks for 
ballast when they learned of the Norwegian invasion, the vessel escaped Naples and was almost in 
the Atlantic when intercepted by a French patrol boat and conducted to a French port where it 
remained for 30 days. Then the ship, with its entire crew, entered the English service under charter 
to British Tankers, and since has made 2 trips to Australia, 5 to the British West Indies, and was on 
her 2nd to England at the time of the U-boat attack. 
In addition to the captain, the 1st and 2nd mates and the 1st Engineer, the following were also 
interviewed in Miami: Georg Berntsen, Hans Junger, Alexander Kinninmont, Ole 
Mikkelsen, Ragnvald Hansen, Otto Sirkel, Robert Sommerville and Heine Tomson. The document 
also mentions an F. Vuishuessen, but he's not included in the crew list below 
(unless Vuishuessen is a misspelling of Finn Kristensen's name?). 
The survivors left Miami again for New York late that same evening (March 17) and an inquiry was 
also held there on March 24-1942 with the captain and the 3rd mate, as well as Ordinary 
Seamen Risholm and Bentsen appearing. It looks like 2 crew members had been left behind in a 
hospital in Miami, because only 34 are said to have arrived New York on March 19. 
* J. Rohwer mentions only 1 incident, saying O. A. Knudsen was torpedoed and shelled at 15:33 
German time on March 5. 
** D. Sibley, England has told me that this is almost the southernmost tip of Great Abaco Island in 
the Bahamas. 
At 20:30Q, March 5, Nueva Andalucia reported seeing a ship on fire in 26 33N 75 41W, believed to 
have been O. A. Knudsen. According to her Voyage Record for this period, Nueva Andalucia was 
on her way from the U.K. to Port Arthur on this date. 

http://www.warsailors.com/singleships/nuevaandalucia.html
http://www.warsailors.com/riksarkivet2/nuevaandalucia2.gif
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Confidential codes, issued by the British Admiralty, had been thrown overboard in weighted 
containers upon abandoning ship, however, some confidential papers were retained and delivered 
to the Assistant of the Colonial Secretary at Nassau by the captain shortly after his arrival there on 
March 8. 
Some of the crew members received British awards for their actions: 
Captain Knut Bringedal - Commendation 
Able Seaman Andreas Friestad - Commendation 
2nd Engineer Karl Hansen - Commendation 
Boatswain Kåre Lunde - Commendation 
Radio Operator Nils Olsen - Commendation 
Oiler Otto Sirkel - Commendation 
Chief Engineer Harald Stavdal - Commendation 
1026. Klaus SUNNANÅ. Signed 18 June 1942. Kingston House, London. 

073 
DOB 29.1.1905. Norsk. 
From Wikipedia: 
Klaus Sunnanå (29 January 1905 – 22 January 1980) was a Norwegian Mot Dag member, economist 
and fisheries director. He was born in Avaldsnes as a son of teacher and farmer Knut Andreas 
Søndenaa (1871–1948) and Lisa Kristine Thuestad (1880–1958). He took his secondary education at 
Voss in 1926, and graduated from the Royal Frederick University with the cand.oecon. degree in 
1930. He was a member of Mot Dag, and chaired the Norwegian Students' Society in 1932. As a 
Mot Dag member, he was a prolific contributor to Arbeidernes leksikon, and Sunnanå followed as 
the organization became merged into the Labour Party in 1936. In 1935 Sunnanå was hired in the 
Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries. His publication Lofotfiskets lønnsomhet in 1936 was perhaps 
the world's first publication within fishery economics. In 1938 he became a secretary in the Norges 
Fiskarlag. He had to leave Norway in 1941 due to the German occupation of Norway, and travelled 
via Sweden to the United Kingdom, where he found work in the Ministry of Provisioning-in-exile. 
After the war, from 1945 to 1947, he chaired Det økonomiske samordningsråd. From 1948 to his 
retirement in 1973 he served as the director of the Directorate of Fisheries. He also served as 
chairman of the Organisation for European Economic Co-operation subcommittee for fisheries 
from 1949 to 1958 and the Food and Agriculture Organization Department of Fisheries and 
Aquaculture from 1970 to 1972. He was also involved in the Norwegian development aid project in 
Kerala. The first Norwegian development aid project, it has been described as "an experiment for 
former Mot-Dag-ists". A significant motivation for the project was to please the leftist opposition 
within the Labour Party in a time of NATO membership and increased spending on defence. 
Satisfying the leftist opposition could not prevent a party split in the long run. In 1962 Sunnanå 
joined the group Aksjon mot norsk medlemskap i Fellesmarkedet – de 143, a group of 143 people, 
many of them former Mot Dag members, who opposed Norwegian membership in the European 
Community. In 1972 Sunnanå left the Labour Party and instead supported the Socialist People's 
Party. He has been called "the Karl Evang of the fisheries sector", due to their similar career paths: 
Mot Dag membership, directorate leadership for many years, international organization 
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involvement, involvement in the Kerala project as well as membership of the Labour Party until 
breaking out in the 1970s. Sunnanå was decorated as a Commander of the Royal Norwegian Order 
of St. Olav in 1974. He was married twice, and was an uncle of Lars Sigurd Sunnanå. He died in 
January 1980 in Bergen. 
1027. John Christian Munthe SANNES. Signed 18 June 1942. Kingston House, London. 

073 
DOB 24.5.1913. Norsk. 
He has an SOE file, reference HS 9/1310/2, in TNA, which is closed until 1 January 2031. 
From Wikipedia: 
John Christian Munthe Sanness (24 May 1913 – 6 November 1984) was a Norwegian historian and 
politician for the Labour Party. He is known as the director of the Norwegian Institute of 
International Affairs from 1960 to 1983, professor at the University of Oslo from 1966 to 1983 and 
chair of the Norwegian Nobel Committee from 1979 to 1981. He was born in Leipzig as a son of 
Stian Sanness (1880–1966) and Hanne Theodora Munthe (1882–1954). The family moved to 
Kristiania seven years later, and Sanness attended Kristiania Cathedral School. He joined the 
revolutionary group Mot Dag during this period, and was expelled from his school for protests 
against the 25-year anniversary of the monarchy in 1930. He later declined an offer to be re-
entered, and finished his secondary education as a private candidate. In 1940 he chaired the 
Norwegian Students' Society. In April 1940, Norway was invaded and occupied by Nazi Germany. 
Sanness was soon arrested, but fled to London in 1941. Here he worked as a secretary for Arne 
Ording. Both Sanness and Ording had been Mot Dag members, but were now more mainstream 
Labour Party members. In addition to working for Ording, Sanness was involved in BBC broadcasts 
to occupied Norway, and he was a commentator in the illegal press. He worked as the foreign 
affairs editor in the newspaper Arbeiderbladet from 1946 to 1950. He also taught at the University 
of Oslo, and took his doctorate in 1959 with the thesis Patrioter, intelligens og skandinaver. Norske 
reaksjoner på skandinavismen før 1848, a work on Scandinavism. He was the director of the 
Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUPI) from 1960 to 1983, and a professor of history at 
the University of Oslo from 1966 to 1983. Notable releases include Verden blir én 1850–1914, 
volume five of Aschehougs verdenshistorie released in 1955. He also published studies on the Soviet 
Union (Sovjetsamveldet under Khrustsjov, Bergen 1960; Some Problems in the Study of Soviet Foreign 
Policy, 1978), Norwegian foreign policy (Norsk alliansefri politikk?, 1978) and historiography (Norske 
historikere og den kalde krigen, 1984). He edited the encyclopaedia Tidens leksikon, released in 
1975–1976, together with Einar Gerhardsen and Odd Højdahl. He also edited the periodical 
Samtiden from 1964 to 1967. He sat on the Norwegian Nobel Committee from 1970 to 1981 and 
was chair from 1979 to 1981. Some of the Nobel Peace Prizes awarded during his time in the 
committee were controversial, especially the 1973 award to Lê Ðức Thọ and Henry Kissinger, which 
caused two committee members to resign. Sanness was fluent many foreign languages, including 
German, Russian, French and Spanish. He also spoke some Finnish. Since 1939 he was married to 
Dagny, née Goa. His wife outlived him as he died in November 1984 in Oslo. 
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1028. Air Vice-Marshal George Brindley Aufrere BAKER CB CBE MC MiD CdeG(F) LoM (25 
July 1894 – 23 October 1968). Signed 18 June 1942. Coastal Command. 

073 
In 1913 he was awarded a Class A studentship from the Law Society. Commissioned into the Royal 
Berkshire Regiment 14 November 1914 and was with the RFC by May 1916. Served in No 19 
Squadron and claimed a victory on 22 September 1916 while flying the unlikely BE12 "fighter"; 
became a Flight Commander on 27 December. He was later a flight commander in No 23 Squadron 
with whom he claimed another victory on 26 August 1917. 
See http://www.66Squadron.co.uk/biogs/purves.htm for some combat details. 
He received the Military Cross (LG 4 June 1917), the French Croix de Guerre (Gazetted 18 April 
1918) and was Mentioned in Despatches for his work with No 53 Squadron (LG 11 July 1919). 
He gained RAeC Certificate No 2729 on 6 April 1916.  
He was present at the signing of the full surrender of the Nazis in Italy on 29 April 1945. The 
signing took place in the office of Gen. Morgan in the presence of British, United States and USSR 
officers, including: 
Lt-Gen. Sir Brian H. Robertson, Chief Administrative Officer, AFHQ; 
Maj-Gen L. L. Leminitzer, Deputy Chief of Staff, AFHQ; 
Rear-Admiral H. A. Packer, Chief of Staff to C.-in-C. Mediterranean; 
Rear-Admiral S. S. Lewis, Chief of Staff to, the Commander of United States Naval Forces in North 
African waters; 
Maj-Gen C. C Chauncey, Chief of Staff, MAAF; 
Air Vice-Marshal G. B. A. Baker, Chief of Staff to Deputy Air C.-in-C., MAAF; 
Maj-Gen T. S. Airey, Assistant Chief of Staff, G2, AFHQ; 
Maj-Gen Daniel Noce, Assistant Chief of Staff,' AFHQ; 
Brig-Gen A. J. McChrystal, Chief of Information, News and Censorship, Section, AFHQ; 
Brig-Gen W. C. McMahon, Assistant Chief of Staff, G1, 15 Army Group; 
Maj-Gen A. P. Kislenko, USSR; 
Col J. F. Bastion, Jr. Secretary to Supreme Allied Commander; 
Lt-Col. W. M. Cunningham, Military Assistant to Supreme Allied Commander; 
Lt-Col, J. G. Sweetman, Deputy-Secretary to Supreme Allied Commander; and 
Lieut M. Vraevsky, USSR. 
After retiring from the RAF, in later life, he transcribes books into braille for the blind and his 
daughter Katharine became a doctor, founding the Katharine Dormandy Trust to help those with 
Haemophilia. 
1029. Air Commodore Bernard Adolf CASEY OBE MiD (29185) (1 June 1904 – 13 October 
1979). Signed 18 June 1942. Coastal Command. 

073 

http://www.66squadron.co.uk/biogs/purves.htm
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The LG, 15 September 1936 announced his permanent commission as a Flight Lieutenant with 
effect from 7 July 1936. He was married to Margaret Agnes Casey (née Jones). 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Casey_BA.htm: 
MiD – 6 Oct 1933, MiD – 1 Jan 1946 
Plt Off (P): 5 Dec 1930, Plt Off: 5 Dec 1931, Fg Off: 5 Jun 1932, Flt Lt: 1 Apr 1936, Sqn Ldr: 1 Dec 
1938, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Mar 1941, Act Gp Capt: 22 Jun 1942?, Wg Cdr (WS): 22 Dec 1942, (T) Gp Capt: 1 
Jul 1944, Wg Cdr: 1 Oct 1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1947, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1953. 
5 Dec 1930 Granted a Short Service Commission 
5 Dec 1930 Supernumerary (Officer Training?), RAF Depot 
19 Dec 1930 U/T Pilot, No 4 FTS 
16 Oct 1931 Pilot, No 70 Sqn 
23 Mar 1934 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
8 Aug 1934 Aircraft Engineering Course, Home Aircraft Depot 
7 Jul 1936 Granted a Permanent Commission in the rank of Flight Lieutenant 
8 Aug 1936 Instructor, No 2 Wing, No 1 School of Technical Training (Apprentices) 
24 Jan 1938 Attended RAF Staff College 
10 Feb 1939 Air Staff, AHQ British Forces in Iraq 
xx Aug 1941 Air Staff, AHQ Iraq 
22 Jun 1942 Staff Officer to CAS 
xx xxx 1943 Air Staff, Air Staff Policy 1 
xx xxx 1944 Officer Commanding, RAF East Kirkby 
3 Dec 1945 Deputy Director of Policy (Air Staff) 
20 Feb 1948 Officer Commanding, RAF Tengah 
24 Feb 1949 ? 
xx xxx 1951 Officer Commanding, RAF Marham 
1030. Alfred Whiteman LAWRENCE OBE. Signed 18 June 1942. Coastal Command. 

073 
The Air Force List for May 1942 shows: 

 
His OBE for services to the Bedfordshire Branch Soldiers’ Sailors’ and Airmen’s Families Association 
was announced in the LG, 11 June 1988. 
1031. Per HEKTOEN. Signed 19 June 1942. RNNAF, Kingston House, London. 

073 
Listed in Little Norway. Pilot. 330 Squadron. Crashed and survived in a Northrop registration N-3PB 
registration 315 GS-L near Akureyri, Iceland on 22 October 1941. 
1032. POSSIBLY Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] Gordon Roger BOWLER (21234). 
Signed 20 June 1942. Garrison Mess, Oswestry. 

073 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Casey_BA.htm
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He is mentioned in the LG, 22 September 1936, 26 October 1937, 20 December 1940, 4 June 1943, 
28 February 1947, 31 December 1948, 1 July 1955 and 14 October 1958. The LG, 14 November 
1991 gives his address as Myrtle Cottage, Llanfair Waterdine, near Knighton, Powys, which is 40 
miles from Oswestry. 
No 1 Plotting Officers School was located at Park Hall Camp, Oswestry from late 1942-1943. 
1033. Thomas Logie MACDONALD (1901-1973). Signed 5 July 1942. Leven, Fife. 

073 
MacDonald was a Scottish politician who served as secretary and chairman of the West of Scotland 
branch of the British Astronomical Association. MacDonald also served as Director of the Lunar 
Section of the BAA from 1937-1945, and was particularly noted for a series of 'Studies in Lunar 
Statistics' published in the BAA Journal between 1929 and 1940. In these, he organized craters into 
four morphological classes, and established new relationships for predicting depth and rim height 
as a function of diameter. In 1985, the IAU added him as a second honouree. 
1034. Squadron Leader Walter Baldwin Eyer POWELL (09079). Signed 5 July 1942. MAP 
Regional HQ, Glasgow. 

074 
MAP is the Ministry of Air Production. He was born in Cork, Ireland in 1897 and died in 
Huddersfield, England in 1969. He is mentioned in the LG, 3 July 1923, 13 September 1927, 12 
December 1939, 16 December 1941, 4 September 1942, 18 June 1943 and 31 August 1954. 
1035. Group Captain Frank Andrew WILLAN CBE DFC DL (21 December 1915 – 12 
November 1981). Signed 5 July 1942. Leven, Fife. 

074 
An English pilot, Royal Air Force officer and Conservative politician. He was Chairman of Wiltshire 
County Council from 1973 to 1979. The son of Brigadier Robert Hugh Willan DSO MC and the 
grandson of Colonel Frank Willan of Thornehill Park, Bitterne, Hampshire, Willan was educated at 
West Downs School, Eton College and Magdalen College, Oxford. His grandfather, after whom he 
was named, was Colonel of the 3rd Oxfordshire Light Infantry, an alderman for Hampshire, a Justice 
of the Peace and a Deputy Lieutenant. Willan was commissioned into the Royal Air Force as a Pilot 
Officer with effect from 25 October 1937, and served the War of 1939–1945 with RAF Bomber 
Command, being promoted Flight Lieutenant with effect from 25 April 1940. After the war, he was 
Commanding Officer of the Oxford University Air Squadron, 1951–1953, and of RAF Feltwell, 1958–
1960, before retiring the service in 1960. Willan's brother Martin Stuart Willan was killed in action in 
northern France on 25 May 1940 at the age of 21, while serving with the King's Royal Rifle Corps as 
part of the British Expeditionary Force. On 11 October 1945, in the chapel of New College, Oxford, 
Willan married Joan, a daughter of Mr Leopold Wickham Legg, a fellow of the college, of Boar's 
Hill, and a grand-daughter of the ecclesiologist John Wickham Legg. Elected a member of Wiltshire 
County Council in 1961, he continued in that until his death in 1981. Willan was Chairman of the 
County Council's Education Committee from 1965 to 1968; Vice-Chairman of Council, 1968 to 1969; 
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and Chairman, 1973 to 1979. Between 1974 and 1981 he was also Chairman of the Wiltshire 
Victoria County History and was succeeded in both positions by Nigel Anderson. Willan was 
appointed a Commander of the Order of the British Empire (Military Division) in the New Year 
Honours for 1961, and a Deputy Lieutenant for Wiltshire in 1968. He was also a Member of the 
Wessex Regional Hospital Board 1970–1974, Chairman of the Salisbury Diocesan Board of Finance, 
1970–1981, and Chairman of the Joint Advisory Committee on Local Authorities’ Purchasing, 1970–
77. 
1036. James Stanley Wood PAYNE OBE. Signed 7 July 1942. Dundee. BOAC. 

074 
BOAC radio officer. His OBE was announced in the LG, 29 October 1943: "Captain Rae and Mr. 
Payne have shown courage of a high order over an extended period in flying unarmed aircraft on. 
the civil war-time air service between the United Kingdom and Stockholm. When Captain Rae was 
attacked over enemy occupied territory his aircraft was damaged by cannon fire and the 
undercarriage hydraulic system was put out of action. By the most skilful evasive tactics and by 
exceptional coolness in a most hazardous situation he was able to avoid further damage, to shake 
off his assailant and eventually to make a forced-landing in Sweden with the undercarriage 
retracted. The forced landing was made with such skill that comparatively little damage was done 
to the aircraft. A few days later Captain Rae was again attacked by two German aircraft but by his 
skill and coolness he was able to shake off his assailants and land safely. On a third occasion, half-
way across the North Sea with a very heavy load, one of his engines failed and it was only due to 
superb airmanship that he managed to get safely back to base. On all these occasions Mr. Payne 
has been the radio officer of the aircraft. He has cheerfully and readily accepted the same risks as 
his pilot. His skill as a radio officer and his coolness in the face of extreme danger have been 
outstanding." 
He is mentioned in Merchant Airmen, HMSO, 1946, p 197. 
1037. William Edward COOMBES. Signed 7 July 1942. Dundee. BOAC. 

074 
BOAC navigator. 
His promotion from Temporary Flight Sergeant to Pilot Officer was announced in the LG, 31 March 
1942: 

 
See the entry for Eric Bristow who also signed this book on 7 July 1942. 
1038. John Augustine CONEY. Signed 7 July 1942. Dundee. BOAC. 

074 
BOAC pilot. The Bromma departure record for 23 August 1942 includes John Augustine CONEY: 
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His is also shown as a pilot in the Bromma departure records for 14 August 1942, 6 September 
1942 and 10 October 1942. 
His commission as a Pilot Officer was announced in the LG, 30 May 1944: 

 
See the entry for Eric Bristow who also signed this book on 7 July 1942. 
1039. Sir Eric Henry Symons BRISTOW. Signed 7 July 1942. Dundee. BOAC. 

074 
BOAC radio officer. His Knighthood was announced in the LG, 1 January 1943 for valuable service in 
the air. 
From http://www.pprune.org/archive/index.php/t-383856.html: 
“The early ball bearing runs used Armstrong Whitley civilianised bombers. That simply meant that 
all the armaments and unnecessary guns and turrets had been removed. In May 1942, an 
Armstrong Whitley with crew of four left Whitchurch Airfield, Bristol for Leuchars R.A.F. Station. 
There was daily briefing at Leuchars Meteorolgical Office to be told if we could and for the Captain 
to decide if we would fly to Stockholm that night. The crew was Junior Captain Gilbert Rae, B.O.A.C, 
Second Officer, Joe Coney, RAF seconded, Navigator William Coombes, RAF seconded, Wireless 
Operator, Jimmy Payne, B.O.A.C. Junior captains had only two and a half rings. Gilbert Rae was 
soon upgraded to three whole rings. After a few return flights a second Whitley under Ian Goalen, 
Wireless Operator Eric Bristow and 2 other seconded RAF personnel, a second pilot and a 
navigator, Peter Ludgate joined the little group. We continued until November / December and 
then recalled to Bristol.” 
Posted by pathfinder_NE, 1 January 2013 
“My grandfather is Eric Bristow, the Wireless Operator mentioned above. Many of the names 
mentioned in the posts above are familiar and my family and I would be so delighted to get in 
touch with anyone who has any further recollections or information about the ball-bearing run. My 
grandfather, who's now 96, went on to work for BOAC at Croydon Airport. He has great memories 
of serving as a temporary barman in the Red Reiver on Market Street, St Andrews. My grandparents 
also lived on Watson Avenue and their landlady owned a dress shop in St Andrews.” 
Posted by ad41, 28 August 2013 
1040. Major Haakon WENGER. Signed 7 July 1942. Dundee. BOAC. 

074 
From Making for Sweden Part 1: 

http://www.pprune.org/archive/index.php/t-383856.html
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This crew had acted as outrider in the attack related in Case 256. It was not to prove a lucky day for 
the two Norwegians to come so close to their native country. Following the first sortie they were 
briefed to act as fighter escort to a Rover patrol with the hunting area in the Kattegat. The force 
flew over the North Sea, making landfall in Denmark near Stenbjerg on northern Jutland. Before 
making landfall RF724 left the formation and flew ahead. The force flew across Denmark on a 
course of ninety-eight degrees (AIR27 /1732). 
A suitable target, a motor vessel, was found at Mariager in the Mariager fjord on the east coast of 
Jutland. Major Wenger, acting as leader, called up the force leader and led the force in for the 
attack. Watching the target area Major Wenger saw a gun emplacement nearby and he attacked in 
order to silence it: The Flak position was knocked out, but before it ceased fire it hit RF724 in the 
port stabiliser, wing and propeller. Inspection of the aircraft after the landing in Sweden showed 
that half of the stabiliser had been shot away. The reduction in stiffness caused flutter of the port 
elevator, which generated vibrations. When a message was sent to the formation leader informing 
him that the crew of KK-E were heading for Sweden the code 'Going to Brighton' was heard for the 
first recorded time over the radio transmitter. 
The damaged Mosquito flew in over the Swedish coastline near Varobacka and flew north while the 
Swedish anti-aircraft batteries fired warning shots at it. The Mosquito finally made a wheels-up 
landing at Torslanda airport. A fire broke out in the port engine, but it was soon put out by the fire 
crew. The crew of RF724 was collected by personnel from F9 and subsequently interrogated. The 
Swedish Air Force could not find out much about what the crew had been up to prior to the 
landing as the navigator had torn up the documents and thrown them overboard while the aircraft 
was flying over water. The pilot told the Swedish Air Force officer that the Mosquito had been very 
difficult to fly due to the increasing vibrations in the tail-plane. The crew's intention was to land at 
either Torslanda or Satenas, but the former was chosen because of the vibrations. The Swedish 
officer asked why a belly-landing had been carried out, the crew replied that they believed that one 
of the main-landing gear wheels might have been damaged. To attempt a wheels-down landing 
would have resulted in the aircraft turning over, if one of the main landing gear wheels had been 
damaged (Fst DR 5/4 1945, Fst Udet 846, 1945). 
He is mentioned in Gerd Vold Hurum’s En kvinne ved navn “Truls”, Wings forlag, 2006. 
1041. Ian Rankine GOALEN. Signed 7 July 1942. BOAC. 

074 
BOAC pilot. 
http://www.pprune.org/archive/index.php/t-383856.html includes this post: 
“The early ball bearing runs used Armstrong Whitley civilianised bombers. That simply meant that 
all the armaments and unnecessary guns and turrets had been removed. In May 1942, an 
Armstrong Whitley with crew of four left Whitchurch Airfield, Bristol for Leuchars R.A.F. Station. 
There was daily briefing at Leuchars Meteorological Office to be told if we could and for the 

http://www.pprune.org/archive/index.php/t-383856.html
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Captain to decide if we would fly to Stockholm that night. The crew was Junior Captain Gilbert Rae, 
B.O.A.C, Second Officer, Joe Coney, RAF seconded, Navigator William Coombes, RAF seconded, 
Wireless Operator, Jimmy Payne, B.O.A.C. Junior captains had only two and a half rings. Gilbert Rae 
was soon upgraded to three whole rings. After a few return flights a second Whitley under Ian 
Goalen, Wireless Operator Eric Bristow and 2 other seconded RAF personnel, a second pilot and a 
navigator, Peter Ludgate joined the little group. We continued until November/December and then 
recalled to Bristol.” He also posted “We were to Fly to Stockholm to bring back ball-bearings which 
were made from Swedish Steel not available anywhere else. We used to get the ore via Narvik on 
the coast of Norway by railway from Sweden. When Norway was occupied our source disappeared. 
It had been planned to build high-speed ships to sail up the Skaggerack into Gothenburg but they 
couldn’t be built in time and our industry as well as aircraft themselves were coming to a halt. 
Myself and the second officer were accommodated in the Ninewells Hotel in Dundee until it 
became clear that we were too remote from the airfield at Leuchars and we had to find digs in St 
Andrews, not an easy thing in May or June. We did find them in Watson Avenue, with a Mrs 
Gourlay, and I believe her motive was to get access to the goodies that could be brought from 
Stockholm. Each day we were picked up and taken to the airfield for a briefing of the weather, 
which decided whether the flight was feasible. The War office then would tell us if we would be 
allowed to proceed. Our Captain didn’t show any eagerness to carry out his assignment and, after 
weeks of time delays, the Captain was recalled to Whitchurch and a much younger junior captain 
was appointed, Gilbert Rae by name. A second Whitley was assigned and its captain, another 
relatively younger and junior captain, named Ian Gollan joined us. Ian’s wife was Barbara Gollan 
and she became a mannequin, well-known after the war was over. Now we were able to start 
operating. A couple of years later and after the war was over Ian Gollan died in a crash at Hurn 
Airport in fog returning from a regular service. All passengers were killed. We would set off in the 
late evening so that it would be getting dark as we approached the Skaggerack and reached our 
maximum altitude of 10,000 ft. We would keep to the middle of the channel and on seeing the 
Swedish coast would dip the nose and speed into Sweden. Once in Sweden our problems were 
lessened. The anti-aircraft flak from both coasts, the Danish as well as the Norwegian ceased, and 
now we could see the Swedish towns lit up and navigation became by visual observation. The 
whole journey on the outward flight took around 5 hours, but the return journey against the wind 
would take much longer. At 10,000 ft. the Whitley wallowed, the controls became limp and we 
could become an easy prey for any fighter looking for us. We carried on and completed 3 round 
trips when our aircraft had to go into the engineering workshops for a check over. Our next flight 
started off well on a beautiful evening and we were about 2 hours out when there was an awful 
bang and we lost the power of one engine. Now you knew why these planes were flight-tested. We 
managed to continue since we were nearer land ahead than behind and fortunately we managed 
to reach Bromma Airport. There it was found that the failed engine had blown up and we were to 
be stuck in Stockholm until spares could be shipped out to us. We had to be given a daily 
allowance for our food but the hotel was taken care of from the BOAC office. There were things to 
be had in Stockholm that were not available in Wartime Britain and so we ate as cheaply as we 
could to have as much spending money as possible. I remember I bought a Philips 4 valve radio 
made in Eindhoven under German Occupation. It was a good set and lasted into the 1950s. We 
continued to fly as regularly as weather and the war permitted right into November when the icing 
conditions became too bad for Whitleys trying to get to 10,000 ft. In August, at a dance in the St 
Andrews Town Hall, Gilbert Rae introduced me to your mother who was employed as Secretary to 
Ted Chandler the Chief Engineer for BOAC at Leuchars. Our trips to Stockholm became more and 
more interesting as we became more familiar with what was available in the shops and what we 
could reasonably afford. Swedes loved their coffee and it was in very short supply so, if we took a 
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half a pound of beans it was possible to make a good trade. Once on returning from Stockholm we 
were told that Leuchars was closed because of bad weather. On reaching the Scottish coast we 
were ordered to fly west for half an hour. This was followed by an instruction to fly east again and 
as we were approaching Leuchars we were again informed that it was closed and no traffic 
controllers were on duty and we were ordered to fly east again. There was suddenly a gap in the 
cloud and we could see the airfield. Regardless of the order we signalled that we were going to 
land and did so without help. Meanwhile on the ground the whole of the BOAC staff were made 
aware that we were missing so when we appeared through a gap in the clouds there was great 
relief because, those in the know, knew that our fuel must be about finished. It was soon decided 
that conditions were not suitable for the Whitleys in winter, Shortly after that the Whitleys were 
replaced by De Havilland Mosquitoes, 6 in all and pilots were trained to fly them. They could and 
did carry one passenger in the nose or bomb aimer’s compartment and should anything go amiss 
the passenger would be ejected. We had carried passengers in the Whitleys. Malcolm Sargent the 
Music Conductor of great renown was often a passenger. On the return trip we sometimes carried 
airmen who had either escaped from Germany or had managed to land damaged aircraft in 
Sweden.” 
1042. Flying Officer [later temporary Flight Lieutenant] John Bacon COOPER-READE 
(82107). Signed 7 July 1942. 5 FIS Perth. 

074 
Resigned his commission on 18 May 1945. Born in 1892. He was the son of Henry Musgrave Reade 
and Annie Laura Bacon. He married Coralie Mordott Mordott-Berridge. Children are John Astley 
Paston Cooper-Reade b. 1924 and Michael Anthony Cooper-Reade b. 1933. 
From the LG, 15 January 1937: 

 
1043. POSSIBLY (BUT UNLIKELY) Alf Kristian HIORTH? Signed 10 July 1942. BOAC. 

074 
BOAC pilot. Sometimes shown in the Bromma departure lists as Alf Kristian Hjort. This could be 
Fridtjov Sæverud Giörtz who was a Lodestar pilot in 1945. 
According to http://forum.12oclockhigh.net/archive/index.php?t-24767.html, “After his 76 
Squadron stint, Stockholmsrute pilot F. Giørtz had some Leuchars-Isle of Man entries in his log 
during the summer of 1944.” (Forum post by Paal Naess277) 

                                                 
277 In this post, Paal Naes also says, “Some of the refugees coming over from Sweden on the 
Stockholmsruten (the "BOAC" flights using Lodestars) and later Balchens Sonnie/Balder B-24 flights, were 
interrogated on Isle of Man by an office put up by the Norwegians there before selection to 
Army/Navy/Air Force. Found an article in a Norwegian periodical, Norsk Flyhistorisk tidsskrift, mentioning 
that Balder (that is Sonnie to you, it was called Balder in Norway) Liberators flew 95 trips Leuchars-Isle of 
Man, transporting 1,485 passengers, mostly Norwegian refugees headed for interrogation for weeding 

http://forum.12oclockhigh.net/archive/index.php?t-24767.html
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1044. H J THOMPSON. Signed 10 July 1942. BOAC. 

074 
No trace found. 
1045. E SADLER WEBSTER. Signed 10 July 1942. BOAC. 

074 
No trace found. 
1046. Father O’DONNELL Signed 10 July 1942. Air Ministry. 

074 
No trace found. 
1047. Wing Commander [later Group Captain] Geoffrey Kinglake FAIRTLOUGH. Signed 23 
July 1942. MAP. 

074 
He also signed this book on 3 December 1939. 
1048. Ronald Joseph PASS Signed 24 July 1942. ATA Sherburn. 

075 
According to E C Cheeseman’s Brief Glory: The Story of ATA, Harborough Publishing Co Ltd, 
Leicester, 1946, he was a First Officer with No 7 ATA Ferry Pool. He also signed this book on 25 
September 1942. 
1049. Robert Edward BAUGH. Signed 24 July 1942. ATA Sherburn. 

075 
According to E C Cheeseman’s Brief Glory: The Story of ATA, Harborough Publishing Co Ltd, 
Leicester, 1946, he was a First Officer with No 7 ATA Ferry Pool. 

                                                 
out suspected collaborators. But as mentioned, even the Lodestars from Stockholmsruten flew there. But 
that Sonnie number seem a bit large, because I have seen sources where 1,576 passengers were the total 
number of pax transported by Sonnie/Balder Leuchars-Bromma.” 
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1050. Air Commodore Douglas Douglas-HAMILTON, 14th Duke of Hamilton and 11th 
Duke of Brandon, KT, GCVO, AFC, PC, DL, FRCSE, FRGS, (3 February 1903 – 30 March 1973). 
Signed 24 July 1942 ATC HQ Edinburgh. 

075 
He also signed this book on 30 November 1942 (giving the address 4 Regent Terrace, Edinburgh) 
and on 26 May 1951 (no address). 
1051. The Hon Clive PEARSON. Signed 31 July 1942. British Overseas Airways. 

075 
Mentioned several times in Hansard: HL Deb 15 April 1943 vol 127 cc258-91, the full text of which 
is included herewith because this Visitors Book contains many BOAC and other signatures that are 
relevant. 
VISCOUNT ROTHERMERE rose to call attention to the composition of the Board of the British 
Overseas Airways Corporation and to the civil aviation policy of the Ministry disclosed in the White 
Paper issued by the Secretary of State for Air; and to move for Papers. The noble Viscount said: My 
Lords, considerable anxiety has been caused by the changes which have taken place upon the 
board of the British Overseas Airways Corporation, and I hope that to-day the noble Lord, Lord 
Sherwood, will be able to give us some further information which will help to restore confidence. 
The British Overseas Airways Corporation is not an institution which has gone on for very long; it is, 
of course, an amalgamation of the organizations of Imperial and British Airways, which were in 
existence before the war. When that amalgamation took place a very vast organization was in fact 
taken over. I believe that the number of men employed, or who were employed a short time ago, 
by the British Overseas Airways Corporation is in excess of 15,000. There is there the nucleus of an 
organization which we all hope will take a great part in post-war aviation. At the present time we 
have a new policy laid down in the White Paper, which has to do with a new creation known as the 
Royal Air Force Transport Command. But before I come to that I should like to point out that this 
constitution of the British Overseas Airways Corporation, as it was originated, cannot possibly 
function unless it is given a great degree of independence. Nobody, when this was originally 
considered, imagined that British civil aviation could possibly be conducted by a Government 
Department. In order to avoid that, arrangements were made whereby a new kind of institution 
was set up which, although owned by the Government, was to be independent of the Government. 
The directors were to be appointed by the Government but, once appointed, they were to conduct 
the affairs of the organization. The only institution like it, I think, that had existed before was the 
B.B.C. That I believe was the model on which the constitution was more or less framed. But it will be 
apparent to your Lordships that it is extremely difficult to conduct any organization if it is to be 
continually interfered with by the Air Ministry, and I should like the noble Lord, Lord Sherwood, to 
make quite clear how far that interference has gone in the past, and how far it is intended to go in 
the future. The war record of the British Overseas Airways Corporation has, so far as I understand it, 
been a very considerable one. With the aircraft at their disposal they have managed to keep going 
a great many routes, and I believe at the same time they have been of tremendous assistance to 
the R.A.F. in the repair depot that they have in the Western Desert. Therefore when we come to the 
policy as outlined in the White Paper there is nothing new, and can be nothing new, in the B.O.A.C. 
co-operating with the R.A.F. It must have been co-operating with the R.A.F. ever since the war 
started, and certainly could have done nothing else once the Secretary of State had invoked 
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Section 32 of the Act, which gave him the power to take over control of the concern. Therefore 
when we received the White Paper containing the correspondence that took place between the 
Secretary of State and the late Chairman of British Overseas Airways Corporation, there seemed to 
many of us to be an incomplete story. It seemed an extraordinary thing that the four directors, men 
of considerable distinction, men of considerable commercial experience and great experience in 
aviation, should take it upon themselves to resign owing to the fact that a Transport Command had 
been set up. It seemed very strange that this situation should have arisen when it was quite 
apparent that there must have been co-operation and collaboration going on ever since the war 
started. On reading between the lines it would seem that there must be considerably more in the 
mind of the Secretary of State than has so far been disclosed. The Transport Command is an 
entirely new organization set up for the war effort. I do not want to criticize its setting up; on the 
contrary, it should in my opinion have been set up a long time ago. I think it has very considerable 
functions to perform, and it is quite obvious that in the war as it develops it will take a much 
greater part. But at the same time it seems very difficult to imagine why it is necessary for the 
Transport Command to take over 260 some of the routes of the British Overseas Airways 
Corporation. I will come in a moment to the resignations and the new appointments. But before I 
do that I should like to point out to Lord Sherwood what occurred in the United States. There, as 
your Lordships know, civil aviation is run by private enterprise. At one moment the President of the 
United States decided that he would try to run some of those services with the American Air Force. 
As your Lordships know, this very quickly came to grief and the President had to call off the 
American Air Force and give back the aviation to the organization which previously ran it. When the 
war started he never made a mistake of that kind again. He appointed a General of the American 
Air Force, General George, I believe, who called a conference in Washington of the executives of 
the principal air lines of the United States. The result of that conference was that instead of taking 
over and running all the civil air lines, he took over the executives of the civil air lines, put them all 
into uniform and said: "Now you will go on and run your businesses in order to contribute towards 
the war effort." It seems to me that something of the same kind is in the mind of the Secretary of 
State. We only seem, I think, to have got the first part of it, and I want to know from Lord Sherwood 
whether sooner or later we shall not find the British Overseas Airways in uniform. Already it is 
stated in the White Paper that some of the crews of the aircraft are going to be in uniform and 
therefore there is no reason why that should not be extended. The thing I am worried about is lest 
we do precisely the opposite of what was done in the United States. In the United States the civil 
air lines have absorbed the Army Transport Command: in this country I am frightened of the Army 
Transport Command absorbing civil aviation. I see a very serious situation arising from that, and 
quite an unnecessary one, because the R.A.F. have no experience in transport. They have done a 
very considerable job in ferrying bombers over from America, but in the actual business of running 
the regular routes of air transport they have no experience, they have no executives who have any 
experience of that sort. I am sure that Lord Sherwood would agree that when we are discussing this 
question of post-war aviation we have all of us a certain responsibility in realizing that we first of all 
have got to win the war. The effort has got to be made in the first place to contribute everything 
we can towards victory, without sacrificing plans for after the war where that is unnecessary. It 
seems to me that the best plan would have been if the British Overseas Airways Corporation, 
instead of being absorbed by the Transport Command, had been taken as the nucleus and had 
built itself up into a Transport Command with all its skilled organization and all its experience and 
knowledge of transport. I may be wrong, but I think that is really the key to the resignations. The 
late directors of British Overseas Airways saw perfectly well—naturally they had seen it coming for 
a long period, not like noble Lords who only read about it in the White Paper—that eventually they 
would be sitting in an office as directors of an organization which had ceased to exist, which had in 
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fact been taken over by the Army Transport Command, leaving them not obviously responsible for 
anything. That would be a real ground for resignation. Why they have not stated publicly and 
properly the grounds on which they really resigned—because Mr. Pearson's letter is extremely 
short and hardly to the point unless you read between the lines—I do not know, except it may be 
from some misplaced idea of patriotism, a belief that you should not kick up a row in war-time, 
whereas in fact the only way you can ever get anything done is exactly the other way round. Mr. 
Pearson said in his letter: ‘The proposed arrangements, however, result in a situation which is 
indefinite for the Corporation and which does little to improve the difficult conditions in which the 
Corporation has operated throughout its existence.’ That sentence can mean a great deal or it can 
mean nothing. I am inclined to think it means a great deal. We have a right to know from the 
Minister whether that is true. These distinguished gentlemen in the aviation world having resigned, 
the Government were faced with the obvious necessity and duty of appointing new directors. It 
would have seemed to me an opportunity for finding men who were distinguished not only in the 
world of aviation but also in commerce and putting them on the board, not only for the reason 
that they were the best men to run the organization but also to restore confidence so that people 
would understand that the Government still looked upon the organization as a very important one. 
But what do we find? Who has been appointed? First of all there is Sir Harold Howitt. We were 
informed in another place yesterday that he is only a temporary appointment. He has been made 
Chairman. He is, of course, a member of the Air Council, and I believe his principal duties have 
been checking up on supplies. Why was he appointed even temporarily unless the intention 
originally was not to appoint him temporarily, and unless the original intention was to have him 
there so that he could be his master's voice? Then there is the second appointment, which is that of 
Mr. Marchbank. What is Mr. Marchbank doing on the board? He has already been considered too 
old to deal with the railways. He has already been retired from his previous occupation. Yet he is 
appointed a director, in his second childhood, presumably, to try and assimilate the intricacies of 
the aeroplane. The third appointment we have to deal with is that of Mr. Simon Marks. What are his 
qualifications for going on the board? At least he is a man who has experience in commerce. He 
has experience as owner or manager of a large chain of cheap stores, but I cannot conceive what 
qualifications he has for going on the board of British Overseas Airways. I have no doubt that when 
his appointment was announced and he was put last on the list, he was put down because he was 
considered a piece of sugar to cover up the pill of the other two appointments. If that is the case it 
must have been a war-time ration. I suggest to the Minister that he should really hesitate before he 
appoints the fourth director—because there is another one to come. How he is going to find 
another one suitable to join this motley crew already there, I do not know. He is certainly going to 
have difficulty in finding anybody to join a board which has obviously no responsibilities and which 
cannot be said to be a responsible board for conducting the air transport of this country. I would 
like to ask my noble friend another thing. In the correspondence which took place Mr. Runciman 
made a very generous offer to continue his duties until a new Director-General was appointed. No 
new Director-General has been appointed as far as I know, but Mr. Runciman has not been asked 
to do anything whatever by the new board. He has not seen the new board, nor has he done any 
work whatever in connexion with the, new board, although the Secretary of State in his reply said 
how very pleased he was that Mr. Runciman was going to carry on till his successor was appointed. 
You have got on this board at present three new directors, none of whom knows anything 
whatever about civil aviation, and no Director-General or Managing Director or whatever he is 
called. They have made no attempt whatever to use the experience of either the ex-Director-
General or any of the other directors who have gone off the board. We are thrown back on the 
obvious idea that the board is not expected very much longer to conduct the organization as we 
have known it, and that in the next development you will find an Air Marshal in charge of it. Very 
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serious considerations are involved in this matter, and those who not only feel strongly about the 
war effort but also about post-war aviation should make their protest. I would like to point out at 
the same time how the powers of this board have been taken away. Perhaps it was just as well they 
were taken away before the new directors were appointed. The White Paper refers to the 
relationship between the British Overseas Airways Corporation and the Royal Air Force, and in 3 (a) 
it states: ‘Negotiations with or in neutral countries or with Dominion, Colonial or other 
Governments for the provision of civil facilities, etc., will be conducted by the Civil Aviation 
Department of the Air Ministry (or by the Corporation in cases where questions of policy do not 
arise).’ I should very much like to know what that means. Does it mean that negotiations that may 
now be going on, for instance, with the Dominions will be carried out by the Air Ministry and not 
by the board of British Overseas Airways? Where exactly is the dividing line? Where the question of 
policy ends and where the question of carrying it out starts, I do not know. I presume the Air 
Ministry will lay down the policy and the board will carry it out. I should like to have a little light 
upon that point. I would point out to the Air Ministry that it will be too late after the war to make 
these arrangements with the Dominions. I do not know whether my noble friend Lord Sherwood 
was here when the Leader of the House was speaking, but I would draw his attention to one 
sentence in the speech of the noble Viscount, Lord Cranborne. He said that in peace you must 
prepare for war and in the same way in war you must prepare for peace. That is an idea that has 
certainly not yet penetrated the Air Ministry. They have not the faintest idea of preparing for peace. 
I suggest that if that is the policy of His Majesty's Government in the great international matters 
which we have been discussing this afternoon, it certainly should be the policy of His Majesty's 
Government with regard to post-war air transport, because past-war air transport is an essential 
part of any international arrangements that are made for the future of the world. I think that the 
Government should, first of all, approach all the Dominions. Perhaps the noble Lord will be able to 
tell us that that has already occurred. I think arrangements should be made with these Dominions 
as quickly as possible as to the part, not that this country is going to play in post-war aviation, but 
that the whole Empire or Commonwealth of Nations, whichever term pleases different sections of 
the House, should take with us in civil air transport after the war. Once that is done it will be 
perfectly easy to have an arrangement with the United States of America, but until that is 
accomplished you cannot possibly get any arrangement with the United States of America. And 
unless it is accomplished, and accomplished long before the end of the war, you may find that 
some of the Dominions have entered into other arrangements. The Government will certainly be 
held to account if that should happen. I hope I have not been too hard upon the Air Ministry in this 
matter, but really noble Lords know that the record of the Air Ministry in civil aviation has not been 
a very good one. So bad has it been that I have heard it said from those Benches again and again 
that air transport should be taken out of the hands of the Air Ministry and given to another 
Ministry, such as the Ministry of Transport. But I 265 am not qualified in any way to talk on that 
subject. I think it is one the Air Ministry should very seriously consider because if Parliament is 
dissatisfied with the conduct of air transport by the Air Ministry that Ministry, when the war is over, 
will certainly find it taken out of its hands. It is not a question purely of this present crisis in the 
organization. It goes back over a very long history and it will have to be shown that the Ministry 
holds its responsibilities very much higher in the future if it wishes to continue to keep civil aviation 
within its power. I appeal to the Minister to take this matter in hand; otherwise, whatever beautiful 
speeches may be made from these Benches about post-war policies, if you once have unbridled 
competition in air transport after the war it will be quite unnecessary to talk about a League of 
Nations, it will be quite unnecessary to talk about any organizations for the maintenance of peace, 
because you will have already sown the seeds of another war. 
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LORD REITH My Lords, may I give you some of the pre-war history of the Corporation in order that 
you may perhaps have a more accurate picture of what has been taking place recently? And may I 
tell the noble Lord who has just spoken that in my opinion the formation of the Transport 
Command was by no means the sole but only the culminating reason for the resignations which a 
great many of us, certainly he and I, deplore? In July, 1938, the then Prime Minister asked me to 
leave the office where I had been happily occupied for a great many years and become Executive 
Chairman of Imperial Airways. I did as I was bid, with one condition. Imperial Airways was then, as 
Lord Bennett mentioned recently, in considerable trouble which had led to the Cadman Report. 
That, as he said, was a scathing criticism of Government and Company. It criticized the General 
Manager for taking too narrow and commercial a view of his responsibility without, I think, his 
having had an opportunity to answer the criticisms made against him. In any event, as Lord Morris 
remarked on the occasion of a recent debate in this House, he was in fact in charge of a 
commercial undertaking, and he and his directors regarded their first responsibility as being to 
shareholders. Few men have the same ideas about organization and administration, and Mr. 
Woods Humphery's ideas and mine were by no means akin, but much of the difference between 
his ideas and mine was due to the commercial regime under which he worked, and to his dividend 
obligations. No matter what any of us had thought about the constitution and the management of 
Imperial Airways, and whether or not they had been foresighted enough technically and politically, 
there is no doubt that they had a record of achievement under Mr. Woods Humphery of which any 
company in any country might well be proud; in some respects it was epic. The condition to which I 
referred was that I should be supported in amalgamating Imperial and British Airways, and in 
turning the combination into a public service corporation. As I said on another occasion in your 
Lordships' House, the serving of two masters is usually both morally undesirable and economically 
impossible. High dividend expectations from an essential public service cannot be fulfilled without 
at least a risk of prejudice to the service and the public. But what justification had the noble Duke, 
the Duke of Sutherland, for saying in this House that more would have been done under a 
competitive system, and that when British Airways came along to challenge Imperial Airways, the 
latter could not stand up to it and was swallowed up? I went to Imperial Airways with the intention 
of effecting the merger and the change of constitution. And perhaps Lord Strabolgi is convinced by 
this time that there are no private interests in the Corporation hampering, as he said, the future of 
civil aviation. He referred to the monopoly "so misused by the Corporation and its two 
predecessors." What justification has he for that? The Corporation has, in fact, never functioned at 
all, and has never been allowed to function. I have ventured to tell your Lordships that I, more than 
any other, was responsible for what happened in the merging and the conversion of the two 
concerns. It took me a year to do. It might have taken some people longer. Obviously, I could not 
have done it without the support of the then Air Minister, Sir Kingsley Wood278, who saw the 
business through despite opposition even from members of his own Party. All through that 
troublesome year before the war we were 267 arguing the clauses of the Statute—almost every line 
of it—but we were also looking forward—and this is what some noble Lords who have spoken in 
the debates recently do not seem to have realized—eagerly planning, trying hard to make people 
inside and outside the Government interested in civil aviation; routes in the Pacific, routes linking 
various parts of the Colonial Empire and the Dominions together; all sorts of plans, including 
something that the noble Lord has referred to this afternoon, the establishment of an Empire 
Corporation for which I had already secured the sympathy at least, and in some cases more than 
that, of several of the Dominions. In proof of that your Lordships will be interested to know that Sir 
Kingsley Wood had agreed in principle to keeping seats on the Corporation board open for 

                                                 
278 Signed this book in March 1939 
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representatives of the Dominions, so that an Empire Corporation was indeed thought of then. It 
would have been an immensely important experiment not only for civil aviation but for Empire 
relationships—British aircraft on full sail of wing flying the seven skies as once the ships of Britain 
sailed the seven seas. The embryo Corporation was prejudiced not just by lack of interest, but 
inevitably by war preoccupations, and by the difficulty of getting orders for new aircraft considered 
or existing orders delivered. Imperial Airways were badly off for machines, but we had little 
encouragement. Orders at home and in the United States were cancelled on the outbreak of war 
without, it seemed, any consideration for the part air transport should play even in war. The noble 
Viscount, Lord Bennett, speaking in your Lordships' House recently, seemed to regard the 
Corporation as a satisfactory and reasonable instrument of Government purpose, but I regretted 
his suggestion that some members of the board had no right to be there because of their interests 
elsewhere. Mr. Clive Pearson is a director of the Southern Railway and Mr. Irvine Geddes is a 
director of the Orient Steam Navigation Company. I see nothing inconsistent in this, nor would 
other noble Lords who recommend that existing forms of transport should be associated with this 
new form—the Duke of Sutherland, for instance, who recommended that civil aviation should be 
handed over entirely to ship owners. I suggest that Mr. Clive Pearson and Mr. Irvine Geddes 
deserve better than to have it said that their presence was not to the advantage of civil aviation. I 
said the Corporation had never functioned. Constitutionally it was not established till after war 
broke out, and I have indicated how the pre-war year was occupied with the negotiations for its 
establishment, and how otherwise it was a year of frustration and disappointment. The moment it 
was established the Secretary of State for Air made an Order which brought it under his control. Its 
war-time duty is the maintenance of essential air-line communications, but it depends entirely on 
the Secretary of State for Air to enable it to do what he wants done. Air Ministry machinery and 
attitude to the Corporation have been unsatisfactory, and I say that the Corporation has never had 
a chance. The spokesman of the Air Ministry in another place made this statement: ‘Unless the 
Secretary of State considers that on grounds of public interest such a drastic step"—’removal of 
directors— ‘is necessary, he will leave the management alone to carry on their own affairs.’ I hope I 
may hear from the noble Lord this afternoon whether or not that is true. Has, in fact, the Secretary 
of State left the management alone "to carry on its own affairs"? I submit to your Lordships that the 
Corporation has not merely been controlled, as in war-time it should be controlled, in major policy, 
but also in executive detail, and that in everything but internal administration it has been under the 
close and often direct control of the Under-Secretary of State and the Director-General of Civil 
Aviation. The Corporation directors appealed many times to the Air Ministry for the aircraft and 
personnel necessary to operate the routes which the Ministry wished operated. It was not always 
consulted in the allocation of aircraft and in some cases unsuitable planes were handed over to 
them. I ask the noble Lord if he is familiar with that, and if he can explain or excuse it. The 
Corporation has not been kept informed of technical development nor given the authority to 
obtain it. It has no official priority for spares or supplies. Its demands are routed through the Civil 
Aviation Department of the Ministry, which is non-technical. It is not allowed to deal direct with the 
Royal Air Force, to whose requirements it has largely to operate. All negotiations have to be 
conducted through the Civil Aviation Department. As to personnel the Corporation, although an 
essential part of the war machine, is treated by and large as an ordinary commercial concern by the 
Ministry of Labour. Members of the Corporation board have only recently resigned after being for a 
long time so dissatisfied with the treatment they were receiving that they felt they could not carry 
on in such circumstances. As I have said, some of the conditions of the formation of this Transport 
Command were only the culmination of it. When Pan-American took over the Trans-African route 
they came complete with all essential stores, including radio and meteorological equipment and 
even materials to construct living quarters. It was with chagrin that the Corporation compared its 
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own treatment in similar circumstances from the Air Ministry. The attitude of the American 
Government and military authorities to their civil aviation operators is certainly in striking contrast 
to what we have here. When we were discussing the establishment of the Corporation one of the 
great advantages of the new system was that it would enable the Air Ministry to regard the 
Corporation, not with the suspicion often associated with a commercial concern, but, divested of 
dividend obligations and with the sole purpose of serving the public interest, as a trusted 
instrument of Government to which a great many of the functions previously exercised by the Civil 
Aviation Department would pass. What has in fact passed? There are many things which a Civil 
Aviation Department must for all time continue to do. But there are many things which even in war 
the Corporation should have done which it has never been allowed to do. A great deal of what the 
Civil Aviation Department has done is redundant and a retarding of war effort. With a dozen old 
civil boats the Corporation has kept open the routes from Durban via Cairo to Calcutta and from 
West Africa to Cairo, nearly 30,000 miles long, twice a week. The only service in winter between the 
United Kingdom and Canada is operated by the Corporation, not by the Royal Air Force or the 
Americans, although the machines are American. It flew 10,000,000 miles in 270 1942; 21,500,000 
capacity ton miles in 1942 compared with 12,500,000 in 1941 and 8,500,000 in 1940. Incidentally 
may I ask the noble Lord who will reply for the Ministry whether he happens to know what the Post 
Office thinks of the Air Mail performance, and whether the Post Office complaints are directed 
against the Corporation or the Ministry? A further point on which I should like to have information 
is about advertising. The Corporation has not been permitted to advertise at all—not even a 
documentary film of its activities. Can we be told the reason for that? Is there some fear of 
alarming or offending any other country? The Corporation is a public body operating without profit 
as an instrument of the State. American commercial lines are encouraged to advertise their 
achievements. I think American airlines say quite openly that they are going to use the war to win 
the peace. The Vice-Chairman of the Civil Aeronautics Board, a Government official, said he was in 
favour—and he would not have said that unless he had public support behind him—of a national 
organization for civil aviation. And in America they do not usually favour national organizations. He 
said he was in favour of it—listen to this—"because no other basis would adequately reflect the 
fundamental policies which must be furthered." What are the fundamental policies which must be 
furthered—monopoly of air transport? If so, we are helping them to get it. The position to-day is 
that, despite resounding declarations about bold measures, there has been no statement about 
Government policy and, one imagines, no policy to make a statement about. The Government 
attitude to the Corporation, to say the least of it, has been anomalous, if not rather shocking. Even 
yet transports are only to be planned on a trivial scale, and without them nobody, the R.A.F., the 
Corporation or the ship owners, can deliver the goods. We know that American transports will be 
better than ours for years to come—not because their manufacturers are better or cleverer but 
because they are practised. We know that the design and production of new aircraft is a matter of 
years. So in spite of anything that Lord Brabazon's Committee may have recommended or the 
Government adopted, we shall be in the hands of the Americans and dependent on them for a 
long time. As, by arrangement, we are making bombers and fighters and they transports, will they 
share as they should? British Governments have not really cared for air transport; the Air Staff do 
not understand it, and it is not their job. I agree with what the noble Lord said about the Transport 
Command. It may be excellent in conception, but it is not the job of the Air Staff to run air 
transport. All the same, what would have happened had the Eighth Army had, say, 100 good 
transport planes to use? It might easily have meant that Rommel would have been caught before 
now. That is the burden of the complaint which I submit to your Lordships—that the Government 
made an instrument for civil aviation and then starved it. Will the noble Lord tell me what the 
Corporation has done to be treated in this way since it was established? The resignations of 
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members of the directing body came as a shock, and it is shocking that things should have come to 
such a pass. Is there something radically wrong with the Corporation, and has it been given a 
chance to do better? If there is something wrong let us know of it. As things are now, owing to the 
way the Corporation has been treated it may well be beyond redemption. Listen to this from the 
head of the operating company in one of the Dominions in a letter to me: ‘… We are most unhappy 
at the conspicuous absence of any British plan for the future, and the usual attitude of inertia—a 
point I have been striving to bring home as you will have seen by our Gazette and other literature I 
have sent you in recent months.’ And here is something from the editorial in an aviation paper 
published in that Dominion: ‘Our Empire air communications have ceased to exist … one cannot call 
a few broken threads which finish in disconnected spots a line of Empire air communication in a 
true sense. … We know all about the plea of 'No aircraft.' Could not some have been bought, 
'Lease-Lend,' or even have been scraped off the outer edge of bomber production at home? … It 
will serve us right if, after we have won the war, we find we are not only not in the race of world air 
communications, but must stand in the side-line and wait to be told when we may tail along.’ It is 
not good, my Lords, that we should be written at like that. My noble friend Lord Rothermere is 
right—and I have information that gives point to it—when he stated that unless the Home 
Government can do something to convince people in the Dominions that they mean business in 
civil aviation, they will find the Dominions stretching out their hands to those whose hands are 
already stretched out to them. Certain points of principle are clear. First, suppression of aviation in 
ex-enemy countries. Second, freedom of the air, that is to say no prohibition of flying over any 
country. Third—but this depends upon the answer to the fundamental question in the Report of Sir 
Francis Shelmerdine's Committee over a year ago—is there to be internationalization of operation 
or not? Some might well feel that the formation of a few large operating units working in 
international agreement had better come first—such as (a) United States and South America; (b) 
the British Commonwealth running the world Empire routes; (c) Russia; and (d) a European set-up 
in which England would be the predominant partner with sub-divisions of each large group into 
geographical zones of operation for local traffic. So here is my plea. Firstly, for a statement of 
national and international policy. Secondly, for the separation of civil aviation from the Air Ministry. 
Transport is transport and air transport is a form of it. Civil air transport, I submit, should be 
dissociated from bombing and fighting or moving air-borne troops, all of which are specialist 
military operations. It should in some way, I suggest, be linked with those other forms of transport 
which it will in part displace but with which it must co-operate if the public interest is to be 
properly served and the Empire have the place it should. Thirdly, that this Corporation, established 
as Lord Bennett said after a great deal of care—and nobody knows better than I how much care—
should be given a chance to function. I see no reason to have more than one chosen instrument 
and many reasons against it. It is easy, out of prejudice or misconception, to dilate on the benefits 
of competition and the dangers of monopoly. There are neither dangers nor benefits that the 
Corporation, rightly circumstanced, rightly staffed and given the chance they have never had, 
cannot avoid or achieve. With scratch machinery, scratch personnel, and scratch machines they 
have done magnificently for the country. They ask to be given the chance to do what they were 
formed to do. What has been achieved by Mr. Leslie Runciman, to whom great credit is due—
more, credit than he has been given—and the Corporation staff is through individual effort and 
determination, despite immense handicaps and obstructions. But there is no reserve and little 
hope, and the personnel is now greatly discouraged. Finally, it is urgently necessary in the interests 
of civil aviation that civil aircraft should be designed, and some prototypes be produced. The 
Corporation should be given authority to do this. Presumably, unless the Minister has something 
different to tell us to-day, pest-war responsibility will be theirs. Unless these things are done and 
done quickly the British Empire will, in this respect, in the deplorable words of the Dominion 
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commentator, be forced to "stand in the side lines and wait to be told if and when it may tail 
along." LORD MILFORD My Lords, I feel that in butting into this debate I perhaps ought to say what 
my credentials are as regards civil aviation before I express my views. I notice that the noble Lord, 
Lord Keyes, said the other day that he had always been air conscious because he had flown in one 
of the ramshackle machines that existed in 1912. I have looked the matter up and I find that I can 
give him two years, for I flew at Bournemouth in 1910. I was elected a member of the Aero Club in 
January, 1907, two years before the noble owner of Flying Certificate No. 1 flew his historic circuit 
of one mile. Before that, in 1893, I think it was, I was, I remember, assisting in the experiments of Sir 
Hiram Maxim. That was the first aeroplane that I ever saw, or that anyone ever saw, I should think. 
It was steam driven and ran on a rail, and there was another rail which prevented it flying away 
altogether. I said to Sir Hiram: "You have learnt to fly; why do you not let the machine go, and have 
a flight?" Sir Hiram replied: "My boy, I know that I can fly. I can fly several hundred miles, but at the 
end of that time I shall break my neck, and it is not good enough. I have learnt how to fly, but not 
how to stop." It was not until years afterwards that the Wright brothers, who started by gliding and 
learnt how to stop before they put an engine in their plane, were able to accomplish real flying. 
Sometime later, with the late Mr. Holt Thomas, I tried to start air lines in different parts of the 
world, from the profit motive. We lost our money, and I am afraid that it was never suggested that 
anybody should pay us back. I offered a prize of a thousand guineas to the first Briton who flew the 
Atlantic, and this was won by Sir John Alcock, and was presented to him at the same time as the 
Daily Mail prize. After that, Lord Swinton appointed me as the first independent member of the Air 
Registration Board when it was established. I understood that by an "independent person" he 
meant a person who wanted to fly but who was one of the public, and not one of the people 
commercially interested. Since then I have flown all over the world; ever since the last war I have 
travelled by air as much as possible. I meant to intervene in three former debates on this subject, 
but there were so many Ministers and ex-Ministers who wished to speak that I was squeezed out 
on every occasion. I do not wish to disparage their work. They have done wonders, and anyone 
who remembers the Battle of Britain, and remembers that they were responsible for the aeroplanes 
and the organization, will give them full credit for that. But these ex-Ministers were also responsible 
for civil aviation as it existed before the war, and in my opinion, speaking as one who has used it all 
over the world, it was the laughing stock of the world. It could not have been much worse than it 
was. I quite agree that some Government regulation is necessary. The Government must provide 
radio equipment, and must light the aerodromes and give the right to land. They must get over the 
absurd position which made it impossible to fly to India in British machines because of a quarrel 
with Persia, so that it was necessary to travel to India on a Dutch line. Another absurdity which 
must be overcome occurred on one occasion when I landed at Brindisi with my wife. We had done 
so many times before, but on this occasion we wanted to stay two nights in Rome. The aeroplane 
was going on to Rome, and would have got there in about an hour, but we were made to get out 
and go on to Rome by a slow train; we were not allowed to stay in the aeroplane if we intended to 
remain in Rome for two nights. That sort of thing must be overcome, and that is a job for the 
Government. I feel, however, that it is very wrong to set up a monopoly, and what we have heard 
from the noble Lord, Lord Reith, makes me feel that still more strongly. The monopoly killed air 
transport in the Empire. I own that the monopoly was very much handicapped by the Air Ministers, 
who originally said that no subsidies would be given unless British machines alone were employed, 
and at that time there were no British aeroplanes which were good enough. I think that we want to 
get back to private enterprise—to individual enterprise, not committees—and in fact, to paraphrase 
the Prime Minister's words, I think that if we give the Briton freedom to work in his own way he will 
do the job. I have said that I consider that before the war our civil aviation was the laughing-stock 
of the world. Let me give you three personal examples of what I mean after all, example is better 
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than precept. I want to mention things which happened to my wife and myself in the winters of 
1935–36, 1936–37 and 1937–38. In 1935–36 we started by going to Croydon. There was a little mist, 
and we were told "There is no aeroplane this morning; it has not arrived from Paris. There is a fog 
in the Channel." Finally we were sent back to Victoria and put on a train. One reason why I prefer to 
fly is that I loathe the sea, but I had to endure the Channel crossing. Eventually we reached Paris, 
and were told that the plane for Brindisi had already left. We had to go back to the station and take 
the train through Switzerland and Italy to Brindisi. Finally, we got a plane at Brindisi and spent the 
second night at Athens. The next morning we started off for Crete and Alexandria, but an engine 
seized up on the way to Crete, and so we turned round and went back to Athens. We spent two 
nights in Athens waiting for an engine, and then finally we were able to fly to South Africa. On our 
way home on the same trip we could not go to Athens because of some political trouble. So we 
were sent to Benghazi, and we spent a night there. Next morning we started for Malta, but there 
was bad weather in Malta and so we turned back and spent another night in Benghazi. Next day we 
did get as far as Brindisi, and we were then told that the plane we wanted to catch had gone, so 
that again, although we wanted to fly, we had to take the train to Paris. Next year I decided in June 
that we wanted three berths to fly to Australia in December. We could not book them. This 
monopoly could not, in June, promise us berths in December. They said: "We may have a lot of 
Christmas mail, and not be able to take you." We had therefore to travel by the K.L.M., the Dutch 
line. Everything was beautifully done. It so happened that we started off on the same morning as 
the Imperial Airways machine, but we spent three days and nights in Java before the Imperial 
Airways machine turned up. That sort of thing does not encourage one to travel British, does it? I 
was ill in Java, and Imperial Airways refused to take us on. I chartered a plane from the K.L.M. line, 
and was astonished to find how well we were treated and how very cheap it was. We had a crew of 
four and a beautiful Douglas monoplane. When we arrived at Port Darwin, to my astonishment 
there was a large crowd to meet us. I did not know that there were so many people in Australia! 
Wherever we stopped in Australia the same thing happened. I thought I must suddenly have 
become extremely popular, but then I discovered that the Dutch airline had never been allowed to 
fly to Australia, but with a chartered plane they could do so. So they had advertised all over 
Australia: "Come and see the only modern aeroplane you have ever seen," and the crowds were 
there to see it. As soon as they arrived at Sydney they went straight to Canberra, and I believe 
obtained permission to fly to Australia, so that their cheap trip paid them well. I was in Egypt in the 
winter of 1937, when my wife was taken ill in Cairo. It was urgent that I should go back to London 
as quickly as possible. The monopoly then had their new flying boats, of which they were very 
proud. They were in fact beautiful boats; and I had never been so comfortable in the air before. The 
night before leaving, I telephoned to London to my youngest boy and said: "You must come out 
and look after your mother. Take the Imperial Airways and fly out while I fly home." And he said on 
the telephone that he would. Well, we arrived at Rome perfectly all right; I never enjoyed an air 
journey more. Next morning we started off for Marseilles, and we were supposed to be in 
Southampton in the afternoon. When we got to Marseilles they came and said: "Terrible weather in 
England. We can't go on. We have to stay in Marseilles." I said: "If we must, we must. I don't want to 
break my neck." And we went into the hotel to have lunch. That was about half-past twelve. I was 
just finishing lunch when I saw my boy walk into the room. I said: "Good heavens! How have you 
got here?" He said: "I have flown here." I asked: "Was not the weather awful?" He replied: "I never 
noticed it." it is rather funny, I think. The next morning it was a lovely morning and we started away 
from Marseilles and proceeded towards Southampton. We got over the middle of France. The 
steward came through and said: "There is a bit of a head wind. We shan't have enough petrol to 
get to Southampton." It was one of those great big flying boats, and over the middle of France I 
did not like it very much. They said, "Oh we can land on the river at Mâcon." We circled round 
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Mâcon and made a beautiful descent. As soon as we landed on the water a boat came off from the 
agent on shore and said: "Oh, I don't know what to do. The barge with the petrol pump on board 
has sunk at its moorings." I get off and went straight to the station and took a train for Paris. I was 
very much amused just as we reached the station to see the whole of the rest of the passengers 
arrive too, and we all went to Paris by train. It is not surprising therefore that I should say: "Get back 
to private enterprise. Let us have some competition and let us develop our own air transport in our 
own way." After those personal experiences may I refer to a speech made by Lord Bennett the 
other day, raising the question of monopoly? He was very strongly for monopoly, which I am 
utterly against, and he gave a description of how to choose a committee which was to run his 
monopoly. If Sir Archibald Sinclair279 in looking for his wonderful man takes Lord Bennett's recipe, 
I do not know what he will do. Lord Bennett said that you must have a Corporation whose directors 
have no interest, nor any reasonable likelihood to have any interest in any other enterprise. Is he 
wanting persons ten years old or people who have grown up? Then he said: ‘Is it finance—it should 
be excluded. Is it shipping—that should be excluded. Is it railways—they should be excluded.’ It 
seems to me he will get an absolute nincompoop, and if Sir Archibald Sinclair is doing it on that 
basis, Heaven help the Corporation. It seems to me he will have a committee which is absolutely 
incompetent. I agree with Lord Beaverbrook generally about committees. I do hope that we get 
back to personal initiative, but I should like to say that there are committees that I have managed 
to do quite a considerable work with. I think you have to have two absolute rules. Any committee I 
serve on has to be a committee of not more than two, and I must have the casting vote. Then I find 
it works quite well. It seems to me that the people who obviously ought to take on this job are the 
ship owners. I am laying myself open to criticism now because I am a ship owner, but only 
concerned with tramp steamers, and I cannot see aeroplanes affecting 8,000-ton cargo vessels, for 
a good many years to come anyhow. I have no interest in liners at all, so I still think I may consider 
myself an independent person, as I was appointed by Lord Swinton to be on the Air Registration 
Board. But it is part of the shipowner's business, and the ship owners are going to lose the greater 
part of their fast traffic because the aeroplane can get to its destination much quicker than 
anything else. I am afraid they will not be able to carry on unless they are given liberty to run their 
own aeroplanes, but I do not want them to have any sort of monopoly. They have the experience 
and the organization, and they can raise the capital. One other point, which I think led originally to 
the creating of this Corporation monopoly, was the difficulty of giving a subsidy, but I think it can 
be got over very easily if the Post Office will pay proper rates. Lord Essendon was talking about this 
the other day and said that the mails ought to be paid for on a poundage basis, but the Post Office 
who pay for air mail ought to be on a half-ounce basis, for that is how they are charging the public. 
If you take it at 3d. on a half-ounce that is £800 a ton, and a flying boat can carry four or five tons. 
But I do not think the Post Office ought to make money in that way. It is the one form of profit 
motive which I am utterly and absolutely against. Rowland Hill gave us the penny post, the rate is 
already 2½d., and in the end I think it will be 6d. Already the postal charges are a frightful handicap 
to business, and for some businesses the postal costs are absolutely scandalous. But even if they 
have to pay £800 or even £1,600 a ton to the aeroplanes which do the business for them they must 
have their letters carried quickly—the whole thing is speed, or ought to be—and the subsidy 
question will be got over if payment is made in proper proportion to work done. Anyhow, whether 
we have monopoly or private enterprise, I think it is absolutely essential, if we are to hold our own, 
that we should have the best aeroplanes in the world, and in the end British engineers will produce 
the best. But I should like the Government to announce now that at the end of the war they will 
throw it open so that ship owners and others can prepare in time. 
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LORD SEMPILL My Lords, I feel sure your Lordships will agree that the noble Lord who has just 
spoken in such an interesting manner is the most pertinacious air traveller in your Lordships' 
House, and if we can be imbued, not only here but throughout the country, with that spirit then no 
airway will lack for passenger traffic. The noble Viscount who raised this question has spoken on a 
previous occasion in your Lordships' House in a very vigorous style with regard to air transport. He 
has spoken very much to the point, and I suggest has shown a sound judgment on this vital matter 
in regard to which his father and, in particular, his uncle gave from the very earliest days such 
practical encouragement as to inspire not only the pioneers in the design of aircraft and engines 
but the pioneers of mechanical flight. Your Lordships have listened also in the past two months to 
several debates on air transport, notably those raised by the noble Marquess, Lord Londonderry, 
and I suggest that of the material matters engaging the attention of your Lordships' House, 
economics and air transport are the most important. At no period in the history of air transport, 
whether in the stage of pioneering or of full-scale development, have any Government shown by 
their actions a vision worthy of the Empire's responsibilities and potentialities in this direction. I beg 
your Lordships to press His Majesty's Government, without remission, to throw off this dreadful 
lack of vision from which air transport has suffered for twenty-five years and to adopt instead a 
policy of vigorous action in this most vital field. Not very long ago, as your Lordships will have 
noticed, The Times stressed the need of air transport in these words: ‘Aircraft has suffered from the 
type of mind which, when confronted by any drastic innovation, decides at once that it is 
impracticable, that it is not really needed, that it will prove too expensive, that in any case there is 
no hurry about it. What are needed are practical visionaries and it is to men of this type that we 
must look for the tools of victory and of reconstruction.’ These are the words which were printed a 
short time ago in The Times, and I am sure your Lordships will agree that one figure alone has 
stood out in the development of British air transport, and that is the late Sir Sefton Brancker. Were 
we following the example that he set there would be no need for The Times to write in those words 
which I have just quoted. It must be the endeavour of all interested in this matter to inject large 
doses of the spirit of Brancker into the veins of His Majesty's Government so that these injections 
may overcome the encephalitis lethargica from which air transport has suffered for a quarter of a 
century. Transport comes, your Lordships will agree, under three headings—vessels, wheels, and 
wings. In 1886, when world shipping tonnage was computed for the first time, there were 
23,000,000 tons. By 1939 this had risen to 69,000,000 tons. In 1825 the world railway mileage was 
fourteen, and by 1937 this had risen to 756,781. In 1895 the world car and lorry production was nil; 
by 1938 it stood at 3,720,000,000. Coming to the air, in 1919 the world air route mileage was 3,200; 
by 1938 it had risen to 349,000. These figures serve to show to your Lordships that in the realms of 
world transport, whether with vessels, wheels, or wings, there is continuous advance. Each of these 
three is complementary one of the other and has a definite place in the development of world 
amenities. In view of the world spread of the British Empire, it is vital that it should play, as it can 
play, a leading part in transport by air. I shall condense the suggestions I wish to submit to your 
Lordships into as few words as possible, as I know your Lordships are very anxious to hear the full 
reply that my noble friend Lord Sherwood will make. In considering this question, your Lordships 
will agree that all modern air transports that pertain to the United Nations are of American design 
and manufacture. The very large majority of these operate under the flag of the United States of 
America, and in consequence that country possesses the bulk of the essential design and operating 
experience without which success cannot be achieved. These points have been well emphasized by 
my noble friends Lord Rothermere and Lord Reith. Therefore it is essential that there should be the 
fullest co-operation as between the United States of America and Great Britain if success is to be 
achieved without delay. So the recently formed Royal Air Force Transport Command should, I again 
urge, be a United Nations concern in which, of course, the principal parts would be played by the 
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United States of America and the British Empire. Only in such a manner can an efficient 
organization suited to military air transport be created without delay and translated at a suitable 
moment to the civil air transport needs of the countries concerned. Referring for one moment to 
the board of the British Overseas Airways Corporation recently reconstituted, that board, I suggest, 
must be strengthened at once by the addition of two more members, one with a definite working 
experience on the administrative side of air transport and the other on the technical side with up-
to-date experience in air pilotage and navigation gained on full-scale operation of commercial air 
transports. It is to be hoped that His Majesty's Government will not restrict plans for post-war air 
transport services to one organization and regard British Overseas Airways Corporation as the 
single instrument for carrying out what must be a world-wide plan. I am fully in agreement with 
what has been said by previous speakers on this matter with the exception of Lord Reith, who put 
forward the idea that there should be this single chosen instrument. The operation of such services 
calls for a wide experience in grappling with the many and varying problems that are to be met 
with when flying in the northern latitudes— 282 eventually trans-Arctic aerial navigation will come 
to pass—and also through tropical regions. I suggest, therefore, that there should be made 
available opportunities for a number of organizations to concentrate on operating different 
sections of the services that will stretch out from Great Britain to encircle the globe and thus 
provide a series of effective Empire links. I suggest, too, that such links could well be forged in full 
collaboration with existing shipping organizations. They have a wide experience, important 
territorial contacts in the various countries to be served, and such collaboration, providing the 
shipping companies have the necessary balance of air knowledge in the organization, could be a 
very effective arrangement. The services operated by these different organizations would each be 
responsible for a part of the general plan and would operate in healthy competition with each 
other. It would, for example, be the aim of those operating the North Atlantic routes to provide a 
service which, for safety, regularity, and cheapness per pound of useful load carried, could give 
points to other somewhat similar services in different parts of the globe. In order that such plans 
may be brought about it is vital that the ground work on which they must be built should be laid 
now, and without delay, as there must be at the right moment no delay in proceeding with the 
necessary developments. The existing organization in the Ministry of Aircraft Production will not 
meet the present emergency so far as the design and construction of aircraft are concerned. The 
machinery is very naturally taken up with questions of a military character, and in any case 
experience shows but too clearly that it is prone to delay. The years during the period of gestation, 
of a large, modern, commercial air transport see several changes in the ranks of the highly placed 
technical officials in the Ministry who handle the various questions involved, both of a scientific and 
technical nature. Each new director that comes in has to survey the plans made by his predecessors 
and, not unnaturally perhaps, orders changes, hence delay. I urge with great strength the 
importance of creating a new Department in the Ministry of Aircraft Production solely to handle the 
design and prototype development of air transport and to place at the head of this Department a 
man of proved experience on the scientific and technical side. Dr. Roxbee Cox, a senior technical 
official in the Ministry of Aircraft Production, has the experience which particularly fits him for such 
a post. Then comes the vital question of the technical and administrative side of air transport 
operations. From the technical side no more suitable man is available than Air Commodore 
Bennett280, who has a wide experience of all the many intricacies of commercial flying as a pilot, 
and has played a dominant part in building up the Ferry Command. That is a splendid service which 
was very justly and very rightly praised by Lord Reith, and is now merged in Air Transport 
Command. Then there is control from the administrative point of view. Here someone is required 
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with a long experience, say at least twenty years' experience, of air traffic organization—someone 
with an outstanding record in that particular side of the business. For that post there is no better 
man than Captain Spry Leverton, who, in collaboration with K.L.M., helped to build up that service, 
referred to in pæans of praise by Lord Milford, that ran from Amsterdam to Batavia, three times a 
week. The emergency in this matter is very great. We are without air transports and so I submit that 
extraordinary action must be applied with great vigour and without delay. Our technical and 
operational skill, once whole-heartedly applied to these problems, coupled with the advantages 
that a world-wide Empire allows for the establishment of bases, will give us the opportunity of 
playing an all-important part. But there must be the minimum of delay and, therefore, the purpose 
of this debate, raised by my noble friend Lord Rothermere, is to take steps to urge His Majesty's 
Government to shorten the period when such a picture will become a reality. Finally, in connexion 
with these matters, it may be well that those who will be responsible for these great tasks should 
bear in mind a few words written not so very long ago by President Roosevelt. These words could 
well animate those setting their hands to this great task. President Roosevelt, referring to men who 
do work of this nature, said they were men ‘who at the best know in the end the triumph of high 
achievement and who, at the worst, if they fail, at least fail while daring greatly, so that their place 
shall never be with those cold and tired souls who know neither victory nor defeat.’ 
THE JOINT PARLIAMENTARY UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR (LORD SHERWOOD) My Lords, 
I should like at the outset to thank the noble Lord, Lord Rothermere, for giving me, before this 
debate began, an idea of the questions he was going to ask. As your Lordships realize, this 
question of civil aviation is a very important one. It covers not only the narrow question that is on 
the Paper, the question of BOAC but it also involves our relations after the war with the United 
Nations and our Dominions. I can take no exception to the spirit of the speech made by the noble 
Lord who moved this Motion. A very important decision was taken by the directors of the British 
Overseas Airways Corporation when they decided to resign, but I think it would be wrong to say, as 
has been represented I think by the noble Lord, Lord Reith, and by some other noble Lords, that 
something more than what was said by Mr. Clive Pearson in his letter to the Secretary of State was 
behind these resignations. I think there has been a certain amount of confusion in regard to this. 
The noble Lord, Lord Rothermere, asked me if the decision was a sudden one or whether there had 
been disagreements over a long time. I can assure him it was a sudden decision. It came as a 
surprise to the Secretary of State. There is, incidentally, some misapprehension as to the position of 
the Air Council in this matter. It is the Secretary of State who is responsible for civil aviation, not the 
Air Council, and the board dealt with him and not the Air Council in trying to reach an agreement. 
The Secretary of State thought he was going to obtain it and it came as a complete surprise to him 
when the directors said they felt they could not accept the agreement in the form he suggested. I 
think if noble Lords will read the White Paper they will agree that the point on which disagreement 
arose is one on which it is absolutely essential, in war-time, for the Secretary of State to safeguard 
himself. At this point I would like to say that the BOAC, as it is called for short, has done an 
immense amount of good work up to the present time and has achieved 285 great things, 
especially in the Middle East, where it has been of immense assistance to the Royal Air Force. There 
is still a feeling which was expressed by at least one noble Lord that the position of the ex-directors 
was undermined by interference from the Air Ministry. That point was made particularly by Lord 
Reith, who said that there was constant interference and he implied that this was the main reason 
for the decision to resign. I can tell the noble Lord definitely that that was not so. There was no 
interference. Under Section 32 of the Act the Corporation has been required by an Order to place 
BOAC at the Secretary of State's disposal during the war. The necessary control of war-time policy 
which arises under this Act has been carried out through directions issued by the Secretary of State 
through the medium of progress meetings under the Joint Under-Secretary of State, Captain 
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Balfour, but the management has been left entirely to the Corporation. No orders affecting 
management were given at these progress meetings. The members of the Corporation were 
entirely responsible for management questions. I can assure the noble Viscount, Lord Rothermere, 
and also the noble Lord, Lord Reith, who I wish was in his place because he made great play with 
this point, that there is no substance in the complaint that there was interference either by the Air 
Council—that is not possible—or at the progress meetings which merely dealt with questions of 
policy and had nothing to do with management. The members of the Corporation—they have 
been called the board although there is no board really—resigned and, as I have said, this came as 
a surprise to the Secretary of State. What was the Secretary of State to do? It was his duty to find 
other people to carry on. He has found three new members of the Corporation who, I regret, have 
been very much criticized. In war-time eminent people do not stand waiting ready at hand to 
undertake important and responsible positions of this kind. The Secretary of State put in as 
Chairman Sir Harold Howitt. I would stress the fact, which has always been made clear by the 
Secretary of State, that Sir Harold Howitt's appointment is only temporary. Attacks have been made 
upon him because there appears to be an idea that he is simply a chartered accountant who knows 
nothing at all about aviation. Sir Harold Howitt, however, is a very distinguished gentleman who 
moreover has been a member of the Air Council since 1939. In the last war he won both the D.S.O. 
and the M.C. He is a man of great ability, a man who not only knows a great deal about aviation 
but who possesses great experience in business management. Then there are the other members 
of the board. There was one gentleman who did not resign, Mr. Gerard d'Erlanger. He has 
considerable knowledge of the air. At the moment he is controlling the Air Transport Auxiliary. 
There are two other members who have been criticized. One is Mr. Simon Marks. In this 
organization you must have people capable of running a large scale business and Mr. Simon Marks 
has had a remarkably successful business career. I am sure we shall not find him wanting. The other 
is Mr. March-bank, who is very well known in trade union circles; a man who has the complete 
confidence of the trade unions. There are a large number of employees in this Corporation and you 
cannot leave personnel problems out of account. Those gentlemen form, I submit, a good board. I 
do not wish to go into smaller points, but I have been asked how much is paid to Sir Harold Howitt. 
He is not paid as Chairman of BOAC, or for his services on the Air Council or for any of his other 
services to the State. I think it right to state this. As for the appointment of a permanent Chairman, 
I want to make clear as my right honourable friend has said in another place that the Secretary of 
State is not going to be hurried into finding a Chairman. This is a very important appointment, as 
noble Lords who have great knowledge have pointed out, and not one to be made quickly in order 
to settle with the Press or public. It is not easy to find the right person as Chairman of this 
Corporation and my right honourable friend must be given time in making the appointment. 
Another appointment, the importance of which cannot be stressed too highly, is that of Chief 
Executive, the post previously held by Mr. Leslie Runciman281. That appointment has also not yet 
been made. The appointment will, however, not be made by my right honourable friend but by the 
members of the Corporation. They will not only appoint him, but they will also decide upon his 
salary. He is their servant. His appointment has nothing to do with the Secretary of State. It would 
be wrong to make this appointment in a hurry too. A quick appointment would not necessarily be 
the right one. At the present moment management is being carried on by an Executive Group at 
Bristol, and they report daily as a body to Sir Harold Howitt. That is how the executive work has 
often been carried on before in the absence of the Chief Executive. There are some awkward 
questions worrying everyone as to how far Air Transport Command will absorb the activities of 
BOAC. It is not intended that Air Transport Command should absorb those activities. We wish to 
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avoid duplication and to find some way by which we can get the closest collaboration between the 
two organizations. Not only will the Corporation remain as it is, however, but it will grow bigger. I 
am not going to quarrel, although it would be easy to do so, with noble Lords who said that in 
peace-time we should prepare for war and in war-time prepare for peace. Like all quack remarks it 
is a mere half-truth. In war-time you have to get peace before you can deal with it although I agree 
that peace must be kept in sight. A great many of the criticisms which have been made arise 
because we have had to put so much energy and must continue to put all our energy into the war 
efforts of the country. It is quite right that noble Lords should ask what our views are about what is 
going to happen after the war, and whether Transport Command will operate services after the 
war. On this point I have no doubt that for many months after the close of the war the Command 
will continue manifold ferrying tasks, and it seems likely that it will continue to operate services if 
only for a time. Indeed it may be part of the post-war policy of the Royal Air Force to keep an Air 
Transport Command in being as a military instrument. Another question that has been asked is: 
Will the Secretary of State hand back to the Corporation the powers that he has taken under 
Section 32 of the British Overseas Airways Corporation Act at the end of the war? Of course it 
would be logical to suppose that after the emergency which led the Secretary of State to take this 
action has passed away, the Secretary of State would hand back the powers he has assumed, unless 
Parliament in its wisdom has meanwhile legislated otherwise. In any case the validity of the action 
taken under Section 32 does not extend beyond a "time of war, whether actual or imminent, or of 
great national emergency." As I say, it seems natural and logical therefore that these powers should 
lapse at the end of the war. Now I come to the big questions which have been raised with regard to 
the Dominions and Colonies and the United States. These questions are of the highest importance. 
I do not see my noble friend Viscount Bennett here now, but I know that there are several of your 
Lordships who take the greatest interest in these very important matters. I can assure your 
Lordships that the Secretary of State fully realizes the importance of exploratory discussions with 
the Dominions on civil aviation. In fact such discussions are now taking place. I will not weary noble 
Lords by reading the speech of my right honourable friend Sir Archibald Sinclair282, in another 
place, but in his statement on the Air Estimates he did make it quite clear that this action was being 
taken. I cannot give you any account of the course of these discussions and indeed it is for the 
Dominion Governments to state their own policy. I do think, however, that it might be well to draw 
your Lordships' attention to the statement which was made by the Prime Minister of Canada in the 
Canadian House of Commons on April 2. It shows, I think, not only that discussions have been 
taking place but also that they are bearing fruit. Mr. Mackenzie King, whose words, I think, are of 
the greatest importance, said: ‘The Canadian Government strongly favours a policy of international 
collaboration and co-operation in air transport, and is prepared to support in international 
negotiations whatever international air transport policy can be demonstrated as being best 
calculated to serve not only the immediate national interests of Canada but also our overriding 
interest in the establishment of an international order which will prevent the outbreak of another 
world war.’ That is going a long way. There is no doubt that the Dominions are thinking on bigger 
lines than those merely of domestic policy. There is also no doubt that when these discussions with 
the Dominions and Colonies have resulted in a measure of 289 agreement, it will be of the highest 
importance to open discussions on these questions with America. I do not think noble Lords would 
expect me to go further than that. Obviously it is better to wait until agreement has been reached 
with the Dominions and the Colonies before opening discussions with America on these very big 
questions of post-war policy. I was asked whether we were going to restart certain services 
between India and Australia. I think it will be obvious that for reasons connected with national 
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security I cannot go deeply into that. To do so would obviously reveal information which might be 
useful to our enemies. I was also asked whether existing BOAC routes are being cut down. Noble 
Lords are quite right to ask these questions. The answer to this particular question is that the 
routes to be operated by the Corporation and Transport Command respectively have not been 
finally determined. They may, of course, vary from time to time. It may be expedient to transfer the 
operation of some routes from the Corporation to the Royal Air Force, and the reverse may also 
apply. But if we take over—and by "we" I mean the Royal Air Force—any of the routes which are 
now operated by the Corporation, it will in no way reflect on the capabilities of the Corporation or 
of their staff and their pilots, for whose courage and efficiency we have nothing but the highest 
praise. It would merely be because of necessity arising from war operations that a route might have 
to be taken over. Now comes the big and troublesome question which is almost bound to come up 
whenever you have discussions on civil aviation: Are we going to retain BOAC, as the "chosen 
instrument" for civil air transport, after the war? Lord Reith, who was one of the founders of the 
organization, touched on this particular question. I wish that my noble friend Lord Reith was here 
now, because he would no doubt answer my noble friend Lord Milford on this point. Obviously it 
was to him and not to me that Lord Milford directed some of his remarks. Now the question 
whether the method of the single chosen instrument is the best method of conducting air 
transport after the war is one of the major issues of policy on which His Majesty's Government are 
not, and cannot, yet, be in a position to reach a final conclusion. Obviously it is to some extent 
bound up with the question of the form and extent of international or inter-Dominion 
collaboration after the war, on which discussions are now proceeding with the Dominions and 
India, and will, in due course, be extended to cover a wider field. Meanwhile the Government must 
retain their freedom of action, and avoid unilateral declarations of policy which would circumscribe 
or prejudge those discussions in any important respect. I think it must be clear to your Lordships 
that that should be the policy of His Majesty's Government at the present time. We all would like 
definite answers and solutions, but it is impossible to arrive at the final shape of post-war civil 
aviation at this stage of the war. I should like, finally, to thank the noble Viscount for the way in 
which he brought this matter before us. We did not wish the members of the Corporation to 
resign, and there was no sinister motive in their resignation; but, the members having resigned, it 
was the duty of my right honourable friend the Secretary of State to appoint a board and to see 
that the organization is carried on. That he has done and will continue to do. I hope that the noble 
Viscount will be satisfied. 
LORD MOTTISTONE My Lords, before my noble friend Lord Rothermere replies I wish to say two 
things. The first is that, speaking for myself, and I think for many around me, we are satisfied on the 
first point raised by the noble Viscount. We are told that this was a sudden decision with which the 
Secretary of State was confronted, and we see that he could not have acted otherwise than by 
making temporary appointments without delay. For my part, I am satisfied about that. On the 
bigger question of the future, I feel that we cannot say much until we have won the war. There is, 
however, one point which I would venture to bring to the notice of my noble relative who replied. 
We hear on all sides that the British Overseas Airways Corporation cannot get the machines that 
they want, and in fact they are operating with machines far below the standard which this country 
ought to maintain in time of war. I am sure, from all the information which comes to me, that that 
is true. I should like to plead with the noble Lord that the Government should turn over a new leaf 
and make sure that Imperial Airways—I do not quite understand this long name, BOAC—shall have, 
for the purposes of the war, the best and fastest aeroplanes which can be produced. It is often said 
that engines cannot be taken from the war effort. I cannot help thinking—and I feel that if the 
noble Viscount, Lord Bennett, were here he would say the same—that this is one of those 
occasions where, if we are going to do a thing at all, we ought to do it supremely well. Not only 
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does it help the war effort very much to land passengers on their important business in good 
condition, which cannot be done if they have to travel in the wrong type of machine, and not only 
is it vitally important that they should reach their destination as quickly as possible, but, looking to 
the future, it will make all the difference, when peace comes at last, if those who have been 
engaged on civil flying all through the war have been operating the best type of machine, a type of 
machine which they will have in even greater numbers for the purposes of civil aviation in time of 
peace. Therefore, while I respectfully applaud the decision of the Secretary of State and the Under-
Secretary on the first issue raised, I beg of them to make sure that only the best aeroplanes are 
operated by this great Corporation in the future. 
VISCOUNT ROTHERMERE My Lords, I should like to thank the noble Lord, Lord Sherwood, for his 
very informative speech. I think that he has reassured us on a number of points. The resignations 
are still somewhat inexplicable, but we must accept his explanation. With regard to Dominion 
policy, I can only express the hope that, in approaching the Dominions, the Government are not 
being as vague as they are in their explanations to this House. I hope, too, that they are not being 
as vague as the quotation which Lord Sherwood made from Mr. Mackenzie King's speech. I trust 
that we are getting a little beyond all that verbiage, and are going to get down to some sensible 
arrangement. Apart from those comments, I thank the noble Lord very much indeed, and I beg 
leave to withdraw my Motion. Motion for Papers, by leave, withdrawn. 
1052. Air Commodore The Hon Walter Leslie RUNCIMAN OBE AFC. Signed 31 July 1942. 
BOAC. 
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He was director-general of the British Overseas Airways Corporation. From Hansard 16 November 
1949 vol 165 cc707-10: 
THE LORD PRIVY SEAL (VISCOUNT ADDISON) My Lords, before we proceed to the Business of the 
day I am sure that it will be your Lordships' wish that we should pay tribute to a distinguished 
member of your Lordships' House, Viscount Runciman, who has lately died, and who, long before 
he came to this House, was known to many of us as Walter Runciman. When I myself came into 
Parliament in 1910 he was already a member of the great Liberal Government of that period. He 
held many offices. When I first knew him I think he was President of the Board of Education. There 
are some noble Lords sitting opposite me to-day who worked with him, and they knew him far 
better than I did. But as year succeeded year his service became more recognised in the nation 
generally, and especially in Parliament. I recall my first impression of him when I was a private 
Member, and I remember being struck then by the singular clarity and force of his expression. He 
was a man of very great distinction in public service. He held many offices, and it is fair to say that 
he received, gained and held the deep respect of all the servants of the Departments over which he 
presided. He was a great Minister, and later, towards the end of 708 his political career, as we all 
remember, he did his best to contribute to a solution of the Czechoslovak difficulties—difficulties 
which Hitler intended should never be solved. He later held office as Lord President in your 
Lordships' House. In Government administration and business he was one of those highly 
distinguished public servants respected by everybody and of clear rectitude, like many others 
whom we are proud to say our race has produced. In Lady Runciman, his wife, he had a friend, a 
companion and a loyal helper, who has the respect and admiration of all who know her. I am sure 
your Lordships will gladly join in a tribute to this great public servant who has passed from us, and 
in an expression of sympathy with his family. 
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VISCOUNT SIMON My Lords, my noble friend Lord Salisbury has asked me to say a few words on 
this occasion, following upon what has been so aptly expressed by the Leader of the House. I do so 
as one who has long enjoyed personal friendship with Walter Runciman and who was his colleague 
in several Ministries, beginning at a time before the First World War. He attained ministerial office 
when very young, first as an Under-Secretary in the Campbell-Bannerman Administration—to 
which the noble Viscount the leader of the House has just referred—which was formed in 
December, 1905, and swept the country in January, 1906. Of the strength of the personnel in that 
Administration there is no dispute. Apart from Campbell-Bannerman himself—and his qualities are 
not, I think, always adequately recognised—there were Asquith, Grey, Haldane, Lloyd-George, John 
Morley, Crewe and Loreburn, to name no others. It may be of interest to some of the younger 
members of the House if I remind your Lordships that outside the Cabinet there was a list of 
Under-Secretaries which included the names, along with that of Runciman, of McKenna, Samuel 
and Churchill. That was his beginning. On these recurring occasions when we commemorate briefly 
the passing of a distinguished member of this House, we do not seek to use the language of 
indiscriminate eulogy, but rather try to pick out certain characteristics of the man which make him 
worthy of remembrance. I think the Leader of the House has done so very aptly. What then should 
be said of Runciman? He brought to the work of a political Minister some qualities of a very high 
order. He had deep and sincere convictions, and his strong sense of loyalty to colleagues was 
untinged with intrigue. He had a business-like mind, with an unusual command, at once practical 
and theoretic, of the problems of trade. He had remarkable powers of clear parliamentary 
exposition, a perfectly-controlled temper and the highest conception of public duty. I think all who 
had dealings with him during his long years at the Board of Trade will acknowledge his fine 
equipment for that office, and I am sure that, as the Leader of the House has just indicated, those 
who served under him there, or in other Cabinet posts, will remember with gratitude his excellence 
as a Departmental chief. Certainly, to an inner circle of intimates, he was a most charming 
companion. He was a host who made you feel really at home, whether on his rocky island in the 
Inner Hebrides, beside his English fireside, or on his yacht where he, the holder of a master 
mariner's certificate, rejoiced that his friends should share in his pleasure in the salt, salt sea. One 
other thing should he mentioned. While he was a man of the highest principle, his own strict rules 
of personal conduct never dimmed his genial and tolerant outlook. I am glad that the noble 
Viscount, Lord Addison, mentioned his last public effort, for, at the end of his public career, he 
undertook, with the purest public spirit, a most difficult and thankless mission which did not divert 
the events that darkened his closing years. After this long span of public work, Lord Runciman has 
for some time past been laid aside in the complete seclusion of incurable illness, devotedly tended 
by the wife to whom we now offer our respectful sympathy. Time's winged chariot has hurried 
clattering on, and present anxieties tend to blunt past memories, while he has been lying in retreat 
in his native Northumberland. But we do right to pause for a few minutes, before entering upon 
the programme of the day, to remember a man who gave so much of his heart and mind to the 
honourable service of the State. 
VISCOUNT SAMUEL My Lords, noble Lords on these Benches desire to associate themselves with 
the tributes that have 710 been paid to the memory of Lord Runciman. For myself, I was closely 
associated with Walter Runciman for more than twenty-five years, from the days to which noble 
Lords have just referred when he and I were appointed Under-Secretaries in the Campbell-
Bannerman Government on its formation. Indeed, he and I, with Mr. Winston Churchill, have for 
some time been the only survivors of those who held such offices in that Government. Walter 
Runciman was a man of great abilities and untiring energy, and those qualities enabled him to 
render great service to the State in high office in several Administrations for many years. He was 
not an agriculturist yet his administrative capacity enabled him to be one of the best Ministers of 
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Agriculture of our time. But it was in industry and commerce, a sphere of deep importance to the 
community, that, year after year and decade after decade, his best work was done. He came to your 
Lordships' House in 1937, but soon afterwards his health deteriorated, undermined by the labours, 
the tribulations and the disappointments of that mission to Czechoslovakia which made his name 
familiar all over the world. Now, after long illness, he has passed away. To Lady Runciman, who so 
actively participated in all the events of his distinguished career, and to the members of their 
family, we offer our sincere sympathies. 
1053. John Henry ROBSON OBE. Signed 31 July 1942. British Overseas Airways. 

075 
He was the Service Engineering Director of BOAC’s Repair Division. 
From Flight, 5 November 1942: 
B.O.A. Maintenance 
A Marine Base of British Overseas Airways 
During the beaching o.perations we are joined bv Mr. J. H. Robson, the Service Engineering 
Director of B.O.A., and one is immediately struck with his tremendous enthusiasm and the great 
respect he holds for all those under his direction who, under the greatest difficulties, enable this 
organisation to function with such success. Watching with a critical eye these engineers and 
mechhanics getting to work, one readily appreciates that Mr. Robson has here a magnificent 
example of perfect teamwork, understanding and efficency throughout tho staff. 
Some fifteen minutes later the boat has been towed into the hangar and, as it passes, one is 
impressed with its overall size, for it weighs approxinntely 33 tons fully loaded, and carries 3,470 
gallons of fuel. The realisation of air-travel in the post-war era with boats of even larger sizes 
becomes uppermost in one's mind. On entering the hangar we notice that, already, maintenance 
routine sheets and inspectors' reports have been put up on a board convenjently accessible to all 
staff, thus enabling supevisors to allocate to the appropriate specialists items of rectification called 
for by inspectors over and above the routine items of work which are regularly undertaken at the 
end of a prescribed period of flying. 
Accessories that have completed their prescribed period of service are removed and sent to the 
appropriate section for overhaul. This procedure is adopted in the case of engines, airscrews, radio 
installation, instruments, hydraulic apparatus, electrical accessories, engine installation details and 
upholstery. 
For many years it has been the practice to stagger the items of major overhaul work so that each 
item can be attended to conveniently during ‘turn round’ periods. This eliminates the necessity of 
laying up the aircraft for a month or more during each year. 
During Flight’s visit, Mr. J. H. Robson disclosed some of the problems of his department during 
the war. The department's duty is the maintenance of the Corporation's fleet in an airworthy 
condition. Normally, this work could be carried out at one or two main bases and the engineers 
would not, at the most have more than two or three types of aircraft with which to deal. 
Due to the war, this routine no longer exists; maintenance bases have had to be dispersed to many 
stations on the routes and when one considers these routes extend from just south of the Arctic 
Circle to Durban, and from the U.S.A. to Calcutta, the magnitude of the task begins to become 
apparent. 
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Flight 29 July 1948 
The LG, 9 January 1946 announced his OBE: 

 
1054. Grahame Temple MELLER CBE. Signed 31 July 1942. British Overseas Airways. 

075 
Manager of BOAC’s Personnel and Services. See above extract from Flight taken from 
http://www.flightglobal.com/pdfarchive/view/1948/1948%20-%201153.html. Flight, 28 April 1938 
announced he was Secretary of Imperial Airways Ltd: 

 

http://www.flightglobal.com/pdfarchive/view/1948/1948%20-%201153.html
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From the Glasgow Herald of 2 April 1940: 

 
According to http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=18784, he was a passenger on a de 
Haviland DH.91 Albatrross, G-AFDK, operated by BOAC, which was written off after a bad landing 
at Rinneanna Airfield, nr. Shannon, County Clare, Ireland on 6 July 1943. 

DH.91Albatross, 
G-AFDK Fortuna, of the British Overseas Airways Corporation, at Whitchurch, Hampshire. Catalogue 
number CH 14317, Imperial War Museum. Photographer: F W Crouch 
The crew were: 
Pilot/Capt. Geoffrey Palliser Moss BOAC 

http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=18784
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R/Op. D. N. Revell283 
Flt/Eng. C. Caseley 
R. Gilmour 
A. H. Wigmore 
The passengers were: 
Neil Richardson BOAC 
Simon Marks BOAC 
Pauline Gower ATA 
Gerard d'Erlanger ATA 
John Marchbank BOAC 
David Smillie Smith MacDowall BOAC 
Grahame Temple Meller BOAC 
Keith Granville BOAC 
Piers John Barnes Wimbush 
His CBE was announced in the LG, 1 January 1947: 

 
 and Flight, 25 March 1948: 

 

 
Flight, 29 July 1948 announced “...Central Supply and General Servicing will come under the 
Personnel and Services administrative department headed by Mr. G. T. Meller.” According to Flight, 
11 November 1948, he resigned as part of a reorganization to cut costs: 

                                                 
283 Signed this book on 21 October 1943. See that entry for full details of this crash. 
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According to the Consolidated Trust Deed of the Airways Pension Scheme, dated 8 October 1948, 
Grahame Temple Meller lived at Whiteoaks, Horley, Surrey and was a Chartered Accountant: 
“THIS DEED is made 8 October 1948 BETWEEN BRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS CORPORATION 
BRITISH EUROPEAN AIRWAYS CORPORATION and BRITISH SOUTH AMERICAN AIRWAYS 
CORPORATION(a) (hereinafter called “the Corporations”) of the first part GRAHAME TEMPLE 
MELLER of Whiteoaks Horley Surrey Chartered Accountant ALAN RAYMOND ESDEN of 97 
Albemarle Road Beckenham Kent Chartered Accountant JOHN EDWARD VALENTINE TYZACK of 
Stratton Chase Chalfont St. Giles Buckinghamshire Staff and Services General Manager RANKIN 
LORIMER WEIR of 2 Bromley Close South Croydon Chartered Accountant LORD KERSHAW of 39 
Sheen Common Drive Richmond Surrey Member of the Board of British South American Airways 
Corporation BERNARD GEORGE PORTER of Staplegrove Richings Way Iver Buckinghamshire 
Chartered Secretary JOHN WYNFORD GEORGE JAMES of Manfield House Iver Heath 
Buckinghamshire Chief Airline Pilot REGINALD VERNON FRANCE of 46 Dymchurch Road Speke 
Liverpool 19 Freight Clerk JAMES MILLER of 70 Kings Road Berkhamstead Hertfordshire Radio 
Officer THOMAS LLOYD of 4 Heol Pantycelyn Corryton Whitchurch Glamorganshire Fitter EDWARD 
WILLIAM CARTER of 28 Elmbank Avenue Englefield Green Egham Surrey Aircraft Loader AVON 
SPURGIN LUCKING of 4 Richmond Avenue East Bedfont Feltham Middlesex Instrument Inspector 
(hereinafter called “the ManagementTrustees” which expression shall include the Management 
Trustees for the time being) of the second part and BRITISH AIRWAYS PENSION TRUSTEES 
LIMITED(b) (hereinafter called “the Custodian Trustees” which expression shall include the 
Custodian Trustees for the time being) of the third part.” 
Source: http://www.mybapension.com/resources/schemeDocuments/APS_Trust_Deed.pdf 
1055. Commander Cecil Ernest DUGAN RD RNR MiD. Signed 6 August 1942. 
Admiralty, HMS Vernon, Portsmouth. 

075 
MiD listed in the LG 11 September 1945. 
From Peter Pigott’s Sailing Seven Seas: A History of the Canadian Pacific Line: 
“But as the Britain made its way back to Southampton, there were those on board who wondered 
what their immediate future held. One of them was the ship’s second officer, Cecil Ernest Duggan. 
Duggan had graduated in February 1919 as a cadet from HMS Conway, a British training ship 

http://www.mybapension.com/resources/schemeDocuments/APS_Trust_Deed.pdf
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located in the Menai Straits off the Welsh coast that prepared boys 14-16 years old for a career at 
sea. He had wanted to join the Royal Navy but his father had been advised that, because of the end 
of the war, the Admiralty was no longer accepting cadets and his son should consider entering the 
merchant marine with a view of later enlisting in the Royal Naval Reserve. The 16-year old Duggan 
then wrote to Master T V Forster, the chief of CPOS in Liverpool, who was in the RNR himself, and 
asked for a job. Because of his training, he was accepted immediately and reported to the Melita, 
beginning a long and illustrious service both in the Canadian Pacific and the RNR. In 1926, he took 
a leave of absence to join the Royal Naval Reserve as a sub-lieutenant and had qualified in 
minesweeping. Within three months of the royal tour, with many in the company, Duggan was 
called up and found himself serving on HMS Vernon, sweeping the English Channel for magnetic 
and acoustic mines.” 
1056. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] Brian PADDON DSO DFC (28097). Signed 7 
August 1942. RAF. 

075 
From the Bromma departure records: 

 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brian_Paddon: 
Group Captain Brian Paddon DSO (born 24 August 1908), was a Royal Air Force pilot who became a 
Prisoner of War and successfully escaped from Colditz Castle during the Second World War. 
Early life 
Paddon was born in Carshalton, Surrey the son of the Reverend Charles Salmon Paddon and his 
wife Nellie Symington Paddon.[1][2] In the 1911 Census of Redruth in Cornwall Paddon aged two is 
living with his parents at Lannarth Vicarge. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brian_Paddon
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Royal Air Force Service 
Paddon joined the RAF on a short service commission as a Pilot Officer (on probation) in June 1929. 
He obtained his Royal Aero Club Aviator's Licence #10796 on 3 September 1932. 
He was shot down flying a Bristol Blenheim light bomber of No. 40 Squadron RAF during an attack 
at St-Valery on 6 June 1940 as part of the Battle of France. He was captured and became a Prisoner 
of War. 
Prisoner of War 
After passing through the interrogation and transit camp of Dulag luft he was first sent to Oflag IX-
A/H at Spangenberg before shortly afterwards leaving for Stalag Luft I at Barth, arriving there on 12 
July 1940, where he became the Senior British Officer. 
After several escape attempts from various camps, he was sent to Oflag IV-C at Colditz Castle 
arriving there on 14 May 1941 with three other officers including Airey Neave. 
After several more attempts to escape, on 11 June 1942, he was sent to a Court-martial at Stalag 
XX-A for insulting a German officer during one of his previous escape attempts. However, he 
managed to escape from his cell, and with the aid of other British Prisoners of War, left the camp 
with a work party, slipped away and travelled to Danzig. He stowed away on a Swedish ship and 
successfully reached neutral Sweden on 18 June. He returned to the UK on 6 August 1942. 
He was awarded the Distinguished Service Order and promoted to Group Captain. He was also 
awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross. 
Paddon had married Sheila Mary Mansell in 1935 but she died in Malta on 23 September 1939. 
They had two daughters, Erica and Shane. 
He married again in 1948 to Anita Williams, they had three daughters - Patricia (born 12/11/1949 in 
Wendover, Aylesbury, UK), Wendy (born 19/3/1951) and Bridget (born 7/11/1953) both born in 
Rhodesia. 
Paddon retired from service on 10 November 1950. He died in retirement in Rhodesia in 1967. 
From Alan J Levine’s Captivity, Flight, and Survival in World War II, Greenwood Press, 2000: 
Squadron Leader Brian Paddon, sent to Torun for punishment, was provided with a route and other 
preparations made for another prisoner and slipped out of his cell. He reached Sweden in June 
1942. Another RAF prisoner, P. T. Wareing284, broke away from a aprty sent to bring bread back to 
Oflag XXB and also reached Sweden. 

                                                 
284 Signed this book on 6 January 1943 
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From P R Reid’s Colditz: The Full Story, Pan, 21 August 2009: 
p 60-1 
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From Flight International, 6 November 1969: 
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1057. Lieutenant Colonel John Kyme CORDEAUX RM. Signed 7 August 1942. Admiralty, 
London. 

075 
DOB Not stated. See above entry for his listing in the Bromma departure record. 
He also signed this book on 15 June 1942. 
1058. Einar Jørgen BRYHN. Signed 7 August 1942. Norwegian Ministry of Commerce, 
London SW7. 

075 
DOB 4.11.1905. ingeniör. 
He also signed this book on 16 June 1942. 
1059. Sverre Kornelius STØSTAD (1887–1959). Signed 7 August 1942. Kingston House, 
London. 

075 
DOB 13.5.1887. minister. 
He was a member of the Norwegian Government (Minister of Health and Social Welfare) in exile in 
London. He was in the 1923 first chairman of the Communist Party (NKP) after the break with the 
Norwegian Labour Party (DNA). He marked the early part of NKPs right wing and was not re-
elected in 1925. Støstad joined the Labor first time in 1908 and soon duties related to the labor 
movement in Trondheim. He was Member of Parliament for the Labour Party from 1921, but joined 
to the Communist Party when the party was established in 1923. After elections in 1924, where the 
Communist Party made a worse choice than expected, arguing Støstad to collect the three working 
parties. In line with this, he participated in the meeting between Labor and Congress of the 
Norwegian Social Democratic Labour Party in 1927, and was consequently excluded from the CPN. 
He then represented the Labour Party in Parliament until 1949. Støstad included the leader of the 
Labour Party's parliamentary group in Hornsrud short term in office in 1928, 1935 - 1939 and 1945 
- 1947, Minister of Social Affairs in the John Nygaard's Government from 1939 to 1945, member of 
the Government delegation as acting head of the Ministry of Social Affairs and Supply Ministry 14-
31 May 1945. 
1060. Hans Peder HENRIKSEN (15 October 1916 – July 1944). Signed 7 August 1942. 

075 
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DOB 17.4.1894. kommendör-kapten. 
DOB confirmed with Norwegian Digital Archives. He was born in Glemminge. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RMO_(Norwegian_resistance): 
RMO was a Norwegian clandestine organization for naval intelligence during World War II, led 
from Oslo. The organization operated from Spring 1942 until the end of the war in the spring of 
1945. RMO was established by Kapteinløytnant Andreas Rygg, as an initiative from naval attaché 
Hans Henriksen at the Norwegian legation in Stockholm. Because of the German mass arrest of 
Norwegian military officers in 1943, Rygg fled to Sweden, and the organization was subsequently 
led by Martin Siem and Sigurd Sverdrup. RMO's primary goal was to establish contacts in the cities 
along the Norwegian coast. The contact persons were typically harbourmasters, maritime pilots and 
other sea workers or harbour workers. Siem and Sverdrup had earlier cooperated with Gunnar 
Sønsteby, and this cooperation continued after RMO was formed. RMO used Sønsteby's courier 
network to bring messages to Stockholm, and Sønsteby's organization obtained reliable 
information on ships and traffic. In addition to Oslo, ROM had branches in cities such as Halden, 
Kristiansand, Stavanger, Haugesund, Bergen, Trondheim and Tromsø. When Rygg moved to 
Stockholm in 1943, he was employed as second-in-command at the office MI II, the section for 
military intelligence at the Norwegian legation in Stockholm, and from then on it was possible to 
coordinate XU's and RMO's activities in the seaport towns. RMO also cooperated with the Milorg 
department for naval intelligence EV 13. The initial Trondheim group was destroyed by the Gestapo 
during 1943, but another group with contacts at Trondheim harbour and the submarine harbour 
was initiated in 1944. In Oslo RMO also had contacts at the Norwegian Maritime Directorate, the 
Norwegian Hydrographic Service, the Lighthouse administration, the Railways and the Telegraph. 
Most of the information collected by RMO was of a static nature. Some also had operative value. 
Information from Oslo harbour provided by RMO was important for the sabotage missions against 
German ships in Oslo, carried out by SOE (NOR.I.C.1) agents Max Manus (who signed this book 
using an alias on 24 May 1943), Gregers Gram and others. RMO was intact until the end of World 
War II. After the war the organization was supposed to be dissolved, along with other intelligence 
networks such as XU and Zero. During the Cold War agents from the war period might have been 
recruited to intelligence networks or Stay-behind groups. According to C G McKay’s From 
Information to Intrigue | Studies in Secret Service based on the Swedish Experience, 1939-1945, p. 273 
(a note relating to RMO on p. 128), “Henriksen also supplied information to Denham (who signed 
this book on 30 August 1941 and 20 April 1942). In 1942, he was pegging equal with Ebbe Munck 
as a source but following behind Major Dahl (who signed this book on 26 April 1942), the 
Norwegian M.A.” 
1061. Air Chief Marshal Sir Philip Bennet JOUBERT DE LA FERTÉ KCB, CMG, DSO (21 May 
1887 – 21 January 1965). Signed 8 August 1942. HQ CC. 

075 
Educated at Harrow School, Joubert de la Ferté joined the British Army attending the Royal Military 
Academy Woolwich and gaining his commission in 1907. From 1907 to 1913 he served in the Royal 
Field Artillery, rising to the rank of Lieutenant. In 1913 he attended the Central Flying School and 
went on to serve in the Royal Flying Corps. With the outbreak of war in 1914, he joined the British 
Expeditionary Force flying one of the first two operational sorties of the war. In 1915 Joubert de la 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RMO_(Norwegian_resistance)
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Ferté was appointed Officer Commanding, No. 15 Squadron RFC. Later that year he took up 
command of No. 1 Squadron. As the war progressed, Joubert de la Ferté commanded No. 33 
Squadron and then several different wings. On the 1 April 1918 Joubert de la Ferté transferred to 
the Royal Air Force in the rank of Lieutenant Colonel and by the end of hostilities in 1918 he had 
command of the Royal Air Force in Italy. During the inter-war years, Joubert de la Ferté occupied 
several staff and command posts, rising through the ranks. Notably, he was appointed Air Officer 
Commanding No. 23 Group in 1929, Commandant of the RAF Staff College, Andover in 1930 and 
Air Officer Commanding No. 11 Group in July 1936 before becoming Air Officer Commanding-in-
Chief Coastal Command in September 1936. At the start of the Second World War, Joubert de la 
Ferté was Air Officer Commanding Air Forces in India. On his return to Great Britain he occupied a 
number of senior staff appointments and returned to his former post as Air Officer Commanding-
in-Chief Coastal Command. It was there that he pioneered several innovations. These included 
Planned Flying and Maintenance and the introduction of a torpedo version of the Beaufighter. In 
February 1943 he became an Inspector-General of the RAF. On 23 November 1943, Joubert de la 
Ferté was appointed as the Deputy Chief of Staff (Information and Civil Affairs) at the South East 
Asia Command. Two years later on 14 November 1945, Joubert de la Ferté retired from the RAF. In 
1915 he married Marjorie Denison: they had two daughters. 
1062. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] George Henry LAWRENCE (J5674). Signed 9 
August 1942. 415 Squadron. Victoria, British Columbia, Canada. 

076 
See the entry for Ronald Redd DENNIS who signed this book on 5 November 1942. 
Email dated 8 February 2014 to Trevor Baker from Chris Henneberry, President of the 415 Squadron 
Association: 
“Early in August 1942, the Squadron moved to RAF Wick (HQ and Maintenance Flight) and RAF 
Tain (“A” & “B” Flights plus groundcrew). The Squadron had just completed a period of heavy 
operations and had lost five crews in the previous eight weeks. On 6 August, W/Cdr Dennis 
assumed command of the Squadron and on 8 August he led a detachment of seven aircraft to RAF 
Leuchars in preparation for a future special operation.  Two of the aircraft captains were F/O 
Lawrence and F/O Stronach. On 10 August at 2015, a formation of five Hampdens, equipped with 
torpedoes, took off from Leuchars on a strike mission against enemy naval units operating off the 
coast of Norway. Unfortunately, at 2026, W/Cdr Dennis’ aircraft crashed into the North Sea when 
the starboard engine failed at low altitude. All crew members, including P/O Houldsworth, 
survived the crash and managed to climb into their dinghy. The other aircraft of the formation 
marked the crash location and attempted to redirect a merchant ship. One crew remained in the 
vicinity until visual contact with the dinghy was lost due to darkness while the other three crews 
proceeded with their mission. Later that night, all crews recovered at RAF Leuchars however one of 
the aircraft crashed upon landing. This aircraft was completely destroyed but fortunately the crew 
came away unscathed. The ditched crew, which was recovered the next day, landed in Aberdeen 
and immediately returned to RAF Leuchars. Two days later, the detachment returned to RAF Tain 
and the Squadron was placed on a rest and rebuild cycle. In early September the Squadron was 
moved to RAF Leuchars and resumed operations at the end of the month. 
F/O G.H. Lawrence - Pilot. HQ Deputy "B" Flight Commander.” 
From 415 RCAF Squadron’s Operations Record Book: 
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From From 415 Swordfish Squadron History, 2nd Edition CD: 
From Plane Facts, a Squadron wartime weekly newspaper, published in 1942.  
First Birthday 
Since our last effort, the Squadron has moved again. Just a bunch of little gypsies, that’s us. F/S 
Kelly, our “Discip”, says one more move and he’ll go nuts. Our Adjutant, F/L Pat Patterson, who was 
unsuccessful in stopping the leaks in his tent at the last station, has wound up in hospital, and we 
all offer our best wishes for a speedy recovery. F/L “Tiny” Bostock was smart this time, and left 
camp hurriedly the day before the move for “an important conference”. 
Our first birthday was celebrated with much gusto last week by all the boys, and no small number 
of gals. To F/L Jimmy Stronach and P/O Doc. Barclay go the thanks of all for their fine efforts in 
making the party a grand success. Nursing Sisters, WRENS and WAAFs were brought in from 
nearby stations to help with the festivities. P/O Heffernan for some reason is anxious to end up in 
Invergordon Hospital as a result. Music, dancing, supper and amber fluid were on the programme, 
and in the “wee sma’ hours” F/L George “Shanghai” Lawrence held classes in a science known as 
African golf. His pupils, namely Cpl Brown and Sgt “ops” Cooper, were quite apt, as George was 
seen sending a hurried SOS to Pam later in the day. 
…. 
May 1942 
The first depth charge attack was carried out on May 8th, ‘Anti-Submarine Strike took off at 1500 
hours today, S/Ldr Dennis, P/O Godfrey, P/O Lawrence and F/Sgt Briggs as captains. F/Sgt Briggs 
sighted oil streak at 1644 hours, 48’12’’N 10’28’’W and released DC’s…’ Fuel oil streaks on the 
surface could well be damaged submarines, thus an attack would have been warranted. Three days 
later, F/Sgt McBride dropped DC’s ‘on brown scum in the water, but no change noticed, so it was 
presumed to have been an old oil patch’. 
Although 415 Squadron had been in St. Eval a short time it was once again moved back to Thorney 
Island and a detachment was sent to Manston. ‘Advance Air Party left for Thorney Island in surprise 
move. Ground crews started packing, and F/Lt Patterson, the Adjutant, has almost come to the 
conclusion that it is unwise to unpack more than is absolutely necessary…’ It was the start of a 
routine that was to continue for the remainder of 415's sojourn in Coastal Command, frequent 
changes of operating base and many detachments. 

 
Group of 415 Squadron ground crew early in the War. (Scrap Book) 
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Then, as it is now, security regarding operations was paramount. An interesting note is found in the 
ORB, ‘W/Cdr Wurtele, S/L Dennis, F/O James, P/O Stronach, F/Sgt Briggs left station by air for 
Waddington to have five aircraft fitted with “VEGS” for special job. Aircraft proceeded to Manston to 
join ground detachment same day. Crews were briefed before leaving. A fine example of Squadron 
security was shown in that no other members of the Squadron knew the purpose of the trip. During 
absence of detachment there was much speculation regarding the job, but as knowledge was 
confined to those concerned, no one knew the exact nature of the job or the target. Squadron 
Personnel are to be congratulated on their attitude’. Later, this detachment was sent to North 
Coates. It turned out the missions were anti-shipping strikes to be flown loaded with ‘B’ Bombs 
(bombs fitted to explode above the target for more destruction) along the Frisian Islands. Two 
formations flew on the 29th with one of them (P/O Lawrence, P/O Sargent and F/Sgt Garfin) 
sighting the enemy convoy and attacking. Lawrence and Garfin dropped their bombs, and their 
planes were struck by flak despite the violent evasive manoeuvres performed. P/O Lawrence’s 
gunner reported seeing a cloud of smoke on the bow of the attacked ship. The ship was claimed as 
‘damaged’. P/O DH Sergeant and crew failed to return from this mission.   
From http://www.canadaatwar.ca/memorial/world-war-ii/138010/flight-lieutenant-george-henry-
lawrence/: 
George Henry Lawrence (J5674) was an original member of No 415 squadron. He died on 3 March 
1944 and is buried in the Singapore Memorial cemetery. Sunderland aircraft No BR 357 of No 628 
squadron failed to return from operations. F/L Lawrence was nicknamed "Shanghai", and was born 
in China of missionary parents. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._415_Squadron_RCAF: 
No 415 Squadron was formed on August 20, 1941 in Thorney Island, Hampshire, England as 
Canada's fourth Coastal Command and first Torpedo Bombing Squadron. The Squadron, under its 
first commanding officer W/C "Wally" Wurtele, received its first aircraft, the Bristol Beaufort, on 
September 2, 1941. Flight training began within a week and by October, 415 Squadron was also 
serving temporarily as an operational training unit for general reconnaissance and torpedo bomber 
crews. From its modest beginning, 415 Squadron developed a reputation as one of the finest, most 
professional Anti-Submarine Warfare Squadrons, and has demonstrated time and again that 
dedication and perseverance are the most effective weapons. The Bristol Beaufort was never used 
operationally by the Squadron and was quickly replaced by the Handley Page Hampdens in 1942. 
The Hampdens flew both anti-U-Boat and anti-shipping patrols in the English Channel and the Bay 
of Biscay. On 21 April 1942, 415 Squadron flew its first operational mission: an Air Sea Rescue. On 
29th, it flew its first anti-submarine ‘Musketry’ patrol. On January 23, 1943 the official crest 
depicting a swordfish striking at its prey with the motto ‘AD METAM’ (‘To the Mark’) had been 
approved by King George VI and was presented to the Squadron that still wears it today. From 5 
September to 9 November 1942, the squadron was based at RAF Leuchars. 
1063. Pilot Officer P Al HOULDSWORTH (J6848). Signed 9 August 1942. 415 Squadron. 
Montreal, Ontario, Canada. 

076 
Although he signed this book A Houldsworth, No 415 Squadron’s ORB shows his name as P. A. 
Houldsworth. 
From No 415 Squadron’s ORB for 8 August 1942: 

http://www.canadaatwar.ca/memorial/world-war-ii/138010/flight-lieutenant-george-henry-lawrence/
http://www.canadaatwar.ca/memorial/world-war-ii/138010/flight-lieutenant-george-henry-lawrence/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._415_Squadron_RCAF
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From No 415 Squadron’s ORB for 9 August 1942: 

 
From The Lethbridge Herald, 18 July 1941: 
“P. Houldsworth, formerly of Montreal but now married and living in Calgary topped his class at 
No. 2 wireless school and received the silver identification bracelet at the graduation exercises for 
the 12th class held Thursday afternoon. He also will have the honor of having his name inscribed 
on the shield, which commemorates the high man in each class…. Among the graduates were …. P. 
A. Houldsworth…” 
From ancestry.com: 

 
From No 415 Squadron’s ORB: 
16 December 1941. Ten A.G.s with P/O Houldsworth in charge visited the Royal Naval Dockyards, 
Portsmouth for instruction. 
29 December 1941. P/O Houldsworth’s Gunnery Leaders Course at the Central Gunnery School, 
Chelveston, was postponed from the 31 December to the 5 January 1942 on the authority of 16 
Group. 
7 January 1942. Pilot Officer Holdsworth left for No 30 Gunnery Leader’s course, RAF Station 
Shilveston. 
He is not included in the 141 crew of 415 Squadron listed in Bomber Command Losses so it’s likely 
he survived the war. 
Email dated 8 February 2014 to Trevor Baker from Chris Henneberry, President of the 415 Squadron 
Association: 
“P/O A.G. (sic) Houldsworth - Wireless Operator/Air Gunner. Gunnery "B" Flight Commander. He 
was crewed with the CO 415, W/Cdr R.R. Dennis. Their aircraft ditched (loss of an engine at low 
level) on 10 August, the day after he signed the Visitors Book. The crew was rescued on 11 August 
and they all returned to Leuchars and follow-on operations.” 
From 415 Swordfish Squadron History, 2nd Edition CD: 
Much space in the publications The RCAF Overseas is devoted to our archrivals, 407, whom we 
often accused of 'sinking’ rowboats or lighthouses or channel buoys.  One reference on page 
374/75 of RCAF O/S, Sixth Year, deserves some clarification in part.  The incident occurred at Donna 
Nook, the night satellite station for North Coates.  If memory serves, it was an "L"-shaped pasture, 
just a couple of buildings…a bit of a control tower, a small mess hall and a couple of Nissen huts 
for the aerodrome defence blokes.  On the night in question, the Hampden referred to was GX-O-
"Ottawa", piloted by S/L Ron Dennis with crew P/O Norm Altstedter the Observer, and Wop/AGS 
P/O Al Houldsworth and Sgt. Doug Stallard, the latter being on that occasion the wireless 
operator and hence the ‘main’ air gunner.  Other squadron aircraft were also involved, but had 
previously landed.  The duty pilot on the Chance Light was WO Scott Ford of 415 Sqdn.  We had 
joined the circuit and while awaiting our turn I became conscious of an aircraft following behind us, 
which I took at first to be a Hudson.  A minute or two passed before I realised that the formation 
lights and exhaust colour looked odd, and a subsequent silhouette allowed me to identify a JU-88.  
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I informed the pilot, who immediately attempted to get him off our tail, and at about the same 
time we received the Air Raid Warning "Red", the approach lights went out and the flap was on.  
The JU was not about to let us off the hook, and so began a merry chase, with GX-O and crew as 
close to Mother Earth as the darkness would allow, and our friend tagging along.  After five 
minutes or so of missing trees and the like, our pilot said, "To hell with this foolishness, we're going 
in." Down came the U/C, and when he picked up the outline of Donna Nook, we headed for terra 
firma.  A lot of fellows will remember that in those days, using often short grass strips, the aircraft 
were not wheeled on under power as they are today, but rather power was chopped and the 
aircraft allowed to drop in an almost "3-point" manner.  Consequently one’s arrival back to earth 
was invariably accompanied by a great THUD.  And so it was when a bone rattling bump was felt, I 
thought, "Well, a bit rougher than usual, but here we are." A glance outside revealed a port wingtip 
at high noon rather than 9 o'clock, and moments later came the second CRUNCH as we hit the 
deck to stay.  After the bouncing around had finished, there was a moment of silence, followed by 
the pilot’s shouting "Everybody OK??", and the "What the hell happened??”, from the crew.(We 
subsequently learned that the first bump came when our wheels bounced off the roof of an unseen 
Nisson hut alongside the seawall).  With petrol leaking everywhere, we checked ourselves out as we 
ruefully surveyed the crumpled Hambone, being both grateful that we might be one step closer in 
receiving newer aircraft such as a Beaufighter, and sad that all our tender loving care bestowed 
upon the guns and wireless was in vain.  I was standing on the wing removing the pans from the 
VGOs when the JU88 came thundering overhead, bomb doors open; there was a popping sound, 
and the incendiaries began to shower around us.  Since we had nearly landed on top the Chance 
Light crew, our pilot had begun to walk over to check them out, hence taking shelter with them.  
Norm shouted "There's a ditch over this way”, so “this way" Al and I headed at full throttle.  We 
didn't thank Norm when we dove into a ditch filled with slimy-green water.  As we huddled there 
watching the aircraft and mess shack burning, and the incendiary fires dotted everywhere, awaiting 
a follow-up run with H.E.s (high explosives), I was aware that I still had the two ammo pans in my 
hands. Without another thought, I climbed from the ditch, ran back to our aircraft and replaced the 
pans on the appropriate pegs.  No way was I going to let our armourer Sgt. Pop Cooper tick me 
off.  Group Captain Pearce, the C.O. at North Coates was always on hand to see "his boys" away 
and back, and so was at Donna Nook that night.  It was he who dashed into the burning mess and 
emerged with the dixie of tea, for which gallant act he was roundly congratulated.  I have never 
met a finer man than he and I know I speak for all the fellows who had the privilege of serving on 
his station when I say he was a true gentleman in every sense.  I am not aware of any Wingco 
removing an incendiary from the mess, but the flying controller had a close call when one came 
through the wall chest-high, its fin catching and preventing it from striking him.  He coolly 
removed it and went on about his duties.  All this occurred in, I believe, June of 1942. 
After we were fished from the North Sea on 11 August 42 by HSL 126 out of Aberdeen we were 
taken to the hospital at Dyce for a look-see; our observer, Norm Altstedter had received a nasty 
gash when we went into the drink, the rest of us fared better.  That night I received the OK to leave 
the hospital for a visit to the Sgt.'s mess, so after making myself as militarily presentable as a roll-
neck sweater, flannels and sea-boots would allow, I made my entry via the kitchen door.  We were 
the first live crew rescued by 126, and the boat's crew and the crew ashore treated us royally, but in 
my present circumstances I wasn't sure just how I would fare.  Any doubts were dispelled by the 
cooks, who immediately sat me at a table in the mess kitchen and proceeded to fill me with chicken 
and chips!, and as much as I could eat no less.  While I sat wondering whether all this was indeed 
happening to a little old Nova Scotian "Mackerel Snapper” (as Gordie Clubb would say) the sound 
of clicking pool balls wafted through the doors. After extending my undying gratitude to the cooks, 
I eased as unobtrusively as possible into the mess to watch the game.  Immediately an RAF Sgt. 
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Observer came to me, extended his hand and said, “I see you’ve been in the drinks so have I, and I 
know how you feel.  What will you have?" Not being well acquainted with John Barleycorn at that 
point in my life, my hesitation was greeted with a large dram being thrust in my hand, with "loud 
cheers".  Up spirits, and down she went in an eye-watering gulp.  By this time the other NCOs had 
come up to shake hands and more and more drams filled the table in front of me.  With the 
honour of the Squadron and homeland at stake, I fired them all back with abandon.  I was saved 
from destruction by the opening of the dining room for dinner (2000 hrs), and as the mess emptied 
in the rush for the tables, I got a fix on one of the numerous moving doors and into the open air.  
By this time I was shot down...gyro tumbling…instincts only…seat of the pants.  I remember 
crawling on numerous courses until arriving back at the hospital, which I truly required by this time.  
Tossing about in a dinghy is one thing, but there is no describing the seemingly unending struggle 
to remain in a bed which is performing slow and snap rolls, outside loops, rolls off the top, 
porpoising, and other manoeuvres yet to be named!  It appears that the other boys in the crew 
were not neglected either, and we were a sorry-looking lot as we were put aboard the train for the 
return to Leuchars. We didn't have a farthing between us, and on arriving at the station for 
Leuchars, Al made a number of unsuccessful attempts at panhandling before raising tuppence to 
phone for station transport.  We were suspected of being escapees by the locals. 
While at North Coates one of our aircraft, I believe flown by F/S Bud McComb (later KIA) ran into 
duff weather on return from the Frisians early one morning, and eventually made an emergency 
wheels down landing on a sand bar off shore. The crew walked ashore through a minefield. On the 
next low tide, Wingco Wurtele and Chiefy Bill Deeks plus a couple of ground crew went out to the 
aircraft which had been well submerged at high tide, got it cleaned up and cranked up, and the lot 
of them flew the aircraft back. 
Don’t know the routines practiced on other squadrons, but for the other Wop/AGs on early 415, it 
went something along these lines: we were responsible for all save major work on our armament 
and the wireless. And so very early each morning you would find the Wop/AGs reporting to the 
wireless section for their voltmeters, spare ‘accs’ (accumulators), ie wet and dry cell batteries for the 
old TR-9/intercom system, and to the armament section for cleaning rods, oil and patches. Then it 
was off to your kite on dispersal, which was usually about as far away as the next county, in the 
best way you knew how. The 4 or 6 Vickers GOs were pulled through and oiled, as was the pilot’s 
Browning. It took considerable squirming a suitable vocabulary to get at that portion of the 
wireless equipment which was located in the tail boom, but once batteries were changed, all outlet 
plugs checked and a signal check from the ‘tower’ satisfactory, the best part of an hour had 
elapsed. We harmonized our own guns, calibrated our transmitter and receiver and D/F loop, 
assisted in swinging the aircraft’s compasses. Almost got carved up one day at Thorney when the 
pilot swung onto a new heading as I was unplugging the starter dolly from the nose of the aircraft; 
the prop ticked the back of my tunic as I hit the deck. Scared the hell out of everybody, but as they 
say, a miss is as good as a mile. 
Another of the Wop/AGs jobs was to assist in starting the aircraft when the external power source 
and/or ground crew were not available. This involved pulling the prop through a few times, then 
getting up into the wheel housing, finding the priming pump, giving it exactly 9 (?) shots, giving 
the ok to the pilot and await results. Usually great belches of oily smoke and often flame, to 
extinguish which one often used his wedge cap…and of course, most necessarily, to back off and 
not walk into the fan. One hazard we encountered while at Manston and travelling to and from 
dispersal was the threat of being wiped out by Hurri-bombers, whose pilots took great delight in 
boring in at you at naught feet. Often wondered if the rather uncooperative CO there found out 
who uprooted his ornamental shrubs from the garden and shoved them, roots, mud and all, into 
his bed. After the Manston detachment we went up to Waddington for some mines. The night we 
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left Waddington, we NCOs were allowed early into the mess for a meal, and to the utter horror and 
rage of the regular members as they watched through the doors, we proceeded to eat up 
everything in sight until making good our escape. Those bomber types were too pampered 
anyway. We shared our dispersal hut at Manston with the Hurricane lads, and managed to get a bit 
even for their buzzing: after observing a habit of one particular lad, we scrounged a few 20mm 
rounds and emptied the powder into the little stove along with a couple of Very cartridges. When 
our friend followed his customary habit of popping his cigarette butt into the stove, the result was 
quite spectacular. 
Just random thoughts about life on 415 during 1941-42. 
Sincerely 
Doug Stallard “Stal” 
…. 
August 10th 1942 
Hampden AN124 ‘M’ 
Pilot    W/C Dennis, RR 
Observer    P/O Altstedter, NJ 
Wireless Operator/ Air Gunner P/O Houldsworth, PA 
     Sgt Stallard, DA 
The crew took off on an anti-shipping strike near Egero, Norway, from RAF Leuchars. 
“At 2026 hours (11 minutes after take off) W/Cdr Dennis in a/c ‘M’ crashed into the sea north of 
Bell Rock, when starboard motor failed at low altitude. Dinghy broke loose from a/c but Sgt 
Stallard retrieved it, unfortunately upside down. The crew entered the dinghy. Meanwhile S/L Bean 
and remainder of the formation circled the dinghy and sent a W/T message to base. An attempt 
was made by S/L Bean to direct a merchant vessel in vicinity to effect a rescue, but signals were 
ignored. P/O Briggs obtained fix on dinghy and remained in vicinity until visual contact was lost 
and threatening rain. At 2047 hours F/O Stronach S/E for original destination, but returned to 
dinghy at 2056 hours. P/O Cross saw ‘M’ crash in water at 2026 hours and remained in vicinity for 
30 minutes. As port motor overheated and was losing power, (Cross) decided to return to base.” 
The crew was all rescued by a Walrus flying boat rescue aircraft at 0530 hours on the 11th of 
August. P/O Cross noted that ‘M’ sank in less than 30 seconds. 
W/C Dennis was the Squadron’s Commanding Officer. 
“Crashed into the sea off Bell Rock, Firth of Tay, while departing for a bombing mission in Norway. 
The aircraft suffered an engine failure.” (CDM) 
From http://no2wirelessschool44thentry1942calgarycanada.weebly.com/wireless-training.html: 
No 2 Wireless School was operated by the Royal Canadian Air Force and opened on September 16, 
1940. The RCAF took over the campus of what is now the Southern Alberta Institute of Technology 
which at that time also housed the Alberta Normal School that trained teachers. #2 eventually 
became one of the largest wireless training schools in the Commonwealth, graduating thousands 
of radio operators. The school also utilized the RCAF facilities at Shepard for air training. #2 
Wireless School closed on April 14, 1945. At the end of the war, the Normal School and other 
technical training programs returned to the campus. 
Wireless operator/air gunners spent 28 weeks at a Wireless Training School in Clagary, Canada 
where they learnt to become Radio operators. Gunnery training took six weeks at a Bombing and 

http://no2wirelessschool44thentry1942calgarycanada.weebly.com/wireless-training.html
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Gunnery School. Straight air gunners, also taught at Bombing and Gunnery Schools, underwent a 
12-week program involving ground training and actual air firing practice. 
From http://cdm16130.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/singleitem/collection/p16130coll2/id/365/rec/19: 

 
No. 2 Wireless School students and instructors. Provincial Institute of Technology & Art R.C.A.F. 
Aero Engine Mech. Course Group 4. 1940-1941. Photo by W. J. Oliver 
1064. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] James Gatherum STRONACH (J5665). Signed 
9 August 1942. 415 Squadron. Sarnia, Ontario, Canada. 

076 
See the entry for Ronald Redd DENNIS who signed this book on 5 November 1942. 
Email dated 8 February 2014 to Trevor Baker from Chris Henneberry, President of the 415 Squadron 
Association: 
“F/O J.G. Stronach - Pilot. HQ Deputy "A" Flight Commander. He was subsequently promoted to 
F/Lt and S/Ldr. He was killed in action on 14 June 1943.” 
From http://www.uboat.net/history/aircraft_losses.htm: At 14.39 hours on 14 June 1943, two 
inbound boats were spotted by the Whitley in the Bay of Biscay and shadowed. U-564 was unable 
to dive after an air attack the day before and was escorted back to France by U-185. At 16.45 hours, 
the fuel of the aircraft was running low and the pilot decided to attack U-564. Both boats opened 
fire and hit the bomber, but its depth charges caused more damage on the boat and she sank at 
17.30 hours. The hydraulics and the starboard engine of the Whitley were damaged, so the crew 
was forced to ditch and ended up as German prisoners after being picked up by a French trawler. 
The commander and 17 crewmen were picked up by U-185, which transferred them to the German 
destroyer Z-24 two hours later and then continued her patrol. The Canadian Hampden aircraft 
X2961 (415 Squadron RCAF/S, pilot S/L J. G. Stronach) arrived in the area around the time of the 
air attack, but was shot down by a German Ju88C fighter (15./KG 40, Hptm Hans Morr) with the loss 
of all four crewmen. His full name was identified using 
http://www.veterans.gc.ca/eng/collections/virtualmem/Detail/1808177 which states he was 25 at 
the time he was killed. He was the son of Henry B and Margaret Stronach. He is not included in the 

http://cdm16130.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/singleitem/collection/p16130coll2/id/365/rec/19
http://www.uboat.net/history/aircraft_losses.htm
http://www.veterans.gc.ca/eng/collections/virtualmem/Detail/1808177
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141 crew of 415 Squadron listed in Bomber Command Losses but he is commemorated on Panel 
172 of the Runnymede Memorial. 
From 415 Swordfish Squadron History, 2nd Edition CD: 
Plane Facts, a Squadron wartime weekly newspaper, published in 1942: 
First Birthday 
Since our last effort, the Squadron has moved again. Just a bunch of little gypsies, that’s us. F/S 
Kelly, our “Discip”, says one more move and he’ll go nuts. Our Adjutant, F/L Pat Patterson, who was 
unsuccessful in stopping the leaks in his tent at the last station, has wound up in hospital, and we 
all offer our best wishes for a speedy recovery. F/L “Tiny” Bostock was smart this time, and left 
camp hurriedly the day before the move for “an important conference”. 
Our first birthday was celebrated with much gusto last week by all the boys, and no small number 
of gals. To F/L Jimmy Stronach and P/O Doc. Barclay go the thanks of all for their fine efforts in 
making the party a grand success. Nursing Sisters, WRENS and WAAFs were brought in from 
nearby stations to help with the festivities. P/O Heffernan for some reason is anxious to end up in 
Invergordon Hospital as a result. Music, dancing, supper and amber fluid were on the programme, 
and in the “wee sma’ hours” F/L George “Shanghai” Lawrence held classes in a science known as 
African golf. His pupils, namely Cpl Brown and Sgt “ops” Cooper, were quite apt, as George was 
seen sending a hurried SOS to Pam later in the day. 
The boys got in bags of rabbit shooting lately, F/S Vokey and Sgt Clegg being very handy in 
keeping the biggest of our two mascots, “Duke” supplied with “Hasenpheffer”. Sgt Bill Metcalfe 
found the hills and valleys a good place for learning to ride his new motor-bike. Congrats also Bill, 
on that new Canadian who will be waiting to greet you at home. 
P/O Gordie Frederick and F/O Johnny Godfrey have already found Dundee and its citizens to their 
liking, and F/S Jim Billard doesn’t have to go very far to be home these evenings. 
We welcome to the Squadron the following personnel:- F/L Harris, P/O Harris, Sgt Coates, W/O WH 
Peel, Sgt KC Wathen, Sgt B Boyton, F/S J Batten, Sgt AT Tippett, Sgt S Brookes. 
Congrats to F/L Lawrence and F/O Bill Adams on the recent acquisition of the Challenge Cup for 
marksmanship. Their team put up a good show, although George did drop the silver cup when 
presented with it. Was his face red? 
P/Os Paul Ramage, Norman Altstedter and Tom Chessell are off shortly on courses, and we hope 
that they’ll all come back loaded with bags of gen. 
That’s all for now, see you again next week. 
Another article written by a Squadron member. They did a version of ‘Swordfish Tales’ back then, too! 
Article supplied by Mr Bryan Sutton. 
Bend an Ear, Men 
There’ll be no promotion on this side of the ocean! Oh, yeah! Bend your ears, chums- bend. Jimmy 
Stronach, the Sarnia Flash, has had his third. This time it’s the half stripe to Squadron Leader. Bill 
Adams, the Toronto (lia), pardon me “lawyer”, is swinging two stripes. We call him flight lieutenant 
and credit him with the record number of detachment hours. P/Os Heffernan, Barclay, Briggs, 
Crummy, Keown, Johnson and Boyd jumped up a notch. The sergeant’s messes have given way to 
the officer’s mess once again and no longer lists such names as Town, Clegg, Sutton, Taylor and 
Angus. F/S’s Hunter, Billiard, Grosmand and Trask are sporting the royal coat of arms on the lower 
half of the sleeve. The RCAF roster also puts F/S’s Kelly and Arsenault in the same group. 
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Three former corporals, Paul Bergamini, Peggy Pegden and Larry Thomas have just picked up their 
beds (or rather had us to do it for them) and moved right into the sergeant’s mess. Nice going, 
boys, we’re still waiting for that third to be properly christened. 
Visitors to a certain English town have been amused by the sight of one Birdman wheeling another 
along the cobblestones to the friendly “local”. This is welcome news to this squadron, as the lads 
are none other than Gordie Frederick and “Hoke” Mahn (he of the 14 days dinghy time). Keep up 
the recovery me hearties. 
F/L “Tiny” Bostock has lost that yellowish hue since winning his battle with jaundice and F/L Pat 
Patterson’s shove ha’penny is also getting better. 
The squadron crest was presented to W/C Bean by the AOC Group on January 23, the whole 
squadron turning out for the parade. The motto “Ad Metam” (To The Mark) will no doubt soon be 
decorating the lapels of much feminine attire. 
Hot off the presses is the sorry news that three of our stalwart crews are being posted away. To F/O 
Harris, W/O Peel and that smiling Aussie Keith Wathen, together with their crews, go our best 
wishes. Sorry to lose you chaps, but Good Luck and God Speed. 
We wonder what flight Kelly was doing down on the shore with a small body of men grouped 
around him and rolling out in that rich (?) baritone, “Shall we gather at the river.” ‘Twas Sunday 
morning, too. Probably disciplining the boys. 
Seems like the Signal Section outdid any others when LACs Defalco and McDonald appeared the 
other morning wearing nice, fresh, clean-looking hooks where the props used to be. Not to be 
altogether outdone, “A”, “B”, “M” Flights and the Equipment Section sent their newest 
representatives to the Corporal’s club, namely LACs (henceforth corporals) Partington, Stokes, 
Turnbull and POW. 
We’re glad to see Corporal Ones of the MT Section back again in A1 condition after his lengthy 
sojourn in hospital. 
Last week we were privileged with a visit by F/L Malone and F/L Gower, two of our popular 
Canadian padres from Headquarters. We always appreciate having these guests and hope they’ll 
soon be back again. 
Our best wishes go to corporal Comrie, who is about to make the fatal plunge into matrimony. 
Miss Jean Whyte, of Edinburgh is the lucky gal and the date is February 27. Cpl Comrie came over 
with No. 1 Fighter Squadron and so ranks with the old-timers. 
LACs Stan Roberts and Lorne Curtis, of the Armoury, are picking up a bit of “book-larnin” on their 
leave at Cambrisge University. 
The scenery hereabouts has been improved considerably with the recent addition of 23 WAAFs. 
This probably accounts for the keen trouser creases in the boy’s working blues these days and the 
worried frown on Cpl Reed’s brow. One of the drivers, ACW2 “Butch” Bull, is already credited with 
the pranging of one aircraft, but perhaps the Winco would prefer we wouldn’t mention that. 
Under the dynamic leadership of Sgt Vautier a squadron band is being formed. We hope to hear 
more of it. 
F/L George L Sutherland, “Suds” for short, joined the administrative staff of the squadron on 
Valentine’s Day after an uneventful Atlantic crossing. 
…. 
January 1943 saw little operational flying, only eight sorties being flown. On the 3rd, the Squadron 
sent six aircraft led by F/Lt JG Stronach from Predannack to attack an enemy merchant vessel 
reported as 2000 tons west of Lorient. The boat was sighted, and the six-plane formation split into 
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two flights and attacked from both sides simultaneously. Both flight commanders decided not to 
drop, as upon closer inspection the ship turned out to be only a 500-ton ‘island type coaster’. One 
pilot was instructed to actually put in an attack, which was unsuccessful, being the target was so 
small. The rest of the planes attacked the ship with guns and returned safely to base. The Squadron 
diary states quite emphatically that the attack was conducted 10 miles from the occupied French 
coast, without air cover, in daylight. ‘…but diversion of enemy fighters was successfully accomplished 
by a strong force of Fortresses who coincidentally were bombing Lorient at that time.’  One must 
wonder if the Yanks really considered this diversion to be part of their mission. 

 
F/L Jim Stronach, Hampden pilot. RCAF Plate 10885. 
1065. Pilot Officer Thomas Henry CHESSELL. Signed 9 August 1942. 415 Squadron. 
Collingwood, Ontario, Canada. 

076 
See the entry for Ronald Redd DENNIS who signed this book on 5 November 1942. 
Email dated 8 February 2014 to Trevor Baker from Chris Henneberry, President of the 415 Squadron 
Association: 
“P/O J.H. Chessel (sic) - Wireless Operator/Air Gunner - Gunnery "A" Flight Commander.” 
According to http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~nbpennfi/penn8b6RCAFStation.htm, T H 
Chessell trained at Pennfield Ridge Air Station, a Royal Canadian Air Force training base located in 
coastal Charlotte County, New Brunswick, Canada. 
From From 415 Swordfish Squadron History, 2nd Edition CD: 
Torpedo Hits Scored on Two Enemy Ships 
S/Ldr Bean and F/Lt Hobbs Claim Successes in Attack 
Flying so low that at one time he was below the level of the deck of a ship into which he had 
whipped a torpedo, S/Ldr WW Bean, of Kitchener Ontario, recently led an attack by aircraft of an 
RCAF torpedo-bomber Squadron against an enemy convoy. 
Torpedo hits on two ships have been claimed but not yet confirmed. 
S/Ldr Bean, who is a flight commander in the squadron, was the second skipper to attack the 
convoy, clearly visible in the moon path. He stooged around waiting for the ship to get into a 
favourable position for an attack. The Hun did not see them making their run and offered little 
opposition. The torp was dropped, and with the aircraft down to about five or ten feet above the 

http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/%7Enbpennfi/penn8b6RCAFStation.htm
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water, the squadron leader swung between two ships so close that the gunners could clearly see 
the bridge. 
In the crew with S/Ldr Bean were F/O Norman Hill, of Winnipeg, navigator, P/O Tom Chessell of 
Collingwood, Ont, and Sgt Tony Cornish, of Vancouver. 
From http://search.ancestry.co.uk/cgi-
bin/sse.dll?uidh=000&rank=1&new=1&so=3&msT=1&gsln=Chiseley&gss=angs-
d&MSAV=1&cp=0&cpxt=0&catBucket=rstp&db=mediaphotopublic&sbo=t&gsbco=Sweden&gl=
&gst=&hc=50&fh=550&pgoff=11&noredir=true: 

From 
http://www.lifenews.ca/announcement/1858963-lillian-irene-chessell: 
Lillian Irene Chessell - WWII Veteran - Longtime member of the Legion Ladies Auxiliary Br. 80 
Midland Passed away peacefully with her family by her side at the Hillcrest Village Care Centre, 
Midland on Saturday May 12th, 2012 in her 92nd year. Beloved wife of the late Thomas Chessell. 
Loving mother of Patricia Chessell, Tom Chessell (Joan), Gail Wright (Rick) and Debbie Bath (Gary). 
Cherished grandmother of 5 grandchildren and 1 great grandchild and predeceased by 2 
grandchildren. She is predeceased by all her siblings.  
1066. Pilot Officer Lorne Stanley SHARP. Signed 9 August 1942. 415 Squadron. Crossfield, 
Alberta, Canada. 

076 
See the entry for Ronald Redd DENNIS who signed this book on 5 November 1942. 
Email dated 8 February 2014 to Trevor Baker from Chris Henneberry, President of the 415 Squadron 
Association: 
“P/O L.S. Sharpe (sic) - Wireless Operator/Air Gunner on F/O Lawrence's crew. He was the Squadron 
Entertainment Officer.” 
From From 415 Swordfish Squadron History, 2nd Edition CD: 

http://search.ancestry.co.uk/cgi-bin/sse.dll?uidh=000&rank=1&new=1&so=3&msT=1&gsln=Chiseley&gss=angs-d&MSAV=1&cp=0&cpxt=0&catBucket=rstp&db=mediaphotopublic&sbo=t&gsbco=Sweden&gl=&gst=&hc=50&fh=550&pgoff=11&noredir=true
http://search.ancestry.co.uk/cgi-bin/sse.dll?uidh=000&rank=1&new=1&so=3&msT=1&gsln=Chiseley&gss=angs-d&MSAV=1&cp=0&cpxt=0&catBucket=rstp&db=mediaphotopublic&sbo=t&gsbco=Sweden&gl=&gst=&hc=50&fh=550&pgoff=11&noredir=true
http://search.ancestry.co.uk/cgi-bin/sse.dll?uidh=000&rank=1&new=1&so=3&msT=1&gsln=Chiseley&gss=angs-d&MSAV=1&cp=0&cpxt=0&catBucket=rstp&db=mediaphotopublic&sbo=t&gsbco=Sweden&gl=&gst=&hc=50&fh=550&pgoff=11&noredir=true
http://search.ancestry.co.uk/cgi-bin/sse.dll?uidh=000&rank=1&new=1&so=3&msT=1&gsln=Chiseley&gss=angs-d&MSAV=1&cp=0&cpxt=0&catBucket=rstp&db=mediaphotopublic&sbo=t&gsbco=Sweden&gl=&gst=&hc=50&fh=550&pgoff=11&noredir=true
http://www.lifenews.ca/announcement/1858963-lillian-irene-chessell
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2 October, 1942 – Pilot Officer KS Sharp, Air Gunner in a RCAF Bomber Squadron, checking guns 
under the tail of his Hampden aircraft. RCAF Plate 10888. 
The following is an RCAF Overseas article that was found amongst the microfilmed squadron records. 
It was written in May of 1942, and may be the first article written by RCAF Overseas about 415. 
Appendix C 
From F/O Clare, Department of Public Relations 
Release No. 
 The first torpedo squadron of the Royal Canadian Air Force has had its first brush with the 
enemy after a long period of hard, but unexciting, patrols as coastal command unit. 
 Two aircraft of the squadron (415), which is commanded by Wing Commander E.L. Wurtele 
of Montreal, took part on a recent strike against enemy shipping off the Dutch coast. The action 
was described by Pilot Officer George Lawrence of Calgary, whose aircraft, loaded with bombs on 
this occasion made the first run on the Target. 
 “Our attention was directed to the enemy merchant ship by a stream of flak it was directing 
at another of our aircraft while we were still several miles away. Depending on the attacking aircraft 
to continue to draw the fire we came in at a height of 50 feet. As we approached the ship the flak 
ships turned their attention on us and we pulled up to drop off our load. As we completed our run 
over the vessel flak ships placed on the other side of it opened up with a terrific barrage and we 
felt our aircraft lurch as the stuff hit. I brought our aircraft down almost to the deck and we got out 
of town.” 
 There were six holes in the ‘kite’, one of them accounting for a large section of the under 
wing. But the trip home was made without difficulty and the crew had the satisfaction of knowing 
that their bombs had struck the target. A great shout from Flight Sergeant Reg. Vokey of Montreal, 
Air Gunner, signaled their success as the aircraft sped from the range of the flak. Other members of 
the crew were Pilot Officer Ken Maffre, Montreal, navigator and Pilot Officer, the Sergeant, Lorne 
Sharp of Crossfield Alberta. 
 The second aircraft to strike the enemy vessel was piloted by Flight Sergeant I. (Izzio) W. 
Garfin of Edmonton. Garfin is a graduate of the University of Alberta and gave up a reserve 
commission gained through a COTC course to go into the air force. His aircraft went in at a higher 
altitude and his crew observed hits as they swept through a hail of flak to their target. The plane 
was hit but got home safely. It was the first attacks for both the crews and they claimed a probable 
between them. Other members of Skipper Garfin’s crew were, Flight Sergeant Tom Billard of 
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Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Sergeant Boyd ‘Duke’ Dakin of Berwick, Nova Scotia, and Sergeant Doug. 
Pearce of New Westminster, B.C. 
 The flight commanders of the squadron are Squadron Leaders WW Bean of Kitchener, 
Ontario, and Ron R. Dennis of Ottawa. 
 There is a Montreal crew in the squadron which insists upon that distinction though one of 
them is a Winnipeg boy. He is known as the ‘furriner’ and while his presence weakens the all-
Montreal claim its too good a team to disturb just for a slight inexactitude like that. The pilot is 
Flight Sergeant Bob McBride, Flight Sergeant ‘Bud’ Robertson, navigator and Pilot Officer Paul 
Ramage, gunner, all of Montreal. The ‘furriner’ is Sergeant Gordon Clubb of Winnipeg. 
 The squadron mascot is a tired English bulldog called ‘Bully’. He is the gift of an English 
woman at whose home members of the squadron have been guests. 
 The squadron is starting on its new job with all the enthusiasm and teamwork which kept 
up its morale during a period of comparative inaction. Their keenness can be sensed before you are 
on the station two minutes. 
 Other members of the squadron are: Pilot Officer Normal Altstedter of Toronto (a former 
newsman with the Canadian Press), Pilot Officer Jim Stronach of Sarnia, Pilot Officer Norm Hill of 
Winnipeg, Pilot Officer Tom Chessell of Collingwood, Pilot Officer Joe Baird of Fredericton, Pilot 
Officer Jim Chapman of Gagetown, Pilot Officer Gordon Frederick of Toronto (who worked for the 
North American Life before entering the service), Flight Lieutenant Jack Sumner of Hamilton, Pilot 
Officer C.D. Cross of Toronto, Sergeant Doug Stallard of New Glasgow, Pilot Officer William 
McMillan of Vancouver, Flight Lieutenant Gus Hobbs of Calgary, Sergeant Arnold Clark of 
Ellershouse Hants, N.S., Sergeant Dave Coates of Toronto and Flight Sergeant J.F.C. Cabot of 
Dalhousie, N.B. 
From http://image2.findagrave.com/cgi-
bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GSln=Sharp&GSiman=1&GScnty=5336&GRid=13846277&: 

 
Birth:  Jul. 4, 1927 
Death:  Jun. 25, 1986  
Burial: Okotoks Cemetery, Alberta, Canada 

http://image2.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GSln=Sharp&GSiman=1&GScnty=5336&GRid=13846277&
http://image2.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GSln=Sharp&GSiman=1&GScnty=5336&GRid=13846277&
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1067. Flying Officer William Paul JANNSENS. Signed 9 August 1942. 235 Squadron. RAFVR, 
St Nicolas (WAAS). 

076 
He is listed in No 235 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for August 1942. 
From http://forum.12oclockhigh.net/showthread.php?t=7367: 
“18 December 1942. Beaufighter JL442/LA-K of 235 Sqn. Shot down together with T5256/LA-B by 
Oblt Bruno Stolle, 8/JG 2, 1535 hrs. Sgt G E Woodcock & Sgt W J Ginger together with Fg Off W P 
Janssens de Verbeke & Plt Off V N Gwyer missing.” 
No 235 Squadron was an anti-submarine squadron. It reformed at RAF Manston on 30 October 
1939 as a fighter squadron, but was equipped at first with Fairey Battle light bombers for training 
purposes, which were in February 1940 replaced by Bristol Blenheims. The squadron then 
transferred to Coastal Command and later moved RAF Dyce in June 1941. In December 1941 the 
squadron began re-equipping with the Bristol Beaufighter, and in May 1942 moved to RAF 
Docking. In July 1942, the squadron moved to RAF Chivenor, and then returned to Scotland in 
January 1943. In August 1943 the squadron returned again to South West England, in preparation 
for the D-Day landings, later operating Atlantic anti-submarine patrols from RAF St Angelo in 
Northern Ireland. The squadron re-equipped in June 1944 with the de Havilland Mosquito and 
moved to Banff in September 1944, joining the "Banff Strike Wing". The squadron disbanded on 10 
July 1945. 
1068. Lillan Ingeborg Birgitte Von HANNO. Signed 10 August 1942. Norwegian Embassy. 

076 
DOB 5.4.1897. fröken. Norsk. 
She is mentioned in Gerd Vold Hurum’s En kvinne ved navn “Truls”, Wings forlag 2006, which gives 
her first name as Lillan and her DOB as 5 April 1896. 
According to http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Otto_von_Hanno, she was the sister of Otto Friedrich 
Wilhelm von Hanno285 and was a courtier of Queen Maud. 
According to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Odd_Gr%C3%B8nvold, “In 1958, one year after King 
Haakon's death, the entire Court of the Norwegian Royal Family consisted of as few as seven 
people: Smith-Kielland a Norwegian military officer, diplomat, sports official and royal servant, 
Richard Andvord a Norwegian cavalry officer, diplomat and aide-de-camp for the Norwegian Royal 
Family, Odd Grønvold a grandnephew of the former private secretary to King Haakon VII of 
Norway, Hans Aimar Mow Grønvold. He was hired as secretary to Crown Prince Olav of Norway in 
1954, and when Olav ascended the monarch's throne in 1957, Grønvold was hired as court marshal. 
In this position he assisted lord chamberlain Ingvald Smith-Kielland, who had left the marshal office 
in 1955 and Ellinor Grønvold, Ingeborg von Hanno and Vincent Bommen.” 
According to http://www.oslomilsamfund.no/oms_arkiv/2003/2003-11-10-Tschudi-Madsen.html, 
she was a ceramic artist. She was born in Ulstad in 1919. She married Johan Albert von Hanno 

                                                 
285 Signed this book on 19 May 1942 

http://forum.12oclockhigh.net/showthread.php?t=7367
http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Otto_von_Hanno
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Odd_Gr%C3%B8nvold
http://www.oslomilsamfund.no/oms_arkiv/2003/2003-11-10-Tschudi-Madsen.html
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(1894 – 1952) who was an architect and teacher of drawing. Their daughter is the actress Eva von 
Hanno who was born in 1945. 
From https://www.historyforsale.com/html/printfriendly.asp?documentid=266132: 
Guest book of philanthropist Rebecca Pollard Guggenheim Logan from her Washington, D. C 
home. This book is signed by numerous politicians, artists and military officers, including Supreme 
Court Justices William O. Douglas, Stanley Reed and Tom C. Clark, Five-Star General Omar N. 
Bradley, Joint Chief of Staff Admiral Arthur Radford, presidential advisor Clark M. Clifford, Cabinet 
Members, US Senators and Representatives, Ambassadors to and from the US, general-grade 
military officers, plenty of nobility and celebrity tossed in. Over 50 signatures in all. Book signed 
"Marjorie Post", "Perle Mesta" five times, "Admiral & Mrs Arthur Radford", "Wm O Douglas", "Oral 
Roberts", "Omar Bradley", "Mary & Tom C Clark" twice and "Tom C Clark" by Clark, "Clark Clifford", 
"Kermit & Polly Roosevelt", "Joseph W. Martin, Jr., "Gen. R. McCall C. Pate", "Maria-Teresa 
Walmsley", "Walter Walmsley", "Candace Van Allen", "Emily di Bitetto Cito-Filomarino", "Lillan von 
Hanno", "Stanley Reed". "Gerson Nordlinger, Jr", "Samuel Scrivener, Jr", "Wilber M. Brucker". 
"Peggy Mrs. A. Mitchell Palmer", "Jeanne de Rothschild", "Eugene de Rothschild", "Mrs. Alben W. 
Barkley", "Capt. E. P. Aurand", "Clarence Hewes". "Congressman Jim Fulton - Penna", "Admiral Sir 
Michael Denny", "Homer Ferguson" , "Senator H. E. Talmadge", "Marjorie Morgenstierne", "Ira 
Eaker", "Victor Andrade (Bolivia)". "Mario Rodriguez Santiago Chile", "Howard Beale Australian 
Embassy Washington", "Neil McElroy" "Marguerite Higgins Hall", "Vice Admiral John M. Will", 
"Stuart Rockwell", "Arthur Summerfield", "Donald A. Quarles", "Hank Fort", "John McClellan" 
"Katharine St George" and "My best wishes/Van Cliburn" in black and blue inks. Many signers, 
guests at more than one event, have signed more than once. Numerous unknown signatures. Lead 
pencil and black ink notations in unknown hand. 103 pages, 10½x7¾x1, single-sided sheets. Gold-
colored edges on pages, red satin moiré flyleaves and pastedowns and brown leather or imitation 
leather covers. The signatures in this book are dated between April 26, 1958 and Oct. 29, 1961. 

 

https://www.historyforsale.com/html/printfriendly.asp?documentid=266132
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Lillan Von Hanno was the former Lady in Waiting to Queen Maud of Norway (d. 1938), wife of King 
Haakon VII and the grand-daughter of Queen Victoria. 
From http://runeberg.org/hvemerhvem/1930/0162.html: 

 
1069. Hans Reidar HOLTERMANN (born 20 October 1895 in Sokndal, died 25 November 
1966 in Bærum). Signed 10 August 1942. Norwegian Embassy. 

076 
DOB 20.10.1895. major. Norsk. 
He is mentioned in Gerd Vold Hurum’s En kvinne ved navn “Truls”, Wings forlag, 2006. 
He was a Norwegian military officer. Holtermann is best known as the commander of Hegra 
Fortress during the Battle of Hegra Fortress in the Norwegian Campaign of 1940. During the inter-
war years Holtermann attended military college in both Norway and France. After the war he 
continued his military service, among other missions commanding the Independent Norwegian 
Brigade Group in Germany in 1949–1950. 
Holtermann started his military career at Officer's School, and in 1917 graduated from the 
Norwegian Military Academy with the rank of premierløytnant (First Lieutenant) and from Military 
College in 1919. Thereafter he graduated from the Royal Frederick University in 1923 with a degree 
in economics. 
After leaving university Holtermann went to France. There he attended the École spéciale militaire 
de Saint-Cyr in France for three years from 1924 to 1926. After completing his general staff training 
Holtermann served as Chief of staff for the Inspector General of the Norwegian Army's Field 
artillery, achieving the rank of kaptein in 1930. 
In 1937 he became a major and second in command of Artillery Regiment no. 3 in Trondheim. He 
held this position until the German invasion of Norway on 9 April 1940. As the German Gruppe 2 
broke through the Norwegian coastal forts defending Trondheim major Holtermann was ordered 
to take part in the mobilisation of Artillery Regiment no. 3 at Værnes. As the Germans advanced on 
this important army camp it became impossible to complete the mobilisation there and 
Holtermann sought out a new and more secure location to organize the troops. The choice fell on 
Ingstadkleiva Fort near the village of Hegra in Stjørdal – a fort placed in reserve in 1926, but still 
largely intact and defensible. The mountain border fort was soon to become internationally known 
as Hegra Fortress. At Hegra Holtermann organised an improvised force of 250 soldiers and one 
female volunteer auxiliary with the intention to resist the invaders until effective support could 
arrive from elsewhere. 
As the tide of war developed unfavourably for the Norwegian forces in the south of Norway major 
Holtermann made it his main mission to hold the fort until the expected allied thrust from the 

http://runeberg.org/hvemerhvem/1930/0162.html
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north reached his area of operation. From its strategic location Hegra Fortress could have played 
an important role as a junction for the allied offensive. Holtermann also proposed plans to attempt 
to bombard the German airfields near Trondheim. However, since the artillery pieces at the fortress 
were intended to fire eastwards towards Sweden, not westwards towards Trondheim, the guns at 
Holtermann's disposal could not reach the German held air strips. Attempts were made by the 
besieged garrison to acquire the tools needed to reconfigure the fixed artillery pieces, but without 
success. 
For twenty-five days Holtermann and his small force held out under continuous artillery and 
Luftwaffe bombardment in what became known as the Battle of Hegra Fortress. In the end the 
fortress' significance consisted mostly of serving as a morale booster for the Norwegian population 
in a time of mostly bad news. At 0515hrs on 5 May 1940, after resisting a steadily tightening siege 
for nearly a month, Holtermann met the commander of the local German forces and surrendered 
his troops as the last commander in the south of Norway. After the surrender at Hegra Holtermann 
and his soldiers marched into captivity at Berkåk. At Berkåk the Norwegians were set at work to 
repair road damage caused during fighting several weeks earlier. The time the defenders of Hegra 
spent as POWs varied somewhat, with the first being released as soon as 17 May 1940. Another 
group was let go on 22 May and the final few, including Holtermann, set free on 2 June. 
Following his release in June 1940 Holtermann did not resign and accept the German occupation of 
his homeland but quickly became active in the fledgling Norwegian resistance movement. While 
officially spending the years 1940–1942 working as an office manager for Orkla Metall at Orkanger 
Holtermann continued resisting the Germans by being secretly active in the resistance movement. 
In 1942, his illegal activities were finally uncovered by the Germans and he was forced to flee across 
the border into neutral Sweden. From Sweden Holtermann made his way to the United Kingdom 
where, in 1943, he assumed the rank of Oberst (Colonel) and took command of the Norwegian 
Army in exile's main unit – the Norwegian Brigade in Scotland. In 1944 Holtermann was transferred 
to lead District Command Trøndelag and returned to Sweden where he took part in Norwegian 
preparations for the coming liberation of Norway. 
After the German surrender in Norway on 8 May 1945, Oberst Holtermann led District Command 
Trøndelag over the border from Sweden on 10 May, together with two reinforced battalions of 
2,570 Norwegian police troops, and took part in the disarmament and internment of the German 
occupation forces. 
After the war Holtermann spent the first five years in Norway. He first commanded the army 
artillery in 1946–1948, leading the rebuilding of that Combat Arm in terms of training, methods and 
materiel. 
Holtermann then moved on to command the army in North Norway (1949–1950). From 1 
November 1950 to 30 April 1952 Holtermann, now with the rank of generalmajor (Major General), 
took part in the occupation of Germany as the penultimate commander of the Independent 
Norwegian Brigade Group in Germany. After returning home once more Holtermann spent his last 
years in the active army as Army Staff Commander and Commander of Allied Land Forces in 
Southern Norway before leaving the army in 1956. 
Instead of entering retirement Holtermann worked on as the leader of the Norwegian Civil Defence 
forces between 1956 and 1962. 
In the post-war years, Holtermann received numerous medals and orders from both Norway and 
abroad, the most prestigious being the War Cross with sword (awarded in 1942) and the title of 
Knight, First Class of the Royal Norwegian Order of St Olav (awarded in 1956). 
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When Generalmajor Holtermann died in 1966 after just four years of retirement he was given a 
state funeral on 1 December 1966. In the citation to the award of the War Cross with sword to Hans 
Reidar Holtermann the Norwegian Army High Command wrote: The defence of Hegra Fort in 
Stjørdalen by the Lieutenant Colonel is one of the actions from the Campaign of 1940 that has 
become best known and attracted the greatest amount of interest. I have myself had the 
opportunity in Norway to read the Lieutenant Colonel's concise, level headed and objective report, 
and through it gained a strong impression of that his efforts must be seen as a military 
accomplishment of the greatest order. His gathering of forces at Værnes in the confused 
conditions of the first day of war and his reactivation of the snow-covered Hegra Fort – which had 
been placed in reserve – testifies strongly of his clarity of mind and forceful energy. And the 
continued defence – which was only given up when the other forces in Southern Norway had been 
forced to cease fighting and after the fort had run completely out of food – shows the Lieutenant 
Colonel as a strong and forceful leader with the distinctive command abilities that are always such 
a deciding factor with regard to the defence of surrounded fortresses. 
1070. Rolf Tendrup Bugge PALMSTRÖM. Signed 10 August 1942. 

076 
DOB 9.8.1893. kontorschef. Norsk. 
He died in 1975. 
From http://www.palmstrom.net/AP/personer/Rolf_Tendrup_Palmstrom_178/Rolf_Tendrup_P.pdf, 
(translated by Google): 
Born on Leirsund August 19, 1893 
Father: Ole Palm Power, auditor (1870-1941) 
Mother: Constance Bugge (1871-1925) 
Grew up in Tønsberg 

1912 Real Artium 
1912 1/10 Cadet at the Military Academy 
1913 Military Academy lower compartment 
1915 War School's top department lieutenant 
1919 Military College, Captain 
1919 seventh Employed as an assistant engineer at Christiania Telephone system 
1921 1/9 Engineer at Christiania Telephone system 
1923 to 1924 Ecole Superieure des Postes et des Telegraphes 
1927 Engineer B, Oslo PABX 
1933 Acting Office, Oslo PABX 
1941 to 1942 Communications Manager at Milorg's central leadership 
June - 42 Flee to Sweden 
10 / 8-42 Arrived in England on aircraft from Sweden 
15 / 8-42 Lieutenant Colonel, Communications Manager at Defence Command (Chief FO 

VI) 
Sept - 42 Establishes "Consultation" FO VI / Telegraph Board 
11/2 to 43 Establishing Communications Director at the Army High Command (HOK) 
1943 Establishing cooperation between FO VI and War Office / Scottish Command 
12 / 8-44 Communications Manager HOK 

http://www.palmstrom.net/AP/personer/Rolf_Tendrup_Palmstrom_178/Rolf_Tendrup_P.pdf
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19 / 4-45 In Sweden 
11 / 5-45 In Norway 
16/10-45 Colonel, Chief of Army Liaison 
1946 to 1949 Army representative at the Defense Commission 
1950 Chairman of the Armed Sambandsnemd 
1/10 to 53 Resigns as Chief of Army Communications and commanded as chief of Armed 

Forces Joint Liaison 
20 / 8-58 Honourably discharged at retirement age, 65 years 
8 / 3-59 Chairman of the Defence Electronics Selection 
1959 to 1971 Managing Director / CEO of Teleplan A / S 

1071. Colonel Henry McLeod THRELFALL OBE (born 11 September 1907). Signed 10 
August 1942. British Legation, Stockholm. 

076 
DOB 11.9.1907. attaché. Ebgelsk. 
SOE symbol 6207. File kept in TNA under reference HS 9/1466/9. 
Signature from his SOE file: 

 
He was the senior representative of SOE's Polish section in Italy. See Jeffrey Bines’ The Polish 
Country Section of the Special Operations Executive 1940-1946: A British Perspective and E D R 
Harrison’s The British Special Operations Executive and Poland, both of which contain many 
mentions of Threlfall. His is included in the index to SOE file reference HS 7/279 War Diary 
Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

 
From Lee Richards’ The Black Art | British Clandestine Psychological Warfare Against The Third 
Reich, www.psywar.org, 2010: 
“The British legation on Strandvagen in Stockholm was the centre of SOE operations in Scandinavia. 
The German section established a formal outpost there in January 1942. Major Threlfall, a former 
trainee manager of the Unilever company, became its first head. Officially Threlfall was coming to 
Stockholm as the legation's new Assistant Naval Attaché but his real and rather ill-defined role was 
to subvert German forces. He was ably assisted in this assignment by his 28-year-old secretary Miss 
Janet Gow. Prior to the establishment of the German section outpost, Gow and the Press Attaché 
Peter Tennant had been arranging the dissemination of anti-Nazi propaganda from Sweden on an 
ad-hoc basis. Threlfall's tenure as the head of the outpost proved to be short-lived. One of the first 
contacts he made was with a German seaman named Ivan Blackman. This was a rather unfortunate 
contact. Blackman was of dubious character and had previously been jailed by the Swedes for 
smuggling. He purported to be a Jewish German who had recently escaped from prison in 

http://www.psywar.org/
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Germany. Blackman claimed he wanted to help sabotage Germany's war effort in revenge for the 
brutal treatment he received whilst in their custody. Initially, Threlfall used him to smuggle black 
propaganda material into the northwest German ports. But Blackman had grander ideas and 
suggested that he could blow-up a German merchant ship in the Kiel Canal or plant time bombs on 
German ammunition trains that were regularly routed through Sweden. Threlfall agreed to 
Blackman's plans in principle but insisted he would not be able to supply him with any explosive for 
such operations. He did, however, indirectly supply Blackman with SOE time pencils to donate the 
explosives. SOE had to tread very careful when conducting sabotage operations from Swedish soil. 
The Swedes were very protective of their neutrality and, certainly in the first years of the war, did 
whatever they could to placate Germany. The Swedish security services were very efficient. Through 
deciphering a Czech coded message which inadvertently mentioned Threlfall's mission, the 
Swedish authorities had known of his real reason for being in Stockholm from the very beginning. 
Blackman, because of his criminal past, was also under Swedish police surveillance. In August 1942, 
Blackman was arrested by the Swedish authorities and accused or espionage. He readily implicated 
the British Legation in his activities. As a result Threlfall, who happened to be on leave in Britain at 
the time, was considered persona non grata in Sweden and could not return to his post.” 
From Roderick Bailey’s Forgotten Voices of the Secret War, Ebury Press, 2009, pps. 117- 125: 
“At Beaulieu, it was our job to instruct parties of potential agents who were sent down to us from 
the country sections in London. We had parties of French, Belgians, Norwegians, Danes, Dutch; we 
even had some Spanish. We used to get singles, small or even quite large groups of students 
down. My particular job was talking to them about the German Army and Nazi Party organisation, 
how to recognise different types of German troops, how, if they were asked for information about 
German troops, to be able to give it, the sort of badges they should look for.” 
Captain Henry Threlfall, SOE instructor, Beaulieu finishing school, Hampshire 
“I went to Stockholm with the object of seeing what could be done to cause trouble to the 
Germans in various ways from this neutral outpost. The briefing was really rather vague because it 
wasn't quite known what could be done. One chap, a former Unilever colleague of mine, had tried 
to do something early in the war and had been caught by the Swedes and put in prison. He hadn't 
been a member of the legation staff, as I would be. I was appointed a clerk to the naval attaché, 
that was my cover, which wasn't a very good cover, but that's what I was told and off I went, and I 
found there an extremely good and very lively-minded SOE base. There was a man called Peter 
Tennant286, the press attaché, who was the inspiration for a good deal of it. There was an extremely 
able man called Turnbull who was working into Denmark and there was a Norwegian section, too, 
which was a very active one indeed because they were able to get people across the land frontier 
between Sweden and Norway.” 
Major Henry Threlfall, SOE officer, Stockholm 
“In Sweden, the Social Democrats, who were out of power, were very friendly to us but the general 
attitude was rather unfriendly, rather pro-German and extremely strict in guarding their own 
neutrality and not getting dragged in, in any way. In fact there was a most ludicrous thing, there 
was a camp for Norwegians who'd escaped from Norway across the frontier into Sweden, an 
internment camp, and these wretched chaps weren't allowed to play football. Football was physical 
training and physical training could have been interpreted by the Germans as premilitary training 
and that would have been a breach of Swedish neutrality. The Swedes did carry their neutrality 
obsession to great lengths.” 

                                                 
286 Signed this book on 15 April 1942 and 6 November 1943 
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Major Henry Threlfall, SOE officer, Stockholm 
“I got hold of a young Swedish sailor who said he was perfectly willing to do something because he 
disliked the Germans very much, so he was equipped with some explosives and a time pencil. He 
was on a German ship, which was going from Stockholm through the Kiel Canal with the eventual 
destination of Hamburg, and one of the things which obviously would have been a very good 
achievement would be to block the Kiel Canal which the Germans used freely. So he quite correctly 
planted his explosives inside the stern of the ship, actually on the plates of the hull, as I'd told him 
to, and set the time pencil and it went off. Unfortunately the weather was very cold and this time 
pencil, which worked through chemicals eating through a copper wire which then released a spring 
and an explosion, was slow in working and the ship just got out of the Kiel Canal before it went off. 
The ship did sink, the explosion blew a hole in the stern and water came in, no one was drowned 
actually, and this chap came back and reported to me. But it happened outside the mouth of the 
Kiel Canal, which was a great pity. They lost a ship but the Kiel Canal wasn't blocked.” 
Major Henry Threlfall, SOE officer, Stockholm 
“A dreadful problem arose one day. We had dropped a party into Denmark who'd landed perfectly 
safely, I think there were three of them, and gone to ground. Then one of them, things went to his 
head and he started forgetting all about his cover and the need for security and keeping a low 
profile in a German-occupied country. He was actually endangering the lives of anyone who 
associated with him because he was making himself far too prominent. In the end this got so bad 
and warnings didn't seem to have any effect on him that they sent over a proposal, quite seriously, 
that he be executed, because he was a danger to the whole organisation. Ralph Hollingworth, the 
head of the Danish Section, got this signal – he probably went as white as a sheet when he got it – 
and came in to me. The head of the Scandinavian Section, a man called George Wiskeman, was 
away, so I was taking his place. Hollingworth came in and said, 'What do you think?' and I said, 'I'll 
attend to it,' and looked at everything that the Danes themselves had said, and I said, 'Well, I'm 
sorry, there's nothing we can do. We've got to agree.' Hollingworth was a man of immense 
character and the interesting thing, which is very dominant in my mind to this day when thinking 
about it, is that he took the blame himself. He didn't blame this chap; he blamed himself for having 
chosen an agent who didn't stand up to the strain. He was a most extraordinarily honest man, this 
Hollingworth. He was intensely worried and took this enormously seriously as you can imagine. 
After all, we weren't used to signing people's death warrants. So I had to take it on myself and say, 
'Yes, he should be executed.' So he was. He was shot. He was taken out into woods in the northern 
part of Zeeland, if I remember rightly, and shot and weights were tied round his body and it was 
dumped in the lake. But the deed was done; the danger was eliminated. One was at war and one 
had to do these things and put up with them however much one disliked it.” 
Major Henry Threlfall, Staff officer, Scandinavian Section, SOE HQ, London 
“The Danish General Staff were purporting to work with the Germans. In actual fact they were 
supplying us with everything they could. They used to send over to Stockholm enormous lengths 
of microfilm, concealed usually in tubes of toothpaste in the luggage of travellers going across 
from Copenhagen to Malmö or Helsingør to Helsingborg.” 
Major Henry Threlfall, SOE officer, Stockholm 
“There was a rather precarious air service between Leuchars airfield in Scotland and Stockholm. 
Planes could only fly by night when there was ten tenths cloud cover because you had to pass over 
the German fighter belt protecting Norway. Personal communications like that were extremely 
unreliable and sometimes six weeks would go by without a single flight and then you'd manage to 
get two or three through. It was a highly uncomfortable flight. You flew very high, as high as they 
could in those days. I went off in January in the midst of an appalling cold wave. I don't think I'd 
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ever been so cold in my life, even though I had a fur-lined coat on. They gave us sandwiches when 
we were about halfway off and you couldn't eat them because they were frozen solid. It was all very 
primitive. All sorts of people wanted to go and priorities were a very thorny problem. That was one 
of the things that we had in our hands and had to settle.” 
Major Henry Threlfall, SOE officer, Stockholm 
“We had, of course, a very large number of Poles in Britain and a very large organisation in Poland, 
the Polish secret army, which started as soon as the Germans occupied Poland and the actual 
resistance of the Polish Army finished in 1939. It was a very widespread and very well-organized 
body and we had good radio communications with them, because the Polish Government in 
London were in constant radio communication with their underground representatives in Warsaw, 
and so a great deal of information flowed to and fro. We were obviously concerned with doing 
what we could to help this secret army, both with recruits and with materials, and the Section was 
flying operations from this country, dropping agents and equipment, radio sets of course and 
weapons as well. The Polish Section was a very big country section and had a huge stock of recruits 
available.” 
Lieutenant Colonel Henry Threlfall, Head, Polish Section, SOE HQ, Southern Italy 
“The Poles in Warsaw revolted, came out into the open, on 1 August 1944. The Russians had 
reached the suburbs of Warsaw, across the Vistula, and the Poles were anxious to do something 
and drive the Germans out of Warsaw, partly in order to be able to say 'We did it ourselves', partly 
in order to clear the way for the oncoming Russians. But militarily it was a mistake. They hadn't got 
the equipment, the number of people and the weapons and ammunition they needed to deal with 
the very large German garrison of Warsaw and the enormous number of troops which the Germans 
rushed up as soon as the rising broke out. They had a certain success at first, they killed an awful 
lot of Germans without a doubt, but their losses were appallingly high. The Germans rushed in 
troops, blew up the place bit by bit, split up the area the Poles held into small areas and gradually 
reduced them one by one, and bombarded the whole of Warsaw and knocked it to the ground in 
the process. The Polish Home Army was installed in different redoubts, communicating by the 
network of sewers, and sending us desperate appeals for help and there was an enormous amount 
of to and fro as to whether it was possible to help them at all. We started off sending planes but 
the losses were very heavy and it got more and more difficult to send any help.” 
Lieutenant Colonel Henry Threlfall, Head, Polish Section, SOE HQ, Southern Italy 
“Several times the operations were stopped by the air force because they said, 'This is not a 
practicable proposition. We can't ask the crews to do this. It isn't worth it. The losses are too high 
compared with the small amount of success, the small amount of containers which actually get into 
the Polish resistance's hands'. And I was fighting a desperate battle to get them to do more and it 
was a very difficult and unpleasant and exhausting and heart-breaking period of my life. There was 
a magnificent air force officer, Air Vice-Marshal William Elliot, who was commander of the Balkan 
Air Force, with his headquarters in Bari, which was the unit in southern Italy responsible for 
supporting the resistance movements in that part of the world, Italy and the Balkans. He was a 
most understanding, fair-minded and just and helpful man, one of the best I've ever come across, 
and I had a great admiration for him. We got on extremely well. But he had to talk like an airman 
and say, 'Look at the losses we are suffering, the difficulties of pinpointing, the demands of other 
areas which want support, where Tito's partisans and the Italian partisans are clamouring for 
support as well from my limited number of aircraft and crews. As the airman responsible for this 
job I have to allocate my aircraft and crews where I think the best return is available.' And Warsaw 
wasn't it. Whereas all I could do was to say, 'This is politically an immensely important thing. It 
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means an awful lot to the Poles and to the whole of Europe, this resistance of the whole population 
of Warsaw.” 
Lieutenant Colonel Henry Threlfall, Head, Polish Section, SOE HQ, Southern Italy 
“Right up to the end of July the Russian radio beamed at Poland was encouraging them to rise 
against the Germans. But from the moment they did so, they became a scruffy lot of bourgeois 
fascists who were only looking after their own interests and had not got the interests of the great 
Russian people at heart, so they were constantly being criticised. All the efforts that we made, the 
Allies made, from Churchill downwards to get the Russians to do anything met with this criticism, 
that it was a fascist body that had revolted and that it didn't merit any help. The Russians did say 
one thing that may have had a certain amount of truth in it. They did maintain that it was only the 
forerunners of their troops at the end of a long advance who had pushed through as far as that, 
and that they hadn't got any forces big enough to bridge the Vistula and make an assault in the 
face of German opposition. There may have been some truth in that. One tries to be fair about it. 
But there's no doubt that the will was certainly lacking.” 
Lieutenant Colonel Henry Threlfall, Head, Polish Section, SOE HQ, Southern Italy 
“It lasted two months before the Germans finally won, when the Polish army in Warsaw, the 
underground army, had literally no ammunition left at all and so they surrendered and they were 
all marched off into captivity. It was certainly the two months of my life that I would least like to go 
through again, without any doubt. The strain was enormous. Partly the actual strain of being busy 
and having things to do, and partly the emotional strain, because we were very fond of our Polish 
allies and had the greatest admiration for them and it was our job to help them. We did that to the 
best of our ability but of course what we were up against were the facts of the case.” 
Lieutenant Colonel Henry Threlfall, Head, Polish Section, SOE HQ, Southern Italy 
His retirement was announced in the LG, 10 February 1950: 

 
The Imperial War Museum has an audio recording 
http://m.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/80023849: 
“British officer served with First Aid Nursing Yeomanry in Finance and Swedish Sections of Special 
Operations Executive Headquarters in GB, 1941-1943; officer served with First Aid Nursing 
Yeomanry in Polish Section (Force 139) of Special Operations Executive Headquarters in Italy, 1943-
1945. 
REEL 1 
Background in GB, 1924-1941: family; education in Penarth and Bognor Regis; remarriage of 
mother; relationship with Grandmother; move to Elgin and education; move to London and 
education; air raids; job interview. Aspects of period as officer with First Aid Nursing Yeomanry in 
Finance and Swedish Sections of Special Operations Executive Headquarters in GB, 1941-1943: 
joining of Inter-Services Research Bureau at Baker Street; memories of Flight Lieutenant John 
Howard and Wing Commander Venner; attempts to leave and accommodation; details of work with 
Inter-Services Research Bureau; period with Swedish Section; memories of Lieutenant Colonel 
Henry Threlfall; awareness of other sections; details of offices; story of first day in office; local pub 
used by men; lunch; leisure activities; posting in Monopoli; First Aid Nursing Yeomanry training in 
Buckinghamshire; uniform issued; draft taken to Italy as Ensign. Aspects of journey from Liverpool, 
GB, to Naples, Italy, aboard the Windsor Castle, 1943: story of boarding ship at Liverpool; route 
taken to Mediterranean; scenes of North Africa; accommodation on-board; activities during 

http://m.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/80023849
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voyage; journey through Mediterranean including illicit walk on deck; arrival in Naples. Aspects of 
period as officer with First Aid Nursing Yeomanry in Polish Section (Force 139) of Special 
Operations Executive Headquarters in Italy, 1943-1945: journey to Monopoli; description of 
Monopoli; accommodation; story of husband James Darton; memories of Polish officer; duties; 
memories of British agents waiting for drop; problems with Polish operations; contact with Polish 
agents; memories of Mary McVeighn; story of Polish bar; awareness of Warsaw Uprising; visit of 
Henry Threlfall to Poland; memories of officers at Monopoli. 
REEL 2 
Continues: work following end of war; time at University of Perugia; move to Siena including story 
of journey via Rome; accommodation; first Palio following war; story of return journey to GB. 
Aspects of period as civilian in Italy and GB from 1945: job gained in Trieste; story of flight to 
Naples; visit to opera; journey to Trieste; accommodation; arrival of wives; details of work; 
memories of Sullivan; political situation; work with Colin Gubbins at Ocean Trust.” 
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From HS2/262 SOE Office & Staff Organisation Stockholm: 
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Extracts from his SOE file: 
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The file includes a 12-page document with an appendix of 27 pages (including the above diagram) 
entitled Special Operation to Poland | From the Mediterranean Theatre of Operations dated 30 May 
1945.  

  
1072. Seth Adrian GRÖNHAGEN. Signed 10 August 1942. 

076 
DOB 16.2.1886. sjökapten. Svensk. 
According to http://hittagraven.stockholm.se/sv/Norra-Begravningsplatsen/1/11F/149/1/, he died 
on 28 June 1970. From Scandinavia in the First World War: Studies in the War Experience of the 
Northern Neutrals, Nordic Academic Press, 2013, edited by Claes Ahlund, p. 317: “One problem that 
had to be dealt with was the interest from White officers in obtaining functioning horses from the 
ambulance. One week before the military parade on 15 May 1918, when Mannerheim and the 
White troops marched in triumph through Helsinki, it was noted that a Captain Lundkvist had been 
informed that his brown-black horse had already been given to the Remount Corps to be used in 
Helsinki. On another occasion a White officer, Artillery Captain Seth Grönhagen, tried to claim a 
horse and dogcart without having permission to do so, and was met by stiff resistance from the 
staff who thought the horse and wagon was for their needs first. When one of the female 
veterinary orderlies challenged him, saying he did not have permission, he nevertheless rode off 
without paying the slightest heed to their objections. The vet wrote a letter of protest to the 
commander of Grönhagen’s regiment and made the field ambulance’s stance very clear: the 
captain had exceeded his authority. A day or so later it was noted that a Swedish Officer, Colonel 

http://hittagraven.stockholm.se/sv/Norra-Begravningsplatsen/1/11F/149/1/
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Hamilton, had duly reprimanded Grönhagen.” He is the author of Femtio år på salta hav (Fifty Years 
on the Salty Seas), 1963. 
1073. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Donald Hayton FLEET MBE (35406). 
Signed 11 August 1942. British Legation Stockholm. 

076 
DOB 18.3.1895. attaché. 
According to the LG, 1 January 1946, which announced his MBE, he was British Attaché in Helsinki 
October 1947 to November 1952. 
The Imperial War Museum in London has 11 sound recording reels described “British civilian served 
with Special Operations Executive in Stockholm, Sweden, 1940-1945). Reel 5: inter alia memories of 
Assistant Air Attaché in Sweden Donald Fleet; Reel 6: inter alia memories of Donald Fleet.” The 
recordings are online at http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/80024466. See Ronald 
Turnbull’s entry of 22 October 1941 for a full description of the content of the reels. 
He is mentioned several times in SOE file reference HS 2/257 Operation Airplane History of the 
Stockholm-Scotland Air Service, eg: 

http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/80024466
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1074. Flight Sergeant Gabriel HANSEN RCAF. Signed 11 August 1942. 

076 
DOB 13.9.1921. kontorist. 
Halifax MZ-536 of 431 Squadron crashed in Belgium on 27 April 1944 after being shot down by 
Herman Greiner of II/NJG1. Eye witness descripted the crash and talked about an aircraft in fire and 
coming down like a red fireball. Crewmembers were: WO Gilson J RCAF (KIA); Sgt Wallace R. (KIA) ; 
Flying Officer Forsyth T.R. RCAF (KIA) ; Flying Officer Loewen D.H. RCAF (KIA) ; WO2 Pratt R.W. RCAF 
(KIA) ; Sgt Greig G.T. RCAF (KIA) ; Sgt Hansen G.Q. RCAF (KIA) ; Sgt Wilson J.RCAF (KIA). Crew were 
buried on 30 April 1944 at Deurne (Antwerp) and transferred to Schoonselhof cemetery (Antwerp) 
after the war. 
1075. Albin KOPLAND. Signed 11 August 1942. 

076 
DOB 28.7.1891. övermaskinist. Svensk. 
From 
http://www.slaktdata.org/index.php/regsearch?fnamn=albin&mfnamn=&enamn=kopland&type%5
B%5D=freg&fscbkod=&fsg=&titel=&year=1891&adress=&ovr=&stype=metaphone&x=16&y=7: 

http://www.slaktdata.org/index.php/regsearch?fnamn=albin&mfnamn=&enamn=kopland&type%5B%5D=freg&fscbkod=&fsg=&titel=&year=1891&adress=&ovr=&stype=metaphone&x=16&y=7
http://www.slaktdata.org/index.php/regsearch?fnamn=albin&mfnamn=&enamn=kopland&type%5B%5D=freg&fscbkod=&fsg=&titel=&year=1891&adress=&ovr=&stype=metaphone&x=16&y=7
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1076. Lars Georg Nilsen KLEPPE. Signed 11 August 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

077 
DOB 29.11.1894. kapten. Norske. 
A boatswain on M/S Pleasantville, which had departed New York City on June 3-1942 with a cargo 
of 3000 tons phosphate, cars, trucks, aircraft, 2 locomotives and tenders for Suez/Alexandria via 
Cape Town, on charter to Fearn Line, New York at the time. She sailed in a convoy as far as 
Chesapeake Bay, then continued alone on June 6. She was on a course 126° true, sailing at a speed 
of 12 knots, not zigzagging, slight SE breeze, smooth sea and good visibility, 2 lookouts (1 on 
bridge and 1 on top of bridge), when she at 20:42 on June 7*, in approximate position 34 12N 68 
00W was torpedoed by U-135 (Praetorius). The torpedo struck on the port side near No. 3 hatch, 
resulting in a hole in her side. She listed to starboard, then to port before straightening up and 
coming to rest with the foreship deep in the water. No SOS was sent because the antenna had 
fallen down. The engines were stopped from the boat deck and all 3 starboard lifeboats were 
launched. Shortly after the men had gotten off the ship, about 12 minutes after the first attack, the 
U-boat came up between the captain's lifeboat and the other 2 boats and sent off another torpedo, 
fired one quarter mile, 25° from aft on the port side, which exploded in the engine room, and 
within a couple of minutes she went down by the bow. About 10 minutes later the U-boat came 
over to the captain's boat, the commander asking the usual questions in German about cargo and 
destination etc., translated to English by a U-boat crew. The commander also asked if anyone had 
been wounded, then with a "sorry boys, this is war" and "I wish you good luck", the boat took off. 
*The date and time given above is from the captain's report; J. Rowher says it happened at 03:16 
on the 8th, German time. A sinking report (a memorandum based on survivors' statements, signed 
U.S.N.R. Lieutenant T. A. Courtney) gives the time as 00:50 GCT June 8, approx. position 34N 68W. 
The U-boat was described as rather large, 740-ton German type, approximately 350 ft in length, 2 
guns mounted, 1 forward and 1 aft of the conning tower, no masts, periscope, aerials, or net cutter 
visible. It was last seen at 01:50 GCT, June 8-1942. The captain's boat with 8 crew and 2 passengers 
set sail in a westerly direction at about 10:30, the other 2 boats being out of sight in the dark at 
that time. The next morning the wind died down so they continued rowing in the same direction 
for 2 days. In the afternoon of June 9 they spotted the masts and funnel of a ship which altered 
course and headed towards them (340 36N 690 55W), and at 16:35 they were picked up by the 
American Chickasaw City and landed in Port of Spain on June 18. The other 2 lifeboats had been 
located by the Polish D/S Paderewski the day after the sinking and the men taken to Trinidad. An 
inquiry was held in New York on July 20-1942 with the captain, the 1st mate, the 1st engineer, and 
Able Seaman Sandtorv (helmsman) appearing. 
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1077. Christian HEYERDAHL-LARSEN. Signed 11 August 1942. Norwegian Legation, 
London. 

077 
DOB 26.2.1919. kontorist. Norsk. 
He has an SOE file, reference HS 9/702/8 in TNA: Kristian Larsen HEYERDAHL - born 26.02.1919. 
An able seaman on M/S Lionel which managed to make it back to Sweden when it became clear 
she couldn't make it out safely, and was subsequently laid up in Gothenburg under allied control 
until May-1945, when she was returned to Norway. M/S Lionel was one of the "Kvarstad" ships that 
attempted to break out of Sweden on 31 March and 1 April 1942 following a long court case there. 
Only 2 out of a total of 10 ships involved managed to reach their destination (Operation 
Performance, Sir George Binney287). 
Many of the crew of Lionel have signed this book. 
From http://data.eidsvollsmenn.no/tng/getperson.php?personID=I33240&tree=Eidsvollsmenn: 
Born: 26 February 1919 
Died: 5 June 1950 

Father:  Heyerdahl-Larsen, Trygve, f. 16 Jan 1880, Kristiansund, Møre og Romsdal 
Finn alle personer med hendelser på dette stedet, d. 10 Feb 1955 

Mother: Rolfsen, Kirsten Birch, f. 21 Mai 1886, Bergen, Hordaland Finn alle personer 
med hendelser på dette stedet, d. 22 Aug 1930 

From Våre Falne 1939-1945 Vol 2 p 309: 

 
1078. Olav NESS. Signed 11 August 1942. Norwegian Legation, London. 

077 
DOB 9.11.1922. stud. Norsk. 
He was an Able Seaman on board M/S Lionel. See the entry for Arne HEIMSJŎ, who signed this 
book on 27 May 1942. 
According to NRK Tax Lists, his income for 2009 was £460k and his wealth was £2.7m. 

                                                 
287 Signed this book on 30 September 1941, 1 December 1941, 14 December 1941 and 18 April 1942 

http://data.eidsvollsmenn.no/tng/getperson.php?personID=I33240&tree=Eidsvollsmenn
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1079. Wing Commander Miles Villiers “Paddy” DELAP DFC (05149). Signed 11 August 
1942. QUAS, 18 College Gardens, Belfast. 

077 
Born 5th January 1906. Miles Delap was the pilot of the first aircraft to sink a U-boat in WWII. 
Whilst serving with 82 Squadron Blenheims of RAF 2 Group Bomber Command U31 was spotted 
and attacked with 4 bombs and 2 hits were observed. The submarine disappeared and 58 crew 
died. U31 was raised and recommissioned only to be sunk again in November 1940 (the only ever 
U-boat to be sunk twice). The LG, 2 April 1940 announced his DFC: During March 1940, this officer 
was the pilot of an aircraft engaged in a reconnaissance flight over the Heligoland Bight. Whilst 
penetrating into a strongly defended area and descending through cloud to about 1,000 feet a 
submarine was sighted moving slowly on the surface. Squadron Leader Delap immediately attacked 
from about 500 feet allowing the submarine no time in which to submerge. He released a salvo of 
four bombs and two direct hits were observed. Squadron Leader Delap then continued the 
reconnaissance which produced valuable results. Fairey Battles and Anson aircraft from No 24 
Elementary Flying Training School at Sydenham used Blaris in 1941, and in due course the site 
came under the administrative control of Long Kesh, being used for gliding instruction by the Air 
Training Corps from 1942 until the end of the war, under the direction of Wing Commander Delap. 
Miles Delap was a London Irish rugby player. 
1080. Flying Officer George E BURTON. Signed 11 August 1942. 404 Squadron. 

077 
Ottawa Canada. RCAF Squadron Engineering Officer. On 5 September "a signal was received from 
HEADQUARTERS, COASTAL COMMAND, No.Q.85 dated 4-9-42 stating ten Beaufighter to be 
accepted by 404 Squadron." These aircraft were to be sent to Dyce, where the aircrew would 
conduct their conversion training. Then, on 9 September, the first two aircraft arrived from 41 
Group. The next day, Wing Commander EH McHardy, having just been promoted, Pilot Officer 
Christison and Flying Officer Burton flew to Dyce to accept the Beaufighters, taking with them 
sufficient ground crew for servicing. By the 13th, the Squadron had completed its move, leaving 10 
crews and 13 aircraft at Sumburgh as a detachment. 
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From http://www.404squadron.com/march1942.html F/O George Burton (far left), Squadron 
Engineering Officer, observes a group of RAF 'erks' working on the port engine of a Blenheim. (PL 
7693) 
1081. Sergeant Kjell Johannes ARNESEN. Signed 12 August 1942. Norske Legasjon, 
London. 

077 
DOB 1.11.1917. agent. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
From Had to Eat Snow to Keep Going Says Lost Flier (Special to the Star 1945, Gravenhurst, 13 
January): 
"It was a terrible experience, I didn't so much mind jumping out of the aircraft into a blackness that 
could have meant death, but the instant I leapt, one of my flying boots fell off and I came down to 
earth in one stocking". That was the start of the troubles of Ludwik Kornreich, First Navigator of 
one of the five bombers which crashed in the blizzard Thursday night. Kornreich was the last to be 
found of 19 airmen who parachuted into the stormy night. Assisted by two men, directed to him by 
search and aircraft, he made his way to Uffington village. With his return, crews of all the 28 aircraft 
on the mass flight had been reported safe and uninjured. Tied Glove on Foot. “It was bitterly cold 
on that one foot Kornreich related.” Ice caked on my foot, but I finally managed to tie my glove on 
it with my necktie. I walked that way for hours and hours. It seemed I must have gone 90 miles, but 
the greatest trouble was the dry, parching of my throat from heavy walking, with snow often up to 
my arms. I had to eat snow to keep going. “I never gave up hope, but I couldn't have lasted much 
longer,” Kornreick told Sergt. Kjell Arnesen, of Little Norway, last night, who, from the air, saw the 
staggering form of the long-sought airman after 10 hours search. Arnesen attracted the attention 
of 2 unidentified trappers by gunning his aircraft motor and then diving sharply toward the ground 
to give location. “When I saw the two men reach you and wave back at me I knew that all was well,” 
Arnesen said as Kornreich and his fatigued companions, Pilot Jim Hinde, of Toronto; Bronislaw B. 
Balazejowski, second navigator and Al Brown, Windsor, wireless operator, held their first reunion 
since they abandoned their aircraft at midnight Thursday. William F. Tingey and David Beals, 

http://www.404squadron.com/march1942.html
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neighbours, who live at Wood Lake, 18 miles east of Bracebridge, went in search of the occupants 
when they heard a plane crash shortly after midnight. Was Quite Comfortable. “I thought it came 
down near the lake,” Tingey said, “and although we didn't see any wreckage, we spread out in 
different direction and found Pilot Hinde in our lodge at the lake. He had a fire going and seemed 
quite comfortable. Another one of the crew came down in large snow-covered meadow, Joe Rice 
found him. A third struggled for 3 miles to Uffington without help and reached the village near 
collapse. At last night's reunion, Pilot Hinde was the toast of his crew for his action in ordering 
them to abandon the bomber before all the fuel gave out.” “If we had known where we were 
jumping it would have been easier” Hinde related. “I saw 3 lights below and guessed we were near 
some settlement. Then I did a climbing turn to 5,000 feet. At this point our fuel was almost all 
gone.” The climb for a safe jumping height was so sudden it was described as "Enough to rattle the 
occupants' teeth". The pilot said he climbed steeply so he would not be too far away from the 
settlement when they made the jump. “At a good altitude I set the aircraft to fly a ‘0-9-0’ course, so 
our crew would drop in a straight line.” Hinde said. “Sergt. Al Brown took the door out, it was a 
tense moment, I was still perspiring when I got to the ground, Al was the first to go. When I gave 
the order he stuck his head out the opening and found his chin strap flapping loose. He drew back 
in, took off his gloves, calmly adjusted his head gear, replaced his gloves and jumped. We watched 
him for we knew a good start meant everything to us. He acted perfectly in the emergency and it 
was wonderful to see him get away without any trouble. The rest didn't hesitate following his good 
example. Ludwig was next, Bronislaw was third, and I was last.” Hinde narrowly escaped having his 
parachute tangled in the pilotless Anson after he jumped. With a sickening whine of a deadly spiral 
dive it swooped beneath him and crashed before he hit the ground. “I didn't see the crash; visibility 
was zero but I heard the noise. It wasn't very loud and seemed to be a long way down” Hinde said. 
A bus that tried to bring some of the rescued airmen out of the bush to the nearest highway was 
stalled in the heavy snow. Sleighs were finally used successfully. At Little Norway the rescued were 
feted by the airmen who had searched for them all day. District residents and provincial police also 
took part in the search. 
1082. Erling Kristian JOHANSEN. Signed 12 August 1942. Norske Legasjon, London. 

077 
DOB 26.8.1903. elektriker. Norsk. 
Stoker on D/S William Hansen, which was on charter to transport military stores from Hoboken, 
New Jersey to the newly established American naval base in Argentia, N. F., and was on a voyage 
from Argentia to St. John's, escorted by a minesweeper, when she was torpedoed on 21 January 
1942 by U-754 (Oestermann), 46 56N 52 47W. She had left Argentia that same day; estimated 
arrival St. John's was midnight, the torpedo hit at 22:00 that evening. The minesweeper was not 
seen afterwards. 8 had managed to get into the starboard lifeboat, but 3 died shortly afterwards 
(2nd Engineer Fredrik Magnussen, 3rd Engineer Anton Weber and the Estonian Able Seaman Leo 
Orula). Another 10 Norwegians and 1 Swede were nowhere to be seen. The survivors, most of 
whom had been in the water, covered themselves with the sail for protection against the ice cold 
wind and snow as they were scantily clad, most of them only wearing their pyjamas, and that's how 
they spent the night, in a lifeboat full of oily water, 3 dead and 5 survivors. When day dawned they 
tried to bail the boat, but it was useless as the seas kept filling it again. They could see land but 
their attempts at rowing the heavy water filled boat against the wind, with oars slippery with oil 
also proved useless. Later that day they were picked up by the Canadian corvette Algoma which 
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searched for other survivors but none were found. They were landed at St. John's on the 22nd and 
taken to a hospital, where the city's locals often visited them, bringing them fruit, clothes and 
loving care. After 4 weeks they were taken to Halifax on a British ship, ready to join other vessels. 
An inquiry was held in Halifax on June 26-1942 with J. Ytrøy appearing, being the only one in 
Halifax at the time. The following day, Boatswain Klausen arrived in Halifax on board Helgøy, and 
he was also questioned. 
1083. George GILLESPIE. Signed 12 August 1942.”Greycote”, Carr Bank, Milnthorpe, 
Westmorland Cumbria, England. 

077 
DOB 10.4.1906. Herr. Britt. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Lance Corporal. 1906 Newcastle on Tyne. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
1084. Cecil James DRING RN. Signed 12 August 1942. 17 Cheriton Ave, Ilford, Essex. 

077 
DOB 5.10.93. Gunner. Britt. 
Gunner aboard SS Romanby. Captured at Narvik April 1940 and taken to Sweden. Repatriated 
August 1942. SS Romanby was captured by the Germans during the invasion of Norway. Romanby 
would be sunk alongside the quay partially loaded with iron ore. The captured crew from Romanby 
were later force marched to the neutral border of Sweden in severe cold weather which resulted in 
one member of the crew suffering from frost bite. Once at the border the men were released. After 
spending two years as internees in Gothenburg, thirteen of Romanby's crew, including her Master 
Captain Harry Nicholson, joined two Norwegian Merchant ships in an attempt to run the German 
blockade and try to deliver her vital cargo of special steels and ball-bearings to Britain in a ten ship 
convoy codenamed "Operation Performance" which sailed on 31st March 1942. Hugging the 
Swedish coast within the three mile limit until such time as they thought it safe, the ships suddenly 
made a dash across the North Sea under the cover of a fog bank. Unfortunately the fog bank lifted 
and the convoy came under attack from German forces in which five ships were sunk, one scuttled, 
two returned to Gothenburg while the remaining two reached Britain safely. The thirteen men from 
Romanby were picked up by a German armed trawler and locked in the fish hold without food for 
two days until landed at Frederickshaven. They were eventually sent to the Merchant Navy prisoner 
of war camp Marine Internierten Lager (which was christened Milag Nord by the inhabitants) in 
Germany for the duration of the war until the camp was finally liberated on the 28th April 1945. 
Romanby's Captain Nicholson died in the camp in 1942. 
1085. Paul Kristhjern NYGÅRD. Signed 12 August 1942. 

077 
DOB 28.1.1912. grovarbetare. Norsk. No trace found. 
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1086. Harald ANDRESSEN. Signed 12 August 1942. 

077 
DOB 16.9.1913. maskinist. Norsk. No trace found. 
1087. Kristian Johannes KOREN. Signed 12 August 1942. 

077 
DOB 8.11.1911. dipl.ing. norsk. 
He died on 23 September 1990 in Tønsberg. 
1088. Wing Commander Cecily Mary MCALERY. Signed 12 August 1942. WAAF. HQ 
Coastal Command. 

077 
Company Commander of No 9 Company. 
From Flight for 13 November, 1953: 
We regret to have to record the death of Group Officer C. M. McAlery, who for many years has 
been a contributor on Service matters to our contemporary, The Aeroplane. “Mrs. Mac”, as she was 
known to her friends, served in the W.R.A.F. during the 1914-18 war and was unfortunate enough 
to lose her husband in a Service air accident at Hinaidi shortly after the armistice. From 1919 to 
1939 she was a member of the staff of The Aeroplane, but on the outbreak of war went back into 
the Service and rose to the rank of Group Officer in the W.A.A.F., serving as a staff officer in Coastal 
and Maintenance Commands and as Senior Commandant of the W.A.A.F. Depot. For the past few 
years she has lived in semi-retirement in Sussex. She was 58. 
In her book Pure Chance, Dame Felicity Peake, First Director Women’s Royal Air Force, said, “Mrs C 
M McAlery of The Aeroplane was a very well-known figure in aeronautical circles in those days. 
From the start I was overawed by her as she was so efficient, so knowledgeable, so brusque – and 
yet, at times, so charming.” 
One person (Erik Lund) commented, “At its worst, The Aeroplane was a horrible read, only barely 
enlivened by some of the better ad writers. At its best, and that largely means when Grey's RAF 
correspondent, C. M. McAlery was writing, it was a revelation. I'm reaching for the right metaphor, 
here. She added a third dimension to the two-dimensional scholarly narrative of the interwar 
service that the veil of the war has left us with. Grey could have done worse than simply lifted her 
articles out of the files and reprinted them, and it is a pity that no-one has.” 
1089. Walter Richard PERKS MBE, Chief Inspector, Immigration Branch, Home Office. 
Signed 14 August 1942. H.O. Whitehall SW1. 

077 
Perks wrote the introduction to the 1949 UK Immigration Service "Handbook of the Peculiarities of 
Foreign Names": 
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Perks is mentioned several times in the WW2 and post-war diaries of Guy Liddell. He clearly played 
an important role in MI5, yet information about him is not in any of the standard books on SOE or 
MI5. He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
1090. Vernon Alexander SPINKS. Signed 14 August 1942. Immigration Office, Glasgow. 

077 
The Edinburgh Gazette 8 October 1920 lists him as a Home Office Immigration Officer. The 
Supplement to the LG 1 January 1951 lists him as Assistant Chief Inspector, Immigration Branch, 
Home Office. He is mentioned in Making for Sweden Part 1 RAF 1939-1945, p 95: 
During 1943 the leader of the Danish resistance, Flemming B Muus, made two parachute jumps 
into his native country. The first time was in March and during the period spent in Denmark, he 
organized the movement into an efficient Danish answer to the German occupation powers. When 
his mission was complete he left for Britain via Sweden. He flew to Leuchars, Scotland, in the 
evening of 13th October 1943 in a Mosquito from Bromma airport and was met there by Mr 
Spinks from Special Operations Executive Headquarters. From Leuchars they took the LNER train 
down to London, passing Tempsford on the way down. Commander Hollingworth met them at 
King's Cross in the evening. In London, there were several meetings and informal discussions to 
attend. 
See the entries for Arthur BARTTER, Clarence FRY and Ernest HOWELL who signed this book on 6 
January 1944. 
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The following letter, in a file, reference FO 371/24834, at TNA, mentions Spinks: 
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1091. Helge Lorange WEIBYE. Signed 15 August 1942. Immigration Office, Glasgow. 

078 
DOB 22.10.1909. detektiv. 
Norwegian business man who lived in Scotland. 
He is mentioned in Alf Fridtjof Kristiansen288’s SOE file (see below). 
From http://www.norwegian-scottish.org.uk/history/origins-and-roots: 
The Norwegian Scottish Association, although some 40 years in existence, owes its origins to a 
much older friendly society, one rooted in the shared experience of Norwegians and Scots during 
the Second World War. Founded in Dumfries in 1941, the Scottish Norwegian Society brought 
Scots and Norwegians together in difficult times. Having escaped the German occupation of their 
homeland in 1940, around a thousand Norwegians had come to be stationed at various times in 
Dumfries, and it was not long before the idea of a formal society was begun. From this original 
‘Dumfries branch’, which continued until 1967, came the current Scottish Norwegian Society 
(Glasgow) and by remarkable thread of human continuity and lasting friendship, the NSA itself. 
That thread of continuity and friendship came with NSA Founder Member, and former Aide-de-
camp at Dumfries, Mr Anders Tomter. Mr Tomter, a Norwegian peat and land reclamation specialist 
who was already resident in Dumfriesshire before the War, had fought for his native land as part of 
the ill-fated British Expeditionary Force landing at Åndalsnes in 1940. Settling after the War to work 
with the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland, and marrying Norrie Boberg, a 
Scottish-Swedish lady of no little distinction in her own right, he became firmly assimilated into the 
cultural and commercial life of post-War Scotland. A granite memorial stands testimony to his work 
at Easter Inch Moss, West Lothian. 
But whilst Mr Tomter, who came to reside near Edinburgh, provided a living link with the ‘Dumfries 
branch’, he was not by any means the only NSA Founder Member to bring with him the special 
spirit and friendships of those wartime years. The Association’s first Honorary President, Lady Mar 
and Kellie, was daughter of General Sir Andrew Thorne KCB CB CMG DSO, whose role in securing 
the liberation of Norway saw him awarded the King Håkon VII Freedom Medal (Norway), and 
appointed a Grand Cross of the Royal Norwegian Order of St Olav. Others brought wartime 
experience too. Mr Sverre Bjønness, the Association’s first Chairman, had suffered wounds during 
his part in the North Atlantic Convoys. Mr William (Bill) McIlwraith, the Association’s first Vice-
Chairman, had served in the RAF, as had his fellow Committee Member and Science Master at Leith 
Academy, Mr William Brotherston Mackenzie. Amongst the remaining NSA Founding Members, not 
all of whose biographies can be written with any certainty today, Mr Helge L Weibye – on whose 
initiative the NSA was founded – also saw active service. 
It was from these wartime origins and roots the NSA grew and established itself as a fresh presence 
in the social and intellectual life of the capital city. Warm and well-established Norwegian-Scottish 
relations were its inheritance, and it carried this inheritance from its founding in the mid-1960s 
forwards to a new generation - a generation of Norwegians and Scots with new ideas, new talents 
and new opportunities. Norwegian students were coming to Scotland to study, and some to settle 
to professional life in ‘Auld Reekie’ itself. Amongst these, were NSA Founder Members: Mrs Jorid 
McQuillan, Dental Surgeon, originally from Trondheim; Mr Kaare Gunstensen, Medical Graduate of 
the University of Edinburgh, also from Trondheim; Mr Gunnar Henni, Engineer, graduate of Heriot-

                                                 
288 Signed this book on 15 August 1942 

http://www.norwegian-scottish.org.uk/history/origins-and-roots
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Watt College and Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland; and NSA Secretary, Mr Carl 
Christian Gulliksen, also a graduate of Heriot-Watt. 
Amongst the Scots of this new generation were several who married Norwegians: Mr William (Bill) 
McIlwraith, Advocate and QC; Mr Murdoch Thom, Dental Surgeon; and Dr William (Bill) Sircus, 
Physician. Other Scots too, gave time and energy to the Association’s founding: Mr DM Slater, 
Engineer(?); Dr James(?) Innes, Medical Practitioner; Mr G Edward (Eddie) Foote, Architect; and first 
NSA Treasurer, Mr Halstead all feature in the Association’s minutebooks. But two Scots, by virtue of 
their professional careers, brought particular distinction to the Association in its early years. Strong 
cultural links were brought by Professor William Beattie, Librarian at the National Library of 
Scotland, who was noted for his editions of Robert Burns and the Border Ballads, and who was 
awarded the Medal of St Olav during his Presidency of the Scottish Society for Northern Studies. 
Strong community links were brought by Professor Hugh Bryan Nisbet, Principal and Vice-
Chancellor of Heriot-Watt University (formerly Heriot-Watt College) who, for his work in supporting 
Norwegian students, had been appointed a Commander of the Royal Norwegian Order of St Olav. 
But perhaps the Founder Member who best symbolised the meeting of past and future, and the 
melding of old friendships and new, was first NSA Chairman, Mr Sverre Bjønness. A Larvik-born 
merchant seaman and employee of Christian Salvesen Ltd in Edinburgh, Mr Bjønness served for 
many years as Honorary Vice-Consul of Norway. A man of ‘unassuming kindness’ and ‘gentleness’, 
gifted with a ‘readiness to listen’, Mr Bjønness – who was also a respected leader of the Norwegian 
Seaman’s Church in Leith – was appointed ‘Ridder’ or Knight of the Royal Norwegian Order of St 
Olav for his work in leading the Norwegian community in Edinburgh. With his wartime experiences 
– which included surviving 10 hours in the sea after torpedo attack – and his connections with the 
iconic, now century old ‘Norwegian-Scottish’ Salvesen enterprise, ‘Visekonsul Sverre Bjønness’ was 
exactly the man to carry Norwegian-Scottish relations forward to new and wider horizons. In her 
appreciation of the life of Sverre Bjønness, dedicated member and former NSA Secretary, Tordis 
Small wrote: ‘no-one could have done more to promote understanding between the two 
countries… Generations of Norwegians coming to Scotland have cause to be grateful to him’. 
The work and vision of the NSA Founder Members was, however, only the beginning, and it fell to 
a great many more – men, and increasingly, talented, independent women – to help fulfill the aims 
and aspirations of the newly established Norwegian Scottish Association. 
NSA – Founder Members (1966) 
The Founding Meeting of the Association, chaired by Mr Helge Weibye, was held 7th December 
1966 at Norway House, Edinburgh. Together, the 18 Founder Members brought honours, 
distinctions, experience of active wartime service, as well as a gift for friendship to the Association: 
Pansy C Erskine, Lady Mar and Kellie (Honorary President) 
Mr Sverre Bjønness (Chairman) – Honorary Vice-Consul of Norway 
Mr William (Bill) McIlwraith (Vice-Chairman) – Advocate and QC 
Mr Carl Christian Gulliksen (Secretary) – Graduate of Heriot-Watt College 
Mr Halstead (Treasurer) – Treasurer until 1967, when moved from Edinburgh 
Professor William Beattie – Librarian, National Library of Scotland 
Mr G Edward (Eddie) Foote – Architect 
Mr Kaare Gunstensen – Physician, graduate of the University of Edinburgh 
Mr Gunnar Henni – Engineer, graduate of Heriot-Watt College 
Dr Innes – Medical Practitioner 
Mr William Brotherston McKenzie – Science Master, Leith Academy 
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Mrs Jorid McQuillan – Dental Surgeon, graduate of the University of Glasgow 
Professor Hugh Bryan Nisbet – University Principal 
Dr William (Bill) Sircus – Physician 
Mr DM Slater – Engineer(?) 
Mr Murdoch Thom – Dental Surgeon 
Mr Anders Tomter – Forestry, Peat, and Land Reclamation expert 
Mr Helge L Weibye – Businessman, owner of Norway House retail business, Edinburgh 
From http://www.stravaiging.com/history/castle/melville-castle: 
The history of Melville Castle goes back to at least 1155 when Malleville was an estate owned by an 
Anglo-Norman baron named Galfrid de Malleville. The castle passed through marriage to Sir John 
Ross of Halkhead in the late 14th century. It remained in the Ross family until 1762 when it was 
bought by Sir David Rennie. When Rennie died, the castle passed to his daughter, Elizabeth, who in 
1765 married Henry Dundas (later created the first Viscount Melville). In 1786 Dundas had the 
medieval tower house demolished and commissioned James Playfair to build a modern three 
storey replacement, which was completed in 1791. Part of the original castle was incorporated into 
one of the wings of the new castle. The castle remained in the Dundas family until it was sold in 
1970 to Lt. H.L. Weibye, who ran it as a hotel. In 1988 it was sold again, but the castle was stripped 
and neglected, and soon became derelict. The castle was rescued by the Hay Trust, who bought it 
in 1993 and spent 8 years restoring it. During the renovation work the foundations of the old castle 
were discovered, as were a set of stone steps leading down under the main hall. Re-opened as a 4 
star hotel in June 2003, it closed for refurbishment in 2011 and opened again in March 2012 as 
wedding venue and private use castle. 
1092. Albertus Willem van CASPEL. Signed 15 August 1942. Immigration Office, Glasgow. 

078 
DOB 1.1.1918. sjöman. holl. 
He died on 3 August 1997, aged 79 years. 
1093. Pieter Machil KONKELAAR (20 May 1908 – 13 November 1942). Signed 15 August 
1942. Hobbemastraat (presumably he started to write his home address and then crossed 
it out) Dutch Legation, London. 

078 
DOB 20.5.1908. sjöman. holl. 
He was a stoker in the Royal Dutch Navy serving on the destroyer HNMS Isaac Sweers (G 83). On 10 
May 1940 the incomplete HNMS Isaac Sweers was towed to England by the Dutch tug Zwarte Zee, 
arriving the next day on the Downs and one 12 May in Spithead to be completed in May 1941 at 
the John I Thornycroft Dockyard, Southampton. In the evening of 12 Nov 1942, Isaac Sweers (Capt 
W Harmsen) refuelled at sea from a fleet oiler of the Force R (two oilers and four armed trawlers). 
She was ordered to cover the oilers until the morning and then return to the Force H. At 06.15 
hours on 13 November, the destroyer was hit by two torpedoes from U-431 on the starboard side. 
One torpedo struck an oil tank, spreading burning oil over the ship and the water. The second 
torpedo hit the longroom and officers’ quarters, killing all 13 officers sleeping there. The survivors 

http://www.stravaiging.com/history/castle/melville-castle
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were picked up by HMS Loch Oskaig (FY 175), which also tried to get alongside the burning ship 
but had to abandon the plan due to the heavy fires and exploding ammunition. 
1094. Jacob WILTENBURG. Signed 15 August 1942. 

078 
DOB 2.12.1921. sjöman. holl. 
The Bromma departure record gives his first name as Jakob. No trace found. 
1095. Gudmund NYGÅRD. Signed 15 August 1942. E. London. 

078 
DOB 5.12.1906. chauff. 
In a post on nuav.forum.biz dated 5 June 2008, Bob Pearson said (updates from later posts added 
by Trevor Baker in square brackets): 
I am currently looking into activities of the men listed below. I am particularly interested in their 
whereabouts during the invasion and up to the capitulation. Interestingly, few of the men have 
records at the national Archives. The names are associated with Section D - the organisation prior 
to SOE and Operation Barbara - Munthe and Rognes' project. Where known I have given date and 
place of birth. The names are: 
Arne FREDRIKSEN - 18-4-1917 - Oslo 
Osmark FROILAND - 14-3-1922 - Skoger 
Thorlief ANDERSEN - 21-12-1917 - Sarpsborg 
Armand TRØNNES289 - 16-5-1921 – Sarpsborg. Attended a raid against Arendal Smelteverk on the 
21 November 1943 together with Edvard Tallaksen and Birger Rasmussen. It was a sucess and 
Trønnes became a sabotage instructor shortly after. 
Holger WESTIN - 24-2-1918 - Engerdalen (Swedish?) My name is Pär Westin and Holger Westin is 
my father. It is correct that he is Swedish, he became a Norwegian citizen to be able to participate 
in the Norwegien resitance. Unfortunally he died in 1991 so he's not around to tell the story. I do 
have an old interview tape (VHS) from 1980 with my father and Hellström, who also is Swedish, 
telling about an operation, I believe it was Barbarossa. Holger Westin arrived to the Shetland 
Islands 1941 (vessel unknown) after doing reconnosaince for the Barbara group. He did eight trips 
with the Shetland Bus and was formally registered with the Norwegian section of SOE (Naval Unit) 
1944. When the Barbara group was arrested in Sweden after the mission (which was partially 
abandoned ) Westin was not a member of the demolition party and seemed to have stayed in 
shetland to become a member of the shetland Bus, I think he sailed some of the trips with skipper 
Andreas Närö. In Stockholm city archive there is a case (secret case 1941:5 Millar case) which 
describes the Barbara operation in detail, Westin is only mentioned as provider of a cabin for 
training. In the Swedish intelligence papers about the Munthe organisation the organisation chart 
has Westin. Probably he played a bigger role but for some reason slipped away. I think that 

                                                 
289 Signed this book on 25 March 1942 
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Armand Trönnas’ SOE file is interesting concerning these operations and connection with names in 
early SOE or D section. 
Frans Johan HELLSTRØM - 12-12-1915 - Drevsjø 
Gudmund NYGÅRD - 5-12-1906 - Bergen 
Henning Werner OLSEN - 1-5-1913 – Bergen Arrested 26.9.1941 near Rekkøy in Flatanger, North-
Trøndelag, Mid-Norway, as one of the crew of VITA, skipper Ingvald "Old Joe" Johansen. Prisoner 
Vollan, Falstad, Grini, Sachsenhausen. A Henning Olsen is mentioned as one of the men in 
operation BARBARA, but it´s not verified if this is Henning Werner Olsen. Litterature: Howarth, 
David. 1952. Nordsjøbussen. Cappelen. / Ottosen, Kristian (red.). 2004. Nordmenn i fangenskap 
1940-1945. Universitetsforlaget. 2nd edition. / Johansson, Anders. 2011. De glemte agentene. Pax. 
Sverre THORSEN 
Leif OLSEN 
Mons STOREMARK from Fedje was the captain of a little boat (I believe the boat was the Bergen re-
registered vessel, 'Hospiz') that brought a group of saboteurs to Bjølvefossen elektrokjemiske 
fabrikk in Ålvik. This was the first sabotage raid in Norway (16.06.40). 
Sigfried PETTERSEN  
Karsten WANG exectued by the Germans on the 22 October 1941 after illegal activity in the Bergen 
area. 
Karl KRONBERG - died 26 June 1940 or 41 - believed to be Swedish Took his own life in June 1940. 
Simon SINCLAIR-FJELD died in early 1941. 
Henry WALLE 
Olav Martin LEIRVVAAG 
Otto AKSDAL 
Asbjorn or Ashbjorn KRISTIANSEN 
Rangvald TORGERSEN 
Nygaard and Kronberg have SOE files which are open, but provide few if any clues. Thorlief 
Andersen and Otto Aksdal's files are still closed. If anyone has information on the above then I 
would be very pleased to hear from them 
He has a file, reference HS 9/1114/2, in TNA. 
From SOE file HS2/207 Norway Operation Barbara: 

 
…. 
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From SOE file HS 9/155/8 Birkeland, Ivar Pedersen: 

 
From https://familysearch.org/photos/images/924290?p=742390: 

 
1096. Karl Henrik LEFDAL. Signed 15 August 1942. Norske Legasjon, London. 

078 
DOB 4.3.1920. stud. 
From http://www.avcom.co.za/phpBB3/viewtopic.php?f=15&t=50979&start=90: 
On 2 April 1959 Douglas DC-4 Skymaster LN-SUP Norse Commander left Bardufoss airport in 
Northern Norway at 0908 heading north to Bear Island and Spitzbergen with a crew of 6 and 54 
passengers. The crew on this first flight was Captain Halvdan Furøy, First Officer Jan Henriksen, 

https://familysearch.org/photos/images/924290?p=742390
http://www.avcom.co.za/phpBB3/viewtopic.php?f=15&t=50979&start=90
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Navigator Karl Henrik Lefdal, Flight Engineers Kristian Lilledal and Nils Hallanger, with Purser Rolf 
Prytz seeing to the passengers. Norse Commander carried some unusual extra equipment: a rifle in 
case of an emergency landing on land where there are quite a number of polar bears, rubber 
dinghies, and special survival suits made of aluminium to improve the chances of surviving an 
emergency landing on land or water. The plane carried 65 of these survival suits. The emergency 
locator transmitter and portable radio equipment was stored to the rear of the plane to protect 
them from impact. The flight itself was uneventful and after some 4 hours, it flew up the Advent 
Valley and landed to much furore at Longyearbyen’s tundra strip. This opened Spitzbergen to 
commercial flying. 
1097. Alf Fridtjof KRISTIANSEN. Signed 15 August 1942. Norske Legasjon, London. 

078 
DOB 7.12.1909. elektr. 
His Special Operations Executive personnel file, reference HS 9/863/5, in TNA was closed until 1 
January 2010. TNA records his middle name as Fridtof. 
From his SOE file: 
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1098. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Thomas Robertson GUTHRIE (89738) 
RAFVR. Signed 15 August 1942. HQ CC. 

078 
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Mentioned in Despatches. LG 17 September 1943. 
1099. Squadron Leader W D FANE. Signed 15 August 1942. Toorak, Melbourne. 

078 
No trace found. 
1100. ? E HOOPER. Signed 15 August 1942. Melbourne, Australia. 

078 
This could be Keith Earle HOOPER. No trace found. 
1101. POSSIBLY W A FARMER. Signed 15 August 1942. Perth, Western Australia. 

078 
The Perth Sunday Times of 11 October 1942 reported, “London, Sat: The Ministry for Information 
has appointed an Australian journalist (Mr W A Farmer) as News Editor for China, with his 
headquarters in Chungking. Mr Farmer from 1937 – 39 was the Chinese Ministry for Information’s 
foreign editor, after which he went to London.” Known as Buzz Farmer, he published Letters of 
journalist Buzz Farmer, from China and London during World War 2. Several letters are from 'W.A. 
Farmer', Melbourne Herald. On 31 October 1937, Farmer was standing on the roof of the North 
China Daily News’ building in Shanghai spotting the Japanese attack when he heard a shell come 
roaring overhead. It fell into the Whangpoo River. A second shell hit the Chartered Bank Building 
next door. Farmer left the roof, but returned at 1.45 am with a colleague to resume observations. 
They were blown off their feet by the explosion of the first shell to hit the building. They took cover 
while two other shells hit the building, after which they went below. Farmer was not hurt, but Mr A 
P Finch, news editor, was slightly wounded. 
1102. Neville THOMSON. Signed 15 August 1942. Sydney, NSW. 

078 
Australian war correspondent in the UK. 
1103. The Hon Justice Rae ELSE-MITCHELL CMG, LLB, Dlitt, QC (1914 – 2006). Signed 15 
August 1942. Canberra ACT, Australia. 

078 
Rae Else-Mitchell (CMG, LLB, Hon DLitt, QC, FRAHS, FIPAA, FRAIPA, FAIUS, Hon FAIV, Hon FPIA, 
Hon FIMM) was born in Sydney on 20 September 1914, the son of Francis Montague Else-Mitchell 
and his wife, Pearl Marie nee Gregory. He was educated at Artarmon Public School, Middle Park 
Central School, Melbourne High School and the University of Sydney (Bachelor of Laws First Class 
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Honours 1936). In 1936 he shared with J R Kerr and J B Robinson the John George Dalley Prize 
awarded for the most distinguished student graduating in the Faculty of Law. Else-Mitchell was 
called to the New South Wales Bar on 16 February 1939 and to the Victorian Bar in 1954. In 
1941/42 he was the Assistant Honorary Secretary to the Council of the New South Wales Bar 
Association. He relinquished his practice during World War II to become Secretary of the 
Commonwealth Rationing Commission from 1943 to 1945. He returned to practice in 1945, 
specialising in constitutional law, commercial law and equity. He was counsel for the 
Commonwealth and New South Wales governments in a number of Privy Council appeals from 
1950 to 1956. He was editor of the Australian Law Journal from 1946 to 1958 and a lecturer in 
Constitutional Law at the University of Sydney from 1951 to 1958. He was made a Queen's Counsel 
in 1955. Else-Mitchell was appointed a Judge of the New South Wales Supreme Court on 8 
September 1958. He served in the Land and Valuation Court from 1962, initially as an additional 
Judge from 1 January 1962, as a Deputy Judge on six occasions from 15 March 1965 to 16 August 
1972, and finally as a Judge of the Court from 31 July 1972. He retired from both Courts on 1 
October 1974. In addition to his major judicial appointments Else-Mitchell was Chairman of the 
New South Wales Royal Commission of inquiry into rating, valuation and Local Government finance 
from 28 August 1965 to 2 May 1967 and Chairman of the Commonwealth Commission of inquiry 
into land tenures from 4 May 1973 to 6 February 1976. On 1 October 1974, he took up the position 
of Chairman of the Commonwealth Grants Commission and moved to Canberra. He held this 
position until 30 June 1989. He was also Chairman of the Legal Aid Commission ACT from 1977 to 
1980 and the Commonwealth Legal Aid Council from 6 February 1980 to 1984, as well as the 
Committee of Inquiry into Assets and Public Debt, ACT (1989), the National Local Approvals 
Committee (1989-1992), and the Casino Surveillance Authority ACT (1990-2000). Else-Mitchell was 
a member of and held office in a number of community organisations; concerned with history, the 
arts, libraries, medicine, education, financial and public administration, and town planning. These 
included the National Trust of Australia, the Royal Australian Historical Society, the Historic 
Buildings and Sites Committee (NSW), the Federation of Australian Historical Societies, the Captain 
Cook Bi-centenary Arts and Historical Committee, the Australian Bicentennial Authority, the Arts 
Council of Australia (NSW Division), the Public Library of NSW, the Library Board of NSW, the 
Library Council of NSW, the National Library of Australia, the ACT and Canberra Public Library 
Service, the Archives Authority of NSW, the Medico Legal Society NSW, St Vincent's Hospital Board, 
the NSW Association for Mental Health, Macquarie University, Canberra College of Advanced 
Education, the Royal Australian Institute of Public Administration (NSW), the Centre for Research on 
Federal Financial Relations at the Australian National University, the Australian Institute of Urban 
Studies, and the Royal Australian Planning Institute. Else-Mitchell was the author of 'Hire Purchase 
Law' (1941, 1955, 1961, 1968), and contributor and/or editor to 'Property Legislation and War 
Damage' (1942), 'Land Tax Law' (1957), 'Essays on the Australian Constitution' (1952, 1961), 'Public 
Administration in Australia' (1958, 1968, 1973), and 'Canberra; a people's capital?' (1988). He wrote 
numerous articles on Australian history, law, public administration, planning, public finance and 
land valuation. Else-Mitchell received a number of awards and degrees for his community work. 
These included being made a Companion of the Order of St Michael and St George (CMG) on 11 
June 1977 for his services to the State and to historical research. He received an honorary 
Doctorate of Letters from Sydney University on 16 May 1984 for his influence on the writing of 
Australian history and the development of library services in Australia and an honorary Doctorate 
of Letters from Macquarie University in 1987. In 1978 he was awarded the Sidney Luker Memorial 
Medal for Planning from the Royal Australian Planning Institute for his work re land tenure and 
valuations. On 1 May 1986 the Australian Library and Information Association gave him the 
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Redmond Barry Award for Library Promotion. Rae Else-Mitchell died at Canberra, in the Australian 
Capital Territory, on 29 June 2006, survived by his second wife, Margaret, and their daughter. 
1104. Captain William Arthur CASH. Signed 15 August 1942. BOAC. 

078 
DOB 22.6.1908. pilot. 
On 30 June 1942, the British air attaché Richard Maycock290 listed four Armstrong-Whitworth 
Whitley IV aircraft with the Scottish Aviation Authorities: G-AGEB, G-AGEC, G-AGCF and G-AGCC. 
This aircraft performed badly. It took a long time to reach cruising level and its maximum speed 
was about 160 kph, but it could carry cargo. With an average of only two aircraft, the British were 
able to make 24 round trips to Bromma between 10 August and 14 October 1942. The captains 
were Cash, Goalen, Rae and Townsend. The first post-war extension was to British Guiana on 
November 1st 1945, and mails bore despatch postmark of Bridgetown October 31st with 
Georgetown back stamp of November 1st. Some of this mail was autographed by the pilot, Capt G 
Grogan, co-pilot Capt W A Cash and Hostess Miss V Yufe. In 1947, British West Indian Airways' 
stock was sold to British South American Airways and two years later B.S.A.A. was merged with 
BOAC but the identity of BWIA was preserved in spite of it becoming a subsidiary of BOAC. In 1949, 
BOAC took over the stock of the privately owned British Caribbean Airways and the latter's routes 
were merged with those of BWIA. Viscount turbo-prop aircraft were introduced on the service from 
Barbados to Puerto Rico on December 16th 1955 and to New York on January 3rd, 1956. 
1105. Squadron Leader James Stewart BROCKET, MB, ChB (72743). Signed 19 August 
1942. C/O National Provincial Bank, North Parade, Aberystwyth. 

079 
He also signed this book on 23 October 1941. 
His commission as a Flying Officer in the Medical Branch with effect from 4 April 1939 was 
announced in the LG, 4 April 1939. His promotion to Flight Lieutenant with effect from 4 April 1940 
was announced in the LG, 26 April 1940. The LG, 2 May 1955 announced that he relinquished his 
commission on 13 March 1955 retaining the rank of Squadron Leader. 
1106. Norman Frederick LLOYD. Signed 19 August 1942. C/O British Airways, Bristol. 

079 
DOB 8.1.1914. ing. Britt. 
No trace found. 

                                                 
290 Signed this book on 4 May 1942 and 1 April 1944 
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1107. Nils Fredrik Ernst LÖFSTRÖM. Signed 19 August 1942. [Address] Stockholm. 

079 
DOB 13.12.1904. grossh. Svensk. 
From http://hittagraven.stockholm.se/sv/Skogskyrkogarden/1/14E/12274/1/ : 
He died on 30 October 1957 and is buried in Woodland Cemetery, Sockenvägen, Stockholm, 
Sweden. No further trace found. 
1108. Jens THORSEN AKA Jon GUNLEIKSRUD. Signed 19 August 1942. Stockholm. 

079 
DOB 6.3.1909. arb. Norsk. 
This is the cover name for Jon GUNLEIKSRUD. He has an SOE file, reference HS 9/636/5, in TNA. 
This includes photocopies of some papers that have been misfiled in HS 9/636/3. 
From his file: 

 

 
From Ian Herrington’s SOE in Norway: 
From early 1942, the development of a secret army in Norway was also a joint effort by SOE and FO 
using the forum of the ANCC, and involving Milorg. The relationship between these parties also 
had an important impact on operations at a local level. Owing to its distrust and dislike of Milorg’s 

http://hittagraven.stockholm.se/sv/Skogskyrkogarden/1/14E/12274/1/
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centralised structure, SOE sponsored organisations and local Milorg groups were largely developed 
separately up until the autumn of 1942. This was the result of the decision to create two ‘distinct’ 
organisations across the regions of in Norway; a policy that ultimately held back attempts to 
organise a clandestine army. SOE teams arrived from Britain unannounced and attempted to work 
independently in areas where local Milorg groups retained links with SL, which created a series of 
difficulties. Operation Anvil was to establish W/T contact and organise guerrilla groups in the 
Lillehammer area. The unannounced arrival of the Anvil organiser, Jon Gunleiksrud, meant that 
local Milorg groups initially treated him as an agent provocateur. Several messages were 
transmitted to London by Anvil saying that Oslo insisted on asserting its authority in the district. 
The reply from London was that this contact must be broken. Nevertheless, instructions kept 
arriving from Oslo, which continued to cause tension. The W/T operator for Anvil was F B Johnsen 
who followed Gunleiksrud on 12 March. Gunleiksrud was arrested on arrival in February by the local 
Milorg organisation on suspicion of being a provocateur. He also came into conflict with SL in Oslo. 
He left for Sweden in July. The W/T operator remained in Norway until the end of the war. In 
September 1943, Gunleiksrud participated in Operation Goshawk, with O Dobloug, to (a) provide 
further instruction for groups in Gudbrandsdal and Østerdal, which it was believed had been taken 
over by Milorg; (b) obtain fresh information on these groups; and (c) to arrange for assassinations 
during ‘Ratweek’ in November 1943. He was dropped on 21 September and carried out extensive 
training with local groups over the following weeks. Although they prepared for ‘Ratweek’, no 
assassinations were undertaken. In February 1944, they crossed the border into Sweden. In 
December 1944, Gunleiksrud took over the leadership of Operation Red Grebe and the team began 
its involvement in railway sabotage. 
SOE file reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42 contains: 
July 
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1109. Sverre Odmar LJÖSTAD. Signed 19 August 1942. Stockholm. 

079 
DOB 12.10.1918. motorman. Norsk. 
DOB confirmed with http://www.madsen.no/tng/getperson.php?personID=I1246&tree=madsen. 
No further trace found. 
1110. Aslak TORSBY AKA Oddvar ØSTGAARD. Signed 19 August 1942. Stockholm. 

079 
DOB 30.12.1915. trädgårdsm gardener. Norsk. 
Oddvar Egil Østgaard signed this book on 18 April 1942. 
No trace found. However, he is mentioned in the SOE file HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 – 
Oct 42 and identified as someone named Oestgaard (Østgaard). This is probably Oddvar 
OSTGAARD - born 13.04.1917. He has an SOE file, reference HS 9/1127/8, in TNA which is closed 
until 1 January 2018: 

http://www.madsen.no/tng/getperson.php?personID=I1246&tree=madsen
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According to HS 7/174/6 Norwegian Section History, he was a member of Operation Corsham: 

 
From http://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GCPT0V_jorstadelva-minnesmerke-operasjon-
woodlark: 
OPPERASJON WOODLARK 
Morten Hansen og Øystein Kristiansen 
Den 11. januar 1945 skjedde det noe i Woodlark-basen. 5 mann satt ut ifra basen for å 
gjennomføre en opperasjon. Denne opperasjonen gikk ut på å sprenge Jørstadbrua. Grunnen til å 
sprenge brua var å hindre troppetransport på land. Dette for å tvinge tyskerne til å bruke sjøveies 
og bombe båtene vil da bli gjort. De fem var: Oddvar Østgaard, Harald Larsen, Jon Moan, Ludvig 
Kruksve og Robert Andersen. Alle hadde med proviant og var utstyrt med Stengun eller US-karbin 
og en colt pistol. Sprengstoffet var gjømt i Gamstugan i Imsdalen hit tok det bare noen timer å gå 
på ski, etter dette Kjenstadsetra for å overnatte. Neste dag gikk de til Rathaugen som ligger bare 5 
km fra Jørstadbrua. Senere på dagen tok Oddvar Østgaard å gikk ned til brua for å inspisere. Dette 
helt klart for å se an forholdene til aksjonen senere på natten. Klokken 9 samme kvelden gikk hele 
laget ned til brua. Man fant ut av at man bare kunne miste en mann, derfor måtte de sende en 
mann i forveien. Jon Moen var vedkomne som skulle gå å se om forholdene var bra. Det var ingen 
vakter å se, så det var klart for aksjon. Klokken hadde da blitt så mye som halv to. Stolpene var så 
dekket med is at de måtte bruke tollerkniven for å hogge den bort. Dette gjorde at de gikk fra å 
sprenge broen på begge sidene til å nøye seg med den ene siden. For å få sprengstoffet på plass 
måtte de samarbeide. Det var 3 meter fra isen opp til broen og uten stige måtte de stå på 
skuldrene til verandre. Det var Moen som måtte bli stige mens Robert fikk i oppdrag å være vakt. 
Østgaard la til rette sprengstoffet. Harald Larsen stod på Moen sine skuldrer å jobbet under broen 
sammen med Ludvig som hang etter hendene og føttene oppunder broen. Rundt den nedre del av 
broen la de en lunte og sprengstoff. De smurte vaselin på stålet og håpet sprengstoffet skulle feste 
seg, men det var for kalt. To ganger mens de monterte kom det tog, noe som førte til at de måtte 

http://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GCPT0V_jorstadelva-minnesmerke-operasjon-woodlark
http://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GCPT0V_jorstadelva-minnesmerke-operasjon-woodlark
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fjerne lunten og sprengstoffet som lå over togeskinnene. Dette førte til at de nesten måtte 
begynne helt må nytt. Ettervert fant de ut at ved å sette trepinner i spenn så fikk de sprengstoffet 
til å holde seg opp langs skinnegangen. Etter mye strev med å få plassert sprengstoffet trakk fire 
seg tilbake for å overlate selve tenninga til Østgaard. Det var et enormt smell og en vanvittig 
eksplosjon. Moen sier at de brukte så mye som 48kg sprengstoff. De la etter sprengningen igjen 
noe britisk proviant, så sivilbefolkningen i Snåsa ikke skulle bli utsatt for represalier fra Tyske 
tropper. Etter at brua var sprengt gikk de tilbake i sporene de kom. De hvilte i 45 minutter på 
skihytta før de gikk videre. Senere på turen møtte de uvær, som igjen visket ut skisporene. Søndag 
14 Januar var de tilbake på basen ved Burvatnet. Her hørte de på svens radio hva som hadde 
skjedd. Konsekvensene av denne aksjonen hadde de ikke tenkt nøye over. Etter aksjonen ga de 
uttrykk over at de viste at neste tog var tysk troppetransport. Dette kunne de ikke vite siden det 
egentlig var et tog med norske sivile som skulle være det neste toget. Det var mange tilfeldigheter 
som gjorde at det tyske toget kom først. 
Google translation: 
OPERATION WOODLARK 
On 11 January 1945, something happened in Woodlark base. 5 man set on the basis of the base to 
implement a receiver after. This receiver after was to blow up the bridge Jorstad. Reason to blow 
up the bridge was to prevent troop transport on land. This is to force the Germans to use by sea 
and bomb the boats will be made. The five were: Oddvar Østgaard, Harald Larsen, Jon Moan, 
Ludvig Kruksve and Robert Andersen. Everyone had provisioned and was equipped with Sten gun 
or U.S. karbin and one colt pistol. The explosives were hid in Gamstugan in Imsdalen here it only 
took a few hours to go skiing after this Kjenstad Setra to stay. The next day they went to Rathaugen 
located only 5 km from Jorstad bridge. Later in the day took Oddvar Østgaard to went down to the 
bridge to inspect. This is clearly to see an conditions to action later on overnight. At 9 same 
evening went the whole team down to the bridge. It was found out that only could lose a man, so 
they had to send a man in advance. Jon Moen was vedkomne as should go to see if the conditions 
were good. There were no guards to see, so it was ready for action. The time had then been as 
much as half past one. The bars were so covered with ice that they had to use publican knife to 
chop it off. This meant that they went from blowing up the bridge on both sides to make do with 
one hand. To get the explosives in place, they had to cooperate. It was 3 feet from the ice bridge 
and without a ladder they had to stand on the shoulders of verandre. It was Moen had to be ladder 
while Robert was asked to be alert. Østgaard facilitated explosive. Harald Larsen stood on their 
shoulders to Moen worked under the bridge along with Louis hung by his hands and feet under 
the bridge. Around the lower portion of the bridge allow the fuse cord, and explosive. They 
smeared Vaseline on the steel and hoped explosives being set but it was too cold. Twice while 
mounted came the train, which meant that they had to remove the fuse and explosive which lay 
over toge rails. This meant that they almost had to start all need again. After the host, they found 
that by putting wooden sticks in tension so they got the explosives to keep up along the track. 
After much struggle with getting placed explosive drew four back to entrust the ignition to 
Østgaard. There was a huge bang and a frenzied explosion. Moen says that the used as much as 
48kg of explosives. They leave after the explosion left nothing British supplies, so civilians in Snåsa 
should not be subjected to reprisals from German troops. After the bridge was blown up they went 
back into the slots they came. They rested for 45 minutes in the ski lodge before they went on. 
Later in the trip met the storm, which wiped out the ski tracks. Sunday 14 January they were back at 
base by Burvatnet. Here they heard Sven radio what had happened. The consequences of this 
action they had not thought carefully. After the reaction gave they expressed that they showed that 
the next train was German troop transport. This could not know since it really was a train with 
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Norwegian civilians who should be the next train. There were many coincidences that made the 
German train came first. 
From Ian Herrington’s SOE in Norway: 
Date: September 1944 (sea). 
Operation: Woodlark (H. Helgesen, O. Østgaard, O. Walderhaug). 
Objective: To form a base from which the Nordland railway in Namdal north of Trondheim could 
be attacked. 
Result: Landed on 12 September the three had by the end of September been joined by four 
additional men from Stockholm. The party established a base just inside the Swedish border but 
from an early stage it suffered from internal conflict and although a W/T operator arrived in 
November he was never able to make contact. Supplies were short and there were several trips to 
Stockholm. On 13 January members of the party attacked the Jørstad Bridge resulting in the 
wrecking of a German troop train. From this point, however, the party gradually broke up, had new 
leadership and increasingly played a subsidiary role in the area, although it marched into Steinkjær 
as a separate unit at the liberation. 
1111. Einar Haakon SÖRENSEN. Signed 19 August 1942. Stockholm. 

079 
DOB 14.5.1914. sekr. Norsk. 
He is listed in Medlemsliste for Kristiansandsklubben i London 1943–45: 

 
He was an ordinary seaman on board M/T Buccaneer which was involved in Operation Performance 
and scuttled on 1 April 1942. 
From http://www.warsailors.com/freefleet/kvarstad2.html: 
“I've received some information from the webmaster of the Milag website (external link) on some 
of these men. He says that Bernhard Reksten, Ole Risdahl Knudsen, Torleif Gulli, Odd Angel 
Hareide, Ingvar Reinert, Willy Aksel Aagaard and Scott Michael Broadwick were all executed. He has 
also told me about an escape, saying that Håkon Einar (Einar Håkon?) Sørensen slipped away near 
Berlin while under transport to a high security camp in East Germany. He reached England and was 
writing letters from London by Sept. 15. This was not his first attempt to get away. He was among a 
group being taken from Milag for interrogation in Willhelmshaven when, still dressed in civilian 
clothes he escaped in the crowded Bremen railway station. However, bad luck and hunger forced 
him to give himself up in Hamburg. As a recaptured escapee, Sørensen spent some time in the 
Marlag camp jail. While there he met Robert Graydon, an engineer from the British Simnia, (sunk by 
Gneisenau on March 15-1941, 54 survivors taken prisoner) who had apparently also been caught 
trying to escape from Milag in May. After his successful 2nd attempt, Sørensen honoured promises 
made in camp to relay messages on behalf of friends. He was, for example, able to tell the parents 
and girlfriend of Graydon, that he was safe and in good spirits. Since the news relayed to Graydon's 
parents included the information that he had been transferred to the prison camp at Tost on July 
25, it was presumed that Sørensen made his escape after that date. In fact, he escaped in August.” 

http://www.warsailors.com/freefleet/kvarstad2.html
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From a document dated 8 April 1942 in SOE file HS 9/864/6 for Baard KROGVIG: 
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From a document dated 10 April 1942 in SOE file HS 9/864/6 for Baard KROGVIG: 
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1112. Ingvald HANSEN. Signed 19 August 1942. Stockholm. 

079 
DOB 5.8.1920. kontorist. 
He was a survivor on D/S Solferino which was on a voyage from Manchester to Freetown with a 
cargo of 1500 tons coal when she was hit by two bombs from a German aircraft (FW 200) on 26 
February 1941 and set on fire amidships. Abandoned, position 55 02N 16 25W. 2 died on board, 
the survivors were picked up by the Swedish Gdynia, which had a military doctor as passenger on 
board (by the name of Surgeon Leut. Leaven) who took care of the 5 injured men, but the captain 
died the same day, making the final number of casualties 3. Gdynia turned around and took the 
survivors to Greenock, arriving March 1. At the time of this attack Solferino was in station 12 of 
Convoy OB 290 (external link), which earlier that morning (or 25th, depending on time zone used) 
had been attacked by U-47. I've added the abstract of the Commodore Ship M/S Samuel Bakke's 
Log as well as Commodore Admiral Hornell's report about the attacks on OB 290 (includes names 
of ships sunk/damaged, one of them being the Norwegian Borgland. Sandanger also took part in 
this convoy). The maritime hearings were held in Greenock on March 4-1941 with 1st Mate Jakob 
Mørbeck Grimstad, 2nd Mate Morten Hoff, Carpenter Daniel Børresen, Boatswain Andreas Prydtz 
(at the wheel), and 1st Engineer Alf B. Andersen appearing, stating as follows: 2nd mate Hoff, who 
was on duty on the bridge stated that he had seen the Greek vessel sailing behind them (station 
13) being bombed immediately prior to the attack on Solferino (this must have been Kyriakoula). 
He then ran to the starboard side of the bridge where the Lewis gun was ready for use, but before 
anything could be done, they were hit themselves. One of the casualties, Thorbjørn Larsen had 
been on look-out duty on top of the wheel house, and after the bomb explosion he was not seen 
again. Steward Aasmund Kleve had last been seen on gun duty on the poop by the 1st engineer 
earlier that morning between 3 and 4. 1st mate Mørbeck Grimstad said that the attack happened 
around 10 o'clock while he was in bed; he was awakened by machine gun fire. (He also stated that 
the Greek vessel, as well as a British ship in station 15 appeared as if they had been bombed. 
According to A. Hague, the ship in station 15 was Melmore Head, which was bombed and 
abandoned - see Admiral Hornell's report). The 1st bomb hit the port lifeboat and the second 
between the amidships superstructure and the saloon house. The starboard boat was launched 
immediately with 20 men, while the remaining survivors readied the motor boat. The donkeyman 
had shut off the steam to the main engine before proceeding to the lifeboat. Captain Nyegaard, 
who had been in bed in his cabin, having been up all night due to the previous U-boat attacks had 
been severely injured and when he came out on the promenade deck he instructed the 1st mate to 
try to get hold of the ship's papers, whereupon Mørbeck Grimstad attempted to get from No. 2 
hatch through a window into the glass veranda, being as both ladders to the promenade deck had 
been blown away. But encountering nothing but flames and smoke he had to turn around, though 
was able to get the ship's logbook and some blankets from his cabin. About 20 minutes after the 
attack had started the motor boat pushed off with 10 men, including the captain and the 1st mate, 
after the cabins amidships and aft had been searched for possible survivors, and 5 minutes later 
they heard the first explosion from the ammunition on board. The saloon was ablaze, and the chart 
room collapsed so that the bag containing the Admiralty papers left behind was thought to have 
burnt up before the ship sank. When they last saw her at 11:45 she had a list of about 15° to port. 
The survivors in both boats had been picked up by Gdynia about 10:40 where they received first 
aid, as mentioned, but the captain died at 16:30 from internal injuries. The British gunner R. Snape 
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had a broken arm, the 2nd mate received a cut on his arm, Ordinary Seaman Haakon Nilsen had an 
injured foot, while Stoker Bjarne Kristoffersen had a wound at the back of his head. 
1113. POSSIBLY Squadron Leader Viscount Clive Mervyn Herbert POWIS. Signed 20 
August 1942. Sullom Voe. 

079 
The Air Force List for September 1942 lists only one person named Powis: Squadron Leader Charles 
Owen POWIS (75542). His promotion to Squadron Leader with effect from 1 March 1942 was 
announced in the LG, 27 March 1942. 
From Richard Riding’s A Flying Life: An Enthusiast's Photographic Record of British Aviation in the 
1930s, Fonthill Media (1 Mar 2013): 

 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miles_Aircraft: 
Miles Aircraft Limited was founded by Charles Powis and Jack Phillips as Phillips & Powis Aircraft 
after meeting Fred Miles. The company was based on Woodley Aerodrome in Woodley, near the 
town of Reading and in the county of Berkshire. 
In 1936, Rolls-Royce bought into the company and although aircraft were produced under the 
Miles name, it was not until 1943 that the firm became Miles Aircraft Limited when Rolls-Royce's 
interests were bought out. 
The company needed to increase production of the Miles Messenger and in doing so they took 
over a former Linen Mill in Banbridge, County Down, Northern Ireland for the production of 
components of the aircraft. A hangar at RAF Long Kesh was used for assembly of the aircraft and 
flight testing was carried out at the airfield. The company moved to Newtownards following the 
end of the war in 1946. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miles_Aircraft
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A search of the aforementioned Air Force List for Squadron Leaders whose surname starts with “Po” 
found only one possible match: Walter Harry POWDRELL (37984). 
From http://www.yorkshire-aircraft.co.uk/aircraft/yorkshire/york40/p4338.html: 
Walter Harry (“Bud”) Powdrell born 19th September 1911 in Hawera, Taranaki, New Zealand. After 
attending school, he began working for the Bank of New Zealand in Hawera but his real ambition 
was to join the RAF, he left his job and got a job on a cargo ship that was heading from New 
Zealand bound for England. Has awarded a short service commission in the RAF on 6th August 
1936 to the rank of Acting P/O on probation. He was later graded as P/O on probation on 15th 
June 1937 and posted to 35 Squadron at Worthy Down on 27th July 1937. In May 1938, he was 
confirmed in the rank of P/O back dated to 15th June 1937. He rose to F/O on 15th January 1939 
and F/Lt on 3rd September 1940. On an unknown date, he transferred to the Reserve of Airforce 
Officers and received a promotion to S/Ldr (temp) on 1st June 1942 (with seniority of 1st December 
1941). 
He was involved in a number of flying mishaps during his wartime flying. The first known one was 
on 15th July 1940 while training at 17 OTU, he was the pilot of Blenheim L9171 which crashed 
landed at Great Raveley after engine failure. Weeks after the incident at Leconfield he was pilot of 
Hampden X3126 on 2nd January 1941 which crashed at Hemswell, Lincolnshire injuring a number 
of his crew. He was later posted to 103 Squadron. As pilot of Lancaster W4362, on 14th February 
1943, he died on Ops to Milan when his aircraft was struck by incendiaries dropped from above his 
aircraft. The aircraft became uncontrollable but he managed to regain some control allowing part 
of his crew to abandon the aircraft. He was unable to exit the aircraft and died in the resulting 
crash. He is buried in Milan War Cemetery, Italy and was thirty one years old. 
A thorough Google search finds only one possible match: Squadron Leader Viscount Clive: Mervyn 
Herbert, 17th Baron Darcy de Knayth, styled Viscount Clive (7 May 1904 – March 1943) who gained 
the rank of Squadron Leader in the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mervyn_Herbert,_Viscount_Clive: 
Mervyn Horatio Herbert, 17th Baron Darcy de Knayth, styled Viscount Clive (7 May 1904 – 23 March 
1943) was a British peer and Royal Air Force officer. 
Styled the Hon. Mervyn Horatio Herbert from birth, he was the second son of George Charles 
Herbert, 4th Earl of Powis and his wife Violet, suo jure 16th Baroness Darcy de Knayth. His elder 
brother Percy, twelve years his senior, died of wounds received in the Battle of the Somme in 1916, 
at which point Mervyn became heir to his father's title Earl of Powis and took the courtesy title 
Viscount Clive. In 1929, at the death of his mother, he inherited the title of Baron Darcy de Knayth, 
making him a peer in his own right (while retaining the higher title of Viscount Clive by courtesy). 
Mervyn was educated at Eton College and Trinity College, Cambridge, graduating as B.A.. He then 
studied law at the Inner Temple and was called to the bar as barrister in 1929. He was also J.P. for 
the county of Shropshire, where he owned Styche Hall near Market Drayton, birthplace home of his 
direct ancestor Robert Clive, 1st Baron Clive. 
Mervyn would follow in his brother's footsteps by fighting for Britain, gaining the rank of Squadron 
Leader in the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve. A recreational aviator, he enlisted at the outbreak 
of World War II in 1939 as an Aircraftsman, was promoted Flight Sergeant and later commissioned. 
At time of his death he was serving with No. 157 Squadron RAF, a Mosquito night fighter squadron 
then based at RAF Bradwell Bay, Essex. 
In 1934 he married Vida Cuthbert (1910-2003), daughter of Capt James Cuthbert DSO, later lady-
in-waiting to the Duchess of Gloucester; they had one daughter. 

http://www.yorkshire-aircraft.co.uk/aircraft/yorkshire/york40/p4338.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mervyn_Herbert,_Viscount_Clive
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He died in 1943, aged thirty-eight, while flying on active service, and was buried in the churchyard 
of Christ Church, Welshpool. His barony passed to his four-year-old daughter Davina. His father 
was left without male heirs so on his death his earldom passed to a distant cousin. 
In 1946, the widowed Lady Clive remarried, to Brigadier Derek Schreiber, Chief of Staff to the 
Governor General of Australia: her daughter Davina, Lady Darcy de Knayth, acted as flower girl. 
From http://forum.12oclockhigh.net/archive/index.php?t-7857.html: 
The pilot listed as Sqn Ldr VMHH Clive was in fact Viscount Clive, a descendent of Clive of India! His 
actual name was Mervyn Horatio Herbert (Herbert being the family name), the Viscount Clive 
(Service No: 86326). He was 38 at the time of his death. 
Posted by Brian. 1 March 2007 
No.11 Group Operations Record Book. AIR25/194 reports; One Mosquito of 157 Sqdn. on patrol 
under Trimley Heath was transferred to Bullseye and after obtaining contact of friendly a/c took 
violent evasive action, crashing into the ground at Bradfield near Colchester. Pilot (Viscount Clive) 
and Nav/Rad were both killed. No.11 Group Accidents Reported Air 24/576 gives a slightly different 
version. viz. Aircraft held by searchlight; banked to starboard and dived to earth. Records for 
Trimley Heath are missing for that period. I followed this up with tracing all friendly aircraft flying 
that night. Air Staff Operations Summary No. 854 AIR22/128. Bomber Command had 17 aircraft 
dropping propaganda leaflets on Lille and 4 on Orleans. 16 OTU 92 Group sent 4 Wellingtons to 
Orleans from Upper Heyford (AIR27/656) 27 OTU, 28OTU and 30 OTU 93 Group sent 12 
Wellingtons and 4 Whitleys from RAF Harwell (Lichfield), RAF Hixon (Sleighford) and RAF 
Wymeswold (Castle Donnington) AIR 29/671; AIR29/672 and AIR29/670.  
4 Whileys were sent from RAF Whitchurch AIR29/687. Bearing in mind take-off times IF Viscount 
Clive HAD BEEN in a 'Bullseye' it would have been with returning aircraft. Interceptions/Tactics 
Report No.63/43 for night of 23/24 March 1943 - AIR24/257- under '93 Group' has the following: 
BETHUNE. 15m./ SW. 2105 hrs. 10,000 ft. Believed FW.190 with cockpit light, seen 1,000 yards. 
starboard quarter slightly below. E/A closed to 800 yards. Wellington dived to starboard and 
climbed to port and E/A passed below. R/G fired short burst at 600 yards. E/A seen again 40 secs 
later port starboard below at 800 yards appearing to be coming into attach. A/C made diving turn 
to port and E/A lost to sight. 
Posted by sogitind, 30 december 2010 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?9102-Sgt-W-L-Butler-RNZAF-amp-
Viscount-Clive-RAF-of-264-Sqn: 
W L Butler was on the strength of 264 Sqn from 16 Sep 40 to May 42. On his service file there is a 
statement by him that reads: 
"I was stationed at Kirton Lindsey with 264 Sqdn, September-October 1940. I flew on one 
outstanding mission (patrol) as gunner to the (late) P/O Clive (Viscount-Clive). We were attacked by 
109s off East Coast. I was also stationed at Biggin Hill 1940 with 264 Sqdn sic - sqn at BH Jan-Apr 
41." 
Posted by Errol Martyn, 2 September 2010 
1114. Wing Commander Lawrence Arthur JESSOP OBE DFC MiD (76181). Signed 20 
August 1942. HQ Coastal Command. 

079 

http://forum.12oclockhigh.net/archive/index.php?t-7857.html
http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?9102-Sgt-W-L-Butler-RNZAF-amp-Viscount-Clive-RAF-of-264-Sqn
http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?9102-Sgt-W-L-Butler-RNZAF-amp-Viscount-Clive-RAF-of-264-Sqn
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Mentioned in Despatches. DFC citation in the LG, 3 December 1918: 
“An officer of fine courage and resolution. He has rendered most valuable service in bombing an 
important enemy town on a long-distance raid, bringing back a valuable reconnaissance report.” 
He is mentioned in Hector Bolitho291’s Task for Coastal Command, London, Hutchinson & Co., Ltd. 
(not dated; preface dated 1944): 
“I wish to thank Wing Commander L. A. Jessop. O.B.E., D.F.C., and Flight-Lieut. Cameron Forbes, 
D.F.C., for correcting the proofs of this book while I was absent in America.” 
According to The Air Force List for February 1938, he was with No 3 Flying Training School, No 23 
(Training) Group, South Cerney, Cirencester, Glos: 

 
1115. Wing Commander Attwell Allen TOWNSEND MB BCh (14245). Signed 20 August 
1942. 18 Group. 

079 
According to the LG 29 September 1914, he was with the 5th Battalion, Royal Munster Fusiliers. The 
LG 8 June 1926 announced his promotion to the rank of Flight Lieutenant in the Medical Branch of 
the Royal Air Force. His marriage was announced in the Supplement to The British Medical Journal 
of 6 November 1916: 

 
1116. Brigadier Walter GLENCAIRN-CAMPBELL OBE. Signed 20 August 1942. Yew Tree 
House Belbroughton, Worcestershire. 

079 
Mentioned in Despatches for action in the Middle East in 1941. Commander of Orkney and 
Shetland Defences from 30 March 1940 – 1942. He was killed in action on 21 October 1944 (aged 
                                                 

291 From the inside front dust-wrapper of his book: “Squadron-Leader Hector Bolitho was editor of the 
Secret Intelligence Review of Coastal Command. Before the invasion of Europe he began a diary of the 
operations against U-Boats and shipping in the South-western Approaches. Coastal Command aircraft, 
with ships of the Royal Navy, kept the U-boats, destroyers and E-boats out of the Channel during the 
invasion and after. Thousands of air crews, flying in hundreds of aircraft for millions of miles, kept the U-
Boats back in the Bay of Biscay, or sunk them. This separate battle of the South-western Approaches had 
to remain secret to the end. At last, Hector Bolitho’s diary of the four months following “D”-Day has been 
released by the Admiralty and Air Ministry. It is an authentic yet human document, for it tells us the 
secret and gives us the excitement of battle against U-boats and German shipping. But it also reveals the 
life on Coastal Command Stations… the Command whose magnificent work has been wrapped in more 
secrecy than almost any effort of the war.” 
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55) whilst with the Royal Norfolk Regiment. He is buried in the Holy Trinity Churchyard Extension, 
Bellbroughton, Worcestershire. 
According to Burke's Peerage, Baronetage & Knightage, he was married to Charmian Cecil de Vere 
Brinton. She was a descendantsof William the Conqueror. Charmian Cecil de Vere Brinton was the 
daughter of Colonel Cecil Charles Brinton. She married, firstly, Brigadier Glencairn Glencairn-
Campbell before 1947. She married, secondly, Sir Robert Henry Muir Mackenzie of Delvine, 6th Bt., 
son of Sir Robert Cecil Muir Mackenzie of Delvine, 5th Bt. and Kate Brenda Blodwen Jones, on 24 
April 1947. She died on 28 March 1962. From before 1947, her married name became Glencairn-
Campbell. From 24 April 1947, her married name became Muir Mackenzie. Brigadier Glencairn 
Glencairn-Campbell held the office of Justice of the Peace. He lived at Yew Tree House, 
Belbroughton, Worcestershire, England. 
The National Portrait Gallery has a half-plate negative of Brigadier Glencairn Glencairn-Campbell 
taken by Elliott & Fry in 1943. 
1117. Knut HAGERUP-SVENDSEN. Signed 21 August 1942. RNAF, HQ, London. 

079 
He became vice-president of operations for Scandinavian Airlines System. He has signed this book 
several times. See his entry on 22 October 1941. 
1118. Haakon MATHIESEN. Signed 22 August 1942. RNAF, Kingston House, London. 

079 
DOB 5.5.1916. löjtn. Norsk. The Bromma departure record misspells his first name as Haaken. 
From http://snl.no/Haakon_Mathiesen: 
Born 5 May 1916 in Oslo. Haakon Mathiesen, Norwegian officer and the organization man. 
Lieutenant-Colonel and Chief of the Air Force Academy from 1954 to 1957. Secretary General of 
the Norwegian Red Cross 1957-1981, chairman International Red Cross Disaster Relief Committee 
from 1961 to 1969. 
http://www.loc.gov/rr/frd/Military_Law/pdf/RC-Report-conf-of-gov-experts-1972_V-1.pdf refers to 
him as Lieutenant-Colonel Haakon MATHIESEN. 
He is mentioned in a NATO document dated 9 February 1956 from Supreme Headquarters, Allied 
Powers Europe, Paris, France entitled Peacetime Public Information Policies Applicable To Forces In 
Allied Command Europe 
http://www.nato.int/nato_static/assets/pdf/pdf_archives/20121128_19560209_NU_SHAPE-AG-
2070_Peacetime_Public_Information_Polic.pdf. 
1119. Karsten Arne SÆTHER. Signed 22 August 1942. Norske Legasjon, London. 

079 
DOB 18.7.1920 sjöman. Norsk. 

http://snl.no/Haakon_Mathiesen
http://www.loc.gov/rr/frd/Military_Law/pdf/RC-Report-conf-of-gov-experts-1972_V-1.pdf
http://www.nato.int/nato_static/assets/pdf/pdf_archives/20121128_19560209_NU_SHAPE-AG-2070_Peacetime_Public_Information_Polic.pdf
http://www.nato.int/nato_static/assets/pdf/pdf_archives/20121128_19560209_NU_SHAPE-AG-2070_Peacetime_Public_Information_Polic.pdf
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One of the crew on M/S Lionel. See entries for Christian Heyerdahl-Larsen and Olaf Ness on 11 
August 1942. Also see entries for Finn Myhre, Hermann Ramm, Knut Ramm and Arne Heimsjø. 
1120. Per BERG AKA Per Egil ILSAAS DSM. Signed 22 August 1942. Norske Legasjon, 
London. 

080 
DOB 15.3.1922. kontorist. Norsk. 
Email dated 10 December 2013 to Trevor Baker from Geoff Ward: 
“This is probably the code name for Per Egil ILSAAS who was with Milorg in Oslo before getting to 
England via Stockholm. He was recruited to SIS and after training left from Tempsford on October 
18. He was dropped over Østmarka and proceeded to Oslo where he established Radio Station 
"Corona." Made contact with Sentralen already on October 26. Due to his involvement with an SOE 
Mission (Plover) that was taken by the Gestapo, he had to flee again to Stockholm and make his 
way to England, and later to Little Norway. He was killed in an air crash during an operation over 
Norway and received King Olavs Medal post mortem.” 
He is listed in Little Norway. 
From http://fykse.dnsalias.com/127/WW2/2_ENGLAND/2A/index.htm: 

 
"Per Berg" - Egil Ilsaas 
From http://www.nrhf.no/NRHF info/diverse/Radiostasjonen Corona.htm (translated by Google): 
The memorial in Hansa Holmenkollen of His Sæthre (LA9LT) 

http://fykse.dnsalias.com/127/WW2/2_ENGLAND/2A/index.htm
http://www.nrhf.no/NRHF%20info/diverse/Radiostasjonen%20Corona.htm
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After several attempts, I found a few years ago finally arrived at the memorial at Hansa arena in 
North Marka north of Oslo.Never could I imagine all fatal events around the radio station where I 
sat and enjoyed the tranquility of ancient forests. Later, when I began to investigate various sources 
appeared until a particularly dramatic story. 
The radio station codenamed Corona claimed lives of young people in the fight against the 
occupier. None of the three wireless operator and an adjunct survived. Two of telegraph operators 
with hand on mom's the key. 
Intelligence group, Corona sent their messages to Central. Central was the radio station to the 
Secret Intelligence Service shortened SIS This was Britain's military intelligence service. 
60 years after, I try to tell the story with this memory publication. 
SIS created several radio stations in Norway during the war. The purpose was etteretningstjenste 
against the occupier. Particularly important was the information about ship movements and 
strength productions. In Oslo, the first radio station Oldell. As early Sunday 2 July 1940 had 
telegraphist Sounds Larsen contact Central. Oldell group sent hundreds intelligence messages, but 
5 March 1941 the transmitter mirror and the group revealed. Five of Oldell people were executed 
Nov. 26, 1941. 
SIS tried to organize a new group. Gabriel Smith who organized Oldell initially found himself now 
in the Navy Command in London. He implemented beta schedule. Radio Sets and submit plan was 
sent over with ice from Peterhead to AES in October 1941. Kureren Harald August 
Johannessen. The equipment was packed in a herring barrel and shipped by boat to Oslo. Sam 
Engelstad who had been in Oldell group were joined by Einar Hagness. Johannessen, who was a 
radio operator should instruct Engelstad and Hagness. They took the train to Harestua and went up 
to the cabin to Hagness. Rudsetra would eventually prove to be a real nest of resistance 
fighters. Johannessen did not, however, contact with London and at Christmas time he traveled out 
of the country. Rolf Bjørgan the new radio operator and he made contact with London January 14, 
1942. Beta group sent very important intelligence messages. The leader Einar Hagness and 
telegraphist Rolf Bjørgan was very active and the risk of getting caught was very great. 
SIS desired a drive that would operate independently of the Beta, but with the same intelligence 
purposes. Eric Welsh was responsible for the operations of Norway began the summer of 1942 to 
work with Corona Plan. The objective was a new station that would work completely independently 
and without any connection with other organizations. It was soon apparent that it would not be so. 
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Corona Chapter 1 
The first radio operator and manager, Per Egil Ilsaas born 1918. He had previously worked in Oslo 
for connection manager in Milorg Iacob Sømme. Ilsaas had in June 1942 managed to get over to 
England and quickly recruited to education in SIS. He had, among other things, Officer Candidate 
School of Engineering weapon. Officer Candidate School was located at Akershus Fortress and was 
the only school in the Army who had line of technical communication education. Engineer weapon 
had in the 1930s developed several radio stations and had a good education for communications 
officers. The other two telegraph operators on Corona had the same background. Ilsaas given 
agent education at SIS school in St. James Street No.5 London.The subjects here were telegraphy, 
radio engineering, cipher, safety and other things like a radio agent had to be. The school was so 
early in the war fairly basic, and much time was spent on things that would prove to have little 
relevance for work in Norway. 
In October 1942, he finished the agent course. Ilsaas wanted to be a pilot in the RAF and made an 
agreement with his superiors that when he had started Corona and recruited new radio operator, 
he could return to England. Statistically, it was probably little chance that he survived Corona 
mission, so his bosses thought not enough that they promised too much. After a quick training in 
parachute jumping at Ringway in Manchester was Ilsaas now ready for missions in occupied 
Norway. 
East of Bedford had RAF special duty Squadrons its toppphemmelige airport Tempsford. From here 
it went flying with agents and supplies to the occupied territories. 138 squadron and 161 squadron 
had specialized in such operations. 138 squadron was to fly Ilsaas to its mission in Norway. Sunday, 
October 18, 1942 at the very end of the full moon period, the weather was good enough over 
Norway. Pilot Officer FE Rymill and his experienced crew of a Halifax headed north towards 
Norway. Flight time was estimated at about 3.5 hours and Ilsaas supplied enough intently when he 
was very fascinated by flight. He would jump out of Østmarka without the recipient 
Committee. The weather was good and the navigation went smoothly, the night of Monday, 
October 19, 1942 stood Ilsaas again on Norwegian soil. Now it was important to locate the 
package with the radio equipment and the little supplies he had with him. 
He got into Oslo and made contact with the people he had been given. It was probably Sam 
Engelstad contact. Engelstad was part of an intelligence group established by brothers Christopher, 
Hector and John Berg Hansen. Ilsaas got the address of the "mailbox" where the messages should 
be collected / delivered. It lay in a recess in the frame of the door to a toilet in the Maritime 
Building at Drammen Road. He also assigned a cabin at Kolbotn where to send messages. Ilsaas 
made contact with Central October 26, 1942 just seven days after he landed in Norway. SIS 
recorded good signals from Corona and gave the serial number 19 because this was their station 
number 19 that sent successfully from Norway. Eric Welsh was certainly very happy with his new 
agent. It quickly turned out that the telegrams from Corona was of very high quality. Not only was 
it sent important messages regarding the Oslo area, but also many reports of troop movements 
and ship movements from the rest of the country. A telegram described anti-submarine net around 
Tirpitz. 
Ilsaas had not forgotten his dream of becoming a pilot so purely to recruit new people who could 
take over Corona. He contacted a former colleague Sverre Olaf Refstad born 1918. Refstad had 
radio educated engineer weapon, but now he kept on with engineering education at Oslo 
Technical School in Cort Adelers street. Refstad was willing and soon came into work with Corona. 
At Christmas Corona had sent over twenty telegrams only the last 14 days with very useful 
information for Englishmen. In January the Special Operations Executive SOE station Plover mirror 
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and taken. Telegrafisten here Per Solnørdal292 had connection with Ilsaas so that it was dangerous 
for him if Solnørdal betrayed him during the harsh interrogations he was subjected. Sverre Refstad 
however, was now put in the work and take over. 
Ilsaas traveling in mid-January 1943 to Stockholm and get relatively quickly place on the plane to 
London. His bosses keep their promises and soon goes onward journey to Little Norway in Toronto 
Canada for his long-awaited pilot training. After graduating he flies De Havilland Mosquito of 333 
Squadron B flight. At the end of the war was the B flight stationed at Banff in the north of 
Scotland. After the war the squadron being transferred to Gardermoen June 8, 1945. It must have 
been amazing to fly home to Norway and a free country. The June 22 becomes B flight turned into 
334 Squadron. 
The July 2, 1945 will be a sad day for 334 Squadron. Per Egil Ilsaas and his Navigator Torberg 
Haaland is a practice flight with two other Mosquito. By Stavern will take a closer look at a German 
vessel that was heading into the fjord. It is very difficult to calculate the height of the water 
especially in calm seas. Ilsaas and Haaland hit unfortunately the water surface and die instantly. 
Per Egil Ilsaas was posthumously awarded the St. Olav Medal with Oak Branch for his efforts in 
Norway. 
Corona Chapter 2 
Sverre Olaf Refstad now took over as leader and radio operator after Ilsaas traveled. 
The messages poured in from the brothers Berg-Hansen and broadcasts the first time going from a 
cottage on Kolbotn. Refstad recruits his friend Chief Superintendent Kai Flod. Flod had extensive 
experience in underground work and quickly became an invaluable useful man in the 
organization. Eventually also comes Ragnvald Gartmann and Arne Eikremsholmen with. Flod taken 
browse. messages on a toilet in Prince's Gate. 
Refstad was pretty busy with his studies at Oslo Technical school and started to send from his 
home in the Cross on Risløkka.Here he lived with his parents Eugen Christian and Jenny 
Marie. Refstad probably had no training in the hazards of radio-tracking. But Eikremsholmen had 
warned him to send for a long time in the same place. 
The Germans had a very efficient organization for monitoring and bearing of enemy 
transmitters. When a station was heard on a new frequency was immediately implemented bearing 
from several stations on the continent. If the signals came from Norway, the contract was sent over 
to dip stations in Norway. They quickly realized the approximate area where the transmitter was. In 
Norway, there were relatively many peilelag with very well equipped vehicles and portable 
equipment for bearings in rugged terrain. In addition, the finding equipment in airplanes and 
boats. 
Refstad approached exam at school and sent more frequently from his home on Risløkka. Many 
important messages were sent something his telegram No. 84 testify. This message was the direct 
reason why a German cargo munitions was sunk in a MTB action. 
Soon bearing troops on the trail of the radio station. It was probably a pretty easy task to locate 
the transmitter when there were roads everywhere on Risløkka and bearing cars were fairly 
anonymous vans with internal antennas. It was customary to let the transmitter holding on for a 
while to write down as many possible telegrams for later decoding if they managed to take 
telegraphist and code key. 
The cars were observed scroll. Tommy Anthonsen's (LA9LE and NRHF member) father 
Thorgrim. One evening on the way home from work he passed one of the cars bearing in 
                                                 

292 Signed this book as Rolf Johan Johannessen on 2 September 1942 
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Brobekkveien almost up by Økernveien right by Borrebæk farm. A door opened and he saw it was 
the Germans with hodetelefonerog radio equipment in the rear. This was approx. 800m from 
Corona's transmitter. A few days later he observed the car much closer Risløkka and he realized 
that there had to be a transmitter they were looking for. The despair was that he did not know 
anyone who could conceivably operate with such well it was dangerous to talk about such 
things. He conferred course with good friends but no one knew of someone who should be 
notified. 
The 15 June 1943 acted Abwehr and Sipo the house of the family Refstad. Sverre held right in with 
a telegram to London when the Germans stormed the house. 
When he discovered the soldiers he rushed out of a window at the back of the house and just 
managed to catch some papers in a small veske.Han stormed over the fence to the neighbor Dr. 
Harald Loe and ran down towards Anton Tschudis way. He ran as the Brobekkveien and here he 
passed Larsen Støkken who was heading to his home a little farther down the Risløkka. Refstad 
hurled the bag into the vehicle load plan, but just beyond had German soldiers guard a position 
and they shot him down. Then Refstad come almost up to Vollebæk farm. Sverre Olaf Refstad 
never experienced its 25th birthday. 
The Germans got hold of the bag and tried for weeks with Corona's radio and send the plan to 
connect with Central, but in London realized that it was the enemy who tried with his 
funkgegenspiel. Via Beta got the confirmation. 
The parents of Refstad experienced that awful losing his son and in addition, they were arrested 
and put on Allegrini rest of the occupation. 
After the war it was the Økern well taken an iniative to a collection action that led to a pillar of 
Sverre Olaf Refstad. It can be found at Sverre Refstads place about the middle of Risløkka I hope 
that some of those who pass by here knows the story and stop bit up and recalls. 
Corona Chapter 3 
Arne Eikrem born in 1916 had long been involved in illegal work. He had been involved in both 
Plover Og Beta groups.Eikrem had Engineering Hole for radio school in 1937. He was keen radio 
amateur call sign LA7A and active member of the Oslo group of NRRL (Norwegian Radio Relay 
League) before the war. Many of the members here are carried over into active and important roles 
during the occupation. The 20 September 1939 received radio amateurs send ban. Radio amateurs 
who had a hobby of building radio transmitters and other things in the art. All were skilled 
telegraph operators also many with solid technical professionals. There are indications that the 
occupier was not aware of all these potential enemies even though Oslo environment had its 
renegade early in the war. 
Eikrem employed by Roy Høygårds electrical engineering in Peder Clausensgate. Here they 
repaired radios and wartime constructed the small battery recipients for illicit use. Eikremsholmen 
also held on with an advanced broadcast receiver that they intended to produce after the 
war. Eikrem was very skilled and repaired agent transmitters for several of the secret groups. 
Kai Flod, Karl August Nerdrum, Agnes Larsen and Arne Eikrem continued late autumn 1943 work 
with Corona, they had been re-send plan and radio station from Sweden. Nerdrum was like tidal 
police agent in Oslo. They collaborated with Beta group which safety was hazardous, but it turned 
out to work very well. In late autumn 1943 operated the transmitter in the woods above Lofthus at 
Grefsenkollen. The group had moved some around for after they happened to Refstad, but now the 
Germans by Corona again. The bearing groups had in the short time they had sent from Lofthus 
managed to call them into fairly accurate. And now wasted no Germans surrounded the sending 
site, but Nerdrum and Eikrem discovered soldiers before they began today's broadcast, probably 
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because of the large number of soldiers. They were hastily hidden transmitter and rudely walked 
out of the area as regular walkers. The Germans were guarding the area for several days, but found 
no transmitter. A while later appointed Nerdrum and Eikrem in police uniforms and taken the 
transmitter without problems. 
They moved up to a cabin in Holmenkollen. Here they had allied themselves with a caretaker who 
looked after it came suspicious vehicles in the area. After approx. Two months of transmission from 
the cabin discovered watchman suspicious cars and people. He warned Corona guys and again it 
turned out that it was in the nick of time. 
On the night of 1 April 1944 they got together with Beta supplies with airdrops on a frozen lake 
(WS) by Hakadal. Here "tyvlånte" the police chief Askvig car under the guise of raiding cabins in 
Hakadal. 
In July 1944, Kai Flod was arrested, but not for his work in Corona. He was involved in other illegal 
activities as well. He was taken in connection with newspaper production and he never divulged 
anything about Corona, He sat on Allegrini out war 
Corona moved to Rundmyrkoia by Movann, but waiting for new codes and send the plan when 
their current plan had been in use for too long. Forest Associates Kvande in Maridalen had given 
notice of suspicious vehicles. Much indicated that the Abwehr became dangerously aggressive 
again. One afternoon observed Karl Nerdrum some people with backpacks and ear plugs in his 
ears. 
In December 1944 it agreed a new supply drop by Helgeren and then right særmelding was 
repeated in the evening on the BBC was simply proceed to the drop site. At half past one o'clock at 
night came the plane of the anticipated load. Soon it waned down six containers and a 
pack. Imagine how it felt to get exclusive air cargo with essential equipment brought to a small 
point in the middle on the dirt. The crew of the Halifax knew his stuff, excellent precision navigation 
over North Sea. Over a darkened landscape found until release rather unfortunately often risked 
their lives on the journey home. The joy did not last long suddenly heard the machine gun 
ointments in the woods. It was full of Germans, but in the dark managed vessels to avoid being hit 
and run from pursuing clean. The Norwegians were probably better skiing. Arriving at the hut at 
Movann they got their well deserved rest after many arduous miles of detours to hide their tracks. 
The next day Agnes Larsen up to the release site and here it was full of tracks and the release was 
lost. Evidence indicates that the Abwehr was able to decode telegrams to Corona therefore 
expected also in the release. Fact was also Beta `s telegrams revealed. 
The head of the Beta Einar Hagness travel to Stockholm in particular to the Norwegian legation in 
Skeppargatan 4 John Turner who SIS man and had lived in Norway before the war and spoke 
perfect Norwegian arranged with new codes and submit plans cipher this time it was much more 
secure one time pad. New and easily send equip ment was also given Whaddon mk.7 or parameter 
set. Einar Hagness and Reidar Vold had a tough time getting everything safely home. 
Corona hereinafter called Johanna and Beta were Gallina. 
Johanna group felt secure in the terrain west of Movann and all of us who have trudged on Hansa 
Holmenkollen and Vittenbergkollen etc. or as we like to call the Maridal Alps are probably inclined 
to agree with it. There are many places to hide away. But then there was this transmitter then that 
could be checked. 
Telegrams poured apparently safe to England again. Due to practical reasons they send now only 
on Saturdays and Sundays, they worked under the guise of being on regular weekend trips. 
Johanna group is very well organized, they thrive on their important tasks and not least with each 
other. Arne Eikrem receive telegrams safely to and from England. All realize now that the fight is 
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almost won. While working Abwehr with large resources efficiently and purposefully to take this 
group as they have been so close to several times. 
Eikrem with their knowledge and experience knew of course that they could be checked in, but 
maybe he did not know how good Tyskerbarn The notebook bearing recipients were. In 1942 they 
had developed Fu GPC or Gurtepeilgeret as it was usually called. This was probably probably the 
most compact bearing apparatus in use during World War II. It could be worn hidden under 
clothing. Was sensitively with a felstyrkeinstrument that could be worn on the arm like a 
wristwatch. 
Para Set as Eikrem used was small and compact and a clear improvement in practical but 
technically it was a very simple and really old building with only three vacuum tubes, the 
transmitter was straightforward enough and powerful enough to reach Central's skilled telegraph 
operators with good antennas and recipients. The receiver in the parameter set is a 2 pipe right 
recipient and not particularly good, but it was considerably worse is that such a simple dish receiver 
rays quite strongly on the antenna even when the telegraphist just listened. My contention is that 
with Tyskerbarn the effective bearing recipients could dip into the parameter set only they were 
close enough even when telegraphist just listened and felt confident for the bearing. 
Sunday, March 18, 1945 sitting Eikrem with the transmitter on a ledge near the top of Østlia Hansa 
Oslo. Agnes Larsen and Karl Nerdrum keep watch. This was routine for the group and it had the 
great good as long as. Shortly after Eikrem finished the last telegram had Agnes Larsen, Karl 
Nerdrum and Arne Eikrem gathered at the transmitter to take some pictures. Suddenly, they are 
surprised by soldiers crying hände hoch and lame. The three attempts reach a rout in the steep 
terrain. It sounds powerful machine gun ranges everywhere in the forest. The enemy is completely 
superior and there are indications that Nerdrum fallen already up on the ledge. Eikrem was shot a 
little further down the hillside and Agnes Larsen avoided the shots and was taken by the arms 
hanging in a tree on a cliff. 
Agnes Larsen was brought down to Victoria Terrace and subjected to cruel torture, but reveals 
nothing that is dangerous to others. Eventually she was transferred to Allegrini and sit here until 
liberation. The person responsible for the torture were sentenced after the war also torture of 
Agnes Larsen. Gallina group is doing and get to experience liberation. 
60 years after I sit at the memorial in Hansa Holmenkollen and is infinitely glad that I have never 
experienced war. 
Source material 
Trygve Christensen: Marka and war, 1993.  
Berit Nøkleby: German Gestapo police in Norway from 1940 to 1945, 2004.  
Oslo group of NRRL: Glimpses from the group's history, 1998  
Bjorn Rørholt: Invisible soldiers, 1990.  
Ragnar Ulstein: Intelligence agencies in Norway from 1940 to 1945, Volume 2 1990. 
Thanks to Tommy Anthonsen, Willy Jansen, Magne Lein and Trond Olsen. 
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Arne Eikremsholmen 
 

 
Karl August Nerdrum 

 
Per Egil Isaas 
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Sverre Refstad 

 
The radio station Beta 

 
German Bearing Station 
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TNA has a file dated 1943, reference ADM 1/14361, entitled “FOREIGN COUNTRIES (52): Sergeant 
Per Egil Ilsaas Royal Norwegian Army awarded DSM.” 
From the Rognes Organisation SOE file, reference HS 2/228, in TNA: 
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1121. Bjarne WALDE. Signed 22 August 1942. Norske Legasjon, London. 

080 
DOB 10.10.1904. elektriker. Norsk. 
The Norwegian Historical Data Centre confirms his DOB: 

 

 
1122. Ingvald SÖRENSEN. Signed 22 August 1942. Norske Legasjon, London. 

080 
DOB 10.1.1910. skoarb. Norsk. No trace found. 
1123. Arnold Johannes TEDREKIN. Signed 22 August 1942. Stockholm. 

080 
DOB 16.3.1921. sjöman. Statslös. 
According to http://www.ekspress.ee/news/paevauudised/ajalugu/operatsioon-kobakapp-
inglasest-opetaja-saadeti-eestisse-diversandiks.d?id=32144069, he was selected to join Ronald 
Sydney Seth, alias John De Witt, in operation Blunderhead: Seth, an SOE Officer, parachuted into 
Estonia in 1942, was captured by the Germans and trained by the SD as an agent for a mission to 

http://www.ekspress.ee/news/paevauudised/ajalugu/operatsioon-kobakapp-inglasest-opetaja-saadeti-eestisse-diversandiks.d?id=32144069
http://www.ekspress.ee/news/paevauudised/ajalugu/operatsioon-kobakapp-inglasest-opetaja-saadeti-eestisse-diversandiks.d?id=32144069
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Britain. This never transpired and Seth spent most of the rest of the war in OFLAG 79. He is listed as 
an alien to whom Certificates of Naturalisation have been granted by the Secretary of State, and 
whose Oaths of Allegiance have been registered in the Home Office during the month of March 
1951, in the LG, 17 April 1951 as a motor fitter from Estonia living at 350A Chestnut Avenue, 
Bushey Park, Teddington, Middlesex. 
1124. Johannes Gunnar K NILSEN. Signed 22 August 1942. Norske Legasjon, London. 

080 
DOB 14.2.1917. elektriker. Norsk. 
He was a pump man on M/T Bello, which had left Clyde on 11 December 1942 in ballast for New 
York, taking station 104 of Convoy ON 153. At 05:20 (ship's time) on December 16 she was hit by 
two torpedoes within a few seconds of each other, U-610* (von Freyberg-Eisenberg-Allmendingen), 
the 1st one hitting in the engine room on the starboard side, and the 2nd a little further forward. 
Her after part was practically submerged in less than 30 seconds after the last torpedo struck, so it 
was believed that none of the men who were in that section of the ship could have managed to get 
out of their cabins. For the same reason the gunners who were on duty on the platform were also 
lost. No distress signals were sent. As there was no time to properly launch the lifeboats the 
captain ordered the crew to the rafts. 3 rafts came clear before the ship sank (51 45N 23 50W); 
some men were on the overturned port lifeboat, some in life rings. (* "Nortraships flåte", J. R. 
Hegland, claims Bello was torpedoed by U-356. This U-boat was there, but did not sink any ships). 
After about an hour the 7 survivors, including the captain, were picked up by the corvette HMS 
Pink (K 137) which unsuccessfully searched for more survivors until daylight, then rejoined the 
convoy. The survivors were landed in St. John's on Dec. 29. Convoy ON 153 arrived New York on 
the 31st. 28 Norwegian and 5 British seamen died. The official report on the sinking of Bello states 
she was chartered to British Tanker Co. at the time of loss and says a 3rd torpedo was also fired, 
but missed and was believed to have struck the British Regent Lion*, sailing on Bello's port side 
(this ship was damaged, later salvaged and in the U.K. at the time the report was written, Febr. 6-
1943). The time of attack is given as 07:20 GMT in this report, and position 53 N 27W, 550 - 575 
miles west of Cape Clear, in stormy weather with heavy seas. The report adds that Bello had a 
complement of 40, 33 of whom were missing. Nortraships flåte agrees with the time 05:20 given in 
the 2nd mate's account below, which appears to be ship's time. The maritime hearings were held in 
St. John's on 31 December 1942. The following were present: Captain Bernt, 1st Mate Moen, Able 
Seaman/Gunner Wick (at the wheel when Bello was torpedoed; he was rescued from the capsized 
lifeboat), and Able Seaman Wisnes (on lookout - rescued while holding on to a door, being the first 
one to be picked up by the corvette). Johannes Nilsen did not survive. 
1125. Frederick WHITE. Signed 24 August 1942. Livingstone, [name] Lane, Ashtead, Surrey. 

080 
DOB 12.4.1885. tj.man. engelsk. No trace found. 
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1126. Gustaw POTWOROWSKI (1889 – 1951). Signed 24 August 1942. London Polish 
Ambassador. 

080 
DOB 11.10.1889. dipl. Polsk. 
He also signed this book on 7 October 1942 (see that entry for additional biographical 
information). 
He was the ambassador to Sweden, between 1936 and 1942. His private papers are stored in the 
Hoover Institution Archives in Stanford University. In April 1937, the Polish Minister of Foreign 
Affairs, Józef Beck, told the Polish envoy in Stockholm, Gustaw Potworowski: “We hold the position 
that there are no changes in the inclinations of the soviet regime, acting towards both Russian 
imperialism, and the spreading of world revolution.” He is mentioned in C G McKay’s From 
Information to Intrigue, pp. 90-1: “The arrest of Warsaw Swedes had consequences in Stockholm. 
On Monday 31 August 1942, eight Poles – including Mieczyslaw Thugutt, Kocan and the journalist 
Maurycy Karniol – were detained for questioning by the Swedish police. Karniol was later released 
conditionally while Thugutt was flown to Britain on 6 September (he signed this book on 7 
September 1942). Also swept away by the crisis, was the Polish Minister himself. Monsieur 
Potworowski was reminded that at the time of the expulsion of Tadeusz Rudnicki (who signed 
this book on 30 August 1941) and certain members of the Polish Intelligence Service from Sweden 
in 1941, he had promised the Foreign Minister that the Legation would only concern itself with 
ordinary diplomatic or humanitarian business. Because this promise had not been honoured, he 
could no longer be considered persona grata. The Swedish government, however, did not wish to 
break off diplomatic relations with Poland and would be ready to accept the present counsellor as 
chargé d’affaires.” 
1127. Major Henry Hector MACCOLL MC. Signed 24 August 1942. 50 Sloane Street, 
London SW1. 

080 
DOB 21.11.1881. dir. Engelsk. 
He has a file covering the period 1914 – 1922 (in the Intelligence Corps), reference WO 339/60278, 
in TNA. The LG, 27 October 1944 announced “Burma Office, 27 October, 1944. The KING has 
approved the following: ARMY IN BURMA RESERVE OF OFFICERS. The undermentioned officer 
relinquishes his commission: Maj. H. H. MACCOLL (ABRO.6), M.C., 1st June 1944.” In 2007, Christie’s 
sold “an album of photographs compiled by H.H. MacColl, a district forestry officer with the 
Bombay Burmah Trading Company, recording his time in Burma, 1931-39.” In file reference B/P&G 
316/46 in TNA, there is reference to “retirement of H H MacColl, Indian Forest Service.” 
1128. Roland VESSEY. Signed 24 August 1942. Little Shernden, Edenbridge, Kent. 

080 
DOB 27.6.1903. herr. Engelsk. 
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Group Sisu volunteer. Farmer. Born 1903. Sheffield. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
His SOE file, reference HS 9/1530/4, in TNA was closed until 1 September 2008. The LG, 12 
November 1943 mentions a posting in Special Branch. 
1129. William Richard MASSEY. Signed 24 August 1942. Elton Farm, Dundry, Bristol. 

080 
Not included in the Bromma departure list for 23 August 1942 but shown in the list for 6 
September 1942. 
He also signed this book on 24 April.1943. 
The LG, 10 September 1926 announced “AUXILIARY AIR FORCE. GENERAL DUTIES BRANCH. The 
undermentioned to be Pilot Officer: No. 600 City of London (Bombing) Squadron. William Richard 
MASSEY. 28th Aug. 1926.” The LG, 11 February 1930 announced his promotion to Flight Lieutenant. 
The LG, 9 February 1932 announced his commission in Class A in his present rank on relinquishing 
his commission in the Auxiliary Air Force with effect from 28th August 1931. 
1130. Douglas Unknown. Signed 24 August 1942. British Airways, Stockholm. 

080 
No trace found in Blockade Runners or the Bromma departure records. 
1131. Berit MONSEN. Signed 24 August 1942. Norsk Legasjon, London. 

080 
DOB 1.3.1917. norsk. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rudolf_Hedemann: 
Rudolf Hedemann (12 March 1889 – 1978) was a Norwegian politician for the Labour Party. He was 
born in Stange as a son of railway foreman Reinhart Hedemann (1854-1937). He was married to 
Kristiane Bjørgås (1896–1964), and was the father of Knut and Reidar Hedemann. Reidar was for 
some time married to Berit Monsen, a sister of Per Monsen and daughter of Fredrik Monsen. 
Christian Fredrik Monsen (27 April 1878 – 31 January 1954) was a Norwegian politician for the 
Labour Party and the Communist Party. Per Monsen (4 May 1913 – 26 August 1985) was a 
Norwegian editor. He was an editor in Arbeiderbladet from 1952 to 1964 and 1968 to 1970, 
director of the International Press Institute from 1964 to 1968 and editor-in-chief of the Norwegian 
News Agency from 1970 to 1980. 
1132. Sigurd DYVIK. Signed 24 August 1942. Norsk Legasjon, London. 

080 
DOB 22.1.1904. journalist. Norsk. 
His SOE file, reference HS 9/464/8, is in TNA. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rudolf_Hedemann
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A Goggle search found Edgar Snow’s Fra Stalingrad mot seieren. Oversatt av Gorgus Coward og 
Sigurd Dyvik (From Stalingrad to Victory. Gorgus Coward and Sigurd Dyvik), Oslo, 1946. He was the 
author of Det nordlandske Dampskibsselskap A / S 1927 til 1977, 1977. 
From his SOE file:
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1133. Leif C Treu JACOBSEN. Signed 24 August 1942. Norsk Legasjon, London. 

080 
DOB 7.9.1912. köpman. Norsk. 
Ancestry.com has an entry for Leif C T Jacobsen. Birth: 7 Sep 1912. Death: 2 Jul 1982. The only other 
trace found is 1st Mate Leif Jacobsen of D/S Lindvangen. The Bromma departure list gives his 
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occupation as a businessman, not a seaman. Lindvangen’s voyages are listed in the Norwegian 
National Archives: 

 
It’s unlikely that the man who signed this book on 24 August 1942 managed to get on this ship 
between that date and 23 September 1942. 
From http://www.warsailors.com/singleships/lindvangen.html: 
Lindvangen, on charter to Alcoa Steamship Co., was torpedoed on the starboard side between 
hatch No. 3 and the engine room by U-515 (Henke) at 00:35 local time on Sept. 23-1942, while on a 
voyage from Paramaribo to Port of Spain with 2800 tons bauxite, having departed Paramaribo on 
Sept. 21. Position was 09 20N 60 10W. At the time she was sailing alone at a speed of 9 knots on 
course 343° true, in good weather with moderate swells and light easterly wind force 3, moon 
nearly full. Immediately after the explosion, her boilers exploded, and she sank very quickly by the 
stern (in 30 fathoms), so there was no time to launch the lifeboats or send distress signals. She had 
a small 6-pounder for armament. 
The captain and Able Seaman Brun, who had been pulled under by the suction, managed to get 
onto a raft which had floated free, and were rescued a few hours later by HMS Helene, which later 
also found Able Seaman Homersland on a raft, as well as three men who were keeping themselves 
afloat in a crate which had stood on the poop, namely Able Seaman Helminsen, 
Boatswain Helle and Engine Boy Soucharen. Another two men had also managed to keep 

http://www.warsailors.com/singleships/lindvangen.html
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themselves above water in various ways. Galley Boy Camona was found in the gig, while 
Stoker Kvamme was found drifting on debris. 
The eight survivors were landed in Georgetown, British Guiana on Sept. 29 where three men were 
admitted to a hospital while the others were accommodated at the Navy & Merchant Seamen's 
Club. On Oct. 6 they were sent by plane to Port of Spain with arrival that same afternoon. 
The inquiry was held in New York on Oct. 28-1942 with only the captain appearing, the other 
survivors still being in Port of Spain at that time. The U-boat had approached* the captain on the 
raft to ask the ship's name etc. before taking off again. The 3rd mate, who perished, had been the 
officer on watch, Able Seaman Nilsen was on lookout, and Able Seaman Brunhad been at the helm. 
* The above account is according to Norwegian sources. A summary of survivors' statements (in a 
memorandum dated Oct. 24-1942, signed U.S.N.R. Lieutenant H. V. Stebbins) says that after the 
captain had fought his way back to the surface he had found himself "almost immediately 
alongside the submarine, which had now surfaced at 200 yards. He was hauled onto the deck of 
the submarine and while one man held him, another covered him with a gun and spotlight. The 
captain of the submarine called down from the conning tower in English, with a strong German 
accent, demanding the name of the vessel and cargo and tonnage. When he answered these 
questions he was tossed back into the water; the submarine moving rapidly past him so closely that 
he was nearly caught by the screws. He noted as the submarine passed him that the engines were 
noisy and twin screwed. The submarine was described as being small with one gun forward and 
one aft. Streamlined conning tower with fresh new looking paint. The submarine was painted black 
on deck and grey on sides. It was last seen diving at approximately 01:00, Sept. 23". (It's amazing 
how the choice of words can alter the impression of an event; words like "hauled", "tossed" and 
"demanding", for instance. The captain was obviously not very fond of Germans, and still angry at 
the time of the interview). 
1134. Kolbjörn ARNESEN. Signed 24 August 1942. Norske Legasjon, London. 

080 
DOB 5.11.1913. kontorist. Norsk. 
His SOE file, reference no HS 9/54/2, in TNA was closed until 1 January 2014. 
He is listed in SOE file HS 8/979_980 as a member of Party 26T with the symbol T1: 

 
From the above list, the following have signed this book: 
Erling Marinus GRENNE on 15 June 1942 
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Nils Uhlin HANSEN on 16 June 1942 
Sigurd Ingolf HAUGEN on 11 September 1942 
Lars Robsahm HEYERDAHL on 12 October 1941 
Reidar KVALL on 11 September 1942 
Rolf Johan JOHANNESSEN on 2 September 1942 
Oddvar Egil ÖSTGAARD on 18 April 1942 
From his SOE file: 
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1135. Sogge Arnoldus JOHNSSEN. Signed 24 August 1942. Norske Legasjon, London. 

081 
DOB 17.12.1917. tekniker. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. The Bromma departure list misspells his last name as JOHNSSEN. Apart 
from the following, no further trace found. 
http://www.begravdeioslo.no/maler/grav/grave_id/85640 confirms his DOB and gives a DOD of 
24.09.1981. 
1136. Ove Waldemar MOLIN. Signed 24 August 1942. Norske Legasjon, London. 

081 
DOB 18.10.1914. assist. Norsk. 
Mundia.com says he was born in 1814 in Halden, Ostfold, Norway and died in 2002 in Konsberg, 
Buskerud, Norway. He was married to Anlaug Strand (1923 – 1994). forum.arkivverket.no refers to 
him as Captain. No further trace found. 
1137. Harald HARALDSTAD. Signed 24 August 1942. Norske Legasjon, London. 

081 
DOB 7.3.1918. arb. Norsk. 

http://www.begravdeioslo.no/maler/grav/grave_id/85640
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From Nyhetsoversikt Fra Skandinavia News in Brief from Scandinavia, Regjeringens I. K. & Hærens 
Overkommando, July 1942: 

 
However, this is probably not the same man because the above states he was 50 when he died in 
England. No further trace found. 
1138. Chief Officer Norman ROCH. Signed 24 August 1942. Barnard Castle. 

081 
DOB 4.1.1908. l:e styrm. Engelsk. 
Died 17 May 1943, aged 35, when his ship, Northmoor, was sunk by U-198. At 14.12 hours on 17 
May, 1943, U-198 fired two spreads of two torpedoes at the convoy LMD-17 north of Durban, 
heard four detonations and sinking noises and reported one ship sunk and another probably sunk. 
However, only the Northmoor (Master Arthur Peters) was hit and sunk. Eleven crew members and 
one gunner were lost. The master, 20 crew members, four gunners and two passengers (DBS) were 
picked up by HMS St. Loman (FY 276) (Lt R.C. Warwick, DSC, RNR) and landed at Durban. The date 
of this signature indicates that Roch was probably repatriated to RAF Leuchars following a sinking 
that he survived but no details can be found. 
1139. Harold Stanley TAYLOR. Signed 24 August 1942. South Shields. 

081 
DOB 13.11.1894. steward. Engelsk. 
His son of the same name was killed on 14 March 1944, aged 22, while flying with 176 Squadron 
and is commemorated in the Singapore Memorial Cemetery. See the entry for Thomas CADOGAN 
who signed this book on 18 September 1942. 
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1140. Lt Col Michal Tadeusz KARASZEWICZ-TOKARZEWSKI (5 January 1893 – 22 May 
1964). Signed 24 August 1942. Polish HQ, London. 

081 
Michał served in the Polish Legions from 1914 until 1917, then in the POW (Polish Military 
Organization). He was a commanding officer of the "5th Infantry Legion Regiment" during the 
Polish-Ukrainian War, which fought in Lwów. After Poland regained independence in 1918, Michał 
served in the Polish Army. 
In April 1919, he participated in the Polish-Lithuanian War, when Wilno was seized by Poland. From 
1924 until 1926 he was commanding the "19th Infantry Division" in Wilno, from 1928 until 1932 a 
commanding officer of the "25th Infantry Division" in Kalisz and from 1932 until 1939 a 
commanding officer of the Corps area (okreg korpusu) in Grodno, Lwów and Toruń. 
During the Polish Defensive War of 1939, he was commanding the Operation Group (grupa 
operacyjna) of the "Armia Pomorze" (Pomeranian Army). He fought in the Battle of Bzura and was 
the second-in-command of "Armia Warszawa" (Army Warsaw) which was commanded by general 
Juliusz Rómmel, during the defence of Warsaw. 
In occupied Poland, on 27 September 1939, he founded the resistance movement "Służba 
Zwycięstwu Polski" (Polish Victory Service) and was its commander-in-chief until December 1939, 
when he became the commanding officer of the "3rd Lwów area (ZWZ)" under Soviet occupation. 
Crossing the new German-Soviet border, in March 1940 he was arrested and imprisoned by the 
NKVD. After being released from prison, Michał was appointed a commanding officer of the "6th 
Infantry Division" of the Polish Army in the Soviet Union (Anders Army) in August 1941. From 
March 1943 until 1944, he served as the second-in-command of the Polish Army in the East. 
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Michał Tokarzewski as the second in command of the Anders Army while in Jerusalem during 
World War II. 
In 1944, he became a commander of the 3rd Polish Corps which was formed in Egypt. After the war 
he stayed in exile in England and settled in London. From 1954 on he was the General Inspector of 
the Armed Forces of the Polish forces in exile. He died on May 22, 1964 in Casablanca, Morocco. In 
September 1992 the urn with his ashes was transferred to Poland and buried at the Powązki 
Cemetery in Warsaw. In 2006, General Tokarzewski's medals and battledress came up for public 
auction. Two Canadians, who were aware of the unfortunate history of Poland during World War II, 
were successful in their bid and brought the items to Canada. The two then donated the entire 
collection to "Poland and the Polish people" during a ceremony at the Polish Combatants' 
Association, Branch#20, in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. The collection was displayed at the Branch 
#20 museum until March, 2007, when it was packed up and shipped to Warsaw to be displayed in 
the Warsaw Military Museum in that city. 
1141. Stanisław Franciszek SOSABOWSKI CBE (8 May 1892 - 25 September 1967). Signed 
24 August 1942. 1st (Polish) Independent Parachute Brigade. Leven, Polish HQ. 

081 
Stanisław Sosabowski was born on 8 May 1892, in Stanisławów, in a railway workers' family. He 
graduated from a local gymnasium and in 1910 he was accepted as a student of the faculty of 
economy of the University of Kraków. However, the death of his father and poor economic 
situation of his family forced him to abandon the studies and return to Stanisławów. There he 
became a member of Drużyny Strzeleckie, a semi-clandestine Polish national paramilitary 
organisation. He was soon promoted to the head of all Polish Scouting groups in the area. In 1913, 
Sosabowski was drafted into the Austro-Hungarian Army. After training, he was promoted to the 
rank of corporal, serving in the 58th Infantry Regiment. After the outbreak of World War I he 
fought with his unit against the Imperial Russian Army in the battles of Rzeszów, Dukla Pass and 
Gorlice. For his bravery, he was awarded several medals and promoted to First Lieutenant. In 1915, 
he was badly wounded in action and withdrawn from the front. In November 1918, after Poland 
regained its independence Sosabowski volunteered for the newly formed Polish Army, but his 
wounds were still not healed and he was rejected as a front-line officer. Instead, he became a staff 
officer in the Ministry of War Affairs in Warsaw. After the Polish-Soviet War Sosabowski was 
promoted to Major and in 1922 he started his studies at the Higher Military School in Warsaw. 
After he finished his studies he was assigned to the Polish General Staff. Promoted to Lieutenant 
Colonel, in 1928 he was finally assigned to a front-line unit, the 75th Infantry Regiment, as 
commanding officer of a battalion. The following year he was assigned to the 3rd Podhale Rifles 
Regiment as its deputy commander. From 1930 he was also a professor of logistics at his alma 
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mater. In 1937 Sosabowski was promoted to colonel and became the commanding officer of the 
9th Polish Legions Infantry Regiment stationed in Zamość. In January 1939 he became the 
commander of the prestigious Warsaw-based 21st "Children of Warsaw" Infantry Regiment. 
According to the Polish mobilisation scheme, Sosabowski's regiment was attached to the 8th 
Infantry Division under Col. Teodor Furgalski. Shortly before the German invasion of Poland started 
his unit was moved from its garrison in the Warsaw Citadel to the area of Ciechanów, where it was 
planned as a strategic reserve of the Modlin Army. On 2 September the division was moved 
towards Mława and in the early morning of the following day it entered combat in the Battle of 
Mława. Although the 21st Regiment managed to capture Przasnysz and its secondary objectives, 
the rest of the division was surrounded by the Wehrmacht and destroyed. After that Sosabowski 
ordered his troops to retreat towards Warsaw. On 8 September Sosabowski's unit reached the 
Modlin Fortress. The routed 8th Division was being reconstructed, but the 21st Regiment was 
attached to the corps led by general Juliusz Zulauf. After several days of defensive fights, the corps 
was moved to Warsaw, where it arrived on 15 September. Instantly upon arrival, Sosabowski was 
ordered to man the Grochów and the Kamionek defensive area and defend Praga, the eastern 
borough of Warsaw, against the German 10th Infantry Division. During the Siege of Warsaw the 
forces of Sosabowski were outmanned and outgunned, but managed to hold all their objectives. 
When the general assault on Praga started on 16 September, the 21st Infantry Regiment managed 
to repel the attacks of German 23rd Infantry Regiment and then successfully counter-attacked and 
destroyed the enemy unit. After this success, Sosabowski was assigned to command all Polish 
troops fighting in the area of Grochów. Despite constant bombardment and German attacks 
repeated every day, Sosabowski managed to hold his objectives at relatively low cost in manpower. 
On 26 September 1939, the forces led by Sosabowski bloodily repelled the last German attack, but 
two days later Warsaw capitulated. On 29 September, shortly before the Polish forces left Warsaw 
for German captivity, General Juliusz Rómmel awarded Col. Sosabowski and the whole 21st Infantry 
Regiment with the Virtuti Militari medal. Following the Polish surrender, Sosabowski was a prisoner 
of war, and was interned at a camp near Żyrardów. However, he escaped and remained in Warsaw 
under a false name, where he joined the Polish resistance. He was ordered to leave Poland and 
reach France with important reports on the situation in occupied Poland. After a long trip through 
Hungary and Romania, he arrived in Paris, where the Polish government in exile assigned him to 
the Polish 4th Infantry Division as the commanding officer of infantry. Initially, the French 
authorities were very reluctant to hand over the badly needed equipment and armament for the 
Polish unit. The soldiers of Sosabowski had to train with pre-World War I weapons. In April 1940, 
the division was moved to a training camp in Parthenay and was finally handed the weapons that 
were awaited since January, but it was already too late to organise the division. Out of more than 
11,000 soldiers, only 3,150 were given arms. Knowing this, the commander of the division General 
Rudolf Dreszer ordered his unit to withdraw towards the Atlantic coast. On 19 June 1940, 
Sosabowski with approximately 6,000 Polish soldiers arrived to La Pallice, from where they were 
evacuated to Great Britain. Upon his arrival in London, Sosabowski turned up at the Polish General 
Staff and was assigned to 4th Rifles Brigade that was to become a core of the future 4th Infantry 
Division. The unit was to be composed mainly from Polish Canadians, but it soon became apparent 
that there were not enough young Poles in Canada to create a division out of them. Then, 
Sosabowski decided to transform his brigade into a Parachute Brigade, the first such unit in the 
Polish Army. The volunteers came from all the formations of the Polish Army. In Largo House, a 
training camp was built and the parachute training was started. Sosabowski himself passed the 
training and, at 49 years of age, made his first parachute jumps. According to relations of 
Sosabowski's former subordinates, the colonel was a strict yet just commander. Impulsive and 
harsh, Sosabowski could not stand any opposition. This made the creation of a Polish parachute 
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brigade possible, but also made contacts with his superiors problematic. In October 1942 the 
brigade was ready for combat and was named the 1st Independent Parachute Brigade. Since the 
Polish General Staff planned to use the brigade to aid the all-national uprising in Poland, the 
soldiers of the 1st Polish Para were to be the first element of the Polish Army in Exile to reach their 
homeland. Hence the unofficial motto of the unit: the shortest way (najkrótszą drogą). In 
September 1943, Lieutenant General Frederick Browning proposed that Sosabowski reform his unit 
into a division and fill the remaining posts with Englishmen. Sosabowski himself would be assigned 
to the newly formed division and promoted to general. However, Sosabowski refused. 
Nevertheless, on 15 June 1944 he was promoted to Brigadier General. In early August 1944, news 
of the Warsaw Uprising arrived in Great Britain. The brigade was ready to be paradropped into 
Warsaw to aid their colleagues from the Home Army, who were fighting a desperate battle against 
overwhelming odds. However, the distance was too great for the transport aircraft to make a round 
trip and access to Soviet airfields was denied. The morale of the Polish troops suffered badly, and 
many of the units verged on mutiny. The British staff threatened its Polish counterpart with 
disarmament of the brigade, but Sosabowski retained control of his unit. Finally, Polish Commander 
in Chief Kazimierz Sosnkowski put the brigade under British command, and the plans to send it to 
Warsaw were abandoned. It was not until after the war that general Sosabowski learnt that his son, 
Stanisław "Stasinek" Sosabowski, a medic and member of the Kedyw, had lost his sight during the 
uprising. The Polish 1st Independent Parachute Brigade was included among the Allied forces 
taking part in Operation Market Garden. Due to a critical shortage of transport aircraft, the brigade 
was split into several parts before entering the battle. A small part of the brigade with Sosabowski 
was dropped near Driel on 19 September, but it was not until 21 September when the rest of the 
brigade finally arrived in the distant town of Grave, falling directly into the waiting guns of the 
Germans camped out around the area. The Brigade's artillery was dropped together with the British 
1st Airborne Division and the howitzers were to arrive by sea transport. This prevented the Polish 
forces from being used effectively. Three times Poles under Sosabowski tried to force the Rhine 
crossing in order to help the surrounded 1st Airborne. However, the ferry they planned to use to 
reach the British had been sunk and Poles attempted the river crossing in small rubber boats under 
heavy fire. Nevertheless, at least 200 men succeeded in crossing and reinforcing the embattled 
British. Despite the difficult situation on the front, during a 24 September staff meeting, Sosabowski 
suggested that the battle could have still been won. He suggested that the combined forces of 
30th Corps and the Polish Brigade should start an all-out assault on the German positions and try 
to break through the Rhine. This plan was not accepted, and during the last phase of the battle, on 
25 and 26 September, Sosabowski led his men southwards and shielded the retreat of remnants of 
the 1st Airborne. The rate of casualties among the Polish units that fought in the battle was high, in 
some cases as high as 40%. At least in part, the heavy casualties were the result of Browning's 
decision to drop the paratroops into a position located 7 kilometres from the bridge. He was 
portrayed by Gene Hackman in the movie A Bridge Too Far. 
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Gen. Sosabowski (left) with Gen. Browning. 
After the battle, on 5 October 1944, Sosabowski received a letter from Montgomery, where he 
described Polish soldiers as fighting bravely and offered Sosabowski to award 10 of his soldiers. On 
14 October 1944, Montgomery wrote another letter, this time to British commanders, where he 
made Sosabowski a scapegoat for the failure of Operation Market Garden. Sosabowski was 
accused of criticising Field Marshal Montgomery and the Polish General Staff was forced to remove 
him as the commanding officer of his brigade on 27 December 1944. He was made the commander 
of guard troops and in July 1948 he was demobilised. Shortly after the war Sosabowski managed to 
bring his only son and his wife from Poland. Like many other Polish wartime leaders and soldiers 
exiled from communist Poland he settled down working in West London. He found a job as a 
factory worker in the CAV Electrics assembly plant in Acton. He died in London on 25 September 
1967. It has been suggested that friends and associates with whom he lived and worked in England 
were largely unaware of his military accomplishments until they attended his funeral, at which his 
full rank and achievements were read out. In 1969 his remains were interred in the Powązki Military 
Cemetery in Warsaw, Poland. In The Hague, on Wednesday 31 May 2006, Queen Beatrix awarded 
the Military Order of William to the 1st Independent Polish Parachute Brigade. The commander of 
the Brigade, the late Major General Stanisław Sosabowski, despite pressure from the British 
diplomacy, was awarded the "Bronze Lion" posthumously. This happening was the result of a 
documentary on Dutch TV depicting the Brigade and its commander as having played a heroic and 
much more significant role in Market Garden than was acknowledged so far. In this film by Geertjan 
Lassche, Dutch Prince Bernhard said the Polish deserved to be honoured with at least a medal. The 
following day, on 1 June, a ceremony was held at Driel, the town where the Polish 1st Independent 
Parachute Brigade fought. Among the speakers at the ceremony were the mayor of the 
municipality of Overbetuwe, as well as Sosabowski's grandson and great-grandson. 
1142. Major Charles Frederick Gordon (Dick) BOND (50968). Signed 24 August 1942. 
Burleigh, Moretonhampstead, Devon. 

081 
According to http://www.thepeerage.com/p38139.htm#i381387, two of his three children were 
born in Woodhayes Nursing Home, Exeter which is only 2 miles from Burleigh, so this is almost 
certainly Charles Frederick Gordon Bond. He was the son of Maj. C G Bond, The Wiltshire Regiment, 
and Mrs Bond. Husband of Evelyn Hinchliff Bond of Kilve, Somerset. Dick Bond was born on 26 July 
1911. Educated at Harrow 1925-1930 and RMC Sandhurst. Ref. Harrow School Register 1912 R.M.C. 
Sandhurst. In 1942, the Signals HQ was moved from Hundon to Coleshill where construction and 
improvements to the TRD sets continued including the TRM and TRF. At stand-down the number 
of sets in use numbered 250 TRD, 28 TRM, 36 TRF, and 200 No.17 sets. At the same time the 
Special Duties Section established their HQ at Hannington Hall, owned by the Fry cocoa family, five 
miles from Coleshill. Here, Major Maurice Petherick recruited additional Intelligence Officers to 
continue the expansion of the spy organisation supplying the information for the wireless networks 
and Beatrice Temple administered the ATS section. It was during this period that Capt Bond was 
promoted to Major and moved from Sussex (where he was I.O.) to AUX – SDS. 
According to http://www.specialforcesroh.com/roll-2605.html, he was killed by a sniper on 10 April 
1945, aged 33 years, near Borgerwald, Germany whilst with B Squadron, 1st Special Air Service on 
Operation Howard. This was a jeep operation behind enemy lines led by Paddy Mayne. 

http://www.thepeerage.com/p38139.htm%23i381387
http://www.specialforcesroh.com/roll-2605.html
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See http://www.specialoperations.com/Foreign/United_Kingdom/SAS/Founding_Fathers.htm for 
details. 
1143. Major Henry Norman WILSON (17236). Signed 24 August 1942. The Black Watch, 
Princeland, Coupar Angus. 

081 
He also signed this book on 17 to 22 November 1941: 

 
Several mentions in the LG including this one from 25 April 1950: 

 
1144. Major H N HODGSON (28347). Signed 24 August 1942. 307 Light Anti- Aircraft Btn 
Royal Artillery, Dundee. 

081 
Several mentions in the LG and The Army Lists from 1924. 
1145. Group Captain John Edward Wymer BOWLES, DFC (16139) (1 Jan 1905 - ?). Signed 
24 August 1942. HQ CC. 

081 
DFC awarded while with 38 Squadron. LG 13 Sep 1940. Station Commander RAF Broadwell from 1 
January 1947. 
1146. Group Captain Joseph Clarence Cross SLATER (05117). Signed 24 August 1942. HQ 
CC. 

081 
Multiple mentions in Flight (1924, 1925, 1929, 1931, 1934 and 1938) and the LG (1942, 1943 and 
1951). 
1147. Flight Lieutenant Irvin A SUMMERS. Signed 24 August 1942. US Army Air Corps. 

081 

http://www.specialoperations.com/Foreign/United_Kingdom/SAS/Founding_Fathers.htm
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No trace found. 
1148. Frank GILBERT. Signed 24 August 1942. Manchester. 

081 
No trace found. 
1149. Flying Officer John (“Jack”) CALLAHAN RAAF (400694). Signed 27 August 1942. 
Gerangamete, Victoria, Australia. 

081 
On 4th September 1942, Whitley VBD 543 crashed at Hurn when on a non-operational training 
flight with No 296 Squadron. All on board were killed. 
Crew: 
RAAF 400694 FO Callahan (aged 23) J Captain (Pilot) 
RAF PO Stephens, W R (Observer) 
RCAF PO Lavery, K G (Wireless Operator) 
RAF Flt Sgt R J Mayes, (Rear Gunner) 
RAF Sgt A Dougherty 
British Army Passengers: 
Capt H R Taylor, Royal Warwickshire Regiment, 70th Battalion 
2nd Lt A E G Twelvetrees, Hampshire Regiment, 70th Battalion 
FO Callahan, PO Lavery and Flt Sgt Mayes are buried in the Christchurch Cemetery, Hampshire, UK. 
PO Stephens was cremated in the Croydon (Mitcham Road) Crematorium, UK. 
Sgt Dougherty is buried in the Llansantfraid Glan Conway (St Fraid) Churchyard Extension, UK. 
Capt Taylor is buried in the Nuneaton (Attleborough) Cemetery, UK. 
2nd Lt Twelvetrees is buried in the Thorney Hill (All Saints) Churchyard, UK. 
The CO of 296 Squadron stated: 
“The evidence available tended to indicate that the port engine failed in the air and the Pilot was 
making an attempt to regain the vicinity of the drome with a view to landing on the runway in use 
at the time. The aircraft stalled to the left and crashed.” 
From http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/scripts/Imagine.asp?B=1054439: 

http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/scripts/Imagine.asp?B=1054439
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1150. Pilot Office William Walter (“Bunny”) WILSON DFC (400610). Signed 27 August 1942. 
Rochester, Victoria. 455 Squadron. 

082 
From Air Force Association of Canada: 
WILSON, F/L William Walter (RAAF 400610) - Distinguished Flying Cross - No.455 Squadron - 
awarded as per LG, 12 November 1943. Born 9 April 1918 in Rochester, Victoria, Australia; served in 
9th Battery, Royal Australian Artillery; enlisted in RAAF, No.1 Recruiting Centre, Melbourne, 18 
September 1940 and posted to No.2 ITS, Bradfield Park; promoted LAC, 9 November 1940; to No.8 
EFTS, Narrandera, 14 November 1940; to No.2 ITS, 24 December 1940; to No.2 Embarkation Depot, 
Bradfield Park, 1 February 1941; embarked at Sydney, 22 February 1941; arrived in Canada, 16 
March 1941; to No.2 AOS, Edmonton, 18 March 1941; to No.2 BGS, Mossbank, 8 July 1941; to No.1 
ANS, Rivers, 20 August 1941; commissioned 14 September 1941 and posted to 'Y' Depot, Halifax. 
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Taken on strength of No.3 PRC, 20 October 1941; to No.14 OTU, 2 November 1941; promoted 
Flying Officer, 15 March 1942; to No.49 Squadron, 1 April 1942; to No.455 Squadron, 3 April 1942; 
to No.3 APC, 12 December 1942; returned again to No.455 Squadron, date uncertain; promoted 
Flight Lieutenant, 15 September 1943; to No.1 TTU, 3 October 1943; to No.11 PDRC, 7 October 
1943; embarked in UK, 18 October 1943 for duty with No.455 Squadron in Australia; disembarked 
Australia, 30 December 1943; to No.1 Embarkation Depot, 20 January 1944; to HQSA, 21 January 
1944 (instructing); to No.1 OTU (Beaufort Course), 1 March 1944; to No.32 Squadron, 18 May 1944; 
to No.1 RPP, 6 September 1945; to No.2 RD, date not shown. Released 30 January 1946. Air 
Ministry Bulletin 12011/AL.689 refers. A very reliable navigator and squadron torpedo officer, Flight 
Lieutenant Wilson has completed a fine tour of operational duty. This has included a transit flight 
to North Russia in appalling weather, a daylight search for major enemy units in the Barents Sea 
and sweeps north of Trondheim in search of the German battleship von Tirpitz. On several 
occasions he has located enemy merchant Flight Lieutenant Wilson's navigational ability is of a 
high order and he has always displayed marked determination and courage. His file includes a 
sheet, 'Extracts from Flying Log Book'. It states that his service in No.455 Squadron began with a 
sortie on 7 April 1942 and concluded with a sortie on 4 July 1943. It does not list all his sorties but 
begins with the following: 
10 April 1942 Lille 
12 April 1942 Heligoland 
15 April 1942 St. Nazaire 
1 May 1942 Bergen, patrol 
16 May 1942 Haugessund, Gardening 
5 July 1942 Strike, Trondheim area 
9 July 1942 Strike, Trondheim area 
It states he flew 22 other operations with No.455 Squadron. Next it deals with service in No.32 
Squadron, Lowood (first operational flight, 20 May 1944; last operational flight 29 June 1945. A 
partial listing of flights gives the following, which appear to be transit flights: 
30 March 1945 Garbutt - Merauke 
31 March 1945 Merauke - Morotai 
1 April 1945 Morotai - Leyte 
4 April 1945 Leyte - Morotai 
5 April 1945 Morotai - Noemfoor 
Note: A statement his home was in Winnipeg seems incorrect. Married 17 September 1941; wife 
identified as Mildred Phyllis Wilson, living in Medicine Hat, Alberta and later in Glenhuntly, Victoria, 
Australia. 
1151. Wing Commander Wilfred Montague BISDEE (36136). Signed 29 August 1942. MAEE 
Helensburgh. 

082 
From 
http://www.secretscotland.org.uk/index.php/Secrets/MarineAircraftExperimentalEstablishment: 
The Marine Aircraft Experimental Establishment (MAEE) was set up by the Air Ministry in 1924, to 
evaluate the performance of water based aircraft. Originally based in Felixstowe, the onset of World 

http://www.secretscotland.org.uk/index.php/Secrets/MarineAircraftExperimentalEstablishment
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War II led to MAEE being classified Top Secret, and moving to the area of Helensburgh and Rhu in 
1939, to ensure that its work would not attract the attention of German spy planes or bombers, 
which could easily reach the original site. After the war ended, MAEE returned to Felixstowe in 
1945, until it was finally closed down in 1956. 
MAEE was partnered with the Airborne Forces Experimental Establishment (AFEE), which began life 
at Ringway (now Manchester airport) in 1940, and was also to move, first to Sherburn, near Leeds in 
1943, then Beaulieu in 1945. 
As part of its security precautions, MAEE Helensburgh was not generally known by its proper name, 
but was simply referred to as RAF Helensburgh to avoid drawing any particular attention to the 
site. 
Little detail was known of MAEE's activities, and no pictures were known of when we first learned of 
the establishment in 2005. However, we are grateful to the generosity of Robin Bird, who has given 
permission for us to include details and images from his book Top Secret War Bird Of World War 
Two, which tells the story of his father, Bob Bird, who was "A Government photographer taking top 
secret pictures of weapons to sink U-Boats and experiments by airborne forces preparing for the D-
Day Invasion". Published as a memorial, Top Secret War Bird is no longer available, but Helensburgh 
Library has retained a copy for reference. 
On 25 June 1952, Shackleton Mk.I VP261 of 120 Squadron crashed into the North Sea during an 
anti-submarine exercise with the loss of twelve crew. There was one survivor. This is described in 
Chris Ashworth's book The Shackleton. He records the loss of this a/c captained by W/Cdr Bisdee, 
the only name mentioned. He also points out that although it was a 120 Squadron a/c it was, at the 
time, on loan to 240 Squadron. Both Squadrons were operating out of Scampton for the exercise. 
This widens the scope of the ORBs you may have to look at. The cause of the crash was not 
positively determined and Chris has in the book either a stall in a steep turn or the shutting off of 
the main fuel cocks which were apparently unfortunately positioned near the pilots and could be 
used as "grab handles" by someone trying to maintain his balance. The a/c was attacking a 
submarine at the time and the survivor, not named, was rescued by the First Lt of the sub who 
dived overboard. There were 13 on board which is three more than the normal Shackleton crew 
although 1952 was early in the Shack's life and it may be that the crew complement was settled 
later. The Times reported that two survivors were picked up - Sgt Rorke (sic) and Aircraftman Oxley. 
In a later report on the inquest, the survivor is given as Sgt David Oxlade. 
1152. Pilot Officer Dennis Cameron TANNER (106635). Signed 29 August 1942. MAEE 
Helensburgh. 

082 
Signature identified by Robin Bird, an expert on MAEE. 
See http://www.secretscotland.org.uk/index.php/Secrets/MarineAircraftExperimentalEstablishment. 
1153. Squadron Leader Bernard Williamson LITTLE OBE (90326). Signed 2 September 
1942. Ex-Tiree. 

082 
Battle of Britain pilot with 609 Squadron. He also signed this book on 5 September 1942. 

http://www.secretscotland.org.uk/index.php/Secrets/MarineAircraftExperimentalEstablishment
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From http://www.worldwarhistoryonline.com/world-war-history-news-articles/world-war-two-
wwii/item/1323-pilot-bernard-little-is-104th-of-the-few: 

 
Former Halifax coroner Bernard Williamson Little was a Battle of Britain pilot and is, in fact, the 
104th of The Few discovered to have been born in Yorkshire. Bernard Little was born in Wakefield 
and attended Queen Elizabeth Grammar School there. He joined the 609 (West Riding) Squadron at 
Yeadon in 1937 and was called to full service in August 1939. He trained with 11 other pilots at 
Catterick, North Yorkshire, of whom only four survived the Battle of Britain. 
He was demobilised in 1945 with the rank of squadron leader and awarded the OBE. 
A trained solicitor, he served as coroner in Halifax from 1951 to 1974 and then as Bradford and 
Calderdale coroner until his retirement in 1975, when he and his wife, Nan, moved from their home 
in Wood Lane, Hipperholme, to live near Littlehampton, West Sussex. He died in 1986. 
1154. Astrid Kathinka KROGVIG. Signed 2 September 1942. 30 Holland Park Mews, 
London. 

082 
DOB 2.12.1910. bibliotek. 
With George Blake, she wrote Skipsbyggere, Oslo, 1947. She translated Stina Lindeberg’s Når 
knoppene brister (When the Buds Burst), Damm & Søn, Oslo 1952. She translated Lois Lenski’s 
Jordbærpiken (Strawberry Girl), N W Damm, Oslo, 1958. She is the wife of Bård Krogvig (DOB 
22.12.1910) of the Norwegian Information Office? He visited Norway on 10 July 1941 to investigate 
Milorg. He has an SOE file, reference HS 9/864/6, in TNA. He signed this book on 31 March 1942. 
1155. Anne Elizabeth Tindal WARING. Signed 2 September 1942. Southcourt House, 
Leighton Buzzard. 

082 
DOB 26.11.1907. 
She worked in the Norwegian Section of the SOE Mission in Stockholm and became assistant to 
Edgar Nielsen, who took over responsibility for Norway in December 1941. 
She has an SOE file, reference HS 9/1556/2, in TNA. It makes very interesting reading as is 
evidenced by her note of 28 November 1941: 

http://www.worldwarhistoryonline.com/world-war-history-news-articles/world-war-two-wwii/item/1323-pilot-bernard-little-is-104th-of-the-few
http://www.worldwarhistoryonline.com/world-war-history-news-articles/world-war-two-wwii/item/1323-pilot-bernard-little-is-104th-of-the-few
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Her SOE file contains a note about her arrival in England: 

 

 
She is mentioned in Ralph Barker’s The Blockade Busters, pps 29, 44, 83 and 162. 
She is included in the index to SOE file reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 
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From HS 7/174/6 Norwegian Section History: 
“Insufficient space has been given in this History to the work carried out by the Norwegian Sectlon 
of the S.O.E. Mission in STOCKHOLM and its value. Some more is said on the subject in the Swedish 
Section's History. The Section fulfilled many functions, not the least of which was the important 
duty of looking after and taking care of members of the Linge Company who had crossed the 
border into SWEDEN after carrying out their tasks, or for a period of leave, or for some other 
reason. Mr. Nielsen, Mrs. Anne Waring and Mrs. Bernardes were all admirable in that r espect and 
earned the thanks and affection of the men. These men had to be financed, clothed, equipped, 
[and] speeded on their way.” 
1156. Rolf JOHANNESSEN AKA Per SOLNØRDAL. Signed 2 September 1942. Norwegian 
Legation, London. 

082 
DOB 17.3.1919. sekr. 
He has a file, reference HS 9/799/2, in TNA. 

  
NOTE: The date of birth stated in this file is 1 January 1912. 
His symbol was T5 and he was involved in Operation Woodpecker. 
SOE file, reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 – Oct 42, in TNA mentions him (July 
1942): 

 
According to Ian Herrington’s SOE in Norway, PLOVER is Per Solnørdal. 
SOE file HS 9/1389 states that Per Solnørdal has a DOB of 17.03.1919, which matches the Bromma 
departure record. 
Email dated 6 September 2014 from Bob Pearson to Trevor Baker: 
“R J Joahnnesen. I wonder if there was something else going on. Because Per Solnørdal had been 
captured, SOE carried on the name for some reason. In other words, is the later RJH really him? 
Don't suppose we'll ever know for sure.” 
Ian Herrington does not link Johannessen (Operation Woodpecker) to Solnørdal (Operation Plover). 
From SOE file, reference HS 7/174 Norwegian Section History, in TNA: 
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“In September 1942 a highly complicated plan to send an operator ("Plover") to OSLO in order to 
provide direct communication between the Central Leadership of Jailorg and LONDON, had been 
carried out. The operator was sent to STOCKHOLM through the normal air service. There he had to 
change identity with another man who returned to the UNITED KINGDOM in his place as a courier. 
After a while the operator with his new identity crossed the border into NORWAY. He was on the 
air on 23rd September, but after that misunderstandings arose, and he was ordered by the Central 
Leadership to take over the local S.I.S. station since the operator had had to leave for SWEDEN. This 
misunderstanding was eventually adjusted, but the operator, Per Solnørdal, was not happy as to his 
instructions or his security, and was ordered out to SWEDEN after training a local man. Before he 
could leave he was arrested, on 6th January, 1943, which seemed to prove his contention that full 
attention was not being paid to seourity by Alilorg. Solnørdal remained in oustody until YE-Day 
when he was liberated from GRINI.” 
From HS2/243 Norway Interrogation Reports: 

 
He is listed in SOE file HS 8/979_980 as a member of Party 26N with the symbol N.17: 

 
From the above list, the following has signed this book: 
Max MANUS on 24 May 1943 (as Torleif HALVORSEN) 
From HS17 Scandinavian Index: 
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From the same file: 

 
From HS9/1389/6: 
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Report No SN/72. Translation. (Typed 1 June 45) 
The Central Leadership of the Home Forces 

Storgt. 38, OSLO       OSLO, May 21st, 1945 
To: Colonel Wilson & Colonel Øen 
Report from Fenrik Solnørdal 
I left London on August 15th, 1942, with orders to do duty as a telegraphist for the head leadership 
in OSLO. After a stay of 10 days in Stockholm I arrived in OSLO. There I made contact with No. 24, 
who put me in connection with Jacob Sømme from Milorg and with Rolf Narvesen, who was to take 
over my station when I went back. 
During the first two months I worked from a hut in Nordmarks, and during the last 2½ months 
from the house of Engineer Hertsberg in GEITHUS. 
At the end of December I reported to London that Narvesen had been trained and might take over 
the station. I then received a request from the General to establish a contact in D.11. I was 
agreeable to this and chose for my telegraphist there Arnt Aamo, who had helped me the whole 
time. Hr was willing to take this job. 
During Christmas and the New Year I lived at GEITHUS, but left for OSLO on January 5th, 1943 to 
make all arrangements with Aamo about the new station. Early next morning I was surprised by ten 
Gestapo men in my room in Stenagaten, without having a chance of defending myself or of 
escaping. 
It transpired at once that they had very good information about me. When I came to Viktoria 
Terrasse I took a poison pill which I had gor from Jacob Sømme. The Gestapo came in a little later 
and I became unconscious. The next day I recovered consciousness in the prison at Møllergaten 19. 
As I did not know how they had got to know about me, or how much they knew, and in order that 
the people with whom I had made contact should have the opportunity of escaping, I refused to 
make a statement during the first fortnight. During this time I got to know that it was Aamo who 
had been taken and that the others had made a get-away. 
The interrogations lasted for 2½ months and I was subjected to a great deal of ill-treatment. 
Among other things I lost three teeth. I then made up a statement which agreed with what I knew 
Aamo had told them. The Gestapo did not get hold of my two sets, as I declared the whole time 
that I did not know where they were. 
On March 17th, 1943 I was transferred to the prison at GRINI, where I remained until May 8th, 1945. 
When I arrived there I made contact with Aamo, who told me that he had been betrayed by an 
informer and therefore arrested. During his interrogation he had stated that I was in Norway and 
had told them everything he knew about me. Aamo was sent to Germany later. 
In the summer of 1944 Steher, the man who had put up a case against me, was shot during an 
attempt to seize a wireless station at NESODDEN, and that is probably the reason why I was not 
shot. 
I now feel myself to no be fully fit again and have begun to do duty in co-operation with Lt. 
Haugland. 

(Sgd) Per Solnørdal. 
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1157. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Rae WALTON MC AFC TD. Signed 2 
September 1942. c/o Midland Bank Stokesley, York. 120 Squadron. 

082 
DOB 13.1.1919. off. From the Bromma departure records: 

 
See entry for Terence Corkran who signed this book on 2 September 1942. His M19 Report No is 
3310828. See Graham Pitchfork’s Shot Down and on the Run, pp. 127-133. 
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Terry Corkran, Ray Walton and Ernest Booker rest in Sweden after their ordeal 
From WO 37/362/64 in TNA: 

MOST SECRET 
M.I.9/S/P.G. (-) 828 

The information contained in this report is to be treated as 
MOST SECRET 
STATEMENT BY 

74863 F/O. R. WALTON, 120 Sqn. Coastal Command, R.A.F. 
INTERVIEWED BY: M.I.9 and A.I.(K) 3 Sep 42. 
Left: STOCKHOLM, 31 Aug 42. R.A.F. Service:   Since 11 Apr 40. 
Arrived: LEUCHARS, 1 Sep 42. Peacetime Profession: Law Student 
      Private Address: c/o Midland Bank 
         STOKESLEY, YORKS. 
28 May 1942. Shot down in sea off Northern Coast of NORWAY. 
“I was captain of a Coastal Command aircraft which took off about 0700 hrs on 28 May 42 from 
STORNOWAY (LEWIS) for a reconnaissance flight over the Northern coast of NORWAY. Just after 
we had finished our task we were shot down by a fighter and crashed into the sea about 1800 hrs. 
The last point of land we saw was in the LOGOTEN region. The other members of the crew were: 

P/O. T. J. CORKRAN, second pilot (in STOCKHOLM); 
F/Sgt. CULNANE, J. J., navigator (died from cold and exhaustion after two days in a dinghy); 
F/Sgt. ALLGOOD, E. A., first wireless operator (killed in action during the attack by the 
fighter); 
Sgt. BOOKER, E. J., flight engineer (in STOCKHOLM); 
Sgt. PICKERING, J. D., second wireless operator (in STOCKHOLM); 
Sgt. SMITH, third wireless operator (dead: wounded in the attack; may have been killed in 
the crash. Body found in the water). 

After crashing the five of us who survived got into the two dinghies. I was with F/Sgt. CULNANE 
and Sgt. BOOKER. Our dinghy kept afloat, but the rubber bottom was damaged, and we were in 
water up to our waists. We had the two dinghies attached to each other by a 40-ft line and part of 
the time we were able to row in the direction of land. On the second day a storm arose and we lost 
one of the paddles of our dinghy. That day F/Sgt. CULNANE died, and Sgt. BOOKER and I got into 
the other dinghy, after casting our dinghy adrift with the body still in it.” 
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30 May. Reached land 
“We drifted most of the second day, and reached land about 1800 hrs on 30 May. I do not know 
where we landed, as we had no maps, but it was probably on an island. We lived for two days in 
the rocks. In trying to reconnoitre our surroundings we came on two German soldiers, probably 
privates. We sat down and refused to move, and one of the Germans left to get help. After he had 
gone, we overpowered the other man, tied him up, and put him in some bushes. We then made for 
the mountains. 
Eventually we came to the shore again and managed to steal a boat, in which we rowed to the 
mainland. Again we took to the mountains, and began our trek towards the Swedish frontier. 
We had with us two special emergency packs of food, which I had made up myself, and which 
contained: 

8 tins of bully beef, 
16 tins of emergency rations – biscuits, chewing gum and malted milk tablets, 
2 gallons of water, 
1 quart of rum, and 
1 first-aid kit. 

The food kept us going for the first few days of our journey, which lasted 30 days. We had eaten 
nothing except chewing gum while in the dinghies. We all had had suitcases of personal kit with us 
on this flight, as we were returning from an attachment. Fortunately, one of the suitcases (P/O 
CORKRAN’s) floated after the crash. It contained two pairs of shoes and a pair of golashes, which 
helped us with the difficult problem of footwear on our march. Boots, however, were really what 
was required for this difficult country, a good deal of which is of bare rock. Flying boots were not 
suitable. 
The first day after we had got away from the Germans we went to an isolated fishing shack to try to 
get food. A Norwegian, who gave us bread and butter, told us the Norwegians were in a difficult 
position, so far as help for British air crews was concerned, because of the number of Quislings, 
which he estimated at 5 per cent. Of the population in the North. This made us wary and we 
decided to obtain our food by theft. Our procedure was to pick out isolated houses, watch them 
for a time, and, when the people had either gone out or to bed, dash down and steal what we 
needed. Besides food, we once or twice got some boots. On several occasions we did not get away, 
but the people were always of the right type. We also tried milking cows, which, however, are very 
rare in Northern NORWAY, and once we killed a lamb. Berries from the woods also provided us 
with part of our food. 
On our journey we met no Norwegians who spoke English, and we got no decisive help from 
anyone we met in NORWAY. On the first day P/O CORKRAN and I worked out a system by which 
we could get our bearings from the sun, which was then shining day and night in these regions. We 
kept going as nearly East as was possible, allowing for the lie of the valleys which we were 
following. There were few houses in the country we traversed; in any case, we deliberately avoided 
roads and villages. Our best speed was about two miles an hour, but more often we made only 
about half a mile. Some days we were too tired to walk, but we tried to keep going, as we found 
the going very painful after a day’s inaction. We did our walking at night and slept by day, owing to 
the coldness of the nights. As we got near the Swedish frontier we had begun walking both by day 
and night. We did not encounter any German patrols, but we heard in SWEDEN that one had been 
instituted in the district where we crossed.” 
30 Jun. Crossed into SWEDEN 
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“Our first sign that we were near the frontier was a reindeer fence, which we climbed. We then 
found a Laplanders’ earthen hut and stopped there. We had had no sleep for three days, and were 
very weak, as food had been terribly short on the last 30 days. We all collapsed on the floor. We 
crossed the frontier on 30 Jun. Three Swedes on a fishing or walking expedition from the nearest 
inhabited place, a farmhouse called MERKENIS, came to the hut to borrow a coffee pot and found 
us. They gave us food, and one, a sort of auxiliary policeman, returned to MERKENIS. A travelling 
policeman from JACKVIK was staying at the farm and he came next day with food and dressings for 
our feet. Tow days later we were taken to MERKENIS and were very hospitably entertained. Five 
days later we set out for ARJEPLOG travelling on foot, by boat down a series of lakes, and (for the 
last stage) by bus. In ARJEPLOG Sgt. PICKERING and I were kept five days in hospital. Sgt. 
PICKERING had been wounded when the fighter attached us, and on the journey we had removed 
a piece of shrapnel from his arm with a razor blade.” 
Interned at FALUN 
“We were all interned at FALUN for about seven weeks, during which the question of our release 
was being discussed by the British and Swedish Foreign Offices. We had been twice interrogated at 
FALUN – by a Swedish Army Officer and by a Swedish Air Force Officer – and had told both exactly 
how much contact we had had with the Germans in NORWAY. 
It was extremely fortunate for us that we were found in the Laplanders’ hut. There was a high hill in 
front of us which we would certainly not have attempted to climb in our exhausted state, and 
MERKENIS lay across this hill. Had we tried walking to the North of the hill, there was no house for 
another 100 miles: to the South there was none for about 40 miles. 
Before setting out on our walk we debated a plan for stealing a fishing boat and making for 
ICELAND. We found, however, that the Norwegians have sufficient petrol for short trips off the 
coast only. This would have meant making most of the voyage under sail, which would have taken 
14 days – even assuming we had not been detected by surface air patrols. Another factor which we 
weighed with us was that we learned that Norwegians whose boats are stolen are shot by the 
Germans.” 
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From Graham Pitchfork’s Shot Down and on the Run: The RCAF and Commonwealth aircrews who 
got home from behind enemy lines 1940 – 1945, Dundurn Group (1 Oct 2003), pp 127- 133: 
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1158. Paal FRISVOLD (b. 22 January 1908). Signed 2 September 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

082 
DOB 22.1.1908. kaptan. 
His SOE file, reference HS 9/546/3, in TNA was closed until 29 December 2011. 
He is included in the index to SOE file HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

 
He is mentioned many times in Ian Herrington’s SOE in Norway 1940-1945 from which the 
following is a selection: 
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“The first Military Attaché was Oscar Strugstad, followed in March 1941 by A. R. Roscher-Lund and 
in the autumn of 1941 by Ingvald Smith-Kielland. From spring 1941, Paal Frisvold became the 
contact with Milorg, whilst Ornulf Dahl concentrated on intelligence. In the summer of 1942, Lasse 
Heyerdahl-Larsen replaced Frisvold.” 
“Daniel Ring, another member of Milorg who had been called over to London in April, was sent to 
Stockholm in late spring to improve communication with Milorg through the Legation. He 
recommended in letters sent to Ljungberg and Rognes on 12 June that Frisvold be made the 
official link with Milorg.” 
“… SOE saw Paal Frisvold in Stockholm as someone belonging to an ‘organisation’ that it was 
‘working with’, and although Frisvold proved less pliant than Rognes he became another route 
through which the organisation attempted to communicate with and direct Milorg.” 
“SOE’s activities in Norway and its attempt to control Milorg, however, soon led to some 
expressions of concern. It became evident during the spring of 1941 that there were reservations in 
Oslo over what SOE was trying to do, although initially Milorg reluctantly continued to go along 
with British requests and agreed to send groups over to the UK for specialist training. Arne Ekornes 
reported that Frisvold, before he left for Sweden, had told him that future work must proceed ‘very 
quietly and slowly’ and that weapons must be left to later. He also claimed that Jacob Schive293, 
Frisvold’s replacement, had told him that weapons dumps were not welcome and that Milorg was 
not prepared to undertake hostile actions against the Germans.” 

 
Newly appointed Colonel Paal Frisvold (right) with his father, Colonel Sunderland Frisvold in 1954 
From http://mediabase1.uib.no/krigslex/m/m2.html (translated by Google): 
Milorg, short of military organization, the term for the military resistance (corresponding Sivorg for 
the civilian resistance). The first seeds of Milorg can be found as early as autumn 1940 
"organization", also called the R group, the first source of an organized management of resistance. 
Key people were Paal Frisvold, Olaf Helset294, John Rognes295, Halvor Hansson, Ole Berg, Jacob 
Schive296, Johan Beichmann and Johan Holst297. 

                                                 
293 Signed this book on 15 October 1941, 14 March 1943 and 4 June 1943 
294 Signed this book on 4 June 1943 
295 Signed this book on 9 March 1942 
296 Signed this book on 15 October 1941, 14 March 1943 and 4 June 1943 
297 Signed this book on 24 October 1941 

http://mediabase1.uib.no/krigslex/m/m2.html
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From his SOE file: 
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1159. Unknown. Signed 2 September 1942. Richmond Bridge Mews, Twickenham. 

082 
Not shown in the Bromma departure list for 1 September 1942. 
From Knut Haugland’s SOE file, reference HS 9/676/2, in TNA: 

 

 

 
Captain Frisvold, Mrs Waring and Per Solnordal (mentioned above) have signed this book on the 
same day as this signature. Knut Haugland’s signature is not a good match: 
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According to his SOE file, Knut Haugland’s arrived (“Methil298 by ‘Plane”) on 2 December 1941. Nor 
is Ingvald Smith-Kielland’s signature a match. It is shown on 
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~kielland/bilder/00080IngvSK_sign.jpg: 

 
1160. Olav SVENDSEN. Signed 2 September 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

082 
DOB 25.7.1899. polisinsp. 
During the occupation of Norway by Nazi Germany many Norwegians fled to Sweden to escape 
from the occupiers. Nearly 50,000 registered refugees arrived in Sweden during the war years. In 
1942 head of the Swedish National Laboratory of Forensic Science, Harry Söderman, made a visit to 
London, where he met the exiled Norwegian Minister of Justice Terje Wold. Wold asked Söderman 
about the possibilities for educating Norwegian policemen in Sweden. Söderman himself was 
positive, but due to Sweden's neutrality policy such a task was not possible in 1942. In February 
1943, when the number of Norwegian refugees had steadily increased, there was a contact 
between Söderman and Olav Svendsen, head of the legal office at the Norwegian legation in 
Stockholm, and the two then agreed on a plan to start a course for education of fifty Norwegian 
policemen. These policemen should support the expected legal investigations needed after the 
war. Svendsen was responsible for getting funding from the Norwegian exile government in 
London, while Söderman got a go from the Swedish Minister of Social Affairs Gustav Möller. In May 
the plans were approved by the Swedish Ministry of Social Affairs. The courses had Swedish 
instructors, while the Norwegian participants reported to the legation's Legal Office 
("Rettskontoret"). The unit's name became "Rikspolitiet" (the National Police). A "Rikspolitisjef" 
(National Chief of Police) was appointed by royal resolution of February 26th which stated that 
(translated from Norwegian): "While Norway remains at war, and for as long thereafter as the King 
may decide, the leadership of the country's police will be headed by a National Chief of Police 
("Rikspolitisjef") sorting directly under the Ministry of Justice." He is included in the index to SOE 
file reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

                                                 
298 Methil is an eastern coastal town in Fife, Scotland. Methil Docks was particularly significant during 
World War II for the movement of coal and other resources. By road, Methil Docks is 20 miles almost due 
south of RAF Leuchars. 

http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/%7Ekielland/bilder/00080IngvSK_sign.jpg
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1161. Lars OLSTAD. Signed 2 September 1942. Norwegian Legation. 

082 
DOB 1.11.1908. läkare. Norsk. 
DOB confirmed with Norwegian Digital Archive. He was born in Aamli. 
According to http://home.online.no/~olillebo/moland.htm, he died on 10 February 1987. He 
married Olaug Berntsen, born in Kragerø, Telemark. They had two children: Torstein Larsson Olstad, 
born 06.30.1951 and Gunnar Larsson Olstad. No further trace found. 
From HS17 Scandinavian Index: 

 
1162. George L WESTON. Signed 3 September 1942. American Legation, Stockholm. 

082 
The Bromma Archive departure records don’t show any flights for 2nd to 5th September 1942. No 
trace found. 
1163. George LARSON. Signed 3 September 1942. American Legation, Stockholm. 

082 
The Bromma Archive departure records don’t show any flights for 2nd to 5th September 1942. No 
trace found. 
1164. Sergeant Ernest John BOOKER MM (571343). Signed 7 September 1942. Singleton, 
Chichester. 120 Squadron. 

082 
DOB 6.11.1920. 
See the entry for Terence Corkran and Rae Walton who signed this book on 2 September 1942. 
His M19 Report No is 3310832: 
WO 37/362/64 

http://home.online.no/%7Eolillebo/moland.htm
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Recommendation for Award for Booker, Ernest John 
Rank:      Sergeant 
Service No:     517343 
Regiment:      Royal Air Force 

Theatre of Combat or Operation:  Escape and Evasion and Special Operations 
Award:      Military Medal 
Date of announcement in London Gazette: 01 December 1942 

THE MILITARY CROSS 
Flying Officer Rae Walton (43117), Royal Air Force 
Pilot Officer Terence John Corkran (Aus 404078), Royal Australian Air Force 

THE MILITARY MEDAL 
No 517343 Sergeant Ernest John Booker, Royal Air Force 
On the 28th May, 1942, Flying Officer Walton, Pilot Officer Corkran and Sergeant Booker were first 
and second pilot and flight engineer respectively of a Liberator aircraft engaged on an important 
reconnaissance of the Norwegian coast. On completion of the reconnaissance the Liberator was 
attacked by 3 enemy fighters and shot down, into the sea about 60 miles off the Lofoten islands. 
The 7 members of the crew, 2 of whom were dead, were thrown into the water. The remaining 5 
managed to board the 2 dinghies. Land was sighted and they rowed in that direction but after 2 
days, one airman died and his body was cast adrift in one of the dinghies which was holed. The 4 
survivors continued in the remaining dinghy and reached the islands. 
After two days they were captured by two German soldiers. They feigned extreme fatigue and 
injuries and managed to escape while one soldier had gone for help. Two nights later, after finding 
a rowing boat, the party sailed and reached the mainland where for 31 days, they survived on what 
they could steal from cottages, whilst hiding in the rocks by day and walking by night. Although 
they had neither maps nor compass they eventually crossed the border into Sweden on the 30th 
June, 1942, from whence they were repatriated. 
These officers and airman displayed exceptional powers of resourcefulness, courage and ingenuity 
and upheld the highest traditions of the Royal Air Force under the most arduous conditions. 
See Making for Sweden, pp. 35-8. 
1165. Jan STOBBE. Signed 7 September 1942. 

083 
DOB 26.6.1920. sjöman. Holl. 
He is included in the list “11365-11794 Stukken betreffende opgaven van in Zweden aangekomen 
Nederlanders en van al of niet via Zweden in Engeland aangekomen personen, 1940-1948. 2 
pakken, 425 omslagen en 3 stukken” (“Documents concerning statements of Dutch arrived in 
Sweden and whether or not arrived in England via Sweden persons, 1940-1948. 2 packs, 425 
folders and 3 pieces”) in the Justitie / Londens Archief 
http://www.gahetna.nl/en/collectie/archief/ead/index/nodes/YTo5OntpOjA7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k
6MTtzOjY6ImMwMTo4LiI7aToyO3M6NjoiYzAxOjguIjtpOjM7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k6NDtzOjY6ImM

http://www.gahetna.nl/en/collectie/archief/ead/index/nodes/YTo5OntpOjA7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k6MTtzOjY6ImMwMTo4LiI7aToyO3M6NjoiYzAxOjguIjtpOjM7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k6NDtzOjY6ImMwMTo4LiI7aTo1O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO2k6NjtzOjEzOiJjMDE6OC5jMDI6NzIuIjtpOjc7czoxMzoiYzAxOjguYzAyOjcyLiI7aTo4O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO30%3D/eadid/2.09.06/node/c01%3A8.c02%3A72./open/c01:8.c02:72.%23c01:8.c02:72.
http://www.gahetna.nl/en/collectie/archief/ead/index/nodes/YTo5OntpOjA7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k6MTtzOjY6ImMwMTo4LiI7aToyO3M6NjoiYzAxOjguIjtpOjM7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k6NDtzOjY6ImMwMTo4LiI7aTo1O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO2k6NjtzOjEzOiJjMDE6OC5jMDI6NzIuIjtpOjc7czoxMzoiYzAxOjguYzAyOjcyLiI7aTo4O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO30%3D/eadid/2.09.06/node/c01%3A8.c02%3A72./open/c01:8.c02:72.%23c01:8.c02:72.
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wMTo4LiI7aTo1O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO2k6NjtzOjEzOiJjMDE6OC5jMDI6NzIuIjtp
Ojc7czoxMzoiYzAxOjguYzAyOjcyLiI7aTo4O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO30%3D/eadid/
2.09.06/node/c01%3A8.c02%3A72./open/c01:8.c02:72.#c01:8.c02:72. 
1166. Pilot Officer Terence John CORKRAN MC (A404078). Signed 7 September 1942. 120 
Squadron. Home Forces. 

083 
DOB 6.4.1916. RAAF. 
See the entries for Rae Walton, who signed this book on 2 September 1942 and Ernest John 
Booker and John Douglas Pickering, who signed this book on 7 September 1942. 
From Making for Sweden Part 1: 

 
Liberator AM924, shot down/ditched on 28 May 1942 in an area near the Lofoten Islands off 
Norway. Crew: Flying Officer Walton – evaded; Pilot Officer Corkran – evaded; Sgt T J Culnane - 
died from burns sustained during fire while in escape dinghy; Sgt Pickering - wounded, evaded; 
Sgt Booker – evaded; F/Sgt E A Allgood - died on-board aircraft during attack by Me109s; Sgt B F 
Smith - died on-board aircraft during attack by Me109s. The following account comes from 
Lofotboka - a yearbook for the local Lofoten historical society. The article was written in Norwegian 
and translated by Morten Moe. The aircraft was a Liberator with a seven man crew, serial AM924. It 
had been on a reconnaissance mission on Tirpitz. After take-off from Stornoway in Scotland at 
0500 hrs the navigator had led the aircraft safely over the North Sea to the Røst (south of Lofoten) 
where it turned north towards North Cape. The reconnaissance mission was unsuccessful; they 
could find no sign of Tirpitz. On the way back it was decided to cross over the Lofoten islands to 
search in the West fjord (a large fjord west of Bodø). Suddenly the British airmen became aware of 
three German Me109s and an air battle commenced over Hellsegga by the notorious 
Moskenesstraumen current on the southern tip of the Lofoten Islands. The allied aircraft turned 
west heading for Shetland while it tried to go steadily lower closer to the surface of the sea to 
avoid the gunfire from the German fighters. AM924 was hit several times and shrapnel and bullets 
penetrated the hull. During the first attack, the tail gunner, Brian Smith was killed and John 
Pickering took his place. He hit one of the German planes but was himself later hit by a bullet in his 
arm. The third air gunner, Edwin Allgood was also killed during the attack. When the German 
planes broke off the attack the Liberator continued on its course flying at approx 100m above the 
sea they discovered that there was a fire in the bomb bay. 

http://www.gahetna.nl/en/collectie/archief/ead/index/nodes/YTo5OntpOjA7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k6MTtzOjY6ImMwMTo4LiI7aToyO3M6NjoiYzAxOjguIjtpOjM7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k6NDtzOjY6ImMwMTo4LiI7aTo1O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO2k6NjtzOjEzOiJjMDE6OC5jMDI6NzIuIjtpOjc7czoxMzoiYzAxOjguYzAyOjcyLiI7aTo4O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO30%3D/eadid/2.09.06/node/c01%3A8.c02%3A72./open/c01:8.c02:72.%23c01:8.c02:72.
http://www.gahetna.nl/en/collectie/archief/ead/index/nodes/YTo5OntpOjA7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k6MTtzOjY6ImMwMTo4LiI7aToyO3M6NjoiYzAxOjguIjtpOjM7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k6NDtzOjY6ImMwMTo4LiI7aTo1O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO2k6NjtzOjEzOiJjMDE6OC5jMDI6NzIuIjtpOjc7czoxMzoiYzAxOjguYzAyOjcyLiI7aTo4O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO30%3D/eadid/2.09.06/node/c01%3A8.c02%3A72./open/c01:8.c02:72.%23c01:8.c02:72.
http://www.gahetna.nl/en/collectie/archief/ead/index/nodes/YTo5OntpOjA7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k6MTtzOjY6ImMwMTo4LiI7aToyO3M6NjoiYzAxOjguIjtpOjM7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k6NDtzOjY6ImMwMTo4LiI7aTo1O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO2k6NjtzOjEzOiJjMDE6OC5jMDI6NzIuIjtpOjc7czoxMzoiYzAxOjguYzAyOjcyLiI7aTo4O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO30%3D/eadid/2.09.06/node/c01%3A8.c02%3A72./open/c01:8.c02:72.%23c01:8.c02:72.
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During the air battle the rudder was damaged too and the aircraft was very difficult to control. 
Eventually they had to ditch in the sea west of Moskenessøy (the southernmost major island in the 
Lofoten), and the crew got into the dinghies after having fought their way out of the sinking wreck. 
At that point, one of the German planes with Unteroffizier Robert Merkl in the cockpit had returned 
to its base in Bodø because his cockpit windscreen had been sprayed with oil from the allied plane. 
Merkl claimed that AM924 had been shot down. (Merkl was killed later in the war, when his Focke 
Wulf 190 flew into the cliffs above Gautungdalen, north of the Sognefjord. Four out of the seven 
crewmembers on AM924 survived. 
The fire caused by the German planes had caused serious burns to Sgt Culnane who died from 
these injuries 24 hours later. His body was left in one of the dinghies the airmen had used after 
removing all identification items from him. The naked and badly burned body was later found 
drifting in the dinghy in West fjord. 
Out of the four survivors, Ray Walton, Terry Corkran, Booker & Pickering, Pickering had suffered 
wounds from the German bullets but he was not seriously injured. The airmen were desperately 
paddling trying to get to mainland Norway. After two days at sea they were discovered by a fishing 
vessel and they were taken in tow to a place called Tuv (on the eastern shore of the Lofoten-tip) by 
Einar & Inge Ingebrigtsen from Reine who had been fishing in the Moskenesstraumen current. Only 
two people were living at Tuv at that time, Johan Larsen and his wife Laura. They took care of the 
airmen but after a week there were rumours that the Germans had started an investigation after 
discovering the naked body of Sgt Culane in the dinghy, and suspecting that there was a 
connection between the air battle a week before. A German patrol boat which was stationed 
nearby started to patrol much more frequently in the area. Johan and Laura naturally enough were 
worried for the safety of the airmen and it was decided to take them over the mountains to a place 
called Refsvika - a bay on the outer side of Lofoten. Here the airmen borrowed a boat and after 
having been helped to plan their escape route by Torolf Refsvik (who knew a little English) which 
would lead through Vesterålen and Ofoten and then over to Sweden, they started rowing in a NE 
direction along the western shore of the Lofoten Islands. The airmen, unfamiliar with the local 
conditions, soon became exhausted and as they approached Gimsøya in Vågan they simply had to 
go ashore on a skerry on the northern side of the island. Exhausted and cold they pulled the boat 
ashore, tipped it upside down for shelter and went to sleep underneath it. Luck was still with the 
airmen. A boat from Refsvik was on its way home from Finnmark and one of the men on-board - 
Oskar Refsvik - recognised his own boat upside down on the skerry! He went ashore to investigate 
and thus the boat and the airmen were taken back to Refsvik once again! 
At that stage, brothers Sigurd and Leif Hamran came into the story. They had observed the air 
battle over Hellsegga and now they were told about the airmen by the man who had found them 
on the skerry Gimsøya. The Hamran brothers decided that it would be far too risky for the airmen 
to attempt to escape in a rowing boat, and they decided to help them. They had relatives in Beiarn 
(on the mainland south of Bodø) and they knew several people from Beiarn who were fishing from 
some of the small villages on Lofoten. The brothers believed that the best solution would be to get 
the airmen over to Beiarn and from there over to Sweden. In addition the brothers knew people in 
Beiarn who assisted people in reaching Sweden and since they often used to go to Beiarn on fish 
trading business they could go there without causing suspicion. Between Mosskenessøya and 
Beiarn is the West Fjord and to get to Beiarn they would have to pass not far from Bodø airfield. 
The first thing the Hamran brothers did was to find a safer place to hide the airmen. A place where 
it was easy to get to them with supplies without causing suspicion. The place they found was a 
scree area, Tindsura, a bit west of Å. In Tindesura there is a cave which is invisible from the sea, and 
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it was here the airmen were installed with food supplies and warm clothes after the Hamran 
brothers had collected them from Refsvik in their vessel MK Hans. 
Now for the airmen it was only a matter of being patient while the snow in the mountains thawed 
and the brothers organised their escape. Leif and Siguard visited the airmen every third day 
bringing the airmen supplies, neither Leif or Siguard could speak English and it was a tough time 
for the airmen as they were not able to communicate and they were unsure about what lay in store 
for them. The brothers had problems getting enough supplies and they contacted the teacher in 
the area, Miss Lie. She helped them to get supplies for the airmen and also helped with the 
communication. The local nurse, Sister Mary, was also involved as she had to take care of Sgt 
Pickering’s wounded arm. 
After about one month staying in the cave the time had come for the airmen to continue on their 
dangerous escape route. Sigurd and Leif came with their boat with 1500 kilos of frozen fish on-
board. The fish was to be their excuse for the trip as they were to exchange it for firewood. It was a 
nice summer’s day and the airmen were placed in the cargo hold and the vessel set course over 
West fjord for Beiarn. Everything went smoothly until they approached Helligvær - a small group of 
islands west of Bodø - they set course between the skerries to get as much distance between 
themselves and Bodø as possible. When they were half way through the skerries they were 
approached by a German plane and a guard boat who signalled to them several times. The 
brothers went full speed with the boat and at once the guard boat turned away and left them. 
Afterwards they were informed that the stretch of water they had gone through was mined and 
they realised that was what the Germans had been trying to inform them. 
They arrived safely with the airmen at Tverrvika in Beiarn (near the head of the Bejarnfjord). Sigurd 
rowed ashore in the dinghy to find help. While he was away, Leif and the airmen got the shock of 
their lives. Wilhelm Tverrvik had discovered that there was a Moskenes boat in the bay and eager 
to have a chat with people from the same area as himself he rowed out to the vessel! When the 
airmen heard someone walking on the deck they dived down into the cargo in an attempt to hide 
themselves. They did not succeed. Wilhelm was very suspicious when Lief tried to explain that it 
was only some youngsters who were shy of meeting new people. Wilhelm suspected that it was not 
the truth but he did not say anything. With the assistance of Sigmund Berntsen, Hans Rengågord, 
Trygve Blåmoli, William Øverness and interpreter Martin Larsa - and after a hearty farewell with the 
Moskenes brothers - the airmen eventually got over the Swedish border to safety. 
The rumours had flourished during the time the airmen were in Mosskenes, illustrated by the fact 
that the local policeman, Laurits Hansen, later was arrested for not having informed the Germans 
about the rumours. An account of the evasion by the crew of Liberator AM924 has been written by 
Graham Pitchfork in his book called Shot Down & On The Run. 
Reports submitted by the crew who evaded on their return to the UK: They were shot down and 
crashed into the sea at about 1800 hrs on 28 May 1942. The last point of land they saw was in the 
Lofoten region. After the crash, the five who survived (Walton, Cockran, Culnane, Booker & 
Pickering) got into two dinghies. Walton, Culnane and Booker in one, Cockran, and Pickering in the 
other. The dinghy Walton was in was damaged and leaked water so they were sitting up to their 
waists in water. They joined the two dinghies together with a 40ft line of rope and tried to row in 
the direction of land. 
On the second day in the dinghies a storm blew up and they lost a paddle. Sgt Culnane also died 
from cold and exhaustion according to the report. Walton and Booker got into the dinghy with 
Cockran and Pickering and cast the body of Sgt Culnane adrift in the leaking dinghy. They drifted 
for most of the 2nd day and reached land around 1800 hrs on 30th May. They had no maps but 
guessed they were probably on an island. They lived for two days in the rocks. In trying to 
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reconnoitre their surroundings they encountered two Germans, probably privates. The airmen sat 
down and refused to move. One of the Germans went off to get help and once he had gone the 
airmen overpowered the other, tied him up and made good their escape by heading for the 
mountains. The report then goes on to say that they eventually came to the shore again and 
managed to steal a boat in which they rowed to the mainland. Once there they took to the 
mountains again and made their way towards Sweden. 
The Captain, Walton, lists two emergency packs of food that he had made up and taken with him, 
the contents being 8 tins of bully beef, 16 tins of emergency rations - biscuits, chewing gum and 
malted milk tablets - 2 gallons of water, 1 quart of rum and 1 first aid kit. He goes on to say that 
the food kept them going for the first few days of the journey which lasted 30 days in total. They 
ate nothing except chewing gum while in the dinghies. He also says that they all had cases of 
person kit with us on the flight as they were returning from an attachment. After the crash one of 
the cases floated to the surface. It contained two pairs of shoes and a pair of galoshes which 
helped with the difficult problem of footwear on the march. 
The report also states that the first day after they had got away from the Germans they went to an 
isolated fishing shack to try and find food. A Norwegian who gave them bread and butter told 
them that the Norwegians were in a difficult position as far as helping British air crews was 
concerned due to the number of Quislings which he estimated at 5 per cent of the population in 
northern Norway. That information made the airmen wary and they decided to obtain their food by 
theft, picking out isolated houses, watching for a time and then when all was quiet dashing down 
to steal some food. Importantly the report states that during their journey the airmen met no 
Norwegians who spoke English and that they got no decisive help from anyone they met in 
Norway. 
Walton and Corkran worked out a system on the first day by which they could get their bearings 
from the sun which they state was then shining day and night (it was near midsummer and at the 
latitude they were at it's possible to see the midnight sun). During their journey through Norway 
they avoided roads and villages, took shelter in woodmen’s huts, caves and the open and made 
slow speed. They did not encounter any German patrols. They say they crossed the frontier on 30th 
June and were found by three Swedes on a fishing/walking trip who gave them food and got them 
medical help. Two days later they were taken to Merkenis then five days after that they set out for 
Arjeplog on foot, boat and bus. After arrival there Walton and Pickering were treated in hospital for 
five days before the four crew were interned at Falun for about seven weeks. 
On 1 September 1942 they were flown from Bromma airfield to RAF Leuchars in an aircraft of the 
BOAC courier service. 
Terence Corkran returned to Australia after the war and enjoyed a long retirement in Brisbane. His 
M19 Report No is 3310831. See Making for Sweden, pp. 35-8. 
1167. Sergeant John Douglas PICKERING DFM (747934). Signed 7 September 1942. 120 
Squadron. Home Forces. 

083 
DOB 3.9.1919. herr. Britt. 
See the entry for Terence Corkran who signed this book on 7 September 1942. 
His M19 Report No is 3310833. 
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1168. Paulus van BODEGOM. Signed 7 September 1942. 

083 
DOB 15.11.1916. sjöman. Holl. 
He is included in the list “11365-11794 Stukken betreffende opgaven van in Zweden aangekomen 
Nederlanders en van al of niet via Zweden in Engeland aangekomen personen, 1940-1948. 2 
pakken, 425 omslagen en 3 stukken” (“Documents concerning statements of Dutch arrived in 
Sweden and whether or not arrived in England via Sweden persons, 1940-1948. 2 packs, 425 
folders and 3 pieces”) in the Justitie / Londens Archief 
http://www.gahetna.nl/en/collectie/archief/ead/index/nodes/YTo5OntpOjA7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k
6MTtzOjY6ImMwMTo4LiI7aToyO3M6NjoiYzAxOjguIjtpOjM7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k6NDtzOjY6ImM
wMTo4LiI7aTo1O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO2k6NjtzOjEzOiJjMDE6OC5jMDI6NzIuIjtp
Ojc7czoxMzoiYzAxOjguYzAyOjcyLiI7aTo4O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO30%3D/eadid/
2.09.06/node/c01%3A8.c02%3A72./open/c01:8.c02:72.#c01:8.c02:72. 
1169. Trygve RYGH. Signed 7 September 1942. Royal Norwegian Navy, London. 

083 
DOB 10.4.1904. elekriker. Norsk. No trace found. 
1170. Mieczyslaw THUGUTT (1902 – 1979). Signed 7 September 1942. London, Polish 
Ministry of Interior. 

083 
DOB 20.5.1902. ing. 
During World War II he was in Stockholm, where he led the Polish institution of the Ministry of 
Internal Affairs. From 28 June 1945 to 1 February 1946, he was a nominal Minister of Posts and 
Telegraphs in the government of Edward Osobka-Morawski (who remained in exile, and the 
ministry headed by Tadeusz Kapeliński). Several mentions in the LG. He is mentioned in C G 
McKay’s From Information to Intrigue, pp. 90-1: “The arrest of Warsaw Swedes had consequences in 
Stockholm. On Monday 31 August 1942, eight Poles – including Mieczyslaw Thugutt, Kocan and 
the journalist Maurycy Karniol – were detained for questioning by the Swedish police. Karniol was 
later released conditionally while Thugutt was flown to Britain on 6 September. Also swept away 
by the crisis, was the Polish Minister himself. Monsieur Potworowski (who signed this book on 24 
August 1942) was reminded that at the time of the expulsion of Tadeusz Rudnicki (who signed this 
book on 30 August 1941) and certain members of the Polish Intelligence Service from Sweden in 
1941, he had promised the Foreign Minister that the Legation would only concern itself with 
ordinary diplomatic or humanitarian business. Because this promise had not been honoured, he 
could no longer be considered persona grata. The Swedish government, however, did not wish to 

http://www.gahetna.nl/en/collectie/archief/ead/index/nodes/YTo5OntpOjA7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k6MTtzOjY6ImMwMTo4LiI7aToyO3M6NjoiYzAxOjguIjtpOjM7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k6NDtzOjY6ImMwMTo4LiI7aTo1O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO2k6NjtzOjEzOiJjMDE6OC5jMDI6NzIuIjtpOjc7czoxMzoiYzAxOjguYzAyOjcyLiI7aTo4O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO30%3D/eadid/2.09.06/node/c01%3A8.c02%3A72./open/c01:8.c02:72.%23c01:8.c02:72.
http://www.gahetna.nl/en/collectie/archief/ead/index/nodes/YTo5OntpOjA7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k6MTtzOjY6ImMwMTo4LiI7aToyO3M6NjoiYzAxOjguIjtpOjM7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k6NDtzOjY6ImMwMTo4LiI7aTo1O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO2k6NjtzOjEzOiJjMDE6OC5jMDI6NzIuIjtpOjc7czoxMzoiYzAxOjguYzAyOjcyLiI7aTo4O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO30%3D/eadid/2.09.06/node/c01%3A8.c02%3A72./open/c01:8.c02:72.%23c01:8.c02:72.
http://www.gahetna.nl/en/collectie/archief/ead/index/nodes/YTo5OntpOjA7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k6MTtzOjY6ImMwMTo4LiI7aToyO3M6NjoiYzAxOjguIjtpOjM7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k6NDtzOjY6ImMwMTo4LiI7aTo1O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO2k6NjtzOjEzOiJjMDE6OC5jMDI6NzIuIjtpOjc7czoxMzoiYzAxOjguYzAyOjcyLiI7aTo4O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO30%3D/eadid/2.09.06/node/c01%3A8.c02%3A72./open/c01:8.c02:72.%23c01:8.c02:72.
http://www.gahetna.nl/en/collectie/archief/ead/index/nodes/YTo5OntpOjA7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k6MTtzOjY6ImMwMTo4LiI7aToyO3M6NjoiYzAxOjguIjtpOjM7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k6NDtzOjY6ImMwMTo4LiI7aTo1O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO2k6NjtzOjEzOiJjMDE6OC5jMDI6NzIuIjtpOjc7czoxMzoiYzAxOjguYzAyOjcyLiI7aTo4O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO30%3D/eadid/2.09.06/node/c01%3A8.c02%3A72./open/c01:8.c02:72.%23c01:8.c02:72.
http://www.gahetna.nl/en/collectie/archief/ead/index/nodes/YTo5OntpOjA7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k6MTtzOjY6ImMwMTo4LiI7aToyO3M6NjoiYzAxOjguIjtpOjM7czo2OiJjMDE6OC4iO2k6NDtzOjY6ImMwMTo4LiI7aTo1O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO2k6NjtzOjEzOiJjMDE6OC5jMDI6NzIuIjtpOjc7czoxMzoiYzAxOjguYzAyOjcyLiI7aTo4O3M6MTM6ImMwMTo4LmMwMjo3Mi4iO30%3D/eadid/2.09.06/node/c01%3A8.c02%3A72./open/c01:8.c02:72.%23c01:8.c02:72.
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break off diplomatic relations with Poland and would be ready to accept the present counsellor as 
chargé d’affaires.” 
1171. Oddleif TOLÅS. Signed 7 September 1942. Norwegian [Foreign?] Office. 

083 
DOB 30.11.1911. journal. Norsk. The Bromma departure list wrote his DOB as 30.12.11.  
According to http://www.pergjendem.com/?p=857, he never married and worked for a local 
newspaper in Molde. 
According to http://digitaltmuseum.no/things/bauta-over-falne-fra-molde/FMU-
KM/FMU.302547?place=Molde&search_context=1&count=18031&pos=12, he is commemorated 
on a memorial: 

 
War Memorials in Norway. Inscription: “In memory of the war's fallen from Molde municipality 
32.Verdenskrig. Toralf Ïrnulf Berg 1912-1943 Trygve Berge 1906-1945 Olav Larsen Brevik 1919-1943 
Haakon Coucheron-Aamot 1902-1940 Johan Eikrem 1918-1941 Asbjørn Elgenes 1918-1941 Kåre 
Angel Elgenes 1914-1942 Rudolf Kristian Elvsaas 1925-1945 Svein Holmboe Helmers 1911-1940 
Lars Hol 1917-1941 Kåre Jensen 1921-1940 Martin Jensen 1893-1940 Kristian Johansen 1923-1943 
Edvard Reinholt Lilleskotten 1904-1942 Nordal Lorentzen 1917-1939 Alf Lubbe 1921-1941 Mathias 
Nyhagen 1857-1940 Bjarne Rasmussen 1916-1940 Tønnes Strande 1912-1942 Oddleif Tolås 1911-
1943 Michael Ulleland 1893-1942 Knut Follestad Welle 1914-1940 Sverre Pedersen Ïstervik 1919-
1943 Fridjof Aandahl 1914-1940 Eilert Martinus Aarøe 1903-1940.” No further trace found. 
1172. Bjarne GEINER. Signed 7 September 1942. Norwegian [Foreign?] Office. 

083 

http://www.pergjendem.com/?p=857
http://digitaltmuseum.no/things/bauta-over-falne-fra-molde/FMU-KM/FMU.302547?place=Molde&search_context=1&count=18031&pos=12
http://digitaltmuseum.no/things/bauta-over-falne-fra-molde/FMU-KM/FMU.302547?place=Molde&search_context=1&count=18031&pos=12
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DOB 9.4.1911. mälarmäst. Norsk. No trace found. 
1173. Thorvald RANDERS. Signed 7 September 1942. Royal Norwegian Army. 

083 
DOB 18.1.1916. poliskonst. Norsk. 
From http://lokalhistoriewiki.no/index.php/Thorvald_Randers (translated by Google): Thorvald 
Randers (born 1916 in Oslo, died 22 November 2000 in Fredrikstad) was colonel and commander 
of Fredrikstad fortress from 1976 to 1981. He graduated from high school in 1934, then Officer 
Candidate School in Halden, and he became honorary officer (second lieutenant) in 1938. Then he 
studied law and worked while in police in Oslo until the war came in 1940 . He fled to Sweden in 
1941, and went on to the service by the Norwegian forces in the UK in 1942. In 1945, he was 
transferred to Murmansk and participated in the acquisition of Finnmark . After the war he served 
in HM Kongens garde, and he graduated from the Military Academy in 1946. Randers was then the 
Army High Command from 1947 to 1949 when Krigshøgskolan in Stockholm in 1949, and later in 
the service in Germany Brigade in 1952-1953. Randers was by Region Southern Command in 
Kristiansand from 1953 to 1957 and by the Army High Command from 1957 to 1961. During this 
time he was also a time in UN service as battalion commander in DANOR Battalion Gaza in 1959. 
He was military attaché in London from 1962 to 1965, then Colonel and was Head of Northern 
Command from 1965 to 1968. From 1969 to 1973 he was head of Troms land defense , and in 1973 
he became colonel and head of section at SHAPE. He held this post until 1 April 1976, when he 
became chief of Østfold Regiment and commander in Fredrikstad, where he remained until he 
retired on 31 December 1981. 
1174. Aase Lilly JOHNSEN. Signed 7 September 1942. 

083 
DOB 17.11.1920. kontorsfr. Norsk. 
From http://www.geni.com/people/Aase-Lily-S%C3%B8yland/6000000008448407209: 
Aase Lily Søyland (Johnsen) 
Birthdate: November 17, 1920 
Death: Died 2010 
Immediate Family:  
Wife of Thor Kåre Søyland299 
Mother of <private> Odegard (Søyland); <private> Osther (Søyland) and <private> Søyland 
No further trace found. 

                                                 
299 He is listed in Little Norway 

http://lokalhistoriewiki.no/index.php/Thorvald_Randers
http://www.geni.com/people/Aase-Lily-S%C3%B8yland/6000000008448407209
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1175. Carsten Henning LANGELAND. Signed 7 September 1942. Royal Norwegian Army. 

083 
DOB 10.8.1920. stud. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
Several websites identify a Carsten LANGELAND with a DOB of 01.08.1920 and a DOD of January 
1976. 
He is listed in the section Wireless Stations in Norway during the Year 1942 in HS 7/174/6 
Norwegian Section History: 

 
The objective of Operation Penguin Primus was to re-establish W/T contact with the Stavanger area 
after the arrest of Arne Værum300. Between September 1942 and April 1943, attempts were made 
through Stockholm to send an agent into the area to establish radio contact but ultimately with no 
success. 
1176. Arne STÖRM. Signed 7 September 1942. NRAF. 

083 
DOB 17.4.1916. reparatör. Norsk. Shown in the Bromma departure list for 6 September 1942 as 
Arne Ström. 
He was shot down on 2 December 1943 whilst flying in a Halifax II registration HK 167 (TL-C) with 
35 Squadron over Berlin. Became a POW. According to his son, Trevor Storm (who confirmed that 
the signature in this book is his father’s), he escaped from Stalag 4B in 1945. According to the 
following story, he was recaptured. Extract from Chris Titley’s The day Arthur's war was over: Arthur 
Briggs and Arne Storm were part of an RAF Pathfinder crew. The Pathfinders were an elite group of 
airmen who went ahead of the bombers to drop flares and markers on the targets. It was a hugely 
dangerous undertaking. The riskiest job of all was to be primary marker, the very first in. On the 
fateful December night 2 December 1943, wireless operator Arthur's crew were the primary 
markers for a raid on Berlin. This was their 21st op, an impressive feat. The average for Pathfinder 
crews was fewer than half a dozen sorties. “The funny thing was, before going on an op, I never felt 
it was going to be my last,” Arthur said. They set off in their Halifax from the base of 35 Squadron, 
Graveley in Cambridgeshire, at 16.53hrs. As they approached Osnabruck, he felt the aircraft 
shudder violently as it was hit by flak. “Next thing, I am looking out of the starboard window, and 
there are flames coming out of the engine.” He went up to the pilot, a Norwegian called Olly 
Hoverstadt. Olly had already spotted the flames. Flight engineer Arne, another Norwegian, lifted 
the hatch of the bomb bay and was immediately engulfed in smoke. “I said to Olly, ‘I'm going to 

                                                 
300 He was born 19.12.1919 in Stavanger, Norway. He refused to work for the Germans and went to 
England on M/K Sjoleik 10.10.1941. Member of Kompani Linge. Codename Penguin. Sent to Norway as 
instructor for Home Forces spring 1942. KIA with Gestapo Telavag, near Bergen, Norway. His body was 
thrown in the sea. 
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go’,” Arthur recalled. “I went down, but I couldn't budge the hatch. I had to chop it open. Arne had 
gone. He had seen what had happened and buggered off before I did.” The next moment Arthur 
was falling through the night air. “I saw the aircraft going down and down out of sight.” He knew 
that Olly had pledged to stay with the plane and aim it at a German target if it were hit. As Arthur 
drifted on his parachute towards an unknown destiny, he tore up his money and anything else that 
would identify him as English then he ‘hit the ground with a crack’. “I roared like a kid for a few 
minutes. I moved one arm then another, and then my legs and I realised I hadn't broken anything. 
Then I had a cigarette.” By chance, Arthur met up with another member of his aircrew on the 
ground. They made a valiant attempt to avoid capture, but were forced to give themselves up 
because his friend was too badly injured to go on. Arthur was taken to Stalag Luft in Frankfurt. He 
spent both Christmas Day and his birthday during a 21-day spell in solitary confinement. When he 
was brought before a German officer for interrogation, it was almost a relief to have someone to 
talk to, although Arthur gave away no more than his name, rank and serial number. “He could 
speak perfect English,” Arthur said. “He knew all about York - more than I did. And I got a few 
cigarettes.” Finally, he was transferred to a prisoner of war camp, Stalag IVB, not far from Dresden. 
It was to be his home from January 1944 to May 1945. “The first three months are the worst. You 
are a bit lonely and a bit depressed. But there was plenty to do. You could go to the library, learn 
languages, all sorts of courses you could do. There were social events: men dressed as women 
doing plays in the huts.” Prisoners were also kept abreast of the news. Hidden somewhere in the 
camp was a wireless, and every night a senior allied officer would visit each hut and brief everyone 
on the latest developments in the war. Various escape attempts were made, but no one was out for 
long. A tunnel was discovered and filled in. One man was smuggled through the gates hidden 
under a cart-load of tins; and Arthur's friend Arne ran off from a party of inmates chopping wood. 
Both were recaptured. Eventually the surviving prisoners were liberated by the Russian army. Even 
then, it was a difficult and protracted journey home. But, in May 1945, he was back in York. Arthur 
Briggs' war was over. It had begun soon after hostilities were declared, when he had volunteered to 
join the RAF, enticed by the glamour of airmen he met in the Punch Bowl and Star pubs in 
Stonegate, York. His training had taken him to 76 Squadron at RAF Holme-on-Spalding-Moor 
before he was selected for the Pathfinders. Nine days after being repatriated, Arthur married his 
sweetheart, Eve. They are still together, living in the Rawcliffe Lane area of the city. Theirs was a 
remarkable courtship. But that is another story. It is told in full as part of a compelling biography of 
Mr Briggs entitled Flightpath to Stalag IVB. The author, Audrey James, was also responsible for 
putting Arthur and Arne back in touch. For several years, every December 2nd, the former 
comrades have toasted each other and absent friends with a whisky over the phone. Audrey, who 
had already written a biography of her father-in-law, Ernie James, took on Arthur's story when she 
met his daughter Vanda who ran the Red Lion in Knapton. That is the venue for tomorrow night's 
amazing reunion, when 85-year-old Arne will see his old comrade and friend Arthur again for the 
first time in nearly six decades. Finally they can conduct their toast in person. Audrey has written a 
wonderfully evocative account of wartime joy and heartache, courage and tragedy. She was as 
astonished by Arthur's war story as readers will be. “I still can't get over the fact that this gentle, 
unassuming man had a past like this,” she said. His adventures will also be news to the many 
friends Arthur and Eve made during their 35-year stint running the Bay Horse, Marygate, from 1951. 
He had kept most of his memories to himself before Audrey coaxed them from him. Arthur is 
amazed at how much he remembered, both of the nightmare of war and the remarkable 
friendships it forged. “You were one big happy family,” he said. 
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1177. Vladimir Semyonovich SEMYONOV. Signed 9 September 1942. 13 Kensington 
Palace Gardens. 

083 
http://www.wilsoncenter.org/sites/default/files/Venona-Stockholm-KGB.pdf states: 
Notes added to a document dated 26 November 1943 “Vladimir Semenovich SEMENOV was 
Counsellor at the Soviet Legation in Stockholm from 1942 until 3rd November 1944.” 
“Vasilij Fedorovich RAZIN was 1st Secretary at the Soviet Legation in Stockholm in November 
1943.” 
“Mikhail Sergeevich VETROV was Counsellor of the Soviet Legation in Stockholm from 31 May 1941 
to 14 July 1944.” 
“VETROV was Possibly Andrej Grigor'evich GRAUR, 1st Secretary at the Soviet Legation in 
Stockholm from 1940 until 29th November 1941. Known to have been MGB Resident up to mid-
October 1941.” 
“Boris Nikolaevich YARTSEV was Counsellor at the Soviet Legation in Stockholm from 21st October 
1941 to 15th July 1943.” 
“Vasilij Fedorovich RAZIN ("VALERIAN") arrived in Stockholm on 25th October 1943 to take up the 
post of 1st Secretary at the Soviet Legation.” 
From http://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/Vladimir+Semenovich+Semenov: 
Semenov, Vladimir Semenovich. Born Feb. 3 (16), 1911, in the village of Krasnoslobodskoe, now 
Inokovka, Kirsanov Raion, Tambov Oblast. Soviet diplomat and party figure. Member of the CPSU 
since 1938. The son of a railroad worker, Semenov graduated from the Moscow Institute of History, 
Philosophy, and Literature in 1937. He began his career as a diplomat in 1939, serving in Lithuania, 
Germany, and Sweden. From 1945 to 1953 he held the post of political adviser, first to the head of 
the Soviet Military Administration in Germany and then to the chairman of the Soviet Control 
Commission there. In 1953 and 1954 he served as supreme commissar of the USSR in Germany, as 
well as ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary of the USSR to the German Democratic 
Republic. In 1954 and 1955, Semenov was a member of the Collegium of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs of the USSR and the head of a department in the ministry. He became deputy minister of 
foreign affairs of the USSR in March 1955. A participant in many international conferences and 
meetings, Semenov has headed the USSR delegation in the negotiations with the USA on strategic 
arms limitations since November 1969. From 1952 to 1966, Semenov was a member of the Central 
Auditing Commission of the CPSU. He became a candidate member of the Central Committee of 
the CPSU in 1966. He has been awarded two Orders of Lenin, the Order of the October Revolution, 
and four other orders, as well as several medals. 
In his book Touchlines of War, Sir Peter Tennant refers to him as Vladimir Semjonov. Wikipedia 
refers to him as: 
Vladimir Semenovich Semyonov (Владимир Семёнович Семёнов). He was born on 16 February 
1911, near Kirsanov, Tambov Oblast and died on 18 December 1992 in Moscow. He was a Soviet 
diplomat and famous for his military administration in Eastern Germany during the Soviet 

http://www.wilsoncenter.org/sites/default/files/Venona-Stockholm-KGB.pdf
http://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/Vladimir+Semenovich+Semenov
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occupation after World War II. He was instrumental in the creation of East Germany, and served as 
the first Soviet ambassador to East Germany. Career: 
1938 Semyonov begins work for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MID) 
1939-1940 an advisor of Soviet Plenipotentiary Representation in Lithuania 
1940-1941 a counsellor of the Soviet Embassy in Nazi Germany 
1941-1942 an executive of the Third European Department of the MID 
1942-1945 a counsellor of the Soviet Mission in Sweden 
1945-1946 a deputy of the a Political Counsellor of the Soviet Military Administration in Germany 
1946-1949 a Political Counsellor of the Soviet Military Administration in Germany 
1949-1953 a Political Counsellor of the Soviet Control Committee in Germany 
1953 Senior Executive, Deputy Chief, Chief of the Third European Department of the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, member of Ministry Board of the MID 
1953-1954 Chief Commissar of USSR in Germany and an ambassador to the East Germany 
1954-1955 an Executive of the Third European Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
1955-1978 Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs 
1968-1978 Chief of the Soviet delegation at the Soviet-American negotiations on reduction of 
strategic weapons in Helsinki, Vienna, Geneva. Prepared the 1973 SALT-1 and 1978 SALT-2 Treaties 
for signing by General Secretaries Leonid Brezhnev and Presidents Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter 
1978-1986 USSR ambassador to West Germany 
1986-1991 Foreign Ministry Ambassador at Large, Counsellor to the Foreign Minister 
1178. Attaché Aleksey Dorofeevich VOJNA. Signed 9 September 1942. 13 Kensington 
Palace Gardens. 

083 
According to http://www.wilsoncenter.org/sites/default/files/Venona-Stockholm-KGB.pdf, Aleksej 
Dorofeevich VOJNA was in Sweden from 1938 until 23rd December 1941 as an Attaché and a 
Consul at the Soviet Legation in Stockholm from 1938 to 1941. The address given with the 
signature is the Russian Embassy in London. TNA has a file, reference HW 15/14, “Stockholm; 
References to VOJNA, "VETROV" and RUSAKOV. Ministry of State Security (MGB) traffic Stockholm, 
1944”. 
1179. Squadron Leader Bernard Williamson LITTLE OBE (90326). Signed 5 September 
1942. On posting from Tiree. 

084 
He also signed this book on 2 September 1942.  

http://www.wilsoncenter.org/sites/default/files/Venona-Stockholm-KGB.pdf
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1180. Jon Christian JOHNSEN. Signed 10 September 1942. From Stockholm. 

084 
DOB 31.1.1905. disp. norsk. 
From http://www.begravdeioslo.no/maler/grav/grave_id/117280: 

 
http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liste_over_tildelinger_av_St._Olavsmedaljen_med_ekegren includes 
Lieutenant Jon Chr Johnsen as a recipient of the award of St. Olav Medal with Oak Branch. 
1181. Klas Hjalmar RYLIN. Signed 10 September 1942. Swedish Consel, London. 

084 
DOB 16.1.1882. ö.mask. svensk. 
According to mundia.com, he was born in Frustuna, Södermanland, Sverige. It would seem from 
ancestry.com, that he emigrated to America before 1957. 
From 
http://www.slaktdata.org/index.php/regsearch?fnamn=klas&mfnamn=&enamn=rylin&type%5B%5
D=freg&fscbkod=&fsg=&titel=&year=1882&adress=&ovr=&stype=metaphone&x=18&y=11: 

 
No further trace found. 
1182. Birger LUNDHQUIST. Signed 10 September 1942. Swedish Consel, London. 

084 
DOB 16.7.1889. l:e mask. Svensk. 

http://www.begravdeioslo.no/maler/grav/grave_id/117280
http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liste_over_tildelinger_av_St._Olavsmedaljen_med_ekegren
http://www.slaktdata.org/index.php/regsearch?fnamn=klas&mfnamn=&enamn=rylin&type%5B%5D=freg&fscbkod=&fsg=&titel=&year=1882&adress=&ovr=&stype=metaphone&x=18&y=11
http://www.slaktdata.org/index.php/regsearch?fnamn=klas&mfnamn=&enamn=rylin&type%5B%5D=freg&fscbkod=&fsg=&titel=&year=1882&adress=&ovr=&stype=metaphone&x=18&y=11
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From http://www.genvagar.nu/show.asp?PersonId=152381: 

 
From http://aforum.genealogi.se/discus/messages/205/217247.html: 
Posted by Birgit Hirsch Lundhquist: “Looking for information about Birger Lundhquist born 1889 in 
Karlshamn. Information on the boats he signed on:  
1907 S/S Dodona  
1910 S/S Brita  
1911 S/S Ceylon  
1913 S/S Signe  
1914 S/S Cantor  
Am grateful for a little information about him. He is my father's uncle.” 
Reply from Leif Karlsson: “2nd Engineer Birger Lundhquist patterned by the SS Canton on 10/2 
1916 in Gothenburg. After that, he will not be in the Arkions database "Sjöfolk".” 
Reply from Johnny Riert: “Maskinist 2nd Engineer Birger Lundhquist var 1923 mönstrad i 
Transatlantics M/S Bullaren” 
In an email dated 24th October 2013 to Trevor Baker, Birgit Hirsch said, “Uncle Birger died in a 
boating accident on February 23, 1943 in Port of Spain, Trinidad where he rests in his grave. He was 
also a hero and helped Norgie during the war and was awarded a medal for this.” 

 
Photo provided by Birgit Lundhquist 
1183. Svante Karl Wilhelm RAMNÅS. Signed 10 September 1942. Swedish Consel, London. 

084 

http://www.genvagar.nu/show.asp?PersonId=152381
http://aforum.genealogi.se/discus/messages/205/217247.html
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DOB 6.3.1899. sjökapt. Svensk. 
From http://www.matkull.se/genealogi/p9b320c65.html: 
Master Mariner. 
Father:  10 Rudolf Svante Nilsson (1861-1936) 
Mother:  11 Elinda Nyström (1866-1953) 
Born:  1899-03-06 Torupsgatan 
Personal History 
Year  Age Event 
1901  2 His brother Bror Gunnar Axel Ramnås born 1901-10-05  
1906  7 Spouse Ebba Iris Gunborg Svensson born 1906-03-26  
1918  19 Sister Brita Helny Matilda Nilsson dies 1918-10-06 Madesjö  
1927  28 Marriages Ebba Iris Gunborg Svensson 1927-06-05 Oskarshamn 
1927  28 Daughter Eyvor Ebba Elinda Ramnås born 1927-09-08  
1936  37 Father 10 Svante Rudolf Nilsson dies 1936-08-03 Nybro 
1953  53 Modern 11 Elinda Nystrom dies 1953-01-25 Nybro  
1966  67 Sister Lizzie 5 Elinda Maria Nilsson dies 1966-03-21 Stockholm 
1970  71 Brother Bror Gunnar Ramnås shaft dies 1970-11-23 Nybro 
1184. Axel Ivar Lucien MOLTKE-HANSEN. Signed 10 September 1942. Norwegian Foreign 
Office, London. 

084 
DOB 7.8.1911. attaché. Norsk. 
From http://usclibraries.tumblr.com/post/11238408363/axel-moltke-hansen-the-new-norwegian-
consul: 

 
Axel Moltke-Hansen, the new Norwegian consul, arrives in Los Angeles on this day in 1959. In this 
photo, his secretary helps him hang the Norwegian royal coat of arms on the wall of his new San 
Pedro office. 
From http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Olav_Moltke_Hansen (translated by Google): 
Olav Ivar Leif Moltke Hansen (20 March 1913 - 1 September 1987) was a Norwegian diplomat and 
ambassador. By education he was an economics with embedseksamen from Université libre de 
Bruxelles in 1936. Until the Second World War he ran his own practice in banking. He was arrested 

http://www.matkull.se/genealogi/p9b320c65.html
http://usclibraries.tumblr.com/post/11238408363/axel-moltke-hansen-the-new-norwegian-consul
http://usclibraries.tumblr.com/post/11238408363/axel-moltke-hansen-the-new-norwegian-consul
http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Olav_Moltke_Hansen
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by the Gestapo in 1942 but managed to escape and fled to Sweden and worked from 1943 for the 
ministries in England. From 1944, he could accede as North Africa-secretary at the Norwegian 
legation in Algiers, which had just been liberated. He then got permanent employment in 1945 and 
was then at the Legation in Paris, Legation in Ankara, Legation in Stockholm and Consulate General 
in New York City. In 1956, he became consul and legasjonsråd at Legation in Manila. From 1966, he 
was Consul General in Hong Kong and, in 1971, he became ambassador to the Norwegian Embassy 
in Rabat, Morocco. From 1978, he was ambassador at the Norwegian Embassy in Warsaw in Poland 
until he retired in 1981. 
He was the son of an engineer Ivar Juel Moltke-Hansen (1875-1959) who in 1907 married Belgian 
Jeanne Sophie Hortense Ernestine Becker (1882-1966). Olav was the brother of Ambassador Axel 
Moltke-Hansen (1911-1988) who was also born in Brussels and had a similar career. 
From Who’s Who, 1973: 

 
From 
http://conservancy.umn.edu/bitstream/handle/11299/93446/PresidentsReport1963_1964Large.pdf?
sequence=1: 

 
1185. Second Lieutenant Inggard Magne KLEPPA. Signed 10 September 1942. RNAF. 

084 
DOB 25.11.1917. fil.mag. The Bromma departure record lists his middle name as Vagno. Listed in 
Little Norway. The Imperial War Museum has Combat Film No 11713 showing Second Lieutenant 
Kleppa of 332 Squadron, 19/4/1945, 1550, flying Spitfire. Target: Shipping & Ground Targets. 
From http://gravar.se/Brunnby%20f%C3%B6rsamling/1/Inggard+Magne%20Kleppa: 
Inggard Magne Kleppa 
Date of Birth: 1917-11-25 

http://conservancy.umn.edu/bitstream/handle/11299/93446/PresidentsReport1963_1964Large.pdf?sequence=1
http://conservancy.umn.edu/bitstream/handle/11299/93446/PresidentsReport1963_1964Large.pdf?sequence=1
http://gravar.se/Brunnby%20f%C3%B6rsamling/1/Inggard+Magne%20Kleppa
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Date of Death: 2003-05-15 
Location:  Almancil, Algarve 
Cemetery:  Brunnby Cemetery, Nyhamnsläge, Sweden 
1186. Vilhelm SCHEEL. Signed 10 September 1942. 

084 
DOB 29.3.1913. sekr. Norsk. 
From http://www.begravdeioslo.no/maler/grav/grave_id/122377: 

 
No further trace found. 
1187. Charles (born Carl Gustaf) Lindley LINDLEY (1865–1957). Signed 10 September 1942. 
T U Congress, Blackpool. 

084 
DOB 14.10.1865. förtroendeman. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Lindley: 
A Swedish socialist and trade union activist. For many years in his youth, Lindley was a merchant 
sailor working on English sea vessels, and he became very active in the United Kingdom workers' 
movement. It was from his British comrades that Carl got his English-sounding nickname Charles, 
which he kept upon his return to Sweden. Charles Lindley was the founder of the Swedish 
Transport Workers’ Union in 1897 and co-founder of the International Transport Workers' 
Federation. In the year 1900, Charles Lindley married the Swedish feminist Elin Lindley, née Elin 
Jonsson, who was a close friend of the Bolshevik Madame Alexandra Kollontay the Soviet envoy to 
Sweden during the war. Today, there is a small statue of Charles Lindley in Göteborg. There are 11 
other signatures on 10 September, ten from Norway and Sweden and one from the Polish 
Legation. 
He is mentioned, with affection, in Peter Tennant’s Touchlines of War. 
1188. Leif Gerhard ØVERLAND. Signed 10 September 1942. Norwegian Foreign Office. 

084 
DOB 20.3.1900. läkare doctor. Norsk. 

http://www.begravdeioslo.no/maler/grav/grave_id/122377
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Lindley
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From http://records.ancestry.co.uk/leif_gerhard_verland_records.ashx?pid=58265680: 
Born on 20 Mar 1900 to Olaf Birger Øverland and Hjørdis Louise Kjeldseth. Leif Gerhard married 
Sigrun Munch and had a child. He passed away on 9 Sep 1971. 
From SOE file HS9/814/5: 

 
1189. Kleme Julian Marck WENGLIKOWSKI. Signed 10 September 1942. Polish Legation, 
London. 

084 
DOB 10.8.1918. med.kand. polsk. The Bromma departure record lists the surname as 
WEGLIKOWSKI. No trace found. 
1190. Torfinn DRAMSDAHL. Signed 10 September 1942. Norwegian Foreign Office, 
London. 

084 

http://records.ancestry.co.uk/leif_gerhard_verland_records.ashx?pid=58265680
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DOB 13.7.1912. läkare. Norsk. He died on 17 November 1989. He was awarded the St. Olav Medal 
with Oak Branch. 
Google translation from https://digitalt.uib.no/handle/1956.2/2835: 
“The illegal newspaper Vi vil oss et land was printed in October 1940. Initiators of the newspaper 
were several young men who had served as German prisoners of war: Thorfinn Dramsdahl, Paul 
Prestrud, Knut B. Hauge, Sverre Hovind and Olav Gjærevoll. The newspaper was first printed in 
Norwegian's offices in Oslo. Odd Aanesen delivered paper from the company Emil Mostuen. Later 
newspaper printed in Karl Borglund’s printing in Hamar. Max Manus301 served as a courier in 
connection with the printing work with Arne Borglund. The setting of the manuscripts was 
conducted in Carl Haave’s printing in Brummunddal and set by Mikkel Nilsen. The newspaper was 
printed in an edition of 1,000 to 5,000 copies. the latest issue of "A-edition" was # 5 in 1941. 
Avisgruppen had also connected the illegal newspaper Eidsvoll.” 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vi_vil_oss_et_land: 
"Vi vil oss et land" (lit. 'We Want Ourselves a Country') is a famous phrase in the context of 
Norwegian nationalism, derived from a poem by Per Sivle. It has been evoked by many different 
groups, including during the occupation of Norway by Nazi Germany, when an arrest order was 
issued on the deceased Sivle. It is taken from a poem by Per Sivle (1857–1904) issued in 1895, ten 
years before Norway gained its independence. Sivle's poem, titled "Vi vil os et Land -", was 
published in the poetry collection Bersøglis- og andre Viser from 1895. It was originally written as 
the last verse of the occasional poem "Her spirer i Norge", written for a procession in support of 
universal male suffrage organized by Kristiania Liberal Party in 1894. The phrase has been evoked 
by several very different groups who have appealed to Norwegian nationalism. It was praised as a 
"delightful poem of liberty" in the Communist Party of Norway newspaper Norges Kommunistblad 
in 1925, and the far-right Fatherland Party opened the 1997 election manifesto with a part of the 
poem. The poem lent its name to a 1936 film, which agitated for the Conservative Party ahead of 
the 1936 election. The opening words of the poem are reportedly written on the tombstone of 
Liberal Party politician Johannes Steen, and are also engraved in a portal on an avenue leading to 
the Eidsvoll Building, where the nationalist-symbolic Constitution of Norway was drafted and 
signed. During the occupation of Norway by Nazi Germany, Vi vil oss et land was the name of one 
of the first anti-Nazi illegal newspapers, written among others by Olav Gjærevoll, Gunnar Sønsteby 
and Max Manus. A rendition of the poem was staged in 1940 by theatre director Henry Gleditsch, 
who ended up being killed by the Nazis. In 1942, the poem was printed in an illegal newspaper 
based in Bergen. It was signed with Per Sivle's name, resulting in the Gestapo issuing an arrest 
order for the long-dead Sivle.  
1191. Simon Martin LILJEDAHL. Signed 10 September 1942. Norwegian Foreign Office, 
London. 

084 
DOB 26.4.1891. löjtn. Norsk. DOB confirmed with Norwegian Digital Archive. He was born in 
Ibestad. 
From http://hv.forsvaret.no/aktuelt/hvbladet/Documents/Hv-bladet%200405.pdf: 

                                                 
301 Signed this book on 24 May 1943 

https://digitalt.uib.no/handle/1956.2/2835
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vi_vil_oss_et_land
http://hv.forsvaret.no/aktuelt/hvbladet/Documents/Hv-bladet%200405.pdf
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“Sør-Hålogaland HV-distrikt 14 (HV-14) ble opprettet i 1946 og distriktets første sjef var 
vernepliktig kaptein Simon Liljedahl. Den gang hadde ikke distriktet noen egen stab slik at det 
naturlig nok ble mange oppgaver og gjøremål som måtte ivaretas av sjefen selv. Til tross for dette 
ble det etablert områdestruktur innenfor distriktet med egne områdesjefer. Distriktet var i de første 
årene lokalisert i Bodø inntil det ble naturlig å flytte til Mosjøen hvor Infanteriregiment 14 allerede 
var etablert. Det var en klar målsetting fra regimentets side at samlokalisering ville innebære tettere 
samarbeid mellom Hær og HV med tanke på ivaretakelse av det territorielle ansvaret.” Translated 
by Babylon ® “South Hålogaland HV-district 14 (RL-14) was created in 1946 and the first 
commander was conscript captain Simon Liljedahl. The time had not district some own staff so 
that it naturally was many tasks and to-do list that had governed by the boss himself. In spite of 
this was the established områdestruktur within district with its own worldwide territory managers. 
The District was in the first few years in Bodø until it was natural to flytte to Abu Dhabi where 
Infanteriregiment 14 was already established.” 
1192. Flight Lieutenant John Howard BLACK RCAF (J12252). Signed 10 September 1942. 
RCAF Ottawa Canada. 

084 
According to http://rcafcalgary.blogspot.co.uk/2012/10/blog-post.html, he attended a course at No 
3 Service Flying Training School Calgary on 19 June 1942. 
According to http://426sqdn.ca/remembrances/honour_roll_iii.html, Halifax III LK-883 coded OW-E 
was shot down on 12/13 May 1944 and crashed with a full bomb load. Four crew members were 
killed, three evaded and Black became a POW. 

http://rcafcalgary.blogspot.co.uk/2012/10/blog-post.html
http://426sqdn.ca/remembrances/honour_roll_iii.html
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http://www.aviationheritage.eu/nl/content/gedenkplaat-bemanning-halifax-iii-lk883-ow-e 
On the facade of the Mountain Chapel in Londerzeel hangs a plaque to honour the Halifax LK883 
OW-E Crew It was inaugurated on September 3, 2000 by Mayor Joseph De Borger, to 
commemorate the 55th anniversary of the liberation of this municipality and the crew of 426 
Squadron Halifax: Pilot F/O J. Howard Black, boordmechanieker F/Sgt Walter "Pat" Berry, 
bombardier F/O John William "Bill" Van Maarion, navigator F/O Ross H. Doubt. The four crew who 
died and were buried in Evere were: radio operator F/O Robert J. Fitzpatrick, buikkoepleschutter 
Sgt James H. Jones, rugkoepleschutter Sgt Kenneth W. Drumm and tail gunner Sgt Albert C. Jones. 
From The Winnipeg Tribune, 17 June 1944: 
MISSING ON ACTIVE SERVICE AFTER AIR OPERATIONS Arbour, Joseph Edouard, F - Sgt, Montreal." 
Bentx, Wilbur Boyd, F - Sgt., Medi cine Hat. Black, John Howard. FO J12252. Mrs. J. H. Black (wife), 
41 Main St., Flin Flon. 
From Winnipeg Free Press, 3 Julky 1944: 

 
From http://passages.winnipegfreepress.com/passage-details/id-59804/name-John_Black/: 
JOHN HOWARD BLACK Peacefully on Wednesday, March 21, 2001, Howard passed away at the 
Victoria General Hospital at the age of 86 years. He was predeceased by his first wife Mary. Howard 
will be lovingly remembered by his wife Dorothy; sons, Ian, Ron and Bill, along with their wives, 

http://www.aviationheritage.eu/nl/content/gedenkplaat-bemanning-halifax-iii-lk883-ow-e
http://passages.winnipegfreepress.com/passage-details/id-59804/name-John_Black/
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Shirley, Judy and Darlene; grandchildren, Kenneth, Valerie, Christine, Tara, Nicole, Christopher, 
Marcia, Jeffrey, Allison and Robert and nine great-grandchildren and cousin Lila Rathbone of 
Thunder Bay. Howard was born July 28, 1914, in Rainy River, Ont., spent his youth in Atikokan, 
attended school and worked for the railroad in Prince Albert, Sask. It was there he met and married 
Mary Scambler. Later they moved to Flin Flon where Howard worked in the mines, and with Mary 
raised their three sons. That period was interrupted while Howard served in the RCAF Bomber 
Command in the Second World War. Howard and Mary enjoyed their retirement at Bakers Narrows 
and Phoenix, Arizona. They later settled in Winnipeg at Lions Manor. After a lengthy illness, under 
Howard’s loving care, Mary passed away November 22, 1990. Howard met Dorothy Hull at Lions 
Manor and they were married December 7, 1991. Howard was very active in various positions in 
Lions Manor including President of the Residents Council. Funeral service will be held at 2:00 p.m., 
Friday, March 23 in the Harvey Hall at Lions Manor, 320 Sherbrook St., with the Reverend Canon 
Peter Flynn officiating. Interment to follow in Flin Flon, Man., on Monday, March 26. 
1193. Herman CHRISTIANSEN. Signed 11 September 1942. Norwegian Embassy, London. 

085 
DOB 2.11.1914. ing. Norsk. The Bromma departure list misspelt his first name as Hermann. 
He is listed in Little Norway. 
He is included in an SOE file, reference HS 9/311, in TNA which was closed until 1 January 2024. 
This file contains documents relating to Arthur C.B. CHRISTIANSEN - born 13.12.1913, died 
01.03.1943; Gunnar CHRISTIANSEN - born 28.02.1916; Harald Birger CHRISTIANSEN -born 
13.04.1902; Herman CHRISTIANSEN - born 14.04.1909; Herman CHRISTIANSEN - born 02.11.1914; 
Kjeld TUFT-CHRISTIANSEN - born 10.03.1910; Oliver Andreas CHRISTIANSEN - born 15.08.1901; 
and Alexander Fraser CHRISTIE - born 19.12.1923 
Bob Pearson produced a death certificate and provided a copy of the file to Trevor Baker: 
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NOTE: The DOB does not match that stated in the Bromma departure record. 
According to www.ntnu.no/ub/spesialsamlingene/tekhist/tek18/Tek 18 Leif Tronstad3.pdf, the 
papers of Leif Tronstad302 contain the following documents: 
From Herman Christiansen to Captain Tronstad. 27 December 1942 “Millitært anliggende” 

                                                 
302 Signed this book on 21 October 1941 
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From Herman Christiansen to Captain Tronstad. 28 December 1942 “Millitært anliggende” 
From Tronstad to Herman Christiansen. 31 December 1942 “Reply to letter dated 27 December 
1942” 
1194. Olav STRÖM AKA Olav Krause SÆTTEM. Signed 11 September 1942. Norwegian 
Embassy, London. 

085 
DOB 5.7.1918. expeditor. Norsk. 
TNA has an SOE file, reference HS 9/1298/3, which was marked closed until 2031. Bob Pearson 
produced a death certificate and provided Trevor Baker with a copy of this file on 7 May 2014: 
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Email dated 3 January 2014 to Trevor Baker from Geoff Ward: 
“Linge man Olav Krause Sættem aka Olav Strom was an arms instructor sent over to Trøndelag in 
April 1942 together with Arne Christiansen303 AKA Arnfinn Karlsen. They joined the Lark group in 
Trondheim as instructors. They had to leave for Trondheim at the end of July and continued to UK.” 
From http://en.cyclopaedia.net/wiki/Lark-(Norwegian-resistance): 
Lark was the code word for the group that was sent from the United Kingdom to Trondheim, 
Norway as part of the preparations for a possible allied invasion of Norway. Lark developed into 
the main organisation for the Special Operations Executive in Trøndelag, and became the effective 
leadership of Milorg in the region. 
The background for Lark was the allied plan of a possible allied invasion in Norway, seeking to split 
Norway in half around Nord-Trøndelag and southern Nordland, and thus isolate the German 
troops in the north (Operation Jupiter). Lark started its operations in Trøndelag on 10 February 
1942, when Odd Sørli and Arthur Pevik came to Trondheim from the UK. The group's mission was 
to start training men in weapons and guerilla tactics. Lark had been reinforced by Evald Hansen, 
Herluf Nygaard, Olav Krause Sættem and Arne Christiansen by April 1942, while Pevik went to 
London where he wrote an extensive report to Major Malcolm Munthe. Sættem, Christiansen, 
Hansen and Sørli went to Stockholm later the same year. During this time, Lark was mainly 
occupied with a plan to sink the German battleship Tirpitz, which at the time was situated in the 
Trondheimsfjord. Nygaard and Hansen were captured and tortured in December 1942, and 
Nygaard later escaped while Hansen died at Falstad. 
Lark was reinforced by Erik Gjems-Onstad, Johnny Pevik304 and Nils Uhlin Hansen305 in March 1943. 
With the Allied invasion of Sicily in July 1943, it became clear that Norway would not be the scene 
of at least the primary allied invasion into Europe. Lark continued to organise Milorg-groups, and 
planned offensives against Nazi collaborators. 
From http://military.wikia.com/wiki/Thamshavn_Line_sabotage: 
The second target for sabotage was the port at Thamshavn and was performed by Deinboll, Bjørn 
Pedersen and Olav Sættem. At first they lived at Deinboll's parents' home at Thamshavn, but later 
they moved to a cabin in the forest, receiving supplies from local resistance members. They figured, 
due to heavy security, that it would be impossible to blow up the factory itself, so instead they 
chose to blow up the ship D/S Nordfahrt, that would be full of pyrites. The night before 25 February 
1943 the three went out in a row boat to fasten explosives to the ship, timed to go off at 16:00 the 
next day. But the next day another ship arrived at the port and Nordfahrt was moved out into the 
fjord. Because of this the timing mechanism became inaccurate and just when the explosives 
attached to the ship blew, a tugboat came by and managed to haul the wreck to land. The three 
each travelled to Trondheim, with plans to go to Sweden via Steinkjer and Ogndal, but their contact 
in Steinkjer had been arrested and instead they had to travel via Selbu. 
1195. Magne Johnsen DAHL. Signed 11 September 1942. Norwegian Embassy, London. 

085 
DOB 4.11.1917. chaufför. Norsk. 

                                                 
303 Signed this book on 24 May 1942 
304 Signed this book on 10 May 1942 
305 Signed this book on 16 June 1942 

http://en.cyclopaedia.net/wiki/Lark-(Norwegian-resistance)
http://military.wikia.com/wiki/Thamshavn_Line_sabotage
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Listed in Little Norway. No further trace found. 
1196. Franz Martin NOVY. Signed 11 September 1942. 37 Belsize Park, St John’s Wood, 
London NW3. 

085 
DOB 28.9.1900. murare. Statslös. 

 
http://www.dasrotewien.at/novy-franz.html  
From TNA (file reference HO 396/65/347): 

 
 

http://www.dasrotewien.at/novy-franz.html
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From http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franz_Novy: 
Franz Novy (* September 28 1900 in Vienna , † November 14 1949 ibid) was an Austrian politician ( 
SPÖ ) and Councillor in Vienna. Novy was born the son of a construction worker Ottakringerstraße 
family and learned the Stukkateurhandwerk. Novy graduated in 1914, the social democratic 
movement, 1924 was secretary of the construction workers movement and in 1929 took over the 
presidency of the construction workers' union. By 1927, Novy was elected to the county council 
Ottakringerstraße, 1932-1934, he was also a member of the Vienna City Council. After the 
suppression of the February battles Novy Austria had to leave for political reasons, and first went to 
Brno, where he met his teacher Otto Bauer worked. Novy returned several times illegally and 
eventually emigrated to Austria in March 1938 to Sweden , where he worked as a construction 
worker. In 1942, he moved to London. Novy was active in the movement in exile, and was on the 7 
March 1943 elected by the General Assembly of the "Austrian Labour Club" to the umpire. The 
result was constituted under his chairmanship in November 1943, the Austrian representative 
committee that campaigned for the liberation of Austria. After his return via Paris in 1945, Novy 
was from 13 December 1945 the Viennese Parliament, and which has been approved on 14 
February 1946 in the State Government Grains II as a Councillor for Building and Construction 
(Management Group VI) was appointed. In 1947 he took over as chairman of the country's 
presidency of the SPÖ Vienna. Novy was until his death in municipal and city council. He led the 
rebuilding of the destroyed Vienna and was the first large housing estates on the outskirts (Per-
Albin-Hansson-settlement and the settlements Hirschstetten and Stadlau) build. In addition, under 
his leadership was the Gänsehäufel. After his death, Novy was in a grave of honour in Vienna's 
Central Cemetery (Group 14C, No. 17) buried. In memory of him was of Novy-yard and the 
Novytherme named after him in Novy-yard is a monument to the politicians. 

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franz_Novy
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 Monument in Novyhof 
1197. Lieutenant Sigurd Ingolf HAUGEN. Signed 11 September 1942. Norwegian Embassy, 
London. 

085 
DOB 5.1.1916. stud. 
He has an SOE file, reference HS 9/675/6, in TNA. From his SOE file: 

 
He is included in the 57 names celebrated in The Linge Company Roll of Honour 1941 – 1945, 
Welbecson Press Limited, London, 1945, the foreword of which says, “This book is a tribute 
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compiled the British officers who have been proud to work with and for the Linge Company. The 
Norwegian High Command and Ministry of Defence have shared in its publication.” 

 
SN Section SOE (Kompani Linge). Killed in a shootout with Germans in Haltdalen, Norway on 11 
January 1945, aged 29. Buried Narvik Memorial Cemetery, Norway. Born 5 January 1916 in Narvik. 
Fought in Norway in 1940. Went to Sweden in 1941 and to England in 1942. In October 1943, Per 
Hysing-Dahl and his crew made their first flight to Norway – their mission: to drop four men in the 
mountains close to Røros. The weather lived up to the forecast – shortly after leaving the English 
coast they ran into “…almost a tropical rainstorm”. Over Norway, the rain turned to snow with the 
attendant danger of icing. Low cloud made visibility almost impossible – it was a “blind-drop” 
operation – with no resistance folk on the ground to guide them. After criss-crossing the landing 
area for 30 minutes without finding an opening in the cloud cover, they had to return. They landed, 
with practically empty petrol tanks, 10 hours and 5 minutes after take-off. Thirty-six hours later, 
they were in the air again with the same four men. This time the weather was favourable. Over the 
target area, they circled and then, one by one the men jumped into the darkness: Reidar Kvaal, Inge 
Foseide, Sigurd Haugen and Rolf Arnesen. Eight canisters and two packages containing their 
supplies and equipment followed. They were to be in the mountains for a long time. Operation 
Lapwing had begun. 

See Våre Falne 1939-1945 Vol 2 p 248 
From his SOE file: 
Document dated 26 January 1945 
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1198. Reidar KVAAL. Signed 11 September 1942. Norwegian Embassy, London. 

085 
DOB 14.2.1916. kontorist. 
Documents relating to him are contained in SOE file, reference HS 9/869/8, in TNA. This file is 
closed until 1 January 2025. In an email to Trevor Baker dated 31 May 2013, Bob Pearson said, 
“Have just sent Geoff Ward a file so I think he will be pleased. Interestingly, the file has been 
released on a man who is still alive! The birthdate was incorrect and the TNA thought it was over a 
100 years, hence the release. You have this file - R Kvaal. Geoff personally knows Kvaal, so the man 
should be able to fill in the missing redacted blanks in the file.” 
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See the entry for Sigurd Haugen of the same date. 
According to Geoffrey Ward, Reidar (who is a good friend of his) was the leader of Operation 
Lapwing. Geoff also said (on 17 June 2012), “Thought you might be interested in hearing that I 
have just spoken with Reidar Kvaal who, I am happy to say is in fine fettle for a man of 94. He was 
very interested to hear that I had a copy of the page he signed in 1942 and I have promised to 
send him a copy of it in the post tomorrow. He lives in Stjørdal not far from Trondheim. He told me 
that he remembered the night he landed at Leuchars: "It was pitch black, the only lights were the 
blue pinpricks alongside the runway. We were led by hand to a Nissan hut where we got something 
to eat and some kind of bed. It was a very nice welcome." He didn't remember the actual signing of 
the visitors book but thought it must have been in a hut that served as the (officers') Mess. The 
next morning they were taken in hand by civilian police and put on the train to London and 
Patriotic School. During the years I have tried to get Reidar to tell me about his experiences with 
Lapwing. He was, and is, totally unsatisfied with Øksendal's book Operasjon Lapwing, but has not 
been willing to tell me exactly why. Maybe I will have better luck if I approach him again after 
having re-ignited his thoughts from that time.” 
1199. Sergeant Aage WESTERMARK. Signed 11 September 1942. Norwegian Embassy, 
London. 

085 
DOB 30.1.1919. kont.man. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
Shot down over Forét de la Lande in France, and survived, on 28 August 1942 while flying a Spitfire 
IX, registration no PL 426 (FN-M) with 331 Squadron. Aircraft was brought down by German 
ground fire, but Westermark was able to bail out successfully. 
From http://www.warrelics.eu/forum/uniforms/uniform-identify-norwegian-232936/: 
“…this jacket was discovered together with items and documents most probably belonging to 
Second Leutnant Aage Westermark, Norwegian pilot of 331 Squadron” 

  

http://www.warrelics.eu/forum/uniforms/uniform-identify-norwegian-232936/
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1200. Osvald Lothar HELLAND. Signed 11 September 1942. 

085 
DOB 18.1.1920. verkst.arb. norsk. 
He escaped from Sweden on board M/S Storsten on 1 April 1942. 
From http://www.warsailors.com/freefleet/kvarstad2.html: 
M/T Storsten NS was one of the well-known "Kvarstad" ships that attempted to break out of 
Sweden on March 31/April 1-1942 following a long court case there. Only two out of a total of 10 
ships involved managed to reach their destination (Operation Performance, Sir George Binney306). 
Attacked by German aircraft and a German trawler 32 miles south of Kristiansand, Norway and 
scuttled Apr. 1-1942. A lifeboat with 17 on board later disappeared. Another boat reached 
Jøssingfjord on Apr. 4, and its inhabitants were assisted by a local farmer. 9? (among them 1st 
Mate Bie, Deckboy Krohn, and Seaman Andresen) managed to escape to Sweden from there, 
while the remaining 23 (incl. the British captain) ended up in a concentration camp in Germany, 
after German authorities had been notified of their landing. At first they were kept in solitary 
confinement at Akershus, Oslo, before being sent on to Wilhelmshaven via Kiel in the middle of 
May that year. (There were a total of 7 women on the various Kvarstad ships + a girl born in 1934 - 
see list for Skytteren further down on this page - all of them, except 1st Mate Finn Bie's wife, Mary 
Bie, ended up in Germany). The misc. sources disagree on the number of men who escaped to 
Sweden, 6 is given, as is 8 and 9. It appears Mary Bie gave birth to a child after having landed at 
Jøssingfjord; and this could be part of the reason for the confusion. Her husband managed to get 
away to Sweden. The radio operator (and others too) must have managed to get to London, 
because he appeared at an inquiry there on Aug. 22-1942. This is further confirmed by an E-mail 

                                                 
306 Signed this book on 30 September 1941, 1 December 1941, 14 December 1941 and 18 April 1942 

http://www.warsailors.com/freefleet/kvarstad2.html
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I've received from Ben Johnston, the great great grandson of Captain James Reeve, stating the 
following: 
The wife of James Reeve, Annie Gertrude Reeve (nee Craddock) received a letter from Finn Bie307, 
Tor Jordfald308, Johannes Løken309, B. Andersen, Alfred Gjertsen, Joar Krohn310, B. 
Nymoen311 and Finn Borchgrevink312. It states that "8 of the crew of the M/T Storsten on which your 
husband was captain, have arrived here via Norway and Sweden and we thought you might be 
interested in some information.. Captain Reeve came aboard the Storsten before Christmas last year 
and from the first moment had the respect and esteem from the crew as only a man of his casting 
and mental structure deserved.. His spirit was a constant encouragement to us and a great help for 
all of us.. Captain Reeve had not the strength left when we came ashore to join us in our escape in 
the mountains". This then, must mean that the 8 named in this letter were the ones who managed 
to escape, and later came to England. 
Ben adds: You may be aware that the Nazis had mistaken him for Binney and threatened to be shot 
by the Nazis nine times, this is the heading out of the newspaper ' NINE TIMES NAZIS SAID "WE 
SHOOT YOU TOMORROW!"' 
James Reeve was awarded the OBE on 16 October 1945 by King George VI - by this time he already 
had a DSC for rescuing a Fighter Pilot out of the sea while under heavy enemy attack. 
I've also received some interesting E-mails from Finn Bie's granddaughter who says that Mary 
Bie gave birth to a daughter named Kari. Shortly after the war she had a son named Finn. Mary 
Bie later went to the U.S.A., taking both children with her. Finn Bie remarried in 1949 and had 3 
more children. He never spoke about his ex-wife and children, and the subject of his war 
experiences remained taboo in the family until the day he died in 1995. On the occasion of his 80th 
birthday in 1991 his son Finn came from the U.S. to see him, but Finn Bie refused to speak with him, 
so it's obvious he wanted to forget everything that could remind him of his war experiences. One 
of his daughters has since tried to find her half-sister Kari, but without luck. His granddaughter also 
tells me that Finn Bie was awarded The King’s Gold Medal of Honour in the 1990s but refused to 
travel to the King's palace in Oslo to accept it, nor would he have it delivered to him, saying it was 
much too late; what good was such a medal to him 50 years after the fact, when he was almost 
dead anyway? He had no use for it anymore. She says the traumas of the war stayed with him all 
through the rest of his life, to the point where they had to take care not to approach him too 
abruptly; if they did, his reactions could be very harsh. So, the war experiences of the seamen 
affected not only the seamen themselves, but the next generations as well. 
British captain was James Reeve; Nortraship's representative was Ragnar Bull-Nilsen. 
Storsten had a total of 49 people on board at the time of breakout, including the 2 female 
passengers, the 1st mate's wife Mary Bie as mentioned, and Bertha Olsen, who's said to have 
been the wife of Seaman Sten Olsen, but according to this Guestbook message, she was married 
to Jens Olav Olsen. The following were also on board: 
1st Mate Finn Bie 
2nd Mate Einar Tønnessen 

                                                 
307 Signed this book on 5 May 1942 
308 Signed this book on 9 May 1942 
309 Signed this book on 17 May 1942 
310 Signed this book on 13 May 1942 
311 Alfred Nymoen signed this book on 9 May 1942 
312 Signed this book on 9 May 1942 

http://www.warsailors.com/gjb11.html%23kvarstad
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3rd Mate John H. Gjertsen 
Radio Operator Tor Jorfald313 
1st Engineer Alfred Gjertsen 
2nd Engineer Erling Bakke 
3rd Engineer Asbjørn Edgar Tømmerek 
4th Engineer Aksel E. Johnsen 
Steward Arthur Kristiansen 
Cook Odd Lund Eliassen 
Boatswain Hans Fjelly (died at Sonnenburg on Jan. 29-1944) 
Carpenter Alfred Nymoen 
Able Seamen Anton Andersen, Trygve W. Fredriksen (died at Sonnenburg in Sept.-1944), and Jan J. 
Haarstad 
Seamen Lother Helland, Rolf Høiberget (died at Bergen-Belsen in March-1945), Johannes Løken, 
Arne R. Jenssen, Andreas Andresen and Sten Olsen, 
Trimmer Arne Borge 
Mechanics Karl Arne Eriksson, Jens Olav Olsen and Erling Westlund 
Oilers Karl Anker Nygaard (died at Sonnenburg in Aug.-1944), Ragnar Scott Helgesen and Finn 
Haneberg 
Deckboy Joar Fred Krohn 
Galleyboy Arnfinn Frammarvik 
Messboy Trygve Hugo Berg 
Saloonboy Gunnar Marius Haugen 
Extra Crew**: 
Erling Andersen, Wilfred Jensenius, Lorentz Larsen, Ingulf Gjerde, Renée Steen-Olsen, Gunnar Egil 
Gundersen, Finn Borchgrevink, Asbjørn Amundal* (died at Sonnenburg on Febr. 9.-1944), Jens 
Erling Johnsen, Arne S. Herwander, Ole Herwander, Gustaf Fredrik Nordstrøm, and Harald Konrad 
Nilsen. 
*Asbjørn Amundal had helped remove an important part of a German warship, then sunk it in the 
channel afterwards, before escaping to Sweden. 
** The term Extra Crew means people who wanted to get across to England. Some were 
Norwegians who had previously escaped from Norway to Sweden (many of whom were wanted by 
the Gestapo), others were British seamen who for various reasons were in internment camps in 
Sweden. Some were from the British Romanby, which had been sunk in Narvik on Apr. 22/23-1940. 
After the 2nd battle of Narvik, the crews of Romanby and 3 other steamers, Blythmoor, sunk Narvik 
Apr. 10, Mersington Court, sunk Narvik Apr. 15, and Riverton, sunk Narvik Apr. 24, as well as 
survivors from the destroyers Hunter and Hardy had been taken across to Sweden, where they 
were subsequently interned. George Binney had previously used some of these men for Operation 
Rubble. 
These were in the lifeboat that disappeared 

                                                 
313 Signed this book on 9 May 1942 
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R. B. Nilsen, E. Tønnessen, J. J. Haarstad, A. R. Jensen, O. Eliassen, A. Frammarvik, T. H. Berg, E. 
Bakke, A. E. Tømmerek, A. E. Johnsen, A. M. Borge, E. J. Johnsen, O. Herwander, I. Gjerde, R. Steen-
Olsen, L. Larsen, E. Andersen. 
According to the webmaster of the Milag website, Karl Anker Nygård and Rolf Høiberget were both 
executed. 
He is included in the index to SOE file reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

 
1201. Hendrik Jan BOS. Signed 13 September 1942. 

085 
DOB 13.12.1919. sjöman. Nederl. 
He is included in the list “11365-11794 Stukken betreffende opgaven van in Zweden aangekomen 
Nederlanders en van al of niet via Zweden in Engeland aangekomen personen, 1940-1948. 2 
pakken, 425 omslagen en 3 stukken” (“Documents concerning statements of Dutch arrived in 
Sweden and whether or not arrived in England via Sweden persons, 1940-1948. 2 packs, 425 
folders and 3 pieces”) in the Justitie / Londens Archief. See http://www.gahetna.nl. 
1202. Willem BOS. Signed 13 September 1942. 

085 
DOB 1.7.1920. styrmna. Nederl. 
He is included in the list “11365-11794 Stukken betreffende opgaven van in Zweden aangekomen 
Nederlanders en van al of niet via Zweden in Engeland aangekomen personen, 1940-1948. 2 
pakken, 425 omslagen en 3 stukken” (“Documents concerning statements of Dutch arrived in 
Sweden and whether or not arrived in England via Sweden persons, 1940-1948. 2 packs, 425 
folders and 3 pieces”) in the Justitie / Londens Archief. See http://www.gahetna.nl. 
1203. Gerhard Henrik SCHAUMBURG. Signed 13 September 1942. 

085 
DOB 14.9.1919. löjtn. Dansk. 
He has an SOE file, reference HS 9/1322/8, in TNA which is closed until 1 January 2020. 
From De Befriede OS, Udgivet af Folk & Forsvar, 2005 (translated using Babylon): 

http://www.milag.org/
http://www.gahetna.nl/
http://www.gahetna.nl/
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“I have always had a dream to be fighter pilot, and in 1939 I had the possibility of a trip to the O-
machine (spotter planes) by the army Flyvertropper. It gave me extra blood on the tooth to make 
progress. The April 9, 1940 officerselev I was at the Army Military Academy at Frederiksberg Castle. 
We heard the German aircraft over the capital, and went to look at them, but lacked a military 
forholdsordre to resort to arms. It did not come from our managers.” 
When the germans attack Denmark the april 9, 1940, you can on the plane Steven Holm's diary 
read that, on 8 April was declared alarm condition, and to fly, ne would make next morning at 
04.30. On 9 April, was the Danish machines at Eastleigh Aerodrome has been charged with 
krigsbomber, and 25 or 30 machines were ready for departure. A reconnaissance aircraft with 
løjtnanterne Godtfredsen and Brodersen is sent in the air, but are shot down by German 
Messerschmitt 110. The Germans would destroy all the aircraft on the ground. 
G. H. Schaumburg's father was by Garderhusarerne ritmester, at that time they had barracks in 
Østerbro, and father was later Heir Presumptive and ceremonimester of King Christian X. So that is 
why young people were Schaumburg in no doubt about its own future. A officersuddannelse. 
He had already before the war had a share contacts, in particular, of the English gesandtskab in 
Denmark, and had been the task of the journalist and diplomat Robert Turnbull, as a kind of "SPY" 
for the English in the collection of military intelligence of the Germans movements. Turnbull was in 
February 1941 head of SOE's Stockholm and brokered the switch between the Danish resistance 
movement and London. 
I have been trained in Livgarden, where my manager was kaptajnløjtnant Christian Frederik von 
Schallburg. A manager we all so up to. Schallburg participated in Finlandskrigen and joined in 1940 
to Waffen SS. He had previously been head of the DNSAP ungdomsafdeling from 1939 and in 1942 
he was appointed to commander of Frikorps Danmark. That same year he fell on the Eastern Front, 
and was a helteskikkelse in Nazi circles", says Schaumburg. 
But before we start with G. H. Schaumburg's history, it is just at his place with a few words about 
the Danish air force. 
…. 
A Danish pilot must, however, be pointed out in this respect here. It was flyverløjtnant Kaj Birksted, 
Marinens Flyvevæsen which reacted as fighter pilot to the Royal Air Force and later advanced to 
oberstløjtnant and member of Air Chief Marshall Sir T. LeighMallorys team in 1944. Birksted was 
Denmark's only "Flying Es", since he was noted for 10 luftsejre. G. H. Schaumburg met in fact, Kaj 
Birksted, as he was in training at RAF in England, and the two young men were fighting on the 
same woman's favor. 
“At Frederiksberg Castle was the mood among many of my officerskammerater at the time very 
sympathetic to Germany, maybe because the germans admired quick campaign in September 
1939. One day asked one of my mates asked me to sign a membership of Waffen SS. I would under 
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no circumstances, and therefore I decided on possible to come to England. I would fight against 
the germans. However, it was not as easy as I would have liked” says Schaumburg. 
He leaves officersuddannelsen and comes with a boat to Malmo in 1941 and travel to Stockholm, 
where he must report to the English gesandtskab. Only formality in order to go to England, is just 
that he is a stamp in his passport. 
The Swedish police authorities, to give him this stamp, was, however, very tysksindede, so instead 
he is accompanied by the Swedish police to Malmo and will be put on board a boat back to 
Denmark. Schaumburg knew from the outset that the Germans will wait on his arrival in 
Copenhagen. So at the entrance to the Copenhagen free port "ladders" he of, while his skipper 
comes in harsh interrogation of the Germans. 
“I take instead to Elsinore and lists I am on board a railway wagon, to a ferry to Helsingborg. It is 
happening in the moment, when the ferry comes in port, and the Germans will be blinded by the 
floodlights. From Helsingborg I will come by train to Stockholm, where Robert Turnbull on the 
english gesandtskab this time complaints to the Swedish foreign ministry, so I now quickly gets a 
stamp in my passport and coming to Scotland in summer 1942 through a kurerfly” says 
Schaumburg. 
In England release Schaumburg quickly through the needle eye and make the October 28, 1942 as 
flyveelev at Royal Air Force. The training shall take place in D. H. Tiger moth machines near 
Cambridge. 

 
Schaumburg's Tempest 
Because of the enormous pressure on the RAF airfields moved Schaumburg's flight training to the 
rest of the world. He comes with ship via Suez to Durban and by train to Syd-Rhodesia , (now 
Zimbabwe), where he will begin teaching at Harvard school in Gwelo. 
“Here was the weather on the other hand, good for flight, and there were no germans to disturb us. 
Navigation was carried out via the stars or with map and compass, and it is not the easiest to make 
fjernkending from the air in Africa, since landscape very similar. It was one of my flykammerater 
unfortunately true, as he ran out of fuel and had to battle in the bush. He was eaten by 
menneskeædere” says Schaumburg. 
The young flyers learned both lavtflyvning in trætopshøjde and natnavigation and to package their 
own parachute. There were also flying in Spitfire being if cockpit, however, is so cramped to 
Schaumburg because of its long pin cannot get space for the mandatory raft. So it does not come 
with in the air. In May 1944 he was appointed to Pilot Officer and ask his superiors to be sent on 
active service. 
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In 1944, he from Durban via the USA because of the German submarines in the Atlantic Ocean and 
landed in Liverpool. They remember it as a wonderful trip, as the ship was full of young WRENs, 
which then up to the young officers. 
In England he retrained for new aircraft, so Submarine Spitfire being Hawker Typhoon Mk IB and 
Hawker Tempest Mk.V. It is happening in Scotland and he still remember how demanding it was, to 
work out in lavflyvning and fly under power lines with high speed. 
“When I come over in Tempestflyene, which is very advanced and has a very powerful Rolls Royce 
engine, we are starting to use full oxygen already on the ground, in order to avoid the excessive 
smoke from the powerful engine. We also learn to deal with German V1 bombs. Tempestflyet was 
the fastest aircraft, and we can go up on the side of a V1 bomb and "TILT" it down with use of 
flyvingen” he says. 
Since capitulation in May 1945 Schaumburg is still in England, where he belongs on Denmark's 
liberation. He even participates in a "fly past" parade of London. He then sent to Egypt and is 
transferred to the English protectorate Palestine. 
“It was our task to fly patruljeflyvning along pipelines and use police stations as landmarks. All 
police stations had flat roof, where their number was, so we could quickly tell us. We were also sent 
out to the Mediterranean Sea to detect illegal vessels on their way to Palestine, with their cargo of 
refugees. It was at this time that Jews large Exodusudvandring to the holy land began. In Palestine I 
flew N. A. P. 51. Mustang" says Scahumburg. 
Throughout the war there has not been much communication with the family in Denmark , but via 
the english gesandtskab in Lisbon, he gets news from Denmark , and the family also gets to know 
that he is in RAF. In Christmas 1945 he gets a short leave, so that he can get home and welcome to 
his family in Copenhagen. In June 1946 appointed Schaumburg to Flight Lieutenant and accepted 
then contract with Krigsministeriet in Denmark. 
“I have to leave, however, the army Flyvertropper for a short time to be a pilot in the predecessor 
of SAS, the Danish airline, where I fly DC 3. In my spare time I flew around in a private Auster-fly, so 
I was able to visit my friends in the islands and in Minnesota” says Schaumburg. However, he must 
stop his flyvekarriere in 1949, when he was attacked by polio, and thereby lost his flyverstatus. 
After Flyvevåbnets establishment as an independent defense will he in 1952 appointed to 
kaptajnløjtnant and later to major. He did a number of years in service Flyvematerielkommandoen, 
but aircraft carriers heading toward leaving in 1968. For his time in the Royal Air Force he has, inter 
alia, received Officerskorset of "The British Empire", the Defense Medal and The War Medal, The 
general Service Medal, the Palestine, Officerskorset the french Æreslegion and Ridderkorset of 
Dannebrog and Chr. The X's Erindringsmedalje for participation in the war (1940-45). He is life 
president of the Allied Danish Våbenfæller and Royal Air Force Association in Denmark. 
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From http://www.airmen.dk/p162vis85en.htm: 
Stirling III BF506 - At Bøgballe - Official visit 1985 

 
Newspaper cutting from 25 April 1985 presumably from Horsens Folkeblad (Photo: Torben Glyum). 
At the memorial stone just south of the Bøgballe Free School from the left: The President of the 
Danish Branch of the RAF Association Master of the Royal Hunt G. H. Schaumburg, the Estate of 
Palstrup, the British Defence Attache Commander J. Curtis, Royal Navy, and honorary member of 
the Australian Air Force Association Ole Kraul, Horsens. The delegation from Australia, New Zealand 
and Denmark laid wreaths on ANZAC Day on 25 April 1985 at memorial stones to six airmen who 
fell on 10 April, 1944 and seven allied airmen who lost their lives on the night of 20/21 April, 1943. 
1204. Magnus Edvardus SIVERTSEN. Signed 13 September 1942. 

085 
DOB 24.6.1914. elektr. Norsk. No trace found. 
TNA has SOE files for two people with the same DOB: 
Eric George PARRAMORE - born 24.06.1914 
James Valentine SAMUELS - born 24.06.1914 (closed until 1 January 2015) 
1205. Ole Molkersröd JANSEN. Signed 13 September 1942. 

085 
DOB 18.12.1915. bilrep. Norsk. 
According to http://www.warsailors.com/singleships/mosfruit.html, an Oiler named Ole Jansen was 
a member of the crew of M/S Mosfruit, which was on charter to Canadian Pacific Steamships, had 
left St. John, N. B. on June 24-1942, bound for Liverpool with general cargo and frozen meat. She 
was last reported in position 53 25N 40 00W on June 28, doing 14 knots. When she had not arrived 
her destination at the estimated time, escort groups were requested on July 5 to keep an eye out 
for her or her lifeboats. It turned out that at 14:30 GMT on June 30, when about 600 n. miles from 
the northwest coast of Ireland, U-458 (Diggins) had gotten a direct hit with one of his torpedoes, 
striking forward of the bridge, port side (possibly in No. 2 hold). The wheelhouse, chart house and 
radio room were damaged, probably because of the vibrations and the weight of the surrounding 
cement protection. The helmsman, Able Seaman Nerdal, was blown down to the deck, the radio 

http://www.airmen.dk/p162vis85en.htm
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operator had to break through the top part of the door to get out. The No.'s 2 and 3 hatches blew 
up, the engine stopped immediately and she listed to port. The port boat was partly destroyed and 
was pulled along by its tackles, but the starboard lifeboat was successfully launched and moved 
away from the ship to pick up 3 who had jumped overboard (the 2nd engineer, the 4th engineer 
and Able Seaman Høifødt). By then the ship had straightened up somewhat, but the foreship was 
deep in the water. A British passenger by the last name of Allan was found to be missing, so the 
captain and 6 men went back on board to look for him (the 1st mate, the radio operator, the 1st 
engineer, the 3rd engineer, Mechanic Johannessen and the galley boy). He was found in the 
passengers' quarters, in shock and with a head wound. After he had been helped into the boat, the 
captain and the others quickly gathered some blankets, food and other necessities, while the radio 
operator made another unsuccessful attempt to send an SOS. Also, the 1st engineer announced 
that there was no way that her engine could be started again. Those who had remained in the 
lifeboat now informed them that a periscope was seen; this was also spotted from the ship, but it 
disappeared again soon afterwards. They launched the starboard gig and returned to the lifeboat 
which was waiting about 1/2 mile away. A collective hurrah was given in gratitude that everyone 
had survived; that is - 33 crew, 3 passengers, 3 dogs and a cat. About 2 hours had now passed 
since the torpedo had struck. The periscope was seen several times, and those in the lifeboats 
stayed in the vicinity of the ship in the hopes of being able to make use of the motorboat, which 
was placed on the No. 4 hatch and would hopefully float free if/when the ship sank. Also, fearing 
they had insufficient quantities of water for that many people, they wanted to see if anything could 
be rescued from the port lifeboat. With sail set on the lifeboat and the gig in tow, they moved 
further away from the ship. The men in the gig were transferred to the lifeboat. About half an hour 
later, when the boats were about 1.5 n. miles away, the U-boat came up and set Mosfruit ablaze 
with 56 shells, and within another half hour, 3 hours after the initial attack they lost sight of her - 
still burning and in a sinking condition (sunk 56 10N 23 2040?W). The boats sailed for 7 days 
towards Ireland. The British Allan Beattie was beginning to show the strain by then, asking 
permission to "go to his cabin"; he also wanted to "bring the captain his tea". The next day, on July 
8 they were spotted by the British Empire Hope (Captain G. Williams) 40 n. miles off the Irish coast 
(west/northwest of Tory Island) and taken to Belfast the same day. (The cat had died on the 3rd day 
as it was always licking salt water off its fur). The young Beattie, though clear minded again, was 
shaky and uneasy so he was taken to a hospital. The 3 passengers remained in Belfast while 
Mosfruit's crew left for Liverpool on a passenger vessel. 3 men were subsequently admitted to the 
Norwegian hospital in Westwood with severe swelling in their legs, namely Able Seaman Høifødt, 
the electrician and the cook, while the rest were distributed between the Norwegian Hostel, 
Hanover Hotel and Nunns Hotel. The maritime hearings were held in Liverpool on July 17-1942 
with the captain, the 2nd mate (officer on watch), Able Seaman Gustavsen (lookout) and the 2nd 
engineer appearing. 
1206. Ling Laura SKORVEN. Signed 13 September 1942. 

085 
DOB 24.8.1906. sj.sjöt. norsk. 
Ancestry.com lists Ling Laura Skorven with a DOB of 24 September 1906 and DOD of 18 March 
1999. 
She was co-author of Happy Birthday! The Mother’s Own Story, Bulletin of the American College of 
Nurse-Midwifery, Volume 2, Issue 1, pages 3–10, January 1957: 
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From The Class of 1956, School of Public Health and Adminsitrative Medicine, Columbia University: 
“MISS LING LAURA SKORVEN, Srkedalsveien 5, Oslo, Norway. B.S. nursing education, 1954, 
Teachers College, Columbia University. Formerly was hospital nursing advisor, UNRRA, Athens, 
Greece, and BCG team leader, International Tuberculosis, Poland and Greece. C andi date for M.S.; 
sponsored by Maternity Center Assoc, New York City. Future field: public Health nursing, maternity 
and midwifery.” 
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From http://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/PDAAU619.pdf:

 

http://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/PDAAU619.pdf
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1207. Pierre Charles Adolphe LAIGLE. Signed 13 September 1942. Free French Forces. 

085 
DOB 19.8.1913. chiffeur. Fransk. 
From http://2ndww.blogspot.co.uk/2012/09/he-gave-his-body-and-soul-for-france_2.html: 
Sgt. Pierre Laigle was the tank commander of the 'Montfaucon' in General Leclerc's 2nd Armoured 
Division. The French 2nd Armoured Division made up part of the force that liberated Paris on 25 
August 1944. Liberation Day for Paris - one of the greatest days in the city's long history - would 
also be the day that Pierre Laigle gave his life, his body and his soul for France. Pierre Laigle's 
earthly life ended on the Place de la Concorde, Paris. Not long afterwards the final surrender of the 
German occupying forces was announced by General Dietrich von Choltitz the German commander 
of 'Gross Paris'. Sergeant Pierre Laigle gave his all on 25 August 1944 for the Liberation of Paris and 
ultimately for the whole of France and North West Europe. At the time of his death, Pierre Laigle 
was 31 years old. Pierre Laigle's sacrifice is commemorated on two memorial plaques in Paris. One 
is on the commemorative plaque for the war dead of 1939 - 1945 on the Rue de Rivoli. The second, 
fittingly, is on the monument commemorating those who died for the Liberation of Paris, Place du 
25 août 1944. Yet, Pierre Laigle's final resting place which can be seen above is far from Paris. 
Sergeant Laigle is interred in a family plot in the Langelle Cemetery, Lourdes (65) in the High 
Pyrenees department of S.W. France. Translation of the French War Graves citation: 
Surname: LAIGLE 
Forenames: Pierre Charles Adolphe 
Date of birth: 19 August 1913 
Place of birth: Issoudun 
Department where birth took place: INDRE (36) 
Unit: 501st Tank Regiment (2nd Armoured Division) 
Date of death: 25 August 1944 
Place of death: Paris 
Department where death took place: SEINE (75) 
Cause of death: Killed in action 
Status: Military. Reference No: AC-21P-67613 
According to his headstone - and also the French archives - Pierre Laigle took part in the campaign 
against the Germans during 1939 - 1940. He was taken prisoner by the Germans on 21 June 1940 
and sent to Stalag II C near Stettin (in modern-day Poland). In 1942, Pierre Laigle managed a 
successful escape from the camp and made his way to neutral Sweden. From there, he made his 
way to London on 13 September 1942 (the day he signed this book) and joined the Free French 
Forces (FFI) of General Charles de Gaulle. From then, until 25 August 1944, Pierre Laigle 
participated in all the campaigns of General Leclerc's 2nd Armoured Division. Pierre Laigle's epitaph 
on his tombstone ends with the following: "Il s'est donné corps et âme à la France jusqu'à l'ultime 
sacrifice"; English translation: "He gave his body and soul for France and made the ultimate 
sacrifice". Pierre Laigle's loss was evidently mourned by his family and friends. An additional 
memorial stone on his grave reads as follows: "A mon fils bien-aimé, PIERRE LAIGLE, tombé 
glorieusement pour la France à Paris, le 25 août 1944"; English translation: "To my beloved son, 
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PIERRE LAIGLE, who fell gloriously for France at Paris on 25 August 1944". Yet another memorial 
stone was placed on the tomb by his comrades: "Hommage de la Division Leclerc"; English 
translation: "In tribute from the Leclerc Division". 
There are some references in the book Is Paris burning? about Sergeant Pierre Laigle. With the 
telephone network in Paris still operational some of Leclerc's men took the opportunity to 
telephone loved ones who lived in the French capital. Pierre Laigle took this opportunity to 
telephone his fiancée to say how much he loved her: "To dozens of these 2nd Armoured men, the 
telephone they had so magically discovered the day before provided the first link with their 
families... Sergeant Pierre Laigle, tank commander of the 'Montfaucon', ran into a bistrot near the 
Châtelet to call the fiancée he had neither seen nor heard from in four years. Tongue-tied at the 
sound of her voice, Laigle at first could only speak two syllables, as beautiful as they were banal: 'Je 
t'aime.' Then he told her where he was and she set off to find him". Thus it can be seen that when 
Pierre Laigle lost his life on the Place de la Concorde, his fiancée was seeking him out. After the 
battle was over Pierre Laigle's fiancée eventually made her way to the Place du Châtelet on the 
right bank of the Seine. She was too late. The poignant scene is described in Is Paris burning?: 
"Now, in the first soft strokes of twilight, the only angry sound left was the occasional snap of 
sniper fire. The occupiers' guns had been stilled, but not without their price. Almost 20,000 
Germans had been taken prisoner in the past forty-eight hours; 3,200 had been killed and 
wounded. On this day alone the 2nd Armoured Division had lost 42 killed and 77 wounded. Of 
civilians, 127 had been killed and 714 wounded. Each of those figures produced its island of sorrow 
in the waves of happiness sweeping the city. At the Place du Châtelet, an anxious girl summoned 
by a joyous phone a few hours earlier moved down the line of black and broken tanks, the 
survivors of the attack on the Meurice. To each she asked the same question: "Do you know my 
fiancé Pierre Laigle?" None of those exhausted men in black berets had the courage to tell her 
Pierre had been killed just two hours earlier." This side of Judgement Day there would be no joyous 
reunion for Pierre Laigle and his fiancée. 
1208. John Dorrien Constable CURTIS MC MBE (88268). Signed 13 September 1942. Air 
Ministry. 

086 
From the LG 4 April 1918: 
Royal Lancashire Regiment - Lt. J. D. C. Curtis, M.C., is granted the acting rank of Capt. (without the 
pay or allowances of that rank) 24th Oct. 1916. Flight 4 September 1919 (from the LG 22 August): 
Sec. Lieut. (Hon. Lieut.) J. D. C. Curtis, M.C. (Lancashire R.), relinquishes his commission on account 
of ill-health caused by wounds; Aug. 21. Flight 12 June 1919 (from the LG 3 June): Curtis awarded 
MBE. 
1209. Captain Rene Raoul LAFFITE. Signed 14 September 1942. Forces Françaises, London. 

086 
DOB 16.4.1918. stud. fransk. 
From www.plan-sussex-1944.net/anglais/pdf/infiltrations_into_france.pdf: 

http://www.plan-sussex-1944.net/anglais/pdf/infiltrations_into_france.pdf
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Tentative of History of In/Exfiltrations into/from France during WWII from 1941 to 1945 | (Parachutes, 
Plane & Sea Landings): 
Date: 29 September 1943 
Drop zone: Escudelier Rock, N Taillat Cape, between Camarat Cape and Lardier Cape, 8 km E 
Cavalaire sur Mer, (Var) 
Memorial: Submarine Arethuse (Cdt Gouttier) debarked 5 agents. 
Operation: Tube. 
Type of Operation: 7 officers Français embarked: Gal Chouteau & Granier, Col Henri Zeller, Cpt 
Vellaud, Cpt Robert De Neucheze with 2° Dragoons’ standard & Cpt Laffite. 
1210. Bernard GUREWICZ. Signed 14 September 1942. Polish Legation, London. 

086 
DOB 1.11.1905. advok. Polsk. 
TNA has a file dated 1945, reference FO 371/47799, “Request by Bernard Bolestaw Gurewicz, 
member of the Polish Government in London, for facilities to visit Spain and Portugal. Code 55 File 
6386.” 
From the LG, 9 September: 
NOTICE is hereby given that BERNARD GUREWICZ GORE of '45, Shalston Road, East Sheen, Surrey, 
a naturalised British subject lately called Bernard Gurewicz has assumed and intends henceforth 
upon all occasions and at all times to sign and use and to be called and known by the name of 
Bernard Gurewicz Gore, in lieu of and in substitution for his former name of Bernard Gurewicz, and 
that such change of name is formally declared and evidenced by a deed under his hand and seal 
dated the 30th day of August, 1949, duly executed and attested and enrolled in the Central Office 
of' the Supreme Court of Judicature on the 7th day of September, 1949.” 
1211. Jan Øivind DAHM. Signed 14 September 1942. Norske Legasion, London. 

086 
DOB 5.4.1921. tekniker. Norsk. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Dahm: 
Jan Dahm (5 April 1921 – 16 February 2013) was a Norwegian resistance member during World 
War II. He was among the first group of people to be subject to court-martial during the German 
occupation of Norway, and later initiated and headed the Secret Intelligence Service group Theta, 
which operated in Bergen from December 1941 to June 1942. At the German attack on Norway in 
April 1940 Jan Dahm was a nineteen-year-old engineering student at Bergens Tekniske Skole. He 
had been an eager radio amateur and a member of Bergen Radio Relé Liga for years, and at home 
he also had a workshop for building radios. On 25 June 1940, while he had an examination at the 
school, he was fetched and brought to the Gestapo office in Bergen, where he was confronted with 
equipment taken from his home, and told he would be charged for espionage. On 28 June he was 
transported by bus from Bergen to Oslo together with ten other arrestees, and taken to 
Møllergaten 19. The German court-martial started in Oslo on 22 August 1940. The court in Oslo 
consisted of 3rd Senate of Deutsches Reichskriegsgericht in Berlin, and the prosecutor had 
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proposed death sentence to the six defendants, according to paragraphs 2 (espionage) and 89 
(treason) of the German penal code. On 28 August three of the six defendants were sentenced to 
death, while Jan Dahm and another defendant were set free, as the charges could not be proved. 
This was the first court-martial in Norway after the German occupation, and the first death 
sentences in Norway since 1876. The convicted were travelling agent Konrad Rendedal, colonel 
Gabriel Lund and doctor Odd Solem, while policeman Erling Staff was sentenced to five years in 
prison. The death sentences were later changed to five years imprisonment (German: Festungshaft). 
Jan Dahm could go back home, but had to report to Gestapo every second week. Dahm continued 
his studies at Bergens Tekniske Skole, but placed under Gestapo supervision. He noticed that he 
was often observed by unknown persons, but eventually learned how to escape his shadows. He 
got contacts among undercover resistance members, such as physicist and radio expert Helmer 
Dahl, and district leader of the Bergen department of Milorg, Mons Haukeland. Along with some 
friends he also started to prepare a secret room in a building at Bryggen, which could be used as a 
working room and cover. As the group had expertise on radio transmission, the next step was to 
establish contact with allied forces. Group member Bjarne Thorsen travelled by boat to Lerwick, and 
managed to establish contact with the Secret Intelligence Service in London. Thorsen returned to 
Bergen bringing a radio transmitter, secret codes and schedules. The station was called Theta, and 
started its operation in December 1941. Among the notable messages transmitted by Theta, was a 
report on the battleship Admiral von Tirpitz. The Theta group operated until June 1942, when 
group member Kristian Ottosen was arrested. Following this arrest, Dahm fled to Sweden via Bodø, 
Fauske and Junkerdalen, together with Theta member Wenche Stenersen. Dahm graduated from 
Bergens Technical School in 1947, and ran an engineering company in Bergen from 1950. He died 
in February 2013. 
The Theta group developed among young students in Bergen. A central person was the amateur 
radio operator Jan Dahm, a student at the Technical school in Bergen. He had been arrested in June 
1940, but was released due to a court decision 28 August 1940. The same trial saw the first death 
sentences for resistance work in Norway (Lund, Rendedal and Solem), but their sentences were 
subsequently changed to prison. Following his release, Jan Dahm was still under the Gestapo's 
supervision, but eventually learned to know their methods, and also built his own radio transmitter. 
One of Dahm's advisors on radio technology was electronics engineer Helmer Dahl at the Chr. 
Michelsen Institute. Another important contact and advisor was Major Mons Haukeland, district 
leader of Milorg. The group was already in possession of radio equipment and expertise. In order 
to establish contact with London, high school student Bjarne Thorsen travelled to Great Britain with 
the refugee ship Duen in October 1941. He returned to Bergen in November, bringing a 
transmitter, code and schedule. The group in Bergen had prepared a secret room in an old building 
at Bryggen, which they used as headquarters. The equipment was kept at the headquarters, but 
brought elsewhere during transmissions. The group had regular radio contact with SIS from end of 
December 1941. However, there were problems, as a German radio station interfered in the traffic, 
pretending to represent the London Central, using the same call-sign and asking for repetitions 
over and over. A new crystal, with a different frequency, was brought in from London to Bergen in 
January, and after this the problem with the German station disappeared. The Theta group 
acquired information from several sources. A telegram sent 16 January reported on a large ship 
with destroyers sailing into the Trondheimsfjord, and on 23 January 1942 Theta reported that the 
battleship Admiral von Tirpitz, along with six destroyers and submarines had been observed in 
Åsenfjorden, the inner reaches of the Trondheimsfjord. These messages prompted SIS to send 
Bjørn Rørholt to Trøndelag to establish the station "Lerken", with the primary goal of reporting on 
the German ship movements. The Theta group also obtained inside information from the new 
submarine harbour in Laksevåg, and they informed on the Telavåg burning. The group cooperated 
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with other organizations and received large amounts of information, but this was also a security 
problem. During spring 1942 the group received information that turned out to be misleading or 
wrong. This misinformation was later tracked to one particular source, an Abwehr agent with the 
cover name "Gulbrandsen" see Birger Dahl who signed this book on 26 October 1942, who was 
also a marine officer and ship's master. However, the SIS also had an agent inside the Abwehr who 
sent a warning to England, and Theta was subsequently warned. Nevertheless, group member 
Kristian Ottosen was arrested on 25 June 1942, while Jan Dahm and operator Wenche Stenersen 
escaped to Sweden. Months later, in a massive raid at Bryggen on 17 October, the secret room was 
discovered, and a couple of the other group members were arrested. Jan Dahm and Bjarne Thorsen 
were in London at the time, ready to be sent back to Bergen to continue the group's activities, but 
after the October raid these plans were abandoned. Other Theta members who have signed this 
book are Leif Utne (29 October 1941) and Jan Dahm (14 September 1942). 
1212. Robert Owen ROBERTS (POSSIBLY 140337 or 35738). Signed 14 September 1942. 
Victoria Hotel, Liverpool. 

086 
DOB 20.10.1896. II:e styrm. Britt. 
The LG, 16 May 1941 announced his promotion to 2nd Lieutenant in the Royal Army Service Corps. 
The LG, 2 November 1943 announced his commission as a Pilot Officer in the Meteorological 
Branch of the RAF. 
NOTE: There was also a Reverend Robert Owen Roberts. 
1213. Asmund Leo GRANLI. Signed 14 September 1942. Norske Legasjon, London. 

086 
DOB 12.5.1918. arb. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
http://www.myheritage.no/person-2000494_26029292_26029292/asmund-leo-granli states a DOB 
of 5 December 1918 and DOD of 15 March 2001. No further trace found. 
1214. Arnt VASSHUS. Signed 14 September 1942. Kgl. Norske Legasjon, London. 

086 
DOB 20.1.1916. stud. 
Several websites show an Arnt Vasshus born in 1916 and residing in Stavanger. Like many of the 
Norwegians who have signed this book, he has considerable income and wealth. 
From http://www.aftenbladet.no/nyheter/lokalt/stavanger/En-gammel-Frue-er-90-ar-1932774.html: 

http://www.myheritage.no/person-2000494_26029292_26029292/asmund-leo-granli
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27 May 2010. Inga Heath and Arnt Vasshus is in a good mood at the old home birthday. Vasshus 
[aged 94] is the only man who lives on the old home. 
No trace of his wartime activities found. 
1215. Ole Petter Frank CHRISTOPHERSEN. Signed 14 September 1942. Kgl. Norske 
Legasjon, London. 

086 
DOB 9.2.1919. telegr. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?3226-Sgt-Christopherson-OPF-332-
Sqdn: 
Ole-Petter Frank Christophersen, svcnr N906 was born 9 February 1919. He was shot down by 
ground fire [on 4 January 1945] while flying a Spitfire IX, registration no NH544, with 332 Squadron; 
baled SE of Tilburg at 11.10 hrs. First buried Grave A.2 Gilzerbaan Cemetery at Tilburg; exhumed in 
1946 and remains now rest in the Ullern Cemetery, Norway. 
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From http://cieldegloire.com/002n_christophersen_o_p_f.php: 

 
1216. Harry FRISTON. Signed 15 September 1942. 122 Stevenson Street, South Shields. 

086 
DOB 8.7.1905. sjöman. Engelsk. 
TNA has his Medal listing: 

 

No 
further trace found. 
1217. Alexandre BERISHVILI. Signed 15 September 1942. 32 Highgate West Hill, London 
N6. 

086 
DOB 23.7.1910. ing. Rysk. 
The address given is the Trade Delegation of the Russian Federation. No trace found. 
1218. Akin ALLOI. Signed 15 September 1942. 32 Highgate West Hill, London N6. 

086 

http://cieldegloire.com/002n_christophersen_o_p_f.php
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DOB 26.3.1905. ing. Rysk. 
The address given is the Trade Delegation of the Russian Federation. No trace found. 
1219. Carl Armin FÜRST. Signed 15 September 1942. Norske Legasjon, London. 

086 
DOB 28.8.1897. ing. Norsk. 
DOB confirmed with Norwegian Digital Archive. He was born in Christiana. 
His SOE file, reference HS 9/549, covering the period 1 January 1939 to 31 December 1946, in TNA 
was marked closed until 1 January 2025. Bob Pearson obtained a death certificate and gained 
access to the file on 22 June 2013. Unfortunately, the file contains only two pages: 
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1220. Per William FJELBERG. Signed 15 September 1942. Norske Legasjon, London. 

086 
DOB 21.2.1920. kontorist. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway as Per Ole William Fjelberg. 
From http://www.hemneslekt.net/histories/sigmund.php: 
On 4 October 1944, Sunderland Mk. III (Z/330 ‘NJ181’) took off from Sullom Voe at 1045 hrs. The 
mission is a line patrol in the Utvær area. The aircraft is piloted by Second Lieutenant Sigmund 

http://www.hemneslekt.net/histories/sigmund.php
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Alfred Johnsen. At 1745 hrs. the aircraft is ordered to return to the base because of bad weather in 
Sullom Voe, but the aircraft does not respond and is never heard of again. A British crew in the area 
reports to have seen an aircraft in fire and disintegrating as a large oil leak in the sea. A Catalina 
crew reported to have been in combat with German fighters. In the night the German broadcasting 
reports that two aircraft have been shot down near the Norwegian coast. The crew of ten men is 
killed: Second Lieutenants Sigmund Alfred Johnsen and Kaj Alfred Green; Finn Borchgreving (2nd 
pilot), Evald Sigfred Erlandsen (WOM), Per Ole William Fjelberg (WO/AG), Otto Sudman Bjørvik 
(WO/AG), Kjell Erdmann (F/ENG), Sigurd Kristofer Frisvoll (FME/AG), Fritjov Lavoll (A/G) and 
Vemund Melvær (A/G). 
1221. Hans Kjell KJELDSETH. Signed 15 September 1942. Norske Legasjon, London. 

086 
DOB 7.12.1919. assist. Norsk. 
DOB confirmed with http://www.geni.com/people/Hans-Kjell-Kjeldseth/6000000011343785004 
which gives his place of birth as Ørebro, Nikolai menighet, Sverige, occupation as pilot, and DOD as 
30.08.1992. 

  
He married Hildur Lovise Johansen (1928 - 2002) on 18 October 1948. 
1222. Charles FELDMAN. Signed 18 September 1942. 19 Summerhill, Sunderland. 

087 
DOB 1.6.1898. sjöman. 
Repatriated from Sweden after the Battle of Narvik. See Thomas Cadogan who also signed on 18 
September 1942. 
1223. Frederick Edward PROBERT. Signed 18 September 1942. Newbridge-on-Wye. 

087 
DOB 18.9.1922. sjöman. 
Repatriated from Sweden after the Battle of Narvik. See Thomas Cadogan below. 

http://www.geni.com/people/Hans-Kjell-Kjeldseth/6000000011343785004
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1224. Thomas CADOGAN. Signed 18 September 1942. Worlds End, Kinsale, Ireland. 

087 
DOB 22.9.1898. sjöman. 
From http://historical-debates.oireachtas.ie/D/0085/D.0085.194111200002.html: 
Dáil Éireann 20 November 1941. Mr. Byrne (Junior) asked the Minister for External Affairs if he is yet 
in a position to state the result of his Department's efforts to secure the repatriation of seamen 
Thomas Dixon, Patrick O'Neill, Bernard Goulding, Christopher Deering, Thomas Phelan, Thomas 
Cadogan, and two others—all citizens of Ireland, whose ship was blown up in the battle of Narvik, 
and who have been interned in neutral Sweden since July, 1940. Minister for External Affairs (The 
Taoiseach): My information does not bear out the suggestion that these men are interned. They 
entered Sweden when the merchant ships on which they were serving were sunk in Narvik Harbour, 
and the reports I have received speak of their kindly reception by the Swedish authorities. The 
difficulty about the repatriation of these men is one of finding a suitable route and means of 
transport. The efforts which we have been making to arrange their transport back to Ireland have 
not yet yielded a result, but efforts are still being continued. 
Sent to Trevor Baker by Ron Cope: 

  

http://historical-debates.oireachtas.ie/D/0085/D.0085.194111200002.html
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1225. Arnfinn Gunnar JERMSTAD. Signed 18 September 1942. Stockholm. 

087 
DOB 23.2.1920. murare. 
DOB confirmed with Digitalarkivet which gives his DOD as 24.06.1997. 
According to http://old.hockey.no/print.asp?p=4920&x=1&a=66670, he was a well-known 
Norwegian Ice Hockey player in the late thirties but nothing was mentioned about his war-service. 
No further trace found. 
1226. Sergeant Vilmar WIK. Signed 18 September 1942. Stockholm. 

087 
DOB 28.12.1912. reparatory. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
From http://spitfireforums.com/index.php?topic=164.0: 
Killed on 14 June 1945 when he crashed his Spitfire LF IXe, serial number PT827, coded AH-M while 
flying with 332 (N) Squadron near Askim, Norway. Many rumours circulated in the following years 
about the reason for the crash. Some witnesses remember a little white smoke from the exhausts a 
few minutes before the engine stopped and he had to force land. The day after the crash a small 
group of officers (including one British) from the Squadron came and talked to some of the 
witnesses and took some notes. All aircraft parts where removed within a few days. According to 
Spitfire International it dived into the ground near Askim during aerobatics. A Norwegian Defence 
Museum historian (Finn Aarum, living in Askim) has written a 45-page booklet (in Norwegian) 
about this accident, with background information on Sgt. Vilmar Wik. 
1227. Private William SKJØRTEN. Signed 18 September 1942. Norske Legasjon, London. 

087 
DOB 28.12.1912. reparatory. 
Served with the Polish Paratrooper Wing with service number 1744. According to a post on 
www.warrelic.eu, only 168 Norwegian Wings were issued. He attended the parachute training 
course at RAF Ringway (now Manchester Airport). A Norwegian book 3 år som fallskjermhopper (3 
Years as a Paratrooper) by Kåre Rodahl, published in 1945, includes a photo of William Skjørten. 
The 1st Independent Polish Parachute Brigade was formed in Leven, Scotland, on the 23rd 
September 1941, as The Polish Parachute Brigade. It had been 4 (Polish) Cadre Rifle Brigade, but 
this was changed following a statement of requirement by Gen Sikorski, Commander-in-Chief, Free 
Polish Forces. Its first Commanding Officer was the famous (then) Col. Stanisław Sosabowski. The 
all-volunteer Brigade was constituted from free Polish officers and men who had escaped from 
Nazi-held Poland, either: through France, after having been deported to Siberia or Ukraine by the 
Russians and then through Turkey or Iran, or, as in some cases, as volunteers captured as former 

http://old.hockey.no/print.asp?p=4920&x=1&a=66670
http://spitfireforums.com/index.php?topic=164.0
http://www.warrelic.eu/
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(forcibly) conscripted prisoners from the Wehrmacht. Their dedicated aim was to achieve the 
freedom of their country lost in 1939. The Polish Brigade wore standard British uniforms, including 
the rimless parachute helmets onto which the Poles stencilled their own eagle insignia in yellow. 
On their battledress jacket lapel points they wore dove-grey kites (diamonds) outlined in yellow 
trim with silver parachutes. Their beret was again grey - in contrast to the maroon colour of the 1st 
British Airborne. The Brigade remained stationed in Leven, Scotland and was headquartered at 
Largo House (a stately home requisitioned by the army). An assault course nicknamed the 'Monkey 
Grove' (Malpy Gaj) was set up in the grounds there, with static jumps practised from a purpose 
built jump tower (a version of this had already been tested in Poland during the 1930s). Under 
Polish supervision other Allied troops also received basic parachute training, such as the French 
Free Forces. Each paratrooper also had to attend a four week training course at Ringway 
Aerodrome (now Manchester Airport). On completing the course the silver diving eagle 
qualification badge was awarded, numbered on the reverse and marked – “Tobie Ojczyzno” (‘For 
You My Country’). The Brigade gradually grew in strength, until in 1944, it reached 3,100 men and 
was equipped (eventually) with equipment matching that issued to British parachute units. It 
formed up the various elements, infantry, gunners, military police, and engineers, and brigaded 
accordingly. Upon formation, the primary purpose of the Brigade, under the command of the 
Commander in Chief of the Polish Forces in Exile, was to reinforce the eventual uprising of the 
Polish Underground Army (the AK) against the Germans. The operational plan was to parachute 
into Warsaw at precisely the right tactical moment relieving the AK and defeating the Germans. 
Allied high echelon political circumstances dictated that this was not to be. Agreements at the 
highest level, Churchill, Roosevelt, and more importantly, Stalin prevented the Brigade from being 
employed for what they had volunteered – the freeing of their beloved Poland. 
1228. John KRISTOFFERSEN (born 24 November in Bodø 1908, died July 25, 1997). Signed 
18 September 1942. Norske Legasjon, London. 

087 
DOB 24.11.1908. jur.stud. 
He was a Norwegian officer and lecturer. He is known for its efforts during World War II, when he 
was decorated with the War Cross with sword, the highest distinction. Kristoffersen grew up on 
Rosøy and Onoya in Lurøy municipality on the coast of Helgeland. He worked as a fisherman and 
sailor, but took the high school and started law school at the University of Oslo while he worked as 
a proofreader in Arbeiderbladet. During the German invasion in April 1940, he took part in the 
fighting against the German forces in the area of Randsfjorden to Gausdal. He joined the resistance 
work and was a courier between Norway and Sweden. In Sweden, he was also detained for 
practicing illegally gathering intelligence. In 1942, he came over to Britain, where he first worked at 
the Norwegian Government Information Office. He received training as a commando and radio 
operator and was put into operational intelligence work for the Secret Intelligence Service. In 
August 1943, he was sent on a mission to the occupied Norway, where he participated in the 
establishment and operation of radio stations that reported on German shipping movements on 
the Helgeland coast. He hid in Jonhøla (Jon’s cave) and was given food and other supplies from the 
people in Onøy and Lurøy. The Germans were close to get him several times, but he managed to 
outsmart them on several occasions. The book Lurøyaffæren describes the dramatic years of WW2 
in Onøy and Lurøy. The reports made it possible for the allies to attack the German ships, which 
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caused them losses that were considered significant. More than 50 000 tons of German shipping 
tonnage was sunk as a result of the reports. Kristoffersen's effort was considered so valuable that 
he was awarded the War Cross with sword on 25 august 1944. The proposal for this award came 
from FO II, the intelligence department of the Armed Forces High Command in London. Operations 
on the Helgeland coast were rolled up by Sonderabteilung Lola in what is known as Lurøy affair. 
About 40 people were arrested, among others, Kristoffersen's parents, but Kristoffersen even 
avoided twice being caught and came over again to the UK. In August 1944, Kristoffersen was 
given new assignments in the Oslo area. He operated a radio transmitter from Ullevål hospital 
under the guise of being a doctor. A second transmitter was operated from Krokskogen . In 
February 1945, Kristofferson was arrested, tortured and was a prisoner at the Akershus fortress until 
peace came. He was secretary of the Defence Commission in 1946. From 1952 to 1955, he was 
head of information in the National Guard and was also editor of the Home Guard magazine. 
Kristofferson also worked as department manager in the military recruitment office. In 1955, he 
established the Kristoffersen Clothing Company in Brønnøysund. In 1950, Kristoffersen translated 
Desmond Young's biography of the German General Field Marshal Erwin Rommel. In addition to 
the War Cross with sword, Kristoffersen was also awarded the British Distinguished Service Cross 
for his war effort. 
From HS17 Scandinavian Index: 

 
1229. Mohammed HASSAN. Signed 18 September 1942. 

087 
DOB 3.1.1900. donkeyman. Britt. No trace found. 
1230. Ali MUSLAND. Signed 18 September 1942. 

087 
DOB 1.11.1916. brandman fireman or stoker. Britt. No trace found. 
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1231. Gunnar JOHANNESEN. Signed 18 September 1942. Norske Legasjon, London. 

087 
DOB 22.2.1922. snickare. Norsk. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
According to http://www.geni.com/people/Thorbj%C3%B8rn-Thorvald-
Johannesen/6000000011863924639, a Gunnar Johannesen was born in 1920 and was the son of 
Thorbjørn Thorvald Johannesen (born on 7 September 1899). No further trace found. 
1232. Wilfred LATHAM. Signed 18 September 1942. 1, South Lodge, Ham Common, 
Surrey. 

087 
DOB 22.11.1902. mäklare. Britt. 
He also signed this book on 21 April 1943 with the address HM Legation Stockholm. 
He is listed as a Group Sisu volunteer, London Fire Volunteers, rubber and cotton wholesaler, 1902, 
Liscard in Justin Brooke’s The Volunteers: The Full Story of the British Volunteers in Finland 1939-41. 
Member of the Stockholm SOE Group. 
From the LG 19 July 1949: 
INTELLIGENCE CORPS. Short Serv. Commns. Lt. (War Subs. Capt.) Wilfred LATHAM (309879) from 
Gen. List, Emerg. Commn. to be Capt., 1st Nov. 1948, with seniority 20th July 1945. 
The British formed Stay-Behind groups with SOE personnel in Sweden. The man behind this was 
Wilfred Latham, called "the Greek", a rather anonymous clerk at the British Embassy working under 
his boss the military attaché Andrew Croft. Latham was not popular among the Swedish Secret 
Service because he went around and took photos of the men who were watching the embassy. The 
groups would operate in case of a German occupation or if the transit traffic by rail Germany-
Norway would be too large. There were several teachers in radiotelegraphy, many Norwegians, 
such as John Palle Thu, AVOCET, and Knut Kjerland, OSPREY. There should be a report from the 
Security Police from April 1943. A professional criminal Norwegian by the name Thomas Randolf 
Meyer disclosed what he knew, in the groups there were Brits such as Ronald Turnbull, 
"Hawkuck", Albert Bleakley, "Nilsson", who dealt with the connections between the groups and 
Reidar Hedemann, journalist at the Norwegian legation. The Security Police discovered the 
operation and several persons were expelled to Britain (including Thu and Kjerland). The Stay-
behind groups were supposed to be located in towns like Stockholm (3 groups), Borås, 
Helsingborg, Göteborg, Linköping, Norrköping, Södertälje, Växjö, Västerås och Örebro. 
He has an SOE file, reference HS 9/888/7 in TNA which was closed until 1 January 2004. 
He is mentioned by Peter Tennant in Roderick Bailey’s Forgotten Voices of the Secret War, Ebury 
Press, 209: 

http://www.geni.com/people/Thorbj%C3%B8rn-Thorvald-Johannesen/6000000011863924639
http://www.geni.com/people/Thorbj%C3%B8rn-Thorvald-Johannesen/6000000011863924639
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From Roderick Bailey’s Forgotten Voices of the Secret War: An Inside History of Special Operations 
in the Second World War, Ebury Press, 2009: 
“Major Latham, who was rather elderly for the job, somehow got a wound in his leg, in the jungle. 
One of my extraneous duties was to do the first aid. He didn't want me fiddling about with him so 
he treated himself but he became very ill so Hislop eventually had to step in and asked me to go 
and look at his leg. I did so and I didn't like it one little bit. Sergeant Holden was also called over 
and he was the only one of us who had seen or had anything to do with gangrene. He looked and 
sniffed and said that it was going or had gone gangrenous. Hell. I got on the radio to Ceylon and 
explained the situation to them. They came back to me and told me what treatment to do with the 
M&B and what have you, to change the tablets to something else and step up various other things. 
I spent all night on the radio with all the details there, seeing whether or not I would have to take 
his leg off. I'm no surgeon and we had very little instruments; it would have been death either way I 
am quite sure. The last message I had was about six o'clock in the morning, asking could we accept 
a doctor and an orderly at four o'clock in the afternoon? I didn't even ask permission. I said, 'Yes.' A 
Dr Dumoulin dropped in at four o'clock. I don't know what treatment he gave Latham but it 
cleared it up and he didn't lose his leg.” Sergeant John Ellis, SOE wireless operator 
“I had a wonderful character called Wilfred Latham as my No.2 and expert for radio stuff, he'd been 
a rubber planter in Malaya and was sent out to me to help with SOE. And one adventure we had 
with the Swedish police was when I got very annoyed with the way in which the legation was being 
watched by the security service. We had a barn on the other side of the road overlooking the 
legation and they used to go and hide there, or walk up and down disguised as nursemaids with 
prams and so forth, wearing policemen's boots. It was the most ridiculous charade. So I said to 
Wilfred one day, 'I tell you what we're going to do, we're going to photograph these chaps. I want 
you to go round the back, take them by surprise, photograph the lot and get back here with the 
film.' So he said, 'Fine,' and he did it. They tried to catch him and seize the camera, he got back to 
me, we got the most wonderful photographs of these fellows and I went straight down town with 
the film to the press. The press was delighted because I told them that this was the Gestapo, not 
the Swedes, watching the British Legation. Well, I got this into the papers and it came out as a 
bombshell.” Peter Tennant314, SOE officer, Stockholm 

                                                 
314 Signed this book on 15 April 1942 and 6 November 1943 
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From HS2/262 SOE Office & Staff Organisation Stockholm: 

 
1233. Joseph CREENAN. Signed 18 September 1942. 71 Wharton Terrace, West 
Hartlepool. 

087 
DOB 19.6.1915. eldare fireman or stoker. Britt. No trace found. 
1234. Peter Arnold RESTAN. Signed 18 September 1942. Stockholm. 

087 
DOB 20.1.1922. sjöman. Britt. 
According to http://records.ancestry.com/Peter_Restan_records.ashx?pid=86556052, his parents 
were Oluf Ingvild Restan (1866 – 1941, London) and Alvena Eggers. No further trace found. 
1235. Stanley PARADES. Signed 18 September 1942. Stockholm. 

087 
DOB 14.5.1921. sjöman. Britt. No trace found. 
1236. Birger Julius BERNTZEN. Signed 18 September 1942. Stockholm. 

087 
DOB 11.7.1907. maskinist. Norsk. 
His DOB is confirmed by the Norwegian Digital Archives. 
He escaped from Norway on L/S Rundø, which left Rundehamn on Sept. 18-1941 with 26 people, 
some of whom had attempted to get away with a smaller vessel a few days before, but were forced 
back twice due to bad weather. They eventually arrived Shetland on Oct. 21 with Rundø. These 

http://records.ancestry.com/Peter_Restan_records.ashx?pid=86556052
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came along: Skipper Petter Joakim Runde, Toralf Bertil Backe, John Birger Berntzen, Berit Ingrid 
Bjerke, Per Bjerknes, Gunvor Bjørnstad, Hjørdis Bolle, Ellen Inger Wilkens Eckbo, Per Leo Wilkens 
Eckbo, Reidar Birger Ekerholt, Olav Ingebrigtsen Frøystad, Tore Frøysa, Maja Gerda Goksøyr, 
Johannes Nedkvitne, Knut Nedkvitne, Helge Kristen Nerem, Per Nordal Ottestad, Ingeborg Paus, 
Aksel Remøy, Lydia Remøy (sister of Aksel), Hans Kristian Skou, Kirsten Skou, Lars Slette, Birger 
Edvin Martin Strømsheim, Åse Liv Strømsheim, Ågot Jørgine Østensen, and intelligence agent Inge 
Kiran. 
1237. Johan Andreas WELHAVEN. Signed 22 September 1942. Stockholm. 

088 
DOB 16.10.1881. exp.ch. 
The LG, 4 December 1942 announced that he was under the direction of the Minister of Social 
Welfare in the Norwegian Government-in-exile in London from 24 September 1942 (two days after 
he signed this book). Johan Andreas was the brother of Kristian Welhaven (11 October 1883 – 27 
July 1975) who was a Norwegian police officer. He was chief of police of Oslo for 27 years, from 
1927 to 1954. He was a leading force in establishing an organized Norwegian intelligence service 
before World War II, and in re-establishing it after the war. During the war years Welhaven was 
arrested by the Germans and imprisoned in both Norway and Germany, before spending the 
remainder of the war as a civilian internee in Bavaria (see 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kristian_Welhaven). 

 
http://www.myheritage.no/person-1005206_128184351_128184351/johan-reas-welhaven  
Johan Andreas Welhaven died in 1963, aged 82. 
1238. Corporal Bernard James SOWERBY. Signed 23 September 1942. Leuchars. 

088 
DOB 17.7.1912. pilot. Britt. 
See entry (below) for David Islwyn Evans who also signed this book on 23 September 1942. 
From the Bromma departure records: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kristian_Welhaven
http://www.myheritage.no/person-1005206_128184351_128184351/johan-reas-welhaven
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1239. Flight Sergeant John COLGAN (532713). Signed 23 September 1942. Leuchars. 

088 
DOB 10.3.1916. ing. Britt. 
From Making for Sweden Part 1: 

 
On 27 April 1942, the crew of Halifax W1041 ZA-B from 10 Squadron took off at 2040 hrs from RAF 
Lossiemouth on the North East coast of Scotland to participate in an attack on the German 
Battleship Tirpitz which was moored at the time in Fættenfjord in Norway. The Squadron’s 
Operations Record Book states that this aircraft failed to return from this mission and that no 
contact was made after it had left the advanced base (Lossiemouth). Colgan evaded capture along 
with Wing Commander Bennett315 (pilot), Sgt Walmsley (2nd pilot) and Sgt Forbes316 (Air Gunner). 
                                                 

315 Signed this book on 22 September 1938 and 24 May 1942 
316 Signed this book on 29 September 1942 
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Sgt Eyles (Navigator), Sgt Murray (Air Gunner) and F/L How (Tail Gunner) became POWs. After 
taking off from RAF Lossiemouth the aircraft flew low over the North Sea to Norway. Wing 
Commander Bennett led the 10 Squadron aircraft, marking the way for his Squadron by dropping 
flame floats for them to follow. On reaching the target, and on the bombing run, the crew 
encountered the German smoke screen at 400 feet, which all but obscured the ship below. The 
mines were not released and W/C Bennett flew the aircraft up out of the fjord in order to go round 
again for a second attempt. The aircraft was all the time being fired at from both sides of the fjord 
as well as by Tirpitz. 
As the aircraft climbed out of Fættenfjord it was set upon by all the flak batteries situated on the 
hills around the fjords. The aircraft received a hit and a fire broke out on the wing behind the 
starboard inner engine. The rear gun turret had also sustained damage resulting in the gunner, F/L 
How, receiving cuts to his face. W/C Bennett started to gain some altitude and ordered the crew to 
prepare to bale out of the aircraft. The mines were jettisoned and W/C Bennett turned the aircraft 
east in the direction of Sweden. At this point the fire on the wing appeared to abate and it was 
decided to try and make for Shetland. However, once again the fire on the wing increased and 
Sweden was the chosen direction for the second time. The starboard inner engine then cut out, and 
the starboard wheel fell down into the landing position making the aircraft very unstable. It was 
time to bale out and W/C Bennett gave his crew the order to do so. 
Sgt Eyles was first to leave the aircraft, followed by Sgt Walmsley, the two wireless operators; Sgt's 
Forbes and Murray went next. F/L How was helped from his turret by F/Sgt Colgan and they also 
left the aircraft. As W/C Bennett prepared to leave the aircraft there was an explosion in the 
starboard wing and he got his parachute caught up twice while trying to reach the escape hatch. 
He finally made it and baled out at around 200 feet. The aircraft flew on for a short while and 
crashed with a large explosion about half a mile away. The aircraft had come down in the 
mountains of Flornesvollen about a mile south of Flornes in Størdal. 
The local police and the Germans arrived at the crash site and were surprised to find that there was 
no evidence of any of the crew. Sgt Eyles landed safely on the ground and at first started to climb 
up a large hill. He was somewhat worried to find paw prints in the snow, which he took to be that 
of a wolf. Fearing an encounter with these wild animals, and after discovering yet more of their 
tracks in the snow, he followed a stream back down the hill until he came to some houses. He 
knocked on the door of one of the houses and was taken inside where an elderly couple gave him 
some food and then fetched someone from the nearby log clearing station to help. Having 
explained using sign language and drawings that he wanted to rest before continuing to Sweden 
he settled down for the night. Unfortunately, someone had informed the Germans about his 
presence, and before he awoke to continue his journey, the Germans had arrived and he was taken 
POW. 
After being held in Trondheim for several days he was taken by train to Oslo and from there, by air, 
to Germany where he spent the remainder of the war in POW camps. F/L How landed in a fir tree 
with broken ribs as a result of his parachute straps pulling tight when he left the aircraft. He had 
also lost his boots as they had been ripped off by the slipstream as he left the aircraft. It's thought 
that F/L How landed approximately four miles south of the crashed aircraft, to the west of Lake 
Sonvatn. The only way F/L How could get down from the tree was to unfasten the quick release on 
his parachute and drop down some ten feet onto the snow below. This he did, slightly injuring his 
knee and forehead as he did so. It was a cold but very brightly lit moonlight night, and after 
recovering himself from his drop from the tree he hid his parachute as best he could under some 
trees and prepared to set off on foot. At this point Sgt Murray, who must have landed nearby, 
joined him. They were pleased to see one another and set off together walking until the sun came 
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up. With the sun in the sky warming the day the two men stopped and examined the contents of 
their escape kits. They found some Horlicks tablets and a silk map of the area and a compass. 
Unfortunately the compass didn't work, so they headed off in what they thought was the general 
direction for Sweden unsure if they were going the right way or not. Although the sun provided 
some warmth during the day, it also melted the snow making walking difficult, particularly with 
cold feet (F/L How with no boots). The two airmen found themselves wading through snow that 
was sometimes waist deep, a slow and exhausting process. By nightfall it got freezing cold again 
and F/L How and Sgt Murray were exhausted. They arrived at a plateau where they found 
quantities of dead wood, which they gathered and made a fire with using matches from their 
escape kits. The next day they continued on their journey, walking all day through the deep snow 
until nightfall when they were fortunate enough to come across a small log cabin. Inside they 
found blankets and a bed but no food. They were very hungry and thirsty by now. Early the next 
morning, they were woken up by someone knocking on the door. A middle aged Norwegian man 
entered the cabin. He had with him a map and compass, and he indicated to the two men where 
they were and where the Swedish border was. When he left he took the map but left the compass 
behind. An old pair of leather ski boots found in the cabin provided F/L How with some much 
needed if non-too comfortable footwear. Again the two airmen set off on foot to make their way to 
the Swedish border. The compass left for them by the Norwegian didn't work, and after trudging 
through the snow for twelve hours they were devastated to find themselves back at the log cabin 
where they had set off from that morning. They had walked all day for twelve hours in a complete 
circle! There was nothing left for them to do, too exhausted to continue they made use of the beds 
in the cabin once more and went to sleep. While they slept some Norwegians who had been sent 
by the Germans arrived at the cabin with a horse pulling a stretcher to collect them. F/L How was 
put on the stretcher and accompanied by Sgt Murray they were taken to the village of Østkil where 
they were well looked after by the Norwegians. Within hours, the German Police arrived and took 
them to a railway station where they were taken by train to Oslo. 
In Oslo, they met up with another of the captured British airmen from the Tirpitz attack, Sgt Vic 
Stevens from W1048 TL-S of 35 Squadron. They were flown to Germany where they spent the rest 
of the war in German POW camps. 
Sgt Walmsley and F/Sgt Colgan landed just to the west of Sonvatn. F/Sgt Colgan had seen Sgt 
Walmsley come down just a short distance ahead of him and had sought him out. Together they 
examined their escape kits and decided to head east to attempt to reach Sweden. They came 
across a small isolated farm in the forest, and as they were both very hungry, no having eaten for 
some considerable hours, they decided to chance knocking on the door. The family at the farm 
took them in and gave them food, but felt that by staying any length of time they might risk 
capture. They left the farm and continued to travel on their way at first heading north, in case 
anyone had found out that they had been at the farm and went looking for them. Their direction of 
travel was taking them towards a small place called Sona. Just after sunrise they arrived at a farm at 
Brobakk, where a man was out chopping wood. Although surprised to see the airmen, the man 
willingly took them in to his home where they were fed and shown the direction to take to Sweden 
on their map. As darkness fell he took the airmen to another house in Sona where they were given 
more details about the route they should follow and advise on how to avoid the Germans. Sgt 
Walmsley and F/Sgt Colgan had been advised to travel only at night, and to follow the railway line. 
They had also been told where they could expect to find German sentry posts. After covering a 
distance of about 22 miles, they approached another farm, Havgen, near Meråker for food and 
assistance. Once again, despite the risk to themselves and the shortage of food the Norwegians 
generously helped the airmen. They were shown the next stage of their route on the silk escape 
map and set off through the woods to continue their journey to Sweden. The airmen followed the 
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route which had been drawn onto their map and it took them north east from Meråker into the 
hills and past Lake Fjergen to a lake called Hallsjøen, the eastern shore of which was on the border 
of Sweden. During this part of the journey they had to contend with a severe blizzard which soaked 
their clothes yet again. Having crossed the frozen Lake Fjergen, they met a young couple on skis 
who were staying at a little fishing hut on the shore of the lake. They took Sgt Walmsley and F/Sgt 
Colgan into the hut, fed them, allowed them to have a long sleep and dried the airmen's soaking 
clothes and boots. 
After sleeping for about twelve hours and with dry clothes to wear, the airmen were ready for the 
next part of their journey. The young Norwegian couple set off ahead of them on skis to make 
tracks that they could follow, making for Lake Hallsjøen. Before parting company with the 
Norwegian couple the airmen gave them the remainder of their survival money. Having been 
assured by the Norwegians that there were no Germans in the area, Sgt Walmsley and F/Sgt 
Colgan proceeded to cross the frozen lake. Before they reached the other side they were met by a 
Swedish Army Patrol who took them to their mountain hut and gave them plenty to eat and drink. 
After being taken to the Swedish military authorities at Storlien for questioning they were put on a 
train taking them to a Swedish Internment Camp at Falun. On the train they found themselves 
sharing a carriage with Sgt Blanchett and Sgt Wilson, two of the crew from the 35 Squadron aircraft 
W1048 TL-S which had crashed on Lake Hoklingen after bombing Tirpitz on the same night that 
Sgt Walmsley and F/Sgt Colgan had been shot down. On their arrival at the Internment Camp they 
were delighted to be reunited with their pilot, WC Bennett and wireless operator, Sgt Forbes. 
Four weeks after leaving Scotland on the attack against Tirpitz, Sgt Walmsley was returned to the 
UK. F/Sgt Colgan was returned to the UK over a year after being shot down. NOTE: Based on his 
signature in this book, he returned after five months, not twelve. 
W/C Bennett and Sgt Forbes landed somewhere in Flornesvollen. W/C Bennett's parachute had 
time to only partially open during his jump as he was only 200 feet or so from the ground when he 
left the aircraft. However, it was enough to slow his descent and combined with landing in deep 
snow, he survived the ordeal. He shortly met up with Sgt Forbes who had landed nearby and they 
set off heading east. Concerned that the Germans might be using tracker dogs to find them they 
waded across a stream in the hop that it might put any following dogs off their scent. They came to 
a railway station at Guda, and just to the east of the station they could see a bridge over the river. 
They also spotted a German sentry post, possibly two, which ruled out their chances of crossing the 
river at this point. Continuing on they found a house on a hill not too far from the station, and 
being very tired by now they entered a shed beside the house in order to rest. Unable to sleep due 
to the cold they decided to continue their journey and set off uphill towards the mountains in the 
direction of Sweden. A little sunshine the following day failed to warm the air much at that altitude, 
and they carried on walking until the evening when they came upon a farm, Bjørnås in 
Torsbjørkdalen. Exhausted and hungry the airmen knocked on the door of the farmhouse. Once it 
was established that the airmen were genuine, and not Germans trying to trick the Norwegians, 
they were invited in, given food and somewhere to sleep for the night. 
The next morning they were escorted by a Norwegian to the highest farm up the valley, 
Mannsæterbakken, arriving in the evening. The family from Bjørnås had sent word asking the 
people here to assist the airmen to Sweden. They were given food and beds for the night. Very 
early the next morning the Norwegian farmer set off on his skis with the airmen on foot, heading 
for the Swedish border. They travelled towards Vattendalen and then to Litlefjell, Gilsåfjellet, 
towards Hårradålen and the south side of Storeklukken. From here the Swedish border could be 
seen and after giving W/C Bennett and Sgt Forbes a piece of paper that he had drawn the route to 
the border on he left them and returned to his farm. W/C Bennett and Sgt Forbes walked over the 
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border into Sweden and carried on for a further five miles until they came to Storvallen where they 
gave themselves up to the Swedish Army. The next day they were taken to the village of Storlien 
and handed over to an Air Force officer who escorted them on the train to the Falun Internment 
Camp. Two weeks later, W/C Bennett was on his way back to the UK. Sgt Forbes signed this book 
on 29 September 1942. 
1240. Pilot Officer David Islwyn EVANS. Signed 23 September 1942. Leuchars. 

088 
DOB 25.3.1917. pilot. Britt. Pilot. 
From Making for Sweden Part 1: 

 
Pilot (with 144 Squadron based at RAF Leuchars) of Handley-Page HP52 Hampden TB.1 Serial # 
AE436 which crashed on 5 September 1942. The all-Canadian crew were Flying Officer W.H. Bowler, 
Navigator; F/S J.S. Jewett, Wireless Operator; F/S J.P. Campbell, Turret Gunner; and Cpl B.J. Sowerby 
(Mechanic). Only Evans and Sowerby317 survived. The aircraft wreckage was found after 34 years in 
the Swedish mountains. Compiled by Bengt Hermansson (based on the writings, reports and 
pictures by Magnus Löwenstein and Bomber in Sarek by Åke Wahlquist). 
See http://www.forcedlandingcollection.se/RAFe/RAF024-AE436.html for photos. 
The spring of 1976 was basically an ordinary spring in Sarek National Park. The only thing unusual 
was the early high temperatures. This meant that parts of the mountain massifs had an early snow 
melt off. Here's the unique story of Åke Wahlquist from Lindesberg. In August 1976 Åke found an 
aircraft that had lain untouched for 34 years on a mountain peak in Sarek National Park. 
In August 1976, a successful hiking in Sarek National Park is coming to an end. My brother and I 
have come from Sarvesvagge via Jeknavagge and are passing down into Njåtsosvagge. It's an 
amazing sight with the three deep blue Njåtsos lakes that greets us. We have good fortune with 
the weather and make camp east of Lulep Njåtsoajaure. Before the evening cold begins to take 
hold we have time for a nice bath. The next day, the weather is still good. It’s my brother’s first trek 
and he is tired. During an eight-day hike, we have made several crossings of mountain passes and 
he now wants a day off to rest. I suggest an ascent of a nearby peak. When standing at Lulep 
Njåtsosjaure, you see the extremely magnificent Tsatsa. But I must go by myself. I walk up the 
valley to the east of Tsatsa and attack the hill from there. It will be a strenuous hike uphill. Half way 
up stands a herd of reindeer and cooling off in the snow patches. I hike and climb for several hours. 
First, I see the reindeer as dots above me. Then I come pretty close to them but they don’t seem to 

                                                 
317 Signed this book on 23 September 1942 
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care, and finally they revert back to black spots. Once up on the ridge at the peak of Tsatsa I get a 
great reward for my efforts. I can see all the peaks in Sarek, the huge plateau Luottolako in the 
foreground, Padjelanta with Virihaure, Saggat at Kvikkjokk Tjuoltavagge and Njåtsosvagge. Just a 
few feet in front of me, but 3,600 feet below, is my brother at Lulep Njåtsosjaure. I can, of course, 
not see him but the white dot I conclude is our tent. 
During a mountain training course in 1970 (by Staffan Tegner), I learned some good techniques in 
hiking mountainous terrain. I have always mostly been a traditional hiker and avoided the more 
technical ways to get around. But I had learned and applied a rewarding and quick way to move 
downhill through snow. When I climbed the peak I noticed a number of long moderately steep 
snow patches and decided to use these on the way down. I left the peak of Tsatsa to the south and 
then turn off to the east. I'm still only a few hundred yards from the peak and walk east across a 
huge stone desert. I follow each step with my eyes. Among the stones I suddenly spot aluminium 
pieces and other metal. I continue automatically several more steps before I react. I stop and open 
my eyes. A few hundred yards away is something I never expected to see. 
Tsatsa turns out to be a mountain few climb and Sarek a true wilderness. I walk over, in a bit of a 
shock. I stand by the cockpit and thinking about what I really see. Among the relatively empty 
wreckage of the plane, are electrical installations and other simple equipment. Only then, I look 
down around my feet. There is a skull, which I see only now, and other skeletal remains of a human. 
This, together with a large number of bombs, ammunition, machine guns and all sorts of rubbish, 
helter-skelter among the stones. The bombs I learn are oxygen cylinders. The aircraft has burned 
and there are no fabrics left on it. Among the rocks some distance away from the plane I find a 
book, still perfectly legible. The title is A Diary from Berlin. 
There are also all kinds of other things among the rocks, eg a toilet roll and a medical bag. I have 
some film in my camera and take some pictures. I have no idea what it is that I have found. But I 
understand that I am the first person on the scene after a disaster, and I also realize that what I 
have found is a World War II wreck. Three days later, I am in Kvikkjokk and alert the police. 
The next day just after we left Kvikkjokk by helicopter I see a white spot on Tsatsa. I'm the only one 
that knows what it represents, the wreck of a World War II aircraft. I participate in the first study of 
the site and one, for me, somewhat comical cordoning off of the crash site. After some searching in 
the area, we find the three men's revolvers. We also find more than three parachutes, but that 
someone had survived the crash seems quite impossible. Apparently there is an extreme drought, 
and Swedish and international newspapers write about this daily for one to two weeks. It was 
exciting and it took several days before it became clear what I've found, and what happened a 
September night during the war. 
On 9 September 1942, two British airmen arrived at Kvikkjokk. Lieutenant David Evans and 
Corporal Bernard Sowerby stated at a hearing held by the police in Kvikkjokk that they both 
belonged to a Canadian crew that was shot down by Germans. Three of the crew perished in the 
crash. They stated that they had escaped from German captivity and crossed the border into 
Sweden. This is the fake story given by the surviving crewmen to the military interrogator, company 
commander for the 1st Guard Company Lieutenant Björn Cederstam on 9 September 1942. 
Evans and Sowerby say that they crashed with a bomber on Norwegian territory about 15 English 
miles from the Swedish border. On-board the aircraft was in, addition to Evans and Sowerby, three 
Canadians who perished when the plane caught fire. Evans suffered some abrasions on the right 
half of the face, forearms and hands, but was otherwise unharmed. Sowerby was completely 
unharmed. After the crash, they were captured by Norwegians and two German soldiers and taken 
into custody in a Norwegian village. After one day and one night, they succeeded, with the help of 
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locals, to flee eastward along a mountain valley towards the Swedish border. From there, they 
followed a river valley to Kvikkjokk. They had been on the road for 7 days and 6 nights. 
During the journey they had slept under the stars and not met a human being. They fed on rations 
in tablet form which they brought in their uniforms. They refused to give the detail of which unit 
they belonged to and the aircraft. But they had taken off from a base in Scotland. This well-known 
story made the investigators suspect that the wreck found in 1976 was Evan’s bomber. That the 
wreck in the mountains was a British twin-engined bomber of the type Handley Page Hampden 
was soon determined by the parts that remained. On the inside of a hatch they found the letters 
AE436 painted. Through manufacture plates on the engine (only one engine was found in 1976) 
and other evidence, it was soon confirmed that the aircraft was AE436 with the code PL-J. Further 
items of equipment were found with the text RCAF (Royal Canadian Air Force) which placed the 
bomber in 144 Squadron. 
Other finds with crew names on them proved that the plane was the same that Sowerby and 
Evans left behind 34 years earlier. Two of the three bodies found were identified by their ID badges 
(William Bowler and John Campbell). The identity of the third deceased was established through a 
process of elimination (James Jewett).But what was the truth behind the incident which Evans and 
Sowerby presented to the Swedish interrogators? 
The background was that the Germans had placed the battleship Tirpitz in the Norwegian fjords, 
where the battleship presented a major threat to Allied convoys for Murmansk. Several convoys 
had been attacked, in which the convoy PQ 16 suffered heavy losses due to submarines and 
torpedo flights from Norway. Despite warnings and advices against it, Churchill sent another 
convoy, PQ 17. It was a total disaster; only 11 out of 33 ships reached the port of Murmansk. 
The British Admiralty now tried to suspend convoy traffic. But Churchill had visited Stalin in 
Moscow and promised to send another convoy in August with the name PQ 18. The British 
immediately began to prepare. It was decided that the 144 and 455 Squadrons equipped with the 
torpedo aircraft Handley Page HP.52 Hampden TB.I would be transferred to northern Russia and 
relocate to Vaenga. Both the 144 and 455 Squadrons belonged to Coastal Command and were 
based at Leuchars. An American cruiser, Tuscaloosa, sailed from Clyde to Murmansk with 300 tons 
of supplies and 157 ground personnel. The cruiser was escorted by two destroyers with another 40 
tons of supplies each. 
On 2nd September 1944, 144 and 455 Squadrons were ordered to leave for Sumburgh in the 
Shetland Islands. In the evening, at 20:30, on 4th September, Pilot Officer David Evans and his crew 
started. The crew were: Pilot Officer David Evans; Navigator Flying Officer William Bowler 29 years 
old from Vancouver; Aerial Gunner Flight Sergeant John Campbell 27 years old from Vancouver; 
and Signaller/Gunner Flight Sergeant James Jewett 21years from Montreal. As they flew without 
torpedoes they could take passengers, so Signal Mechanic Corporal BJ Sowerby joined. 
The aircraft was built in August 1941 by English Electric in Preston. 16 Hampdens from 144 
Squadron left this evening for the base AFRIKANER in northern Russia, not far from the Finnish 
border. The flight was scheduled to go towards Norway, north of the mountain Okstindan at 6,300 
feet and into Sweden towards Överuman’s western tip and then across Finland towards 
AFRIKANER. Flight distance Sumburgh-AFRIKANER is approximately 1,200 miles. Some machines 
flew the route in 6 hours and 40 minutes at an average speed of approximately 176 mph. AE436´s 
part was the stretch Sumburgh-Tsatsa, approximately 758 miles. If they kept the average speed, 
176 mph, their flight time would approximately be 4 hours and 19 minutes. Because of a storm 
front with low clouds, AE436 came slightly off course and took a route further north, towards 
higher terrain. There the bomber was hit by icing due to the weather conditions. AE436 struck the 
mountainside of Tsatsa probably sometime between 01:20 and 02:30. The angle of impact was 
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slightly uphill. Mountain terrain at these altitudes is mainly made of coarse boulders, so when the 
aircraft hit the ground it was torn to pieces. Sheet metal, propellers and engines were ripped off 
and the plane tumbles about 1,300 feet, with parts, equipment and crewmembers thrown among 
the rocks. The rear of the fuselage breaks off by the wing fold parallel with the fuselage and the 
bomber becomes engulfed in flames. 
Navigator Bowler and tail gunner Campbell were thrown out of the plane and probably killed 
instantly. Radioman Jewett remained in the aircraft when it caught fire and was killed. 
The pilot, Evans, escaped through the broken canopy. Evans reportedly had burns on his face. He 
may have received these if he tried to rescue Jewett. Sowerby said afterwards that he had been 
thrown out of the plane. Sowerby’s station was in the least damaged part of the aircraft. 
Presumably, he has been able to leave the aircraft through the undamaged roof hatch. 
After this, Evans and Sowerby left on foot down to Kvikkjokk were they served up a whole 
different story, presumably to be sent home quickly and not interned. During the guarded train 
ride to Falun the Englishmen cooked up a story for Captain Nyberg: 31 August at 22:30 - started 
from the Shetland Islands and dropped a 1,000 kg mine off the coast of Narvik. The wind had been 
south-westerly and very strong. During the flight towards the target the right engine did not work 
very well. Cloud heights fell gradually and ice started to build on the wings. Evans consulted the 
look-out and decided to drop the mine and return to base. When the decision was made, Evans 
estimated that they were by the Norwegian coast, between Narvik and Trondheim. Due to distance 
from home base, no radio contact was possible. During the return flight, the aircraft come through 
the clouds at about 300 feet and hit a range of hills. The aircraft immediately caught fire. 
Upon impact, only Evans and Sowerby were secured at their stations. The accident took place on 1 
September at 22:30. Evans and Sowerby remained in the vicinity of the wreck. A few hours later, 
two Germans and two Norwegians showed up and captured them. After a body search, they were 
brought to a village. In the village, Evans met a German who probably was an officer. The Germans 
behaved correctly. Evans and Sowerby were housed in a wooden building in a room with a small 
window. They had not been questioned. 
At about 24:00, Evans and Sowerby decided to flee. They had then been in captivity for about 20 
hours. They knocked out the window and climbed out. No guards were seen. Evan’s explanation 
for the lack of guards was that the Germans considered him too badly wounded to try and escape. 
At the accident he had received a wound on the head. Blood from this and his face burns had been 
a frightening sight. After a few hours walk in an easterly direction, they came to a few solitary 
Norwegian farms. There they received food and rested. Then they began the trek towards Sweden. 
After a comment by Captain Nyberg that it must have been a many aircrafts involved the mine 
laying operation, Evans replied: "Twenty or thirty aircraft, perhaps a hundred". He did not know. 
On 12 September, they arrived at Falun and Främby camp. Here they had to stay for a short while. 
But as early as 21 September, they were sent back to England via courier flights from Bromma. 
The remains of the three crewmen that were found in 1976 were taken to Göteborg where they 
were buried with honours on September 24, 1976 at Kviberg Cemetery. The wreckage was salvaged 
by the British and transported to England and the Lincolnshire Aviation Heritage Centre in East 
Kirkby. The parts will be included in a restoration project of another Hampden. The pilot Evans had 
said during interrogation that they had overheating problems with one of the engines. 
During examination in England of the cockpit's left side, it was discovered that the mechanisms 
regulating the cooling flaps to the engine had failed. A small nut had wedged itself in the control 
chain and locked the entire mechanism. Can this little nut have been a contributing factor to the 
accident? 
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AE436's second engine was found on 21 July 1987 about 1,000 yards from the main crash site and 
1,300 feet lower. It was found by Tjelvar Öster from Sundsvall when hiking on Tsatsa. The engine 
was also salvaged and shipped to England. The crew who died are buried in Kviberg Cemetery in 
Gothenburg. 
1241. Herbert Lionel BARNARD (117571). Signed 24 September 1942. RAF Horsham St 
Faith. 

088 
A search of The Air Force List for September 1942 for all names ending “nard” shows these 
possibilities: 

 
 

RAF Horsham St Faith was a Royal Air Force station near Norwich, Norfolk, England from 1939 to 
1963. It was then developed as Norwich International Airport. It was first developed in 1939 and 
officially opened on 1 June 1940 as a bomber station. It had been built pre-war and had five C-type 
hangars, permanent brick and tiled buildings with central-heating and a high standard of domestic 
accommodation. The first aircraft there were Bristol Blenheims dispersed from No. 21 Squadron 
RAF at RAF Watton in 1939 but the first operational aircraft there were fighters: Supermarine 
Spitfires of No. 19 and No. 66 squadrons from RAF Duxford. Boulton Paul Defiants of A Flight No. 
264 Squadron RAF began sorties on 12 May 1940. The first operational bomber units were No. 139 
Squadron RAF and No. 114 Squadron RAF of No. 2 Group of RAF Bomber Command with the 
Blenheim IV. No. 114 then moved onto RAF Oulton which was a new satellite station for Horsham. 
Two of the early visitors to the new airfield were the Right Honourable Neville Chamberlain and 
General Sir Alan Brooke. In August 1941, an aircraft from No. 18 Squadron RAF flying from 
Horsham St. Faith en route to attack a power station at Gosnay, dropped a box by parachute over 
the south-west corner of the airfield at St. Omer-Longeunesse, containing a pair of legs for Wing 
Commander Douglas Bader who had been shot down over France and had lost his artificial limbs in 
the process. In December 1941 No. 105 Squadron RAF arrived from RAF Swanton Morley to begin 
training on the new de Havilland Mosquito fast bomber and from June 1942, the squadron carried 
out photographic and bombing missions over Germany. In September 1942 Horsham St Faith was 
made available to the United States Army Air Force for use by the Eighth Air Force. The USAAF 
designated the airfield as Station 123 (HF). 
1242. Guy Lovell PICKERING. Signed 25 September 1942. No 7 Ferry Pool, RAF Sherburn -
in-Elmet, Yorkshire. 

088 
According to E C Cheeseman’s Brief Glory: The Story of ATA, Harborough Publishing Co Ltd, 
Leicester, 1946, he was a First Officer. 
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1243. Ronald Joseph PASS Signed 25 September 1942. No 7 Ferry Pool, RAF Sherburn -in-
Elmet, Yorkshire. 

088 
According to E C Cheeseman’s Brief Glory: The Story of ATA, Harborough Publishing Co Ltd, 
Leicester, 1946, he was a First Officer. He also signed this book on 24 July 1942. 
1244. Third Officer John Platt MURPHY. Signed 26 September 1942. No 7 Ferry Pool, RAF 
Sherburn -in-Elmet, Yorkshire. 

088 
According to E C Cheeseman’s Brief Glory: The Story of ATA, Harborough Publishing Co Ltd, 
Leicester, 1946, he was a Third Officer. He was killed on 25 November 1944 while flying a Barracuda 
(Serial No MX709) with No 7 Ferry Pilots Pool. He flew into ground in bad weather near Annesley 
North Railway Junction, Notts - 15 MU Wroughton to RNAS Dunino. 
1245. Hershel Vespasian JOHNSON (1894 – 1966). Signed 26 September 1942. Stockholm. 

088 
DOB 3.5.1894. minister. amerikan. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herschel_Johnson: 
Herschel Vespasian Johnson (1894–1966) was a U.S. diplomat from North Carolina. He served as a 
U.S. foreign service officer from 1921–1953, whose career included posts in Europe, Latin America, 
and with the United Nations 
He served as Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to Sweden between 12 December 
1941 and 28 April 1946. Thereafter, he served as the acting U.S. ambassador to the United Nations 
between 1946 and 1947. In 1948 appointed Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to 
Brazil. 
During his time in Sweden he made humanitarian efforts to save civilian lives and was in touch with 
Raoul Wallenberg. 
Herschel V. Johnson was a vocal proponent of the 1947 Palestine Partition Plan. The outcome of 
the UN vote is attributed to his collaboration with Andrei A. Gromyko, otherwise Johnson's political 
opponent. They both stood together on this issue and urged the General Assembly not to delay its 
decision but to vote for partition at once, opposing last-minute efforts of Arab delegations to 
effect a compromise. 
From http://ncpedia.org/biography/johnson-herschel: 
Herschel Vespasian Johnson, foreign service officer, was born in Atlanta, Ga., the son of Arabelle 
Kenan Horne and William White Johnson. Arabelle Horne was a granddaughter of Governor 
Herschel V. Johnson of Georgia. Not related to his wife's family, William White Johnson also grew 
up in Georgia, reared by a strict Presbyterian grandmother. A well-read man with broad interests, 
he was in the insurance business and settled in Charlotte in 1900. Herschel attended the Charlotte 
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public schools, and from the beginning was an able student and an omnivorous reader, never 
athletic, and as a child not especially sociable. 

 
"Herschel Vespasian Johnson ... Charlotte, N.C." Photograph. The Yackety Yack vol. 16. Chapel Hill, 
N.C.: Dialectic and Philanthropic Literary Societies and the Fraternities of the University of North 
Carolina. 1916. http://library.digitalnc.org/cdm/ref/collection/yearbooks/id/863 (accessed May 16, 
2014). 
At The University of North Carolina, where he was graduated in 1916, Johnson majored in history 
and also concentrated on languages and literature. He was conspicuous as the energetic "inventor" 
of a student play-reading club and dramatic workshop, and as the student who hung reproductions 
of Italian and other old masterpieces on the walls of his dormitory room. His classmates noted in 
the university annual his "cosmopolitan turn of mind . . . extensive reading in many fields of 
literature . . . keen perception and accurate judgment of men." He helped meet his college 
expenses with summer jobs in Charlotte and part-time jobs in Chapel Hill. He returned to the 
university in 1947 for an honorary LL.D. degree. 
After graduation he taught French at Dr. Churchill Gibson Chamberlayne's school (later St. 
Christopher's) in Richmond, Va., and in 1917 enlisted in the army. He served overseas as first 
lieutenant, later captain, in the Fifty-fourth Infantry, with the Sixth Division in the Vosges Mountains 
and in the Meuse-Argonne offensive. Between the armistice and his return home, he spent five 
months in Burgundy, went twice to Italy, and was briefly in England, Scotland, and Paris. He 
attended Harvard Law School in 1919–20 and took the entrance examinations in Washington, D.C., 
for the Diplomatic Service. His appointment came on 15 Nov. 1920. 
Johnson's first assignment abroad took him to Switzerland as third secretary to the legation at 
Berne (January–December 1921). From there he went to the legation in Sophia, Bulgaria, as second 
secretary for the next nineteen months. Bulgaria was unsettled by internal political strife and 
postwar economic adjustments, and twenty-nine-year-old Johnson was serving as chargé d'affaires 
when a coup d'état occurred in June 1923, with bloodshed in the streets. In July, he was assigned to 
the State Department's Division of Near Eastern Affairs in Washington for the next three years. 
Subsequently, for seven years (October 1926–February 1934), his province was Latin America. 
He was second secretary at the legation in Tegucigalpa, Honduras (1926–28), where he also served 
as chargé d'affaires. His memories of 1928 included news-making visits by President-elect Hoover 
and by Charles A. Lindbergh. Johnson's next assignment was as first secretary in the Mexican 
Embassy under Ambassador Dwight W. Morrow. Morrow's tenure saw the establishment of more 
cordial U.S.-Mexican relations for the first time in nearly two decades, and ongoing negotiations 
concerning American oil investments and war-related claims in Mexico. Johnson was in charge 
during Morrow's absence from August 1929 until the following spring, when he was transferred to 
Washington. There he occupied the desk of the chief of the Division of Mexican Affairs for nearly 
four years. 
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From February 1934 to November 1941 he was at the embassy in London, as first secretary for 
three years and then counselor (second in command) for four years, with the rank of minister 
dating from February 1941. The London years were marked by critical international trade 
agreements, gathering war clouds, and the Nazi blitzkreig. Johnson represented his country at 
meetings of the Governing Body for Assistance to Refugees Arriving from Germany (1934), the 
International Sugar Council (1937–41), and the International Conference on Whaling (1937–39). He 
was responsible for aiding refugees and later for evacuating U.S. citizens in the war zone. At various 
times for a total of two years he was acting ambassador, including the interims following the death 
of Robert W. Bingham and the departure of Joseph P. Kennedy. It was Johnson who conveyed 
President Roosevelt's mediation proposal of 15 Apr. 1939 to the governments of Hitler and 
Mussolini. During the height of the blitz, Johnson lived at Claridge's Hotel and reported to his 
family in North Carolina that he was able to do a great deal of reading in the long hours in the 
bomb shelter. 
Three days before the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, Johnson arrived in Stockholm to undertake 
the diplomatically ticklish role of U.S. minister in neutral Sweden, which was at that time 
surrounded by German-occupied territory. His work in assisting refugees continued. One of his 
duties was to discourage, as far as possible, Swedish exportation of strategic industrial materials to 
Germany. After the war, the Swedish press praised his intelligent understanding of Sweden's 
difficult position while he was handling negotiations between that nation and the United States. 
During the war years the legation grew from 40 to about 300, all of whom had to be airlifted in and 
out. The burgeoning staff had work to do in the country that served as "listening post" and 
"hotbed for intrigues of all the belligerants." When Johnson departed London in 1941, the Times 
had called him a "skillful and tactful" administrator, liked for his "quiet and friendly way"; in Sweden 
he proved to be efficient under pressure and hard-driving, attending to his job seven days a week. 
He demanded—and got—"something close to perfection" from his junior staff. In April 1945 it was 
Johnson who handled the delicate communications in connection with Heinrich Himmler's 
unacceptable separate peace proposal, which had come via Count Folke Bernadotte of the Swedish 
Red Cross. 
In May 1946 Johnson entered a new arena as deputy U.S. representative to the United Nations 
Security Council, serving under Edward R. Stettinius and replacing him in June as acting 
representative for six months. (Warren R. Austin, though on the scene, was not technically eligible 
to hold the post until after 1 Jan. 1947.) Johnson held the rank of ambassador from 9 July 1946. 
Under the rotation system he was president of the Security Council from 17 November to 17 
December. In 1947 he served in the spring as alternate representative to the special session of the 
United Nations General Assembly on the Palestine question, and, in the fall, as representative to 
the second session of the General Assembly. He was deputy chief of the U.S. Mission to the United 
Nations from July 1947 to May 1948. 
The main actions in which he participated during his two years at the United Nations were related 
to the Greek and Balkan crises, the Palestine question, and attempts to break the deadlock on 
negotiation procedures for both conventional disarmament and atomic control. He sparred with 
Russia's Gromyko and returned the fire of the Soviet delegate. Journalist Evelyn G. Kessel observed 
that Johnson "delivered his remarks courteously yet with provocative firmness—occasionally with a 
touch of sarcasm. Set jaw and narrow eyes gave a measure of his determination." Throughout these 
months his public addresses emphasized the urgency of atomic control, the importance of popular 
support for the United Nations as a place to thrash out disagreements, and his conviction that "we 
invite aggression . . . if we do not hold ourselves in readiness to take our full share of military 
responsibility for world security." In his home state he was chosen to receive the Carolina Israelite's 
award for "Outstanding Brotherhood during 1947." 
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Johnson was temporarily felled by a heart attack in December 1947, recuperated in Puerto Rico and 
in Charlotte, and was in Washington five months later to take his oath of office as ambassador to 
Brazil. 
From the time of his arrival in Rio de Janeiro in June 1948, Johnson was involved in negotiations 
concerning U.S. programs for Brazil's economic development; in the readjustment of outdated 
commercial relationships; and in attempts to gain Brazilian understanding of U.S. foreign aid 
programs that were weighted in favor of other areas of the world. Time magazine tagged him as 
his country's "New Explainer." There were misunderstandings to be resolved that arose from the 
overlapping functions of international agencies for planning, loans, and technical aid. Among the 
agreements signed during Johnson's ambassadorship were those providing for the Joint 
Commission for Economic Development and other broader technical cooperation agreements; 
programs in health and sanitation and vocational industrial education; an oil shale study in Brazil; 
and a Joint U.S.-Brazil Military Assistance Pact, in conformity with the United Nations charter and 
the U.S. Mutual Security Act of 1951. The military assistance pact, which included provisions for 
cooperative economic defense and commercial controls, was not immediately embraced by all 
parties in Brazil. 
When President Dutra visited the United States in 1949, Johnson came home to serve as official 
host. On his return to Rio, he was accompanied by his mother; thereafter she made her home with 
him, graciously sharing his social and ceremonial duties. A new twelve-story American embassy was 
dedicated just before Johnson's departure in June 1953. At the end of his term, influential Rio 
newspapers were laudatory, and the Brazilian government soon afterwards awarded him the Order 
of the Southern Cross in the rank of grand cross. 
On his retirement Johnson established a home in Charlotte where he led a relatively quiet life, 
especially in the years after his mother suffered a stroke. For several years he accepted invitations 
to speak, without remuneration, in and around Charlotte, and often he took these occasions to 
stress the importance of South America to the welfare and destiny of the United States. He served 
in 1958 on the fifteen-man North Carolina Constitutional Commission. His kin, his discussions with 
a circle of old friends—"The Philosophers Club," and, as always, his reading, were the happy 
stimulants of these later days. He was a member of St. Peter's Episcopal Church, the English-
Speaking Union, and the Rotary Club in Charlotte; the Masonic order; Sigma Chi; the American 
Foreign Service Association; and the Metropolitan Club of Washington, D.C. Politically he was a 
Democrat. 
In interviews with journalists, Johnson had testified to the lack of "Hollywoodish glamor" in the 
hard day-to-day work of a foreign service officer, but he relished that hard work for thirty-three 
years and liked every country he lived in. All his life he was intensely interested in the variety of 
events, people, places, art, and ideas that were his milieu. He was, as he said of himself, "a student 
by nature." He never married. 
Johnson was buried in Elmwood Cemetery, Charlotte. An oil portrait, painted while he was in Brazil, 
is owned by the University of North Carolina at Charlotte. He gave a large part of his library to that 
institution in 1963. Some pieces from his fine collection of antique Chinese ceramics are now 
owned by the Mint Museum in Charlotte. His papers are preserved at the Truman Presidential 
Library in Missouri and at the University of North Carolina Library in Chapel Hill. 
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From Despatch No 1873 from Herschel V Johnson at the Legation at Stockholm regarding the 
Katyn Affair318: 

 
                                                 

318 From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katyn_massacre: The Katyn massacre was a series of mass 
executions of Polish nationals carried out by the People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs (NKVD), the 
Soviet secret police, in April and May 1940. Originally the term "Katyn massacre", also known as the 
Katyn Forest massacre, referred to the massacre at Katyn Forest, which was discovered first and was the 
largest execution of this type. 
The massacre was prompted by NKVD chief Lavrentiy Beria's proposal to execute all captive members of 
the Polish Officer Corps, dated 5 March 1940, approved by the Soviet Politburo, including its leader, 
Joseph Stalin. The number of victims is estimated at about 22,000. The victims were murdered in the 
Katyn Forest in Russia, the Kalinin and Kharkiv prisons, and elsewhere. Of the total killed, about 8,000 
were officers taken prisoner during the 1939 Soviet invasion of Poland, another 6,000 were police 
officers, and the rest were arrested Polish intelligentsia the Soviets deemed to be "intelligence agents, 
gendarmes, landowners, saboteurs, factory owners, lawyers, officials and priests". 
The government of Nazi Germany announced the discovery of mass graves in the Katyn Forest in 1943. 
When the London-based Polish government-in-exile asked for an investigation by the International Red 
Cross, Stalin immediately severed diplomatic relations with it. The Soviet Union claimed the victims had 
been murdered by the Nazis in 1941, and continued to deny responsibility for the massacres until 1990, 
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when it officially acknowledged and condemned the perpetration of the killings by the NKVD, as well as 
the subsequent cover-up by the Soviet government. 
An investigation conducted by the Prosecutor General's Office of the Soviet Union (1990–1991) and the 
Russian Federation (1991–2004) confirmed Soviet responsibility for the massacres, but refused to classify 
this action as a war crime or an act of genocide. The investigation was closed on the grounds that the 
perpetrators of the massacre were already dead, and since the Russian government would not classify 
the dead as victims of Stalinist repression, formal posthumous rehabilitation was deemed inapplicable. 
In November 2010, the Russian State Duma approved a declaration blaming Stalin and other Soviet 
officials for having personally ordered the massacre. 
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From Barry Turner’s Countdown to Victory: 
“Admiral Leahy, the White House Chief of Staff, was with Truman in the Communications Centre of 
the Pentagon when there was a call from 10 Downing Street. Churchill said he had information 
from Sweden that Himmler had asked Count Bernadotte to make an offer of the surrender of all 
German forces on the western front, including those in Holland, Denmark and Norway. Himmler 
was speaking for the German government because Hitler had suffered a cerebral haemorrhage and 
was not expected to live for more than a few days. While we were in the Pentagon, Acting Secretary 
of State Grew brought in a message from Minister H V Johnson in Stockholm, containing the same 
information just given to us over the telephone by Churchill. This looked definitely like the 
beginning of the end of Nazis in Germany.” 
His papers are kept at the University of North Carolina (Collection Number: 03755). 
He is mentioned in Gordon Young’s Outposts of Peace, The Right Book Club, London, 1945, p. 68: 
“… Herschel Johnson, a rotund, genial but shrewd American diplomat who worked well with his 
Allied colleagues and was well liked everywhere …” 
1246. Thormod Oskar KLATH. Signed 26 September 1942. Stockholm. 

088 
DOB 26.11.1890. attaché. amerikan. 
He died on 1 October 1 1943 at his post in Stockholm, where he had been serving as US 
Commercial Attaché. Following the German invasion of Denmark and Norway, Mr. Raymond E. Cox, 
first secretary of the American Legation at Oslo, Norway, telegraphed the Department on April 13 
that the families of five Foreign Service officers are believed well and secure at the Sjusjoen Hotel, 
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about 20 kilometres northeast of Lillehammer. They are the families of the following Foreign 
Service officers, who have remained at Oslo: First Secretary Raymond E. Cox, Commercial Attaché 
Thormod O. Klath, Consul Austin R. Preston, Vice Consul Easton T. Kelsey, and Vice Consul Brigg A. 
Perkins. Klath was a graduate of the national law school Washington D C and served 5 years in the 
department of the interior and 3 years in the department of commerce before joining the Foreign 
Service in 1919. He also signed this book on 31 May 1943. 
From http://newspaperarchive.com/circleville-herald/1940-04-22: 
“17 Americans in safe trip from Norway region. Stockholm, April 22 1940. Worn out after an 
arduous journey, 17 American women, including five from the American legation at Oslo, were safe 
in the Swedish border town of Fjaellhaes today. They made the trip under escort of Lieutenant-
Colonel Ole Hagen. Included in the party were eight children, the youngest of them Ann Ronhovde, 
15-month-old daughter of Norwegian-born Professor A G Ronhavde of Rutgers University in New 
Jersey. Two of the children were ill when they left Oslo, but survived the trip without further ill 
effects. The ladies of the legation who made the trip were Mrs Raymond E Cox of New York City, 
wife of the legation; Mrs T. O. Klath of Sioux City, Ia., wife of the secretary of the commercial 
department; Mrs Austin R. Preston, of Buffalo N.Y., wife of the American consul general, and Mrs 
Easton T. Kelsey of Ann Arbor, Mich., and Mrs Briggs A. Perkins of Berkeley, Ca., wives of the vice 
consuls. They made the last leg of the journey from Lillehammer, where Mrs J. Borden Harrisan, 70-
year-old American minister, was reported to have gone at great personal risk to bring the American 
women to safety.” 

 
The Circleville Herald, Circleville, Ohio, 22 April 1940 
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1247. Kjeld Mogens Aage HAMMER MBE AKA Poul Valdemar HANSEN. Signed 26 
September 1942. London. 

088 
DOB 28.10.1914. lantarb farmhand. Dansk. The Bromma departure list shows him as Kaj Poul 
Valdemar HANSEN. 
http://www.maritime-museum.dk/videnscenter/documents/1966.pdf has an entry for “K. P. V. 
Hansen”: 

  
He has an SOE file, reference HS 9/651/6, in TNA. 
According to SOE file HS 8/979_980 Norwegian Parties and Symbols, his field code names were 
PICKLE, TOP and ARTHUR. He was known as George BROWN in Station 51. He used the aliases Karl 
HANSEN and Poul Valdemar HANSEN: 

 
From HS 17 Scandinavian Index: 

 
From 
http://www.denstoredanske.dk/Dansk_Biografisk_Leksikon/Handel_og_industri/Maskinmester/Mog
ens_Hammer (translated by Google): 
Mogens Hammer, Kjeld Mogens Aage Hammer, 21.1.1911-11.1.1946, engineer, captain of the SOE. 
Born in Copenhagen (Davidsk.), died in Hamburg, buried in Copenhagen (Garn.). H. was the 
engineer and signed off from the Danish ship under 2 World War in January 1941 to sign up for the 
Special Operations Executive in England. Trained here as a telegraph operator, he was selected in 
1941 to follow Carl Johan Bruhn on SOE's first operation in Denmark. 27.12.1941 were dropped the 
two men "blindly" by Haslev. The operation was a disaster. Bruhn killed, and H. stood alone - 
without instruction and radio transmitter. Roundabout way he made contact with scattered 
opposition circles, eg illegal press. 04/17/1942 came a new SOE team led by Mich. Chr Rottboell to 
Denmark, and H. of Sweden had received a radio transmitter, slipped into the team's work. He was 
heavily sought after and had in September tranquility to Sweden in the kayak to immediately be 
flown to England. Here he received the shock to Rottbøll had been killed, and H. was now - 
although exhausted and wanted - asked to return to temporarily lead the SOE work in the country. 
Only he could not make themselves known to the resistance which would further make it 
impossible to his position. H. agreed without hesitation and was 10.19.1942 without training and an 
untested special equipment dropped in the sea off Tisvilde. He let go undetected for Copenhagen, 
but his task was desperate ungrateful. Apart from the enforced anonymity, he could not expect 
either stock or reinforcement from England, and the task was only to get the organization to 
"survive" for the arrival of a new leader. He achieved some degree of contact with the conductive 
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resistance fighters, and in March 1943 he could put the new manager, Flemming Muus, in the work 
which he escaped to Sweden. After a short imprisonment here, he came on to England where he to 
1945 served in the British Army. In 1946, he died in a ship's fire in Hamburg. Courage, unwavering 
composure and strong national feelings influenced his plain character. He saw himself as a soldier 
with unconditional duty to the demands of the moment. 
Family 
Parents: paralegal, later stockbroker Axel H. and Carla Henny Betty Andersen (1882-1978, -1916 
with engineer Christian Herman Martin Olsen, 1887-1957). Unmarried. 
Bibliography 
Jørgen Hæstrup, Contact with England, 1954. 
From Knud J V Jespersen’s No Small Achievement: Special Operations Executive and the Danish 
Resistance 1940 – 1945: 

 Stockholm, 1943 
“Killed in motor accident in Hamburg while Officer in Charge of a transport unit other source died 
in fire on ship in Hamburg harbour.” 
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From http://www.timelapse.dk/theoperation.php: 
Operation Chilblain 
On December 27. 1941 at 08:40 pm a Whitley with the identification number Z.9125 from the Royal 
Air Force took of from the Stradishall airbase in England. It was piloted by Sgt. Jones (KIA January 
29. 1942) and 2nd pilot Sgt. Gold. The plane carried four 250 pounds bombs, a package in a 
separate parachute containing assorted equipment together with Chilblain I & II – the first Danish 
S.O.E. agent’s team to set foot on Danish soil. The agents were Carl Johan Bruhn and Mogens K. A. 
Hammer. 
 The airdrop which took place at Haslev in South Zealand should have been the foundation stone 
for S.O.E’s future operations in Denmark and was code named “OPERATION CHILBLAIN”. Carl 
Bruhn was selected as chief of S.O.E. in Denmark while Mogens Hammer in his capacity of being a 
telegraph operator should establish the communication line back to England. 
 On December 27. 1941 at 09:00 pm 2 inches of snow covered the landscape, the temperature was 
17.7 Fahrenheit and the wind was North East 22-26 f/s. It was moonlight but once in a while dark 
clouds drifted across the sky, making the navigation difficult especially in altitudes below 2000 feet. 
 As a diversion they flew to Masnedø at Vordingborg but their first approach towards the target 
failed and Sgt. Jones decided to try one more. At their second approach they were succesful in 
dropping four bombs from a height of 1000 feet. One of the bombs detonated on a field and 
another impacted close to the railway tracks only 150 yards from the transformer station. 
Unfortunately no significant damage occurred and the last two bombs failed to detonate. The rear 
gunner signed off by firing four bursts from his machine guns at the target and then the Whitley 
headed out for their primary objective of the mission, the drop zone North East of Haslev. 
 The plane circled a couple of times around the church in Freerslev approximately a mile south of 
the drop zone and then continued towards Torpeskov, to complete the mission. The drop which 
took place from an altitude of only 500 feet was “blind” which meant without a reception of 
Resistance fighters. Carl Bruhn had expressly ordered a “blind” drop because he didn’t find it 
necessary due to his graduation in forestry in this particular area (Bregentved Gods) which made 
him extremely familiar with the territory. He also had some personal friends that he could trust. 
 According to Mogens Hammers personal account, told to his brother Svend Erik Hammer, and an 
interview to the Danish newspaper Berlingske Tidende from August 07. 1945, Carl Bruhn was the 
first to jump followed by the package and then at last Mogens Hammer. 
 Unfortunately Carl Bruhn’s parachute failed to open as the snap hook on his static line came away 
from its anchorage point inside the aircraft and followed him to the ground. It was known that 
cable static lines had a tendency to "whip" but it had never been foreseen that the result of such 
whipping could possibly cause the static eye-splice to part from its anchorage point. As a direct 
consequence of this accident all snap hooks are to this day fitted with a locking device. 
 In the cause of nature Carl Bruhn was instantly killed when he hit the ground and with that the first 
attempt to establish an S.O.E. operation in Denmark. Mogens Hammer who landed safely found the 
body of Carl Bruhn within an hour. He searched the body in order to get the papers and money in 
order to proceed with the operation. The money was hidden in Bruhn’s boots so he had to cut 
them open to get to them. Needless to say it was a very unpleasant experience for Hammer, 
especially as they had become good friends during their training. Mogens Hammer managed to 
slip away unobserved. 
 December 28. at 08:00 in the morning the temperature was 7.5 Fahrenheit and the wind calm. Carl 
Bruhn's wristwatch had stopped at the time of impact, and showed 02:05 am. 
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From Ian Valentine’s Station 43: Audley End House and SOE's Polish Section, The History Press; New 
Ed edition (19 Feb 1998): 
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From Bernard O’Connor’s Do it Well and Do it Now, privately published, 10 March 2014: 
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For detailed information about his personality and activities, see: 
Knud J V Jespersen’s No Small Achievement: Special Operations Executive and the Danish Resistance 
1940-1945, University Press of Southern Denmark, 2002, pps 49-50, 78, 80, 82-4, 86-90, 92, 97-8, 
123, 125-26, 144-5, 153, 170-71, 174-7, 179, 189, 379, 433, 504. 
Charles Cruikshank’s Special Operations Executive in Scandinavia, Oxford University Press, 1986, pps 
142-5, 147-52, 255. 
1248. Wing Commander Arthur Ernest HAES OBE (21139). Signed 28 September 1942. RAF 
Dyce. 

088 
Mentioned in the LG 25 January 1929, 18 February 1930, 12 February 1935, 1 January 1946, 25 
November 1947 and 14 June 1949. 
1249. Squadron Leader David Alastair ROBERTSON DFC (39032). Signed 28 September 
1942. RAF Dyce. 

 
Married Miss Margaret Prosser 24 June 1941. 
Killed in action in 1944. 
From The Glasgow Herald of 24 July 1941: 
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1250. Raymond W HOOPER ATA. Signed 28 September 1942. White Waltham Aerodrome. 
8400 De Longpre, Hollywood, California. 

088 
According to E C Cheeseman’s Brief Glory: The Story of ATA, Harborough Publishing Co Ltd, 
Leicester, 1946, he was a First Officer and an American ferry pilot. 
1251. Flight Sergeant Lance Esmond COOKE DFM (Aus. 434243). Signed 29 September 
1942. RAF Station Tealing. 

089 
No. 56 Operational Training Unit was based at RAF Tealing from 27 Mar 1942 to 5 October 1943. 
Immediately after forming at Point Cook, Victoria, in July 1939, No 10 Squadron aircrew and 
ground staff departed for England to gain experience on Sunderland flying boats before ferrying 
them back to Australia. After war was declared, however, the squadron remained in England on 
active service with RAF Coastal Command, becoming the first Dominion squadron to go into action 
in World War II. The unit's main tasks included convoy escorts, anti-submarine patrols and air-sea 
rescue work, and in July 1940, Flight Lieutenant Bill Gibson's crew gained the distinction of sinking 
the first submarine destroyed by the squadron. Operations continued into 1942 and 1943 with 
occasional attacks against U-Boats and regular encounters with German fighter aircraft. As result of 
armament modifications by No 10 Squadron personnel - including the addition of galley hatch and 
wing-mounted machine guns - the Sunderlands came to be regarded as 'flying porcupines' by 
German aircrew. In the month of February 1944, No 10 Squadron accomplished a Coastal 
Command record by flying over 1100 hours - this remarkable rate of effort was only achieved 
through the dedicated efforts of aircrew and ground staff. Anti-submarine patrols continued 
throughout 1944 and by the end of hostilities, No 10 Squadron had destroyed six submarines and 
became the only Air Force squadron to see continuous active service throughout the war. 
From the LG 26 September 1944 and Flight 26 October 1944: 
Flt Sgt L E Cooke RAAF, No 10 (RAAF) Squadron awarded Distinguished Flying Medal: This officer 
and airman were captain and front gunner respectively of an aircraft which successfully attacked a 
U-boat in 1944. In the run-in, heavy anti-aircraft fire was encountered but Flight Sergeant Cooke, 
shooting brilliantly, sprayed the deck of the submarine with his bullets and silenced the enemy's 
guns. Flying Officer Tilley was enabled to press home his attack from close range and released his 
depth charges in a perfect straddle, causing the submarine's destruction. The success achieved 
reflects the greatest credit on the skill, gallantry and resolution of this captain and his gunner. 
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1252. Nils Christian DITLEFF. Signed 29 September 1942. 

089 
DOB 29.10.1881. envoué. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Christian_Ditleff: 
Niels Christian Ditleff (29 October 1881 – 18 June 1956) was a Norwegian diplomat noted for his 
humanitarian efforts on behalf of refugees from Nazi Germany. In spite of opposition from his own 
and allied governments, he initiated and led the White Buses campaign to rescue Scandinavian 
prisoners held in German concentration camps. He also played an instrumental role in evacuating 
foreign diplomats from Warsaw during the German invasion and to rescue Jews in coordination 
with Nansenhjelpen. 
Ditleff was born to a maritime family in the port city of Larvik. His father, a sea captain, died when 
Niels was only three years old. Niels mustered as a sailor in his youth and subsequently was 
admitted to the Norwegian Naval Academy. He graduated with a commission as a lieutenant but 
resigned his commission to pursue a career in diplomacy. He was first stationed in the Norwegian 
consulate general in Le Havre from 1903 to 1906 and was thereafter sent as vice consul and chargé 
d'affaires to missions in Havana, Bilbao, and Lisbon before an interval at the ministry offices in Oslo 
from 1920 to 1926. He was stationed in Warsaw in 1926, where he rose through the ranks and 
became ambassador, both to Poland and Czechoslovakia in 1930. He was also accredited to 
Romania from 1935 to 1937. 
Although he had to evacuate Warsaw during the German invasion in 1939, he maintained his 
official role as emissary until the end of the war. He was stationed as Norway's ambassador to 
Finland from 1945 to 1950, after which he chose to retire. 
Ditleff never sought recognition or fame for his contributions. In addition to his diplomatic career, 
Ditleff was also an accomplished composer, artist, and playwright. In 1921, he wrote the three-act 
play Tahove, and another play Statsministeren, which were both shown at Nationaltheatret. He 
wrote the libretto for the operetta Don Carrambo, set up at Den Nationale Scene in Bergen. In the 
course of his work, he also developed fluency in Portuguese, Spanish, and Polish, in addition to his 
working languages of Norwegian, German, and English. He also published newspaper articles and 
stories, often with his own illustrations. At a time when this was unusual, he was also an avid 
recreational runner, known in the city of Warsaw for his daily runs back and forth along the Vistula 
River, criss-crossing the bridges. His friend Johan Borgen dubbed him "the running diplomat." He 
and his wife died in an automobile accident. In the spring of 1939, Ditleff set up a transit station in 
Warsaw for Jewish refugees from Czechoslovakia that had been sent there through the sponsorship 
of Nansenhjelpen. Ditleff arranged for the refugees to receive food, clothing, and transportation to 
Gdynia, where they boarded ships bound for Norway. As German forces approached Warsaw in 
September 1939, both the Polish government and general staff escaped the city; however, most of 
the foreign diplomatic corps and other foreign nationals remained. Ditleff, acting as the doyen of 
the corps, tried early to contact German military authorities to arrange an orderly evacuation with a 
handheld radio. German airplanes tracked the transmission and strafed the car, but eventually he 
was able to negotiate a 4-hour cease-fire to arrange the evacuation of 1,200 individuals. They left 
in a convoy consisting of two trucks and sedans. Ditleff himself drove one car for 48 hours until he 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Christian_Ditleff
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fell asleep behind the wheel. Ditleff had returned to Norway by the time Nazi Germany invaded 
and occupied Norway but was able to escape to Sweden, where he joined the Norwegian legation 
there. Ditleff actively opposed the "stay put doctrine" of the Norwegian and Danish governments, 
advocating instead an active approach to retrieving Norwegian and Danish citizens held in German 
concentration camps. 
In November 1944, he proposed a plan to rescue these prisoners and finally prevailed in securing 
sponsorship for the White Buses operation that rescued tens of thousands of prisoners in the last 
months of the war. To negotiate the rescue with the German authorities, he enlisted Folke 
Bernadotte to act under the good offices of the International Red Cross. Bernadotte subsequently 
initiated contact with Heinrich Himmler to put into effect the plan, which ultimately led to the 
evacuation of tens of thousands of refugees. Ditleff received a large number of Norwegian and 
foreign orders and decorations, including: 
Grand Cross of the Order of St. Olav (Norway) (12 March 1946, for his work for Norwegian and 
Danish prisoners in Germany); Knight 1st Class (1927), Commander with Star (1939) 
Haakon VII's Freedom Cross (Norway) 
Grand Cross of the Order of the Dannebrog (Denmark) 
Commander Grand Cross of the Order of the White Rose of Finland (Finland) 
Grand Cross of the Order of Polonia Restituta (Poland) 
Commander Grand Cross of the Order of the Polar Star (Sweden) 
Order of the Phoenix 
Order of the White Lion (Czechoslovakia) 
Order of the Crown of Romania 
Commander of the Order of Orange-Nassau (Netherlands) 
Order of Christ (Portugal, 1921 Commander, 1940 Grand Cross) 
King Christian X's Freedom Award 
Swedish Red Cross Merit 
Norwegian Red Cross badges of honour. 
1253. Sergeant Clive Robert Sydney FORBES (798513). Signed 29 September 1942. 
Sweden. 

089 
DOB 16.9.1920. rad.tel. 
See Donald Clifford Tyndall Bennett who signed this book on 24 May 1942 and John COLGAN 
who signed this book on 23 September 1942. 
1254. Thomas Henry WATSON. Signed 1 October 1942 but probably meant 2 October 
1942. Stockholm. 

089 
DOB 9.4.1922. sjöman. No trace found. 
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1255. Lieutenant Hendrik Jan van den BERG. Signed 2 October 1942. RAF Bircham Newton 
320 Squadron RDNAS. 

089 
He is mentioned several times in Nico Geldhof’s De Operaties van 320 Squadron: Royal Dutch Naval 
Air Service 1940 – 1946, Uitgeverij Geromy by, 2006. 
RAF Bircham Newton operated through the Second World War as part of No. 16 Group RAF as part 
of Coastal Command. He was born on 11 March 1904 in Zaltbommel, Holland. 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?4001-320-Dutch-Squadron: 
EW 918 J. Berg, Hendrik Jan van den, VK, Ltz 2kl, Off Zwnr 1kl KMR, F/O., Pilot, 320C Sqn, born 
Zaltbommel 11/03/1904, † North Sea near Terschellingerbank, NL, 27/01/1943, MIA. He was 
credited with one Flakship sunk in the Feda Fjord, SE of Flekkefjord, Norway, on 31/10/1941, and 
one 4.000t cargo vessel sunk 10' WSW of Eierland on 23/9/1942, and one cargo vessel sunk 14' SW 
of Den Helder, NL, on 25/11/1942. According to Nico Geldhof, in De operaties van 320 Squadron, 
Maarssen, 2006, page 254, this was the Dutch trawler "Haarlem". Note: this trawler was part of a 9 
ship convoy with 11 escorting vessels sailing towards the Elbe estuary. GB arrival: 22/5/1940 from 
France after he, in a group of 24 aircraft, mostly Fokker trainers, had escaped from Holland on 
14/5/1940. 
1256. Flying Officer Matthijs Johan Cornelis (Thijs) de LIEFDE. Signed 2 October 1942. RAF 
Bircham Newton 320 Squadron RDNAS. 

089 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?4001-320-Dutch-Squadron: EW 893 X. 
Liefde, Matthijs Johan Cornelis (Thijs) de, Off Vl 2kl. Came from MLD, NEI. Dieren Bijvoet, Anthonius 
Johannes (Boelie) van, Res 1Lt Vl, 320B Sqn, born Utrecht 01/09/1919, † Cherbourg Harbour, 
Manche, F, 28/10/1943, MIA. He is mentioned several times in Nico Geldhof’s De Operaties van 320 
Squadron: Royal Dutch Naval Air Service 1940 – 1946, Uitgeverij Geromy by, 2006. 
1257. Flying Officer Anthonius Johannes (Boelie) van DIEREN-BIJVOET. Signed 2 October 
1942. RAF Bircham Newton 320 Squadron RDNAS. 

089 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?4001-320-Dutch-Squadron: EW 893 X. 
Liefde, Matthijs Johan Cornelis (Thijs) de, Off Vl 2kl. Came from MLD, NEI. Dieren Bijvoet, Anthonius 
Johannes (Boelie) van, Res 1Lt Vl, 320B Sqn, born Utrecht 01/09/1919, † Cherbourg Harbour, 
Manche, F, 28/10/1943, MIA. He is mentioned several times in Nico Geldhof’s De Operaties van 320 
Squadron: Royal Dutch Naval Air Service 1940 – 1946, Uitgeverij Geromy by, 2006. 

http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?4001-320-Dutch-Squadron
http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?4001-320-Dutch-Squadron
http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?4001-320-Dutch-Squadron
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1258. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] A W BEESTON (71187). Signed 3 October 
1942. MAP London. 

089 
The Air Force Lists from October 1944 to July 1945 list Squadron Leader A W Beeston as an Officer 
holding an Honorary Commission in the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve with effect from13 April 
1944. The LG, 10 December 1946 announced he relinquished his commission as Wing Commander 
on 6 November 1946. MAP is an acronym for Ministry of Aircraft Production. 
1259. Unknown. Signed 5 October 1942. HQ Coastal Command. 

089 
This could be L CROCKER (26130) who is listed as a Wing Commander in The Air Force List for 
January 1943. 
1260. Air Vice-Marshal George Braithwaite BEARDSWORTH CB MiD MIMechE FRAeS 
(16147) (10 February 1904 to 5 August 1959). Signed 5 October 1942. Group Captain. 
Admiralty. 

089 
Plt Off: 17 Dec 1924, Fg Off: 17 Jun 1926, Flt Lt: xx xxx xxxx, Squadron Ldr: 1 Feb 1937, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 
Mar 1940, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Sep 1942, Wg Cdr: 1 Dec1943, Act A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1945, Gp Capt (WS): 1 Jul 
1945, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1947, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1948, Act AVM: 15 Feb 1955, AVM: 1 Jul 1956. At Cranwell, 
he attained the rank of Flight Cadet Sergeant and represented the college at Rugby. 
1261. Wing Commander [later Air Commodore] John CONSTABLE-ROBERTS CBE MiD 
(22160) (18 January 1908 – 18 May 1991). Signed 5 October 1942. RAF Pitreavie Castle. 

089 
Plt Off (P): 13 Mar 1926, Plt Off: 13 Sep 1926, Fg Off: 13 Sep 1927, Fg Off: 3 Mar 1930, Flt Lt: 1 Aug 
1934, Squadron Ldr: 1 Oct 1938, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Dec 1940, Act Gp Capt: 10 Jan 1943?, Wg Cdr (WS): 
10 Jul 1943, Act A/Cdre: 18 May 1946 - 48?, Wg Cdr: 1 Oct 1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1947, Act A/Cdre: 
17 May 1955, A/Cdre: Retained. Between 13th and 16th June 1938, he carried out deck landing 
trials with Percival Vega Gull, G-AFAU aboard an RN Carrier. On 12 February 1942, 18 young men of 
the Fleet Air Arm flew 6 fabric-covered Fairey Swordfish Torpedo Bombers from RAF Manston in 
Kent, at little more than 100mph to attack in the Straits of Dover, the largest German Battle Fleet 
ever assembled. When the presence of the German ships in the Channel was established beyond 
doubt, Admiral Ramsey realised that these 6 old planes which had been standing by, on the 
assumption that a night attack would be ordered, were in fact the only aircraft immediately 
available to attack the German ships. But how could he send these slow planes out in daylight 
against the ferocious firepower of the German Battleships and accompanying heavy fighter escort? 
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It would be certain death. Admiral Ramsey telephoned the First Sea Lord, Sir Dudley Pound, in 
Whitehall and pleaded with him not to be asked to send these 18 men on such a suicidal mission. 
Sir Dudley replied: "The navy will attack the enemy whenever and wherever he is to be found". 
Putting the phone down, Admiral Ramsey nodded to his Air Liaison Officer, Wing Cdr Constable-
Roberts. At Dover Castle, despite Sir Dudley-Pound's ruling, there was evidently some misgivings, 
for Wing Cdr Constable-Roberts telephoned Esmonde again to stress that the Swordfish must go 
only if he was satisfied that the fighter cover was adequate. Both the RAF and RN officers on the 
spot felt that even with a heavy fighter escort, few Swordfish crews would return from this mission. 
1262. Flight Lieutenant Albert Edward WALSH (56074). Signed 5 October 1942. RAF 
Millom, Cumberland. 

090 
The LG, 31 December 1935 announced “The permission granted to A. E. Walsh to retain the rank of 
2nd Lieutenant, which was withdrawn on his enlistment into the Scots Guards, is restored on his 
discharge (January 9, 1931).” The LG, 13 August 1963 announced that he relinquished his 
commission on 13 April 1963 and retained his rank of Flight Lieutenant. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Millom_Museum: 
RAF Millom based near Burrow-In-Furness in Cumbria, on the North West Coast opened in January 
1941 as No.2 Bombing and Gunnery School and in summer became No. 2 Air Observer School. In 
1942, it became No. 2 Observer Advanced Flying Unit until 1945. After the war the site was used to 
house German POWs working on local farms. In 1946, it was put under care and maintenance until 
1953, when it was reopened for a 12-month period as No.1 Officer Cadet Training Unit. No. 1 
O.C.T.U. departed the station in September 1953 and relocated to RAF Jurby, Isle of Man. RAF 
Millom was then again put under care and maintenance until the 1960s when various army 
regiments passed through. HM Prison Service took it over in 1967. 
1263. Wing Commander Maurice William MOORE OBE (35109). Signed 6 October 1942. 
HQ 26 Signals Group, Langley Hall, Slough, Buckinghamshire. 

090 
He also signed this book on 12 June 1951. 
Not to be confused with Flying Officer M W Moore (122964) or Sergeant M W Moore (1042799). 
No 454 Squadron’s ORB for 2 July 1944 states, “Flying Officer Watkin carried out a recce of South 
Greece, sighting 5 caiques at Potamos-Anti-Kythera, and 4 barges at Kalamata. Upon these 
sightings Wg Cdr Moore led a formation of Flt Lt Strickland, FLG,Off Ilott (RAF) and five crews of 
15 SAAF to bomb Kalamata harbour. The bombs overshot the inner harbour and burst on the 
southern end of the pier damaging buildings, fire were seen burning in the target area from 10 to 
20 miles away.” See http://www.airfieldaviation.com/Lovells%20Last%20Flight%20MinSize.pdf in 
which Tony Lovell’s commanding officer, Wg Cmd Moore, is mentioned. 
1264. Rev. David Henry SAUNDERS-DAVIES (80796). Signed 6 October 1942. HQ 34 Group 
Edinburgh. 

090 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Millom_Museum
http://www.airfieldaviation.com/Lovells%20Last%20Flight%20MinSize.pdf
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On 12 June 1940, he arrived on attachment at RAF Duxford. He resigned his commission (Chaplains 
Branch) on 31 January 1945. www.forces-war-records.co.uk shows him with the rank of Gunner 
Captain in 1945. 
1265. Lieutenant Commander Francis John BROOKS (1911 – 3 June 1943). Signed 6 
October 1942. HQ Coastal Command. 

090 
From http://www.unithistories.com/officers/rn_officersb5.html: 

 
At 1730 hours on 29 April 1940 HMS Unity (Lt. Francis John Brooks, RN) sailed from Blyth to patrol 
off Norway. The visibility was down to 300 yards as Unity moved out of the harbour in the main 
channel, where the Norwegian ship Atle Jarl was proceeding on her way from Scotland to the Tyne. 
A short while later visibility was down to 100 yards and neither vessel was aware of the other until 
the submarine spotted the ship at 50 yards and on a collision course. There was just time to shut 
the bulkhead doors and order the engines astern before the Atle Jarl smashed into the submarine. 
The order to abandon the submarine was given and Unity sank only five minutes after the collision 
in position 55º13'N, 01º19'W. 
According to http://uboat.net/allies/commanders/362.html. Brooks was killed on 3 June 1943 when 
his aircraft was shot down. 
1266. 7th Baron VENTRY Arthur Frederick Daubeney Olav Eveleigh-de-Moleyns (8 July 
1898 to 7 March 1987). Signed 7 October 1942. 3 Buckingham Gate, London SW3. 

090 

http://www.forces-war-records.co.uk/
http://www.unithistories.com/officers/rn_officersb5.html
http://uboat.net/allies/commanders/362.html
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He was educated at Wellington College, Wellington, Berkshire. He fought in the First World War, 
where he was wounded. He gained the rank of Lieutenant in the service of the Irish Guards and 
Airship Branch, Royal Air Force. He succeeded to the title of 7th Baron Ventry, of Ventry, co. Kerry, 
in 1936. He succeeded to the title of 7th Baronet Mullins, of Ventry, co. Kerry, in 1936. He gained 
the rank of Honorary Air Commodore in 1938 in the service of the No 902 (County of London) 
Balloon Squadron, Auxiliary Air Forces, and the rank of Flight Lieutenant in the service of the Royal 
Air Force Volunteer Reserve, Balloon Command and Intelligence. He fought in the Second World 
War, and was decorated with the award of King Haakon VII's Freedom Medal. He assumed the 
additional Christian name of Olav (the name of the King’s son). He is buried in Dawlish Cemetery, 
Devon. 
From HS 9/676/4 Haukelid, K A: 

 
From HS 7/174/6 Norwegian Section History: 
“It is not possible to mention all the various other British officers who have been closely concerned, 
with the administration, training and operations of the Linge Company, but the following have 
served for long periods of time, either at London H.Q. or at the Holding Schools:- Lieutenant J. L. 
Chaworth-Musters, R.N.V.R., Major P. W. T. Boughton-Leigh, Major Henning Nyberg, Commander 
Frank Stagg, R.N., Major Malcolm Munthe, M.C., Major J. C. Adamson, Major Peter Douglas, D.S.O., 
Lieutenant Conmmander Sir George Pollock, Bart., R.N., Major Lawrence Lassen, Major P. H. 
Thompson, Major Keith Cochrane, Lieutenant Ivor Paul, Captain R. Pollitt, Flight Lieutenant Lord 
Ventry, Captain R.I. Christophersen, Captain Norman Lind and sergeant Major Monsen, who has 
done as much for the welfare of the men as anyone.” 
Appendix C Staff of Norwegian Section, SOE, 1942 – 1945 lists Norwgian-speaking Flight 
Lieutenant Lord Ventry and Major P. W. T. Boughton-Leigh in the Training & Personnel section. 
1267. John Joseph VEASEY (77031). Signed 7 October 1942. BOAC. 

 
DOB 26.3.1908. pilot. 
He also signed this book on 2 April 1942. See that entry for biographical details which complement 
this entry. 
Listed in Flight, 7 March 1940 as Sgt in the RAFVR. Listed in the LG, 2 April 1946 and 4 January 
1955. Flight, 17 August 1950 includes an article “Livingstone Airport Opened” in which it states, 
“Lora Pakenham performed the ceremony in the presence of H.E. the Acting Governor, Mr. R. C. S. 
Stanley, CMC, O.B.E., who read messages from the Governor, Sir Gilbert Rennie, who is on leave in 
Britain, from the Transport Minister of South Africa and from the Governor of Southern Rhodesia. 
The inaugural flying display which followed caused immense interest, many of the spectators had 
never seen a jet aircraft, so it can be imagined that a fine exhibition of formation aerobatics by four 
S A.A.F. Vampire pilots (shortly to leave for Korea) caused something of a sensation. Among the 
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outstanding demonstrations of civil aircraft were those by Capt. J. J. Veasey in the B.O.A.C. 
Hermes IV Hengist, by F/L. D. J. Broomfield, Handley Page test pilot, and by a Constellation.” 
1268. Athelstan Sigfrid Mellersh RENDALL OBE. Signed 7 October 1942. BOAC. 

090 
DOB 3.1.1914. pilot. 
He also signed this book on 2 July 1943. See that entry for full biography. 
1269. Polish Minister to Stockholm Gustaw POTWOROWSKI. Signed 7 October 1942. 
London Polish Foreign Ministry. 

090 
DOB 14.10.1889. minister. 
He also signed this book on 24 August 1942. Report of the Polish Minister to Stockholm G. 
Potworowski to the Polish Foreign Minister in Warsaw, Stockholm April 15th, 1939: To THE 
MINISTER of Foreign Affairs: Referring to the report of April 8th this year, the 19-S-4 legation 
reports that further information apropos the stay of Minister Hudson declared that he had no 
considerable success. Minister Hudson apparently showed too little adroitness during his 
conversations, which even offended economic quarters. As a prominent representative of financial 
life, Mr. Hudson was sounded out with reference to Sweden's attitude in case of war, whereupon he 
suggested that it would be necessary to discontinue all raw material deliveries to Germany. 
Thereupon, the Swedes gave him to understand that they wanted to maintain neutrality, and that if 
Germany in case of war would rule the Baltic Sea, Sweden could not refuse to deliver ores. The 
situation naturally would be different if the English were ruling the Baltic Sea. At a press 
conference, Hudson allegedly emphasized that it would be necessary to increase English imports 
from Sweden, whereby he indicated that if the work of the planned delegations of economic life 
would have no result, England must contemplate a revision of the commercial agreement. My 
informant told me that this aspect did not frighten the Swedes. He opined that the agreement was 
not too favourable. It contained for Sweden disadvantageous stipulations with regard to coal 
purchases which they could buy more cheaply elsewhere. The Swedes were not afraid about the 
marketing of goods which are bought now by the English. The English may increase the custom 
tariffs for steel or wood pulp but these products form but a small portion of exports to England; for 
the rest, Sweden is convinced that the products which England would not take, especially 
agricultural machinery, could be marketed without difficulties in Germany, with which country 
moreover trade could be conducted well in an orderly fashion. The export of agricultural products 
to England was a losing proposition for Sweden anyway, for the Swedes could obtain better prices 
in Germany. This critical attitude of Swedish business quarters towards Hudson's appearance is 
confirmed by an article by the well-known economic expert, G. Cassel in "Svenska Dagbladet" of 
April 8th. This article deserves attention also on account of the fact that with regard to Polish-
Swedish commercial" relations, it is directed against Sweden. Cassel declares that the 
unfavourableness of the Swedish-English trade balance cannot be interpreted in too simple a 
manner. The structure of international trade, for instance, makes for a great surplus of pounds 
(sterling) which Sweden has received from England, which are then used for the purchase of goods 
in other countries, which, in turn, with the same pounds buy English products. Swedes would like to 
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negotiate in London about an increase of Swedish purchases in England. But the success of such an 
action would depend also on the goodwill of English exporters. On the other hand, English 
importers do not buy Swedish products which they need out of love for Sweden, but because they 
are good and cheap. In this connection Professor Cassel concludes his article as follows: "From the 
demands which England is making, Sweden nevertheless may learn several things. Our constant 
effort to induce other countries to buy Swedish products which we can sell to them only with the 
aid of financial subsidies, are of course deviations from sound economics. This subsidized export is 
constantly burdening our negotiations for commercial agreements and for the country accepting" 
these exports, is a basis for a steadily growing demand for an increase of its exports to Sweden. 
The issue became acute through the latest action of England which was trying to exploit its power 
as a big importer for gaining a vaster market in Sweden." "Goeteborgs Handels Och Sjoefarts 
Tidning" of April 12th comments on this article by Cassel and shares his opinion. This newspaper 
charges the English especially with the fact that the largest part of English imports from Sweden 
consists of raw materials and semi-finished products because they need them and not out of 
courtesy. With regard, however, to subsidized exports of dairy products, especially butter, which 
the English, thanks to the subsidy, are getting at a price sixty per cent lower than that which the 
Swedish consumers must pay, then nothing would be easier-if this gift is causing the English a 
headache-than to reduce the unfavourableness of the English trade balance by these imports from 
Sweden. This newspaper, which from the beginning, fought against the subsidy as a form of 
support for agriculture and dairies as damaging and burdening to Swedish economic life, is of the 
opinion that it would be to the advantage of Swedish agriculture if subsidies for butter export were 
abolished and prices for home consumption were lowered, and thus production would be directed 
into new channels. (Signed) G. POTWOROWSKI, Minister of the Republic of Poland. 
1270. Magnhild Bull BJERKE (19 April 1893 – 1 July 1984). Signed 7 October 1942. 
Stockholm. 

090 
DOB 19.4.1893. assist. 
DOB confirmed with 
http://www.begravdeioslo.no/maler/grav/grave_id/142572?session_=qges5kvd8b0mqjjii7k0t4roh7 
which gives her DOD as 07.01.1984. She was married to George Fjeld. Their daughter, Marit Fjeld, 
was born in 1941 and married Tore Berg in 1961. No further trace found. 
1271. Eigil Sophus Lorenz BORCH-JOHANSEN. Signed 7 October 1942. 

090 
DOB 4.2.1899. cand.politi. statslös. 
TNA has his SOE file, reference HS 9/799/5. 
Translated by Google from 
http://www.denstoredanske.dk/Dansk_Biografisk_Leksikon/Forsvar_og_politi/Major/Eigil_Borch-
Johansen: 

http://www.begravdeioslo.no/maler/grav/grave_id/142572?session_=qges5kvd8b0mqjjii7k0t4roh7
http://www.denstoredanske.dk/Dansk_Biografisk_Leksikon/Forsvar_og_politi/Major/Eigil_Borch-Johansen
http://www.denstoredanske.dk/Dansk_Biografisk_Leksikon/Forsvar_og_politi/Major/Eigil_Borch-Johansen
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Eigil Borch-Johansen, Eigil Sophus Lorenz Borch-Johansen, 4.2.1899-23.1.1979, Major. Born in 
Bramdrup, Kolding, died in Odense, buried in Kolding. BJ grew up in a strong national influenced 
home where especially the South Jutland questions were living currently in a relationship that both 
maternal and paternal side had deep roots and family connections far down in Schleswig. This 
influenced him and founded a national defense asset and conservative attitude that was decisive 
for his efforts during the occupation. - 1917, BJ student from Kolding grammar school and trained 
then the carpenter in Copenhagen, while he went through technical school and business school. 
After apprenticeship he worked in Zurich and Paris and also studied architectural history. In 1925 
he began studying political science at Copenhagen's univ. and the 1930 Master. Economics. 1927-
28 he was chairman of the Danish students' National Council and was in his student years heavily 
involved in political activities within the University and the Conservative Party. In 1934, he became 
manager of Danish sailing ship shipowners for smaller ships and challenged from then also a wide 
range of trust associated with shipping. With the occupation came had BJ by virtue of that very 
special skills to follow the German shipping movements in Danish waters as well as many other 
German dispositions, and his knowledge of this, he first disclosed during travel to Sweden to the 
British legation in Stockholm. He was thus in contact with the editor Ebbe Munck and through this 
again with the officers of the General Staff Intelligence Section, and from 1941, BJ deeply 
interwoven into the Danish British contacts who was then under construction by the British 
organization Special Operations Executive. Since the turn of the year 1941-42 started its operations 
in Denmark was BJ in line with intelligence, but not without criticism of their cautious approach, the 
nearest consecrated in Denmark. He was one of the first Danish resistance fighters with a desire to 
work for a free democracy and to make impossible the official government policy. In April 1942 he 
took one man to manage the receipt of parachute team, led by Christian Mich. Rottbøll, and he 
brought the first parachutists into contact with illegal circles in Copenhagen, including in contact 
with Christmas Moller whose invitation to London he was already in the autumn of 1941 had 
arranged through negotiations with the British ambassador in Stockholm. BJ was at this time 
appointed to conduct future sabotage as SOE's main union in Denmark, but this plan fetus in 
London, burst when BJ also undertook to organize Christmas Møller illegal exit. The journey was 
smooth, but the police investigation led to the BJ’s arrest, and although it during a search of his 
office he managed to escape, he had now illegally used up, go underground in September 1942 to 
escape the kayak to Sweden with parachutist Mogens Hammer. From Sweden, he was flown to 
London where he was attached to the SOE staff of the organizers of the subsequent droppings, 
including the important droppings in the spring of 1943. He worked here in October 1943 where 
he joined the British Army, attached to the Royal Engineers and active duty after commando 
training in Italy, France, Belgium and Holland. After the German capitulation in May 1945, he was 
from July 1945 Head of the British Army's transport section in Scandinavia. Here was an early and 
strong resistance hectic activity radically changed a lifetime, and after his demobilization was BJ 
without position, marked by its absence and physical and psychological mark of its war effort. With 
a normal act rudely interrupted by the violent events like the war had brought for him, and with 
reluctance to resume a traditional career, he took first with his wife an industrial production of 
artificial pearls, and in 1950 he bought "Nymark farm" near Bogense and went into a long-standing 
position as a teacher at Odense technical centre as well as a real teacher in Odense. Family: Parents: 
Furniture manufacturer Johan Christian Johansen (1864-1931) and Elise Amalie Borch (1872-1961). 
Married 1 Started 12/22/1934 in Copenhagen with Gunnil Jytte Theresia Borch 11/11/1913 in 
Kolding, on the merchant forest owner Carl Sophus B. (1875-1949) and Angla Kirstine Moller (1888-
1972); marriage dissolved 1948. Married 2 Started 14/10/1948 in London with Alison Anne Norrie, 
born 3/3/1913 in Walton-on-Thames, on the colonel Evelyn N. (1863-1915) and Violet Arondel 
(1880-1950). 
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See Knud J V Jespersen’s No Small Achievement: Special Operations Executive and the Danish 
Resistance 1940-1945, University Press of Southern Denmark, 2002, pps 78-81,89,91-
2,96,112,116,120,123,125-26,130,133,153,170-71,175,182,185-7,212,266,277,281,297. 

 
1272. Reginald SPINK (9 December 1905 – 15 September 1994). Signed 7 October 1942. 

090 
From Making for Sweden Part 1 p. 95: 
“During 1943 the leader of the Danish resistance, Flemming B Muus, made two parachute jumps 
into his native country. The first time was in March and during the period spent in Denmark, he 
organized the movement into an efficient Danish answer to the German occupation powers. When 
his mission was complete he left for Britain via Sweden. He flew to Leuchars, Scotland, in the 
evening of 13th October in a Mosquito from Bromma airport and was met there by Mr Spink from 
Special Operations Executive Headquarters. From Leuchars they took the LNER train down to 
London, passing Tempsford on the way down. Commander Hollingworth met them at King's Cross 
in the evening. In London, there were several meetings and informal discussions to attend.” 
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From Roderick Bailey’s Forgotten Voices of the Secret War, Ebury Press, 2009: 
“When the Danish resistance movement was fully active, it was very well organised and highly 
effective. Denmark was a channel for communications between Germany and Norway. It was also, 
through Denmark, that many troops were sent from east to west and from west to east. Therefore 
railway sabotage was of great importance in Denmark. There were also certain factories that 
worked for the Germans in building diesel engines, for instance, which was a Danish speciality, and 
they were sabotaged. A Freedom Council was set up in Denmark, composed of leading resistance 
people, and Flemming Muus joined it as our representative. It was a sort of unofficial underground 
government. Towards the end of 1944 Muus was under increasing pressure, he was being hunted 
by the Germans, and we had to withdraw him and we sent in our final leader, a man called Ole 
Lippmann319, who had been in the resistance.” 
“The RAF said they were prepared to do a low-level precision bombing, hedgehopping across 
Denmark so as to avoid the flak as far as possible. A model of the Shell House and its immediate 
surroundings was made in the SOE unit that used to do this sort of thing in the Natural History 
Museum, South Kensington. They built a model and the RAF studied this model to get everything 
right. The object was to hit the building from the side and not from the top. And that duly 
happened.” 
Obituary published in The Independent 21 September 1994: 
“Reginald William Spink, writer, translator: born York 9 December 1905; married 1932 Else Buus 
(one son, one daughter); died London 15 September 1994. SHELLEY wrote of the vanity of 
translation, but vanity was not a word one would associate with the literary translator Reginald 
Spink. Its very absence from Spink's character made him ideally suited both to his occupation - his 
subjects included, among others, Hans Christian Andersen - and to his work during the Second 
World War in the Special Operations Executive (SOE). Additionally co-opted in 1943 into the 
Political Warfare Executive, which sent out anti-Nazi propaganda, he broadcast on the BBC's 
European Service under the call sign 'En god ven af Danmark' ('a good friend of Denmark'). Indeed, 
as the British ambassador said when Spink in 1982 became the first non-Dane to win the country's 
prestigious Ebbe Munck Prize, he was 'a steadfast friend and supporter of Denmark in war and 
peace'. 
It was in no small measure thanks to his support within SOE of the Danish Resistance Movement 
that Denmark was established as an Ally in the struggle against Nazi Germany and so earned its 
place among those countries which laid the foundations of peace. Initially Britain had not 
recognised Denmark as a co-belligerent because the Danish government, acknowledging their 
small country's exposed position militarily, had surrendered to the invading Germans. 
Having returned to Denmark on the first Allied plane there in May 1945, Spink was presented with 
the Freedom Medal by King Christian X, and in 1966 his contribution to Anglo-Danish friendship 
was recognised by the award of the Knight's Cross of the Dannebrog. 
In that he was born in York, the old Danish colony of Jorvik, Spink's connections with Denmark 
began early. He had to leave school at 14 to earn his living, but by reading widely he educated 
himself. A good amateur actor, he played small parts in productions by touring troupes and by the 
time he was 21, harbouring theatrical ambitions, he was planning to go to London when the award 
of a scholarship sent him to Fircroft College in Birmingham. Thanks to friendships made there, in 
1929 he went to the International High School in Elsinore, and staying on in Denmark taught 

                                                 
319 See http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/80014327 for a recording made on 21 October 
1994. Also see the entry for John Christmas MØLLER who signed this book on 5 May 1942 

http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/80014327
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English in Copenhagen and broadcast on the English-language programme of Danish Radio. In 
1932 he married Else Buus, the daughter of a senior official of the Danish Tailor Workers' Union. 
Spink became involved in the early Thirties in the Social Democratic movement in Scandinavia and 
became Scandinavian correspondent for Social Democratic papers and journals, particularly in the 
Commonwealth and the United States. 
From 1946 until 1949, when he returned to England to live permanently, he was Copenhagen 
correspondent of the Financial Times. On the outbreak of war, Spink was attached to the British 
Consulate in Copenhagen, with the task of monitoring, and trying to prevent, trade between 
Denmark and Germany. 
When the Germans invaded in April 1940 he, his wife and young son were evacuated to England, 
travelling through Germany in a sealed train. Hardly was he home than he was sent with his family 
to the British Embassy in Rome, to undertake a similar role with regard to Italian trade. He was 
there only a month before Mussolini took Italy into the war. In London, Spink's intimate knowledge 
of Danish conditions and his contacts with senior politicians in the Danish labour movement made 
him attractive to the nascent SOE, which had been entrusted with setting up and liaising with 
underground organisations in German-occupied Europe. 
An early mission saw him travelling first class to Aberdeen with an 'unspecified' parcel containing 
explosives destined for Norway via 'the Shetland Bus', but the Danish operation he ran as No 2 
from the SOE headquarters in Baker Street had to overcome a tragic start when a leading agent's 
parachute failed to open as he was dropped into Denmark. 
In the years immediately after the war, Spink lectured in Denmark about the effects on Britain of 
the war effort, and with a young Danish economist, Jens Otto Krag, later Prime Minister of 
Denmark, he wrote England bygger op (Britain Rebuilds, 1947). 
On his return to England he concentrated mainly on translating. His translations of Andersen's 
writings brought him critical recognition, and his Andersen Fairy Tales, produced for the 
Everyman's Library in 1958, remains in print today in the new Everyman edition. 
He also wrote several biographical works on the Danish writer, including Hans Christian Andersen 
and his World (1972). As the London representative of a Danish theatrical agency, he was initially 
responsible for introducing Scandinavian audiences to, among others, Joe Orton, while his love of 
music took him regularly to the opera at Covent Garden and the Coliseum. 
In recent years he translated the libretto to Carl Nielsen's opera Maskerade, just as earlier he had 
translated Nielsen's books My Childhood and Living Music (both in 1953). 
For a self-taught man Spink had developed a catholic range of cultural interests. A committed 
European, Spink travelled frequently and widely, and only two months before his death he had 
been in Croatia. What was happening in the former Yugoslavia, combined with his memory of the 
1930s, made him gloomily concerned that the spectre of appeasement was abroad gain. A less 
reticent man might have tried, through journalism, to make more of his travels, but in the main this 
quiet, unconventional Yorkshireman travelled for no better reason than to savour the ambience 
and the company of other countries. 
He made friends wherever he went, particularly among the young, and a chance encounter with 
students on a Turkish ferry was as likely to bring an invitation to a wedding in Istanbul as a 
backpacker ringing his front doorbell.” 
From Roderick Bailey’s Forgotten Voices of the Secret War: An Inside History of Special Operations 
in the Second World War, Ebury Press, 2009: 
“Denmark was criticised in those days because it was not offering any resistance and in 
consequence it was rather disregarded in SOE. We had to fight for any facilities, training facilities 
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and so on. Even an aeroplane to drop people, when we got a few to drop, was difficult to get. 
However, the head of the section, Commander Hollingworth, and I used always to argue in answer 
to that criticism that the Danes would come along when the time was ripe. We could in the 
meantime organise quietly, unsuspected by the Germans, and we in fact recruited a number of 
Danes mainly from the seaman's pool up in Newcastle. We found a man we thought would be a 
very good leader in Denmark, an organiser. His job would not be to start blowing things up but to 
build up an organisation quietly in Denmark. He was trained and he and his wireless operator were 
dispatched finally to Denmark at the end of December 1941 and we encountered disaster from the 
start, because his parachute didn't open and he was killed. That was Bruhn. He had just finished his 
training as a doctor and he was to have been our great man in Denmark, our great organiser. The 
whole thing was blown from the start, the Germans knew all about it, so we had more or less to 
start all over again, this time in the knowledge that the Germans knew we were operating there. 
That threw us back many months. It was not until well into 1942 that we really got going and we 
had further accidents on the way. We had to withdraw one or two people and others were killed. 
Bruhn's successor, Rottbøll, was killed in a shooting with the police.” Reginald Spink, Staff officer, 
Danish Section, SOE HQ, London 
“When the Danish resistance movement was fully active, it was very well organised and highly 
effective. Denmark was a channel for communications between Germany and Norway. It was also, 
through Denmark, that many troops were sent from east to west and from west to east. Therefore 
railway sabotage was of great importance in Denmark. There were also certain factories that 
worked for the Germans in building diesel engines, for instance, which was a Danish speciality, and 
they were sabotaged. A Freedom Council was set up in Denmark, composed of leading resistance 
people, and Flemming Muus joined it as our representative. It was a sort of unofficial underground 
government. Towards the end of 1944 Muus was under increasing pressure, he was being hunted 
by the Germans, and we had to withdraw him and we sent in our final leader, a man called Ole 
Lippmann, who had been in the resistance.” Reginald Spink, Staff officer, Danish Section, SOE HQ, 
London 
“The RAF said they were prepared to do a low-level precision bombing, hedgehopping across 
Denmark so as to avoid the flak as far as possible. A model of the Shell House and its immediate 
surroundings was made in the SOE unit that used to do this sort of thing in the Natural History 
Museum, South Kensington. They built a model and the RAF studied this model to get everything 
right. The object was to hit the building from the side and not from the top. And that duly 
happened.” Reginald Spink, Staff officer, Danish Section, SOE HQ, London 
From Knud J V Jespersen’s No Small Achievement: Special Operations Executive and the Danish 
Resistance 1940 – 1945: 
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1273. Mikhail ONOUKHOV. Signed 7 October 1942. 

090 
DOB 17.8.1912. attaché. rysk. No trace found. 
1274. Ivan Ilyich STEPANOV. Signed 7 October 1942. 

090 
DOB 19.3.1906 / 16.10.1903. hr. rysk. No trace found. 
1275. Olof Carlsen ÖSTERN. Signed 7 October 1942. 

090 
DOB 5.4.1895. revisor accountant or auditor. norsk. 
From FLY Luftfartsbladet, Nr. 9, 1939: 
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From http://flyklubb.gdc.no/album/historikk/pionertid.html (translated by Google): 
Oslo Flyveklubb | Pioneer, 1936 – 1940 | Man's dream to fly like a bird ancient. After numerous 
attempts at flight, most fatal, have relieved the Wright brothers Kitty Hawk with the world's first 
powered aircraft, heavier than air, in 1903. The fever spread the rapidly through Europe and France 
to Norway. The first engine stop here on the mountain took place in 1910 when Baron Cari 
Cederström took off from Etterstadsletta in Oslo. Flyklubb began to sprout in the late twenties. A 
winter day in the thirties, the 12th March 1936, was kicked off the event we are this year 
celebrating. Norway's first parachute jump, Ole Næss, tinsmith champion Herbert Frantzen and 
build model airplanes Will. G. Aaneby invited this day to the first meeting at the cafe Strix lying in 
Bygdøy Allé 68 In the presence of twelve second flight was interested Oslo Flyveklubb officially 
founded. Naess explained the plans and purpose of the Foundation, ("gathering flyveintereserte in 
Oslo and around to bring them the most direct contact with the flight." This should make the laws 
clause number 2 Election of Directors was held: Chairman Herbert Frantzen, Vice Chairman Leif 
Borge, secretary O. C. Østern, cashier Einar Johnsen, Will. G. Aaneby and Ole Næss. As deputies put 
Peter lngebrigtsen, Arne Olsen and Erling Rich Berg, and was O. Fjeld and Johs. Lehn was the club's 
auditors. At the proposal of the Chairman was unanimously adopted its name and legal framework 
consisting of eleven sections formed and approved. The meeting was concluded by nice flyprat and 

http://flyklubb.gdc.no/album/historikk/pionertid.html
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abstracts written by Østern. The first board meeting held in the home of Aaneby in Nordby street 
on 18 March. Representatives from Carrier A / S Norwegian Air traffic was invited where possible to 
offer cheap flights and informal lectures. The first item on its work program was the education of 
motorflyvere. It was hoped therefore contact with other airlines to start flight school. Even so soon 
after the foundation was forty members drawn. Membership of NOK 5 per half included aviation 
magazine "Flight". Café Strix proved over time to be the regular meeting and habitat for the club. It 
was indeed the first membership meeting held on 25 March. Nineteen members including the 
board itself activated and began the club program. Then there was the air trips up into the blue as 
the lid was their maiden flight scheduled. The hopes came true for just a week later. From 
Harestuvannet received eight brave a flight over the city of A / S Norwegian Air Traffic's new 
Stinson Detroiter flown by Lt. Lassen-Urdahl. He came to stand for the club's first airplane tours. 
Over twenty members met up on a foggy autumn day same year, thence running in the rental bus 
Kjeller Airport for new airplane trips. The grey and dreary weather and low cloud had intimidated 
some, but on the basement turned out to clear up. It was, however, stop not allowed in church 
time. They seized the opportunity to peek in hangars belonging to the Army Flyvevåpen and a few 
airlines, where it was assembled aircraft of type Fokker, Stinson, Fairchild, Spartan and Tiger Moth. 
While A / S Norwegian Air Traffic clarified Stinson Detroiter'en, members went into Lillestrom 
where a long table was prepared, and then the coffee and sandwiches were consumed. Five trips to 
Lassen-Urdahl rear yoke was among tåkeflakene of Oslo before everyone was satisfied and more 
than a little impressed. Captain Ole Reistad, former chairman of the countries associated 
Norwegian Aero Club (NAK), oriented at a membership meeting the spring of Norwegian Aero 
Club. Originally founded 28 years earlier as the Norwegian Luftseiladsforening but was reorganized 
in 1928 by polar explorer Roald Amundsen as chairman and named Norwegian Aero Club. In 1937, 
it was then decided to convert the NAK to a National Association acting as an umbrella 
organization for the country, model, sailing and motorflyklubber. It was nevertheless decided that 
Oslo Flyveklubb should wait until the fall to discuss any further when becoming a member. 
Proposal to raise glideog gliding on its application was discussed, but this was never realized. 
During a parachute accident near Tønsberg in June killed a member Ole Næss. Board to the same 
month a members tell that it was now an opportunity to stop at a special school in commercial 
pilot Sven Wessel's airlines, Wessels Flyveselskap, with himself as an instructor. An hour's flight on 
its two-seater Taylor Cub would cost 25 million and total to be reckoned with approximately 800 
million to private Flyver Certificate (Class A). Early in the autumn the first six members start with 
flights at Wessel, who otherwise instroduserte the popular Taylor Cub'ene in Norway. Naval 
Flyvemuseum at Horten was thoroughly inspected on an outing in September, where the club had 
rented a larger boat as a new twist on the transport. According to the minutes the atmosphere was 
also high on the deck on the return journey, and in truth it was not only troubled seas that made 
the members went wonky, cheerfully singing in the country. As the first in the flying club history, 
took the three members Leif Borge, Paul Borge and Martin Hvam samples and took A-certificate in 
November 1937 by Wessels Flyveselskap. On this occasion, was held in celebration restaurant 
Headlight man shortly after, where they were awarded the club's pilot certificate. At the same time, 
had fifteen international flight hours in Wessel. Oslo Flyveklubbs Thurs the 1st year of life was 
characterized by the organization while the next two came to be known as working years. It was 
not only in sports life there today incredible political divide in the years before the war made 
themselves felt. Also when it came flying club was said: "We will not go with you because you're 
doing blue flight" and "Yes, it's a pure East End club." But the pilot circuit has never been great. - 
Everybody knows everybody, so this artificial contrast died quickly. The formation of a separate 
Junior Department in May 1938 with 25 young people took to activate the younger ones not yet 
had opportunities to fly, and they kept it going until the 40th century. The ladies Asked strong and 
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it was created Dame Department with less than ten active. The department was disbanded the 
following year. The ability to raise its own local flying club existed in the late summer of the same 
year and the members were therefore encouraged to support the project with weekly amount, 
which was done. Almost two years had passed since the "regular" member had the chance to get 
up in the air. A clear September day, however, they went to a number of almost twenty to Beach at 
Holtekilen where Wessel 5 Flyveselskap arranged flytu RER specifically for the club. Adults paid 5 
million for a walk and the younger 2.50. With the Weasel cockpit got many of them enjoy the 
amazing bird's eye view of the city, the bay and the humble beginnings of Fornebu airport, from 
the six-seater Fairchild aircraft. 1 October 1938 Oslo Flyveklubb moved into its first clubhouse in 
Pløensgate 4 above The Norwegian Opera. It was a member Hans G. Brække that had come over 
the place last year. The rent was NOK 100 a month. Basement Aircraft Factory handed aircraft 
components and materials so that it could create a real diving milieu up there on the fourth floor. 
Nineteen days after the migration team held a huge inauguration celebration with song, dance and 
readings. Something that was popular at most gatherings before the war, namely, auctioning off 
packages and hats were also held to fund the evenings. Oh little kitchen stood for serving hot food 
and drinks. Before the year was out it had already been leased to Flyveklubben "Shouts" and the 
Norwegian Skibsmodell club. This is possible to help the poor economy resulting from private 
facilities and the consequent expenses. As nyinnvalgt director took Wessel as of January 1939 on 
the work to realize the plans for the theoretical courses, develop school plans and practical flight 
training procedures. He was to report to the chairman of every member who took flyinstruksjon in 
his airline. It was also decided to divide by two free instructional trips to the fifteen minutes of 
upcoming membership meetings. Oslo Flyveklubb took the first step towards self-education of 
motorflyvere 3 March 1939. With flybrødrene and Svein Petter Wessel as teachers, asked the 40 
participants up to the first course, navigation, in Pløensgate. During spring followed courses in 
meteorology with Sven Wessel front board. Motor Learning courses were discontinued in racer 
Eugen Bjørnstad's workshop in Trondhjemsveien, where various aircraft engines, test instruments 
and tools were laid out. Over 80 participants were beginners course under the guidance of plant 
champion Paul Hansen, while the upper course was led by an aircraft mechanic Magne Sørbotten, 
with 25 interested participants. Aeronautical Engineering, the fourth course, gave them a good 
knowledge and understanding of the structure and maintenance of an aircraft. The courses went 
out the year and into 1940 was really a huge success. Over 100 new members recruited during the 
ten months of which 34 in February. After a lot of good publicity in the press, went into the year as 
one of the best ever. 8 June 1939 club lost its premises in Pløensgate due to financial problems. But 
let However Bjørnstad their sport on the shelf and engaged fully in flight. He gave Aeroclub his car 
and motorcycle workshop in Trondhjemsveien 139 free of charge. In the autumn of that year would 
prove to be a historic time for the club. In early October the Board invited twelve of the biggest 
Oslo newspapers and magazines for a meeting in our new classrooms, for there to inform about 
the coming season, prices and banishment of Club material. Chairman Østern stated that Oslo 
Flyveklubb was now reorganized as, inter alia was conducted extensive "cleaning action" which 
consisted in passive members had been excluded. Finally, he announced that the club wanted 
cooperate with Norwegian Aero Club and promised further negotiations. The discussion regarding 
this had been going on for two years since Ole Reistad told the Norwegian Aero Club, and led to 
an extraordinary general meeting in cafe Strix 5 December of that year. A unanimous decision 
resulted in the Oslo Flyvesklubb were connected Norwegian Aero Club early next year. The modern 
Norway History's darkest decades were concern for the club started as a full member of the 
Norwegian Aero Club, current as of 1/1-1940. NAK had at the time 33 aviation clubs as members. 
Some weeks later, the Board filed a deal with restaurateur J. Anfinseth in Carlos restaurant in the 
main street to the corner used to be there at no charge to the meeting point. He hung up pictures 
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of aircraft and ensured at all times for the aviation magazines were laid. Flying Club 160 members 
were very satisfied with this supplement to the place in Trondhjemsveien but Anfinseth was 
something undeniably afraid that everyone would meet at once. He was general membership after 
the war. In March, journalists Odd Arnesen (Aftenposten) and Erik Bjertnæs (Morning Post) innvotert 
as members praised for their interests and goodwill of its time and flight case. The first twenty 
members finished the theory courses and cleared by the "regular doctor Committee for pilots" to 
undertake the practical training for aviation certificate. This happened in January. When the General 
Assembly shortly after Secretary of Will. G. Aaneby was confirmed that the intended flight school 
should be implemented shortly, they reported all at once. Widerøe A / S which was now about to 
take over the elementary education of military aviators, were responsible for the event and 
schooling from his workshop looking at Bogstadvannet. At a special price of NOK 40 per hour they 
got here fly on Widerøe side-by-side Taylor Cub'er LN-EAW and EAP with ski gear. But many more 
eager to get up in the air. Easter 1940 it organized a flyveleir on Jarenvannet on Hadeland attracted 
50 members. Widerøe AIS was also here with its three indispensable Taylor Cub'er and the four 
instructors Arvid Piltingsrud, Anders Jacobsen, Alf Hiorth and Kaare Friis-Baastad. Easter successful 
flyveleir was the first of its kind for the club. The outbreak of war on 9 April was a painful day for 
everyone and paralyzed all public and civil activities in this country. Propaganda film that some 
members were in full swing to catch up on Bogstadvannet had to be shelved. Team work was laid 
down and school Carriage stopped. As of the end of the month and until 1945 Oslo Flyveklubb 
besides the Chairman and Vice Chairman. The German occupation downloaded immediately ban all 
civilian flights in Norway. The 18 November 1940 53 members came together for the first time after 
the outbreak of war, an extraordinary general meeting at the cafe Strix. Director Magne Sørbotten 
began by recalling one of its members, Harry J. Magnor, which fell during the preliminary matches. 
Based on years held the amputees board almost all their meetings at the member's River Dagsvik 
in Eckerberg street. A good number of club records and papers were seized by the State Police in 
mid-1941. Teaching materials and a protocol managed however to salvage. Some of its engine 
parts and equipment were tried tucked away, but eventually got Hirdens Flykorps hold of this. Then 
it was not at any club activity before 8 May 1945. Many members fled rather early over to Little 
Norway training base in Toronto, Canada. From there they were transferred to the operational 
bases across the UK to later go on the wings of peace. Several of them were shot down by the 
enemy. 
1276. Johan Olsen NYGAARD. Signed 8 October 1942. Stockholm. 

090 
DOB 22.6.1881. disp. norsk. 
He was a 4th Engineer on M/S Hindanger which had arrived Liverpool on Aug. 21-1942. She 
subsequently joined the westbound North Atlantic Convoy ON 127, leaving Liverpool on Sept. 4. 
Hindanger was bound for New York, but never reached that destination. On Sept. 11-1942, she was 
torpedoed by U-584 (Deecke), position 49 39N 32 24W. At the time of the attack she was on a 
course 234° true, sailing at a speed of 8 knots, in fine weather and good visibility, wind southwest 
force 3. 4 lookouts were stationed, 2 aft and 2 on the bridge. The officer on watch saw the torpedo 
approaching, but there was no time to take any avoiding action, and the torpedo struck amidships 
in the engine room on the starboard side, destroying the lifeboat on that side. The explosion 
completely wrecked the engine room and boilers, the No. 4 and No. 5 bulkheads gave way and the 
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holds were flooded. Distress signals were sent, but no reply was received. The ship was abandoned 
in 3 lifeboats and the survivors were rescued about 20 minutes later by the escorting Canadian 
corvette Amherst. The 3rd engineer, who had been in the engine room had been injured, having 
received a deep wound in his hip, and Able Seaman Ødegaard had injured his back. About 30 
minutes later the captain, 1st mate, 3rd mate, boatswain, 2nd engineer and others got into a 
lifeboat and rowed back on board to look for a missing motorman, who had been on duty in the 
engine room, but upon entering the engine room and finding that the engines had collapsed and 
that the room had filled with water, it was assumed that he had been killed in the explosion. The 
captain of Amherst was ordered by the senior officer of the escort to sink Hindanger with gun fire. 
According to Jürgen Rohwer this took place almost 4 hours after the attack and was done with 
depth charges, giving the position as 49 32N 32 21W. However, he adds in a footnote that the 
depth charges from Amherst may not have sunk her on the 11th, so that she had to be given 2 
coups de grâce by U-608 the next day (Struckmeier - this U-boat sank a damaged vessel on Sept. 
12 which Rohwer suggests might have been Hindanger). The grandson of 1st Mate Trygve Helland 
says that he remembers clearly his grandfather saying she was sunk by the escort, and that he was 
annoyed that this was done without them being given a chance to save her and take her to port. 
(It's still possible, of course, that she did not sink and that she had to be sunk the next day). A 
memorandum based on statements by survivors gives the same position as J. Rohwer, giving the 
time of the initial attack as 17:20 GCT, adding she was sunk by shellfire from Amherst at 20:30 GCT. 
The survivors were landed in St. John's on Sept. 16 where the injured 3rd engineer and able seaman 
were admitted to Memorial Hospital. The maritime hearings were held in St. John's on Sept. 18 with 
Captain Olsvik, the 2nd mate, the 1st engineer (who had been on board for 13 years, in other 
words, since the ship was new), Able Seaman Mjøs, and Able Seaman Kvam appearing. The captain, 
who had been asleep in the chart room when the torpedo struck stated that she sank 4 hours later, 
which corresponds with J. Rohwer's info mentioned above, but he adds that he actually saw her 
sink. The other witnesses stated it was very dark, and they had seen her on fire, then the fire 
suddenly disappeared so they assumed she had gone down at that moment. 
1277. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Guy Maxwell BRISBANE DSO DFC DFM 
(44772). Signed 6 October 1942. HQ Coastal Command. 

091 
The Air Force List for November 1942 lists three people with this surname: 

 
His DFC was published as a group citation in the LG 2 September 1941: In July 1941, large-scale 
attacks were made on German warships at Brest and La Pallice (including the " Gneisenau," " 
Scharnhorst " and " Prinz Eugen "). A smaller attack was made on Cherbourg. The operations were 
carried out in daylight and extremely heavy and accurate anti-aircraft fire and fighter opposition 
were encountered by all aircraft when approaching the targets, which at Brest was protected by a 
balloon barrage. The air crews engaged succeeded, nevertheless, in securing direct hits on their 
objectives and' in inflicting very severe damage in the target area. During the combats with enemy 
fighters 21 hostile aircraft were destroyed and others were severely damaged. The precise timing of 
attack by the various formations of aircraft and their correct approach to and accurate bombing of 
the objectives in the face of such powerful opposition; demanded great skill and high courage. The 
great success of these operations was largely due to the bravery, determination and resource 
displayed by the following officers and airmen, who participated in various capacities as leaders 
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and members of the aircraft crews list follows including Acting Flying Officer Guy Maxwell 
BRISBANE, D.F.M. (44772), No. 76 Squadron. His private papers are stored in the Imperial War 
Museum, London under Catalogue number Documents.727. They comprise: Observer's and Air 
Gunner's Flying Log Book (94pp), March 1938 - January 1958, recording his service as an Air 
Observer, Bombing Leader, Navigator and Senior Weapons Officer in the RAF and detailing his rise 
from the ranks to become an officer and one of the few navigators to command an RAF bomber 
squadron, including his training at No 1 AOS, North Cotes, March - June 1938; his service as 
Sergeant Air Observer, No 104 (B) Squadron, RAF Bassingbourn, June 1938 - September 1939; 
Navigator, No 51 (B) Squadron, York Airport, September - December 1939, and RAF Dishforth, 
December 1939 - June 1940, including the School of Air Navigation, RAF St Athan, March 1940; 
Commissioned, August 1940; the Bombing Leader's Course, No 1 AAS, RAF Manby, September 
1940; Navigation Officer and Bombing Leader, No 76 Squadron, RAF Middleton St George, June - 
November 1941; Training Branch, HQ, Bomber Command, High Wycombe, November 1941 - 
December 1942; Bombing Leader, No 7 Squadron, Path Finder Force, RAF Oakington, December 
1942 - October 1943; Flight Commander and then Squadron Leader, No 10 Squadron, RAF 
Melbourne, October 1943 - October 1944; detailing his two operational tours over enemy held 
territory, December 1939 - July 1944, flying the Whitley, Halifax, and Stirling, and outlining briefly 
his non-operational flights, November 1944 - January 1958, when he retired. Also included are his 
report (26pp) on Operational Training in the RAF before and during the Second World War, 17 
January 1947, written as a Squadron Leader at AHQ, Katukurunda, Ceylon, outlining briefly his 
service in Bomber Command; criticising in detail the defects in training, equipment and tactics for 
bombing Germany prior to and early in the war, particularly at night; detailing the methods 
adopted to alleviate these problems, including the training at OTU's, improvements in training, and 
the formation of Tactical Schools, specialised Squadrons, and the Path Finder Force; describing the 
Halifax attack in daylight on the SCHARNHORST at La Pallice, July 1941, and outlining future 
requirements in peacetime; photocopies (2pp) of Awards promulgated in the LG for the DFM, 22 
October 1940; the DFC, 2 September 1941, and the DSO, 22 September 1944, giving the Citations; 
and a photocopy (1p) of his obituary, October 1990, recording his career in the RAF. 
1278. Corporal John FAIRCLOUGH MM. Signed 7 October 1942. Stockholm. 

091 
DOB 20.3.1915. herr. Britt. 

 
From http://www.combinedops.com/glomfjord.htm: 
Operation Musketoon was a daring raid on an electricity generating station at Glomfjord in German 
occupied Norway not far away from the Arctic Circle - a station that provided the electricity for a 
nearby aluminium plant. The unit chosen for the mission comprised 2 Officers, 8 Commandos from 
No 2 Commando and 2 Norwegian corporals working for the Special Operations Executive (SOE). 

http://www.combinedops.com/glomfjord.htm
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They were transported by submarine to a remote Fjord, completed a difficult high level overland 
route to approach their target from the rear and successfully destroyed their target. They paid a 
high price but such was the damage that the plant was inoperable for the duration of the war. 
Norway's wealth of natural resources was not far from Churchill's mind at any time during the 
German occupation of the country. Under German control these resources contributed in a variety 
of ways to the fuelling of the German war machine. The objective of Operation Musketoon was to 
stop aluminium production at a nearby factory by disabling its source of power - the electricity 
station at Glomfjord just north of the Arctic Circle and south of Narvik. 

 
The Free French submarine Junon was selected for this raid because it had a silhouette similar to 
some German U boats. This was a useful attribute especially when working close to enemy 
coastlines. She slipped her moorings in the Orkney Islands at 11.40 a.m. on September 11 1942 
escorted for a few hours by submarines HMS Sturgeon, Tigress and Thunderbolt. On board were the 
crew, 12 Commandos, two rubber dinghies lashed to her casing and a variety of guns, ammunition, 
explosives and supplies. 
The small team selected for the operation was led by Captain Graeme D Black MC from Ontario, 
Canada with Captain Joseph B J Houghton MC 2nd in command. There were 8 other ranks from No 
2 Commando - Rflm. Cyril Abram, Pte. Eric Curtis, Cpl. John Fairclough, Lt/Sgt William Chudley, 
Pte. Reginald Makeham, C S M Miller Smith, Sgt. Richard O'Brien (who signed this book on 25 
October 1942), Pte. Fred Trigg (who signed this book on 7 October 1942) and two Norwegian 
corporals working for the Special Operations Executive : Cpl. Erling M Djupdraet and Cpl. Sverre 
Granlund (who signed this book on 18 April 1942) - in all a party of 12. 
The power station was located at the head of Glomfjord. Black anticipated that the Germans would 
be well prepared for a frontal attack since access from other directions was very difficult especially 
with the onset of the Arctic winter. To achieve the element of surprise he decided to disembark in 
Bjaerangsfjord immediately south of Glomfjord, the original choice. Commander Querville agreed 
to this change of plan despite having no information on currents, depths and conditions on the 
bottom of the fjord. As they passed up the fjord the skipper of a fishing boat spotted their 
periscope just ahead and keeping pace with him. At the time the Commandos were taking in the 
beauty of the scenery and were unaware of the craft behind them. When the navigator later took a 
360 degree sweep the fishing boat was spotted and the sub dived. Fortunately the sighting did not 
compromise the raid. 
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On arrival at the head of Bjaerangsfjord on the afternoon of the15th they submerged and settled 
gently on the bottom surfacing again at 9.15 p.m. A dinghy was made ready and they launched 
into the darkness of the night passing close by the hamlet of Bjaerangsjoen and several houses on 
the shore. They landed safely, deflated the dinghy and hid it under moss and stones. An elderly 
lady had however spotted the dinghy at about 1 a.m. on the 16th but her "vision" was fortunately 
attributed by her neighbours to an over active imagination or the onset of senility! 
The men were well rested and fed as they set out over a grassy plain between the fjord and the 
mountains to the north. At a safe distance from the hamlet they grabbed a few hours of fitful sleep, 
had breakfast of hot soup and tea and struck out once more. They took cover when some cattle 
and a herdsman passed close by; otherwise the trek to the mountains was uneventful. 
On reaching the foot of the Black Glacier, Houghton and Granlund went ahead to reconnoitre while 
the others rested. On their return in a couple of hours they started the ascent, easy at first and then 
increasingly difficult. At one point a traverse across a near vertical rock face, with holds down to 
one inch in places, was undertaken successfully thanks to the expertise of Sergeant O'Brien. There 
were some anxious moments but they gained the summit in clear blue skies and warm unbroken 
sunshine. They had panoramic views down to the sea. 
As the Commandos relaxed they were blissfully unaware that a German topographical party led by 
Lieutenant Wilhelm Dehne was active in the area at the time. He spotted some figures close to the 
Lake above Glomfjord but they were too indistinct for identification. Later in the day he discovered 
some discarded "Players" cigarette packets and other scraps of paper at the remains of a camp. 
Fortunately Dehne's pet dog, which he had on the outward trek, had returned to Glomfjord on a 
coastal ferry from Bjaerangsfjord. But for this the Commandos might well have been found. In the 
event Dehne's route back to Glomfjord took him well away from where the Commandos were laid 
up. 
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By dusk they were on a narrow trail with a sheer drop to a lake. Later the two Norwegians found a 
shelter which overlooked the power station at the head of the Glomfjord. It was the night of the 
17/18th. They remained in hiding the next day, considered the lay of the land and finalised plans 
for both the attack and withdrawal. At about 8 p.m. on the 18/19th they set off towards the power 
station. As they neared the bottom of the hill they heard the chugging of a small craft and 
indistinct singing. Since surprise was vital they retreated uphill but had not yet gained the high 
ground when dawn broke. They were in a relatively exposed position but heavy rain and their 
decision not to move prevented them from being discovered. They cursed the leaky "watertight" 
British sleeping bags and the atrocious Norwegian weather and they had run out of food. 
Black decided to attack that night - the 19/20th September. As they descended once more 
O'Brien, Chudley and Curtis split from the main group to lay charges on the two high pressure 
pipelines. They selected a place where the pipelines pointed directly at the station. With a little 
difficulty the 808 plastic explosive collars were secured in place with 30 minute pencil fuses 
attached but not activated. The explosives were designed to blow a one meter gap in the 7 foot 
diameter pipes. The time was just before midnight and the men settled down to wait for the signal 
to activate the fuses. 
About the same time the remaining 9 men arrived at the rear of the power station. They gained 
entrance to the generator hall. 7 initially took cover behind some packing cases and 2 took up 
position as sentries outside. There was no one in the hall and after some German guards had left 
the control room only one Norwegian engineer was visible. There was a relaxed atmosphere and it 
was clear that the presence of the Commandos had gone unnoticed. Their immediate objective was 
to secure the area and evacuate the Norwegian workers. In the chaotic minutes that followed the 
whereabouts of the Norwegian workers was established including those asleep in rooms at the top 
of the building. They were rounded up and ordered to remove themselves urgently from the area 
via a tunnel over a mile in length. It was the only land route between the station and nearby 
villages further down Glomfjord. A smoke bomb was placed in the tunnel to delay German 
reinforcements. 
One German guard was shot by Granlund as he dozed and another escaped through the tunnel to 
raise the alarm. Meantime the explosives were laid on the three turbines and three generators and 
the 10 minute fuses set. The alarm was raised and about this time flashes were seen coming from 
the power station. 
The Germans were well and truly alerted. The sound of the explosions was the signal O'Brien and 
his men had been waiting for higher up the mountain. The fuses were activated which gave the 
party 30 minutes to leave the area and gain the high ground before millions of gallons of water 
came thundering down the hillside. All 12 met up and proceeded up the mountain in darkness. 
Meantime German reinforcements had arrived but were unwilling to use the tunnel for fear of 
explosion. Boats were commandeered and more and more soldiers were transported past the 
tunnel obstruction. The Norwegian corporal Granlund moved well ahead of the others and was first 
to arrive at a mountain hut known as Fykandalen. It was occupied by two Norwegian conveyor belt 
operators and a young female Norwegian cook. Despite appeals to be shown the location of a 
nearby suspension bridge that led to a "staircase" of steps up the mountain the best response he 
could elicit was a hastily drawn map. Granlund tried and failed to find the bridge and by the time 
he returned to the hut he found Houghton and Djupdraet groping around in the dark. They 
returned to the hut not realising that two Germans had, in the meantime, entered it. The 
Norwegian occupants of the hut lied about seeing British soldiers and the Germans visibly relaxed 
to the point of removing rounds from one of their guns. When Houghton and Djupdraet returned 
to the hut a rather confused fight ensued resulting in one German dead, one wounded and 
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Djupdraet injured in the stomach by a bayonet. After administering morphia to Djupdraet the rest 
of the men split into groups of 2 or 3 and made their way up the mountain. By this time the main 
body of German troops were nearing the area of the hut. 
High above Trigg, O'Brien, Granlund and Fairclough were on Navervann Mountain to the north 
and Black, Houghton, Smith, Chudley, Curtis, Abram and Makeham were to the south negotiating 
the steep slopes of Middago Mountain. At this point, Houghton was wounded in the right forearm. 
It was clear that there was no escape for the latter group and all 7 were captured. As they were led 
down the mountain they could see, with great satisfaction, the massive extent of the devastation 
they had caused. The aluminium plant did not reopen during the remainder of the war. Djupdraet 
died in hospital three days after the raid. Trigg and Fairclough together, then O'Brien, and finally 
Granlund, were repatriated by plane from Stockholm to RAF Leuchars in Scotland all four signed 
this book and then to London for a meeting with Mountbatten and debriefing by MI5. Without the 
assistance of many ordinary but courageous citizens of Norway and Sweden it is almost certain that 
all would have been captured. 
The seven captured men were taken by boat, train and truck to Colditz Castle. Despite the best 
efforts of the Germans to isolate them from the regular prisoners there was sufficient contact to 
confirm their presence there. There was some confusion amongst the Germans about what should 
happen to the Commandos. Ominously they were removed to Berlin arriving at Camp 
Sachsenhausen in the afternoon of October 22nd. They were detained overnight in what was 
effectively a prison within a prison. At about 11pm the names of the Commandos were posted up 
with an "S.D." designation signifying that they were to be executed. Just before dawn on the 23rd 
they were taken out under S.D. command. Each was killed by a single shot in the back of the neck 
and their bodies cremated. None of the prisoners or regular guards in the camp knew what had 
taken place. These Commandos were the first to fall victim to Hitler's Commando Order of 18 Oct 
1942. 
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On the 15th of November 1945 Capt Black was posthumously awarded the Distinguished Service 
Order effective from 22/10/42. 
Of the four survivors, Granlund was lost in Feb 1943 with all hands when Norwegian submarine 
Uredd sank off the Norwegian coast. Fred Trigg was killed in Italy in 1944. Only O'Brien and 
Fairclough survived the war. 
It is a cruel twist to the story that the hopes of relatives and friends were raised when the Germans 
let it be known that the Commandos had escaped. This of course was a cover up to prevent the 
grotesque truth being revealed. Hopes and expectations for many back home had remained high 
and it was only after the war that the real fate of the men became known. The raid was an 
outstanding success but even before the return of the four survivors Mountbatten had decided that 
a fresh approach was needed for winter operations in such hostile weather and terrain. No doubt 
the debriefing of the survivors confirmed that view. The outcome was the establishment, in the 
Shetland Islands, of a special Troop of No 12 Commando under Capt F W Fynn. Officially called 
North Force the designation Fynn Force was used with a cover story of "hardening training" for the 
Commandos. 
An account of this operation is contained in the pages of the book Mustketoon, written by Stephen 
Schofield, first published in 1962. 
From HS 7/174/6 Norwegian Section History: 
KNOTGRASS UNICORN – 20th September 1942 
During September, 1942 S.O.E.'s co-operation was requested by Combined Operations H.Q. in the 
mounting and carrying out of an operation against the Glomfjord Power Station (66° N.), from 
which the Germans were preparing to draw power for the neighbouring aluminium factory. The 
training of the ten officers and O.R.'s of the C.C.O. party and their equipment and briefing were 
arranged by S.O.E. Two foreign members of N.I.C. (1) with local knowledge, Sgt. Magnus Djupdret 
and Cpl. Sverre Granlund were selected to join the party. 
The attack was a comolete success as far as the target was concerned, the debris washed down 
from the burst pipe - line sealing the fate of such generators as had not been put out of action by 
judiciously placed charges. 
During the withdrawal, an enemy patrol was encountered. Seven Special Service officers and men 
were captured, who after imprisonment in Germany for a long time, are believed to have been 
shot. Sgt. Djupdret, who was wounded during the affray, died in Bodö hospital a few days later. The 
three Special Service men320 who escaped spoke with the highest praise of the part played by their 
Norwegian comrades. 
From the LG, 7 January 1943: 
[According to http://operationmusketoon.com/escape-evasion/route-to-swede/, “The following is 
an account of Operation Musketoon published in the LG on the 7th January 1943. It is a fascinating 
first hand account and concentrates on the withdrawal from the scene of the attack and 
subsequent attempt to reach home. By deduction we can assume it was written by Corporal John 
Fairclough.”] 
“We left our home port on 11th September 1942 and disembarked four days later. After the 
operation, which took place successfully on the night of 20th September, we climbed up to the 
huts behind Glomfjord power station. Captain Black then told the rest of us to climb the hill as best 
we could and get away. We divided into two parties, Smith O’Brian, Christiansen, Fairclough and 

                                                 
320 John Fairclough, Richard O’Brien and Frederick Trigg 

http://operationmusketoon.com/escape-evasion/route-to-swede/
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Trigg going up to the right and the others to the left. However Captain Black called Smith back to 
administer morphia to a man who had been wounded. 
The four of us carried on for four hours up the mountain till 0600 hours 21st September when we 
reached the south side of a valley leading to Storglomvatnet Lake. We had abandoned our 
haversacks and everything but two Colts and our energy rations. We had two compasses apart 
from the small compasses in the aid boxes. Christiansen had a large scale map. 
The river was deep and rapid and we were on the wrong side of it as the Storglomvatnet lake 
blocked our way east. Christiansen managed to cross with difficulty but shouted to us not to follow 
him. He was in much stronger form than we were, he was an agile as a goat and was going strong 
when last we saw him. He still had the map. We now had a compass between three of us, 
Christiansen having taken one with him. We were very tired and hungry and ate all our emergency 
rations in twenty minutes. 
We went on down the south side of a valley and during the afternoon had to lie low because four 
Messerschmitts and a Heinkel came to look for us. In the evening we were able to cross the river 
wher eit reaches the lake and skirted round the north of the lake. 
We walked all night and by Tuesday morning 22nd September we reached a road going north and 
south just to the south of South Bjelica Lake. It was an appalling journey through snow and blizzard 
5,000 ft. up. On the road O’Brian approached a farm house and came out again with a parcel of 
food, bread, butter, cheese. After eating this we waded across the stream and up into the woods. 
O’Brian thought he saw four Germans and we hid in some rocks for an hour. We then marched up 
the hill (385417 GSGS 4090 K.14) and Sgt O’Brian lost the remaining compass. We continued, but 
the following evening we found we had gone round in a circle and dropped with exhaustion. We 
made a big fire and slept there all that night. 
Brian went down to a valley thinking he was going east. We followed him the next day 23rd 
September but never saw him again. We went to a second farm house at 1200 hours, where they 
fed us and gave us sandwiches for the journey. They pointed at the valley down which we had 
come as being the way to Sweden. We had, in fact, come down the valley we had previously gone 
up. We set off again up the same valley and climbed all that night. At the top we passed a 
woodman’s hut. We climbed over to the other side of the mountain, but we were so exhausted that 
we went back to the hut which we reached at dawn 24th September. We found some stale cheese, 
coffee and flour in it. Trigg made some doughnuts, fried the cheese and made some coffee. We 
slept until midday. 
Despairing of getting to Sweden without help, we returned once more to the road intending to go 
to the farm again but got lost. We decided to follow the road north and came to another farm near 
South Bjeliaa Lake. The man who opened the door spoke English but was very frightened and said 
there was a German patrol on the road to the south. We carried on north along the road and after 
a few minutes the farmer followed us on a bicycle and told us to go to this parent’s house which he 
pointed out east of the road. We went there and though they could not understand us, they fed us 
well and gave us some socks. Then the son arrived and said he would find a guide for next 
morning. He gave us a haversack each full of food and a bottle of milk. He took us a mile further up 
to another farm from where bedding, pillow and blankets were provided for us in a loft. 
At 0500 hours 25th September he took us to the top of a hill, gave us a small compass on top of a 
pen and told us to march east. He drew a rough map showing us the route to the north of a lake 
where we should see some telegraph poles. We were told to follow the line of these, but not too 
closely, as there was a hut nearby where there was thought to be a Quisling. When we got near the 
poles, we saw in the snow some tracks of commando boots which we followed but these came to 
an end and we never picked them up again. 
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When we got to the Mo-Bod road we had some trouble crossing the river. A motor cyclist passed 
by on the road, we ducked and were not seen. We eventually found a boat and crossed the river. 
We made a fire on top of the hill that night. It was very cold indeed with snow about six inches 
deep. We went to sleep but kept waking up with cold and making the fire up. The following dawn 
26th September we again set out climbing a very high peak about 5,000 feet. It was sheer rock and 
we were scared, sometimes snow up to our chests. We eventually got down into a valley intending 
to keep to valleys in the future. We followed this valley down to the Junkerdal-Craddis road. There 
we found a farm and they gave us food. It was at this farm that we met a man who was to guide us 
over the frontier. He took us to a friend’s house a mile along the stream. There we had another 
feed and went to bed at 1500 hours. The gide went out to make arrangements to get us across that 
night. 
He woke us up at 1800 hours giving us another meal and sandwiches. We left at 0900* and went 
up to his sister’s house at Skiati. We had more food there at 2200 hours, and left at 2300 hours. The 
guide and his brother-in-law then accompanied us over the frontier and left us three hundred yard 
the other side.” 
1279. Private Frederick Harry TRIGG MM. Signed 7 October 1942. Stockholm. 

091 
DOB 5.10.1918. hr. britt. 

 
See John Fairclough above. 
1280. Nils Aars Nicolaysen LIE (17 May 1902 – 19 April 1978). Signed 7 October 1942. 
Stockholm. 

091 
DOB 17.5.1902. red. Norsk. 
Also known as Nils Larsen Aars Lie. Author, translator and publishing consultant. Parents: Finance 
Mayor William Gabriel Heiberg Lie (1877-1935) and Anna Benedicte Aars Nicolaysen (1880-1965). 
Married Ingeborg Nicoline Stang Lund (14.4.1902-16.8.1982), daughter of a lawyer Fredrik Stang 
Lund (1859-1922) and Ingeborg Nicoline Midelfart (1870-1947), divorced approx. 1934 with Rikke 
("Sweetie"), Anna Catarina Scott-Hansen (8.4.1908-14.4.1978), daughter of Captain Sigurd Scott-
Hansen (1868 to 1937) and Agnes (Anna) Fougner (1874-1963). Brother Son of son of Jonas Lie 
(1833-1908), nephew of Bessesen Bernt Lie (1868-1916), cousin of Emil Lie (1897-1976). Nils Lie is 
primarily known for his work as a publishing consultant at Gyldendal Norwegian Publishers, where 
he teamed with director Harald Grieg and the publisher's other main Consultant, Sigurd Hoel, 
played a major role in the publisher's publications. They stay at the three had on Grieg's summer 
place to read manuscripts, was legendary in Norwegian publishing and author environment. He 
published a couple books and worked as a translator. Lie was born in Bergen, where he grew up in 
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a bourgeois environment with a father who was magistrate attorney, later treasurer and finance 
mayor. After school graduation in Latin line at Bergen Cathedral School in 1919 he went to 
Christiania and began studying philology at the university. He received undergraduate exam 1925. 
1926 he was appointed editor of the magazine home and put in this position for almost 10 years. 
Small belonged to the circle around Sigurd Hoel and was sympathetic to the cultural radicalism. 
1935 he was employed as a publishing consultant in Gyldendal. He was a thorough and 
conscientious consultant who had great influence and was highly respected, even by the authors, 
and the collaboration between him, Hoel and Grieg is the legend about. 1942 he said his position 
in Gyldendal in protest against Nazification, and the preparation for the following writer strike, he 
played an important role. 1942-45 Lie was in London, from 1943 as press officer in the Norwegian 
navy. After the war he went back to his position as consultant at Gyldendal and continued there 
until he retired 1972. After his retirement he worked as a consultant for the Norwegian Book Club 
edition. Lie was also known as a very capable translator and his translation work counts a large 
number of titles. He translated Frans G. Bengtsson's novels about the Red Orm, Pär Lagerkvists 
Pilgrim at Sea, detective stories of Arthur Conan Doyle, and several of the novels of John Steinbeck, 
including All Times Thursday, Cannery Row and East of Eden. Moreover, he translated many children 
and youth, including more books by Rudyard Kipling, and Erich Kästner popular guttebok about 
Emil and detectives. For his translation business, he received Bastian Award 1954 and the 
Norwegian Cultural Council of the award in 1970. Before he started as a publishing consultant, he 
tried as a fiction writer. He was a friend of the same age Nordahl Grieg. They jointly wrote the crime 
novel Bergen Train Robbed Last Night! It was published in 1923 under the pseudonym Jonathan 
Wolverines. The book was intended as a parody of the popular novels of voltage Stein Riverton and 
Upper Richter Frich and contains several allusions to them. 
1281. Finn LIED RVO DSM. Signed 7 October 1942. Stockholm. 

091 
DOB 12.4.1916. stud. Norsk. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Finn_Lied: 
Finn Lied (12 April 1916 in Fana – 10 October 2014) was a Norwegian military researcher and 
politician for the Labour Party.He was particularly known for work on the establishment of the 
Norwegian state oil company Statoil. His effort to ensure that a large part of the revenues from the 
oil industry that explored the petroleum deposits under the Norwegian continental shelf was taxed 
by the Norwegian state was of great importance. 
Find Lied studied electrical engineering at the Norwegian Technological Institute in Trondheim 
when Norway was attacked by Nazi-Germany in 1940. Finn Lied fled to Sweden in 1941 and worked 
for one year with the Norwegian Military Attaché in Stockholm before he went to the United 
Kingdom. After an officer course, he was employed by the communications department at the 
Armed Forces High Command in London. 
Find Lied spent almost his entire professional career at the Norwegian Defence Research 
Establishment (FFI), where he worked from 1946 to 1983, interrupted only by studying and 
ministerial posts. Lied was director of FFI from 1957 until he retired in 1983, and contributed greatly 
to shaping the institute. Lied was concerned with the technological importance of research for 
social development. 
Find Lied was Labour Party politician and Cabinet Minister in the Ministry of Industry in Trygve 
Bratteli’s government from 17 March 1971 to 18 October 1972. He was aware of other countries' 
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experience with rapid oil money having harmful effect on the economy, allowing other businesses 
to suffer. He observed that in many countries the overwhelming proceeds from the oil industry 
went to an elite, while only a small part was used to the benefit of the population as a whole. The 
management scheme and the bold tax system he supported meant that most of the wealth 
remained in Norway, and the bolstering of the welfare state. 
Find Lied was a driving force for the creation of state-owned oil company Statoil in 1972, where his 
undersecretary Arve Johnsen was the first CEO. Lied was Chairman of Statoil from 1974 to 1984. 
Statoil was the instrument of the "nationalization" and entered operational cooperation with major 
foreign companies had to obey the Norwegian government. 
During the Yom Kippur War, he led the action committee Let Israel Live. Later, he was involved in 
the creation of the friendship association Friends of Israel in the Norwegian Labour Movement. 
From 1978 to 1993, he was a member of the Norwegian Committee for the support of the 
Jerusalem Shaare Zedek-hospital. 
In 1980, Finn Lied was appointed commander of the Order of St. Olav. He was also the holder of 
the Defence Service Medal with Laurel Branch. In 1982, he was made an Honorary Knight 
Commander of the British Order Royal Victorian Order. 
From https://www.stortinget.no/no/Representanter-og-
komiteer/Representantene/Representantfordeling/Representant/?perid=FILI&tab=Biography: 
Biografi 
Personalia 
Født 12.04.1916 i Fana, Hordaland 
Død 10.10.2014 
Sønn av apoteker Sigvald Lied (1875-1932) og farmasøyt Astri Schjøtt (1882-1938) 
Medlemskap i regjering 
Statsråd, Industridepartementet, 17.03.1971 - 18.10.1972 
Utdanning og yrkeserfaring 
Utdanning 

• Student 1936 
• Offisersutdannelse i Storbritannia 1942-1943 
• Studier i Storbritannia 1946-1947, 1952-1953 
• Sivilingeniør Norges tekniske høyskole 1946 

Yrke 
• Kaptein i Hæren 1944-1945 
• Stipendiat, forsker ved Forsvarets forskningsinstitutt 1946-1951 
• Forskningssjef ved Forsvarets forskningsinstitutt 1952-1956 
• Direktør ved Forsvarets forskningsinstitutt 1957-1983 

Medaljer og utmerkelser m.m. 
• Medlem Norges Tekniske Videnskapsakademi, Trondheim fra 1968 
• Medlem Det Norske Videnskapsakademi, Oslo fra 1971 
• Kommandør av St. Olavs Orden 1980 
• Honorary Knight Commander of the Royal Victorian Order 1982 
• Forsvarsmedaljen med laurbærgren 1983 

https://www.stortinget.no/no/Representanter-og-komiteer/Representantene/Representantfordeling/Representant/?perid=FILI&tab=Biography
https://www.stortinget.no/no/Representanter-og-komiteer/Representantene/Representantfordeling/Representant/?perid=FILI&tab=Biography
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• Utländsk ledamot Ingenjörsvetenskapsakademien i Sverige fra 1983 
• Gullmedalje, NIF 1987 

Verv 
Offentlige verv 

• Medlem Forsvarets forskningsnemnd 1957-1983 
• Medlem Norges Teknisk-Naturvitenskapelige Forskningsråd 1958-1985 
• Medlem Delegasjon til Den internasjonale union for vitenskapelig radio URSI 1958-1973 
• Formann Rådet for SHAPE Technical Centre 1958-1963 
• Medlem Styret for Institutt for energiteknikk 1959-1960 (tidligere Institutt for Atomenergi), 

formann 1960-1971, 1979-1986 
• Medlem Utvalg av 1959 til å utrede den fremtidige offisersutdannelse ved Krigsskolen fra 

1959 
• Medlem Elektronikkutvalget 1960-1963 
• Medlem Den norske nasjonalkomite for polarforskning, SCAR 1960-1981 
• Medlem Delegasjon til Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development AGARD 

1960-1972 
• Medlem Norges Teknisk-Naturvitenskapelige Forskningsråds komite for romvirksomhet 

1961-1971 
• Medlem Utvalget for rustningskontroll og nedrustning 1961-1976 
• Medlem Forsvarsrådet 1963-1983 
• Medlem Totalforsvarets fortifikasjonsråd 1963-1980 
• Medlem Luftkrigsskoleutvalget 1963-1968 
• Medlem Styret for Fondet til fremme av forsknings- og utviklingsarbeider i industrien 1964-

1974 
• Medlem Hovedkomiteen for norsk forskning 1964-1978 
• Medlem Rådet for SACLANT Antisubmarine Ware Centre 1964-1968 
• Medlem Delegasjon til NATO Defence Research Group 1964-1983 
• Medlem Totalforsvarets sambandsnemnd 1964-1968 
• Medlem Styret for Det norske institutt for kosmisk fysikk 1966-1974 
• Formann NATO Defence Research Group 1966-1969 
• Formann Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development, AGARD 1967-1970 
• Medlem Kjellerinstitusjonenes Regneanlegg/Regneanlegget Blindern-Kjeller 1968-1980 
• Medlem Delegasjon til NATO Science Committee 1969-1992 
• Viseformann Styret for Televerket 1969-1981 
• Medlem Rådet for Direktoratet for utviklingshjelp 1969-1971 
• Medlem Forsvarets EDB-råd 1970-1971 
• Formann Styret i Den norske stats oljeselskap a.s 1974-1984 
• Formann Ressursgruppen av 1974, ekspertgruppe for å vurdere vårt lands ressurssituasjon i 

global sammenheng fra 1974 
• Medlem Bedriftsforsamlingen ved A/S Årdal og Sunndal Verk 1974-1983 
• Medlem Det faglige råd for Svanøy stiftelse 1976-1983 
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• Medlem Utvalg i forbindelse med etablering av statlig forvaltningsselskap for industri 1977 
• Formann Utvalg for vurdering av strukturproblemene og vekstmulighetene i norsk industri 

1979 
• Formann Norges Teknisk-Naturvitenskapelige Forskningsråds komite for energiforskning 

1979-1985 
• Medlem Rådgivende komite for energiforskning (REF) 1980-1982 
• Formann Styret for Norsk Olje A/S 1980-1982 
• Medlem Rådet for Norsk Teknisk Museum 1981-1990 
• Medlem Juryen for Norsk Petroleumsforenings Studiefond av 1982 fra 1982 
• Leder Utredningsutvalg for satelittfjernmåling 1982-1983 
• Formann Kontrollrådet for kabelnett 1984-1988 
• Leder Komite for norsk rompolitikk 1985-1986 
• Leder Statens teleforvaltningsråd 1988-1992 

Tillitsverv i organisasjoner 
• Medlem Rådet for Norges Forsvarsforening 1958-1972 
• Medlem Representantskapet i Oslo Militære Samfund 1960-1965 
• Medlem Fellesrådet for parlamentarikere og vitenskapsmenn fra 1969 
• Formann Polyteknisk Forening 1976-1978 
• Medlem "Venner av Israel" i norsk arbeiderbevegelse fra 1982 
• Æresmedlem Norsk Petroleumsforening 1986 
• Æresmedlem Polytekninsk forening 1989 

Andre administrative verv 
• Medlem Styret for Elektro-Union A/S 1964-1966, 1977-1988 
• Formann Styret for A/S Tandberg Radiofabrikk 1977-1978 
• Medlem Den norske komité for innsamling til Jerusalem-hospitalet Shaare Zedek 1978-

1993 
• Formann Styret for Simrad A/S 1980-1995 
• Formann Styret for Rana Invest 1985-1995 

Litteratur 
Aschehougs Konversasjonsleksikon 
Aschehoug og Gyldendals store norske leksikon 
Forfatter alene og i samarbeid med kolleger av lærebøker i matematikk og radiofysikk 
Norges ressurssituasjon i global sammenheng. NOU 55 1974 
Statlig forvaltningsselskap for industri. NOU 20 1977 
Lied, Finn: Strukturproblemer og vekstmuligheter i norsk industri. NOU 35 1979 
Satellittfjernmåling. NOU 24 1983 
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1282. Roald Cecil JØRAANDSTAD. Signed 7 October 1942. Stockholm. 

091 
DOB 22.9.1910. agent. Norsk. 
In 1941, he travelled to England in a fishing boat with Norwegian photographer and filmmaker 
Mattis Leonid Rakov Aleksewitch Mathiesen321 (30 June 1924 – 9 October 2010). Roald Jøraanstad 
was in the Navy and on HNoMS Eskdale (on loan to R Norwegian Navy, 1,050t, 31/7/42) which was 
sunk by an E-boat torpedo off Lizard Head, Cornwall, England on 14 April 1943. 25 of the crew 
died; 155 survived. 
1283. Erling Torbjörn NILSEN. Signed 7 October 1942. Stockholm. 

091 
DOB 23.4.1916. stud. Norsk. 
Could this be the Erling NILSEN mentioned in http://www.warsailors.com/shetlandbus/boatsh.html? 

M/K Haugland I 

Built at Stord 1929. 
82 gt, owned by Thomas Boge, Strandvik 
Pre-war history (from T. Eriksen, Norway - his sources: "Fjordabåten" by Dag Bakka Jr. 
1994 and "Over Fjord og Fjell, HSD 1880-1980" by Bård Kolltveit 1980): Delivered in 
1929 from Ottesens Skipsbyggeri, Sagvåg, Stord as Haugland I to Thomas Boge, 
Bogavik, Fusa. Wooden hull, 82 gt. The vessel was originally contracted by an unknown 
owner, and was taken over by Boge while being built. He subsequently made a secret 
deal with Hardanger Sunnhordlandske Dampskibsselskab, with the company taking the 
economical responsibility for the ship, which in turn was to compete with Lønningdal I, a 
bothersome competitor for HSD's routes in Midthordland and Hardanger. This meant 
that Haugland I more or less followed in Lønningdal I's wake, but offered somewhat 
lower prices than the latter at all times. The secret deal was not kept secret for long, and 
when a larger Lønningdal II (also listed on L-page) was delivered in 1932 Haugland 
I could not keep up with the competition. In 1935 she was placed in HSD's local traffic in 
Hardanger. 

                                                 
321 From http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mattis_Mathiesen (translated by Google): Mathiesen originally came 
from Ålesund, where he spent his childhood. His grandfather was a Russian immigrant who settled in 
Norway. In his youth he traveled in 1941 with a fishing boat from his home town of Ålesund to England. 
There he completed a Filmkamera- and photographers training at a military film school together with the 
later Norwegian architect Gunnar Fougner (who signed this book on 18 August 1941) and Roald 
Jøraandstad. During World War II he served as a war photographer in the British Navy and remained until 
the end of the war in the United Kingdom. 

http://www.warsailors.com/shetlandbus/boatsh.html
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WW II: Placed in the local Bergen-Bømlo route in 1940, hence coming in contact with 
the illegal Shetland traffic quite early. With Tomas Boge as skipper she smuggled 40 
people from Finnås, Norway to Shetland on Nov. 27-1941 (14 women and 4 children 
among them). Some of them had previously tried to get away with Blia, then with the 
vessel 7 Juni (the latter had to give it up due to bad weather). Like Blia, Haugland 
Iencountered a horrendous storm on the crossing, and very nearly sank, but weathered 
the storm and arrived Lerwick safely on Nov. 29. There's a detailed description of how 
this all came about, and of the crossing itself in the book "Englandsfarten" by Ragnar 
Ulstein (this book tells the stories of the various fishing vessels and small boats that got 
away from Norway, and has included the names of those who were on board each one - 
text is in Norwegian). Captain Boge had his wife with him, she was expecting a baby 
(gave birth to her 4th child in London, 2 weeks later). Those who made the crossing 
were: 
Chief Engineer Harald Angeltvedt, Kari Berge, Rutt Berge, Galleyboy Johan Boge (son of 
captain), Kitty Boge, Kristiane Boge (captain's wife), Magnus Boge (boatswain), Tormod 
Boge, Harry Brekke, Johs. Hjertaker, Birger Hollund, Mate Lars Hopland, Katarina Larsen, 
Steward Gerhard Mikalsen(Malkenes?), Kåre Naustdal, Elisabeth Nesse, Lars Nesse, 
Sigfrid Nesse, Anna Netlandsnes, Erling Nilsen, Marta Nilsen, Alfred Pedersen, Tulla 
Pedersen, Mechanic Erling Rosvold, Anders Stavland, Helge Stavland, Magnus Stavland, 
Rakel Stavland, Asser Svendsen, Jenny Svendsen, Olaf Svendsen(baby), Leif 
Sælensminde, Elisabeth Særstein, Haakon Særstein, Marta Tangerås, Halvard Urang, 
Tina Urang, Gudrun Veddevik, John Westrheim, Johs. Økland, and of course 
Skipper Boge. 
From https://sites.google.com/site/mysteryoftheunknownsailors/home/u-boat-activity: 
April 30, 1942: At 07.37 hours the unescorted  Norwegian steam merchant Taborfjell 
(Master Erling Nilsen) was hit by two torpedoes from U-576 about 95 miles east of 
Cape Cod at 41.52N/67.43W, approximately 199 miles south of  Rockland, Maine, and 
caused the ship to sink within one minute. The ship was bound for Montreal from New 
York and had a cargo of 70 tons of chrome ore and 2200 tons of sugar. The ship sank so 
quickly that no lifeboats could be launched and the three survivors out of a crew of 
twenty had all jumped overboard and rescued themselves on a raft. They observed how 
the U-boat passed them without taking any action and had seen three other survivors 
but they later disappeared. After 20 hours, the survivors were picked up by HMS P-552 
(P 552) and landed at St. Johns on 7 May. 

1284. Able Seaman James RENSHAW. Signed 8 October 1942. Stockholm. 

091 
DOB 12.6.1918. matros. Britt. 
This story was submitted to the People’s War website, having been transcribed from an audio 
recording, by Bill Ross of the ‘Action Desk Sheffield’ Team on behalf of James Renshaw: 
I was born in Sheffield. After an uneventful youth, I decided to join the Navy. My brother and I 
applied through the recruitment office; he failed and I was successful, so I finished up with a ticket 
to go up to Manchester to join the recruitment group, and I was sent down to Plymouth, in the 
Royal Navy. After my six months’ training, I was shipped out to the Mediterranean, to join a ship 

https://sites.google.com/site/mysteryoftheunknownsailors/home/u-boat-activity
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that had just been sunk. This is still actually in peacetime; it was the HMS Hunter, and she was 
reputed to have hit a mine, but she sank down to a floating level. I joined her when she had been 
rebuilt. The first journey that we had was to join the Spanish Revolution that was taking place. We 
clued up in Barcelona and took out the British Consul and all of his employees, because Barcelona 
was being bombed. We had one attack, which was by small Italian fighter planes. Meanwhile, the 
Germans were practicing their bombing technique on the poor Spaniards. After that, we did a 
cruise of the Mediterranean, then came home to Plymouth, and whilst we were back in Plymouth, 
restoring, threats from Adolph Hitler came along, and the ship finished up joining the South 
Atlantic Fleet to cut off two ships that were going to cut the trans-Atlantic cable. From that, we 
started doing convoy duty from Halifax Nova Scotia, in Canada, to Bermuda, picking up cargo 
ships, grouping them in Nova Scotia, for the journey across the North Atlantic. During this, we got 
into a hurricane, and we had to be convoyed ourselves, as we were so damaged. After arriving in 
Plymouth again and being repaired, we went to cruise the North Atlantic again, and whilst we were 
doing the Iceland and Beyer Island run, we had a signal sent to us, to say that the Germans were 
invading Northern Norway, and would we kindly go up there and give them a thrashing? But it 
didn’t work out that way; being a junior member of the ship’s company, I was supplied with 
nothing more than an empty revolver. On querying as to what I was supposed to do with this thing, 
I was told that I’d be given ammunition when we arrived in Norway. Meanwhile, if I got into any 
trouble, I was to swing it around my neck. Anyway, the boat landing never came in. Whilst we were 
off Lofoten Island, where we’d gone to escort four mine-laying cruisers, we heard that the Germans 
were in Narvik and we were asked to kindly go in and sort them out. So on the tenth of April, at 4 
a.m., we dashed into Narvik harbour, where there were twelve destroyers, each one with its own 
cover behind a merchant ship. Anyway, we sank four of them, then our captains decided we’d go in 
for a second helping, so we went in again, and by this time, the Germans were up and about, 
making certain alterations to their positions. We charged in and Hardy, the sister ship of the 
Hunter, was driven aground. My ship, having learners aboard, was having a bit of difficulty with the 
smokescreen. There will be no record of this anywhere, not even the Admiralty will admit it, but we 
had quite a few greenhorns (rookies) with us, and they were given responsible jobs such as setting 
off the smokescreens. Now, there were three smokescreens on the destroyer, one is on deck, one is 
below deck and the other is the funnels themselves. This young lad, he lit a large canister, the size 
of a dustbin, but he didn’t have the strength to push it overboard, thereby ending the 
smokescreen. So now we’re trailing around Narvik Harbour with our smokescreen coming behind 
us. Smokescreens are produced to go into and out of, and our following destroyer went in and out 
of ours, but on coming out, it plunged into the Hunter, virtually cutting her in two. I was down in 
the shell room supplying the ammunition, when all of a sudden, a shout went out, “ABANDON 
SHIP!!” I was very cautious of abandoning ship in twelve degrees below freezing, because Narvik is 
an ice-free harbour; the tide is so strong that ice cannot form. Anyway, I got into a life raft, and that 
was the last I could remember until I found myself aboard a German ship. It was a whaler called the 
Jan Wellen. We finished up as Prisoners Of War under the Germans in a schoolroom, high upon a 
hill overlooking Narvik Harbour. We had to join a couple of hundred Merchant Navy seamen, 
whose ships had been captured whilst anchored in Narvik, but that wasn’t the end of it. They 
decided that we were to be shipped out, because they couldn’t feed us; there was no food in 
northern Norway, so we were to be shipped over the border into Sweden, then into concentration. 
We joined a parade comprising seamen, sailors, Norwegian seamen, Norwegian fishermen on a 
death march from Narvik to Bejer Mountain, which is on the border between Norway and Sweden. 
It’s a posh ski hotel. Now, I, being who I am, decided that whilst we were in this hotel, we’d make 
the most of what we could, so I ventures into the bowels of the hotel, the basement. Of all things, I 
found a box with about a gross of unusually shaped chocolate bars. A chocolate bar in Norway and 
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Sweden in those days was finger shaped, not a slab. Anyway, I finished up with these bars, plus two 
oranges. I took ‘em up to what we were using as sleeping quarters and I was forced to give them 
out to the ship’s company. This led to me being the urchin of the gang. I finally had to entrain with 
the land storm from Sweden, which is the equivalent of the W.V.S., who gave us tea, cigarettes and 
other things. We were locked in railway coaches for a journey across Sweden. Various tactics were 
used to find out in which direction we were going, e.g.: if the sun is over here, the shadows will be 
over there, so early morning, we were heading eastwards. We arrived at a little church in a village 
called Gunarn. I became friendly with a little girl from outside of the barbed wire; she taught me 
Swedish. She wished to learn English and I wanted to learn Swedish, so between the two of us, we 
managed to make something of it. I learnt quite a lot, but the company we had, was taken away to 
another camp, because even being Navy trained, as I am, we were just that little bit above the 
standard required. We were then kept in one block; the Merchant Navy men all disappeared, we 
don’t know where they went. The next move was, the church authority decided we had been there 
long enough. It was a brand new church, it wasn’t blessed or anything. We had to go to another 
camp down in Helsingmo, which is another prison camp. Now there, I met up with a young lady, a 
head mistress of the local school who wished to learn English. Now, some of the features of this co-
operation were quite unique. I was taken in, and the family that took me in, clothed me and fed me 
to a standard that was way above that which my shipmates were receiving. I was accepted into the 
family. The reason being, was that whilst we in England, buy the Christmas turkey, they purchase a 
suckling pig. A huge van comes round, selling these suckling pigs, and the pigs are fed on table 
scraps until Christmas. Come Christmas, it gets the chop. They were all leaning over the sty where 
the pig is kept and the owner of the pig is crying his eyes out. “The pig is dying, the pig is dying,” 
was all I could get out of him. The pig was over here, then over there and it was shivering and they 
couldn’t figure out why. I found the answer; I shoved my hand into the straw and found that it was 
wet. So, we took out the wet straw and replaced it with dry straw, in goes the pig and there goes 
another medal for me. I was the hero of the village at the time. Now, I was beginning to learn how 
to ski and all those other things that rich people do. I was becoming a local figure, insomuch as 
when we had our next move to a nearer camp, I was taken away for a holiday back to the first 
camp. Meanwhile, the British Consulate decided that we couldn’t run around like this, we’d have to 
be more suitably dressed. Being Englishmen, we were brought under the spotlight by the 
newspapers, and we were to be more suitably dresses. He never mentioned the fact that the 
supplies in our camp were the remnants of the 1914-18 situation. And you can imagine a chief 
stoker riding on the back of a horse, with an umbrella up and a bowler hat on; I personally had a 
velvet suit. But they decided that we should be measured and supplied with the necessary kit, so 
we all in turn received two grey shirts, a pair of grey trousers, shoes we had to provide ourselves; 
but we got this kit and we were beginning to look a little bit smart. That wasn’t the end of it; we 
knew there was something behind it. Now, 2½ years are going by now, and I couldn’t get home, 
there was no outlet, yet it was a situation where Sweden was neutral. So the British Consulate came 
up with a system: they’d have three high speed boats, and they would dash in through the 
Skagerrak, into Gothenburg, load up during the night, with butter and coffee, dash out again, 
loaded with ball-bearings and various other hardware pieces. They were running back with these 
small motor launches across the Kattegat, then the Skagerrak, into the North Sea and back to 
Newcastle. So he told them of this idea that in the harbour of Norway, in the Baltic Sea, there are 
numerous forts in which there were English owned cargo ships with no crews because they’d been 
imprisoned, so, would we man them? Well, obviously, yes, we’ll man ‘em. We navy men were given 
a job of fitting all these appliances that the navy could supply. I had a twin Lewis gun, 14-18 war 
vintage, two large sugar boxes full of ammunition, two rocket launchers on the roof, which, at the 
pull of a string, would launch rockets, which would open out a parachute with dangling wires, and 
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they were supposed to make the planes run into them, but they were a total failure. Anyway, I left 
that particular ship, did all the necessary alterations, and being the leader of the band, I was given 
the job of testing by a firm called, Trellyborne Gummy Fabriek which is Swedish for Trellyborne 
Rubber Factory. They’d invented a survival suit. Now this survival suit consists of a boiler suit in 
rubber, with gloves welded on, feet welded on, and a double zip up the front, one in brass followed 
by another one that closed two rubber grommets together. I had to test these, so we blasted a 
hole in the ice, whilst we were alongside, and I had the job of getting into the 20 feet thickness of 
ice, getting in and testing the suits. They were remarkably good, but extremely bulky, and they had 
a hood. When it came to personal use, you had to take your arm out of the sleeve; if you could get 
your arm out of the sleeve you could get it into your trousers pockets, and you’d have a kidney 
shaped flask. It wasn’t to drink out of, it was for other purposes. It was designed to facilitate 
urination. Anyway, I finished up having to take six Lascars (Indians) as passengers. Now of six 
Lascars in that day, five would be workmen, one would be the boss man who would be in charge of 
the other five. He’d be collecting their wages and sharing out, and providing for their religious 
beliefs and all that. I had to train them how to put the suits on in an emergency. Anyway, came the 
day that we had to sail, so, there were twelve ships. I have a list and a certificate signed by Sir 
George Binney322. He ran a system from whence we get the Binney Medal. He organised all these 
ships to come together, of from Gothenburg, and sailed together behind the icepack. But the big 
ships go in first, breaking the ice. Three of the ships did manage to make it to Newcastle. The one I 
was in, which carried Sir George Binney, was H.M.S. Dicto, the M.V. Dicto. Several of the ships, I still 
have the names of them, we had a wine carrier a Charente, which is a district in France, B.P. Newton, 
which was an oil tanker. The one I was on, H.M.S. Dicto, was a one-passage ship, she made one 
passage to South America, and they’d loaded the fuel carrying cargo holds with wheat, so there 
was wheat everywhere. There was no room at all for oil. She was imprisoned in a port much further 
up the harbour, in the Baltic. Anyway, we all gathered together and at four o’clock, we had the 
orders to sail. The unfortunate part about it was that the pilot who was to take us out to sea, had 
bought a local newspaper, and that paper reported the fact that the English ships were sailing. So 
all the Germans had to do was to come out and wait for us behind the ice. The first few ships were 
sunk, two or three of them got through, three of ‘em were captured and they finished up in 
Germany. The one I was on, because I had the chief with me, turned around in the ice, being a big 
ship, and finished up back in Gothenburg. The following day, there was a ruckus in the paper, “Why 
let these ships go?” I was called up with a friend of mine, to go to the Consul’s office. Now, we were 
living in the Salvation Army in Stockholm, and we had to turn up every day to see the Consul. I ran 
out, having only two shirts and one only has two collars, so I ended up wearing a silk scarf. The 
Consul called us in one at a time, and queried, “Why are you wearing a scarf, where’s your collar 
and tie?” I explained to him that I had one collar in the wash, and the other was dirty. “Well,” he 
said, “this won’t do y’know, you represent England, you know. Get that muffler off, and be available 
at six o’clock tonight.” I’d had 2½ years in Sweden now, no sign or sight of anybody doing 
anything for me. We waited until six o’clock, then suddenly there’s a knock on the door. So we 
opened the door and there was a fellow in a chauffeur’s uniform. So we gathered what few 
belongings we had; I was in a trilby hat, burgundy raincoat, silk scarf and collars in my pocket, and 
any toiletries that I had. He said, “Jump in the car.” So we jumped into the car. It was absolutely 
black, we didn’t know where we were, we didn’t know where we were going, all we knew was that 
we were in the taxi. So we finally pulled up outside a door, so we rushed in and when we got in, 
there were two Norwegian gentlemen, young seamen, and we all got chatting. We didn’t know 
what we were there for. The fellow came back again and said, “Right, go in there and sit yourself 

                                                 
322 Signed this book on 30 September 1941, 1 December 1941, 14 December 1941 and 18 April 1942 
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down.” Now, in there, was a Pilots’ dressing Room. There was everything from helmets, to flying 
boots to jackets. So, what do we do with all that? Well, we got rigged up in all this lot and his last 
words were, “Watch out there, and when you see a flashing light, run, and run like you’ve never run 
before.” So we’re all sitting around waiting, and all of a sudden, a light flashed, and we all rushed 
across the tarmac, and we came to a Wellington Bomber with its side door open. We were virtually 
pulled in by an airman, and he said, “Sit there, sit there, sit there. That’s your seat and that’s your 
toilet, there’s a pack of sandwiches and there’s your coffee. When I go like this, pull your masks 
down and put them on.” So, we’re all sitting there, locked in, not knowing what to do. I wasn’t 
going to move off my seat for that toilet anyway. So, we could hear a rumbling and we knew we 
were under way; we knew we were going north. We flew up and finally climbed above the height of 
the German fighter planes from northern Norway, up towards the North Pole and came down into 
Scotland, where we landed. In the meantime, I was ‘took short’ because cold weather is a natural 
laxative. Anyway, we arrived at an airport in Scotland, and I jumped out and opened my bowels 
right there on Scottish soil. We were then shepherded again, into the Officers’ mess, but they 
couldn’t accommodate us lying down, but we could use the lounge. Come next morning, someone 
decided we should have breakfast. Now, we found it very peculiar that a fighter pilot should have 
to pay for his breakfast; all the pilots from the fighter squad had to go in and buy their food. 
Anyway, we had a jolly good breakfast, y’know, we had not seen eggs and anything like that. So, a 
young fellow came round and wanted money. We’d no money, we’d just been in Sweden, so he 
said, “Somebody will have to sign for it.” So I signed my name for four breakfasts and four railway 
tickets from Scotland. By dawn, we’d both decided, Stanley and I, that we’d both go back and 
report to the navy. We were kept incarcerated for a couple of hours until the big navy boss came. 
He took me to one side and he said, “Who won the cricket match at Lords this year?” We had been 
in contact with nothing, absolutely nothing. “Who won the cup then? Who won the Derby race 
meeting? “I said, “I know nothing about any of that.” “Alright,” he said, “who’s that other bloke 
outside?” I said, “That’s my mate, Stanley Cook, a seaman wi’ me. He’s been wi’ me for the last 2½ 
years.” “OK,” he said, “now you go out through that door there.” So I went out through that door 
there, then he called Stanley in and asked him the same questions, the final one being, “Who’s that 
bloke in that room there?” “That’s Jim Renshaw,” he said, “I’ve been with him for 2½ years.” So 
they finally decided that, yes, we are English, yes we are navy men. “Oh, by the way,” he said, “don’t 
forget to report back down to barracks.” Now, we’d got to go from Scotland, on a wartime train 
down to Plymouth. It took us 24 hours to get to Plymouth. I obviously went to my fiancée’s house, 
much to her surprise Well, we decided that we’d report in at 9 o’clock in the morning, so I went to 
see the bloke, I went in on my own. He said, “Who are you?” I said, “I’m Jim Renshaw.” “What’s yer 
number?” I gave him my number, my service number. “What ship?” and I told him. “Are you sure?” 
“Yes!” “Who’s that fella out there?” I said, “That’s Stanley Cook. He’s been wi’ me for the last 2½ 
years. “Alright,” he said, “Oh,” he said, “before you go, come back Monday,” he said, “and have yer 
bloody haircut.” That was my greeting. And Stanley had to go through the whole lot too. Anyway, I 
rejoined the navy, and they were gathering the remainders of 45 survivors. They got them out from 
Sweden one way, and they got them out in other different ways and they got the whole 45 seamen 
there, doing one particular job. The job was cleaning out female gas masks. Of course, females 
used gasmasks as handbags as well, and what we turned out of those handbags was nobody’s 
business. A lot of rude stuff there was. We were there for weeks, following the same routine, doing 
nothing, because we’d signed the treaty. We signed that, declaring that we would not fight any 
more Germans. They’d taken our fingerprints, and if we were caught again, we’d be shot. We finally 
finished up back in the navy and there was so little that they could do with us that they had to 
discharge us. So I was one of the few discharged. Unfortunately, one of my other shipmates was on 
one of the other craft that was captured and he finished his time in Germany as a prisoner of war. I 
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never saw Germany as a prisoner of war, I saw it in Norway. It’s an experience you have to live 
through to understand it. I eventually got married and I then joined the dockyard navy, a tug 
section of the Royal Navy; I join all the tugs in the dockyard. I served there for forty odd years, 
losing half my hand in the process. I received the Queen’s Medal. But, you know, looking back, it 
was amazing how we learnt to live in such cramped conditions. 45 people in a cattle truck, a real 
filthy environment. We did it sleeping, standing up using one corner of the truck as a toilet. Then 
we were marching through twenty feet of snow, from this blasted hotel, it was on a border station 
between Sweden and Norway and it caters for the highfaluting skiing fraternity that we had in 
those days. We had Norwegians with us, and we asked, “How much further?” With their limited 
English, they’d say, “Four miles.” Now four miles is 6½ kilometres, which is a considerably longer. It 
was actually somewhere in the region of 25 miles and it took us the best part of a week to cover it. 
It’s important to note that the men were naked, absolutely naked. They swam naked from the ship; 
they were picked up naked, taken to a school naked, then over the border naked. They had to be 
told to get onto a train. This was April the tenth in 1943; the sea temperature in Narvik was 
averaging 12 degrees below freezing. But due to the speed of the tide, it cannot form any ice. I can 
recall the ship going down and I know she’s still down there. The Norwegians have made a 
museum of a couple of them. I’ve never managed to get back up there to, shall we say, have a look 
at it all? I lost every possession I had, including my bankbook, all my kit, everything went, and I 
finished up……….what did I finish up in? I was naked when I woke up. I was on a bunk with the chief 
stoker nursing me and I managed to scrounge a pair of canvas trousers, and a jersey of sorts, and 
in the next cabin to me was a civilian. They wouldn’t give him any leeway, but we got rumours that 
he was a relative of Winston Churchill. I became friendly with him, and all of a sudden, he 
disappeared and left his cabin open, and he left a pair of fisherman’s Wellingtons, so I nabbed 
them, but they were much too big. He was never heard of again. Of the Officers that were salvaged, 
we had one of them dead, and they made us carry him; I didn’t carry him, four lads carried him. He 
was dead and his entire bowel was hanging out, so I stopped the four of them and shoved it under 
his life jacket. Then they finally decided to cover his face and turn him over and take him away, and 
away he went. The Germans took him and they took the only living officer we had. I’ve never seen 
him since. From close on 200 seamen on the ship, only 45 of us survived. Most of ‘em, being like 
me, we put up with 2½ years of it. I make a point to my own children, that it they go to foreign 
places, then they must learn a little of the language. My learning of a little of the language has 
stood me in jolly good stead, insomuch as they permitted me to leave the camp and go and live 
privately, 200 miles away with a little family. And they fed and clothed me, in fact, the son of the 
family (they had sons and daughters), deferred his father’s Will, he didn’t want his father’s property. 
Somewhere in the woods, they own a portion of land, which they have turned over to me. They 
made it in my name, so, somewhere in Sweden is a plot of land that I can legally claim, but I’d 
rather not go back, no, I’d rather not go back.” See the entries for Thomas Norton who signed this 
book on 30 August 1941; Rex Brown who signed this book on 17 May 1942; Norman Bowden 
who signed this book on 19 May 1942; and Stanley Cook who signed on 8 October 1942. Other 
Hunter survivors who have signed this book are William Henry Barrett (31 August 1941); Harry 
Clark (12 November 1942); and Robert Hay (13 November 1942). 
1285. Stanley William James COOK. Signed 8 October 1942. Stockholm. 

091 
DOB 21.7.1919. matros. Britt. 
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See James Renshaw who also signed on 8 October 1942; Rex Brown who signed this book on 17 
May 1942; Norman Bowden who signed this book on 19 May 1942 and Thomas Norton who 
signed on 30 August 1941. 
From http://www.wartimememoriesproject.com/ww2/ships/hunter.php: 
“Able Seaman Stanley William James "Cookie" Cook HMS Hunter | My late father also served on 
HMS Hunter at the battle of Narvik and was marched into Sweden by the Germans in those icy 
conditions of mid April 1940. I know the Germans made him sign a declaration promising never to 
engage the enemy again and during his capture he made a couple of unsuccessful attempts to 
escape. He returned to Devonport Naval Dockyard in late 1943 where he served out the remainder 
of the war in HMS Drake, a shore base, but never liked it. He resided in Devonport. After the war, 
he joined the Merchant navy. He passed away in 1990 in Plymouth, Devon.” Other Hunter survivors 
who have signed this book are William Henry Barrett (31 August 1941); Harry Clark (12 
November 1942); and Robert Hay (13 November 1942). 
1286. Thomas Llewellyn HOPKINS. Signed 8 October 1942. Stockholm. 

091 
DOB 22.6.1920 skeppsboy. Britt. 
It’s unlikely that this is the same man, but a Thomas Hopkins served on HMS Cossak which 
participated in the Second Battle of Narvik in April 1940. HMS Cossack was a Tribal-class destroyer 
named after the Cossack people of the Russian and Ukrainian steppe. She became famous for the 
boarding of the German supply ship Altmark in Norwegian waters, and the associated rescue of 
sailors originally captured by the Admiral Graf Spee. She was torpedoed by U-563 and sank on 27 
October 1941. 
From http://ww2db.com/ship_spec.php?ship_id=383: 
Without question, HMS Cossack was the most famous Destroyer of the Second World War. The 
story of HMS Cossack could easily have come out of the pages of Boys Own. Joining the 
Mediterranean Fleet in July 1938, one of the Cossack's first voyages was to rescue the British Consul 
from the besieged city of Barcelona, Spain. The elderly gentleman unfortunately broke his leg as he 
boarded Cossack's cutter, requiring a rapid diversion to get him to hospital at Marseilles, France. By 
the outbreak of war, Cossack was back in the United Kingdom with the 4th Destroyer Flotilla based 
at Rosyth, Scotland. During the Phony War, she was mostly employed in escorting coastal convoys, 
but soon was heavily involved in mine-laying duties and intercepting German Iron ore ships in the 
Skaggerat. On the 15th February 1940, Captain Philip Vian received information that the 13,580 ton 
German supply vessel Altmark had been sighted off Trondheim, Norway. It was further reported 
that the Altmark was carrying 300 British prisoners (captured by the Admiral Graf Spee during her 
rampage across the South Atlantic in 1939). On the next day the Altmark was sighted by Arethusa, 
Intrepid and Ivanhoe. A warning shot fired across her bows only resulted in the German vessel 
turning into the neutral Norwegian Jøssingfjord, with the RN warships being hindered from 
following by the Norwegian torpedo boats Trygg and Kjell and their patrol boat Firern. Cossack 
arrived at dusk. Captain Vian conferred with the Norwegians who assured him that the Altmark had 
been searched with no prisoners or contraband found. Unconvinced, Vian signalled to the First 
Lord of the Admiralty, Winston Churchill, who replied that if an offer to help the Norwegians to 
escort the German vessel to Bergen for another search was refused, then the Altmark should be 
boarded by force. At 2200 hrs, having received no satisfactory response from the Norwegians, Vian 
took Cossack into the fjord. A boarding party of three officers, led by Lieutenant-Commander 

http://www.wartimememoriesproject.com/ww2/ships/hunter.php
http://ww2db.com/ship_spec.php?ship_id=383
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Bradwell Talbot Turner, and thirty ratings leapt across and after a brisk action, in which four 
German were killed and five wounded, the Altmark was secured with 299 of her captives 
successfully released. On the 13th April 1940, Cossack took part in the heroic 2nd battle of Narvik, 
but suffered serious damage in this engagement and ran aground. She did not get underway again 
until the following dawn, making a slow return to Portsmouth, arriving there on the 30th April. 
During the repairs X turret was replaced by twin 4 in AA guns; the Norwegian campaign having 
revealed the vulnerability of British Destroyers to air attack. By the 15th June, Cossack was back in 
the war again, with some dockyard repair men still on board, on a very important mission. She had 
to escort the cruiser Emerald which was transporting £130 million of gold and securities across the 
Atlantic Ocean. Bad weather however soon caused the little Destroyers of 4DF to turn back to 
Scapa leaving the faster Emerald to make the voyage unsupported. On the way back they were 
relentlessly attacked by German bombers. For much of the rest of the year the 4DF were routinely 
involved in searching for German convoys off Norway, U-boats off Ireland, and capital ships off 
Iceland. On the 26th of May 1941, the Cossack leading the 4DF was ordered to join with the Home 
Fleet battleships searching for the Bismarck. The Fleet's own Destroyers were running short of fuel 
and needed to be relieved as a matter of urgent priority. That night the HMS Piorum sighted the 
Bismarck and at 2200 hrs Vian ordered his Destroyer flotilla into the attack. Despite being seriously 
outgunned Cossack managed to launch three torpedoes from 6,000 yards at 0140 hrs. Two hits on 
the mighty German battleship being recorded. The other Destroyers made similar attacks and kept 
the Bismarck engaged until the Royal Navy battleships arrived at dawn to finally finish off the job. 
Cossack and her sisters next joined Force H at Gibraltar seeing much activity on defending convoys 
to Malta from U-boat and E-boat attack, as well as escorting the capital ships Ark Royal, Nelson and 
Renown. Sadly on the 23rd October 1941, HMS Cossack received a hit from a torpedo fired by the 
U-boat U-563. This killed Captain Berthon and 158 officers and men, with another 29 injured. 
Remarkably Cossack did not sink immediately and soon the fires went out. Seeing that Cossack was 
still very buoyant, she was reboarded, the engine started and, going astern, tried to make the long 
voyage back to Gibraltar. For a night and a day they kept the Cossack moving, but ultimately all 
was in vain, and the gallant little Cossack finally slipped beneath the waves on the following day. 
1287. Erik RUSTAN (b. 2 February 1913). Signed 8 October 1942. Stockholm. 

091 
DOB 2.2.1913. agr. Norsk. 
His Special Operations Executive personnel file is held in TNA with reference number HS 9/1293/7 
and was closed until 1 January 2014. 
From his SOE file: 
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In autumn 1941, Captain Birger Sjøberg was commissioned to travel to Helgeland with soldiers 
from Company Linge. They were put in touch with local illegal groups and coordinate them under 
one management, supply them with weapons and equipment, and instruct them in guerrilla tactics 
and treatment of various weapons. They should also organize a force of at least 250 men when it 
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was time to cut the German lines of communication between North and South Norway. This force 
would be equipped so that it could operate independently for some time without the support of 
the Allies. During the war, five expeditions were sent to Helgeland. 
The first expedition was the code name Archer and consisted of four soldiers: Bjarne Mathisen, 
Johan Lynghaug, Inge Eide Foss and telegraphist Reidar Årkvisla. Sjøberg was supposed to be with, 
but became ill. Archer’s mission was to make the most damage at the airport in Hattfjelldal; blow 
Elsfjord ferry; and blow up the railway bridge at Mosjøen (Trolldalviadukten). Erkner fishing vessel 
starts its journey from Shetland with weapons, ammunition and equipment 13 December 1941. The 
17 December put the dock on Selvær. Here, they load on another boat that will carry them to the 
Grand Steinvik in Vista. The 4-man group had internal management problems. They did not have 
radio contact with the United Kingdom. No one had heard from Archer which created concerns in 
the United Kingdom. Nevertheless, starting with the recruitment to transport weapons and training 
in weapons use. Recruitment took place through the existing resistance in Vefsn, the so-called 
Nordgård group. 
Heron 1 was the second expedition sent to Helgeland. The mission was to establish contact with 
Archer; investigate new routes for weapons transport and landing; and recruitment of people. The 
group consisted of 5 men: Asjørn Knutsen (manager), Ole Baarn, Harald Bugge, H K Hansen and 
telegraphist Aksel Larsen. Heron 1 arrives in Auna Vistenfjord 14 March 1942. They bring eight tons 
of weapons, ammunition and provisions. During the 14 days they have contact with Archer and had 
contact with the United Kingdom. They establish themselves with headquarters in Sørvassdalen and 
find new more favourable landing in Almosen. 
Heron 2 was the third expedition. The mission was to link with Archer and Heron 1 and 
continuation of the arms shipment. The group consisted of 6 men: Birger Sjøberg (manager), 
Lorentz Langås, Arthur Duckworth, Erik Rustan, Johan Kvarme (who signed this book on 3 March 
1942) and Rolf Olsen. The Auna arrives on 15 April and starts unloading of 14 tons of weapons, 
ammunition and provisions. Due to the very appropriate route for arms shipments to the Baltic 
area Vefsn new starting point and with Eiterå Valley as a new target. As the groups had organized 
and taken hold of the assignments that were given was to create loops and layers that you would 
enter in. On the coast there were people recruited to assist the English naval force that was to 
come. In Mosjøen and around the villages it became public chat and the Gestapo got wind of 
something. The radio operator from Archer is arrested and interrogated at Trofors. After several 
harsh interrogations he tells of an arsenal to be found on the farm by Tangen Majavatn. Årkvisla 
thus forced the Germans to the rod to detect the warehouse. On 6 September, the Grannes family 
were owners of the farm Tangen. They will eventually see two boats with 5-6 people each coming 
over Majavatn. Lingering soldiers hiding in the woods at the farm and wait to see what happens. 
On German orders are Årkvisla asked to dig up the armoury. The Germans found a few weapons 
and celebrated. As weapons are carried down to the boats, open vessels gestations fire. In the 
chaos that occurs Årkvisla able to get away and he'll eventually get over to Sweden. The rest of the 
guys gestations and family Grannes is also to Sweden after a very tiring flight. The shots at Tangen 
courtyard leads to a take-up of the illegal activity in the district. 23 men from Vefsn, Grane and 
Vevelstad were shot at Falstad on 7 and 8 October as a result of this. The gestations of guys who 
were not with the rod eventually escapes to Sweden on the orders of Sjøberg. This takes place in 
January 1943. Sjøberg, however, remains in the district. After the reprisals would think that all 
resistance ceased work, but under orders from the highest level in England would Linge Company 
operations continue. New expeditions were then sent to Helgeland and the 17 March 1943 sailed 
Bergholm from Shetland. The skipper on the boat was Leif Larsen (who signed this book on 20 
November 1942), later known as Shetlands Larsen. The group was called "Red Heron" and 
consisted of three soldiers from Company Linge. These were Winnie the carriage that was boss, 
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Arthur Duckworth and Anton Telnes who was radio operator. The group arrived Almosen in Vista, 
and from there went to Bønådalen where they set up tents that served as quarters for a few weeks. 
They had already planned to set up a cottage on the west side of the mountain in Holm Owner 
Ådalen and while Telnes tried to contact the Home Station began Gundersen and carriage to carry 
the equipment over the mountains. They brought a carpenter tools, tar paper and nails from 
Shetland. During a trip with rain and sleet Gundersen carried 43 kg on his back and a can of 20 
litres of petrol. After leaving Bønådalen, they went to a cottage near the forest in Litjvatnet 
Skjørlegda. This was an unfavourable place, since the lodge was marked on the map. The men had 
to find a place that was the most concealed. After careful probing of the terrain they find a narrow 
valley between Litjvatnet and Big Lake. To get there you had to cross a deep river canyons and the 
cabin would be tucked away to the forest. In honour of Ole Baarn they decide that the valley will be 
called Oladalen. The cabin was notched at the site of Linge guys and two volunteers from Eiterå 
valley, Alfred Påljord and Adolf Fagerbakke. Mønsåskanne was celebrated at midsummer 1943. 
Johan Lien from Stavassdalen joined the Linge vessels in Oladalen. Here they lived a fairly carefree 
life during the summer. They set nets in Big Lake and agricultural products were obtained in Eiterå 
Valley. 
In January and March 1944 a new group sent from Shetland. The group called itself the "Falcon". 
Sjøberg was head and they go ashore in Storbørja in Velfjord. The group of Oladalen, "Heron Red" 
turns now with Sjøberg. Operating Instructions for Falcon were reorganisation of existing groups; 
transport of weapons and supplies; maintenance and inspection of the weapons store in 1942; 
inspection of communication lines; planning the destruction of communications lines; planning the 
defence of Komm Linjer; maintaining order in the wake of a German evacuation until the legal 
authorities take over; reports of enemy troop movements in the district. Because of the large 
distances the expedition was divided into three units: 
1. Headquarters Group stationed at Falcon; Leader: Sjøberg; NK: Kvarme; Radio Operator: Larsen; 
Section leader: Team 2, mortars, Langås; Layer 3 Grannes; Layer 4 Bugge; Layer 5 Solbakken; 
Approximately 6 Lynghaug. 
2. Peregrine Falcon stationed in Hattfjelldal; Mission: Take and hold the airport; Leader: Rustan; NK: 
Hansen; Radio Operator: Sandin; Trooper Rogne. 
3. Gyrfalcon stationed in Lånan; Mission: Take the weapons and supplies from the United Kingdom, 
organize a small group of skippers for the supply ships from the United Kingdom; Leader: Olsen; 
Radio Operator: Valberg. 
This was how it looked on paper. To avoid the long march from the coast and the Peregrine Falcon 
Hattfjelldal should be dropped from aircraft near the international border and the rest of the 
Falcon was sent by seaplane. This was not completed and they had to travel by sea with 
ubåtjagerne Hitra and Vigra. To make room for a larger indentation had been moved a forest cabin 
from Litjvatnet up to Oladalen. The two cabins have beds for 16 men. Bunks turned so they were 
shooting position at the entrance. Linge men had carried with him a charging engine, and for that 
there was an earth excavated cave and level with the ground to escape the fumes. There were also 
stored explosives with fuses and detonators. Twenty feet below the cabins lay a wooden toilet 
between two large pine trees. Hit was never gone without carry weapons. Their radio tent was 
erected on a hill just west of the cabins. 
On 9 June 1944, the Germans once again began an operation to finally roll up the illegal activity. 
The cabins in Oladalen are detected and Sjøberg then puts fire to the headquarters to prevent the 
important papers and evidence fell into enemy hands. Then stick the resistance group with the 
Germans in heels. This day there are 15 people present in Oladalen: Johan Sandin, Kvarme Lorang, 
Andreas Georg, Solbakken Henriksen, Anton Telnes, Hans K. Hansen, Aksel Larsen, Einar Grannes, 
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Ole Johan Baarn, Vasshaug, Borghild Birger Sjøberg, Rolf Rogne, Erik Rustan and Johan Lynghaug. 
Headquartered in Oladalen was abandoned. Falcon was fleeing from the enemy and now was to 
get away from operating area. Under these dramatic events in June 1944 Olaf Kaspersen, Johan 
Lynghaug and Birger Sjøberg shot and killed by the Germans. Einar Grannes being shot and 
captured and later end up at Akershus. The rest will come over to Sweden. 
See http://www.123hjemmeside.no/Oladalens-Venner/22287772 for more information and times 
and dates of various missions. 
1288. Kjell MØLMEN. Signed 8 October 1942. Stockholm. 

091 
DOB 25.9.1918. stud. Norsk. 
The archives relating to Leif Tronstad323 
(http://www.ntnu.no/ub/spesialsamlingene/tekhist/tek18/Tek%2018%20Leif%20Tronstad3.pdf) 
include a letter from Kjell Mølmen to Leif Tronstad dated 30 October 1942 concerning military 
matters (and a reply of the same date). No further trace found. 
1289. Flight Lieutenant J Morgan LAW. Signed 9 October 1942. Iceland. 

091 
No matches found for Law or Laws in The Air Force List for November 1942. No trace found. 

                                                 
323 Signed this book on 21 October 1941 

http://www.123hjemmeside.no/Oladalens-Venner/22287772
http://www.ntnu.no/ub/spesialsamlingene/tekhist/tek18/Tek%2018%20Leif%20Tronstad3.pdf
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1290. Flight Lieutenant Gavin Herbert PORTER DFC (C/R94737). Signed 18 October 1942. 
Edinburgh & Canada. 

091 
From The Air Force List for November 1942: 

 

 
This can’t be the signature of G H Porter (70549) because he became a POW in July 1942. It is 
PROBABLY G H Porter DFC who was posted to No 49 Squadron in February 1943. The award of his 
DFC was announced in the LG, 21 January 1944. 
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1291. Squadron Leader the Reverend Francis William COCKS CB QHC MA (75345). Signed 
18 October 1942. Southampton. 

091 
He also signed this book on 29 November 1960. 
In 1962, Venerable F W Cocks was Chaplain-in-Chief to the RAF. 
1292. Group Captain [later Air Commodore] Norman Anthony Pelynt PRITCHETT MiD (3 
May 1903 to 1962). Signed 9 October 1942. Wick. 

092 
He also signed this book on 1 July 1959. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Pritchett.htm: 
Plt Off: 15 Aug 1923, Fg Off: 15 Feb 1925, Flt Lt: 29 May 1929, Squadron Ldr: 1 Aug 1936, Wg Cdr: 1 
Jul 1939, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Sep 1941, Act A/Cdre: 27 Sep 1944, Gp Capt (WS): 27 Mar 1945, Gp Capt: 1 
Oct 1946, A/Cdre: 2 Oct 1951. In the competitive selection tests for entry into Cranwell, held in 
mid-1921, he achieved a score of 6,031. He attained the rank of Flt Cdt Cpl at Cranwell. 
xx xxx 1921 Flight Cadet, 'A' Sqn, RAF College 
15 Aug 1923 Attended Armament and Gunnery School 
 5 Oct 1923 Pilot, No 207 Sqn 
 1 Jul 1925 Pilot, No 43 Sqn 
12 Nov 1928 Attended Carrier Flying Course, RAF Training Base, Leuchars 
14 Dec 1928 Pilot, No 422/450 (Fleet Spotter) Flight FAA 
11 May 1929 Attended Electrical and Wireless School 
12 Jan 1930 Attended Torpedo Course, RAF Base, Gosport 
20 Mar 1931 Officer i/c, No 465 (Fleet Torpedo Bomber) Flight FAA 
 8 May 1933 Flight Commander, No 811 Sqn FAA 
 4 Sep 1933 Staff, RAF Base, Gosport 
21 Jan 1935 Attended RAF Staff College 
 4 Jan 1936 Air Staff, HQ Coastal Command 
23 Nov 1936 Officer Commanding, No 812 Sqn FAA 
26 Apr 1937 Officer Commanding, No 79 Sqn. (Gauntlet II) 
20 Jun 1938 Staff Officer, Deputy Directorate of War Organisation 
8 Sep 1943 Air Staff, HQ Coastal Command 
27 Sep 1944 SASO, HQ No 15 (Reconnaissance) Group 
15 Dec 1945 SASO, HQ RAF Mediterranean and Middle East 
17 Dec 1946 AOC, AHQ East Africa 
 1 Dec 1947 Director of Manning 
19 Apr 1950 AOC, No 67 (Northern Ireland) Group 
According to http://www.olsociety.co.uk/people/public/browse-year/1919, he was a pupil at St 
Lawrence College, Ramsgate, Kent. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Pritchett.htm
http://www.olsociety.co.uk/people/public/browse-year/1919
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The Imperial War Museum, London has a photo, catalogue number A29197, taken by Lt C H Parnall 
with this description: 
Group of Western Approaches Command, which includes, Front row, left to right: Captain C H 
Roberts, CBE, Director of the Tactical School; Mrs G Laughton Bell, Supt of WRNS; Captain F N 
Miles, OBE, RN; Wing Commander J S Stevenson, OBE, RAF; Surgeon Rear Admiral F J O Twigg, MB, 
B CH, RN; Captain A F St G Orpen, OBE, DSC, RN; Engineer Rear Admiral H W Wildish, CB, CBE, RN; 
Commodore I A P MacIntyre, CB, DSO; Admiral Sir Max Horton, KCB, DSO, C in C Western 
Approaches; Air Vice Marshal Sir Leonard H Slatter324, KBE, CB, DSC, DFC; Air Commodore N A P 
Pritchett; Wing Commander B S Nichols, RNZAF; Captain G C Colville, OBE, RN; Rear Admiral (S) N 
Wright, OBE; Captain G H Brady, RN; Captain H N Lake, DSO, DSC, RN. 
From Flight, 24 February 1927:  

 

                                                 
324 Signed this book on 4 June 1957 
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From Flight, 31 May 1928: 

 
According to http://www.hmstheseus.co.uk/812squadron.htm, he was Commanding Officer of 812 
Naval Air Squadron from 23 November 1936 to 25 April 1937. 

http://www.hmstheseus.co.uk/812squadron.htm
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From 
http://www.maritimequest.com/misc_pages/joseph_r_c_lane_collection/pages/wc_jrc_lane_raf_colle
ction_page_8.htm: 

 
1937: 79 Squadron RAF from RAF Biggin Hill seen in flight. From top to bottom aircraft (working in 
groups of three) are: Pilot Officer Todd-White, Squadron Leader N.A.P. Pritchett, Pilot Officer 
Davies; Sergeant J.R.C. (Joe) Lane, Pilot Officer A.C. Heath and Sergeant F. S. Brown; Pilot Officer 
Edwards, Pilot Officer Roberts and Pilot Officer Illingsworth; and Sergeant Whitby, Sergeant A. A. 
Payne and Sergeant Foster. 
From http://www.rafb24.com/index.php/2012-01-18-19-57-49/raf-squadrons/16-120squadron: 
On 2 June the first entry in the Squadrons Operations Record Book was made: “At RAF Station 
Nutts Corner (Commanding Officer, Group Captain N.A.P. Pritchett), No120 Squadron, formed 
under authority of HQ Coastal Command. Postgram S/9411/22/23BRG, dated 2 June 1941. 

http://www.maritimequest.com/misc_pages/joseph_r_c_lane_collection/pages/wc_jrc_lane_raf_collection_page_8.htm
http://www.maritimequest.com/misc_pages/joseph_r_c_lane_collection/pages/wc_jrc_lane_raf_collection_page_8.htm
http://www.rafb24.com/index.php/2012-01-18-19-57-49/raf-squadrons/16-120squadron
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Conveying establishment No. WAR/CC/208, dated 1 June 1941. Authority ‘S’ aircraft comprise an 
initial issue of 9 Liberator aircraft.” 
1293. Captain Bertram Kenneth JONES (129116). Signed 10 October 1942. Dyce. 

092 
He took part in the "Arnhem Drop" (as chronicled in Cornelius Ryan's A Bridge Too Far) and became 
a POW in Stalag XIB, at Fallingbostel, Germany. 
See http://www.nesa.org.uk/fb/f.a%20bridge%20too%20far.htm for a story in which his listed as 
one of 17 names on a 20 Reichmark note that was paid 7 ½ months’ labour in the Bad Grund lead 
mine in Germany from September 1944 to April 1945. Each of these men will have received a 
similar note, signed by the others. The names are those of the prisoners who shared a hut at Stalag 
XIB. Some names are illegible: Private Albert Edward Smallman. No. 14583529. POW No. 118245. 
Border Regiment, reported wounded and missing in Action 20th September, 1944, Tyldesley, 
Lancashire. | W. Taylor, 1st Para TECD, 1ST airborne RECCE Squadron, Oldham. | Lance Corporal E. 
W. Ball, No. 4751030. POW No. 117586, 7th K.O.S.B., A Company, South Wales (Cardiff). | Private V. 
Lilley, No.3194627 POW No. 117262, 7th K.O.S.B., Anti-Tank Platoon, Berwick. | J McLintock, 7th 
K.O.S.B., C Company, Glasgow. (Conflicting information suggests that there was a Cpl James 
McLintock, 14211211, No. 9 Platoon, C Company who was killed at Arnhem on the 
Oranjeweg/Bothaweg crossroads on 23/9/44 aged 24 of Johnstone, Renfrewshire.) Could the 
signature have been read wrongly? It is hard to read. Or maybe the report was wrong. | V. 
Heywood, 253 R.A.S.C. Air Despatcher, Manchester. | Private Joseph Kenworthy, No. 4467370, POW 
118066, Border, reported wounded and missing in action 20th September 1944, Ashton-Under-
Lyne, Lancashire. | Private Ernest Hamlett, Signaller, No. 4462122, POW 118075, 1st Airborne, 1ST 
Battalion, Border, Manchester (June 17, 1914 – May 27, 2002). | A….unreadable………could be 
Thomas….town begins with G…Glasgow? | Private A. F. Thomson, No. 3190512, POW 117415, Motor 
Transport Battalion HQ OF 7TH KOSB … (looks like BLACKMO) | R. Mills 1st RA field, 1st Airlanding 
light regiment – now passed away. | B. K. Jones, 1st Airlanding, Light Regiment, Bolton – now 
passed away. | Private Frank Clegg, No. 3451679, POW 118264, 1st Border, reported wounded and 
missing 23rd September, 1944, Oldham, Lancashire. | Private John Kelly, London (this is what he put 
on the Reichmark). What others have suggested: No. 3595395 POW 117724Despatch Rider, 1st 
Border, HQ Company, reported missing 26th September, 1944.Bolton, Lancashire - Is it the same 
man? | G. Lovatt (??) 1st ALRECCE, chesterfield. | Private G. H. Smith-Carter, No. 5125393, POW 
117957,156 Para, Mansfield. | G. Jackson 2 (OBMM) HLA/TBRRA (2ND Oban Anti-Tank Battery) 
Hamilton – passed away. The LG, 7 November 1950 announced he relinquished his commission as 
Lt. (War Subs Capt) in the Royal Regiment of Artillery and was granted the honorary rank of Major. 
1294. Squadron Leader Unknown. Signed 17 October 1942. RAF Abbotsinch. 

092 
Can’t decide if the surname starts with a D, O, P, Q or R. It could be DUMINY but the only person in 
The Air Force List for September 1942 with that name is Wing Commander J Duminy (07065) 
Retired. It could be N M Browning or H J Gearing. 

http://www.nesa.org.uk/fb/f.a%20bridge%20too%20far.htm
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According to http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Stations-A.htm, the units based at RAF Abbotsinch 
(now Glasgow Airport) the date this book was signed were: 
No 6 Aircraft Assembly Unit (1940 - 1943) 
Torpedo Training Unit (19 Mar 1940 - 14 Nov 1942) 
No 1441 (Combined Operations Development) Flt (20 Jan - 19 Oct 1942) 
Detachment from 254 Squadron (Jul - Oct 1942) According to C G Jefford’s RAF Squadrons, 254 
Squadron went to RAF Docking on 10 October 1942. 
1295. Squadron Leader Unknown. Signed 17 October 1942. RAF Turnberry. 

092 
Possibilities include: S BINGHAM (112986) and S H BINGHAM (72618). The surname could be 
DOUGLAS or HUGHES. 
From 
http://www.secretscotland.org.uk/index.php/Secrets/RAFTurnberry?from=Secrets.TurnberryAirfield: 
The airfield had been in use as a base by the Auxiliary Air Force until 1942, but the arrival of World 
War II saw the reconstruction of the airfield as a formal training facility by Wimpey in 1941, when 
tarmac runways were laid, and the airfield was reopened in 1942. It was then used to train RAF 
units in torpedo bombing at the nearby River Clyde torpedo ranges, and for air sea rescue 
missions. It seems some 1,200 men were stationed at Turnberry. In use, the layout proved less than 
ideal. Approaches were difficult, and had to be made over the sea, or from the hills to the east, 
which meant that both routes were compromised by the prevailing winds, which tended to blow 
inland from the sea. The hills to the east housed the bomb store and technical site. The layout of 
the surrounding land also meant there was no possibility for expansion. When the war ended and 
the operational units finally moved out during November 1945, the airfield was closed. After the 
airfield, accommodation on the site remained in use for a time, to house Prisoners of War until 
1946, after which most of the accommodation was cleared from the site. 

 
In February 1942, No 5 OUT (Coastal) arrived with Beauforts for training, moving out in December 
to make way for No 1 Torpedo training unit and their mixture of Beauforts and Hampdens in 
January 1943. 
From The Telegraph of 15 July 2009: 
The Open 2009: when bouncing bombs were par for the course at Turnberry by Brendan Gallagher 
Turnberry is regularly voted among the world's top ten golf courses, a combination of scenic 
beauty and golfing challenge. But as you look over the glorious sweep of Ayrshire coast it is hard 

http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Stations-A.htm
http://www.secretscotland.org.uk/index.php/Secrets/RAFTurnberry?from=Secrets.TurnberryAirfield
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to envisage a time when the links was buried under 11 miles of runways with foundations three 
feet deep, topped with six inches of concrete. It was a centre of war and mass destruction. 
RAF Turnberry was not just a forgotten outpost in the two World Wars out of the range of German 
bombers, it was a vibrant station from which at least two of the great fighter aces from World War I 
operated at various times, while in World War II a sister project to Barnes Wallis' Dam Busters raid 
was launched. Originally established by the Marquess of Ailsa around the turn of the century, the 
course was commandeered in 1917 by the Royal Flying Corps who established No 1 School of 
Aerial Fighting and Gunnery School there. The small, single-engined biplanes of that time needed 
only a few hundred yards of level grassland and, by war's end, disruption to Turnberry's landscape 
had been relatively light. The adjoining hotel, built in 1906, was used throughout this period as an 
officers' mess. 
In command for much of the time was Lionel Rees VC, MC, who won his Victoria Cross in July 1916 
for shooting down three enemy aircraft over Double Crassieurs in France despite being seriously 
wounded by a gunshot wound to the thigh. Another pilot who served as an instructor at Turnberry 
was Major James McCudden VC, DSO & Bar, MC & Bar, MM. McCudden officially ranks seventh in 
the all-time list of World War 1 aces but many military historians put him top of the pile because 
the vast majority of his 57 "kills" were confirmed by the German themselves. After serving at 
Turnberry he returned to active service but died at Auxi-le-Château in France when his engine 
failed on take off. 
The Second World War made an immense impact on the golf course and the local community. In 
1941, the RAF assessed the site as suitable for Coastal Command's use. Bulldozers levelled the 
fairways, bunkers and most painfully of all, the immaculate greens. A tarmac track encircled the 
runways. Huge hangars were built, aircraft dispersal areas installed, HQ buildings erected and 
storage facilities put in place. During the war there was almost no trace of the golf course that once 
existed. The main runway ran north-east to south-west. A second, shorter and more difficult for 
landing, bisected it; one end pointing out to sea past the famous lighthouse, the other towards the 
hill and Blaw Wearie House. 
Long range, four-engined Liberator bombers used the airfield, firstly for anti-submarine and 
convoy patrols over the Atlantic. Twin-engined Beaufighters would skim across the Firth of Clyde 
from dawn to dusk practising their low flying and bombing routines. The Torpedo Training unit was 
based in and round the area of the fifth hole and during the cold of winter the pilots often used to 
scour the beaches for driftwood to burn and keep body and soul together. RAF 618 Squadron also 
undertook much of the testing locally of a secret weapon known as Highball which was being 
devised by scientist Barnes Wallis as a revolutionary form of bomb – or mine as it was then called – 
that would skip along the water like a pebble across the sea to locate its target. 
Unlike the cylindrical bombs used for the famous Dam Busters raid by their sister squadron 617, 
the 1240lb Highball, carried by especially adapted Mosquitos, was more spherical and was 
designed to attack massive battleships such as the Tirpitz but much to the frustration of everybody 
involved they were never called upon to use them in anger. 
The training at Turnberry was cutting-edge stuff – the country was fighting for its survival – and 
accidents were common place. A memorial to all those killed while stationed at RAF Turnberry was 
erected and dedicated in 1991 on a hill overlooking the 12 green. 
After the war, it was touch and go whether the golf course be returned to its former glory but the 
deciding factor was the future of the renowned Turnberry Hotel, which had served as a Naval 
hospital during war. Without a golf course to serve, the hotel would be a white elephant and the 
local economy would suffer. So British Transport Hotel, who owned the Turnberry, made the right 
investment and golf finally won the day. 
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From http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Stations-T.htm#Turnberry: 
The following units were based at RAF Turnberry: 
No 1 School of Aerial Fighting (19 Sep 1917 - 10 May 1918) (also at Ayr) 
No 1 School of Aerial Fighting & Gunnery (10 - 29 May 1918) (also at Ayr) 
No 1 Fighting School (29 May 1918 - 1 Apr 1919) (also at Ayr) 
No 5 (Coastal) Operational Training Unit (3 May - 29 Dec 1942, 15 Feb 1944 - 1 Aug 1945) 
Torpedo Training Unit (14 Nov 1942 - 1 Jan 1943) 
No 1 Torpedo Training Unit (1 Jan 1943 - 22 May 1944; 1 Aug 1945 - 10 Dec 1947) 
‘B’ Flt, 652 Sqn (Jan 1943) 
No 14 RAF Mobile Servicing Unit (Torpedo) (Mar - xxx 1943) 
618 Sqn (7 May - 1 Jul 1943) 
Detachment - 618 Sqn (xxx - 28 Jun 1944; 2 - 13 Oct 1944) 
No 10 Gliding School (25 May 1945 - xxx 1948) 
Coastal Command Flying Instructors School (9 Jun - 13 Oct 1945) 
Coastal Command Instructors School (29 Oct - 12 Nov 1945) 
1296. Flight Lieutenant John Walter TINKLER (47318). Signed 17 October 1942. RAF 
Turnberry. 

092 
According to http://www.ancientfaces.com/person/john-walter-tinkler/165023359, he was killed on 
27 March 1946, aged 27. He was with 209 Squadron. He is buried in the Kranji War Cemetery, 
Singapore. He is mentioned in the LG, 6 January 1942, 13 November 1942 and 10 September 1943. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._209_Squadron_RAF: 
When World War II was declared, No.209 Squadron moved to Invergordon to patrol the North Sea 
between Scotland and Norway. From October 1939, it patrolled the Atlantic from Oban. Further re-
equipments occurred in December 1939 (Saro Lerwicks) and April 1941 (Consolidated Catalinas). 
Familiarisation with the US-supplied Catalinas was aided by the secondment of US military 
personnel who also flew on active service patrols, despite the US being a neutral power at the time. 
Anti-submarine patrols were flown over the Atlantic from RAF Castle Archdale on Loch Erne, in 
Northern Ireland, using the Donegal Corridor over neutral Ireland. During this time, in May 1941, a 
patrol by No. 209 (with an American crewman) located the German battleship Bismarck. In August 
1941, the squadron moved to Iceland for two months. From March 1942 until July 1945, No. 209 
was stationed in East Africa. It flew patrols over the Indian Ocean with detached bases in South 
Africa, Madagascar, Oman and the Seychelles to extend its cover. In July 1945, the squadron moved 
to Ceylon (now Sri Lanka), with recently-acquired Short Sunderland MkVs, with a detachment at 
Rangoon (now Yangon), to harass Japanese shipping along the coast from Burma (now Myanmar) 
to Malaya. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Stations-T.htm%23Turnberry
http://www.ancientfaces.com/person/john-walter-tinkler/165023359
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._209_Squadron_RAF
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1297. Flying Officer John Robert TAYLOR. Signed 20 October 1942. London. 

 
DOB 2.3.1917. pilot. The Air Force List for November 1942 lists several Taylors with the initials J R: 

 
Could F/O = Foreign Office? Could he be an escapee or evader? 
1298. Peder MJÅLAND AKA Tor Hugo van der HAGEN. Signed 20 October 1942. 

092 
DOB 29.12.1916. tekst.arb. norsk. 
He also signed this book on 20 September 1943 as Torleiv Alf TØNNESEN. 
According to http://www.wwiinorge.com/Tellefsen_print_Eng.htm, this was the alias for Linge agent 
corporal Tor Hugo van der Hagen. 
According to Geoff Ward’s website http://www.wwiinorge.com/Tellefsen_eng.htm: 
“…on April 27 1943, in Operation Cockerel, two Linge agents, corporal Tor Hugo Van Der Hagen 
and sergeant Erling Jensen parachuted into the mountains of East-Agder. Their mission was to give 
weapon, guerrilla-warfare, and sabotage training to future instructors in Major Laudal’s growing 
“army”. Jensen, alias “Arne Andersen”, was extremely sceptical to the invasion expectations – and 
both he and van der Hagen, alias “Peder Mjaaland”, disliked the contents of the directive.” 
He has a file, reference HS 9/1505/5, in TNA which was closed until 1 January 2017. 
In an email to Trevor Baker dated 4 May 2013, Geoff said: 
“At the end of August 1942 Thor-Hugo was instructed to return to England via Sweden and bring 
the fullest information of the existing state of affairs; he would return to Norway again with 
Starheim's new expedition. (Carhampton).” 
According to his grandson (http://www.specialforcesroh.com/archive/index.php/t-4438.html): 
“… he was one of the survivors of Operation Carhampton.” 
Yet http://forum.12oclockhigh.net/showthread.php?t=16603&page=2 states: 
“On 15 March 1942 the coastal steamer SS Galtesund had successfully been hijacked and taken to 
the UK by an armed Norwegian group of 6 men under the leadership of the 25 year old Odd Kjell 
Starheim, one of the pioneer members of the SOE branch called Norwegian Independent Company 
1 (NOR.I.C.1). The success of the Galtesund operation helped persuade the British in approving a 
new, more ambitious plan: Operation Carhampton, an attempt to take over a German shipping 
convoy. In the operation, Starheim and 40 Norwegian soldiers were landed near Abelsnes in Vest-
Agder by the Norwegian auxiliary minesweeper Bodø. Thirty of Starheim’s men were from 

http://www.wwiinorge.com/Tellefsen_print_Eng.htm
http://www.wwiinorge.com/Tellefsen_eng.htm
http://www.specialforcesroh.com/archive/index.php/t-4438.html
http://forum.12oclockhigh.net/showthread.php?t=16603&page=2
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NOR.I.C.1, while the remaining 10 belonged to the Royal Norwegian Navy. The first attempt, on 10 
January 1943, at capturing a convoy failed when the coordination of the various groups was lost. A 
second attempt on 17 January ended in a gunfight between the commandos and German guards. 
The group’s cover blown, the Norwegians were hunted by large German forces and had to be 
assisted by local resistance people in order to survive. After an aborted attempt at attacking the 
strategically significant mines at Knaben the whole operation was called off. The leadership in 
London had not supported the plans to attack Knaben, instead approving of an attack on the 
titanium mine Titania in Sokndal, and the capture of a 10,000 ton ship in the Jøssingfjord. The 
commandos were supposed to have escaped Titania by using the mine trolleys. Starheim and 12 
other Carhampton members hijacked the 732-ton Norwegian coastal passenger/cargo steamship 
SS Tromøsund on 28 February in an attempt to bring the ship over to Scotland, but Tromøsund 
never reached the UK, being sunk by German aircraft the next day. One of the bombs went down 
the funnel, and the boilers probably blew up. Two lifeboats with 8 men in each were also sunk. All 
those on board, including the 13 commandos, the 26 crew, two passengers and three German 
prisoners of war, lost their lives when Tromøsund sank. Starheim and the ship’s captain were the 
only ones whose bodies were recovered, drifting ashore on Tjörn near Bohuslän a few weeks later, 
and an empty lifeboat from the ship was found on a beach in Jylland. Of the members of the 
operation who did not sail on Tromøsund 16 made their way to West Hartlepool in North East 
England by fishing boat, four men were given new missions in Norway and the rest made their way 
to neutral Sweden. Starheim was buried in his birthplace Lista. In addition to his British DSO, he was 
awarded the Norwegian War Cross.” 
His grandson said: 
“He survived Operation Carhampton and the attempt to bring D/S Tromoysund to Great Britain. 
Though the operation was a failure, and the leader of the Operation, Odd Starheim, died when 
bombed by a German aircraft. Tor Hugo died in 1992 and had 5 children after the war, among 
them my mother.” 
From Ian Herrington’s The Special Operations Executive In Norway 1940-1945: Policy and Operations 
in the Strategic and Political Context: 
“28 April 1942 (air). To carry out instructions and training in the Kristiansand Area. In August 1941, 
Jensen left for Sweden followed by Hagen, who became part of Operation Carhampton in early 
1943. After this operation was abandoned he stayed behind in southern Norway to help F. Aaraas 
operate the ‘Carhampton’ W/T station. Aaraas was captured on 12 August 1943 but Hagen 
managed to escape.” 
From HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 
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From his SOE file HS 9/1505/5 (obtained by Bob Pearson on production of a death certificate to 
TNA): 
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1299. Maria VOSCHININA. Signed 21 October 1942. No address. 

092 
DOB 14.4.1907. fr. Sovjetrysk. No trace found. 
1300. Grigori JAMPOLSKI. Signed 21 October 1942. No address. 

092 
DOB 13.1.1909. ing. Sovjetrysk. No trace found. 
1301. Gyda DAHM . Signed 21 October 1942. London. 

092 
DOB 17.9.1904. sekreter. Norsk. 
DOB confirmed with the Norwegian Digital Archives: 
Household members 

 
The LG, 25 January 1946 announced: 
“In pursuance of subsection i (a) of Section 3 of the Diplomatic Privileges (Extension) Act (7 & 8 
Geo. 6 Chapter 44) His Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs has compiled the 
following list of representatives of the Governments of foreign Sovereign Powers attending the 
First General Assembly of the United Nations, together with the members of their official staffs, 
who are entitled to diplomatic immunities, the said list taking effect from the 5th January, 1946.” 
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The list for Norway was Monsieur Trygve Lie, Monsieur Erik Colban, Monsieur C. J. Hambro, 
Monsieur Terje Wold, Dr. Philos Worm Muller, Monsieur Strand Johansen, Monsieur Finn Moe, 
Monsieur Finn Dahl, Monsieur Conrad Nordhal (who signed this book on 15 October 1941), 
Mademoiselle Frieda Dalen, Monsieur H. C. Borg, Commodore J. E. Jacobsen, Colonel Karl Arnuff, 
Monsieur Johan Melander, Monsieur Erik Dons, Monsieur Kristen Klaveness, Mademoiselle Gyda 
Dahm and Madame Gudrun Ramstad. 
1302. Andreas AULIE. Signed 21 October 1942. London. 176A Blyth Road, Bromley. 

092 
DOB 17.11.1897. statsadv. 
He also signed this book on 14 February 1942. 
1303. Bernard Cyril Hicks (“Hicks Green”) GREEN. Signed 21 October 1942. 

092 
DOB 2.6.1915. köpman. Britt. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Golf professional. Born 1915. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 

 
Savonlinna, May 1940: Sidney Harold (later Sir Harold) Evans, Montague Frank Baxter & Hicks 
Green 
Justin Brook’s The Volunteers: The Full Story of the British Volunteers in Finland 1939-41 
1304. Per LARSMOEN. Signed 21 October 1942. 

092 
DOB 17.3.1920. kont. Norsk. One of the Bromma departure archives lists him as Per Lars MOEN: 
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No trace found. 
1305. Hugo Conrad MUNTHE-KAAS (3 February 1922 – 19 March 2012). Signed 21 
October 1942. London. 

092 
DOB 3.2.1922. fänrik. Norsk. 
He was a Norwegian intelligence agent and resistance fighter during World War II. He received 
seventeen decorations for his war service. From the 1970s he was active in the Progress Party, 
where he was a city council member in Oslo and deputy MP. He was an honorary party member. 
Munthe-Kaas is the son of Otto H. Munthe-Kaas and younger brother of Otto Ulrik Munthe-Kaas, 
both military officers. His father was, before World War II, head of the military camp at Setermoen, 
and was head of the II Field Battalion in the 16th Infantry Regiment during the German invasion of 
Norway. Hugo Munthe-Kaas had before the outbreak of the war, volunteered for the guard 
company in Tromsø, where he served during the German attack. He then joined the war 
commissary in Tromsø and was accepted for service in the 16th Infantry Regiment, despite being 
two years too young for conscription. Munthe-Kaas served during the campaign in Northern 
Norway as an orderly in the courier service and as a sniper in the Battles of Narvik. His service 
lasted until the Norwegian mainland capitulation on 10 June 1940. After the surrender of mainland 
Norway, Munthe-Kaas was demobilized and he continued secondary school in Tromsø in early 
1941. In April that year he was recruited into the Norwegian resistance movement owing to the 
efforts of the journalist Sverre Larsen from the Tromsø newspaper. In mid-1941 he went on to 
Trondheim to study at Trondheim Commerce School. In Trondheim he was again involved with the 
resistance and, among other things, he did intelligence work covering the German U-boat base in 
the city, which allowed British planes to bomb the major transformer station at the port in early 
1942. In April of the same year he came over to Britain with the Sigalos, skippered by Leif Andreas 
Larsen325. In the United Kingdom, Munthe-Kaas joined the exiled Norwegian forces. He was soon 
recruited by the British Secret Intelligence Service for special assignments in Norway. He underwent 
training as a radio operator and a commando soldier. Based in the United Kingdom, through the 
war years he carried out several operations in occupied Norway, arriving both by air and 
submarine. For the British the need for intelligence information from Norway increased after the 
larger German ships was transferred to Norwegian waters. They realized that the threat to the 

                                                 
325 Signed this book on 20 November 1942 
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convoy route to and from the Soviet Union was growing, and were particularly concerned with the 
threat that the German battleship Tirpitz posed after the ship moved north. It became important 
for the British to establish a network of stations from northern Nordland to Troms, so that 
intelligence information about German ship movements could be sent to the UK. Munthe-Kaas was 
assigned such a mission, contributing to the creation of a network of agents with radios in July 
1942. During the night of 15 July 1942, he was delivered to Langøya in Vesterålen by a Norwegian 
PBY Catalina. He established the radio station LIBRA and in the summer of 1942 worked to 
organize the intelligence network that monitored the movements of the Tirpitz in northern 
Norwegian waters. After the first successful operation in Norway, Munthe-Kaas, together with his 
father, who had been arrested, (but made sure Munthe-Kaas was transferred to the hospital why?), 
went to neutral Sweden and then travelled back to Britain. He was later followed by his father, who 
eventually became the Norwegian military attaché in Washington, DC. In October 1942 Munthe-
Kaas was involved in Operation Upsilon, and in mid-November he was together with other 
Norwegian soldiers and 60 tons of equipment, brought over to Mefjorden on Senja by the French 
submarine Junon. On his return to Britain, he began work at the Norwegian Military Academy in 
London in December 1942, where he continued until early 1943. Munthe-Kaas was sent to Norway 
once more in March 1943, again with the Junon, during Upsilon III. The objective of the operation 
was to deliver a further 60 tons of supplies, and bring out two French and two Norwegian soldiers 
who had been left in Mefjorden during the previous raid. These four had managed to remain 
hidden with the help of residents in Mefjordvær. The rescue of the four was considered a 
significant achievement and resulted in that Munthe-Kaas was rewarded a distinction, both from 
Norway, France and the United Kingdom. The repeated missions in occupied Norway posed a risk 
both for himself and for the intelligence service. As a result, Munthe-Kaas was transferred to 
another service in 1943. After the Military Academy, he continued with British military training and 
was transferred to the Westminster Dragoons, where he was a tank commander, but he was not 
sent on active service. In early 1944, Munthe-Kaas reported for duty with the Royal Norwegian 
Navy in the United Kingdom, where he was stationed aboard the motor torpedo boat MTB 627, 
which served in the English Channel. During the Normandy Landings in June 1944, Munthe-Kaas' 
motor torpedo boat was part of the naval force which protected the invasion fleet against German 
attacks. He continued motor torpedo boat service until September, when he was again assigned to 
a mission in Norway. It was led by Major Paul M. Strande and bore the code-name Elg. The base 
would be ready for combat in case of an Allied invasion in Norway, or in the case if the German 
forces in Norway decided to fight rather than surrender. Together with other Norwegian soldiers, 
Munthe-Kaas was paradropped over Eastern Norway on 26 November 1944. Munthe-Kaas was 
assigned head of the area BA I and was at ELG, until Germany's capitulation. At war's end, Munthe-
Kaas had risen through the ranks to lieutenant. After the end of the war in 1945, Munthe-Kaas 
became a civilian and worked at the herring oil factory in Tromsø, where his father was the 
manager for many years. However, he soon went back to the military, achieving a number of key 
positions in the army. He served as an intelligence officer in Northern Norway and later served in 
the same role in the Independent Norwegian Brigade Group in Germany. In 1949, he was stationed 
in London, where he served as assistant military attaché at the Norwegian embassy. From 1950 to 
1952, he was the Norwegian military attaché in the United Kingdom. Munthe-Kaas participated as 
part of the Norwegian military delegation, in the funeral procession of King George VI of the 
United Kingdom in London on 15 February 1952. Upon returning to Norway, he was appointed 
head of Garnisonen i Sør-Varanger and was from 1955 to 1960 assistant border commissioner. He 
also served abroad on several occasions, including as an assistant to the Supreme Allied 
Commander Europe in Paris in 1962. From 1963 to 1964, he participated in Norwegian UN troops 
in Congo. In 1965 he was stationed at Heistadmoen, before he became chief of the army's 
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paratrooper school at Trandum, where he served from 1969 until 1972. He resigned from the 
Armed Forces in 1983. For his efforts during Upsilon III, when a Sergeant, Munthe-Kaas was 
honoured by the King in Council with the Norwegian War Cross with sword on 2 July 1943. The 
citation mentioned in particular the efforts to rescue two French and two Norwegian soldiers 
during the operation with the French submarine Junon. The diploma accompanying the War Cross 
was labelled "For particularly deserving effort in connection with secret military operations". France 
honoured him with the appointment of Chevalier (Knight) of the Légion d'honneur and he was also 
awarded the Croix de Guerre with bronze palm. In 1943 he was awarded the British Distinguished 
Service Medal, an award that was presented by the First Sea Lord, John Cunningham. This was the 
highest British award available at the time for non-commissioned military personnel. For his service 
during the Second World War, Munthe-Kaas was also awarded the British War Medal, Defence 
Medal and the Atlantic Star, the Norwegian War Medal, the Defence Medal with rosette and 
Haakon VII 70th Anniversary Medal. In conjunction with the 50th anniversary of the Normandy 
landings, he was also presented with the French Médaille de la Reconnaissance for 1939-1945. 
Munthe-Kaas is also the holder of a United Nations Medal for his ONUC-operation in the Congo. In 
all, Munthe-Kaas has been awarded 17 military decorations for his work during and after the 
Second World War. In 2008 he donated his awards to the Military Academy in Oslo. Munthe-Kaas 
has also been politically active. He supported the Conservative Party until 1977, when he joined the 
Progress Party. He was deputy chairman of the Progress Party from 1980 to 1982. He was deputy 
Member of Parliament for Akershus in the Norwegian parliament from 1981 to 1985. From 1984, he 
represented the Progress Party in the Oslo City Council. He has also been county chairman in the 
Akershus Progress Party. Munthe-Kaas is an honorary member of the Progress Party. He died in 
2012. 
1306. Kjell Angell EVENSEN. Signed 21 October 1942. London. 

092 
DOB 19.5.1922. skolelev. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
According to http://skattekartet.com/2009/Kjell_Angell_Evensen_2113151, he was born in Asker. 
The Operational Record Book for 330 Squadron has an entry dated 16 May 1944 which lists a K 
Evensen as a member of the crew of a Sunderland: 

 

http://skattekartet.com/2009/Kjell_Angell_Evensen_2113151
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1307. Erik Bjørn SEKKELSTEN. Signed 21 October 1942. Norwegian Embassy, London. 

093 
DOB 4.1.1918. stud. 
Nothing found using Google other than a US patent application from Oslo, Norway dated 26 April 
1958 relating to heating elements in furnaces. 
He has an SOE file in TNA with reference HS 9/1339 which is closed until 1 January 2031. This file 
also contains documents relating to Arno Seidel - born 25.11.1894; Erik Seidenfaden - dob n/k; 
Olav Seidenfaden - born 29.03.1915; Anna Sein - born c.1920; Tun Sein - dob n/k; and Kristian 
Setberg - born 11.09.1914. 
From http://www.begravdeioslo.no/maler/grav/grave_id/34860: 
Grefsen cemetery, City of Oslo. Gravnr: 07.008.05.011 
Erik Bjorn Sekkelsten 01/04/1918 - 09/04/1962. Burial: 24/05/1962 
Oda Sekkelsten 09/04/1916 - 05/10/1990. Burial: 21/06/1990 
1308. Hans Hagbert Sebastian Petrus OPPEGAARD. Signed 21 October 1942. Norwegian 
Embassy, London. 

093 
DOB 8.1.1916. kontorsass. 
War Memorial in Enebakk is a monument to Hagbart Petrus Sebastian Oppegaard. He was born in 
1916 in Holt in Enebakk and killed during air raids on London in 1944. Petrus Oppegaard was a 
lieutenant in the Norwegian navy, and was under Admiral Danielsen in London when the bomb fell 
on 28 July 1944. The urn and the uniform came with urn boat from England, and the urn was put 
down at the family tomb at the Church Enebakk. The monument was erected by sambygdingene - 
ceremoniously unveiled by Admiral Danielsen in the Navy and sheriff Thor Beach on 20 May 1950. 
The stone was taken from Torsnes in Østfold. Artistic design was Erling Såtvedt responsible for in 
1950. It was carved and erected by Askim Stenhuggeri. 
From HS17 Scandinavian Index: 

 
From http://www.enebakk.kommune.no: 
Krigsminnesmerket i Enebakk er en bauta over Petrus Oppegaard, - Hans Hagbart Petrus Sebastian 
Oppegaard, som hans fulle navn var. Han ble født i 1916 på Holt i Enebakk og omkom under 
luftangrep på London i 1944 - 28 år gammel. Petrus Oppegaard var løytnant i den norske marine, 
og var under admiral Danielsen i London da bomben falt den 28.juli i 1944. Urnen og uniformen 

http://www.begravdeioslo.no/maler/grav/grave_id/34860
http://www.enebakk.kommune.no/
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kom med urnebåten fra England, og urnen ble satt ned på familiegravstedet ved Enebakk Kirke. 
Bautaen ble reist av sambygdingene - høytidelig avduket av admiral Danielsen i Sjøforsvaret og 
lensmann Thor Strand den 20. mai 1950. Steinen ble hentet fra Torsnes i Østfold. Kunstnerisk 
utførelse var Erling Såtvedt ansvarlig for i 1950. Den ble hugget og satt opp av Askim stenhuggeri. 
Det har i 56 år vært en tradisjon at 17. mai-feiringen i Kirkebygda starter med en hedring av hans 
minne, og til minne om de falne under den 2. Verdenskrig. 
1309. Capitaine Georges Louis Eugene FOURNIER. Signed 21 October 1942. La France 
Combattante, London. 

093 
DOB 16.9.1920. studer. 
He was the Commander of Operation Dickens | Command Stick (Raids on railroad targets near 
Nantes, France) which took place between 16 July 1944 and 11 August. In July 1944, the idea was 
launched to create an operation that will aim to cut the lines of communication and neutralize 
enemy actions in the area of the Vendee, Maine-et-Loire and Deux-Sevres. This mission is 
entrusted to the paratroopers of the 3rd Free France SAS, the men who went to England for their 
intensive training. On the nights of June 17 and 18, the sticks of command and reconnaissance of 
the third SAS commanded by Captain George Fournier are dropped on the Drop Zone du Bois 
d'Anjou, near the small town of Somloire, Maine-et Loire. He was author of Contestations 
collectives, resistances et Resistance: quelles continuite´s? 
1310. Lance Sergeant Richard O’BRIEN DCM MM (5340890). Signed 25 October 1942. 
London. 

093 
DOB 8.2.1918. 

 
The men selected for Operation Musketoon were two officers and eight men from No. 2 
Commando and two Norwegian corporals from the Norwegian Independent Company 1, part of 
the Special Operations Executive. The raid was commanded by Captain Graeme Black, from Ontario 
in Canada. The second in command was Captain Joseph Houghton. The other men from No. 2 
Commando were Company Sergeant Major Miller Smith, Lance Sergeant Richard O'Brien, Lance 
Bombadier William Chudley and privates John Fairclough (who signed this book on 7 October 
1942), Cyril Abram, Eric Curtis, Reginald Makeham and Fred Trigg (who signed this book on 7 
October 1942). The two Norwegian corporals were Erling Djupdraet and Sverre Granlund (who 
signed this book on 18 April 1942 and, using his alias of Oddvar Björklund, on 24 May 1942. 
For a fortnight before leaving for Norway, the team had been training on a large country estate in 
Scotland. During the planning stage, the commandos were supposed to be picked up after the raid 
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by a Short Sunderland flying boat. This was cancelled before they left due to risks to the aircraft. 
Instead, they would head for neutral Sweden. To assist in this, each man was issued with special 
equipment, which included a silk map of Norway and Sweden, a rice paper map of Russia and 
Norwegian Kroner notes. They also carried two compasses (one sewn into each collar tab), a 
hacksaw blade, a fighting knife and a Colt pistol. The only other small arm taken was a suppressed 
Sten gun, carried by Captain Houghton. The commandos were divided into two groups for the 
attack. One group consisting of Lance Sergeant O'Brien, Lance Bombadier Chudley and Private 
Curtis targeted two high-pressure water pipes 7 feet (2.1 m) in diameter, leading from the top of 
the mountain into the plant. Reaching their objective, they planted their plastic explosives in a 
pattern to blow a 3 feet (0.91 m) gap in the pipes. Attaching a 30-minute delayed fuse, they waited 
to hear the explosives going off in the plant, which was the signal to activate their fuse. Upon 
hearing the explosions at the power plant, Lance Sergeant O'Brien's group activated its own 
explosives. Both groups then withdrew back into the hills, just as German reinforcements were 
arriving at the plant. The Germans were unwilling to enter the tunnel, fearing it might be booby 
trapped, so they used boats belonging to the villagers to bypass the tunnel and reach the power 
plant. Granlund had pressed on ahead of the main group trying to locate a foot bridge to aid their 
escape. He did locate a mountain hut occupied by three Norwegians who he asked for directions, 
the best they could do was draw him a map. Granlund left to try and locate the bridge but 
returned to the hut soon after being unable to find it in the dark. He arrived back at the same time 
as Captain Houghton and the other Norwegian, Djupdraet; all three entered the hut. Unknowingly, 
while Granlund had been away, two Germans had arrived at the hut and were busy questioning 
the occupants. In the ensuing fight, one of the Germans was killed and the other wounded. 
Djupdraet was also wounded, stabbed in the stomach with a bayonet. The remaining commandos 
arrived at the scene and administered first aid to Djupdraet. His wound was so severe that they 
decided to leave him behind to get treatment. The remaining commandos now split into two 
groups to evade the German search parties and made their way further up the mountain. One 
group, consisting of Lance Sergeant O'Brien, Corporal Granlund, and privates Fairclough and 
Trigg, went north around the mountains. The second group of Captains Black and Houghton, CSM 
Smith, Lance Bombadier Chudley, and privates Curtis, Abram and Makeham, took the southern 
route. The second group were discovered by the Germans who opened fire, wounding Captain 
Houghton in the right arm. Trapped and surrounded they were forced to surrender. The O'Brien 
group split up into two smaller groups, Granlund setting off by himself. They all eventually reached 
Sweden without further incident and all four were repatriated by plane to RAF Leuchars. Of the 
other eight, Djupdraet died of his wounds in hospital, three days after the raid. The other seven 
prisoners of war were sent to Germany. The seven were first sent to Colditz Castle and managed to 
make contact with the other prisoners, giving them their names which were passed on to MI5 in 
London. On 13 October 1942 they were removed from Colditz and taken to the SS-
Reichssicherheitshauptamt (RHSA) headquarters in Berlin, where they were interrogated one by 
one by Obergruppenführer Heinrich Müller. They remained in Berlin until 22 October, when they 
were taken to the Sachsenhausen concentration camp. On the next day, 23 October, they were all 
shot in the back of the neck and their bodies cremated. These commandos were the first to fall 
victim to Adolf Hitler's Commando Order issued on 18 October 1942, which called for the 
execution of all commandos after capture. The official German story given to the Red Cross was 
that the seven men had escaped and not been recaptured. The raid was considered a great success, 
as it seemed likely that the power plant would remain out of action until after the end of the war. 
After returning to the United Kingdom and a debriefing, Lance Sergeant Richard O'Brien was 
awarded the Distinguished Conduct Medal, and privates Trigg and Fairclough were both awarded 
the Military Medal. Of the four survivors, Corporal Granlund was killed in February 1943, along 
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with one British and four Norwegian commandos as part of Operation Seagull, when the 
Norwegian submarine Uredd sank off the Norwegian coast. Private Trigg was killed in Italy and is 
buried at the Cassino memorial. Lance Sergeant O'Brien and Private Fairclough survived the war. 
For a full description of Operation Musketoon, see the entry for John Fairclough, who signed this 
book on 7 October 1942. 
1311. Rolf Normann HANSEN. Signed 25 October 1942. Norwegian Embassy, London. 

093 
DOB 30.1.1919. Ingeniör. 
Listed in Little Norway. 
Several websites show a year of birth of 1919. No trace found. 
1312. Ole KRISTIANSEN. Signed 25 October 1942. Norwegian Embassy, London. 

093 
DOB 3.3.1916. Kontorist. 
POSSIBLY the stoker on M/T Filefjell which encountered Pinguin on Aug. 26-1940 about 200 km 
south of Madagascar (24S 51E) while on a voyage from Abadan to London with 10 405 tons 
gasoline, 643 tons diesel oil, 144 tons fuel oil, having departed Abadan on 5 August 1940. She had 
no armament. When one of Pinguin's He 114 aircraft, camouflaged to look like a British one, circled 
above them several times, nobody suspected what was to come. Its crew waved at them and they 
waved back, whereupon the aircraft took off in the direction of Africa. But after a while it returned 
(at just after 17:00 hrs), this time with a wire behind it which cut the radio antenna between the 
masts of Filefjell, then dropped a bag containing the following note down on Filefjell's deck: "On 
account of vicinity of enemy raider alter course to 180°, distance 140 miles. From that point take up 
course direct to 31N 37E. Thence you get further information. Do not use wireless. S. N. O." When 
Filefjell did not follow the order to stop, shots were fired from the aircraft. As darkness started to 
fall the aircraft returned, landed and signalled "Remain stopping here, cruiser Cumberland will go 
with you". Filefjell stopped (the time was 18:26), was ordered "Show your lights" and Pinguin then 
approached at full speed. Filefjell was boarded and most of her crew members were transferred to 
Pinguin's prisoners' quarters, both ships heading southeast (the chief engineer and some of the 
engine crew remained on Filefjell, but they were also sent over to Pinguin the following day). In the 
early morning hours of the 27th a British ship, British Commander was captured, but managed to 
send out a distress call with her position before the 46 men were transferred to the raider which 
then sank their ship. HMS Neptune, light cruiser Colombo and AMCs Arawa and Kanimbla were 
sent out by the Royal Navy after having caught the signals, but all that was found was a patch of oil 
where the British Commander had been attacked. Filefjell was attempted sunk by explosives that 
same day, but was still afloat by 2 in the morning of Aug. 28, so Krüder had to shell her to hide his 
tracks. At 02:04 one of her tanks was hit, causing her cargo to explode, and within seconds she 
erupted in flames which could be seen for miles and Pinguin quickly withdrew from the scene, 
leaving Filefjell to sink in position 30 21S 47 10E. By the middle of Sept. Pinguin had 189 prisoners 
on board, who were all transferred (except for 10 badly injured British) to the Norwegian M/S 
Nordvard after that ship had been captured on Sept. 16 and sent to Bordeaux under the command 
of Neymeyer, arriving on Nov. 22. The Norwegians, 85 in all from Filefjell, Morviken and Nordvard 
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were sent to a camp in France on Dec. 12, and on Apr. 4-1941 they arrived Milag und Marlag Nord 
where they stayed until May 1, at which time they were sent to Stettin to board the German ship 
Donau, which arrived Oslo, Norway on May 3-1941. 
1313. Dr Stefanus Francois Naude GIE BA PhD. Signed 25 October 1942. South African 
Legation, Stockholm. 

093 
From http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stefanus_François_Naudé_Gie (translated from German by 
Google): 
Stefanus Francois Naudé Gie (born July 13 1884 in Worcester, died April 10 1945 in Washington DC 
) was a South African diplomat and politician. 
Gie studied at the Educated Boys High School in Worcester, at Victoria College in Stellenbosch, at 
the University of Amsterdam and in Berlin. From 1906 to 1909, he was in Cradock as Worcester and 
teachers employed, from 1910 to 1911 he was inspector of schools. He was also rector of the 
University of Stellenbosch. From 1926 to 1934, he was Minister of Education in the Union of South 
Africa. 
After that, he was ambassador in Berlin. On the question about the future of the Free City of Danzig 
and a German corridor he represented very similar views to the government of Adolf Hitler. Before 
the Second World War, he was in The Hague and with the Government in Stockholm accredited. 
From 1939 to 1944, he was based in Stockholm. From 13 March 1944, he was ambassador in 
Washington. 

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stefanus_Fran%C3%A7ois_Naud%C3%A9_Gie
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From HS 2/124 Finland – Aeroplane Repatriation of Finnish Volunteers: 
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HS 2/124 contains several documents relating to this Group Sisu volunteer. 
From Flight, 26 October 1944: 

 
From The Munich Crisis 1938: Prelude to World War II, edited by Erik Goldstein and Igor Lukes, 
Routledge (30 Nov 1999) pp 298-9: 
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From Leslie Witz’s Apartheid's Festival: Contesting South Africa's National Pasts, Indiana University 
Press (28 Oct 2003): 
p 49 
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p 51 

 
p 67 
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p 68 
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p 69 
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From The Cambridge History of the British Empire, Volume 2, The Growth of the New Empire 1783-
1870, edited by Eric Anderson Walker, Cambridge University Press (3 Jan 1940): 
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1314. Birger DAHL AKA Torbjørn Gutzler GULBRANDSEN. Signed 26 October 1942. 
Norway Embassy, London. 

093 
DOB 16.4.1918. stud. 
From HS17 Scandinavian Index: 

 
SOE file HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 – Oct identifies him as ANCHOR: 

 
According to Ian Herrington’s SOE in Norway, ANCHOR is T Gulbrandsen. Nigel West identifies him 
as Tor Gulbrandsen. TNA has a “heavily weeded” file, reference KV 2/829, with the description: 
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“Torbjorn Gutzler GULBRANDSEN: Norwegian. GULBRANDSEN escaped from Norway to the UK in 
1941 and was recruited by SOE and returned to Norway in 1942. After only three months he was 
caught by the Germans and, under interrogation, gave them a certain amount of information and 
accepted recruitment to work against the British. He later escaped from German custody and made 
his way to the UK. His explanation of his apparent co-operation with, and recruitment by, the 
Germans, which was reported to the British by another Norwegian escapee, was accepted.” 
From SOE file, reference HS 7/174 Norwegian Section History, in TNA: 
“Partly, but not wholly, because of the capture of his W/T Operator, the "Anchor" organiser, Tor 
Gulbrandsen, was arrested at DRAMMEN early in May. The house in which he was staying was 
surrounded and he received four bullet wounds when attempting to escape by jumping from a 
second-floor window. He was removed to AKERS Hospital. Attempts were made to secure his 
escape, but he was too severely wounded, lethal tablets were smuggled in to a nurse, but she never 
had the opportunity to administer them. Gulbrandsen was treated to every kind of mental torture 
and broken down. Eventually the Gestapo connived at his escape to SWEDEN as a double agent on 
29th September. Investigations into his case continued for three months after his arrival back in 
GREAT BRITAIN. Eventually everyone was satisfied that he had disclosed everything he knew 
concerning enemy complicity in his escape, and that he never had any intention of acting as their 
agent. Until the end of hostilities his services were used at S.T.S.26 as an Instructor, and for a time 
as senior Norwegian Officer. He proved an excellent trainer, and he could speak from experience of 
contre-espionage methods in NORWAY.” 
From HS 17 Scandinavian Index: 

 
From Wikipedia (translated from Norwegian by Google): 
“Torbjørn Gutzler Gulbrandsen (born 26 April 1918 in Drammen, died June 4, 1980 in Horten) was a 
Norwegian officer and resistance fighter. He is also known as the Large-Gate. He graduated from 
high school in 1937, Officer Candidate School for Coastal Artillery in 1938. During the war he was a 
member of Linge. There, he was an instructor and also had management roles. Gulbrandsen took, 
as SOE agent, part of the operation "Anchor" and came to the West Country on February 24th 
1942. He was to organize and instruct groups regardless of Milorg. This was impossible, and he 
came for a while in contact with Milorg. He was used as an instructor for Milorg people and we 
were very pleased with him. He eventually had a large network of contacts in many parts of 
Norway. However, he was taken by the Gestapo when he visited his parents in Drammen. After the 
torture he entered into an agreement with Fehmer, and began collaborating with Sipo. According 
Fehmer he was "the first who gave impasse explanation of how agents in the UK were trained ... 
GULBRANDSEN entered the correct names of the agents, aliases, residence and Sergeant. He put 
100% good will to help Sipo and showed to have a wonderful memory. This is known as "Big-Gate 
affair." The arrest of Gulbrandsen resulted in mass arrests among the resistance movement in 
Norway in 1942. Some have argued that Gulbrandsen should have been court-martialled. The 
episode was rather hushed up. Gulbrandsen had a long career in education and the Norwegian 
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armed forces after the war. He completed Long Gunnery Staff Course England from 1947 to 1948, 
Ordnance Officer Course, Aberdeen, United States 1952-1953, National Defence College, 1964. His 
career began as Head of School and training department Oscar Borg 1946. Furthermore, the head 
teacher traces the inception shooting school in 1948, Chief, 1952, second in command Oslofjord 
Fortress 1958 Fortress Commandant Harstad 1960, Chief Harstad Naval District in 1962, deputy 
commander Naval Command Norway, 1967, and Chief Navy Command Norway since 1972. 
Chairman of Fortress Artillery Officer Fund Association in 1951, a member of the Armed Forces 
Artillery Board from 1952 to 1958. Gulbrandsen was honoured with Participant Medal with Rosette, 
Haakon VII 70th Anniversary Medal, Britain 1939-1945 Star and the Defence Medal. He was the son 
of Sigurd (b. 1891) and Marie Gulbrandsen (b. 1893). He was married in 1946 with Målfrid (b. 
Copenhagen in 1915).” 
See Christopher J Murphy’s Security-and-Special-Operations SOE and MI5 during the Second 
World War | SOE and MI5 during the Second World War, Palgrave MacMillan, 2006, pps 97-
8,102,186,188-92. 
From http://fykse.dnsalias.com/127/WW2/2_ENGLAND/2C/index.htm: 

 
Gulbrandsen 

 
Gulbrandsen og Wilson 

http://fykse.dnsalias.com/127/WW2/2_ENGLAND/2C/index.htm
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Gulbrandsen og Wilson 

 
Gulbrandsen og Norgesfarere 

 
Jan Baalsrud og Tor Gulbrandsen 
1315. Jean Burnett Sangster MCCULLOCH MBE (2383). Signed 27 October 1942. 72 Wing, 
RAF Dollar (?). 

093 
As can be seen from The Air Force List for November 1942, she was in the Women’s Auxiliary Air 
Force as a driver from 1942 to 1946 and was posted as a driver in Gosport, Hampshire, and Norfolk: 
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She was made an MBE in recognition of more than 50 years of voluntary work with the Royal Air 
Forces Association. 
1316. PROBABLY Flt. Lt. James Addison HAWKINS (120119). Signed 27 October 1942. RAF 
Abbotsinch. 

093 

 
Died in an aircraft accident on 14 April 1944. He was an instructor in an Airspeed Oxford Mk. 1 
LB415. The aircraft, belonging to 1521 Beam Approach Training Flight, had taken off from 
Wymeswold at 15:35 for beam approach training. At about 16:30, the aircraft collided in the air with 
Lancaster W4103 from 5 Lancaster Finishing School. Both aircraft fell to earth a few hundred yards 
apart near the village of Screveton, Nottinghamshire. Hawkins was thrown from the Oxford on 
impact and parachuted. He was taken to the RAF Hospital at Warrington near Seaford where he 
succumbed to his injuries a few hours later. His pupil, pilot officer B H Dennis, was also killed. James 
was known as “Boy” to his family. He was the only son of Reginald Thomas Hawkins CBE, who later 
became the Under Secretary of State for Education in Scotland in the 1950s. 
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1317. Princess ALICE, Duchess of Gloucester (née The Lady Alice Christabel Montagu 
Douglas Scott (25 December 1901 – 29 October 2004). Signed 30 October 1942. 

093 
She wrote the foreword to Dame Felicity Peake326’s Pure Chance: Memoirs of Dame Felicity Peake, 
First Director Women’s Royal Air Force, Airlife Publishing Ltd, 1993 (a signed copy of which is in 
Trevor Baker’s collection): 

 
She was a member of the British Royal Family, the wife and then widow of Prince Henry, Duke of 
Gloucester, the third son of George V and Queen Mary. The daughter of the 7th Duke of Buccleuch 
& Queensberry, Scotland’s largest landowner, her brothers Walter and William and her nephew 
John were all Conservative MPs. By marriage, she was sister-in-law to Edward VIII and George VI 
and aunt to Elizabeth II. She was the mother of Prince William of Gloucester, who died young, and 
Prince Richard, Duke of Gloucester. Her first cousin, Marian Louisa Montagu Douglas Scott, was the 
grandmother of Sarah, Duchess of York, wife of Alice’s great-nephew, The Duke of York. Princess 
Alice's niece, Princess Alexandra, who was likewise born on Christmas Day, shares the name 
Christabel in honour of their shared birth date. During World War II, the Duchess worked with the 
Red Cross and the Order of St John. She became head of the Women's Auxiliary Air Force (WAAF) 
in 1939 as Senior Controller, changed to Air Commandant in 1940, and appointed Air Chief 
Commandant on 4 March 1943, when she took over as director until August 1944. Later she was 

                                                 
326 Felicity Hanbury signed this book on 4 November 1949 
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promoted to Air Chief Marshal in the Royal Air Force in 1990. She also served as deputy to Queen 
Elizabeth, the consort of George VI as Commandant-in-Chief of the Nursing Corps. From 1945 to 
1947, the Duke and Duchess of Gloucester lived in Canberra, where the Duke was serving as 
Governor-General of Australia. The Duchess of Gloucester served as Colonel-in-Chief or deputy 
Colonel-in-Chief of a dozen regiments in the British Army, including the King's Own Scottish 
Borderers, the Northamptonshire Regiment, the 2nd East Anglian Regiment (Duchess of 
Gloucester's Own Royal Lincolnshire and Northamptonshire), the Royal Anglian Regiment, the 
Royal Hussars, and the Royal Irish Rangers (27th Inniskilling); also, the Royal Corps of Transport. 
She was also the Chancellor of the University of Derby and Patron of the Girls' Day School Trust. On 
10 June 1974, Prince Henry died and was succeeded as Duke of Gloucester by their second son, 
Prince Richard (the couple's elder son, Prince William, had been killed in an aeroplane crash in 
1972). The Duke's widow requested permission from her niece, the Queen, to use the title and style 
HRH Princess Alice, Duchess of Gloucester instead of HRH The Dowager Duchess of Gloucester. 
1318. Miss Eva SANDFORD. Signed 30 October 1942. 

093 
Lady in Waiting to the Duchess of Gloucester. See Alice who also signed this book on 30 October 
1942. 
1319. Joan Austin PALMER MiD (1737). Signed 30 October 1942. Air Ministry. 

093 
There is only one J A Palmer in The Air Force List for November 1942: 

 
Presumably, she accompanied Alice and her Lady in Waiting, Eva Sandford, who also signed this 
book on 30 October 1942. She was Mentioned in Despatches: LG, 14 June 1945. An Australian, she 
wrote and self-published Pioneer airwoman Freda Thompson OBE and some of her contemporaries 
in 1986. She also wrote several other books including Goggles and God Help You (Maryborough, 
Vic, 1986); and Memories of a Riverina Childhood (New South Wales University Press, 1993). 
1320. Squadron Leader William Alfred LAW RAFVR (79047). Signed 1 November 1942. RAF 
Vaagar. 

093 
The Air Force List for November 1942 lists two people named Law with the initial W: 
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Wilfred Alfred | W E 
W A Law was killed on 8 July 1944. RAF Vaagar is now Vágar Airport in Faroe Islands. 
1321. Air Marshal Sir Bryan Vernon REYNOLDS KCB CBE (4 June 1902 – 6 December 1965). 
Signed 1 November 1942. RAF Vaagar. 

093 
He also signed this book on 26 July 1949 and 8 June 1956. 
He was a Royal Air Force officer who became Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief at RAF Coastal 
Command. Educated at St Olave's Grammar School, Reynolds served with the 28th London 
Regiment (Territorial Force) before joining the Royal Air Force in 1922. Having served as Adjutant at 
RAF Leuchars,++++++++ He was Officer Commanding, RAF Vaagar (Faroes). He was appointed 
Officer Commanding No. 43 Squadron in January 1936 before moving on to be Officer 
Commanding No. 801 Squadron in June 1936. He served in World War II as Senior Air Staff Officer 
at Headquarters No. 247 Group and then at No. 222 Group. After the War he became Chief of Staff 
to the Commander British Forces in Hong Kong before being appointed Air Officer Commanding 
No. 64 (Northern) Group in 1946, Air Officer Commanding RAF Northern Ireland in 1948 and Air 
Officer Commanding No. 67 (Northern Ireland) Group in March 1950. After that he was made Air 
Officer Commanding No. 22 Group in July 1950, Air Officer Commanding AHQ Malta in 1952 and 
Deputy Commander-in-Chief (Air) at Allied Forces Mediterranean in 1953 before becoming Air 
Officer Commanding-in-Chief at RAF Coastal Command in 1956 and retiring in 1959. In retirement 
he became Chairman of Malta Metropolitan Airlines. 
1322. Professor William Graham HOLFORD, Baron Holford (22 March 1907 Johannesburg, 
South Africa – 17 October 1975 London). Signed 4 November 1942. Ministry of Works & 
Planning, Lambeth Bridge House. 

094 
DOB 22.3.1907. arkitekt. 
He was a British architect and town planner. Educated at Diocesan College, Cape Town, he returned 
to Johannesburg. From 1925 to 1930, he studied architecture at Liverpool University, where he won 
the Rome Scholarship in Architecture to the British School at Rome in 1930. Lecturer at Liverpool 
University from 1933, he succeeded Patrick Abercrombie as Professor of Civic Design there in 1937. 
The British Council sent him to Sweden in October 1942 and he delivered five lectures on British 
architecture: 
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In 1948, he again succeeded Abercrombie as Professor of Town Planning at University College of 
London until he retired in 1970. He was knighted in 1953 and in 1965 he was made a life peer as 
Baron Holford, of Kemp Town in the County of Sussex by the Wilson Government, the first town 
planner to be made a Lord. He served as president of the Royal Town Planning Institute from 1953 
to 1954, and of the Royal Institute of British Architects from 1960 to 1962. Holford was heavily 
involved with the development of post-World War II British town planning and was largely 
responsible for drafting the Town and Country Planning Act 1947. He is particularly notable for his 
redevelopment plan of the area around St Paul's Cathedral in London which had been devastated 
by aerial bombardment in The Blitz. Only part of Holford's concept was carried out from 1961-
1967, foremost the Paternoster Square development between St Paul's churchyard and Newgate 
Street. Due to the undistinguished design of the individual buildings by other architects and the 
omission of some of Holford's features, the new Paternoster Square soon became immensely 
unpopular, its grim (in the eyes of many) presence immediately north of one of the capital's prime 
tourist attractions an embarrassment. A redevelopment competition was launched in 1986 and 
after numerous changes in plans and architects, the new Paternoster Square finished in 2003. From 
1961, Holford presented a series of plans to solve the congestion problems at Piccadilly Circus, 
some of which included a raised piazza for pedestrians above the ground-level traffic. This concept 
was kept alive throughout the rest of 60s, before eventually being killed by Sir Keith Joseph and 
Ernest Marples in 1972; the key reason given was that Holford's scheme only allowed for a 20% 
increase in traffic, and the Government required 50%. In 1960 Holford redeveloped part of the 
former RAF Mount Farm in Oxfordshire to form the new village of Berinsfield. Pevsner and 
Sherwood criticised Holford's plan as "an opportunity missed.. little more than a huge council 
estate.. with brick semis and terraces of the most dismal kind, sprawled out aimlessly along dreary 
streets.." Holford was also a sought after consultant overseas. In 1957, Holford was part of the 
committee selecting Lúcio Costa's plan for Brasília, and in 1965-68 produced reports on the 
development of Durban in South Africa. In the mid-1950s the Robert Menzies Government of 
Australia asked Holford to report on the planning and development of Canberra, which had 
become disorganised due to the Great Depression, World War II and post-war economic 
stringency. His report led to the creation of the National Capital Development Commission (NCDC), 
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which controlled Canberra's development between 1957 and 1989, when the city as it exists today 
was created. He also advised extensively on Canberra's planning and this advice was largely 
accepted by the NCDC and led to the evolution of Canberra into a city of car-based suburbs based 
on the British New Town concept. One unfortunate legacy is the NCDC's acceptance of his 
recommendation that the proposed new Parliament House be constructed on the banks of Lake 
Burley Griffin, rather than on Capitol Hill. In 1978, Parliament decided that Parliament House would 
be built on Capitol Hill as proposed by its original planner Walter Burley Griffin. The use of the area 
that the Parliament House was to occupy under the Holford plan has never been fully resolved. 
1323. Einar SUSSEG. Signed 4 November 1942. No address. 

094 
DOB 1.4.1916. chauff. 
From http://www.klintaberg.se/pdf/Krigsdokument.pdf (translated by Geoff Ward): 
Susseg, Einar 26 är, bosatt i Trond.heim, chaufför vid AS Anlägg i samma stad, uppgav följande: 
Susseg, Einar, 26 years-old, residing in Trondheim, chauffeur at AS Installations gave the following 
information: 
att vid Yeglc finnes ett stort amrpplag (öster Namsos), 
At [?] there is a large stock of arms (east of Namsos), 
att Namsosfjordens mynning är minerad och Trondheimsfjorden minerad vid Agdenäs (ubåtsspärr), 
The mouth of the Namsos fjord is mined and there are anti-submarine nets at the entry to the 
Trondheims fjord, 
att slagkryssaren Hipper ligger i Lofjorden. 
The battle cruiser Hipper is docked in the Lofjorden. 
From HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia July 1942 – October 1942: 

 
According to HS 7/174 Norwegian Section History, the following SOE personnel were involved in 
Operation KESTREL: 

http://www.klintaberg.se/pdf/Krigsdokument.pdf
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2/Lt Per GETZ   DOB 20.2.1919  DOD 10.02.1943 HS 9/575/8 
Sgt Thorleif GRONG  DOB 14.9.1916  DOD 10.02.1943 HS 9/627/6 
Cpl Leif BRØNN DOB 29.9.1918  DOD 1976  HS 9/215/3 
No further trace found. 
1324. Erik SVENDSEN. Signed 4 November 1942. No address. 

094 
DOB 30.4.1918. ass. Norrman. No trace found. 
1325. Johannes Bernhard HAVIG. Signed 5 November 1942. 192 Bright Street, Sarnia, 
Ontario. 

094 
DOB 10.10.1918. stud. Norsk. 
From a Google translation of http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johannes_B._Havig: 
“John Bernhard Havig (born 11 October 1918 in Trondheim) was a Norway officer and politician 
(Conservative). He graduated from high school in 1938, Officer Candidate School, Army artillery in 
1939, the Military Academy from 1945 to 1946 and the National Defence College in 1966. He also 
took a number of military courses abroad, primarily in the UK and USA. Havig was an officer in the 
United Kingdom 1942-1945, and ran munitions clearance in Norway in 1945 and in Northern 
Norway in 1946. He was also second in command of LVAT in Trondheim 1947-1954 and 1958-1960, 
deputy commander and instructor in LVASA Stavern 1954-1958, Battalion Chief LLVA in Orland 
1960-1964, Chief of Air Force Academy 1964-1967, Colonel and Chief of Staff Management LKS 
1967 -1970 and Head of Construction and real estate department of the Armed Forces High 
Command from 1970. Havig was chairman of Orland Right 1961-1964 and member of the Orland 
council and executive committee from 1963 to 1964. He was also chairman of Trondheim Tourist 
Association 1965-1967 and Secretary of Tjenestetid Committee of 1967. He was awarded the 
Participant Medal with Rosette, Haakon VII 70th Anniversary Medal, Defence Medal, 1939-1945 
Star and the France and Germany Star. 
http://www.tfb.no/db/trondheimturistforening/arbok1997/1997%20DOC250610-020.pdf includes a 
detailed biography. He died on 13 August 1997. 
1326. Squadron Leader Ronald Redd DENNIS (C847). Signed 5 November 1942. Ottawa, 
Ontario, Canada. 

094 
From No 415 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for 4 February 1942: 

 
Listed on http://www.aircrewremembered.com/Paradie/ParadieArchiveD.html: 

http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johannes_B._Havig
http://www.tfb.no/db/trondheimturistforening/arbok1997/1997%20DOC250610-020..pdf
http://www.aircrewremembered.com/Paradie/ParadieArchiveD.html
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S/L R R Dennis C847 
From http://www.415sqn.com/COs/Dennis.htm: 
R. R. DENNIS, Commanding Officer, August to November 1942 

 
From Ottawa Citizen, 29 June 1942: 
RCAF Torpedo Force Has Brush With Enemy 
Squadron’s Attention Attracted to Enemy Merchant Ship by Anti-Aircraft Fire It was Hurling at 
Another Attacker. Canadian Plane Went In To Kill at Height of 50 Feet. 
A new torpedo squadron of the Royal Canadian Air Force command by Wing Cmdr E L Wurtele of 
Montreal has had its first brush with the enemy after a long period of “hard, but exciting” patrols as 
a coastal command unit RCAF headquarters said in a statement today. 
Two aircraft of the squadron took part in a recent strike against enemy shipping off the Dutch 
coast. The action was described by P.O. George Lawrence327 of Calgary, whose aircraft made the 
first run on the target. “Our attention was directed to this enemy merchant ship by a stream of flak 
it was directing at another of our aircraft while we were still several miles away.” Lawrence said. 
“Depending on the attacking aircraft to continue to draw the fire we came in at a height of 50 feet. 
As we approached the vessel, the escorting flak ships turned their attention to us and we pulled up 
to drop our load. As we completed our run over the vessel, flak ships placed on the other side of it 
opened up with a terrific barrage down almost to the ‘deck’ and we got out of town.” 
There were six holes in the “kite” but the trip home was made without difficulty and the crew had 
the satisfaction of knowing that their bombs had struck the target. A shout from Flt. Sgt. Reg 
Mokey of Montreal, air gunner, signalled their success as the aircraft sped from the range of the 
flak. Other members of the crew were P.O. Ken Maffre of 291 Quinn Blvd, Longueuil, Que., 
navigator and P.O. Lorne Sharp328 of Crossfield, Alta. The second aircraft was piloted by Flt. Sgt. I 
(Izzie) W Garfin of 10133 116th Street, Edmonton. Garfin, a University of Alberta graduate, gave up a 
reserve commission to join the air force. His aircraft went in at a higher altitude and the crew 
observed the hits as they swept through a hail of flak to their target. The plane was hit but got 
home safely. It was the first strike for both crews and they claimed a probable between them. Other 
members of Garfin’s crew were Flt. Sgt. Tom Billard of Dartmouth, N.S., Sgt. Boyd (Duke) Dakin of 
Berwick, N.S., and Sgt. Doug Pearce of New Westminster, B.C. Flight commanders of the squadron 

                                                 
327 Signed this book on 9 August 1942 
328 Signed this book on 9 August 1942 

http://www.415sqn.com/COs/Dennis.htm
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are Sqdn. Ldrs. W. W. Bean of Kitchener, Ont and Ron R Dennis of Aylmer Avenue, Ottawa. The 
squadrom mascot is an English bulldog called “Bully”, gift of an English woman whose home 
members of the squadron have been guests. P.O. Norman Altstedter of Toronto, former member of 
the Toronto bureau of The Canadian Press, cut short a modern history course at the University of 
Toronto to join the air force and is now a member of the squadron. 

 
Squadron Leader R. R. Dennis, son of Mr and Mrs E. M. Dennis, 64 Aylmer Avenue, who commands 
a squadron in the new RCAF torpedo arm 
Other members are: 
P.O. Jim Stronach329, Sarnia, Norm Hill, Winnipeg; Tom Chessell330, Collingwood, Ont; Joe Baird, 
Fredericton, N.B.; Jim Chapman, Gagetown, N.B.; Gordon Frederick, Toronto; Flt. Sgt. Jack Sumner, 
Hamilton, Ont.; P.O. C. D. Cross, Toronto; Sgt. Doug Stallard, New Glasgow, N.S.; P.O. William 
McMillan, Vancouver; Flt. Lt. Gus Hobbs, Calgary; Sgt. Arnold Clark, Ellerhouse Hants, N.S.; Sgt. Dave 
Coates, Toronto and Flt. Sgt J. F. C. Cabot, Dalhousie, N.B. 
From The Daily Iowan, 16 June 1942: 

                                                 
329 Signed this book on 9 August 1942 
330 Signed this book on 9 August 1942 
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From No 415 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for 9 August 1942: 

 
From http://archive.today/RaOjy: 
KNECHTEL, F/L Elmer Edward (J12494) - Mention in Despatches - No.6 (BR) Squadron - Award 
effective 21 July 1945 as per Canada Gazette of that date and AFRO 1478/45 dated 21 September 
1945. Born 16 January 1921. American citizen; home in Winslow, Washington; enlisted in 
Vancouver, 23 July 1941 and posted to No.2A Manning Depot. To No.3 Manning Depot, 20 August 
1941. To No.3 SFTS (guard), 13 September 1941. To No.4 ITS, 27 October 1941; graduated and 
promoted LAC, 20 December 1941 when posted to No.5 EFTS; may have graduated 27 February 
1942 but not posted to No.7 SFTS until 14 March 1942; graduated and commissioned, 3 July 1942 
and posted that date to No.31 GRS. To No.1 GRS, 28 February 1943. Promoted Flying Officer, 10 
July 1943. To No.3 OTU, 30 August 1943. To Western Air Command, 11 December 1943. To No.6 
(BR) Squadron, 13 December 1943. Promoted Flight Lieutenant, 3 July 1944. To Trenton, 8 June 
1945. To No.8 Release Centre, 8 September 1945. Retired 27 September 1945. Incident described 
occurred 8 February 1945 with Canso 11007. He was recommended in a letter from W/C R. R. 
Dennis (CO, Station Tofino) to the CO of Station Coal Harbour, dated 20 February 1945; Dennis 
suggested a George Medal. 
This officer was an occupant of a Canso aircraft which crashed after a night take-off. A fire started 
in one of the engine nacelles and through bruised and suffering from shock, Flight Lieutenant 
Knechtel fearlessly climbed on the wing and extinguished the fire. Throughout this operation the 

http://archive.today/RaOjy
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danger of explosion was imminent. This officer's presence of mind and complete disregard for his 
personal safety are most praiseworthy. 
W/C Dennis’ original letter (DHist file 181.009 D.2874, RG.24 Vol.20632) is more detailed. It reads: 
Flying Officer Knechtell was a passenger on Canso aircraft No.11007 which crashed on the night of 
February 8th. On impact, the starboard engine caught fire and threatened to destroy the whole 
aircraft. Flying Officer Knechtell, despite the fact that he was dazed and bruised, grabbed the fire 
extinguisher, climbed on the wing of the aircraft and attempted to extinguish the blaze. The 
extinguisher proved inadequate and he called for a larger one which was passed up to him and he 
successfully put out the fire. During all this, Flying Officer Knechtell showed extreme coolness and 
presence of mind. His quick action in extinguishing the fire was responsible for the saving of the 
lives of his fellow crew members. During the whole operation, there was a great danger of 
exploding gas tanks but despite this he disregarded his own safety to save his more unfortunate 
fellow members who were trapped in the aircraft. 
From The Ottawa Journal, 15 December 1942: 
Wing Commander Ronald R Dennis was leading his squadron out on a night trip In August when 
he had engine trouble and had to land his plane on the sea. All members of his crew scrambled 
aboard the dinghy but since the aircraft sank in 30 seconds he was a little vague about how they 
did it. The reflection that Holbrook Mahn, an American pilot in the squadron had spent 14 days in a 
dinghy off the Holland coast, was not particularly reassuring since the dinghy inflated as soon as it 
touched the salt water, but upside down and they had lost all their rations. "And that North Sea is 
awfully cold", commented Wing Commander Dennis. However, the yellow painted rubber craft was 
spotted as soon is daylight came by an air sea 1 rescue boat. 
From The Ottawa Journal, 31 October 1944: 
WING COMMANDER RONALD R. DENNIS, R.C.A.F., of Ottawa, who was recently presented with 
gold operational wings and bar by Air Vice-Marshal Heakes at a West Coast station where Wing 
Commander Dennis is commanding officer. 
1327. Olaf EIDE. Signed 8 November 1942. Star Hotel, St Andrews. 

094 
DOB 17.12.1898. disp. Norsk. 
He is the son of Olaf Eide and Julianne Eriksen. He is included in the index to SOE file reference HS 
7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 
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He is listed as a wireless operator in HS 7/174/6 Norwegian Section History: 

 
1328. POSSIBLY Åge ANDERSEN. Signed 8 November 1942. Star Hotel, St Andrews. 

094 
DOB 15.1.1921. Norrman. 
From the Bromma departure records: 

 
1329. V V VORONIN. Signed 8 November 1942. 13 Kensington Palace Gardens, London. 

094 
No trace found. Could this be Yuri Nikolayevich Voronin or Vladimir Ivanovich Voronin? 
1330. Wilfred Weatherston WATKINS. Signed 8 November 1942. 32 Montrose Street, 
Helensburgh. 

094 
He also signed this book on 15 December 1942, 30 March 1943 and 26 October 1943. 
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From the US Patent Office: 
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1331. J BEEDIE. Signed 12 November 1942. 90a Morningside Avenue, Aberdeen. 

 
He also signed this book on 15 December 1942. He may be a BOAC crew member. According to 
the Post Office Aberdeen Directory for 1938-39, there was only one person named Beedie: James 
Beedie, Wine Merchant, 13 Hadden Street who lived in Guild Street. No trace found. 
1332. Harry CLARK Signed 12 November 1942. 12 Ogilvie Street, Isle of Man. 

094 
DOB 7.3.1919. sjöman. Britt. 
HMS Hunter survivor. See Thomas NORTON who signed this book on 30 August 1941. 
1333. Robert Workman HAY. Signed 13 November 1942. 142 Aikenhead Road, Glasgow. 

094 
DOB 7.3.1919. sjöman. Britt. 
HMS Hunter survivor. See Thomas NORTON who signed this book on 30 August 1941. 
1334. Laurence FRANKISH. Signed 13 November 1942. 118 Benholme Grove, Hull. 

094 
DOB 15.8.1922. sjöman. Britt. 
He is included in TNA file BT 391/35/166 Registry of Shipping and Seamen: War of 1939-1945; 
Combined Office Merchant Navy Operations, Seamen's Pouches - Frankish, Laurence. Service 
number: R200888. Date of birth: 15/08/1922. 
No further trace found. 
1335. Clarence FRANCIS. Signed 13 November 1942. 118 Benholme Grove, Hull. 

094 
DOB 25.12.1912. sjöman. Britt. No trace found. 
1336. Naoum CHAPIRO. Signed 18 November 1942. Stockholm. 

094 
DOB 14.5.1901. herr. rysk. No trace found. 
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1337. Ivane RIABYCHEV. Signed 18 November 1942. Stockholm. 

095 
DOB 24.2.1910. rysk. No trace found. 
1338. Ole Hoff SNEFJELLÅ. Signed 18/19 November 1942. Stockholm. 

095 
DOB 27.7.1917. expedit. Norsk. The Bromma departure list shows his name as Ole Hoff. 
DOB confirmed with Digitalarkivet which gives his surname as Snefjellå and DOD as 13.04.1999. 
http://vgd.no/samfunn/historie/tema/656406/innlegg/ has a post dated 08.07.2004: 
“… our own Leif Larsen, better known as the Shetlands Larsen should probably be mentioned. He 
was, after all 2 VK most decorated naval officer. Monty ought to appreciate the truth of that he was 
one of only eight foreign "soldiers" who were decorated with the Royal Navy's Conspicuous 
Gallantry Medal. 5 of these were Americans, one was French and two were Norwegians, Leif Larsen 
and Ole Hoff.” 
From http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ildgrubaffæren (translated by Google): 
Ildgrubaffæren took place at Ildgrubfossen power station in northern Rana the 6th April 1943 . The 
background was radio transmitter Crux II, the Norwegian resistance movement used to contact the 
Secret Intelligence Service (MI6) in London . The transmitter was driven to the power station at 
night in the summer of 1942 , by Andreas Alf Øverli , with Arne Pedersen, Ole Hoff Snefjellå and 
Erling Moe påsittere. The 5th April 1943 was the occupying power Nazi-appointed police in Mo i 
Rana reports of illegal radio transmitters in the power station guarding the home, and possibly 
even a gun. Three German envoys from the Gestapo who examined house the next day, came over 
seven armed resistance fighters. During firefights was one of the Gestapo envoys killed and the 
other wounded. The third officer ran toward the house next door to Paul Eriksen to alert the 
Gestapo. Resistance man and telegraphist Petter Mine went to the outhouse to retrieve skiing. 
There he was shot and killed by the wounded officer, who had been hiding there. Six other 
resistance fighters put on his skis and fled to Sweden together with Arne Pedersen the 7th April 
1943. After this episode Gestapo discovered radio transmitters, explosives and guns stored at the 
plant. The raid also resulted in people were arrested after the start list for a ski race, where 
resistance fighters had participated. Among them was Holgeir Møllersen, the younger brother of 
Hans Møllersen, arrested and sent to Sachsenhausen concentration camp. 
From http://www.warsailors.com/shetlandbus/boatst.html: 
M/B Trygve (M 29 V) departed Vigra a little after midnight on Jan. 1-1942 with 12 people, the 
voyage having been organized by Milorg and the Walle Group. They arrived Lerwick on Jan. 4. On 
board were Skipper Fredrik Aaraas (Kompani Linge agent, who had just completed a mission in the 
district and was returning to "base"), Knut Egil Almquist (agent), Leif Andreassen, Bjarne Melvin 
Aurdal, Arne Fausa, Bjarne Lars Føien, Reidulf Kristian Hagen*, Arne Høyer, Kaj Martens, Ingvald 
Smith Kielland, Ole Hoff Snefjellå, Guttorm Thoresen, Jan Reidar Weltzien. * Reidulf Hagen from 
Nordfjord, a member of the Torsvik Group (see my Statistics page), had been transferred from jail 
to the hospital in Ålesund, having pretended to be sick for a while, but Gestapo wanted to send 
him to Oslo for more interrogations, so he escaped. 
From http://www.krigskorset.no/mossogrygge.html: 

http://vgd.no/samfunn/historie/tema/656406/innlegg/
http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ildgrubaff%C3%A6ren
http://www.warsailors.com/shetlandbus/boatst.html
http://www.krigskorset.no/mossogrygge.html
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Hans Rønningen participated in the rescue operation with Catalina aircraft "VINGTOR" to extract 
agents Ole Hoff Snefjellå and Eivind Viken, and three other persons. For participation in this 
operation Rønningen awarded the War Cross with sword along with several others. This was the 
first award of the War Cross the Norwegian military. 
1339. Pål Rasmussen SKJARPE. Signed 18/19 November 1942. Stockholm. 

095 
DOB 17.8.1915. banvakt. Norsk. 
FROM SOE file reference HS 9/859/4 C G Koren331: 

 
SOE agent with symbol U5 and alias Ivar Kolstø. He has a file HS 9/1369/1 in TNA: 

 
He was recommended (and subsequently approved) for a posthumous award of a Mention-in-
Despatches with this citation: “Corporate Skaerpe was a member of the party despatched from UK 
sent to attack the Orkla Pyrites Mine which is situated on the south side of Trondheim-Fjord in 
Norway. Two attacks were made against locomotives hauling the pyrites from the mine to t loading 
quay at Thamshavn: they were made on the night of 31st October 1943 and the night of 19th 

                                                 
331 Signed this book on 6 May 1942 
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November 1943. Corporal Skaerpe played a minor part in both attacks. During the final withdrawal 
he was sent on a forward reconnaissance and, owing to being betrayed by a chance contact, was 
captured by an enemy bridge piquet. The leader (Lt. P Deinboll, DSO, MC) of the party has reported 
that Corporal Skjaerpe after his capture gave false information which drew off the German patrols. 
This NCO’s further fate is unknown, but there is a strong presumption that he was responsible for 
the shooting of a Gestapo officer during his interrogation in Trondheim, and that he was summarily 
shot by his guards.” 
His file states that on 18 May 1945, a message was received from Major Thompson in Trondheim 
stating that Skjaerpe had been liberated. He will proceed to Stockholm to collect personal kit and 
recuperate. He arrived in Stockholm on 22 May 1945. He was awarded the St Olav’s Medal. 
He is included in the index to SOE file reference HS 7-174_5_6 Norwegian Section History: 

 
 

 
1340. Unknown. Signed 18/19 November 1942. London. 

095 
From the Bromma departure list for 18 and 19 November 1942: 
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The Air Force List for November 1942 lists: 

 

 
The Army List for October to December 1942 doesn’t list anyone with the surname Whilton or 
Whitton. The Navy List for June 1942 doesn’t list anyone with the surname Whilton but several with 
the surname Whitton including Richard William Ernest Whitton and R Whitton, an assistant contract 
officer in the Contract and Purchase Department of the Admiralty. 
1341. Master Mariner Ivar Henry BLÜCKER (b. 1892). Signed 19/20 November 1942. Nya 
Varvet Gothenburg, Sweden. 

095 
DOB 12.9.1892. sjökapten. Svensk. 
See http://home.online.no/~gestrom/history/sorbyefrm.htm from which this is an extract: 
When the verdict was clear the British sent the captains, officers, gunners and sailors to 
Gothenburg, in cooperation with the Norwegian crews to get the ships to British ports. In addition 
to experienced sailors who Sørbye, was hired in many young Norwegian men as "extra crew". They 

http://home.online.no/%7Egestrom/history/sorbyefrm.htm
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had come to Gothenburg in different ways and was going to Britain to join the Norwegian armed 
forces. The boats also had valuable cargo, including the Swedish steel products. The British sent 
even a weatherman to Sweden to calculate the best time of departure. It was also secretly smuggle 
explosives on board the ships. These were placed at strategic locations and linked together. The 
release mechanism was in the captain's cabin on each ship. It was a devil's alternative, the ships 
ought to be lowered than to fall into German hands. But the Germans were now more than ever 
determined that the remaining boats would not escape to British ports. The increased monitoring 
of the Skagerrak and North Sea, both patrol boats, converted trawlers and whale hunter boats from 
Danish ports, high-speed torpedo boats and planes from Kjevik and the Sun. Swedish authorities 
closed the harbour of Gothenburg, uvedkommmende got no closer to ‘Every City-boats’. Most of 
the Swedish navy patrolled the west coast, both to keep the German ships at a distance and to 
ensure that Norwegian ships are not staying too long in Swedish territorial waters. Public opinion in 
Gothenburg were definitely on the Norwegian / British side, not least thanks to the editor Torgny 
Seger Place in the "Gothenburg Commercial and Maritime Tidning", one of Sweden's most 
upstanding friends of Norway during the war. And not least, the Harbour Master Ivar Blücker, a 
good and far from neutral supporter. The ships left Gothenburg on the evening of 31 March 1942. 
BP Newton was the last to cast off at 23 o'clock, loaded with 5,000 tons of steel, machine parts and 
ball-bearings as the British desperately needed for their tanks and aircraft. It had been one of the 
coldest winters in living memory, the ice was thick in the Swedish archipelago and several 
icebreakers went ahead of the convoy. The Swedish pilots were eventually aboard icebreakers that 
did turn back the Vinga guy, and the ten darkened ships sailed west in the night's snow and fog. 
Operation Performance was started. Ivar Blücker signed on a ship in a British port during WWII, and 
since then his fate is unknown. He is mentioned in Ralph Barker’s The Blockade Busters on pps 30, 
48-49, 51, 53, 56, 62, 64-65, 69, 75, 87, 107, 123 and 147. 
1342. Johannes Rasmussen KALVE (b. 28 August 1919 - 2005). Signed 19/20 November 
1942. Stockholm. 

095 
DOB 28.8.1919. fiskare. Norsk. 
He has an SOE file in TNA with reference number HS 9/819/2 which was closed until 1 January 
2020. Bob Pearson produced a death certificate and provided a copy to Trevor Baker: 
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He arrived in Lerwick, Shetland Islands on 28 April 1942 after leaving Austeveoll on 26 April in M/B 
Sjø (H 238 AV) with Skipper and owner Nils Horgen, Fritz Paul Nilsen and Reidar Rasmussen. His 
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medals and uniforms are on display at the North Sea Museum in Tælavåg along with those of Leif 
Larsen (who signed this book on 20 November 1942). Shetland Bus is a Norwegian-British drama 
and war film from 1954 directed by Michael Forlong. The roles played by Leif Larsen, Palmar 
Bjørnøy, John Kalve and William Enoksen. The film is about the Shetland Bus and many of the 
roles in the film are played by the original members, including the Shetlands-Larsen himself. The 
film is based on the books Nordsjøbussen (The Shetland Bus) by David Howarth and the Shetlands-
Larsen of Frithjof Sælen. He was a seaman on the Norwegian fishing vessel Arthur in Operation 
Title, which was an operation to put the Tirpitz out of action by means of manned "torpedoes" 
called Chariots. The other crew were Leif Larson (Captain and operation Commander); Palmer 
Bjørnoy (engineer); and Roald Strand (telegraphist). The crew of the Chariots were Crew 1: Lt. W.R. 
Brewster RN and AB Jock Brown; Crew 2: Sgt. Donald Craig (Royal Engineers) and AB Bob Evans; 
Backup: AB Malcolm Causer and AB Bill Tebb. Bill Tebb and Jock Brown signed this book on 2 
December 1942. Leif Larsen signed this book on 20 November 1942. Malcolm Causer signed on 17 
December 1942. 
1343. Jane FORWARD. Signed 19/20 November 1942. 71 Tilehurst Road, Magdalen Park, 
SW12. 

095 
From the Bromma departure list for 19 November 1942, the nearest match is Kirtsen Frisvold. 
Compare this signature with the one on 28 December 1942: 

 
for which an Edinburgh address was given. Are they related? 
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1344. Leif Andreas LARSEN DSO, DSC, CGM, DSM and Bar (9 January 1906 – 12 October 
1990). Signed 20 November 1942. London. 

095 
DOB 9.1.1906. arbetare. 

 

 
He was popularly known as Shetlands Larsen, a Norwegian sailor and the most highly decorated 
allied naval officer of World War II. Arguably the most famous of the men who operated the 
Shetland bus escape route during the war. He participated as a volunteer on the Finnish side 
during the Winter War and was a soldier in the defence of Norway following the German invasion 
at Kongsvinger Fortress. He had excellent leadership skills; one of the British officers at the 
Shetland base, David Howarth, described him as "one of the most remarkable personalities of the 
entire Second World War". Larsen preferred to downplay his own role and instead named his crew 
as the reason for his achievements. He dramatically escaped Norway in February 1941 in the fishing 
boat MOTIG 1, a voyage he recounted in an autobiographic book. He then joined the "Norwegian 
Naval Independent Unit", an unwieldy cover title far better known as the Shetland Bus. The unit for 
the Special Operations Executive (SOE) and, despite its name, was initially independent of the 
regular Royal Norwegian Navy. He trained with the Linge Company. He was the skipper of the 
fishing vessel Arthur during an attempt to sink the German battleship Tirpitz in the 
Trondheimsfjord in the fall of 1942. Despite its failure, Larsen received a Conspicuous Gallantry 
Medal, the first non-Briton to do so. The Admiralty records the operation as "the achievement of 
penetrating to within 10 miles (16 km) of the berth occupied by the Tirpitz represents, on the part 
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of the personnel and particularly that of the Norwegians, a fine example of cold-blooded courage." 
Boat skippers were initially given the nominal rank of Petty Officer ('Quartermaster'), but Larsen was 
later, without a great deal of enthusiasm, given a formal commission as a Sub-Lieutenant (fenrik) in 
the Royal Norwegian Navy, hence the extremely unusual array of his British decorations. 
Operations became increasingly dangerous as the war progressed and the German forces 
improved their air and sea defences. They began to understand the true role of fishing-boats 
operating far from the coast and the fishing boats were phased out in favour of three American 
'sub-chasers', which were much larger, faster and better-armed, altogether better suited to the 
changed circumstances. The commanders of these three vessels were required to be commissioned 
officers and Larsen became the captain of the HNoMS Vigra. In all he made 52 trips to Norway. 
With eleven distinctions he became the most highly decorated naval officer of the Second World 
War — no other man, British or foreign, received the same British military honours. In addition to 
the unique array of British decorations, he was awarded Norway's highest decoration for military 
gallantry, the Krigskorset med Sverd or War Cross with sword. As one of only eleven people he was 
awarded this decoration twice, in 1942 and 1943: the War Cross with two swords. In 1995 a statue 
of him was erected by the sea in the centre of Bergen near the UNESCO site of Bryggen. In 2000 
the Bergen newspaper Bergens Tidende named Larsen Vestlandet's man of the century. His medals 
are on display in the North Sea Traffic Museum in Telavåg. 
1345. POSSIBLY Victor PRESTHOLM. Signed [20 November 1942]. London. 

095 
DOB 19.1.1917. stud. Norsk. The Bromma departure list for 20 November 1942 shows: 

 
1346. Flying Officer Mrs Lilian Edith METHERELL MiD (542). Signed 26 September – 30 
November 1942. Treefors Manor, Hurstpierpoint, Sussex. 

095 
She is listed in The Air Force List of November 1942: 
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She is listed as an Assistant Section Officer in the LG, 17 March 1941 and as Section Officer in the 
LG, 27 March 1942. She is Mentioned in Despatches: LG, 17 March 1941. 
1347. William Wavell WAKEFIELD, 1st Baron Wakefield of Kendal (10 March 1898 - 12 
August 1983). Signed 30 November 1942. Air Ministry. 

095 
He also signed this book on 3 June 1943. 
1348. Air Commodore Douglas Douglas-HAMILTON, 14th Duke of Hamilton and 11th 
Duke of Brandon, KT, GCVO, AFC, PC, DL, FRCSE, FRGS (3 February 1903 – 30 March 1973). 
Signed 30 November 1942. 4 Regent Terrace, Edinburgh. 

095 
He also signed this book on 24 July 1942 and 26 May 1951. 
1349. Lady Jean DOUGLAS-Hamilton (b. 11 June 1904). Signed 30 November 1942. 
Helensburgh. 

095 
She is the daughter of Alfred Douglas Douglas-Hamilton, 13th Duke of Hamilton and Nina Mary 
Benita Poore. She married, firstly, Charles Ernest Whistler Mackintosh, son of Flight Lieutenant. 
Charles Mackintosh, on 8 April 1927. She and Charles Ernest Whistler Mackintosh were divorced in 
1946. She married, secondly, Major Leo Zinovieff, son of Leo Zinovieff, on 24 May 1947. She 
married, thirdly, W/Cdr. Vivian Norton-Bell on 20 October 1972. 
1350. Major Ronald Martin MUNRO MC (64198). Signed 1 December 1942. 4th Btn 
Cameron Highlanders, Home Forces. 

095 
The award of his Military Cross was announced in the LG, 27 February 1945. His retirement was 
announced in the LG, 16 March 1948. 
1351. Leslie William TEBB MiD. Signed 2 December 1942. Stockholm, Sweden. 

095 
DOB 3.5.1919. hr. britt. 
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http://www.coppheroes.org/coppists/copphq.htm 
left to right back: Bill Tebb, Billy Fish, Jim Booth, Paul Clark, Ainsworth Davis, Bruce Ogden Smith, 
Granger; front: Arthur Briggs, Bruce Enzer, George Honour, Wren Kitten Cross, Robin Harbud, Geoff 
Galwey, George Starn 
From HS 7/174/6 Norwegian Section History: 

 

 

 

http://www.coppheroes.org/coppists/copphq.htm
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From http://www.pngaa.net/Vale/vale_sept92.htm: 
(Extract from the Eulogy delivered by Bill's ex-Navy friend, Gordon Selby, at the funeral ). William 
Leslie TEBB (died 16 July 1992, aged 73). Bill Tebb was born on 3 May 1919, the son of a soldier 

http://www.pngaa.net/Vale/vale_sept92.htm
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then serving in the Royal Horse Artillery at its base in Woolwich, London. At the age of 14, the 
earliest at which he could enlist in any of the Services, Bill joined the Royal Marines as a Band Boy 
but, finding that this was not really his cup of tea, he managed to transfer to the Royal Navy as a 
Boy Seaman in August 1935. He trained at HMS St Vincent, the Boys' Training Establishment in 
Gosport, Hampshire, and passed out with flying colours in 1936 to serve in the cruisers HMS Delhi 
and Devonshire during the Abyssinian and Palestinian crises, subsequently being awarded the 
Naval General Service Medal with Palestine clasp. January 1940 found Bill serving as an Able 
Seaman in the Armed Merchant Cruiser Corinthia which was torpedoed and sunk by a German 
submarine off the coast of Ireland in June of that year. Bill survived the sinking and in 1941 joined 
the RN Submarine Service, spending some time in HMS/M L23 before volunteering and being 
accepted for Special Service duties. The particular Special Service that he found himself involved 
with was the operation of chariots, or what are known to the general public as human torpedoes. 
He received intensive training in the cold waters of Scottish Lochs and eventually in October 1942 
was selected as one of the ten charioteers to make a proposed attack on the German battleship 
Tirpitz which, at the time, was moored in Trondhelmsfjord in Norway. Unexpectedly bad weather 
forced the abortion of the attack and the fishing vessel in which the chariots and crews had been 
embarked had to be abandoned and sunk in the fiord almost within sight of their target. The party 
was split into two groups and both made their way on foot across Norway into Sweden, on the way 
losing one member shot and killed by the Gestapo. As a result of this action, the full story of which 
would fill two or three chapters of a book, Bill was Mentioned in Despatches and, following 
repatriation from Sweden, was seconded to Combined Operations Pilotage Party diving work which 
involved surveying and marking enemy beaches in Sicily and France prior to the Allied invasions in 
1943 and 1944. Later he was employed as a Diver in Mine Clearance work and after the war was 
called on several occasions as a witness at the Nuremberg war criminal trials. Bill retired from the 
RN in May 1949 and took passage to Australia in RMS Orontes in 1950. He took up employment as 
a pearl diver and then as Mate of the MV Crystal Star before joining the Commonwealth Public 
Service, initially as a diver and then as a Barge Master operating a ferry service between Lae and 
Labu. His next appointment took him to Thursday Island on board a pearling lugger before joining 
the CSIRO survey schooner Paxie as its Mate and carrying out diving surveys in the Timor Sea, 
Torres Strait and southern Papuan waters. Having obtained his Coastal Master's ticket in 1952 and 
his Coastal Engineer's ticket in 1959, Bill's final 15 years in Government service was spent in 
command of trawlers operating out of Rabaul, Wewak and Manus Island. He and his wife, Lois, 
were married in 1967 in Wewak by District Commissioner, Ted Hicks. He was a Foundation Member 
of Sepik Lodge of Freemasons and he eventually retired in May 1974 at the age of 55 years to live 
in Terrigal. Bill was a member of the Submariners Association in Sydney and his passing is a sad 
loss to his fellow members. The following words written by his wartime commander, Captain Fell, 
RN, will give some idea of the extremely high esteem in which he was held by his fellow men and 
should serve as his Epitaph: "He took part in several most hazardous operations with outstanding 
gallantry and success. He was easily trained, quite fearless and adept at underwater work. His 
conduct was excellent and he was a man in whose hands I would gladly trust my life." Bill met 
death in the same way that he met life and will be remembered as a truly remarkable and 
courageous man. He is survived by his widow, Lois, daughter Ingrid and son Nigel. 
From http://www.underwatertrust.org.uk/the-operations/: 
On 26 October 1942, the Norwegian fishing boat Arthur left Lunna Voe in the Shetlands with two 
chariots strapped to the underside of the hull. The charioteers were J Brewster, M Causer (who 
signed this book on 17 December 1942), W Tebb and R Evans. The fishing vessel was on a course 
for Trondhjemsford in Norway, the anchorage of their target, the giant German battleship Tirpitz. 
They were caught in a terrible storm but eventually arrived in the Fjord and the charioteers could 

http://www.underwatertrust.org.uk/the-operations/
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see Tirpitz at anchor. They dived under the fishing boat to get their chariots but they had gone the 
weak straps had given way in the rough seas. 
From http://www.worldnavalships.com/forums/showthread.php?t=5479: 
The Escape to Sweden. They were in the wrong place for help from the Norwegian resistance 
movement as arranged and so set out on foot to the Swedish frontier. Their objective, 65 miles to 
the east, was the town of Sandvika a 3,300 ft high frontier town on the Swedish border. They 
headed eastwards and split up into two parties of five men at daybreak. Leif Larsen (who signed 
this book on 20 November 1942) lead the first party with Don Craig, Bob Evans, Bill Tebb and 
Roald Strand. Lt. Brewster lead the rest in the second party. The two parties separated and set off 
eastwards towards Sweden. Before the frontier was reached, Larsen’s party was stopped in a 
mountain town by two German policemen. There was a gun battle and Bob Evans was hit in the 
stomach and one policemen was shot and killed; the other escaped. Larsen and Don Craig 
examined Evans who appeared to be dead. As he was a large man it would have been impossible 
to carry him any distance at speed trying to escape the German search party that would inevitably 
try to track them down. After ensuring that Evans had naval identification on him, they continued 
towards Sweden. The second party led by Brewster eventually arrived at a small town over the 
Swedish border about mid-morning on the fourth day. Malcolm Causer was hospitalized for a 
month for frostbite. Palmer Bjørnoy also got frostbite and had to have several toes amputated in a 
Swedish hospital where he remained for many months. Lt. Brewster heard that Larsen’s party had 
arrived that morning. Afterwards they calculated that after four days and nights both parties 
crossed the frontier within a mile and one hour of one another. They were treated very well by the 
Swedes. After two days, they were taken to an internment camp on the outskirts of Stockholm and 
then into the city itself. Flights were arranged at intervals and they arrived back in Scotland by the 
third week of November. 
1352. David Hume (‘Jock’) BROWN MiD. Signed 2 December 1942. Stockholm, Sweden. 

095 
DOB 22.3.1921. hr. britt. 
Able Seaman ‘Jock’ Brown participated in the first Chariot attempt to sink the Tirpitz 50 miles up 
Trondheim Fjord in Oct 1942. During rough weather, both Chariots were lost from underneath their 
carrying fishing boat Arthur which subsequently sank. All personnel attempted to make their 
escape across Sweden. See above entry for Bill Tebb. 
1353. Nikolai Ramm ØSTGAARD (1 July 1917 – 15 October 1949). Signed 3 December 
1942. Stockholm. 

096 
DOB 1.7.1917. sekr. Norsk.  
http://www.geni.com/people/Nikolai-%C3%98stgaard/6000000012703533194 lists Nikolai 
Østgaard (1 July 1917 – 15 October 1949). His father was Nikolai Ramm Østgaard (1885 - 1958), 
who was a Norwegian military officer, aide-de-camp for Olav V of Norway and sports official and is 
best known as President of the International Ski Federation (FIS) from 1934 to 1951. He is 
mentioned in Gerd Vold Hurum’s En kvinne ved navn “Truls”, Wings forlag, 2006. 

http://www.worldnavalships.com/forums/showthread.php?t=5479
http://www.geni.com/people/Nikolai-%C3%98stgaard/6000000012703533194%20lists%20Nikolai%20%C3%98stgaard%20(1
http://www.geni.com/people/Nikolai-%C3%98stgaard/6000000012703533194%20lists%20Nikolai%20%C3%98stgaard%20(1
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From https://www.sps.edu/flipbook/alumni_horae_summer2013/files/assets/basic-
html/page61.html, which mentions one of his brothers: 
Einar Ostgaard who escaped Norway with the royal family during WWII and attended St. Paul’s 
prior to returning to his home country, died on September 21, 2012, at the age of 83. Born in Oslo, 
Norway, on June 6, 1929, he was the son of Nikolai Ramm Ostgaard, Norwegian military officer and 
aide-de-camp for Crown Prince Olav of Norway, and Ragni Ostgaard, lady-in-waiting to Crown 
Princess Martha of Norway. After escaping the war-torn country with the royal family in 1940, Mr. 
Ostgaard, theyoungest of four siblings, attended the Slade School in Olney, Md., for three years 
before he began at SPS as a Fourth Former in the fall of 1944. He enjoyed singing with the Glee 
Club, among other activities. Upon his graduation, he returned to Oslo, where he began university 
with a focus on governmental studies and later completed a magistrate degree in Paris. 
Throughout his career, Mr. Ostgaardworked was a freelance writer, teacher, and author on the 
subject of media and press governance, writing several books on the topic. He also spent time as 
head of the Norwegian Institute of International Affairs. Never forgetting his time spent in Millville, 
and always looking to keep his connection with the School, he visited as a guest lecturer in 1975. In 
more recent years, Mr. Ostgaard completed two historical books covering the escape and years in 
exile of King Haakon and the royal family, including insights that shed new light on that part of 
Norwegian history. Over the years he kept in touch with several of his SPS classmates but was 
saddened to have missed his reunion in 2012 due to illness. Mr. Ostgaard is survived by his son, 
Michael R. Ostgaard, and his daughter, Kaja Ostgaard. 
1354. Donald William DOESE. Signed 3 December 1942. 4 Manville Road, London. 

096 
DOB 8.3.1909. bank tj.m. britt. 
Group Sisu volunteer. Bank official. Born 1909. 
See entry for Robert Douglas Kiallmark NINNIS who signed this book on 15 October 1941. 
In the 1911 England Census, ancestry.co.uk finds a Donald William Doese born in 1909 in London. 
The LG, 4 February 1902 published: THE NATURALIZATION ACT, 1870 | LIST of ALIENS to whom 
Certificates of Naturalization or of Readmission to British Nationality have been granted by the 
Secretary of State under the provisions of the Act 33 Vic., cap 14. and have been registered in the 
Home Office pursuant to the Act during the Month of January, 1902: 

 

 
No further trace found. 
1355. Karl LARSEN. Signed 3 December 1942. Stockholm, Sweden. 

096 
DOB 9.8.1917. konst. Norsk. 
He was one of 10 people on board M/B Sjøglimt (H 3 F) which left Syltøy, Fjell in June-1940. Seven 
of the people were British employees of the consulate in Bergen. The voyage was organized by 
Vigand Larsen. Skipper and owner was Jakob Syltøy. The engineer was Halvard Lønøy, who was 
permitted to return to Norway after the passengers had been landed in Lerwick. Halvard Lønøy 

https://www.sps.edu/flipbook/alumni_horae_summer2013/files/assets/basic-html/page61.html
https://www.sps.edu/flipbook/alumni_horae_summer2013/files/assets/basic-html/page61.html
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later ended up in England again in 1941, and became a torpedo gunner on board the MTB Linchen 
2. According to Våre falne, Vol 3, he was run over by a taxi in Newcastle on 21 April 1944, and died 
on 25 April; however, his relatives say that the circumstances around his demise are unclear. The 
family was involved in the resistance movement; many of them settled in Scotland and Shetland to 
avoid being arrested. After the war, Jens Lønøy received the Royal Medal of Honour. Sjøglimt made 
another voyage from Fjell on 30 October 1941, this time with 26 people. The voyage came about 
after the Stein organization had been discovered on 2 October and, after Fjell's sheriff, Leif 
Eikeland, had been arrested, other members of the group needed to get away very quickly. On 
board were: Skipper Jakob M. Syltøy, Odd Andersen, Magnus Eide, Nils E. Fjeld, Alf Nilsen Fjell, 
Anders Fjell, Hans Fjell, Kasper H. Fjell, Kristian K. Fjell, Kristoffer H. Fjell, Nils Th. Fjell, Sverre M. Fjell, 
Thomas Fjell, Albert M. Kavtveit, Karl R. Kavtveit, Karl Larsen, Leif Larsen, Nils Olai N. Lokøy, Knut B. 
Magnus, Jens Nipen, Nils Elias O. Syltøy, Anton E. Telnes, Mathias E. Telnes, Walter Vangberg, Nils 
Hansen Åse, and an unknown female passenger. 
1356. Lorna R RHIND. Signed 3 December 1942. Evening Dispatch, Edinburgh. 

096 
From http://www.heraldscotland.com/sport/spl/aberdeen/lorna-rhind-a-formidable-woman-who-
put-edinburgh-on-the-map-1.28426: 
Lorna R Rhind, a journalist who more than 40 years ago helped put Edinburgh on the international 
conference centre map, has died at the age of 91. Lorna Rhind was born in 1914. Her father was a 
structural engineer who had a hand in projects, such as the North Bridge, Edinburgh (1897). The 
family was related to the celebrated sculptor, Birnie Rhind. Lorna was educated at James Gillespie's 
High School for Girls, but came to Edinburgh Corporation by a circuitous route. She was on the 
editorial staff of the Edinburgh Evening Dispatch, where one of her duties was as film critic. From 
1950 to 1952 she held an appointment in the press office of the Scottish Home Department in St 
Andrew's House. She moved to the Edinburgh office of the Glasgow Herald, at that time in South St 
Andrew Street, and there was also a spell on the features staff of the old Bulletin. She was the first 
woman chairman of the Edinburgh branch of the National Union of Journalists, and in July 1960, 
she was appointed by Edinburgh Corporation to the new post of publicity officer. In the early post-
war years, the success of the Edinburgh Festival had convinced civic leaders of the potential value 
of tourism. Lorna Rhind wrote the book on how to develop an Edinburgh tourist industry. That job 
was a mixture of tourism, public relations and the attraction of conference business to the city (this 
was years before the city had a purpose-built conference centre). Her empire entailed publishing 
the annual tourist accommodation register, the guide to the city, a blizzard of brochures and leaf 
lets and the organising of exhibitions, not to mention the nurturing of Edinburgh's links with its 
twin cities, of which there were at least seven around the world. 
Lorna knew her way unerringly about the political labyrinth of the City Chambers. She liked working 
while standing behind her desk, sometimes still wearing her hat and coat, and with two telephones 
in hand. Two conversations on the telephone at the same time was not unusual. She would say 
something on one telephone, then shout in irritation to the other one: "No, no, not you!" In 1974, 
when local government was reorganised and senior officials were awarded big new salaries, Lorna 
was, according to one Scottish tabloid "the highest paid woman in Scotland". This was probably 
true but she hated the tag and attempted, without success, to have her salary modified. One 
unusual assignment given her was to find locations for the 1969 film, The Prime of Miss Jean 
Brodie, and she did this to such effect at Mary Erskine's School that the film-makers included her in 

http://www.heraldscotland.com/sport/spl/aberdeen/lorna-rhind-a-formidable-woman-who-put-edinburgh-on-the-map-1.28426
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the credits. In early 1976, in a colleague's office, she caught a high heel in a telephone wire and fell, 
breaking her right wrist. It didn't mend well, and after a two operations she was persuaded to 
accept early retirement. In later years she suffered from arthritis, and was reduced to walking with 
two sticks. She must have hated that, too. 
According to http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2470056/, she was the location adviser for The Prime 
of Miss Jean Brodie, 1969. 
Her obituary was published in The Scotsman on 13 February 2006: 
LORNA Rhind was known to many as the woman who did more than any other person to develop 
tourism to the benefit of Edinburgh. In July 1960, she was chosen by Edinburgh Corporation (as the 
civic authority was then called) to promote the city as a tourist and conference destination. Over 
the next decade, she seized the horns of her task with characteristic determination. An unforeseen 
consequence was that Lorna's formidable personality became a legend among countless people, 
both within her profession and beyond. On a first meeting, few journalists failed to be impressed 
by Lorna Rhind, one way or the other. Every journalist who made her acquaintance has his or her 
favourite Lorna Rhind anecdote. Many were the tales told about her attitudes and forthright 
opinions. She was an important player in what was still at that time a man's world. She could be 
difficult to work with, and even the most senior officials in the City Chambers learned to treat her 
with caution. Lorna Rhind was born in 1914; her father was a structural engineer who had a hand in 
important projects, such as the North Bridge, Edinburgh (1897). Lorna was educated at James 
Gillespie's High School for Girls, but came to Edinburgh Corporation by a circuitous route. She 
worked for some time at the Edinburgh Evening Dispatch, where one of her duties was as film 
critic. Then, from 1950 to 1952 she worked in the press office of the Scottish Home Department, St 
Andrew's House. She moved to the Edinburgh office of the Glasgow Herald, at that time in South St 
Andrew Street, and there was also a spell on the features staff of the old Bulletin. She was also the 
first woman chairman of the Edinburgh branch of the National Union of Journalists. In July 1960, 
she was appointed by Edinburgh Corporation to the new post of publicity officer. In the early post-
war years, the success of the Edinburgh Festival had convinced civic leaders of the potential value 
of tourism. In the fledging Scottish tourist industry, Lorna was Edinburgh's counterpart to another 
pioneer in the field, Bill Nicholson, the director of the Scottish Tourist Board. It is not overstating 
the case to say that Lorna wrote the book on how to develop an Edinburgh tourist industry. Lorna 
worked longer hours in the office than anyone else. Unmarried and living alone, in her flat in 
Learmonth Grove, Comely Bank, she regularly took additional work home, where she wrote reports 
for her committee chairman, proposing projects invariably designed to promote and publicise 
Edinburgh. The job was her life. That job mixture of tourism, public relations and the attraction of 
conference business to the city (this was years before the city had a purpose-built conference 
centre). Her empire also entailed publishing the annual tourist accommodation register; the glossy 
guide to the city (in several languages), a blizzard of brochures and leaflets, and the organising of 
exhibitions, not to mention the nurturing of Edinburgh's links with its twin cities, of which there 
were at least seven around the world. She managed it all, with the support of an efficient and 
hardworking staff. As Edinburgh became the No 2 tourist destination in the UK, after London, the 
City's economy benefited greatly; Edinburgh's business community undoubtedly got value for 
money. Lorna knew her way unerringly about the political labyrinth of the City Chambers. She had 
her allies (the late Councillor Magnus Williamson, a fellow-journalist, comes to mind), and she also 
had her opponents. However, she was an experienced networker in the corridors of municipal 
power. Returning from a committee meeting in the City Chambers, Lorna would come bustling into 
her room in the department, and within minutes the staff had been galvanised into action on new 
tasks. She liked working while standing behind her desk, sometimes still wearing her hat and coat, 
and with two telephones in hand. Two conversations on the telephone at the same time was not 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2470056/
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unusual. There was once an occasion when she was late for a Royal garden party at Holyrood 
Palace. She had donned her coat and was hurrying from her room when her harassed secretary ran 
after her, shouting: "Miss Rhind, Miss Rhind. The coat hanger is still in the coat!" When in a hurry, 
which was often, her walk was determined and curiously flat-footed. In 1974, when local 
government was being reorganised and senior officials were being awarded big new salaries, Lorna 
was written up in one tabloid as: "The highest paid woman in Scotland." This was very probably 
true, given that 30 years ago, commercial life in Scotland was still a man's world. But Lorna hated 
the tag and actually attempted, without success, to have her new salary modified. One unusual 
assignment given to her was to find locations for the makers of the 1969 film The Prime of Miss 
Jean Brodie, and she did this to such effect at Mary Erskine's School that the grateful film-makers 
included her name in the credits. She enjoyed that immensely. It was typical, in a way, that in early 
1976, in a colleague's office, she caught a high heel in a trailing telephone wire and crashed to the 
floor, breaking her right wrist. The wrist did not mend well, and after a second operation she was 
persuaded by the then chief executive, not without difficulty, to accept the idea of early retirement. 
In later years, she suffered seriously from arthritis, and was reduced to walking slowly with two 
sticks. She must have hated that too. 
1357. Elsie N ADAM. Signed 3 December 1942. Scotsman, Edinburgh. 

096 
From http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/cgi-bin/History/History-
idx?type=div&did=History.omg1946n047.i0010&isize=text: 
German Women Desire Contact With Other Countries, says Woman Foreign Correspondent. What 
are German women talking and thinking about these days, asks Elsie N. Adam of The Scotsman? 
"Food mainly, that goes without saying. 'Es ist sehr schwer - Life is very hard,' they say to you 
shaking their heads a shade reproachfully. 
"During a two months' tour of Germany, in the American, French and British Zones, I made it my 
business to talk to as many women in as many walks of life as I could. I found most of them 
friendly, almost too friendly in a sense. Needless to say, they all assured me that they were 'nicht 
Nazi.' How far to trust what they said was a matter for one's own judgment. Obviously the working 
man's wife who told me that she and her family were living on a starvation diet, and in whose 
larder I presently saw stacks of margarine and other provisions was a bad witness. "The people who 
have a little land where they can grow vegetables and keep poultry are not too badly off, but it it’s 
not true to say, as has been done, that the country people are hoarding enough to keep the towns 
from hunger would they but share it. "I did not find many women inclined to talk politics. What 
someone who knows Germany well, both pre-war and post-war said about the men holds true for 
the women: 'People seem to imagine that Germany is divided into three parties: Social Democrats, 
Christian Democrats and Communists. The truth is that the majority could not care less. They are 
sick and tired of politics.' "Among the intellectual women, I was conscious of an intense feeling of 
loneliness and isolation. One said, 'we have been cut off for so long. Tell us what the women in 
America and Britain are saying and thinking. We look to you for help. Could you send me some old 
newspapers?' "Perhaps the most tragic aspect of life in the war-ridden countries of Europe just now 
is its hopelessness. The nicest German women I met - and there are nice ones even now! - want 
only one thing: To get away from Germany and acquire some other nationality. That hunger for 
contact with the women of other lands is a very real thing, and if something could be done to 
satisfy it by way of books, magazines, papers, films, lectures or personal contacts, it might do as 
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much toward building a healthier-minded Germany as anything else. Even in a country where 
women have been allowed to count so little politically, they wield a tremendous influence." 
1358. M DOUGLAS. Signed 3 December 1942. Edinburgh Evening News. 

096 
No trace found. 
1359. Constance Lilian GALLAVAN (2730). Signed 3 December 1942. St Andrews House, 
Edinburgh. 

096 
Listed in several editions of the LG. St Andrew’s House was the home of the Scottish Office 
(Gallavan added S/O after her signature) and included the offices of the Secretary of State for 
Scotland. 
1360. Robert YEATS. Signed 3 December 1942. St Andrews House, Edinburgh. 

096 
R Yeats is shown in The Air Force List from September 1942 to January 1945 as an Assistant Press 
Officer in the Directorate of Public Relations: 

 
From The Writers’ and Artists’ Year Book 1948, Adam and Charles Black, London: 

 
1361. R C HALLS or WELLS. Signed 3 December 1942. De Havilland Aircraft Co Ltd, 
Hatfield. 

096 
De Havilland designed one of the outstanding aircraft of World War II: the Mosquito, which 
regularly flew the Bromma-Leuchars route. 
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1362. Air Vice Marshal Raymond COLLISHAW CB, DSO* OBE DSC DFC RAF (22 November 
1893 – 28 September 1976). Signed 6 December 1942. 

096 
He was a distinguished Canadian fighter pilot, Squadron leader, and commanding officer who 
served in the Royal Naval Air Service (RNAS) and later the Royal Air Force. He was the highest 
scoring RNAS flying ace and the second highest scoring Canadian pilot of the First World War. He 
was noted as a great leader in the air, leading many of his own formations into battle. As a member 
of the RAF during the Second World War, he commanded No. 204 Group (which later became the 
Desert Air Force) in North Africa. 
Raymond Collishaw was born at Nanaimo, British Columbia, Canada on 22 November 1893. His 
father was John Edward Collishaw from Wrexham, Wales and his mother Sarah "Sadie" Jones from 
Newport, Wales but raised in Pantygog, Garw Valley. At the age of 15, the younger Collishaw joined 
the Canadian Fisheries Protection Services as a cabin boy. He was a lower class sailor on board the 
Alcedo when it sailed into the Arctic Circle in search of the Stefansson expedition. Unfortunately, it 
turned out that the expedition was too late to rescue the Karluk. He would continue working on 
ships and the coast for the next seven years. By 1915, he had worked his way up to first officer. 
First World War 
When war broke out in 1914, his first idea was to join the Royal Navy, but did not hear from them 
for some time. Toward the end of 1915, Collishaw heard that the Royal Naval Air Service was hiring, 
and so he applied to them instead, and attended flight training in Toronto (at his own expense) 
and then in England. He qualified as a pilot in January 1916. 
He spent seven months patrolling the British coast. Then, on 2 August 1916, he joined the RNAS's 
3rd Wing which was operating at Ochey, France, flying the British Sopwith 1½ Strutters. Some of 
the Sopwiths were equipped as bombers, while others were configured as two-seat fighters. 
Collishaw's first recorded victory came while he was flying escort on the Wing's first large-scale raid 
into Germany, on October 12th, 1916. The raid was against the Mauser Rifle Factory at Oberndorf, 
Germany. The bombers had nearly reached their target when they were attacked by six German 
Fokkers. Collishaw got into position to allow his observer to fire on one, and he evidently damaged 
Lt. Collishaw then turned, gained height, and fired a burst with the front gun. The Fokker dived out 
of control, and, according to the British crews, crashed to the ground, a total wreck. According to 
the German authorities, they lost no aircraft during the engagement, but it was not unheard of for 
combatants to attribute their losses to accident rather than enemy action. Collishaw's next two 
victories were properly witnessed by thousands of French troops. He was ferrying a new aircraft 
from Wing Headquarters when six enemies dived out of the clouds and attacked him. It was six to 
one, and the Germans had the advantage of height. Collishaw, like Barker and McKeever, was 
happiest when close to the ground in such a spot. He went down. At tree-top level the advantage 
of numbers meant much less. In two quick bursts, he sent two Albatroses crashing into the trees, 
after which the others flew off. The flight so impressed the French that they awarded him the Croix 
de Guerre. On December 27th, while returning from a raid on the steel works at Dillingen, 
Collishaw's machine was damaged in flight; he only just succeeded in gliding back over French lines 
near Nancy, where he crashed, and his plane was a total wreck. It was the first of a number of 
crashes, and Collishaw on that occasion set the pattern which he followed throughout. He stepped 
out of the wreckage grinning, and ready to fly again." 
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In February, 1917, Collishaw was posted to No. 3 Naval Squadron, which was operating with the 
army near Cambrai. During his two months there, Collishaw was employed as escort to the Corps 
Squadron bombers, downing one German aircraft in the process. In April, he returned to the coast, 
being transferred to No. 10 Naval Squadron, engaging in mainly coastal patrols. By the end of May, 
the Royal Flying Corps was badly in need of reinforcements, much due to the after-effects of 
Bloody April. As a result, Collishaw was posted to his previous No. 10 Naval Squadron as a flight 
commander. Collishaw's "B" Flight would be composed entirely of Canadians. Although British 
commanders had strongly discouraged pilots painting their aircraft, Collishaw's flight painted their 
Sopwith Triplanes black (though appearing dark brown), and called themselves the All-Black Flight, 
later known more simply as the Black Flight. The aircraft of the All-Black Flight were christened with 
suitable names. Ellis Reid, of Toronto, flew Black Roger; J. E. Sharman, of Winnipeg, flew Black 
Death; Gerry Nash, of Hamilton, called his machine Black Sheep; and Marcus Alexander, of Toronto, 
christened his plane the Black Prince. The flight commander, Collishaw, flew a machine which 
gloried in the name Black Maria." 
During their first two months they claimed a record 87 German aircraft destroyed or driven down - 
which, strangely enough, brought Collishaw and the unit no wide publicity, though garnered a 
great deal of renown among their German opponents in the area. Collishaw later claimed that this 
was because officials in the regular Royal Flying Corps were loath to give credit to naval pilots. June 
6, 1917 was their grandest day. They were flying offensive patrols with 10 Triplanes. Collishaw was 
leading a patrol when they came across an Albatros 2-seater escorted by 15 Albatros and 
Halberstadt fighters. In the "fur ball" that ensured Collishaw dropped three Albatroses, Nash 
downed an Aviatik two-seater and an Albatros, Reid downed a Halberstadt scout, Sharman and 
Alexander each downed an Albatros. In total the RNAS shot down 10 German aircraft without any 
losses." "Their first loss came when they had achieved an aggregate of fifty victories. On June 26th, 
the All-Blacks found themselves engaged with Richthofen's Jagdstaffel 11. Gerry Nash found that 
he was fighting two German pilots single-handed. One of the Germans was Lieutenant Karl 
Allmenröder, victor in some 30 air battles, and second only to Richthofen among the German pilots 
then in action. Nash's other opponent was Richthofen himself. Yet, faced by the two deadliest 
German pilots, Nash fought a tremendous battle. He twisted and turned, looking for openings, but 
at last Allmenröder got in a telling burst, and Nash's controls were damaged. He fell out of the 
fight and managed to land safely - but behind the enemy lines, where he destroyed his plane 
before he was captured. The four survivors were bitterly grieved by the loss, for they had grown 
into a band of brothers, and they swore to keep a sharp eye out for the Albatroses of Richthofen's 
Squadron which had brought down Nash. At the same time they thought that Nash was dead. On 
the morning of June 27th they met the Richthofen Staffel near Courtrai. This time, Collishaw found 
himself engaged with the bright-green Albatros of Allmenröder - though he was not aware at the 
moment that he was fighting the conqueror of Nash. It was one of the classic dogfights of the war, 
like Barker against Linke, like Hawker against Richthofen - two skilled and experienced fighters, 
who knew every trick, had met. They met head-on, then they went into the "waltz" dogfighting, but 
at last Collishaw found an opening, and Allmenröder went down out of control, to crash to his 
death near Lille. Nash, lying in a cell, heard a church bell tolling that afternoon, and learned from 
his guard that it was the funeral of Allmenröder, who had shot him down. Allmenröder, the guard 
said, he been shot down by the leader of the Black Triplanes." While there have been claims that 
Collishaw shot down German ace Karl Allmenröder as described above, this has been disputed and 
remains difficult to verify. 
In August, Collishaw returned to Canada for two months' leave, the British Empire's second-
highest-scoring living ace. He was virtually unknown, in stark contrast to the grand reception given 
to the top-scoring living ace, Billy Bishop, when he returned on leave at about the same time. At 
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this point, he had been awarded two British decorations during the summer: the Distinguished 
Service Cross, and the Distinguished Service Order. Returning to the war late November, he was 
given command of No. 13 Naval Squadron, which was operating from Dunkirk, doing escort duty 
with the Channel Patrol. His most amazing experience on that tour of duty was an air battle 
between his Squadron and a formation of German Scouts in which no shot was fired. The Squadron 
was providing protection for an observation machine, which was ranging guns for a fleet firing on 
Zeebrugge. The German formation approached, and Collishaw led his pilots to the attack but found 
that his guns had jammed, owing to the congealing of the oil in the low temperature. Several times 
he turned to attack the Germans, and each time they withdrew, until the navy's shoot was finished. 
Then Collishaw learned that all the Squadron's guns were jammed - possibly all the guns of the 
German Scouts as well. 
On 23 January 1918, Collishaw returned to the embattled area of the Western Front to command 
No. 3 Naval Squadron, which was equipped with the more deadly British Sopwith Camel fighters. 
On 1 April, the RNAS and the RFC merged and No. 3 Naval became No. 203 Squadron Royal Air 
Force. Collishaw remained in command with the new rank of major, finding that serving as a 
Commanding Officer took up a great deal of his time with "paper work". But he was able to make 
time for flying, and by the end of the summer, he had been awarded the Distinguished Flying 
Cross, and a bar to his Distinguished Service Order. Collishaw had quite a few close escapes during 
the war. His plane was hit often by bullets, but Collishaw escaped unscathed in the air. His aircraft 
was shot down out of control and crashed several times. 
Once, lost in a fog, he landed on a German aerodrome, and was actually taxiing to the tarmac when 
he saw German insignia on the grounded planes, and German troops rushing out to arrest him. He 
opened his throttle wide, took off, and escaped. On another occasion, his goggles were shattered 
by an enemy bullet. He once had his controls disabled by German machine gun fire from the 
ground and had to ride out the flight until the aircraft crash-landed – luckily near the British front 
trenches. 
Collishaw was awarded the Distinguished Service Cross, the Distinguished Flying Cross, the 
Distinguished Service Order with bar and the French Croix de Guerre. He scored 60 victories, 
consisting of 28 enemy aircraft destroyed (including one shared victory), 30 enemy aircraft driven 
down "out of control" (including two shared wins), and one enemy aircraft "driven down." 
Russia 1919 
Collishaw was in England working on the formation of the Royal Canadian Air Force when the 
Armistice was signed. He was promoted to Lieutenant Colonel during this time. He took some leave 
in Canada in December before returning to England. 
He was planning on attempting to fly across the Atlantic using a long range bomber but his plans 
were interrupted by events. The decision was made to send a Squadron to help General Denikin's 
White Russian forces in the Russian Civil War and Collishaw was chosen to be in command. His 
Squadron found itself fighting against the Bolsheviks, who had skilled German pilots manning 
some of their aircraft. 
This campaign initially went well but eventually turned into a retreat then a rout during which the 
Squadron was withdrawn. Collishaw added another victory to his total during this conflict, as well 
as managing to sink an enemy gunboat with a bomb dropped from his Sopwith Camel. He 
admitted in his autobiography that his experiences of Russia (particularly the escape from) were far 
more frightening than the Western Front. 
Inter-war years 
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After 47 Squadron was withdrawn from Russia, Collishaw was sent to Egypt to command 84 
Squadron. The Squadron was moved to Persia, which was made a British protectorate after the war, 
to defend against the Russians. In the 1921 New Year's Honours List, Collishaw was made an Officer 
of the Order of the British Empire. In 1935 and 1936, during the Second Italo-Abyssinian War, 
Collishaw commanded No. 5 Wing. 
Second World War 
At the commencement of the Second World War in 1939, Collishaw was promoted to Air 
Commodore and took over as Air Officer Commanding, No. 204 Group ("Egypt Group") in North 
Africa. He concentrated on strategy and tactics to neutralize the Italian air force and to gain aerial 
superiority in North Africa. This was a tough challenge considering that his men were flying 
outdated Gloster Gladiator biplane fighters and Vickers Wellesley bombers. Soon after the war 
started Collishaw's men were off the mark quickly, striking at an Italian airbase destroying 18 
aircraft within two days of the commencement of hostilities with only three aircraft losses. He then 
turned their efforts to bombing harbours, ships and troops to hold up the reinforcement of North 
Africa. They sunk the Italian cruiser 'San Giorgio' and blew up an ammo dump. His pilots were 
badly outnumbered and outgunned. But he countered these deficiencies with expert advice on 
aerial tactics, aggressive attacks and trickery. He had only a single modern Hawker Hurricane 
fighter to use at the front (three others were relegated to training) dubbed "Colly's Battleship". He 
made the best of it by constantly moving it from base to base and letting the Italians see it. He 
came up with the idea of making many, single plane attacks on Italian formations to fool the 
Italians into thinking he had many Hurricanes. The result was that the Italians spread their superior 
fighters thinly across North Africa, and seriously diluted their strength. .. Collishaw implemented a 
continual harassment procedure that forced the Italian's into having standing patrols over their 
forts. This was incredibly wasteful of men, fuel and machines. They should have been on the 
offensive, and yet were not. 

  
Flight 20 February 1941 
AT EL ADEM : Air Comdre. R. Collishaw, D.S.O., O.B.E., D.S.C., D.F.C., surveys the results of R.A.F. 
units under his command after the capture of Tobruk. Air Comdre. Collishaw was at one time senior 
R-A.F. officer on H.M.S. Courageous and in the last war brought down 68 huns. 
In July, 1942 Collishaw was recalled from the desert and was replaced with Air Vice-Marshal 
Coningham. He was given a posting in Fighter Command in Scapa Flow, Scotland, and remained 
there until 1943, when he was retired. 
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During the Second World War, Collishaw attained the rank of Air Vice Marshal; he was awarded a 
Companion of the Order of the Bath during his service. He retired, involuntarily, from the RAF in 
July 1943 and spent the rest of the war as a Civil Defence Regional Air Liaison Officer. 
His memoirs, Air Command, A Fighting Pilot's Story, were published in 1973. 
Collishaw died on 28 September 1976 in West Vancouver, British Columbia at the age of 82. 
As early as the 1950s, there has been debate over whether his kills had been understated, due to 
the Royal Naval Air Service receiving less credit than the Royal Flying Corps. Some historians credit 
him with 81 (unofficial) kills, which would place him at the top of First World War flying aces, ahead 
of the "Red Baron" and top British Empire ace Billy Bishop. If the application of stricter victory 
verification was applied, however, his score would invariably be considerably less (as with all RAF, 
RFC and RNAS aces' scores in the First World War).”A man who flew with him claimed that he 
would often "give" a victory to a new, green pilot, just to bolster his confidence. The new pilot 
would be taken out by the renowned Collishaw to "bag one". Anxiously following the leader, he 
would find himself diving on the tail of a German reconnaissance plane. Trying to control the 
machine, so that the nose would stay still, he would find his gun-sight wobbling all over the sky. He 
would press the firing button, spraying bullets like a lawn sprinkler. Then suddenly Collishaw would 
appear alongside; there would be a short, deadly burst, and the new pilot would turn sick as he saw 
the enemy plane catch fire and plunge to earth. He would fly back to the aerodrome, where the 
flight commander would clap him heartily on the shoulder and insist "You got one! Grand show, 
old boy!" The new pilot, unable to speak, would nod timidly, and thereafter he would fly into battle 
with Collishaw anywhere. That was - according to the story - part of Collishaw's great quality of 
leadership." Royal Canadian Air Cadets 205 Collishaw Squadron, named after him, is in his home 
town of Nanaimo, and 204 Black Maria Squadron, named after his aircraft, is located in Kamloops. 
On 2 October 1999, the terminal at Nanaimo Airport was named the Nanaimo-Collishaw Air 
Terminal in his honour. 
1363. Squadron Leader The Reverend Edward Francis O’DOHERTY (133255). Signed 6 
December 1942. Uxbridge. 

096 
He is mentioned in the LG, 29 December 1942, 9 March 1943, 13 January 1948, 2 March 1948, 1 
July 1949 11 December 1956 and 13 September 1960. 
1364. Flight Lieutenant Ronald Ward HARKER OBE AE (90061). Signed 7 December 1942. 
Rolls Royce Ltd, Hucknall. 

096 
AAF = Auxiliary Air Force. The Air Force List for February 1940: 

1939 
From http://www.mustang.gaetanmarie.com/articles/harker.htm: 
The Man who put the Merlin in the Mustang: Two Obituaries 
The Times: June 14, 1999 

http://www.mustang.gaetanmarie.com/articles/harker.htm
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Ronald Harker, OBE, AE, wartime test pilot, died in Taupo, New Zealand, on May 30 aged 90. He 
was born on March 4, 1909. 
Ronnie Harker has his place in the history of aviation for the role he played in the evolution of the 
Mustang fighter into one of the great warplanes of its era. The P51 Mustang had originally been 
designed and built by North American Aviation in 1940 in answer to a request by the British 
Purchasing Commission to produce a fighter for the RAF which would be an advance on the 
Spitfire. The result, produced in the incredibly short time of 117 days, had many pleasing qualities, 
but its Allison V1710 engine gave it poor performance at high altitude, and its range was short. 
The aircraft entered service with the RAF in 1941, but because its performance did not challenge 
that of the latest marks of Spitfire it was relegated to Army co-operation and photographic work. 
However, Ronnie Harker, Rolls-Royce's senior liaison test pilot, was offered the opportunity to test 
the Mustang by the RAF. He liked the aircraft's handling qualities but not its engine, which was too 
low-powered to exploit the aircraft's advanced aerodynamic features. He was convinced that the 
plane would be another animal entirely if fitted with the Rolls-Royce Merlin, power plant of the 
Spitfire. 
Harker pressed strongly for the American engine to be replaced by the Merlin and after a good 
deal of official reluctance, largely from the Air Ministry, he got his way. The result was a 
transformation. The Mustang's top speed leapt from 390mph to 440mph and the range from 450 
miles to as much as 2,000 with various configurations of drop tanks. A great escort fighter had 
been born and the Americans, realising that the Rolls-Royce solution provided the answer to the 
horrific losses the USAAF's daylight bombing raids had been suffering in the early part of 1943, put 
the fighter into mass production, using Packard and Continental-built versions of the Rolls-Royce 
engine. Very soon the Flying Fortresses of the US 8th Army Air Force were able to rove as far as 
Berlin, escorted all the way by Mustangs which began to take a toll of the Luftwaffe's fighters. 
When Goering saw the Mustangs escorting the American air armadas over the capital of the Reich 
he is said to have realised that Germany had lost the war. Such was the momentousness of one 
man's determination. Ever afterwards Harker was known as "the man who put the Merlin in the 
Mustang". 
Ronald Ward Harker was born at Tynemouth, where his father was chief medical officer for the 
Tyne ports. He was educated at Shrewsbury School and joined Rolls-Royce in 1925 as an 
engineering apprentice. In 1927 a visit to the Hendon Air Display gave him the impulse to fly. He 
joined Newcastle flying club in 1927. He finished his apprenticeship in 1929, but by that time the 
Depression was biting and there was no job for him at Rolls-Royce. With parental support he kept 
up his flying at the Lympne flying club in Kent, and in 1934 was invited back to Rolls-Royce on the 
aero-engine side. When Rolls-Royce formed its first test flight he became its first test pilot and was 
soon evaluating various types of RAF aircraft. He also joined No 504 City of Nottingham Squadron, 
Royal Auxiliary Air Force, based at Hucknall, where Rolls-Royce was soon to move its test flying. 
When war came in 1939 he joined his squadron on a full-time basis, but in the spring of 1940, with 
the squadron ordered to France, he was ordered back to Rolls-Royce to resume test flying at 
Hucknall, liaising closely with the RAF. Harker was at Hucknall when, in April 1942, he received a 
telephone call from the CO of the RAF's Air Fighting Development Unit at Duxford, to tell him that 
they had acquired an Allison-engined Mustang and would he like to evaluate it? Having spent 30 
minutes throwing the aircraft round the sky he reported that it closely resembled the 
Messerschmitt 109F, but with a Merlin 61 engine ought to prove much faster than that aircraft and 
the Spitfire V. The Air Ministry, however, wanted to put all the available Merlin 61s into the new 
Spitfire IX to combat the threat of the latest German fighter, the Focke Wulf 190, which was proving 
vastly superior to the Spitfire V in combat. There was therefore a good deal of concerted scepticism 
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about Harker's observations. But he persisted and the first Merlin-engined Mustang flew in October 
1942, giving the radical improvements in performance that he had predicted. News of the Merlin 
Mustang's performance spread like wildfire and was greeted as manna from heaven in Washington. 
Indeed, the Americans were the chief beneficiaries of Harker's initiative, since the new escort fighter 
enabled the USAAF to resume daylight bombing raids which had been discontinued, since the 
"invulnerable" B17 Flying Fortress had proved incapable of defending itself against the Luftwaffe's 
fighters. 
Throughout the war Harker was involved in a variety of other projects for improving the 
performance of RAF aircraft. Improvements in superchargers increased the speed of the Spitfire; 
Merlins were put into the Whitley bomber; and - the greatest bomber success of all - the disastrous 
Vulture-engined Avro Manchester became the superlative Merlin-engined Lancaster. But the 
Mustang remains his supreme achievement. By the end of the war 15,582 of the aircraft had been 
built. Harker was appointed OBE and given the Air Efficiency Award (AE) for his wartime work. After 
the war Harker continued his liaison work with the RAF, testing new types. In 1974 he moved to 
London as Rolls-Royce's aero-export manager and from 1957 as the company's military adviser. He 
retired from the firm in 1971 when it went bankrupt over the financial problems caused by the 
escalating cost of the RB211 engine for the Lockheed TriStar. Over the years he had spent an 
increasing amount of time in New Zealand pursuing his passion for fishing - and flying - and he 
finally settled there with his second wife in 1993. He had his last flight in a Mustang in New Zealand 
in 1997 at the age of 88. Ronnie Harker was twice married, first to Marjorie Turner, who died in 
1979. His second marriage was to Elizabeth Dove, who survives him with the two daughters of his 
first marriage. 
The Daily Telegraph: June 26, 1999 
RONNIE HARKER, who has died aged 90, made a signal contribution as a test pilot to Allied victory 
in the air during the Second World War. Ronnie Harker was born in the year Bleriot crossed the 
Channel from France to England, and was a seasoned pilot when the Luftwaffe came in the same 
direction in 1940. Though he did not see combat, his association with the Merlin aero-engine put 
him in the front line of preparing Spitfire and Hurricane squadrons to meet the challenge, and later 
in devising the Merlin-powered Mustang fighter which took the air war back to the heart of 
Germany. As senior test pilot for Rolls-Royce, the company that manufactured the Merlin, Harker 
flew between combat squadrons during the Battle of Britain, organising a flow of spare parts to 
keep the fighters flying. At the same time he stood ready to defend the company's experimental 
aerodrome at Hucknall near Nottingham from German bombers. In the technical race with 
Germany that followed the Battle of Britain, Harker test-piloted the Merlin 60 series engine. During 
the test programme a colleague was killed, but at last Harker overcame the carburetted power 
plant’s habit of cutting out in tight turns under negative G. The new engine powered the Spitfire IX, 
greatly improving the fighter's performance. 
But Harker won his place in the history of aviation as "the man who put the Merlin in the Mustang". 
He was the first to spot the potential of the otherwise mediocre fighter that had been ordered for 
the RAF from North American Aviation just after the fall of France. He tested an early production 
Mustang on April 30 1942 at the Air Fighting Development Unit at Duxford, and reported 
approvingly of its fuel load - three times that of a Spitfire - and its heavy armament. Its airframe, he 
found, was aerodynamically advanced and manoeuvrable up to 20,000 feet, but its Allison engine 
was underpowered for high altitude combat. Harker knew the solution, and asked colleagues to see 
how the aircraft would perform with a Merlin 61. This engine was at the time being manufactured 
under high priority for the Spitfire IX - a fighter needed to counter the threat of the latest German 
Focke-Wulf 190 fighter. At first, Rolls-Royce executives were reluctant, but Harker persuaded them. 
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Sir Wilfrid Freeman at the Air Ministry was brought round, and six weeks later the first Merlin-
Mustang was test flown from Hucknall. Thus the greatest piston-engined fighter of the war was 
born. Harker got a pay rise of a pound a week. The Merlin-Mustang was ordered for the US Army 
Air Force as the P-51. Mass produced in the United States with Merlin engines and licence-built by 
Packard, more than 15,000 were manufactured. Drop tanks added strategic range, and from 1944 
Mustangs escorted US 8th Air Force bombers with enough fuel to engage defending fighters as far 
as Berlin. After D-Day, Mustangs ranged over north-west Europe shooting up German transport. 
Ronald Ward Harker was born on March 4 1909 at Tynemouth, the son of the chief medical officer 
for Tyneside. He joined Rolls-Royce aged 16 from Shrewsbury School as an apprentice, 
enthusiastically taking up flying after visiting the 1927 Hendon Air Pageant. After Rolls was hit by 
the Depression he was laid off, but with the help of his father he continued to fly as a club pilot. 
Harker rejoined Rolls in 1934, moving to Hucknall as its first test pilot, proving Goshawk, Kestrel 
and Merlin engines in a range of types. In 1938 he was instrumental in settling into service the first 
operational Hawker Hurricane squadron, No 111, at Northolt. On the outbreak of war, he joined No 
504, County of Nottingham Squadron, serving as a flight lieutenant. But when his squadron was 
ordered to France in March 1940, Harker returned to Rolls. As well as the Mustang, Harker worked 
on re-engineering RAF bombers for the liquid-cooled, in-line Merlin. He also helped to transform 
the abysmal twin Vulture-powered Avro Manchester into the Lancaster, the best heavy bomber of 
the war. 
For his wartime work Harker was appointed OBE and given the Air Efficiency award. Harker stayed 
with Rolls after the war, becoming a sales executive in 1947 and military aviation adviser 10 years 
later. On his advice the Royal Navy ordered the US F-4 Phantom fighter with Rolls-Royce Speys. He 
retired, reluctantly, in 1971 when the company went into receivership, crippled by the development 
costs of the RB211 engine. Harker became an independent aviation consultant, and made a new 
home in New Zealand. There in 1997, aged 88, he took the controls of a Mustang at an air display. 
Ronald Harker married, first, Marjorie Turner, who died in 1979, and secondly Elizabeth Dove, who 
survives him, with two daughters of his first marriage. 
The Times of London obituary was reprinted in The Dominion of Wellington, New Zealand of 18 
June 1999, under the heading "The Man who put the Merlin in the Mustang", with a photo of him 
taken after a flight in a Mustang in New Zealand in 1997. This is probably at the "Warbirds over 
Wanaka" display near Dunedin. A death notice in the New Zealand Herald (Auckland) of 3rd June 
1999 said that he had died at Taupo on May 30, 1999 and that a private family service had been 
held at Taupo the previous day. (Taupo in the middle of the North Island of New Zealand has good 
trout fishing, presumably why he settled there). The OBE referred to is an award/medal not an 
appointment, the Order of the British Empire. 
From 1935 until 1971 RAF Hucknall was the Rolls Royce flight test establishment. It was here that all 
the company's engine types, from the Kestrel to the RB211 were developed, installed in flying test 
beds. Full ground-testing facilities was also an important feature of its activities, a feature that 
continues today. Test flying commenced with biplanes with a top speed of around 150 mph and 
progresses to the Mach 2 Lightning and Phantom. During the Second World War, Hucknall became 
a Civilian Repair Unit and undertook the repair of Hurricanes during and after the Battle of Britain. 
One hundred of these aircraft were also converted to Mark IIs with the Merlin XX engine. The first 
Spitfire Mk. Vs, with the Merlin 45 engine were produced at Hucknall in a conversion programme 
and nearly 300 Spitfire Vs were converted to Mk. IXs. Other work concentrated on the development 
of power plants for Beaufighters, Lancasters and other types. The flight development of the gas 
turbine Commenced in 1942 with a Whittle unit installed in the tail of a Wellington, progressing to 
Nenes and Avons in Lancastrians, turboprops in the noses of Lancasters and Lincoln bombers, 
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ending with the RB211 in the VC-10. Notable firsts accomplished at Hucknall were the first Flight, 
the Merlin installed in a Mustang, the world's first turboprop flight by the Trent Meteor and the 
world's first manned jet-borne operation by the Flying Bedstead. In January 1941 RAF No. 1 Flying 
Training School was formed at Hucknall, this unit was involved in the ab initio and advanced 
training of airmen. The school used the Tiger Moth aircraft for elementary training, the Fairy Battle 
for advanced training and the Airspeed Oxford aircraft for advanced multi engine training. The unit 
was renamed RAF No. 16 Secondary Flying Training School during June 1941 and moved to RAF 
Newton in July 1941. On 16 July 1941, another training unit arrived at Hucknall, RAF No. 25 
Elementary Flying Training School operating the Tiger Moth. They would stay at Hucknall in the 
training role along with No. 12 Group Communications Flight and the ATA Ferry Pool until the end 
of the war. 
He was the author of Rolls Royce from the Wings: Military Aviation 1925-71, Oxford, 1976. 
From http://terrymaceconsultants.com/g-aabe/index.php/aeroplanes/15-aeroplanes/82-register-
gb-g-eb: 

 
1365. Flying Officer Jan van ARKEL. Signed 8 December 1942. Haarlem, Holland. 

096 
From http://en.ww2awards.com/person/41835: 
Date of birth  27th August 27 1919 (Buiksloot, the Netherlands) 
Date of death  23rd February 2011 (Helmond, the Netherlands) 
6th January 1942 –  
15th July 1942  No. 41 Squadron 
30th October 1946  Royal Netherlands Air Force 
20th May 1948  Kapitein-vlieger Waarnemer 
16th August 1952 Majoor 
1st September 1956 Luitenant-kolonel 
1st November 1964 Kolonel 
1974   Retired 
Awards 
Bronzen Kruis 
Rank   Dienstplichtig Sergeant (Enlisted Sergeant) 
Unit   Motordienst 
Awarded on 6th December 1940 
Vliegerkruis 
Rank   Flight Lieutenant 
Unit   No. 322 (Dutch) Squadron 
Awarded on October 5th, 1944 

http://terrymaceconsultants.com/g-aabe/index.php/aeroplanes/15-aeroplanes/82-register-gb-g-eb
http://terrymaceconsultants.com/g-aabe/index.php/aeroplanes/15-aeroplanes/82-register-gb-g-eb
http://en.ww2awards.com/person/41835
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Details   283rd Award 
Ridder In De Orde Van Oranje Nassau 
Awarded in 1954 
Oorlogsherinneringskruis 
Details  Received with clasps "MEI 1940" and "Oorlogsvluchten 1940 - 1945". 
A Dutchman, van Arkel escaped from Ymniden to Harwich by fishing boat in May 1940, and 
became a driver at the War Ministry in London. In March 1941, he began pilot training, and in 
December 1941 he was posted to 41 Squadron as a WO. On 4 May 1942, he shared a Fw 190, and 
during this month he was commissioned. In September, he was posted to 167 Squadron in the 
north of Scotland, there being a Dutch flight in the Squadron. In May 1943, the Squadron moved to 
the South, and in July became an all-Dutch unit, being renumbered 322. In early 1944, he became a 
flight commander, and flew against high-flying photo-reconnaissance aircraft. During the summer, 
having fought over the invasion beaches, he began flying against the V1s, destroying 12 of these 
other websites state 6 + 1 or 7 or 6.5. In August, he moved to France with the Squadron, and the 
following month was shot down behind enemy lines. He evaded capture, and returned to the Allied 
lines three days later. In March 1945, he attended the Fighter Leaders’ School at Tangmere, and 
then became an instructor with the Dutch Air Force, first on Spitfires and then on Meteor 4s. In 
June 1953, he became commander at Leeuwarden, and in November tested the Hunter for the 
Dutch Air Force at Dunsfold. He was commander of operations at Soesterberg in 1956, and in 1962 
commanded Eindhoven, with the rank of Lt. Col. His score was 5 plus 6.5 V1s and he was the only 
Dutch pilot to become an ace during the war. 
According to http://www.ww2aircraft.net/forum/aviation/top-aces-plane-3739.html, another Dutch 
pilot, Flt. Lt. Bram van der Stok, had a score of 8. 
From http://www.europeanaf.org/history/322.htm: 
The tasks of 322 Squadron are: high altitude patrols to intercept recon aircraft, bomber escort and 
recon flights above France. Later they would intercept V-1's and do ground attacks. During the 
Woodvale period the flights were familiarisation flights, close formation training, dogfight training, 
night flight training and gun practice. Two aircraft were ready for scramble. They only had to 
scramble 8 times for lost friendly aircraft. The first squadron leader was A.C. Steward and most of 
the 23 pilots were British. Only the Flying Officers J. van Arkel, L. C. M. van Eendenburg, J. W. van 
Hamel, J. Jonker, E. J. Baron van Nagell, J. L. Plesman, Pilot Officer N.W. Sluyter and Sergeant J. A. 
Maier were Dutch. Many men of the ground crew needed were recruited from the Prinses Irene 
Brigade. Often men not very fit for field actions were transferred. Almost all pilots in the new 322 
squadron came from 167. The first two flight commanders Flt. Lt. A.R. Hall and Flt.Lt. M.G. Barnett 
came from South Africa and New Sealand. But soon fresh Dutch pilots joined the squadron. 
The Imperial War Museum has records of aerial combat and air-to-ground attacks by RAF fighter 
pilots http://m.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/1060031775: 
Combat Film No 7666. Flying Officer Van Arkel of 322 Squadron, 16/7/1944 at 1055, flying Spitfire. 
Target: pilotless aircraft. 85 Group. 
Combat Film No 7765. Flying Officer Van Arkel of 322 Squadron, 18/7/1944 at 2206, flying Spitfire. 
Target: pilotless aircraft. 85 Group. 
From http://www.strijdbewijs.nl/birds/janvan/arkel.htm (poorly translated by Google): 

http://www.ww2aircraft.net/forum/aviation/top-aces-plane-3739.html
http://www.europeanaf.org/history/322.htm
http://m.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/1060031775
http://www.strijdbewijs.nl/birds/janvan/arkel.htm
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Jan van Arkel was born in Buiksloot on August 27, 1919. When the Germans invade the 
Netherlands in 1940, Van Arkel dienstplichting sergeant in the Corps Motor Service in The Hague. 
The capitulation was that the weapons were to be surrendered. The remaining soldiers Motor 
Service were then transferred (read locked) in the theater on the Prinsengracht. Pending the 
Germans, the men decided not to wait but massively to escape through the toilet windows. With a 
borrowed truck rammed the gate, and another car was then fled. Zealand was intended for a 
further escape, this proved impossible because of the many German paratroopers. But in IJmuiden 
knew the men with a fishing vessel to choose. The tidal inlet a German fighter tried to shoot the 
ship in the dark but his bullets slammed into the wake. On the way to Zealand was a British 
torpedo langzij who then accompanied them to England. 
Van Arkel was asked what would have arrived in England and he called the RAF, though he had 
never seen an airplane up close. In anticipation of his future, he was first driver Minister Dijxhoorn. 
The first ride as a driver was in fact bringing Queen Wilhelmina to the BBC where they did a speech 
for her birthday on August 31, 1940. During his stay in London he meets twice a lucky escape 
during a German bombardment. The first time the bombs fell on and around the home of friends 
where he was, but everyone managed to get away. The second time he had just dropped off the 
minister when a bomb exploded somewhere. Van Arkel a turn by turn and dives almost a crater, he 
was just hanging on the edge. On December 6, 1940, the Bronze Cross awarded to No.6 van Arkel. 
But Van Arkel wants to fight and puts pressure on captain Kruls and this consent that Van Arkel go 
to flight training. 
With RAF number 1149979 Jan van Arkel log on January 6, 1942 as a new pilot in 41 Squadron on 
Tangmere is stationed. His first assignment is to pick up. Spitfire of the flight commander Bob van 
der Stok During the landing, this new box amortized same as Van Arkel with it ends up in a snow 
mountain. But soon know Van Arkel the Spitfire, a Mk Vb themselves own. In March he hits his 
group lost over France. He decides to return to England. From the sun dives then suddenly two Bf 
109Es on Van Arkel his Spitfire. He knows a quick turn one of the two broadside to give then 
disappeared. The other Messerschmitt is difficult to shake off. Without ammunition concludes Van 
Arkel to put to sea. Dive into Together the two planes vultures succession. Van Arkel remembers 
the words of a veteran, 'Remember, you can always out-dive them, ... "Van Arkel know the Germans 
to keep out of range while the sea getting closer. Just above the water pulls Van Arkel with all his 
strength the bat in his belly and gets his Spitfire horizontally. In his mirror he sees a huge water 
column, the Messerschmitt did not draw. From the dive Later there appear wrinkles in the wing 
sheeting to sit the stress exerted on the unit during the dive. 
End of May 1942 draw four Spitfires of 41 Squadron over the Channel to a German airfield at St 
Omer to harass them with onboard weapons. Leader of the flight is Fl. Off. Sharp (No.1) with Sgt 
Watts (No.2), Fl. Sgt. "Screwball" Beurling (No.3) and Sgt. Van Arkel (No.4). In two sections the 
Spitfires over the goal rumble and harass the Bf 109 disposed in the edge devices and other 
objects such as fuel vehicles. As soon as they rush over the German airfield, is flown back to the 
French coast. 
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On the way to the French coast swirls smoke from the engine of the Spitfire from Sharp. This 
should then make a belly landing on a French beach. Beurling thought for a moment and let his 
landing gear and flap pockets. He carefully put the Spitfire on the beach down and stop his coffin 
next to the Spitfire Sharp. This is fled but will now run back. Meanwhile throws Beurling his 
parachute from the chair on the beach. Sharp takes place sits on his lap. In the cockpit of the chair 
and Beurling Time for the safety belt is not there. While Beurling struggling with his heavy aircraft 
from the beach trying to get, try to lead by flying around. Near the enemy fire off Van Arkel and 
Watts Fuel shortage forced Beurling make on the beach at Dungeness an emergency landing. This 
part is the most dangerous of the whole enterprise was likely; Beurling could not make three-point 
landing (the stick was not far enough back) and the risk of skipping the head was very large, further 
revealed to roll through a minefield the Spitfire from ! The only injury was a bruised wrist for Sharp 
incurred during the belly landing and a backward Spitfire. 
After Van Arkel had three Bf 109s to his credit he moved to 167 Squadron. This squadron he knows 
a short time later a Focke Wulf Fw 190 to put his name. When 167 Sqn was mainly done in 1943 
escort for bombers. Actually were the Spitfires Mk Vb did not accommodate. These were devices 
for low altitude, and escort was required height. Two escorts for Ventura bombers with the aim of 
IJmuiden blast went well. But the third was a tragedy. On this day, they were met by forty Luftwaffe 
fighters. Of the twelve Ventura bombers knew only achieve an England the air was full of smoke, 
fire and debris from the slaughter. 
On June 12, 1943, the 167 renamed the 233 Dutch Squadron and leaves it to the area of Liverpool 
where nothing much happens. In December, the 322 moved to Hawkinge to Folkestone. In the 
spring the squadron has access to the Spitfire Mk XIV and moved again, now to Hartford-Bridge 
with the aim of intercepting German reconnaissance aircraft. In June 1944 the first V1s come to 
England. The 322 knows to pick which Van Arkel takes 10 on his behalf. Drop in six weeks 121 In 
August, the Mk XIV traded again for the improved Mk IX to be operated looking for targets. Daily 
to France By Flak lose the squadron on September 1 different kites. 
After a mission to Arnhem, Van Arkel has to make an emergency landing, along with his wingman, 
at a small airport in Belgium. As they stand beside their machines will tell a priest that the British 
pulled back and that the airfield is likely to fall into German hands. Van Arkel and his companion 
spend the night in Peer. Fortunately, the next day the British are back in control of the airport. On 5 
October 1944, the No.30 Flying Cross was awarded to Van Arkel. On 30 December, 322 goes to 
Woensdrecht as part of the 2nd TAF with the Spitfire Mk XVI which (diving) bomber missions flown. 
In March 1945, the war missions over for Van Arkel and he leaves for the Fighter Leader School in 
England. 
1366. R W S HAGUE. Signed 9 December 1942. Air Ministry, Harrogate. 

096 
No trace found. 
Berkeley Square House, London was home to the Air Ministry's Departments of Planning, 
Production, and Research. In 1939, with a staff of 2,600, it was described as being ‘a very vulnerable 
basket of precious eggs’. A large number of staff were relocated to hotel and educational 
establishment accommodation in Harrogate in 1940, some 1,670 places being immediately 
available. The branch became the Ministry of Aircraft Production (MAP) in 1940. Sometime later, 
the staff were relocated to purpose-built temporary office buildings constructed in the south-west 
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of the city. No7 Personnel Reception Centre (PRC) was based in Harrogate in March 1942 and used 
the Cecil, Majestic, Queen and Spa Hotels before disbanding in July 1943. 
1367. Lt J A GUNTHER. Signed 11 December 1942. APO 633, US Army. 

096 
The surname might not be Gunther. The first letter looks like a D or a P. 
1368. Lt David K FINKEL II. Signed 11 December 1942. APO 633, US Army. 

097 
From http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9803E0DC123AF930A25750C0A96F9C8B63: 
The New York Times, 13 March 2009 
FINKEL--Elaine S. On Tuesday, March 10, 2009; Born in Pittsburgh in 1924, Elaine attended 
Allderdice High School. She was one of the first girls ever to become a Bat Mitzvah at Beth Shalom 
Synagogue. Her parents, Rose and Michael Shapiro, were prominent in the movie theatre business 
in Pittsburgh and led the local Variety Club chapter. Elaine graduated from the University of 
Michigan in 1945 and went on to receive a Masters degree in Speech Pathology at Columbia 
University Teacher's College, where she served as a paraprofessional under the President of 
Columbia, Dwight Eisenhower, and worked at Bellevue Hospital under Dr. Howard Rusk. She was 
active in anti-defamation activities led by Eleanor Roosevelt. She also was an assistant to a fashion 
publicist in New York, working with Vogue and Mademoiselle. She returned to Pittsburgh and 
married David K. Finkel II (who passed away 5 years ago) in 1951, and raised three children. 
Among other things, she was an accomplished harpist, dedicated Cub Scout den mother, 
supported dance and music in Pittsburgh, and was an active member of Rodef Shalom Synagogue, 
Westmoreland Country Club and Concordia Club. Elaine was a die-hard Steelers and Pirates fan, 
and loved film, reading and crosswords. Elaine is survived by her three children Dr. Richard S. (Dr. 
Terri) Finkel of Philadelphia, B.J. (C.R. "Bob") Holmes of Manhattan Beach, CA and James K. (Karen) 
Finkel of New York, NY. Six loving grandchildren, Kirby and Michael Penner, Valerie and Paul Finkel 
and Madeline and Lydia Finkel. Also survived by nephews Bruce and Benji Hadburg. Services at 
Rodef Shalom Temple, 4905 Fifth Avenue (at Morewood) on Friday at 11AM. Visitation one hour 
prior to services at Temple (10 11AM). Interment Beth Shalom Cemetery. Contributions may be 
made to Western Pennsylvania School for the Blind, 201 N. Bellefield Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213 
or Rodef Shalom Temple, 4905 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213. Services by Ralph Schugar 
Chapel, Inc. Services entrusted to Ralph Schugar Chapel, Inc. (412)621-8282. 
1369. Unknown. Signed 11 December 1942. [?] Salt, Bevis Mark, London. 

097 
Signature looks like Arthur M Richards. The address is probably Bevis Marks Synagogue, which is 
the oldest synagogue in the United Kingdom still in use. Bevis Marks, classified as the A1211, is a 
street in the ward of Aldgate in the City of London. 

http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9803E0DC123AF930A25750C0A96F9C8B63
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1370. Flying Officer Henning PEDERSEN (6 January 1918, Copenhagen - 1999). Signed 13 
December 1942 (he probably meant 12 December). 489 Squadron, Wick. Also DDL 
Copenhagen. 

097 
Born Copenhagen, 6 Jan 1918; joined RAF Nov 1940. In April 1940, Henning Pedersen is in London 
as ground mechanic for Det danske Luftfartsselskab (Danish Airlines). On 9 April 1940, the German 
troops cross the Danish borders. The crew of the airlines' Fw 200A-02 (OY-DAM "Dania"), Harald 
Hansen, mechanic Jørgen Dalbro, wireless operator Uffe Jensen og air hostess Doris Jensen, was 
detained in Britain. Later Flight Lieutenant Vagn Christensen, the head of the London office and 
Henning Pedersen, who was a ground mechanic, are detained in Britain. In November 1940, 
Henning Pedersen volunteered for the Royal Air Force. On 12 November 1941, he was promoted 
from Leading Aircraftman to Pilot Officer on probation. One year later, on 1 October 1942, he was 
promoted to Flying Officer on probation. In early 1943, he was attached to No. 489 (RNZAF) 
Squadron operating as a dedicated anti-submarine torpedo bomber unit on Handley Page 
Hampdens from RAF Skitten. Pedersen participates among other in operations off the Norwegian 
coast. At some point in 1943 Henning Pedersen was transferred to No. 279 Squadron. This 
Squadron was the first ASR Squadron to employ airborne lifeboats. Detachments of the Squadron 
equipped with Hudsons flew from south-west England for operations over the Bay of Biscay and 
the Western Approaches between April 1942 and December 1943. Docherty (2007) reported that 
Pedersen took part in several operations between 24 July and 8 October 1943. During one of these, 
Henning Pedersen was involved in the rescue of a crew shot down over Denmark. Flying Fortress 
B17F (42-30206 "Happy Daze") of USAAF 410 Bomber Squadron, No. 94 Bomber Group takes off 
on 25 July 1943 from Rougman on an operation to Warnemünde. Returning from the target and 
crossing the Danish coast, the aircraft was attacked and shot down by three Focke-Wulf 190s. The 
crew apart from Right Waist Gunner Sgt Thomas M. Brown managed to evade the aircraft. Flight 
Lieutenant Fitchew of No. 279 Squadron dropped an airborne lifeboat near the survivors. The next 
morning a Danish fishing vessel took the crew on board and set course for England. Henning 
Pedersen, flying a Hudson III (OS-O) of No. 279 Squadron was involved in the search for the 
lifeboat. W/Cdr. Corry managed to locate the crew and direct High Speed Launches to the fishing 
vessel. The surviving crew were back in England landing at Yarmouth at 2245 hours. On 12 
November 1943, Henning Pedersen was promoted to Flight Lieutenant. He returned to Denmark 
after the war and became a commercial pilot. 
1371. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Gordon Gladstone WOOD RAAF 
(Chaplain). Signed 15 December 1942. Overseas HQ (RAAF) London. 

097 
On 23 June 1944, the Mercury (Hobart, Tasmania) reported: Melbourne. Thursday – Relatives of 
RAAF Chaplin Gordon G Wood, who for the past two years was on duty overseas, have received 
official word from London that he was killed as a result of enemy action on Sunday morning. He is 
the first Methodist chaplain to be killed by enemy action in this war. Chaplain Wood served the 
Methodist Church in the Far West Mission. 
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From http://www.warmemorialsregister.nsw.gov.au/content/gordon-gladstone-wood-memorial-
chapel: 

 
105 Arthur Street, Uniting Church vestibule, Wellington, NSW 
According to http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au, he was born on 24 June 1901. 
His personnel file can be viewed online at 
http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/scripts/Imagine.asp?B=5256701: 

 

 

  

http://www.warmemorialsregister.nsw.gov.au/content/gordon-gladstone-wood-memorial-chapel
http://www.warmemorialsregister.nsw.gov.au/content/gordon-gladstone-wood-memorial-chapel
http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/
http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/scripts/Imagine.asp?B=5256701
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1372. Wilfred Weatherston WATKINS. Signed 15 December 1942. 32 Montrose Street, 
Helensburgh. 

097 
He also signed this book on 8 November 1942, 30 March 1943 and 26 October 1943. 
1373. J BEEDIE. Signed 15 December 1942. 90a Morningside Avenue, Aberdeen. 

097 
He also signed this book on 12 November 1942. No trace found. 
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1374. Lieutenant Colonel George Harold Neville LARDEN. Signed 17 December 1942. 
London. C/O War Office. 

097 
DOB 28.5.1901. Engelsman. 
From SOE file, reference HS 2/262 SOE Office & Staff Organisation in Stockholm: 
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Letter dated 10 December 1942, London, to P N Loxley332 Esq, Foreign Office, W1: 

                                                 
332 Peter Loxley, the Private Secretary to the Permanent Secretary of State at the Foreign Office. From 
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/obituary--lord-colyton-1323024.html: Peter Loxley, tragically 
killed in 1945, was the star of the Foreign Office, widely tipped by his colleagues one day to succeed 
Cadogan as Permanent Under-Secretary. 

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/obituary--lord-colyton-1323024.html
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“Many thanks for your letter of December 8th. 
This is only to let you know that Larden has instructions to leave Stockholm by the first plane after 
December 10th – ie to-day. He might therefore be here over the week-end. Obviously Pollock will 
not, for the present, be able to devote much time to our people, but everything has been running 
comparatively smoothly of late, and there should be little chance of any untoward incident even if 
they are left alone. Naturally, the sooner you can provide an extra secretary, the better. 
As you probably know, Harry Sporborg is due to go out there shortly and he should be able to give 
up-to-date advice on his return. 
Roger Hinks returned to Stockholm this morning and in his diplomatic capacity is able to help 
Pollock to a considerable extent.” 
He is included in the index to SOE file reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42 

The 
LG, 27 July 1921 announced his commission as a 2nd Lieutenant while at the Royal Military 
Academy. Flight, 14 October 1926 announced his Aviator’s Certificate number 8038 granted on 28 
September 1926. In May 1942, he replaced Sir William Montagu-Pollock as Head of SOE’s 
Stockholm Mission in 1942. 
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From his SOE file, reference HS 9/890/2, in TNA: 
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http://www.warne.se/docs/Fonster_till_56-61.pdf mentions him several times in connection with 
SOE activities in Denmark during the Second World War: 
“Ligans och Muncks invändningar ledde dock till att det brittisk-amerikanska högkvarteret i 
England kopplade in Lt. Colonel George Larden på ärendet. Operationen berörde ju också i hög 
grad Sverige och Larden var vid den tiden ledare för SOE Mission to Stockholm, vars uppgift var att 
förbereda subversiv verksamhet i Sverige, om landet i likhet med grannländerna blev ockuperat av 
Tyskland. Larden skulle överlägga med en representant för Ligan innan ‘Table Talk’ sattes igång. 
‘Prinsen’, vars ankomst till Stockholm aviserades av Svend Bahnsen i telefonsamtalet till Ebbe 
Munck den 21 juli 1942, visade sig vara kapten Volmer Gyth. Han hade fått tillstånd av de tyska 
myndigheterna att resa till Sverige för att överlämna ett bokverk om det danska Livgardets historia 
vid en högtidlighet vid Svea Livgarde i Stockholm. Hans egentliga ärende var förstås att förhandla 
med Turnbull och överstelöjtnant Larden om ‘Table Talk’. Ligan hoppades kunna påverka Larden 
att inhibera eller åtminstone uppskjuta operationen. För att ändå visa Ligans goda vilja att 
medverka, om engelsmännen insisterade, hade örlogskapten Mörch skaffat fram fotografier av 
detaljritningar av färjelägena och av alla DSB’s trettiotvå färjor. Gyth gömde dem i en 
dubbelbottnad kartong, i vilket bokverket om Livgardet låg. Dessutom låtsades han glömma 
kartongen med boken vid avresan, så att Nordentoft ”måste” be en kontaktman vid svenska 
beskickningen i Köpenhamn att skyndsamt sända den med svensk diplomatpost till Stockholm. Det 
var en säker väg och Gyth kunde företa turen över Öresund utan minsta risk. Mötet mellan Larden 
och Gyth ägde rum i London Times’ korrespondent Mr. Oliver Urchs kombinerade kontor och 
bostad i en vindsvåning i Stockholms city. Munck och Turnbull var också med. Larden berömde 
inledningsvis den danska militära underrättelsetjänsten, som han betecknade som den bästa i de 
ockuperade länderna i Europa, men han kunde inte förstå varför ‘Table-Top’ skulle få så ödesdigra 
följder för underrättelsetjänsten. Gyth talade sig varm för P-planen och berättade att stora 
vapenbehållningar fanns undangömda för P-gruppernas behov på olika håll i Danmark. Han 
underströk att officerarna i Danmark inte fick bli ertappade med illegal verksamhet. Det kunde 

http://www.warne.se/docs/Fonster_till_56-61.pdf
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nämligen leda till att tyskarna upplöste och internerade eller t o m deporterade de sista resterna av 
den danska härens och marinens personal. Gyth framhöll dessutom, att om man skulle uppnå 
någon verklig effekt mot de tyska transporterna över Sverige, så måste man också utföra sabotage 
mot färjeförbindelserna mellan Köpenhamn och Malmö samt Sassnitz och Trelleborg m fl 
färjelägen och färjor. Han framförde också andra argument mot ‘Table Talk’. Larden såg betänksam 
ut. Han sa, att han inte hade befogenhet att fatta beslut på egen hand, men att han skulle 
återkomma i ärendet efter konsultationer med staberna i England. Enligt Ebbe Munck avstyrde 
Larden ‘Table Talk’. Det var emellertid inte bara Gyths och Larden’s förtjänst att färjorna fortsatte 
att gå. Orsaken var förmodligen i minst lika hög grad att SOE’s fallskärmsfolk råkade ut för 
allvarliga missöden. Table Talk-gruppen, som var specialutrustat för att förstöra färjorna i Helsingör, 
bestod av Hans F. Hansen, Peter Nielsen och Knud E. Pedersen. De hoppade ut över Farsö i 
Himmerland i Mitdjylland natten till den 1 augusti 1942. De tre männen kom lyckligt ner och 
mottogs av Rottböll och folk från Dansk Samling, men containrarna med sabotageutrustningen 
kastades ut så klantigt, att det hamnade flera kilometer från den planerade nedslagsplatsen. De 
återfanns inte – förmodligen föll det i tyskarnas händer – så det fanns inte längre några tekniska 
möjligheter för fallskärmsagenterna att utföra ‘Table Talk’. Hansen och Pedersen greps f ö några 
månader senare av tyskarna.” 
He is mentioned in Charles Cruikshank’s SOE in Scandinavia, pp. 2,65,66,131-2; and in Peter 
Tennant’s Touchlines of War, pp. 134-5,145. He died on 9 March 1958 in Vesoul, France. 
1375. Malcolm Richard CAUSER DSO. Signed 17 December 1942. 23 Priory Terrace, 
Leamington Spa. 

097 
DOB 22.4.1921. Engelsman. 
See the entries for Bill Tebb and Jock Brown who signed this book on 2 December 1942. Malcolm 
Causer was born in Brazil in the early 1920s. He joined the Royal Navy early in WW2, and 
volunteered for duty with the Human Torpedoes (known as Chariots). As an Able Seaman he took 
part in the abortive raid against the Tirpitz in Trondhjemsfjord, in 1942, walking over the mountains 
to Sweden and repatriation to England. In 1944, as a Sub-Lieutenant RNVR, he successfully 
attacked an Italian navy vessel in the port of La Spezia, but was made POW after evading capture 
for several weeks. For this attack, he was awarded the Distinguished Service Order. 
The story of his exploits is told in the book Above Us The Waves. His career is outlined on the RNVR 
Officers web site. 
The LG, 28 November 1944 announced a Conspicuous Gallantry Medal for Able Seaman Harry 
Smith with this citation (which mentions Malcolm Causer): 
“For great gallantry as the crew of a ‘Human Torpedo’ which on the night of 21 June 1944 
penetrated the heavily defended harbour of Spazia and sank the Italian cruiser Bolzano.” 
At 18:40 hours on 21 June 1944, Able Seaman Harry Smith sailed from the Corsican port of Bastia 
in the commandeered Italian destroyer Greacle. He was a member of one of two two-man Human 
Torpedo crews chosen to attack two Italian heavy cruisers, under German control since the Italian 
capitulation, inside the heavily defended anchorage of La Spazia. The two ‘Charioteer’ crews 
comprised Sub-Lieutenant Malcolm Causer and Able Seaman Smith, and Petty Officer Cook C. L. 
Berry and Stoker Ken Lawrence. The former were to attack the Bolzano, the latter the Gorizia. At 
20:30 hours and twenty miles from the Italian coast, Greacle stopped engines and the Charioteers 
under the direction of the Senior British Naval Officer, Commander P. E. H. Heathfield, transferred 
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to an Italian Motor Torpedo Boat. Causer and Smith had made contact with the M.T.B.’s Italian 
captain while training at their secret base at San Vito at the entrance to Tarranto harbour. The 
Italian officer had been based at La Spazia before coming over to the Allies, and the plan was for 
him to drop them close to the harbour entrance which consisted of a mile-long channel with a 
breakwater and boom defences at its mouth. Causer and Smith were to attack the cruiser, get 
ashore, lie low during the day, and then make their way up the coast to place where they would 
find a large rock about two hundred yards out to sea. They were then to swim out to the rock, and 
during the night a fast motor boat would come in and take them off. When Heathfield was satisfied 
that they were three miles off La Spezia he instructed the Italian captain to cut engines and the 
Chariots were lowered over the side. The Charioteers mounted, checked the trim, and at 22:30, 
putting their motors to slow ahead, started inshore. Heathfield and the Italian captain later stated 
the Chariots had been dropped in the agreed position, but the Number Ones of both craft felt they 
had been deposited considerably further out. It afterwards transpired that the Charioteers were 
wrong and that their misapprehension was due to the batteries producing less than maximum 
speed. For the first hour Causer and Smith ran in unhindered on the surface, but then the sound of 
a marine engine forced them to dive to about twenty-five feet and reduce speed. When the noise 
faded, they surfaced and stopped the motor and Smith was ordered to sit facing aft, to keep watch 
astern. With some difficulty he accomplished this unusual manoeuvre, and they continued 
cautiously, running past the boom defence vessel, then, altering course to starboard, proceeded to 
follow the breakwater which would bring them to the old entrance. By the time they reached the 
entrance they were some three hours behind schedule. Smith, of course, had resumed his 
customary position, facing forwards. As they rounded the end of the breakwater semi-submerged 
with only Causer’s head showing, there came the sound of heavy boots and a rifle being cocked 
above them. ‘We were so close’, Causer remembered, ‘that I did not even dive for fear that the 
movement would attract the attention of the guard. Instead we just carried on straight ahead, and 
soon I felt reasonably safe again.’ In the middle of the disused old entrance, they negotiated their 
way round a half sunk ship, only to find their progress impeded by three rows of anti-torpedo nets. 
They dived hoping to pass underneath but the surplus netting lying at the bottom was too heavy 
to lift. There was no time to cut their way through and groping in the blackness, they were lucky 
enough to find a hole sufficiently large for the Chariot to pass through. To their relief the second 
and third nets were in an equally poor state and they passed on without difficulty. On the far side 
they ran into a patch of oil which obscured their visors, ‘Smith fished out the little cotton waste 
which he had stowed away aft against such a mishap and with the aid of this we were able to clear 
our glasses of most of the film.’ They continued on the surface towards the mooring where, 
according to the latest photo-reconnaissance photographs, the 10,000-ton Bolzano was lying. ‘We 
were still on the surface when we sighted her dark outline,’ Causer recalled, ‘I reduced to slow 
speed and continued until we were within about 200 yards range .. before pushing the stick 
forward and diving to about twenty-five feet. Shortly afterwards we could distinguish clearly, by 
looking up, the shape of the Bolzano .. In a few moments we came scraping along the underside of 
the huge hull. We switched off the motor, clamped on with the magnets, and immediately began 
to pull ourselves and the Chariot along the ship’s hull, moving one magnet at a time. We continued 
this progress underneath the ship until I reckoned we were half-way along and, as far as I could 
assess, under the boiler rooms.’ Causer secured a series of magnets to the hull and tied the 
lanyards hanging from them to the warhead, which Smith made sure was properly secured. It was 
now about 04:30, and having decided the charge was correctly placed Smith and Causer 
‘exchanged the thumbs up with a fair degree swagger about the gesture’. Causer set the time fuse 
for 06:30, and then pulled the release gear that freed the warhead from the Chariot. With daylight 
fast approaching Causer decided to abandon the original plan of landing near La Spazia, and 
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elected instead to make for the breakwater. With Smith unaware of the change they dived to thirty 
feet and at 05:45 the breakwater was reached. Causer, to Smith’s surprise, flooded the Chariot: He 
turned to Smith and made signs that he was dismounting and that he wanted Smith to follow suit. 
This information was not received with any enthusiasm by the Number Two, who, indeed, was so 
reluctant to move that he just stayed seated where he was. Eventually Causer managed to persuade 
him, and he let himself float clear. No sooner was he dismounted than, to his further surprise, he 
saw his Number One climbing up the rocks and beckoning him to do the same. This was getting 
past a joke, he thought, as he saw Causer disappear above him. Then, within a few moments, the 
ripples over his head betokened the surface. But that wasn’t all. There was Causer partly out of the 
water and already cutting away his suit with his greasy diver’s knife. By the time Smith was 
completely surfaced and on a firm footing his companion was stripped of all his gear - suit, 
breathing set, boots, everything. Before Smith could get his visor open he saw Causer bundle all his 
equipment together and send it down to join the Chariot. Smith shook his head, gave up trying to 
undo his visor’s wingnuts, ripped his headpiece off with his knife, and said, “Well - what the hell are 
we doing here?” Having disposed of their diving gear, they concealed themselves among the rocks 
at the end of the breakwater. After a short while a fisherman passed close by. Causer hailed him 
and told him they were British POWs. The fisherman refused to lend them his own boat but 
promised to see if he could get hold of another in his village, and went on his way. At 06:23 the 
charge under the Bolzano exploded. Causer recalled, ‘We got a hell of a kick out of it. First of all 
two great waterspouts shot up into the air, one either side of the Bolzano, just aft of the bridge. 
Only just then did it come back to me what we had really done and what Jerry would do to us if he 
caught us .. It wasn’t long before she began to go down heavily by the bow. Soon her whole stern 
was out of the water she looked as though she were going to settle, and I guessed that her stern 
had probably touched the bottom. However, she suddenly rolled over with a terrific splash and 
sank. We felt good. All that was left visible was part of her starboard side. By this time it was almost 
half-past seven.’ The fisherman returned with a rowing boat and some drinking water, and having 
guessed what they had been up to, promptly took his leave. Smith and Causer rowed about two 
miles south of the breakwater to a point where a number of fishing boats were going about their 
business. Pretending to be one of them they spent the day at a respectable distance, stripped to 
the waist under a hot sun, and, in the absence of an anchor were compelled to keep rowing so as 
not to drift away. At dusk when the other boats had started back for La Spazia, they rowed and 
drifted in a southerly direction intending to clear the shore and eventually reach Corsica some 
ninety-miles away. They had now been thirty-six hours without rest or sleep. At day break they 
were out of sight of land and they succeeded in catching a few droplets of rain in their silk escape 
maps, but their mouths were still very dry and their tongues had started to swell. They had no idea 
of their whereabouts and so Causer altered course to the east, hoping that they had travelled 
sufficiently far down the Italian coast to land in Allied occupied territory. At length the mainland 
came into view and they came ashore at the German controlled town of Forti de Marmi, only thirty-
five miles from La Spazia. Reluctantly some local people at great personal risk took them in, fed 
them, and supplied them with civilian clothes. Late that night a guide took them up into the hills 
and delivered them into the hands of the Partisans - the same group of Partisans, as it turned out, 
who were harbouring Berey and Lawrence. For six weeks the four Charioteers lived in the hills, took 
part in Partisan operations, and met among others some deserters from the famous Italian Human 
Torpedo unit the Decima Flottigla Mas who told them Smith and Causer’s Chariot had been 
recovered by the Germans and that it had been announced that the men who had attacked the 
Bolzano had been killed. On 10 August Berey succeeded in crossing the German lines at a point on 
the Arno to rejoin British forces. Stoker Lawrence, who attempted to cross with him, was wounded 
by a hand grenade thrown by a German sentry, and was captured. Twenty-four hours later, Smith 
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and Causer made their attempt at the same point and were also taken prisoner. Smith was 
subsequently incarcerated at Marlag und Milag, Westertimke (Tarnstetd), where he was placed in 
solitary confinement and otherwise badly abused in an attempt to get him to admit complicity in 
the Bolzano affair. Until his release by the 11th Hussars in 1945, he persisted with the story that he 
was merely a survivor from a big submarine. Causer subsequently received the D.S.O., and their 
epic adventure later became the basis of the film Above Us The Waves. 
1376. Per NASS. Signed 28 December 1942. Norwegian Embassy. 

097 
DOB 12.5.1918. frisör hairdresser. Shown as Per Naess in the Bromma departure list for 27 
December 1942. No trace found. 
1377. Johannes Sigfred ANDERSEN AKA Fritz Mörk THORESEN. Signed 28 December 1942. 
Norwegian Embassy. 

097 
DOB 9.7.1897. frisör. 
Someone named Fritz Mörk THORESEN is listed in Little Norway. 
From Johannes Sigfred Andersen’s SOE file, reference HS 9/31/1: 
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From Wikipedia: 
Johannes Sigfred Andersen (9 July 1898 – 29 July 1970) was a Norwegian resistance fighter during 
the Second World War, a member of the Norwegian Independent Company 1 (NOR.I.C.1). He was 
nicknamed Gulosten; 'The Yellow Cheese'. He also used the name Oysten Andersen during the war. 
Andersen was a controversial character, because of his pre-war life as a well-known career criminal 
and a series of incidents that occurred during the war years. These incidents included Andersen 
working as an assassin during the war, and shortly after the war killing two German prisoners of 
war during a drinking binge. After the war, Andersen started a wood furniture business. He was 
supported financially by King Haakon VII of Norway, whose friendship he had gained during the 
war. Andersen was repeatedly accused of crimes after the war, and on one occasion convicted. 
Andersen was born on 9 July 1898 in Kristiania (now Oslo), and had a difficult childhood, the latter 
part of it in an orphanage. He was the son of construction worker Ole Andersen and Josefine 
Hansen. Soon after Johannes was born, Norway entered a period of economic difficulties, with little 
construction work available. This led to his father having to change jobs from mason to milkman. 
Johannes' mother became obsessed with religion. 
At age 10 Johannes was declared a ward of court and sent to the school institution Toftes gave on 
the island Helgøya in the lake Mjøsa. While at the strict institution Johannes received parcels from 
home, with yellow cheese. The cheese was needed because of the meagre rations given the boys at 
Toftes gave. The parcels with yellow cheese led to Johannes being given the nickname "Gulosten" 
(English: "The Yellow Cheese") by the other boys at the institution, a name that stuck with him for 
the rest of his life. After four years on Helgøya he was transferred to Bastøy school home for 
maladjusted boys, an equally harsh institution. When 29 boys rebelled at Bastøy in 1915, police 
officers and the Norwegian Armed Forces were employed to crush the riot, and the leaders taken 
away in handcuffs. Physical punishment was common at Bastøy, including being locked away in a 
dark cellar, a punishment Johannes had to endure. When Johannes was 15 his mother died, and he 
was not informed until several days after her funeral. This led to him making suicide threats, and 
going amok at the warden's office, for which he was punished with a stay in the dark cell. 
Andersen went to sea at age 15, and later found work as a mason's assistant. On 7 November 1916 
he married Lovise Kristine Klausen, who worked as a waitress at a restaurant frequented by 
Andersen. They soon got an apartment at Torshov and had a son. Andersen got a better-paid job, 
laying the foundation for the headquarters of Oslo Lysverker, but when that job was done he had 
to seek day-to-day work at the harbour. When Norway's financial situation again turned for the 
worse after the upturn of the First World War, no-one would hire a man with an institutional 
background, and he was out of work. He made a last-ditch attempt to make money; he bought 
liquor in Tønsberg and sold it on the black market in Kristiania, but this was not enough for his 
wife, who left him to pursue a more financially secure future. It has been written that the marriage 
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did not end until 1931. In the meantime, Andersen befriended a woman named Nancy. She helped 
hide him when he was wanted by the authorities, she lied during a police interrogation at 
Møllergata 19 to cover for him and she also helped him with practical things such as acquiring a 
passport. They agreed to part ways when Andersen was set to pursue a trapper career in Canada; 
when going to visit her one last time he stumbled upon a police officer who recognized him and 
arrested him. Also, when frequenting Hamburg, Andersen spent time with two prostitutes. They 
were described as "not ... extraordinarily beautiful", and Andersen helped them with buying food. 
Norway's prohibition from 1916 onwards opened up possibilities for a lucrative criminal career, and 
Andersen joined up in 1921 with old friends from his days at Toftes gave in grand-scale smuggling 
operations. Using ingenious methods for hiding the spirits, they smuggled alcohol into Norway by 
sea. In his smuggling years Andersen cooperated with future award-winning author Arthur Omre, 
serving as both crew and skipper on Omre's boats before getting his own smuggling vessel. 
Eventually his cover was blown, and being a wanted man in Norway he had to flee to Germany. 
While in Germany he worked for one of the biggest suppliers of spirits for the illegal Norwegian 
market. In 1925 Norway requested that Germany extradite him, and he was arrested in the harbour 
of Hamburg. Prison life was harsh, but Andersen managed to get transferred to a hospital when 
faking syphilis by burning his member with a cigarette. He was then deported under police escort 
back to Norway on the steamship Kong Dag, but when the ship entered the Oslofjord, Andersen 
escaped by jumping overboard near Spro. For several months he was on the run before being 
recaptured. In the years that followed he was in and out of prison repeatedly. He gained 
considerable renown for his elegantly executed burglaries, being labelled by the media 
"gentleman-forbryter i Grünerløkka-utgave" (English: gentleman criminal, Grünerløkka edition). He 
was also well known for his safe-cracking skills. Andersen once more tried to evade justice when he 
fled a crowded court room in Drammen in 1929, jumping out a window as the sentence was being 
proclaimed. He was then smuggled from Drammen inside a chest of drawers which was to undergo 
reparation in Oslo. He was recaptured shortly before intending to board a cargo ship bound for 
Canada. His criminal escapades made Andersen a national celebrity in pre-war Norway, and his 
nickname "Gulosten" a household name. Between 1919 and 1937 he was sentenced to prison terms 
nine times, spending a total of around seven years behind bars. During the mid-1930s Andersen 
attempted to end his criminal career, became engaged, and started a furniture repair business. He 
remarried on 18 March 1939, wedding Ruth Johanne (born 1905), née Nilsen. They had one son. In 
1935 Andersen attempted to get a children's book published, but it was rejected because of its 
inclusion of a number of "brutal scenes, unsuited for youths". The nature scenes in the book were, 
however, commended by the reviewer. After yet another spell in prison, Andersen was released on 
9 April 1940, the day Germany invaded Norway as a part of World War II. 
The German invasion of Norway in 1940 led to Andersen's life once more taking a turn into illegal 
activities. His furniture workshop was used as a weapons depot by the Norwegian resistance 
movement, and he took part in looting German military stores. He was first arrested by the 
Germans after he had responded to rumours that he was a Nazi by writing the Norwegian national 
socialist party Nasjonal Samling's official publication Fritt Folk and stating that "although I have 
done many wrong things in my life, a Nazi I am not. Yours sincerely Johs. S. Andersen". The letter 
was published unedited by the newspaper, although Andersen was later arrested by the occupying 
authorities and sentenced to one year in prison, after spending half a year in detention. Using 
techniques he had learned during his earlier criminal career, Andersen managed to be transferred 
to prison hospital during his time in detention. While there he acquired false x-ray images and 
tuberculosis germs to fake illnesses in other captured resistance men who were on their way to 
interrogation. He also infected a German interrogator with malaria by contaminating his insulin. At 
night, he would sneak out of the hospital and operate in Oslo, amongst other activities breaking 
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into Nasjonal Samling offices and stealing documents, copying them and having them shipped to 
the United Kingdom together with evidence of torture in Nazi-run prisons. He served the last part 
of his sentence in Fuhlsbüttel near Hamburg, Germany. His wife was also active in resistance work, 
dealing with propaganda and espionage. Author Egil Ulateig doubts the veracity of Andersen's 
prison exploits, which are based mostly on Andersen's own testimony. 
After his return to Norway in 1942, Andersen carried out the assassination of well-known informer 
Raymond Colberg and then made good his escape to Sweden. Colberg had been active in the 
Sandefjord area, uncovering an illegal radio transmitter. This led to the arrest of eight resistance 
members in March 1941, three of whom were executed (Øivind Ask, Andreas Bertnes and Johan 
Midttun were shot on 4 December 1941). Andersen carried out the assassination of the Abwehr 
agent together with his wife and two acquaintances, kidnapping him and killing him at the animal 
hospital Chevals kjeller. According to Ruth Andersen's later interrogation records, the killing was 
carried out by crucifying him with four knives and crushing his bones with iron pipes, then 
dismembering the body, putting it in a container for animal carcasses and dumping it in the river 
Akerselva. The confession may have been made under torture, and included no reference to the 
bullet holes found on Colberg's corpse when it was recovered. According to historian and leader of 
Norway's Resistance Museum, Arnfinn Moland, the claims of Colberg having been tortured and 
mutilated are fabrications. Moland cites autopsy reports and German archives to back up his 
claims. Colberg's body was discovered by a Norwegian civilian on 15 June 1942 with two 7,62 mm 
calibre bullet holes in the head, and was identified through Colberg's dental records. The killing 
was, according to Ulateig, also motivated by Andersen's personal feelings towards Colberg, and 
Moland states that Andersen "may have had" such motives, a claim that is refuted by history 
professor Tore Pryser. Andersen then fled to Sweden, and travelled on to the United Kingdom, 
where he was recruited by Professor Leif Tronstad for work with the British Special Operations 
Executive. In this context he used the surname Ostein during the war. In the United Kingdom, 
Andersen suggested a series of further assassinations in Oslo, naming targets and describing plans 
for how to carry out the killings. The British saw great potential as an agent in a man with 
Andersen's background. Andersen and his group was parachuted from a Halifax bomber to 
Kjerkeberget near Sandungen in Nordmarka, Oslo. Received by Gunnar Sønsteby and Sverre 
Ellingsen, this was the first parachute drop received by the resistance group Milorg's District 13. 
The group spent a month training Milorg resistance people in weapons handling. They were 
originally intended to carry out assassinations of leading Norwegian Nazis and informers as part of 
Operation Bittern, first and foremost police minister and Germanske SS Norge leader Jonas Lie, but 
this was refused by the local resistance leaders because of fears of reprisals. Andersen had 
suggested killing the top-ranking Nazi leader, and the SOE approved. According to a plan 
formulated by the SOE, Andersen was to don a light suit, enter Lie's office in broad daylight, shoot 
the police minister in the head with a Colt pistol, change to a dark suit hidden underneath the light 
one, and disappear in the confusion. Andersen commented on the SOE plan: "Lie might survive this 
assassination attempt, but I won't." Andersen instead wanted to kill Lie on his way from the office 
to his home. The Bittern operation was severely criticized by the Norwegian Home Forces in a letter 
to the Norwegian exile government in London. Andersen returned to the United Kingdom via 
Sweden, after episodes of unruly behaviour in Oslo. In the United Kingdom he had a personal 
audience with King Haakon VII of Norway. During the audience, Andersen and the King lunched at 
the Norwegian Club in London, and Andersen entertained the exiled monarch with stories. The 
King promised to take care of Andersen once the war was over. Andersen then joined the Royal 
Norwegian Navy and served on a Motor Torpedo Boat (MTB) for the duration of the war. The MTB 
on which Andersen served repeatedly attacked shipping off the Norwegian coast. Many resistance 
people in Norway had been shocked when they found out that Andersen had been allowed to 
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serve in NOR.I.C.1. Leading saboteur Max Manus wrote shortly after the war in his book Det vil helst 
gå godt: "It was one hell of a risk to send a man with Gulosten's reputation and history out on 
secret military missions. It would have been a great embarrassment if Fritt Folk had been able to 
publish that Gulosten made a career in King Håkon's armed forces". Andersen protested against 
Manus' account when it was published. 
When Andersen returned to Norway after the German surrender in 1945, he had hoped to reunite 
with his wife Ruth. Instead, he discovered that his wife had been arrested by the Germans on 9 May 
1944. She had been taken to Møllergata 19, tortured during her captivity and executed at Grini 
concentration camp by Sonderkommando Hans on 21 July 1944 together with five others. They 
were buried in a mass grave but her body was exhumed and identified on 25 May 1945. Ruth's 
sister together with Ruth's friend Hertha Bergstrøm organized a proper funeral. Andersen and 
Bergstrøm later married. 
On 3 July 1945 Andersen killed two German prisoners of war with his Thompson submachine gun. 
Andersen had broken into German barracks in Vadheim in Sogn during a drinking binge, killing the 
German soldiers Herbert Neumann and Hermann Beckmann. He later claimed to have acted in rage 
over his wife's death. The Norwegian court system started working on Andersen's case, eventually 
reaching judge advocate Ivar Follestad. Andersen was defended by Reidar Skau, who was made 
Supreme Court Justice in 1945. Follestad deemed it necessary to prosecute Andersen, but wanted 
to pardon him after the verdict. After spending more than a year in the civilian and military court 
systems Andersen's murder case reached the top levels of the Royal Norwegian Navy, and on 5 
August 1946 it was decided to take the case to the Gulating Military Court of Appeal. Three months 
later Follestad made a decision of non-indictment, despite there being evidence to convict 
Andersen. In January 1947 the general jurisdiction chief, Thore Horve, also declared for a decision 
of non-indictment. Follestad and Horve were supported in this by Minister of Defence Jens 
Christian Hauge, and the decision was made final by royal resolution on 25 April 1947.This led to 
protests from, amongst others, leading Norwegian psychiatrist Johan Scharffenberg. 
With starting help from his new wife, Andersen started the wood product factory Apenes 
Trevarefabrikk in Horten, running it for fifteen years. King Haakon VII personally helped him with 
money and credit, remaining Andersen's friend and patron the rest of the king's life. One time, 
Andersen's company was hired to perform maintenance work on the Bygdøy Royal Estate. He 
eventually had to retire because of health problems sustained during the war. Andersen was 
accused of crimes on several occasions in the post-war years, but was most often acquitted in 
court. Amongst the crimes of which he was charged but acquitted in court was the theft of building 
materials in 1954. Another time he was tricked into lending his car to two people who broke into a 
goldsmith's shop in Tønsberg. Strongly intoxicated at the time of the crime, he was charged but 
fully acquitted. In 1955 he was, however, convicted and sentenced to 36 days in prison for selling 
30 bottles of denatured alcohol, alcohol that was supposed to have been used at his factory. In his 
later years Andersen became involved in speaking about children's rights and correctional 
institutions. He called the institutions for maladjusted youths "schools for criminals", and said that 
the loss and suffering of institutionalization naturally lead youths to crime, using his own life as an 
example. To explain his views on incarceration and of society's response to institutionalized 
children and ex-convicts Andersen said: "You are to be punished for having been punished." 
Johannes "The Yellow Cheese" Andersen died on 29 July 1970, aged 72. He is buried in Horten. In 
late 1968 the book En mann kalt Gulosten was released, written by Bjørn Bjørnsen. Already before 
the book was released, film rights for the story were bought by the company Teamfilm. Teamfilm 
employee Knut Bohwim stated that the book contained enough material for three motion pictures, 
but that they would concentrate the story into one film at best. 
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Operation Bittern 
From Wikipedia: 
Operation Bittern (Norwegian: Bittern-ekspedisjonen, known as Bitern in the oldest sources) was a 
military operation in occupied Norway planned and carried out in 1942 by the British Special 
Operations Executive (SOE) and the Norwegian government-in-exile in London. Four SOE agents 
and instructors—Thor Helliessen, Jan Allan, Ruben Langmo and Johannes S. Andersen—were sent 
to Norway and parachuted into Nordmarka north of Oslo in October 1942. Their primary mission 
was to help the resistance movement Milorg with the assassinations of Norwegian Nazis and 
informers by training selected Milorg personnel for the task. If asked by Milorg they would also 
help as executioners. According to Chief of Defence, General Wilhelm von Tangen Hansteen, the 
group should only act upon decisions by the Home Forces, and they brought no liquidation lists 
from the UK. The problem was that the operation had not been approved by Milorg in advance. In 
a meeting between Milorg leaders Jens Christian Hauge and Arthur Hansson and the expedition 
leader, it turned out that Bittern operated with a list of persons that SOE wanted to get rid of. The 
list contained 62 names, which not only included informers and torturers, but also Nazi politicians 
such as the government "ministers" Hagelin, Lie and Fuglesang. Milorg feared that the reprisals 
might be terribly harsh compared with the benefits of such assassinations, based on recent 
experience from Telavåg and Majavatn. It was decided that the agents should be used as 
instructors for military training and hand-to-hand combat, and the four persons were split into two 
teams. While one team solved its tasks satisfactorily, the other team's behaviour led to a scandal. 
After episodes of heavy drinking, too much talking, and other hazardous behaviour, Milorg 
demanded the two SOE agents to be called back to the United Kingdom. 
Operation Bittern was severely criticized by the Norwegian Home Forces in letters and other 
communications to the Norwegian government-in-exile in London. The government in London was 
distinctly unimpressed that SOE, with the tacit acceptance of Norwegian High Command, had 
selected a former notorious criminal to take part in such a task. The incidents led to a long-lasting 
conflict between Milorg, the government-in-exile and SOE, although eventually a more cooperative 
climate developed between them. 
1378. James Alexander FORWARD (b. 30 March 1920). Signed 28 December 1942. 19 
Rothesay Street, Edinburgh. 

097 
His appointment in the Ministry of Labour, Departmental Clerical Class on 31 July 1937 was 
announced in the LG, 13 August 1937. He was in the Intelligence Corps and promoted to the rank 
of 2nd Lieutenant on 1 February 1945. The LG, 28 July 1953 announced his appointment as Her 
Majesty’s Vice-Consul at Bolgna with effect from 2 March 1953. The LG, 18 December 1962 
announced his appointment to be Her Majesty’s Consul for the Voivodships of Gdansk, Szczecin, 
Olsztyn, Koszalin and Bydgoszcz. TNA has his SOE file, covering the period 1939 to 1946, under 
reference number HS 9/530/7. It is closed until 1 January 2021. NOTE: See the signature of another 
person with the surname Forward on 19/20 November 1942. 
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1379. Squadron Leader The Reverend Arthur Theodore BURDEN (131777). Signed 28 
December 1942. St George’s Vicarage, Tiverton, Devon. 

097 
In 1937, he was the curate at Emmanuel Church, Forest Gate, Essex. 
1380. Howard GALE. Signed 26 December 1942. APO 640, US Army (Hartford, Conn). 

098 
No trace found. 
1381. William Eshbach HILTEBEITEL. Signed 26 December 1942. APO 640, US Army 
(Hendricks, Pa). 

098 
From http://articles.philly.com/2010-08-13/news/24971462_1_engineer-pepperidge-farm-godiva-
chocolatier: 
William E. Hiltebeitel | Engineer, 91 

 
Posted: August 13, 2010 
William Eshbach Hiltebeitel, 91, of Downingtown, an engineer who helped introduce Godiva 
chocolates in the United States, died of cancer Saturday, Aug. 7, at Neighborhood Hospice in West 
Chester. 
A native of Pottstown, Mr. Hiltebeitel graduated from Pennsburg High School and earned a 
bachelor's degree in engineering from what is now Drexel University. 
During World War II, he served in the Army Signal Corps with air offensive units in Europe and the 
Pacific. 
After his discharge, he married May E. Heston and became a supervisor for the Pennsylvania 
Railroad. 

http://articles.philly.com/2010-08-13/news/24971462_1_engineer-pepperidge-farm-godiva-chocolatier
http://articles.philly.com/2010-08-13/news/24971462_1_engineer-pepperidge-farm-godiva-chocolatier
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In 1960, he joined Pepperidge Farm in Downingtown. By then the railroad had transferred him 
more than a dozen times, and he was seeking more stability, said his daughter, Mary Anne Feeley. 
Campbell Soup Co. acquired Pepperidge Farm in 1961 and Godiva Chocolatier, a Belgian company, 
in 1967. Mr. Hiltebeitel became manager of engineering for Godiva and traveled abroad while 
involved with the establishment of Godiva boutiques in the United States. He retired in 1984. 
Mr. Hiltebeitel served on Downingtown's Borough Council and water authority. He was a past 
president of the Downingtown Area Chamber of Commerce. 
He loved attending his children's and grandchildren's athletic events, and was an avid 
outdoorsman and competitive bowler, his daughter said. 
In addition to his wife of 64 years and daughter, Mr. Hiltebeitel is survived by sons Edward, Daniel, 
and Robert; a brother; and 15 grandchildren. 
A memorial service will be held at 10 p.m. Saturday, Aug. 14, at St. James Episcopal Church, 409 E. 
Lancaster Ave., Downingtown, where Mr. Hiltebeitel had been treasurer, a vestryman, an usher, a 
lay reader, and a choir member, and had supervised an addition to the church. 
1382. Merle R BOYD. Signed 26 December 1942. APO 640, US Army (Ly?, Main). 

098 
From http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=36444009: 
DOB 10 December 1916. DOD 27 November 2000. MERLE R. BOYD, 83 of Houston passed away on 
Monday, November 27, 2000. Mrs. Boyd was preceded in death by her husband, Earle D. Boyd; 
survived by stepdaughter, Sherry Kidd; niece, Linda, nephew, Don and Larry; with other friends and 
family. Visitation will start after 4:00 PM Wednesday. Funeral service will be held at 12:30 PM on 
Thursday, November 30, 2000 at Houston National Cemetery Chapel with interment to follow. 
Published in Houston Chronicle Wednesday 11/29/2000. 
1383. Marques McIntyre LAING. Signed 1 January 1943. 

098 
No trace found. 
1384. Flying Officer John SMALL. Signed 1 January 1943. RAF Warmwell, Dorset. 

098 
The Air Force List for January 1943 shows: 

 
John Small (80149); James Small (123329); John Michael Small (128059). 

http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=36444009
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1385. POSSIBLY Squadron Leader Anthony Collyer JOHNSTON DFC (80083). Signed 1 
January 1943. RAF Matlaske, Norfolk. 

098 
According to C G Jefford’s RAF Squadrons: A Comprehensive Record of the Movement and 
Equipment of All RAF Squadrons and Their Antecedents Since 1912, Airlife Publishing Ltd, 1998, only 
No 56 Squadron was based at RAF Matlaske on 1 January 1943. 
According to http://www.56sqnfirebirds.org.uk/officerscommanding.htm, the commanding officer 
from 23 November 1942 to 17 January 1943 was Squadron Leader A C Johnston DFC. 
From one of his combat reports dated 7 December 1942  in file reference AIR 50/22/117 in TNA: 

 
The signatures are not a good match, nor is the handwriting of the address in this Visitors’ Book: 

 
Yet, according to No 56 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for January 1943, there was only one 
officer named JOHNSTON. Len Bartram and Janine Harrington’s RAF Matlaske 1940 – 1945: A Brief 
History, self-published, 2013, confirms that only No 56 Squadron was based at Matlaske on 1 
January 1943 and states on p 25: 
“The C.O. of the Squadron was Squadron Leader (Cocky) Dundas. On November 10th [1942], he was 
promoted to Wing Commander and left to take over command of the Typhoon Wing. He was 
replaced by Squadron Leader A. C. Johnson from 226 Squadron who was shot down on 9 January 
1943 near Haarlem in Holland where he was taken prisoner.” 
The list of Squadron personnel on p 26 does not include any pilots named Johnston. 
According to http://www.ourstory.com/thread.html?t=550233&comments=1, he was Rhodesian. 
His DFC, whilst an A/SL with No 56 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 2 February 1943: 
“This officer has completed many sorties, including a number of low level attacks on tugs, 3 of 
which he has sunk, barges, locomotives and other targets; in addition he has destroyed an enemy 
aircraft in combat. He is a first class leader and sets a fine example to all.” 
When his DFC was announced in Flight, 4 March 1943, “(since reported missing)” was added. 

http://www.56sqnfirebirds.org.uk/officerscommanding.htm
http://www.ourstory.com/thread.html?t=550233&comments=1
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From LG, 22 January 1946: 

 
From Flight, 26 June 1953: 

 
According to http://www.rafweb.org/Sqn276-280.htm, No 278 Squadron was formed at Matlaske 
on 1 October 1941 and didn’t move until February 1945 (to Thorney Island). 
According to http://www.nationalcoldwarexhibition.org/research/squadrons/278/, in April 1942, No 
278 Squadron moved to RAF Coltishall with detachments at North Coates, Woolsington, 
Acklington, Hutton Cranswick, Ayr, Drem, Castletown, Peterhead and Sumbergh. By the end of 
1943, the squadron was covering the North East of England too. In February 1944, it took over two 
of No 282 squadron’s detachments in southern Scotland with other detachments in the extreme 
north but these were given up by April. In April 1944, the squadron was covering East Anglia, being 
based at RAF Bradwell Bay with a detachment at Martlesham Heath. Warwicks were received in 
May 1944 and, in September, the squadron moved to RAF Martlesham Heath with a detachment at 
Hornchurch. In February 1945, the squadron moved to RAF Thorney Island with detachments at 
Hawkinge, Beccles and Exeter. At this time it was operating as a Walrus unit only over the English 
Channel. 
1386. Pilot Officer John Guy MILLAR AFM (126710). Signed 3 January 1943. RAF Kinloss, 
Morayshire. 

098 
12/13 July 1943 Turin: The allies’ war against the Italians was going very well. With extra pressure 
brought to bear by Bomber Command, it was hoped that Germany's ally would soon capitulate. 
Turin was selected for an attack by 295 Lancasters. The route took them well out into the Bay of 
Biscay and across Southern France thus avoiding heavily defended areas. Many crews reported 

http://www.rafweb.org/Sqn276-280.htm
http://www.nationalcoldwarexhibition.org/research/squadrons/278/
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heavy icing over France, and encountering thunder-clouds over the Alps. These long haul trips to 
Italy were not considered easy by crews and to prove the point 13 Lancasters failed to return. 
Among those missing were Flying Officer John Millar and crew from 49 Squadron in a Lancaster 
ED726 (EA-V). Perhaps the raid three nights earlier had been an omen.. ED726 with the Millar crew 
had been blasted by flak over Gelsenkirchen. It had been repaired just in time for them to take part 
in the Turin trip, the crew's fateful 13th operation. The crew have no known graves, but are 
remembered on the Runnymede Memorial. 

 
1387. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Gordon Thomas Salisbury JONES DFC (127481). 
Signed 3 January 1943. RAF Kinloss, Morayshire. 

098 
His DFC was announced in Flight, 26 July 1945 when he was then with 571 Squadron. His 
promotion from Pilot Officer to Flight Lieutenant with effect from 29 June 1944 was announced in 
the LG, 21 July 1944. 
1388. Pilot Officer William Ritchie 'Chris' CHRISTISON DFC* (J15143) RCAF. Signed 3 
January 1943. RAF Dyce, Aberdeen. 

098 
Distinguished Flying Cross - No.404 Squadron - Award effective 17 October 1944 as per LG and 
AFRO 2534/44 dated 24 November 1944. 
Born 19 September 1919 in Montreal. Home in Lennoxville, Quebec where he was educated. Wool 
packer for Canadian Cooperative Wool Growers. 
Enlisted Sherbrooke, 21 July 1940. To No.1 Manning Depot, Toronto, 23 July 1940. To No.2 ITS, 
Regina, 30 August 1940. Promoted LAC, 22 October 1940 and posted that date to No.2 EFTS, Fort 
William. While there he flew 28 hours 40 minutes (dual) and 23 hours 55 minutes (solo) in Tiger 
Moths and five hours in Link. Seemed prone to dizziness and considered a nervous pupil. “He tries 
hard and is willing. Should develop into a valuable pilot.” Graduated 23rd in a class of 35. To No.7 
SFTS, Macleod, 19 December 1941. Flew 25 hours 45 minutes (day dual), 36 hours five minutes (day 
solo), three hours (night dual) and three hours (night solo), all on Ansons. Considered above 
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average and graduated 19th in a class of 40, 6 March 1941 and promoted Sergeant. In January 
1942 he was commissioned, effective 6 March 1941. Joined No.404 Squadron, 10 May 1941. 
Promoted Flying Officer, 1 October 1942. On 21 October 1942, damaged Beaufighter V8191 during 
dusk landing (swung on landing from non-operational exercise). Assessed on 29 January 1943 as “A 
very good and dependable operational pilot. Level headed with a very steady character and quiet 
but attractive personality. A good officer.” (G/C J.W. Colquhoun). On 7 June 1943 he was assessed 
as “A very reliable, above-average officer.” At that time he had flown 534 hours 30 minutes (87 
hours 40 minutes in previous six months). To No.2 (Coastal) OTU, 27 June 1943. Promoted Flight 
Lieutenant, 14 January 1944. As of 21 January 1944 he was assessed as “An average instructor who 
can always be relied upon”. At that time he was reported as having flown 866 hours 40 minutes as 
a pilot (110 hours 30 minutes in previous six months). Departed for leave in Canada, 2 February 
1944. Disembarked in Canada, 13 February 1944. Departed Canada, 29 March 1941. Embarked from 
Canada, 31 March 1944. Arrived in Britain, 7 April 1944 and taken on strength of No.3 PRC, 
Bournemouth. To No.404 Squadron, 22 April 1944. In Beaufighter NE198, 6/7 May 1944, he was hit 
by flak prior to firing rockets. When he did fire rockets, one exploded on rack, causing severe 
damage to starboard wing. Promoted Squadron Leader, 27 August 1944. Killed in action with 
No.404 Squadron, 24 March 1945 (Beaufighter NV428); name on Runnymede Memorial. Photo PL-
3109 shows graduating pilots at No.7 SFTS - R61786 G.E. Kerley, R62709 W.R. Christison, R69887 T. 
Hare, R51983 T.B. Lee. At the time of his death he was reported as having flown 1,042 hours 15 
minutes (93 hours in previous six months) and was described as “A well-above average pilot; an 
able leader and a fine type of officer” (W/C E.W. Pierce) and “An outstanding operational pilot who 
has displayed very high courage and leadership”(G/C R. Terence Corry). This officer has completed 
a large number of sorties and has at all times displayed exceptional coolness and determination. 
On a recent sortie he was flight commander in an attack upon enemy shipping in Le Verdon 
harbour. During the action his aircraft was hit by anti-aircraft fire rendering one engine useless. 
However, Flight Lieutenant Christison completed the attack and made a successful return flight, 
landing at an advanced base in France. This officer has led his Squadron with great skill and has set 
a fine example to all. NOTE: Public Record Office Air 2/9160 has recommendation drafted by the 
Officer Commanding, Station Davidstow Moor, 27 August 1944 when he had flown 93 sorties (290 
operational hours): Flight Lieutenant Christison was the leader of eight aircraft of No.404 Squadron 
in a highly successful attack upon two enemy destroyers in Le Verdon harbour in the Gironde 
estuary on 24th August 1944. Flight Lieutenant Christison led his Squadron with great skill and 
gave the Wing Leader every confidence that the attack would be successful. His aircraft was hit by 
flak during the attack and the port engine was rendered useless. Despite this, Flight Lieutenant 
Christison carried on and made a successful landing at an advanced base in France. His coolness 
and determination have set the highest example to his Squadron. Recent information indicates that 
both enemy destroyers were sunk. I therefore strongly recommend that an immediate award of the 
Distinguished Flying Cross be made to this officer. The Air Officer Commanding, No.19 Group, 
wrote (28 August 1944): Flight Lieutenant Christison backed up his wing leader in a most 
courageous and determined manner in the face of very heavy opposition. Two formidable enemy 
warships were sunk as a result of this attack. Strongly recommended for an immediate award of the 
Distinguished Flying Cross. This was approved on 2 September 1944 by Air Chief Marshal Sholto 
Douglas, Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Coastal Command. Coastal Command Intelligence 
Summary of this action reported that the action of 24 August 1944 was between 1904 and 1910 
hours involving ten Beaufighters of No.236 Squadron and eight of No.404 Squadron, all armed with 
rockets (25-pound warheads). W/C E.W. Tacon was leading. The summary read: Aircraft on recce in 
formation sighted one Seetier destroyer and one Elbing torpedo boat in line astern, which got 
under way on a northerly course as aircraft circled to attack. Three aircraft made attacks on the 
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leading vessel, scoring 12 hits on the waterline astern and amidships, no results being seen owing 
to evasive action. Then aircraft attacked the second vessel, scoring a large concentration of strikes 
which caused a huge explosion. The superstructure was hurled into the air and smoke rose to a 
height of 400 feet. This vessel was left on fire forward and amidships. Two aircraft were unable to 
attack the vessels as they were obstructed by other aircraft, but one of them attacked electrical 
installations on shore. One aircraft (W/236) was seen to ditch after the attack, and no details have 
been received on two aircraft which landed away from base. Severe flak was encountered from 
targets and shore batteries, several aircraft being damaged; one crash-landed at base. Results: one 
Torpedo-boat severely damaged and on fire after explosion - one destroyer seriously damaged. 
CHRISTISON, S/L William Ritchie, DFC (J15143) - Bar to Distinguished Flying Cross - No.404 
Squadron - Award effective 30 March 1945 as per LG, that date and AFRO 721/45 dated 27 April 
1945. Since being awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross this officer has taken part in a number of 
attacks on enemy shipping and throughout has displayed courage and resolution of a high 
standard. In February 1945, Squadron Leader Christison participated in an attack against an enemy 
force of eleven naval vessels. The ships were sheltered by high cliffs rising steeply from the water's 
edge and defended by anti-aircraft batteries on the shore. In the face of fire from these guns and 
from those of all the enemy ships and also opposition from enemy fighters, Squadron Leader 
Christison led his Squadron into the attack which was pressed home with the greatest 
determination. His undoubted skill contributed materially to the success achieved. NOTE: Lost with 
F/L F.J. Toon, DFC (RAF). Ditched at 58 degrees 15 minutes North, 5 degrees 30 minutes Easy. On 
27 March 1945, W/C E.W. Pierce wrote letters to Christison’s widow and mother. They are 
substantially the same. The description of his final mission is most detailed. That to the mother 
read: On the 24th of March at about four o’clock in the afternoon, some thirty aircraft were detailed 
from this Station, together with an escort of twelve Mustangs, to attack a concentration of enemy 
shipping that had been sighted earlier in the day in Ehersund Harbour in southern Norway. Chris, 
as he was known to everybody, led the whole formation, of which six aircraft were from this 
Squadron. They set off from this aerodrome and an hour and three-quarters later the harbour was 
sighted and your son immediate gave the order to attack. The target consisted of three merchant 
vessels and three escort vessels, all heavily armed and in a narrow harbour, protected by shore 
defences. On Chris’ instructions, all the aircraft in the formation dived to the attack which they 
pressed home in a most courageous and determined manner, inflicting very severe damage on all 
the ships, two of which were known to have sunk immediately and the others to have been 
damaged seriously. These ships were carrying valuable food and war material to the enemy 
garrison in Norway and their damage and loss will be a serious blow to the enemy. Unfortunately, 
however, this success was not achieved without loss. Four aircraft in all failed to return from this 
sortie of which one was your son’s. and several others were badly damaged but managed to return 
to base. I interviewed all the crews as soon as they came back here in an effort to ascertain what 
happened to Chris and to the other crew which this Squadron lost. I am sure you will realize that in 
an attack such as this where there are lots of aircraft milling around the sky, it is difficult to know 
which is which, but it would appear that two aircraft of the four missing crashed on land in the 
vicinity of the harbour, and two more were seen to make a landing on the sea, one three miles and 
the other ten miles from the Norwegian Coast. It would further appear that your son’s aircraft was 
very probably the one that ditched about ten miles from shore. The ditching was very well executed 
and was seen by another of our aircraft, and immediately after the aircraft hit the sea, one person 
was seen in the dinghy, apparently uninjured. It is further thought that your son was heard to call 
up another aircraft in the formation immediately after the attack and say that his navigator was 
wounded and that his aircraft was damaged and that he would have to land on the sea. It would 
appear highly probable, therefore, that the person seen in the dinghy was Chris. Nothing, I am 
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sorry to say, is definitely known and it cannot be stated definitely that this was the case, but I have 
interviewed all the crews who took part in this operation, and I think that it is quite fair to assume 
that this happened. Another of our aircraft ditched about three miles from the enemy coast, and 
both occupants were seen to be safely in their dinghy and waving. Immediately the approximate 
position of these two dinghies was known, a Catalina aircraft was sent out with special search 
equipment in an effort to locate the dinghies, and again at dawn the following morning three 
Beaufighters with an escort of Mustangs made a further search, all without success. However, after 
the attack, the position of the two dinghies was also immediately broadcast on the international 
distress wave and would certainly be picked up by the enemy. There is an agreement between the 
Germans and ourselves whereby if either of us have aircrew forced to ditch near the other’s coast, 
attempts will be made to pick the aircrew up by that country whose coast they are close to. I myself 
have known Chris for a very long time now. We trained together in Fort William away back in 1940, 
and since then he and I have been together almost the whole time - almost five years now. He was 
very close as a personal friend of mine as well as a most excellent flight commander. He was 
looked up to and admired and respected by everybody with whom he came into contact, and his 
operational record is an outstanding one. 
1389. Lieutenant Colonel Ragnvald Alfred Roscher LUND. Signed 5 January 1943. 
Norwegian High Command London. 

098 
DOB 27.2.1899. Normann. 
He also signed (surname only) this book on 12 October 1941. See that entry for full biographical 
details. 
Ragnvald Alfred Roscher Lund (24 February 1899 – 23 October 1975) was a Norwegian military 
officer, with the rank of Colonel. He was a military attaché at the Norwegian legation in Stockholm 
in 1940. He served as head of the Office FO II at the Norwegian High Command in exile in London 
during World War II, responsible for Military Intelligence. After the Second World War, Roscher 
Lund served as an advisor to the first United Nations Secretary General, Trygve Lie. He was the 
father of novelist and playwright Vera Henriksen. He is mentioned many times in Bengt Beckman’s 
Codebreakers: Arne Beurling and the Swedish crypto program during World War II in which it says, 
“Ragnvald Alfred Roscher Lund, artillery captain, totally dominates the history of Norwegian 
cryptography. In the 1930s he know and cooperated with his Swedish counterparts, in particular 
with Yves Gyldén.” 
1390. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Charles Kenyon SQUIRES RAFVR (81280). 
Signed 5 January 1943. Norwegian High Command London. 

098 
DOB 8.5.1911. Engelsman. 
On 28 August 1944, Squires wrote Proposals for a Military Mission: Further evidence of the military 
significance placed on Milorg and the Police Battalions are the proposals, which originated in early 
September 1944, to send Allied representatives of SHAEF, through SFHQ, to both Norway and 
Sweden. There was a belief within Scotco that there was a need to ‘advise and assist the Home 
Front in organising all available forces’, to ‘co-ordinate action taken within Norway with that 
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undertaken by Allied forces outside’, to ‘hinder German attempts at wrecking’, and to make 
‘preparations for the speedy arrival of supplies’. 
Flight 23 November 1944: Award of Chevalier of the Order of St Olav (First Class) conferred by His 
Majesty the King of Norway. LG 30 April 1946: Flt Lt C K Squires retains the rank of Squadron 
Leader. 
From SOE file, reference HS 9/413/5 Peter Deinboll333: 

 

                                                 
333 Signed this book using the alias Ingvald KVAM on 18 March 1943 
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From SOE file, reference HS 8/978 Scandinavian Symbols: 

 
He is included in the index to SOE file reference HS 7-174_5_6 Norwegian Section History: 
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1391. Jan Jörgen Graff Hanssen HESSNER. Signed 6 January 1943. Norwegian High 
Command London. 

098 
DOB 16.3.1917. Normann. 
From 
http://www.sffarkiv.no/sffbasar/default.asp?db=dbfoto&p=result&ptype=single&sql=sfffoto%20=
%20%27SFFf-100247.161245%27: 

 
Photo taken by Aase Udberg in Årdal (Sogn), 1948 
Birthe Cathrine Hessner, født Bloch, (1924-2005) og Jan Jørgen Graff Hanssen Hessner (1917-1990). 
Jan Jørgen Graff Hanssen Hessner (1917-1990) sitt fyrste kontor ved Årdal Verk. Hessner var 
utdanna sivilingeniør, sterkstraum frå Norges Tekniske Høgskole i Trondheim. Han var 
driftsingeniør når Årdal og Sundal verk skulle byggast opp rett etter krigen i åra 1946-1949/50. 
Translated by Google: 
Birthe Cathrine Hessner, born Bloch (1924-2005) and Jan Graff Jørgen Hanssen Hessner (1917-
1990). January Jørgen Hanssen Hessner Graff (1917-1990) his first office at Årdal Works. Hessner 
was educated engineer, power current from the Technical University in Trondheim. He was 
operating engineer when Årdal and Sundal plants should be built up after the war in the years 
1946-1949/50. 

http://www.sffarkiv.no/sffbasar/default.asp?db=dbfoto&p=result&ptype=single&sql=sfffoto%20=%20%27SFFf-100247.161245%27
http://www.sffarkiv.no/sffbasar/default.asp?db=dbfoto&p=result&ptype=single&sql=sfffoto%20=%20%27SFFf-100247.161245%27
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1392. William Anthony CAMPS. Signed 6 January 1943 this date should be 16 January 
1943. London. 

098 
DOB 28.12.1910. britt. 

William Anthony Camps (28 December 1910 – 17 January 1997) was a British classical scholar, and 
also served as Master of Pembroke College, Cambridge from 1970 to 1981. He was known as Tony 
Camps. He entered Pembroke College in 1928 and became a Fellow in 1933. He became a lecturer 
there in 1939, and from 1947 to 1962 was the college's Senior Tutor in Classics. During World War 
II he served with the Ministry of Economic Warfare. In the 1960s he edited a four-volume series of 
the works of the poet Propertius. He wrote An Introduction to Virgil's Aeneid (1969) and An 
introduction to Homer (1980). In 1953, he married Miriam Camp. Obituary published in The 
Independent 26 March 1997: The election of William Anthony Camps to the mastership of 
Pembroke College, Cambridge, in 1970 was a fitting recognition of his quiet but all-pervasive 
influence at Pembroke over many years and crowned his career in the college he first entered as an 
undergraduate from Marlborough in 1928. The son of a surgeon, Tony Camps came to Pembroke 
as a classical scholar. He was elected to a fellowship in 1933 at the early age of 23, and six years 
later was appointed a university lecturer. During the Second World War, he was one of the brilliant 
minds recruited by the Civil Service for special duties with the Ministry of Economic Warfare, but 
apart from this interlude, his life and talents were devoted to Pembroke. From 1947 till 1962, 
Camps was the college's Senior Tutor in Classics, and also responsible for admissions. His insistence 
on high academic standards ensured that Pembroke got its share of top- quality candidates. He 
also welcomed able postgraduate students, many of them from overseas, and in 1963 he was 
appropriately appointed tutor for advanced students. His talents were appreciated in America, as 
attested by invitations to visiting professorships in Toronto - which bore fruit in his book on Homer 
(An Introduction to Homer, 1980) - North Carolina and Princeton. This exposure was also 
responsible for widening the field from which Pembroke drew postgraduate students. Camps, 
Meredith Dewey, the Dean, and Bill Hutton, the Bursar, were a formidable but genial triumvirate 
who made dining at the Pembroke high table a stimulating and entertaining experience, while at 
the same time holding the reins of the college firmly, guiding it the way it should go. When, in 
1970, Camps came to the mastership of the college he loved it was not the easiest time in 
Cambridge - for example, student disturbances arose - but he was well endowed to weather the 
storm. A combination of wisdom, tact, steadiness and humour enabled him to see Pembroke 
through those difficult years and even to profit from them. His views were not always universally 
supported and he was certainly not afraid to maintain an unpopular stand when he was convinced 
in himself that he was right (for instance, he did not support the admission of women to the 
college), but his devotion to the college and his concern for its welfare were so patent that no one 
could doubt the sincerity and integrity of his position. Those who attended Camps’ classical 
supervisions were a privileged band, for he combined a demand for meticulous accuracy with a 
rare sense of style. His teaching was based on the authority of the original texts and they were his 
constant points of reference rather than other commentaries. But none of this prevented him from 
gentle self-mockery of the scholarly profession. He delighted in quoting dictionary definitions - not 
necessarily substantiated - such as the description of a Homeric delicacy as "a mess of cheese and 
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honey, a haggis", the latter to gain a rise from his pupils from the North. His university lectures 
introduced these gifts to a wider audience, and, although he was handicapped by a hesitation in his 
speech, he never let it worry him with the result that it did not bother his listeners. Indeed they 
would affectionately adopt the pronunciation "Hacero" which was his way of getting round his 
problem with "Cicero". In particular, his lectures on Homer and Virgil attracted students, and the 
two poets were later the subjects of books (in 1980 and 1969 respectively) which he modestly 
called "Introductions" but which were really much more. In the 1960s he also edited a four-volume 
series of the works of the poet Propertius with typical detailed care. They were perhaps fairly 
described by the publisher as conservative, but in fact this made them particularly useful to 
undergraduates and sixth-formers, though there was plenty of meat for the more advanced 
student. With his innate modesty, and in keeping with his emphasis on the importance of the text, 
Camps wrote in a preface that "the poetry will be found in the poems themselves, and the reader is 
warned not to look for it in my part of the book, which is dry stuff". He followed the further careers 
of his students with encouragement and advice (which sometimes went beyond mere persuasion) 
when their studies took them in different directions, and nothing gave him more delight than the 
appointment of one of his stars, Malcolm Lyons, as the Sir Thomas Adams Professor of Arabic at 
Cambridge in 1985. In the post-war years in Paris, he became acquainted, through a fortuitous 
confusion of mail deliveries based on the similarity of their names, with Miriam Camp, who had 
served with considerable distinction in the United States Foreign Service. They were married in 
1953 and she was a splendid support to him at the Master's Lodge. Tony and Miriam Camps retired 
to Little Abingdon, where friends were always sure of a warm welcome. But Tony's eyesight and 
general health began to fail and he was increasingly dependent on Miriam who devoted herself to 
his care and comfort. It was then one of life's ironies that she should predecease him. He took the 
loss hard but carried on bravely for a couple of years in a nursing home. William Anthony Camps, 
classical scholar: born 28 December 1910; Master of Pembroke College, Cambridge 1970-81; 
married 1953 Miriam Camp (died 1994); died Cambridge 17 January 1997. 
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1393. H G O BROWN. Signed 6 January 1943. London. 

098 
No match found with the Bromma departure list for 5 January 1943: 

 
No trace found. 
1394. Sergeant Philip Thomas WAREING DCM (155258). Signed 6 January 1943. 
Birmingham. 

098 

DOB 20.12.15. norsk (sic). 
Battle of Britain pilot. 
From http://www.conscript-heroes.com/escapelines/EEIE-Articles/Art-16-Escapers-from-
Germany.htm: 
Sgt P T Wareing (1018) was pilot of Spitfire K6966 when he was shot down 25 August 1940. He 
baled out just south of Calais and as he landed just a quarter of a mile from a German aerodrome, 
was captured immediately. Two days later he was taken to Dulag Luft at Oberursel where he stayed 
until about 8 September when he was transferred to Stalag Luft 1 (Barth) on the Baltic coast. 

http://www.conscript-heroes.com/escapelines/EEIE-Articles/Art-16-Escapers-from-Germany.htm
http://www.conscript-heroes.com/escapelines/EEIE-Articles/Art-16-Escapers-from-Germany.htm
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On 18 April 1942, the inmates at Barth were moved to the newly opened (and supposedly escape-
proof) Stalag Luft III at Sagan in Silesia. At the end of October, Wareing volunteered to go as an 
orderly to Stalag XXIB (Schubin) because he'd heard it might be easier to escape from there. At 
Schubin, some men were allowed to go to the railway station to collect bread and coal and on 16 
December, Wareing got on the duty roster. During a diversion at the station, Wareing (who had his 
escape kit with him) ran across the railway lines. After walking for a while, Wareing stole a bicycle 
and rode to Danzig. On 20 December, he boarded a Swedish ship bound for Halmsted and hid in 
the forward hold. After a two hour search by German troops, the ship left for Sweden the following 
morning - Wareing was discovered by a crewman two days later. At Halmsted he was handed over 
to the local police and slept at the police station until staff from the British Legation in Stockholm 
came to collect him three days later. Wareing left Stockholm by air for Leuchars in Scotland on 5 
January 1943. 
Obituary from the Daily Telegraph: Philip Wareing, who has died aged 71, was a Battle of Britain 
fighter pilot who made one of the most remarkable escapes from a German Prisoner of War camp 
in Poland during the 1939-45 War. In the late afternoon of December 16, 1942, Sgt Wareing was 
detailed with other inmates at Schubin camp, a converted girls' school 150 miles west of Warsaw, 
to collect bread from a railway siding. When one of the working party dropped a loaf on the line, 
Wareing, on the pretext of picking it up, made his getaway in the gathering darkness. Well 
prepared, he had food, maps, a compass and was wearing grubby army trousers, a cloth cap and a 
RAF tunic which he had altered to pass as a civilian jacket. Reaching Bromberg, some 20 miles 
north of Schubin, he found a rickety bicycle which he pedalled and walked to Gradenz. At the 
railway station there, he swapped this bicycle for a new one which a German had just left propped 
against a wall and set out for Danzig. There was a heart-stopping moment as he crossed a heavily-
guarded bridge over the Vistula. While guards were questioning two Germans in uniform, Wareing 
cycled past them. Arriving in Danzig, he was dismayed to find he had forgotten to bring the money 
he had ready for an escape. However it was not long before he saw some Swedish ships whose 
Blue Peter pennants indicated imminent departure. After hiding among timber piles, he walked up 
the gangway of one of the ships which was loading coal. Later that day he was spotted by a party 
of Russians working in the coal hole but after saying quietly "Angliski pilot" the Russians left him 
alone. Late that night when they had gone, he concealed himself amid the coal. The ship sailed the 
next morning. Two days later a member of the crew saw him but the ship was close to Halmstad 
where the Swedish police collected him. Shortly afterwards the British Legation in Stockholm 
arranged his repatriation. Sgt. Wareing had ended up in Schubin after baling out of his flaming 
Spitfire over Calais on August 25, 1940. As a member of No. 616 (South Yorkshire) Squadron which 
was stationed at Kenley - a smoking ruin at the time where pilots sometimes slept under the wings 
of their Spitfires – Wareing found himself one of seven Spitfires engaging 30 Me109s. He shot 
down at least one enemy fighter but soon, as he described it, "my lovely Spitfire was riddled like a 
sieve, on fire and the propeller was not turning." Despite the radiator being hit and enemy bullets 
rattling on the armour plate protecting his back, Wareing continued to fire at four 109s in line 
ahead. Then, as another enemy fighter poured fire into his Spitfire, the petrol tank above his legs 
went up and the blast helped him escape from the cockpit. Fearing that he might be shot at as he 
descended, Wareing delayed opening his parachute until enemy aircraft had moved away, and 
landed in a ploughed field. Before an enemy motor-cyclist with sidecar arrived to take him prisoner, 
he remembered to wipe the recognition signal letters of the day from one of his hands, using his 
blood. At a nearby Luftwaffe base he was treated as a comrade, the German pilots apologising that 
all the captured NAAFI Scotch and beer was finished and they could offer only cognac. His 
membership of the German Alpine Club before the war added to the camaraderie, and he was 
presented with cigarettes and chocolate. Before leaving the enemy base, Wareing gave his name 
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and address to a Luftwaffe pilot who was shot down over south-east England shortly afterwards. 
Finding Wareing's name in the pilot's pocket, an intelligence officer was able to tell his mother that 
her son was alive. At that stage all she knew was that he was missing though his Squadron's 
commanding officer had written to her "We all hope that he will turn up yet". 
Philip Thomas Wareing was born in 1915 and educated at Bishops Vesey's Grammar School, Sutton 
Coldfield. He joined the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve in 1939. By the end of the war, Wareing 
had been promoted to Flight Lieutenant and served in Australia. He worked in Air Traffic Control 
for a while after leaving the RAF and was also involved in delivering cars. A half-brother of EB 
Wareing, the Daily Telegraph foreign correspondent, Philip Wareing was married twice and 
widowed twice. He is survived by a daughter in Australia. 
1395. Squadron Leader Harry Clifford THRUSH RAAF Chaplain. Signed 9 January 1943 
(should this be 8 February 1943). Kodak House, Kingsway WC2. 

099 
According to http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au, he was born on 2 March 1893. His personnel file has 
not been digitised. 

 http://www.awm.gov.au/collection/SUK10499/ 
On 5 February 1943, Padre H C Thrush, of the RAAF, formerly Church of England minister at St 
Cuthbert's, Prospect, S Australia, conducted the service for Flt Sgt Rawdon Hume Middleton VC. He 
said Australians everywhere were proud of this young man whose manner of dying brought honour 
to himself and his country. Air Vice Marshal H N Wrigley represented the High Commissioner for 
Australia (Mr S M Bruce) and the RAAF. 

http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/
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 http://www.awm.gov.au/collection/SUK10505/ 
Group portrait of eight RAAF members of a Glee Party performing at a concert at Australia House, 
London on Australia Day 1943. Their songs were received with great enthusiasm by the audience. 
Identified from left to right: pianist 416307 Pilot Officer (PO) Hamilton Roland Dacre Budd (pilot) 
from Broken Hill, NSW (died 1 August 1943 on operations over the Atlantic Ocean); 413150 PO 
Frank Sutton Walker (observer) from Wellington, NSW; Squadron Leader (Sqn Ldr) Harry Clifford 
Thrush (chaplain) from Adelaide, South Australia; Sqn Ldr Gordon Gladstone Wood (chaplain) from 
Wellington, NSW who conducted the choir (died 18 June 1944 in UK); 412396 Sergeant (Sgt) 
Charles Keith Byrnes (pilot) from Moree, NSW; 401317 Sgt George Claud Notman (observer) from 
Skipton, Victoria; 408511 PO Donald Zalva Pile (pilot) from Melbourne, Victoria (died 26 October 
1943 in Scotland); and 409597 PO Leslie Walter Roper (pilot) from Melbourne (died 4 September 
1943 on operations over Germany). 26 January 1943. 

http://www.awm.gov.au/collection/SUK10505/
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1396. Mr [later Dr] Archibald Edward RUSSELL. Signed 16 January 1943. Bristol Airplane 
Company, Filton House, Filton. 

099 
He was chief designer at Bristol Airplane Company. 
From Flight, 5 August 1943: 

 
From The Aeroplane Directory, 1953: 
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From Flight, 1951: 

 

 
1397. [Later Air Commodore] Robert James Pilgrim MORRIS CBE (24055). Signed 20 
January 1943. HQ Coastal Command. 

099 
Numerous mentions in the LG. 
1398. J Henderson HOWARD. Signed 21 January 1943. HQ Coastal Command. 

099 
No trace found. Surname is probably not Howard. 
1399. Flight Lieutenant Griffith Vaughan Lloyd HUMPHREYS (61552). Signed 4 February 
1943. RAF Benson. 

099 
Apart from mentions in numerous editions of the LG, no further trace found. 
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1400. John Christopher O’SHEA. Signed 6 February 1943. Stockholm. 

099 
DOB 4.12.1915. irländsk. 
From https://oshea.wordpress.com/2010/12/31/2011-oshea-family-history-comments-
here/#comment-4650: 
“I am searching for any information on My Grandfather John Christopher O’Shea. He was born in 
Kerry in 1915. He then ended up in Jersey, Channel Islands by the late 1930s. He had two children 
Mary Ellen and John Christopher with Amelia Lillicrap. He was then deported to Germany during 
the occupation. I believe he died in London around 1975. Although I have been told all of this 
information, I am still struggling to find him.” Alison (O'Shea) Hayne. 
Reply: “On http://www.familysearch.org I was able to find the index for the birth of a John 
Christopher O’Shea in 1915. The birth was in the Kenmare Registration District, July-Sept. 1915, Vol 
5, page 209.” Margaret Jordan. 
Response: “I have looked at the birth in Kenmare before, however I have seen a document that 
gives his DOB as 4-12-1915. This would be the next quarter on from the one listed. However, I am 
waiting on a copy of what I believe to be his death certificate and this gives his DOB as 04-12-1920. 
So anything is possible.” Alison (O'Shea) Hayne. 
I posted: “I have a Visitors Book that was formerly in the Officers Mess at RAF Leuchars. Your 
grandfather signed it on 6 February 1943 after a flight from Bromma Airport in Stockholm. These 
flights from Bromma to Leuchars carried many famous people as well as British and Norwegian 
agents working for the Special Operations Executive. If you let me have your email address, I will 
email you a photo of the page he signed.” Trevor Baker. 
1401. Gunnar KRISTIANSSON. Signed 6 February 1943. Stockholm. 

099 
From http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karin_Färnström: 
Karin Färnström, born 8 April 1918, is a Swedish athlete (high jump), who competed for IFK Lidingö. 
She is the daughter of the theologian Emil Färnström and Gunhild Beskow and sister of Gunnar and 
Margaret Färnström. She was married to the editor Gunnar Kristiansson. Together, they 
commissioned the publication Framtidslandet Kanada (Future Land Canada) in 1954. 
From http://newspaperarchive.com/lethbridge-herald/1946-08-10/page-4: 
“Gunnar Kristiansson, Stockholm newspaperman representing the Bulls Press Service and the 
Swedish Aviation Magazine Flying, visited North Bat, Ontario, Friday 9 August 1946 on a 28,000-
mile tour of Canada and the United States.” Lethbrifge Herald, Saturday 10 August 1946. 

https://oshea.wordpress.com/2010/12/31/2011-oshea-family-history-comments-here/%23comment-4650
https://oshea.wordpress.com/2010/12/31/2011-oshea-family-history-comments-here/%23comment-4650
http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karin_F%C3%A4rnstr%C3%B6m
http://newspaperarchive.com/lethbridge-herald/1946-08-10/page-4
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From American Swedish ’73, edited by Leif Sjoberg: 

 
1402. Unknown. Signed 7 February 1943. Pitreavie Castle. 

099 
This could be Lt-Gen Sir A F Andrew THORNE who was General Officer Commanding-in-Chief of 
Scottish Command. 
From http://www.secretscotland.org.uk/index.php/Secrets/RAFPitreavie: 
“RAF Pitreavie was sited within Pitreavie Castle, an ancient castle located near Dunfermline, Fife, 
and dating back to the 17th century. Purchased as World War II began and converted for use as a 
wartime bunker, it remained in use after the war ended, and was upgraded for use during the Cold 
War, remaining in service as a major military headquarters until its final closure in 1996. The castle 
had been bought by a wealthy mill owner in 1884, Henry Beveridge, who carried out extensive 
modifications to modernise the structure, adding windows to the ground floor, together with a 
portico leading to a new main entrance. His work extended to the grounds, which were also 
renovated with the addition of a water garden and a narrow gauge railway which ran from the 
house to the garden. Beveridge died in 1922, and the castle was sold to the Air Ministry in 1938 for 
£12,306 - said to be the equivalent of 60 years' wages for a working man of the time - as they had 
been looking for a site to establish a Coastal Command headquarters near Rosyth. A number of 
outbuildings were added to suit the castle's new function, including a concrete outbuilding housing 
kitchens, a bar and a dining room, and an underground bunker. After the war, Pitreavie became the 
principal maritime control centre in Scotland, and would have been able to control all NATO forces 
operating between the North Sea and the North Pole. The facilities it possessed meant that it could 
function as a surveillance centre, and monitor the activities of Soviet ships and submarines in the 
North Sea. HMS Scotia, the headquarters unit of the RNR (Royal Naval Reserves), was also located 
at Pitreavie until it was closed. The military section was closed in 1996, leaving the original listed 
castle building in place. The site was then cleared, with later buildings added during the castle's 
period as home to RAF Pitreavie being demolished. The final act was to demolish and seal the 
entrance to the underground facilities using explosives. Military activities formerly carried out at 
RAF Pitreavie were transferred to AMCC (Allied Maritime Component Command) Northwood, with 
other activities being dispersed. A listed since January 12, 1971, the castle has now been converted 
into luxury flats, and the surrounding area has been similarly developed as a private housing estate, 
McLean Gate, and the Carnegie Campus business park.” 

http://www.secretscotland.org.uk/index.php/Secrets/RAFPitreavie
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1403. Wing Commander James MCLAUGHLIN DSO DFC (36068). Signed 8 February 1943. 
RAF Leuchars 144 Squadron. 

099 
Units based at Leuchars on 8 February 1943 were: 
No 3 Armament Training Camp (Dec 1941 - 1 Sep 1945) 
St Andrews University Air Sqn (23 Jan 1941 - 12 Jan 1946) 
144 Sqn (22 Apr 1942 - 8 Apr 1943) 
235 Sqn (21 Jan - 29 Aug 1943) 
544 Sqn detachment (Oct 1942 - Oct 1945) 
He is shown in 144 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for March 1943: 
16 March 

 
17 March 

 
His DFC was announced in the LG, 30 October 1942: 
“Wing Commander James MCLAUGHLIN (36068) No. 144 Squadron. During recent operations in 
North Russia, this officer displayed outstanding leadership and efficiency. In the face of adverse 
weather and enemy opposition, his fine example inspired his fellow pilots.” 
His DSO was announced in the LG, 24 September 1943: 
“Wing Commander James MCLAUGHLIN, D.F.C. (36068), Royal Air Force, No. 144 Squadron. Wing 
Commander McLaughlin has completed many sorties. He is a first class leader, whose great skill 
and tenacity have been reflected in the meritorious work accomplished by the squadron he 
commands. His example of zeal and devotion to duty has been highly commendable.” 
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From http://www.awm.gov.au/collection/SUK10433/: 

 
England. C. 1942. An RAF Hampden Squadron of Coastal Command which operated from North 
Russia on convoy protection patrols during the autumn. Back row, left to right: Sergeant (Sgt) H. J. 
Hamlin; Flight Sergeant (Flt Sgt) J. W. King; Flt Sgt L. J. Honan; Flt Sgt W. H. Hood; Sgt J. Kane; Flt 
Sgt J. H. Stillborn; Sgt H. Dell; Sgt G. H. Foster; Sgt G. Dobson; Sgt L. J. Hewlett; 407243 Sgt E. G. 
Kidby. Middle row: Sgt R. O'Neil; Flt Sgt J. W. Sproule; Flt Sgt Turnbull; Flt Sgt W. K. McGregor; Sgt J. 
E. F. Dickson; Sgt F. Denzey; Sgt H. E. Moderate; Sgt A. A. Yale; Sgt J. Vosper; Sgt R. Wardle; Sgt W. 
H. Waller; Sgt C. D. Ellsmore; Sgt F. C. A. Woodgate; F Sgt D. E. Hamer. Front row: Warrant Officer F. 
W. Church; Flying Officer (FO) A. Wilson; Flight Lieutenant (Flt Lt) Barrett; Flt Lt H. J. W. Bowden; 
Squadron Leader R. A. D. Foster; Wing Commander J. McLauchlin; Flt Lt D. C. Adams; 400324 Flt 
Lt L. E. Logan; Pilot Officer (PO) C. V. Brown; PO G. T. Vicary; FO T. K. Brooks; PO E. Freeman. 
1404. Arthur Cyril BAYLEY. Signed 8 February 1943. Air Ministry. 

099 
The Air Force List for March 1943 lists Wing Commander Arthur Cyril Bayley (06209) as Assistant 
Director in the Directorate of Organisation (Mails) in the Air Ministry: 

 
According to the LG, 26 April 1940, he was placed on the retired list on account of ill-health. 
The Air Force List for March 1943 also lists Flying Officer G C Bayley DFC (113343): 

 
The LG, 23 January 1942 announced the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross to Pilot Officer 
George Corbett BAYLEY (113343), Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve, No. 7 Squadron. 
The full list of personnel named Bayley is: 

http://www.awm.gov.au/collection/SUK10433/
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1405. John Patrick PIERCE. Signed 8 February 1943. Kodak House, Kingsway, London WC2. 

099 

 
http://www.awm.gov.au/collection/UK0185/  
London, England. 1943-06-05. The wedding of 402641 Flying Officer K N Cooling, Sydney, NSW, to 
Miss Jeanne Bruce, Chiswick, at the Westminster Cathedral. The ceremony was performed by 
Squadron Leader John P. Pierce, Melbourne, Vic, Chaplain. 
From http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/NameSearch/Interface/ItemDetail.aspx?Barcode=5252026: 
PIERCE, JOHN PATRICK 
Date of birth: 24 Mar 1909; Place of birth: unknown; Place of enlistment: unknown 
From http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/pierce-john-patrick-11393: 
John Patrick Pierce (1909-1970), Catholic priest, was born on 24 March 1909 at Footscray, 
Melbourne, eldest of seven children of Victorian-born parents John Patrick Pierce, ironmoulder, and 
his wife Anne, née Whelan, both of whom were of Irish descent. Young Johnny was educated at St 
Augustine's parish school, Yarraville, and at Assumption College, Kilmore, where he was dux in his 
final year. Having completed his studies at Corpus Christi College, Werribee, he was ordained priest 
by Archbishop Mannix on 15 July 1934. Fr Pierce began his ministry as assistant-priest at 
Daylesford before being sent to Heidelberg. 

http://www.awm.gov.au/collection/UK0185/
http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/NameSearch/Interface/ItemDetail.aspx?Barcode=5252026
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/pierce-john-patrick-11393
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Following the outbreak of World War II, Pierce joined the Australian Military Forces on 3 October 
1939 and served in Melbourne as a chaplain, 4th class. In December 1940 he transferred to the 
Royal Australian Air Force with the same rank (equivalent to flight lieutenant) and was posted to 
the headquarters of R.A.A.F. Station, Laverton. Embarking for Singapore in May 1941, he ministered 
to airmen from his base at Sembawang. There, he was renowned for the vigour with which he 
played recreational games of Australian Rules football. He was based at Ipoh, Malaya, in December, 
when Japanese forces approached. Air force personnel were evacuated on the 20th. Purloining a 
car from a deserted Bentley showroom, he headed for Singapore with five men. 
The air force was withdrawn from Singapore to the Netherlands East Indies in January-February 
1942. Pierce commandeered a vessel and took sixty men to Palembang, Sumatra, and then to 
Perth. Following postings in Victoria (1942 and 1944-45) and England (1943-44), he was 
demobilized in Melbourne on 14 November 1945 as chaplain, 2nd class (wing commander). Airmen 
admired him for his courage, leadership and concern for their welfare. 
After the war, Pierce was placed in charge of the Catholic Rehabilitation Office, Melbourne. 
Appointed immigration chaplain in 1948, he established the Catholic Immigration Office. At this 
period he was also Catholic chaplain to the deaf; at Mannix's request, he set up a Catholic school 
for the deaf at Portsea. In 1950 he became parish priest of St Teresa's, Essendon. Keenly interested 
in a range of sports, he instituted an annual Mass at St Francis's Church for the racing fraternity at 
the time of the Melbourne Cup. This interest led to his appointment as Catholic chaplain to 
Melbourne's racing clubs. 
Suffering from chronic leukaemia, Pierce retired in 1969. He died of cardiac infarction on 14 
December 1970 at Box Hill and was buried in Melbourne general cemetery. Pierce had served 
airmen, returned servicemen, immigrants, the deaf, his parishoners, sporting friends and all manner 
of people, irrespective of their religion. The Catholic centre for the deaf, at Prahran, was named 
after him. 
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1406. Harald Fredrik SANDAAS. Signed 10 February 1943. Oslo. 

099 
DOB 24.11.1911. norsk. 
No trace found online for Sandaas or Sandås. A search of HS 9 A-W found: 

But, 
this refers to Kristen Sandaas, wireless telegraph operator on the Lionel. 
1407. Einar JOHANSEN DSO DSC. Signed 10 February 1943. Tromsø. 

099 
DOB 15.8.1915. norsk. 
He also signed this book on 12 October 1941. 
1408. Martin SANFORD. Signed 10 February 1943. Coldstream Guards, Wellington 
Barracks. 

099 
According to rootsandleaves.com, a Martin Sanford was born on 25 October 1922; educated 
Wellington; and killed in action near Tunis on 29 April 1943. 
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1409. Axe Daniel LANDQUIST. Signed 14 February 1943. Royal Swedish Navy, Stockholm. 

099 
Daniel Landquist (1891–1962) rose in the Swedish Navy service to command the battleship 
Drottning Viktoria in 1940–1941, then became head of the Operations Section of the Swedish Naval 
Staff in 1941–1945. As a commodore in the Royal Swedish Navy, he was head of Sweden’s Naval 
Staff College, 1947–1951. Landquist wrote several books on naval history and strategy during the 
course of his career. 
From Donald McLachlan’s Room 39: Naval Intelligence in Action 1939-45, Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 
London, 1968, pp 212-3: 
At the beginning of 1943, Denham334 was seriously worried about his declining usefulness in 
securing high grade intelligence and knew that the head of the Swedish Foreign Office had tried 
hard to get him withdrawn. But soon he saw an opportunity of improving his position. His friend 
Colonel Bjornstierna had been succeeded as Chief of Combined Intelligence by Kommandor 
Landquist, from the Operations Division of the Naval Staff. For reasons explained below, it was a 
time of crisis in the Swedish Staff and Denham was regarded with great suspicion by the pro-
German Commander-in-Chief, General Thornell. Indeed, Denham at that time could not enter the 
staff building for an interview without the C-in-C telephoning to know why this had happened. But, 
even though Landquist was under the direct supervision of the C-in-C, there seemed to be a 
chance of making a new start. 
Landquist had been invited to visit Berlin, where he was entertained by senior officers including 
Admiral Canaris, chief of the Abwehr, and had presumably been impressed by what he had seen 
and heard, despite his known sympathy for Britain. On his way back he had also visited Helsinki. 
Denham therefore proposed to the Admiralty that the Kommandor should be given an invitation to 
London, which he could hardly refuse in view of his visits to two 'enemy' capitals. The suggestion 
was accepted and immense trouble was taken by NID and the Foreign Office over the visit. The 
result was that the new Swedish intelligence chief returned in excellent spirits and full of optimism 
about an Allied victory. He had also, in response to DNI’s parting request, promised to do what he 
could to get the security measures against Denham lifted. 
He did not at first succeed in this, because the head of security in Stockholm was notoriously pro-
German and a personal friend of the German Intelligence chief in Stockholm, Colonel Wagner. 
Indeed, he was Denham’s evil genius in dealings with the secret police. At last an opportumty 
occurred for action of a different kind. Denham invited the head of the Foreign Office to lunch in 
his flat, with his Minister and others, and during the meal it was pointed out to him that the police 
observation post in the opposite building could be clearly seen from the table. This hint to the 
embarrassed official was sufficient to get this particular supervision stopped. Denham learnt to his 
dismay after the war that certain of his signals had been intercepted and read by the Germans, 
thanks to their capture of secret books in Bergen in 1940. 
From http://www.nad.riksarkivet.se/sbl/Presentation.aspx?id=10985 (translated by Google): 
A Daniel Landquist 
Born: 1891-08-20 - Katarina church, Stockholm County 

                                                 
334 Henry Mangles Denham signed this book on 30 August 1941 and 20 April 1942 

http://www.nad.riksarkivet.se/sbl/Presentation.aspx?id=10985
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Died: 1962-10-07 - Ship Holm parish, Stockholm County 

 
Landquist, Axel Daniel, f August 20, 1891 in Stockholm, Kat, d 7 October 1962 where, Skeppsh. 
Studies at Södermalm hali Sthlm 00-05, cadet at the Naval Academy 05, sjöofficersex o underlöjtn 
at Navy on Oct. 25, 11, studies at the torpedo school 13 infantry shooting school 14, submarine 
school 15-16 and radio school 16, master on torpedo boat Gondul 14-15, löjtn 1 October 15, 
master on several submarines from 18 to 24, a student at the special course in Electrical 
Engineering at KTH 18-20, underwent Naval Academy gen course 19-20 o its gen continue: course 
20-21, Captain Oct. 29, 20, tjänstg at the Naval Operating Room Oct. 1, 21 - 26 1 28 to 31 
November and 20 August 36-37, division manager for submarines from 26 to 28, learn in 
sjökrigskonst at Naval Academy 27-31, flag aide at the coastal fleet 28-29, Navy assistant in the 
track o secretion in control of sjökarteverket 29-31, tjänstg at maritime defense kommandoexp 31-
35, teaches strategy at sjökrigshögsk 31-39, sakk in the 1930 Defence Commission of 33, XO 
aircraft cruiser Gotland 35-36, Commander of the 2nd degree 1 April 37, manager at the Naval 
Operating Room 22 October 37-40, adjutant of the King 1 November 37, Commander of 1. 39 
degree, master on the battleship Queen Victoria 40-41, over 42 adjutant, Captain 1 October 42, 
section chief of the defense staff on Oct. 1 42-1 Sept. 45, squadron director in Gothenburg. Sept. 
45-46, 46-47 in Stockholm, head of sjökrigshögsk 1 March 48-Sept 51, milit sakk the international 
Red Cross conference in Geneva 49. - CURRENT 23, LKrVA 41. 
G 4 Oct. 24 in Eskilstuna m Vera Sidmark, born May 11, 99 where, daughter of dentist Albert 
Ferdinand S o Anna Dorothea Ljungblad. 
Biography 
His long and versatile naval training, which lasted for ten years after his officer appointment, laid a 
solid foundation for his career. But in addition, he specialized in strategic Maritime Studies, through 
which he was early attracted attention within the fleet. As a 22-year-old second lieutenant in 1913 
he published an excellent translation of abbreviation of this area pioneering American Admiral 
Alfred Mahan's work on Lord Nelson. If his familiarity with Mahan other writings testified that talks 
about Sjömaktens influence on the history of Sweden, as he's on in December gave to Naval 
Officer Association in Karlskrona, in which he expressed himself very critical of their previous 
Maritime literature. 
His thesis was "the history of Sweden's domination over the Baltic history," which he insisted on 
developing throughout his career up to the leadership of the Navy's highest education. While he 
stressed in several works related to maritime fleet o their union in the concept of sea power. He 
eventually became one of the Navy's prime strategic o Maritime authorities, but that did not stop, 
he also was an all-round o skilled practitioners o tactics at sea. Bears witness to his many 
responsible officers not least during the preparedness 40-41 over one of the Navy's main ship, the 
battleship Queen Victoria, 42-45 of his leadership of the Intelligence Division of the Defence Staff 
and the war on both Sthlms and gbgseskadrarna. Get en naval officers have so completely united 
practical ability with theoretical lessons o tray literary productivity, but in his appearance, he was 
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modest and wanting to not shine with their knowledge. His path was L crown with a three-year 
leadership of sjökrigshögskolan, o after retirement with pension, he led a course for Higher 
Defence Studies, which gave rise to the National Defence College. 
Among other things, through their contacts with shipping he came to play a leading role in 
Neptune-Order, in which he entered 34, where he contributed to the creation of a Maritime House 
at the wharf in Stockholm. The last work he did was complete anniversary book Neptuni-words 150 
years, published in 61, where he expended a considerable amount of research. 
Printed Works 
The fleet and its crew. Karlskrona 1913. 38 P. New ed 1915. 38 P. Expanded ed Stockholm 1915. 75 
pp. - The German East Asian squadron fates during World War 1914-15. Stockholm 1915. 104 s, 1 
map. (Mari Literature Association, Document No. 18.) - Dardanellerföretaget. Stockholm 1916. 157 
s, 1 map. - World War at sea. D second From Febr. Maj 1916 until 1916. Stockholm 1919. 159 s, 3 
maps. (Marinlitteraturför, 21.) - Air Force and our naval defense. Stockholm 1924. 90 s, 1 map. (Ibid, 
27; until the E Thornberg.) - Maritime defense. Stockholm 1924. 32 pp. (Until the NF Arnberger 
others.) - The shipping and maritime defense. Stockholm 1931. 186 pp. (Marinlitteraturför, 34.) - 
Handbook of International Law for the Navy. Stockholm 1934. 232 pp. (Until the T Gihl.) - Some of 
sjöstrategins grounds. Stockholm 1935. 194 pp. (Marinlitteraturför, 39.) - Naval and merchant fleet 
(Swedish naval history, d 3, Stockholm, 1945, fol, pp. 601-608, 1st pl). - Prelude to World War II. A 
military political study. Stockholm in 1958. 247 pp. (Also: Marinlitteraturför, 51, and Militärlittera 
turföreningen, 222.) - The German plan of attack against Sweden in 1943 and the Swedish defense 
readiness (New military magazine, årg 33, 1960, Stockholm, pp. 260-270; until the OG Thörnell mflj. 
- Neptunior-the 150 years. Stockholm 1961. 215 s (Until the T Raises.) - Art in Our Fleet, årg 8-11, 
1912-1915, 14-15, 1918-1919, 17 - 19, 1921-1924, 27, 1931, Stockholm, fol o 4: o, o TiS, årg 77-78, 
1914-1915, 83, 1920, 85, 1922, 88-90, 1925 to 1927, 96-98; 1933 - 1935, 112, 1949, Karlskrona. - 
Military reviewer of sympathy by WS Ghurchill, The Great War, d 1/3, Stockholm, tr Hfors 1935, 4: o, 
folkuppl 1939. Translated: AT Mahan, Lord Nelson, Stockholm, 1913, 395 s, 1 portr, 3 pl. 
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Extracts from J J Widen’s Theorist of Maritime Strategy: Sir Julian Corbett and His Contribution to 
Military and Naval Thought,Corbett Centre for Maritime Policy Studies, Ashgate Pub Co, April 2012: 
p viii 

 
p 100 
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p 133 

 

 
p 134-5 
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From Henry Denham’s Inside The Nazi Ring: A Naval Attaché in Sweden 1940-1945: 
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1410. Lt Cdr Henry John Montague RUNDLE OBE. Signed 14 February 1943. Naval 
Intelligence Division, Admiralty. 

099 
During World War I the NID was responsible for the Royal Navy's cryptographic efforts (Rooms 39 
and 40). 
From The Navy List for February 1943: 

 

 
Presumably, he was responsible for accompanying Daniel Landquist to London. 
From http://www.flickr.com/photos/harlowirish/5492103529/in/photostream/:  
Henry John Montague Rundle was born at Stoke, Devonport, on 29 October 1874. He was 
educated at Stubbington House, Fareham and H.M.S. Britannia. He joined the Royal Navy as a 
Midshipman in February 1890, becoming Sub-Lieutenant in November 1893, and Lieutenant in 
November 1895 when serving aboard H.M.S. Magpie. As Lieutenant of Magpie he served in the 
punitive expedition commanded by Rear Admiral Rawson, C.B., and landed from theSquadron to 
punish the King of Benin for the massacre of the political expedition 1897, ending in the capture of 
Benin City on 18 February 1897 (Medal with clasp). 
The following is a letter signed by Captain H. V. Elliott:- ‘H.M.S. Hannibal at Devonport, 15th 
January 1909. Lieutenant Rundle, when with me in the Magpie performed a very praiseworthy act. 
During the Benin Expedition, in February 1897, I was steaming up the Benin River when the engines 
were brought up all standing through the propellor fouling a wire hawser. Mr Rundle stripped and 
went down without diving dress, and after considerable time and exertion succeeded in clearing 
the screw, and the ship was able to proceed. I consider Mr Rundle to have acted with much 
courage and great skill, for in order to clear the wire he had to work many feet below the surface of 
the water, and as the river was muddy he worked in total darkness.’ Rundle also received thanks 
from the Portuguese Governor-General of Mozambique for personal services rendered at a fire at 
the customs house at Lourenco Marques, East Africa. 
During the Great War, Rundle was an Intelligence Officer on the Staff of the Commander-in-Chief 
on the coast of Scotland, Naval Centre Rosyth, August 1914 to March 1917. The Centre was 
commended by the Admiralty for ‘efficiency and alertness’ on the occasion of the sinking of the 
German Submarine U-12. In March 1917, he was appointed as Assistant Director of Minesweeping, 
on the Naval Staff at the Admiralty. 
Medals 
The Order of the British Empire, O.B.E. (Military) 1st type; East and West Africa 1887-1900, 1 clasp, 
Benin 1897 (Lieut., H.M.S. Magpie); British War Medal (Commr., R.N.); Legion of Honour, 5th class, 
silver, gilt and enamels. His O.B.E. was announced in the LG, 7 June 1918 “for services in 
improvements in operational minesweeping.” He was invested by the King at Buckingham Palace 
on 12 December 1918. 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/harlowirish/5492103529/in/photostream/
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He was the author of His Majesty's Coastguard—Its Life-Saving Duties, 1937: 
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1411. Flight Lieutenant John Anthony DUGGAN. Signed 14 February 1943. 279 Squadron. 
Bircham Newton. 

100 
The Air Force List for January 1943 shows several possibilities: 

   
No 279 Squadron was formed at RAF Bircham Newton on 16 November 1941. It was originally 
equipped with Lockheed Hudson fitted, from 1943, to carry Mark I airborne lifeboats. Detachments 
of the squadron were stationed at several RAF stations in the south-west of England between April 
1942 and December 1943 to provide an air-sea rescue capability over the Bay of Biscay and 
Western Approaches. 
1412. Wing Commander Grant Moore LINDEMAN OBE DFC RAAF (37302). Signed 15 
February 1943. Australia. 

100 
Born 1 December 1913. 
Commanding Officer of No 455 Squadron between 12 December 1941 and 6 February 1943. 
Citation for DFC published in the LG, 30 October 1942: 
“This officer displayed great leadership during recent operations in North Russia. The high morale 
of his Squadron in the face of bad weather and enemy opposition can be largely attributed to this 
officer’s fine example.” 
From The Argus, Melbourne, 26th August 1942: 
“The RAAF torpedo Squadron is under the command of Wing-Cdr G. M. Lindeman, of Sydney. It is 
an ex-bomber Squadron, now transferred to a coastal command, and flying torpedo-carrying 
aircraft. This Squadron had more training in the use of torpedoes than any Squadron, except the 
fleet airarmers. Its training is comprehensive and tough, and high officers are most pleased about 
the quick adaptability and eagerness of the Australians. Their jobs so far have included a sortie 
toward the Norwegian coast in search of enemy shipping. On this one of the planes was attacked 
by 2 MC 109F's. The action continued for 20 minutes, after which the MCs broke off. KEEN ON 
THEIR WORK. Training for torpedo bombing is vastly different from that of ordinary high-level 
bombing. The boys had to learn and evolve new tactics suitable for this type of attack. Using 
dummy torpedoes and "running" torpedoes-that is, torpedoes which have the usual propelling 
machinery, but no war-head--they have attacked target ships, and the results  have been "highly 
satisfactory." In the early days of training, in order to liven things up a bit, the Squadron did several 
sorties, bombing land targets, and some mine laying. An RAF officer attached to the Squadron said 
he had never seen a bunch of boys quicker to learn or keener on the job. This also applied to RAAF 
ground staff, which he described as "absolutely a wizard bunch of blokes." 
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Another widely experienced RAF man said unhesitatingly that he had never seen ground staff so 
keen about the serviceability of the aircraft of which they were in  charge. He said they work like 
lightning and they work day and night if necessary - and very often when not absolutely necessary. 
After one sortie, four aircraft came in damaged. They were airworthy again that evening. 
Members of the ground staff formed their own "commando" unit for airfield defence. They are 
actually trained by army commandos, have every trick of the commando's repertoire, and are just 
as tough as any in the British Army. They want to wear the "commando" flash on their uniforms, 
but the "high-ups" smilingly turned down their request. 
SCOTTISH HOSPITALITY 
Like their fellow-Australians of the Spitfire Squadron, these boys are enjoying the wonderful 
hospitality for which Scotland is traditionally famed. They have free golf, fishing, and riding--all 
gear provided for them. In addition, when they can get leave they are taken on sight- seeing tours 
of the Highlands, and from the day they first took up residence at their new station their 
commanding officer has been inundated with offers of hospitality ranging from humble crofters 
and fisher folk to people with big country houses. 
The most recent social event, which as many of them as could get leave attended, was a big 
Highland barn dance, where some of them of Scottish descent rather surprised the Highlanders 
with their knowledge of the traditional dances. ‘A Flight’ of this Squadron is commanded by 
Squadron-Ldr J Catanach DFC, of Melbourne, who probably is the youngest Squadron leader in 
Britain. He has just turned 21. 
Commanding Officer Lindeman recently met in Britain a cousin Plt-Off Observer Robert Lindeman, 
who until he joined the RAAF commanded a patrol sloop in the Chinese Navy. He was released by 
the Chinese Government for the duration, and is to return to the Chinese Navy after the war.” 
1413. 2nd Lieutenant Harold Howie BORLAND (121516). Signed 23 February 1942. London. 

100 
He also signed this book on 13 March 1943 with the address Intelligence Corps. This might be the 
same Harold Howie Borland who wrote Elementary Swedish Grammar, Groos, 1936; Nietzsche's 
influence on Swedish literature: with special reference to Strindberg, Ola Hansson, Heidenstam and 
Fröding, Elanders boktr., 1956; and Swedish for Students, Harrap, 1970. 
The Hull University Archives has the papers of James Blair Leishman senior lecturer in English 
literature at Oxford University and fellow of St John's College; he was born on 8 May 1902 and died 
on 14 August 1963 (reference DX/72): “a box of papers deposited in July 1970 by Harold Howie 
Borland of the Department of Swedish at the University of Hull. Borland was the half-brother of J B 
Leishman who was an expert on the work of Andrew Marvell and most of the deposit comprises 
Leishman's notes and revised lectures which were brought to publication by John Butt as The Art of 
Marvell's Poetry (1966). However, the collection also contains a number of letters to Leishman 
about his work on Marvell, a letter to Leishman from Philip Larkin, some correspondence relating to 
the deposit, including another letter from Larkin and three certificates of the Borland family in the 
possession of Harold Howie Borland. One of these is Borland's degree from Uppsala University, 
1935; another is the admission certificate of his father as burgess of Glasgow dated 1919; the third 
is the discharge certificate of Private Robert Borland from the Royal Ayrshire Militia dated 10 July 
1815. Two letters in the Leishman correspondence date from his days as a student and were 
deposited later by D Miller, to whom they were both addressed (DX/72/10 - 8 December 1935; 
DX/72/11 - 14 January 1936).” 
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The LG, 27 February 1940 announced that Cadet Harold Howie BORLAND (121516) from 168th 
Officer Cadet Training Unit is to be 2nd Lieutenant with effect from 28th February 1940. 
1414. Brigadier Robert Bruce Stephen REFORD MC (1895 – 1972). Signed 25 February 
1943. HQ Five Sub Area. 

100 
From http://www.generals.dk/general/Reford/Robert_Bruce_Stephen/Great_Britain.html: 
1936 – 1938 Commanding Officer 1st Battalion Irish Guards 
1938 – 1939 Commanding Officer Irish Guards Regiment 
1939  Commanding Officer 3rd London Brigade 
1939 – 1940 Commanding Officer 6th London Brigade 
1940  Commander Home Guard, East Lancashire Area 
1940 – 1941 Commanding Officer 162nd Infantry Brigade 
From http://www.telelib.com/authors/K/KiplingRudyard/prose/IrishGuardsv2/appendixa.html: 
23rd April 1918. M.C. to Lieutenant (Acting Captain) Robert Bruce Stephen Reford, Irish Guards: 
“For conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty. He was in command of the right flank company in 
an attack, and maintained the direction of the Battalion under very difficult conditions. Though 
encountering many ‘pillboxes’ and strong points, he reached his final objective.” 

 
www.pro.rcip-chin.gc.ca  
From 
http://collectionscanada.gc.ca/pam_archives/index.php?fuseaction=genitem.displayItem&lang=eng
&rec_nbr=189445&rec_nbr_list=103839,189445,3220286,3992600,3830576,3830548,3830536,3707
435,3830526,98185: 
ca. 69 film reels (5h 24 min.). 16 mm. Fonds consists of home movies, most of which are believed to 
have been filmed by Brigadier Robert Bruce Stephen Reford (1895-1972). Subjects depicted include 
the Irish Guard while it was stationed in Cairo between 1936 and 1938, the Irish Guards in training 
and playing sports at Aldershot, other scenes of the Irish Guards, the Reford family skiing in 
Switzerland and in Montreal, the Reford family property at Cariboo Lake south of Rimouski, 
Quebec, Reford family fishing trips, vacation scenes in France, Spain, Denmark and other European 
locations, the Reford family at Chippinghurst Manor in England, the Reford family sailing and 
horseback riding, the Reford children at play at their various homes in England, an outdoor hockey 
game in Switzerland, and a diving competition. Other footage includes ceremonies on the occasion 
of the death of King George V, scenes of London, England, the jubilee of King George V. One of the 
films of the Irish Guards is intercut with newsreel footage from Gaumont British News. 
His retirement was announced in the LG, 14 March 1944. 

http://www.generals.dk/general/Reford/Robert_Bruce_Stephen/Great_Britain.html
http://www.telelib.com/authors/K/KiplingRudyard/prose/IrishGuardsv2/appendixa.html
http://www.pro.rcip-chin.gc.ca/
http://collectionscanada.gc.ca/pam_archives/index.php?fuseaction=genitem.displayItem&lang=eng&rec_nbr=189445&rec_nbr_list=103839,189445,3220286,3992600,3830576,3830548,3830536,3707435,3830526,98185
http://collectionscanada.gc.ca/pam_archives/index.php?fuseaction=genitem.displayItem&lang=eng&rec_nbr=189445&rec_nbr_list=103839,189445,3220286,3992600,3830576,3830548,3830536,3707435,3830526,98185
http://collectionscanada.gc.ca/pam_archives/index.php?fuseaction=genitem.displayItem&lang=eng&rec_nbr=189445&rec_nbr_list=103839,189445,3220286,3992600,3830576,3830548,3830536,3707435,3830526,98185
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1415. Major ? ? WILSON. Signed 25 February 1943. HQ Five Sub Area. 

100 
No trace found. 
1416. Flight Lieutenant Edwin Bernhard GANGE (80860). Signed 26 February 1943. No 2 
Air Sea Rescue Unit, Shapinsay, Orkney. 

100 
He also signed this book on 16 March 1942. 
1417. Flight Lieutenant Erik Henning NELSON. Signed 1 March 1943. British Airways, 
Bristol. 

100 
In 1924, the first round-the-world flight took place with four Douglas Cruiser biplanes of the U.S. 
Army Air Corps took off from Seattle under command of Maj. Frederick Martin (April 6). 175 days 
later, two of the planes (Lt. Lowell Smith's and Lt. Erik Nelson's) landed in Seattle after a circuitous 
route—one source saying 26,345 mi, another saying 27,553 mi. Born June 12, 1888 in Stockholm, 
Sweden, Erik Nelson landed at Tucson and signed the Register five times between 1929 and 1931. 
He had been a military aviator up until 1928 when he resigned from the Army and took a position 
with Boeing Aircraft Company. It is in this capacity that we find him at Tucson. For his five landings 
he flew Boeing aircraft NC397E (three times), NC842M and NC843M. He was educated through 
technical school in Stockholm. Being a roving type in his early years, he shipped out on a German 
sailing vessel, and consequently over the next five years sailed under almost every flag, in all parts 
of the world. His family prevailed upon him to finish his education. He took up engineering and 
came to New York in 1909. He became a naturalized American November 16, 1914. He spent a 
short time in the automobile business (A.T. Demarest & Co.). He made one of the first 
transcontinental automobile trips from New York to San Francisco. By 1917 he worked for the 
Curtiss Aeroplane Co. and got interested in aircraft. During WWI he enlisted in the Aviation Section, 
Signal Corps and was sent to Ellington Field, Houston, TX for flight training. He remained at 
Ellington as an instructor (aerobatics) and 2nd Lieutenant. Nelson packed a lot of remarkable flying 
into his ten-year military career. In 1919 he carried a photographer into the Grand Canyon for the 
first aerial pictures there. During the summer he led a squadron on a 7,000 mile recruiting tour of 
32 cities. From July 15 to August 24, 1920 he served as engineering officer and navigator in the 
Army-sponsored New York to Nome, AK flight (his pilot was Clifford C. Nutt). A saga coming out of 
that mission was that he spent part of a five-hour leg over the mountains of British Columbia 
astride the fuselage of his airplane in order to balance nose-heaviness. Upon landing, the wheels 
struck holes and Nelson was tossed off on to the frozen ground. When the other pilots landed they 
found him busily attending the damaged landing gear. The aviators on the Alaska mission were 
awarded the Mackay Trophy for 1920 for their effort. Nelson was an experienced pilot of Douglas 
aircraft for the Army. Because of this, he was chosen to be in charge of engineering officer 
(mechanical upkeep of engines and airplanes) and pilot for one of the World Cruiser ships on the 
first around-the-world flight between April 6 and September 28, 1924. Nelson was one of the 
proposers of the globe-girdling flight, and worked closely with Donald Douglas, Sr. in the design, 
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testing and construction of the Douglas World Cruisers. He was pilot of the New Orleans, and one 
of two of the original starters to complete the 24,000-mile flight. Please follow the link to the 
around-the-world flight for an entire section of photos on this site devoted to the people (Nelson 
among them) and aircraft of the World Flight. The around-the-world team won the Mackay Trophy 
for 1924. As well, Nelson won the Distinguished Service Medal, a number of foreign decorations 
and an honorary degree of Master of Science from Tufts University. He went on to become Air 
Corps representative at Santa Monica, CA, supervising the first Douglas production order of 75 
observation craft for the Air Corps. In 1928, with Boeing, he became vice president and later 
director. He was largely responsible for developing the Boeing Air Transport Company, which later 
became United Air Lines, and for sponsoring the Boeing Model 247 as the first low-wing, high-
speed, retractable-gear, twin-engined airliner. Despite the hyphens, the 247 was quickly 
superseded by the Douglas DC-3. Nelson left Boeing in 1936 and organized an aircraft parts 
enterprise. He re-entered military service in 1942 after advising the war production effort in 1940-
41. He worked on a wide range of technical problems, and from 1943-45 he was associated with 
putting the first B-29s into service. He was promoted to Brigadier General on October 25, 1945 and 
retired from the service February 11, 1946. After retirement, he served as assistant to the president 
of Scandinavian Airlines System and advised on trans-Atlantic and transpolar air routes. He lived in 
Toppenish, WA, but moved to the Kona coast of Hawaii in 1955. Retired Brigadier General Erik 
Nelson passed away in Honolulu aged 81 on 9 May 1970. 
1418. Unknown. Signed 2 March 1943. Sumburgh. 

100 
Can’t read this signature. 
From http://www.crashsiteorkney.com/page35.htm: 
“Located 25 miles south of Lerwick, Sumburgh was Shetland’s first aerodrome and operated civilian 
flights during the 1930s. When war broke out in 1939, the RAF acquired it. Three Gloster Gladiator 
biplanes were stationed here and known as the Sumburgh Fighter Flight. There were only grass 
runways and these were replaced by three hard surface runways and lengthened. Construction of 
large hangers, billet huts, a sick bay and ammo dumps were undertaken and a Station HQ formed 
on 13 May 1940 along with No 254 Squadron Blenheims.” © Aviation Research Group of Orkney & 
Shetland. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Sumburgh: 
No. 404 Squadron operated Beaufighter Mark VI and X aircraft from this station on coastal raids 
against Axis shipping off the coast of Norway and in the North Sea. No. 404 Squadron pioneered 
the use of unguided rocket projectiles against enemy merchant shipping sailing off the Norwegian 
coast by launching joint strike attacks with No. 144 Squadron (torpedo aircraft or 'Torbeaus') from 
RAF Sumburgh and RAF Wick in 1943 and early 1944. 
1419. The Very Reverend [later Bishop] David Colin DUNLOP (1897–1968). Signed 3 March 
1943. 8 Lansdowne Crescent, Edinburgh. 

100 
He was an eminent Anglican clergyman during the middle third of the 20th century. Educated at 
Radley and New College, Oxford, he was ordained after wartime service with The Buffs in 1922. His 

http://www.crashsiteorkney.com/page35.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Sumburgh
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first post was as a Curate at St Mary, Primrose Hill, after which he became Chaplain to the Bishop of 
Chichester. Appointed Vicar of St Thomas Hove and then Henfield, in 1944 he became Provost of St 
Mary's Cathedral, Edinburgh before elevation to the Episcopate as Bishop of Jarrow five years later. 
In 1949 he became Dean of Lincoln, a post he held until he retired in 1964. In 1955 he was 
appointed the first chairman of the Liturgical Commission of the Church of England. 
1420. Johan Ludvik KVARME (b. 2 July 1907). Signed 3 March 1943. Stockholm. 

100 
DOB 2.7.1907. Norrman. 
He has an SOE file in TNA with reference number HS 9/871/3 which was closed until 1 January 
2031. Bob Pearson produced a death certificate and obtained a copy of this file in July 2014: 
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Norway's Resistance Museum has a collection of photographs including one of a group: Johan L 
Kvarme, Johan A Gundersen, Rolf Olsen, Lorents Langaas, Erik Rustan and Birger Sjøberg. 
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He is included in SOE file reference HS 7/174_5_6 Norwegian Section History (referring to 
Operation Falcon): 

 

 
According to Ian Herrington’s SOE in Norway 1940-1945, he was also involved in: 
Operation Heron II: “8 April 1942 (sea). B. Sjøberg, E. Rustan, L. Langaas, R.M. Olsen, J. Kvarme and 
A. Gundersen. Birger Sjøberg took over command of the 15-man party in the Vefsn district. A 
considerable amount of weapons were imported into the area and the training of local groups 
began. Early in September 1942, however, owing to the work of a Norwegian agent, one of the 
‘Archer’ group was arrested and led the Germans to a farm on Lake Majavatn where a SOE team 
was in hiding. An exchange of shots followed, which resulted in the death of two Germans. This 
contributed to a decision to declare a state of emergency in the area, the execution of thirty-four 
Norwegians, and the break-up of the Archer/Heron operation.” 
Operation Falcon III: “March 1944 (sea). J. Kvarme, T. Valberg and E. Grannes.” 
Operation Cramlington: “March 1945 (Stockholm). Cpl. Y. Øgaard, 2. Lt. J. Kvarme and 2. Lt. H. 
Hansen. To act as a reception party for Operation Waxwing. At the end of January it was decided 
that H. Ryan and these three would act as a reception party for Operation Waxwing. There were 
problems with the Swedish authorities on the border and it was eventually the end of February 
before the party successfully crossed into Norway. The ‘Waxwing’ party was dropped on 24 March.” 
From SOE file reference HS 7-174_5_6 Norwegian Section History: 
Operation Falcon 
The "Falcon'' party with its three wireless stations in different parts of NORDLAND and a force of 15 
men had been doing valuable work on the Islands as well as the mainland. In the former, a great 
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deal of shipping information had been gathered, and the coastal skippers organised to act as 
guides to any Allied Force. 
Towards the end of May, however, enemy vigilance increased very considerably in the area, and a 
number of reinforcements were drafted into it, obviously in the knowledge that this comparatively 
narrow strip of country between north and south NORWAY was a very vital point. As it was 
considered important from the Allied point of view, there is every reason to suppose that the 
enemy also considered it to be or importance. 
The last message received from any of the three “Falcon" stations was on 6th June, when 
information of enemy movements and searches was given. Particular mention was made of an 
intensive search along the coast for an S.I.S. agent suspected to be on the Island of LUBOY. The 
weather for this time of year was particularly bad, and the "Gyr Falcon” party, who were to cover 
the HATTFJELLDAL Airfield, bad not been able to transport their stores there. 
It was known that the enemy were using air reconnaissance, and the absence of news was therefore 
regarded with some anxiety. It was not until 27th June, however, when 6 of the party reported to 
STOCKHOLM, that information was obtained of what had happened. 
Captain Sjöberg, realising that enemy searches were being intensified and directed against the 
party, decided to move his Headquarters from OLADAIEN to BORJA. He sent off a party under the 
command of Lt. Kvarme, retaining Lt. Lynghaug with him in order that they might warn their 
contacts in EITRADALEN. 
Shortly afterwards Captain Sjöberg and Lt. Lynghaug encountered an enemy patrol, and during the 
ensuing tight both were killed, after putting at least 6 of the enemy out of action. When Lt. Kvarme 
reached BORJA it was decided that the whole party should make for STAVASDALEN in the hope of 
meeting Lt. Baarnes, who was still unaccounted for. On the way they also encountered enemy 
patrols, and in the fight one of their local members was killed. They wisely decided, therefore, that 
the party should proceed to SWEDEN after sending a message to Lt. Baarnes giving him orders to 
do the same. He and his men also encountered the enemy, but escaped over the border without 
any casualties. 
Captain Sjöberg’s death was a great loss, and was particularly felt 1n NORDLAND itself. It is known 
that the Wehrmacht and Gestapo were astounded at the amount of arms, ammunition and other 
stores which had been transported into the area and kept concealed. Even then they did not trace 
the half of it. 
In effect three attempts had been made to establish a strong force in NORDLAND. All had been 
defeated by the nature of the country and German defensive measures. It was decided that no 
further attempt should be made to organise and strengthen Resistance in NORDUND Fylke, but 
that separate parties should be introduced later by air and from SWEDEN to cover rail and road 
communications, but that they should be mainly self-supporting and come into touch with the 
local people as little as possible. 
1421. Flying Officer Herbert Grenville HUFTON (117905). Signed 2 March 1943. Sumburgh. 

100 
He is mentioned in the LG, 28 April 1942, 16 April 1943 and 1 February 1955. 
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1422. Air Commodore Edward Dayrell Handley (Peter) DAVIES CBE (29 September 1899 - 
21 March 1974). Signed 3 March 1943. Air Ministry. 

100 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Davies_(RAF_officer) : 
Davies became a Probationary Flying Officer with the Royal Naval Air Service before being 
commissioned in the seaplane branch of the Royal Air Force in October 1918. He became Officer 
Commanding No.36 Squadron in 1935 and then joined the Air Staff at Headquarters RAF Training 
Command. He transferred to RAF Technical Training Command shortly after the start of World War 
II and was made Director of Operations (Torpedoes) at the Air Ministry in 1943. He was briefly 
Acting Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief at RAF Reserve Command in May 1946 and then became 
Air Officer Commanding No. 65 Group in 1948 and Air Officer Commanding RAF East Africa in 1949 
before retiring on grounds of ill health in 1950. He was appointed CBE in New Year’s Honours List 
1946. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Davies_EDH.htm: 
CBE - 1 Jan 1946. 
(RNAS):- PFO: xx xxx xxxx, 
(RAF):- (T) 2 Lt: 27 Oct 1918, Plt Off: 1 Aug 1919, Fg Off: 16 Sep 1919, Flt Lt: 1 Jan 1927, Sqn 
Ldr: 1 Oct 1935, Wg Cdr: 1 Nov 1938, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Mar 1941, Act A/Cdre: 6 Feb 1943, Gp 
Capt (WS): 6 Aug 1943,Gp Capt: 1 Dec 1944, A/Cdre: 1 Oct 1946. 

 
© Diana Mellors (née Davies) 
xx xxx xxxx Probationary Flight Officer, RNAS 
27 Oct 1918 Appointed to a Commission (Seaplane Branch) 
16 Sep 1919 Appointed to a Short Service Commission (Seaplane Branch) in the rank of Flying 

Officer 
27 Feb 1920 Staff Officer, HMS Pegasus 
 6 Feb 1922 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
1 May 1922 Staff, School of Naval Co-operation 
22 Sep 1923 School of Photography whilst attended Engineering Course at RAE 
1 Sep 1924 Engineering Officer, No 1 School of Technical Training (Apprentices) 
? 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Davies_EDH.htm
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19 Sep 1929 Staff, School of Naval Co-operation 
19 Jan 1931 Attended RAF Staff College 
19 Dec 1931 Engineer Staff Officer, HQ Coastal Area 
16 Sep 1933 Flight Commander, No 100 Sqn 
13 Oct 1935 Officer Commanding, No 36 Sqn 
30 Jan 1937 Air Staff, HQ Training Command 
27 May 1940 Air Staff, HQ Technical Training Command 
xx Sep 1940 Administrative Staff Officer, HQ Technical Training Command 
 6 Feb 1943 Director of Operations (Torpedoes) 
xx xxx xxxx Air Staff, Washingston (in connection with the Potsdam Conference) 
 1 May 1946 Acting AOC, Reserve Command? 
20 May 1946 ? 
xx Apr 1948 AOC, No 65 Group 
xx Aug 1949 AOC, RAF East Africa 
He invalided from the RAF on medical grounds with suspected coronary heart trouble in 1950. 
1423. Knut HAGERUP-SVENDSEN RNAF. Signed 3 March 1943. RNAF HQ Kingston House, 
London. 

100 
A former member of the Free Norwegian Air Force. He also signed this book on 22 October 1941, 
21 August 1942, 6 May 1943, 13 December 1943 and 10 April 1944. 
1424. August Werner LARSSON. Signed 5 March 1943. J E Hyde & Co, London. 

100 
DOB 26.2.1890. Svensk. 
J E Hyde & Co, London was one of London’s oldest ship brokers. The company was acquired in 
2007 by ICAP Shipping. 
From https://www.duedil.com/director/913702896/christian-larsson: 
Mr Christian Larsson is Swedish and was born in 1952. The first directorship we have on file for him 
was in 1991 at Larsson Shipping (UK) Limited. 
No trace found. 
1425. Arne STRØM. Signed 5 March 1943. Norwegian Forces. 

100 
DOB 5.1.1916. Norrman. 
A person named Arne STRØM is listed in Little Norway. The Norwegian Digital Archives have an 
entry for Arne STRØM with a date of birth of 24 August 1901 (presumably the person mentioned in 
Ruth Maier’s diary – see below). There are no entries with a DOB of 1916. There are no entries in 
the Digital Archives for Arne STROM or Arne STRÖM. Mocavo.com finds Arne STROM with a DOB 
of 14 January 1916. Arne STRØM or STRÖM is likely to be an alias. 

https://www.duedil.com/director/913702896/christian-larsson
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From http://thankstoscandinavia.org/2953/norways-anne-frank-a-jewish-refugee-in-norway/: 
Norway’s Anne Frank – A Jewish refugee in Norway 
Written by Liv Grismby, TTS Board Member, 20 December 2012 
The publication of “Ruth Maier’s Diary” with the subtitle “A Jewish Refugee in Norway” (Gyldendal, 
2007) represents a historical shift in the account of the Norwegian Jewish narrative. Ruth was 22 
yearsold when sheboarded the “Donau” leaving Oslo on November 26th, 1943. Like the more than 
700 Jews from Norway who were killed during World War II, she wouldnever return. 
For fifty years, the Norwegian poet Gunvor Hofmo (1921 – 1995) kept Ruth’s diaries — a collection 
of eight diary notebooks and 500 letters written from 1933 to 1942. The fact that we have access to 
them today is partly due to Gunvor Hofmo. 
The Norwegian lyricist and poet Jan Eric Vold, the son of anti-Nazi fighter Ragnar Vold, translated 
this extensive collection of 1400 handwritten pages. Through them we get a picture of what was 
left out of our basic understanding of the Jewish destiny in Norway, which stands as a somber 
reminder of all that was lost. Ruth’s writings offer a captivating portrait of her as a very 
knowledgeable and insightful young woman. 
The philosopher, public intellectual, and author Espen Søbye, also of Norway, asks why it took 
several decades before we could read about Ruth Maier’s destiny and her diaries. Furthermore, 
Søbye asks why it took a poet to provide us with this chapter of Norway’s history. Why didn’t 
academicians and historians focus their research on topics like these decades ago? Research on 
WWII has served as the starting point for many successful careers, so why did it take several 
decades to produce even a single dissertation on Jewish persecution during the war in Norway? 
“The answer is unfortunately easy,” Søbye says. “It was not considered relevant. Jewish persecution 
was perceived as a matter between the Germany occupation, the Quisling regime and the Jewish 
people in Norway. In this perspective, the very topic of the Holocaust fell outside Norwegian 
history as such.”  The German historian Dan Diner has said that Holocaust has no narrative, but 
only statistics. With the publication of Ruth Maier’s diary, Vold ensured that Ruth’s insights are 
available to us as evidence of a life lived. 
Ruth grew up as the eldest daughter in a secularized and assimilated Jewish middle class family in 
Vienna. Their lives were turned upside down when Austria was annexed into the Greater German 
Reich. Quite rapidly they began to witness anti-Semitism in their daily life, including persecution, 
plundering and violence. The Austrian Jews became social pariahs and Ruth and her family were 
eventually forced to live in a Jewish ghetto in the city. 
Ruth’s father, Ludwig Maier, died in 1933 at only 51 years of age and thus was spared the 
humiliation of a pariah existence; however, his wife and two daughters – Ruth and her sister Judith 
(who is still alive, residing in Manchester, England) – were witness to all of the shame and 
humiliation. 
While the diary is reflective of a young girl whose thoughts were occupied with school fights, 
conflicts with parents, amorous infatuations, literature, Ruth’s diary also deals with persecution, 
escape, harassment, torture, suicide, murder and concentration camps. The diary can be read as a 
vivid description of what Jewish existence in Vienna was like during the 1930s. Ruth’s experiences 
and observations as a Jew in Vienna stand in sharp contrast to the Austrian post-war myths about 
the country as Nazi’s first victims. 
Some excerpts from Ruth’s diary: “It is early in the morning, not a person in the street. A Jewish 
boy, youthful and well dressed turns the corner. Two SS men show up, one strikes and then another 
strikes the Jew on his ear, he covers his head and moves on. I, Ruth Maier, 18 years old, ask as a 
person, ask the world as a human being, if such things should happen. I ask why such is allowed, 

http://thankstoscandinavia.org/2953/norways-anne-frank-a-jewish-refugee-in-norway/
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how a Germander, a German, is allowed to strike a Jew on his ear for the simple reason that one is 
German, the other a Jew! I am not speaking about pogroms, about harassment of Jews, about 
breaking the windows, plundering the residents. . It is not in the bottomless cruelties are expressed, 
but precisely in the strike on the ear. If there is a G-d, I do not believe there is and I hardly call him 
by name, but now I will..if there is a G-d. This strike on the ear has to be paid for with blood.” 
Around her 18th birthday Ruth writes: “They have beaten us. Yesterday was the most horrible of 
days I have ever experienced. Now I know what pogroms are, know what people are capable of 
doing. Human beings, images of God. We did not dare go to the streets, we told jokes, we were 
anxious. Dita (one of many nicknames of her sister Judith) and I took a cab home, it is hundred 
steps. We ran up the street, it was like in a war. . People stared, the air was chilly, many people in 
the street and in front were a truck full of Jews, and they stood on the deck of a truck like animals 
for slaughter. I must never forget this image. Jews as animals on a truck heading for slaughter. 
People staring. They beat a 75-year-old woman and she screamed, they rampaged her apartment 
with a hammer, etc. Today I walked through the narrow streets. It is like a graveyard. Everything is 
broken. Everything. The Jewish stores covered with panel and board. With a note: Inventory in this 
store is Aryan. Do not destroy!” 
“I am aware of my Jewish identity,” she writes in October 1938. “I can’t help it.” That fall her sister 
Judith moved to England with a kinder transport.  Ruth was 17 months older, too old for the kinder 
transport. On the day before her sister’s departure, she writes:  “The sisters will never meet again.” 
Ruth finally gets permission to travel to Norway. 
Thanks to her late father’s international contacts, the Norwegian telegraph employee, Arne Strom, 
acted as Ruth’s host and guarantor. She arrived at a central railway station, Østbanen, in Oslo on 
January 30th, 1939. In the first letter to her sister she expressed her great joy and relief in having 
escaped the Nazi regime in Austria. While she is well received in Norway, Ruth wanted to continue 
to England in order to be reunited with her family. 
One week after her arrival, the war between Germany and the Western Allies became official. At 
this point, Ruth was accepted as a student at Frogner high school in Oslo. She chose to postpone 
travel to England and remained in Norway to take the exam, knowing full well that the war made 
the possibility of reunification with her family even less likely. Even so, she continued to dream. 
Walking alongside the harbor in Oslo, Ruth imagined sneaking on board a boat headed for 
England. The relationship with her host family in Lillestrøm became strained and her condition as a 
refugee ever more lonely. “It is unsettling not to know anyone here. The family Strom is gone.” 
Furthermore, the German invasion of Norway on April 9th, 1940, makes any reunion impossible. An 
airport in Lillestrøm (near Oslo) was bombed and Ruth had to seek refuge in the basement. 
Despite making close friends Ruth still found her situation more and more hopeless. To live as a 
refugee in a country occupied by Nazis was exactly what she had escaped from. Finally, she asked 
for professional help and was hospitalized in a psychiatric ward at Ullevål hospital: “What kind of 
life is this! Not enough that I have no prospect whatsoever to get work earn money, become 
independent and now I will also add to that my illness that awaits me outside the institution and 
that frequently overwhelms me. Escape attempt.” On February 4, 1941 Ruth, still in the psychiatric 
ward, writes: “I am sharing room with a woman. She is 38 years old. Tells me her story. Everyone 
has a story. There are few happy people.” 
Ruth was also preoccupied with what it meant to be a Jew – she entered a synagogue for the first 
time in June 1942, just months before she was captured. “I didn’t feel as if I belonged there. I was a 
stranger. The Jews had black hair and they were short and dark. I saw them as Jews and myself… 
as… a non-Jew.” She had proudly declared herself Jewish in a ‘Questionnaire for Jews in Norway’ —
this was her undoing. She was later captured in a round up and clearly understood her fate. 
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 “Jews arrested 26 October 1942. All Norwegian Jews arrested: It does not surprise me. I am 
nauseous. People are oppressed for their opinion. One kills each other to defend your country. But 
no one is being punished; no one hits people because of what they are, because they have Jewish 
grandparents. This is madness, something idiotic about the concept. It would drive anyone mad. It 
is again common sense. Perhaps they will come and pick me up too. Once it will all come to an end 
and then all will be well. Everything I have started has failed. It is as if it was too late for me. As if 
my life has lost out of something essential. The only comfort is to put my hand over my forehead. 
Seek peace in one’s own pain.” 
The last paragraph in the diary is from November 1942 and reads: “To mother: it happens that I 
wait for you.) My fatigue, and my empty desire for something completely different than this, is my 
life. And you appear. You always did. A curtain has touched the wind, a scent of rain has reminded 
me of my childhood. Soft voices from the street have reached me. A girl’s laughter; a child’s frail 
cry. And then, you left and I remained bewildered. My forehead is so cold. 
At dawn on November 26th 1942 the doorbell rang at the “Home of Angels,” the hospice for young 
women where Ruth was staying.  Two Norwegian policemen strode up the stairwell. A firm fist 
banged on Ruth’s door. When the frail Jewish girl left the dormitory accompanied by two brawny 
policemen, the hallway was packed with terrified women. They followed Ruth and the police down 
the stairs. One of them noticed the gold watch on Ruth’s narrow wrist: “Take off the watch. We will 
take care of it till you return!” “I will never return,” Ruth replied. 
One of the girl’s recounts: When they were outside the door, we ran to the window. In the early 
dawn, a huge, black car is parked in the street. In the back seat were two frightened girls. Ruth was 
pushed inside and they drove off. 
Five days later, on December 1, 1942 Ruth Maier was murdered in the gas changer in Auschwitz 
with 345 other women, children and men with disabilities from Norway. The bodies were burnt in 
an open field. 
It was appropriate that Ruth Maier’s diary was launched at the Holocaust Center in Oslo, in the old 
residence of a Quisling traitor who led the Norwegian Nazi regime, who Ruth described with 
contempt in her diary January 14, 1941.  Ruth’s sister, who still lives in England, was present at the 
opening of the exhibit: “I want to thank Norway for trying to save my sister.Norway could have 
done more. By the publication of her diaries in book form , Ruth’s earnest wish, as written  on the 
front page of one of her diary note books: ‘Not to be burned’, was finally fulfilled, thanks to Jan Eric 
Vold. Tragically, she herself was! But now her words will live on in posterity…” 
Comment from Geoff Ward in an email dated 14 December 2014 to Trevor Baker: 
“According to the information in Ruth Maier's Diary, Arne Strøm (not Strom) was born in 1901 and 
died in 1972. Although he was an "active social democrat", there is no indication that he might 
have been in the Resistance movement. But, of course, those who were, kept it a secret from their 
families and friends.” 
1426. Margret CHRISTIE. Signed 6 February 1943 (Date should be 6 March 1943). Durie 
House, Leven, Fife. 

101 
From http://kirkcenter.wordpress.com/video-recordings/peter-christie-durie-house-fife/: “Peter 
Christie, Laird of Durie House near Leven in Fife …” This website has a post dated 15 August 2011 
by Hoff Sven Hedlund: “Dear Peter Christie, son of Peter and Margret, the summer of 1949, I was 19 
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at the time and you a young boy awaiting my arrival with a bag of water on the top of the stairs to 
drop on me. I arrived late and you and James had gone to bed before I turned up. I was supposed 
to help in the garden, also had breakfast and lunch at the gardeners. My room was on the bottom 
floor, to the right. I have very clear memory of the stay and I am grateful to your parents giving me 
this opportunity. I also remember Carl-Otto Lövén and Claes Wachtmeister. Your mother Margret 
being in the board of Methil Square Center helped me to be a member of that club. In charge was 
Miss Betty Watson, later Mrs Gale, now living in Edinburgh. We still keep contact, and also with son 
Iain Gale. I believe someone of your family also sees Mrs Gale. With every good wish – Hoff Sven 
Hedlund, Leksand, Sweden.” 
1427.  Märta THOTT. Signed 6 February 1943 (Date should be 6 March 1943). 6 Constable 
Close, London NW11. 

101 
As at 11th July 2013, Michael Jacobs, Honorary Secretary The Academy of Learned Societies for the 
Social Sciences is living at 6 Constable Close London NW11 6TY. I have emailed him seeking his 
help to identify this signature. Michael replied on 14th July: 
“My wife and I believe that the person you are trying to find out about is Märta Thott. She was born 
on 22 November 1924 and was the daughter of the previous owners of this house, Baron Erik Ove 
and Baroness Eva Christina Birgitta Thott (née Bennet). She spent much of her early life and the war 
years in this house. The Thotts were a Swedish couple who spent part of the year here and part in 
Stockholm, where the Thott family are members of the aristocracy and some have been quite 
famous. When we moved here in 1979, neighbours who had been living here since 1940 told us 
Baron Thott, who died on 4 June 1958, was very friendly with the then King of Sweden and they 
were often to be seen walking up and down the Close arm in arm. By the time we bought the 
house, Baroness Thott was very frail and living in Sweden. It is believed she died in 1985 and we 
never met her. 
As far as we know, Märta is still living in Sweden and, if you wish, we can forward your email and 
see if she wishes to contact you about this.” 
From http://hem.passagen.se/ahlanderpetersson/History/Gerda_forteckning.html: 
MÄRTA Thott * 22/11 1924. Press Officer in the Embassy in London. Department secretary at 
Security Department of FOA. Present address: Duveskog 653, 260 24 Rostanga. 
From http://runeberg.org/vemarvem/sthlm62/1472.html: 

http://hem.passagen.se/ahlanderpetersson/History/Gerda_forteckning.html
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Various websites refer to her as Märta Thott Åkerrén. 
From http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~corpusnobiliorum/thott.html: 
Baron Erik Ove Thott, born 20 November 1885 at Hälsingborg, married 19 May 1921 at Örtofta 
church baroness Eva Christina Birgitta Bennet (born 20 October 1895 at Örtofta). 
Baroness Märta, born 22 November 1924 at London, married (2nd) 11 March 1962 Bengt Olof 
Åkerrén (born 12 August 1922). 
1428. Pilot Officer Sidney Alfred SUTTON MiD (109091). Signed 7 February 1943 (Date 
should be 7 March 1943). RAF Benson. 

101 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. His MiD was announced in the LG, 1 January 1945. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Benson: 
Building work for RAF Benson began in 1937. RAF Benson was officially opened on Saturday 1 April 
1939 and its first aircraft were two squadrons of Fairey Battle light bombers which began to arrive a 
few days later. No. 103 Squadron RAF started flying in on 3 April 1939, to be joined in the next few 
months by No. 150 Squadron RAF. The Battles were replaced in December 1940 with Vickers 
Wellington medium bombers. At the same time, the Spitfires of No 1 Photographic Reconnaissance 
Unit RAF Coastal Command unit arrived. It gained considerable fame as the home of photographic 
reconnaissance for the remainder of World War II. In June 1943, No 1 PRU was formed into No 106 
Wing, with five squadrons (540 to 544) and an Operational Training Unit. The Wing was elevated to 
the status of No 106 (PU) Group in April 1944, with two Mosquito and two Spitfire Squadrons (No 
543 Squadron having been disbanded when the aircraft strength per Squadron was increased). The 
No 106 Group was assigned to the Coastal Command's Photo Reconnaissance assets with the 
whole of Northern Europe as its operational area. 
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1429. Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir John Cotesworth (Jack) SLESSOR GCB, DSO, MC (3 
June 1897 – 12 July 1979). Signed 7 February 1943 Date should be 7 March 1943. HQ 
Coastal Command. 

101 
He also signed this book on 7 June 1957. 
http://www.historyforsale.com/html/prodetails.asp?documentid=153620&start=8&page=79 was 
advertising this First Day Cover for $499 as at 30 June 2013): 

 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Slessor: 
World War I 
The son of Major Arthur Kerr Slessor and Adelaide Slessor (née Cotesworth), Slessor was educated 
at Haileybury. Lame in both legs as a result of polio, he was rejected for army service in 1914 and 
only received a commission as a second lieutenant in the Royal Flying Corps on 6 July 1915 with 
the help of family connections. He was appointed to the special reserve as a flying officer on 9 
September 1915. He saw action with No. 17 Squadron in Egypt and the Sudan, where he was 
credited with arresting the escape of Sultan Ali Dinar with 2,000 men on 23 May 1916, following 
the Sultan's defeat at Beringia. He was mentioned in despatches on 25 October 1916 before being 
wounded in the thigh and invalided back to England. 
Slessor was promoted to the temporary rank of captain on 1 December 1916. Awarded the Military 
Cross on 1 January 1917, he returned to combat in April 1917 as a flight commander with No. 5 
Squadron on the Western Front. Promoted to the substantive rank of lieutenant on 1 July 1917, he 
was appointed a Knight of the Belgian Commander of the Order of Leopold on 24 September 1917 
and awarded the Belgian Croix de Guerre on 11 March 1918. Slessor joined the newly formed Royal 
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Air Force in April 1918 and, having been promoted to the temporary rank of major on 3 July 1918, 
he was posted to the Central Flying School as an instructor on 14 July 1918. 
Inter-war years 
Having left the RAF in 1919, Slessor applied to rejoin the following year and was offered a short-
service commission as a flight lieutenant on 24 February 1920. He became a flight commander with 
No. 20 Squadron flying Bristol biplanes over the North West Frontier of India in May 1921 and then 
joined the staff at the Directorate of Training and Staff Duties in the Air Ministry in February 1923. 
In 1923 he married Hermione Grace Guinness; they had one son and one daughter. He attended 
the RAF Staff College in 1924 and was then promoted to squadron leader on 1 January 1925. 
Slessor served as Officer Commanding No. 4 Squadron flying Bristol biplanes from RAF 
Farnborough from April 1925 to October 1928, when he joined the air planning staff at the 
Directorate of Operations and Intelligence in the Air Ministry. After attending the Staff College, 
Camberley in 1931, he was appointed RAF Directing Staff Officer there in January 1932. He was 
promoted to the acting rank of wing commander on 1 January 1932 (substantive on 1 July 1932). 
He became Officer Commanding No. 3 (Indian) Wing in March 1935, and was awarded the 
Distinguished Service Order for operations in Waziristan. 
Slessor authored Air Power and Armies, an examination of the use of air power against targets on 
and behind the battlefield, in 1936. In this work he advocated army co-operation, interdiction to 
cut off enemy reinforcements and supply, and the use of aerial bombardment as a weapon against 
enemy morale. He did, however, acknowledge the limitations of his theory, stating: 
...the conditions envisaged throughout this book are those of a campaign on the land in which the 
primary problem at the time is the defeat of an enemy army in the field. ... in a war against a great 
Naval power at sea, or when the principle threat to the Empire at the time is the action of hostile air 
forces against this country or its possessions, the aim and objectives of the air forces of the Empire 
will not be the same as described in this book. 
On 17 May 1937, following his posting to India, Slessor was granted the acting rank of group 
captain, and appointed Deputy Director of Plans at the Air Ministry. He was promoted to 
substantive group captain on 1 July 1937. Mentioned in despatches on 18 February 1938, he took 
over as Director of Plans on 22 December 1938. He was appointed Air Aide-de-Camp to the King 
on 1 January 1939. 
World War II 
Slessor was promoted air commodore on the first day of World War II, 1 September 1939. On 10 
January 1941, he was raised to temporary air vice marshal (made permanent in April 1942) and 
became Air Officer Commanding No.5 (Bomber) Group in May 1941. Appointed a Companion of 
the Order of the Bath and mentioned in despatches in January 1942, he was appointed Assistant 
Chief of the Air Staff in April 1942. Slessor was closely involved in planning the combined Allied air 
offensive in Europe. At the Casablanca Conference in January 1943, he was able to influence 
Britain's Secretary for Air, Sir Archibald Sinclair, and Chief of the Air Staff, Air Chief Marshal Sir 
Charles Portal, to agree to USAAF proposals that led to a 'round-the clock' bombing policy against 
Germany, with the US mounting daylight precision attacks and the RAF conducting area bombing 
at night. 
Appointed AOC Coastal Command with the acting rank of air marshal on 5 February 1943, Slessor 
was credited with doing "much to start winning the Battle of the Atlantic", employing his thinly 
stretched long-range bomber force against the U-boat threat, in close cooperation with naval 
forces. Promoted temporary air marshal on 1 June 1943, he was advanced to Knight Commander of 
the Order of the Bath in the 1943 Birthday Honours. He went on to become Commander-in-Chief 
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RAF Mediterranean and Middle East in January 1944, and deputy to Lieutenant General Ira Eaker as 
Commander-in-Chief Mediterranean Allied Air Forces. In this role he conducted operations in the 
Italian Campaign and Yugoslavia, establishing the Balkan Air Force in the latter theatre. Slessor was 
made Air Member for Personnel on 5 April 1945, his rank of air marshal becoming substantive on 6 
June 1945. 

 
Air Marshal Slessor, 16 April 1943 © Imperial War Museum 
He was awarded the Grand Cross of the Greek Order of the Phoenix on 6 September 1946 and 
appointed a Commander of the Belgian Order of Leopold on 27 August 1948. 
Post-war career 
Slessor was promoted air chief marshal on 1 January 1946. He remained in the post of Air Member 
for Personnel until the end of 1947, when he succeeded General Sir William Slim as Commandant 
of the Imperial Defence College, at the urging of the-then Chief of the Air Staff, Marshal of the 
Royal Air Force Sir Arthur Tedder. Slessor had been dubious about accepting the position, and 
sought assurances from Tedder that he would be next in line for the Chief of the Air Staff post, 
particularly in light of Tedder's preference for Air Chief Marshal Sir Ralph Cochrane335 to succeed 
him. Meanwhile Slessor also became Principal Air Aide-de-Camp on 1 July 1948. In the event, 
Slessor took over from Tedder as Chief of the Air Staff on 1 January 1950, and chose Cochrane as 
his Vice Chief of the Air Staff. Having been appointed a Knight Grand Cross of the Bath on 10 June 
1948, he was promoted Marshal of the Royal Air Force on 8 June 1950. In late 1951, Slessor 
reluctantly became involved in the Australian Government's quest for a suitable RAF officer to serve 
as Chief of the Air Staff of the Royal Australian Air Force. He eventually selected Air Marshal Sir 
Donald Hardman as the "outstanding candidate" for the Australian post, trying to avoid what he 
called "the follies of some years ago", referring to Air Chief Marshal Sir Charles Burnett's 
controversial tenure as Chief of the Air Staff in Australia on secondment from Britain in the early 
years of World War II. 

                                                 
335 Signed this book on 27 May 1940 and 1 December 1950 
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As leader of the RAF, Slessor coined the term 'V-Force' to denote the its planned trio of strategic jet 
bombers: the Vickers Valiant, Handley Page Victor, and Avro Vulcan, and contributed to the more 
expensive but safer decision to build all three designs. He played a key role in promoting nuclear 
weapons as an effective instrument of deterrence in early Cold War British strategy. In 1952, the 
RAF argued that, because bombers were such an important deterrent, conventional forces could be 
drastically reduced at a time when the Government was seeking significant public expenditure 
savings. Slessor believed it unlikely that the United Kingdom would be able to meet a communist 
offensive without resorting to the use of tactical nuclear weapons. He became one of the key 
propagandists of the 'Great Deterrent' (which he employed as the title of a book he wrote after he 
retired) on both sides of the Atlantic. Slessor's tour as Chief of the Air Staff was dominated by the 
Korean War. 
Later life 
Slessor completed his term as Chief of the Air Staff on 31 December 1952 and retired from the RAF 
in the new year. He attended the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II in June 1953. He published two 
books in retirement: his autobiography, The Central Blue (1956), and The Great Deterrent (1957). He 
also served as Honorary Air Commodore of No. 3 (County of Devon) Maritime Headquarters Unit 
Royal Auxiliary Air Force from 23 May 1963. 
A member of Somerset County Council from 1963 to 1974, Slessor served as High Sheriff of 
Somerset from 1962 to 1966. He was appointed Deputy Lieutenant of Somerset in 1969. Following 
the death of his first wife, Hermione Grace Guinness, he married Marcella Florence Priest (née 
Spurgeon) in 1971. Slessor died at the Princess Alexandra Hospital, Wroughton in Wiltshire on 12 
July 1979. His son John also joined the RAF, rising to the rank of group captain. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Slessor.htm: 
GCB - 10 Jun 1948 (KCB - 2 Jun 1943, CB - 1 Jan 1942), DSO - 10 Dec 1937, MC - 1 Jan 
1917, MiD - 25 Oct 1916, MiD - 18 Feb 1938, MiD - 1 Jan 1942, Leo Cdr - 27 Aug 1948 (Leo Knt - 
24 Sep 1917), CdeG (B) - 11 Mar 1918, OP(GC) - 6 Sep 1946, LoH (GC) - xx xxx 194?, C de G (F) - 
xx xxx 194?, LoM (Cdr) - xx xxx 194?, PS - xx xxx 194?, SO (KGC) - 6 Mar 1953, OSw (GC) - xx xxx 
xxxx, Hgh Shf (Somerset) - 1965, DL (Somerset) - 18 Apr 1969, JP (Somerset) - 1960-74. 
(Army): - (T) 2 Lt: 6 Jul 1915, (T) Lt: 9 Sep 1915, Lt: 1 Jul 1917, (T) Capt: 1 Dec 1916. 
(RAF): - Capt: 1 Apr 1918, (T) Maj: 3 Jul 1918, Flt Lt: 24 Feb 1920 1 Apr 1918, Sqn Ldr: 1 Jan 
1925, Act Wg Cdr: 1 Jan 1932?, Wg Cdr: 1 Jul 1932, Act Gp Capt: 17 May 1937, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 
1937, A/Cdre: 1 Sep 1939,(T) AVM: 10 Jan 1941, AVM: 14 Apr 1942 10 Jan 1941, Act AM: 5 Feb 
1943, (T) AM: 1 Jun 1943, AM: 6 Jun 1945, ACM: 1 Jan 1946, MRAF: 8 Jun 1950.  
14 Jun 1915 U/T Pilot, Brooklands 
xx Jul 1915 Pilot, No 14 Sqn, RFC. (Various types – Shoreham) 
xx Sep 1915 Pilot, No 23 Sqn, RFC. (Various types – Gosport) 
 9 Sep 1915 Appointed Flying Officer, RFC 
xx Dec 1915 Pilot, No 17 Sqn RFC. (BE2c – Egypt/Sudan) 1 Dec 1916 Flight Commander, No 

58 Sqn RFC. (Training types – Cramlington) 
xx Apr 1917 Flight Commander, No 5 Sqn RFC/RAF. (BE2, RE8 – Western Front) 
15 Feb 1918 Artillery and Infantry Co-operation Officer, HQ No 28 Wing 
 3 Jul 1918 Officer Commanding, 'A' Squadron - Central Flying School 
xx Aug 1918 Assistant Commandant/Act Commandant, Central Flying School 
xx xxx 1919 Station Commander, Druid's Lodge 
xx xxx 1919 Officer Commanding, No 14 (Training) Sqn 
xx xxx 1919 Officer Commanding, No 201 Sqn. (Cadre) 
21 Aug 1919 Transferred to Unemployed List 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Slessor.htm
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24 Feb 1920 Flight Commander, No 1 Flying Training School. 
17 Dec 1920 Awarded Permanent Commission in the rank of Flight Lieutenant (wef 9 Mar 1919) 
 4 May 1921 Flight Commander, No 20 Sqn - India. (Bristol F2B – NWF India) 
 3 Dec 1922 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
 1 Feb 1923 Staff, Directorate of Training and Staff Duties 
 5 May 1924 Attended RAF Staff College 
 1 Apr 1925 Officer Commanding, No 4 Sqn. (Bristol F2B – Farnborough) 
15 Oct 1928 Air Staff - Plans, Directorate of Operations and Intelligence 
 1 Oct 1930 Staff, School of Army Co-operation 
21 Jan 1931 Attended Army Staff College, Camberley 
 1 Jan 1932 Directing Staff - Army Staff College, Camberley 
13 Mar 1935 Officer Commanding No 3 (Indian) Wing 
19 – 
30 Apr 1937 Placed on half pay list, scale B 
17 May 1937 Deputy Director of Plans 
22 Dec 1938 Director of Plans 
 1 Jan 1939 Appointed Air ADC to the King 
12 May 1941 AOC, No 5 Group - Bomber Command 
 6 Apr 1942 Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Policy) 
 5 Feb 1943 AOC in C Coastal Command 
14 Jan 1944 Deputy Air C-in-C, Mediterranean Allied Air Forces/C-in-C, RAF Mediterranean and 

Middle East 
 5 Apr 1945 Air Member for Personnel 
 1 Jan 1948 Commandant, Imperial Defence College 
xx xxx xxxx Appointed Principal Air ADC to The King 
26 Apr 1949 Title of appointment changed to Air ADC to The King 
1 Jan 1950 Chief of the Air Staff 
29 Jan 1953 Placed on Half Pay 
1430. M M MILLAR. Signed 8 March 1943. Bristol. 

101 
From http://newspapers.nl.sg/Digitised/Article/straitstimes19341106-1.2.120.aspx: 

 
The Straits Times, 6 November 1934, p. 19 
No further trace found. 
1431. Harry GIBBONS. Signed 8 March 1943. BOAC Bristol. 

101 
According to http://www.archivescanada.ca, Harry Gibbons donated (through the Ferry Command 
Association in Montreal) “five volumes documenting British Overseas Airways Corporation's Return 

http://newspapers.nl.sg/Digitised/Article/straitstimes19341106-1.2.120.aspx
http://www.archivescanada.ca/
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Ferry Service Operations Movements over the North Atlantic during 1941 to 1944. The handwritten 
records show daily movement of the aircraft, mostly the Liberator, between Great Britain and 
Canada. The record structure consists of aircraft type, dates and hours of departure and arrival, and 
occasionally the names of the crew. Also includes newspaper clippings.” The Directorate of History 
and Heritage contains the following related materials: Kardex: RCAF Overseas HQ, British Overseas 
Airways and associated companies, 181.009 D3679 Public Record Office (PROs): RAF Ferry 
Command - air trafic summaries, AIR 24/506 General Report: operations, maintenance, BOAC 
personnel, AIR 38/2 Atlantic Transport Group - RAF; BOAC Return Ferry Service - operation 
summaries, AIR 25/647 Correspondence re: BOAC, MAP and AFTERO, AIR 2/5340DHH Library: Carl 
Christie's Ocean Bridge: the story of RAF and Ferry Command, D786 C57 1995. 
1432. Tor Adolf HOLM. Signed 13 March 1943. Stockholm. 

101 
DOB 7.5.1915. Norrman. 
From the Bromma departure list for 12 March 1943: 

No trace found. 
1433. Carl Fredrik ISAACHSEN. Signed 13 March 1943. Stockholm. 

101 
DOB 2.11.1908. Norrman. 
From the Bromma departure list for 12 March 1943: 

 
The Norwegian Digital Archive has a Carl Fredrik ISAACHSEN with a DOB of 08.04.1907. No further 
trace found. Two SOE agents have the same DOB: 
Albert MICHEL - born 02.11.1908. HS 9/1029/2 
Georges Jean Jacques STAMBACH - born 02.11.1908. HS 9/1404/1 
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1434. Per Knut HAGEN. Signed 13 March 1943. Stockholm. 

101 
DOB 13.8.1918. Norrman. No trace found. 
From the Bromma departure list for 12 March 1943: 

 
Two SOE agents have the same DOB: 
Harry Everard ELLIS - born 13.08.1918, died April 1946; HS 9/478/1 
Andreas VARDOULANES - born 13.08.1918; HS 9/1519/7 
1435. Eugeniusz PLAWSKI DSC. Signed [14 March 1943]. London. 

101 
DOB 26.3.1895. Polack. 
From http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eugeniusz_Pławski (translated by Google): 
Eugeniusz Pławski ps. Zenk (born 26 March 1895 in Novorossiysk, d. 23 May 1972 in Vancouver ) - 
Polish commander, naval officer on board submarines and destroyers, remote military. From 1914 
to 1918, he served in the Navy Tsarist Russia and then to 1948 in the Polish Navy. He participated 
in World War I and World War II. While serving led many watercraft, submarine squadron and first 
squadron of destroyers. He ended his career as head of the Inspectorate of the Navy. 
Eugene Joseph Stanislaw Pławski born on March 26, 1895 in Novorossiysk. He came from a military 
family, his father Alexander rose to the rank in the army of Tsar grade of brigadier general. He 
graduated from the Cadet Corps in Khabarovsk and the Marine Corps School in St. Petersburg. He 
was a graduate of the Naval Aviation School in Sevastopol and underwater swimming school - 
Ecole de Navigation Sous-Marine in Toulon. 

http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eugeniusz_P%C5%82awski
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In 1914, as miczman began his career in the Russian Black Sea Fleet, where the action against the 
Bulgarians, Turks and Germans spent the entire First World War. He was an officer of the watch on 
the destroyer "Derzkij" and then from 1916 he was adjutant to the commander of the 2nd 
Destroyer Squadron and Brigade Torpedo and defense against submarines. In 1917, he was 
appointed the navigation officer of the destroyer Gniewnyj, after the outbreak of the October 
Revolution, was chosen by the crew commander of the destroyer Zorkij. During his service in the 
Black Sea Fleet, he was one of the secret Polish Military in Odessa. In 1918, a short time he was on 
Ukrainiew Luck. 
After the rebirth of an independent Polish state came to Warsaw and to the extent naval lieutenant 
was accepted into the Navy. From 1919, he was a senior operations officer and commander of the 
Division of Reserve at the Naval Modlin. He then served in the Marine Battalion, with which he held 
Pomerania. During the Polish wedding with the sea as Puck in 1920 at his command was pulled flag 
on the mast of war. He was the commander of the Naval Puck, and shortly afterwards the head of 
the liaison officer for the Department of Maritime Affairs of the Ministry of Defence Admiral 
Kazimierz Porębski. In 1921, he was transferred to the reserve. Soon he was captain of the Port of 
Gdynia. From 1924, back to active duty. He was successively commander of minesweepers OORP 
Chaika and Seagull, deputy commander of the torpedo boat ORP Krakowiak and gunboats ORP 
Pilsudski Commander and the commander of the gunboat ORP General Haller. In 1926, he became 
head of the Department Regulations and Training in the leadership of the Navy. In 1927, he 
commanded a gunboat again ORP General Haller and he was appointed director of science at the 
School of Marine Professionals. From 1928 to 1931, he lived in France, where he led the Polish 
School Swim underwater torpedoes and reception committee, and was a member of the Receiving 
built submarines. In 1931, he became commander of the submarine ORP Wildcat and a group of 
submarines. Between 1932 and 1936, he was the first commander of Submarine Squadron. After an 
accident on the ORP Lynx, he was removed from his post. From 1936 to 1939, he worked in 
leadership as head of the Navy Underwater Weapons. In 1937, he participated in the work of the 
reception building torpedoes and torpedo boats. In 1939, he was delegated to the military mission 
to France having to seek military assistance in case of an attack of the Third Reich. 
At the outbreak of World War II, he went to France and tried to create a convoy of aid to the 
country. Seconded available attaché sea to London. He then became commander of the Fleet 
Replenishment. In 1940, he commanded the British transferred the French destroyer OF Ouragan, 
after which he was appointed commander of the new destroyer HMS Nerrisa leased Poland and 
renamed ORP Lightning. He took part in convoys Atlantic to Canada and the Mediterranean to 
Malta. In 1941, during the action seeking the battleship Bismarck, contributed to find a German 
ship and kept in touch with him. Between 1941 and 1943, he was military attaché in Sweden. In 
1942, he was promoted to commander. In 1943, he commanded leased from the Royal Navy 
cruiser Dragon. In 1944, he was appointed Chief of Staff of the Directorate of the Navy, and from 
1945, he was the head of the Inspectorate of the Navy. After the dissolution of the Polish Armed 
Forces in the West gave the banner and flag of the Institute of Naval them. General Wladyslaw 
Sikorski in London. 
After the war, the Navy Self-organized to provide support to seafarers, who did not want to go 
back to Poland. He also remained in exile. From 1947 to 1948, he commanded a transit camp in 
Okehampton. In 1948, he moved to Canada, where he worked on a farm and sawmill. In the years 
in 1952 to 1971, he was the translator of the Federal Government of Canada. He died on May 22, 
1972 in Vancouver. He was buried at The Gardens of Gethsemani on June 16, 2004. His ashes were 
taken to Poland by his son, George, and buried in the cemetery of the Navy in Gdynia - Oksywie. 
His diary was published in Poland in 2003 under the title Wave after Wave. 
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He was awarded the Cross of Valour (twice), the Gold Cross of Merit (twice) and the Medal of the 
Marine and the British Distinguished Service Cross, the French Legion of Honor Class V, the 
Swedish Royal Order of Vasa and the Danish Order of Dannebrog. 

 Amazon 
1436. Guillaume ROSTAND. Signed [14 March 1943]. FFF London. 

101 
DOB 25.5.1904. Fransman. 
From the Bromma departure list for 14 March 1943: 

 
From geneanet.org: 

 
Guillaume Rostand (1904-1992), son of Peter Rostand (1876-1922). 
From http://ecole.nav.traditions.free.fr/officiers_rostand_guillaume.htm (translated by Google): 
Born 25 May 1904 in Paris - Died 17 March 1992 in Valmer 
Between the Navy in 1923 
Midshipman 2nd class 1st October 1925 Cherbourg harbor 

http://ecole.nav.traditions.free.fr/officiers_rostand_guillaume.htm
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Midshipman 1st Class 1 October 1927 
Lieutenant March 30, 1932 
On 1 January 1937 Cherbourg harbor 
Commander September 22, 1942 
Commander on 1 January 1946 
Commander of the Special part 1 January 1953 
At that date, PARIS, Head of History of the Navy. Same as 1 January 1955 
Captain of the Special part 1 September 1955 
From 1 January 1959, same functions Paris 
Port matriculaire Cherbourg 
Patented Fusilier 
Knight of the Legion of Honor 
Officer of the Legion of Honor 
Croix de Guerre 
Maritime Merit 
“Rostand Vichy” is mentioned in file reference ADM 223/464 History of Naval Intelligence in TNA. 
See the entry for Henry Mangles Denham who signed this book on 30 August 1941 and 20 April 
1942. 
1437. Temporary Lieutenant Charles SONE. Signed [14 - 18 March 1943]. HMS Cressy, 
Dundee. 

101 
From The Navy List for February 1943: 

 

 
 

 

 
From The Navy List for February 1944: 
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No further trace found. 
From http://www.dundee-at-war.net/unicorn.htm: 
The 46-gun frigate HMS Unicorn was towed to Dundee in 1873 to serve as drill ship for the city's 
naval reserves. Despite their seagoing training, in 1914, at the outbreak of the First World War, 
Dundee's 157 naval reservists fought as soldiers, first in the abortive in the defence of Antwerp, 
then in the trenches. Once again, the Dundee reserves were called up for active service when the 
fleet mobilised in 1939, though this time they were used in their customary role at sea. Unicorn 
herself served in both world wars as the headquarters of the Naval Officer in Charge, Dundee. The 
NOIC Dundee from 1939 was Captain Henry Hurt RN. Hurt was replaced later in the war by Rear 
Admiral Eric Robinson, a remarkable officer who had been awarded a Victoria Cross for his actions 
in the Dardanelles in February 1915. He had crawled out, under heavy fire, carrying demolition 
charges with which he had single-handedly destroyed two Turkish gun positions. A few weeks later 
Robinson led an all-but suicidal operation using two steam gunboats fitted with outrigger 
torpedoes to destroy a British submarine that had run aground in the narrow Dardanelles Straits. 
As the war neared its end the post of NOIC Dundee reverted to the pre-war commanding officer of 
the Dundee Naval reserves, local businessman Captain William Keay RNR. Unicorn saw no action 
herself, but she did cause much confusion when, clearly having forgotten their old wooden-wall in 
Dundee, the Admiralty chose the name Unicorn for one of their new escort carriers. The Dundee 

http://www.dundee-at-war.net/unicorn.htm
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drill-ship's name was changed to HMS Cressy, but not before several ratings had arrived in Dundee 
to find that the aircraft carrier they were supposed to be joining had been cunningly disguised as a 
Nelson-era frigate! Unicorn got her old name back when the carrier was scrapped in 1959. She may 
not have been in action herself, but Unicorn did come into contact with the enemy on at least three 
occasions. The first occasion arose after a Heinkel 111 bomber, intercepted by 609 Squadron 
Hurricanes while attacking a convoy, was shot down into St. Andrews Bay on the afternoon of 27th 
February 1940. Oberleutnant Heinrich, Feldwebel Heinrici, Unteroffizier Jonas and Unteroffizier 
Weinert were picked up from their dinghy by the trawler Shelomi skippered by James Dickson of 
Broughty Ferry and taken to Dundee by HM trawler Willow. They were held in HMS Unicorn before 
being taken under military escort to Perth. Another He 111, also attacking a convoy, was brought 
down in St. Andrews Bay late on 11th March 1941. One of the aircrew died and the three survivors 
were picked up by the minesweeper Gadfly and brought in to Dundee where they were held in 
Unicorn before being handed over to the Army. Finally, on 14th May 1945, a week after the end of 
the war, U-2326 arrived off the entrance to the Tay flying the black flag of surrender. The U-boat 
was escorted alongside the Eastern Wharf and her commander, Oberleutnant Karl Jobst, and 
Leutnant Karl Bertsch were taken aboard what was then Cressy for interrogation. The two German 
officers surrendered their naval dirks to Captain William Foggie Keay RNVR, who commanded 
Unicorn (Cressy) from 1927 to 1945, an extraordinary length of time in command. 
1438. 2nd Lieutenant Harold Howie BORLAND (121516). Signed [14 - 18 March 1943]. 44 
Elvaston Place, London SW7. 

101 
He also signed this book on 23 February 1942. Intelligence Corps. 
1439. Peter Vogelius DEINBOLL DSO* MC AKA Ingvald KVAM. Signed [24 March 1943 
according to his SOE file]. London. 

101 
DOB 10.1.1919. Normann. 
From the Bromma departure list for 18 March 1943: 
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http://www.mjosund.no/kam/tre/98.html and Norwegian Digital Archive have a person named 
Ingvar Kvam with a DOB of 04.07.1909. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Deinboll: 
Peter Vogelius Deinboll, DSO, MC (29 July 1915 – 1944) was a Norwegian engineer, and resistance 
member during World War II. 

 
From Våre falne 1939-1945 
He was born in Sulitjelma as a son of Peter Blessing Deinboll and Sigfrid Hildur Deinboll, née 
Nagell. His parents hailed from Nærøy and Haugesund. Peter Deinboll had a degree in chemistry 
from the Norwegian Institute of Technology, and worked at the railway workshop at Thamshavn. 
He lived at Orkanger. 
When World War II reached Norway, he participated in Norwegian Campaign battles. He fled to the 
United Kingdom in 1941 and was enrolled into the Special Operations Executive. In 1942 he led a 
series of sabotage operations directed against the transport of pyrites from the mines at Løkken 
Verk to Germany. He disappeared during air transport between United Kingdom and Norway, 8 
November 1944. 
Denboll was in charge of three of the sabotage operations directed against transport of pyrite from 
Løkken. The first operation took place in April–May 1942, when a transformer station at the 
Thamshavn Line was blown up. The second operation lasted from September 1942 until early 1943, 
when the German transport ship Nordfahrt (5,000 ton) was sunk at Thamshavn. The third operation, 

http://www.mjosund.no/kam/tre/98.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Deinboll
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in October–November 1943, resulted in the blowing-up and destruction of five locomotives, and 
damaging others. Locomotives were not easy to replace, because the track width of the Thamshavn 
Line was not used by other railways in Europe. A fourth operation carried out by group Feather II 
led to further destruction of material.[2] An electric locomotive which had been damaged by the 
Deinboll group had been sent to Oslo to be repaired at Skabo, but was eventually blown up by the 
sabotage group Oslogjengen in September 1944. 
Deinboll was decorated with the War Cross with Sword, the St. Olav's Medal with Oak Branch, the 
Distinguished Service Order and Bar and the Military Cross. 
From The Linge Company Roll of Honour 1941 – 1945, Welbecson Press Limited, 1945: 
Lieutenant Peter Deinboll 

 
Peter Deinboll served for fourteen months at the Norwegian Military School before the war, and 
saw action during the German invasion. He reached the United Kingdom in October, 1941, after 
crossing the frontier to Sweden, and passing through Russia, India and Canada. His previous 
military training and his qualifications as an engineer made him a welcome recruit to the Linge 
Company, which he joined in November, 1941. It was clear from the beginning that he was an 
officer of more than usual ability and courage, and he was chosen in the Spring of 1942 to lead the 
party which was to carry out the first major coup-de-main attack in Norway during the war. 
The operation was brilliantly carried out, and Lieutenant Deinboll received high praise for his 
leadership and outstanding personal courage. For his part in this operation he was awraded the 
Norwegian War Cross with Sword by his Majesty King Haakon VII and the Distinguished Service 
Order by His Majesty King George VI. 
During the following Winter a further attack was carried out on the same target under the 
leadership of Lieutenant Deinboll. In spite of increased enemy precautions, considerable success 
was achieved, and for this operation Lieutenant Deinboll was awarded St Olav’s Medal and the 
British Military Cross. 
In the Autumn of 1943 Lieutenant Deinboll pressed home a third attack on the same target in 
conditions of great difficulty. For this operation, he was awarded a Bar to St Olav’s Medal and a Bar 
to the Distinguished Service Order. 
In the Autumn of 1944, after some delay due to an injury caused by an accident in London, 
Lieutenant Deinboll left again for the field, but was lost with the aircraft en route. 
This bare record of Lieutenant Deinboll’s achievements in the field cannot cover his outstanding 
influence in the Linge Company. His technical ability made him invaluable in training and planning, 
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and the worth of his services can only be fully appreciated by those officers who were closely 
associated with him. The death of this officer was felt as a deep personal loss by all ranks of the 
Company and Headquarters Staff. 
Those who knew Peter Deinboll will retain the memory of his great courage, and with it, his high 
sense of duty and personal loyalty. His grasp of the hard uses of war was finelt balanced with a 
deep artistic sense, and an ideal patriotism. The combination of these qualities made him the 
gallant soldier and good friend that he was. 
From Ian Herrington’s PhD thesis, The Special Operations Executive in Norway 1940-1945: Policy 
and Operations in the Strategic and Political Context, June 2004: 
17 April 1942 (Sea). Operation Redshank (P. Deinboll, P. Getz, T. Grong). The Baardshaug 
converter and transformer station which controlled power to the railway between the Orkla pyrite 
mine and the port of Thamshavn. Successfully attacked on 4 May 1942. The transformer station was 
totally destroyed, which reduced the transport capacity of the line by 50% for six months. 
Nevertheless, production at the mine was still 468,640 tons in 1942, only slightly down on the 
previous year. All escaped to Sweden. 
July 1942. Operation Ostrich (B. Pedersen, P. Deinboll). This was a plan to send two men into 
Norway to contact Norwegian workers and train them in undetectable sabotage. It appears that the 
operation was never carried out because the two men were allocated to Operation Granard. 
6 February 1943. Operation Granard (Lt. P. Deinboll, 2.Lt. Bjørn Pedersen, O. Sættem). Attack and 
destroy the loading tower, and sink a laden pyrites cargo vessel at the outer end of Thamshavn pier 
in order to dislocate the transport of sulphur pyrites from the Orkla mines. Party sailed on 6 
December 1942 and landed on the Norwegian coast two days later. It was six weeks before a 
German vessel of sufficient size came alongside the pier. On 25 February limpet mines were placed 
on the S.S. Nordfart. Two holes were blown in the ship, which was then run aground. It only took a 
few months, however, before the ship was again in service, and therefore the operation had little 
long-term impact. 
10 October 1943 (Air). Operation Feather I (P. Deinboll, O. Nilssen, A. Wisløff, L. Brønn, T. 
Bjørnaas, P. Skjærpe, A. Hægstad). To stop production at the Orkla pyrite mines by destroying the 
lift machinery in the lift shaft. If this proved to be too difficult they should attack the railway 
between Orkanger to Thamshavn. On 30 October a co-ordinated attack was carried out against the 
locomotives at Løkken, Thamshavn and Orkanger, which transported the materials from the mine 
to the point of shipment on the coast. Five locomotives were destroyed or put out of action. A 
further attack was carried out on 17 November and a rail car blown up. One of the team was killed, 
one captured, whilst the remaining men eventually escaped to Sweden. 
November 1944 (Air). Operation Dipford-Frinton (P. Deinboll, A. Gjestland). To work with SL as 
technical advisers on railways, telecommunications, information, and propaganda. The plane 
disappeared over the North Sea. 
From his SOE file, reference HS 9/413/5, in The National Archives, Kew: 
His handwriting matches the signature in the visitors book: 

vs  
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arrival date stated above (24.3.43) conflicts with the signature in the visitors book (before 20.3.43) but 
is probably correct as this correlates with the date in the following: 
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The file contains a statement of evidence describing the above incident in detail. 
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From http://www.roll-of-honour.com/Bedfordshire/TempsfordAircrewLost1944.html: 
8/9 November 1944 - 138 Squadron - Stirling LJ993 - NF-M. Lost at sea due to bad weather. 
Operation CRUPPER 11, Norway. 
According to http://www.specialforcesroh.com/showthread.php?13789-Ford-Frederick-John, the 
pilot was Flight Lieutenant Frederick John FORD (147218). 
From http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/1030020278: 
Private Papers of Colonel J S Wilson CMG OBE 
Photocopied ts memoir (115pp) written in 1962 and covering: his early life and education at Trinity 
College, Glenalmond in Scotland; service with the Imperial Indian Police, 1908 – 1922, eventually as 
Senior Deputy Commissioner, Calcutta, with useful details of conditions, policies, civil unrest, the 
scouting movement in India and an official visit by the future King Edward VIII; appointments as 
Camp Chief, Boy Scouts Association, 1923 – 1943, Director, Boy Scouts International Bureau, 1938 – 
1953 and Honorary President Boy Scouts International Committee, 1953 – 1957 with much 
information about his important role in the Association and the administration of the organisation; 
service with Military Intelligence (R) and the Special Operations Executive, July 1940 – September 
1945, with references to his work running courses for SOE agents at Arisaig, as staff officer in the 
SOE training section and also as Head of the Norwegian section (January 1942 onwards) and 
Regional Head, Directorate of Scandinavian and Baltic States (September 1943 onwards) including 
excellent descriptions of clandestine activities by SOE agents especially in Norway, details of 
individual missions including GUNNERSIDE, the attack on the ‘heavy water’ plant at Vemork in 
1943, and an attempt to sink the TIRPITZ (1942), references to individual agents including Odd 
Starheim, Knut Haukelid and Peter Deinboll and useful comments on various aspects of the 
section's activities including communications and contribution to the war effort, as well as statistics 
reinforcing the success of sabotage operations; also photocopies (22pp) of papers concerning his 

http://www.roll-of-honour.com/Bedfordshire/TempsfordAircrewLost1944.html
http://www.specialforcesroh.com/showthread.php?13789-Ford-Frederick-John
http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/1030020278
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service with the Indian Police and SOE, including two obituaries and two documents from his SOE 
Personal File. 
Sabotage in Norway, by Bernard O'Connor, 2013 contains a section headed “Peter Deinboll and 
Operations Redshank, Swallow, Feather and Crupper II (pps 60-109 including 42 pages of 
photographs). 
From http://nuav.rforum.biz/t524-kampen-om-thamshavnbanen-on-nrk: 
“"Kampen om Thamshavnbanen" is scheduled to be premiered on NRK 1 on 31 of August at 22:00 
(21:00 UK time) in the evening. Congrtatulations to Christian Falch and his team from Gammaglimt 
AS who originally filmed and released this story a year or so back. The story focuses on the Orkla 
Mines sabotage, the involvement of the Deinboll family (including Peter Deinboll - who was later 
lost at sea along with Arne Gjestland and the crew of Stirling LJ993 from 138 Squadron. The air op 
was known as Operation Crupper 11. The film is very thought-provoking and when initially shown - 
in the mine itself - the film was very popular and the crowds were such that some had to be turned 
away due to lack of space: Gammaglimt subsequently produced an excellent DVD and book on the 
subject, which was 5 years in the making of.” 
Posted by Bob Pearson, 17 August 2011 
Email dated 11 October 2014 from Bob Pearson to Trevor Baker: 
“Yes, Peter Deinboll was one very special agent. A couple of years back, I became involved with 
Gammalimt AS, a film production company that were focusing on the Orkla Mines raid. The film 
had the backing of Peter's sister, Lita. I met her in London at the Deinboll family home - a lovely 
lady, but understably very bitter about how her family had been treated in Norway. Dorothy Baden-
Powell, in her book, Operation Jupiter, mentions Deinboll, but not by name and in rather a semi-
fictionalized account. It took me ages to break the story down so that I could find out who the 
characters really were. There is something of a mystery to the loss of Peter. Somewhere, amongst 
my notes I have details of the aircraft loss. 
If there ever was one person who needed to be looked at in depth, then it is Peter Deinboll. Of 
course, the Orkla Mines Raid film is too recent for another account, but Deinboll was also involved 
with other raids.” 
SOE file, reference HS 2/243 Norway Interrogation Reports, includes a report dated 28 January 
1944 on Deinboll and Operation Feather (pps 388-391 of the PDF). 
SOE file, reference HS 7/174-6 Norwegian Section History, includes many mentions of Peter 
Deinboll: 
Operation Redshank (pps 58-9) 
Operation Granard (pps 95-6) which refers to “The redoubtable Peter Deinboll” 
Orkla Pyrites and Operation Feather (pps 134-5) 
Orkla Pyrites and Operation Feather II (pps 167-8) 
Appendix E Coup-de-Main Operations, Redshank – 4 May 1942 
Appendix E Coup-de-Main Operations, Granard – 26 February 1943 
Appendix E Coup-de-Main Operations, Feather I – 30 October 1943 
SOE file, reference HS 9/1104/1 Odd Nilsen, mentions Peter Deinboll in a document entitled 
Recommendation for the Award of Posthumous Mention-in-Despatches for Fenrik Odd Nilsen. 

http://nuav.rforum.biz/t524-kampen-om-thamshavnbanen-on-nrk
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1440. Flight Lieutenant [later Air Commodore] George Hurst RANDLE (16083). Signed [18 - 
13 March 1943]. RAF Tain. 

101 
Plt Off: 20 Dec 1922, Fg Off: 20 Jun 1924, Flt Lt: 27 Feb 1929, Squadron Ldr: xx xxx xxxx, Wg Cdr: 1 
Jul 1939, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Sep 1941 Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1947, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1948. The Supplement to the 
LG, 20 July 1943 announced the award of the Legion of Merit to Group Captain George Hurst 
Randle by the President of the United States of America. 
From http://www.stlqcc.org.uk/docs/frogmore_01.htm: 
You may have read in the recent press (November 2007) that Frogmore Hall, described as “a 
stunning Grade II listed building overlooking the Beane Valley near Watton-at-Stone was being 
brought to the market. The building has been sympathetically refurbished and now comprises six 
generously designed apartments in the main house, three homes created from the coach house 
and one newly built family home”. The original house was constructed in 1863 from red brick and 
comprised a 60 room mansion and adjoining stable block. Originally the residence of G. B. Hudson, 
MP for the Hitchin Division of Hertfordshire it was taken over by the Government during the 
Second World War when it became Station 18, an outstation of Station 43 at Audley End House, 
headquarters of the Special Operations Executive (SOE) Polish Section. Frogmore Hall acted as a 
holding and dispatch station for agents being parachuted into Poland until the end of the war. STL 
was the first of a series of commercial companies to occupy the mansion being followed by the 
housing development company Fairview Estates and the ill fated Jarvis Company of Railtrack fame. 
In September 1988 Ken Pearson wrote the following reminiscences of Frogmore. 
During the late 1950’s the natural expansion of STL meant that the buildings in Progress Way were 
just too small. As a result a few particles were expelled into convenient (or sadly inconvenient) 
locations, usually in Enfield. However, for some reason, the Systems Planning Division was exiled to 
an old house, called The Thrifts, on the outskirts of Ware. At that time the Radio Planning 
Department of that Division was much involved in carrying out radio surveys of potential 
microwave routes for customers, and as their work grew it became increasingly difficult to store all 
the necessary equipment. Moreover, there was no open space where masts could be erected for 
training or experiment. 
Then, in 1956, Arthur Brown found a place called Frogmore Hall, which had a large house, lots of 
land, with virtually no planning restrictions, and the Radio Survey Section was formed and installed 
in Frogmore Hall. 
Also at that time a new site for STL was being sought, and Arthur Brown was actively exploring 
several possibilities. The writer accompanied him on some of his expeditions to see whether the 
proposed site would be suitable for our radio survey and experimental work. As it happened, we 
found a suitable site, from most points of view, at Cheshunt but the local residents, led by a Harley 
Street specialist and his wife, objected that having a laboratory in the area would greatly lower the 
tone of the neighbourhood and the matter went to a Planning Enquiry where STL lost the day. 
Then the site at Harlow, on the STC playing fields, was offered and was accepted. Unfortunately, it 
transpired that Harlow Development Corporation allowed us to enter their hallowed fields only 
because STL were “non-industrial”, so we could not, at that time, put up any masts or huts. Looking 
round today one feels that the rules must have been relaxed! 

http://www.stlqcc.org.uk/docs/frogmore_01.htm
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So Frogmore Hall was obviously still very useful to STL. The hall is an old Victorian mansion set in 
some 50 acres near Watton-at-Stone, a village on the Hertford to Stevenage road. It is a very ugly 
house as the photographs show, but it had plenty of room and, of course, the surrounding fields. It 
was owned by a sand and gravel company and, at that time, was being used by a local farmer for 
storage. The site’s suitability for line-of-sight microwave experiments was assessed, but the only 
direction which provided a clear path more than a mile or so long was towards Marconi at Writtle! 
Nevertheless it was decided that Frogmore Hall would be a very useful site. 
When it was decided that a Radio Survey Section would be set up at Frogmore Hall, Arthur Brown 
and his merry men set about making the place habitable. Then Harry Rantzen, an engineer with a 
wealth of experience with STC, the BBC, and the United Nations, was put in charge of the new 
Section. (In those days he was much better known than his daughter336!) Rooms were cleared and 
re-decorated, the drive was made up, heating and lighting were installed. Several young and 
adventurous engineers were recruited to form teams ready and willing to go anywhere in the world 
where STC were to install a microwave link, in order to test the suitability of the paths (usually 
already chosen from map studies) by setting up a radio link over each path in turn. A number of 
aluminium lattice masts were purchased and stored in what had been the stables of the Hall. Labs 
and workshops were installed; equipment was stored in the wine cellars. A secretary for Harry 
Rantzen and a cleaning lady were found locally and after a few weeks a compact and efficient unit 
came into being. Obviously the Hall needed a resident caretaker, and this problem was solved by 
providing a self-contained flat which was first occupied by Harry Rantzen’s secretary, Mrs. Clayton, 
and her husband. Over the years, other people, including George Randle, Joe Fox, and Ian Turner, 
had the doubtful privilege of occupying the flat. 
The Radio Survey Section was nominally controlled by the Radio Planning Department at The 
Thrifts, and this led to some difficulties. Because of the difficulty of getting to Frogmore Hall by 
public transport a minibus was provided between The Thrifts and Frogmore Hall. Naturally those 
people who made use of this facility insisted that they should come into the Thrifts at the normal 
starting and finishing times, and, consequently they arrived at Frogmore Hall half an hour later than 
the normal time, and left half an hour early. The staff who made their own way to Frogmore Hall 
obviously abided by these non-standard times. Altogether it was quite a headache for the 
Personnel and Accounts Departments! There was also a problem with the heating, which was 
initially provided by 2kW convector units. A new electricity supply had been installed with a 
maximum demand of 50kVA, and as we had more than 25 convectors, quite apart from our 
apparatus, it quite frequently happened that the maximum demand was exceeded and the supply 
was cut off. 
In some ways it was an idyllic existence at Frogmore Hall. There was a great deal of work to be 
done, but the atmosphere of being surrounded by acres of countryside was very relaxing. At least 
one of the managers thought of himself as the Lord of the Manor! There was a trout stream 
running through the grounds, although it tended to dry up in the summer, and it was reliably 
reported that fishing and even canoeing took place. There was also a small pond hidden among 
the trees, and the more (fool) hardy members of the staff actually swam in it. Pheasants were 
abundant and could often be heard croking (if that is what pheasants do), and there is 
photographic evidence of a shotgun being handled by at least one member of the staff although 
the writer never did receive any birds or rabbits for the pot. Unexpected chaps suddenly became 
enamoured of wildlife. One, Sid Green, found a young jackdaw in the grounds and adopted it. It 
                                                 

336 Esther Louise Rantzen, CBE (born 22 June 1940), an English journalist and television presenter, who is 
best known for presenting the BBC television series That's Life! and for her work in various charitable 
causes. 
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was quite tame and travelled with Sid in his car, sitting on a perch hung from the roof of the car 
and swaying gracefully as the car took a corner. It is rumoured that several people driving behind 
Sid were so astonished by the sight that they only narrowly avoided an accident. It also sat on the 
bench in the workshop and made a frightful mess. Len Burst was another unlikely nature lover. He 
came upon a swan which had been savagely attacked by a fox. It would almost certainly have died 
if he had not adopted it and cared for it, feeding it mostly on egg sandwiches apparently (a form of 
cannibalism!), until it was fit to return to the wild. 
Those early days were fun, but before long STL was making much greater use of Frogmore Hall. A 
new method of long-range radio communication had been discovered, called tropospheric scatter. 
For some time no satisfactory explanation of this phenomenon was produced, and Harry Rantzen 
devoted much of his time and effort to developing his own revolutionary theory. A number of 
experiments were carried out, including a troposcatter link between Frogmore Hall and a disused 
radar site near Norwich. Soon the Radio Survey Section had to equip itself with larger portable 
dishes and sturdier masts in order to test possible commercial troposcatter paths, and it was 
heavily involved in the survey of a number of paths in Europe for the ACE-HIGH military network. 
Some of these paths were in Norway, and the team members had to add skiing to their 
accomplishments. By way of contrast, another job took them to Mozambique, where its leader 
reported having difficulty because one site “was infested with elephants”. 
One of the more exciting projects carried out at Frogmore Hall was Moonbounce. Before man-
made satellites were available, a number of ideas for providing long-distance radio communication 
were dreamed up. One involved reflecting radio signals off the ionized trails of meteorites, and 
such a system was actually developed for military communications. STL did not attempt this, but 
the ITT Laboratories in Nutley, New Jersey, were very keen on trying to use the moon as a reflector. 
They supplied us with a 14 ft diameter dish and mounting, and Harold Wood designed and built a 
very low noise receiver, which was installed in a hut in the grounds of Frogmore Hall with the dish 
mounted next to it. The idea was that Nutley should transmit long (two seconds) pulses to the 
moon, using a high-power transmitter and a 40 ft diameter dish, and that we should attempt to 
receive them. Those of you who remember the fiasco at Goonhilly when the PO first tried to receive 
signals from Telstar, will perhaps also recall that there was a problem about the polarisation of the 
received signal. We had a similar problem in that we had to calculate the angle of polarisation of 
the received signal and set the horn on the dish to correspond. Fortunately, we got it right. It was 
also necessary to ensure that our dish was pointed at the moon while we were receiving, and the 
calculation of the correct azimuth and bearing angles as a function of time was carried out on the 
Stantec Zebra computer at STL. Attempts were made to receive ITT’s signals over several days and 
nights, and, at last, at some unearthly hour of the morning, two pulses were actually recorded. By a 
strange co-incidence the site was visited by two colleagues that night, Peter Bourne and Fred Filby, 
and, by an even stranger co-incidence, they brought a bottle of brandy with them, so we were able 
to celebrate in style. 
Harry Rantzen did not remain the local manager for very long and moved into technical marketing. 
Ken Pearson took over the job in addition to his work as manager of the Radio Planning 
Department, which was not too irksome because by that time Tony Young was installed in 
Frogmore Hall to keep meticulous account of the disposition of all the survey equipment. Later still 
George Randle (ex Air Commodore) took over. 
There were many other users of Frogmore Hall. The Training Department found it convenient, 
although it was necessary to take trainees to lunch in a pub in the village of Watton-at-Stone, 
which was time consuming and very expensive. Arthur Brewster did extensive tests of his perimeter 
security system (Method 5). On another occasion, STL needed to check the performance of a high-
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powered sonar amplifier which they had developed for the Admiralty, and hydrophones fed from 
this amplifier were immersed in the pond, to the surprise and detriment, no doubt, of the fish 
population. 
One of the most spectacular and demanding projects mounted at Frogmore Hall was the Long-
Haul Waveguide test bed. The Long-Haul Waveguide consisted of a tube about three inches in 
diameter and had, in theory, an enormous transmission capacity, but it had one grave 
disadvantage. This was that the guide had to be dead straight. In order to test various types of 
tube, a test bed was set up at Frogmore Hall with concrete supports devised to support a third of a 
mile of waveguide without deviation from a straight line. Needless to say, this was a tricky 
mechanical problem, but Arthur Brewster came to the rescue of the contractors by devising an 
ingenious optical method of aligning the supports with great accuracy. It was quite an expensive 
job, but Arthur claims that, having been told that it was all in aid of a new system that would 
revolutionise telephone communications, the contractors reduced their charges. Tony Karbowiak 
and his staff did a lot of work on this test bed, but eventually the practical problems of installing 
waveguides in the ground and maintaining their straightness, together with the advent of optical 
fibres, led to the abandonment of the project. 
Eventually the Radio Survey Section was transferred to STC, but Frogmore Hall continued to be 
used. At one time the Harlow branch of the STC Patent Department, complete with Vi Maile, was 
installed there. It was also used as a document and equipment store. 
The original 21-year lease, taken out in 1956, ran out in 1977 and was extended for a further two 
years. So STL finally withdrew in 1979 after an occupation of 23 years. The writer is well aware that 
most of what has been described in this chapter took place during the first ten years of this period, 
and apologises to readers who may quite justifiably feel that some really interesting incidents have 
not been recorded. 
1441. Flight Lieutenant John FREEMAN (89012). Signed 20 March 1943. RAF Pitreavie 
Castle, Fife. 

101 
He is mentioned in the LG, 24 December 1943, 1 January 1946 and 8 June 1954. 
1442. Joachim Holmboe RØNNEBERG DSO signed as Jon HAUGEN. Signed 29 March 
1943. Norwegian Legation, London. 

102 
DOB 30.8.1919. Norrman. 
This and the following four signatures were identified by Ivar Dyb Kraglund, assistant director of 
Norges Hjemmefrontmuseum when Trevor Baker and John Oakes visited him on Wednesday 10 
April 2013. 
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Joachim Holmboe Rønneberg, DSO (born 30 August 1919) is a retired Norwegian officer and 
broadcaster. He is known for his resistance work during World War II and his post-war war 
information work. Rønneberg was born in Borgund as the second son of Alf Rønneberg from 
Ålesund and Anna Krag Sandberg. He was the brother of Erling Rønneberg, who was a well-known 
resistance member too, having received British commando training. On the maternal side he was a 
nephew of Ole Rømer Aagaard Sandberg, and thus a grandnephew of Ole Rømer Aagaard 
Sandberg, Sr. On the paternal side he was a distant descendant of Carl Rønneberg, and a 
grandnephew of politician Anton Johan Rønneberg, whose mother was a part of the Holmboe 
family—hence Joachim's middle name. In September 1949, he married Liv Foldal, a crafts teacher 
born in 1925. 
Rønneberg reported for national service in 1938, being told to report for duty with the surveying 
department in 1940. He joined Norwegian Independent Company 1 (NOR.I.C.1) (Norwegian: 
Kompani Linge) in 1941, having escaped Norway by boat to Scotland the same year. He received 
military training in the United Kingdom, and held the rank of Second Lieutenant. 
Rønneberg, now a First Lieutenant, led the six-man Operation Gunnerside team, reinforcing the 
five-man team Grouse sent in earlier, during the heavy water sabotage action. After landing at a 
location 45 kilometres (28 mi) from the other team Gunnerside spent five days waiting out an 
intense blizzard in an uninhabited hunting cabin before meeting up with Grouse. The combined 
Norwegian team went into action against the Norsk Hydro heavy water production plant in 
Vemork, Norway in 1943, parachuting into the Hardangervidda plateau on 16 February. Rønneberg 
led the demolition team when the saboteurs, on the night of 27/28 February 1943, entered the 
Norsk Hydro plant and set explosive charges. The team then escaped from the factory as the 
explosives went off, without the German guards discovering the saboteurs or indeed noticing that 
there had occurred an attack on the plant, probably believing that the heavy snow had set off one 
of their own land mines. Although chased by 2,800 German troops five of the saboteurs, led by 
Rønneberg escaped safely to neutral Sweden by way of a 14-day march over a distance of 400 
kilometres (250 mi) after the successful completion of their mission. The six other members of the 
sabotage team hid out in various locations in Norway without being caught by the Germans. 
Eighteen heavy water cells and around 500 kilograms (1,100 lb) of heavy water was destroyed 
during the attack, as well as a loss of production of 400 kilograms (880 lb) of heavy water. 
After the factory was reported to have been rebuilt in the summer of 1943 a new saboteur attack 
was planned, but eventually scrapped in favour of an air strike. On 16 November 1943 161 United 
States Army Air Forces B-17 and B-24 heavy bombers attacked the Vemork heavy water plant, and 
another 12 bombers the nitrogen plant at nearby Rjukan. The attack had not been cleared with the 
Norwegian government in exile in London and led to a diplomatic crisis between the Norwegian 
and other Allied governments. Of particular concern for the Norwegian government was the 
targeting of the Rjukan nitrogen plant, as it supposedly only produced products for Norwegian 
agriculture. Twenty-one civilian lives were lost in the bombing raid. 
Following the bombing raid the Germans decided to move the production to Germany, leading to 
the British War Cabinet to order Norwegian saboteur Knut Haukelid to sink the Norwegian ferry 
SF Hydro carrying the containers of heavy water across Lake Tinnsjø. The ferry was sunk with 
hidden explosives on 19 February 1944, going down with 15,000 litres (3,300 imp gal) of heavy 
water and killing 14 Norwegian civilians, ending the struggle for the Norwegian heavy water. 
The sabotage action against the Vemork plant was portrayed in the Franco-Norwegian 1948 film 
Operation Swallow: The Battle for Heavy Water, where Rønneberg was portrayed by Norwegian 
actor Claus Wiese. In 1965, the decidedly less factually accurate American film The Heroes of 
Telemark, starring Kirk Douglas, was released by Columbia Pictures. Subsequently he commanded 
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other raids against the Germans, including the Fieldfare operation in Sunnmøre, in preparation for 
attacks against German supply lines in the Romsdal valley. In January 1945, Rønneberg had led a 
three-man unit of NOR.I.C.1 on a mission to destroy the Stuguflåt railway bridge, blowing up the 
bridge with a 130 kilograms (290 lb) charge of plastic explosives, putting it out of service for three 
weeks. The team then escaped without casualties. 
His service with NOR.I.C.1 ended with the liberation of Norway in 1945. In 1943, he was awarded 
Norway’s highest decoration for military gallantry, the War Cross with sword. For his war service 
Rønneberg also received St. Olav's Medal With Oak Branch, Defence Medal 1940–1945 and Haakon 
VII’s 70th Anniversary Medal. In addition to his Norwegian decorations, he was also decorated by 
the British with the Distinguished Service Order (DSO), by the Americans with the Medal of 
Freedom with silver palm and by the French with the Legion of Honour and Croix de Guerre. 
After the war he began a career in broadcasting. He was hired in NRK Ålesund in 1948, was 
promoted to program secretary in 1954 and sub-editor in 1977. He retired in 1988. From 1971, 
Rønneberg was governor of Rotary International's 128th district. He also participated in the 
rebuilding of Fieldfare Cabin in the valley Veltedalen in the summer of 1990, where he had hid out 
the last year of the war with two other officers from NOR.I.C.1. Fieldfare Cabin today gives an 
image of Norwegian resistance during the war. 
In his later years, Rønneberg has been involved in war information work, holding lectures for 
audiences around Norway. He has said that he is particularly fond of holding talks for school 
children. Rønneberg is highly critical of the current situation for the Norwegian military, stating that 
its capacity for mobilisation is only 9% of the 1990 level. In 1995, Rønneberg, together with fellow 
World War II resistance leader Gunnar Sønsteby and Norwegian businessman Erling Lorentzen, 
received the Norwegian-American Chamber of Commerce Achievement Award for "individuals 
whose outstanding personal accomplishments exemplify the spirit of commitment, perseverance 
and endeavour that sustains the strong relations between Norway and the United States of 
America". Rønneberg was a member of the Linge Club, a Norwegian veterans' association, until its 
disestablishment on 17 October 2007. 
He is included in the index to SOE file reference HS 7-174_5_6 Norwegian Section History: 

 
NOTE: Wrong page number(s) given 
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He is mentioned in James W Irvine’s The Waves Are Free, pp. 52-3, 182-9, 199. 
From Roderick Bailey’s Forgotten Voices of the Secret War, Ebury Press, 2010: 
“I fled from Norway, as a rather young chap, in a fishing boat. I was the only one on board not 
being seasick and I decided on my way over, 'I'm going to join the navy, that's the quickest way to 
get into action. I'll be trained on board and be in it from the first day.' Then I met a friend of mine, 
in London, and he said, 'Well, you mustn't go in the navy until you've talked to a certain Captain 
Linge.' Captain Linge was from my home district actually and I was interested to hear what he 
suggested. He had been a liaison officer to the British expeditionary force in Norway in 1940 and 
been evacuated to England and then they had decided to form special companies for warfare 
behind the German lines and he had been given the job on the Norwegian side. It was SOE 
organising it and I hadn't talked to him many minutes before I forgot everything about the navy.” 
Joachim Rønneberg, Norwegian refugee, London 
“Sometimes, after having a lecture in silent killing and things, it was a bit difficult to sleep, 
especially once. We had been trained in using this fighting knife which was a terrible weapon 
actually and had been told that if you put it in here it doesn't stop until it comes up here and hits 
the bone. And having been a very, very quiet, innocent boy back in Norway, never been in fights at 
all, I felt, 'What are you doing? And what are they doing to you?'” Second Lieutenant Joachim 
Rønneberg, Norwegian trainee agent 
“Once we had a big scheme up on the railway viaduct just before Inverness. It was a huge viaduct 
with pillars about forty metres high and eight or nine spans and we were working on the middle of 
the highest ones, out in the girders. We went there and we didn't know it was guarded at all. We 
saw some soldiers moving around but they didn't see us and we had a notebook and we had a 
measure stick and we put in the cut and we did all the detailed drawings to find out how much 
explosive would we need and so on. And after we had finished we saw that there was a tea house 
on the other side, so we climbed up on the viaduct and went over and suddenly we were arrested. 
We were taken in to the commandant and we thought this was rather funny but he did not. He 
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phoned Inverness and asked security people to come immediately: they'd caught two chaps on the 
bridge; they were in uniforms but had no identity cards and no country marks; they don't speak 
English very good; and there they were with this wonderful picture of the bridge. So we said, 
'Please phone Aviemore number so-and-so and ask for Sergeant Forester,' hoping he should be 
first on his bike, and he did win the race and we were taken back home and told off.” Second 
Lieutenant Joachim Rønneberg, Norwegian trainee agent 
“We had a great time up there. We felt very much at home because the countryside was so similar 
to Norway. We had stags and hinds running about us, we had salmon in the river and we had great 
fun.” Second Lieutenant Joachim Rønneberg, Norwegian trainee agent 
“I was working up in Scotland as an instructor, when suddenly, one day in November '42, I was 
called up to Major Hampton. He said he had just got a telegram from London asking if I could take 
on a job in Norway and if I could pick five of the unit to go with me. I remember, I said, 'Well, it's 
easy to pick the people to some extent.' There were so many good ones to choose from – that was 
the difficult bit. I asked, 'Do they need to be skiers?' And they didn't know because they didn't 
know anything, where we were going or when we were going. They just knew that it was an 
operation that had to be done as quickly as possible. Well, I picked out the five I wanted and talked 
to them and said, 'I have been offered a job, I don't know what it is yet. Do you want to follow?' 
And everybody, of course, oh, they cheered. That was great. And I knew I had a good team. A very 
good team indeed.” Lieutenant Joachim Rønneberg, Norwegian SOE officer, commander of 
Operation 'Gunnerside' 
“We went down to London and we got new weapons and some of the items that we hadn't got 
before. We got new information, the latest information from Vemork, saying that nothing had been 
easy during the black moon period but we will hope for the best. Then we went down to Station 
17, where they had made the charges and had the models and had helped the commando troops. I 
don't know what they expected to meet when they were welcoming us down there. Instead of 
thirty-two or thirty-four British commandos they got six innocent young Norwegian chaps. We 
were invited upstairs to see where we should live and sleep and told to come down in about half 
an hour for a drink before dinner. And quite naturally when you are planning an operation like this 
and you get new weapons you will take them out and look at them. You have been told during 
your training that your gun is your best part – and it definitely is in a tight situation. And round me 
I heard people taking loading grip and pressing the trigger and everything – 'click, click, click' all 
round the place – and everyone seemed happy. And I took loading grip and pressed my trigger 
and it didn't say click – it said 'bang!' and there was a big hole in the wall and I saw five shocked 
friends. The one who was most shocked was myself. I couldn't understand what had happened. In 
came a batman looking very scared indeed and also the adjutant, a lieutenant colonel, asking, 
'What the hell is going on?' And I said, 'We have just come from Chiltern Court and we have new 
weapons and I have tried mine and it works!' The attack should have taken place on Christmas Eve, 
1942, but due to the weather we had no chance of flying in December at all. Next we flew in 
January, in the moon period of January, but we didn't succeed in making contact and we returned 
back to England. By now they had already started nicknaming us 'the permanent furniture up at 
Station 61' because they never got rid of us, but we couldn't do anything about it. Our next chance 
was on 17 February.” Lieutenant Joachim Rønneberg, Norwegian SOE officer, commander of 
Operation 'Gunnerside' 
“Everybody came down all right. But war is a question of luck and immediately after we had landed 
up on the Hardangervidda we saw one of our packages being carried away with one of the 
parachutes. We ran after it and after about half a kilometre, probably more, we came to an open 
patch of water, the outlet of one of these thousands of lakes, and there was the package. It had 
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gone through the water and the parachute had tried to pull it up on the other side but the wind 
wasn't strong enough. In that package we had rucksacks for half the party with sleeping bags and 
weapons and food for the first five days. Had the wind been a little bit stronger we would never 
have found it and there wouldn't have been an attack on the heavy water that month or until 
another party had come and taken over.” Lieutenant Joachim Rønneberg, Norwegian SOE officer, 
commander of Operation 'Gunnerside' 
“He was interrogated and we went through his rucksack. He was about forty years old. He was a 
hunter by profession. He was unmarried. Nobody was waiting for him. He hadn't been home for 
two months. Those was the sort of answers we got out of him and you can see why we asked liked 
this. We had our orders. Professor Tronstadt337 had told us, 'Whatever you do you must do the 
job. Whatever problems you hit against, think of the job. That is your main responsibility.' Well, we 
talked it over and I remember one of my friends, a very great fellow, he was always ready to give a 
helping hand and try to solve problems, and he thought, 'Well, now, Jo has enough problems, I'll 
take one of these dirty jobs.' Imagine the situation. We were standing outside this hut, in brilliant 
sunshine, a few degrees of frost, clear skies, calmness all over the place, with this tremendous 
problem inside. And he said quietly, 'I'll shoot him for you.' That was the biggest offer he could 
make in my favour, to help me, to take on the job. But I said, 'That's not the problem at all. We 
can't have this man lying on the stairs when the owner comes in the spring.' So we told the man, 
'Well, you have written a declaration saying that you are hunting illegally, you have a weapon 
illegally and you are selling on the black market, we are adding that you have been guiding us on 
this mission, and you have signed it. So if you don't keep your mouth shut you will be shot by the 
Germans, because if anything happens to us we will see to it that this declaration will end up with 
the Germans. All right, you are free. You go and hunt for another week and earn more money.' And 
he left – three days before the attack. We managed to forget about him, fortunately, otherwise we 
wouldn't have slept at all.” Lieutenant Joachim Rønneberg, Norwegian SOE officer, commander of 
Operation 'Gunnerside' 
“We could hear the humming of the machinery and we saw it faintly in the moonlight. It was 
slightly overcast, so it was excellent weather for us to work in. When we had to walk downhill the 
snow was up to our waists, and when we came further down and had to make a short-cut round 
the houses it even went up to our arms. You had to sort of do front crawl to get out of the snow 
and downwards. The whole time we heard the humming from the target, hoping that in about two 
hours' time it would be quiet. We watched the guard being relieved and saw them coming up, two 
of them, finished with their guard duty, up and into their hut. We were lying just in cover outside 
the fence and we waited there for about an hour. Of course we were tense but the situation was 
very calm at the same time. It was like being on a training scheme in England or Scotland. 
Everybody was talking calmly, we were eating biscuits and raisins and chocolate.” Lieutenant 
Joachim Rønneberg, Norwegian SOE officer, commander of Operation 'Gunnerside' 
“I had one set of charges and a friend of mine, who was outside, he had another one and I had one 
man guarding me. We came to the opening and looked through the window and saw the man who 
was on duty down in the high concentration room, a Norwegian workman. He was reading the 
instruments and writing the log and so on. We managed to get down and open the door and said, 
'Hands up.' I was about halfway through putting on the charges when the window out to the yard 
suddenly broke and I saw my covering man pointing his gun immediately at the window. What he 
saw was the head of one of our friends. They had lost us and decided, 'Well, we have orders to do 
the job if something uncertain happens.' They hadn't seen us, didn't know where we were at all, so 
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they were just as astonished as we were when they saw us. We thought it would be very nice to 
know that we'd succeeded, so we decided to cut the fuses to half a minute, all the two-minute 
fuses, I think it was eight of them, and saw that all of them were burning. We lit one each. And by 
the time the Germans realised that there was a drain in the flow of the high concentration room, all 
the heavy water and the half-made, quartermade and ten per-cent made were out in the river 
Mono. There was only fresh drinking water from top to bottom in the factory. I remembered 
Tronstadt telling me, 'If you need somewhere to lock up the Norwegian guard, you can put him in 
the toilet and the key for the toilet is on the left-hand side of the door.' And I remember, when I 
left, seeing the key. That was the sort of information we had. I am quite certain there was not one 
operation during the war with such good information and knowledge of the target as we had on 
ours. That was part of our success, of course. We climbed down the same way, down to the 
riverbed. It was very steep but we went very quickly. And along the railway the snow had blown 
away and the ground was frozen so we left no marks at all. The Germans hadn't seen anybody. 
When we came up to our equipment depot, the first car came from the garrison at Rjukan – there 
were about three hundred soldiers down there. They were on their way to Vemork, to take us, of 
course. We followed a parallel road to the main road and the whole time we could look down on 
the road, fifty metres below, and see all the traffic going that way.” Lieutenant Joachim Rønneberg, 
Norwegian SOE officer, commander of Operation 'Gunnerside' 
“We came up on top and could put on our skis and start on our way, going towards the mountains. 
We had a brilliant sunrise. The mountain on the other side is two thousand metres and it was 
reddened in the morning sunshine with a very light layer of immaculate skies hanging over. It was 
marvellous: everybody was there; not a shot fired during the attack; the Germans not knowing 
where we came from, how many we were and so on. We were a lucky team, definitely. We felt our 
enemy now was the Norwegian winter and the Norwegian mountains and we felt that we could 
compete with them as long as we would respect the weather and their superiority when conditions 
were bad. And that was no problem at all. We had about four hundred kilometres, five hundred 
kilometres, to go to Sweden. We crossed all the main valleys going east. We had to avoid Lake 
Mjøsa because it would have been rather difficult to cross. When we'd planned it, it should have 
been done in December and the lake would have been frozen. Between Oslo and Mjøsa there were 
lots of German locations and so on and up at Lillehammer you had the German headquarters for 
southern Norway, so we had to go a bit north of that to cross into Sweden. It took us about 
eighteen days. When we got to Sweden we had to present ourselves as refugees. We took off our 
British uniforms and we reported to the Swedish authorities in woollen underwear, a jersey, a white 
snow suit with no marks at all, no weapons. We had been in our uniforms for a very, very long time 
and we smelled tremendously, I think, and the de-lousing in Sweden was an experience, too. We 
were taken to a hospital then invited downstairs and told to take off all our clothes. We had to 
present ourselves for a shower as men born and two nice Swedish nurses with a bucket of strong 
soap and a floor brush started up here and worked downwards, and I don't know who had the 
greatest fun, the nurses or me. We had come from occupied Norway. We had come from war-
battered Britain, with blackout and bombing and things, and now we came to neutral Sweden with 
lots of things in the windows of the shops, no blackout, lights in the street. It was like coming to 
heaven, more or less. And I remember the first day in Stockholm we went to the opera and saw La 
Traviata and I remember we were sort of punching, pinching each other to be quite certain that we 
were not dreaming.” Lieutenant Joachim Rønneberg, Norwegian SOE officer, commander of 
Operation 'Gunnerside' 
“I was once visiting the neighbourhood of Egersund, that's outside Stavanger, twenty-five years 
after the war and a friend of mine took me up one of the side valleys just inside Egersund and he 
showed me a bronze plaque on the rock. It was the story of the fourteen British commandos shot 
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on 20 November 1942, and I remember standing there thinking they'd met with bad luck. These 
young chaps, who were my age, the last things they realised in life were cold rocks in Norway and a 
German firing squad. And that is one of the reasons why you go round and tell your story to other 
people, to try to share with them the experience you had during the war. Because during the war, 
when you were in rather tight situations, you would probably say, 'If I ever get out of this corner, as 
the lucky one, I will promise to do as much as I can to prevent it happening again.' And the only 
way to answer that promise is to tell your story to future generations and hope that it goes in. You 
must be willing to defend peace and serenity every day, always. You have the possibility of shaping 
a good future for the people, the inhabitants, of your nation.” Lieutenant Joachim Rønneberg, 
Norwegian SOE agent, commander of Operation 'Gunnerside' 
From http://www.staff.ncl.ac.uk/j.p.boulton/xread/Ronneberg.htm: 
The Linge Company and the British by Joachim Rønneberg 
I landed in the UK at Balta Sound (Shetland) in March 1941. Having been the only one on board 
with no feeling of seasickness, I was determined to join the Navy as the quickest possible way to 
active service. After a few days internment at Victoria Patriotic School I found myself in London - at 
that time a nightly target for enemy bombing. I remember I was deeply impressed by the way the 
inhabitants reacted to the agony of falling bombs. After having met Captain Martin Linge for a 
short interview, followed by an invitation to lunch, I forgot my intention to join the Navy. 
Captain Linge, a Norwegian reserve officer who had been attached to the British Expeditionary 
Force in Gudbrandsdal/Åndalsnes in 1940, had gone back with the British to the UK in May 1940. 
Now he had been invited through friends in SOE to assist in building up a special military unit 
consisting of Norwegian volunteers, both young and not so young, to be trained by British experts 
at British special paramilitary schools at British expense to wage war in German-occupied territory. I 
had no reservations about joining up. Linge was to be our leader. He had been in charge of a 
group of Norwegian soldiers, who went to the Lofoten Islands as a small part of a British military 
expedition in March 1941. He was a man of great charisma and great fighting spirit, and was an 
inspiring leader. He assured me it would not be long before I was in active service. He made it clear 
to all who joined that earlier experience (military background) might be an asset, but his 'work' 
called for quite other qualities too. 'Forget everything about promotion (stars). Concentrate on 
fighting the Gs', was his message to all of us. 
Early in April I marched up the alley leading to Stodham Park near Petersfield wearing a battledress 
of Norwegian Independent Company No. 1 (NIC 1). I was on the first official course in the 
company's history, together with twenty other Norwegians; and we were wondering what we 
would encounter. We were met by Major Tynan, CO of the school, and were introduced to the 
training staff. We met two other British officers whom I later learned to value highly as friends: 
Lieutenant Chaworth-Musters and Captain Boughton-Leigh who both worked in the SOE 
administration. 
The next day we certainly registered a new way of life. Training was concentrated - a mixture of PT, 
military instructions, fieldcraft, weapon-training and silent killing: irregular but very useful methods 
for putting an enemy out of action. I gladly admit that it was not always easy to fall asleep while 
reflecting on the day's instructions and my future life as an 'irregular'. The British provided very 
good instructors, the right types who convinced us of our ability to survive in all situations. I later 
realised that the toughness and brutality of the training was meant to scare us, to make us think 
and perhaps ask for a transfer to a more 'normal' type of service. It was in the common interest to 
sort out people whose personality did not suit such special work, and the sooner the better. During 
the whole period of training we were under constant observation. 
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Those who remained with the group went from Stodham Park to Arisaig in Inverness-shire in the 
west of Scotland for more advanced training. Again we met friendly and expert instructors, with 
whom we became close friends. We always felt they did their very best to qualify us to meet future 
situations with self-confidence and calm. We never felt that were either Norwegian or British: we 
were allies in the deepest possible sense. After three weeks of intensive training we went to the 
south coast for three weeks of 'Finishing School' which gave us insight into codes, cover stories, 
knowledge of the enemy, his methods and weapons; in other words, how to become the best 
possible spy. We were told frankly that once in the field 'you were the loneliest person imaginable. 
Your future would depend on your ability to use what you had been taught during training - and a 
fair amount of good luck.' 
After a week of parachute training at Ringway we were ready for 'take-off'. We were transferred to 
the holding school Fawley Court near Henley. Here we might be selected to be sent to other 
special schools for special training: e.g. wireless operator, demolition/sabotage, propaganda. 
Wherever we went there was always the same friendly reception from officers and staff. We 
certainly were made to feel at home! 
In June 1941 Captain Linge collected me at Henley. I was to act as accompanying officer to a new 
group of students at Stodham Park and Meoble Lodge (Arisaig). The administration of the schools 
had asked for this arrangement. I went through a second round at the main training schools during 
which I acquired closer ties to the training section and the staff officers. When the training was 
completed at Meoble, I waited for a new group to arrive from Stodham Park. From then on I was 
attached to the training staff at Arisaig, as a result of a request from the Meoble administration. By 
the time I had been through the programme three times, I was urged to take responsibility for the 
training and for planning practical target exercises. I took it as a sign of the close cooperation 
between our two nations. 
We often went on leave to London and met friends. Sometimes I was asked questions about my 
training, but I never had trouble giving a general answer: military training in Scotland. When on 
leave I sometimes heard Norwegians, both military and civilian, talk of a 'gang' of young 
Norwegians, out of ordinary control, trained by the British and also under their command. It was 
quite obvious that Norwegian army circles did not applaud the idea. Captain Linge once told me of 
the problem he often had with Norwegian authorities in London. The temperature between the 
SOE and the Norwegians was at times very low, early in the war and especially after the Lofoten 
raids in 1941. The main reason was lack of information and lack of mutual trust. Our unit and 
Captain Linge were blamed. I do know that Captain Linge felt this as a personal burden and, 
because of it, he insisted on going on the raid at Måløy in December 1941. The British could not 
stop him and he never came back. 
After the raids in December 1941 at Måløy and in the Lofotens, the feelings between the 
Norwegian authorities and SOE rose to boiling point as the Germans took heavy reprisals in 
Norway, and at the same time launched a propaganda attack on the Norwegian government in 
exile, accusing them of being under British rule with no influence whatsoever. It added to the 
problems that Norwegian participants came back disillusioned as a result of the quick withdrawal. 
At the same time several smaller groups were training in sabotage against power plants and 
industry in Norway. On leave in London they had heard the reactions to the recent raids and now 
they demanded to know if their planned operations had Norwegian approval. For security reasons 
members of three groups were 'interned' in the Arisaig district; the fourth group (Høyanger) 
continued with their training. After a motoring accident on the way to 'ST 61', which resulted in the 
deaths of some of the members, the operation had to be cancelled. I met the 'interned' groups 
while on an exercise at Inverarie and heard the bad news of Linge's death at Måløy and of the 
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situation in the unit in general. In February 1942 I was transferred from the Arisaig training unit to 
our new holding school at Aviemore to take over the sabotage/demolition training. When I arrived 
I found a unit in uproar! 
A new leader from Norwegian HQ in London, Major E. Hjelle338 had just arrived. Unfortunately, he 
knew very little of the very special and complex unit he was to command, and he was obviously 
under orders to bring us under Norwegian control! The older members of the unit who favoured 
Linge's line of action felt unhappy and wished for even stronger British influence. Major Hjelle 
represented the Norwegian view: wait and see; train for some future day far ahead! He had a 
following of pre-war officers and youngsters who saw a possible military career ahead. Apparently 
consultations on the highest level were going on between the British (SOE) and Norwegians. We 
felt we were pawns in a struggle for influence that was tearing the unit apart. Everything was in a 
mess! We nearly forgot the Germans. Since I belonged to the staff, I was asked one day to inform 
the British CO (Hampton) that the older members of the company wanted action to bring back the 
fighting spirit of Linge as soon as possible, otherwise they wished to be transferred to more active 
service (Navy, merchant fleet etc.). The threat reflects the desperate situation at the time. How we 
and the British felt the loss of our leader, Captain Linge! 
We had several visits from Norwegian HQ in London, one from the minister of defence, Oscar Torp. 
The 'Høyanger' group put on a show at Drumintoul Lodge to demonstrate the planned attack on 
the works at Høyanger. They intended to cut the pipeline after putting the valves out of action. The 
free flow of water would result in a landslide, thus putting the power station out of use. When told 
this by one of the group, the minister of defence remarked sarcastically that the result would be 
lots of water in the valley below. A quick reply from the attacker: 'OK, I will stop at the valve house 
and close the valves when a message comes from the factory'. A roar of laughter underlined the 
difference in opinion and the minister of defence made his exit, a bit insulted. The Norwegian 
policy was to stage attacks anywhere but in Norway. We also had representatives from Milorg who 
warned us against acts of sabotage etc. They would endanger clandestine work in Norway. 
Returning SOE personnel should never leak information to the British - only to the Norwegian 
authorities! No wonder the older members with experience in the field reacted promptly on behalf 
of SOE. The other members wanted the British out and the unit altered to a special Norwegian 
training school. I was even asked to make new pamphlets for sabotage/demolition in a new 
organisation ... Something had to be done! 
Norwegian representatives from both sides had to start negotiations to improve the situation. 
Major Hjelle was replaced. When he left, quite a few of the 'rebels' followed him to begin as 
students at a Norwegian military college in London. Things returned to normal. A depot leader was 
appointed. Most people felt happy again. The nights grew darker and the time for action drew 
nearer. 
In 1942 the Norwegian military organisation was altered. Forsvarets Overkommando (FO) was 
established and and our unit was placed under FO IV, its leader being Bjarne Øen. Our new leader 
was Major Leif Tronstad339. From now on no operation was to be launched without consultations 
between SOE and FO IV. Cooperation grew better and better as time went on, not only between 
SOE, the US Office of Strategic Services (OSS) and Norwegians in exile, but also with the Milorg 
leadership inside Norway. All of those involved did their best to hit the enemy and cause as little 
trouble as possible to the civilians in Norway or to Milorg. Agents went in and out by air and by 
sea, as did tons of military equipment for Milorg. Blows were struck at industrial and other targets 
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of value for the Germans. 'ST 26' Aviemore took over training of new recruits, and also of updating 
groups of non-army officers for service with Milorg inside Norway. 
Reflections on Special Operations in Norway 
Norway is a very difficult for any responsible military planner because of its climate and 
topography. Missions in towns and populated districts could be compared with those in other 
European countries, but very often the operational area called for special insight and knowledge. 
Very few Norwegians in FO IV had this expertise, nor did any of the British in SOE. Their 
understanding of living conditions for groups on jobs in desolated mountainous districts was nil! 
When planning for Gunnerside (Vemork) I had to take the responsibility of procuring quite a lot of 
special equipment myself: sleeping bags (specially made on advice at a bedding firm's factory in 
London), ski-boots (from Rob. Lawrie & Co. in Newark - makers of footwear for climbing and Arctic 
expeditions - whose address was given me by a climber I once met in Scotland), and a variety of 
winter equipment collected and specially made after a private visit to the Norwegian army depot 
(Major Myrset) in Dumfries in Scotland. I urged strongly that a Norwegian specialist should be 
appointed to a new job as 'Equipment Adviser'. He never came! Lack of insight and understanding 
of special living conditions often resulted in long dispatches being sent to groups in remote areas. 
It meant waste of batteries, waste of time, and a real danger of being detected by the enemy. 
Security 
1) During training we were again and again reminded of the importance of security. One could 
never be careful enough! Nevertheless, SOE allowed quite a few staff members to be sent into 
occupied territory: people like Linge, Leif Tronstad and J.C. Adamson. They all knew too much and 
could endanger the situation for groups in the field, if they were caught and tortured by the 
Gestapo. It was a grave mistake. 
2) Signalling routines when receiving drops. The Fieldfare operation was positioned on the German 
flying route Bergen - Værnes. We very often saw planes passing and at night heard them flying 
past. We asked to have procedure altered. We thought it would be safer if the plane sent a Morse 
signal when nearing the dropping point, and we sent a signal as confirmation. Otherwise we might 
send our signal to a German aircraft. The reply from RAF was: 'You follow procedure, or we drop 
the visit!' We had to run the risk of signalling to a German plane, thus giving ourselves away. 
Navigation 
When going home by air we were in the hands of RAF. They refused any help or advice when 
deciding on the flying-in route. On the Gunnerside operation we were landed blind 25 kilometres 
from pinpoint. Fortunately we detected it and managed. On the next operation it happened again. 
During the first flight for Operation Fieldfare in October 1943, our offer through SOE to guide the 
plane in was refused. The flight was unsuccessful. The second attempt in February 1944 was also 
unsuccessful. Pulling up a blind and looking out, we immediately registered our position south of 
Ålesund. We guided the plane out to sea, avoiding several 'ack-ack' batteries. The pilot was 
impressed by our local knowledge of the countryside and German fortifications: 'Why were we not 
in the cockpit as guides?' We asked him to mention the episode in his report. For the third attempt, 
in March 1944, the RAF finally accepted guiding assistance. I was in the cockpit on the last part of 
the flight. There was no difficulty in checking the positions as we flew in. Pinpoint was picked out 
and agreed upon by the pilot. We were dropped ten minutes later. He had obviously lost pinpoint. 
When my parachute opened at 2,500 metres I took my position. We had been dropped 25 
kilometres from where I had pointed out! We had a very bad landing indeed, but fortunately no 
casualties. 
Morning drops (no moon period): Owing to the desperate food situation just before we were 
ordered into action (railway sabotage) we begged to have an early morning drop. The RAF refused. 
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We blew up a railway bridge, causing a three-week delay in traffic and forfeited our security, 
expecting German air activity to find us. Three days after the attack the RAF came to their senses 
and offered a morning drop. Although this was very risky we accepted the offer and got a drop on 
our doorstep. Only two days later, after a short snowstorm, German planes came searching, but by 
then all traces of the drop had disappeared. 
Supplies - or rather lack of them 
We landed in March with enough supplies for two months. Due to an error in the destined drop 
site, we asked for fresh supplies. We were told we had to manage until June-July. Flying in bright 
summer light meant that all security regarding the plane's safety would be put aside - in other 
words, we thought, invasion. We planned accordingly and stole food from a neighbouring tourist 
hut to keep us going. At the end of May a new message altered the situation - and showed a great 
lack of understanding: 'No supplies can be sent this side of summer. You must not leave the area. 
Hope you can manage?' We had to steal more food. In the middle of July another message came: 
'Can you take a drop?' We had food stocks for six months on order and decided to risk a drop 
although it was now the middle of the tourist season and hikers abounded. The drop contained 
weapons and explosives, but only very little food (rations for 30 days). We continued to wait for 
drops in early September - living on stolen food. Autumn arrived with bad weather and all drops 
were cancelled. We had no choice but to live on stolen and scarce supplies. Our next drop was in 
mid-January 1945. By then we had been in Norway for ten months, living 1,200 metres above sea 
level, miles from the nearest farm, with UK supplies for only four months. We felt we were 'out of 
sight, out of mind'. We survived thanks to our own initiative, the inspiration that came from 
positive news, and an undiminished fighting spirit. 
Conclusion 
The internal cooperation between SOE and the members of the unit was extremely good: full of 
respect and friendliness, full of intentions to do the best at all times. The RAF might have improved 
matters all round by accepting offers of assistance in finding the best possible way to the target, as 
well as by listening to advice from agents in the field. SOE - the experts in clandestine work - might 
sometimes have lent an ear to suggestions about equipment for operations in Norway. A strong 
and willing cooperation between the different elements in an operation was imperative: the agent, 
the planning sector, equipment, training, transport. Mutual trust and the dissemination of 
information were vital to success. Looking back: serving with SOE was a very friendly, uplifting and 
valuable experience. I never regretted my choice of service in 1941. The British made me feel that I 
had two homelands. When stationed in Britain we talked of going home on a mission; in Norway 
we talked of going 'home' to relax or to new appointments. 
From News in English http://www.newsinenglish.no/2013/02/28/still-heroes-after-all-these-years/ 
28 February 2013: 
Thursday marked the 70th anniversary of what some call Norway’s proudest moment during World 
War II, when Joachim Rønneberg and nine other Norwegian resistance fighters became the real-life 
“Heroes of Telemark” by sabotaging the heavy-water plant at Vemork. Rønneberg, the leader and 
last surviving member of the sabotage team, was back in Vemork this week to mark the event and 
reluctantly accept more thanks from a grateful nation. 
He’s now 93 years old and has lived a relatively quiet life since the drama and bravery of February 
28, 1943. That’s when the Norwegians made their way, in bitter winter cold, from the mountain 
plateau where they’d been hiding down the steep sides of the snow-covered valley where Vemork 
is located in Telemark County. A bridge over the canyon at the bottom of the valley was believed to 
be the only way into the Vemork power station that had been run by Norwegian industrial firm 
Norsk Hydro but taken over by Nazi forces after the German invasion in 1940. 

http://www.newsinenglish.no/2013/02/28/still-heroes-after-all-these-years/
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The bridge was heavily guarded, so the saboteurs on skis defied the odds and snuck down the 
even steeper canyon walls, making it to the other side. From there they snuck along the railroad 
line to Rjukan, got through fencing and into the building, placed their explosives under 18 cylinders 
producing the heavy water (believed critical for Germany’s own plans for an atomic bomb) and 
retreated the same way. Not a shot was fired. Some members of the group got away by skiing to 
Sweden, others stayed to plan other operations against the occupiers in Norway. 

 
Joachim Rønneberg flanked by Deputy Supreme Allied Commander Europe, British Army General 
Sir Richard Shirreff (left) and Norwegian Defense Chief General Harald Sunde at this week’s 70th 
anniversary of the daring sabotage action Rønneberg led. PHOTO: Forsvaret/Torbjørn Kjosvold 
Rønneberg, originally from Ålesund on Norway’s northwest coast, was only 21 years old when he 
fled the Nazis, made it to England and reported for duty in the resistance forces. He had no military 
experience but was a good skier, familiar with the mountains, keen on reading maps and had a 
burning desire to contribute to the war effort. He claims he wasn’t looking for adventure: 
“Norway wasn’t the same country it had been,” Rønneberg told newspaper Dagsavisen last week. 
“Folks were being arrested, shot and tortured.” He wanted to do something. 
He quickly became part of the legendary Kompani Linge, made up of what today would be called 
elite troops or Special Forces. The Vemork operation was planned to prevent Nazi Germany from 
building a nuclear bomb and succeeded after Rønneberg and those he calls his “teammates” from 
England parachuted into Telemark, met up with resistance colleagues on the plateau and waited 
for the orders that came in February. 

http://www.newsinenglish.no/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/Preview-1.fwx_-e1362053666111.jpeg
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The military demonstrated at the historic Vemork power plant in Telemark how a sabotage 
operation might be carried out today. Rønneberg and his team didn’t have anywhere near the 
sophisticated equipment, but were highly successful nonetheless. PHOTO: Forsvaret/Torbjørn 
Kjosvold 
The names of Rønneberg, Jens-Anton Poulsson, Knut Haugland, Knut Haukelid, Claus Helberg, 
Kasper Idland, Fredrik Kayser, Arne Kjelstrup, Birger Strømsheim and Hans Storhaug are among 
those engraved on a monument to the critical sabotage operation at Vemork, which still regularly 
attracts visitors paying homage to their deeds. Rønning was the youngest and all the others have 
died. He’s remained a modest man who went on to work most of his life for state broadcaster NRK 
in Sunnmøre and he disliked the Hollywood movie Heroes of Telemark starring Kirk Douglas, calling 
it “the wild west.” In his recent interview with Dagsavisen, though, he said he realized he’s part of 
Norwegian history and that the film made their operation part of world history. 
“I’ve felt there’s been too much focus on me and too little on those who really experienced 
something serious during the war,” said Rønneberg, who engaged himself in campaigns to help 
wounded veterans after the war. 
Norway’s military hasn’t forgotten the contribution of Rønneberg and his fellow resistance fighters, 
returning to the scene with Rønneberg this week for a ceremony and demonstration of how Special 
Forces might undertake such a sabotage operation today. Norwegian Defense Chief Harald Sunde 
said the experience of the soldiers in Kompani Linge remain important for special operations today. 
“The sabotage action 70 years ago could not have been more successful,” Sunde said. “They 
sabotaged without being seen, without firing a single shot and without a single life being lost.” 
Representatives of the US and British military were on hand at Vemork as well this week, still eager 
to speak with Rønneberg, and pay their respects. 
“Freedom isn’t something to be taken for granted,” Rønneberg said during the military 
remembrance. “It’s not something we get for free. We had a lot of good luck.” 
From http://www.norway.org.uk/News_and_events/Joachim-Ronneberg-Visits-London1/ dated 23 
April 2013: 
Hero from World War II Joachim Rønneberg in London 

http://www.norway.org.uk/News_and_events/Joachim-Ronneberg-Visits-London1/
http://www.newsinenglish.no/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/Preview-3.fwx_-e1362053857373.jpeg
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70 years ago a group of young Norwegian Special Force soldiers undertook one of the most 
succesful operations on Norwegian soil during the Second World War. Joachim Rønneberg, now 93 
years old, was the leader of the S.O.E operation Gunnerside against the Heavy Water Plant in 
Vemork, Norway, in February 1943. Thursday 25 April Rønneberg is the guest of honour at a wreath 
laying ceremony in London. 
The operation in Vemork is probably one of the most famous sabotage actions in the world. This 
year we celebrate that it is 70 years since the succesfull raid. Mr Rønneberg is invited by the Royal 
Norwegian Embassy in London to be present in London 22-26 April to celebrate this event. 
Rønneberg has an excensive program in London. 25 April he is guest of honour at a wreath laying 
ceremony at the S.O.E Agents monument. 
Wreath laying ceremony at the S.O.E Agents monument at Albert Embankment 25 April 
The Special Operations Executive was secretly formed at the behest of Winston Churchill for the 
purpose of recruiting agents, men and women, from many nationalities, who would continue the 
fight for freedom by fostering resistance movements and performing acts of sabotage in countries 
occupied by the enemy during the Second World War. The monument is situated on Albert 
Embankment, Lambeth Palace Road, London SE1. 
Tentative programme details 
11am - Guards of Honor in place 
11-11.20am - Guests and VIP's arrive 
11.30am - Commemoration starts. Flag ceremony, speeches by UK and Norwegian representatives 
and wreath laying followed by one minute silence. 
12pm - Commemoration ends. 
From http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-22298739 25 April 2013: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-22298739
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Joachim Ronneberg (centre) at a service to commemorate his team 
The following interesting reports on a flight on 17 November 1943 are taken from SOE file 
reference HS 2/132 Norwegian Air Dropping Operations: 
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1443. Hans STORHAUG MM signed with his SOE alias Hans KYLLING. Signed 29 March 
1943. Norwegian Legation, London. 

102 
DOB 23.5.1915. Norrman. 
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Translated by Google from http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hans_Storhaug: 
Born 23 May 1915. Died 8 June 1995. Member of Operation Gunnerside. An outstanding skier, he 
was known to his colleagues as "the chicken," after an incident in which he poached a pheasant 
while training in England. When the gamekeeper complained to the Special Operations Executive 
and was asked if he could identify him, he said, "Of course I can, he had a great big beak and 
looked just like a bloody chicken!" Awarded Military Medal. 

 
HS 9/1420/7 
1444. Birger Edvin Martin STRØMSHEIM MM signed as Birger SUNDE. Signed 29 March 
1943. Norwegian Legation, London. 

102 
DOB 10.11.1912. Norrman. 

 
Born 11 October 1911. Died 10 November 2012. Member of Operation Gunnerside. Oldest member 
of the group at 31. Sergeant and signals operator with the Norwegian air force. Along with 
Ronneberg, Idland, Kayser, and Storhaug, he made the 250-mile ski to the Swedish border. 
Awarded Military Medal. 

HS 9/1424/2 
Obituary from the Mail Online, 10 December 2012 http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-
2245979/Hero-Telemark-dies-aged-101-WWII-carried-raid-Hydroelectric-plant-thwart-Hitlers-
nuclear-ambitions.html by Daniel Miller: 
One of the last two survivors of the legendary Second World War 'Heroes of the Telemark' raid, 
which helped thwart Hitler's plans to build a Nazi nuclear bomb, has died aged 101. 

http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hans_Storhaug
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2245979/Hero-Telemark-dies-aged-101-WWII-carried-raid-Hydroelectric-plant-thwart-Hitlers-nuclear-ambitions.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2245979/Hero-Telemark-dies-aged-101-WWII-carried-raid-Hydroelectric-plant-thwart-Hitlers-nuclear-ambitions.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2245979/Hero-Telemark-dies-aged-101-WWII-carried-raid-Hydroelectric-plant-thwart-Hitlers-nuclear-ambitions.html
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Just 31 at the time, Norwegian Birger Stromsheim was the oldest member of the team who 
successfully destroyed the heavy water production facility at the Norsk Hydoelectric plant in 
Telemark, southern Norway. 
The raid, which is regarded as one of the most successful acts of sabotage in World War II, was also 
remarkable for the fact all the team managed to escape by cross country skiing 250 miles into 
Sweden. 
The heavy water, or deuterium oxide, which the Norsk plant produced was essential to the German 
scientists working on an atomic bomb project and the allies were desperate to destroy it. But it was 
no soft target. Perched on an icy ravine, surrounded by machine gun-toting guards and floodlights 
the plant was virtually impregnable. 
An earlier attempt to destroy it had ended in bloody failure when some of gliders carrying the 
team of 30 Royal Engineers crashed in bad weather. Those who escaped were captured by the 
Gestapo, tortured and then executed. 
For the second attempt the Special Operations Executive gambled on a small six-man squad, all 
Norwegian, who would parachute in. After intensive training using a mocked up model of the 
basement of the plant painstakingly recreated at the explosives base in Brickendonbury, 
Hertfordshire the team were ready for action. They were issued thick nordic-style woollen jumpers 
and brilliant white camouflage smocks to protect themselves from the elements. 

 
Crack squad: Some of the saboteurs back in Britain after the raid. Aged 31 at the time Mr 
Stronsheim (circled) was the oldest member of the team 
The plan was for them to meet up with four members of the previous mission's advance team who 
had manged to survive a harsh winter living in an abandoned cabin and eating lichens and moss 
scraped off rocks. Mr Stormsheim would play a vital role. An explosives expert, he was known for 
having a cool head - something that would prove invaluable if things didn't go to plan. And of 
course they didn't. 
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Operation Gunnerside began in earnest on February 17 1943 and got off to a disastrous start when 
bad weather resulted in the team landing some 18 miles form the planned drop zone. They were 
forced to spend five days struggling through fierce snow storms before finally linking up with their 
compatriots. By February 27th the team had regrouped and was ready to launch their assault. The 
Norsk plant was connected by a bridge stretching over the steep ravine so to avoid the German 
guards the commandos opted to climb down one side of the ravine, wade across the icy river Maan 
and scramble up the other side. They would then follow a railway track that led all the way into the 
plant, get inside through a door which a plantworker was supposed to leave open, set their charges 
and escape. Leaving their radio operator at the top of the ravine in case anything went wrong, the 
rest of the party struggled for hours through thick snow to make it to the river before beginning 
the arduous task of climbing up the other side. Exhausted and soaking wet they eventually 
scrambled to the top and broke into the grounds of the facility using a pair of bolt cutters. When 
they arrived at the basement door which was supposed to have been left open they were 
devastated to find it still locked. 

 
They split up into two parties Stromsheim and Kasper Idland found a window at the back of the 
basement and took the risk of smashing their way in. 
Meanwhile the other party, led by the 23-year-old commander Joachim Ronneberg, managed to 
crawl through a cable duct before taking a Norweigan plant worker by suprise. Ronneberg heard 
Stromsheim smashing the window as he began to lay charges and when Stromsheim and Idland 
entered the room they were nearly shot by their own colleagues who had mistaken them for 
guards. Stromsheim then placed the remaining charges while Ronneberg set the fuses. Fearing the 
Germans could discover them at any moment they used 30 second fuses instead to the planned 
two minute ones. The team dashed outside the plant as the charges went off with a dull thud. 
Mercifully the guards were not alert. 
The mission had been a stunning success and around 1000lbs of heavy water - so vital to Hitler's 
dreams of world domination - was washed away. Now there was just the small matter of escape. 
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The commandos managed to make it all the down the ravine and back up the other side before the 
Germans were alerted, but now a chase was on. Stromsheim and his comrades ploughed on into a 
snowstorm, using their wooden cross country skis to make the epic 250 mile journey into neutral 
Sweden. 
'They didn’t reckon that they would get out alive,' Mr. Stromsheim’s son, also named Birger, 
recalled. 'They weren’t sure of that. They were scared in some ways, but there was no panic.' 
Back in Britain, the SOE chiefs were delighted at their success - and heralded the mission as the 
most successful act of sabotage of the Second World War. 
The Nazis were forced to relocate their heavy water project and move their remaining supplies of 
the essential ingredient Potassium Oxide. But the ferry they used to move it was subsequently sunk 
by a Norweigan resistance. 
In his report the mission's commander Joachim Ronneberg described Stromsheim as 'beyond 
doubt the best member of the party'. 
For his part in the mission, Stromsheim was awarded the British Military Medal and the Norweigan 
St Olav medal, the US Medal of Freedom and the French Legion of Honor and Croix de Guerre. 
His escapades were later given the Hollywood treatment in the 1965 film Heroes of the Telemark 
starring Kirk Douglas and Richard Harris. 
Mr Stromsheim and his wife were among the many Norwegians who fled to England when the 
Nazis occupied their country in 1940. Although he had never been a soldier he became part of 
Britain's Special Operations Executive, which had been set up to coordinate resistance in occupied 
Europe. Following the assault on Norsk Hydro, Mr. Stromsheim would join Mr. Ronneberg on a 
series of other missions. 
He is survived by a son, a daughter, four grandchildren; and three great-grandchildren. His wife, 
Aase Liv, died in 1997. 
Joachim Ronneberg is now the mission's only living survivor aged 93. 
1445. Kasper IDLAND MM signed as Kasper OLSEN. Signed 29 March 1943. Norwegian 
Legation, London. 

102 
DOB 21.6.1918. Norrman. 

 
Born 21 June 1918. Died 25 May 1968. Member of Operation Gunnerside. He was born in Figgjo, 
the second child of Karsten og Gudrun Berg Idland, and had seven siblings. He graduated as an 
army sergeant in 1937, after 3½ years at Hærens underoffisersskole at Gimlemoen, Kristiansand. He 
then attended the school for postal officers, later working at the Post Office in Stavanger. As 
Norway was invaded by Germany, Idland joined the Norwegian military forces at Sviland on 9 and 
10 April 1940, and participated in the battles at Dirdal. He was held as a prisoner of war by the 
Germans at Madla, but was later released. In September 1941, Idland travelled by boat from 
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Egersund to Peterhead in Scotland, and was soon enrolled into the Norwegian Independent 
Company 1 (Norwegian: Kompani Linge). He participated in the Commando raid Operation Anklet 
to Reine and Moskenes in December 1941. Idland was noted for his role in the Norwegian heavy 
water sabotage in 1943. As a member of the Gunnerside team he was parachuted onto the 
Hardangervidda plateau on 16 February 1943. He was one of the four saboteurs who entered the 
Vemork facility right after midnight 27/28 February, where the team leader Joachim Rønneberg 
placed explosives on the heavy water cylinders. After the mission at Vemork he escaped by ski to 
Sweden, together with four other members of the group. All five have signed this book. From 1944 
to 1945 Idland was active in Egersund, as a member of the resistance group Vestige 4. The primary 
aim of the Vestige operations was shipping sabotage, but the Vestige 4 group never carried out 
ship sabotage. As a member of this group he participated in burning down the AT camp in 
Bjerkreim in January 1945. From March 1945 Idland was working to establish the base area Varg in 
the Setesdal area. Idland was leading one of the Varg resistance groups, located at the mountain 
cabin Langelona. The group received supplies (weapons, ammunition and food) from parachuted 
containers delivered from allied aircraft. The Langelona group was still small when the war ended in 
May 1945. Idland lived in Stavanger until 1955, when he moved to the United States and settled in 
Huntington, New York. A memorial of Idland was unveiled in his home village Figgjo in 1995. 
Honours and awards: St. Olav's Medal With Oak Branch; War Medal; Defence Medal 1940–1945 
with Rosette; Haakon VII's 70-Medal; Military Medal (United Kingdom); Legion of Honour (France); 
Croix de guerre 1939–1945 (France); Medal of Freedom (with bronze palm) (United States). 
1446. Fredrik Thorbjørn KAYSER MM signed as Fredrik FJELL. Signed 29 March 1943. 
Norwegian Legation, London. 

102 
DOB 25.4.1917. Norrman. 

 
Born 25 May 1918. Died 2 February 2009. Member of Operation Gunnerside. He has a file, 
reference HS 9/824/2, in TNA. 

 
Kayser grew up at Paradis in Bergen. Among his youth experiences was a period as a boy scout, 
under later resistance member Fredrik Rieber-Mohn. When drafted for compulsory military service 
after finishing school, he enrolled in the His Majesty The King's Guard, finishing his eight months of 
service in 1938. In 1939, reportedly after attending a performance of the symphonic poem 
Finlandia, he volunteered to fight on Finland's side in the Winter War. In 1998, he stated that he 
"wanted to defeat the Communist system". He also stated that he never actually fired a gunshot. 
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Norway was invaded by Germany on 9 April 1940. Coincidentally, Kayser returned to Norway from 
Finland on this date, crying as he found the capital city Oslo invaded. He became involved in the 
fighting that ensued elsewhere in Norway. On 25 April he fought in the Battle of Skjervet in 
Granvin. The Norwegian forces lost, and retreated to Gudvangen. From there Kayser travelled to 
Bergen, where he involved himself in the illegal press. After some time he decided to take part in 
secret military and sabotage operations. He escaped to England in September 1941, and enrolled 
in the Norwegian Independent Company 1 led by Martin Linge. Kayser was recruited from the 
regular training to the so-called Finishing School, where the emphasis was on secret agent skills. 
His first mission was the Operation Anklet in December 1941. In 1942, he planned Operation 
Woodcock together with Kasper Idland and Kjell Endresen, two other Norwegian Independent 
Company 1 soldiers. They were to parachute onto the Nevlandsheia plateau in Gjesdal and from 
there carry out a sabotage operation against the strategically important Sola Air Station in Western 
Norway. The team's first attempt to carry out the operation failed due to fog obscuring the drop 
zone. Further attempts were called off after a French sabotage team was intercepted by the 
Germans and explosives designed for the operation fell into German hands. In 1942 the British 
Operation Freshman, directed against the heavy water production facility at Vemork, failed 
miserably. In 1943 another attempt was made, codenamed Operation Gunnerside. Following an 
aborted attempt in January, Kayser was a part of the team that successfully parachuted onto the 
Hardangervidda plateau on 16 February 1943. Kayser was one of the first two saboteurs to enter 
the Vemork facility on 27 February, crawling through a cable shaft, the other being the team leader, 
Joachim Rønneberg. They surprised the person who guarded the heavy water cylinders in the 
factory—in retrospect the guard was described as "a good Norwegian". Kayser, at the time a 
sergeant, and Rønneberg went on to place explosive charges on the heavy water cylinders in the 
factory. Two more members of the Gunnerside team later joined Kayser and Rønneberg by 
climbing through a window. During the operation a Norwegian watchman was temporarily 
detained, and guarded by Kayser, being released 30 seconds before the explosives went off. The 
saboteurs of Operation Gunnerside escaped unharmed, even though the German occupying 
authorities deployed thousands of soldiers to search Hardangervidda for the saboteurs. Kayser 
made his way to Sweden with four other team members (all of whom have signed this book on 29 
March 1943) by way of a two-week, 400-kilometre (250 mi) ski trek. In all, the operation resulted in 
the destruction of 18 heavy water cells and 500 kg of heavy water, with a loss of production of 400 
kg. 
For his role in the heavy water sabotage Kayser was awarded the Military Medal by King George VI 
of the United Kingdom. After the heavy water sabotage, Kayser returned to England. This time, he 
was educated in steering one-man midget submarines. In 1944, Kayser and three other men were 
tasked with assaulting German ships in the harbour of Måløy. However, the plan went sour as locals 
became alarmed of their presence. Kayser had to escape by land. He reportedly entrenched himself 
in a marsh for a whole day in order to escape a Gestapo search party. In the last year of the war the 
Norwegian resistance movement established base areas in remote locations in Norway to provide 
hiding places for people on the run from the German occupiers. Five base areas were planned, 
although only two were completed (Bjørn and Elg) by the time of the German capitulation on V-E 
Day, with a third (Varg) still under construction. In addition to serve as safe heavens the bases were 
also to train the refugees in guerilla tactics, using instructors from Norwegian Independent 
Company 1. Kayser, then a lieutenant, was second-in-command of the base Bjørn West at Matre in 
Masfjorden and took part in the 28 April–3 May 1945 fighting after the base was discovered by the 
Germans. Kayser had arrived in Masfjorden in October 1944 with a fellow Norwegian Independent 
Company 1 soldier, second lieutenant Severin Synnes. The two had been transported to Masfjorden 
from the UK on the Royal Norwegian Navy submarine chaser HNoMS Vigra with orders to establish 
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Bjørn West. Awards and honours: Kayser received fourteen decorations for his wartime efforts. In 
addition to the Military Medal, he received the Légion d'honneur and twice the St. Olav's Medal 
With Oak Branch. Thus he was referred to as "Western Norway's Gunnar Sønsteby". 
On 8 May 2012, on the 67th anniversary of the end of the Second World War in Europe, a memorial 
to Fredrik Kayser was unveiled at Storetveit in Bergen. 
Because so many of the agents involved in the Vemork Action have signed this book, a summary is 
included. 
Source: https://www.cia.gov/library/center-for-the-study-of-intelligence/kent-
csi/vol36no3/html/v36i3a11p_0001.htm 
The Vemork Action 
Claus Helberg 
The following is an edited version of an article which was originally published in 1947 Yearbook of 
the Norwegian Tourist Association. The author, who was a member of a Norwegian sabotage team, 
has authorized its inclusion in Studies in Intelligence. The sabotage operation against the German 
heavy water production plant was celebrated in a movie, "The Heroes of Telemark.” Mr. Helberg, 
who participated in the operation, is still hearty. In 1990, he took a member of the Editorial Board 
of Studies in Intelligence on a trip to Vemork, retracing part of the journey described in the article. 
All mountain hikers still recollect that the Hardanger Plateau in Norway was blocked off by the 
Germans during World War II. From the spring of 1943 to the German capitulation, the plateau was 
a forbidden area, and the Wehrmacht confiscated the cabins in the mountains. Not even the cabins 
of the Norwegian Tourist Association were exempt. The Germans burned, plundered, and 
destroyed, and there were rumours circulating about clashes between British troops and Germans. 
The reason for the German actions gradually became public knowledge. It was because of the 
sabotage action in February 1943 against the heavy water production plant at Vemork. As long as 
the war lasted, however, people were not given a factual explanation about these events, but they 
understood that something important was happening. 
The importance of the sabotage action was not disclosed until after the war against Japan was 
over. At that time, the War Department in London published the story on the Vemork action, and 
Churchill stated that the attacks against Vemork constituted a major event in the struggle for 
atomic power. The Germans had actually depended on heavy water from Vemork for their 
experiments with the atom bomb. As a member of one of the sabotage groups and as an 
employee of the Norwegian Tourist Association, I consider it appropriate to tell part of the story of 
what happened at Vemork and on the Hardanger Plateau during the war years. 
How it Began 
In the summer of 1942, I was a member of the Linge Company's training camp in the mountains of 
Scotland. We were being trained for industrial and maritime sabotage and for training the 
Norwegian resistance forces. Professor (and Major) Leif Tronstad planned and organized the 
industrial sabotage. An excellent scientist, Tronstad was a member of the allied technical council. 
He made solid contributions to the Allies during the war, including the intelligence work behind the 
successful bomb attack against the German missile-testing site at Peenemunde. 
Tronstad was keenly interested in the heavy water production at Vemork. In 1934, as a chemical 
consultant, he had participated in planning the plant. One day in August 1942, the training camp in 
Scotland was informed that four men, including myself, were to report to Professor Tronstad in 
London. 
In London, our team leader received instructions for the assignment. To keep the information on 
the planned attack from leaking, only he was briefed on the real assignment. The rest of us 
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believed that the action concerned training the resistance. By the end of August, we had rounded 
up the skis, boots, and other winter equipment we needed. Then we had to wait for a moonlit night 
and fair weather. For the next six months, the weather was our worst enemy, not the Germans. On 
our first infiltration flight, one of the plane's engines burned up, and we limped back to England. 
The next time we had to turn back because of heavy fog. 
Jumping In 
Finally, on 18 October, we had some luck. In the most beautiful moonlight, we circled over the 
Hardanger Plateau to find the target for our jump, the extensive Lokkje Marshes at Ugleflott. We 
believed that the navigator would have no trouble finding them. 
It is hard to describe my state of mind just before jumping. A few hours earlier, I had been soaking 
up sun on a lawn in England. The joy of returning home blended with the excitement of the jump 
itself. As the plane descended from 4,000 meters to 300 meters, the terrain no longer looked so 
fine and flat. “Action station!” The sharp command gave us something else to think about, and a 
few seconds later I was floating down to the plateau. 
We quickly learned that the pilots had not found Ugleflott after all. We ended up in rough terrain, 
in boulders and rocky mountain slopes. But all four of us plus our 12 containers with food, 
equipment, weapons and ammunition landed nicely. Even our radio transmitter seemed to have 
survived the rocky landing. After a year in England, we were not quite used to the sharp, dry cold. 
Mission Revealed 
We soon got something else to think about, once our team leader told us about our actual mission. 
To assist in destroying the plant at Vemork, we were to find a good landing site for two British 
gliders with 40 Royal Engineers and to guide the men from the landing site down to Vemork. We 
also were to reconnoitre the plant in advance and obtain all information about its German guards. 
The landing site could not be too far from Vemork. The British would not have skis, which meant 
that the site would have to be close to a road. The Skodal Marshes, 5 kilometers west of the Mos 
Lake Dam, were a logical choice. They are on both sides of the road between the dam and Rauland. 
Some Tough Going 
The operation was to be carried out during the next moon period, which was in one month. 
Unfortunately, we had landed 15 kilometers farther west than planned, at Fjarefit in the mountain 
range east of the Songa River. It is roughly 100 kilometers from Fjarefit to the Skoland Marshes. We 
had to pull 300 kilos of the equipment we needed, including food, skis, our radio, and weapons and 
ammunitions. This would have worked out well on good snow. But in October we could not even 
expect snow for skiing. The snow that was on the ground melted the next day in the sun. However, 
we did not dare to go without taking our skis. If it should snow, we would be completely stuck 
without them. It took two days to collect our things, to pack what we would take, and to hide the 
rest in a depot. We had no time to spare. During the third night, heavy, wet snow began to fall. 
On 21 October we began marching to Mos Lake. For more than 14 days, we struggled in rough 
terrain and in indescribably bad snow. On good snow, an experienced skier would have covered 
that distance in a day or so. We just about exhausted ourselves to make it in 14 days. The Songa 
and Bitdal Rivers were not yet covered with ice, which meant that we had to struggle along steep 
birch-covered slopes. Each of us carried more than 30 kilos, and that was only half of the 
equipment, so we had to backtrack and walk each distance twice. Under such conditions, we were 
tempted to leave behind as much as possible, either in the depot or along the route. 
We soon realized that we would have to resort to the strictest rationing to make the food last for 
four weeks. This was our daily menu: 1/4 plate of pemmican, one handful of oats, some crackers, 
and some chocolate. Because of the toil, our need for calories was much higher than normal. Each 
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day, we became weaker and weaker. Toward the last day we were not able to cover more than 2 
kilometers. Fortunately, there were many cabins along the Songa and Bit Valleys, so we did not 
have to camp out. If we had had to sleep outdoors, I doubt we would have made it. 
On 10 November, we reached the Sandvass cabin, about 10 kilometers south of the Skodal 
Marshes, where we were to live until the glider party's arrival. On the trek from Fjarefit, our radio 
operator tried to contact England, but succeeded only once due to a defective battery. To get a 
new battery and to supplement our scanty food supply, I went down to the well-known skier, 
Torstein Skinnarland, who was the guard of the dam. Through him, we got all we needed, and from 
then on the radio link worked smoothly. Skinnarland fed us information on Vemork, and after two 
of us had been down there to do a little spying, we were well prepared for the assignment. 
Ill-fated Attempt 
On 19 November we were told over the radio that the gliders would be coming the same night. 
Later in the evening, we went down to the landing site and put out our reception lights. But the 
wind increased, and it seemed that London had second thoughts. We were informed over the radio 
that the operation was postponed for an hour. At 2300 hours, we heard the sound of planes. It 
certainly was a marvellous feat that the pilots had found the place in this weather. The lights were 
lit, and we expected every moment to see the gliders land. A little later, we heard plane engines, 
but now black cloud banks were drifting along the mountains, so I assumed that the chances were 
small for our lights to be seen. 
The next day, we received a sad report from England. Only one of the planes had returned. One 
glider had been dropped over southern Norway, and the other plane with a glider was missing. 
We had nothing else to do than to wait for further orders. We did not feel very safe in our cabin. 
The German camp at the Mos Lake Dam was only 5 kilometers away. Consequently, we went 
northwest again, toward Saura, between Mogen and Kalhovd. There was a little hunting cabin there 
that was not marked on the map, and it became our home for three months. 
More Hard Times 
This period offered us a fair share of difficulties. At the outset the Germans were especially 
worrisome. One day when I was down at the Mos Lake to get the latest news from our contact, 
Torstein, I was told that he had just been arrested. There had been large raids in Rauland, 
Mosstranda and Rjukan, and many people were arrested. A German radio-direction-finding car had 
been observed at Rjukan, and German patrols had headed for the mountains. Every house in 
Rjukan and the Vestfjord Valley was searched, and the Germans asked everywhere if people had 
seen Englishmen in the area. 
The reason for the raids was obvious. It was a known fact that the British from one of the gliders 
had been captured and killed by the Germans. In the glider, the Germans had found maps and 
information showing that Vemork was their target. 
The Germans also almost certainly deduced that a radio transmitter in the area had been in contact 
with the British. Their suspicion fell on Einar Skinnarland, Torstein's brother. But because he was not 
at home when the Germans came to arrest him, they took Torstein instead. The Germans were 
closer to their target than they realized. Einar belonged to our own group. He had, however, left 
England as early as April 1942 to furnish the Allies with information on German activities in the 
Rjukan region. We had not been in contact with Einar yet, but he joined us later in the winter. 
After we lost our contact with Torstein, our food situation became difficult again. For two weeks, we 
lived on oats, some margarine, sugar and Iceland moss. We dug the moss up from under the snow 
and boiled it. It hardly gave us any nourishment, but we imagined it did, and that helped a little. 
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On this diet, our strength waned quickly, and we were susceptible to diseases. At one time, we were 
all in bed, except the chief. I believe he managed to keep healthy because he spent much time 
thinking about reindeer steaks. He had shot many reindeer in these mountains before the war. The 
others in our group who had hardly seen a wild reindeer before were more sceptical about his 
chances of killing one. 
Meanwhile, the radio connection with England was maintained. We were told a new party would be 
sent, but only one plane would be used, and that it would deliver no more than six men, all from 
the Linge Company. The fellows would parachute to our quarters at Saura. So we would be 10 in 
all. The German guard force at Rjukan and Vemork numbered between 200 and 300 men. But we 
thought it would work out. 

 
Shortly before Christmas, there was a lot of rain and fog. Such troublesome weather suited us 
admirably. The Germans got tired of their patrolling and the wild reindeer came down from the 
western areas of the plateau. From then on, our chief was out daily to bag an animal, but 
conditions were not good for hunting. The fog was thick in the mountains, and he was so weak that 
he could only get to the nearest peak. 
But on Christmas Eve we received a welcome gift, clear and fine weather. Our patient leader went 
out again; this time he returned with reindeer meat. For two months, we ate only reindeer meat, as 
many as 11 animals. To prevent scurvy, we ate the stomach and its contents from every animal. It 
tasted quite good, when mixed with blood and fat. 
There was miserable weather in the mountains that winter, and we could not go hunting often. For 
weeks, the big storms would rage, and it was almost impossible for us to go outside. From time to 
time, we had a short break when the storms changed from east to west or the other way around, 
and then we had to make the utmost use of our time to go hunting or pick firewood. Fortunately, 
Saura was blessed with a birch forest. 
Polar disease is the name of a disease attacking people who live in isolation under difficult 
conditions. In a short time, the best friends may become the most bitter enemies. Even the most 
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cheerful people may collapse. The fact that we did not fall victim to diseases was largely due to our 
leader's creative ability. 
We had no light, which meant long evenings. Idleness is the cause of polar disease to a great 
extent. To prevent this, our chief started a study circle. Each evening, one of us gave a lecture. The 
theme did not matter; the main thing was our thoughts were removed as much as possible from 
our daily existence. 
From time to time, I went for a walk down to Rjukan or to the Mos Lake. We has a couple of 
contacts who furnished us with information on the movements of the Germans in the Vestfjord 
Valley. Meanwhile, the situation at Vemork had become less favourable. It looked like the Germans 
were prepared for an attack, as the number of guards at the plant increased steadily. The Austrian 
guards were replaced by Germans; there were double guards where there had been single ones, 
and mines were deployed. Mounted floodlight facilities were installed so that the whole factory 
area could be lighted up as bright as day in case of alarm. 
We sent reports on these developments to England. The transmitter demanded much electricity, so 
we made strenuous trips with the battery to and from the charger. And I had to make many return 
trips. Often I was unable to force my way through the storms. 
A New Group Arrives 
Fair weather finally returned one day at the end of February. It was real "drop weather," with 
moonlight and quiet, but 34 degrees below centigrade. Over the radio, we were told that the men 
would come that night, which meant that we would stand outside with the lights. We stood there 
in the cold until 0500, but nobody came. 
The next day we were told that the plane had not been able to find us and that it had dropped the 
men on the High Plateau, most likely 50 kilometers north of our position. At the same time, we 
were hit by a terrible storm, the worst we had experienced. We had to stay in the cabin for a week. 
"Gunnerside" was the code name of the new group. They were given a rough reception: the big 
storm struck even before they had collected all their equipment. They were lucky, however, as there 
was a large cabin right by the landing site. 
On the first day of good weather they headed south, and in the evening we saw them coming from 
the west. It was fun to talk with friends who had news to tell. We had lived for five months alone in 
the mountains, and the change was welcome. 
Attack Planning 
We immediately began to plan for the attack. We had to figure out how to get into the factory area 
and from there into the factory itself, and then how to get back alive. We had two alternatives to 
get to our target. One was the bridge across the gorge by Vemork, but it was guarded. Liquidating 
the guard would make noise and perhaps reduce our small force. Another way was to try to cross 
the gorge under the bridge, and from there move unseen into the factory. We knew that the 
Germans believed that no one would try it that way. Our contact from Vemork had told us that no 
one could cross the gorge. But we doubted that. Local people often do not know their own area all 
that well, when you boil it right down. 
On the last day before the attack, I left the others to investigate on my own the possibility of 
getting across the river gorge. In the bright daylight I strolled down the country road past Vaer. A 
little farther down, I left the road and headed for the gorge. I was able to make it down to the river 
ice, and I was also lucky enough to find a somewhat passable way up the factory side. It would not 
be as easy to go this way in the dark, but it was better than trying to get past the German guards 
on the bridge. 
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On the basis of my information on the way across the gorge, our plan for our advance and attack 
was simple. As it got dark, we would start down the Fjosbu Valley, and then hike down into the 
Vestfjord Valley until we reached the country road. We would then follow the road about 1 
kilometer to the spot where I had found the ford, move across the river and up on to the railroad 
line between Rjukan and Vemork on the south side of the valley. We would follow the railroad up 
to the fence surrounding the factory area. After cutting our way through, we would split into a 
cover party and a blasting party. The cover party would take up positions so it could make a 
surprise attack in case the Germans sounded the alarm. If all stayed quiet, everyone was to remain 
at their posts until the explosion was heard. If the alarm was sounded during the advance, the 
cover party would attack the guards immediately. When the explosion was heard, they should 
assume that the blasting party was outside the factory area. An order to withdraw would then be 
given. The passwords would be: "Piccadilly? Leicester Square!" 
The blasting party would destroy the heavy water plant in the basement of the Hydrogen Factory. 
They would try to find an open door into the factory. If they did not succeed, they would try to 
crawl through a tunnel for pipes and cables leading into the building. If something unforeseen 
happened, everyone was to act on his own initiative to complete the mission. 
Closing In 
It was overcast and there were heavy winds when we went down into the valley with skis and packs. 
We all wore British uniforms. On the road, the ice was as slick and shiny as an ice rink. Off and on, 
the wind came in such strong gusts that we fell on the road. The weather could not have been 
better. We were the only ones out in such conditions. The climb down into the gorge went better 
than expected, but the river had risen because of the mild weather, and the water ran high above 
the river ice. But we got across and up to the railroad on the other side. 
When we were only 500 meters from our target, we stopped to go through the plan for the last 
time. It was vital that each man knew his assignment. We had a fine view of the bridge where the 
guards were posted. There would be a changing of guards at midnight, and because the guards' 
house was up by the factory building, we let the off-duty guards have 30 minutes to fall asleep. 
Then we went up to the fence and cut our way through. 
I was with the cover party, and we took up our positions. We covered the German guardhouse and 
the entrances of the factory. Fortunately, we did not see a single guard. The noise from the factory 
was quite loud, and there was no other sound. It was pitch dark, and, even if a German had come, I 
do not believe he would have seen us leaning against the factory wall. 
The blasting party had some difficulties getting into the factory. The doors were locked, and it was 
not easy to find the cable tunnel in the dark. During the search, the men lost track of each other, 
and only two finally found the opening. They had the explosives, and the tunnel was just wide 
enough for them to crawl through. They entered the room next to the heavy water plant. The 
entrance door was open, and they walked right in. There was a worker there, and he probably was 
scared stiff at the sight of the uniformed men. But he sensed the situation, and he kept quiet. 
Success 
The men started to place their explosives. They had practiced on wooden models in England, and 
loads and fuses had been cut to size beforehand. While they were busy working, the silence was 
broken by the sound of glass being shattered nearby. One of the others in the blasting party who 
had not found the cable opening had decided to act on his own, and, when he found a window, he 
smashed it and crawled through. He assisted in completing the work. 
To make sure that the explosives would not be removed, the fuses were cut as short as possible. 
The leader lighted the fuse, the worker dashed up the stairs to the upper floors, and the saboteurs 
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ran out through one of the basement doors. The loads exploded 30 seconds later, and the heavy 
water instruments were destroyed. 
Except for smashed windows, only the instruments were demolished. The factory itself was 
undamaged. It may have been this fact that made the Germans react so slowly. One of the off-duty 
guards poked his head out the guardhouse door, turned a flashlight on the factory building, and 
then went back to bed! 
Thus, we got an unexpectedly large headstart, and it was not until we were up on the country road 
that the first cars with Germans came up from Rjukan. We found our skis and headed for the town. 
Getting Away 
There was some discussion as to whether we should go straight up the mountain slope, but those 
of us who knew the area were able to veto that. The slope would have been too steep and heavy. 
Of course, it was risky to go down this road, because we could run into Germans at any moment, 
but we had no other way. The German cars went towards Vemork on the road right below us. 
Nobody must have thought that we would go toward Rjukan. At 0500, we were at Gvepseborg. And 
we felt great satisfaction when we sat and looked at Vemork and thought of all the commotion we 
had caused down there. 
Then we headed for Hardanger Plateau again and for new assignments. Five men made straight for 
Sweden on skis, in English uniforms, with guns and ammunition. 
Our leader made his way alone to Oslo and then on to Sweden and England. Two went westward 
and established headquarters for the resistance forces in the Vinje region; one was back in England 
by Christmas, while the other stayed in Norway until the end of the war. The two telegraph 
operators established a radio station in the Hamre Mountains by the Mos Lake, and one operated 
this station until the war was over. 
A Hot Pursuit 
Many exciting stories can be told about each one of the men from that time on, but 1 will limit 
myself to my own adventures after our action. First, I had to make a trip to Fjosbu Valley, and then I 
was to catch up with the others near Rjukan. But because of bad weather, I was delayed and did 
not find them. I therefore went alone to Geilo and took the train to Oslo. I left my uniform in the 
mountains. 
So far, the Germans had not started to search the Hardanger Plateau, and three weeks after the 
action I headed for the mountains again. I went from Imingen north to Skrykken. The purpose of 
my trip was to hide some weapons and explosives that had been left behind by Gunnerside at 
Skrykken. 
I found the cabin where the men had stayed and went in to get a little food after a long hike. The 
cabin looked like a pigsty, and it was obvious that the Germans had been there. Perhaps they were 
close by! I ran out. Sure enough. Four or five men came running up towards the cabin. I put my skis 
on in a hurry and took off. My only weapon was a pistol. 
I had to rely on my abilities as a skier. After some shooting, one of the Germans was catching up 
with me. We were heading westward at great speed. I just wanted to have the evening sun in my 
face, to blind the Germans when they were shooting. But one German kept my speed. Fortunately, 
he also just had a pistol. Thus the chances were equal, and the best shooter would win. 
The German evidently determined that the fight would be to my advantage. He became so scared 
when I began to shoot at him that he emptied his whole magazine at me. All misses. Suddenly, our 
roles were changed. He threw himself around and headed back towards the other Germans. I 
hesitated for a moment, and then I pursued him as fast as I could. Every second was precious. His 
friends could show up over the crest at any moment. At a distance of about 30 meters I fired a few 
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shots at him. The sun had gone down, and darkness was approaching. I was safe, at least for the 
time being. 
But the ski tracks were a problem. The Germans could follow them, even in the dark. I knew there 
was no snow on the ice of Vra Lake, so I made for the lake. It was a starry night, but it was dark, and 
I had the bad luck of skiing off a precipice in the Slette Valley, just north of Vra Lake. I hurt my left 
arm badly, but I had to move on. 
Down by Mogen, I barely avoided the Germans. They were swarming all over the place. It was 
obvious that they had started a major raid. But with a broken arm, I could not head for the 
mountains again. I had to see a doctor. 
Later in the day, I reached Hamaren, tired and hungry. I knew the people there, but I could not stay 
because the Germans searched every house at the Mos Beach. After I had had something to eat 
and rested a little. I moved across Mos Lake and down to Rauland. I had been on my feet for 36 
hours and covered 160 kilometers. 
Rauland was standing on end. I could not have chosen a worse haven. There were about 300 
German troops there. The weather turned mild, and it was impossible for me to consider moving 
on. I knew a merchant at Austbo, and I moved in with him and was allowed to sleep on his kitchen 
floor. The Germans had requisitioned the other rooms. 
Fast Thinking 
During the night, I concocted a story to tell the Germans, and they bought it! I said that I had 
reported as a local scout for the Germans in their search for the Vemork saboteurs and had broken 
my arm in their service. The Germans must have thought that I was quite a likable fellow. The 
German field doctor at Rauland examined my arm and sent me by ambulance down to Dalen, 
where I could travel on to Oslo by myself. In Dalen, I said auf wiedersehen to my helpers, and we 
parted as good friends. 
A boat was to leave the next day, and I wanted to rest a little. The tourist hotel looked inviting, and 
I found lodgings there. But bad luck struck again. Two German officers and their staffs came to the 
hotel in the evening and requisitioned most of the rooms. All the doors were blocked, and it was 
out of the question to try to escape. All 30 guests were interrogated. We each had to give our 
name, address, age, and purpose of staying in Dalen. My identification card, which had been made 
in London, withstood a close examination. 
Under Arrest 
The next morning, 18 guests, including myself, were told to pack. We were arrested because of 
"insolent behaviour." I was in great doubt as to what to do, but I finally decided to go with the 
prisoner transport and then make a run for it. At any rate, I could not go all the way to Grini prison 
camp. I had put my pistol under the lining of my ski jacket. 
Before long, a big bus pulled up in front of the hotel, and we were accompanied to it, one by one. I 
made sure I was the last one to get out of the hotel, so that I would get a seat right by the exit 
door in the bus. A German thought that I moved too slowly, and he gave me a kick in the rear so 
that I stumbled on the stairs. My pistol fell out of my ski jacket and landed between the feet of a 
German. Now I was in a jam! The Germans obviously did not know what to do with me, but the 
order was to send us to Grim, and an order is an order. 
One German guard was sitting in the front of the bus, and four others on two motorcycles 
convoyed us, one motorcycle 10 meters in front of and the other 10 meters behind the bus. My 
seat was on the floor in the rear of the bus. A young lady from Oslo sat next to me. We got to 
talking and actually had a cosy time. The German guard in the bus was envious, and eventually we 
changed seats. I got to sit up front by the exit door, and he sat in the back. Of course, that made 
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things easy. We had driven for nine hours, and it had become dark. In the Lier Hills between 
Drammen and Oslo, I opened the door and jumped out, amid the oaths of the Germans. I fell on 
the road, but got back on my feet just as the Germans in the rear motorcycle were about to jump 
on me. Pursued by exploding hand grenades, I got into the forest, and, thanks to the darkness, my 
pursuers lost me. They gave up and had to go on without me. 
After benevolent treatment at Lier Asylum and a three-week stay at Drammen Hospital, I went on 
to England through Sweden. 
Another Mission 
In the night of 4 October 1944, nine soldiers parachuted at Ugleflott. One of them was Major Leif 
Tronstad. My original team leader, another team leader, another team member, and myself were 
also among these men. Einar Skinnarland stood on the ground with the landing lights. 
Our assignment at this time was to assist the resistance force in Upper Telemark with weapons and 
training. It was of decisive importance for the economy of Norway after the war that the valuable 
industry in Telemark should remain intact. The Germans could be desperate enough to destroy the 
factories when they withdrew. The resistance would help to prevent this. 
Our headquarters was established in Skinn Valley by Mos Lake, with Tronstad as the chief. During 
the winter, we requested and received more than 100 "drops." Almost every moonlit night, large 
Stirling planes came with guns, ammunition, food, uniforms and radio equipment. We had radio 
stations in every district, and we communicated among ourselves and with England. 
We established so-called cells, and the men in them were fully trained militarily. They were the elite 
troops. Training with weapons was given at night in the farm areas and in the towns. We had field 
manoeuvres in the mountains on Sundays. The Germans were more alert than ever, and their raids 
were part of our daily routine. 
We regarded the Hardanger Plateau almost as a recovered area. The blockade was still on, but the 
Germans had no chance of maintaining effective control there. 
Then came 8 May. All the groups mobilized. On the mountain farms at the Mos Beach and Rauland, 
in every town and farm area, men and young boys dressed in uniforms. They had been prepared to 
defend their country. Fortunately, actions were not necessary. A long, liberating breath was let out 
by all Norwegian lungs. 
Professor Tronstad did not live to see that day. On 11 March, he and another team member were 
shot by a traitor close to our headquarters. It was a great loss for Norway. Tronstad was an 
important scientist, and in no way could we afford to lose him. 
The people in the mountain farms around the Mos Beach mourned Tronstad deeply. Never had 
one person been so loved by the people on those isolated farms. All through the winter, he had 
lived with them. They appreciated his inexhaustible spirit and optimism, and they especially were 
fond of him for his considerate and friendly nature and for the warmth of his heart. For years to 
come, the memory of Professor Leif Tronstad will live on among the Mos Beach people. 
1447. Reginald Thomas CORNISH. Signed 29 March 1943. C/O Mr G B Hogan, Air Ministry 
A I (1). 

102 
DOB 7.2.1914. Engelsman. 
The Air Force List for March 1943 lists J B Hogan as a Staff Officer in the Directorate of Intelligence 
(Organisation) in the Directorate of Intelligence (Security) under the Assistant Chief of the Air Staff 
(Intelligence). R T Cornish BSc is listed as a Meteorological Officer. 
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His obituary was published in the Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society, Volume 77, 
Issue 333, July 1951, pp. 529-30: 
“Reginald Thomas Cornish, who had held Fellowship in this Society since 21 December 1949, died 
on 20 March 1951 at the early age of 37. He was educated at Sir Walter St John’s School and King’s 
College, London, where he graduated with first-class honours in geography. During the 1939-45 
war he became a senior meteorological officer and was entrusted with a special and difficult task 
demanding a high degree of discretion and discernment. In the performance of this important duty 
he displayed ability and resourcefulness of a high order. After the war Mr Cornish received an 
appointment as lecturer in geography at Birkbeck and University Colleges, London. His MSc degree 
was awarded for a thesis on the regional geography of East Central Sweden – a subject on which 
he had the privilege of addressing the Geographical Section of the British Association in 1950.” 
He wrote The Influence of Physical Features on Rural Settlement in East-central Sweden, Transactions 
and Papers (Institute of British Geographers), No. 16 (1950), pp. 125-135. 
1448. Hagbarth Emil SCHJÖTT. Signed 29 March 1943. Norwegian Legation, London. 

102 
DOB 25.2.1920. Norrman. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hagbarth_Schj%C3%B8tt,_Jr.: 
Hagbarth Schjøtt, Jr. (25 February 1920 – 2001) was a Norwegian resistance member during World 
War II and later businessperson. He was a son of businessperson Hagbarth Schjøtt, Sr. Before the 
Second World War, he took a tailor's education. When the war reached Norway on 9 April 1940, 
with the German invasion, he volunteered and fought for Norway in the battles of Southern 
Norway. After Norway capitulated, he was a co-founder of the resistance group Theta. The group 
was self-initiated in a circle of friends, but they lacked contacts, knowledge and materials to 
actually conduct intelligence work. Other members of the group running Theta were Bjarne 
Thorsen, Kristian Ottosen, Helmer Dahl, Leif Utne (who signed this book on 29 October 1941) and 
Jan Dahm (who signed this book on 14 September 1942). A radio transmitter was set up in 
December 1941, with its headquarters at the famous seaside location Bryggen. Theta is best known 
for notifying the Allies in January 1942 about the presence of the German battleship Tirpitz in 
Åsenfjorden in Trøndelag. Theta was unveiled in 1942, and the members had to flee Norway. 
Schjøtt hid in a ship that sailed to Oslo, and from there he fled via Sweden to the United Kingdom. 
From 1942 to the war's end in 1945, he served on a motor torpedo boat operating out of Shetland. 
After the war, he ran a business in ready-made clothing. He was a board member of the Federation 
of Norwegian Industries. After he lost his wife, he involved himself in the Norwegian Cancer 
Society. He died in 2001. 
1449. Wilfred Weatherston WATKINS. Signed 30 March 1943. 32 Montrose Street, 
Helensburgh. 

102 
He also signed this book on 8 November 1942, 15 December 1942 and 26 October 1943. 
1450. Sir Thomas Dacre DUNLOP. Signed 2 April 1943. Foreign Office. 

102 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hagbarth_Schj%C3%B8tt,_Jr.
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DOB 8.8.1883. Engelsman. 
He was a member of HM Consular Service in 1920 and on the committee that advised the Secretary 
of State for Foreign Affairs regarding foreign policy for Britons abroad. In 1931, he visited John 
James, British consul, on an inspection tour of consulates in the United States. He knew D H 
Lawrence. 
1451. Karl Anders HERMANSSON. Signed 3 April 1943. Swedish Consulate, London. 

102 
DOB 21.12.1908. Svensk. 
From Peaceful Coexistence? Soviet Union and Sweden in the Khrushchev Era, edited by Helene 
Carlbäck, Alexey Komarov and Karl Molin, Centre for Baltic and East European Studies, Institute for 
Universal History, (Moscow) 2010: 
“In this short presentation I cannot offer a detailed discussion of all aspects of Khrushchev’s visit to 
Sweden. Suffice it to say that it was successful. Nikita Sergeevich paid a visit to King Gustaf VI 
Adolph, delivered a speech in the Stockholm City Hall, met with the leaders of Swedish trade 
unions, visited Gothenburg, and acquainted himself with Swedish agriculture and industry. In his 
residence – the Haga Palace – he received the leaders of the Union of Swedish-Soviet Societies. He 
did not, however, have conversations with the new leader of the Swedish Communist Party, Karl 
Hermansson, who was pursuing a policy that was independent of Moscow. At a reception, 
Khrushchev and Hermansson exchanged a few remarks and the idea of meeting and a talk was in 
fact expressed, but this plan was never carried out.” 
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1452. Byard BELYEA. Signed 3 April 1943. C/O Naval Attaché, American Embassy, London. 

102 
In 1933, he was a reporter for The New Hampshire: 

From 
Comparison of Theory and Experiment for Vented Hydrofoils, Defense Documentation Center for 
Scientific and Technical Information Cameron Station, Alexandria. Virginia, March 1963 distribution 
list: 

 
1453. Flying Officer Bernard BUDNIK. Signed 3 April 1943. Polish Air Ministry London. 

102 
DOB 16.08.1912. Polack. 
301 (P) Squadron Wellington Z1317 damaged by flak during a mission to Rostock on 26 April 1942 
and force landed near Ystad, Sweden. 
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From Making for Sweden Part 1: 

 
In the afternoon of 26th April 1942, 301 Squadron were briefed for an operation against Rostock 
on the German Baltic coast. The raid was the fourth and last in a series of attacks made by Bomber 
Command on Rostock. The target area included the town itself and the Heinkel works. The raids 
were a success, with only three aircraft lost out of the one hundred and six dispatched. It was 
estimated that approximately sixty per cent of the main town area was destroyed. The German 
casualties comprised two hundred and four people killed and eighty-nine injured, the figures 
would have been higher if larger numbers of people had not left the city after the initial attacks. 
The German Minister for Propaganda, J Goebbels, coined the phrase Terrorangriff when he 
reported on the raids against Rostock. This term was to become the standard description of the 
raids by Bomber Command on the German Reich, and had repercussions on the German treatment 
of Allied airmen for the rest of the war. Because the airmen were so despised the Germans began 
to bury the remains of Allied airmen where they were found. Thi~ was particularly the case in 
Denmark, although the Danish Resistance either noted the location of the graves or later dug up 
the bodies in order to give them a decent burial. 
The outbound journey for the crew in Z1317 was uneventful and the release of the incendiaries 
went without a hitch. During the photo-run the starboard engine suddenly stopped, but the pilot 
considered this to be the result of an internal failure. The antiaircraft defence over Rostock was very 
mild but nevertheless Z1317 had been hit by anti-aircraft fire. An attempt to restart the engine 
proved fruitless. A course was set for the base back in the United Kingdom, but upon reaching 
5500 North and 1200 East (the southern tip of Sjrelland) the wireless operator sent a signal to 
Hemswell at 0220 GMT+l saying, 'Engine trouble, petrol shortage, for Sweden.' Sic (AIR 27/1660). 
The Wellington then followed the Danish coast to Mön and from this point a course was set for 
Falsterbo. During this phase of the flight two more messages were transmitted back to base: one at 
0307 GMT+l saying, 'Position 5512 North, 1230 East; Height 6000 ft,' and another at 0330 GMT+l 
giving the position 5520 N, 1255 E (Falsterbonas); height 2000 ft. At Hemswell (in the United 
Kingdom) it was concluded that, as the aircraft was proceeding at seventy-five miles per hour it was 
flying on only one engine. 
The pilot followed the Swedish coast after land was sighted and proceeded towards the east. The 
aircrew were looking for an airfield just north of Ystad, as indicated on their map. While travelling 
eastwards the aircraft came under fire from the Swedish anti-aircraft batteries along the coast. The 
fire was considered to be fairly accurate by the crew and so they flashed their Aldis-lamp, after 
which the fire stopped. However, the airfield was not found and over Simrishamn the aeroplane 
turned back again. On the way back inland a suitable field was found in which to land the 
aeroplane. However, the light was not adequate for a landing and so the pilot circled not far away 
from the field until dawn. A wheels-up landing was made at 0348 GMT+l (=LT) on a freshly sown 
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field north-west of Ystad, close to Svenstorp farm. The crew left the aircraft and set fire to it. During 
the course of the day, 301 Squadron got a message from 1 Group stating that, 'a Swedish 
broadcast had been picked up giving the news that a British machine had crossed the Swedish 
coast at 0300 hours, after being fired at by coast defences had made a landing at Ystad and that 
the crew had been interned after setting fire to their aircraft.' (AIR 7/1660). 
When Swedish Military personnel arrived at the scene of the forced landing the fire had died down 
and the crew was having an early breakfast on the tea and biscuits they had brought with them. 
The crew was taken to Ystad, where they were interrogated by SAF personnel. The Swedish 
interrogator was told that this was the twenty-first operation that the crew had flown following 
their posting to the unit from 18 Operational Training Unit in December 1941 (lst November 1941 
according to ORB 301 Squadron). During the interrogation details were given concerning the sortie 
and events leading up to the landing. The tactics used by the German night-fighters were also 
described and it was mentioned that losses were averaging eight to ten per cent on every 
operation. The crew also mentioned details about life in Britain. Procedures at the RAF airfield, such 
as camouflage and dispersal of aircraft were also discussed during the interrogation. The observer 
described his escape from Poland after war broke out. The Swedish personnel were complemented 
by the airmen on the good treatment received after the landing (FS H388/1942). On 5th May the 
crew began their internment m Främby, they were interned for nearly a year. The first men to be 
released for repatriation were the pilot, Flying Officer Nowacki, and the second pilot, Pilot Officer 
Bohuszewicz, who left Sweden on 15th February 1943. The last crew member was released on lst 
April that year. 
After a formal request by SAAB to KFF (letter from Saab 28 April 1942) parts of the aircraft, such as 
hydraulic components, turrets and 'George' (automatic-pilot) were sent to SAAB for evaluation. The 
results were included in a design hand-book and were reported to the Kungliga Flygforvaltningen 
(KBF 388). These items were stored at CVM, Malmslätt and the remainder of the aircraft was sold as 
scrap. 
1454. Sgt Boleslaw BESTECKI. Signed 3 April 1943. Polish Air Ministry London. 

102 
DOB 19.11.1908. Polack Britt. 
301 (P) Squadron Wellington Z1317 damaged by flak during a mission to Rostock on 26 April 1942 
and force landed near Ystad, Sweden. 
See above entry for Bernard BUDNIK who also signed this book on 3 April 1943. 
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Helmswell 1942 L-R: Sgt. Boleslaw Bestecki, F/Lt Tadeusz Lewkowicz (3), Sgt. Janusz Truszkowski, 
P/O Stanislaw Reyman, Sgt. Stanislaw Niewiadomski (courtesy Krzysztof Michalski). Source: 
http://aircrewremembered.com/rzemyk-mieczyslaw.html#sthash.xHoeLjpO.dpuf  
1455. Sgt Zdzislaw TACZALSKI. Signed 3 April 1943. Polish Air Ministry London. 

102 
DOB 2.12.18. Polack Britt. 
301 (P) Squadron Wellington Z1317 damaged by flak during a mission to Rostock on 26 April 1942 
and force landed near Ystad, Sweden. 
See above entry for Bernard BUDNIK who also signed this book on 3 April 1943. 
According to http://niebieskaeskadra.pl/drukuj_airmen.php?id=2653, he was born on 2 December 
1918 and died on 6 January 1944. He is buried in the Polish War Cemetery in Casamassima. 
1456. Sgt Krzestof GRABOWSKI. Signed 3 April 1943. Polish Air Ministry London. 

103 
DOB 5.11.1921. Polack. One of the Bromma departure records lists his first name as Christopher. 
301 (P) Squadron Wellington Z1317 damaged by flak during a mission to Rostock on 26 April 1942 
and force landed near Ystad, Sweden. 
See above entry for Bernard BUDNIK who also signed this book on 3 April 1943. 

http://aircrewremembered.com/rzemyk-mieczyslaw.html%23sthash.xHoeLjpO.dpuf
http://niebieskaeskadra.pl/drukuj_airmen.php?id=2653
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1457. Flight Sergeant David Lionel PERRY (908781). Signed 3 April 1943. Air Ministry 
London. 

103 
DOB 20.10.1921. Engelsman. 
Crash landed near Hocklingen, Norway on 27/28 April 1942 whilst flying a Halifax (Serial No. 
W1048) with No 35 Squadron from RAF Kinloss. He evaded capture. 
See the entry for Don P MacIntyre who signed this book on 15 June 1942. Perry’s commission was 
terminated on 10 February 1953. See Making for Sweden, pp. 33-5. 
From http://carol_fus.tripod.com/home_hero_jgranberg.html: 
Memories of the Främby Internment Camp in Falun Sweden, 1942-1944 
By Jöran Granberg, Molndäl, Sweden, 15 October, 2008 
During World War II, Sweden was officially a neutral country. But, because of its proximity to 
Germany, foreign air-crews crossed its borders frequently and crash-landed in Sweden if they 
couldn't make it back to England. As a condition of neutrality, Germany insisted that Sweden hold 
these airmen in camps. In 1942, we had to arrange an internment camp in the south end of Falun, 
Sweden at a place called Främby. I grew up in Falun and, from 1942 to 1944, I had the opportunity 
to meet many of the airmen interned at Främby. These are my wonderful memories of two British 
crews in particular, and the American crews in general. 
David Perry and his RAF Halifax Mk II Squadron 
David Perry's story is remarkable. In the early spring of 1942 his Halifax Mk II was shot down 
somewhere over Norway while they were trying to sink the mighty German war vessel, Tirpitz, 
which often hid in some of the fjords of Norway between missions. It had been a hard winter: a lot 
of snow remained on the ground, and the lakes were still frozen. 
The aircraft crash landed on a lake, but the ice could not hold the weight of the Halifax for long so 
they had to abandon the aircraft. They had an idea that the Swedish border wouldn't be far off to 
the east, so they started to make their way towards Sweden through snowy woods. They split up 
and with almost inhuman efforts made it to the border, except for one crewmember. 
Once in Sweden they were taken to an internment camp near my home town of Falun, arriving in 
May of 1942. Their remarkable escape from pursuing Germans was later recapitulated and retraced 
by David Perry at the request of Queen Elisabeth. The sunken Halifax came to rest on the lake bed 
some 90 feet down, where she was located by a Norwegian fisherman in the 1960s. As the plane 
was the only resting aircraft of its kind, it was well worth rescuing and restoring for coming 
generations. 

http://carol_fus.tripod.com/home_hero_jgranberg.html
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All parts of the aircraft were lifted up and sent to England where the preservation took place. It 
finally ended up in a RAF Bomber Command Museum at Haden outside of London. The museum 
was officially opened by The Queen and four or five of the surviving crew members, together with 
David Perry, as guests of honour. When David made his retracing trip through Norway and Sweden 
he visited me for the second time. 

 
David Perry 
How I learned to know David in the first place 
One of the longest streets of Falun is Sturegatan. It stretches through Falun from way up in the 
north until it ends at Främby in the south. Along this street near the Främby internment camp my 
father had a little enterprise in the iron construction field. It's worth mentioning that from the 
beginning, the internment was not at all of the strict kind. The airmen could visit the town to do 
some sightseeing or shopping. Initially, they marched in with Swedish military guard, but later they 
could go by themselves. When they came marching along the street outside our workshop, we 
would greet them and say "Hello," and cheer them up with the few English words that we could. 
Later, when they were allowed to go into the city by themselves, I and many other youngsters 
made contact with them to learn better English. Somehow, David Perry and his friend, Jack 
Cogan340, from another crew were gentle enough to be sociable and helped me learn their lingo. I 
picked a lot up of aircrew slang at that time! It so turned out that both David and Jack wondered if 
they could help us out in any way at our workshop and perhaps get some extra spending money. 
They both got permission from the camp, and my opportunity to practise my English was 
expanded. 
After a while David got permission to live with my family, and we shared a room for eleven months. 
David was then smuggled back to England on a ball bearing transport ship341 on 30 March 1943. I 
have visited David and his family twice, and we wrote each other until he passed away a couple of 

                                                 
340 This might be John Colgan who signed this book on 23 September 1942 
341 Obviously, he was flown back from Bromma to Leuchars 
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years ago. He is really the one behind my English. He helped me learn by arguing. Since we seldom 
agreed on subjects, I had to learn to respond rapidly, and with a convincing standpoint. 
While I was in Tunisia for three years in the 60s we lost contact somehow, but he found me again 
through the Swedish Radio and Television Office in London. One day I got a phone call from Björn 
Fontander, a Swedish radioman who served there at the time, asking me if I was the Jöran 
Granberg. I answered that I was. He got my address and then we took up contact again, David and 
I. 
For completeness, the rest of Jöran Granberg’s story is included below: 
Soon after David left in 1943, another crew arrived. On 21 April 1943 a Lancaster squadron hit the 
ground at Klagshamn near Malmö. I met all of them, and they visited our summerhouse outside of 
Falun several times. Three of them were frequent guests at our house and we really kept together. I 
have several letters from one of them in which he constantly writes about his gratitude for all the 
hospitality he received from our family. I visited him and his family twice in England and the other 
Englishman once. The Canadian, Maxwell Coles, I lost completely. 
Recently, in the Falu-Kuriren newspaper, October 24 , 2005, I was surprised to read about a 
Canadian, Jeff McDonald, who had visited Falun to investigate his father's activities while he was 
interned at Främby. He suspected that he might find a brother or a sister left there by his father. 
Since his father passed away rather young, Jeff had no information on what happened to him 
during the war. 
In the newspaper article there was a picture of his father and two of his crew members. I 
recognised them immediately as Charles McDonald, John Crebbin, and Maxwell Coles. I phoned 
Falu-Kuriren to get the address for this Canadian, and successfully received his e-mail address. I 
also saw a television program, which showed some photos of the whole crew "in front of the 
internment camp at Främby". "Wrong," I said. "That picture I took myself, and it's taken at our 
summerhouse at Rostberg!" 
Now, I had all the reasons to get in touch with Jeff McDonald, and that has led to many remarkable 
contacts. I mailed him photos of each one of his father's crew, photos that were personally 
dedicated to me with time and signatures. Later I mailed him their addresses at that time in 
England so he could search for them or their children. One thing led to another, and today both 
Jeff and I have been able to establish contact with three of the crew still alive and their children. 
It started when Jeff learned that Maxwell Coles was one of the three in his father's crew that I used 
to hang around with. He wrote me that Maxwell was still alive and in good condition living not far 
from him. He indicated that he saw him occasionally and that he would be glad to tell him hello 
from me. He sent me his address and we have written to each other a couple of times. Max has 
sent me several photos that were taken at our summerhouse. In one letter he sent me a copy of a 
handwritten piece of paper on which I had written in Swedish to help him to rent a bicycle and for 
reference they could turn to Jöran Granberg with my address and phone number. Think of it! He 
had saved this slip all those years! He's way up around 90 now. 
The other one of the three, Cyril Milner Paley, who I went to see twice in Blackpool, took us two 
years to track down. Somehow Jeff went to England and found both Cy's children and they took 
him to their father, who is still kicking. This resulted in my getting e-mail from both Cy's daughter 
and son, along with a lot of photos that were taken at our summerhouse in Rostberg as well as 
some taken when I visited them when they were kids. So far, Cyril and I have extended a couple of 
letters and it pleases me to present one to you here. To be able to write a letter with such accuracy 
and handwritten as well, that makes one really envious. Think of it! He is 93! 
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Life in Falun with the Americans 
As the war went on life in Falun was influenced by the increasing number of internees after the 
Americans had entered the war. From their airbases in England they literally drenched the German 
cities with bombs. On those missions they lost a number of "flying fortresses," and many more 
were "injured" and unable to make it back to England. Since Sweden was situated near Germany, it 
was handy to force land the plane on Swedish ground. And as time went by, the airmen came in by 
the hundreds on trains from Skåne to Falun. Our camp at Främby became too small, so they had to 
hire all the boarding houses available in- and outside of Falun. 
If the RAF crews lived a rather free live in the city, the Americans lived even more free! Living at 
boarding houses and later, even in the hotels, made them feel like they were on holiday. It's 
important to note that they received their whole war pay, plus all the additional war risk salary as a 
pay out every month. 
This was something! Their monthly salary corresponded to a medium Swede's whole year salary, 
and believe you me, they started to spend money! And what would you have spent money on in 
such a privileged situation? On girls, of course! Being "interned" in a neutral country under these 
conditions! It was like being on holiday for several months with unlimited resources. 
At that time I was a member of The English Language Club in Falun. One of our members was a 
drugstore dealer, and he had lived in the United States for many years. He came in contact with the 
first American aircrew arriving from Skåne in the early stages. Businessman that he was, putting two 
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and two together, he promised to provide them with whatever they wanted, and they didn't have 
to pay for it until they received their salary. This resulted in about fifty Americans lined up outside 
his store. 
He soon realised that with so many new customers in his small locality, he would not be able to 
handle it without an assistant. Since he knew I spoke English, he rang me up and made me a 
proposition to start working for him. He was well aware that this new and prosperous business 
couldn't last for ever, and he didn't want to lose his old Swedish customers, so he took care of 
them himself, and let me handle the Americans. As a result, I got to know many of them. 
Since there were so many Americans, and they spent their money so carelessly and generously, 
they became very popular, especially among the Falun girls. They were taken to the best hotel 
dance, and their new fiancées bought their girlfriends new dresses and what ever they pointed at. 
The girl's parents weren't altogether pleased with their daughter's new activity, but even they could 
be bribed. I know one family who lived in an old, small house with no facility but running cold 
water. The American installed central heating, WC and a modern bathroom for them. Then it was 
okay stepping out with their daughter. 
The merchants of Falun did their best to attract Americans as their customers. One day a 
watchmaker came in to our drugstore to ask if we could translate his catalogue into English and 
distribute it to our customers. There is no question about it, the Americans, due to their large 
numbers, turned the small and sleepy town of Falun upside down. And I know there is one author 
who, with a few lines, has mentioned about this in one of his books. 
All of this is an internal history that happened in a short period of time during the war in Sweden -a 
country that people around the world may have heard of, but hardly even know where it is 
situated. Because of this history, I met some wonderful men and learned English. If I had not taken 
the advice from a dear second cousin in the U.S. to write it down, these events would probably 
have remained unknown. 
From http://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/documents/collections/73-A-1113-Halifax-II-W1048.pdf: 
History of Handley Page Halifax B.Mk.II Series I W1048/8465M 
1942. Built by English Electric Ltd, Samlesbury, near Preston to contract No.B982938/39, requisition 
116/E11/39 for 200 Halifax aircraft, delivered from 5 Sep 41. V9976-W1276 including serial number 
block W1035-W1067. Four Merlin XX engines. English Electric built 2,145 of the total Halifax 
production of 6,178 aircraft; 1,966 of these were the Mk.II variant. 
27 March 1942. Taken on charge by No.102 Squadron, normally based at RAF Topcliffe but then 
on detachment to Dalton, North Yorkshire and in the process of converting to Halifaxes from 
Whitley Vs. Fuselage code DY-S. 
9 April 1942. Six Halifax II aircraft, including W1048, were ferried by RAF pilots from Topcliffe to the 
No.35 Squadron base at RAF Linton-on-Ouse, Yorkshire and exchanged for six No.35 Squadron 
aircraft fitted with the Gee radio navigation aid. As the forthcoming operation would be outside the 
range of Gee stations it was decided not to risk the loss of sets on operations. Ferried by Pilot 
Officer Batch-Elder DFM in exchange for R9494, which was flown back to 102 Squadron at Dalton. 
W1048 was coded TL-S with her new unit. (S-Sugar). 
15 April 1942. Flown by PO Don MacIntyre342 on 1hr 20 minute training sortie around Filey Bay, 
with another sortie of the same duration that evening to practice low-level bombing on the 
Strensall range. 
22 April 1942. Low-level bombing flight – Strensall Range. 
                                                 

342 Signed this book on 15 June 1942 

http://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/documents/collections/73-A-1113-Halifax-II-W1048.pdf
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23 April 1942. 11 Halifaxes including W1048 flew from Linton to RAF Kinloss, Scotland, as the 
advance base for their forthcoming raid on the 52,000-ton German battleship Tirpitz which lay in 
Norwegian waters at the extreme limit of the Halifaxes' range. Tirpitz was a threat to allied convoys 
in the North Atlantic and it was hoped to disable her. 
27 April 1942. At 2030 hours W1048 took off on her first operational mission as the 7th of the 11 
No.35 Squadron Halifaxes airborne from Kinloss. Nothing was heard from the aircraft after take-off. 
Her crew for this mission were: 
Pilot   Plt Off Don P MacIntyre (a 24 year old Canadian). 
Observer Plt Off Ian Hewitt343 (Also operated as bomb aimer and Navigator, had been 

commissioned 23 Mar 42; posted to No.35 Squadron 31 Mar 42; later 
received the DFC; a chartered accountant in later life). 

1st WOP/AG   908781 Sgt Dave Perry. 
2nd WOP/AG  R56057 Sgt Pierre Blanchet (Mid upper gunner. A Canadian). 
Tail Gunner   633143 Sgt Ron Wilson (A London cabby in later life). 
Flight Engineer  524209 Sgt Vic Stevens. 
W1048 was part of a total force of 31 Halifaxes drawn also from Nos.10 and 76 Squadrons. The 
No.10 Squadron aircraft carried 4000lb bombs, as did those of No.76 squadron, these intended 
specifically to attack the defences of Foettenfjord (modern day Fetfjorden) near Trondheim where 
the Tirpitz was moored. Twelve Lancasters of Nos.44 and 97 Squadrons were to bomb the area 
from 4000 feet. W1048 and the other No.35 Squadron aircraft each carried four 1000lb (454kg) 
modified Royal Navy type 19N spherical mines, which at 31 inches diameter did not quite fit into 
the bomb bay, meaning that the bomb doors did not fully close; when the Halifaxes were flying, 
the groundcrews said they looked like pregnant mayflies. It was hoped that the mines would roll 
down the steep slopes of the Fjord into the 50 foot gap between Tirpitz and the shore, sink and 
damage the more vulnerable underside of the ship below the waterline since the decks were 
heavily armoured. Also carried were two 250lb General Purpose bombs for attacking the Flak 
defences. For account of the attack, see Aeroplane July 2008 pp.18– 22. 
W1048 was the 8th aircraft to attack, being on target at 0030 hours; pilot Don MacIntyre had 
arranged to fly in formation with his friend Reg Lane, and they had agreed that whoever was 
leading at the target would go in first – as McIntyre was in the lead as they reached the initial point, 
he went in first (Flypast December 2009 p.75). Tirpitz was rapidly obscured by a smoke screen, but 
W1048 shallow dived to 200ft to release her mines; immediately afterwards the aircraft was hit by 
flak, which was intense from both Tirpitz and shore batteries, and the starboard outer engine and 
wing mounted fuel tanks and surrounding wing structure set alight as the aircraft ran in at 200 feet. 
The pilot, Don MacIntyre, quickly realised that W1048 was so badly damaged it could not reach 
base or neutral Sweden; he therefore made a skilful wheels-up landing on the frozen surface of 
nearby Lake Hoklingen in central Norway 25 miles east of Trondheim. W1048 had just 13 hours 
flying time in her logbook. The six crew escaped from the aircraft when it had slithered to a halt, 
the only injury being to Sgt Stevens who broke his ankle during the crash. He was helped over the 
150 yards of ice to the shore by the others and was later taken POW and hospitalised by the 
Germans. The rest of the crew, aided by Norwegian resistance, reached neutral Sweden after a 
three-day hike; Hewitt and MacIntyre were repatriated after a few weeks, Perry, Blanchet and 
Wilson after about a year. 

                                                 
343 Signed this book on 15 June 1942 
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Some twelve hours after the crash W1048 sank through the ice in the southern corner of the lake. 
Three other Halifaxes were lost during the raid including W1020 also from No.35 squadron, plus 
one Lancaster. The Tirpitz was undamaged. 
28 April 1942. W1048 reported as Cat E missing - now lying in 92 feet (27m) of water. 
29 April 1942. Struck off charge. 
28/29 April 1942. A repeat raid was made, again with no damage to the Tirpitz. Of 23 Halifaxes 
and 11 Lancasters despatched, two Halifaxes, both of No.35 Squadron, were lost - the Squadron 
had despatched nine aircraft following the loss of two the previous night, so had lost a third of its 
strength in two night raids on the Tirpitz. 
1971. W1048 found and marked by local divers. 
September 1972. Members of the RAF Sub Aqua Club made several exploratory dives in Lake 
Hoklingen to examine the Halifax. Authority was given for No.71 MU Bicester to beach, dismantle 
and transport the aircraft back to the UK as Expedition Training- it was found to be in good 
condition apart from missing the starboard outer engine, which had been hit by flak. There was 
also some damage by divers taking souvenirs in the past. Other parts had found odd uses – the 
tailwheel tyre being used to hold a flower arrangement at an isolated farm – the farmer had 
spotted it floating on the surface of the lake. It was spotted by the then British Defence and Air 
Attaché at Oslo, Wing Commander Tim de Salis, who then contacted the Air Historical Branch, with 
the result that the aircraft was identified and recovered. 
19 June 1973. Team of 16 divers, civilian the late Peter Cornish of the British Sub Aqua Club and 15 
RAF Sub-Aqua Club personnel, the latter led by Sgt Dave Walker and a No.71 MU Bicester advance 
party flew out to Norway in a RAF Hercules C1 for `Operation Halifax' to recover W1048, the first 
familiarisation dive being made the following day. The RAF team were aided by Norwegian divers 
from the Draugen Froskemannsklub (diving club) Trondheim. Following a suggestion by Peter 
Cornish, lift was to be provided by over 50 borrowed 40 gallon oil drums which, after attachment to 
the wing and tail spars, were to be filled with compressed air. 
27 June 1973. First lift; aircraft sank again and starboard outer wing broke off during another lift 
two days later. Recovered a few days later. 
30 June 1973. Successful lift; aircraft broke surface of the lake at 1410 hours and was towed ¾ 
mile to the nearest beaching site by a borrowed powerboat. It was brought up the beach using a 
wooden sledge under the aircraft and an aluminium trackway, using bulldozers to tow the aircraft 
out of the water. Much of the paint on W1048 peeled off once the aircraft had been exposed to the 
air, and the aircraft’s back was broken. Found in the aircraft were 8000 rounds of machine gun 
ammunition, the navigator's gloves folded nearly in his table drawer, survival rations and first aid 
kits. When connected to a battery, the instrument panel lights lit up. The engines could still be 
turned by hand. Photos of recovery: Aviation News Vol.2 No.7; Aircraft Illustrated Sep 73 p.350-351; 
Air Enthusiast Oct 73 p.182; Airfix Magazine Sep 73 p.35-6; Air Clues October 1973 pp. 30 – 34; Air 
Extra No.3 p.34; FlyPast Oct 82 p.25-28; FlyPast Oct 92 p.48-9; Aeroplane Monthly Sep 73 p.228-230; 
Raider (023521) p.31-2; Air Classics Nov 76 p.62-67; Aeroplane May 2003 p.74 and MP00496- 500. 
The mid upper turret cupola was recovered from a local farmer's barn. One link of ammunition, 
‘souvenired’ at the time and acquired by the Museum in 1997 (1997/0046/O) featured ammunition 
dating from 1929, 1931, 1936, 1938, and 1940, made in the UK, Australia and India! Once beached 
the aircraft was dismantled by a 10-man team from No.71 MU for sea transport to the UK. Photo 
during dismantling - FlyPast Oct 82 p.29 and Epics of Aviation Archaeology (006874) p.85. 
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25 August 1973. Arrived at Ipswich Docks on a Royal Corps of Transport LCT and taken to Henlow 
by No.71 MU. Photos: Epics of Aviation Archaeology p.86; Royal Air Force News w/e 15 September 
1973 p.9. 
11 February 1976. Allotted RAF Maintenance serial 8465M. 
July 1977. Nose section removed from Henlow to RAF Wyton for restoration by volunteers. 
Following a partial collapse of the under fuselage structure when an attempt was made to trestle 
up the nose section it was decided to limit restoration to the nose turret cupola, throttle box, pilots' 
instrument panel and flight engineers panel. Photos at Wyton - FlyPast Jan 82 and FlyPast Oct 82 
p.27-28. 
It was later decided that due to the effort and expense required, a full restoration would not be 
attempted and that the aircraft would be displayed unrestored as a tribute to bomber crews of 
World War 2. As the aircraft had lain in a fresh water lake, although fabric had rotted from the 
control surfaces, cabin transparencies had distorted and magnesium alloy parts had corroded, the 
duralumin structure was in good condition, with little rust. 
27 November 1981. Restored front turret cupola taken to RAFM Hendon for launch of appeal for 
funds to build the Bomber Command Museum by Sir Arthur Harris - the turret was delivered by a 
Puma helicopter of No.3 Squadron. Photo: Aeroplane Monthly Jan 82 p.2. 
1980 – 1989. Port outer engine, s/n 52477 restored by the Medway Aircraft Preservation Society at 
Rochester Airport. The engine was taken from Henlow to Rochester in February 1980. It was built 
by Rolls Royce at Glasgow; when analysed by BP, the oil in the crankcase was found to be still 
usable. The engine was fully stripped and rebuilt from the ground up; although some exterior 
components were corroded the interior remained in good condition. The engine starter motor was 
restored to working order and actually used in a Spitfire for a flight from West Malling to Duxford 
when the Spitfire’s own starter motor failed. Articles on engine restoration - FlyPast Feb 82 p.30-31; 
FlyPast Dec 89 p.25. The engine was delivered to Hendon 1989 and remains displayed adjacent to 
the Halifax. 
1982. Aircraft delivered to RAFM from Henlow and initially stored in the car park pending 
completion of the Bomber Command Museum. Photo in car park; Scale Models Nov 82 p.554. 
Photos during installation in Museum: and MP00491-494; Air Extra 39 p.21; FlyPast Nov 82 p.3. 
Photos as displayed at Hendon: FlyPast Jan 93 p.56 and December 2008 p.95; Scale Models Jun 87 
p.271 and 294; Aeroplane August 2008 p.85.  
Visitors will notice the red inhibitor sprayed over the structure to arrest further corrosion after 
exposure to air. Undergoing ongoing conservation work by aircraft team from RAFM Society of 
Friends. © Royal Air Force Museum 2012. 
1458. Wing Commander [later Group Captain] Leonard William HOWARD DFC (24145). 
Signed 3 April 1943. No 18 (Reconnaissance) Group Pitreavie Castle, Rosyth, Dunfermline. 
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The only match in The Air Force List for May 1943 is Leonard William HOWARD (24145). 
From https://www.spink.com//lot-description.aspx?id=3016170: 
Auction: 3016 - Orders, Medals, Decorations & Militaria  
Lot: 170 A Bomber Command D.F.C Group of Five to Whitley Pilot Group Captain L.W. Howard, 
Royal Air Force Distinguished Flying Cross, G.VI.R., reverse dated 1941; 1939-45 Star; Air Crew 
Europe Star; Defence and War Medals; with silver Officer Training Corps, Victoria College Jersey, 

https://www.spink.com/lot-description.aspx?id=3016170
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silver prize medal, reverse engraved 'L.W. Howard 1925', and a number of original documents 
including congratularory telegrams, a letter from Buckingham Palace dated 7.7.1941, requesting 
the recipient's presence at an investiture, and four photographsgood very fine or better (5) 
Estimate £ 800-1,000 D.F.C. LG 23.5.1941 Squadron Leader Leonard William Howard, No.77 
Squadron, Royal Air Force “This Officer has commanded an operational flight since July, 1940. 
During this period he has taken part in numerous attacks on important targets in Germany, and 
also on the enemy-occupied port of Bordeaux. He has at all times displayed a fine spirit in the 
execution of these flights, and has set and maintained a high standard of operational efficiency 
throughout his command.” The recommendation states, “Squadron Leader Howard has 
commanded an operational flight since 04.07.40. He has completed thirty operational sorties 
involving 243 flying hours. Targets attacked include Mannheim (2), Kassel (3), Bottrop (1), Wismar 
(1), Ludwigshaven (1), Bordeaux (2), Augsburg (1), Frankfurt (1), Bremen (3), Berlin (3), Heringan (1), 
Stettin (1), Wesserling (2), Magdeburg (2), Hanover (2), Wilhelmshaven (1),Gelsenkirchen (1). 
Squadron Leader Howard has at all times shown a very fine spirit in carrying out these flights, and 
has set and maintained a very high standard of operational efficiency in his flight. Many of his 
sorties have been pressed home in the face of severe opposition, and in spite of bad weather. I 
have no hesitation in recommending that his fine record be recognised by the award of the D.F.C.” 
Sold for £1,100 

 
1459. Lieutenant Colonel James Edgar ADAMSON DSO OBE M Inst RA (122937). Signed 3 
April 1943. OC 30 Group Pioneer Corps, Vágar, Faroe Islands. 
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A file named “Lieutenant Colonel James Edgar ADAMSON. The Gordon Highlanders”, reference WO 
339/15104, covering the period 1915-21 and 1938 is in TNA. 
His DSO citation was published in the Edinburgh Gazette of 6 November 1915: 
“For conspicuous gallantry at Haisnes on the 25th September, 1915. After leading his company 
across the open under heavy shell and rifle fire, and across three lines of wire, where he was 
exposed to heavy machine gun fire, he pressed on with great determination into the village of 
Haisnes, far in advance of any other detachment, and held on there from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., causing 
heavy losses to the attacking Germans. Finally, when completely isolated and exposed to bombs 
and artillery and rifle fire on three sides, he brought back what remained of his company in good 
order. He exhibited throughout the greatest coolness and courage.” 
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From Pictures, 2 June 1922: 

 
According to Dictionary of Irish Architects 1720-1940, http://www.dia.ie/architects/view/134, he was 
an architect of 56 Victoria Street, London, who designed a new hotel on the site of the Linen Hall 
Hotel, Belfast, in 1931. 
According to http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/16651, the Elite Picture Palace which became the 
ABC Wimbledon and was demolished in 1985 opened on 7th February 1920. It was designed by 
architect Lt. Col. James E. Adamson. The name ‘Elite’ was inscribed in stone at the top of the 
building and the brick and stone facade had a semi-circular ‘bow’ shaped extension in the centre 
which contained the main entrance and windows above. Inside the auditorium, seating was 
provided for 1,005. There was a small organ which was manufactured by a company named Reeves. 
According to http://www.royalpioneercorps.co.uk/rpc/mags.htm, he was a past editor of, and 
contributor to, The Pioneer, a magazine was first published in May 1943, for which he wrote the 
Foreword: 

http://www.dia.ie/architects/view/134
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/16651
http://www.royalpioneercorps.co.uk/rpc/mags.htm
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The Pioneer was continued until the Corp's disbandment in 1993. His obituary was published in 
Volume 84. 
From http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/90/a6168990.shtml: 
“When war broke out, my father was too young to join up, so he became a member of the home 
guard. Eventually, on the same day, he received letters from both the Army and RAF and chose the 
latter. As his sight was not good enough for flying he became a wireless operator and was posted 
to the Faroe Islands. Growing up after the war, I heard snippets about these windy islands and the 
kindness of the Faroese people and often looked at Dad's album full of neatly labelled 
photographs. I inherited this album and realised that many RAF personnel and islanders are 
recorded by name. The views give the location and direction my father was facing when he took 
the pictures and the photos, now copied onto the computer, can be enlarged to reveal much detail. 
Dad labelled his pictures with place names, written in Danish. Faroese is now the written language 
and I have used Faroese names. This year (2005) we decided to visit the Faroe Islands and find the 
sites my father, leading aircraftsman Douglas Fisher, had seen over sixty years ago. We took with us 
copies of his photos on CD, to give to any interested local historians or museums. We were 
extremely fortunate in meeting really helpful islanders, who were alive in the war, and we now have 
a much greater understanding of where Dad was and why he was there. The Faroes, though 
belonging to Denmark, were not allowed to fall under Nazi control and were occupied by Britain on 
12 4 1940. They were obviously of strategic importance in providing communication and protection 
for convoys from America and in supporting the obstructing of German shipping. Of the eighteen 
Faroe Islands, only one, Vágar, is flat enough for aeroplanes to land. It was there, near the modern 
airport, that we met a local man in his late seventies, who took us around in his car, explaining what 
it had been like there in the 1940s. Prior to the influx of British forces, there had been very few road 
vehicles and just a few tracks. Our contact, Lars, had been a teenager on the island when the 
Pioneer Corps arrived in April 1942 to start building roads and an airport and extending the 
harbour at Sørvágur. Local islanders were asked to find shelter for the soldiers in their homes, 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/90/a6168990.shtml
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attics, fish drying huts or anywhere with a roof until nissen huts could be erected. The women and 
children had been evacuated from around the British bases and Lars had been one of seven 
teenage boys, who had been offered training by the army, thereby learning electrical engineering 
and excellent English. 
Eventually, in 1943, the basic structures were in place and the Pioneer corps left. There is a 
wonderful letter from J Adamson their Lieutenant Colonel still in the church at Sandvágur, 
thanking the islanders for their friendship. 
A large army base had been constructed near the Sørvágsfjordur and the RAF base was nearby 
facing the lake (Sørvágsvatn). Before the completion of the airport, air transport in the form of 
Catalina and larger flying boats landed on the lake, as can be seen in one of Dad's pictures. There 
was a sizeable camp complex. Dad's photos show some of the nissen huts, all gone now. But we 
were shown two cookhouses, now homes, and the remains of the officers' mess along with the sites 
of the entertainment block with its projector room. 
It was plain to see from the photos that, although dad was on Vágar during all seasons of the year, 
he was also often at the southern tip of the most southerly island, Suðuroy. Again the pictures 
show different times of the year and we assumed he must have been sent down there, to Akraberg, 
for spells of duty. We took the ferry to Suðuroy and were taken around the places in the pictures 
by another kind local inhabitant. Akraberg consisted of a lighthouse, three lighthouse keepers' 
houses and a paraffin store. In such a small community, Dad knew the keepers and their wives and 
children well and took photos of them. I am now in touch with two ladies in their eighties, 
daughters of lighthouse keepers, who both featured in Dad's photos. I now know that an officer 
visited the three houses and requisitioned bed space, in at least two of the houses, for some RAF 
personnel. I believe about fifteen men were stationed there at a time, including my father. A nissen 
hut was built between two of the houses, where the RAF men had their daytime living quarters. 
There were also two small concrete buildings for the wireless operating and for an anti-aircraft gun 
emplacement. (These still exist along with two of the three houses, no longer occupied, as the 
lighthouse is now automatic. The third house has been moved to Sumba!) All heavy materials were 
brought by boat to the foot of the cliff and four men worked a winch to hoist them up. Dad took a 
picture of 'the boys on the winch.' The alternative was to carry supplies up the hill. One of the 
keeper's daughters remembers her father carrying two sacks at a time on his back, perhaps of 
potatoes or flour up from the nearest village, Sumba. Despite having foreign servicemen foisted 
upon them, great friendliness was established between the RAF men and their hosts. Both ladies 
talk of their mothers cooking cakes and biscuits and having the British men in their homes for tea 
and a bite to eat on a daily basis. One of the mothers had told her daughter that, if her son was 
ever far from home, she would like to feel that someone would care for him and so she would look 
after the RAF boys. The lighthouse keepers would come off shift in the morning and call in at the 
nissen hut for a cup of tea. After the war, one of the daughters married one of the RAF men, 
photographed by my Dad, both at the big camp on Vágar and by the nissen hut at Akraberg. She 
moved to England. A daughter of another keeper married a Faroese man and still lives in Sumba. 
She showed us the vase, given to her as a wedding present by the RAF lads. She also said that they 
clubbed together and gave her an envelope of money when her first baby was born. Even on 
Vágar, where there were so many servicemen, friendships were struck up. I have a very kindly letter, 
written in Danish in 1946, from a mother in Sørvágur to my father in Egypt, where he had been 
posted whilst awaiting demobilisation. Several people told us of the tears shed, when the British 
forces left (mostly in 1944) for their protection and company had been appreciated, even though 
there had not been enough local girls to go around and sometimes the island lads missed out. The 
forces cleared up most of their camp buildings, but donated the useful infrastructure to the 
islanders, who benefited from the roads, harbour and bitumen plants. They were not ready for 
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running an airport and those facilities were left until a civil airport was built on the old military site 
in the 1960s. At present, plans are afoot for a museum of World War II on Vágar and the Lions Club 
has refurbished the military airport watchtower. Copies of my Dad's photos are now available to be 
added to this project.” © “Akraberg” 
1460. Jens DALE AKA Jens-Anton POULSSON. Signed 4 April 1943. Norwegian Legation, 
London. 
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DOB 27.10.1918. Norrman. 
Email dated 1 January 2014 from Bob Pearson to Trevor Baker: 
“Jens Dale is surely his wry take on his activities with Gunnerside with Dale meaning valley - a valley 
is what the Gunnerside boys had to descend before going on to the heavy water plant at Rjukan.” 
From his SOE file, reference HS 9/1205/1, in TNA: 
DOB 27 October 1918. 
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From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jens-Anton_Poulsson: 
Jens-Anton Poulsson DSO, (27 October 1918 in Tinn – 2 February 2010) was a Norwegian military 
officer. During World War II he was a Norwegian resistance member, especially noted for his role in 
the heavy water sabotage 1942–1943. He continued his military career after the war, and was 
appointed colonel in 1968. 

 
Heavy water sabotage 
Poulsson served as a second lieutenant in the Norwegian Independent Company 1 (Norwegian: 
Kompani Linge) during World War II. As a leader of the Grouse team he parachuted onto the 
Hardangervidda plateau on 18 October 1942, along with Arne Kjelstrup, Knut Haugland and Claus 
Helberg. The team landed at Fjarefit in Songadalen, and prepared to receive British troops of 
Operation Freshman at Møsvassdammen. The Freshman operation was a failure, as the two gliders 
crashed. Another operation, called Gunnerside, was successful. The Gunnerside team joined the 
Grouse (later renamed Swallow), and the combined team succeeded in the destruction of heavy 
water equipment and stock at Vemork in February 1943. After the sabotage Poulsson escaped to 
Oslo, and later via Sweden to the United Kingdom. 
Poulsson was awarded Norway's War Cross with sword, after his return to United Kingdom in 1943. 
It was presented to him by King Haakon at a ceremony at the training school STS 26 in Scotland, 
near Nethy Bridge. Also Rønneberg, leader of the Gunnerside team, received the War Cross with 
sword at this ceremony, while the other participants in the heavy water sabotage received the St. 
Olav's Medal with Oak Branch. 
Operation Sunshine 
Poulsson returned to Norway in 1944, participating in Operation Sunshine led by Major Leif 
Tronstad. Nine SOE agents, among them several from the heavy water sabotage team, were 
paradropped over Ugleflott in Øvre Telemark 5 October 1944. Their mission was to establish 
fighting groups at Rjukan, Notodden and Nore. Poulsson, along with Claus Helberg as wireless 
operator, was responsible for the Rjukan section. In the mountains surrounding Rjukan a military 
force consisting of 300 soldiers was built up, and the troops were supplied with provisions and 
weapons from allied aircraft. 
The part of Telemark which was covered by Sunshine was called Milorg district 16 (D-16). When 
Tronstad was killed in a shooting episode 11 March 1945, Poulsson took over as leader of the 
Sunshine operation (Milorg D-16). 
Awards 
For his war contributions Poulsson was decorated with the Defence Medal with rosette and Haakon 
VII’s 70th Anniversary Medal, in addition to the War Cross. He was also decorated with the British 
Distinguished Service Order (DSO) as well as the St. Olav's Medal With Oak Branch. 
Post-war 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jens-Anton_Poulsson
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In 1960 Poulsson was leading the Danish–Norwegian battalion (Danor) in the UN force UNEF in 
Gaza. From 1961 he held various leading positions in the Norwegian Army, and has been a colonel 
since 1968. He headed His Majesty The King's Guard from 1961–1965, he was second in command 
for Brigade Nord from 1967–1968 and he headed the 3rd Infantry Regiment from 1980–1982. 
Poulsson died early February 2010 aged 91. 
From http://www.smp.no/nyheter/article7155897.ece: 

 
Surrounding their boss Leif Tronstad (front row, center) are most of the Vemork saboteurs, 
including (front row left to right) Jens Anton Poulsson and Joachim Ronneberg, and (back row left 
to right) Hans Storhaug, Fredrik Kayser, Kasper Idland, Claus Helberg and Birger Stromsheim. 
From The Guardian, 11 March 2010: 

 
Poulsson and his men spent three winter months in a mountain hut. Photograph: Elin Høyland 
The military career of the Norwegian Jens-Anton Poulsson, who has died aged 91, lasted 42 years, 
but may fairly be said to have peaked near the beginning, when he led the home-based support for 
the most spectacular sabotage operation of the second world war – the destruction of the heavy-
water plant in the Telemark region west of Oslo. 
Poulsson, born at Tinn in Telemark, had just joined the army at the time and fled to Britain after the 
debacle that followed the German invasion in 1940. This culminated in a chaotic allied withdrawal 
and the ensuing Nazi occupation. In the UK, Poulsson joined the first Norwegian Independent 
Company as a second lieutenant. He was soon recruited by the Special Operations Executive (SOE), 
created in summer 1940 by Winston Churchill for sabotage operations in occupied territory. 

http://www.smp.no/nyheter/article7155897.ece
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The Norwegian resistance reported in autumn 1941 that the hydroelectric power-plant at Vermork 
had stepped up production of heavy water, raising fears that the Germans were accelerating their 
efforts to develop an atomic bomb. The fluid is used as a moderator to slow down the chain 
reaction in unenriched uranium 235. The plant, opened before the war as one of the largest of its 
kind in the world, had been set up to power a fertiliser factory, for which large quantities of 
hydrogen were needed. A by-product of hydrogen production was deuterium, the hydrogen 
isotope found in heavy water, which is produced slowly and expensively by electrolysis. 
The US and Britain, already committed to a programme to create an atomic bomb, concluded that 
if the Nazis needed large quantities of heavy water, they had to be working on a bomb, just as the 
exiled Albert Einstein had twice warned. In fact, Albert Speer, Hitler's armaments supremo, was 
more interested in the other main nuclear application, energy, of which Germany was always short. 
As Hitler had barred any research programme that would not produce results within a year, the 
German budget for nuclear research was very modest. The SOE's most dramatic coup was therefore 
based on a miscalculation and was irrelevant to the strategic course of the war. 
In October 1942, in Operation Grouse, Poulsson and his SOE team of three Norwegian NCOs were 
dropped by parachute at night on the Hardangervidda plateau, within reach of the plant on skis. 
Their mission was to prepare for a landing by two gliders, each carrying a nine-man sabotage 
squad. They were to provide a homing beam for the bombers towing the gliders. 
Operation Freshman was launched early in November, but unusually cold weather caused ice to 
build up on the wings of the gliders, which crashed into mountains. One team was wiped out, while 
the second nine survived, only to be captured and shot. 
Poulsson and his men retreated up the mountains to a trapper's hut. After three months, they were 
alerted by wireless that a second attempt, Operation Gunnerside, was due. Lieutenant Joachim 
Rønneberg led a team of five who arrived by parachute one night in mid-February 1943. 
Rønneberg and Poulsson joined forces three days later and attacked the plant. The textbook 
assault achieved decisive damage with timebombs, allowing the entire force to withdraw first 
without a scratch. Three men stayed behind to train the local resistance, while the rest of 
Rønneberg's men crossed into neutral Sweden and Poulsson got to Scotland by sea. 
Both lieutenants received the DSO as well as Norwegian decorations. Even General Nikolaus von 
Falkenhorst, the German commander-in-chief in Norway, expressed his admiration, and ordered 
the release of civilian hostages rounded up for reprisals. 
Poulsson returned to Norway by parachute in 1944 to help organise more resistance groups, taking 
over command when Major Leif Tronstad was killed. He stayed on in the army after the war, serving 
with Scandinavian UN peacekeeping units in Gaza and elsewhere. He commanded the royal guard 
for four years in the 1960s, was second-in-command of the brigade stationed on the border with 
Russia at the height of the cold war, and commanded an infantry regiment as a colonel until his 
retirement in 1982. 
His wife, Bergljot, and their two daughters survive him. 
Jens-Anton Poulsson, soldier, born 27 October 1918; died 2 February 2010 
From Roderick Bailey’s Forgotten Voices of the Secret War, Ebury Press, 2008: 
“Some of us had military experience, military education if you like, some other boys had never seen 
a rifle or a pistol or done any military training at all, so we were a mixed lot.” 
Second Lieutenant Jens Anton Poulsson, Norwegian trainee agent 
“We were going to be sent home to establish small resistance groups in Norway in the Telemark 
area and the planning for this went along and we were actually sent out to Station 61, near 
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Tempsford, to go back home. But all this was changed in the autumn of 1942, because the 
importance of the heavy water suddenly got first priority. 
My radio operator Knut Haugland and I were called to London and told about a British Army 
mission that was going to go by either parachute or glider: the 'Freshman' force. And at a meeting 
in Baker Street we picked out the place where the gliders could land and thrashed out all that 
technical stuff about how to receive the gliders and so on and what we would do afterwards. 
'Freshman' was going to blow up the heavy water apparatus and part of the electrolysis plant, they 
were going to come in two gliders and each glider had a team that could if necessary do the job 
alone, and we had to be a reception committee. We had to be on the radio, we were going to put 
up lights and after the gliders had landed we were supposed to take the British forces down to 
Vemork and say goodbye. 
When we left, Haugland and I, to go back to Tempsford, I remember Colonel Wilson took me aside 
and said, 'This operation is very, very important because if the Germans get that heavy water they 
may be able to destroy some part of London' – or words to that effect. And I didn't believe him. I 
thought he'd just said that to make us eager to do a good job. I knew nothing about atomic bombs 
and so on. I didn't hear about atomic bombs until after the war, when that bloody thing exploded 
over Japan.” 
Lieutenant Jens-Anton Poulsson, Norwegian SOE officer, commander of advance party 'Grouse' 
“I think we were told the day after the tragedy what had happened, and a couple of days later we 
were told that a new party would come and join up with us, so we had to stay on. We went further 
back into the mountains, because the Germans had a large search in the Rjukan valley, and went on 
to the Vidda. Then we moved to a hut called Svensbu – it belongs to my family actually – and we 
stayed there and we waited.” 
Lieutenant Jens-Anton Poulsson, Norwegian SOE officer, commander of advance party 'Grouse' 
“'Gunnerside' was supposed to join us in December, before Christmas, but the weather was very 
bad and they didn't arrive until the middle of February '43. In the meantime we had to fend for 
ourselves. To stay alive we needed wood and we needed food. Before Christmas we had a very bad 
time and we had to eat reindeer moss, or rather Icelandic moss. We mixed it with some oatmeal we 
had. It was only a few times we tried that. So we were dependent on hunting and the day before 
Christmas I shot the first reindeer. In all I think we shot fourteen reindeer, which was our main 
source of food. We used the contents of the stomach as a vegetable. The reindeer did the 
preliminary cooking for us so we just mixed it with blood and used it with the meat. We used 
everything from the animal, everything except the skin and the feet.” 
Lieutenant Jens-Anton Poulsson, Norwegian SOE officer, commander of Operation 'Swallow' 
(formerly 'Grouse') 
“After 'Gunnerside' had been dropped they met a poacher and they took him prisoner. They had 
to. They used him also for pulling one of their sledges. They took him with them to within four or 
five kilometres from our place and left him there with a guard. We talked it over, what we were 
going to do with him. We ought to have shot him but we didn't. We knew the operation was very 
important. On the other hand it's difficult just to shoot a man, to kill him.” 
Lieutenant Jens-Anton Poulsson, Norwegian SOE officer, commander of Operation 'Swallow' 
(formerly 'Grouse') 
“We started out at eight o'clock in the evening. The weather had changed dramatically. There was a 
warm wind blowing, the snow was melting, the water was running on the roads and so on. We 
went on to the main road, followed it, left the road before Vemork and came down on the road 
again on the other side, so we bypassed the inhabited area. Then we followed the road to the place 
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where Helberg had found it was possible to cross the gorge and we left all our winter equipment, 
skis and what have you there. We were in British battledress and had only the prepared demolition 
charges and our weapons. 'Gunnerside' had Thompson sub-machine guns, 'Grouse' too.” 
Lieutenant Jens-Anton Poulsson, Norwegian SOE officer, commander of Operation 'Swallow' 
(formerly 'Grouse') 
“We waited until we were sure they were back in their guard hut and then Rønneberg gave the 
order to start. He and his demolition party went for the heavy water room – actually they had to 
use a cable tunnel to get in. The covering party took up their pre-planned positions. Hauklid and I, 
for instance, advanced to twenty yards from the guard hut.” 
Lieutenant Jens-Anton Poulsson, Norwegian SOE officer, commander of Operation 'Swallow' 
(formerly 'Grouse') 
“Up on the plateau it was much colder, there was a hard wind blowing, and there we started to 
move. We were not afraid of being followed by the German forces. They wouldn't have been able 
to move at all up there. It was rather hard work against the wind.” 
Lieutenant Jens-Anton Poulsson, Norwegian SOE officer, commander of Operation 'Swallow' 
(formerly 'Grouse') 
“Everybody knew that the Germans were going to lose the war sooner or later and in Norway it was 
very important to protect Norwegian industry against German demolition in case of an Allied 
invasion or German capitulation. We had plans to attack the guards and so on. Everything was 
prepared in detail as far as we were able to do it and we had all these weapons delivered by 
aircraft. We had to collect them, clean them, they were covered in grease, and then get these 
weapons distributed. The goal was to have the organisation ready in the spring or early summer of 
'45. What actually happened was that the German commander in Norway, General Böhme, wanted 
to carry on in Norway after the capitulation but fortunately he was ordered from Germany to 
capitulate. Then the British and Eisenhower sent over a group to Norway and every order from that 
group to the German high command was carried out. There were very few incidents. The German 
discipline was extraordinary, really.” 
Captain Jens-Anton Poulsson, Norwegian SOE agent 
The following article is included here because so many of the people mentioned have signed this 
book: 
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1461. Harold GLOVER. Signed 4 April 1943. Air Ministry, London. 

103 
DOB 29.1.1917. Engelsman. 
Someone named “A Glover” is listed under Works Staff in The Air Force List for March 1943. 
1462. Flying Officer Alan Sudbury CUSSENS (67614). Signed 6 April 1943. 618 Squadron. 

103 
Cussens is mentioned in Des Curtis’s A Most Secret Squadron: The First Full Story of 618 Squadron 
and its Special Detachment Anti-U-Boat Mosquitos, London, Grub Street, 2009. 
No. 618 Squadron RAF was intended to carry of a variation of the Barnes Wallis Bouncing bomb 
code-named "Highball". Due to various circumstances, the "Highball" weapon was never used and 
the squadron disbanded at the end of the war. The squadron's primary target was designated as 
the Kriegsmarine Surface Fleet, primarily the battleship Tirpitz, so the squadron remained training 
in Scotland and waiting for the Surface Fleet to sortie into the North Sea until July 1944, when this 
threat had lessened. As a matter of fact the German Surface Fleet never emerged from its bases in 
Norway. In the meantime the squadron had moved to RAF Wick, and re-equipped with Mosquito 
Mk.VIs and 618 Squadron did not have had the opportunity to use the "Highball" weapon. In 
August 1944, the squadron deployed to RAF Beccles in Suffolk, and in September changed aircraft 
again to Mosquito Mk.XVIs. The squadron deployed to RAF Benson in September, transitioning to 
Mosquito Mk.XVIIIs in October. 
1463. Flight Lieutenant Leslie Lawrence WHITAKER (65531). Signed 9 April 1943. PRU 
Benson. 

103 
DOB 1.5.1919. British. 
The LG, 2 July 1943 announced his promotion from Flying Officer to Flight Lieutenant with effect 
from 20 April 1943. 
MI 9 Report reference WO 208/3312/1154. 
From Making for Sweden Part 1: 

 
As part of the routine watch on activities in various Norwegian ports 1 PRU launched a photo sortie 
to Trondheim on 4th August 1942. Pilot Officer Whitaker took off from Wick and crossed the 
Norwegian Sea towards the target area (AIR 291415). Over Trondheim his Spitfire was fired at by 
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the anti-aircraft and received several hits. The damage to the aircraft was so severe that a return 
flight was not possible. Pilot Officer Whitaker turned towards Sweden and crossed the border on a 
southeasterly course. Soon after crossing the border, the Spitfire's engine started to cause severe 
problems and Whitaker left the aircraft, which crashed a few seconds later (Fst DR 418 1942). 
Not knowing whether he was in Norway or Sweden he set fire to his parachute. Shortly after this he 
met two girls, who had watched his descent and run towards him. At first, upon seeing the 
approaching people, he fled into a wooded area. However, he changed his mind shortly afterwards 
and turned back to them. He was taken to a small group of houses (fabodvall) close to where his 
Spitfire had crashed. Here he was taken into custody by the Swedish Army personnel who had 
arrived shortly after the crash. 
Here began a long series of mistakes on the part of the Swedish. The map, which Pilot Officer 
Whitaker had shown to the girls when trying to ascertain whether he was in Norway or Sweden 
disappeared. Furthermore, several items belonging to the emergency kit, and the dinghy, also were 
missing when the investigation started. The first Swedish officer to arrive at the scene was His Royal 
Highness the Prince Carl-Johan. Together with Pilot Officer Whitaker he searched for the parachute. 
It is believed that during this search Pilot Officer Whitaker was given the opportunity to destroy the 
map. Noted in the report on the series of errors was the fact that several civilians had had the 
opportunity to rummage through the aircraft debris, thus making the investigation very difficult. 
The report that was eventually compiled draws attention to the fact that the cockpit had armour 
plating in the side panels. This plating was in addition to the standard seat back armour and the 
armour plating on the fuel tanks. The report also notes that the armour plating on the fuel tanks 
was of a very hard alloy not previously seen by the Swedish investigators. The electrically heated 
camera-lenses were commented upon, and it is mentioned that some film was retrieved. Regarding 
the emergency kit and parachute, the report gives a detailed list of items, and goes on to say that, 
whilst the size of the parachute canopy could not be established, it had been established that the 
parachute was a Pilot C2 made by GQ, and that the harnes.s was of QR-type. The dinghy had been 
tested at the F4 Wing but no details on conclusions drawn from these tests are given in the report. 
The Mae West was found to have a dye-powder sewn into it, which stained the surrounding water 
in a light yellow-green colour. The armour had been ballistically tested using 6.5 mm, 8 mm and 9 
mm ammunition of both full jacked and armour piercing type bullets. 
The remains of the aircraft were brought to F4 and were later sold as scrap. 
After a very brief interrogation, Pilot Officer Whitaker was sent to Falun for internment, and was 
repatriated on 5th April 1943 (FS H62111942). On arrival back in the United Kingdom, he resumed 
operations, flying with 161 (S.D.) Squadron in France, and was killed in action 3rd May 1944. He is 
buried in Etamps. 
From http://www.swafineart.com/pages/philip_originals.htm: 
Flight Lieutenant Murray Anderson, DFC*, US Air Medal, flew Spitfires with No 1 PRU then moved 
to No 4 PRU in Algiers before returning to England and joining 542 PR Squadron at Benson. While 
here he brought back pictures of the Prince Eugene in Kiel Harbour. Having trained on Lysanders in 
late 1940, he was happy to move to 161 SD Squadron at Tempsford in 1943, to be re-united with 
his favourite aircraft. Among other difficult operations, he flew six double Lysander missions, all 
except one with his friend, Leslie Whittaker, who had moved from PR work with him and who was 
killed during an operation in May 1944. 

http://www.swafineart.com/pages/philip_originals.htm
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1464. Robson GODWIN Signed 11 April 1943. Dept Munitions & Supply, Ottawa. 

103 
No trace found. 
1465. 2nd Baron CUNLIFFE (1899 – 1963) (76950). Signed 12 April 1943. HQ Coastal 
Command. 

103 
From http://www.thepeerage.com/p5245.htm#i52443: 
Rolf Cunliffe was born on 13 May 1899. He was the son of Walter Cunliffe, 1st Baron Cunliffe and 
Edith Cunningham Boothby.2 He married, firstly, Joan Catherine Lubbock, daughter of Cecil 
Lubbock and Edith Furse, on 5 November 1925. He and Joan Catherine Lubbock were divorced in 
1952. He married, secondly, Kathleen Elsie Pope, daughter of Ernest Brownfield Pope and Elsie 
Miriam Turner, on 24 December 1952. He died on 24 November 1963 at age 64. He was educated 
at Eton College, Windsor, Berkshire, England. He fought in the First World War between 1917 and 
1919, with the Royal Naval Air Service and Royal Air Force, and was mentioned in despatches. He 
succeeded to the title of 2nd Baron Cunliffe, of Headley, Surrey U.K., 1914 on 6 January 1920. He 
graduated from Trinity College, Cambridge University, England, in 1921 with a Bachelor of Arts 
(B.A.). He graduated from Trinity College, Cambridge University, Cambridge, England, in 1927 with 
a Master of Arts (M.A.). He gained the rank of Wing Commander in the service of the Royal Air 
Force Volunteer Reserve. He was chairman of Guy's Hospital in 1947. 

 
Rolf Cunliffe, 2nd Baron Cunliffe of Headley by Walter Stoneman, bromide print, July 1949 
1466. Alan PEARCE AMIEE. Signed 13 April 1943. No 1 Works Area. 

103 
He was an Assistant Mechanical and Electrical Engineer for the RAF and is listed in The Air Force List 
for May 1944. 

http://www.thepeerage.com/p5245.htm%23i52443
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1467. P C A FRANCE AMIM & CE. Signed 13 April 1943. No 1 Works Area. 

103 
He was a Civil Engineer for the RAF and is listed in The Air Force List for May 1944. 
1468. Ronald M ARBUCKLE BSc. Signed 13 April 1943. No 1 Works Area. 

103 
He was an Assistant Land Officer for the RAF and is listed in The Air Force List for May 1944. 
1469. Jacob Henrik SCHIVE. Signed 14 April 1943. Kingston House South, London. 

103 
He also signed this book on 15 October 1941 and 4 June 1943.  
He was a Norwegian Press Attaché in Stockholm and later Ambassador. 
See the entry for Johan Holst who signed this book on 24 October 1941. 
1470. John Reinhold Waldemar WESTERGREN. Signed 14 April 1943. Swedish Legation, 
London. 

103 
DOB 9.11.1887. Svensk. A Google search finds someone with this exact name but they were born in 
1952. No trace found. 
1471. Gustav OLSSON. Signed 14 April 1943. Swedish Legation, London. 

104 
Swedish Gustav Olsson (listed as an able seaman) was on board N. T. Nielsen Alonso which was 
torpedoed on 22 February 1943. Stockport was occupied and ordered Campbell to the tanker's 
assistance. Arriving in the vicinity of the tanker, Campbell found her still afloat and in no apparent 
danger of sinking. She rescued the 50 surviving crewmen who had taken to their lifeboats. One-half 
hour after setting course and steaming back towards the convoy, Hirschfield learned that the 
merchant sailors had not destroyed their confidential publications and these documents were still 
on board the abandoned wreck. The Campbell then obtained permission to return to the tanker 
and ensure the destruction of those documents. As they once again approached the still floating 
tanker, the men watched as a torpedo exploded against the Norwegian's hull. After dodging a 
torpedo believed to have been fired at Campbell, lookouts spotted a surfaced U-boat in the 
distance and the cutter got underway and prepared to attack. The U-boat crash dived after being 
illuminated by one of Campbell's searchlights but the cutter's sonar operator quickly picked up her 
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echo. The cutter commenced a devastating depth charge attack, bringing some debris and oil to 
the surface but they were unable to regain contact. The Campbell then returned to the wreck of the 
Nielsen Alonso and opened up with her deck guns, igniting the tanker's bridge in the area where 
Alonso's commanding officer reported the documents to be. Urgent requests for assistance from 
the convoy convinced Hirschfield that he needed to get back but by now the convoy was nearly 40 
miles away and the cutter's 271 search radar was inoperative due to the vibrations caused by the 
many depth charge explosions. The radar technicians, led by CRM Benjamin Stelmasczyk, were able 
to get the radar operative again". The factory is also mentioned further down in the report, as 
follows: "The Burza was then ordered to take the Campbell in tow, but because of the risks involved 
of proceeding without screen it was decided to await further assistance. On the 23rd some 120 
members of the Campbell's crew were transferred to Burza as well as 50 Nielsen Alonso survivors as 
the remaining crew attempted to patch the gash in the hull (of the cutter). The Burza remained to 
guard the Campbell until the arrival of the British tug Tenacity on the 26th. The Tenacity took her in 
tow and with two British escorts as screens, proceeded to St. John's where they arrived on the 3rd 
of March 1943. On the 15th, after the openings in her hull had been closed she was towed to 
Argentia where she underwent repairs until the 19th of May, 1943". 
1472. Benjamin Reath RIGGS. Signed 14 April 1943. American Legation, Stockholm. 

104 
From The New York Times, 19 May 1922: 
“Benjamin Reath Riggs has been promoted as Second Secretary to the American Embassy at 
Madrid. Mr. Riggs is the nephew of Mr. and Mrs. George Riggs of 145 West Fifty-eighth Street, and 
has served as Third Secretary in Rome under the last three American Ambassadors to Italy.” 
He is mentioned twice in Discussing Hitler: Advisers of U.S. Diplomacy in Central Europe, 1934-
1941, edited by Tibor Frank, p.82: 
“1934 In connection with the Croatian terrorists, Dr Eckhardt intimated that while Hungary had no 
connection with them, he was not so sure that Italy had not. This might account for the Italian 
Minister’s nervousness as expressed to Mr Riggs. 
 A footnote adds “Benjamin Reath Riggs was secretary at the US legation in Budapest 
p.99: “Count Malagola is going to Belgrade and he will find out particularly what is going on. When 
he comes back he will tell in Italian to Mr Riggs the whole story. He said that in his conversations 
with Alexander, the latter has gone so far as to suggest that a customs union between Italy, 
Hungary and Yugoslavia might be possible. Malagola said while it might be a good thing, the time 
for it had not yet come. It is his understanding that the present arrangement would be a treaty of 
amity and non-aggression and that Mussolini’s idea was that it would be followed by military 
pacts.” He was U.S. Consul in Helsingfors Helsinki, Finland in 1938. He was First Secretary of the 
United States legation in Sweden.  
1473. Pilot Officer ? JONES. Signed 15 April 1943. RCAF, RAF Dumfries. 

104 
Over 400 courses had been conducted during World War II at RAF Dumfries. No 10. (Observer) 
Advanced Flying Unit was again renamed No. 10 Air Navigation School (No 10 ANS) in August 
1945 and was disbanded in September 1945. 
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1474. Lt Cmdr John Bertrand Brunswick SHAW RCNVR. Signed 15 April 1943. Canada. 

104 
From http://www.nauticapedia.ca/: 
DOB 27 May 1903. DOD 29 May 1991. He was a reporter and journalist before the Second World 
War. After his naval service he was an Editor of the Victoria Daily Colonist newspaper. He was 
appointed as a Sub-Lieutenant (Temp.) RCNVR with seniority dated 03/09/1939. He served in 
H.M.S. King Alfred for Training. He was appointed as a Lieutenant (Temp.) RCNVR with seniority 
dated 03/09/1939, later backdated to 03/03/1938. He served in HMCS Stonecrop as Executive 
Officer 1941. He was in command of HMC LCI (L)-263. He was in 262nd Canadian LCI Flotilla for 
Operation Neptune the Normandy landings – D-Day in 1944. He was appointed as an 
A/Lieutenant-Commander (Temp.) RCNVR. He in command of HMCS Chambly the first Canadian 
ship of the war to sink a German U-boat in 1945. He was demobilized 04/01/1946. He was 
appointed as a Lieutenant-Commander RCN(R) with seniority dated 26/12/1946. He was qualified 
for combined operations duties. He wrote A Century of Adventure, Daily Colonist, 1971. 
1475. Wing Commander [later Group Captain] Ralph Noel MCKERN (32049) MiD. Signed 
16 April 1943. 18 Group. 

104 
For research carried out by Dr Napier Penlington, see http://www.raf-butterworth-penang-
association.co.uk/PDF/Issue%2030%20Summer%202011%20updated%20copy.pdf: 
R. N McKern attended Merchiston Castle School 1923-1929 (with his brother). The school is/was a 
boarding school for boys (especially children of ex-pats). Both he, and his brother, have remained 
on the “missing” list for the Merchiston Club but recently, through the RAFBPA, the school/club 
records have been brought up to date. Also, a Ralph Noel McKern, age 20, appears on the 
passenger list for the SS City of Mandalay boarding the vessel at Penang, 13th October 1930. His 
address in the UK is given as c/o Rev J Harvey, 32 Royal Terrace, Edinburgh. His occupation is given 
as being a banker. Dave Croft provided the following personal details: 

 

http://www.nauticapedia.ca/
http://www.raf-butterworth-penang-association.co.uk/PDF/Issue%2030%20Summer%202011%20updated%20copy.pdf
http://www.raf-butterworth-penang-association.co.uk/PDF/Issue%2030%20Summer%202011%20updated%20copy.pdf
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1476. Rear Admiral Ernest William LEIR DSO RN. Signed 16 April 1943. Manor House, 
Ditcheat, Bath. 

104 
Took part in the Battle of May Island. In December 1917, Vice Admiral Beatty moved the 12th and 
13th flotilla of K-Class submarines from Scapa Flow to Rosyth where tactically, they would be better 
situated. Beatty devised Operation EC1 to exercise his cruiser Squadrons and practice deployments. 
It was to be a full scale exercise comprising of Beatty in his flagship Queen Elizabeth, 26 battleships 
of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 8th divisions of the Battle Fleet, along with 9 cruisers, 4 light 
cruisers, and a number of destroyers. From the base at Rosyth, there would also be 2 battleships 
from the 5th Battle Squadron, 2 ships, HMS Courageous and HMS Blanche from the 2nd 
Battlecruiser Squadron, 14 ships from the Light Cruiser Squadrons, several destroyers, and the two 
K-Class Submarine Flotillas. The 12th Flotilla consisted on K3, K4. K6 and K7 led by Captain Charles 
Little in the cruiser HMS Fearless. The 13th Flotilla was made up of K11, KI2, K14, K17 and K22, led 
by Captain Ernest Leir in the destroyer HMS Ithuriel. The exercise was to take place during the 
night of the 1st of February 1918, with the two forces meeting somewhere in the North Sea. In the 
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afternoon, Leir took the 13th Flotilla of K-boats downriver to anchor at Burntisland roads, ready to 
assist the force when they later moved out to sea. The operation began at 6.30 p.m. It was a cold 
clear night with a calm sea. HMS Courageous, leading the force out of Rosyth, moved downstream, 
and Leir led his K-boats in line astern behind her. Simultaneously, five miles up the river, the 2nd 
Battle Cruiser Squadron, consisting of HMS Australia, HMS New Zealand, HMS Indomitable and 
HMS Inflexible, got under way in that order, and again, in line astern. Down the estuary, screening 
destroyers would join them. The next group to leave would be the 12th Submarine Flotilla, led by 
Captain Little in HMS Fearless. Little was timed to move with his four K-boats when HMS Australia 
was five miles distant. Spaced at similar intervals behind him would come the battleships, with 
more destroyers, and finally the light cruiser Squadrons. The entire force proceeded in line astern, 
led by HMS Courageous, and then followed in order by HMS Ithuriel, K11, K17, K14, K12, K22, HMS 
Australia, HMS New Zealand, HMS Indomitable, HMS Inflexible, HMS Fearless, K4, K3, K6, K7, 
followed by the battleships. The submarines were to travel about four hundred yards apart, each 
showing a blue stem light at half brilliance. Blackout shields prevented these lights from being seen 
more than one compass point (11¼") each side of the ship's centre-line. Ahead of the K-boat 
flotilla, HMS Courageous passed through the Black Rock Gate, the opening in the inner boom 
defences which spanned the estuary at a point six miles wide between Leith and Burntisland. 
Courageous signalled to Ithuriel to let her screening destroyers take station between the battle-
cruiser and the flotilla leader. Ithuriel then followed 1,200 yards behind. The speed of the 13th 
Flotilla was 16 knots. It was 6.33 p.m. At this precise moment, some twenty miles away, eight armed 
trawlers were sweeping for mines. Incredibly, neither their commander, Temporary Lieutenant 
Robinson Rigby, nor their reporting base on May Island had any information concerning Operation 
EC1, or the movements of the Grand Fleet. At 6.41 the leading ships in the Rosyth force ran into a 
light, low lying mist and the men on watch on Ithuriel lost sight of Courageous. Leir increased his 
speed to 17 knots, and nine minutes later to 19 knots. The submarines behind him following suit. 
Courageous did not appear. By now Ithuriel was passing through the Fidra Gap, the gate in the 
estuary’s outer defence boom, which stretched fifteen miles between Fidra Island, near North 
Berwick, and Elie Ness. Behind the K-boats most of the force was now on the move, strung out in a 
line thirty miles long. At 7.06 HMS Courageous passed the May Island a mile and a half away on her 
starboard beam, and raised her speed to 21 knots. At 7.10 Ithuriel, only a minute behind 
Courageous but still unable to see her stern lights made a slight change in course as scheduled in 
the fleet's orders. She was now heading almost due east. The mist had reduced visibility for 
ordinary navigation lights to about a mile and a half. Three-quarters of a mile behind Ithuriel, 
Commander Thomas Cecil Benfield Harbottle, on the bridge of K14, was watching closely the stern 
lights of the two submarines ahead. Passing May Island, it seemed to him that the leading boat, 
K11, was reducing speed and hauling out to port. The next moment K17, in whose wake Harbottle 
was accurately travelling, copied K11. Harbottle cut his speed from 19 knots to 13, but held his 
course. Seconds later the silhouettes of two of the minesweeping trawlers, suddenly flashed on 
their navigation lights, and Harbottle realised that they were traveling in line ahead at a much 
slower rate than the submarine and along a course which would take them obliquely across her 
bows. K14 was forced to take immediate action, turning hard to starboard to avoid collision, but in 
doing so, her helm jammed, and she had to reduce speed to slow. Harbottle, concerned about his 
next astern approaching, was relieved to see the navigation lights of K12, and that she would 
thankfully pass behind him. Confident that K22 would be in the wake of K12, Harbottle concerned 
himself with getting well clear of the track of the battle cruisers, now about four miles astern. In 
order to try and correct the submarine swinging to port, and to move out of the way to the north 
shore of the estuary, Harbottle ordered 'Full speed port, slow starboard'. However, the jammed 
helm then freed itself, and Harbottle decided to get back into the line and ordered ‘Hard a' port. 
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Full speed ahead both.' At the moment when the helm had jammed on K14, K22 lost sight of the 
stern light on his next ahead, K12. The submarine was kept on her course of North 65 degrees East, 
with the watchman straining for a sight of the elusive blue light on K12. Three minutes passed, 
then, two hundred yards ahead on the starboard bow, a red navigation light sprang out of the 
night, moving across their path. K22 tried to take immediate evasive action to starboard, but at 19 
knots and sluggish on the turn, it was too late, and she ran into K14. The impact flung the three 
men on the bridge of K22 against the canvas screen and floored several of the crew inside the 
submarine. No one was hurt. Orders were immediately given to stop engines and close watertight 
doors. The collision occurred on K14 at the moment after the steering freed itself, when Harbottle 
gave the order which would take him back into the line ahead formation. K22 sliced into her sister 
ship on the port side of the crew space, immediately behind the bow torpedo compartment. The 
blow had severed part of the bows, including the forward wireless mast, and the water which burst 
into the crew space drowned two of the crew. In the control-room the First Lieutenant, when he 
heard the order to close watertight doors, leapt to the watertight door leading into the wardroom. 
Another door, made of wood, had splintered under the force of the collision and was jammed in 
the doorway. With water flooding towards him across the wardroom and over the door frame, the 
First Lieutenant saved himself, the rest of the crew and the submarine by wrenching the door from 
its hinges, allowing him to slam home the watertight door. Both boats were now in an extremely 
vulnerable position with K22 having two forward compartments flooded, and K14 unable to move, 
well down by the bows, and liable to sink at any moment. K22 was just able to manoeuvre herself 
into a position with her head pointing in the direction of her original course and stopped. It was 
hope that the oncoming traffic would see her lights. On K14, calls for help were flashed out on the 
Aldis lamp, hoping that craft nearby might see them. Harbottle ordered another man to stand by 
with a Very pistol in his hand and a good supply of cartridges to warn off the ships coming up 
astern. In the meantime HMS lthuriel and the other three submarines of the 13th Flotilla proceeded 
eastward, unaware of the accident. Like the submarines ahead of her, K12 had also to swerve to 
avoid the two unidentified craft, and when she resumed her station in the line she came up behind 
K17, thinking it was K14. More than an hour was to pass before Ithuriel’s wireless department 
picked up, the distress call that had been sent from K22. By 7.30 p.m., fifteen minutes after the 
collision, the four ships of the 2nd Battle Cruiser Squadron, with their escorting destroyers, were 
bearing down on the spot where K14 and K22 lay flashing and radioing calls for help. On the 
leading battlecruiser, HMS Australia, the order had just been given to increase speed to 21 knots 
when the distress signal lights and very flashes were seen on the Bridge. Australia passed the lights 
well clear on her port beam. Rear-Admiral Arthur Cavenagh Leveson, commanding the Squadron, 
ordered the leader of the escorting destroyers, Gabriel, to detach one of his vessels to go to the 
assistance of the distressed ship. No one on the bridge of Australia had realised that the signal had 
come from a submarine. On K14 and K22 the men watched anxiously as the battle cruisers and 
their destroyers swept past them on both sides. The last of the battle cruisers was HMS Inflexible, 
who had some time earlier lost sight of her next ahead, HMS Indomitable. At 7.30, lights were seen 
from Inflexible, but there was doubt and confusion as to precisely what they were. They were, 
however, confident that they would pass clear of them. Then, green lights were seen just 400 yards 
in front of them, and the order was given ‘Hard a port and full speed astern starboard’. But it was 
too late. Steaming at 18 knots, Inflexible ploughed into the already stricken K22, bending thirty feet 
of its bows like tinfoil, so that they stuck out to port at a right angle to the rest of the hull. The last-
second orders of the men on Inflexible lessened the severity of the impact, but as her stern swung 
round she tore along the side of the submarine, wrenching away the external ballast and fuel tanks 
and pushing the whole boat down in the water till only the superstructure and bridge showed 
above the surface. The stern of the battle-cruiser bore down the side of K22 and the wash from the 
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propellers swept over her, before Inflexible drew clear. K22, though rocking wildly, was still afloat. A 
signaller flashed a message asking Inflexible to stand by, but the battlecruiser rushed on unheeding 
into the night. K22 was still watertight. The bulkhead next to the damaged bows appeared to be 
holding well. The loss of the starboard ballast and fuel tanks caused the submarine to list to port, 
so 150 tons of ballast and fuel, mostly from tanks on the port side, was discharged to bring her on 
an even keel and to increase her buoyancy. More lights were switched on fore and aft. Close by, 
K14 also lay miraculously afloat, letting off red Very shells at the rate of one a minute as surface 
ships raced perilously by. The collision between K22 and HMS Inflexible had occurred at 7.41. A 
minute earlier HMS Ithuriel now six miles away, at last picked up one of the intermittent coded 
distress calls from K22. But it was not until 8.10 that Leir turned his flotilla round to go to the aid of 
the submarines, something that would not have happened if it had been war rather than an 
exercise. The two K-boats carried more than a hundred men whose lives were more important than 
manoeuvres. Meanwhile Leir ordered a radio message to be transmitted, in code, to HMS 
Courageous and HMS Barham, reporting that “…. submarines K12 and K22 have been in collision 
and are holed forward . I am proceeding to their assistance with the 13th Submarine Flotilla. 
Position 18 miles eastward magnetic from May Island.” For some unexplained reason, the message 
did not leave Ithuriel for a considerable time. 
1477. Unknown. Signed 16 April 1943. CCCP. 

104 
СССР (Союз Советских Социалистических Республик) is a Cyrillic abbreviation for the Soviet 
Union. 
1478. Unknown. Signed 16 April 1943. CCCP. 

104 
First name looks like Jacob. 
1479. Unknown. Signed 16 April 1943. 98 Colchester Drive, Glasgow. 

104 
Aas Hulue? 
1480. Major Humphrey BARTON. Signed 20 April 1943. Lerwick, Shetland. 

104 
From http://www.oceancruisingclub.org/index.php/publications/occ-first-50-years/1759-: 
“Born in Wimbledon, Surrey, he lived an adventurous life, learning to fly fighters in World War I at 
the age of 17. He afterwards joined Callender’s Cables and served with them around the world until 
he teamed up with Laurent Giles in 1936 as a marine surveyor. When the Second World War began 
he served with the Royal Engineers with the rank of major …” 

http://www.oceancruisingclub.org/index.php/publications/occ-first-50-years/1759-
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From the same website: 
The name of Humphrey Barton has been an enduring theme throughout this history, not just 
because he was the Founder but also because he was so influential in the development of deep-sea 
cruising throughout its formative period after the war. He raised awareness of the possibility of 
crossing oceans in small, well-constructed boats by his much-publicised transatlantic voyage in 
Vertue XXXV. He went on to form and lead the first worldwide fraternity of deep-sea cruising folk 
and he led by example for the rest of his life, never once failing to write of his adventures to the 
end. Hum was the very embodiment of the Objects of the Ocean Crusing Club. 
When he died in October 1980 aged 80, messages of sympathy poured in from around the world 
and the affection and respect in which he was held can best be expressed by repeating some of 
these tributes. The first word came from Journal Editor, David Wallis: 
“The Spectacle Man has gone. This news will be received with sadness by the natives around the 
Caribbean Islands who perhaps recall the eccentric old Englishman who had a habit of rowing 
ashore armed with a boxful of discarded spectacles which he used to distribute as a kind of 
largesse among people for whom the idea of a visit to an oculist was an unimaginable luxury. It 
explains Humphrey Barton’s occasional appeals for discarded spectacles and displays an aspect of 
his character unsuspected by many who knew him as a somewhat formal, plain-speaking man. It 
was old age that finally vanquished the old lion. Towards the end he had endured more ill health 
than would have been necessary to scupper lesser men and he was sailing his beloved Rose 
Rambler almost to the last. Writing to this scribe a bare week before he slipped his cable Hum was 
describing with enthusiasm the marina at Larnaca where he had fetched up, a refugee from 
Mintoff’s Malta which had proved inhospitable and doused his dreams of ending his days in the 
Blue Sisters hospital. Born in Wimbledon, Surrey, he lived an adventurous life, learning to fly 
fighters in World War I at the age of 17. He afterwards joined Callender’s Cables and served with 
them around the world until he teamed up with Laurent Giles in 1936 as a marine surveyor. When 
the Second World War began he served with the Royal Engineers with the rank of major, 
subsequently rejoining Laurent Giles until his retirement in 1959. He first came to public notice in 
1950 with his epic passage to New York with Kevin O’Riordan. He wrote Vertue XXXV on his first 
Atlantic passage, and then Atlantic Adventurers, which took three years of research and was 
reprinted several times with a translation into French. This work formed the kernel of an idea for 
linking these wandering spirits into an association and marked the beginning of the Ocean Cruising 
Club.” 
1481. Unknown. Signed 20 April 1943. Lerwick, Shetland. 

104 
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Compare this with the signature on 1 August 1944 which I have attributed (but not confirmed) to 
Einar Caple: 

 
1482. Major Richard IDDISON (93538). Signed 20 April 1943. Sumburgh, Shetland. 

104 
He also signed this book on 16 July 1943. From The Army List for the 4th quarter of 1943: 

 

 
The LG, 19 September 1947 announced “2nd Lt. (War Subs. Capt.) R. IDDISON (93538) relinquishes 
his comm., 4th Aug. 1947, and is granted the hon. Rank of Maj.” 
From http://www.northwest.demon.co.uk/p231.htm: 
Richard Iddison was born between January 1900 and March 1900 at Newcastle upon Tyne. He 
appeared as the son of Charles Ernest Iddison and Mary Kate Cairns in the 1901 census at 17 
Addison Street, Byker, Newcastle Upon Tyne, Northumberland. He appeared in the household of 
Mary Kate Cairns as the son of Mary Kate Cairns in the 1911 census at 28 Brough Street, Heaton, 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Northumberland. Richard Iddison was at school in April 1911. Richard 
Iddison died between April 1962 and June 1962 at Cirencester, Gloucestershire. 
1483. S/LNT Tryggve Bjørn SCHIELDSØE. Signed 20 April 1943. RNAF Woodhaven. 

104 
From http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=71698: 
No 333 (Norwegian) Squadron. Crashed his de Havilland Mosquito NF.Mk.II, registration DZ752, 
while on approach to RAF Leuchars on 23 May 1943 and killed along with his observer Trygve Loss 
Øverlie. 

http://www.northwest.demon.co.uk/p231.htm
http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=71698
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From http://www.nordiki.no/mosquito01.pdf:

http://www.nordiki.no/mosquito01.pdf
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1484. S/LNT Hans HOLDØ. Signed 20 April 1943. RNAF Woodhaven. 

104 
Hans Olai Holdø is listed in Little Norway. S/Lt HOLDØE (and HOLDO) appears many times in the 
Operational Record Book for No 330 Squadron between 13 August 1941 and 7 January 1943. 
From digitaltmuseum.no: 

 
To piloter fra 330 skvadronen har akkurat landet på en islandsk fjord. Hans Olai Holdø til høyre, og 
telegrafist Olaf Jensen (Two pilots from 330 Squadron have landed on an Icelandic fjord. Hans Olai 
Holdø right, and radio operator Olaf Jensen) 
According to http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=71699: 
Ltn. Hans Olai Holdø (pilot) and Kvm. Jan Erling Heide (observer) were killed when their de 
Havilland Mosquito NF.Mk.II, registration DZ745, was shot down by a FW190 on 28 August 1943. 
They were flying with No 333 Squadron, from RAF Leuchars, on a shipping reconnaissance mission 
off the Norwegian coast. 
From http://www.dundee-at-war.net/raf.htm: 
RAF Woodhaven opened on 8th February 1942 as the base for 1477 Flight, Royal Norwegian Air 
Force under No 210 Squadron of the Royal Air Force. Their Catalina flying boats would become a 
familiar sight on the Tay for the next three years. 
The Norwegians, like their compatriots crewing submarines operating from Dundee, had all 
escaped from occupied Norway, many of them making hazardous passages across the North Sea in 
small boats so they could take the fight back to the enemy. Not for nothing did these highly 
motivated patriots adopt the squadron motto “For Konge, Fedreland og flaggets heder” (“For King, 
country and the honour of the flag”). 
1477 Flight was absorbed into a new, much larger unit, 333 Squadron in May 1943 with one flight 
continuing to operate the Catalinas out of Woodhaven and another, operating from Leuchars, 
equipped with Mosquito fighter-bombers. The squadron was tasked with hunting U-boats 
operating from bases in occupied Norway against the Atlantic convoy routes and attacking enemy 
shipping convoys off the Norwegian coast. 
Two U-boats were heavily damaged in a single action by Leuchars-based 333 Squadron Mosquitos 
on 16th June 1944 and the Squadron's first U-boat kill came the following day when Lieutenant 
Karl Crafft in Catalina D/333 depth-charged and sank U-423. Another U-boat was heavily damaged 
by a Woodhaven Catalina a month later. 
The Catalinas also undertook highly dangerous flights carrying secret agents and saboteurs into 
occupied Norway. 

http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=71699
http://www.dundee-at-war.net/raf.htm
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On other occasions, particularly at Christmas, they would fly up the Norwegian coast dropping 
much-needed food and medical supplies. RAF Woodhaven closed in 1945 but 333 Squadron 
remains one of the elite units of the Royal Norwegian Air Force. 
A file described “1477 Royal Norwegian Navy Air Service Flight, Newhaven, later 1477 (Norwegian) 
Flight, Woodhaven (RNNAS UK)”, reference AIR 29/870, is in TNA.  
1485. Daniel Gibson HARRIS (1915 – 2007). Signed 21 April 1943. HM Legation, 
Stockholm. 

105 
Naval Attaché Stockholm. 
TNA has a file with reference MPI 1/745: 
“1 item extracted from ADM 1/4784. Denmark: Copenhagen. Plan of Holmen, showing the 
positions of sunken warships. No scale shown. Originally forwarded to the Admiralty 10 October 
1943 with 'Schedule showing fate of warships comprising Danish Navy' by Daniel Gibson Harris, 
Naval Attaché, Stockholm.” 
He was an accountant, a British agent during World War II and a writer on Swedish naval history. 
He was born in Great Missenden, Buckinghamshire, England and, after attending Sherborne School, 
trained as a chartered accountant. He joined the Royal Naval Supplementary Volunteer Reserve 
but, having learned Swedish, was sent in 1940 to the British embassy in Stockholm as Assistant 
Naval Attaché, and remained there for the rest of the war. During Operation Rheinübung, together 
with his superior, Captain Henry Denham, he obtained details of the current position of the 
Bismarck - this information then led to its chase and eventual sinking by the British Navy. In 1943, 
he met and married Marianne Syk - their marriage continued until his death. Towards the end of 
his life, he wrote and published a memoir, Observed Secretly: Northern Window about his 
experiences during the War. After the war, Harris remained in Stockholm for a while as an 
employee of the English Steel Corporation, and then moved first to New York and then to Alberta, 
Canada. In 1960, he joined the National Energy Board and in 1963, moved to Ottawa where he 
helped found the Canadian Nordic Society. After he retired in the early 1980s, Harris took a BA in 
History at Carleton University and started seriously pursuing his interest in Swedish naval history. In 
1989, he published his first book F H Chapman: The First Naval Architect and his work. He also 
published a number of papers and articles on Swedish naval history, continuing to do so until his 
final years. In 1991, he was awarded the Silver Medal of Merit of the Swedish Royal Society of Naval 
Sciences. Harris died on 19 November 2007 at Bells Corners, Ottawa, Canada. 
1486. Wilfred LATHAM. Signed 21 April 1943. HM Legation, Stockholm. 

105 
DOB 22.11.1902. Engelsman. 
He also signed this book on 18 September 1942. 
1487. William Richard MASSEY. Signed 24 April 1943. British Airways, Bristol. 

105 
BOAC pilot. DOB 25.5.1901. 
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From the Bromma departure records: 

 
He also signed this book on 24 August 1942. 
Flight, 14 October 1926 announced the award of his Aviator’s Certificate Number 8027 on 25 
August 1926 by The Royal Aero Club of Great Britain. He is mentioned in Flight, 28 February 1930 
and 19 February 1932. The LG, 9 February 1932 announced that Flight Lieutenant William Richard 
Massey relinquished his commission on completion of his service with No 600 (City of London) 
(Bomber) Squadron on 28 August 1931. 
1488. Salomon ADLER-RUDEL (23 June 1894 to 14 November 1975). Signed 28 April 1943. 
3 Hocroft Court, London NW2. 

105 
DOB 23.6.1894. Australier. 
On 24 February 1943, he flew into Sweden from Britain. As he was to recall later, “For more than 
three years no representative of a foreign Jewish organisation had visited Stockholm and my arrival 
created something of a stir.” In London, Adler-Rudel was attached to the Jewish Agency, a body set 
up by World Zionist Organisation at its conference in August 1929, and which was destined to 
become an appropriate organisational interface for the Yishuv (the Jews of Palestine) in their 
negotiations at government level. Born in Czernowitz, Austro-Hungary, in 1894, Adler-Rudel had 
been active in Jewish causes in Berlin. From 1933 until 1936, he had acted as Executive Secretary of 
the Reich Deputation of German Jews (Reichsvertretung der Deutschen Juden) which in co-
operation with other Jewish bodies such as Children and Youth Aliyah and Movement for the Care 
of Children from Germany arranged for the emigration of a great number of children and thereby 
saved many lives. After his move to London in 1936, Adler-Rudel continued his humanitarian 
efforts with the assistance of the Jewish Agency, the American Joint Distribution Committee and 
the Central British Fund. These activities were supported by various individuals who were 
prominent in Zionist circles in England such as Berl Locker of the Jewish Agency, the Leeds 
mathematician Professor Selig Brodetsky and the Manchester historian, Lewis (later Sir Lewis) 
Namier. Then came the war. As news of what was happening to the old Jewish communities of 
Europe filtered through to John Bull's island, Adler-Rudel was understandably gripped by a new 
sense of urgency, intensified by what was experienced as bureaucratic inertia, not to say 
obstruction, on the part of the British Foreign Office and in due course the U.S. State Department. It 
was all very well to dwell on the practical difficulties involved in rescue schemes and to stress that 
the only ultimately effective rescue was victory over Hitler and his armed forces. This was 
undoubtedly correct. But a consequence of this perspective was that priority tended invariably to 
be given to military rather than humanitarian ends. In the meantime, Jews were being 
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systematically rounded up in the occupied countries, prior, it was believed, to their elimination 
altogether. By the end of 1942, the Jewish Agency in London approached the British Foreign Office 
with a practical suggestion. Why not get in touch with the governments of neutral states and see if 
they would agree to the admission of a certain number of children from Nazi-occupied countries? 
In a letter to the Foreign Office, the secretary of the Jewish Agency, Joseph Linton, took up one 
aspect of this proposal: “We are anxious to send Mr. S. Adler-Rudel to Stockholm on a visit of 
about one month's duration. His task would be to get into touch with representatives of the Jewish 
Community and with other organisations in Sweden to find out what can be done to help the Jews 
in Denmark, Norway, Sweden and other Baltic States.” After being granted the requisite approval 
from the Foreign Office, practical preparations could now go ahead for the dispatch of two 
emissaries , Solomon Adler-Rudel to Stockholm and Wilfred Israel to Portugal and Spain. Thus it 
was that Adler- Rudel found himself flying off to the Swedish capital in the middle of the war with 
two letters of introduction: one from Berl Locker of the Jewish Agency addressed to Gustav Möller, 
the Swedish Minister of Social Affairs and a high ranking member of the Swedish wartime Cabinet, 
and another from Professor Namier addressed to the British Minister at Stockholm, Victor Mallet. 
Adler- Rudel's saw his primary task as that of persuading the Swedish Government to admit 20,000 
Jewish children from German occupied Europe. Not unnaturally Adler- Rudel began by meeting 
prominent members of the Jewish community in Sweden to elicit their opinions and help. As it 
happens, this was not Adler Rudel's first visit to Sweden on a humanitarian mission. Already prior to 
the outbreak of war, more precisely in November 1938, he had been asked by the Reichvertretung 
der Juden in Deutschland to undertake a trip to Norway, Sweden, Denmark a and Holland to 
encourage the establishment of a training programme in these countries which would allow the 
release of hundreds of trainees, then detained in concentration camps and prisons in Germany. 
Already then he was made aware of the pressures working against him. All four countries were 
heavily involved in trading with Hitler's Germany and NS propaganda in various shapes and forms 
was making itself increasingly felt. Nevertheless, Adler-Rudel appears to have had a number of 
constructive conversations in Sweden where he considered the prevailing attitudes more positive 
than those in Denmark for example. He participated in a meeting at the synagogue in Stockholm 
where the rabbi, Dr. Ehrenpreis and Gunnar Josephson, chairman of the Jewish community and also 
brother-in-law of Erik Boheman, Undersecretary at UD (the Swedish Ministry for Foreign Affairs), 
took part in the discussion. This was followed by another public discussion and further talks with 
informed Swedish officials such as Gösta Engzell , the head of the legal department at UD, E.G. 
Drougge secretary to the Swedish Delegation at the Évian Conference and Dr. Glueck who was in 
charge of the Training Committee in Sweden. The visit ended on an upbeat note with a promise of 
more support for the training programme and the setting up of a special body charged with 
bringing Jewish children from Germany to Sweden. Thus when Adler-Rudel made his appearance in 
Stockholm in February 1943, he was not entering completely uncharted waters. He had already met 
many of the leading personalities in the Jewish community. But in the interval, the strategic 
situation had altered drastically with Sweden now an isolated and neutral country surrounded by 
Hitler's legions. Fastidious caution rather than bravado was the order of the day. It did not take the 
visitor very long to discover that the Jewish community in Sweden was divided in its attitude and 
approach. On the one hand, people like Ehrenpreis and Gunnar Josephsson received the emissary 
from London “with great courtesy but with a certain reservation and aloofness”. Josephsson was in 
particular sceptical about the viability of Adler-Rudel's project for the children, arguing that all 
previous initiatives had foundered. On the other hand, the Baltic businessman Gillel Storch was 
keen to offer support and assistance as were Daniel Brick, Dr. Emil Glueck, Fritz Hollander, Norbert 
Mazur and Hugo Valentin. Another useful supporter was Bruno Kreisky, the future Austrian 
Chancellor and then a refugee in Sweden. Although of Jewish origin, Kreisky was neither a Jew in 
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terms of religious belief nor a Zionist. But as a social democrat, he had many useful contacts 
among Swedish politicians, including Gustav Möller whom Adler-Rudel was planning to meet. 
Indeed Adler-Rudel goes so far as to assert that it was with Kreisky's intervention that the first 
meeting with Möller took place. The Austrian took the trouble to phone up Möller on Adler-Rudel's 
behalf and fix a meeting. At the same time, Kreisky suggested that it would be wiser to place an 
upper limit of 5000 (rather than the figure of 20,000 favoured by Adler-Rudel) to the number of 
children admitted to Sweden. The meeting finally took place on March 5 and lasted about an 
hour.6 After he had handed over his letter of introduction from Locker, Adler-Rudel began by 
describing for the Minister the situation of the Jews in the occupied countries and then passed to 
the principal object of his mission: could the Swedish Government be persuaded to approach the 
German Government with a request to permit the transportation- and here Adler-Rudel did not 
follow Kreisky's advice- of 5 to 20,000 Jewish children to Sweden. But Möller, though friendly, 
refused to take up the matter, on the grounds that the Germans were unwilling to enter any 
discussions about relief for the Jews. The scheme would never get off the ground. This first meeting 
with Möller was undoubtedly disappointing. Adler-Rudel had met with all sorts of good, well-
intentioned and helpful people. But there was a practical problem. The majority of Adler-Rudel's 
contacts were members of the Jewish community and therefore could be dismissed simply as 
spokesmen for purely sectional, rather than national interests. Supportive refugees like Kreisky and 
Stephan Szende or Karniol attached to the Polish Legation in Stockholm simply didn't count. What 
was needed was a “door-opener”: someone with social clout in Sweden-- who could ensure that 
the whole issue was taken to a higher level. Later on the same day of the meeting with Möller, 
Rabbi Ehrenpreis made what was perhaps to be his most valuable contribution to the Adler-Rudel 
mission: he asked the visitor from England to accompany him on a visit to Countess Ebba Bonde. 
He became a British citizen on 9 December 1948.  
See http://www.raoul-wallenberg.eu/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/AdlerRudelEssay1.pdf to 
continue this story. 
His is mentioned in: 
John Gilmour’s Sweden, the Swastika and Stalin: The Swedish Experience in the Second World War, 
Edinburgh University Press, 2010, pp. 195-6 
Francis R. Nicosia’s Zionism and Anti-Semitism in Nazi Germany, Cambridge University Press, 2008, 
pp. 96,160 
Jewish Life in Nazi Germany: Dilemmas and Responses edited by Francis R. Nicosia, David Scrase, 
Berghahn Books, 2010, pp. 107,115 
Martin Gilbert’s Israel: A History, Black Swan; 60th Anniversary edition, 2008, pp.258-9. 
1489. Walter THEAKER (1910 – 1949). Signed 2 May 1943. Lincoln. 

105 
According to http://theaker.info/theaker/leaddesc.htm, a Walter Theaker was born on 14 
November 1910 in Farnborough, Hampshire. and died on 19 March 1949 in York, Yorkshire. 
1490. James CALDEY Signed 2 May 1943. Edinburgh. 

105 

http://www.raoul-wallenberg.eu/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/AdlerRudelEssay1.pdf
http://theaker.info/theaker/leaddesc.htm
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Surname could be Caddey or Caldy or MCaldy or Ealdy. The name could be James A Caddy. 
1491. Wing Commander Horace Paul BURWOOD (26256). Signed 4 May 1943. 280 
Squadron. 

105 
His signature matches the one on this cover, which has the description “WWII Outbreak of War | 
Concorde flown cover | Signed Wing Commander H P Burwood, 120 Whitley Squadron March - July 
1941. Only 50 covers produced. Flown British Airways Concorde G-BOAB on 3rd September. 
Captain V Gunton. Co-Pilot B Holland. Flight Time 1 hr 15 mins. 971 Statute Miles. Maximum 
Speed: 1,340 MPH”: 

 
He is mentioned in many editions of the LG in1932, 1934 and 1936. 
No 280 Squadron’s Operational Record Book for May 1943 mentions his attachment to Leuchars: 

 
No. 280 Squadron was formed at RAF Thorney Island, England on the 10 December 1941 as an air-
sea rescue squadron. The squadron was equipped with the Avro Anson and was responsible for air-
sea rescue along the south coast of England and East Anglia. The squadron re-equipped with the 
Vickers Warwick in October 1943. The squadron disbanded at RAF Thornaby on 21 June 1946. 
1492. Flight Lieutenant Charles Martin GIBBONS (61012). Signed 4 May 1943. 280 
Squadron. 

105 
No 280 Squadron’s Operational Record Book for May 1943 mentions his attachment to Leuchars: 
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Battle of Britain pilot (No 236 Squadron). 
He is mentioned in the LG, 14 March 1941, 31 March 1942, 26 November 1948 and 19 November 
1963. 
His signature matches the one on this cover: 
 

Signed by Sqn Ldr Charles M Gibbons of 236 Squadron in BoB 1940 
1493. Flight Lieutenant Eric Arthur TETT DFM (47696). Signed 4 May 1943. 280 Squadron. 

105 
No 280 Squadron’s Operational Record Book for May 1943 mentions his attachment to Leuchars: 

 
He is mentioned in the LG, 17 March 1942, 11 June 1942 and 20 November 1942. 
According to Ian Tavender’s The Distinguished Flying Medal Register for the Second World War, his 
citation was published in the LG, 2 June 1942: 
“Flight Sergeant Eric Arthur TETT, No 240 Squadron, Wireless Operator/Air Gunner, Air2/9588. This 
officer, formerly an NCO in this unit has completed over 1,154 operational flying hours with this 
squadron since the outbreak of hostilities. Throughout this period of sustained operations over the 
North Sea and Western Approaches he has set a very fine example of devotion to duty. In addition 
to his duties as a Wireless Operator, he has spent many hours on vigilant lookout as an Air Gunner. 
Together with another member of his crew, F/Sgt Lean, he has, by his leadership and general 
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knowledge of everything to do with Flying Boats, materially assisted various Captains in building up 
the best crew in the squadron. He has recently been posted from thus unit and granted a well-
earned Commission, but it is desired to submit a recommendation for the undermentioned award 
in recognition of the work he carried out as an NCO. 12th March 1942.” 
1494. 1st Lieutenant John ROBERTS. Signed 6 May 1943. Wisconsin. 

105 
No trace found. 
1495. Captain H C BARBER. Signed 6 May 1943. 721 Huntington Avenue, Columbia, South 
Carolina. 

105 
No trace found. 
1496. 2nd Lieutenant [later Major] Vincent R. BIONDINO. Signed 6 May 1943. 148 Gem 
Avenue, Bridgeport, Fairfield, Columbia South Carolina. 

105 
Based on his father’s name and one of his brothers, his middle name is probably Ralph. 
From http://www.ancestry.com/1940-census/usa/Connecticut/Vincent-Biondino_4lk5dw: 

 
From http://www.ww2enlistment.org/index.php?page=directory&rec=368448: 

http://www.ancestry.com/1940-census/usa/Connecticut/Vincent-Biondino_4lk5dw
http://www.ww2enlistment.org/index.php?page=directory&rec=368448
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From http://clarenville.newfoundland.ws/Clar_History_1st_Comm_Constrction.asp: 
Major Vincent R. Biondino commanded the 1st. Communications Construction Squadron in 
Newfoundland from 1952 to 1954. 
1497. Knut HAGERUP-SVENDSEN RNAF. Signed 6 May 1943. RNAF HQ, London. 

105 
He has signed this book six times. See the index and his entry on 22 October 1941. 
1498. Flight Lieutenant Andrew Gordon Baird SCOTT (85511) MiD. Signed 7 May 1943. 
Scotland. 

105 
Mentioned in Despatches. He is mentioned in the LG, 15 October 1940, 4 February 1941, 17 
February 1942, 11 December 1942 and 21 July 1944. 
1499. Flight Lieutenant J Watson SMITH (105093). Signed 7 May 1943. RAF Wittering, 
Peterborough. 

105 
He is mentioned in the LG, 19 March 1946. 
The following units were based at RAF Wittering the date this book was signed: 
Air Fighting Development Unit  25 Mar 1943 - 16 Oct 1944 
141 Sqn    30 Apr - 4 Dec 1943 
Detachment from 288 Sqn  Jan - Nov 1943 
No 12 Group     Apr 1938 - xxx 1945 
Air Fighting Development Unit 25 Mar 1943 - 16 Oct 1944 

http://clarenville.newfoundland.ws/Clar_History_1st_Comm_Constrction.asp
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1500. Sir William Lawrence BRAGG CH OBE MC FRS (1890-1971). Signed 13 May 1943. 
Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge. 

106 
DOB 31.3.1890. Brittisk. 

 
From http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/76948/Sir-Lawrence-Bragg: 
Sir Lawrence Bragg, in full Sir William Lawrence Bragg  (born March 31, 1890, Adelaide, S.Aus., 
Austl.—died July 1, 1971, Ipswich, Suffolk, Eng.), Australian-born British physicist and X-ray 
crystallographer, discoverer (1912) of the Bragg law of X-ray diffraction, which is basic for the 
determination of crystal structure. He was joint winner (with his father, Sir William Bragg) of the 
Nobel Prize for Physics in 1915. He was knighted in 1941. 

  
Bragg was the eldest child of Sir William Bragg. His maternal grandfather, Sir Charles Todd, was 
postmaster general and government astronomer of South Australia. Educated at St. Peter’s College, 
Adelaide, and then at Adelaide University, Bragg gained high honours in mathematics at an age 
when most boys were still in secondary school. 
In 1909, he went to England to enter Trinity College, Cambridge. He began the study of physics, 
which he had not studied earlier, although he had taken some chemistry. During the summer 
vacation of 1912, his father discussed with him a recent book on the work of the German physicist 
Max von Laue, who asserted that X-rays could be diffracted by passing them through crystals. 
Upon his return to Cambridge, young Bragg, believing that Laue’s explanation was incorrect in 
detail, carried out a series of ingenious original experiments, as a result of which he published the 
Bragg equation, which tells at what angles X-rays will be most efficiently diffracted by a crystal 
when the X-ray wavelength and the distance between the crystal atoms are known (see Bragg law). 
This equation is basic to X-ray diffraction, a process used to analyse crystal structure by studying 
the characteristic patterns of X-rays that deviate from their original paths because of the closely 
spaced atoms in the crystal. He also showed that in rock salt the two kinds of atoms, sodium and 
chlorine, are arranged alternately, so that atoms of the same element never touch each other. 
Meanwhile, his father had designed the X-ray spectrometer, a device to make exact measurements 

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/76948/Sir-Lawrence-Bragg
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of X-ray wavelengths. The two scientists spent vacations using the Bragg spectrometer to 
determine many other atomic arrangements, including that of diamond. 
In 1914, Bragg became a fellow and lecturer in natural sciences at Trinity College. Later that year he 
and his father were jointly awarded the Barnard Gold Medal of the U.S. Academy of Sciences, the 
first of many such honours and awards. From 1915 to 1919, in World War I, Bragg served as 
technical adviser on sound ranging (determining the distance of enemies’ artillery from the sound 
of their guns) in the map section of British army headquarters in France, and he was there in 1915 
when the Nobel Prize for Physics was awarded jointly to his father and him for demonstrating the 
use of X-rays for revealing the structure of crystals. 
After the war, Bragg succeeded Ernest Rutherford as professor of physics at Victoria University of 
Manchester, and there he built his first research school, for the study of metals and alloys and 
silicates. His work on silicates transformed a chemical riddle into a system of simple and elegant 
architecture. In 1921 he married Alice Hopkinson, a doctor’s daughter, by whom he had two sons 
and two daughters. His wife’s charm and character greatly helped him throughout his professional 
career. In the same year, he was elected a fellow of the Royal Society. 
From 1937 to 1938, Bragg was director of the National Physical Laboratory, but he was impatient 
with committee work. About this period of his life he often used to remark that he found the 
engagement book, the in-tray, and the list of matters requiring urgent attention to be the deadly 
enemies of scientific work. 
So he gladly left pure administration to succeed Rutherford again, this time as Cavendish Professor 
of Experimental Physics at Cambridge. Here he founded a second flourishing research school to 
study metals and alloys, silicates, and proteins, but he was also deeply concerned that science 
students have time to enjoy a full education and come to understand something of the meaning 
and purpose of life. 
In January 1954, Bragg became director of the Royal Institution, London, as his father had been 
before 1940. He introduced several successful innovations: year-round lectures for schoolchildren, 
illustrated by demonstrations requiring apparatus too large or too costly for school resources 
(some 20,000 children attended each year); courses for science teachers; and lectures for civil 
servants whose early training had not included science. Popular and successful as a lecturer, Bragg 
was also in great demand for radio and television appearances. At an age at which many scientists 
lose interest in research, he built up a third research team, some of whose members successfully 
tackled the structures of complex organic crystals. Bragg retired from active scientific work in 1965. 
1501. Daniel RING. Signed 13 May 1943. South Kensington Hotel, London. 

106 
DOB 5.10.1900. Norrman. 
His SOE file, reference HS 9/1261/9, is in TNA and was marked closed until 23 January 2012: 
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He is mentioned in Ian Herrington’s The Special Operations Executive in Norway 1940-1946: 
“Daniel Ring, yet another Milorg veteran, was sent to Sweden to liaise between the Norwegian 
Legation and SOE Mission in the recruitment of agents, establishment of contacts in Norway, 
choice of routes for agents, provision of equipment, necessary papers, and money.” Also, “Despite 
the setting up of MI IV under Lasse Heyerdahl-Larsen, which was made responsible for working 
with SOE Mission, and a joint SOE and Norwegian decision to replace Daniel Ring with Sverre 
Ellingsen, who would liaise between the two parties in Stockholm, relations remained troubled.” 
Ring’s SOE number was 8626 and then 4308 (he also had the code No 12 and alias Berg) and he is 
listed by Herrington as: 
“Former Milorg member who fled to England in April 1940 and eventually worked as liaison officer 
between the SOE and Norwegian military authorities in Stockholm.” 
From Henry Threlfall344’s SOE file, reference HS 9/1466/9, in TNA 4310 = Paal FRISVOLD345, SS man 
at the Norwegian Legation, Stockholm: 

 

                                                 
344 Signed this book on 10 August 1942 
345 Signed this book on 2 September 1942 
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From the Rognes Organisation SOE file, reference HS 2/228, in TNA: 

 
In 1943, Sverre Ellingsen took over from Daniel Ring in Stockholm. 
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1502. Franz Von SCHILLING Jr (1900 - 1975). Signed 13 May 1943. American Embassy, 
London. 

106 
DOB 23.11.1900. Amerikanare. 
He was an attaché. He was involved in the oil industry after the war, so perhaps he was the 
Petroleum attaché mentioned here: “There have been occasions when the United States has urged 
its industry into foreign situations. Military and political leaders have shared the concern about 
drainage of domestic reserves, as they have about the machinations of the British in the Middle 
East. The American industry was moving into an area where traditionally British influence had been 
paramount. During World War II the State Department's Petroleum attaché in the Near East 
Division testified that contacts between British-owned oil companies and their government "are so 
intimate that it is difficult to discuss where the oil companies end and where the Government 
begins": “The Government, wherever it has a shadow of influence, uses its power by fair means or 
underhand to secure markets or concessions for its British owned companies. Every conceivable 
subterfuge, use of assumed authority over mandates, threat, intimidation, distortion of the laws, or 
bribery is used to aid their companies in securing oil concessions in weak countries and holding 
their market against all comers, even British companies that are foreign owned.” 
1503. Jan KWAPIŃSKI (1885–1964). Signed 13 May 1943. Polish Minister, 43 Lowndes 
Square, London. 

106 
DOB 12.11.1885. Polack. 
He was born Piotr Chałupka. He was a Polish independence activist, politician and statesman. 
Member of Combat Organization of the Polish Socialist Party, imprisoned by Russian Empire 
authorities in Warsaw Citadel. After Poland regained independence following the First World War, 
member of Polish parliament (Sejm) after being elected in Polish legislative election, 1922 and 
mayor of Łódź (1939). After Soviet invasion of Poland arrested by NKVD, freed after Sikorski-Mayski 
Agreement, he joined the London-based Polish government-in-exile as Vice-Premier and Minister 
of Industry, Trade and Shipping, later Minister of Treasury. An official publication of the Polish 
government-in-exile, March 1944, provides the following information, likely from the subject 
himself (brackets added showing his ages in the narrative): "Jan Kwapinski (correct pronunciation: 
Kv-a-pin-ski), Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Industry, Commerce and Shipping, son of a 
worker and a metal worker himself, has long been one of the most prominent figures in Poland's 
labor and political movement. Born in Warsaw in 1885, his life reflects the turbulent history of the 
Polish patriotic revolutionary movement. From his early youth he took an active part in the 
underground organization. He joined the Polish Socialist Party in 1902 and played an active role in 
the anti-Czarist uprising of 1905. When the revolt failed, Kwapinski made his escape to Cracow 
(then in Austrian Poland), where he continued his political activities. After his return to Russian 
Poland in 1906, he took part in underground revolutionary organization. The following year he was 
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arrested by the Czarist police and sentenced to 15 years’ hard labor. Having organized the 
prisoners' rebellion in the Lomza Prison, he managed to escape, but was caught and removed to 
Orel Prison, where he remained until 1917, when the Russian Revolution set him free. Back in 
Poland in 1918, he was elected to the Central Committee of the Polish Socialist Party, of which he 
later became Vice-Chairman. His concern for the fate of the Polish workers and peasants led to his 
appointment, during the twenty years of Polish independence, as President of the Farm Workers 
Union and Polish Trade Union Congress. When the Soviets entered Poland, Kwapinski, who 
remained in Poland during both invasions, was deported to Siberia. Released after the signing of 
the Polish-Russian treaty in July 1941, he proceeded to London where he was appointed to the 
Polish Cabinet and was made chairman of the Committee of the Polish Socialist Party. Since 
General Sikorski's death (in July 1943), Mr. Kwapinski holds the post of Vice-Premier." Following 
Prime Minister Władysław Sikorski's death in an airplane crash on 4 July 1943 a new government-
in-exile was formed under Prime Minister Stanislaw Mikolajczyk, who had been appointed by 
President Władysław Raczkiewicz. On 14 July 1943 Prime Minister Mikolajczyk formed a coalition 
cabinet from the four main Polish political groups, and including, besides Jews, some without party 
affiliation. He named Jan Kwapiński of the Polish Socialist Party as Vice Prime Minister as well as 
Minister of Industry, Commerce and Shipping. On 29 October 1943, Kwapiński flew, with other 
diplomats aboard the Pan American Airways Boeing 314A 'Capetown Clipper', from Foynes, Éire to 
New York City, as "Deputy Premier" of Poland, arriving 5 November 1943, to attend the Atlantic 
City, New Jersey UNRRA conference. He was Polish signatory to the agreement at the White House 
on 9 November 1943. In London, in January 1944, Mikolajczyk and Kwapiński were the chief Polish 
moderates with whom British Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden sought to resolve a crisis with the 
Soviets concerning the long contentious issue of the Polish-Russian frontier. On 23 November 
1944, three days before Prime Minister Mikolajczyk resigned, Kwapiński left his own posts. However 
he was for seven months Treasury Minister under the succeeding Prime Minister, Tomasz 
Arciszewski, from 29 November 1944 until 28 June 1945—eight days before the United Kingdom 
and the United States, following the February 1945 Yalta Conference agreement with Joseph Stalin, 
withdrew recognition of the Polish government in exile. Remaining an émigré, Jan Kwapiński died 
in London in 1964. Several mentions in Jeffrey Bines’ The Polish Country Section of the Special 
Operations Executive 1940-1946: A British Perspective. See Jozef Garlinski’s Poland, SOE and the 
Allies, George Allen and Unwin Ltd, 1969, p.187. 
1504. Konstanty KOWALSKI (1902 – 1969). Signed 13 May 1943. Polish Minister, 43 
Lowndes Square, London. 

106 
DOB 29.3.1902. Polack. 
Member of the official staff under the direction of the Minister of Industry, Commerce and 
Shipping, Polish Government-in-exile, London. Konstanty Kowalski był synem Ignacego 
Kowalskiego i Zofii z Ordyńskich. Kształcił się w gimnazjum w Kijowie i Warszawie, w latach 1918-
1919 brał udział w wojnie polsko-ukraińskiej, za co zdobył medal "Orlęta". W 1927 roku ukończył 
technikum morskie w Tczewie na wydziale nawigacyjnym. W 1932 roku zdobył dyplom kapitana 
żeglugi wielkiej. Praktykę żeglarską zdobywał na pokładzie statku francuskiego towarzystwa 
żeglugowego "Chargeus Reunis". Pracował jako oficer na pokładzie statków szkolnych szkoły, którą 
ukończył – STS Lwów i SV Dar Pomorza, na statkach polsko-brytyjskiego towarzystwa okrętowego – 
"Łódź", "Premier" i polskim statku "Warta". Brał udział w podróży dookoła świata żaglowca "Dar 
Pomorza" w latach 1934-1935 jako II oficer. Następnie awansował na komendanta "Daru", jako 
pierwszy wykształcony w Polsce żeglarz (poprzedni komendanci statków szkolnych byli 
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wychowankami szkół rosyjskich i niemieckich). Z tej okazji dostał wiele listów gratulacyjnych, ale 
równocześnie pojawiły się głosy sprzeciwu, mówiące o tym, że Konstanty Kowalski, nazywany 
"Kotem", jest za młody na to stanowisko. Szczególne uznanie kpt. Kowalski, jak i cała załoga, 
zdobyli sobie u króla Szwecji Gustawa V, byli obecni m.in. na jego 80. urodzinach. Uczniowie lubili 
go ze względu na jego podejście do nauczania i łagodność. 18 sierpnia 1939 roku "Dar Pomorza" 
wyruszył w kolejny rejs, podczas którego "Kot" odebrał ogłoszenie o wybuchu II wojny światowej i 
mobilizacji wojskowej. Dostał też polecenie od dyrektora szkoły kpt. ż. w. Stanisława Kosko nakaz 
zacumowania w najbliższym porcie, w tym wypadku w Sztokholmie. Razem z uczniami i oficerami 
udał się na statkach "Wilno", "Narocz", "Kromań", "Chorzów" i "Robur IV" do Londynu, podczas gdy 
na "Białej Damie" pozostało 7 osób pod dowództwem radiotelegrafisty Alojzego Kwiatkowskiego. 
Do Londynu dopłynęli też uczniowie obecni na MS Piłsudskim i MS Chrobrym. Tam "Kot" z innymi 
wykładowcami szkoły morskiej kontyuowali nauki, a Ministerstwo Skarbu, Przemysłu i Handlu 
powierzyło mu opiekę nad projektem polskiej szkoły morskiej w Wielkiej Brytanii. W 1940 roku 
szkoła morska została przeniesiona do Southampton, gdzie funkcjonowała do 1943 roku. 
Współpracował ściśle ze wspomnianym ministerstwem, w którym był członkiem Rady Morskiej. W 
1944 roku zaczął pracę na statkach GALu, SS Bałtyku i SS Narwik. Po zakończeniu działań 
wojennych kpt. Kowalski pracował na wielu statkach amerykańskich. W 1953 otrzymał 
obywatelstwo tego kraju. Ze służby morskiej wycofał się w 1967 roku. Zmarł dwa lata później, 
pochowany został na cmentarzu Świętego Krzyża w North Arlington w stanie New Jersey. O kpt. 
Kowalskim pisał m.in. Karol Olgierd Borchardt. 
1505. R J BROADHOUSE. Signed 13 May 1943. BOAC. 

106 
No trace other than the Bromma departure list for 12 May 1943 shown below. BOAC crew. 

 
No trace found. 
1506. Stanley William PICTON. Signed 13 May 1943. BOAC. 

106 
Airways Traffic Officer. DOB 1.8.1906. 
From the Bromma departure record for 10 October 1942: 

 
No further trace found. 
1507. William Serviss Kinnear MILLAR MBE. Signed 13 May 1943. BOAC. 

106 
DOB 6 February 1907. 
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His SOE file, reference HS 9/1035/2, in TNA was closed until 1 January 2031. Bob Pearson produced 
a death certificate and provided a copy of this file on 7 May 2014: 
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His MBE, whilst Commercial Attaché in Her Majesty’s Embassy, Oslo, was announced in the LG, 1 
January 1967. 
From Charles Cruikshank’s SOE In Scandinavia: 
Operation Barbara “The gang left for Norway on 6 February 1941, being escorted to the border by 
William Millar, working for SOE as a cut-out.” p 189. 
“William Millar, the cut-out Munthe had been using to organise the Barbara party, had already 
been arrested – further confirmation that the Swedish authorities were aware of what was going 
on. Millar and Barbara’s leader were sentenced to eighteen months, the others including the 
Swedes to terms ranging from three months to a year.” p191. 
From C G McKay’s From Information to Intrigue: Studies in Secret Service Based on the Swedish 
Experience, 1939-1945: Studies in Secret Service Based on the Swedish Experience, 1939-45: 
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From the Norwegian Digital Archives: 
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From SOE file HS2/107 Norway Operation Barbara: 

 
…. 
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The following is included for interest: 
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1508. Squadron Leader ? ? ? CHAPPLE. Signed 16 May 1943. From North Russia. 

106 
The Air Force List for May 1943 lists Squadron Leader James Hugh Dundas CHAPPLE (37650) but 
this does not match the signature. The National Archives of Australia lists 41 Air Force personnel 
named CHAPPLE but do not have any matching entries. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._151_Wing_RAF: 
On 2 September 1942, two Bomber Command units, No. 144 Squadron and No. 455 Squadron, 
Royal Australian Air Force, flew 32 Handley Page Hampdens from Britain to Murmansk. The 
Hampdens had been refurbished as torpedo-bombers and the trip to Russia (Operation Orator) 
was designed to cover Convoy PQ 18. The Admiralty did not want to repeat the tragedy of the 
Convoy PQ 17, destroyed by the U-boats and Luftwaffe. But, first of all, the British wanted to 
protect the convoy from the German surface fleet, especially the battleship Tirpitz. Nine Hampdens 
were lost on route, due mainly to harsh Arctic weather, compass failures and enemy anti-aircraft 
fire. The two squadrons operated briefly from Vaenga air base, before handing their Hampdens 
over to the Soviet Air Force. Commonwealth aircrews remained active in the Murmansk area until 
1944, mainly in the form of maritime patrol and escort duty supporting Arctic convoys. At various 
stages, RAF, RAAF and RCAF aviators operated Catalina, Lockheed Hudson and 
photoreconnaissance Spitfire aircraft out of Vaenga and Lakhta airfields. 
According to Wing Commander C G Jefford’s RAF Squadrons, a Comprehensive Record of the 
Movement and Equipment of all RAF Squadrons and their Antecedents since 1912. Shrewsbury, 
Shropshire, Airlife Publishing, 2001, the squadrons based at Vaenga were 81, 134, 144, 455 and 543. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._151_Wing_RAF
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1509. Major Francis Brian Middlemost WAWN. Signed 16 May 1943. 372 Heavy Anti-
Aircraft Battery, Shetland Isles. 

106 
http://www.durhamrecordoffice.org.uk/Pages/AdvancedSearchCatalogueDetail.aspx?SearchType=P
aram&SearchID=19228377-4260-426b-9214-
0be882613311&Page=7&ItemID=165149&ImageID=324190: 

 
Reference: D/DLI 11/4/2/62. Group photograph of the officers mess of the 427 (M.) Heavy Anti-
Aircraft Regiment, Royal Artillery (T.A.) at the annual camp, Weybourne, [Norfolk], 1949 Back row: 
Capt (QM) W.J. Wedge; Capt. T. Barrett; Capt. T.G. Douglas; Rev. T. Swinney Front row: Major J.D.S. 
Sheddon; Capt. G.S. Douglas (Adjt.); Lt. Col. H.L. Lister, O.B.E., T.D.; Major F.B.M. Wawn, T.D.; 
J/Cmdr. Clark. 1 photograph, 27 cm. x 19 cm., black and white, card mounted. 
From http://www.wikitree.com/genealogy/Wawn-Descendants-4: 

 

http://www.durhamrecordoffice.org.uk/Pages/AdvancedSearchCatalogueDetail.aspx?SearchType=Param&SearchID=19228377-4260-426b-9214-0be882613311&Page=7&ItemID=165149&ImageID=324190
http://www.durhamrecordoffice.org.uk/Pages/AdvancedSearchCatalogueDetail.aspx?SearchType=Param&SearchID=19228377-4260-426b-9214-0be882613311&Page=7&ItemID=165149&ImageID=324190
http://www.durhamrecordoffice.org.uk/Pages/AdvancedSearchCatalogueDetail.aspx?SearchType=Param&SearchID=19228377-4260-426b-9214-0be882613311&Page=7&ItemID=165149&ImageID=324190
http://www.wikitree.com/genealogy/Wawn-Descendants-4
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1510. Squadron Leader Francis Park DICKINSON MC (60385). Signed 16 May 1943. Sullom 
Voe. 

106 
He is mentioned in the LG, 2 September 1915, 15 February 1919, 21 February 1941, 24 February 
1942, 30 June 1942, 21 January 1944, 26 May 1944 and 1 June 1954. No further trace found. 
1511. Squadron Leader RUNGE. Signed 16 May 1943. Sumburgh. 

106 
No trace found. 
1512. Sten SKJELFJORD. Signed 24 May 1943. De Havilland. 

106 
DOB 26.6.1921. Norsk. 

Bromma Archives 
http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liste_over_tildelinger_av_St._Olavsmedaljen_med_ekegren lists him as 
an Ensign awarded the St. Olav Medal with Oak Branch. He died on 13 October 1994. 

http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liste_over_tildelinger_av_St._Olavsmedaljen_med_ekegren
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1513. Corporal Gregers Winther Wulfsberg GRAM MC MM AKA Olaf STRAND. Signed 24 
May 1943. Norwegian Embassy. 

106 
DOB in the Bromma departure list 14.3.1919. Norrman. His real DOB is 15 December 1917. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gregers_Gram: 
Gregers Winther Wulfsberg Gram MC MM (15 December 1917 – 13 November 1944) was a 
Norwegian resistance fighter and saboteur. A corporal and later second lieutenant in the 
Norwegian Independent Company 1 during the Second World War, he was killed in 1944. 
Early life 
Gregers Gram was born in Vestre Aker in 1917 as the son of Harald Gram, later known as 
stipendiary magistrate of Oslo.3 He was named after his paternal grandfather Gregers Winther 
Wulfsberg Gram, who served as Norwegian Prime Minister in Stockholm and County Governor of 
Hedmark. 
Gram did not pass his examen artium at the first try, but later enrolled at the University of Oslo to 
study law. 
Second World War 
When German troops invaded Norway on 9 April 1940, Gregers Gram became active in the 
resistance movement. After serving as a soldier in the early battles following the German invasion, 
he soon became involved in propaganda activity and the illegal press, he had to flee from Norway 
in 1941. After arriving in Great Britain, he was recruited by the Special Operations Executive and 
received military training with the Norwegian Independent Company 1. He was paradropped into 
Norway together with Max Manus on 12 March 1943, and the two performed a successful sabotage 
mission (Operation Mardonius). Gram and Manus left Norway after Operation Mardonius, returning 
to the United Kingdom, where they stayed until October 1943. Gram was awarded the British 
Military Medal as a result of his participation in the operation, the recommendation for the award 
describes how Manus became ill with pneumonia shortly after they arrived in Norway, meaning 
that Gram had to undertake much of the organisation on the ground, and also nursing Manus 
during his recovery. The most successful attack was on 28 April 1943 which resulted in the sinking 
of two ships, and damage to a third, despite the fact it was a very light night, and water conditions 
were such that the canoes generated a very visible phosphoresence in their wake. Gram was also 
decorated with Norway's War Cross with sword in summer 1943, presented to him by King Haakon 
at a ceremony at the training school STS 26 in Scotland, near Nethy Bridge. In addition to Gram, 
Manus, and Rønneberg and Poulsson from the Rjukan missions, also received the War Cross with 
sword at this ceremony. Also present were Crown Prince Olav, Minister of Defence Oscar Torp, and 
Chief of Defence of Norway General von Tangen Hansteen. 
In October 1943 Gram (along with Manus, Einar Juvén and C.F. Wiborg) returned to Norway to 
perform a second operation, known as Bundle, targeting German ships. 
Other sabotage missions followed, coordinated within Oslogjengen, Milorg's sabotage group in 
Oslo led by Gunnar Sønsteby. Parallel to his saboteur activity, Gram continued his involvement with 
propaganda, including the black propaganda Operation Derby directed towards German soldiers. 
In particular he was involved in an attack organised by Sønsteby which destroyed German records 
about the Norwegian workforce, and his attack on an oil storage depot. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gregers_Gram
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Gram was killed on 13 November 1944 in an ambuscade in a café at Grünerløkka in Oslo. Together 
with fellow resistance member Edvard Tallaksen, Gram was set up at a meeting with faux Nazi 
deserters. Shooting ensued, and Gram was killed at the hands of Gestapo. His father Harald Gram, 
who was also involved in the resistance movement, survived the war. 
Legacy 
At the time of his death, the process of recommending Gram for the British Military Cross was 
already under way (this medal was not generally awarded posthumously at the time). The 
recommendation particularly mentions the successful sinking of a German patrol vessel in Oslo 
harbour in February 1944, and the daring, but unsuccessful, daylight attack on the troopship Monte 
Rosa. His Military Medal was presented to his father on 7 February 1945 by Sir Victor Mallet, who 
was then head of the British Legation in Stockholm. 
To commemorate Gram a bust was erected near Njårdhallen, in the Ullern borough of Oslo, in 
1994. The road Gregers Grams vei in Oslo has been named after him. 
In 2008 he was portrayed in the Norwegian film Max Manus by actor Nicolai Cleve Broch. 
From his SOE file, reference HS 9/608/3, at TNA: 
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Letter N.765 dated 27 December 1944 from STOCKHOLM to Lt Col J S Wilson 
We have now heard from R B Rasmussen with regard to the loss of Gregers Gram and J E Tallaksen, 
and he has given us the following account of the circumstances which led up to these events: 
“About the end of October or beginning of November, J E Tallaksen was instructed by SL346 to 
make a reconnaissance of the large oil refinery and store at Vallo outside Tonsberg in order to 
ascertain whether we should be able to carry out a sabotage attack on this. He set forth on this 
expedition, but when he had come a short distance into Vestfold he had trouble with his car and he 
therefore returned to Drammen where he had the car taken into a garage through Milorg contacts. 
As the repairs of the car took a couple of days to carry out, Tallaksen decided to return to Oslo 
again in accordance with an agreement he had made before he set out. On his way from his cover 
address to the garage he happened by chance to meet a Milorg member with whom he had co-
operated under his stay earlier in the year. The latter informed him that the Communists’ 
Organisation in Drammen had established contact with two German Luftwaffe deserters who were 
said to be “good fellows”. Inter alia they were supposed to have carried out a certain amount of 
sabotage. The Milorg men added to this that the two Germans were now to proceed to Oslo and 
the Communists had obtained a car for them. They had been furnished with some plastic by the 
Communists which had presumably been stolen from Milorg and the Communists were to drive the 
two men in. However, they only reached Lierstranden when there was a mishap with the car. The 
Milorg men knew about the position and asked Tallaksen if he would take the two men with him as 
he had to go in the same direction. At this point I would add that Tallaksen had had a good deal to 
do with the Milorg man in question and had co-operated with him in Rat Work347, therefore 
Tallaksen entirely trusted him and naturally accepted men whom he had vouched for. On their way 
into Oslo the two Germans told Tallaksen that they were going to attack a German Direction 
Finding Station and petrol store at Kjeller, and he drove them there for this purpose. He then 
arranged to meet them at the Plasskafeen in Olaf Ryes Plass on the following Monday between 8 
and 9 in the evening, as he was of the opinion that they might prove useful. We discussed the 
matter to and fro as we were quite aware that it might be a trap. We considered whether it was 
worth while taking the chance to attend this meeting and we agreed that it was. The original idea 
was that Tallaksen and I should go but when Gregers Gram heard about the matter he was 
considerably interested as he was anxious to have Wehrmacht contacts on account of his DERBY348 

                                                 
346 Sentralledelsen i Milorg (the Central Leadership of Milorg) 
347 In his PhD thesis, SOE in Norway, Ian Herrington devotes pp. 248-56 to “Rat Work”, from which this is 
short extract: “Although ‘Rat Week’ was a SOE offensive, Milorg was, nevertheless, still involved and 
therefore assassinations remained a joint effort. The ‘Goldfinch’ party was instructed to ‘proceed to 
contact SL in Oslo to arrange for Rat Week’, and it was Milorg that would provide the names of those to 
be liquidated. The training of the ‘X-Groups’ in collaboration with Milorg was also not abandoned, and 
during the autumn of 1943 three ‘killing-squads’ and four ‘shadow-squads’ were prepared. These 
eventually attempted to liquidate six named informers, although without success. At the conference held 
in Stockholm in March 1944 between members of FO and Milorg, it was also agreed that ‘certain military 
actions against the occupying power and its tools’, a euphemism for attacks against the Gestapo, should 
be instituted. As a result a request was sent to London asking for support, which in April resulted in the 
arrival of Operation Buzzard in Norway to ‘provide help’ in ‘executing denouncers’.” 
348 Ibid pp. 172, 325: “This led in January 1944 to the implementation of Operation Derby, a plan for Gram 
and Manus to undertake activities that were designed to undermine the morale of the German forces in 
the Oslo area. It was instigated from Stockholm and given priority over ‘Bundle.’ It resulted in the 
establishment of a propaganda organisation that produced illegal newspapers and distributed posters, 
stickers and leaflets across eastern Norway. It was carried out with the acceptance of the Norwegian 
authorities in London, and knowledge but non-involvement of the resistance leadership in Oslo. It 
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work. It was therefore agreed that Tallaksen and Gregers Gram should go alone as there was no 
point in taking people with them to cover them, as we assumed that the whole neighbourhood 
would be surrounded if the two deserters were not genuine. 
Before they went to the meeting Gregers Gram and Tallaksen went to a cover address and 
according to the people there the last thing that Tallaksen did before he left was to destroy all 
papers which he had on him. As you know, a trap was laid at the Plaskafeen and five or six men 
opened fire without warning. Gregers Gram was presumably killed at once but Tallaksen succeeded 
in drawing his gun and shot two people before he was knocked out by a shot in the jaw. One of the 
two police is probably now dead. Gregers Gram was hit in the throat and probably also in the 
stomach. Both were immediately driven to the hospital at Grindi. On the Tuesday afternoon I was 
informed of what had happened and naturally at once set in train with warning those people who 
had to be warned and finding out where the boys had been taken to. Next morning I heard that 
they had been taken to Grini but moved from there, Gregers Gram to the mortuary and Tallaksen 
to the Krieglazarett (Aker Hospital). This Sgt W Houlder (who signed this book on 1 February 1942) 
ascertained through a more or less private contact and we then tried to obtain more definite 
details in order to be able to help Tallaksen, but it was not until the Buzzards’ return that we were 
able to make progress in this direction as one of them has a good contact. We thus obtained good 
and reliable news and had really a chance to do something for Tallaksen but unfortunately he was 
moved a day and a half too soon. I cannot omit to remark that SL’s various sources throughout 
were unable to give any information of importance and this is one of the reasons why matters have 
developed as they have. Tallaksen was moved from Akers hospital and takne to the fortress of 
Akershus. Here he was in time to join in a large scale attempt at escape which went wrong. After 
this three prisoners took their lives by hanging and Tallaksen was one of them. 
I agree that the story is not flattering to ourselves but it is human to make a mistake now and then 
and before Tallaksen is reproached for having agreed to drive the provocateurs in question it is fair 
to remember that the contact was given by people with whom he had co-operated for a 
considerable length of time. It appears to me that the Communists and Milorg in Drammen are at 
least as worthy of reproach as Tallaksen. It was naturally also a fault on the part of Gregers Gram to 
have a note in manuscript on him, but is not the fault principally that of the policeman who handed 
him the manuscript in question. (Note by Stockholm. We cannot understand this reference to a 
manuscript note found in possession of Gregers Gram.) Tallaksen had no papers on him and 
nothing whatsoever has come out through him. I am writing this as an addendum to the 
information you have already received rather than as an excuse, which in my opinion is not 
necessary. The way in which both boys carried on to the bitter end and accepted the consequences 
of what they had gone in for bears this out and as you know just as well as we do, both had done 
so much good work here at home that no one has the right to attempt to smirch their memory.” 

                                                 
eventual employed almost 500 people, divided into nine districts stretching from Drammen in the west 
to Sarpsborg in the east, and produced two German papers Beobachter and Im Westen nichts Neues.” 
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Recommendation for the award of the MC to Fenrik Gregers Gram MM RNA 
Fenrik, (then Sgt.) Gram was awarded the M.M. for an attack carried out in OSLO HARBOUR in April, 
1943 which resulted in the sinking of a 3,000 ton German vessel and severe damage to another of 
5,500 tons. He returned to the U. K. for four months, and was dropped back into NORWAY in order 
to combine attacks on the morale of German troops in the OSLO area, and attacks on shipping. 
Fenrik Gram was most successful in disseminating anti-Nazi propaganda, and wrote back several 
reports on the morale of the Norwegian Horne Front which were of great value. 
His attempts against shipping did not meet with such great success owing to increased enemy 
vigilance and adverse conditions. A newly comissioned German Patrol Craft of 500 tons was sunk 
alongside a quay in OSLO Harbour in February, 1944. The following month Fenrik Gram and his 
companion made an unsuccessful attempt on the Troop Ship "Monte Rosa". In June they repeated 
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the attempt and actually succeeded in fixing a chain of limpets on the vessel's side, but some 
device, as yet unidentiried, neutralised the magnets. This action was carried out almost in full 
daylight after the two had spent 3 days and nights under the Americm quay in the Harbour. Fenrik 
Gram also experimented with home-made mobile limpets, and struck and slightly damaged a 
German Torpedo Boat with one of these devices. 
He also took part in several of the actions carried out by “the Oslo Detachment of' Noric'' 
(Norwegian Independent Company), including some on labour records. He was also responsible for 
instructing workers in the Akers and Nylands Shipbuilding Yards who were responsible for sinking 
some 35,000 tons of shipping at these Yards on 27 Nov.44. 
Fenrik Gregers Gram was whole-heartedly a loyal Norwegian. He was actuated in all that he did by 
an intense hatred of those who had seized his country. He was prepared to go to any lengths to 
harm the enemy by word and deed, and he was eventually killed by a bullet through the throat 
when confronted in OSLO by a snap control, on 14 Nov. 44. One at least of the enany was killed, 
end others wounded. The attack on shipping at Akers and Nylands Yards is believed to have been 
an act or revenge for his death. It is requested that the award of the M.C. be ante-dated to the 
action against the Vacuum Oil Company's Storage Depot on 12 Oct. 44. In this action Fenrik Gran 
took an important part, and showed complete disregard of his own safety, while at the same time 
ensuring that all that he did was carried out efficiently and effectively. 

 
Recommendation for the award of the Military Medal 
Corporal (Acting Fenrik) Gregers Gram shares with Fenrik Manus the credit for the successful 
outcome of tbe attack on shipping in OSLO Harbour in April last. Owing to the illness of F1enrik 
Manus when they first reached Norway, it was Corporal Gram's part to make all arrangements for 
the organisation of their camp, the concealment of their stores and the nursing of Manus himself. 
As Fenrik Manus was too well known by sight, especially in the Eastern part of OSLO, it fell to 
Corporal Gram to form the link with all local contacts and he made many trips into OSLO to do so. 
At this highly dangerous work he showed very considerable coolness and ability. 
During the night of the actual operation, Corporal Gram carried out his share in hardly less 
dramatic circumstances than Fenrik Manus. With great audacity he attacked two ships at anchor 
within a stone's throw of an enemy patrol vessel. One of these ships sank, and is probably a total 
wreck. 
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1514. 2nd Lieutenant Max MANUS DSO MC* AKA Torleif HALVORSEN. Signed 24 May 
1943. Norwegian Embassy. 

106 
DOB 8.89.1916. Norsk. 
From his SOE file, reference HS 9/986/2, in TNA: 

 
DOB in the Bromma departure list 8.9.1916. Maximo Guillermo "Max" Manus DSO, MC & Bar (9 
December 1914 – 20 September 1996) was a Norwegian resistance fighter during World War II. 
Manus was born in Bergen to a Norwegian father and a Danish mother. His father's name was 
originally Johan Magnussen, but he changed his name to Juan Manus after living several years in 
foreign (mainly Spanish-speaking) countries. After fighting as a volunteer for Finland in the Soviet-
Finnish Winter War of 1939–40, he returned to Norway on the day of the German invasion of 
Norway, 9 April 1940. He was a pioneer of the Norwegian resistance movement and was arrested 
by the Gestapo in 1941. He escaped to the United Kingdom for training and went back as a 
saboteur for the Norwegian Independent Company 1, better known as Lingekompaniet. He 
became a specialist in ship sabotage and, by using Limpet mines, sank ships that were important to 
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the German Kriegsmarine, including the SS Donau on 16 January 1945. Max Manus ended the war 
as a First Lieutenant (Løytnant). He was famous for being one of the most brilliant saboteurs during 
World War II. After the war he wrote several books about his adventures and started the successful 
office supply company Max Manus AS. He was awarded Norway's highest decoration for military 
gallantry, the War Cross with sword. He was awarded this decoration twice: the War Cross with two 
swords. In addition to his Norwegian decorations, Manus received the British Military Cross and 
Bar. During the final years of his life, Manus and his wife Tikken lived primarily in Spain, where he 
died at the age of 81. Two books were written by Max Manus shortly after World War II. The first, 
Det vil helst gå godt (It Usually Ends Well) describes some of his enterprising and event-filled 
wandering and working in the jungles of South America and Latin America. He returned to 
Scandinavia before the outbreak of World War II, upon which he soon joined up with the 
Norwegian Army and went to fight in a volunteer detachment with the Finns against the Russians. 
After the war in Finland, Max Manus returned to Norway as the Germans invaded on April 9, 1940. 
He fought during the Norwegian campaign, whereupon he decided to return to Oslo and work 
underground against the occupiers, both organising a resistance movement, illegal public 
propaganda and the manufacture of weaponry. He and his comrades tried to assassinate Himmler 
and Goebbels when they visited Oslo. His work was effective and he soon became a wanted man 
by the Gestapo. He was eventually captured and received injuries trying to escape. He had to be 
treated in the main Oslo hospital. The doctor at the hospital gave the Gestapo officers a false 
explanation and said Max Manus needed treatment for a broken back, damaged shoulder and 
serious concussion. The truth, however, was that he was only bruised and had a slight concussion. 
After 27 days, with the aid of a nurse, he managed to escape through a second-floor window using 
a rope. In a dramatic flight, he crossed the border into Sweden. By then, the Soviet Union had 
entered the war against Nazi Germany, so Manus travelled through the Soviet Union, via Turkey, 
Arabia, by ship via Cape Town to the US, to eventually be able to return to the fight in Europe. He 
reconnected with the Norwegian military in the US and went on to further training in Canada and 
later crossed the Atlantic again to Belfast, then England. Here and in Scotland he trained further 
and developed professional skills in sabotage and undercover work of many kinds. He was then 
required to learn parachuting and was dropped in the forests near Oslo with a sabotage team. In 
Norway he resumed his organizational work and made various sabotage attempts on ships in the 
Oslofjord with home-designed limpet mines and even ‘swimmer-assisted torpedoes’. The former 
were the more successful, sinking and damaging some vessels. It was a long but intense learning 
process of great practical difficulty and hazard. He made numerous hazardous trips back and forth 
across the border to Sweden, where he was able to get a respite from the constant mental and 
physical pressures of being undercover. Many of his comrades-in-arms were killed, captured and 
tortured, but Manus managed to survive through a combination of determination not to be taken 
and some very narrow escapes. Max Manus’ second book was Det blir alvor (It Gets Serious), in 
which he continues the saga of his resistance work and his great successes in sinking in 1945 two 
large vessels of great importance to the German war machine. When peace was declared, Max 
Manus found himself to be chosen to be the personal protection officer of the then Crown Prince 
of Norway on his triumphal parade in Oslo, and then also with King Haakon VII. This was a great 
honour, and he was lauded as one of Norway’s most resilient and successful fighters, aged only 30 
at the time. Manus' books have been translated into English twice; initially an American, very loose 
and somewhat concise translation entitled 9 Lives Before Thirty, and, a few years later, Underwater 
Saboteur, a one-book adaptation of both of Manus' books, also somewhat concise. Both of these 
translations were made in the early years after the War, and names have been changed in the 
interest of "protecting the guilty"; although Manus himself never changed any names. Max Manus 
went into the office supply business after the war: in the fall of 1945, he and Sophus Clausen went 
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to the United States to set up contracts for office machines. Together they started the company 
Clausen og Manus. In the years after the war, Manus also hired people who had been convicted for 
collaborating with Nazi Germany, among them Walter Fyrst. Manus did this after internal 
discussions and was motivated by a wish for reconciliation, as well as professional considerations. 
In 1952, the company was split into Sophus Clausen AS and Max Manus AS which now distributed 
Olivetti and Philips office machines. The company still exists today. Max Manus married Ida 
Nikoline 'Tikken' Lindebrække in 1947. They met while she was working as a liaison for the 
Norwegian saboteurs at the British consulate in Stockholm. Tikken was the daughter of the County 
Governor of Bergen and was the sister of Sjur Lindebrække, who was a bank manager, and later 
became chairman of Høyre. In 1947, Lindebrække gave birth to Max Manus Jr., who is currently 
working as a teacher in Vest-Lofoten Videregående Skole (Vest-Lofoten High School), Vestvågøy, 
Lofoten. Manus suffered from nightmares, alcoholism and bouts of depression after his experiences 
in the war, but he did tell about some of his experiences in interviews. After retirement, Max and 
'Tikken' moved to Spain. Max died there in 1996. In December 2007, it was announced that a film 
about the life of Max Manus was to be made in Norway, starring Aksel Hennie in the leading role. 
The film premiered on 19 December 2008 and received mostly positive reviews. 
See http://www.nuav.net/maxmanus.html for more information. 
1515. Flying Officer Ronald BURNETT MiD (119534). Signed 25 May 1943. 547 Squadron, 
Tain. 

107 
Burnett, Gibbons and Simon are mentioned in 547 Squadron’s ORB for July 1943 (“low level 
bombing”) and ORB for August 1943 (something about submarines and testing). He is Mentioned 
in Despatches (LG 2 June 1943). 
From http://www.raf.mod.uk/history/547squadron.cfm: 
“No.547 Squadron was formed at Holmsley South on 21 October 1942, as a unit of Coastal 
Command equipped with Wellingtons. Initially it was trained as an anti-shipping squadron 
equipped for both bombing and torpedo-dropping but in May 1943 it was re-allocated to anti-
submarine duties, beginning patrols from south-west England in June. At the end of October, crews 
began conversion to Liberators and patrols over the Bay of Biscay continued with this type. In 
September 1944 the squadron moved to Scotland, where patrols were mixed with attacks on 
enemy shipping off the Danish and Norwegian coasts until the end of the war. On 4 June 1945, the 
squadron was disbanded.” 
1516. Flying Officer Gordon GIBBONS (127303). Signed 25 May 1943. 547 Squadron, Tain. 

107 
He is mentioned in the LG, 26 March 1943, 11 August 1944 and 4 March 1947. 
1517. Flying Officer Douglas Joseph SIMON (131151). Signed 25 May 1943. 547 Squadron, 
Tain. 

107 
He is mentioned in the LG, 26 February 1943. 

http://www.nuav.net/maxmanus.html
http://www.raf.mod.uk/history/547squadron.cfm
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1518. Pilot Officer Earl Frederick MORTON DFC RCAF (J16333). Signed 25 May 1943. 418 
Squadron, Ford, Sussex. 

107 
Award effective 20 July 1943 as per LG dated 27 July 1943 and AFRO 1724/43 dated 27 August 
1943. Born at Three Mile Plains, Nova Scotia; home there; enlisted in Halifax, 7 November 1940. 
Trained at No.3 ITS (graduated 3 May 1941), No.3 BGS (graduated 28 September 1941), No.5 AOS 
(graduated 16 August 1941) and No.1 ANS (graduated 27 October 1941). Commissioned 1942. 
Arrived in UK, 23 November 1941; to No.418 Squadron 28 June 1942. Killed in flying accident, 14 
February 1944 (Mosquito HX863, No.60 OTU). Medal presented by Governor General to next-of-
kin, 12 December 1944. As observer/navigator this officer has flown on operations continuously 
since March 1942. He has participated in numerous patrols over enemy airfields in France, Belgium 
and Holland in attacks on enemy trains and marshalling yards and in several bombing sorties. On 
all occasions he has been of great assistance to his captain and played a vital part in the successes 
attained. Pilot Officer Morton, over a long period, has shown a fine fighting spirit, ability and 
efficiency and has also been of great assistance in training less experienced observers. NOTE: Public 
Records Office Air 2/8971 has recommendation by W/C J.H. Little DFC dated 12 May 1943 which 
goes into much more detail: Pilot Officer Morton has acted as Pilot Officer Craft's observer and 
navigator on 30 operational sorties. He has been on operations continuously from 22nd March, 
1942 to 7th May, 1943, during which he has acted as observer and navigator on patrols of all 
enemy aerodromes in France, Belgium and Holland. Upon a number of sorties, including several 
bombing attacks on enemy aerodromes, six of which were made in support of Bomber Command 
major bombing efforts, numerous trains and marshalling yards have been attacked and on the 
night of 7th May 1943, Pilot Officer Craft destroyed a Junkers 88 south of Paris. There is no doubt 
that Pilot Officer Morton has played a vital part in the success achieved by Pilot Officer Craft and it 
is impossible to divide the benefit which the Squadron has received from the example of this 
aircrew between one or the other of them. Pilot Officer Morton has been astute to pass on to other 
observers less experienced than himself the information he has gained during his tour of 
operations and in so doing is largely responsible for the high standard of efficiency attained by 
other observers in his flight. Pilot Officer Morton was commissioned in this Squadron on 21st 
October 1942, and both as a Non-Commissioned Officer and an officer he has discharged his 
duties both as a Squadron member and as a part of an operational crew in a manner which has set 
a shining example to all concerned. 
1519. Sub Lieutenant George Victor SANDILANDS RNZNVR. Signed 25 May 1943. 418 
Squadron, Ford, Sussex. 

107 
According to http://www.naval-history.net/xDKCas2530-RNZN.htm, he died of an illness on 8 May 
1946 at HMNZS Philomel, the main administrative naval base of the Royal New Zealand Navy. 

http://www.naval-history.net/xDKCas2530-RNZN.htm
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From http://www.wargraves.co.nz/Auckland/Purewa%20Cemetery/Sandilands.htm: 

 
He was 26 when he died. He is buried in Purewa Public Cemetery, St Johns Road, Meadowland, 
Aukland, New Zealand. He was the son of Bert Victor and Phyllis Sandilands, of Auckland City; 
husband of Janet Donaldson Sandilands, of Wormit, Fife, Scotland. 
1520. David GRAY. Signed 25 May 1943. Tayport Fife. 

107 
POSSIBLY David Gray (1870–1968), the United States Ambassador to Ireland from 15 April 1940 
until 28 June 1947. His official title was 'Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary' and his 
official residence was Florida. In his own words, his appointment to the Ambassadorship was 
nepotic, as he was First Lady's Eleanor Roosevelt's uncle through marriage. Gray was the 
Ambassador through most of the Second World War and the start of the Cold War. He led 
American efforts to convince Ireland to enter the war on the side of the Allies. His performance was 
such that Éamon de Valera sought repeatedly to have Gray replaced by another ambassador, 
especially after the death of Franklin Delano Roosevelt. 
1521. F BRINDLE. Signed 31 May 1943. 198 Whitby Road, Eastgate, Ruislip, Middlesex. 

107 
No trace found. 
1522. A F BONNEY. Signed 31 May 1943. 5 Heronway, Hillside Avenue, Woodford Green, 
Essex. 

107 
No trace found. 

http://www.wargraves.co.nz/Auckland/Purewa%20Cemetery/Sandilands.htm
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1523. Thormod Oskar KLATH. Signed 31 May 1943. American Legation, Stockholm, 
Sweden. 

107 
He also signed this book on 26 September 1942. 
1524. John Moncaster Ley (Jack) MITCHESON CMG OBE (28 May 1893 – 2 September 
1966). Signed 31 May 1943. British Legation, Stockholm, Sweden. 

107 
He is mentioned in "A call to action": the committee on British communities abroad, 1919-20, an 
article in Canadian Journal of History: 
In October 1921, Consul-General Godfrey Hertslet reported from Trieste on a meeting of British 
residents to form an "Association of British Residents." The meeting had endorsed a set of rules 
and statutes for the association and agreed initially to support a fund for deserving cases, the 
British Seamen's Home, church, and cemetery. Eventually it hoped to provide for the education of 
the children of British subjects and for the celebration of patriotic and other special occasions. 
More generally, however, there was evidence that the committee's ill-defined remit had led to 
confusion. Among the British community in Ghent, Vice-Consul John Mitcheson reported the 
establishment of a club with political, commercial, and social purposes. Mitcheson noted that, 
besides the pursuit of British commercial interests, he aspired to the greater interaction of Britons 
and Belgians and, by inference, efforts to contain the propagandizing efforts of rival nations. He 
explained the rationale for such activities by way of a long exposition on the commercial and 
trading strengths of the city. In Mitcheson's view conditions were ripe to promote Ghent as a 
centre of British influence.” Source: TNA, FO 371/7003/115/ W8040, Mitcheson to Gurney, 20 July 
1921, in Gurney to Foreign Office. 
According to http://www.twyfordschool.com/TwyfordSociety/NotableOTs.asp?biography=m_r, he 
was Consul-General, Batavia, 1947; Deputy High Commissioner for UK in India, 1947-49; and 
Consul-General, San Francisco, 1949-52. The Papers of Sir George Binney349 concerning Operation 
Rubble include correspondence between J. Mitcheson of the British Legation in Stockholm and F. 
Coultas, the British Consul in Gothenburg. 
His SOE file in TNA under reference HS 9/1043/7 was closed until 28 February 2010. 
He is mentioned in Ralph Barker’s The Blockade Busters, pps 28, 45-47, 55, 74, 81 and 98; Peter 
Tennant’s Touchlines of War, pps 52 and 204; a file, reference ADM 223/464, at TNA which contains 
a document dated 25 January 1941 headed MOST SECRET “Rubble”: 

                                                 
349 Signed this book on 30 September 1941, 1 December 1941, 14 December 1941 and 18 April 1942 

http://www.twyfordschool.com/TwyfordSociety/NotableOTs.asp?biography=m_r
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The appointment to the Third Class of the Most Distinguished Order of St Michael and Saint 
George to John Moncaster Ley Mitcheson, Esq., OB.E., Commercial Counsellor at His Majesty's 
Legation at Stockholm, was announced in the LG, 11 June 1942. 
He is mentioned in Representations by the Norwegian Government for Obtaining Materials to 
Restore Norsk Hydro Chemical Plant in Norway Bombed by United States Air Force, Foreign 
Relations, 1944, Volume III, p. 1196: 
857.24/104 : Telegram 
The Minister in Sweden (Johnson350) to the Secretary of State 
STOCKHOLM, February 29, 1944-8 p. m. 
Received March 1-2: 39 a. m. 
687. With reference to Norsk Hydro case, Legation has been informed by British Commercial 
Counselor J. M. L. Mitcheson that his instructions from London were to give noncommittal answer 
to Norwegian request for replacement machinery from Sweden. He has suggested therefore that if 
Americans' desire is to prevent shipments from taking place we should make our views known in a 
more decisive manner to Norwegian Government so that they will discontinue their efforts to 
replace damage done by our air force in Rjukan raid. 
Since we understand that this matter has been extensively discussed in London and that joint views 
of British and United States Governments were to be made clear to Norwegians there, Legation 
suggests that Embassy in London be instructed to ensure that Norwegian Government does not 
misunderstand decision. 
This suggestion is made because Legation has obtained from British Commercial Counsel or copy 
of letter sent by official of Norwegian Legation here to Swedish General Electric Company on 
February 24 in which definite impression is given that Norsk Hydro repairs have been approved 
"from London". Urgent action is therefore re.quired if this export is to be prevented. 
Both British Commercial Counselor and Legation feel that if this transaction is to be prevented best 
procedure would be to have Norwegian Government take necessary steps. Attempt by United 
States to accomplish this result through official request to Swedish Government or unofficial 
pressure on Swedish General Electric Company might prove embarrassing. 
This has not been repeated to London. 
JOHNSON 
From http://www.warsailors.com/freefleet/kvarstad4.html: 
“Concurrent with the official negotiations between H.M.G. and the Swedish Government over the 
release of the Performance ships, unofficial negotiations were conducted throughout the winter 
with a view to maintaining pressure from every angle which had bearing. Otherwise German 
pressure might have succeeded in inducing the Swedish Cabinet to take such measures as would 
have completely stultified the operation. Our unofficial negotiations were with Mr. Marcus 
Wallenberg, Jnr. (Chairman in Stockholm of the Anglo Swedish Joint Standing Commission) and 

                                                 
350 Hershel Vespasian Johnson signed this book on 26 September 1942 

http://www.warsailors.com/freefleet/kvarstad4.html
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with the economic section of the Swedish Foreign Office, with whom Mr. J. Mitcheson (British 
Commercial Counsellor) has built up an exceptionally favourable entretien. The Swedes deprived of 
their normal imports were constantly requesting concessions in connection with their Gothenburg 
traffic, and these requests were countered by our requests for minor facilities for Performance. Mr. 
Wheeler's351 presence was very helpful to these negotiations; he was able to secure from the 
Ministry of Supply concessions over the import of rubber and hides, which gained considerable 
goodwill within Swedish official circles at a time when we needed every ounce of goodwill to offset 
German intrigues with the Nazi element of the Swedish cabinet.” 
From Frances Gouda’s American Visions of the Netherlands East Indies/Indonesia: US Foreign Policy 
and Indonesian Nationalism, 1920-1949, Amsterdam University Press, 2002: 

 

                                                 
351 Signed this book on 9 February 1942 
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1525. Sir Cecil Cuthbert PARROTT (29 January 1909 - 23 June 1984). Signed 31 May 1943. 
British Legation, Stockholm, Sweden. 

107 
He also signed this book on 15 April 1942. 
1526. Gunnar Fredrik CARLSSON (30 June 1887 – 29 June 1967). Signed 31 May 1943. 
Gothenburg, Sweden. 

107 
He was a Swedish ship owner. In 1904, Carlsson joined Rederiaktiebolaget Trans-Atlantic. He was 
CEO from 1914 and director of several shipping companies, insurance, banking and manufacturing. 
Carlsson was chairman of the Swedish Shipowners' Association 1925-1948, and the Swedish 
representative for negotiating with the Allies on trade and shipping agreements 1917-1918. 
Carlsson took a leading position in his time, shipping industry and made a significant contribution 
to the advent of the Sweden-America Line. Mentioned in Peter Tennant’s Touchlines of War, p 56. 
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1527. Kenneth James Macarthur WHITE CBE. Signed 31 May 1943. British Consulate 
General, Stockholm. 

107 
From http://www.palgraveconnect.com/pc/sybarchive1864-
2004/browse/inside/inline/chapter/9780230270749/SYB1945_SWEDEN.pdf?page=1: 

 
From www.ukwhoswho.com/view/article/oupww/whowaswho/U58601 (accessed 28 Aug 2014): 
WHITE, Kenneth James Macarthur 
CBE 1951 
Born Toowoomba, Qld, Australia, 27 Feb. 1894; s of late John White, Levernholme, Pollokshields 
Glasgow; m 1924, Hilda Morris Fisher (d 1969); two d ; died 4 June 1969 
Consul-General in HM Foreign Service, retired 1954 
EDUCATION: Hutchesons’, Glasgow; London University 
CAREER: Served European War, 1914–18, France and Flanders. London Scottish, etc. (despatches); 
various Allied Missions in Central Europe, 1919–20; entered Consular Service, 1920; served 
successively at Berlin, Punta Arenas, Zürich, Madrid, New Orleans, Savannah, Managua, 
Pernambuco, Stockholm; Control Commission for Germany at Berlin; Gothenburg, Sweden and San 
Francisco, USA 
ADDRESS:18 Woodvale Avenue, Whitecraigs, Renfrewshire 
See Blockade Runners, pp. 138, 173, 178; and Peter Tennant’s Touchlines of War, pp. 50, 204. 
According to http://www.babcsf.org/about/history/, he was Consul-General in San Francisco in 
1954. He was the author of Economic Conditions in the Republic Nicaragua, November, 1934: Report, 
H.M. Stationery Office. 

http://www.palgraveconnect.com/pc/sybarchive1864-2004/browse/inside/inline/chapter/9780230270749/SYB1945_SWEDEN.pdf?page=1
http://www.palgraveconnect.com/pc/sybarchive1864-2004/browse/inside/inline/chapter/9780230270749/SYB1945_SWEDEN.pdf?page=1
http://www.ukwhoswho.com/view/article/oupww/whowaswho/U58601
http://www.babcsf.org/about/history/
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From The Glasgow Herald of 28 May 1969: 

 
1528. Unknown. Signed 31 May 1943. British Legation, Stockholm. 

107 
No trace found. 
1529. Charles William PHIPPS MBE. Signed 31 May 1943. Murray House, Gilmerton, 
Midlothian. 

107 
He is included in the Bromma departure list for 25 October 1943: 

 
DOB 30.11.1891. Britt. This flight also included Ronald Turnbull. 
From AIR 76/403/85 in The National Archives, Kew: 
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TNA also has a file ADM 273/15/257: 

From 
The Air Force List for December 1919: 

 
Murray House, Gilmerton was built in 1929 as a home for 20 pensioners who were wounded 
soldiers and sailors. It was demolished in 2007. 
See http://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/catalogue/adsdata/arch-417-
1/dissemination/pdf/headland1-50318_1.pdf and 
http://www.lhsa.lib.ed.ac.uk/collections/LHB1/LHB1,113-205.pdf for more details. 
1530. Pilot Officer Walter Lewis OVERD (139803). Signed 2 June 1943. RAF Sumburgh. 

108 
He is mentioned in the LG, 21 May 1943, 20 April 1943, 29 October 1943, 24 December 1943 and 
10 August 1954. 
According to http://www.maryjane-sue.co.uk/huish.episcopi/huish.ca-co.htm, he was born in 1908 
and died in 1997. He shares his grave in St Mary’s Church, Huish Episcopi, Somerset with Dora S R 
Carter (1911 – 1988) and Selina K M Carter (1915 – 1996). 

http://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/catalogue/adsdata/arch-417-1/dissemination/pdf/headland1-50318_1.pdf
http://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/catalogue/adsdata/arch-417-1/dissemination/pdf/headland1-50318_1.pdf
http://www.lhsa.lib.ed.ac.uk/collections/LHB1/LHB1,113-205.pdf
http://www.maryjane-sue.co.uk/huish.episcopi/huish.ca-co.htm
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1531. Carl HOLST. Signed 4 June 1943. Royal Norwegian Ministry of Defence. 

108 
DOB stated in Bromma departure list 26.6.1897. Norsk. 

 
No trace found using a Google search and he is not listed in Våre Falne 1939-45. 
From SOE File HS 9/796/3 for Matz Nikolai JENSSEN: 
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1532. Jacob Henrik SCHIVE. Signed 4 June 1943. Norwegian Forces, Captain. 

108 
DOB 29.4.1897. Norsk. 
He also signed this book on 15 October 1941 and 14 April 1943. 
1533. Birger Martin BERGERSEN (25 July 1891 – 14 July 1977). Signed 4 June 1943. 
Kingston House, London. 

108 
DOB 25.7.1891. Norsk. 
The LG, 20 February 1945 stated he was a member of the Norwegian Government in Exile under 
the direction of the Minister of Supply and Reconstruction with effect from 12 November 1944. 
He was a Norwegian anatomist and politician for the Labour Party. 

 
1953 | Ørnelund, Leif / Oslo Museum 
He notably served as a professor (1932–1947) and rector (1938–1945) of Norges tannlegehøgskole, 
Norway's ambassador to Sweden (1947–1953), Norwegian Minister of Education and Church Affairs 
(1953–1960) and chairman of the International Whaling Commission. He was born in Kvæfjord as a 
son of teacher Hans Christian Bergersen (1835–1925) and his wife Ingeborg Kristine Heitmann 
(1848–1938). He finished his secondary education in 1909, and was hired as a journalist in Social-
Demokraten in 1910. He took a teacher's education in 1915, and after working one year as a 
teacher, he enrolled at the Royal Frederick University to study medicine. After two years he 
switched to zoology, and he graduated with the cand.real.degree in 1925. His advisor for the 
master's degree was Kristine Bonnevie, and his thesis was translated, shortened and issues in the 
German journal Zeitschrift für Zellforschung und mikroskopische Anatomie in 1926. Bergersenwas a 
board member of the Norwegian Students' Society, and worked part-time as a curator and 
assistant at the University and its Palaeontological Museum. Shortly after graduating, he was hired 
as a docent at Norges tannlegehøgskole. He conducted further studies, mostly at the Swedish 
Veterinary College, and took the dr.philos. degree in 1932 with the thesis Beiträge zur Kenntnis der 
Haut einiger Pinnipedien. This would be the pinnacle of his academic writings. He was appointed as 
a professor of anatomy at Norges tannlegehøgskole in the same year, and served as vice rector 
from 1933 to 1937. In 1938 he was made rector of Norges tannlegehøgskole. In 1942 he had to flee 
to London because of World War II and the German occupation of Norway. In London he worked 
for the Norwegian Ministry of Provisioning and Reconstruction. Formally, he still held the position 
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of rector, but only until 1945. In 1947, he left as professor as well, as he had become the Norwegian 
ambassador to Sweden. Bergersen was also an activist, from the 1930s onwards, against the 
unsustainable hunting of whales in the Southern Ocean. This led to the creation of the International 
Whaling Commission, where Bergersen was the first chairman. He chaired Hvalrådet from 1936 to 
1954. He was a member of the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters from 1936, the Royal 
Norwegian Society of Sciences and Letters from 1955 and the New York Academy of Sciences from 
1960. He was an honorary member of the Norwegian Dental Association from 1950 and the 
Swedish Dental Society from 1956. Bergersen had been a member of Oslo city council from 1934 to 
1940, and briefly in 1945 after the war's end. In December 1953, while still serving as ambassador, 
he joined the Cabinet of Oscar Torp as Minister of Education and Church Affairs. He served until 
April 1960, remaining in the post well into the Gerhardsen's Third Cabinet. In 1960, he was replaced 
with Helge Sivertsen. Bergersen was also a board member of the Norwegian Maritime Museum 
from 1928 to 1967, of the Oslo municipal cinema from 1935 to 1940 and Kommunenes Filmcentral. 
He was a deputy board member of Norsk Film, and sat on the supervisory board of Oslo Sporveier. 
Since 1930 he was married to Benedicte Nicolaysen (1897–1981). He died in July 1977 in Oslo. 
1534. Major Olaf HELSET (28 July 1892 – 21 August 1960). Signed 4 June 1943. Norwegian 
Forces. 

108 
DOB 28.7.1892. Norsk. 
He was a Norwegian Major General and a sports administrator. 

 
Riksarkivet/NTBs krigsarkiv 
He was born in Nannestad, grew up in Romerike and graduated from a private school in Kristiania 
in 1911. After graduation, he attended Military Academy from (1912-15), the State gymnastics 
school (1915-17) and the military college (1917-19). In the 1920s he had studied briefly in France 
and Japan. In addition, he served in various departments and 1938-39 was second in command of 
Infantry Regiment No. 6. During the Norwegian Campaign in 1940, Helset was in command at the 
Battle of Midtskogen. As a sports leader he fronted the sports boycott against the Nazi authorities. 
He was also a leader in the military organization Milorg, the main Norwegian resistance movement 
during the Occupation of Norway by Nazi Germany. Helset was arrest during 1941, but was 
released from prison after a time and then fled to Sweden. 
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From a document352 dated 12 April 1941 in the Rognes Organisation SOE file, reference HS 2/228, 
in TNA: 

 
From a letter dated 2 June 1941 from Daniel Ring353 to Colonel Ljungberg354 in Henry Threlfall355’s 
SOE file, reference HS 9/1466/9, in TNA: 

 
In Sweden, he worked first as a refugee chief 1943-44 and then 1944-45 as head of the Norwegian 
police forces in Sweden. For his war efforts, he was decorated with the Norwegian War Cross with 
Sword (1949), Finnish Freedom Cross in gold, the British King's Medal for Courage in the Cause of 
Freedom and several other foreign decorations. In 1947, he was awarded the title of Commander 
with Star of the Royal Norwegian Order of St. Olav for his war contributions. He was made a 
Commander of the French Légion d'honneur and received the Swedish Order of the Sword. After 
the war he became Chief of the Army of the Norwegian Army, but resigned in 1948 after a conflict 
with the government on defense policy. He was a leader of the Norwegian Confederation of Sports 
from 1946 to 1948. Helset was appointed Chief of the Southern District Command with the rank of 
Major General. He was chief of the Viken District Command and commander of the Fredriksten 
fortress (1951-53). 
1535. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] William CLARK DFC (J9331). Signed 7 June 
1943. RAF Bircham Newton 229 Squadron. 

108 
From http://airforce.ca/uploads/airforce/2009/07/ALPHA-CL.html: 
CLARK, F/L William (J9331) - Distinguished Flying Cross - No.279 Squadron - Award effective 11 
August 1944 as per LG dated 22 August 1944 and AFRO 2231/44 dated 13 October 1944. Home in 
Weyburn, Saskatchewan; enlisted London, Ontario, 27 February 1941. Trained at No.1 ITS 
(graduated 8 August 1941), No.1 EFTS (graduated 25 September 1941) and No.5 SFTS (graduated 
18 December 1941). Award presented 9 July 1949. Served in postwar RCAF. Died in Ottawa, 16 April 
1983.  
Flight Lieutenant Clark has taken part in numerous operational sorties, many of which have been of 
a difficult and dangerous nature and have called for a high degree of airmanship. He has also 
participated in a number of air/sea rescues. In February 1944, while on patrol and during a 
                                                 

352 For a the full document, see the entry for Johan Ingebrigt Rognes who signed this book on 9 March 
1942 
353 Signed this book on 13 May 1943 
354 His wife, Beate Ljungberg, signed this book on 23 September 1941 
355 Signed this book on 10 August 1942 

http://airforce.ca/uploads/airforce/2009/07/ALPHA-CL.html
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snowstorm, this officer sighted a dinghy. He laid a line of flame floats and guided the high speed 
launch to the dinghy and despite the adverse weather which was rapidly deteriorating he stayed 
with the launch until all the occupants of the dinghy had been rescued. More recently this year 
Flight Lieutenant Clark participated in a successful rescue whereby the complete crew of a Fortress 
were saved. 
His medals were sold at auction for £2,200 on 17 September 2004. From 
http://www.dnw.co.uk/auction-archive/catalogue-archive/lot.php?auction_id=63&lot_id=43254: 

 
A rare Second World War Air-Sea Rescue operations D.F.C. group of six awarded to Squadron 
Leader W. Clark, Royal Canadian Air Force, attached No. 279 Squadron, Royal Air Force. 
Distinguished Flying Cross, G.VI.R., reverse officially dated ‘1944’; 1939-45 Star; Atlantic Star; 
Canadian Voluntary Service Medal 1939-45, with Overseas clasp; War Medal 1939-45, silver; 
Canadian Forces Decoration, G.VI.R., 2nd issue (S./L.), good very fine and better (6). Estimate £1000-
1200. 
D.F.C. LG 22 August 1944. The original recommendation states: 
‘Flight Lieutenant Clark has taken part in numerous operational sorties many of which have been of 
a difficult and dangerous nature and have called for a high degree of airmanship. He has also 
participated in a number of air-sea rescues. In February 1944, while on patrol and during a snow 
storm, this officer sighted a dinghy. He laid a line of flame floats and guided the high speed launch 
to the dinghy and, despite adverse weather which was rapidly deteriorating, he stayed with the 
launch until the occupants of the dinghy had been rescued. More recently this year, Flight 
Lieutenant Clark participated in a successful rescue whereby the complete crew of a Fortress were 
saved.’ 
William Clark, who was born at Weyburn, Saskatchewan, served in the South Saskatchewan 
Regiment from 1927-41, latterly as a Band Master. In February of the latter year, however, he 
transferred to the Royal Canadian Air Force, and commenced pilot training that August, and on 
graduation and receipt of his “Wings”, he was commissioned as a Pilot Officer in December 1941. 
Clark remained in Canada until July 1942, latterly on attachment to an R.A.F. Ferry Command unit, 
and on the 25th of that month flew a Ventura across the Atlantic to Prestwick. His operational 
career was about to begin. 
Following a conversion course to Hudsons at R.A.F. Thornaby, Clark joined No. 279 Squadron at 
Bircham Newton, and on 13 March 1943, he flew his first operational search. Between then and 
June 1944, he completed a punishing tour of 60 sorties, totalling several hundred flying hours, his 
log book revealing a number of successes, not least the rescue of 10 men from a downed Fortress 
on 22 February 1944, and another 10 from a similar aircraft on 20 May 1944, both incidents being 
cited in his subsequent D.F.C. recommendation; more poignantly, his log book also reveals the 
failures, such as ‘Burning Fortress found - No survivors’. 

http://www.dnw.co.uk/auction-archive/catalogue-archive/lot.php?auction_id=63&lot_id=43254
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In September 1944, Clark joined No. 122 (C.) Squadron A.S.R. Flight, a posting that witnessed him 
carrying out test drops of rescue equipment, and in November of the same year, the unit moved to 
Canada, where it served as the Air-Sea Rescue Flight at Patricia Bay until the end of the War. He, 
however, remained in the R.C.A.F. until 1957, gaining advancement to Squadron Leader and the 
C.D. 
Sold with the recipient’s orginal Flying Log Books (2), covering the periods August 1941 to January 
1947, and March 1947 to May 1957, and including original air-to-sea operational photographs of 
the two Fortress crews he rescued in February and May 1944. 
1536. Flying Officer Douglas Haig LIMBREY RAFVR (102579). Signed 8 June 1943. RAF 
Aldergrove. 

108 
In 1941, Armstrong-Whitworth Whitley GR V T4329 WL-U of 612 Squadron RAF St Eval flown by 
Pilot Officer D H Limbrey suffered engine failure and ditched 75 miles SW of the Scillies The crew 
were rescued by a Short Sunderland I P9604 RB-J of 10 Squadron RAAF. 
1537. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Jack William Charles POWELL (37575). Signed 
8 June 1943. RAF St Eval. 

108 
He is mentioned in the LG, 25 February 1936, 26 January 1937, 2 September 1938, 4 October 1940, 
9 September 1941, 31 December 1943 and 4 January 1944. 
1538. OLAV V OF NORWAY [signed Olav, C.P.oN.] (2 July 1903 – 17 January 1991). Signed 
10 June 1943. 

108 
As Crown Prince, Olav had received extensive military training and had participated in most major 
Norwegian military exercises. Because of this he was perhaps one of the most knowledgeable 
Norwegian military leaders and was respected by other Allied leaders for his knowledge and 
leadership skills. During a visit to the United States before the war, he and his wife had established 
a close relationship with President Roosevelt. These factors would prove to be important for the 
Norwegian fight against the attacking German forces. During World War II, Olav stood by his 
father's side in resisting the occupation of Norway by Nazi Germany. During the campaign he was a 
valuable advisor both to civilian and military leaders. When the Norwegian government decided to 
go into exile, he offered to stay behind with the Norwegian people, but this was declined. He 
followed his father to the United Kingdom, where he continued to be a key advisor to the 
government-in-exile and his father. Olav made several visits to Norwegian and Allied troops in the 
United Kingdom, Canada and the United States. In 1944, he was appointed to the post of 
Norwegian Chief of Defence and after the war he led the Norwegian disarmament of the German 
occupying forces. His war decorations from other nations, including the War Crosses of Norway, 
France, Greece and the Netherlands, the US Legion of Merit and the French Médaille Militaire, are 
testament to the international recognition of his contribution to the war against Hitler. 
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1539. Finn Tron LÜTZOW-HOLM. Signed 10 June 1943. Kingston House, London SW7. 

108 
He also signed this book on 22 October 1941. 
1540. Unknown. Signed 18 June 1943. No address. 

108 
The signature looks Norwegian. No trace found. 
1541. Captain Charles Douglas BARNARD (79523). Signed 20 June 1943. Staverton. 

108 
Charles Barnard was born on 8 December 1895, the son of Charles Gilbert Barnard. He served as a 
Private with the Honourable Artillery Company, then transferred to the Royal Flying Corps. His 
service included postings to 2 Squadron and 3 Squadron. In October 1918, he was appointed 
acting Captain, and ended his commission in June 1919. Thereafter, he served on the Royal Air 
Force reserve list until July 1936. In 1919, he was employed by Sopwith Aviation Company, and was 
briefly assigned to operating Sopwith Gnu (K-101) on pleasure flights from the beach at Southport, 
where on 10 June 1919, his engine caught fire. He managed to crash land on the beach, thus saving 
the life of his passenger. He received considerable burns to his own face and arms that required 
extensive hospitalisation. From 1922 to 1928, he was employed as a flying instructor by De 
Havilland Aircraft, at Stag Lane Aerodrome. He made the first flight between London and Malta in 
1923. On 14 July 1923, he flew De Havilland DH.9C (G-EBDD) in the King's Cup Race at Hendon 
Aerodrome, but was placed outside the top three. On 6 August 1923, he flew Airco DH.9 (G-EBEZ) 
in The Aerial Derby at Waddon, and finished third. On 4 July 1925, he flew de Havilland DH.51A (G-
EBIM) in the King's Cup Race at Croydon Aerodrome, but failed to finish. On 6 July 1930, he flew 
DH.80A Puss Moth (G-AAXW) in the King's Cup Race at Hanworth Aerodrome, and finished in 13th 
place. On 10 June 1928, he took off from Lympne Airport in Fokker F.VIIa (G-EBTS, named 'Princess 
Xenia') on a flight to Karachi (then in India). He was accompanied by Flying Officer Eric Herbert 
Alliott, and Mary Russell, Duchess of Bedford. At this time, the duchess employed Barnard as 
personal pilot and flying instructor. The flight was interrupted for about eight weeks at Bushire, 
Persia, during which the duchess returned to England by sea. A replacement Bristol Jupiter engine 
was fitted, and the aircraft completed the flight to Karachi. On 2 September 1928, Barnard and 
Alliott took off from Karachi, towards staging posts at Bushire, Aleppo and Sofia. On 6 September, 
they reached Croydon for a night landing, after a record breaking Flight, 5,000 miles in 4.5 days. On 
2 August 1929, he took off from Lympne Airport in Fokker F.VIIa (G-EBTS) on a flight to Karachi. 
Co-pilot and mechanic was Robert (Bob) Little, and passenger/pilot was the Duchess of Bedford. 
They returned to Croydon Airport after a record-breaking return Flight, 10,000 miles in eight days. 
Barnard was later awarded a Royal Aero Club Gold Medal. In 1930, he co-founded Brian Lewis and 
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C.D. Barnard Ltd for sales of De Havilland aircraft, and based at Heston Aerodrome. In August 1931, 
Brian Lewis and C.D. Barnard Ltd merged with the aviation department of Selfridges to become 
Brian Lewis & Co., Ltd. On 10 April 1930, he took off from Lympne in Fokker F.VIIa (G-EBTS, 
renamed 'The Spider'), on a flight to Cape Town. He was accompanied by Robert (Bob) Little, and 
the passenger was the Duchess of Bedford, who had purchased the aircraft in September 1929. On 
19 April, they reached Maitland aerodrome, Cape Town, after a record-breaking Flight, 9,000 miles 
in 100 flying hours over 10 days. On 29 April, during the return flight, a forced landing was made at 
Dragoman, Bulgaria. The next day, they returned to Croydon after repairs to the engine oil system. 
Later, Fokker awarded a silver commemorative medal to Barnard. On 31 July 1930, he took off from 
Lympne in a DH.80A Puss Moth (G-AAXW) on a flight to Malta. The next day he returned to 
Croydon after two non-stop flights totalling 2,800 miles in 27.5 flying hours. On 25 August 1930, he 
took off from Lympne in a Puss Moth (G-AAXW) on a flight to Tangier. The next day he returned to 
Croydon after two non-stop flights totalling 2,480 miles in 21.5 flying hours. In 1931, he formed 
C.D. Barnard Air Tours Ltd. On 1 April 1931, he started an extensive tour of England with displays 
and joy-riding flights for the paying public. Aircraft used were the Fokker F.VIIa (G-EBTS), Spartan 
Three Seater Mk 1 (G-ABJS), an Avro Avian Sports, a Desoutter II, Potez 36 (F-ALJC 'Ladybird'), and 
a Cierva C.19 autogiro (G-AALA). Pilots included Ayre, Barnard, Crossley and Reginald Brie. During 
their tour of 6 months, Capt. Barnard and his fellow pilots visited 118 towns in 50 different 
counties, and gave 370 performances. Approximately 40,000 people were carried on flights. In June 
1932, Barnard purchased the Fokker F.VIIa (G-EBTS) from the Duchess of Bedford. He based it at 
Heston Aerodrome, and used it mainly for personal charters to overseas destinations. In July 1932, 
he flew a demonstration passenger service from Bristol (Whitchurch) Airport to Cardiff Municipal 
Airport, for which the Fokker F.VIIa was leased to British Air Navigation Co Ltd (BANCO). The service 
was terminated after about two weeks. In December 1933, Barnard flew Fokker F.VIIa (G-EBTS) to 
Mumbai (Bombay) for use in his 'flying circus' tour of India, promoted as "India's First Aerial 
Pageant". Other aircraft used included a DH.82A Tiger Moth, DH.83 Fox Moth, Spartan Three-
Seater, a Blackburn Segrave and a BAC Drone. Pilots included R. L. Palmer, J. B. Pugh, J. Mackay, E. 
R. Andrews, W. A. Burnside, and J. R. Hatchett. By April 1934, Barnard, his partner A. H. Dalton, and 
his pilots had arranged 92 air displays, carried 9,241 passengers, and flown about 20,000 miles. In 
May 1935, Barnard sold the Fokker in India. Barnard relinquished his commission on completion of 
service July 17, 1936. In 1928, CD Barnard along with other eminent aviators of the day formed The 
Guild of Air Pilots and Navigators, to create rules and regulations of the profession and the setting 
up and maintenance of standards surrounding the control of flight. On 9 December 1929, he 
married Mrs. Melita Erna May. In 1930 he authored and published a book on flying Barnard on 
Learning to Fly. In October 1930 Barnard had planned to join Wing Com. Kingsford-Smith on 
record breaking flight to Australia. Barnard died at Brighton in August 1971. 
1542. Harald NILSSON. Signed 20 June 1943. Jarlavägen 9, Djursholm, Sweden. 

108 
No trace found. Probably got the name wrong. 
1543. Raoul Guillaume Eugene RICHARD. Signed 20 June 1943. Belgian Embassy, London. 

109 
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The LG, 4 December 1942 lists him as a member of the Government Commission for the Study of 
Post-War Problems under the direction of the Prime Minister of Belgium. 
From http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raoul_Richard (translated by Google): 
Baron Raoul Eugène Guillaume Richard (Namen, June 5 1885 - Elsene, March 11 1962 ) was a 
Belgian minister. 
Richard was a son of Jules Richard and Eugenie Anthoine. He married in 1910 with Valerie Lannoy 
(1888-1980) and they had three sons and a daughter. The eldest son, Jules Richard (1911-1989) 
ended his career in the judiciary as president of the Supreme Court. 
Richard was a volunteer and was recognized as fire cruiser during the First World War. He was 
promoted to civil mining engineer and electrical engineer, and was CEO of Petrofina (Compagnie 
Financière Belge des Pétroles). He was the promoter of the first hydroelectric plant in Belgium. 
He was 21 to February 27, 1939 Minister of Economy and the Middle Classes in a short-lived 
government of Pierlot I. In 1940, he fled to England and was from 1943 until the Liberation in 
London government Undersecretary for supplies. 
In 1947 he was included in the Belgian hereditary nobility, a baron by birthright transferable title. 
Richard lived in a stately hotel along the Avenue Brugmann. It was purchased in 1986 by the 
Brussels-Capital Region, which is the large garden has a public park and named Abbé Froidure has 
given in memory of those socially active priest. During the Second World War was Edouard 
Froidure political prisoners in German concentration camps (1899-1971) along with a son of 
Richard, Marcel Richard (Elsene, 1914 - Flossenburg, January 28, 1945), who did not survive. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belgian_government_in_exile: 
3 September 1943. Raoul Richard (technical expert) becomes Undersecretary for Supplies. 
From Jonathan A. Epstein’s Belgium's Dilemma: The Formation of the Belgian Defense Policy, 1932-
1940, Brill Academic Publishers (March 27, 2014), p 255: 

 

http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raoul_Richard
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belgian_government_in_exile
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From Chris Cook’s The Routledge Guide to European Political Archives: Sources since 1945, 
Routledge (26 Oct 2011), p 150: 

  
From Europe in Exile: European Exile Communities in Britain, 1940-1945, Berghahn Books (1 Aug 
2001), Martin A. Conway (Editor), Jose Gotovitch (Editor) pp 125-6: 

 

 

 
From http://www.ars-moriendi.be/RICHARD_FR.HTM: 
RICHARD, Baron Raoul G. E. 
Born in Namur, June 5, 1885, died at Brussels, 11 March 1962. 
Under-Secretary of State State Council in London, 1940-1944. 
State Secretary of Food and Replenishment Country, 1942-1944. 
Minister of Economic Affairs, 1939. 
Member of the House of Representatives. 
Grand Officer of the Order of the Crown with Gold Edging, Grand Officer of the Order of Leopold II, 
Commander of the Order of Leopold, Croix de Guerre with Palms 1914-1918, 1914-1918 Volunteer 
Service Medal Veteran, Commemorative Medal of the 1914-1918 campaign, Victory Medal, 
Commemorative Centennial Medal. 
Grand Officer of the Order of Christ of Portugal, Companion of the Order of the British Empire. 

http://www.ars-moriendi.be/RICHARD_FR.HTM
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1544. Kathleen O’RIORDAN. Signed 22 June 1943. ORS ?? 

109  
From http://articles.chicagotribune.com/keyword/riordan/featured/4: 
May 29, 2001. Maureen O'Riordan, native of Letter West, Glenbeigh, County Kerry Ireland, devoted 
daughter of the late John and Kathleen O'Riordan, née Sheehan 
1545. Captain Alan GIBSON DFC (126828). Signed 24 June 1943. Whitchurch (Bristol). 

109 
Awarded his DFC while flying with 102 Squadron. LG 7 December 1943. Gibson was the pilot of 
BOAC Flight 781. On 10 January 1954, British Overseas Airways Corporation Flight 781 a de 
Havilland DH.106 Comet 1 registered G-ALYP, took off from Ciampino Airport in Rome, Italy, en 
route to Heathrow Airport in London, England, on the final leg of its flight from Singapore. At 
about 10:00 GMT, the aircraft suffered an explosive decompression at altitude and crashed into the 
Mediterranean Sea, killing everyone on board. Captain Gibson, who was 31, had over 5,500 flying 
hours to his credit, of which he had flown 4,267 since joining BOAC in 1946. 

http://articles.chicagotribune.com/keyword/riordan/featured/4
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1546. Athelstan Sigfrid Mellersh RENDALL OBE. Signed 2 July 1943. c/o BOAC. 

109 
He also signed this book on 6 October 1942 (although he wrote 7 October 1943). 
Regular pilot on the Bromma-Leuchars run. 
From http://www.afleetingpeace.org/index.php/business-pleasure/14-business-and-pleasure/167-
the-pilots-of-imperial-airways: 

 
1935 
b. January 3 1914 at Chagford, Devon, and educated at Gresham's School and Leeds University, 
where he gained a BSc. 
He became an assistant ground engineer with the Herts and Essex Aero Club for two years, during 
which time he gained his pilot's licence. At the time (1935) his address was 'Brooklands Poultry 
Farm, Broxbourne, Herts', and the following year he joined Imperial Airways as a first officer. 
After a period flying the HP 42 Rendall was posted to the de Havilland DH 86 service between 
Khartoum and West Africa. During this period he was a very junior co-pilot, acting as engineer, 
radio operator and steward all in one. Despite his multiple responsibilities, he claimed that his only 
piloting activity was to work the wing flaps with a hand pump, hence his nickname of "Flaps''. He 
also undertook charter work in West Africa for the Nigerian government. 
Rendall was very keen on boating, and for some years he managed a friend's 60-foot motor yacht 
based in the Mediterranean. He later built and sailed his own boat. 
With six children, including two sets of twins, he converted the family car, a pre-war Lea Francis, for 
holidays. 
In 1955, the Guild of Air Pilots and Navigators awarded him a Master Pilot Certificate for "long 
service and high achievement'', and in 1959 he became a Liveryman of the Guild. He was appointed 
OBE in 1964. 
"Flaps'' Rendall died on July 18 2006. 
Obituary from The Telegraph 27 July 2006: 

http://www.afleetingpeace.org/index.php/business-pleasure/14-business-and-pleasure/167-the-pilots-of-imperial-airways
http://www.afleetingpeace.org/index.php/business-pleasure/14-business-and-pleasure/167-the-pilots-of-imperial-airways
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Captain 'Flaps' Rendall, who has died aged 92, was one of British Airways' most charismatic 
captains, whose flying career began in the Handley Page HP 42 Hannibal class biplane between 
London and Paris in 1936. Twenty-eight years later he was appointed flight manager of the airline's 
VC 10 fleet as it entered service. At the time it was the latest modern British airliner, and was seen 
as a potential rival to the American aircraft that dominated the world's long haul air routes. During 
the aircraft's proving flights, Rendall was concerned that there was no horizontal surface in the 
structure around the windshield which could help pilots relate the aircraft's attitude to the horizon 
on a visual approach to land. His solution was to mount a thin steel wire above the glare-shield. 
This proved successful, and has been known as the "Rendall washing line" ever since. On April 29 
1964 Rendall flew the aircraft on its inaugural flight to Lagos, the sixth type of airliner he had flown 
to West Africa. Later he was responsible for many of the early proving flights of the Super VC 10, 
which he supervised in its introduction into service. The VC 10 played a major role in the life of 
Rendall and his family. In 2001 a correspondent commented in the letters column of The Daily 
Telegraph that two generations of his family had flown the same Sea Harrier, prompting the RAF to 
point out that three generations of the Rendall family had flown the same VC 10 in its 38 years. 
Rendall and his eldest son had flown it during its service with BOAC and, after its conversion to an 
air refuelling tanker for the RAF; Rendall's granddaughter was the captain of the same aircraft on its 
final flight with No 101 Squadron. When Rendall took off for the Caribbean in December 1968 for 
the last time before his retirement from British Airways, his eldest son occupied the right-hand seat 
of the VC 10 as his first officer. In all five members of the family had flown the aircraft; and three of 
his grandchildren became airline pilots. Athelstan Sigfrid Mellersh Rendall was born on January 3 
1914 at Chagford, Devon, and educated at Gresham's School and Leeds University, where he 
gained a BSc. He became an assistant ground engineer with the Herts and Essex Aero Club for two 
years, during which time he gained his pilot's licence. In 1936 he joined Imperial Airways as a first 
officer. After a period flying the HP 42 Rendall was posted to the de Havilland DH 86 service 
between Khartoum and West Africa. During this period he was a very junior co-pilot, acting as 
engineer, radio operator and steward all in one. Despite his multiple responsibilities, he claimed 
that his only piloting activity was to work the wing flaps with a hand pump, hence his nickname of 
"Flaps". He also undertook charter work in West Africa for the Nigerian government. In the early 
war days at Lagos he flew General de Gaulle during discussions on the French colonies' role in the 
war effort; he and his radio officer would often be away for a week at a time in areas so remote that 
they had to maintain the aircraft themselves. BOAC maintained a worldwide service in the war, with 
Rendall flying a Curtiss Commando, named City of St Louis, on supply flights to Lisbon, Gibraltar 
and the besieged island of Malta. The flight to Malta had to be made under the cover of darkness, 
and Rendall recalled the airfield staff saying that the exhaust flames from the two engines were 
visible from a distance of 15 miles. However, departures from Malta for the return journey were 
never delayed on this account. These flights continued for some 18 months before the Dakota 
replaced the Commando. In 1941 BOAC resumed the service to Stockholm, flying at night over 
German-occupied Denmark, in order to collect ball-bearings that were vital to British industry. 
Rendall flew many of these sorties in the unarmed Dakota, and later the faster Mosquito. For his 
services, the Norwegian Government appointed him Knight (First Class) of the Order of St Olaf. 
Towards the end of the war, he transferred to Yorks and Liberators flying to Cairo before 
transferring to the Lancastrian - a converted Lancaster bomber - used on the Australian route. He 
flew the York on the Singapore route, during which time he became the flight captain. Then, with 
the introduction of the first British modern post-war airliner, the Hermes, he was made the flight 
superintendent of the fleet. The first aircraft was called Hannibal, after the original HP 42 which 
Rendall had flown as a first officer. Later he was one of the first captains to convert to the new 
turbo-propeller Bristol Britannia airliner, where he was again appointed flight superintendent. In 
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1954 he received the Queen's Commendation for Valuable Services in the Air, and three years later 
he took the Queen Mother to the Central African Federation. The departure from Heathrow was 
delayed for a few minutes as Prince Charles and Princess Anne visited the flight deck to meet 
Rendall and be shown the instruments. He also took Harold Macmillan on his "wind of change" 
tour of Africa, and after a period in Sydney as captain of BOAC's Boeing 707 flight was appointed 
flight manager of the VC 10 fleet. On retiring from British Airways, with his log book recording 
15,500 hours in 14 different types of aircraft, he spent three years advising Air Ceylon on the 
introduction of the Trident airliner. Rendall was very keen on boating, and for some years he 
managed a friend's 60-foot motor yacht based in the Mediterranean. He later built and sailed his 
own boat. With six children, including two sets of twins, he converted the family car, a pre-war Lea 
Francis, for holidays. He described it as "a high-density tourer. I put in an additional row of seats, 
and we all travel quite comfortably". In 1955 the Guild of Air Pilots and Navigators awarded him a 
Master Pilot Certificate for "long service and high achievement", and in 1959 he became a 
Liveryman of the Guild. He was appointed OBE in 1964. “Flaps” Rendall died on 18th July. In 1938, 
he married Marion Morton, who predeceased him. He is survived by his three sons and three 
daughters. 
Interesting thread from http://www.pprune.org/archive/index.php/t-236522.html: 
27th July 2006 
“It must have been late 1967, early 1968ish. I was a rookie controller at Tripoli Airport, Libya. The 
crews of the BOAC VC10 from London rarely deigned to visit ATC but one afternoon I saw this 
immaculate gentleman in Captain's finery walking across to the tower. When he arrived up the 
stairs I wished him "good afternoon" and he returned the compliment. He stayed for ten minutes, 
chatting with the Supervisor, then went on his way. Next day I mentioned this to the airport 
manager (one Bill Wheeler) and described the Captain. "Oh, that was 'Flaps' Rendall". When I 
returned home I dug out my copy of the Aeroplane Directory, 1962 and looked him up in the 
Who's Who section. Sure enough, there he was: Athelstan Sigfrid Mellersh Rendall. Senior Captain, 
First Class, BOAC. He was the first airline captain I had met and at that stage in my career I truly 
thought I had had an audience with God. I can still see Captain Rendall as if he is standing beside 
me. God Bless you, Sir.” 
28th July 2006 
“In 1956, Captain Rendall showed my Dad and me around the BOAC hangars at Heathrow. At the 
time, I think he was the equivalent of a Fleet Manager of the Britannia 102. We also visited the 
flight deck of a DC7C. I remember my dad driving off the perimeter road straight round to the 
Stratocruiser hangars. Security was no problem in those days. Captain Rendall was very much an 
encouraging force in my aviation life. I just wish he had written a book to cover the age he flew in.” 
29th July 2006 
“Flaps was not one to do nothing in retirement. Earlier in her VC10 career, I asked his grand-
daughter how her 80+ year old grandfather was. "He's away in New Zealand at the moment. He's 
gone bungee-jumping." I met the charming 'Flaps' at Brize when we took the Rendall family flying - 
a terrific old gent immaculate in his ex-BOAC uniform with all its gold braid. Indeed it is a pity that 
a book of his career has not (yet?) been written. HP42 to VC10 - an amazing career span. Having 
seen 'Sharky' Ward's letter in the Telegraph about his son also flying the Sea Harrier, I couldn't 
resist contacting the Telegraph to tell them about the 3 Rendall generations who'd flown the VC10; 
they subsequently printed the letter. On 27 Mar 2001 his grand-daughter indeed captained ZA142, 
the last ex-airline 'standard' VC10 on its final flight. As her co-pilot, I flew the take-off and flypast at 
Brize, then another flypast at Filton in memoriam of Capt Brian Trubshaw who had recently passed 
away, before Lucy flew the tricky approach and landing in characteristically foul Welsh wind and 

http://www.pprune.org/archive/index.php/t-236522.html
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rain on the very short runway at RAF St Athan. An excellent landing indeed, then we all piled into 
the back of a K4 and went back to the OM at Brize for rather a good lunch!” 
1547. Henry James CHAPPEL. Signed 2 July 1943. c/o BOAC. 

109 
For outstanding services in connection with the Liberation of Norway, Petty Officer Writer Henry 
James Chappel was awarded the King Haakon VII Liberty Medal. The Bromma departure lists 
include Harry Chappel, telegr. DOB 3.7.1900. 
1548. William James FERRIES. Signed 2 July 1943. c/o BOAC. 

109 
He was a pilot on the Bromma-Leuchars run. DOB 5.3.1921. 
1549. Ronald William TRETHEWAY RNR. Signed 3 July 1943. HMS Jonquil. 

109 
Commander of HMS Spiraea (K 08) from 22 November 1941 to early 1942; HMS Jonquil (K68) from 
late 1942 to December 1944; and HMS Wild Goose (U 45) from 19 February 1945 to March 1946. 
HMS Jonquil was a FLOWER-Class corvette ordered from Fleming and Ferguson at Paisley, Scotland 
on 31st August 1939. She was laid down on 27 December 1939 and launched on 9 July 1940 as the 
2nd RN warship to bear this name. It had previous been used for an ACACIA-Class Sloop built in 
1915 and sold to Portugal in 1920. Build was completed on 20 October 1940. After a successful 
WARSHIP WEEK National Savings Campaign in February 1942 this Corvette was adopted by the 
civil community of Wadebridge, Cornwall. After a refit in June 1943 and trials in early July, HMS 
Jonquil took passage on 7 July to resume Atlantic convoy defence. In August, she was deployed as 
part of the escort for Convoy KMS52 during its passage to Malta. On 12 September 1942, she was 
deployed with Mediterranean Fleet ships escorting Italian warships during passage into Malta for 
formal surrender. 
See http://www.naval-history.net/xGM-Chrono-20Cor-Flower-Jonquil.htm for more details.  
1550. Sub-Lieutenant [later Commander] George Frederick Vivian DOUGLAS. Signed 3 July 
1943. HMS Jonquil. 

109 
From The Navy List for August 1943: 

 
From http://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Douglas-361: 
Born December 11, 1911 in Brentford, Middlesex 

http://www.naval-history.net/xGM-Chrono-20Cor-Flower-Jonquil.htm
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Husband of Elvena Allix Smith — married December 15, 1945 in Wirral, Cheshireheshire 
Died December 17, 1998 in Surrey 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He wsa removed from the Active List on 11 August 
1953. 
1551. William Wavell WAKEFIELD, 1st Baron Wakefield of Kendal (10 March 1898 - 12 
August 1983). Signed 3 July 1943 and 30 November 1942. Air Ministry. 

109 
He was known as Sir Wavell Wakefield between 1944 and 1963, was an English rugby union player 
for Harlequins and England, President of the Rugby Football Union and Conservative politician. 
Wakefield was born in Beckenham, London, the son of Roger William Wakefield. He was the 
brother of Sir Edward Wakefield, 1st Baronet, also a Conservative politician. His youngest brother, 
Roger Cuthbert Wakefield, was an early British & Irish Lion, touring on the 1927 British Lions tour 
to Argentina. He attended Sedbergh School in the West Riding of Yorkshire (now part of Cumbria), 
leaving during the First World War to join the Royal Naval Air Service. After the war Wakefield 
became the captain of the RAF rugby team and joined Harlequins. On 11 October 1919, he made 
his debut for Harlequins against Richmond and he continued to play for the club for the next ten 
years. He occasionally played for other teams during this time, but Harlequins was always his main 
club. During his career with Harlequins, he appeared a total of 136 times, including 82 as captain, 
and he made his final appearance on 25 January 1930 against Cambridge University. He scored 51 
tries for the club, along with one penalty and 14 conversions. He was club captain in the seasons 
1920/21, 1924/25 and 1927/28 to 1929/30. In 1920, Wakefield made his England debut against 
Wales. He captained the Cambridge University team in 1922. In total, he appeared for England 31 
times and was captain on 13 occasions. He led England to back-to-back Grand Slams. His final 
appearance for England was against France in April 1927. Through his career, Wakefield's influence 
on the game was pronounced. As an excellent all-round athlete he helped revolutionise the role of 
the back row forward. Prior to Wakefield their role was mainly static—pushing in the set scrum and 
winning the ball in loose scrums (or rucks, as they later became). Wakefield's athleticism enabled 
him to play a more dynamic role: pressuring the opposition half backs in defence and supporting 
the attacks of the three quarters, and these remain the prime responsibilities of the modern open 
side flank forward. Rugby historian Barry Bowker described Wakefield thus; "A complete footballer, 
he had all the attributes - strength, weight and speed - of a great forward. He was a master of the 
art of dribbling with pace, was up with his backs to share in an attack and took and gave passes 
well". He remained involved in Rugby and was the RFU president in 1950. From 1950 to 1980 he 
was president of Harlequins. An all-round sportsman, Wakefield also became the president of the 
Ski Club of Great Britain, the British Sub-Aqua Club and the British Water Ski Federation. In 1999 
Wakefield was inducted as the first English member of the International Rugby Hall of Fame. In 
1931, Wakefield joined the Rediffusion radio company. In 1935, he moved into politics, becoming 
Conservative Member of Parliament (MP) for Swindon. At the 1945 general election, he moved to 
St Marylebone. He was knighted in 1944 and in 1963, upon retiring from Parliament, was raised to 
the peerage as Baron Wakefield of Kendal, of Kendal in the County of Westmorland. For many 
years he was an active member of the Conservative Monday Club. Apart from his sporting and 
political careers Wakefield was instrumental in the preservation of the Ravenglass & Eskdale 
Railway and Lake District Estates, being Director of the former company after the death of 
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Midlands Stockbroker Colin Gilbert. Upon Wakefield's death, his daughter, The Hon. Mrs Joan 
Raynsford OBE, took over as the head director of the railway company. His other two daughters, 
the late Mrs Sheila Hensman OBE and Mrs Ruth Adorian OBE also became active directors. Lord 
Wakefield of Kendal died in August 1983, aged 85, when the barony became extinct. 
1552. Squadron Leader Edward (“Ted”) Poyntz WOOD DFC RCAF (C1158). Signed 3 July 
1943. 

109 
Medmenham CTU. No.403 Squadron - Award effective 18 December 1944 as per LG dated 29 
December 1944 and AFRO 435/45 dated 9 March 1945. Born in Kingston, Ontario 1916; educated 
at Queen's University (civil engineer); home given variously as Renfrew and Toronto; enlisted in 
Toronto, 9 October 1939. First trained at Border Cities Flying Club, Windsor (nearly washed out on 
Tiger Moths!), then to Trenton and finally to Camp Borden (wings, June 1940). Initially served as a 
staff pilot, flying Lysanders at Rockcliffe and Jarvis. Took instructor course at Trenton, then 
instructed at No.2 SFTS and No.8 SFTS. Ferried a Hudson to Prestwick, 1 April 1942. Then to No.61 
OTU, Rednall (Spitfires); tied for first place in course with an ex-Tiger Moth instructor. Posted to 
No.402 Squadron, 25 June 1942; there were too many Flight Lieutenants in that unit, so posted to 
No.401 Squadron, 24 July 1942. Shot up and wounded during Dieppe Raid. In December 1942 took 
command of a flight in No.416 Squadron. Ditched in North Sea in January 1943 (rescued after an 
hour); posted to No.53 OTU, RAF Llandow, Wales, April 1943. After six months returned to No.402 
Squadron. On D Day-plus six he led a section to B.2, stayed the night, and was fired upon by our 
guns next day; learned he had overnighted in France by error. Took command of No.403 Squadron, 
16 June 1944. With this unit he was credited with the following victories: 2 July 1944, one Bf.109 
probably destroyed plus two Bf.109s damaged; 5 October 1944, three Bf.109s destroyed (all near 
Arnhem; one shared with Pilot Officer R.C.A. Shannon); 6 October 1944 one Bf.109 destroyed, 
Nijmegen. Finished his second tour, 25 November 1944 and returned to Canada 1 April 1945. 
Rejoined in October 1946. His service included time with No.402 (Auxiliary) Squadron and the 
Vampire aerobatic team which appeared at Minnesota State Fair (Minneapolis, 1947). Flew Sabres 
with Nos.421 and 413 Squadrons.  Award presented at St Hubert. Killed in an automobile accident, 
13 June 1959. This officer has nearly completed a second tour of operations. He has proved himself 
a fearless leader and has commanded his Squadron with great success. He has always displayed 
great keenness to operate against the enemy. Since D-Day he has destroyed at least three enemy 
aircraft and damaged a further two. In addition he has either destroyed or damaged eighty-three 
mechanical vehicles. 
1553. Flight Lieutenant Alan William ROBERTSON. Signed 3 July 1943. CTTB Central Trade 
Test Board (of the RAF). 

109 
The Air Force List for July 1943 shows two possibilities: 

 Alan William | Alexander William 
From the Air Force Association of Canada: ROBERTSON, S/L Alan William (RAF 79817) - Member, 
Order of the British Empire - No.19 Elementary Flying Training School, Virden, Manitoba - Awarded 
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as per LG dated 1 January 1946 and AFRO 82/46 dated 25 January 1946. As Chief Ground 
Instructor, this officer's main interests have been for the betterment of conditions under which the 
pupils worked and the continued improvement of flying instruction. He has succeeded in enthusing 
unsurpassed spirit and morale of his staff of instructors and pupils no matter the cost to himself. 
He has undertaken tasks far beyond the call of duty and has succeeded in establishing a model 
Ground Instruction School. His zeal and energy is unbounded. He is a fine officer and endeavours 
to put his widespread experience in the service to unexcelled use for the benefit of others. 
1554. P SKAU (?). Signed 7 July 1943. Boys Hostel, Shetland. 

109 
The surname might be Shaw. No trace found. 
1555. Flight Lieutenant Godfrey Wentworth WENTWORTH (82237). Signed 7 July 1943. No 
1 Air/Sea Rescue Unit, Lerwick, Shetland. 

109 
The Air Force List for July 1943 shows only one person named Wentworth and no one named 
Westworth. 
1556. Johan William “Ville” SIBERG. Signed 8 July 1943. Abbeyfield, RAF Hawarden. 

109 
DOB 4.3.1889. svensk, civ.ing. 
He was the director of the SKF Factory in Luton. According to Making for Sweden Part 1 The RAF 
1939 – 1945 by Wegmann and Widfeldt, V Siberg and H W A Waring were flown to Stockholm 
(from Leuchars) in June 1943. Their mission was to prevent the Germans from placing a large order 
for ball-bearings. They managed to secure a large order for special ball-bearings which were 
gradually delivered both by air and by converted speed boats. Most of the ball-bearings were later 
re-exported to the Soviets. Their flight from Leuchars to Bromma was the first time men were flown 
in the bomb-rack of a Mosquito. A full description of this event is in Ralph Barker’s The Blockade 
Busters, Chatto & Windus, 1976, pp156-157. 
1557. Henry William Allen WARING. Signed 8 July 1943. British Legation, Stockholm. 

109 
DOB 7.8.1906. engelsk, dipl. 
Known as the ball-bearing man. He reported to Sir George Binney356. Waring worked for the 
Ministry of Supply in 1945. In 1939, a new electric melting shop opened, which on the outbreak of 
                                                 

356 Signed this book on 30 September 1941, 1 December 1941, 14 December 1941 and 18 April 1942 
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war that year led to Brymbo being chosen to supply high quality steel to the Air Ministry. Under the 
control of Thomas Firth & John Brown Ltd, four new arc furnaces were installed to help meet the 
demand. 
He is included in the index to SOE file reference HS 7/279 War Diary Scandinavia Jul 42 - Oct 42: 

 
When the war ended the company was taken over by GKN, before a brief period of nationalisation 
between 1951 and 1955. Denationalisation saw GKN return to Brymbo with H W A Waring at the 
helm. A second electric melting shop was opened and at the same time the old open hearth 
furnaces shut down. On 9 January 1962, Waring was killed in a plane crash at Luxembourg Airport. 
At that time, he was a director of Guest, Keen & Nettlefords Ltd. He was with Capt William Mellows, 
a pilot of British Executive Air Services Ltd, when their Cessna 310, en route from Cardiff, crashed 
while making its approach to Luxembourg Airport. 
See Blockade Runners Sweden’s Lifeline in the Second World War, pp. 160, 161 & 283. See the 
chapter on George Binney in his stepson Marcus Binney’s book Secret War Heroes: The Men of 
Special Operations Executive. 
See the entry for V Siberg who also signed this book on 8 July 1943 and the departure record 
below: 
 

 
1558. Air Marshal Sir Alick Charles STEVENS KBE CB MiD (09041). (31 July 1898 – 2 July 
1987), Signed 8 July 1943. No 18 Group Headquarters. 

110 
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(RNVR/RNAS):- (T) Sub-Lt: 14 Jun 1916, (T) Obs Sub-Lt: 21 Oct 1916, Obs Lt: 31 Dec 1917. (RAF):- 
(T) Capt Lt: 1 Apr 1918, Flt Lt: 1 Aug 1919 1 Apr 1918, Obs Off: 24 Oct 1919 1 Apr 1918, Fg Off: xx 
xxx xxxx 1 Apr 1918, Flt Lt: 30 Jun 1923 1 Apr 1918, Squadron Ldr: 1 Apr 1933, Wg Cdr: 1 Jul 1937, 
(T) Gp Capt: 1 Jun 1940, Act A/Cdre: 7 Feb 1942?, Gp Capt (WS): 7 Aug 1942, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Nov 
1942, Gp Capt: 1 Jun 1943, Act AVM: 8 Jun 1944 - 12 Oct 1945, A/Cdre (WS): 8 Jun 1945, Act AVM: 
15 Dec 1945, (T) AVM: 1 Jan 1946, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1946, AVM: 1 Jul 1947, Act AM: 8 Jun 1951, AM: 1 
Jul 1951. Educated at Victoria College, Jersey he joined the RNAS in 1916 as an observer. During an 
early morning anti-submarine patrol on 28 November 1916, he was the observer to a South 
African, Llewelyn Davies.  Whilst 50-60 miles East of Felixstowe, their aircraft (Short 827, No 3324) 
started to lose power resulting in them having to set down on the sea. Attempting to taxi 
westwards, the engine finally gave up altogether. The two crew members then became one of only 
two British crews to be captured by a German submarine during North Sea operations. On the 
formation of the RAF he was commissioned into the Observer Branch. He was a representative of 
the RAF at the funeral of King George VI. 
1559. ? ? BETTS. Signed 15 July 1943. No address. 

110 
There are several matches in The Air Force List for July 1943: 
Arthur BETTS (69339) 
Arnold Alexander BETTS (102068) 
Arthur Frederick BETTS (50490) 
William Arthur BETTS (108861) 

 
It could also be Air Vice-Marshal Charles Stephen BETTS or Air Vice-Marshal Eric Bourne Coulter 
BETTS. 
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1560. Boris JARTSEV AKA Boris RYBKIN. Signed 16 July 1943. 13 Kensington Palace 
Gardens, London W8. 

110 
DOB 19.6.1889. Rysk. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boris_Rybkin: 
Boris Arkadjevitš Rybkin (19 June 1899 - 27 November 1947) was the NKVD 's official. He served as 
the Embassy of Finland, the Soviet Union as a second secretary of the embassy when operating 
under the name Boris Yartsev. He sought to negotiate directly with the Finnish government in 1938 
the Soviet-Finnish cooperation in the event of Germany attacking. The Soviet ambassador was at 
that time, Vladimir Derevjanski and Foreign kansankomissaarina Anglophile Jew Maxim Litvinov, 
the foreign policy were the Aggression 1930s. Litvinov were traded before the conclusion of 
aggression pact with Germany, Vyacheslav Molotov. Boris Yartsev entered into negotiations with 
Foreign Minister Rudolf Holsti with 14 August 1938. Yartsev of the Soviet Union wanted to limit the 
transfer of the Isthmus, so as not necessarily be on the Finnish side to fire heavy artillery towards 
Leningrad, and some islands in the Gulf of Finland, to prevent the Soviet fleet necessarily be to 
encircle the Gulf of Finland. Islands in the Gulf of Finland would have been enough long-term lease. 
On the other hand also aluevaihdoksiin we were ready. The Soviet Union had offered 183 square 
kilometers of areas Repola and Rotary Lake, where the tribe was required to join during the wars in 
Finland. When the change of government, Minister for Foreign Affairs does not Eljas Erkko wanted 
to negotiate with Yartsev. The Prime Minister AK Cajander believes that the matter belonged to the 
Minister of Foreign Affairs and Yartsev was trying to reach Mr Kallio talk, but he did not get a 
meeting. In March 1939, the Soviet Union brought the negotiations on the official level when Boris 
Stein presented a lease for Foreign Affairs of Finland islands Eljas Erkko. Circuit refused, citing 
Finnish neutrality. Mannerheim, the Defence Council chaired by the outer islands in the Gulf of 
Finland had to hard-justifiable and not seen a transfer of harm to the border the Gulf of Finland. 
Yartsev was killed in a car accident in Czechoslovakia in 1947. 
1561. Arne Emil JACOBSEN (11 February 1902 – 24 March 1971). Signed 16 July 1943. 
Strand Palace Hotel, London. 

110 
DOB 5.3.1919. Norsk. 
Arne Emil Jacobsen was a Danish architect and designer. He is remembered for his contribution to 
architectural Functionalism as well as for the worldwide success he enjoyed with simple but 
effective chair designs. Arne Jacobsen was born on 11 February 1902 in Copenhagen to upper-
middle-class Jewish parents. He first hoped to become a painter but was dissuaded by his father 
who encouraged him to opt instead for the more secure domain of architecture. After a spell as an 
apprentice mason, Jacobsen was admitted to the Architecture School at the Royal Danish Academy 
of Fine Arts where from 1924 to 1927 he studied under Kay Fisker and Kaj Gottlob, both leading 
architects and designers. Still a student, in 1925 Jacobsen participated in the Paris Art Deco fair, 
Exposition Internationale des Arts Décoratifs et Industriels Modernes, where he won a silver medal 
for a chair design. On that trip, he was struck by the pioneering aesthetic of Le Corbusier's L'Esprit 
Nouveau pavilion. Before leaving the Academy, Jacobsen also travelled to Germany, where he 
became acquainted with the rationalist architecture of Mies van der Rohe and Walter Gropius. Their 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boris_Rybkin
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work influenced his early designs including his graduation project, an art gallery, which won him a 
gold medal. After completing architecture school, he first worked at city architect Poul Holsøe's 
architectural practice. In 1929, in collaboration with Flemming Lassen, he won a Danish Architect's 
Association competition for designing the "House of the Future" which was built full scale at the 
subsequent exhibition in Copenhagen's Forum. It was a spiral-shaped, flat-roofed house in glass 
and concrete, incorporating a private garage, a boathouse and a helicopter pad. Other striking 
features were windows that rolled down like car windows, a conveyor tube for the mail and a 
kitchen stocked with ready-made meals. A Dodge Cabriolet Coupé was parked in the garage, there 
was a Chris Craft in the boathouse and an Autogyro on the roof. Jacobsen immediately became 
recognised as an ultra-modern architect. The year after winning the "House of the Future" award, 
Arne Jacobsen set up his own office. He designed the functionalist Rothenborg House, which he 
planned in every detail, a characteristic of many of his later works. Soon afterwards, he won a 
competition from Gentofte Municipality for the design of a seaside resort complex in Klampenborg 
on the Øresund coast just north of Copenhagen. The various components of the resort became his 
major public breakthrough in Denmark, further establishing him as a leading national proponent of 
the International Modern Style. In 1932, the first item, the Bellevue Sea Bath, was completed. 
Jacobsen designed everything from the characteristic blue-striped lifeguard towers, kiosks and 
changing cabins to the tickets, season cards and even the uniforms of the employees. The focal 
point of the area was supposed to have been a lookout tower, more than a hundred metres high 
with a revolving restaurant at the top but it was abandoned after huge local protests. Still, it is 
reflected in the overall arrangement of buildings in the area which all follow lines that extend from 
their missing centre. In 1934, came the Bellavista residential development, built in concrete, steel 
and glass, with smooth surfaces and open floor planning, free of any excesses or ornaments. 
Completing the white trilogy in 1937, the Bellevue Theatre featured a retractable roof allowing 
open-air performances. These early works clearly show the influence of the White Cubist 
architecture Jacobsen had encountered in Germany, particularly at the Weissenhof Estate in 
Stuttgart. The cluster of white buildings at Bellevue also includes the Skovshoved Filling Station. In 
their day, these projects were described as "The dream of the modern lifestyle". Despite 
considerable public opposition to his avant-garde style, Jacobsen went on to build Stelling House 
on Gammeltorv, one of Copenhagen's most historic squares. Although the modernistic style is 
rather restrained and was later seen as a model example of building in a historic setting, it caused 
virulent protests in its day. One newspaper wrote that Jacobsen ought to be "banned from 
architecture for life". When, together with Erik Møller, he won a competition for the design of Århus 
City Hall it was with yet another controversial design. It was deemed too modern and too anti-
monumental. In the end Jacobsen had to add a tower as well as marble cladding. Still, it is 
considered one of his most important buildings. It consists of three offset volumes. During World 
War II, scarcity of building materials made assignments difficult to obtain and in 1943, due to his 
Jewish background, Arne Jacobsen had to abandon his office and go into exile to escape planned 
deportation. He fled Denmark, rowing a small boat across Øresund to neighbouring Sweden where 
he would stay for the next two years. His architectural work was limited to a summer house for two 
doctors. Instead he spent his time designing fabrics and wallpaper. When the war ended in 1945, 
Jacobsen returned to Denmark and resumed his architectural career. The country was in urgent 
need of both housing and new public buildings but the primary need was for spartan buildings 
which could be built without delay. After some years Jacobsen got his career back on track and 
with projects such as the Allehusene complex from 1952 and his Søholm terraced houses from 
1955, he embarked on a more experimental phase. He moved into one of the Søholm houses and 
lived there until his death. Rødovre Town Hall, built from 1952 to 1956, shows how well Jacobsen 
combined the use of different materials: sandstone, two types of glass, painted metalwork and 
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stainless steel. It is also noted for its central staircase, suspended from the roof on orange-red steel 
rods. The sides are cut from 5 cm steel plate, painted a dark grey; the steps, only a few millimetres 
thick, are stainless steel with a rubber coating on the upper side for better grip. The Munkegaard 
School consists of pavilions connected by glass corridors, arranged in a grid system around small 
courtyards. It received considerable attention in international school circles and contributed to his 
growing international reputation. With the SAS Royal Hotel, built from 1956 to 1960, Jacobsen was 
given the opportunity to design what has been called "the world's first designer hotel". He 
designed everything from the building and its furniture and fittings to the ashtrays sold in the 
souvenir shop and the airport buses. These larger assignments started to attract attention and 
commissions from abroad. Rødovre Town Hall secured him an invitation for his first competition in 
Germany which was followed by a number of other German projects. A delegation of Oxford dons 
visited the SAS Hotel and the Munkegård School in their search for an architect for St Catherine's 
College. They were soon convinced he was the right choice for their important commission. Again 
Jacobsen designed everything, including the garden, down to the choice of fish species for the 
pond. The dining hall is notable for its Cumberland slate floor. The original college buildings 
received a Grade I listing on 30 March 1993. When Arne Jacobsen died unexpectedly in 1971, he 
had a number of large projects under way. These included a new town hall in Mainz, Germany, the 
Danish National Bank and the Royal Danish Embassy in London. These projects were completed by 
Dissing and Weitling, a firm set up by his former key employees Hans Dissing and Otto Weitling. 
1562. Major Richard IDDISON. Signed 16 July 1943. G.P.O. Sumburgh. 

110  
He also signed this book on 20 April 1943 and “Major Royal Artillery” was added. GPO is the 
General Post Office. It was usual to add “GPO” to addresses, eg 

 
1563. A WALCZUK. Signed 17 July 1943. P/50 Polish Forces. 

110 
No trace found. 
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1564. Unknown. Signed 18 July 1943. 23, South Street, St Andrews. 

110 
According to Historic Scotland, 23 South Street, St Andrews is an 18th Century two-storey house 
with a third storey added c.1800. 6-window, rubble and slate, painted margins; shaped centre 
chimney gablet. 
1565. Knude THRANE AKA Gerd CHRISTENSEN. Signed 18 July 1943. Denmark. 

110 
DOB 23.4.1923. Dansk. 
Records referring to him are kept in the National Archives with reference HS 9/1531 and are closed 
until 1 January 2031. The file description is “Richard DE VESVROTTE aka Jean RUFFEY - born 
21.03.1912; Ralph VETERE aka Ralph PETERON - born 15.04.1923; Frederick Wilhelm George Unger 
VETLESEN - dob n/k; Jacques VEYSSET - dob n/k; Paule VIALTET - dob n/k; Fernand Georges Marius 
Abel Edouard VIAT - born 13.09.1896; Ralph VIBERT - born 07.11.1911; Fritz VIBECK - born 
21.10.1919”. He also has a file in TNA with reference HS9/1467/8 in the name of Knud THRANE aka 
Gerd CHRISTENSEN and a DOB of 23 April 1923. 
The Bromma departure list for 17 July 1943 shows two passengers, both Danish: 

 
SOE file, reference HS 8/980 Norwegian Parties and Symbols, in TNA include him: 
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The entry above reads “Liar. Thoroughly unreliable type”. 
See the next entry for an article that mentions Knude Thrane and Lars Lassen-Landorph on the 
same mission. 
From HS9/1467/8: 
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1566. Lars LASSEN-LANDORPH AKA Fritz VIBECK. Signed 18 July 1943. Denmark. 

110 
DOB 21.10.1919. Dansk. 
Records referring to him are kept in the National Archives with reference HS 9/881 and are closed 
until 1 January 2031. The file description is “Rene LANDON - born c.1913; Lars Lassen LANDORPH - 
born 21.10.1919; Johannes LANDSDORP - born 09.12.1921; Robert William LANE - born 09.01.1916; 
Albert LANE - born 05.10.1912; Dorothy Jervis LANE - born 10.12.1893; Eugenio Salles LANE - dob 
n/k; Frank Earnest LANE - born 16.07.1920”. 
From 
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/record/2023707/452FAC3B59911E4CB2A94DAA96A24D1817F987
63.html: 
1 June 1994. Lars Lassen Landorph, 73-year old Danish national living in Flensburg, realized in the 
aftermath of D-Day on 6 June a military career in the British army within three or four other Danes 

http://www.europeana.eu/portal/record/2023707/452FAC3B59911E4CB2A94DAA96A24D1817F98763.html
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/record/2023707/452FAC3B59911E4CB2A94DAA96A24D1817F98763.html
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had before. He was faldskaermsjaeger and since commandosoldat in SE (Special Operations 
Executive). As the task was to support modstandsbevaegelserne in German-occupied countries. 

 
From http://www.smidths.dk/gruppe6/21198.htm: 

 
English extracts from http://www.historienu.dk/tabletrick.pdf: 
Against our joint advice, H. H. P. Larsen was despatched to the field. It was known he had robbed a 
Danish bank. In fact his colleagues nearly always referred to him as “Bank-swindler” Larsen. Within 
less than 3 months of his arrival in Denmark, it was discovered that he was planning to sell out to 
the Germans, upon which he was promptly liquidated.357 
…. 
A very promising man. Strong and self willed and rather an individualist. Not too intelligent and 
sometimes makes mistakes. Very keen and interested but sometimes says he knows a thing when 
he is not quite certain. Yet a good man.358 
…. 
Disappointing. He seemed intelligent and worked well, but did not seem to gain a very thorough 
knowledge of the subjects taught.359 
…. 
He is dependable and capable and should carry out a job with zeal and efficiency provided it was 
within the scope of his rather limited mental powers. … He would appear to have grasped all the 
essentials of the course.360 
…. 
Those present at the party say they were reminded forcibly of the end of Rasputin, when his 
enemies had plied him constantly with various deadly potions without any effect, until in the end 
they had to empty their guns into him.361 
…. 

                                                 
357 Major Taylor’s beretning, p. 8. (Rigsarkivet, herefter RA) 
358 Henrik Larsen’s rapport fra STS 1. (NA. HS9/892/3) 
359 Henrik Larsen’s rapport fra STS 17. (NA. HS9/892/3) 
360 Adolf Larsen’s rapport fra STS 31 (NA) 
361 Turnbull’s rapport, 1. juni 1943 (NA. HS2/64). 

http://www.smidths.dk/gruppe6/21198.htm
http://www.historienu.dk/tabletrick.pdf
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Thank you for the speedy way in which you eliminated one source of danger to the organization. … 
You would never have forgiven yourself if you had let him run on at the cost of good people’s lives. 
It was a terrible job to do but then war is terrible and we all admire you for having had the ‘guts’ to 
take action.362 
…. 
“LARD” (Peter Carlsen) started drinking, he was overhauled, I referred to “TENNIS” (Adolf Larsen) 
and “TRICK” (Hans Henrik Larsen).363 
…. 
almost everyone of our friends and collaborators has the least possible confidence in him, and in 
fact most of them feel that Top (Hammer) has already done enough harm in his time to justify the 
same fate as TRICK.364 
…. 
Re Lamp (Kaj Lund). Tell him that if he doesn’t behave he will go the same way as “Trick”. … If he 
lets me down he will have to pay the price even if I have to act with my own hands.365 
From 
http://rudersdal.lokalavisen.dk/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080317/artikler/803170338/&templat
e=printart (translated by Google): 
Crime History 
One Sunday in May 1943 makes the local gardener's son a nasty manifestations of Næbbegård 
Plantation. Out in Sjælsø lies the body of a young man, killed with a shot in the neck and tried in 
vain hidden using a heavy weight tied to the legs. The man turns out to be the 31-year-old Hans 
Henrik Larsen Pay. He was part of the SOE (Special Operations Executive), a secret organization 
from London who were to organize resistance in the occupied countries during the Second World 
War He is, therefore, along with three other SOE people, 16 February 1943 dropped by parachute 
in Bistruphave plantation, after which they rush through vases to Holte and on to Copenhagen. Just 
over two and a half months later ends up corpse of Hans Henrik Pay Larsen words in Sjælsø - as 
the occupation's first 'sticking killing' accused of wanting to stab the SOE - and its leader in 
Denmark, Flemming Muus, in particular - to the German enemies: 
“Without a shadow of a doubt, he accepted - and received - a sum of 10,000 crowns as an interim 
payment to the enemy in my tracks with arrest (and subsequent event) for an eye” writes Flemming 
Muus in his memoirs from 1979.  
Man with alcohol problems 
However, Hans Henrik Larsen Pay no contact to the Germans? Was there any money? Was he a 
traitor when it came to the crunch? Very, very little evidence of it.  
That he had gambling problems, lack of money and had a drink problem - and that he was a drunk 
or two has threatened to enter the SOE to the Germans if he did not get more money for his work - 
seems to be an established fact. But he should have thought it, he should have been sticking it 
refutes MA Peter Edelberg in its thorough Article Table Trick - The story behind the first 'sticks 
killings' during the occupation.  
Failed assassination attempt 
                                                 

362 Film message no. 6. (RA. Duus-Hansens arkiv, læg 3.) 
363 Brev fra Muus til Hollingworth via Turnbull, 25. jun. 1943 (RA, Ebbe Muncks arkiv, pk. 2, læg 2.) 
364 NA. HS2/63. Citeret fra Jespersen, Med Hjælp fra England, bd. I, p. 283. 
365 Film Message No. 8 Continued. (NA. HS2/64.) 

http://rudersdal.lokalavisen.dk/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080317/artikler/803170338/&template=printart
http://rudersdal.lokalavisen.dk/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080317/artikler/803170338/&template=printart
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Nevertheless, one of SOE agree that Hans Henrik Larsen Pay must be disposed of. First, they try to 
persuade him to go to Sweden. It failed. Since they try to stun him at a party in Christianshavn and 
then throw him in the Sound. It failed. And finally becomes a trio led by the 23-year-old law 
student Lars Lassen Landorph asked to keep a 'traitor' to a deserted place, there to do away with 
him.  
Under the guise of having to look for new nedkastningssteder for SOE, they get 29 April lured their 
victim with the Birkeroed. Hans Henrik Larsen Pay arrive by train at. 16:20 along with one of the 
group members and then take the bus to Ravnsnæs by Næbbegård Plantation. As they walk down 
towards Sjælsø goes Larsen in front of the other, and right on the sloped terrain down to the lake 
pulling the 19-year Knud Thrane an English browning caliber 6.35 mm and shoots Hans Henrik 
Larsen Pay in the neck.  
Absurd claim 
Peter Edelberg, as I said in no doubt that Hans Henrik Larsen Pay was not sticking. As he writes in 
his article: 
“It is absurd to argue that he should first have threatened to stab the organization, then actually 
have done it, and eventually gone to a party and out on the desolate places with the people he has 
stuck.” 
A niece of Hans Henrik Larsen Pay also visited Birkeroed Local History Archive and the Museum of 
wanting to clear his uncle's memory, as she believes that his nonsense and bickering about money 
and indicating to the Germans, has only been drunk talk.  
Sources: Birkeroed Local History Archive and Museum, and "Table Trick - The story behind the first 
'sticks killings' during the occupation" of MA Peter Edelberg placed on the webzine www.historie-
nu.dk Published: 17 March 2008 
Full text of http://www.historienu.dk/tabletrick.pdf by Peter Edelberg (translated by Google and 
poorly edited by Trevor Baker): 
Hans Henrik Pay Larsen was one of the Special Operation Executives fallen under occupation. He 
appears not fallen in Denmark Freedom Fight, and it is in general very sparingly written about after 
the war. The reason for this is that he was liquidated by order from SOE itself to be a threat to the 
organization. SOE was set up by the British military leadership to assist the Allies' war against 
Germany by bringing the war in the back Hitler's lines. In May '43 was the policy in Denmark to SOE 
folks were out-lead sabotage and send intelligence to London. Henrik Larsen was a trained 
sabotage instructor, but was never performed this work, he instead became the first to be 
liquidated by a Danish resistance group during the occupation. Hæstrup wrote nine lines on the 
matter in contact with England, true to its conviction not to go into opposition group cash-calling. 
The 2nd May found the body of a man Sjælsø. He was killed by a shot in the neck ... it was 
informed that he had been very careless in his statements and that he probably had been killed by 
his own people. The presumption was correct. After instructions from London decided the 
liquidation of him, and then headquarters in London as practice- first command authority 
acknowledged it happened. 1 
In the Hæstrup collected reports, there is not much about Henrik Larsen. R C Hollingworth and 
Reginald Spink366 do not mention him, nor do most of the Danish agents. The only statement from 
SOE in London's is in Major Taylor's report, where he washes his hands by stating that Henrik 
Larsen was sent to Denmark by Hollingworth despite Taylor and Colonel Spooners objection. 

                                                 
366 Signed this book on 7 October 1942 

http://www.historie-nu.dk/
http://www.historie-nu.dk/
http://www.historienu.dk/tabletrick.pdf
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Against our joint advice, H. H. P. Larsen was despatched to the field. It was known he had robbed a 
Danish bank. In fact his colleagues nearly always referred to him as “Bank-swindler” Larsen. Within 
less than three months of his arrival in Denmark, it was discovered that he was planning to sell out 
to the Germans, upon which he was promptly liquidated. 2 
It now appears that Major Taylor's memory is a little too colourful. In the described directions using 
the nickname for Henrik Larsen, refers to him as "Bank-Larsen." 3 
Flemming Muus gives a more detailed explanation. 
One of our parachute men did not respect the game lets rules. He is no more among us. ... we had 
expected a lot from him in the active work. It should not be like that. He was a of the many who 
had gone to work could go on. All our sympathy went to his mother and his family, who know that 
he made an out- marked effort in 'Little Norway', Canada, as sergeant in the Royal Norwegian Air 
Force. 4 
Muus avoided deftly to enter the reason for liquidation. Detective Ib Larsen provides an 
explanation in his report to Haestrup: 
When the body was found, an investigation was organised ... on our further movements in this case 
we visited the cafe 'Nick' ... there were many people present in the restaurant, which could tell us 
quite a bit about 'Bank Larsen'. If we had used all this information, which we came into possession 
of, it would not have been so nice for the good parachutists, but so bad it was fortunately not. 5 
This was largely what was written about Larsen until 1979: bank robber, recruited from Canada, SOE 
agent, spoke about it, wound up. Hæstrup omitted, however, all information about Henrik Larsen's 
past, and in other history works on SOE was ignored Larsen, as an anomaly, a person whose past or 
work were not indicative of SOE’s work in Denmark, and certainly not in the great story of 
Denmark's liberation. However, the questions are mounting. Who was he? Where did he came 
from? Why was he sent in the field if he was not to be trusted? Who gave the order to the 
liquidation? On what basis? Who did it? What context was it done in? What were the 
consequences? 
Already in the Reports, there are two conflicting explanations for Henrik Larsen’s crime. Did he talk 
about it or was he planning to sell out to the Germans? Muus elaborates his explanation 
I have been asked to enter the real reason for the Sjælsø liquidation. ... He had without a shadow of 
a doubt ... accepted - and received - a sum of kr. 10,000 as a provisional down payment to lead the 
enemy in my tracks with the arrest (and consequently the following circumstances) in mind. 6 
As far as why everything should thus be clear, but you go to sources, shows there is a quite 
different picture of the causes, course and context. Let us start by looking at how it all started, to 
determine whether Major Taylor was right to Henrik Larsen never should hav- right sent to 
Denmark. 
Childhood and Education 
He was born in February 1912 in Copenhagen, the third brother of four. 7 The family was poor. The 
mother was alone with the boys and she had to work before and after school to make ends meet. 8 
The father was Hans Jacob Hansen and the mother was Kelner, but his parents were not married, 
and the children lived with their mother. 9 He took O-levels in 1930 and started in a bank as an 
assistant. In 1933, he was drafted into the army and did his military service in the Royal Life Guards 
Gunner Corps in the years 1933 – 34. 10 After military service worked Larsen further in 
Andelsbanken in Copenhagen, and married an Icelandic girl with whom he had a son in November 
1937. She traveled home to Iceland, as Larsen had meanwhile come into trouble, and she wanted 
to have the baby at home with her parents. He had a game- passion, and an active social life in 
cafés and restaurants. There was irregularities detected in the bank's accounts and Larsen was 
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accused of theft. 11 However, it can now be concluded that Larsen was not a bank robber nor has 
he ever been convicted of fraud. After he was liquidated, his liquidators fled to Sweden and were 
arrested by the Swedish police, which launched a major study of the liquidation. In this connection, 
police superintendent Gote Friberg visited the Chief of Police in Elsinore on 27 May 1943 to learn 
more about Henrik Larsen. The Chief Police got everything totally wrong to say that Larsen had 
been dismissed from the bank he worked for, since there had been irregularities in the accounts. 
Larsen had been suspected and even arrested, but since there is nothing to be able to be kept for 
his own sake, he was was released and never condemned. 12 It would therefore seem that Major 
Taylor based his accusations against "Bank Larsen" on general gossip among colleagues and not 
on facts. It is likely that the Chief of Police got everything totally wrong in Elsinore. 
Larsen’s War 
The case seems to have driven Larsen’s life off the track. Dismissal probably meant that he could 
not support his family. Alone in Denmark and with a reputation as a bank swindler, Larsen joined 
the voluntary Danish Brigade in Finland, where he worked from 5 February to 28 May 1940 as 
shooter No. 407 at 5 company. 13 When the Danish Brigade was dissolved, Larsen did not return to 
Denmark, but fled to Norway on 28 May 1940 and replaced the fight against the Communists in 
the fight against the Nazis. He fought in the Norwegian army near Church Isthmus until the British 
left Norway on 10 June 1940, after the Germans left know that all Danes who fought in Norway 
would be treated as for- rædere and shot. Larsen fled back to Finland, where he was house- right in 
Kami, but he managed to escape. From there he took a train to Hel singfors in which he visited the 
Danish consulted in order to get on to England or America to continue the fight against the 
Germans. On 1 August 1940 sailed Henrik Larsen from Petsamo in Finland to America as a sailor on 
the ship Esther Thordén. The ship was taken by the Germans and sailed to Tromsø. Esther Thordén 
then sailed back to Petsamo and then to New York under German orders, where she landed on 2 or 
3 January 1941. Larsen was sent here by the Norwegian consul to Toronto, Canada, where he was 
recruited in the Norwegian Air Force. 14 In the camp Little Norway Larsen heard about the British 
Army's call for Danish to fight against the Germans. Larsen felt mistreated in Little Norway, bl. 
things because he was used to odd jobs and did not feel that He was respected as the soldier he 
was, in the English papers summed Larsen's service in Little Norway as "office clerk". Therefore, He 
also had trouble keeping to the rules and got kvarterar- residue for six weeks in order to be 
evacuated camp. The 'good work' as Muus whereas in the Norwegian Air Force is rather Larsen's 
own rationalization, told his friends in England (but not his superiors), or Muus attempt to 
rehabilitate the memory of a mate, he nevertheless had liked in England. For these reasons, Larsen 
sailed from Halifax in the United States with S/S Orcades and came to Liverpool on 24 November 
1941. The day after he joined the Royal Victoria Patriotic School, a aflusningscenter for foreigners, 
where- From the time he was released and joined the British army. The interviewer on Royal 
Victoria Patriotic School noted that Larsen 
"Appears to be peculiarly susceptible to women, and from his letters to be an experienced 
philanderer". 15 
Training in the UK Larsen's credentials from training schools in the UK balanced between two views: 
Larsen was a good agent, but Larsen was too excessive transparent or not appropriate dedicated. 
Director of STS 1, where agents States were required to undergo a month's basic military training, 
crossver in his closing remarks: 
A very promising man. Strong and self willed and rather an individualist. Not too intelligent and 
sometimes makes mistakes. Very keen and interested but sometimes says he knows a thing when 
he is not quite certain. Yet a good man. 16 
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This assessment is repeated in the other schools. "Intelligent, extremely keen and interested, "wrote 
an officer, but adds:" Inclined two be over-confident and eager, is self willed, spoiled and very 
childish at times." 17 
Larsen had a tendency to assume the role of the old rat in the subject, as he had fought in two 
wars already. This was not a move that liking his superior in any way. At sabotage school Hatfield 
got Larsen following observations along the way: 
Disappointing. He seemed intelligent and worked well, but did not seem two gain a very grundig 
knowledge of the subjects Taught. 18 
However, notes the same officer that Larsen by a demonstration of sabotage take did very well. In 
light of Larsen's later fate is his report from security school The Rings the most serious: 
In general a somewhat superficial type of man who is not likely to be a sticker. He will probably 
require a good deal of revision on the basic principles in order that he may realise that what appear 
to him to be details are, in fact, important. 19 
In view of these reports, the lukewarm actually surprising that Hollingworth sent Henrik Larsen in 
Denmark in February 1943 along with Adolf Lar- Late, Ole Geisler and Gunnar Christiansen. For 
comparison, a different the future sabotage instructor, Adolf Larsen, got a quite difdes positive 
credentials of The Rings: 
He is dependable and capable and should carry out a job with zeal and efficiency provided it was 
within the scope of his rather limited mental powers. … He would appear to have grasped all the 
essentials of the course. 20 
We understand that shoots targets from STS 31 The Rings, was strict and without mercy, but there 
is a crucial difference between having understood the essen- tial and the opposite. However, we 
see here that they were not infallible. Adolf Larsen Late also broke security rules quite seriously and 
had to pay for it with German arrest, we will return to. It appears from these Two examples that 
Hollingworth largely followed his own head, when he sent agents in the field, and not let 
themselves be governed by training officers or employees at headquarters. What Hollingworth 
justification for To send Larsen to Denmark was, we can only guess. Maybe it was Larsen’s 
experience with war, like most other agents lacked that compensated for bowed to the relatively 
poor credentials, Larsen had from training officers. 
TRICK in Denmark 
As I said, arrived Henrik Larsen, code-named TRICK to Denmark on 16 February 1943 together with 
Ole Geisler, Gunnar Christiansen and Adolf 'Andy' Larsen. They should rectify the disastrous 
situation accident year 1942 he left for SOE in Denmark. There were only two English trained agents 
back in the country, Peter Nielsen and the back-sent (temporary) leader, Mogens Hammer. Geisler 
and Andy was sent to Jutland, to create an SOE networks and TRICK was in Copenhagen as 
sabotage instructor with Peter Nielsen. However, there was no given the green light to sabotage 
yet. The agents had to acclimate, up- build contacts and networks, but keep quiet until one of 
London hand, thought that it was time to begin a sabotage offensive. This policy had serious 
consequences in Denmark. Since the ratings agent States could not get to grips with what they 
were trained to do, began more of them by drinking and frequenting restaurants and cafes, 
breaking all security rules they had been inculcated in England. Particularly Henrik Larsen Late 
threw himself into an active social life with dance salons, restaurants and pubs, as Ib Larsen 
explained in its report. For with the investigation into the murder of Henrik Larsen police found up 
to a Finnish woman who explained that she had met Larsen at La Reine dance salon in 
Copenhagen. At the body was found a membership card to Adlon Club. 21 It is clear that Larsen 
has run completely out of control after nedkastningen over Sjælland. The psychological pressure 
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has led him to settle on alcohol and drunkenness, he has not been able to resist the temptation to 
talk about his important and dangerous work. It was serious so Larsen insisted on going to places 
that he had frequented in the past, and where he had friends who could recognize him. That there 
were several who did. The police investigation that followed his death, police found many 
acquaintances who knew about Larsen’s Copenhagen nightlife. 22 
Rasputin 
Mogens Hammer ordered Larsen to go to Sweden in early April, site to which you sent agents, one 
would of, and according to Duus-Hansen’s report to London had Larsen consented thereto. 
During this first attempt capsized however, Boat, then Table Trick (Henrik Larsen) and The Lady 
(Emmy Valentin) were sent to Jutland to train with a similar boat. After training was completed, he 
refused to accept the Order. 23 
On 21 April, Preben Lok-Lindblad thrown down over Denmark, with him he had a permit from 
London to liquidate Henrik Larsen. 24 About it was Hammer or Muus who had asked for such 
permission, we not, perhaps London had even independently assessed that Larsen had liquidated. 
Lars Lassen Landorph explains that the query came from Denmark and was approved by London. 
25 Probably the hammer standing for liquidation at this time, and he collaborated with Landorph 
Group to get rid of Larsen. Landorph group was a group of young conservatives who through work 
for free Denmark had been mixed into the actual SOE work. They had first worked with Hammer, 
and Muus took them with joy as they were the only active group, SOE had under his control in the 
spring of '43. The group was led by the 23-year-old law student Lars Lassen Landorph, and the 
other in the 3-man group who was appointed to liquidate Larsen, the 19-year-old law student 
Knud Thrane, and their joint scouting buddy Nielsen. 26 In the first attempt to poison Henrik 
Larsen by inviting him to a party in one of their illegal houses on Christianshavn and offer him a 
vermouth, which had been dissolved one of the deadly pills, the English agents had with him in the 
event of arrest. This had little effect on Larsen, and it had the next 5-6 pills dissolved in Drinks not. 
Turnbull wrote in his statement: 
Those present at the party say they were reminded forcibly of the end of Rasputin, when his 
enemies had plied him constantly with various deadly potions without any effect, until in the end 
they had to empty their guns into him. 27 
According to Flemming Juncker was both Hammer and Muus with this maka- bre party, in which 
case it must have taken place between 21 and 23 April. Juncker explains further that it was planning 
to throw Larsen Sound, but when the pills had not turned him completely unconscious, but only 
made him very tired, abandoned this plan. Hammer even went so far when he found out that the 
pills did not have the desired effect, he fetched a hammer in the kitchen to do away with Larsen. 
This he gave up, however. 28 As I said left Hammer Denmark on 23 April and Muus was now the 
problem. According to Turnbull's report, which was based on Stig Jensen's oral statements, Muus 
held a council of war with Stig Jensen, Flemming Juncker and Gunnar Christiansen. Both Flemming 
Juncker and Gunnar Christiansen has subsequently denied having been involved for such a council 
of war, and neither Muus or Stig Jensen mention it in the de- their subsequent reports. There may 
have been a conversation in Instead of an actual war tribunal. 29 The mystery about this alleged 
'War tribunal', and the the liquidation order, Lok Lindblad should have brought to Denmark, 
unfortunately throws shadows over who actually took the initiative and decisions on this winding 
and the command lines that were in operation. It was in any event decided that matte take more 
profound surgical means, and Landorph, Thrane and Nielsen was told to take Larsen to a deserted 
place and shoot him. The mystery spreads by Turnbull's report mentions that the Stig Jensen and 
Flemming Juncker, who gave the order to Landorph group whereas Lars Lassen Landorph and 
Knud Thrane even on 25 May 1943 explains to the Swedish police that they and Nielsen got the 
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order from Flemming Muus only 27 April. It is thus difficult to determine who gave the order of 
winding up. All things considered must Landorph and Thrane si- tion to be first-hand witnesses to 
the orders they received, and their report tion closest to the event in time. That's why most true- 
visible to Muus was of the order, regardless of whom he had, or had not, consulted in advance. 
Maybe tried Stig Jensen opposite Turnbull to give themselves a more prominent place in the SOE 
command structure than actually the case. Thrane suggested Sjælsø, when he was a recreational 
shooter knew that there was a shoot- orbits around, so a single shot from or to, no one would 
notice. 
Thursday, 29 April at. 11 materialize Landorph and Thrane at Knud Nielsen process apartment on 
West Banevej where they met Henrik Larsen and Peter Nielsen late. There were all ordered by Peter 
Nielsen to seek out places for receipt of parachutists near Sjælsø, so Larsen not would suspect 
something. Kl. 16:20 took Thrane and Henrik Larsen train to Bir- kerød where Nielsen had already 
been taken, and Landorph to come later. In Birkeroed shared it again, and Thrane and Landorph 
bicycles got to the venue around Sjælsø while Henrik Larsen arrived a little later with the bus, and 
Knud Nielsen had arrived in advance to ensure that no people were. These security ensured that 
they could not be prosecuted without realizing it. As they walked down against Sjælsø went Larsen 
front and Thrane and Landorph slightly behind. Thrane drew his pistol, an English browning caliber 
6.35 mm, and shot Larsen a shot in the neck. Then emptied Landorph and Nielsen Henrik Larsen's 
pockets, and they threw the body in the lake with a heavy weight tied around his legs. They went 
back to Copenhagen port where Landorph informed Muus about the outcome, so he next day 
could give a message to London that the liquidation was done. 30 
Lars Lassen Landorph explained to the Swedish police to Henrik Larsen, whom he knew only by 
the nickname Georg Jensen all the time, varit synnerligen events on spritdrycker och at Möller 
(Flemming Muus) begärt att erhålla mera Penninger, än he was berättigad till. During rusets exert 
influence had he large olika tillfällen "skrutit" över his education in the England och över 
organization arbeten. ... Jensen (Henrik Larsen) hate även hotat with att därest he icke erhölla mera 
penningar he should för tyskarna förråda organization och dess members and work at the 
Denmark. 31 
This then is the explanation Landorph got from Muus. Landorph explains further, after the case 
had gone to press. Muus had "utspritts a rykte, att the skjutne was a German angivare which 
dödats av faldskärmshoppare." 32 This interpretation is confirmed by Derek Jensen's explanation of 
Turnbull, who also reports that the cause of the liquidation was that Larsen had talked about it, and 
in this report are described in the rumour that Larsen had to be sticking as ‘common gossip’. 33 
The claim that Larsen should have been sticking can thus definitively refuted. Muus’ claim that 
Larsen even already have taken 10,000 million from the Germans is deceitful, and Major Taylor in 
his report tion in 1948 kolporteret the worst rumors to dispel any doubt that liquidation was 
justified. This is evident from the English reports that one giving any credence to the Turnbull 
report and not to those of Muus launched back ter. On 2nd August 1943, Hollingworth writes that 
Larsen was liquidated due to "loose talk." 34 
It can not be fixed when London heard about the alleged sticking company, but on 24 August 1943 
Mogens Hammer was interrogated in London, where he says that Larsen "had become a traitor and 
had made arrangements with the Nazis and police officers two be given 10,000 for information ". 
35 
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Still holding London, however, to Turnbull367 / Stig Jensen's explanation, as Hollingworth wrote on 
24 March '44 To TRICK was liquidated for "bad security". 36 In London, one extremely satisfied with 
the way the case of Larsen had been settled on. Hollingworth writes to Muus 9 May '43: 
Thank you for the speedy way in which you eliminated one source of danger to the organization. … 
You would never have forgiven yourself if you had let him run on at the cost of good people’s lives. 
It was a terrible job to do but then war is terrible and we all admire you for having had the ‘guts’ to 
take action. 37 
About the reason for the liquidation of TRICK write Birkelund and Dethlefsen in Parachute People: 
"About the reasons for this drastic step provides source- Submission nothing to say." 38 
A stunning statement when you have read Taylor and Ib Larsen’s reports and Muus had explained 
what was a done deed ... although this explanation was a lie. Even Haestrup knew back in the 50s 
that the cause was "careless statements". In short, Birkelund and Dethlefsens statements taken as 
an indication that they did not want to dig in a controversial case without reliable evidence. 
Other historians have not cared to rely on the notoriously untrustworthy Flemming Muus, but 
without sources in the Public Record Office and Riksarkivet in Stockholm, there was nothing else to 
rely on. Jorgen Kieler writes: 
Henrik Larsen was liquidated because "it was considered he revealed that he had received 10,000 kr 
for sticking Muus ". 39 
However, the formulation has Kieler smyget their way out even to consider the claim- the. 
Moreover, it can be noted that the version of the rumor from Gjort Gerning... as Kieler here 
obviously are using is probably an additional further embroidery, since neither Landorph or 
Hammer mentions that it is specifically was Muus you stick. Presumably, this Muus added because 
of its known coquetry with which wanted he was. Knud J V Jespersen has its very own version of 
the rumor in assisted by England: 
He had openly talked about his exploits in the convivial surroundings of the restaurants in 
Copenhagen and, in addition, there was a suspicion that he had been bribed by the Germans to 
reveal what he knew. 40 
How Jespersen from that knew there was only suspicion is uncertain; Muus writes that it was 
proven. Jespersen toned it down a bit and turned it together with the well-founded claim that 
Larsen talked about it. This despite the fact that Jespersen has been in the British archives and read 
a statement by Turnbull. It is seen that despite the fact that no historians have depended on Muus’ 
interpretation of the events, they have not done much to evoke them in the ground, but instead let 
Muus should live in the shade, which claims to elegant can pass without taking responsibility to 
them. With the provision of questioning by the Swedish police action must be said to be as clear as 
it can be when we for the first time first-hand accounts from the people who carried it out in 
practice and were instructed why they should do it. Despite the fact that these admission of guilt, 
'm not made in full freedom, it would be described as incredible that Landorph group should 
assume responsibility towards the Swedish police, but this was not true and amazing that they can 
pass the same beretnin- tion down to the details. We can still wonder about that Larsen threatened 
to stab organizations tion to the Germans, and only guess that he may have done it drunk and 
excited state. It is absurd to argue that he should first have threatened with sticking organization, 
then actually made it, and finally passed to party and out in remote places with the people he has 
stuck. Or may- happen already this claim, as Muus presented for Landorph and Thrane, a lie, and 
the reason was merely that Larsen had spread on his work in restaurants and lounges. In any case, 
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we determined showed that Larsen could not possibly have meant it seriously, since after his 
alleged transactions, self-disclosure, agrees to take with a group of henchmen out to a lonely place 
to "look for suitable landing sites". Flemming Juncker explains in an interview that within the 
organization used the "threat" to poke organization to the Germans as joke, making it more 
understandable that Larsen thought fairly safe within organizations sation and not feared being 
liquidated. 41 He did not know which reactions his drinking and talk about it had caused, and has 
probably not thought it was so wrong. 
Purge in the spring of '43 
Henrik Larsen’s unwary movements in the Copenhagen nightlife were a serious threat to the 
parachute organization. The drastic reaction was determined by several things. Andy Larsen had 
done the same in smaller scale one month in advance and had been arrested by the police and 
handed over to the Germans, and shortly after, a courier who by his successor ing arrest was in 
possession of a letter, how many parachute agents were listed by their code names. This case had 
resulted in to the English-trained agents standing in the unusually low rate of resistance circles in 
Denmark - people pulled in their horns and would no longer together work with SOE for fear of 
being detected by apparently so talented unscrupulous agents. 
At the same time took place on the top plane in Denmark a power struggle about who supposed 
to be the undisputed leader of the organization. Muus was in- gene doubt that it had to be him, 
and he did everything he could to suspicion and disown bl. a Mogens Hammer and Flemming 
Juncker. Knud J V Jespersen explained how Hammer was cleaned out and Stig Jensen put in place. 
42 While Muus position itself comfortably as the undisputed leader of the SOE in Denmark, he 
stopped also out among the agents. Of all the agents who had been dropped before Muus, only 
Gunnar Christensen and Ole Geisler back. It is argued in the literature that Peter Nielsen was sent 
to England because He was wanted or because he needed 'holiday'. Based on documents in Public 
Record Office is probably closer to the truth to say that Muus did not trust him, and London 
followed Muus, including so Muus could start with a brand new team and get rid of the old, and 
loyalty to Muus was questionable. 43 
Flemming Juncker thought that both the TRICK case and the subsequent explosion at J M 
Thielesvej was caused by 
idleness among the transmitted "agents" that not decreased in F. Muus' taste, because they are not 
so uncritically up to him ... there was general dissatisfaction among the new arrivals of not being 
immediately put to work ... friends (eg Preben Lok Linblad “HABIT”) quickly found busy tasks, but 
the majority made many complaints, not surprising. 44 
Knud J V Jespersen writes very precisely in Assisted from England on the liquidation of TRICK: 
Muus could hardly find any more effective method to put his authority through and at the same 
time to his subordinates signal that from now it was no longer cops and robbers, but deep 
seriousness. 45 
Next, Muus could send word to England after the agents he personally preferred, and under his 
leadership contributed parachutists to the sabotage offensive in the summer of '43 which would 
win him a reputation and fame in the history books to the present day. 
Skeletons in the cupboard 
At the same time, he could also use the liquidation to mark others. Muus writes to Hollingworth on 
25 June 1943 
"Lard" (Peter Carlsen) started drinking, he was overhauled, I referred to "TENNIS" (Adolf Larsen) and 
"TRICK" (Henrik Larsen). 46 
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Hollingworth had even used Larsen’s threat 31 May '43, where he writes about Hammer to almost 
everyone of our friends and collaborators has the least possible confidence in him, and in fact most 
of them feel that Top (Hammer368) has already done enough harm in his time to justify the same 
fate as TRICK. 47 
Likewise, Hollingworth writes to Muus, 16 July 1943: 
Re Lamp (Kaj Lund). Tell him that if he doesn’t behave he will go the same way as “Trick”. … If he 
lets me down he will have to pay the price even if I have to act with my own hands. 48 
SOE in Denmark became an organisation with discipline, authority and clear command lines. 
Agents knew the consequence of disobedience and thoughtlessness, and partners had evidence 
that would be taken care of safety of the vessels agents. A dead Henrik Larsen was worth more to 
the organization than living, and in this way Larsen did enough for SOE in Denmark that he may 
have deserved to be mentioned in Faldne i Danmarks Frihedskamp (Denmark's Fight for Freedom). 
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From Knud J V Jespersen’s No Small Achievement: Special Operations Executive and the Danish 
Resistance 1940 – 1945, University Press of Southern Denmark, 2002: 
It was undoubtedly this realisation that, in April 1943, led to the SOE's determination to liquidate 
TRICK, Hans Henrik Larsen, one of its agents who had arrived with the Geisler group in February, 
but whose drinking habits had led him to become a serious threat to security. He had openly talked 
about his exploits in the convivial surroundings of the restaurants in Copenhagen and, in addition, 
there was a suspicion that he had been bribed by the Germans to reveal what he knew. Therefore, 
according to Muus, with authorisation from London, he set up a tribunal consisting of the radio 
operator, Gunner Christiansen, Juncker, Stig Jensen, with himself in the chair, and, after some 
discussion, it was decided that Larsen should be disposed of and that it should be dealt with by 
SOE agents themselves. After an attempt to poison his drink failed, short work was made of it by 
taking him to the lake at Sjæø, under the pretext of looking for a suitable dropping zone, and 
shooting him in the back of the head. His body was dropped in the lake with a heavy weight tied to 
his feet. 
A few days later, a young man out rowing saw the body at the bottom of the lake. Inevitably, the 
discovery attracted the attention of the press and led to a number of headlines, but police officers 
loyal to the SOE made sure that the case was dropped. Nothing more happened and, a few days 
later, Muus briefly reported to London: 
“I confirm the liquidation of TRICK - the whole affair had become a major problem, and I know I 
have your support in the matter.” 
In his report of 28th May 1943, to the head of Scandinavian operations, Hollingworth added the 
following explanatory comment: 
“TRICK was liquidated for disobedience within three days of our suggesting this action.” 
London had learned the lesson of the TENNIS affair and, like Muus, dealt with this new breach of 
security coolly and professionally. Rumours about the episode spread a nd made it abundantly 
clear that the happy days of amateurism were over and that the time for responsibility and 
competence had arrived. Muus could hardly have found a more effective way of imposing his 
authority and, at the same time, making it very seriously clear that, from then on, they were not 
playing games. The liquidation of Hans Henrik Larsen also provided the SOE with an opportunity to 
remove any doubts that had arisen with in the local resistance movement as a consequence of the 
TENNIS affair. Paradoxically, therefore, the tragedy raised morale in the organisation and the clear 
demonstration of internal discipline strengthened its image. 
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1567. R HAMBROOK (?). Signed 18 July 1943. Netherburn, St Andrews. 

110 
No trace found. 
1568. Senator Allan Nicoll MACDONALD. Signed 23 July 1943. Senator Western Australia 
& Canberra. 

110 
Born 25 August 1892. Senator 1934 – 1947. Minister without Portfolio 1937 – 1939. MacDonald was 
in London in June 1943 for a serious operation. 
From http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/macdonald-allan-nicoll-10928: 
Allan Nicoll MacDonald (1892-1978), accountant and politician, was born on 25 August 1892 at 
Lochee, Forfarshire, Scotland, son of Alexander MacDonald, a retired mill manager, and his wife 
Helen Christie, née Nicoll. Educated at Arbroath High School, Allan emigrated to Western Australia 
in 1911. He lived at Collie, and worked in a bakery and as a teamster's labourer. In 1914, he moved 

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/macdonald-allan-nicoll-10928
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to Perth. Employed by the accountancy firm, Rankin, Morrison & Co., he attended evening classes 
in commerce and accountancy at Perth Technical School. 
On 17 August 1914, MacDonald enlisted in the Australian Imperial Force. After sailing for Egypt 
with the 8th Battery, Australian Field Artillery, he served at Gallipoli until he fell ill and was 
evacuated. Apart from seven months in England in 1916-17, he spent the rest of the war in Egypt, 
attaining the rank of acting warrant officer, class one, in the Australian Army Pay Corps. In June 
1919, he was discharged at his own request to take an appointment with the American Red Cross 
Commission in Palestine. At the register office, Wandsworth, London, on 4 October that year he 
married Christiana Hildreth, who had been a driver for the Women's Legion when he met her in 
1916. 

 
Clarke Studio, National Library of Australia 
They arrived in Perth in February 1920 and MacDonald resumed his job with Rankin, Morrison & 
Co. In 1925, he became secretary of the Western Australian Consultative Council, a coterie of 
businessmen chaired by Sinclair McGibbon. Probably formed at the behest of Prime Minister 
Stanley Melbourne (Viscount) Bruce to raise funds for the United Party (later the National Party of 
Western Australia), the Consultative Council also aimed to combat communist activity and 
industrial lawlessness. MacDonald acted as director of the unsuccessful United-Country parties' 
campaign to regain office in the 1927 State elections. Notwithstanding the victory of the 
conservative coalition in 1930, dissatisfaction with the influence of 'outside' fund-raising bodies led 
to the effective disbanding of the Consultative Council. From 1930 MacDonald was general 
secretary of the National Party. 
In 1934, he was elected to the Senate as a United Australia Party candidate. His term should have 
begun on 1 July 1935. When Senator Sir Walter Kingsmill died in January that year, Sir James 
Mitchell, the lieutenant-governor of Western Australia, appointed MacDonald to fill the vacancy 
from 5 March, in accordance with section 15 of the Constitution. On 29 November 1937 Prime 
Minister J. A. Lyons made MacDonald a minister without portfolio; he assisted the minister for 
commerce (to November 1938) and the treasurer (7 November 1938 to 7 April 1939). Following 
Lyons's death, MacDonald supported W. M. Hughes against (Sir) Robert Menzies for the leadership 
of the U.A.P. Menzies omitted him from his first ministry on 26 April 1939. MacDonald's decision in 
December to vote against the government during the committee stage of the gold tax collection 
bill did not help his hopes of gaining a portfolio. 
A member of the Senate standing committee on regulations and ordinances (1939-47) and the 
parliamentary standing committee on broadcasting (September 1943 to July 1944), MacDonald was 
also a member (1943) of the Empire Parliamentary Association delegation to Britain and Canada. 
He lost his seat in the 1946 elections, left the Senate on 30 June 1947, and did not gain 
endorsement for the 1949 polls. A pipe-smoking, outgoing man, he had been active in the 
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Returned Sailors' and Soldiers' Imperial League of Australia before entering the Senate. During his 
years in parliament he was keenly interested in lawn bowls; back in Perth, he found recreation in 
tending the garden of his Mount Lawley home. 
MacDonald was a member (from 1949) and chairman (1961-65) of the Western Australian Lotteries 
Commission. He died on 18 January 1978 at the Repatriation General Hospital, Hollywood, and was 
cremated with Anglican rites; his wife, two daughters and three sons survived him. 
1569. Egil NORDBERG. Signed 23 July 1943. London. 

110 
No trace found but signature may have been misidentified. 
1570. ? BEENY (?). Signed 23 July 1943. Bristol Aeroplane Co Ltd. 

110 
The surname could be Berry. Unknown. 
1571. Andreas Grieg BJERKE. Signed 25 July 1943. Oslo, Norway. 

110 
According to http://www.warsailors.com/shetlandbus/boatsd.html, he departed Volda on M/B 
Dolsøy (M 319 A) on 16 April 1941 and arrived in Lerwick on the 18 April. He was accompanied by 
Skipper Arvid Johnsen, Fritz Erik Andresen, Albert Hofflund, Ragnar Hvoslef, Victor Johansen, Arvid 
Pareli Johnsen, Steinar Kiran, Ulf Johan Mangschou, Per Martinsen, Per Borch Olsen, Anton Kåre 
Pettersen, Roy Andresen Ramsli, Daniel William Walker Ring, Ivar Johan Silseth, Oscar Ulla, Kaspar 
Jarle Valle, Knut Winther, and Andreas Hofgaard Wyller. He is listed in Little Norway. No further 
trace found. 
1572. Flight Lieutenant Waverley CAMERON (118231). Signed 28 July 1943. 2846 
Squadron RAF Regiment. 

111 
LG 23 June 1942. 2846 Squadron formed as No 846 Squadron at Leuchars on 19 December 1941, 
having been unnumbered from the previous April. On 1 February 1942 all RAF Regiment Squadrons 
had 2000 added to their numbers. The Squadron converted to the Light Anti-Aircraft role in May 
1943 and transferred to ACSEA in October 1944, arriving in Bombay in January 1945. After 
acclimatisation at Secunderabad, it moved to Santa Cruz, into Malaya and the Singapore 
disbanding at Seletar in March 1946. 

http://www.warsailors.com/shetlandbus/boatsd.html
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1573. Wing Commander Jack DAVENPORT AC DSO DFC* GM MiD. Signed 28 July 1943. 
RAF Turnberry. 

111 
He is included in the Royal Australian Air Force’s List of Famous Airmen. 
Jack Davenport rode a bicycle around the aerodrome at Turnberry Operational Training Unit in 
Scotland, where he was an instructor after having done a tour of duty on Hampden torpedo-
carrying aircraft. It was his general bearing that one recalls: the man. Instead of using bicycle clips 
for his trousers, he buttoned up the bottom of his battle dress trousers. It means one remembered 
the outward simplicity of the man. It was such a small thing but it was a detail of a bigger 
perspective of a man one was drawn to, not by his flamboyance but by some hidden inner quality 
called leadership. Details of his awards: 
Companion of the Distinguished Service Order 
“This officer has taken part in a large number of sorties, including many attacks on shipping, during 
which much loss has been inflicted on the enemy. Recently he led a formation of aircraft in an 
attack on an enemy convoy which was escorted by 16 armed ships. In spite of fierce opposing fire a 
most determined and successful attack was made. Two medium sized merchant vessels and one of 
the escorting vessels were very severely damaged. In this well executed operation, Wing 
Commander Davenport displayed high powers of leadership, great skill and determination which 
contributed materially to the results obtained. This officer has rendered great service and his 
sterling qualities have impressed all.” 
Bar to Distinguished Flying Cross 
“Since being awarded the Distinguished Service Order, Wing Commander Davenport has taken part 
in numerous attacks on enemy shipping. Much of the success obtained can be attributed to this 
officer's brilliant and courageous leadership. Wing Commander Davenport's outstanding ability and 
personal example have impressed all.” 
George Medal 
“One evening in September 1944, a Beaufighter aircraft, returning from operations with damaged 
engines, crashed on a runway. The petrol tanks burst and the aircraft became a mass of flames, 
with bursting cannon shells and ammunition. Wing Commander Davenport, having witnessed the 
crash, hastened to the scene in his car, leading the ambulance and fire tender. While attempting to 
subdue the flames with their hoses, the fire crew were forced back by the heat and exploding 
ammunition. The observer in the aircraft was able to open his hatch and escape by jumping 
through the fire, but the pilot's cockpit was completely surrounded by flames. His cockpit hatch 
was seen to open partially and fell shut again. Wing Commander Davenport immediately dashed 
forward, opened the pilot's top hatch and struggled to free him. The pilot was severely burnt and 
his feet were jammed. Wing Commander Davenport pulled him out of his flying boots and lifted 
him bodily through the blazing inferno to safety. Wing Commander Davenport sustained shock, 
with burns to his face, hair and hands. By his prompt and most courageous action, he saved the 
pilot's life.” 
A description of the above event by Flight Sergeant Jack Tucker who witnessed the landing: 
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"Bill Stanley, the pilot, chose to approach on one engine correcting with his rudder. When he 
throttled back for touch-down the rudder correction didn't work and the plane ground-looped. It 
burst into flames. Ken (the navigator) managed to get out but Bill couldn't because his flying boots 
were jammed under the instrument panel. Jack Davenport tore out in his jeep, ran into the flames 
and pulled Bill out of his boots and the cockpit." 
In 1945, Jack was involved in “Black Friday”. A force of Allied Bristol Beaufighter aircraft suffered 
heavy casualties during an unsuccessful attack on German destroyer Z33 and escorting vessels; the 
operation was labelled "Black Friday" by the surviving Allied aircrew. The German ships were 
sheltering in a strong defensive position in Førde Fjord, Norway, forcing the Allied aircraft to attack 
through heavy anti-aircraft fire. The Beaufighters and their escort of North American P-51 Mustang 
fighters were also surprised by twelve German Focke-Wulf Fw 190 fighters of the Luftwaffe fighter 
wing Jagdgeschwader 5. In the resulting attack the Allies damaged at least two of the German 
ships for the loss of seven Beaufighters shot down by flak guns. Another two Beaufighters and one 
Mustang were shot down by the Fw 190s. Four or five German fighters were shot down by the 
Allied aircraft, including one flown by an ace. The decision to attack Z33 and her escorts rather than 
a nearby group of merchant ships was in accordance with RAF Coastal Command's orders from the 
British Admiralty. The heavy casualties sustained in the raid led to merchant ships being prioritised 
over destroyers and small warships in subsequent operations. In addition, another Squadron of P-
51 Mustangs was assigned to protect Allied aircraft operating near Norway from German fighters. 
Due to Allied victories in France and Eastern Europe, Germany's surface shipping was largely 
confined to the lower Baltic and Norwegian waters by late 1944. This left ports in Norway as 
Germany's last remaining bases to continue the Battle of the Atlantic and conduct trade with 
Sweden. When the Baltic iced over during the winter of 1944–45, Germany was forced to transport 
its vital imports of Swedish iron ore from the port of Narvik in northern Norway. In response to the 
growing importance of German maritime transport routes through Norwegian waters, the Royal Air 
Force's Coastal Command transferred seven Squadrons of anti-shipping aircraft from bases in 
eastern England to northern Scotland during September and October 1944. Three Squadrons 
equipped with Mosquito light bombers were stationed at RAF Banff while a wing made up of four 
Squadrons operating Beaufighter heavy fighters was based at RAF Dallachy. The Dallachy Wing 
comprised the British No. 144 Squadron, Canadian No. 404 Squadron, Australian No. 455 Squadron 
and New Zealand No. 489 Squadron. These four Squadrons were veterans of many anti-shipping 
operations over the North Sea. Attacks by the Banff Wing quickly forced German ships travelling 
along the Norwegian coast to sail at night and take shelter in deep fjords during the day where 
they were very difficult to attack. In order to locate German ships the two wings sent out aircraft on 
almost daily patrols along the Norwegian coastline from the Skagerrak to Trondheim. 
During this period, the Allied Squadrons developed a tactic of sending two 'outriders' ahead of the 
main body of the patrol; these aircraft were manned by experienced aircrew and penetrated into 
fjords in search of shipping which might not be spotted by the other aircraft. 
By December 1944, patrols were also routinely escorted by RAF Mustang Mk III fighters and 
accompanied by Vickers Warwick air-sea rescue aircraft. Only a single Squadron of Mustangs was 
available, however, as these long-ranged fighters were needed to escort daylight raids by heavy 
bombers against Germany. German fighters began to be encountered off the Norwegian coast in 
December, and from the end of the month onwards it was common for Allied wing-sized 
operations near Norway to be attacked by groups of up to 30 fighters. 
In March 1945, the Luftwaffe had 85 single-engined and about 45 twin-engined aircraft operating 
from ten or twelve airfields south of Trondheim. During the first weeks of 1945 the Allied strike 
wings flew few operations due to severe weather. 
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On 15 January, the Banff Wing was intercepted by 30 Fw 190 fighters from the III. Gruppe of 
Jagdgeschwader 5 (III/JG 5) during a raid on the town of Leirvik. In the resulting fighting five 
Mosquitos and five Fw 190s were shot down. 
By 9 February, the Ninth and Twelfth Squadrons of JG5 were based at Herdla near Bergen, about 65 
miles (105 km) to the south of Førde Fjord. These units were equipped with Fw 190s and the 
Twelfth Squadron was commanded by Lieutenant Rudi Linz, a 28-year-old flying ace with 69 'kills' 
to his credit. The German Narvik-class destroyer Z33 entered service in February 1943. She served 
in Norwegian waters from July of that year and saw combat on several occasions. She was the last 
German destroyer to leave northern Norway, and sailed for Germany on 5 February 1945. It was 
intended that Z31, which had completed initial repairs at Bergen after being heavily damaged in 
the Action of 28 January 1945, would join her to make a joint passage to the Baltic. However, Z33 
ran aground in Brufjord on 7 February, damaging her port shaft and propeller and causing both 
engines to fail. She was subsequently taken under tow to be repaired in Trondheim. Z33 and the 
two tugboats that were towing her chose to shelter in Førde Fjord during the daylight hours of 9 
February while en-route to Trondheim. 
On the morning of 9 February, two New Zealand-crewed Beaufighters from No. 489 Squadron 
conducted a patrol of the Norwegian coast. These aircraft first sighted a 1,500-ton merchant ship in 
Stong Fjord. Continuing north, they were surprised to find a Narvik-class destroyer accompanied by 
a minesweeper and two flak ships in Førde Fjord. The aircraft continued their patrol and spotted 
five large merchant ships in the Nord Gulen and two minesweepers and a flak ship near Bremanger. 
Despite the pilots' surprise, the Allied command was aware that Z33 was in the area from Ultra 
signals intelligence. The Dallachy Wing was on alert to attack any ships found by the 
reconnaissance patrol. Although the group of five merchant ships were highly vulnerable to attack 
and a worthwhile target, Coastal Command came under the operational command of the Admiralty 
and was bound by its decision to give higher priority to attacking warships than merchant vessels. 
As a result the wing was dispatched against Z33 even though the destroyer and its escorts were 
well protected and in a difficult position for aircraft to attack. 
Wing Commander Jack Davenport, who had commanded No. 455 Squadron until October 1944 
and was now on the staff of No. 18 Group RAF, planned the attack on Z33. The plan called for two 
'outriders' to precede the main force and confirm the location of the German ships. The 
Beaufighters would then arrive to the east of the German anchorage, turn to the west and attack 
the ships before escaping over the sea. 
Davenport sought to minimise Allied casualties, but the location of the German ships in a narrow 
and protected fjord meant that the operation was inherently risky. The strike leader was Wing 
Commander Colin Milson, the 25-year-old commanding officer of No. 455 Squadron, and a veteran 
of anti-shipping operations against Italian and German ships in the Mediterranean and North Seas. 
Milson had reservations about making what was likely to be a costly raid, particularly given that the 
war was clearly coming to an end, but carried out the order to attack Z33 to the best of his ability. 
After being spotted, the German ships in Førde Fjord sailed further up the fjord and prepared for 
an Allied attack. Z33 and several of her escorts anchored close to the steep southern slopes of the 
fjord near the village of Bjørkedal. Meanwhile other ships moored near the northern shore after 
breaking up pack ice with gunfire. This anchorage was also protected by flak batteries on the shore 
of the fjord. At 1:30 pm on 9 February, Milson led 31 or 32 Beaufighters into the air from Dallachy. 
The strike force was joined by either ten or twelve P-51 Mustang fighters from No. 65 Squadron 
RAF and two Warwick air-sea rescue aircraft from No. 279 Squadron RAF carrying life rafts to help 
any aircrew forced to ditch. All four of the Dallachy Wing's Squadrons contributed aircraft to the 
force. The No. 404 and No. 455 Squadron Beaufighters were armed with rockets while the aircraft 
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from No. 144 Squadron and the single No. 489 Squadron Beaufighter dispatched were armed only 
with cannon and machine guns. After the attackers crossed the Norwegian coastline at 3:40 pm, 
two Beaufighters from No. 144 and No. 489 Squadrons detached themselves from the main force 
and pressed ahead as outriders. The two 'outriders' crossed Førde Fjord near where the German 
ships had been sighted that morning. At 3:50 pm they sent Milson a radio message stating that 
they could not see the ships. The 'outriders' then turned to the east and overflew the town of Førde 
before searching the next fjord to the north; during their flight near Førde Fjord they did not spot 
the German warships in their new position. 
Meanwhile, the Ninth and Twelfth Squadrons of JG5 were scrambled from Herdla at 3:50 pm and 
ordered to attack the Dallachy Wing and its escorts. Several minutes later, the main body of the 
raid reached the southern shore of Førde Fjord travelling north. To their surprise, the Allied planes 
passed directly over the German ships and came under intense attack from anti-aircraft guns, 
though no aircraft were hit. In response, Milson wheeled his force to the right in an attempt to 
attack the ships from east to west as planned. The steep walls of the fjord protected Z33 from 
attack from this direction, however. As a result, Milson led the force west to near the mouth of the 
fjord and ordered the Beaufighters to attack in relays from west to east. This required the aircraft to 
fly into the face of alerted German defences and then escape over steep mountains. The narrow 
confines of the fjord also meant that the Beaufighters had to attack individually from a single 
direction and would not be able to swamp the German defences as they normally sought to do. 
Milson led the first group of Beaufighters into Førde Fjord at about 4:10 pm. His aircraft escaped 
undamaged after attacking a flak ship and other Beaufighters followed him into the fjord. At about 
this time 12 Fw 190s arrived at Førde Fjord and flew through German flak to intercept the 
Beaufighters that were waiting their turn to attack. The British Mustangs were taken by surprise, but 
dived to intercept the German fighters. This led to an intense air battle, with over 50 aircraft either 
engaged in dogfights or diving to attack the German ships; it was the largest aerial conflict ever 
fought over Norway. The fighting continued until 4:25 pm. 
By this time, seven Beaufighters had been shot down by the German ships and another two by Fw 
190s. One of the Mustangs was also downed by a German fighter. The Allied losses included six of 
the eleven No. 404 Squadron aircraft involved in the attack. Overall, 14 Allied aircrew were killed 
and another four taken prisoner of war. In exchange, the Allied force damaged Z33 and several of 
the other German ships and shot down either four or five Fw 190s. Linz and another German pilot 
were killed. 
German Navy fatalities included four sailors on board Z33 and another three on the converted 
trawler VP6808; both of these ships were also damaged during the attack. There may also have 
been further fatalities on the other German ships. After departing the Førde Fjord area the 
surviving Beaufighters, many of which were damaged, returned to Dallachy. Several had difficulty 
making safe landings, and two were forced to land on their bellies due to undercarriage damage, 
but no further aircraft were lost. The air and ground crew were shocked by the scale of the losses, 
and the battle became known to them as "Black Friday". 
The losses suffered by the Dallachy Wing on 9 February were the highest any of Coastal 
Command's strike wings sustained in a single operation during the war. The German fighters, many 
of which were short of fuel and ammunition, also broke off at about 4:25 pm and returned to base. 
On the night of 9/10 February, the German ships left Førde Fjord and continued their journey to 
Trondheim. A subsequent Allied attack on the ships by a different strike wing was also 
unsuccessful. Z33 arrived in Trondheim on 11 February and was repaired. She subsequently 
departed for Germany on 26 March and safely arrived in Swinemünde on 2 April. She did not see 
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any further combat, and was decommissioned at Brunsbüttel in late April as the Navy lacked the 
fuel needed to operate her. 
The losses incurred during the raid on Førde Fjord led to changes in the tactics used by RAF 
Coastal Command's anti-shipping Squadrons. Following the attack, the Admiralty agreed to a 
proposal by Air Chief Marshal Sir Sholto Douglas, the commander of Coastal Command, to assign a 
higher priority to attacking merchant vessels than to destroyers and small warships. A second 
Squadron of Mustangs was also assigned to protect Coastal Command aircraft operating near 
Norway from early March. 
Milson was awarded a bar to his Distinguished Service Order on 13 July 1945 for his leadership and 
personal courage during the raid on Førde Fjord, which was described in the citation as a 
"brilliantly executed operation". The raid was commemorated in Norway after the war. A 
monument to the aircrew killed in the battle was dedicated in the town of Førde on 8 May 1985, 
the 40th anniversary of Norway's liberation. This monument was later moved to Bergen Airport. 
The Air Combat Museum in the town of Naustdal also houses photos, maps, aircraft parts and 
other artefacts relating to the battle. At least one of the Focke-Wulf Fw 190 fighters of JG 5 that 
crashed as a result of the "Black Friday" aerial engagements, an F-model airframe with factory serial 
number, or Werknummer of 931 862, was found and recovered as a salvageable aircraft wreck in 
September 1983. It currently resides in Kissimmee, Florida, and is under restoration by the "White 1 
Foundation" towards a resumption of full flightworthy status. 
In 2005, its last pilot, the former Luftwaffe Unteroffizier Heinz Orlowski, visited it and sat one final 
time in the cockpit of his "under-restoration" Fw 190F-8, some sixty years after he last flew it and 
five years before his death in 2010. 
The citation for his George Medal was published in Flight, 1 February 1945: 
“Act. Wing Cdr. J . N. DAVENPORT. D.S.O., D.F.C., R.A.A.F., No. 455 (R.A.A.F.) Sgn.—One evening in 
September, 1944, a Beaufighter aircraft, retuming from operations with damaged engines, crashed 
on a runway. The petrol tanks burst and the aircraft became a mass of flames, with bursting cannon 
shells and ammunition. Wing Cdr. Davenport, having witnessed the crash, hastened to the scene in 
his car, leading the ambulance and fire tender. While attempting to subdue the flames with their 
hoses, the fire crew were forced back bv the heat and exploding ammunition. The observer in the 
aircraft was able to open his hatch and escape by jumping through the fire, but the pilot's cockpit 
was completely surrounded by flames. His cockpit hatch was seen to open partially and fell shut 
again. Wing Cdr. Davenport immediately dashed forward, opened the pilot’s top hatch, and 
struggled to free him. The pilot was severely burned and his feet were jammed. Wing Cdr. 
Davenport pulled him out of his flying boots and lifted him bodily through the blazing inferno to 
safety. Wing Cdr. Davenport sustained shock, with burns to his face, hair and hands. By his prompt 
and most courageous action he saved the pliuot’s life.” 
1574. Flight Lieutenant Alexander Gourlay MACKIE (163994). Signed 28 July 1943. RAF 
Turnberry. 

111 
He is mentioned in the LG, 2 May 1944, 18 November 1947, 14 July 1953, 18 January 1955 and 6 
October 1959. 
From 
http://www.secretscotland.org.uk/index.php/Secrets/RAFTurnberry?from=Secrets.TurnberryAirfield: 

http://www.secretscotland.org.uk/index.php/Secrets/RAFTurnberry?from=Secrets.TurnberryAirfield
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RAF Turnberry had been in use as a base by the Auxiliary Air Force until 1942, but the arrival of 
World War II saw the reconstruction of the airfield as a formal training facility by Wimpey in 1941, 
when tarmac runways were laid, and the airfield was reopened in 1942. It was then used to train 
RAF units in torpedo bombing at the nearby River Clyde torpedo ranges, and for air sea rescue 
missions. It seems some 1,200 men were stationed at Turnberry. In use, the layout proved less than 
ideal. Approaches were difficult, and had to be made over the sea, or from the hills to the east, 
which meant that both routes were compromised by the prevailing winds, which tended to blow 
inland from the sea. The hills to the east housed the bomb store and technical site. The layout of 
the surrounding land also meant there was no possibility for expansion. When the war ended and 
the operational units finally moved out during November 1945, the airfield was closed. After the 
airfield, accommodation on the site remained in use for a time, to house Prisoners of War until 
1946, after which most of the accommodation was cleared from the site. 
From http://www.maybole.org/places/turnberry/airfield.htm: 
In February 1942 No 5 OUT ( coastal ) arrived with Beauforts for training, moving out in December 
to make way for No 1 Torpedo training unit and their mixture of Beauforts and Hampdens in 
January 1943. September 1943 saw the arrival of No2 TTU only to be absorbed into No 1 TTU with 
the intention of concentrating all the various types of training and aircraft into one unit. Finally 
absorbing the air sea rescue training unit, a mixed fleet Ventures, Beaufighters and Hudsons saw 
No 5 OUT see out the war. 1945 saw the moving in of the Coastal Command Flying Instructors 
School. No 5 OUT now disbanded to be promptly replaced by No1 TTU making a reappearance. 
1575. Squadron Leader Donald Darroch MCSWEIN OBE (108732). Signed 28 July 1943. 
2846 Squadron RAF Regiment. 

111 
He is mentioned in the LG, 18 November 1941, 19 December 1941, 15 September 1944, 21 June 
1946, 5 June 1952, 25 January 1957; and Flight, 25 March 1948: Officer Commanding No 2602 (City 
of Glasgow) Light Anti-Aircraft Squadron, Royal Auxiliary Air Force Regiment, located at RAF 
Bishopbriggs, Glasgow. 
1576. Pilot Officer Francis Joseph WOODS (137995). Signed 28 July 1943. 2846 Squadron 
RAF Regiment. 

111 
He is mentioned in the LG, 23 March 1943 and 27 August 1943. 
According to http://www.naval-history.net/WW1NavyBritishLGDecorationszzDSC.htm and the LG, 
29 June 1917, a Lieut. Francis Joseph Woods, R.N.R. received the Distinguished Service Cross in 
recognition of his services in Mine-sweeping operations between the 1st July, 1916, and the 31st 
March, 1917. 
1577. Lieutenant David Reid MCKIE (267879) RASC. Signed 28 July 1943. RASC/EFI. 

111 

http://www.maybole.org/places/turnberry/airfield.htm
http://www.naval-history.net/WW1NavyBritishLGDecorationszzDSC.htm
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His promotion to 2nd Lt in the Royal Army Service Corps EFI was announced in the LG, 19 January 
1943. He is also mentioned in the LG, 9 April 1943 and 19 December 1944. 
From https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navy,_Army_and_Air_Force_Institutes: 
NAAFI personnel can also join the Expeditionary Force Institutes (EFI), which provides NAAFI 
facilities in war zones. EFI personnel are members of the Territorial Army serving on special 
engagements, bear ranks and wear uniform. 
1578. Squadron Leader (Retired) Charles Marsden BEVAN (10242). Signed 31 July 1943. 
RAF Sullom Voe. 

111 
He is mentioned in Flight, 12 April 1923, 27 September 1923, 4 April 1929 and 10 January 1930; and 
the LG, 9 February 1918, 1 July 1927 and 6 January 1942. 
1579. Sven Börje Ferdinand Nilsson CARLIN. Signed 3 August 1943. Stockholm. 

111 
According to http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/Library/28527.pdf, he was the author of Tagging of salmon 
smolts in the River Lagan, Inst. of Freshwater Research Drottningholm, 1955; and Laxodlingens 
ltinsamhet (The profit in salmon farming), Svenek Fiskeri Tidskrift. (Swedish Fishery Journal), No. 
9/10, pp. 113-116, 1964. He also wrote Salmon Conservation in Sweden, 1969 and Salmon fishery in 
the North Atlantic by Swedish fishing vessels in 1968, 1969. Dr B Carlin was a scientist with Salmon 
Research Institute, Sundsvall, Sweden. 
From http://arktos.se/anor/08ferdin/ana00004.htm: 
Born 12/23/1910 in Lund; died 4/23/1971 in Sundsvall. 

  
Promotionen (Conferment Ceremony), 1943 

  
1962 
The aforementioned weblink includes an interview with Börje in the Daily News, 07/20/1935. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navy,_Army_and_Air_Force_Institutes
http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/Library/28527.pdf
http://arktos.se/anor/08ferdin/ana00004.htm
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1580. Squadron Leader William David Graham CHARTRES (03238). Signed 6 August 1943. 
RAAF Overseas HQ London. 

111 
According to naa.gov.au, he was born on 3 September 1908 in Lisbellaw, County Fermanagh, 
Northern Ireland. 
His file can be viewed online at http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/scripts/Imagine.asp?B=30719173 at 
no cost (unlike TNA where such records have to be paid for). This shows his London posting: 

 
And this shows his signature: 

 
From http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/50237544: “It took four hours' shooting by R.A.A.F. 
officers to kill this 8ft. 4in. grey nurse shark which slipped through the mesh of the R.A.A.F. 
swimming pool at Townsville on Monday. Examining his marksmanship is Wing Commander W. D. 
Chartres, who finished the shark's escapade with a .303 rifle.” The Courier-Mail, Brisbane, 
Wednesday 28 November 1951. 

 
The Sunday Herald, Sydney, Sunday 20 September 1953 

http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/scripts/Imagine.asp?B=30719173
http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/50237544
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Twin sisters, Misses Mary and Barbara Carroll with their mother, Mrs. Don Carroll, of Cremorne, and 
Wing Cmdr. W. D. Chartres at Richmond Station. 
1581. Second Viscount Edward George William Tyrwhitt KNOLLYS. Signed 8 August 1943. 
BOAC, Airways House, London. 

111 
From Oxford Dictionary of National Biography: 
Knollys, Edward George William Tyrwhitt, second Viscount Knollys (1895–1966), businessman and 
public servant, was born at St James's Palace, London, on 16 January 1895, the only son (he had 
one sister) of Francis Knollys, first viscount (1837–1924), private secretary from 1870 to 1910 to the 
prince of Wales who became Edward VII, and from 1910 to 1913 to George V, and his wife, Ardyn 
Mary (d. 1922), daughter of Sir Henry Thomas Tyrwhitt, baronet. Knollys was educated at Harrow 
School (1908–12) and New College, Oxford. He served in the First World War, first in the 16th 
London regiment (Territorial Army) and then in the Royal Flying Corps, where he flew in balloons as 
an observer. He was awarded the DFC, the order of the crown of Belgium, and the Croix de Guerre, 
and was appointed MBE. In 1924 he succeeded his father. In 1928 he married Margaret Mary 
Josephine (d. 1987), daughter of Sir Stuart Auchincloss Coats, baronet. There were a son and 
daughter of the marriage. Despite encouragement, then and later, notably from the Prince of Wales 
(later Edward VIII), to follow his father's footsteps in royal service, Knollys decided to break away 
and make a business career for himself. After studying accountancy, he joined Barclays Bank and 
spent three years in Cape Town (1929–32) as local director of Barclays (Dominion, Colonial and 
Overseas). Thence he moved to the insurance business, being appointed in 1932 a director in 
London of the Employers' Liability Assurance Corporation, of which he became managing director 
the following year. Most of the Employers' business lay in North America, and it was in the 
handling of these American clients and managers that Knollys' remarkable talent for personal 
relationships, patient negotiation, and hard work first came to light. Overcoming initial difficulties, 
Knollys soon won wide respect as a leader in his field which after the Second World War was 
widened by the merger, in 1960, of the Employers' with the larger Northern Assurance. Knollys was 
the first chairman of the joint company. In the early years of the war Knollys became deputy 
commissioner for civil defence, south-eastern region, before, in 1941, being made KCMG and 
appointed governor and commander-in-chief of Bermuda. This post, traditionally filled by a senior 
serving general, had become a sensitive one. Under Anglo-American wartime agreements, a naval 
and air base had been leased to the United States. Considerable problems were created by the 
arrival on the little British island of large numbers of American servicemen and construction staff. 
Knollys's sure touch with Americans, his tact and intelligence with all, enabled him to excel in the 
task he had been sent to perform. In 1943 Knollys was appointed first full-time chairman of the 
British Overseas Airways Corporation. BOAC was operating with converted war planes, and Knollys 
saw that the one special element it could offer was courtesy, kindness, and understanding. These 
qualities, filtering down from the chairman's office, where a firm polite charm and elegantly good 
manners prevailed, permeated the staff. During the four years of his chairmanship, the corporation 
was given new systems of management, new methods of operation, and a development plan which 
enabled it to compete in the expanding post-war market. In 1947 Knollys—known to all his friends 
as Edgey (an abbreviation for Edward and George, the names of his two godfathers Edward VII and 
George V)—returned to his business career, but four years later was again lent to the government. 
The outbreak of the Korean War in June 1950 had resulted in scarcity and high prices for many raw 
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materials, thus threatening the economic stability of Western Europe, particularly Britain. Knollys's 
task (with the rank of minister) was to represent Britain at the International Materials Conference in 
Washington. Once again, his ability to get on with people, especially Americans, equipped him to 
perform a formidable feat in protecting British interests. For this, he was promoted to GCMG in 
1952. In 1956 Knollys became chairman of Vickers Ltd, the large shipbuilding, engineering, steel, 
and aircraft concern, on to whose board he had been brought four years earlier. In some respects it 
was a curious appointment. For all his financial acumen and ability to handle people, Knollys had 
no knowledge of industry and no technical qualifications. Nevertheless, he brought to Vickers his 
customary sense of style, epitomized by the decision, taken under his chairmanship, to give the 
company a new and fitting London headquarters. The result was the Vickers tower at Millbank, 
which at the time made a welcome contrast to the giant concrete matchboxes obscuring the 
London skyline. Knollys's influence on Vickers's financial fortunes was less spectacular. He was only 
partially successful in steering the company away from its traditional armament-producing role into 
other, more varied activities. Some of the men chosen, under his chairmanship, for top 
management posts did not prove to possess the special flair and skill needed for the exceptionally 
difficult task facing the company. Knollys retired from his post in 1962, but continued as chairman 
of the English Steel Corporation (which he had become in 1959) until 1965. Knollys was elected 
FRSA in 1962. A good shot and golfer, a respectable fly fisherman, a keen gardener, and, in his later 
years, an amateur painter, Knollys found the best relaxation from hard work in a country setting. 
Tall, well-dressed, and good-looking, he combined a sense of well-bred self-assurance with a 
certain diffidence of manner, accentuated by a nervous habit of adding the unnecessary phrase ‘in 
that way’ to many of his sentences. Much of his small stock of spare time was given to charitable 
interests, particularly the RAF Benevolent Fund, of whose council he was chairman for many years. 
He was a trustee of Churchill College, Cambridge. Knollys died at 10 Bryanston Square, London on 
3 December 1966. He was survived by his wife and children; his son, David Francis Dudley Knollys 
(b. 1931) succeeded to the viscountcy. 
1582. Unknown. Signed 8 August 1943. BOAC, Airways House, London. 

111 
Lunstrom or Lundstrom? 
1583. Flight Lieutenant Kenneth Stirling FREEMAN DFM (52558). Signed 9 August 1943. 
190 Squadron, Sullom Voe. 

111 
The LG, 14 June 1940 published the citation for his DFM: “In May, 1940, this airman was the 
wireless operator in one of a Flight, three aircraft. When engaged in combat with eleven 
Messerscbmitt 109s he immediately left his wireless set and manned one of the side Lewis guns. A 
cannon shell struck the aircraft, and Leading Aircraftman Freeman was wounded in the leg in two 
places. Despite this he carried on firing his gun, and the accurate fire of the whole flight forced the 
enemy to withdraw. This airman has shown steadiness and complete disregard for danger.” He is 
also listed in the LG, 12 November 1943, 15 May 1945, 23 December 1952 and 15 September 1953: 
Retired 2 August 1953.  
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1584. Battery Sergant Major Angus PATON DCM (1668842). Signed 12 August 1943. Royal 
Artillery, London. 

111 
DOB 4.7.1904. Britisk. 

Bromma Archive departure record 
MI9 report reference WO 208/3314/1354. St Valery June 1940. Stalag XXA (Thorn). Repatriated 
from Sweden June 1943. The award of the Distinguished Conduct Medal to No. 1668842 Warrant 
Officer Class II (Battery Sergeant-Major) Angus Paton, Royal Regiment of Artillery, was announced 
in the LG, 11 November 1943. 
From http://www.conscript-heroes.com/escapelines/EEIE-Articles/Art-16-Escapers-from-
Germany.htm: 
BSM Angus Paton (1354) was captured at Saint-Valéry-en-Caux on 12 June 1940. Like so many 
others, Paton was marched through France to Holland and taken into Germany by barge and then 
by rail the Stalag XXA at Thorn in Poland ... 
Pte Leonard Green (1362) was on an ambulance train near Boulogne when it was attacked by 
German tanks on 22 May 1940. The train was abandoned and Green joined an injured comrade in 
an ambulance convoy when they ran into German troops and were forced to surrender. He was 
marched into Luxembourg then taken by rail to Stalag XXA at Thorn ... 
In October 1942, Green was moved to a work kommando at 35/2 Graudenz where he met BSM 
Paton and in February 1943 they decided to escape together. At that time Paton was the senior 
NCO at 35/2 and Green was the camp's interpreter. On the evening of 7 June 1943, the two men 
climbed out the window of their hut and through the wire surrounding their compound, then they 
simply walked past the single guard at the main gate. They met one of their Polish helpers who 
took them into Thorn for the night. Next morning their helper took them by train to Gydnia where 
their next contact failed to appear. Their helper from Thorn had to return but the two escapers 
managed to find another address in Gydnia they'd been given. On 10 June, they took a train back 
to Thorn where they caught another train to Lodz, where they were sheltered for the night. They 
spent the next few days taking trains between Gydnia and Danzig until 15 June when they finally 
met a Swedish skipper at Gydnia who was willing to help them. Next day they boarded a Swedish 

http://www.conscript-heroes.com/escapelines/EEIE-Articles/Art-16-Escapers-from-Germany.htm
http://www.conscript-heroes.com/escapelines/EEIE-Articles/Art-16-Escapers-from-Germany.htm
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ship without incident. A member of the ship's crew hid them for three days before the ship finally 
sailed and then they waited until the ship was safely in Swedish waters before meeting the captain. 
They arrived in Stockholm on 22 June and were handed over to the Swedish police who questioned 
them briefly before passing them over to the British Legation. Paton left Stockholm by air for 
Leuchars the night of 11/12 August and Green on 17 August 1943. 
Paton and Green’s escape is told in detail in Alan J Levine’s Captivity, Flight, and Survival in World 
War II, Greenwood Press, 2000: 

 

 
From Warren Tute’s Escape Route Green, J M Dent & Sons Limited, London, 1971: 
“Two young British soldiers disguised as German businessmen, neither of them fluent in German, 
escaped from POW camp in Poland and fumbled their way hundred miles to Sweden and safety. 
They were the first POWs successfully to use this extremely hazardous escape route. In the 
prologue to the escape, the author travels with one of them back to Poland to revisit the scenes of 
their adventure.” 
1585. Flying Officer Anthony Lyster Neville STACK (125883). Signed 17 August 1943. 228 
Squadron, Pembroke Dock. 

111 
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He is mentioned in the LG, 7 August 1942, 23 March 1943 and 23 May 1944. He is probably the son 
of Captain Thomas Neville Stack369 AFC and the brother of Air Chief Marshal Sir Thomas Neville 
Stack370. 
From http://mail.afleetingpeace.org/afp/above-and-beyond/south-africa/29: 
Captain Neville Stack's Death Karachi, March 21. 
A Court of Inquiry into the death of Captain Neville Stack, the British airman, who was run over by a 
lorry on February 22, today found that Captain Stack died of natural causes. Mr. D. L. Tobin, the 
magistrate, who conducted the inquiry, said that he agreed with Squadron-Leader Donald Peock, a 
Royal Air Force medical officer, that Captain Stack died of an aneurism of the aorta. He thought 
that he would have died even if there had been no accident with the lorry. The inquiry was opened 
at the request of Captain Stack's two sons, Squadron Leader Thomas Stack and Mr. Anthony Stack, 
who flew to Pakistan after the Karachi police had said that he committed suicide. Captain Stack was 
general manager of Orient Airways in Pakistan.-Reuter. 
From Kalgoorlie Miner, 7 March 1949: 
London March 6.— Anthony Neville Stack - the 28-year-old son of Captain Neville Stack, the 
famous British flier who died in Karachi recently - will fly to Karachi to-day to vindicate his father's 
name. The Karachi police suggested that Captain Stack, who was knocked down by a lorry, 
committed suicide but his son is concerned that this is incorrect. Anthony Stack's elder brother, 
who is an R.A.F. squadron-leader, will follow when he can get leave. 
Anthony Stack said that suicide was refuted in his father's letter which reached his mother on 
February 25, saying that his father hoped to come home soon. Stack said he had succeeded in 
stopping the magistrate's inquiry until March 10, when he would produce certain documents. 
Captain Stack was general manager of the Orient Airways, a, Pakistan-owned charter company 
based in Karachi. There had been allegations that he was concerned in the illegal sale of a Dakota 
aircraft but Anthony Stack says that suicide was “quite out of his character.” 
http://www.aviationarchaeology.org.uk/marg/men_of_36sfts.htm lists Cpl Anthony Lyster Neville 
Stack (938584) as an attendee of a course at 36 Service Flying Training School, Penhold, Alberta, 
which ran from 24 January to 8 May 1942. 
From LG, 7 August 1942: 

                                                 
369 Capt. Neville Stack Obituary Captain T. Neville Stack, A.F.C., who in the period between the wars was 
one of the leading British pioneers in long-distance aviation, was killed yesterday in a road accident near 
Karachi, according to Reuter. He was 52. Thomas Neville Stack was born on April 1, 1896, and was 
educated at St. Edmund's College. He joined the Army in 1914 and three years later transferred to the 
R.F.C. and served with 212 Squadron. After demobilization he worked as an instructor at the London and 
Provincial Aviation Company untili 1921 when he rejoined the R.A.F. and served in Iraq and elsewhere 
until 1925, when he returned to civilian life and joined the Lancashire Aero Club as chief instructor. In 
company with Mr. B. S. Leete he made the first light aircraft flight from England to India from November 
15, 1926, to January 8, 1927, and afterwards made a number of flights between European capitals. A little 
later he became air superintendent and chief pilot of National Flying Services and in 1938 chief test pilot 
at the Austin Aircraft Works at Longbridge, near Birmingham. For some time during the 1939-45 war he 
was air adviser at the War Office and later in the war was commissioned in the Fleet Air Arm. After 
commanding squadrons, he was appointed Staff- Air Transport Officer to the Flag Officer (Air), East 
Indies. After the war he was general manager of Hunting Air Travel Limited and last May was appomted 
manager of the new Pakistan Airways. CAPT. The Times, Feb 23 1949 
370 Signed this book on 14 January 1949 

http://mail.afleetingpeace.org/afp/above-and-beyond/south-africa/29
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1586. Wing Commander Oswald James Milman BARRON (33217) DFC*. Signed 23 ? 
August 1943. RAF Ex-Canada. 

111 
Whilst with 220 Squadron, his DFC was announced in the LG 26 August 1941. The Bar was 
announced in the LG, 18 November 1941 with this citation: “Since July, 1941, this officer has 
participated in several determined attacks on enemy shipping. He has also attacked 2 oil factories 
on the Norwegian coast; direct hits were obtained on the factory buildings in each instance. On 
another occasion, Squadron Leader Barren carried out a sortie against an enemy aerodrome in 
Denmark. Although his aircraft was severely damaged by fire from the ground defences, he 
released heavy bombs on an aircraft dispersal area. In October, 1941, Squadron Leader Barren 
participated in a very successful exploit against shipping at Aalesund. Skilfully manoeuvring his 
aircraft, he reconnoitred the position and then attacked the largest ship which subsequently sank. 
He then flew over the harbour and enabled his gunners to machine gun anti-aircraft positions, 2 of 
which were silenced. This officer has displayed great leadership and his determination in the face of 
the enemy is most praiseworthy.” He was killed in a Mosquito raid flying with 248 Squadron (he 
was appointed Commanding Officer on 7 November 1943) over France on 11 April 1944 and is 
commemorated on the Runnymede Memorial. See Des Curtis’s A Most Secret Squadron, pps 172 
and 173 for a description of Barron’s last mission. 
1587. Sub Lt (Sp) Michael St George ARROWSMITH RNVR. Signed 19 August 1943. RNAS 
Arbroath HMS Condor. 

112 
According to http://genforum.genealogy.com/arrowsmith/messages/303.html, he was born in 1921 
in Prescot. He is listed in several editions of the LG. 

Meteorological Course 18th January – 11th April 1943. Back Row L>R: Sub Lt (Sp) F.G. Orchard 
RNVR; Midn (Sp) W. Sparks RNVR; Lt (Sp) G. Lighton RNVR; Sub Lt (Sp) H.H. Humphreys RNVR; Sub 
Lt (Sp) C.S. Judson; Sub Lt (Sp) J.E.C. Tower RNVR; Midn (Sp) L.R. Clark RNVR; Sub Lt (Sp) M. St G. 

http://genforum.genealogy.com/arrowsmith/messages/303.html
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Arrowsmith RNVR; Sub Lt (Sp) N. Aspin RNVR; Sub Lt (Sp) W.A. Reece RNVR; Sub Lt (Sp) J.R. Jones 
RNVR; Sub Lt (Sp) R.J. Harman RNVR; Sub Lt (Sp) J.H. Hornbuckle RNVR. Front Row L>R: Sub Lt (Sp) 
P. Bevans RNVR; Inst Lt R.L. Jones RN; Inst Lt J. Graham RN; Lt (Sp) W.C. Moore RNVR; Inst Cdr L.E. 
Pendal RN; Inst Lt S.L. Medlar RN; Inst Lt K.R. Bowman RN; Inst Lt G.E. Owen RN; Sub Lt (Sp) J.P.H. 
Warner RN. http://cloudobservers.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/downloads/2012/01/02.-Feb-
Officers-1-of-6-1939-1946.pdf 
1588. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Wilhelm Jozef POKÓJ. Signed 18 August 1943. 
RAF Davidstow Moor. 

112 
From No 304 Squadron’s Operations Records Books: 14 October 1942. Two new crews – Sgt J 
Bialecki, Pilot Officer S KawaIllegible letter, Sgt J Serafini, Sgt S Wojsa and Sgt L Postol; and Sgt. F 
Targowski, Flying Officer J Skwierczynski, Sgt W Pokoj, Sgt W Miller and Sgt E Muszala — arrived 
on posting from No. 18 O.T.U. W/C Harrison, Coastal Command Engineer Officer, visited the 
Squadron, and W/C S Poziomek also visited from the Polish Inspectorate General. Owing to fog at 
base, all three aircraft engaged on an anti-submarine sweep were compelled to land at Chivenor, 
returning to base next day. He was president of the Barnstaple Rotary Club between 1970 and 
1971. In 1974, he was living at Cleave Copse, Umberleigh, North Devon. 
1589. Captain John Harold CROKER RA (207971). Signed 20 August 1943. 372 Heavy Anti-
Aircraft Battery, Sumburgh. 

112 
His promotion from Cadet to 2nd Lt in the Royal Regiment of Artillery was announced in the LG, 7 
October 1941. 
1590. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Charles Neville LEWIS MSc (73272). Signed 24 
August 1943. RAF Thornaby, Yorkshire. 

112 
The LG, 9 May 1939 announced his appointment as an Honorary Flight Lieutenant with effect from 
2 May 1939. The LG, 21 November 1939 confirmed his appointment with effect from 17 September 
1939. He is also mentioned in the LG, 3 June 1947 and 11 November 1947. 
1591. Pilot Officer A A P JAMES (350204). Signed 24 August 1943. RAF Thornaby, 
Yorkshire. 

112 
The Air Force List for July 1943 shows: 

 and  

http://cloudobservers.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/downloads/2012/01/02.-Feb-Officers-1-of-6-1939-1946.pdf
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No further trace found. 
1592. Wing Commander Robert John Orton COMPSTON (02100) DSC** DFC (9 January 
1898 – 28 January 1962). Signed 29 August 1943. Fleet Aviation Officer, Home Fleet. 

112 
He was an English fighter pilot credited with 25 victories during World War I. He was one of only 
seven airman in this war who won three awards of the Distinguished Service Cross. He was born in 
Farnham, Surrey the son of Herbert Fuller Bright Compston, a clergyman, and his wife Rose 
Contance Compston (nee Orton). He joined the Royal Naval Air Service in 1915 when he was 17 
years old. He originally flew Home Defence missions, but was reassigned to 8 Naval Squadron 
when it went to France. He was a close friend of Australian ace Robert Little. Compston married 
Nina Barclay in Chelsea in 1919. He died in the Worthing area of Sussex on 28 January 1962 aged 
64. Honours and awards. 12 May 1917 awarded the Distinguished Service Cross (DSC): "For 
conspicuous skill and gallantry during the past nine months, in particular when attached to the 
Royal Flying Corps, when he had numerous engagements with enemy aircraft, and certainly 
destroyed one." 11 August 1917 awarded a bar to his DSC: "On the 12th June, 1917, with three 
other machines, he attacked six hostile scouts. He got close to one, and shot it down out of control. 
On the 16th June, 1917, he attacked and brought down a two-seater Aviatik. On the 3rd July, 1917, 
he attacked two Aviatiks, which he drove down and forced to land." 16 March 1918 awarded a 
second bar to his Distinguished Service Cross (DSC): “For ability and determination when leading 
offensive patrols, in which he displays entire disregard of personal danger. On the 1st January, 
1918, he observed a new type twin-tailed two-seater enemy machine, which he attacked, firing a 
good many rounds at point blank range. The enemy machine dived, but was again attacked and 
went down vertically with his engine full on. The wings came off, and the machine was observed to 
crash. Later in the day Flt. Cdr. Compston observed two formations of ten and five Albatross scouts 
respectively. He attacked one of the enemy machines and sent it down in a flat spin and falling 
over sideways completely out of control. On numerous other occasions Flt. Cdr. Compston has 
destroyed or driven down enemy machines completely out of control, and has frequently had more 
than one successful engagement in the same day." 3 June 1918 awarded the Distinguished Flying 
Cross on the occasion of the King's Birthday for Distinguished Service. 

No signatures between 30 August and 13 September 1943 inclusive. 
1593. Pilot Officer Unknown. Signed 14 September 1943. Air Ministry (18 Group). 

112 
A search for the string “tul” in The Air Force List for September 1943 returns no matching records. 
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1594. Sergeant Arthur Hilton JOHNS. Signed 20 September 1943. Great Central Hotel, 
London. 

112 
DOB 25.3.1920. Engelsman. 
From Making for Sweden Part 1: 

 
From http://www.flensted.eu.com/19430091.shtml: 
Lancaster III W4988 crashed Larös North West of Helsingborg, Sweden 4 September 1943. 
The aircraft belonged to RAAF (RAF) 460 Squadron Bomber Command and was coded AR-Q. 
T/o 19:57 Binbrook. Op: Berlin. 
While over Berlin the aircraft was caught by several searchlights and attacked by German night 
fighters and the port outer engine caught fire but Pilot F/O Francis Archibald Randall RAAF 
managed to get away and by stopping the engine minimising the fire. Shortly after W4988 was 
caught in the light of flares dropped by the fighters and once again attacked. This time the 
starboard outer engine caught fire and a fire started in the fuselage just aft of the mid-upper turret. 
The burning engine was stopped and the fire died. During the combat the Bomb aimer P/O Lindsay 
Grafton Greenaway RAAF had left the Lancaster in parachute over Berlin. With only two good 
engines Randall asked navigator F/S Norman James Conway RAAF for a course to take them across 
Denmark on the return flight. He then changed his mind and asked for a course for Sweden. When 
they sighted the east coast of Sjælland and could see the lights in Sweden the fire in the starboard 
engine started again and Randall ordered the crew to bale out. The first to leave the Lancaster was 
Flt. Engr. Sgt Arthur Hilton Johns, Wop Sgt Allen John O`Brien RAAF and Rear Gunner F/S Harry 
Knight Ward RCAF. Then navigator F/S Conway left.  
Mid-upper gunner Sgt Herbert Bell’s parachute had been laying in the fuselage and had been 
damaged by bullets from the nightfighter. Randall told Bell to unpack it to see that it was not too 
badly damaged. Bell then jumped with the unpacked parachute folded in front of his chest. When 
the parachute unfolded the lines tangled round his neck and injured him. Randall left the plane as 
the last person. 
Greenaway landed in Berlin and was made POW. After Dulag Luft he was sent to Stalag Luft III 
Sagan. He was released on 2 May 1945. 
Johns landed in a garden near Esrum in Denmark. He had immediately started to move towards the 
coast to try to get to Sweden. He met a woman who asked if he was English which he conformed. 

http://www.flensted.eu.com/19430091.shtml
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(He was wearing his uniform). She took him to her home and after a couple of days he was picked 
up by Claus Bremer who took him to the house of Erling Peter Andreasen. Arrangements was then 
made for escape to Sweden. On the evening of Saturday 11 September, Bremer, Andrasen and 
Johns met with Poul Helmuth Andersen at Aalsgaarde village on the coast of Øresund. Andersen 
had arranged for a boat and at 01:30 hours they left Denmark and started rowing towards Sweden 
which they reached at 05:30 hours. They made land fall at Krapperup, walked to the railway station 
and got on the train for Hälsingborg. After having had contact with the police they were allowed to 
stay in a hotel. On 13 September at 20:50 hours, Johns left for Stockholm by train and on 29 
September, he was repatriated to England. 
O’Brien landed in a field next to Poppelalle 78 in Hareskovby. When the air raid alarm sounded the 
owner of Poppelalle 78 went outside to see what was going on and saw something white in the 
field. He walked over to investigate and found it to be a parachute with O`Brien sitting next to it. 
O`Brien followed him to the house. In the morning the owner went to the local grocery store and at 
07:25 he called the Danish police and informed them about what had happened. Three police 
constables were sent to pick up O`Brien and take him to the police station. They then informed the 
Commandant Major Dr. Simon of Fliegerhorst Værløse who asked to have O`Brien delivered to the 
air field. The police duly did that. O`Brien was sent to Dulag Luft at Oberursel near Frankfurt for 
interrogation and on to Stalag IVB Mühlberg a.d. Elbe where he stayed for the rest of the war. On 
23 April 1945, he was liberated by Russian troops. 
Ward landed on the rail road line between København and Hillerød near Hammersholt. By the 
landing he hit his head and was unconscious for a period of time. In the morning he was captured 
by the Germans and taken to Værløse air field. Together with O`Brien, he was sent to Germany to 
Dulag Luft and Stalag IVB from where he was released on 23 May 1945. 
Conway jumped 5th and is believed to have landed in the sea off Sjælland and to have drowned. 
He has no known grave and is commemorated on the Runnymede Memorial. 
Bell and Randall landed in the Øresund on the Danish side. Randall disengaged his chute, inflated 
his Mae West and started swimming towards Sweden. After half an hour he saw a boat and 
shouted. A little later he was picked up by the motor schooner “Hilda” of Hven and next Bell, who 
at this time was on the point of exhaustion and hyperthermia, was picked up. The boat searched for 
Conway but did not find him and thus set course for Sweden. Bell spend three days in hospital 
before transfer to Främby camp. On 29 September 1943, they were dressed in thermal electrically 
heated suits, loaded into the bomb bay of a Mosquito operated by BOAC and repatriated to 
England together with Johns. 
After returning to England, Randall continued operations. On 16 December 1943, he was killed 
when his aircraft hit some threes and crashed into a wood near Market Stainton south of Leoth, 
England at approx. 23:50 returning from a mission to Berlin. The whole crew perished. The 
aircraft crashed near Laröd, Sweden at 01:15 hours. It disintegrated at 200 feet and wreckage was 
spread over a wide area. 
Sources: OLCB, LBUK, AS 3-451, CWGC, Department of Defence, Canberra, Report Hälsingborg 
police, Flyhistorisk Tidsskrift, Christine Bubery nee Bell. 
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From his MI9 Escape/Evasion Report, reference WO 208/3315/4: 
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From http://www.ozatwar.com/w4988.htm © Peter Dunn 2004: 
The following information is from Strike and Return by Peter Firkins: 
"Of the crews shot down, Flying Officer Randall gave a vivid account of his crew's experiences on 
this raid when he said: "Having dropped our bombs we were coned by searchlights, hit by flak, and 
attacked by three fighters. I gave orders to prepare to abandon the aircraft, and the bomb aimer 
either jumped or fell out. I am certain that he had his parachute on. I regained control and the crew 
resumed normal positions. I made for Sweden with the aircraft very badly damaged. This was at 
about midnight. As I expected all engines to fail within a few minutes, I ordered three of the crew 
to bale out. I ordered the next two to bale out a few minutes later so as to disperse the crew. I had 
instructed them, if they should land in Sweden, to destroy their kit, make for the coast, and give 
themselves up as escapers from Denmark. I jumped about one minute after the last two of my 
crew." 
"I landed in the water east of Helsinborg, on the Danish side of the Sound, shortly after midnight 
3rd-4th September. I disengaged my parachute, inflated my mae west, and started to swim towards 
the lights of Helsingborg, but drifted southwards. About half an hour later I saw the lights of a boat 
and shouted. About 15 minutes later I was picked up. After a short time we picked up Sgt. Bell, my 
mid-upper gunner. The boat was a small coastal vessel with a crew of about four, trading concrete 
between Denmark and the island of Hven. We were landed at Hven and handed over to a Swedish 
Army escort at about 0700 hours on 4th September. The escort took us across the island, and we 
were taken by naval cutter to Landskrona where we were interrogated by a Swedish naval officer 

http://www.ozatwar.com/w4988.htm
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about British planes flying over Sweden on the previous night. They also asked us if we had laid 
mines in Swedish waters. We denied this and said that we had definite orders not to fly over 
Sweden." 
"Sgt. Bell was taken to hospital with an injured neck, and I was taken to the citadel. Here I was 
given a bedroom, but kept under guard. At about 1900 hours the British Consul from Helsinborg 
arrived with Lieutenant Jakobi, of the Swedish Air Force. The Consul put me through a 
questionnaire, and then left me with Jakobi who stayed for a couple of hours. He visited me again 
on the following two days, being very insistent on asking questions and I formed the impression 
that he was not entirely 'above board.' " 
"On September 6th we were taken to the internment camp at Falum where I remained till 29th 
September, when I was brought back to Stockholm and flown back to England by the secret courier 
service." 
The following is an excerpt from Air War Against Germany and Italy 1939 - 1943: 
"The third attack against Berlin on 3rd-4th September, although the smallest in numbers, was in 
some ways the most effective and caused heavy damage in the Siemenstadt, Charlottenburg and 
Mariendorf industrial suburbs.  Four mosquitos dropped decoy fighters flares well clear of the 
bomber stream and the usual diversionary attacks against towns and airfields were also mounted. 
The defences of Berlin were still strong, however, and the Australian squadrons suffered relatively 
high losses. No. 467, which had lost one commanding officer at Milan and his temporary relief 
three nights later at Peenemunde, now lost a newly-appointed flight commander, Flight Lieutenant 
Carmichael, and one other crew. No. 460 also lost a flight commander (Squadron Leader Kelaher) 
and two other aircraft. One of these, captained by Flying Officer Randall371, was badly crippled by 
gun fire and then by fighter attack over Berlin, but the pilot managed to fly it to Sweden before 
ordering his crew to bale out. Several other aircraft were badly damaged but the desperate battles 
with fighters had not brought any lowering of morale or determination. Flying Officer Gardner 
continued his journey to bomb Berlin although his Lancaster had been badly damaged in a 
collision with another aircraft." 
Derek Dubery sent the following info: 
"My Grandfather (Herbert Bell) was shot down over on the way back from Berlin in 1943. He and his 
pilot Francis Randall were plucked from the Baltic and taken to Sweden. Randall was later awarded 
the DFC but was killed several missions later. My Grandfather did not return to flying. He had hurt 
his neck when he bailed out- his parachute had bullet holes in the case and they had to open it in 
the aircraft to make sure that the canopy was OK. He then had to jump clutching the unpacked 
chute to his chest. I think some of the cords cut his neck as it opened. He and Randall were the last 
two out of the plane. Having been repatriated from a neutral country they were not supposed to 
go back onto combat duties. Anyway, my Nan has recently dug out some photos of Randall and 
my Grandfather taken whilst they were in Sweden. If you have anyway of contacting any of 
Randall's relatives they might like copies? I know there was a chap from Canada who had 
previously contacted your site on behalf of Randall's sister. Alas, his email address is no longer 
active. My Nan has also found a couple of Swedish paper cuttings from the time apparently 
showing the wreckage of R01 in Sweden. The article is in Swedish but I will send a scan if you are 
interested. According to my late Grandfather the plane was in the Rolls Royce record books for 

                                                 
371 Francis Archibald Randall, DFC, Service No. 413896. Francis Randall was a student from Wollongong, 
NSW, Australia before the war. He was born in Sydney, NSW, Australia on 15 June 1922. He was killed in 
action on 16 December 1943. 
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some years for the most distance covered by a Lancaster with one engine on full throttle. He always 
spoke very highly of Randall as a brave guy and a good pilot." 
Derek Dubery372 sent me the following translations of the Swedish newspaper article concerning 
the fate of Lancaster RO1 (a friend Weine in Sweden helped with the translation): 
1. Remnants of the British plane, which the night before yesterday crashed at Sofiero. In the 
foreground the burning straw-stack. 
Två pilots rescued at Hven (an old spelling of Ven – an island between Sweden and Denmark) 
The farmyard of Laröd (a place in Scania, Sweden) was washed by petrol cargo. Ammunition 
exploded when the plane caught fire. 
Two of the crew on the British plane, that the night before yesterday crashed at Sofiero under fire 
of the Swedish anti-aircraft defence, have, as far as SDS (the newspaper I presume) has learned, 
being saved in Sundet (the Strait) beside Ven. One of them, an Englishmen, have been brought to 
the hospital in Landskrona (a Swedish city), while the other one, an Australian, unscathed have 
been taken into custody by the military authorities. The two pilots (aviators) have stated that they 
jumped out from the plane as number three and four. Two other from the crew, originally 
constituted of seven men, left the plane more south, possibly already above Germany. They who 
jumped later are supposed to be dead in Sundet (the Strait), been taken care of by a German ship 
or ended on the Danish side. 
The crashed plane blasted into pieces by several explosions during the flight into Swedish territory. 
There have been found pieces from the plane on the beach, in the forest and in the fields. The cow-
house of Laröd was washed by petrol but only the nearby straw-stack was destroyed by fire. When 
the plane caught fire a part of the ammunition exploded. The plane crashed on a small area 
demarcated by three farms and the road Hälsingborg-Höganäs (two Swedish cities – the former 
nowadays spelled Helsingborg), and those farmyards escaped as by a miracle a catastrophe, as 
they all are laying…….. (continue last page). 
Text to the picture: On a field of beet nearby the farmyard of Laröd the tail of the brought down 
plane is towering as a monument. 
2. A picture of the nocturnal fires at the farmyard of Larröd. To the left can be seen the burning 
plane (plane body) and to the right the straw-stack in flames. 
Expert investigation of the bombing-plane at Laröd. 
No further traces of the crew, despite intensive search. 
The plane remnants at Laröd were yesterday under expert investigation by a commission from 
Ljungbyhed (a place in Scania, Sweden, where the former military pilot education was sited). Any 
remarkable findings did not appear but the investigation was not finished, so it continues today. 
The examined remnants began to be removed through the military. The investigation has still not 
verified that any of the crew member would be on the plane when it hit the ground. Right from the 
dawn yesterday morning there was an intensive search for the air crew through the military. All the 
investigations though were negative, why, of the seven men strong crew, only two, found at Ven, 
have been found. 
The fire in the straw-stack was smouldering the whole Saturday and blazed up now and then. 
The fire-brigade of Allerum (a place in Scania, Sweden) manage the final extinction of the fire, and 
when they through the afternoon have rearranged the straw-bales (?) the fire could definitely be 
extinguished. 

                                                 
372 His Grandfather, Herbert Bell, was a crew member of Lancaster W4988 
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********** 
Some of the plane remnants at Laröd began to be removed. In the afternoon there was a 
commission from Ljungbyhed arriving to the site for an expert investigation. They started in the 
fields in Northwest with their massive amounts of tattered and torn pieces of the aircraft. It was a 
very thorough investigation bit by bit, and gradually as the pieces was inspected, they were taken 
care of through the military. Yesterday they reached the fields and to the remnants of the tail of the 
plane that also was overturned and examined. Today they carry on with the examination of the 
engines and the heap of ruins in front of the farmyard of Laröd. Any information about the results 
of the examinations have of course not been given. Though, it is reliable, as far as HD (the 
newspaper I presume) in…….(continue at page 8) 
The Swedish word gård (å is often pronounced as ou in thought) means several thing: it means a 
farm, a farmyard, yard or backyard etc. The Swedish word lagård means a cow-house. The Swedish 
letter ö is often pronounced as the i in first. The Swedish letter ä is often pronounced as the e in 
best. 
1595. Torleiv Alf TØNNESEN AKA Tor Hugo van der HAGEN. Signed 20 September 1943. 
Norwai (sic) Hoose (sic), London. He also added Folkeskolen. 

112 
DOB 16.4.1917. Norrman. 
From the Bromma departure records: 
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This is one of the aliases used by Tor Hugo van der HAGEN (the other alias was Peder MJÅLAND), 
who also signed this book on 20 October 1942. 
1596. Flying Officer Stanley WALKER (133696). Signed 26 September 1943. RAF 
Turnhouse. 

112 
The Air Force List for September 1943 contains: 

 
The only Flying Officers are: Sidney Ralph Walker (117700), Stanley Walker (133696) and Samuel 
Edgar Stewart Walker (103072). He is listed in Trevor Baker’s unique book 17 Air Liaison 
Intelligence: 

63 
Squadron, RAF Turnhouse, 22 Sep 43 
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1597. Flying Officer John Stewart Bell WRIGHT (132163). Signed 26 September 1943. RAF 
Turnhouse. 

112 
He is listed in Trevor Baker’s unique book 17 Air Liaison Intelligence: 

63 
Squadron, RAF Turnhouse, 22 Sep 43 
1598. John HOLDEN. Signed 26 September 1943. London. 

112 
The LG 9 March 1943 lists a John Holden (137003) in the category Ldg. Acm. To be Actg. Plt. Offs 
on prob (emergency) 14th Jan 1943. However, the first letter of the surname looks like a Norwegian, 
rather than a British, H. 
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1599. Captain Oscar Philip JONES CVO OBE (1898 – 1980). Signed 3 October 1943. BOAC, 
Bristol. 

112 
He was Deputy Master of The Guild of Air Pilots and Air Navigators 1933-1934. 
His signature matches this one: 

 
Story found on the internet: 
“I also have my 50,000 mile certificate (above) for the Junior Jet Club, dated 5th April 1965; it is 
signed by the redoubtable O. P. Jones. My father used to tell me stories about the old Imperial 
Airways Captains and about O. P. Jones in particular, and the general fear and reverence with which 
they were held by the young, post-WW2 ex-RAF recruits (such as my father) to BOAC. It was O. P. 
Jones who - according to my father - had been commanding a flight across the Atlantic shortly 
after the War, in an unidentified aircraft type, and was back at the navigator's table, pouring over 
the charts and smoking the pipe for which he was universally known and recognised. Jones was 
head down and deep in discussions with the Navigating Officer, when the FO turned around to ask 
a question, and the FO's knee hit the gang bar covering all eight magneto switches, turning them 
all off simultaneously, and thus causing all four engines to shut down at once, some 20,000'+ over 
the ocean at night. An impenetrable, shocked silence settled over the entire flight deck, with 
everyone frozen involuntarily in their places and appalled looks on everyone's face. No-one was 
able even to say a word. O. P. Jones did not turn a hair, and without so much as looking up, he 
simply took the pipe out of his mouth and said: "Quiet, isn't it?", and replaced his pipe in between 
his teeth. Of course, the engines were quickly re-started, and being out of radar coverage with few 
if any other aircraft in the sky then, nothing else happened and nothing more was reportedly said 
about the incident. But O. P. Jones was hard to beat for sheer sang froid.” BOAC’s first operation of 
the North Atlantic Return Ferry service took place on 24 September 1941. The service, flown to the 
requirements of the RAF, used Consolidated Liberators. The first flight was made by Captain O.P. 
Jones. http://www.britishpathe.com/video/our-flying-reporter/query/Jones has a video clip 

http://www.britishpathe.com/video/our-flying-reporter/query/Jones
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“Croydon, Surrey and Le Touquet, France. Various shots of showgirls from the Windmill Theatre 
boarding an Imperial Airways plane called 'Hengist'. Aerial shots from the plane as we fly above the 
clouds. The girls check their make-up. Shots of Le Touquet from the plane. The girls come down off 
the plane and say goodbye to the bearded Captain OP Jones of the airline.” 

 
O P Jones (on the right) 
TNA has the papers relating to his service in the Royal Flying Corps and his career with Imperial 
Airways and British Overseas Airways Corporation (AC 1997/116). From Aeroplane Directory of 
British Aviation, 1962: Jones, Captain Oscar Philip, CVO, OBE, FRGS, FRAeS, Special Liaison Officer. 
BOAC. Born Oct 15th 1898. Served RFC and RAF 1914-18 War; Berkshire Aviation Tours 1920-22, 
with FJV Holmes; joined Instone Air Line, 1922, and continuously engaged as airline captain 
European, Empire and International Routes until 1955; Founder Pilot Imperial Airways, 1924, and 
BOAC, 1940; RAFO and RAFVR 1924-54; Hon Pilot Uruguayan Air Force, 1945; flew Prince of Wales 
from Paris-London, 1926; survey flight Sudan-Nigeria, 1935; proving flights, UK-Lisbon 1939; OC 
No.2 Pool ATA, 1940; Flight Captain North Atlantic and first BOAC landplane service, Canada-UK 
1941; Flight Captain UK Landplanes and Officer i/c Training, 1942; proving flights UK-West Africa, 
1943; first "Kangaroo" flights Australia-Ceylon, 1944; survey flight BSAA route, 1945; first BOAC 
London-New York service, 1946; first New York-London "Monarch" service, 1951; flew HM The 
Queen and Duke of Edinburgh to Canada, 1951; Founder Member and Warden and Past Deputy 
Master GAPAN; Master Pilot's Certificate No.8 and FAI Gliding Certificate "C"; Cumberbatch Trophy, 
1931; Air Efficiency Award, 1943; Britannia Trophy, 1951; Wg Cdr RAFO 1945; President "25" Club, 
1952; Guild Master Pilot Award, 1953; has flown over 21,600 hours on 118 types of aircraft and 
carried 139,000 passengers. Clubs: RAeC, RAF Reserves. See http://www.pprune.org/aviation-
history-nostalgia/502120-boac-captain-o-p-jones.html for photos and more information. 
1600. POSSIBLY Nils Henrik BOHR. Signed [no date but on or after 3 October 1943]. [No 
address]. 

112 
Could this be Nils Henrik BOHR? Bohr arrived in Scotland on 6 October in an unarmed De Havilland 
Mosquito operated by British Overseas Airways Corporation. The flight almost ended in tragedy 
because Bohr did not hear the order to switch on his oxygen, and passed out at high altitude. He 
would have died had the pilot not surmised that he had lost consciousness, and descended to a 

http://www.pprune.org/aviation-history-nostalgia/502120-boac-captain-o-p-jones.html
http://www.pprune.org/aviation-history-nostalgia/502120-boac-captain-o-p-jones.html
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lower altitude for the remainder of the flight. After such a flight, his signature was probably 
somewhat shaky. Compare it with this one: 

Wikipedia 
The Bromma departure list for 6 October 1943 includes Oscar Philip Jones (although he signed this 
book with a date of 3 October 1943): 

Bromma 
Archives 
On pp 64-5 of David Lampe’s The Danish Resistance, it is said that "apparently" on the first flight to 
carry out Niels Bohr, the Mosquito suffered engine failure and came back to Stockholm: "The 
Secretary watched the take-off, then decided he would wait at the aerodrome for a while before 
returning to his home in the city. Half an hour later the Mosquito landed again in the field; engine 
trouble had forced it back. Dr. Bohr would have to wait until the next night to get to England. The 
Germans dared take no direct action against Bohr while he was in Sweden, but they were looking 
everywhere for him, hoping to prevent his leaving. A naturalized Swede, German by birth, reported 
to the Nazi espionage agents in Stockholm that he had seen Bohr at the aerodrome. At the time 
the Danes did not know of this security leak. Whether it was a result of the information the 
Germans received is not known - but one of the two Mosquitos bombers that left Stockholm the 
following night never reached England. On this next evening Bohr was again strapped into a 
Mosquito bomb's bay and the aircraft took off. This time it did not return" 
1601. Unknown. Signed [no date but on or after 3 October 1943]. [No address]. 

112 
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1602. Alf Kristian HIORTH? Signed [no date but on or after 3 October 1943]. [No address]. 

112 
BOAC pilot on the Bromma-Leuchars run. See entry for 19 July 1942 (signatures don’t match but 
that date is a guess). Also see the signature for Lilly Solveig Broen on 23 April 1942 which looks 
similar to this one. The signature reads “A Willy-Brown”. 
1603. POSSIBLY Norman Bennet THOMSON (90935). Signed 28 June 1943 [this date is out 
of sequence]. RAF Aldermaston. 

112 
The Air Force List for July 1943, lists on one person named Thomson with a first name starting with 
the letter N: 

 
The LG, 11 July 1939 announced his commission as Acting Pilot Officer in No 922 (West Lancashire) 
Squadron with effect from 24 May 1939. The LG, 10 October 1939 announced his promotion to 
Flight Lieutenant with effect from 7 September 1939 whilst with No 922 (West Lancashire) 
Squadron. His promotion to Squadron Leader was announced in the LG, 9 September 1941. The LG, 
7 August 1945 announced Squadron Leader N B Thomsom resigned his commission, retaining the 
rank of Wing Commander, on 27 July 1945. The LG, 1 January 1946 announced “to be Additional 
Knights Commanders of the Military Division of the said Most Excellent Order … long list … Acting 
Wing Commander Norman Bennet THOMSON, Auxiliary Air Force.” The LG, 1 February 1949 
announced “NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership heretofore subsisting between us the 
undersigned William Thomson of "Hazelemere" Maltmans Road, Lymm, Cheshire and Norman 
Bennet Thomson of The Moat House, Lymm, Cheshire carrying on business as Cotton 
Manufacturers and Merchants at "Wiltom House" Whitworth Street West, Manchester 1, under the 
style or firm of WILLIAM THOMSON & CO. has been dissolved by mutual consent as and from the 
31st day of December, 1948. All debts due to and owing by the said late firm will be received and 
paid by the said Norman Bennet Thomson by whom the business will in future be carried on.—
Dated the 28th day of January, 1949.” 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Aldermaston: 
In 1941, the higher part of the Aldermaston Court estate was chosen by the government as a site 
for development as a Bomber Operations Training Unit (OTU). The woodland was cleared and a 
standard 'A Class' bomber airfield with three concrete runways was built. The major construction 
work was carried out during the spring and summer of 1942 with a main runway, aligned 06-24, 
being 6,000 ft long (1,800 m). Two secondary runways, both 4,200 ft (1,300 m), were aligned 12-30 
and 18-36. Fifty "pan" type hardstands and two "loop" hardstands were constructed. The 
workshops and administration buildings were on the south side, near the main entrance at Falcon 
Gate. There were five hangars. Four were built to take the largest RAF aircraft. The fifth hangar, just 
off the airfield, was for the Ministry of Production where Spitfire fighter planes were assembled by 
Vickers Supermarine. The Spitfires were flight tested from the airfield. On the east side of the 
airfield there was a large bomb dump which covered nearly half the site. The airfield was opened 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Aldermaston
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by No 92 Group of the RAF on 1 July 1942, but was never used by the intended Wellington 
bombers because, by then, it had been earmarked for the United States Army Air Forces. The fifth 
hangar, just off the airfield, was for the Ministry of Production where Spitfire fighter planes were 
assembled by Vickers Supermarine. The Spitfires were flight tested from the airfield. On the east 
side of the airfield there was a large bomb dump which covered nearly half the site. The airfield was 
opened by No 92 Group of the RAF on 1 July 1942, but was never used by the intended Wellington 
bombers because, by then, it had been earmarked for the United States Army Air Forces. The 
airfield was allocated for USAAF use in June 1942 as one of 13 airfields to bomber standard to be 
available for transport or reconnaissance units. Aldermaston Court was also to be requisitioned as a 
headquarters and although this too eventually served the Ninth Air Force, it was administered as an 
entirely separate station, unconnected with the airfield. The 926 Signal Battalion provided 
communication support for the Ninth Air Force at Aldermaston Court until January 1944. 
1604. Unknown. Signed 20 September 1943 [out of sequence]. RAF Cosford. Staffs. 

113 
Based on the list of ferry pilots in the appendix to E C Cheesman’s Brief Glory: The Story of ATA, this 
could be Arthur Douglas BAND or Conley Guy SHREVE 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Cosford: 
RAF Cosford opened in 1938 as a joint aircraft maintenance, storage and technical training unit. It 
has remained mainly a training unit to this day. The Fulton Mess barrack block was constructed just 
before WW2 as the largest single building barrack block in the UK. It is now used for technical 
training. 
No 12 Ferry Pilots Pool Air Transport Auxiliary (all women by 1943) was based at Cosford from July 
1941 to 1945. From Lettice Curtis’ The Forgotten Pilots, The Eastern Press Ltd, 1985, p. 208: 
“No 12 Ferry Pool, Cosford now became the second all-women ferry pool of ATA. No 12 FP had 
started as a sub-pool of No 6 Pool at Ratcliffe but had soon graduated to become a Pool in its own 
right. Now Marion Wilberforce, one of the original eight ATA women pilots, took over from Gerry 
Stedall, its first CO, and Fay Bragge Mrs Felicity Braff, one of only 11 four-engined women pilots 
became second in command.” 
1605. Lt. Bredo THURMANN-NIELSEN DFC. Signed 29 September 1943 [out of sequence]. 
RAF Sullom Voe. 

113 
Listed in Little Norway. According to Norwegian Digital Archive, he was born on 27 January 1893 in 
Tonsberg. He is shown at least 15 times in 330 Squadron’s Operations Record Book as a Lt. 
From http://www.uboat.net/boats/patrols/patrol_3545.html: 19 July 1944. A Norwegian Sunderland 
aircraft (330 Squadron, pilot Bredo Thurmann-Nielsen) attacked U-387 (commanded by Rudolf 
Büchler) causing some damage. The boat aborted to Trondheim for repairs. (Sources: Blair, vol 2, p. 
597). 
According to http://aces.safarikovi.org/victories/victories-norway-1941-1945.html, he made three 
claims. He was awarded the St. Olav with Oak Branch and a DFC. The citation for his DFC, which was 
approved on 4 December 1944, is “This officer is an extremely efficient and reliable member of 
aircraft crew and has rendered much valuable service whilst participating in operational missions 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Cosford
http://www.uboat.net/boats/patrols/patrol_3545.html
http://aces.safarikovi.org/victories/victories-norway-1941-1945.html
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over Northern Waters during the past three and a half years. On the 19th July, 1944, despite intense 
opposition, he attacked and seriously damaged a U-boat. Throughout his operational career he has 
displayed outstanding fortitude and devotion to duty.” 

330 
Squadron ORB entry for 20th July 1944 
1606. S/Lt. Roll SKODBO. Signed 29 September 1943 [out of sequence]. RAF Sullom Voe. 

113 
Listed in Little Norway. He is shown at least 12 times in 330 Squadron’s Operations Record Book as 
a Navigator. 
1607. Ernest Joseph MATTHEWS. Signed 8 October 1943. BOAC. 

113 
DOB 17.8.1901. tj.man. 
The LG, 3 December 1940 lists someone named Ernest Joseph MATTHEWS (87806). 
No trace found. 
1608. Commander Ole Palmer REMLAPP. Signed 7 October 1943. RNAF, London. 

113 
Listed in Little Norway. 
Translated by Google from Norwegian: 
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During and after the fighting in Norway in 1940 came a few aircraft and some pilots and other 
flypersonell over to the UK. In London, these were still gathered in a flystab under Captain Bjarne 
isle, which was started to prepare for the reconstruction of the Norwegian flyavdelinger. In mid-
June, he drew up a statement of program budget proposals for the establishment of a training 
camp in Canada, primarily for the Army Air Force. After the Army High Command (HOK) 28 June 
had largely accepted the proposal, the Government decided that the personnel in the Navy Air 
Force was transferred to Canada along with the Army Air Force personnel to gain further education 
in the different industries. Command The question concerned the two air forces were determined 1 
July, when the Riiser-Larsen was appointed Commander and Chief of Naval Air Force in Canada, 
and the isle was appointed major and chief of the Army Air Force in Canada. The 21 July 1940 
travelled 120 officers and enlisted men (90 from the Army and 30 from the Navy) with coastal boats 
Iris and Lyra from Glasgow in Scotland to Toronto in Canada, where the construction of a training 
camp was in full swing. In December, when flight training was begun, Øen traveled back to London 
to prepare for the establishment of a headquarters there. Both he and Captain Lieutenant Diesen, 
who collaborated with the isle, came out strongly for the two Air Force was a joint body for 
personnel, training, performances, transportation, etc., and that education in Canada was arranged 
accordingly. When the Riiser-Larsen came back to London a few months, the organization raised 
the issue in earnest. By kgl.Res.28. March 1941 it was decided that the Army Air Force and Navy Air 
Force was placed under joint command, where the commander and chief of staff to belong to their 
respective weapons. This unified command, Air Force Joint Command (FFK) were compared to the 
Defence Ministry and the British government set equal to the Army High Command and the Navy 
Command. However, operationally and administratively part would still be two weapons, with 
different uniforms, hierarchy, etc. Air Force training camp (FTL) in Canada, also known as Little 
Norway, was officially opened on 10 November 1940. Crew strength at the opening was 300 men. 
The camp, which lay on the outskirts of the city of Toronto, had a ferry connection with the airport 
Island Airport on the other side of a narrow channel. One of the main reasons that Toronto and the 
airport was chosen was that there were opportunities for a combined land and seaplane station. At 
first it was just the landing that was available. Necessary barracks to barracks, offices, trade shows, 
workshops, storage rooms, classrooms etc. had to be built from scratch. During construction in 
1940 ¿¿Iris, one Norwegian boat crews had arrived from Scotland, used as accommodation ship. 
Headquarters, which was the first of the Royal York Hotel, was from 1 September 1940 and 
throughout the rest of his stay in Canada, in the 4th floor of 341 Church Street. During the 
reconstruction of Little Norway and 31 January 1941 was Captain Hjalmar Riiser-Larsen oldest 
officer and head of the FTL, and from the opening 10 November was Captain O. Bull camp 
commander. At the end of the year came Captain Ole Reistad to Toronto and took over the Riiser-
Larsen. By Royal Res. 4. April 1941, he was appointed major and chief of the FTL, with Captain Ole 
Remlapp from the Naval Air Force Chief of Staff. You went there again, the old question of 
whether full or partial merger of the Army Air Force and Navy Air Force. At a staff meeting on 15 
April, it was decided that the two terms would cease to exist in Canada, because it usually only 
created difficulties in the work of both the staff and the technical service. 
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1609. Air Marshal Sir Richard WILLIAMS KBE, CB, DSO (Service number 01) (3 August 1890 
– 7 February 1980). Signed 8 October 1943. RAAF Representative, Washington USA. 

113 
Air Marshal Sir Richard Williams is widely regarded as the "father" of the Royal Australian Air Force 
(RAAF). He was the first military pilot trained in Australia, and went on to command Australian and 
British fighter units in World War I. A proponent for air power independent of other branches of 
the armed services, Williams played a leading role in the establishment of the RAAF and became its 
first Chief of the Air Staff (CAS) in 1922. 

 
Painting by H. Septimus Power, 1924 
He served as CAS for thirteen years over three terms, longer than any other officer. Williams came 
from a working class background in South Australia. He was a lieutenant in the Army when he 
learned to fly at Point Cook, Victoria, in 1914. As a pilot with the Australian Flying Corps (AFC) in 
World War I, Williams rose to command No. 1 Squadron AFC, and later 40th Wing RAF. He was 
awarded the Distinguished Service Order and finished the war a lieutenant colonel. Afterwards he 
campaigned for an Australian Air Force run separately from the Army and Navy, which came into 
being on 31 March 1921. The fledgling RAAF faced numerous challenges to its continued existence 
in the 1920s and early 1930s, and Williams received much of the credit for maintaining its 
independence. However an adverse report on flying safety standards saw him dismissed from the 
position of CAS and seconded to the RAF prior to World War II. Despite support in various quarters 
for his reinstatement as Air Force chief, and promotion to air marshal in 1940, he never again 
commanded the RAAF. After the war he was forcibly retired along with a number of other World 
War I veteran officers. He took up the position of Director-General of Civil Aviation in Australia, and 
was knighted the year before his retirement in 1955. Williams was born on 3 August 1890 into a 
working class family in Moonta Mines, South Australia. He was the eldest son of Richard Williams, a 
copper miner who had emigrated from Cornwall, England, and his wife Emily. Leaving Moonta 
Public School at junior secondary level, Williams worked as a telegraph messenger and later as a 
bank clerk. He enlisted in a militia unit, the South Australian Infantry Regiment, in 1909 at the age 
of 19. Commissioned a second lieutenant in the 5th Australian Infantry Regiment on 5 March 1911, 
he joined the Permanent Military Forces the following year. In August 1914, Lieutenant Williams 
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took part in Australia's inaugural military flying course at Central Flying School, run by Lieutenants 
Henry Petre and Eric Harrison. After soloing in a Bristol Boxkite around the airfield at Point Cook, 
Victoria, Williams became the first student to graduate as a pilot, on 12 November 1914. Following 
an administrative and instructional posting, he underwent advanced flying training at Point Cook in 
July 1915. The next month he married Constance Esther Griffiths, who was 13 years his senior. The 
couple had no children. Williams was promoted captain on 5 January 1916. He was appointed a 
flight commander in No. 1 Squadron Australian Flying Corps (AFC), which was initially numbered 67 
Squadron Royal Flying Corps by the British. The unit departed Australia in March 1916 without any 
aircraft; after arriving in Egypt it received B.E.2 fighters, a type deficient in speed and 
manoeuvrability, and which lacked forward-firing machine guns. Williams wrote that in combat 
with the German Fokkers, "our fighting in the air was of short duration but could mean a quick 
end", and that when it came to bombing, he and his fellow pilots "depended mainly on luck". He 
further quoted a truism in the Flying Corps that "if a new pilot got through his first three days 
without being shot down he was lucky; if he got through three weeks he was doing well and if he 
got through three months he was set. Williams and the other Australians were initially involved in 
isolated tasks around the Suez Canal, attached to various Royal Flying Corps units. No. 1 Squadron 
began to operate concertedly in December 1916, supporting the Allied advance on Palestine. 
Williams rejoined it in February 1917. Shortly after commencing operations with No. 1 Squadron, 
Williams narrowly avoided crash-landing when his engine stopped while he was bombing the 
railway terminus at Tel el Sheria. At first believing that he had been struck by enemy fire, he found 
that the engine switch outside his cockpit had turned off. Within 500 feet of the ground he was 
able to switch the engine back on and return to base. On 21 April 1917, Williams landed behind 
enemy lines to rescue downed comrade Lieutenant Adrian Cole, having the day before pressed 
home an attack on Turkish cavalry whilst under "intense anti-aircraft fire"; these two actions earned 
him the Distinguished Service Order for "conspicuous gallantry". He was promoted major in May 
and given command of No. 1 Squadron, which was re-equipped with Bristol Fighters later that year. 
“Now for the first time,” wrote Williams, “after 17 months in the field we had aircraft with which we 
could deal with our enemy in the air.” In June 1918, Williams was made a brevet lieutenant colonel 
and commander of the RAF's 40th (Army) Wing, which was operating in Palestine. It comprised his 
former No. 1 Squadron and three British units. As a Dominion officer, however, Williams found that 
he was not permitted to "exercise powers of punishment over British personnel", leading to him 
being temporarily "granted a supplementary commission in the Royal Air Force". Augmented by a 
giant Handley Page bomber, his forces took part in the Battle of Armageddon, the final offensive in 
Palestine, where they inflicted "wholesale destruction" on Turkish columns. Of 40th Wing's actions 
at Wadi Fara on 21 September 1918, Williams wrote: "The Turkish Seventh Army ceased to exist 
and it must be noted that this was entirely the result of attack from the air." He also sent Captain 
Ross Smith in the Handley Page, accompanied by two Bristol Fighters, to aid Major T. E. Lawrence's 
Arab army north of Amman when it was harassed by German aircraft operating from Deraa. In 
November, Williams was appointed temporary commander of the Palestine Brigade, which 
comprised his previous command, the 40th (Army) Wing, and 5th (Corps) Wing. His service in the 
theatre later saw him awarded the Order of the Nahda by the King of the Hejaz. Twice mentioned 
in despatches, by the end of the war Williams had established himself, in the words of RAAF 
historian Alan Stephens, as "the AFC's rising star". Appointed an Officer of the Order of the British 
Empire in the 1919 New Year Honours, Williams served as Staff Officer, Aviation, at Australian 
Imperial Force (AIF) headquarters in London, before returning to Australia and taking up the 
position of Director of Air Services at Army Headquarters, Melbourne. The Australian Flying Corps 
had meanwhile been disbanded at the end of the war, replaced by the Australian Air Corps (AAC) 
which was, like the AFC, a branch of the Army. Upon establishment of the Australian Air Board on 9 
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November 1920, Williams and his fellow AAC officers dropped their army ranks in favour of those 
based on the Royal Air Force. Williams, now a wing commander, personally compiled and tabled 
the Air Board's submissions to create the Australian Air Force (AAF), a service independent of both 
the Army and the Royal Australian Navy. Though the heads of the Army and Navy opposed the 
creation of an independent air force for fear that they would be unable to find air cover for their 
operations, support from Prime Minister Billy Hughes, as well as prominent parliamentary figures 
including Treasurer Joseph Cook and Defence Minister George Pearce allowed the proposal to 
succeed. The AAF was duly formed on 31 March 1921; Williams deliberately chose this day rather 
than 1 April, the founding date of the RAF three years earlier, "to prevent nasty people referring to 
us as 'April Fools'". The "Royal" prefix was added five months later. Williams proposed an ensign for 
the AAF in July 1921, based on the Royal Air Force flag but featuring the five stars of the Southern 
Cross within the RAF roundel and the Commonwealth Star in the lower hoist quarter. However, this 
design was not adopted for the RAAF, the government employing instead a direct copy of the RAF 
ensign until 1949, when a new design was chosen which included the stars of the Australian Flag. 
As the senior officer of the Air Board, Williams held the title of First Air Member, the nascent Air 
Force initially not being deemed suitable for a "Chief of Staff" appointment equivalent to the Army 
and Navy. He moved to consolidate the new service's position by expanding its assets and training. 
Shortly after the AAF's establishment, land was purchased for an air base at Laverton, eight 
kilometres inland of Point Cook, and in July 1921, Williams made the initial proposal to develop a 
base at Richmond, New South Wales, the first outside Victoria. He also started a program to second 
students from the Army and Navy, including graduates of the Royal Military College, Duntroon, to 
bolster officer numbers; candidates reaped by this scheme included future Air Force chiefs John 
McCauley, Frederick Scherger, Valston Hancock and Alister Murdoch, along with other senior 
identities such as Joe Hewitt and Frank Bladin. As a leader, Williams would gain a reputation for 
strong will, absorption in administrative minutiae and a "somewhat puritanical" nature. He became 
known throughout the service as "Dicky". The position of First Air Member was replaced by Chief of 
the Air Staff (CAS) in October 1922. Williams would serve as CAS three times over seventeen years 
in the 1920s and 30s, alternating with Wing Commander (later Air Vice Marshal) Stanley Goble. One 
motive suggested for the rotation was a ploy by Army and Navy interests to "curb Williams' 
independence". Instead the arrangement "almost inevitably fostered an unproductive rivalry" 
between the two officers. Although in a legal sense the Air Board was responsible for the RAAF 
rather than the Chief of Staff alone, Williams dominated the board to such an extent that Goble 
would later complain that his colleague appeared to consider the Air Force his personal command. 
Williams spent much of 1923 in England, attending the British Army Staff College in Camberley and 
RAF Staff College, Andover, followed by further study in Canada and the United States the 
following year. Goble served as Chief of the Air Staff in his absence. Shortly after his return in 
February 1925, Williams scuppered a plan by Goble to establish a small seaplane base at 
Rushcutters Bay in Sydney, instead organising purchase of Supermarine Seagulls, the RAAF's first 
amphibious aircraft, to be based at Richmond. He was promoted to group captain in July and later 
that year drafted a major air warfare study, "Memorandum Regarding the Air Defence of Australia". 
Considered prescient in many ways, it treated World War I ally Japan as Australia's main military 
threat, and advocated inter-service cooperation while maintaining that none of the armed forces 
was "purely auxiliary to another". Its concepts continue to influence RAAF strategy. In 1926, 
Williams mandated the use of parachutes for all RAAF aircrew. He had visited the Irvin Air Chute 
Company while in the US during 1924 and recommended purchase at the time, however a backlog 
of orders for the RAF meant that the Australian equipment took almost two years to arrive. Flying 
Officer Ellis Wackett was assigned to instruct volunteers at RAAF Richmond, and made the 
country's first freefall descent from a military aircraft, an Airco DH.9, on 26 May. Williams himself 
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jumped over Point Cook on 5 August, having decided that it would set "a good example if, before 
issuing an order for the compulsory wearing of parachutes, I showed my own confidence in them.." 
Though his descent took him perilously close to the base water tank ("I thought it would be a poor 
ending to drown there, or even to be pulled out dripping wet") and "too close to be comfortable to 
a 30,000 volt electric transmission line", he completed the exercise unscathed. The young Air Force 
was a small organisation with the atmosphere of a flying club; however several pioneering flights 
were made by its members. Goble had commanded the first circumnavigation of Australia by air in 
1924 while he was CAS. On 25 September 1926, with two crew members including Goble's pilot, 
Ivor McIntyre, Williams commenced a 10,000-mile (16,000 km) round trip from Point Cook to the 
Solomon Islands in a De Havilland DH.50A floatplane, to study the South Pacific region as a 
possible theatre of operations. The trio returned on 7 December to a 12-plane RAAF escort and a 
300-man honour guard. Though seen partly as a "matter of prestige" brought on by contemporary 
newspaper reports that claimed "'certain Foreign Powers'" were planning such a journey, and also 
as a "reaction" by Williams to Goble's 1924 expedition, it was notable as the first international flight 
undertaken by an RAAF plane and crew. Williams was appointed a Commander of the Order of the 
British Empire (CBE) in the 1927 King's Birthday Honours in recognition of the achievement, and 
promoted to air commodore on 1 July the same year. As CAS, Williams had to contend with serious 
challenges to the RAAF's continued existence from the Army and Navy in 1929 and 1932, arising 
from the competing demands for defence funding during the Great Depression. According to 
Williams, only after 1932 was the independence of the Air Force assured. Williams again handed 
over the reins of CAS to Goble in 1933 to attend the Imperial Defence College in London, resuming 
his position in June 1934. His promotion to air vice marshal on 1 January 1935 belatedly raised him 
to the equivalent rank of his fellow Chiefs of Staff in the Army and Navy. He was made a 
Companion of the Order of the Bath in June that year. Williams encouraged the local aircraft 
industry as a means to further the self-sufficiency of the Air Force and Australian aviation in 
general. He played a personal part in the creation of the Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation in 
November 1936, headed up by former Squadron Leader Lawrence Wackett, late of the RAAF's 
Experimental Section. Williams made the first overseas flight in an aeroplane designed and built in 
Australia when he accompanied Squadron Leader Allan Walters and two aircrew aboard a Tugan 
Gannet to Singapore in February 1938. A series of mishaps with Hawker Demons at the end of 
1937, which resulted in one pilot dying and four injured, subjected the Air Force to harsh public 
criticism. In 1939 Williams was dismissed from his post as CAS and "effectively banished overseas", 
following publication of the Ellington Report that January. Its author, Marshal of the Royal Air Force 
Sir Edward Leonard Ellington, criticised the level of air safety observed in the RAAF, though his 
interpretation of statistics has been called into question. The Federal government praised Williams 
for strengthening the Air Force but blamed him for Ellington's findings, and he was criticised in the 
press. Beyond the adverse report, Williams was thought to have "made enemies" through his 
strident championing of the RAAF's independence. A later CAS, George Jones, contended that 
Ellington had been "invited to Australia in order to inspect Williams rather than the air force and to 
recommend his removal from the post of Chief of the Air Staff if necessary". The government 
announced that it was seconding him to the RAF for two years. When war broke out in September 
1939, Williams was Air Officer in charge of Administration at RAF Coastal Command, a position he 
had held since February that year, following a brief posting to the British Air Ministry. Goble had 
succeeded Williams as Chief of the Air Staff for the last time but clashed with the Federal 
government over implementation of the Empire Air Training Scheme and stepped down in early 
1940. Williams was recalled from Britain with the expectation of again taking up the RAAF's senior 
position but Prime Minister Robert Menzies insisted on a British officer commanding the service, 
over the protest of his Minister for Air, James Fairbairn, and the RAF's Air Chief Marshal Sir Charles 
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Burnett became CAS. In his volume in the official history of the Air Force in World War II, Douglas 
Gillison observed that considering Williams' intimate knowledge of the RAAF and its problems, and 
his long experience commanding the service, "it is difficult to see what contribution Burnett was 
expected to make that was beyond Williams' capacity". Williams was appointed Air Member for 
Organisation and Equipment and promoted to air marshal, the first man in the RAAF to achieve this 
rank. Williams returned to England in October 1941 to set up RAAF Overseas Headquarters, 
coordinating services for the large number of Australians posted there. He maintained that 
Australian airmen in Europe and the Mediterranean should serve in RAAF units to preserve their 
national identity, as per Article XV of the Empire Air Training Scheme, rather than be integrated into 
RAF Squadrons, but in practice most served in British units. Even nominally "RAAF" Squadrons 
formed under the Scheme were rarely composed primarily of Australians, and Williams' efforts to 
establish a distinct RAAF Group within Bomber Command, similar to the Royal Canadian Air Force's 
No. 6 Group, did not come to fruition. He was, however, able to negotiate improvements to 
conditions of RAAF personnel in Europe, including full Australian pay scales as opposed to the 
lower RAF rates that were offered initially. When Air Chief Marshal Burnett completed his term in 
1942, Williams was once more considered for the role of CAS. However this was vetoed by Prime 
Minister John Curtin and the appointment unexpectedly went to acting Air Commodore George 
Jones. A mooted Inspector Generalship of the Air Force, which would have seen Williams reporting 
directly to the Minister for Air, also failed to materialise. Instead Williams was posted to 
Washington, D.C. as the RAAF's representative to the Combined Chiefs of Staff in the United States, 
and remained there until the end of the war. In 1946, Williams was forced into retirement despite 
being four years below the mandatory age of 60. All other senior RAAF commanders who were 
veteran pilots of World War I, with the exception of the-then Chief of the Air Staff, Air Vice Marshal 
Jones, were also dismissed, ostensibly to make way for the advancement of younger officers. 
Williams regarded the grounds for his removal as "specious", calling it "the meanest piece of 
service administration in my experience". Following his completion of duty in the Air Force, 
Williams was appointed Australia's Director-General of Civil Aviation, serving in the position for 
almost 10 years. His department was responsible for the expansion of communications and 
infrastructure to support domestic and international aviation, establishing "an enviable safety 
record". Williams' tenure coincided with the beginnings of the government carrier Trans Australia 
Airlines (TAA) and introduction of the Two Airlines Policy, as well as the construction of Adelaide 
Airport and redevelopment of Sydney Airport as an international facility. William's wife Constance 
died in 1948 and he married Lois Victoria Cross on 7 February 1950. He was appointed Knight 
Commander of the Order of the British Empire (KBE) in the 1954 New Year Honours, the year 
before he retired from the Director-Generalship of Civil Aviation. He then took up a place on the 
board of Tasman Empire Airways Limited (TEAL), forerunner of Air New Zealand. In 1977, Williams 
published his memoirs, These Are Facts, described in 2001 as "immensely important if idiosyncratic 
.. the only substantial, worthwhile record of service ever written by an RAAF chief of staff". Sir 
Richard Williams died in Melbourne on 7 February 1980. He was accorded an Air Force funeral, with 
a flypast by seventeen aircraft. For his stewardship of the Air Force prior to World War II, as well as 
his part in its establishment in 1921, Williams is considered the "father" of the RAAF. The epithet 
had earlier been applied to Eric Harrison, who had sole charge of Central Flying School after Henry 
Petre was posted to the Middle East in 1915, and was also a founding member of the RAAF. By the 
1970s, however, the mantle had settled on Williams. Between the wars he had continually striven 
for his service's status as a separate branch of the Australian armed forces, seeing off a number of 
challenges to its independence from Army and Navy interests. He remains the RAAF's longest-
serving Chief, totalling thirteen years over three terms: October to December 1922; February 1925 
to December 1932; and June 1934 to February 1939. In his 1925 paper "Memorandum Regarding 
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the Air Defence of Australia", Williams defined "the fundamental nature of Australia's defence 
challenge" and "the enduring characteristics of the RAAF's strategic thinking". Ignored by the 
government of the day, the study's operational precepts became the basis for Australia's defence 
strategy in the 1980s, which remains in place in the 21st century. However his input to debate in 
the 1930s around the "Singapore strategy" of dependence on the Royal Navy for the defence of 
the Pacific region has been criticised as limited, and as having "failed to demonstrate the validity of 
his claims for the central role of air power". Williams' legacy extends to the very look of the RAAF. 
He personally chose the colour of the Air Force's winter uniform, a shade "somewhere between 
royal and navy blue", designed to distinguish it from the lighter Royal Air Force shade.67 Unique at 
the time among Commonwealth forces, the uniform was changed to an all-purpose middle blue 
suit in 1972 but following numerous complaints in the ensuing years reverted to Williams' original 
colour and style in 2000. Memorials to Williams include Sir Richard Williams Avenue at Adelaide 
Airport, and RAAF Williams in Victoria, established in 1999 after the merger of Point Cook and 
Laverton bases. In 2005, Williams' Australian Flying Corps wings, usually on display at the RAAF 
Museum in Point Cook, were carried into space and back on a shuttle flight by Australian-born 
astronaut Dr Andy Thomas. The Williams Foundation, named in his honour, was launched in 
February 2009 "to broaden public debate on issues relating to Australian defence and security". 
1610. Major Leslie Herbert MITCHELL. Signed 8 October 1943. War Office (Room 900). 

113 
DOB 28.5.1914. tj.man. 
Airey Neave (known as “Saturday”) and James Langley (known as “Jimmy”) squeezed a desk, table 
and two large filing cabinets into their office and began their careers as MI9 agents, charged with 
the operation of the escape lines throughout north-western Europe. Their mailing address was c/o 
Box 900, War Office, and from this came the name by which their office was known, Room 900. 
See Sherri Green Ottis’ Silent Heroes: Downed Airmen and the French Underground. 
Another source states: 
“On 23 December 1939, a top-secret minute was circulated amongst a limited group of intelligence 
agencies. The Minute officially announced the creation of MI9, which was to be located in Room 
900 of the War Office. An ex regular soldier, Major Norman Crockatt was to be in charge. The 
Évasion (E) (Escape) Section was created in February 1942 and commanded by Lieutenant Mitchell, 
working with the British MI9.” 
He is mentioned in James W Irvine’s The Waves Are Free, The Shetland Publishing Company, 
Lerwick, 1988, pp. 34-6: 
“… several of the boats which escaped Norway in the summer of 1940 carried out return trips to the 
Norwegian coast, all without mishap. Those successful missions had not escaped notice, and in 
November 1940, a British army officer, Major L H Mitchell, was sent up to Shetland. His task was 
to organise this haphazard operation. Behind his presence lay the intention that those trips should 
lead on to a traffic in messengers, saboteurs, instructors, radio operators and trained leaders for 
the underground resistance movement. Radio transmitters, explosives, weapons and ammunition 
would also be sent. Mitchell got on with the job almost immediately, and just before Christmas 
1940, the Vita was sent over to Nordhordland under skipper Hilmar Langøen, returning to Shetland 
on Christmas Day.” 
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1611. J L PETTERSEN. Signed 10 October 1943. Stockholm. 

113 
No trace found. There are three SOE agents with the surname Pettersen but none with initials that 
match this signature. 
1612. Frederick A L CHARLESWORTH. Signed 10 October 1943. Stavre, Sweden. 

113 
According to http://www.royalleicestershireregiment.org.uk/have-you-a-tiger/record/12242/, 
Private Frederick A L CHARLESWORTH (39836) served with the Leicestershire Regiment during 
World War One. 
From http://www.royalartilleryunitsnetherlands1944-1945.com/4-laa-regt-rca.html: 
4 Light Anti Aircraft Regiment No.47 
18 November 1944: 00.01hrs to 08.00hrs, heavy rain, cloudy, visibility nil. 08.00hrs to 18.00hrs, 
scattered clouds with a little sunlight now and then. Visibility fair. 18.00hrs to 24.00hrs, Majr J.M. 
Cousins with Tp Comds reported to OC 6 LAA Regt RCA at 11.30hrs. E Tp moved to new area with 3 
Div HQ at 14.00hrs, Major F.A.L. Charlesworth to CSS to recce the FMC where we take over the 
guard duty at 12.00hrs 26th. 
28 November 1944: 00.01hrs to 08.00hrs clear, cold, with slight mist. 08.00hrs to 24.00hrs, scattered 
clouds with a little bit of sunshine now and then. Major F.A.L. Charlesworth went to 203 Crd Inf 
Sub Pk at Osse with reps from 69 and 100 Btys to inspect 15, 40mm Towed Equipments prior to 
sending crews to pick them up. No deal as the guns are not operational. Q is very bad, insist our 
turning in first class, well-mainted equipment and drawing equipment not in good shape and 
hopelessly short of stores required to keep the guns in action.  F Tp occupied 3posns in FDL, firing 
423 rds HE at Den Heuvel wood, scoring hits on enemy cookhouse, trenches, strongpoints and 
immobile Sherman tank. Scored hits causing several fires in the area. Posn occupied at 11.30hrs 
and cleared at 12.12, mortar fire from enemy at 12.14hrs. 
30 November 1944: 00.01Hrs to 08.00hrs clear, cold, visibility fair. 08.00hrs to 24.00hrs very few 
scattered clouds, visibility goo. Lt-Col C.E. Woodrow accompanied by Brig Smith of 74 AA Bde 
inspected 32 Bty sites at 10.00hrs. Lt-Col Woodrow to CO Conf at HQ RCA 3 Cdn Inf Div at 
14.00hrs. Major F.A.L Charlesworth to Q meeting rep EFI gift stores to discuss means of making 
these stores available to the Div. A great deal of work being done on the new guns. 32 Bty remain 
SP, 69 Bty are now completely  T.D and 100 Bty have one Tp T.D and one Tp SP. Little activity in air. 
5 December 1944: 00.01hrs, quite clear, cool, visibility fair. 09.00hrs to 18.00hrs, scattered clouds 
with intermittent showers. Visibility faro to good all day. 18.00hrs to 24.oohrs wet and cold, 
visibility poor. Major F.A.L Charlesworth and Major B.F. Gossage left for leave to Paris at 08.30hrs. 
6 rfts arrived at 11.30hrs. Auxiliary Service Officer, Cpl Military Police arrived at 14.00hrs. Mr Keachin 
of the YMCA, appears to be a capable officer, will do a great deal for the men and is a hard worker, 
knows tier problems. A Sint Nicholaas party held for approx. 75 children at 14.30hrs, a show was 
given in the CANADA CLUB by Aux services and after the show the children came back to HQ 
where they were given a party, St Nick and Black Peter, according to local customs came at 16.45 

http://www.royalleicestershireregiment.org.uk/have-you-a-tiger/record/12242/
http://www.royalartilleryunitsnetherlands1944-1945.com/4-laa-regt-rca.html
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and distributed presents to the children, consisting of parcelled sweets and small games, collected 
by the men during the previous week or so. Very successful. 
From http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/databases/medals/001099-119.01-
e.php?&person_id_nbr=48085&&PHPSESSID=tahaoj0s0adqn15mt1hrbmb0s5: 
Name: Charlesworth, F.A.L. 
Rank: Major 
Medal/Honour/Award: ED - Efficiency Decoration 
Event/Time Period: 1900-1969 
From http://guelph.pastperfect-online.com/35235cgi/mweb.exe?request=record;id=9E15CC54-
72B7-4676-AEBC-492860145905;type=102: 

 
Three Soldiers with a Puppy, circa 1940. Charlesworth, F.A.L.; Bagg, Victor; McConkey, O. M. 
From http://www.ub.gu.se/kvinn/digtid/08/1936/tidevarvet1936_7.pdf: 
Tidevarvet, 15 February 1936 

 

http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/databases/medals/001099-119.01-e.php?&person_id_nbr=48085&&PHPSESSID=tahaoj0s0adqn15mt1hrbmb0s5
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/databases/medals/001099-119.01-e.php?&person_id_nbr=48085&&PHPSESSID=tahaoj0s0adqn15mt1hrbmb0s5
http://guelph.pastperfect-online.com/35235cgi/mweb.exe?request=record;id=9E15CC54-72B7-4676-AEBC-492860145905;type=102
http://guelph.pastperfect-online.com/35235cgi/mweb.exe?request=record;id=9E15CC54-72B7-4676-AEBC-492860145905;type=102
http://www.ub.gu.se/kvinn/digtid/08/1936/tidevarvet1936_7.pdf
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From http://brantford.library.on.ca/files/pdfs/localhistory/albumhonour.pdf: 

 
Major Frederick A. L. Charlesworth, E.D. 
From Edward Corse’s A Battle for Neutral Europe: British Cultural Propaganda during the Second 
World War, Bloomsbury Academic, 2012, p. 101-2: 

 

 

http://brantford.library.on.ca/files/pdfs/localhistory/albumhonour.pdf
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According to http://www.discogs.com/Frederick-AL-Charlesworth-Engelsk-
Spr%C3%A5kkurs/release/2484585, Frederick A.L. Charlesworth was Senior Master of English at the 
University of Uppsala, Sweden. 
He is mentioned in Peter Tennant’s Touchlines of War, The University of Hull Press, 1992, p. 262 
(not included in the index): 
“British Council … I got the help of a Mr Charlesworth, a lecturer in the Swedish Workers 
Educational Organisation which covered the whole of Sweden.” 

http://www.discogs.com/Frederick-AL-Charlesworth-Engelsk-Spr%C3%A5kkurs/release/2484585
http://www.discogs.com/Frederick-AL-Charlesworth-Engelsk-Spr%C3%A5kkurs/release/2484585
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From WO 372/4/89426 Medal card of Charlesworth, Frederick A L: 

 
1613. William Bliss HARRIS. Signed 10 October 1943. 14 East & 9th Street New York, New 
York, USA. 

113 
From http://www.nytimes.com/1981/06/26/obituaries/william-bliss-harris-ex-editor-and-writer-on-
gardening-topics.html: 
William Bliss Harris, a retired senior editor of Fortune magazine who was also known as ''Amos 
Pettingill'' to a wide readership of gardening enthusiasts, died Monday in Falmouth (Mass.) 
Hospital. He was 80 years old. 
Mr. Harris and his wife, the late Jane Grant, also a writer, had homes in New York City and Litchfield, 
Conn. In Litchfield, they lived at White Flower Farm, which began as a weekend and summer home 
and where they developed a horticulture business. Many people read the White Flower Farm 
catalogue, written by ''Amos Pettingill,'' for pleasure alone. 
Miss Grant died in 1972. They had no children. Mr. Harris was with Fortune from 1937 to 1960, 
when he retired. He wrote principally of the automotive industry for the magazine. In the late 
1950s, he was one of the earliest to write about the burgeoning electronic industry. 
Before joining Fortune, Mr. Harris operated his own appraisal concern on Wall Street. After retiring 
from Fortune, he returned to Wall Street, and for seven years was a partner in Laidlaw & Company, 
an investment firm that is no longer in business. 
Mr. Harris was born in Denver and graduated from Colorado State Agricultural College. On the eve 
of his retirement from Fortune, Mr. Harris began to concentrate on the White Flower Farm business, 
which had started in 1949 as an outgrowth of his hobby. The wry, humorous approach of the 
descriptions of his plants and bulbs, his directions for planting and caring for them and his other 
advice to gardeners won a wide readership for the catalogue, which became a periodical, the White 
Flower Farm Garden Book. 
In one issue he wrote (as Amos Pettingill): ''Too many people, particularly newcomers to gardening, 
are overoccupied with the growing of plants. Obviously you need a bit of topsoil, sun and a 
location that is neither swamp nor desert. 
''But many writers on horticulture overemphasize plant culture and, probably to have something to 
say, surround it with a lot of abracadabra in the form of countless do's and dont's. Stuff and 
nonsense, we say, and a hex upon those who would complicate the growing of plants. Growing is 

http://www.nytimes.com/1981/06/26/obituaries/william-bliss-harris-ex-editor-and-writer-on-gardening-topics.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1981/06/26/obituaries/william-bliss-harris-ex-editor-and-writer-on-gardening-topics.html
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easy. Put plants in the ground, give them sun, water them and 99 times out of 100 the things will 
grow.'' 
So many requests came from all over the United States for the Garden Book that a subscription 
cost was instituted. Advertisements written by ''Amos Pettingill'' in national magazines also elicited 
an enthusiastic response. 
Mr. Harris sold the business in 1977 when his health began to fail, but his plant descriptions, 
gardening definitions and advice and other ''Amos Pettingill'' writings still appear in the White 
Flower Farm Garden Book. 
From http://csws.uoregon.edu/about/history-of-csws/robert-clark-letter/: 
Robert Clark Letter 
August 18. 1997 
Dr. Sandra Morgen, Director 
Center for the Study of Women in Society 
430 Hendricks Hall 
University of Oregon 
Dear Dr. Morgen 
I am writing to record a note on the securing of William B. Harris’s munificent endowment that 
supports many of the Center’s programs and research projects. It is a bit of history that I believe 
will be of interest and importance to you, your colleagues, and successors. Four years ago, at a gala 
and very happy occasion, the Center celebrated its founding 20 years earlier. I observed, with some 
surprise, that the person most responsible for identifying the donor and taking the initial steps to 
solicit the gift was not present. He had not been invited. 
In conversation with Joan Acker, a leading person in founding the Center, and one who had aided 
in securing the gift, I learned that she and her colleagues were but vaguely sure that the person of 
whom I write was involved, and not at all aware of the key role he played. I can only blame myself 
for failure to make clear to them the course of events that led to the grant. The central figure in the 
little drama was Edward C. Kemp, Acquisitions Librarian. Without his interest in women’s studies, 
his knowledge, his alertness, diplomacy, and plan of action there would have been no endowment 
in the name of Jane Grant. Recently Brodie Remington, while he was still Vice President for 
Development and Public Affairs at the University, told me one morning over a cup of coffee, that 
prior to the current campaign which has produced two major gifts, one of $10 million, the other of 
$8 million, that the Harris gift was the largest the University had received. Let me tell you what I 
know of the story. 
Sometime in 1972-3 the Vice-President for Academic Affairs, Harry Alpert, brought to me a 
proposal to establish, in the department of Sociology, a Center for the Study of Women in Society. 
The idea had been proposed by Professor Joan Acker, and some of her associates, and presented 
to the several departments of the College of Liberal Arts. Only Sociology was interested. I approved 
the proposal. The role of women in the university had been a concern of mine since the days when 
I was dean of the College, and the years when I served San Jose State College. The Chancellor and 
the Board approved the University’s request to establish the Center. Aaron Novick, Dean of the 
Graduate School, found a modest sum to assist in the Center’s initial projects. 
Meanwhile, Martin Schmitt, director, and Edward Kemp, for the Special Collections Division of the 
Library, had selected, as one of the categories in which they were interested in collecting 
manuscripts, the role of women in our society—women leaders, writers, artists. They did not limit 
their search to Oregon, or Northwest women. Having been successful in soliciting manuscripts from 
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conservative writers and political leaders from all over the nation, they followed that pattern in their 
search for manuscripts of women leaders. 
One of Ed Kemp’s strategies in seeking manuscripts was to read the obituary columns of the New 
York Times. One day, in the early seventies, he encountered the name Jane Grant. She had been, 
with her first husband, Harold Ross, the co-founder of the New Yorker magazine. She had been not 
only a noted figure in the world of letters, but she fitted precisely the new category in which the 
library was interested—the role of women in our society. Jane Grant at her death was the wife of 
William B. Harris, an associate editor of Fortune Magazine. Together they had developed the White 
Flower Farm in Connecticut. 
Where were her papers? Would they be available for deposit in the University of Oregon’s Special 
Collection? Ed wrote to Mr. Harris, a tentative note of inquiry. Would Mr. Harris be willing to talk 
with him when he was next in New York? Yes, Mr. Harris replied. They met, had a very pleasant 
conversation, and agreed to meet again. Ed saw him several times in the next few months. He 
learned that Jane Grant had left but few papers, but he learned also that Mr. Harris was interested 
in establishing a university endowment in her honor. He had talked with an eastern university and 
had made a preliminary gift. Officials at that university were vague about their intentions, non-
committal about their interest in women’s studies. 
At some point in their discussions Ed told Mr. Harris that the University of Oregon had established 
a center in the Department of Sociology for the study of women in society. Would Mr. Harris be 
interested in talking with the president of the University the next time he was in New York? Again, 
Mr. Harris said yes. That was in the late winter or early spring of 1975. 
As I remember, I saw Mr. Harris twice in New York, as his guest for lunch, first at his elegant 
apartment on Park Avenue, and then at the University Club. The conversation was lively and 
pleasant. He said to me, as he had to Ed Kemp, that he was interested in honoring his wife, the late 
Jane Grant, by supporting a University program for the study of women in society. I told him about 
our program at Oregon, already established, and approved, not by the University alone, but by the 
Chancellor and the governing board. There was no question about our interest in the subject or 
about our commitment. I told him about the scholars, women on our faculty, who had designed 
the program and who were devoting much of their energies to its development. I told him, too, 
about the Department of Sociology and its support of the program, and the enthusiasm of the 
department head, Richard Hill, in his advocacy of the center. I had come to know these people, not 
only to respect but to applaud them. 
If I remember correctly, I went to the luncheon with no tactic in mind, with no planned strategy for 
the next step. But as I talked about our program, and the people responsible for it, and noted his 
favorable response, I was moved to invite him to come to the University, to meet the faculty, and to 
see for himself what we were trying to do. He liked the idea. That was spring term, the last quarter 
before my retirement in June. I was anxious for him to come as soon as possible, certainly while I 
was still in office. 
He came a short time later for two days, as a guest in the president’s home. He was a wonderfully 
friendly man, full of good talk, and with a curious mind. My wife, who was a gifted flower gardener, 
and I walked him about the lovely grounds of the University house. He was delighted with my 
wife’s choice of flowers and her gift in gardening. Knowing that we were about to move into our 
own home, purchased for our retirement, he later sent her one hundred iris bulbs from his White 
Flower Farm. He was not so much impressed with my interest in wild flowers—they didn’t compare 
in beauty to the cultivated and hybrid varieties. But he did respond to my interest in trees, and was 
pleased to have me identify species unfamiliar to him, in our yard and on the campus. 
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For dinner we had invited three of the woman scholars at the University who were instrumental in 
the development of the Women’s Study Center, and the head of the Department of Sociology: Joan 
Acker and Miriam (Mimi) Johnson, Sociology, Marilyn Farwell, English, and Richard Hill, head of 
Sociology. The conversation was lively, bright, sometimes sophisticated, full of good humor, and 
ranged widely from women’s studies, contemporary culture, student revolts, literature, the New 
Yorker, even to a few sly remarks about politics. We moved from the dinner table to the living 
room. I could see that Mr. Harris was much interested. I sat there, now and then tossing in a 
comment, but for the most part full of pride at the quality of the faculty members who exchanged 
ideas and sometimes sparred with Mr. Harris. Either beforehand, or during the evening, he made it 
clear that he was seriously considering making a gift to the University. “What would you like us to 
do with a bequest?” Joan Acker asked him. “You are the experts,” he replied; “do with it what you 
think best for your program.” Joan has never forgotten the sense of exhilaration she felt with that 
expression of confidence. He was, as I had thought he would be, persuaded by the quality of 
people with whom he talked, and by the ideas they voiced, that he had found the University where 
he could honor his beloved Jane Grant. After they were gone, he told me how favorably he had 
been impressed by them. The bequest he had in mind, he said, would be in the range of $500,000 
to $1 million dollars. 
The next morning Ed Kemp drove him to Portland to catch his plane. Ed started early enough to 
take him by some of the famous iris farms and flower gardens in the Willamette Valley: to the 
supplier of his iris bulbs, Bob Shreiner, at Brooks, and to his lily grower, a Mr. Strickler, at the 
Oregon Bulb Farms, east of Gresham. 
After Mr. Harris’s death in 1981, when his estate was settled, having been well managed by his 
executor, his bequest to the University amounted to slightly more than $3 million. That was 
augmented by additional and substantial gifts. Again through careful management, this time by 
the Board of Trustees of the University Foundation, the endowment has grown substantially. A rich 
bounty for the University, it is productive of many projects, conferences, research studies, and 
intellectual enrichment for faculty and students. It has become, as Mr. Harris had hoped—indeed 
far beyond his hope—an enduring tribute to Jane Grant, and, although he had not asked it, a 
tribute, too, to William Harris. 
Very truly yours, 
Robert D. Clark 
From http://www.whiteflowerfarm.com/aboutus-history.html#: 
In the late 1930's, William Harris and his wife Jane Grant made a house out of a small barn in 
Litchfield, Connecticut, a small town nestled in the foothills of the Berkshires. They were both 
writers, he for Fortune Magazine and she for The New York Times, and imagined a "little place in 
the country" to which they could bring their work and where they could vacation. Before long, they 
discovered that trying to write in Litchfield was torture, because nature beckoned so seductively 
that they spent far more time with her than with their work. Indeed, it wasn't long before nature 
took over their lives in a way that neither of them could possibly have imagined. 
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With time, energy, and intelligence to burn, Harris 
and Grant (for so they chose to be called) plunged 
into gardening with the missionary zeal common to 
new converts and quickly exhausted the resources 
of their local advisors and suppliers. With the 
curiosity of journalists, and the resources of New 
York at their fingertips, they quickly realized that 
American gardening in the 40's was, with few 
exceptions, an intellectual backwater with little or 
no interest in new plants, original design ideas, or 
even modern cultural practices. It was, in short, a 
marketplace waiting for new leadership, which Harris and Grant were shortly to provide. 
From this beginning in the private garden of an extremely demanding and discerning individual 
grew a business based on the principle that good plants and good service will, if presented clearly 
and accurately, always have an audience among knowledgeable gardeners. With very little paid 
promotion, the enthusiastic endorsement of early customers led to gradual but consistent growth 
in the business. This modest approach was consistent with the declared policy of the proprietor to 
maintain his standards of quality by always growing the plants to be offered for sale. The practical 
implication of this traditional practice, which requires skilled growers, large inventories, irrigated 
fields, extensive greenhouses, refrigerated storage, and agile scheduling, meant that rapid 
expansion was an economic impossibility regardless of the opportunity in the marketplace. So, 
White Flower Farm remained small while its competitors grew large, and found itself serving a 
devoted band of ardent horticulturists whose tastes and enthusiasms were anything but 
mainstream. They came to the company looking for the best of ornamental plants, both new and 
old, plus the information and advice necessary to succeed with them, and the quality and service 
they found kept them coming back, with their children and grandchildren to follow. 
1614. Klas Erik BÖÖK. Signed 10 October 1943. Askrikegatan 11, Stockholm. 

113 
He was born on March 10 1909 in Lund. He died January 5 1980 in East Karup. He was a Swedish 
diplomat and government official. Klas Böök, who was a licentiate, served in the foreign exchange 
office of Deputy Director from 1940, as a board member from 1947 and as President 1948-51. He 
was also a member of the Export Credits Guarantee Board from 1943 and its Vice-President 1947-
51. In 1943 he joined the National Bank and became its deputy director in 1943 and was then 
Governor 1948-51. His diplomatic career began in 1947 when he was appointed envoy and head of 
commercial department. Thereafter, he was minister in Ottawa in Canada, 1951-56, ambassador in 
Beijing, 1956-61 (also accredited to Bangkok), in New Delhi 1961-65 (also accredited to Kathmandu 
and Colombo), and in Bern from 1965. Klas Böök was the son of literary Fredrik Böök. Married to 
Aina Hakon Pettersson, Annika children (married Eriksson), Ole, Kim, Susanne (married Francke) and 
Peter. He was author of the chapter entitled “The money market” in the book Sweden: a wartime 
survey, New York, distributed by the American-Swedish News Exchange, 1943. 
Transcript of a tape-recorded interview conducted for the Harry S. Truman Library by Theodore A 
Wilson on 10 July 1970: 
WILSON: If there is any question of anything that you might wish to review over, we'll send you a 
transcript so you can be..  
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BÖÖK: I think I can speak entirely open, because I have no secrets to tell you. As I mentioned, I 
went from the Bank of Sweden to the Foreign Office as head of the Commerce Department just 
after the war. There, we had difficulties with the exchange situation and the inflationary tendencies, 
and also with the supply of raw materials, particularly coal and oil. I was mostly then concerned 
with negotiations with the Eastern countries; Russia and Poland for coal; Russia for oil and also for 
wheat. The Western side of the business, of course, I had it under me, but that was very much taken 
over by others, because that was our important thing just after the war -- raw materials supply. 
In '47 when the speech of Mr. Marshall was heard, I was still in the commercial section, as head 
there, but shortly afterwards I was transferred back to the Riksbank, as Governor. There was a kind 
of crisis in the Riksbank and I had to take over that job. During that time it was Dag Hammarskjöld 
who carried the whole burden of the Marshall negotiations, and the negotiations in Paris. I think he 
played a certain role in that. 
WILSON: Yes. 
BÖÖK: He was very positive and I think he made a constructive approach in everything. The direct 
contribution that we received was not so important, for it was approximately half a million dollars 
altogether. The biggest part was in counterpart funds. We were paid in dollars for things we 
delivered to Norway on docks, ships and so on. That was important for us, because we bought hard 
currency instead of weak currency that we had to accept otherwise. But, the indirect help was 
extremely big for us, because all our European trading partners were put in a situation that made it 
easier for us to exchange goods and services with them. Also, the economic collaboration, the 
abolishment of restrictions and trade, was of extremely big importance for us, and, of course, the 
basis for all that was the Marshall plan. 
WILSON: Did you participate directly in negotiations leading toward the European Payments 
Union? 
BÖÖK: No, it was Dag Hammarskjöld who carried most of that, with some of the junior people in 
the Foreign Office. I was, at that time, at home at my desk, so I followed it very closely but without 
taking a part in it "on the field." 
WILSON: What do you recall from that side about some of these larger issues. One of the questions 
that occurs and has been raised by some others is Swedish participation, since you and in a way 
Belgium, and Switzerland, had the least need for direct aid. Would it be fair to say that there was 
some serious question at the time of Marshall's speech and the Marshall plan was initiated, 
whether Sweden would take part? Did it generate excitement? 
BÖÖK: I think it was welcomed in Sweden in general. Of course, after those difficulties between the 
Soviet Union, France and Great Britain, the Communists withdrew, but that was almost a real 
position in Sweden. They argued that it would be a break in our neutrality policy, but nobody else 
thought that. All of our political parties considered it an economic and a constructive thing, which 
was badly needed for Europe at this time, for rebuilding its economy. I think there were no political 
difficulties at all. There were a lot of technical difficulties and technical questions, and all these 
bilateral negotiations, between the United States and the countries participating, but I think it went 
smoothly. We had a very good representative in Sweden for the Marshall Plan, and he became the 
director of the stock exchange in New York afterwards -- John F. Haskell. 
WILSON: Oh, yes. 
BÖÖK: We had a lot of talks there. Haskell was a reasonable man, and he put his cases firmly, but 
we could always discuss things. I think it helped a lot that we had a good man there who 
understood our position and our difficulties. 
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WILSON: There was some talk at the time about using an existing body, the Economic Commission 
for Europe, which Gunnar Myrdal later headed, as the means through which aid would be funnelled 
rather than creating this new organization which was only in the West. Was there great support in 
Sweden for this? 
BÖÖK: When the Communist countries backed out I think there was no question of using the 
Economic Commission for that. 
WILSON: Right. 
BÖÖK: In the beginning, perhaps, we would have favoured a solution with the participation of all 
the European countries. Yet, when the Russians spoiled that possibility, I think it was quite natural 
to build a new organization for that with the Western European countries. 
WILSON: How much importance did you place upon the OEEC as a building block for the future? 
Was there great hope that this might develop into a super-national organization, or were people in 
Sweden concerned about recovery first and then what might be done? 
BÖÖK: We considered this an ad hoc institution, created for the purpose of forwarding the 
rehabilitation of Western Europe. It turned out that it was more important than that, and it 
continued as a basis for European collaboration. I think we hoped quite a lot on that organization 
for these economic collaborations, for the freedom of trade, for the abolishment of restrictions and 
so on. 
Of course, we never wanted to have it as an alternative to the United Nations. That was one of the 
things that we feared. The United Nations, in which we believe very much and still collaborate with, 
is an all-around international organization. Even now we are rather afraid to play our organizations 
which compete with the United Nations and its goal and so on. There might have been some fear 
about that also, when the OEEC was created, but that I think was the only thing which concerned 
us. 
WILSON: Were you dismayed at the evidence that the great powers in the West, the United States 
in particular, had pretty much abandoned the United Nations by 1947 as a means for 
accomplishing these goals which Sweden and other countries were working for? There was 
considerable evidence that the original aims of the U.N. had been given over. 
BÖÖK: I think we always kept in mind that we should do everything for the United Nations, and of 
course, we remembered Woodrow Wilson and the League of Nations. We were very happy when 
the big powers turned towards the United Nations, and showed increased interest in it. Some of 
them were unhappy when we felt that they were turning their backs toward that organization. 
Our Foreign Minister, then, was Mr. Östen Undén, who was one of the big men in the League of 
Nations. He worked there between the two wars, together with our leader of the Social Democratic 
Party at that time. So we had that tradition and he was the Minister of Foreign Affairs, also, after 
the war; and he, through tradition, was to work for international organization. First, the League of 
Nations, and then he was extremely eager to do all he could to favour the development of the 
United Nations. Then, of course, we had Dag Hammarskjöld as Secretary-General there. So we had 
been very closely tied to that organization. 
WILSON: What were the sources of the dollar shortage which developed in Sweden in '47, '48? 
BÖÖK: Well, as you perhaps know, we revalued our currency. 
WILSON: Oh yes, that's right. 
BÖÖK: After that there was an extremely big rush for imports; but that, of course, was also 
connected with the fact that we had difficulties selling except in weak currencies, in non-
convertible currency, because all of Europe's oil market had a dollar shortage and they could only 
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pay bilaterally, in non-convertible currencies. Because of that we didn't get any dollars for our 
exports. 
On the other hand, we had big needs to import, and there very often we had to pay in dollars. Then 
there was a certain weakening, for example, of the pulp market in the United States. Our exports of 
paper and pulp, which were very important to the United States at that time, diminished, so our 
direct income from the exporting to the United States also decreased. So, there was a combination 
of factors forcing a dollar shortage in the country. 
WILSON: Were you frustrated by the somewhat paradoxical American restrictions on imports (your 
exports) into the United States? Some of the people with whom I've interviewed have commented 
that while there was this strong American push for trade 
liberalization, there were also great difficulties in getting agricultural imports into the United States, 
because of the role of the Department of Agriculture, because of tariff duties, because of confusing 
customs arrangements and this sort of thing. Did you make these points to Americans? 
BÖÖK: I don't think we were so much hit by that because our exports were staple goods, paper 
pulp, iron, and so on. But, of course, we have always been afraid of the restrictive trade policies, 
even now. The problem was that the United States would turn back to a more restrictive import 
policy, while in principle, both the United States and all the European countries had the goal to free 
the trade. One sees that in all the discussions of the EEC, and there is no doubt about that. 
WILSON: What about the so-called invisible exports, the problems that were raised by the 
insistence of the United States Congress that 50 percent of all goods be sent in American shipping, 
the difficulties that this would have raised for Scandinavia, or Nordic countries, who were 
traditionally strong shipping countries? 
BÖÖK: There had been some difficulties with that. But, it was not, for a time being, a big problem. It 
had been after the war, quite a problem at times, but I think it was more a Norwegian thing. 
WILSON: Were you concerned in general about the tone of the American aid program? Some 
people have commented that while the Marshall plan was a brilliant program, and enormously 
successful, it seemed to stem from a negative purpose, anti-Communism as a basis. Some have 
even said that there was a confusion between socialism and communism in the way the program 
was worked out. Is that a fair statement? 
BÖÖK: The basis was that all the European countries should take part, and that was the opening 
program of Mr. Marshall. The fact that it was not realized was not the fault of the American side. I 
believe it was the negative attitude of the Russians. There we noted that Poland and 
Czechoslovakia started by saying yes, and then they reversed their position. 
WILSON: Yes. 
BÖÖK: The whole thing was meant for the whole of Europe, not only for the Western countries of 
Europe, the non-Communist countries; and that it went the other way was the Communists' fault. 
WILSON: I don't mean to sound anti-American, I'm not, but by asking some of these questions I'm 
trying to get balance in our approach. The one critical issue between Sweden and the United States 
in the period was that of East-West trade. I think in the end it resulted in the amicable closing of 
the mission because of American desires -- the Kem Amendment, the Battle Act -- to restrict what 
they called strategic shipments, with the East. What did you feel were the motives? Did you think 
you understood the motives behind this? Was it a justifiable approach which the Americans were 
taking in your view? 
BÖÖK: We had difficulties understanding that if we could exchange goods with Communist 
countries and get what we badly needed in return, that was part of rebuilding of Europe. 
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WILSON: Yes. 
BÖÖK: That definition of strategic goods worried the leaders -- what was one thing or what was the 
other. Yet, I don't think that we really were forced to accept American occupation there. 
WILSON: No. 
BÖÖK: We were, of course, careful, without following quite quickly the American intentions. I think 
that was more or less accepted by the United States, that they didn't force us to go too far in 
Europe. 
WILSON: How successful were you in the immediate years after the war in rebuilding and bringing 
up to normal pre-war levels your trade with the East? Poland has been a very important supplier of 
coal and.. 
BÖÖK: Absolutely, and we had a lack of oil. We could buy oil only against dollars, which were in 
scarce supply, and I think we succeeded fairly well with exports from Poland. I followed that closely, 
because that was when I headed the commercial section, and we had very hard discussions with 
the Poles. They had, of course, their difficulties in building their communications, after the war, but 
I think we succeeded to fairly good extent in getting what we really needed from Poland in 
exchange, of course, for what they needed badly, machinery items. We even put the railway 
wagons and engines at their disposal in Poland in order to transport coal to the ports to be further 
exported to Sweden. We had agreements on that and it worked fairly well. 
From Russia we got some oil, and wheat, which was needed then, not now, in Sweden. 
WILSON: One of the most difficult parts of this study and subject is to try to understand why the 
expectations, concerning Western Europe's normal trade ties with the East, did not develop. 
Obviously in large part it's because of the Eastern bloc's policies, but there are some other puzzling 
things as well. That's a partial explanation of the dollar shortage, isn't it? 
BÖÖK: Yes. 
WILSON: Western Europe had to buy things from the Western Hemisphere and the United States, 
which traditionally came from the East. 
BÖÖK: From the beginning, one must realize that there were extremely big, practical difficulties, in 
Eastern countries. They were illustrative of the war; they had communication troubles, and 
production troubles. So it was not easy for them. What we had was in great supply of what they 
very badly needed, so it was a barter exchange. There was a time when we had to weigh every item 
-- if I get that, you get that, and if I don't get that, we will withdraw that. So with these bilateral 
trade negotiations, which were extremely difficult and complicated, one had to make a lot of 
preparation before each talk. 
WILSON: Did you have important bilateral arrangements also with the occupied zones of Germany 
in the years immediately following the war? Was there a considerable trade? 
BÖÖK: Yes, with Western Germany. With East Germany we haven't succeeded very well with our 
trade. We had some trade, but not to the same extent. Of course, with West Germany we worked 
very hard. There we made bilateral agreements with.. 
WILSON: Joint import-export agency? 
BÖÖK: Yes. 
WILSON: Was that an agency easy to deal with? I've heard from some others that it was.. 
BÖÖK: A lot of complications. Yet, I think we succeeded gradually to get contact also with the new 
Germans themselves. So we had influence loosely, but it did go to some extent. 
WILSON: That's very interesting. 
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What was your view at the time of the British role in all this? One of the subjects that has come up 
most often in the interviews has been the British policies towards Europe. There had been 
considerable British-Scandinavian cooperation in the period immediately following the war, and 
there had been some sort of trade agreement. 
BÖÖK: The Oslo Powers. 
WILSON: The UNISCAN. 
BÖÖK: Yes, something like that. 
WILSON: Did you have difficulties with the British because of the mystique of the pound at a time 
when the pound sterling.. 
BÖÖK: I don't think so. I think we had a very close cooperation with the British. It started during the 
war. Dag Hammarskjöld and myself were in Great Britain in '43, '44, '45 several times. It was rather 
dangerous travel in those old Mosquito planes. 
WILSON: Oh, you took them? 
BÖÖK: Quite alone. We were chased by German planes at that time and some of them were shot 
down. Dag Hammarskjöld and myself kept contact with the British, with the Bank of England, and 
Treasury. We made a monetary arrangement with the British and created a special kind of half-
bilateral arrangement between the two countries which went smoothly. Of course, in the 
beginning, the British had to overdraw their accounts with us, so they got indebted in sterling. Then 
we had some kind of an exchange rate guarantee; it went very well, as it did with the United States 
during the war. The freezing of the Swedish assets in the United States was a big business deal with 
a certain amount of success, and definitely, in Switzerland, because we could use our dollars during 
the war all the time, in spite of that freezing. 
WILSON: Oh, I didn't know that. 
BÖÖK: Yes, that is an interesting thing. We had special arrangements with the United States 
whereby the Exchange Control Board in Sweden certified every transaction guaranteeing that there 
was nothing from the Axis, from Germany, from Italy, and that no such interest was involved. Then 
we cabled every day our report to the States, all the licenses that we had granted for the Swedish 
banks, to make payments from their accounts with American banks. Therefore, we had an 
organization up in New York and they gave the license to the American banks for each transaction. 
So the Swedish banks could use their dollar balances in the American banks, under our license, in 
spite of the freezing by the American Treasury. 
WILSON: Were these for purchases only in the United States, or could they be used anywhere else? 
BÖÖK: As long as they didn't touch the enemy interest, from the point of view of the United States. 
WILSON: That's very interesting. 
BÖÖK: We gave the license, but afterwards the Treasury in the United States concluded the 
transaction. Daily we issued many thousand licenses in Sweden, and as far as I remember, there 
were three cases during the whole time where we got complaints from the Treasury that we had 
made mistakes. 
WILSON: That's quite remarkable given the concern.. 
BÖÖK: You know how particular the Treasury of the United States is about every case. 
WILSON: Yes, they are. 
BÖÖK: But that worked very smoothly. 
WILSON: You said you thought quite highly of the American representatives in Sweden. 
BÖÖK: Haskell, yes; but he had nothing to do with that, this was during the wartime. 
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WILSON: Were you equally impressed with the Treasury people and American representatives in 
general with whom you dealt? 
BÖÖK: The Treasury was very thorough and to a certain extent difficult, but fair, and you could 
always discuss a case with them. 
WILSON: Yes. That’s one of the… 
BÖÖK: But a little too legalistic perhaps. 
WILSON: Yes. One of the topics that has come up has been the problems sometimes caused by the 
fact that Treasury had interests in what the Economic Cooperation Administration or the State 
Department or the Commerce Department was doing and that Treasury could be expected to take 
the most legalistic approach. 
BÖÖK: But we had good relations with the Americans and we trusted each other, which was a 
condition for existence. 
WILSON: Yes, that’s very interesting. 
I thank you. You’ve given me some information which I didn’t have before and that’s why I’m here. 
BÖÖK: It comes out so well if you think about it. I have been away from this for such a long time. 
WILSON: Yes, but I’m very much impressed by the ability of the people with whom I have talked to 
go back 20 years and to revive all this. I frankly was not sure how much information I would get, 
but I've found that it's been extremely useful and appreciate this and the opportunity to come to 
Bern. I would not have come otherwise. 
1615. Major Clive Lane BAYLISS OBE (11320). Signed 12 October 1943. War Office. 

113 
DOB 28.11.1897. major. 
According to http://archiver.rootsweb.ancestry.com/th/read/INDIA/2000-11/0975369791, he was a 
Captain in Indian Navy (retired), of Vekso, Denmark and was born on 26 July 1927. He married Ellen 
Jungersen. He is mentioned in the LG, 27 July 1915, 24 May 1917, 30 July 1917, 29 January 1918, 28 
March 1919, 1 October 1918, 22 June 1920 and 20 March 1947. The LG, 20 March 1947 announced 
his award of the King Christian X Liberty Medal. The LG, 2 June 1962 announced Major Clive Lane 
BAYLISS, Third Secretary, Her Majesty's Embassy, Copenhagen to be an Ordinary Member of the 
Civil Division of the said Most Excellent Order (OBE). 
1616. Peter FALK. Signed 12 October 1943. London. 

113 
DOB 23.9.1910. assistant. 
According to Keith Jeffery’s MI6: The History of the Secret Intelligence Service 1909-1949: 
“From April 1943, a trained Section V MI5 representative, Peter Falk, was posted to Stockholm 
under Passport Control cover to run a separate Sweden station devoted to attacking the German 
intelligence service, not only in Sweden but across Scandinavia and elsewhere. Falk’s chief target 
was Dr Karl-Heinz Krämer, the German assistance air attaché in Stockholm since November 1942.” 
In Touchlines of War, Peter Tennant lists Peter Falk as a: 
“Rugby master who went to Sweden to handle German affairs for Secret Intelligence Service.” 

http://archiver.rootsweb.ancestry.com/th/read/INDIA/2000-11/0975369791
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From Martin A Allen’s Himmler's Secret War: The Covert Peace Negotiations of Heinrich Himmler, Da 
Capo Press, 2005: 
p. 172: 
According to Tennant's evidence after the war, he also spotted Mallet meeting with someone 
identified as a German lawyer named Dr Schmidt. This was almost certainly an alias: the man was 
probably Himmler's lawyer, Carl Langbehn. In a state of confusion and panic about what was 
unfurling in front of his eyes, Tennant373 submitted a top-secret report to his superiors in London 
on the mysterious conduct of his ambassador; he was apparently having meetings with a number 
of leading Germans, one of whom he knew for certain was a top man of the SS. 
In fact, the inter-organisation rivalry between PWE and the British Intelligence services, SIS and 
SOE, had already become detrimental to the effectiveness of British operations in Sweden. Under 
Brendan Bracken's leadership PWE was a law unto itself; and he very jealously protected all its 
operations from the other organs of British Intelligence. Many complications were to occur in the 
months and years ahead as PWE, SIS, and SOE strove to proceed with their own secret operations, 
trying not to step on each other's toes. This was exactly the situation that had now arisen in 
Stockholm. 
Tennant's report went unacknowledged, and six weeks passed before Mallet's manner suddenly 
became frosty and untrusting. Tennant realised that Mallet had somehow been informed about 
what he had done. He was puzzled. Here was clear proof that his own ambassador was covertly 
meeting with leading Nazis, perhaps treasonously so; yet not only had London ignored his report, 
but Mallet had discovered what he had done, and still no orders emanated from London to direct 
his actions. What if Mallet was, for some mysterious reason, compromising British interests in the 
sensitive neutral state, or even worse passing information to the Nazis? It was a situation that 
caused Tennant many sleepless nights. Despite the lack of orders, ‘Tennant, with some relish, now 
made Mallet a prime intelligence target, while Mallet struggled to maintain his dignity and make 
life as unpleasant as possible for Tennant.’ Finding himself in a very difficult position - as a lowly 
intelligence officer spying on his own ambassador - he received some support from the naval 
attache, Henry Denham374, who shared his concerns, but Denham was powerless to offer real help. 
Nevertheless, assistance was soon on its way in the form of the newly appointed SIS officer to 
Stockholm. Peter Falk was a former Rugby schoolmaster who had been inducted into Ml6 at the 
start of the war. He had impressed his superiors at SIS after his attendance at the Churchill- 
Roosevelt conference in Reykjavik in 1941, and since that time his promotion had been swift. After 
a stint at Ml6 headquarters in London in 1942, he had now finally been assigned overseas to one of 
the most sensitive of posts. Here he could expect to come into daily contact with German nationals 
- especially members of the intelligence services – who spent a great deal of time watching each 
other and attempting to glean each other's secrets. Within just a few days of his arrival in 
Stockholm, Falk sat and listened to Tennant's concerns about the mysterious behaviour of their 
ambassador. He was immediately sympathetic to Tennant's problem, and equally suspicious of 
Mallet's conduct. He therefore contacted London and enquired whether there was an operation 
underway that involved Mallet; London - i.e. SIS - responded, as it previously had to Tennant, that it 
was unaware of any reason why Mallet should be covertly meeting Nazis at the home of Marcus 
Wallenberg. It is evident that PWE, under the guidance of the all-powerful Brendan Bracken, 
deemed its operation involving Mallet top secret, something in which it had no desire to involve 
SOE or SIS, in whatever form. This would complicate matters enormously. The two top intelligence 

                                                 
373 Sir Peter Tennant signed this book on 15 April 1942 and 6 November 1943 
374 Signed this book on 30 August 1941 and 20 April 1942 
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men in Stockholm - Tennant and Falk - now committed valuable time to watching Victor Mallet 
and attempting to discover what he was up to. 
Prior to his departure for Stockholm, Falk had been briefed in London that his prime target in 
Sweden was a German SD agent named Karl-Heinz Krämer, who was operating out of the German 
Embassy. He was instructed to ‘combat Kriimer's activities, a role which was to take precedence 
over everything else’. 
On his arrival in Stockholm in the summer of 1943, Falk found to his satisfaction that SIS already 
had an agent known as ‘P’ working in the German Embassy. ‘P’ soon produced for Falk a plethora 
of information, including the fact that Kramer had arrived in Sweden the year before with his wife 
and daughter in tow, and had for some time lived in style at the Grand Hotel. He had then taken on 
a substantial and stylish house in a very smart suburb of Stockholm called Stora Essingen; however, 
he also kept on his apartment at the Grand Hotel (at the German state's expense) for entertaining. 
Falk's task of observing Krämer was a difficult one. Krämer enjoyed extraordinary privileges. He did 
not seem to be tied to the activities of his fellow Intelligence officers at the Embassy and, strangely, 
was openly calling himself ‘Himmler's special representative in Sweden’. He even had unique access 
to the German air attachés special message scrambler - GLYST – with which he was able to contact 
Berlin. Falk soon discovered that in addition to these privileges, Major Colcher, the Abwehr station 
chief in the Embassy, had been ordered by Berlin to allow Krämer to see all the intelligence 
information that the Embassy staff accumulated before it was dispatched back to Germany. It was 
all very strange, and made Falk acutely aware that his was an important target who would need 
watching carefully. He soon concluded that he would have to acquire an agent close to Krämer in 
order to discover what he was really up to in Stockholm. 
Like everyone in this world, Krämer had a weak point, one that Falk was quick to discover and 
would exploit brillianrly. This was done not through agent ‘P’ at the German Embassy, but by 
someone quite literally rather closer to home. When Krämer came to Sweden, his wife had quickly 
hired a German maid to pander to all her needs. Herr and Frau Krämer were alike in many respects; 
owing to their imperious and snobbish manner, they both seemed readily to antagonise everyone 
with whom they came into contact. This was particularly true of Frau Krämer, whose relationship 
with her maid soon deteriorated to one of purest animosity. Indeed, the maid so hated the Krämers 
that in a moment of anger she even confessed to an Austrian lady friend that she felt like 
murdering Frau Krämer; but she needed the job and money, times were hard, so she was sruck with 
the family. 
It is on such twists of fate that worlds can sometimes tum. The Austrian woman was married to a 
Swedish assistant at the British Embassy, and Falk was soon to learn of the Kramers' fractious home 
life. He had a quiet word with the woman, who heartily hated the Nazis - this was why she had 
moved to Sweden in 1938 - and she was quickly hired as agent ‘Frau E’. Working carefully with 
‘Frau E’, Falk made an approach to the Krämers' maid, who was soon recruited as ‘Frau H 12’ and 
put on the SIS payroll as agent 36704. 
To Falk’s satisfaction, ‘Frau H 12’ turned out to be an intelligent and resourceful woman, keen to 
provide her new masters in London with all the information she could about Krämer's activities in 
Sweden. She revealed to Falk and ‘Frau E’ that in Krämer's study at home in Stora Essingen, there 
was a desk containing a drawer that was kept permanently locked. Falk was keen to gain access to 
the information in that desk, and ‘Frau H 12’ was able to tell him that the only opportunity was at 
6.45 p.m. when Krämer took his daily bath. His bath always lasted exactly half an hour. The key to 
the desk was clipped to his trousers, and this was the only time he let it out of his sight. 
Within just a few days ‘Frau H 12’ managed to take an impression of Krämer's key in a pat of butter: 
from this someone at the British Embassy was ahle to make an exact duplicate. It worked; and, via 
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‘Frau H 12’, Falk found himself in receipt of a constant stream of photographs of the contents of 
Krämer's desk. He was thus provided with an amazing haul of documents that proved that 
someone at the highest level was passing information to the Germans about British government 
and Allied decisions. 
Falk was stunned by the plethora of detailed information Krämer had managed to obtain on the 
Allies: it even included rough drafts and secret memoranda on the private discussions hetween 
Churchill and Roosevelt at the Quebec Conference of 1943. Such a leak of information to the azis 
on Allied thinking and war strategy was bad enough, but Falk realised that other photographed 
documents provided by ‘Frau H 12’ revealed that there was a high-level British leak, too. Amongst 
the papers obtained was a memorandum from spring 1943 regarding American proposals for the 
post-war trusteeship of ‘dependent peoples’; in other words, the Americans were already drawing 
up their road-map for the control of post-war Europe. Falk realised that he was witness to the 
ongoing work of an agent with access to some of the Allies' most closely guarded secrets As if this 
were not shocking enough, copies of British Cabinet documents and War Office minutes nestled in 
Krämer's drawer alongside Foreign Office letters from the office of the Permanent Under-Secretary 
of State, William Strang (who, it should he remembered, had heen so influential during Operation 
Messrs HHHH375, and was now, by all accounts, involved in the Stockholm affair). 
Within a very short while Falk was flown back to Britain for a meeting with Anthony Blunt, the SIS 
man who had fieen put in charge of the Krämer situation. Falk and Blunt met at the Reform Club in 
London where they discussed the matter, and it soon became apparent to Falk that Blunt – and by 
implication SIS - doubted the authenticity of the papers gleaned from Krämer's desk. However, Falk 
was persistent and tenacious, and little by little he convinced Blunt not only that the papers were 
genuine, but that they revealed a British leak at the highest possible level. Someone in Stockholm 
was meeting with Krämer - a man known to call himself publicly ‘Himmler's representative in 
Sweden’ - and was involved in passing or trading top-grade British intelligence. 
Falks lucky discovery was Anthony Blunt's - i.e. SIS's - first glimpse of what might possibly be on 
offer … (to) Walter Schellenberg and Heinrich Himmler. Secret negotiations were still going on 
between Schellenberg and Mallet; now Blunt had a cogent reason to take these negotiations more 
seriously. It was plain that someone high up in the British Establishment was talking to the Nazis, 
which meant - by virtue of Krämer's position in the SD - Schellenberg and Himmler. Only two 
questions now puzzled the men of SIS. Who would be so brazen as to disclose minutes of Cabinet 
meetings and Foreign Office documents to the Germans at such a sensitive stage of the war? And, 
what was more, what was the true purpose behind such damaging disclosures? 
A strong hint about what was taking place is revealed by a PWE minute from Leonard St Clair 
Ingrains to Robert Bruce Lockhart: 
As the process of the Mallet negotiations proceed, we must endeavour to keep Himmler's man in 
Stockholm firmly on the hook. We have come too far now to let this very tasty fish just swim away. 
If we are to accomplish our desire of political turmoil in Germany, then I feel sure that a few more 
tantalising pieces of bait may see our objectives achieved. Further to our discussion yesterday, I will 
ask Crossman German Section of PWE if Brendan Bracken will sanction the release of some further 
sensitive information to keep our fish well and truly hooked. 

                                                 
375 Hitler, Hess and two Haushofers, close friends and advisors of Hess. According to Martin Allen’s The 
Hitler/Hess Deception: British Intelligence’s Best-Kept Secret of the Second World War, London, 2003, there 
is evidence to support this plot, which was designed to convince Germany that important and influential 
leaders in Britain did want to bring about a separate peace with Germany, in order to lull Britian into 
attacking the Soviet Union, giving Britain, fighting alone, a Great Power ally. 
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This document gives the clearest indication yet of what was really taking place in Stockholm. Mallet 
- operating under PWE control and probably authorised to do so not only by lvonc Kirkpatrick at 
the Foreign Office, but also possibly by Churchill - was now very deeply involved in the PWE 
scheme indeed. He had in the early summer of 1943 been meeting top Germans, From Langbehn 
to Schellenberg, at the home of Marcus Wallenberg. Schellenberg for his part had dispatched an 
agent - Kramer - to Stockholm to maintain the contact, and to undertake meaningful discussions 
and trades of information with the British Ambassador as a means of establishing good faith. 
Unfortunately, PWE had kept its complex operation secret from everyone else in British Intelligence. 
SOE and SIS had inadvertently stumbled on PWE's operation and misunderstood the implications 
of what was taking place. Of course, there was no high-echelon British spy passing secrets to the 
Germans in reality; rather, Mallet was trading Allied secrets with the SS/SD in an unwholesome 
business designed to make Himmler feel confident enough to move against Hitler and cause 
political turmoil in Nazi Germany. 
It was now that a rather flamboyant British figure entered the proceedings. His name was Ewan 
Butler, and though he officially emerged from SOE, he had in fact been seconded to PWE to assist 
Mallet in his negotiations with Schellenberg and Himmler. A fluent German speaker, for some years 
before the war Butler had lived in Germany where he had struck up a close friendship with 
Reinhard Heydrich. In fact, they became so close that on Butler’s birthday in 1938 the two men, 
drunk at the time, entered into a childish ceremony in which they became ‘blood brothers’. As he 
had been so close to Heydrich - indeed, was permitted the privilege of addressing him with the 
intimate 'Du' - Butler had naturally met many prominent Nazis in the pre-war years, including 
Schellenberg and even Himmler. He was therefore a natural choice to help Mallet in his sensitive 
and secret negotiations, a British counterpart to Krämer. There was, however, a drawback to his 
employment, one that would have made Mallet blanch had he known before Butler was flown out 
to Stockholm. Working as a journalist in the pre-war years. Butler had become a confirmed 
alcoholic, and he periodically went on day-long benders that reduced him to a dishevelled and 
drunken heap. If this was not bad enough, before dispatching him to Sweden as Mallet's assistant, 
SOE first had to extricate him from the Virginia Water Mental Hospital on the outskirts of London, 
where he was being treated for manic depression. It was not an auspicious start to a sensitive and 
potentially dangerous operation. However, given Butler’s credentials as a fluent speaker of German 
who knew the right people in the country, PWE undoubtedly felt it could not do without his 
services. 
Within days of his arrival in Stockholm, Butler managed to alienate most of the British Embassy 
staff, particularly Tennant and Falk. He resolutely refused to involve them in his strictly secret 
mission, and they were extremely puzzled by the extraordinary treatment Mallet bestowed on him. 
Whilst most of the Intelligence agents at the Emhassy were operating out of huts in the grounds, 
Butler was given a spacious first-floor office. His living accommodation, too, raised more than a few 
eyebrows. Whereas most of the staff were allotted barely manageable flats in and around crowded 
Stockholm, he was provided with a magnificent apartment in the centre of the city that boasted 
marble floors and great crystal chandeliers. Like his German counterpart Krämer, he was soon 
subject to much jealous comment. 
By the autumn of 1943 the Mallet-SD/Himmler negotiations were still going on. Mallet had now 
been given an assistant to help him in his sensitive task - if he could he kept away from the hottle - 
and Mallet was in desperate need of that assistance. He was not an Intelligence operative versed in 
the art of deep deception and lying to the enemy; he was a late middle-aged career diplomat, 
almost out of his de pth and forced to participate in an operation that he found, in his own words, 
‘distasteful’. He was to find that his assistant would make his task more troublesome still. 
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p. 200: 
On the day Butler heard that his official request for home leave had been vetoed, his psychological 
state took a decided turn for the worse. He sought solace in a bottle of whisky, and eventually 
fetched up on Falk's doorstep in the middle of the night seeking advice. In a very drunken state, he 
blabbed all his troubles about his secret mission in Stockholm, and began to reveal to Falk his 
concerns at what was being negotiated. An astonished Falk sat and listened to Butler's outline of 
the Schellenberg negotiations: a deal cut with Himmler, the toppling of Hitler to precipitate 
political chaos in Germany, and a secret financial deal involving Marcus Wallenberg to protect 
German industrial interests. Butler left his biggest bombshell for last, revealing to Falk his 
impossible mission secretly to ensure the smooth exodus of top Nazis to neutral Sweden once the 
war ended, and the granting of immunity from prosecution for both Walter Schellenberg and 
Himmler. He complained that his expressions of distaste for his mission had been completely 
ignored, and that his relationship with Mallet had deteriorated to one of mutual loathing. 
After hearing Butler out, a horrified Falk failed to persuade him to go home and sleep off his 
inebriated state. Butler was desperate, so Falk left him under the watchful eye of his wife whilst he 
dashed off across the sleeping city to consult with Peter Tennant. At first very sceptical of the whole 
tale, Tennant was astute enough to conclude that neither he nor Falk should become involved in 
the mess. It was obvious to him that Mallet must be operating under orders from London, 
otherwise SOE would not have sent Butler out to Sweden to help him. Tennant and Falk were still 
managing to purloin papers from Krämer's desk via agent ‘Frau H 12’; it was now clear to both men 
that these sensitive documents must have been sent from London for Mallet to use in his 
negotiations. Tennant could not discern from Butler's babblings the true purpose of Mallet's secret 
mission, but of one thing he was certain: that he and Falk should not reveal to Mallet that they had 
spent considerable SIS resources in Sweden watching his activities. It was apparent that Mallet had 
been operating under orders from London. Whatever mess he and Butler had stirred up, they, at 
least, should keep the ir hands clean. 
At the end of their discussion - it was now nearly 3.30 a.m. - Tennant told Falk that it was best that 
they did not become involved in the affair. Clearly Butler had not been reporting back to SOE, and 
the secrecy of his mission for Mallet explained a lot. Tennant and Falk had been extremely puzzled 
for months about why Butler's immediate superior in SOE, Roger Turnbull376, had tolerated his 
often strange and extremely unprofessional behaviour; now they began to understand his secret 
mission as Mallet's assistant. Tennant's relationship with Mallet had already deteriorated to one of 
mutual animosity, due in no small part to Tennant's interference and surveillance of his 
ambassador's secret activity. It was time to back off before either he or Peter Falk inadvertently 
damaged Victor Mallet's secret undertaking not that they understood his mission, but Tennant was 
sure his orders must have emanated from very high up indeed. At that time he had no inkling that 
Mallet was working for PWE but believed, owing to Butler's involvement, that he must have been 
working for the Foreign Office with SOE backing. 
Falk eventually left Tennant's apartment at 4.00 a.m., the two men having concluded that it was 
best to try to sober Butler up and send him home. Careful not to upset the still very drunken Butler, 
Falk managed to persuade him to go home at ahout 4.45 a.m. He departed much cheered, in the 
mistake n belief that Falk and Tennant would support him not only in his quest for leave, but a lso 
in seeking a permanent escape from Mallet's shady dealings. He well realised the depth of deceit 
involved in the Ambassador's negotiations with Himmler; it was a murky world of double bluff that 

                                                 
376 This should be Ronald Turnbull, who signed this book on 12 October 1941, 22 October 1941, 31 
January 1942 and 15 June 1942 
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he instinctively knew would accrue him no honour in the war against Germany. It could have no 
happy outcome for anyone involved, and it entailed considerable risk. The significance of 
Schellenberg's involvement in the kidnapping of British agents Stevens and Best at Venlo in 1939 
would not have escaped Butler's attention: Himmler and Schellenberg were dangerous men to 
cross, especially since neutral Sweden was so close to Germany. 
Fate, however, was not destined to favour Ewan Butler. He left Peter Falk's apartment in the early 
hours convinced that the SIS man would have a word with Victor Mallet, using his innuence to get 
Butler posted home. Consequently, Butler arrived at the British Embassy late that morning, still 
drunk and in a state or high merriment, and under the mistaken belief that the Ambassador would 
give him a fair hearing about a posting hack to London. He was seen by Embassy staff sauntering 
down the grand staircase to Mallet's office with an armful of quarto-sized SD reports (it should be 
realised that the trade in documents via Schellenberg, and between Krämer and Butler, was almost 
certainly a two-sided affair, and meant as an indication or good faith). Once Butler closed Mallet’s 
door behind him, the staff at the Embassy were surprised and shocked to hear a mighty argument 
erupt between the Ambassador and his SOE appointed assistant. The argument lasted a brief ten 
minutes before Butler was ejected from Mallet's presence in a state of some distress. The Embassy 
staff were then subjected to the pitiful sight of a sobbing Butler retreating up the stairs, shedding 
SD quarto-sized papers in his wake as he sought the relative safety of his first-floor office and 
another hottle of whisky. 
Within a few days, Peter Tennant was notified by his superior at SIS in London that any further 
attempt to obtain information from Butler was strictly forbidden. Falk was similarly reprimanded 
the following week by his London SIS boss Keith Liversidge, with whom he had enjoyed cordial 
relations up to that point. Tennant and Falk realised that they had stumbled into a secret game 
being played out at the very highest level, one in which they were being ordered not to play a part. 
The discovery of a hidden agenda behind their Ambassadors conduct transformed their 
understanding of the strange tensions at the Embassy, and they realised once and for all that the 
stakes were far higher than they had ever suspected. 
Within a few short weeks Mallet dispensed with Buter's help. The unfortunate Butler found himself 
transferred with great haste to the intelligence staff of SOE headquarters in Cairo, far from the 
centre of intrigue in Stockholm and London, and the men conducting the Little H operation. He 
finished the war in this posting, left well alone to drown his sorrows in as much hooze as he wished, 
just so long as he discussed with no one the purpose or his mission to Scockholm in 1943-44, and 
mentioned no details of the deal being struck between Victor Mallet and Heinrich Himmler. 
p. 271: 
On 6 May Schellenberg arranged for Hans Thompson, the German Ambassador to Sweden, to fly to 
the Norwegian border courtesy of the Swedish Air Force, to meet with General Boehme to discuss 
the surrender of all German forces in Norway. However, Boehme did not appreciate Schellenberg's 
interference in diplomatic matters. He attempted to speak directly to Donitz on the telephone to 
sort out the situation, only to discover that all the telephone lines from Norway to Germany had 
been cut. On the following day, 7 May, Schellenherg telephoned Donitz's new Foreign Minister, 
Krosigk, to resolve the matter, only to learn that Otinitz was determined to capitulate and was 
surrendering Norway without any further discussions. Krosigk urged Schellenberg not to interfere 
any more in the matter for fear that he might endanger the peace negotiations that were already 
underway through Friedenberg. Schellenberg now withdrew completely from his diplomatic 
endeavours in Sweden, and instead focused all his attention on Victor Mallet at the British Embassy. 
On the morning of 8 May 1945, the very same day that the war officially ended, Schellenberg 
decided to visit Mallet. Press photographers gathered outside the gates of the British Embassy 
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were startled a little after 2.00 p.m. to see Count Folke Bernadotte's large open-topped car arrive 
with none other than the head of Amt VI of the SD, Himmler's very own representative in Sweden, 
SS-Brigadefuhrer Walter Schellenberg, sitting in the back. Of course he was not in uniform, but his 
arrival in Sweden a few days before had been a newsworthy item, and he was immediately 
recognised. The photographers captured for posterity the arrival of this high-ranking man of the 
SS, come to talk with the British Ambassador. 
As a result of this startling and disturbing development, London sent fourteen secret telegrams to 
Mallet between 6 May and 14 May. All have remained classified and are not open to public scrutiny 
at the National Archives in Kew even today. Whatever was being discussed was, and is, evidently 
too sensitive for public disclosure. SIS officer Peter Tennant was convinced that Mallet had been 
deeply involved in secret financial negotiations hetween the Wallenberg brothers and the Germans, 
which also involved the Swedish royal family. Since Ewan Butler's drunken breakdown in January 
1944, Tennant and Peter Falk had both heen painfully aware that Krämer, Schellenberg, Himmler, 
and the British government via Mallet had argreed some form of deal to grant Schellenherg and 
Himmler immunity from prosecution for war crimes. Now that the war had ended, it was evident 
that Schellenberg was meeting Mallet to see whether that deal still held. 
Falk recalled how Schellenberg's visits affected those who saw him at the British Emhassy: ‘It was so 
inconcruous. A modestly dressed man, dressed as if he was a country squire in tweeds, creating 
such a negative atmosphere. He seemed to carry it with him.’ No one at the Embassy wanted to he 
seen to associate with him, and Mallet froze in horror when Schellenberg and Bernadotte arrived 
for their first meeting. It seemed that Schellenberg had no further use for Wallenberg now that the 
war was over, and was under the impression that he could now meet with Mallet publicly in the 
safe neutrality of Sweden. For his part Schellenberg believed that the agreement made through 
Ewan Butler guaranteed his existence in Sweden free from prosecution. and that a distinguished 
career in intelligence still lay before him. (As it happened, this logic operated successfully for an as 
yet unknown SS/SO officer named Reinhard Gehlen. A high-ranking intelligence officer, Gehlen was 
an expert on the Soviet Union. After a brief interval at the end of the war, he was recruited by the 
Americans and British to create West Germany's primary post-war organisation for intelligence 
gathering, the Bundesnachrichtendienst (BND), a German version of the CIA.) Such was the future 
Schellenberg desired, but it was one he was not destined to enjoy. For so prominent a member of 
the SS there could be no such prospect. He had thrown in his lot with the Nazi hierarchy, and, most 
dangerous of all, it was known that he was Himmler's man. His status as Himmler's own ‘Benjamin’ 
had ensured his meteoric rise through the SD, but he was now to pay the price. Despite his sojourn 
in Sweden, the British were very keen indeed to get their hands on him. 
Schellenberg's and Himmler's attempts to bargain well past the hour produced a very stern 
response from Churchill and his government. On 9 May Count Bernadotte received a terse letter 
directly from Victor Mallet ordering him to halt his visits to the British Embassy in Schellenberg's 
company. Later that same day Bernadotte received a second message from Mallet. It instructed him 
to tell Schellenberg that an HAF Dakota was awaiting him at Bromma airport, ready to fly him to 
London the next day. When Bernadotte's secretary rang the Embassy for an explanation she was 
told that Schellenberg was urgently wanted for questioning. Following this, Bernadotte himself 
contacted Mallet to discover what was happening, only to learn that the British no longer wanted 
discussions with Schellenberg; he was a former leading man of the SS/SO and as such a wanted 
war criminal. The following morning the Swedish papers - the Press having being primed by Jasper 
Leadbitter, the Press Attaché at the British Embassy - broke the story of how the Swedish 
government was sheltering a wanted war criminal. Bernadotte was furious, and refused to let 
Schellenberg leave, issuing a statement that he was too ‘mentally and physically exhausted to 
travel’. Finally, it was becoming clear to Bernadotte and Schellenberg that they had misjudged the 
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situation. The British were not inclined to honour any private deals or recognise Schellenberg's 
value as an intelligence source. In the face of British displeasure, the Swedish government could 
not be depended upon to offer Walter Schellenberg the security and status to which he and 
Bernadotte believed he was entitled. Interestingly, it was believed in some circles that the Swedes 
had offered Schellenberg immunity from prosecution should he choose to remain there. They did, 
however, refuse permission for Himmler to enter their country – as did Denmark - the moment the 
war ended. 
1617. Captain Vernon Arthur HUNT. Signed 12 October 1943. BOAC. 

113 
DOB 27.12.1912. pilot. 
On 3 January 1944, Captain Hunt was the pilot of a de Havilland Mosquito FV Mk VI aircraft, 
registration number G-ACGD, out of RAF Leuchars on a claimed cargo flight, which undershot and 
crashed when making an emergency landing due to instrument/radio failures at Satenäs, Sweden. 
The undercarriage props and wings were badly damaged. 

 
G-AGGD taxying at Leuchars 
This aircraft was ex-RAF HJ681. Kurirflyg by Lars-Axel Nilsson and Leif A. Sandberg (translated to 
English with the title Blockade Runners) states that Danish professor Niels Henrik David Bohr 
traveled to Britain in a Mosquito on 6 October 1943, departing 18:45. The crew were Alf Kristian 
Hiorth and Kaare Wigen. The document does however list the aircraft's registration as "AGGG". This 
does not match the Bromma Journals which list G-AGGC as the only BOAC aircraft departing that 
day, at 18:40 piloted by Hiorth. G-AGGG did however depart on 7 October at 18:53, piloted by 
Capt. Vernon A. M. Hunt. On pages 64-65 of The Danish Resistance by David Lampe, it is said that 
"apparently" on the first flight to carry out Niels Bohr, the Mosquito suffered engine failure and 
came back to Stockholm: "The Secretary watched the take-off, then decided he would wait at the 
aerodrome for a while before returning to his home in the city. Half an hour later the Mosquito 
landed again in the field; engine trouble had forced it back. Dr. Bohr would have to wait until the 
next night to get to England. The Germans dared take no direct action against Bohr while he was in 
Sweden, but they were looking everywhere for him, hoping to prevent his leaving. A naturalized 
Swede, German by birth, reported to the Nazi espionage agents in Stockholm that he had seen 
Bohr at the aerodrome. At the time the Danes did not know of this security leak. Whether it was a 
result of the information the Germans received is not known - but one of the two Mosquitos 
bombers that left Stockholm the following night never reached England. On this next evening Bohr 
was again strapped into a Mosquito bomb's bay and the aircraft took off. This time it did not 
return." The Bromma Journals would have recorded any returned flights. There were no returned 
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flights on the 6th or 7th October 1943. The nearest is 18 October when G-AGGD returned after 34 
minutes due to engine trouble. There were two returned flights in 2 October, with G-AGGC. These 
are however listed as "test flights", indicating that the return was planned. It eventually departed 
for Britain after the two test flights. There were no Mosquito losses around this time. G-AGGG was 
lost on 25 October, with an American government official as passenger. The Swedish spy, working 
for ABA, would have been Johan Emil Müller, who was known for his sympathies to Germany. 
NOTE: See the photo and comments in the Notes document which clearly states that Ron Ashely 
was the BOAC pilot who brought Nils Bohr to the UK. 
1618. Flying Officer Victor John PLUME (134895). Signed 12 October 1943. RAF Sumburgh. 

113 
He is mentioned in the LG, 16 March 1943 and 30 July 1943. The LG, 20 December 1955 announced 
that he retired with the rank of Flight Lieutenant on 4 November 1955. 
1619. Lieutenant Per Wiks AAS. Signed 12 October 1943. RNAF, Sullom Voe. 

 
He was killed on 4 April 1943 when a BOAC Lodestar from Bromma to Leuchars, piloted by Kapt. 
Erik Engnæs (who signed this book on 20 October 1941 and 16 September 1941), was shot down 
by a German aircraft. Other crew were Ltn. Oddvar Wenger (who signed this book on 20 October 
1941) and Rt. Harald Pill Gram Wilhelmsen. There were four passengers: Elias Svendsen, E. 
Andresen, A. Fyrwald and CW Herzberg. 
1620. Per THORENDAHL. Signed 12 October 1943. RAF Station, Sullom Voe, Shetland. 

113 
Listed in Little Norway. 
Lt. Thorendahl is listed several times in the Operations Record Book for 330 Squadron. He is 
mentioned in Peacetime Public Information Policies Applicable to Forces in Allied Command 
Europe, Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe, Paris, France, 9 February 1956: 
“OberstIoytnant Per Thorendahl beordret som flyattasjé i Washington fra 1. august 1955 med 
bibehoid av stilling utenfor nummer i Flyvâpnet.” He is mentioned in Fly Luftfartsbladet, Nr. 9, 1937. 
1621. Lieutenant Erling TUSTER. Signed 19 October 1943. RAF Station, Sullom Voe, 
Shetland. 

114 
Listed in Little Norway. 
From http://www.geni.com/surnames/people/tuster: 
“Erling Tuster | Født 25.01-1908. Var oberstløytnant, flyattache ved den norske ambassade i 
London. Gift med Ruth Lampe 21.12-1948.” 

http://www.geni.com/surnames/people/tuster
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Translated by Babylon: 
“Born 25.01-1908. Was lieutenant-colonel, Air Attaché at the Norwegian Embassy in London. 
Married to Ruth Light 21.12-1948.” 
He is mentioned in the LG, 14 February 1956: 

 
According to http://www.itnsource.com/shotlist//BHC_ITN/1957/06/09/VS090657006/?v=1, he was 
featured in an ITN News item broadcast at 6.10pm on 9 June 1957 Memorial unveiled at Leuchars to 
British and Norwegian airmen men lost in North Sea flights on anti-U-boat patrols: 
SCOTLAND: Fife: Leuchars: 
Relatives of men who were lost disembark Douglas Dakota aircraft, greeted by Colonel E. Tuster, 
Norwegian Air Attaché in London 
MS Catelina plane taxis  
Guard of Honour gets in line 
Close shots soldiers 
Major General Jorgensen speaking  
MS Unveiling of war memorial  
CU Inscription 
GV of the scene  
Crowd seated  
MS RAF man laying wreath  
CU Sir John Slessor listening 
Shots of women laying wreathes at base of memorial 
His removal as Norwegian representative was announced in the LG, 8 May 1959. 
The Operations Record Book for 330 Squadron includes these entries: 
19 August 1942 

 
20 September 1943 

http://www.itnsource.com/shotlist/BHC_ITN/1957/06/09/VS090657006/?v=1
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28 September 1943 

 
He is mentioned in The AGARD History 1952-1997, Advisory Group for Aerospace Research & 
Development (NATO), 1999, pp. 3-1, A1-4, A5-12. 
1622. Rex Rowley CROFTS (151073). Signed 19 October 1943. BOAC. 

114 
DOB 17.3.1920. navig. 
The Bromma departure list shows his middle name as Roeleg. 
He is mentioned in the LG, 11 May 1943, 27 August 1943, 16 February 1945 and 10 September 
1946. 
From http://www.mhfh.com/crofts-rex/: 
“Rex Rowley Crofts, beloved husband of Mrs. Doreen Crofts (nee Radcliffe) of Calgary, passed away 
at the Rockyview General Hospital on Friday, May 28, 2004 at the age of 84 years. Rex was 
extremely proud of his service with the RAF and RCAF. He took pride in sharing his experiences 
with family and friends over the years. Besides his loving wife Doreen, Rex is remembered by his 
two sons and two daughters-in-law, Malcolm and Carolin Crofts of Lake Louise, Chris and Joanne 
Crofts of Lethbridge, and by his daughter Sandi Barron of Calgary; his grandchildren Michael (and 
his wife Nichola), Jennifer, Dawn, Steven, Trevor and Cassandra (and Cassandra’s father William 
Barron); and great-granddaughter Jaedan. Rex is also survived by his sister Audrey Evans of 
England and nephews, Jeremy, Julian and Jonathan and by Doreen’s family, brother-in-law Ernie 
Radcliffe, sister-in-law Ilene Constant and nephew Colin Constant. A Private Graveside Service will 
be held. 

 
If friends so desire, memorial tributes may be made directly to the Canadian Cancer Society, 215 – 
12 Avenue S.E., Calgary, AB T2G 1A2 Telephone: (403) 205-3966. In living memory of Rex Crofts, a 
tree will be planted at Fish Creek Provincial Park by McINNIS & HOLLOWAY FUNERAL HOMES, Fish 
Creek Chapel, 14441 BANNISTER ROAD S.E., CALGARY, TELEPHONE: (403) 256-9575.” 

http://www.mhfh.com/crofts-rex/
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1623. William ORANGE (84049). Signed 19 October 1943. BOAC. 

114 
DOB 10.1.1915. telegr. 
He is mentioned in the LG, 30 September 1940 (which states his first name as Wilfred), 19 
September 1941, 1 October 1942, 24 October 1944 and 3 August 1954.  

 
Bromma Archives 
1624. Dennis Norman REVELL. Signed 21 October 1943. BOAC. 

114 
DOB 23.8.1922. telegr. 

 
Bromma Archives 
According to http://www.csn.ul.ie/~dan/war/crashes.htm, he was a member of the crew of a de 
Havilland DH.91 Albatross, 6804, G-AFDK ‘Fortuna’, operated by BOAC. It broke up on landing at 
Rinneanna Airfield now Shannon Airport, Clare on 16 July 1943; G2 file contained few details, 

http://www.csn.ul.ie/%7Edan/war/crashes.htm
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names coming from newspaper articles both published and censored ones. Flight crew not 
recorded therein. M O'Toole’s Cleared for Disaster discusses the crash. MA Files G2/X/1209 & SI482 
and British Airways Museum for Names; M. Gleeson NMAJ 2006; Names corrected from Flight 
archives and The Times newspapers, Google books searches; MacCarron p.130 ; IMA #B69; The 
Times 09/08/1943. 

 
Imperial War Museum 
Crew 
Capt. Geoffrey Palliser MOSS BOAC  
R/O Dennis Norman REVELL  
F/E Charles CASELEY  
R. GILMOUR  
Alice Helen WIGMORE  
Passengers 
Neil RICHARDSON BOAC  
Simon MARKS BOAC  
Pauline GOWER ATA  
Gerard D'ERLANGER ATA  
John MARCHBANK BOAC  
David Smillie Smith MACDOWALL BOAC  
Grahame Temple MELLER377 BOAC  
Keith GRANVILLE BOAC  
Piers John Barnes WIMBUSH 
From http://rafabedford.blogspot.co.uk/2012/12/dennis-revell.html: 
“On Tuesday I attended the cremation ceremony of a friend and fellow veteran, one Dennis Revell, 
only Dennis was a true veteran which was never really obvious as is the instance unless you really 
know someone. Dennis during the war was with a team that was responsible for trying to track 
down the launching sites of V1 and later V2s from the Kent soil to Holland and Belgium using 

                                                 
377 Signed this book on 31 July 1942 

http://rafabedford.blogspot.co.uk/2012/12/dennis-revell.html
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radar, a new toy then. This I knew as he had drafted information on the subject for me, but what 
you only learn later is Dennis's dedication to a whole range of subjects, in particular athletics, and 
the fact he ran against people like Roger Banister, Chris Brasher and Chris Chatterway. Dennis has 
left a legacy of his modelling capabilities at Twinwood with a fantastic collection of miniature 
models, and I mean miniature all to scale and all recognisable as to what they are, from Bi to 
Triplanes, to jets they are just great to see. During the war one day, Dennis nearly copped his lot 
when a VI suddenly went silent over a field he and a SNCO were crossing, the SNCO dived into a 
hole whilst Dennis made himself as small as he could, lucky for both the V1 exploded in close by 
just showering them with dirt and bits of stuff. What did they do just get up, dressed themselves 
down and carried on. Dennis will be missed, but not forgotten.” 
Posted by lez.fishman 13 Dec 2012 
1625. Bruce Joshua CROWLEY DCM (3617). Signed 26 October 1943. BOAC. 

114 
DOB 27.6.1916. telegraf. The Bromma departure lists shows his surname as OVENLEY: 

 
From http://www.accessmylibrary.com/coms2/summary_0286-24174916_ITM: 
Asia Africa Intelligence Wire | August 21, 2003 
Bruce Joshua Crowley, farmer: B Auckland, June 24, 1916; m 1945 Joan Sewell 2s 1d; Territorial 
Force, NZ Artillery Coastal Regt 1935-39, 1st Ech 2NZEF, Sgt, 4th RMT NZASC (DCM); active in 
Scout Movement and RSA; delegation to War Graves Commission, Athens, 1961; mining camps 
mgr, Western Australia; DCM, EM, Greek Medal; d Mandurah, Western Australia, August 12, 2003. 
Bruce Crowley was the first New Zealand soldier to escape from a German prison camp in World 
War II and make it to safety in England. He had practice of a kind -- two earlier escape attempts 
failed. The third, from Stalag 8B in northern Germany, succeeded. He managed to elude camp 
guards and civil police and find his way to the Baltic city of Stettin (now Szczecin, in western 
Poland). 
Hidden in a coal shipment by dockers, he and a Brit companion, Terry Harrison, sailed for the 
neutral Sweden, landing up in Stockholm. A member of the British consular staff arranged for them 
to be flown to Scotland in the belly of a Mosquito bomber in November, 1943. It was hair-raising 
stuff for the Hellaby's butcher from Auckland, who been one of the 1,614 New Zealanders captured 
in the failed Allied campaign in Greece in 1941. 

http://www.accessmylibrary.com/coms2/summary_0286-24174916_ITM
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Bruce Crowley left school early to become an apprentice butcher for R & W Hellaby Ltd in 
Auckland. His wages helped bolster his family's income. By the late 1930s, he was also a volunteer 
fireman and a Territorial who advanced to the rank of lance-bombardier. World War II offered an 
exciting opportunity for adventure. In September, 1939, the call went out for 6600 volunteers for 
the 1st Echelon of the Second New Zealand Expeditionary Force. The day after the call went out, Mr 
Crowley turned up at 7.30am, ready to sign on with his mates. The echelon sailed for Egypt in 
January, 1940, by which time newly promoted Sergeant Crowley had had just a few weeks at 
Ngaruawahia helping turn a flood of new recruits into soldiers. Deployed to Egypt, he was assigned 
to the 4th Armoured Division (the Desert Rats) and was one of the first group of New Zealanders in 
action. Mr Crowley's fighting war came to an end in Greece in 1941. Germany flung 10 divisions at 
Yugoslavia and Greece. An Allied force, which included New Zealanders, could not stem a military 
tide of that size. Most New Zealanders were evacuated to Crete, but they left behind 291 dead and 
1614 prisoners. Sgt Crowley was too late for evacuation. By the time he got to Tolos on the coast of 
southern Greece, the Royal Navy's shuttle service had been called off, and he was captured. 
He was determined to escape. He jumped from a truck heading north, and was sheltered by 
villagers for some months but when the Germans began executing villagers, he and other escapers 
surrendered. Prisoner Crowley saw his new German home in May, 1942 after being railed with 
other Allied soldiers to Lansdorf, site of Stalag 8B prisoner of war camp. He made his second 
escape attempt with another prisoner in 1943. They were found after several nights' walking and 
handed over by Czech railway officials. His third escape attempt was from a working party at 
Breslau. Travelling north by trains and after close calls, he and his British companion reached Stettin 
before travelling on to Sweden. For their exploits, they were awarded Distinguished Conduct 
Medals. 
Mr Crowley had had enough of war, but he never forgot the good turn done him by Greek 
villagers. After the war, he was a farmer at Okaihau, Northland, when he learned the villagers were 
in desperate straits. He was active in helping ship bales of clothes to Greece under the auspices of 
Corso, and he was later part of a delegation to the opening of the Commonwealth War Cemetery 
in Athens in 1961. He was active in the Scout movement and was district commissioner for the Bay 
of Islands. Late in life, he became a Buddhist. In the late 1970s, he moved to Western Australia, 
where he ran mining camps, retiring for good to Mandurah, south of Perth, where he remained an 
active member of the local Returned Services League and the town's community. 
By Peter Kitchin. Sources: J Millen, G Crowley. 
His Distinguished Conduct Medal was announced in the LG, 17 February 1944: 

 
From https://www.facebook.com/NorthToTheApricots/photos/pb.542748099109522.-
2207520000.1409836044./543154049068927/?type=3&theater: 

https://www.facebook.com/NorthToTheApricots/photos/pb.542748099109522.-2207520000.1409836044./543154049068927/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/NorthToTheApricots/photos/pb.542748099109522.-2207520000.1409836044./543154049068927/?type=3&theater
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October - November 1943 when Sgt. Bruce Crowley arrived in Sweden after escaping; with the 
Assistant military attache, and fellow escapees — in Stockholm, Sweden. 
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The SS Ludwig in which Bruce escaped from Nazi Germany from the port at Stettin to Sweden. 
1626. Wilfred Weatherston WATKINS. Signed 26 October 1943. BOAC. 

114 
He also signed this book on 8 November 1942, 15 December 1942 and 30 March 1943. 
1627. Wing Commander George Howard David EVANS DSO DFC (33309). Signed 26 
October 1943. HQ CC. 

114 
http://www.burrowes.org/FamilyTree/E.F.G.Burrowes_LogBook/extras/489biographies.html: 
Born Poplar, London, 29 May 1917; Cranwell cadet; permanent commission RAF 1937. No 59 
Squadron in May 1940. In March 1943 Acting Wing Commander. 

From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._415_Squadron_RCAF: 
George Howard David Evans, RAF, was appointed as Commanding Officer of No. 415 Squadron. A 
week later while flying an air test his aircraft crashed. On 8 April he undertook a night 'roam' over 
St Malo and Cherbourg armed with bombs but did not find a target. The following day he led 12 
Hampdens to Docking and on the 10 April six to St Eval. Later in the day he led five Hampdens in a 
torpedo attack against the Italian blockade runner Himalaya which was being escorted by eight 
German warships in the Bay of Biscay. His aircraft was hit several times by flak and was forced to 
turn back to Bordeaux. The Squadron received the following signal: "From AOC 19 Group A/479 11 
Apr. Please convey to W/Cdr Evans and those concerned my hearty congratulations on the great 
determination shown by himself, Flying Officer Brenner, Pilot Officer Batten and F/Sgts Clive and 
McGee, in pressing home their important attack on the enemy blockade runner on 10 Apr in the 
face of the heaviest opposition." On 20 April 1943 Wing Commander Evans was awarded the 

http://www.burrowes.org/FamilyTree/E.F.G.Burrowes_LogBook/extras/489biographies.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._415_Squadron_RCAF
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Distinguished Flying Cross for his previous service with 489 (RNZAF) Squadron. He handed over 
command of 415 Squadron on 1 August 1943 and was made a member of the Distinguished 
Service Order on 1 October 1943 for his leadership of the Squadron. 
From http://www.415sqn.com/COs/Evens.htm: 

 
From Companions of the Distinguished Service Order 1920-2006: Air Awards, Doug V. P. Hearns, 
Naval and Military Press, March 12, 2014: 
DSO, LG, 1 Oct 1943 Acting Wing Commander, DFC in recognition of gallantry and devotion to 
duty in the execution of air operations. Born in London 29 May 1917. Educ: Royal Air Force College, 
Cranwell. P/O 18 Dec 1937; F/O 18 Jun 1939; No 59 Sqn; served in the Battle of France, 1940; F/Lt 3 
Sep 1940; S/Ldr 1 Dec 1941; No 489 Sqn; served on air ops over Europe (DFC LG, 20 Apr 1943): 
“This officer joined his present squadron having 38 attacks against enemy-occupied ports to his 
credit. Since then he has undertaken 16 anti-shipping strikes. In January 1943, he led a formation 
aircraft engaged in a patrol off the Norwegian coast. Although visibility was poor, an enemy 
transport was sighted. The formation attacked and, seven minutes later, the vessel was seen to be 
sinking.” Flight, 20 May 1943. A/W/C; CO, No 415 Sqn, 1943; served on air ops over Europe (DSO). 
His DSO citation appeared in Flight, 11 November 1943: “Wing Commander Evans has completed 
three tours of operational duty. He has made a number of bombing attacks on enemy territory, and 
has completed many patrols and bombing or torpedo strikes against enemy shipping. This officer 
has also participated in many photographic reconnaissance flights while in France and 
subsequently from this country. During four of his operational missions, his aircraft has been 
damaged by anti-aircraft fire. On one occasion he was leading his squadron to attack a very heavily 
escorted enemy vessel in the Bay of Biscay. Although Wing Commander Evans’ aircraft was severely 
damaged and set on fire, he continued to lead the squadron and completed a telling attack with 
great gallantry.” W/C 1 Jan 1949. Retired at own request 29 May 1968. 

http://www.415sqn.com/COs/Evens.htm
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From The Crucible of War, 1939-1945, Volume 3, Brereton Greenhous (Author), Steven J. Harris 
(Author), William C. Johnston (Author), University of Toronto Press (6 Jun 1994): 

1628. James Thomas HUTSON BEM MM (6846508). Signed 30 October 1943. Kingston 
Regiment. 

114 
DOB 20.6.18. Brittisk. 
From http://www.conscript-heroes.com/escapelines/EEIE-Articles/Art-16-Escapers-from-
Germany.htm: 
Cpl Robert A Doubleday (1499) was captured, along with with most of the 1st Btn OBLI, at 
Hazebrouck on 28 May 1940. After time at a hospital in Lille, Doubleday joined a column of troops 
captured at St Valery and was marched through Belgium to Holland where they were put on barges 
to Emmerich (Germany) then by cattle truck to Stalag XXA (Thorn) in Poland. 
Cpl Joseph H Curry (1500) was captured with his RAOC unit north-west of St Omer near Watten on 
29 May 1940. Curry was marched to Cambrai and then sent by train to Trier (Germany) and finally 
by cattle truck to Stalag XXB (Thorn) in Poland. 
Curry spent his first five months at Thorn in hospital suffering from a septic leg wound and when 
he did begin work, it was firstly in the book parcels department and then the pay office. Doubleday 
was initially sent on various working parties from the main camp but spent his last twelve months 
of captivity also working in the pay office. 
Doubleday contacted a Polish lorry driver who worked for a firm of contractors who employed one 
of the camp's Arbeitskommandos. He recommended they made for Gdynia where he assured them 
that help would be found to get them out of the country. They arranged to have the lorry driver 
pick them up from a nearby wood between two and three in the afternoon of 7 September. 
Doubleday and Curry had also enlisted help from fellow POWs Hutson and Glancy (see below) who 
had regular access to the wood and on the morning of 7 September, they hid two sets of civilian 
clothes and a supply of chocolate there. At eleven-thirty, Glancy took Curry over to the wood and 
half an hour later, Hutson took Doubleday. The lorry arrived at two-thirty and with Hutson and 
Glancy keeping watch, Doubleday and Curry climbed on board and hid under a tarpaulin. They 
were driven to Bromberg (Bydgoszcz) and delivered to the home of another Pole who hid them for 
the next nine days while his wife travelled to Gdynia the check on the availablity of Swedish ships 
and to book a room for them. Their report says that the Polish lorry driver arranged to drive his 
lorry on 18 September to fetch some coffee from Gdynia, taking Doubleday and Curry with him but 
he seems to have arranged more than that because within two days, the two escapers were led 
separately on board the Swedish ship 'Mira' which sailed the next day for Stockholm. When the 
Mira reached Sodertalje (Stockholm) on the morning of 23 September, Doubleday and Curry were 

http://www.conscript-heroes.com/escapelines/EEIE-Articles/Art-16-Escapers-from-Germany.htm
http://www.conscript-heroes.com/escapelines/EEIE-Articles/Art-16-Escapers-from-Germany.htm
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taken to a police station for a few hours before being put into a taxi and sent to the British 
Legation. They left Stockholm by air for Leuchars on the evening of 25 October 1943. 
Pte James T Hutson (1514) was captured at Saint-Valéry-en-Caux on 12 June 1940. After being 
marched across France and into Holland, he was held briefly at a transit camp before being sent to 
Stalag XXA (Thorn) in Poland. All of Hutson's time at Thorn was spent at Fort 13 with Sgmn Glancy 
(1522) looking after the 200 Angora rabbits which were kept at the Stalag HQ. Due to the nature of 
their work, both men were issued with Ausweise (passes) to leave their compound to work with the 
rabbits in the administrative block. Following the escape of Doubleday (1499) and Curry (1500) 
these passes were withdrawn but their movements between the camp and the rabbit farm soon 
continued as usual. 
Sgmn John Glancy (1522) was captured at Vimy Ridge on 19 May 1940. He was sent via 
Luxembourg to Stalag XXA (Thorn). 
Hutson and Glancy had helped with the escape of Doubleday and Curry in September and knew 
the Poles who had helped them get away so when the time came for their own escape, they 
already had friends waiting for them. Curry had been working in the parcels office and it was felt 
that any more escapes from that department would cause even more trouble in the camp so it was 
decided that two newly arrived officers from Italy, who were about to be sent on to an Oflag, 
should take the place of the NCOs who had originally planned to escape with Hutson and Glancy. 
Capt Ronald T S Macpherson (1520) was in a four-man reconnaissance party that had been landed 
by submarine and fol boats on the Libyan coast to reconnoitre the beaches prior to an attack on 
Rommel's headquarters. After three nights of waiting for their submarine to return he was captured 
near Derna on 4 November 1941. He was taken by destroyer to Italy where he was held Campo 41 
(Montalbo) until June 1942 when he was moved to Campo 5 (Gavi) near Genoa. 
On 9 September 1943 the Germans took over Campo 5 and on 14 September, the prisoners were 
driven to Acqui to be put into cattle trucks and taken by rail to Austria. They arrived at Stalag VXIIIA 
(Spittal) on 16 September. Macpherson and Armstrong escaped from Spittal on 21 September but 
were recaptured five days later near Chiusafort in Italy. As officers, they were destined for an Oflag 
but in the meantime they were sent by train to Stalag XXA (Thorn) in Poland, arriving there 1 
October 1943. 
On 9 October the two officers joined a working party from Fort 13 and when the party was 
dismissed for the day, they went to the rabbit farm where Hutson hid them in an inner room. That 
evening all four men left the camp to meet a Polish driver with a lorry who took them into 
Bromberg where they were sheltered in a factory. They stayed two nights before another Pole 
drove them to the railway station at Danzig. After some delays they caught a train to Zopport and 
then a bus to Gydnia where they were sheltered by the same family that had helped Curry and 
Doubleday. On 17 October they received news that a Swedish ship had docked at the coal basin 
and in the early hours of 18 October, the four men were smuggled aboard and hid themselves in 
the coal bunker. The ship sailed at mid-day and that evening the men gave themselves up to the 
crew. On 20 October the ship docked at Slite (Gotland) where they were handed over to Swedish 
police and the following evening they were taken to the British Legation in Stockholm. Hutson left 
Stockholm by air for Leuchars the night of 28/29 October, and Glancy, Macpherson and Armstrong 
the night of 30/31 October 1943. 
Note that neither this escape nor that of Curry and Doubleday the previous month would have 
been possible without the aid of the Polish underground. 
From the Bromma Departure list for 28 October 1943: 
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An entry for Hutson could not be found in the Bromma Departure archives. 
The award of his Military Medal was announced in the LG, 17 February 1944: 

 
From http://www.hut-six.co.uk/WW2data/WO373-London%20Omnibus%20List.html: 

 
His BEM was announced in the LG, 1 June 1953: 

 
According to ancestry.com, he was with 18th Battalion, Royal Army Ordnance Corps when his BEM 
was awarded. Details of this award are in The National Archives, file reference WO 373/161/204. 
This states: 
“Warrant Officer Hutson has carried out his important duties and tasks with the highest degree of 
ability, enthusiasm and adaptability. 
Although now an acting Warrant Officer Class II, he has shown beyond any doubt, his outstanding 
qualities in carrying out the duties of a far higher rank (Captain) over a considerable period, during 
a time when there was an acute shortage and deficiency of Captains. 
The contribution towards the Service whilst engaged on work of a Secret and vital nature, has been 
all that could possibly be expected of a qualified Commissioned Officer. 
The loyalty and devotion to the best interests of the Service, shown by this Warrant Officer, has 
been a great example to all personnel working under him and a real source of inspiration to all.” 

http://www.hut-six.co.uk/WW2data/WO373-London%20Omnibus%20List.html
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He has an SOE file, reference HS 9/771/5, in TNA which is closed until 1 January 2019. This file gives 
his DOB as 20 June 1918. 
From http://www.polandinexile.com/exile11.htm: 
Operation Flamstead378 and Fernham 
By the autumn of 1944, SOE’s attention was turning to the huge number of foreign workers in 
Germany and their use to the Allies together with concerns over the number of POW’s held in 
camps in Poland. SHAEF instructed SOE to consider what propaganda and sabotage value these 
                                                 

378 The National Archives has a file, reference HS 4/252, entitled “Flamstead mission”. 

http://www.polandinexile.com/exile11.htm
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foreign workers might have as POW’s under the Geneva Convention could not be used for 
insurrection and there was a distinct likelihood the Germans would shoot them on the spot. 
Operation Dunstable had been set up to protect Polish workers in Germany and Operation 
Flamstead with Fernham were to establish links with POW’s and slave labourers in Poland. Churchill 
was keen to see British Liaison Officers (known as BLO’s) working in the field with the AK to gather 
intelligence on the German occupation forces where POW’s and former foreign workers may be 
used to ferment the collapse of the Third Reich. Eisenhower’s address to all foreign workers over 
the BBC radio had caused German raids into labour camps searching for propaganda material, 
secret radio sets and evidence of an organised underground.  
Prior to 1942, enrolment for work in Germany had been voluntary and later ‘compulsory’ with the 
Occupied Countries being given quotas. Between 7 and 10 million Poles joined the Todt 
organization to save their lives rather than face deportation. The AK had infiltrated agents almost 
immediately with intelligence being passed through to the VI Bureau based in London. 
Operation Flamstead was set up by Major Hazzel to coincide with Operation Freston (planned to 
operate in the Wloszczowa-Konskie area) with agents being dispatched to Nowy Targ south of 
Krakow. Operation Flamstead was a parallel operation with Operation Dunstable with the 
operations base at M.E 22 in Northern France to co-ordinate operations and intelligence gathering. 
M.E. 22 also had agents in Switzerland, Sweden and Denmark. Operation Fernham would operate in 
the Piotkrow area near Lodz. 
The table below sets out SOE’s estimation of AK active forces on the 24th October 1944. The 
partisan forces were estimated to be around 5 divisions. After the Warsaw Rising most operations 
were in the forests and mountains. The report indicates there was a large partisan group base in 
the woods near Tuchola and the AL (Armja Ludowa) had numerous bands of men controlled by the 
Soviets and in communication with NKVD operating in eastern and southern areas of Poland. 

 
Source: PRO/HS4/245/223485  
In the planning process, SOE set the operation up in 3 phases where instructions to agents would 
depend upon their location, local conditions and the proximity of either the Allies or Soviet army. 
Phase 1 was aimed at infiltration activities including locating labour camps, making contact with 
sympathetic Poles or the AK and collect information on living conditions. ‘Cells’ of 5 men would be 
sworn in and begin operations. Phase 2 would involve the infiltration of agents acting as couriers 
and W/T operators. The BBC would broadcast ‘innocent’ messages into the camps giving specific 
instructions primarily focussed at black propaganda and the de-stabilization of German workers. 
Phase 3 would depend upon local conditions, but when the time was ripe and Germany about to 
collapse, rise up and with the support of Specialist Paratroopers (trained at STS 63) dropped into 
camps with arms supplies in order to defend them selves and ‘exterminate’ the oppressors. 
The PRO files indicate the urgency in the operation planning and the difficulties in matching 
available trained officers and W/T operators. Both Operations Flamstead and Fernham were to 
assess the condition of the AK and prepare them for action against tactical and strategic targets. 
They were also instructed to collect information upon German order of battle and collect 
intelligence on the action against the Soviet army and the AK. They would be under the direct 
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command of the Operation Freston team. The orders were altered at a later date to include the 
Polish workers. 
Captain R. Purvis was appointed Operational Commander (OC) of the Flamstead team with Captain 
Makomski as the Polish Liaison officer. The team included Captain Marchant who had operated in 
France and West Africa. Sgt. Hutson acted as W/T operator who had been a POW in Poland and 
had escaped. Major Purvis (ex Force 139) was appointed for his operational experience in France. 
Operation Fernham consisted of Lt. Col P. Harker, Major J. Roper, Major A. Kennedy and C.S.M L. 
Peaker. S/Leader Landau who had also been assigned to the team was dropped due to pressures 
put upon them by VI Bureau. The Poles felt he was unsuitable and could not pass himself off as a 
Pole and since he had known the former Chief in Command General Sikorski, he was a see as a 
liability. 
Each team was kitted out for winter conditions and the Flamstead team were given skis. In addition 
each team was also given $4,000 in gold, $2,000 in cash and 8 white diamonds of between half and 
one carat. 
Both teams were due to be parachuted into Poland on 22nd November 1944. However, their drop 
was delayed due to poor weather and difficulties reported by the information reported by 
Operation Freston team. 
In early January 1945 both teams were in Brindisi awaiting transport and their test cipher traffic 
being ‘fingerprinted’. However, the Fernham team had transmission trouble due to the frequency 
chosen was subject to high levels of Morse traffic interference. While this was being sorted out, the 
Soviet Army had broken through Poland from their bridgeheads in central and southern Poland. 
German operations in the Nowy Targ area forced the local AK to move into the forests to the 
N.West of the area to avoid capture. In mid January Zhukov’s 1st Belorussian Front launched into 
the German Ninth Army which was part of the Group Centre commanded by Schörner from two 
small bridge-heads just west of the Vistula to form a front of over 400Kms long. The crack 
Grossdeutschland Panzer Corps were ordered by Hitler from the Prussian Front to reinforce the 
crumbling front and detrained at Lodz to be met by fleeing ethnic Germans (Hastings, 2004). 
Both Operation Flamstead and Fernham were ordered to stand down on 27th January 1945 having 
spent four months preparing for the mission. The race for Berlin was on. 
1629. Flight Officer ? ? LITTLE. Signed 30 October 1943. RAF Dyce. 

114 
According to Air of Authority, the following units were based at RAF Dyce on 30 October 1943: 
No 1509 Beam Approach Training Flt (Jul 1941 - 14 Aug 1944) 
No 8 Operational Training Unit (8 Feb 1943 - 12 Jan 1945) 
Detachment from 618 Sqn (Apr - Oct 1943) 
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No 618 Squadron’s Operations Record Book has this entry dated 21.9.1943: 

 
An entry dated 11.9.43 mentions 936 LAC WHITTLE: 

 
1630. Diane Bickley THOMPSON (6949). Signed 31 October 1943. Seasalter Vicarage, 
Whitstable, Kent. 

114 
Her commission as an Assistant Section Officer (the WAAF equivalent of an RAF Pilot Officer) in the 
Medical Branch of the Princess Mary’s Royal Air Force Nursing Service Reserve, with effect from 27 
October 1943, was announced in the LG, 7 December 1943. 
According to http://www.oystertown.net/1900-1924/1920-early-whitstable-telephone-numbers/, 
there was a Lt Commander D S E Thompson living at Dawn, Seasalter Cross, Whitstable in 1920. 
The LG, 20 March 1953, referring to land about to be registered, confirms that he was still as that 
address in April 1953. 

http://www.oystertown.net/1900-1924/1920-early-whitstable-telephone-numbers/
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The LG, 2 October 1964 announced “The Minister of Power has also re-appointed Alderman 
Commander D. S. E. Thompson, R.N. (Ret'd.), to be Chairman of the Consultative Council for the 
area of the South Eastern Electricity Board, of which in accordance with the provisions of the said 
Acts the Chairman of the Consultative Council is ex-officio a part-time member.” 
According to http://www.oystertown.net/1925-1949/ww2/action-stations-1940-the-defence-of-
whitstable/14/, in 1940, Mrs D S E Thompson was in charge of a first aid post located at the Old 
Church Hall, Church Lane, Seasalter. 
1631. Flying Officer Harold Riley HOGGARD (64714). Signed 30 October 1943. RAF Station 
Alness. 

114 
Alness was the home of No 4 (Coastal) Operational Training Unit from 15 Jun 1941 to 15 August 
1946; No 6 Air/Sea Rescue Marine Craft Unit (28 Mar 1942 - 12 Aug 1943); No 5 Flying Boat 
Servicing Unit (25 Sep 1942 - Dec 1944); and No 302 Ferry Training Unit (1 Jul 1945 - 1 Apr 1946). 
His commission in the Training Branch was announced in Flight, 29 May 1941. His resignation from 
the Training Branch was announced in the LG, 20 May 1947. 
1632. Peter Newsom Howard GUSH (79673). Signed 30 October 1943. RAF Station Alness. 

114 
The only Flight Lieutenants with surnames ending “ush” in The Air Force List for November 1943 
are: 
James Lester BUSH (74286) 
John Wreford BUSH (76269) 
Whittington Brembridge BUSH (90708) 
Peter Newsom Howard GUSH (79673) 
Ernest Henry LUSH (87968) 
George Robert Winchester LUSH (82411) 
Wilfrid Robert LUSH (79599) 
James RUSH (74726) 
The signature seems to contain the initial H, so by elimination, that narrows it down to either P N H 
Gush or E H Lush, but it can’t be Ernest Lush: 

 
http://arts-autographs.co.uk/opera-autographs-b.html 

http://www.oystertown.net/1925-1949/ww2/action-stations-1940-the-defence-of-whitstable/14/
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1633. Flying Officer [later Group Captain] Peter Barnard WILLS (151068). Signed 30 
October 1943. RAF Station Alness. 

114 
According to www.duedil.com/director/903204798/peter-barnard-wills, “Group Captain Peter 
Barnard Wills is British and was born in 1922. The first directorship we have on file for him was in 
1993 at Horological Enterprises Limited. The newest directorship was with National Exhibition of 
Time where he held the position of "Retired". The company was established 21 Dec 1992 and is 
based in Notts. Peter has held 3 directorships, none of which are currently active.” This website lists 
him as an ex-director of The British Horological Institute Limited. 
From The Glasgow Herald, 18 August 1976: 

 
From Stan Hall’s Tayos Gold: The Archives of Atlantis, Adventures Unlimited Press, 2007, pp. 66-7: 

 

 

http://www.duedil.com/director/903204798/peter-barnard-wills
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p. 124: 

 
From Amazon: “In 1976, Scottish engineer Stan Hall organized a landmark expedition to the caves 
of the Tayos Indians in Ecuador, involving a dozen institutions, joint Special Forces, and astronaut 
professor Neil Armstrong as Honorary President and participant. Hall was driven by curiosity about 
Erich von Däniken's report of a Metal Library allegedly found in the caves by investigator Juan 
Moricz in the mid-1960s (published in von Däniken's 1972 blockbuster Gold of the Gods). This idea 
was considered unorthodox in the absence of any ancient written script in South America. In Hall's 
odyssey into the heart of global enigmas he researches • The origins of mankind • Atlantis • 
Ptolemy's lost city of Cattigara • The sudden rise and fall of wonder civilizations This journey ended 
with his identification of Atlantis and Cattigara, and the entrance to the Metal Library along the 
Pastaza River in Ecuador. Imagination, action and danger combine explosively in the story of this 
spectacular British-Ecuadorian expedition to the Tayos Caves of Ecuador.” 
1634. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Sydney Brian HANSON (142502). Signed 30 
October 1943. RAF Station Alness. 

114 
He is mentioned in the LG, 4 May 1943. His promotion to Flight Lieutenant was announced in the 
LG, 2 March 1945. 
1635. Squadron Leader Edgar Henry Douglas SPENCE (18127). Signed 30 October 1943. 
RAF Station, Sutton Voe, Shetlands. 

115 
Edgar Henry Douglas Spence was appointed a Midshipman in April 1915, in which month he joined 
H.M.S. Indomitable, and he remained similarly employed until coming ashore in March 1917, via 
much fighting at Jutland - as part of the 3rd Battle Cruiser Squadron, the Indomitable was heavily 
engaged, often at around 8000 yards range, and was credited with sharing in the destruction of at 
least one enemy cruiser and a brace of destroyers. An entertaining account of her part in the battle 
appears in The Fighting at Jutland by Fawcett and Hooper, including evidence of her being 
straddled by heavy calibre enemy shells on numerous occasions. Advanced to Sub. Lieutenant in 
March 1917, Spence next joined the torpedo boat destroyer Minstrel, but on advancement to the 
temporary rank of Lieutenant that November, he removed to the sloop Auricula. His final wartime 
appointment was in another torpedo boat destroyer, the Lookout, and, having been confirmed in 
the rank of Lieutenant, he resigned his commission in February 1923. The reasons behind his 
resignation were shortly apparent, for by early 1924 he was under pilot instruction at Abu Sueir, 
from whence he joined No. 27 (Bombing) Squadron as a Flying Officer in time to participate in the 
Waziristan operations of 1925 - his observer was apparently Sergeant A. E. Cowton, the author of 
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First in the Field. Spence was advanced to Honorary Flight Lieutenant in the same year, returned to 
the U.K. to attend a course at R.A.F. Leuchars, and was appointed to the command of No. 441 (Fleet 
Spotter Reconnaissance) Flight, H.M.S. Argus, in November 1928. Subsequently placed on the 
Reserve of Air Force Officers, he served as a Technical Assistant in the Department of the Director-
General of Civil Aviation at the Air Ministry in the mid-1930s and was recalled to the Administrative 
and Special Duties Branch in the rank of Squadron Leader in August 1939. Little is known of his 
wartime employment, other than the fact he was mentioned in despatches in the LG, 1 January 
1941, and served as a Liaison Officer for Royal Australian Air Force personnel based in the U.K. 
1941-42. But his Atlantic Star would suggest a subsequent appointment in Coastal Command, or 
indeed, on the back of his earlier Fleet Spotter Reconnaissance work, a period of attachment to the 
Fleet Air Arm. His medals were: 1914-15 Star (Mid., R.N.); British War and Victory Medals (Lieut., 
R.N.); India General Service 1908-35, 1 clasp, Waziristan 1925 (F./O. (Hon. F./L.), R.A.F.); 1939-45 
Star; Atlantic Star; Africa Star; Defence and War Medals, M.I.D. oak leaf. Approximately 280 
“Waziristan 1925” clasps were issued to Royal Air Force personnel, the published roll stating 
another possible 61 unconfirmed entitlements. 
1636. Vilhelm Broch SKAPPEL. Signed 4 October 1943 (probably meant 4 November 1943). 
RAF Medmenham. 

115 
According to http://vestraat.net/TNG/getperson.php?personID=I112754&tree=IEA, he was born on 
24 January 1911 in Ringsaker, Hedmark. He is listed in Little Norway. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helge_Skappel: 
Vilhelm Skappel (1911–1992) was also a part of the resistance movement, but he fled to England 
in 1943. Like Helge he worked with aerial photography, having started as early as 1930. 
Helge Sommerfelt Skappel was born in Ringsaker as a son of banker Halvdan Skappel and Dagny 
Sommerfelt Skappel. He took a pilot's education from 1929 to 1930 under the Norwegian Army at 
Kjeller. Skappel soon became involved in the pioneer days of aviation in Norway. He owned the 
company Lotsberg & Skappel, along with Leiv Brun, Ditlef Smith and Erik Engnæs. The company 
operated a Gipsy Moth airplane. It was used for private flights, taxi flights and air shows, the latter 
in cooperation with the company Widerøe & Bjørneby as well as Norsk Aero Klubb. Widerøe & 
Bjørneby became Widerøe's Flyveselskap in February 1934, after Viggo Widerøe had bought and 
flown a Waco Cabin from the United States. In the Easter of 1934, a meeting was held at Ustaoset 
in which Skappel was recruited to Widerøe's Flyveselskap—his company would become 
incorporated into Widerøe's, and the co-owners be involved as well. Skappel was to lead the aerial 
school as well as a department for aerial photography. Incidentally, the Standard Moth plane 
owned by Skappel crashed shortly after, leading him to believe that he had lost his "entrance 
ticket" to Widerøe's, but he still became director of photography in the company. From 1935 he 
pioneered the use of aerophotogrammetry. Among others, the company had a contract with the 
Norwegian Mapping and Cadastre Authority (then known as Norges Geografiske Oppmåling). 
Skappel joined the resistance movement, helping Norwegians to flee the country. He also 
transmitted information about German troop movements via illegal radio. He was arrested for 
conducting "intelligence" in June 1941, and was imprisoned at Møllergata 19 for a month. He was 
sentenced to six years of prison. He was transferred to Grini concentration camp in July 1941, as 
#353 of almost 20,000 prisoners. Viggo Widerøe was imprisoned as well, and they spent prison 
time in Åkebergveien from October to November 1941, before being shipped to Germany via 

http://vestraat.net/TNG/getperson.php?personID=I112754&tree=IEA
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helge_Skappel
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Akershus Fortress. He was imprisoned at Hamburg-Fühlsbuttel, and remained so until being saved 
by the White Buses a program undertaken by the Swedish Red Cross and the Danish government 
in the spring of 1945 to rescue concentration camp inmates in areas under Nazi control and 
transport them to Sweden, a neutral country. Although the program was initially targeted at saving 
citizens of Scandinavian countries, it rapidly expanded to include citizens of other countries at the 
war's end. 
There is a chapter about Vilhelm Skappel in a paperback book Widerøe People : Viggo Widerøe, 
Turi Widerøe, Helge Skappel, Bård Mikkelsen, per Arne Watle, Peter L. Nissen, Lars Kobberstad, 
Vilhelm Skappel, Books LLC, 2010. 
Arkivverket Riksarkivet has a file of war photos “Forsvaret, Militært person- og organisasjonsarkiv, 
Vilhelm Skappel - RA/RAFA-3436” (“Military, military personal and organizational archives, Vilhelm 
Skappel - RA/RAFA-3436”) covering the period 1943 – 1955. 
RAF Medmenham was a Royal Air Force station based at Danesfield House near Medmenham, in 
Buckinghamshire, England. Activities there specialized in photographic intelligence, and it was once 
the home of the RAF Intelligence Branch. RAF Medmenham, a sister organisation to Bletchley Park, 
was the interpretation centre for one of the largest photographic reconnaissance operations ever 
undertaken Operation Crossbow. 
1637. Flight Lieutenant William Edward CUBBON (140243). Signed 4 November 1943. HQ 
18 Group. 

115 
His appointment as a Flying Officer is announced in the LG, 22 June 1943. His promotion to Flight 
Lieutenant with effect from 1 November 1943 is announced in the LG, 26 November 1943. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._18_Group_RAF: 
No 18 Group was initially formed on 1 April 1918 in No 4 Area. It was transferred to North-Eastern 
Area, 8 May 1918. Disbanded 18 Oct 1919. It was reformed on 1 September 1938 as No 18 
(Reconnaissance) Group of the Coastal Command for operations with the Royal Navy's 
Commander-in-Chief, Rosyth, and the Orkney & Shetlands naval command. Its headquarters were 
established at Rosyth, and of the three groups forming Coastal Command's planned dispositions 
on the outbreak of war, it was the only one with a fully operational Navy/Air Force Area Combined 
Headquarters (ACHQ). It covered much of the North Sea and areas to the north and west of 
Scotland, north of a line running North West from the Mull of Kintyre. The Air Officers 
Commanding (AOC) of No. 18 Group during WW2 were: 
27 September 1938 Air Commodore C D Breese 
24 March 1941 Air Vice-Marshal R L G Marix379 
10 February 1942 Air Vice-Marshal A Durston 
25 January 1943 Air Vice-Marshal A B Ellwood 
22 February 1944 Air Vice-Marshal S P Simpson 

                                                 
379 Signed this book on 15 Sep 1941 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._18_Group_RAF
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1638. Reginald (“Rex”) Walter BOSLEY OBE. Signed 6 November 1943. Passport Office, 
London. 

115 
DOB 22.3.1909. tj.man. 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 2 January 1950 when he was Second Secretary at His Majesty's 
Legation at Helsinki. 
He is mentioned in Peter Tennant’s Touchlines of War, pp. 55, 152, 266. Tennant says “Our friends in 
the MI6 Passport Control Office lived a life apart, except for Harry Carr who signed this book on 5 
April 1942 and Rex Bosley who came to us from the Legation in Helsinki when we went to war with 
Finland; these two never hinted at what they were up to but they were by no means treated as 
pariahs.” 
From The Cold War and the Politics of History, edited by Juhana Aunesluoma and Pauli Kettunen, 
University of Helsinki, Department of Social History, Edita Publishing Ltd, 2008, p. 282-3: 
In August 1963, Rex Bosley of the British intelligence showed up in Helsinki to talk with Kekkonen 
about the revelations. He said that on Golitsyn’s list of top Finns ‘in Soviet service’ were the two 
leaders of the splinter social democratic party ( Emil Skog and Aarre Simonen), the commander of 
the Helsinki City Police ( Erik Gabrielsson), and last but not least, Urho Kekkonen himself. ‘Was 
there really “in Soviet service”?  
Kekkonen asked. ‘That’s what he said’, Bosley responded, but then explained that the West 
considered the president as a mysterious political figure, close to Khrushchev, but not ‘in service’. 
Kekkonen was relieved. In his diary he pondered the proper way to get it known in Moscow that he 
was considered mysterious, ‘even suspected’ by the West. This information ‘would strengthen my 
position in the Soviet Union.’* 
Here, Kekkonen reaped the fruit of sharing of his assessments of Soviet leaders with Western 
intelligence circles. His most important Western contact was Reginald ‘Rex’ Bosley, whom he for 
an unknown reason called ‘Art Dealer’ (Taulukauppias). Bosley, who had served in Finland in the 
1940s, showed up in 1957 to say that there was a group in the British government willing to keep 
up unofficial contacts with the Finnish president.49 By the mid-60s, Bosley had visited Kekkonen 
more than 20 times.** In the US archives there is a memo on a frank and detailed discussion 
between Kekkonen and ‘a British friend’ at the height of the Note Crisis in 1961. 
* Kekkonen’s diary, 29 Aug. 1963. Bosley also told about the case of Penkovsky, ‘the biggest spy 
that can be imagined’. Due to him, the West saw that the Soviet Union is not as strong as it was 
trying to make others believe. The damage he did to the Soviets was irreparable. Years later, Bosley 
said that Golitsyn had claimed that Kekkonen was ‘a spy hired by them’, but the SIS had rejected 
the accusation ‘by saying that UKK Kekkonen is their spy.’ Kekkonen’s diary, 5 Nov. 1975. 
** Kekkonen’s diary, 9 Jul. 1965. On this visit, Bosley said that Shelepin would take over the Soviet 
leadership. 
If we can infer from topics discussed, the Swedish industrialist Marcus Wallenberg might have 
served as Kekkonen’s intelligence channel to some circles in the West. 
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He is mentioned in Nigel West’s Historical Dictionary of Signals Intelligence, Scarecrow Press, 2012: 

 
The Imperial War Museum has a recording produced on 30 October 2002 with the description 
“British officer served with Air Disarmament Unit in Germany, 1945-1946, with Allied Soviet Control 
Commission for Finland, 1946 and with Air Ministry in London, 1947-1948. Worked for Bank of 
London and South America, and Midland and International Bank negotiating loans to Eastern 
Europe, 1960s-1982 
Reels 17-25 Closed Access”. Reels 6 and 8 include “Memories of Rex Bosley” 
See http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/80022450. 
He is mentioned in Keith Jeffery’s MI6: The History of the Secret Intelligence Service 1909-1949, 
Bloomsbury, 2011, pp. 553, 684. 
https://helda.helsinki.fi/bitstream/handle/10224/4054/kekkonen_and_kgb2008.pdf.txt?sequence=3 
has many references to him. 
From http://www.aftenposten.no/uriks/Ble-president-med-hjelp-fra-KGB-6352077.html: Extract 
from a story entitled Ble president med hjelp fra KGB with the subtitle Finland's Urho Kekkonen 
former president kept contact with the KGB for 37 years. This emerged on Sunday espionage 
conference in Oslo in Aftenposten, 30 April 2005 (translated by Google): “Helsinki was one of the 
affiliate industry's most important metropolises - and Kekkonen a master of the game. He realized 
that KGB agents not willing to settle for what he had to say. KGB would also like to know what the 
president really thought and mente. Så Kekkonen had made this too: He set his personal 
intelligence chief, Professor Kustaa Vilkuna, to prepare memos that were leaked to the KGB in the 
"secret" show. Kekkonen even talked with the British intelligence man Reginald "Rex" Bosley one 
couple times a year. In addition, he made probably circles in the West get information through the 
Swedish industrialist Marcus Wallenberg, writes Rentola. Vennskaps and aid pact with the Soviet 
Union in 1948 and the economic cooperation with Western Europe was also discussed in the sauna, 
the fishing, the presidential residence.” 

http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/80022450
https://helda.helsinki.fi/bitstream/handle/10224/4054/kekkonen_and_kgb2008.pdf.txt?sequence=3
http://www.aftenposten.no/uriks/Ble-president-med-hjelp-fra-KGB-6352077.html
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He is mentioned in Stephen Dorril’s MI6, Fifty Years of Special Operations, Fourth Estate, 2001, p. 
269: 

 
and p. 265: 
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He is the editor of Suomen Ulkomaankauppaliitto Toivola, Urho, 1890-1960 (Finland - United States, 
Toivola, Urho, 1890-1960), Helsingfors, The Finnish Foreign Trade Association, 1938. 
1639. Sir Peter Frank TENNANT. Signed 6 November 1943. Ministry of Information, 
London. 

115 
DOB 29.11.1910. pr.attache. 
He also signed this book on 15 April 1942. 
1640. POSSIBLY Flying Officer Thomas Hugh RONALDSON DFC (160717) Signed 10 
November 1943. RAF Oban. 

115 
According to http://en.ww2awards.com/person/46042, his DFC was awarded on 27 March 1945. 
Citation: 
"Unit: 467 Squadron RAAF, RAFVR. Flying Officer Ronaldson has participated in many operational 
sorties against heavily defended targets, including Berlin. Throughout this tour of operations he 
displayed outstanding skill and initiative. In November 1943, his aircraft was detailed for a mission 
to Berlin. On the run up to the target severe damage was sustained from anti-aircraft fire and the 
inter-communication system was rendered unserviceable. Under the most difficult circumstances 
this officer effected repairs and despite intense enemy opposition, the mission was successfully 
completed. Flying Officer Ronaldson has always shown courage and devotion to duty of a high 
order." 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Oban: 
Oban was surveyed by the RAF in the 1930s as a suitable base for flying boat operations. A fuel 
depot was set up on the island of Kerrera while a detachment of No. 209 Squadron RAF began 
utilising the facilities operating the Supermarine Stranraer flying-boat in June 1938. An aircraft 
servicing area, new slip and jetty were constructed on the island. The base became operational in 
September 1938, with Headquarters based at Dungallan House, Oban. No. 209 Squadron re-
equipped with Saro Lerwick flying-boats were based at RAF Oban. Aircrew based at RAF Oban were 
billeted in the main seafront hotels at Oban. No. 210 Squadron RAF equipped with the Short 
Sunderland replaced No. 209 Squadron in 1939. Anti-submarine patrols, convoy escorts as part of 
18 Group Coastal Command and ferry services were carried out from the base. No. 228 Squadron 
RAF, No. 10 Squadron Royal Australian Air Force, No. 422 and 423 Squadrons Royal Canadian Air 
Force, No. 330 (Norwegian) Squadron RAF and No. 302 Ferry Training Unit served at the base. No. 
524 Squadron was based at RAF Oban from 20 October 1943 to 7 December 1943, during which 
time, the Commanding Officer was Wing Commander W E M Lowry. A Flying Boat Maintenance 
Unit located to the north east at Ganavan provided maintenance for aircraft utilising the base. The 
base was reverted to care and maintenance on 28 April 1945. 

http://en.ww2awards.com/person/46042
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Oban
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1641. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] John Francis Orby STUBBS (147046). Signed 10 
November 1943. RAF Thorney Island. 

115 
The Air Force List for November 1943 shows four people named J Stubbs: 

 
Only J F O Stubbs is a Pilot Officer. He is mentioned in the LG, 31 August 1943, 24 September 1943, 
15 May 1951, 28 April 1953 and 28 June 1957. According to the LG, 15 April 1987, he died on 21 
March 1987. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Thorney_Island: 
The airfield was built in 1938 as an airfield for fighter aircraft including involvement with the Battle 
of Britain when the airfield was attacked by the Luftwaffe on the same day as other stations such as 
RAF Ford and RAF Poling radar station. RAF Thorney Island was transferred to RAF Coastal 
Command for the protection of shipping and other various roles and had their concrete runways 
laid in 1942. The station closed as an RAF airfield on 31 March 1976. Squadrons based at RAF 
Thorney Island on 10 November 1943 were No. 407 Coastal Strike Squadron (RCAF), No. 415 
Squadron RCAF, No. 547 Squadron and No. 220 Squadron (a detachment from another airfield). 
1642. Flying Officer Ethan ALLEN DFC (J21435). Signed 10 November 1943. RAF Station 
Sullom Voe. 

115 
Distinguished Flying Cross - No.224 Squadron - Award effective 25 January 1944 as per LG dated 8 
February 1944 and AFRO 644/44 dated 24 March 1944. Born at Biarritz, France, 4 June 1919. His 
father was president of a cellophane plastic company which may explain his many moves. Educated 
at Mr. Gibbs School (London, England), Pembroke House (Kenya), La Chataignerair (Switzerland), 
France and the United States (St.George’s School in Newport, Rhone Island and University of 
California). Although his home is recorded as being New York City, he had merely travelled there to 
join the RCAF; his previous occupation had been in California (selling rare books). Enlisted in 
Montreal, 4 December 1941 and posted to No.1 Manning Depot. To No.1 Training Command, 21 
December 1941. To No.6 ITS, 14 March 1942; graduated and promoted LAC, 8 May 1942 but not 
posted until 7 June 1942 when posted to No.3 EFTS, London; to No.9 EFTS, St. Catharines, 21 June 
1942; graduated 14 August 1942 and posted next day to No.16 SFTS; graduated and commissioned 
4 December 1942. To No.1 GRS, 4 December 1942. To “Y” Depot, 13 March 1943. To RAF overseas, 
26 March 1943. Disembarked in United Kingdom, 10 April 1943. To No.224 Squadron, 14 May 1943. 
Promoted Flying Officer, 4 June 1943. Temporary Duty at Ballykelly, 18-28 October 1943. Killed in 
action 6/7 June 1944 (Liberator BZ942); name on Runnymede Memorial. Medal sent by registered 
mail to widow, October 1952. Photo PL-26997 shows him. Flying Officer Allen has completed many 
sorties and throughout has displayed great keenness and determination. One night as captain of 
aircraft he executed an attack on a large U-boat. Pressing home his attack with great 
determination, Flying Officer Allen straddled the vessel with a number of depth charges. On several 
other occasions this officer has participated in successful attacks on the enemy's underwater craft. 
By his skill, courage and coolness he has set a very fine example. His personal file has another 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Thorney_Island
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citation provided for the University of California Honour Roll: This pilot by his skill, courage and 
coolness has set a very fine example in many sorties. On one occasion he pressed home his attack 
against a large U-boat with great determination and straddled the vessel with a number of depth 
charges. On several other attacks he has been successful against submarines. Training: Interviewed 
in Montreal, 1 December 1941. Noted that he had flown 16 hours dual (no solo), played all sports 
extensively. “Very good family, intelligent, cooperative, personality. Recommended.” At No.6 ITS, he 
was described as follows: 
"Excellent background; educated largely abroad; good appearance; likeable and very much in 
earnest; self-possessed." 
Placed 18th in a class of 95. At No.9 EFTS he flew Tiger Moths (33 hours 25 minutes day dual, 34 
hours 55 minutes day solo, one hour night dual). This included nine hours 45 minutes on 
instruments. Also logged 11 hours in Link. Flew eight hours dual before first solo. Placed 5th in a 
class of 32.”Very good background. Did a good job at this unit. Keen, responsive, intelligent. Stood 
5th in course in G.I.S. Flying, good average. Instrument flying and Link, average.” Involved in flying 
accident, 7 August 1942, 0840 hours, Tiger Moth 3951 (seriously damaged). Ceiling unlimited, 
visibility 3-8 miles in haze, winds southeast, 5-15 m.p.h. He was solo and had 25 hours dual, 33 
hours solo. Allen was uninjured; the other pilot (LAC James C. Cummings, Tiger Moth 8906, totally 
demolished) was slightly injured. Came down in a farmer’s field near Four Mile Creek Road. 
Collided in mid-air with another aircraft, striking it from above. Collision occurred at about 4,500 
feet. Aircraft went partly out of control. Propellor was smashed and the ailerons did not respond to 
control. Brought aircraft in on forced landing and the craft turned over on its back. A report of the 
accident stated that the two Tiger Moths were flying too close to one another in contravention of 
Air Regulations. Blame was allocated to both pilots for failure to observe each other - “careless 
airmanship.” At No.16 SFTS he flew Anson aircraft (56 hours 25 minutes day dual, 69 hours 30 
minutes day solo, two hours 25 minutes night dual, ten hours 30 minutes night solo). These figures 
included 14 hours 50 minutes in formation, 20 hours 40 minutes on instruments. Also logged 21 
hours 30 minutes in Link. Navigation exercises involved six hours 55 minutes dual and 18 hours 35 
minutes solo. Flew four hours 25 minutes dual before first solo. Described as "Above average in 
ground school. Excellent type. Gold worker and keenly interested. Commission material." Course at 
No.1 GRS was 28 December 1942 to 26 February 1943. Flew Anson aircraft (42 hours 35 minutes, all 
by day). Courses and marks as follows: D.R. Navigation Intermediate (97/100), D.R. Navigation Final 
(267/300), D.R. Navigation Airwork (246/300), Reconnaissance (171/200), Reconnaissance airwork 
(83/100), Compasses and Instruments (136/200), Meteorology (136/200), Signals (84/100), Coding 
(79/100), Ship Recognition (176/200), Photography (80/100), Visual Signals (Pass). Described by 
Course Instructor (F/L J.W. Hoodley?) as follows: “A very intelligent, keen and conscientious pupil. 
His work both in the air and on the ground has been consistently above average. He is a very 
steady, dependable type, not inclined to lose control in a crisis.” To this the Chief Flying Instructor 
(W/C Reynell?) added, “Keen, solid and reliable pupil. Should prove very useful in a G.R. Squadron.” 
Accident Overseas: At 1620 hours, 8 October 1943, St. Eval (No.224 Squadron, Liberator BZ790). 
Engaged on non-operational duty (compass swinging). At the time he reported 230 hours on 
Liberators and 420 on all types. His report stated: When throttles pulled right back aircraft seemed 
to have tendency to float and so stick was also pulled right back in attempt to check this. Landed 
on wrong three points - damaging tail skid. Ceiling 600 feet and visibility poor enough so that 
small circuit had to be made to keep runway in view. Wind was 12 M.P.H. and downwind to runway. 
Runway was changed (No.6 to No.2) immediately after landing - this floating of aircraft plausible. 
The Commanding Officer of No.224 Squadron (W/C A.E. Clouston) wrote: Under the circumstances, 
a young captain at the controls, and considering the low cloud height with hills behind the drome 
in cloud I consider the pilot did well in landing at St. Eval. The fact the tail skid touched is no fault 
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of the captain but due to the lightly loaded Liberator and C.G. position. Particulars of death: 
Liberator BZ942 was airborne from St. Eval, 2139 hours, 6 June 1944 to conduct an anti-submarine 
patrol in the English Channel. No message was received and nothing more was heard of the 
aircraft. Crew were J21435 Flying Officer E. Allen, DFC (pilot), J85506 Pilot Officer M.E. Hayward 
(second pilot), Aus 401371 F/L W.J. Eskler (RAAF, navigator), 53447 Pilot Officer H.E. Pugsley 
(navigator), 48957 Flying Officer L.R. Aust, DFC, DFM (WOP/Air), 1104418 Warrant Officer H. 
McIllaney (WOP/Air), 1213956 Sergeant D.E. Froggatt (WOP/Air), 1596602 Sergeant A. McLaughlin 
(air gunner), 1826970 Sergeant J.B.C. Gray (air gunner) and 2207636 Sergeant A.H. Croft (flight 
engineer). 
There is a reference to Allen in rather interesting article about his mother, Kiki Preston, an American 
socialite who was rumoured to have had an illegitimate child with the Duke of Kent. See 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kiki_Preston. 
1643. Rear Admiral Elias CORNELIUSSEN (1881 - 1951). Signed 12 November 1943. Royal 
Norwegian Navy. 

115 
He was a Norwegian military officer, an admiral of the Royal Norwegian Navy, and served as acting 
Chief of Defence of Norway from January to May 1946. Corneliussen was decorated Commander 
with Star of the Royal Norwegian Order of St. Olav in 1948. He was a Commander of the British 
Order of the Bath and the French Légion d'honneur. 
From http://nbl.snl.no/Elias_Corneliussen/utdypning (translated by Google): 
Naval officer. Parents: School Inspector, Global Studies. Andreas Martin Corneliussen (1852-1916) 
and Clara Thinn (1856-1936). Married 20/06/1908 Dagny Ree (10.4.1883-5.10.1975), daughter of 
farmer Anders Henriksen Ree (1848-1898) and Emma Harboe (1854-1937). Father of Chris 
Bruusgaard (1910 -). 
Elias Corneliussen was commander of the Navy during most of World War II - a very important 
stage in forsvarsgrenens history. He was thorough and knowledgeable and had particularly strong 
in planning and organizational work. However, he was not so pronounced head like many of his 
predecessors and successors. 
Corneliussen grew up in Christiania, and interested early for a maritime profession. After secondary 
school graduation in 1896 he went to sea and was just over two years cover boy seaman and 
seaman in trade in the UK. He entered the Naval Academy in 1899 and completed the school's top 
division in 1905. Then he began a long and diverse naval career. In 1905 he was head of the 
torpedo boat, from 1906 to 1908, he was koffardifart, and from 1908 to 1909 he was manager of 
Fredrikstad sailor school. 1909-1913 he served in the Marine Board of the Defense Ministry, and 
from 1913 to 1922, he was inspecting officer and teacher at the Naval Academy. 1922-1933 he 
served in the 1st Naval District Command, including as the head of my department puts 1928-29, 
as Adjutant of His Majesty the King from 1928 to 1931 and as deputy commander for ironclad 
Norway 1932. Corneliussen was head of department at Admiral Staff from 1934 to 1937 and chief 
there from 1937 to 1940. 
Corneliussen came with the king and the government of Britain during World War II, and in 1941 
he was promoted to Rear Admiral and Chief of the Navy, a position he held until 1946. 
Corneliussen had intimate knowledge of most aspects of the service in the Navy, and as a leader, 
he was first and foremost characterized by its academic excellence. Worked as chief of the Navy 
from exile in London posed great challenges both at the organizational, administrative and 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kiki_Preston
http://nbl.snl.no/Elias_Corneliussen/utdypning
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operational plan. The Navy received high priority in the allocation of budget funds and personnel 
on the Norwegian Utefronten. Much effort was also made to persuade the authorities in Britain and 
the United States to equip the Norwegian Navy with more ships. The result was a sharp rise in the 
number of boats and crews. While attending Norwegian naval forces in a variety of demanding 
military operations on the Norwegian coast and elsewhere in favour of the Allies on most naval war 
section. In particular, the collaboration with the British navy close. Overall, this led to Corneliussen 
given a workload and responsibility that hardly any former Norwegian admiral had. 
During the war was often different interests against each other, and decisions had to be made 
quickly. In urgent situations where political and military professionals spread his ratings, went 
Corneliussen loath across the political authorities. 
With Corneliussen as the top man responsible marine management during the war also extensive 
work with longer-term plans for the Navy's structure and operations. This culminated in 1944 out 
of a fleet plan that recommended the restructuring of a coastal sea with many small vessels to a 
more powerful navy with larger vessels should be able to solve tasks in open coastal waters and on 
the high seas. Although these ambitions later moderated, leave planning crucial constraints on the 
design of the Norwegian Navy in the post-war period. 
In 1946, Corneliussen worked briefly as defense chief. After this he went into retirement, but still 
attended on behalf of marine management in working with the Navy's future organization. 
Elias Corneliussen was Commander with Star of the Order of St. Olav (1948), Commander of the 
British Order of Bath and the French Legion of Honour, and held a number of other foreign orders. 
Works 
The accumulation of navies outside Norway during the war from 1940 to 1945 in the Norwegian 
magazine Sjøvesen 61-62, 1946-47, pp. 139-173 
Sources and Literature 
B. Keyser Barth: Norwegian military officers in 1929, 1930 
HEH 1950 
P. Aschjem: Admiral Corneliussen, obituary in the Norwegian magazine Sjøvesen 66, 1951, pp. 121-
122 
R. Jensen (ed.): Naval Society Calendar 1814-1964, Horten 1965 
O. Riste: London Government, bd 1-2, Oslo 1973/1979 
ds: Utefronten, bd 7 in Norway at war, 1987 
A. Lydersen Liners under Norwegian flag? The structure of the Navy from 1944 to 1946, Defence 
Studies # 6, 1990 
From Christopher Mann’s British Policy and Strategy towards Norway, 1941 – 45, Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2012: 
“Intimately linked with the question of civilian relief was the issue of sending a Norwegian naval 
expedition to Finnmark. Admiral Elias Corneliussen, C-in-C Royal Norwegian Navy, met 
representatives of the Admiralty on 3 November 1944. Corneliussen explained that the Norwegian 
High Command wanted to establish a naval base at Kirkenes from which they would supply the 
civilian population. Corneliussen asked the Admiralty to release three Norwegian corvettes, six 
minesweepers and various support vessels for the expedition. The proposal seemed well received 
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by the Admiralty’s representatives380. Scottish Command’s General Thorne also ‘agreed 
wholeheartedly’ with the plans. The Norwegians approached the Russians and Molotov told 
Andvord, the Norwegian ambassador in Moscow, on 12 November that the Russians approved 
too381. However, discussions between Rear Admiral E. A. B. McCarthy, ACNS (H) and Corneliussen 
indicated that the Admiralty would turn the proposal down382. Also General A. E. Grassett, head of 
the SHAEF Civil Affairs Division, pointed out that Finnmark was a Russian operational area and 
SHAEF could not send relief supplies without a Russian request383. The Norwegians swiftly ensured 
the Russians made the necessary response384. Therefore, SHAEF and the Admiralty agreed that two 
Norwegian corvettes, Eglantine and Tønsberg Castle, and three minesweepers and the 2,000 tons 
of supplies be sent to Finnmark. The Norwegian vessels sailed with convoy JW62 from Loch Ewe on 
29 November and arrived off the Kola Inlet without incident on 7 December 1944.” 
1644. Flight Lieutenant John MORRIS 78088). Signed 13 November 1943. S of FC, RAF 
Watchfield. 

115 
The Air Force List for November 1943 lists only two people named J Morris, of which only one is a 
Flight Lieutenant. His promotion to Flight Lieutenant, with effect from 25 October 1943, in the 
Administrative and Special Duties Branch was announced in the LG, 19 November 1943. 
S of FC = School of Flying Control (later School of Air Traffic Control). RAF Watchfield was used as 
one of the first airfields which taught Blind/Beam Approach which meant that when no other 
aircraft were flying the in country due to the weather, aircraft from Watchfield flew constantly 
teaching pilots how to land in dangerous conditions. The first unit to use the station for this 
purpose was the Blind Approach School between 28 September 1940 and 1941 which turned into 
No. 1 Blind Approach School between 1941 and 31 October 1941 which then turned into No. 1 
Beam Approach School which operated between 31 October 1941 and 31 December 1946. 
1645. Flight Lieutenant Gerald Leslie BATEMAN (79269). Signed 13 November 1943. HQ 
18 Group. 

115 

                                                 
380 RA, SOK 293, Mappe 722.5 ‘Crofter’ 1944–45, Minutes of a Meeting held in the Admiralty on 3 
November 1944 to discuss plans for assisting the population of North Norway in the event of a German 
withdrawal, signed Capt C. T. M. Pisey RN (DOD (H), 5 November 1944. 
381 RA, FO 26, Mappe No 32 Event – Russisk innryke i Nord Norge, FO Jnr 932/44/KH Norwegian Naval 
Relief Expedition to North Norway, Olav to SHAEF, 15 November 1944. 
382 Ibid., H16333/722.5/ECD/EP Developments in North Norway Naval Expedition, Corneliussen to Capt 
Jacobsen, Norwegian Naval Attaché, 25 November 1944. 
383 RA, FO 25, Mappe No 27 Norsk-Britisk samarbeide under frigoringen av Norge, Lt General A. E. 
Grassett, SHAEF G-5 Division to Hansteen, 4 December 1944. 
384 Ibid., FO Jnr H4121/44/KH, Hansteen to Grasset, 4 December 1944. 
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He held the rank of Acting Lieutenant Colonel in the South African Air Force when he was 
Mentioned in Despatches in the LG, 14 June 1945. Apart from being mentioned in the LG, 20 June 
1941, 3 July 1942, 4 June 1946 and 18 May 1954. No further trace found. 
1646. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Robert Gerald (“Bob”) CLEMESHA DFC RAAF 
(403319). Signed 15 November 1943. No 453 Squadron RAAF Sumburgh. 

115 
DFC published in LG 14 September 1945: 
“For skill and determination on two tours of operations.” 
Clemesha was featured in a 33mm b&w silent film Spitfires over Berlin made on 2 October 1945: 
The honour of being the first Squadron to represent Britain and the Empire in Berlin has fallen to 
No. 453 Squadron RAAF, flying five-bladed Spitfires XIV's. Picture shows pilots at Gatow airfield, 
Close ups include 403319 Flight Lieutenant (Flt/Lt) Robert Gerald (Bob) Clemesha DFC of Sydney 
(Fight Commander) no cap, 409396 Flight Lieutenant Bruce James Dumbrell of Deniliquen NSW, 
413170 Flying Officer (Flying Officer) John Thomas Connolly DFC of Boggabri NSW, and 413247 
Flying Officer Keith Robert Pendrick of Wagga Wagga NSW. The pilots stand to their machines. 
Shots of starting up. Taxing to the take-off. Gatow airfield was the Cranwell of the German 
Luftwaffe. The take-off. The Berliners will have the opportunity of seeing the Australians in 
formation over the city. Various shots taken over Berlin. Some show 453 Spitfire Squadron over the 
blitzed City. Shots show Charlottenburg, Tiergarten, Reichstag, Charlottenburg Chasse, the War 
Memorial, the Telefunken Tower, the River Spree, the Black Tower in the Zoo grounds, and the 
Wann. 
See http://cas.awm.gov.au/item/SUK14385 for a photo taken in May 1945 at RAF Station Matlaske, 
England showing Commanding Officer Squadron Leader Ernest Arthur Roy Esau DFC of Brisbane 
with Flight Lieutenant C. R. Leith DFC of Rose Bay, NSW and Flt Lt R. G. Clemesha of Sydney. 
His personnel file can be viewed online at 
http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/scripts/Imagine.asp?B=5376255: 
He was born on 15 January 1921. 

 
Statutory Declaration, 22 February 1945 

http://cas.awm.gov.au/item/SUK14385
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1647. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Ronald Clyde FORD RAAF (Aus: 403046). 
Signed 15 November 1943. No 453 Squadron RAAF Sumburgh. 

115 
He was born on 7 May 1919 in Ballina, New South Wales. Extracts from his digitised personnel file, 
covering the period 10 November 1936 to 14 July 1951, held in the National Archives of Australia 
with Item barcode 30931592: 
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http://cas.awm.gov.au/photograph/SUK10031 Drem, Scotland. C. 1942-07. Group portrait of pilots 
of No. 453 (Spitfire) Squadron RAAF, based at an RAF Station, taken in the Squadron Operations 
Room. Left to right: 401784 Sergeant (Sgt) James Raymond Furlong (accidentally killed in the 
United Kingdom 0n 31 October 1942); 416070 Sgt G. Whiteford; 407747 Pilot Officer (PO) John 
Barrien; 411790 Sgt Russell Leith; 403046 Sgt R. C. Ford; 408606 PO T. A. Swift, of Melbourne, Vic; 
404811 PO G. Galwey. 

 
http://www.awm.gov.au/collection/SUK10616/ Redhill, England. C. 1942-04. Portrait of 403046 
Sergeant R. C. Ford who flies an aircraft presented to the RAF by the Clifton, Bristol cinemas. 

http://cas.awm.gov.au/photograph/SUK10031
http://www.awm.gov.au/collection/SUK10616/
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Group portrait of pilots of No. 453 (Spitfire) Squadron RAAF, based at an RAF Station at Drem. Left 
to right: Squadron Leader Morello, RAF Commanding Officer; 403046 Sergeant (Sgt, later Flight 
Lieutenant Flt Lt) Ronald Clyde Ford; 416291 Sgt David Hayward Steele; 403763 Sgt (later Flying 
Officer FO) Harold Mason Parker (lost on operations over the English Channel on 8 October 1943); 
405111 Flight Lieutenant (Flt Lt, later Wing Commander) John Richard Ratten (died of illness in the 
United Kingdom on 27 February 1945); 401666 Pilot Officer (PO, later Flt Lt) Daniel Joseph Reid, 
Distinguished Flying Cross; 403278 Sgt, later PO Bennett Thomas Nossiter (lost on operations off 
the United Kingdom on 11 October 1942); FO Soliecki; 408172 PO, later Flt Lt Richard Joseph 
Darcey (accidentally killed over Manus Island on 6 October 1944). 
1648. Squadron Leader Alfred Leslie PEARCE (15023). Signed 15 November 1943. RAF 
Sumburgh. 

115 
He is mentioned in the LG, 3 May 1921, 19 September 1941, 13 November 1942, 24 September 
1943 and 10 August 1954. TNA has a file named Captain Alfred Leslie PEARCE Royal Air Force with 
reference WO 339/121874, covering the years 1914 to 1922. 
From http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/82/a3126782.shtml: 
“My father Alfred Pearce (known as Spud) 15023 Airfield Squadron Flight 4819 landed on Gold 
beach. Please if anyone has any information about him personally or his squadron I would eally 
appreiciate it. I really want my children to understand everything he went through to give them 
what they have now. My dad died 27 years ago from cancer, he was a wonderful man and I miss 
him” 
Posted by Sue Dickason, 2 January 2005 
1649. William REID VC (21 December 1921 – 28 November 2001). Signed 16 November 
1943 “W Reid”. RAF Sumburgh. 

115 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/82/a3126782.shtml
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See Lt Col William Reid’s signature for 23 October 1940. Is this the same Reid? 

 
Reid must have visited RAF Leuchars (with Squadron Leader A L Pearce who signed this Visitors’ 
Book the same day) while he was convalescing and before he was awarded his DFC. He was a 
Scottish recipient of the Victoria Cross, the highest and most prestigious award for gallantry in the 
face of the enemy that can be awarded to British and Commonwealth forces. He earned his Victoria 
Cross as a pilot in the Royal Air Force Bomber Command during the Second World War. Born in 
Baillieston, Lanarkshire, he applied to join the RAF on the outbreak of war. After initial training, he 
was selected as a bomber pilot, and soon became a flying instructor himself. He was eventually 
given an operational posting, flying a number of raids before that on Düsseldorf which led to the 
award of the VC. On a later raid he was shot down and spent some time as a German prisoner of 
war. He left the RAF after the war, and worked in the agricultural industry. On 19 November 2009 
his VC was sold at auction for £384,000, a record for a VC awarded to someone from the United 
Kingdom. William Reid was born in Baillieston, near Glasgow, on 21 December 1921 the son of a 
blacksmith. He was educated at Swinton Primary School and Coatbridge Higher Grade School and 
studied metallurgy for a time, but then applied to join the RAF. After training in Canada, he 
received his wings and was a sergeant when he was commissioned as a pilot officer on probation in 
the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve on 19 June 1942. He then trained on twin-engined Airspeed 
Oxfords at Little Rissington before moving to the Operational Training Unit at RAF North 
Luffenham. There, his skill as a pilot led to his being selected as an instructor, flying the Vickers 
Wellington, albeit with the promise of a posting to a Avro Lancaster heavy bomber unit. He was 
promoted to flying officer on 19 December 1942. The posting did not materialise until July 1943, 
when he was sent to 1654 Conversion Unit, RAF Wigsley, near Newark-on-Trent, where he flew his 
first operational mission as second pilot, in a Lancaster of 9 Squadron, in a raid on 
Mönchengladbach. In September he was posted to 61 Squadron at RAF Syerston, Newark, to 
commence Lancaster bombing operations, and flew seven sorties to various German cities before 
the raid on Düsseldorf. Reid was a 21-year-old acting flight lieutenant serving in 61 Squadron when 
he took part in the raid on Düsseldorf in Germany which led to the award of his VC. On the night of 
3 November 1943, on the way to Düsseldorf, the windscreen of Flight Lieutenant Reid's Lancaster 
(serial LM360) was shattered by fire from a Messerschmitt Bf 110 and the gun turrets and cockpit 
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badly damaged. Saying nothing of his multiple injuries, he continued on his mission and soon 
afterwards the bomber was attacked again by a Focke-Wulf Fw 190. His navigator was killed and 
the wireless operator fatally wounded. He was wounded again, as was the flight engineer, while the 
Lancaster received more serious damage. The starboard part of the tailplane had been lost. He 
decided to carry on, rather than turn back. No-one else on board could have flown the plane in a 
straight line, let alone with all the damage sustained. Reid modestly claimed that his main reason 
for pressing on was that turning back would have involved flying through or across the following 
bomber stream, with a real danger of mid-air collision. Pressing on to his target, Reid released the 
bombs, then set course for home. On the way back to Syerston, he saw the searchlights of RAF 
Shipdham, a USAAF-operated base in Norfolk. Despite being wounded and suffering from loss of 
blood, Reid succeeded in landing his plane - though the undercarriage collapsed and the aircraft 
slid along the runway. The wireless operator died in Shipdham's medical centre but the rest of the 
crew survived. He was awarded the VC on 14 December 1943. The citation reads: Air Ministry, 14th 
December, 1943. The KING has been graciously pleased to confer the VICTORIA CROSS on the 
undermentioned officer in recognition of most conspicuous bravery: Acting Flight Lieutenant 
William REID (124438), Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve, No. 61 Squadron. “On the night of 
November 3rd, 1943, Flight Lieutenant Reid was pilot and captain of a Lancaster aircraft detailed to 
attack Dusseldorf. Shortly after crossing the Dutch coast, the pilot's windscreen was shattered by 
fire from a Messerschmitt 110. Owing to a failure in the heating circuit, the rear gunner's hands 
were too cold for him to open fire immediately or to operate his microphone and so give warning 
of danger; but after a brief delay he managed to return the Messerschmitt's fire and it was driven 
off. During the fight with the Messerschmitt, Flight Lieutenant Reid was wounded in the head, 
shoulders and hands. The elevator trimming tabs of the aircraft were damaged and it became 
difficult to control. The rear turret, too, was badly damaged and the communications system and 
compasses were put out of action. Flight Lieutenant Reid ascertained that his crew were unscathed 
and, saying nothing about his own injuries, he continued his mission. Soon afterwards, the 
Lancaster was attacked by a Focke Wulf 190. This time, the enemy's fire raked the bomber from 
stem to stern. The rear gunner replied with his only serviceable gun but the state of his turret made 
accurate aiming impossible. The navigator was killed and the wireless operator fatally injured. The 
mid-upper turret was hit and the oxygen system put out of action. Flight Lieutenant Reid was again 
wounded and the flight engineer, though hit in the forearm, supplied him with oxygen from a 
portable supply. Flight Lieutenant Reid refused to be turned from his objective and Dusseldorf was 
reached some 50 minutes later. He had memorised his course to the target and had continued in 
such a normal manner that the bomb-aimer, who was cut off by the failure of the communications 
system, knew nothing of his captain's injuries or of the casualties to his comrades. Photographs 
show that, when the bombs were released, the aircraft was right over the centre of the target. 
Steering by the pole star and the moon, Flight Lieutenant Reid then set course for home. He was 
growing weak from loss of blood. The emergency oxygen supply had given out. With the 
windscreen shattered, the cold was intense. He lapsed into semi consciousness. The flight engineer, 
with some help from the bomb-aimer, kept the Lancaster in the air despite heavy anti-aircraft fire 
over the Dutch coast. The North Sea crossing was accomplished. An airfield was sighted. The 
captain revived, resumed control and made ready to land. Ground mist partially obscured the 
runway lights. The captain was also much bothered by blood from his head wound getting into his 
eyes. But he made a safe landing although one leg of the damaged undercarriage collapsed when 
the load came on. Wounded in two attacks, without oxygen, suffering severely from cold, his 
navigator dead, his wireless operator fatally wounded, his aircraft crippled and defenceless, Flight 
Lieutenant Reid showed superb courage and leadership in penetrating a further 200 miles into 
enemy territory to attack one of the most strongly defended targets in Germany, every additional 
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mile increasing the hazards of the long and perilous journey home. His tenacity and devotion to 
duty were beyond praise.” After a period in hospital, Reid went to C Flight, 617 (Dambuster) 
Squadron at RAF Woodhall Spa in January 1944 and flew sorties to various targets in France. He 
was promoted to substantive flight lieutenant on 14 June 1944. In July 1944, 617 Squadron was 
linked with 9 Squadron for a "Tallboy" deep penetration bomb attack on a V-weapon storage 
dump at Rilly-la-Montagne, near Rheims. As Reid released his bomb over the target at 12,000 ft, he 
felt his aircraft shudder under the impact of a bomb dropped by another Lancaster 6,000 ft above. 
The bomb ploughed through his aeroplane's fuselage, severing all control cables and fatally 
weakening its structure, and Reid gave the order to bail out. As members of his crew scrambled 
out, the plane went into a dive, pinning Reid to his seat. Reaching overhead, he managed to release 
the escape hatch panel and struggled out just as the Lancaster broke in two. He landed heavily by 
parachute, breaking his arm in the fall. Within an hour he was captured by a German patrol and 
taken prisoner. After various transfers, he ended the war in Stalag III-A prisoner of war camp at 
Luckenwalde, west of Berlin. Reid was demobilised in 1946 and resumed his studies, first at the 
University of Glasgow and later at the West of Scotland Agricultural College. After graduating from 
the University of Glasgow in 1949, he went on a travelling scholarship for six months, studying 
agriculture in India, Australia, New Zealand, America and Canada. He retained a reserve 
commission until 15 January 1949. Reid was demobilised in 1946 and resumed his studies, first at 
the University of Glasgow and later at the West of Scotland Agricultural College. After graduating 
from the University of Glasgow in 1949, he went on a travelling scholarship for six months, studying 
agriculture in India, Australia, New Zealand, America and Canada. He retained a reserve 
commission until 15 January 1949. Reid married Violet Campbell Gallagher, a daughter of William 
Gallagher, sports editor of the Glasgow Daily Record in 1952. She was reportedly completely 
unaware that he was a VC holder until they were married. William Reid died at the age of 79 on 28 
November 2001, survived by his wife and their two children. 
1650. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Colin Russell LEITH DFC (411790). Signed 16 
November 1943. No 453 (RAAF) Squadron, Sumburgh. 

116 
The Armidalian July 1945 recorded information received from his parents that he was missing over 
Normandy from July 25th, 1944 to August 25th, 1944, but eventually arrived safely in England. His 
service records says he crash landed near St Philibert des Champs while flying a Spitfire with 453 
Squadron. He evaded capture. Later he was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross. His citation 
reads: 
“Flying Officer Leith is now on his second tour of operational duty and has a splendid record of 
sorties against enemy shipping and transport, in addition to the destruction of at least 3 enemy 
aircraft, he has destroyed large numbers of enemy transport vehicles and trains. This officer has 
always displayed the greatest keenness and skill as a fighter pilot." 
His photo is in the Armidalian December 1945. 
He is mentioned in Official History Air Power over Europe by John Herington (Australian War 
Memorial, Canberra, 1963) p. 274. 
He is also mentioned in Official History Air War Against Germany and Italy 1939 - 1943 by John 
Herington (Australian War Memorial, Canberra, 1954) p. 514. This records that on 8.10.1943 Pilot 
Officer Leith shot down two enemy planes. 
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His personnel file can be viewed online at 
http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/scripts/Imagine.asp?B=5239898: 
He was born on 5 May 1922 in Labasa, Fiji. 

 
Oath or Affirmation, 9 September 1940 

 

http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/scripts/Imagine.asp?B=5239898
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His obituary was published in The Times of 4 June 2010. It was also published in The Sydney 
Morning Herald of 24 April 2010 (© Paul Barratt): 
Colin Russell Leith, AM, DFC, 1922-2010 
Flight Lieutenant Russell Leith, a World War II fighter pilot, later waged another seven-year battle 
to have Australia's participation in the Battle of Normandy officially recognised by French 
authorities. Leith, who has died of cancer in Perth at age 87, flew 286 operational sorties in Europe 
with RAAF 453 Squadron and was credited with shooting down 3.5 German combat aircraft. 
He was on leave in England when his squadron participated in the invasion of Normandy on D-Day, 
June 6, 1944, harassing enemy movements and guarding the skies above the beachhead against 
attacks by the Luftwaffe. He rejoined his unit in France on July 2 after the squadron had moved 
across the Channel to a forward airfield. It was the only Australian operational unit in France during 
the Battle of Normandy. So it was with some dismay that he noticed on a visit to the Museum of 
Peace at Caen in November 1988 that there was no Australian flag among those of 13 countries 
acknowledged as participating in the campaign. Sometime after his return Leith launched his own 
offensive that lasted seven years before Australian and French bureaucratic inertia was overcome 
and the Australian flag was finally raised at the Museum for Peace on May 1, 1998. 
Leith was born at Labasa in Fiji, the son of a field officer with the Colonial Sugar Refining Company. 
At age eight he went to boarding school, first Suva Boys Grammar, and then The Armidale School. 
At 15 he left school and started work, as a junior clerk with CSR in Sydney. At 18 he enlisted in the 
RAAF. After completing initial flying training in Australia and Canada, he moved to England in July 
1942 for advanced training. He joined 453 RAAF Squadron at Drem, east of Edinburgh. In 
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September 1942 the squadron was moved to Hornchurch in Essex. In October 8, 1943, Leith shot 
down two of the five Messerschmitt Bf-110s his squadron's pilots destroyed. 
In July 1944, during the Battle of Normandy, he and 11 other Spitfires of 453 Squadron were 
scrambled to intercept 40 Messerschmitt Bf-109s in the Lisieux area. Leith shared in shooting down 
one of them over enemy territory, but short on fuel, he opted to make a belly landing behind 
enemy lines rather than bale out. He was picked up by the Resistance and taken to a safe house 
where Jean and Renee Renoult were already sheltering two American airmen. The three remained 
hidden in an attic at the farmhouse until it was liberated by Canadian soldiers on August 22. Leith 
resumed operational flying on September 11, 1944, by which time the squadron was based at 
Douai in northern France, providing air support for Operation Market Garden, the disastrous 
attempt to take the bridge over the Rhine at Arnhem. On September 27, Leith was flying one of six 
Spitfires that chased 50 Bf-109s, and he made his final ''kill'' of the war. It was also the squadron's 
last dogfight; two days later it was relocated to the RAF station at Coltishall in Norfolk. By this time 
the main threat was from V-2 rockets launched from Holland. The squadron was the first to be 
equipped with Mark XVI Spitfires; they were configured as dive bombers, with clipped wings and 
bomb racks under the wings. On January 15, 1945, Leith was promoted to flight lieutenant, and 10 
days later he was informed that he had been awarded the DFC, which he received from King 
George VI at a ceremony at Buckingham Palace on July 10, 1945. The squadron's last raid on V-2s 
was on March 30, 1945, and early the following month they moved to Lympne in east Kent, to 
begin bomber escort duties in daylight over Germany. On April 25, Leith led 453 Squadron on its 
last offensive operation in the European theatre of war, on the East Frisian island of Wangerooge. 
After the war, Leith returned to work at CSR in Sydney, and in December 1945 married Meg 
Gwilliam, who worked for the same company. In July 1949, he was diagnosed with ''mild'' 
tuberculosis, and spent the next 16 months in hospital and then a sanatorium in Turramurra. He 
put the time to good use, completing an accounting degree. 
In January 1970, he was appointed CSR's regional manager in Perth. When he retired in 1979, Leith 
plunged into the community service roles that had already characterised his professional life. This 
was recognised in 1994 when he was made a Member in the Order of Australia. He served on 
several boards and also played an active role in worker safety. In 1990, he became federal president 
of the National Safety Council of Australia. 
The Spitfire Mark XVI that he flew on the last raid against the V-2 rocket sites at Leiden is now part 
of the Temora Aviation Museum. The canopy of the aircraft he crash-landed in France was 
recovered in 2000 after having sheltered a farmer's tomato plants for 50 years, and is on display at 
The Armidale School. Russell Leith is survived by his daughter Margaret, son David, four 
grandchildren, two great-grandchildren and his brother Ian. 
He is mentioned in a story about the escape of two American Mustang pilots, Lt. Stanley Canner 
and Capt. Arnold Rusten published on http://www.aflyer.com/0907_f_ltcanner02.pdf: 
“On July 29th 1944, Martin heard rumours that the Gestapo were about to arrest him. No longer 
safe, he moved Canner back to Cernay, where he was joined by Sgt. Alfred Sutkowski, a USAAF B-
26 tail gunner from Connecticut, and F/O (1st Lt.) Colin Russell Leith, an RAAF Spitfire pilot from 
Sydney. Sutkowski was badly wounded. A doctor was brought in for a crude operation with too 
little ether. While Sutkowski recuperated in bed, Canner and Leith helped with the farm work.” 

http://www.aflyer.com/0907_f_ltcanner02.pdf
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1651. Captain [later Quartermaster] William Moir MILNE MBE RA (91575). Signed 21 
November 1943. Gogarth Abbey Hotel, Llandudno. 

116 
A Captain William Milne was an observer with 2 Squadron RFC and a pilot from September 1915. 
He was wounded in action in May 1916. Listed in the LG, 8 February 1946. He was involved in the 
Engagement at St. Honorine La Chardonrette: In order to strengthen and enlarge the Bridgehead 
established by 6th Airborne Division on the east bank of the river Orne, it was decided to capture 
the village of St Honorine La Chardonrette. The attack was to be carried out by the 5th Cameron 
Highlanders, behind a barrage just before dawn on 13th June 1944. The start line was the South 
east edge of the orchards in front of Longueval, which was held by 2nd Royal Ulster Rifles, and the 
route thither was along the towpath which was covered from the enemy to the East by a high 
escarpment. A very steep track led from the towpath up into Longueval and this made it impossible 
to bring the battle transport by this route. The only alternative was to bring it by the road from 
Ranville, which ran over a slight rise known as Hill 30. It had been ascertained that this was being 
held by the enemy and it was accordingly arranged that the 2nd Devons from Ranville would attack 
and capture Hill 30 with one company in order to clear the way for the passage of the Camerons 
battle transport. On the evening of 12th June 44, the Camerons moved up from West of the Orne 
bridge into an assembly area just East of Ranville, and lay up there in the woods. Meanwhile the 
battle transport assembled in the village under Captain C.W.R. Hill, ready to move to St Honorine 
La Chardonrette when Hill 30 was captured by the Devons, and he was called forward by wireless 
from the battalion. Everything went according to plan and the way along the towpath was lighted 
by the glow in the sky from burning Caen and accompanied by the thunder of the 14 inch shells of 
HMS Nelson shelling the town. By 03.40 hours the Camerons were forming up along the Orchards 
East of Longueval and at 03.56 hours the barrage opened. To everyone’s consternation however, 
shells began to fall thick and fast on the start line so that when the battalion left it at 04.00 hours, 
companies had already suffered casualties and became disorganised. Further casualties were 
suffered crossing the open cornfields from Longueval to St Honorine, by Spandaus firing from the 
right flank. In fact, Battalion HQ moving with the wireless set in the C.O’s jeep along the track had 
to take to the cornfields in order to reach the safety of the wall running round the Orchards North 
West of St Honorine. Here a number of prisoners left by the leading companies were picked up and 
sent back by the road to Ranville as nothing could move towards Longueval for fire from the South. 
A number of these prisoners were Czechs and Poles and were only too glad to be captured but, the 
NCO’s were the mean arrogant type of Nazis. At about 04.45 hours, Major G.A.Nixon, MC., 
Commanding B company, sent a signal by wireless indicating that he had captured his objective, 
the North-East corner of the village. Soon after, Major E.N.Mainwaring, MC., commanding D 
company next on the right, sent a similar signal and battalion H.Q. thereupon moved along the wall 
of the orchard to the position marked by the St Andrews cross on the plan. From there the signal 
calling up the battalion transport was sent and soon as it arrived three anti-tank guns were sent 
into the village to consolidate the positions secured by B and D companies. Wireless touch had 
been lost with A and C companies whose objectives were the South-West half of the village, but 
from the sounds of battle it was obvious the Germans were holding on tight in the houses. By 07.30 
hours everything was quiet and Colonel Munro walked round the positions with the conviction that 
the village was completely in our hands. The Brigade command had arrived at battalion HQs by this 
time and the success signal was sent; the time for exploitation by the 2nd Seaforth, Southwards 
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past the East of St Honorine was fixed for 09.15 hours. About 0800 hours a sharp counter attack by 
infantry was repulsed by D company, but about 0845 hours the most vicious shelling and mortaring 
descended on the whole of the village causing many casualties including the Adjutant, Captain 
K.P.M. Brown, and the Carrier officer, Captain J. Ellict, M.C. About 0930 hours the shelling ceased 
abruptly and a heavy attack by infantry developed from the South supported by 14 tanks. Owing to 
the walls, thick orchards and high corn, only two Anti-tank guns were in a position to engage these 
tanks which moved forward about 600 yards East of the village and blasted it while the infantry 
attacked. Sgt A. MacKenzie commanding one of the anti-tank guns, managed to manhandle it into 
a position from which he could engage after the carrier had rolled the corn in front of the muzzle 
to clear the field of fire. From this position MacKenzie engaged and destroyed three Mk IV Tanks in 
succession. In spite of this action however, the infantry came on to such effect that A, B and D 
companies withdrew, A and D towards Longueval, and B over Hill 30 to Ranville. Wireless touch had 
been lost with C company and it was impossible to order C company to withdraw, and as stick 
grenades were coming over the orchard wall into battalion H.Q’s, it withdrew also onto the original 
start line covered by D company. C company were given up as lost and heavy artillery was brought 
to bear on St Honorine. This lasted until about 1200 hours when an ominous silence fell over the 
village, and those watching from Longueval orchards wondered what could be left of C Company 
among the ruins. To everyone’s surprise however, about 1300 hours, Lt. W.G. Chalmers arrived 
across the cornfields saying that Major H.W. Cairns with the remnants of C Company was still 
holding out in a house and that the whole village was clear of the enemy. This was immediately 
reported to Brigade but it was decided not to re- occupy St Honorine but that the battalion should 
relieve the Ulster Rifles in Longueval, leaving St Honorine to the dead and debris of battle. Major 
Cairns, Lt Chalmers, CSM Cleland and 15 men of C company, had held out in their position for 8 
hours with the house at times completely surrounded by Germans and being indiscriminately 
shelled by both sides. Many men of both B and support companies who withdrew across Hill 30 
together with other stragglers were collected in Ranville by QM Captain W.M. Milne, MBE, who 
was waiting there in the vain hope of bringing up breakfast. Captain Milne directed these men to 
assemble in the old Battalion area West of the Orne bridge with the result that for some hours, 
small parties of men were seen crossing the bridge in search of the battalion area. There they were 
reorganised by Major Nixon and brought up to Longueval at 1500 hours. The relief of the Ulster 
Rifles, however, did not take place that night so the battalion spent the night in the quarries and 
took over Longueval next morning. The Battalion casualties in the action were 8 officers and 107 
other ranks, of whom 29 were killed. 
1652. Lieutenant Angus Fletcher RAWDON RNVR. Signed 22 November 1943. HMS 
Hunter. 

116 
The Navy List for October 1940 includes only one person named Rawdon: Commander Angus 
Fletcher Rawdon (born 25 June 1895; died 14 November 1974 in Bridport, Dorset). USS Block Island 
(CVE-8) (originally AVG and then ACV) was an Attacker-class escort aircraft carrier that served 
during World War II. She was laid down on 15 May 1941 as Mormacpenn under Maritime 
Commission contract at Pascagoula, Mississippi by Ingalls Shipbuilding, acquired by the United 
States Navy on 9 January 1943 and simultaneously transferred via the Lend-Lease program to the 
United Kingdom as Trailer. On 11 January 1943, the ship was renamed HMS Hunter (D80) and 
commissioned by the Royal Navy. She participated in Operation Zipper and Operation Tiderace in 
August 1945, the reoccupation of Malaya and Singapore from the Japanese. On 30 September 
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1943, HMS Hunter arrived at Dundee for repairs during October and November. On 3 December 
1943, HMS Hunter sustained damage during undocking at Dundee and she was transferred to the 
Clyde shipyard for repair. 
See http://www.naval-history.net/xGM-Chrono-05CVE-Hunter.htm for full details of her history. 
1653. Wing Commander Edric Hartgill “Belly” MCHARDY DSO DFC* Croix de Guerre. 
Signed 27 November 1943. 18 Group. 

116 
The Air Force List for November 1943 lists the following people with the surname McHardy: 

 
E H Hardy was with 248 Squadron which was part of 18 Group. From Kenneth Wynn’s A clasp for 
"The Few", 1981, Auckland: 
Attended Wanganui Collegiate School (1935-37). June 1938 applied for short-term commission in 
RAF. At end of war he went to HQ 46 Group, Transport Command on 9th July 1945 for staff duties, 
but two months later was posted to No. 111 Wing in Germany, as Senior Officer (Admin). He was 
recalled to the Air Ministry in March 1946, he joined the Directorate of Air Tactics, responsible for 
the Maritime Section. Posted to HQ British Forces, Aden as Senior Personnel Air Staff officer, 
moving a year later to HQ 205 Group, Mediterranean/ Middle East in the Plans Branch, concerned 
with the defence of Egypt. In July 1950, he returned to the UK and took command of 614 squadron, 
and in November 1952 he became Deputy Controller at the Air Defence Operations Centre, HQ 
Fighter Command. 
The following are extracts taken from the NZEF Times relating to Wing Commander McHardy's 
service during the war: 
LONDON. W/Comd. E.H. McHardy, DFC*, Waipawa, who recently won the DSO for outstanding 
work, followed this up by leading a Beaufighter force which attacked enemy shipping attempting to 
rescue stores from Dieppe. “We all made two sorties and some made three, but there were so 
many Huns requiring attention that there was trade for all and some to spare,” said W/Comd. 
McHardy. “After I finished my attacks the weather closed down, and one of my squadron 
commanders called me to say he could not see the target. I thereupon dropped a sea-marker, 
which illuminated an E boat. My friend gave it hell, then said a laconic 'thank you'.” added 
W/Comd. McHardy. Surface vessels of the Royal Navy also participated in the attack. (From an 
article entitled Trade For All Over Dieppe, NZEF Times, 20 July 1942, vol. 2, no. 56, p. 11). 
LONDON. A Bar to the D.F.C. has been awarded to Squadron-Leader E.H. McHardy, of Waipawa. 
LONDON. Wing-Commander E.H. McHardy, D.F.C. and bar, of Waipawa, takes an unseen part in the 
latest film. He flies a Junkers 88 which is shot down when attacking Sunderlands. Wing-
Commander McHardy came to London to see the film, which tells the story of how the Coastal 
Command protests sic convoys and attacks raiders in cooperation with the Royal Navy." (From an 
article entitled N.Z. Airman As Film "Actor", NZEF Times, 2 November 1942, vol. 2, no. 71, p. 10). 

http://www.naval-history.net/xGM-Chrono-05CVE-Hunter.htm
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Squadron-Leader Ensor is not the only young New Zealand airman to win distinction and rapid 
promotion R.M. Trousdale, of Howick, and E.H. McHardy, of Waipawa, are both little more than 21 
and are both Wing-Commanders with a DFC* but few boys of Squadron-Leader Ensor's age in the 
whole RAF have been three times decorated." (From an article entitled 21 Year Old NZ Squadron 
Leader Three Times Decorated, NZEF Times, 22 February 1943, vol. 2, no. 87, p. 4). 
LONDON. When Beaufighters of the Coastal Command attacked nine E-boats and minesweepers 
off Boulogne recently, the Germans opened up a belated return of fire. The only trouble, as far as 
they were concerned, was that they opened up on one of their own flying bombs which happened 
to be heading for England. Wing-Comd. E.H. McHardy, DFC*, of Waipawa, who led the second 
wave of Beaufighters, saw several bomb-bursts followed by explosions and flames. “When we went 
in,” he said, “most of the boats were stationary, one being surrounded by a pool of oil.” (From an 
article entitled Huns Fire At Own Flying Bomb, NZEF Times, 31 July 1944, vol. 4, no. 162, p. 3). 
1654. Flying Officer O B SCHMUCK. Signed 27 November 1943. RAF Sullom Voe. 190 
Squadron. 

116 
His is not listed in No 190 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for November 1943 (which ends on 
26 November) but he is shown in the ORB for December 1943 (which starts on 3 December): 

 

He is 
not shown in any of the other entries for December 1943. No one with the name Schmuck is in The 
Air Force List for November 1943. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._190_Squadron_RAF: 
No 190 Squadron was formed at Rochford, England on the 24 October 1917 as a night training 
squadron operating amongst others the Royal Aircraft Factory BE.2e and the Airco DH.6. The 
squadron moved to RAF Newmarket, Suffolk on 14 March 1918 and was disbanded a year later at 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._190_Squadron_RAF
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RAF Upwood in April 1919. The squadron was re-formed on 1 March 1943 at Sullom Voe, Scotland. 
The squadron operated the Consolidated Catalina to patrol the North Atlantic. The first U-Boat was 
sunk in the first month of operations. The main role of the squadron was protecting the convoys to 
and from Russia (Operation Locomotive). The squadron disbanded on 31 December 1943, when it 
was re-numbered to 210 Squadron. The Commanding Officer on 27 November 1943 was Wing 
Commander P H Alington DFC. 
1655. Unknown. Signed 3 December 1943. RAF Sumburgh. 

116 
In December 1943, 310 (Czech) Squadron’s B Flight and detachments from 307 (Polish), 453 (Royal 
Australian Air Force air traffic control unit), 488 (RNZAF) and 598 (Anti-aircraft Co-operation) 
Squadrons were based at RAF Sumburgh. 
1656. POSSIBLY Pilot Officer William Ovington MITCHELL DFC (158293). Signed 4 
December 1943. RAF Inverness. 

116 
This is the only match for Pilot Officers in The Air Force List for January 1944. 
His DFC, whilst an Acting Flight Lieutenant with No 101 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 4 
December 1945. The LG, 22 July 1947 announced the extension of service for four years for Flying 
Officer William Ovington MITCHELL DFC from 15 August 1946.  His King’s Recommendation for 
Valuable Service in the Air was announced in the LG, 7 June 1951. 
In December 1943, No 526 Squadron (calibration and communications) and a detachment from No 
598 Squadron (Anti-aircraft Co-operation Unit) were based at RAF Inverness (also known as RAF 
Longman). 
1657. Flying Officer Stanley George JOINER (136380) Signed 7 December 1943. 404 (RCAF) 
Squadron, RAF Wick. 

116 
Killed on 14 January 1944 when ten 404 and seven 144 Squadron anti-flak Beaufighters set out as 
the escort for eight torpedo-carrying Beaufighters (Torbeaus) from 144 on an anti-shipping patrol 
to the Naze off of southern Norway. The makeup of the force seems confusing, but it should be 
remembered that the Beaufighter TFX could either be armed to carry a torpedo (Torbeau) or to 
carry RPs (Flakbeau). The seven anti-flak Beaufighters from 144 Squadron were led by W/C C A 
Willis while 404 was led by Flying Officer W D Thomsett after S/L Gatward was forced to return to 
base when a hatch blew open and could not be closed. The force were in the air for only an hour 
and a half when they sighted two convoys, one with three merchant vessels and two escorts, the 
second convoy some miles astern of the first near Lista. The mechanics of the attacks are not clear, 
but it is known that both of the convoys were engaged. At 1153 hrs, the 404 anti-flak aircraft and 
144 Squadron Torbeaus initiated attacks. O/404 (Flying Officer Fair and Sgt Towns), G/404 (F/S 
Lorch and Sgt Huxtable) and F/404 (Flying Officer Hodson and Flying Officer Powell) attacked the 
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leading escort vessel and claimed RP and cannon strikes. This vessel was likely the V5307 Felix 
Scheder, a 390-ton auxiliary whaler which received rocket strikes to the bridge area. M/404 (Flying 
Officer Thomsett and Flying Officer Webster) along with H/404 (Flying Officer Keefe and W/O 
Steed) attacked the leading 4000-ton merchant vessel with M scoring two and H four hits. The 144 
Squadron torpedo aircraft also attacked this vessel and reported that they saw explosions from the 
404 attacks. This merchantman was likely the 5,179-ton German vessel Entrerios which received a 
torpedo hit on the stern and RP strikes on the bridge, foredeck and amidships. She was later 
confirmed destroyed, possibly by Flying Officer Thomsett and Flying Officer Keefe. Another steam 
ship, the 1,569-ton Norwegian vessel Maurita confirmed as damaged in the strike. Under the 
direction of Chuck Willis, the escorting RAF anti-flak Beaufighters attacked the second convoy and 
managed to put one of the ships out of action. This attack on the second convoy was not an 
optimal action, as in the anti-flak fitment severe damage could not be expected on the enemy 
vessels. The ORB notes that this flight 'losing contact momentarily with the other formation in the 
cloud' chose to engage the vessels. U/404 (Flying Officer Symons (right) and Flying Officer 
Barcham) attacked one of the escort vessels in the second convoy, claiming cannon strikes while 
the RPs 'undershot'. The German merchant vessel Wittekind, a 4,029-ton iron ore freighter was 
sunk during her voyage from Narvik to Germany. A second strike force comprising 489 Squadron 
also struck this convoy. For this mission the ORB noted, "Twenty four aircraft took part in this the 
largest operation to date of the Wick Beaufighter Wing." Note that this formation was not called a 
Strike Wing in the ORB. Unfortunately, this action was not without cost - two Beaufighters from 404 
Squadron did not return. Pilot Officer N B Hunt and navigator Flying Officer Joiner were lost, 
Beaufighter 'J' LZ179 was seen to emit smoke while diving to attack and was not seen again, likely a 
victim to a flak strike. Also lost were Flying Officer W Wilkie and Flying Officer Evans in W/404. The 
aircraft lost height rapidly when 120 miles from base and ditched. It had been hit by flak while 
turning in to attack and was unable to launch its RPs. Flying Officer Hodson in 'F' circled the site, 
but no survivors were seen in the dinghy. Along with the two Buffalo aircraft, one of the 144 
Squadron aircraft also failed to return. 
1658. Squadron Leader Jack DAVIS RAFVR (146172). Signed 10 December 1943. Air 
Ministry SM14. 

116 
He also signed this book on 8 February 1944. Mentioned in Despatches. LG 1 January 1946. The 
ORB for RAF Davidstow Moor for April 1943 has an entry: 
“Squadron Leader Davis A&SD visiting from HQCC.” A&SD = Admin and Special Duties.  
1659. Flight Lieutenant ? ? GIBSON. Signed 10 December 1943. Air Ministry SM14. 

116 
Without initials, this name is too common to search. 
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1660. Flight Lieutenant John Stuart GOLDRICK RAAF. Signed 10 December 1943. RAAF 
(PRU). Brisbane, Australia. 

116 
According to http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au, he was born on 23 November 1903. His personnel file 
has not been digitised. 
1661. Flying Officer ? ? WATSON RAAF. Signed 10 December 1943. RAAF (PRU). Brisbane, 
Australia. 

116 
http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au lists 680 people named Watson in the RAAF. 
1662. Knut HAGERUP-SVENDSEN. Signed 13 December 1943. Stockholm, Sweden. 

116 
He has signed this book several times. See his entry on 22 October 1941. 
1663. Pilot Officer George Lancelot WOOD. Signed 13 December 1943. 190 Squadron. 

116 
190 Squadron was formed as a night training unit at Rochford on the 24th October 1917. The 
Squadron was never deployed on active service during the Great War, but it continued to train 
pilots until its disbandment in April 1919. The Squadron was reformed at Sullom Voe in the 
Shetland Islands on the 1st March 1943, from where, with Catalina aircraft, it flew anti-submarine 
sorties over the North Atlantic. 190 Squadron was technically disbanded on the 31st December of 
that same year, but it was reformed a week later, on the 5th January 1944, at Leicester East. Its first 
batch of Stirling aircraft arrived on the 20th January, and eventually it acquired an establishment of 
sixteen Stirling IV's with an additional four reserve aircraft. 190 Squadron, now a part of 38 Group, 
began a period of intensive training exercises to familiarise the crews with the dropping and 
supplying of Airborne troops. Actual training with paratroopers and gliders began in March and 
continued until the end of May. Towards the end of March 1944, the Squadron received orders to 
move to RAF Fairford. To facilitate this, on the 22nd and 26th March, its Stirlings towed gliders, 
containing some of its equipment and personnel, to the new airfield. 190 Squadron's first 
operational sorties under Transport Command came in April, when several of their Stirlings, flying 
from the forward base of Tarrant Rushton, dropped arms to the French Resistance in co-operation 
with the Special Operations Executive (SOE). Only one person named Wood who flew with 190 
Squadron could be found: 

http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/
http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/
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1664. James Robert STYLES. Signed 18 December 1943. War Office, London. 

117 
DOB 6.6.1914. sergeant. 
From the Bromma departure list for 17 December 1943: 

 
The LG, 11 November 1952 mentions 2nd Lt J R Styles (414993) of the Royal Army Ordnance Corp. 
The LG, 1 September 1961 mentions Ty Sub Lt J R Styles RNVR in the Admiralty section. 
1665. PROBABLY Commander? John HOLMES MiD. Signed 18 December 1943. War Office, 
London. 

117 
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Mentioned in Despatches 1 January 1941 and 8 April 1941. Commander of HMS Exmoor from 
January to 9 July 1945. Commander of HMS Liddesdale from June 1945 to late 1945. 
1666. Philip K BALDWIN. Signed 22 December 1943. United States Office of War 
Information, Washington DC. 

 
Listed in the City of Medford’s Final list of WWII Veterans.  
1667. Flight Lieutenant David Horace CASTLE RAFVR (111242). Signed 22 December 1943. 
518 Squadron. 

117 
There are two possibilities in The Air Force List for November 1943: 

 F/O David Horace (111242) | P/O Douglas Henry (148001) 
The LG, 12 November 1943 announced the promotion of Flying Officer D H Castle (111242) to 
Flight Lieutenant with effect from 8 November 1943. The LG, 19 November 1943 announced the 
promotion of Pilot Officer D H Castle (148001) to Flying Officer with effect from 10 November 
1943. His identify is confirmed by this entry in 518 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for January 
1944: 

From 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._518_Squadron_RAF: No. 518 Squadron RAF, a meteorological 
squadron, was formed on 6 July 1943 at RAF Stornoway, Scotland and equipped with Handley Page 
Halifax aircraft. After moving to RAF Tiree on 25 September 1943, and absorbing 1402 Flight, it 
became operational with daily flights into the North Atlantic to collect meteorological data and 
make observations on U-Boat activity. According to 
http://www.historyofwar.org/air/units/RAF/518_wwII.html, No.518 Squadron's route involved flying 
700 nautical miles west from Tiree, a route that required setting the engines to a high-boost low 
revolutions setting, which maximised range but increased wear on the Merlin engines. Although 
the squadron only lost two days flying to weather in 1944, it did lose a number of aircraft, many 
probably after engine failures. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._518_Squadron_RAF
http://www.historyofwar.org/air/units/RAF/518_wwII.html
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1668. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Arthur John BACON RAFVR (116676). Signed 
22 December 1943. 518 Squadron. 

117 
He died in action on 21 January 1945 while flying with 518 Squadron and is commemorated on the 
Runnymede Memorial. No details are known. 
1669. Flight Sergeant Walter Frank MORICE (NZ415708). Signed 28 December 1943. 75 
(NZ) Squadron. 

117 
DOB 4.8.1922. sergeant. britt. 
From Making for Sweden, pp. 94-5. 

 
A Stirling was shot down by 2 German JU88 night fighters in connection with a minelaying 
operation to the Baltic Sea. The plane crashed at Kallerup southwest of Thisted. A killed crew 
member, Sgt Champion, was buried on 13 November 1943. Five surviving airmen were captured, 
while one (W.F. Morice) evaded from Thisted Hospital and was helped to Sweden via the vicarage 
in Biersted and Frederikshavn." He does not speak Danish - the story about how Flight Sergeant 
Walter F. Morice reached Sweden from Anders Bjørnvad: De fandt en vej (They found a way) about 
help to allied airmen who crashed in Denmark (DFEV p. 90-94) translated by Kirsten Klitgård. As we 
know, the Polish airman was abducted from Ringsted hospital on November 7 and transferred to 
Sweden a few days afterwards, probably on November 9. On that very day the Reverend K. 
Hanghøj, Frederikshavn, arrived by the small private railway line from Ålborg to Biersted railway 
station late in the afternoon. He was fetched by the vicar, the Rev. Münster, who some time before 
had asked Hanghøj to hold the evening service in Biersted church the same evening. On the way 
from the station to the vicarage Münster told Hanghøj that he had received a British pilot the day 
before. Was it possible for Mr. Hanghøj to have him transferred from Frederikshavn to Sweden? It 
was. The service passed off according to plan. And when things in the vicarage had calmed down, 
Münster fetched the pilot. The vicar's wife and a boarder, Ingvard Petersen, the engineer, were also 
present. The latter had illegal connections in Ålborg and later became the leader of the Kaas-
Fjerritslev district. They discussed the matter until long past midnight. There was much to consider. 
First and foremost the pilot was to have an identity card. The Germans stopped all traffic on the 
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roads. A photo of the pilot had also been taken in the last faint daylight, but when the film was 
developed in Ålborg the photographing proved a total failure. They agreed that Ingvald Petersen 
was to go by the first train to Ålborg in order to find a reliable taxicab owner. Later the Reverend 
Hanghøj was to go to Ålborg to fetch his little three-year-old daughter who was staying with his 
parents. The taxi was to be at their address by 3 pm and then drive to Frederikshavn by way of 
Biersted. Morice, the airman who was to be transported, was the pilot of one of the two bombers 
which had crashed south of Thisted on November 4. Falck had taken him to Thisted hospital. But 
he disappeared from there before the Germans got an opportunity to arrest him. The German 
colonel in Thisted was absolutely furious. He thought that it was the duty of the Danish police to 
watch in situations like this. The police declared that they couldn't take part in the search for the 
airman. And by the way they thought that neither the police nor the hospital had done anything 
wrong. The colonel got even more furious. He requested that for the sake of the town, the hospital, 
the doctors, and the relations on the whole the police should appeal to the inhabitants not to 
support the escaped airman in any way. After negotiating with the Commissioner of Police the 
Chief Constable agreed to insert an announcement in 5 papers in the north of Jutland. Among 
other things the announcement, which appeared on Nov.8, contained a description of the airman. 
From this we know the following about him: "21 years old, about 180 cm tall, medium of stature, 
pronounced features, medium fair hair and a short moustache, wears a blue-grey shirt, greyish 
trousers, a bluish tunic without badges of rank, white knitted socks and long boots. He doesn't 
speak Danish." Besides the announcement contained a forceful warning against helping the airman 
in any way. “Such actions may have the gravest consequences not alone for the perpetrator, but 
also for the population as a whole,” the announcement from the police concluded. Rud. Münster 
had just read the warning about helping the escaped airman when a man who lived west of 
Biersted brought the airman to him. As we have heard, the Reverend Hanghøj was informed of the 
matter, and on November 10, the day after the religious service in Biersted, the taxi pulled up at the 
appointed address in Ålborg. The Reverend Hanghøj tells the following about what happened next: 
"The taxi arrived as agreed upon. We stopped in Løkkegade, and the identity card was handed over 
to me at the given address with the message that the pilot was to be taken to Frederikshavn 
immediately, no matter whether there were other persons for a transport. The identity card, 
however, was most imperfect. One thing was that the man was said to be deaf-and-dumb, there 
was no other possibility, but the photo! The likeness was minimal. They had had to put in a picture 
of another person who according to a description over the telephone was thought to resemble the 
pilot, which was far from being the case. Hanghøj continues: "When we drew near Biersted church 
and the vicarage, the first thing I saw was German observation guards in the church tower. But 
what was worse, a whole company of German soldiers was deployed on the road between the 
churchyard and the vicarage garden and they were apparently very interested in the taxi which was 
coming along. We turned into the vicarage drive and pulled up on the yard. The Reverend Münster 
came out at once. I won't deny that I was afraid, and I suggested to Münster that we should bide 
our time and perhaps wait for the soldiers to withdraw. But Münster explained that it was only an 
exercise. They were used to having German soldiers around, and as he was eager to see the pilot 
leave the house, we decided to set out. The pilot slipped into the taxi and lay down on the floor in 
front of the back seat where I was sitting with my little girl. And then we drove out with the 
precious cargo past the soldiers who didn't observe anything extraordinary although there were 
only a few metres between us. As soon as we were out of the danger zone, the pilot sat up on the 
back seat beside us, and we passed across the Vildmosen and further through Vendsyssel along 
secondary roads (even then I had a good local knowledge) and reached Frederikshavn safe and 
sound around 5 pm. We were not stopped anywhere, not even when we entered Frederikshavn. But 
the greatest difficulty remained. The pilot was to be sailed to Sweden as quickly as possible, if 
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feasible the very same night. My wife and I were to go to a dinner party at 6 pm, a sixtieth birthday 
with good friends, and we could not very well excuse ourselves without attracting attention. Since 
we didn't dare to take our domestic help into the secret, the pilot had to leave the house in the 
course of an hour. I therefore immediately went to the then leader of the transports to Sweden, my 
old school mate from Ålborg katedralskole, Assistant Chief Constable Poul Larsen (later sentenced 
to death and executed in Ryvangen on March 10, 1945) who promised to do what he could. 
Arranging a transport at such short notice was out of the question, however. The pilot had to 
spend one more night in Denmark. - About 6 pm he was fetched by Poul Larsen and taken to 
Aasted parsonage 9 km west of Frederikshavn by our most trusted taxi driver while my wife and I 
quickly donned our finery and arrived at the dinner a little late but with our little ones as a good 
excuse. Our good friends, vicar P. Westergaard-Nielsen and his wife, then accommodated the pilot 
for the next 24 hours, November 10-11, 1943. He couldn't calm down, relates vicar Westergaard-
Nielsen, and that wasn't to be wondered at. The vicar's collection of English literature was rather 
limited, yet he found Shakespeare's "Julius Caesar" on his shelf and lent it to the pilot. The latter 
soon lost interest in literary matters, left the parsonage on his own and went for a walk in the 
neighbouring hills where he was seen by one of the neighbours of the parsonage, who asked the 
vicar about the sinister person roaming through the parish. On the evening of November 11 1943 
the pilot was fetched by assistant chief constable Poul Larsen and driven to Sæby where - as far as 
is known - Ditlev, the late shipbuilder, took care of him. He was taken on board the packet boat 
which sailed in regular service between Sæby and Copenhagen. It left the following morning. 
During the trip down the Kattegat the pilot spent much of his time on deck. Suddenly a German 
inspection vessel appeared, and the pilot quickly had to be hidden in a cupboard made for the 
purpose in the bottom of the ship. The Germans went on board and searched the ship as well as 
the ship's papers, but detected nothing. And near Hveen he was fetched by the usual contact boat. 
The dramatic escape had been successfully accomplished." In the car on their way to Frederikshavn 
the airman told the Reverend Hanghøj of his experiences between Thisted and Biersted. At a small 
holding he had got food and the man's best clothes. On his way from there he often jumped into a 
ditch when travellers came near. Later he became bolder and walked briskly along the road. In 
Birkelse he got into contact with a man who thought that vicar Münster had something to do with 
the resistance movement, and therefore delivered the pilot to him. The two men in the taxi also 
found out that in a way they had "met" before. The Reverend Hanghøj tells about this: "It was very 
strange that sometimes he had been among those who dropped mines off the entrance to 
Frederikshavn harbour. This happened now and then during the nights to Sundays and stopped all 
traffic in the harbour for several hours. So he was possibly partly to blame when I sometimes had 
to cancel the service on the Hirtsholmene, which belonged to my office in those years." Some 
months later the Reverend Hanghøj received a message from the German commander in 
Frederikshavn that 7 British airmen who had crashed at Kallerup south of Thisted on November 4 
1943, had been buried in Frederikshavn churchyard. The seven names were: W.J. Champion, Leslie 
Grimwood, L.S. Crawford-Watson, J.G. Burns, W.S. Masters, R.J. Thomas, and James C. Meth. The 
Reverend Hanghøj ends his account: "Most of them, perhaps all, were New Zealanders, and one of 
them was the brother-in-law of our pilot friend, I don't know which of them. But it was with a heavy 
heart that I entered their names in the church register." 
See http://75nzsquadron.wordpress.com/tag/1943/ for more details. 

http://75nzsquadron.wordpress.com/tag/1943/
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1670. 1st Lieutenant Miles Richard LEAGUE DFC (United States). Signed 28 December 1943. 
American Legation, London. 

117 
DOB 22.6.1921. löjtn. amerikansk. 
Pilot of B-24D Liberator, Serial number 42-40610, incorrectly named by many researchers as Death 
Dealer but actually Satan’s Sister. According to Sven Persson, on October 9, the USAAF performed a 
large scale attack on various targets along the German Baltic coast including against the U-boat 
production in Danzig where 42-40610 was hit by flak over the target area. On the return home one 
of the engines seized and the propeller had to be feathered, they also lost altitude and a decision 
was therefore made to set course for Sweden. A successful belly landing was made at Rinkaby 
airfield and the crew that all were unharmed quickly left the aircraft and set fire to it. It didn´t take 
long until it was engulfed by the flames. After interrogation the 11 Americans were interned at 
Främby. A couple of months later they could return to England. A misunderstanding that is 
repeated enough times finally becomes an established fact. Many sources indicate that 42-40610 
was called "Death Dealer" but this was not the case. There was an aircraft with that name in the 
same unit but it was 42-40611 and that aircraft belly-landed on August 13, in Switzerland (almost 
two months before the one that landed in Sweden). It is not the first time that people confuse 
Sweden with Switzerland and in addition, both machines are of the type B-24D, have serial 
numbers 42-40610 and 42-40611, both machines belly-landed and were set on fire by the crew, all 
these factors increase the risk of misunderstanding. Interestingly, the real "Death Dealer" and 
"Satan's Sister" both became the first machines of type B-24 to end up in Switzerland and Sweden, 
respectively. 
See http://www.forcedlandingcollection.se/USAAFe/USAAF004-431009-satanssister.html for 
photos. 
He died on 24 September 2010. His obituary was published in GreenvillOnline.com: Colonel Miles 
Richard League, USAF (Ret.), 89 of Greenville, passed away on September 24, 2010, at his home 
after several months of declining health. He is survived by his wife of 65 years, Ora Gibson (Gibby) 
League. He was predeceased by his parents, James Britt and Gabriella League; and six siblings, Britt, 
Russell, Barry, Elizabeth Rogers, Carol Surles, and Ruth Traynham. He was a special brother-in-law 
to Gibby's sisters who preceded him in death, Georgia, Betty, and Marie and is a beloved hero and 
uncle to numerous nieces and nephews. Colonel League was a member of Earle Street Baptist 
Church and was a faithful bass in the choir. He was a member of the Poinsett Club and Green Valley 
Country Club. He sang in the Mackey Boys Choir as a young man and graduated from Greenville 
High. Colonel League attended Erskine until joining the Army Air Corps in January 1942. He 
became a pilot in the Eighth Air Force, 93rd Bomb Wing and flew 23 B-24 missions during WWII 
from bases in England and North Africa. He flew the first low level bombing mission on the Ploesti 
Oil refineries in Romania. Later, he was shot down, interned in Sweden for three months, and then 
returned to service. He was again shot down over Germany, was captured and held in Stalag Luft I 
for 15 months before being liberated in May 1945. He returned to Greenville for a short time, 
married his fiancé, Gibby, then his love of flying drew him back to the Air Force. Colonel League 
was a command pilot, flew SAC missions during the Korean War, commanded a Titan II Strategic 
Missile Wing, and flew C-130 missions in Vietnam. He belonged to the Order of the Daedalians. He 
was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross, the Bronze Star, the Air Medal with five Oak Leaf 
Clusters, the European Theatre Operations Medal with eight Battle Stars, the POW Medal, the Air 

http://www.forcedlandingcollection.se/USAAFe/USAAF004-431009-satanssister.html
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Force Commendation Medal, and other Campaign Medals. The Leagues retired to Tucson, AZ, then 
returned to Greenville in 1987. 
1671. 2nd Lieutenant Thomas Winford ATKINSON. Signed 28 December 1943. American 
Legation, London. 

117 
DOB 28.5.1922. lötjn. amerikansk. 
Pilot of B-24D Liberator, Serial number 41-23111, Piccadilly Filly. Part of the force bound for Danzig 
on 9 October 1943. At 1110 hours at position 5557N-0809E the aircraft abandoned the mission and 
was seen turning back towards base. Although the aircraft was not reported to be in any apparent 
trouble, three engines had to be stopped while the fourth was still running. The crew went north 
over the Baltic and at 1430 hours between Danzig and Kalmar (about eighty miles south-east of 
Kalmar) the navigator, Lieutenant Shafer, bailed out through the open bomb doors. He was 
probably acting in panic as no order to bail out had been given. Lieutenant Shafer was never found. 
The rest of the crew continued their journey and made a forced landing at Högsby (sixty kilometres 
north of Kalmar in the south of Sweden) at 1440 hours local time. According to instructions the 
aircraft was set on fire. The crew of nine were interned and returned to England via RAF Leuchars 
after some months. 
1672. Flight Lieutenant Eric Ernest WILLIAMS MC (“Bill”) (117664). Signed 28 December 
1943. Air Ministry, London. 

117 
DOB 13.7.1911. lötjn. britt. 
Eric Williams (13 July 1911–24 December 1983) was an English writer and former Second World 
War RAF pilot and POW who wrote several books dealing with his escapes from prisoner-of-war 
camps, most famously in his 1949 novel The Wooden Horse, made into a 1950 movie of the same 
name. RAF Flight Lieutenant Eric Williams was the navigator of a 75 Squadron Short Stirling 
bomber (BK620) shot down on a bombing raid over Germany on 17/18 December 1942. He evaded 
capture for three days, but was eventually caught and sent to Oflag XXI-B Schubin in Poland. 
There he quickly formed a friendship with Lieutenant Richard Michael Codner (who signed this 
book on 28 December 1943), who spoke French, and together they planned and executed an 
escape through a tunnel. However, they were quickly recaptured and, as punishment, sent to Stalag 
Luft III in Sagan (now Żagań in Poland). 
As described in his novelization of the true events, The Wooden Horse, Stalag Luft III was designed 
to be a highly escape-resistant camp. Tunnelling in particular was made harder by the use of 
numerous environmental and technological solutions: the perimeter fence was placed some 
distance from the huts, necessitating longer tunnels; the soil in the chosen location changed colour 
markedly when dry, making disposal of freshly dug tunnel soil difficult; and the Germans employed 
seismographs to measure vibration caused by digging. Williams and Codner came up with the idea 
of constructing a vaulting horse and using it to mask the opening of a tunnel entrance closer to the 
perimeter fence, while the other camp inmates vaulted continuously over the horse to mask the 
vibration of the tunnelling work. Sand was carried back inside the horse and dried in the attic of the 
camp canteen before being distributed in the compound. 
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With the assistance of a third POW, Oliver Philpot (who signed this book on 16 March 1944), the 
tunnel was completed by 29 October 1943 - an important factor, as the Escape Committee only 
had local railway timetables valid until the end of October. Williams, Codner and Philpot planned to 
use the local railway to quickly put distance between themselves and the camp, rather than the 
usual escape strategy at the time of travelling on foot at night and hiding in barns or haystacks 
during the day. Posing as French labourers, the trio made their way by train to the Baltic; Philpot 
headed to Danzig, while Williams and Codner made their way to Stettin, where they eventually 
managed to make contact with the Danish Resistance and gain passage on a ship to Copenhagen 
and thence to Gothenburg in neutral Sweden. There they met Philpot, who had been able to travel 
more quickly to Sweden via Danzig. From Sweden, all three officers were repatriated to Britain. 
After his return to active duty, the RAF immediately posted Williams to the Philippines, where he 
worked with American forces for the remainder of the war. At the end of the war, on the long sea 
voyage home, Williams wrote Goon In The Block, a short book based on his experiences. Four years 
later, in 1949, he rewrote it as a much longer third-person narrative under the title The Wooden 
Horse. He included many details omitted in his previous book, but changed his name to 'Peter 
Howard', Michael Codner to 'John Clinton' and Oliver Philpot to 'Philip Rowe'. Two years later, he 
wrote The Tunnel, a prequel to The Wooden Horse that described his and Codner's escape from 
Oflag XXIB. Williams also amassed a substantial collection of escape literature and published 
several anthologies of excerpts from this collection. 
See http://www.626-squadron.co.uk/willem24.htm and 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stalag_Luft_III_escape#The_.22Great_Escape.22. 

 
left to right: Richard M. Codner, Eric Williams, Oliver Philpot 
1673. Lieutenant Richard Michael Clinton CODNER MC (“Mike”). Signed 28 December 
1943. War Office, London. 

117 
DOB 29.9.1920. student. britt. 
Michael Codner, Royal Artillery, already was an inmate of Stalag Lugt III when he, probably as a 
result of his classical education, thinking about the Trojan Horse, came to the idea of a wooden 
vaulting horse. Together with Eric Williams, they developed the idea further. Using bowls for 
shovels, Williams, Codner, and Oliver Philpot dug for three months, while gymnast used the 
vaulting horse for cover, before finishing the 100-ft tunnel. On the evening of October 29, 1943, the 
three men made their escape. Traveling north, Williams and Codner reached Stettin where they 
stowed away on a ship to neutral Sweden. Philpot, posing as a Norwegian businessman, took the 
train to Danzig and stowed away on a ship to Stockholm. 
The three men were the only prisoners to successfully escape from the camp's eastern compound. 

http://www.626-squadron.co.uk/willem24.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stalag_Luft_III_escape%23The_.22Great_Escape.22
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After the war, Codner was killed in an ambush in Malaya by communist guerrillas when he and a 
party were repairing a water pipeline. 
His Military Cross was awarded on 27 April 1944 for Operation Escape 200: 
"This officer was captured at Medjez-El-Bab on 14 Dec. 42. He was sent first to Rome and then, by 
mistake, to DULAG LUFT (FRANKFURT-am-MAIN). From there he went to OFLAG XXIB (Schubin) 
and then STALAG LUFT III (SAGAN). Escape from Sagan is exceedingly difficult: no one had got 
home direct from SAGAN or had succeeded in making a break from the East Compound, where Lt. 
CODNER was imprisoned, for over a year. Wire schemes are suicidal and orthodox tunnels are 
always found. The only method for escape from the East Compound was something entirely new. 
Lt. CODNER with F/Lt. Williams started such a scheme with F/Lt. Philpot as third participant. On 8 
Jul 43 the three men began digging a tunnel. A hollow vaulting horse was constructed under which 
the digging went on. The diggers were carried out daily inside the horse, and the dirt similarly 
removed, whilst a squad of P/W did vaulting exercises under the nose of a nearby sentry. The 
tunnel was 95 to 100 feet long, and the exit was in the open about 15 feet outside the wire. On 29 
Oct 43 the tunnel was complete and the three men escaped. For the rest of the journey Lt. 
CODNER and F/Lt. WILLIAMS were together. They were dressed in civilian clothing improvised in 
the camp. They went by train to FRANKFURT-an-der-ODER and then to STETTIN via KUSTRIN, 
arriving there on 30 Oct. On 1 Nov they entered the dock area, hoping to board a Swedish ship 
unaided, but this attempt proved unsuccessful. Contacts were made with Frenchman, but it was not 
until 6 Nov that they were put in touch with a Danish sailor who offered to help them. They were 
smuggled on board and hidden in the foc'sle of a Swedish ship. On 7 Nov the ship docked at 
COPENHAGEN. Lt. Codner and F/Lt. Williams were hidden by the sailor in a flat outside the town. 
On 10 Nov. having returned to the ship, they hid in the chain locker for a day and a night. On 11 
Nov they were put ashore at STROMSTAD (SWEDEN). The next day they reached GOTEBORG and 
finally STOCKHOLM on 12 Nov 43. I recommend this officer for the award of the M.C." 
From his MI9 report, file reference WO 208/3317: 
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And many more pages. 
See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stalag_Luft_III_escape#The_.22Great_Escape.22. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stalag_Luft_III_escape%23The_.22Great_Escape.22
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1674. Lieutenant Glyndon Darwin BELL. Signed 28 December 1943. American Legation, 
Stockholm. 

117 
DOB 15.9.1922. lötjn. amerikansk. 
He was the pilot of the last B-17 captured by Germans in 1943. B-17F-100-BO "Miss Nonalee II" 
(42-30336) from 548BS 385BG. This plane piloted by Lieutenant Glyndon G. Bell was damaged on 
9th of October 1943 during a bombing run on Arado plant in Anklam (Eastern Prussia). The crew 
decided to go to Sweden but they made a mistake and flew to Denmark. All crew members 
excluding the pilot jumped. Lieutenant Bell made a forced landing near Varde, Denmark. At 11:15 
Bell made a perfect wheels-down landing in a field belonging to Nørholm Gods estate. He tried to 
set the aircraft on fire but could not get it to burn, and when he saw people approaching the 
aircraft he ran away. He made contact to two Danes named Keld Schou and Sigurd Nielsen who 
helped him to get to Bredsten near Vejle where Mrs. Laura Stammer took over and lead Bell to 
København where he was housed by Laura Stamers son Reverend Th. Stamer until arrangements 
for Bells further trip to Sweden could be made. 
On 24th October, Bell was sailed to Sweden and on 29th December 1943, he was back in England via 
RAF Leuchars on 28th December. 
After interrogation he returned to Great Ashfield on 9th January 1944. He was then transferred to 
China where he flew fighter. When the Air Force after the war was separated from the Army Bell 
choose the Army and serviced in Japan, Korea and Germany. 
He retired in 1962 with the rank of Major and died on 12 March 1999 aged 76. 
Co-pilot 2nd Lt Arnold P. Martin, Navigator 2nd Lt Frank L. Bachman, Bombardier 2nd Lt Joseph E. 
Ostermann, Top Turret Gnr. T/Sgt Henry P. Elliott, Ball Turret Gnr. S/Sgt Harold Rudick, Tail Gnr. 
S/Sgt Albert W. Spencer Jr., Left Waist Gnr. Sgt. John Edli, Right waist Gnr. S/Sgt Marshall F. Bryan, 
Arial Photographer T/Sgt Charlton K. Browning and Radio Op. T/Sgt Lloyd E. Rodemar all landed 
safely and were all captured just after landing by German troops. They had all landed in the area of 
Oksbøl not far from the German barracks. Co-pilot Arnold Martin and Bombardier Joe Ostermann 
came down together and went to a farmer’s house where they were hidden. However the farmer 
became nervous with the Germans in the area looking for the flyers and turned them in. They were 
sent to Nuremburg for interrogation and afterwards Martin was sent to Stalag Luft III Sagan. In 
January and February 1945, he was on a forced march from Stalag III to Stalag VIIA Moosburg 
where he was liberated by the American troops on April 29 1945. 
See http://www.flensted.eu.com/19430108.shtml for several photos. 

http://www.flensted.eu.com/19430108.shtml
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 Lt. Glyndon D. Bell  
From http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=87128745: 

 
FAYETTEVILLE, N.C. - Glyndon D. Bell, 76, of Fayetteville died March 12, 1999, in a Fayetteville, NC 
hospital. He was a retired Army Air Corps veteran of World War II and the Korean War, achieving 
the rank of major. Surviving: wife, Lucille M. Bell; son, Wayne Smith of Holden Beach; daughter, 
Brenda Ransom of Birmingham, Ala.; five grandchildren; 13 great-grandchildren. 
1675. George Burnett MCINTOSH DFC. Signed 28 December 1943. American Embassy, 
London. 

117 
DOB 21.8.1920. lötjn. amerikansk. 
See entries for Osce Vernon Jones who signed this book on 31 December 1944 and Arthur 
Guertin who signed on 16 March 1944. 
George McIntosh continues to fly a total of fourteen missions. He is decorated with a DFC after 
piloting a damaged aircraft to safety. On March 20th, 1944 McIntosh has to crash in the Atlantic off 
the coast of France. His crew is saved by Germans and go to POW camps. 
From http://www.381stbg.org/lc3.php: 
MISSION 81 March 20, 1944. Mannheim, Germany. The following combat crew is Missing in Action: 
535th Squadron 
1st Lt. McIntosh, George B. Jr. 
2nd Lt. Fowler, Robert J. 
1st Lt. Rabay, Nicholas R. 

http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=87128745
http://www.381stbg.org/lc3.php
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2nd Lt. Dittus, Carl W. 
T/Sgt. Rose, Russell M. 
T/Sgt. Dever, Harry F. 
S/Sgt. Carson, Garland C. 
S/Sgt. Copp, Eugene F.  
S/Sgt. Matcham, Robert S.  
S/Sgt. Craig, Clyde V. 
From 
http://www.kerrvillefuneralhome.com/services.asp?page=odetail&id=1171&locid=#.U2caGrBOWA
h: 
George Burnett McIntosh, Jr. 
August 21, 2020 - July 18, 2006 

 
Kerrville - George Burnett McIntosh, Jr., age 85, died July 18, 2006 at home with family surrounding 
him after a gallant six month struggle with multiple myeloma and congestive heart failure. He was 
born in Dallas, Texas on August 21, 1920 to George B. McIntosh, Sr. and Beatrice Annie Moore, and 
had one sister, Margaret McIntosh Sandifer who passed away in 2004. George initially worked at 
Southland Life in Dallas. When World War II loomed on the horizon, he decided to apply to the 
Army Air Corps as a pilot and was accepted into training. After completing his training in West 
Texas, he later was assigned to a base in Great Britain to fly combat missions over the European 
theater. George flew a B-17 and was twice shot down during the course of action; the first time he 
landed in Sweden and was repatriated to England; the second time, he was shot down over France 
and made a successful water landing off the coast of France. In his later years he corresponded 
both with a researcher in Sweden and the officials of the town where he and his crew were rescued. 
George arranged for a plaque to thank the French who brought his crew safely to shore. He was a 
prisoner at the German Stalag Luft III, then marched to Mossberg, Germany at the end of the war in 
such bitter cold that many prisoners did not survive the March.George's associations with the 381st 
Bomb Group and the World War II POW fellowship were important to him. He attended as many 
reunions as he was able, and many of his closest friends are from these groups. His appreciation for 
these men and women knew no bounds, and his regards is shared by his family. Also important 
was his church family. The friendships he had and the support he received were priceless, and 
continue to be.Following his demobilization, George completed a Bachelors degree in Mechanical 
Engineering from the University of Texas. He also met the love of his life, Elizabeth Anne McNair, 
and they married on January 29, 1949. Betty died peacefully in September, 2000. George is survived 
by his three children and their spouses; David and D.J. McIntosh of Pasadena, TX, Sara and Michael 
Rotenberry of Richardson, TX, and Claire and Tom Koiro of Sacramento, CA. He also loved and was 

http://www.kerrvillefuneralhome.com/services.asp?page=odetail&id=1171&locid=%23.U2caGrBOWAh
http://www.kerrvillefuneralhome.com/services.asp?page=odetail&id=1171&locid=%23.U2caGrBOWAh
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so proud of his three grandsons, Brian LeRoy, and Alex and Patrick Rotenberry.George is also 
survived by his nephew, George Sandifer and nephew's children, Benjamin Sandifer, Patia Sandifer, 
and William Sandifer; his niece, Ann Sandifer; a cousin, Mary Virginia Banks and her children, Ginger 
Banks and Janet Tate; another cousin, Billy Bussey and his children, Mike, Beth, and Sarah Kate; and 
Betty's brother and sister-in-law, William and Marg McNair.We wish especially to thank the 
wonderful folks at Parsons House, the V.A. Medical Center in Kerrville, Caring Senior Services, 
Peterson Hospice, and the ICU staff at Sid Peterson Memorial Hospital.George always exemplified 
the absolute standards of integrity, honesty, and love. No one else has ever loved more truly and 
deeply, without reservation or hesitance. These are the values that his family will continue to draw 
from his beautiful life for guidance and support.We welcome you to attend the `Celebration of Life` 
for George at the Kerrville Funeral Home Chapel on Saturday, July 22, 2006 at 10 AM, with a brief 
graveside ceremony following. Visitation will be held from 5 - 7 PM, Friday, July 21, 2006 at Kerrville 
Funeral Home.In lieu of floral arrangements, the family suggests memorial donations be made in 
his honor to First Presbyterian Church or Peterson Hospice.Arrangements are under the direction 
and personal care of Kerrville Funeral Home. 
1676. Unknown. Signed 29 December 1943. [No address]. 

117 
R Olsen? 
1677. Arne Jorgen WIIK. Signed 29 December 1943 [in the address column of the above 
signature]. 

117 
DOB 9.9.1919. advokat. Normann. 
http://www.friidrett.no/organisasjon/Documents/Historikk/Sentralstyret.htm lists someone named 
Arne J Wiik: 

 

 

http://www.friidrett.no/organisasjon/Documents/Historikk/Sentralstyret.htm
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 Committee on athletics day 
http://biblioteket.imr.no/e-tidsskrifter/fylkesvis/Finnmark/merke_1980_finnmark.pdf lists him: 

 
From his SOE file, reference HS 9/1590/3:

http://biblioteket.imr.no/e-tidsskrifter/fylkesvis/Finnmark/merke_1980_finnmark.pdf
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1678. Arne KRISTOFFERSEN AKA Arne KJELSTRUP. Signed [31 December 1943]. [No 
address]. 

117 
DOB 30.10.1913. Norsk. 
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From the Bromma departure list for 30 December 1943: 

 
Identified by Geoff Ward, who provided the following information to Trevor Baker on 1 January 
2014: 
Arne Kristoffersen ( 20.10.1913 – 05.05. 1995) was the code-name of Arne Kjelstrup, one of the 
original four chosen for the Grouse operation and who, together with Jens-Anton Poulsson385, Knut 
Haugland and Claus Helberg386, parachuted onto Hardangervidda on October 18 1942 to prepare 
for the attack on the Heavy Water plant at Vemork.  
Arne Kjelstrup took part in the military resistance against the invaders in 1940 and led a small 
group of men in the last recorded skirmish with the Germans at Rosten on May 24 1940. He 
escaped to Sweden and spent many frustrating months in Stockholm trying to get passage to 
England. On May 7 1941 he finally left Stockholm by plane to Russia and then via Port Said, 
Bombay, Durban, Trinidad, Halifax and Liverpool to London. He was quickly recruited into the Linge 
Company and the intensive training that was a prelude to the successful Heavy Water raid (Grouse 
and Gunnerside). 
After the raid Kjelstrup remained in Norway to help Knut Haukelid387 build up Milorg in Western 
Telemark. (Operation Bonzo). He returned to Sweden on October 18 1943, exactly one year after 
landing on the Hardangervikka. His stay in Sweden was shorter and sweeter this time, and on 
December 29 1943 he was back in England. 
The focus of the Linge Company at this stage in the war was preparing for the final phase – the 
defeat of the German forces in Europe – and what this would mean for the 300,000 fresh and well-
trained German troops occupying Norway. Would they surrender peacefully or would they 
continue to fight? Major Tronstad388, who had been one of the main architects of the Vemork 
Raids, was in charge of the Linge Company’s plans to meet these eventualities – Operation 
Sunshine. The positive experiences with the resistance movement in France after the Allied landing 
on June 6 made a big impression on the military leaders in London and made them realize the 
importance of well-planned, organized resistance. Operation Sunshine, with its supporting groups 
Moonlight, Starlight and Lamplight, benefited from this changed attitude in more active training, 
improved arms and more coordinated planning. In the evening of October 4 1944, two Stirling 
aircraft filled with men, armaments, and supplies took off for Norway with Major Leif Tronstad as 
overall commander in the first and Arne Kjelstrup, leader for Starlight, in the second.  
Coordination with the local Milorg groups and command line misunderstandings with London 
plagued Sunshine in the early stages but these problems were soon settled. The tragic fatal 
shooting of the operation’s respected leader Major Leif Tronstad on March 11 was a serious set-
back but the organization he had built up continued to function successfully.  
By May 8 1945, Arne Kjelstrup could have mobilized about 900 active troops. The surrender of the 
German forces in Norway made this unnecessary but his men ensured that the changeover from 
war to peace went smoothly. On September 10 1945, Arne Kjelstrup, a.k.a. Arne Kristoffersen, 
returned to his studies in Sweden. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arne_Kjelstrup: 

                                                 
385 Signed this book on 4 April 1943 
386 Signed this book on 31 January 1942 
387 Signed this book on 7 November 1941 
388 Signed this book on 21 October 1941 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arne_Kjelstrup
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Arne Kjelstrup, 1940 
Arne Kjelstrup, MM (30 October 1913 – 5 May 1995) was a Norwegian resistance member during 
World War II, especially noted for his role in the heavy water sabotage 1942–1943, and for being 
military leader of Milorg section D-161 (Kongsberg/Numedal) during the anti-demolition operation 
Sunshine 1944–1945. 
Kjelstrup was born in Rjukan. He later moved with his parents to Bærum, where he worked as a 
plumber at the outbreak of World War II. After the war Kjesltrup married Tulla Irgens, who had 
participated in the Operation Starlight, the Kongsberg-Numedal-Nore subsection of Operation 
Sunshine. Kjelstrup took further education in Stockholm, and settled in Bærum, working in the 
plumbing business. 
Following the German invasion of Norway in April 1940 Kjelstrup participated in the defence of 
Norway as a soldier. He was hit by a german bullet, but saved his life because he was carrying a 
pair of wire cutters that the bullet hit before entering his body. The bulled stayed in his body for 
the duration of his life. When the battles were over he travelled to Sweden, and after a long 
journey, via Moscow, Odessa, Istanbul, Suez, Durban, Cape Town, Trinidad, Halifax and Liverpool he 
ended up in London, where he became a member of the Norwegian Independent Company 1 
(Norwegian: Kompani Linge). He was recruited a member of the Grouse team which was 
parachuted onto the Hardangervidda plateau on 18 October 1942, along with Jens-Anton Poulsson 
(leader of the group), Knut Haugland and Claus Helberg. The team landed at Fjarefit in Songadalen, 
and relocated to Møsvatn where they prepared to receive British troops, the Operation Freshman. 
The Freshman operation was a failure, as the two gliders plus one of the towing planes crashed. 
The Grouse team spent several winter months hidden at Hardangervidda, waiting for the 
replacement operation, Gunnerside. The combined Grouse and Gunnerside team finally succeeded 
in the destruction of heavy water equipment and stock at Vemork in February 1943. 
After the sabotage Kjelstrup stayed in Norway together with Knut Haukelid, and participated in 
building up Milorg troops in the Western Telemark district (the Bonzo group). He later returned to 
the United Kingdom via Sweden. As a sergeant in the Linge company he joined various military 
courses, receiving training in explosives and sabotage. In 1944 he participated in Operation 
Sunshine led by major Leif Tronstad. This was an anti-demolition operation to prevent destruction 
by the Germans of vital industry in Norway towards the end of the war. Kjelstrup was a leader of 
the Nore section (Operation Starlight), which could mobilize a military force of 900 soldiers at the 
end of the war. 
He lived his later life in Bærum, and died on 5 May 1995, just days before the 50-year anniversary 
of the liberation of Norway. 
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From his SOE file, reference HS 9/845/4: 
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1679. 1st Lieutenant [later Captain] Osce Vernon JONES (6 August 1916 – 26 October 
1998). Signed 31 December 1943. American Embassy London. 

117 
DOB 6.8.1916. lötjn. amerikansk. 
From 535th Bomb Squadron, 381st Bomb Group (H) War Diary: March 1943: 
Fifty officers and 303 EM, or a total addition over February's figure of 22 and 40 in the respective 
divisions, comprised the squadron strength at this month's end. Five full combat crews accounted 
for nearly half of the increase. The following 20 combat officers were included in the new crews: 1st 
Lt Osce V. Jones, P; 2nd Lts Seth A. Armstead, CP; D. R. Jones, N; Lester W. Schneider, B; Frank G. 
Chapman, P; Richard D. Robinson, CP; Theodore Katz, N; Wilson W. Cupp, B; Harry M. Smith, P; 
Samuel J. Hawkins, CP; John P. Noonan, N; Lloyd W. Gwinn, B; Frederick T. Sumner, P; Omen V. 
Jones, CP; Paul H. McDonnell, N; Adrian F. Fredericks, B; Loren C. Disbrow, P; Donald E. Rogers, CP; 
Arthur L. Guertin (who signed this book on 14 March 1944), N; George Gaydos, B. | June 1943 | 22. 
Three of the crews were briefed for the group's first mission, a diversionary effort against the 
General Motors factory, Antwerp, Belgium, a successful raid. The pilots were: 1st Lts Osce V. Jones 
and harry M. Smith, but Lt Manchester's ship did not take off because of malfunction in oil coolers. 
| July 1943 | 24. Today the squadron lost its second crew, on the group's raid against the chemical 
works at Heroya, Norway. As a result of damages sustained from unusually heavy flak, Lt Osce V. 
Jones, with 1st Lt George B. McIntosh, squadron operations officer as co-pilot was forced to turn 
"Georgia Rebel" back to Sweden, where it crash-landed at Vannacka, all the crew being interned. It 
was seen to be severely damaged by flak over the target. It dropped its bombs, but left the 
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formation near the coast on the return trip and made a 180 degree turn, heading for Sweden. The 
No. 2 engine was feathered, the prop was bent, there was a hole in the port wing near the tanks, 
and the gas was leaking out. The No. 3 engine was smoking and losing oil. | August 1943 | 3. 
Although interned in Sweden with his crew, 1st Lt Osce V. Jones was promoted Captain. A mission 
to Villacoublay, France, was scrubbed. | April 1944 | Capt Osce V. Jones and 1st Lt George B. 
McIntosh (who signed this book on 28 December 1943) today were re-assigned to the squadron. 
They were pilot and co-pilot respectively of the Fort "Georgia Rebel" which was forced to turn back 
and land in Sweden returning from a mission to Heroya, Norway, last July. The rest of the crew are 
still interned in Sweden and living well (see entries for 18 March 1944 when most of the crew 
signed this book). The two officers will return to combat duty. On 28 April 1944, he became a POW 
when his aircraft was shot down near St Averd, France. See entry for Arthur Lawrence Guertin 
who signed this book on 14 March 1944. 

 
The crew of the Georgia Rebel. Photo from the collection of Torbjörn Olausson 
Front row, left to right: 
1st Lt. Osce Jones, Pilot 
S/Sgt. Charles Newcomb, Ball turret gunner 
S/Sgt. Maurice Kelleher, Tail gunner 
Middle row: 
2nd Lt. Charles Nevius, Bombardier 
1st Lt. George McIntosh, co-pilot 
S/Sgt. James Haynie, Top turret gunner 
S/Sgt Alfred Haugen, Right waist gunner 
Top row: 
T/Sgt. Joseph Nicatra, Radio operator 
S/Sgt. Bruce Early, Left waist gunner 
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2nd Lt. Arthur Guertin, Navigator 

 
 

 

 
Oscar Jones & George McIntosh 
1680. Nils Gustaf MÖRK. Signed 31 December 1943. 

118 
DOB 18.4.1911. sjökapten. svensk. 
http://hittagraven.stockholm.se/sv/Skogskyrkogarden/1/47/26695E/1/ lists Nils Gustaf Mörk, 
Direktör; född 1900-06-21; avliden 1976-12-22; gravsatt 1977-01-19. No trace found. 
1681. Pilot Officer Harold Dennis BASTABLE (J/27478). Signed 31 December 1943. RAF 
Station Lossiemouth. 

118 
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He was a Canadian pilot reported missing in Flight 28 September 1944. He was shot down at 
Soulaiires, France on 7/8 June 1944 while flying a Halifax (LK866) with 640 Squadron Bomber 
Command out of RAF Leconfield on a mission to Versailles. He became a POW. This is a transcript 
of a recording he made for The Memory Project (http://66.241.252.164/digital-
archive/profile.cfm?collectionid=979&cnf=wwII): 
“I was in the Air Force. Ended up as a Navigator in Bomber Command. I was in an RAF station, 640 
Squadron in Leconfield, I think it was. We got shot down over Versailles on June the 8th, the day 
after D-Day. From then, I ran into more trouble, I think, than the average. I got involved in the 
French Underground and got caught by the Gestapo, and ended up in French prison and then went 
on one of those boxcar rides into Germany, and into Buchenwald concentration camp for a 
hundred and one days. Then Goering's Luftwaffe got me out and got me to Stalag Luft III, where 
they had that big 'hobby horse' escape. Then in January, '45 they took us on the winter march, and 
I ended up in, not Buchenwald, but Luckenwald, just twenty miles south of Berlin. Then we were 
released by the Russians… I shouldn't say 'released', they wouldn't let us go. The Americans had to 
come in and take us out. Then I went back to England, and back home.” 
From http://passages.winnipegfreepress.com/passage-details/id-125474/name-Harold_Bastable/: 

 
HAROLD DENNIS BASTABLE Suddenly on Sunday, September 23, 2007, Harold passed away at his 
home at Fred Douglas Lodge at the age of 89. Harold was predeceased by his brother Vern, a 
holder of the Military Cross and a jet pilot who crashed in Charleswood in March 1949; his brother 
Gerry who died in France during the Second World War while serving in the Canadian army; and 
Jack Bastable. He leaves behind his wife Minnie; sons, Vern (Beverly), Gord (Suzanne) and Bob 
(Sylvia); grandchildren, Vern Jr. (Sarah), Erin (Chuck), Mike, Holly, Jane (Mike) McMahon, Robin 
(Steve) Bradley, Mandy (Dan) Pfeffer, and David (Laura); and great-grandchildren, Jenéa, Jaxsyn, 
Jake, Krysty-Ann, Derek, Cassidy and Brody. Harold was born April 26, 1918 in Winnipeg to Denis 
Bastable and Elizabeth McKeon. He and Minnie were married on August 3, 1940. He worked for C.P. 
Express in Winnipeg for 37 years. He enlisted in the Air Force May 1, 1942 and was trained as a 
navigator on the Halifax Bomber. He was shot down over Paris in June 1944, ending up in the 
Buchenwald concentration camp. After the war, Harold was very active in the St. James Branch of 
the Legion. He served on the executive and provincial boards. He organized outings and social 
functions for ailing veterans, collected used books for servicemen overseas, eyeglasses for transfer 
to Third World countries, and raised funds for wheelchairs and sports programs. He was an 
indefatigable fund-raiser who received the Governor General's Caring Canadian Award in 2001 for 
recognition of outstanding and selfless contribution to your community and Canada. Harold spoke 
to various groups over the years about his Second World War experiences and saw this as his 
responsibility to pass the torch of Remembrance to our children and grandchildren. In 2006, Harold 
was the first recipient of the George Buzz Buerling Appreciation Award for his relentless efforts to 

http://66.241.252.164/digital-archive/profile.cfm?collectionid=979&cnf=wwII
http://66.241.252.164/digital-archive/profile.cfm?collectionid=979&cnf=wwII
http://passages.winnipegfreepress.com/passage-details/id-125474/name-Harold_Bastable/
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educate the Canadian public about... the anguish and devastation of those imprisoned in Nazi 
concentration camps. Grandpa will miss and be missed by his children, grandchildren, and great-
grandchildren. He will be remembered as a caring, generous, and always approachable spirit. A 
service will be held Monday, October 1, 2007 at 12:30 p.m. at Chapel Lawn Funeral Home, 4000 
Portage Ave. Thanks to the staff at Fred Douglas Lodge on Burrows for their care, patience and 
positive spirit while working with dad and mom. Your kindness has not gone unnoticed. 
1682. Eric Arthur SWISS (22012). Signed 30 December 1943. Bristol. 

118 
The LG, 25 September 1925 announced his short service commission as a Flying Officer for five 
years with effect from 12 September 1925. The LG, 12 April 1927 announced his promotion to 
Flying Officer with effect from 12 March 1927. The LG, 16 September 1930 announced his transfer 
to the Reserve, Class A, on 12 September 1930. The LG, 4 January 1955 announced that Flying 
Officer E A Swiss resigned his commission on 10 February 1954. 
1683. Flight Lieutenant Arthur Clement “Pete” BARTTER (110875). Signed 6 January 1944. 
Barclays Bank, Muswell Hill, London N10. 

118 
DOB 10.7.1912. lötjn. britt. 
He was the pilot of a Halifax Mk II aircraft, registration BB378 which was shot down on 11 
December 1943 and crash landed near Uggerløse, Denmark. 
From http://www.conscript-heroes.com/escapelines/SPGnumbers.html: 

 
From Making for Sweden Part 1: 

 
During 1943 the leader of the Danish resistance, Flemming B Muus, made two parachute jumps 
into his native country. The first time was in March and during the period spent in Denmark, he 
organized the movement into an efficient Danish answer to the German occupation powers. When 
his mission was complete he left for Britain via Sweden. He flew to Leuchars, Scotland, in the 

http://www.conscript-heroes.com/escapelines/SPGnumbers.html
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evening of 13th October in a Mosquito from Bromma airport and was met there by Mr Spinks389 
from Special Operations Executive Headquarters. From Leuchars they took the LNER train down to 
London, passing Tempsford on the way down. Commander Hollingworth met them at King's Cross 
in the evening. In London, there were several meetings and informal discussions to attend. 
When it was time to return to Denmark, Muus left London for Tempsford and the kitting out 
procedure at S.T.S 65. In the afternoon of December 11th he went to Tempsford and the waiting 
Halifax BB378. Flight Lieutenant Bartter and crew had been briefed during the day and as usual 
everybody was waiting to hear the BBC broadcast to Denmark. The broadcast came with greetings 
to Axel, Per, Jens etc (code names for the instruction to stand-by) and the message ended: Godnat, 
ui kommer igen i Morgen saeduanlig Tid. (Goodnight, we will be back at the same time tomorrow 
night). This was the signal to the receiving parties in Denmark that 'Table Jam' was on. 'Table' was 
the code word to indicate a drop over over Denmark and 'Jam' denoted Flemming B Muus (AIR 
27/956). 
On taxiing out for take-off the aircraft rolled off the hard shoulder of the runway and became 
bogged down for an hour before it could leave Tempsford. It was airborne around ten o'clock and 
had a quiet journey out over the North Sea and Kattegat, flying at about two hundred feet. There 
were only nineteen other aircraft operating that night, so it can be assumed that the lone Halifax 
received undisturbed attention from the German operations rooms and radar stations. On 
approaching Gyllenlys højd (Hill), virtually in the middle of Zealand, Flemming Muus prepared 
himself to jump. The hatch was lifted and he sat down on the edge with his feet in the slip-stream. 
Suddenly there was a chatter of machine guns and tracers streamed through the fuselage. A 
German night-fighter, identified as a Bf 110 (but to the Swedes it was stated to be a Ju 88), had 
found them and was now attacking. A second pass was made and this time the Halifax was badly 
damaged and nearly out of control. The rear gunner, Sergeant Riggs, managed to get a couple of 
bursts into the attacker, which was later found to have crashed near Gyllenlys højd. 
The pilot, Flight Lieutenant Bartter, fought at the controls and barely managed to put the aircraft 
down in a ploughed field (at 0207 hours LT on 12th December) whereupon the occupants 
scrambled out. They hurriedly left the aircraft, which was burning fiercely and exploded when they 
were about two hundred yards from it. 
At this stage Muus, being Danish, took charge of the situation and divided the crew into two 
groups, one consisting of the three officers and the other of the NCOs. The reasoning behind this 
decision was that if they were captured they would end up in different camps anyway. He sent the 
NCO group towards the northwest and made them memorise a telephone number to call when 
they had found a doctor or a priest. They were caught in the village of Osted. The three officers 
were sent in an easterly direction towards Rygaard. The officers eventually turned up in 
Copenhagen, where Muus briefly met them again before they were sent over to Sweden. 
Flemming Muus stayed two days in a haystack and then went by bike to Sorö. He missed the train 
for Copenhagen and bargained with a lorry driver over the payment to drive him to Copenhagen. 
The trip was described by Muus as terrible as there were many German patrols on foot in search of 
the crew from the Halifax. Finally he came to Copenhagen and met his contact there. On buying a 
newspaper, Politiken, his eyes immediately focused on a large picture of the Halifax on the front 
page. 
Flemming B Muus was successful in his mission in Denmark, but suffered the consequences of a 
peacetime audit (made after V.E. Day) on his clandestine operations during the war, which sent him 
to prison for a short time. 
                                                 

389 Signed this book on 7 October 1942 
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Flight Lieutenant Bartter and his two companions reached Sweden during the course of the 14th 
and were heard by an officer from the Swedish airforce. During this conversation, no details were 
given of the actual operation, but a description of the attack by the German night fighter was 
provided. They said that the orders were to attack a target in Northern Germany, but gave no more 
details. Of the evasion of the Germans in Denmark they said that they had met a farmer who, apart 
from giving them food, helped them to Copenhagen. They were given civilian clothes and taken to 
Sweden aboard a fishing vessel, which landed them in Malmo (DFV p.94-96, FS H896, 1943). 
Shortly after this they were sent to Britain by air. 
From http://www.flensted.eu.com/19430120.shtml: 

 
From MI9 report, file reference WO 208/3317: 

 

 

 

http://www.flensted.eu.com/19430120.shtml
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1684. Flying Officer Wireless Operator Ernest HOWELL. Signed 6 January 1944. No 1 
Transit Camp, Grand Central Hotel, Marylebone, London. 

118 
DOB 31.12.1917. lötjn. britt. 
From http://www.conscript-heroes.com/escapelines/SPGnumbers.html: 

 
See the above entry for Flight Lieutenant A C Bartter, who also signed this book on 6 January 
1944. His account of the crash landing: “Shortly before 02:00 it caught fire when attacked by a 
German Ju88 over the highest point of Sjælland, Gyldenløveshøj, where the chief of SOE in 
Denmark was to bail out with his parachute. The crash landing was perfect, and few minutes later 
all 9 on board stood unharmed in the fields of Bonderupgaard, watching the burning wreck. The 
allied airmen were divided in two teams of 3 and 5 airmen, who were to go in directions pointed 
out to them to seek help from local residents, while Muus himself went on alone towards 
Copenhagen. The 3 officers quickly got in touch with people with close ties to the resistance 
movement, and they were sailed to Sweden a few days later. The 5 NCOs did not have the same 
luck. On Sunday 13 December they went in to a farmer in Ølsted (here) at Frederikssund. The 
farmer immediately called the Danish police, and the German Wehrmacht was informed. The 5 
airmen were fetched during the night and transferred to Høvelte Barracks.” See Making for Sweden, 
pps. 95-8. 
1685. Flying Officer Navigator Clarence William FRY. Signed 6 January 1944. No 1 Transit 
Camp, Grand Central Hotel, Marylebone, London. 

118 
DOB 3.2.1919. lötjn. britt. 
From http://www.conscript-heroes.com/escapelines/SPGnumbers.html: 

 
See the above entry for Flight Lieutenant A C Bartter, who also signed this book on 6 January 
1944. The following account was written by Flying Officer C.W. Fry describing an important mission 
to the Danish island of Sjaelland in December 1943. Fry served as the navigator on a Halifax 
bomber which was to carry an army intelligence agent back to Denmark and drop him by 
parachute into a prearranged location. In addition to the agent, the Halifax was also assigned to 
drop a supply of ammunition and guns for the Danish underground. Other members of the crew 
included Pilot — Fl/Lt A. C. Bartter, Co-Pilot — WO F. Turvic, Navigator — Flying Officer C. W. Fry, 
Bomb Aimer — F/S B.A. Atkins, Wireless Operator —Flying Officer E. Howell, Flight Engineer — 
Sgt. N. Anderson, Mid-Upper Gunner — Sgt. S. C. Smith and Rear Gunner — Sgt. L. W. Riggs. This 
story was submitted by J.Laird Nicholson with permission from Joe Fry. We call this story: Mission to 
Sjaelland Friday, December 10/43. We are off tonight on our most important assignment to date, a 
job we have been standing by for, for about ten days already. Three times in the last week we have 
been briefed and made all preparations to go but each time the flight has been scrubbed because 
of fog. Originally we were routed by way of Norway and Sweden and then across to our target in 
Sjaelland, the large island east of the mainland of Denmark. We were to fly up to Kinloss in 
Scotland and set course from there. Our return route was to be the same as the outgoing route. 

http://www.conscript-heroes.com/escapelines/SPGnumbers.html
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Tonight however, we are to set course from our home base at Tempsford, near Cambridge and fly 
to a DR position 90 miles west of Denmark, crossing the Danish coast at Nissum Fjord, across 
Jutland and over to Sjaelland and over target. The fog is beginning to lift and it is beginning to 
look as if we are finally going to get this trip over with. Take off time is 20:10, rather early because 
it will be an 11 or 12 hour trip. We are all set to go now with our general briefing and 
meteorological briefing over. The weather promises to be very good once we get away from the 
remaining lot of fog which is still hanging around. It will be a full moon tonight so we shouldn't 
have much difficulty in pinpointing and picking up our target — a small field north of a heart 
shaped lake in the centre of Sjaelland. We had a rather long crew briefing with army intelligence as 
it is an important job. We are to take an army intelligence agent back to Denmark and drop him by 
parachute in the field where a reception party will be waiting. They will be flashing a white light 
with the identity letter "G." Besides the 'Major,' we are to carry a load of ammunition and guns for 
the underground. These are also to be dropped by small parachutes. Everything is packed in large 
containers, packed so they won't be damaged or explode when they strike the ground. Now, off to 
the mess for our flying supper. Bill Howell, Wireless Air Gunner, Pete Bartter, Pilot and myself, 
Navigator, rode up to the Officers' Mess on our trusty bicycles. The rest of the crew; three 
sergeants, one flight sergeant and a WO1 (going on his first trip with us for experience) eat in the 
Sergeants' mess. The bacon and eggs sure taste good at a time like this, especially when you can 
look forward to 10 or 12 hours in the air sitting in a none too comfortable seat. At seven we went 
down to the flights, drew our parachutes and dinghies. Nick Anderson, our engineer, drew our 
flying rations — double rations tonight; oranges, two cans of tomato juice, chocolate bars, gum, 
glucose tablets and some Benzedrine tablets (pep tablets). Besides, each of us carried an escape kit 
— enough for a day or two in an emergency. I must have had some premonition of trouble ahead 
as I left a letter with the duty officer giving instructions where to send my clothes in case I went 
missing; or perhaps it was because it was our toughest job to date. We got our '23:30' from the 
duty officer (a meteorological forecast giving the winds and weather on the trip going out and 
coming back). Then we met the 'Major' and were all set to go. So out to the aircraft, a Mark II 
Halifax — a brand new aircraft. After the usual run up and equipment check, we were all set to get 
cracking. But from the beginning, things seemed to go wrong. Riggs, the tail gunner, reported that 
the Perspex in his gun turret was covered with ice and frost. So we had to wait while the ground 
crew could get it cleared. They also sprayed the wings to prevent icing. Finally we were ready to go 
again and started to taxi around the perimeter track. The moon was just coming up and with a bit 
of ground fog around, it was difficult to see. All of a sudden when we were going around a corner 
— Bingo!. one of the wheels went off the strip. When this happens to a 27 ton Halifax, the aircraft is 
bogged down. It looks as if we had had our trip for the night. Out we climbed, into the transport 
and back to the flights to stand by in the crew room. Everybody was in a rotten mood. We would 
have to do the trip sooner or later anyway and every time it was scrambled, it made us think more 
of the trip. Everybody's nerves are getting jumpy. Nick was cursing a blue streak. The ground crew 
got cracking however and brought out a tractor and some sort of hoist equipment and finally got 
'H for Harry' back on the perimeter track. Orders then came through. We were to go back to the 
aircraft and have another stab at getting away. This time we got around OK and took off at 22:10 
— two hours late — so we'll be coming home in daylight, a thing which doesn't please us very 
much. We set course at 2000 feet above base for our DR position off the coast of Denmark. After 
crossing the English coast at Cromer, we came down to about 400 feet above the water to cross 
the North Sea so that the enemy could not pick us up so easily with his RDF equipment. What a 
wizard night! Not a cloud and the moon was very bright, in fact, a little too bright for our liking. 
Our special equipment was working well and we were keeping pretty well on track, so I had a 
couple of drinks from my thermos of coffee and ate an orange. On ETA at our DR position, I was 
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able to get a fix and altered our course for Nissum Fjord. The skipper began to climb gently so that 
we could cross the Danish coast and be able to pin-point accurately. We crossed the coast and 
Tommy Atkins, the Bomb Aimer, identified it as Nissum Fjord and we altered course immediately 
and came down quickly until we were flying at what seemed to me to be just above the tree tops. 
Everything was going swell. There was very little wind making it rather easy to stay on track. 
Visibility was perfect in the moonlight and we could easily pick out roads, rivers and villages. 
Denmark is very flat and ideal for our type of work with low flying. After crossing the strip of water 
(Store Baelt), we hit Sjaelland right on track and set course for our reception point with an ETA of 
01:45 hours. We identified the heart shaped lake and found the reception party flashing 'G.' Just 
then Tommy shouted, "I saw the shadow of another aircraft cross beneath us." We all thought he 
was seeing things and Bartter continued to circle with flaps down preparing to make the drop. The 
'Major' was all set to jump. Then Nick in the astrodome reported seeing the aircraft, a JU 88. Now 
we knew Tommy wasn't talking through his hat. We were at 800 feet then, and Bartter immediately 
got his flaps up and dived to get away from the attack. However, the JU 88 pilot was hot stuff. He 
attacked first from the port side and his cannon shells ripped through the forward positions in the 
aircraft. Shells screamed over our heads and Tommy and I dove for the floor. If my face was as 
white as Tommy's, we must have looked pretty scared. Pieces of fuselage came right inside with the 
force of the shells. One of them hit the intercom system just above and in front of Bill Howel's 
(Wireless Operator) face and so, we lost the only means of talking to the different members of the 
crew. The gunners were unable to give Bart directions as to which way to turn. In his next attack, 
the fighter had us at his mercy but Riggs was peppering him with his tail guns and the smell of 
cordite was choking us. Nick reported that one of the starboard engines or a petrol tank was hit 
and on fire — I never did find out which. The flames soon spread and the whole starboard wing 
was on fire. We were too low to bail out so Bart gave the order "crash positions." He had to yell 
due to the unserviceable intercom system and all I heard was "crash" but it was enough. We got 
back to the rest position in about zero seconds flat and the seven of us sat huddled together 
waiting. The few seconds we had to wait were about the longest I've experienced. We could easily 
hear the flame burning on the wing and Gerry followed us almost to the ground firing all the way. 
Finally the crash and the second bump and we started clamouring out of the upper escape hatch. 
Every second counted for we knew the petrol tanks over the ammunition would blow at any time. 
Everybody got out and away from the aircraft in time. It sure was a mess - the nose of old Harry 
was smashed to bits and I don't know yet how Bart got out. We got rid of our flying suits and then 
started to run for a nearby hedge about 200 yards away. The 'Major' headed in the opposite 
direction at once. It would be rather bad if we were ever caught with him. We no sooner got in the 
shadows behind the hedge when the aircraft blew up. We stood for a minute watching her burn 
and then started making our plans. We decided on Tommy's suggestion that the officers go 
together and the sergeants split up. If we were taken prisoner, officers would go to one prison and 
NCO's to another. So we shook hands all around and Bart, Bill and I headed north. The others split 
up into two's and three's and headed east. That's the last I ever saw of them. I found out I had a 
deep scratch on my wrist and it was bleeding, so Bart lent me his handkerchief and tied it up for 
me. Then we started walking to put as much distance as possible between us and what was left of 
our "H for Harry." We stuck to the shadows along the hedges and kept away from any farm houses 
and finally came to a little creek where we had a drink There we sat under a big tree and with a 
knife, cut our flying boots down to walking boots. Bill then suggested we toss the tops into the 
creek. We started off again walking always north by Polaris. We had formed a rather faint plan 
amongst us to try and get to the coast at the north of the island and then try somehow to get 
some sort of a boat over to Sweden. Taking advantage of every bit of woods and hedge we finally 
arrived at the top of a hill after 4.00 a.m. When we looked back we could still see our aircraft 
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burning and giving off clouds of smoke. We knew Jerry would certainly have discovered it and 
would be searching the neighborhood for us. Dawn started to break about 7.00 a.m. to find us still 
walking. By now I was just staggering along. Bart was getting slower and slower, bothered by a bad 
knee which he had wrenched in the crash, so Bill and I had to stop and wait for him from time to 
time. Cover seemed to be getting harder to find and we frequently had to pass very close to 
farmhouses. Although it was now becoming quite light, we had no alternative but to keep on going 
until we found a woods big enough to hide in during the day. Passing one farmhouse we decided 
to climb up in a big haystack and hide for the day but found it very wet and decided against it. 
Then we thought we'd take a chance and went into the barn. Here we had our first attempt at 
trying to make ourselves understood to a farmer who had just come out to do the milking. We 
tried everything to try and make him understand, even flapping our arms like a bird to show him 
we were fliers and were very hungry. I think he understood but was too frightened of being caught 
by the Germans to help fliers. But his wife came out with five little apples and we were on our way 
again. I wouldn't have believed there could have been so much energy in a little apple. About 8.30 
a.m. we finally came along the shore of a huge inlet near the woods we were looking for. We found 
a thick bunch of balsam trees and crawled under the lower branches, out of sight, and lay down on 
a makeshift bed of dead branches. Bart then opened his escape kit and we had a piece of chocolate 
bar between us. Some breakfast! But as we had no idea how long we would have to live like this, 
we knew that what little we had might have to last a long time. What a day — the longest day I've 
ever spent and I think the coldest! We were in our battle dress and none of us had hats or gloves. 
The weather was below zero and although the sun was shining, we got none of it in the shade of 
our balsam trees. Finally our feet got so cold we took our shoes and socks off and rubbed the 
circulation back into one another's feet. To add to our worries, we discovered we had chosen a 
place in the woods where a bunch of wood cutters were at work cutting down trees and splitting 
them up into firewood. We had to be quiet. One wood cutter passed within 30 feet of us with his 
horse and cart and a load of wood, but fortunately, he didn't discover us. At the time we didn't 
know whether the language he was using to encourage the horse was Danish or German. We 
found that we had only about five cigarettes between us and these were soon gone. Bart had his 
pipe and a bit of tobacco and this didn't last long either. During the day we studied our map of 
Denmark, went over and over the distances we had walked before and tried to make some plan of 
action. We had walked about 20 miles but it seemed like a hundred to me. We found the woods we 
were in on the map and found we were on the north west side of an inlet jutting in off the north 
coast. We decided then to head south again and then east and work our way nearer Sweden. We 
discovered it would be impossible to cross to Sweden under our own steam in a small boat. About 
4.30 p.m. it was beginning to get dusk and we started walking again, this time south. Again the 
moon came up and we had to be very careful. About 6.30 we had our closest call. Walking about 
100 yards from the shore, we came over the brow of a little knoll and ran smack into a German 
sentry. The only thing we could do was to walk on as nonchalantly as possible and hope we weren't 
challenged. We walked on with our hands in our pockets whistling through pretty dry lips. How the 
sentry didn't recognize three British airmen in battle dress and in bright moonlight I'll never know. 
Every moment we expected him to shout 'halt' (or the German equivalent) but he didn't, although 
he did see us. We were lucky to get away with that. We crossed a railroad and then came to a main 
highway. It took us some time to get across. Several times German cars went by and we had to fall 
flat on our faces on the ploughed ground to avoid being seen. Finally we got across and started 
out again across the fields. When we decided we were far enough south, we headed east. All the 
time we were getting hungrier and hungrier and made up our minds that sooner or later we'd have 
to take a chance and go to a farmhouse for food. Crossing one field near a farmhouse, an old man 
yelled at us and ran after us. I think he thought we were trespassers at first, but then he seemed to 
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understand we were Allied airmen. He jabbered away in Danish. We made foolish looking signs to 
show we were hungry and pointed to our mouths and rubbed our stomachs. His face beamed and 
we thought he had caught on. But he reached in his pocket and pulled out a piece of black tobacco 
of some kind. We finally gave it up as a bad job and continued on our way. At the next farmhouse 
we came to, we decided we'd go and try our luck. As we came up, we met two farm hands pushing 
bicycles and they stopped. They couldn't speak much English, but Bill with his Spanish, and Bart 
with his Italian made them understand we were hungry and they took us up to the stable with 
about 25 Jersey cows. Boy, that place was warm! We sat around on milk stools while one of the 
farmhands went up to the house and came back with some sandwiches with real Danish 
homemade cheese. But just as we were leaving, he ran after us and somehow made us understand 
that someone who spoke English was coming over to see us. We went back to the stable to wait 
while one of them went to fetch him. About a half hour later, he returned with the chap. What a 
break! He was a farmer who had spent 15 years in Canada, near Winnipeg. When he saw 'Canada' 
on my battle dress, we were all set. He took us to his farmhouse about one half mile away and from 
then on things were okay with us. His wife couldn't speak a word of English but she knew all about 
English airmen and set out to make us feel at home and brought us more to eat along with some 
tea. It sure was great to get eating again! Meanwhile, one of the farmhands peddled 20 miles on 
his bicycle to bring a man from the underground chain to us. We made arrangements to have 
someone come and pick us up in the next day or two. So we went to bed, the three of us sleeping 
together. Sunday morning (Dec.12/43) we stayed inside the house and played cards to put in the 
time and listened to the radio. We went out one at a time to use the toilet in the barn (early in the 
morning). At noon we had the best meal I think I've ever had. For just the three of us, she set out 
two whole chickens with mashed potatoes, gravy and vegetables. Besides that, we had homemade 
bread and real Danish butter as white as snow. For dessert we had some kind of fruit cake covered 
with about an inch of whipped cream. Wow, what a cake! The coffee wasn't so hot, but Danish 
coffee was about 3/4 chicory to begin with. Just as we were finishing our meal, a Danish squire 
came with clothes for us to wear. Bart got a real good fit, a dark suit with a bowler hat — made in 
London too. Bill got a brown suit and blue hat and I got a grey one, but no hat, and an old brown 
coat The squire told us an ambulance would call for us sometime in the afternoon. The squire gave 
us 300 kroner in Danish money, so with what we already had, we would be all set for a while as far 
as money was concerned. We said goodbye and the squire left. We didn't ask anyone their names 
in case we were caught. About 13:30 the ambulance came, and the driver, who was dressed in 
uniform, and a lumber dealer, who was to look after us, came in. We sat and talked for a while and 
then, changed our clothes. Bart shaved off his moustache, gave our wings away as souvenirs and 
told the farmer to destroy our clothes. Finally, we said goodbye, thanked the farmer and his wife 
and went to the ambulance one at a time. They drew all the curtains and we set out for 
Copenhagen. The first town we came to was Roskilde where we stopped for a while. They drove the 
ambulance inside some sort of a garage (or ambulance centre) and here we met the squire's 
brother. He gave us several packs of cigarettes — pretty awful tobacco — and I got a hat — an old 
sailor’s hat. Most of the men could talk fairly good English so we sat and talked for a while before 
setting out again. While driving through the streets we saw several German soldiers hanging 
around the streets watching the girls go by. Finally, about 4:30 in the afternoon, we got to 
Copenhagen, stopped the ambulance, and were whisked, one at a time, down the street about a 
block into some kind of a club where a party was going on. We were introduced all around and 
given a drink of schnapps. What a drink! It burned all the way down to my toes. After about half an 
hour they told us we were going to go by taxi to an apartment. We were to speak not a word in the 
taxi. They took us to a small apartment and made us feel right at home. We were to stay there until 
arrangements could be made to get us across to Sweden. They left us alone, locked the door and 
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told us not to answer the door if anyone came. About eight o'clock they returned, three couples of 
them. They had a birthday party arranged and weren't going to postpone it just because we were 
there. They brought food for us and a whole cardboard box filled with gin, rye, scotch and Pilsner 
beer. One of the girls (married) was the prettiest redhead I've ever seen, with a swell figure and a 
voice like.. She spoke broken English and I think our three pairs of eyes hardly left her for the whole 
evening. We ended up singing 'God Save the King' and 'Rule Britannia.' They kept asking us when 
the Allies were going to invade Denmark. We promised to come back and see them after the war. 
When the party broke up, they made beds for us on the floor. I slept on the chesterfield. At noon 
they sent a man up with more sandwiches (smorgasbord) and made tea for us — also a couple of 
Pilsner. We spent our time looking at some of their snapshots and Bart and I played "patience" at a 
penny a card turned up. The bum never did pay the 34 cents I won. Somehow they got word to the 
"Major" and during the afternoon he came to see us. He had gotten away quite easily. The Major 
brought us more cigarettes and then went to see someone about taking us across the water to 
Sweden. They came back around seven o'clock that night. We were taken again by ambulance 
through the German sentries on a bridge and over to a small island where we were to wait until our 
next part of the journey. After getting out of the ambulance, we met a sailor who was to look after 
us from then on. We then shook hands all around. I felt very much alone after they left as they 
seemed so sure of themselves. The sailor took us to a cottage down by the water — a really swell 
little cottage which belonged, evidently, to a sailing man for he had pictures and model sailing 
boats everywhere about the room. After half an hour, two young Danish chaps, about 16 years old, 
came to take us to another house. Evidently they had an idea the Germans might be coming to 
take over the house as living quarters. Several houses had been confiscated in that area in the last 
couple of days. So we set out again. They warned us not to do any talking, although once one of 
the boys asked if we were armed and seemed quite surprised when we told him we weren't. 
Although they were so young, they had revolvers and seemed quite hardened to this sort of thing. 
We went into the dark house and right upstairs to one of the rooms, a bedroom. They lit a candle 
and told us their plans. The sailor was to pick us up at 7:00 a.m. the next morning and take us to 
the boat. Then the three of them left and we started on the longest night I've ever spent. We sat up 
for a while and talked and ate a few more of our sandwiches. It was plenty cold in the room so the 
three of us tried to get some sleep on the chesterfield. When we got tired and cramped in one 
position, everyone would shift and we would lie the other way for a while. Once we heard an 
aircraft circling around the bay and it gave us a couple of bad moments thinking of German aircraft 
again. We did a lot of talking, for each time one of us would awaken, it would awaken the others 
too. We kept wondering how the rest of the crew was doing and whether or not they had been 
taken prisoner. Finally, the night passed and the sailor came back to take us down to the boat. We 
went through the backyard to a walk along the water. The thought kept running through my mind 
how awful it would be to be caught now when we were so near to getting away. We came to the 
dock and the fishing boat, a small motor boat. We were told to go down into the hold right away. It 
was very cramped, wet and smelled of fish and oil. After ten minutes, someone opened the trap 
door above us to, evidently, conduct an inspection of some kind. Our hearts were really in our 
mouths. But luckily, whoever it was, didn't discover us. If he had tilted his flashlight a few degrees 
he would have seen us! Its mighty hard to stay absolutely still and quiet when something really 
depends on it. We finally got under way. The boat wasn't very fast, but each time the old motor 
chugged, it brought us that much nearer Sweden and safety. About 9:00 a.m., one of the deck 
hands told us we could come up on deck because we were inside the three mile zone around 
Sweden and therefore, safe from any German interference. It was swell to get up on deck even 
though the wind was bitterly cold. To take a big breath of fresh air while leaning against the mast, 
and saying to yourself, ' I got away from those bloody Germans'.. boy, what a feeling! Soon we 
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were entering the harbour of Malmo on the south shore of Sweden we docked, and the skipper — 
a Swedish fisherman — handed us over to the dock authorities. Our story to the Swedish police 
was that we were political refugees. They bought the story with tongue in cheek. We were then 
turned over to the British legation in Malmo which took us to Stockholm. Our only duty was to 
report each day to the ambassador. We were given money to buy civilian clothes and I still have a 
dressing gown I purchased. We were somewhat of a rarity around town — most downed Allied 
airmen headed south through Europe to Spain through the Pyrenees. There were of course some 
German servicemen interned in Sweden as well. When some of our people were released, an equal 
number of Germans were also released. When our turn came up, we flew back to Kinloss, Scotland 
they must have been diverted to RAF Leuchars or landed without knowing it was Leuchars on the 
only commercial airline still operating they obviously weren’t told that their flight was not 
commercial. After Kinloss Leuchars, I travelled by train to London for de-briefing in the Grand 
Central Hotel, Marylebone? by Canadian Intelligence and the Canadian Air Ministry. After very 
lengthy questioning, I was offered a 30-day leave to return to Canada for a visit, if I cared to do so. 
I 'cared to' very quickly and the Air Ministry arranged for me and several other Canadians to board 
an American Troop Carrier, the 'Andes', a ship built before the war for use on the Amazon River. It 
was flat bottomed, slow, and very tippy in bad weather. In convoy, it took us nine days to make the 
Atlantic crossing we landed in New York and I started on my 30 days of leave. After the war, on a 
visit to Denmark, I learned that the Intelligence Agent, (the Major), was Flemming Muus, the chief 
parachutist of the Danish Resistance Forces. He had been in London for meetings with SOE 
personnel, and we were returning him to Denmark to continue his dangerous work. Flemming 
became a well-known author of several books about the Resistance and Denmark's fight against 
the Germans. The other members of our crew were not as fortunate as we were. They were 
befriended by a Danish farmer who allowed them to sleep in his barn overnight. He turned out to 
be a collaborator. When they awakened the next morning, the barn was surrounded by German 
soldiers, and the five of them spent the rest of the war as POWs. See Making for Sweden, pp. 95-8. 
1686. R ABRAHAMS. Signed 15 January 1944. No 1 Transit Camp, Grand Central Hotel, 
Marylebone, London. 

118 
The date was written 1-15-44, so this is probably an American signature but it doesn’t match any of 
the American names on the Bromma departure list for 14 January 1944: 

 
The Bromma departure list for 6 September 1944 includes Russell Abraham: 
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The 1940 US Census has a record for Russell Abrahams born in 1893: 

 
No further trace found. 
1687. Major William Harold BRANDON DSC (1917 – 2007). Signed 15 January 1944. No 1 
Transit Camp, Grand Central Hotel, Marylebone, London. 

118 
DOB 24.7.1917. flygoff. amerik. 
In June 1940, William Brandon was posted to 66th Bomb Squadron of the 44th Bomb Group flying 
the B-24. He first saw combat in September 1942. He flew 'Suzy Q' on the legendary Ploesti Raid as 
the 44th lead pilot, with 44th Bomb Group Commander General Leon Johnson as co-pilot. At first 
light on August 1, 1943 a force of 178 B-24 Liberator bombers lifted off dusty airstrips in the Libyan 
Desert. They were to fly a 2000 mile round-trip deep into enemy territory, bomb a heavily 
defended target, and return to their North African base - without fighter escort. So began one of 
the bloodiest and heroic missions in the annals of aerial warfare. The target - the oil refineries at 
Ploesti. One third of Germany's petroleum products were supplied from Ploesti, situated deep in 
Rumania and well beyond the range of Allied bombers based in England. Deprived of this vital 
supply of fuel, Germany's mighty war machine would grind to a halt. The high command was aware 
of this and the installations at Ploesti were defended accordingly. To attack such a heavily 
defended target with the required degree of accuracy it was necessary to bomb from a perilously 
low level, a task for which the B-24 was notoriously unsuited. The mission called for inspired 
leadership, cool determination and courage beyond the call of duty - and all of these were given in 
plenty. As the first wave of bombers roared into the target, some as low as 50 feet, the German 
defences opened up with a barrage of fire. Within moments the entire area erupted with exploding 
bombs, bursting shells, gushing flames and billowing palls of smoke. One by one the gallant crews 
took their aircraft through the intense wall of Ack-Ack and 88mm ground fire, and into the burning 
inferno to deliver their deadly cargo. Of the 178 B-24s dispatched, 52 were lost and all but 35 
aircraft suffered damage, one limping home after 14 hours and holed in 365 places. Ploesti 
witnessed countless acts of heroism, for which the crews received more decorations for bravery 
than any other mission of the war. Brandon was awarded the Distinguished Service Cross for his 
actions. 
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On 18 November 1943, he was forced to land at Trollhattan, Sweden and interned. He was on 
board B-24D Liberator, Serial number 42-63971, Helen Hywater. The crew severed the fuel lines and 
set the aircraft on fire. This is included in Making for Sweden Part 2: 

 
At 1243 hours Lieutenant Corney in aircraft 476H saw Captain Weant make a left turn (position 
5810N-0900E). He was apparently in trouble and was heading in the direction of Sweden. The radio 
message received was to the effect: 'Gas supply low, landing in Sweden!' (*MACR 1377). At 1350 
hours (LT) the aircraft made a perfect landing at Trollhattan. Although Swedish military personnel 
arrived shortly afterwards the crew managed to set the aeroplane on fire and it was totally 
destroyed. When Lieutenant Colonel Brandon was interrogated by Swedish Air Force personnel he 
stated that the aircraft had been on a search mission over the North Sea looking for missing crew 
members from an earlier attack on targets in Norway. The aircraft was burnt when the crew 
suspected they had landed in Denmark. This false statement was later confirmed by the rest of the 
crew. (*FS H851 27/11 1943). Some parts of the aircraft were sold as scrap in 1945 and the engines 
were taken to Svenska Flygmotor AB (the Swedish factory for aero engines) in Trollhättan for closer 
examination. 
Obituary 
Retired Maj. Gen. William H. Brandon passed away peacefully Saturday, Feb. 24, 2007, at the age of 
89. A decorated World War II aviator, he was awarded the Distinguished Service Cross, the nation's 
second-highest military honour for piloting the group lead aircraft in the famous low-level attack 
against the AXIS oil refineries around Ploesti, Romania, on Aug. 1, 1943. This daring attack altered 
the course of the war. Gen. Brandon subsequently served around the world in key leadership 
positions, from Europe to Japan to the Azores, and the United States. Born and raised in Nashville 
Tenn., he graduated from Duncan Preparatory School in 1936 and attended Vanderbilt University 
before entering the U.S. Army Air Corps as a flying cadet. He was commissioned a second 
lieutenant on Feb. 7, 1941, and married his late wife of 57 years, Virginia Hope Black, at Randolph 
Field upon his graduation. He served as a basic flying instructor until May 1942, attended the first 
U.S. four-engine school at Sebring, Fla. He then joined the 66th Squadron, 44th Bomb Group (H) at 
Barksdale Field, La., accompanying the group to England in September 1942, serving in key 
leadership positions. As the group operations officer, Brandon flew the daring and dangerous 
mission against the AXIS oil refineries for which he was later decorated. Lt. Col. Brandon joined 
Headquarters, 2nd Air Division, 8th Air Force as Assistant A-3 in September 1944. At the time of his 
death, Gen. Brandon was the oldest surviving member of the 44th Bomb Group. Following World 
War II, he attended the University Of Texas at Austin, graduating with a bachelor's degree in 
business administration in 1948. He completed senior military education including the Air Force 
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Command and Staff School and the Air War College at Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala. Gen. Brandon's 
successful career progressed through key positions including Deputy Chief of Staff, Personnel, HQ, 
15 AF, Strategic Air Command (SAC); Group Commander 1503 Air Transport Wing, Tokyo, Japan; 
among others until his voluntary retirement on Feb. 2, 1970. He is survived by his beloved wife, 
Babette; his son, Dr. William H. Brandon Jr. of Hollister Calif.; daughter-in-law Melissa; and 
grandchildren Chad, Kyle, (Kyle's son Evan), Beau, Drew, and Lindsey; son Jack D. Brandon of San 
Antonio and daughter-in-law Stephanie; step grandson Stefan; stepdaughters Nanette Cousyn and 
Col. Jack Cousyn of Bremerton, Wash. and stepdaughter Sherry Stimpson and husband Rip of San 
Antonio; and stepson retired Maj. Gen. Chuck Simpson and wife Katie of Southlake. A memorial 
service was held Wednesday, Feb. 28, at 11 a.m. in the Windcrest United Methodist Church in San 
Antonio, followed by a reception in the church fellowship hall. A graveside service took place at 2 
p.m. in the Floresville City Cemetery. 
1688. Flying Officer Allen Ritchie MILNE MID. Signed 16 January 1944. MCU Tiree. 

118 
MCU Tiree = 518 Squadron Meteorological Conversion Unit. 
From the Air Force Association of Canada: 
MILNE, F/L Allen Ritchie (J13337) - Mention in Despatches - No. 518 Squadron - Award effective 1 
January 1946 as per LG, that date and AFRO 388/46 dated 12 April 1946. Name rendered “Alan 
Ritchie Milne” on pay card. Born October 1921. Home in Toronto; enlisted in Vancouver, 20 March 
1940 as Aero Engine Mechanic. To Technical Training School, St. Thomas, 5 April 1940. Promoted 
AC1, 1 July 1940. To Trenton, 25 July 1940; promoted LAC, 1 October 1940. Promoted Corporal, 1 
May 1941. Remustered to aircrew, 7 December 1941 when reverted to AC2 and posted to No.1 ITS; 
graduated 30 January 1942 and promoted LAC; but not posted to No.10 EFTS until 14 February 
1942; may have graduated 10 April 1942 but not posted to No.6 SFTS until 23 April 1942; 
graduated and commissioned, 14 August 1942. To No. 1 GRS, 4 September 1942; to No. 36 OTU, 6 
November 1942; promoted Flying Officer, 14 February 1943. To No.5 Aeronautical Inspection 
Detachment, 5 May 1943. To RCAF Overseas Headquarters, 4 June 1944. Promoted Flight 
Lieutenant, 14 October 1944. Repatriated by air, 22 July 1945. To Debert, 23 July 1945. Retired 11 
September 1945. Reengaged, 25 March to 18 September 1949. 
Several men with the surname Milne were with 518 Squadron, including W/O A Milne (a wireless air 
gunner, killed on 16 August 1944, when Halifax LL 296 crashed at Tiree) and Sgt W G Milne (a 
wireless air gunner, killed on 30/31 January 1944, when Halifax LM 513 crashed after an engine 
failure in East Yorkshire on its return from a bombing mission to Berlin). 518 Squadron’s Operations 
Record Book shows an entry for “F/S Milne. P.” on 29 January 1944: 

 
http://www.newmp.org.uk/detail.php?contentId=11007#listlink identifies him as: 

 
Book of Remembrance RAF 1939-45, St Peter’s Church, Monkwearmouth, compiled by John Conlin, 
1993. 

http://www.newmp.org.uk/detail.php?contentId=11007%23listlink
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http://www.nelsam.org.uk/NEAR/Biographies/WWIIBiographiesM.htm identifies him as Warrant 
Officer Philip Heslop Milne, who died on 16 August 1944, when Halifax LL186 was in a head-on 
collision with Halifax LL186, also from 518 Squadron Halifax, over RAF Tiree. 
There is also an entry in the ORB for “F/S Milne P.A.”: 

 
1689. Flying Officer ? ? MACKENZIE. Signed 16 January 1944. MCU Tiree. 

118 
Too many Mackenzies and McKensies are listed in The Air Force List March 1944 to identify this 
signature. No entries found in 518 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for January 1944. 
1690. Pilot Officer Maurice Vernon TAYLOR (51409). Signed 16 January 1944. RAF Tiree. 
He started to write 518 Squadron but crossed it out, although that squadron, a 
Meteorological Conversion Unit, was based at RAF Tiree. 

118 
He is listed in The Air Force List for January 1944. He is mentioned in the LG, 25 May 1943, 4 
February 1944 and 1 January 1945. No entries found in 518 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for 
January 1944. 
1691. D CAMPBELL. Signed 16 January 1944. RAF Tiree. 

 
No entries found in 518 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for January 1944. 
1692. Flight Lieutenant William John Erskine SHORT (114408). Signed 18 January 1944. 
RAF Tiree. 

118 

http://www.nelsam.org.uk/NEAR/Biographies/WWIIBiographiesM.htm
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He is listed in The Air Force List for March 1944. He is listed in the LG, 10 February 1942, 3 March 
1942 and 7 September 1954. No entries found in 518 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for 
January 1944. 

No signatures between 19 January and 2 February 1944. 
1693. Abram Stevens HEWITT. Signed 3 February 1944. US Embassy London. 

118 
DOB 27.1.1902. tj.m. amerikan. 
From https://www.cia.gov/library/center-for-the-study-of-intelligence/csi-publications/csi-
studies/studies/vol46no1/article04.html: 
Reichsführer Himmler Pitches Washington | Dispatch from Wartime Sweden, John H. Waller 
On 20 March 1944, Gen. William J. Donovan, director of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS), 
passed on to President Franklin Delano Roosevelt a memorandum written by Abram Hewitt, OSS 
officer in Stockholm under cover of the United States Commercial Company. The president had 
sent Hewitt, a long-time friend, to Stockholm under the aegis of the OSS to get a feel for the role 
and significance of Scandinavia in World War II. Hewitt's message, which summed up conversations 
he had had with Felix Kersten and Walter Schellenberg, emissaries of Himmler, must surely have 
caught the president's attention. The contents of the report were startling: It concerned a secret 
proposal proffered by Nazi Reichsführer SS Heinrich Himmler, and iterated by Schellenberg and 
Kersten, for ousting Hitler and negotiating peace with the Western Allies as a first step in fighting a 
one-front, one-enemy war with the Soviet Union—with or without help from the United States and 
Britain. 
Himmler, whose name would be associated with Nazi infamy and forever remembered as a 
perpetrator of the Holocaust, was driven by two conflicting motives as the war wound down: He 
was a fanatic Nazi who worshipped Hitler, and a treacherous opportunist terrified of his future as 
the curtain of defeat descended on the Third Reich. Retribution for his sins, he knew, would be 
metted out by the victors. Himmler was considered Hitler's trusted acolyte. Yet, because he was 
convinced that Germany would lose the war and he would be among those held accountable for 
war crimes by the Allies, he began to entertain thoughts of high treason against his Fuhrer as early 
as mid-1942—possibly earlier when Hitler's panzers failed to reach Moscow and the United States 
was drawn into the war. He hoped for absolution from the Western Allies by offering to seize 
power from Hitler and negotiate peace in exchange for their license, if not their help, in continuing 
the struggle against the Soviet Union. 
The person whose influence on Himmler was probably greatest was his physical therapist, Felix 
Kersten, a talented masseur of Baltic German origins and Finnish nationality. Kersten, working in 
tandem with Walter Schellenberg, head of Nazi security intelligence (Sicherheitsdienst, or SD), 
made contact with the OSS on behalf of Himmler with the intention of conspiring to overthrow 
Hitler. Based on declassified files, particularly Hewitt's report, a fascinating story unfolds.1 
Hewitt in Sweden 
No stranger to Sweden, Hewitt had many influential contacts there, including wealthy businessman 
Jacob Wallenberg. He had met Wallenberg in 1932 while in Stockholm representing a trustee in the 
bankruptcy of the International Match Corporation, an American holding company. In the course of 
the company's reorganization, the Wallenbergs had assumed control of the Swedish Match 
Corporation and its far-flung international subsidiaries. More than a decade later, in August 1943, 

https://www.cia.gov/library/center-for-the-study-of-intelligence/csi-publications/csi-studies/studies/vol46no1/article04.html
https://www.cia.gov/library/center-for-the-study-of-intelligence/csi-publications/csi-studies/studies/vol46no1/article04.html
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as war raged in Europe, Hewitt made contact again with his old acquaintance. Aware that Hewitt 
was well connected in the United States and was even a friend of President Roosevelt, Wallenberg, 
secretly tied in with the German Resistance, confided freely in him.2 Explaining that he was "in 
touch with a cross section of the high ranking German financial and manufacturing interests," 
Wallenberg told him that Resistance "cells were forming in Germany for the purpose of 
overthrowing Hitler." He asked Hewitt if he "would be willing to meet with representatives of such 
cells." 
In commenting on Hitler, Wallenberg explained to Hewitt that "his friends" in Germany—a 
euphemistic reference to Resistance members he knew—were somewhat perplexed about 
Reichsführer Himmler's true motives. While he was supposed to be entirely loyal to Hitler, certain 
changes were taking place in Germany that could only raise questions in the minds of intelligence 
observers. Hewitt concluded that Wallenberg, though vague on this score, believed that Himmler 
was looking to oust Hitler and take over Germany's government himself as a prelude to reaching a 
peace agreement with the Western Allies. It was Wallenberg's opinion that Himmler was convinced 
that Germany would lose, and had begun searching for ways to ingratiate himself with the Western 
Allies. According to Wallenberg, Himmler envisioned using the SS and the Nazi Party security 
apparatus as bargaining chips in an unrealistic scenario in which Germany, governed by him in 
alliance with the Western Powers, would turn their guns on the Russians and defeat the mutually 
hated Communist bogey. 
Strangely insensitive to the revulsion felt toward him by the West for atrocities he was known to 
have committed, but well aware of his fate if the Russians were to capture him upon Germany's 
ultimate capitulation, Himmler was sending out feelers to the Americans in Sweden and other 
neutral countries through a variety of go-betweens. His principal point men in this treacherous 
enterprise were Walter Schellenberg and Felix Kersten. As Hewitt himself discovered, Schellenberg, 
responsible for foreign intelligence, was useful because of his professional contacts and ability to 
hide his special tasks for Himmler within his organization. Kersten, who traveled often to Sweden, 
where he was establishing a permanent home, was able to make contact with the American OSS 
without attracting attention. 
Three months would go by before Wallenberg and Hewitt would meet again. In the meantime, 
Himmler had been named the interior minister by Hitler, making him still more powerful. When 
Jacob Wallenberg finally re-appeared—having been in Germany or elsewhere in Europe—he 
reported that the Resistance situation had changed in Germany because of increased focus by the 
Gestapo on the military—particularly Abwehr dissidents and certain prominent civilians with whom 
they were allied in the Widerstand. According to Hewitt's report, it was Wallenberg's opinion that 
the only alternatives to Hitler were Himmler, backed primarily by the Waffen SS and the Gestapo, 
or the Wehrmacht secret opposition cells if they could survive Gestapo harassment and rally the 
main body of the army before Hitler became aware of what was going on and destroyed them. 
What Hewitt and presumably Jacob Wallenberg did not know at this time was that Hitler's deputy, 
Martin Bormann, and Gestapo chief Heinrich Müller had found a way to establish secret contact 
with the Soviets, on whom they were placing their bets for determining the fate of Europe after the 
War.3 Nonetheless, it had already become abundantly clear to Hewitt that the secret "organized" 
opposition to Hitler was a complicated matter. 
The Pitch 
Hewitt met Kersten in October 1943, on the urging of a Swedish friend who held a key position in 
Wallenberg's business organization. Although the friend was not acquainted with Kersten 
personally, he had been told that the therapist was one of the most powerful men in Germany—an 
exaggeration, perhaps, but Kersten had by then acquired a remarkable influence over the 
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Reichsführer SS. Himmler had become dependent on Kersten because of the masseur's unique 
ability to alleviate his chronic, sometimes unbearable, stomach pains. A distinguished British World 
War II intelligence officer and eminent historian has observed that Kersten was able to "manipulate 
the conscience as well as the stomach of that... inhuman, but naïve, mystical tyrant of the 'New 
Order.'"4 
Feigning a "bad back" to provide him cover for frequent meetings with the masseur, and realizing 
that Kersten, too, was interested in the meetings for political reasons, Hewitt got right down to 
business—but always mythically insisting that he was not speaking for the US government. 
Dubious about any liaison with emissaries from the Devil's domain, OSS officers had brushed off 
earlier efforts by the Nazis to make contact. Among other reasons, the Americans were concerned 
lest Stalin resent and protest any apparent machination that left him out of the picture. Roosevelt, 
in particular, did not want to aggravate Stalin's paranoia by creating an appearance of weakening 
the solidarity of the Grand Alliance. Seeing a political action opportunity to sow discord among the 
Nazi leaders, however, Hewitt was not reticent about responding positively to Kersten. He sensed 
that the therapist was a victim of circumstances beyond his control; he was not a Nazi, nor was he 
irrevocably bound to Himmler, witness his having begun the process of moving to Sweden. He 
believed Kersten was eager to establish his own relationships with the West rather than be 
compromised by his link to the Reichsführer when the Third Reich crumbled in defeat.  
Hewitt reported that the climax of Kersten's several conversations with him was a startling overture 
urging Western Allies to collaborate in ousting Hitler and join forces with a Germany led by 
Himmler and the SS to destroy Russia. To quote Hewitt's report: "The doctor Kersten urged me to 
come to Germany to discuss Himmler's position with him, and to see whether a settlement might 
be possible. He indicated clearly that, on certain conditions, Himmler was prepared to overthrow 
Hitler and that he was the only man who had power to do so in Germany." 
An aide-mémoire based on Hewitt's report, given to the British and Soviets by the Department of 
State in early 1944, is revealing, although it could contain an exaggeration by Kersten. According to 
the aide-mémoire, Kersten had said, "Himmler . . . knows that the war is lost and is anxious to arrive 
at an arrangement with the Americans and British which would leave something of Germany." 
Kersten was quoted as adding that, "realizing it would be impossible for the Americans and the 
British to deal with Hitler, Himmler was now quite prepared to bring about his overthrow."5 
Hewitt's Reaction 
Sticking to his cover story for the record—however transparent—Hewitt cautiously replied to this 
astounding proposition: "I told him that I did not represent the American government, and that I 
did not even know what the current policies of the American government were, and that on this 
account, it would be pointless for me to talk with Himmler. The doctor then suggested that I return 
to Washington, familiarize myself with the position of the American government, and come back to 
Europe." Adding detail, Hewitt wrote: "He Kersten mentioned to me that Himmler was organizing 
his own shadow government within the SS and that his two chief advisors on foreign affairs were 
Oberfuhrer Walter Schellenberg and Dr. Braun, and that he would be glad to get one of these men 
to come to Stockholm to confirm what he had been saying to me." 
Despite Hewitt's cautious reaction, Kersten told him two days later that Schellenberg had just 
arrived in Stockholm and would like to see him. Arrangements were made. It is important to note 
that Hewitt's report reveals that Kersten, in an aside and speaking confidentially for himself, urged 
Hewitt to act quickly because the German minister to Sweden, following the debacle at Stalingrad, 
had brought to the SS offices in Stockholm a copy of a Russian peace proposal for Hitler's 
consideration. Moreover, at roughly the same time, the German ambassador to Turkey, Franz von 
Papen, had received from the Russians in Ankara the same proposal.6 According to these identical 
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overtures, Germany was offered "about one half of the Baltic countries to the north of East Prussia; 
and Poland would be divided according to the 1939 lines." The Soviets were clearly demanding the 
lion's share: "the whole coast to the Black Sea—including the mouth of the Danube, extending as 
far as Constantinople and Salonika—and a port on the Adriatic Sea." Kersten added that although 
Ribbentrop and Goebbels had been in favour of accepting these proposals, Himmler and Hitler 
were against them. 
Himmler's resistance to the Soviet proposals was, of course, consistent with his intense hatred of 
the Russians—and his intense fear of them should he fall into their hands after a German 
surrender.7 According to Hewitt's report, Kersten stressed again Himmler's strong preference for an 
alliance with the Western powers against the Russians. Realizing that a coup by Himmler could 
spark a revolution within Germany, the masseur pointed out that it would be Himmler's policy as 
Hitler's replacement "to keep order in Germany under the existing i.e., Nazi government as long as 
possible." As Himmler became ever more irrational while fantasizing about this mad Machiavellian 
scheme, Kersten claimed that the Reichsführer had explained to him that when the time came that 
he believed further military resistance would be futile, he would destroy all private property rights 
in the occupied countries and in Germany in order to produce a mass reactive wave of 
communism. Kersten recalled that Himmler claimed he would then "announce himself a 
communist, and throw his lot in with the Russians," arguing that "with superior technical ability and 
organizing capacity," they the Germans would succeed in "dominating the greater Russian 
population and obtaining control of the vast Russian resources," a line of reasoning reeking of 
apocalyptic fantasy. 
Kersten, in his post-war memoirs, states that he had written Himmler from Stockholm in late 
October 1943 recounting his conversations with Hewitt, the centrepiece of which was an informally 
agreed-upon seven-point proposal, offering "the possibility of an honourable peace."8 It should be 
noted that in Hewitt's report to Donovan following his conversations with Kersten and 
Schellenberg, he did not itemize such an agreement. Hewitt assured Donovan that he had made no 
promises to Kersten or Schellenberg beyond stating that he "would try to get back to Washington 
and see that the matter was brought to the attention of the President." 
In his report, Hewitt expressed what he considered to be positive arguments in favour of meeting 
Himmler: "While it is obvious that conferences with Himmler are loaded with potential dynamite, 
nevertheless, I believe that there are enormous possible advantages in such a trip." He listed these: 
A great deal could be learned about the German frame of mind, and the relations of the important 
Germans with each other. The weak links in their armour in a material, psychological and personal 
sense could be better explored in this way than in any other. 
The possibilities of provoking a "putsch" or civil war in Germany could be explored at first hand. It 
is possible that this, if successful, might save hundreds of thousands of lives in connection with the 
coming invasion of western Europe by the Allies. 
In concluding his report, Hewitt admitted: "The disadvantage of such a trip would be the capital 
which the Germans could make out of it in their own press and radio. However, they are in a 
position to do that anyway if they choose to lie about it. An untruth is a consideration which has 
never yet weighed with them." Hewitt closed his report to Donovan and the president with a plea 
for action: "I hope that full consideration will be given to the possibilities of such a trip. I am, of 
course, ready to discuss the matter and amplify this report in any way that is desired." 
Hewitt, subsequently, was called home. Shellenberg was distressed and interpreted his departure 
as a breakdown of the US relationship. Clearly, dealing with Himmler had not been easy for him. "I 
was lucky not to be arrested," he later wrote. "Nothing can break the spell which Hitler still 
exercised upon those around him."9 Schellenberg was also disappointed because he had naively 
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believed that the Americans were willing to reach an agreement with a successor government in 
Germany and end the war without the participation, much less the agreement, of the Russians. In 
the minds of several German political scientists—and Schellenberg considered himself one—there 
was logic in attacking Soviet Bolshevism and denying the USSR post-war hegemony over much of 
Europe. Throughout the war, Stalin had taken several actions that seemed to foreshadow post-war 
power grabs, strengthening the German's conviction. Now, however, Shellenberg concluded that 
the Americans had abandoned his and Kersten's initiatives for peace. He could see the irony of the 
American's rejecting Himmler's advances based on Roosevelt's refusal to break his pledge to Stalin, 
while the Soviet dictator showed no qualms about exploring with German Foreign Minister Joachim 
von Ribbentrop the Germans' willingness to surrender without reference to his American and 
British partners in the Grand Alliance. 
Himmler had too much to worry about to lament Hewitt's departure. He was walking an ever-
slackening tightrope. The Gestapo, using intercepted Allied messages, had compiled a damning file 
on Himmler's friend and lawyer, Carl Langbehn, whose seditious discussions with the American 
Allen Dulles in Bern, undertaken at the Reichsführer's request, had been exposed. Following the 
massive Gestapo crackdown on all dissidents in the wake of Claus Schenk von Stauffenberg's 
abortive attempt to bomb Hitler on 20 July 1944, Langbehn was indicted and faced a drumhead 
trial. Himmler, fearing that his own involvement with Langbehn would come out, did everything he 
could to distance himself from his old friend and speed his execution, letting Langbehn take the 
rap for his Himmler's own treasonous actions. Kersten and Shellenberg escaped disaster by a small 
margin, but remained uneasy that Himmler might one day throw them to the wolves as he had 
done with Langbehn. As Hewitt had recognized earlier, internal opposition to Hitler involved a 
treacherous maze of relationships. 
The State Department Weighs In 
Because of the highly sensitive political nature of Wallenberg's initial offer to introduce Hewitt to 
German resistance cells and then Himmler's feelers to Washington, the OSS operative kept the 
American minister in Stockholm, Herschel V. Johnson, fully informed. Johnson, who telegraphed the 
information to the State Department, was one of a number of voices expressing strong disapproval 
of any US response to Himmler's overture. Indicative of his attitude in general, it will be 
remembered that Johnson had warned Bruce Hopper#, the first representative in Sweden for the US 
Office of Coordinator of Information (COI)—soon to become the OSS—that any clandestine 
operations attempted by him would result in his removal from Stockholm. 
#From OSS: The Secret History of America's First Central Intelligence Agency, pp. 199, 201; by Smith, 
R. Harris (1972): 
“........a Harvard professor of government, Bruce Hopper had boarded a whale cruiser at New York 
bound for Liverpool; he was later flown to Sweden by the RAF from a secret air base in Scotland. 
The 50-year-old New Deal liberal became the first OSS chief in neutral Stockholm. Hopper’s 
capable chief of operations was Wilho Tikander, a Finnish-American attorney from Chicago. His 
aides included Dr. Taylor Cole, a Duke University political science professor, Washington economist 
Richard Huber, and New York attorney Walter Surrey.”  
“After the summer of 1943, the British admitted that their backhanded treatment of the resistance 
had been in error. The following year was a period of reconciliation with MILORG, (the Norwegian 
military underground) and in the British view a poor time for OSS bunglers to arrive on the scene. 
The British successfully resisted American “interference” in Norwegian operations until the fall of 
1943, when Colonel Joseph Haskell took command of the SO Branch in London and Dr. Hopper 
relinquished his own position to Wilho Tikander, his second-in-command.” 
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The Hewitt report that reached the president did not go into detail on the damage that such an 
operation posed for American and British relations with Stalin. The United States had an important 
stake in keeping Stalin friendly—certainly until the Japanese as well as the Germans were soundly 
defeated. Hitler's last-ditch strategy as the Third Reich slid toward defeat would be an effort to 
break up the Grand Alliance that the West had with the Russians. Hewitt was, of course, oblivious 
to the several penetrations at top levels of the Western Allies by spies, such as British Secret 
Intelligence Service officer Kim Philby, who were keeping Stalin informed of efforts by Western 
intelligence to establish contact with the various factions of the secret German opposition.10 In fact, 
the US Department of State, faithful to the spirit of the Grand Alliance with the USSR, and 
doubtless fearing Stalin's reaction if the OSS was caught dealing behind his back with Himmler, 
kept the Russians as well as the British generally informed of Hewitt's talks with Kersten and 
Schellenberg.11 
In a memorandum sent from Stockholm to the Department of State on 10 January 1944, Johnson 
described the position and role of Kersten as he understood it from Hewitt.12 Then, on 19 January, 
the department received from Minister Johnson a memorandum incorporating parts of Hewitt's 
memorandum to Donovan and Roosevelt and voicing his displeasure.13 Obviously distressed by 
Hewitt's acts, Johnson termed Hewitt's contacts with Kersten and Schellenberg "extremely 
dangerous," and ended his memorandum with a recommendation that minced no words: "He 
Hewitt should be got out of Sweden as soon as possible." So urgent were Johnson's concerns that 
he suggested that the British be requested to provide Hewitt with a special high priority to fly on a 
British transport aircraft, which was solidly booked for two weeks in advance. On 2 February 1944, 
Hewitt left for Washington via London he signed this book on 3 February 1944. 
Johnson's strong reaction was in part stimulated by a Moscow Pravda dispatch from Cairo, 
datelined 18 January 1944, concerning alleged British overtures to Nazi foreign minister Ribbentrop 
regarding a separate peace agreement behind Stalin's back.14 In his 19 January message to the 
State Department, Johnson declared that whatever the final explanation of the Soviet article in 
Pravda may be, it "emphasizes in my opinion the danger of activities of government agents similar 
to those of Mr. Hewitt." 
OSS Remains Cautious 
The OSS's reaction to Hewitt's information was less dogmatic than the State Department's position 
but nonetheless remained "policy correct." Calvin Hoover, director of Scandinavian operations at 
the OSS's Washington headquarters, did not approve of Hewitt's plan at the time for policy 
reasons. In his memoirs after the war, he admitted that the Stockholm OSS officers were, in fact, 
actors in a charade: "We the OSS did not for an instant really intend to deal with the Himmler 
government as the successor to Hitler and certainly the US government would not have done so."15 
Subsequently, it was OSS director Donovan himself who recommended to Roosevelt that Hewitt 
not pursue the Schellenberg-Himmler overture. In a brief introduction to the OSS officer's report, 
Donovan wrote: "Here is a statement made by Abram Hewitt, whom I think you know. He was in 
Sweden for some time and these notes represent a meeting with Dr. Kersten, attending physical 
therapist of Himmler, and the efforts of Felix Kersten to induce Hewitt to go to Germany for talks 
with the Reichsführer himself." Donovan assured President Roosevelt that he had told Hewitt "not 
to do this as I assumed you would not care to have Americans in Germany on such a basis." It is 
curious that Donovan's introductory note features Kersten and makes scant reference to 
Schellenberg, who had delved more deeply into arranging the meeting and devising the means by 
which Hewitt could be brought into Germany clandestinely. Perhaps Donovan sensed that the 
masseur had the greater influence on the Reichsführer. 
FDR's Decision 
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The president received Hewitt's report proposing exploration of a deal with Himmler at a time of 
intense discussion among the Allies of the nature of "unconditional surrender," which they had 
pledged collectively to demand of Germany. In a very balanced memorandum to the secretary of 
state on 17 January 1944, President Roosevelt gave his views on the importance of ending the war 
without special conditions or deals: 
Frankly, I do not like the idea of conversation to define the term unconditional surrender. Russia, 
Britain, and the United States have agreed not to make any peace without consultation with each 
other. I think each case should stand on its own merits in that way. The German people can have 
dinned into their ears what I said in my Christmas Eve speech—in effect, that we have no thought 
of destroying the German people and that we want them to live through the generations like other 
European peoples on condition, of course, that they get rid of their present philosophy of 
conquest... 
Secondly, the German people and Russia should also be told the best definition of what 
"unconditional surrender" really means. The story of Lee's surrender to Grant is the best illustration. 
Lee wanted to talk about all kinds of conditions. Grant said that Lee must put his confidence in his 
Grant's fairness. Then Lee surrendered. Immediately Lee brought up the question of the 
Confederate officers' horses, which belonged to them personally in most cases, and Grant settled 
that item by telling Lee that they should take their horses home as they would be needed in the 
Spring ploughing. 
Roosevelt concluded: "Whatever words we might agree on would probably have to be modified or 
changed the first time some nation wanted to surrender."16 
The president's philosophy contains infinitely more wisdom than Minister Johnson's adamant 
opposition to political action or clandestine manoeuvring of any kind based in Sweden. The Italian 
surrender under Marshal Pietro Badoglio had been welcomed by the Western Allies, who most 
likely gave assistance and encouragement behind the scenes. A British intelligence officer, John 
Lockhart, head of C branch of the British military in Italy, provided safe shelter for Badoglio at a 
critical time during the coup.17 Later, Allen Dulles's successful 1945 secret negotiations with SS Gen. 
Karl Wolff led to the surrender of all German forces in Italy to the Western Allies and resulted in the 
saving of many lives, Allied and Axis, even though it infuriated Stalin, who suspected Allied trickery 
and saw his plan for post-war expansion threatened. Nonetheless, it was approved by Great Britain 
as well as the United States despite rabid complaints and implied threats by Stalin. Sometimes 
criticized by certain war historians for provoking Russia to pursue a policy of post-war aggression, 
this confrontation with Stalin in fact gained a valuable dividend for the Western Allies to the extent 
that it illuminated with frightening clarity the Soviet dictator's attitude and telegraphed his already 
well-advanced plans for post-war domination over much of Eastern and Middle Europe, which 
would become known as the Cold War. 
Despite Roosevelt's support for some pragmatism in handling end-of-war decisions, the president 
declined, as Donovan foresaw, to approve any further exploration of a deal with Himmler, as 
relayed in Hewitt's report. 
With Benefit of Hindsight 
A number of the key actors later re-examined Washington's rejection of Himmler's overture. 
Hoover, the head of OSS operations in Scandinavia who had disagreed with Hewitt, somewhat 
wistfully noted in his memoirs: "I felt sure that if Himmler tried to arrest Hitler, he would fail; the 
effect on the morale of the Nazi Party and the German Army would be shattering." Hoover claimed 
to have serious regrets that the United States had not pursued further the Himmler connection. If a 
split between Hitler and Himmler could have been achieved, he wrote, "the resulting 
disorganization might have resulted in the collapse of Germany before it did, in fact, occur. The 
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lives of at least a million people would have been saved." As for the sensibilities of Stalin, Hoover 
wrote, "the exclusive occupation of Poland, Czechoslovakia and Eastern Europe by the Soviet 
armies would have been averted and the division of Germany might have been avoided."18 
Looking back, Hewitt himself continued to believe that an important opportunity had been lost. "In 
spite of my assurances, American government circles could see in Kersten only an agent of 
Himmler. They did not believe in the humanitarian reasons for his actions that so many proofs have 
since confirmed. I remain convinced that much suffering and loss of life could have been avoided if 
they had taken into account the very laudable efforts of Kersten."19 It is interesting to note that in 
the spring of 1944, the OSS Morale Operations unit, working out of Stockholm, littered German-
occupied Europe with propaganda leaflets whose purpose was "to hold out hope to German 
businessmen that if they acted to throw out the Nazis, Allied business interests would cooperate 
with them in building a bulwark against Bolshevism"—obviously a line at odds with US and British 
overt policy toward its wartime ally, Russia.20 
Hewitt's efforts to exploit Himmler's flirtation with high treason and encourage his self-seeking 
efforts to get rid of Hitler and surrender to the West without conditions were fraught with 
complications, but possibly the OSS officer's initiatives were cut short by Donovan too soon. 
Himmler was in trouble, veering perilously close to being found out by his own police and 
intelligence services, his rivals Bormann and Ribbentrop, and, soon, Hitler himself. Himmler's 
irresolution and vacillation was also his enemy. If he had been encouraged to support Kersten's and 
Schellenberg's efforts and thus enticed further into the swamp of treachery and deceit by Hewitt, 
the Nazi monolith might well have cracked before it did. Contestants for post-war leadership were 
already struggling senselessly among themselves for power that could never be theirs. The rats 
leaving the sinking Nazi ship of state scurried in different directions in their efforts to rescue 
themselves from drowning. Hewitt, working with Kersten and Schellenberg, would have had a 
fertile field for intrigues calculated to hasten the death of the Third Reich. It can be argued that by 
recalling Hewitt and breaking contact with Schellenberg and Kersten, an opportunity was missed to 
exploit Himmler's vulnerabilities and create chaos within the Third Reich. But it is perhaps just as 
persuasive to argue that such covert operations could have broken up the Grand Alliance—exactly 
what Hitler wanted to achieve as his last hope to avoid total defeat. 
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family. “Hewitt will promise on a stack of Bibles that, after a coup against Hitler or after an 
assassination of the Fuhrer, we will look to Himmler as our choice to lead Germany back to the 
peace table and back to a German post-war economic revival. But, if we should ever discover that 
he stumbled and reneged on his pledge to preserve European Jewry, then, everything’s off and it’s 
a whole new ballgame.”” 
* William Joseph ("Wild Bill") Donovan (January 1, 1883 – February 8, 1959) was a United States 
soldier, lawyer, intelligence officer and diplomat. Donovan is best remembered as the wartime head 
of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) during World War II. He is also known as the "Father of 
American Intelligence" and the "Father of Central Intelligence". 
From http://www.chef-de-race.com/articles/hewitt.htm: 

 
Abe Hewitt was my mentor and father figure. He was among the earliest and most avid supporters 
of my research into the relationship between pedigree and race track performance. Between 1982 
and his death five years later, we spent many days together, first at his home in Midway, Kentucky 
and then at his home on a mountain top in Port Antonio, Jamaica. I learned more from him (and 
not only about Thoroughbreds) than from anyone else. He was a boundlessly creative and original 
thinker, a supreme wit and one of the most intelligent people I've known - a true "Renaissance 
man". The photo above was taken on the beach in Port Antonio in 1985. The following is the text of 
Abe Hewitt's obituary from The Blood-Horse, June 27, 1987, pp. 3901-3902. To me, it accurately 
portrays the character and style of an extraordinary man. 
The child Abram S. Hewitt discovered some photographs of English race horses in a book one day, 
and thus was born a lifelong fascination for the Thoroughbred. This interest was not confined to 
any one element of the game, for Hewitt grew to be comfortable with everything from breeding 
theories and history to association with the characters of the game. Hewitt, who died recently in his 
80s at his home in Jamaica, was a huge man of impressive mien, a kind of John Houseman in 
country tweeds. When he drew himself up to his full height—serious countenance vying for 
precedence with a twinkling eye—and took hold of his lapels to launch into a story or a 
declaration, the moment seemed to embody all that he was and had been. 
Aristocratic grandson and namesake of a mayor of New York; Oxford man in the days of Evelyn 
Waugh; professor of law at Columbia and Johns Hopkins; member of the OSS (forerunner of the 
CIA) who tried to convince FDR the Russians would get too much the way the Normandy Invasion 
was designed; bon vivant and confidant of Prince Aly Khan; formidable international lawyer; master 
of Montana Hall farm in Virginia; breeder of a classic winner, Phalanx; astute dealer who bought 
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Some Chance from Ben Jones for $7,000 and won over $90,000 with him and who decades later 
imported Sirlad; economist; proud and bemused father; raconteur; pedigree expert, and author. 
When Hewitt spoke of Atty Persse, George Lambton, or other mainstays of the British Turf of an 
earlier day, he did so from the memory of acquaintance, not merely history books. When he spoke 
of breeding theories, he did so from the perspective of having applied them, not merely thought of 
them, and until the end—long past the age when many men’s minds have been set on all 
matters—he was ever ready to examine a new idea, a novel approach. 
Hewitt first owned race horses in the 1920s. Then, beginning in 1937, he bred a dozen stakes 
winners in less than two decades before selling his bloodstock in 1950. The best was Phalanx, son 
of Pilate, a stallion Hewitt had acquired to stand at stud. Phalanx, raced in partnership with C. V. 
Whitney, won the Belmont Stakes and was champion 3-year-old in 1947. The others included Royal 
Governor, earner of $360,920; Cornwall, Prefect, Quiet Step, and The Pimpernel. In 1946, he sold at 
Saratoga for $35,000 the sale topper in the filly Grey Flight, which later was to foal nine stakes 
winners. 
During the 1930s, Hewitt became a scholarly and sprightly contributor to the pages of The Blood-
Horse, and on his many travels occasionally sent a dispatch to the Morning Telegraph. One such 
communique in 1948 brought American readers up to date on the Arab races in the Sudan, where 
he “was amused to read that in a race of four furlongs for maiden Arabs, the horse Azim was said 
to be ‘speedy, but will probably not get the last furlong. 
By 1973, Hewitt had not been prominent in racing for some years and had undergone various 
financial setbacks. That year, he reappeared in these pages as the author of Sire Lines, 86 articles 
on prominent names in pedigrees which was published as a book under the same name. His 
energy undaunted, he launched more or less immediately into another series, on breeders, which 
was completed and published in book form elsewhere. 
Hewitt moved to Lexington during that period and served for some years as an advisor on 
pedigree matters for Nelson Bunker Hunt. Mr. and Mrs. Hewitt imported the Bold Lad horse Sirlad, 
an Irish-bred which had been racing in Italy. Hewitt raced the horse, which was leased from Mrs. 
Hewitt, Catesby Clay, and Howard B. Noonan, and his trainer was Charlie Whittingham. In Hewitt’s 
colours, Sirlad set a course record in winning the 1979 Sunset Handicap (gr. IT) at Hollywood Park 
and got to within a length of Affirmed the day he won the Hollywood Gold Cup (gr. I) to become 
racing’s all-time leading earner. Hewitt was not an Englishman, but his life and style somehow 
befitted the image of the global Englishman as personified by Waugh, Noel Coward, Ian Fleming, 
and the like. Thus, it seemed fitting when the Hewitts moved to Jamaica—one more place on the 
earth to inhabit. 
A few additional facts: 
When Abe Hewitt graduated from Oxford in 1925, he did so with honours in philosophy, politics 
and economics. 
As an attorney, he was appointed counsel in bankruptcy for the collapse of Kreuger and Toll, an 
international conglomerate involving 450 companies. 
During the Roosevelt administration he organized the Farm Credit Administration. 
During his time with the OSS in World War II, he negotiated with German bankers out of Sweden 
and England. 
Part of his professional career was spent as a technical advisor to banks and security houses. 
He described his wife, Dorothy, as "the bravest woman I've ever known". During World War II, she 
flew planes for the RAF from the factories to military bases. 
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The reference in the obituary to Mr. Hewitt's book on breeders is The Great Breeders and Their 
Methods, Thoroughbred Publishers, Inc., 1982, Lexington, Kentucky. 
1694. John [“Jack”] Alfred HONE. Signed 3 February 1944. RAF Club, London. 

119 
DOB 28.2.1895. The Bromma departure list for 2 February 1944 shows him as a priest: 

 
The LG, 11 April 1941 announced that Flight Lieutenant John Alfred HONE (72857) resigned his 
commission on 31 March 1941. 
His SOE file, reference HS 9/739/1 confirms his DOB as 28.02.1895. 
From his file: 
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Document dated 12 January 1944 from D/S [Lieutenant-Colonel John Skinner Wilson] to D/CR: 
MR. J. A. HONE. 

I have had two or three second hand telephone requests for a report on the above. I have not, 
however, been advised as to what particular form this report should take. 
I have asked the head of our Stockholm Branch to let me have a full report on this officer, who has 
been the Office Manager there for the past 18 months. 
I have no personal knowledge of his work or of his abilities, but speaking generally he has carried 
out his duties efficiently and well. He is, however, apt to spend too much time magnifying the 
mistakes of the London H.Q.  and to cry “Wolf” when only a little lamb has appeared on the 
horizon! 
Document dated 31st January 144 by R Turnbull: 
6209 has been in charge of the internal administration of our Stockholm office since September 
1942. During this period he has devoted an immense amount of time and energy to his duties 
which have included coping with many new and varied problems that have arisen in connection 
with our steadily expanding staff. The greater part of the existing internal routine of the 
department has been initia ted by him. 
Throughout the time during which 6209 has been working under me as a kind of “staff officer” he 
has shown me the most complete loyalty and consideration. This has been especially praiseworthy 
in view of his own considerable experience and seniority. I am most grateful for the spirit of self-
effacement and generosity which he has always shown in his office relations with me. It is not 
surprising, therefore, that I am very sorry to see him go. 
6209 devotes himself whol-heartedly to his work and expects his colleagues and subordinates to 
do likewise. He is impatient of delays and obstruction and he does not suffer fools gladly. 
Nevertheless he has shown during his time in Stockholm that he is fully prepared to subordinate 
his own personality and experience to the interests of the job in hand. 
Personally, I shall miss his frank and uncompromising personality. As an organiser and “staff officer” 
he has shown great ability. At this stage in the war there is no doubt that he is vacating a post 
which cannot adequately be filled by another. I have, however, gladly agreed to release him for 
important service elsewhere. He goes will all my best wishes and grateful appreciation for what he 
has done here. 

(Sd) R Turnbull390, Stockholm 
 
TNA has a file, reference WO 339/14691, for Lieutenant John Alfred HONE, The Gloucestershire 
Regiment covering the period 1914 – 1920. 
From http://xjt60.dial.pipex.com/HTMLobj-330/Tuke__H.S._-
_1929_Funeral___Will__microfilm_Fal_Library_.pdf: 
Falmouth Packet (FP) Friday 22 March, 1929: The Late Mr. H. S. Tuke, R.A. 
Simple Funeral Service at Falmouth Cemetery – the grave overlooked the deceased’s cottage and 
studio at Swanpool, in the cemetery at the top of Hangman’s Hill. A very simple, but impressive 
funeral was conducted by Mr. T.H.G. Roscorla (port missionary, Seaman's Bethel)  
The Royal Academy was represented by Mr. Stanhope Forbes, R. A.  

                                                 
390 Signed this book on 12 October 1941, 22 October 1941, 31 January 1942 and 15 June 
1942. 

http://xjt60.dial.pipex.com/HTMLobj-330/Tuke__H.S._-_1929_Funeral___Will__microfilm_Fal_Library_.pdf
http://xjt60.dial.pipex.com/HTMLobj-330/Tuke__H.S._-_1929_Funeral___Will__microfilm_Fal_Library_.pdf
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The Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours by Mr. T.C. Gotch, R.,I., R.B.C.  
The mourners were Dr. and Mrs. H. Sainsbury, brother-in-law and sister. Messrs. W. Tuke, G.H. & 
Philip Sainsbury, nephews, Miss Hester Sainsbury, niece, Mr. H.S. Tuke, cousin, Messrs Colin 
Kennedy and J. A. Hone, Mr. Charles Mitchell (deceased’s model), Mr. & Mrs Strout, Mr. & Mrs. 
Pond. 
There were also present [excerpts];  
Mrs. Stanhope Forbes,  
S. Hingston (who formed one of the group of sailors in "All Hands to the Pumps")  
W.T. Jackett [Falmouth ship/boat builder family],  
Mr. Ayerst Ingram [artist]  
B. West [Bertram, Arthur 'Toby' West's father]  
J. Snell ['Jack' Snell, Falmouth waterman]  
Floral tributes were sent by... Mrs. W. Ayerst Ingram, Mr. Martin Ayerst Ingram, Mrs Henderson Bull. 
[etc. etc.]  
FP May 3, 1929: The Late Mr. H. S. Tuke, R. A. - Many Bequests 
Mr. Henry Scott Tuke, R. A. of Swanpool, Falmouth, the distinguished marine painter, a regular 
exhibitor at the Royal Academy, an expert yachtsman and a member of the Royal Cornwall Yacht 
Club, who died on March 13th, last, aged 70 years, a native of York and son of Daniel Hack Tuke, 
M.D., LLD., the well known alienist, and governor of Bethlem Hospital, left estate of the gross value 
of £37,031 5s 4d., with net personality £36,842 1s 10d. Probate of the will, dated January 31, 1927, 
with a codicil, has been granted to Henry Samuel Tuke, of Benfields, Galleywood, Chelmsford, 
banker; John Alfred Hone, of Great Winchester-street, W.C., and William Tuke Sainsbury, of 171 
New Bond Street, W. The testator left £50 to each of the executors of the will, and he directed - the 
Trustees of his will to offer to the Tate Gallery his pastel "Leander,"1890, if it is in his possession at 
his death, and he left his pastel head of "Leander" to Charles Bell, of the Ashmolean Museum, 
Oxford. £200 to the Artist's General Benevolent Institution. £100 to the Royal Academy of Arts for 
the Benevolent Fund. £100 to Falmouth Hospital. £50 to Falmouth Sailor's Home, £30 to the 
Rationalist Press Association Ltd. He left £3,000 to Colin White Kennedy, £1,000 to Charles Mitchell, 
funds to which he was entitled under his father's will in trust for his sister, Maria Sainsbury, for life, 
with remainder to her four children, and the residue of his property to his said four nephews and 
nieces, stating: "I request my nephews and nieces (but without imposing any trust or legal 
obligation) that no part of the property which they shall inherit from me shall be used for any 
Roman Catholic or any other specific religious or sectarian purpose, nor shall they bequeath it to 
the same by will." 
1695. Walter A LEWIS. RAF Transport Command. Signed 3 February 1944. Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada. 

119 
No trace found. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Transport_Command: 
RAF Transport Command was a Royal Air Force command that controlled all transport aircraft of 
the RAF. It was established on 25 March 1943 by the renaming of the RAF Ferry Command, and was 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Transport_Command
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subsequently renamed RAF Air Support Command in 1967. Air Chief Marshal Sir Frederick Bowhill 
(who signed this book on 13 September 1940) was the Commander-in-Chief until 15 February 
1945, when Air Marshal Sir Ralph Cochrane (who signed this book on 30 April 1940) took over until 
24 September 1947. 
1696. POSSIBLY Flying Officer William Sydney THOMPSON (199370). RAF Transport 
Command. Signed 3 February 1944. Toronto, Canada. 

119 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his appointment as a Flying Officer 
on 1 October 1948. 
1697. POSSIBLY Flying Officer Alfred Edward MILES (131097). RAF Transport Command. 
Signed 3 February 1944. Dorval, Province of Quebec, Canada. 

119 
From The Air Force List for March 1944: 

 
The initials could be G E. No trace found. 
1698. Squadron Leader Jack DAVIS MiD RAFVR (146172). Signed 8 February 1944. Air 
Ministry. 

119 
His Mentioned in Despatches was announced in the LG, 1 January 1946. He also signed this book 
on 10 December 1943. 
1699. S/LT Ole Georg EVENSEN RNNAF. Signed 8 February 1944. 330 Squadron. 

119 
Listed in Little Norway. Ole Georg Evensen (born 1921 in Flosta) is a Norwegian pilot, best known 
for his accomplishments during World War II. Evensen had his first part of his childhood at the Bota 
Tvedestrand fjord, and he was the son of sea captain Ole Evensen. The family moved to Newcastle 
in England in 1928, when his father was offered a job there by a friend who owned a shipping 
business. Evensen reported for duty at Royal Air Force when World War II broke out, and was sent 
to Canada to become a pilot. He started to fly a Short Sunderland seaplane, where he was 
patrolling and hunting enemy submarines. After that he flew torpedo of Biscay, escort service for 
the Allied convoys to Murmansk, and boat traffic to the Shetland Bus to Norway. He sank several 
submarines, rescued many sailors, and was even hit in combat with an enemy aircraft. After the war, 
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Evensen returned to Norway and operated by scheduled flight. He met his wife, Berit stewardess 
Floberg from Oslo, during a stopover in Tromsø. Evensen received the War Medal and several 
British and Russian medals for his efforts during World War II. 
1700. Squadron Leader James Brian CLARKSON MiD (76345). Signed 8 February 1944. 18 
Group. 

119 
His Mentioned in Despatches was announced in the LG, 1 January 1943. He is also mentioned in 
the LG, 26 December 1939, 26 April 1940, 28 January 1941, 21 March 1944 and 30 September 1947. 

No signatures between 9th and 24th February 1944 inclusive. 
1701. Sir William Joseph JORDAN KCMG (19 May 1879 – 8 April 1959). Signed 25 February 
1944. New Zealand. 

119 
See http://www.flickr.com/photos/ww2images/6898027911/ for a photo of him chatting to New 
Zealander aircrews. 
Sir William Joseph (Bill) Jordan, Privy Councillor, was a New Zealand Labour Party Member of 
Parliament, and New Zealand's longest-serving High Commissioner to Great Britain from 1935 to 
1951. Jordan was born in Ramsgate, Kent, the son and grandson of sea captains, his father William 
Joseph Jordon was a member of the lifeboat crew which earned fame and exploits on the Goodwin 
Sands. His mother was Elizabeth Ann Catt. The decline of the local fishing industry forced the 
Jordan family to move to London. William then attended St Lukes Parochial School, Old Street in 
London and wore the characteristic old-fashioned uniform which was well known. Aged 12 he left 
school (1892) and became an apprentice coach painter, from which he resigned on account of the 
scourge of lead poisoning. He then entered the postal service in 1896 and reached a responsible 
position at Mount Pleasant (headquarters of the Postal service). While there, he showed his 
preference in politics by joining the Fawcett Association. Jordan before joining the London 
Metropolitan Police and underwent training at Scotland Yard, afterwards being stationed at 
Limehouse in East End of London. Jordan emigrated to New Zealand in 1904, initially working as a 
labourer and bush farming. He joined the Labour Party in 1907, as the first secretary of the 
Wellington branch of the Party. Unlike many other early Labour Party leaders e.g. Harry Holland, 
Michael Joseph Savage and Peter Fraser, Jordan was not a conscientious objector. He enlisted in 
the First New Zealand Expeditionary Force in France in 1917. In March 1918, Jordan saw action for 
the first time, and suffered serious wounds in action two weeks later. He transferred to the Army 
Education Service, where he served as an instructor until the end of the war, returning to New 
Zealand in 1919. In 1922, Jordan was surprisingly elected as one of 17 Labour Party MPs elected 
that year, winning the seat of Manukau increasing his majority at each of the four subsequent 
elections, until he had one of the largest votes and majorities. Jordan had an earlier unsuccessful 
attempt to win the Raglan seat for Labour in 1919. In early 1935 the Jordan affair pitted Jordan 
against the Auckland LRC when he proposed to stand for the Auckland Electric Power Board as an 
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independent when the LRC decided not to nominate an official Labour candidate, but he was 
supported by Savage. Jordan was a diligent local MP, and held his seat until Labour won the 
Government benches in 1935. Jordan had expected to be elevated to Cabinet; instead he was 
appointed to the post of New Zealand High Commissioner to London, which had until that point 
been traditionally a retirement post for former Cabinet ministers. Jordan served as New Zealand's 
High Commissioner to London from September 1936 to 1951. For much of this time, London was 
New Zealand's only diplomatic posting, and Jordan became prominent as New Zealand's official 
representative overseas. Jordan was actively involved as New Zealand's representative to the 
League of Nations. Jordan served as President of the League of Nations in 1938. While Europe was 
heading towards War, Jordan's public position was that war was inconceivable. In 1938 Jordan 
wrote to Prime Minister Savage, stating that "we shall not see war involving our Empire in our 
lifetime". Just before war broke out he spoke in similar terms in a broadcast to New Zealand. As he 
said six months later, right up to that date, "I could not believe that the world was so mad as to go 
to war." During his time on the League of the Nations, he suggested in 1937 that the organization 
should intervene on Spain during its Civil War and then hold free and fair elections on the country, 
but the proposal has fallen on deaf ears within the organization. Jordan was highly regarded during 
the War for his loyalty to New Zealand servicemen and women, and his care for soldiers. Jordan's 
reputation among officials and Cabinet colleagues was much less warm. He frequently refused 
instructions from Wellington on the basis that remote officials at home could not accurately assess 
New Zealand's position. Jordan was loathed by his deputies, Major General W. G. Stevens and Dick 
Campbell. Secretary of External Affairs Alister McIntosh had frequent difficulties with Jordan. 
Deputy Prime Minister Walter Nash had feuds with Jordan, stemming from Nash's position 
representing the Prime Minister at international gatherings that Jordan felt was his own right to 
represent. Despite this, Jordan remained a popular figure among the public in New Zealand. In 
1949, with the Labour Party defeated from office, the incoming National Government decided to 
retain Jordan in his post, until 1951. He was knighted in 1952. He was a Christian Socialist and 
Methodist home missionary. He died in Auckland on 8 April 1959. 
1702. Unknown. Signed 4 March 1944. RCAF HQ, London. 

119 
From The Air Force List for July 1944: 

 

 

 

 
 

 
The Headquarters of the Royal Canadian Air Force Overseas, December 1941 - July 1946, was at 20-
28, Lincoln’s Inn Fields, London WC2. It provided central support to some 85,000 Canadian 
personnel who served in 48 RCAF Squadrons and with numerous RAF units. 
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1703. J E Nickson. Signed 4 March 1944. RCAF HQ, London. 

119 
From The Air Force List for July 1944: 

 

 

 
1704. Flight Lieutenant Ralph Gordon MILLER (80382). Signed 8 March 1944. HQ Coastal 
Command. 

119 
He is mentioned in the LG, 23 June 1942, 20 April 1943, 7 May 1943 and 26 May 1944. He was 
killed in action on 24 March 1945 while flying a Typhoon with 266 (Rhodesia) Squadron. 
A posting on http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?13752-Killer-Miller-and-
Dusty-Miller-%96-266-(Rhodesia)-Squadron refers to “F/L ‘Dusty’ Miller, (S Rhodesian, ORB entries 
03/45 – 05/45) was Ralph Gordon Miller (80382).” 

No signatures between 9th and 14th March 1944 inclusive. 
1705. POSSIBLY Georg Håkon AASEN. Signed 15 March 1944. RNAF, London. 

119 
From http://www.nrk.no/sf/leksikon/index.php/Andre_verdskrig_i_Førde (translated by Google): 
“Torberg Haaland and Georg Aasen from Førde were fighter pilots during the 2nd World War. 
Haaland died shortly after the war ended in a plane crash near Larvik. Aasen continued as an officer 
in the Air Force.” He is listed in Little Norway. 330 Squadron’s Operations Record Book has these 
entries: 

http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?13752-Killer-Miller-and-Dusty-Miller-%96-266-(Rhodesia)-Squadron
http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?13752-Killer-Miller-and-Dusty-Miller-%96-266-(Rhodesia)-Squadron
http://www.nrk.no/sf/leksikon/index.php/Andre_verdskrig_i_F%C3%B8rde
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1706. Kåre Arvid NORÜM. Signed 16 March 1944. Kingston House, London. 

119 
DOB 14.11.1907. leg.sekr. norsk. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K%C3%A5re_Norum: 
Kåre Norum (14 November 1907 – 2 August 1981) was a Norwegian educator and resistance 
member. He was born in Nesodden. Norum was editor of the magazine Norsk Skuleblad from 1934 
to 1941. During the occupation of Norway by Nazi Germany he represented the teachers in the civil 
resistance movement's Coordination Committee. In 1946 he was elected chairman of the union 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K%C3%A5re_Norum
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Norsk Lærerlag and he later had various positions for the organization. He was decorated Knight, 
First Class of the Order of St. Olav in 1972. 
From http://nbl.snl.no/Kåre_Norum/utdypning (translated by Google): 
School and organization man. Parents: Farmer Karl August Norum (1869-1937) and Martha 
Pettersen (1868-1940). Married 14/07/1934 to teacher Thrine Lorentzen (8.1.1907-12.9.2000), 
daughter of a teacher and cantor Johan H. Lorentzen (1864-1947) and Thrine Grøtheim (1867-
1907). With graduating from teachers college usual as only secondary education reached Kaare 
Norum longer in their profession, their union and the Norwegian society than almost any of his 
contemporaries. Within the country's largest teachers' union, he was editor, chairman (in 16 years), 
Secretary General and Chief of negotiation. In nearly four decades, he was almost like an army chief 
for thousands of teachers in the Norwegian primary school. Not least this was the case in the years 
of occupation. Norum grew up in the rural village Nesodden in a safe and productive environment. 
Here he learned to master the practical work in many areas. The basis of characteristics that came 
to characterize his later work - creativity, teamwork and endurance - was here. After primary school 
he went a year Haugetun folk in Østfold and three years (1925-1928) in Oslo teacher's college. 
After a few years of temporary positions at various schools were permanent appointment on 
Lakkegata school in Oslo, where he stood as a teacher until 1962, with numerous and sometimes 
lengthy periods of leave. He would like to keep both the position and their actual job title. As the 
youngest among the applicants were Kaare Norum 1934 employed in part-time position as editor 
of the Norwegian school magazine. Teacher Created his employer throughout 38 years. The young 
editor was quickly noticed. With authority and clear views he spoke teachers and the school issue. 
So also in the years of occupation. His editorials, until he was deposed in 1941, gave not only 
information but also worked attitude forming. Norum contributed greatly to the teachers were so 
united against the new authorities, including the design and dissemination of slogans and 
petitions. From the beginning in 1941 he became the representative elementary member of the 
Resistance Coordinating Committee (KK). The NS government action against teachers in March 
1942 was arrested Norum. Both the prisoner transport to Kirkenes and the 8-month Fangeliv where 
he served as a liaison between the home front and the 650-man group of teachers. After he came 
back from Kirkenes, fled Norum 1943 Sweden. Here he became chairman as well in the Norwegian 
Refugee Council as the Norwegian Church Council in Stockholm. At the same time he served as a 
courier and advisor to the Norwegian authorities. More than 30 times he crossed the border 
illegally. After independence in 1945 continued Norum in their combined editorial and teaching 
position. But a year later he was elected chairman of the Norwegian Union of Teachers. In this 
position, he made an enormous effort to improve teachers' pay and working conditions. This was 
also the main task when he became Secretary General in 1962 and 1966 bargaining boss in the 
major professional organization. Few, if any, to the same extent as Kaare Norum been the pioneer 
of the teaching profession's privacy and reputation of our country. As a member of a number of 
government committees and councils, such as treated teaches regulations, civil service, pension 
fund and education, he also had influence on the development of society more generally. In this 
perspective one must see his involvement in a number of other areas. 1945, he helped start two 
daily newspapers in Oslo, Verdens Gang and Our Country. He was a member of the Oslo School 
Board 1946-1951, The Norwegian Atlantic Committee 1955-1975, European Movement Norwegian 
Council from 1962 to 1975, the Association Nordic Council and the boards of People and Defence, 
Norway's Resistance Museum, Oslo Teacher Training College and the Christian gymnasium as well 
as a member of the diocesan council Oslo. He also played an important role in the raising of the 
Norwegian churches in Copenhagen and Stockholm. When Kaare Norum retired from professional 
life in 1972, he was appointed Knight of 1 of St. Olav. The same year he became an honorary 
member of the Norwegian Union of Teachers. He died suddenly at his home in 1981. 

http://nbl.snl.no/K%C3%A5re_Norum/utdypning
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Sources and Literature: 
Dagbladet. 08/16/1958; Norwegian educators, 2nd Ed., Vol 2, Stavanger 1966; HEH 1979; obituary in 
the Norwegian school magazine, No. 25/1981, page 3; Norwegian Union of Teachers (eds): Kaare 
Norum. A memorial, 1982; T. Gjelsvik: "Kaare Norum - teacher and soldier in front Norway's 
freedom struggle in 1940-1945 ', in Kaare Norum. A memorial, pp. 43-52. 
1707. Lieutenant Frank KILCHESKI USAAF. Signed 16 March 1944. USAAF. 

119 
DOB 9.11.1920. tj.m. amerikansk. 
From http://www.freewebs.com/balloffireiii/: 
"BALL OF FIRE III / aka WAR BABY" was a veteran from the famous low level raid against the 
Romanian oil fields (Ploesti) in August, 1943. According to "Teds Flying Circus", "BALL OF FIRE” and 
"BALL OF FIRE II" were planes piloted by (then) Capt. Joe Tate of the 8th American Air Force located 
in North Africa bases, with Tate flying III/ Warbaby at the low level Ploesti mission in August in 
1943. At this time it was his third aircraft and named "BALL OF FIRE III". Tate was elevated to Lt. 
status after the Ploesti raid and assumed the commander of the 93BG up until Dec., 22 1943 when 
he was KIA on a mission over Osnabruck's rail centre in Germany on board. Her crew on this final 
mission, November 18, 1943, after receiving damage from attacking Me-109s (after the Hjeller-
Oslo, Norway mission): Pilot - Lt. Frank Kilcheski; Co-Pilot - Lt. Robert A. Hill; Navigator - Lt. Walter 
H. Sills; Bombardier - Lt. Abe H. Shonier; Engineer - Sgt. Glenn A. Corn; Radioman - Sgt. Edward J. 
Donnelly; Gunner - Sgt. Dan Cairns; Gunner - Sgt. James Nichols; Gunner - Sgt. Bertil Carlson; 
Gunner - Sgt. Bob Bryce. On her left side, it shows a burning billiard ball with no. 8 (as in the Eighth 
Air Force), and at the top of the ball you can see the two bandits, "Hirohito and Hitler", being 
symbolically executed. Barely visible is the name “BALL OF FIRE III". After the aircraft received a new 
crew, the new crew decided to also give her a new name (this time "WAR BABY") but still with the 
old name and nose art work visible on the left side of the nose. This was Abe Schonier's 
(bombardier) 1st mission of WWII. On the return trip to England after dropping the dozen 500lb 
bombs, the group were attacked by German Me-109s fighters about 11:00 AM. ‘War Baby’ had 
received damage that had her drop out of formation due to loss of air speed - a sitting duck for 
the Luftwaffe fighters. Navigator Lt. Sills charted a course towards Sweden which was a neutral 
country during WWII. Arne Svensson was a 15 year old boy living in Orebro Sweden. He witnessed 
"War Baby" landing in a field outside of town. He wrote an article for a Sweden aviation magazine 
in 1975 and it later appeared in a US newsletter called Sweden, after the Flak. The crews were 
instructed to burn the planes if possible so the Germans couldn't get hold of any of the electronic 
equipment on board. Eventually, the crew were put up in a hotel in the ski resort town of Falan. 
There were two other crews staying at the hotel too along with crews staying in other hotels. The 
United States had made arrangements for room and board and continued to pay the interned men 
so they could afford clothing and entertain themselves. My Dad learned to ski and skate. At night 
they would go to town and party! The only requirement that the Sweden's government set that 
they couldn't wear their uniforms. There were also German crews interned in Sweden too, but since 
the German government did not provide room, board or pay they were kept in camps and quickly 
repatriated back to Germany. The crew stayed in Falan for 9 months and were returned to England 
in small groups in August of 1944 on-board rebuilt B24s and B17s that were painted black flying 
under the cover of night (Abe Schonier told me this story and that while Sweden tried to stay 
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"neutral" - their pilots were trained by the Allies to repair and fly the planes for preparation if the 
Germans invaded Sweden .. all the downed planes were then scrapped after Germany was 
defeated). The Germans never discovered that the interned crews were flown back to active duty 
since they were considered POWs and were supposed to be repatriated back to the States. The 
crew never flew together again. 
1708. 2nd Lieutenant Arthur Lawrence GUERTIN USAAF. Signed 16 March 1944. USAAF. 

119 
DOB 17.8.1911. tj.m. amerikansk. Note: One of the Bromma departure lists shows his DOB as 
27.7.1917: 

 
From http://user.tninet.se/~vwu458u/american/g_rebel.htm and 
http://www.hrhodes.com/Newsletters/Fall%201999.PDF:  
28 April 1944.”There are no milk-runs". Old timers among the combat men know that, and the 
newer ones learned it today in the loss of Major Jones (who signed this book on 31 December 
1943) and Lt Henslin and crew in "Georgia Rebel II", just after a very good "bombs away" at the St 
Avord airfield, France. An explosion - either a direct flak hit or due to malfunction - in #2 engine 
sent the ship out of the lead position and down, apparently under rather good control. The engine 
twisted, caught fire and fell out of the nacelle. The ship pulled up and careened off to the left and 
went down through the low squadron and was seen to break up. Unfortunately the tail gunner, 
S/Sgt Sell's chute fouled on the tail and he was carried down with the ship. Lt Pluemer took over 
the lead. MIA crew: 1st Lt Harold F. Henslin, Major Osce V. Jones (who signed this book on 31 
December 1943), 2nd Lt Arthur L. Guertin, 1st Lt Eugene Arning; T/Sgt John R. Karr, J. V. Padgett, 
S/Sgts George B. McLaughlin, Clarence Williams, Sgt William B. Blackmon and S/Sgt Edward H. Sell. 
Army Air Force Station no: 167 Awakens. On July 24, 1943 the American base at Ridgewell, 
England, awakened at dawn. The base was the home of the 381st Bomb Group of the 8th Army Air 
Force. Officers and men woke up at around 06.00 hr. in their sleeping-quarters, barracks called 
"Nissen-huts". The barracks looked like giant water-pipes, dug halfway into the ground. Thirty-two 
men shared one hut, while the officers only had to sleep sixteen in theirs. Everybody knew that this 
day there was a mission, but only a few knew where to. As always speculations started over today´s 
destination. They all wanted an easy target, a "milk-run", but they also knew the dangers and 
difficulties if a target in the German Ruhr-area was to be the place to go. This was the 11th mission 
for the 381st BG. The 8th AF had been in England for about thirteen months, but the 381st only a 
couple of months. The crews that already had five or six missions credited to them, were 
considered veterans. The group had had its share of lost planes during the first missions, so 
everybody knew both the feeling of losing friends as well as the joy of a successful mission. Out by 
the runway, the ground-crews had started preparing the aircraft for the mission. 500-pound bombs 
were loaded into the bomb-bays, cartridge-belts were put into place and the engines were being 
started. In the canteen, the kitchen-staff prepared breakfast. The crews dressed in their flight-gear, 
some had electric-heated suits to prevent them from freezing in the cold airstreams that always 
came through open hatches and gun-windows. Fliers prepared in different ways. Someone 
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polished a medallion, another pocketed a picture of his family or girlfriend, many smoked and 
everyone went to the bathroom. Breakfast was served in the mess-hall, and those who had 
stomachs for it ate as much as possible. Afterwards the officers rushed to the mornings briefing. 
Briefing before a Mission. The room where the briefing was held was much the same as the 
mess-hall. There was a small podium at one end and the officers sat in folding-chairs in neat rows 
just like kids in a school-auditorium. They had pens and paper ready to take down important 
information regarding today´s mission. The Commanding Officer of the 381st BG was Colonel 
Joseph Nazarro. He entered the podium and greeted the men: "Gentlemen, today we have an 
important mission. The target is Norway!" The fliers made remarks in low voices, as the Colonel 
continued to give them the facts for this mission. Maps were shown and high-altitude photos of 
the target. The information given to the officers this morning was that the group would fly into the 
area of Oslo, the Capital of Norway, to bomb a factory held and maintained by the German 
occupants. Nine bomb groups would fly this mission, 180 airplanes in all. Simultaneously two other 
raids would be conducted by other groups, making the total number of planes going to Norway 
309. The protective anti-aircraft installations, also called FLAK, in the area were estimated to be few. 
Flight-time was to be four hours one-way, or 1100 km (Apr. 700 miles), to this day the longest 
mission for the group. After this somewhat overwhelming information, the fliers were sent on their 
ways. They left the building to go out to the aircraft, to meet with their crews. 
The Georgia Rebel. Aircraft no. 42-3217 was a Boeing B-17 F "Flying Fortress". It had the code-
letters MS-T and the nickname "Georgia Rebel". She (with a name a plane was always a she) 
probably got the name from the fact that her pilot was from Georgia. He was a southerner and 
wanted the name of the plane to connect with his background. She was a very slim and nearly 
shark-like airplane with her pointed nose and streamlined shape. Many consider this to be one of 
the most beautiful airplanes ever built. She was dark-green with a light-grey under-surface and had 
the markings of the USAAF with a white star on dark-blue surface. Her letter codes and number 
were painted in grey and yellow respectively. On the upper-half of the tail sat the letter "L" in a 
white triangle, the identification-mark of the 381st BG. The Georgia Rebel was an airplane with 
chastity in the sense that she did not sport a picture of a lightly dressed girl, as did so many others. 
She did however, have five red bombs painted on the nose, signifying that she was ready for her 
sixth mission. Pilot of the aircraft was 1st Lieutenant Osce Vernon Jones, 27. At this time he was 
one of the most experienced pilots in the group. Navigator was 2nd Lieutenant Arthur Lawrence 
Guertin, also a veteran. Others making up the crew were a flight-engineer/gunner, a radio-
operator and four ordinary gunners. Two replacement-members flew this day. The bombardier, 2nd 
Lieutenant Charles Wesley Nevius, 24, and the co-pilot, 1st Lieutenant George Burnett McIntosh, 
22. The latter was the operations-officer of the 535th Squadron and as such he occasionally filled 
an empty seat when needed. McIntosh had been in the first "model-crew" of the 535th Squadron 
when the group was being put together in Pyote, TX. When everything was checked and everyone 
had readied their battle-stations, there was an order to start the engines. One after another the 
planes taxied out towards the runway. Like two rows of waddling geese the planes slowly made 
their way to the start of the runway, turned around and took off with twenty-five seconds between 
them. Take-off was one of the most critical moments of a flight. Heavily loaded with bombs and 
fuel, the planes were as heavy as they ever would be. The slightest mistake could end in 
catastrophe. Everything went well this day and the formation climbed through the clouds on its 
way to the rally-point off the coast of England. 
The Target. 
The target this day was the nitrate- and aluminium plant at Heröya, Apr. 60 miles (100 km) 
southeast of Oslo. The Heröya-plant had been built by the Norwegian oil-company Norsk Hydro, 
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but had been taken over by the German occupants. The plant was situated on an island just by the 
small town of Porsgrunn. Just across the fjord outside Porsgrunn was the Swedish town of 
Strömstad. The first position the navigators had to find was 58 10 N. and 08 50 E. That is in the 
middle of the Skagerack, the strait between Norway and Denmark. German fighters were stationed 
in both countries, and as a precaution the formation descended to low altitude for the flight 
towards the target. Time was now 12.00 hrs. GMT, and at the initiation-point, the formation again 
climbed to high altitude for the bomb-run. The attack is reported as successful. Only 13 out of 180 
aircraft fail to drop their bombs. Later intelligence-reports show that all primary targets have been 
hit and destroyed. Only three or four airmen are injured during the attack. There are claims of 
downed enemy aircraft, Fw 190´s and Me 109´s. No American aircraft is shot-down. The Georgia 
Rebel however, flying as lead-plane for the 535th Squadron is hit by FLAK over the target. One 
engine is badly damaged by splinters from a nearby exploding shell and the propeller is feathered. 
One of the cables to the magneto-ignition has been cut. A B-17 manages well on three engines, so 
the crew sets course for the return trip to England. 
Mission Aborted. After having flown only a short while on the return-path to England, something 
that will change the outcome of this mission occurs. Yet another of Georgia Rebel´s engines starts 
to fail. The engine sounds as it may have been hit by FLAK and the idle purring sound is replaced 
by coughing and spitting. The Pilot, Lt. Jones, will have to make a quick decision about what will be 
done. He discusses the new problem with his crew. Flying on two engines, the aircraft will not be 
able to keep up with the rest of the formation. Nearly four hours over the North Sea all alone is not 
an encouraging thought. The plane would be a "sitting duck" to any attacking German fighter. The 
alternative to make an emergency-landing in Norway or Denmark is not such a good idea either. 
On the other hand they have neutral Sweden just an hours flight away. The decision to try and 
"limp" to Sweden is made. No American aircraft has yet tried this, but it seems to be the best 
alternative. In the Missing Air Crew Report (MACR), no: 132, a nearby aircraft reports that both 
inboard engines of the Georgia Rebel are stopped and fuel is leaking through a hole in one of the 
wings. The time is 14.18 hours and the position 57 20 N. and 07 30 E. just south of Norway. 
Arrival in Sweden. The last hour of this mission is now underway. The flight to Sweden is relatively 
undramatic. Flying so close to Norway and later passing over enemy territory makes everybody 
afraid to be placed under attack from German fighters. Over the Oslo-bay (Oslofjorden) items of 
classified nature are thrown overboard. Parts of the bomb-sight and maps goes "down-the-hatch", 
but the Swedes will later find documents forgotten by Nevius and Guertin. The aircraft passes over 
the southernmost part of Norway as the country borders with Sweden and passes over Fredriksstad 
and Sarpsborg without being fired upon. The maps are not that detailed to allow the crew to 
determine exactly when Swedish airspace is entered, but according to speed and heading an 
educated guess can be made. The crewmembers worry about being short on fuel and start to look 
for a suitable place to make an emergency landing. The western parts of the Swedish county of 
Värmland are covered with vast forests. The terrain is very hilly and rocky with big pines and firs. 
When the Georgia Rebel reaches the railroad going north-south between the towns of Arvika and 
Årjäng, the pilots head north along the railroad-tracks. They keep at low level, 600 feet (200 
metres). In the village Blomskog just outside Årjäng, farmers are busy bringing in the harvest. The 
pilots cannot dare to land there because of the haystacks in the field. 20 miles (30 km) further north 
they find a long field just by the tracks. The big aircraft passes over the field, makes a long 
westbound turn and comes in for landing from the south. The crewmembers have carefully studied 
the ground before the decision to touch down there is made. Now they prepare for a crash-
landing. The exact conditions of the field are unknown, but it looks OK. The pilot decides to belly-
land as a wheels-down landing could be dangerous if the field is not flat enough. The 
crewmembers from the aft part of the aircraft gather in the radio-compartment, sitting on the floor, 
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bracing themselves before touch-down. The plane comes down over the treetops with a roar. At 
least half the length of the field is covered before the plane touches the ground. They suddenly see 
that small pine trees grow all over the field. They snap like matches as the big aircraft ploughs 
down on them. The speed slows very fast, because this is a bog, not an ordinary field and the wet 
and saggy ground stops the plane effectively. The ball-turret ploughs a furrow in the ground and 
eventually the plane makes halt. Less than a yard from one of the wings is what looks like a utility-
pole. The crew realizes that had the aircraft tumbled the pole, the high-current line could have 
fallen over it. Photos taken at the crash-site shows however, that the pole held telephone-wires. 
The forward hatch is towards the ground, so exit is made through the waist-door. The summer of 
`43 had been relatively dry, and the bog is quite easy to walk on, although wet and saggy. The 
crewmembers file out of the plane, relieved the landing has gone well. Soon they are joined by a 
young man from a nearby farm. He speaks English, and they learn that they are in Sweden. So close 
to the Norwegian border, these parts are literary crowded with border-troops. Very soon military 
personnel reach the crash-site and seal it off from the interested civilians that have gathered. The 
Swedes are informed that live ammunition is in the guns, but that there are no bombs on board. 
The military tries to confiscate film rolls from the civilians, but some manage to hide their films. 
Curious Värmlanders mingle with the military personnel and the ten Americans who proudly show 
their big aircraft. The crew is taken by car to a courthouse in nearby Långelanda, where they are 
given coffee and sandwiches. Soon they will be joined by Swedish Air Force Officers from the base 
F7 at Såtenäs. A day later they are interviewed by Captain Löwkrantz from F7. Later they will be 
taken to the town of Falun for internment. Georgia Rebel is the first American bomber to crash in 
Sweden, but she will be followed by many, many more. 
Fifty-five Years Later. This is the story of the mission to Heröya, Norway, that brought the first ten 
Americans to Sweden. In the fall of 1997 I happened to borrow a book from my local library. It was 
called Kurirflyg, (Blockade Runners), and was written by Captain Lars Axel Nilsson (ret.) and Leif A. 
Sandberg. Captain Nilsson had been on the crews that flew Swedish courier-transports to Scotland 
during the war. The Swedes used among other types of aircraft, re-built B-17s in 1944 and later. 
Aircraft that had diverted to Sweden and been re-built for civilian transport flights. In this book 
there was a picture of Georgia Rebel, the first USAAF bomber to divert to Sweden. I showed the 
picture to my father as I thought he might be interested. He is a retired historian and was born not 
far from Vännacka where the Georgia Rebel crashed. My father now told me an amazing story: 
After a brief career in the Swedish Army he was hospitalized with Tuberculosis. In the bed next to 
him was a man from Vännacka. This man, Esaias Dahlin, told my father back in 1944 how he had 
witnessed the crash-landing of a big American bomber. This information made me very keen to 
further investigate the fate of the men from the Georgia Rebel. 
The Research. I have been interested in WWII aviation-history since my childhood. It began with 
building plastic model-kits of aircraft and in the recent years has resulted in some articles and 
academic essays on the Strategic Bombings during the war. Having access to the Internet made my 
research much more easier. Soon I was in contact with some very nice people of the 381st Bomb 
Group Memorial Association. I got invaluable information from them about the records of the 
crew-members that were still on their rosters. Through the help of a former P-47 Pilot named Rip 
Collins of Houston, TX, I got confirmation of where to find one of the crew-members, George 
McIntosh. At a scheduled time, I called Mr McIntosh on the phone and we spent the next thirty or 
forty-five minutes in pleasant conversation. Mr McIntosh has helped me very much with my 
research and during the first year we had many nice and interesting conversations. Through Mr 
McIntosh and other helpful people I have learnt the following about the crew of the Georgia Rebel: 
The crew was interned in Falun at the guest house Humlebacken. 1st Lt. Jones and 2nd Lt. McIntosh 
were repatriated late in 1943 and returned to the Ridgewell base on January 10th. Charles Nevius, 
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the Bombardier, was KIA late in the war. Arthur Guertin, the Navigator, was KIA on April 28th, 
1944, as his aircraft, The Georgia Rebel II was shot down over St Avord, France. Pilot on this mission 
was Jones who ended up in a POW camp. Major Osce Jones, (ret.), latest address is in Adel, GA, but 
he has not responded to letters from interested people. If he is still alive, he would be 82 years 
old. George McIntosh continues to fly a total of fourteen missions. He is decorated with a DFC after 
piloting a damaged aircraft to safety. On March 20th, 1944 McIntosh has to crash in the Atlantic off 
the coast of France. His crew is saved by Germans and go to POW camps. George McIntosh is 
today 78 years old and lives in Texas. Joseph Nicatra died in 1979. His daughter from a second 
marriage and her husband have been in contact with me, and are members of this organization. 
Haugen died in Sept. 1986 in Hennepin, MA. I have found no records of what happened to the rest 
of the crew. 
Walking on Historic Ground. During the summer of 1998 I contacted the old friend of my 
Father’s, Esaias Dahlin from Vännacka. We decided to meet at his house and just a couple of days 
before the 55-year anniversary of the crash, my Father and I drove to Vännacka. We visited the bog 
where the aircraft had crashed, and were amazed that signs from the crash were still visible. The 
locals showed me how the pines that had been snapped off by the huge plane's wings, still showed 
marks from this! With a bit of imagination I could still see the big furrow in the bog, made by the 
plane! I cut a branch from a small pine and sent it to Mr. McIntosh in Texas. It survived the trip, but 
did not survive the hot Texan weather. One of the locals that went with us that day wrote a note to 
Mr. McIntosh: “Dear Friends, 55 years ago my father and I saw your big aircraft coming over our 
heads. Two engines were not working. My father ran away - he was afraid you should land on our 
field, but you landed about 20 km from our house. Now we have visited that place again together 
with your friends from Uppsala.” 
1709. James Joseph MCQUADE. Signed 16 March 1944. RCAF. 

120 
DOB 30.1.1920. stud. britt. 
MI 9 report reference WO 208/3319/1845. 
From http://www.wartimememories.co.uk/airfields/midd-st-george.html: 
“My father Harry Allen Read was a pilot in the 428 Squadron flying a Halifax V bomber. On the 
night of Aug 23/24 1943 his plane was crippled by a night fighter over Berlin. Four of his crew 
baled out and were POW at Stalag IV B. One crew member a Sgt. Charles Crampton was tragically 
killed baling out. My father and Sgt. James Joseph McQuade baled out over Sweden and the 
plane eventually crashed there. I have been able to locate families of all the crew, except Sgt. J. 
Taylor, service number 2216221. He was RAF. I would dearly love to hear from anyone who knows 
him or knows of him. Unfortunately I do not know his first name. He was the Mid Upper Gunner 
and was one of the POW's.” Posted by Linda Read. 
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From Bo Widfeldt’s Making For Sweden Part 1 RAF 1939 – 1945: 

 

 
From http://www.forcedlandingcollection.se/RAFe/RAF036-DK267.html: 
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1710. Flight Lieutenant Oliver Lawrence Spurling PHILPOT MC DFC (“Ollie”) (77131) (6 
March 1913 – 6 May 1993). Signed 16 March 1944. Chislehurst. 

120 
He studied Philosophy, Politics and Economics at Worcester College, Oxford University. During his 
time at Oxford he joined the Oxford University Air Squadron and learned to fly. He was called up 
for service in August 1939 and was posted to No. 42 Squadron which was a Coastal Command unit. 
On December 11th, 1941 he was shot down and the aircraft ditched in the North Sea where the 
crew spent two days in a dinghy before being picked up by a German naval vessel. After 
recuperating in a German hospital in Oslo, he was moved to a series of camps before being finally 
interned in Stalag Luft III and soon became interested in escaping. There he met Lieutenant 
Richard Michael Codner391 RA and Flight Lieutenant Eric Williams392 who invented the idea of 
The Wooden Horse which was a vaulting horse which stood on the outskirts of the camp, where 
from inside, diggers would dig a tunnel. In the meantime, the horse was used by gymnasts for 
exercises to cover up the digging. 
On October 29th, 1943, Codner, Williams and Philpot escaped and managed to reach neutral 
Sweden and went from there on to England. The three men were the only successful escapers from 
the East Compound at Stalag Luft III throughout the war. He did not return to operational flying 
and after debriefing by MI9 he was posted to the Air Ministry as a senior scientific officer. 
After the war, Philpot resumed his career in the food industry eventually becoming chief executive 
of Findus the frozen food company. He later became managing director of Remploy. He also 
served as chairman of the RAF Escaping Society. 
In 1950, Philpot published Stolen Journey in which he described daily life as a prisoner in various 
POW camps. A signed copy of this book is in Trevor Baker’s collection. Also in the same year the 
story of the escape of Codner, Williams and Philpot was brought to the public with the movie The 
Wooden Horse. 
Promotions: January 15th, 1940: Acting Pilot Officer (probation); August 10th, 1940: Pilot Officer 
(probation); January 15th, 1941: Pilot Officer; August 10th, 1941: Flying Officer (war sub); August 
10th, 1942: Flight Lieutenant (war sub). 
His DFC was awarded on 1 July 1941: 
"Flight Lieutenant Philpot left Leuchars on the 11th December, 1941, on an offensive anti-shipping 
patrol over a stretch of Norwegian coast. In attacking a 10,000 Motor Vessel with a convoy of 18-20 
ships, the plane was fired upon and hit, compelling it to land in the sea about 15-20 miles off 
shore. He and the rest of the crew got into the dinghy, the aircraft sinking quickly. On the third day, 
after drifting about, they were picked up by one of a German convoy. They were taken to Oslo and 
split up, Flight Lieutenant Philpot and another being left in Oslo and later taken to Frankfurt-am-
Main, followed by imprisonment in Spangenberg, Sagan, Schubin and later at Sagan again. A 
daring escape was planned from Sagan, which succeeded, and Flight Lieutenant Philpot proceeded, 
armed with papers, etc. to Frankfurt-A.D.-Oder, thence to Kustrin and Danzig. After a night and day 
spent in preparing, he boarded a Swedish vessel in dock, hiding in a coal bunker for 9 hours and 
later in a tank at the very bottom of the ship. There was no interception of the ship after leaving 

                                                 
391 Signed this book on 28 December 1943 
392 Signed this book on 28 December 1943 
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Danzig and Flight Lieutenant Philpot ultimately arrived at Stockholm and the British Legation on 
the 4th November, 1943." 
His MC was awarded on 16 May 1944 for Operation Escape 200: 
"Flight Lieutenant Philpot left Leuchars on the 11th December, 1941, on an offensive anti-shipping 
patrol over a stretch of Norwegian coast. In attacking a 10,000 Motor Vessel with a convoy of 18-20 
ships, the plane was fired upon and hit, compelling it to land in the sea about 15-20 miles off 
shore. He and the rest of the crew got into the dinghy, the aircraft sinking quickly. On the third day, 
after drifting about, they were picked up by one of a German convoy. They were taken to Oslo and 
split up, Flight Lieutenant Philpot and another being left in Oslo and later taken to Frankfurt-am-
Main, followed by imprisonment in Spangenberg, Sagan, Schubin and later at Sagan again. A 
daring escape was planned from Sagan, which succeeded, and Flight Lieutenant Philpot proceeded, 
armed with papers, etc. to Frankfurt-A.D.-Oder, thence to Kustrin and Danzig. After a night and day 
spent in preparing, he boarded a Swedish vessel in dock, hiding in a coal bunker for 9 hours and 
later in a tank at the very bottom of the ship. There was no interception of the ship after leaving 
Danzig and Flight Lieutenant Philpot ultimately arrived at Stockholm and the British Legation on 
the 4th November, 1943." 
In Stolen Journey, he says he flew from Bromma to Leuchars on Boxing Day 1943. The Bromma 
departure list for 26 December 1943 list him as the only passenger. 
Extracts from Robert Laplander’s Against the Odds, 2013 (from a draft emailed to Trevor Baker by 
Robert on 5 April 2013 with the comment, “Strange that Philpot's signature comes after Williams 
and Codner in the book - he was the first to get back to Leuchars, leaving before they did. All three 
were transported from Bromma aboard a Lend Lease USAAF B-24. Interesting that you mention the 
others coming out with them, as I hadn't that information. Thanks for that!” In another email dated 
5 April 2013, Robert said, “Williams and Codner really got the bulge393 on Maycock after they got 
to Stockholm - as you'll read at the end of the book. They were a terrible handful, but deservedly 
so...)”: 
Taken to Göteborg on the morning of Friday, the 12th of November, they were met there and 
interviewed by a representative of the British Consul, who requested that the Strømstad police 
chief escort the two escapers on the 500-kilometer trip to Stockholm. The police chief changed into 
civilian clothing for the journey, so as to not cause the two any undue embarrassment, and they 
made the train trip on the electric overnight express. The chief slept most of the way, leaving the 
two the option to attempt a train jump and escape all over again had they wished – or had it 
seemed necessary. But it obviously wasn’t any longer, and both agreed somewhat elatedly that the 
police chief would have made a rotten Goon. 
In Stockholm on the morning of the 13th, they were taken to see the Military Attaché, Colonel 
Reggie Sutton-Pratt394, who was delighted to accept them and heard out their story in detail. 
Afterwards, he made a quick phone call to the Excelsior Hotel before informing the two that they 
were to be presented to the British Minister at dinner that night – but could not be in their escape 
clothes. Arrangements had to be made. Sutton-Pratt picked up the telephone again and ordered in 
Mr. Stairs, the office manager. The two would each need complete outfits. “You mean the same 
as…” Stairs began, and Sutton-Pratt cut him off with a quick “Yes, just like that.” Stairs whisked out 
to get a car and it was while he was gone and the two were lounging comfortably in the Attaché’s 
office in the dirty Swedish roll-neck sweaters Sigmund had given them, that the door opened a 

                                                 
393 advantage 
394 Signed this book on 23 September 1941 
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short while later and in strode Philpot, all smiles and freshly scrubbed and sporting a natty new 
outfit. 
Williams immediately laughed and Codner slowly got up and strode over to Philpot with all the 
confidant swagger of success. Looking him up and down a moment, the grubby young man 
fingered the lapel of Philpot’s jacket and said, “Where did you get that suit?” 
Once outfitted by Stairs, Williams and Codner hit Stockholm with a vengeance. After nearly a year 
of incarceration in Germany, the intense efforts of the previous summer with the horse, and the 
tension of the escape, they had an overwhelming urge to celebrate their victory. This they did – in 
spades – and their antics in Sweden over the next month and a half might best be described as 
‘Men Behaving Badly’. Philpot joined in some of this school boy activity as well. But for the most 
part he managed to maintain much of the distinction of British Officer and Gentleman that had 
been drilled into him during his long associations with the military. Not so the Bohemian Williams 
and college-aged Codner though who, like as not, were just as apt to be found jumping on their 
beds in the room they shared at the Excelsior, as whooping it up at a party across town with a girl 
on one hip and a drink in each hand. They were the toast of the town; knew it; and intended to take 
advantage of it – which they did. 
Both had been placed on the list to fly back to the UK, as had Philpot, and had to be content to 
wait for a BOAC seat to become available. However the authorities in England were not sure exactly 
what to do with the three. True, they were not the first to get back from Germany. But that did not 
mean that a definite policy had yet been thought up to deal with escaped prisoners. And so the 
British military did what most all military organizations the world over do when faced with a minor 
dilemma at a point when bigger things are begging for their attention. 
They did nothing. 
And thus the three cooled their heels and waited – and waited, and waited and waited… 
Both men had sent cables home the day they had shown up at the Legation door, just as had 
Philpot. Each read exactly the same:  
“Have arrived in Sweden under own steam in excellent health and looking forward to seeing you 
before Christmas.” 
On the 18th, Codner wrote home to his mother:  
“This is the sort of letter I have been wanting to write you for ages. Something that I hope the 
Germans will never set on. After some months of hard work, of which I could tell nothing at the 
time, I managed to get out of that bloody camp and over to a neutral country…”  
Later in the letter, he mentions the chances of retrieving the personal items sent out to him from 
home which he had left behind in Germany as “infinitely remote” but,  
“…they are an extremely small price to pay for Liberty (CAPITAL ‘L’ for Liberty; I have only just leanrt 
what the word means)…”  
‘From your loving FREE son, Michael’  
Williams wrote home as well, saying in part:  
“Just a line to let you know that I have escaped the ‘Nazi Hell Camp’ and am in Sweden. I am quite 
fit and shall be in England, I hope, in about a week. Do not worry if I am a bit longer, as transport is 
unreliable…” 
Sharing a room at the Excelsior both quickly found, as Philpot had, that the beds were too soft, and 
they had considerably startled the maid one morning when she found them both curled up on the 
floor, cocooned in their blankets just as at Sagan. They both also caught themselves looking for 
suitable hiding places for personal items that were streng verboten, and neither found they could 
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initially sleep past Appell time – though this quickly changed as their amount of liquor 
consumption each night escalated. Each was secretly appalled when they caught themselves 
sneaking food from a smorgasbord into their pockets for later. 
Initially, during the day there were debriefings with Colonel Sutton-Pratt and G/C Maycock395. After 
the debriefings were over, it only remained for each to write a report on their adventures to submit 
to London. Philpot had already done his before the other two had arrived in Stockholm, spending 
ten hours on the project, which he showed to the other two. Both of them agreed that it was an 
excellent rendition of the events in camp, summed up all nice and tight. Williams and Codner had 
decided that as they had spent their entire time behind the wire together and escaped together, 
that they would write their report together. And instead of ‘reinventing the wheel’, as far as the 
details behind what had happened in camp went, they simply agreed to reference Philpot’s report, 
which was fine by him. Philpot’s report was straight forward and clear of detail in that regard. True, 
they had neither all always got along, nor had the entire camp been behind them, or cooperation 
always been lent from every quarter. But that was all so much side story which didn’t need to be 
delved into and could now be forgotten in the glow of success. Besides, it was enough that they 
had succeeded, and how that had happened was what the authorities wanted to know about – not 
the social aspects of camp life. 
But when the official work was aside, the party continued. November dissolved into December, and 
as December dragged on, and they stayed put, the restlessness building in the three started to 
reach destructive levels. One night Codner mentioned to Williams, in all seriousness, the possibility 
of escaping again – this time from Stockholm to England, or possibly to Norway to join partisans 
there. It was he, more so than the others, who had enjoyed the actual escape; a fact he had alluded 
to more than once. Young and as impetuous as he had ever been in the camp, he now wanted to 
get back into uniform and redeem himself of the dishonor of surrender, and was seemingly willing 
to go to nearly any lengths to achieve that goal. It was with a certain amount of difficulty that 
Williams was able to harness and control his impetuosity. 
Though he too wanted to get back to England, Williams was more content; taking life as it came 
and willing to bask a bit more in the honors of success. With time to think there in Sweden, he 
began to fully realize exactly what they had pulled off, and how truly spectacular a thing it was. He 
had also found a lady friend to keep some company with, and that helped. 
Philpot was anxious too. He had a wife and twin girls waiting for him, who he had not seen in two 
years. The girls wouldn’t even know him. And what of Nathalie? Surely there would be a certain 
length of readjustment needed for them to get back into the ‘groove’ of their marriage. How much 
had he changed? What would she think if he dragged his mattress down on the floor at home, in 
order to get ‘comfortable’? 
One day, Philpot stopped in at a jeweler and bought a cheap Swedish watch. He had engraved on 
the back a smiling horse with three tails – all pointing straight up. One of the hotel staff assured 
him that he would get it through to a certain ‘watch lender’ at Sagan by the Red Cross for him and 
off it went. He fervently hoped Jimmy would understand when it got there. 
Group Captain Maycock, meanwhile, had sent a short postcard to a friend of his incarcerated in 
Stalag Luft III – one S/L Peter Tomlinson, of the camp theatrical staff – which simply stated, “We had 
three friends of yours here yesterday. They are well and send you their regards…”  
Day after day they filled their time with trips to sauna baths; the cinema; hiking in the mountains; 
shopping excursions, while each afternoon they placed a call to the station chief at the airfield at 
                                                 

395 Group Captain [later Air Commodore] Richard Maycock signed this book on 4 May 1942 and 1 April 
1944 
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Bromma to see if they were to fly that night. Day after day they received the same answer – “Sorry, 
not tonight, old man.” – and were forced to find a way to fill their time. While this was not nearly as 
difficult a prospect as it had been at Sagan, it was still a trying exercise in patience. Usually it 
involved copious amounts of alcohol.  
Part of the problem was the way the BOAC was forced to operate. As a service of the British Empire, 
the Germans saw BOAC planes as any other target. And the BOAC’s inventory of aircraft was cast-
off military equipment; largely Dakotas, Mosquitoes and Hudson’s. However, in order to land in 
neutral Sweden, they could have no guns, and with no guns they were sitting ducks for the 
Luftwaffe. Therefore, the safest recourse to avoid German fighters was to fly by night. To that end, 
they relied on mostly moonless and foggy nights, which naturally limited the number of flights that 
could be made. Their tactics were the same always; coming out from England, they climbed as high 
as they could, made the run across the North Sea as fast as possible, and then dove straight down 
into neutral air space. Heading out they climbed high over Sweden and, if the coast was clear, 
made a long straight on dive into England along a different route each time. Mostly they made it; a 
few fell victim to the night fighters. There was never very much space aboard the planes.  
More than once they had orders to fly that night, only to arrive at Bromma aerodrome and be told 
there was no room, or that the weather was too bad. Williams and the BOAC pilots quarreled badly 
on several occasions; he usually remarking, cuttingly, that “Bomber Command would be up 
tonight”. In one incident he actually challenged a pilot to a fight, and the Air Attaché had to 
officially admonish him more than once for his attitude with the BOAC men. And each time they 
were cancelled the two grew more irritated.  
Christmas came and went, but on Boxing Day Philpot was told at 4:00 pm to get ready, and this 
time there were no hitches. The first to be shot down and the first to arrive in Sweden, he was now 
the first to leave, going home in a BOAC ‘Liberator’ bought from the Americans, tagged G-AGFO. 
By that evening he had landed at his old station, Leuchars aerodrome in Scotland. Walking into the 
Operations Room, he startled an ops airman there who had been the one to post him ‘Missing’ on 
the station board back in 1941. Outside of that one man though, there was no one else on the 
station that he knew – time had indeed marched on. After checking in with the Intelligence Officer, 
he then wandered over to the BOAC office, feeling more like Rip Van Winkle than anything else; 
unsure of what to do next. There, an air hostess was the model of kindness, placing a telephone call 
home for him (his family had moved during his absence) and very soon he was hearing Nathalie’s 
voice fill his ear. He had been gone two years and thirteen days.  
Two days after Philpot left, Williams and Codner escalated their antics in a truly majestic finale. That 
evening, after they had been bumped from a flight out of Bromma yet again, they returned to town 
and crashed a party at the German Embassy, started a fight there and left a trail of chaos and 
broken stemware in their drunken wake. And, as if that weren’t enough, they stole a German 
national banner from the front of the embassy. By the time an Assistant Air Attaché caught up with 
them by telephone at the Excelsior later that night, the Germans had worked themselves up into a 
typical Goon hysteria, formally complaining to the British Minister, Mr. Mallet – who, in turn, had 
gone immediately to the British Military Attaché with the incident. Colonel Sutton-Pratt had not to 
think for long as to who the perpetrators were, as the two intractable escapers had been a thorn in 
his side almost since arrival, and now he, in turn, was soon all over G/C Maycock to either rein them 
in or get rid of them. Before midnight the Group Captain had them on the same ‘Liberator’ that 
had carried Philpot out of Bromma – the flag well hidden in Williams’ luggage – and they landed at 
Leuchars in the misty early morning hours of December 29th. 
Once firmly reincorporated into the British military system and ‘back in the fold’, so to speak, all 
three were granted extended leave until an actual decision could be made about them. Home – 
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real home – reached out its arms, and as the doors closed behind and embraces enfolded them, all 
the risk and danger melted away. The fruits of success were certainly sweet indeed.  
The New Year began, promising that whatever it might bring it was a sure bet that 1944 would not 
contain nearly the challenges for the three that 1943 had – or so they thought. Yet challenges there 
were. Though they were only three among an extremely select category (the successful escapers), 
and thus what one would think a very ‘hot commodity’, the military actually had little idea what to 
do with them once the initial interrogations had been conducted. It was policy not to send escaped 
personnel back into the Theater of Operations from which they had been captured, lest they be 
taken again, recognized and tortured into divulging details of how they had been able to reach 
allied control the first time, and those who might have helped them. That left either assignment to 
another theater, or home front duties. 
The initial beckon from the military came from MI9, the POW/Resistance Assistance section of 
British forces. Asked if they might be interested in helping establish escape lines to return downed 
aircrew evading back, ‘The Office’ at first caught their attention – until it was revealed that the work 
encompassed little more than sitting behind a desk in London. Williams and Codner immediately 
lost complete interest, but Philpot gave it some thought. The S.O.E. (the famous Special Operations 
Executive; the clandestine guerilla warfare section of the British Intelligence Service) also 
approached, but their style of warfare was not to the tastes of the three returnees. Escaping from 
Stalag Luft III had apparently been enough clandestine excitement for one lifetime, even for the 
hard-charging Codner. 
The three did fulfill Air Ministry wishes to lecture on the subject of their escape, and conditions 
aircrew might expect if downed behind enemy lines however. Codner, after mistakenly having had 
to spend all his prison time billeted with the RAF due to that German paperwork error, now actually 
did find himself temporarily seconded to the RAF for this duty. Billeted with Williams initially, the 
two spent their days answering questions to various departments of the military establishments 
they visited and lecturing aircrew, and their nights in more of what they had indulged in while in 
Sweden. 
…. 
In 2006, Philpot’s widow, by then Dr. Rosl Philpot, and daughter, Diana Henfrey, rounded up all his 
escape things, which he had held onto all those years, and donated them to the Imperial War 
Museum in London for an exhibit called, ‘Great Escapes’. His daughter explained, “My father kept 
the kit in the attic – it was just part of our household. He was very modest about it.” When they 
brought the kit in, his wife related to museum staff how when the family originally opened the box 
the items were stored in, they could still smell the gasoline and oil on the jacket, even after 63 
years. 
His MI9 report is in file reference WO 208/3317, from which the following is extracted: 
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….. continues for many more pages and includes the following diagram in Appendix X: 

 

 
1711. Group Captain Thomas Menzies MCNEIL OBE RAFVR (78842). Signed 17 March 
1944. Air Ministry, London. 

120 
The LG, 17 February 1931 announced his promotion from Pilot Officer to Flying Officer in No 603 
(City of Edinburgh) (Bomber) Squadron with effect from 22 January 1931. The LG, 19 May 1939 
announced his commission as a Flight Lieutenant with effect from 16 May 1939. He is also 
mentioned in the LG, 1 January 1941, 12 September 1941 and 24 September 1941, the latter 
announcing his OBE. 
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1712. Wing Commander Donald Wilfred STEVENTON DSO DFC MiD (33477). Signed 17 
March 1944. 544 Squadron, Benson. 

120 
From History of King Edward VIth School, Stafford: 
Rather more than a quarter of our boys who served in the R.A.F. lost their lives. Others, luckier, 
survived to earn well-merited awards. The most decorated was Don Steventon, later Wing 
Commander D. W. Steventon, who lost his life in a flying accident at the end of 1952. ‘Steve’ always 
had courage and exceptionally quick physical reactions which stood him in good stead on the 
sports field. Leaving Stafford he gained a Kitchener Scholarship to the R.A.F. College at Cranwell 
and when the war started was already commissioned. He took part in the fighting over Dunkirk and 
in the Battle of Britain and later specialized in photographic reconnaissance over enemy territory. 
The list of his awards is impressive – D.S.O.; D.F.C. and bar; the American D.F.C.; the American Air 
Medal; the Belgian Croix de Guerre; and a Mention in Dispatches. 
From Flight 26 October 1944: 
“Bar to Distinguished Flying Cross. Act. Wing Cdr. D. W. STEVENTON, D.S.O., D.F.C., R.A.F., No. 544 
Squadron.—This officer is in command of the squadron to which many missions have been 
assigned since the invasion of Northern France. In the planning and execution of these operations. 
Wing Cdr. Steventon has displayed outstanding skill and tactical ability and much of the success 
achieved can be attributed to his sterling work. On two occasions, Wing Cdr. Steventon successfully 
completed sorties which demanded the highest standard of skill and courage. The photographs 
which he secured were a splendid testimony to his outstanding efforts.” 
Very Important Persons, V.I.P.s as they were called--to which, in the later stages of the war, was 
added the refinement V.V.I.P.--were carried by Transport Command, many of them by No. 24 
Squadron flying Yorks and commanded by Wing Commander H. B. Collins. In York LV.633 he took 
the King to North Africa on 11th June, 1943, and on 22nd July, 1944, to Naples. The Prime Minister, 
the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs and other high personages were also conveyed in this and 
other aircraft which travelled as far as Teheran, Adana and Moscow. 
During the Moscow conference in October, 1944, a courier service to and from Northolt was 
maintained by No. 544 Squadron of the Photographic Reconnaissance Unit at Benson, under Wing 
Commander D W Steventon, flying Mosquito XVIs, fitted with drop tanks and stripped of 
armament and cameras. 
In May 1942, Flight Lieutenant D. W. Steventon flying a Spitfire on a routine photo-reconnaissance 
mission over northern Germany, brought back photographs of the Peenemunde airfield that 
revealed evidence of construction activity with circular emplacements on the ground. Photographic 
interpreters, however, were unable to locate anything out of the ordinary from the photographs. 
Intelligence reports months later disclosed that rockets at Peenemunde had been test-fired. The V2 
was the largest and most advanced rocket of that time. It was 14.20 metres long, 1.65 metres in 
diameter and weighed more than 12,000 kilograms. It carried its 1,100 kilogramme payload from 
290 to 340 kilometres, propelled by an engine using turbo-pumped liquid oxygen and alcohol and 
generated an average thrust of 25,000 to 30,000 kilograms. It had a range nearly double that of 
Germany's famous Paris Gun of World War I and it carried a warhead with ten times as much 
explosive. A photograph taken by Steventon is in the Imperial War Museum Collection and is 
available online: “Low-level oblique photographic reconnaissance aerial of the V2 assembly and 
launch site in a quarry at Wizernes, France, after daylight attacks on the site by aircraft of Bomber 
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Command on 17 and 20 July 1944. The quarry face has subsided, revealing the buttresses of the 
large concrete dome covering the underground workings, and the tunnel entrances have been 
sealed.” 
See http://www.airrecce.co.uk/WW2/imagery/Peenemude/Peenemude_V2.html. 
1713. Flying Officer, later Flight Lieutenant Dennis Henry John WILKS (125632) RAAF. 
Signed 17 March 1944. 455 Squadron. 

120 
The LG, 18 February 1955 refers to “Transfer to a direct commission. As Flight Lieutenants (twelve 
years on the active list and four years on the reserve): Dennis Henry WILKS (125632). 4th Nov. 1954 
(period of service to count from 15th Mar. 1949).” Dennis Henry WILKS is also mentioned in the LG, 
4 August 1942, 2 June 1944, 26 April 1949 and 16 March 1965. 
No. 455 Squadron was a Royal Australian Air Force torpedo bomber squadron during World War II 
and became famous as part of the so-called ANZAC Strike Wing. The Squadron was based at RAF 
Leuchars between 28 April 1942 and 14 April 1944, during which time, the commanding officers 
were Wing Commander G.M. Lindeman (who signed this book on 15 February 1943), Wing 
Commander R. Holmes and Wing Commander J.N. Davenport, DSO, DFC & Bar (who signed this 
book on 28 July 1943).  
1714. Flight Lieutenant Leonard Morris JEFFREYS DFC (404314) RAAF. Signed 17 March 
1944. Brisbane, Queensland, Australia. 

120 
From the National Archives of Australia: 
JEFFREYS LEONARD MORRIS: Service Number - 404314 : Date of birth - 23 Jan 1917 : Place of birth 
- ROCHDALE ENGLAND : Place of enlistment - BRISBANE : Next of Kin - JEFFREYS L. 
From No 455 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for 31 May 1943: 

 

 
From http://www.awm.gov.au/people/rolls/R1522895/: 

http://www.airrecce.co.uk/WW2/imagery/Peenemude/Peenemude_V2.html
http://www.awm.gov.au/people/rolls/R1522895/
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Honours and Awards - Leonard Morris Jeffreys 
Service Number: 404314 
Rank: Flight Lieutenant 
Unit: 455 Sqn RAAF 
Service: Royal Australian Air Force 
Conflict: Second World War, 1939-1945 
Award: Distinguished Flying Cross 
Date of Commonwealth of Australia Gazette: 27 January 1944 
Location in Commonwealth of Australia Gazette: Page 161, position 13 
Date of LG: 18 January 1944 
Location in LG: Page 357, position 4 
1715. Joseph NICATRA USAAF. Signed 18 March 1944. 63 Brook Street, London. 

120 
DOB 22.10.1886. serg. amerikansk. 
Crew on the Georgia Rebel. See entries for Osce Vernon Jones (who signed this book on 31 
December 1944) and Arthur Guertin (who signed on 16 March 1944). 63 Brook Street is where 
evadees and escapees stayed and wrote about their experiences. 
1716. James Eric HAYNIE USAAF. Signed 18 March 1944. 63 Brook Street, London. 

120 
DOB 16.6.1917. serg. amerikansk. 
Crew on the Georgia Rebel. See entries for Osce Vernon Jones (who signed this book on 31 
December 1944) and Arthur Guertin (who signed on 16 March 1944). 63 Brook Street is where 
evadees and escapees stayed and wrote about their experiences. 
From http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-
bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GSln=Haynie&GSfn=James&GSby=1917&GSbyrel=in&GSdyrel=all&GSob=n
&GRid=80168770&df=all&: 

 

http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GSln=Haynie&GSfn=James&GSby=1917&GSbyrel=in&GSdyrel=all&GSob=n&GRid=80168770&df=all&
http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GSln=Haynie&GSfn=James&GSby=1917&GSbyrel=in&GSdyrel=all&GSob=n&GRid=80168770&df=all&
http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GSln=Haynie&GSfn=James&GSby=1917&GSbyrel=in&GSdyrel=all&GSob=n&GRid=80168770&df=all&
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1717. Alfred Iver HAUGEN USAAF. Signed 18 March 1944. 63 Brook Street, London. 

120 
DOB 20.9.1910. serg. amerikansk. 
Crew on the Georgia Rebel. See entries for Osce Vernon Jones (who signed this book on 31 
December 1944) and Arthur Guertin (who signed on 16 March 1944). 63 Brook Street is where 
evadees and escapees stayed and wrote about their experiences. 
From http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=766104: 

 
1718. Shannon Bruce EARLY USAAF. Signed 18 March 1944. 63 Brook Street, London. 

120 
DOB 3.2.1909. serg. amerikansk. 
Crew on the Georgia Rebel. See entries for Osce Vernon Jones (who signed this book on 31 
December 1944) and Arthur Guertin (who signed on 16 March 1944). 
63 Brook Street is where evadees and escapees stayed and wrote about their experiences. 
According to ancientfaces.com, he died on 4 August 2003, aged 94. 
1719. Maurice Michael KELLEHER USAAF. Signed 18 March 1944. 63 Brook Street, London. 

120 
DOB 11.8.1911. serg. amerikansk. One of the Bromma departure lists states his DOB as 11.9.1911. 
Crew on the Georgia Rebel. See entries for Osce Vernon Jones (who signed this book on 31 
December 1944) and Arthur Guertin (who signed on 16 March 1944). 
63 Brook Street is where evadees and escapees stayed and wrote about their experiences. 
According to mocavo.com, he died on 1 December 1971, aged 60. 

http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=766104
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1720. Charles Wesley NEWCOMB USAAF. Signed 18 March 1944. 63 Brook Street, London. 

120 
DOB 29.12.1914. serg. amerikansk. 
Crew on the Georgia Rebel. See entries for Osce Vernon Jones (who signed this book on 31 
December 1944) and Arthur Guertin (who signed on 16 March 1944). 63 Brook Street is where 
evadees and escapees stayed and wrote about their experiences. 
1721. Ivan FILIPPOV. Signed 18 March 1944. Rosken Grove, Slough, London. 

120 
DOB 22.7.1911. serg. rysk. One of the Bromma departure lists states his DOB as 22.6.1911. 
An Ivan Filippov is mentioned in the ‘Glossary of Spies and their Masters’ in David E Murphy’s What 
Stalin Knew: The Enigma of Barbarossa, Yale University Press, 2007 as “FILIPPOV, I.F.: NKGB officer 
and case officer for Litseist, under TASS cover. Code name FILOSOF. Member of NKVD residency in 
Berlin”. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sevvostlag shows him as “Ivan Filippov (Иван Г. Филиппов) – captain 
of state security (09.28.34 – 12.21.37)”. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yrj%C3%B6_Leino: 
“Chargé d'Affaires of the Soviet Union in Finland Ivan Filippov (Ambassador Viktor Lebedev had 
suddenly departed from Finland a few weeks earlier on 21 October 1958) demanded that Prime 
Minister Karl-August Fagerholm's government prevent the release of Leino's memoirs. Fagerholm 
said that the government could legally do nothing, because the work had not yet been released 
nor was there censorship in Finland. Filippov advised that if Leino's book was published, the Soviet 
Union would draw "serious conclusions". Later the same day Fagerholm called the publisher, 
Untamo Utrio, and it was decided that the January launch of the book was to be cancelled. 
Eventually, the entire print run of the book was destroyed at the Soviet Union's request. Almost all 
of the books – some 12,500 copies – were burned in August 1962 with the exception of a few 
volumes which were furtively sent to political activists. Deputy director of Tammi Jarl Hellemann 
later argued that the fuss about the book was completely disproportionate to its substance, 
describing the incident as the first instance of Finnish self-censorship motivated by concerns about 
relations to the Soviet Union (see Finlandization). The book was finally published in 1991, when 
interest in it had largely dissipated.” Yrjö Leino (28 January 1897, Helsinki, Finland – June 28, 1961, 
Helsinki) was a Finnish communist politician. Imprisoned twice for his communist activities, and 
spending much of the Second World War as an underground communist activist, he served as a 
minister in three cabinets between 1944 and 1948. 
From Barton Whaley’s Soviet Clandestine Communication Nets | Notes for a History of the 
Intelligence Services of the USSR, Biographical Index of Soviet Intelligence Personnel, Appendix C, 
Research Program on Problems of International Communication and Security, Center for 
International Studies Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1969: 
FILIPOV (sic), Ivan Aleksandrovich (1912- ) NKVD officer and Journalist 
TASS bureau chief in Berlin, ?-April 1941-22 Jun 1941 when interned on outbreak of Russo-German 
war. Repatriated via Turkey on 13 Jul 1941. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sevvostlag
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yrj%C3%B6_Leino
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PRAVDA correspondent in New York, ? - 6 Oct 1950 - 4 Jan 1955 - including a stint in San Francisco 
covering the negotiations on the Japanese Peace Treaty. 
PRAVDA correspondent in London, ? - 13 Jul 1960 - 3 Mar 1964-? 
N.B. The Ivan Filipov of TASS is, I presume, not the Ivan Fedorovich who since 1955 has been in the 
Foreign Ministry. 
NOTE: (i) The surname has only one P; (ii) the DOB (1912) doesn’t match the Bromma departure 
record; and (iii) the middle name (Aleksandrovich) doesn’t match the middle initial (F) in the first 
entry (Glossary of Spies), so Whaley is right to say they are different people. 
1722. Clay Hamil HENDERSON. Signed 18 March 1944. American Embassy, London. 

120 
DOB 3.6.1917. tj.man. amerikansk. 
He was probably an officer in the Office of Strategic Services. 
From http://www.argenweb.net/randolph/obitsHL.htm: 
“Word was received of death in Frankfurt, Germany of Clay H. HENDERSON, 33, American Vice-
Consul to Germany. PSH June 22, 1950 (taken from In the Long Ago, PSH June 18, 1998).” 

http://www.argenweb.net/randolph/obitsHL.htm
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The Capital Times, 21 June 1950 said that he had committed suicide in Frankfurt. From Saint Joseph 
Herald Press Wednesday, June 21, 1950: 

 
Transcript from The Courier News, 21 June 1950: 
The. U. S. High Commission announced today that Clay H. Henderson, 33, a U.S. vice consul in 
Frankfurt, committed suicide yesterday. Henderson, an official announcement said, was found dead 
of a. self-inflicted gunshot wound in his apartment. Henderson who was born In Pocahontas, Ark., 
has a mother and brother living in Ventura. Calif. Henderson's body was discovered last night alter 
a member of the consulate staff in Frankfurt had been sent to investigate his absence from his 
office. Henderson's body, the commission stated, was found lying beside a gun. “Mr. Henderson 
had shot himself through the right temple and apparently had died about 3 p.m. yesterday 
afternoon," the announcement said. "Two other hand guns and two sporting rifles were found in 
the apartment.” Henderson left three notes, the High Commissioner said. One was addressed to his 
mother, one to a woman acquaintance and one was an open letter. “Nothing in these indicated any 
reason for his act except mention of his deafness which necessitated his wearing a hearing aid. 
Associates said he was extremely sensitive about this affliction but that nothing in his actions 
recently Indicated contemplation of such an act,” the announcement added. 
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From http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-
bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GSln=Henderson&GSfn=Clay&GSmn=H&GSbyrel=in&GSdyrel=all&GSob=n
&GRid=21562016&df=all&: 

 
1723. Lt (A) [later A/Lt.Cdr] Percy Coussmacher HEATH RN. Signed 18 March 1944. RNAS 
Crail HMS Jackdaw. 

120 
From The Navy List for December 1949: 

  
   

According to http://www.fleetairarmarchive.net/RollofHonour/COs/CommandingOfficers-h.htm, he 
took command of 810 Barracuda Squadron at Burscough after its return from the Eastern Fleet. He 
carried out anti-shipping patrols with RAF Coastal Command throughout the remainder of 1945, 
including being involved in searching for enemy midget submarines in the Schelde area in April 
1945. There is a photograph on page 19 of Percy Heath in Mark Barber’s The British Fleet Air Arm in 
World War II. 
His death was announced in the LG, 26 July 1977: 

 
1724. Richard E MORRIS. Signed 21 March 1944. Edinburgh. 

121 
No trace found. 
1725. Flight Lieutenant Edward O’Connor TANDY RAFVR (68187). Signed 23 March 1944. 
Lossiemouth. 

121 
Listed in Flight 17 July 1941 and the LG, 4 September 1942 and 25 October 1955. 

http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GSln=Henderson&GSfn=Clay&GSmn=H&GSbyrel=in&GSdyrel=all&GSob=n&GRid=21562016&df=all&
http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GSln=Henderson&GSfn=Clay&GSmn=H&GSbyrel=in&GSdyrel=all&GSob=n&GRid=21562016&df=all&
http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GSln=Henderson&GSfn=Clay&GSmn=H&GSbyrel=in&GSdyrel=all&GSob=n&GRid=21562016&df=all&
http://www.fleetairarmarchive.net/RollofHonour/COs/CommandingOfficers-h.htm
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1726. Henry William Allen WARING. Signed 27 March 1944. British Legation, Stockholm. 

121 
DOB 7.8.1906. dipl. britt. 
He also signed this book on 8 July 1943. 
1727. Captain [later Lieutenant Colonel] Charles Henry John Francois van HOUTEN OBE. 
Signed 29 March 1944. Royal Netherland Forces, Netherlands War Office, London. 

121 
DOB 25.5.04. dipl. holl. 
From http://www.stiwotforum.nl/viewtopic.php?p=174895: 
“Re: Ch. van Houten. Hier een citaat over de Zweedse lijn: Onder de clandestiene passagiers was 
een opmerkelijk groepje dat in mei 1943 naar Stockholm vertrok. Het bestond namelijk uit de 
reserve-kapiteins m Ch. H.J.F. van Houten en jhr mr P.Th.Six, de reserve luitenant jhr mr H.L. van der 
Wijck en L. Pot en ir W.C.L. Lindenburg. Jhr P.Th. Six was een verre neef van jhr P.J. Six en van 
Houten had tijdens de mobilisatie in hetzelfde regiment- 1 Huzaren- gediend. Te lezen in 
"Jonkheer P.J. Six RMWO (1895 -- 1986), Amsterdammer en Verzetsstrijder. Auteur Dr. C.M. 
Schulten.” 
Google translation: 
“Re: Ch. van Houten. Here is a quote about the Swedish line: Among the passengers was a 
remarkable clandestine group that moved to Stockholm in May 1943. It consisted primarily of the 
reserve captains m Ch. HJF van Houten and jhr mr P.Th.Six, the reserve lieutenant jhr Mr. HL van der 
Wyck and L. Pot and ir W.C.L. Lindenburg. Jhr P.Th. Six was a distant cousin of jhr P.J. Six and van 
Houten had during mobilization in the same regiment-first-served Hussars. Source: Jonkheer P.J. 
Six RMWO (1895 - 1986), Amsterdam and Resistance fighter Author Dr. CM Schulten.” 
From http://nrcboeken.vorige.nrc.nl/recensie/achterklap-op-alle-fronten (translated poorly by 
Google): 
“Jan Marginus Somer and Charles H J F van Houten in London led the Secret Service Bureau 
Intelligence (BI) when, in 1944, Parool and UN representative Goedhart arrived after a risky journey 
from Amsterdam, via France and Spain, in England. Soon, he was appointed as Minister of Justice in 
the cabinet of Prime Minister in exile Mr. P. S. Gerbrandy. 
Van Heuven Goedhart, who had lived through the conflict between progressive resistance and the 
Order Department (OD) just before his departure from the Netherlands - but not that quarrels were 
settled - dropped into a note for Gerbrandy extremely negative about the OD off. Schulten still 
describes how Somer and Van Houten notes that were owned, indignantly wrote a defense of the 
OD, and Somer before a reprimand was Minister of War of O.C.A. van Lidth de Jeude. But he does 
not go into what happened next. 
Yet there is the key to the mystery why the OD after the war was so hated by the left. There are 
indications of circumstantial evidence to nail hard evidence that Somer and Van Houten had in 
targeted and successful attempts to hand character assassination for men of progressive resistance 
after the war have played a prominent role in the Labour Party. 

http://www.stiwotforum.nl/viewtopic.php?p=174895
http://nrcboeken.vorige.nrc.nl/recensie/achterklap-op-alle-fronten
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The consequences of this are too large to be overlooked. The head Van Heuven Goedhart few 
months after the beginning of his conflict with the Information Office to his surprise suddenly no 
longer a minister. Despite previous assurances from Prime Minister Gerbrandy he was not included 
in its revised cabinet that took office in February 1945. An intriguing development in light of the 
fact that the opponent Van Houten was a confidant of Queen Wilhelmina, a heavy mark on the 
change of government in February 1945. 
Three years later, in 1948, became the same Goedhart engaged in some very startling lawsuits. This 
was prompted by revelations about his alleged manipulations as minister for building and printing 
presses of De Telegraaf. Labour parliamentarian Frans Goedhart decided the anti-revolutionary 
leader Dr. J.H.A.J.S. Bruins Slot was a traitor on the basis of documents which the AR, probably by 
Somer, then chief of the Dutch counterintelligence in Indonesia, were the beginning of 1949 
passing documents relating to secret conversations with the consent of the Labour Party summit in 
1948 conducted by Goedhart with a prominent Indonesian to get negotiations between the 
Netherlands and the Republic out of the doldrums. 
In the context of a review performs too far extent Somer and Van Houten were involved in these 
actions, to analyze. The question here is why Schulten not even stop to think at all. He can simply 
not relevant course material have come on the track but that's not likely. Thus, according to its 
Schulten footnotes detail the reports and findings of the Parliamentary Inquiry Commission (PEC) 
on government policy in wartime consulted. Exhaustive, the PEC the machinations of Somer and 
Van Houten counter Goedhart picked, culminating in handing out a hefty scolding the illustrious 
duo. 
In general, Schulten warns the reader that only the PEC has drawn towards the OD. Themselves 
biased negatively But the former OD-ers Somer and Van Houten themselves against the PEC 
admitted from the archives of Office to have dug up that they considered harmful to Goedhart 
(wrongly, Information material in 1948 to later for both the court and the PEC was established). 
Which pieces they delivered to the former Telegraph journalist Henk Lunshof, which she used for 
writing his controversial brochure If thieves in the night. In it he accused Goedhart of a plot to De 
Telegraaf. Himself master Requires Lunshof convicted of libel. 
How could Schulten ignore all this? Maybe he was wandering. Scared off But just as he had wanted 
to throw at it as incomprehensible to him negative image of the OD, he had to dig through here, 
because here light is created that image. Or did he spare the OD? Certainly, Somer and Van Houten 
were the OD, but they came out of that organization, and their actions sprouted stems from their 
need to fight. Critics of the OD With Friends Like the OD did not need more enemies.” 
From 
http://www.englandspiel.eu/agentendetail.php?ID=Rietschoten,%20van%20%20%20&taal=nl: 
“… he wrote a letter dated 6 December 1943 to MI5 about Jan Jacob Rietschoten AKA John Van 
Rossem, an SOE agent involved in Operation Parsnip.” 
Charles Houten is mentioned several times in Dr L De Jong’s Het Koninkrijk Der Nederlanden In De 
Tweede Wereldoorlog, Deel 9, London, 1979. 

http://www.englandspiel.eu/agentendetail.php?ID=Rietschoten,%20van%20%20%20&taal=nl
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Decoratie. Overste J. Borghouts wordt gedecoreerd met de bronzen leeuw door Kolonel Mr. C.H.J.F. 
van Houten. Batavia 30 juni 1946 
http://www.gahetna.nl/collectie/afbeeldingen/fotocollectie/zoeken/weergave/detail/q/id/af0770c6-
d0b4-102d-bcf8-003048976d84 
From Ganser Daniele’s NATO's Secret Armies: Operation GLADIO and Terrorism in Western Europe 
(Contemporary Security Studies), Routledge, 2004: 

 

 

http://www.gahetna.nl/collectie/afbeeldingen/fotocollectie/zoeken/weergave/detail/q/id/af0770c6-d0b4-102d-bcf8-003048976d84
http://www.gahetna.nl/collectie/afbeeldingen/fotocollectie/zoeken/weergave/detail/q/id/af0770c6-d0b4-102d-bcf8-003048976d84
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He is mentioned many times in Dr L. de Jong’s Het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden in de Tweede 
Wereeldoorlog, Deel 9, Londen, 1979: 

 
From http://www.onderscheidingen.nl/decorandi/wo2/dec_h07.html translated by Google: 
Born on May 25, 1904. Deceased in 1976. 
Known awards: ON.4x, KV, VHK, LoM.3, OBE 
Officer in the Order of Orange-Nassau with swords 
No. 4 KB of September 14, 1946 
Retired reserve colonel of Artillery Weapon 
Cross of Merit 
KB No. 12 May 4, 1944 
Legion of Merit, Officer (U.S.) 
Leave granted to accept and contribute KB no? of December 13, 1945 
General Orders No. 22 of February 28, 1946 
Lieutenant-Colonel of the Weapon of Artillery and a member of the Staff of the Commander in 
Chief of the Armed Forces 
“For exceptionally meritorious conduct in the performance of outstanding service as a member of 
the resistance movement in Holland. Lieutenant Colonel van Houten actively participated in the 
resistance in Holland until September 1944, at which time he went to England. He then joined the 
Staff of the ensuing maintenance of the organization and direction of the resistance forces in 
Holland.” 
Honorary Officer of the Military Division of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire (GB); 
British Royal Assent on October 14, 1945 
Leave granted to accept and contribute KB no? of March 20, 1946 
Lieutenant-Colonel, Staff CNF 

http://www.onderscheidingen.nl/decorandi/wo2/dec_h07.html
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“Worked incessantly for the mobilization of Interior Forces for Allied War Effort.” 
1728. Lieutenant Leslie Truman FOSSEL. Signed 30 March 1944. US Navy, London. 

121 
DOB 24.4.1916. kurir. amerikansk. 
His DOB is confirmed by http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=11056765 
which gives his DOD as 2 August 1954. He is buried in Elliott Cemetery, Ford County, Illinois, USA. 
His memorial says he was a Lieutenant in the USNR in World War II. According to various 
genealogical websites, his full name is Leslie Truman Fossel. 
According to http://politicalgraveyard.com/families/15982.html, there are three descendants who 
are involved in American politics, including Leslie Truman Fossel of Lincoln County, Maine. 
Republican. Chair of Lincoln County Republican Party, 2007. Still living as of 2007. 
From http://www.maine.gov/legis/house/records/125hrec/20110426.pdf: 
The SPEAKER: 
“The Chair recognizes the Representative from Alna, Representative Fossel.” 
Representative FOSSEL: 
“Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House. We are here 
today because of the idealism and sacrifice of those who came before us. I am Leslie Truman 
Fossel, Junior. My father joined the OSS before the war started to be ready. He fought behind 
enemy lines. I still have his passport entering occupied Europe through Portugal. He died of those 
injuries when I was very young. My mother, Virginia Van Brunt, worked for Vogue in Paris before 
the war. Foreign correspondents' film of the concentration camps was being confiscated at the 
German border. My mother entered Nazi Germany to get pictures of those concentration camps 
out. I still have her passport with the swastika on it. She raised five boys alone with great pride. I 
am one of those boys. Thank you.” 
Legislative Record - House, April 26, 2011 
From http://mainenordmenn.com/yahoo_site_admin1/assets/docs/November_2012_NEWSLETTER-
1.349123834.pdf: 
“Our September Member program featured Les Fossel; Mr. Fossel’s father was in the OSS during 
WWII and responsible for Scandinavia. Mr. Fossel presented a slide show from his materials. 
Members were given an opportunity to tell their own stories about life in Norway during the War 
years.” 
From David Kirkpatrick Este Bruce’s OSS Against the Reich: The World War II Diaries of Colonel 
David K.E. Bruce, Kent State University Press, 1991: 
“Lt. (jg) Fossel was with the Norwegian desk of the London Secret Intelligence branch.” 
From S Peter Karlow’s Targeted by the CIA: An Intelligence Professional Speaks Out on the Scandal 
that Turned the CIA Upside Down, Turner, 2002: 
“Les Fossel actively helped develop support for the Norwegian resistance, which turned in an 
impressive record of anti-Nazi activity and sabotage.” 

http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=11056765
http://politicalgraveyard.com/families/15982.html
http://www.maine.gov/legis/house/records/125hrec/20110426.pdf
http://mainenordmenn.com/yahoo_site_admin1/assets/docs/November_2012_NEWSLETTER-1.349123834.pdf
http://mainenordmenn.com/yahoo_site_admin1/assets/docs/November_2012_NEWSLETTER-1.349123834.pdf
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http://www.columbia.edu/cu/lweb/digital/collections/rbml/lehman/pdfs/0707/ldpd_leh_0707_0170.
pdf: 

 
1729. Hersleb VOGT. Signed 30 March 1944. Kingston House, London. 

121 
DOB 20.5.1912. leg.sekr. norsk. 
The Bromma departure list for 29 March 1944 shows his name as Svend Borchmann Hersleb VOGT. 

http://www.columbia.edu/cu/lweb/digital/collections/rbml/lehman/pdfs/0707/ldpd_leh_0707_0170.pdf
http://www.columbia.edu/cu/lweb/digital/collections/rbml/lehman/pdfs/0707/ldpd_leh_0707_0170.pdf
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The LG, 20 February 1945 announced he was a member of the Official Staff of the Norwegian 
Government in Exile under the direction of the Minister for Foreign Affairs with effect from 29 
September 1944. 
From http://ca.search.studyroom.us/Hersleb+Vogt: 
Hersleb Vogt (20 May 1912 – 9 November 1999) was a Norwegian diplomat. He was born in 
Kristiania, and had the cand.jur. degree in law. He was hired in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 
1936. In 1949 he was hired as an embassy counsellor in the United Kingdom. He served as the 
Norwegian ambassador to Japan from 1953 to 1958, to West Germany from 1958 to 1963, to 
Denmark from 1963 to 1967, to France from 1967 to 1973, to Sweden from 1973 to 1977 and 
France again from 1977 to 1980. He was decorated as a Commander of the Order of St. Olav in 
1961. He died in November 1999. 
From http://runeberg.org/hvemerhvem/1973/0599.html: 

 
1730. Adriaan Matthues de JONG. Signed 30 March 1944. Netherlands Foreign Office, 
London. 

121 
DOB 27.8.1897. kurir. holl. 
Siebren De Jong and Rafael de Jong are also included in the Bromma departure list for 29-30 
March 1944. 
He also signed this book on 25 April 1942 with the address “Stockholm”. The signature is slightly 
different but this is the same person: 

 

http://ca.search.studyroom.us/Hersleb+Vogt
http://runeberg.org/hvemerhvem/1973/0599.html
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1731. Erling Finn DAHL. Signed 30 March 1944. Chatsworth Court, Pembroke Road, 
London Kensington. 

121 
DOB 25.8.1879. dir. norsk. 
From http://runeberg.org/hvemerhvem/1948/0109.html: 

 

 
1935, Oslo Museum 
1732. Gordon BRAMSON. Signed 30 March 1944. Haverfield, Kings Langley, Hertfordshire, 
Watford. 

121 
DOB 2.2.1918. ing. Dansk/Engelsman. 
He is mentioned in OZ Tidsskrift For Kortbølge-Radio, 10 Aargang, September 1947 and the Journal 
of Short-Wave Radio, March 1948. It is interesting to note that another “radio man”, G J Camfield, 
signed this book a few days later on 5 April 1944. 
1733. Konrad Mathias NORDAHL. Signed 30 March 1944. 

 
DOB 25.9.1897. förman. Norrman. 
He also signed this book on 15 November 1941. 

http://runeberg.org/hvemerhvem/1948/0109.html
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1734. Karl Edward JENSEN. Signed 31 March 1944. American Legation, Stockholm, 
Sweden. He also added American Embassy, London. 

121 
DOB 5.6.1907. att. amerikansk. One of the Bromma departure lists states his DOB is 8.5.1907: 

 
According to Sir Peter Tennant’s Touchlines of War, he was the United States Press Attaché in 
Sweden. 
From Blockade Runners, p 175: 
“The following day Trygve Lie calls me [Lars-Axel Nolsson]. During the lunch [with King Haakon, 
Crown Prince Olav, Winston Churchill and Anthony Eden], he tells me, the King asked Churchill 
straight out: 'Why are the Americans denied permission to fly to Sweden to fetch men we need for 
our air force and our merchant navy?' Churchill was a little perplexed and answered that he had no 
idea what could be the reason, of course they could fly. He turned to Eden, who had turned quite 
red in the face and somewhat confused, and gave him orders to give us permission immediately. 
Two days later I am cleared by the British and took off with our five war tired B 24 Liberator planes 
with the course set for our new base Leuchars in Scotland. 
The same day we arrive at Leuchars, March 31st [1944], the weather forecast is exactly what we had 
hoped for - a thick cloud cover all over Norway. Around midnight, eleven hours after we landed at 
Leuchars, I am in the air again on operation Sonnie's first mission. My copilot is my new close 
associate, Lieutenant Colonel Keith Allen, a great guy, dark skinned as an Indian and almost as 
taciturn. He is one of the best instrument flyers I have ever known, both capable and brave. He has 
spent most of his adult days in an airplane, and in an airplane he will also end them. In all we are 
nine men, among them Captain Dave Schreiner and Lieutenants Bob Withrow and Robert Durham, 
who are all trained from many 'slip-operations' to the Maquis-movement in France.” 
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The Museum Goes Abroad, Vol. 12, No. 2, Nov, 1944 refers to “Karl E. Jensen: (Chief of the 
Stockholm Outpost of OWI Office of War Information)”: 

 

 
From http://www.psywarrior.com/PSYOPOrgWW2.html: 
“In neutral Sweden, the OSS established a small base of three men in Stockholm in 1942; by late 
1944 it had grown to 35 members. A small two-man MO unit arrived in Stockholm in April 1944.” 
The Stockholm newspaper Aftontidningen, in an editorial reported today 28 December 1943 to the 
Office of War Information, states ironically that the German deportation of 52 Danish Jewish 
children last week demonstrated how “a defenceless group of people should be treated without 
insulting them.” The children were sent to join their parents in the Vester prison. “Suppose these 
German methods were applied to the Germans themselves,” the editorial said. “Would the Germans 
have anything to complain about? Would it be unjust? If German infants were stuffed into trucks 
and sent to concentration camps to be reunited with parents who had previously been sent there, 
it would be only what the Herrenvolk already have practiced.” 

http://www.psywarrior.com/PSYOPOrgWW2.html
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From Walter A Jackson’s Gunnar Myrdal and America's Conscience: Social Engineering and Racial 
Liberalism, 1938-1987 (Fred W. Morrison Series in Southern Studies), The University of North 
Carolina Press (February 25, 1994): 

 

 
Alva Myrdal signed this book on 30 August 1941.  
1735. Air Commodore Richard Beauchamp MAYCOCK OBE. Signed 1 April 1944. British 
Legation, Stockholm. 

121 
DOB 4.10.1886. överste. 
He also signed this book on 4 May 1942. 
1736. P O’CONNELL. Signed 3 April 1944. Air Ministry. 

121 
Impossible to identify as the surname could be Connell, O’Connell or O’Donnell. The Air Force List 
for March 1944 has one matching entry: Pilot Officer P O’DONNELL (156627). 
1737. Gordon James CAMFIELD. Signed 5 April 1944. Director of Communications 
Development, Ministry of Aircraft Production. 

121 
He is the author of V.H.F. Field Strength Curves for Propagation within the Line of Sight, OSRD WA-
570-3, Report Radio/279, Radio/s.2111/OPE 16, RAE, October 1942. A paper entitled A Frequency 
Generating System for VHF Communication Equipment, 1954, states that G J Camfield MA is at the 
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Royal Aircraft Establishment. See entry for Gordon Bramson (who signed this book on 30 March 
1944). 
From Bulletin, No 42, June 1953, The Institute of Physics: 

 

 

 
From Old Maidstonian Society Newsletter, Summer 2000: 

 
From Old Maidstonian Society Newsletter, Winter 2005: 

 
From The Rocketeer, US Naval Ordnance Test Station, China Lake, California, Vol XVIII, No 8: 
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1738. Flight Lieutenant Herbert George DIMMER (52051). Signed 6 April 1944. The 
Brambles, Sweetcroft Lane, Hillingdon, Middlesex now Uxbridge. 

121 
Mentioned in several issues of the LG. No further trace found. 
1739. Knut HAGERUP-SVENDSEN. Signed 10 April 1944. RNAF HQ Kingston House, 
London. 

122 
DOB 13.11.1913. ing. 
He has signed this book several times. See his entry on 22 October 1941. 
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1740. Einar Thieste BOYESEN. Signed 19 April 1944. Ministry of Education, Kingston 
House, London. 

122 
DOB 3.7.1888. gen.dri. norsk. 
There were two people named Einar Boyesen: 
Einar Boyesen (1888 - 1972) who was a Norwegian school teacher and the father of Einar Boyesen 
(1924 - 1945) who was an SOE agent. He arrived in the UK, via Leuchars, on 7 April 1944 but he did 
not sign this book. His file, reference HS 9/196/2, is in TNA. He is also listed in The Linge Company 
Roll of Honour, 1941 – 1945. 
Norwegian Digital Archive confirms Einar Theiste Boyesen’s DOB as 3 July 1888 and gives his POB 
as Christiana. 
From http://brage.bibsys.no/hint/retrieve/1253/Nr82.pdf: 
“Ekspedisjonsjef dr. philos Einar Theiste Boyesen (1888- 1972) tok artium i 1906, krigsskoleksamen i 
1907, embetseksamen i 1912. Arbeidet så ved en rekke skoler som befalsskole, gymnas, teknisk 
aftenskole. oyeen  
studerte skolestell i England, Tyskland, Sverige, Danmark og Finnland. Fra 1930 var han rektor ved 
Elverum lærerskole (Norsk Skuleblad (1938), nr. 10, s. 192). Han ble i 1955 utnevnt til Kommandør 
for embetsfortjenester (Norsk Skuleblad (1955), nr, 13, s. 223). Norsk Skuleblad (1958) nr. 40 
berettet om at Boyesen hadde oppnådd pensjonsalderen, og gikk av som ekspedisjonssjef. Ny 
mann på posten ble Olav Hove fra Sunnmøre.” 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jens_Boyesen: 
Jens Mogens Boyesen (9 October 1920 – 20 November 1996) was a Norwegian diplomat and 
politician for the Labour Party. He was born in Kristiania as a son of deputy under-secretary of state 
Einar Theiste Boyesen (1888–1972) and Borghild Koppang (1888–1978). He had a younger brother 
Einar who was killed during the Second World War. Fleeing occupied Norway after his involvement 
in Milorg was discovered, Einar Boyesen enrolled in the Norwegian Independent Company 1 and 
was killed during a mission in Norway in March–April 1945. From 1944 to 1947 Jens Boyesen was 
married to Alix Dorry Sophie Theslöf. She later married Erling Steen. In 1955 he married journalist 
Erle Sigrun Bryn, a daughter of Norwegian Maritime Director Erling Bryn. At the time Norway was 
invaded by Germany in 1940, Boyesen was a law student and member of the Labour Party. The 
Labour cabinet Nygaardsvold fled to London in order to avoid an early capitulation. Germany 
occupied Norway for five years, whereas Boyesen became a part of the resistance movement. He 
was a messenger for both the Norwegian government-in-exile and the Norwegian legation in 
Stockholm, communicating on behalf of the so-called Kretsen, an inner circle of the resistance 
movement for which he was the secretary. Within Kretsen, he cooperated especially close with 
former Supreme Court Justice Ferdinand Schjelderup. Approaching the winter of 1944, Boyesen 
was no longer safe in Norway, and fled to Sweden. He worked as a secretary for the Norwegian 
legation in Stockholm until the liberation of Norway in 1945. After the war Boyesen finished his law 
studies, graduating as cand.jur. in 1947. He worked as a deputy judge from 1948, and then as an 
advisor in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs from 1949. He then spent many years as a State Secretary 
in Torp's Cabinet, first in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs from 1951 to 1954 and in the Ministry of 
Defence from 1954 to 1955. He later returned as State Secretary in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

http://brage.bibsys.no/hint/retrieve/1253/Nr82.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jens_Boyesen
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from 1963 to 1965, during Gerhardsen's Fourth Cabinet. From 1955 to 1963 he had been Norway's 
Permanent Representative to NATO. When appointed, he was the youngest ambassador of 
Norway. In 1964 he was mentioned by Norwegian media as a candidate to take over as Secretary 
General of NATO after Dirk Stikker. Among the mentioned candidates was Manlio Brosio, who 
actually got the position. Boyesen was instead sent to Geneva to serve as ambassador to the 
international organizations seated in that city, including the European Free Trade Association. He 
served from 1968 to 1973. When the first cabinet Bratteli assumed office in 1971, Boyesen was 
tipped by newspapers to take over as Minister of Foreign Affairs. This did not happen. He instead 
served in Brussels as Norwegian ambassador to the European Economic Community and Belgium 
from 1973 to 1976, and in Paris as ambassador to the OECD from 1977 to 1986. 
1741. Pincus Israel CAPLAN. Signed 19 April 1944. Ministry of Education, Kingston House, 
London. 

122 
DOB 5.6.1910. läk. norsk. No trace found. His first name could be Pineus. 
1742. Leif HELBERG (4 August 1894 – 9 July 1963). Signed 19 April 1944. Norwegian Army. 

122 
DOB 4.8.1894. red. 
The LG, 7 November 1944 announced that Mr Leif Helberg replaced Mr Knut Thommessen as the 
Norwegian Government Information Officer (under the direction of the Prime Minister) on 26 
August 1944. 
The LG, 10 July 1945 announced that he was removed from this post on 27 May 1945 (along with 
Mr Per Bratland, Mr Tor Gjesdal, Mr Birger Knudsen, Mr Jonas Schanohe-Jonasen and Dr Jacob 
Worm-Müller). 
He was editor of the newspaper Tønsberg Blad. He was Mayor of Tønsberg 1938 - 1940 and 17 
August – 31 December 1945. 
From http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frimodige_ytringer and other websites: 
After the Norwegian capitulation, he joined the Resistance movement and in 1941 established an 
illegal newspaper, Frimodig Ytringer (Courageous speech), along with Reidar Stavseth and Rolf 
Gerhardsen, who were also journalists. They kept it going until 1942 when Helberg and Gerhardsen 
had to flee to Sweden. Stavseth was arrested by the Gestapo and executed. Apart from his 
resistance work it would have been impossible for Helberg to stay in Norway because in 1934, in an 
editorial, Helberg had called Quisling “a sprouting Dictator!” 
1743. Flight Lieutenant ? ? THOMPSON. Signed 18 April 1944. HQ Coastal Command. 

122 
Too many Thompsons in The Air Force List to decipher this signature. 

http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frimodige_ytringer
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1744. Flying Officer Frederick John ASHLEY (146928). Signed 24 April 1944. 422 Squadron, 
Northern Ireland. 

122 
The LG, 13 March 1945 announced that he was on appointment to the RCAF. Along with Eldon 
Wimperis (who also signed this book on 24 April 1944), he was in Don Simco’s crew. 
422 General Reconnaissance Squadron formed at Lough Erne, Northern Ireland, on 2 April 1942. 
They were redesignated a Transport Squadron on 5 June 1945 and disbanded on 3 September 
1945. They reformed at RCAF Station Uplands on 1 January 1953 as 422 Fighter Squadron. They 
went to 4 Wing Baden-Soellingen on 27 August and stayed there until they were deactivated on 1 
July 1970. They reactivated as 422 Tactical Helicopter Squadron on 1 January 1971 and remained a 
helicopter squadron until they were finally disbanded on 16 August 1980. 
See http://www.castlearchdale.net/id23.html for more information about 422 Squadron. 
1745. Flying Officer Eldon G (“Red”) WIMPERIS. Signed 24 April 1944. 422 Squadron, 
Northern Ireland. 

122 
From http://www.castlearchdale.net/id23.html: 
Eldon married Marion Blake in August 1945 and they settled in Ottawa. They built a house in 1949 
under the DVA program that Marion still lives in today. He joined General Electric in sales and 
worked in electrical supply sales and sales management for the rest of his career with GE, Union 
Electric and in W&S Sales Associates, an agency he incorporated around 1966. Marion and Eldon 
had three children - Lynn born 1947, Blake 1949 and Kathy 1952, 9 grandchildren and 2 great 
grandchildren. They celebrated their 50th Anniversary in 1995 and 60th in 2005. In his spare time, 
Eldon became an accomplished curler and later took on roles in curling administration as President 
of the Ottawa Valley Curling Association, President of the Ontario Curling Association and 
President of the Governor General's Curling Club 1988. He was a Life Member of the Ottawa 
Curling Club and Honorary Life Member of the Ontario Curling Association. He also played golf, 
hunted deer and fished. In his final years he suffered from Alzheimer's Disease. He passed away on 
February 7, 2007. 
From the July 2009 Edition of the 422 Squadron Association Newsletter, p. 1: 
“On Jan. 25 1944 while returning from Alness (Highlands, Scotland), John Wharton and crew landed 
at Bowmore (Islay, Scotland) with engine trouble. While there heavy winds required a gale crew on 
board. Unfortunately the winds increased in strength, the aircraft broke from the mooring, suffering 
a hole in the hull. The Sunderland drifted toward shore and began to sink. This occurred at night 
and the crew decided to board one of the rubber life rafts to get to the safety of the shore. Three 
of the four man gale crew were in the raft, which broke free from the aircraft before the second 
pilot Wimperis could reach it. He spent the rest of the night grasping the radar mast, while partly 
immersed in the cold water of the bay. Next morning a rescue was made, but Wimperis spent some 

http://www.castlearchdale.net/id23.html
http://www.castlearchdale.net/id23.html
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time in hospital recovering from the ordeal.”

 
 

 
From http://sunderland1944.tripod.com/422_squadron/members/W/422wimps.htm: 
422 Squadron RCAF (Wartime) Association 

http://sunderland1944.tripod.com/422_squadron/members/W/422wimps.htm
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Eldon G. Wimperis (Mrs. Marion Wimperis) 
Served RCAF 1942-1945. Later 422 Squadron Captain at P.D. 

 
Taken from a letter home about the Nissen Hut 
422 Squadron 
Nov/43 - Apr/44  
Apr/44 - Nov/45 
Other Service and Training 
#1 Manning Depot Toronto Feb - Jun/42  
#6 ITS Toronto June - Aug/42  
#12 EFTS Goderich, On Aug - Oct/42 
#2 SFTS Uplands, On Oct/42- Feb/43 
#31 GRS Charlottetown, PEI Mar-May/43  
#1 Y Depot, Halifax, NS May-June/43 
Bournemouth, England June/43 
RAF Lulsgate Bottom, Eng July-Aug/43 
RAF Alness, Scotland Sept-Oct/43 
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RAF Leuchars, Scotland Apr-May/44 
RAF Sullom Voe, Shetlands, May 10-23/44 
#4 (C) OTU - Alness, Scotland Flying Instr. May-June/45 
Repatriation Depot, Torquay, Devon July/45 
Born In Ottawa June 30, 1923  
1746. Flying Officer Cecil Arthur FOX DFC (151392). Signed 28 April 1944. MAEE Marine 
Aircraft Experimental Establishment Helensburgh. 

122 
Signature identified by Robin Bird, an expert on MAEE, in reply to an email from Trevor Baker dated 
31st March 2013. DFC Citation published in the LG 29 May 1945: “Flight Lieutenant Cecil Arthur Fox 
(151392), R.A.F.V.R., 143 Sqn. As navigator, Flight Lieutenant Fox has taken part in very many 
sorties, some of them being attacks on enemy shipping. During these operations a number of 
enemy vessels have been attacked. By his high standard of navigational ability, excellent co-
operation and great determination, Flight Lieutenant Fox has contributed in good measure to the 
results obtained.” 
1747. S/Lt Sigmund BRECK. Signed 1 May 1944. RNAF, 333 Squadron. 

122 
He has many entries in 33 Squadron’s Operations Record Book. 
He is listed in Little Norway. From Clay Blair’s Hitler's U-Boat War: The Hunted 1942-45, Cassell & 
Co., 2000: 

 
From http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=73724: 
Crashed in sea in bad weather 12m S of Summerside, Prince Edward Island, Canada. Mosquito KB 
536 of No 45 Group RAF took off on 10 December 1944 for a ferry flight to the UK. Conditions of 
low visibility prevailed at take-off. The aircraft was last heard from shortly after take-off and then 
nothing. Subsequent searches located wreckage of the aircraft in shallow water about 12 miles 
south of Summerside, and a quarter of a mile off shore from Sea Cow Head. Crew: Fnr. Sigmund 
Breck (pilot) RNAF – killed and Flying Officer (Aus408785) Francis Edward Sorensen (obs) RAAF – 
killed. 
See the enry for Amund Gunnar HELGEDAGSRUD who signed this book on 3 April 1942. 

http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=73724
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1748. Flight Lieutenant Unknown. Signed 3 May 1944. RAF Sullom Voe. 

122 
210 and 330 (Norwegian) Squadrons were based at Sullom Voe the day this book was signed. 
Assuming the surname starts with “O”, it might be one of these (Olsen excluded); the first name 
starts with the same letter as the surname and could be an “F”: 
 

  
1749. Squadron Leader Charles Purvis SHERWOOD (120113). Signed 11 May 1944. M&AE, 
DHQ, Edinburgh. 

122 
The only matches in the Chaplains section of The Air Force Lists for March and July 1944 are: 
W W C L ORPWOOD 
J M UNDERWOOD 
Charles Purvis SHERWOOD (the best match) 
C M WEDGWOOD 
T S HARWOOD 
According to http://www.ancientfaces.com/person/charles-purvis-sherwood/139186869, he was 
born in 1910 in Prahran, Australia. He was the only child of Richard and Warde Hilda Sherwood. 

http://www.ancientfaces.com/person/charles-purvis-sherwood/139186869
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According to the digital edition of The New Yorker, 20 February 1954, “Charles Purvis Sherwood, is 
to be the new Rector of Woodstock, in succession to Canon Harold Pickles…” 
The address acronym is probably based on Marine Aircraft Experimental Establishment (or the 
Royal Aircraft Establishment) Divisional Head Quarters. 
1750. Odd HOPE. Signed 28 May 1944. 330 (N) Squadron, Sullom Voe. 

122 
Listed in Little Norway. 
A civilian named Odd Hope escaped from Norway on M/B Måken (M 366 B), which departed 
Ålesund on Sept. 19-1940. Owners of this vessel were the brothers Ole and Johan Dyrøy. The 
former was executed following the unsuccessful attempt to get away with Viggo in Febr.-1942 - 
follow the link for more information. The escape with Måken was organized by the Torsvik Group, 
most of the passengers being Navy officers and pilots, who on a previous occasion had been 
assisted in getting from Ålesund to the front in the north of Norway. When the country capitulated 
they had flown south along the coast, then sank the aircraft west of Ålesund. That fall they returned 
to Ålesund, wanting to get to a British port, and were subsequently put in touch with the Torsvik 
Group. On board were: Johan Brinch, Christian Kahrs, Finn Kjos, Harald Kruse, Collet Müller, Jens 
Riser, Haakon Rustad, Johan Ulstrup as well as the civilians Per Devold and Odd Hope. Translation 
provided to Trevor Baker by Geoff Ward in an email dated 19 February 2013: Odd Hope belonged 
to the same group as Kristen Branum, (arrested June 25 1940), Kurt Adler Sæthre (July 24), and 
Knut Hanssen, (August 17). They were first condemned to death but the sentences were later 
commuted to imprisonment. Branum and Hanssen survived but Sæthre died in Germany in 1942. 
Before the war, Hope was a radio-amateur and in 1939 he was President of the Norwegian Radio 
and Relay League. Early in January 1940, all radio-amateur activities in Norway were banned and 
the transmitters sealed. . On April 9th, (the day the Germans invaded Norway), Odd Hope and 
some friends decided to break the seal on his transmitter. They tried to contact the Norwegian 
forces in Voss but as they received no reply, they sent a courier with information about the 
situation in Bergen. The day after, April 10 Hope moved from his home in Johananes Bruns gate to 
a friend’s house nearby. Shortly afterwards the Germans were at his home to look for the 
transmitter but Hope’s parents “didn’t know” where their son was. After his escape to England he 
was sent to Little Norway in Canada where he became a pilot. He has several entries in 330 
Squadron’s Operations Record Book. 
1751. Wing Commander [later Group Captain] William Arthur Harry CULLAM OBE (35201). 
Signed 31 May 1944. HQ 17 Group, Edinburgh. 

122 
No 17 (Training) Group HQ was as 58 Melville Street, Edinburgh 3. W A H Cullum’s promotion to 
the rank of Squadron Leader was published in the LG, 28 April 1944. His OBE was announced in 
Flight, 5 January 1950 in recognition of his services in the Berlin Air Lift. His retirement with the rank 
of Group Captain was announced in the LG, 7 August 1956. 
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1752. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Ralph GREASLEY (48214). Signed 1 June 1944. 
RAF Gosport. 

122 
He is mentioned in the LG, 2 June 1942, 23 June 1942, 11 June 1943, 4 May 1948, 9 August 1949 
and 30 June 1953, the latter announcing his permanent commission in the Marine Branch. His 
retirement was announced in the LG, 21 July 1959. 
1753. William (?) BECK. Signed 1 June 1944. BOAC. 

122 
From Flight, 16 March 1944: 

 
However, the initials “J. B.” don’t match the signature. Some people who signed this book with 
BOAC in the address column did so because they arrived on a BOAC flight and, therefore, they 
have no connection with BOAC. No trace found. 
1754. Flying Officer BLACKMAN. Signed 1 June 1944. ATDU Aircraft Torpedo Development 
Unit, Gosport. 

122 
The Aircraft Torpedo Development Unit was established by the Air Ministry at Gosport in 1921 to 
undertake the development of aerial torpedoes and mines and the means of carrying them and of 
delivering them from aircraft. It worked exclusively for the Air Ministry until 1942, when control 
passed to the Ministry of Aircraft Production and it thereafter carried out work both for the Royal 
Air Force and the Royal Naval Air Service. The unit was passed to the Ministry of Supply control in 
1946. There are too many Blackmans in The Air Force List for May 1944 to identify this signature. 
1755. Flight Lieutenant Edward BROMLEY-DAVENPORT (80587) (3 July 1909 – 6 May 
1990). Signed 2 June 1944. BOAC London. 

123 
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He was the son of Walter Arthur Bromley-Davenport and the brother of Lt.-Col. Sir Walter Henry 
Bromley-Davenport TD DL (15 September 1903 – 26 December 1989) who was a British 
Conservative Party politician. He paid cricket for Free Foresters (1937 – 1938) and Marylebone 
Cricket Club (1946-1948). 
1756. Archibald Shaw MACLAREN (1902 – 1987). Signed 2 June 1944. BOAC London. 

123 
Author of The Design of Land Airports for Medium and Long-distance Civil Air Transport, 1945 and 
The Reconciliation of Civil Engineering Problems with International Standards in the Siting and 
Planning of Airports, 1953. Holder of a Canadian patent for “Screw locking means”. 
1757. Francis Roland Peter GARROD. Signed 2 June 1944. ATA, RAF White Waltham. 

123 
According to E C Cheeseman’s Brief Glory: The Story of ATA, Harborough Publishing Co Ltd, 
Leicester, 1946, he was a First Officer. 
1758. O COATES (?). Signed 3 May [should be June] 1944. Immigration Office, Dyce 
Aerodrome. 

123 
Surname could be COALES. 
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1759. Stanton GRIFFIS (1887-1974). Signed [no date but 15 June 1944]. Paramount 
Pictures, London. 

123 
DOB 2.5.1887. tj.man. amerikansk. 
From the Bromma departure list for 14 June 1944: 

 
Stanton Griffis of Connecticut was Ambassador to Poland in 1947. He was born in 1887 and had a 
career as an investment banker. He was chairman of the executive committee of Paramount 
Pictures and a director of Madison Square Garden. He served as U.S. Ambassador to Egypt, 
Argentina and Spain. He was Ambassador to Argentina while Juan and Eva Peron were in power 
and wrote of his experiences in a book titled Lying In State. Ambassador Griffis died in 1974 in New 
York. 
From http://www.trumanlibrary.org/photographs/view.php?id=43054: 

 

http://www.trumanlibrary.org/photographs/view.php?id=43054
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May 1944. Left to Right: Three unidentified men, Stanton Griffis, another unidentified man in 
Sweden. Mt. Griffis, an executive with Paramount Pictures, was negotiating with the Swedes to 
cease shipping ball-bearings to Germany and ship them to the Allies instead. 
From http://www.american-buddha.com/hig.tradingwithenemy7.htm: 
Throughout World War II, Sosthenes Behn was an investor in the Swedish Enskilda Bank, chief 
financier of the colossal ball-bearings trust known as SKF. Goring's cousin Hugo von Rosen and 
William L. Batt, vice- chairman of the War Production Board, were directors of SKF in America 
throughout the war, dedicated to keeping South American companies on the Proclaimed List 
supplied with ball-bearings. 
Tiny ball-bearings were essential to the Nazis: The Luftwaffe could not fly without them, the tanks 
and armored cars could not roll in their missions of death. ITT's Focke-Wulfs, Ford's autos and 
trucks for the enemy, would have been powerless without them. Indeed, World War II could not 
have been fought without them. Focke-Wulfs used at least four thousand bearings per plane: 
roughly equivalent to those used by the Flying Fortresses. Guns, bombsights, electrical generators 
and engines, ventilating systems, U-boats, railroads, mining machinery, ITT's communications 
devices -- these existed on ball-bearings. 
With its 185 sales organizations throughout the world, SKF could have contributed a fine example 
of Sweden's economic democracy at work. However, SKF was concerned only to make profits, trade 
on both sides of the fence in wartime, and act as a front for German interests. It was in part an arm 
of the Swedish government since its representatives abroad were often ambassadors, ministers, or 
consuls, who represented Swedish policy all over the world. SKF represented virtually every 
industrial combine in Sweden and every member of the board was part of the companies that 
controlled the entire Swedish economy. Founded in 1907, SKF, with its subsidiaries, was the largest 
manufacturer of bearings on earth. It controlled 80 percent of bearings in Europe alone. It also 
controlled iron ore mines, steel and blast furnaces, foundries and factories and plants in the United 
States, Great Britain, France, and Germany. The largest share of its production until late in World 
War II was allocated to Germany: 60 percent of the worldwide production of SKF was dedicated to 
the Germans. Some indication of SKF's attitude toward the Allies can be gauged from the fact that 
while the German factory at Schweinfurt produced 93 percent of capacity, the U.S. company in 
Philadelphia produced less than 38 percent, and the British less than that.  
And ball-bearings were among the most powerful weapons of The Fraternity's sophisticated form 
of wartime neutrality. Their inventor and the power behind their production and distribution as SKF 
chairman was Sven Wingquist, a dashing playboy friend of Goring and the Duke and Duchess of 
Windsor. He was a prominent partner in Jacob Wallenberg's Stockholm Enskilda, the largest private 
bank in Sweden -- a correspondent bank of Hitler's Reichsbank. Wallenberg was large, athletic, 
impeccably Aryan -- comptroller of mining, shale oil, electrical goods, munitions, iron mines -- 
virtually the whole industrial economy of his native country. Sosthenes Behn and Wingquist were in 
partnership with Axel Wenner-Gren of U.S. Electrolux in the gigantic Bofors munitions empire: 
Bofors supplied Germany with a substantial part of its steel production in World War II. 
As stated, American directors for the duration were Goring's second cousin by marriage Hugo von 
Rosen, and William L. Batt. A hard-bitten and driving individualist, Batt was born in Indiana; he 
began in railway shops, where he learned a machinist's trade from his father. He earned his 
engineering degree at Purdue in 1907; next year he was employed in the ball-bearing plant of 
Hess-Bright Manufacturing Co. of Philadelphia. When Hess-Bright amalgamated with SKF in 1919, 
he rose rapidly to become president of the company in 1923. 
A big man, with the hands of a lumberjack, black patent-leather hair, a prominent nose and a 
jutting cleft chin, Batt dressed in high fashion, and sported monogrammed silk handkerchiefs and 
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Sulka ties. His SKF factory in Philadelphia rivaled the giant sister factories in Goteborg in Sweden 
and Schweinfurt in Germany. SKF Philadelphia was the subject of glowing articles in The Wall Street 
Journal and Fortune magazine, its products reaching a staggering $21 million a year by 1940. 
With war approaching, and the fear of America entering the conflict, Hugo von Rosen and fellow 
board members traveled to their German and Italian plants, which were jointly owned with 
Germany and Italy, and promised their managers that if it proved difficult to ship ball-bearings to 
Nazi or Italian affiliates in Latin America through the British blockade, Philadelphia would take over 
whether or not Roosevelt declared war. Simultaneously, the SKF directors protected their 
associated chemical company, I.G. Farben's Bosch, with the aid of John Foster Dulles. Batt was 
president of American Bosch. Dulles, the Bosch/General Aniline and Film attorney, set up a voting 
trust to protect the company with himself and Batt as trustees after Pearl Harbor. He was thus 
enabled to save the company from being seized until the spring of 1942, five months after America 
was at war. 
Dulles also proved helpful in setting up similar protections for SKF: protections that lasted until the 
end of the war. He helped organize a deal whereby Batt became the nominal majority shareholder 
with trustee voting rights. Since American-owned companies could not be seized by Alien Property 
Custodian Leo T. Crowley, this proved to be a protection. 
With the outbreak of war, Roosevelt appointed Batt vice-chairman of the War Production Board, 
whose chairman was Sears, Roebuck's Donald Nelson. Batt worked from 8 A.M. until after midnight, 
so busy that his lunch consisted of apples and milk eaten in the middle of meetings while he kept 
relighting his cold pipe with a lighter in the form of a cannon. 
From the moment he took up his position on the War Production Board, Batt instituted the famous 
motto "Patch and pray." Ignoring the fact that his fellow Fraternity members had caused these very 
shortages, and that he was wartime majority trustee shareholder for companies collaborating with 
the enemy, he blasted the public on the radio for being extravagant with rubber and scrap metal. 
He insisted that housewives turn in their tin cans, old tires, tubes, leaky hot water bottles, rubber 
gloves, and aprons. He called for all old newspapers to be sent for packing ammunition; he 
enforced voluntary surrender of rags, used wool, and even fats for glycerin. At the same time, he 
cheerfully overlooked the fact that scrap had gone to build the bombs that were rained on Pearl 
Harbor. He moved smoothly between that whited sepulcher of Republicanism, the Union League 
Club of Philadelphia, and the New Dealers on Capitol Hill. He was smart enough to express 
admiration of the Red Army when he went to Russia on the famous Averell Harriman mission. It 
was convenient for him to be called a "pink" while maintaining his Nazi connections. 
During his period with the War Production Board, which lasted for the duration, Batt's behavior was 
largely in the interests of The Fraternity. He was ideally situated to turn a blind eye to von Rosen's 
trade with Proclaimed Listees, given his immense influence and the fact that he had innumerable 
government employees on his staff throughout North and South America and neutral Europe. 
Because of war and the blockade, it was difficult for SKF in Sweden to supply its Proclaimed List 
customers south of the Panama Canal. As a result, von Rosen saw to it that those same companies 
were supplied direct from Philadelphia. 
Von Rosen was under direct orders from Stockholm to supply the Latin American Nazi-associated 
firms irrespective of the fact that there was an overwhelming demand for all available ball-bearings 
in the United States. He was to base his sales on the principle of Business as Usual rather than on 
the needs of the war effort. Batt, accepting these arrangements, could not use the excuse that he 
was in effect working for a Swedish company and therefore had to obey neutral rules, since he 
himself as an American owned 103,439 shares of capital stock. 
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Under von Rosen's directorship and Batt's trusteeship, SKF production in wartime failed to reach 
even the minimum of American expectations. This fact infuriated Morgenthau, who designated the 
stocky, feisty Canadian-born Lauchlin Currie of the White House Economics Staff to hammer away 
at the government to stop this outrageous circumstance. Currie was seconded by a very 
determined and thorough official of French extraction, Jean Pajus of the Office of Economic 
Programs, who prepared millions of words in reports on the doings of Batt and von Rosen until as 
late as 1945. 
Delving deep into records, Currie found that the all-important Curtiss Wright Aviation Corporation 
was unable for fifteen months after Pearl Harbor to secure sufficient ball-bearings from SKF and 
came close to closing down. Worn-out ball-bearings caused crashes that cost American lives. At a 
time when every plane in the country was desperately needed for the war effort, large numbers of 
planes were grounded because of the lag in supply. 
In June 1943, one loyal, patriotic executive of SKF finally lost all patience with von Rosen and went 
to Washington to see Batt in his role of vice-chairman of the War Production Board to complain 
bitterly of the SKF shortages that were hampering America's fight in the air. Batt listened coldly and 
then said, "Nothing can be done. Nor will it be done." That was the end of the matter. The 
executive resigned.* 
Someone on the SKF staff even doctored the inventories in Philadelphia so that it seemed only a 
few million ball-bearings were ground out, when in fact vastly more had been produced. 
Sometimes, for American use, von Rosen manufactured an outer bearing part without its inner 
component and vice versa. It exasperated Currie and Pajus that the incomplete bearings were 
useless. 
While holding up orders, causing bottlenecks (with the collusion of the indispensable Jesse H. 
Jones), and causing shortages, von Rosen did not only ship to South America. He also sent to 
Sweden secret patents, detailed charts, and private production details. Knowing that these might 
be intercepted by British or American censorship in Bermuda, members of his staff placed the 
precious documents in the diplomatic bags of the Swedish embassy in Washington. Neutral 
diplomatic bags were precluded from seizure or search in time of war. Currie wrote, in a 
memorandum summing up Batt's collusion, on May 3, 1944: "Batt was busy ... pulling all wires he 
could in the U.S. Office of Censorship and with the British Purchasing Commission." 
At the same time these activities were continuing, the SKF Philadelphia operation was issued a 
general license to deal internationally throughout the war. And Batt's retention in his official 
position during World War II can only be ascribed to Roosevelt. 
Treasury even allowed SKF to get away with posing as an American-owned corporation, despite the 
fact that Treasury had records of the Swedish-German ownership in its possession. When Lauchlin 
Currie became too inquisitive, Batt deliberately burned all of the appropriate SKF correspondence 
and accountancy files.  
On April 10, 1943, a loyal and patriotic American, J. S. Tawrsey, chief engineer on the SKF board of 
directors, resigned following a furious quarrel with Batt. He charged that SKF was "destructive to 
the war effort," that SKF had failed to meet orders for 150,000 deliveries per month to the all-
important Pratt-Whitney fighter airplane engine company, and that Batt was flagrantly working 
against America despite his WPB role. In disgust with the company, Tawresey joined the Air Corps. 
He contacted Treasury. Franklin S. Judson of the Foreign Economic Administration flew to see him 
at an Air Force base in Florida. The men had a charged meeting in which Tawresey poured out his 
heart on the doings of SKF. Angrily he charged von Rosen and many of his staff with anti-Semitism 
and pro-Nazi feelings, and said that they blatantly held the United States up to scorn at board 
meetings and in private conversations. Currie was horrified. He wrote Morgenthau a blistering 
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report on the meeting, followed by an equally damning SEC report, but nothing happened to the 
company as a result. 
Throughout the war an old reliable of The Fraternity proved to be helpful. The National City Bank of 
New York siphoned through money to Sweden: the SKF profits from Latin American dealings. 
Officially, all National City Bank's Swedish accounts were frozen on Roosevelt's orders. Somehow, 
Batt managed to use his government influence to have the funds specially unblocked by license for 
transfer across the Atlantic. 
As war went on, it became necessary to cloak SKF shipments to South America in case members of 
the FBI should discover what was going on As a cover, von Rosen set up a subsidiary that took a 
leaf out of the Standard Oil book. Registered in Panama, it was protected by Panamanian laws from 
American seizure. Ball bearings traveled from American ports on Panamanian registered vessels. 
Over 600,000 ball-bearings a year traveled in this manner to Nazi customers in South America 
including Siemens, Diesel, Asea, and Separator, as well as Axel Wenner-Gren's Electrolux and Behn's 
ITT. Transfer was made of purchasing funds through the Nazi Banco Aleman Trans-atlantico. Von 
Rosen used a crude code in his telegrams, all of which were passed through the diplomatic bag. 
"Wild duck glace arrived, also Schnapps" meant that ball-bearings had arrived along with their 
component parts. 
When Germany began to run short of ball-bearings in 1943, despite the vast shipments from 
Sweden and its own local production, more were needed from South America. So von Rosen 
arranged for reshipment from Rio and Buenos Aires via Sweden. The British, utterly dependent on 
SKF for their own ball-bearings, appeased the dubious corporation by issuing special Navicerts 
allowing vessels to pass unsearched through the blockade to Sweden. Even the Russians concurred 
-- they, too, needed SKF. 
A curious series of events took place in 1943. Early in October, Batt flew to Stockholm in an 
American Army bomber accompanied by Army representatives. The ostensible purpose of the 
mission was to secure further supplies of ball-bearing production machinery, despite the fact that 
there was quite sufficient in Philadelphia. Details of his meetings with Jacob Wallenberg and 
Wingquist were not disclosed. However, on October 14, when General Henry H. ("Hap") Arnold, U.S. 
Army Air Force chief, commanded a raid on SKF's giant Schweinfurt factory, he was shocked to 
discover that news of the supposed bombing had been leaked to the enemy. The result was that 
America lost sixty planes in the attack. Arnold told the London News Chronicle on October 19, "I 
don't see how they could have prepared the defense they did unless they had been warned in 
advance." 
For the first time since Pearl Harbor there were some signs that action might be taken by the 
American government. The energetic Jean Pajus spearheaded a drive to expose SKF.  
Meanwhile, General Carl Spaatz of the U.S. High Command in London was furious because the 
Swedes were tripling their shipments to Germany with British and American official authorization 
after the raid on Schweinfurt. He called U.S. Ambassador John G. Winant to his headquarters on 
March 13, 1944, and blasted him about his handling of the matter, claiming that Winant was 
"playing along with the British." Spaatz screamed, "Our whole bomber offensive is being nullified!" 
Winant, red-faced and smarting from the dressing down, asked his assistant Winfield Riefler to look 
into the matter. Riefler found that the British Ministry of Economic Warfare, which was supposed to 
enforce the restrictions of shipments, was failing to do so because Britain was as dependent on 
Swedish SKF as Germany -- following Luftwaffe raids on the SKF subsidiary's plant in Luton. 
On March 20, Lauchlin Currie wrote to Dean Acheson that he was drastically concerned by the 
gravity of the situation: "During the past few months our air forces have made sixteen heavy and 
costly raids for the sole purpose of destroying the ballbearing production capacity of the Germans. 
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But while we are eliminating German production at tremendous sacrifice in planes and men, 
Swedish production continues to be available to the enemy. Swedish shipments to Germany in 
1943 were at an all-time peak." Acheson did not reply. 
On April 13, 1944, U.S. Ambassador Herschel Johnson, who signed this book on 26 September 
1942, had a meeting with Swedish Foreign Minister Christian E. Gunther in Stockholm. Gunther 
pointed out that negotiating the three-way pact between the United States, Britain, and Germany 
had been immensely difficult and that if Sweden should break the pact now, Germany could react 
violently. Gunther added sharply, "American public opinion would see the justice of the position 
taken by Sweden if Sweden should publish the entire correspondence in which it would appear that 
trade between Sweden and Germany was on a contract basis known to the Allied governments and 
based on prior agreements with them." Thus it was clear the Swedish Foreign Minister was 
threatening the United States: if it didn't play along, Sweden would disclose to the American public 
that its government was making deals with the enemy. 
Lord Selborne, Minister of Economic Warfare, gave his views to Riefler of Winant's staff in London. 
He was responding to a U.S. government proposal that SKF should be put on the blacklist if it 
refused the request for an embargo. Selborne totally disagreed with the proposal. He felt that such 
a threat would be a fatal blunder. He begged Riefler to dissuade the U.S. government from such a 
course. Instead, the British government felt that the entire output of SKF should be bought by the 
United States outright: a sure source of dollars for the Nazis. It was clear that Selborne was 
concerned that in the event of blacklisting, Britain would be left without its vast influx of ball-
bearings. Not only were bearings immediately expected by ship, but there were 350 tons being 
held at Goteborg by British supply authorities. He felt that these would be held hostage, and seized 
by the Swedes in reprisal if Swedish property in the United States or Britain should be seized. There 
was also the danger of thousands of tons of bearings loaded on two British cargo ships, Dicto and 
Lionel, being hijacked at sea. 
On April 25, Under Secretary of War Robert P. Patterson advised Secretary of War Stimson that 
Sweden had rejected the U.S. demand to stop shipments to Germany in excess of those agreed to 
in 1943. He wrote, "Sweden, I am sure, will try to drag the matter out by iscussions, holding out 
hopes to us that exports to Germany will be reduced in the future. This has been her policy in the 
past, and she'll try it again." Patterson pointed out that Sweden was furnishing Germany with 
munitions that killed American soldiers, that 20 percent of the shells fired at Americans came from 
Swedish iron ore, and that the Swedes were getting large quantities of petroleum when the British 
and U.S. were short of it for war purposes. He added, "I ... believe that the government should make 
the facts public." It was a futile hope. 
On April 27, Lieutenant James Puleston, Navy liaison in the Foreign Economic Administration, wrote 
to Lauchlin Currie that "no confidence whatsoever" should be placed in Jacob Wallenberg, that the 
idea of the embargo was a "mirage" and "a pleasant dream." He felt that a much more effective 
way to secure cooperation was for the State Department to threaten cutting off oil supplies to 
Sweden; he disliked Swedish ships "hanging around" American and Caribbean ports "because we 
believe that there are enough pro-German crews in the Swedish navy to act as spies." He added in 
his report to Currie: 
If we dilly-dally or accept the half measures proposed by Wallenberg and the State Department we 
abandon the last battle before it begins -- ... If we go through the oil embargo we can at least put 
the additional loss of American lives where it belongs -- squarely in the State Department. If we do 
not, we will share this responsibility and, personally, I don't want to think that a single American 
soldier died because I did not press the State Department for the proper action. 
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Pressing the State Department was no easy matter. However, in April 1944, Treasury was finally 
able to induce Dean Acheson to agree to hire someone to fly to Sweden and try to buy off the 
Enskilda Bank from supplying Germany. 
The choice of special emissary fell on a curious figure. Instead of sending Currie or Harry Dexter 
White, Acheson and Morgenthau selected a banker and movie executive of Paramount Studios, 
Stanton Griffis, who was better known as a socialite than as an expert in economics. He flew to 
London, where he was joined by a smooth young economist and Red Cross vice-chairman named 
Douglas Poteat. The two men squeezed into a cramped Mosquito aircraft and flew through violent 
electrical storms to Stockholm. There, at the gloomy and overpowering Grand Hotel, they met with 
Ambassador Johnson and with Jacob Wallenberg. 
On the second morning of his stay at the Grand, Griffis woke up to see a waiter standing with a 
breakfast. The man said in a heavy Balkan voice, "I am an American secret agent. I will be working 
for you and will keep you informed. In Room 208, where you will be meeting with the Swedes, the 
Germans have installed listening devices. In Room 410 is Dr. Schnurre of the Nazi government, who 
is hoping to outbid you in the ballbearings negotiations." Griffis was astonished by this little 
speech. He assumed the man was a jokester or a plant. But from that moment on the waiter, who 
was working for the OSS, kept him informed of every movement of Wallenberg and the Nazis. 
The negotiations in the gloomy Enskilda Bank boardroom dominated by Wallenberg family 
portraits were slow and tedious. Griffis obviously knew nothing of the links between Batt and the 
Axis, because in the course of his discussion he said to one of the SKF executives, Harald Hamberg, 
"You can hold out as long as you like, but the U. S. is not going to stand by while you make 
machines to kill American boys." Hamberg, no doubt hiding his knowledge of the matter, replied, 
"How do you know that our ballbearings help kill American boys? "Whereupon, Douglas Poteat 
took out a handful of ball-bearings and laid them on the table. "Where were these made?" Poteat 
asked. The executive examined them. "In Sweden," he said. And Poteat added, looking the 
executive in the eye, "Every one of these was taken from a German plane shot down over London." 
At last, after several weeks, an agreement was reached. Griffis authorized $8 million to be paid to 
the credit of the Enskilda Bank. When the war was over, Griffis guaranteed, there would be no anti-
trust action against SKF. SKF would keep all of its German properties forever, and all SKF Nazi 
connections in the United States would be forgiven, forgotten, and -- more importantly -- 
unexposed. 
Meanwhile, public criticism was beginning to surface: SKF workers in Philadelphia got wind of the 
dealings with the Nazis. An article appeared in the liberal newspaper PM, charging von Rosen and 
Batt with gross malfeasance and trading with enemy collaborators. Various disaffected SKF 
executives, troubled by the nature of the corporation to which they belonged, began to snitch. 
Batt gave The Washington Post an interview on May 14, 1944, saying that production in 
Philadelphia would be hurt if the company were nationalized or Proclaimed Listed in response to 
press criticism from the Left. He insisted he was not a Nazi front and he denied that Goring's 
relative was his partner. He described von Rosen as "a salesman." He admitted that he voted 95 
percent of the stock without revealing that his ownership was to protect the company from seizure 
as an alien concern. 
But the loyal American executives, and workers on the assembly lines in Philadelphia, grew 
increasingly restless. There was a series of union meetings, in which shop stewards talked angrily of 
a strike. Many workers went home to their wives and children, muttering about collaboration with 
the enemy. It seemed that what the U.S. government had lamentably failed to do -- put SKF out of 
business -- the workers might.  
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Batt didn't lose control. On May 16 he called a mass meeting of the eight thousand employees of 
SKF in the large truckyard of the factory. His wavy black hair, strong face, and powerful broad-
shouldered figure always inspired confidence in the workers, who tended to trust him no matter 
what the evidence against him. He delivered a speech, standing on a high platform flanked by four 
American flags flapping in the wind. He shouted, "None of our production is reaching the enemy! I 
assure you of that, my friends! All these rumors about Nazis influencing our company in Sweden 
are sheer nonsense! These kinds of rumors are just Hitler propaganda to pull us down!" 
This outrageous lie was greeted with cheers by eight thousand gullible workers. They were hugely 
relieved and almost ran back to the assembly lines. Somebody in the government got to PM and 
forced it to issue a retraction. On May 18 the Treasury and the Office of the Alien Property 
Custodian issued a joint statement to the press to the effect that following an investigation of SKF, 
it was "totally absolved of all alleged collusion with the enemy." The statement went on, "Both the 
War and Navy departments have advised the Treasury Department and the Alien Property 
Custodian that all of the production of SKF Industries and SKF Steel contributes to the war effort of 
the United States ... SKF Industries and SKF Steel have excellent records for war production, and 
state that any serious loss of production would have an immediate and serious effect on 
production of war munitions needed for plant operations." 
On June 13 the agreement was concluded between SKF and the governments of the United States 
and the United Kingdom regarding reduced bearings exports to the enemy. Despite the expert 
example of public relations shown by William L. Batt, it was clear that the government was uneasy 
about advertising the fact that Nazi Germany was still being benefited by the Allies. A note on the 
top of the State Department memorandum dated June 13 and listing the amount of shipments 
reads: "It has been agreed to keep this arrangement secret not only during the period of its 
operation, but also after its termination." 
In July a series of memoranda of the Foreign Economic Administration was shuffled between 
government departments alleging that so far from adhering to the $8 million agreement, SKF was 
indulging in a so-called triangular trade, shipping via Spain, Portugal, and Switzerland to the enemy 
to avoid charges that they were shipping directly. Every effort possible was made to get around the 
agreements. Unfortunately, the memoranda show, since the U.S. government had whitewashed 
SKF, it could scarcely expose these new activities. Under Secretary of War Patterson kept 
hammering away at the issue, but nothing was done about it. A helpless Lauchlin Currie could 
merely try to reassure everyone that everything would be all right in the end. 
On behalf of the Foreign Economic Administration, Jean Pajus prepared a devastating indictment of 
William Batt, Hugo von Rosen, and SKF as a whole on September 15, 1944. Following a pocket 
history of the corporation up to date, he summarized the key matters as follows. He stated that 
Batt had been "under SKF orders to supply the Latin American market, irrespective of current war 
orders in the United States, and to base all sales in the United States primarily on the long-term 
business interests of the company rather than the needs of the war effort." He pointed out that 
directives from the Swedish plant came through the Swedish Legation in Washington, thus 
escaping the normal channels of censorship. These directives showed that a company collaborating 
with the enemy could exercise control of a vital U.S. industry. 
Pajus reiterated that SKF production had not reached even minimum expectations; that there had 
been great lapses in ball-bearings deliveries to vital war industries; that as a result planes had been 
grounded; that William L. Batt could have corrected the situation but had not done so. He 
summarized the deliberate tying up of raw materials, the associations with enemy corporations, 
and the overall disgrace of a so-called American company controlled by enemy interests. SKF 
remained unpunished. 
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The Norwegians, who had suffered enough from Swedish collusion with the enemy, struck out in 
the only way possible. They showed their protest on December 4, 1944. Norwegian workers at the 
SKF plant in Oslo destroyed the entire factory by explosion and fire, disposing of $1.5 million worth 
of ball-bearings. 
Meanwhile, Dean Acheson failed to put SKF Philadelphia on the Proclaimed List, as he was 
empowered to do. Instead of taking new action against SKF as new public criticism began to 
surface, he simply urged Morgenthau and Currie to keep up a series of public relations statements 
that SKF was loyal and decent -- in order not to hamper the war effort. 
Lauchlin Currie's belief that matters would improve as the war neared its end proved to be 
unfounded. On December 9, 1944, Jean Pajus wrote to U.S. Ambassador Johnson in Stockholm that 
he was shocked at the continuing trade. He wrote, "After the losses in men and planes sustained in 
the attack on Schweinfurt, what would the American people think if they learned that SKF is still 
supplying the German war machine with ballbearings?" 
By early 1945 it was painfully obvious that Stanton Griffis's $8 million was largely useless. Not only 
did it absorb merely a part of the ball-bearings shipment, and a small part at that, but the Swedes 
were infringing on the agreed maximum shipments all down the line. It was only when it was 
obvious that Hitler was about to lose the war that Sweden finally showed some signs of adhering 
to its agreements.  
The war ended as Griffis had arranged, without punishment for William L. Batt or any of his circle. 
Hugo von Rosen was, of course, protected by his "neutrality." In the weeks at the end of the war, 
Batt suddenly turned up in Germany and visited the military decartelization branch in Berlin. He 
conferred with Brigadier General William H. Draper, in charge of decartelization, making sure that 
the secret promises made by Griffis to Wallenberg would be kept: that nothing would be done to 
disrupt the Swedish interests in SKF in Germany, that none of the plants in Germany would be 
broken down or removed, and that he and his American colleagues would not be subject to 
antitrust action. It goes without saying that the promises were kept. 
1760. PROBABLY John Henry WHITE. Signed 16 June 1944. BOAC London. 

123 
This is the nearest match based on the Bromma departure list for 15 June 1944: 

 
It could be Gilbert RAE who flew from the UK to Bromma on 16 June 1944. These are the flights for 
15 and 16 June 1944: 
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From http://www.pprune.org/archive/index.php/t-383856.html: 
“A book by [Ernest K] Gann mentions a number of pilots. He mentions BOAC Captain John Henry 
White who in January of 44 flew from Stockholm to Scotland, then back to Stockholm and again 
back to Scotland for a total of 9 hours, 36 minutes flying time with only 45 minutes on the ground, 
making three crossings through enemy skies, all at night and all by hand flying on instruments. He 
also details a flight by F/O Gilbert Rae in a Mark VI who with his Radio Op named Payne, was 
flying a passenger in the bomb bay. They were jumped by FW 190s and he is able to outrun them 
and escape to Scotland. There is comment about the lack of exhaust shrouds gives him extra MPH 
that probably saved him.” Posted 4 August 2009 
From http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=18793: 

 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/archive/09335.php: 
During World War Two, the late James Miller served three years as a Radio Officer navigating 
various BOAC aircraft across the North Sea to and from Sweden. He recalls the disappearance of 
Capt. John Henry White and Radio Officer John C. Gaffney: 

http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=18793
http://www.rafcommands.com/archive/09335.php
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“R/O George Battye served as Capt White's regular navigator flying the Mosquito. In late August 
1944, Battye made a flight to Stockholm with a raging cold and on return to Leuchars was told he 
was grounded. BOAC reassigned R/O Gaffney to fly as his replacement with Capt.White. 
On the night of 28 August 1944, White/Gaffney left Leuchars for Stockholm in G-AGKK. Charles 
Longden and I took off about 15 minutes behind them in G-AGKO at 1917 hours GMT, followed 
later by Mike Carroll and John Weir in G-AGGC at 2019. 
When we approached the Grebbestad radio beacon, the weather turned bad--the worst I ever 
encountered on this route. We flew into storm clouds having lashing rain and strong winds which 
created turbulent conditions that buffeted the aircraft. Charles was becoming uneasy--I certainly 
was. We had about 60 degrees drift on track to approach the beacon. I switched the receiver over 
to Gothenburg and heard the White/Gaffney aircraft receive a weather report and permission to 
land. We then changed course for Gothenburg, and so strong was our tail wind, that we sighted the 
airfield beacon almost immediately. 
Torslanda Airport at Gothenburg experienced a blustering gale with driving rain. A British legation 
messenger arrived to retrieve the diplomatic mail from White/Gaffney and returned to town. When 
we arrived, I remained with the Mosquito in the howling wind and pelting rain, guarding the 
diplomatic pouches while Charles went inside the terminal to confer with John Henry regarding the 
prospect of returning to Leuchars. 
While Charles consulted the meteorological officer, Mike Carroll and Jock Weir arrived in their 
Mosquito, again due to atrocious weather at Stockholm. Carroll immediately said he was not going 
any further, and he, Jock Weir and their passenger waited for a legation member to arrive for the 
diplomatic mail before going to a hotel in Gothenburg. 
After a time, someone appeared and took charge of our diplomatic mail pouches, and I went inside 
the terminal. White/Gaffney decided to return to Leuchars; Longden and I would follow. I was 
surprised they decided to return. Gaffney was not pleased about this decision because White's 
artificial horizon was unserviceable. 
However, I later remembered that Gaffney arranged to be married in Limerick, Ireland at the end of 
August and wanted to return in time for the wedding. I knew about this fact because Gaffney asked 
me for instructions on how to travel across Glasgow to reach the boat for Ireland. R/O Trevor 
Roberts who was friendly with Gaffney, also knew and I expect that White had this knowledge. 
Gaffney requested to be relieved at Leuchars to avoid having to fly to Sweden that night, but 
apparently this could not be done. I have do doubt this affected their decision to return to 
Leuchars. 
White/Gaffney took-off for Leuchars and Charles Longden and I followed fifteen minutes later. We 
decided to fly through the Skagerrak at 10,000 instead of the usual 20,000 feet. Upon reaching the 
Grebbestad radio beacon, we were surprised to find the weather had cleared. So, Charles eased 
back on the stick and climbed to 20,000 feet as quickly as possible before again putting the nose 
down as far as point X. Our flight time from Leuchars to Gothenburg was 3 hours and 8 minutes, 
and the return flight to Leuchars only took 2 hours and 30 minutes, this being the reversal of what 
we usually expected. 
When we landed at Leuchars there was no sign of White/Gaffney. Charles and I waited in the flying 
control room for news and until we knew they would have run out of fuel. We then went to our 
lodgings. 
A few hours later, I was called and returned to the aerodrome about 0700 hours. I was requested to 
visit the RAF radar center where they had an unusual plot of an unidentified aircraft approaching 
the north coast of Scotland from the direction of Norway, well north of the normal Mosquito track. 
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Before reaching the Scottish cost just north of Aberdeen, the aircraft altered course to starboard-
maybe about 45 degrees--and headed in the direct of Wick, passing Rattray Head some 20 or more 
miles out to sea. It disappeared from the plot about three-quarters of the way to Wick, about the 
time our Mosquito would have run out of fuel. It seemed quite incredible that our aircraft would 
have been so far off course, heading on a north-westerly track! 
The BOAC board of directors wanted to hold an inquiry, and a flight Captain and R/O ought to 
attend. According to Nigel Pelly, when Mike Carroll returned that evening, he was so upset with 
this news that he arranged that he should participate in the proceedings. Nigel and I were only too 
pleased to avoid this rather unpleasant duty. Carroll later changed his mind and did not attend. 
At Bromma, the BOAC agents were the Swedish airline Aktie Bolaget Aerotransport (ABA): they 
were also agents for Deutsche Luft Hansa (DLH). BOAC personnel were forbidden to fraternize with 
DLH members. Nigel knew the chief pilot for DLH from the pre-war days. So he very unofficially 
asked someone in ABA to request his pre-war German friend to ask Luftwaffe HQ in Oslo, if they 
shot down our Mosquito. We received an answer very speedily a few days later that the Luftwaffe 
had not taken any action against our aircraft. But, that night the Luftwaffe station at Lister reported 
hearing an aircraft flying westwards, very high in bad weather. The time of the report seems to 
indicate that it was our Mosquito. 
Nigel asked me to remain silent regarding this disclosure because, had this been known, he would 
have been in great trouble with the British Authorities for communicating with the enemy. 
In retrospect, the alteration in course of the lost aircraft was such as might have been made if the 
aircraft had been navigating on dead-reckoning or per flight plan without using any navigation 
aids. The first deviation from planned flight would be when they were over Lister. It would seem 
they had no nav-aids, as would be the case if they lost electrical power, and consequently loss of 
both radio and direction finding loop. It would account for loss of the artificial horizon which I think 
was electrically operated. 
It is my opinion the aircraft's primary electrical power failed. Although the aircraft battery had an 
endurance of a nominal thirty minutes, my opinion and experience is the voltage would be 
insufficient to maintain the radio receiver operative more than five to ten minutes, and they would 
have been unable to obtain any radio bearings. The light would probably fail about thirty or less 
minutes, and the compass unreadable unless they happened to have a handtorch. 
Lister is some 60 miles in a north-westerly direction from point X. Apparently, when over Lister 
White/Gaffney thought they were at Point X. Next, when just north of Rattray Head they would 
have expected to be in sight of Scotland. They obviously thought they were away south of track 
and altered course northwards--in the wrong direction. 
It looks as if our Mosquito missed Scotland altogether, and when out of fuel, crashed in the North 
Sea. The crew must surely have experienced a horrifying revelation." 
After the loss of White/Gaffney, BOAC re-assigned R/O George Battye as Capt. Nigel Pelly's 
permanent navigator on the Mosquito flights. 
1761. Flight Lieutenant Edward J MANGAN (J7585). Signed 16 June 1944. 210 Squadron. 

123 
He is listed, as a pilot, in 210 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for June: 
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From No 210 Squadron’s Appendices for 18 August 1944: 

 
From http://peterbaxterafrica.com/index.php/2013/08/06/an-innocent-abroad-of-submarines-and-
spies/: 
An Innocent Abroad: of Submarines and Spies, Diary Of Bruce Daymond DSO DFC, an Australian 
Catalina Pilot with the RAF 1941 to 1945 covering his service with 209 Squadron Coastal Command, 
published privately by Bruce Cunynghame Daymond, 2005 
Saturday 1 August 1942 Fitz left in P for Mombasa to bring down yet more freight for the Mess. 
Gave Barry a cable to get off to the family repeating my Army Post Office Nairobi address. Out on 
board again this morning and had an instruction period by Sergeant Wooley on all the radio 
equipment. Wooley is our new Wireless Operator/Mechanic from Catalina O in place of Vic Field 
who is doing the organisation of the wireless station at Dzaoudzi. 
Late this afternoon we received a signal that the Squadron Leader was on his way from Mombasa. 
Roberts, Mangan and I went and laid the flare path for his arrival. Meantime however John Wylie 
had sent the aircraft a signal saying that the weather was unfit for alighting. A low haze obscured 
the little islands that are dotted in the bay. Eventually we found out that Barra had turned back so 
Ted Mangan and I had to go out and extinguish the flare path. 
Monday 3 August 1942 Soon after getting up this morning we saw HMS Albatross, the destroyer 
and the British Energy up anchor and pick their way through the islands and head out to sea. There 
goes our last contact with civilisation. 
Barra held court this morning and allotted to each Officer a task which he has to supervise – e.g., 
some looking after Airmens and Sergeants Messes, others stores, others the water supply. I have 
the job of Sanitation Officer and as such come in for a lot of chaffing “Where’s Shithouses”. The job 
consists of organising the lavatory, ablution and garbage situations in consultation with the KAR 
Medical Officer. 
Our food is pretty well iron rations – loads of bully beef and hard biscuits. However, when we have 
made contact with the natives we hope to be able to supplement it with local purchases of chicken, 
eggs and fruit. The system is barter, cigarettes being the medium of exchange. There is a supply of 
convict labour available, some of the prisoners being very tough looking. Whenever we want 
anything carried anywhere we just breeze out to the prison get a number of the convicts et voilà. 
Night flying began tonight. Squadron Leader took up Saunders and Roberts for a brush up. They 
haven’t done any night landings or take-offs since their Captains’ Course. Jeep Balfour and 
Mangan were on the flare path and had great difficulty in keeping the flares alight. No sooner 

http://peterbaxterafrica.com/index.php/2013/08/06/an-innocent-abroad-of-submarines-and-spies/
http://peterbaxterafrica.com/index.php/2013/08/06/an-innocent-abroad-of-submarines-and-spies/
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would they light the one at the top end of the flare path than the one at the bottom end would go 
out and they would have to chug back and relight it. Meanwhile the aircraft would have to go 
round again. It got so bad that they packed up night flying after a while. 
Wednesday 19 August 1942 Ken Murray, Rolf Luck and Bungey Hart left in J for Pamanzi. The 
lucky blighters! This Mombasa Mess gives me a pain. Too much braid around. It’s in no sense of 
the phrase a friendly Mess. I’ll be damned glad when 209 Squadron move to their own quarters 
down at the slipway. At present these are being built. 
Ted Mangan, Ted Taylor, I and six Non-commissioned Officers went out on the destroyer decoy 
today to get the Naval point of view on these submarine exercises. We were picked up by Naval 
pinnace at the Flagstaff Steps and taken to the destroyer which was lying alongside the aircraft 
carrier Formidable – out to sea at 8 pm. Going out of the harbour was quite a business. Each HM 
ship we passed the whole crew comes to attention on the blowing of the bosun’s whistle. And as 
this harbour is just chock-a-block with Naval ships, we had a busy time. Four battleships 
(Resolution, Royal Sovereign, Valiant, and Warspite), two aircraft carriers (Formidable, Illustrious), 
one Southhampton class cruiser and two or three Fiji class were the main components. At sea, 
firing practice at an aircraft drone was carried out and this lasted till about 11 am. For the 
remainder of the day Asdic hunts for the tame submarine were in progress. The destroyer has an 
automatic plot of its own course and the course of the submarine is judged from the Asdic 
readings. Plots of both are then kept. We went in and did many “attacks.” Another destroyer, the 
Foxhound (which incidentally was down in Pamanzi when we were there) was also engaged on the 
exercise. The submarine had tied on it three red floats to indicate its position. These were not 
terribly prominent from any considerable distance but did help as a means of checking up on the 
Asdic operators. Altogether it was a very interesting and instructive day. I hope some day next 
week to go down in the submarine and if it comes off I will be able to form a pretty complete 
picture of all that goes on in a submarine hunt from all points of view. Coming back into harbour, 
we went through all this standing to attention business again and finished the day by drawing up 
alongside a tanker for refueling. 
Thursday 26 November 1942 Did my second watch from 1 – 2.30 am. The anchor was holding all 
right. Read a couple of detective stories to pass away the time. Was awakened by Richardson at 6 
am to say that the launch with the other types aboard was putting out from the shore. Took-off at 
6.30 am and when airborne, sent a signal to Base asking for instructions and telling them we had 
fuel for six hours remaining. Eventually returned and continued yesterday’s unsuccessful search but 
still no joy. Arrived back at Durban about 1.30 pm to find that Ted Taylor had come down by BOAC 
from Mombasa with a huge load of mail for us. I scored 31 letters – the most ever at one time. 
News from Mombasa is that Jim Mecklem has been made an acting Flight Lieutenant. K was going 
up to St Lucia Bay late this afternoon to work off her last few hours before her major, in night flying 
instruction for two of the Second Pilots, Kennedy and Mangan. But the weather closed in and K 
didn’t leave. As a result Q’s crew were allowed ashore. Rang Jean Williams and fixed a date in lieu 
of last night’s failure. Eric and I went to the Edward, had a few drinks, a lovely dinner, picked up the 
women and went along to the Cosmo, Durban’s other night club. The band consists mainly of a 
Hammond Organ and gave out great rhythm. Jean is the most marvellous dancer I have ever been 
with – as light as a feather. 
Monday 30 November 1942 Brought back to the island a SAAF Radio Observer, Jimmy Burt, who 
is on Venturas at Port Elizabeth. He wants to see our installation of Special Equipment for they are 
putting it in their aircraft. Refueled Q before lunch. The Squadron Leader arrived back in K with 
Jeep Balfour. These two have been giving Jack Kennedy and Ted Mangan night landings and take-
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offs at St Lucia Bay these last two nights. They are the first of the new Second Pilots to get it. 
Neither of them soloed however. 
Sunday 7 March 1943 A signal came through late last night ordering Ted Taylor to proceed by 
BOAC to Cairo as soon as possible. He would have been the third to have been on his way to 
England for a Captain’s Course. However old Ted is still in Madagascar somewhere so he has 
missed it. There are three of the original Second Pilots here at the moment, Ted Mangan, Gordon 
Millem and self. Ted Mangan has done his night flying and is regarded as a Captain already so if 
they are going to send anyone in Taylor’s place it should be Gordon or me. Jack Kennedy is in 
Pamanzi and Rolf Luck is still in Durban. 
Tuesday 9 March 1943 Found out I had scored full marks in yesterday’s ship recognition test – 
130/130. Bill Powell, the Observer, was the only other one so to score. Fitz was pretty mad about 
the results and said that he was going to continue the tests until everyone got 90% on the British 
fleet. 
Had a visit this morning from the new Air Officer Commanding. He popped into the Navigation 
Room for a minute. 
Tonight was dining-in night. Dinner was OK but the Mess emptied quite quickly afterwards. 
Bill Hossent is as browned off as blazes with all this Operational Training Unit rubbish going on in 
the Squadron at present. And tonight he had his boat, in which he takes such a pride, given to Ted 
Mangan. Whether this is to be permanent or only temporary he doesn’t know. 
Thursday 11 March 1943 Two more proficiency tests held today – buzzer and Aldis Lamp. Did 
fairly well in each. Another administration lecture by the Commanding Officer and a British ship 
recognition lecture by means of a series of photos. 
Was about to board the bomb scow to go swimming when, from the Duty Captain’s hut, an Aldis 
Lamp signal was flashed “is Mangan there, strike alarm.” Ted is Captain of the Strike Boat on which 
I am Second Pilot. I tore up to the Flight Commander’s office and was told that there was a 
suspicious motor vessel off the coast and that we were to investigate. Further instructions would be 
flashed as we were running up the engines. We gathered the crew together and slipped moorings. 
Received an Aldis message to do an anti-submarine patrol off Mt Kilimanjaro and to return to Base 
at once! It was a test to see how quickly we could get organised. 
Tuesday 16 March 1943 Was told yesterday that I am to go to Kisumu with Ted Mangan to bring 
back K. We were unable to get passages on BOAC so will have to do the trip via Nairobi by train. 
Results of the Special Instrument exam came out – scored 74%, highest being 77%. Also passed the 
administration test. 
Monday 29 March 1943 The Commanding Officer’s parade this morning was held over from 
Friday last. 
There arrived a Canadian lad up from Dar-es-Salaam this afternoon, name of Doug Dolphin. He is a 
Second Pilot of 230 (Sunderland) Squadron there and he is on his way back to England with me. He 
told me that my name had been sent off by Wing this afternoon as the Second Pilot from 209 
Squadron. The Commanding Officer and Squadron Leader later confirmed this and told me that I 
should be going about the 5th April. Dolphin however expects to go on Thursday next. As the 
other two from 209 Squadron (Barry and Millem) left at such short notice, I have started packing 
just in case. 
New Second Pilots have been posted to 209 and new crews have been made up. Ted Mangan, 
Rolf Luck and Jack Kennedy each get their own boat. Eric keeps Vincent as Navigator, Stoner as 
Wireless Operator, Howell as Engineer, and Richardson as Rigger, so his crew is an experienced 
one. 
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Tuesday 30 March 1943 Eric went aboard HMS Gambia early this morning with his crew. The ship 
is one of the three or four engaged in a 24-hour air cooperation exercise. 
Went into town with Doug Dolphin. Went to BOAC to get all the gen re baggage allowance, etc. 
Our time of departure is still uncertain – either Thursday or Sunday depending on the bookings. At 
least that was the way it stood till late tonight when I heard that we were definitely down for 
Thursday. 
Aviating this afternoon with Bill Hossent and Des Hosking. They were up swinging the Direction 
Finding Loop so I went along to get some gen on it. The two and three quarter hours we were in 
the air make me just six hours from my 600. 
A bunch of us went into the cinema to see “Hudson’s Bay.” Only an average film I thought. Rolf 
Luck was doing some night flying with Jeep. A 262 Squadron boat pushed off for Durban. I asked 
the Flight Commander if I could accompany Ted Mangan on this night exercise with the fleet but 
he wouldn’t let me. Wants Ted to do the job by himself for the experience. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Sqn206-210.htm: On the outbreak of war the squadron was 
immediately involved in patrolling the Irish Sea and with detachments at Invergordon and Sullom 
Voe, the North Sea to the Norwegian coast. The squadron re-located its headquarters in July 1940, 
when it moved to Oban and began conversion to Catalinas. From October 1942, the squadron was 
back at Pembroke Dock with a detachment at Gibraltar covering the North African landings. The 
squadron moved to Hamworthy in April 1943, whilst the detachment at Gibraltar remained there, 
however, on 31 December the detachment was transferred to No 202 Squadron and the squadron 
HQ was disbanded. The squadron was reformed on 1 January 1944 by renumbering No 190 
Squadron at Sullom Voe in the Shetlands, where it continued to operate until the end of the war, 
disbanding on 4 June 1945. During this period one of its pilots, Flying Officer John Cruickshank 
carried out a daring attack on a German U-boat and despite severe injuries, managed to fly his 
aircraft home and waiting until daybreak was able to land it safely saving his crew, an achievement 
for which he was awarded the Victoria Cross. 
1762. Reverend John MALLOY. Signed 17 June 1944. St Fillans, King Street E. Newport. 

123 
http://www.fdca.org.uk/pdf%20files/CTSreg1.pdf lists “Rev. J. Malloy, St Fillans, Newport”. St Fillan's, 
Newport is one of the last churches of its kind in the country opened in 1896. In Tayport, designed 
by the architect Reginald Fairlie, sits arguably one of the bonniest churches anywhere, Our Lady, 
Star of the Sea. St Michael's & St Paul's, maintained by RAF Leuchars. From 
http://articles.chicagotribune.com/1990-10-03/news/9003220405_1_water-tower-jesuit-dean: Rev. 
John C. Malloy, 92, the oldest Jesuit in the Chicago province, served as a dean at the Lewis Towers 
Campus of Loyola University from 1944 to 1975. He helped acquire the Near North Side building 
for the campus in 1946 and directed the school`s move there from the Loop. He died Monday at 
the Jesuit residence, 6525 N. Sheridan Rd. “I’ve led a very fruitful life,” he said in a 1985 Loyola 
World newspaper article. “I wanted to teach and Loyola made me a dean. I watched Chicago grow 
and I watched Loyola grow. I have hundreds of happy memories.” NOTE: There are several 
reverends with this name. 
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1763. Captain Andrew Colin Paul JOHNSTONE. Signed 17 June 1944. c/o BOAC Bristol. 

123 
He also signed this book on 2 April 1942. 
1764. G H GREEN BEM. Signed 17 June 1944. BOAC Bristol. 

123 
Flight, 8 January 1960 announced the award of the British Empire Medal to “G. H. Green, 
mechanical examiner, MoA”: 

 
1765. Flight Lieutenant Herman George KREYE (113872). Signed 17 June 1944. 210 
Squadron. 

123 
He is listed, as a pilot, in 210 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for June: 

He is 
mentioned in the LG, 27 January 1942, 13 November 1942 and 10 December 1943. 
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1766. Squadron Leader Jim FINCH. Signed 21 June 1944. HQ No 18 Group Pitreavie Castle, 
Rosyth, Dunfermline. 

123 
The Air Force List for July 1944 includes Squadron Leader J F Finch under the Deputy-Directorate of 
Air/Sea Rescue with effect from 18 March 1944. 
1767. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant (Temporary)] Harry Kenneth Richard TWINN 
(140555). Signed 23 June 1944. RAF Station Sullom Voe. 

123 
According to The Air Force List for July 1944, he was a Flying Officer in the Meteorological Branch. 
His promotion to Flight Lieutenant (temp) was announced in the LG, 19 May 1944. 
1768. William THOMSON-TAYLOR. Signed 27 June 1944. BOAC London. 

123 
From http://mail.afleetingpeace.org/index.php/15-aeroplanes: 

 
From Flight, 22 August 1930: 

 
From the LG, 15 November 1932: 

 
In 1942, he was Acting Ops. Services Officer for BOAC. He was also the Marine Base Operator at 
Poole Harbour. 
Source 
http://archive.pooleflyingboats.com/19_BOAC%20Staff%20Towards%20650+%20for%20website.pd
f. 
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1769. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] George DAVISON DFC AFC (44782). 
Signed 20 June 1944. 58 Squadron RAF St Davids. 

123 
From No 58 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for June 1944 (the only entry): 

The 
LG, 8 June 1944 announced the award of the Air Force Cross by the Department of National 
Defence for Air, Ottawa. The LG, 27 July 1945 announced the award of the Distinguished Flying 
Cross to George DAVISON (44782), RAF, 58 Sqn. He is mentioned in the LG, 19 November 1940, 25 
November 1941, 24 November 1942, 2 April 1957 and 29 April 1947. 
No 58 Squadron was based at RAF St Davids from 6 December 1943 to 28 August 1944. From 
http://www.historyofwar.org/air/units/RAF/58_wwII.html: At the start of the Second World War No. 
58 Squadron was part of RAF Bomber Command, equipped with the Whitley bomber, but it would 
spend most of the war serving with Coastal Command. The squadron was first attached to Coastal 
Command from October 1939 until February 1940, in the period before Bomber Command began 
offensive operations. During this period the squadron carried out convoy escort patrols. The 
squadron returned to Bomber Command in February 1940. Another quiet period followed, before 
the start of the German invasion of Norway. No. 58 Squadron carried out its first bombing raid on 
17 April 1940, and remained with Bomber Command for the next two years. In April 1942 the 
squadron was returned to Coastal Command, this time as an anti-submarine squadron. It 
continued to perform this role until the autumn of 1944, with a break at the end of 1942 while the 
squadron converted to the Halifax. For most of this period the squadron was operating over the 
Western Approaches, before moving north to Scotland. In October 1944 the squadron switched 
from anti-submarine duties to anti-shipping duties, carrying out attacks on German shipping off 
the coast of Norway and in the Skaggerak. 
From http://forum.keypublishing.com/showthread.php?87433-Halifax-GR-II-JP329-remains-now-
on-show: 
The pilot’s seat and a shattered propeller blade root, all that remains of this Halifax which crash 
landed at Landvetter, south of Gothenburg, Sweden, on the night of 13 January 1945 are part of a 
new display in the Aeroseum at Gothenburg. The display was officially opened this evening, 13th 
January 2009, 64 years to the day after the crash, by the British Honorary Consul to Gothenburg. 
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This 58 Squadron aircraft JP329 piloted by George Davison of RAF Coastal Command had taken off 
from Stornoway at 14:45 with the task of patrolling the Skagerrak and Kattegatt between Denmark 
and Sweden, and also to attack any German shipping it might find. By 19:40 the aircraft was about 
30 km North West of Gothenburg where it was shot at by anti-aircraft fire from shipping. A fire 
broke out on board and one of the four Rolls-Royce Merlin engines stopped. The pilot dived down 
and tried to evade the flak at a low height. The aircraft could not maintain height and hit the water 
before bouncing back up, after the H2S radar and tailwheel were torn off and the elevators were 
damaged. After once again being hit by flak another fire started on boardand several of the 
instruments stopped working. Another engine was damaged and the aircraft was in such a bad 
state that the pilot decided to try to land at the nearest Swedish airfield, Torslanda near 
Gothenburg, but failed to find it. He then told the crew to bail out, which six of them did, but the 
flight engineer stayed on board. The aircraft crash landed at Skällared near Landvetter and ended 
up lying across a stream in a ditch, where it broke up. The pilot only suffered minor injuries but the 
flight engineer, Dennis Boweren, was trapped under water and drowned. He was the only fatality, 
and left his wife and her 3 day old baby. The remaining 7 crew members were soon back in Britain. 
Dennis Boweren was buried with full military honours in Landvetter churchyard, but his remains 
were later moved to Kviberg churchyard in Gothenburg. 
From Coastal Command Review, Vol. IV, No 2, February 1945: 
“I was pilot of a Halifax engaged on anti-shipping patrol in the Skaggerak and Kattegat. On the 
night of January 13, 1945, we took off and set course for the pa'trol area at approximately 1450 
hours. On the way to the area the radio altimeter became unserviceable and could not be repaired. 
At 1750 hours we reached our position and began to search for enemy shipping. We obtained 
several contacts, which proved on investigation to be fishing vessels. There were several big fog 
patches which prevented identification of other contacts. 
At approximately 1940 hours, whilst flying on a northerly course, about 20 miles north-west of 
Gothenburg, we wue illuminated from above by four parachute flares, and immediately afterwards 
met intense and accurate light flak from several ships. To avoid this I dived the aircraft to 450 feet 
and turned to port. Boost was +4 and r.p.m. 2,000. Whilst turning, the aircraft sideslipped to port 
and I felt the power going from the port engines. The port outer boost dropped to 0 and the r.p.m. 
to about 1,000. The port inner revs. dropped to zero, but the boost remained normal. This was due 
to hits by the light flak. I levelled the aircraft laterally and pulled back the control column, but the 
aircraft continued to sink and the rear portion of the aircraft hit the water, tearing off the S.E. cover 
and half the port fin and rudder, and part of the starboard fin and rudder. Thinking we were going 
to ditch, I had throttled back, but the aircraft rebounded into the air. The second pilot opened the 
throttles and pitch to full, while I trimmed. The S.E. operator reported that there had been an 
explosion in the S.E. aft of the rear spar, and that it had blown a large hole in the roof of the aircraft 
and started an intense fire, from the mid upper turret to the rear parachute exit. He was attempting 
to put it out. I ordered the wireless operator to send S 0 S and put I.F.F. to distress. After about four 
or five minutes the S.E. operator succeeded in putting out the fire with the help of the engineer. 
By this time, I had climbed to 1,000 feet and the aircraft was vibrating badly. I levelled out and was 
told that the fire had broken out again, this time with more severity. I ordered the gunner, S.E. 
operator and engineer to put the fire out, and the navigator gave me a course for base. We 
encountered more flak and I took what evasive action I could. The fire burnt for about ten minutes 
before it was under control, and eventually completely extinguished by the rear gunner using the 
contents of the Elsan. 
I climbed to 1,500 feet and we inspected the damage, which was as follows: 
(1) Port inner u/s, so this was feathered. 
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(2) Port outer working, but doubtful as to whether it was giving full pcwer, the oil pressure being 
down to 40 and the temperature high. 
(3) D.R. compass u/s. 
(4) Transmitter u/s. 
(5) Gee u/s. 
(6) Radar u/s. 
(7) A.S.I. and gyro horizon u/s. 
Owing to the doubtful condition of the port outer, I decided to set course for Gothenburg and land 
there. I climbed to 2,000 feet, which was as high as the aircraft would go and a few minutes later 
we saw the lights of Gothenburg and flew towards them, over the sea. We met more flak and 
jettisoned our bombs. I ordered the crew to destroy all secret equipment and documents and 
throw them overboard. I then flew near Gothenburg harbour, and we were fired upon by light and 
heavy flak from the shore defences. This was not very accurate, so I put on my identification lights 
and fired distress cartridges and flashed S 0 S. Four searchlights were put up and we were caught 
temporarily in one of them. There were no lights in the estimated position of the aerodrome, so, 
after three attempts to find it, I flew out to sea again. As I had no A.S.I. and the altimeter was 
probably not reading correctly I decided to bale out the crew over Sweden. I ordered them to stand 
by to bale out and flew inland for four or five minutes. The vibration became worse, the port outer 
failed, and the aircraft started to break up, so I ordered the crew to abandon aircraft. 
When down to 1,000 feet I noticed that I was heading towards a lot of lights which I thought must 
be the suburbs of Gothenburg. With great difficulty I managed to tum away from the lights and 
saw the top of a hill ahead. I pulled back the control column and the aircraft mushed over the hill, 
through some high tension wires, hit a tree and plunged into a river, breaking the ice on impact. I 
was thrown forward and hit my head several times on the cockpit framing, and my legs on the 
bottom part of the instrument panel. I released myself and stood up in my seat, the hatch having 
previously been jettisoned by the second pilot, and collapsed into the river. I had great difficulty in 
getting out of the river as I found myself alongside a big tree trunk about 4 feet in diameter, but 
eventually I managed to haul myself over this and fell on the river bank. I thought I heard a moan 
from the direction of the aircraft and tried to find it. I began, with great difficulty, to climb back 
over the tree, but on hearing voices behind me I shouted "Stay where you are! I'll get help!" I 
started to shout at some people who were standing about 50 yards away. They helped me into 
their house and laid me on the floor, and I explained to them that I had some comrades in the 
aircraft. The men appeared to understand and went away. The women dressed my wounds and a 
fireman arrived, who spoke English. He said that they had only recovered one body, and were 
applying artificial respiration and he thought he was all right, or would be. 
I was given clean clothes and put to bed. The Police Chief arrived and said he would inform the 
British Consulate-General at Gothenburg. Later an army officer arrived and took my number, rank 
and name. I told him there were no bombs on the aircraft. I was taken in the ambulance to the 
police station at Landvetter, where I found the other members of the crew. They told me that the 
unknown occupant of the aircraft was the engineer, and that he had since died. 
We were then taken to hospital in Gothenburg, where we were given medical treatment and put to 
bed.” 
From http://askerstorp.blogspot.co.uk/ (translated by Google): 
“When we bought our farm in 1988 in Landvetter, we learned that a British bomber had crashed 
into a previously stated laundry on our soil. Today, a new laundry room, built in 1945, on the same 
site. I started researching the incident, but did not get enough information from the Military 
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Archives, to satisfy my curiosity. I went in as a member of the Swedish Aviation Historical Society. 
Here I met a guy from Mölndal, Håkan Eriksson, who had a summer home near Rönnäng, on the 
west coast. He had been contacted by a fisherman, who had a tail wheel in his lobster trawl. This 
began Hakan researching and found that it came from a British bomber. Now, I went out on the 
radio program "Wanted" and had contact including with a flight historians in Landvetter and some 
other persons, who had some data and stuff from the downed plane. It turned out that the plane, a 
Handley Page Halifax GRII, was a British four-engined heavy bomber, which has been out on 
reconnaissance missions. 
Kl. 14:45 started the pilot, Flight Lieutenant G. Davison, his Halifax JP329 from Stornoway runway, 
on a journey to the coast of Scandinavia, for a patrol flight in the area of the Skagerrak and 
Kattegat. The mission was to attack German ships that were in the area. 
Kl. 19:40 the aircraft was about 6 mil north of Gothenburg. It was illuminated from above with flares 
and shot at by German ships. It was hit in the engine and fire broke out on board. The pilot did 
evasive maneuvers, went down at low altitude, but the plane hit the water and bounced up again. 
In contact with water were the plane's tail section partly broken, the radar, which was in a radome 
on the underside of the plane was ripped off. 
After again having been shot at and received combat a new fire, it was clear that they could not 
make it back to base. The pilot made their way down to the lights in Gothenburg and the relative 
safety of Sweden. The reception was anti-aircraft fire, which was not particularly accurate from the 
neutral Swedish Coast Guard. Now emptied bomb load quickly and distress signals were sent. 
Without being able to identify the airport, turned out JP329 ill sea yet again, but the port engine 
had now stopped completely and the aircraft began to break up. After unsuccessfully trying to find 
Torslanda landing there, the pilot decided to land the plane at the first place. The pilot headed for 
a lot of light, which he believed was the city of Gothenburg. With great difficulty he managed to 
get by and saw the top of a hill straight ahead. He ordered six man to jump in parachute at 5 
minute intervals. He flew over the height by a few high-voltage lines, went into a tree and plunged 
into a river and broke the ice on impact. It was not only the farm's laundry room that was injured. 
Railway line was also drawn down over a distance of 12 m course was therefore without power 
between Landvetter and Harryda. If this entire event, which occurred January 13, 1945 has inter alia 
information about the plane and its equipment if the war situation at this time and a very 
interesting letter, which was written by a then 16-year-old boy to his brother, stationed as a flight 
engineer on Såtenäs. The boy Knut Lincoln, was the son of a fire chief in Harryda and was among 
the first on the scene. His 10-page richly detailed letter, which also has a drawing of the whole 
crash site, is a fantastic, spooky descriptive story for posterity. The history of the defusing of bombs 
is also not the voltage. It turned out that they had not done away with all the bomb load before the 
emergency landing. They found three 250-pound bombs in the river, which first came up when the 
water level was lowered. This was done to better could access parts of the water, which would be 
exploited. Despite this major accident survived seven pieces of the plane's eight-man crew. The 
person killed was David Bower, flight engineer. He got stuck in the plane when it went down in the 
river and drowned. The pilot however, survived and crawled to a neighboring farm, where he was 
cared for. A first exhibition in preparation for the 50th memory of Mölndal museum. Nowadays, the 
firm exhibited in a rock shelter in Aeroseum, Gothenburg.” Asker Torp, Thursday, December 10, 
2009 
From Rolph Wegman and Bo Widfeldt’s Making for Sweden Part 1 The Royal Air Force 1939 – 1945, 
Air Research Publications, 1997: 
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The crew of JP329 having a go at the Swedish smorgasbord. Left to right; F/L George Davison, 
F/Sgt John Kennedy, W/O David F Gourlay, F/Sgt Boweren, F/O Robert J Gelder, Vincent R 
McDonald396 and W/O Burns. 
1770. Pilot Officer Vincent R MCDONALD. Signed 20 June 1944. 58 Squadron RAF St 
Davids. 

124 
He is shown in No 58 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for June 1944. New Zealander. See 
above entry for George DAVISON. 

                                                 
396 Signed this book 20 June 1944 
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1771. Lieutenant-Colonel Quinn M CORLEY DFC. Signed 4 July 1944. 29 Weapons 
Squadron & APO 133 Army Post Office, Grantham, Lincolnshire. 

124 
From http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~hardcastle/wc05/wc05_206.htm: 
Name:   Quinn M. Corley 3803 
Birth:   16 Feb 1907 
Death:   Sep 1962, Colorado 
Burial:   Crown Hill Cem., Wheatridge, Jefferson, Colorado 
Father:   ohn Marvin Corley (1882-1966) 
Mother:   Viola "Vi" Pearl Carnes (1888-1983) 
From http://www.archives.com/1940-census/quinn-corley-tx-105661381: 
Quinn M. Corley in the 1940 Census 
Age at Time of Census: 33 
Gender:   Male 
Race:   White 
Ethnicity:   American 
From http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=8286242: 
Helen Coward Corley 
Birth:    May 6, 1910 
Death:    Apr. 1, 2003 
Buried:    04/03/03. Preceded by husb., Lt.Col. Quinn M. Corley. 
From http://www.afhra.af.mil/factsheets/factsheet_print.asp?fsID=10191&page=1: 
U.S. Air Force Fact Sheet | 29 WEAPONS SQUADRON (AMC) 
Lineage. Constituted 29 Transport Squadron on 28 Jan 1942. Activated on 2 Mar 1942. 
Redesignated 29 Troop Carrier Squadron on 4 Jul 1942. Inactivated on 22 Sep 1945. Activated on 
30 Sep 1946. Redesignated: 29 Troop Carrier Squadron , Heavy on 30 Jul 1948; 29 Troop Carrier 
Squadron, Special on 1 Feb 1949. Inactivated on 18 Sep 1949. Redesignated 29 Troop Carrier 
Squadron, Medium on 26 Nov 1952. Activated on 1 Feb 1953. Inactivated on 8 Jun 1955. Activated 
on 15 Jun 1964. Organized on 1 Oct 1964. Redesignated: 29 Troop Carrier Squadron on 1 Jan 1967; 
29 Tactical Airlift Squadron on 1 Aug 1967. Inactivated on 31 Oct 1970. Activated on 1 Apr 1971. 
Inactivated on 15 Nov 1971. Redesignated 29 Weapons Squadron on 30 May 2003. Activated on 1 
Jun 2003. 
Assignments. 313 Transport (later, 313 Troop Carrier) Group, 2 Mar 1942-22 Sep 1945. 313 Troop 
Carrier Group, 30 Sep 1946-18 Sep 1949. 313 Troop Carrier Group, 1 Feb 1953-8 Jun 1955. 313 
Troop Carrier Wing, 1 Oct 1964; 315 Air Division, 27 Jan 1966; 463 Troop Carrier (later, 463 Tactical 
Airlift) Wing, 25 Mar 1966-31 Oct 1970. 316 Tactical Airlift Wing, 1 Apr-15 Nov 1971. USAF Mobility 
Weapons School, 1 Jun 2003-. 

http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/%7Ehardcastle/wc05/wc05_206.htm
http://www.archives.com/1940-census/quinn-corley-tx-105661381
http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=8286242
http://www.afhra.af.mil/factsheets/factsheet_print.asp?fsID=10191&page=1
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Stations. Daniel Field, GA, 2 Mar 1942; Bowman Field, KY, 21 Jun 1942; Florence, SC, 4 Aug 1942; 
Maxton, NC, 13 Dec 1942-25 Apr 1943; Oujda, French Morocco, 11 May 1943; Kairouan, Tunisia, 16 
Jun 1943; Sciacca, Sicily, 4 Sep 1943; Trapani/Milo Airdrome, Sicily, 3 Oct 1943; Folkingham, 
England, 23 Feb 1944; Achiet, France, 28 Mar 1945-5 Aug 1945; Camp Myles Standish, MA, 21-22 
Sep 1945. Capodicino, Italy, 30 Sep 1946; Pisa, Italy, 5 Mar 1947; Tulln AB, Austria, 5 May-25 Jun 
1947; Langley Field, VA, 25 Jun 1947; Bergstrom Field (later AFB), TX, 15 Jul 1947-22 Oct 1948; 
Fassburg, Germany, 9 Nov 1948-18 Sep 1949. Mitchel AFB, NY, 1 Feb 1953; Sewart AFB, TN, 2 Oct 
1953-8 Jun 1955. Forbes AFB, KS, 1 Oct 1964-c. Dec 1965; Clark AB, Philippines, 27 Jan 1966-31 Oct 
1970. Langley AFB, VA, 1 Apr-15 Nov 1971. Little Rock AFB, AR, 1 Jun 2003-. 
Commanders. Unkn, 2 Mar-20 Nov 1942; Maj Benton R. Baldwin, 21 Nov 1942; Lt Col Quinn M. 
Corley, 22 Sep 1943; Lt Col William D. Keller, 13 Dec 1944; unkn, Jun-22 Sep 1945. Unkn, 30 Sep 
1946-14 Aug 1947; Maj Jay J. Brown, 15 Aug 1947; Maj William H. Beale Jr., 31 Dec 1947; unkn, Jun 
1948-18 Sep 1949. Capt W. Moeller, 1953; unkn, 1954-8 Jun 1955. Lt Col James F. Fowler, 2 Oct 
1964; Col Theodore M. Raley, by 1 Jan 1966; Lt Col S. T. Howell, 24 Apr 1967; Lt Col J. M. Parker, by 
1 Apr 1968; Lt Col S. J. Ward, 1 Jul 1968; Lt Col William D. Coleman, by 1 Nov 1968; Lt Col A. J. 
Vickers, 23 Jun 1969; Col William D. Coleman, 30 Aug 1969; Lt Col A. J. Vickers, 26 Sep 1969; Lt Col 
William J. Miles, 3 Nov 1969; Lt Col Richard G. Banister, 1 Jul-30 Sep 1970; none (not manned), 30 
Sep-31 Oct 1970. Lt Col Berdell P. Brevig, 1 Apr 1971; Lt Col Robert A. Nugent, 20 Sep-15 Nov 
1971. 
Aircraft. Principally C-47, 1942-1945; C-46, 1945. C-47, 1946-1948; C-82, 1947-1948; C-54, 1948-
1949. C-46, 1953; C-119, 1953-1955. C-130, 1964-1970. C-130, 1971. 
Operations. Included airborne assaults on Sicily, Italy, Normandy, Holland, and Germany, and aerial 
transportation in MTO and ETO, during World War II. Berlin Airlift, 1948-1949. Tactical airlift in 
Southeast Asia, 1966-1970; dropped first 10,000-pound bombs in support of combat operations, 
dropping ten from 12-20 Dec 1968. In 1971 equipped with C-130E, trained, and became 
operational but was replaced by the 38th Tactical Airlift Squadron. 
From http://newspaperarchive.com/us/texas/del-rio/del-rio-news-herald/1945/01-31/: 

 

 

http://newspaperarchive.com/us/texas/del-rio/del-rio-news-herald/1945/01-31/
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From http://www.patriotfiles.com/index.php?name=news&file=article&sid=499: 
29th Troop Carrier Squadron in England 
The first reaction to the new base at Folkingham was “It's immense”! On this base we had three 
concrete runways, each 6,000 feet, ample taxiways, a revetment for parking each aircraft, and four 
hangers. There were innumerable Nissen huts to house us, an Officers Club, an EM Club in the 
making, a consolidated officers' mess, and a consolidated enlisted men's, mess. We were the first 
tenants, and parts were still under construction. 
It was like going from the slums direct to uptown living. The Nissen huts reminded one of a long 
half cylinder lying flat on the ground. True, the corrugated sheet metal that made for the skin of 
this structure was not insulated, but we would be dry. The ends of the hut were bricked, with 
windows on either side of the door. Our floor was concrete; though muddy outside, our feet would 
be dry indoors. 
We marvelled the first time nature called. A central latrine served several huts. In addition to the 
stand-up slate-slab urinals, there were beautiful white porcelain commodes, and they all flushed. 
Each area provided one washroom. There were no sinks, just a long trough with several pairs of 

http://www.patriotfiles.com/index.php?name=news&file=article&sid=499
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water spigots appropriately placed. Washing was done out of pans provided by the British. In the 
morning hot water came out of the faucet, but only in the morning. Since our ablutions were 
performed here, we called the structure the "Ablution". Now get this; a member of the RAF tended 
to the hot water furnace and washed the pans after our use. If this seems extravagant, weigh it with 
the fact that the toilet paper provided had printed on every third sheet "Property of the Royal Air 
Force". It had the consistency and stiffness of a brown paper bag. Procedures were to massage the 
paper with one's hands while sitting and meditating until, when rubbed against the face, it did not 
scratch. 
Scattered throughout the base were above the ground air-raid shelters. They were simply four-foot 
brick walls, dirt packed on the outsides as well as one end. At the opened end, another smaller wall 
packed with dirt provided protection from that direction. Our instructions were to wear helmets in 
the shelter to protect our heads from shrapnel falling on us from our own antiaircraft shells, as well 
as enemy bombs. 
AND THE FINER THINGS 
The real luxury was the weekly Saturday hot shower. There was but one shower facility on the 
whole base. Time schedules were posted for each hut with limits of 20 minutes for each hut. The 
time limit was no problem, however, since not everyone was on base on shower day. Some 
showered at the YMCA in town, or still preferred to bathe out of a helmet in their quarters or at the 
washbasin in the "Ablution". Few observed the limit of 20 minutes. Most came out looking like 
prunes. 
"One could not help but appreciate this new life. We were treated like first-class soldiers. We didn't 
have to put up tents, but were put up in Nissen huts with stoves and an abundant supply of coke 
(fuel) so that we could keep warm. A whole year passed since we had slept in a real building or 
bed, so this was just great. We even had toilets and hot showers." 
However, the American soldier still has to *****. We soon learned to resent the mattresses provided 
by the British. Actually, they were made up of three sections, appropriately called biscuits. I think 
they were stuffed with straw. No matter how we arranged the biscuits or the body position, we 
found ourselves in the cracks. 
England was a crowded island with farmland at a premium. When new bases were built, as much of 
the farmland was retained as possible. To get from the enlisted area to the consolidated mess, a 
shortcut took us across an English farm. Talk about hell being raised! The British came down on us 
like a ton of bricks. 
Sleaford was our liberty-run town. The natives were very hospitable. A dance hall was the town's 
social centre. Here young airmen made contact with girls their age. Dance halls in England were 
quite the thing. Usually a three to five piece band provided the music for the hundred or so paying 
guests with American music being preferred by all. Of course we, like everyone serving in England 
during the war, were introduced to the memorable "Lambeth Walk". A bar provided spirits which 
helped ward off any shyness. Strong friendships with the English girls were developed. It didn't take 
long for our troops to find a store that sold fresh milk and ice cream. Talk about living in Heaven! 
During the 70's a travel agency labelled Grantham as the most boring city in England. We could 
have told them that in 1944. However, it did provide the best "fish and chips" in the Midlands. 
There was always a queue outside this establishment. It was worth the wait in the wet cold just to 
get inside the store and enjoy the heat and smell of cooking. The merchant accepted a shilling 
(about a quarter) and handed you a newspaper cone containing the food. With a dash of vinegar 
and sprinkle of salt we walked the streets savouring this delight. 
AND THERE WAS NOTTINGHAM 
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Nottingham was the big city in the area, for Troop Carrier Command as well as airborne units. 
Consequently, it was always crowded. Every night trucks for many air bases lined up in front of the 
Black Boy Hotel. Here is where we were dropped and picked up again for our respective bases. 
Other Troop Carrier groups also operated from the Midlands, beyond the German bombers' 
effective range. Later, Troop Carrier units were moved to the London area to be closer to the 
activity in France.  
What made Nottingham nice was the diversity of pubs. Across the street from the Black Boy was 
the Flying Horse Cafe. There one felt like he was sitting in someone's home, a cross between a 
parlour and a dining room. The bar, to be sure, was there. A pull on the long arm of the faucet 
provided pressure for the beer to be brought up into the glass. A foaming head just barely running 
over the top of the glass and one was already wetting his lips in anticipation. However, the first sip 
of English beer was usually a disappointment, it was served at room temperature, and to many it 
tasted green and thinner than American beer. The innkeeper started the GI on the mild, but in time 
we experimented with heavier tastes such as bitters, ale or even stout. The latter was dark, almost 
black, and we would say it was so thick you could chew it. "Arf-n-arf" was a popular combination of 
mild beer and ale. Since we didn't have anything else, English beer had to do. 
The Trip to Jerusalem was a fascinating pub. Purported to have been frequented by Robin Hood, it 
was built into the side of a hill. The cave-like entrance led to individual chambers, each 
accommodating but a dozen persons or so. Here the atmosphere was nothing like home. The 
furnishings looked more like they belonged to Robin Hood himself. Our more romantic troops 
visited Nottingham often in the quest to find a "Maid Marion". Regardless of the town or pub, 
"glasses please" meant closing time. 
During our first weeks in England passes were liberal. Two-and three-day passes allow for some to 
visit distant cities such as Leeds, Reading, Edinburgh, and London. From the day of our arrival ‘till 
we left England there were two distinct camps in the squadron. One that would not go to London 
because of the bombings, and the other who thought "to hell with the bombings, the action is 
there." 
THE BUILDUP STARTS 
On March 14, ‘44, we had our first practice air raid in England. On this day we also received a new 
aircraft and crew. Lieutenants JOHN FITZPATRICK, PHILIP CARPENTER, Flight Officer SEYMOUR 
GITTLE and Sergeants WILLIAM OLIVE, KERMIT CARTER and EDWARD LORENZ were the first of the 
new crews that would be the beginning of a build-up in our aircraft, crew and overall strength. 
Sixty days later the squadron would be flying twice the number of aircraft, our training escalating 
to what seemed a maddening pace. 
When the ground echelon arrived, JOHN TITUS was pleased that the motor pool was already 
building up. On February 27th, two officers of our group went to the depot and drew 28 jeeps. 
Though the depot was only 30 miles away, everyone was glad to get back; the weather was so 
bitter. More specialized vehicles were obtained from Liverpool, nearly a hundred miles distant, and 
Wales, still farther. They were beauties. 
MARCH 19, ‘44: Our first real air raid alert in England. Though distant, we could hear the sound of 
explosions and feel faint vibration. 
This day is also remembered for the longest chow lines ever. With the arrival of the ground echelon 
the service personnel were not quite geared to such a drastic influx of personnel. The use of china 
instead of mess kits also had a slowing effect; that's right, china dishes. Besides, who was in a hurry 
to leave the table? We no longer felt the grit of desert sand in our teeth or had to spit bugs out as 
we ate. I say again, we were in Heaven!  
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Another factor that favourably affected our morale was that the mail caught up to us, very 
welcome, since we had not heard from home since Sicily. Also, the Quartermaster issued us white 
sheets. 
In addition to showers and mess, the British provided many other services that the squadron 
normally had to perform itself. Tower, base operations, communications and general base upkeep 
and repair were provided for. This was good; for the next sixty days would be tota1y occupied with 
crew training for the build-up in squadron strength, and in preparation for the big one-the 
invasion. 
MARCH 27, ‘44: The Enlisted Men's' Club was opened. Favourite game was table tennis. A week 
after its opening a Ping-Pong tournament with an $80 jackpot made for a spirited contest. Here we 
also tried our skills at darts. The Englishmen were masters at the game, winning many free drinks 
from the uninitiated. Those who drank soda pop did better with their eye-hand coordination when 
playing darts than did those who partook of the beer. 
There was a price exacted for the luxury offered us in England. Dress uniforms were required at the 
supper meal in the officers' mess. An interesting sight was the toasting ritual. Several officers in full 
dress could be seen dangling bread, forked by bailing wire, toasting the thick sliced English bread 
by the gas flame of space heaters. The British would never understand this practice by officers, but 
then they never knew how well the cheese-like butter melted into the warm bread. 
Administration was tightened. Excuses for late or erroneous reports were no longer tolerated. 
Everyone had to wear dress uniforms to town. No excuse was accepted for sloppy clothes. Vehicles 
were dispatched to Kettering where there was a clothing PX. The practice of saluting on base 
(except flight line) and in town was emphasized. It seemed like every time we turned around there 
was another type inspection. Now it was our guns, their cleanliness, lubrication and proper 
operation that received special attention. If not our guns, then it was gas mask drills. About the 
time we were becoming accustomed to our gas masks, a new, lightweight one was issued. 
We knew that the lectures on "Customs of the Services," "Military Courtesy" and "Anglo-American 
Relations," was the result of the character who patted the Scott bagpipe player on his bottom while 
on the dock of Greenock. 
More seriously, airdrome defence was a big thing. Our aircraft and the perimeter of the base were 
very well guarded. It was calculated that every foot of the fence and each aircraft would be passed 
by one of our guards every eight minutes. 
ORIENTATION 
If our living on the base gave us the feeling of spaciousness, the sky was the opposite - crowded. It 
was said that a pilot could be anywhere over England at 10,000 feet, kill his engines and still be 
able to glide onto a runway. The airdromes were that plentiful. Pilots had to keep a sharp eye out 
for other aircraft, fighters. Bombers, transports and gliders, which were all over the sky. 
Our first training consisted of ground instruction and flight orientation to familiarize us with 
procedures and navigation peculiar to England. To begin with, all RAF bases looked alike, like they 
were built using identical plans. To differentiate between fields, two large letters lying on the 
ground in front of operations gave the code letters for that base. 
During daylight, when our arrival corresponded with the time operations was expecting us and the 
tower could visually identify us a. friendly aircraft, we were not questioned and given traffic 
information. If there was a question, we were challenged for the "colours of the day". There would 
then be a scramble in the cockpit, everyone looking to the poor radio operator tic hurry up and 
give the coded "colours" as challenged. 
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At night, when enemy attacks were prevalent, great care was taken to make certain the Germans 
were not following us in, pretending to be one of us. Normally, after calling "Boyscout. Tower" (our 
group code name], the black countryside surrounding the base would show a giant circle of lights. 
We would fly over these lights in a counter clockwise direction until the perimeter broke into a 
funnel, directed toward the centre. Only after we were positioned in the centre of the funnel, and in 
our descent did the runway lights become visible. To help in establishing a proper glide angle, 
lights pointed toward the landing aircraft showed green if on glide path, amber if above, and red if 
below. Taxiway lights were sufficiently subdued so as not to be seen from the air, but ample for 
ground operations. Should there be a question about the identity of the aircraft, the pilot was 
directed to fly over a pair of searchlights pointed upward for visual identification. Antiaircraft guns 
trained on that point. We hoped the gun crews were properly trained in aircraft identification. 
If England was known for anything, it was fog. When it lifted sufficiently for flying, there was no 
guarantee that your destination would not "sock in" before you got there. Knowing their own 
weather patterns, the English provided for a mortar that fired a parachute flare a thousand feet 
upward through low clouds to mark the field. 
"HELLO DARKEY" 
Should a pilot be uncertain of his position (lost), he needs only to call "Darkey" on the emergency 
frequency for help. After transmitting in a firmly prescribed manner, a ground station came back 
with the proper heading to his destination. 
At night, should radio silence be required, "colours of the day" were given by flares, fired from the 
aircraft by the radio operator - never fast enough to satisfy the others in the crew. 
There were times when the "Darkey" operator did not want to transmit headings to you by radio. 
They would then activate a searchlight on the ground that oscillated from vertical to 450, pointing 
in the direction the pilot should fly. 
Our pilots found the British aeronautical charts showing the outlines of farms and forest to be very 
helpful to their air navigation. With this and all the help from radio, radar, and visual aids, the poor 
navigators became the butt of jokes declaring them to be "obsolete." The invasion would disprove 
that observation for some of our members. 
Since ours was a new base, it had the most up-to-date innovations. An example is the runway and 
other high priority lighting. One power source on one side of the field provided for every other 
runway light. Another power source from the opposite side of the field provided for the ones not 
covered by the opposite generators. In this way large sections of the base could be bombed out, 
but still the aircraft could function with the services from the alternate source. Clever, those British. 
As in Sicily and North Africa, special services did all they could to steer our spare time into 
wholesome activities. Golf at the Sleaford course was the thing for some of our members. Or how 
about an art contest? Private First Class BOUCHER submitted a watercolour of a Sicilian Harbour 
that was exhibited both at the Churchill Club in London and in Westminster Abbey. 
29th WAR DIARY 
"Softball and hardball games between officers and enlisted men had been played in conjunction 
with ‘Salute the Soldier Week'. TONY ENOS, better known as ‘TONY VELESCO' to wrestling 
enthusiasts, tossed epidermis with an Englishman before a capacity house in Sleaford Hall, 
proceeds of which will also go to ‘Salute the Soldier Week' fund." Tony recalls the time he took on 
the English professional wrestling champ, Charlie Green, "and I beat him!" 
29th WAR DIARYI "Bicycling became a major sport in the squadron. The surrounding countryside is 
in full blossom and the sweet scent of daffodils and lilacs fills the air, and each evening a general 
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exodus of GI's on bicycles occurs, all pedalling leisurely along the country lanes absorbing the 
beauties of England in the spring." 
We felt there were only about four or five spring days. All others were winter; cold, wet arid foggy. 
It didn't seem like summer would ever arrive. We wanted that mud to dry out. 
HORSA GLIDER: Compared to the American CG-4A, the British Horsa was a giant. In fact, for size, it 
can better be compared to the C-47 whose wingspan was only seven feet longer than the Horsa's. 
However, the Horsa stands two and a half feet higher and is three feet longer than the C-47, the 
aircraft we would use to tow this British monstrosity. 
Our first flights with the British glider were with two C-47's doing the towing. Even then, the tow 
pilots felt a great deal more drag while the glider pilots complained that it was not as 
manoeuvrable as the CG-4A. The British on the other hand loved this bird. 
Each squadron in the group would have two Horsas assigned. We knew they were serious when a 
crew of glider mechanics received training at the Horsa factory in Christ Church. Allied 
headquarters felt all Troop Carrier units should be capable of interchanging gliders. 
As tow and glider pilots became more proficient with the Horsa, towing with a single Gooney was 
practiced. We were all convinced that whoever came up with the hare-brained idea of pulling a 
Horsa with a C-47 had rocks in his head. Fortunately, our group was not obligated tactically to 
follow up on the Horsa. We never missed that monster. 
TRAINING IN THE HORSA 
The Horsa was but one phase of glider training, and a small one at that, when compared to the 
overall glider program. A pattern developed. One day it would be glider flight training, the next day 
ground school, and so it alternated. One day the flight training consisted of "snatch" pick-up, the 
next day cross-country formation, then perhaps double tow, and, of course, saturation landings for 
combat were practiced. Due to the newness of our base, large mounds of sand and equipment 
were still in the middle of one runway. Simulated combat landings were conducted at other bases. 
The tow plane came back later to retrieve the gliders. 
Our gliders were being equipped with intercommunication kits; wire attached to the towrope 
enabled the pilots of the tow plane to talk to the glider pilots. This was a very welcomed 
innovation. 
The glider training would have been considered a heavy load for the squadron in itself. We were to 
have 18 CG-4A's assigned. On top of that, great emphasis was placed on paradrops and night 
formation. We were flying every day or night the weather would allow. One day it would be night 
formation, the next a paradrop. Sometimes we dropped as few as four paratroopers, practicing 
Pathfinder techniques and testing their equipment. The 313th Group also dropped a British 
airborne unit with 72 aircraft. So realistic was their alert, assembly and briefing, that when the 
British paratroopers reached the aircraft they believed this to be it-the invasion. 
29th WAR DIARY, APRIL 5, 44: "Nine ships loaded with paratroopers and pararacks took off at 2355 
for secret DZ. Due to bad weather only two ships got through to DZ while the other seven, after 
coming out of heavy clouds, were unable to sight the DZ and returned to home station with 
troops." 
Three nights later another nine aircraft loaded with paratroopers for a secret DZ. This time the 
mission was successful. However, a few days after this successful drop, the failure of the April 5th 
exercise would be repeated. Bad weather will screw up any drop. Though some will swear by the 
capabilities of the radar, everything had to be working just right for a radar drop to be successful. 
Even if the radar worked perfectly, bad weather would break up any formation. No one had come 
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up with a way that a formation could fly into clouds and still be in formation when they came out. 
Usually we came out scattered all over the place. 
RADAR, THE LIMITING FACTOR 
Limiting factor to a successful drop through the weather was that only one of nine aircraft had 
radar. One must picture the poor pilot, who without radar or navigator, with his position over the 
earth disrupted by clouds, attempts to orient himself. Over enemy territory there are no radio 
signals to navigate by, the ground is dark. Even in the most favourable light, re-establishing one's 
position takes time and was not always successful. These exercises were stimulating conditions we 
would encounter over enemy territory. We hoped the invasion included good weather. The 
guessing game went on; where and when would the invasion take place? 
Crew integrity was being disrupted by the arrival of each new aircraft. Long-lasting crew friendships 
developed since the squadron's inception were now being shattered. After all, had we not trained 
together, crossed the big pond as a team, ate and slept in the same bird, saw combat in Sicily and 
flew into Salerno? Did we not share the bombing at Bari, and were we not each tested during that 
long fiasco coming out of Gibraltar? However well one came to know new squadron members, the 
bond of friendship could never match that shared amongst the old timers who knew each other's 
feelings and thoughts, and who often shared their personal problems. 
To mention two crews, MANDARINO and AMOS were assigned to a new aircraft. Although LAIRD 
was still pilot, a new co-pilot, ROBERT TEWS, would fly with this crew. SLERF, their old aircraft, was 
now assigned to JOHN BUZALKO and DAVID ROGOW. Their pilot was CHESTER BARBER, with BILL 
BOLTZ, a new member to the squadron, as co-pilot. 
It's important to restate that it was our squadron policy that after a new pilot was checked out in 
the "gooney", the pilots alternated seats and split flying time. That is, after flying one leg as pilot, 
the next would be in the right seat performing co-pilot duties. This practice elevated our new 
pilots' skills quickly, a policy not necessarily followed by other squadrons. 
Newly assigned aircraft engineers were taken aboard on flight missions as assistant crew chiefs, as 
were new radio operators checked out by an old-time radioman. The old-timer crewmen wondered 
from time to time if they were as bone-headed as these new members when they arrived a year 
earlier. 
So now we have the power pilots flying almost daily, the glider pilots about every other day. The 
strain to keep those aircraft in the air was felt by every member in the squadron. Not so obvious 
was the amount of additional supplies required to clothe, feed and dress the additional squadron 
personnel. This was also felt by the administrators who had to pay the troops, keep up their 
records, etc. The medics had to order more serum for those distasteful shots. Oh yes, the girls were 
not that plentiful since the size of the group had doubled. 
PASSES 
The first big restriction covering all troops in the United Kingdom was called on April 13, ‘44. No 
one knew why, but guesses were that the invasion was around the corner. It was lifted five days 
later. During this time business was good in the base clubs. Also during these five days we became 
more aware of base discomforts, like the mud that had been with us since the rain washed away 
the snow that greeted us upon arrival. As if our mind was being read, concrete slabs were placed 
where we walked. 
A new twist as of May 5, ‘44 was that only combat crews were permitted 48-hour passes. Everyone 
took advantage of this since the rumour mill had it that passes would be cancelled soon. 
Another surprise came when on May 10, ‘44; passes for only combat crews were cancelled. All 
others were permitted liberty passes; however, the next day these too were cancelled. 
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29th WAR DIARY, MAY 12, ‘44 "The reason for the cancellation of passes was that higher 
headquarters is trying to simulate conditions on nights of combat missions. The training mission, 
which took place last night, was an operational success. Close to 1,000 planes formed and 
proceeded to three different DZ's. In this monstrous exhibition and amid all the confusion in the 
air, two planes of the 316th collided in mid air upon returning from their DZ. Twelve lost their lives, 
amongst them being the group C.O. and the group chaplain." 
Though not talked about, the all-services restrictions in the United Kingdom helped track down 
AWOLs. In April ‘44 alone, 13,000 were picked up throughout England without passes. These 
dragnets also produced a number of deserters. 
GROUND TRAINING 
Some ground training didn't make sense to us at all. Often it did nothing more than create a lot of 
questions, as if the rumour mill did not provide enough. A training film was shown in the base 
theatre for all combat crews, "Nine Men on a Desert". This full-length movie dealt with the 
experiences of a crew that was forced down in the desert. Why, now, do we see desert survival? 
In the crowded skies over England we saw many aircraft that were unknown to us. Aircraft 
identification was covered during our weekly training sessions. We learned to tell friend from foe. 
On a routine basis we were receiving lectures on "Escape and Evasion". How to avoid the enemy, 
and if captured, how to escape. It never failed to amaze us how much the British knew about 
"Dulag Luft," the German interrogation for Allied airmen, and the various "Stalag Lufts", the 
German POW camps for Airmen. Known to but a few at the time, the British had communications 
established with each of the POW camps in Germany. This was done by sending one in every 10 or 
20 bomber crews to special POW schools. They learned the codes for alerting the mail censor to 
hidden messages coming out of POW camps. 
Their uniforms were specially prepared, containing compasses hidden in each uniform button, and 
other escape items, as well as money. Graduation exercise entailed being flown into France in a 
light aircraft, landing in a select field, walking into town and having a drink in a French cafe, then 
flying home. Law of average provided that a number of these crews would end up as POWs. They 
were trained well and carried on the war while imprisoned. 
To promote confidence, combat units were given lectures by those who had successfully evaded 
the enemy. On April 27, Lieutenant John Bielstein, a bombardier whose aircraft was shot down over 
enemy territory, gave a talk on his experiences and what to do if forced down. His lecture was very 
much appreciated, since he proved it could be done, and he could answer questions about his 
evasion. 
While our side was doing all it could to prepare our people for getting out of Germany and back to 
the fighting, the German propaganda radio station was giving lessons on how we could give up 
and get out of the fighting. To the fighter and bomber pilots, they advised them to lower their 
landing gear and flaps; the German fighters would then graciously escort their aircraft to a safe 
haven. 
During the months of April and May their propaganda emphasis was on Patton's Fifth Army Group. 
If there was any one General the Germans seemed to fear it was Patton. Best known propagandist 
was Lord Haw Haw, the name this English turncoat adopted. He and his associates in psychological 
warfare even gave Patton's troops a recipe, "ingredients obtainable from any mess hall kitchen", 
guaranteed to make one just sick enough to miss the shipment that would send them against "our 
impregnable west wall. Better sick for a day than die." 
From the day we hit England, the German propaganda station was popular. Its American jazz, 
received in neutral countries, was more current than our own Armed Forces Radio. The 
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entertainment was intended to get us to listen. The thrust of their propaganda, however, was to 
fray our nerves and lose confidence in our leaders, and especially with our Allies. Their thrust was 
ineffective! 
It was about this time that passport photos were taken. We posed for three pictures, front, then 
right and left profile. Coats and neckties were provided, compliments of a couple of Irishmen who 
worked on the base. These jackets really looked "ratty", just like intelligence wanted them to look. 
This is how the natives would dress on the continent, Norway or Italy-wherever needed. 
The only people in Europe who lived high on the hog were perhaps ranking Germans. Just as the 
passport photo jackets represented what the normal dress was in Europe, so too were the British 
on hard times. The English held their heads high in their adversity, were fun loving, but had to 
make many sacrifices for the war effort. 
DANCES 
Within weeks of our arrival, dances were held on base. Since most of their menfolk were away at 
war, the English girls were grateful for the social contact these dances provided. At our base, they 
didn't race around the dance floor as in town; they couldn't-the floor was too crowded. 
Drinks were beer, properly chilled, and whatever spirits the clubs could come up with. Try gin and 
grapefruit juice. The grapefruit juice didn't help the taste of the gin, nor did the gin smooth out the 
sour taste of grapefruit. You really had to want a drink to order one of these. When lucky, an 
aircraft on a freight run to Scotland would bring back a few cases of Johnny Walker. On the black 
market that bottle would bring $20.00, but in Scotland cost $2.20 (1944 dollars). The only bourbon 
available was from ATC pilots who flew the four-engine aircraft from the States and charged an 
arm or a leg, or from our new squadron members who brought a bottle or two with them. We 
resented the Air Transport Command and contemptuously labelled the ATC "allergic to combat." 
The girls did not, for the most part, partake of the drink. They did appreciate the sandwiches, cake 
and cookies the respective clubs provided. Especially the sweets. Sugar was so severely rationed 
that most English families did without sweets for months at a time. We served them tea, but we 
Americans didn't know how to make tea any better than the British knew how to make coffee. 
Like any young girl, the English woman dressed her best for dances. Chances were that the clothes 
worn were their Sunday best or borrowed for the occasion. On first sight, the unusual redness of 
their skins brought questions. The answer was in the adaptability of the English. Fuel was severely 
rationed. As a result, the family sat very close to an open fireplace or the gas flame, using only what 
fuel they had to. Their clothes always smelled of smoke, but this too we came to understand. 
29th WAR DIARY, MAY 20, ‘44 "Cloudy and cold. Preparations for the anniversary dances tonight 
were about completed. There will be two dances, one for enlisted men and one for officers. The 
celebration will mark the squadron's first year overseas. It is the hope that we will not celebrate 
another such anniversary. 
"It was one year ago today that we (the ground echelon) landed in Casablanca. In celebration we 
were given the day off and were not assigned any flying missions. Only priority duties were 
performed. In a group baseball tournament we beat the 48th, but lost the playoff with the 47th 
Squadron by a score of 11-4. Earlier, the 47th beat the 49th with an 11-0 win. 
29th WAR DIARY, MAY 21, ‘44 "Both dances last night were huge successes. Girls from Nottingham 
and neighbouring towns represented the local talent and did much to improve Anglo American 
relations. The boys also were cooperative. The idea of holding frequent dances on the base has 
proved a big factor in bolstering morale." 
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We learned the impracticability of holding two dances on base on the same night. There just 
weren't enough girls to go around. From then on each club sponsored a dance fortnightly, the girls 
dancing weekly, alternating between the EM and Officers Clubs. 
NEW FLIGHT SURGEON 
"Captain MAURICE RICH, from Atlanta, Ga., has been assigned to the squadron as Medical Officer. 
After having officers attached and changed so often it is hoped that he will be permanently 
assigned." 
Fortunately, this became the case as our flight surgeon hovered over the aircrews like a mother hen 
ascertaining if their physical condition would allow them to fly missions. But on the eve of the 
invasion it was respiratory infections that kept some grounded. It seemed like everyone had a cold. 
There were those who felt a trip to the hospital in south England was a treat. There they had the 
pleasures of a rest camp, horseback riding, etc. However, they kept a close watch to be sure the 
hospital stay did not go to 30 days. That was when they would be dropped from the squadron rolls. 
Assignments would then be made via a replacement pool. No one wanted that, unless it meant 
going home. 
Some didn't have a choice and were transferred to other organizations on temporary duty basis 
(TDY) or detached service (DS). CLINT R. COWDEN received orders for DS to Ninth Air Force 
Engineering Command. 
The flying schedule was hectic. The weather had to be really "socked in" to ground us. It was not 
cooperating with us at all. At least in Sicily we had periods of good weather. Not so with this damn 
English weather. 
Day after day, night after night we flew. You couldn't imagine how stinking the weather could be; 
and we still flew. GEORGE TILLEY remembers, "I thought we were never going to stop. Every night 
the 313th would form and rendezvous with other groups. From there the whole wing headed 
toward the DZ, coordinating our arrival with other wings. No navigational lights, only the blue 
formation lights. Even the exhaust flame was dampened. ‘Oh my God', we thought ‘let's get this 
over with'. It was midnight ‘till three in the morning, twelve to three, twelve to three, twelve to 
three. These rehearsals were nerve wracking. We had to know where we were, where we were 
going, couldn't afford to be wrong, had to be right on it, couldn't afford a disaster. It was a wonder 
we came through." 
29th WAR DIARY, MAY 20, ‘44 
Late this afternoon two large units of paratroopers moved onto the base, bivouacking across the 
field. As soon as they occupied it, it became restricted and closely guarded. All members of the 
313th and base personnel have been ordered to stay away from the paratroopers' campsite. How 
long they will remain here, or for what purpose they have come, no one knows. Speculation, of 
course, is rife. Will it be a practice jump or will it be the real thing? It is expected that base and 
group personnel will also soon be restricted to the base. A USO show performed on the base in the 
evening. It was enthusiastically received. Ten planes towed 10 gliders on wing mission. Gliders 
landed at Barkston Heath and were brought back in the afternoon. 
MAY 30, ‘44: Intelligence received a new supply of maps. Headquarters did this to us before; that is, 
provide us with maps for areas we did not now fly in. A sure sign the big one was on. Try as they 
may, our intelligence people were unable to guess the point of invasion, the maps were that varied. 
We also remembered that a month earlier intelligence received the new type of escape kits and 
other items for distribution to combat crews. We thought then that the invasion was imminent. 
MAY 31, ‘44: The weather has been good for the past few days. A couple of days ago we were 
sunning ourselves with temperatures in the 80's. Last night, however, we experienced a real Sicilian 
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cloudburst. Thunder, lightning and the high gusting wind kept many awake. Again, like Sicily, 
power went out, communications were disrupted and it took all the next day to restore order. 
JUNE 1, ‘44: It's still raining and, would you believe, this is the time we're directed to paint black 
and white stripes on the wings and around the fuselage of the "gooney's" and the gliders. Can you 
imagine that - in the rain? Like from out of nowhere, cans and cans of paint, masking tape and 
brushes appeared. Aircraft engineers, mechanics, radio operators and technicians we were, but 
Michelangelo's we were not. There was pressure put on us to hurry "don't wait for the weather to 
clear-do it now." So we did. When we ran out of paint brushes, the-aircraft sweeping broom was 
put to use, the broom we used to sweep snow off the wings and stabilizers. No one would tell us 
why: "Don't ask, do as you're told." We saw a contradiction between the prominent white stripes 
accented black stripes and the camouflage colours intent to conceal. We looked like a squadron of 
striped-ass birds. 
ZEBRA STRIPES IN THE RAIN 
Unknown to us, the "zebra" striping was being applied to every aircraft in the theatre. From that 
day on, any aircraft not sporting the zebra stripes would be treated as enemy. Another precaution 
against a repetition of the second night in the Sicilian invasion. 
The crew chiefs, radio operators and mechanics felt better when directed to mount pararacks 
beneath 20 of our aircraft (18 + 2 spares). This operation was followed up by our aircraft electrical 
specialist, wiring up the release mechanism to a switch in the cockpit. JOE DARGUZAS and KEN 
KERSTING worked all day at the wiring. (DARGUZAS) "It was late in the evening~ before we were 
finished, and I wound up in the infirmary with another attack of malaria. I never did learn whether 
the release buttons worked." 
JUNE 2, ‘44: The base was restricted at 1700 hours. The weather is cloudy and cold. Daily we see 
paratroopers on the way to and from chow. Their "shuffle", the gait between marching and trotting, 
is often audible before we set eyes on the troopers; they are virtually imprisoned in their tent area. 
From the looks of these tough troopers it's doubtful that Hitler's "Western Wall" can hold them; 
that is, if an invasion ever comes. 
JUNE 2, ‘44: It's still raining. At nine this morning the base was sealed. Guards were placed around 
the respective squadron and group intelligence and briefing rooms. There were MP's all over the 
place. Only select communications were permitted with the outside, and then these calls were 
monitored. Personal mail was put into special bags and stored. The censors wouldn't even see 
them until after D-Day. Meetings went on all day, preparing for briefings for the next. Only 
classified personnel were "in the know," but, hell, anyone could guess something big was 
happening. 
THE GENERALS DROP IN 
At three in the afternoon a visiting C-47 landed. Brigadier Generals Paul L. Williams and H.L. Clark 
emerged (Commanders, Troop Carrier Command and 52nd Wing, respectively). Stern-faced MP's 
checked roster and ID's of those going into this high-level meeting. It was limited to key group and 
squadron staff, including intelligence personnel. The overall invasion plan was presented. 
The code name for the invasion directed against the beaches of Normandy in northwest France was 
"OVERLORD". Five amphibious assaults would take place along the neck of the Cherbourg 
Peninsula, where the Americans would secure UTAH and OMAHA beaches, and the British would 
assault GOLD, JUNO and SWORD beaches stretching to the east. 
NEPTUNE, the airborne landings, would be by the American 82nd and 101st 6th divisions dropping 
at the base of the Cherbourg Peninsula to the rear of UTAH Beach in the vicinity of Sainte Mere-
Eglise. The British 6th Airborne Division was to drop east of Sword protecting the British flank. 
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While the amphibious landings were to take place after first light, the airborne would be dropped 
behind enemy lines hours earlier to secure objectives and harass defenders of the beaches. 
Those privileged to this high-level briefing were awed at the scope of the operation. Involved were 
5,300 ships, 150,000 men, 1,500 tanks and 12,000 aircraft. Troop carrier units were to supply 1,300 
transports and 3,300 gliders to the effort. The Allies were to put 37 of their divisions up against the 
60 divisions the Germans had available to them in Western Europe. Not so one sided when one 
considered that the Allies had complete air supremacy and were in command of the sea lanes. It 
wasn't going to be a cakewalk either. Dislodging an enemy from a well-defended position is always 
costly. 
29th WAR DIARY, JUNE 4, ‘44. "A half hour before the scheduled briefing of the 29th combat crews, 
with 18 planes in readiness (2 spares), it was learned that D-Day had been postponed for 24 hours, 
apparently due to the inclement weather. Even though not yet officially notified of the nature of 
the mission, there is a quiet certainty amongst officers and enlisted men that this is literally the eve 
of the invasion. Tenseness has increased. Crew chiefs and radio operators are checking and 
rechecking the planes and equipment." 
NEPTUNE #1 "BOSTON" (D-DAY INVASION) 
JUNE 5, ‘44: Weather stormy, miserable. At 1000 Colonel Roberts briefed the assembled pilots. At 
approximately 0215 the next morning they would drop American paratroopers on the soil of 
France, the Cherbourg Peninsula. The paratroopers were, in effect, to cut off the Cherbourg 
Peninsula, pre-venting the German inland divisions from responding to the invasion. Additionally, 
they were to keep the approaches open for our assault forces from Utah Beach to the interior. 
Captain Segal, Intelligence Officer of the 47th, received our greatest attention with the disclosure, 
"very little enemy flak of any type and small-arms fire only in the DZ area". Major McFadden, G-2 
(group intelligence), gave the general enemy situation and talked about escape and evasion. He 
also covered the rice-paper map that was to be eaten should we be forced down in enemy 
territory. Captain Blake gave the communication briefing. Emphasis was placed on the need for 
absolute radio silence all the way to the drop zone. Now came Captain Noffsinger. He briefed that 
the weather conditions were improving and to expect a final weather report before take-off. 
Navigation on this mission was to be easier than those into Sicily. The route was planned where we 
would have radio and light signals every 30 miles or so. Even over the channel, vessels emitting 
light signals were to assure us accurate overwater navigation. 
The 313th Group would deliver the First and Third Battalion of the 508th Parachute Infantry 
Regiment of the 82nd Airborne into drop zone "N", one mile NW of Picauville, France. "Boston" was 
the code name for 82nd drop, while the 101st Airborne mission was known as "Albany". The route, 
generally from west to east through the Cherbourg Peninsula, was designed to avoid enemy 
antiaircraft positions and to be clear of our own invasion fleet. Encouraging, too, was the news that 
for the previous 24 hours, our bombers had been pulverizing German coastal defences. 
29TH SQUADRON LEADS THE GROUP 
We in the 29th were a little bit miffed when we learned that we were not going to be the lead 
squadron as we had in the past. This time the honours would go to the 49th Squadron, which with 
the 47th made up serial 22. The 29th would be the third squadron in the group formation, leading 
23 serial. The 48th was to follow us and be the last squadron in the group. 
The briefing continued with a pep talk by an unshaven rough-looking paratrooper officer. The 
Lieutenant Colonel wanted to know how long it would take us to get him there. After being told 
two-and-a-half hours, he quipped, "good, be sure to wake me up from my nap, I don't want to 
miss the show." He calculated that his jump time would be eight-and-a-half minutes after passing 
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the coast of France, that twelve minutes would put our aircraft over water again, on the east side of 
the peninsula. If for any reason we were to still have paratroopers aboard after passing through the 
peninsula, we were to make a 180 right turn and drop them onto DZ "0", near the east coast. We 
were not to come back with any paratroopers who still wanted to jump. Refusals would be met by 
the military police and court martialled. 
Reaction to this combat briefing was as usual mixed. Some were pale, sitting in stony silence licking 
their lips. Others, sporting broad grins, were pleased to be going into combat. After the briefing 
there were many quick trips to the latrine. Surprising how one's kidneys float during excitement. 
D-Day seemed to us to be anti-climactic, without much fuss or excitement. There was, however, 
more than the usual letter writing. Those who had not experienced combat looked to the veterans 
for reaction. The old-timers tried to portray confidence, regardless of how they felt inwardly, so as 
not to concern the newcomers. 
All were trying to adjust biological clocks; sleep would be hard to regulate. Those weeks of training 
when we flew so consistently from midnight to three would be helpful, but this was different; cat-
naps were all we could handle. There would be no deep sleep today. 
During the afternoon the enlisted crew followed directives and inspected the aircraft for any scraps 
of paper that would provide useful information to German intelligence should the aircraft land in 
enemy territory. You can't imagine the crevices and hidden places in a gooney that a slip of paper 
can lodge. The Germans would painstakingly inspect the downed aircraft and find them. Anyway, 
this was the only time when the aircraft got a really good cleaning out. 
More annoying, though, was the requirement that afternoon to remove from the aircraft all excess 
equipment and tools not essential to that mission. Crew chiefs believed, for sure, that the tools 
were too valuable to lose should the aircraft be shot down. That was why they were left behind! 
Actually the removal of the extraneous weight allowed for that much more to be carried into 
combat. No, you could never tell that to a crew chief. To the crew chief, flying without a toolbox 
aboard his aircraft was likened to a navigator without a watch. 
1900: The enlisted personnel of the participating crews were briefed on the mission. This time the 
en-listed men were given a thorough briefing on the route to and from the drop zone, should they 
need to assist in navigation, or even to fly the aircraft home. Radio operators were ever so attentive 
to their instructions. "IFF, not on when airborne unless ditching, connect detonator, before landing 
home dis-connect." Frequencies to set the radar to receive and transmit, for each checkpoint. 
Bomber code, Q-signal, pyrotechnics and verification signals-splasher beacons, etc. 
2100: Combat crews reported to their respective operations. Here we were issued escape kits, 
French money, maps and overlays. Final instructions were given to include the latest weather 
forecast. Clouds over the Cherbourg peninsula and enrooted were to be high and not a factor in 
the mission. Lastly, we were told the password for this mission, "FLASH/THUNDER". 
WE STARTED IN TRUCKS 
Trucks carried us out to our aircraft where the smudge-faced paratroopers were lolling around, 
seemingly unconcerned with the coming events. Those who rested on their backs looked like 
lumbering turtles when they turned over onto their hands and knees. Then, like a weight lifter, they 
pressed themselves upward to a standing position. Paratroopers carried a phenomenal weight. 
Hand grenades, knives, rifles, K-rations, ammunition, spare chute, explosives, and a whole lot of 
other stuff that made each a walking arsenal. Troopers helped push their buddies up the ladder, 
while those in the aircraft turned, offering a helping hand, pulling the next into the aircraft. 
D-DAY MISSION: Engines from 72 aircraft whined and popped in their starts all over the base. The 
prearranged taxi sequence put 49th in the lead; followed by the 47th, then we came with chalk 
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number 37 through 54, and were followed by the 48th. NELSEN had trouble starting his engines. 
His wingmen, KERR and KREISER, waited for him. 
It felt funny having the headsets on and not receiving any instructions. What could not be 
prearranged was communicated by blinker light signals. This is how the first aircraft was instructed 
to de-part. At precis4y 2315, Colonel J.J. Roberts eased his aircraft off the ground. The group 
followed. NELSEN could not get a start. He, JOE DENSON and the paratroopers switched to 
LACHMUND'S aircraft, the first spare. 
Twenty second intervals separated aircraft. It's a wonderful sight to watch single aircraft become 
one of three, then nine, to make the standard formation of V of Vs. When a squadron was formed, 
it placed itself in its proper sequence within the group. All aircraft lights were on; navigational, 
recognition and formation. From the ground it looked like a Christmas tree sailing through the air. 
Gradually the formation tightened. Everyone on the ground marvelled. Everybody was up this 
night, watching, feeling, knowing they were a part of something big. Almost guilty in their feelings, 
they gazed in awe at the splendour of that coloured tree in the sky. Some prayed too. People like 
PECCIA, ROBINSON, VASCONCELLOS, LAWYER and SEBELIN hoped like hell the crew would not 
have cause to use their services; they were our parachute riggers. Then the family of cooks, 
BACCUS, BEASLEY, BEATTY, BURKS and BUCHANAN, GREENFIELD, HORVATH and DUKE, who 
wondered when they put on that nights meal if it would be the last for some in that formation. 
Clerks were not spared. The chaplain's letters to the family of the dead or missing are not easy to 
type. Nor is taking inventory of the MIA's personal effects any fun. When that formation went 
overhead, we were all there, with them. 
WE MISSED THE TOPKICK 
MAX TILLEY, our first sergeant, was not out on the tarmac. A week earlier, after many bouts of ill-
ness, he was transferred to hospital status for rotation to the States. We were sure, though, 
wherever he was, his heart with us this night. 
The formation came over the field at 1,500 feet, heading south. It was good and tight. There were 
thousands of eyes looking up that night. The cloud base was 2 to 3000 feet, with breaks in the 
over-cast. This made for a nice dark background, accentuating the lighted aircraft. We were now 
seeing other troop carrier groups in their form up, also heading south, converging on Atlanta, the 
first check-point. 
It was the sight, the throb of the engines, and the knowledge that this was it, the invasion, that 
affected viewers emotionally, leaving none without goose bumps. HAROLD WILLEN recalls, "The 
most wonderful exciting moment of my life, to see all those planes in the air, as far as you could 
see. To the right, left, front and back looked like thousands upon thousands. But then we had to 
wait for our men to come back. It was hard. After being so close to them the months we were 
together. We had a good feeling for them." 
KERSTING "The anxiety of the anticipated invasion for several weeks was released June 6th, 1944. 
Up early on the line. Every one excited, checking engines, parapacks, jammed starters and 
parapacks that released accidentally. The excitement was there, also the fear. We were in on the 
beginning of an historical event that turned the tide of the war. Being of the ground crew that day I 
felt the emotion of fear of the unknown, of something that was not done before, and felt empathy 
with the crews that would fly that mission. Having been together as a squadron for quite awhile, 
you become somewhat like a family, and you have sincere concern for each other. 
The planes took off into a beautiful morning one after another, rose higher and higher, and began 
to rendezvous. Planes, planes, planes, I never saw so many planes-looked like swarms of 
mosquitoes. Our prayers went with crews as they headed south toward France." 
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If the formation looked spectacular from (lie ground, it was even more so from the air. Groups from 
our left and from our right were easing into Atlanta. There, we became a line of groups, all under 
the 52nd Wing, each group positioned in proper drop sequence. 
The checkpoints, named after American cities, would have turned the heads of the British. We 
continued on to Burbank, Cleveland and Dallas. It was here in the vicinity of Bristol that we 
encountered a few brief showers. We were, however, encouraged by the breaks in the overcast 
through which the moon could occasionally be glimpsed. 
Residents of the southern England communities over which we flew also saw the groups of the 
53rd and 50th Wings enter the flow over Elko. Chances are that no one in Dorset County slept that 
night. This show of aircraft was too impressive, too important, and too beautiful to miss. 
After Elko the formations descended to 1,000 feet, where we stayed for 29 miles until reaching 
Flatbush on the southern coast of England. Over water, we came down to 700 feet to be beneath 
the effectiveness of German radar. 
FOUR MINUTES AFTER FLATBUSH 
Four minutes past Flatbush we turned off our navigational lights. The amber recognition lights still 
shone to alert allied ships that we were indeed friends. Even without navigational lights we were 
able to see aircraft far forward and behind us in the bright moonlight, for the clouds had 
disappeared and the visibility was now unlimited. Our course continued in a south-west direction 
to take us over the navigational ship Gallup and to Hoboken. 
We settled down to a loose, somewhat relaxing, but still properly positioned formation. The calm 
night air was as smooth as silk, giving the occupants of the aircraft a feeling of being suspended in 
space. So accurately did the pilots hold their positions that it seemed as though all were attached 
by invisible rods, acting as if they were one. Paratroopers were pleased. Airsickness was rare. 
Navigators, crew chiefs and radio operators could not resist seeing the view. First up forward 
through the pilot's front windows, then through the overhead astrodome, and also by way of the 
large opening in the rear of the aircraft where the jump door had been removed. The full moon 
shone brightly, reflecting off the skins of the "goonies". Damn near like daylight. 
HALL "I was scared and anxious, but that was one of the most beautiful scenes I have ever seen. My 
job was to go up in the bubble (astrodome) and scan the skies for enemy airplanes, but I could also 
take in the view. Out across the English Channel were airplanes as far as you could see, all headed 
for the coast of France. I thought of how strong we were, thinking, "They didn't have a chance." 
That was a good feeling. I knew they were done when I saw all that." 
The full moon was in front of us, lower on the horizon and larger than when first seen. At Hoboken 
we made a 90-degree turn to the left. In 54 miles, this course would take us to the Initial Point on 
the French coast. The aircraft turning in front of us occasionally were silhouetted on the face of the 
moon. What a sight. 
At Hoboken the recognition lights were turned off, the dim blue formation lights got dimmer 
when, as directed, they were switched to low. Paratroopers were given the 20-minute notice, giving 
them time to hook-up and be ready for the 4-minute red light signal. 
Our route in took us between the Channel Islands. These were still held by the Germans. We didn't 
have to wait long before the gunners on Alderney, on our left, let us know they were there. The 
para-troopers on that side of the aircraft pressed their faces to the plastic windows, fascinated by 
the dis-play. We were well out of range. Tracers came straight toward us, then arched downward 
and disappeared shortly when the phosphorous that made them luminous burned out. 
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As if to give the troopers on the right side the same treat, German gunners on Guernsey let loose. 
They too were out of range. The cat was out of the bag. One could envision the alert being 
sounded with every German from Cherbourg to Sevastopol knowing of our presence. 
The formation tightened up. France was visible up ahead. Slowly we climbed to reach 1,500 feet 
before crossing the coast. This altitude put us above the range of small arms fire. The weather was 
good. The formation great. This was going to be one helluva good drop. 
WHAM! WE HIT THE FOG BANK 
When over the coast, we could see gunfire up ahead. We'll worry about that later. All was well 
when WHAM, we hit a cloudbank, or was it enemy smoke? Damn, damn, dammit! Each of us 
tucked into our lead trying to maintain the integrity of the formation. Tracers were all around us. 
Flashes from flak bursts negated our night vision. Searchlights bathed the skies, lighting the cabins 
with a strange blue light as the beam swept through the formation. 
Some pilots lost sight of their lead aircraft and gingerly pulled away, only to find themselves on 
someone else’s wing, but from the other side. So much depended upon exactly where we were 
when we first hit the cloudbank. Those flights that could see downward descended to drop altitude 
and had no trouble other then to worry about the intense ground fire they were flying through. 
Other flights stayed on top of the clouds, hoping for a break before reaching the DZ. The break 
came, but only after a lot of dodging of other aircraft bouncing around from flak explosions and 
prop wash, and flying through the awesome fingers of tracers. It looked suicidal to go through that 
stuff, but we did. Those poor bastards in the rear were going to have a rough time hooking up, or 
even standing up. 
The clouds broke up before we reached the DZ. We now could see. There is the drop zone, just as 
depicted on our map. Oh-oh, no pathfinders lighted "T"; the Rebecca signals seem to be too far 
right. What to do? 
We were not one formation, but many. The 4-minute red warning light had long since been given. 
Each flight or individual aircraft now gave the green light, dropping the troops as best as they 
could. Once relieved of paratroopers, it was on the deck for most. Few climbed out immediately to 
the briefed 2,200 feet. 
SEARCHLIGHTS AGAIN 
The Germans again put their searchlights on us; persistent bastards, they were. As long as the eerie 
blue lights just flicked through the cabin, it was OK. If a light got a hold, we would be a goner. 
Every gun in the area would then be on us. 
Over the water we felt safe, but damned if one of our planes was not challenged by the invasion 
fleet. In response, the colour flare, green-green-red, was fired. It was accepted; the aircraft was not 
fired upon. We saw a barrage balloon at 500 feet a few miles off the coast near checkpoint 
Paducah. 
After flying well clear of the coast, and on a north-eastern heading generally paralleling the 
peninsula, crew chiefs and radio operators pulled in the static lines. Pilots turned over the controls 
to the co-pilots for a well-deserved trip to the lavatory. A cigarette at this time was very soothing. 
The hand that gripped the control column would be stiff for some time, as if still clutching the 
wheel. 
At checkpoint Spokane, we flew a reciprocal of the inbound heading back to Gallup. From there we 
would take the same route home as we flew coming in. Once settled, shroud lines in, aircraft 
inspected for damage, etc., crewmembers became quiet and thoughtful. It was like putting one's 
brain on a playback loop, repeating the four to six minutes from when we entered the cloud bank 
‘till clear of the DZ. Over and over we replayed that tape. What happened, how did it happen, what 
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should have happened? This loop played itself all the way home. Damned if the weather didn't do 
it to us again! 
FIELD 484: Practically the whole base stayed up for the return of the aircraft. Everyone felt they 
were part of the mission. HAROLD WILLEN kept a pot of coffee warm in operations for the staff 
that did not fly this one. The mess sent over snacks in anticipation of a long night. Intelligence 
organized its notes, ready to debrief the crews and collect classified material. Fuel trucks were 
topped off, ready to service the aircraft for a fast turnaround, should one be called. Sheet metal 
and aircraft welders were ready to make repairs. On a mission like this, they knew there would be 
holes in the aircraft needing their attention. Personal equipment and riggers were ready to collect 
and inspect life vests, flak suits and parachutes. Seems like every time there is a mission, some 
overanxious crewman will mistakenly pull the ripcord, requiring the chute to be repacked. 
VAN CLEEF: "For those air crewmen left behind when the squadron took off, there is a very 
ambivalent feeling about going as a member of the group, being part of it, and staying behind on 
the ground and watching everybody go. I finally came to the conclusion that it is the same thing as 
the devil and the deep blue sea. There is no real answer to it. You're damn glad you're not going to 
get your pants shot off. On the other hand, having watched everyone else go is a lonesome sort of 
thing, and it's a helluva long wait for them to come back. I did spend a lot of time on the flight line 
waiting for them to come back." 
NO FUN TO BE LEFT BEHIND 
BOB HILLS: "For myself and a number of other glider pilots I can say there was a strange feeling of 
being left out of it. A glider ride into a France where Germans outnumbered the allies could end up 
in serious harm, but that's what we had been trained for and anticipating. Ever since Barkston 
Heath, any glider pilot in the squadron could see that our emphasis was on paradrops, practice 
flights night after night, but no gliders. A couple of us actually discussed trying to get transferred 
to one of the groups where gliders were flying every day. But reason soon settled the idea as too 
much bravado and too little loyalty. Our turn would come, maybe." 
It was just breaking light when we heard the drone of the first aircraft returning. QUINN CORLEY 
led our squadron to Normandy, but he was far from the first coming in. That honour, we think, 
goes to CHESTER BARBER. After the DZ he firewalled the engines, hit the deck and took advantage 
of every short cut. He didn't come up to briefed altitude ‘till he was halfway home. 
Our first aircraft landed at 0430. The squadron dribbled in during the next hour. Three of our air-
craft were unaccounted for. 
Intelligence wanted to know exactly where each of us dropped, flak positions, distressed aircraft 
sighted and so on. The two-ounce shot of spirits administered by our medical staff took the edge 
off our hyper condition. Doctor RICH, our new flight surgeon, looked over each crewman with a 
watchful eye, alert to detect any unusual strain. 
Crewman reaction to the mission varied greatly. Usually it. was the new co-pilots who first showed 
strain. Their job was to observe everything, the engine instruments, look for flak and machinegun 
emplacements to report to intelligence, watch out for other aircraft, as was certainly needed on this 
mission, etc. While going into the DZ, some displayed extreme excitement. The veteran pilots 
quickly drew their attention away from the enemy fire and into the cockpit, soothing the 
atmosphere with calm instructions. 
The pilots knew that there was no way of getting through that wall of fire without getting hit. They 
held their place in the formation anyway, determined to go with it. Not until after the aircraft were 
relieved of their cargo did they break loose and hit the deck. It was a pleasurable physical release 
to buzz the countryside for those few minutes, dodging searchlights and enemy fire. Good feeling! 
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THEN CAME THE REACTIONS 
Then there were those who displayed a delayed reaction, as experienced by this crewman: "I'll 
never forget it. I guess you're all tensed up, but once you get over it and are on the ground you 
start thinking about the others. Is everybody back? You watch for them to come in. They took us 
over to the flight surgeon. I got a shot of Gibsons to settle me. We were like this (demonstrating 
trembling hands). Do you remember shaking? I sure do. I don't know what happened. When I got 
back to the barracks I couldn't keep my legs still, no matter what. I felt like I had to tie them down. 
Then the Gibson took hold. Like after previous missions I had a fitful night, wondering about those 
poor bastards in France. How were they doing? Did I do all right? Then proud that I was a part of 
the big invasion. What happens tomorrow? How many saw me shake? What will they think of me in 
the morning?" 
The intensity of the emotions involved can be felt in CHARLES RATLIFF's account. Chuck joined the 
squadron a few months earlier and flew this mission with ED SUTTON. While flying be-tween the 
islands of Alderney and Guernsey, "The fire on our right and left looked like so many lighted tennis 
balls; however, their beauty did not blot out the death message they carried. If you saw one 
standing still, it had your number. Ed would fly and I'd watch. I'd fly and Ed would watch. What we 
saw scared the living hell out of us. Our final turn took us across Cherbourg and the drop zone. On 
this black finger of land would be the lighted DZ. At this point we would give the troopers a green 
light and they would go out at about 600 feet to whatever life or death held for them on the 
ground. The ground was lit up like Las Vegas, just from the intense gunfire from the enemy's 
machineguns firing straight up giving the illusion of umbrellas, truly the umbrellas of Cherbourg." 
In this frightful madness of gunfire and sky mixed with parachuting men and screaming planes, we 
found that we had missed the DZ and we were now out over the water. We were dumbfounded. 
What to do? Ed smiled at me and I smiled back and we turned that sucker around the widest circle 
you can imagine. We circled back to 600 feet, hoping that it would be the right decision. The jump 
sergeant was now in the cockpit helping us locate the DZ. I thought we would never find it. 
Seemed an eternity. Finally the sergeant pointed his finger and, sure enough, off to the right was 
the DZ. We pulled back the throttles to a semi-stalling speed, hit the green light, and the troopers 
jumped into the black night. Needless to say, we racked that plane around about 100 feet off the 
ground and shot the cooking oil to it. Off, full bore, like a scalded dog, planes were going down 
around us and I was sure we would be next. The grey dawn was peeping over the horizon. When 
we reached Folkingham we both agreed there was no future in flying." 
Once on the ground, crews made a cursory examination of the aircraft for battle damage. To the 
surprise of all, only half of our aircraft received hits. They ranged from relatively harmless to heavy 
structural damage that could have caused a flaming crash onto the drop zone. 
FLASH REPORT 
"At about 0530 the squadron mission report "Neptune-Boston 5/6 June, 1944," was delivered to 
group headquarters. It indicated: low clouds over the DZ, drop at 700-2200 feet, at 105-120 lAS, 
within one to one and one-half miles of DZ. Two hours later, group sent a flash consolidated report 
to higher headquarters." 
We were now down to one missing aircraft. At 0815 one aircraft returned; the delay was due to be-
coming lost over south England on the way back. The other aircraft previously unaccounted for 
made an emergency landing at Tarrant Rushton (on the south coast of England) with wounded 
aboard. 
HERE IS THE STORY FROM THE CREW OF C47 #42-32810, Chalk #52 
Pilot 1st. Lt. NELSEN, ROBERT (NMI) 
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Co-Pilot 1st Lt. DENSON, JOE D. 
Navigator 2nd Lt. CONNORS, WALTER W. 
Radio Oper. SSgt. ALDRICH, WILLIAM F. 
Crew chief Sgt. LACHMUND, ROBERT A. 
BOB NELSEN "It was about 10 P.M. JOE DENSON and I climbed into the cockpit and checked out 
everything; Start engine signal came. We started the left engine; the right would not start. It just 
would not catch at all. The other planes were taxiing out and lining up to do their run-ups. Soon it 
was obvious that our bird was not going to fly that night. "OK Joe, we've got to take the standby 
plane." We alerted our paratroopers and they sprang into action and transferred all their gear 
(including parapacks) to 810. It didn't take fifteen minutes before we had made the transfers and 
had engines started. 
We led our flight out to the run-up position. All the other birds had gone south. We took off, got 
our flight together and headed for Bournemouth on the south coast of England. We didn't see any 
of the thousands of airplanes that were in the air that night. We flew southwest over the Channel 
and turned east (Hoboken) and flew between the Channel Islands. What a greeting? Tracers were 
coming up from both sides. Fortunately, we were out of range of their guns. Soon the coast of 
France loomed up in front of us. I told Joe that we were going to make our own invasion with just 
our three-plane flight. 
We made landfall as briefed and started looking for signs of the DZ. We couldn't find it at first. 
WHERE IS THE DZ? 
CONNORS:" where in hell is it?" It wasn't to be. I guess the pathfinders ran out of candles. Then all 
hell broke loose. Tracers were coming at us from all directions. We continued to look for some sign. 
ALDRICH: Can't you get any radio signal from the DZ?" That wasn't to be either. Soon another 
beach loomed up ahead. "Joe, we've gone a beach too far. We've got to go around." 
BOB NELSEN : "I set up a wide turn to the left. I set it up so we would pass over the site where we 
estimated to DZ to be. Tracers continued to light up the night. It looked ominous. We completed 
our 360 turn and slowed down to drop our stick. Finally the ground fire got us. What a racket! As 
far as I know our troops all got out per schedule." 
JOE DENSON "We got shot up pretty bad. NELSEN took a hit in the leg, ALDRICH took one in the 
face, CONNORS had one in the butt and LACHMUND caught a piece of shrapnel in the hand. All 
crewmen except me sustained injuries, although flak did penetrate my flak suit. I looked over at 
Nellie, he seemed to be nodding. The troops had already jumped. At first I didn't know Nellie was 
hit." 
NELSEN: "I had been hit but didn't know it for several minutes. The first indication I had was that 
my left foot wouldn't respond. I yelled at Joe to take over and head for the Channel. Fortunately we 
were not able to detect any loss of oil or fuel. We were all excited. I instructed Joe to get to 350 
degrees (direct course to South-Hampton) and hightail it for England and the emergency strip. 
Good old BOB LACHMUND had put a tourniquet on my left leg to stop the bleeding and he gave 
me a morphine shot. I wasn't feeling a bit good. I began to sweat. I never sweated like that in my 
entire life. I never knew what trauma was before that time. After we settled down on a course to 
England. 
Bob pulled me out of the cockpit and got me stretched out on the bucket seats in the cabin. That's 
all I remember until we passed over the emergency landing strip and Bob fired the red flare to alert 
the ground medical crew. 
THE MEDICS TAKE OVER 
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The medics put me on a stretcher and into an ambulance to a general hospital five miles away. It 
was about 4:30 AM. when at the emergency room they began debriding (wound cleaning) 
procedures. The doctor asked me where I had been. When I told him that we had dropped 
paratroopers in France and the invasion was on, he didn't believe me. The invasion wasn't 
announced until 6:30 AM." 
DENSON "All the crewmembers of that plane went to the hospital except me. The medics at first 
sight thought I had also been hit. I was splattered with blood, mostly from BOB LACHMUND'S hand 
as he performed cockpit duties. NELSEN'S wounds were severe, while those of the other crewmen 
were considered slight. As for me, the British doctors gave me a few swigs of scotch-and then a 
whole bottle of gin."  
REST YOUR EYES, GENTLE READER  
NOTE: The story splits here. Here is the same event, recorded on another occasion by Bob 
Lachmund. This report was combined with the report of NEAL BEAVER, the paratrooper 
jumpmaster. The combined story can be read in THE TROOP CARRIER D-DAY FLIGHTS.  
LACHMUND  
"There was a tapping on the bedroom door and I realized that my three-day pass was for all intents 
and purposes, over. I was in Leeds where many of the members of the 29th spent their passes. It 
was about 6:00 AM June 5, and I had to get the seven o'clock train to Grantham.  
It was about a four-hour ride to Grantham, and when we arrived we found that the trucks that 
usually met us were not to be found. Not only that, but we could not find any other 29th men in 
our usual haunts. After a lot of hassle, I finally got thru by telephone to Captain COBBE, the 
Adjutant. He told me that he could not talk on the phone, but that 1 should get out to the base as 
soon as possible and bring anyone else from the squadron along with me.  
We hopped a cab and got to the main gate where we were refused admittance. The people on 
guard were members of the 29th and we had known some of them since we got into the Squadron 
in Florence. Captain COBBE finally came to the gate and got matters straightened out and we were 
allowed to enter. He updated us on what was happening ó namely that today was to be D-Day.  
I changed clothes and headed for the line and talked to my assistant. He assured me that the plane 
was ready but neglected to tell me that the radiomen had been working on the radio. I also found 
out that BOB NELSEN was going to be the pilot because FITZPATRICK, my regular pilot, was going 
to fly with someone from Group. The rest of the crew was the same.  
Up to this time things had been bad enough, but from here on in they went downhill in a hurry. 
The paratroopers came out and we attached the parapacks. We loaded up and when the order to 
start engines was given, ours would not start. We tried hand cranking, but only succeeded in 
sticking the solenoids. After a brief discussion, it was decided to change to a different plane. LES 
MURPHY'S plane was ready and we shifted to it. We took off with our wingmen and tried to catch 
the Squadron.  
WE NEVER FOUND THE OTHERS 
We crossed the Channel and started looking for the drop zone. We finally saw it, but the pilots 
decided that we were too far away. We went around again and that is when we were hit. I cannot 
remember if paratroopers jumped when we were hit or if they had already jumped, but it was close 
together. I grabbed the manual release for the parapacks because the box at the door had been hit 
and I did not know if they had been released. There was some yelling going on up front and, after I 
pulled in the cords, I went toward the cockpit. 
The first person I met was BILL ALDRICH. The left side of his face looked as though it had been hit 
by a porcupine. One of the bullets had gone through the navigators table and the splinters lodged 
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in his face and some had pierced his eyelid. On getting to the cockpit, I found that Nellie had taken 
one through his leg and that JOE DENSON was flying the ship from the right seat. The left control 
column was useless. The shot that had wounded NELSEN took the skin off of Denson's flack jacket. 
An inch further back and this would not have been written.  
CONNORS and I got some morphine into NELSEN with CONNORS doing the honours. I got under 
Nellie's shoulders and tried to lift him out of the seat while Joe flew with one hand and tried to 
support Nellie's leg with the other. We finally got him out of the cockpit and put him on a litter. 
CONNORS and ALDRICH stayed with him while I went back to the cockpit.  
When I got back to the cockpit, we tried to assess the damage to the plane. The engines were all 
right and we had full control on the right stick, but the left stick was useless. We headed back to 
England. As we approached the first lighted emergency field, we fired our flares and they promptly 
shut off the lights. We headed for a second field and Joe greased the landing. Maybe the fact that 
we did not know the condition of the landing gear had something to do with it. At any rate, we 
were down and in one piece, even if we had a few holes.  
The British medics came out to the ship, but they were not very well equipped. We gave them the 
big aircraft first aid bag so that they could put splints on NELSEN'S leg. They would not touch 
ALDRICH'S face because they were afraid of damaging his eye. They got NELSEN and ALDRICH off 
to the hospital and DENSON, CONNORS, and I went into debriefing. DENSON still insists that it was 
a bottle of gin later when we were released, but I looked at my watch and it was 6 o'clock ó 24 
hours after the taps on the door in Leeds."  
AFTERWARDS: The cooks did a fine job of serving us fresh eggs and bacon, pancakes and French 
toast and even brought out the hoarded pineapple juice. Exhausted, the combat crews went to 
their quarters for much needed sleep. The linemen were feverishly attending to the damaged 
aircraft. The squadron had one shot down over enemy territory, one emergency landing at Tarrant 
Rushton, and seven other aircraft that had sustained battle damage.  
THE SECOND MISSION. NEPTUNE 2, FREEPORT (D+1)  
During the afternoon of the sixth we were alerted to fly another mission to DZ "N". This time we 
would parachute in supplies. The briefing was scheduled for 1900 for a take-off the next morning 
at 0300, June 7. Our route in would be a reciprocal of the course we took while coming out on the 
previous mission. Good news. By approaching the DZ from the east to the west we would be 
exposed to the possibility of enemy fire for only 3-1/2 minutes. After making our drop, a left 180 
turn was to be taken, and then return by the same course we took in.  
Each aircraft would have the help of two quartermaster delivery personnel. They assisted in loading 
the aircraft cabin and parapacks with the much needed medical supplies, food and ammunition. 
Over the DZ, it was they who had the responsibility of delivering (kicking out) the cargo. The 
quartermaster personnel, on the whole, were not particularly enthused about going on a combat 
mission.  
At 0200, the morning of the 7th, we retraced yesterday's steps, drawing escape and evasion kits 
plus maps, and gathered for our final briefing. We didn't like the weather briefing one bit. Though 
un-favourable, we would not require instrument flying, so we were told. The 1500-foot cloud base 
had enough breaks for the groups to form, theoretically. Hell, we could look at the sky and see that 
this would be a problem, not even a peek of the moon, it was a dark, dark night.  
BARBER, Chalk #41 "We took off well into the night. The weather was closing down. By the time we 
got to 12-1400 feet it closed in on us. We were m formation by that time. I was flying from the 
right seat because we were on the left wing of the lead plane. It was so thick that all I could do was 
fly formation on the blue haze coming out of the exhaust stack of the left engine of the lead plane. 
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That's what I flew on until it got to the point that I could no longer do that. We pulled away and up, 
trusting to the good Lord that we didn't fly into anyone else doing the same thing that we were 
doing. Our lead plane had a navigator. When we lost him, we were on our own.  
WELL BRIEFED BEFORE TAKE OFF  
We had been well briefed before take-off. BILL BOLTZ paid good attention to the headings to be 
taken and navigated expertly. When we broke out of the weather some time later, we were "dead 
on course". Another C-47 was ahead of us. With no navigator aboard I thought I had better move 
up on him, maybe he had a navigator. We pulled up on his left wing. He was not from our group. 
We flew there for several minutes before he realized we were there. When he looked out and saw 
that someone was sitting on his wing, he wheeled to the right as hard as he could turn and went 
the other way.  
We went on doing our own navigating, flying right down on the deck, ‘til we reached the drop 
zone. There we pulled up high enough to "throw out the stuff" and came back out, again right on 
the deck; must have been 20 feet off the ground. I flew over three American tanks near a 
hedgerow, their crews sitting on top of the tanks waving to us. We saw some German troops in and 
around a farm complex. One was standing in the middle of the courtyard firing at us with his sub 
machinegun. I learned later that some of our crew chiefs took those brief moments to fire their 
Thompson sub machineguns at the Germans on the ground, and any other target of opportunity. 
We didn't tarry long. Once we got rid of the cargo we hightailed it home."  
TILLEY, Chalk #38 "The next night was a resupply. The weather was bad. Really bad. We got lost. 
DANNY (KRIEDT) asked me to go to the astrodome, you know the bubble on top, and I'm looking, 
when all of a sudden, on top of us a C-47. It went whoosh! I said "Oh my God, that was close". I 
don't think we were more than 10 feet from colliding with the other plane-10 feet! It was dark, 
could see no lights, it was rough. That plane looked like a big fish when it flew over us. I don't think 
Danny saw it. That was close. When we got up over the clouds, there were airplanes all over, 
scattered in every direction."  
VAN CLEEF Chalk #28 "Monroe, Group Operations led our squadron on the resupply mission. I was 
flying on his right wing. We rendezvoused all right, that was no problem, but after going into the 
cloudbank, it became very thick. I was able to stay with Monroe for one-and-a-half to two minutes. 
When I could no longer maintain visual contact with him, I broke off. We went up, heading away 
from the lead plane, trying to break out into the open. After five minutes of this, still in the soup, a 
bright orange light seemed to flood the cockpit. Instinctively I abruptly shoved the nose of the 
plane down, throwing the guys and equipment in the back all over the damned place. What 
happened was that I had come up underneath another plane and was directly under the amber 
recognition light under the bottom of the aircraft. About five minutes later we broke out, sweating 
and delighted to see that it was clear on top; we were at 8-9,000 feet.  
PLANES ALL OVER THE PLACE  
There, we saw planes all over the damn place. I knew that only one out of every five or six had a 
navigator. I asked RAY FAUST to set the course to the first turning point, then to go up into the 
astrodome and, with the lamp, signal in Morse Code, N-A-V-I-G-A-T-O-R. He did this for about 15 
minutes. We picked up a dozen planes. After making the first turn, FAUST went up into the bubble 
and did it again. By the time we made landfall on the peninsula, we had 32-35 planes lined up 
behind us. This made a respectful force to dilute the fire that came up from the ground.  
By that time it was daybreak. There was a hell of a lot of fighting going on down below. The QM 
men were so paralyzed with fear that our crew chief JIM STEVENSON had to do most of the work 
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himself. He got most of it kicked out around the church at Ste. Mere-Eglise. Fortunately, he got that 
out before I had to start taking evasive action.  
We got hit with all kinds of machinegun and small arms fire. STEVENSON caught one across his 
parachute harness that bounced off the Bible he was carrying in his shirt pocket. FAUST was 
standing between JACK RYAN and myself, when two or three came through. One creased the 
cheeks of his buttocks. About the same time our left engine caught fire. We had to cross control to 
douse that fire."  
BUD WESSOLEK Chalk #361 "My pilot was JENS LERBACK. I was standing between the pilot and the 
co-pilot looking out to see whether we made an OK drop when I felt like my right leg was on fire. 
My pants leg was burning. I tried to move and fell over in the companionway. When my blood 
reached the crew in the rear of the plane, one of them came forward. I directed him to dump 
sulpha powder over the wounds. JENS dropped me off at an emergency location (Warmwell in 
Southern England). Like a MASH Unit. He stayed with me as long as he could, and got me a 
canteen of Scotch.  
Of the 15 C-47ís furnished by our squadron for this mission, three had returned early, with their 
loads. After becoming lost in the weather, they had to land in southern England and were then 
directed by command to return to home base, as it would be impossible for them to re-join the 
formation.  
Beginning at 0800, those that completed the mission began to stagger in. The last to return was 
the lead aircraft of our squadron, piloted by our Group and Squadron Operations Officers 
Lieutenant Colonel Robert Monroe and Captain WILLIAM KELLER. Even over the drop zone, with 
enemy fire all over the place, Monroe sucked on his pipe, seemingly unconcerned with the 
Germans. 
SPEED "We dropped the supplies while we were being shot at. The fire was intense. One bullet 
came between the QM trooper and me as we kicked the bundles out. The left engine was shot out 
just before we hit the drop zone. Colonel Monroe let the engine windmill until we passed the coast 
before feathering it. That was to keep the Germans from concentrating their fire on us, a damaged 
aircraft.  
C-47s DITCHED IN THE CHANNEL  
On the way back we spotted a C-47 ditched in the Channel and circled it. The downed crew was 
wearing life vests and were in their dinghy. They waved their hands indicating that they were OK. 
Monroe and crew hobbled back at 120 mph, by way of the North Sea and the Wash, staying over 
water as much as possible so they could ditch if that became necessary. When they reached the 
coast of England the British shot a challenge flare across their bow."  
SPEED "The flare pistol was in place and properly loaded with the colour of the day. Colonel 
Monroe told me not to shoot it. Do you think I was nervous? I held off, but my finger would not re-
lease from the trigger. In seconds, the British lobbed an antiaircraft shell that exploded about 1,000 
feet in front of us. Monroe said, ‘Shoot it!" Of course I did. I nearly yanked that pistol out of its 
mount."  
A couple of P-51s escorted them to the field. With a feathered engine, the C47 put on a fine show, 
doing a buzz job of the base. Unknown to those on the ground, when Monroe advanced the 
throttle of the good engine while on final, it too went out. There was no time for feathering; they 
landed with two dead engines.  
SPEED "Upon inspection, we found 42 holes in the aircraft. A bullet had cut the left throttle cable 
causing its failure. Only a few cable strands were keeping the right engine running, until the 
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throttle was pushed a little harder. That bullet, about the size of a .38 calibre, lodged in the radio 
operator's table. I still have it."  
FLASH REPORT  
The 313th Group leading the 52nd Wing was first to report. "Attempted to follow prescribed route, 
but was unable to do so because of weather. Weather caused group formation to break up 
completely, and aircraft then proceeded individually to DZ. Cloud cover 10/10 with base of 900 feet 
and tops of 8,000 feet and above, which extended to south coast of England. Ceiling then lifted and 
visibility improved, and at designated DZ there were scattered 5/10 clouds cover with base of 4,000 
feet, tops unknown, and visibility 10 to 20 miles. From sandbar to DZ, snipers shot at A/C. What 
appeared to be 4OMM AA fire encountered from Ste. Mere Eglise and from west of DZ. Machine 
gun and small arms fire encountered from all around area of DZ. Concentrated 2OMM fire from 
Carentan."  
NEPTUNE ANALYSIS  
We need not have worried about all the Germans knowing of our presence when passing the 
Channel Islands. Initial sightings of Allied paradrops were not taken seriously by German 
intelligence. They had been bitten hours earlier by such reports, only to find the Allies had dropped 
many dummy para-troopers. These were three-foot high, rubber inflatable dummies that 
discharged firecrackers when landed. This was part of an elaborate deception plan, code name 
FORTITUDE, designed to keep the enemy guessing where and when the invasion was to take place.  
German divisions were kept in readiness in Norway since there was evidence that tank units were 
staging in Scotland. A couple of inflatable tanks sloppily camouflaged, and a jeep pulling a heavy 
roller with tank treads, convinced our enemy's photo intelligence of the build-up.  
In Holland, prospective drop and landing zones were flooded. Preceding D-Day, allied spies para-
chuted into Holland were allowed to overhear that Pas de Calais would be the primary assault point 
on the continent, just in case they were captured and interrogated, as some were.  
Also preceding D-Day, Sir Bernard Montgomery was seen inspecting units in Gibraltar, steering 
attention to a probable increase in activity on the Italian front, and perhaps an invasion of southern 
France. Actually, Montgomery was still in England working on plans for the Normandy invasion. 
What the German spies saw was an actor who looked like and played Montgomery's part very well.  
PATTON'S PHANTOM 1ST ARMY GROUP  
The "biggy" though, was George C. Patton's 1st Army Group. Between radio intercepts of the 1st 
Army Group's communications and reports from spies that Germans had in England, there was 
absolutely no doubt in the German high command that the main thrust of the invasion would take 
place at Pas de Calais. There were two problems with this. First, there was no 1st Army Group; it 
was fictitious, made up of dummy landing craft, vehicles, camps and wireless communication 
provided by a phantom organization. Second, from the onset of the war, the British had captured 
spies who had been dropped into their country and subsequently turned them around. The spies 
were sending messages back to Germany, which were authored by the British.  
An Army Group is very large. All of the Allied ground forces that landed in Normandy (the English, 
Canadian and American units) were part of the 21st Army Group. German intelligence believed the 
phantom 1st Army Group's order of battle to be even greater than that of the 21st Army Group.  
When we went in on the first night, we were unaware that, preceding the American stream into the 
peninsula, British bombers flew above our flight level with the intention of being picked up by the 
German radar. The British continued past HOBOKEN for some distance before making a feint 
toward France, hopefully to draw enemy fighters and attention away from Normandy.  
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Though we were not jumped by enemy fighters, the weather did more to disrupt the drops than 
the enemy could possibly have done. Rather than a compact drop as planned and trained for, the 
drop pat-tern looked more like a pepper shaker had been waved over the peninsula.  
Many paratroopers landed in fields flooded by the Germans as a precaution against an airborne 
invasion. Progress of the paratroopers was measured like a mile a day. If not floods, then it was the 
hedgerows that slowed them. Almost every hedge concealed a German, a decided advantage for 
them. 
It would be days before the 508th was formed as a fighting unit. In the meantime the troopers did 
what they knew how to do well, cut communications and disrupt the enemy's ability to respond. Six 
of their number ambushed and killed General Lieutenant Wilhelm Fally, Commander of the 91st 
Division, delaying response of that division from the north.  
THE SCATTERED TROOPS CONFUSED THE GERMANS  
The drop was so disbursed and the paratroopers so effective in cutting communications, blocking 
roads, and attacking troop movements, that the German 7th Army, which commanded the defence 
of Normandy, was unaware of the amphibious landings on Utah beach, even as 1ate as 1720 on the 
6th. Also, try as they may, German intelligence was unable to make sense of the spread of 
paratroopers and great numbers of amphibious landings. In their attempt to give a tidy intelligence 
appraisal, they delayed the report of the invasion. At the end of D-Day, hardly any German units 
outside the beach area knew that the invasion had taken place.  
EISENHOWER HAD HIS FINGERS CROSSED  
Eisenhower and his staff kept their fingers crossed hoping that the German 15th Army would still 
expect a landing at Pas de Calais, and stay in that area for a couple of more days.  
How did the 29th do on D-Day? Quite well; and not so well. Reports from the 508th indicate that 
leaders of the serials that carried them in did quite well using their radar (GEE). However, the 
formations disintegrated when they entered the cloud bank that morning, leaving only a few in 
formation behind the leader.  
The weather also loused up the pathfinders who were to mark our DZ. As usual, three pathfinder 
teams preceded the main assault, knowing one would reach and properly mark the DZ. In this case, 
only one came close; 1-1/4 miles. Here they set up the transmitters. This is why there was conflict 
between our visual sighting of the drop zone and the Rebecca signal received by the pathfinder’s 
transmitter. They were off.  
The accuracy of our resupply mission (NEPTUNE #2) is questionable. We put the bundles where we 
thought they should be. Unlike the paratroopers who could later tell us where they had landed, the 
supply bundles were mute. Enough to say that when we got there, DZ "N" was still in German 
hands.  
On both missions, our group sustained more damage than any of the other groups in the wing. On 
D-Day, the group lost 3 aircraft and had 33 damaged. On D + 1, there were five aircraft of the 
313th lost, with 17 damaged. On the first mission one aircraft of the 315th was damaged by an 
accidental explosion from an anti-personnel grenade amongst the paratroopers, killing three of 
them, and hospitalizing 15 others.  
On D + 1, two aircraft of the 316th collided on take-off. One pilot died of injuries from the 
accident. The loss, outside our squadron that affected us most, was that of Barney Lihn, our group 
fight surgeon. He flew the D + 1 mission with the 40th.  
WAR DIARY NEPTUNE #2, (Chalk #7), C47, 43-15637  
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"Shot down by enemy flak near DZ and landed in enemy territory in a flooded area with parapacks 
still loaded. Lieutenant Wilson extricated himself from nose of ship and succeeded in saving himself 
from enemy fire by submerging his body beneath the water, breathing through tube of his Mae 
West. Afterwards, he made his way around aircraft and discovered Staff Sergeant Jennings 
wounded. Al-though wounded himself, Lieutenant Wilson carried Jennings to a dry spot and then 
departed for aid. He was refused help at a nearby French farmhouse and told to proceed down 
along the road, where he fell into German hands. He was placed in a nearby field hospital and 36 
hours later was rescued by Al-lied forces when Germans were forced to retreat. Later, bodies of 
Lieutenant Bagley, Staff Sergeant Jennings, and Major Lihn were discovered near plane wreckage."  
JOHN BUZALKO did not go on NEFTUNE #2 with CHESTER BARBER. The two left side gas tanks of 
his gooney were riddled from gunfire. SLERF's left engine also sustained flak damage, sufficiently to 
require an engine change. Buzz resented the Germans for having hurt his aircraft. Crew chiefs were 
like that.  
Van learned, upon his return from D + 1, that of the nine strands of wire that made up the aileron 
cable, seven-and-a-half strands had been cut by machinegun bullets. With all the evasive action he 
took and the cross controlling to knock out the fire, those one-and-a-half strands in the aileron 
held up. An example, I saw all the way through the war, that we Americans built stuff to keep 
people alive.  
RYAN and VAN CLEEF had to force FAUST to go to the aid tent when they landed, FAUST was that 
embarrassed. Afterward, the crew didn't help matters by calling him "FLAK-IN-THE-FANNY-FAUST," 
or "FLAKASS" for short.  
When in combat, our adrenal gland is very active. STEVENSON was wounded but did not know it 
immediately. CLINTON COLLINS remembers, "I happened to be at the main gate when an 
ambulance pulled up with a wounded crew chief from our squadron. I talked with him and he 
showed me the Bible he was carrying with a hole through it. He said he was pulling in the shroud 
lines at the time he was hit with small arms fire. The bullet penetrated the Bible and his skin, 
coming out his side."  
WESSOLEK "I was moved to another hospital, I don't know where. The doctors passed by me every 
day, just looking at my chart. I got impatient one day and asked what in hell was going on. The 
doctor said, "You're not an emergency because you're going to lose that leg anyhow. "I could 
understand that by witnessing the really serious wounded they were bringing in by the dozens."  
THE RIGHT DOCTOR CAME ALONG  
"I accepted the fact that I would lose my leg and started to plan how I might live with that, when a 
young doctor with a three-day growth of beard approached my bed, and asked me if I would give 
him the opportunity to save the leg. I had, according to him, about fifteen fractures and a hundred 
pieces of metal of all sizes distributed through my leg. He performed an operation that had the 
orthopaedic experts in the States shaking their heads. I lay in a body cast for quite a while. One day 
they cut my cast down to just what encased my right leg. I was sent by plane via the northern route 
to good old New York, U.S.A."  
NELSEN "When I woke several hours later I couldn't move. I was in a body cast from my chest to 
my toes. A piece of the shell that came through the cockpit hit the top of my femur (thigh bone). 
About 10 inches of the bone was broken into pieces (There are still 8-10 pieces of German steel 
imbedded in the bone.) I don't remember how many blood and plasma transfusions I got that day 
and the next several days, but I did get a lot of attention. On June 7 casualties started coming in, in 
larger and larger numbers. I was almost ignored, except that every three hours I got a shot of 
penicillin. Dr. Hagen, the orthopaedic surgeon, conveniently arranged that the cast expose two 
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shoulders and two hams for tar-gets. After about three weeks I was moved to another hospital near 
Cirencester in the Midlands. There they put me in a Thompson traction device designed to 
minimize shortening of the femur.  
The British hospital beds were unique. The mattress was series of one-foot wide padded sections. 
When I was in full body cast and it came time for a BM, they just pulled out one of the sections and 
put the bedpan underneath.  
It was special event when CRIST, TAIT, DENSON, Dr. RICH and others came over to see how I was 
doing. The first part of July, CRIST came over with a surprise. He had the orders and a pair of 
Captain's bars that he pinned on my pyjamas. I flew co-pilot with CRIST when we left Laurinburg-
Maxton for North Africa. We were known as "Pappy and Lil Abner," I being the tall one, Lil Abner."  
JOE DENSON is still smarting because of the oversight in reporting the wounds for the other three 
crewmembers, WALT CONNORS, BILL ALDRICH and BOB LACHMUND. Somewhere in 
administration between the English hospital and the issuing authority, there was a breakdown. 
Though wounded, these three members were not listed as such, and denied the Purple Heart, a 
medal they justly deserved.  
GLIDERMEN  
Gliders were used extensively on D and D +1. While we Americans were dropping our troops in the 
wee hours of the 6th of June, the British employed Horsa gliders to spearhead their assault. Later in 
the day some Americans placed CG-4Aís on their landing zones. The larger American glider 
operation was conducted on D + 1. Most historians agree that D and D +1 glider missions were 
highly successful. The 313th T.C. Group, however, was not involved in the Normandy glider 
operations. Not directly.  
While the pre-D-Day flying activity of our group involved a great deal of formation flying and drop 
training, the glider men were being farmed out to other units and schools. Some of our glider 
mechanics were placed on temporary duty with the depot at Crookham Common. There the troops 
worked seven days a week, twelve hours a day, assembling gliders for the invasion. They surpassed 
the hoped for 20 CG-4A's a day output to bring that number up to 30 a day. The morale of the 
troops was outstanding. The depot realized the exertion involved, and fed the glider mechanics 
four times a day.  
Others were at, or returning from, the Horsa factory at Christ Church during D-Day. LEROY KIRKEY 
says it happened to be with some other mechanics on our way back to Folkingham, when the order 
came that all personnel were confined to base in preparation for the invasion of the continent. Our 
travel orders didn't require us to be back to our base until Monday. We decided to swing by Lon-
don on Friday for the weekend. The MPs would stop us for identification and check our travel 
orders. They would shake their heads and go about their business. I highly suspect we were the 
only GIs in London, legally, that weekend.  
Most of our TDY and DS personnel were now back at our unit again. They were glad to be part of 
the squadron rather than just a replacement. As if to rub it in, damn if our glider pilots were not 
again alerted for transfer, this time to the 53rd Wing.  
For the two weeks following D-Day, the squadron did very little flying, but was on almost constant 
alert for a chance mission that might spring up overnight.  
Captain TRAVERS pressed the aircraft mechanics and crew chiefs to quickly put their aircraft in 
flyable condition, using all the persuasion at his command. In one of his pep talks, TRAVERS laid 
into the mechanics, accusing them of being dime-a-dozen crew chiefs. A deafening silence 
occurred. One crew chief flipped a quarter to the captain. The meeting ended with the crew chiefs 
silently going their way, doing their thing; fixing aircraft as best they could. The engineering officer 
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went his way, to sup-ply, smiling. He knew the chiefs would do their best. Now he had a pep talk 
for technical supply.  
Really, the enlisted linemen and crew chiefs liked the engineering officer. TRAVERS never missed an 
opportunity to brag about his men when he was out of range of their hearing.  
JUNE 22: With less than an hour to prepare, five of our squadron took off at 1400; a half hour later 
five more took off for Aldermaston. There we were loaded with 55,000 pounds of 155mm howitzer 
shells. The next day at 0440 our first section departed, followed at 0530 by the second section for 
A-2, a strip near Criqueville, France, (49 22N-01 00W) delivering the much-needed ammunition. 
Our planes were provided with fighter cover. Fighting was in progress not far from the landing strip 
and the distant rumbling of guns could be heard. While no enemy planes were sighted, our crews 
were in-formed that only a short while before they had landed, German planes had been over the 
field. Ground personnel, with the help of the crew, hustled the unloading allowing the aircraft to 
take off quickly, to make room for those still scheduled to land.  
FIELD DESIGNATIONS A and B  
A-2 indicated an American engineered field. "B" was designated for the airfields that were built or 
made serviceable by the British. The very first field used by the Allies was A-1 at St. Pierre du Mont 
(49 23N-00 58W). It was a 5,000 foot strip right on the beach, used primarily as an emergency 
landing strip (ELS). Its first customer was a P-51 in trouble. It landed while equipment was still on 
one end of the strip.  
SCOTLAND: Twelve of our aircraft were to proceed to St. Andrews where Polish airborne would use 
our aircraft for training. To most, this seemed more like a vacation rather than duty. The Poles used 
the aircraft as a platform for loading and vacating exercises.  
There was probably no one who enjoyed this duty more than GEORGE TILLEY. He was born in 
Scotland of English parents. "I was back home," he said.  
The Squadron arrived at the Scottish air base late in the evening. Our bachelor officers found it 
difficult to accept a beautiful 20 year-old English WAAF awakening them and asking if they wanted 
their shoes shined (a batwoman).  
Golf enthusiasts were in heaven. Here was the birthplace of the game. The "old" course was still 
operational. Seemed more like an obstacle course to some, especially the 18th green, not at all as 
smooth as the American courses.  
DOWIS THOMPSON and TED CRALL were more naturally inclined, dating a couple of lassies during 
their stay. They took in the sights between periods of holding hands.  
THE MOSCOW COURIER 
A sight not easily forgotten, however, was the Moscow Courier. A British twin-engine Mosquito 
bomber made the trip from St. Andrews, directly to Moscow, overflying Germany. The Mosquito 
was stripped of armour, armaments and all other unnecessary weight to make room for extra fuel 
cells. We watched as the aircraft taxied to the very end of the runway. There the engines were 
checked, and then power was advanced. When full power was attained, the brakes were released 
and the Mosquito went screaming down the runway. With only feet to spare, the aircraft cleared 
the runway, still screaming, grasping for altitude. A courier pilot told us that they were too high and 
flying too fast when over Germany to be threatened in any way. 
During our stay in Scotland we were privileged to have our own courier service. GEORGE SANTICH 
navigated such a flight, carrying personnel and mail back and forth to Folkingham. He re-calls a 
time when his aircraft carried a British general and several Allied officers. "One of the Captains was 
Count George Rostworowski, Polish paratrooper commander who had been a German prisoner of 
war, had escaped to France, and then to Britain."  
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Scotland made a favourable impression on our crews. Enough so that there were volunteers galore 
when it came to liquor runs. LARRY CAYWOOD was with CHESTER BARBER, CONNOR and 
CHRISTENSON when they flew to Perth, then jeeped to the many small towns. On one such visit 
they saw a Fair and Strength contest. They also brought back several cases of scotch.  
Then there was the time Pappy made a visit. "With my name being LAIRD, I thought I would go to 
Scotland and see my kin, the Scots. I got a few days leave, went to Scotland and damned near froze 
to death. Stayed one night and said ‘it's too damn cold for me,' and left. Never went back to 
Scotland again."  
July started slow. The fourth came and went almost unnoticed. A mental picture of the fireworks on 
the continent was all the excitement needed on that day.  
SUPPLIES IN-WOUNDED OUT  
Not ‘till the 11th did we pick up on our supply missions. Now, in most cases, we carried in evac 
personnel, usually a flight nurse and medical technician. These people were all business. While 
flying to France, they, like most others in the cabin, napped. While our cargo was being unloaded, 
the nurse and medic rested away from the activity. However, once the aircraft was unloaded, they 
often pitched in to set up the webbed belts. These hooked from the top of the cabin to the floor, 
readying them for litters that would be slipped into the openings in the belt, which allowed 
patients to be stacked, four high. The air evac people were tremendous. From the time the 
ambulances arrived at the aircraft, nurse and medic became different people, all attentive of the 
physical well-being and spirit of those entrusted to them. They knew just how to talk to the 
wounded, giving them encouragement without pity. With certainty, many of our troops survived 
only because of the caring attention of the air evac personnel.  
A planeload of wounded, in most cases, involved both litter and ambulatory patients. The walking 
invariably sought out those more serious than they to help. Not at all unusual to see an ambulatory 
sit-ting next to a "stump" of a body, the poor soul who lost his arms and legs and was encased in a 
cast covering his entire body. Holes were made for the eyes and the nose/mouth area. The 
ambulatory fed beverage to the patient and offered conversation throughout the trip.  
We crewmen at first turned our eyes away from such severely wounded. These were not pleasant 
sights. As time went by, most of the 313th found strength in the eyes of those "encased". Their 
steel blue or oak brown eyes told of their thankfulness at being alive.  
Softball was not known to the British. The 29th and 47th Squadron played an exhibition game for 
the British at Kirton, some 25 miles from 484. The 47th defeated an all-star air depot team by a 
score of 5-3. The game was played at the Nottingham cricket grounds, using a borrowed pitcher, 
NORMAN FICKE of the 29th. Norm joined the members of the 47th while they enjoyed a steak 
dinner at the Beaufort Club.  
Ping-Pong, by both the women's and men's champions left the audience marvelling at how easily 
that celluloid ball was smashed back and forth as only experts could do.  
Boxing champ Billy Conn sparred three rounds to a capacity crowd at the gym. The exhibition was 
well received. On another occasion Joe Louis put on a show. As Joe sparred, he conversed with 
those at ringside. It was a joy to have a word with him, something to write home about. The fight 
fans on the other hand, were rather disappointed with the "Brown Bomber." They wanted to see a 
brawl.  
SUPPLY MISSIONS  
From the middle of the month on we flew missions to France about every other day. We were now 
taking our bedrolls or blankets with us. Too often we were caught on the continent, where we had 
to spend the night. Billets were not available at most of the forward bases. Before the end of the 
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month, however, some strips, usually an airfield abandoned by the Germans, provided reasonable 
facilities. One enterprising troop carrier pilot, who knew he would have to spend a night in France, 
called various control facilities to ask about the movie showing that night. When he found one he 
liked, he landed.  
The signal corps personnel were right behind the front line troops. In addition to setting up 
communications, they provided the projector and power source for showing movies; usually in the 
open, projected onto a bed sheet. Special services furnished the entertaining and current films. The 
signal corps, however, still showed the training and propaganda films, such as, "Why we Fight," or 
"The Eastern Front"-and let's not forget the films on how to brush teeth, and the boring VD films.  
During this period, the cargo flown by our squadron was, for the most part, camouflage netting, 
medical supplies, paint, rations, signal corps equipment, coffee, batteries, mortar frames, blood 
plasma, gasoline, beans, maps, literature, medals and ammunition (from 30 calibre to 1O5MM 
mortar shells). An aircraft from another group was loaded with 5,000 pounds of razor blades. That 
amount satisfied the requirement for the Americans in France for but one day.  
AUGUST: This month offered us diversity like we had not seen before. To begin with, a notice 
appeared on the bulletin board that mess kits were to be used in the EM mess in lieu of the china 
plates. Would you believe, better sanitation was given as the reason? That we could take, but the 
plugged drainage in the EM's wash room was something else.  
The duties within the intelligence section were varied. Most accepted the mission briefings, keeping 
track of enemy flak positions, mail censorship, security, etc. However, balloting for the November 
general election did not seem to fall under intelligence, least of all to those who were in 
intelligence. Lieutenant CHARLES EARLY took to the job of voting officer, chasing down eligible 
troops, and telling them how to get an absentee ballot.  
BRUTUS: KELLER, our operations officer, after visiting a friend at a hospital in southern England, 
told of a woman there who had a little dog, but was unable to feed him. Her rations supply could 
not cover hers and the dog's needs.  
HOW CHESTER GOT THE DOG  
This story appealed to CHESTER BARBER. A few days later Chester was scheduled to go to that 
same hospital. There he would visit a cousin and look in on the woman with the dog. Chester did 
not find his cousin, but did find the dog. It was a bullmastiff, a huge dog. Looked like it weighed 
over a hundred pounds. Brutus had short fawn coloured hair with a patch of white on its breast. He 
was even tempered, liked to be petted. The dog looked strong, but was not cumbersome, in fact, 
surprisingly agile for an animal that large. But it was his eyes; dark doleful hazel eyes that made 
Chester melt inside. "I figured we could get all the food we needed for him from mess hall scraps. I 
volunteered, and the woman gave me the dog. Brutus sat on the back seat of the jeep, en route to 
the airfield where the air-plane would take Brutus to his new home. The MP's at the gate of the 
airbase did a double take, at first not realizing that the brown coloured figure in the rear was a 
"humungous" dog. Brutus was to cause many surprises in the months to come.  
V-1 VERGELUNSWAFFE #1: (Reprisal weapon #1). It was seven days after D-Day, June l3th at 0300 
to be exact, that the first flying bomb fell on London. It looked like a small aircraft but was powered 
with what was at the time a very sophisticated propulsion system, a pulsating jet engine.. A gyro-
scope compass determined its course, a measured fuel supply its range. The altimeter was set 
anywhere from 2000 to 8,000 feet (usually 3,000). When the fuel was exhausted, the flying bomb 
toppled, falling to its target with its l,800 pounds of explosives. Considering that all control had to 
be set before the V-1 took off from its sled-like launching facility in France, it was surprisingly 
accurate, usually landing within 1,500 to 2,000 yards of its intended impact.  
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The V-1 was a fast "bugger", flying between 360 and 375 miles per hour. At that time only the most 
sophisticated allied fighters could catch it. Initially there were not many defences against this 
weapon. In the first two months of its use, several thousand were launched from facilities in France, 
mostly in the Pas de Calais area. These accounted for killing 4,000 civilians. Many more were 
injured.  
It was not all one sided. One night during August we witnessed hundreds of British Lancaster 
bombers flying low over the base, headed south, then to Germany. They would know reprisal.  
BREAK THROUGH: On the 28th of July, Lieutenant General George S. Patton, Jr. was on the scene in 
France. German Intelligence treated with caution reports coming out of Brittany that Patton was in 
that area. They were, however, giving up the idea that he would cross the channel at Pas de Calais, 
a couple of hundred miles to the northeast of Normandy. Late in July, the Germans released the 
15th Army, but too late to impact on the invasion. Allied headquarters was jubilant over the results 
obtained from Fortitude. Their most optimistic hope was that the German 15th Army would not be 
committed to battle for several days, but several weeks, as was the case, would have been viewed 
as unbelievable.  
PASS IN REVIEW FOR THE GENERALS  
Generals like parades, but not so all the troops. We learned that Eisenhower's review of the 82nd 
Air-borne would also include troop carrier combat crews. On the 9th we rehearsed. That was not so 
bad. Liberty runs to town were cancelled because the trucks were needed for the dry run. That was 
bad.  
The next day, in full dress uniforms, we were transported by trucks to the British RAF, C-47 base at 
Leicester East. There Supreme Allied Commander General Dwight D. Eisenhower, with Generals 
Brereton of the Ninth Air Force and Ridgeway and Gavin of the 82nd Airborne, reviewed the troops.  
Eisenhower lauded the airborne and troop carrier for their role in the Normandy invasions. He went 
on to announce the consolidation of all Allied Airborne divisions and Troop Carrier units into the 
First Allied Airborne Army. General Eisenhower, accompanied by Colonel Roberts, walked through 
the ranks of the 313th, pausing here and there to speak to various officers and men.  
Well, that took care of rumours that the 82nd and Troop Carrier would be going home. They had 
fought hard through Sicily, Italy and Normandy, and some thought that the purpose of the parade 
was to announce their return to the States. Obviously, not so. We were to stay in Europe until Hitler 
was defeated. Eisenhower added that the airborne and troop carrier units would probably be called 
upon again to even exceed their accomplishments. This brought groan from some of the troops, 
which Ike took with an understanding smile.  
While we were parading at Leicester, word was received in the squadron that the glider pilots were 
on a one-hour alert. On the 13th, 13of our glider mechanics went on DS to station 429. The 
following day 21 glider pilots were transferred to the 316th Troop Carrier Group.  
GAEL (A-31), 48 05NA)2 11W: Nine aircraft from the 29th were the first Allied aircraft to land oh this 
recently abandoned German airfield. Several hundred Germans, we were told by the French 
Maquis, were hidden in a nearby woods. Armed Maquis, wearing the Free French FF armband, 
seemed to enjoy their task of clearing out the Germans. We gathered from our conversation with 
them that they did not intend to take any "Boches" alive.  
The Germans left this field rather hurriedly. Left behind were portraits of "Der Fuehrer", Goering 
and other high-ranking German officers and Nazi party officials. We brought back all the pictures 
that time and two arms would allow. Other treasures were pieces of German uniforms, disarmed 
German hand grenades and, oh yes, French wine. Only six of our aircraft brought back wounded. 
The other three came back empty.  
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It was strange, carrying aboard the same aircraft, both German and American wounded. One 
German was nearly hysterical when being carried aboard, believing our crews were going to dump 
the Germans into the sea when over the English Channel. (29th War Diary) "Lieutenant CARPENTER 
reported that, while flying over southern England on the way back, a German wounded prisoner 
kept looking eagerly out of the window for buzz bombs. His disappointment in not seeing any of 
his Fuehrer's ‘Victory' missiles was keen."  
OPERATION TRANSFIGURE: On the morning of August 24th the base was sealed. Like other combat 
missions, passes were cancelled, incoming and outgoing phone calls monitored, etc. Though we 
were not officially informed as to the purpose of the alert, we saw a mission coming on. The 
German army was reeling back toward Paris. Their Seventh and the Fifth Panzer Army were 
desperately at-tempting to squeeze through the 12-mile gap at Falaise. A paradrop here, we 
amateurs knew, would cut them off.  
Other activities that enhanced belief that a big one was coming, was when all but five of the 
remaining glider pilots were sent on DS to the 316th. They were undoubtedly being set up for a 
sizeable glider operation with that group. On the other hand, two aircraft with full crew were placed 
on DS to the 29th. This day two more power pilots were permanently assigned. The next day, the 
15th, four more aircraft came to us, two attached complete with crew, and two permanently 
assigned.  
The squadron now had the strength of 28 aircraft. To complete the crews, the five glider pilots 
remaining in the squadron were to be pressed into co-pilot duty, should a mission be called.  
AUGUST 16, ‘44, 29th WAR DIARY  
"The 313th Group is to participate in a series of combat missions over France (TRANSFIGURE), the 
first of which, according to present plans, will take place this Friday. The object of these missions is 
to drop American, British, French and Polish paratroopers between Paris and Von Kluge's retreating 
army and thus bottle it up in northern France. The DZ for the first mission is a meadow a few miles 
east of the town of Ablis; about 18 miles west of Paris. The 29th will contribute 27 planes. At the 
briefing Colonel Filer explained that our group would depart this field at 1630 and fly to Membury 
(England) where paratroopers would be loaded and dropped tomorrow morning. (Late that 
afternoon the mission was postponed 24 hours.) It is anticipated that we will participate in at least 
four or five missions in about as many days. Upon return to this field from the first mission, our 
ships must be ready to take off again within three hours."  
Why is it that no one remembers TRANSFIGURE? Because it was never flown. The mission was 
cancelled when General George S. Patton advanced so rapidly with his armoured columns that the 
intended DZ was practically in American hands, thus obviating the necessity of a paradrop.  
The planes that were attached to us for this mission returned to their respective units. Liberty runs 
were resumed. We expected the glider men who were on loan to other units would soon return.  
SOCIAL: The squadron was getting back to normal. The officers' dance scheduled for the 19t1) was 
postponed to allow Lieutenant JOHN RYAN and Flight Officer JAMES FOSBURGH to paint murals 
behind the bar of the officers club. Scenes of landscapes of Sicily and the night bombing of a city 
were depicted. When the next dance was announced, however, we learned that (29th WAR DIARY) 
"The Ministry of Transportation had forbidden the use of civilian busses to transport girls to our 
dances, so GI trucks we used. There weren't quite as many girls as formerly."  
The officer's mess was really going uptown At one noon meal, an excellent vegetable soup was 
served. Two days later the novelty was soup. Talk about good living!  
FALAISE GAP CLOSED  
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It was on August 20th that the Falaise gap was finally sealed, encircling the remnants of the 
German Seventh Army and Fifth Panzer. Not as many of the enemy were caught in this pocket as 
hoped for. The Germans did, however leave behind 10,000 dead and 50,000 prisoners. At any rate, 
the Germans were now on the run.  
An Allied airborne and surface landing on southern France several days earlier was already pulling 
some heat away from the forces in north and west France. On the 23rd the Allies liberated Paris.  
There was an urgency to capture a port facility intact, to supplement the limited cargo capabilities 
of Cherbourg, and receive the supplies which came directly from the Normandy beaches. Using 
aircraft as ‘trucks" to carry supplies was expensive. For example, it cost a gallon of gas to deliver 
two to the front when done by air. Cargo carrying also detracted from airborne training, which was 
much needed to maintain high skills to insure accurate glider landings and paradrops. The 
Germans knew this. Where they had to, they gave up real estate but not ports.  
On the 28th, much to the delight of the American soldier, Reims was liberated. The French shared 
with their liberators their proudest product, champagne. While Allied maps showed lines of 
advance to the east and north of France, circles were drawn around the several meaningful port 
cities on the west coast of France. These were still held by the Germans. They did not give these up 
easily, and then not before their demolition engineers did a masterful job of rendering the ports 
useless. (As late as the 14th of September, six French port cities were still in German hands, 
surrounded by the Allies.)  
LINNET: For all practical purposes the Germans were in a rout. In France, the Allies had fronts going 
simultaneously to the north, east, south and west. Toward the end of August, World War I battle-
grounds were again occupied. Operation LINNET was for a paradrop ahead of the British thrusting 
north. The DZ would be in the Lillearras-Douai area, to cut off the retreating enemy, and thus 
annihilate the German Seventh Panzer and Fifteenth Armies. A drop zone several miles north of the 
Belgian town of Tournai was chosen.  
29th WAR DIARY SEPT. 1 "Early Sunday morning 23 of our ships, loaded with gliders, will spearhead 
the drop. Six hours after their return, 20 of them will haul two gliders each of airborne infantry to 
an LZ a mile north of the paratroop drop area. Truckload after truckload of 505th Paratroop 
Infantry arrived this afternoon, and the men bivouacked on the field."  
The drop never materialized. It was cancelled when ground troops again overran the DZ at Tournai. 
Arras, one area in consideration for the proposed drop, was later to become known to us. Our next 
home would be in that area.  
Our glider men returned to the squadron from DS with various other troop carrier units. This time it 
was for them really a "sweat job. Our pilots were at their gliders, loaded and ready for take-off 
when the cancellation notice was received.  
ANTWERP FINALLY OURS  
The English people were particularly pleased when the Allies captured some 300 V-1 launching 
sites in the Pas de Calais and northern France area. Montgomery continued his drive north, 
hopefully to capture the V-1 sites. So unexpected was his advance, that the Germans had not made 
provisions to fortify the Belgian port city of Antwerp. Damned if the British 11th Armoured Division, 
with the help of Belgian underground, didn't capture the city with the entire port and harbour 
facilities intact. The port was not to be operational for some time, however. Located at the end of 
the Schelde estuary, the 54 miles on either side to the seas opening was held by the Germans. Had 
Montgomery cleared the estuary of the enemy, the remaining 80,000 troops of the Fifteenth Army 
would have been trapped. As it was, Von Rundstedt was able to extricate 65,000 of his men with 
accompanying artillery, trucks, wagons etc. into Holland, ferrying them along the shores and across 
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the three-mile mouth of the Schelde. We would not see the use of this port ‘til the end of 
November.  
CARGO and GASOLINE: In the meantime, trucks would travel night and day bringing supplies from 
Normandy to the front, a distance of 300 miles. Troop carriers were to become very involved in 
extensive cargo carrying. Only airborne operations of the highest priority would keep us from 
meeting the pressing logistical needs of the ground units. There was no way, however, that the 
ground units could be supported entirely by air.  
Patton greeted September ‘44 with joy when his 7thArmored and 9th Infantry established a 
bridgehead over the Meuse at Verdun 150 miles east of Paris. He could have also cried. On that day 
he didn't receive a drop of gas. A corps in Patton's army needed 200,000 to 300,000 gallons of gas 
a day for an average movement of 50 miles. Patton liked to travel at 100 miles a day. Troop carrier 
could provide but a trickle of Patton's needs. At this juncture he was 60 miles from the German 
border. Patton was ready to drive onto Berlin. "I can take care of the Germans," he bellowed; "but 
I'm not sure I can win against Montgomery and Eisenhower." Patton was infuriated when 
Montgomery stopped at Antwerp and did not take the estuary. It was Patton's army that was cut in 
gas and rations to provide Montgomery with the logistical needs to enable him to drive north. 
Charles B. MacDonald's book The Mighty Eisenhower declared the failure "One of the greatest 
tactical mistakes of the war."  
THE V-2  
On 8 Sept.'44, at 1843 Double British Summer Time, the first V-2 bomb fell on London. This 46-foot 
"reprisal" weapon was an 80-ton rocket that carried 10 tons of explosives. Fired from the continent, 
the V-2 projected almost straight up to 100,000 feet, arched over, then plummeted to its target. It, 
like the V-1, was remarkably accurate. There was limited defence against the V-1 flying bomb, but 
there was no known defence against the V-2. It was a scary weapon. The speed of 3,600 miles per 
hour ne-gated the possibility of even seeing it come down. Only the enormity of the explosion told 
of its presence.  
NOTE: Several other missions were planned to support the troops advancing toward Germany, and 
then cancelled as the need subsided. Crossing the Rhine had a high priority, but this was not 
seriously attempted until MARKET-GARDEN in September.  
After each cancelled mission the paratroopers seemed to slip out of our base as furtively as was 
their arrival. Jump floors were removed from the C-47's. Intelligence retrieved and restocked the 
escape kits. Mission maps and other classified items were burned. Invariably the squadron went 
into a slump after each cancellation.  
The on-again off-again missions, one alert after the other, created a tense situation. Sound sleep 
was hard to come by. Church attendance. However, increased during alerts.  
ETAIN, VERDUN: With clear weather our supply missions to the continent were on again. Our entire 
squadron, 23 aircraft, was committed to three supply missions to France. Two flights of eight 
aircraft each carried desperately needed 80-octane gasoline to Etain, 20 miles northeast of Verdun. 
The field at Etain was only opened to aircraft that very day. A day earlier German snipers were still 
being cleared.  
29th WAR DIARY (While flying over Verdun)  
‘The boys were all stuck by their aerial view of this famous battlefield of the last war, still scarred by 
a maze of trenches and marked by thousands of white crosses. ‘It sort of connected the last war 
with this one,' Staff Sergeant FRANK T. TURNER-ROE, radio operator on Lieutenant HOLLAND's 
ship, re-marked when the planes returned."  
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Not unlike World War I movie footage, our aircrews witnessed tremendous convoys choking the 
main roads, all headed toward the front.  
While operating in France and Belgium, the enemy was never far away. To add to this excitement, 
was the skill necessary to take off and land on the unimproved fields, usually nothing more than a 
levelled out farm with a road in the proximity of the strip. (LAIRD) "This is where that intensive 
training in short-field take-offs and landings really paid off. Coming in, barely flying, like we were 
hanging on by the prop blades. Those short-field take-offs we jerked that plane off into the air, on 
some of the damndest fields, with nothing to spare.  
BRUSSELS: At no time since being overseas have we seen such a beautiful city, with its tall modern 
apartment houses, imposing public buildings, parks and squares. This impression was obtained 
from flying overhead. Aircrews could pretty well judge a city by what it looked like from the air.  
None of us got into the city. As in most cases, we stayed by our aircraft ‘til unloaded, then de-
parted to make room for others to come in. We knew, though, that with the commencement of 
RON'S Brussels would vie with Paris.  
Brussels also provided a thrill for one of our flights. LARRY CAYWOOD, on an early flight to B-58 
said, "While on the downwind leg for landing, the control facility instructed us to land in the other 
direction, even though with the wind. We were told that the Germans were now holding what 
would have been the base leg. The crews did all they could to help unload the cargo, so they could 
quickly get out of there." 
1772. Lt Cmdr Viktor Petrovich NOVOJILOV. Signed 4 July 1944. 13 Kensington Palace 
Gardens, London. 

124 
13 Kensington Palace Gardens is the address of the Russian Embassy. 
This signature was identified by Auke de Vlieger in an email to Trevor Baker dated 4th May 2014: 
“His name is Viktor Petrovich Novojilov, a Navy officer (full Captain as of 1957) who served as the 
2nd and later 1st Secretary to the Naval Attaché at the Soviet Embassy in London from October 
1941 through December 1944. He was born in 1913, joined the Navy in 1932, and was discharged 
in 1960.” 
From http://www.hrono.info/biograf/bio_n/novozhilovvp.php: 
Translation by Bing: 
Novozhilov Viktor Petrovich. 26.10.1913, Orenburg is? 
Russian. Kapitan 1 ranga (06.06.1957). In the Navy from 1932. A member of the Communist Party in 
1940. He graduated from the Naval Academy. M. v. Frunze (July 1932-September 1937), School 
staff training service (December 1940-July 1941). 
Battery Commander destroyers Shaumyan (September 1937-January 1939), warhead-2 destroyers 
"fast" (January-August 1939), aide-de-camp to the Commander of the fleet (August 1939 to 
December 1940) of the Black Sea fleet. 
The ROUX (July-September 1941). 2-St, 1 St Secretary naval Attaché at the Embassy of the USSR in 
the UK (October 1941 to December 1944). 
The MINISTRY of the NAVY (December 1944-May 1946), in official foreign trip (April 1946-
December 1949). Referral information officer Chief of NAVY general staff's intelligence (December 
1949-March 1950) is a senior officer of the 1-St 2-nd Management Directorate of The General staff 

http://www.hrono.info/biograf/bio_n/novozhilovvp.php
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(March 1950-November 1954). Deputy Chief of intelligence for the information staff of the red 
banner Caspian flotilla (November 1954-April 1956). 
Senior researcher of the marine log book "(April 1956-February 1960). 
From February 1960 in stock. Decorated with the orders of the red banner of labour (1953), Red 
Star (1947), medals. 
Alekseev, M. A., Kolpakidi a., Kočik V.ya. encyclopedia of military intelligence. 1918-1945 Gg. M., 
2012, s. 563-564. 
1773. Flight Lieutenant Gregory Ashton MACMAHON (45485). Signed 6 July 1944. 519 
Squadron. 

124 
The LG, 18 April 1941 announced his commission (from Sergeant) as Pilot Officer. 
1774. Pilot Officer Horace Christopher LILEY (174364). Signed 6 July 1944. 519 Squadron. 

124 
There are two possibilities in The Air Force List for July 1944: 

 
Flight Lieutenant Henry Liley or Pilot Officer Horace Christopher Liley. He is mentioned in the LG, 16 
May 1944, 1 January 1946 and 15 February 1946. No 519 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for 
August 1944 has several entries for him: 

10 
August 1944 
1775. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Gerard James CHANDLER (107478). Signed 
6 July 1944. 519 Squadron. 

124 
He is mentioned in the LG, 4 November 1941, 29 March 1946, 28 February 1947 and 23 September 
1958. 
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1776. Unknwon. Signed 6 July 1944. 76 Chester Square, London SW1. 

124 
Harald Gr? 
77 Chester Square, London SW1 was the headquarters of HM Queen Wilhemina of the 
Netherlands, Monarch of the Netherlands during WW2. 76 Chester Square became the home of 
the Colombia Embassy. 
The Bromma departure list for 5 July 1944 includes Tor Andersen with a DOB 6.10.19. There is an 
SOE file, reference HS 9/138/1, in TNA for Tor BERSET, AKA Lt Tor ANDERSEN, born 05.01.1911, but 
the file does not include any other aliases. It does include his signature: 

 

 
1777. Wing Commander Horace John Audley THEWLES OBE (37836). Signed 13 July 1944. 
HQ Coastal Command. 

124 
He also signed this book on 27 January 1948. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. His OBE was announced in Flight, 6 January 1944. 
According to http://www.meabout.me/horacejohnaudleythewles/, John Thewles was a war time 
Sunderland pilot, who flew such long hours searching for U-Boats in the North Atlantic, under such 
pressure and stress, leading to extreme high blood pressure, that he died prematurely in 1953 aged 
45. 
1778. Flying Officer W BROWN. Signed 16 July 1944. RAF & 489 RNZAF Squadron. 

124 
At the date this book was signed, No 489 Squadron was based at RAF Langham, 15 miles (24 km) 
North-West of Norwich, Norfolk, England. The Commanding Officer was W/Cdr. J. S. Dinsdale397, 
DSO, DFC. The Air Force List for July 1944 lists six possible matches: 

                                                 
397 Signed this book on 11 February 1942 

http://www.meabout.me/horacejohnaudleythewles/
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He has several entries in No 489 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for July 1944 including these 
for 15 and 19 July: 

 

 
There is no record of Brown or Gow’s visit to RAF Leuchars on 16 July 1944. 
1779. Flying Officer James Gibson GOW DFC. Signed 16 July 1944. 489 RNZAF Squadron. 

124 
Born Westport, 20 Oct 1916; clerk; joined RNZAF Dec 1940. In an attempt to counter the ever-
increasing threat to their merchant shipping and U-boats, the Germans had continually been 
forced to expand their minesweeping force and to increase the number of vessels used for escort 
duties. Now more than one-third of all German naval personnel were employed on these tasks – a 
significant diversion of effort which had an important bearing on the quality and size of the naval 
forces available to oppose the Allied armada shortly to sail across the Channel. Even so, with mine 
laying aircraft of Bomber Command operating in strength, the Germans were frequently unable to 
clear channels for their shipping without long delays. Rear Admiral Gatow, writing in the Deutsche 
Allge- meine Zeitung at this time, admitted that the mining of shipping routes in the North Sea was 
so intense that it was causing the heaviest strain on the German minesweeping flotillas. In April 
Danzig Bay was closed to traffic for fifteen days, the ports of Konigsberg and Pillau for thirteen 
days, while Kiel and many other ports could not be used for long periods. In addition to this 
interruption of merchant traffic which delayed delivery of urgently required materials and upset 
production schedules, many ships were sunk and their valuable cargoes lost. A contemporary 
report covering the first five months of 1944 stated that at a conservative estimate the Germans 
had lost, without hope of replacement, no less than three million tons of cargo-carrying capacity 
and almost one and a half million tons of imports–a serious drain on the enemy war potential at a 
critical time. German naval losses were also heavy. German difficulties were further increased by the 
operations of Coastal Command's bomber and torpedo-bomber squadrons, whose crews 
continued to harass German shipping off the coasts of Norway and the Frisian Islands, in the North 
Sea and the English Channel. Because of the frequent air patrols over these waters, enemy ships 
now seldom sailed by day, and most sightings and attacks were made by night. There were, 
however, several spectacular actions against heavily defended convoys in daylight when cargo 
vessels, mine- sweepers, anti-aircraft ships, and naval auxiliaries were sunk and damaged. No. 489 
New Zealand Beaufighter Squadron, under Wing Commander J. S. Dinsdale, was one of the 
torpedo-carrying units engaged in this campaign. Together with No. 455 Australian Squadron, also 
flying Beaufighters, it made up an Anzac Wing which operated over Dutch coastal waters. In May 
1944 there were several notable actions in this area. On the 14th the target was a convoy of four 
ships protected by sixteen escorts, sighted off Ameland in the Frisian Islands. Six Beaufighters from 
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No. 489 carried torpedoes, and a further six aircraft from the New Zealand Squadron, together with 
twelve from No. 455 Squadron, made up the anti-flak force. Flight Lieutenant T. H. Davidson led the 
Torbeaus in low over the sea; they had to through a curtain of anti-aircraft fire but as they broke 
away crews saw that several torpedoes had scored hits. On one 2000-ton ship which Davidson and 
Flight Sergeant Langley attacked there was a huge explosion followed by a cloud of smoke and 
flames. It was soon blazing furiously. A great column of smoke rose from a second ship at which 
Flying Officer J. G. Gow and Flying Officer Fraser had aimed their torpedoes, and a minesweeper 
appeared to be listing badly. In addition, many cannon strikes were seen on the other 
merchantmen and on several of the escorts. During the attack, however, the Beaufighter piloted by 
Flying Officer I. A. Pettit was shot down and four other machines were hit and damaged by flak; 
one of them had to make a crash-landing on return to base. 
1780. Flying Officer Alan Robert OSMENT DFC. Signed 16 July 1944. 489 RNZAF Squadron. 

124 
Born Christchurch, 30 Oct 1917; clerk; joined RNZAF Sep 1939. Similar attacks were now taking 
place along the Norwegian coast in which Beaufighters from No. 489 Squadron were prominent. 
This New Zealand squadron had returned to operations after re-equipping with Beaufighters early 
in January 1944. On the 14th eight aircraft, three of them carrying torpedoes and five flying as anti-
flak cover, took off from their new base at Leuchars to patrol in the Lister area. Shortly after making 
landfall, two merchant ships, accompanied by four escorts, were sighted. The Beaufighters 
immediately went in to the attack. A large explosion was seen near the bow of a larger 
merchantman, estimated at 4000 tons, and this was followed by a black cloud of smoke which 
hung like a giant mushroom for a considerable time. The anti-flak aircraft scored many hits with 
cannon fire on both the smaller merchant vessels and the escorts. All the Beaufighters returned 
safely although one crew had a narrow escape. Their machine was hit by flak during the attack and 
when it landed the whole of the nose fell off. A few days later Squadron Leader Kellow of St. 
Andrews, Scotland, led eight Beaufighters from No. 489 Squadron on a Rover patrol in the Egero 
area. A small merchant ship was the first target, but as the attack began Kellow saw smoke on the 
horizon which he thought might lead to better targets. Leaving the small ship burning, the 
formation flew towards the smoke which proved to be an auxiliary minelayer, escorted on either 
side by M class minesweepers. Two torpedoes were launched at the minelayer. She began to alter 
course but was unable to avoid being hit. There was a sudden convulsion of water just aft of 
amidships, followed by a heavy explosion. The ship later sank. Meanwhile her escorts had been 
attacked by cannon fire. Two Messerschmitts approached at low level from the land and flew over 
the ships during the attack but did not give battle, and all the Beaufighters returned safely with 
only minor flak damage to a few machines. Several more successful attacks followed during the 
next two months in which a prominent part was played by Flight Lieutenants Moyniham and 
Davidson, Flying Officers Gow (who also signed this book on 16 July 1944) and Osment, Pilot 
Officer O'Connor and Flight Sergeant Tapper. Flight Lieutenant Hammond and Flying Officer Fraser, 
newly arrived on the squadron after successful tours in the Mediterranean, also served with 
distinction during this period. No. 489 New Zealand Squadron operated with the ‘Anzac’ 
Beaufighter Wing which also included an Australian and a British squadron. Led by Wing 
Commander Robertson1 and Wing Commander Hammond, the New Zealanders flew no fewer than 
1250 sorties during the last year of the war, mainly in patrol and attack over the North Sea and 
along the Norwegian coast. On wing strikes the Beaufighters frequently carried torpedoes and 
acted as the main striking force, but on occasion they also operated in the anti-flak role, flying in 
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ahead to saturate the enemy defence with their cannon fire. Hammond, Flight Lieutenants T. H. 
Davidson, J. G. Gow, A. R. Osment, and McKegg were among the pilots who led formations in 
these duties with notable success. 
1781. E B HARRIS. Signed 22 July 1944. Tealby, Lincs. 

124 

 
This can’t be E R Harris as he was killed in action in January 1943. A Sergeant E Harris with No 61 
Squadron out of RAF Skellingthorpe, near Lincoln, became a POW on 27/28 August 1944. 
1782. Flying Officer Ronald John CAMERON (103144). Signed 30 July 1944. RAF Tain. 

124 
According to http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/68/a5237868.shtml, R G 
Cameron (123152) was a Flight Lieutenant. The Air Force List for July 1944 shows: 

 
The LG, 14 October 1941, 4 December 1942 and 19 October 1954 list him as R J Cameron (103144). 
From http://www.secretscotland.org.uk/index.php/Secrets/RAFTain: 
In 1940, an airfield with three runways was built close to, and on part of, the Tain Range, south of 
Morrich More and occupying a large area to the north and south of the public road to 
Portmahomack. An early invasion scare led to the seaward side of the area being obstructed with 
barbed wire and old cars to deter possible landings by German troop carriers. The airfield was 
officially opened as a Fighter Sector Station on September 16, 1941. RAF Tain’s history dates back 
to 1913 when the war office surveyed a site at Tain for possible use as an aerial naval base to 
compliment the Cromarty Firth fortifications. Its attractiveness was due largely to its excellent 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/68/a5237868.shtml
http://www.secretscotland.org.uk/index.php/Secrets/RAFTain
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weather record and proximity to Kinloss and Lossiemouth. Tain Range was constructed between 
the wars and used by both RAF and Fleet Air Arm (FAA) aircraft before the start of WWII. During 
1940 the area was obstructed with coils of barbed wire and old cars to deter German troop carrier 
landings. 
Tain airfield was developed from a pre-war landing ground serving the Tain Bombing Ranges, a 
part of which was used to build the complex. The airfield consisted of three runways, from 4,350ft 
to 6,000ft in length with three dispersal areas, and Bellman, Blister and 'T2' type hangars. 
The airfield was opened officially on 16th September 1941 as a Fighter Sector Station. Along with 
RAF Lossiemouth, Tain had been designated as a forward base for bombers, attacking the 
battleship Tirpitz when it was based at Trondheim in Norway. In 1943 a Torpedo refresher school 
was formed to keep crew up to date with the torpedo training and both RAF and FAA crews used 
the facilities. In May 1944, the NE-SW runway was extended in preparation for the arrival of the 
Liberators. One of the first actions by 66 squadron Liberators from Tain was fought on 26th June 
1944 when a U-boat was spotted on the surface. Two attacks were made, and on the second, three 
depth charges exploding on the starboard side of the U-boat caused it to turn over and sink. The 
Liberator had been damaged by gunfire and had to land at Stornoway where it was found that a 
shell had gone through the main spar. After six years of flying operations Tain reverted to its 
original role as a weapons range and now it is one of the busiest ranges in the UK, used by RAF, 
USAAF, and NATO planes. The modern Tain bombing range covers a large area of Morrich More, to 
the north of Tain Airfield. It consists of a modern control tower and support buildings with several 
targets to the northwest near to Green Hillock and Green Hill. The modern tower replaced an older 
wooden version which survived until c.1991, with the control room situated on top of a wooden 
trestle construction which had once supported a radar beacon. 
Tirpitz operations 
Together with Lossiemouth, Tain was designated as a forward base for bombers attacking the 
battleship Tirpitz at Trondheim, Norway. On March 30, 1942, the first operation by 12 Halifax 
aircraft was unsuccessful, with one aircraft failing to return. In April 1942, two further raids were 
carried out, with a number of bombs being dropped, but no results observed thanks to the 
battleship’s smoke screen. 
30/31 March 1942 Trondheim: 34 Halifaxes attempted to bomb the Tirpitz in a fjord near 
Trondheim. The Tirpitz was not located; 3 aircraft bombed Flak positions. 1 Halifax lost in the sea. 
27/28 April 1942 Trondheim: 31 Halifaxes and 12 Lancasters to attack the Tirpitz and other German 
warships in Trondheim Fjord. The Tirpitz was found and bombed but no hits were scored. 4 
Halifaxes and 1 Lancaster lost. One of the lost Halifaxes was piloted by Wing Commander D. C. T. 
Bennett (who signed this book on 22 September 1938), later the commander of the Pathfinders; 
Bennett escaped to neutral Sweden and returned to England five weeks later. Another Halifax lost 
on this raid, W1048 of 35 Squadron, was damaged by Flak and its pilot, Pilot Officer Donald 
Mclntyre, crash-landed it on the frozen surface of a nearby lake, Lake Hoklingen. The crew all 
survived and the Halifax, a new aircraft on its first operational flight, sank gently. In 1973, this 
aircraft was salvaged from the bed of the lake and, after restoration by airmen at R.A.F. Wyton, was 
placed on public display in the R.A.F. Museum at Hendon. 
During the night between 30 and 31 March 1942, Tirpitz was attacked by 32 Halifaxes from 10 
Squadron (10 aircraft took off from Lossiemouth, Scotland), 35 Squadron (12 aircraft took off from 
Kinloss, Scotland) and 76 Squadron (10 aircraft took off from Tain, Scotland). The attack was 
unsuccessful due to bad weather. 
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In October 1942, the USAAF arrived to extend the runway, and use the station as an Advanced 
Strike Base. In 1943 a Torpedo Refresher School was formed, intended to keep crews up to date 
with the torpedo training, again used by both RAF and FAA crews. 
In February 1943, the station transferred to Coastal Command and served as an advance base for 
attacks on shipping near Norway, although no squadrons were permanently stationed there. In 
May 1944, the NE/SW runway was extended in anticipation of operation by Liberator aircraft. On 26 
June 26 1944, Liberators of 66 Squadron attacked a U-Boat which had been detected on the 
surface. On the second of two attack runs, three depth charges exploded to starboard of the U-
Boat, which rolled and sank. On landing at Stornoway, the attacking Liberator was found to have 
been damaged by gunfire, with a shell passing through its main spar. Aerial photographs taken by 
the RAF in 1945 show the airfield and its buildings were still in operation, together with the tracked 
target range. 
Flying operations at Tain continued for a further six years, after which the area reverted to its 
former use as a weapons range. 
1783. Flight Lieutenant Fred Battersby GREEN AFC (122440). Signed 31 July 1944. 518 
Squadron, Tiree. 

124 

  

 
"During the Second World War I was assigned to 518 Squadron based at Tiree in the Inner 
Hebrides, a group of small islands off the west coast of Scotland. We flew in Handley Page Halifax 
aircraft of Coastal Command in the main flying meteorological patrols out over the North Atlantic. 
Our skipper Flight Lieutenant Freddie Green was deemed to be the number one pilot on the 
squadron and although I am biased, we his crew, believed we were the best of the bunch. In the 
late evening of 5th June 1944 our crew were summoned by the Duty Officer to ready ourselves for 
an urgent and special briefing. It was to be attended by Wing Commander Morris the Squadron 
Commander and Squadron Leader Young the Flight Commander. It appeared "the flap" required a 
very special task to be carried out needing the skills and expertise of the Squadron's number one 
crew that was made up of the following personnel: Pilot Fight Lieutenant F.R. Green RAFVR NOTE: 
this should read F B Green; 2nd Pilot Flying Officer D. Newton RAFVR; Flight Engineer Flight 
Sergeant S. Loader RAFVR; Met Observer Flight Sergeant E. Ozaist Polish; Navigator Warrant Officer 
J. Bristow RAFVR; Wireless Operator/Air Gunner Warrant Officer J. Drought Canadian; Wireless 
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Operator/Air Gunner Warrant Officer E. Ellacott Canadian; and Wireless Operator/Air Gunner 
Warrant Officer G. F. Wilkes RAFVR. We soon learned at the briefing this was to be a very special 
"Bismuth" patrol - a one off. The first leg was to be extended to 650 nautical miles out into the 
Atlantic then a second leg of 400 nautical miles north east, then the return flown back to our base, 
turning on that leg, approximately 150 nautical miles south of Iceland. Instead of the routine 
number of ascents to the aircraft's ceiling, we had to fly in two climbs to approx. 18,000 feet and 
with one more extra ascent on the second leg. We were instructed to send coded weather reports 
at far more frequent intervals than normal and especially after each ascent to our operational 
ceiling. This almost trebled the workload of the wireless operator and met observer. We were 
issued with our flight charts, recognition signals and identification codes for the day whereupon we 
returned to the Sergeant's mess for the usual pre-flight aircrew meal after which we picked up our 
butty boxes and flasks of steaming hot coffee and having kitted up, we were off. It wasn't a long 
wait before the aircrew truck arrived to take Freddie and the crew to our dispersal where we found 
our faithful Halifax aircraft LL123 standing glistening on the perimeter in the light rain that was 
starting to fall. She was swarming with fitters of all trades making sure everything was A1 prior to 
the mission. In my own department the 1154/5 Radio Transmitter was found to have a defective 
VT40 valve that was hurriedly changed. Finally we were ready to go and the skipper fired up the 
four Bristol Hercules XVI engines, he was given the thumbs up, chocks away and we were ready to 
go. We taxied to the end of the runway and everything was made ready for take-off. The pilots 
applied full brakes and the throttles were pushed to the gate and we could feel and hear the 
enormous power and noise of the engines with the airframe straining and groaning. The green 
Aldis light was fired, the brakes released and with the belly tanks slurping their full load of fuel, we 
were off! The engines on maximum thrust pressed us into our crew positions and the aircraft 
surged forward for a bumpy half mile down the runway and we were suddenly airborne. The time 
was 0550 on 6th June 1944. The skipper circled the airfield once, we carried out a final radio check 
and a course was set for the first leg of the Bismuth mission. The weather at this stage was 
moderate. We approached 200 nautical miles out and we set down to approximately 50 feet above 
sea level to take our first set of meteorological readings. In the meantime the weather had 
deteriorated quite rapidly and we had already passed through a front in which we experienced 
violent rainstorms and much higher winds than had been forecasted by the station Met Officer. To 
take barometrical readings at a height of only 50 feet in these conditions was extremely hazardous 
above a raging and angry Atlantic Ocean. It seemed at times that those massive waves, with the 
white caps forming huge plumes of spray, would engulf the aircraft. It is recorded that in similar 
conditions other 518 aircraft returned to base with bent propellers caused by touching the wave 
tips churning below. It doesn't take much of an imagination to realise how difficult it was for Flt Lt 
Freddie Green to maintain a steady height of 50 feet above such a tempestuous sea with no 
horizon to get a visual on, the cloud base virtually down to sea level and compounded by heavy 
and relentless rain. His task was to hold the aircraft steady for approximately 5 minutes to assist the 
Met Observer with his calculations. It took a lot of skill, daring and guts especially when you 
consider the handling difficulties in the Halifax caused by the twin tail units that didn't take kindly 
to these adverse weather conditions and which caused on-going control problems to our two 
pilots when flying at such low levels. The wind speed had strengthened considerably, way above 
the predicted levels and the rain had turned to hail. Meteorological reports coming from the met 
observer got longer and longer and with the buffeting of the aircraft, keying the information 
became extremely difficult. Each set of coded figures and letters had to be repeated twice to Group 
to ensure accuracy. When the weather was at its worst, we received a signal from Group in plain 
language (this was the first and only time I had ever heard of non-coded signals being used on an 
operational sortie), to the effect that our met observations were so extreme they couldn't possibly 
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be correct! Flight Sergeant Ozaist, with Flt Lt Green's permission, replied in very plain language 
briefly explaining to the desk wallahs at Group exactly the conditions we were operating in at that 
precise time. The message was concise and to the point - something along the lines that if they did 
not believe our hard won data, they could b****y well come and do the job themselves! Our 
navigator, WO John Bristow was also having a very difficult time of it, keeping us on course and 
determining our exact position with wind speeds and drift at this stage being estimated only by 
visual observations. The smoke flairs that we dropped in the very rough seas either became 
unsighted or were quickly extinguished. Radio beams from the mainland were only able to give us 
very approximate fixes as one of the three transmission masts was out of service. From the 
information Bristow could obtain he was able to establish we were still approximately on course to 
an accuracy of plus or minus 50 miles. Prior to our final climb on the first leg, we ran into some 
extreme weather with lashing hail and rain and with lightning forking through the clouds into the 
angry seas around us. Halifax LL123 made a laborious ascent with the hail turning to sleet and 
snow resulting in the airframe icing up forcing the climb to be aborted at 10,000 feet. We 
descended slowly into lower cloud levels whereupon huge chunks of ice started to fly off various 
parts of the aircraft and crash worryingly into the aircraft's fuselage, twin tail units and mid upper 
gun turret manned by Warrant Officer "Deac" Ellacott. Our rear gunner Warrant Officer Jack 
Drought ensconced in the "Arse End Charlie" position could see these massive ice balls shooting 
past his position and expressed his "concern" about the situation in very flowery language over the 
plane's intercom providing a welcome diversion for the rest of the crew! Freddie Green eventually 
got us down to sea level (and sometimes below it!) and commenced circling for 10 minutes or so 
until the worst of the storm had passed through. He then recommenced our ascent with heavy 
snow at some levels slowing the climb and at 18,000 feet we reached the aircraft's operational 
ceiling. The temperatures inside the fuselage were sub-zero and we could only imagine how FS 
Ozaist felt as he stood within the glazed nosed section taking and recording his observations. It 
was again time to transmit the latest forecast information back to Group, the job being made even 
more difficult keying the messages with fingers stiffening from the cold. Transmissions were 
nothing like normal speeds and the skipper had to maintain our height until all the data had been 
cleared and acknowledged by Group. The entire crew worked extremely hard under exceptionally 
poor conditions, but the pressure had been put on us at the pre-flight briefing and we did our best 
to maximise data obtained during the Op. Not one of us left our posts during those first two legs 
of the trip and in my opinion everyone on the crew gave it their best shot. The two other WOPAGs 
took it in turns to man the rear turret, the others keeping the crew supplied with hot coffee and 
sandwiches that we took at our posts. The winds at our maximum height were in excess of 150 
mph blowing from the west in a south-easterly direction. This played havoc on Bristow's hopes of 
keeping us on course, but as it turned out we discovered after the mission he had never been far 
out with his dead reckoning estimates and he came through with flying colours. On the second leg 
we flew across the weather fronts rather than head into them, although the storm did not show any 
signs of abating and it was both turbulent and cold on board, while our pilots struggled at the 
controls trying to make the roller coaster ride for the rest of us as smooth as possible. On the third 
and final leg we turned approximately 150 miles south of Iceland as planned but the weather 
continued to harass us. Our Skipper pulled the aircraft up on her final climb to 18,000 feet but the 
port outer Hercules engine began to misfire badly and almost at once it failed completely. Freddie 
Green had no choice but to feather the prop and for the rest of the sortie, and as well as 
contending with the weather, he and our second pilot had to fight with the controls to maintain 
our course on the remaining three operational engines. We had another hairy moment when the 
plane became alive with the electric fantasy of St Elmo's Fire. The aircraft's flying surfaces took on a 
blue hue with dancing lights everywhere playing havoc with both the navigational instruments and 
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with radio reception. It was once again down to our pilots to fly on instinct alone. Two hundred or 
so miles out from Tiree we at last managed to pick up radio fixes from our base and to the relief of 
WO Bristow, our overworked navigator was able to put us on a steady course for home. Our Halifax 
landed safely after an Op of 9 hours and 35 minutes. This compares with an average "Bismuth" 
patrol of about 7 hours. It is safe to say the entire crew were extremely grateful to the navigator as 
out in the North Atlantic the air crews of Coastal Command do not get a second chance and the 
wearing of parachutes in case of an emergency was regarded as a total waste of time. Our 
debriefing session was a lengthy affair due to the unprecedented weather patterns we had found. 
All our met reports had to be rechecked with Group for complete accuracy and our pilots and crew 
quizzed over the weather conditions that existed over the northern reaches of the Atlantic. Our 
Squadron and Flight Commanders attended the debriefing and congratulated us all for our efforts 
and achievements that night. It was then that we learned that one of the Coastal Command crews 
engaged on a met sortie from RAF Brawdy in South Wales piloted by Flying Officer H. Aveling had 
failed to return to base and was presumed lost at sea with his entire crew after reporting the same 
horrendous weather conditions we had just experienced. It appeared to those of us who undertook 
these arduous and dangerous Met Patrols that our task was regarded as the soft option for aircrew. 
If the truth be known, many crews perished during these operations and when you compare the 
statistics between Bomber and Coastal Command, in relation to flying hours per operation, I don't 
believe the fatality rate was significantly different. On 518 Squadron alone, 10 aircraft "bought it" 
on Ops during 1944. We unfailingly flew our tasked missions on either Mercer and Bismuth patrols 
while other squadrons would not even consider flying. During '44 we flew every single day of the 
year except two when heavy snows prevented take-off, even though both aircrew and ground staff 
attempted to clear the runways. Were it physically possible we would have flown on those two days 
as well!" It was only in retrospect the crew discovered the true importance of their actions that day 
back in June 1944. The selection of the invasion date was restricted as it had to be at low tide, 
timed at dawn with a partial moon and most importantly, the weather had to be set fair. These 
criteria dictated the invasion for early May or the first or third week of June. The "window" selected 
by the Allied Commanders was the first week of June - the date: 5th June 1944. The weather, 
however, proved to be the wild card. The forecast for 5th June was dire. A maximum cloud base of 
500 feet and force 5 winds were predicted for the Channel. Without dominance of the air, the 
whole invasion was at risk. The decision to postpone the invasion for 24 hours was made by 
General Eisenhower at 0415 on Sunday, 4th June. This decision proved an opportune one as the 
weather worsened all that day. The allied commanders met again at 2130 and all awaited Group 
Captain James Stagg, the Chief RAF Meteorologist. He was later to be quoted "no one could have 
imagined weather charts less propitious". He indicated that two depressions were situated over the 
North Atlantic. There had, however, been some rapid and unexpected developments in the general 
situation, and in two or three hours the rain should cease followed by up to 36 hours with 
moderate winds that would allow limited air operations on 5th June. The bottom line was simple: 
adequate weather conditions for an invasion could be anticipated but for a very limited time before 
the second front arrived. Once Group Captain Stagg had finished his meteorological summary; he 
was cross-examined by Eisenhower, Montgomery and others. Could the forecast be wrong? Had 
the weather reports been checked with all the resources available? Finally, Eisenhower asked Stagg 
"what will the weather be on the 6th June in the Channel and over the French coast?" The room fell 
silent for a full two minutes while Stagg considered his reply which was "to answer that question 
would make me a guesser, not a meteorologist!" Group Captain Stagg returned to the room at 
0415 on Monday, 5th June when he advised Ike "I think we have a gleam of hope for you sir". He 
confirmed the depression in the Atlantic was moving west faster than expected. The latest met 
reports suggested the front passing through late that day with falling winds and a cloud base of 
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3000 feet. A full eight minutes passed before General Dwight D. Eisenhower broke the silence and 
spoke in a very quiet voice "OK let’s go". Operation Overlord, the invasion of Europe was on. The 
allies had a window of opportunity lasting a maximum of 36 hours after which the second 
depression would sweep in over the Channel. It was a "now or never" decision. It can be reported, 
as can be seen from the story of Halifax LL123 and the crew from 518 Squadron Coastal Command, 
that they provided the critical data on the second cold front. The information they transmitted from 
the eye of the storm Tuesday, June 6th had a very direct bearing on the destiny of some 7000 
vessels, 3,000 aircraft and no less than 250,000 allied airmen, soldiers and sailors. It was some time 
after the end of the war that 518 Squadron’s crest was finally approved by the Air Council and duly 
authorised by Her Majesty the Queen. It consisted of a clenched fist holding a key, the implication 
being that 518 Squadron held the key, thus giving the planners all the necessary information they 
required for the planning and implementation for the invasion and subsequent liberation of 
Europe. The impact of this mission had clearly stuck with WO Wilkes in the intervening years and it 
is apparent he felt, I think with some justification, that Churchill’s comments concerning the "Few" 
could equally well be applied to the performance of Coastal Command. While they operated in the 
main away from the public gaze and media attention, this should in no way detract from their 
dedicated endeavours as Wilkes’ description of this single mission illustrates. The critical 
importance of their role and the dangers they faced should never be underestimated. In talking 
recently with the navigator of Halifax LL123, John Bristow, he told me that as a young man of 23 he 
could not believe how he handled the pressures and technicalities of guiding his pilots and crew 
deep out into the blackness of the North Atlantic and then returning men and machine safely back 
to Tiree. The lives of seven colleagues depended upon the accuracy of his calculations and plots. I 
hope in some way, by publishing this account here for the first time shortly before the 60th 
Anniversary of the D Day Landings, we may at last give thanks and appreciation for the 
contribution made by the crew of Halifax LL123 and all the other unsung heroes of RAF Coastal 
Command. I will let WO Gordon Wilkes have the final words in this saga: “We were part of the 
"Few" who risked their lives in a different way from the boys in Spitfires and Lancasters, but never 
forget our tasks in the RAF were strategically as important. We were never glamorised on the front 
page of the daily newspapers or talked about in clubs or bars, but we were always there whatever 
the weather and in June 1944 "we held the key…." Acknowledgements: This story is based on a 
longhand report written after the event by Warrant Officer Gordon Wilkes RAFVR now sadly 
deceased. Without his foresight in recording his memories, this critical account may have been lost 
forever. On 3 July 1944, an Anson on approach to the north/south runway undershot into Hynish 
Bay. One crewman failed to escape. The worst occurrence was on 16 August 1944 when two Halifax 
aircraft collided over the airfield. One, flown by Pilot Officer Turner, was returning from an 
operational sortie with radio failure and the second, flown by Pilot Officer Morgan, was on a local 
flight. Sixteen aircrew lost their lives, a considerable amount of wreckage falling into Lochan Eilan 
west of the airfield. A more fortunate incident happened on 25 November 1944 when a Halifax 
flown by Pilot Officer Fred Green ditched in Balephetrish Bay just after take-off. The aircraft made a 
perfect landing and the crew were able to inflate their dinghy and paddle back to shore. 
1784. HAAKON VII (Prince Carl of Denmark and Iceland, born Christian Frederik Carl Georg 
Valdemar Axel) (3 August 1872 – 21 September 1957). Signed 1 August 1944. 

125 
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He also signed this book on 7 May 1942. See that entry for biographical information. 
1785. OLAV V (Alexander Edward Christian Frederik) (2 July 1903 – 17 January 1991). 
Signed as Olav CPoN 1 August 1944. 

125 

 
He was the King of Norway from 1957 until his death. A member of the House of Schleswig-
Holstein-Sonderburg-Glücksburg, Olav was born in the United Kingdom as the son of King Haakon 
VII of Norway and Queen Maud of Norway. He became Crown Prince and heir-apparent to the 
throne of Norway when his father was elected king in 1905. He was the first heir to the Norwegian 
throne to be brought up in Norway since Olav IV, and his parents made sure he was given as 
Norwegian an upbringing as possible. In preparation for his royal duties, he attended both civilian 
and military schools. In 1929, he married his first and second cousin Princess Märtha of Sweden. 
During World War II his leadership was much appreciated and he was appointed Norwegian Chief 
of Defence in 1944. At his death, he was the last surviving grandchild of Edward VII of the United 
Kingdom and Alexandra of Denmark. Due to his considerate, down-to-earth style, King Olav was 
immensely popular, resulting in the nickname Folkekongen ("The People's King"). In a 2005 poll by 
the Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation, Olav was voted "Norwegian of the century". As Crown 
Prince, Olav had received extensive military training and had participated in most major Norwegian 
military exercises. Because of this he was perhaps one of the most knowledgeable Norwegian 
military leaders and was respected by other Allied leaders for his knowledge and leadership skills. 
During a visit to the United States before the war, he and his wife had established a close 
relationship with President Roosevelt. These factors would prove to be important for the 
Norwegian fight against the attacking German forces. During World War II, Olav stood by his 
father's side in resisting the occupation of Norway by Nazi Germany. During the campaign he was a 
valuable advisor both to civilian and military leaders. When the Norwegian government decided to 
go into exile, he offered to stay behind with the Norwegian people, but this was declined. He 
followed his father to the United Kingdom, where he continued to be a key advisor to the 
government-in-exile and his father. Olav made several visits to Norwegian and Allied troops in the 
United Kingdom, Canada and the United States. In 1944, he was appointed to the post of 
Norwegian Chief of Defence and after the war he led the Norwegian disarmament of the German 
occupying forces. His war decorations from other nations, including the War Crosses of Norway, 
France, Greece and the Netherlands, the US Legion of Merit and the French Médaille Militaire, are 
testament to the international recognition of his contribution to the war against Hitler. 
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1786. Einar CAPLE. Signed 1 August 1944. BOAC London. 

125 
Signature to be confirmed. Compare this with the signature on 20 April 1943 which I have not 
identified: 

 
A search of The Air Force List for July 1944 for all names ending “aple” produces the following 
matches: 
C C Caple 50293 
C F Caple 50563 
P J S Chaple 123101 
C A Maple 130764 
P H Staple 61880 
Several people have signed this book with “BOAC” as their address but only because they were 
flown to Leuchars on a BOAC flight. 
1787. T D BRIGGS. Signed 1 August 1944. Air Ministry War Department, Edinburgh. 

125 
Listed in The Air Force List for July 1944 as an Assistant Land Officer. 
1788. Lieutenant Odd Johan JØNSBERG. Signed 1 August 1944. RNAF HQ. 

125 
Listed in Little Norway. From http://www.digitaltmuseum.no/things/oberst-odd-jnsberg-
fotografert-p-sitt-
kontor/LMU/NL.05060241?place=Bardu&search_context=1&count=323&pos=12: 

http://www.digitaltmuseum.no/things/oberst-odd-jnsberg-fotografert-p-sitt-kontor/LMU/NL.05060241?place=Bardu&search_context=1&count=323&pos=12
http://www.digitaltmuseum.no/things/oberst-odd-jnsberg-fotografert-p-sitt-kontor/LMU/NL.05060241?place=Bardu&search_context=1&count=323&pos=12
http://www.digitaltmuseum.no/things/oberst-odd-jnsberg-fotografert-p-sitt-kontor/LMU/NL.05060241?place=Bardu&search_context=1&count=323&pos=12
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1959, Fotoavdelingen Bodø flystasjon Oberst Odd Jønsberg fotografert på sitt kontor (Colonel Odd 
Jønsberg photographed in his office) 
No further trace found. 
1789. Lieutenant Einar Fredrik OLSEN. Signed 1 August 1944. RNAF HQ. 

125 
Listed in Little Norway. Norwegian Digital Archive has an Einar Fredrik Olsen born in Kristiania (now 
known as Christiania) on 22 December 1908. 
Lettter dated 4 November 2014 from Fred. Olsen to Geoff Ward: 
Thank you so much for sending the information from this book. I knew Bernt Balchen who 
organised this and in fact I flew back on one of the flights to Stockholm, probably on the 4th or 5th 
June 1945 where we sat alongside on bucket seats. 
When I was in the military at Little Norway in Canada, I met many of the boys who came over on 
these flights. The man you have in the book is Lieutenant Einar Fred. Olsen. He worked for us in our 
airline and created some confusion because he used both two of his first names as well as his last 
name. 
1790. Mrs R G HEPOCL. Signed 1 August 1944. Canada. 

125 
Could she be a journalist? 
1791. Miss F MALLOWS. Signed 1 August 1944. Dundee. 

125 
Is this the same signature as that on 13 August 1944? Could she be a journalist? 
1792. Wing Commander T W Hea? Signed 2 August 1944. RAF Station North Luffenham. 

125 
This is not James White HEARN (127875), who was KIA on 22/23 March 1944. No trace found. 
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From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_North_Luffenham: 
RAF North Luffenham was a Royal Air Force station in Rutland, England, 1940 - 1998. It is near the 
villages of Edith Weston and North Luffenham. The station was built as a training airfield, opening 
in 1940. It was later taken over by 5 Group of RAF Bomber Command as a heavy bomber base, and 
was expanded by the building of concrete runways later in the war. In 1951, the station was 
transferred to the Royal Canadian Air Force to become the temporary home of 1 Fighter Wing, the 
first Canadian NATO base in Europe. 1 Wing moved to Marville, France in 1955. 
According to http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Stations-N.htm#North Luffenham, the following units 
were based at Luffenham the date this book was signed: 
Flying Training Command Instructors School (1 Mar - 16 Oct 1944) 
Heavy Glider Conversion Unit (2 Mar - 16 Oct 1944) 
1793. Second Lieutenant Klaus DØSCHER. Signed 5 August 1944. RNAF. 

125 
He also signed this book on 17 September 1944 but with a slightly different signature: 

 
He is listed in Little Norway. 
There are several entries for him in 330 Squadron’s Operations Record Book, including this one 
which mentions his promotion from Sergeant to Second Lieutenant: 

 
1794. Flight Lieutenant Howard Walker WALKER-SMITH RCS LDS (73559). Signed 9 August 
1944. Air Ministry (Prango). 

125 
Signature difficult to decipher. It reads J A Walkersfish or J A W Fish. The Air Force List for July 1944 
lists Flight Lieutenant H W Walker-Smith (no Personnel No.) in the Dental Branch. 
He gave “Air Ministry (Prango) as his address: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_North_Luffenham
http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Stations-N.htm%23North%20Luffenham
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The only place that matches is Prango Gucci, near Al Mesallah Gharb WA Sharif Basha, Qesm Al 
Attarin, Egypt. 
From the LG, 11 December 1931: 

 
The signature does bear a resemblance to a signature found in the SOE file, reference HS 9/870/8, 
of Norvald KVAMSDAHL, who arrived at Leuchars on 9 August 1944: 
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1795. ? FOX. Signed 13 August 1944. Dundee. 

125 
No trace found. 
1796. ? ROWE. Signed 13 August 1944. Dundee. 

125 
No trace found. 
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1797. A TAIT. Signed 13 August 1944. Dundee. 

125 
No trace found. 
1798. I ARCHER. Signed 13 August 1944. Glasgow. 

126 
No trace found. 
1799. Irene MARTIN. Signed 13 August 1944. Dundee. 

126 
She also signed this book on 17 September 1943. 
1800. E NICCOLLS. Signed 13 August 1944. Dundee. 

126 
No trace found. 
1801. ? MALLOWS. Signed 13 August 1944. Dundee. 

126 
No trace found. 
1802. ? ? BAKER. Signed 18 August 1944. De Havilland Aircraft Company. 

126 
No trace found. 
1803. Second Lieutenant Alf Herleif LEIKVOLL. Signed 19 August 1944. RAF Sullom Voe. 

126 
Listed in Little Norway. 
There are several entries for him in 330 Squadron’s Operations Record Book. 
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He is listed in Fly Luftfartsbladet, Nr. 4, April 1938: 

 
 

According to ancestry.co.uk, he was born in Norway and arrived in Niagra Falls, New York, USA on 
5 January 1943. 
1804. Second Lieutenant Vemund NAUSTDAL. Signed 19 August 1944. RAF Sullom Voe. 

126 
Listed in Little Norway. 
From http://www.warsailors.com/shetlandbus/boatso.html: 
He escaped from Norway on board M/B Olai which departed Store Milde, Fana on Aug. 15-1941 
with 4 people and arrived Fair Isle on the 17th. These were on board: Skipper Samson Skipenes, 
Georg Herøy, Jens Meidell Møllerup and Vemund Naustdal, all from Fana. 
There are several entries for him in 330 Squadron’s Operations Record Book. According to 
Aftenposten, he was born on 30 April 1921 and died on 231 December 2012: 

 
http://tux.aftenposten.no/personalia/paperadsobi/833318.pdf 
1805. Group Captain John Oliver William OLIVER DSO DFC CB (26208). Signed 25 August 
1944. 21 (P) AFU (Pilot) Advanced Flying Unit, RAF Wheaton Aston. 

126 
From Christopher Shores and Clive Williams’ Aces High, 1966: 

http://www.warsailors.com/shetlandbus/boatso.html
http://tux.aftenposten.no/personalia/paperadsobi/833318.pdf
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From Chelsea, London, commanded 85 Squadron in France in 1939-40, with the Air Component. He 
first scored on 10 May 1940, the first day of the ‘Blitzkrieg’, getting a He 111, and by the end of 
May had destroyed seven more enemy aircraft, and received both the DSO and DFC. He left the 
squadron on return to the United Kingdom, and did not see any further operational flying. He 
became a Group Captain later in the war. 
His DFC was announced in the LG, 31 May 1940: 
This officer commanded his squadron extremely well and has led two escort formations of 24 
aircraft each to a distance of 140 miles from their base. During these escorts the formations 
accounted for more than a dozen enemy aircraft. In addition, in May 1940, he shot down an enemy 
aircraft which crashed at Hazebrouck and he has led his section magnificently on many occasions. 
His sangfroid and calm outlook have encouraged his squadron to a remarkable degree and the 
excellent spirit of the squadron and his gallant leadership is reflected in the successes attained. 
His Distinguished Service Order is not listed in this LG entry but this was awarded the same day. 
When the German invasion (Blitzkrieg) commenced in May 1940, 85 Squadron found itself locked 
in a bitter contest with the Luftwaffe, and with attacks on its aerodromes commonplace there was 
no respite from operations. In an eleven day period the squadron had accounted for a confirmed 
total of 90 enemy aircraft; there were many more claims that could not be substantiated. The final 
sorties saw the squadron giving fighter cover to the Allied armies until its bases were finally 
overrun and the three remaining aircraft retired to the UK. During the intense battles over France, 
the squadron lost seventeen pilots; two killed, six wounded and nine missing, this figure included 
their new CO, Squadron Leader Peacock but had once again had acquitted itself well in the face of 
many adversities. The squadron re-equipped and resumed full operations early in June 1940. After 
taking part in the first half of the Battle of Britain over southern England, the squadron moved to 
Yorkshire in September, and in October following a change in role commenced night fighter 
patrols. For the remainder of the Second World War, No. 85 Squadron continued its nocturnal 
pursuit of intercepting enemy raiders. It had a brief period providing Bomber Support as part of 
No. 100 Group RAF and took part in the famous anti-diver patrols intercepting V1 flying bombs. 
1806. William WOODS. Signed 25 August 1944. American Embassy, London. 

126 
No trace found. 
1807. POSSIBLY Egil Norman FAUSKE. Signed 26 August 1944. RAF Sullom Voe. 

126 
The first initial of the surname looks like a Norwegian F. This could be Egil Norman Fauske who has 
entries in No 330 Squadron’s Operations Record Book. 
Possible matches in The Air Force List for October 1944 are: 
Flying Officer Ernest DAWSON (133505) 
Flying Officer E DAWSON (135089) 
Flight Lieutenant Edward Andrew DEASON (88108) 
Flying Officer Eric DYSON (119914) (it’s not clear if the signature below is masking the second or 
third letter of the surname) 
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1808. Unknown. Signed 26 August 1944. RAF Banff. 

126 
From http://www.secretscotland.org.uk/index.php/Secrets/RAFBanff: 
RAF Banff, Boyndie Airfield, opened during World War II in 1943 as a Flying Training Command 
Field, and closed in 1946. Operational control was No 18 Group (1944). Also served RAF Banff Strike 
Wing of Coastal Command. With the arrival of 143 Squadron (Mosquito) in October 1944, training 
command was transferred away from Banff, and the station was built up by the arrival of a number 
of other squadrons. Many squadrons posted to Banff were quickly transferred to Dallachy Airfield, 
but would return in 1945 to convert to Mosquitos. On 26 August 1944, No 1512 Beam Approach 
Training Flt (25 May 1943 - 31 Aug 1944) and Detachment - 281 Sqn (Feb 1944 - Feb 1945) were 
based at Banff. 14 (P) AFU took over command of 1512 BAT Flight on 8 July 1943. For a history of 
RAF Banff, see http://toonloon.bizland.com/ppap/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/R.A.F.-Banff.pdf. 
1809. Unknown. Signed 7 September 1944. BOAC London. 

126 
Surname looks like Howarth or Lambeth. There is no match against the Bromma departure list for 6 
September 1944: 

          

             

   

http://www.secretscotland.org.uk/index.php/Secrets/RAFBanff
http://toonloon.bizland.com/ppap/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/R.A.F.-Banff.pdf
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1810. Unknown. Signed 7 September 1944. BOAC London. 

126 
Surname looks like Bone or Bore. See above entry. 
1811. Flight Lieutenant John Harold SHELMERDINE DFC (108825). Signed 13 September 
1944. 18 Group. 

126 
He was with 542 Squadron, which was formed from A & E Flights of the Photographic 
Reconnaissance Unit at Benson on 19 October 1942. It was equipped with Spitfires and operated 
from nearby Mount Farm conducting reconnaissance sorties over Europe throughout the rest of 
the war, disbanding on 27 August 1945. His DFC was announced in the LG, 20 August 1943. The 
Imperial War Museum has a voice recording of an account of his photographic reconnaissance 
after a raid on Westkapelle Dyke, Netherlands, 10/1944. He is commemorated on the WW2 
Memorial & Roll of Honour in Alderley Parish Hall, Cheshire. 
1812. PROBABLY Flight Lieutenant John SINCLAIR (81346). Signed 13 September 1944. 
Sullom Voe. 

126 
210 Squadron and 330 (Norwegian) Squadron were based at RAF Sullom Voe the date this book 
was signed. No matches found in No 330 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for September 1944. 
No 210 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for 13 September 1944 shows a flight captained by 
Flight Lieutenant E J MANGAN: 

 
He signed this book on 16 June 1944, but the signature is not a match: 
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Other Flight Lieutenants shown in this ORB are: 
R MARTIN  J SINCLAIR 
A H JACKSON  K A JONES 
J TAIT   L J BAWDEN 
R E DAVIES  E ANDERSON 
N M EZECKIEL 

H KREYE 
W T BARRETT 
J A FORBES 
W FORBES

The nearest match is J SINCLAIR. He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
1813. Pilot Officer ? ? DAVIES. Signed 13 September 1944. Sullom Voe. 

127 
A Flight Lieutenant Davies is listed as a passenger in No 330 Squadron’s Operations Record Book 
for 28 August 1942: 

 
1814. Lieutenant Olav BENUM. Signed 17 September 1944. RNAF Sullom Voe. 

127 
Listed in Little Norway. 
No 330 Squadron’s Operations Record Book has many entries for him. 
On 5 April 1945, Sunderland Mk. III (PP140 ‘V/330’) took off from Sullom Voe at 1100 hrs. The 
aircraft was captained by Lieutenant Olav Benum. According to Meyer (1973) the aircraft was 
piloted by fenrik Harald Morten Wiese; he is on his first mission as pilot. At 1525 the aircraft is 
contacted but does not respond. At 1530 HQ 18 Group reports that an B-24 Liberator of No. 311 
Squadron has reported to have seen a Sunderland crash into the see. 
A summary of the report can be seen in 330 Squadron’s Operations Record Book: 
A/C … was passed by Sunderland ½ mile to starboard flying directly on reciprocal and at the same 
height. Puffs of white smoke were seen coming from one of starboard engines. Navigators also saw 
flame coming as he thought from exhaust. Mid turret and rear gunners caught glimpse 5 miles to 
stern of Sunderland attempt landing on the sea. Immediately afterwards the Sunderland hit water 
and appeared to turn over on its back. A column of smoke rose about 2,000 feet. 
The 12 crewmembers were all killed. Apart from O Benum, H M Wiese and Bineau, there were 
sergeants Olav Thorsen (3rd pilot), vingsersjant Magne Hovda (navigator), Bror Wilfed Sjøgren 
(WOP/AG), Adolf Herman Franzen (WOP/AG), Ole Edvardt Johansen (WOP/AG), Bjarne Hjalmar 
Christensen (F/ENG), Kåre Egil Lea (FME/AG), Hans Mikkelsen (A/G) and Kåre Arctander Johansen 
(A/G). 
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1815. Second Lieutenant Klaus DØSCHER. Signed 17 September 1944. RNAF Sullom Voe. 

127 
He also signed this book on 5 August 1944: 

 
Listed in Little Norway. He has several entries in 330 Squadron’s Operations Record Book: 
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1944 
1816. Second Lieutenant Tormod Finn FIDJELAND (19 May 1910 – 28 November 1999). 
Signed 17 September 1944. RNAF Sullom Voe. 

127 
Listed in Little Norway. 
He has several entries in 330 Squadron’s Operations Record Book: 

1944 
He is buried in Bromma Cemetery. 
1817. Irene MARTIN. Signed 17 September 1944. Dundee. 

127 
She also signed this book on 13 August 1943. 
According to http://archiveshub.ac.uk/data/gb239-gd1/78, there was an Irene Susan Martin who 
trained as a midwife at the Simpson Memorial Maternity Pavilion in Edinburgh c1944. 
1818. Father GALLAGHER SJ. Signed 26 September 1944. 28 Lauriston Street, Edinburgh. 

127 
This is the address of the Lauriston Jesuit Centre. SJ = Society of Jesus. No trace found. 
From http://data.historic-scotland.gov.uk/pls/htmldb/f?p=2200:15:0::::BUILDING:27266: 
“28 Lauriston Street, Sacred Heart Church (Roman Catholic), with boundary wall, gatepiers, gates 
and railings. It is a category A building and was listed on 14/12/1970. Ecclesiastical building run by 
the Jesuit order. Designed as a temporary church, with the intention that it should later become the 
church hall. Foundation stone laid 31st July (Feast of St Ignatius) 1859.” 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sacred_Heart,_Edinburgh: 

http://archiveshub.ac.uk/data/gb239-gd1/78
http://data.historic-scotland.gov.uk/pls/htmldb/f?p=2200:15:0::::BUILDING:27266
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sacred_Heart,_Edinburgh
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“The church had its beginnings when Bishop James Gillis, Vicar Apostolic of the Eastern District 
invited the Society of Jesus to come to Edinburgh and set up a parish close to the city centre. The 
architect of the church was a Jesuit priest, Fr. Richard Vaughan SJ, who was also uncle of Bernard 
Vaughan, a notable Jesuit preacher and writer. Initially, while the church was being built, Mass was 
celebrated in a temporary chapel on Hunter's Close in the Grassmarket part of the city. The first 
Mass was on 31 July 1859 by a Fr. Albany James Christie SJ. The first in the newly constructed 
Sacred Heart Church was celebrated on 8 July 1860: Bishop Gillis preached at the Mass and the 
celebrant was the then Jesuit provincial, a Fr. Thomas Seed SJ.” 
1819. Group Captain Unknown. Signed 3 October 1944. Group HQ, Melbourne, Australia. 

127 
No trace found. 
1820. Flying Officer Sydney Herbert OWEN (81183). Signed 5 October 1944. 210 
Squadron. 

127 
He is shown in 201 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for October 1944:
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1821. Squadron Leader Vojtěch BUBÍLEK (82901). Signed 5 October 1944. 311 
Czechoslovak Squadron. 

127 
According to http://www.vets.cz/vpm/12554-hrob-vojtech-bubilek/, he was born on 28 May 1903 
and died on 23 September 1993. He was a navigator and, later, an administrative officer with No 
311 Czechoslovak Bomber Squadron, which was based at RAF Tain in the Scottish Highlands from 9 
August 1944 to 4 June 1945. 
From http://ul-vilik.wz.cz/historie_sportovni.php (translated by Google): 
Sportovní létání v Bystřici pod Hostýnem by Josef Voltr. Založení skupiny Masarykovy letecké 
ligy r. 1927. Leaders of our country are aware of the importance of aviation for Czechoslovakia as a 
landlocked country. To ensure the development of aviation in this country was on 3 January 1923 
established Masaryk air fund and the fund accumulated funds allowed to be on 6 March 1926 in 
Prague, Masaryk based air-MLL league. Its mission was to organize all the citizenry to the work 
force for progress in aviation and its applications to the flourishing state "and the first task of 
setting up local organizations. Bystřici Mr. Guest. MLL was a local group founded on the initiative of 
the Director M. Slovak municipal authorities and the support of industrialist Robert Slezak on 19 
November 1927 (in the near Prerov in January of the same year). Participants inaugural meeting 
heard a lecture Lieutenant Bartos and watched film of air issues. The chairman was Robert Slezak, 
committee members were Gustav weights and Francis cruel. In the early years, the group did not 
address flying, dedicated to raising awareness. Since 1930, he was the chairman of the Methodius 
Matuska and since 1932 director Vojtěch Bubílek and Treasurer Mr. Vlastimil Vanek. 
From http://www.frystak.cz/Archiv%20FL/FL2008/FL0508.pdf: 

 

http://www.vets.cz/vpm/12554-hrob-vojtech-bubilek/
http://ul-vilik.wz.cz/historie_sportovni.php
http://www.frystak.cz/Archiv%20FL/FL2008/FL0508.pdf
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1822. Flying Officer JUDr Harry KRAUS (155520). Signed 5 October 1944. 311 
Czechoslovak Squadron. 

127 
From http://encyklopedie.brna.cz/home-mmb/?acc=profil_osobnosti&load=3967: 
He was born on 27 January 1914 in Brno in South Moravia, Czechoslovakia. He got his law degree 
(JUDr) in 1937. He joined the RAF on 20 October 1941. He served as an administrative officer for 
special service with the 311 Squadron. 
The following obituary of Vladimir Nedved, who was also born in Brno and was a pilot with 311 
Squadron, is worth reading: 
The Independent, Saturday 24 November 2012 
Vladimir Nedved: The last surviving member of the RAF's all-Czech 311 Bomber Squadron 

 
Vladimir Nedved was one of the last survivors, and the last Wing Commander, of the RAF's all-
Czechoslovak 311 Bomber Squadron, which played a key role during the Second World War and 
took many losses. He flew Wellingtons in scores of bombing raids on Germany, including the first 
"1,000 bomber raids" on Cologne and Essen in late May and early June 1942. 
After 311 Squadron was moved from Bomber to Coastal Command in 1942, he flew Wellingtons 
and B-24 Liberators to attack U-boats in the Battle of the Atlantic, ensuring supplies, ammunition 
and US troops got through. Awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross in 1943, he became a British 
citizen and eventually a Czechoslovak hero before emigrating to Australia and taking citizenship. 
Around 2,000 Czech airmen flew with the RAF during the war, 480 of whom lost their lives; 273 
were from his own 311 Squadron, whose motto was "Never regard their numbers". His closest call, 
though, was as a navigator, when his armed and fuelled Wellington bomber crashed into trees after 
take-off from RAF East Wretham, Norfolk in December 1940. 
He pulled the injured co-pilot, Flight-Sergeant Joseph Pavelka, from the flames but the first pilot 
and front-gunner died instantly. Hearing screams from the rear gun turret, he went back to reach 
the trapped gunner Jaromir Toul, as fuel, bombs and ammunition exploded. "Take my pistol and 
shoot me, Vlad," Toul shouted. One of the bombs exploded, blowing Nedved away "like a feather". 
A rescue team freed Toul but he died en route to hospital. Despite shock and burns, Nedved was 
back in the air a month later and took a pilot's course. 
For Nedved, "Vlad" to his compatriots but "Ned" to his British comrades, his war experiences were 
just part of a dramatic life story. A lieutenant in the Czechoslovak Air Force when the Nazis invaded, 
he risked his life to get to England. After the war he returned home as a colonel in the 
Czechoslovak Air Force, but the Communist regime treated those who had fought for the Allies as 
traitors; Nedved was reduced to Private. Only after Czechoslovakia's "Velvet Revolution" were the 
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war heroes rehabilitated. President Vaclav Havel promoted Nedved to Major-General and he was 
awarded the country's highest honour, the Order of the White Lion. 
In April 1948, with his wife Luisa, his 15-month-old son Jiri and more than a dozen other would-be 
escapers, he "hijacked" a Czechoslovak Airlines DC-3 after it took off from Prague headed for 
Bratislava. With the collusion of the pilot, Stanislav Hunacek, a comrade from 311 Squadron, they 
simulated a fight in the cockpit, landed at a US Air Force base near Munich and were later flown to 
England, where Nedved rejoined the RAF. 
From 1950, Nedved, based at RAF Hendon, was a Flight-Lieutenant in Transport Command, serving 
in Sudan, Egypt, Kenya, Bulawayo, and around North Africa and the Middle East, flying Vickers 
Valettas and later Gloster Meteors. He was appointed commander of 78 Squadron in 1953 before 
being put behind a desk at the Ministry of Aviation in London in 1954 and emigrating to Australia 
in 1958. 
Vladimir Nedved was born in 1917 in Brno in the South Moravia region of what was then 
Czechoslovakia to devout Christians who sent him to Christian children's camps every summer. 
"One evening, in the tent when I recited my prayer, I looked up at the night sky and saw a bright 
beam of light coming from the tops of trees to me. In my mind I knew that God heard my prayer 
and I felt his presence ... This beautiful and soothing experience never left me for a lifetime." 
He joined the Air Force in 1936, qualified as a navigator and reached Flight-Lieutenant. When 
Germany invaded in March 1939, the Czechs had been ordered not to resist as the Luftwaffe 
landed at their airbase. "Our officers were lined up on one side of a long row of dining tables 
opposite the officers of the Luftwaffe," Nedved recalled. "They kicked their heels and bowed to us. 
We all stood still, we wouldn't bow to them! I knew there and then, that I will have to escape from 
my homeland to fight the Germans. 
Without travel documents, he got through Hungary, Yugoslavia, Greece, Turkey and Lebanon 
before reaching Marseilles and linking up with other compatriots of the "Free Czechoslovak Air 
Force" at an airbase in Agde, southern France. After the Nazi occupation in 1940, he and his 
compatriots embarked on the MV Apapa to Liverpool. He was assigned as a Pilot Officer in the RAF 
VR (Volunteer Reserve) and joined 311 Bomber Squadron, based at RAF Honington in Suffolk and 
later at East Wretham. 
"When we arrived in England, very few of us could speak English. This was rather quickly overcome 
with the kind help of our English girlfriends, who were very understanding and helpful teachers. I 
think that is the best way to learn any language! During the war, before every operational flight, I 
read the 23rd Psalm," Nedved wrote in his memoirs. "I knew I was in the hands of Almighty God." 
As a good luck charm he and his comrades also played a battered record in their mess before every 
operation – not a patriotic Czechoslovak song, but Frank Sinatra singing "Indian Summer". 
After 311 Squadron was transferred from Bomber to Coastal Command in 1942, Nedved fought in 
the crucial Battle of the Atlantic, fighting U-Boats as well as their "milk cows," other submarines 
assigned to delivering torpedoes, fuel and supplies. On 29 September 1942, when his plane was 
attacked by three German JU-88 aircraft over the Bay of Biscay, his gunners shot two of the enemy 
planes down while Nedved "corkscrewed". 
The following year, Nedved found himself in India and the Far East, notably during the Burma 
Campaign against the Japanese, for which he was awarded Britain's Burma Star for getting supplies 
to besieged allied troops, often flying in monsoon conditions. In the UK in 1945, he married Luisa 
Prazakova, a girl from his hometown of Brno who was working in London. 
He lived for over half a century in Australia, working for an oil company in Sydney before retiring to 
the Sunshine Coast north of Brisbane, where he became a Methodist lay preacher. Shortly before 
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he died he wrote: "To our British friends, I like to say this from my heart: it was our privilege to fight 
Hitler's war machine side by side with you. Fighting the Battle of Britain, fighting the Battle of 
Atlantic, was also fighting the Battle of Czechoslovakia. Your wonderful country offered us a new 
home in wartime. It was a great honour and joy to be a part of the best air force in the world – the 
Royal Air Force." 
Vladimir Nedved, pilot: born Brno, Czechoslovakia 27 March 1917; DFC 1943; married 1945 Luisa 
Prazakova (three sons): died North Buderim, Australia 31 October 2012. 
1823. Flying Officer Otto STRAND. Signed 10 October 1944. Norwegian HQ. 

127 
Listed in Little Norway. 
No 330 Squadron’s Operations Record Book has many entries for him. 
1824. Flying Officer Frederick Stanley PRINCE (153693). Signed 26 October 1944. 519 
Squadron. 

127 
He is included in No 519 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for November 1944. 
He is mentioned in the LG, 21 December 1943 and 28 April 1944. 
From http://www.historyofwar.org/air/units/RAF/519_wwII.html: 
No.519 Squadron was a meteorological squadron that operated over the North Sea and into the 
Atlantic. The squadron was formed from No.1406 (Met) Flight on 15 August 1943, and was initially 
equipped with Spitfires and Hampdens. These allowed it to fly short and medium range 
meteorological flights over the North Sea and the seas north of Scotland. In November 1944, the 
squadron was given a number of Fortresses, allowing it to fly longer range missions over the 
Atlantic. These aircraft went when the Lend-Lease arrangements expired after the war and the 
squadron converted to the Halifax, before disbanding on 31 May 1946. 
Aircraft 
August 1943 - October 1943  Handley Page Hampden I 
August 1943 - January 1945  Supermarine Spitfire VI 
September 1943 - October 1943 Lockheed Hudson III and IIIA 
October 1943 - October 1944  Lockheed Ventura V 
July 1944 - March 1945  Lockheed Hudson III and IIIA 
October 1944 - December 1945 Supermarine Spitfire VII 
November 1944 - September 1945 Boeing Fortress II 
August 1945 - May 1946  Handley Page Halifax III and VI 
Location 
August-December 1943  Wick 
December 1943 - November 1944 Skitten 
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November 1944 - August 1945 Wick 
August - November 1945  Tain 
November 1945 - May 1946  Leuchars 
From http://www.caithness.org/wings/metflightslfhart.htm: 
L F Hart, Orpington, Kent 
“A few weeks after my 21st birthday, I was posted on 25th February 1944 from Northern Ireland to 
Wick to start a tour of operations with 519 Long Range Meteorological Reconnaissance Squadron 
of Coastal Command, at Skitten - a satellite airfield of Wick. We flew Lockheed Vega Ventura and 
Lockheed Hudson twin engined aircraft, and from December 1944 the Boeing B17 Flying Fortress 
with four engines which gave us greater range. 
My initial crew of four comprised myself as pilot, a navigator from Sydney, one WOP/AG from Nova 
Scotia, and the other from Ontario. Sadly, less than three weeks after our arrival on the squadron 
the navigator and one of the WOP/AGs failed to return from a sortie on 12th March 1944, when the 
Commanding Officer and two other officers were lost with them. 
Our job was gathering meteorological information. 519 Squadron flew two met flights, one code 
named Recipe, from Wick, more or less due north over Arctic waters, at 1200 to 1500 feet at a sea 
position some 500 miles away, taking readings from special instruments of barometric pressure, 
temperatures, humidity, cloud formations, sea state, etc, every 50 nautical miles, and descending to 
sea level every 150 nautical miles for further readings. The information was recorded on special 
forms and then converted into a five figure code with a Syko machine. The Recipe sortie averaged 
some 7 to 8 hours flying time in the Ventura and Hudson, and from 10 to 14 hours in the Fortress. 
519 Squadron also flew the Rhombus sortie which tracked from Wick across the North Sea to a sea 
position off the Skaggerack, where a similar climb was made, followed by a gradual descent to an 
airfield called Docking (later at Langham) in Norfolk, where after debriefing, the crew had a meal, 
got some sleep and performed the identical trip in reverse back to Wick the next day. For both the 
Recipe and Rhombus, two sorties were flown each 24 hours, one day and one night. 
The sorties could be uneventful and routine but uncomfortable in bad weather and sometimes 
extremely cold, especially when the heaters broke down. For this reason we wore silk and wool 
long sleeved vests and long johns, a thick woollen sweater and socks, battledress and sheepskin 
lined leather lrvin jackets and trousers. But with all that you could get chilled to the bone, happily 
not on every trip. 
All this became necessary because at the outbreak of war the Met Service was deprived of all the 
reports on weather transmitted to them by ships plying across the Atlantic and around the coasts 
of Britain, and the special weather ships that had been anchored in the oceans. lf they had 
continued to transmit, enemy submarines would have been able to locate and destroy them. 
The dangers facing us were insidious and arose from the weather. Icing in the carburettors and 
building up on the wings were a hazard. Flying low over the wave tops at night to obtain sea level 
readings when rough weather made it extremely bumpy and visibility was nil, was also difficult. And 
to arrive home after a long and tiring trip to discover fog or a very low cloud base over the airfield 
made landing a prolonged and difficult task. Sometimes in such conditions we were diverted to 
other airfields such as Stornoway or Tain, but there were occasions when fuel was too low to do so 
and risks had to be taken to get down on the ground. The memorial at Halsary is close to the site 
where one of our Fortresses flew into a hill while trying desperately to land, when returning from a 
sortie in a snowstorm. 
With Mrs Hart, I spent five days in Wick when attending the Halsary Memorial Dedication Service at 
the end of August this year. Until then I had not been back and had always remembered your town 
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with affection. I always remembered High Street and Market Place, the little square with the Post 
Office at the end. So nice to see that it hasn't changed externally, for l used to ride my RAF bicycle 
along the Thurso Road from Skitten, calling at crofts to buy eggs which I carried back in my pillow 
case. Each was then wrapped in newspaper and placed in compartments in a cardboard box, a 
dozen for my mother and same to my girlfriend (now my wife), taken to that Post Office and sent 
to London. Rarely were there any breakages and they arrived in two or three days. When they 
returned the boxes I would obtain and despatch another consignment. With a strict ration of only 
one or two eggs a week in London you might imagine how much they were appreciated. 
Before Christmas a lady at a croft sold me a turkey, which I plucked in my tiny barrack room (to the 
disgust of my room mate) then sent it off by rail, unwrapped and with a label tied to its legs. It 
arrived in good condition but was too large to go in their oven, but a kindly baker nearby cooked it 
for them in his oven. 
There were dances at the Breadalbane where, arriving covered in snow we would be brushed down 
by someone with a yard broom before entering a warm hall with a red-hot iron stove at each end 
and a band performing heroically. That I hadn't a clue how to dance a reel didn't prevent me being 
whirled around until quite dizzy, and I loved it.” 
F Vaisey, Moulton, Northants 
“I, a young 18 year old, spent a happy, though hard working and dangerous time at Wick. No 519 
Squadron was attached to the Coastal Command of the Royal Air Force. When I first joined the 
squadron as a Navigator/Met Air Observer we flew in twin-engined Lockheed Hudsons - very heavy 
under-powered planes which were prone to crash. However, we later flew in four engined Boeing 
B17Es - the Flying Fortress, a much safer and steadier aircraft. One could say that they were the 
Great Grandparents of the present Jumbo Jets. 
Our job on 519 was threefold: 
1. To spot and locate German shipping - surface shipping - off the coast of Norway. 
2. To look for German submarines on route from Keil and other German ports to the Atlantic via 
the Denmark Strait etc and around the Faroes etc. 
3. To make observations of the weather, sending back reports for the weathermen to interpret, in 
order to forecast the weather for the Bomber raids over Germany. 
We had two regular runs - as they were called, the first; leaving Wick we crossed to the Coast of 
Norway then turned North running a few miles off the coast, (looking for coasters etc) then 
changed course to the westward, out into the open sea (submarine patrol) towards Iceland, then 
south back to base at Wick. These flights were 10 to 12 hours long sometimes up to 14 hours and 
cold - I remember on one occasion the thermometer read minus 570F, we were well inside the 
Arctic Circle and a few thousand feet above the sea. 
Our second run took us to off the coast of Denmark then south along the German and Dutch 
coasts turning to the west landing at Langham in Norfolk. After staying overnight we did the 
reverse trip the following day. The object was to make a final check on the weather etc. for the 
bombers that evening. 
We carried Depth Charges to attack the submarines but could only report back by radio the 
positions of surface shipping (E boats etc) to the Navy for them to deal with, sometimes other 
aircraft were sent out to strafe and bomb them. 
As we spent most of our time flying or sleeping, we did not have much time to spend in town. 
About every month we were allowed "Aircrew leave" and then went home to see our parents. The 
Commanding Officer would lay on an aircraft to fly us south to London or near London but we had 
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to make our way back by train. It used to take me 24-36 hours from Bristol where l was then living - 
the journey from Inverness to Wick could take onwards of 8 hours. 
Some weekends, when we were off call, we went to the local Dance Hall, it was called the 
"Breadalbane" I think, I learned the Eightsome Reel there. When we got a full day off we used to 
cycle to the Old Man of Wick, just south of the town. 
It was a long time ago but being a Navigator I can, even now, remember all the indentations in the 
coastline from Duncansby Head to Lybster. I often think of flying in over Dunnet or Duncansby 
Head grateful that I have made landfall and got the crew back.” 
Stanley Chambers, lpswich 
“On the 1st of April 1943, I arrived at Wick at 14.15hrs as a Flt Sgt Pilot carrying two kit bags. It was 
raining with gale force wind. Making my way through the town finally arriving at the Camp. Having 
booked in at the Sgts Mess, I was told that my sleeping quarter was a large private house south of 
the mess next to the main road. In the evening there was a large party in the mess to celebrate the 
25th Anniversary of the RAF. There was beer all over the place, the carpet was swimming in it. 
The next day having completed my arrival chit, I made my way down to the Flight to be introduced 
to my new Flight Commander of 1406 Met Flight on MK 6 Spitfires. The job consisted of climbing 
up to 34000ft each day to record air temperatures every 500ft. These figures were sent to Bomber 
Command to plan their raids. Some days the weather was so bad we couldn't fly. One of the met 
pilots was F/0 Rickaby the famous pre-war jockey. 
The entertainments on the camp, were the cinema and mess dances. The roof of the cinema was 
reed thatch and was secured by wire hausers. The town of Wick was dry, no pubs. The only way to 
get a drink was at the Army NCO Mess. The beer was 1/8d per very large pint. 
Summertime was approaching so with another pilot we used to walk up to Noss Head in the 
evening to see a farmer Mr Clyne at Noss Farm. 
On 30th April, I was interviewed for Commission at Pitreavy Castle. On June 1st I was granted 
commission as Pilot Officer. On June 24th I was posted to Fighter Command. On June 25th I left 
Wick. On the way through the town I purchased a live crab for 1/6d to take home to Manchester.” 
David Bain, Wick 
“I joined the RAF in January 1940. I went to Inverness for a medical and was posted straight away to 
the training centre at Padgate. I did my six weeks basic training there before being posted to 
Blackpool for air technical training to do the job of aircraft fitter. I was there for around 6 months 
before being posted to Abbotsinch outside Paisley and finally in January 1941, I was posted to my 
hometown of Wick. We formed the 1406 meteorological unit. It was a small unit at the time - we 
had to fly beyond Norway to the Arctic Circle to find specific weather readings and temperatures. 
We were supplied with Hampden aircraft although they were unsuccessful as they were too small 
and couldn't carry enough fuel. They were replaced with Lockheed Hudsons which had an extra 
fuel tank fitted into the fuselage and this gave a longer flying time. 
At first, aircraft of our unit, carried no bombs. This was to cut down on weight. This day, one of our 
crews left Wick in darkness. They went out as far as Noss Head and saw a German submarine 
sitting on the surface recharging its batteries. The pilot could do nothing. He reported it back but 
by the time other aircraft got there it had gone. Thereafter the planes always carried some 
armaments. 
On the planes, special instruments for taking the weather readings were fitted outside the cockpit 
nearest to the navigator. Once back in Wick they were relayed to Pitreavie in Fife which was Coastal 
Command Headquarters. 
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My job was to ensure that the engines of the aircraft worked perfectly. There was a 700 form to 
sign after you did the service. The other trades involved in preparing the aircraft also had to sign 
this form and then the pilot signed it. There were quite a few aircrew from Canada, New Zealand 
and Australia at Wick. They were a very helpful bunch and would sometimes muck in and help you 
more than the English aircrews. 
There was also a Spitfire flight at very high altitude above the airfield to collect readings. Flight Lt 
Rickaby was one of the pilots. He was a well-known jockey and used to take the Spitfire down to 
Newmarket for the races. 
I finally left Wick in 1944 when I went to Tain, although the 519 Met Squadron stayed on at Wick.” 
1825. Flying Officer William Maitland MCCREA. Signed 26 October 1944. 519 Squadron. 

127 
He is included in No 519 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for November 1944. He is not in The 
Air Force List for October 1944. 
From http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au: 
MCCREA WILLIAM MAITLAND : Service Number - 423839 : Date of birth - 01 Jul 1912 : Place of 
birth - EAST MAITLAND NSW : Place of enlistment - SYDNEY : Next of Kin – MCCREA, JEAN. 
According to MyHeritage.com, he died on 17 November 1981, aged 69. He married Annie Jean Rae 
in 1937. They had a daughter, Barbara Ann, who was born and died in 1940. 
1826. Flying Officer Clifford Henry BERGHOFER. Signed 26 October 1944. 519 Squadron. 

127 
He is included in No 519 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for November 1944. He is not in The 
Air Force List for October 1944. From http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au: 
BERGHOFER CLIFFORD HENRY: Service Number - 425418 : Date of birth - 01 Aug 1921 : Place of 
birth - LEYBURN QLD : Place of enlistment - BRISBANE : Next of Kin – BERGHOFER, OLIVE. 
1827. Pilot Officer ? ? GRIFFITH. Signed 27 October 1944. RAF Sullom Voe. 

127 
Need to decipher signature. Nos 210 and 330 Squadrons plus attachments from 422, 423 and 461 
Squadrons were based at RAF Sullom Voe the day this book was signed. No matches found in No 
210 Squadron’s ORB for October 1944. No trace found. 
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1828. Squadron Leader Ronald FLORY (105138). Signed 2 November 1944. HQ Coastal 
Command. 

128 
He also signed this book on 25 January 1945. 
1829. George (Scotty) ELDER. Signed 9 November 1944. Tech Rep, HQ ASC Army Service 
Command, USSAF United States Strategic Air Force, APO, 633. 

128 
No trace found. 
1830. Flight Lieutenant Edwin Stanley RHEIN (41532). Signed 9 November 1944. Back 
Again !! 

128 
The LG, 5 December 1944 announced his transfer to the Admin and Special Duties Branch of the 
Reserve of Air Force Officers with effect from 20 November 1944. 
1831. PROBABLY Charles Douglas MACTAGGART (84623). Signed 18 November 1944. 
Perth. 

128 
It could also be Charles D Mactaggart, the composer of reels for bagpipes. 
1832. Flight Lieutenant William FORBES (129736). Signed 19 November 1944. 210 
Squadron. 

128 
No 210 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for November 1944 lists the following Flight 
Lieutenants: 
ANDERSON, E 
FORBES, W 
FRASER, H S 
JONES, K A 
KREYE, H 
MANGAN, E J 
MERRICK, H B 

MURRAY, A 
SOUTHWELL, E N 
TAIT, J 
WAKEFORD, R G 
WHEATLEY, N (19.11.44) 
WRAIGHT, N W (19.11.44) 

The LG, 7 July 1944 announced his promotion from Flying Officer to Flight Lieutenant with effect 
from 5 June 1944. 
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On 1 January 1944, No.190 Squadron was renumbered as No.210 Squadron. The renumbered 
squadron flew anti-submarine patrols from the Shetlands for the rest of the war, disbanding on 4 
June 1945. This led to the squadron's most successful period, in which it sank four U-boats 
between 18 May and 18 July 1944. One of the squadron's pilots also won the VC during this period. 
On 17 July, Flying Officer J A Cruickshank flew his aircraft in an attack on U-347. Despite being 
severely wounded he continued to fly the aircraft until the U-boat had been sunk before handing 
over to the already wounded second pilot. Despite being badly wounded, Cruickshank survived to 
receive his medal in person. 
1833. Ronald Albyn MCCALLUM (63977). Signed 20 November 1944. Bircham Newton. 

128 
He is mentioned in the LG, 9 May 1941, 23 December 1941 and 24 July 1942. On 20 November 
1944, several squadrons were based at RAF Bircham Newton. 
1834. Pilot Officer Kenneth ORSBORN (182234). Signed 27 November 1944. 210 
Squadron. 

128 
The LG, 19 September 1944 announced his commission as a Pilot Officer with effect from 1 July 
1944. There was also a Corporal Karl Christian ORSBORN (127656) in the RAF Regiment. 
1835. Flying Officer John Selwyn FARR (113540). Signed 27 November 1944. Sullom Voe. 

128 
He is mentioned in the LG, 27 January 1942, 17 February 1942, 4 December 1942 and 1 July 1954. 
1836. Leon JAUGSCH. Signed 29 November 1944. 16 Ferry Pool, Kirkbride. 

128 
According to E C Cheeseman’s Brief Glory: The Story of ATA, Harborough Publishing Co Ltd, 
Leicester, 1946, he was a First Officer. 
Extracted from http://www.rafcommands.com/dcforum/DCForumID6/Data/6813.txt: 
On 30 March 1945, 3rd Officer L. Gaungsh, a Polish pilot with the ATA, was ferrying Mosquito 
RF847 of 16 FPP from the Standard Motor Company at Ansty to Banff via Kirkbride when 10 SE of 
Jedburgh, Roxburghshire, he thought the aircraft was on fire and baled out. TNA has a file “Type: 
Mosquito 6 (RF-847); Location: Oxnam Roxburghshire; Report No.: W2123), reference AVIA 5/24, 
which describes this incident. 
From http://www.polishsquadronsremembered.com/306/306story.html: 
When on July 20 1941, the squadron No. 306 "City of Torun" Polish Fighter Squadron made two 
successful full-strength sorties over France, everybody thought it was a good day. Instead, the day 
ended with tragedy, which stirred a bit of political fuss. At that time, the base commander was 
receiving rather serious complains from the local... golf club. Players complain that too many flights 
by the Polish Wing are being flown directly over their golf course, what became quite a nuisance to 

http://www.rafcommands.com/dcforum/DCForumID6/Data/6813.txt
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them. This was intensely commented among the while base personnel, with many pilots simply 
outraged by the fact that someone cares more about golf than the people who defended the 
country in war, and at the same token, someone's freedom to play the "bloody game". 
Although being on leave, P/O Jaugsch took the squadron's Tiger Moth (no. T7301) belonging to 
the base Headquarters for a joy ride. Probably stirred by this recent controversy, he wanted to 
teach few players a lesson, which played an evening round of golf. He made several passes at the 
couple of players with one of them refusing to lay flat every time the Tiger Moth's wing flung just 
above their heads. Every pass, Leon Jaugsch flew a little bit lower and the player still stood straight 
and proud. Eventually he flew too law and literally decapitated and prominent figure of the local 
community. The pilot was jailed and never flew again, while the effort was made to hush the 
incident. 
http://www.rafcommands.com/dcforum/DCForumID6/Data/6813.txt picks up the story: 
“He was released from prison and not allowed to serve in the Air Force, hence his ATA flying.” 
From William R Dunn’s Fighter Pilot: The First American Ace of World War II, The University Press of 
Kentucky, 1996: 
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From the LG, 18 November 1949: 
Naturalisation. List of Aliens to whom Certificates of Naturalisation have been granted by the 
Secretary of State, and whose Oaths of Allegiance have been registered in the Home Office during 
the month of October, 1949. 

 
From http://www.ancientfaces.com/person/leon-jaugsch/84843598: 
Leon Jaugsch was born on December 30, 1914. He died on April 1984 aged 69. His last known 
residence is Los Alamitos, Orange County, California 90720. 
1837. Pilot Officer Hood. Signed 30 November 1944. Address looks like another signature. 

128 
Impossible to trace. No trace found. 
1838. Unknown. Signed 30 November 1944. Signed in address column for above 
signature. 

128 
There are no matching names in The Air Force List for October 1944. No trace found. 
1839. Flying Officer Desmond Ignatus O’TOOLE DFC (151262). Signed 5 December 1944. 
489 RNZAF Squadron. 

128 
He was born in Athlone and was an Irish volunteer in the RAFVR. His DFC was announced in the LG, 
7 November 1944: “This officer has taken part in many anti-shipping patrols. In September 1944, as 
navigator in the leading aircraft of a formation, he participated in a particularly successful sortie. 
Flying between the heavily defended area of Texel and the mainland, Flying Officer O’Toole gave 
his pilot valuable assistance with his excellent commentary and technical skill, with the result that 
several enemy gun positions were silenced and low-level machine-gun attacks made. In addition, 

http://www.ancientfaces.com/person/leon-jaugsch/84843598
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an enemy destroyer lying in harbour was severely damaged and five other ships set on fire. This 
officer’s courage, determination and accurate navigation have invariably been of a high order.” 
1840. POSSIBLY Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] John Emmanual Lykke DAHN 
(175523). Signed 12 December 1944. RAF Milltown. 

128 
He is mentioned in the LG, 29 August 1944, 1 December 1944 and 15 February 1946. RAF Milltown, 
lying to the southeast of Lossiemouth on the Moray Firth, began life as a bombing decoy for 
nearby RAF Lossiemouth. Between 1941 and 1943, three runways and two hangars were 
constructed and the airfield became a satellite of RAF Lossiemouth. From September 1944 until July 
1945, No 224 Squadron of Coastal Command was based there. It was also home to No 20 
Operational Training Unit between 1943 and 1945. 
1841. Wing Commander Anthony GADD DFC* (37557). Signed 19 December 1944. 144 
Squadron. 

128 
He also signed this book on 24 June 1947. 
From No 144 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for December 1944: 
 19 December 1944, 22:00 

 
21 December, 22:00 

 
…. 

 
From the LG, 7 July 1944: 
Distinguished Flying Cross. Wing Commander Anthony G.ADD (37557), R.A.F.O. 
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“Within recent months this officer has taken part in numerous attacks on shipping. He has 
displayed a high degree of skill and courage and throughout his example of devotion to duty has 
been most praiseworthy. In June, 1944, he led a large formation of aircraft in an attack on a large 
merchant vessel and a naval auxiliary escorted by a number of minesweepers and R-Boats. In the 
fight, the large merchant vessel and a minesweeper were destroyed, the naval auxiliary hit and 
beached and several of the escorting ships damaged. By his brilliant leadership and great tactical 
skill Wing Commander Gadd played a prominent part in the success achieved.” 
The Bar to his DFC was announced in the LG, 6 February 1945: 

 
From the Imperial War Museum (http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/listing/object-205014251): 

 
Aerial oblique photographs taken during the last anti-shipping attack carried out by the Dallachy 
Strike Wing prior to the surrender of Germany, on a convoy lying in Fedefjord, Norway. (2): a 
Beaufighter fires a salvo of rocket projectiles at enemy positions on the hills above the fjord 
(extreme left), while a parachute and cable (PAC) rocket fired from one of the vessels moored close 

http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/listing/object-205014251
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to the cliffs (right) forces the pilot of RD433 'PL-U' of No. 144 Squadron RAF to take sudden 
avoiding action, resulting in a wing stall. 

 
Aerial oblique photographs taken during the last anti-shipping attack carried out by the Dallachy 
Strike Wing prior to the surrender of Germany, on a convoy lying in Fedefjord, Norway. (1): four 
Bristol Beaufighter TF Mark Xs can be seen firing on shipping moored close to the cliffs, and anti-
aircraft defences on the shore and surrounding hills. 
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Aerial oblique photographs taken during the last anti-shipping attack carried out by the Dallachy 
Strike Wing prior to the surrender of Germany, on a convoy lying in Fedefjord, Norway. (3): Bristol 
Beaufighter TF Mark X, RD433 'PL-U', of No. 144 Squadron RAF, having wing-stalled while avoiding 
a PAC rocket, plunges out of control into the fjord (bottom left); Flying Officer E Chadwick (pilot) 
and Flying Officer D A Forrester (navigator) are both killed. Another Beaufighter clears the headland 
as its rocket projectiles explode on enemy positions below (upper left), while RPs fired from the 
photographing aircraft ('PL-P'), close in on targets near the shoreline (centre). Two further aircraft 
were also lost from the force of 20 Beaufighters led by Wing Commander A Gadd, which was 
escorted by twelve North American Mustangs, and accompanied by two Vickers Warwicks for air-
sea rescue. The sortie was one of the most difficult ever undertaken by the strike wings and 
resulted in the merchant vessel PALMYRA (seen lower right) being seriously damaged. 
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View of the cockpit and instruments of a Beaufort Mark I, looking forward over the pilot's right 
shoulder. The pilot is Flying Officer A Gadd (later Wing Commander and leader of the Dallachy 
Strike Wing) of No. 22 Squadron RAF at St Eval, Cornwall. 
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From Christina J. M. Goulter’s A Forgotten Offensive: Royal Air Force Coastal Command's Anti-
Shipping Campaign 1940-1945: Royal Air Force Coastal Command's Anti-shipping Campaign, 
1940-45, Routledge (30 Jun 1995): 

 

 
1842. H ? J ALBRECHT USAAF. Signed 20 December 1944. Chicago, Illinois, USA. 

128 
No trace found. 
1843. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] Ernest Alfred (Johnnie) JOHNSTON (33343). 
Signed 20 December 1944. 224 Squadron. 

128 
Obituary from The Telegraph 24 June 2002: 
Group Captain "Johnnie" Johnston, who has died aged 83, was seized with an ambition to follow 
his father as a pilot and specialist navigator after hearing of his death as navigator of the ill-fated 
airship R 101. Johnston, as he liked to reminisce, was "born with both ears cocked for the sound of 
aero engines" and brought up in the airship and aviation community. His first memories of 
aeroplanes dated from Croydon aerodrome in 1924, when he spent his time scrambling about in 
Handley Page W 8 biplane airliners and the eight-passenger DH 34s which served on the London 
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to Paris route. His father had joined Daimler Airways as navigation officer shortly before Daimler 
was absorbed into Imperial Airways. Aged six, Johnston climbed the ladder to reach the cockpit, 
where he would daydream for hours. “The DH 34 was the biggest influence in making concrete my 
intention to become an aeroplane pilot,” he recalled. Later he transferred his affections to the DH 
61 of Sir Alan Cobbam's flying circus, known as the "Giant Moth", which was to stir the ambitions of 
a generation of boys who became Second World War aircrew. Shortly afterwards, however, 
Johnston's enthusiasm switched to airships, following his father's appointment as navigation 
special assistant in the newly-created Directorate of Airship Development. Soon after the family 
moved to the Royal Airship Works in the late 1920s, young Johnston gazed in awe at R 33 in the 
cavernous airship shed at Cardington in Bedfordshire. The R 33 became a huge playing frame on 
which he clambered about; he came to know her control car as intimately as his bedroom. “The 
control car was a magic, compact place for a youngster,” he recalled. “At the steering coxswain's 
control wheel were panoramic window panels spreading right around from beam to beam.”In the 
after part of the car was my father's big chart table. A narrow aluminium ladder ran up through a 
fabric cylinder from the control car to the keel of the ship and this was more fun than almost any 
tree to climb.” One day Johnston's father said he had a surprise and, accompanying him to the 
shed, introduced the beginnings of the R 101. The boy was even more excited when a family friend 
gave him a joy ride from a nearby field. Ernest Alfred Johnston was born on October 9 1918, 
descending on his father's side from a line of Tyne and Forth merchant ship masters stretching 
back for more than 250 years, and on his mother's from a dynasty of Wearside masters. He was 
educated at Bedford School. Johnston lost his father four days before his 12th birthday in 1930, 
when the R 101 crashed at Beauvais in France at the outset of a maiden flag-showing voyage to 
India. Between terms young Johnston was looked after at Bedford by Jess Scott, the widow of 
Major Scott, captain and pilot of the R 101. In 1936 he passed into the RAF College, Cranwell, as a 
flight cadet. He had just gone solo at Cranwell when - as he later put it - "disaster struck". Visiting 
an out-of-bounds pub with a fellow cadet after seeing a film at Nottingham, Johnston got drunk. 
He was reported and rusticated for a term. The widow of Lt-Col Vincent Richmond, chief designer 
of the R 101, invited Johnston to stay, and another friend of his father's arranged for him to do a 
navigation and engineering course at Southampton University. After returning to Cranwell he 
completed his cadetship, was commissioned as a pilot officer and in August 1939 joined No 240, a 
Saro London flying boat squadron based in Scotland and the Shetlands. He particularly enjoyed the 
wardroom, which "would have graced any yacht". On September 4, the day after war was declared, 
Johnston took off before dawn to search for the German High Seas Fleet and in the next few days 
flew several abortive patrols over what seemed to be an empty North Sea. Johnston was soon 
joined by his girlfriend Isobelle Linck although, in the uncertainty of the early days of the war, they 
decided not to get married or engaged. Meanwhile, intent upon improvising his knowledge of his 
father's speciality, he volunteered to take the RAF's Long Navigation Course. After graduating as a 
specialist navigator Johnston was posted as a navigation instructor at No 2 School of General 
Reconnaissance, which was situated in a racecourse grandstand at Squire's Gate, Blackpool. 
Believing himself to be settled for a while, Johnston overcame his worries and married Isobelle on 
September 7 1940, but in December was posted to a reconnaissance school at Charlottetown, on 
Prince Edward Island, Canada, where he taught a course attended by 24 Australian pilots. Restless 
to return to operational flying, Johnston's spirits were lifted briefly in the spring of 1943 when he 
ferried home a Catalina flying boat. But he continued as a chief navigation instructor until the next 
year, when he was posted to Nassau in the Bahamas to learn to fly the four-engine Coastal 
Command Liberator. Stopping off at Montreal en route there was a brief and blissful reunion with 
his wife, who had enlisted in the Canadian Women's Army Corps, and become a platoon 
commander. She had also been keen to secure a posting to Europe - in the hope that she might be 
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able to rejoin her husband. In 1944 Johnston returned home and served as flight commander in 
No 224, a Liberator squadron on shipping and anti-submarine patrols. As the war ended, his deep 
knowledge of navigation placed him in a prime position to help to shape the service's future in his 
speciality. Following a spell as chief navigation staff officer at Transport Command, Johnston was 
appointed chief navigation officer of the Central Photographic Establishment, as the photographic-
reconnaissance group had become. The CPE's colonial photographic survey, using Lancaster 
bombers, provided him with a welcome visit to Africa. Johnston also kept up his own flying skills, 
which in 1953 were stretched - particularly by the Canberra - while he was posted as commander 
of the Armament and Experimental Unit at Martlesham Heath, Suffolk. In 1956 Johnston attended 
Staff College and the next year received command of No 1 Air Navigation School at Topcliffe in the 
rank of group captain. Here he trained the new category of radio navigator for the Javelin all-
weather fighter force. Late in 1959 he attended a course at the U S Air Force War College, Maxwell 
Field, Alabama, in preparation for joining the British Joint Services Mission at Washington. From his 
office in the Pentagon he noted: "I soon discovered it was a great grey prison in which I was 
segregated from the people I was accredited to by a wall of indifference." In 1962 Johnston was 
relieved to return home to help plan the new civil-military National Air Traffic Control Service. In 
1965 he moved to command Military Air Traffic Operations, Southern Region. In October 1968, on 
his last day of service - his 50th birthday - Johnston attended the passing out parade of No 1 Air 
Navigation School at Stradishall, Suffolk. Appropriately, he presented the annual Johnston 
Memorial Cup, which he had initiated to commemorate his father. Afterwards, the course graduates 
presented him with a station tie, bowler hat and umbrella, placed him at a desk on a lorry and 
delivered him into civilian life. Johnston devoted much of his retirement to the cause of airships 
past and present. He published To Organise the Air (The Evolution of Civil Aviation and the role of 
Sir Frederick Tymms, The Flying Civil Servant); Airship Navigator, a biography of his father, and In 
My Element, an autobiography. He was a founder and vice-president of the Airship Heritage Trust. 
Johnnie Johnston was appointed OBE in 1965. He had two daughters. 
1844. Wing Commander [later Air Vice-Marshal] Kenneth Vernon GARSIDE DFC MiD MA 
CB (36107) (13 August 1913 – 2 August 1986). Signed 20 December 1944. RAF Sumburgh. 

129 
Initially joined the RAFO whilst an undergraduate at St John's College, Oxford. He joined No 230 
Squadron, initially in Singapore but later moving to Egypt, and remained with it until at least 
October 1941, progressing to Squadron Leader. Having retired, he became Managing Director of a 
number of petro-chemical companies from 1966 to 1969. (RAFO) Plt Off (P): 20 Mar 1933, Plt Off: 
20 Mar 1934, Fg Off: 20 Sep 1934, (RAF): Plt Off: 21 Aug 1937 21 Nov 1935, Fg Off: 21 Feb 1938 21 
May 1937, Act Flt Lt: 20 Mar 1939, Flt Lt: 21 Feb 1940 21 May 1939, (T) Squadron Ldr: 1 Sep 1940, 
(T) Wg Cdr: 1 Mar 1942, Squadron Ldr: 20 Nov 1942 1 Sep 1940, Wg Cdr: 1 Oct 1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 
1953 seniority adjusted to 1 Jan 1952 on 18 May 1954, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1958, Act AVM (unpd): 26 Sep 
1960, Act AVM (pd): 1 Jan 1961, AVM: 1 Jan 1962. 
His DFC citation was published in Flight, 25 June 1942: 
“Wing Cdr. K. V. GARSIDE, NO. 230 Squadron.—This officer has served with the squadron for the 
past 2 ½ years. He has completed over 100 sorties, including attacks on enemy submarines at 
night. In one of these attacks his aircraft came under the enemy's machine-gun fire whilst flying at 
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a low level. Wing Cdr. Garside has performed much valuable work both operationally and in the 
training of new pilots.” 
1845. Pilot Officer Gordon Edward PURCHASE (188145). Signed 26 December 1944. 76 
Squadron, RAF Holme-on-Spalding Moor. 

129 
No 76 Squadron’s Operations Record Book Summary of Events for December 1944 states that one 
aircraft was diverted to Leuchars because of bad weather: 

 

 
The ORB also identifies this signature: 

 
He is listed in the LG, 9 January 1945. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._76_Squadron_RAF: 
No. 76 Squadron, RFC was formed at Ripon, Yorkshire for home defence duties on 15 September 
1916 in the Yorkshire area, having detachments at Copmanthorpe, Helperby and Catterick. It was 
equipped with Royal Aircraft Factory B.E.2s and B.E.12s, these being replaced by Bristol F.2Bs in 
1918. The squadron disbanded at Tadcaster on 13 June 1919, having seen no action during this 
part of its service life. The squadron was next reformed at RAF Finningley on 12 April 1937 from 'B' 
Flight, No. 7 Squadron, equipped with Vickers Wellesley bombers. These were replaced by Handley 
Page Hampdens and Avro Ansons in April 1939, the unit moving to RAF Upper Heyford at the 
outbreak of war. It performed an operational training role until 8 April 1940, when it merged with 
No. 7 Squadron to form No. 16 Operational Training Unit (OTU). The squadron reformed shortly on 
30 April 1940 at RAF West Raynham as a Hampden unit before being disbanded on 2 May 1940. 
On 1 May 1941, the squadron reformed properly at RAF Linton-on-Ouse as the second Handley 
Page Halifax bomber squadron, part of the newly created No. 4 Group, RAF Bomber Command. 
The Squadron moved to RAF Middleton St. George in June 1941, returning to Linton-on-Ouse in 
July 1942. The squadron moved to RAF Holme-on-Spalding Moor in June 1943 as part of a policy 
to allow the newly formed Canadian 6 Group to use the better equipped RAF stations that had 
been built pre-war. The Squadron had a substantial number of Norwegian pilots and aircrew. From 
August 1942 to April 1943, No 76 Squadron was commanded by Wing Commander Leonard 
Cheshire. With the rest of No.4 Group, 76 Squadron was transferred to RAF Transport Command in 
May 1945, re-equipping with Dakotas, shortly thereafter moving to RAF Broadwell. It moved to 
India in September the same year, where it was disbanded on 1 September 1946 at Palam Airport 
by being re-numbered to No. 62 Squadron. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._76_Squadron_RAF
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From http://members.shaw.ca/pauline777/76Sqd.html: 
In July 1942, the crew joined 76 Squadron at Holme-on-Spalding Moor in Yorkshire. By now, the 
crew was flying the Halifax III Bomber. Although night flying afforded the aircraft the cover of 
darkness, it had its own risks. Instrumentation was inadequate, and the Halifaxes had to fly with no 
lights. Up to a thousand planes would be sent up at the same time and it was not until they were in 
the close vicinity of another plane that they were aware of its presence. Weather reports were 
unreliable, and even though they waited for clear nights to carry out a raid, there was no guarantee 
that they would find clear skies or a hole in the cloud when they were over the target. And with 
such large numbers of aircraft flying over enemy guns, the losses incurred were very heavy for 76 
Squadron: 775 casualties, and over 280 crewmen taken as prisoners of war see note below. 
NOTE: Bomber Command Losses* lists 1,405 (out of 73,247) losses for No 76 Squadron: 34 RAAF; 
159 RCAF; 17 RNAF; 20 RNZAF; 2 USAAF; and 1,173 unknown. RAF POWs* lists 49 (out of 12,527) 
for No 76 Squadron. Evaders & Escapers MI9 Reports* lists 18 (out of 3,281) for No 76 Squadron one 
of whom, Sgt Cyril B Flockhart (Halifax L9516) escaped from Stalag Luft VI, Heydekrug and got back 
to the UK via Sweden in February 1944. 11 (out of 1,304) IS9 (RAF) Reports* are for No 76 Squadron. 
*Excel spreadsheets created by Trevor Baker. 
From http://www.lancaster-archive.com/bc_sqn-76.htm: 

 
1846. Wing Commander James Wesley OSBORNE (150790). Signed 27 December 1944. Air 
Ministry, Harrogate. 

129 
He is mentioned in the LG, 7 March 1944, 4 August 1944 and 1 February 1946. 

http://members.shaw.ca/pauline777/76Sqd.html
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1847. Squadron Leader Arthur Patrick SMALLMAN DSO AFC MiD (88043). Signed 12 
December 1944. 210 Squadron. 

129 
He was the commanding officer of No 210 Squadron from October to November 1944. His DSO 
citation was announced in the LG, 26 February 1943: 
“Flight Lieutenant Smallman is an outstanding captain of aircraft and a most skilful pilot. He has 
always shown extreme devotion to duty and a fine fighting spirit. At one period of stress he 
completed 360 hours operational flying in just over 5 weeks. In the face of intense opposition he 
has made several attacks on U-boats. By his keen determination and cheerful demeanour he has 
set an exceptionally good example to other members of his squadron.” 
His AFC citation was announced in the LG, 1 September 1944: 
“Squadron Leader Arthur Patrick Smallman, D.S.O., No. 131 Operational Training Unit. (Total flying 
hours 2,541; completed during the last six months 319). During the 18 months this officer has been 
at the unit he has done excellent work in re-organising his flight for the change from Catalina to 
Sunderland aircraft. This necessitated long hours of work and constant attention to detail. In 
addition, he converted his instructors to Sunderland type and, in all, he has completed 600 hours 
day and night flying instruction at the O.T.U. His constant attention to detail and devotion to duty 
have been of a very high standard.” 
His MiD was announced in the LG, 1 January 1946. His promotion to Wing Commander with effect 
from 1 January 1956 was announced in the LG, 27 December 1955. His group of eight medals was 
sold at auction for £1,350 on 30 June 1994. 

No signatures between 13 December 1944 and 14 January 1945. 
1848. Pilot Officer George Thomson KERR (184377). Signed 15 January 1945. 455 
Squadron. 

 
From the War Diary of No. 455 Squadron 14 June 1944: 
“The following crews, in company with aircraft of No.489 squadron, undertook an anti- E-Boat 
patrol of the French, Belgian and Dutch coasts: A/455 with Flt. Lt. I. H. Masson and Flt. Sgt. E. H. B. 
Knight, X/455 with Flt. Lt. J. M. Pilcher and Flt. Lt. S. E. Drinkwater, O/455 with Flg. Off. R. W. 
Kimpton and Flt. Sgt. G. T. Kerr, B/455 with Flg. Off. E. F. Collary and Plt. Off. H. W. Pearson, S/455 
with Flg. Off. R. C. McColl and Flt. Sgt. L. L. McDonald and G/455 with Flt. Sgt. W. T. Jones and Flt. 
Sgt. H. E. Brock. The aircraft took off at 03.35 hours, aircraft A,X and B/455 proceeded in formation 
in company with aircraft of No.489 squadron (whilst) the remaining aircraft proceeded 
independently. The formation made a good landfall and swept north-east along the enemy coast at 
4.000 feet. Some five miles west of Westhoofd, four M-class minesweepers were sighted, and 
aircraft A/455 and X/455 attacked with bombs in the face of intense light Flak, but no damage was 
claimed. After the attack, the No.455 squadron aircraft flew to a rendezvous position while No.489 
squadron proceeded on and made contact with the North Coates Wing, and carried out a further 
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bombing attack with them. All our aircraft returned safely to Langham; No.489 squadron lost one 
aircraft on the operation.” 
No. 455 Squadron was formed at Williamtown, New South Wales on 23 May 1941. Formed in 
accordance with Article XV of the Empire Air Training Scheme, the squadron was destined for 
service in Europe with the Royal Air Force. While the Williamtown party waited to be shipped to the 
UK, other personnel—these being predominantly members of the RAF—began assembling at RAF 
Swinderby, Lincolnshire in the United Kingdom. 455 Squadron came into existence there on 6 June 
1941 and was equipped with Hampden bombers. The bulk of the Australian personnel came to join 
them on 1 September 1941, having been on route to the UK since 15 June. Initially assigned to No. 
5 Group RAF, Bomber Command, the Squadron transferred to RAF Coastal Command on 26 April 
1942 and made a deployment to Vaenga in the Soviet Union in September. No. 455 Squadron was 
re-equipped with Beaufighters in October 1943 and operated against German shipping off Norway 
and in the Baltic Sea until the end of the war. No. 455 Squadron was disbanded on 25 May 1945. 
1849. Flight Lieutenant James Reginald PAINE DFM (47728). Signed 1 February 1945. RAF 
Sullom Voe. 

129 
Joining the RAF in 1931 and with 139 Squadron since 1937, Paine was later commissioned and flew 
a tour in Coastal Command. His promotion from Flying Officer to Flight Lieutenant was announced 
in the LG, 14 January 1944. Woken at 3am along with the other NCOs, Paine was told to go down 
to Plivot airfield now known as Épernay - Plivot Airport. On arrival, he was given a map and told he 
was flying with the CO and thus navigating the squadron to the target: German columns on the 
Maastricht-Tongres road. 139 Squadron took off at 5am minus one aircraft, that of Flying Officer 
Menzies who was delayed by a technical fault. His late departure allowed him to avoid interception 
by fighters and return safely to Plivot. Under clear skies with patches of broken cloud, the other 
eight Blenheims found targets west of Maastricht. In echelon formation, they made a dive-
bombing approach from 6000 down to 3000 feet when about 30 Bf 109s and Bf110s attacked. 
Paine recalls his aircraft coming under attack, the gunner returning fire and then being hit. He 
looked out of his side window and saw a 109 formatting on his aircraft. As his pilot flew at very low 
level, Paine jettisoned the bomb load and went back to tend to the wounded gunner. He patched 
up the gunner, removed him from the turret and started firing. To the right he could see the rest of 
his squadron being shot down and to the left the 109 still formatting on his aircraft. He drove off 
the 109 and then the aircraft headed back to Plivot. The other seven Blenheims were shot down, 
and very few of the crewmen survived. Tideman and Hale survived a crash landing, scrambled clear 
and found refuge in a Belgian fort. They returned to Plivot in a commandeered car which had 
apparently been abandoned by some German tourists. Flying Officer Pepper baled out into Allied 
lines and returned to Plivot in a French armoured car. Flying Officer Gray-Smith was taken prisoner. 
Flying Officer Andrew McPherson had received one of the first two decorations of the war, both 
gazetted simultaneously on 10 October 1939, both DFCs. On 3 September he had flown Blenheim 
IV N6215, the first aircraft to cross the German border and the aircraft he was shot down in, to 
photograph the German fleet. W/C Dickens later received a DFC and Sgt Paine a DFM. His citation 
was announced in the LG, 13 May 1940: “On 12th May 1940 nine aircraft of this squadron were 
detailed to carry out a dive-bombing attack on a convoy of advancing ground forces on the 
Belgian frontier. On reaching the target, the formation was attacked by a superior number of 
enemy fighters. The target was bombed but the results could not be observed as the Air Gunner 
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was busy firing and the Air Observer was assisting the pilot by informing him from which direction 
enemy fighters were attacking. After bombing, the getaway developed into a running fight with 
four fighters attacking the leader and No.2 of his section, No.3 having been shot down over the 
target in flames. The Air Gunner was shot in the chest and Sergeant Paine, on observing this, 
crawled through the fuselage, dragged the wounded Air Gunner out of his cockpit, and proceeded 
to operate the rear gun. He fired two pans of ammunition at the attacking fighters who, up to then, 
had been pressing home their attacks to a very close range. In this period, the pilot had taken his 
aircraft down to ground level and was hedge-hopping and turning in an endeavour to prevent 
fighters from getting in a sustained burst of fire. The re-opening of fire from the rear gun must 
have shaken up the enemy fighters as they soon gave up the attack. Sergeant Paine then did his 
best to dress the wounds of the Air Gunner by means of a field dressing, after which he crawled 
forward to his own cockpit and assisted to navigate the aircraft to Base. Sergeant Paine’s prompt 
action and handling of the rear gun saved the aircraft from being shot down, and I strongly 
recommend that he be considered for an award of the Distinguished Flying Medal.” The Officer 
Commanding, Wing Head Quarters remarked, “Sergeant J.R. Paine, by his prompt and unhesitating 
action, almost certainly saved the lives of the whole crew of the aircraft. His devotion to duty is 
more marked in that the fitting of armour plate behind the pilot’s seat makes it difficult for any 
man to make his way aft from the front cockpit and necessitates removing flying clothing and 
parachute; by so doing, he sacrificed any of his chances of escape if compelled to abandon the 
aircraft. I consider this a particularly fine action and strongly recommend that he be given an 
immediate award of the Distinguished Flying Medal.” A Veteran of 10 Operational Sorties from 
British Somaliland, with No. 8 Squadron, 1936. He enlisted as 513735 Aircraftman 2nd Class Royal 
Air Force, 8.1.1931; after Cranwell was posted to S.H.Q. Northolt, 9.3.1934; posted No. 8 (B) 
Squadron, Aden (Vickers Vincents), 25.4.1935-11.4.1937; Air Gunner 3.9.1935; during his service 
with 8 Squadron he detached with “B” Flight to British Somaliland during the hostilities between 
Italy and Abyssinia and flew in ten operational sorties including, 13.8.1936, ‘Aden-Wadi Marea. 
Operations against the Ahl Mansuris’ (Log refers); posted Air Observer 139 (Jamaica) Squadron, 
Wyton and after several attachments that year including to Aboukir and the R.A.F. Station at 
Heliopolis he returned to the squadron, 8.1.1940, Bethenivelle (Blenheims), and took part in four 
operational sorties: 12.5.1940 (see D.F.M. Recommendation above), where his logbook states that 
they were, “intercepted by 30 enemy fighters over Maastrich”, the other three were: Ostend (2) and 
Rotterdam; posted Bombing Leader “A” Flight 500 (County of Kent) Squadron, Bircham Newton 
(Hudsons), 23.1.1942 and served with the squadron (including its moves to Gibraltar, Algiers and 
Blida) until 16.1.1943, mainly flying in maritime reconnaissance duties, including Anti-Submarine 
patrols, 14.11.1942. His logbook states, “Off Oranran into U-boat (U595) on surface could not 
submerge. Attacked with 4 250 lb D.C.s and believed straddled - U-boat let torpedoes go, and 
became low aft. Attacked again with M.G. fire-front and rear guns U-boat replied with 2” gun twin 
20mm cannon and M.G. shot petrol tank out”; this was later confirmed by the Royal Navy; Flight 
Lieutenant 12.1.1944; posted to 225 Group, Bangalore, India, 9.11.1945; Flight Lieutenant Paine 
retired 1.1.1954. His medals and log books were put for auction on 20 April 2006 with a guide price 
of £2,000 – £2,500. 
1850. Wing Commander [later Group Captain] William Kent LE MAY CBE AAF MiD (90002). 
Signed 28 January 1945. HQ Coastal Command. 

130 
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The death of Aircraftman C. E. Griffiths near Thornbury, Gloucestershire, on 11 March 1934 was the 
first R.A.F. fatal accident of that year, and was the first case for some years in which the passenger 
in an R.A.F. aeroplane has been killed after failing to take the advice of the pilot to abandon the 
machine in the air. The pilot in this case, Flying Officer W. K. Le May, made a successful parachute 
descent and is understood to have advised his air gunner to leave the machine. The aeroplane had 
caught fire in the air, and when the pilot landed he assumed that his passenger had also made a 
parachute descent. His Mentioned in Despatches was announced in the LG, 1 January 1943. In May 
1947, he was commanding officer of RAF Abingdon. 
1851. Bjørn ULLEBUST. Signed 29 March 1945. RNAF, Bergen. 

130 
He is listed in Little Norway. No 330 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for June and October 
1944 has these entries for him: 
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From http://www.luftfartshistorie.no/fly/Lockheed_Lodestar_i_norsk_tjeneste_fra_1941_til_1950 
(translated by Google): 
Scheduled air in the United States 
Then the last four LodeStar was clear foot delivery fall of 1943, it was also clear that the need for 
these aircraft in the UK really was gone, at least for a time agreement with the Americans on the 
operation "Balder" (USAF designation "Sonnie") was both in port and through most of 1944 was 
the Norwegian planes at Leuchars only fly between this station and the internment camp on the 
Isle of Man in the Irish Sea. On 3 November 1943 was therefore from FFK in London given a 
directive establishing a Norwegian training flight related to the RAF's Transport Command. The 
plan was approved in advance by Sir Frederick Bowhill, head of the Transport Command. 
Meanwhile, Lieutenant Erling Omtvedt appointed as chief of flight with Lt. Erik Bertil Palm as 
assistant instructor. Unfortunately, died in Palm's plane crash on 28 November 1943, when his 
Mitchell bombers were reported missing between Greenland and Iceland. The four planes arrived 

http://www.luftfartshistorie.no/fly/Lockheed_Lodestar_i_norsk_tjeneste_fra_1941_til_1950
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to Montreal during the period 12 - 25 December 1943. Although they were set up as a Norwegian 
flight, they were operational and maintenance activities under Communication Squadron at No. 45 
(Atlantic Transport) Group at Dorval airport. Personnel-wise flight was subject to the Norwegian 
commander of Dorval, Captain Dag Krohn. During the first half of January, the aircraft painted with 
the RAF marks. At this time, a larger number of Catalinas during delivery from a factory in Elizabeth 
City to the Soviet Navy Air Force and there was a great need for ferrying of troops to the city. As 
the first plane, leaving Lodestar 4316455 Dorval on 10 February 1944. The crew consisted of Capt.. 
Jacques RCAF, Sergeant Bjorn Ullebust (2.flyger), Sergeant Hansen (navigator) and sqm. Johnsen 
(radio operator). After a trip of 9 hours they arrived at Nassau in the Bahamas Islands which was 
also a major port of call for the Norwegian aircraft. The 31 January totalhavarte Lodestar -42 at 
Strathaven in Scotland, fortunately without loss of life. The plane had to be replaced with one of 
the machines in Canada, and the 19th February left 43-16459 Dorval bound for Prestwick. The rest 
of the time until May consisted therefore the Norwegian Flight, only three aircraft. Although the 
route between Elizabeth City, Nassau and Wil1w Grove belonged to the order, there was the 
occasional road trip on the Norwegian crew. The 4th February, Ullebust, Hansen and Johnson 
along with a Canadian captain, until Tuscon, Arizona, a trip of nearly 13.5 hour flight from Dorval. 
The 23 May was the last trip made by the Norwegian flight. It was Lodestar 43-16456 with 
Lieutenant Omtvedt as captain, flying from Dorval via La Guardia (New York) and Baltimore to 
Washington and return. Altogether it was flown 846:20 hours in 208 trips. 643 passengers were 
transported in addition to nearly 15 tons of cargo. There had also been time to over 43 hours of 
training flights. The three remaining aircraft left Dorval in period 4 to 25 June, all of Leuchars as 
final destination. 
From http://www.warsailors.com/shetlandbus/boatss.html: 
M/B Stølsgut (SF 81 SU) left Melvær, Bulandet on Oct. 4-1941 with 21 people, 2 of whom, Erling 
Marthinsson from Bergen and Carl W. Müller from Haugesund, had escaped from Ulven. Stølsgut 
arrived Lerwick on Oct. 5. Some of those who were on board: Skipper Olai Hillersøy, Lars Brun, 
Alexander Eidebom, Leiv A. Furre, Leonard Færøy, Johan Grieg, Svein Thoralf Hansen, Erling 
Marthinsson, Carl W. Müller, Harald Nilsen, Bernt Stølen, Harald Stølen, Leif Systad, Wilhelm Systad, 
Aksel Titlestad, Otto Treider, Bjørn Ullebust, Egil B. Vedeler. This group had attempted to escape 
from Melvær previously, but had to return several days later due to bad weather. Harald Nilsen had 
also attempted to escape in a small boat previously. 
1852. Lieutenant Einar Sverre PEDERSEN. Signed 29 March 1945. RNAF, Trondhjems 
Trondheim, Norway. 

130 
From http://snl.no/Einar_Sverre_Pedersen (translated by Google): 
Flynavigatør. Parents: Architect, Professor Sverre Pedersen (1882-1971) and Edith Gretchen Børseth 
(1891-1962). Married 1) 15/05/1941 by Maria Ewy ("Kid") Westerberg (21.4.1912-6.11.1957), 
daughter of the engraver Carl Gustaf Westerberg (1885-1918) and dressmaker Gudrun Christensen 
(1887-1966), 2) 10.5. 1958 airline captain and author Ingrid Elisabeth Liljegren (17.04.1933-), 
daughter of a municipal officer Sivert Roland Liljegren (1908-1975) and the waiter and tourist guide 
Maud Berg (1915-1982). 
Einar Sverre Pedersen is flynavigatøren that laid the foundation for safe air navigation over the 
Polar Regions. His workplace, the SAS, the airline which showed the way across the earth top. But 
even outside scheduled flight 'tightly drawn boundaries Pedersen has left traces in practical polar 
flight and polarflyhistoriker and author. 

http://www.warsailors.com/shetlandbus/boatss.html
http://snl.no/Einar_Sverre_Pedersen
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Pedersen grew up in Trondheim, and as a child he was "bitten by the polar bug". Throughout 
upbringing was outdoors in arctic conditions his passion and education he acquired was oriented 
towards practical application in the Arctic. He was a student at the Navy flight school in Horten 
when the war came to Norway in April 1940, and he followed the Norwegian forces to northern 
Norway. In 1941 he came after a five-month round-trip to Canada. There he navigator training at 
the Norwegian Air Force School Little Norway in Toronto. He served as navigator including the RAF 
Ferry Command, the Norwegian courier route between Scotland and Stockholm and 330 Squadron 
in Shetland. 
As with many other returning war pilots came Pedersen 1946 to the newly formed SAS, where he 
was navigator on the transatlantic routes. The following year, he started a course in polar 
navigation navigator for their colleagues, so that they would be prepared to navigate the SAS flight 
over the Arctic when it was appropriate. This was the navigation challenge: In the polar area makes 
the magnetic north pole usual compass useless. Traditional observations are difficult when neither 
sun nor stars are visible in the Arctic "dusk" around the spring and autumn equinoxes. The lack of 
compass allows regular map cannot be used. 
1948 Pedersen presented the plans for commercial flights over the Arctic for SAS management, 
and 1951, a working group established for the planning of routes. Compass problem solved 
Pedersen together with engineers from Bendix Aviation Corporation in the United States. After his 
specifications Bendix developed a navigation system in which the heart was a polar gyro (Polar 
Path Gyro). Another invaluable aid was a "sky compass" produced by the U.S. firm Kollsman 
Instrument Co. The third element was a polar map (Grid Chart), an American system developed 
during World War II. 
The first passenger flight over the Arctic region occurred 19 to 20. November 1952. It ushered in a 
new era in aviation history. Journey with the factory-DC-6B aircraft Arild Viking went from Los 
Angeles via Edmonton and Thule to Copenhagen with 22 invited guests in the cabin. Pedersen, 
who was in charge of navigation, described the trip in diary form in a large posted Aftenposten. 
In the years 1953-1975 was Pedersen chief navigator of SAS polar routes. He was the obvious 
navigation liable under the historical åpningsflygningene, including when SAS 15 November 1954 
opened the world's first polar route (Copenhagen-Los Angeles) and 24 February 1957 North Pole 
route (Copenhagen-Tokyo). He retired from SAS in 1976. 
Einar Sverre Pedersen also had a life outside the airline, also with emphasis on polar flight. With his 
Swedish wife Ingrid as a pilot he flew in July 1963 with a single-engine Cessna 205 aircraft, Snow 
Goose from Fairbanks, Alaska, the geographic North Pole to North Greenland and on the next day 
to Bodo. Ingrid became the first woman to lead a flight over the North Pole. 1970 led Pedersen one 
flying expedition as a twin-engine Cessna 421B business aviation with special navigation 
equipment and extra fuel tanks on both land at the South Pole and crossed the North Pole. 
October 1967, when Pedersen along with two Norwegian friends pilot should fly over the pole with 
Sporting, cut one of the two engines out of Blow River in the Yukon Territory in Canada, and they 
had to make an emergency landing. Radio equipment was broken, and Pedersen broke his right 
arm in three places. Without lifeline to the three distress practicing arctic survival art in 9 days 
before they could be extracted by helicopter. 
1979 residents Pedersen and his wife in Anchorage. There he continued his exploration of the 
Arctic from the air, including the systematic observation of sea ice. In the first half of the 1990s, he 
was an advisor to Northern Forum, an international cooperation organization including working to 
lay the groundwork for routes around northern Scandinavia. 
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May 1994 was Pedersen honorary chairman of the world's first commercial Flight, the Arctic Ocean. 
It was made by a chartered Boeing 727 aircraft as of 80 paying passengers on board landed at 13 
different locations. The same year conferred University of Alaska, Fairbanks, him an honorary 
doctorate for his work on polar navigation and flying and for his contribution to climatological 
research in the northern hemisphere. 
Works 
Polar Navigation, Stockholm 1954 
Polar Airline Navigation, Navigation, September 1955, pp. 270-273 
SAS Polar Navigation Manual, Stockholm 1956 
Polar Route Navigation, Navigation, summer 1958, pp. 79-85 
SAS Company Training Manual, Grid and Gyro Navigation, Stockholm 1959 
Polar bacilli. Thirty years around the Arctic, 1969 (Swedish ed. Polar Fever, Stockholm 1969) 
From http://www.ion.org/search/view_abstract.cfm?jp=j&idno=1657: 
Title: Polar Route Navigation 
Author: Einar S. Pedersen 
Issue: Vol. 6 No. 2, 1958 
Page(s): 79 - 85 
Cite this 
article: 

Pedersen, Einar S., "Polar Route Navigation", NAVIGATION, Vol. 6, No. 2, Summer 
1958, pp. 79-85. 

Abstract: Due to political barriers, the Scandinavian Airlines System polar route to Japan 
does not at present follow the shortest line, the great circle, between Copenhagen 
and Tokyo. In order to avoid flying over Soviet territory, the polar route makes a 
dog-leg via Anchorage, Alaska, a route approximately 2,200 n.m. longer than the 
great circle. However, this dog-leg has some very significant advantages, giving 
the route political freedom of operation, because to a large extent it runs over 
international waters and at the same time the tourist value of the route is greatly 
improved since it passes over the north pole. 

1853. Squadron Leader Reverend Joseph BRANDON (110956). Signed 4 April 1945. 
Montrose. 

130 
He is mentioned in the LG, 30 December 1941 and 24 October 1950. 
1854. PROBABLY Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] John Mackenzie SOUTHWELL 
DFC* (34132). Signed 12 April 1945. Air Ministry. 

130 
The Air Force List for April 1945 lists the following under the heading of Air Ministry: Flying Officer 
N M Southwell, Directorate of Radar; Squadron Leader E N Southwell, Directorate of Accident 
Prevention; Wing Commander J M Southwell DFC, General Duties Branch; Flight Lieutenant K A 
Southwell, General Duties Branch; Flying Officer D W Southwell, General Duties Branch; Flying 
Officer D J O Southwell, General Duties Branch; Flying Officer D G Southwell, General Duties Branch 

http://www.ion.org/search/view_abstract.cfm?jp=j&idno=1657
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Air Gunners and Wireless Operators; Flying Officer V Southwell DFC, General Duties Branch, 
Navigators; Flying Officer D T Southwell, Technical Branch, Signals; Flying Officer A J L Southwell, 
Administrative and Special Duties Branch; Warrant Officer S Southwell, 31 December 1935; Warrant 
Officer B Southwell, 15 June 1944; Section Officer N M Southwell, Technical Branch; and Pilot 
Officer E J Southwell, RAFVR, Training Branch: 

 
The Imperial War Museum has his private papers: Four pilot's flying log books covering his training 
with No 4 Flying Training School in Egypt (1933 - 1934); his service with No 8 (Bomber) Squadron 
RAF, flying Fairey III Fs and Vincents, in Aden and British Somaliland (November 1934 - December 
1936); his qualification as a flying instructor and service in the United Kingdom with No 1 Flying 
Training School, flying Harts and Harvards (July 1937 - March 1940) and No 12 Operational 
Training Unit (April 1940 - February 1941); his service with Bomber Command at various RAF 
stations in the United Kingdom, including operations over Germany and occupied Europe, in 
command of No 75 Squadron RAF, flying Wellingtons (March - May 1941), No 57 Squadron RAF, 
also flying Wellingtons (June 1941 - March 1942) and No 9 Squadron RAF, flying Lancasters (June 
1942 - March 1943); his command of No 150 Squadron RAF, based in Egypt and flying Wellingtons 
on operations over Sicily and Italy (August - September 1943) and of No 330 Wing RAF in Tunisia 
for operations over Italy (September - October 1943); his internment in Turkey after a forced 
landing (January - April 1944); his service with the Mediterranean Allied Photographic 
Reconnaissance Wing based in Italy and flying Spitfires on operations (April - September 1944) and 
with No 336 Photographic Reconnaissance Wing on operations over Europe (November 1944 - 
March 1945); and his service with the Test Flying Unit based on RAF Defford (March 1946 - January 
1948). With the log books, which include unusually detailed records of his operational flying 
including the abortive search for the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau in the southern North Sea in 
February 1942, are a few official documents principally relating to his internment in Turkey. He was 
awarded his DFC while with No 9 Squadron and it was announced in the LG, 20 November 1942: 
This officer has participated in many sorties, including attacks on many of the enemy’s highly 
defended targets both in Germany and German occupied territory. Throughout he has displayed 
great determination to achieve success. In the raids on Le Creusot, Milan and Genoa, Wing 
Commander Southwell flew with distinction. He has at all times displayed great devotion to duty. 
The LG, 11 June 1943 announced a Bar to his DFC. 
1855. PROBABLY Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Eric Gresham SCOTT DFC (39688). 
Signed 13 April 1945. RAF Sullom Voe. 

130 
This signature looks Norwegian and the name, therefore, probably isn’t in The Air Force List for 
April 1945, which shows two possibilities: 
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Squadron Leader Eric Gresham Scott (39688) 
Pilot Officer Elgin George Scott (188124), who was a sergeant on 2 August 1944, a Pilot Officer on 2 
February 1945 and a Flying Officer on 28 November 1946. 
His DFC was announced in the LG, 21 September 1945 without a citation and quoting Air Ministry 
Bulletin 19737/AL.1070. 
From http://raf-112-squadron.org/nominal_roll.html: 
Another evening F/O ‘Scotty’ Scott and F/O ‘Buckshot’ Barnes started celebrating in the mess until 
the ‘spirits’ loosened their repressed feelings. Scotty decided to throw all the old gramophone 
records up into the ceiling fan which proved to be expensive, as well as causing him to get posted, 
as some of the C.O.s favourite Harry Lauder records were broken as well. SCOTT, F/L Eric Gresham 
(39688) - Mention in Dispatches - awarded as per LG dated 1 January 1941. Born 1916 in England; 
home in Estevan, Saskatchewan, Canada for a time, though most of education seems to have been 
in England. Appointed Acting Pilot Officer on Probation, RAF, 9 May 1937. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Stations-S.htm#Sullom%20Voe: 
Main Units based at Sullom Voe 
201 Sqn (9 Aug - 6 Nov 1939, 26 May 1940 - 9 Oct 1941) 
210 Sqn (4 Nov 1939 - 27 May 1940, 28 Feb - 4 Oct 1942, 21 Apr 1944 - 4 Jun 1945) 
204 Sqn (2 Apr 1940 - 5 Apr 1941) 
700 Sqn FAA (16 Jul 1940 - 28 May 1941, 28 May 1941 - xxx xxxx) 
240 Sqn (4 Nov 1939 - 12 Feb 1940, 27 Mar - 27 May 1940) 
413 Sqn (2 Oct 1941 - 1 Mar 1942) 
190 Sqn (1 Mar - 31 Dec 1943) 
No 6330 (Norwegian) Servicing Echelon (30 May – 14 Jun 1945) 
330 Sqn (12 Jul 1943 - 30 May 1945) 
Detachments 
701 Sqn FAA (13 Mar - 13 Apr 1941) 
422 Sqn (Aug - Sep 1942, 8 - xx Jun 1944, 19 Aug 1944 - xxx xxxx) 
423 Sqn (8 Jun - xxx 1944, 19 Aug 1944 - xxx xxxx) 
461 Sqn (28 Sep - 29 Oct 1944) 
333 Sqn (May - Sep 1943) 
1856. Flying Officer Frank MOXON (158773). Signed 17 April 1945. RAF Alness. 

130 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He was promoted from Pilot Officer to Flying Officer 
on 11 May 1944. He relinquished his commission on 10 February 1954. 
From http://www.secretscotland.org.uk/index.php/Secrets/RAFAlness: 
RAF Alness (also known as Invergordon) was a World War II seaplane base established on the coast 
to the south of Alness, three miles west of Invergordon. The station was reported to have been in 
use before the war, when it was known as RAF Invergordon, but at that time would have consisted 
of little more than a slipway and mooring area for the aircraft, and was renamed RAF Alness on 
February 10, 1943. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Stations-A.htm#Alness: 
Main units 

http://raf-112-squadron.org/nominal_roll.html
http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Stations-S.htm%23Sullom%20Voe
http://www.secretscotland.org.uk/index.php/Secrets/RAFAlness
http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Stations-A.htm%23Alness
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Flying Boat Development Flt (8 Jul 1924 - xxx xxxx) 
204 Sqn (20 - 23 Jul 1938) 
209 Sqn (27 Sep - 8 Oct 1938, 12 - 22 Aug 1939, 30 Aug - 7 Oct 1939) 
201 Sqn (29 Sep - 7 Oct 1938, 6 Nov 1939 - 26 May 1940, Mar - 2 Apr 1941, 23 Apr - 26 May 1941) 
228 Sqn (29 Sep - 9 Oct 1938) 
240 Sqn (12 Aug - 4 Nov 1939, 12 Feb - 27 Mar 1940, 1 Apr - 27 May 1941) 
Seaplane Training Sqn (Sep 1939 - xxx 1940) 
No 4 (Coastal) Operational Training Unit (15 Jun 1941 - 15 Aug 1946) 
No 6 Air/Sea Rescue Marine Craft Unit (28 Mar 1942 - 12 Aug 1943) 
No 5 Flying Boat Servicing Unit (25 Sep 1942 - Dec 1944) 
No 302 Ferry Training Unit (1 Jul 1945 - 1 Apr 1946) 
No 1100 Marine Craft Base Unit (1 Jul 1946 - 1 Apr 1986) 
Detachments 
Special Duties Flt (16 - 24 Mar 1940) 
210 Sqn (23 Oct - 6 Nov 1939, 24 Nov 1939 - 21 May 1940) 
204 Sqn (xxx 1941 - xxx xxxx) 
201 Sqn (xxx 1941 - xxx xxxx) 
Coastal Command Flying Instructors School (16 Jul - 29 Oct 1945) 
It was from Alness that the Duke of Kent, the King’s youngest brother, took off on his ill-fated flight 
in August, 1942. He was due to visit troops in Iceland. The expected route was to follow the 
coastline of Sutherland and Caithness, but for some, still unknown, reason the aircraft turned inland 
and, in heavy mist and rain, crashed on Eagle Rock above the village of Berriedale. All crew were 
killed except rear gunner Flt/Sgt Andrew Jack. 

No signatures between 18th and 24th April 1945. 
1857. Squadron Leader John Robinson FENNESSY (62717). Signed 25 April 1945. RAF 
Sealand. 

130 
His commissions were announced in the LG, 18 April 1941, 25 November 1941, 26 May 1942 and 9 
November 1945 
1858. Flight Lieutenant H BROWN (?). Signed 4 May 1945. HQ Coastal Command. 

130 
Surname might start with F or J or T. According the No 333 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for 
4 May 1945: 
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No signatures between 5th and 18th May 1945. 

1859. Flying Officer Aubray Isaac EPSTEIN (J29386). Signed 19 May 1945. RCAF, No 3 
Personnel Reception Centre (RP) Bournemouth, Hants. 

130 
From http://www.aircrewremembered.com/Paradie/ParadieArchiveE.html: 

 
From http://forum.axishistory.com/viewtopic.php?f=84&t=126963: 
Lancaster PD274 of No 115 Squadron was shot down on 25 August 1944 on a mission to 
Russelheim in Germany. The crew were: 
F/O Vinish POW No 52644 sustained a badly broken leg and spent most of his captivity at Camp 
9C, Mulhausen. 
F/L A C Aldridge RCAF POW No 7725, Camp L3, Sagan and Belaria [Stalag Luft 3, the camp for Air 
Force POWs made famous in the film, The Great Escape] 
Sgt L W Bell POW No 693, Camp L7, Bankan, near Kreulberg, Upper Silesia 
F/O A I Epstein RCAF POW No 7730, Camp L3 
Sgt W H Agnew POW No 689, Camp L7 
F/S G Kydd RCAF POW No 711, Camp L7 
Sgt R L Ames POW 
From http://nslegislature.ca/index.php/proceedings/hansard/C50/59_1_house_05may02/: 
The honourable member for Halifax Chebucto. MR. HOWARD EPSTEIN 
“Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and I wish to offer my thanks to the members of the House for allowing 
me to do this at the beginning of today's proceedings. Today is the 60th Anniversary of my father's 
liberation from a prisoner of war camp. This year, of course, is the 60th Anniversary of the end of 
World War II and we have recognized this occasion as the Year of the Veteran. 
When we think about the veterans, we should remember that there were a great many of them 
who spent time in a prisoner of war camp. My father was in the Royal Canadian Air Force during 
the war. He was in one of the Lancasters, so many of which were engaged in bombing runs over 
Europe during the war. His plane was one that went down on a bombing run. Unusually, the whole 

http://www.aircrewremembered.com/Paradie/ParadieArchiveE.html
http://forum.axishistory.com/viewtopic.php?f=84&t=126963
http://nslegislature.ca/index.php/proceedings/hansard/C50/59_1_house_05may02/
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of the crew survived, all seven men who were on that plane survived the going down of the plane; 
this was rare. They were all captured and they all spent time in a POW camp. 
The particular POW camp my father was in is known as Stalag Luft 3. This is a prisoner of war camp 
that was specifically for Air Force officers. Many of us will know this prisoner of war camp because 
it was subsequently made quite famous by the film The Great Escape. Anyone who has seen this 
film will be familiar with the activities of the POWs. They were constantly engaged in trying to 
escape from their camp, constantly engaged in tunnelling. Indeed, when my father arrived at this 
camp, it was shortly after the events that formed the centrepiece for that film and they were shown 
the ashes of those men who had escaped but had been recaptured. 
My father is in the gallery today with two of his grandchildren, my two children, Hannah and Noah. 
What is striking, I have to say, is that it's 60 years ago today that he was liberated along with so 
many others from POW camps and he was just shy of being 22. Now that's the same age, almost, 
that my children are and it is amazing to remember that so many of the people who were involved 
in the Armed Forces during the war were so extraordinarily young. They were very tough 
circumstances and, of course, everyone has their own, individual stories. I just think it's important 
that when we remember so many of the veterans, that we recall those who spent time in POW 
camps. 
First, perhaps, I'll introduce, if I may, formally, my family to the House. I would ask my father, Ray 
Epstein to stand, along with my two children, Hannah and Noah, to be recognized by the House. 
(Standing Ovation) 
…. 
Whereas among these veterans were many prisoners of war, including my own father, Ray Epstein, 
now almost 82 years old, and a former member of the RCAF, who spent the last year of the war as a 
POW in Stalag Luft 3, the camp for Air Force POWs made famous in the film, The Great Escape.” 
NOTE from Trevor Baker. Only one person named EPSTEIN (A I EPSTEIN) is included in the list of 
RCAF officers in Prisoners of War Naval and Air Forces of Great Britain and the Empire 1939 – 1945, 
Savannah, 2009. I emailed Howard Epstein and he replied on 8 June 2014: “Yes, that is my father's 
signature. His name was Aubray Isaac Epstein, known as Ray. He was born May 29, 1923 in Quebec 
City, was raised in Yarmouth, N.S., and after the War lived the rest of his life in Halifax, N.S. where 
he was a childrens' dentist. He died August 19, 2008 age 85.” 
According to http://www.raf-lichfield.co.uk/GroundUnits.htm, “Particular note should be made of 3 
PRC Bournemouth where the Australians and Canadians first arrived.” 
The function of the PRC was to orientate aircrew as they arrived, to organise refresher courses and 
various other attachments, and to act as an agent for the air ministry in arranging postings. The 
main role was really to keep aircrew employed until they could be utilised. 
From Jonathan F Vance’s Objects of Concern: Canadian Prisoners of War Through the Twentieth 
Century, UBC Press 1994: 

http://www.raf-lichfield.co.uk/GroundUnits.htm
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1860. Godfrey Randolph TELFORD. Signed 23 May 1945. HQ Coastal Command. 

130 
The Air Force List for July 1945 lists G R Telford (163191). A search for “elf” finds Belford, Shelford, 
Telford and Welford. 
1861. Flight Lieutenant Geoffrey HOWARD AFC (74736). Signed 24 May 1945. Air Ministry. 

130 
The Air Force List for April 1945 lists two Howards under Air Ministry: Geoffrey HOWARD AFC 
(74736) and George Claudius HOWARD (84944). According to the LG, 19 December 1950, the 
former was commissioned as a Flying Officer in the Training Branch on 9 October 1950. According 
to the LG, 1 January 1946, the latter was Mentioned in Despatches and an Acting Squadron Leader. 
Geoffrey Howard’s AFC was announced in the LG, 1 September 1942 which stated he was a Flight 
Lieutenant. 
1862. POSSIBLY Wing Commander Richard David Reginald PROBERT (65061) . Signed 28 
May 1945. 1301 Wing, Oslo, Norway. 

130 
The Air Force List for April 1945 lists the following Proberts: 
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According to the LG, 29 June 1945, R D R PROBERT was granted the rank of Flight Lieutenant on 21 
April 1945. The LG, 16 October announced that he relinquished his commission on 16 July 1956, 
retaining the rank of Squadron Leader. The rank could be Lt/Cdr. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Regiment4.htm: 
RAF Regiment No 1301 Wing was formed in April 1944. It moved to the continent on D-Day + 9 
and disbanded at Eggebek Germany in June 1946. TNA has a file, reference AIR 29/1118, with the 
description “1301 Mobile Wing, RAF Regiment, Funtington; moved to Martragny, France, June 
1944; moved to Ellon July 1944; moved to Evreaux August 1944; moved to Evere, Belgium, 
September 1944; moved to Eindhoven, Holland, September 1944; 1301 Wing at Schleswig, 
Germany, December 1945; moved to Eggebeck March 1946; disbanded June 1946.” There is no 
mention of Oslo or Norway. No trace found. 
1863. POSSIBLY Wing Commander W W RANDALL (121009). Signed 28 May 1945. 1301 
Wing, Stavanger, Norway. 

130 
A search of The Air Force List for January 1945 finds 624 instances containing “W.W.” Possible 
matches are Pilot Officer W W Randall and Squadron Leader W W Russell. The only Wing 
Commanders with the initials W W are Campbell and Loxton. The rank could be Lt/Cdr and this, 
plus the previous signature, might be Norwegian. 330 Squadron was based at Stavanger between 
May and November 1945. 331 Squadron had a detachment based at Stavanger also between May 
and November 1945. 332 Squadron was at Stavanger between 22 May and 21 November 1945. A 
thorough search of the Operations Record Book for these Norwegian squadrons did not find a 
match. 
1864. Flight Lieutenant Thomas Cecil SCOTT DFC (135621). Signed 2 June 1945. 248 
Squadron, RAF Banff. 

130 
From the LG, 3 October 1944: 
“Flying Officer Thomas Cecil SCOTT (135621), RAFVR, 248 Squadron. This officer has participated in 
very many sorties, including numerous successful attacks on enemy shipping. He is a highly 
efficient and resolute navigator whose ability has contributed in good measure to the successes 
obtained. By his appreciation of the responsibilities entrusted to him and his unfailing devotion to 
the task in hand, this officer has set a very fine example.” 
From http://www.century-of-
flight.net/Aviation%20history/photo_albums/timeline/ww2/de%20Havilland%20Mosquito.htm: 
“This squadron was known for their daring low-level attack tactics. Often after a sortie there were 
chimney pots, telephone or fence wire trailing or tangled in their aircraft. Once there was even a 

http://www.rafweb.org/Regiment4.htm
http://www.century-of-flight.net/Aviation%20history/photo_albums/timeline/ww2/de%20Havilland%20Mosquito.htm
http://www.century-of-flight.net/Aviation%20history/photo_albums/timeline/ww2/de%20Havilland%20Mosquito.htm
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ship’s pennant.While flying a mission four days before VE day, Flight Lieutenant Gerald Norman 
Edgar Yeates398 DFC and Flight Lieutenant T.C. Scott DFC (the navigator) collided with the spar and 
pennant from the masthead of an enemy destroyer they were attacking. Upon landing it was 
discovered the ship’s pennant was fluttering from the nose of the aircraft.” Group Captain Hon. 
Max Aitken Station, Commander Banff in Scotland, Coastal Command 248 Squadron 
From http://forum.12oclockhigh.net/showthread.php?t=25046: 
Banff Strike Wing | No. 248 Squadron 
Mosquito VI ‘F’ W/Cdr. Jackson-Smith, DFC & F/Lt. E Gittens, DFC 
Mosquito VI ‘B’ F/O A E J Burrows & F/O H Nicholson 
Mosquito VI ‘H’ F/O S C Price & F/Sgt. W O’Brien 
Mosquito VI ‘P’ F/Lt. L H Milsom & F/O R Holmes 
Mosquito VI ‘N’ F/Lt. R D Luckwell & F/Lt. M L Coulstock 
Mosquito VI ‘V’ S/Ldr. H H K Gunnis, DFC & F/O J M McCabe 
Mosquito VI ‘S’ F/Lt. J G Cooper & F/Lt. G L P Palombi 
Mosquito VI ‘Z’ F/Lt. G N E Yeates, DFC & F/Lt. T C Scott, DFC 
Mosquito VI ‘M’ Sgt. R E D Kelly & F/Sgt. J J Gallacher 
The last mission flown by the Banff strike wing took place on the 4th of May 1945. Four days later 
the German Government capitulated and the war in Europe came to an end. Although the war was 
officially over there was always the possibility of continuing enemy activity by isolated elements of 
the German navy to whom the news had not yet filtered through. This problem had to be 
addressed by Coastal Command. U-boats had been instructed to surface and display a black flag. 
Patrolling aircraft were deployed to identify such situations and relay information to the navy who 
would then arrange to escort the vessels back to port. In tandem with these operations every effort 
was made to seek out and rescue any aircrew that might have had to abandon their aircraft over 
sea. These missions were carried out until the 21st of May 1945 before the Banff Strike Wing was 
officially stood down. 

                                                 
398 The LG, 9/5/44 published the citation for his DFC which reads as follows: “Flying Officer Gerald 
Norman Edgar Yeates (128485) Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve, No. 248 Squadron. In April, 1944, this 
Officer piloted one of a formation of aircraft which attacked a U-Boat, strongly escorted by 3 armed 
ships, 2 minesweepers and 12 Junkers 88s. In the fight, Flying Officer Yeates attacked the most powerfully 
armed of the escorting vessels and silenced its guns at the critical moment. He then engaged one of the 
enemy aircraft which he shot down. His determined gallantry and efforts contributed materially to the 
success of the operation. This Officer has completed many sorties and invariably displayed unfailing 
devotion to duty.” The LG, 29/9/44 publised the citation for the Bar to his DFC: “Flying Officer Gerald 
Norman Edgar Yeates, DFC, (128485) R.A.F.V.R., 248 Squadron. Within recent months this Officer has 
completed many reconnaissances ans participated in numerous successful attacks on enemy shipping. 
He is a gallant and tenacious fighter and has set a fine example in pressing home his attacks in the face 
of heavy opposing fire.In August, 1944, Flying Officer Yeates attacked a medium sized merchantman 
inflicting much damage. Afterwards, he attacked 2 anti-aircraft guns on the mainland.” On 3 Febraury 
1947, F/Lt G Yeates DFC & Bar & Major Kenneth Driver DFC SAAF were flying their Harvard near Wotton 
Under Edge Gloucestershire, when the aircraft was seen to emerge from cloud and spin into the ground; 
the cause was not determined. 

http://forum.12oclockhigh.net/showthread.php?t=25046
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1865. Flying Officer Jack STEAD MiD (160951). Signed 28 June 1945. 86 Squadron, RAF 
Tain. 

131 
His Mentioned in Despatches was announced in the LG, 8 June 1944. 
1866. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Robert Anthony BUTTS DFC (C854). Signed 28 
June 1945. RCAF Nova Scotia, Canada. 

131 
No. 582 Squadron - Award effective 23 November 1945 as per LG dated 4 December and AFRO 
212/46 dated 1 March 1946.  Home in Culverton, New Brunswick; enlisted at Trenton as a 
Provisional Pilot Officer, 4 July 1938; wings at Trenton, 17 June 1939. Award presented by Governor 
General at Government House, 12 June 1953. No citation other than "Completed numerous 
operations against the enemy in which he has invariably displayed the utmost fortitude, courage 
and devotion to duty". DHist file 181.009 D.3061 (RG.24 Vol.20635) has letters indicating that in 
August 1942 he was recommended for an AFC for services with No.10 (BR) Squadron (115 sorties, 
851 operational hours); EAC Headquarters queried it because Butts had also been posted following 
court martial for low flying offence. Public Records Office Air 2/8772 has recommendation dated 14 
May 1945 when he had flown 34 sorties (212 hours 50 minutes), 14 October 1944 to 25 April 1945. 
His DFC recommendation read: “Flight Lieutenant Butts is a very keen and able captain of a Blind 
Marker crew. His skill and determination throughout his tour have been worthy of the highest 
praise. He is strongly recommended for the non-immediate award of the Distinguished Flying 
Cross.” 

No signatures between 29th June and 12th July 1945. 
1867. Flying Officer [later Flight Leutenant] John Simon BOOTH (150659). Signed 13 July 
1945. No. 3 EFTS Elementary Flying Training Squadrons, RAF Shillingford. 

131 
The Air Force List for July 1945 lists two possibilities: 

 
John Simon Booth (150659) was a Flying Officer: 

1944 
John Stanley Booth DFC (41658) was a Flight Lieutenant: 

1941 
The signature of John Stanley Booth DFC on 16 May 1957 does have similarities to the signature 
in this book: 
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However, the LG, 2 November 1945 refers to Flight Lieutenant J S Booth (41658). 
The LG, 17 September 1963 announced that Flight Lieutenant J S Booth (150659) relinquished his 
commission on 7 September 1963. 
No 3 EFTS were located at RAF Shellingford with some 56 Tiger Moths and a communal site was 
established for all ranks at nearby Stanford-in-the-Vale. British Army pilots trained here as glider 
pilots from 1943, the base being one of many assisting in the training of Horsa Glider pilots in 
preparation for the D-Day landings of 1944. Royal Netherlands Air Force pilots also received 
training at Shellingford in 1946. No.3 EFTS departed in 1948, the aerodrome closing on 31 March 
1948 as the RAF gradually wound down following the Second World War. However, the airfield was 
re-opened briefly for use by the United States Air Force in the 1950s. 
1868. Flying Officer H F TURNER. Signed 17 July 1945. No. 6 Lancaster Finishing School, 
RAF Ossington. 

131 
In June 1944, RAF Ossington lost Gamston as its satellite and the OTU was reduced in strength until 
it eventually disbanded in January 1945. The airfield passed to Transport Command and the 
Lancaster of No. 6 Lancaster Finishing School took up residence. A joint venture between Training 
Command and BOAC, it converted crews from the Lancaster to the civilian version, the Lancastrian, 
for the England - New Zealand route. The LFS disbanded in November 1945 and from it was 
formed 1 (Transport) Conversion Unit, whose purpose it was to convert Lancaster crews to the Avro 
York for the long distance transport role. The Air Force List for July 1945 lists two possibilities: 

 
Hugh Frederick TURNER (190741) was a Flying Officer: 

1945 
Horace Frank TURNER (113009) was also a Flying Officer: 

1942 
1869. Flying Officer ? FEATHERSTONE. Signed 28 July 1945. 2875 Squadron, Oslo. 

131 
The Air Force List for July 1945: 
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Frank James (137760), Fred Michael (135792), John George (163584) & Joseph Alan (176149) are 
the only Flying Officers in the above list whose first names starts with an F or a J. 
According to http://www.rafweb.org/Regiment3.htm, there is recorded evidence to suggest that 
this unit 2875 Squadron, Oslo was formed as early as April 1942 and was located at East Wretham 
in July but was redesignated No 4267 AA Flight on 22 November 1942. It was reformed at Lympe in 
July 1943. The squadron converted to the Light Anti-Aircraft role within 2nd Tactical Air Force in 
April 1944 and moved to the continent on D + 12. It was initially deployed to Les Buissons, later 
moving to Bazeville, Wavre, Grave and was based at Helmond during Operation Bodenplatte (the 
Luftwaffe attack on Allied airfields on 1 January 1945). In November 1944, the squadron was 
responsible for shooting down an Me262 fighter bomber which had attacked the airfield at 
Helmond, thereby becoming the first unit to bring down a jet aircraft with ground fire. Further 
moves took it to Rheine, Celle, Fassberg, Schleswig Holstein and Flenshurg before transferring to 
Norway. Here it was deployed at Gardemoen, Kjeller and Lillestrom, where it disbanded in 
November 1945. Members of the squadron were awarded two mentions in despatches and two 
King Haakon Medals. 
1870. Pilot Officer Ronald George HANDSAKER (423108). Signed 28 July 1945. No. 15 
RAAF Holding Unit, RAF Beccles. 

131 
From Sid Handsaker’s biography (http://www.spitfireassociation.com.au/biographies/handsaker,-
sid.aspx): 
“Three of his brothers were in the RAAF and all survived, his elder brother Ron served as a wireless 
operator on Liberator aircraft in 206 Squadron Coastal Command and had almost completed his 
tour when the War finished.” 
By the end of the war, 206 Squadron had destroyed a total of 10 and assisted in the destruction of 
a further 2 U-Boats. 206 Squadron personnel had received 37 Distinguished Flying Crosses and 13 
Distinguished Flying medals; the Squadron had also lost a total of 274 personnel. 
According to http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au, there are two matches: Reginald Thomas HANDSAKER 
(133519) born on 1 June 1924 in Heaton, NSW; and Ronald George HANDSAKER (423108) born 
on 3 December 1919 in Wallsend, NSW. Neither have digitised personnel files. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Regiment3.htm
http://www.spitfireassociation.com.au/biographies/handsaker,-sid.aspx
http://www.spitfireassociation.com.au/biographies/handsaker,-sid.aspx
http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/
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RAF Leuchars, 6 June 1945 
1871. Pilot Officer L WILSON. Signed 30 July 1945. Staff Pilot Training Unit Support Wing, 
RAF Cark. 

131 
RAF Cark was constructed near Flookburgh, Cumbria in late 1941 and used by training and anti-
aircraft co-operation units from March 1941 until its closure in December 1945. 
1872. Squadron Leader Stanley PAYNE OBE (45175). Signed 2 August 1945. RAF Tiree. 

131 
The Air Force List for April 1950 lists one match: 
Stanley PAYNE (45175) Secretarial Branch 
His promotion to Flight Lieutenant was announced in the LG, 22 June 1945. 
His OBE, while an Acting Squadron Leader, was announced in the LG, 1 January 1946. 
His promotion to Squadron Leader was announced in the LG, 11 November 1947. 
No. 281 Squadron moved from RAF Thornaby to RAF Tiree (1944 and 1945) and operated Anson 
and Warwick aircraft. No 518 squadron was based at RAF Tiree from 25 September 1943 to 18 
September 1945. 
1873. Squadron Leader Reverend David Barnes CUNNINGHAM MA (189142). Signed 3 & 4 
August 1945. RAF Sullom Voe. 

131 
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The LG, 13 March 1945 announced his commission as Chaplain (emergency) with the relative rank 
of Squadron Leader with effect from 2 February 1945 (changed to 1 February 1945 in the LG, 18 
December 1945). 
1874. Wing Commander Wilfred William RUSSELL (79147). Signed 4 August 1945. HQ 18 
Group. 

131 
The only Wing Commander with the surname Russell in The Air Force List for July 1945 is W W 
Russell. The Imperial War Museum has a photo: Wing Commander W W Russell (right), 
Commanding Officer of an RAF Disarmament Wing at Stavanger, Norway, conducts a morning 
conference with the Luftwaffe officer (left) in charge of prisoners who are disarming German 
aircraft at Sola airfield. A German interpreter stands in the middle taking notes and instructions: 

 
He was the author of Pioneers and Planners, published in 1943, about the Indian Air Force. He was 
a British expatriate residing in Bombay, but who served with the IAF Volunteer Reserve. 
1875. Flight Lieutenant Wilbert Cyril MACDONALD DFC (160523). Signed 4 August 1945. 
HQ 18 Group. 

131 
Two possibilities in The Air Force List for July 1945: 

 
Flying Officer W C Macdonald DFC (Air Gunner or Wireless Operator) and Flying Officer W C 
Macdonald (Admin and Misc Duties). His DFC citation was announced in the LG, 6 June 1944. The 
LG, 9 November 1945 announced his promotion from Flying Officer to Flight Lieutenant. He died in 
Nairobi, Kenya on 11 July 1979 and is buried in the cemetery at All Saint's Church, Limuru, Kenya. 
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1876. 2nd Lieutenant Colin Edward James SHEPHERD (403885). Signed 5 August 1945. 
Stonyhurst College, near Blackburn Stonyhurst, Clitheroe, Lancashire. 

131 
The LG, 17 November 1953 announced that he relinquished his commission in the King’s Own 
Infantry on 18 November 1953. 
According to Duedil.com, in 1992 Colin Edward James Shepherd undertook his first directorship 
role at the age of 62 for a company called Latymers Management Company Limited. He was born 
in Kent in 1929. This would make him only 16 when he signed this book. 
The LG, 30 September 1949 announced his promotion from cadet to 2nd Lt in the King’s Own R. 
Stonyhurst College has a distinguished history as one of Britain’s leading Catholic boarding 
schools. The College was originally founded in St Omer in 1593 by Fr Robert Persons SJ under the 
patronage of Philip II of Spain. The purpose of the College was to provide a Catholic education for 
English boys at a time when such an education was prohibited in England. However, in 1762, the 
Jesuits were forced to move from St Omer, when the King of France expelled them from France, 
and re-established their school at Bruges. A further move was necessary in 1773, this time to Liege, 
following the worldwide suppression of the Jesuits by the Pope. Finally the school was forced to 
move from Liege when it was besieged by the French Revolutionary Army. The school arrived at its 
current location in Lancashire on 29th August 1794. Since then, Stonyhurst College has continued to 
expand, evolve and thrive. The Stonyhurst Officer Training Corps assembled for the first time on 
Tuesday 16 October 1900, in the Ambulacrum, overseen by The First Volunteer Battalion, the East 
Lancashire Regiment who gave instruction in drill and musketry. The original uniform was scarlet 
with a white piping and slouch hat, which was changed to khaki before the First World War. The 
Corps was granted the honour of representation at the Coronation of 1910 and sent members to 
the Royal Review at Windsor in 1911. It also appeared on parade annually for the spectacle of the 
Corpus Christi celebrations until the practice became obsolete after Vatican II. A number of pupils 
have distinguished themselves as members of the CCF and gone on to receive places at the Royal 
Military Academy Sandhurst. This follows a long tradition of service from Stonyhurst pupils. Many 
“Old Stonyhurst” were killed in the two World Wars and are commemorated on the war memorial 
at the end of the Upper Gallery. The Stonyhurst War Records were published in their honour. A 
memorial at the top of the main staircase records the names of the six killed in the Boer War. 
1877. Captain Rolff LARUN. Signed 17 August 1945. 334 Squadron, Gardermoen now Oslo 
Airport. 

131 
Listed in Little Norway (but as Rolf rather than Rolff). He has several entries in No 330 Squadron’s 
Operations Record Book between September 1941 and November 1942 and some in November 
1943. 
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From http://digitaltmuseum.no/things/luftforsvarets-mesterskap-i-pistolskyting-
p/LMU/NL.05060645: 

 
Larun, Rolff and Stenwig, Kåre, Bodø Air Base, 1967. Luftforsvarets mesterskap i pistolskyting på 
pistolbanen i Bodin leir (Air Force championships in pistol shooting in Bodin camp). 
No 334 Squadron was formed on 26 May 1945 at RAF Banff, Scotland from B Flight, 333 Squadron. 
The squadron operated the de Havilland Mosquito on anti-shipping sorties and other operations 
along the Norwegian coast. Within a few weeks, it had moved to Gardermoen and control was 
handed over to the Royal Norwegian Air Force on 21 November 1945. 
1878. Flight Lieutenant John Edward BURY (49877). Signed 18 August 1945. Back again! 

131 
He is mentioned in the LG, 14 May 1943, 11 June 1946, 15 October 1946, July 1945, 28 February 
1947, 31 March 1950 and 1 September 1961. 
1879. Flying Officer Robert A WILSON. Signed 30 August 1945. RAF Dyce. 

132 
Several possibilities are shown in The Air Force List for July 1945: 

 
140912 can’t be found in the LG. 78220 is Robert Allen Wilson. 147994 is Ronald Albert Wilson. 
1880. Flying Officer Frederick Valentine HOLLINGWORTH (121423). Signed 30 August 
1945. RAF Wig Bay. 

132 
The LG 1 July 1955 announced that Flight Lieutenant F V Hollingworth relinquished his commission 
and retained his rank. 

http://digitaltmuseum.no/things/luftforsvarets-mesterskap-i-pistolskyting-p/LMU/NL.05060645
http://digitaltmuseum.no/things/luftforsvarets-mesterskap-i-pistolskyting-p/LMU/NL.05060645
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1881. Flight Lieutenant James Graham MASON (148087). Signed 30 August 1945. RAF Wig 
Bay. 

132 
His promotion to Flight Lieutenant with effect from 7 May 1945 was announced in the LG 6 July 
1945. 
1882. Flying Officer Benjamin George WAREHAM (49808). Signed 30 August 1945. RAF 
Wig Bay. 

132 
His retirement was announced in the LG 25 January 1955. 
1883. Pilot Officer Ronald Arthur REEVE (186490). Signed 30 or 31 August 1945. RAF 
Lossiemouth. 

132 
There are five entries in The Air Force List for July 1945: 

 
Only 186490 is named Ronald. 
1884. Reginald WHITEHOUSE. Signed 31 August 1945. Glasgow. 

132 
Not shown in The Air Force List for July 1945. 
1885. Squadron Leader Kenneth Edmund Hetherington KAY (81770). Signed 19 
September 1945. RAF Pershore. 

132 
The Air Force List for July 1945 includes only two Squadron Leaders with the surname Kay: Kenneth 
Edmund Hetherington 81770 and Arthur Warren 90526. 
According to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Throckmorton,_Worcestershire, RAF Station Pershore was 
built in 1940 and was home to No 23 Operational Training Unit equipped with Wellington 
bombers. Subsequently, the airfield was home to No 1 Ferry Unit, the RAF Pershore Advanced 
Flying School and the Royal Radar Establishment Flying Unit. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Throckmorton,_Worcestershire
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1886. PROBABLY Flying Officer Henry McKinnon MARSHALL (176415). Signed 19 
September 1945. RAF Lindholme. 

132 
No trace found. 
No. 1656 Heavy Conversion Unit was based at RAF Lindholme between October 1942 and 
November 1945. 
1887. Squadron Leader Frederick Bertram EVEREST AFC (43940). Signed 20 September 
1945. HQ 18 Group. 

132 
His AFC is shown in his entry in The Air Force List for July 1945: 

 
He is mentioned in the LG, 27 June 1941, 23 June 1942, 14 January 1944 and 8 June 1944. 
1888. Flight Lieutenant John Dennis HOLMES (156209). Signed 20 September 1945. HQ 18 
Group. 

132 
This can’t be J D V Holmes (73816) as he was a Sqn Ldr. John Dennis HOLMES is mentioned in the 
LG, 2 November 1943, 3 March 1944 and 1 September 1944. 
1889. Flight Lieutenant Edmund BELL. Signed 20 September 1945. 1383 (T) C U RAF 
Crosby-on-Eden. 

132 
RAF Crosby-on-Eden is a former Royal Air Force station located 5.8 miles (9.3 km) north east of 
Carlisle, Cumbria and 3 miles (4.8 km) west of Brampton, Cumbria. The airfield was originally under 
the command of RAF Fighter Command housing No. 59 Operational Training Unit RAF (OTU) which 
provided day training for Hawker Hurricane pilots. The station was handed over to RAF Coastal 
Command, hosting 17 OTU during August 1942 for training long-range fighter crews on Bristol 
Beaufort and Bristol Beaufighter conversion squadrons, as well as air firing and night flying. In 
August 1944 the station came under the command of RAF Transport Command with Douglas 
Dakotas of 109 OTU. 109 OTU was renamed 1383 (Transport) Conversion Unit on 1 August 1945 
disbanding at Crosby-on-Eden on 6 August 1946. There are too many entries in The Air Force List 
for July 1945 to identify this signature. 
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1890. Flying Officer Richard HODGSON (147525). Signed 20 September 1945. 1383 (T) C U 
RAF Crosby-on-Eden. 

132 
The Air Force List for July 1945 has only two people named “R Hodgson”: 328240 (a Warrant 
Officer) and 147525 (a Flight Lieutenant). He is mentioned in the LG, 3 August 1943, 12 November 
1943, 8 June 1945 
RAF Crosby-on-Eden was a World War II airfield originally home to No.59 Operational Training Unit 
providing day training for Hawker Hurricane pilots, which was replaced by OUT 17 Group Coastal 
Command in August 1942 for training long-range fighter crews on Bristol Beaufort and Bristol 
Beaufighter conversion squadrons, as well as air firing and night flying. In August 1944, the station 
came under the command of 109 OTU, a transport command of Douglas Dakotas. The station was 
renamed 1383 TCU on 1 August 1945. 
1891. Flight Lieutenant Kenneth Shirley PORTER (130449). Signed 20 September 1945. 5 
Mobile Radio Unit RAF Mongewell Park. 

132 
He is mentioned in the LG, 20 October 1942, 19 February 1943 and 14 July 1944. 
Mongewell Park had previously been home to Shute Barrington, former Bishop of Llandaff (1769-
1782). Replacing the original Georgian Mongewell House of Barrington, a large brick mansion in 
William and Mary style was built in 1890 for Alexander Frazer whose initials can be seen on the 
lodge gates (Pedgley and Pedgley, 1990). After Fraser died in 1916, the house became a hospital 
for wounded officers in World War I. In 1918, it was sold to the American millionaire Howard Gould. 
Because he was an atheist, he had the lane to the now ruined Mongewell church sunk so that he 
would not see the parishioners attending service. He sold the house in 1939 and the Royal Air 
Force occupied it until 1945. In 1942 it became the Headquarters for No 2 Group RAF of Bomber 
Command led by Air Vice Marshal Basil Embry. The Dambusters raid was planned at RAF 
Mongewell Park. 
1892. POSSIBLY Flight Lieutenant William Carstairs PAGE (152762). Signed 20 September 
1945. 5 Mobile Radio Unit RAF Mongewell Park. 

132 
He is listed in the LG, 28 September 1943, 28 January 1944, 29 January 1946 and 4 April 1946. 
According to http://www2.arnes.si/~eusmith/Genealogy/family/ftkg16.htm, he was born on 16 July 
1915 and died on 28 February 1990. 

http://www2.arnes.si/%7Eeusmith/Genealogy/family/ftkg16.htm
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1893. Flight Lieutenant B SMITH. Signed 20 September 1945. 5 Mobile Radio Unit RAF 
Mongewell Park. 

132 
Too many people named B Smith to trace this signature. 
From http://www.rhegie.com/leohendrikx.htm: 

 
5 MRU Mongewell Park 

 
1894. Flight Lieutenant Alan James HODGSON (136914). Signed 20 September 1945. 5 
Mobile Radio Unit RAF Mongewell Park. 

132 
He is mentioned in the LG, 25 May 1943, 27 July 1943 and 3 September 1943. 

http://www.rhegie.com/leohendrikx.htm
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1895. George NICHOLSON. Signed 20 September 1945. Renfrew. 

133 
No trace found. 
1896. Bill NICHOLSON. Signed 20 September 1945. Prestwick. 

133 
No trace found. 
1897. William SWORD. Signed 20 September 1945. Ayr. 

133 
No trace found. 
1898. David PATERSON. Signed 20 September 1945. Ayr. 

133 
No trace found. 
1899. Douglas BOWIE. Signed 20 September 1945. Ayr. 

133 
No trace found. 
1900. Major L Lewis Unknown. Signed 25 September 1945. 1988 Company (Bechuana) NT 
? 

133 
1988 Bechuana Company was part of 64 Group Royal Pioneer Corps. 
From http://www.royalpioneercorps.co.uk/rpc/newsletters/2013_Oct_Newsletter.pdf: 
64 Group HQ Pioneer Corps was formed at Clacton on 19th January 1941 for service overseas. The 
original staff was: 
Group Commander Lt Col R S BOOTHBY MC 
Second in Command Maj H M B GUNCUNNINGHAME MC 
Adjutant  Captain A L DOWNWARD 
Quartermastet  Lt (QM) G J F WHITE 
The HQ sailed from Liverpool for the Middle East on SS Llandaff Castle on 6 February 1941 and 
after an uneventful voyage disembarked at Port Said on 22 April 1941 and went to the ITD at 
Geneifa. 

http://www.royalpioneercorps.co.uk/rpc/newsletters/2013_Oct_Newsletter.pdf
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A scheme was being introduced to enlist natives from the High Commission territories in South 
Africa, i.e. Basutoland, Bechuanaland Protectorate and Swaziland, for labour service in the MEF. 64 
Group was chosen to be one of the Groups for this job and Lt Col Boothby was flown to Durban, 
arriving there on 22 May 1941. On arrival, he was met by a lot of officers sent direct to South Africa 
from England to form the company commanders and officers for these native pioneers. He 
proceeded with them to Lobatsi in the Bechuanaland Protectorate to form a camp there to receive 
recruits as they were enlisted. The remainder of the Group HQ left Egypt by sea and arrived at 
Lobatsi on 11 July 1941. The Bechuanas live in tribes and it was decided as far as possible to keep 
to tribal companies. Where this was not possible, i.e. in the case of the smaller tribes, two or more 
tribes formed a company but kept to tribal sections. All companies consisted of 12 sections of 26 
men, which with a small HQ made an African total of 318 other ranks. The British staff for a 
company was eight consisting of 1 Major, 1 Captain, 2 Subalterns, 1 CSM, 1 CQMS and 2 Sergeants. 
Each section was under an African sergeant the senior one in each company being in many cases 
the tribal chief’s nominee. 
Originally it was intended that 64 Group should enlist 10-12 companies and then proceed back to 
the Middle East with them. But it was very soon evident that due to the great enthusiasm of Lt Col 
F A H OWENLEWIS, who was ADPL at HQ in Pretoria, and others the scheme was going to be very 
much bigger than originally intended. In consequence it was decided to start depots in the three 
HCTs and form more than one Group in each if numbers warranted it. In Bechuanaland the staff of 
64 Group HQ became the Lobatsi depot staff and a new staff for Group HQ had to be found. 
…. 
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1901. Lt Marian SKRZYPEK. Signed 26 September 1945. 24 Polish Infantry Battalion. 

133 
Is this 24 Polish Infantry Battalion or 25 Polish Infantry Battalion? 

 
According to http://www.invergordonmuseum.co.uk/index.asp?pageid=352706, “From 1945, the 
25th battalion of Polish soldiers were stationed in Invergordon.” 
1902. Lt Zygmunt OLECHNOWICZ. Signed 26 September 1945. 24 Polish Infantry 
Battalion. 

133 
No trace found. 
1903. S/Lt Leon KŁĘBEK. Signed 26 September 1945. 24 Polish Infantry Battalion. 

133 
192.com lists only person with this name: Leon Klebek living in Maxton, Melrose, Roxburghshire, 
Scotland in 2002. 
1904. S/Lt Boleslaw JANECZKO. Signed 26 September 1945. 24 Polish Infantry Battalion. 

133 
No trace found. 
1905. Lt Tadeusz BOROŃ. Signed 26 September 1945. 24 Polish Infantry Battalion. 

133 
From http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/88/a4003688.shtml:  
Taduesz Boron was born on the 6th April 1913 in Poland. 
“When the war broke out in 1939 I was working as a Border Guard. Towards the end of September 
1939 together with other border workers, I crossed the border into Latvia and you Interned. From 

http://www.invergordonmuseum.co.uk/index.asp?pageid=352706
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/88/a4003688.shtml
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here the group were taken by the Russians to Kozielska, where we stayed until the Germans Began 
the war with Russia. 24 hours before the war between Germany and Russia started, we were put 
into wagons and shipped off to Northern Russia to a camp. From there we were moved to Tocho-
Busuch-Koybyszew where the 2nd Corps of the Polish Army was being assembled and mobilised by 
General Anders. I was put into the 6th Division under the command of General Tokarzewski. 
In 1942, I became the commander of the 2nd Platoon, Company 2nd Parachute Training School at 
Szachrizjabz, Uzbehistan, from here we traveled on to Syria, Persia (Iran). 
In 1943 I read in the daily bulletin Army that they were looking for volunteers to join an elite group 
of the Underground Army who would be dropped behind enemy lines known as Silent-Dark, or the 
men who dropped silently in the dark (paratroopers). Together with other officers I volunteered for 
this assignment.” 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cichociemni: 
Cichociemni, "the Silent-Dark Ones" or "The Unseen and Silent", were elite special-operations 
paratroops of the Polish Home Army (Cichociemni Spadochroniarze Armii Krajowej) of the Polish 
Army in exile, created in Great Britain during World War II to operate in occupied Poland. The 
Cichociemni were trained initially in Scotland in preparation for missions for the Polish 
underground in occupied Poland such as building clearance and bridge demolition. In 1944 
training was also carried out in Brindisi, Italy, which had by then fallen to the Allies. Initially the 
name was informal and was used mainly by the soldiers who volunteered to parachute into Poland. 
However, from September 1941 it became official and was used in all documents. It was applied 
both to the secret Polish Headquarters training unit created to provide agents with necessary 
knowledge, money and equipment, as well as to agents who were transported to Poland and to 
other German-occupied countries. 
On 30 December 1939, Captain Jan Górski, a Polish Army officer who had escaped to France after 
the invasion of Poland, drew up a report for the Polish Chief of Staff. Górski proposed creating a 
secret unit to maintain contact with the underground ZWZ, using a group of well-trained envoys. 
The report was ignored, so Górski resubmitted it several times. Finally the commander of the Polish 
Air Force, General Zając, replied that, while creation of such a unit would be a good move, the 
Polish Air Force had no means of transport and no training facilities for such a unit. 
Górski and his colleague Maciej Kalenkiewicz continued studying the possibility of paratroops and 
special forces. After the capitulation of France, they managed to reach the United Kingdom. They 
studied documents on German paratroops and drafted a plan to create in exile a Polish airborne 
force to be used in covert support operations. The force was to be employed solely in aid of a 
future uprising in occupied Poland. Their plan was never adopted, but on 20 September 1940 the 
Polish commander-in-chief, General Władysław Sikorski, ordered the creation of Section III of the 
Commander-in-Chief's Staff (Oddział III Sztabu Naczelnego Wodza). Section III's purpose was 
contingency planning for covert operations in Poland, air delivery of arms and supplies, and 
training of paratroops. 
“We were personally dispatched by General Anders. We left for Great Britain, journeying through 
Egypt and Durban in South Africa, where we waited for several weeks for a ship in Cape Town. We 
traveled on the luxury liner Queen Mary, which was being used as a troop ship to Rio de Janeiro, 
then on to New York where we stayed for one week. When we left New York we traveled on the 
ship with the American soldiers. We landed in Greenock, Scotland where we underwent training 
with the Army. Parachute training at Ringway, driving at Falkirk and tank training on Sherman 
tanks. During this time, from 1943 to 1944, the group of officers were assigned to various units and 
I was sent to London where I worked with the Special Parachute Unit preparing to drop into 
Poland. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cichociemni
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In 1944, I lived in Kensington and during a raid was injured when a bomb exploded in Ealing. I was 
never able to take part in the parachute drop into Poland. When I recovered I helped organize a 
new Battalion in Scotland in 1945, made up of Polish soldiers who returned from the war to 
England. 
I was demobilised in 1946 in Ross and Cromerty with the rank of 2nd Lieutenant and went on to 
study textiles at Nottingham University. I graduated in 1948 and got a job with Tex Vita in Slough. 
In 1962 I got a job with the Luton Knitting Company and moved here. I retired in 1978. I have been 
a member of the Luton / Dunstable Polish community since moving here in 1962 and am now 91 
years old.” 

 Tadeusz Boroń in 2010 

 
He died on 20 May 2011, aged 98. 
1906. Lt Longin KUBIAKOWSKI. Signed 26 September 1945. 24 Polish Infantry Battalion. 

133 
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From http://www.4pulk.cba.pl (translated by Google): 
Polish Infantry Division of the Armed Forces in the West in 1939-1940. Forming 4th Infantry was 
launched in November 1939, the camp Coetquidan, on the basis of the dissolved 2 Infantry 
Regiment (bulk). At the end of the month the regiment was transferred to the m Plélan-le-Grand, 
and later to the area of Parthenay. The regiment was part of the 2nd Division Rifle. Its traditions 
cultivated in Britain 4 Warsaw Rifle Battalion. 
Platoon commanders: por. Zdzisław Dubiski 

por. Zdzisław Białas 
ppor. Longin Kubiakowski 

From http://www.polskie-
cmentarze.com/skierniewiceparafialny/grobonet/start.php?id=detale&idg=18903&inni=0&lang=e
n: 

 
Cmentarz Parafii św. Jakuba w Skierniewicach, ul. Kozietulskiego, 96-100 Skierniewice. 
1907. 2nd Lt Franciszek CHMAJ. Signed 26 September 1945. 24 Polish Infantry Battalion. 

133 
From Roll of honour of Polish Armed Forces personnel killed and died 1939-1946, London, 1952 
(but DOD is before this book was signed): 

 
1908. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] James Sedric Bruce TYRIE (87636). Signed 
3 October 1945. Dundee. 

133 
James Tyrie was one of tunnellers in the Great Escape. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 24 October 1969, retaining his rank. 
From http://www.neateauctions.co.uk/auction_print.php?auction_id=107478: 
Medal Group of Four: 1939 - 1945 Star, Air Crew Europe Star, 1939 - 1945 War Medal (all unnamed 
as issued), Air Efficiency Award (GVIR: FLT. LT. J. S. B. TYRIE, R.A.F.V.R.).  

http://www.4pulk.cba.pl/
http://www.polskie-cmentarze.com/skierniewiceparafialny/grobonet/start.php?id=detale&idg=18903&inni=0&lang=en
http://www.polskie-cmentarze.com/skierniewiceparafialny/grobonet/start.php?id=detale&idg=18903&inni=0&lang=en
http://www.polskie-cmentarze.com/skierniewiceparafialny/grobonet/start.php?id=detale&idg=18903&inni=0&lang=en
http://www.neateauctions.co.uk/auction_print.php?auction_id=107478
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James Sedric Bruce Tyrie. Commissioned 19/10/1940, Flight Lieutenant 1/9/1945, retired with rank 
of Squadron Leader on 24/10/1969. Awarded Air Efficiency Award on 28/2/1946.  
Taken Prisoner of War during WW2. Held at Stalag Luft 3, Sagan and Belaria. 
Type  Whitley 
Serial Number Z6570 
Squadron 77 
X1D  KN-? 
Operation Berlin 
Date  9th/10th April 1941 
Further Information 
Serial Range Z6552 - Z6486. 35 Whitley Mk.V. Delivered by Armstrong Whitworth Aircraft between 
24 Feb 41 and 12 Mar 41.Contract No.106962/40. Airborne 2041 9Apr41 from Topcliffe. Crash site 
not established. Last heard on W/T at 0125 reporting both engines failing. Sgt D.N.Lee POW P/O 
J.S.B.Tyrie POW Sgt D.G.Young POW Sgt E.W.Budd POW Sgt T.S.Hull POW Sgt E.W.Budd was 
interned in Camps L1/L6/357. POW No.539 with Sgt D.N.Lee, POW No.559 with Sgt D.G.Young, 
POW No.619. Sgt T.S.Hull in Camps L1/L6/L4, POW No.552. P/O J.S.B.Tyrie in Camps L1/L3, POW 
No.530. 
From Jonathan F Vance’s A Gallant Company: The Men of the Great Escape, Pacifica Military History 
(Mar 2001): 

 
…. 
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From http://www.214squadron.org.uk/Personnel_P.htm: 
Pilot Officer Harold PATERSON DFC (83712), Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve, No. 214 Squadron: 
War Log, Elbenshorst Holsten, 21st April, 1945 
Four years ago yesterday I was shot down to the southeast of Tobruk. The ME109 which accounted 
for us had moved in only the night before with his squadron from Pantillaria, the first 109 squadron 
in North Africa. We accidentally flew over the fighter landing ground at eight hundred feet as the 
machines were having their morning run up and so it was all too easy. The rear gunner was killed 
by cannon fire early in the engagement and the rudder controls were shot away at the same time. I 
then found, to my own satisfaction that a Wimpy 1A could do steep turns without any rudder being 
used. 
After crash landing we were quickly picked up by German soldiers, put on a lorry and taken off to 
be interrogated by the usual ex-American German, then to the 109 landing ground where we were 
told about being the squadron’s first victory in Nord Afrika. Here we asked for food and water. The 
food was refused and a bottle of water was given to be shared among four of us. 
The wireless operator, who had a bullet in his back, was paralysed from the hips down and we left 
him in the care of the Germans. He was taken to Naples and eventually repatriated. We were taken 
by lorry to Derna and stayed the night, then flown to Tripoli where we again stayed overnight, 
flown to Catania where we had our first decent meal given to us by the Italian officers in their Mess. 
Here we were instructed into the art of eating macaroni. * 
From Catania we flew to Reggio, Rome and Munich. In Munich we had our first taste of garlic 
sausage and none of us managed more than a mouthful. Then to Frankfurt on Main by train – first 
class. Arrived at Dulag about the 26th April. Left Dulag Luft for Barth (Stalag Luft I) on May 9th and 
arrived May 10th – third class this time and very overcrowded. 
At Barth, formed a room with Tommy Guest & Geoff Cornish in West Block. The block was closed in 
June after C tunnel breaking and I moved in with Middleton, Tyrie and Ritchie into Centre Block 
where we stayed until April 10th 1942 when we left for Sagan. Arrived Sagan April 11th and formed 
a room with Middleton, Tyrie, Page, Lythgoe and Stapleton. 
*Macaroni was probably what we now call spaghetti. 
…. 

http://www.214squadron.org.uk/Personnel_P.htm
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Tommy Guest set up a tailoring department to work on transforming clothing for the Great Escape. 
Geoff Cornish was an Australian whose story is still used in Australian schools to teach today's 
children about WWII. James Tyrie was one of tunnellers in the Great Escape. He and Gordon 
Ritchie, a librarian in Stalag Luft III, belonged to 25 Squadron. In civilian life, they worked for Aviva, 
the insurance firm in Dundee. 
1909. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] John TILSLEY (39401). Signed 18 October 
1945. HQ Transport Command. 

133 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He was also a POW in Stalag Luft 3 and probably 
knew James Tyrie (who signed this book on 3 October 1945). 
From 
http://harringtonmuseum.org.uk/Aircraft%20lost%20on%20Allied%20Forces%20Special%20Duty%
20Operations.pdf: 
Aircraft lost on Allied Force’s Special Duty Operations 
15/16 October 1939. Whitley Mk III K8947 KN-Q, No 77 Squadron. T/O Villeneuve-les-Vertus, 
France 1850 hrs and headed for Munchen on leaflet dropping mission. 
Crew failed to respond to recall signal and when last heard on W/T it was assumed that the 
bomber was on course for Driffield. Later an enemy source indicated that the Whitley had been 
shot down near Frankfurt, Germany. 
Crew 
F/O Roland Williams RAF - Pilot - killed 
LAC Reginald Enrath Fletcher - POW 
Cpl Alfred Ronald "Ronald" Gunton - POW 
Sgt James William Lambert - POW 
F/O John Tilsley - POW 
F/O Williams buried in Durnbach War Cemetery, Germany 
LAC R. E. Fletcher was interned in Camps 9AH/357, POW No. 39 with Sgt J. W. Lambert, POW No. 
5751 
Cpl A. R. Gunton in Camps 9AH/21D/8B, POW No.5753. Repatriated August 1944 
F/O J. Tilsley in camps 9AH/L3, POW No. 38 
1910. Flight Lieutenant FORD. Signed 23 October 1945. RAF Thornaby. 

134 
No trace found. 
1911. Flying Officer Charles Brian SCHOLEY (105682). Signed 23 October 1945. RAF 
Thornaby. 

134 

http://harringtonmuseum.org.uk/Aircraft%20lost%20on%20Allied%20Forces%20Special%20Duty%20Operations.pdf
http://harringtonmuseum.org.uk/Aircraft%20lost%20on%20Allied%20Forces%20Special%20Duty%20Operations.pdf
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He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 10 February 1954, retaining the rank of 
Flight Lieutenant. 
The Air Force List for July 1945 also lists Flying Officer G SCHOLEY (185417) in the General Duties 
Branch. 
1912. Pilot Officer THOMAS. Signed 23 October 1945. RAF Thornaby. 

134 
No trace found. 
1913. PROBABLY Squadron Leader Reverend Cuthbert Hilary BUTLER (130342). Signed 28 
October 1945. RAF Hullavington. 

134 
RAF Hullavington opened on 9 July 1937 as a Flying Training School. During World War Two, top 
officers from allied nations came to Hullavington to share ideas and ways of using aircraft. An 
effective Met. Office was also stationed at Hullavington. An aircraft which left every day at dawn 
flew at various heights in order to send data back for the Met. Office to assess the weather. 
From http://archiver.rootsweb.ancestry.com/th/read/CAN-BC-OBITS/2007-12/1198564786: 
Archdeacon Cuthbert Hilary Butler died at age 94 on December 18, 2007 at his home in Minehead, 
England. He was born in Reading, England on March 8, 1913. In 1942 he married Josephine Mary 
(nee Stubbs) who predeceased him in 1995. Hilary Butler was educated at Reading School and 
Cambridge University. After completing a Masters Degree in History at Cambridge he was ordained 
an Anglican priest. He served as a chaplain in the Royal Air Force during the Second World War, in 
England, Normandy, Holland and Germany. After the war he was appointed vicar of St. Matthias, 
Brighton. In 1950 he became rector of Crawley, England. He developed the church there as Crawley 
grew from a village to a large new town" with five Church of England churches. In 1958 he, his wife 
and six children moved to British Columbia where he was rector of Oliver from 1958 to 1961. In 
1961 he was appointed Canon Lecturer of the diocese of British Columbia, in Victoria. He began a 
long association with the University of Victoria and served on its Senate for a number of years. His 
final ministry was as Director of Programs for the diocese. He retired in 1978. In 1984 he and 
Josephine returned to England, where they lived in Devon and Somerset. Archdeacon Butler is 
survived by his six children: Jeremy, Raphaelle, Mark, Andrew, and Sebastian Butler, and Veronica 
Cadden; and by his older sister Mary Butler of Oxford, England. He is survived by eight 
grandchildren: Sara Gambin, Miran, Erin, and Kate Cadden, Jason and Kiara Butler, and Anezka and 
Frederick Butler. He was predeceased by his eldest grandson Christopher Gambin. His family 
remembers him as a kind and self-sacrificing man. His colleagues found him an intellectual with a 
historian's concern for the future of each person and of the world. He will be buried in Winsford, 
England next to his beloved wife Josephine. May he rest in peace. Published in the Victoria Times-
Colonist on 12/22/2007. 
1914. Squadron Leader Reverend Harold James ALLNER (129989). Signed 29 October 
1945. RAF Titchfield. 

134 
He was a Methodist chaplain. 

http://archiver.rootsweb.ancestry.com/th/read/CAN-BC-OBITS/2007-12/1198564786
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1915. Squadron Leader Walter Owen STORER (140263). Signed 3 December 1945. HQ 
Coastal Command. 

134 
The Air Force List for July 1945 lists him as a Flight Lieutenant in the Meteorological Branch. 
1916. Flight Lieutenant ? ? NEWELL. Signed 7 December 1945. RAF Sullom Voe. 

134 
The Air Force List for July 1945 lists the following Flight Lieutenants: 
D NEWELL  General Duties Branch (Navigators) 
J F NEWELL  General Duties Branch (Navigators) 
A P NEWELL  Technical Branch (Armament) 
K M NEWELL  Administrative and Special Dutiues Branch 
H NEWELL  Equipment Branch 
G NEWELL  Accountant Branch 
No trace found. 
1917. Flying Officer Unknown. Signed 13 December 1945. 48, St George’s Avenue, 
London. 

134 
The surname looks like ANDERSON. No trace found. 
1918. Flying Officer ? ? YOUNG. Signed 28 January 1946. Myrtlebank, East Newport, Fife. 

134 
No trace found. 
1919. Flight Lieutenant Brian Ronald REUTER (148899). Signed 8 February 1946. East 
Grinstead, Sussex. 

134 
Only one person named Reuter in The Air Force List for July 1945. 
According to http://www.scottishcouncil.com/ChieftainsHeather&ThistleSoc.htm, a person named 
Brian Ronald Reuter (20 August 1920 – 7 March 1995) and married to Margaret Begg Reuter, was 
the 17th Chieftan of The Heather and Thistle Society of Houston, Texas. From 
http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?12021-Sq-Ldr-Harry-AA-Webster-RAF: 
From my CC Fortress book, as described by 220 Sqn flight engineer Ted Hedges who was in the 
search aircraft that found the wreckage: “My first flight from the Azores took place two days after 

http://www.scottishcouncil.com/ChieftainsHeather&ThistleSoc.htm
http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?12021-Sq-Ldr-Harry-AA-Webster-RAF
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we arrived. We were in our tented living area, just finishing lunch, when our CO, Wing Commander 
Hadow drove on site and called out for Brian Reuter’s crew. He ordered us to collect our flying kit 
and took us straight out to Fortress FK193 ‘H’ in his Jeep while our captain and navigator went to 
‘ops’ for a briefing. We were off the ground in 20 minutes. It turned out that S/Ldr Harry Webster 
had gone off on an early morning flight and not returned. We were to fly his course while two 
other aircraft were to fly out on diverging courses. Webster’s task had included taking 
meteorological readings on each hour following take-off as part of an anti-submarine sweep. To do 
this he had to drop down to sea level to take the readings. We found the wreckage spread over a 
large area, exactly one hour’s flying time from the runway. The crew of eight was lost and S/Ldr 
Webster left a wife and new-born baby. He was a good man.” 24 November 2011 
From http://landinportugal.blogspot.co.uk/2011/09/few-questions-to-ted-hedges_12.html: 
Two B-17 squadrons, 206 and 220, arrived in the Azores in October 1943. Each squadron had 18 
crews of eight men. The crews were inserted in the operation board by the name of it’s captain – 
usually the pilot – in a rotation system. So when you arrived in the top of the board you knew the 
next mission was yours. When the flight before yours takes off you are already with your crew, 
because if there is a call for assistance you would be the first in line. This said, here is the 
description from Ted Hedges of a typical mission. He would stay up about two hours before the 
mission to shave, eat and get instructions. Then they go. 
“We learn that our mission is to provide cover for a convoy of 100 ships sailing from Canada to the 
United Kingdom. (…) Our captain, Brian Reuter, checks in with all the crew and then taxis to the 
active runway. As flight engineer I stand entirely unsecured between the pilots with my arms 
looped around the shaped armour sheet fitted to their seats. My destination in the case of accident 
is 200 yards straight ahead through the windshield. (…) We weigh 56,000 pounds… we are 6,000 
pounds overweight… and have four engines of just over 1,000hp each for a total of 4,100 hp. Of 
our 26 tons, a little over ten tons is our full load of fuel and about five tons is weapons and 
explosives. As we occupy our take-off positions we know that if an engine fails we are likely dead… 
so until we all hear the reassuring ‘clunk’ of wheels locking in their housings, we each ponder the 
possibilities. (…)We have no set height on patrol or transit but never fly at more than 3,000ft. Our 
parachute bags remain stacked against the rear wall of radio cabin on the port side and we never 
bother putting on our parachute harnesses. There is no ’chute servicing facility at Lagens and if we 
are ever called on to use these things we doubt they will open. For months, until the Nissen huts 
are built, our flight equipment bags sit on the bare earth in our tents. From now on the navigator 
will not cease his calculations until just before we land. The two pilots remain in their seats all the 
way while the remaining crewmembers, including the flight engineer, change positions every hour. 
(…) In the event of an anti-submarine action or an emergency, the senior WOP/AG takes over the 
radio as soon as is practical while the flight engineer does whatever is called for by the captain and 
the gun positions are manned appropriate to the situation… the top turret gunner is designated 
the ‘fire controller’ in the event the aircraft is attacked by enemy aircraft. We took off at 05:00 and it 
is still dark, (…) Remember, we are heading out into the middle of the Atlantic. We have no 
satellites or the super electronics of today. Our navigator has only his drawing instruments, a 
sextant, magnetic and gyro compasses, a very accurate watch, and his crewmates’ faith that, for 
perhaps the next 12 to 13 hours, his math and the drawing of lines on a chart will remain accurate. 
We expect to meet the convoy at 09:00 which, at an indicated air speed of 150 knots, is something 
like 600 nautical miles from base. We are instantly alert to any ‘click’ and exchange over the 
intercom so only essential instructions are given to one another. (…) Every 15 minutes after take-
off, the navigator gives the duty radio operator the aircraft’s position in latitude and longitude for 
transmission to base. Since base knows our take-off time, the message fixes our last ¼-hour 
position so our likely position any time in the next 15 minutes can be calculated. (…) We should be 
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within sighting distance of the convoy but the weather is changing with the clouds down to low-
level and rain squalls blotting out much of the sea surface. The navigator and captain briefly 
discuss that we are where the convoy should be but there is no sign of it. It’s decided to undertake 
a search so we fly a square pattern with so many minutes for each leg, but with no success. The 
captain then calls for a radar search which, in theory, should cover a 60 mile pattern… but again, 
nothing. There is only one more chance and we call on our senior radio operator WO Joseph E 
Roch ‘Rocky’ Boudreault. (…) He transmits our call sign with an encoded request for an air-to-air 
homing, feeding bearings back to the pilot as he succeeds in making contact. He can tell we are 
approaching the holding aircraft as the signal strength increases and we at last make visual contact 
with the other Fortress, then using the trigger-operated Aldis lamp to communicate in Morse code. 
We join the convoy at 09:45, some 4¾ hours after take-off. Our relief aircraft is due to arrive at 
13:00 so for next three hours we fly escort as requested. Our first task is to circle the convoy and 
count the number of ships to see whether they have had any losses and if there are any stragglers. 
We then communicate with the convoy commander and are instructed to carry out the type of 
cover required. We learn that the convoy changed course after we took off to avoid a U-boat 
concentration and that for more than four hours it has been steaming at over 15 knots some 70 
degrees to port of its original course. (…) We have now been airborne for nearly eight hours and 
are expecting a relief aircraft to arrive. The weather is still deteriorating and it’s getting very rough 
in the aircraft. The power of the sea terrifies me. I’ve looked down on a convoy and seen 40,000-
ton vessels buried up to their bridge structure by sea water and then seen the whole length of their 
bilge keels… smaller ships seem to disappear completely. (…) The radio operator calls the captain to 
report he has received a signal that our relief aircraft has been recalled to base, as have we. The 
weather at Lagens is closing in and we may have problems getting down. The convoy commander 
is told we are departing and will not be replaced. (…) One’s awareness level is suddenly boosted to 
a very high level when the pilot and navigator hold a conversation regarding the latter’s inability to 
accurately determine wind and drift for the last 90 minutes. He has maintained two plots since we 
left the convoy, one based on his plot of our position when we found the convoy, the second on 
the position given to us by the convoy’s navigator. The latter should be the more accurate but the 
lack of a drift estimate applies to both plots and our actual position is now suspect, although both 
plots suggest that we should to be around 60 nautical miles from base. The captain orders ‘Rocky’ 
to have the ASV radar manned, with the operator concentrating on our forward track to hopefully 
pick up the beacon at Lagens… there is silence as we await his report. It’s been 12 hours since take-
off and our fuel is getting low… what feels like a year goes by before there is the click of a mic 
switch and the report: “Radar to skipper, beacon ahead, 10 degrees to port.” The operator calls for 
a slow turn to the left until the beacon’s glow is dead on the centreline of the radar screen. We 
know Lagens is 60 miles ahead but we are in solid cloud at 3,000ft and approaching our base with 
its 3,000-foot mountains on one side of the runway and a 500-foot hill on the other… we have to 
arrive in line with a runway or it could be very nasty. So we will conduct a BABS approach, a 
demanding procedure that requires absolute co-operation and trust between the pilot and senior 
radio operator. We arrive over Lagens, invisible below us, at our safe height of 4,000ft and enter a 
circular pattern. ‘Rocky’ begins receiving signals from BABS while Brian flies the aircraft in 
accordance with a stream of instructions from the radio operator and with reference to a small 
instrument with two cross needles. Meanwhile the crew take up landing positions while I perform a 
final security check to ensure there are no loose items to fly around in the event of a rough 
landing… I then take my position standing between the pilots. All is now set. ‘Rocky’ has guided the 
captain directly over the island and at a certain point the cross needles tell him we have over flown 
over the centreline of the airfield. The co-pilot starts a stopwatch at that instant and we are now 
fully reliant on the skills of ‘Rocky’ and Brian. They must follow a precise pattern, timed to the 
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second and adjusted constantly to Rocky’s instructions. A final turn should put us in line with the 
centre of the runway and we begin our descent at timed intervals. At the captain’s order, it’s 
“Undercarriage down” as the co-pilot strains for a glimpse of the runway. Next come: “Flaps down” 
and “Airspeed” and from this point on I constantly call out the airspeed. We pass through 1,000ft 
and are still in cloud. On through 700ft… 500ft… but still no sight of the airfield. ‘Rocky’ gives a 
slight heading correction at 400ft and at any second we will have to apply full power to climb to 
safety. Then, just off line to the right, we spot the runway lights. With a slight right bank and 
correction we are lined up, then it’s throttles right back and the airspeed bleeds off. Brian has the 
control wheel pulled right back and we are just a few feet up. A slight forward and back movement 
of the wheel and there’s a thump followed by the immense clatter of the planked runway as we roll 
out and brake to a standstill. Touchdown is at 17:45 hours, 12 hours 45 minutes after we took off, 
15 hours 15 minutes after we were woken up. (…) As we climb into the truck, our captain speaks for 
us all: “Thanks, ‘Rocky’” No one has anything to add. 
1920. Flying Officer Crowther. Signed 18 March 1946. HQ 18 Group. 

134 
No trace found in The Air Force List for April 1946. No trace found. 
1921. Reverend T ENGELEN. Signed 5 April 1946. Catholic Church, Hawick. 

134 
From http://www.stjohnthebaptist.rcstanded.org.uk/ourchurch: 
History of St John the Baptist Church, Corstorphine 
In 1926, Catholics in Corstorphine gathered for a regular Sunday Mass in a small wooden hut in 
Kaimes Road. 
After the change in parish boundaries in 1933, the charge of Corstorphine was transferred to St 
Andrew’s, Ravelston, where the growing numbers necessitated two Sunday Masses and the 
activities of the parish grew and flourished. How ironic that the two parishes were again united in 
that we shared the same parish priest, Fr. Michael Regan. 
In 1938, the hut in Kaimes Road became too small for the needs of the rapidly growing number of 
Catholics in Corstorphine and a church hall was set up in St Ninian’s Road previously occupied by 
Corstorphine Jail, evidenced by its 2 ft. thick walls!, adjacent to the present Presbytery, with 
sufficient ground available for the eventual building of a permanent church. Later that year 
Corstorphine was declared a parish in its own right and the first Parish Priest, Fr. William McLelland 
was appointed. 
There was an immediate increase in the number of services including a Mass at the old Turnhouse 
Aerodrome and the care of patients in hospital included the Royal Infirmary Convalescent Home at 
Beechmount, Corstorphine Hospital and Gogarburn Mental Hospital. 
Because Fr. McLelland had been appointed Inspector of Religious Education in Schools, he required 
the assistance of a curate and the first of these was Fr. Daniel Boyle, B.A. and new organisations, the 
Children of Mary, the Union of Catholic Mothers, Cubs, Scouts, Brownies and Guides were added to 
the activities held in the parish. 
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In 1947 Fr. Boyle was replaced by Fr. Peter Gallacher, and 4 years later he was replaced by Fr. 
Nicholas Torsney, whose death as a young priest deeply saddened the parish. By 1958 the 
population had increased to 810 and Fr. Thomas Engelen was appointed curate and he in turn 
was succeeded by Fr. Edward McGee and then by Fr. James Nicholson, who, when the population 
rose to 1200, helped with the great drive to raise funds for the building of the new church. 
1922. Flight Lieutenant William Harold FOSTER (77300). Signed 10 April 1946. 3502 SU 
Thorney Island. 

134 
The LG 22 October 1957 announced that he relinquished his commission on 1 October 1957. Note 
that the LG 27 April 1948 had a similar announcement for the 1 October 1947. 
1923. Flying Officer P R WOOD. Signed 15 April 1946. HQ 18 Group. 

134 
The Air Force List for July 1945 shows three possibilities: 

 
Percy Robert (107695); Percy Robert (170787); no one with “Wood (536157)” shown in the LG. No 
list of 18 Group personnel in The Air Force List for April 1946. 
1924. Alfred WATSON CBE BSc MIEE MIMechE. Signed 26 April 1946. Chief Mechanical 
and Electrical Engineer, Air Ministry. 

135 
He is listed in variuous editions of The Air Force List from 1939 to 1950. 
1925. Unknown. Signed 26 April 1946. IW (? E) St Andrews. 

135 
Probably the head of the mechanical engineering dept of St Andrews University. No trace found. 
1926. Pilot Officer James WILLIAMS. Signed 26 April 1946. RAF Crosby-on-Eden. 

135 
No trace found. According to Air of Authority, No 1383 (Transport) Conversion Unit was based at 
RAF Crosby-on-Eden from 1 Aug 1945 to 6 Aug 1946. 
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1927. Group Captain Rowland Baron HARRISON (29069). Signed 26 April 1946. HQ 
Coastal Command. 

135 
Gp Capt Harrison was stationed at RAF Seletar as CO Tech Wing from December 1947 to August 
1949. 

 
1928. Flight Lieutenant [later Acting Squadron Leader] William Farquhar CLAYTON-
GRAHAM DFC (64897). Signed 20 June 1946. HQ Coastal Command. 

135 
Whilst with 235 Squadron, his DFC was announced in the LG, 29 May 1945: 
“This officer, now engaged on his third tour of operational duty, has participated in numerous 
attacks against enemy shipping. He has invariably pressed home his attacks from low level and with 
great skill and determination, often in the face of heavy enemy opposition. One of his recent 
missions was in March 1945, when he led a section of aircraft in an attack on shipping in the 
harbour of Aalesund. The photograph which he obtained was a good proof of the effectiveness of 
the attack. His devotion to duty has been unfailing.” 
The following account mentions Clayton-Graham and refers to RAF Leuchars: 
Escape Route Thy-Stockholm-Scotland | Updated: 05 APR 2011 | The story of Mosquito MK XVI E 
and its crew, Pilot, Pilot Officer Raymond Harington and Navigator, Sergeant A. E. Winwood | By 
Christian Houmark Hammer, Buen 47, Stagstrup. First published in Historical Yearbook 1986 for Thy 
and V. Han District: 
The Mosquito was a twin-engined fighter-bomber, very advanced for that time. It had a powerful 
armament: Four 20mm cannons and four machine guns - and it could carry about two tons of 
bombs. It could fly at about 650 km/h. Mosquitos were frequently seen over Denmark during the 
last months of the war. Now we are in 1986. 41 years have passed since 1945, the last year of the 
war. How you now read and take in this event will depend on your background. If you have 
experienced the Occupation you may more easily sense the special atmosphere. This was a chain of 
lucky events in all situations. The drama may compete with the series on television: "Escape Routes 
in Europe". During the war there were many negative events, but this must absolutely be one of the 
positive events. Only a few people know a little about what happened, and then only about what 
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happened in their own section. Those were the terms at that time. That is why I am now trying to 
gather up the threads. The action was made on the initiative of Richardt Dam-Jensen, then a 
student of Ranum College of Education, which had been closed by the Germans. That is why he was 
then a substitute at Bedsted School. He was attached to our group of resistance in the central part 
of Thy, so the escape route went through this area. It is a bit funny that just after the liberation 
Dam-Jensen was told off by one of the leaders of the resistance movement in the southern part of 
Thy, because he had been working in their district. Richardt Dam-Jensen, a senior teacher in Galten, 
received a medal from General Eisenhower for his effort. In 1945 he wrote about his part of the 
course of events, and he kindly let me have his report. The pilot of the plane which crash landed - 
Raymond Harington, an architect in Tenterden, Kent - has been very helpful. He sent me a report 
about how he and Sergeant Winwood experienced the events on the escape route, with all details 
in the entire operation. Farmer Henry Christensen, then Harringgaard, now Vildsund and Mrs. Anna 
Møller, Monopol, Thisted have also contributed with information, so all details are kept. First 
Richardt Dam-Jensen's report: On Thursday 5 April 1945 at about 16.00 a number of British planes 
at full speed passed over the Bedsted area at a very low altitude. A former school friend, Ernfred 
Østergaard, then a shop assistant in Bedsted Co-op, now a manufacturer in Herning, came at about 
18.00 and related that a plane might have crashed at Tandrup. At once we took our bikes and rode 
down there. A British aircraft had crash landed in a field south west of Tandrup, about 100 m from 
Jens (Skaarup) Jensen's farm. The plane was on fire. A number of people were gathered around the 
aircraft. A machine cannon fired shots due to the heat, so it was a little dangerous to stay around. 
From the conversation we learned that the two airmen had got some straw from Jens Jensen, had 
put it under the wings of the plane and lit a fire. Then they had hurried away in the direction of 
Tandrup. Then we rode on our bikes down to the farm. Ernfred stayed at the barn. As a shop 
assistant he might easily be recognized. I went to the farm house. After a long conversation, and 
after I had promised to return after the war and tell them who I really was - my identity card said 
Svend Hansen - and because the Lützhøfts had no connection with the resistance movement, I was 
informed that the two airmen were in the field about 500 m away between two haystacks. They had 
had a little food and they had been told to get away on their own, as it was likely that the Germans 
would search Tandrup. Ernfred and I then cycled back to Bedsted, as I had to call taxicab owner 
Peter Nielsen, Skjoldborg, so that he could fetch us in the night. We knew that the operator of the 
telephone central in Bedsted, Mrs. Marrebæk, was one we could trust, so we told her about the 
case, and she could tell us that she had listened to German telephone conversations and heard that 
German soldiers were on their way from Snedsted. We figured that they were heading for the area 
around Tandrup, so we were in a hurry. I arranged with Peter Nielsen that he was to be at Bedsted 
Co-op at midnight. Then we cycled back to Tandrup again, left our bikes and went into the field to 
the haystacks. It took a while till the Englishmen revealed themselves. We nearly thought that they 
had already left the place. However, suddenly they came crawling out, nearly crying for joy because 
we could help them. At 21.45 we started on our tour from the haystacks across the fields and along 
a stream to the area around Morup Mill, and from there to Bedsted Churchyard where we hid the 
airmen. At a certain time we were very close to the Germans, but then Raymond took charge and 
made us take cover. Later the tour has been measured to about 8 km. While the airmen stayed in 
the churchyard, we ran back to Bedsted Stationsby to get some civilian clothes. As arranged we 
met Peter Nielsen at midnight. Immediately we drove to the churchyard where we fetched the 
airmen after they had put some civilian clothes over their uniforms. Peter Nielsen said that we 
could definitely not drive to Skjoldborg via Hassing, as he had been stopped twice on the road to 
Bedsted. This shows that Peter Nielsen was a cold-blooded man: We decided to cross the railway 
line in Bedsted opposite the inn, which was occupied by the Germans. By chance Peter Nielsen 
knew that the Major who resided here was not in Bedsted that day, so he drove to the sentry at the 
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entrance to the inn. He stopped and asked for the Major. The sentry just shook his head and we 
drove to the crossing of the railway line. The guard there had seen us stop at the German HQ. 
When Peter Nielsen rolled down the window and said "Alles gut" they waved us through while they 
lit into the car. Now we thought that we had made it, but about 500 m further ahead of us there 
were more guards waving with red flashlights. Peter then took a road to a farm, drove around it 
and through a kitchen garden into a field of grass, across it to an earth road and on to another 
road leading to the area around Visby. From there we drove along a number of side roads - over 
Villerslev, Skyum, Stagstrup Church, Sundby Mission House and Møgelvang to Skjoldborg, where 
Peter Nielsen's wife and my mother were waiting for us with a proper meal at 2.30 in the night. As 
arranged with my father, who was the manager of the cooperative store and the chairman of the 
parish council, we then drove the Englishmen to Skjoldborg Rectory where the Reverend Dahl 
Hansen promised to hide them till the afternoon of the next day. Then Peter Nielsen and I were to 
take them somewhere else. The airmen then moved into a guest room in the rectory late at night, 
but the maid had not been informed. When she happened to open the door in the morning and 
saw the young men, she was terrified. She thought that they were uninvited guests, so the Vicar 
hastily invented a story to cope with the situation. This is the end of the account from Richard 
Dam-Jensen. On Friday 6 April, Peter Nielsen drove the airmen to Harring to Henry Christensen 
who lived alone on a farm in West Harring next to the railway line. Henry's late wife, then fiancée, 
Helene came to cook for them, so conditions ought to be ideal. But the stay here was cut short. The 
reason was that a member of the resistance movement with the code name "Dige" had not been 
told that this place was off limits. The railway line ran close to the farm as already mentioned. On 
Saturday 7 April in the middle of the afternoon Henry had an errand in Snedsted, but he had not 
cycled far until the railway line was blown up next to him and just in front of a train with German 
soldiers. They swarmed out of the train and there was total confusion. Of course Henry was 
stopped by the Germans, but to put them on the wrong track he told them that he had seen some 
persons running in the direction of Hørsted Moor. Of course it was not correct, but now he was let 
off by the Germans. He was aware that the airmen had to be moved as soon as possible. As he did 
not have a telephone he cycled down to Fibiger, "Øland" in a hurry, who had a contact to reporter 
Holger Hebsgaard, Thisted Amtsavis. Holger Hebsgaard was the town leader in Thisted, and in a 
short time Peter Nielsen took "Boysen" to Henry Christensen's farm. ”Boysen" was one of the three 
instructors who were staying at Eigil Møller's, Monopol. The Englishmen wore uniforms under their 
civilian clothes, but "Boysen" ordered them to take off their uniforms in spite of their protests. The 
car raced to Thisted. Henry Christensen hurried to the hayloft and buried the uniforms in the hay. It 
was just in time, as the Germans were at his door when he came down. Peter Nielsen handed over 
the Englishmen to Mrs. Anna Møller, who was alone at home in their private residence on Fayes 
Allé. The three instructors who were working in the area were also staying here under the code 
names "Boysen", "Bent" and "John". However, there was a problem that had to be dealt with as 
soon as possible. The airmen had no identity cards. Everyone had to have an identity card to enable 
the Germans to check people. Holger Hebsgaard arrived together with the Englishmen and he 
handled the case in this way: In a family album at Mrs. Møller's a couple of photos were found to 
resemble the airmen quite well. Holger Hebsgaard then went downtown to have two identity cards 
made with these photos. When Mrs. Møllers' husband Eigil Møller came home, he thought that the 
airmen were poorly dressed in their old clothes, so he took them to the shop and dressed them 
from head to foot. Then "Boysen" accompanied the Englishmen to Nykøbing. At the bridge 
Vildsundbroen the traffic was checked by the German guard, but "Boysen" made a show to divert 
the attention from the Englishmen. He grumbled in German over the delay and they smoothly 
passed the checkpoint. Mrs. Møller was very nervous for how the tour would pass off, but on the 
arrival at Nykøbing "Boysen" made a telephone call and told her that "Grandma" had safely arrived! 
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"Boysen" was the later doctor Orla Klitbjerg Nielsen, Egaa, Aarhus. He is dead now. “John” was 
Doctor Jørgen Frostholm, Aalborg. “Bent” is now manufacturer Tykjær, Silkeborg. In the evening 
the Englishmen were accommodated at the "Markvorsens Hotel" in Nykøbing. The chambermaid 
would have liked to talk to the nice young men. She did not understand why it was impossible to 
make them say a word. “Baes”, Captain Ejby Nielsen, the military leader of Thy, Mors and the Han 
District was staying at the hotel. The following day the airmen were photographed, issued with new 
identity cards and taken to bookseller Niels Schmidt's house in an allotment garden. Here they 
stayed till the next transport to Aalborg by train via Hvalpsund and with a companion. Here Pilot, 
Lieutenant Harington's account starts: (Taken from the Danish version in Flugtrute Thy-Stockholm-
Scotland and translated back into English) In Nykøbing we were now able to wander about the 
town and harbour, where we saw German flak ships with stencils of twin-engined aircraft on some 
of their superstructures and funnels. We were shown a cellar full of weapons dropped by the RAF. 
We saw some German soldiers who were cleaning the guns on patrol boats lying at anchor in the 
harbour, presumably the same who had shot at our squadron a couple of days earlier. They had a 
number of aircraft silhouettes painted on the funnel. By now we felt quite at home in Denmark. The 
next leg of our trip was by ferry and train to Aalborg. At Aalborg the station was very busy with 
military and naval personnel hurrying for trains. We were handed over to "Jacob", another member 
of the resistance who took us to the office of Lawyer Svend Andersen. We were guests for about 8 
days at Svend Andersen's, but he and all of his family had to make a rapid departure. A Resistance 
man had been picked up in the town square. We were moved to an apartment before we were 
driven to Strandby by Carl Petersen and some other people. Just Carl Pedersen is the manager of a 
marine store in Aalborg. I visited him in 1960 after Herluf Aaen had told me that he had driven us 
from Aalborg to Strandby on the last part of our final leg of our secret journey across Jutland. He 
did not remember me in person, but he remembered the tour when I stated that he had swayed 
with the car and nearly - totally on purpose - ran into a German soldier. In Strandby we stayed with 
a teacher while we waited for a suitable night when we could be transferred to a fishing vessel. I 
remember having seen British aircraft on operations in the Frederikshavn area. The last station on 
our journey in Denmark was Herluf Aaen and his family. In Strandby everyone knows the Aaens. We 
stayed with them in 1960. Then Herluf Aaen's old parents were still alive and his father 
remembered that we were telling jokes to each other in 1945, even if none of us spoke the 
language of the other. Now Herluf Aaen is dead, but he was the skipper of the fishing vessel 
"Henny" FN 23, Strandby. With that he carried out many transports for the resistance movement. 
We were hidden in a small room for sails and in mid Kattegat we were transferred to a larger vessel 
sailed by Herluf's friend Andreas. I do not know his family name. (This vessel was "Mercur", the 
flagship of the Danish Help Service. Besides the two airmen there were nine other refugees on 
board. CHH) Andreas sailed us to Gothenburg where we arrived on 24 April 1945. We went to the 
British Consulate in Gothenburg and on to Stockholm. From here we flew in a Dakota transport 
aircraft to Leuchars in Scotland where we arrived on 2 May 1945. Navigator Bert Winwood and I 
have kept in touch since then. He lives in Birmingham, but he hopes to move closer to London in 
the near future. Unfortunately he was unable to join me and my wife to Denmark in 1960. On that 
journey we were together with a friend of mine, also a teacher of architecture. For him it was a 
study tour to see the outstanding architecture achieved in Denmark since the war. Of course that 
was also very interesting for me, but of course the main purpose was to contact as many as 
possible of the people who assisted Winwood and me. Actually I was my friend's guest on the 
journey where we drove in his car with his wife and my wife, so I had to limit the time that I could 
spend with my Danish friends. Extract from Lieutenant Harington's report: (Taken from the Danish 
version in Flugtrute Thy-Stockholm-Scotland and translated back into English) Date of Operation: 5 
April 1945. Mission: To attack a convoy in the Kattegat carrying German troops and war materials - 
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Norway-Denmark. Three vessels were destroyed and four severely damaged. Three of our aircraft 
are missing after the mission. Aircraft: Mosquito MK XVI F from 235 Squadron, Banff Strike Wing, 
Coastal Command. Leader of the formation: Wing Commander Simmonds. Flight Commander: 
Squadron Leader Clayton-Graham. Pilot: 188947 Flying Officer Harington, R.K. Navigator: Flight 
Sergeant Winwood, A.E. Take-off from Banff at 1200 hrs. Course 0.95o Took fire from German flak 
west of Thisted and shot back. Crossed Denmark at a very low altitude and then headed south to 
attack the convoy at app. 1500 hrs. We (Harington's aircraft) attacked an armed escort vessel which 
blew up later. Then we flew back in a tight formation at a very low altitude on the opposite course. 
Encountered heavy flak from German Marine vessels at Nykøbing. The aircraft in front of us took a 
sharp evasive action and I presume that we hit his slipstream at a very unfortunate moment where 
we were very near the ground. My aircraft seemed to graze the ground, and the port engine and 
propeller were damaged. I nearly lost control of the aircraft, which was now pulled asymmetric as 
the port engine did not react to the throttle. Smoke and glycol were streaming from it. I think that 
the radiator tank had been destroyed and this made the engine overheat. I decided to force land at 
the sight of a suitable flat field. It happened at about 1530 hrs. Having buried all documents and 
set fire to the aircraft we tried to find out where we were, but none of the local residents who had 
shown up spoke English. The aircraft was burning and suddenly the cannons were fired due to the 
heat. We imagined that the Germans in the neighbourhood might hear the noise, and we hurried 
away from the plane. Here we met Mrs. Lützhøft who spoke English excellently. She advised us not 
to change into civilian clothes. She showed us to a stack in the field, and in the evening she 
brought us food. Later in the evening we were contacted by two members of the Danish resistance 
movement, Richard Dam-Jensen and Ernfred Østergaard. This is the end of the account from 
former Pilot Officer, now an architect and a teacher at a school for architects, Raymond Harington. 
Right after 5 April 1945 the relatives of Raymond Harington and Bert Winwood were informed that 
the plane had been shot down over Denmark and that the two airmen were missing. But 
Toldstrup's HQ worked efficiently and had a good connection with London. They had also time to 
show consideration for people, so only a short time later the two families had telegrams classified 
SECRET from the British Ministry of Defence stating that the two airmen were safe in Denmark. 
There was also a request to keep this information secret. Otherwise the Danes might be put in 
danger. As you see from this account many persons have been involved in this journey through the 
occupied Jutland. It is impossible to mention everyone, but one of the more outstanding helpers is 
"Jakob" who received the two airmen at Aalborg Railway Station. I succeeded in getting in touch 
with "Jakob" here in the spring of 1986. We had a long conversation and at the end of it he offered 
to send me an account he had written. From this I allow myself to mention some data. At the age 
of 22 "Jakob" was a volunteer in 1939-40, when Russia assaulted Finland. After the end of that war 
he resumed his work as the leader of a troop of Y.M.C.A. Scouts in Frederiksberg. One of his scout 
friends was the later Prime Minister Poul Hartling. Together with other scout friends he was a 
member of the first resistance group in Copenhagen to take orders directly from the chief agent of 
the SOE in Denmark Flemming B. Muus. As soon as May 1943 "Jakob" was arrested by the 
Germans, but he was liberated by the resistance movement on 29 December 1944, when the prison 
chaplain had smuggled weapons in to the prisoners. On New Year's Eve 1944 "Jakob" arrived at 
Aalborg. Near the railway station he was to meet a contact. This contact person, Carl Petersen, was 
to have a newspaper under his left arm and a pipe in his mouth with the pipe bowl turning down. 
Everything went well and it was not long till "Jakob" was again absorbed in illegal work, this time in 
North Jutland. He took charge of 3rd Company directly under Toldstrup and established a 
connection to "Nybo", the leader of the escape routes to and from Sweden. When "Nybo" and 
"Jakob" had refugees who had to go on to Sweden, all of the contact organization started. There 
was a lot of talk about "furs" so that the conversation to outsiders sounded like a fur deal. “Jakob” 
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alias Knud Dyhr Nielsen now lives in Bjerringbro. As a conclusion I want to quote from the very kind 
letter sent to me together with the report he handed over to me: "Winwood and I are very grateful 
for the assistance we received then, from the very first contact with Folmer and Anne Lützhøft and 
Richardt Dam-Jensen and Ernfred Østergaard to the last hiding place in Herluf Aaen's house in 
Strandby. Everything was carried out with professional skill and a good sense of humour. I will 
never forget that experience!" (Source: Historical Yearbook for Thy, Mors and West Han District 
1986, pp. 32-41). 
1929. Fru Ltn Siren RAVNDAL. Signed 13 June 1946. 4 Sandyhill Crescent, St Andrews; also 
of Oslon, Norway. 

135 
Probably the wife of R Ravndal (see the next entry). 
According to http://www.myheritage.no/person-1000135_137623061_137623061/remo-ravndal, 
she was born on 24 October 1923 and died in 1984, aged 61. 
1930. Lieutenant Remo RAVNDAL (RNAF). Signed 13 June 1946. Oslo, Norway. 

135 
He was a Flight Lieutenant in the Royal Norwegian Air Force. 
He is listed in Little Norway as Remo Ravndal Thorkildsen. 
According to http://www.myheritage.no/person-1000135_137623061_137623061/remo-ravndal, he 
was born in 1919 and died in 2000. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hummelfjell_Accident: 
The de Havilland DH-114 Heron 2B, with registration LN-SUR and named Lars, was en route from 
Trondheim Airport, Værnes to Oslo Airport, Fornebu on 7 November 1956. The aircraft had been 
delivered to Braathens SAFE on 4 February the same year. The scheduled service left Værnes at 
08:30, and climbed to 2,400 metres (7,900 ft), the cruising altitude. At 09:12, the aircraft passed 
Tolga Radio Beacon. The aircraft then experienced rapidly increasing light icing. The de-icing 
system was fully activated, but altitude was lost. The plane turned to return to Værnes. It hit the 
mountain Hommelfjell in Tolga at 09:50 at a height of 1,350 metres (4,430 ft), then bounced in the 
snow before settling. At the impact, Captain Olav Cabrielsen was killed, while co-pilot Remo 
Ravndal survived. The accident occurred in an isolated area, with bad weather and inaccessibility 
for search and rescue troops. There were ten passengers, of which one died after the accident of 
heart problems directly related to the stress of the incident. Among the passengers was the 
television actor Rolf Kirkvaag. The passengers stayed at the aircraft for a day, waiting to be rescued. 
Due to the harsh blizzard, the rescue troops were not able to locate the wreck. On 8 November, 
while the blizzard was still active, Kirkvaag, who had two broken bones in his leg, and one other 
passenger walked from the plane towards civilization. They met two skiers, who were able to 
communicate with the authorities so the location of the wreck could be pinpointed. The accident 
was Braathens SAFE's first fatal accident. The investigation concluded that the accident was 
probably caused by unusual heavy icing combined with downdraft immediately prior to the crash. 
Parts from the plane were afterwards used to rebuild another Heron, LN-NPI, after it was damaged 
on 26 January 1957. 

http://www.myheritage.no/person-1000135_137623061_137623061/remo-ravndal
http://www.myheritage.no/person-1000135_137623061_137623061/remo-ravndal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hummelfjell_Accident
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1931. Flight Lieutenant ? ? THOMPSON. Signed 18 July 1946. HQ Coastal Command. 

135 
Impossible to trace without The Air Force List for 1946. No trace found. 
1932. Wing Commander [later Group Captain] John Royds ARMITSTEAD DFC (33378). 
Signed 19 July 1946. HQ 18 Group. 

135 
Flight 22 December 1938 announced “The J A Chance Memorial Prize (highest marks in Service 
subjects) was awarded to Flt. Cdt. Sgt. John Royds Armitstead. His DFC (while flying with 204 
Squadron) was announced in the LG, 25 April 1941. His promotion to Group Captain with effect 
from 1 January 1959 was announced in the LG, 26 December 1958. 
1933. Second Lieutenant Arthur GORDON. Signed 24 July 1946. RNAS Crail HMS Jackdaw. 

135 
From http://www.derelictplaces.co.uk/main/showthread.php?t=4318#.Udz8XUEm3L8: 
“The base became HMS Jackdaw, and its main role was Torpedo Bomber training: 785 Squadron 
formed here in November 1940, using its Swordfish and Albacore aircraft to drop practice 
torpedoes in the Firth of Forth. Very quickly afterwards, 786 Squadron was formed, using the same 
type of aircraft for torpedo training; both units later progressed onto the Barracuda and the 
Avenger. After that, Crail hosted a vast number of different squadrons, including an FRU (Fleet 
Requirements Unit); and a Carrier Trials Unit which moved here from HMS Condor in Arbroath 
(Condor is still used by Royal Marines, and it has a giant ‘ski jump’ which was used for Harrier take-
off practice in the 1980s). Crail’s other deployed Squadrons included 711, 747, 770, 778, 780, 817, 
820, 823 and 832, making it one of the Navy’s busiest airfields throughout the War. 780 Squadron 
was Crail’s last flying unit, which carried out instrument training here in 1947, after which the 
airfield took on a different, covert role. Renamed HMS Bruce and designated an Air Apprentice 
School until 1949, it later became the “Joint Services Foreign Language School”. That innocuous 
name hides the fact that Crail taught spycraft to British agents, and it’s said that the Russians kept a 
close eye on this part of Fife throughout the 1950s. The airfield’s domestic camp, to the north of 
Balcomie Road, was used as the school’s accommodation, and for a while it was also used as an 
army transit camp which received a battalion of the Black Watch, who were billeted here in 1952 
before being sent to Korea. Later in the 1950s, the last active flying at Crail was undertaken by St 
Andrews University Air Squadron and their Chipmunks.” 
1934. Second Lieutenant Michael Trevor CORBEN. Signed 24 July 1946. RNAS Crail HMS 
Jackdaw. 

135 

http://www.derelictplaces.co.uk/main/showthread.php?t=4318%23.Udz8XUEm3L8
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He is mentioned in the LG, 28 June 1946 and 28 November 1947. 
1935. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Anthony Rowland RUSH (117008). Signed 
24 July 1946. HQ Coastal Command. 

135 
From http://www.aviationarchaeology.org.uk/marg/crashes1946-49.htm: 
“19/02/1949 Anson VV243 2 ANS collided with a civilian Dakota, G-AHCW north of Coventry. On 
the Anson, pilot or navigation instructor S/Ldr Anthony Ronald Rush, 2nd pilot K Suwala, signaller 
G C Tillion, pupil navigator Cadet John S Mackison were all killed. Ten people died on the Dakota: 
captain Sidney McDermott, first officer Geoffrey D Kershaw, radio officer George W Stamper, 
steward John A T Smith, Eric M Cairns, F Hauersley, Peter (Peitrangelo) Coia, Mr & Mrs Joseph E 
Michaels and Henry C Aitken.” 
From http://www.flightglobal.com/airspace/forums/1949-collision-between-a-bea-dakota-and-raf-
21957.aspx: 
“I remember the above accident occuring when I was aged 13. My friend and myself were travelling 
on a Midland Red bus along the London Road near Whitley Common when I looked out of the 
window towards the north and saw what appeared to be two streaks of fire fulling from the sky in 
the direction of Foleshill/Exhall. It was around ten o'clock in the morning as I recall.” 
1936. Flight Lieutenant Alastair John MCCALLUM (187745). Signed 28 July 1946. RAF. 
Aberfeldy. 

135 
The Air Force List for July 1945 offers two possibilities: 

 
187745 was a Flying Officer on 4 May 1945. 177652 wasn’t a Flight Lieutenant until 7 October 1946. 
1937. Flying Officer Evelyn George SKINNER (140024). Signed 14 August 1946. HQ 18 
Group, RAF Pitreavie. 

135 
He is mentioned in the LG, 4 June 1943, 9 November 1943 and 23 November 1944. 

http://www.aviationarchaeology.org.uk/marg/crashes1946-49.htm
http://www.flightglobal.com/airspace/forums/1949-collision-between-a-bea-dakota-and-raf-21957.aspx
http://www.flightglobal.com/airspace/forums/1949-collision-between-a-bea-dakota-and-raf-21957.aspx
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1938. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] George HONEYMAN (198114). Signed 17 
August 1946. RAF Acklington. 

135 
His retirement with effect from 17 February 1973 was announced in the LG 27 February 1973. 
1939. Flight Lieutenant James William REILLY AFC (170273). Signed 17 August 1946. RAF 
Acklington. 

136 
He is mentioned in the LG, 22 February 1944, 8 September 1944, 23 December 1947, 29 October 
1948 and 14 June 1949. His Air Force Cross was announced in the LG, 1 January 1964. 
From 
http://ww2talk.com/forums/index.php?app=core&module=search&do=search&fromMainBar=1: 
In his P.O.W. diary, P/O James William Reilly (aged 20) describes exiting the forward hatch after F/O 
Pochailo and the flight engineer, Sgt. Dickson. By then, the area behind the cockpit was heavily 
ablaze. To his surprise, he landed in the sea (note: this was most likely off the island of Voorne 
where P/O Pochailo landed). Fortunately, P/O Reilly was a good swimmer and was used to the cold 
waters off Fife, Scotland. After some difficulty and buoyed by his Mae West, he managed to deploy 
his life raft. After 2.5 - 3 hours, he drifted ashore and into the hands of a German patrol. He notes 
that this proved fortunate as the beach was heavily mined. He ended up in Stalag Luft 3. Flt. Lt. J.W. 
"Jim" Reilly A.F.C. became a pioneer of helicopter aviation. He died in an air crash in Sydney, 
Australia, on the 10 December 1966. In his biography Then & Now, P/O Philip Pochailo gives a 
more detailed description of the crew, their training, bonding and mission. 
From W R Chorley’s RAF Bomber Command Losses, Volume 5: 
21/22 May 1944. 166 squadron Lancaster III ND579 AS-M. Op. Duisburg. Took off from Kirmington 
at 2230 hrs. Shot down by a night-fighter (Hptm Martin Drewes. III./NJG1) and crashed in the sea 
off the coast of Holland. Of those who died, Sgt. Dickson is buried in Brielle General Cemetery. At 
Hoek van Holland General Cemetery are the graves of Sgt. Meehan and F/S. Clutterbuck, Sgt. 
Rankin lies in den Haag (Westduin) General Cemetery while Sgt. Patmore rests at Bergen op Zoom 
War Cemetery. Crew: 
P/O. J W. Reilly POW 
Sgt. D. Dickson + 
F/S. L C. Clutterbuck + 
F/O. P. Pochailo RCAF evaded 
Sgt. T J. Meehan + 
Sgt. W B. Rankin + 
Sgt. A F. Patmore + 

http://ww2talk.com/forums/index.php?app=core&module=search&do=search&fromMainBar=1
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1940. Flying Officer Tadeusz A SŁAWEK. Signed 19 August 1946. RAF Dunholme Lodge. 

136 
From Dundee Courier, 22 September 1952: 
“T. A. Slawek (Edinburgh) repeated his last year's success by again winning the open men's singles 
and doubles events in the Highland tennis finals at Pitlochry.” 
According to TennisArchives.com, his name was Tadeusz A (Ted) Slawek. 

 
Ted Slawek at Murrayfield, Edinburgh, May 1954 © Mirror Group 
From http://www.hibeesbounce.com/forum/showthread.php?79397-how-many-famous-people-
are-you-related-to: 
“My grandad, Ted Sławek, was a Scottish Golf Champion and Tennis Champion, even played in 
Wimbledon in 1951 (losing 6-0 6-2 6-0 in the first round). Further back and sticking with my Polish 
hertage, Walery Sławek was Polish prime minister 3 times between 1930 and 1935, before killing 
himself in 1939.” Posted by AngusB on 9 December 2008 
From The Glasgow Herald, 27 February 1964: 

 
From http://www.raf-lincolnshire.info/dunholmelodge/dunholmelodge.htm: 

http://www.hibeesbounce.com/forum/showthread.php?79397-how-many-famous-people-are-you-related-to
http://www.hibeesbounce.com/forum/showthread.php?79397-how-many-famous-people-are-you-related-to
http://www.raf-lincolnshire.info/dunholmelodge/dunholmelodge.htm
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RAF Dunholme Lodge started military life as a grass field used by aircraft from RAF Scampton in 
Lincolnshire during 1941 and 1942. It was given official recognition as a station in Sep 1942 and 
built up to a full station by May 1943 under 5 Group, Bomber Command. 49 Squadron operated 
out of RAF Dunholme Lodge for a month from 22 Sep - 23 Oct 1943 during runway repairs at RAF 
Fiskerton. On 22 Oct 1944 Dunholme Lodge transfered to 6 Group. By war's end, over 120 
Lancasters had been lost on operations from the airfield. Flight operations ceased after 30 Nov 
1944 as the airfield was too close to other stations to permit night flying. It was instead used to 
store Hamilcar gliders until the end of the war. After closing in post-war draw-down, the site was 
reactivated in 1959 as a Bloodhound SAM site for 141 Squadron. The William Farr School is built on 
one of Dunholme Lodge's domestic sites. The school library holds a range of material relating to 
RAF Dunholme Lodge, including photographs of Polish Air Force and Polish Resettlement Corps 
personnel. 
1941. Flying Officer James Henry MACLAREN (47987). Signed 10 September 1946. 12 
Squadron. RAF Binbrook, Lincs. 

136 
He is mentioned in the LG, 5 May 1942, 11 September 1942 and 13 May 1947. In August 1945, J H 
Maclaren was the Squadron Engineer Officer for No 203 Squadron. 
RAF Binbrook, now renamed Brookenby, was opened as a Bomber Command station in June 1940 
during the Second World War. It closed in 1942 for the installation of three concrete runways, 
reopening in 1943 as home to No. 460 Squadron, Royal Australian Air Force. Post-war, Binbrook 
was home to a number of distinguished RAF bomber squadrons, notably IX, 12, 101 and 617, all 
four of which were there for more than a decade. The airfield saw the start of the RAF's transition 
to jet bombers with the arrival of the first English Electric Canberras. 
1942. Wing Commander Michael John EARLE RAFO (39164). Signed 3 October 1946. RAF 
Lydda, Palestine. 

136 
He is mentioned in the LG, 27 October 1936, 5 November 1940, 24 September 1941, 16 December 
1941, 11 January 1944, 26 May 1944 and 1 January 1945. 
Lod Air Force Base, also Air Force Base 27, was an Israeli Air Force base that was part of the Ben 
Gurion International Airport, located approximately 4 miles north of Lod; 5 miles east-southeast of 
Tel Aviv. From 1940 to 1948 it was known as RAF Lydda while under British Royal Air Force control. 
1943. Flight Lieutenant Derek Stewart BIELBY DFC (171054). Signed 5 October 1946. RAF 
Kinloss. 

136 
His DFC was announced in the LG, 5 December 1944. The LG, 13 June 1944 announced “BIELBY, 
Derick Stewart, F/L (171054, RAFVR*) - No.6 (Coastal) Operational Flying Unit - King's 
Commendation for Valuable Services in the Air.” 
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From Summer Times, the Journal of the Old Scarborians Association, Volume 44 November 2003 
(Members of the Association are former pupils and members of staff of Scarborough High School 
for Boys): 
“Derek Bielby joined the RAF in 1941 becoming a pilot with Coastal Command and was awarded 
the DFC in 1944 for pressing home an attack on a surfaced U-boat. He later became a flying 
instructor and left the RAF in 1947 with the rank of Flight Lieutenant. On leaving the RAF, he 
trained to become a dentist at Leeds Dental School and, after qualifying, he opened a practice in 
Guisborough in 1953, where he remained until his retirement in 1984. During this time he made 
three trips with the British Antarctic Survey in 1978, 1980 and 1982 as ship’s dentist on the 
Bransfieldʹ, and thereafter his Christmas cards always featured one of his fine Antarctic photos. He 
retired to Pickering to pursue his interests in walking, gardening, photography and golf at Ganton 
where he had been a member since 1957. He was proud of his association with research in the 
Antarctic and was a regular attender at British Antarctic Survey reunions.” 
1944. Flying Officer David George CREAMER (49372). Signed [No Date but between 5 
October and 5 November 1946]. 63 [this should be 83] Maintenance Unit RAF 
Woolsington. 

136 
RAF Woolsington opened as a civil airport in July 1935 and was requisitioned by the Royal Air Force 
on the outbreak of World War II. It served at various times as a satellite of both RAF Acklington and 
RAF Ouston but saw little operational flying. On one notable occasion in 1940, however, a Spitfire 
of No. 72 Squadron RAF flying out of Woolsington actually shot down a Ju88 at night - a 
remarkable achievement for an aircraft considered unsuitable for night fighting. Woolsington's 
main wartime role was as the base of 83 Maintenance Unit which salvaged crashed aircraft over 
much of the region. After the war civil flying resumed and the airport is now known as Newcastle 
International Airport. 
1945. Squadron Leader E HEATH. Signed 5 November 1946. 18 Group. 

136 
The Air Force List for July 1945 shows these possibilities: 

 
1946. Flying Officer PATE. Signed 23 November 1946. 45 Maintenance Unit RAF Kinloss. 

136 
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The Air Force List for July 1945 shows these possibilities: 

 
Flying Officer Norman Elliott Pate was in Technical Branch (Armament). No trace found. 
1947. Squadron Leader Douglas Leonard BISGOOD DFC (41896). Signed 25 November 
1946. RAF Aldengrove, Ireland. 

136 
Battle of Britain pilot with 3 Squadron. 
In Final Landings, Cummings says Bisgood was killed on 18 April 1947 when Halifax Met 6 ST807 of 
202 Squadron was lost at position 62.00N, 01.00W. There is no clear indication as to what 
happened to this aircraft and it is assumed that the pilot lost control, probably at low level, but this 
is conjecture. Some wreckage was located in the area. Those killed were Douglas Leonard Bisgood, 
John Singer Anderson, Donald James McMahon, Paul Bramwell Higgins, Ronald Miles, Albert 
Alexander Thompson, Fred Orwin, Stanley Baldwin and David James. Cummings is in error with this 
one, but it's not his fault, rather the F1180. This does indeed give the loss as occurring at 62N 01W, 
but there seems to have been a mix-up. The aircraft was on a routine BISMUTH sortie (a triangular 
track westwards from Aldergrove) when it was lost. The last contact with the aircraft was made at 
0919 hours when the aircraft was at 55.3N 12W (consistent with the BISMUTH track); it reported it 
was returning to Aldergrove with instrument problems. Nothing was ever heard or seen of the 
aircraft again. It is perhaps worth noting that Bisgood was not piloting the aircraft, but was on 
board as the Training Captain. The 202 Squadron ORB details an extensive sea and air search in 
deteriorating conditions over both northwest Ireland and the track WNW from Aldergrove - not 
north towards the Shetlands. Whilst with 1403 Met Flight earlier in his career, Bisgood had piloted 
the very first operational met reconnaissance from Bircham Newton (14 April 1941). In April 1941, 
he was returning to base from a met sortie when he came across three Ju88s; these he stalked and 
destroyed one before returning to base - he was awarded the DFC for this action. His citation read: 
“This officer has carried out a large number of meteorological flights, often involving flying in 
extremely unfavourable weather conditions. One day, while carrying out one of these missions, he 
observed three enemy bombers. Flight Lieutenant Bisgood decided to attack and, skilfully using 
cloud cover, effected a surprise attack on one of the Junkers. Following a long burst from Flight 
Lieutenant Bisgood’s guns, the enemy bomber caught fire and plunged into the sea. Previously, 
Flight Lieutenant Bisgood had destroyed three hostile aircraft whilst flying with a Hurricane 
squadron. He has at all times shown a high devotion to duty, and by his skill and determination he 
has obtained the required meteorological data on many occasions when otherwise it would not 
have been obtained.” 
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1948. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Thomas Owen SAUNDERS OBE (46772). 
Signed 25 November 1946. 202 Squadron. RAF Aldergrove, Northern Ireland. 

136 
The Operations Record Book for 202 Squadron, Aldergrave, November 1946 gives his Personal 
Number as 44672. His OBE was announced in the LG, 1 January 1953. 
1949. Flight Lieutenant John Eric WILLETT (153374). Signed 25 November 1946. 202 
Squadron. RAF Aldergrove, Northern Ireland. 

136 
From the Operations Record Book for 202 Squadron, Aldergrave, November 1946: 

 
From Flight 27 November 1953: 
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1950. Group Captain Humphrey Dight HUMPHREYS CBE LDS (23101). Signed 6 December 
1946. HQ Coastal Command. 

136 
He is mentioned in the LG, 6 June 1917, 29 April 1924, 4 August 1925, 21 August 1925, 12 
November 1929, 10 December 1940, 16 May 1941, 14 July 1943, 1 January 1946, 18 January 1955 
and 28 October 1947. He was in the RAF’s Dental Branch. 
1951. Flying Officer Humphrey Desmond WRIGLEY. Signed 17 December 1946. No 1 Ferry 
Unit, RAF Pershore. 

136 
According to E C Cheeseman’s Brief Glory: The Story of ATA, Harborough Publishing Co Ltd, 
Leicester, 1946, he was a Captain and received a Comendation. No 1 Ferry Unit was based at RAF 
Pershore from 16 Mar 1944 to 15 Nov 1946. 
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1952. POSSIBLY Thomas Stanley Walker TOWELL DFC DFM (45544). Signed 19 December 
1946. 46 Squadron, RAF Abingdon. 

136 
Wing Commander G Burges OBE DFC was Commanding Officer when this book was signed. 
Squadron Leader Ernest Moody (who signed this book the same day; see next entry) was 
Commanding Officer from October 1947 to April 1948. 
From http://www.yorkshire-aircraft.co.uk/aircraft/yorkshire/york41/t4234b.html: 
Thomas "Stanley" Towell was born in Richill, Northern Ireland, he joined the Royal Air Force in 1934 
and would serve in Bomber Command, Middle East Command and Southeast Asia Command by 
the time he left the service. Sgt Towell had been with 10 Squadron since at least the summer of 
1940 when he was the pilot of Whitley P5018 damaged by flak. He was awarded the DFM for 
service with 10 Squadron only days after this incident at Dishforth (detailed above), Gazetted on 
17th January 1941. He received his commission to P/O on probation on 12th April 1941 (with 
seniority from 26th March 1941), rising to F/O exactly a year later and to F/Lt (war subs) on 12th 
April 1943 (with seniority backdated to 26th March 1943). He was Mentioned in Despatches with a 
huge number of other airforce personnel on 2nd June 1943 and on 18th June 1943 the notification 
that he was to be awarded the DFC appeared in the LG; it was awarded for service with 159 
Squadron flying in the Middle East, North Africa and India, the citation reads “F/Lt Towell is now on 
his second tour of operational duty. He has flown on a very large number of operational sorties. 
Several times F/Lt Towell has flown his badly damaged aircraft safely back to base. He rose to S/Ldr 
(war subs) on 1st January 1945. He remained in the RAF Postwar and rose to W/Co on 1st July 1952 
before retiring on 12th December 1964. The photograph shows him (on the left) in the cockpit of a 
159 Squadron Liberator: 

 
rafb24.com 
1953. Squadron Leader Ernest MOODY (47366). Signed 29 December 1946. 46 Squadron, 
RAF Abingdon. 

137 
His promotion to Squadron Leader with effect from 17 October 1943 was announced in the LG 22 
October 1943. From October 1947 to April 1948, he was Commanding Officer of 46 Squadron. No. 
46 Squadron of the Royal Flying Corps and the Royal Air Force, formed in 1916, was disbanded and 
re-formed three times before its last disbandment in 1975. It served in both World War I and World 

http://www.yorkshire-aircraft.co.uk/aircraft/yorkshire/york41/t4234b.html
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War II. In May 1940, the squadron was selected to form part of the Expeditionary Force in Norway, 
which had been invaded by the Germans on 9 April. The squadron moved to RAF Manston in 
October 1946 and to Abingdon in December. From July 1948, the squadron was almost exclusively 
engaged on the Berlin Airlift; it operated at first from Wunsdorf, carrying food, and later from 
Fassberg and Lübeck, carrying coal. It returned to RAF Oakington in August 1949 and resumed its 
normal transport role until it disbanded on 20 February 1950. His retirement as Squadron Leader 
with effect from 8 February 1959 was announced in the LG 17 February 1959. 
1954. Flight Lieutenant C H JOHNSON. Signed 21 January 1947. HQ 18 Group. 

137 
A search of The Air Force List for July 1945 shows: 

 
1955. Flight Lieutenant Andrew Gibson FINDLAY (48702). Signed 7 February 1947. ADSM5 
Air Ministry. 

137 
The Air Force List for July 1945 shows: 

 
Only Andrew Gibson Findlay (48702) was a Flight Lieutenant. 
1956. Flight Lieutenant Donald M KYLE (149805). Signed 12 February 1947. HQ Reserve 
Command, RAF White Waltham. 

137 
His resignation was announced in the LG, 30 October 1945. 
1957. Flight Lieutenant Denis Michael EVANS MBE (197632). Signed 18 February 1947. Air 
Contractors Ltd, Reading. 

137 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 2 January 1950: 
“Denis Michael EVANS, Esq., lately Pilot, Skyways, Ltd., Wunstorf. For services in the Berlin Airlift.” 
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1958. Flight Lieutenant [later Sir] Ithel Frank CADWALLADER (142524). Signed 18 February 
1947. Air Contractors Ltd, Reading. 

137 
The Air Force List for July 1945 shows: 

 
His Knighthood was announced in the LG,10 June 1961: “Queen’s Commendation for Valuable 
Service in the Air to Ithel Frank Cadwallader, Pilot, Ministry of Lands, Surveys and Water, 
Tanganyika.” Cadwaladr, Cadwalader, or Cadwallader is a given name and surname of Welsh origin. 
It was most notably held by Cadwaladr, a seventh century king of Gwynedd, who was the last 
Welsh king to claim lordship over all of Britain. 
1959. Flying Officer Cecil Ralph AMBROSE (168434). Signed 18 February 1947. 224 
Squadron, RAF St Eval. 

137 
From No 224 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for February 1947: 

 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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From http://www.bayanne.info/Shetland/getperson.php?personID=I203814&tree=ID1: 

 

 
1960. Flying Officer Arthur BARNES (66287). Signed 23 March 1947. Communications 
Flight, 66 Group, RAF Turnhouse. 

137 
This is the only match in The Air Force List for April 1950 and the LG. 
According to http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Stations-T.htm, No 66 Group Communications Flight 
was based at RAF Turnhouse from 10 September 1946 to 1 October 1952. This can’t be the 
signature of Air Commodore Eric Scott Burns who was AOC, No 66 (Scottish) Group on 1 May 1947. 
1961. Flight Officer [later Squadron Officer, then Wing Officer] Ivy Dorothy KINGSLEY 
WAAF (1239). Signed 25 March 1947. 6 Coastal OTU RAF Kinloss. 

137 
She is mentioned in the LG, 15 October 1940, 3 February 1948, 17 December 1948, 5 April 1949, 31 
May 1949, 20 December 1949 and 1 January 1952 and 30 March 1956. 
Construction work began in the spring of 1938 to establish RAF Kinloss as a pilot training school. 
Land was requisitioned from local farms Easter Langcot, Muirton and Kinloss as well as Kinloss 
House and on 1 April 1939 with 14 Flying Training School (FTS) on camp and 45 Maintenance Unit 
soon to follow, RAF Kinloss opened. In 1939, 14 FTS moved south and were replaced by 19 
Operational Training Unit (OTU) training bomber crews for the offensive. The station defences were 
gradually established and by May 1940, Group Captain Jarman reported that the defence of Kinloss 
was in order. Throughout the majority of the war 19 Operational Training Unit was the primary 
training unit. Between July 1940 and June 1941 it flew over 22,073 hours almost four times the rate 
achieved by 14 FTS the previous year. Not long after VE Day 19 OTU was disbanded and the arrival 
of 6 Coastal OTU saw the beginning of Kinloss's association with maritime operations, an 
association that continues to this day. 

http://www.bayanne.info/Shetland/getperson.php?personID=I203814&tree=ID1
http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Stations-T.htm
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1962. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Maurice Cecil STAMFORD (165300). 
Signed 31 March 1947. HQ 18 Group. 

137 
He also signed this book on 7 July 1947. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 14 September 1968. 
From http://www.worthpoint.com/worthopedia/raf-officers-battledress-uniform-246706555: 
Sold on eBay 17 July 2011. 1950s/1960s RAF Squadron Leaders’ tailored barathea battledress jacket 
and trousers. This uniform belonged to Sqn Ldr M C Stamford, a parachute instructor who served 
at the end of WW2 and remained in the RAF after the war and into the late 1960s at No1 Parachute 
Training School, RAF Abingdon. The Uniform is in pristine condition, with no marks or damage, and 
is complete with the Sqn Ldr rank braid (old style individual bars, rather than the modern 
composite nylon badges) and his medal ribbons for service in WW2 and later in Suez (GS medal 
ribbon) it has his RAF Parachute Instructor brevet, which was awarded 6 months before the end of 
WW2 to PI's who had previously served as Air Dispatchers. The uniform has the very rare black 
plastic (bakelite/urea) queens crown buttons. 
1963. J ? MUNRO. Signed 6 April 1947. Dundee. 

137 
No trace found. 
1964. Cathie BURNS. Signed 6 April 1947. Dundee. 

137 
No trace found. 
1965. Samuel GALLAGHER. Signed 6 April 1947. Dundee. 

137 
No trace found. 

http://www.worthpoint.com/worthopedia/raf-officers-battledress-uniform-246706555
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1966. POSSIBLY Flight Lieutenant Arthur Douglas ANDREW DFC (129330). Signed 21 April 
1947. 58 Squadron. 

137 
58 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for June 1944 has an entry for W/O A D Andrews: 

 
From http://www.yorkshire-aircraft.co.uk/aircraft/yorkshire/york43/jb792.html: 
Halifax JB792 damaged by flak, returned to Snaith airfield 
On the night of 13th / 14th May 1943 the crew of this aircraft were tasked with flying an 
operational flight to bomb Bochum and took off from Snaith airfield at 00.04hrs.The aircraft 
sustained flak damage prior to reaching the target area and dispite hits on the aircraft in numerous 
places the crew released their bombs and returned safely to base landing there at 05.47hrs. This 
aircraft was repaired and it crashed on landing at Woolfox Lodge airfield ten days later on return 
from Ops with pretty much the same crew. 
Pilot - F/O Arthur Douglas Andrew RAFVR (129330). 
Navigator - F/O William Auld RAFVR (130586), of lredan, Transvaal, South Africa. 
Air Bomber - Sgt Thomas Kidger RAFVR (1500040). 
Wireless Operator - Sgt George James Stuart McMillan RCAF, of Colville, Saskatchewan, Canada. 
Flight Engineer - Sgt Keith MacEachern RCAF (R/82304), of Cumberland, Ontario, Canada. 
Air Gunner - P/O Albert Edward Thomas RAF (50556). 
Air Gunner - Sgt Auber Maurice Davidson RCAF, Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada. 
Arthur Andrew received his commission to the rank of P/O on probation (emergency) on 14th 
August 1942 and was promoted to F/O on 14th February 1943. For service with 51 Squadron he 
was awarded the DFC, Gazetted on 12th October 1943 as Acting F/Lt, the citation reads: "One night 
in August 1943, this officer piloted an aircraft detailed for an operation against Berlin. Whilst over 
the city the aircraft was attacked by 3 fighters. Displaying superb airmanship, Flight Lieutenant 
Andrew out-manoeuvred the attackers thus enabling his gunners to engage the enemy aircraft to 
good effect. After a protracted fight one of the attackers was shot down while the other two were 
driven off. Flight Lieutenant Andrew then executed a most determined bombing attack and 
secured an excellent photograph. This officer displayed great courage, skill and tenacity 
throughout." He was later promoted to F/Lt on 14th August 1944. 

http://www.yorkshire-aircraft.co.uk/aircraft/yorkshire/york43/jb792.html
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1967. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Harry GOLDSTONE (195386). Signed 26 April 
1947. Central Signals Establishment. 

137 
The LG, 2 January 1950 announced the award of the King’s Commendation for Valuable Service in 
the Air. His retirement was announced in the LG, 1 February 1963. 
From http://martinshough.com/aerialphenomena/Lakenheath/bornholm.htm: 
According to author Arthur Constance, the British Air Ministry announced that an unexplained 
radar target was also detected for several hours on 1 September 1956 by a number of south coast 
radar stations. These events were reported as follows in Flying Saucer Review's World Roundup of 
UFO Sightings and Events, pp.76-77: 
"Radar defence stations were alerted on September 1 1956 by a UFO which set the Air Ministry a 
pretty problem. 
"For hours the radar screens showed a 'blip' which should not have been there. Jet aircraft sent to 
investigate were plotted across the screens -- and their tracks went right through the mystery 'blip.' 
The crews reported 'we have seen nothing'. 
"The Chief of Air Staff, Sir Dermot Boyle and the A.O.C.-in-Chief of Fighter Command were told. 
"Fighter Command radar stations in London first saw the 'blip' at 10 p.m. on Thursday, August 30. 
Half an hour later a Meteor crew preparing to land at West Malling (Kent) saw 'an odd light' in the 
sky. 
"Ground control told them: 'We can see it, too, but we can't identify it.' 
"Flight-Lieutenant Harry Goldstone, navigator in a Mk XI Meteor, said: 'We were at about 2,000 
feet. The light was a few thousand feet above us, but it didn't have a star's intensity of light. I don't 
subscribe to flying saucers, but I don't know what this light was. Nor does anyone else.' 
"Search planes were sent up to fly at 6,000 feet and above in case the object was a balloon trailing 
cables. 
"The Air Ministry had no report of a balloon breaking away." 
Central Signals Establishment was formed on 1 September 1946 and disbanded on 1 July 1965. The 
CSE would operate at RAF Watton under the control of 90 (Signals) Group, which had its HQ at RAF 
Medmenham in Buckinghamshire and would be responsible for signals task within the RAF. As well 
as its primary work in electronic warfare research, Watton was to take over the work of other RAF 
signals units and be given responsibility for a range of signals tasks. Among them were to be the 
calibration of air defence radar, the new Ground Controlled Approach (GCA) Landing system, and 
the installation, maintenance and calibration of RAF radio navigational aids and airfield landing 
aids. The Inspectorate of Radio Installations and Services, ‘IRIS’, was formed at RAF Medmenham 
and its aircraft was based at Watton. The Naval Air Radio Warfare Unit moved to CSE Watton in 
March 1947 to work with the CSE but due to shortage of manpower, the Admiralty disbanded the 
unit later in the same year. This unit was again reformed at Watton in 1951 as No. 751 Naval Air 
Squadron. 

http://martinshough.com/aerialphenomena/Lakenheath/bornholm.htm
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1968. F J KENNARD (Civ). Signed 30 April 1947. HQ Coastal Command. 

138 
Not shown in The Air Force List for July 1945. No trace found. 
1969. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Lawrence Frederick Stanton ABBOTT 
(84582). Signed 30 April 1947. HQ Coastal Command. 

138 
The LG, 10 June 1947 announced “extended service for four years and transferred to the Secretarila 
Branch with effect from 1 January 1947.” The LG, 11 December 1951 announced that he was 
transferred to reserve and called up for air force service on 5 December 1951. The LG, 3 January 
1956 announced “The period of service of Squadron Leader L. F. S. ABBOTT (84582) is extended by 
five years with effect from 5th Dec. 1955.” 
1970. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Ernest Sidney Milton CHIDGEY (46580). 
Signed 30 April 1947. HQ Coastal Command. 

138 
The LG, 21 May 1957 announced “The retirement of Flight Lieutenant E. S. M. CHIDGEY (46580) 
retaining the rank of Squadron Leader. 15th May 1957.” 
1971. Flight Lieutenant Thomas William BAKER (358983). Signed 1 May 1947. 210 
Squadron, RAF St Eval. 

138 
The Air Force List for July 1945 gives his RAF Service Number as 358983, yet the LG,23 September 
1947 gives it as 58438. 
1972. POSSIBLY Gabriel Joachim URBYE. Signed 2 May 1947. 21/24 Cockspur Street, 
London. 

138 
He is listed in Little Norway. This could be Andreas Tostrup Urbye. 
21-24 Cockspur Street, London SW1 was the address of Norway House, which was opened in 1921. 
Its tenants included the Norwegian British Chamber of Commerce and other Norwegian 
institutions. Norway House was sold in 1997 and NBCC moved to the Norwegian Trade Centre in 
Lower Regent Street. 
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1973. Flight Lieutenant Gordon Sutherland GRANT MBE (86688). Signed 15 May 1947. 
Newtyle, Angus. 

138 
The award of his MBE was published in Flight 15 June 1956 when he was air traffic control officer at 
Kirkwall. The Operations Record Book (form 540) for 159 Squadron has an entry dated 29 October 
1944 “Flight Lieutenant. G.S. Grant, who arrived on 2.10.44. took over the Medical Charge.” 
1974. Sir Archibald Douglas GORDON. Signed 16 May 1947. Inspector General, Indian 
Police (Retired), [Address]. 

138 
Entry in Who's Who: 
GORDON, Sir (Archibald) Douglas, Kt. 1943, C.I.E 1934, D.L., b. 14 April 1888, s. of Alfred Ernest 
Gordon and Ada Marion Fellows; m. 1912 Aileene Marie Oliver, three s. two d. Educ. Bedford 
School. Passed competitive examination into the Indian Police and appointed Assistant 
Superintendent of Police at Dacca in Bengal, 1907; Superintendent of Police, 1915; Assistant 
Inspector General, 1919; Principal Police Training College, Bengal, 1921; Deputy Commissioner of 
Police, Calcutta City, 1927; Deputy Inspector General of Police, Bengal, 1931; Officiating 
Commissioner of Police, Calcutta, 1935; Inspector General of Police, Bengal, 1938-42; Civil Security 
Adviser to G.O.C.-in-c. Eastern Command, India and XIV Army, 1942-45; Dir.-Gen. of Enforcement, 
Bengal, 1945-46; retired from India, 1946; Chief of Brit. Police Mission, Colombia, 1948-1952. Vice-
Pres. Beds. Assoc. of Boys' Club; Chm. of Governors, Harpur Trust; President Old Bedfordians Club; 
D.L. County of Bedford, 1957; High Sheriff, Bedfordshire, 1959; King's Police Medal, 1931; Officer 
(Brother) of Order of St. John of Jerusalem, 1941; Grand Officer of Military Order of Merit (Antonio 
Narino) 1951; Colombia Police Badge for Distinguished Service, 1951; Address: Buttercups, 
Biddenham, Beds. Club East India and Sports. He wrote Memoirs of Life as a Police Officer in India 
from 1907 – 1936. 
A letter from his grandson refers to the invention of fingerprint analysis: 
“Sir, The excellent description of the history of fingerprints in criminology mentions my 
Grandfather, Sir Douglas Gordon and, quoting Wikipedia, says he was a former Inspector of Police 
in Bengal. He was in fact a former "Inspector-General" of Police for Bengal from 1938-1942. In 
other words he was chief of all Bengal police for that period. In his private memoirs he wrote: "The 
headquarters of the Bengal Police was in Calcutta, the seat of Government. Here the Inspector 
General had his office and here too was the Criminal Investigation Department with a staff of 
selected Inspectors and Sub-Inspectors for important investigations which appeared to require the 
service of an expert or series of similar cases spreading over two or more Districts. Here too were 
the criminal records and the fingerprint section. The Bengal Police are justly proud of the fact that 
it was in Bengal that the method of classification of fingerprints was invented. It was long known 
that no two individuals had similar prints; the problem was to discover a method of classifying 
them for the purpose of record and comparison. India was a country where for years the thumb 
print had been used as a sign of receipt or attestation and in 1896 Mr. Edward Henry who was 
Inspector General of Police, Bengal, placed two Indian Inspectors, one a Hindu and the other a 
Muslim, on special duty for a period of a year to do nothing else but strive to work out a formula 
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and a system of classification. This they eventually succeeded in doing and this method was 
approved by the Government of Bengal and put into practice. In 1901 Mr. Henry was appointed 
Assistant Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police, London, and in due course the system which 
bears his name, was adopted in Great Britain and subsequently in most Police Forces in the World. 
Certain refinements have of course been added but basically the classification is that invented by 
these two Bengali Officers. Mr. Henry was, in 1903, appointed Commissioner of the Metropolitan 
Police and was knighted. The names of these two Bengali Officers were Azizul Haq and Hem 
Chandra Bose. Henry arranged for them to explain and demonstrate this system to a committee of 
experts in Calcutta in March 1897 and it was decided that this system had marked advantages over 
the then official anthropometric system and it was adopted officially that year in India. Both 
Officers received title of Khan Bahadur and Rai Bahadur respectively and an honorarium of Rupees 
5,000/- each. Rai Bahadur, Hem Chandra Bose later introduced a method of classification of single 
digit impressions and a telegraphic code for communicating finger print classification. The work of 
these two officers has been one of the most signal contributions to the detection of crime and is 
most worthy of commemoration." Yours sincerely Ian Gordon.” 
Quote from Douglas Gordon’s Memoirs relating to his arrest of Mahatma Gandhi in 1929 and 1932: 
“About the same time Mahatma Gandhi himself announced that he would burn publicly, in another 
park, bales of English cloth. It will be recalled that one of Gandhi's tenets was the banning of 
foreign goods particularly British fabrics and the return to the indigenous spinning wheel and the 
khadar cloth produced from the home-spun thread. Bonfires of any sort were prohibited by bye-
law in any public place in Calcutta as were public assemblies of more than five persons. The park 
which Gandhi chose was in Bow Bazar Police Station jurisdiction in South District. The D.C. South 
was Rai Bhupendar Nath Banarji Bahadur, a Brahmin and though I was certain he could have 
handled this situation just as well as I could, Tegart felt it was unfair to place him in a position of 
public notoriety against this Mahratta Brahmin so venerated by all Hindus of nationalist leanings. 
He therefore ordered me to deal with the occasion. Again we went through the farce of warning 
and rejection. Gandhi recognised and admitted I had a duty to perform while he had a duty to his 
conscience and convictions to persist. Happily Gandhi, like Sen Gupta, implored his followers to be 
non-violent. He set a torch to the pile of English cloth (all rather part-worn old garments) and I 
arrested him. The fire was quickly stamped out and on this occasion I escorted Gandhi myself to 
the Commissioner’s Office in case any attempt at a rescue might have been planned. During the 
journey we had a most amiable conversation and Gandhi admitted a considerable appreciation of 
the way that the British police acted without rancour or violence on such occasions though he 
stressed his desire that the British must quit India.” 
1975. Temporary Surgeon Lieutenant Alastair Kingsley BROWN, MBE, MB, ChB, RNVR. 
Signed 16 May 1947. Edinburgh. 

138 
He is listed in The Navy List for April 1943. His MBE (Military Division) ws announced in the British 
Medical Journal’s Medical Birthday Honours, 22 June 1946. 
1976. E A CAPES. Signed 16 May 1947. St Andrews. 

138 
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He might be a student pilot with St Andrews University Air Squadron. No trace found. 
1977. Squadron Leader and later Wing Commander William Robert WILLS-SANDFORD 
(26169). Signed No date but 16 – 19 May 1947. RAF Sowerby. 

138 
He was Commanding Officer of 614 Squadron from November 1939 to January 1940. In October 
1945, he was Senior RAF Officer, Ex POW Palembang when he wrote a Report on Japanese 
Treatment of RAF Personnel Prisoners of War in Palembang, Sumatra from February 1942 to May 
1945 to the Permanent Under-Secretary, Air Ministry, Kingsway, London WC2. See 
http://www.cofepow.org.uk/pages/asia_report_of_wc_wills-sandford.htm for the full report. Many 
mentions in Flight and the LG. 
1978. Lieutenant Commander [later Squadron Leader and Air Ministry. Wing Commander] 
Harold Frederick COX AFC (33183). Signed 19 May 1947. 

138 
He also signed this book on 15 June 1948 and 7 May 1951. 
His Air Force Cross was announced in the LG, 1 January 1946. The LG, 10 September 1937 included 
Harold Frederick COX in the announcement “Flight Cadets, having successfully passed through the 
Royal Air Force College, Cranwell, are granted permanent commissions as Pilot Officers with effect 
from and with seniority of 31st July 1937.” 
1979. Miss A ROSS. Signed 25 May 1947. St Andrews. 

138 
Could this be person be related to Sir Archibald Ross who ended his career as Ambassador to 
Sweden? No trace found. 
1980. Ian THOMPSON. Signed 25 May 1947. St Andrews. 

138 
No trace found. 
1981. Wing Commander Arthur William DANIELS (35022). Signed 29 May 1947. HQ 
Coastal Command. 

138 
His commission as a Flying Officer, from a Warrant Officer, was announced in the LG, 2 July 1935. 
His promotion to Flight Lieutenant was announced in the LG, 18 July 1939. 

http://www.cofepow.org.uk/pages/asia_report_of_wc_wills-sandford.htm
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1982. Miss B ANDERSON. Signed ?May 1947. Dundee. 

139 
No trace found. 
1983. Flight Lieutenant ? ? WRIGHT. Signed ? May 1947. RAF Wymeswold. 

139 
No trace found. 
1984. Squadron Leader Francis Herbert STUBBS AFC DFM (43480). Signed 2 June 1947. No 
36 Squadron, RAF Thorney Island. 

139 
From No 36 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for 2 June 1947: 

 

 
His DFM was announced in the LG, 22 November 1938. His AFC was announced in the LG, 14 June 
1945. 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/archive/08782.php: 
Christopher Shores wrote a brief history of 80 Squadron published by Air Britain as Strike True. This 
records that at "the commencement of hostilities" in North Africa in June 1940 'C' Flight, 80 Sqdn 
included P/Off F H Stubbs DFM. 
…. 
In his paperbook on the DFM Ian Tavender lists Sgt Francis Herbert Stubb 563927 gazetted for 
DFM on 22/11/38 "for operations in Palestine". It is not clear if this was with 80Sqdn. 
Francis Herbert Stubbs: PO on Prob (43480) ex Sgt (563927), 1 Apr 40; PO & FO (w/s), 1 Apr 41; FL 
(w/s), 1 Apr 42; m.i.d., A/SL, 8 Jun 44; AFC, A/SL, 14 Jun 45; FL (permanent) retaining wartime rank, 1 
Sep 45; SL, 1 Aug 47; WC, 1 Jan 54; Retires as a WC, 14 Jan 58. 
From http://surfcity.kund.dalnet.se/commonwealth_stubbs.htm: 
Pilot Officer Frankie Stubbs 

http://www.rafcommands.com/archive/08782.php
http://surfcity.kund.dalnet.se/commonwealth_stubbs.htm
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When the war started in North Africa on 10 June 1940, 80 Squadron was commanded by Squadron 
Leader R. C. Jonas and based at Amriya. It had 22 Gladiators (mainly Mk.Is) and one Hurricane Mk.I 
(L1669 – nicknamed Collie’s Battleship) on hand. Its main role was the defence of Alexandria. The 
pilots were divided into three Flights. ‘C’ Flight included Flight Lieutenant Ralph Evers-Swindell, 
Flying Officer Peter Wykeham-Barnes, Flying Officer Harold Sykes, Pilot Officer Stubbs, Pilot 
Officer Wanklyn Flower, Sergeant George Barker, Sergeant J. H. Clarke, Sergeant Edward 
Hewett and Sergeant Kenneth Russell Rew. 
During the morning on 17 August, the Mediterranean Fleet was out for a raid in support of the 
Army. The battleships HMS Warspite, HMS Ramilles and HMS Malaya, supported by the cruiser 
HMS Kent and three flotillas of destroyers bombarded Bardia harbour and Fort Capuzzo, starting at 
06:45 and continuing for 22 minutes. As the vessels headed back towards Alexandria a series of 
bombing attacks were launched against them by the Regia Aeronautica.  
The RAF and the FAA provided escort for the fleet. HMS Eagle's Fighter Flight, three Sea Gladiators 
had been flown to Sidi Barrani airfield in Libya, and from here patrolled over the Fleet. 'B' and 'C' 
Flights of 80 Squadron provided air support with flights of four Gladiators over the ships from 
dawn to dusk. ‘A’ Flight, 112 Squadron was positioned at Z Landing Ground (Matruh West) while ‘C’ 
Flight, 112 Squadron was based at Y LG,about 18 kilometres further west and they also took part in 
the covering missions.  
At 08:20, Flying Officer Peter Wykeham-Barnes and his three-aircraft section (Pilot Officer Stubbs as 
no.2 and Pilot Officer P. T. Dowding as no. 3) from ‘B’ Flight, 80 Squadron took off on patrol over 
the fleet and climbed to 16,000 feet. At 09:10, they spotted a Cant Z.501 flying boat over Tobruk. 
The British pilots formed line astern and attacked from above and behind, using No. 1 Fighter 
attack. Wykeham-Barnes dived down through the clouds to attack it. As he was about to open fire 
his starboard gun came unmounted and ripped through the fuselage, severing a strut and 
damaging the leading edge of the tailplane. The Gladiator started to roll but he reacted quickly, put 
on full aileron to hold the mainplane and then continued the attack. It seems that Wykeham-
Barnes had killed the gunner on the Italian flying boat since no more return fire was experienced. 
The three pilots made two passes each and the flying boat eventually fell in flames, crashed into 
the sea and sank immediately. The pilots returned to base at 10:00.  
The Italian flying boat was a 143a Squadriglia Z.501 from Menalao, flown by Sottotente Cesare 
Como with Sottotenente di Vascello Renzo Monselesan as observer that was shot down; the crew 
perished. 
Stubbs ended the war with 1 shared biplane victory. 
Claims: 

 
Biplane victories: 1 shared destroyed.  
(a) Z.510 from the 143a Squadriglia Z.501 from Menalao, flown by Sottotente Cesare Como with 
Sottotenente di Vascello Renzo Monselesan as observer shot down with the loss of the crew.  
Sources:  
Desert Prelude: Early clashes June-November 1940, Håkan Gustavsson and Ludovico Slongo, 2010 
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1985. Wing Commander Anthony GADD DFC* (37557). Signed 2 June 1947. No 42 
Squadron, RAF Thorney Island. 

139 
He also signed this book on 19 December 1944. 
From No 42 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for June 1947: 

 

 
1986. Flight Lieutenant [later Group Captain] John William KING DFC DFM (139635). 
Signed 2 June 1947. No 36 Squadron, RAF Thorney Island. 

139 
From The Telegraph, 17 June 2004: 
Group Captain John King, who has died aged 81, was the pilot of the only aircraft to survive a 
daring low-level attack against a merchant ship, which he sank with a torpedo. 
On December 13 1942, King was a 20-year-old sergeant in command of one of three Hampden 
bombers of No 144 squadron which attacked shipping off the Norwegian coast. Two 
merchantmen, escorted by a flak ship, were sighted, and as the aircraft turned to attack, the 
bomber on King's left was shot down, then the one ahead of him dived into the sea. But King 
pressed home the attack to drop his torpedo on the 4,000-ton Theano. 
His badly damaged aircraft climbed to cover in the clouds with one engine cutting out. When he 
made an emergency landing at Leuchars in Fife, the aircraft had suffered flak damage, and had 
yards of wire from the ship's rigging wrapped around one of its wings. King was awarded an 
immediate DFM. 
The son of a hotelier, John William King was born on May 26 1922 at Bedale, north Yorkshire, and 
educated at Richmond Grammar School, where he established junior cross-country records which 
stood for more than 20 years. 
At 18, King joined the RAF and trained as a pilot before joining No 144 in April 1942. After training, 
he was part of a force of 32 Hampdens which took off for Murmansk on September 4. The Russian 
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airfields were at the maximum range and despite refuelling in the Shetlands, nine aircraft were lost 
en route, so that King ended up the leader of one flight. 
With poor maps and the airfield heavily camouflaged, the crews had great difficulty finding their 
destination. King spotted a train and, knowing that a railway bordered the airfield, followed the line 
to Vaenga, landing with fuel tanks almost dry. 
He and his fellow aircrew flew an operation in support of Convoy PQ 18 before handing their 
aircraft over to the Soviet Air Force and returning to Scotland aboard an aircraft carrier. 
Shortly after King was commissioned in December 1942, No 144 was re-equipped with 
Beaufighters to continue attacks against enemy convoys. In June, the squadron left for Tunisia 
where it resumed torpedo attacks against German and Italian shipping. 
The following month King was flying in a formation of eight Beaufighters seeking enemy ships off 
Sardinia when they spotted two six-engine Me 323 transport aircraft. He assisted in the destruction 
of one and pursued the other over a heavily defended harbour where he shot it down. But shortly 
afterwards a German fighter attacked King, and forced his aircraft to ditch. His navigator was killed 
and he was so severely wounded that he had great difficulty escaping and boarding his dinghy, 
from which he was rescued by Italian fishermen. 
King was taken to hospital in Perugia where he remained in a private ward for months while his 
shattered leg was treated. Every Thursday evening his German guard left his post to make a secret 
visit to the local brothel and King promised, in exchange for favours, not to escape - an 
impossibility since he was encased in plaster from the waist down. He never forgot the care he 
received from the nuns at the hospital, and it was while in captivity that he learned of his DFC for 
"outstanding skill and determination in attacking convoys". 
As the Allied armies advanced up Italy, King was transferred by train to Germany where, on his 
arrival at Stalag Luft III, he was astonished to be greeted by one of the pilots shot down at Theano. 
Although it was feared that he would never walk properly again, a German guard was bribed to 
obtain medicine. Fellow prisoners rubbed his leg with powder which, in conjunction with the heat 
from a light bulb, eventually led to a good recovery. In addition to helping run the camp library, 
King was involved in supporting the lookouts during the building of the tunnels for the Great 
Escape. 
As the Russian army advanced, the Germans evacuated the camp and King was able to slip away. 
He celebrated VE Day in Brussels; but when he reached King's Cross station his small bag, 
containing everything from his days as a POW, including his precious diary, was stolen. 
After the war King qualified as a flying instructor and served in Rhodesia with the Air Training 
Group. In 1952 he was ADC to the Governor of Southern Rhodesia, Sir John Kennedy. 
After attending the RAF Staff College, King specialised in maritime operations and, in 1958, was 
appointed as a flight commander of No 204 Squadron flying Shackletons at Ballykelly, near 
Londonderry. He returned to Northern Ireland in 1962 as commanding officer of another 
Shackleton squadron, No 210, and was awarded the Queen's Commendation for Valuable Services. 
He commanded the Royal Malaysian Air Force base at Kuala Lumpur at the time of its handover by 
the RAF and was heavily engaged in the introduction into service of the Nimrod anti-submarine 
aircraft. After an appointment at the headquarters of Training Command, he retired from the RAF 
in 1973. 
For 20 years, King served as company secretary to a firm specialising in company law. In 1979 he 
and his wife established the Derwent King Trust in memory of their 24-year-old only son, an 
international rower, who had been killed in a road accident. For 15 years, King administered the 
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trust, providing aid and opportunities for young people in sport until it was taken over by the 
Sports Aid Foundation. 
John King, who died on May 25, married Margaret Fletcher at Bulawayo in 1953; she survives him. 
1987. Flight Lieutenant George Henry SNAPE DFC (51831). Signed 2 June 1947. No 36 
Squadron, RAF Thorney Island. 

139 
His DFC was announced in the LG, 14 November 1944. His Queen’s Commendation for Valuable 
Service in the Air was announced in the LG, 1 January 1955. He retired on 26 April 1963. 
From http://rapidttp.co.za/milhist/research.html: 
“My father, then Pilot Officer George Henry Snape,flew with this unit 19 Squadron South African Air 
Force from its inception when 227 Squadron Royal Air Force was renumbered in August 1944. I 
have one Squadron photograph taken at, I think, Biferno, Italy and some aircraft photos of their 
Beaufighters.” 
Posted by Malcolm Snape, 2 June 2003 
1988. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] Stanley Robert HYLAND OBE DFC AFC 
(44978). Signed 2 June 1947. No 42 Squadron, RAF Thorney Island. 

139 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 1 September 1944. His DFC was announced in the LG, 13 July 
1945: 
Acting Squadron Leader Stanley Robert HYLAND, A.F.C. (44978). R.A.F., 236 Sqn. 
“This officer is a most capable pilot. Since joining this squadron he has completed a large number 
of sorties, 10 of which have been attacks on enemy shipping. In these operations he has 
consistently shown a high degree of skill and courage. In May, 1945, Squadron Leader Hyland led a 
formation of aircraft in an attack against shipping in Kiel Bay. During the operation two U-boats 
were sunk and much destruction was caused to surface vessels. By his skilful leadership and great 
determination, Squadron Leader Hyland contributed greatly to the successes obtained.” 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 12 June 1958. 
From http://m.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/1030002064: 
Private Papers of Group Captain S R Hyland OBE DFC AFC 
Pilot's flying log book covering his flying training on Avro Cadets, Harts and Audaxs in the United 
Kingdom (May 1937 - February 1938); his service as a sergeant pilot in Malaya with No 4 Anti-
Aircraft Cooperation Unit (August 1938 - October 1939) and No 100 (TB) Squadron (November 
1939 - December 1941) flying Vickers Vildebeests; his service as an officer pilot flying Beauforts 
with various training units in the United Kingdom, notably No 1 Torpedo Training Unit (February 
1942 - November 1943) and as an instructor with No 9 OTU (December 1943 - July 1944); his 
service with No 236 Squadron, based on RAF North Coates, flying Beaufighters on operations 
against enemy shipping off the Dutch and German coasts (October 1944 - May 1945); his 
occasional flying while serving with RAF units and on staff courses in this country (1945 - 1961) and 

http://rapidttp.co.za/milhist/research.html
http://m.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/1030002064
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on attachment to the Zambian Air Force (1970 - 1972); together with a ts letter (1p) dated January 
1952 from the Governor of Singapore and four photographs of him in uniform (1966 - 1972). 
1989. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Norman Harry WILSON (46335). Signed 2 
June 1947. No 42 Squadron, RAF Thorney Island. 

139 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 18 June 1958. 
1990. Flight Lieutenant Charles Edward STANSFIELD (44860). Signed 2 June 1947. No 42 
Squadron, RAF Thorney Island. 

139 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
According to iannounce.co.uk (Chichester Observer Group, 30July 2009), he died on 19 July 2009, 
aged 95 years. 
1991. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Gordon Frederick HOLLAND (520364). Signed 
2 June 1947. No 42 Squadron, RAF Thorney Island. 

139 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 19 October 1963. 
1992. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Cecil Edward GATES (197690). Signed 2 June 
1947. No 42 Squadron, RAF Thorney Island. 

139 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission, on account of 
medical unfitness for air force service, on 3 August 1954. 
1993. Flight Lieutenant Eric JOBBINS (154757). Signed 2 June 1947. No 36 Squadron, RAF 
Thorney Island. 

139 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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1994. Squadron Leader Stuart Farquahar MCCRAE (154755). Signed 2 June 1947. No 36 
Squadron, RAF Thorney Island. 

139 
From No 36 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for 1 October 1946: 

 

 
1995. POSSIBLY Warrant Officer R E D KELLY (646946). Signed 2 June 1947. HQ Coastal 
Command. 

139 
From No 36 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for 2 June 1947: 
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The signature could be Wing Commander Algernon Wynn Pendennis Phillips OBE, who was born 
on 14 August 1889 and retired from the RAF on 14 August 1944. His OBE citation is dated 14 
October 1919: 
“Paymaster Lieutenant Algernon Wynn Pendennis Phillips, R.N. For valuable services as Secretary to 
Admiral Ernest C. T. Troubridge, K.C.M.G., C.B., M.V.O., Commanding on the Danube.” 
1996. Lieutenant General George Edward STRATEMEYER (24 November 1890 – 11 August 
1969). Signed 24 June 1947. Commanding General Air Defense Command, Mitchel Field, 
USA. 

140 
He also signed this book on 7 July 1947: 

141 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_E._Stratemeyer: 

 
Lt. Gen. George E. Stratemeyer during the Korean War 
Early career 
Stratemeyer was born in Cincinnati, Ohio in 1890. He graduated from the United States Military 
Academy in June 1915 ("the class the stars fell on") as a second lieutenant of Infantry. He served 
with the 7th and 34th Infantry divisions in Texas and Arizona until September 1916 when he was 
detailed to the Aviation Section, U.S. Signal Corps, for flying training at Rockwell Field, San Diego, 
California. Stratemeyer became a first lieutenant in June 1916. He became commanding officer of 
the United States Army Air Service Flying and Technical Schools at Kelly Field, Texas in May 1917. 
He became a captain in August 1917, assigned as school commandant of the School of Military 
Aeronautics Division ground school at Ohio State University, and later commanding officer of 
Chanute Field, Illinois. Stratemeyer was promoted to major in August 1918. With official transfer to 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_E._Stratemeyer
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the Air Corps from the Infantry in 1920 he went to Luke Field, Hawaii as commanding officer of the 
10th Air Park. 
He returned to West Point in August 1924 as instructor in tactics. He graduated from the Air Corps 
Tactical School at Langley Field, Virginia, in June 1930 and from the Command and General Staff 
School at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, in 1932. He remained at Leavenworth as an instructor for the 
next four years. Stratemeyer was promoted to lieutenant colonel in June 1936 and assigned to 
command the 7th Bomb Group at Hamilton Field, California. He graduated from the Army War 
College in 1939 and went to the office of the Chief of the United States Army Air Corps as head of 
the Training and Operations Division, with promotion to colonel in March 1940. 
A year later Stratemeyer became executive officer to General H.H. Arnold, the chief of the Air Corps, 
and in August he was promoted to brigadier general. General Stratemeyer commanded the 
Southeast Air Corps Training Center at Maxwell Field, Alabama, for five months and returned to 
Washington in June 1942 as chief of Air Staff for General Arnold. He had been promoted to major 
general in February 1942. 
World War II 
General Stratemeyer went to the China-Burma-India Theater in mid-1943, appointed Commanding 
General of the Army Air Forces in the theater and as Air Commander of the Allied Eastern Air 
Command. Although officially air advisor to General Joseph Stilwell, his status was comparable to 
that of Stilwell. 
One of Stratemeyer's favorite cartoons showed him sitting at his desk surrounded by pictures of his 
eight bosses, all of whom could give him orders in one or another of his capacities. Part of 
Stratemeyer's command, the Tenth Air Force, had been integrated with the RAF Third Tactical Air 
Force in India in December 1943 and was operating under Mountbatten's South East Asia 
Command (SEAC). Another part of it, the Fourteenth Air Force in China, was at least technically 
under the jurisdiction of Chiang Kai-shek as theater commander. And although the India-China 
Wing, Air Transport Command received its assignments of tonnage from Stratemeyer as Stilwell's 
deputy, control actually stemmed from Washington. 
Stratemeyer was promoted to lieutenant general in May 1945 and from April 1944 until March 
1946 was commander of the Army Air Forces in the China Theater with headquarters at Chungking. 
After the war, General Stratemeyer commanded the Air Defense Command at Mitchel Field, New 
York, and the Continental Air Command which was organized there in November 1948. At both 
positions, Stratemeyer tried to improve America's warning system. 
Korean War 
He went to Tokyo in April 1949 as commanding general of Far East Air Forces, which he led 
through the first year of the Korean War. His units responded rapidly to the North Koreans' 
invasion of the South and provided South Korea and General Douglas MacArthur with the vital air 
arm. General Stratemeyer had a serious heart attack in Tokyo in May 1951 and was confined to the 
Air Force hospital at nearby Tachikawa Air Base. 
General Stratemeyer retired January 31, 1952. He died August 11, 1969. 
Decorations 
His awards include the Distinguished Service Medal with three oak leaf clusters; Distinguished 
Flying Cross; Air Medal with oak leaf cluster; American Defense Service Medal; Asiatic-Pacific 
Campaign Medal with five service stars; European-African-Middle Eastern Campaign Medal with 
service star; World War I Victory Medal; World War II Victory Medal; American Campaign Medal 
with service star; National Defense Service Medal; Korean Service Medal with four service stars; 
Mexican Border Service Medal; Ho-Tu Medal of Chinese Air Force; Tashou Cloud Banner (Chinese); 
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British Companion of the Order of the Bath Chinese Special; Chinese Pilot's Badge; Polish Order of 
Polonia Restituta Commander's Cross; Knight Commander of the Order of the British Empire; 
Yugoslavian pilot's badge. 
From http://www.rcooper.0catch.com/estratam.htm: 

 

 
George Stratemeyer, Kelly Field, 1918, contributed by Chris Burr, 7-9-10 

http://www.rcooper.0catch.com/estratam.htm
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George Stratemeyer, contributed by Chris Burr, 7-9-10 

 
Lt. Gen. George E. Stratemeyer with 1st Class Black Pilots, Tuskeegee, AL, March, 1942, Library of 
Congress Archive, courtesy of Greg Powers, 7-23-06 
Memories of Gen. Stratemeyer 
I met General Stratemeyer at Orlando AFB in the early 1960s. I was a young (18 year old) airman 
assigned to the base hospital Flight Surgeons/Optometry Clinic. He came in to order some glasses 
and when I asked him for his service number to place on the DD Form 771 (how's that for a 
memory) he said Isa - I never can remember that darn thing. "Here, it's on my ID"., looking at the 
number I saw it was 5A. 
He was a fine gentleman and I am very proud to say I knew him. I truly believe that when he passed 
on - that was a good reason Orlando AFB ceased to exist shortly thereafter. 
I have another story of him which I would be glad to relay to you if you are interested. I worked in 
the Flight Surgeons / Optometry Clinic - we saw all active duty, retired, and dependents (space 
available) in our clinic. Orlando AFB was then home to Hq ARS, HQ AAVS, the 1365 Photo Sqd and 
the 4504 Missile Training Wing among others. Glasses were ordered and shipped from the 
Fitzsimmons Army Hospital in Denver Co. If an AD person needed his spectacles prior to departing 
PCS only the optometrist could order them POR (Priority on Request). 
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Gen Stratemeyer was sitting in the clinic waiting for an appointment one day. A young 2nd Lt who 
had previously ordered glasses came in and asked me if his glasses had come in. I looked in the 
hold box and said "No Sir, they have not". He said "Airman, I am an officer going PCS and need my 
glasses and you will get them for me". I told him the only way I could get them earlier was to order 
them POR but only the optometrist could do that and he was not in. He said, "Airman, I order you 
to request them POR". Again, I stated only the optometrist could do that. 
At that point Gen Stratemeyer stood up and said "Lieutenant, do you recognize me". The 
Lieutenant looked at the General and said "No Sir, I do not". Well, General Stratemeyer introduced 
himself and asked the Lieutenant if he was any better than him. "No Sir", the Lieutenant replied. 
"Good", the General said, "Neither do I". "Now, this airman is doing a fine job and I want you to 
apologize to him" at which time the Lieutenant did. The General then said you will get your glasses 
as soon this airman can and in the meantime if you come in this clinic again you will treat this 
airman with respect. "Airman", he said looking at me - "if this Lieutenant gives you any problem 
you left me know, I said, Yes Sir". 
Upon which time the Lieutenant departed. About a week later the Lieutenant opened the door to 
the clinic - quickly looked around - and inquired if his glasses had arrived - I said "No Sir" and he 
left without a sound. End of story. 
Thank you General Stratemeyer for your kindness and starting my career on the right track. I stayed 
in the medical corps and retired as a Senior Master Sergeant. I often think of that day long ago and 
the impression the general made on me. General Stratemeyey never received his due as an early 
aviation pioneer he so richly deserves. 
Memories of "Uncle" Strat 
Contributed by M. McKeever, 1-18-12 
How wonderful it was to find your web page! You see, to me he was, "Uncle Strat". He and my 
father were raised in the same house in Peru, In. How many memories I have! His favorite TV show 
was Mr Ed. His wife, Annalee, would NOT disturb him during the program. I have a number of 
letters exchanged with my father re the various wars. I was born when they were 49. I remember 
my father crying when Truman relieved McArthur (in the middle of the night). Uncle Strat...was 
broken hearted too. My father obtained a big black Caddy for Uncle Strat upon his return to NYC. I 
had my heart set on attending an Eastern College. Ha! Uncle Strat and my Daddy would have none 
of it! They contacted another retired General named Spivey. He just happened to be President of 
Florida Southern College in Lakeland, Fl. Needless to say- I was a freshman there in fall 1957! I have 
clippings too. Let me know if you would like copies. I really loved Uncle Strat. One of the hardest 
things I have ever had to do was to call him when my Daddy died suddenly April 6, 1965. Mary 
Louise Howard Mckeever Aja Mimi. 
1997. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Maurice Cecil STAMFORD (165300). 
Signed 7 July 1947. HQ 18 Group. 

140 
He also signed this book on 31 March 1947 and 7 July 1947 (sic) on page 141 in the Visitors’ Book. 
1998. Ian MACDONALD. Signed 10 July 1947. Edinburgh Evening News. 

140 
No trace found. 
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The engagement of Price Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, to Princess Elizabeth was announced on 
Thursday 10 July 1947. 
1999. R MCLEOD. Signed 10 July 1947. Edinburgh Evening News. 

140 
No trace found. 
2000. Joseph BROWN MPSC. Signed 26 July 1947. 133 Brown Street, Crewe, Staffordshire. 

140 
He also signed this book on ? July 1947. 
MPSC might be an abbreviation of Military Provost Staff Corps. 
2001. Flight Lieutenant J A PORTER. Signed 30 July 1947. 18 Group Headquarters. 

140 
The Air Force List for July 1945 lists the following matches: 
J A PORTER (78902)  Flight Lieutenant Admin & Special Duties Branch 
J A PORTER (116148)  Flight Lieutenant General Duties Branch 
J A PORTER (157648)  Flying Officer  Admin & Special Duties Branch 
J A T PORTER (166773) Flying Officer  General Duties Branch 
There are no matches in The Air Force List for April 1950. 
2002. Squadron Leader Clement James GITTINS (46225). Signed 6 August 1947. HQ 18 
Group Headquarters. 

140 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2003. Flight Lieutenant James Gibson MCCOWAN (55228). Signed 10 August 1947. HQ 12 
Group, Newton. 

140 
From http://thetartanterror.blogspot.co.uk/2013/07/j-g-mac-mccowan.html: 

 

http://thetartanterror.blogspot.co.uk/2013/07/j-g-mac-mccowan.html
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J. G. 'Mac' McCowan joined the RAF as a Boy Entrant and in 1938 volunteered for flying duties. He 
did his flying training in Canada and returned to England in 1943. Serving in India and Singapore, 
he flew with a fighter squadron on the North-West Frontier and later became a rocket-firing 
instructor. After leaving the Service, he was a maintenance test pilot with Airwork before joining 
Armstrong Whitworth Aircraft as a test pilot. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 1 June 1951. 
From Flight, 30 October 1959: 

 

 
From http://www.flightglobal.com/pdfarchive/view/1961/1961%20-%201286.html: 

 

http://www.flightglobal.com/pdfarchive/view/1961/1961%20-%201286.html
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From http://www.flightglobal.com/FlightPDFArchive/1960/1960%20-%201872.PDF: 

 

http://www.flightglobal.com/FlightPDFArchive/1960/1960%20-%201872.PDF
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2004. Squadron Leader Harold Frederick PAYNE AFC (46171). Signed 17 August 1947. The 
King’s Flight, RAF Benson. 

140 
His AFC was announced in Flight, 17 January 1946. 
From Flight, 6 March 1947: 

 
2005. Squadron Leader George DAVISON (115684). Signed 2 September 1947. 202 
Squadron, RAF Aldegrove. 

140 
His promotion to Flight Officer was announced in the LG, 31 March 1942. 
2006. Lieutenant-Colonel Eric James Lawson CLARK (106954). Signed 19 September 1947. 
4 Canning Street, Edinburgh. 

140 
The LG, 5 January 1940 announced his commission as a Lieutenant in the Royal Army Ordnance 
Corps. 
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2007. Flying Officer [later Wing Commander] Ernest John STRANGEWAY AFC (58041). 
Signed 10 October 1947. No 203 Squadron, RAF St Eval. 

140 
From No 203 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for 10 October 1947: 

 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 1 January 1963. 
According to Air of Authority, he was Commanding Officer of RAF Hullavington from 29 January 
1974 to 30 August 1975. 
According to The Times, 9 January 2014, he died on 21 December 2013, aged 87 years. 
From 
http://www.memoryspot.com/index.php?route=product/product&path=116&product_id=3120: 

 
RAF Hullavington 6th World Aerobatic Championships July 13th-26th 1970 Flown in Zlin 526 
Signed by pilot P Jarvis and 11 others believed to be O.C's of RAF Hullavington including: GC T 
Knight 1964-66 WC P J Hall 1971-74 WC E J Strangeway 1974-75 WCE. 

http://www.memoryspot.com/index.php?route=product/product&path=116&product_id=3120
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2008. Wing Commander Cornelius HERBERT (35333). Signed 15 October 1947 (sic). Air 
Ministry (MI4). 

140 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 23 April 1958. 
2009. Lieutenant General George Edward STRATEMEYER (24 November 1890 – 11 August 
1969). Signed 7 July 1947 (sic). Commanding General Air Defense Command, Mitchel Field, 
USA. 

141 
He also signed this book on 24 June 1947. 
2010. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Maurice Cecil STAMFORD (165300). 
Signed 7 July 1947 (sic) HQ 18 Group. 

141 
He also signed this book on 31 March 1947 and 7 July 1947. 
2011. Unknown. Standard Evening News. Signed ? July 1947. [?] George Street, Edinburgh. 

141 

141 
 
2012. Joseph BROWN MPSC. Signed ? July 1947. 133 Brown Street, Crewe, Staffordshire. 

141 
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He also signed this book on 26 July 1947. 
2013. Flight Lieutenant ? BENNETT. Signed 29 September 1947. RAF Benson. 

141 
No trace found. 
2014. Wing Commander [later Group Captain] Hugh Francis (“Peggy”) O’NEILL DFC* MiD 
(41312). Signed 30 September 1947. RAF Coltishall. 

141 
From http://www.icollector.com/A-Coastal-Command-D-F-C-and-Second-Bar-Award-
Gro_i5189748: 

 
A Coastal Command D.F.C. with a Rare Second Award Bar for Malta Group of Nine to Group 
Captain H.F. 'Peggy' O'Neill, Royal Air Forcea) Distinguished Flying Cross, G.VI.R., reverse engraved 
'Pilot Officer H.F. O'Neill. R.A.F.' and dated 'July 1940', with Second Award Bar, reverse dated 
'1943'b) 1939-45 Starc) Atlantic Star, with France and Germany Bard) Africa Star, with North Africa 
1942-43 Bare) Defence and War Medals, M.I.D. Oakleaff) Coronation 1953g) Netherlands, Flying 
Cross, extremely fine, mounted as originally wornh) two Pilot's Flying Log Books (Book One 
30.8.1938-2.4.1941, Book Two 2.4.1941-26.2.1946), Athletics Medal, brass, reverse engraved 'H.F. 
O'Neill. St. Johns College 1931', Football Medal, brass, reverse engraved 'H.F. O'Neill St. Johns 
College 1933', Royal Life Saving Society Medal, bronze, reverse engraved 'H. O'Neill July 1937', 
M.I.D. Certificate (dated 11.8.1940), Netherlands, Flying Cross original recommendation (dated 
19.12.1947), photographs, and published articles by the recipient (9) 
D.F.C. LG, 30.7.1940 O'Neill, Hugh Francis, P.O. (41312). R.A.F. 224 Sqn: 

http://www.icollector.com/A-Coastal-Command-D-F-C-and-Second-Bar-Award-Gro_i5189748
http://www.icollector.com/A-Coastal-Command-D-F-C-and-Second-Bar-Award-Gro_i5189748
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“This Officer has flown 360 hours operational flying since commencement of War. He has shown 
great courage and determination and is full of fighting spirit.On 15.4.40 he flew his aircraft with 
great determination to Stavangar aerodrome, 300 miles across the North Sea. It was dark, and a 
gale wind blowing accompanied by heavy showers of sleet. Very heavy A.A. fire was encountered, 
which included chain shells which burst into groups of bluish-white stars which again exploded. In 
spite of this opposition the bombs were dropped on the corner of the aerodrome in which the 
hangar stood, causing considerable damage. The pilot and navigator made commendably detailed 
observations of the ground defences, and on their return were able to plot these on photographs. 
On 16.4.40 this officer carried out a most successful reconnaisssance of Bergen, Birkeland and Arne. 
Much important information was obtained, and some excellent photographs taken from low 
altitude. Towards the end of the reconnaissance two enemy ME 109s were sighted but by making 
skilfull use of the contours of the country the pilot managed to avoid detection and so returned 
safely with the information he had obtained. On 18.4.40 when on escort duty to H.M.S. Suffolk and 
four Destroyers he attacked and drove off a DO.215 which was attempting to attack the ships and 
later by circling the surface vessels kept off another DO.215 until the arrival of 3 Skaus who drove 
the enemy off. On 23.4.40 while on reconnaissance of Romsdale Fjord was fired on by shore battery 
at Asndalsness, A/C sustained 3 direct hits inflicting severe damage to the starboard wheel, tanks 
were punctured and approximately 100 gals of petrol and 12 gals oil lost. In spite of loss of fuel 
and damage to A/C, this officer made a successful return flight across the North Sea and made a 
safe landing. On 12.6.40 carried out bombing raid on shipping in Bergen Harbour, direct hit 
obtained with 4250 lb and 3 incendiaries on Lakswaag Docks, on leaving target fire was observed 
growing in intensity, fire was observed near docks in water probably a ship. Heavy A.A. fire was 
encountered during raid.This officer, during his operational work has shown a high standard of 
gallantry and by returning his A/C and crew safely to base after engagement with the enemy shows 
a high standard of skill and determination.” 
D.F.C. Second Award Bar LG, 1.10.1943 O'Neill, Hugh Francis, D.F.C. Acting Squadron Leader 
(41312) R.A.F.O. 1435 Sqn: 
“S/Ldr. O'Neill assumed command of No. 1435 Squadron on 10th March 1943, and during his tour 
of duty in Malta has led the Squadron with great success. He has also on a number of occasions led 
the Wing in which his Squadron was a Unit. On 22nd March, 1943, he led the Squadron in a low 
level attack on a factory in Sicily upon which direct hits were obtained. Again on 15th, 23rd, 27th, 
and 29th, June, 1943, he led the Squadron in fighter bomber attacks on targets at Comiso, Pozzallo 
and Gerbini, direct hits being scored on each occasion. In addition he has attacked and damaged a 
tank landing craft off Augusta and a schooner off Syracuse.He has completed 912 operational 
flying hours, 92 of which have been flown from Malta. His operational flying has involved 350 
operational sorties, 8 of which he has carried out from Malta including sweeps, escorts to bombers, 
fighter bomber raids on enemy territory and intruder sorties. His total score to date is 2 and half 
enemy aircraft destroyed and 5 damaged.S/Ldr. O'Neill is a determined leader and sets an example 
to his pilots by his courage and determination.” 
Netherlands, Flying Cross 8.12.1947 Acting Wing Commander Hugh Francis O'Neill, D.F.C., R.A.F.: 
“Gallantry, leadership and determination displayed in action against the enemy during a number of 
flights in an aeroplane in the period of half a year, in his function of Commander of 322 Dutch 
Squadron of fighter-aircrafts. His devotion and willingness to join issue with the enemy at all times, 
have been an example to the Dutch flying-men under his command.” 
Group Captain Hugh Francis O'Neill, D.F.C. and Bar, born 1920; commissioned Pilot Officer Royal 
Air Force, 29.8.1939; posted 224 Squadron (Hudsons), Coastal Command 1939-40, during this 
period he flew reconnaissance missions; also escort duties including: 17.2.1940 " 'Battle Flight' 
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Escort to Destroyers carrying prisoners from the Altmark; 21.3.1940 " 'Battle Flight' Escort to Aurora, 
Arethusa, Galatea, Penelope and 8 destroyers off Norway"; 14.4.1940 "Attack on Skarvanger 
Aerodrome"; 11.5.1940 "Escort to H.M.S. Kelly attacked 3 Ju 88s"; 21.6.1940 "Attack on Scharnhorst 
and 5 D.R. Hit by A.A. and M.E. 109 "Landed" Somburgh"; Flight Lieutenant 3.9.1940 (D.F.C. 
LG,30.7.1940; M.I.D. 11.8.1940); Flying Instructor in Oxfords and Paratroop Training in Whitleys, 
14.9.1940 - 17.12.1940; posted 93 (N.F.) Squadron December 1940 - 1.3.1941; posted 79 Fighter 
Squadron (Hurricanes), January 1941 with whom he mainly flew Convoy Escorts and Coastal 
Sweeps. North Africa. In May 1941 O'Neill joined 238 Fighter Squadron (Hurricanes), bound for 
Egypt; on 29.9.1941 he was appointed Squadron Leader Commanding 238 Squadron, just ten days 
after his 21st birthday; Log book entries include: 29.11.1941 "Wing sweep Gumbut - Tobruch. Shot 
down G. 50 over El Adem."; 2.12.1941 "Wing sweep. Gabr Saleh Damaged M.E. 110."; 8.12.1941 
"Pursuit of M.E. 110s Ground Strafing Aerodrome - M.E. 110s straffed Maddalena area and shot 
down two 86 ambulances. Took off in a hurry and chased them but without avail."; 14.12.1941 
"Scramble. Dusk attack on Aerodrome, damaged Heinkel III."; 26.12.1941 "Scramble. Attacked and 
Damaged H.E. III - H.E. III dropped a stick of bombs on aerodrome. Scrambled and caught it....Fired 
a couple of bursts and then ran out of ammunition. Bloody nuisance!"; assumed Command of the 
Tobruch Sector January 1942 and was Air Advisor to the Royal Egyptian Air Force.MaltaArriving at 
Malta 14.1.1943 O'Neill was attached to 1435 Fighter Squadron (Spitfires) and on 11 March he took 
Command; the Squadron flew specially adapted Spitfires carrying two 250 lb bombs mounted on 
wing-racks, hence operations include: 4.4.1943 "Bombing Attack on Syracuse, hits in harbour and 
town"; 12.4.1943 "Offensive sweep between Western Sicily and Pantellaria one J.u. 88 damaged"; 
16.4.1943 "Cover for H.M.S. Pakenham 12 miles off Empedocle J.u. 88 destroyed, G. 50 damaged."; 
17.4. 1943 "Bombing attack on Biscari, hits on Aerodrome and dispersal "; 28.4.1943 "Bombing 
attack on Syracuse hits on E Boat base and power station. Lots of flak."; 22.5.1943 "Led Wing-
Bombing attack on Gela Aerodrome. Direct hits from 15,000 ft. Lots of 109's and 190's - 2 A/C shot 
down, 1 pilot ok, 1 M.E. 109 destroyed, 2 damaged."; 27.5.1943 "Escort to P.R.U. Photographing 
Coast from Gela to Scalambri - Wing Commander A. Warburton photographing the Sicilian coast 
as a prelude to the invasion"; sorties undertaken during the next month included more bombing 
raids over Sicily prior to the invasion of the island 10.7.1943 (Bar to D.F.C.). Holland. Posted home 
11.10.1943, for the next twelve months O'Neill was on the Air Staff of Headquarters 9 Group, 
Fighter Command; during this period he was attached to 274 Fighter Squadron (Supernumary), 
23.8.1944 - 27.9.1944, and flew his first operational sortie since July 1943, on 16.9.44 "Armed 
Reconnaissance - Holland attacked V.2 site, train and Staff car"; appointed Officer Commanding 
322 Fighter (Dutch) Squadron (Spitfires), 17.11.1944; initially flying out of Biggin Hill the Squadron 
moved to Woenstrecht in Holland 3.1.1945; sorties included: 5.1.1945 "Squadron bombing attack 
on Kerkwik. Armed Recce Utrecht-Amersfoort. several direct hits"; 17.1.1945 "Squadron bombing 
attack on Midget Submarine Base. Hook of Holland - bombing good, fairly intense flak"; 22.1.1945 
"Squadron bombing attack on Oxygen Factory Dordrecht"; 28.1.1945 "Low level attack on Saboteur 
School. Doorn" (Netherlands Flying Cross) British C.O. and Wing Commander Operations 132 
(Norwegian) Wing, 1.3.1945; on 20th April the same year O'Neill took up his last wartime 
appointment as Wing Commander Plans at 84 Group Control Centre, Lingen, Germany; Officer 
Commanding 6 Aircrew Holding Unit, Kirton-in-Lindsey, September 1945; Wing Commander Flying 
Lincolnshire Fighter Sector, Blakney Hall, December 1945 and in early 1946 made Officer 
Commanding; Group Captain 1.1.1962; Group Captain O'Neill retired 3.12.1966. 
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2015. Squadron Leader [later Air Commodore] Ernest Waite (“Bertie”) WOOTTEN CBE 
DFC* AFC AFC(V) ADC MBIM (42667). Signed 30 September 1947. RAF Horsham St Faith. 

141 
Battle of Britain pilot. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Wootten.htm: 
b:  5 Nov 1918            r: 5 Nov 1973       d: 30 Apr 1999 
CBE – 1 Jan 1971, DFC – 29 Aug 1941, Bar – 4 Jun 1943, AFC – 2 Jan 1950, AFC (V) – xx xxx 
xxxx, ADC, MBIM. 
Act Plt Off (P): 2 Sep 1939, Plt Off: 2 Mar 1940, Plt Off: 10 Jul 1940, Fg Off (WS): 2 Mar 1941, Flt 
Lt (WS): 2 Mar 1942, Act Sqn Ldr: xx Jun 1942?, Act Wg Cdr: 1 Mar 1943?, Sqn Ldr (WS): 1 Sep 
1943, Sqn Ldr: 1 Aug 1948, Wg Cdr: 1 Jan 1957, Act Gp Capt: 25 Nov 1959, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 
1964, Act A/Cdre: 30 Apr 1968?,A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1968. 
 2 Sep 1939 Granted Short Service Commission 
xx Sep 1939 U/T Pilot 
xx Feb 1940 Staff Pilot, No 9 Air Observers School, Penrhos 
xx May 1940 Pilot, No 4 Continental Ferry Pilots’ Pool 
xx Aug 1940 Pilot, No 234 Sqn 
xx Aug 1941 Flight Commander, No 234 Sqn 
xx Nov 1941 Officer Commanding, No 2 Deliver Flight, RAF Colerne 
14 Jan 1942 Squadron Leader - Tactics, HQ No 10 Group 
xx Jun 1942 Officer Commanding, No 118 Sqn (Spitfire Vb) 
 1 Mar 1943 Wing Leader, Coltishall Wing 
xx Jun 1943 Wing Leader, Fairwood Common 
xx Jan 1944 Wing Commander – Tactics, HQ Mediterranean Allied Air Forces 
29 Jan 1944 Air Staff, Advanced HQ, MAAF 
xx Jun 1944 Supernumerary, No 244 Wing, DAF 
xx xxx 1944 Wing Leader, No 322 Wing 
xx Oct 1944 Wing Leader, No 324 Wing 
xx Dec 1944 En-route to UK 
xx Jan 1945 RAF Liaison Officer to the Pentagon, Washington 
xx xxx 1945 Wing Commander – Flying, RAF Dorva 
xx Jan 1946 
12 Feb 1946 
1 Sep 1945 Appointed to an Extended Service Commission in the rank of Flight Lieutenant (4 

years on the active list) 
13 Feb 1947 Officer Commanding, RAF Newton 
1 Jun 1948 Appointed to a Permanent Commission in the rank of Flight Lieutenant 
xx xxx xxxx Officer Commanding, No 245 Sqn 
25 Nov 1959 Air Attaché, Caracus 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Wootten.htm
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20 May 1963 Officer Commanding, RAF Middleton St George 
 6 Apr 1964 Officer Commanding, RAF Leconfield 
 7 Feb 1966 Assistant Chief of Staff - Offensive Operations, HQ 2nd ATAF 
30 Apr 1968 SASO, HQ No 11 Group 
18 Jan 1971 AOC, HQ Military Air Traffic Organisation 
 1 Jul 1971 – 
5 Nov 1972 ADC to The Queen 
Was leading the Coltishall Wing during the mission 3 May 1943, when Leonard Trent won the VC. 
Following retirement, he joined Hawker Siddeley Dynamics in the Space Division. This later became 
British Aerospace and, following retirement from there in 1984, he became an aerospace 
consultant. 
 Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
“Flying Officer Ernest Waite WOOTTEN (42667), No.234 Squadron. 
This officer has displayed great dash, enthusiasm and flying ability throughout all the operations in 
which he has participated. He has destroyed at least five enemy aircraft, of which two were shot 
down in one engagement.” 
(LG, 29 August 1941) 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
“Acting Squadron Leader Ernest Waite WOOTTEN, D.F.C. "(42667), No. 118 Squadron. 
This officer, who has taken part in very many sorties, has led the squadron and, occasionally the 
wing, with great skill and dash. His fine example and outstanding devotion to duty have been 
inspiring.” 
(LG, 4 June 1943) 
From http://www.bbm.org.uk/wootten.htm: 
Air Commodore (Pilot Officer during the Battle) Ernest ‘Bertie’ Wootten, who has died aged 80, 
fought in the Battle of Britain, won a DFC*, and was a fighter leader in the North African and Italian 
campaigns. As a young pre-war short-service commission officer Wootten had gained his nickname 
"Bertie", after Wodehouse' s character Bertie Wooster - rather more because he came from 
Worcester than for Woosterish tendencies, though he was a snappy dresser. 
From the outbreak of war in 1939, Wootten, freshly commissioned as a pilot officer, was employed 
ferrying reinforcement Hawker Hurricane fighters to and from RAF units in France. The aircraft 
being ferried were often unarmed. Once he was surprised by an enemy fighter out of the sun over 
the Channel. Bullets ripped through his helmet, but he escaped unharmed. This early lesson 
"beware the Hun in the sun" helped him to survive the intense fighting of the Battle of Britain. In 
August 1940, Wootten was posted to No 24, a Spitfire squadron at Warmwell in Fighter 
Command's south-west England sector controlled from Middle Wallop. He was immediately 
involved in continuous fighting, being scrambled daily and repeatedly, chiefly in the defence of 
Portland naval base. In these circumstances pilots were unable to follow set mess meal times. But 
Warmwell also accommodated the Central Gunnery School of the RAF and the station commander 
was a stickler for the discipline of routine. Wootten and his fellow pilots, flying four or five sorties a 
day, were incensed to land and find dining room doors locked outside routine times. So they 
cooked bacon and eggs on a primus stove alongside their Spitfires on the airfield. 

http://www.bbm.org.uk/wootten.htm
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In March 1941 Wootten was appointed a flight commander in 234. He destroyed three Me109 
fighters south-west of Portland and over Cherbourg. By the end of war he had a bag of at least 11 
enemy aircraft, if unconfirmed victories were included. 
Ernest Waite Wootten was born at Aberbeeg, Monmouthshire, on November 5 1918. The family 
moved to Worcester shortly after. From Malvern preparatory school, the boy went to King's School, 
Worcester. There he was inspired by the exploits of Amy Johnson and after a joyride when Sir Alan 
Cobham's flying circus visited Malvern he knew he wanted to become a pilot. But in 1936, on the 
insistence of his engineer father, he was first apprenticed in 1936 to C A Parsons at Newcastle upon 
Tyne. In this period he saved the life of a friend who could not swim when their canvas canoe 
capsized half a mile off the Northumbrian coast. 
In 1938 Wootten was granted a short-service RAF commission. After his long spell of operations 
with 234 Squadron, he was rested in November 1941. He went on to command No 2 Delivery Flight 
at Colerne, moving in the New Year of 1942 to HQ 10 Group as Squadron Leader Tactics. In June 
Wootten returned to operations, in command of No 118, a Spitfire squadron, at Ibsley, a satellite of 
Middle Wallop. He shared in the destruction of an E-boat at sea and led the squadron over 
northern France during an intensive period of bomber escort and fighter sweep operations. 
Wootten also resumed a practice he had started while with 234 of giving a private aerobatic display 
over his parents' house at Malvern. Once or twice, with a bull terrier on his lap, he landed on a local 
sports ground though on paper it was too small for the Spitfire. In this period Wootten also flew 
aerobatic sequences for The First of the Few, the film about R J Mitchell's creation of the Spitfire. 
Asked by the director if he could not do better after a low pass out of a loop, Wootten let 
enthusiasm overtake discretion. Director and camera-man jumped for their lives and a camera was 
lost along with footage of some very hairy flying. 
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In April 1943, Wootten received command of the Coltishall fighter wing. In the New Year of 1944 
he was posted to HQ Mediterranean Allied Air Forces at Algiers as Wing Commander Tactics. In 
March he became supernumerary to the leader of No 244 Wing, Desert Air Force, at Caserta near 
Naples. In July he received command of No 322 Wing, which was preparing in Corsica for the 
invasion of southern France. 
During the Italian campaign while he was strafing enemy troops Wootten's aircraft was hit and its 
engine failed. He managed to make a forced landing in a field just behind British lines. Misjudging 
the length of the field he went through a hedge and shot between two lorries in convoy. "Bloody 
road hog!" exclaimed one of the drivers. "Next time you're going to do that sound your bloody 
horn." 
In August, Wootten led his wing to Frejus in the south of France, moving north to join Allied forces 
of the Normandy invasion. In October he returned to Italy as commander of No 324 Wing, Desert 
Air Force. In the New Year of 1945 he was posted to Washington as a liaison officer. In August he 
was appointed Wing Commander flying at RAF Dorval, Montreal. Home again after a year Wootten 
commanded No 245, a Gloster Meteor jet fighter squadron at Horsham St Faith, Norfolk, where he 
formed a jet aerobatics team, a forerunner of the Red Arrows. Wootten was awarded an AFC. 
He now settled into a peacetime career as a station commander and staff officer. Then, in 1959, he 
was made military attache in Venezuela. Finding that this involved responsibility for Mexico, 
Guatemala, Cuba, Honduras, Haiti, Panama and Ecuador, he requested a personal aircraft. 
Somewhat to his surprise he was provided with a Dove. Wootten was piloting the Dove home with 
his wife aboard when he had to make a forced landing in Greenland. Breaking clouds, he put down 
on the only 400 yd beach for hundreds of miles - a combination of luck, sang froid and airmanship. 
Not always the most diplomatic of officers when confronted by incompetence above or below him, 
Wootten made a success of his diplomatic appointments. His presence at a party could be 
recognised from afar by a laugh which he had difficulty in controlling when unleashing funny 
stories. Wootten retired in 1973 and joined Hawker Siddeley, contributing to its export sales. He 
retired from this career in 1987. 
Wootten was mentioned in despatches and awarded the DFC in 1941; he won a Bar to it in 1943. 
He was appointed CBE in 1969. 
Wootten married Ann Wharton in 1946. They had a son and a daughter. 
2016. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Walter Joseph HURST AFC (46169). Signed 
? October 1947. RAF Abingdon, No 238 Squadron. 

141 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 1 January 1958. 
From http://www.number59.com/new_59/homepage.html: 
Walter Joseph Hurst: Joe joined the RAF in 1938 at the age of 17. One year later he was an "AC 
plonk" when 59 Sqn went to France and was an air gunner for several pilots and crews. First note of 
Joe in the ORBs is in a RAF Form 541 (Mission report usually completed by the crew captain) along 
with P/O Grece (P) and Sgt Davis (Obs). The date was 17-5-40 and duty was a tactical recco flight. 
After service with 59 Sqn Joe trained to become a pilot in 1942 and later flew Sunderlands in 
W.Africa reaching the rank of S/L. Post war Joe took part in the Berlin Airlift and became C/O of 
No.1325 Flight, that he later named Christmas Airways. The Flight consisted of three Dakota C-47 

http://www.number59.com/new_59/homepage.html
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aircraft which made regular supply trips to the observation sites during Britain's era of nuclear 
testing on Christmas Island. He received the Air Force Cross in 1957 for his exemplary service. 
From http://www.number59.com/new_59/memorial/memorial_hurst_wj.html: 
W/C Walter Joseph Hurst AFC 

 
My father was in 59 Squadron, and is, amazingly, still alive at 89. He was at the time, as he puts it, 
an 'AC Plonk', tho he trained as a pilot in 1943, became a Squadron Leader (a 3-day spell as a 
W/Cmdr too!) and gained an AFC in 1957. Today I read him the very comprehensive and most 
interesting article on the squadron, and I thought you might like to know his responses. 
'Off to France again'. Dad, who is Walter Joseph Hurst, who joined at the age of 17 in 1938, knew 
F/L Hallmark, and recognises the picture on this page as being taken at Andover. The description of 
the journey to France he entirely agrees with as being miserable. He remembered CO Fyfe as J B 
Fyfe and also knew F/L Smither, F/L Millar and F/L Horton - the last of which he says was an 
engineer. He recalls well the well-wishers, and puts it down to the fact that the squadron marched 
3-4 miles to entrain. 
He recalls the chateau but not the Baron; recalls the first meal, and was amongst those who refused 
to eat any more when they found out what the meat was. No knowledge of Vitry-en-Artois. (But his 
logbook has entries for 'Vitry' so I should ask again.) Recalls visit of the King and saw him himself, 
albeit from a distance. Battle of France (he has no knowledge of Richard Los): he agrees that 59 was 
part of BEF. He knew Sgt Charlie Dunlop - 'can see Charlie Dunlop now' - and is pretty certain F/L 
Hallmark would have received his DFC on this mission. 
p3: He remembers the Officers' Mess in the pic well. He left from Crecy as in the text. He also said 
he was in Coulommiers for a while so presumably it was used before the departure of the major 
section of 59. He knew well P/O Clair Grece and he became a Group Captain. In the Officer's pic he 
knew Smithiers, Arscott ('very good pilot'), Williams, Fyfe, Handley, Hallmark, Smith, Evans, Horton, 
Chamberlain, flying with most of them specifically Arscott and Hallmark. 
Re the local attempts to block the runways, he said 'they did' and deemed it outrageous.  
p4: He agreed with the assessment of the Blenheim - they were not robust and did not fly very well. 
p5: He was at Thorney Island for a few weeks. He recalls the replacement aircraft and the crews 
regarded it as being in heaven to have them. Steel nerves: he knew S/L Archer. 
p7: the sorties. Those he immediately recalled were 23.07 in which he was involved; 1/08: he knew 
CO Morgan-Weld Smith (in his logbook as Wield-Smith) as a 'nice chap' and knew him well and 
was aware he was killed; 09/08: knew P/O Davis. 

http://www.number59.com/new_59/memorial/memorial_hurst_wj.html
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p8: Knew Sgt Wilkinson. He also knew P/Os Davis, Constable and Selsdon. I see the name Clarke 
appears in his logbook - I think you say he was later killed. 
Sunday 14 July: this name apears in his logbook as Sandes. Looking through his logbook I see so 
many names you mention. He returned from France to Andover on 24 May 'with broken tail wheel' 
and his logbook shows that it was, in fact, from Coulommiers not Crecy. 
Information provided by his daughter, Sue, on 5 October 2010. 
Joe folded his wings on the 7th July 2010. His experiences and memories were invaluable to 
piecing together the story of the Detachment that operated in France over May-June 1940. 
2017. Flight Lieutenant Robert Stuart MUNN (154234). Signed 8 October 1947. No 202 
Squadron, RAF Aldergrove. 

141 
No 202 squadron’s Operations Record Book for October 1947 lists only his surname and rank.  
2018. Squadron Leader William John MCLEAN DSO DFC AFC (59420). Signed 10 October 
1947. HQ Transport Command. 

141 
From http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/mclean-william-john-jack-11011: 
McLean, William John (Jack) (1918–1963) by Mark Lax 
This article was published in Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 15, (MUP), 2000 

 
Middle East. c. 1942. Portrait of Flying Officer W. J. McLean of the RAAF, sitting in the cockpit 
wearing his digger's hat. 
William John (Jack) McLean (1918-1963), air force officer, was born on 9 July 1918 at Katanning, 
Western Australia, son of Australian-born parents William Willmott McLean, farmer, and his wife 
Rita Pearl, née Bennett. Jack was raised on the family property near Gnowangerup. Awarded a 

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/mclean-william-john-jack-11011
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scholarship to Albany High School, he was captain of the school, and of its football, cricket and 
swimming teams. In 1937 he taught at Palmyra State School. Next year he entered Teachers' 
College, Perth. He played for Claremont in the West Australian National Football Association and 
was the competition's leading goal-kicker in 1938. 
On 15 August 1940, McLean enlisted in the Royal Australian Air Force. He completed pilot training 
and received his wings on 10 February 1941. Commissioned in April, he embarked for the Middle 
East and in July joined No.117 (Transport) Squadron, Royal Air Force. The unit operated from bases 
in North Africa and Italy before being sent to India in October 1943. As a flight commander, 
McLean led six unarmed Dakotas on an urgent supply-dropping mission over Burma in May 1944. 
Fearing interception by Japanese fighters, he ordered the other aircraft back to base, continued on 
alone and reached his objective. In June he was promoted acting wing commander and placed in 
command of the squadron. 
In the office of the senior marriage registrar, Calcutta, on 26 February 1945 McLean married Elfida 
Mary Bruce, née Ahlborn, a 28-year-old divorcee; she was a Red Cross representative at a hospital 
to which he flew wounded soldiers. Returning to Australia in June 1945, he was appointed 
commander of No.243 (Transport) Squadron, R.A.F., which was stationed at Camden, New South 
Wales, and operated in the Pacific theatre. His final posting (1946) was to R.A.A.F. Headquarters, 
Melbourne. He resigned on 7 January 1947. For leadership and courage in action he had been 
awarded the Air Force Cross (1944), the Distinguished Flying Cross (1944) and the Distinguished 
Service Order (1945)—rare honours for a transport pilot. In 1953 he was to receive the Queen's 
commendation. 
McLean accepted a permanent commission in the R.A.F. on 7 July 1947. He served at headquarters, 
Transport Command, and at the Air Ministry. A member of the British bob-sled team in the 1948 
Winter Olympics at St Moritz, Switzerland, he played Rugby Union football and cricket for the R.A.F. 
He commanded No.47 Squadron (1949-51), and completed R.A.F. and joint-services staff courses. 
In the mid-1950s he spent three years in West Germany with the United States Air Force. Promoted 
group captain (1960), he was posted as R.A.F. station commander, Changi, Singapore, in December 
1962, but in 1963 became seriously ill and was evacuated to England. He died of cancer on 9 
November that year in Princess Mary's R.A.F. Hospital, Halton Camp, Wendover, Buckinghamshire, 
and was buried in the R.A.F. section of Halton churchyard. His wife and four daughters survived 
him, as did his stepson. Compassionate and modest, McLean got on well with all ranks, inspiring 
loyalty and affection. 
From The West Australian, Perth, 23 November 1945: 
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2019. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Leslie Ernest Albert (“Zeke”) HACKE 
(176860). Signed ? October 1947. No 238 Squadron, RAF Abingdon. 

141 
According to ancestry.co.uk, he was born in 1922 and died in 2011. 
From http://www.ozarkairfieldartworks.com/berlinairlift.html: 
Squadron Leader L.E.A. Hacke RAF (Retired) Pilot 
Enlisted in the RAFVR in 1941 and trained with the American Navy on Catalinas. Returned to UK in 
1943 and was posted to 624 Squadron in the Middle East flying Stirlings on Special Duties. 
Continued Special Operations with his next posting, flying Halifaxes with 148 Squadron over the 
Balkans. Ended the war flying Liberators back in the Middle East. Converted to Dakotas back in the 
UK and joined 30 Squadron to take part in the Berlin Airlift. Flew a total of 230 trips during 
Operation Plainfare operating initially out of Buckeburg, then Wunstorf and Lübek. Went on to 
become O/C of a Thor Missile Squadron in Yorkshire before retiring from the RAF in 1966. 
From http://www.raf.mod.uk/newsweather/index.cfm?storyid=393B4016-1143-EC82-
2E76AF2E3145766B: 

 
On the 60th anniversary date of the end of the Soviet blockade of Berlin two former RAF pilots, 
veterans of the famous Berlin Airlift, made a commemorative visited Duxford Imperial War 
Museum. Geoff Boston and Zeke Hacke, both from Cambridgeshire had taken part in the Berlin 
Airlift, which was the Allied response, in the early days of the Cold War, when Soviet forces closed 
access to Berlin by rail and road in June 1948. 

 
The Airlift, which sustained two million Berliners with up to 2,000 tons of food and supplies per day, 
was supported by aircrews from the UK, USA, France, Australia and several other Commonwealth 
nations. So successful was the Berlin Airlift operation that the Soviet forces ended their blockade on 
the 12th May, 1949. 

http://www.ozarkairfieldartworks.com/berlinairlift.html
http://www.raf.mod.uk/newsweather/index.cfm?storyid=393B4016-1143-EC82-2E76AF2E3145766B
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Geoff Boston, who retired from the RAF in 1969 after 24 years service, flew during the Berlin Airlift 
with No: 297 Squadron then based at Schleswigland in Germany. He made over one hundred 
flights into Berlin in his Hadley Page Hastings aeroplane, which now resides as a museum attraction 
in Duxford’s “Airspace” hangar. Geoff who flew mostly coal into Berlin thought the airlift vitally 
important but not just for the people of Berlin: “I realised that their survival depended on us and 
also their survival probably meant the survival of Europe as well.” Nearly 45% of the food and 
supplies taken into the city were flown by British aircraft. At the start of the operation no one 
seriously considered an airlift a realistic option to provide enough food and fuel for a city of two 
million over an extended period of time. Instead it was considered first as a means to buy 
“diplomatic time” until a counter to the blockade could be found. 

 
The soviet forces allowed aircraft to fly into Berlin using just three designated air corridors. Zeke 
Hacke, a 25 year retired RAF veteran pilot who flew his Dakota from 30 Squadron a total of 240 
round-trips into Berlin during the Airlift, found that the soviet forces were not his biggest problem: 
“The biggest handicap at the time was the weather, it could be quite foul. As we had to keep to a 
defined air corridor and a defined height there was nothing we could do to avoid the bad weather. 
Summing up on the airlift he added: “I think it was a job that had to be done. I think it was a very 
necessary job and I think it was a job that was done very well.” 

 
There to greet the retired veterans of the were two serving RAF officers with some experiences of 
their own of helping to provide humanitarian aid: Wing Commander Mark Abrahams an Air 
Loadmaster with 20 years experience on Chinooks and Squadron Leader Iain Buchanan a C-17 pilot 
from 99 Squadron. In January 2005 S/L Buchanan and his squadron were involved in the rapid RAF 
relief effort to survivors of the Indonesian Tsunami, which claimed the lives of 230,000 people. Wg 
Cdr Abrahams was awarded an MBE for his efforts supporting the relief aid to survivors of the 
devastating earthquake, which struck Pakistan in 2005. Wg Cdr Abrahams reflected on the 
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significance of the RAF’s long history of providing humanitarian aid: “The Berlin Airlift was a huge 
operation at the end of WWII. I guess the fact that we are still doing those sorts of operations in a 
contemporary environment as recently as 2005 demonstrates that the Berlin Airlift was not a one-
off. Humanitarian operations are something we the RAF prepare for and when the call is made to 
us we can support those kinds of operations.” 
From http://www.cambridge-news.co.uk/Cambridge/Brave-pilot-who-delivered-aid-to-many-dies-
at-89-12072011.htm: 
Cambridge News, 12 July 2011 
Brave pilot who delivered aid to many dies at 89 
A heroic pilot who risked his life hundreds of times during the Berlin Airlift has died at the age of 
89. 
Squadron Leader Zeke Hacke, who lived in Great Wilbraham, passed away peacefully at his home a 
few days ago. 
A service of thanksgiving for him was held at St Nicholas church in the village. 
The airlift into Berlin took place over an 11-month period between 1948 and 1949, in the early 
years of the Cold War. 
The Soviet Union, keen to seize control of Berlin and extend the Iron Curtain westward, blocked 
access to the German city by road and rail, triggering a humanitarian crisis. 
Two million Berliners were facing illness and starvation, so the western allies – including Britain, 
America, France and Australia, mounted a huge air operation to fly in 2,000 tons of food and 
medical supplies every day. 
The flights were dangerous, with terrible weather the main problem – nearly 40 British air crew died 
in crashes before the Soviet blockade was lifted in May 1949. 
Sqdn Ldr Hacke, then a newly retired RAF veteran in his mid-20s, flew a Dakota aircraft on 240 
round trips. 
Two years ago, he and fellow Cambridgeshire pilot Geoff Boston, also a veteran of the airlift, spoke 
about their experiences on a visit to the Imperial War Museum at Duxford, which was filmed by the 
News. 
Sqdn Ldr Hacke said: “I can’t really believe it was that long ago. 
“The biggest handicap at the time was the weather; it could be quite foul. As we had to keep to a 
defined air corridor and a defined height there was nothing we could do to avoid the bad weather. 
“The airlift was a job that had to be done. It was very necessary, and I think it was a job that was 
done very well.” 
2020. Lieutenant Colin Peregrine CAMPBELL-HORSFALL MiD DSC RN. Signed ? October 
1947. Admiralty. 

141 
His Mention in Despatches was announced in the LG, 25 June 1940. His Distinguished Service Cross 
was announced in Flight, 13 December 1945. 
From http://www.fleetairarmarchive.net/rollofhonour/COs/CommandingOfficers-C.htm: 
Took part in Norwegian Operations, April 1940. 

http://www.cambridge-news.co.uk/Cambridge/Brave-pilot-who-delivered-aid-to-many-dies-at-89-12072011.htm
http://www.cambridge-news.co.uk/Cambridge/Brave-pilot-who-delivered-aid-to-many-dies-at-89-12072011.htm
http://www.fleetairarmarchive.net/rollofhonour/COs/CommandingOfficers-C.htm
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In command the re-formed Fulmar IIs squadrons, January 1942. 
Led squadron when it embarked briefly on HMS Biter, 1942. 
First Wing Leader of 30th Naval Fighter Wing at Machrihanish, October 1944. 
Sailed with HMS Implacable for British Pacific Fleet, March 1945. 
Seniority September 1945 (Lt Cdr). 
Commands 
801 Squadron, April 1940 - June 1940 
808 Squadron, Jan 1942 - March 1943 
30th Naval Fighter Wing (801, 880 Squadrons), Oct 1944 – June 1945 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/806_Naval_Air_Squadron: 
Norwegian Operations 
806 Naval Air Squadron then saw its first action when it was moved in the beginning of May to 
HMS Sparrowhawk in order to finish working up and to then carry out bombing attacks on targets 
around Bergen in Norway. In these the squadron attacked oil facilities and ships, escorted by 
Coastal Command Bristol Blenheims from No. 254 Squadron RAF. 
Their first such attack was carried out on 9 May upon a ship at Doksjeir jetty in Bergen Harbour that 
was reported potentially to be a cruiser at the time but later believed to have been a transport. 
Escorted by six Blenheims the eight Skuas armed each with an 500 lb semi armour piercing bomb 
attacked the harbour in conjunction with their escorts. Enemy action shot down a single Blenheim 
and also damaged one Blackburn Skua but its crew, Petty Officer Jopling and Naval Airman Jones, 
managed to bring the damaged plane back and were unharmed. A source states that Lieutenant 
Campbell-Horsfall was leading the raid and that it resulted in a single direct hit claimed upon a 
transport and another upon an oil tank within the port and that some escort vessels were strafed 
by the Skuas. According to Midshipman Hogg in quotes within the same source, reconnaissance 
photographs received on May 11 showed that the raid successfully sunk a training cruiser due to 
three direct hits, one forward, one amidships, one astern. Also Midshipman Hogg recalls that the 
Skua piloted by Sub Lieutenant Orr also returned with damage. 
Dunkirk Evacuations 
After the attacks over Norway the squadron returned to HMS Kestrel but was soon moved to RAF 
Detling in Kent on 27–28 May in order to provide air cover in the Dunkirk evacuation and started its 
first patrol on 28 May. 
The first patrol started poorly as the sections Blackburn Roc which was piloted by Midshipman Day 
with Naval Airman Jones manning its dorsal turret crashed whilst getting airborne but luckily 
without casualties. It got worse as the remaining two, which were both Blackburn Skuas, were then 
attacked by friendly fighters near Goodwin Sands. This resulted in the Skua which was crewed by 
Lieutenant Campbell-Horsfall and Petty Officer Clare being shot down and picked up by a nearby 
destroyer while the other piloted by Midshipman Hogg had managed to limp to RAF Manston 
damaged and Naval Airman Burton, the Telegraphist Air Gunner, killed. Lieutenant Campbell-
Horsfall and Petty Officer Clare both received bullet wounds. 
From Peter C Smith’s Skua!: The Royal Navy’s Dive-Bomber, Pen & Sword Aviation, 2006: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/806_Naval_Air_Squadron
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2021. Commander Harold Sydney BOTTOMLEY, Jr, US Navy. Signed ? October 1947. US 
Embassy. 

141 
From http://projects.militarytimes.com/citations-medals-awards/recipient.php?recipientid=19807: 
Harold Sydney Bottomley, Jr. 
Date of birth: December 13, 1915 
Date of death: December 4, 1990 
Place of Birth: New Jersey, Merchantville 
Home of record: Merchantville New Jersey 
Harold Bottomley graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis, Class of 1937. He retired 
as a Captain in the U.S. Navy. 
Awards 
Navy Cross 
The President of the United States of America takes pleasure in presenting the Navy Cross to 
Lieutenant Harold Sydney Bottomley, Jr. (NSN: 0-78743), United States Navy, for extraordinary 
heroism in operations against the enemy while serving as Pilot of a carrier-based Navy Dive 
Bomber of Bombing Squadron THREE (VB-3), attached to the U.S.S. YORKTOWN (CV-5), during the 
"Air Battle of Midway," against enemy Japanese forces on 4 - 6 June 1942. Lieutenant Bottomley 
participated in dive-bombing attacks against Japanese naval forces in the Battle of Midway. 
Disregarding the extreme danger from intense anti-aircraft fire and enemy fighter opposition, he, 
vigorously and with heroic determination, pressed home his attacks against the Japanese invasion 
fleet thereby contributing in great measure to the glorious and decisive victory of our forces. His 
outstanding courage and determined skill were at all times inspiring and in keeping with the 
highest traditions of the United States Naval Service. 
General Orders: Commander in Chief, Pacific: Serial 18a (July 18, 1942) 
Action Date: June 4 - 6, 1942 
Service: Navy 
Rank: Lieutenant 

http://projects.militarytimes.com/citations-medals-awards/recipient.php?recipientid=19807
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Company: Bombing Squadron 3 (VB-3) 
Division: U.S.S. Yorktown (CV-5) 
Legion of Merit 
Captain Harold Sydney Bottomley, Jr., United States Navy, was awarded the Legion of Merit for 
exceptionally meritorious conduct in the performance of outstanding services to the Government 
of the United States as Chief of the Strategic Nuclear Branch of the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
Special Studies Group, from August 1963 to September 1965, for his contributions to studies and 
analyses of current and future national and international defense issues. 
General Orders: All Hands (April 1966) 
Action Date: August 1963 - September 1965 
Service: Navy 
Rank: Captain 
Distinguished Flying Cross 
The President of the United States of America takes pleasure in presenting the Distinguished Flying 
Cross to Lieutenant Harold Sydney Bottomley, Jr. (NSN: 0-78743), United States Navy, for heroism 
and extraordinary achievement while participating in aerial flight as Executive Officer of Bombing 
Squadron THREE (VB-3), during the operations of the U.S. Naval Forces against a Japanese Naval 
Task Force in the Solomon Islands Campaign on 24 August 1942. Without regard for intense anti-
aircraft fire and enemy air opposition he led his division of planes in a dive bombing attack with 
precision, vigor, and heroic determination. In so doing he severely damaged a Japanese aircraft 
carrier. His courage, skill and determination were in keeping with the highest traditions of the 
United States Naval Service. 
Action Date: August 24, 1942 
Service: Navy 
Rank: Lieutenant 
Company: Bombing Squadron 3 (VB-3) 
Distinguished Flying Cross 
The President of the United States of America takes pleasure in presenting a Gold Star in lieu of a 
Second Award of the Distinguished Flying Cross to Lieutenant Harold Sydney Bottomley, Jr. (NSN: 
0-78743), United States Navy, for heroism while participating in aerial flight in the line of his 
profession as Executive Officer of Bombing Squadron THREE (VB-3), during the operations of the 
U.S. Naval forces against the Japanese occupied Solomon Islands on 7 August 1942. He led his 
flight in two and his division in a third attack against enemy land installations and troop 
concentrations, thereby assisting in completely silencing enemy opposition and assuring the 
success of our landing operations without undue casualties. In so doing he contributed in an 
extraordinary measure to the success and glorious invasion of our forces in that area. His conduct 
throughout was in keeping with the highest traditions of the United States Naval Service. 
General Orders: Commander in Chief, Pacific: Serial 28 
Action Date: August 7, 1942 
Service: Navy 
Rank: Lieutenant 
Company: Bombing Squadron 3 (VB-3) 
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From http://www.jackfellows.com/Aviation/aviation-020.html: 

 
Yorktown Replies by Jack Fellows 
On 4 June 1942, Lieutenant Harold S. “Syd” Bottomley was one SBD-3 Dauntless pilot from the 
carrier Yorktown who flew with Douglas TBD Devastators and F4F-3 top cover to locate Imperial 
Japanese naval forces, including their four aircraft carriers, northwest of Midway. Attacking the 
nearest and biggest carrier, Bottomley steadied his bomber, passed through 3,000 feet, and pulled 
his bomb release. A glance back confirmed the carrier enveloped in flames. Bottomley proceeded 
back to the Yorktown, finding it dead in the water from hits. After recovering on the Enterprise and 
debriefing Bottomley and the other survivors of the first raid were launched to attack the fourth 
carrier. Damage to all four Japanese carriers elevated the Battle of Midway to a pivotal engagement 
of World War II. 
From http://www.navsource.org/archives/02/people/bottomley_harold_s_jr.jpg: 

 

http://www.jackfellows.com/Aviation/aviation-020.html
http://www.navsource.org/archives/02/people/bottomley_harold_s_jr.jpg
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From the front cover of Barrett Tillman’s SBD Dauntless Units of World War 2, Osprey Publishing 
Ltd, 1998: 

  
From USS Wasp - Vol II (CV/CBA/CVS 18), compiled by Turner Publishing, 1999: 

  
2022. Squadron Leader Leo Sydney Victor HETHERINGTON (46183). Signed 15 October 
1947. HQ Coastal Command, Northwood. 

142 
From http://m.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/80004795: 
Hetherington, Leo Sydney Victor (IWM interview) 

http://m.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/80004795
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British apprentice served with Boys Wing at RAF Cranwell, GB, 1924-1926; aircraftman served as 
fitter armourer with Station Headquarters at RAF Calshot, GB, 1927-1929; served with RAF Repair 
Depot, Hinaidi in Iraq, 1929-1931; served with RAF Middle East Depot, Aboukir, Egypt, 1931; NCO 
served with 2nd Armoured Car Coy in Palestine, 1932-1935; served with Air Armament School at 
RAF Eastchurch, GB, 1935-1937; served with Fleet Air Arm aboard HMS Glorious, 1937-1939. 
REEL 1 Aspects of period as aircraft apprentice with Boys Wing at RAF Cranwell, 1924-1926: 
background to joining RAF, 1924; career prospects as apprentice at Boys Wing, RAF Cranwell; 
conditions; character of discipline; dropouts from course; examinations and rate of failure. Aspects 
of period as fitter-armourer with Station Headquarters, RAF Calshot, 1927- 1929: posting to station, 
1927; Schneider Trophy race preparations; duties with Supermarine Southampton flying boats; 
problems with elderly bombs; relationship between officers and other ranks. 
REEL 2 Continues: changes in officers' attitude c1930. Period as fitter-armourer at Repair Depot, 
Iraq, Hinaidi, 1929-1931: reasons for volunteering for service in Iraq; living conditions at Hinaidi. 
Period as fitter- armourer at RAF Depot, Middle East, Aboukia, Egypt, 1931- 1932: recreations; 
duties including breaking up last of the Bristol Fighters; attitude towards Arab civilians. 
Recollections of operations as NCO with 2nd Armoured Car Coy in Palestine, 1932-1935: posting to 
unit at Ramleh, 1932; support role for Palestine Police during Arab demonstrations in Jaffa; petrol 
attack on armoured car; attitude towards Arabs; degree of civil unrest; Jewish demonstration in Tel 
Aviv; relationship between Arabs and Jewish civilians. 
REEL 3 Continues: relationship with Arab and Jewish civilians; poor reputation of Palestine postings; 
character of promotional system with RAF; effects of cuts in service pay, 1931; attitude to Royal 
Navy mutineers at Invergordon. Period as NCO with Air Armament School, RAF Eastchurch, 1935-
1937: return to GB, 1935; duties; character of New Boy entrant scheme. Period as NCO with Fleet 
Air Arm aboard HMS Glorious, 1937-1939: posting to aircraft carrier; nature of service at sea; 
illustrations of growing international tensions; reaction to outbreak of Second World War. 
REEL 4 Continues: military and civilian reactions to declaration of Second World War. Reflections of 
service with RAF, 1924- 1939: lack of principle of airmanship in RAF; inter-service status of RAF; 
inter-service nicknames; attitudes of First World War veterans. 
His retirement, with effect from 24 October 1953, was announced in the LG, 3 November 1953. 
2023. Squadron Leader A ? JONES. Signed 29 October 1947. HQ Coastal Command, 
Northwood. 

142 
Possible matches in The Air Force List for April 1950 include: 
A H JONES (50881), Technical Branch 
Alun Howard JONES, M.B., B.Ch. (500416), Medical Branch 
Alan Hackett JONES (81218) 
Albert Norman JONES (37503), General Duties Branch 
Alfred Raymond JONES (84823), Education Branch 
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2024. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Cyril Stephen HATFIELD (31442). Signed 
18 November 1947. RAF Kinloss. 

142 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 20 September 1970. 
2025. Pilot Officer Reginald Arthur HUDSON (118338). Signed 5 December 1947. RAF 
Regiment, HQ 18 Group. 

142 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2026. Squadron Leader Frank Herbert GEDDES (121668). Signed 10 December 1947. RAF 
Regiment, No. 62 (Rifle) Squadron, Air Headquarters Levant. 

142 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AHQ_Levant: 
Air Headquarters Levant (AHQ Levant) was a command of the British Royal Air Force (RAF) 
established on December 1, 1941 by renaming the command known as H.Q. RAF Palestine and 
Transjordan. Prior to being disbanded on July 27, 1948, Air H.Q. Levant was a sub-command of RAF 
Middle East Command and its successors. RAF Middle East Command became a sub-command of 
the Mediterranean Air Command in February 1943. AHQ Iraq was disbanded by being renamed Air 
H.Q. Levant on 1 May 1955. AHQ Levant moved to Cyprus (probably RAF Nicosia) on 15 Jan 1956. 
Disbanded, 1 Apr 1958. 
2027. Squadron Leader Douglas John Thomson HENDERSON (87873). Signed 11 
December 1947. HQ Coastal Command, Northwood. 

142 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AHQ_Levant
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2028. Flight Lieutenant Fred BROCKLEBANK (50588). Signed 23 December 1947. Ex 233 
Squadron. 16 Wallace Street, St Andrews. 

142 
From http://www.highbeam.com/doc/1G1-262127317.html: 
Salute to the Heroes of Leuchars by Jonathan Brocklebank 
He was never one for melodrama, so the entry in his log book for May 18, 1940 limits the terror to 
just three words: 'Badly shot up.' In later years, the former flight sergeant gunner would say more 
about what it was like to be crouched in the tiny turret at the rear of a Lockheed Hudson as 
Luftwaffe ME 109s and anti-aircraft fire riddled it with holes. 
At 6ft 4in, his knees were up around his ears. Bullets were rattling around between his enormous 
feet. He used to joke that he later trained to become a pilot because, if he was going to be shot at, 
he would prefer to have some legroom. 
His name was Fred Brocklebank. 
And, from a personal point of view, it is a good thing he always made it back to base at Leuchars in 
Fife in one piece. If the Germans had shot down my grandfather, I would not be here today. 
Nor would my father, four of his siblings, my daughter, my brother, his two sons, eight cousins and 
26 second cousins be around if Fred Brocklebank had not made it. 
Many of them still live in St Andrews, just a few miles from the RAF base which Defence Secretary 
Liam Fox this week consigned to history with the stroke of a pen. 
There is, of course, nothing unique about Fred Brocklebank's dynasty. Hundreds of extended 
families in the East Neuk of Fife owe their existence to the air base which, for a century, brought a 
constant supply of young, eligible airmen to the area. In the 1950s, St Andrews schools were full of 
children with Scottish mothers and English fathers. RAF Leuchars and its pivotal role during the 
Second World War was the reason. 
So it is with a deep sense of loss and betrayal that the local population reflect on the demise of a 
military facility whose illustrious history has moulded their community. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._233_Squadron_RAF: 
No. 233 Squadron RAF was a Royal Air Force squadron that operated from 1918–1919, 1937–1945, 
1952–1957 and 1960–1964. The squadron was formed from several Royal Naval Air Service (RNAS) 
flights and took part in the tail end of World War I before being disbanded. The squadron was 
reformed with the advent of World War II. At first No. 233 Squadron flew general reconnaissance 
patrols before being tasked with transportation duties just prior to D-Day. Shortly after World War 
II the squadron was again disbanded, to be reformed once more in 1960. No. 233 Squadron was 
finally disbanded in 1964. 
2029. J B MCDOUGALL. Signed 7 January 1948. Signal Officer, Scottish Division, British 
European Airways, Renfrew. 

142 

http://www.highbeam.com/doc/1G1-262127317.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._233_Squadron_RAF
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No trace found. 
2030. Squadron Leader Walter Frederick AUSTIN (44107). Signed 20 January 1948. Marine 
Officer, Headquarters, No 18 Group. 

142 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He was a Temporary Warrant Officer on 3 July 1940, 
a Flying Officer on 3 July 1941 and a Flight Lieutenant on 23 May 1946. He was transferred to the 
Marine Branch on 11 December 1947. He retired on 23 May 1956. 
2031. Wing Commander Horace John Audley THEWLES OBE (37836). Signed 27 January 
1948. Coastal Command. 

142 
He also signed this book on 13 July 1944 and 19 May 1948. 
2032. Wing Commander Lewis Henry Charles AUYS OBE (43436). Signed 27 January 1948. 
HQ Coastal Command. 

142 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. His OBE was announced on 1 January 1944. He 
retired on 9 May 1953. 
From No 120 Squadron’s Operations Record Book: 
Ballykelly. 30 September 1942. F/Lt L.H.C. Auys granted Acting Rank W/Cdr wef 1.9.42. whilst filling 
W/Cdr Post. 
Ballykelly. 1 November 1942. W/Cdr. Auys attached to H.Q.C.C. No Operational flying. 
Ballykelly. 4 November 1942. W/Cdr Auys ceased to be attached to H.Q.C.C. 
Ballykelly. 20 November 1942. W/Cdr. Auys attached to H.Q., 15 Group. 
Ballykelly. 21 November 1942. W/Cdr. Auys ceased to be attached to H.Q. 15 Group. 
Ballykelly. 27 November 1942. W/Cdr. Auys attached to H.Q.C.C. 
2033. Cyril Ernest COX MC. Signed 27 January 1948. Air Ministry. 

142 
The Air Force List for April 1950 lists him as a Higher Executive Officer. His OBE was announced in 
the LG, 2 January 1956. 
2034. Group Captain [later Air Vice-Marshal] Sydney Richard UBEE AFC CB (24182). Signed 
9 February 1948. Empire Test Pilots' School, Farnborough. 

142 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Ubee.htm: 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Ubee.htm
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b: 5 Mar 1903       r: 26 Nov 1958            d: xx xxx xxxx 
CB – 1 Jan 1952, AFC – 2 Jan 1939. 
Plt Off (P): 9 Dec 1927, Plt Off: 9 Dec 1928, Fg Off: 9 Jun 1929, Flt Lt: 1 Apr 1933, Sqn Ldr: 1 Oct 
1937, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Jun 1940, (T) Gp Capt: 29 Apr 1942?, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Sep 1942, Wg Cdr 
(WS): 29 Oct 1942, Wg Cdr: 1 Dec 1943, Gp Capt: 1 Oct 1946, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1951, Act AVM: 1 
Mar 1954, AVM: 1 Jul 1954. 
 9 Dec 1927 Granted a Short Service Commission  
6 Jan 1928 U/T Pilot, No 4 FTS 
 3 Jan 1929 Pilot, No 70 Sqn 
 1 May 1931 Air Staff - Operations, HQ Iraq Command 
27 Jun 1932 Pilot, No 70 Sqn 
10 Aug 1932 Granted a Permanent Commission in the rank of Flying Officer 
 7 Feb 1933 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
 4 Apr 1933 Pilot, Experimental Section, RAE 
xx Feb 1937 Flight Commander, No 60 Sqn 
22 Oct 1937 Officer Commanding, Bomber Transport Flight, India 
25 Apr 1938 Air Staff, HQ No 1 (Indian) Group 
 7 Mar 1939 Officer Commanding, No 60 Sqn 
16 Aug 1939 Air Staff, HQ No 1 (Indian) Group 
xx Jun 1941 Officer Commanding, No 31 Sqn. (Valentia/DC2) 
xx Oct 1941 
1942- 43 Served in Iraq, Burma & Ceylon 
xx xxx 1943 Staff/Officer Commanding?, Airborne Forces Experimental Establishment 
xx xxx 1946 Officer Commanding, Experimental Flying Wing, RAE 
xx xxx 1947 Commandant, Empire Test Pilots School 
xx xxx 1948 Deputy Director of Operational Requirements 
xx xxx 1951 Commandant, RAF Flying College 
 1 Mar 1954 Director-General of Personnel (II) 
 1 Jul 1955 AOC, No 2 Group 
Joined the RAF on a short service commission and was awarded a permanent commission in 1932. 
In 1953, he flew Hastings WD499 in the Royal Review Fly-past at Odiham at the end of a trans-
polar flight. 
From http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/80012623: 
Ubee, Sydney Richard (IWM interview) 
British officer served as pilot with 70 Sqdn, RAF in Iraq, 1928-1932; served as test pilot with Royal 
Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, 1933-1937; served with 60 Sqdn, RAF in India, 1937-1939; 
commanded Advanced Flying School, Ambala, India, 1939-1941; served as Commandant Empire 
Test Pilots School, Cranwell, GB, 1947-1948. 
REEL 1 Background in GB and Canada, 1903-1926: family; education; employment building 
Canadian Pacific Railroad in Canada, early 1920s; work on return to GB. Aspects of enlistment and 
training with RAF in GB and Egypt, 1927: obtaining short service commission; flying training with 
Avro 504K and Avro 504L at 4 Flying Training School at Kabrit, Egypt. Aspects of period as pilot 

http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/80012623
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with 70 Sqdn, RAF at Hinaidi, Iraq, 1928-1932: posting to squadron; evacuation of European women 
from Kabul, 2/1929; obtaining permanent commission on RAF on return to GB, 1932; posting as 
test pilot with Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough, GB, 1933-1937. Aspects of operations 
as pilot with 60 Sqdn, RAF in India, 1937-1939: operating against Fakir of Ipi; taking command of 
bomber transport flight at Kohat. 
REEL 2 Continues: decision to retrain pilots on Bristol Blenheim on outbreak of war. Aspects of 
service with RAF in India and GB, 1939-1947: commanding Advanced Flying Station at Ambala, 
India, 1939- 1941; role as commandant of Empire Test Pilots School, Cranfield, 1947-1948; story of 
loss of eye in Lockheed Hudson crash at RAF Sherburn-in-Elmet, 12/8/1943. 
From http://shelf3d.com/i/Supermarine%20Walrus: 
Supermarine Walrus 
The prototype was first flown by "Mutt" Summers on 21 June 1933; five days later it made an 
appearance at the SBAC show at Hendon, where Summers startled the spectators (R. J. Mitchell 
among them) by looping the aircraft. Such aerobatics were possible because the aircraft had been 
stressed for catapult launching. On 29 July Supermarine handed the aircraft over to the Marine 
Aircraft Experimental Establishment at Felixstowe. Over the following months extensive trials were 
carried out, including shipbourne trials aboard Repulse and Valiant carried out on behalf of the 
Royal Australian Navy and catapult trials carried out by the Royal Aircraft Establishment at 
Farnborough, becoming the first amphibious aircraft in the world to be launched by catapult with a 
full military load, piloted by Flight Lieutenant Sydney Richard Ubee. 
2035. Flight Lieutenant Samuel Harold NIGHTINGALE (54859). Signed 19 February 1948. 
HQ Coastal Command. 

142 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 8 September 1953. 
2036. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] George BATES DFC AFC OBE (159878). 
Signed 25 February 1948. 236 Operational Conversion Unit, Kinloss. 

143 
His DFC, whilst an Acting Flight Lieutenant with No 218 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 22 
May 1945. 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 12 June 1958. 
His OBW was announced in the LG, 1 January 1964. 
2037. John Arthur NEWINGTON AFC (40842). Signed 26 February 1948. Empire Flying 
School, RAF Hullavington. 

143 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 2 June 1943. 

http://shelf3d.com/i/Supermarine%20Walrus
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From http://rhodesianheritage.blogspot.co.uk/2010_06_01_archive.html: 

 
Tenth Legislative Assembly, 1962. Fourth row, left to right: Lt.-Col. A. J. W. McLeod, D.S.O.; Mr. D. W. 
Lardner-Burke; Mr. J. A. Newington 
From http://www.alor.org/Volume3/Vol3No36.htm: 
Prime Minister Wilson Encourages Terrorism 
"On previous occasions when I have taken up the case of the British Government condoning and 
even supporting the infiltration of terrorists from Zambia, Mr. Wilson did at least reply, although 
evading the issue. But in this particular case his answer is that he cannot even consider my 
representations because they come from an illegal Government. Putting it in a nutshell, Mr. Wilson 
is prepared to deal with me and indeed meet me and talk to me, when it suits him personally and 
when he hopes to extricate himself from the hook of sanctions on which he is so firmly entangled, 
but when the lives of poor, decent, innocent people are involved, both black and white, Mr. Wilson 
has the nerve to say that he cannot accept my communication, because it comes from an illegal 
Government. This must take the 'Oscar' for the greatest piece of hypocrisy of all time. This story will 
surely fill a memorable, but nevertheless shameful page in the history of the present British Labour 
Party Government…" - Prime Minister Ian D. Smith in a statement on "Terrorist Incursions from 
Zambia" made in the Rhodesian Parliament on August 30. 
In the memorandum which Mr. Harold Wilson refused to receive, it is stated that African terrorists 
receive their Communist training in Red China, Soviet Russia, Cuba and Algeria, they move through 
Tanzania to Zambia "where they are billeted in specially constructed holding camps, established in 
the vicinity of Lusaka and within easy striking distance of Rhodesia." 
The Rhodesian memorandum also states that military equipment from Communist countries is 
stored by the Tanzanian Government in Dar es Salaam "which is responsible for the control and 
subsequent issue of this material to various Nationalist movements."  
Prime Minister Smith naturally feels that the British Government cannot escape its share of 
responsibility for what has been happening, pointing out that "There has been a complete absence 
of any protest by the British Government to the Zambian Government about the passage of arms 
and offensive material, the reception and harbouring of communist trained terrorists and the use of 
Zambia as a base for offensive operations against Rhodesia." 
An even more serious charge has been made in the Rhodesian Parliament by Mr. J.A. Newington, 
who claims that there is documentary evidence in Rhodesian Government hands proving that the 
Wilson Government has actually supported terrorists of the African National Congress of South 
Africa with the idea of "encouraging" South Africa to change its present policy towards Rhodesia. 
Mr. Newington's charge caused such consternation in South Africa that South African Cabinet 
Minister Mr. Ben Schoeman asked Mr. Harold Wilson to deny it. Up until the present time there has 
been no direct denial by Mr. Wilson. It is not surprising that there is a growing feeling of anti-

http://rhodesianheritage.blogspot.co.uk/2010_06_01_archive.html
http://www.alor.org/Volume3/Vol3No36.htm
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British revulsion in Rhodesia as Rhodesian lives are lost in meeting a Communist-inspired invasion, 
which Mr. Harold Wilson condones. 
From http://www.alor.org/Volume1/Vol1No38.htm: 
The Unholy Moscow - Washington Axis 
Those who have had the courage to read John Stormer's best-seller exposure of the international 
criminal conspiracy, "None Dare Call It Treason" (obtainable from Box 1052J Post paid 8/-) know 
that the great conservative upsurge in the U.S.A. is the result of the conclusion that the world wide 
Communist advance has only been possible because of the deep penetration of the conspiracy into 
the U.S.A.. 
Speaking recently in the Rhodesian Parliament, Mr. J. A. Newington said: 
"... the United States was responsible for the defeat of democracy and the advance of Communism 
all over the world; there had been tragic interference without understanding, and America had 
shown an almost fatal proclivity to destroy her friends and aid her enemy." 
It will be recalled that the Washington policy-makers lined up solidly with the Communist-world in 
1956 when the British Government made a belated effort to stop the rot in the Middle East. Today 
Washington and its agents are threatening the Rhodesians in an even more brutal manner than are 
the Communists. Speaking recently at a conference in Abidjan, Ivory Coast, the notorious "Soapy" 
Williams said that America demanded that the Rhodesians hand over political power to the 
Africans, and he followed this up in Nigeria with a threat of economic sanctions. This was wildly 
applauded by the revolutionaries in Africa and elsewhere who are keenly anticipating chaos and 
bloodshed in Rhodesia as a necessary preliminary to the next major revolutionary advance in 
central Africa. 
If the Rhodesian bastion is swept away, then the Portugese will be in an extremely vulnerable 
position, while the way will have been cleared for the assault on South Africa. Powerful voices in 
Washington are demanding that after Rhodesia has been dealt with as proposed, South Africa 
should then be threatened with military and economic sanctions in an attempt to break European 
rule. Some of our newer readers may think we have become slightly unbalanced in making this 
comment. We content ourselves with pointing out here that it has recently been revealed that the 
Carnegie Foundation for "Peace" has, at great expense, worked out a complete programme, 
military and economic, together with the estimated cost, for a UN attack on South Africa. 
Australians and New Zealanders, who are complacent about what is happening in Africa, might 
take a look at the map, and then ask themselves how they would be assisted from Britain and 
Western Europe if the whole of Africa were lost. With the Suez Canal closed by Nasser, there would 
be no alternative route via the Cape of Good Hope. We can only hope and pray that our American 
anti-Communist allies can defeat the traitors in their midst before they do too much more damage 
in Africa, and elsewhere. 
From https://www.era.lib.ed.ac.uk/bitstream/1842/4449/1/Mpofu2010.pdf: 
No Place for ‘Undesirables’: The Urban Poor’s Struggle for Survival in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe, 1960-
2005, Busani Mpofu, A Thesis Submitted for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy, University of 
Edinburgh, June 2010 
The government and white community at large blamed Africans for the increasing urban 
unemployment problem. J. A. Newington, RF Member of Parliament (MP), for Hillcrest, ranked 
“population explosion” as one of the top three causes of unemployment in Southern Rhodesia in 
1968. He argued that “Unemployment in Rhodesia is largely attributable to three factors: one which 

http://www.alor.org/Volume1/Vol1No38.htm
https://www.era.lib.ed.ac.uk/bitstream/1842/4449/1/Mpofu2010.pdf
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we have dealt with, sanctions; secondly, the fact that we still import labour… and thirdly, population 
explosion.”399 
From J R T Wood’s A Matter of Weeks Rather Than Months: The Impasse Between Harold Wilson and 
Ian Smith Sanctions, Aborted Settlements and War 1965-1969, Trafford (2 Aug 2012): 

 

 

 

 

 
2038. John Shaw DRUMMOND. Signed 26 February 1948. Empire Flying School, RAF 
Hullavington. 

143 
He also signed this book on 20 August 1948. He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 

                                                 
399 Rhodesia, Parliamentary Debates, 4th Session, Eleventh Parliament, 16 May to 9 August 1968, 24 July 
1968, Column 1059 cited in Glen Ncube, MA Thesis, African Population Dynamics and the rise of the neo-
Malthusianism and State Demographic Politics in late Colonial Zimbabwe, 1960s-1970s, University of 
Zimbabwe, 2005. 
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2039. Wing Commander Martin Patrick Courtenay CORKERY AFC (37038). Signed 26 
February 1948. Inspectorate-General of the RAF. 

143 
From http://www.thepeerage.com/p25709.htm: 
F./Lt. M. P. C. Corkery married Silvia Verity de Carteret Acton, daughter of Theodore John 
Chichester Acton and Margaret de Carteret Martin, on 24 February 1938.1 He and Silvia Verity de 
Carteret Acton were divorced in 1947. He gained the rank of First Lieutenant in the service of the 
Royal Air Force. Child of F./Lt. M. P. C. Corkery and Silvia Verity de Carteret Acton: Richard Martin 
Acton Corkery b. 17 Sep 1943. 
Under the name Patrick Corkery, he wrote Elephants and Dinner Jackets, Book Guild Ltd, 1989: 

 
This book covers: 
Great Britain. Royal Air Force -- Biography 
India -- Description and travel 
Air operations History 
Pakistan 
According to Air of Authority (http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Station%20OCs-SE.htm), he was 
Station Commander of RAF Andover in 1951. 
From http://www.rafjever.org/sharepast.htm: 

 
He was Commanding Officer of No 4 Squadron from September 1945 to May 1946. 
2040. Squadron Leader Robert FERNIE OBE (46241). Signed 26 February 1948. 
Inspectorate-General, Richmond. 

143 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 7 June 1951. 

http://www.thepeerage.com/p25709.htm
http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Station%20OCs-SE.htm
http://www.rafjever.org/sharepast.htm
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2041. Squadron Leader Alfred Samuel COHEN (63184). Signed 2 March 1948. HQ No 18 
Group. 

143 
No listing for 18 Group in The Air Force List for January 1948. He is mentioned in four editions of 
the LG from 25 April 1941 to 24 April 1945. 
2042. Squadron Leader William Charles Henry OATEY MBE (45282). Signed 30 March 1948. 
HQ No 18 Group. 

143 
According to rootsweb, he was born in 1908. His OBE was announced in the LG, 1 January 1943. 
From http://keithdunbar.wix.com/euas-2013#!page3/cee5: 
Edinburgh University Air Squadron, 1946-1969 

 
EUAS Squadron Personnel at RAF Horsham St. Faith 1955. Front row L to R: Jimmy Aitken, 
temporary instructor, Roger Morewood, ADC to AM Sir Harrold Lydford, Peter Blackford, AM Sir 
Harrold Lydford, Bill Spencer, Bill Sowter, Don Carey, Kitty Tyson. Middle row L to R: Rob Seed, Val 
Ventham, Dave Walker, Ron Gardiner, Graham Ferguson, Bruce Mackie, Dave Webster, Neil 
Henriksen, Jimmy Oswald, George Allan, Bob Napier, Dave Thomas, Bill Oatey, Charlie Carroll, 
Brian Gibb, John Maclean, XXXX Ogaard, Tom Kibble, Dave Blackburn. Back row L to R: Sgt Prout, 
Cpl Urquhart, … 
From http://www.keyhambooks.co.uk/34cdch30.pdf: 
A reporter’s view 
Airframe is the newspaper of the BAC factories of Filton etc. In February 1974, it published an 
article by Dagmar Heller who flew on a 511 flight to Luqa: 
“In these days of jets, superjets and supersonic jets, it is not difficult to forget the turboprops of the 
Fifties. Yet the Bristol Britannia is still very much in evidence with the Royal Air Force today. Their 
fleet of 22 Britannias, (19 Mk1s and three Mk.2s) which form part of No.46 Group’s long range 
strategic transport force, are, according to Wing Commander W. H. Croydon, Commanding Officer 

http://keithdunbar.wix.com/euas-2013%23!page3/cee5
http://www.keyhambooks.co.uk/34cdch30.pdf
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of No.511 Squadron at Brize Norton, probably doing more work at the present time than they have 
ever done before. 
No.511 Squadron, who share the operation of these Britannias with 99 Squadron took delivery of 
its first in 1959. Now, 14 years later they may well have only reached the halfway mark, as there 610 
The RAF Britannia and its people is no question of a replacement for a long time to come. 
For the crew’, it says in the booklet handed out to every passenger who flies with the RAF, ‘the 
flight began some hours before takeoff’. We all know this to be true, of course, but how many get 
an opportunity actually to put it to the test? 
It was quite an experience for me, therefore, when I flew recently as staff/crew member on 
Britannia Flight 6162 to Malta. Up before the lark at 0230 for a 0500 hours take-off, followed by a 
drive round a pitch-dark, practically deserted aerodrome collecting other members of the crew, we 
arrived at the air terminal building At about 0330 where the flight for me was about to begin. 
I had arrived at Brize Norton the afternoon before expecting to fly out as a passenger in the normal 
way. But 511 Squadron, it seems, had other ideas. ‘If she wants to know what, it’s like to fly in a 
Britannia, we’ll show her,’were the words (more or less) of their C.O. And so they did! 
I had not been talking long to Squadron Leader Bill Oatey, in charge of training, who made me 
welcome, before my geography was being put severely to the test. By the time I had been shown 
round their headquarters, attending the briefing of the crew I was flying with the following day, and 
later spent a pleasant evening with Wg Cdr. Croydon, Sqn. Ldr. Oatey, Flight Lieutenant David 
Court-Smith the navigation leader, and Flying Officer Ralph Dexter who is in charge of the Air 
Loadmasters, I had come to the conclusion that the 24 or so crews in each of the two Britannia 
squadrons ranked amongst the most widelytravelled people I have met. 
Their scheduled passenger routes which form only a part of their operations - West Germany, 
Gibraltar, Sardinia, Malta, Cyprus, Masirah on the Arabian Coast, Gan in the middle of the Indian 
Ocean, Singapore and Hong Kong – were dismissed as a routine affair. In their role as back up for 
the Army in NATO, the Britannias are flying all round the world.” 
2043. ? C STEWART. Signed 9 April 1948. Bury, Lancashire. 

143 
No trace found. 
2044. Squadron Leader Henry John RAYNER DFC AFC (45809). Signed ? April 1948. No 236 
Operational Conversion Unit, RAF Kinloss. 

143 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://archiver.rootsweb.ancestry.com/th/read/GALLANTRY-AWARDS/2006-07/1153724026: 
Wing-Commander 'Bob' Rayner 
July 15, 1914 - May 1, 2006 
Coastal Command pilot who flew 1,500 hours of operational sorties and won the DFC for sinking a 
U-boat in the Norwegian Sea. 

http://archiver.rootsweb.ancestry.com/th/read/GALLANTRY-AWARDS/2006-07/1153724026
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In an RAF career which spanned Coastal Command's wartime struggle to get to grips with the U-
boat menace with the inadequate aircraft available to it in the early part of the conflict, to its 
eventual mastery of the skies above the oceans in the latter stages, "Bob" Rayner was part of the 
evolution of the antisubmarine tactics that contributed so much to winning the Battle of the 
Atlantic. 
When he flew his first patrols over convoys in the spring of 1941, No 48 Squadron was operating 
the Avro Anson. This had seemed a modern aircraft when it entered the RAF in 1936, with its low-
wing monoplane configuration and retractable undercarriage. 
But with a war to be waged against the U-boat, which could strike at any time over tens of 
thousands of square miles of trackless ocean, the Anson's modest 600-mile range revealed severe 
limits on its usefuless. It was not until the introduction of longer-endurance American types, such 
as the Consolidated Catalina and Liberator, with their ranges of well over 2,000 miles, that Coastal 
Command began to come to terms with the U-boat threat, and eventually to close the air gap in 
mid-Atlantic. 
In the difficult circumstances attending operations with the Anson, Rayner nevertheless received a 
mention in dispatches for carrying the fight to the enemy in July 1941 with 48 Squadron. Later in 
the war, as captain of a Liberator of 224 Squadron he sank a U-boat in the Norwegian Sea, and was 
awarded the DFC. 
Henry John Rayner (always known as Bob - possibly because of an incarnation as a London bobby 
before he joined the RAF) was born in 1914 and educated at John Ruskin School, Croydon. He left 
after his school certificate in 1929, to join the Metropolitan Police, in which he served for the next 
six years. In 1936, he joined the RAF as an airman pilot trainee. On completion of his flying training 
in 1937, he was promoted to sergeant. 
RAF Coastal Command had been formed in the year that Rayner joined the RAF, and was tasked 
with protecting the UK and its mercantile marine lifeline from naval threats. In the pre-war years, 
Rayner was involved in the evolution of maritime reconnaissance, with postings to 224 squadron, 
then operating Ansons; to the school of maritime general reconnaissance at Thorney Island; and to 
48 Squadron, also an Anson unit. 
He was to be posted back to 48 Squadron, after the war had been in progress for eight months, in 
May 1940. After flying antisubmarine patrols to cover the Dunkirk evacuation, No 48 moved north 
to give air cover to convoys in the Western Approaches from bases in the West of Scotland and 
Western Isles. 
Rayner, who was commissioned in 1941, received his mention in dispatches that year for pressing 
home attacks and recording strikes on two U-boats that were threatening convoys. 
He was then rested from operations and had spells as an instructor on Hudsons and then on the 
Liberator, the VLR (very long-range) aircraft that was to transform the capabilities of Coastal 
Command. When he returned to No 224 in March 1944, it was operating Liberators equipped with 
the Leigh light to facilitate the spotting of U-boats on the surface at night. 
On September 19 that year, while on patrol in the Norwegian Sea, Rayner and his crew attacked 
U867 on the surface northwest of Bergen. The U-boat was lost with all 60 of her complement. At 
the end of his tour of operations with 224, Rayner was awarded the DFC. He had by then flown 
1,510 hours of operational sorties with Coastal Command. 
Rayner remained in the RAF after the war. Among his postwar appointments he was chief flying 
instructor at the Empire Flying School and other establishments, and was awarded the Air Force 
Cross in 1948. Much of his subsequent career was in flying training and staff posts, and towards the 
end of his period of service much involved in maintenance organisation. He retired in 1961. 
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Rayner's wife, Molly, died in 1993. He is survived by a son and daughter. 
Wing-Commander "Bob" Rayner, DFC, AFC, wartime Coastal Command pilot, was born on July 15, 
1914. He died on May 1, 2006, aged 91. 
From http://announcements.telegraph.co.uk/deaths/10999/rayner: 
"The Wing Commander" Henry John "Bob" Rayner D.F.C., A.F.C., R.A.F. (Ret'd) aged 91 passed away 
peacefully on Monday, May 1st 2006 at his home in Lingfield after an illness borne with dignity. 
Served his country with distinction during the Second World War, an honourable man devoted to 
and much loved by his family and held in the highest esteem by all his friends. Services will be held 
on Monday, May 8th 2006 at 12 noon at the Surrey and Sussex Crematorium, Balcombe Road, 
Worth, Crawley. 
2045. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] William Roy Edward WILSON (44453). 
Signed ? April 1948. No 236 Operational Conversion Unit, RAF Kinloss. 

143 
He also signed this book on ? April 1948. He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired 
on 11 August 1964. 
2046. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Robert DICKER (53999). Signed 20 April 
1948. HQ No 18 Group. 

143 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 10 November 1975. 
Transport Pioneers of the Twentieth Century: Interviews Recorded by the Transport Trust, Peter Allen 
and Graham Robson, Patrick Stephens, Cambridge, 1981 includes interviews with Robert Dicker, Sir 
Barnes Wallis, AvM Donald Bennett, Sir Thomas Sopwith, Flt Lt Ballantyne and others. 
2047. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] William Roy Edward WILSON (44453). 
Signed ? April 1948. No 236 Operational Conversion Unit, RAF Kinloss. 

143 
He also signed this book on ? April 1948. 

http://announcements.telegraph.co.uk/deaths/10999/rayner
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2048. Group Captain (Retired) Leon MARTIN AFC (07242). Signed ? May 1948. 2 Meriden 
Court, Chelsea. 

143 
His permanent commission as a Flying Officer was announced in the LG, 11 March 1924. His 
promotion from Flight Lieutenant to Squadron Leader was announced in the LG, 31 March 1936. 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 8 June 1939 and Flight, 15 June 1939. 
From The Air Force List for April 1950: 
Born 11 December 1898. First commission 1 April 1918. Group Captain 1 October 1946. Retired 6 
December 1947. 
2049. Group Captain [later Air Commodore] Reginald Cyril FIELD MiD (26031). Signed ? 
May 1948. RAF Benson. 

143 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Field_RC.htm: 
b: 15 Oct 1906           r: 29 Apr 1959           d: 19 May 1982  
MiD - 8 Jun 1944. 
Plt Off: 17 Dec 1927, Fg Off: 17 Jun 1929, Flt Lt: 1 Apr 1933, Sqn Ldr: 1 Aug 1937, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 
Jun 1940, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Jun 1942, Wg Cdr (WS): 28 Sep 1942, Wg Cdr: 1 Dec 1943, Gp Capt: 1 
Jul 1947 1 Oct 1946, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1951. 
xx xxx 1922 Aircraft Apprentice, No 1 School of Technical Training, RAF Halton 
xx xxx 1926 Flight Cadet, 'B' Sqn, RAF College 
17 Dec 1927 Appointed to a Permanent Commission 
17 Dec 1927 Pilot, No 13 Sqn 
xx xxx xxxx Photographic Officer, No 13 Sqn 
3 Jan 1930 Photographic Officer, No 208 Sqn 
22 Nov 1931 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
 5 Jan 1932 Attended School of Photography 
 6 Sep 1932 Pilot, No 16 Sqn 
 1 May 1933 Photographic Officer/Instructor, School of Army Co-operation 
21 Feb 1936 Staff, RAF Kai Tak 
12 Dec 1936 Photographic Officer, HQ RAF Far East 
 7 Apr 1938 Supernumerary, No 1 RAF Depot 
25 Jul 1938 Officer Commanding, No 144 Sqn (Blenheim I/Hampden I) 
23 Jan 1939 Attended RAF Staff College 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Field_RC.htm
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 5 Jul 1940 Photographic Staff Officer, HQ Flying Training Command 
29 Aug 1940 Air Staff, HQ Flying Training Command 
15 Nov 1941 Staff, Deputy Directorate of Photography 
? 
16 Oct 1945 SASO, AHQ Ceylon 
 9 Sep 1946 ? 
 3 Aug 1948 Director of Admin Plans and War Organisation 
xx xxx 1952 AOC, AHQ Hong Kong 
12 Sep 1955 Director of Admin Plans 
15 Aug 1956 AOA, HQ Home Command 
2050. Flight Lieutenant Ronald Mochrie COX (54131). Signed ? May 1948. No 210 
Squadron, RAF St Eval. 

143 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. Flight, 4 January 1951 announced the award of his 
RAeC Aviator’s Certificate: 

 
2051. Anthony COPE. Signed 12 May 1948. Dundee Repertory Theatre. 

144 
From http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1625326/bio?ref_=nm_ov_bio_sm: 
Anthony Cope is an actor and writer, known for Doctor Knock (1938), The Adventure of the Mazarin 
Stone (1951) and The Malory Secret (1951). 
2052. Tom ADAMS. Signed 12 May 1948. Dundee Repertory Theatre. 

144 
From http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0011403/bio?ref_=nm_ov_bio_sm: 
Tom Adams was born on September 3, 1938 in London, England. He is an actor, known for The 
Great Escape (1963), The 2nd Best Secret Agent in the Whole Wide World (1965) and Focus North 
(1999). NOTE: His DOB would make him only 9 years old when he signed this book, so this is 
unlikely to be him. 
2053. Anthony WOODRUFF. Signed 12 May 1948. Dundee Repertory Theatre. 

144 
From http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0940433/bio?ref_=nm_ov_bio_sm: 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1625326/bio?ref_=nm_ov_bio_sm
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0011403/bio?ref_=nm_ov_bio_sm
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0940433/bio?ref_=nm_ov_bio_sm
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Anthony Woodruff was born on November 13, 1918 in Brighton, East Sussex, England. He was an 
actor, known for This Sporting Life (1963), The Human Factor (1979) and The Tall Guy (1989). He 
died on January 27, 1993 in London, England. Played several roles in the British-originated Tale 
Spinners for Children record albums of the 1960's, including King Arthur in Knights of the Round 
Table. (Sunday June 16, 1957) He acted in Robin Maugham's play, The Last Hero, at the Strand 
Theatre in London, England with Margaret Bull, Cicely Paget-Bowman, Nigel Stock, Christopher 
Taylor, Robert Jackson, Anthony Marlowe, Alan Judd, Humphrey Lestocq, Mark Shurland, John 
Arnatt, Michael Brill, Thomas Baptiste, and Hamlyn Benson in the cast. Ellen Pollock was director. 71 
acting credits from 1951 to 1989. 
2054. Jane HOPPS. Signed 12 May 1948. Dundee Repertory Theatre. 

144 
No trace found. The surname might be COPPS. 
2055. Roslyn LANGDON. Signed 12 May 1948. Dundee Repertory Theatre. 

144 
According to the University of Glasgow’s archives for the Dundee Repertory Theatre, Roslyn 
Langdon appeared in several plays. 
2056. Camilla J Unknown. Signed 12 May 1948. Dundee Repertory Theatre. 

144 
The surname looks like BELLREDER. 
2057. E H ABRAHAM. Signed 19 May 1948. Air Ministry. 

144 
The Air Force List for April 1950 list him as a Principal in the Administrative Section of the Civilian 
Staff. 
2058. Wing Commander Horace John Audley THEWLES OBE (37836). Signed 19 May 1948. 
Coastal Command. 

144 
He also signed this book on 13 July 1944 and 27 January 1948. 
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2059. POSSIBLY Wing Commander Robert Alexander (“Butch”) BARTON OBE DFC* 
(37664). Signed 19 May 1948. Coastal Command. 

144 
This is the only match for Wing Commanders in The Air Force List for April 1950. 
Battle of Britain pilot. 
From http://airforce.ca/awards.php?search=1&keyword&page=3&mem&type=rafww2: 
BARTON, F/L Robert Alexander (37664) - Distinguished Flying Cross - awarded as per LG,dated 22 
October 1940. Born in Kamloops, British Columbia, 7 June 1916; enrolled in RAF, 27 January 1936; 
posted to No.41 Squadron, 11 October 1936; served with No. 249 Squadron in Battle of Britain and 
Malta, 15 May 1940 to 8 December 1941, commanding the unit from December 1940 onwards. 
Took the squadron to Malta, 21 May 1941, flying from deck of HMS Ark Royal. Crash-landed and 
sustained second-degree burns on 1 August 1941 but remained on Malta and returned to action. 
Returned to Britain in December 1941 to serve at an Operational Training Unit. Subsequently a staff 
officer in Fighter Command, commanded Skeabrae (Orkneys). Early 1945 given command of North 
Weald; posted to India in August 1945. On return to Britain in 1948 he served in staff appointments 
including Germany, retiring in 1959. See H.A. Halliday, The Tumbling Sky, for a chapter on his 
career. Air Ministry Bulletin 5435 refers. Chris Shores, Aces High (2nd edition) lists his victories as 
follows: 15 August 1940, one Bf.110 destroyed and one Bf.110 damaged, Middle Wallop; 24 August 
1940, two Bf.109s destroyed, Isle of Wight (one shared with another pilot); 2 September 1940, one 
Do.17 destroyed, Rochford (shared with another pilot); 11 September 1940, four He.111s damaged 
southeast of London (squadron claim); 15 September 1940, two Do.17s destroyed, Thames Estuary 
(one shared with another pilot); 18 September 1940, one He.111 damaged, Thames Estuary; 27 
September 1940, one Bf.110 destroyed, North Weald; 29 October 1940, one Bf.109 destroyed and 
two Bf.109s damaged, North Weald; 7 November 1940, one Bf.109 probably destroyed over sea, 
Clacton; 11 November 1940, one Ju.86 destroyed over Channel; 4 February 1941, two Bf.110s 
destroyed, Kentish Knock Lightship (one shared with another pilot); 3 June 1941, one SM.79 
destroyed off Gozo; 7/8 June 1941, one BD.20 destroyed off Malta at night; 17 July 1941, one 
MC.200 destroyed, Malta; 25 July 1941, one MC.200 destroyed, Malta; 4 September 1941, one 
MC.200 probably destroyed and one MC.200 damaged off Cap Passero; 19 October 1941, one 
SM.81 destroyed south of Lampedusa (shared with another pilot); 22 November 1941, one MC.202 
destroyed northeast of Gozo. Specifically listed in AFRO 1292/41 dated 7 November 1941 as a 
Canadian in the RAF who had been decorated as of that date; AFRO 1340/41 dated 14 November 
1941 (announcing Bar to DFC) also stated he was a Canadian in the RAF: 
“This officer has displayed outstanding leadership. His skill was particularly displayed on September 
28, when his squadron destroyed twenty enemy aircraft. Flight Lieutenant Barton has destroyed 
four enemy machines and shared in the destruction of others.” 
NOTE: The citation is erroneous in that it should specify September 27, not September 28. 
BARTON, S/L Robert Alexander, DFC (37664) - Bar to Distinguished Flying Cross - No. 249 
Squadron - awarded as per LG,dated 31 October 1941; no citation other than 'for gallantry and 
devotion to duty in the execution of air operations.' Public Records Office Air 2/4782 (Non-
Immediate Awards, Middle East, 1941-1943) has following recommendation communicated by 
RAFHQ Middle East to Air Ministry Honours and Awards Committee, 2 October 1941: 

http://airforce.ca/awards.php?search=1&keyword&page=3&mem&type=rafww2
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“Squadron Leader Barton is Officer Commanding No. 249 Squadron . During his period of service in 
the United Kingdom this officer shot down seven and one-half enemy aircraft confirmed and since 
his arrival in Malta has show down four and one-half enemy aircraft including one enemy bomber 
at night. He shows a high standard of courage and initiative and his excellent leadership has been a 
tonic to his flight commanders and fellow pilots and to the station in general. He leads his 
squadron on all interceptions and offensive fighter patrols which entails being on 'Standby' every 
other day. In addition to this he performs night fighter duties which on many occasions have 
entailed being on watch for the entire 24 hours without a break. The results obtained by the fighter 
effort on the island of Malta can be largely credited to the efforts of this officer in the manner in 
which he inspires the pilots under his command.” 
This was edited down for the Honours and Awards Committee at Air Ministry: 
“This officer destroyed seven hostile aircraft during a period of service in the United Kingdom. 
Since his arrival in Malta he has led his squadron on all interceptions and fighter patrols during 
which he has destroyed four hostile aircraft, including one at night. Squadron Leader Barton has, 
throughout, shown a high standard of courage, leadership and initiative and has contributed 
materially to the results obtained by the fighter effort on the island.” 
BARTON, W/C Robert Alexander, DFC (37664) - Officer, Order of the British Empire - awarded as 
per LG,dated 14 June 1945. 
From http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/military-obituaries/air-force-
obituaries/8074133/Wing-Commander-Butch-Barton.html: 
The Telegraph, 19 October 2010 
Wing Commander 'Butch' Barton, who has died aged 94, became a fighter ace during the Battle of 
Britain and went on to lead his squadron with distinction during the fierce air battles over Malta. 
Barton was flight commander of the Hurricane-equipped No 249 Squadron based in Yorkshire 
when it was transferred to Boscombe Down on August 14 1940; the aim was to reinforce the hard-
pressed fighter squadrons in the south. He was immediately in action, and the following day shot 
down a Messerschmitt Bf 110 fighter and damaged a second. 
On August 16, Barton's deputy, Flight Lieutenant JB Nicolson, was attacked and his Hurricane 
caught fire. Despite suffering burns, Nicholson immediately attacked another German fighter 
before baling out. He was later awarded a Victoria Cross, the only pilot in Fighter Command to 
receive the supreme award for valour. 
Over the next three weeks, Barton's successes mounted. On September 3, now flying from North 
Weald in Essex, his Hurricane was hit by return fire from a Dornier bomber and he was forced to 
bale out. On his return to the squadron later in the day he was ribbed by his colleagues for 
allowing himself to be shot down by a bomber. 
When his CO was wounded, Barton led the squadron into battle during the most hectic phase of 
the Luftwaffe's onslaught, sometimes flying four times in a single day. On September 15, the day of 
the greatest air battle, he shot down a Dornier bomber over the Thames Estuary and damaged a 
second. 
By the end of the Battle of Britain on October 31, Barton had accounted for two more enemy 
fighters and damaged two others. He was awarded a DFC for his "outstanding leadership". 
The son of a Canadian civil engineer and a Scottish mother, Robert Alexander Barton was born on 
June 7 1916 at Kamloops, British Columbia. He was educated in Vernon, requiring a weekly journey 
by steamship to and from his home at Penticton. When he was 19 he went to a recruiting office in 
Vancouver and was accepted into the RAF. He travelled to England to take up a short service 
commission in January 1936. 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/military-obituaries/air-force-obituaries/8074133/Wing-Commander-Butch-Barton.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/military-obituaries/air-force-obituaries/8074133/Wing-Commander-Butch-Barton.html
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After training as a pilot he joined No 41 Squadron, flying biplane fighters. Following the outbreak 
of war he joined the newly-formed No 249 Squadron, whose CO was Squadron Leader John 
Grandy, later Chief of the Air Staff and a Marshal of the RAF. 
In December 1940 Barton was promoted to take command of 249 Squadron, and he destroyed two 
more enemy fighters. In 1941 his squadron was ordered to prepare for service in Malta, and on 
May 19 its Hurricanes were transferred to Ark Royal in Gibraltar. 
Barton opened his account in Malta on June 3, when he shot down an Italian bomber, the 
squadron's first victory over the island. Five days later he destroyed another bomber, this time at 
night. At first light, he returned to the scene to search for the Italian crew. Two men were found 
and rescued. 
Under Barton's leadership, 249 Squadron was one of the most successful fighter squadrons on the 
island. But on July 31 he was lucky to survive when the engine of his Hurricane failed as he took off 
and he crashed through some sturdy Maltese walls. His injuries included second-degree burns, and 
he was kept in hospital for several weeks. Yet by September he was back leading the squadron, and 
was soon involved in a fierce battle with Italian fighters, during which he was credited with 
shooting down one and damaging another. On November 22 he achieved his final victory when he 
shot down a Macchi MC202 fighter near Gozo. 
After two years' continuous and intense fighting, in December he was rested and returned to 
England. His deputy, Tom Neil (himself a Battle of Britain ace), wrote: "I was very conscious of the 
squadron's debt to him. Small and slight in stature, in no way a heroic figure and unassuming 
almost to a fault, he was a wonderful leader and one of the best fighter pilots it would be my good 
fortune to meet." The citation for the Bar to Barton's DFC concluded that "his excellent leadership 
inspires the pilots under his command". 
Following a spell as chief instructor at a fighter training unit, Barton took command of the fighter 
airfield at Skaebrae in Orkney. He later commanded North Weald and served at HQ Fighter 
Command, where he was responsible for tactics. He was mentioned in despatches and in June 1945 
was appointed OBE. 
In August 1945 he was posted to India, and then for two years helped in the creation of the 
Pakistan Air Force following Partition. 
Barton served on a number of fighter stations and commanded RAF Acklington in Northumberland. 
His final appointment was on the operations staff at the Air Ministry, and he retired in February 
1959. During his career he had always tried to maintain the highest standards of chivalry, once 
severely reprimanding an inexperienced colleague who had finished off a damaged German 
aircraft, killing the pilot as he was attempting to crash land over England. 
On his return to Canada he lived a quiet life. Much of his time was devoted to caring for his wife, 
who for a long time was in poor health, and every year they wintered in Arizona. His great passion 
was fishing in the rivers and lakes of British Columbia, where he was regarded as one of the 
region's finest fly fishermen. 
"Butch" Barton died on September 2. His ashes were scattered on his favourite lake in British 
Columbia on the morning of September 15, Battle of Britain Day. 
He married, in 1939, Gwen Cranswick; she died in 1988, and he is survived by their son. 
From http://intotheswarm.blogspot.co.uk/2011/12/butch.html: 
Butch Barton 
Robert Alexander Barton was born in Kamloops, British Columbia on 7 June 1916. His mother was 
of Scottish decent and his father was a Canadian civil engineer. As a young man Barton was 

http://intotheswarm.blogspot.co.uk/2011/12/butch.html
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educated in Vernon, which required a weekly journey by steamship to and from his home at 
Penticton. When he reached nineteen years of age Barton paid a visit to a recruiting office in 
Vancouver, where he was accepted into the RAF. 
In January 1936, Barton made the long voyage to England to take up a short service commission. 
After completing his training at No.9 Flying Training School in Thornaby, Barton joined No.41 
Squadron at Catterick, where he remained until he was posted to Church Fenton as a Flight 
Commander of No. 249 Squadron at its formation in May 1940. When the Squadron moved south 
to Boscombe Down during August 1940, Barton’s war really began. 
It was during the second month of the Battle of Britain when ‘Butch’ (as he was nicknamed) Barton 
was flying with B Flight on 15 August 1940, started to show his calibre in combat. At around 1700 
hours radar stations on the Hampshire and Sussex coasts reported the approach of enemy raiders. 
Spitfires and Hurricanes patrolling south-east of the Isle of Wight intercepted a number of enemy 
aircraft, but a mass formation of bombers broke through the line and made its way inland. Some 
bombers made way for the airfield at RNAS Worthy Down, and the remainder targeted the airfields 
at Middle Wallop and Odiham. During this time, No. 249 Squadron had been ordered to patrol 
Warmwell at 15,000 feet. It was a beautiful evening with a clear blue sky, but the Squadron’s A 
Flight did not see any enemy aircraft to engage throughout the patrol. B Flight however sighted 11 
Junkers Ju 88s escorted by a heavy number of Bf 110s near Middle Wallop. Barton’s Blue Section 
engaged the 110s, as did Spitfires of No.609 Squadron. It was approximately1735 hours near the 
Ringwood area when Barton led Blue Section into attack on the rearmost section of the 110s. The 
enemy twin-engined fighters turned into the approaching Hurricanes and in turn attacked Barton’s 
Section. Barton squeezed his gun button for two seconds, firing a 30° deflection burst at a 110 
from his eight machine guns. Results followed as smoke emitted from one of its engines. Pilot 
Officer Bryan Meaker, flying as Blue 2, followed Barton into the attack but his aircraft went into a 
spin. Meaker managed to recover from the spin and in doing so he saw four Bf 110s circling. 
Meaker selected one as his target and attacked from beam with a full deflection burst. His bullets 
struck the 110 and streams of white vapour poured from both its engines. Meaker followed it down 
to 500 feet and watched the enemy aircraft crash about ten miles north of Southampton.  
Meanwhile Barton had lined another 110 up in his sights and let off two deflection bursts. Bullets 
entered the 110’s fuselage behind the pilot and smoke poured from the starboard engine. Barton 
followed the stricken aircraft down and saw it crash about four miles north-west of Romsey. 
Pilot Officer Terry Crossey, flying as Blue 3, also engaged a Bf 110 that he caught following Pilot 
Officer Meaker. He also attacked another formation but broke away when he thought that three 
enemy single-seater fighters were on his tail. These fighters were most likely Spitfires because the 
Luftwaffe’s only single-seater fighter at the time, the Bf 109, was not involved in this action. Such 
uncertainty was often a by-product of high speed combat. A sky full of aircraft, diving, twisting and 
turning in all directions left little to no time for a pilot to hang around to be conclusive. ‘Get in and 
get out’ was a trusted rule in order for a fighter pilot to survive. Low on fuel, Crossey was obliged 
to land at Harwell and two hours later he returned to base. Meaker returned to Boscombe Down at 
1755 hours and twenty five minutes later Flight Lieutenant Barton returned having fired 800 rounds 
in anger. 
When the pilots of A Flight landed back at base they were a little surprised to hear B Flight chatting 
excitedly amongst themselves about their various combat experiences as they had not even seen 
any enemy aircraft during the patrol. Pilot Officer Tom ‘Ginger’ Neil of A Flight joined the circle to 
listen to their intriguing conversations. Not only had Blue Section seen combat but Flying Officer 
Denis Parnall and Pilot Officer John Beazley of Green Section had also been involved in the action. 
At the time he was not to know it, but Pilot Officer Neil would soon see a lot of action with the 
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Squadron. By the end of the war Tom Neil claimed 12 and 4 shared enemy aircraft destroyed, with 
additional ‘probables’ and ‘damaged’ enemy aircraft to his credit. 
The following day the Squadron would again be called into action when twelve Hurricanes, led by 
Flight Lieutenant Barton, were ordered off to patrol the area between Poole and Southampton at 
1305 hours. During the patrol a formation of Bf 109Es were sighted and Red Section, led by Flight 
Lieutenant James Nicolson, flew off to investigate. Suddenly out of nowhere Red Section was 
bounced from above and astern and Nicolson’s Hurricane was hit and set ablaze. In a courageous 
flurry Nicolson remained with his burning aircraft and, ignoring his wounds and the intense heat, 
he remained in his cockpit to attack a Bf 110 which appeared in front of him. Owing to the 
unbearable heat that followed Nicolson was then forced to bale out of his aircraft but as he floated 
down in his parachute he was shot at by a member of the Home Guard who mistook him for a 
German. Both attacks had left him severely wounded and he was taken to the Royal Southampton 
Hospital to be treated. A few days later from his hospital bed, Nicolson sent a report of the action 
to Squadron Leader John Grandy an extract: 
“I was proceeding with Red Section ... when I noticed three enemy aircraft some distance away to 
the left. I informed Butch Flt Lt Barton, who told me to go and investigate. As however the three 
unfortunates ran into 12 Spitfires long before I got in range, I turned round to rejoin Butch, 
climbing from 15,000 feet to 17,000 feet so that I could catch him when I saw him. As I approached 
Southampton I heard Yellow Leader shout ‘Tally-ho, one mile to port’ and immediately turned off 
to join the scrap, at the same time reaching for my map. As I was opening my map, I was struck in 
the cockpit by four successive cannon shells...”      
Nicolson’s courage in remaining in a burning aircraft with cannon shell wounds to engage a 
Messerschmitt 110 was commended and he was later awarded the Victoria Cross. (In fact the only 
Victoria Cross awarded to Fighter Command in the Second World War.) 
Pilot Officer Martyn King’s aircraft was also damaged by a cannon shell and he, too, abandoned his 
cockpit but, horrifically, King’s parachute failed him and he crashed down through a tall tree, fell 
onto the lawn of a house in Clifton Road, Shirley, and died in the arms of a man who lived nearby. 
The third Hurricane in Red Section also received damage from the bounce but the pilot was able to 
safely return to base. It was a terrible day for the Squadron. 
During the following week enemy bombers continued to reek havoc over the south of England. On 
24 August a large raid of Ju 88s attacked Portsmouth, killing and injuring many civilians and Royal 
Navy personnel. Meanwhile No. 249 Squadron was patrolling the Isle of Wight, with ‘Butch’ Barton 
leading B Flight. At 1720 hours Blue Section sighted enemy aircraft at 19,000 feet heading south 
and they engaged the fighter escort. Barton soon found himself in a head-on attack, firing at a 
Messerschmitt 109 that was also shooting at him. The attack was over in a flash. Barton had only 
fired a quick burst from 150 yards range but when he turned away from the duel he saw the 109 
diving towards the sea, emitting white vapour. 
On 1 September, No. 249 Squadron moved to North Weald in Essex to relieve No.56 Squadron. The 
next day the Squadron was brought to readiness at dawn and by 0720 hours ten Hurricanes were 
scrambled from North Weald to intercept a large formation of Dornier Do 17s, escorted by 
approximately 100 Messerschmitt 109Es and 110s. The bombers had been ordered to attack RAF 
airfields. Out of the six squadrons sent off to meet the raiders only the Hurricanes of No.249 and 
Spitfires of No.72 Squadron made contact with the enemy. After patrolling Rochester at 15,000 
feet, the Squadron, led by Squadron Leader John Grandy, sighted the enemy formation and 
engaged. 
Flight Lieutenant Barton’s combat report illustrates his part of the action: 
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“I selected a Dornier which had broken formation after our first attack and was flying eastwards on 
its own. I carried out an astern attack, firing about ten bursts at both engines and cockpit. No 
evasive tactics were adopted but there was a lot of return fire, some of which hit my aircraft. Pieces 
flew off the E/A and I noticed what appeared to be a weight on a piece of wire ejected from the 
aircraft, but this did not hit me. E/A gradually lost height. Plt Off Meaker also attacked this aircraft 
which crash-landed on Rochford aerodrome, having just caught fire. One occupant baled out at 
100 feet and his parachute failed to open in time.” 
Bartron’s wingman, Pilot Officer Bryan Meaker, wrote the following graphic description of the 
combat in his diary: 
“Attacked en masse, then dived away as fighters came down. Joined Butch again after a frantic tail-
watching breakaway, and started after bombers again. Suddenly we see a Dornier coming towards 
us – running for home. We jump on it – Butch sits on its tail, pumping lead at it. I do quarter 
attacks. He doesn’t like this, lumps fall off and smoke pours out. I am awake now and feeling 
hungry. Butch says, ‘Don’t waste any more ammunition on him; this guy’s finished.’ I say, ‘OK Bud,’ 
and formate on the Dornier as he heads for Rochford. He is a wreck – rudders in ribbons and pieces 
falling off all the time. One guy comes out at 100 feet. Parachute streams as he hits the ground – 
bounces. Butch and I are very cocky, go home and shoot a line.1” 
The Dornier belonged to 9/KG3 and owing to the intense attack it belly-landed at Rochford airfield. 
The German pilot was found wounded, the rear gunner was dead and the other two crew members 
were injured but had survived the attack. 
In relation to Barton’s character and abilities Tom Neil wrote the following of ‘Butch’:  
 “‘Butch Barton’, in my view, was one of the best RAF fighter pilots of the Second World War. Which 
was surprising, as he did not look or sound like a hero ... he was small, had little dress sense, could 
never be described as eloquent, and his hand-writing looked like the trail of a fly with ink on its 
feet, crawling across an empty page. Moreover, and to my personal distaste, he smoked vile-
smelling Canadian cigarettes called ‘Sweet Caporals’ ... He was brave and calculating in battle and, 
like many Canadians, was an excellent shot, both with a twelve-bore shotgun and a Hurricane’s 
eight Browning machine guns. Always calm and fearless in the air he was a determined, self-
effacing leader.2”      
On 5 September, No. 249 Squadron was back in the thick of it when in conjunction with No.46 
Squadron the pilots intercepted a formation of enemy aircraft over the Thames Estuary. Flight 
Lieutenant Barton led his Section down to attack some Dorniers but his Hurricane (V6625) was hit 
by Dornier return fire and a Bf 109E which had latched onto his tail. Barton had no choice but to 
abandon his aircraft because his engine was on fire. He baled out and landed safely in a garden 
below. Retribution followed when Sergeant Henry Davidson attacked the 109 with a short burst at 
200 yards range. The 109 dived and Davidson pursued it until at about 10,000 feet the German 
pilot pulled out of the dive and began to climb. Davidson let off a succession of short bursts which 
caused the 109 to dive for the sea with smoke pouring from its engine. 
After getting back on his feet, Barton was driven back to North Weald in an army car to be greeted 
by friendly jibes from his colleagues for allowing himself to get shot down by a bomber! 
The following day Squadron Leader Grandy was shot down, presumably by a 109 which had caught 
him unaware. Grandy baled out of his aircraft but was wounded in the process. With the CO now 
recovering in hospital the task of leading the Squadron fell into the capable hands of Butch Barton. 
During the afternoon of 11 September No. 249 Squadron was scrambled with an order to patrol 
the London Docks and Thames Estuary as enemy aircraft had been plotted in the Calais area. At 
about 1545 hours Barton led the Squadron into a head-on attack to meet 30 Heinkel He 111s flying 
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at 19,000 feet. Barton claimed one of the bombers as ‘damaged’ and witnessed four of the Heinkels 
break formation, pouring glycol. Pilot Officer Meaker, as ever, was close behind Barton but to avoid 
colliding with the oncoming bombers he broke away so violently that his Hurricane went into an 
inverted spin. He recovered several thousand feet below but he could not regain sight of the battle 
overhead. With little choice, Meaker made his way back to base feeling peeved that he had missed 
out on the action. 
Over the next few days the Squadron began to receive replacement pilots. The 14th saw the arrival 
of Pilot Officer Gerald Lewis, an experienced ace from No.85 Squadron, who had been involved in 
the heavy fighting in France. Another pilot to arrive the same day was Sergeant Charles Palliser 
posted from No.43 Squadron. Sergeant Palliser was soon christened ‘Tich’ by Pilot Officer Neil, as 
like Barton; he wasn’t the tallest chap in the air force.      
Sunday 15 September 1940: A day that would see the most intense aerial action of the whole Battle 
of Britain. 
In the morning Flight Lieutenant Barton and Pilot Officer William Pattullo took off together to 
identify an unidentified aircraft, but nothing was seen and they were recalled to North Weald. 
Shortly after, at about 1130 hours twelve Hurricanes of No. 249 Squadron raced across the 
aerodrome at North Weald and began to climb towards the first major raid of the day. The 
Squadron in company with No. 46 Squadron were vectored towards a formation of Dorniers near 
south London, which they attacked. Guns were fired and damage was inflicted on the bombers, but 
only Pilot Officer Meaker was able to claim one Dornier destroyed and Pilot Officer George Barclay 
claimed a probable. 
Later in the afternoon the next order to ‘scramble’ arrived and once again the fighter boys of 
No.249 were hurrying towards their aircraft. A large raid of well over 100 bombers plus heavy 
fighter escort were crossing the Channel and all of No.11 Group’s squadrons were sent off to 
intercept the mass raid. 
Over south London the Squadron met 15 Do 17s, followed by a formation of He 111s that were 
heading for the Capital. Butch Barton led the Squadron into the swarm and the bombers began to 
divide. Pilot Officer Meaker attacked a Dornier with a short burst but immediately broke away to 
avoid heavy crossfire. 2,000 feet below the main action Meaker sighted a Dornier diving from the 
clouds. A five second burst from beam to quarter but the bomber’s starboard engine and fuselage 
in flames. Meaker saw of one of the crew bale out of the blazing furnace before he broke away. 
Barton joined Meaker in attacking another Dornier, hitting its engine and fuselage with several 
bursts of machinegun fire. The bomber dived into cloud cover, with Barton and Meaker in pursuit. 
They watched the enemy machine smoking badly until it passed through cloud. Suddenly Meaker 
broke away in a left-hand climbing turn to avoid the cannon shells of two Bf 109s on his tail. He 
tightened the turn until he was able to get off a burst at one of the Messerschmitt’s with was 
slightly above him. Bullets hit the enemy’s port wing and clearly shaken, it dived into cloud. Meaker 
began to chase the two 109s but he lost sight of them. Then he saw two fighters coming straight at 
him. He held his fire, thinking the two aircraft were Spitfires, so he dodged under them, but then 
realised they were the same two yellow-nosed 109s as before. They made off and Meaker was 
unable to catch up with them. 
During this action Barton also claimed a second Dornier as probably destroyed, later reporting the 
following: 
“I carried out an attack on a Do17 from below and saw a great amount of material fly off front 
position of fuselage after a three-second burst. Aircraft dived down out of formation. Then 
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attacked Dornier with Blue 2 Plt Off Meaker – smoke and oil pouring from engine and aircraft dived 
into cloud.” 
Back at dispersal Pilot Officer Neil found “a queue of pilots leading to the intelligence officer, 
everyone in a high state of excitement. It had been a fantastic fight, no one missing and a 
mounting tally of Huns: seven, eight, nine ‘destroyed’ and about a similar number ‘probable’ and 
‘damaged’. What a to-do! Crashed Huns burning on the ground everywhere; someone said that he 
had seen at least two. Plus mine in the sea of course!”3 
Over the next couple of days, bad weather kept Luftwaffe activity down to a minimum, but the lull 
would soon be over. 
After midday on 18 September Barton was leading the Squadron into a head-on attack against a 
force of He 111s, escorted by fighters, over the Thames Estuary. Barton concentrated his fire on a 
Heinkel flying in the rear section and saw oil and puffs of smoke coming from the port engine. The 
bomber lagged behind its formation on its return to France and was claimed as ‘damaged’. 
On the 25 September, Pilot Officer Neil and Barton’s good friend and trusted wingman, Pilot Officer 
Meaker, were informed that they had each been awarded the DFC. 
Two days later the Squadron was airborne before 0900 hours. Barton led the Squadron through 
foggy conditions and rendezvoused with No. 46 Squadron. The Hurricanes began to patrol 
Wickford but they were soon vectored towards Maidstone where enemy aircraft had been 
detected. On approach, a defensive circle of Bf 110s were spotted over Redhill and the Hurricane 
squadrons roared into action. 
Barton led a diving attack out of the sun and fired a four second burst at the nearest 110 from 
above. He saw pieces fall off the enemy’s port engine, which streamed smoke, but he was forced to 
break away from the engagement as his own aircraft was hit and damaged. Barton landed safely at 
Gatwick at 0935 hours. The 110 that he attacked was seen to crash in the Redhill area by Pilot 
Officer Lewis. 
Back at North Weald it was learned that the Squadron had claimed an impressive eight 
Messerschmitt’s shot down, with an additional five probables. It was a brilliant feat that was later 
dampened by the sad news that one of the Squadron’s very own had been killed in the attack. 
Apparently wounded and out of ammunition, it was believed that Pilot Officer Percy Burton had 
deliberately rammed his Hurricane into a Bf 110 that he was pursuing. 
Soon after, in Barton’s absence, Pilot Officer Lewis led seven Hurricanes up to patrol Maidstone 
before sweeping the line between Hawkinge and Canterbury with No.46 Squadron. A dogfight 
ensued with Bf 109s and Lewis shot one down and damaged another. Pilot Officer Barclay also 
succeeded in shooting one of the fighters down, Pilot Officer Worrall damaged another and 
Wing Commander Victor Beamish reported a probable. 
The Hurricanes returned to North Weald to be rearmed and refuelled and just before 1500 hours 
the strained pilots were called upon for a third patrol of the day. 
The Squadron met up with No.46 Squadron in the Hornchurch area and engaged enemy aircraft 
over South London at about 1530 hours. Swarms of enemy fighters were seen escorting a 
formation of Ju 88s. The Hurricanes attacked and enemy aircraft were soon downed and damaged, 
but Pilot Officer Meaker was killed. While attacking five Ju 88s his Hurricane was damaged by 
crossfire and he baled out, hit the tailplane of his aircraft and fell through the air with an unopened 
parachute. Meaker’s loss was keenly felt by Barton and his colleagues. 
In his diary, Pilot Officer Barclay wrote: 
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“Poor old Pilot Officer Brian Meaker, DFC, got shot down and was killed near Battle. A great loss – 
he was one of the best.4” 
Tom Neil was also saddened by the loss of Meaker, writing: 
“In the hut we counted heads. George Barclay had gone – force-landed, we heard – also Bryan 
Meaker. Someone was saying that Bryan had been hit by return fire when attacking the first group 
of 88s ... Later still, we learned that he had baled out but, his parachute not opening, had been 
killed on reaching the ground. Bryan! The imperishable, imperturbable Bryan! It seemed impossible 
that he should have gone. 
The statistics of the day were frightening; Burton and Meaker killed, Beazley wounded, Barton and 
Barclay shot down, all of us in one form or another deeply affected by events.5” 
Throughout October the Squadron continued to rise against the Luftwaffe, flying regular patrols 
and interception sorties. Towards the end of the month enemy activity decreased and the RAF was 
on the brink of a defensive victory that would keep Britain free from invasion and put the Goring’s 
Luftwaffe on the back foot. 
On 20 October, Butch Barton was awarded the DFC for his ‘skill’ and ‘outstanding leadership’. He 
would be decorated by the King at Duxford in January 1941. 
On Thursday 25 October a dozen Hurricanes of No. 249 Squadron left North Weald at 1124 hours. 
Led by Flight Lieutenant Barton, the Squadron climbed to 25,000 feet with No.46 Squadron to carry 
out their patrol. Bf 109s of JG26 were soon spotted making their way back to France and combat 
followed. Sergeant Bentley Beard was shot down and wounded but he baled out near Tunbridge 
Wells and was whisked off to hospital to be treated. Adjutant Henri Bouquillard, a Free French pilot, 
was also shot down by a 109 over North Kent, and seriously wounded; he made a forced-landing at 
Rochester before being admitted to the Royal Naval Hospital at Chatham. 
Pilot Officer Neil fired a short burst as a 109 overshot his Hurricane. A large piece broke away from 
the fighter and Neil then watched it roll on to its back and go down in a vertical dive. 
As Blue 2, weaving behind the Squadron, Pilot Officer Worrall noticed some 109s pass beneath his 
position. Worrall opened fire at close range, totally surprising the 109, which disintegrated in midair 
with a burning petrol tank. 
Positioned up sun, Pilot Officer Millington carried out an astern attack from slightly below a 109 
which he attacked from close range near Hastings. Large pieces of metal broke off from the 
Messerschmitt before it dived steeply through clouds trailing a heavy amount of black smoke. 
Barton did not make any claims during this patrol, but on 29 October he shot down a Bf 109 whilst 
leading Red Section. 
At about 1630 hours, the Squadron began to lift off from North Weald after being ordered to 
patrol base at 15,000 feet with No.257 Squadron, but as the first sections were in the process of 
getting airborne, bomb carrying Bf 109Es suddenly appeared over the aerodrome and attacked. 
Flying Officer Loft’s aircraft was damaged by debris, but he was fortunate enough to be able to 
land safely. Sergeant Tich Palliser was also in the process of getting up when he heard a horrible 
crack to his starboard side. He looked right and saw that a Hurricane had taken a direct hit from 
one of the Messerschmitts bombs. Palliser’s engine then began to violently shake because part of 
his propeller had been knocked off by the blast.  
Palliser: “I had to level out at naught feet and do a quick flat turn to port to enable me to land 
before my engine blew up. I landed in minutes beside the perimeter track, climbed out and ran 
back across the airfield.” 
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The Hurricane that had taken a direct hit belonged to No.257’s Sergeant Alexander George ‘Tubby’ 
Girdwood. Horrified onlookers stood helpless as he burned to death in his Hurricane. 
On the ground 19 people were killed and over forty were injured during the Messerschmitt attack. 
Flight Lieutenant Barton led Red Section after the 109s as they made off due west. He attacked and 
damaged the rearmost enemy aircraft, then broke off to engage another. In all, Barton attacked six 
of the Messerschmitts causing one to stream glycol from its radiator and another to emit white 
smoke from a wing root. He shot one down, hitting the petrol tank behind the pilot. The pilot baled 
out of his aircraft which crashed on Malder-Goldhanger road. The pilot of 4/LG2 was wounded and 
taken to hospital, but he died from his injuries and shock the same day. 
Flying as Red 2, Sergeant Michal Maciejowski, claimed another 109 and reported the following: 
“I followed Flt Lt Barton, as leader, attacking one of a formation of five at about 4,000 feet. Two of 
this formation separated and I pursued them. They dived into cloud and I cut through the clouds 
and found myself 50 yards behind both of them. I have one of them five-to ten- seconds burst 
stern attack and it immediately burst into flames and fell to earth, where I saw it burning about 200 
yards from the seashore, on land... 
Maciejowski fired at the second fighter for another 5 seconds, but lost track of it due to cloud.” 
On 31 October the Battle of Britain was officially over, but Fighter Command, including No. 249 
Squadron , would take the fight across the Channel. 
Just after midday on 7 November, Barton led the Squadron into combat and destroyed a Bf 109. He 
reported the action as follows: 
“I attacked a single 109 at 8,000 feet. I fired several short bursts and glycol streamed back from his 
starboard radiator. E/A flew straight towards cloud and I had to break away as there were several 
other ME109s above.” 
Four days later Barton claimed another aircraft destroyed with Pilot Officer McConnell. During a 
patrol over the Thames Estuary, they noticed an unusual aircraft which Barton described as ‘a 
bomber of rather clumsy design with very dark green camouflage (almost black), and the roundels 
which looked like British ones from a distance were, in reality, white with the black German crosses 
inside.’ 
Both Barton and McConnell attacked the aircraft, which took evasive action, but ultimately to no 
avail. 
The Squadron’s Intelligence Report for this action offers additional details: 
“They Barton and McConnell both carried out attacks and the E/A took violent evasive action, 
climbing steeply, stalling and diving back towards the sea. F/Lt. Barton set the port wing fuel tank 
on fire. The pilot throttled back but the tank exploded and the fuselage caught fire. The E/A dived 
into the sea, broke up and sank and no trace of the crew was seen.” 
The enemy aircraft was thought to be a Ju 86, but it may have been a FW58 of JG51, which had 
been sent out to search for missing pilots. 
On Thursday 14 November Pilot Officer Barclay was involved in a convoy patrol which he described 
in his diary: 
“We did a convoy patrol outside the Estuary today. Two 109s suddenly appeared at our own height 
about 18,000ft. We split up and dived after them – one climbed away out of reach, the other dived 
and about six people followed it. I won the race to reach it first and approached from astern firing 
from 200 yards inwards. My throttle stuck fully open so I overhauled the 109 very rapidly at about 
7,000ft. I fired until I had to break away for fear of hitting the enemy aircraft, and then turned in 
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again and did a quarter attack. As I fired glycol and black smoke came out- very satisfactory as I 
deliberately aimed at one radiator. 
Other Hurricanes fired and the enemy aircraft turned inland and tried to force-land near Manston 
aerodrome. Just as he was at tree top height Sergeant Smyth shot at the enemy aircraft. It flew 
straight into some trees and crashed in flames.  
On returning Butch tore a terrific strip off Sergeant Smyth about his unsportsmanship, etc, and we 
all heartily agreed.6”      
That same night frightening numbers of enemy bombers attacked Coventry, killing and injuring a 
large number of the population and causing awful destruction. The following day Barclay wrote 
that on ‘Hearing of the bombing of Coventry last night we are inclined to think that perhaps 
Sergeant Smyth’s action yesterday wasn’t so bad after all’. 
In early December, Butch Barton was promoted to Acting Squadron Leader, and was officially given 
command of No. 249 Squadron . 
During the afternoon of 29 December, Squadron Leader Barton and Pilot Officer Wynn took off 
from base to conduct an offensive patrol. As the two pilots crossed the French coast they were 
fired upon by flak near Boulogne so they climbed into cloud and in doing so became separated. 
Alone, Barton followed the Boulogne road to Calais road and then flew on to St Inglevert airfield 
where he strafed what he believed where petrol tanks stacked in the west corner of the airfield’s 
dispersal area. Barton soared through heavy ground fire without being hit and then made his way 
back to North Weald. 
Butch Barton’s next aerial victory occurred on the afternoon of 4 February 1941, when with 
Sergeant Tich Palliser, he dived on a Bf 110 from 10,000 feet and made a head-on attack. The 
enemy aircraft had been harassing a convoy at 2,000 feet, but its bombs fell wide of its target 
before Barton engaged. After an initial pass at the 110, Barton turned his aircraft around and 
delivered a second attack from astern as it entered cloud. 
Sergeant Palliser followed the 110 and also fired various bursts. Both engines of the fighter were 
emitting black smoke. Barton pursued the aircraft as it climbed into cloud layer with oil streaming 
back onto Barton’s windscreen. Palliser waited for it above the cloud, but as soon as it appeared it 
went down into cloud and disappeared from view, leaving two thick black trails of smoke behind. 
Pilot Officer Thompson circling below the cloud layer saw a large splash in the water to his right 
and went to investigate it with Barton. A large circle of foam and oil was seen and the Controller 
informed Barton that the convoy had seen a bomber crash into the sea. 
The Hurricanes left the scene and returned towards the anti-aircraft fire thumping into the air over 
the convoy. Another Bf 110 was spotted and Barton, using full boost, climbed and chased the 
enemy aircraft. He sprayed the 110 with his ammunition and its port engine stopped dead. The 110 
went through cloud but Barton continued to attack, firing various bursts in a running fight. The 110 
fired back at Barton in a head-on attack, but Barton drove it down to sea level and watched it crash 
into the water. The 110 submerged beneath the sea but Barton saw the pilot floating and waving 
his arms at him. 
Now the convoy was safe, Barton, Palliser and Thompson set course for North Weald and landed at 
1455 hours. 
A change was on the horizon for Butch Barton and his fellow fighter boys, but it would not be a 
welcomed one. The news soon arrived that the Squadron would be sent overseas, equipped with 
Hurricane Mk1s. 
Tom Neil recalled his thoughts at the time: 
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“We were all struck dumb. Mark 1s! Oh, no! Not again! We were back again on the old, out-
distanced, out-performed, out-everythinged Mark 1, and this time the tropicalised version, which 
was even slower and less combat-worthy than those we had flown in the Battle of Britain.7” 
After a spell of leave the pilots were instructed to report to Euston railway station on 8 May 1941 to 
journey to Liverpool, where they would board the carrier HMSFurious. At this stage the pilots did 
not know where they would be serving, but it was thought that the Middle East was more than 
likely to be their destination. 
The Squadron reached Gibraltar on the 18th and throughout the night and early hours of the 19th, 
21 Hurricanes were transferred to Ark Royal at Gib. Two days later Squadron Leader Barton led his 
Hurricanes off the carrier’s flight deck and set course for Malta. 
After landing on the island Tich Palliser recalled: 
“Before we had our breath back, we were given the bad news that we, 249 Squadron, were to 
remain on Malta.” 
With lack of kit, supplies and inferior aircraft the pilots were understandably displeased with their 
current predicament. The defence of Malta would be a tough campaign, but the Squadron’s 
resilience and mettle would help them through it. 
The day following their arrival, Squadron Leader Barton and Flight Lieutenant Neil organised the 
Squadron into two Flights. Barton would command B Flight and Neil A Flight. 
On 3 June Barton would claim the Squadron’s first Malta victory when he intercepted an Italian 
SM79 which he caught flying from Sicily to Libya as an escort for Naval Vessels. Barton simply 
reported: 
“SM79 shot down into the sea – on fire off Gozo – no crew known to have escaped.” 
Barton returned to base to rearm and refuel his aircraft. He took off once again with a section of 
Hurricanes to search the scene for any survivors, but the SM79 crew had not survived. 
On 8 June the Squadron took off in the dark early hours of the morning to intercept an enemy raid 
approaching the island. Barton continued to add to his tally, shooting down a Fiat BR20M in flames. 
Barton returned to Takali and again took off in search of survivors. Two Italians were rescued and 
taken prisoners, but the remainder of the crew had perished. 
One of the survivors, Mar Guglielmo Mazzolenis, told his captors of Barton’s attack: 
“The Hurricane came in from the direction of the moon. We could see him quite well. His attack 
was very determined and the gunner was unable to return accurate fire, as the Hurricane was 
weaving across our tail. The first burst hit one engine which went up in flames and from that 
moment the crew prepared to bale out.8” 
Towards the end of June the Squadron began to receive Hurricane MkIIs, including several MkIICs, 
which were armed with cannons. The new additions were welcomed with open arms by the pilots 
who were fed up of flying outdated Mk1s into combat. 
On 17 July Barton fronted eight of these new Hurricanes when the Squadron engaged 30 Italian 
fighters that were acting as escort to a SM79 reconnaissance aircraft on approach to Malta. Barton 
shot a Macchi 200 down, a new arrival, Pilot Officer Graham Leggett downed a second and Flying 
Officer Davis damaged a third. 
The following week, on 25 July, an Italian reconnaissance aircraft was detected in the morning as it 
approached the island, with the intention of photographing a convoy off the coast. Squadron 
Leader Barton led ten Hurricanes, together with No.185 Squadron to shoot it down and engage its 
fighter escort. Six pilots of No.185 Squadron were able to reach and attack the reconnaissance 
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aircraft which was subsequently shot down. Meanwhile Squadron Leader Barton claimed a Macchi 
200 shot down into the sea. 
On the last day of July, Butch Barton was wounded when he encountered engine failure on take-off 
and crash-landed his aircraft from 300 feet. His Hurricane (Z3492) ploughed through several stone 
walls and tapped in the cockpit, Barton suffered second degree burns from battery acid, glycol and 
petrol. He was admitted to Mtarfa Hospital. 
The next day Flight Lieutenant Tom Neil and Flying Officer Terry Crossey visited Butch in hospital 
and found him ‘disfigured, shocked and trembling but profoundly thankful that things had turned 
out as well as they had. Few people had survived such an experience and with so much operational 
and other flying behind him, he felt that an engine failure of some sort was long overdue. And now 
it had happened, in Malta of all places, and he was still alive and kicking. Looking tiny and waif-like 
in his hospital bed, he was childishly relieved at his deliverance.9’ 
While Barton recovered in hospital, the responsibility of leading No.249 fell on the capable 
shoulders of Tom Neil. 
At the end of August Barton returned to the Squadron and on the 30th he made his first flight 
since the crash in Hurricane Z2794 for the duration of ten minutes. Two days later he returned to 
operations. 
On 4 September Barton took off with seven other Hurricanes and led them five miles off Cap 
Passero where they intercepted Italian fighters at 1546 hours. The Hurricanes dived on a formation 
of Macchis that were escorting a Z506B seaplane. A fierce dogfight erupted at 1,000 feet above the 
sea and Barton claimed one probable Macchi destroyed and one damaged. He later remarked that 
it was the hardest fight of his career because the Italians put up a very determined fight. Two pilots, 
Sergeant Jim Kimberley and Pilot Officer George Smith attacked the seaplane but in turn were shot 
down and killed by the Italian fighters. Barton ordered the Squadron to disengage and head for 
base, later remarking “We should have done better.” 
During the morning of 19 October Barton took off with Sergeant Tich Palliser to patrol the south of 
Lampedusa Island for enemy aerial activity. The two pilots circled the area a few times with open 
cockpits, looking for aircraft which would not be sighted. Barton signalled to Palliser to head back 
for Malta, so the two Hurricanes turned for base. 
Flying on a north-easterly course at 6,000 feet Palliser spotted a lone SM81 bomber-transport 
aircraft emerge from cloud 1,000 feet below them. Palliser waggled his wings to get Barton’s 
attention and pointed over his left shoulder. Barton responded with a signal for them to turn 
steeply to port and the hunt was on. 
Palliser recalls what happened next: 
“With full boost, the Mark II engine had us in firing range very quickly. Butch fired a burst in a 
quarter attack and the tracer field of 12 guns was something to see. I followed close to Butch, but 
diving under him, coming up under a lower target, and gave two three-second bursts, hitting the 
middle engine and the belly of what was a Savoya Trimoter Bomber, or possibly a cargo plane. The 
sight of 24 lines of tracer bullets was awesome, and the aircraft caught fire and in no time at all it 
was a blazing mess in the sea.” 
Barton and Palliser then made off for base at full speed. 
By the end of the month, Squadron Leader Barton was awarded a Bar to the DFC for his great 
success in the air and leadership. The citation for this award concluded that “his excellent 
leadership inspires the pilots under his command”. There was no truer statement made than that 
for everyone in the Squadron respected and admired him for his courage and direction. 
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On 22 November Barton would claim his final victory of the war when he shot down a MC 202 
eight miles north-east of Gozo, flying Hurricane Z3764. In total, Barton had claimed an 
impressive12 and 5 shared enemy aircraft destroyed and 2 probables, with additional others 
claimed as damaged. 
From the Battle of Britain to Malta, Butch Barton had earned a reputation that held him in high 
esteem amongst his friends and colleagues. He had displayed a great deal of courage and initiative 
both in the air and on the ground. Barton’s leadership and fighting spirit was contagious, for he 
flew and fought relentlessly, with unquenchable determination, which undoubtedly inspired the 
men he led. So, in December, when Barton left Malta to return to the UK, the Squadron would 
never quite be the same. 
Tom Neil remembered: 
“‘Butch’ Barton slipped away one night to board a Sunderland in Kalafrana Bay bound for Gibraltar 
and home. There was no departing binge or palaver, he just went. Quietly. Without fuss. 
Disappearing as he had always fought, with unassuming distinction. I suspect he was glad to leave; 
he had been on the go since September 1939 and was beginning to believe that his luck would 
shortly run out.10” 
Barton left Malta on 8 December 1941 and thereafter served in various appointments until the end 
of the war. He was made an OBE on 14 June 1945 and retired from the RAF as a Wing Commander 
on 27 February 1959. Barton returned to Canada with his wife, Gwen, in 1965. 
After a long war and career in the RAF, Barton preferred a quiet life in retirement, spending a lot of 
his time fishing in the rivers and lakes of British Columbia, where unsurprisingly, he gained quite a 
reputation for his fishing abilities. 
Butch Barton died aged 94 on 2 September 2010, survived by his only son. During the morning of 
15 September, (Battle of Britain Day), Barton’s ashes were scattered on his favourite lake in British 
Columbia. 
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2060. Commander Percy Russell MALLINSON (62403). Signed 19 May 1948. Coastal 
Command HQ. 

144 
From http://bearalley.blogspot.co.uk/2013/05/p-russell-mallinson.html: 

 
For years, P. Russell Mallinson has been a mystery that's had me mystified (there's one for long-
time readers!). Although I had managed to glean a certain amount of information about him over 
the years, the most basic information – his year of birth and year of death – eluded me. 
The name first came to my notice in Lofts & Adley's The Men Behind Boys Fiction where "R. Russell 
Mallinson" was described as a pen-name of Russell Stannard. Mystery solved, one would think. 
Unfortunately, no. 

http://bearalley.blogspot.co.uk/2013/05/p-russell-mallinson.html
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Herbert Russell Stannard (1888-1962) wrote an autobiography and it is possible to prove beyond 
all doubt that Stannard and Mallinson are different people. Although both Stannard and Mallinson 
were pilots in the days of stick and string, Stannard was rejected from serving in World War I 
because he was blind in one eye and spent the war reporting on naval movements from an office in 
Harwich. Mallinson, as we shall see, served with the R.F.C. and R.A.F. There were other parallels: 
both wrote boys' stories in the 1920s and both lived for a while in Norwich, Norfolk, but they were 
not the same author. 
P. Russell Mallinson was born Percy Wilfred Mallinson in Wandsworth in March 1891, the son of 
John Mallinson, a solicitor's clerk. John Mallinson had been born in Masbrough, a suburb of 
Rotherham, Yorkshire, in 1860, but was living in Wandsworth, London, by 1886 when he married 
Mary Ann Coombe. The Mallinsons had two children: Ethel Maud, born in 1887, and Percy Wilfred, 
born in 1891. Percy was baptised at St. Michael's, Battersea, on 19 April. 
Mallinson grew up in Wandsworth and at the time of the 1911 census – still living with his parents 
at 13 The Grove, Wandsworth – was working as a journalist. He served as a 2nd Lieutenant with the 
10th Bedfordshire Regiment before earning his Aviators' Certificate on 17 July 1916 at the Military 
School, Catterick Bridge, and subsequently transferred to the R.F.C. as a Temp. 2nd Lieutenant on 4 
August 1916. He was promoted to Lieutenant in 1917 and, following the end of the conflict, was 
transferred to the 'unemployed list' on 18 July 1919. 
His military service was performed under the name Percy Russell Mallinson, but it is possible to link 
Percy Russell and Percy Wifred through his home address (P. Russell gives 13 The Grove as his 
home address in 1916) and the 1918 absent voters list which notes that Percy Wilfred is a Lieut. in 
the R.F.C. Percy Wilfred returns to The Grove in 1918-22 and then disappears from the London 
Electoral Roll. 
In 1922, Percy Russell Mallinson married Constance M. Bird. By then he was working for Odhams 
Press where he was almost certainly the editor of Film Fiction, a magazine that ran to a single issue 
in August 1921 and contained at least three stories by Mallinson, including the first episode of a 
serial, 'Pirate Gold'. He was then editor of Boys' Pictorial which ran for 24 issues in 1921-22 before 
evolving into Sports Pictorial, which lasted a further 10 issues. It seems possible that he turned 
freelance in 1922 as, soon after, he could be found writing for papers published by C. Arthur 
Pearson, Edward Hulton and the Amalgamated Press. For at least the period 1923-26, he was living 
at 55 Rutland Park Mansions, Willesdon. In the mid-1930s it would appear he moved to 23 Earlham 
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Road, Norwich, Norfolk fl. 1935-36 before moving back to London, living at 21 Hamilton Terrace, 
N.W.8 in 1937-43. 
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In 1941, Mallinson was commissioned as a Pilot Officer and promoted from Flight Officer to Flight 
Lieutenant in 1945. In 1954 it was announced that, whilst relinquishing his commission, he had 
been granted permission to retain his rank as a Fl. Lieut. 
It is known that Mallinson wrote prolifically under pen-names and the majority of his work remains 
untraced. Only one novel appeared under his own name, War on Wings from cheap paperback 
outfit Mellifont Press – a reprint of a story serialised in Boys' Magazine in 1927 which was also 
published as Wings o' War in the Boy's Friend Library (#2/179, Feb 1929). 

 
In the 1930s, Mallinson was writing a number of flying stories for Flyers (an American pulp) and was 
a regular author in Air Stories between 1936 and 1939. 
Immediately after the war there appeared a string of short (usually 48-page) pocket library 
novelettes written for Popular Fiction. According to Barrington Gray, whose father was the manager 
of Popular Fiction, Mallinson was a regular writer for his father's earlier publishing companies 
(Gramol) and may have written novels under many other bylines. His known pen-names include 
Michael Burke, Sinclair Russell, Dawn Tempest, Cynthia Russell and, possibly, Richard Russell. 
According to Gray, Mallinson lived in Ireland, which may explain why no record of his death has 
been found. 
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Comment from Ian Macmillan: 
“…in 1957 he made a contribution to an internal history of 10 Squadron. He had served with the 
unit for the last year or so of WWI, almost certainly as Adjutant, as his flying career had been 
terminated as a result of head injuries incurred in an aircraft accident in November 1916.” 
2061. Flight Lieutenant Michael RUSSELL LDS (61456). Signed 3 June 1948. RAF 
Framlington. 

144 
No trace found. 
2062. Wing Commander Gregham Edward BRYANT (21284). Signed 11 June 1948. HQ 
Coastal Command. 

144 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2063. Group Captain Arthur Edward WEST (11091). Signed between 11 and 15 June 1948. 
HQ Coastal Command. 

144 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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2064. Wing Commander Unknown. (Thomas or Thomson?). Signed 15 June 1948. 18 
Group. 

144 
The initials could be J C O or J W. No trace found. 
2065. Wing Commander Harold Frederick Cox AFC (33183). Signed 15 June 1948. Air 
Ministry TO2. 

144 
He also signed this book on 19 May 1947 and 7 May 1951. 
2066. Squadron Leader Michael Thomas Mary HYLAND AFC (27161). Signed ? June 1948. 
11 Reserve Flying School, RAF Perth. 

145 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 10 June 1948. 
2067. Rowland Michael Gough VARLEY (179686). Signed ? June 1948. 11 Reserve Flying 
School, RAF Perth. 

145 
From http://homepage.ntlworld.com/r_m_g.varley/index: 
Born in Birmingham Uk in 1922. Attended Moseley Grammar School. Worked for stockbroker then 
Rover Co. (Aero Engines) as a clerk. 

 
1941 - 48: Served in RAFVR as Navigator. 

http://homepage.ntlworld.com/r_m_g.varley/index
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1943: Bomber Command. 
1944: Commissioned. 
1946: Advanced Navigation and instructor course. On active Reserve until 1954. 
1948 – 55: Airwork Ltd, Scotland. UK Flight Navigator licence. Navigation officer and staff instructor. 
1955 – 1960: International Civil Aviation Organisation (UN Agency). Advisor to Indonesia on 
training and aircrew licensing. Instructor Indonesian Aviation Academy. 
1961 – 1974: Civil servant. UK Ministry for Civil Aviation, London; then the Civil Aviation Authority. 
Operations Officer assigned to (i) Flight Operations Inspectorate; (ii) Operational Services Overseas; 
(iii) Review of Flight Safety legislation. 
1963: Seconded to ICAO in Saudi Arabia as aviation training adviser for one year. 
1974: Seconded to UK Ministry for Overseas Development., to assist in overseas aid. 
1974 – 1982: Seconded to Government of Fiji. 1974: Director of Civil Aviation, Fiji. 1978; Chief 
Executive, Civil Aviation Authority of Fiji. 'Retired' back to UK 1982. 
1982 – 90: Independent Consultant on civil aviation infrastructure, air regulations, training and 
operations to the ICAO and the administrator of the United Nations Development Programme. 
Based in the UK, various part time assignments overseas. 
From http://homepage.ntlworld.com/r_m_g.varley/Robert%20Varley%20obituary.html: 
Obituary - Robert Varley 
23rd November 2008 

 
Robert Christopher Gough Varley, aged 58, who died suddenly of a cerebral aneurysm in Malaysia 
had devoted most of his career as an economist to assistance in the developing world. 
Robert was born in Perth, Scotland, on the 11th December 1949. In 1955, his father went to 
Indonesia under the United Nations technical assistance programme and Robert received much of 
his early education at the International School in Jakarta, where he mixed with other children of 
many different races and creeds, an experience which profoundly influenced his attitude to people 
in later life. 
In 1961, his father became a civil servant in the United Kingdom ministry for civil aviation and 
settled in Camberley, Surrey, England, where Robert attended the Frimley & Camberley Grammar 
School with distinction. In September 1968, Robert went on to study mathematics and economics 
at University College, London, graduating with a B.Sc.(Econ.) Honours in 1971. In 1973, he obtained 
a M.Sc.(Econ.) in the economics of public policy and a Cert.Ed.(Further and Higher Ed.). 
After leaving university in 1971, he tried his hand at teaching mathematics at a High School and 
then, in 1973, economics at the South Bank University, London. But ,by 1975, he had decided that 
teaching was not his vocation and he became interested in the application of economics to 
problems in giving international aid. This interest was partially motivated by the secondment of his 
father to Fiji under the UK Overseas Aid Scheme in 1974. In July 1975, quite independently, Robert 
followed his family to Fiji to carry out a study on the Economics of Tourism, funded by the UK 

http://homepage.ntlworld.com/r_m_g.varley/Robert%20Varley%20obituary.html
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Ministry of Overseas Development. After completing the study, he stayed on for a year to lecture 
on Economics at the University of the South Pacific in Suva, leaving to return to England in 
September 1976, when he undertook some research work at the University of Bangor, Wales. In 
1978, the University published his Fiji report in book form as Tourism in Fiji, Some Economic and 
Social Problems, and this was favourably reviewed. 
The visit to Fiji had wet his appetite for research work in developing countries, but both his relative 
youth and limited experience made it difficult for him to get direct contract work with either 
government or international agencies so, in December 1978 ,he joined the British firm of Hunting 
Technical Services (HTS) , Elstree, agricultural, land use and environmental consultants, as a 
research economist. Only nominally based in England, he undertook extended missions to 
Indonesia, Thailand, Bangladesh, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia and the Sudan, spending most of his seven 
year with the company overseas, much of which was in Indonesia. He began to specialise in the 
economic aspects of problems arising from the irrigation of land for agricultural use, not just 
theoretically but also at both administrative and grass roots level. 
In Indonesia, Robert's work was greatly helped by his knowledge of the Indo-Malaysian language, 
which he could speak, read and write fluently, this skill coupled with an extensive familiarity with 
Asian etiquette and customs gave him an entrée in to society not generally open to expatriates. 
In June 1985, Robert was recruited by the prestigious Harvard Institute for International 
Development (HIID) to coordinate their programme in Indonesia as a Project Associate and 
University Officer. In September 1986, with a traditional Javanese wedding, he married Widayati 
Ambarkali (Yati), her father was a senior civil servant and a direct descendent of the Sultan 
Hamengku Bowono of Djogjakarta. Another ancestor, Raden Ranadipura, was the amanuensis to Sir 
Stamford Raffles when he was the British governor of Java at the time of the Napoleonic War. The 
union was blessed with a son, Krishna, in December 1987. 
Robert stayed with HIID until August 1990 when, as a result of Yati winning a US immigration 
department 'green card' in a 'lottery', they decided to move to the United States of America. To 
enhance his professional standing in the USA Robert decided to take a two year full time post 
graduate MBA course, specialising in public administration, at the School of Management, Yale 
University, Princeton, Conn., which he commenced in August 1990. This course was undertaken 
entirely at his own expense and he worked independently on aid projects during vacation to help 
pay the cost and keep his family. 
After graduation in May 1992, Robert moved to Fairfax, Virginia, close to Washington and joined 
the staff of the Research Triangle Institute (RTI), NC, a body supported by three North Carolina 
universites, which had been formed to provide technical solutions to both governments and 
businesses world wide. His office was however in Washington, DC, and a lot of the projects he was 
concerned with involved extensive liason with US government offices and the World Bank, whose 
headquarters are based there. 
During his period with RTI Robert made significant contributions to international aid policies on the 
economic benefits of the provision of clean water to achieve improvements in health in the 
developing countries. The essence of his argument was that it was more beneficial to a country's 
economy to spend money on providing clean water than on imported medicines to treat the 
deficiencies and diseases arising from drinking poor quality water. 
Although his work involved numerous overseas visits a significant portion of his time was in 
Washington and he was able to spend much of it with his young family. Krishna was joined by a 
sister, Lucy, in 1993. 
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A notable characteristic of Robert's was his independent approach to projects, he did not take 
kindly to either suggestion or pressure to modify the views he expressed in his reports, particularly 
when either political or commercial influences were implied. In 1997 he appears to have come to 
the conclusion that his independent approach was incompatible with working directly for any 
formal organisation, either commercial, governmental or academic. He therefore decided after 5 
years with RTI to become an independent economic consultant operating from his home near 
Washington under the name of “Vekon Associates”. 
As an independent consultant Robert undertook many different projects, principally for the World 
Bank, the USAID program and the Asian Development Bank. At the former he was looked upon as a 
favoured consultant for those projects involving financial aid for irrigation and associated 
development. 
In 2003, Robert played a major part in independently evaluating, for the World Bank Operations 
Evaluation Department, the assistance they had been giving to China with regards to water 
resources and associated environmental issues. The project involved extensive on the spot 
investigations in China and was both lengthy and stressful.  
In July 2005, Robert suffered a heart attack and had to have an operation to remove a blood clot. 
Although he soon recovered his subsequent activities were restricted by his state of health, and he 
began to find that independent self employment had its disadvantages. Nevertheless he still 
undertook overseas assignments, visiting Azerbaijan for USAID, and in November 2007 attending 
the United Nations Climate Change Conference in Bali, Indonesia as adviser to the president of the 
Islamic Development Bank. This was an assignment which he enjoyed as it enabled him to also visit 
many old friends that he had there. 
Robert and his family became American citizens although he retained his British nationality, an 
arrangement both recognised and allowed by the governments of both countries. He was a 
staunch supporter of the special relationship existing between the United States and the United 
Kingdom and never saw any inconsistency in having dual nationality. 
Robert's principle hobby was photography and he always carried a professional type camera on his 
travels. Before the advent of digital photography he did his own printing and developing, both 
black and white and colour. As a computer expert he soon trained himself to handle digital 
pictures, and at the time of his death he had accumulated an archive of some 300 Gb of pictures. 
Although never a professional his photographs always showed both competence and considerable 
artistic appreciation. 
When at school, he joined 1075 (Camberley) Squadron of the Air Training Corps. He always 
maintained a great interest in aviation and in the eighties he obtained a UK Private Pilot's Licence,. 
However , he found flying in south east England was not a relaxing recreational activity. 
He died suddenly on the 23rd November 2008 in Kuala Lumpur following a three-week session 
training Malaysian officials in project evaluation. The assignment was sponsored by the USAID 
program and consequently the US embassy took charge of the arrangements. In accordance with 
his known wishes, he was cremated. The ceremony took place on the 27th November and was 
attended by his brother-in-law, Podkuiniwi Bowo, who had flown up from Indonesia to represent 
his family, embassy officials and many he knew in Malaysia. The ashes were flown back to his family 
and a commemoration of his life held at his home on the 10th January 2009. His ashes were interred 
privately by his family at the EcoEternity Forest, near Middleburg, Virginia, on the 8th January 2009. 
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2068. Colonel Sir John Edward GILMOUR, 3rd Baronet, DSO, DL, TD. Signed ? July 1948. 
Forfar [?], Cupar, Fife. 

145 
He also signed this book on 12 August 1966. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sir_John_Gilmour,_3rd_Baronet: 
Gilmour was born in Glasgow. His mother died when he was seven. His grandfather, Sir John 
Gilmour, 1st Baronet was chairman of the Scottish Conservative and Unionist party, and was 
created a baronet in 1897. His father, Colonel Sir John Gilmour, 2nd Baronet, DSO, was an MP for 
30 years, serving in several ministerial positions, including Secretary of State for Scotland and 
Home Secretary. His father died in office in 1940, while serving as Minister of Shipping, and 
Gilmour succeeded him as baronet. 
Gilmour was educated at Eton College, where he was captain of boats. He read law at Trinity Hall, 
Cambridge, and rowed for Cambridge University in the 1933 Boat Race; he missing out the 
following year due to a bout of appendicitis shortly before the race. He also studied at Dundee 
School of Economics. After completing his studies, he helped to run the family estate at Montrave, 
near Leven, Fife from 1934. 
Gilmour joined the 2nd Battalion of the Fife and Forfar Yeomanry in 1939, part of the Royal 
Armoured Corps. He served in Fife and then Northern Ireland, before landing in Normandy in June 
1944 shortly after D-Day. As a major, he led a squadron of tanks that was in the thick of the 
fighting in Operation Goodwood, as one of the leading units of the 11th Armoured Division in its 
attack on Bourguebus Ridge. Three tanks were destroyed under him, and he ended up 
commanding the regiment from a bulldozer. He was awarded the DSO for his actions in Normandy 
and the subsequent advance to Antwerp. He was returned home after being wounded near Belsen, 
and went on to command the regiment when it was reconstituted as a Territorial Army unit in 1947. 
He retired from the Army in 1950. He remained involved with the Territorial Army, becoming 
Honorary Colonel of the Highland Yeomanry in 1971. He was later as one of the four Captains of 
the Royal Company of Archers. 
Gilmour contested Clackmannan and Eastern Stirlingshire in the 1945 general election, losing to 
the incumbent MP, Arthur Woodburn. He served as a councillor on Fife County Council from 1955 
to 1961. He won the by-election in 1961 for East Fife following the death of Sir James Henderson-
Stewart, defeating John Smith while the future leader of the Labour Party was a law student at 
Glasgow University. He was dubbed "Sir John Sugar-Beet" during the campaign; he took the 
intended insult as a compliment, noting that the sugar beet grown on his estate and processed at a 
local mill supported many jobs in the constituency. He was chairman of the Scottish Unionist Party 
from 1965 to 1967, having been vice-chairman from 1963. He held the seat until the 1979 general 
election, when he stood down and was succeeded by Barry Henderson. 
He was joint Master of the Fife Hunt from 1953 to 1972. He was a Deputy Lieutenant of Fife from 
1953, and Lord Lieutenant of Fife from 1980 to 1987. He was also Lord High Commissioner to the 
General Assembly of the Church of Scotland in 1982 and 1983 (a post that his father had held in 
1939 and 1939). 
He married Ursula Wills in 1941. They had two sons together. His wife died in 2004. He died in 
Cupar, in his former constituency, in June 2007. Their elder son John, born 1944, succeeds in the 
baronetcy. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sir_John_Gilmour,_3rd_Baronet
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From http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/1553800/Col-Sir-John-Gilmour-Bt.html: 
The Telegraph, 7 June 2007 
Colonel Sir John Gilmour, 3rd Bt, who died on June 1 aged 94, was a respected farmer-landowner 
in Fife and held several of Scotland's most prestigious offices; he also rowed for Cambridge, was 
decorated for bravery in the Normandy campaign, chaired the Scottish Conservatives and served 
conscientiously for 18 years on the backbenches at Westminster. 
Gilmour's home estate ( he owned 7,000 acres across Scotland) was at Montrave, near Leven, where 
he grew sugar beet and bred pedigree horses on 1,400 acres; he was for several years joint master 
of the Fife Hunt. 
At the by-election when he entered the Commons, the Liberal candidate nicknamed him "Sir John 
Sugar Beet", which he chose to take as a compliment. His campaign against the closure of the 
sugar plant at Cupar in 1972 - he proposed a farmers' co-operative to save it - came to grief 
because the British Sugar Corporation would not give up its monopoly. 
While his courage was never in question and he was quite prepared to defy his own party when he 
felt it necessary, the gentlemanly Gilmour was never an adversarial politician. 
His term as party chairman in Scotland was cut short after 20 months following a poor showing in 
the 1966 election; in his own defence he observed: "We have rammed foreign affairs and high 
economics down people's throats. I do not think 80 per cent of them are interested in these 
things." 
John Edward Gilmour was born in Glasgow on October 24 1912, the only son of Col Sir John 
Gilmour, 2nd Bt, who served as both Home and Scottish Secretary. He was educated at Eton and 
Trinity Hall, Cambridge, where he read Law before returning home to help run the estate. 
He rowed at bow in the 1933 Boat Race and the following year, as secretary of the University Boat 
Club, he looked certain to keep his place until a sudden loss of form led to his being dropped days 
before the race; shortly afterward he was operated on for appendicitis. 
Gilmour succeeded in the baronetcy in 1940 on the death of his father. In 1936 he had been 
commissioned into the 2nd Fife and Forfar Yeomanry (2FFY), and at the beginning of the Second 
World War his squadron was deployed in Fife on home defence before moving to Northern Ireland. 
In June 1944 Gilmour, then a major in command of a squadron of tanks, accompanied 2FFY to 
Normandy. 
The Fife and Forfars saw some of the heaviest fighting after D-Day. In July in Operation Goodwood 
- the breakout from the Caen enclave for the Falaise Gap - 2FFY, the 3rd Royal Tank Regiment and 
the 23rd Hussars were the leading units in the attack on Bourguebus Ridge. 
At the end of Goodwood only 10 per cent of 2FFY was left. Gilmour had three tanks shot from 
under him and ended up commanding the remnants of his regiment from the top of a bulldozer. 
The other squadron leaders were killed, the second-in-command was wounded and Gilmour was 
promoted 2i/c. He was awarded a DSO for his courage and leadership in this action and in the 
subsequent advance to Antwerp. 
Gilmour was subsequently wounded near Belsen and invalided home. In 1947 he was the first 
commanding officer of the reformed regiment. He retired from the Army in 1950, but remained 
active in the Territorials. In 1971 he became Honorary Colonel of the Highland Yeomanry and later 
Captain of the Royal Company of Archers, the Queen's Body Guard for Scotland. 
Gilmour fought his first seat - Clackmannan and East Stirlingshire - in 1945 while still in uniform. 
But his priority was farming, as shown by his purchase two years later of the 3,000-acre Borders 
estate of Carolside. 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/1553800/Col-Sir-John-Gilmour-Bt.html
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Nevertheless, he became a Fife county councillor and held various offices in the party; and when 
East Fife's MP Sir James Henderson-Stewart died in 1961 the seat was his for the asking. 
Two factors made that November's by-election less of a formality than Henderson-Stewart's 
majority of 15,164 suggested. For a start, the Conservatives in Asquith's old seat had fought the 
two previous elections as Liberal Unionists, and without a Liberal opponent; this time the reviving 
Liberals put up a fight. 
Moreover, while Labour had no chance of winning, they selected John Smith, then a 23-year-old 
Glasgow University law student, as their candidate, and flooded the traditionally deferential 
constituency with exuberant young party workers. 
When the votes were in, Gilmour had held the seat with a majority more than halved to 7,006, 
Smith pipping the Liberal to second place by just 96 votes. Smith would stand again in 1964, but by 
then the situation had stabilised, and Gilmour's majority recovered to 9,765. 
His priorities at Westminster were the well-being of Fife and of Scottish agriculture, the subject of 
his maiden speech. In April 1962 he was one of six Tories to rebel against the Macmillan 
government's refusal to subsidise the shellfish industry. 
He also took up the issue of cruelty to horses kept at riding schools, after an animal welfare body 
found conditions at some "appalling". He persuaded the Home Secretary, RA Butler, to remind local 
councils of their power to inspect riding schools. 
When Macmillan, facing a prostate operation, resigned as prime minister in October 1963 to be 
succeeded by the Earl of Home, Gilmour, as deputy chairman of the Scottish Unionist Party, was at 
the heart of moves to get Home into the Commons. A meeting in London with the chief whip, 
Martin Redmayne, eased the way for George Younger to stand down for Home as candidate in the 
Kinross and West Perthshire by-election. 
After the Conservatives' defeat in 1964 Gilmour moved up to chair the party in Scotland. 
He had plenty of ideas: he hired a researcher in Edinburgh to work up policies to stem emigration 
to England, which was running at 30,000 a year; held a dinner in London to keep candidates for 
Scottish seats who were based there in touch with the party; and considered a computerised 
scheme to match applicants for seats with suitable constituencies. 
But, in the wake of the 1966 defeat, he was replaced. 
At Westminster, Gilmour asked awkward questions of Labour's Scottish Secretary, William Ross, 
over the collapse of the Cadco pig-breeding scheme at Glenrothes; complained that it took the 
Post Office three days to deliver his wife's Valentine card, posted just 18 miles away; and suggested 
that the Royal Navy could increase fish stocks by dumping old cars to create artificial reefs. 
Gilmour struck his greatest blow for Fife when Heath's government moved to reorganise Scottish 
local government in 1972, replacing the counties with larger regions. He told ministers he would 
not support the Bill on Third Reading unless Fife were retained as a region, then forced through an 
amendment achieving just that. 
He went on to clip Shetland council's wings with respect to North Sea oil, using his casting vote as 
chairman of the committee considering the council's Bill to take compulsory purchase powers over 
offshore development to defeat the measure. And in the summer of 1973 he took a rare break 
from matters Scottish by travelling to Tonga to present the kingdom's legislature with a Speaker's 
table. 
That November, Gilmour was elected chairman of Scotland's Unionist MPs and, four months later, 
at the snap "who governs Britain?" election, he increased his majority while colleagues were losing 
their seats. 
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But in October 1974 it plunged from 12,579 to a mere 2,194 as Labour and Liberal voters switched 
tactically to the Nationalist candidate. Soon afterwards Gilmour decided he had had enough of 
Parliament; in December 1976 he panicked Margaret Thatcher by threatening to go then and leave 
the party with an awkward by-election, but in the event he stayed until the 1979 election. 
In the meantime Gilmour cast a rigorous eye over Labour's devolution legislation. In January 1978 
he proposed deleting health from the functions to be devolved to a Scottish Assembly, but later 
voiced the hope that the entire Bill could be thrown out so a better scheme could be discussed. 
The year after retiring from the Commons Gilmour became Lord Lieutenant of Fife, serving until 
1987. In 1982 and 1983 he was Lord High Commissioner to the General Assembly of the Church of 
Scotland, a post his father had occupied in the last two years of peacetime. 
Gilmour had an extensive business career as a landowner, farmer, market gardener and director of 
an Australian ranching company. He was also a director of Ind Coope & Allsopp and of Scottish 
Union and National Insurance and vice-president of a building society. 
He was appointed Deputy Lieutenant of Fife in 1953. 
John Gilmour married, in 1941, Ursula Wills, who died in 2004. 
He is survived by their two sons, the elder of whom, John, born in 1944, succeeds in the baronetcy. 
2069. Lieutenant John E (“Jack”) COUSINS USN. Signed ? July 1948. Squadron VX-4, 
Patuxent River, Maryland, USA. 

145 
From http://www.colliergov.net/index.aspx?page=573: 

 
Years Served   1942-1973 
Branch    Navy 
Ships    USS Salamaua (CVE-96)  

USS Marcus Island (CVE-77) 
Service Location  Pacific Theater 
Highest Rank   Captain 
Age Entered   20 
Age at Interview  82 (2005) 
Place of Birth   Hannibal, Mo. 
Audio Clips Interviewer Sandra Arnold 

http://www.colliergov.net/index.aspx?page=573
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“Our ship was hit” 
http://www.colliergov.net/FTP/WWIIProject/audio/COUSINSOURSHIPWASHIT.mp3 
“Sank Japanese transport” 
http://www.colliergov.net/FTP/WWIIProject/audio/COUSINSSANKJAPANESETRANSPORT.mp3 
From http://www.vap61vap62.com/historyofvap2.htm: 
Heavy Photographic Squadron 
September 9, 1960 
VAP-62 - Commanding Officer – CDR John E. Cousins 
My name is Ed Hickey and I served with VAP-62 from January 1961 to February 1962 at NAS 
Jacksonville, Florida. At the time I was an AT2 and worked on Com/Nav gear in the Avionics shop 
under Chief Berge. There was also an AQC Wimberley, ATC Paul LeBlanc, and AEC Blackie Simmons. 
I worked on the ARC-38 HF, the ARN-21 TACAN and ARN-6 Direction Finder. The CO was 
Commander Jack Cousins and the XO Commander Ward Berkey. I cannot pinpoint the exact date 
but I believe it was around July, 1961, that VAP-62 acquired an F9F-8 Cougar from VA-44, the 
training squadron in the hangar just east of ours. Commander Cousins made frequent trips to 
Washington DC in our RA-3Bs and I guess the economics were not too good. So, somehow, we 
acquired the F9F-8 Cougar for the Skipper to make his runs to DC and other places. It was quite a 
sight watching Commander Cousins climb into that tiny F9 cockpit as he was a rather large man. 
Maintenance on the F9 was real fun as we were used to the wide open spaces of the RA-3B. 
Railroad tracks had been installed in the nose of the F9 in place of the guns for balance. 
Another remembrance during that time was painting our airplanes completely gray, obliterating all 
markings, national insignia and identification. I remember a stake truck backing up to the hangar 
with cases of gray spray paint cans. All available hands turned to and manned spray cans. The twin 
20mm guns in the tail were loaded and all cameras serviced. The planes flew photo missions over 
Cuba and upon return to JAX the film was immediately dispatched to DC by RF-8 from the F8 
photo squadron that was based at NAS Cecil Field. VAP-62 received the Navy Unit Commendation 
for its work in photo reconnaissance that led up to the Cuban blockade. 
Prior to my assignment to VAP-62 I was stationed at Naval Air Facility, Lajes, Azores in '59 and '60. I 
remember well two VAP-62 airplanes, AJ Savages, which were working out of there for a while 
mapping the Azores coastlines. The crews called them "Flying Fire Warning Lights" due to the very 
intermittent nature of these lights and that they would come on and go out for no apparent 
reason. 
Ed Hickey 

http://www.colliergov.net/FTP/WWIIProject/audio/COUSINSOURSHIPWASHIT.mp3
http://www.colliergov.net/FTP/WWIIProject/audio/COUSINSSANKJAPANESETRANSPORT.mp3
http://www.vap61vap62.com/historyofvap2.htm
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From http://ufdc.ufl.edu/UF00028307/00663: 
JAX Air News, 15 June 1961, p 1 

 
From http://ufdc.ufl.edu/UF00028307/00681/6j: 
JAX Air News, 19 October 1961, p 6 

 
From http://thanlont.blogspot.co.uk/2010/07/vx-squadrons.html: 
VX-4 (XD) Airborne Early Warning Development was established with the personnel and aircraft of 
VPB-101 on 15 May 1946 at Floyd Bennett Field, New York, flying PB-1Ws (B-17Gs with APS-20 air 

http://ufdc.ufl.edu/UF00028307/00663
http://ufdc.ufl.edu/UF00028307/00681/6j
http://thanlont.blogspot.co.uk/2010/07/vx-squadrons.html
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search radar installed in place of the bomb bay). The squadron made the first hurricane surveillance 
flight using radar in September 1946. It relocated to NAS Quonset Point, Rhode Island, in 
September 1946. It subsequently moved to NAS Patuxent River in July 1948 and was reportedly 
redesignated as Airborne Early Warning Squadron 2 (VW-2) in June 1952. 
From http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=51180940: 
Birth:  Dec. 22, 1922, Hannibal, Marion County, Missouri, USA 
Death:  Apr. 14, 2010, Naples, Collier County, Florida, USA 
Captain John E. "Jack" Cousins, U.S.N.RET, passed away April 14, 2010. Captain Cousins was born in 
Hannibal, MO, December 22, 1922, the son of C. Earl and Frances Ober Cousins. He graduated from 
Hannibal High School in 1939, attended Hannibal La Grange College, University of Missouri, and 
graduated from Old Dominion University. 
He became a Naval Aviator in 1942. His duties included: flight instructor in torpedo bombers, later 
sinking a Japanese ship in Lingayen Gulf, Philippines; a tour in M.A.T.S. as chief pilot; flying A3D 
Skywarrior jets from the U.S.S. Saratoga; commanding officer of VAP62; head of the Nuclear 
Warfare School Atlantic; 1965-67 6th fleet representative for NATO in Izmir, Turkey. He received 
numerous awards and medals during his Naval career. 
He is survived by Marcia, his wife of 65 years and daughter Jan (Allen) Smith of Naples, FL and 
Alexandria, VA. 
A son Bayard predeceased him. 
While in retirement, he and Marcia traveled the world extensively, circling the globe on one of their 
trips. They returned numerous times to their vacation home on the Algarve in Portugal. In 1995, 
they moved from Virginia Beach, VA to Bentley Village in Naples, FL. 
Burial with full military honors will be held at Arlington National Cemetery, Arlington County, 
Virginia, USA. 

 
Naples Daily News (FL) - April 16, 2010 
2070. Lieutenant R C ANDERSON USNR. Signed ? July 1948. Squadron VX-4, Patuxent 
River, Maryland, USA. He also added 22E 703 St Orangeburg, New York, USA. 

145 

http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=51180940
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No trace found. 
2071. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Walter George MYATT AFC (191909). Signed ? 
July 1948. Empire Radio School, RAF Debden, Essex. 

145 
His Queen’s Commendation for Valuable Service in the Air was announced in the LG, 1 January 
1954. His AFC was announced in the LG, 10 June 1954. 
2072. A C E Unknown. Signed ? July 1948. Southsea, Hants. 

145 
No trace found. 
2073. J POLLEY. Signed ? July 1948. Nottingham, England. 

145 
No trace found. 
2074. E BARRETT. Signed ? July 1948. Kirkcudbright, Scotland (Retired). 

145 
No trace found. 
2075. Sir Lawrence WARGRAVE. Signed 13 July 1948. Sidcup, Kent. 

145 
No trace found. 
2076. A Francis MILLS. Signed 13 July 1948. Chelmsford, Essex. 

145 
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No trace found. 
2077. Unknown. POSSIBLY two, three or four signatures on one line: Max Schach? 
Alexander Korda? Signed 13 July 1948. Denham. G B & Associated Studios Inc. 

145 
No trace found. 
2078. Flight Lieutenant Unknown. Signed ? July 1948. EANS. 

145 
EANS is probably Elementary Air Navigation School. 
2079. Unknown. ? ? Phylis (?).Signed ? July 1948. [?]. 

145 

 
The surname could be PHIPPS. No trace found. 
2080. A SMITH. Signed ? July 1948. Dundee. 

145 
No trace found. 
2081. W E NICOL. Signed 24 July 1948. Ayr Air Training Corps. 

146 
No trace found. 
2082. R COWAN. Signed 24 July 1948. Ayr Air Training Corps. 

146 
This might be Sir Robert Cowan. 
From The Independent, 19 January 1993: 
ROBERT COWAN was a widely respected champion of the Highlands and Islands of Scotland whose 
record of public service to the area over the last 10 years was outstanding. He was Chairman of the 
Highlands and Islands Development Board - and latterly of its successor body, Highlands and 
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Islands Enterprise - from 1982 until his retirement last August; the fifth person to hold the post 
since the board was set up in 1965 and the only one to serve two terms. 
Cowan was brought up in Edinburgh and was educated at Edinburgh Academy and Edinburgh 
University, where he graduated in economics. His father, a distinguished botanist, was on the staff 
of the Royal Botanic Garden and later curator of the National Trust for Scotland's garden at 
Inverewe in Wester Ross. 
After national service in the RAF, Cowan worked for Fisons in Felixstowe and in London and for 
Wolsey at Leicester before joining PA Management Consultants in 1965. He was with PA for 17 
years, first in Birmingham and later as head of the company's operation in Hong Kong. The 
experience he gained there of a wide range of industrial problems, and particularly that of 
marketing, were to stand him in good stead for the rest of his career. 
In 1982, he was appointed Chairman of the Highlands and Islands Development Board, the body 
charged with the improvement of economic and social conditions in a vast sparsely populated area 
comprising nearly half of Scotland's land mass and stretching from the Mull of Kintyre to the 
northern tip of Shetland. Rather surprisingly, he was the first chairman to come to the job from a 
career in business. 
He took over the job at a difficult time. The recession of the early 1980s had hit the Highlands hard, 
already causing the closure of the pulp-mill at Fort William and the large aluminium smelter at 
Invergordon. This together with the fact that, after his years in England and abroad, he was not 
known in the area, did not give him an easy start. But it was not long before the people of the 
Highlands warmed to his genial personality, the depth of his experience, his genuine concern and 
his commitment. 
As chairman he proved outstanding in the high-profile public role which the job entailed. Widely 
respected as an ambassador for the board and for the Highlands, he had a gift for getting on with 
people whatever their background - he was equally at home at a reception in Edinburgh, talking to 
a crofter in Wester Ross or at a salmon farm in Shetland. His stamina enabled him to keep up a 
punishing schedule of visits throughout the area which enabled him to understand its problems at 
first hand. His willingness to listen, combined with his integrity and humour won him many friends, 
while his informal but effective management style won him the loyalty of his staff. And no one, 
either in the Highlands or elsewhere, could doubt his attachment to the area or willingness to fight 
hard for its interests. 
The work of the board was principally concerned with a large number of small projects. But he will 
be especially remembered for the impetus he gave to marketing the area's products, for the 
developments in salmon farming and in skiing, and for the board's contribution to the huge 
telecommunications project which has put the Highlands and Islands ahead of other rural areas in 
Europe and is greatly to the advantage of local business in an electronic age. In his latter years he 
worked hard for the establishment of a University of the Highlands which he rightly saw as of 
immense importance for the future of the area. 
In addition to his chairmanship, he was a member of the Court of Aberdeen University, from which 
he received an honorary LLD, of the BBC Broadcasting Council for Scotland, of the Post Office 
Board for Scotland and of the Board of the Scottish Development Agency. 
He will be remembered not only for his outstanding contribution to an area he loved but for his 
incredible courage and determination to carry on in the face of the cancer which clouded his last 
five years. 
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2083. Squadron Leader Joseph Cargill STEVENSON (39766). Signed 24 July 1948. 2 Air 
Navigation School, RAF Middleton St George. 

146 
From http://www.thepeerage.com/p24870.htm: 
W/Cdr. Joseph Cargill Stevenson married Desirée Winifred Peel Massy, daughter of Lawrence Peel 
Massy and Constance Jean Anne Galletly, in 1939. He gained the rank of Wing Commander in the 
service of the Royal Air Force. 
From blenhamsociety.org.uk: 
‘Jo’ was born Edinburgh 05/12/1912 & to Dundee High School. 28/01/1939 joined RAF (40 
Squadron) at Abingdon flying Fairy Battles, then to Betheniville (near Rheims), returning to Wyton, 
UK, to convert to BBs Dec 1939. Flew with Sgt Usher (Wop/AG) & LAC Corney (Obs) (both kia 
30/09/1941 45Sq, East Africa) on recco over Wilhelmshaven 16/04/1940 & saw Tirpitz (G/Cpt 
Lawrence). Obit gives Jo’s account of Ypenburg raid and names Hugh Smeddle (who wounded) & 
P/O Peter Wakefield. Filming of ‘’March of Time’ at Wyton June 1940. Married Desiree 1939. Jo’s 
RAF experiences in ‘Sweeping the Skies’ by David Gunby. 
2084. Squadron Leader S R WILSON (?). Signed 30 July 1948. RAF Kinloss. 

146 
No trace found. 
2085. Unknown. Signed 4 August 1948. RNNAF London. 

146 
No trace found. 
2086. Unknown. Signed 4 August 1948. Netherlands Embassy, London. 

146 
No trace found. 
2087. D M KILPATRICK. Signed 8 August 1948. NUT, London. 

146 
No trace found. 
2088. Lieutenant William H ROLSTON. Signed 18 August 1948. Marham, USAF, Essex [?]. 

146 

http://www.thepeerage.com/p24870.htm
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No trace found. 
2089. H NOLAN. Signed 18 or 19 August 1948. 77 [address]. 

146 
No trace found. 
2090. Flight Lieutenant Robert Cowie Paterson THOMSON (153436). Signed 19 August 
1948. RAF College, Cranwell. 

146 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From Flight, 12 January 1950: 

 
 

2091. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] William Charles JAMES OBE BA (3107829). 
Signed 19 August 1948. No 63 Maintenance Unit, RAF Montrose. 

146 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG from 5 December 1947 to 27 December 1960 which 
announced his OBE. 
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2092. Wing Commander [later Air Commodore] George EMMOTT Tweddle OBE (31354). 
Signed 19 August 1948. No 44 Maintenance Unit, RAF Edzell. 

146 
From http://nmcb62alumni.org/pdf/Edzellnewspaper%20.pdf: 

 
He is mentioned in several issues of the LG. His OBE was announced in the LG, 30 May 1952. 
2093. PROBABLY Squadron Leader John Clifford Tom PRICE (44966). Signed 19 August 
1948. No 44 Maintenance Unit, RAF Edzell. 

146 
See the previous entry. He is mentioned in several issues of the LG. 
2094. Flight Lieutenant John Shaw DRUMMOND (50501). Signed 20 August 1948. Empire 
Flying School, RAF Hullavington. 

146 
He also signed this book on 26 February 1948. 
2095. Flight Lieutenant [later Air Commodore] John Eadon BAZALGETTE DFC (131145). 
Signed 1948. RAF Ballykelly. 

147 

http://nmcb62alumni.org/pdf/Edzellnewspaper%20.pdf
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From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Bazalgette.htm: 
John Eadon            b: 16 Feb 1923                     r: 1 Oct 1972                     d:   1 Aug 1999 
DFC – 14 Nov 1944, QCVSA – 1 Jan 1963, FBIM. 
(RAFVR): Plt Off (P): 15 May 1942, Fg Off (WS): 15 Nov 1942, Flt Lt (WS): 22 Sep 1943?; 4 Feb 
1947 [5 Sep 1944], Act Sqn Ldr: xx xxx xxxx 
(RAF): Fg Off: 6 Jun 1947 [22 Sep 1943], Flt Lt: 7 Jun 1947 [23 Mar 1946], Sqn Ldr: 1 Jan 1953, Wg 
Cdr: 1 Jan 1959, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1964, Act A/Cdre: 23 Dec 1968, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1969. 
(RAFVR (T)): Fg Off: 2 Aug 1973 
xx xxx xxxx U/T Pilot 
xx xxx xxxx Pilot, No ? Sqn 
xx xxx xxxx Flight Commander, No 272 Sqn 
6 Jun 1947 Appointed to an Extended Service Commission in the rank of Flying Officer (4 years 

on the active list) (retaining his existing rank under wartime rules) 
 7 Aug 1948 Appointed to a Permanent Commission in the rank of Flight Lieutenant 
2 May 1954 PSO to Commandant, RAF College/AOC RAF Cranwell 
12 Jul 1960 Officer Commanding, No 206 Sqn. (Shackleton MR3) 
 3 Jan 1963 Staff, Air Secretary 
28 May 1964 Plans, Policy and Operations, HQ SACLANT 
 3 May 1967 Officer Commanding, RAF Kinloss 
23 Dec 1968 Assistant Commandant (Department of Cadets), RAF College 
15 Jun 1970 Assistant Commandant (Training), RAF College 
26 Jun 1971 Personal Staff Officer to the Chief of the Defence Staff 
 2 Aug 1973 Pilot, No ? AEF 
From http://www.bazalgette.com/phpgedview/individual.php?pid=I234&ged=bazalgette.ged: 
Per NY Passenger Arrival Lists, was on the Queen Elizabeth from Southampton which arrived in 
New York on 21 December 1948. He is on the Diplomatic list, on his way to the British Military 
Mission in Washington DC. (JEA Bazalgette was on the same ship voyage on his way to Venezuela). 
From British Naval Aviation in World War II: The US Navy and Anglo-American Relations, Gilbert S 
Guinn and G H Bennet, I.B.Tauris; 1st Edition edition (30 Jun 2007): 

 
His DFC, whilst with No 272 Squadron, was announced in Flight, 28 December 1944. His Queen’s 
Commendation for Valuable Service in the Air was announced in the LG, 1 January 1963. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Bazalgette.htm
http://www.bazalgette.com/phpgedview/individual.php?pid=I234&ged=bazalgette.ged
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2096. Flight Lieutenant James Joseph QUINN (51628). Signed 1948. RAF Ballykelly. 

147 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2097. Flight Lieutenant William Farquhar (“Bill”) CLAYTON-GRAHAM DFC (64897). Signed 
1948. RAF Thorney Island. 

147 
His DFC was announced in the LG, 29 May 1945: 
Acting Squadron Leader William Farquhar CLAYTON-GRAHAM (64895), R.A.F.V.R., 235 Sqn. 
This officer, now engaged on his third tour of operational duty, has participated in numerous 
attacks against enemy shipping. He has invariably pressed home his attacks from low level and with 
great skill and determination, often in the face of heavy enemy opposition. One of his recent 
missions was in March, 1945, when the led a section of aircraft in an attack on shipping in the 
harbour of Aalesund. The photograph which he obtained was a good proof of the effectiveness of 
the attack. His devotion to duty has been unfailing. 
From Battlefield Bombers: Deep Sea Attack, Martin Bowman, Pen & Sword Aviation (30 Sep 2014), 
pp 190-3: 
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2098. Flying Officer George Shepperd MIDDLETON (195806). Signed 1948. RAF Ballykelly, 
Northern Ireland. 

147 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2099. Flying Officer Reginald KNIGHT (89145). Signed 1948. RAF West Malling, Kent. 

147 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2100. Kay CARNEGIE. Signed 19 August 1948. Bendemeer House, Burntisland Fife, 
Scotland. 

147 
She was the wife of AVM David Carnegie who signed this book on? November 1939 and 19 August 
1948. 
2101. Air Vice-Marshal David Vaughan CARNEGIE CB, CBE, AFC. Signed 19 August 1948. 
HQ 18 Group, Pitreavie. 

147 
He also signed this book on ? November 1939. 
2102. George Johnston MECHAN (139802). Signed 19 August 1948. Istanbul. 

147 
His promotion from Pilot Officer to Flying Officer was announced in the LG, 24 December 1943. 
From http://www.highbeam.com/doc/1P2-18654994.html: 
The Scotsman, 18 June 1998 
GEORGE Mechan, who died recently, was a former head teacher of Dens Road and Longhaugh 
primary schools, in Dundee. He was also highly talented in many different spheres. 

http://www.highbeam.com/doc/1P2-18654994.html
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Born in 1914, he was educated at Harris Academy, then graduated at St Andrews University where 
he also gained a blue for hockey. Later, he was to become a member of the university court and 
even after retirement he continued to assist in voluntary research. 
In 1940, George joined the RAF, serving as a parachute instructor, and saw service in the 
Mediterranean area. His love of sport continued and he captained the RAF Leuchars Badminton 
team winning the British inter-station Badminton championship, and also with colleagues won the 
men's and mixed doubles titles. 
From http://www.rscds-dundee.org.uk/therosebowlcompetition.htm: 
George Mechan, another life member, was several times Chairman of the Branch, and served on the 
Committee many times over a period of years.  As a young man he had achieved considerable 
success in Highland Dancing competitions, and took his RSCDS Teacher’s Certificate in 1934.  
George was a long-term teacher of the Technique Class, then known as the Demonstration Class, 
and also his children's class at Longhaugh Primary, where he was Head Teacher, attracted up to ten 
sets each week for a number of years.  He was a member of numerous committees at RSCDS 
Headquarters, and taught regularly at Branches overseas.  George died aged 85 in 1998, and is 
survived by his nephew, Dr Douglas Young, who still lives locally. 
Dundee University has a “George Johnston Mechan Fund”. 
2103. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] N F PERRYMAN (149159). Signed 25 
August 1948. RAF Metropolitan Communications Squadron, Hendon. 

147 
The Air Force List for July 1948 lists the following people named PERRYMAN: 
F E (591016) Warrant Officer 
N F (149159) Flight Lieutenant 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._510_Squadron_RAF: 
During 1942 it was decided that 24 Squadron was too large and the internal communication flight 
became no. 510 Squadron on 15 October 1942 at RAF Hendon. The squadron inherited an 
assortment of light transport types to allow it fly communications and liaison flights within the 
United Kingdom. On 8 April 1944, still at RAF Hendon, the squadron was disbanded when it was 
renamed to the Metropolitan Communications Squadron, inheriting the aircraft and codes of 510 
squadron. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._32_Squadron_RAF: 
No. 32 (The Royal) Squadron (sometimes written as No. XXXII(TR) Squadron) of the Royal Air Force 
operates in the VIP and general air transport roles from RAF Northolt in Greater London. Originally 
formed in 1916 as part of the Royal Flying Corps, the squadron saw action during the First and 
Second World Wars with fighter aircraft, but was disbanded in 1969. The Metropolitan 
Communications Squadron, involved in the VIP transport role, was renamed as No. 32 Squadron at 
that time. In 1995, the squadron was merged with the Queen's Flight and incorporated 'The Royal' 
title into its name. At this time the squadron moved from RAF Benson to RAF Northolt, where it 
remains. The merger ended the RAF's provision of dedicated VIP transport aircraft; the aircraft of 32 
Squadron are available to VIP passengers only if not needed for military operations. Three flights 

http://www.rscds-dundee.org.uk/therosebowlcompetition.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._510_Squadron_RAF
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._32_Squadron_RAF
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within the squadron operate the British Aerospace 146, AgustaWestland AW109 and British 
Aerospace 125. 
2104. PROBABLY Jack KENNEDY-FINLAYSON (126030). Signed 25 August 1948. RAF 
Metropolitan Communications Squadron, Hendon. 

147 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 28 April 1963. The Air Force List for July 
1948 also lists the following people named FINLAYSON: 
A (3065961) Pilot Officer 
P J S (41569) Squadron Leader 
2105. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Eric Franklin THORNICROFT AFC DFM 
(47208). Signed 26 August 1948. HQ Coastal Command, Northwood. 

147 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. His DFM, whilst with No 113 Squadron was 
announced in the LG, 28 March 1941. He retired on 12 October 1978. 
From http://www.207squadron.rafinfo.org.uk/207MarhamValiantpostings.htm: 
Thornicroft, EP Sqn Ldr, 1 Feb 1962 posted in as Squadron Engineering Office: 29 Jan 1964 posted 
to RAE Farnborough. 
2106. John William KIRWAN (A26106). Signed between 26 August and 7 September 1948. 
Perth, Western Australia. 

148 
According to the Australian Archives, he was born on 26 October 1914 in Quorn, South Australia 
and enlisted in the RAAF in Adelaide. His next of kin was Olive Kirwan. 
2107. Flight Lieutenant C HILL MC MiD (85179). Signed 7 September 1948. Air Ministry, 
London. 

148 
The Air Force List for July 1948 lists Flight Lieutenant C HILL MC (85179) in Admin and Special 
Duties Branch. 
2108. Air Vice Marshal [later Air Marshal] Hugh Lester CAMPBELL, CBE, CD (July 13, 1908 - 
May 25, 1987). Signed 10 September 1948. RCAF Ottawa. 

148 

http://www.207squadron.rafinfo.org.uk/207MarhamValiantpostings.htm
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From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hugh_Lester_Campbell: 
Educated at the University of New Brunswick, Campbell was commissioned into the Royal Canadian 
Air Force in 1931. 
During World War II, Campbell served as the Director of Air Staff at the RCAF Overseas 
Headquarters. In his capacity as Director, on one occasion Campbell was inspecting air force units 
in North Africa when his jeep drove over a mine and Campbell was wounded. Returning to Canada, 
in January 1944 Campbell was appointed as Assistant to the Chief of the Air Staff at the Royal 
Canadian Air Force Headquarters in Ottawa. The following April he became Air Member for 
Personal on promotion to air vice-marshal remaining at Ottawa. 
In 1952, Campbell was appointed as the first Air Officer Commanding the Canadian Air Division in 
Europe. He retained this post until 1955 and during his years in command Canada's European 
commitment to NATO rose to 12 squadrons. From 1955 to 1957, he was the Vice Air Deputy at 
Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe. He was appointed Chief of the Air Staff in 1957, 
holding the post until 1962 when he retired. 
Following his service career Campbell entered politics. He served as a member of the Legislative 
Assembly of Northwest Territories being appointed to the council to serve as an at-large member 
three times from 1964 to 1975. He died in Ottawa on May 25, 1987. 
From http://www.journal.forces.gc.ca/vol10/no2/08-stouffer-eng.asp: 

 
Air Marshal Hugh Campbell, Chief of the Air Staff, RCAF, circa 1957 (CFJIC Photo PL-110200) 
From Palmiro Campagna’s Storms of Controversy: The Secret Avro Arrow Files Revealed400, Dundurn 
Group Ltd, 2010, p 132-3 (of many other mentions) 

                                                 
400 From the book’s publisher: The development of the Avro Arrow was a remarkable Canadian 
achievement. Its mysterious cancellation in February 1959 prompted questions that have long gone 
unanswered. What role did the Central Intelligence Agency play in the scrapping of the project? Who in 
Canada''s government was involved in that decision? What, if anything, did Canada get in return? Who 
ordered the blowtorching of all the prototypes? And did Arrow technology find its way into the American 
Stealth fighter/bomber program? When Storms of Controversy was first published in 1992, its answers to 
these questions sent a shock wave across the country. Using never-before-released documents, the book 
exploded the myth that design flaws, cost overruns, or obsolescence had triggered the demise of the 
Arrow. Now, in this fully revised fourth edition, complete with two new appendices, the bestselling book 
brings readers up-to-date on the CF-105 Arrow, the most innovative, sophisticated aircraft the world had 
seen by the end of the 1950s. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hugh_Lester_Campbell
http://www.journal.forces.gc.ca/vol10/no2/08-stouffer-eng.asp
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From Sean M. Maloney’s Learning to Love the Bomb: Canada's Nuclear Weapons During the Cold 
War, Potomac Books Inc, 2007: 
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2109. Squadron Leader ? ? MITCHELL. Signed 15 September 1948. RAF Kinloss. 

148 
Other than mentions in the LG, 12 December 1947 and 17 September 1948 for Flying Officer T J 
MITCHELL (136778), no trace found. This is not Squadron Leader [later Air Commodore] John Lewis 
MITCHELL, known as Churchill’s pilot, because his signature does not match this one. No matching 
entries found in The Air Force List for April 1950. 
2110. Flight Lieutenant John William HAWKE AFC (54274). Signed 15 September 1948. 
RAF Kinloss. 

148 
His AFC whilst with the Air/Sea Warfare Development Unit was announced in the LG, 13 June 1946. 
As at 24 May 2014, his flight uniform is for sale on eBay: 
Flight Uniform formerly belonging to 1st Flight Lieutenant John William Hawke AFC incluiding his 
Beadon flight suit; a 1940s RAF tunic with medal ribbon bars to Hawke that he earned in WW2 as 
well as his AFC ribbon and matching trousers; tropical RAF Jacket and shorts; cotton RAF overseas 
travel mess jacket; AFC Case from the Royal Mint with a solid silver copy of his Air Flying Cross 
(whereabouts of the original is unknown); 7 miniature medals on a bar which show the Air Force 
Cross, 39-45 Star, Atlantic Star, Africa Star, Defence Medal and a General Service Medal for Aden; 
and a 1940s watch with Hawke faintly shown on the back. 
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2111. Flight Lieutenant Lionel Ellis LEAH ACIS (148824). Signed 15 September 1948. RAF 
Kinloss. 

148 
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He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He resigned on 2 May 1971. 
2112. Margaret McL SMITH. Signed 18 September 1948. Scottish Seaweed Research 
Association, Inveresk Gate, Musselburgh. 

148 
From http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v162/n4105/abs/162031a0.html: 
Nature 162, 31-32 (03 July 1948) | doi:10.1038/162031a0 
Seaweed Culture by E. T. Walker & Margaret McL Smith 
Abstract: Comprehensive culture experiments of algal spores and ova have been carried out, and 
still more are in operation as part of the programme of research of the Scottish Seaweed Research 
Association. The principal object of this work is to ascertain the minimum requirements for the 
development and healthy growth of zoospores and zygotes of the brown algæ, yet at the same 
time departing as little as possible from natural conditions. 
From the Glasgow Herald of 18 January 1956: 

 
2113. 1st Lieutenant [later Captain] Herbert J JOHNSON. Signed 17 September 1948. 
Marham, RAF, Norfolk (307 Bomb Group, MacDill Air Force Base, Tampa, Florida). 

148 
According to http://www.ejection-history.org.uk/Aircraft_by_Type/B-47.htm, he survived an ejection 
when a B-47B Stratojet, registration 50-0038, out of MacDill AFB, landed short in Tampa Bay on its 
approach on 11 April 1952. Capt. Henry Williamson and Major W. Brazil also survived. 
According to http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=156272, the crash was caused by 
complete power loss due to fuel mismanagement by a student pilot who failed to note the warning 
lights. 

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v162/n4105/abs/162031a0.html
http://www.ejection-history.org.uk/Aircraft_by_Type/B-47.htm
http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=156272
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2114. Captain Charles J ENNEKING (AO 736694). Signed 17 September 1948. MacDill Air 
Force Base, Tampa, Flrida, USA. 

149 
In We See All: A History of the 55th Strategic Reconnaissance Wing, 1947-1967, compiled by Lt 
Colonel Bruce M Bailey USAF (Ret), 1982, he is listed as a crew member of 343rd Strat Recon 
Squadron on 1 August 1953: 

 
The United States Air Force Retired List 
(http://newsimages.worldvitalrecords.com/books%5C2009JUN14%5Cwvr_AirForceRegister1965_Vol
2%5C95.pdf) has this entry: 

 
 

ancientfaces.com has an entry for Charles J Enneking giving a DOB of 18 July 1916 and a DOD of 
15 May 2004, with a last known residence at Reno, Washoe County, NV 89509. 
2115. J L A SKINNER (?) Signed September 1948. Loretto School, Musselburgh. 

149 
No trace found. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loretto_School#Headmasters: 
The school was founded by the Reverend Thomas Langhorne in 1827. Langhorne came from 
Crosby Ravensworth, near Kirkby Stephen. The school was later taken over by his son, also Thomas 
Langhorne. The last link with the Langhorne family was John Langhorne, who was master at Loretto 
from 1890–1897 and later headmaster at the John Watson's Institution. Loretto was under the 
headmastership of Dr Hely Hutchinson Almond (1862–1903), a distant relative of Thomas 
Langhorne. The school's name derives from Loretto House, in which Langhorne was living at the 

http://newsimages.worldvitalrecords.com/books%5C2009JUN14%5Cwvr_AirForceRegister1965_Vol2%5C95.pdf
http://newsimages.worldvitalrecords.com/books%5C2009JUN14%5Cwvr_AirForceRegister1965_Vol2%5C95.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loretto_School%23Headmasters
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time he started the school, which in turn was based on the dedication of a chapel to Our Lady of 
Loreto, which can traced back to the 12th century on the site of the school 
2116. Archibald POWRIE OBE (1885 – 1949). Signed September 1948. Lord Provost, City 
Chambers, Dundee. 

149 
From http://www.bbc.co.uk/arts/yourpaintings/paintings/archibald-powrie-18851949-lord-provost-
of-dundee-19461949-92363: 

 
Archibald Powrie (1885–1949), Lord Provost of Dundee (1946–1949) by David Shanks Ewart. Date 
painted: 1950 
From The Dundee Courier of 9 November 1946: 
“…Dundee Town Council last night chose a new Lord Provost. Mr Archibald Powrie was asked to 
take the high office. » Mr Powrie has had long experience of public life and affairs, and he and Mrs 
Powrie will have the good wishes of all classes in the community in a task which does no …” 
From the LG, 29 November 1946: 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/arts/yourpaintings/paintings/archibald-powrie-18851949-lord-provost-of-dundee-19461949-92363
http://www.bbc.co.uk/arts/yourpaintings/paintings/archibald-powrie-18851949-lord-provost-of-dundee-19461949-92363
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From The Glasgow Herald of 4 February 1949: 

 
2117. James Hubert LOW. Signed September 1948. Seabourne, Broughty Ferry. 

149 
From the LG, 28 March 1947: 
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From Reminissicences by J. C. BUIST, LLD, Honorary Sheriff-Substitute of the Sheriffdom of Perth 
and Angus: 
“When I joined the Chamber in 1876, I had just returned from three months' travel in Spain, where 
Dundee then did a fair amount of business. In that distressful country a Carlist rising was flickering 
out, but the insurgents still held the only railway line from France, and so we had to climb the 
Pyrenees by diligence. Prior to this journey, I had spent some time in Liverpool, and, after daily 
crossing and re-crossing the Mersey, crowded with shipping, it was strange on going North, to find, 
at certain seasons, the "Mars" training-ship seemingly the sole tenant of the Tay. At the date with 
which we are concerned our Chamber of Commerce had already existed for 40 years. Some of its 
founders still survived, others had not long since passed away. A list of members, with which our 
Secretary has kindly furnished me, is headed by the name of Mr Andrew Brown, giving as his 
address "Balgillo House." Him I cannot claim to recollect. His nephew, however, a second Andrew 
Brown, was a good friend of my father and myself, and equally at home in corn market and on golf 
course. His likeness hangs in Barry Club-house. There follow such prominent citizens as Mr Francis 
Molison, father-in-law of Sir W. O. Dalgleish, and Mr Thomas Bell, of Belmont, great grandfather of 
Mr Norman Bell. Then comes Mr G. H. Newall, first Provost of Broughty Ferry, cultivating his roses 
at Seabourne, now the home of Bailie Hubert Low.” 
From http://www.ninetradesofdundee.co.uk/files/Guildry/Archives/1937%20-
%201950%20Sederunt%20Book.pdf: 
“The Dean of Guild and Assessors created and elected James Hubert Low, Manufacturer, Seabourne 
Broughty Ferry a Free Guild Brother of the City and Royal Burgh of Dundee for himself and 
posterity in right of his father William Low with all and sundry the privileges and immunities 
thereto belonging he having paid to the Collector the sum of £2.10/- Sterling as his dues of 
admission besides the usual Accidents…” 
From http://www.fdca.org.uk/pdf%20files/TSReg%208001to8500.pdf: 

 
2118. David D WATT. Signed September 1948. Lord Provost’s Secretary, City Chambers, 
Dundee. 

149 
From 
http://www.ninetradesofdundee.co.uk/files/nine%20trades/Nine%20Trades%20People/Obituaries/B
onnetmaker%20Obits/1971%20Watt%20David.pdf: 
“13th November 1971. Mr David D Watt of 225, Arbroath Road, Dundee, who was Lord Provost’s 
Secretary for 18 years until his retirement in 1959, died yesterday in the Royal Infirmary. He was 73. 
He was a former pupil of Morgan Academy and had 45 years’ service with Dundee Corporation in 
clerical and administrative posts. Mr Watt was a J.P., a member of the Bonnetmaker Craft and the 
Guildry and a Past Master of Lodge St. David (No 78). He was a member of Maryfield Bowling Club 

http://www.ninetradesofdundee.co.uk/files/Guildry/Archives/1937%20-%201950%20Sederunt%20Book.pdf
http://www.ninetradesofdundee.co.uk/files/Guildry/Archives/1937%20-%201950%20Sederunt%20Book.pdf
http://www.fdca.org.uk/pdf%20files/TSReg%208001to8500.pdf
http://www.ninetradesofdundee.co.uk/files/nine%20trades/Nine%20Trades%20People/Obituaries/Bonnetmaker%20Obits/1971%20Watt%20David.pdf
http://www.ninetradesofdundee.co.uk/files/nine%20trades/Nine%20Trades%20People/Obituaries/Bonnetmaker%20Obits/1971%20Watt%20David.pdf
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and was on the committee of Dundee Indoor Bowling Club. He was Secretary and Treasurer of 
Dundee High School FP Cricket Club for 15 years and he played for a long spell.” 
2119. Major Andrew MAITLAND MBE TD (52373). Signed September 1948. 8 Hope Street, 
St Andrews. 

149 
This is the best match in The Quarterly Army List for December 1946: 

 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG, including this one dated 8 July 1955: 

 
His MBE was announced in the LG, 3 June 1955. 
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The citation for his MBE recommendation is in file reference: WO 373/163/106 in TNA: 
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2120. Katharine M JONES. Signed September 1948. Bristol. 

149 
No trace found. 
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2121. W ? LAIRD. Signed September 1948. Guardbridge. 

149 
No trace found. 
2122. J Will RUSSELL. Signed September 1948. Henley-on-Thames, Oxon. 

149 
No trace found. 
2123. Dixie DEAN. Signed September 1948. Pitreavie. 

149 
No trace found. 
2124. Flight Lieutenant George Barnie SUTHERLAND (51742). Signed September 1948. 24 
Squadron, RAF Bassingbourn. 

149 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://www.rspba-nos.org/bands/rafLossiemouth.php: 
“In 1947, a band was formed at RAF Kinloss comprised mainly of national servicemen. Around the 
same time a band was formed at RAF Edzell with many players coming from the pre war band at 
RAF Montrose, including the officer in charge, Flt Lt George Sutherland who had secured new 
tartan for his band, namely Ancient Sutherland. In 1957 the band from Edzell moved to Kinloss who 
at that point adopted the tartan they still wear today. In the mid 90’s both Kinloss and the RAF 
Lossiemouth band were struggling for numbers so they decided to merge, with the Lossiemouth 
personnel making the move as they were the smaller of the two. The Kinloss band thrived and 
enjoyed many years of success in competition. When RAF Kinloss closed in 2012 the band moved 
again and became the RAF Lossiemouth Pipes & Drums.” 
From http://www.towermuseumbassingbourn.co.uk/rafatbassingbourn.html: 
“Opened in 1938, RAF Bassingbourn was constructed as part of the RAF's expansion scheme to 
meet the threat of the growing German Air Force. The RAF flew Vickers Wellingtons and Bristol 
Blenheim's from Bassingbourn, which were part of 11 Operational Training Unit (11 OTU). This unit 
took part in the early maximum effort 1,000 bomber raids on occupied Europe. In October 1942, 11 
OTU departed from Bassingbourn. That same month would see the arrival of what was to become 
one of the most famous Bomb Groups of World War II; the 91st Bombardement Group (Heavy) of 
the United States Army Air Force. At the war's end in May 1945, the American Airmen of the USAAF 

http://www.rspba-nos.org/bands/rafLossiemouth.php
http://www.towermuseumbassingbourn.co.uk/rafatbassingbourn.html
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returned home to the States and the base was once again back in the hands of the RAF. During the 
coming years, many different Squadrons and Units would be stationed at RAF Bassingbourn. The 
base was one of many stations used to transport aid to the German citizens during the Berlin Airlift 
between June 1948 and May 1949. Hostilities in Korea saw the return of the American's in the 
shape of the United States Air Force; various bomb groups were stationed at Bassingbourn during 
this time including the 301st, the 2nd and the 97th Bomb Groups, as well as the 55th Strategic 
Reconnaissance Wing. The stars and stripes flag of the USA was lowered for the final time at 
Bassingbourn in September 1951. Bassingbourn then became home to the RAF's 231 Operational 
Conversion Unit; equipped firstly with Mosquitoes and Meteors, then Canberra's. 231 OCU was 
engaged in training aircrew in low level nuclear bombing techniques and other operation training 
duties. In 1969, the RAF left Bassingbourn for the last time, and later that year the British Army 
bought a new lease of life to the base; Bassingbourn became home to the Depot of the Queens 
Division, a role which the base maintained until January 1993, when it became the Army Training 
Regiment Bassingbourn.” 
From http://www.24sqnassociation.royalairforce.net/history.htm: 
“No. 24 Squadron was formed on 1st September 1915, at Hounslow Heath as a fighter unit, 
receiving D.H.2s at the end of the year. It moved to France in February, 1916, at a time when 
German fighters were making reconnaissance and bombing sorties by the R.F.C. very costly due to 
the lack of effective fighters. The squadron's D.H.2s played a large part in defeating enemy 
attempts to obtain air superiority over the Western Front in the first half of 1916 but were rapidly 
overtaken by aircraft development and were obsolete within a short time. In May, 1917, No.24 re-
equipped with D.H.5s which were flown till the end of 1917 when they were replaced by S.E.5As. 
For the rest of the war, the squadron flew fighter patrols over the Western Front, with occasional 
ground attack missions, and in February, 1919 returned to the U.K. where it disbanded on 1st 
February, 1920. 
On 1st April, 1920, No 24 reformed at Kenley as a communications and training unit with Bristol 
Fighters. Its communications tasks involved flying Air Ministry staff and Government members in 
what would, in future years, be referred to as V.I.P. flights. It also had a Flight, training aircraft to 
provide flying practice for pilots on the staff of the Air Ministry. On 1st February, 1927, the 
squadron moved to Northolt and in July. 1933 to Hendon where it remained throughout the 
Second World War. After flying a variety of single-engined types since its formation, No 24 
received its first real transport in March, 1935, a D.H.89A, supplemented by a D.H.86 in October, 
1937. It was intended to equip the squadron with 20 Mentors as standard equipment but the war 
overtook this plan and No. 24 began its wartime career with a wide variety of aircraft of civil design, 
including Rapides taken over from civil airlines which were later impressed. For the first nine 
months of the war, communications and mail flying between the U.K. and France was a major task 
but after June, 1940, flying was confined to the U.K. with the exception of a few special flights. 
In April, 1942, the squadron was transferred to Ferry Command, the predecessor of Transport 
Command and in the same month began flights to Malta with passengers and mail. In April, 1943, 
a Flight, Dakotas was added and in May the first York was put into service for V.I.P. use. As the 
Allied armies liberated more of Europe, the extent of overseas flights increased and in October, 
1944, the squadron was reorganised; in place of the collection of transport types, the Dakota 
became the standard equipment of the squadron, with a Flight, Ansons for short range work. In 
February, 1946, the squadron moved to Bassingbourn where it absorbed No. 1359 V.I.P. Flight in 
June. In November, 1951, Hastings became the standard type and although V.I.P. flying continued, 
the squadron became more a general transport unit than a specialised communications squadron. 

http://www.24sqnassociation.royalairforce.net/history.htm
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In January, 1957, No. 24 moved to Colerne to join a wing of Hastings squadrons and flew this type 
until January, 1968, when it began to re-equip with Hercules.” 
2125. Wing Commander William Richard HARDEMAN MBE (35382). Signed September 
1948. HQ Coastal Command. 

149 
From the LG, 8 July 1941: 
The KING has been graciously pleased to give orders for the following appointment to the Most 
Excellent Order of the British Empire: — To be an Additional Member of the Military Division of the 
said Most Excellent Order:— Acting Flight Lieutenant William Richard HARDEMAN (35382), Royal 
Air Force. When an aircraft loaded with four 250 lb. bombs was set on fire, there was grave danger 
to nearby aircraft and hangers. The bomb release gear was damaged and in order to remove the 
bombs, Flight Lieutenant Hardeman successfully sawed through and wrenched the carriers from 
the burning aircraft. On another occasion he removed the bombs from a burnt out aircraft which 
had crashed. During the early part of the war Flight Lieutenant Hardeman was dealing with an 
unexploded bomb when an enemy aircraft dropped bombs on the working party, killing two of the 
party and wounding others. Flight Lieutenant Hardeman summoned medical assistance and 
attended the wounded whilst the raid was still in progress. Throughout he has shown the greatest 
courage and a complete disregard for his personal safety. 
2126. A P MCLAGAN. Signed September 1948. São Paulo, Brazil. 

149 
No trace found. 
2127. Flying Officer [later Wing Commander] George Henry DODD OBE (199759). Signed 
28 September 1948. No 5 Ferry Pilots Pool, RAF Silloth. 

150 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://www.christmas-island.org/old/hubbard/mid_pacific_news/page_15_text.htm: 
The Air Task Group - Grapple "Y" 
The Royal Air Force responsibilities for this Operation are many and varied like those of all the 
other arms taking part. There are the specialised tasks of dropping the weapon itself, high and low 
level meteorological reconnaissance flights to assist the weather forecasters and cloud 
photography and sampling after the burst. There are also the general and more humdrum, though 
just as vital, duties of communication and the transport of men, materials and mail between the 
various islands, together with such jobs as air/sea rescue and pest control. To undertake these 
commitments an equally wide variety of aircraft is required, and detachments of Valiants, 

http://www.christmas-island.org/old/hubbard/mid_pacific_news/page_15_text.htm
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Canberras, Shackletons, Hastings, Dakotas and Whirlwinds from Royal Air Force Commands in the 
United Kingdom have been allocated to form an Air Task Group at Christmas Island. 
This Air Task Group, originally designated No.160 Wing, started its existence at Royal Air Force 
Hornchurch in April, 1956, travelling to Christmas Island in June, 1956. Since then further R.A.F. 
reinforcements have been sent as and when required. It is commanded present1y by the Air Task 
Group Commander, Air Commodore J. F. Roulston, C.B., D.S.O., D.F.C., R.A.F., and contains the 
following units: 
No. 49 Squadron (Wg. Cdr. K. G. Hubbard, O.B.E., D.F.C., A.F.C.), Valiant 
No. 58 Squadron (Sqn. Ldr. D.A. Hammatt, A.F.C., D.F.M.), Canberra, photo Reconnaissance 7 
No. 75 Squadron (Sqn. Ldr. T. G. Gledhill), Canberra. D.6 
No. 217 Squadron (Sqn. Ldr. G. H. Dodd), Whirlwind Helicopter 
No. 240 Squadron (Wg. Cdr. W. D. Hodgkinson, D.F.C., A.F.C.), Shackleton 
Transport Force (Sqn. Ldr. D. Wood), Hastings/Dakota 
Auster Flight (FIt. Sgt. Clayton), Auster 
To assist the Air Task Group in executing its tasks, a detachment is based at Hickam Field United 
States Air Force Base, Honolulu, to handle passengers and freight using the Christmas/Honolulu 
Hastings shuttle and an Air Maintenance Wing, to undertake servicing of aircraft components is 
based at Edinburgh Field, South Australia. In addition, there are detachments at Malden Island and 
Fanning Island where A.W.R.E. scientific equipment, Meteorological outstations and Navigation 
Aids are based. These detachments are under the command of Royal Air Force Officers. 
2128. Flight Lieutenant Edgar POULTER (178638). Signed 28 September 1948. No 5 Ferry 
Pilots Pool, RAF Silloth. 

150 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He was a POW. According to Oliver Clutton-Brock’s 
Footprints in the Sands of Time: RAF Bomber Command Prisoners of War in Germany 1939-45, Grub 
Street; annotated edition edition (30 Jun 2003), he was shot down on his 44th operation on 12 
August 1944 whilst flying a Lancaster ME855 with No 619 Squadron from Dunholme Lodge. The 
target was Brunswick. His POW number was 7487 and was in Stalag Luft III. He is mentioned in 
Victor Gammon’s No Time for Fear: True Accounts of RAF Airmen Taken Prisoner 1939-1945, Orion; 
New edition edition (19 Nov 1998). 
From http://lostaircraft.com/database.php?lang=en&mode=viewentry&e=5465: 
The crew of ME855 were: 
Squadron Leader Louis B. Gunter401 (pilot) 

                                                 
401 From 
http://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/community/obituaries/obits/4644760.Louis_Gunter__mastermind_of_
Morrells__ales/?ref=arc: Oxford Mail, 23 September 2009. Obituary. The man whose brewing skills guided 
former Oxford brewery Morrells for years has died at the age of 93. Head brewer Louis Gunter was taken 
on at the now defunct Lion Brewery in St Thomas Street in 1937, after an introduction by an old school 
friend. He rose to become head brewer, a director of the firm and widely respected throughout the 
brewing industry as a master of his craft. During his long career, he masterminded popular real ales such 
as Varsity and special commemoration beers such as the one he produced in 1983 to mark the 300th 
anniversary of the Ashmolean Museum. During the Second World War, he served as a pilot with Bomber 
Command, flying 52 missions. He also taught the highly decorated pilot Leonard Cheshire to fly 

http://lostaircraft.com/database.php?lang=en&mode=viewentry&e=5465
http://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/community/obituaries/obits/4644760.Louis_Gunter__mastermind_of_Morrells__ales/?ref=arc
http://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/community/obituaries/obits/4644760.Louis_Gunter__mastermind_of_Morrells__ales/?ref=arc
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Pilot Officer E. Poulter 
Flight Lieutenant E. Parsons  
Flight Lieutenant G. F. Ruddock (injured) 
Flying Officer C. F. Guest DFM 
Flight Sergeant G. T. Short 
Flight Sergeant R. A. Willis 
Flying Officer C. F. Guest 
2129. Flight Lieutenant Mieczyslaw WYSZKOWSKI DFC (P1584). Signed 28 September 
1948. No 5 Ferry Pilots Pool, RAF Silloth. 

150 
From http://www.polishairforce.pl/wyszkowski.html (translated by Google): 
 Mieczyslaw Wyszkowski born December 9, 1918, in Nowy Sacz. Enrolled in primary school started 

in ChełmŜa, then transferred to a school in Toruń, where he also 
attended the Gymnasium. Nicolaus Copernicus. In 1935 he 
underwent training glider, in 1936, pilot training aircraft engine 
under the Military Training Agency (later also flew in Aero Club 
Toruń). In 1938 he graduated, after which he completed course 
cadets divisional reserve at 77 Infantry Regiment in Lida, and was 
admitted to Dęblin Aviation Cadet School. 
He did not fight in the September campaign - along with a group 
of about 150 cadets had been evacuated and 19 September 
crossed the Romanian border. He was interned and imprisoned in 
the camp. Initially, the Romanians turned a blind eye to the 
actions of Polish airmen, so use the opportunity to escape and 
after a few days he reached the border on the Danube in 
Yugoslavia. Faced with the impossibility to cross the river by ferry, 
along with two colleagues from the thirteenth promotion 

defeated her by swimming. In Yugoslavia, the Polish Embassy received assistance (money), so that 
drove the train to Greece. In Athens, the ship sailed to France and arrived in Marseille October 23, 
1939, initially stayed in the barracks in Istres, as of December 15 in Lyon. In January 1940 he was 
sent to an air base in Chateauroux, where he trained, among others, on machines Loire and 
Romano. April 25, 1940, at Romano had an accident (motor stopped at low altitude), but came out 
of it without injury. After the "strange war" assigned a key fighter see Zdzislaw Henneberg 
operating on Blochach MB-151 and MB-152. During the fighting in France in spite of patrols 
parokrotnych not fought battles with the enemy. 
After the fall of France he got to the United Kingdom. He went four-week course at the station RAF 
Weeton near Blackpool, in October 1940, trained in the English equipment at 15 EFTS in Carlisle. 
November 26 he returned to Blackpool to January 15, 1941, the hit to one PFTS in Hucknall. Then 
he was assigned as a pilot school shooters one AGS Manby: the Blenheimach just "drove" 
navigators and gunners, allowing them driven in their craft. After three months in Manby had been 
assigned to 58 OTU at Grangemouth. After completion of training, hunting, 26 August 1941, was 

                                                 
Lancasters. After being shot down over northern Germany in 1944 he spent nine months as a prisoner of 
war. A calm and reserved man, family members say he very rarely spoke of his captivity. After the war he 
returned to Morrells, leaving briefly to study brewing in Birmingham. He retired in 1984 aged 68. 

http://www.polishairforce.pl/wyszkowski.html
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sent to the 303 Fighter Squadron. Tadeusz Kosciuszko, but already 18 September he was 
transferred to 306 Squadron "Torun", and September 23 to 316 Squadron "Warsaw". There, for the 
first time took part in the flight combat, and shortly thereafter - March 13, 1942, during the flight 
to cover bombers over France hunted his first enemy, Bf 109 Another, this time the Fw 190, wrote 
on his account April 10, 1942, when the No. 316 Squadron fought a brief battle with experienced 
during the sweep over France German fighters. April 25, 1942 was shot down another Focke-Wulfs 
for sure, and one damaged. June 3, 1942 destroyed the likely Focke-Wulf. 
August 15, 1942, he was transferred to 306 Squadron was - there was soon as November 20, 1942, 
it received posting to a newly created, 195 squadronu, stationed at Duxford and equipped with 
assault Typhoony. Wyszkowski the extent of English Flight Lieutenant became the tactical officer. At 
the beginning of 1943, has submitted a nomination for the Polish squadron, named after the Polish 
Fighting Team - the unit was to gain experience for the Polish Air, previously unused for tactical 
purposes. His claim was examined positive and 13 February 1943, he went to West Kirby. After 
downloading the inventory of tropical and vaccination series February 24, along with several other 
Polish fighters sailed to Oran. After transporting the Poles on the front line included them as a 
squadron of "C" to 145 squadronu. Initially, the Poles received the Spitfire V, then later IX. April 6, 
1943, the reported Wyszkowski likely shot down Bf 109 (Germany went down with the black smoke, 
the pilot was unable to observe the impact with the ground, as he was attacked by two fighters). 
While patrolling the coast April 18, 1943, had noted over the desert two Bf 109s and independently, 
without the permission of the commander detached from the formation. He was fired from the 
ground on target anti-aircraft fire. He tried to fly the damaged plane toward colleagues, but 
attacked and shot down a Messerschmitt defenseless Pole. His "killer" was a pilot 7./JG 53, Uffz. 
Georg Amon, who was the first enemy aircraft shot down (by the end of the war gained another 8 
kills). Wounded by bullets Messerschmitt Wyszkowski landed without landing gear in the territory 
occupied by the enemy. Germany patched up his wounds, and then transported by boat to Italy. In 
Naples underwent further treatment and made a full recovery was transported to Dulag Luft near 
Frankfurt am Main. After a series of hearings transported to a permanent camp Stalag Luft 3 in 
Sagan. He took part in the preparations for the "great escape", which took place on the night of 24 
to 25 March 1944 - was incorporated into the commercial section and by socializing with the 
guards, prison organizations gained the necessary materials. I do not run away, as before, on March 
9, he was transferred to Stalag Luft 4 - smaller camp near Sagan. After the camp was moved to 
Tychowo, and in late January and February 1945 were evacuated into Germany. Wyszkowski 
regained freedom at the beginning of May 1945, when Soviet troops liberated the prisoners of 
armor. 
May 18, 1945, he returned to England. April 24, 1946, the first was assigned to 309 Squadron 
"Czerwienskie Earth" and then - May 23 - to 315 "Dęblińskiego", which was used to solve the Polish 
Air Force in England. For service in World War II Wyszkowski was awarded the Silver Cross of the 
Order of Military Virtue War (No. 11569), four times the Cross of Valour, half Aviator Badge and the 
British Distinguished Flying Cross. Served in the Polish Air Force completed a degree Polish and 
English captain Flight Lieutenant. In December 1946, he joined the Royal Air Force. The school 
Aston Down went training for pilots distribution (ferry pilot) and test pilots (test pilot). He worked 
then as a pilot special (ie lead aircraft of VIPs on board), and finally in 1949, demobilized and 
returned to Polish. 
In Poland gained employment as a pilot in LOT Polish Airlines. After he was released less than a 
year, officially for lack of appropriate qualifications (in fact, it was the element of repression aimed 
at pilots who came from England). In the years 1950-1956 he worked in construction. In 1956 he 
was re-employed in the airlines. For several years we have successfully flown on domestic and 
foreign, flying a total of over 2.5 million kilometers. During this period, he wrote four books: "Polish 
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wing of Britain", "Under foreign skies", "Final Flight", "Not everyone can happily return base." In 
1975, he became very ill. His health steadily deteriorated - died on 28 May 1976 in Warsaw, at the 
age of 57 years. He rested on the Powazki Military Cemetery. 

 
Sources: 
Photo from the collection of Mr. Stanislaw Skalski (courtesy of Mr. Wojciech Sankowski)  
Zinc JB, Polish Air Force in World War 1939-1943, AJ-Press, Gdańsk 2001  
Zinc JB, Polish Air Force in World War 1943-1945, AJ-Press, Gdańsk 2002  
Necessary JR, Malinowski T., Small encyclopedia Polish airmen, WKiŁ, Warsaw 1984  
Wyszkowski M., The Last Flight, Our Books, Warsaw 1971  
Wyszkowski M., Under Foreign Skies, Our Books, Warsaw 1970 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polish_Fighting_Team: 
The Polish Fighting Team (PFT) (Polish: Polski Zespół Myśliwski), also known as "Skalski's Circus" 
(Polish: Cyrk Skalskiego), was a Polish unit which fought with the British Commonwealth Desert Air 
Force in the North African Campaign of World War II, during 1943. Its nickname was derived from 
its commander, Stanisław Skalski. 
In late 1942 Polish Air Force Staff Command requested RAF permission to send a group of specially 
chosen pilots to the North African theatre of operations to acquire experience in operating as a 
part of a tactical air force in preparation for future Allied landings on the European continent. 
Volunteers had to be experienced (with at least 30 operation missions completed) and some 70 
volunteers were considered before 15 pilots were chosen for the operational tour of 3 months. 
Formed at Northolt on 5 February 1943 as the Polish Fighting Team, initial preparations for 
overseas service took place at RAF West Kirby, and the unit embarked on 24 February, arriving in 
North Africa on 13 March 1943. 
The team was initially attached as 'C' flight, to No. 145 Squadron RAF, (under ace S/L Lance Wade) 
equipped with the Spitfire Mk.V and operating from Bu Ghara, 150 miles west of Tripoli. 
Commencing flying on 18 March the unit gained an immediate reputation for combat 
effectiveness. The unit re-equipped with the Supermarine Spitfire Mark IX in late March. 
Flying Officer Mieczysław Wyszkowski was the only casualty in the PFT, shot down and taken 
prisoner-of-war on 18 April. The German Army in Africa surrendered on 13 May and the PFT was 
disbanded. 
Three pilots stayed on and became part of Desert Air Force units; Skalski became CO of No. 601 
Squadron, Horbaczewski CO of No. 43 and Drecki a Flight Commander in No. 152. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polish_Fighting_Team
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From http://www.aviationart.pl/links/53.html: 

 
Spitfire F.IX EN355 ZX-O in which F/O Mieczyslaw Wyszkowski was downed on 18 April 1943 as the 
only loss of the Polish Combat Team. Apparently, the Germans who interrogated him were unaware 
of the existence of a separate Polish unit attached to No.145 Squadron RAF and assumed his 
aircraft code was ZX-O rather than ZX-zero. The codes look distintively darker than the roundel, it 
seems they were applied in black. Note the shadow of the photographer. 
From http://www.panoramio.com/photo/63513770: 

 
2130. Flight Lieutenant John Allan HETHERTON DFC (59657) (NZ405268). Signed 28 
September 1948. No 5 Ferry Pilots Pool, RAF Silloth. 

150 
His DFC, whilst with with 37 Squadron, was announced (without the details of his citation) in the LG, 
5 February 1943. 
From http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-WH2-3RAF-c4.html: 

http://www.aviationart.pl/links/53.html
http://www.panoramio.com/photo/63513770
http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-WH2-3RAF-c4.html
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Squadron Leader J. A. Hetherton, DFC; born Tapanui, 14 Oct 1915; electrical engineer; joined 
RNZAF Dec 1940. 
Acording to http://rnzaf.proboards.com/thread/13474?page=1, he was one of 118 RNZAF pilots 
who left Aukland on 22 July aboard the Dominion Monarch for Halifax (arriving 16 August 41) and 
Liverpool (arriving 2 September 1941). 
From http://rnzaf.proboards.com/thread/14372: 
The crews of the heavier bombers—most of them flew Wellingtons for there were still only a few 
longer range Liberators and Halifaxes— went out by night to attack enemy ports, shipping and 
supply dumps; they also bombed concentrations of tanks and vehicles in the battle area. Here are 
some of the men who captained Wellington aircraft on many such missions: Squadron Leader 
Morton,Squadron Leader Steel and Flying Officer Fleming of No. 40 Squadron; Flight Lieutenant 
Hetherton, Flying Officer Holdaway and Flight Sergeant Spinley with No. 37 Squadron; Flying 
Officer B. H. Gray and Pilot Officer Stewart of No. 70 Squadron; Flight Lieutenant Beale, Flying 
Officer E. L. Gray, Flight Sergeants Taaffe and Craig of No. 104 Squadron; Flying Officer Campbell, 
Flight Sergeants Momo and A. T. Black of No. 148 Squadron; and Flight Lieutenant Kofoed who 
captained a Halifax of No. 462 Squadron on many long-range missions. Several of these men were 
flight commanders of their units; all performed their duties with conspicuous courage, ability and 
steadfastness. And the same may be said of navigators like Flying Officer Spence and gunners such 
as Flight Sergeant Piper, both of whom were killed while attempting to escape after being shot 
down in a raid on Tobruk. 
2131. Flight Lieutenant Patrick Desmond SALMON (55698). Signed 28 September 1948. 
No 5 Ferry Pilots Pool, RAF Silloth. 

150 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2132. C LEE. Signed between 28 September and 12 October 1948. 4 Lovaine Terrace, 
Berwick-on-Tweed Northumberland. 

150 
No trace found. 
2133. Arthur HENDERSON Baron Rowley. Signed 12 October 1948. Air Ministry. 

150 
He also signed this book on 25 February 1951. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Henderson,_Baron_Rowley: 
Arthur Henderson, Baron Rowley, PC (27 August 1893 – 28 August 1968) was a British Labour Party 
politician. Arthur Henderson was the son of Arthur Henderson, who was Leader of the Labour Party 
between 1908–1910, 1914–17 and 1931-1932. 
Parliament 

http://rnzaf.proboards.com/thread/13474?page=1
http://rnzaf.proboards.com/thread/14372
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Henderson,_Baron_Rowley
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Henderson was first elected to the House of Commons at the 1923 general election, as Member of 
Parliament (MP) for the South Wales seat of Cardiff South. He lost his seat at the 1924 general 
election to the Conservative Arthur Evans, but won it back at the 1929 general election. 
When Labour split at the 1931 election over Ramsay Macdonald's formation of a National 
Government, Henderson was one of the many Labour MPs to lose their seats. Evans was re-elected, 
and held the seat until the 1945 election, when he lost to future Prime Minister James Callaghan. 
Henderson returned to Parliament at the 1935 general election, for the English constituency of 
Kingswinford in Staffordshire. He held that seat until its abolition for the 1950 general election, 
when he was elected for the new seat of Rowley Regis and Tipton, on the other side of Dudley. He 
was re-elected in Rowley Regis until his retirement from the Commons at the 1966 election, when 
he was made a life peer as Baron Rowley, of Rowley Regis in the County of Staffordshire. He died 
two years later, the day after his 75th birthday. 
In Government 
In the wartime coalition government, he served as Under-Secretary of State for War from 1942 to 
1943, and then as Financial Secretary to the War Office from 1943 until the coalition was dissolved 
in 1945 at the end of the war. 
The 1945 general election saw Labour returned to government with a huge majority, and 
Henderson was appointed as junior minister at the India Office, with the title of Under-Secretary of 
State for India and Burma. When India gained its independence in 1947, the India Office was 
abolished, and Henderson was appointed as a Privy Counsellor and promoted to Secretary of State 
for Air, the ministry with responsibility for the Royal Air Force. He retained that post until Labour's 
defeat at the 1951 general election. 
From http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/people/mr-arthur-henderson-1/: 
Constituencies 
Cardiff South December 6, 1923 - October 29, 1924 
Cardiff South May 30, 1929 - October 27, 1931 
Kingswinford November 14, 1935 - February 23, 1950 
Rowley Regis and Tipton February 23, 1950 - March 31, 1966 
Offices 
PPS 1929 - 1931 
Under-Secretary 1942 - 1942 
Financial Secretary to the War Office 1943 - 1945 
Under-Secretary 1945 - 1947 
Minister for Commonwealth Relations 1947 - 1947 
Secretary of State for Air 1947 - 1951 
Titles in Lords 
Baron Rowley May 27, 1966 - August 28, 1968 
Contributions 
First recorded, on January 21, 1924 TUBERCULOSIS ORDER, 1914. Written Answers 
By year, 7179 in total: 1924 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 
1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 
1966 1967 1968 
Last recorded, on July 19, 1968 UNITED NATIONS AND WEALTH OF THE SEABED Lords 

http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/people/mr-arthur-henderson-1/
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From War Memoirs of David Lloyd George 1917: 
The satisfactory results of the Munitions of War Act, 1917, were shown by the fact that on 
November 6th, 1917, the Labour member for Attercliffe, Mr. Anderson, could state in the House of 
Commons that: 
“We have at this moment a much better atmosphere, in which there is far less industrial tension 
than there was sometime back. 
. . . I hold no brief for the present Minister of Munitions. I believe he has his personal and political 
detractors — I am not concerned with them one way or the other — but in my opinion he has 
brought courage and a certain quality of imagination to the task of dealing with labour questions 
since he became Minister of Munitions. Because of that, the situation has perceptibly improved, 
and I hope he will go on in the same direction. . . .” 
2134. Captain [later Major] John DUTHIE MBE (156435). Signed 14 October 1948. The 
King's Own Scottish Borderers, Edinburgh. 

150 
The recommendation for his award of the MBE, whilst in Malaya, is in file reference WO 373/133/33 
in TNA. His MBE was announced in the LG, 31 May 1955. 
2135. Squadron Leader Terence Anthony COX DSO DFC (39304). Signed 14 October 1948. 
Air Ministry. 

150 
He also signed this book on 4 December 1950. 
His DSO, whilst with 180 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 17 July 1945. His DFC, whilst with 34 
Squadron, was announced in the LG, 1 October 1946 “In recognition of gallant and distinguished 
services rendered during the period of operations against the Japanese in Malaya and the 
Netherlands East Indies termination in March, 1942.” 
From http://www.211squadron.org/ga_mockridge.html: 

http://www.211squadron.org/ga_mockridge.html
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About the same time, W/Cdr TA Cox, CO of 34 
Squadron from June 1942 to April 1943, was 
sending his condolences402 to the Mockridge 
family in the United Kingdom. When he became 
aware that George’s father Albert had recently 
arrived to serve in India, he set to and wrote a 
further letter. 
Letter to Major Mockridge 6 November 1942 
(Mockridge collection) reads in part: 
“Your Son, George, was detached from this Unit 
and was flying with another Squadron who are 
close neighbours, in order to relieve certain 
pressure of work. 
On 9th of September Aircraft of that unit and of 
34 Squadron carried out a low flying attack on 
shipping at Akyab. Your Son was in one of the 
first Flight, aircraft to attack. On leaving the target 
area in which fighters and "Flak" were 
encountered, it appeared that his aircraft was 
damaged, possibly by ground fire, and he 
subsequently left the formation which flew into 
clouds. An observation by another aircraft of the 

formation records that one of our aircraft landed in the sea some 20—30 miles from Akyab. The 
aircraft circled the spot but saw no sign of survivors and it has not been possible to gain further 
information upon their fate. This aircraft in the sea was believed to be your Son's.” 
From http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=28495: 
Date: 29-DEC-1950 
Time: 13:30 
Type: Handley Page Halifax Met6 
Owner/operator: 202 Squadron RAF 
Registration: ST798 
Fatalities: Fatalities: 8 / Occupants: 8 
Other fatalities: 0 
Airplane damage: Written off (damaged beyond repair) 
Location: 15 miles SSE of Barra Head, Hebrides Islands -   United Kingdom 
Phase: En route 
Nature: Survey 
Departure: Aldergrove RAF Station, Belfast 
Destination: Aldergrove RAF Station, Belfast 

                                                 
402 On 9 September 1942, a combined raid by unescorted Blenheims of 34, 60 and 113 Squadrons was 
tasked with a low level morning attack on shipping in Akyab harbour. George Mockridge and his crew 
did not return. 
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Narrative: Crashed into sea on 29.12.1950 15 miles south south east of Barra Head, Hebrides on 
meteorological flight mission. The cause of the crash could not be determined but some reports 
suggested the Halifax was on fire before impact. 
On 16 January 1951, a trawler, The Milford Countess, under the command of Mr W. Clark of Milford 
Haven, Pembrokeshire recovered Squadron Leader Cox's body together with a small amount of 
wreckage but the other crew were not found. Eight crew were killed: 
Squadron Leader Terence Anthony Cox, DSO, DFC  
Pilot Officer Donald Nattriss  
Sergeant Edward Arthur Keeble  
Sergeant John Frederick Stanley Black  
Flight Sergeant John Henry Cobbold  
Sergeant William Richard Martindale  
Sergeant Stuart Gordon Purches  
Sergeant Gerald Walklate 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?1133-Halifax-Ditching-202-Sq-Off-
Western-Isles: 
“… 202 Sqn would not normally operate near Colonsay. I believe the incident occurred on 21 
November 1944, and the aircraft was Halifax LL510 of 518 Sqn, then operating from Tiree. The 
aircraft had taken off for an air-test to investigate airframe vibration reported by the previous crew. 
The vibration was noticed immediately the aircraft became airborne, and found to be caused by the 
outer starboard engine. Shortly after the engine caught fire, leaving the captain no choice but to 
ditch. This he did successfully, and the crew were picked up by HMS Flanders two hours later, and 
returned to Tiree, disembarking at Scarinish. Tiree is not a million miles from Colonsay.” 
2136. Unknown. Signed 15 October 1948. HQ Bomber Command. 

150 
The surname looks like JOHNSTON. No trace found. 
2137. Flight Officer, later Squadron Officer Joan Melles CARLIN MBE WRAF (587). Signed 
between 15 and 20 October 1948. Air Ministry. 

150 
She is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://www.zoominfo.com/p/Joan-Carlin/162474135: 
Joan Melles Carlin, whose middle name honours her great-grandmother, Susan Melles Carlin, was 
born in 1905. Joan Carlin worked in cyphers during World War II.She directed a group of young 
WAAF women in Cairo, Egypt, and Casseta, Italy, who decoded and relayed Ultra material from 
German radio traffic.It was a quite secret, sensitive and successful operation.She was awarded the 
honour of being appointed a member of the Military Division of the Order of the British Empire 
(M.B.E.). Joan was the first Carlin, from among all Carlin family lines, to be awarded Royal honours. 

http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?1133-Halifax-Ditching-202-Sq-Off-Western-Isles
http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?1133-Halifax-Ditching-202-Sq-Off-Western-Isles
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From http://www.diversessays.com/?page_id=48: 
Memories of Abercorn403, part 2 thoughts and essays by Philip Symmons 
The one commercial enterprise was the Lake Press, although it was scarcely either commercial or 
enterprising. It was run by John Carlin, who had been something in Fleet Street. I have no idea what 
brought John to Abercorn but there he was with a wife, a sister, a sister-in-law and her husband. 
John I had down as a racist, which was ironic since he depended totally on a Government contract 
to produce Liashi, a local language newspaper. His son has assured me that this was not so but 
John was perhaps tried by his workers. John had a strange stammer. Where most stammerers 
might say “I’ve just been for a wwwwalk,” John would go, “I’ve just been for a augh, augh, augh, 
augh – walk”. Very disconcerting. 
John’s sister Joan had been in the WAAF and there indulged in theatricals, so she produced some 
of our amateur efforts. I had never acted before and I have never been tempted since but in 
Abercorn one had, as they say, “to make ones’ own amusements”. I remember one stiff young man 
in the Administration who was cast as a Minister having a crisis of belief. This lad would intone, 
“You see I’ve lost my faith, I’ve lost my faith”, with the expression appropriate to reading out the 
requirements for a dog licence. “Are you so British you can show no emotion?” said an exasperated 
Joan. The lad drew himself up. “British to the core”, he replied. 
…. 
The degree and depth and irrationality of racial prejudice is now difficult to credit. Alternate Red 
Locust Council meetings were held at Abercorn and at one of my last the Congo I think it was, sent 
a black delegate. We of course invited him to dinner with the other Council members. “But”, said 
the wife of our South African aircraft engineer, “what if he wants to use the lavatory? I mean he 
couldn’t use yours!” We stayed at an earlier Council meeting in the New Africa at Dar es Salaam, 
where it was said you would eventually meet every one in Africa. Staying also was a group of local 
businessmen and officials – black of course- who had just returned from a tour of British industry. 
Scheepers, who as you might suppose was South African, surreptitiously took a photograph of this 
outrage. He turned to me waving a spoon. “Do you realise a kaffir might have been using that 
spoon!” he pronounced incredulously. At one dinner party Joan Carlin got thoroughly worked up 
and shouted, “Kill them. Kill them all!” According to our Postmaster, again a South African, “All the 
kaffir understands is the black-jack and the submachine gun”. It was to these people quite obvious 
that lacking our “thousand years of civilisation” we could not possibly had over to a lot who were 
“just down from the trees”. Those phrases were trotted out repeatedly. The South Africans would all 

                                                 
403 From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mbala,_Zambia: As a result the colonial era began in Mbala in 1893, 
earlier than in most other areas of what would be come Zambia, when Hugh Marshall was sent by 
Johnston as the British Consul for the area. Marshall built a well-fortified boma at Chief Zombe's village 
and acted as Magistrate and Postmaster. In 1895 the British South Africa Company took over 
administration of the territory, called it North-Eastern Rhodesia, and the ‘Zombe boma’ became known 
as Abercorn, named after the company chairman. The site was favoured by British administrators as 
being healthy and having a pleasant climate with plenty of hunting and fishing. Until German East Africa 
was taken over by Britain in 1919 as Tanganyika, Abercorn and the smaller Chiengi boma on Lake Mweru 
were the most northerly outposts of British southern Africa. During World War I Mbala was a focus of the 
unsuccessful British military effort to defeat German General von Lettow-Vorbeck’s German army, and 
British forces were concentrated there. After Germany’s surrender in Europe, von Lettow-Vorbeck 
formally surrendered at Mbala on 25 November 1918, though he had agreed a ceasefire at the 
Chambeshi River 250 km south nine days earlier. A memorial marks the spot of the formal surrender 
about 2 km south-west of the centre of town. Following the surrender ceremony, the German troops 
were ordered to throw their weapons into Lake Chila. 

http://www.diversessays.com/?page_id=48
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have had black nannies, of whom I do not doubt they were fond. They would have played in the 
dirt with black friends until perhaps seven or eight years old. This they seemed to be able to 
discount totally. These attitudes may seem bizarre but at that time Nationalist Party policy stated 
that, “There is no place for the native in South African society above the level of certain forms of 
manual labour”. Apartheid in South Africa led at that time inevitably to farce. Everyone had to be 
either white or black; so Japanese were “white” and Chinese “black”. The leading hotel in Pretoria 
was used for visiting dignitaries who if black were classed as “foreign natives”! I must have made 
my own views clear enough in Abercorn since Westy once denounced me at the Club saying I 
“ought to stick up for my country like Hitler did for the Germans”. But in their favour neither the 
locals or the officers of the administration were censorious. One of the latter was a homosexual, the 
first that I had ever been aware of meeting! His name was Ward but I cannot bring his first name to 
mind. He was a nice quite chap and generally liked; we did not though like his boy-friend who 
visted from timeto time. I remember a “brie” given by the District Officer where that gentleman 
mocked Ward by doing a John Inman- John Inman of the sit-com “Are you being served?”- act. 
This got a very frosty response from everyone. Nor were there extramarital affairs and in such an 
isolated community I would surely have known. 
2138. Lieutenant [later Major] Neil James Stewart-MEIKLEJOHN (228634). Signed 20 
October 1948. 1st Battalion Highland Light Infantry, Fort George, Inverness-shire. 

150 
He is mentioned in the LG, 31 March 1942. According to rootswweb.ancestry.com, he was born in 
Eradynate, Strathtay, Perthshire on 2 October 1922. His father was Walter Lloyd S. Stewart-
Meiklejohn. His mother was Dorothy Campbell Stewart-Robertson. He married Yvonne le Maistre 
Lloyd Howard on 30 September 1950 in London. They had two children404: James Lloyd and Nicola 
Pamela. 
From http://195.153.34.9/catalogue/person.aspx?code=NA14821&: 
John Stewart of Fothergill acquired the lands of Edradynate in Moulin parish, Perthshire from John, 
Earl of Atholl in 1465. His descendant, James Stewart of Derculich (1730-1806) married Margaret 
Robertson, daughter of Duncan Robertson of Edradynate in 1778. Their son, James (born 1783) was 
the first who styled himself Stewart-Robertson of Edradynate. He married in 1817 his cousin, 
Dorothea Stewart, daughter of Adam Stewart of Blackhill and Cluny. Their son, James Stewart-
Robertson (1823-1896) married Mary Jane Cunninghame, the daughter of Robert Cunninghame of 
Balanorris in 1852. Captain Robert Campbell Cunninghame (1829-1855), the brother of Mary Jane 
Stewart-Robertson served with the 42nd Royal Highlanders in the Crimea, dying on his way home 
at Malta in 1855. James Stewart-Robertson, the son of Mary and James Stewart-Robertson, was 
born in 1856 and married Janet Beatrice Allan, daughter of Thomas William Murray Allan of 
Glenfeochan in 1880. On the death of Major James Stewart-Robertson in 1940 his daughter, 
Dorothy Campbell born in 1891, and her husband, Walter Lloyd Sinclair Meiklejohn, assumed the 
additional surname of Stewart by deed of declaration. Their son, Neill James Stewart-Meiklejohn, 
born in 1922, inherited the estate in 1948 when it was made over to him by his mother. 

                                                 
404 From http://www.pennyghael.org.uk/Sandys.pdf 

http://195.153.34.9/catalogue/person.aspx?code=NA14821&
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2139. Unknown. Signed 11 November 1948. RAF Kinloss. 

150 
No trace found. 
2140. Air Marshal Sir Leslie William Clement BOWER KCB DSO DFC MiD (twice) (26130). 
Signed November 1948. RAF Pitreavie. 

151 
He also signed this book on 4 April 1952. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Bower_LWC.htm: 
b: 11 Jul 1909 r: 30 Mar 1965 d: 17 Feb 1991 
KCB – 2 Jun 1962 (CB – 1 Jan 1954), DSO – 22 Jun 1945, DFC – 22 Feb 1944, MiD - 11 Jun 1942, 
MiD - 14 Jun 1945.   
Plt Off: 14 Dec 1929, Fg Off: 14 Jun 1931, Flt Lt: 14 Jun 1935, Sqn Ldr: 1 Jul 1938, (T)Wg Cdr: 1 
Dec 1940, Act Gp Capt: 17 May 1942?, Wg Cdr (WS): 17 Nov 1942, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1943, Wg 
Cdr: 1 Oct 1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1947, Act A/Cdre: xx xxx xxxx, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1952, Act AVM: xx xxx 
xxxx, AVM: 1 Jan 1955, Act AM (unpd): 8 Feb 1962, Act AM (pd): 1 May 1962, AM: 1 May 1962 
(announced 1 Jul 1962).  
xx xxx 1928  Flight Cadet, 'B' Sqn, RAF College 
14 Dec 1929  Appointed to Permanent Commission 
14 Dec 1929  Pilot, No 100 Sqn 
 9 Nov 1930  Pilot, No 33 Sqn 
3 Jan – 12 Feb 1931 Placed on half pay list, scale B 
14 Feb 1931  Pilotage (navigation) officer, No 11 Sqn 
23 Apr 1933  Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
xx xxx 1933  Attended Central Flying School 
xx xxx 1933  QFI, Cambridge University Air Sqn 
18 May 1934  Re-categorised as an Instructor from B to A2 
26 Nov 1934  Instructor, CFS 
xx Jul 1936  Re-categorised from Instructor A2 to Instructor A1 
30 Mar 1937  Pilot, No 202 Sqn 
13 Oct 1938  Senior Personnel Staff Officer, HQ RAF Mediterranean 
xx Mar 1941  Officer Commanding, No 217 Sqn 
28 Jan 1942  Air Staff, HQ No 16 Group 
17 May 1942?  Director - Operational Training, HQ RCAF 
xx Dec 1943  Officer Commanding, No 138 Wing 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Bower_LWC.htm
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xx xxx 1946  Attended RAF Staff College 
xx xxx 1947  Attended/Instructor?, USAF War College 
 1 Jan 1952  AOC, No 81 Group 
 8 Mar 1954  SASO, HQ Fighter Command 
25 Feb 1957  SASO, HQ MEAF 
xx xxx 1958  Deputy C in C, MEAF 
 1 May 1959  AOC, No 19 Group 
 8 Feb 1962  UK Permanent Military Deputy (Designate), CENTO  
10 May 1962  UK Permanent Military Deputy, CENTO 
Born in County Cork in the Ireland, he attended The Harvey Grammar School in Folkestone before 
entering the RAF College in 1928, which he represented at both Soccer and Hockey..  
Appointed CO of No 138 Wing prior to D-Day, he continued to lead his crews from the front, such 
as on 30 July 1944 when, with his Group Commander (AVM Basil Embry) flying as his No. 2, he led 
five other Mosquitos of his Wing in a precision attack against a chateau on the River Aulne, being 
used as a rest home for U-boat crews.  These operations were not without their risks and on 6 
February 1944 his aircraft was hit by flak, but he managed to nurse it across the channel to a crash 
landing near Newhaven.  
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
“Group Captain Leslie William Clement BOWER (26130), Royal Air Force.  
This officer has completed numerous sorties and has invariably displayed leadership and skill of a 
high order. His determination to complete his tasks successfully has always been evident and was 
well illustrated during a recent sortie. Before reaching the target his aircraft was hit by anti-aircraft 
fire but he went on to complete his attack. On the return flight the aircraft was again hit by fire 
from the ground defences. Much damage was sustained, including one engine which was put out 
of action. Group Captain Bower displayed great skill in his endeavour to reach home but, just 
before the English coast was reached the damaged engine burst into flames. Group Captain Bower 
crossed-the coast, however, but was compelled to make a landing in difficult circumstances. As the 
aircraft touched down it became enveloped in flames and a petrol tank burst. Group Captain Bower 
was rendered unconscious but was dragged clear by a comrade. This officer displayed great 
courage and resolution throughout.” LG, 22 February 1944 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Service Order  
“Group Captain Leslie William Clement BOWER, D.F.C., R.A.F.  
This officer has set a magnificent example of courage and devotion to duty in operations against 
the enemy. He has commanded the squadrons at his station for a considerable time and much of 
the success achieved during the period can be attributed to Group Captain Bower's high powers of 
leadership, unsurpassed skill and iron determination. His services have been of immense value.” LG, 
22 June 1945 
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From http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/portrait/mw110808/Sir-Leslie-William-Clement-
Bower?LinkID=mp80381&role=sit&rNo=0: 

 
Sir Leslie William Clement Bower by Walter Bird; bromide print, 1962 
2141. Unknown. Signed 28 November 1948. RAF Pitreavie. 

151 
Based on the surname ending with the letters “on” and entries for Group Captains and above in 
The Air Force List for April 1950, this could be Group Captain [later Air Vice-Marshal] John 
Goodenough ELTON CB CBE DFC AFC MiD. No trace found. 
2142. Flight Lieutenant THOMAS. Signed 1 December 1948. 39 Maintenance Unit, RAF 
Colerne. 

151 
No trace found. 
2143. Squadron Leader Kingston James HATTRICK (31272). Signed 1 December 1948. HQ 
Coastal Command. 

151 

http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/portrait/mw110808/Sir-Leslie-William-Clement-Bower?LinkID=mp80381&role=sit&rNo=0
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From http://newspaperarchive.com/ca/alberta/medicine-hat/medicine-hat-news/1941/03-14/: 
Medicine Hat News, March 14, 1941, Medicine Hat, Alberta 
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2144. Flight Lieutenant Harry THOMAS DFC (160861). Signed 12 December 1948. No 
37/38 Squadron Detachment, RAF Luqa, Malta. 

151 
This is the only match in The Air Force List for April 1950. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. His DFC, whilst a Pilot Officer with No 207 Squadron, 
was announced in the LG, 21 April 1944. He retired on 17 September 1954. 
From http://www.207squadron.rafinfo.org.uk/balme/cordon_balme.htm: 

 
Balme crew complete their 207 tour: L-R: P/O Les Mitchell (R/G), Flt Lt Jimmy Moore (M/U), F/S 
Johnny Rumgay (A/B), Sgt Harry Thomas (W/Op), David Balme, Sgt Colin Lawes (Nav), Cpl Potter 
and another (Ground Crew), Sgt George Bashford (F/E) 
2145. Cadet N SANDERS. Signed 12 December 1948. No 1 Initial Training School, RAF 
Wittering. 

151 
No trace found. 

http://www.207squadron.rafinfo.org.uk/balme/cordon_balme.htm
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2146. Cadet E W ROGERS. Signed 12 December 1948. No 1 Initial Training School, RAF 
Wittering. 

151 
No trace found. 
2147. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Farquharson URQUHART (55872). Signed 
14 December 1948. No 3511 Fighter Control Unit, RAF Dundee. 

151 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
He is listed in the list of Edinburgh University Air Squadron ex-members: 

 
 

No further trace found. 
2148. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Brian Hope REECE AFC (153079). Signed 
14 December 1948. Royal Air Force Leeming. 

151 
This match is based on the way he wrote “Royal Air Force”: 

 
His AFC was announced in LG, 30 May 1952. 
From http://www.number59.com/new_59/germany.html: 
No 59 Squadron Nominal Roll of Officers - January 1957 
Squadron Leader B.H. Reece, O.C. 'B' Flight 
2149. J D KINNEAR. Signed 15 December 1948. St Andrews. 

151 

http://www.number59.com/new_59/germany.html
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The middle initial could be “O”, “P” or “Q”. No trace found. 
2150. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Cecil Ellis CAGIENARD (110981). Signed 
December 1948. HQ 63 Group, RAF Hawarden. 

151 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From the Ross-shire Journal, 1 March 1963: 
The three-day Easter Ross Festival of Community Drama in Tain Town Hall attracted full-houses 
each night. Final placings: 1. and the Ropner Cup, Tain Amateur Dramatic Society B in Act of Faith; 
2. Arabella Drama Club in The Old Chest; 3. Tain ADS A in The Rose and the Crown. The cast of the 
winning Tain team was: David Mackenzie, Joyce Gardiner, Cecil Cagienard, Eric Lancaster, Robert 
Beveridge, Ena Gordon and Sheenagh Urquhart. The producer was John Paterson. 
From http://www.8meicomitemechelen.be/activiteit%20n/Lancaster.html (translated by Google): 
His brother Pilot Officer Robert Roland Cagienard and his crew were KIA on 24/25 April 1944 on a 
raid to Karlsruhe aboard the Lancaster bomber Mk II, DS734, KO-Y. 
From http://eastanglianancestors.co.uk/fam11324.html: 

 
2151. A B CUNNINGHAM. Signed 18 December 1948. The Braes, Kincardine-on-Forth. 

151 

http://www.8meicomitemechelen.be/activiteit%20n/Lancaster.html
http://eastanglianancestors.co.uk/fam11324.html
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No trace found. 
2152. James D A ROSS. Signed 19 December 1948. No address. 

151 
No trace found. 
2153. C H OLDFIELD. Signed 2 January 1949. Gezira Sporting Club, Cairo. 

151 
No trace found. The Navy List for 1945 lists C. H. OLDFIELD ACA as a Deputy Principal Accountant 
in the Contract and Purchase Departmet of the Admiralty. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gezira_Sporting_Club: 
The 150-acre (0.61 km2) grounds of the Gezira Sporting Club were initially carved out of the 
Khedivial Botanical Gardens, and as a result acacias and gardens continue to decorate the area. 
After the land had been formally leased to the British military command in 1882, club rules were 
licensed and the land was divided into several recreational playing grounds. At first, the club was 
for the exclusive use of the British Army. 
Membership was restricted to applicants elected by the committee, on the recommendation of two 
members, although British army officers were automatically enrolled. There were about 750 
members. 
In 1906, the club members asked the Egyptian government for ownership, but their request was 
refused. Instead, they were granted a 60-year lease. 
The exclusive character of the club continued until after World War II. In January 1952, the club was 
nationalized and became a public club. By this point, most members of the Gezira Sporting Club 
were Egyptians, but the club's members were from society's elite. As a result of nationalization, the 
ethos and structure of the club were to be altered during the Nasser regime. Half of its eighteen-
hole golf course were given over to a youth club built by the Egyptian government on the club 
premises (making it a nine-hole course). 
In the early 1960s, the Egyptian government once again took over the club's premises, this time 
taking half of the club's land to make room for a public club called the Ahly Club, promoting sports 
among all Egyptians. Much of what was deemed as a traditionally aristocratic asset was 
nationalized for the benefit of the poorer majority. These actions made the Egyptian president at 
the time, Gamal Abdel Nasser, loved and popular among the middle and lower classes of Egypt. 
2154. Flight Lieutenant Alec Charles SILK (54543) . Signed 11 January 1949. Dundee, R.C. 

151 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gezira_Sporting_Club
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2155. Air Chief Marshal Sir John Wakeling BAKER GCB KCB CB MC DFC MiD (03125) (23 
October 1897 – 10 March 1978). Signed 12 January 1949. Coastal Command. 

152 
He also signed this book on 7 November 1949. 
From the National Portrait Gallery: 

 
Sir John Wakeling Baker by Walter Stoneman; bromide print, May 1945 
From Flight 20 January 1949: 

  

 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Baker_J.htm: 
b: 23 Oct 1897        r: 17 Dec 1956            d: 10 Mar 1978 
 GCB - 1 Jan 1954, KCB - 1949 (CB - 11 Jun 1942), MC - 26 Jul 1918, DFC - 20 Nov 1925, MiD - 14 
Jun 1945. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Baker_J.htm
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(Army):- (T) 2 Lt: xx Feb 1916, (T) Lt: 19 Aug 1917. 
(RAF):- (T) Lt: 1 Apr 1918, Fg Off: 1 Aug 1919 1 Apr 1918, Flt Lt: 1 Jan 1924, Sqn Ldr: 1 Feb 
1932, Wg Cdr: 1 Apr 1937, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Mar 1940, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Dec 1941, Act AVM: 7 Feb 
1943, (T) AVM: 1 Dec 1943, A/Cdre: 1 Dec 1944, AVM: 1 Apr 1946, AM: 1 Jan 1949, ACM: 2 Jan 
1952. 
xx xxx xxxx Attended Royal Military Academy, Woolwich 
xx Feb 1916 Officer, Royal Garrison Artillery 
xx xxx 1916 Gunnery Liaison Officer, No 34 Sqn RFC 
20 Sept 1916 Observer, No 4 Sqn RFC 
23 Dec 1917 Flying Officer (Observer), RFC (Seniority from 25 Oct 1917) 
 3 Aug 1918 ?, No 28 Wing 
27 Aug 1918 U/T pilot, No 37 TDS 
23 Feb 1918 Pilot, No 8 Sqn 
 1 Aug 1919 Awarded Permanent Commission as a Lieutenant 
 1 Oct 1919 Pilot, No 12 Sqn (Germany) 
21 May 1921 Staff/Instructor, School of Army Co-operation 
23 Nov 1923 Pilot, No 28 Sqn 
21 Jan 1924 Flight Commander, No 60 Sqn.(‘Pink’s War) 
 5 Apr 1928 Supernumerary, Non-effective (sick), RAF Depot 
24 Jul 1928 Admin Staff, HQ ADGB 
20 Jan 1930 Attended RAF Staff College (Left Course early?) 
25 Aug 1930 Flight Commander, No 54 Sqn 
19 Jan 1931 Attended RAF Staff College 
 1 Jan 1932 Air Staff, Deputy Directorate of Staff Duties 
12 Jan 1935 Officer Commanding, No 33 Sqn. (Harts – UK/Egypt)  
xx Sep 1935 ? 
1 May 1936 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
18 Jan 1938 Attended Imperial Defence College 
 1 Jan 1939 Directing Staff, RAF Staff College 
25 Aug 1939 Air Staff, Directorate of Plans 
10 Jan 1940 Deputy Director of Plans 
xx Feb 1941 Director of Bomber Operations 
 7 Feb 1943 SASO, HQ Air Forces in India 
16 Nov 1943 SASO, HQ Air Command South-East Asia 
 1 Jan 1945 AOC, No 12 Group 
xx Jul 1946 Director-General of Personnel 
 1 Nov 1948 AOC in C, Coastal Command 
23 Jan 1950 C in C, Middle East Air Force 
17 Mar 1952 Deputy-Chief of the Air Staff 
 1 Nov 1952 Vice-Chief of the Air Staff.  
29 Nov 1952 Appointed Air ADC to The Queen 
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 9 Nov 1953 Controller of Aircraft, Ministry of Supply 
He gained RAeC Certificate No 4200 on 20 September 1916. In 1928, he conducted trials with 
oxygen equipment. He was a representative of the RAF at the funeral of King George VI.  

 

Personal Spitfire XXI of AVM J W Baker, whilst AOC, No 12 Group, Fighter Command 

Citation for the award of the Military Cross 
Lt. John Wakeling Baker, R.G.A. and R.A.F. 
For conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty in carrying out low-flying reconnaissances and 
contact patrols under heavy machine-gun, rifle and anti-aircraft fire, when he remained in the air 
for long hours, often under abnormally bad weather conditions and often in darkness or thick mist. 
On one occasion he fired into enemy troops and transport, causing great confusion, and remained 
over their lines taking notes until quite dark, when he returned with his machine riddled with 
bullets. On every flight he obtained most important information, which was dropped at 
headquarters, and throughout the period his work has been magnificent. LG, 26 July 1918 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Baker_(RAF_officer): 
He was appointed a Flight Commander in No. 60 Squadron in January 1924 during Pink's War405 in 
Waziristan. He was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross in 1925 for his “gallant and 
distinguished service with the Royal Air Force in Waziristan. This officer showed devotion to duty 
throughout the operations and set a high example to all ranks. He performed 69 hours war flying 
as a pilot, which included 35 raids.” 
Rex Frederick Cording’s PhD in History thesis The Other Bomber Battle: An Examination of the 
Problems that arose between the Air Staff and the AOC Bomber Command between 1942 and 1945 
and their Effects on the Strategic Bomber Offensive, University of Canterbury, 2006 contains many 
references to Air Chief Marshal John Wakeling Baker. ABSTRACT: In addition to the lonely battles 
fought by Bomber Command crews in the night skies over Germany from February 1942 to May 
1945 there was an equally intense if much less bloody struggle in the halls of power between the 
Air Staff and the AOC Bomber Command, concerning the best employment of the strategic 
bomber forces. The argument of this study is that the Royal Air Force s contribution to the strategic 
air offensive was badly mismanaged: that Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur Harris, Air Officer 
Commanding-in-Chief Bomber Command, from 22 February 1942 to the end of the war, by 
ignoring, or often over-riding the Air Staff, affected not only the course but also the duration of the 
Second World War. Most histories of the bomber war provide the result of the disagreements 
between the Chief of the Air Staff, Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir Charles Portal and Harris, but 
rarely are the problems discussed in detail. This thesis examines the arguments that were raised by 

                                                 
405 Pink's War was an air to ground bombardment and strafing carried out by the Royal Air Force, under 
the command of Wing Commander Richard Pink, against the mountain strongholds of Mahsud 
tribesmen in South Waziristan in March and April 1925. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Baker_(RAF_officer)
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the various authorities, together with the refutations presented not only by the major participants, 
but also by the advisers to those authorities. The significant feature of the disagreements was that 
while Harris acted unilaterally, the Air Staff reached consensus decisions. Unfortunately, the 
decisions reached by the Air Staff on major issues were all too frequently either ignored or 
subverted by the AOC Bomber Command. One significant feature of the refutations presented to 
Harris was their dependence on the operational experience gained earlier in the bomber war by 
junior members of the Air Staff. For too long the direction of the war had been left in the hands of 
senior officers whose previous service had become irrelevant to war requirements in the 1940s. By 
1942, comparatively junior officers were thus tendering advice to senior officers who, in the case of 
AOC Bomber Command, resented the authority which, Harris argued, had apparently been 
accorded these juniors. Harris was unable to accept that they were advisers and were never in a 
position to issue orders: orders could only come from Portal. Finally, this thesis provides an analysis 
of the strengths and weaknesses of the major participants and argues that, had the war been 
conducted as the Air Staff required, victory would have been achieved earlier than May 1945. 
2156. Lady Katherine Hilary Margaret BAKER. Signed 12 January 1949. Hill End, Pinner Hill, 
Middlesex. 

152 
Air Chief Marshal Sir John Baker’s wife. This photo in The National Portrait Gallery is wrongly 
captioned “Vera Evelyn (née Smith), Lady Baker”: 

 
Sir John Wakeling Baker; Vera Evelyn (née Smith), Lady Baker by Lenare; cellulose acetate negative, 
30 May 1953 
From Flight, 17 February 1927: 

 
According to mundia.com, she was born in Tunbridge Wells, Kent in 1901 and died in Warwickshire 
in 1989. Her son, Barnaby John Baker, was born in Andover, Hampshire, England 1940 and died in 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada in 2009. 
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From http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/edmontonjournal/obituary.aspx?n=barnaby-
baker&pid=128581873: 

 
BAKER, Barnaby John (Barney) June 11, 1940 - June 16, 2009 The arts and business communities of 
Edmonton lost one of their strongest supporters this week with the death of Barney Baker. With 
bravery, tenacity, and resilience, he fought cancer for the past year, dying unexpectedly in 
Edmonton. The son of Air Chief Marshall Sir John and Lady Hilary Baker, Barney was born in 
Andover, England. He studied at Winchester College before immigrating to Canada, where he 
graduated from the University of British Columbia with a B.Sc. in Chemistry, followed by an MBA 
(Harvard University, 1964). Barney will be forever missed by his beloved wife, Rhonda; two sons, 
Alan and Christopher (Lisa) of Vancouver; his sister Joanna Shepheard (Michael) of Vancouver; and 
brothers Frank (Gillie) and Giles (Rosalind), who live in England; as well as countless other relatives, 
friends and precious Factor Forms staff. An Edmonton resident since 1969, he established Factor 
Forms in 1971 and grew the firm to what is today one of Canada's largest in trade business forms 
companies, with three manufacturing and six sales offices across the country. With many long-term 
employees, the company testifies to Barney's innate British sense of fairness and his ability to lead 
and inspire. Barney was one of the original catalyst group whose dedication ultimately led to 
Edmonton's world-class Winspear Centre for Music. He was an active patron and fan of the 
Edmonton Symphony Orchestra, Edmonton Opera, Edmonton Musical Theatre, and many others. 
Producing "The Dinner of the Century" in 1999 fulfilled Barney's desire to use his imagination, work 
with treasured colleagues, and to benefit the arts. The result was a one-off, engaging, non-stop 
event, celebrating historic moments of each past decade and the arrival of the new millennium. A 
track and field nut, he and Rhonda regularly attended the Summer Olympic Games. He was over 
the moon hosting 25 top Athletics Gold Medalists of the previous 50 years who were individually 
feted at his Legends of Gold Benefit Dinner, coincident with the 2001 IAAF World Championships in 
Edmonton. The proceeds funded athletic scholarships at the University of Alberta.Many will recall 
Barney's passion for travel, sailing, fine wines, and much more. A man with boundless energy and 
joie de vivre, he is already greatly missed. 
2157. J C HUMPHREYS. Signed 13 January 1949. US Navy. 

152 
No trace found. 
2158. R LARSON. Signed 13 January 1949. US Navy. 

152 

http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/edmontonjournal/obituary.aspx?n=barnaby-baker&pid=128581873
http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/edmontonjournal/obituary.aspx?n=barnaby-baker&pid=128581873
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No trace found. 
2159. H F BEATTY. Signed 13 January 1949. US Navy. 

152 
No trace found. 
2160. R HENSLEY. Signed 13 January 1949. US Navy. 

152 
The name could be R T HENSLEY. No trace found. 
2161. Squadron Leader [later Air Chief Marshal Sir] Thomas Neville STACK KCB CVO AFC 
(33455) (1919–1994). Signed 14 January 1949. Joint Anti- Submarine School, RAF 
Londonderry. 

152 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neville_Stack: 
Early years 
Stack was born on 19 October 1919 the son of aviation pioneer T.N. Stack. He joined the Royal Air 
Force in 1935 as a flight cadet at RAF College Cranwell. He gained a permanent commission on 29 
July 19392 and passed out of the College with the Sword of Honour. He spent his war service with 
Coastal Command serving on flying boats until transferring to Transport Command in the late 
1950s including a tour as Deputy Captain of the Queen's Flight. 
Air Staff Officer 
In 1967 he became commandant of the RAF College Cranwell before moving on in 1970 as a 
representative with CENTO. In December 1972 he was appointed as Air Officer Commanding-in-
Chief of Training Command then moved in the same role at RAF Strike Command. Between 1976 
and 1978 he was Air ADC to the Queen.1 From February 1976, he was Air Secretary before he 
retired at his own request in 1978. 
Civil life 
On retirement for the air force he became a Gentleman Usher to the Queen and then from 1989 
and Extra Gentleman Usher. He also became a Freeman of the City of London. Stack died in London 
on 26 January 1994. 
Honours and awards 
14 Jun 1945 - Mentioned in Despatches 
27 June 1947 - Croix de guerre (Belgium) 
27 June 1947 - Chevalier of the Order of Leopold with Palms (Belgian) "in recognition of valuable 
services rendered in connection with the liberation of Belgium" 
1 January 1957 - Air Force Cross 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neville_Stack
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1 January 1963 - Commander of the Royal Victorian Order 
12 June 1965 - Commander of the Order of the British Empire 
1 January 1969 - Companion of the Order of the Bath 
1 January 1972 - Knight Commander of the Order of the Bath 
Fellow of the Royal Meteorological Society - 1945- 1990 
Fellow of the British Institute of Management - 1970-1988 
From http://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/obituary-air-chief-marshal-sir-neville-stack-
1410189.html: 
Obituary: Air Chief Marshal Sir Neville Stack, The Independent, 29 January 1994 
NEVILLE STACK was one of that select band of pre-war Cranwell- trained officers who survived the 
Second World War and later rose to the highest ranks of the Royal Air Force. Essentially a maritime 
aviator, he was rarely involved in policy-making but made his mark in several important operational 
appointments and subsequently as a key figure in RAF training. 
Born at Sidcup, in 1919, 'Jimmy' Stack was the son of an air pioneer who set up several long-
distance records. He entered the RAF College Cranwell as a flight cadet in 1937, and on graduating 
in 1939 was awarded the Sword of Honour. He was immediately selected for Coastal Command 
where he spent most of the war piloting one of the great instruments of victory in the Battle of the 
Atlantic, the Sunderland flying boat. Serving with 201 and 204 Squadrons and with 2 School of 
General Reconnaissance he flew from bases as far apart as the Shetlands and West Africa, yet on 
his own admission never saw a U- boat. Such unspectacular, tedious but always demanding 
patrolling was the lot of most Coastal Command crews, and it was essential in combating the U-
boat peril, described by Churchill as the only thing that really frightened him during the war. 
For several years afterwards, Stack remained in the maritime role, serving on the staff at 
Headquarters Coastal Command and also as Chief RAF Instructor at the Joint Anti-submarine 
School, Londonderry. Here, working alongside the Royal Navy and often flying the Lancaster, he 
helped develop the techniques and tactics so necessary to counter the rapidly developing Soviet 
submarine threat. 
In 1954 came a change of scene when he was appointed to command the Far East Transport Wing, 
based in Singapore at Changi. Here the main task of his Dakota and Valetta squadrons was to 
support the army's counter-insurgency operations in Malaya by providing communications, 
dropping and landing supplies, delivering leaflets and evacuating casualties. The eventual success 
of the long Malayan campaign owed much to air transport, and for Stack's own part during his 
two-year stint he was awarded the Air Force Cross in 1957. 
This experience was now put to use at Headquarters Transport Command, where he worked with 
the Parachute Brigade and the Air Transported Brigade on mobile operations. In 1958, following 
the assassination in Iraq of King Faisal, he commanded the transport forces in Cyprus which 
delivered the Parachute Brigade to Jordan in order to protect King Hussein. 
Three years later, after a spell as Deputy Captain of the Queen's Flight serving under Sir Edward 
Fielden406, he returned to the Far East for his last operational appointment. He served as senior Air 
Staff Officer at headquarters 224 Group, based at Seletar, for the first two years of the 
Confrontation between Malaysia and Indonesia. His group was responsible for the air support of 
the British troops seeking to protect the Borneo territories against Indonesian incursions, and air 
supply - with helicopters of particular importance - was central to their operations. Indonesian 

                                                 
406 Signed this book on 12 /13 May 1952 

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/obituary-air-chief-marshal-sir-neville-stack-1410189.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/obituary-air-chief-marshal-sir-neville-stack-1410189.html
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Confrontation was a classic example of the careful application of limited force and the subsequent 
pattern of events in South-East Asia owes much to its success. 
Stack was back home by 1965, served a period at Flying Training Command, and in 1967 - to his 
delight - returned to Cranwell as Commandant, a post for which his relaxed, extrovert personality 
was especially suited. It was his diplomatic skills that were used next, when he went to Ankara in 
1970 as United Kingdom Permanent Military Deputy to the Central Treaty Organisation and had to 
cope with the politico-military problems of a major international alliance. 
There followed three years as Commander-in-Chief of Training Command, where he was 
responsible for all aspects of RAF training, and from 1976 until his retirement in 1978 he was the 
last four-star incumbent of the post of Air Secretary, in which he oversaw the careers of all RAF 
officers. This was a post for which his long and varied RAF experience and his ability to get on with 
people were eminently suitable. 
On retirement he became Director General of the Asbestos International Association but always 
found time to retain his links with the Service, particularly as an enthusiastic and influential 
President of the Old Cranwellians' Association. 
The RAF will remember him for his dignified bearing; his gentle yet effective style of leadership; his 
great personal charm; his approachability; his kindness. It was always a pleasure to be in his 
company. 

 
Sir (Thomas) Neville Stack by Hay Wrightson Ltd, chlorobromide print, circa 1960s 8 in. x 6 1/8 in. 
(203 mm x 154 mm) image size; transferred from Imperial War Museum: London: UK, 1993; NPG 
x181590© National Portrait Gallery, London 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Stack_TN.htm: 
KCB -1 Jan 1972 (CB – 1 Jan 1969), CVO – 1 Jan 1963, CBE – 12 Jun 1965, AFC - 1 Jan 1957, MiD - 
14 Jun 1945, LeoP (C) - 27 Jun 1947, C de G (B) - 27 Jun 1947, FRMetS - 1945- 1990, FBIM - 1970-
1988 
Plt Off: 29 Jul 1939, Fg Off: 3 Sep 1940, Flt Lt (WS): 3 Sep 1941, (T) Sqn Ldr: 1 Jul 1944, Act Wg 
Cdr: 1 Oct 1944, Sqn Ldr (WS): 1 Apr 1945, Flt Lt: 21 May 1946 29 Jan 1943, Sqn Ldr: 1 Oct 1946, 
Wg Cdr: 1 Jan 1951, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1957, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1963, Act A/Cdre: 4 Dec 1962, Act 
AVM: 3 May 1965, AVM: 1 Jan 1966, Act AM: 23 Mar 1970, AM: 1 Jul 1970,ACM: 2 May 1976.           

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Stack_TN.htm
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Flt Cdt Under Officer T N Stack (seated) Photo © RAF College Cranwell 
xx xxx 1937 Flight Cadet, RAF College, Cranwell 
29 Jul 1939 Appointed to a Permanent Commission 
xx xxx 1939 Served on Flying Boats 
 1 Jan 1945 Navigation Staff Officer, HQ Coastal Command 
xx xxx 1954 Served in Transport Command (Far East) 
 3 Jun 1957 Air Staff - Transport Support, HQ Transport Command 
15 Jul 1959 Deputy Captain of the Queen's Flight 
 4 Dec 1962 SASO, HQ No 224 Group 
 3 May 1965 SASO, HQ Flying Training Command 
 1 Feb 1967 Commandant, RAF College - Cranwell 
23 Mar 1970 UK Permanent Military Representative to CENTO 
21 Dec 1972 AOC in C, Training Command 
 2 May 1976 – 
11 Feb 1978 Air ADC to the Queen 
21 Dec 1976 AOC in C, Strike Command 
28 Feb 1976 Air Secretary 
The son of an early aviation pioneer he joined the RAF as a Flight Cadet at Cranwell in 1937, having 
previously attended St Edmund's College, Ware.  At Cranwell he represented the College at Cricket 
and Squash, attained the rank of Under Officer and was awarded the Sword of Honour on 
graduation. 
Retiring at his own request, he became Director-General of Asbestos International Association as 
well as a Gentleman Usher to the Queen until 1989 when he became an Extra Gentleman Usher. He 
has been President of the Old Cranwellian Association since 1984 and an Governor of Wellington 
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College from 1978 until 1990. He was also a Freeman of the City of London and a Liveryman of the 
Guild of Air Pilot and Navigators. 
2162. F H Unknown. Signed 14 January 1949. US Navy. 

152 
No trace found. 
2163. P L Di NAPOH Jr. Signed 14 January 1949. US Navy. 

152 
No trace found. 
2164. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] William Samuel Oliver RANDLE OBE AFC 
DFM (144393). Signed 21 January 1949. Air Ministry. 

152 
He also signed this book on 3 December 1958. 
From The Telegraph, 18 October 2012: 
Group Captain Bill Randle, who has died aged 91, avoided capture after being forced to bail out of 
his crippled Wellington bomber over Belgium, and with the aid of the Comet Escape Line travelled 
through France to cross the Pyrenees into Spain. In retirement he raised millions of pounds for RAF 
charities, including the RAF Escaping Society. 

 
On the night of September 16 1942, Randle took off to attack Essen, his 19th operation, and as he 
crossed the Dutch coast at 21,000ft his Wellington took a direct hit from anti-aircraft fire. Despite 
the damage to his aircraft he pressed on to the target, where he came under more intense fire. 
After dropping his bombs, he was again hit and the port engine failed. As the Wellington became 
increasingly difficult to control, he ordered his crew to abandon the aircraft. 
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Randle landed in a tree near the German-Belgian border and immediately headed for the coast, 
travelling by night and hiding by day; but after being warned by a farmer that the coast was very 
heavily defended he decided to turn south. Using local trains, he travelled to Namur but soon 
realised that, without identity papers, his luck could not last and he set off to walk towards France. 
An elderly man put Randle in touch with some monks who sheltered him for 10 days before he was 
passed to the Belgian Resistance. After an interrogation to ensure that he was not a German 
infiltrator, he was given clothing and false identity papers showing him to be a Flemish commercial 
traveller. In this guise, he was taken to Brussels and a reunion with two of his crew. Unknown to 
him, he was now in the hands of the famous Comet Line, created and organised by the remarkable 
26-year-old Andrée de Jongh (known as Dédée). 
The airmen were kept in “safe houses” before Dédée escorted them to Paris. A few days later they 
continued their journey by express train to Biarritz, where a young girl took them by local train to 
St Jean de Luz, where they were dressed as local Basque farmhands before cycling into the 
mountains to be met by the veteran Basque guide Florentino. 
Dédée rejoined the party as it negotiated the narrow forested paths by night, avoiding German 
patrols before crossing the river Bidassoa into Spain. Dédée then left them, to return a few hours 
later with a Renault taxi. They were taken to the British consul in San Sebastian before travelling to 
Madrid and on to Gibraltar. Randle had been on the run for 55 days. 
Dédée was eventually betrayed, but survived internment in Ravensbruck concentration camp. After 
the war both she and Florentino, who escorted nearly 300 evaders across the Pyrenees, were 
awarded George Medals. 
William Samuel Oliver Randle was born in Devon on May 17 1921 and attended Exmouth Grammar 
School before joining Lloyds Bank. His first flight was in an Avro 504K of Alan Cobhams’ Flying 
Circus and from that moment he was obsessed with flying. 
After serving in the Home Guard during the London Blitz he enlisted in the RAF in February 1941, 
training as a pilot in the United States and in Britain. In July 1942 he joined No 150 Squadron, 
based in Yorkshire, as a sergeant pilot to fly the Wellington. He attacked targets in the Ruhr and 
deeper into Germany. 
Soon after returning from Gibraltar Randle was awarded an immediate DFM, the citation stating 
that he had “carried out all his attacks with persistent skill and courage and shown superb 
captaincy and airmanship”. It was, however, Air Ministry policy that successful evaders would not 
return to operational flying over north-west Europe. Randle was commissioned and became an 
instructor at a bomber training unit, a role he filled at various locations for the rest of the war. For 
his exceptional service he was mentioned in despatches and awarded an AFC. 
For five years after the war Randle worked in the Air Intelligence Branch, specialising in combat 
survival and rescue. He was attached to the USAF, and in December 1952 left for Korea to serve in 
the 3rd Air Rescue Group. Flying the SA 16 amphibious aircraft, he made a number of long-range 
rescue sorties behind enemy lines on search missions and to provide cover for pickup operations of 
shot-down aircrew. The Americans awarded him their Air Medal . 
While commanding the Flying Wing at RAF Thorney Island near Portsmouth, Randle began the 
fund-raising which he would pursue vigorously for the rest of his life. He served on the air staff in 
Germany, becoming president of the RAF Germany Athletics Board and leading RAF teams on the 
Nijmegen March, an activity he continued for a number of years. 
In July 1964 he took command of RAF Odiham in Hampshire, which was opening as the RAF’s main 
support helicopter base, introducing both the Wessex and Belvedere to active service. The 
following year, after Ian Smith declared UDI in Southern Rhodesia, Randle was sent to Lusaka as 
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Chief of Staff to the Air Commander. An air defence organisation was established and RAF fighters 
were deployed to the region. 
With the introduction of an oil embargo, Randle left for Dar-es-Salaam to manage an airlift of oil 
into Zambia. This was not without its difficulties, but the hard-working and diplomatic Randle got 
matters under control and the airlift proved to be a success. 
Randle returned to Odiham in February 1966 . As a leading committee member of the RAF 
Escaping Society, he was able to arrange a visit to the base by some of the most famous figures of 
the Comet Line, including Andrée de Jongh, and by fellow evaders whom they had assisted down 
the line. Randle always claimed that Odiham was his happiest and most fulfilling appointment. 
He served at the MoD on helicopter operational requirements before taking up a senior post at the 
Officer and Aircrew Selection Centre on the old Battle of Britain airfield at Biggin Hill, where he 
devoted an increasing amount of time to raising money for RAF charities. He established a 
programme of first-day philatelic covers signed by RAF dignitaries, a project which proved highly 
successful over the years. 
Randle decided to leave the RAF under a redundancy scheme in April 1972. He joined the team 
creating the RAF Museum at Hendon, first as public relations officer, then as education officer, 
Keeper of the Battle of Britain Museum, Curator of the Bomber Command Museum (at the opening 
of which he was reunited with his Wellington crew for the first time in 40 years) and finally as 
Director of Appeals, a post he left at the end of 1986. He was chairman of the Royal Air Force 
Escaping Society (1974-77) and a governor of the Royal Star and Garter Home for Sailors, Soldiers 
and Airmen (1981-87). 
He was appointed MBE in 1952, OBE in 1961 and CBE in 1967, and was a Fellow of the Royal 
Aeronautical Society. 
At the age of 80 he embarked on a career as an author. His autobiography, Blue Skies and Dark 
Nights, was published in 2002, and he wrote two novels, Kondor and Broken Wings. 
Bill Randle married, in 1945, Wendy Howes. She died in 2006, and he is survived by their two 
daughters; a son died in childhood. 
Group Captain Bill Randle, born May 17 1921, died August 12 2012. 
From http://www.buckinghamcovers.com/shop/signer.php?signer_id=368: 
Biography of Group Captain W S O Randle CBE AFC DFM FRAeS FIMgt 
Bill Randle made his first flight as a passenger in an Avro 504k of Alan Cobham's Flying Circus from 
a field on Woodbury Common in Devon. That trip confirmed in him an already held ambition to 
become a pilot. Like thousands of others, the Second World War provided Bill with an opportunity, 
and 1941 he gained his wings as one of the first graduates from the Spartan School of Aeronautics 
in Tulsa, Oklahoma under a training programme known as the Arnold Scheme. On his return to 
England with a total of 145 hours and 33 minutes flying time, all on single-engined trainers, he was 
surprised to learn that he had been posted to 12 Operational Training Unit (out) at Chipping 
Warden, to become a bomber pilot. 
By May 1942, Bill was a sergeant pilot with No 150 Squadron, Bomber Command, based at Snaith 
in Yorkshire, and had already established something of a reputation as a survivor and escaper, 
having walked away from no fewer than 3 crashes in Vickers Wellingtons, the last of which began 
with a propeller falling off over East Anglia and ended with a devastating wheels-up landing, in 
dense fog, on the village green at Dittington, near Peterborough, with the 'Wimpy' careering 
through a small barn and a house before exploding. "My log book records the only casualties as 
one cow, about 15 chickens and one very frightened lady, who awoke in bed after we smashed 
through her kitchen, bringing her down from the bedroom above", recalls Bill. In the course of his 
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career Bill was eventually to survive no fewer than 8 Wellington crashes, for which his colleagues 
jokingly awarded him an 'Iron Cross, Second Class' in the hope that "this officer will thus be 
encouraged to strive even harder in the cause of our beloved Luftwaffe"! 
Together with his crew of 2 Canadians, a Scotsman and a seventeen year-old Cockney gunner, Bill 
Randle flew regularly over Nazi Germany, until on 16 September 1942, his Wellington III BJ877 Z-
Zebra was hit by a solitary anti-aircraft shell at 23,000 feet over Zwolle, on the Dutch coast, while en 
route to Essen on his 27th operation of the war. Unaware that his aircraft was badly damaged, he 
flew into the Ruhr, where he dropped his 4,000lb blockbuster on the target and stayed with the 
bomber stream, only to be hit again while turning over Aachen. After about 20 minutes, Bill began 
to lose control and with the Wellington flying a large erratic circle even closer to the Ruhr barrage, 
Bill and his crew bailed out at 16,000 feet. All landed safely in Belgian countryside, though Bill 
sustained minor eye and hand injuries while bailing out. Like all Bomber Command aircrew they 
had been well briefed in escape and evasion tactics (Bill had not one, but two escape kits on him!) 
and were well aware of the wonderful help available to Allied aircrew from Resistance workers in 
Europe. 
Bill Randle, like the others, began walking by night in a north-westerly direction while hiding and 
living off the land by day. The idea was to get to the Channel coast, steal a boat and sail home to 
England. Still wearing his RAF uniform, he walked into a Flanders village and made contact with 
some local inhabitants who gave him civilian clothes, about £90 in cash, and advice that he was not 
on the Resistance escape route and should reverse course away from the heavily patrolled Channel 
coast and head instead for the Mediterrean and Marseilles. 
Bill began this journey alone, travelling at first by train, but realising that rail travel would inevitably 
involve presentation of identity documents that he did not have, he got off the train at Namur to 
continue on foot. In the Ardennes he made contact with Resistance workers running the most 
famous escape route of all – the Comete Line. “Thereafter all was straightforward”, he says 
modestly. It depends on what you mean by 'straightforward'. He spent 10 days hiding in a 'safe 
house' in a Carmelite monastery, followed by interrogation by Resistance workers, to ensure that 
he was not a German infiltrator, before being kitted out with clothing and false identity papers 
showing him to be a Flemish commercial traveller trading in bathroom ceramics. In this guise he 
journeyed to Brussels and a reunion with Z-Zebra's rear gunner, Sergeant Bob Frost, and Dal 
Mounts, an American pilot attached to the Royal Canadian Air Force who had flown with him as a 
passenger on the last flight. 
Then, together with a Polish pilot, Teddy Frankowski, who had been wounded in the back but 
managed to walk almost all the way from Wilhelmshaven to Brussels, they were led by the famous 
guide Dedede Jongh down the escape route via Brussels, Paris, Biarritz and St Jean de Luz, to the 
foothills of the Pyrenees, where they were transformed from business-suited commercial travellers 
into bicycle-riding Basques. They were led over the mountains by the most skillful of hill guides, 
Florentino, who took more than 300 members of Bomber Command across the Pyrenees into 
Spain. Spirited across Spain, they finally reached the British Embassy in Madrid, and crossed the 
border at Algeciras into Gibraltar, from where Bill Randle returned to England a mere 2 months 
after being shot down. His navigator Sergeant 'Scottie' Brazill returned after 5 months, and bomb-
aimer Sergeant Wally Dreschler came home a month later, after enduring a wretched spell in a 
Spanish concentration camp. Wireless Operator Sergeant Norman Graham was the only one of Z-
Zebra's crew to be captured, deliberately giving himself up to protect the Belgian family who had 
been hiding him. 
The MI9 rule that no one who used an escape route could return to operational flying applied to 
Bill Randle until after D-Day when the routes no longer had need to run to Switzerland and Spain. 
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Soon after his return to England he was commissioned and then, after a short time lecturing on 
evasion and escape, he settled down to instructing on Wellingtons at the OTUs at Pershore, 
Stratford-on-Avon and Lossiemouth. He converted to Mosquitos in late 1944 and, still in Bomber 
Command, finished the War with No 692 Squadron at Gransden Lodge. He was awarded the DFM 
in January 1943, Mentioned in Dispatches and earned the AFC in 1944. 
On 1 January 1946 he was granted a Permanent Commission and started his peacetime career by 
reverting to training Wellington pilots. In 1948 he began a five year stint in Intelligence work, first 
as Chairman of AI9, which had taken over the wartime duties of MI9, and then as an Exchange 
Officer with the USAF, a fascinating tour which lead to his training as a helicopter pilot and a tour 
of operations in Korea with the 5th Air Rescue Squadron. On his return to the UK he was appointed 
a Member of the British Empire (MBE) and awarded the US Air Medal. Bill completed the RAF Staff 
College course in 1954 and went on to appointments as Joint Secretary of the Defence Policy 
Committee and Secretary of The Commonwealth Advisory Committee on Defence Science. He 
returned to flying in 1957, converted to jet fighters, and did a flying tour in Flying Training 
Command which finished in 1960 with the award of an OBE and a posting to the Joint Services Staff 
College. After graduation, he served as Wing Commander (Admin Plans) in RAF Germany and in 
1963, on promotion to group captain, he undertook the Senior Officer's War Course at Greenwich. 
From 1964 to 1967 he commanded Royal Air Force Odiham, which he unreservedly reckons were 
the best years of his service life. Odiham was then working-up as the RAF's Support Helicopter 
base, introducing both the Wessex and Belvedere to active service. During this time he served as 
Forward Air Commander of No 30 Group and spent a lot of time away from the Station on duty in 
Northern Ireland, Germany, Borneo and Zambia. 
In 1967 he was made a CBE and posted to the Ministry of Defence as DDOR responsible for the 
operational requirements of the Anglo-French helicopter package of the Puma, Gazelle and the 
Lynx. In 1969 he was posted to Biggin Hill. In 1971 Bill Randle retired from the Royal Air Force and 
went to work at the embryonic RAF Museum, where he served until his second retirement in 1987, 
first as Public relations Officer, then as Education Officer, Keeper of the Battle of Britain Museum, 
Curator of the Bomber Command Museum (at the opening of which he was reunited with Z-
Zebra's crew for the first time in 40 years) and finally as Director of Appeals. He was Chairman of 
the Royal Air Forces Escaping Society from 1974 to 1977 , and a Governor of the Royal Star and 
Garter Home for Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen from 1981 to 1987. 
Bill Randle started his very long career as a fund-raiser during which he has raised millions for 
Registered Charities in the mid-50s. As a serving officer there had to be a limit to his part-time 
work but he assiduously kept at it throughout his various postings. He dealt with straightforward 
appeals for funds through the medium of 'begging' letters, undertook and organised sponsored 
walks and special events such as fly-ins, go-cart races, classic car rallies and specific air displays – 
anything calculated to make money. He completed the Nijmegen Marches no less than 6 times and 
once actually led the RAF Laarbruch Pipe Band, sponsored to playing bagpipes over the whole 125 
miles of the Marches which, in the event, only just about broke even because of replacement costs 
in re-reeded pipes and re-skinned drums! His fund-raising work sometimes got him into trouble. 
He was brought before the Magistrates twice; the first time for allowing the sale of bottled cockles 
to those attending the Thorney Island Air Show not knowing that his willing army of airmen cockle-
pickers had been gathering their largest molluscs in the sewage contaminated mud of Emsworth 
harbour; the second time for unwittingly diverting the tidal flow in and out of Chichester harbour 
by building a causeway between Thorney and Pilsea Islands as part of his plan to provide beach 
facilities on Pilsea for the Service families! 
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It was in 1968 that he invented his most productive means of raising money in the form of the 
philatelic commemorative flown covers. Over twenty five years on, he is still hard at it, developing 
programmes of this sort which mean so much to Registered Charities. More than £4 million has 
been raised in this way. Bill Randle regularly presents Forces First day Covers in aid of local charities 
as well as supporting the larger nationals. For example, he is equally happy to support the Bromley 
Centenary Appeal for the National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children as he is to fund 
the RAFA Eagle Lodge Sheltered Housing Appeal. Bill Randle has a longstanding connection with 
Biggin Hill, starting from 1969, when he became Chairman of the Cranwell Board at the Officers' 
and Aircrew Selection Centre. Amongst other duties, he controlled the last 2 Battle of Britain Open 
Day air displays at Biggin Hill in 1970 and 1971, after which he retired from the Royal Air Force. 
Every year since he has been an active Committee member of the Biggin Hill International Air Fair 
and, in his well-known fund-raising capacity, will be found as usual each year, on duty co-
ordinating activities in the Charities Centre. One thing you will notice if you meet Bill is that he 
clearly enjoys every minute of the day and, in particular, the time spent on charitable work. When 
asked why he still works 7 days a week, he reminds us that there are no half measures in charitable 
fund-raising. “If you see the slightest opportunity to make money, you must grab it and keep on, 
until it becomes impractical to spend time on it.” Bill's great failing he readily admits is that he finds 
it so hard to say no to a good idea, or to turn down a challenge. Also when Bill reached the age of 
80 he began writing books. To date he has had four published and there is another on the stocks. 
Information has been provided by Group Captain Bill Randle from an extract from the Royal Air 
Forces Escaping Society Magazine. (November 2008). 
From http://www.evasioncomete.org/frandlews.html (translated by Google): 
Evasion Report SPG 3311/936 
Wellington, piloted by Bill Randle, whose mission it is 19th, departing at 20:28 Snaith 
(Doncaster). He is touched once by flak over Zwolle, Netherlands, en route to the goal. After 
dropping bombs, it is reached a second time, at an altitude of about 5000 m above Saarbrücken, 
the shell of the Flak putting the left engine inoperative. Shortly after, the right engine starts to not 
work and the unit losing altitude, Randle gave the order to abandon the aircraft up to the south-
east of Diest. 
Moreover William Randle, four other members of the crew manage to escape: F / Sgt William 
W. Drechsler, RCAF (R/75287 - passed through Brussels, Mons, Lyon, he crossed the Pyrenees and 
joined Gibraltar where he returned by plane to England February 24, 1943 - SPG 
3312/1093), Robert Frost ,Dalton Mounts and William Brazill . Sgt Norman M. Graham, RCAF, first 
escaped also make the Germans to avoid problems with the Belgian family who hosted. He was 
interned in Stalag 8B and Camp No. 344 - No. prisoner 27166. 
Randle landed in a tree at midnight and 30 minutes on September 17. He can not pick up the 
parachute and leaves on a tree. Bruised eyes and hands, he goes to the village and seeing 
Loksbergen person will hide in a barn until dawn. It caters to the morning a farmer and identifies 
this cache in a hut, nourishes and gives her pants, jacket, shoes and a cap. The farmer takes his 
uniform and said that villagers have destroyed his parachute. Randle thought head first towards the 
Belgian coast, in order to steal a boat and go to England. The farmer guide Halen and it is likely 
that there still wearing his combination of the RAF, he contacted people who give him civilian 
clothes and the equivalent of 90 pounds in recommending him to change course and instead 
headed south and the Mediterranean. 
He bought a train ticket to Mons. The train involved in Tienen 9:00 ET got there, he must wait six 
hours before the train departs for Mons. He took the opportunity to walk around the city before 
boarding the train to 3:46 p.m. in Namur. Arrived at the station of Namur, with no identity papers, 
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he decided instead to sue his walking route to France. He asked for a bed to two men who feed 
and hide in a barn. He was awakened by a man who asks a lot of questions to identify, then a 
second. A third, a middle-aged man, he offers to help to return to England, back to 22 hours and 
takes in Namur on September 17 in a Carmelite monastery at 15 "Street Montaigne" (It s' is the 
current Chapelle Notre Dame du Mont Carmel, dating from 1937 to the Rue de la Montagne, in the 
former convent of the Carmelites arrived in 1928 and occupied in 1947 by the School artisanal 
founded in 1941 in the former Institut Saint-Georges Salzinnes. Artisanal school became IATA and 
Institute of Arts and Craft Techniques). 
Randle met the abbot and monks who promise to help and give him a bed. He spends a few days 
at this place where he is given more clothing and false papers for passing a sales representative 
working in the Flemish sanitary ceramics. Father in person hand bike and telephoned Mr. Amiel 
Andenne just see. Randle gives an identity disc, his compass, his pills survival and part of his 
money. After two and a half days, the organization's reassurances about its identity, an English 
woman comes to her clothes and takes a coffee Namur. 
Another guide (most likely Albert PETIT, of Dhuy near Eghezee - Namur, a member of Tempo , 
which included the "September 29" 42) then leads in DAVREUX September 20. Randle mentioned 
DAVREUX Lady and her two daughters (Madeleine and Mercedes), in which he stayed for four days 
at 10 Alfred Street spoiler in Namur. On the eve of his departure for Brussels, it goes into another 
house. 
September 23, Randle is supported in Brussels by Elsie Marechal and remains at home and her 
parents 162 Avenue Voltaire in Schaerbeek, giving them 700 FB his kit. Sgt Dalton Mounts already 
there when he arrived. It is indeed in Brussels that revives company with Mounts and then his rear 
gunner Robert Frost. Mounts is an American pilot attached to the Royal Canadian Air Force, which 
was on the BJ877 as a passenger during the mission.According to archives, Frost would have found 
Randle and Mounts at Elisabeth LIEGEOIS and SCRAP Vanderhoeven 16 Rue Saint-Josse in Brussels 
Frost staying there from 21 to 23 Septembe. 
September 26, Randle, Mounts and Tadeusz Frankowski leave Paris together with a guide like John, 
bank employee, and the son of an earl ( Jean de Blommaert ) and Georges Oultremont . They stay 
in the Paris region in "Mr Morell's father Didi (Frédéric DE Jongh) and Elvira." The villa of the Rue 
des Maples in Saint-Maur-des-Fosses is actually rented in the name of Elvira MORELLE. 
October 03, Randle took the train to Bayonne with Dalton Mounts, Leon Prevot , Leonard Pipkin , 
Tadeusz Frankowski and Frédéric DE Jongh.Andrée de Jongh and a girl (Jeanine GREEF DE) joined 
in Bayonne. 
This is the 25th passage Comet Road Saint John and Bidassoa. After crossing the Pyrenees, Bill 
Randle will sleep two nights at the Seamen's Mission Bilbao, while still Mounts in San Sebastian. 
Randle added a note to his report: Two people (a man and a woman) were shot in Brussels, just 
before they got there, having hosted three British airmen. They were denounced by a Belgian 
woman, whose house was then burned. He also heard that a pilot died in Brussels and was buried 
in cellars, which were sealed. 
William Randle leaves Gibraltar on October 24 to meet Portreath, England 25, and was later a flight 
instructor in Wellington, then flew on Mosquitos, ending the war in 692 Squadron. 
Shortly after his return to England, he was awarded the DFM (Distinguished Flying Medal). The 
LG,published the following in its Supplement No. 35813 of 4 December 1942 on the occasion of 
the award: 
“Distinguished Flying Medal 1385872 Flight Sergeant William Samuel Oliver RANDLE, No. 150 
Squadron Flight Sergeant Randle HAS... taken part in. Many outputs. Circumstances In hazardous 
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He Has displayed bravery and fortitude in keeping with the traditions of the Highest Royal Air 
Force.” 
After leaving the RAF in April 1972, Bill Randle wrote a book about his escape: Kondor, published in 
England in 1999. His biography (Blue Skies and Dark Nights) was published in 2002. 

 
 
2165. Squadron Leader ? ? COOK. Signed 21 January 1949. No address. 

152 
The Air Force List for January 1949 lists the following Squadron Leaders named COOK: 
F J E (46144) 
F W (45090) 
G R (31264) 
J F (33368) 
L (77574) 
P W (33453) 
No trace found. 
2166. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Stephen Hugh TROUGHTON-SMITH 
(41630). Signed 21 January 1949. No 222 Squadron, RAF Thorney Island. 

152 
From No 222 Squadron’s Summary of Events for 1949: 
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He was the nephew of Cecil Louis Troughton Smith (27 August 1899 — 2 April 1966), an English 
novelist (under the pen name of Cecil Scott “C. S.” Forester ) who rose to fame with tales of naval 
warfare. 
Wing Commander Troughton-Smith’s death on 1 January 2012, aged 91, was announced in The 
Times, 7 January 2012. 
2167. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Walter George WOODS (168474). Signed 21 
January 1949. No 222 Squadron, RAF Thorney Island. 

152 
He also signed this book on 25 July 1953. 
From No 222 Squadron’s Summary of Events for April 1949: 

 

 
Walter George WOODS is the only match in The Air Force List for April 1950. 
The award of his King's Commendation for Valuable Service in the Air was announced in the LG, 1 
June 1951. 
His promotion to Flight Lieutanant was announced in the LG, 9 March 1956. 
He retired on 1 December 1976. 
2168. Flight Lieutenant John PEARCE (47908). Signed 21 January 1949. No address. 

152 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2169. Squadron Officer Gladys May SHEDDEN (41). Signed 21 January 1949. No address. 

152 
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She is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
Pages removed and missing between 31 January and 9 May 1949 
2170. Group Captain [later Air Commodore] Benjamin Harry BOON CBE MiD BA CEng 
MIEE (36045). Signed 9 May 1949. Inspector of Radio Services, HQ No 90 Group. 

153 
From http://www.authpro.com/cgi-bin/auth.fcgi?user=rafweb: 
b: 8 Apr 1913         r: 8 Apr 1968         d: xx xxx 1989 
CBE – 1 Jan 1968 (OBE – 8 Jun 1950), MiD – 14 Jun 1945, BA, CEng, MIEE. 
(RAFO – Class AA2): - Plt Off (P): 19 Mar 1934,  
(RAF): - Plt Off (P): 1 Oct 1935 1 Jul 1934, Plt Off: xx xxx xxxx, Fg Off: 1 Apr 1936 1 Jan 1936, Flt 
Lt: 1 Apr 1938 1 Jan 1938, (T) Sqn Ldr: 1 Jul 1940, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Dec 1941, Sqn Ldr: 14 Apr 1942 1 
Sep 1940, Wg Cdr: 1 Jul 1947, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1950, Act A/Cdre: xx xxx xxxx, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1961. 
19 Mar 1934 Appointed to a Commission in Class AA2 of the RAFO. 
14 Jan 1935 Transferred to Class C of the RAFO 
 1 Oct 1935 Appointed to a Permanent Commission (seniority 1 Jul 1934) 
 4 May 1936 Pilot, No 38 Sqn (Heyford - Marham) 
24 Apr 1938 Attended No 1 Electrical and Wireless School  
24 Apr 1940 Transferred to the Technical Branch  
16 Nov 1943 Signals Staff Officer, HQ ACSEA 
 5 May 1948 Inspector of Radio Services 
2171. Squadron Leader [later Air Commodore] Walter Thomas BROOKS DSO OBE AFC 
MiD (39932). Signed 9 May 1949. Air Ministry. 

153 
He also signed this book on 26 June 1964. 
From http://www.authpro.com/cgi-bin/auth.fcgi?user=rafweb: 
b: 8 Jan 1917        r: 8 Apr 1965       d: 31 Dec 2004 
DSO – 20 Oct 1944, OBE - 1 Jan 1957, AFC – 1 Jan 1946, MiD – 1 Jan 1946. 
(RAFVR): Act Plt Off: 12 Jul 1937, Plt Off: 18 May 1938, Fg Off (WS): 18 Feb 1940, Flt Lt (WS): 18 
Feb 1941, (T) Sqn Ldr: 1 Mar 1942, Act Wg Cdr: 27 Apr 1944?, Sqn Ldr (WS): 2 Jul 1944, Sqn Ldr: 
1 Sep 1945,  
(RAF): Sqn Ldr: 1 Jul 1946 1 Sep 1945, Wg Cdr: 1 Jul 1951, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1958, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 
1964. 
12 Jul 1937 Initial Officer Training, RAF Depot 
17 Jul 1937 U/T Pilot, No 9 FTS 
19 Feb 1938 Pilot, No 72 Sqn 
xx xxx 1938 Attended Instructor's Course, Central Flying School 
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7 Oct 1938 QFI, No 11 FTS  
2 Jan 1944 'A' Flight Commander, No 156 Sqn. (Lancaster) (Warboys/Upwood) 
27 Apr 1944 Officer Commanding, No 635 Sqn. (Lancaster) (Downham Market) 
10 Jul 1944 Served in Canada (CFI)? 
25 Mar 1947 Appointed to a Permanent Commission in the rank of Squadron Leader (effective 1 

Mar 1946 with seniority 1 Sep 1945) 
23 Dec 1949 Assistant Air Attaché, Ankara 
7 May 1953 Air Attaché, Ankara 
xx xxx 1960 Officer Commanding, RAF Jurby 
25 Jul 1961 Attended Canadian National Defence College  
11 Jan 1964 AOC, No 11 (Northern) Sector 
8 April 1965 Retired at his own request 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Service Order 
“Acting Wing Commander Walter Thomas BROOKS (39932), R.A.F.O., 635 Sqn.  
In August 1944,Wing Commander Brooks was detailed to attack, in daylight, an oil installation in 
Hamburg. In spite of fierce anti-aircraft defences, the attack was carried out with great accuracy. 
Wing Commander Brooks has raised the efficiency of the squadron to a very high standard. He has 
the complete confidence of his crew and the good results achieved by them have been due to his 
inspiring leadership.” LG, 20 Oct 1944 
From http://www.156squadron.com/view_aircrew.asp?pCrewId=2140: 
His Air Force Cross, whilst with No 39 Service Flying Training School, Swift Current, Saskatchewan, 
was announced in the LG, 28 December 1945. He had flown 1,150 hours as instructor in four years. 
“This officer has served in flying training since August 1938. During that period he has completed 
many hours of flying instruction. He has rendered invaluable service to the Flying Wing at a time 
when the greater proportion of the flying instructors were both inexperienced and unqualified on 
single-engine aircraft. This officer possesses outstanding qualities in leadership and initiative and 
has a natural organizing ability.” 
… 
The LG, 12 June 1945 anounced his award of the Belgian Croix de Guerre medal. 
2172. Wing Commander Peter Evan LEWIS DFC (404000. Signed 10 May 1949. No 236 
Operational Conversion Unit, RAF Kinloss. 

153 
From 
http://airforce.ca/awards.php?search=&keyword=Kreitz&page=52&mem=&type=commonwealth: 
LEWIS, S/L Peter Evan (RAF 40400) - Distinguished Flying Cross - No.407 Squadron - awarded as 
per LG,dated 2 June 1942. Born 1917 in Portsmouth; educated at St.John's College, Swansea, and 
Bournemouth Collegiate School; commissioned 1938. No citation in LG,other than "for gallantry 
and devotion to duty in the execution of air operations". Air Ministry Bulletin 7113 refers. Citation 
published in Flight, 25 June 1942: 

http://www.156squadron.com/view_aircrew.asp?pCrewId=2140
http://airforce.ca/awards.php?search=&keyword=Kreitz&page=52&mem=&type=commonwealth
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“This officer has shown great perseverance in pressing home his attacks against enemy ships, at 
mast-head height, in the face of anti-aircraft fire from the ships and shore batteries. He has 
destroyed one enemy aircraft and has damaged five enemy vessels. As flight commander, his 
keenness, energy and leadership have contributed largely to the remarkable successes achieved by 
his squadron.” 
NOTE: DHist file 181.009 D.2620 (RG.24 Volume 20628) has recommendation drafted 13 April 1942. 
“Squadron Leader Lewis has flown 93 hours on 28 operational flights on this squadron since 
September 1941. In addition he flew 45 hours on Blenheim fighters before joining this unit. He has 
one enemy aircraft to his credit. Of the 28 flights in this squadron, 20 were flown at night, a total of 
70 hours. During this period he is credited with damaging five motor vessels, one seriously. 
The following is a record of his night actions: 
15.10.41 - M.V. 5,000 tons - No claim 
25.10.41 - M.V. 5/6,000 tons - No claim 
1.11.41 - M.V. 3,000 tons - Direct hit (Coastal Command Headquarters confirms M.V. damaged) 
2.11.41 - M.V. 6,000 tons - Direct hit (Coastal Command Headquarters confirms M.V. damaged) 
30.11.41 - M.V. 4,000 tons - Direct hit (Coastal Command Headquarters confirms M.V. damaged) 
6.1.42 - M.V. 6,000 tons - Explosion observed (Coastal Command Headquarters confirms M.V. 
damaged) 
22.1.42 - M.V. 1,000 tons - Two hits followed by explosions (Coastal Command Headquarters 
confirm M.V. seriously damaged) 
Squadron Leader Lewis has at all times pressed home his attacks at mast head height in the face of 
antiaircraft fire from shipping and shore batteries. As a Flight Commander his keenness, energy and 
leadership have had strong influence on all his officers and men, and have led to many remarkable 
squadron successes.” 
Public Record Office Air 2/9588 has the same document, but with added comments by more senior 
officers. On 13 April 1942 the Officer Commanding, Station Bircham Newton, wrote: 
“Forwarded and strongly recommended. This officer has done a large amount of very valuable work 
in No.407 Squadron since its formation. he was recommended by me for this decoration several 
times when I commanded RAF Station North Coates, and I cannot speak too highly of his service. 
Squadron Leader Lewis has now been posted from No.407 Squadron.” 
On 22 April 1942, Air Commodore Lloyd, Commanding No.16 Group, noted: 
“This officer has been recommended by me on three previous occasions for the award of the 
Distinguished Flying Cross. He has five successful attacks on shipping at night to his credit and its 
very strongly recommended.” 
Public Record Office Air 2/9588 also has a draft citation as sent to Air Ministry Awards Committee: 
“Since September 1941, Squadron Leader Lewis has flown 93 hours on 28 operational flights of 
which 20 have been completed at night. He has shown great perseverance in pressing home his 
attacks against enemy ships, at mast head height, in the face of anti-aircraft fire from the ships and 
shore batteries. He has destroyed one enemy aircraft and is credited with damaging five vessels, 
one seriously. As flight commander, his keenness, energy and leadership have contributed largely 
to the remarkable successes achieved by his squadron.” 
DHist file 181.009 D.2620 (RG.24 Volume 20828) has an earlier recommendation dated 10 February 
1942 (which certainly shows how persistent authorities were at getting him an award): 
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“This officer has been with this squadron since soon after its formation. His keenness, energy and 
leadership as Flight Commander have played a major part in the training of new pilots and in 
building the squadron until it was fir to become operational. 
He has personally carried out 23 operational sorties, choosing for himself the most difficult tasks 
and has been credited with damaging five merchant vessels, a total of 20,000 tons of shipping. In 
addition he has attacked three vessels in very difficult night conditions for which no results were 
observed. 
He has pressed home all his attacks at an extremely low altitude often in the face of intense anti-
aircraft fire both from ships and from shore batteries. He has displayed, at all times, outstanding 
qualities of leadership and personal courage. 
Before coming to this unit he flew 45 hours in Blenheim fighters.” 
LEWIS, S/L Peter Evan (RAF 40400) - Mention in Despatches - No.407 Squadron - awarded as per 
LG,dated 11 June 1942. 
2173. Flight Lieutenant P KARMTARATUA Signed 14 May 1949. The Royal Siamese Air 
Force. 

153 
No trace found. 
2174. Mr Watson SINGH. Signed 20 May 1949. 21 Falcon Gardens, Edinburgh. 

153 
No trace found. 
2175. ? ? BLACK. Signed 23 May 1949. Seabreeze, Elie, Fife. 

153 
See the entry for William David Fleming Black below. 
2176. Mavis MICHELL. Signed 23 May 1949. Double Dykes, Crail. 

153 
Presumably the wife of Peter Michell below. 
2177. Lieutenant Peter Roland MICHELL RN. Signed 23 May 1949. HMS Bruce, Crail. 

153 
According to The Navy List for July 1945, he was a Lieutenant on HMS Scorpion: 
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His promotion from Sub-Lieutenant to Lieutenant was announced in the LG, 2 October 1942: 

 
From http://uboat.net/allies/commanders/1726.html: 

 

 
German U-boat U-390 was sunk 1500hrs on 5 July 1944 in the Baie de la Seine, English Channel, in 
position 49°52'N, 00°48'W, by depth charges from the British destroyer HMS Wanderer (Lt.Cdr. R.F. 
Whinney, DSC and Bar, RN) and the British frigate HMS Tavy (T/A/Lt.Cdr. Frank Ardern, RNR). 
2178. Major William David Fleming BLACK (207026). Signed 23 May 1949. Seabreeze, Elie, 
Fife. 

153 
He is mentioned in the LG, 23 September 1941 and 13 December 1949. 
2179. Flight Lieutenant John George MEJOR DFC (119016) (12 July 1921 - 24 March 2010). 
Signed 25 May 1949. HQ Maintenance Command, Andover. 

153 
His DFC, whilst with No 112 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 14 April 1944. 
From http://raf-112-squadron.org/nominal_roll.html: 
He flew Hurricanes in the Battle of Britain, initially from Wittering, moving to RAF Northolt, in north 
London, in September 1940. NOTE: He is not included in any of the standard Battle of Britain books 
or lists. 
From http://surfcity.kund.dalnet.se/italy_barcaro.htm: 
Around 09:00 on 8 May 1942, six Ju 88s of KGr 806 and 15 Ju 87s of III/StG 3 with a large escort 
(including six MC.202s from the 97a Squadriglia as close escort and eight more from the 10o 
Gruppo as indirect cover) approached Malta. Bobms fell on Hal Far, Kalafrana and Luqa, where a 

http://uboat.net/allies/commanders/1726.html
http://raf-112-squadron.org/nominal_roll.html
http://surfcity.kund.dalnet.se/italy_barcaro.htm
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reservoir was damaged. In Kalafrana Bay the damaged petrol storage barge, C-42, had been moved 
to confuse further attempts at attack, the older lighter Edith replacing her. The ploy apparently 
succeeded, for now two Jabo Bf 109s appeared and bombed Edith, one direct hit passing right 
through her and exploding in the water!  
Seven 229 Squadron Hurricanes and four Spitfires flown by 126 Squadron pilots had taken off at 
09:00, followed by four more Hurricanes of 185 Squadron some 40 minutes later. The first 
formation made contact, Sergeant Potts of 229 Squadron claiming damage to a Ju 88, whilst Pilot 
Officer Tilley and Pilot Officer John Mejor jointly damaged a Bf 109. Capitano Franco Lucchini’s 
Flight, the 10o Gruppo Macchis went to the aid of the Ju 87s, which were being pursued by five 
fighters identified as Spitfires, while Capitano Roberto Dagasso’s 9o Gruppo fighters engaged 
others which were attacking the Ju 88s. Tenente Luigi Giannella of the 10o Gruppo claimed two 
Spitfires shot down and also reported seeing a German aircraft in difficulties, watching the pilot 
bale out into the sea near Pozzallo. Two more Spitfires were claimed shot down by Capitano 
Dagasso and Tenente Ado Bonuti (97a Squadriglia).  
The successful RAF pilots were actually those from the 185 Squadron flight, which had taken off 
later; Sergeant Boyd (Z4942/Y) reported:  
“I led our flight. We jumped six Ju 88s out of the sun at 18,000 feet. I got one, both engines, etc. 
Mixed it with ten Macchi 202s; came down, mixed it with 109s at zero feet. Hit in engine by cannon, 
glycol tank blew up. Drenched me. Belly-landed Takali.”  
From The Daily Telegraph of 15 January 2010: 
A decorated former Spitfire pilot, who suffers from dementia, faces the prospect of having to sell 
his home after his NHS care package was cut. John Mejor, 88, who was awarded the DFC for his 
bravery in the Second World War, was 'a true hero of this country' said Sally Mejor, his daughter. 
Miss Mejor, 54, added: “My dad put his life on the line for this country in our darkest days of the 
war and now in his desperate hour of need the NHS is deserting him. It is truly heartbreaking”. 
For the past 18 months, the NHS has funded care for Mr Mejor, who lives in a nursing home in 
Exmouth, Devon but his daughter has been told that full financial support of £800 per week is to be 
withdrawn. “They have agreed to pay us £106 per week but we have to find the rest, just under 
£700 per week. It is totally preposterous and disgraceful” said Miss Mejor, who added that she 
would be forced to sell her parents home, where her 94-year old mother, Cecile, wanted to stay for 
the rest of her life. 
“It is an extreme form of action but it may well be the only way we can afford to pay for my father's 
care” said Miss Mejor, who also lives in the house as her mother's carer. Mr Mejor was given full 
financial support nearly two years ago after suffering several strokes. “At no point was it said there 
would be any time frame or, that should his condition improve even slightly, it would be pulled 
from us”. 
She was told the changes were being made because her father's condition had improved to a point 
where it was no longer considered to be 'severe'. She said her father's fundamental condition had 
not changed. 
Parveen Brown, who is responsible for health care at NHS Devon, said every family had the right of 
appeal and a further discussion had taken place with the family. “We will be setting up another 
assessment of Mr Mejor's needs as part of the appeal process” said Ms Brown. “Until the appeal is 
completed the family will continue to receive full payment”. 
Mr Mejor, who was born in Belgium in 1921, moved to Britain in the late 30s. He joined the RAFVR 
in the summer of 1940 and started combat flights months later. He answered a call for a special 
operation in 1942, and flew to help defend Malta. He shot down at least one German aircraft but 
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his own was hit. He bailed out and was rescued from the sea by the Royal Navy. He made his last 
operational flight on June 6 1944, over the D Day beaches of Normandy and was awarded the DFC 
in the same year. He commanded the RAF's 130 Sqn in the mid-50s and later worked for Devon 
County Council. He was also chairman of the Devon Conservation Forum. 

His obituary was published in The Times of 21 April 2010, from which this is an 
extract: 
 Posted to 603 Squadron in the spring of 1942, John Mejor was among 47 Spitfire 
pilots launched on April 20 from the American aircraft carrier Wasp in the 
Mediterranean north of Algiers, from where they made the 667-mile flight to 
Malta. There they were welcomed as a reinforcement to the air defences of the 
beleaguered island, but Malta’s joy was to be short lived. 

From the MailOnline, 15 January 2010: 
As a Spitfire pilot in the Second World War, John Mejor risked his life for this country. He went on 
to devote his working life to conservation, helping to preserve the nation’s heritage and landscape. 
But in his hour of need, when he might have expected something in return, the state he gave so 
much to has betrayed him. The 88-year-old grandfather, who requires round-the-clock nursing at a 
home because of dementia and diabetes, has had the funding for his care withdrawn despite the 
advice of his GP. His family now fear they will have to sell the house where his 94-year-old wife 
Cecile lives to cover the care home costs. On Thursday his daughter Sally Mejor, 54, said: ‘My father 
made great sacrifices for his country, he is a war hero and deserves better than this. I feel totally let 
down and hurt that he has been treated in this way. 

 
Sally Mejor with father John Mejor, 88, is being forced to sell his house after the NHS withdrew full 
funding for his care. ‘It is a complete nightmare, a disgrace and an insult. He was, and still is, a very 
dignified man.’ Mr Mejor was moved from his house in Exmouth, Devon, to a care home 18 months 
ago because his family could no longer look after him following a series of mini-strokes.  
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John in his RAF uniform 
At first his NHS Trust paid the £800-aweek costs at the nearby Linksway Care Home under its 
‘continuing health care’ scheme. Mr Mejor was eligible for the scheme, which is not means tested, 
because of the assessment of his GP. But now his health needs have been reviewed by a different 
doctor acting for the trust. Officials say he is no longer considered a ‘severe’ case and will only 
receive £106 per week towards his care. Miss Mejor, however, says her father’s condition has not 
improved and his GP does not agree with the findings. Miss Mejor, who lives at the family home in 
Exmouth as her mother’s full-time carer, said: ‘I cared for him myself for the first five years of his 
illness and if I could manage to continue I would. At no point was it said there would be any 
timeframe or, that should his condition improve, even slightly, it would be pulled from us. ‘If there 
was plenty of money to cover it, I would be willing and happy to pay. But because there isn’t, I have 
to stand up for him.’ 
Mr Mejor was born in Belgium but moved to Britain as a young boy and was awarded the 
Distinguished Flying Cross for bravery in the war. During a mission over Malta in 1942, in which he 
shot down German bombers, he was forced to bale out over the sea after his plane was hit – but 
returned to battle the very next day. His last operational flight was on D-Day, and after the war he 
rose to the rank of wing commander, in charge of a squadron of Vampire fighters. He retired in 
1964 and set up the Devon Conservation Forum and the Devon Historic Buildings Trust. 

 
John Mejor with his wife Cecile on their wedding day in 1945 
2180. Flight Lieutenant William George Reginald PEARCE (50444). Signed 25 May 1949. 
HQ Maintenance Command, Andover. 

153 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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2181. Squadron Leader Alexander YATES (150156). Signed 25 May 1949. Air Ministry, 
London. 

153 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2182. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] David Henry BECKETT OBE (47593). Signed 
25 May 1949. Air Ministry, London. 

153 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 10 June 1954. 
2183. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] John Harold MISSELBROOK (188836). 
Signed 25 May 1949. Air Ministry, London. 

153 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2184. George Anderson REYNER (159134). Signed 25 May 1949. HQ No 90 Group. 

153 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2185. Wing Commander Roderick Hugh MCCONNELL DSO DFC (33268). Signed 1 June 
1949. HQ Coastal Command. 

154 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/archive/10773.php: 
McCONNELL, Roderick Hugh, W/C, DFC (33268, Royal Air Force) - No.235 Squadron - Distinguished 
Service Order - awarded as per LG,dated 7 July 1944. Born 1917 in Ceylon; Reported in January 
1935 to have passed Civil Service Commission examinations for admission to Cranwell, written 
November 1934. Entered Cranwel, 1935; commissioned the following year. Awarded DFC, 22 
November 1940 (Flight Lieutenant, No.1 CACF, Detling). Killed in flying accident, 16 March 1950. 
No citation in Gazette; the following from Flight, 7 September 1944; Air Ministry Bulletin 14506 
repeats: 

http://www.rafcommands.com/archive/10773.php
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“This officer has completed a large number of reconnaissance and anti-shipping sorties since the 
award of the Distinguished Flying Cross. As Commanding Officer of his squadron he has set an 
outstanding example of courage, and by his leadership has been largely responsible for the 
exceptional success attained. Wing Commander McConnell has completed three tours of 
operational duty and has proved himself an excellent officer and commander, both on the ground 
and in the air.” 
…. 
“…according to an Air Ministry report in The Times, dated 18 March 1950, he died when his 
Vampire VV680 crashed into the sea off the Lincolnshire coast during the evening of Thursday 16 
March. The report also recorded that he was the first Coastal Command pilot to use rocket 
projectiles during the war.” 
From http://www.airfieldinformationexchange.org/community/showthread.php?11102-MANBY-St-
Marys-Church&: 

 
From The Montreal Gazette of 27 May 1944: 

  

  

 

http://www.airfieldinformationexchange.org/community/showthread.php?11102-MANBY-St-Marys-Church&
http://www.airfieldinformationexchange.org/community/showthread.php?11102-MANBY-St-Marys-Church&
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From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Coastal_Command_during_World_War_II#Rockets: 
Rocket projectiles were developed during the Second World War. In the case of Coastal Command, 
they were to be used in A/S and as maritime strike weapons. For aircraft use there were two 
different types of head; a 60 lb one with high explosive and a 25 lb armour-piercing head of steel - 
known as the 'Rocket Spear'. Groups of four rockets were arranged on under-wing racks. Trials 
began in November 1942 and ended in February 1943 in respect of A/S. The firing range against U-
boats was considered to be 1,000 yd (910 m) or less and could be fired in pairs or salvos. The first 
recorded success was No. 48 Squadron RAF’s sinking of U-594 on 4 June 1943. The rockets tended 
to follow the line of Flight, the aircraft rather than the line of sight. Tests indicated a 30 percent hit 
rate. However, just one hit was lethal to a U-boat. Though effective against U-boats, the later DCs 
were favoured. 

  
Hercules Torpedo Fighter Mark X being loaded with RP-3 rockets 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Coastal_Command_during_World_War_II%23Rockets
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_submarine_U-594
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From Flight, 5 June 1944: 
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2186. Lieutenant Colonel Haakon Magnus Heireth JØRGENSEN DFC DSC. Signed 2 June 
1949. Norwegian Embassy, London. 

154 
He is listed in Little Norway. 
From http://runeberg.org/hvemerhvem/1948/0276.html: 

 
From http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/«Vingtor»_(fly) (translated by Google): 
Vingtor was an aircraft of the Consolidated PBY-5 Catalina in and was the first aircraft in “Catalina 
department”, the precursor to 333 Squadron. The aircraft flew its first mission with Norwegian crew 
17 April 1942, led by pilots Haakon Magnus Heireth Jørgensen and Birger Grinde. 

 
Vingtor 
Before 333 (Norwegian) Squadron was formally established, the department was known as 
Norwegian Detachment Woodhaven subject to 210 Squadron at Royal Air Force, then as an 
independent Norwegian unit under RAF Coastal Command under the name 1477 (English) Flight. 
The flight passed by each of the planes Vingtor, Jøssing and Viking. Vingtor, with RAF serial 
number W8424, joined the department in February 1942 from the Canadian 413 Squadron, and 
retained long variable that had put there, QL-R. The plane was not an amphibian, but a pure 
seaplane. 

http://runeberg.org/hvemerhvem/1948/0276.html
http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/
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Vingtor made its first Special Duty assignment the night between 1 and 2 May 1942. Then, two 
agents ashore in Leka. Also Nordahl Grieg407 participated in this survey. 
Later that month, on 22 May, Vingtor flew in a raid that led to the entire crew being awarded the 
War Cross with sword, Norway's highest military award. Two agents, Eivind Viken and Ole 
Snefjellå408, who operated a radio transmitter called PI II Staveneset in Sunnfjord, had sent distress 
signal that they were in danger of being discovered and asked to be picked up. The British officer, 
John Turner,had family in the area and was well known there, and joined the Catalina crew. Inside 
Førdefjord crew discovered one four-oared boat with five people. In addition to the two radio 
operators were Chester and Petrine Saltskår, who had assisted the agents in Staveneset, and their 
two year old son Harald on board the boat. On this cruise were the crew of Vingtor by pilots Finn 
Lambrechts, who also was head of the department, Håkon Offerdal and Bjørn Stray Tingulstad409, 
navigator Per Wåge Lea, engineer Hans Rønningen, telegraphist Constantin Christensen and 
shooters Hans Bærewahr-Hansen and Agnar Naess. 

 
Nordahl Grieg and crew of Vingtor after a raid 2 May 1942. With a few exceptions, this was the 
same crew that received the War Cross for a mission to Norway later that month. 
The aircraft was delivered in February 1944 to a training squadron in the RAF, 131 Operational 
Trainig Unit. Upon transfer, Vingtor had flown 1800 hours without mishap. 

                                                 
407 Signed this book on 4 April 1942 
408 Signed this book on 18/19 November 1942 
409 Signed this book on 8 November 1941 
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From the Australian War Memorial collection (http://www.awm.gov.au/collection/UK0533): 

 
Scotland. 1943-09-11. A group of Norwegian, Royal Air Force and RAAF Officers in the Officers' 
Mess at RAF Station Leuchars. Left To Right: 
Lieutenant Commander H. Yoergensen Haakon Jørgensen, Norge 
Commodore F. Leutyor-Holm Finn Lützow-Holm, Norge 
General W. Hansteen Wilhelm Von Tangen Hansteen, Norge 
Group Captain R. L. Wallace, RAF 
Commander F. Lambrechts Finn Lambrechts, Norge 
Wing Commander Barrow, RAF 
406356 Wing Commander R. Holmes, Carnarvon, WA, No. 455 Squadron RAAF 
2187. Flight Lieutenant Ronald Alee KEMP (123871). Signed 2 June 1949. Central Signals 
Establishment. 

154 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://www.rafwatton.info/History/1945toPresent/tabid/56/Default.aspx: 
In October 1945, RAF Station Watton became the Radio Warfare Establishment. As such Watton 
was the post-war centre to continue the research and development of radio (electronic) warfare for 
the RAF. As the Station’s new title implied, most of its activities were of a very highly classified 
nature. Within the bounds of the Station were a number of secret units. One of these was the 
Research Laboratory where civilian and service scientists worked on upgrading old and developing 
new electronic warfare equipment and techniques. Another unit had the task of monitoring or 
listening to both domestic and foreign signals traffic, in other words signals intelligence (sigint) 
gathering. 
By September 1946, Watton had been designated Central Signals Establishment (CSE) by the Air 
Ministry and absorbed the RWE. The CSE would operate at Watton under the control of 90 (Signals) 

http://www.awm.gov.au/collection/UK0533
http://www.rafwatton.info/History/1945toPresent/tabid/56/Default.aspx
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Group, which had its HQ at RAF Medmenham in Buckinghamshire and would be responsible for 
signals task within the RAF. As well as its primary work in electronic warfare research, Watton was 
to take over the work of other RAF signals units and be given responsibility for a range of signals 
tasks. Among them were to be the calibration of air defence radar, the new Ground Controlled 
Approach (GCA) Landing system, and the installation, maintenance and calibration of RAF radio 
navigational aids and airfield landing aids. The Inspectorate of Radio Installations and Services, 
‘IRIS’ was formed at RAF Medmenham and its aircraft was based at Watton. The Naval Air Radio 
Warfare Unit moved to CSE Watton in March 1947 to work with the CSE but due to shortage of 
manpower, the Admiralty disbanded the unit later in the same year. This unit was again reformed 
at Watton in 1951 as No. 751 Naval Air Squadron. 
For various reasons, but principally because of congestion, Watton took on RAF Shepherds Grove 
as a satellite airfield and between 1945 and 1949 most of Flying Wing’s activities were conducted 
from there. By the end of 1949 all flying tasks were centred on Watton and aircraft of the CSE no 
longer used the satellite airfield.  
Part of the CSE’s remit was to provide radio countermeasures (RCM) aircraft for training exercises 
with RAF Commands as well as Western Union air, naval and ground forces. These exercises took 
on new meaning during the blockade of Berlin by Soviet and East German forces and by the 
invasion of South Korea by Communist North Korea. The CSE had several flying units, each being 
tasked with a particular facet of the work being carried out at Watton. One of these units was 
concerned with airborne testing of the secret equipment being produced by the research facility. 
Other units carried out airborne calibration of radar installations and navigation and landing aids. 
One of the CSE’s Squadrons, 192 Squadron, was reformed at Watton in 1951 for the task of 
airborne monitoring of potentially hostile radar and communications frequencies. This Squadron, 
later to be renumbered as 51 Squadron spent a great percentage of its flying time carrying out 
electronic reconnaissance around the borders of the Soviet Bloc. 
During Watton’s post-war history, it’s older aircraft were gradually replaced by newer types, 
foremost among which were the Avro Lancaster, later to be replaced by the Avro Lincoln and the 
Vickers Varsity. There were others such as the Boeing B29 Washington (192 Squadron), the English 
Electric Canberra and a number of other types, the largest of which were the de Havilland Comet 
and the Armstrong Whitworth Argosy.  
In the post-war years the Station has had a number of visiting units, the least known of which was 
an American (US) unit operating Lockheed U2 high altitude reconnaissance aircraft. These aircraft 
flew from Watton for a period during the latter part of 1958. Watton also had lodger units attached 
to it. Among the lodger units were No. 24 (Surface to Air Guided Weapons) Wing, and its 
subordinate operating unit, 263 (SAGW) Squadron with their Bristol Ferranti Mk1. Bloodhound 
surface to air missiles, 1959-1963, - Eastern Radar Air Traffic Control Reporting Unit, 1965-1988 and 
later Border Radar Air Traffic Control Reporting Unit 1989-1992. 
It was determined that the Station would cease to be an operational airfield by 1968. All flying units 
moved away to other Stations. By February 1971 Eastern Radar was the only operational unit on 
Watton. Eastern left Watton in 1988 and Border Radar moved in to the radar site. When Border 
Radar left three years later the Station closed. 
The decision to dispose of RAF Watton was a long time in coming mainly because of political 
ineptitude. All maintenance of the buildings ceased in 1994 and the site was let to go. It wasn’t 
until 1998 that the Station was sold, by which time it was in a very run-down state. The Airfield 
remained and still remains in the hands of the Ministry of Defence. In May 2000 work began on the 
demolition of most of the buildings on the Station. 
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2188. Wing Commander [later Air Vice Marshal] Alexander Vallance Riddell JOHNSTONE 
CB, DFC, AE, DL, RAF, better known as Sandy Johnstone, (2 June 1916–13 December 2000). 
Signed 8 June 1949. Air Ministry, DP2. 

154 
He also signed this book (as Sandy Johnstone) between 25 May and 1 June 1966. 
Battle of Britain pilot. 
From gettyimages: 

 
United Kingdom – 1 January 1941: (left to right) Squadron Leader Sandy Johnstone DFC, Sir Patrick 
Dollan, Lord Provost of Glasgow and Mr A.B. King of Glasgow.' (Photo by Planet News 
Archive/SSPL/Getty Images) 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Johnstone.htm: 
CB – 1 Jan 1966, DFC - 1940, AE, MiD - 1 Jan 1943.  
(AuxAF): Plt Off: 3 May 1935, Fg Off: 3 Nov 1936, Flt Lt: 1 Sep 1939, Act Sqn Ldr: 12 Jul 1940, (T) 
Sqn Ldr: 1 Sep1940, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Mar 1942, Act Gp Capt: 3 Jun 1944 -xx Dec 1946, Wg Cdr 
(WS): 3 Dec 1944.  
(RAF): Sqn Ldr: 10 Dec 1946 1 Jun 1944, Wg Cdr: 1 Jul 1947, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1954, Act A/Cdre: xx 
xxx 1957 - xx Aug 1958, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1961, AVM: 1 Jul 1965.  
xx xxx 1934 U/T Pilot, No 602 (City of Glasgow) Sqn, Auxiliary Air Force 
 3 May 1935 Pilot, No 602 (City of Glasgow) Sqn, Auxiliary Air Force 
xx xxx 1940 Flight Commander, No 602 Sqn 
12 Jul 1940 Officer Commanding, No 602 Sqn 
12 May 1941 Fighter Controller, RAF Turnhouse 
xx Sep 1941 Squadron Leader - Operations, HQ No 263 Wing, RAF Levant 
xx Mar 1942 Officer Commanding, Sector HQ, Haifa 
xx Sep 1942 Deputy Station Commander, RAF Luqa - Malta 
xx Nov 1942 Fighter Controller, Valetta - Malta 
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xx Jan 1943 Krendi Wing Leader, Malta 
xx Mar 1943 Attended RAF Staff College 
xx xxx xxxx Air Staff, HQ No 9 Group 
xx Sep 1943 Wing Commander - Flying, No 56 OTU 
13 Nov 1943 Officer Commanding, RAF Fairwood Common 
xx May 1944 'Operations 1', HQ AEAF 
xx Aug 1944 Staff, Supreme Allied Commander 
xx Oct 1944 ?, HQ AEAF 
xx xxx 1945 Attended US Army & Naval Staff Colleges 
xx Jul 1945 Air Staff, HQ No 12 Group 
xx Jan 1946 Air Attaché, Dublin 
10 Dec 1946  Appointed to Permanent Commission in the rank of Squadron Leader (retaining 

rank current at the time) wef 1 Sep 1945 antedated to 1 Jun 1944 on 25 Feb 1947 
xx Mar 1948  Personnel Staff, Dept of AMP/Personal Air Secretary to Under Secretary of State for 

Air 
xx xxx 1951 Station Commander, RAF Ballykelly 
xx xxx 1952 Officer Commanding, Air Sea Warfare Development Unit 
28 Dec 1953 SASO, HQ No 12 Group 
xx Jan 1956 Deputy Air Defence Commander, HQ RAF Malaya 
xx xxx 1957 Deputy Chief of Staff (Air), Royal Malayan Air Force 
 1 Oct 1958 Station Commander, RAF Middleton St George 
xx Jan 1961 Attended Imperial Defence College 
16 Dec 1961 Director of Personnel (Air), Department of The Air Secretary 
xx Mar 1964  Air Commander, Commonwealth Forces - Borneo 
25 Sep 1965 AOC, No 18 Group/Air Officer, Scotland & Northern Ireland 
The citation for the award of his Distinguished Flying Cross was published in the LG, 1 October 
1940: 
“Acting Squadron Leader Alexander Vallance Riddell JOHNSTONE (90163), Auxiliary Air Force. This 
officer has proved himself to be a leader of ability and determination and has been mainly 
responsible for the high standard of morale in his squadron. He has destroyed four enemy aircraft 
of which one was shot down at night.” 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sandy_Johnstone: 
Alexander Vallance Riddell Johnstone was born in Glasgow on 2 June 1916 and was educated at 
Kelvinside Academy. He worked in an Edinburgh footwear company and in 1934 he joined No. 602 
(City of Glasgow) Auxiliary Air Force Squadron as a weekend flier. 
Early in 1938, Johnstone was a civilian navigation instructor at Scottish Aviation, moving later to the 
Civil Air Navigation School at Prestwick. In August 1939 he was called to full-time service with No. 
602 Squadron. On 24 November 1939 George Pinkerton was promoted to Squadron Leader and 
given Command of No. 65 Squadron RAF, with Johnstone taking over command of ‘B’ Flight from 
Pinkerton. 
After participating in engagements with lone German raiders off the Scottish coast in late 1939-
early 1940, he was given command of 602 Squadron in July 1940 at the age of 24. By this time 
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Johnstone had already claimed a Heinkel He 111, a Junkers Ju 88 and a Dornier Do 17 damaged. 
The squadron was transferred south to RAF Westhampnett in West Sussex, where it was stationed 
throughout the Battle of Britain. 
His tally after the battle (and his final wartime score) was 7 (and 2 shared) aircraft destroyed, 1 
probable, and 6 (and 1 shared) damaged. He was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross for his 
actions. 
After serving as operations controller at RAF Turnhouse in Scotland in 1941, Johnstone was posted 
in April 1942 to RAF Haifa in Palestine as sector commander. He then went to Malta as station 
commander at RAF Luqa, before commanding a Spitfire wing. In the spring of 1943 he returned to 
Britain to attend the RAF Staff College. In September 1943 he moved on to RAF Fairwood 
Common, West Glamorgan, as sector commander. 
In May 1944, Johnstone was promoted to acting Group Captain on the Allied Expeditionary Air 
Force operations staff preparing for the D-Day invasion. After the landings he moved to Normandy 
with General Eisenhower's headquarters staff. 
Early in 1945, Johnstone joined the RAF delegation in Washington, D.C.. He returned in June to 
Fighter Command No. 12 Group RAF HQ staff, receiving a permanent commission. In 1946 
Johnstone was appointed air attaché in Dublin, and went on to serve as station commander, RAF 
Ballykelly. In 1953, he was made Commanding Officer of the Air Sea Warfare Development Unit at 
RAF St Mawgan. In 1954 he returned to No. 12 Group RAF as Senior Air Staff Officer (SASO). 
In 1956, he was deputy air defence commander, Malaya and was then seconded to assist in the 
formation of the Royal Federation of Malaya Air Force. After spells as station commander at RAF 
Middleton St. George, the Imperial Defence College, and director of personnel at the Air Ministry, 
in 1964 he was posted to Borneo as Air Commodore, Commonwealth Air Forces. 
In 1965, he returned to the UK to become an Air Vice-Marshal. He headed Coastal Command's No. 
18 Group RAF, was Air Officer Scotland and Northern Ireland, and was NATO's North Atlantic 
maritime air commander. 
Johnstone was appointed a Companion of the Order of the Bath in 1966 and, reflecting his years as 
an Auxiliary Air Force officer, also held the much-prized Air Efficiency Award. 
Johnstone retired from the Royal Air Force in 1968. 
From 1969 to 1979, Johnstone served as vice-chairman of the Territorial Auxiliary and Volunteer 
Reserve. He was also secretary of Glasgow Golf Club, and as head of the National Car Parks (NCP) 
and secretary of Denham Golf Club. From 1971 to 1994 he was Deputy Lieutenant for Glasgow. 
He became a successful author and resided near Ipswich in Suffolk. Johnstone was an 
accomplished author, writing six books: 
  One Man's War (1964) 
  Where no Angels Dwell (1969) 
  Enemy in the Sky: My 1940 Diary (1976) 
  Adventure in the Sky (1978) 
  Spitfire into War (1986) 
  Diary of an Aviator (1993) 
Johnstone married Margaret Croll in 1940. They had a son, Ian Johnstone, an Army officer, and two 
daughters. 
Sandy Johnstone died on 13 December 2000, aged 84. 
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From http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/1378698/Air-Vice-Marshal-Sandy-
Johnstone.html: 
19 December 2000. Air Vice-Marshal Sandy Johnstone, who has died aged 84, bagged at least 
eight enemy aircraft (and another four probables) as a pilot in the Battle of Britain, and in 1943 
took part in the fight to save Malta. 
The island had been awarded the George Cross in April 1942 for its gallant resistance to German 
attacks. By the end of that year, however, the RAF's valiant defence had somewhat eased the 
pressure. In consequence, the Spitfire wing which Johnstone commanded - the Krendi wing - was 
employed in a bombing role for which the fighters had never been designed. 
On January 16 1943, Johnstone escorted an attack by 12 Spitfires on a chemical factory at Pachino 
in Sicily. The Spitfires had a 500lb payload under each wing, and Johnstone remembered how the 
pilots had to keep their dive towards the target under control while directing the bombs by using 
their normal gunsights. 
"As the last Spit-bomber began its dive," Johnstone recalled, "I swooped down to ground level with 
my 11 escorting fighter Spitfires and raced into the scene of destruction, raking the smoke and 
flames with cannon and machinegun fire. The vibration set up by the firing of the guns was like the 
tingling of newly-awakened nerves. It was a strange overwhelming feeling of excitement that made 
your mouth run dry with the taste of it. 
"Your hands gripped the controls as you put your fighter through its paces, and its quick responses 
seemed to mould you more firmly into the heart of the machine. When fighter and pilot were as 
one like this you felt invincible." 
As Johnstone swept towards the wreckage of the factory, he observed signs of a large explosion, 
and was certain he had hit a large piece of industrial plant. Later, back in Malta, he discovered that, 
as a result of the high-speed vertical dive, and the violent pull out of it, the Spitfires' seats had 
collapsed, leaving pilots crouching or semi-standing. 
Alexander Vallance Riddell Johnstone was born in Glasgow on June 2 1916 and educated Kelvinside 
Academy. He was working in an Edinburgh footwear firm when in 1934 he joined No 602 (City of 
Glasgow) Auxiliary Air Force Squadron as a weekend flier. 
Early in 1938, Johnstone was a civilian navigation instructor at Scottish Aviation, moving later to the 
Civil Air Navigation School at Prestwick. In August 1939 he was called to full-time service with 602 
Squadron. After some Spitfire engagements off the Scottish coast, he received command of 602 - 
he was still only 24 - and led it south to the tiny airfield at West Hampnett, in West Sussex, where it 
was stationed throughout the Battle of Britain. 
By that time Johnstone had already accounted for a Heinkel 111, a Junker 88 and a damaged 
Dornier, all of them bombers. Recalling his first kill - 10 miles east of Dunbar in Scotland - he 
noted: "I saw him caught in the searchlights but was so disoriented in the dark that I forgot to 
throttle back and nearly collided with him. 
"Fortunately the searchlights hung on to him and I was able to approach in a more gentlemanly 
manner. I gave him one long burst, and he suddenly disappeared." In fact Johnstone had 
punctured the Heinkel's tanks, and the oil was smeared over his own windscreen. 
He followed the Heinkel down until it ditched in the sea, where a lifeboat picked up three of the 
crew. Johnstone, who always reckoned he was "a notoriously bad shot", counted himself lucky: "If I 
had downed all the German aircraft I shot at," he once remarked, "I'd have ended up with a very 
big score." 
"We were young enough not to appreciate the dangers we faced," he reflected 50 years later. 
"We'd go into battle like bulls in china shops. What we found most worrying was sitting round 
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waiting for the telephone to ring with the order to scramble. For years afterwards the sound of a 
phone ringing two houses away would have me out of bed. I still hate the ringing of a telephone." 
After serving as operations controller at Turnhouse in Scotland, Johnstone was posted in April 1942 
to Haifa in Palestine as sector commander. He first went to Malta as station commander at Luqa, 
before receiving his Spitfire wing. In the spring of 1943, he returned to Britain to attend staff 
college, and to supervise a unit which taught pilots how to fly Hurricanes. That September he 
moved on to Fairwood Common, West Glamorgan, as sector commander. 
In May 1944, still only 27, Johnstone was promoted acting group captain on the Allied 
Expeditionary Air Force operations staff, which was preparing for the D-Day invasion. After the 
landings he moved to Normandy with General Eisenhower's headquarters. 
Early in 1945 Johnstone joined the RAF delegation in Washington. He returned in June to Fighter 
Command's No 12 Group headquarters staff, receiving a permanent commission. 
In 1946 Johnstone was appointed air attache in Dublin, and then went on to serve at the Air 
Ministry, and as station commander at Ballykelly. In 1953 he received command of the Air Sea 
Warfare Development Unit at St Mawgan in Cornwall. The next year he returned to No 12 Group as 
Senior Air Staff Officer (SASO). 
His appointment in 1956 as deputy air defence commander in Malaya was followed by secondment 
to help form the Royal Malayan Air Force. This gave him a taste for service in the Far East. In 1964, 
after spells as station commander at Middleton St George, at the Imperial Defence College, and as 
director of personnel at the Air Ministry, he was posted to Borneo as Air Commodore 
Commonwealth Air Forces. 
In 1965 he returned home to become Air Vice-Marshal. He headed Coastal Command's No 18 
Group, while doubling as Air Officer Scotland and Northern Ireland, and as Nato's north Atlantic 
maritime air commander. 
Johnstone retired in 1968, and from 1969 to 1979 served as vice-chairman of the Territorial 
Auxiliary and Volunteer Reserve. Meanwhile he engaged energetically in civil life as secretary of 
Glasgow Golf Club, and as head of the National Car Parks (NCP) Scottish operation. After moving 
south, he became London director of NCP and secretary of Denham Golf Club. 
2189. PROBABLY Group Captain [later Air Commodore] Duncan MacDonald SOMERVILLE 
OBE MiD (32113). Signed 8 June 1949. 66 Group. 

154 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Somerville.htm: 
OBE - 1 Jan 1946, MiD - 1 Jan 1943, MiD - 8 Jun 1944. 
Plt Off (P): 9 Oct 1931, Plt Off: 9 Oct 1932, Fg Off: 9 Apr 1933, Flt Lt: 9 Apr 1936, Sqn Ldr: 1 Dec 
1938, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Mar 1941, Act Gp Capt: 1 Jun 1942?, Wg Cdr (WS): 1 Dec 1942, Wg Cdr: 1 
Oct 1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1949, Act A/Cdre: 1 Jun 1955?, A/Cdre: Retained. 
29 Oct 1931 U/T Pilot, No 3 FTS 
18 Sep 1932 Pilot, No 4 Sqn 
 1 Jan 1935 Staff, RAF Farnborough 
27 Apr 1936 Attended Instructors' Course, Central Flying School (graded B) 
13 Jul 1936 QFI, No 8 FTS 
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21 Apr 1938 Flying Examining Officer, HQ No 26 (Training) Group 
 5 Dec 1938 CFI?, No 2 Air Armament School 
16 May 1939 Officer Commanding, No 112 Sqn 
15 Apr 1940 Recovering in 2/10th General Hospital, Helmieh 
23 May 1940 Discharged from hospital and granted 28 days leave 
xx Jun 1940 Resumed Command of No 112 Sqn 
29 Sep 1940 
1944  Staff, HQ No 8 (Pathfinder Force) Group 
xx Aug 1945 Officer Commanding, RAF Gatow 
xx Jul 1947 
21 Sep 1948 SASO, No 66 (Scottish) Group 
xx xxx 1951 Officer Commanding, RAF St Eval 
xx May 1954 Staff Officer, Amphibious Warfare HQ 
 1 Jun 1955 Director of Flight Safety 
A fellow member of his course was Jeffrey Quill, who would make a name for himself after leaving 
the RAF as a test pilot with Supermarine, carrying out much of the test work on the Spitfire. 
In May 1939, he was posted to the Middle East and whilst sailing to Egypt, was tasked with the 
formation of No 112 Squadron. Equipped with Gladiators, the squadron saw little activity until it 
was sent to the Sudan in June 1940, however, he did not go with his unit as he was recovering form 
a accident on 15 April 1940: 
"Forced to bale out when his plane mysteriously caught fire, pilot hospitalized with burns, Some 
months before Italy declared war, S/L ‘Slim’ Somerville was up in his Gladiator (K8024) carrying out 
an aerobatic display, when suddenly in the middle of a slow roll, dead over the aerodrome, a spurt 
of flame and smoke burst from the cockpit. The roll was completed and the C.O. took to his 
parachute, making a successful landing a few miles from the aerodrome but unfortunately his face 
and hands were badly burnt before he could get out of his aircraft. However, the ambulance and 
‘pick-up’ were racing across what appeared to be a mile of flat sand waste to where the C.O. was 
about to land. The Ford ‘pick-up’ had outstripped the slower ambulance, when they shot straight 
into a wadi with a sheer bank of sand 15 feet below, but apart from scratches and bruises and a 
dent in the roof and bonnet of the car, no damage was done and the car was pushed onto its 
wheels, started up and even so arrived first on the scene to help the C.O." From March of the 
Gladiators by J.F. Fraser 
Whilst serving at HQ No 8 Group, he occasionally acted as a 'Master Bomber'. 
From http://www.211squadron.org/arg_bax.html: 
“in relation to Squadron Leader Alfonso Rudolf Gordon Bax 33018 MiD (1913—1999) … the CO of 
No 112 (Fighter) Squadron (S/Ldr DM Somerville 32113, later ACdr Somerville OBE) suffered burns 
to his face and hands when his Gloster Gladiator caught fire in the course of an army co-operation 
exercise near Heliopolis on the northern outskirts of Cairo. Somerville baled out and was quickly 
rescued to be admitted to 2/10 General Hospital, Helmieh, in Cairo.  
Although available records differ somewhat, it seems most likely that it was Gladiator I K8024, 
which had been taken on charge in May 1939 and was the Squadron’s first to fly. Certainly K8024 is 
of the right batch for 112 Squadron aircraft at the time and is the only Squadron Gladiator shown 
as abandoned afire in mid 1940.  
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Accounts of the date of this incident also differ, by some margin. The Squadron’s own later 
published history reports Somerville’s narrow escape as 15 March 1940 (perhaps from a 
transcription error), while the Air Britain account reports it correctly as 15 April but as 2 miles South 
of Helwan, where the Squadron was based. Joe Fraser in March of the Gladiators also gave slightly 
differing details, recalling it as an aerobatic display.  
The Squadron Operations Record Book (TNA AIR 27/872) at least makes the order of events quite 
clear: 
15 April 1940 
“Normal flying duties. Weather fine. Commanding Officer’s aircraft caught fire in the air. S/Ldr DM 
Somerville 32113 descended by parachute, was admitted to 2/10th General Hospital, Helmieh, with 
burns.” 
F/Lt Williams signed the Operations Record Book sheets for April as officer commanding. 
23 May 1940 
“... S/Ldr DM Somerville 32113 discharged from 2/10th General Hospital and granted 28 days sick 
leave.” 
Bax’s fighter experience at this point had been brief and he had never flown a single-seater 
operationally. However, he was soon extracted from 70 Squadron and given temporary command 
of the fighter squadron while Somerville recuperated. The ORB sheets for May were thus signed in 
the unmistakable hand of ARG Bax, “Squadron Leader, Commanding, 112 Squadron”. 
His presence is otherwise unremarked in the record, other than as an addressee (and that as S/Ldr 
70 Squadron!) for the 1 June Movement Order detaching ‘B’ Flight to Sinkat in The Sudan (TNA AIR 
27/876). Perhaps he picked up his copy as he met the 112 Squadron Adjutant that day! Taking up 
the 112 Squadron attachment on 1 June 1940 according to his Log Book, between 5 June and 7 
June he made two practice flights (one in Gladiator K6138 and one in Gauntlet K7861) and on 14 
June an engine test in Gladiator K7895. He was ready. Between 16 June and 20 June he took on 6 
defensive patrols in the various available Gladiators, to report “nothing seen”. 
By now Somerville was on the mend and when the Form 540 sheets for June were ready, he had 
resumed duty, signing firmly as “Squadron Leader, Commanding, 112 Squadron”. For Bax, it was 
back to the Helwan Ops Room, but not for long. 
From http://raf-112-squadron.org/marchofthegladiators.html: 
112 Squadron consisted of S/L D.M. SOMERVILLE, commanding Officer; A/F/Lts Williams, Savage 
and Strong; F/O Fraser, Adjutant & 25 other officers including 21 pilots and about 30 worn out Mk1 
Gladiators stowed away in the Aircraft carrier’s hangar. There were many rumours as to our final 
destination, Palestine, Iraq, N.W. Frontier. This hurried most secret move must mean action! 
The sea trip took 10 days and there were few incidents of note, except Sgt Langford – ‘Slug-guts’ – 
squadron disciplinarian, suggesting to Captain Benn that he might stop the ship as an airman had 
dropped part of his apparel overboard. No one heard the Captain’s reply but it must have been 
good. H.M.S. Argus tied alongside her berth in Alexandria at 1800 hrs on May 28th and the Navy on 
board had arranged to ‘show’ their Air Force passengers around Alex. The ship disgorged her 
complement like an escaping swarm of bees that had been cooped up for the last ten days. The 
fleshpots of Alexandria and ‘musch’ whisky from the cheaper cabarets were too much for 112 
Squadron, the last of whom was seen staggering up the gangplank as the first were leaving for the 
station at 06.00hrs. May 29th promised to be the second hottest day of the year, which was spent 
by the Squadron’s personnel on board a special train destined for Helwan from Alexandria. The 
only thing that was special about it was that it took 9 hours instead of the ordinary trains which 
take less than half this time. This was more than felt by most who had well celebrated the previous 
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night in Alexandria and were still traveling in full Blue uniform, not being given time enough at 
home to purchase khaki kit. 
Work was started on the Gladiators with numerous difficulties, and the first pilot was airborne less 
than a fortnight later. The squadron was taking the air within a month. Training for desert fighting 
was got underway and when war broke out with Germany Sept.3rd 1939, the squadron was ready to 
go into action, but alas!, after our hopes of leaving England’s peace for a country of action in May, 
we had left England behind in war to serve in a land of milk and honey. The commanding officer 
was snowed under with applications to go home and fight but higher authority put them all in the 
waste paper basket and promised us our time would come soon enough. 
Meanwhile, the first two Hurricanes arrived in the command for testing under desert conditions 
and F/Os C.H. FRY and R.H. CLARKE carried out these 80hr tests most successfully, throwing them 
about to the amazement of the powers that were in H.Q.M.E., none of whom had either flown or 
seen a Hurricane till then and had treated it with the greatest of respect due to a “machine of 
dangerous habits”. But alas these were not for 112 Squadron, all of whom had flown Hurricanes 
and Spitfires in squadrons at home, but for 80(F) Squadron, “C” Flight, which later became 274(F) 
squadron. 
I shall not write of what happened in the Squadron’s official history between the period of 
Germany’s and Italy’s declarations of war, for it was confined to training so that the squadron 
should be on the top line should Italy come into the war. However, with the limited flying hours 
allowed by H.Q.M.E. the squadron improved out of all recognition and one day S/L Somerville 
decided to call in his pilots and write “112” in the air over Cairo with 15 Gladiators, a long and 
heated argument arose as to what formation was most suitable for the “2”, some favoured line 
abreast in front, others “vic”. However a box with a line abreast three behind was settled on, for this 
would represent a “2” whether viewed from above or from below. The flight was a great success, 
though the photographs taken were not so. 
On another occasion, “C” Flight were carrying out night flying practice and at the end of the 
practice F/O Hugh Chapman and F/O Dick Whittington decided over the R/T to carry out a ‘beat 
up’ of the Open Air Kit Kat cabaret in Cairo 
But unfortunately for them S/L Somerville was listening in on the ground station a few miles away 
and gave them a whole mouthful, just as they were commencing their initial dive. 
Practices in low flying were considered most important in desert flying, particularly after the 
stringent regulations on unauthorized low flying at home and pilots were considered passed out 
when they could force the crew of a Felluka – a Nile sailing barge – into the river or the rider of a 
camel off his steed due to the aircraft’s frightening proximity. However, all good things have an 
end and after a Blenheim had returned with the top of a Felluka’s mast sticking through the 
mainplane, someone lost a great deal of seniority and tighter restrictions were imposed on this 
form of flying. 
However, it is of the lighter side of the Squadron’s activities that I wish to put down a few incidents 
which have stuck in my mind and I trust those concerned will forgive my weak memory for 
forgetting the many many other humorous incidents. 
Many of the pilots and M.C.O.s were keen on small game shooting and it was discovered that a few 
miles across the Nile from Helwan were situated the King of Egypt’s most favoured duck shooting 
lakes, carefully preserved from the ground and teeming with birds. When a shoot was organized in 
the squadron on the Nile, a few Gladiator test flights were carried out at about 10 feet over this 
sanctuary with a result that the birds flew across to the Nile for some peace, giving the officers 
excellent sport, plenty of shooting practice and a welcomed change in the Mess Menu. It is 
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incredible how one can fly through a swarm of duck in a Gladiator without ever hitting one with 
plane or prop.  
Then there were the training interception exercises with Blenheims from No.55 & No.113 
squadrons. The idea was to send over small formations of Blenheims to raid Helwan from the canal 
zone and Gladiators would be sent up to intercept. However, due to the very much greater speed 
of the Blenheims, they were only supposed to use half throttle. Nevertheless they invariably 
streaked away back to the canal zone whenever a Gladiator came within miles of their tail. After 
this, head on and beam attacks were practiced by sitting high up over our own drome much to the 
disfavour of the Blenheim crews. These practices were of great help, for in the first year of the 
squadron’s operations, out of 84 confirmed enemy aircraft shot down, only two were anything like 
as slow as the Gladiator, a Romeo 37 destroyed by F/O Tony Worcester and a Savoia 81 destroyed 
over Port Sudan by F/O Jack Hamlyn, D.F.C.  
One of the last flights that the squadron took part in before war was declared by Italy, was a 
demonstration Derby flight over Cairo in the name of propaganda. This was to be carried out by 
nearly all the available aircraft in Middle East. A rendezvous was decided over the barrage, whence 
all aircraft would proceed to Cairo and carry out 3 left hand circuits of the Town at 500ft, the 
slowest aircraft on the inside, the fastest on the outside. Two Blenheim Squadrons and one 
Gladiator Squadron arrived from the desert, Lysanders and Bombays from Heliopolis, Gladiators 
and Valentias from Helwan and some Hurricanes from Amiria – the pride of Middle East. The aerial 
Derby was on. Midday was chosen and the air was incredibly bumpy from up currents apart from 
slipstreams, which gave the aircraft a feeling of jumping fences. Gladiators were galloping past 
Valentias and catching up Bombays. Blenheims were dashing past hovering Lysanders and on the 
outside of the course Hurricanes were racing past everything. The Egyptian Mail wrote of the Air 
Power of Britain in the Middle East. The powers that be were ashamed at their pitiful attempt to 
bluff the educated Egyptian, and the ‘Gyppy’ in the street gave an annoyed grunt as the noise of 
engines kept him from his afternoon siesta.  
S/L Somerville did his full share of flying though he had two unfortunate accidents during this 
period September 3rd 1939 to June 10th 1940. The first wartime convoy from England that passed 
through Port Said on its way to India included R.M.S. The ‘Drunken’ Duchess of Bedford, carrying 
Indian Army officers and N.C.O.s recalled from home leave. Amongst these was Captain Bill 
Somerville410 of the Gurkas, the C.O.’s brother, who telephoned Slim to fly to Port Said for a family 
reunion. The C.O. and Adjutant took off at once in a Hart, but arrived to find the aerodrome 
marked on the map Port Fouad had been turned into a Canal Company Golf Course calling for a 
zig-zag landing down the beach into the sea. After a short family reunion, a take-off run was 
prepared and just as the aircraft was about to leave the ground, the wheels sunk into some soft 

                                                 
410 W (Bill) Somerville: Lieutenant-Colonel W (Bill) Somerville, born 4/8/1909, Lupton House 1924-1927; 
Army Class, Head of House, School Prefect, 1st XV and First XI; RMC Sandhurst; in 1929 serving with 1st 
Royal Fusiliers A distinguished regular soldier, he was commissioned into the 3rd Gurkhas in 1930. 
Because of his experience of mountain warfare on NW Frontier, Somerville was specially selected for the 
Norway Expedition in 1940 where he won the MC. Later, as a Brigade Major in 17th Indian Division in the 
early battles of the Burma campaign, he was cut off on the wrong side of the Sittang Bridge when it was 
blown prematurely. He swam the 500 yard wide Sittang under fire. He was paid the very unusual 
compliment, as a relatively junior officer, of being mentioned in the dispatch of the GOC 17th Indian 
Division. He went on to command the 2nd/3rd Gurkhas in Italy, winning a DSO at Monte Castello in 
August 1944 when his men counter-attacked a strong German incursion, using their kukris in hand-to-
hand battle. The GOC 10th Indian Division wrote to Bill Somerville, It was a very tough proposition and 
you handled your Battalion magnificently. 
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sand, the tail came up, throwing the Adjutant, F/O Joe Fraser, out of the gunners cockpit, where 
there were no straps, into the soft sand and then over onto its back, leaving the most indignant 
C.O. hanging upside down on his straps, his head just clear of the soft sand in a most embarrassing 
position. A few stitches were put in the adjutant’s knee and both returned to Helwan by car the 
following day.  
Some months before Italy declared war, S/L ‘Slim’ Somerville was up in his Gladiator carrying out 
an aerobatic display, when suddenly in the middle of a slow roll, dead over the aerodrome, a spurt 
of flame and smoke burst from the cockpit. The roll was completed and the C.O. took to his 
parachute, making a successful landing a few miles from the aerodrome but unfortunately his face 
and hands were badly burnt before he could get out of his aircraft. However, the ambulance and 
‘pick-up’ were racing across what appeared to be a mile of flat sand waste to where the C.O. was 
about to land. The Ford ‘pick-up’ had outstripped the slower ambulance, when they shot straight 
into a wadi with a sheer bank of sand 15 feet below, but apart from scratches and bruises and a 
dent in the roof and bonnet of the car, no damage was done and the car was pushed onto its 
wheels, started up and even so arrived first on the scene to help the C.O.  
There were always humorous incidents taking place in the Squadron, particularly before war was 
declared and so I give some of them which stick in my mind.  
There was the occasion when a few officers were spending a weekend in Port Said, and as usual 
there were some large passenger liners in on Sunday and a very cheery ship’s party on in the 
evening at the Eastern Exchange Cabaret. We had wined and danced extensively and were not 
conversant with Egypt’s customs yet, when followed by a quickstep came an even faster tune which 
F/O Jack Hayward insisted on doing some fine ‘trucking’ with his partner, which the rest of the floor 
came to attention for the Egyptian National Anthem.  
Another evening, a donkey and cart was discovered outside Cairo’s famous Kit Kat Cabaret and as 
P/O Evans, a well known jockey was with us, it was decided to relieve this moke of his heavy 
cartload, which produced energetic gesticulations from the owner of donkey and cart and put P/O 
Evans in the seat. They were then driven across the open-air cabaret with medium resistance from 
the establishment’s staff and up the staircase, where increasing resistance was overcome, and into 
the enclosed winter cabaret, where various scenes of horror and delight took place, until the 
donkey artiste was returned to its rightful owner outside the cabaret. 
Another evening in the autumn of 1939 found the Squadron having their last real Guest Night in 
Helwan’s Mess with Air Commodore Collishaw411 as their guest of honour. Many are the tales of 
‘Collie’s’ hard head for drinking but it was now for the squadron to see for themselves. ‘Collie’ 
arrived about 7pm amongst other guests and had a few before dinner, which consisted of wines, 
sherry, port, all of which followed each other down Collie’s throat and then whisky followed whisky 
while Collie never stopped telling stories – “you see Laddie” – and emptying his whiskys – “thank 
‘ee, Laddie, that will be enough soda” – until by midnight all had abandoned the pace and gone to 
bed except S/L Somerville, P.M.C. and F/O Fraser, Mess Secretary, who took it in turns to go to 
sleep and nod to Collie’s stories and keep his glass full. Suddenly Collie jumped up at about 4am 
and said “Well Laddie, I can’t stay any longer, ye see, I have to be in the office at 06.30 
tomorrow”…and my God, he was every morning.  
Another evening F/O ‘Scotty’ Scott and F/O ‘Buckshot’ Barnes started celebrating in the mess until 
the ‘spirits’ loosened their repressed feelings. Scotty decided to throw all the old gramaphone 
records up into the ceiling fan which proved to be expensive, as well as causing him to get posted, 
as some of the C.O.s favorite Harry Lauder records were broken as well. Then F/O Barnes got out 
                                                 

411 Signed this book on 6 December 1942 
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his shot gun and started stalking the Orderly Officer, P/O Evans, his favourite target, with the result 
that F/O Barnes was posted to a ground job in the desert and nicknamed ‘Buckshot’. 
Another time P/O ‘Pete’ Wickham thought he recognized the bending backside of a brother officer 
of similar rank and with tremendous ‘joie de vivre’ gave this posture a terrific kick in the pants, 
which nearly pushed the recipient over the sofa, but on gaining his balance and turning round, 
Pete found it was S/L ‘Slim’ Somerville. He was more than surprised when Slim told him to bend 
over the same sofa for a return kick, which took him over the sofa! 
An ‘oxometer’ is a very delicate service instrument for measuring ‘bullshit’ but P/O Evans did not 
know about this and he was far to proud to ask anyone what it was. His Flight Commander told 
him to go and get one from so and so. Each person told him he had just sent it to so and so and 
on Evans went until he had been to most of the sections on the station. Finally F/Lt ‘Stinker’ Strong 
told him that there was one at Masara Camp a few miles away, but as P/O Evans’ car was 
unserviceable, he took F/Lt Strong’s car and crashed it on the way. The Biter was certainly Bit. 
F/Lt ‘Stinker’ Strong arrived one morning in an exceptionally bad temper, so one of his pilots F/O 
‘Harry’ Kirk went out to another phone and rang up 
F/Lt Strong. He said he wanted to test the telephone and wished him to repeat after him… 
And so on could one with a better memory than mine, tell the tales of 112 Squadron during this 
period of training and abandon, for everyone realized that our time was not far off when instead of 
comfortable quarters, good food and peaceful flying, we would be fighting for our country and our 
own lives, in tents, ration food and combats. They were good days but everyone had waited for the 
day of action and it was almost with a cheer that the news of Italy’s declaration of war was greeted 
by 112(F) Squadron at Helwan, Egypt on June 10th, 1940 

 
S/Ldr Somerville, C/O 112 Squadron at Helwan, Cairo, 1939 
His promotion from Wing Commander to Group Captain was announced in Flight, 14 July 1949. 
The LG, 1 July 1949 stated that this promorion was effective from 1 July 1949. 
From http://www.trumanlibrary.org/photographs/displayimage.php?pointer=13212: 

 
Sir Alexander Cadogan, Captain Somerville, and Ernest Bevin after arrival at Gatow, 28 July 1945. 
Accession number: 63-1456-68 

http://www.trumanlibrary.org/photographs/displayimage.php?pointer=13212
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From http://www.trumanlibrary.org/photographs/displayimage.php?pointer=13203: 

 
Prime Minister Attlee and Captain Somerville at Gatow Airport, 28 July 1945. Accession number: 63-
1456-67 
2190. Sir Geoffrey Stanley de FREITAS, KCMG (7 April 1913 – 10 August 1982). Signed 8 
June 1949. Air Ministry, Whitehall. 

154 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geoffrey_de_Freitas: 
Geoffrey de Freitas was the son of Sir Anthony and Lady (Edith) de Freitas. Sir Anthony was Chief 
Justice of St. Vincent in Geoffrey's youth, and later of British Guiana, having held a variety of legal 
and administrative posts in the British West Indies. 
After boarding school at Haileybury in England, de Freitas went to his father's old college: Clare 
College, Cambridge, where he was a successful student and athlete, and was president of the 
Cambridge Union for a term. 
Two years at Yale followed, with a Mellon Fellowship in international law, and in 1936 on the 
voyage home he met his future wife, Helen Graham Bell, a Bryn Mawr graduate and daughter of 
Laird Bell, a prominent Chicago lawyer and Democrat. 
In 1938, they married, and lived in London where de Freitas was pursuing a career as a barrister, 
gaining political experience as a Labour councillor in Shoreditch, and co-leading a boys' club in 
Hoxton. During the war he became a Squadron Leader, but returned to politics in 1945, the family 
living at Loughton and then Cambridge. 
He beat the sitting Conservative MP for Nottingham Central in the 1945 election, and was 
appointed Parliamentary Private Secretary to Clement Attlee. As Under-Secretary for Air he went to 
the United Nations Assembly at Lake Success in 1947. Some years later he would co-author a 
booklet on the subject of an Atlantic Assembly, and he had a long-standing connection with the 
North Atlantic Assembly. 
In the 1950 general election, de Freitas became Member of Parliament for Lincoln. He was 
appointed Under-Secretary of State for the Home Department and held a succession of front 
bench posts throughout the decade. For a while Betty Boothroyd was assistant to de Freitas and 
she remained a friend of the family. Geoffrey and Helen now had three sons and a daughter. 

http://www.trumanlibrary.org/photographs/displayimage.php?pointer=13203
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geoffrey_de_Freitas
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In 1961, de Freitas was nominated to be British High Commissioner to Ghana, and was knighted in 
October of that year. He resigned his seat in the Commons on 20 December 1961, taking the 
sinecure of Steward and bailif of the Manor of Northstead. He was the first Labour appointment to 
an important role in one of the newly independent former British colonies. In 1957, he had chaired 
a Hansard Society conference on parliamentary government in West Africa. After Accra, he was 
briefly in Nairobi, as British representative supporting an attempt to build a Federation of East 
Africa which would include Uganda, Tanganyika and Kenya. 
In 1964, he was invited to stand for election to represent Kettering, then a safe Labour seat, and 
returned to England. There was no front bench role for him with Harold Wilson as party leader, but 
de Freitas led the Labour delegation to the Council of Europe in 1965 and was President of the 
Council from 1966–1969. 
In 1971, his reluctance to be nominated for election as Speaker of the House of Commons led to a 
reappraisal of the system. From 1975–1979 Sir Geoffrey was a delegate to the European Parliament. 
He retired from politics in 1979 and died three years later, in Cambridge, aged 69. 
The autobiography he was writing with his wife, The slighter side of a long public life, was 
published in 1985. 
His wife’s obituary was published in The Independent, Thursday 17 December 1998: 
Helen de Freitas was both a leading member of the American community in London and an 
outstanding ambassadress for Great Britain in Accra, Nairobi and Strasbourg when her late 
husband, Sir Geoffrey, a former Labour cabinet minister, served as High Commissioner to two 
newly granted independent Commonwealth countries, and as President of the Council of Europe. 
She was the eldest of the four daughters of Laird Bell, a distinguished American attorney who was 
Chairman of the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations. As president of the Alumni Association of 
Harvard University in June 1947 Laird Bell took the chair for Secretary of State George Marshall 
when he launched the European Recovery Plan that bears his name. In 1956 he presided over Adlai 
Stevenson's campaign for the Democratic presidential nomination. 
Helen Bell grew up in Winnetka, Illinois. In 1936 she graduated from Bryn Mawr, the non-sectarian 
women's college founded by Quakers in Pennsylvania. She then sailed in the SS Berengaria on her 
way to the Soviet Union to study the Moscow theatre for children. She had herself produced 
children's plays at the Chicago World's Fair. A friend on the New York quayside managed by 
gesture to introduce her to Geoffrey de Freitas, another friend, and a fellow passenger. He was 
returning to Britain to be called to the Bar after a two-year fellowship at Yale. 
Previously Geoffrey de Freitas had been at Cambridge, where he won many of the glittering prizes. 
As a freshman he gained a full Blue for high jumping. He was President of the Union, and a leading 
member of the Hawks Club. His chance encounter with Helen Bell aboard the Berengaria was a 
most happy one. They were married two years later. 
They were a handsome couple: he very tall and athletic; she, also tall, a slim brunette, with sparkling 
brown eyes and a winning smile. Their flat in Great Ormond Street soon became a hospitable 
meeting place for Geoffrey's Cambridge friends and for fellow barristers. One or two evenings a 
week Geoffrey attended meetings of the Shoreditch Borough Council. He had been elected as a 
Labour member soon after his return to London. Helen found this a useful preparation for the 
semi-widowhood of being a parliamentary wife. 
During the Second World War Squadron Leader de Freitas served in the RAF Equipment Branch. In 
the summer of 1940 Helen, who was pregnant, returned to America, deeming it wiser, as she said, 
"to leave the defence of Britain in more active hands". Her daughter was born during the Battle of 
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Britain. The following year she returned to England and worked in the Knaresborough General 
Hospital. 
In the 1945 general election de Freitas stood against the sitting Conservative member for 
Nottingham Central, Sir Frederick Sykes. During the three-week hiatus between polling day and the 
declaration of the result Sykes was confident that he had held his seat. His Labour opponent, he 
declared, had a foreign-sounding name, but seemed educated. However he was not a proper 
patriot. He had married a foreign wife. 
Sykes's electoral forecast proved wrong, and he was not to know that the foreign wife's father, 
Laird Bell, would shortly be appointed an honorary KBE, like Douglas Fairbanks Jnr, for his 
outstanding work on behalf of British War Relief. 
Clement Attlee, the new Prime Minister, appointed de Freitas, a fellow Haileyburian, to be his 
Parliamentary Private Secretary, and the two families became close friends. The Prime Minister 
became the godfather of Helen's eldest son, who had been born during the three-week electoral 
hiatus. The christening was celebrated at 10 Downing Street. 
For the next six years Helen de Freitas was largely occupied in bringing up her daughter and three 
sons while her husband steadily climbed the political ladder. Attlee appointed him Under-Secretary 
for Air, and sent him as a delegate to the United Nations Assembly at Lake Success. After Labour 
won the 1950 general election the Prime Minister offered de Freitas the choice between Minister of 
State at the Foreign Office or Under-Secretary at the Home Office. Bevin was keen to have him at 
the FO. Attlee advised him to choose the Home Office so that he could see more of the children. 
"They are only young once," the Prime Minister said. "Remember that." 
De Freitas held a number of frontbench posts in the Attlee government and Helen became a close 
friend of her husband's secretary in the House of Commons, Betty Boothroyd, at that time a would-
be parliamentarian. Much later a private pressure group met regularly in Helen's London flat to 
campaign for Betty Boothroyd's election as the first woman Speaker. 
When Harold Macmillan was Prime Minister many former British Colonies were granted self- 
government. In 1961 Geoffrey de Freitas was offered the post of High Commissioner of Ghana, 
formerly the Gold Coast, the first black African country to achieve independence. Four Conservative 
ex-cabinet ministers had been appointed High Commissioners to ex-colonies liberated under the 
Wind of Change, but de Freitas was the first to be chosen from the Labour Party. 
He welcomed the challenge of having to deal with Kwame Nkrumah, who had been imprisoned by 
the British and was making somewhat alarming anti-British noises, but he did not want to 
jeopardise his future with the Labour Party by accepting preferment from the Conservatives. He 
sought advice from Hugh Gaitskell, the new leader of the Labour Party, who declared it was the 
most sensible proposal that Macmillan had so far made, and assured de Freitas that it would never 
be held against him. 
Sir Geoffrey - he had been awarded the customary High Commissioner's knighthood - and Lady de 
Freitas were a great success in Accra, both with the Ghanaians and with the expatriate British 
community, and after two years de Freitas was asked to move to Nairobi to become the first British 
Diplomatic Representative to the new Federation of East Africa: Uganda, Tanganyika and Kenya. 
The proposed East African Federation failed to materialise, but Kenya was granted independence 
under Jomo Kenyatta. The de Freit-ases were the first diplomatic representatives accredited to the 
new Prime Minister. They spent two months in England being reoriented, and Helen took lessons in 
Swahili. She had already learnt some Twi, the Ashanti language in Ghana. Their immediate task in 
Nairobi was to shift the British role - and Kenya's perception of the British role - from that of 
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colonial governing power to that of a diplomatic mission. Helen's tact and easy approachability 
were of great advantage here. 
In 1964, Sir Geoffrey received a surprise message from the Labour Party in Kettering. Their Member 
of Parliament, Dick Mitchison, was going to the Lords and they were without a candidate at the 
forthcoming general election. 
Would he allow his name to go forward for this safe Labour seat? He relinquished his 
Commonwealth Relations post and was duly selected from a field of 73, and returned to the House 
of Commons. But Gaitskell, who had warmly endorsed his leaving the House to go to Ghana, had 
died the previous year and Harold Wilson, the new Labour leader and now Prime Minister, had no 
inclination to honour his predecessor's commitment to the former cabinet member. 
De Freitas was given no post on the front bench, though he was asked to lead the Labour Party 
delegation to the assembly of the Council of Europe in 1965 and the following year was elected its 
President. Helen's fluency in French was greatly appreciated at Strasbourg. 
After de Freitas had retired from Parliament, in 1979, he and his wife had more time for travelling, 
particularly to the United States where two of their children had settled. Helen had always kept her 
American nationality. As Trustee of Bryn Mawr College she made many visits there, and supported 
its work with generous donations. She was also an energetic patron of International Social Service, 
the organisation which was founded to handle the problems of migrants and refugees, which raises 
money with support from the diplomatic community at its famous Spring Fair, held annually at 
Kensington Town Hall. She generously used both her time and the fortune she had inherited to 
support causes on both sides of the Atlantic. 
Helen Graham Bell, public servant: born Chicago, Illinois 16 August 1910; married 1938 Geoffrey de 
Freitas (KCMG 1961, died 1982; three sons, one daughter); died London 14 December 1998. 
2191. The Reverend Leslie WRIGHT CBE. Signed 8 June 1949. Chaplains Branch, Air 
Ministry. 

154 
His permanent commission was announced in the LG, 9 June 1939. 
From Flight, 2 June 1949: 

 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leslie_Wright_(priest): 
The Venerable Leslie Wright CBE was an eminent Anglican priest in the second half of the 20th 
century. 
He was born on 18 November 18991 and educated at St. Bees School and the Royal Military 
Academy, Woolwich. He was Commissioned into the Royal Artillery in 1919 and retired in 1926. He 
was Travelling Secretary for the Officers’ Christian Union from 1928 to 1935 when he was ordained 
a priest in the Church of England.2 After a curacy at St Andrews, Nottingham3 he became a RAF 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leslie_Wright_(priest)
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Chaplain, rising through the service to become an Honorary Chaplain to the King and eventually its 
Archdeacon (Chaplain-in-Chief). He was Vicar of Wimbledon from 1953 to 1961 and of Kingston 
Vale until his retirement in 1968. 
He died on 28 April 1972. 
2192. The Reverend Canon Gordon HYSLOP CBE MA (38083). Signed 8 June 1949. HQ ? 
Command. 

154 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. According to Dvid B Brown’s The History of Air Pilots 
and Air Navigators 1929 – 1964, London, 1967, “In 1953, The Reverend Gordon Hyslop, Assistant 
Chaplain-in-Chief to the Royal Air Force, accepted an invitation to become Assistant Chaplain to 
the Guild.” 
From http://website.lineone.net/~peterbidmead/index.htm: 
The Methodist Church in Malta 
1969 – 1973 Gordon Hyslop CBE, O.St.J., M.A., Chancellor 
During the years 1964 to 1969 the Navy had provided the Chaplains for St. Paul’s so their salaries 
were paid by the Admiralty. However, with the rundown of the services this arrangement came to 
an end in 1969 and a civilian Chancellor was once again needed. The Reverend Gordon Hyslop 
took up his duties after Easter 1969. 
The last memorial to be placed at St. Paul’s relating to WWII was to the submariners of the Royal 
Navy. On Sunday 17th November 1974, Vice Admiral Sir Arthur Hezlet unveiled a plaque fixed to 
the base of the tower overlooking Marsamxett Harbour which was home to the 10th Submarine 
Flotilla for three years during the war. Their Headquarters were in the Lazaretto Buildings on 
Manoel Island. The following year Chancellor Hyslop resigned, and the Reverend Howard Cole 
arrived and took over on 28th December 1973. The Malta Government declared in 1974 that it 
would become a Republic from 13th December 1974, but would remain a member of the 
Commonwealth. 
From Kyle Summers and Bernard Crespi’s Human Social Evolution: The Foundational Works of 
Richard D. Alexander, OUP USA (15 Aug 2013), pp 411-2: 

http://website.lineone.net/%7Epeterbidmead/index.htm
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2193. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Gerard Frazer MCMAHON DFM (52073). 
Signed 13 June 1949. Office of the Provost Marshal, Edinburgh. 

154 
From http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/1341146/Wing-Commander-Gerry-
McMahon.html: 
The Telegraph, 21 September 2001 
WING COMMANDER GERRY McMAHON, who has died aged 81, was serving as a flying officer 
rear-gunner when his four-engine Short Stirling bomber was shot down inland from the Normandy 
beaches on D-Day; after being taken prisoner McMahon reversed the situation, capturing 62 
German soldiers and marching them to the Allied lines. 
On the night of June 5 1944, McMahon's Canadian skipper, Flt Lt Gordon Thring, was briefed to 
drop paratroopers near a canal crossing, later famous as Pegasus bridge. He was then to return to 
RAF Fairford, take a troop-carrying glider in tow and release it in the invasion zone. 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/1341146/Wing-Commander-Gerry-McMahon.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/1341146/Wing-Commander-Gerry-McMahon.html
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Encountering heavy fire after dropping the glider, the Stirling was hit; the plane started to fall 
upside down, and McMahon's ammunition fell out of the magazines, hitting him in the face. At the 
last moment Thring managed to right the bomber and make a belly-landing in a ploughed field. 
McMahon and his five fellow crew members escaped moments before the Stirling burst into 
flames. 
As German troops appeared on the scene, the RAF crew concealed themselves in a wheat field. At 
nightfall they began to make their way to the Normandy coast but, after hailing two passing 
German soldiers they mistook for Americans, they were taken prisoner and held in a chateau barn. 
The chateau was repeatedly attacked by rocket-firing Hawker Typhoons and reduced to rubble. The 
Germans retreated to slit trenches where McMahon, still carrying his revolver which had not been 
discovered, soon joined them. 
Believing they were surrounded, the Germans began to waver: "In the afternoon," McMahon 
recalled, "a German captain sent for me, offered me champagne, and said 'I wish to surrender with 
my 40 men'." The captain had mistaken McMahon for the senior officer because he was the only 
aircrew member wearing a ribbon, a DFM he had been awarded previously when he was a 
sergeant. 
Exploiting the situation, McMahon and his fellow crew members said they would accept the 
German troops' surrender only if they marched up formally to the Allied lines and gave themselves 
up. Four days after his own capture, McMahon marched his prisoners - their numbers had 
increased to 62 towards the landing areas - and handed them over to the Canadian Army. 
When McMahon returned to Britain he encountered his parents on their way to attend his own 
requiem mass - they had been informed by his squadron commander that he had been killed in 
action. 
Gerrard Frazer McMahon was born on September 2 1920 at Darlington, Co Durham, and educated 
at St Cuthbert's Grammar School, Newcastle. He worked locally as a warehouseman until 1938 
when he enlisted as an armourer. Following a spell at RAF maintenance units, McMahon was 
accepted for aircrew training and in October 1941 joined No 97 Squadron, flying a twin-engined 
Avro Manchester bomber. 
In December he was raiding the French Atlantic port of Brest when his Manchester was attacked by 
four Me 109s and the port engine was shot up. Subsequently, as the pilot of a four-engined Avro 
Lancaster, he took part in Bomber Harris's raids on Cologne, Essen and Bremen. In July 1942, 
McMahon shot out seven searchlight positions during a daylight raid on Danzig and was awarded 
the DFM. 
Shortly afterwards his badly damaged Lancaster crash-landed on its return to North Luffenham 
from Genoa. On the runway, the fuselage broke apart and McMahon, as tail-gunner, was marooned 
at the back end. 
McMahon was commissioned as a pilot officer in April 1943 and, following a brief spell with No 
513, a Stirling squadron, he was posted in November 1943 to No 620 Squadron. It was while he 
was with them that his Normandy adventure took place. Later he flew a Stirling in both Arnhem 
paratroop and glider attacks. During each operation he crashed but managed to walk to safety. 
In 1945 he received a permanent commission and spent much of the remainder of his service in 
senior posts in the Provost (police matters) branch. He was stationed in Palestine before Israel's 
independence in 1948 and saw service in Aden and Singapore during the Indonesian confrontation 
of the 1960s. 
As commander of Provost and Security Services, Central Region, at Spitalgate, Lancashire, 
McMahon led the investigation into the activities of Douglas Britten, an RAF chief technician who 
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was subsequently convicted and sentenced to 21 years in prison for spying on behalf of the Soviet 
Union. 
McMahon discovered that Britten had used a James Bond-style cigarette case which, when rolled 
over documents, produced a perfect image, even in darkness. 
McMahon retired early at his own request in 1968. As a civilian he employed his skills in the 
security field as security and safety chief for Rank Xerox at Welwyn Garden City, being awarded a 
diploma in safety management. He later worked for Hawker Siddeley at Hatfield, Hertfordshire, and 
for British Aerospace at Stevenage. 
Afterwards he spent nine years as European security manager with CBS Records (Sony Music). He 
used his teenage children's knowledge of pop music to spot forgeries of popular titles in record 
stores. He also organised security for visiting recording artists. 
On one occasion he threw the Sex Pistols out of the CBS building for being too rowdy; on another 
he led the singer Sade into his office to take dictation, believing she was his new secretary. 
After McMahon finally retired in 1985, he formed a drum majorette troupe at Hitchin, 
Hertfordshire, and presented baton-twirling exhibitions at fetes and entertainments for the elderly. 
McMahon married, in 1950, Josephine Newbury; they had three sons and a daughter. 
2194. Flight Lieutenant W ? ALLAN. Signed 16 June 1949. [Address]. 

154 
No trace found. 
2195. James H MACDONALD. Signed 19 June 1949. [Address], USA. 

154 
No trace found. 
2196. Major William David Fleming BLACK (207026). Signed 19 June 1949. Elie, Fife. 

154 
He also signed this book on 23 May 1949. 
2197. Captain [later Major] Roy Douglas HOWSE (380180). Signed 20 June 1949. Staff 
College, Blenheim Barracks, Aldershot. 

155 
His retirement was announced in the LG, 1 October 1963. From The Army List for January 1954: 
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2198. Major Alexander William LESLIE MC (104001). Signed 20 June 1949. The Staff 
College, Camberley. 

155 
His Military Cross was announced in the LG, 19 April 1945: 

 
No further information found. 
2199. Captain [later Lieutenant-Colonel] Gordon Maitland DINWIDDIE TD412 (90195). 
Signed 20 June 1949. The Staff College, Camberley. 

155 
According to http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/a2a/records.aspx?cat=892-kosb&cid=3-3-3#3-3-
3, Major G.M. Dinwiddie T.D. was C.O. of 1st Battalion, King's Own Scottish Borderers. 
From http://www.unithistories.com/officers/1airbdiv_officersd.htm: 

 
Born 14 October 1916 in Edinburgh, Midlothian, Scotland – 1998. Son of Lauderdale Maitland 
Dinwiddie and Nora Helena Sigismonde Bobillier. Married (1951, Wandsworth, Surrey) Molly 
Bradley; two sons. 

24.05.1939   commissioned, The King's Own Scottish 
Borderers - Territorial Army 

24.08.1939   mobilized to 24.10.1946 

(09.1944)   Officer Commanding, C Company, 7th 
Battalion The King's Own Scottish Borderers 
(Arnhem wounded, POW) 

25.10.1946   permanent commission 

10.01.1950 - 17.06.1951 General Staff Officer 2nd grade (GSO2) (Inf.), 
HQ British Army of the Rhine 

                                                 
412 The Territorial Decoration (TD) was a medal of the United Kingdom awarded for long service in the 
Territorial Force and its successor, the Territorial Army. 

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/a2a/records.aspx?cat=892-kosb&cid=3-3-3%233-3-3
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/a2a/records.aspx?cat=892-kosb&cid=3-3-3%233-3-3
http://www.unithistories.com/officers/1airbdiv_officersd.htm
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18.06.1951 - 04.11.1951 General Staff Officer 2nd grade (GSO2) (Ops.), 
HQ 1 Corps 

05.11.1951 - 08.02.1952 General Staff Officer 2nd grade (GSO2) (L) 

17.12.1954 - 01.02.1958 General Staff Officer 1st grade (GSO1), HQ 
Northern Army Group 

06.02.1959 - 26.11.1961 specially employed, Malaya Military Forces 

06.12.1961 - 25.03.1964 General Staff Officer 1st grade (GSO1) (L), ... 
Division/District 

06.04.1964 - 20.01.1965 General Staff Officer 1st grade (GSO1), 
Ministry of Defence 

10.10.1966 - (02.1967) Assistant Adjutant & Quartermaster General 
(AA&QMG), RMAS Royal Mil. Academy 
Sandhurst? 

His TD was awarded on 21 April 1950. 
2200. Captain [later Brigadier] Francis Henderson COUTTS CBE DL (193742). Signed 18 
June 1949. The Staff College, Camberley. 

155 
His obituary was published in The Telegraph of 10 November 2008 
(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/3418546/Brigadier-Frank-Coutts.html): 
Brigadier Frank Coutts. King's Own Scottish Borderer who saw fierce fighting on the Maas, in 
Malaya and Indonesia. 

 
Frank Coutts (second left, with stick) with comrades in 1945 
Brigadier Frank Coutts, who has died aged 90, had a notable career as a policeman, soldier, rugby 
international and author. 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/3418546/Brigadier-Frank-Coutts.html
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Francis Henderson Coutts, one of six children of a minister of the Church of Scotland, was born at 
St Luke's Manse, Milngavie, Glasgow, on July 8 1918 and educated at Glasgow Academy, where he 
played rugby for an undefeated 1st XV from 1934 to 1936. 
He joined the Metropolitan Police and was based at Gerald Road, near Victoria Station. In his 
memoirs he recalled pounding the beat, saluting members of the Cabinet in Belgravia, and the 
moment when a woman in a top-floor flat emptied the contents of a chamber pot over the head of 
Sir Oswald Moseley. 
Coutts enjoyed playing rugby for the force, but his ambition to make a career with it was frustrated 
by the closure of the Police College at Hendon, and he joined the Army. He was at first turned 
down by the King's Own Scottish Borderers (KOSB), who did not have enough rifles to take on 
more recruits, and he enlisted with The London Scottish at Rugeley, Staffordshire. 
He was posted to the Tank Hunting Platoon, which was equipped with bicycles. When they moved 
to Brighton, he was billeted at the girls' public school Roedean, where a notice in his bedroom 
invited the occupant to "ring if you require a mistress". Encouraged, he pressed the bell; but sadly, 
as he wrote later, there was no response. 
Coutts was commissioned into the KOSB and posted to the 4th (Border) Battalion at Berwick-upon-
Tweed. One of his tasks – which he found disagreeable – was censoring the soldiers' mail. It was a 
point of honour among brother officers that the contents were never discussed, but there was one 
letter that, after the passage of many years, he considered could be given wider circulation. Headed 
"KOSB, Somewhere in Scotland", it ran: "Dear Mother, it's a bugger. I was pissed again last night. 
Please send £5 and the Christian Herald. Your loving son, Jock." 
The CO was a rather eccentric character. Upon being informed that the window in the mess was 
fixed shut, he announced that he would "unfix" it and, picking up his stick, proceeded to knock out 
all the panes. On another occasion, at breakfast in the battalion's dining hall, after many of the men 
had complained about the fatty bacon, the CO climbed on to a table, knelt down, called for silence 
and in a loud voice delivered a prayer: "O Lord, send us a lean pig." 
In October 1944, 4 KOSB embarked for Ostend and took part in the assault and capture of the port 
of Flushing in the Scheldt estuary. Coutts was involved in fierce fighting on the river Maas and in 
the battle for the Rhineland before finishing the war at Letzlingen, near the Elbe. 
After being granted a regular commission in 1946, Coutts played rugby, as a lock forward, for 
BAOR and subsequently for Scotland. In two notable victories, the Scots defeated Wales 13-11, and 
then England 27-0 at Murrayfield. The following year he played at Twickenham when the Scots lost 
5-24. Between 1946 and 1948 he was selected eight times for the Barbarians. 
Coutts went to Staff College, Camberley, in 1949 and then served on training assignments at 
Edinburgh Castle, Berwick-upon-Tweed and Dumfries. From 1956 to 1959 he was a company 
commander with 1 KOSB in Malaya during the Emergency and then in Berlin. He was GSO 1, based 
in Singapore, from 1962 to 1964 during the "Confrontation" with Indonesia. 
He was promoted to brigadier on his appointment as Commander 155 (Lowland) Infantry Brigade 
(TA) in 1955. His last appointments were Chief of Staff, Scottish Command, followed by Divisional 
Brigadier The Scottish Division and then Commander Highland Area. He retired from the Army in 
1973. 
He returned to Edinburgh as general secretary of the Earl Haig Fund and the Royal British Legion 
Scotland. A tireless campaigner against the merging or disbandment of the Scottish regiments, he 
was also an enthusiastic fund-raiser for numerous charitable institutions. Coutts was honorary 
colonel of the KOSB from 1970 to 1980. Appointed MBE in 1951, he was subsequently advanced to 
OBE and CBE. 
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In 1984 he was appointed Deputy Lieutenant of the City of Edinburgh. In the 1977 to 1978 season 
he was president of the Scottish Rugby Union. 
He published, in 1991, One Blue Bonnet, an account of his military adventures, and, in 2006, a 
collection of reminiscences called The Golden Thread. 
Frank Coutts died on October 20. He married, in 1948, Morag Fullerton. She predeceased him, and 
he is survived by their two daughters. 
His obituary was also published in The Scotsman of 28 October 2008: 
Appreciation - Frank Coutts 
FIFTY-TWO years ago D Company of the 1st Battalion, The King's Own Scottish Borderers were on 
operations in Malaya, based in a tented camp on a rubber estate near Paloh. This was the most 
remote of the battalion company bases. 
Most of the company were national servicemen and we were awaiting our new company 
commander – Frank Coutts (Obituary, 24 October). No-one knew anything about him except that 
he was a Scottish rugby internationalist and had captained the army rugby team. 
This information engendered considerable consternation. Some were apprehensive that he would 
start chasing us round the jungle at high speed and others that he might introduce compulsory 
morning PT. To make matters worse, rumour spread that he had been (or perhaps still was) a 
policeman. 
But we need not have worried; Frank turned out to be a delightful, inspiring and charismatic 
commander – qualities he displayed in abundance throughout his life. Few company commanders 
were accorded the degree of affection he was shown. To his great delight, several of his D 
Company officers from all those years ago came to celebrate his 90th birthday with him in July. 
Born on 8 July, 1918, a son of the manse, he was schooled at Glasgow Academy, where he was 
introduced to rugby. He also had his first taste of the army in the school cadet corps, where he 
learned to play the pipes – which he kept up throughout his life. 
After an enjoyable year of adventure in Canada, it was home to join the Metropolitan Police. 
Although he enjoyed playing rugby for the Met, once war was declared, Frank was desperate to 
join the army. He managed to get away after a struggle with the police authorities and joined the 
London Scottish, which was acting as an anti-invasion unit in the south of England. On one 
occasion the battalion was billeted in a girl's school – Frank maintained it was Roedean – where a 
notice next to a bell above each bed read: "Ring if you require a mistress in the night." Sadly, the 
Jocks' ringing brought no response. 
He was selected for officer training and was commissioned in the King's Own Scottish Borderers in 
June 1941. After a spell at the KOSB depot, Frank joined the 4th (Border) Battalion and training for 
war started in earnest. This association with the regiment was to dominate the rest of his life. 
Postings followed to Denmark and Germany – all interspersed with a great deal of rugby and the 
award of army caps. He had two games representing Scotland in the Victory Internationals and 
then the first of his three "full" caps, against Wales. 
His posting as an army instructor at the Royal Naval College, Greenwich, was to prove a defining 
moment – he met his future wife, Morag, there. Mutual friends had told them both – separately – 
that the other was "lonely in London". They met in Piccadilly Circus by Eros, whose aim must have 
been good that night. They discovered they had been born four days apart and lived within four 
blocks of each other, but had taken 29 years to meet. 
Staff College Camberley followed, giving more time for rugby with London Scottish and the County 
of Kent – he captained both teams and played eight times for the Barbarians. 
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Next came a spell in Scotland. 
Then it was Malaya, and D Company, where he arrived on Hogmanay 1956. Operations in Malaya 
were physically demanding, with long periods in the jungle on patrol or in silent ambush positions. 
But it gave everyone a wonderful experience of teamwork and created lifelong bonds of 
comradeship. 
After Malaya, the Coutts family went to Berlin with its occupying forces from Britain, the US, France 
and the Soviet Union. It was an exciting place with a mix of intrigue and showing the flag, with the 
remains of war still very much in evidence. Frank found it fascinating to be providing guards at 
Spandau Prison for Hess, Speer and von Schirach. 
The Ministry of Defence's decision to select Frank to command the Infantry Junior Leaders Battalion 
was inspired. He became headmaster-cum-commanding officer for some 2,000 young men who 
trained under him to become the backbone of the army. 
On then to a staff job in Singapore, which unexpectedly became a hotspot due to Indonesian 
confrontation, giving Frank plenty to do. 
Then it was back home to command 155 Brigade in Edinburgh. Sadly, this was not to last, due to 
the Territorial Army cuts. Frank moved on to Scottish Command as chief of staff to General Derek 
Lang. After yet more ministry cuts, he became divisional brigadier for all the Scottish regiments. 
They could not have had a more understanding, caring or positive leader. 
Frank rounded off his army career as Commander Highlands – the area of the famous 51st 
Highland Division. But his greatest joy was his ten years as colonel of the King's Own Scottish 
Borderers. He relished every moment of his appointment and set an exceptional example in 
leadership. 
So at last into civilian life and back to Edinburgh as joint general secretary of the Earl Haig Fund 
and British Legion Scotland. A splendid appointment where he empathised wonderfully with former 
servicemen and women. 
But Frank attracted responsibilities like no other. He was a volunteer fundraiser and trustee for the 
Seagull Trust, raising more than 1 million for the organisation; president of the Scottish Rugby 
Union; and a founding member of The Scottish Sports Council. He also assisted in running the 
Edinburgh Commonwealth Games; supported the Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen and Families Association 
and the Friends of St Andrew's, Jerusalem; and ran fundraising lunches for the Gurkha Welfare 
Trust. 
A member of the Royal Scottish Piping Society, he was also chieftain of the Chevaliers, a select 
group of pipers. 
He was Father Banquo with the monks of St Giles, a member of the Church of Scotland Committee 
for HM Forces Chaplains, an elder of the Kirk and a great supporter of the Canongate. He was also 
a deputy lieutenant of the City of Edinburgh. 
Frank was honoured three times by the Queen: as an MBE, OBE and a CBE. A couple of years ago, 
when up in Dounside with his daughters, he was unexpectedly invited to Balmoral for sherry after 
church at Crathie. Frank never did find out how Her Majesty knew they were in Dounside. 
But Frank's greatest delight was his family; he treasured his many happy years with Morag as she 
followed him round the world to their 30 houses. Latterly, his pride and joy were his daughters, 
Fiona and Sheena. 
Frank's life was epitomised by service – service to his Queen, to his country, to his regiment and to 
the many organisations and causes he supported. He was beloved by all who were fortunate 
enough to know him, and for many – particularly those within the army – he became something of 
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a father figure. He will always be remembered as a Glaswegian who became a Borderer and lived to 
become one of the finest Borderers of them all. 
2201. Captain [later Lieutenant-Colonel] Colin Gifford STONOR MC. Signed 20 June 1949. 
The Staff College, Camberley. 

155 
The recommendation for the award of his Military Cross is in file reference WO 373/56/762 in TNA. 
His MC was announced in the LG, 24 January 1946. 
From http://britains-smallwars.com/Aden/units.html: 
1st Battalion King's Own Scottish Borderers 1KOSB trooped to Aden on the Oxfordshire in early 
1962 and occupied Waterloo Lines as the resident infantry battalion under the command of Lt 
Colonel Alastair Thorburn. A rifle company was normally deployed "up country" with the bulk of 
the Bn employed in normal garrison and I.S. duties in and around Aden. The battalion departed 
Aden early 1964 for Folkestone only to return to the Radfan some months later as the spearhead 
bn of the strategic reserve. Colonel Thorburn handed over command of the bn to Lt Col Colin 
Stonor MC during this operational tour. 
2202. Captain [later Major] John Walter Maxwell RICHMOND MiD (134293). Signed 20 
June 1949. Cameronians. The Staff College, Camberley. 

155 
From http://www.sllcmuseumscollections.co.uk/search.do;jsessionid=pXjdEcYehsIQeBP5o-
s9vYoi?db=object&sort=NAME&bool-3=AND&page=2318&field-
3=USER_SYM_13&collection=0&view=detail&value-
3=Written%2C+Printed+and+Digital+Collections+--+Military+History+--
+Cameronians+(Scottish+Rifles)+Archive: 

 

http://britains-smallwars.com/Aden/units.html
http://www.sllcmuseumscollections.co.uk/search.do;jsessionid=pXjdEcYehsIQeBP5o-s9vYoi?db=object&sort=NAME&bool-3=AND&page=2318&field-3=USER_SYM_13&collection=0&view=detail&value-3=Written%2C+Printed+and+Digital+Collections+--+Military+History+--+Cameronians+(Scottish+Rifles)+Archive
http://www.sllcmuseumscollections.co.uk/search.do;jsessionid=pXjdEcYehsIQeBP5o-s9vYoi?db=object&sort=NAME&bool-3=AND&page=2318&field-3=USER_SYM_13&collection=0&view=detail&value-3=Written%2C+Printed+and+Digital+Collections+--+Military+History+--+Cameronians+(Scottish+Rifles)+Archive
http://www.sllcmuseumscollections.co.uk/search.do;jsessionid=pXjdEcYehsIQeBP5o-s9vYoi?db=object&sort=NAME&bool-3=AND&page=2318&field-3=USER_SYM_13&collection=0&view=detail&value-3=Written%2C+Printed+and+Digital+Collections+--+Military+History+--+Cameronians+(Scottish+Rifles)+Archive
http://www.sllcmuseumscollections.co.uk/search.do;jsessionid=pXjdEcYehsIQeBP5o-s9vYoi?db=object&sort=NAME&bool-3=AND&page=2318&field-3=USER_SYM_13&collection=0&view=detail&value-3=Written%2C+Printed+and+Digital+Collections+--+Military+History+--+Cameronians+(Scottish+Rifles)+Archive
http://www.sllcmuseumscollections.co.uk/search.do;jsessionid=pXjdEcYehsIQeBP5o-s9vYoi?db=object&sort=NAME&bool-3=AND&page=2318&field-3=USER_SYM_13&collection=0&view=detail&value-3=Written%2C+Printed+and+Digital+Collections+--+Military+History+--+Cameronians+(Scottish+Rifles)+Archive
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Index card for gallantry in Italy in WW2. Card for Mention in Despatches (mid) to Temporary 
Captain J. W. M. Richmond 134293 Cameronians 
2203. Major John ? Unknown, Royal Corps of Signals. Signed 20 June 1949. The Staff 
College, Camberley. 

155 
No trace found. 
2204. Captain Quentin St. John CARPENDALE MC (77583). Signed 20 June 1949. The Staff 
College, Camberley. 

155 
From 
http://lyons.familytreeguide.com/register.php?PHPSESSID=39e733ee461033ebc0a45d1bbb07af2e
&generations=8&formatsel=register.php&nextpage=register.php&personID=I16288&tree=T1: 
Major Quentin St John Carpendale, M.C., D.L. b. 25 Jul 1918, India; d. 22 Dec 1990, Haywards Heath, 
West Sussex, England. m. Yvonne Lindhard 23 Aug 1946, The English Kirk, Copenhagen, Denmark. 
m. Pamela Ruth Boddam-Whetham 1961, Sussex, England. Pamela b. 3 Aug 1920; d. 9 May 2004, 
Sussex, England. 
2205. Squadron Leader W Unknown Signed 24 June 1949. 1 Division Headquarters, RAF 
Turnhouse. 

155 
No trace found. 
2206. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Henry Moresby CHINNERY (128850) 
Signed 5 July 1949. Air Ministry. 

155 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From Nicholas Davies’ Elizabeth II: Behind Palace Doors, Mainstream Publishing; New Ed edition (5 
Oct 2000): 

http://lyons.familytreeguide.com/register.php?PHPSESSID=39e733ee461033ebc0a45d1bbb07af2e&generations=8&formatsel=register.php&nextpage=register.php&personID=I16288&tree=T1
http://lyons.familytreeguide.com/register.php?PHPSESSID=39e733ee461033ebc0a45d1bbb07af2e&generations=8&formatsel=register.php&nextpage=register.php&personID=I16288&tree=T1
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From https://www.argentaimages.com/media/image/q/Squadron/page/11: 

 
8 February 1957. New secretary to Duke of Edinburg. Sqd. Leader Henry Chinnery – It has been 
announced that Squadron leader Henry Chinnery, succeeds Lieut. Commander Michael Parker who 
resigned following the announcement that he had parted from his wife. Keystone Photo shows: 
Squadron leader Chinnery follows the Duke of Edinburgh when they attended a dinner at 
Grosvenor House last February. 
From The Miami News, 8 February 1957: 

 

https://www.argentaimages.com/media/image/q/Squadron/page/11
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From The Australian Women’s Weekly, 20 March 1957: 

 
From http://cricketarchive.com/Archive/Players/430/430787/430787.html: 
Henry Moresby Chinnery 
Born:  10th January 1923, Kensington, Middlesex, England 
Died:  April 2004, Greenwich, Kent, England 

http://cricketarchive.com/Archive/Players/430/430787/430787.html
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Teams: Eton College (Miscellaneous: 1940-1941); Eton Ramblers (Miscellaneous: 1944); Eton 
College Captain: 1941 

From http://www.espncricinfo.com/wisdenalmanack/content/story/227833.html: 
MR. WALTER MORESBY CHINNERY, J.P., D.L., the father of Mr. H. B. Chinnery, died suddenly at 
Hatchford Park, Cobham, Surrey, on March 30th. As he was born on August 19th, 1843, he was 
sixty-one years of age at the time of his death. He was a splendid runner, especially at a mile, for 
which his best time, 4 minutes 29 seconds, was for some time the amateur record. He won the Mile 
Amateur Championship in 1868, 1869 and 1871, and the Four Miles in 1868 and 1869. He was 
buried at Hatchford, Cobham, on April 3rd. Though keenly interested in cricket he was not a 
prominent player. 
2207. Wing Commander [later Group Captain] Edward Russell JOHNSTON AFC CD RCAF 
(Can/C.832). Signed 9 July 1949. Flight Training School, Centralia, Canada. 

155 
His Air Force Cross, whilst a Squadron Leader, was announced in the LG, 26 February 1946. 
From http://rcafdunnville.blogspot.co.uk/ : 
No 6 Service Flying Training School, Dunnville 
Chief Flying Instructor: Squadron Leader Edward Russell Johnston AFC. 
From http://67.69.104.76:84/Grostenquin/other/gtother-404.html: 
2 Wing Grostenquin413, 1 June 1963 to 31 Deember 1963 
…. 
An occurrence which had a serious affect on the base was the unexpected illness and untimely 
death of G/C RE MacBride with the resulting changes of Commanding Officers until the arrival of 
G/C ER Johnston. 
…. 
Major Activities 
4 Jun 63. 430 (F) Squadron flew their Sabres to Prestwick. 

                                                 
413 From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RCAF_Station_Grostenquin: RCAF Station Grostenquin, also known 
as 2 (Fighter) Wing or 2 Wing, was a Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) station located five km north of the 
town of Grostenquin in the Moselle department, Lorraine, northeastern France. It was one of four RCAF 
wings, consisting of three fighter squadrons each, established in Europe in the early 1950s at the 
beginning of the Cold War. The other three wings were located at RCAF Station Marville (1 Wing) in 
France, and RCAF Station Zweibrücken (3 Wing) and RCAF Station Baden-Soellingen (4 Wing) in the 
former West Germany. These wings were part of the RCAF's No. 1 Air Division which was formed as part 
of Canada's air defence commitment to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). NATO was 
established to offer a united defence against the increasing threat posed by the Soviet bloc in Europe, 
and Canada committed to support its European allies with its armed forces. No. 2 Wing's three 
squadrons flew from Canada between September 28 and October 11, 1952 during Operation Leapfrog II. 
They were the first of the Canadian Air Division squadrons to arrive in mainland Europe, and the first 
RCAF squadrons to be based on the European mainland since March 1946. 

http://www.espncricinfo.com/wisdenalmanack/content/story/227833.html
http://rcafdunnville.blogspot.co.uk/
http://67.69.104.76:84/Grostenquin/other/gtother-404.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RCAF_Station_Grostenquin
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11 Jun 63. A Farewell Parade and Reception was held at 2 Wing for the retiring Air Officer 
Commanding of 1 Air Division A/V/M LE Wray. 
29 Jul 63. The Commanding Officer of 2 Wing, G/C RE MacBride died in the US Army Hospital in 
Landstuhl Germany. 
31 Jul 63. 421 (F) Squadron stand down parade was held at 2 Wing. 
1 Aug 63. The Curling Rink which was under construction at 2 Wing collapsed this morning - three 
French civilians were injured. 
2 Aug 63. Funeral service for G/C MacBride was held in the 2 Wing Protestant Chapel. Interment 
Service was held at the Canadian Military Cemetery at Choloy. Many French dignitaries attended 
along with Senior RCAF Officers. 
13 Aug 63. 421 (F) Squadron Sabres were flown to Prestwick Scotland. 
4 Sep 63. It was announced today that 832 G/C ER Johnston had been appointed the new 
Commanding Officer for 2 Wing. W/C HR Knight, OC 430 STR/R Squadron arrived at 2 Wing. 
15 Sep 63. Approximately 85 French Civilians, mostly Mayors and dignitaries from the local area 
were guests of the Wing. A briefing on 2 Wing’s new role was given. Also, the guests viewed the 
CF-104 in the air and on the ground. Guests were entertained in the Officers Mess following the 
briefing and display. 
8 Oct 63. A Ceremonial Parade was held at Grostenquin for LAC RC Cole, who was invested with the 
BEM Medal and LAC RW McLaughlin, who was presented with the Queen’s Commendation for 
brave conduct, and 28 recipients of the clasp to the CD or the CD. A/C RC Stovel Chief of Staff, 1 
Air Division, Acting Air Officer Commanding presented the decorations. 
6 Nov 63. The OC 421 STR/R Squadron, S/L Theriault and five squadron pilots arrived at 2 Wing. 
16 Nov 63. Hon Mr. Cardin, Assistant Deputy Minister of National Defence made a brief visit to 2 
Wing. He departed from the Wing, by air, the same morning. 
26 Nov 63. G/C ER Johnston and family arrived at 2 Wing by Air from Marville. The Acting 
Commanding Officer W/C Knight and the Branch Heads met the Group Captain. 
19 Dec 63. The new Sous-Prefet of Forbach, M Heckenroth, made a protocol visit to the Station. He 
was met by G/C Johnston, shown a CF-104 and various Wing establishment. A luncheon was held 
in his honour in the Officers Mess. 
30 Dec 63. A 2 Wing Bristol aircraft, attached to 109 KU, returning from Gatwick England crashed 
while executing a GCA approach at 1 Wing Marville. Out of eleven passengers and crew aboard, 
eight were killed and three were seriously injured in the crash. 
From http://16wing.com/Canadair/1966_AnnualProgram.pdf: 
Twelfth Annual Inspection, No.16 (Canadair) Wing R.C.A.C., May 15, 1966 
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From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RCAF_Station_Centralia: 
RCAF Station Centralia was a Royal Canadian Air Force training base located just outside the village 
of Centralia near Exeter, Ontario, Canada. It became one of the largest training stations in Canada. 
Flying schools were established across Canada as part of the British Commonwealth Air Training 
Plan during World War II. Centralia was the location for No. 9 Service Flying Training School (SFTS). 
Service Flying Training Schools provided advanced training to pilots who had graduated from 
Elementary Flying Training Schools (EFTSs). Trainee pilots flew the Avro Anson and North American 
Harvard. No. 9 SFTS had moved to Centralia from RCAF Station Summerside, Prince Edward Island, 
in July 1942. Relief landing fields for Centralia were located at Grand Bend and St. Joseph. 
No. 9 SFTS ceased operation in June 1945 and was replaced by No. 1 Aircrew Conditioning Unit 
(ACU). ACUs trained service personnel for operations in the war's Pacific theatre. When No. 1 ACU 
was closed after the war, the RCAF formed No. 1 Flying Training School (No. 1 FTS) which used 
Ansons and Harvards. The first, and last flying course was in January 1946. The course lasted for 
three weeks before it was cancelled. 
Because of increasing tensions between the Soviet Bloc and the West, defence expenditures were 
increased and the Canadian forces were strengthened. Centralia, along with a number of other 
stations, underwent major rehabilitation to better accommodate aircrew training. 
Centralia was reactivated in January 1947 to provide accommodation and training facilities for No. 
1 Radar and Communications School (No. 1 R&CS) that was based in nearby RCAF Station Clinton. 
No. 1 Instrument Flying School (IFS) was relocated to Centralia from RCAF Station Trenton in the 
spring of 1947. This school gave students an opportunity to obtain their instrument rating 
qualifications. The Expeditor was the aircraft used for this training. In 1956, No. 1 IFS moved to 
RCAF Station Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 
RCAF Station Centralia became the aerodrome's official designation in September 1947 and No. 1 
Flying Training School was reactivated. Students participating in this school flew Harvards. No. 1 
FTS was one of Canada's contributions to the training of foreign airmen for a new multinational 
force. The last FTS course was completed in March 1957 and No. 1 Flying Training School was 
deactivated and merged with the Advanced Flying School at Saskatoon. The Harvards used for FTS 
training were transferred to western flying training schools. 
In April 1948, the RCAF's School of Flying Control was formed at Centralia. The school trained 
Flying Control Officers and Aircraft Control Assistants for deployment in control towers and 
operations rooms in RCAF stations. In May, a flying detachment for the No. 1 Air Radio Officers 
School based at RCAF Station Clinton was established. 
Centralia was actively involved with the NATO Air Training Plan. The NATO Training & Induction 
School, originally located at RCAF Station London, re-located to RCAF Station Centralia in 1954. 
The school's purpose was to inform personnel about various aspects of working with NATO. In 
October 1954, the Pre-Flight School was formed at Centralia. This school provided ground 
instruction to students before they began flight training. In 1956 Centralia began hosting the 
Primary Flying Training School using the Chipmunk. Graduate pilots were sent to western Canada 
for more advanced training on Harvards. 
No.2 Personnel Selection Unit (PSU), which was responsible for officer selection for air crew, moved 
to Centralia from RCAF Station London in 1958. 
In the late 1960s, the Canadian military was reorganized and eventually unified. The reorganization 
resulted in many military bases being closed, including Centralia, which closed in July 1966. 
Functions provided by Centralia were moved to various other stations. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RCAF_Station_Centralia
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Today the airport still operates as Centralia/James T. Field Memorial Aerodrome. Most of the 
former RCAF buildings remain. The site is now known as the Huron Industrial Park. 
2208. Wing Commander M R HELLIWELL. Signed 9 July 1949. Instrument Flying School, 
Centralia, Canada. 

155 
According to http://rcafcentralia.blogspot.co.uk/, Wing Commander Ross Truemner was at IFS, 
Centralia the date this book was signed: 

 
W/C Ross Truemner shown with pre-flight school graduates. F/C M.J. Eagleson (right) an aero 
engine technician who came to Centralia in May 1949 and reached the rank of Corporal transferred 
to aircrew in April 1957. F/C F.C. Livingston (left) an aero engine technician who was also a Corporal 
before his transfer, was at Centralia from 1950-55. Ross Truemner contributed the following 
recollection from his Centralia days - "During WWII, I was a flying instructor on Avro Ansons and 
Harvards at No. 16 SFTS Hagersville. Needless to say, I was very happy to leave a desk job in 1954 
and return to air training, this time at Centralia, as Officer Commanding the flying program. Before 
reporting to my new assignment, I renewed my war-time instructors rating thus permitting me, 
when possible, to do more than just be director of activities. Hence, from time to time, I took on a 
student from a new intake and worked as his instructor until he soloed. This special activity kept my 
job of commanding the school very much in focus. One of the cadets I acquired in January 1958 
was Rudiger Steffen from West Germany. I gave him his first eight hours of training leading up to 
his solo flight. Then, as was my practice, I turned him over to a regular instructor. Because of special 
administrative duties during the period, I lost touch with his further progress other than to verify 
that he had graduated from Centralia. As events would have it, he was to be my very last student, 
as I was posted to a new assignment during the summer. Then in 1992, some 34 years after I left 
Centralia, I received a greeting card from Herr Rudiger Steffen. From the exchange of 
correspondence that followed, I learned that he indeed had earned his pilot wings in Canada, 
became a fighter pilot in the West German Air Force and, after his military contract expired, flew 
with Swiss Air for a number of years. And as a personal note, he indicated that he felt his flying 
career had not been completed until he 'reported' to me and thanked me for getting him started!A 
precious memory from my service at RCAF Station Centralia." 
From http://www.aircrewremembered.com/Paradie/ParadieArchiveH.html: 

 

http://rcafcentralia.blogspot.co.uk/
http://www.aircrewremembered.com/Paradie/ParadieArchiveH.html
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From http://www.smashwords.com/extreader/read/45152/13/rcaf-operational-training-unit-32-6-
1944-1945: 

 
No 11(T) Course, B Squad Wireless Air Gunners, 6 OTU Comox BC, 15 September 1944. (L to R) BR: 
Sgt MacPherson, Sgt Oatman, Sgt McDonald, Sgt Nault, Sgt Bigauette, Sgt Gardham, P/O Halloway, 
Sgt Helliwell. 
From http://militarybruce.com/abandoned-canadian-military-bases/abandoned-bases/ontario/: 
Royal Canadian Air Force Station Centralia: 
Originally opened in July 1942 when No. 9 Service Flying Training School re-located from 
Summerside, PEI. Relief Landing Fields were constructed at Grand Bend and St. Joseph. The school 
closed 30 March 1945.No. 1 Aircrew Conditioning Unit (ACU) was established at the aerodrome to 
train service personnel for operations in the war’s Pacific theatre. When No. 1 ACU was closed after 
the war, the RCAF formed No. 1 Flying Training School (No. 1 FTS) which used Ansons and 
Harvards. The first, and last flying course was in January 1946, followed by the closure of the 
station.RCAF Station Centralia was reactivated in January 1947 to provide accommodation and 
training facilities for No. 1 Radar and Communications School (No. 1 R&CS) that was based in 
nearby RCAF Station Clinton. No. 1 Instrument Flying School (IFS) was relocated to Centralia from 
RCAF Station Trenton in the spring of 1947. This school gave students an opportunity to obtain 
their instrument rating qualifications. on the  Expeditor aircraft. In 1956, No. 1 IFS moved to RCAF 
Station Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.Also reactivated in 1847 was No. 1 Flying Training School (FTS). 
Student pilots  the Harvards aircraft.  No. 1 FTS was one of Canada’s contributions to the training of 
foreign airmen for a new multinational force. In March 1957, No. 1 FTS merged with the Advanced 
Flying School at Saskatoon. 
In April 1948, the RCAF’s School of Flying Control was formed at Centralia. The school trained 
Flying Control Officers and Aircraft Control Assistants for deployment in control towers and 
operations rooms in RCAF stations. Training was undertaken at Centralia’s Grand Bend Detachment 
from 1951-1957. 

http://www.smashwords.com/extreader/read/45152/13/rcaf-operational-training-unit-32-6-1944-1945
http://www.smashwords.com/extreader/read/45152/13/rcaf-operational-training-unit-32-6-1944-1945
http://militarybruce.com/abandoned-canadian-military-bases/abandoned-bases/ontario/
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In May, a flying detachment for No. 1 Radar and Communications School (No. 1 R&CS) based at 
RCAF Station Clinton was established. 
Centralia was actively involved with the NATO Air Training Plan. The NATO Training & Induction 
School, originally located at RCAF Station London, re-located to RCAF Station Centralia in 1954. 
The school’s purpose was to inform personnel about various aspects of working with NATO. 
In October 1954, the Pre-Flight School was formed at Centralia. This school provided ground 
instruction to students before they began flight training. In 1956 Centralia began hosting the 
Primary Flying Training School using the Chipmunk. Graduate pilots were sent to western Canada 
for more advanced training on Harvards. 
No.2 Personnel Selection Unit (PSU), which was responsible for officer selection for air crew, moved 
to Centralia after the closure of RCAF Station London in 1958. 
In the early to mid 1960s, a reorganization and consolidation occurred within the Canadian Military. 
Several Army, Navy and RCAF bases were either downsized, merged or closed. As a result, RCAF 
Station Centralia closed again on 31 March 1967, but this time for good. 
Most of the former station remains as it was the day it closed and now known as the Huron 
Industrial Park. The airfield remains in use as the Centralia Airport. The Royal Canadian Air Cadets 
Central Region Gliding School operates one of eight summer Regional Gliding Centre at the 
airport. 
Centralia International Academy occupied the former Officers’ Mess, along with a new adjoining 
barracks constructed in 1980, from 1967 and closed in 1994.  The mess and barracks were then 
used as the Centralia International Training and Conference Centre, but by 2012, the buildings were 
empty and up for sale. 
On the weekend of 5-7 June 1992, a monument was dedicated the men and women who served at 
the both the war-time school and RCAF Station Centralia by the Royal Canadian Legion Branch 
#167. 
Goderich Aircraft Inc. has owned and occupied the airport since 1997.In 2009, Ben Lobb, Member 
of Parliament for Huron-Bruce, today announced the creation of an aerospace manufacturing 
training facility at the Huron Park Airport in the Municipality of South Huron.RCAF Detachment St. 
Joseph closed after the war and no longer exists.Source Material: Abandoned Military Installations 
of Canada Volume I: Ontario by Paul Ozorak 
2209. Pilot Officer Unknown. Signed 9 July 1949. 250 Halifax Squadron Air Training Corp, 
Halifax. 

155 
The surname looks like ALBERT, ALVERY or ELVERY. 
2210. Lewis Leslie Newman COBB (205456). Signed 9 July 1949. 250 Halifax Squadron Air 
Training Corp, Halifax. 

155 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://www.dokufunk.org/upload/g_callbook_20-34.pdf: 

http://www.dokufunk.org/upload/g_callbook_20-34.pdf
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Jack Hum, G5UM’s, Callbook (Amateur Radio Operator) 

 
From http://www.hamqth.com/G3UI: 
Lln Cobb, 27 Moorlands Cres; Halifax HX2 8AA, England 
2211. Eric COTTINGHAM (2207090). Signed 9 July 1949. 250 Halifax Squadron Air Training 
Corp, Halifax. 

155 
He is mentioned in the LG, 24 February 1953, 25 January 1955 and 28 May 1957. 
2212. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Don Ross SHEPPARD (288836). Signed 10 
July 1949. RAAF, RAF Waterbeach. 

156 
Extracted from 
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:http://www.radschool.org.au/Books/Oper
ation%2520Pelican.pdf: 
Operation Pelican 
The Royal Australian Air Force in the Berlin Airlift, 1948-1949 
First Australians 
The urgent need for more and larger transports in setting up the Airlift provided an early 
opportunity for Australian personnel to becomeparticipants. As it happened, two five-man RAAF 
crews had been inEngland since December 1947 in preparation for posting to the RAF’s No24 
(Commonwealth) Squadron, a unit specially equipped with Yorks fortransporting VIPs. A month 
before the Berlin blockade began, the Australians had completed crew integration training at an 
Operational Conversion Unit and been posted to No 242 Squadron, stationed outside Abingdon, 
near Oxford, where they were to receive further training on Yorks and undertake route 
familiarisation prior to finally joining the VIP squadron. 
A week after the Berlin blockade began, the two RAAF crews captained by Flight Lieutenants Roy 
Carlin and Jack Cornish found themselves committed to the Airlift. According to Cornish, on 1 July 
everything at Abingdon was normal until about 1000 hours, when crews were told to go home, 
pack a bag for ‘an extended stay’, and be ready to fly out early that afternoon. By dark, a large 
number of Yorks had landed at Wunstorf,and that night crews slept crowded into the large loft of 
the Officers’ Mess building. ‘It took some two to three weeks before there was 
satisfactoryadministration, such as adequate accommodation.’ 
In some cases, it was a matter of hastily assembling crew members together first. Cornish’s 
signaller, Warrant Officer Ted Ferguson, had to be recalled from Iraq (he was actually on his way to 
Singapore with an RAF crew) and was not available to join in the ‘Wunstorf shuttle’ until 12 July. For 
several days in August the Australian York crews were joined by another RAAF pilot, Wing 
Commander Norm Lampe, who had come from Australia for temporary duty with RAAF Overseas 
Headquarters in London. The presence of the eight Australians in No 242 Squadron during the 

http://www.hamqth.com/G3UI
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:http://www.radschool.org.au/Books/Operation%2520Pelican.pdf
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:http://www.radschool.org.au/Books/Operation%2520Pelican.pdf
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chaoticearly days of the Airlift produced experiences which were quite unlike those of later RAAF 
arrivals. For a start, these were the only RAAF crews who flew Yorks, logging some 300 sorties in 
the type, whereas the personnel who came later flew Dakotas. It was in a York that Cornish’s crew 
achieved a much-publicised milestone by delivering the 3000th load of the Airlift into Berlin. 
Appendix 
RAAF Aircrew in the Airlift 
No 24 (Commonwealth) Squadron, RAF 
Pilots 
Carlin, FL TLT R. 
Cornish, FL TLT J.G. 
Signallers 
Callinan, W OFF J.T. 
Ferguson, W OFF E.G. 
Copilots 
Donnelly, FL TLT C.A. 
Quinn, FL TLT M.J. 
Flight Engineers 
Murphy, FLG OFF J.C. 
Singleton, FLG OFF R.B. 
Navigators 
Sheppard, FL TLT D.R. 
Wheeler, FL TLT R.J. 
Temporary Duty with RAAF Overseas Headquarters, London 
Lampe, WG CDR W.N. 
From The Townsville Daily Bulletin, Queensland, 14 June 1954: 
An original member of the first RAAF squadron to occupy Garbutt aerodrome, Wing Commander 
D. Sheppard, arrived in Townsville last week. W/C Sheppard was with 24 squadron in 1941 at 
Garbutt, and flew Wirraways as a fighter unit. W/C Sheppard said that he believed he was the only 
original member of the squadron still in the RAAF. W/C Sheppard is at the moment stationed at 
Sale, Victoria, with the School of Air Navigation. He intends leaving Townsville on Tuesday morning 
for Richmond, New South Wales, to continue his tour of RAAF stations. 
From The Canberra Times, 7 December 1966: 
Wing Commander D. R. Sheppard, of Adelaide, Deputy Director, Air Force intelligence, Canberra, to 
become Director Air Force Intelligence. 
From http://static.awm.gov.au/images/collection/pdf/RCDIG1070489--1-.PDF: 
Australia in the War of 1939–1945. Series 3 – Air, Volume I – Royal Australian Air Force, 1939–1942 
(1st edition, 1962). Author: Gillison, Douglas Napier 

http://static.awm.gov.au/images/collection/pdf/RCDIG1070489--1-.PDF
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From http://www.genealogysa.org.au/index.php?option=com_search&Itemid=32: 

 
From http://lms.aau.ac.id/library/ebook/U_15674_10/files/res/downloads/download_0028.pdf: 

 

http://www.genealogysa.org.au/index.php?option=com_search&Itemid=32
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From http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/page/2658573?zoomLevel=1: 
The Advertiser, Adelaide, SA, 20 July 1948 
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2213. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] John HURRY DSO DFC (42839). Signed 10 
July 1949. RAF 24(Commonwealth) Squadron, RAF Waterbeach. 

156 
He also signed this book on 21 May 1950. 
His Distinguished Flying Cross, whilst with No 51 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 23 
September 1941. 
His Distinguished Service Order, whilst with No 83 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 14 May 
1943. 
From Flight, 13 January 1944: 

 
From http://www.rafwatton.info/History/1945toPresent/History1967/tabid/84/Default.aspx: 
On the 14th August 1967, Group Capt. J. Hurry DSO DFC assumed command of RAF Watton in the 
place of Group Capt. Hogan who left to take up a new appointment. 

http://www.rafwatton.info/History/1945toPresent/History1967/tabid/84/Default.aspx
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From The Advertiser, Adelaide, South Australia, Monday 19 June 1950: 

 
From The Age, Melbourne, Australia, Thursday 15 June 1950: 
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From http://www.mhfh.com/smith-dorothy-mary-nee-hurry/: 
SMITH, Dorothy ‘Mary’ (nee Hurry) August 24, 1916 – January 16, 2013 
It is with profound sadness that we announce the passing of our beloved mother Mary. Mother was 
born in Thorney, England grew up and received her education there before coming to Canada in 
early 1941. 
Mary was one of the first war brides and she survived a solo Atlantic crossing in early 1941 aboard 
the SS Nerissa leaving the UK and landing in Halifax. On the ship’s return voyage it was torpedoed 
off the coast of Ireland and there was a loss of 200 people, many of them newly trained pilots 
going to the UK. She lost many people in her life that fought for their country so we could have the 
freedoms and rights that we enjoy today. Mary loved Canada from one end to the other and 
everything it stands for. Mother was a very principled woman who believed in duty, honour and 
country. Although legally blind she voted well into her 90’s. Admonishing us with the words “you 
must vote, good men and women died for your right to do so.” 
Mary is survived by her sons; John H. Harper and Roy E. Smith, daughter, Penelope M. MacPherson, 
and their families. She had seven grandchildren, including her treasured grand daughter, Natalie, 
and six great-grandchildren, and her brother, Gp. Capt. (P) John E. Hurry, DSO, DFC, RAF, retired 
and his family, sister-in-law Mona Hurry and her family, all living in the UK. 
She was predeceased by parents: Col. John and Lucy Hurry, brother, Flt. Lt. Tom J. Hurry RAF, 
husbands; Sqdn. Ldr. (P) Robert H. Harper DFC, RAF, December 2, 1944, Gordon M. S. Smith, John 
R. Whyte. 
2214. Flight Lieutenant William Walmsley WATSON OBE. Signed 10 July 1949. RAF 24 
(Commonwealth) Squadron, RAF Waterbeach. 

156 
The Air Force List for April 1949 lists Wing Commander WW WATSON OBE (44245). He is 
mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2215. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Arthur Robert MIDDLETON DSO DFC 
(126543). Signed 10 July 1949. RAF 24(Commonwealth) Squadron, RAF Waterbeach. 

156 
His Distinguished Flying Cross, whilst with No 102 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 15 October 
1943. 

http://www.mhfh.com/smith-dorothy-mary-nee-hurry/
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From http://www.102ceylonsquadron.co.uk/photos.html: 

 

 
B Flight - Pocklingtoon 102 Ceylon Squadron March / April 1945- 102 Squadron - March/April 
1945. On the back of the photo we have to following names: Standing: F/O A.F. Bannatyne - F/O A. 
Maxie McVicar (Aus) - P/O John Hodgson - Beckett - F/O Bill Petersen (NZ) - Ian Adams (NZ) - ??? - 
??? Sat Down: ??? - ??? - ??? - S/L A.R. Middleton - Fowler - F/O J.G. Withington 
No further information found. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._102_Squadron_RAF: 
No. 102 Squadron was a Royal Air Force night bomber squadron in World War I and a heavy 
bomber squadron in World War II. The squadron was active from the second day of the Second 
World War, dropping leaflets in the night from 4 to 5 September 1939 over Germany. From 1 
September till 10 October 1940 the squadron was loaned to RAF Coastal Command and spent six 
weeks carrying out convoy escort duties from RAF Prestwick, before resuming bomber raids. 
Operations Record Books seen at the Public Record Office in Kew show that 2 Whitley Mk.Vs flew 
out of Topcliffe on 27 November 1940 to bomb "docks and shipping" at Le Havre. One of these 
planes “was not heard from after take off” but the other returned safely having dropped its 2x500lb 
and 6x250 lb bombs successfully. By February 1942, the Whitleys were replaced by the Handley 
Page Halifax. The squadron was adopted by the island of Ceylon in February 1942, which paid for 
aircraft for use by the squadron. The squadron continued for the next thirty-six months to fly night 
sorties (including the thousand bomber raids) over Germany. In 1944, the squadron attacked rail 
targets in France in preparation for the invasion. After the war it flew briefly as a transport 

http://www.102ceylonsquadron.co.uk/photos.html
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squadron before being reformed a light bomber unit with the Second Tactical Air Force within RAF 
Germany. Its last existence was as a Thor strategic missile unit. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Waterbeach: 
Royal Air Force Station Waterbeach or more simply RAF Waterbeach is a former Royal Air Force 
station located in Waterbeach, Cambridgeshire which is 5.5 miles (8.9 km) north of Cambridge. The 
airfield was built in 1940 and operated under the control of RAF Bomber Command. No 24 
Squadron was based here from 1949 to 1950 and participated in Operation Plainfare and then 
European scheduled services. 
2216. Flight Lieutenant Reginald James COLE Bronze Star (470124). Signed 7 July 1949. 
RAF Mobile Briefing Party, HQTC, Teddington. 

156 
The award of his Bronze Star Medal (conferred by the President of the United States of America) 
was announced in the LG, 24 January 1947. 
2217. Group Captain William George ABRAMS (16215), Signed 11 July 1949. 

156 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG from 1926 (when he was a Pilot Oficer) through 1940 
(when he was a Wing Commander) to 1950 (when he was a Group Captain). He is listed in The Air 
Force List for April 1949. No further information found. 
2218. LOOKS LIKE J T Code and H P Moodycliffe. Signed 16 July 1949. Air Ministry, 
Harrogate. 

156 156 
Unknown. 
2219. Air Chief Marshal Sir George Clark PIRIE KCB KBE MC DFC LLD RAF (28 July 1896 – 
21 January 1980). Signed ND but between 16 and 24 July 1949. Air Ministry. 

156 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Pirie_%28RAF_officer%29: 
Educated at Fettes College in Edinburgh and the University of St Andrews, Pirie volunteered for 
service with the Cameronians (Scottish Rifles) just after the outbreak of World War I. He was 
gazzetted as a second lieutenant on 19 September 1914. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Waterbeach
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Pirie_%28RAF_officer%29
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In March 1916 Pirie began training to be an observer with No. 2 Squadron of the Royal Flying 
Corps. He became Officer Commanding No. 6 Squadron on the Western Front in 1918. 
After the War he served as Officer Commanding No. 29 Squadron before becoming Station 
Commander at RAF Tangmere in 1933. He was made Deputy Director of Operations at the Air 
Ministry in 1936 and Air Attaché in Washington D. C. in 1937. 
He served in World War II as Air Officer Commanding the RAF in Northern Ireland and as Air Officer 
Administration at Headquarters Middle East Command before becoming Director of War 
Organisation and then Director-General of Organisation at the Air Ministry. He completed his war 
service as Deputy Air Commander in Chief at Air Command South East Asia in 1945. 
After the War he was Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Air Command South East Asia and Air 
Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Air Command Far East before becoming Inspector-General of the 
RAF in 1948. He was made Air Member for Supply and Organisation in September 1948 and Head 
of the RAF Staff in Washington D. C. in 1950 before retiring in 1951. 
From 
http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/largerimage.php?LinkID=mp56453&rNo=0&role=sit: 

 Bassano Ltd, 1940s © National Portrait Gallery, London 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Pirie.htm: 
KCB - 7 Jun 1951 (CB - 1 Jan 1943), KBE - 1 Jan 1946 (CBE - 1 Jan 1942), MC - 25 Aug 
1917, DFC - 28 Oct 1921, MiD - 11 Jun 1942, LL.D.  
1st Prize, 'Gordon-Shepherd' Competition – 1928, 2nd Prize, 'Gordon-Shepherd' Competition – 
1933. 
(Army): - 2 Lt (P): 19 Sep 1914, 2 Lt: 16 Mar 1915, Lt: 6 Jul 1916, Capt: 1 Apr 1916, (T)Maj: 25 
Mar 1918. 
(RAF): - Capt: 1 Apr 1918, Act Maj: 1 May 1919, Flt Lt: 1 Aug 1919 1 Apr 1918, Act Sqn Ldr: 1 
Aug 1919?, Sqn Ldr: 1 Jan 1925, Wg Cdr: 1 Jul 1932, Act Gp Capt: 1 Feb 1937, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 
1937, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1940, Act AVM: 14 Aug 1941, (T) AVM: 1 Dec 1941,A/Cdre: 14 Apr 1942 1 
Jul 1940, AVM: 15 Jul 1942, (T) AM: 1 Jan 1946, Act AM: 9 Jun 1945, (T) AM: 1 Jan 1946, AM: 1 
Apr 1946, ACM: 1 Mar 1949. 
19 Sep 1914 Officer, 3rd Battalion, The Cameronian (Scottish Rifles) 
16 Mar 1916 U/T Observer, No 2 Sqn RFC 
28 Apr 1916 Observer, No 2 Sqn RFC 
 4 May 1916 Flying Officer (Observer), RFC 
 1 Sep 1916 Flying Officer, RFC (seniority from 4 May 1916) 

http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/largerimage.php?LinkID=mp56453&rNo=0&role=sit
http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Pirie.htm
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25 Sep 1916 Transferred to Machine Gun Corps (Infantry) from General List in the rank of 
Temporary 2nd Lieutenant.(seconded to RFC?) 

12 Apr 1917 Flight Commander, No 34 Sqn RFC. (RE8 – Italy) 
25 Mar 1918 Squadron Commander, RFC 
 9 Jul 1918 Officer Commanding, No 6 Sqn (RE8 – Western Front) 
 1 Aug 1919 Awarded Permanent Commission as a Captain  
18 Jun 1920 Awaiting disposal, HQ Mesopotamian Wing 
 1 May 1921 Staff, Inspector of Recruiting 
12 Oct 1921 Supernumerary (non-effective), RAF Depot 
10 Mar 1922 Attended School of Army Co-operation 
17 May 1922 Flight Commander, No 4 Sqn 
 1 Sep 1922 Air Staff duties, HQ Inland Area 
 5 May 1924 Attended RAF Staff College 
27 Apr 1925 Air Staff, Directorate of Operations and Intelligence 
13 Dec 1926 Attended Imperial Defence College 
 6 Jan 1928 Air Staff - Intelligence, HQ Iraq Command 
 9 Mar 1929 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
21 May 1929 Officer Commanding, No 10 Sqn. (Hinaidi – Upper Heyford) 
 1 Jan 1930 Directing Staff, RAF Staff College 
 2 Jun 1933 Officer Commanding, RAF Tangmere 
 1 Sep 1936 Deputy Director of Operations 
18 Oct 1937 Air Attaché, Washington  
14 Aug 1941 AOC, RAF in Northern Ireland 
20 Sep 1941 AOA, HQ Middle East Command 
10 Apr 1943 Director of War Organisation 
xx Jul 1943 Director-General of Organisation 
 1 Jul 1945 Deputy Air C in C, Air Command South East Asia 
30 Apr 1946 AOC in C, Air Command South East Asia 
30 Nov 1946 AOC in C, Air Command Far East 
 1 Jan 1948 Inspector-General of the RAF 
 1 Sep 1948 Air Member for Supply and Organisation 
 8 Mar 1950 Head of RAF Staff, British Joint Services Mission – Washington 
Educated at Fettes College, and St Andrew's University, he volunteered for service almost 
immediately after the outbreak of war. 
Following the murder of a British officer by an Iraqi Sheikh he was approached by an Army officer 
with a request that he send a pilot to kill the Sheikh. It became obvious that this particular officer 
had a somewhat over-rated view of air power when he advised Pirie, "The pilot can't mistake him 
(the Sheikh), for he is riding a dappled grey pony and his attendants are mounted on ordinary grey 
ones".   
Retiring at his own request, he was Chairman of the Air League of the British Empire from 1955 to 
1958. 
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Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
"Flight Lieutenant George Clark Pirie, M.C., R.A.F. 
For great gallantry and good work, especially during operations in the relief of Diwaniyah and 
during our retirement to Hillah. This officer showed remarkable ability in quick initiative when 
leading his flight during 'operations." 
(LG, 28 October 1921) 
2220. POSSIBLY Wing Commander George William SAWKINS OBE (43756). Signed 24 July 
1949. Curdridge, Hampshire. 

156 
Could be C S Watkins.  
2221. ? ? ? Harris. Signed 24 July 1949. Curdridge, Hampshire. 

156 
Unknown. 
2222. Air Marshal Sir Bryan Vernon REYNOLDS KCB CBE (4 June 1902 – 6 December 1965). 
Signed 26 July 1949. RAF Naval Intelligence. 

156 
He also signed this book on 1 November 1942 and 8 June 1956. 
2223. Peter G GRIFFITHS. Signed 30 July 1949. ?-on-Don Hotel, St Ives. 

156 
No trace found. 
2224. Unknown. Signed ? July 1949. Reserve of Air Force Officers. Eastgate House, 
Friockheim, Angus. 

156 
According to http://search.savills.com/property-detail/gbbrrsbhs110059, “Eastgate House was 
originally a farmhouse, dating from the early 1800s. Friockheim came into being in 1824, as a 
planned village for a flax spinning mill. 'Friock' is derived from 'Froach' which is Gaelic for heather 

http://search.savills.com/property-detail/gbbrrsbhs110059
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and 'heim' from German for home. The house was extended in the 1950s, when it was lived in by 
the village doctor, to accommodate his surgery in what is now a wing running off the kitchen.” 
2225. Squadron Leader ? Scott. Signed 7 August 1949. Central Photographic 
Establishment, RAF Lindholme. 

157 
No trace found. 
2226. PROBABLY Squadron Leader Leslie MILLER DFC (155154). Signed 7 August 1949. 
Central Photographic Establishment, RAF Benson. 

157 
His DFC, whilst with 42 Operational Training Unit, was announced in the LG, 26 January 1945. 
2227. Unknown. Signed 7 August 1949. HM Control Target Boat 8101. 

157 
The surname could be ELLAND or HAND. 
From http://www.bmpt.org.uk/other_boats_history/Control%20Target%20Boats/index.htm: 

 
8101 at speed 
Between 1942 & 1945 there were 50 C/T Boats all of which were converted from  
other military fast boats, Naval MTBs, MGBs and RAF HSLs. These were numbered C/T 1 - 49 (there 
were 2 CT 26s). Thornycroft built a number of boats between 1938 - 1944 numbered DCMB 01, 
DCTB 1 - 6 and Queen Swan 5 - 10 (DCTB 1,3,5 & 6 became Queen Swan 1 - 4. The War 
Department Army also had 131 12ft Queen Gull remote control target boats built by the British 
Power Boats Company at Marchwood Park. We have Queen Gull 78 in our collection at 
Marchwood. Post War, a number of British Power Boat 71ft MTBs were converted to Radio Control 

http://www.bmpt.org.uk/other_boats_history/Control%20Target%20Boats/index.htm
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Boats and numbered RCB(EL)1 - 5, also known as 8201 - 8205. (note 8202 had been C/T 46 since 
1945). Also two 73ft Vosper MTBs (C/T 44 & 45 since 1945) were renumbered CT 8044 & 8045. The 
RAF converted four of their 68ft HSLs to Target Launch Remote Control in 1949/50. These were 
2631, 2678, 2688 & 2690. These were reconverted to Rescue and Target Towing Launches (RTTL) in 
1951. Newbuilds were CT 8101 - 8104 (ex 101 - 104) 77ft boats built by J S White 1947/48. No 
other boats were converted or built until 1961/62 when J S White built HST 903 a 56ft target and 
HST 1104 a 50ft target. 
2228. Flying Officer Victor Stanley WHITE (197058). Signed ? August 1949. 11 Reserve 
Flying School, RAF Perth. 

157 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2229. Flight Lieutenant [later Group Captain] Geoffrey Sydney MOSS (181112). Signed 13 
August 1949. RAF Wellesbourne Mountford. 

157 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BOAC_Flight_712: 
Flight 712 took off from Heathrow at 15:27 GMT (16:27 BST) on 8 April 1968, 12 minutes later than 
scheduled. Flight 712 had 127 people aboard, including a crew augmented by the addition of an 
acting Flight Officer, John Hutchinson, and a check captain for routine performance review of the 
pilot in command, Captain Taylor. As well as the passengers, the aircraft was carrying baggage, mail 
and a radioactive isotope from the Isotope Production Unit at Harwell destined for the University 
Hospital in Jerusalem. 
Seconds after take off from Heathrow's then 9,000 feet (2,700 m) long runway 28L (now 12,008-
foot (3,660 m) long and designated 27L), there was an unexpected bang and the aircraft started 
vibrating. The throttle controlling number two engine was shutting down. While Captain Taylor 
ordered an engine failure drill, Flight Engineer Thomas Hicks carried out the engine failure drill, but 
both he and Check Captain Geoffrey Moss reached for the switch to cancel the undercarriage 
warning horn. At the same time, First Officer Francis Kirkland inadvertently cancelled the fire bell. 
Hicks reached for, but didn't pull, the engine fire shut-off handle. Moss, observing the fire, 
exclaimed "Bloody Hell! The wing's on Fire!" A Mayday was broadcast at 15:29. 
In the control tower, the takeoff had been observed by John Davis, who saw what he initially 
thought was the sun reflecting off the aircraft's wing during its initial climb. Davis quickly realised 
that the aircraft was on fire. Davis instructed Flight 712 to make a left turn, with the intention that 
the aircraft would land on runway 28L. He hit the "crash button" which alerted the emergency 
services and declared an aircraft accident. The emergency services were informed of the type of 
aircraft involved and given a rendezvous point at which they were to assemble. 
By this time, the windows on the port side at the rear of the fuselage were beginning to melt. As 
the aircraft flew over Thorpe the burning engine broke away from its mounting and fell into a 
gravel pit where some children were playing, without causing any injury. At this time, the 
undercarriage was lowered and full flap selected. The flaps stopped some three degrees short of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BOAC_Flight_712
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their full travel. The aircraft was at a height of 3,000 feet (910 m) and flying at 225 knots (417 km/h) 
Stewardess Jennifer Suares repeated the emergency landing drill for the benefit of the passengers 
despite not being sure herself that they would actually manage to land before the aircraft 
exploded. 
The crew realised that the aircraft would not last long enough to enable a landing back on 28L, and 
declared a Mayday. Davis cleared the aircraft to land on runway 05R, which was 7,733 feet (2,357 
m) long. He also instructed two other aircraft to perform a go-around, as runway 05R crossed 
runway 28R, which they were due to land on and Davis did not know whether Flight 712 would be 
able to stop before reaching that runway. The crew accepted Davis's offer of runway 05R, even 
though it was much shorter and not equipped with ILS. Taylor was able to safely land the aircraft 
on 05R, using wheel brakes and reversing the outboard engines' thrust to halt the aircraft. The 
aircraft touched down about 400 yards (370 m) beyond the threshold and stopped in 1,400 yards 
(1,300 m). The aircraft had made a perfect emergency landing after just 3m:32s of flight. Taylor 
asked Davis for permission to evacuate, but the cabin crew were already opening the emergency 
doors. The flight crew started the fire drill, but the port wing exploded before this could be 
completed. As a result, the fire shut off handles were not pulled, and the booster pumps and 
electrical supply were left switched on. Due to the short period of time between the Mayday being 
declared at 15:29 and the aircraft landing at 15:31, there was no time for the emergency services to 
lay a carpet of foam, which was standard practice at the time. 
Evacuation 
The cabin crew started the evacuation via both forward galley doors, both rear doors and the 
starboard overwing exits. Eighteen passengers escaped via the overwing exits before the fire grew 
too intense to use that route. The forward port galley door escape slide caught fire before it could 
be used, but one person jumped from there. Eighty-four people escaped via the starboard galley 
door. Three of the crew escaped by the emergency cockpit rope. The rear starboard door escape 
slide had twisted on deployment, so Steward Taylor climbed down to straighten it, leaving 
stewardess Barbara Jane Harrison at the door assisting the passengers. Six passengers escaped via 
this route before the slide was punctured and deflated. Harrison encouraged the passengers to 
jump, and pushed out those too frightened to do so. Eleven people escaped via this route, and five 
more escaped via the rear port door before the slide was destroyed. Harrison was last seen alive 
preparing to jump herself, but then she turned back and disappeared into the burning fuselage. It 
was this action which led to the award of a George Cross to Harrison. Thirty-eight people were 
injured, and five killed. 
Fire-fighting 
The first two fire engines to arrive were unable to do much to stop the fire, as the drivers 
misjudged their distance, and also they were unable to make foam whilst on the move. To make 
foam, the main transfer gearboxes of the fire engines had to be operated, which meant that the 
vehicles were unable to move. Problems with couplings on the fire hoses exacerbated the situation 
- the fire hydrants had been regularly painted, and a build up of paint on the coupling threads 
prevented the hoses from being attached to the hydrants. The driver of a back-up foam tender 
drove in closer to the burning aircraft and discharged his foam effectively, but the fire had already 
gained hold by the time this happened. 
Passengers 
The aircraft was carrying 116 passengers and eleven crew. Five people were killed in the accident, 
including stewardess Barbara Jane Harrison and four passengers. 
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One of the survivors was the pop singer Mark Wynter, who was travelling to Australia for his 
wedding to Janeece Corlass. 
Another notable survivor was Katriel Katz, Israeli Ambassador to the Soviet Union. Katz had been 
expelled from the Soviet Union by Andrei Gromyko when it became clear that the Six-Day War 
would happen. Gromyko is said to have told Katz not to let his emotions get the better of him, 
advice he was to ignore in the emergency that was to befall him. During the evacuation from the 
aircraft, Katz was the only passenger to escape through the forward port door, despite the efforts 
of Hutchinson and Unwin to stop him using that door. The two flight crew were almost carried out 
through the door by Katz, who was a large man. Katz was seriously injured jumping from the 
doorway. He was taken to Hillingdon Hospital, where it was initially feared that he would become 
the sixth victim of Flight 712. Katz recovered after a few days. He died in 1988 aged 80. 
Aircraft involved 
The aircraft involved in the accident was a Boeing 707-465 registered G-ARWE (manufacturer's 
serial number 18373, Boeing line number 302). First flown on 27 June 1962, the aircraft was 
originally to have been operated by Cunard Eagle Airways, but before it entered service it was sold 
to BOAC-Cunard and was delivered on 7 July 1962. On 21 November 1967, the aircraft suffered an 
engine failure on take off from Honolulu International Airport. The take off was aborted, and there 
were no injuries to any of the passengers or crew. At the time of the Heathrow accident, the aircraft 
had flown for a total of 20,870 hours. The aircraft was insured for £2,200,000 with Lloyd's of 
London. 
Salvage 
The nose section of G-ARWE was salvaged, and used on a Boeing 707-331B, TWA's N28714, c/n 
18408. The recipient aircraft was previously registered N776TW, which had been hijacked on a 
flight from Rome to Athens. Its cockpit had been destroyed by a bomb at Damascus, Syria, on 29 
August 1968. The rest of the airframe was found to be undamaged. The nose section of G-ARWE 
remained intact after the fire, and thus was fitted to N776TW. That aircraft was test flown on 4 
December 1969 and flew with TWA for another ten years as N28714. In March 1980 it was 
withdrawn from service and stored at Kansas City International Airport. In 1983 it was sold to 
Boeing and flown to Davis–Monthan Air Force Base for use as spares for the United States Air Force 
KC-135 Stratotanker fleet. N28714's registration was cancelled in March 1984. The majority of the 
aircraft, including the nose section, was still intact at Davis-Monthan as of 2 December 2012. 
Investigation 
In the subsequent investigation, metal fatigue was ultimately blamed for the failure of the number 
five compressor wheel in the number two Rolls Royce 508 Conway turbofan engine, starting the 
rapid chain of failures. The crew's omitting to shut off the fuel to the engine was blamed for the 
rapid growth of the fire and the loss of the aircraft. Check Captain Moss had accidentally cancelled 
the fire warning bell instead of the undercarriage warning bell. Moss had also issued orders to 
Captain Taylor, in breach of the normal protocol for his duties. However, the report on the accident 
also stated that Captain Taylor had briefed Moss to act as an extra set of eyes and ears inside and 
outside the cockpit. Moss's actions therefore could be seen as acting within that remit. 
As a result of the investigation, and lessons learned from the chain of events, BOAC combined the 
"Engine Fire Drill" and "Engine Severe Failure Drill" checklists into one list, called the "Engine Fire or 
Severe Failure Drill". Modifications were also made to the checklist, including adding confirmation 
that the fire handles had been pulled to the checklist. 
Awards 
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Queen Elizabeth II awarded Barbara Jane Harrison a posthumous George Cross (GC), the only GC 
ever presented to a woman in peacetime. Her medal was accepted on her behalf by her father, 
Alan. Harrison is the youngest ever female recipient of the George Cross. Neville Davis-Gordon was 
awarded the British Empire Medal for Gallantry (BEM). John Davis was appointed a Member of the 
Most Excellent Order of the British Empire (MBE). 
The citation for Barbara Jane Harrison's GC reads: 
“GEORGE CROSS. On April 8th 1968, soon after take-off from Heathrow Airport, No. 2 engine of 
B.O.A.C. Boeing 707 G-ARWE caught fire and subsequently fell from the aircraft, leaving a fierce fire 
burning at No. 2 engine position. About two and a half minutes later the aircraft made an 
emergency landing at the airport and the fire on the port wing intensified. Miss Harrison was one 
of the stewardesses in this aircraft and the duties assigned to her in an emergency were to help the 
steward at the aft station to open the appropriate rear door and inflate the escape chute and then 
to assist the passengers at the rear of the aircraft to leave in an orderly manner. When the aircraft 
landed Miss Harrison and the steward concerned opened the rear galley door and inflated the 
chute, which unfortunately became twisted on the way down so that the steward had to climb 
down it to straighten it before it could be used. Once out of the aircraft he was unable to return; 
hence Miss Harrison was left alone to the task of shepherding passengers to the rear door and 
helping them out of the aircraft. She encouraged some passengers to jump from the machine and 
pushed out others. With flames and explosions all around her and escape from the tail of the 
machine impossible she directed her passengers to another exit while she remained at her post. 
She was finally overcome while trying to save an elderly cripple who was seated in one of the last 
rows and whose body was found close to that of the stewardess. Miss Harrison was a very brave 
young lady who gave her life in her utter devotion to duty.” 
The citation for Neville Davis-Gordon's BEM reads: 
“Award of the British Empire Medal for Gallantry (Civil Division). On April 8th 1968, soon after take-
off from Heathrow Airport, No. 2 engine of B.O.A.C. Boeing 707 G-ARWE caught fire, and 
subsequently fell from the aircraft, leaving a fierce fire burning at the No. 2 engine position. About 
two and a half minutes later the aircraft made an emergency landing at the airport and the fire on 
the port wing intensified. Mr. Davis-Gordon was Chief Steward aboard the aircraft, under his 
command, the cabin staff successfully organised the escape of 112 passengers, from a total of 116 
from the burning aircraft. The Chief Steward's firm and calm instructions not only guided 
passengers to the most appropriate exit, but clearly helped to avoid any panic. On one occasion it 
was necessary for Mr. Davis-Gordon to get out on to the starboard wing to assist a passenger who 
had become stranded there because of the spread of the fire. He helped her back, re-entered the 
aircraft and directed her to a safe escape exit at the front of the aircraft. By remaining on the 
aircraft until he was satisfied all survivors had left the main cabin, he risked his life in the knowledge 
that a further explosion might occur at any moment and engulf the aircraft. His coolness and 
qualities of leadership were of a high order and an inspiration to his cabin staff, who themselves 
displayed high qualities of devotion to duty in spite of the obvious perils of the situation.” 
From http://the24sec.wordpress.com/2011/12/29/group-captain-geoff-moss/: 
Sadly, we have to report the loss of Group Captain Geoff Moss who died peacefully on 24th 
December 2011. Geoff was an enthusiastic member of the Association before ill health forced him 
to take a back seat and spend his later days near his relatives on the Wirral. Geoff also held that 
privileged title of Squadron Commander between 1966 – 67 while at Colerne flying Hastings. 
3rd Jan 2012 – A further update from his niece Mrs Richardson via Richard Bates: “His funeral 
service and cremation will be at 1.00 pm on Monday 16 Jan 12 in the Centre Chapel at Landican 
Crematorium, Arrowe Park Road, Woodchurch, Wirral, Mersyside CH49 5 LW and afterwards at the 
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Riverhill Hotel, Oxton. The family request family flowers only and donations, if desired, to the RAF 
Benevolent Fund.” 
…. 
Comments from various members 
“A great 24 Sqn ‘Boss’….Flew with him many many times ‘down the route’. Sadly missed for sure.” 
Nev & Terry Cooper (Rtd 24 Sqn/Colerne MAEO and wife) 
“I remember Geoff Moss well; he was my sqn cdr when I moved over from 36sqn on its 
disbandment. He was a real gentleman with a good sense of humour. I was walking through the 
hangar one day and he said “you need a haircut” I said ” I am getting it cut before I go to Germany” 
he said ” I mean today” I replied ” I am going to Germany tomorrow” He had the good grace to 
laugh instead of whacking me round the head.” Bob Iredale. 
“Geoff was also a great supporter of Army Air Despatchers, he was a fair firm and friendly leader 
who understood the Army well. Also a member of the Air Despatch Association. He will be missed 
by those who served with him. My sincere condolences.” Major (retired) Alan Robert Joseph Batty 
MBE, retired Air Despatcher, 22,47,55,and 69 (Air Despatch) Coy/Squadrons 
“‘Boss’ Moss affectionately remembered by the Air Despatch Association especially those members 
who served in 55 Air Despatch Company RASC in Butterworth … and 47 Air Despatch Sqn at 
Colerne. A gentleman and a gentle man who knew the worth of every man serving with him.” Ted 
Medler 
“I knew Geoff Moss at RAF Wellesbourne Mountford in 1949 – he was a Flt.Lt. and I was an AC.1 
doing my National Service. I was on the entertainment committee of which he was Chairman. He 
was greatly respected by us all. After a gap of 50 years I made contact with him again ten years 
ago. We had much to talk about. He will be greatly missed.” Edward Gill 
“I was keeping a low profile in the 24 crew room at Colerne one windy and rainy afternoon playing 
‘uckers’ with the rest of the crew (Not even Co Pilot circuits and ‘crashes’ authorised), when the adj 
walked in and said “Cooper, the Wing Co wants you in his office ‘pronto’…..and I suggest you 
straighten your tie, etc, etc, if I were you….I think you’re in BIG trouble”. I did get myself over the 
other side of the hangar pretty “pronto” (and yes, the squadron offices WERE either side of the 
hangar in those dark 1970′s days young Sir’s). I knocked sheepishly on his door, marched in, and 
saluted (of course). “F/Sgt” he said, “You have been reported to me by the adj as being severely 
incorrectly dressed for the past two days at least…..What have you got to say?” I muttered some 
excuse about needing my black “brothel creeper” shoes to have thick soles for extra insulation in 
these snowy Winter months. He growled “No, not that man. You should have Galloping Dogs and 
Gold Eagles on your cuffs…..Get it sorted by tomorrow…..and get out of my office”.  
As I had only done just on 15 years service at that time, I was a little taken aback to say the least, 
but managed another, almost American, style salute saying “Yes SIR” as I exited. The words “And 
do make sure your brothel creepers have toe caps from now on Mr Cooper” echoing behind me as 
I closed the door. What a Boss to have hey? Few and far between for sure.” Nev Cooper 
From Report on the Accident to Boeing 707-465 G-ARWE at Heathrow Airport, London on 8th April 
1968, Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, London, 1969: 
“Supervisory Captain Geoffrey Sydney Moss, aged 5O, held an airline transport pilot's licence, 
endorsed for command of Boeing 707 aircraft . His last competency check was on 6th November 
1967 and his last medical examination was on 6th December 1967. At the time of the accident his 
total flying experience was 12,957 hours of which 3,185 were on Boeing 707 aircraft. He had flwnn 
56 hours during the 30 days preceding the accident and had been free of duty for 9 days prior to 
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the commencement of this flight. Captain Moss has been a supervisory captain on 707 aircraft 
since 1963.” 
2230. Flight Lieutenant Lionel Christopher SPARGO AFC (196249). Signed 14 August 1949. 
Joint Anti-Submarine School, Londonderry. 

157 
His Air Force Cross was announced in the LG, 10 June 1954. His Commendation for Valuable 
Service in the Air was announced in the LG, 12 June 1958. 
From http://www.avroshackleton.com/Ballykelly.html: 
“… as the Cold War era was starting, the need to counter the Soviet submarine threat was the next 
challenge. On the formation of NATO, the United Kingdom assumed a major anti-submarine role 
across the eastern Atlantic and North Sea areas. During the latter stages of the war an anti-
submarine tactics school had been established at the Londonderry Naval Base, and afterwards this 
idea was further developed into what became known as the Joint Anti-Submarine School (JASS). 
Commanded jointly by RN and RAF personnel, JASS was officially opened on 30 January 1947. The 
unit had its own air elements, Royal Navy Barracudas of No.744 Sqn., based at Eglinton and the 
RAF's JASS Flight, based at a now re-opened Ballykelly, initially equipped with two Lancasters, one 
Warwick and one Anson. The task at JASS was to run courses to train the crews of ships and aircraft 
in the broader aspects of anti-submarine warfare, with emphasis on the development and 
application of combined tactics.” 
2231. Flight Lieutenant David Burgess ROSS DFC* (139642). Signed 16 August 1949. HQ 
18 Group. 

157 
His DFC, whilst with No 427 (RCAF) Squadron, was announced in the LG, 17 August 1943. The Bar 
to his DFC, whilst with No 427 (RCAF) Squadron, was announced in the LG, 22 May 1945. 
From http://427gol.com/?page_id=2: 
427 (Lion) Squadron was formed on November 7, 1942, as the eighth of fifteen Royal Canadian Air 
Force (RCAF) Bomber Squadrons formed overseas. The squadron flew Wellington aircraft out of 
Croft, Yorkshire; then Halifax and Lancaster bombers out of Leeming from May 3, 1943. Its first 
Commanding Officer was Group Captain Dudley Burnside. Initially part of 4 Group, the Squadron 
was transferred to 6th Bomber (RCAF) Group where it remained until the end of the war. 
The Lion Squadron amassed an enormous amount of flying hours and won an impressive list of 
Battle Honours and individual distinctions. In 3,200 sorties comprising 26,000 flying hours, they 
dropped an incredible amount of high explosives on Fortress Europe and its ports. During the war, 
415 personnel were lost, another 121 were shot down and taken prisoner, and 14 escaped to allied 
lines. Indicative of the selfless bravery of the Lion crews were four Distinguished Service Orders, 
two Conspicuous Gallantry Medals, 16 Distinguished Flying Medals, and 147 Distinguished Flying 
Crosses. 
On May 24, 1943, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer adopted 427 Squadron and presented a bronze lion to 
the Squadron. This gift and the affiliation with the MGM lion mascot strengthened the Squadron’s 
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nickname. Another highlight was the presentation of a lion cub, named Mareth, by the Prime 
Minister, Winston Churchill. 
In October 1943, No. 427 Squadron adopted a Lion named “Maredth”, the offspring of Rota, the 
prized lion of Prime Minister Churchill. A special ceremony was held at Regent’s Park Zoo, attended 
by ground crew, air crew and civilians. 
After the war the Lions were involved in flying Prisoners Of War and troops back from Europe to 
Britain. On May 31st, 1946, the Squadron was disbanded. 
2232. Commander Robert Norman EVERETT RN OBE. Signed 20 August 1949. Flag Officer 
(Air) Lee -on-Solent. 

157 
From http://www.fleetairarmarchive.net/rollofhonour/COs/CommandingOfficers-e.htm: 
From 5th to 7th May 1942, he led 810 Squadron in attacks on ships and shore target at Diego 
Suarez, Madagascar in Operation Ironclad. He was commanding officer from December 1941 to 
January 1943. 
From The Navy List for February 1942: 

 
His promotion from Lieutenant-Commander to Commander was announced in the LG, 12 July 
1946. 
From http://worldnavalships.com/forums/showthread.php?p=145434: 
“My name is Paul Moran and I am the author of Part of the Shore: the Saving of HMS Wave. Th 
Algerine Class minesweeper Wave ran aground in St. Ives in 1952 but survived to sail again. The 
captain was Cdr Robert Norman Everett, the First Officer Lt Cdr Sydney James Hall, and the 
Navigation Officer Lt James David Fyffe.” 
From The Glasgow Herald of 8 November 1952: 

 

http://www.fleetairarmarchive.net/rollofhonour/COs/CommandingOfficers-e.htm
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From William Jameson’s Ark Royal: The Life of an Aircraft Carrier at War 1939-41, Periscope 
Publishing Ltd, 2004: 

 
…. 
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Many of the photos in the above-mentioned book were supplied by Cdr Robert Everett who was 
ship's photographer on HMS Ark Royal. 
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HMS Ark Royal in 1939, with Swordfish of 820 Naval Air Squadron passing overhead (photo 
possibly taken by the then Lieutenant R N Everett, but Wikipedia attributes this photo to the US 
Naval Historical Center, reference NH85716) 
2233. Commander Maurice John Alfred O'SULLIVAN MiD. Signed 20 August 1949. Flag 
Officer Flight Training RNAS Donibristle [HMS Merlin]. 

157 
From The Navy List for May 1949: 

 
From http://www.naval-history.net/xDKWW2-4102-29FEB01.htm: 
Sunday, 2nd February 1941. Aircraft carrier Ark Royal launched eight torpedo planes against the 
hydroelectric San Chiara Ula Dam on Lake Tirso in Sardinia (Operation Picket). No success was 
obtained in destroying the dam or the facilities. One Swordfish of 810 Squadron was shot down 
and its crew of Lt M. J. A. O'Sullivan, Sub Lt (A) R. B. Knight, Petty Officer L. C. Eccleshall made 
prisoners of war. 
From http://www.royalnavyresearcharchive.org.uk/MONABS/Nabhurst-1.html: 
CDR (P) E.G. SAVAGE D.S.O., D.S.C. assumed Command of MONAB Mobile Naval Air Base 10 at 
RNAS Henstridge on July 8th 1953 and in turn he was relieved by CDR (P) M.J.A. O’Sullivan on May 
11th 1954. 

http://www.naval-history.net/xDKWW2-4102-29FEB01.htm
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From http://www.unithistories.com/units_index/default.asp?file=../officers/personsx.html 
O'Sullivan, Maurice John Alfred 
14.11.1911 - ?? 02.1985, Ringwood and Fordingbridge district, Hampshire 
Lt.    01.04.1935 
Lt.Cdr.    01.04.1943 
Cdr.    31.12.1949  
Retired    13.09.1958 
Mention in Despatches 14.05.1946 POW 

 
2234. PROBABLY Lieutenant-Commander Andrew John THOMSON DSC MiD. Signed 20 
August 1949. Flag Officer (Air) Lee -on-Solent. 

157 
From http://www.fleetairarmarchive.net/rollofhonour/COs/CommandingOfficers-t.htm: 
Commanded 887 Squadron from August 1944 to May 1945; 24th Naval Fighter Wing (887 and 894 
Squadrons) November 1944 to March 1945. Participated in the Eastern Fleet and later British Pacific 
Fleet attacked targets in Sumatra, January 1945, HMS Indefatigable. Operations against the 
Japanese, HMS Indefatigable. Led Wing in attack on Sakishima Islands and Formosa 3 April 1945. 
His Mentioned in Despatches was announced in the LG, 16 January 1945. 
From Admiralty Fleet Orders, 25 January 1945 
(http://www.navy.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/366-502.pdf): 

 

 

 

http://www.unithistories.com/units_index/default.asp?file=../officers/personsx.html
http://www.fleetairarmarchive.net/rollofhonour/COs/CommandingOfficers-t.htm
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2235. Wing Commander [later Group Captain] Richard James ABRAHAMS OBE (37663). 
Signed 23 August 1949. HQ Coastal Command. 

157 
He also signed this book on 17 July 1950. 
From http://surfcity.kund.dalnet.se/commonwealth_abrahams.htm: 
Abrahams was born on 28 June 1912. On 7 April 1936, he was granted a short service commission 
as Acting Pilot Officer with seniority from 23 March 1936. He was confirmed in this appointment 
and graded as Pilot Officer on 27 January 1937. He was posted to the staff of HQ, Middle East. On 
27 July 1938, he was promoted to Flying Officer. On 27 July 1940, he was promoted to Flight 
Lieutenant (gazetted on 8 October 1940). Abrahams was posted to 112 Squadron on 29 August 
1940. 
On 20 November, 208 Squadron despatched two Lysanders to reconnoitre an area bounded by 
Sollum, Sofali and Buq-Buq. They were L4724 piloted by Flight Lieutenant Burnard and L4728 
piloted by Pilot Officer Waymark that took off from Qasaba at 14:20 and 14:15 landing back at 
16:35 and 16:20 respectively (another Lysander, possibly L6874, an attached 6 Squadron aircraft 
piloted by Flying Officer T. H. Davison, was out in the same area). 33 Squadron provided nine 
Hurricanes (including Flying Officer Vernon Woodward (N2498), Flight Lieutenant Ernest Dean (P 
3818), Flying Officer John Mackie (P3724), Squadron Leader Charles Ryley (P3970), Flight Sergeant 
Harry Goodchild (N2640), Flying Officer Frank Holman (P3724) and Pilot Officer Charles Dyson 
(N2640)) as escort. It is possible that the unaccounted pilots were one or two pilots from 274 
Squadron since a quartet of Hurricanes from this Squadron, piloted by Flight Lieutenant R. V. Evers-
Swindell, Pilot Officer Ernest Mason, Pilot Officer Thomas Patterson and Second Lieutenant 
Frederick Johannes Joubert, together with Pilot Officer Strange and Second Lieutenant Bester (who 
followed with the ground party) were detached on attachment to 33 Squadron on 14 November. 
On 21 November, Evers-Swindell, flew back from Fuka to have repairs on his fighter, reportedly 
damaged in a running fight with CR.42s. It seems almost sure that the “running fight” was the 
below described action, so it is possible that R. V. Evers-Swindell was present.  
The escort took off from Fuka Satellite airfield at 14:15, with one section of three protecting each 
Lysander while a third section provided top cover. At the same time, a formation of six Gladiators 
from 112 Squadron would sweep the same general area.  
East of Sidi Barrani, 18 CR.42s intercepted them and one Fiat half-rolled and dived away after being 
fired on by a Hurricane. It is possible that this aircraft later was credited as a destroyed to Flying 
Officer Mackie, who in a letter sent home to Canada on 4 December recalled: 
“Just before I went on leave we had one of two bits of fun up here. On one occasion, you may have 
heard about it on the radio, fifteen of us got mixed up with sixty wop fighters. We lost none, and 
got at least eight of them. I got one of these, although not in a very convincing way from my point 
of view, as I didn’t see it go in. Another pilot saw the start and the finish of it. Anyhow, it sure was a 
mix-up. I have never seen so many machines milling around in such a small amount of sky.” 
However, after this both sides started to guard each other without giving battle with the Italians 
uncertain to tangle with the faster Hurricanes and the British finding it difficult to close in on their 
more manoeuvrable opponents.  
The Hurricanes of the two sections dealing with the direct escort of the Lysanders now started to 
brake off since they were being out-manoeuvred by their opponents and at this moment a huge 
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formation of a reportedly 25-30 Italian fighters was seen higher. The top cover section of 33 
Squadron climbed to engage but reportedly without avail because the Italian turned back towards 
Libya without engaging.  
The Italian formation was composed by 18 aircraft from all three Squadriglie of the 9o Gruppo led 
by Maggiore Ernesto Botto (at the head of the 73aSquadriglia). Six of the CR.42s were from the 
96a Squadriglia (Capitano Roberto Fassi leading Tenente Aldo Gon, Sottotenente Carlo Agnelli, 
Sottotenente Armando Moresi and Sergente Vittorio Pozzati together with 4o Stormo’s adjutant, 
Capitano Mario Pluda), five were from the 73aSquadriglia (Tenente Valerio De Campo, 
Tenente Pietro Bonfatti, Maresciallo Mario Ruffilli, Sergente Maggiore Antonio Valle and 
Sergente Santo Gino) and six were from the 97a Squadriglia (Capitano Antonio Larsimont 
Pergameni, Tenente Ezio Viglione Borghese, Sottotenente Jacopo Frigerio, Maresciallo Rinaldo 
Damiani, Sergente Francesco Putzu and Sergente Franco Sarasino). They had taken off from El 
Adem at 14:40 to cover Italian troops in the Bir Enba area (and probably indirectly escorting a 
reconnaissance plane) when Botto discovered a Bristol Blenheim escorted by several Hurricanes 
flying lower and attacked.  
At this moment, with the 9o Gruppo’s attention focused elsewhere, the 112 Squadron’s Gladiators 
intervened and managed to surprise the Italian formation over Sidi Barrani. They claimed eight of 
the Fiats without losses. All of the six pilots made claims and Flight Lieutenant Abrahams claimed 
one and one shared with Pilot Officer Richard Acworth, who also claimed one additional. Flying 
Officer R. J. Bennett claimed one, Pilot Officer Alfred Costello claimed one, Pilot Officer Leonard 
Bartley claimed two and Sergeant 'Paddy' Donaldson finally claimed one. 112 Squadron didn’t 
record any losses in this combat even if Pilot Officer Acworth in his memories spoke of a couple of 
planes obliged to force-land and the unit’s aircraft retuned to Fuka between 16:20 and 17:25. For 
this one-sided action, they were noted in the press for the first time.  
Richard Acworth remembered this combat in a short story written in the 1960’s but never 
published. 
“The Lysanders were to be ‘covered’ against enemy air attacks by six Gladiators from my 
squadron… three flying at 12,000 feet, and three, led by myself, at 15,000 feet. ‘Top cover’ was to 
be provided by six Hurricanes, flying at 20,000 feet. The Hurricanes had strict orders to beat a hasty 
retreat if they met with enemy aircraft in large numbers, as it was thought at that time that they 
would be ‘easy meat’ for the move manoeuvrable C.R. 42’s, the single-seater Italian opposite 
number of the Gladiator. We had been patrolling for about 10 minutes, when I reported forty CR 
42s, in eight sections of five, flying from the direction of Libya, at approximately 25,000 feet, 5,000 
feet higher that the Hurricane ‘top-cover’. To my dismay, the Hurricanes were soon speeding home, 
with a CR 42 sitting neatly on each tail. Our six Gladiators were left to finish the fight, for the 
Lysanders, their task completed, were heading for home, too. There was not a friendly cloud in the 
sky, and the powerful desert sun made the enemy aircraft very difficult to see. Forthwith, they 
carried out the German tactics of remaining aloft, and sending down their more experienced men 
to finish us off one by one….but it was not to be! With the first attacks, we broke formation, and it 
was every man for himself. I soon found myself very much alone, until unfriendly tracer bullets from 
behind, passed through the space between my right wings. I immediately steep-turned to the left, 
and caught sight of my attacker as he completed his dive and prepared to re-join his pals up 
higher, by means of a roll off the top of a loop. Seizing my chance, I opened full throttle and 
followed him to the top of his loop, half rolled in formation with him, and was just about to open 
fire, when my aircraft stalled and flicked into a spin….not enough speed! I decided my best means 
of survival was to continue the spin, in the hope that he would think I had been badly hit. This was 
a fighter tactic from World War I, and it worked! Whilst I was spinning, I looked upwards and 
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caught a glimpse of my adversary circling at his original height, waiting for me to crash into the 
desert. I came out of the spin at about 8,000 feet, no doubt much to his surprise, and didn’t have to 
wait long for him to dive down to finish me off. So started a long tail-chasing session. At first, my 
mouth became rather dry, but after a second or two, my mind became crystal clear, and I was 
determined to turn the tables on him. Slowly I began to gain ground, and soon part of his tail was 
in my sights, but I realized it would not have been great enough. When his engine came into my 
sights, I pressed the firing button, and was immediately cheered to see pieces of fabric or metal 
ripping off his fuselage, just behind the cockpit. The Italian pilot turned so quickly in his mad effort 
to escape, that he pulled his aircraft into a spin, following a ‘high-speed stall’. I followed him down, 
and fired at him as he tried to recover, and he promptly went into another one. On recovering from 
his second spin, he must have pulled an emergency boost control to give him extra speed, for he 
left my Gladiator ‘standing’. However, my opponent was not easily scared, and turned about a mile 
away to come back at me like a bull at a gate. We both opened fire, and when it seemed that a 
head-on collision was inevitable, he pulled out to my left in a climbing turn. For a second, I was 
able to fire at his exposed fuselage, and then, with throttle fully open, I climbed into the sun, into 
an advantageous position. To my horror, my engine stalled near the top of the climb, and I had to 
carry out the usual drill of closing the throttle and opening it again, slowly. Full power came back, 
and looking down, I could see my opponent looking for me. This time, I had the advantage of 
height, and I was nicely lining him up in my sights when he saw me, and tried to turn in underneath 
me. Slowly twisting, and with the right deflection, I raked him with bullets from nose to tail, at 
almost point-blank range. I pulled out of my dive, to regain height, and saw him commence 
another spin from which he did not recover. I felt immensely relieved, somewhat shaken, and 
eventually joined up with two stray Gladiators, and returned to Mersa Matruh. I was pleased to 
learn later that seven aircraft had been shot down in the engagement, and that all the Gladiator 
pilots had survived the fight, although two had made forced landings. I shall never forget that day. 
It was my first one-against-one air battle, and the longest time I had engaged a single enemy 
aircraft...” 
The 9o Gruppo actually lost only three shot down and four damaged but two pilots were killed. The 
three shot down pilots were Sottotenente Carlo Agnelli of the 96a Squadriglia, who was killed, 
Sergente Francesco Putzu of the 97a Squadriglia, who was killed, and Tenente Gon (who usually 
flew CR.42 MM5605/96-2), who recalled: 
“This day strangely enough he recorded it as on 1 November but this is for certain an error I lost 
the dearest of all my wingmen Carlo Agnelli. We were up with all the Gruppo and the three 
Squadriglie were stepped at different heights. The lowest escorting a reconnaissance plane, mine 
(96a Squadriglia) at 3000 metres while the third stay higher. The highest group had already engaged 
the enemy when I saw one of our planes diving almost vertically followed by a Gloster. I made a 
violent overturning that my wingmen were unable to follow again without radio equipment the 
Italian formation was broken at the beginning of the combat and whatever numerical advantage 
was impossible to put into full use when I reach a distance suitable to open fire I had to wait because 
there was the risk of hitting my comrade with the same burst aimed at the fighter that was following 
him I had to concentrate only on the aim the wingmen were far away so I couldn’t look around and 
was attacked by two Glosters. With the first burst of fire they shot away my propeller, so without 
propulsion I could only manoeuvre to avoid further damage. All the height lost I force-landed and the 
English pilots that had already stopped firing while I was gliding down for my final approach flew 
past me waving their hands.  
Gon, tried to burn his plane without success and succeeded to reach an Italian outpost the day 
after 
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Back at base, I discovered that information about the missing pilots (we were three) were lacking. A 
sergeant Sergente Francesco Putzu was seen to jump with parachute and another of our planes 
was seen to crash after a hard fight, all believed it was mine because the other missing pilot (my 
dear wingman) was too “green” to be able to fight against three enemies as the pilot of the 
crashed plane did. The encounter with Botto was tragicomically. I went to his room and he was 
waiting for me near the door and as just as he saw me he threw himself right into my arms through 
the three steps that divided us. But I was too weak and was unable to sustain him so we fell 
embraced on the ground.” 
According to the official records of the 4o Stormo, however, it seems that during the 
dive Gon’s guns went out of synchronisation and when opening fire he cut his propeller with the 
first shots.  
Seven confirmed and probable victories were credited to the pilots of the Gruppo after that they 
had landed at 16:30. This overclaiming was the result of that the Stormo’s records had to be re-
recorded in 1941 after they had been lost. This re-recording was done by Tenente Giulio Reiner, 
who was then adjutant of the Gruppo. Obviously Reiner’s reconstruction was not as accurate as a 
complete debriefing immediately after the battle could be.  
Roberto Fassi was credited with a Blenheim, a probable Gladiator and two damaged 
Gladiators. Pozzati, who was wounded on the right foot, was credited with a Gladiator 
while Gon was credited with a Gladiator (a victory that he didn’t mention at all in his 
memories). Pluda claimed another Gladiator and Moresi one probable Gladiator. The 73a and 
97a Squadriglie claimed one Gladiator and two Hurricanes shot down and four fighters damaged, 
all shared. Final assessment of the combat was four Gladiators, two Hurricanes and a Blenheim 
confirmed and two Gladiators probably destroyed (the actual number of confirmed claims varies 
between the reconstructed Diari of the involved Squadriglias to seven or eight destroyed). 

  
Sottotenente Carlo Agnelli of the 96a Squadriglia, who was killed in combat with Hurricanes from 
33 Squadron and Gladiators from 112 Squadron on 20 November 1940. Image kindly provided by 
Fulvio Chianese at GORIZIA ed il QUARTO STORMO.  
On 1 December, 112 Squadron started to ferry Gladiators to the Royal Hellenic Air Force when 
Flight Lieutenant Abrahams, Flight Lieutenant Charles Fry, Flight Lieutenant Joseph Fraser, Flying 
Officer Edwin Banks, Flying Officer Homer Cochrane, Pilot Officer Alfred Costello, Pilot Officer R. H. 
Smithand 2nd Lieutenant H. H. Geraty (who was about to leave the 112 Squadron to be posted to 3 
SAAF Squadron in East Africa) left Sidi Haneish to ferry eight Gladiators. 
Twelve of the sixteen 112 Squadron pilots that had left for Greece on ferry flights returned to Sidi 
Haneish in a Bombay on 7 December. The pilots were Flight Lieutenant Lloyd Schwab, Flying 
Officer Richard Acworth, Pilot Officer Leonard Bartley, Pilot Officer Jack Groves, Pilot Officer D. G. H. 
McDonald, Pilot Officer R. H. MacDonald, Sergeant G. M. Donaldson, Flight Lieutenant Abrahams, 
Flight Lieutenant Joseph Fraser, Flying OfficerEdwin Banks, Flying Officer Homer Cochrane, Pilot 
Officer Alfred Costello. The other four pilots remained in Greece (Flight Lieutenant Charles Fry, 
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Flying Officer R. J. Bennett, Pilot Officer R. H. Smith, Second Lieutenant H. H. Geraty) attached to 80 
Squadron.  
On 22 December, 112 Squadron patrolled over Sollum and Bardia during the day. Participating 
pilots were Squadron Leader Harry Brown, Flight Lieutenant Lloyd Schwab, Flight Lieutenant 
Abrahams, Flight Lieutenant Joseph Fraser (Gladiator K7899), Flying Officer Richard Acworth, Flying 
Officer Oliver Green, Flying Officer R. B. Whittington, Second Lieutenant E. R. Smith and Sergeant E. 
N. Woodword.  
Flight Lieutenant Fraser reported in his logbook that his aircraft was hit in the tailplane by AA fire 
and that no enemy aircraft were encountered.  
Flight Lieutenant Abrahams force landed safely and later returned to base, reason unspecified.  
It is possible that he was involved with the interception of the two SM 79s from the 
278a Squadriglia in the morning or the combat with the 91a Squadriglia at lunchtime. A third 
alternative is that he also was hit by AA fire. 
Abrahams accompanied 112 Squadron to Greece. 
Early in the afternoon on 20 February 1941 eight Gladiators of 80 Squadron and nine of 112 
Squadron flew up to Paramythia from Yannina. At 14:45 15 of these Gladiators took off in five 
sections of three aircraft flying in vic formation, echeloned to starboard and led by Squadron 
Leader H. L. I. Brown, to escort two Wellingtons of 37 Squadron, flown by Flight Lieutenant M. J. 
Baird-Smith and Sergeant R. T. Spiller, each carrying about one and a halt tons of supplies. A Greek 
Ju 52/3m accompanied the Wellingtons and their mission was to drop the supplies to the troops 
near Kelcyre. Low cloud and rain made the flight difficult, and near Korouode five hostile aircraft 
were seen, but these did not approach. The supplies were dropped successfully, and the three 
aircraft were escorted back to Paramythia. The fighters then returned to the frontline to patrol.  
Soon after the supply-droppers had gone, 17 Blenheims (eight of 84 Squadron, six of 211 
Squadron and three of 30 Squadron) commenced taking off for a bombing attack on Berat. One of 
the 84 Squadron aircraft suffered an engine failure and belly-landed, but the remaining 16, with an 
escort of six Hurricanes led by Flight Lieutenant 'Pat' Pattle (Hurricane Mk.I V7724), arrived over the 
target, their bombs falling on the town, supply dumps, and demolishing a bridge carrying the main 
road over the River Osem. AA fire was experienced and Fiat G.50bis from the 361a and 
395a Squadriglie, 154oAutonomo Gruppo C.T. were scrambled from Berat airfield. As the Blenheim 
formation, which had completed its attack, was turning a few miles to the north of the target the 
climbing Italian fighters were spotted by the escorting Hurricanes.  
Pattle's section took on four of the attackers and Pattle shouted to Flight Lieutenant 'Timber' 
Woods and Sergeant Charles Casbolt to attack individually.Pattle selected the leading G.50 as his 
own target. As he approached, the dark green Fiat pulled away into a steep turn, but he managed 
to hold it in his sights until he came into range. When he opened fire the Italian fighter exploded 
and disintegrated. Woods (Hurricane Mk.I V7138) claimed another andCasbolt claimed two 
destroyed in this combat. The crews of the Blenheims under attack verified these claims. Pilot 
Officer Cox's Blenheim L8542 of 211 Squadron was badly shot-up, but two Hurricanes shot down 
their attacker. Pilot Officer Geary, gunner in Squadron Leader Gordon-Finlayson's aircraft, reported: 
'A G 50 came for us and in a flash a Hurricane just shot it off our wingtip. It simply rolled over, went 
on fire, and dived into the mountain. It was wizard.' 
Other Fiats followed the Blenheims as they withdrew. One of the 30 Squadron Blenheims had its 
starboard engine shot out, but Sergeant Ratlidge managed to get it back to Paramythia. As the 
formation neared the front, the patrolling Gladiators of 80 and 112 Squadrons spotted the 
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pursuing Italian fighters and engaged them. Flying Officer Nigel Cullen (Gladiator Mk.II N5817) 
reported: 
'The leader came into close range and then flicked over on its back and dived down. I did a half-roll 
and got into position dead astern. Four long bursts and the enemy caught fire and crashed into a 
snow-covered hill. Then engaged another G.50 and got in some good deflection shots. Saw two 
formations of biplanes, thought they were Glads and went to take a look at them. They were CR 
42s. Got on the tail of one, gave him a burst, and he went over on his back, and the pilot baled out. 
The others made off at once. Just as well- I hadn't any ammo left.' 
Cullen's Gladiator received some damage during these combats and one bullet furrowed the 
knuckles of his right hand, but he returned to Yannina without further incident. Three G.50s were 
claimed damaged by 112 Squadron pilots Flight Lieutenant Abrahams, Flying Officer Edwin 
Banks and Pilot OfficerJack Groves. Flight Lieutenant George Kettlewell (Gladiator Mk.II N5917) of 
80 Squadron also claimed a G.50, but did not see it crash (thus it was only credit as a probable) 
whilst Pilot Officer Eldon Trollip claimed another probably destroyed.  
The Italian fighters had claimed one Blenheim shot down and one fighter identified as a 'Spitfire'. 
Despite the many RAF claims, it seems that only two Fiats were actually lost. Tenente Alfredo Fusco 
of the 361a Squadriglia was shot down and killed, while Tenente Livio Bassi of 395a Squadriglia was 
wounded and while attempting to force-land his damaged aircraft at Berat, the Fiat flipped over 
and caught fire. Bassi, credited at this time with seven victories, was to linger for 43 days before 
dying in hospital in Rome. A third G.50bis, flown by Sergente Gambetta, was damaged. Both Bassi 
and Fusco were subsequently awarded posthumous Medaglia d'oro al valor militare. 
On 28 February HQ 'W' Wing ordered that all available aircraft should patrol between Tepelene and 
the coast between 15:30 and 16:30, since Intelligence sources indicated the operation of large 
numbers of Italian aircraft in that area at that time. Hence during the morning all available 
Gladiators of 80 and 112 Squadrons were flown up to Paramythia in preparation for this action. 
Patrols were flown during the morning by flights of Hurricanes but nothing was seen.  
At about 15:00 Squadron Leader H. L. I. Brown and Squadron Leader Edward 'Tap' Jones led of 
eleven Gladiators of 112 Squadron and seven of 80 Squadron to patrol over the designated area; 
they were accompanied by the 'W' Wing leader, Wing Commander ’Paddy’ Coote, flying an 80 
Squadron Gladiator. Fifteen minutes later Flight Lieutenant 'Pat' Pattle in Hurricane V7589 led 
Flying Officer Nigel Cullen (V7138), Flying Officer Wanklyn Flower(V6749) and Flying Officer Richard 
Acworth (V7288) to the same area, while Flight Lieutenant Young led four 33 Squadron Hurricanes 
to patrol near the coast. Here some S.79s were seen and chased over Corfu, two being claimed 
damaged, one of them by Pilot Officer D. S. F. Winsland (Winsland was later during the war shot 
down by Bernardino Serafini). These were probably 105o Gruppo B.T. aircraft, which reported being 
attacked by Spitfires, one Savoia landing at Tirana with one member of the crew dead.  
Meanwhile Pattle’s section spotted BR.20s of 37o Stormo B.T. flying south from Valona; they 
identified the ten-strong formation as comprising 15 aircraft, while the bomber crews reported 
being attacked by 18 ‘Spitfires'! Pattle selected one on the starboard flank of the formation, and 
after three short bursts it broke into flames and went down; a second bomber likewise burst into 
flames following a further attack by Pattle, and his windscreen was covered in oil from this doomed 
aircraft. Reducing speed, Pattle attempted to clean the screen with his scarf, but he was then 
attacked by five G.50bis which dived on him. After a brief skirmish he managed to get away and 
returned to Paramythia. Both Flower and Acworth also claimed BR.20s. although the latter thought 
his victim may have been a Z.1007bis. Flying Officer Cullen reported considerable success in the run 
of claims which was to bring him the award of an immediate DFC. He later recalled: 
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“The battle extended right across Albania. First I found four Breda 20s (sic). I got one, which went 
down in flames Then we found three formations of S.79s. I took on one and aimed at the starboard 
engine. It caught fire, and crashed in flames. I climbed and dived on the next - and he too crashed 
in flames. Then we attacked ten CR.42s, climbing to get above them. I got behind one, and he 
caught fire and went down in flames. Up again immediately, dived, fired into the cockpit, and 
another took fire, rolled over and crashed. I had to come home then - no more ammo.” 
Three BR.20s were in fact shot down during this combat and a fourth force-landed near Otranto; 
others returned with wounded crewmembers aboard, plus one dead.  
By now the Gladiators had joined the fighting, as had CR.42s of 160o Gruppo and G.50bis of 
24o Gruppo. A single Hurricane of 33 Squadron arrived late on the scene. Flying Officer Newton 
having scrambled from Paramythia when news of the heavy fighting came through. On arrival over 
the battle area he promptly attacked a CR.42, only to find that it was an 80 Squadron Gladiator! A 
112 Squadron Gladiator then got on his tail, obviously taking the Hurricane for a G.50bis, and 
inflicted damage on his aircraft, chasing him back towards Paramythia. A few of the Gladiators 
made contact with the bombers, Pilot Officer William Vale claiming an S.79 shot down, whilst Flying 
Officer Edwin Banks and Pilot Officer R. H. McDonald of 112 Squadron each claimed damage to a 
BR.20. The Gladiators’ main claims were for nine CR.42s and two probables, plus six G.50bis and 
three probables after that the rest of the Gladiators made contract with the Italian fighters. 80 
Squadron made following claims – Squadron Leader Jones (2 CR.42s), Wing Commander Coote (1 
CR.42), Warrant Officer Richens (1 CR.42), Pilot Officer Vale (1 S.79 and 1 G.50bis), Flight 
Lieutenant Kettlewell (1 probable CR.42 and 1 probable G.50bis), Pilot Officer Trollip (1 probable 
CR.42) and Flying Officer Dowding (1 probable G.50bis). 112 Squadron also made a number of 
claims – Squadron Leader Brown (1 G.50bis), Flight Lieutenant Fraser (1 CR.42 and 1 G.50bis), Flight 
Lieutenant Fry (1 CR.42 and 1 G.50bis), Flight Lieutenant Abrahams (1 G.50bis), Flying 
Officer Cochrane (1 CR.42), Flying Officer Banks (1 and 1 damaged CR.42 and 1 damaged BR.20), 
Pilot Officer Jack Groves (1 CR.42), Sergeant Donaldson (1 and 1 probable G.50bis), Flying 
Officer Smith (1 damaged CR.42) and Pilot Officer McDonald (1 damaged BR.20).  
Squadron Leader Brown recorded that the G.50bis he attacked turned sharply to starboard on its 
back and fell away in an inverted spin; he thought he had hit the pilot. Flight 
Lieutenant Fraser claimed that his victim flew into a mountainside, while the pilot of the CR.42 he 
claimed baled out, but his parachute failed to open; Sergeant Donaldson’s victim was seen to crash 
on the seashore. Flight Lieutenant Abrahams, after his victory, was attacked by another G.50bis - 
believed to have been flown by Tenente Mario Bellagambi - and was shot down near Sarande. He 
recalled: 
“The old Glad suddenly went all soft. Nothing would work. I sat there and then decided I had better 
get out. I couldn't, so I sat there with my hands on my lap, the aircraft spinning like mad. Then, 
eventually, I did manage to get out. It was so pleasant sitting there in the air than I damn nearly 
forgot to pull the ripcord. I reckon I did the record delayed drop for all Albania and Greece. I 
landed, and no sooner had I fallen sprawling on the ground than I was picked up by Greek soldiers 
who cheered and patted me on the back. I thought I was a hell of a hero until one soldier asked 
me. "Milano, Roma?" and I realized that they thought I was an Iti. They didn't realize it was possible 
for an Englishman to be shot down. So I said "Inglese", and then the party began. I was hoisted on 
their shoulders, and the "here the conquering hero comes" procession started. We wined and had 
fun. Jolly good chaps.” 
Following his initial combats, Pattle had returned to Paramythia, landed, and taken off again ten 
minutes later in another Hurricane (V7724). Returning to the battle area, he spotted three CR.42s in 
formation, heading back towards Valona: 
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“I got behind them and put a long burst into all three. One went down vertically at once, but in 
case it was a trick I followed him. He was in difficulties, that was most obvious, and when it looked 
as if he was going straight into the sea I decided to go and see what the other two were up to. As I 
climbed again I was most surprised to see tow parachutes float down past me.” 
On his return, Pattle claimed two destroyed, those from which he had seen the pilots come down 
by parachute, and one probable for that which he had followed down. Just before he got back to 
Paramythia for the second time at 17.40, Flying Officer Flower, who had returned an hour earlier, 
also took off for a second patrol over the area after his Hurricane had been refuelled and rearmed. 
There was nothing to be seen - the battle was over.  
On the Italian side, the CR.42s of 160o Gruppo had been escorting four S.79s of 104o Gruppo in the 
Kuc area, between Tepelene and Himare, when British fighters identified as Spitfires, Hurricanes 
and Gladiators, were encountered. Two Gladiators were claimed shot down and one as a probable, 
a ‘Spitfire’ also being claimed. Sottotenente Raoul Francinetti of 394a Squadriglia landed back at 
base wounded in one leg, and Sottotenente Italo Traini of 394a Squadriglia was shot down and 
killed. Gunners in the S.79s also claimed two Gladiators shot down, as did the G.50bis pilots of the 
24o Gruppo, the latter also claiming two more as probables. Tenente Bellagambi, following his 
combat with Flight Lieutenant Abrahams, was then shot down and wounded in one arm: he force-
landed near Tirana airfield. Capitano Ettore Foschini's aircraft was also hit and he was wounded, 
also coming down at Tirana.  
This day was recorded as RAF’s most successful during the Greek campaign. During the large 
engagements RAF made claims for 5 and 2 damaged BR.20s, 3 and 2 damaged S.79s, 13 destroyed, 
3 probable and 1 damaged CR.42s and 6 and 3 probable G.50bis. In fact 4 BR.20s of 37o Stormo 
B.T. were lost with several damaged, 1 S.79 of 104o Gruppo was damaged, 1 CR.42 of 160o Gruppo 
and 2 G.50bis of 24o Gruppo were lost. Regia Aeronautica claimed 6 and 2 probable Gladiators and 
1 ‘Spitfire’ while in fact only 1 Gladiator of 112 Squadron was lost. 
Abrahams rejoined his unit the next day, on 29 February. He was posted away from 112 Squadron 
on 4 March 1941. He returned to the UK, where he briefly served with 41 Squadron. He 
commanded 129 Squadron from September 1941 – January 1942, when he was posted to Air 
Ministry (Directorate of Plans). He was promoted to Squadron Leader (temporary) on 27 January 
1942 (gazette on 19 May 1944). On 1 July 1943 (gazetted 13 July 1943), Abrahams was promoted 
to Wing Commander (temporary). Abrahams ended the war with 2 biplane victories, these being 
claimed while flying Gloster Gladiators. He remained in the RAF after the war. On 1 September 
1945 (gazetted 11 April 1947), Abrahams was promoted to Squadron Leader (permanent) with 
seniority from 1 January 1941. He was promoted to Wing Commander on 1 November 1947 
(gazetted on 24 October 1947) with seniority from 1 October 1946. On 1 January 1949 (gazetted 31 
December 1948), he was knighted when he received the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire 
(OBE). At the time, he was serving in the RAF General Survey Organisation. He was promoted to 
Group Captain on 1 January 1954 (gazetted on 29 December 1953). In 1955, he was sent to 
command No. 2 Flying Training School at Hullavington. This unit was selected to train two courses 
of pilots directly on the Hunting Percival Jet Provost without any previous training on propeller 
aircraft (i.e. primary trainers). Abrahams retired from the service on 27 July 1967. 
Claims 
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Biplane victories 
2 and 1 shared destroyed, 1 damaged. 
(a) Claimed in combat with CR.42s from the 9o Gruppo, which claimed seven victories and two 
probables while losing three CR.42s, getting four more damaged and losing two pilots KIA. 112 
Squadron claimed eight victories for no losses, 274 Squadron possibly suffered one damaged 
Hurricane while 33 Squadron possibly claimed a CR.42 without losses.  
(b) 80 and 112 Squadrons claimed six destroyed and two probables in this combat while 
154o Autonomo Gruppo C.T. lost two G.50s (Tenente Alfredo Fusco of 361aSquadriglia was killed 
and Tenente Livio Bassi of 395a Squadriglia was later to die from wounds sustained) and got one 
damaged (Sergente Gambetta). 154o Gruppo claimed one bomber and one fighter but RAF only 
got one fighter and one bomber damaged.  
(c) During this large engagements RAF made claims for 5 and 2 damaged BR.20s, 3 and 2 damaged 
S.79s, 13 destroyed, 3 probable and 1 damaged CR.42s and 6 and 3 probable G.50bis. In fact 4 
BR.20s of 37o Stormo B.T. were lost with several damaged, 1 S.79 of 104o Gruppo was damaged, 1 
CR.42 of 160o Gruppo and 2 G.50bis of 24o Gruppo were lost. Regia Aeronautica claimed 6 and 2 
probable Gladiators and 1 ‘Spitfire’ while in fact only 1 Gladiator of 112 Squadron was lost. 
Sources 
33 Squadron Operations Record Book  
Air war for Yugoslavia, Greece and Crete - Christopher Shores, Brian Cull and Nicola Malizia, 1987 
Grub Street, London 
Ace of Aces: M T StJ Pattle - E C R Baker, 1992 Crécy Books, Somerton 
Aces High - Christopher Shores and Clive Williams, 1994 Grub Street, London  
Aces High Volume 2 - Christopher Shores, 1999, Grub Street, London 
Desert Prelude: Early clashes June-November 1940 - Håkan Gustavsson and Ludovico Slongo, 2010 
MMP books 
Desert Prelude: Operation Compass - Håkan Gustavsson and Ludovico Slongo, 2011, MMP books 
Diario Storico 73a Squadriglia kindly provided by Ludovico Slongo  
Diario Storico 97a Squadriglia kindly provided by Ludovico Slongo  
Flight Global  
Hurricanes over the sands: Part One - Michel Lavigne and James F. Edwards, 2003 Lavigne Aviation 
Publications, Victoriaville 
Hurricanes over Tobruk - Brian Cull with Don Minterne, 1999 Grub Street, London 
Quelli del Cavallino Rampante - Antonio Duma, 1981 Editore Dell'Ateneo, Roma, kindly provided by 
Ludovico Slongo  
Shark Squadron - The history of 112 Squadron 1917-1975 - Robin Brown, 1994 Crécy Books 
Those Other Eagles – Christopher Shores, 2004 Grub Street, London  
Woody - A Fighter Pilot's Album - Hugh A. Halliday, 1987 Canav Books, Toronto 
The Commonwealth War Graves Commission  
The London Gazette 
Additional information kindly provided by Ludovico Slongo. 
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2236. Robert ? BROWN. Signed 25 August 1949. Haymount, Cupar. 

157 
A Robert Brown, Tobacconist, Court & Son was a member of Cupar Rotary Club in 1949. He joined 
in 1932 and was President in 1933 and 1934. 
2237. Clara BROWN. Signed 25 August 1949. Haymount, Cupar. 

157 
Presumably the wife of Robert Brown. 
2238. Mrs Mary Charlton SKITCH (322229). Signed 27 August 1949. Burn Estate, Edzell. 

157 
Her commission as a Sister in Queen Alexandra’s Imperial Military Nursing Service Reserve was 
announced in the LG, 18 August 1944. 
2239. John L KNOLL. Signed 1 September 1949. (Melbourne). Imperial Defence College. 

158 
No trace found. 
2240. Major-General [later Brigadier] Storr GARLAKE CBE. Signed 1 September 1949. 
(South Rhodesia Forces). Salisbury, South Rhodesia. 

158 
From http://rhodesianheritage.blogspot.co.uk/2010_06_01_archive.html: 
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1947. King George VI inspecting the guard of honour mounted by the Royal Rhodesia Regiment at 
the opening of Parliament. The King is accompanied by the guard commander. Major G. H. Hartley 
{now Col. G. H. Hartley, O.B.E., Speaker in the Legislative Assembly), and followed by Major General 
S. Garlake. 

 
The Chief of the Imperial General Staff, Field Marshall Viscount Montgomery, inspecting a guard of 
honour mounted by the 1st Battalion the Royal Rhodesia Regiment on his arrival at Belvedere 
Airport, Salisbury, in December 1947. Behind the Field Marshall is Brigadier S. Garlake. Commander 
Military Forces, Southern Rhodesia. 
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From the LG, 30 May 1952: 

 
According to the LG, 20 November 1953, he attended the Ceremonial of the Coronation of Her 
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. 
From http://www.timeslive.co.za/opinion/commentary/2011/12/18/obituary-peter-garlake-a-life-
of-rock-art-ruins-and-roses: 
Peter Storr Garlake was born in Cape Town on January 11 1934, the son of a soldier, Storr "Dooley" 
Garlake, later major-general, who was commander of the forces in the Federation of Rhodesia and 
Nyasaland. His mother, Catherine, a South African of Scottish extraction, had a passion for animals 
and was instrumental in setting up the SPCA in Rhodesia. 
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From Flight, 2 July 1954: 
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From http://rhodesianforces.org/RhodesianAirForceHistory.htm: 
Colonel Garlake, General Officer Commanding Central Africa Command (later Major-General) was 
responsible for the air force until 1956, by which time the Air Force had acquired a squadron of De 
Havilland Vampire FB9 aircraft. 
He is mentioned in Peter J H Petter-Bowyer’s Winds of Destruction: The Autobiography of a 
Rhodesian Combat Pilot, 30 Degrees South Publishers (30 Nov 2005): 
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2241. Air Vice-Marshal George Philip CHAMBERLAIN CB OBE MiD (16168). Signed 1 
September 1949. Imperial Defense College, London. 

158 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Chamberlain_GP.htm: 
CB - 1946, OBE - 24 Sep 1941, MiD - 2 Jun 1943.  
Plt Off: 30 Jul 1925, Fg Off: 30 Jan 1927, Flt Lt: 5 Nov 1930, Sqn Ldr: 1 Feb 1937, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 
Mar 1940, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Mar 1942, Wg Cdr: 14 Apr 1942 1 Mar 1940, Act A/Cdre: 11 Dec 1944, 
Gp Capt (WS): 11 Jun 1945, Act A/Cdre: 11 Dec 1944, Gp Capt (WS): 11 Jun 1945, Gp Capt: 1 Oct 
1946, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1950, Act AVM: 29 Jul 1954, AVM: 1 Jul 1955.  
xx xxx 1923 Flight Cadet, 'A' Sqn, RAF College 
30 Jul 1925 Appointed to a Permanent Commission  
30 Jul 1925 Pilot, No 25 Sqn. (Grebe)  
14 Apr 1927 Signals Officer, No 5 Sqn. (Bristol F2B)  
1 Sep 1930 Attended Electrical and Wireless School 
21 Jul 1931 Signals Officer, RAF Upavon 
26 Sep 1932 Signals Staff, HQ Wessex Bombing Area 
25 Jul 1933 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
14 Mar 1934 Flight Commander, No 17 Sqn. (Bulldog)  
xx Aug 1935 Officer Commanding (Act), No 17 Sqn 
21 Jan 1936 Attended RAF Staff College 
 2 Jan 1937 Signals Staff, HQ No 16 Group 
 7 Nov 1938 Group Signals Officer, HQ No 18 Group 
xx xxx 1940 Officer Commanding, Fighter Interception Unit. (Blenheim If)  
19 Apr 1941 Signals Staff Officer, HQ Coastal Command 
1 May 1942 Chief Signals Officer, HQ Coastal Command 
xx xxx 1943 Commandant, No 1 Radio School 
11 Dec 1944 Chief Signals Officer, HQ Transport Command  
xx xxx 1947 On loan to Ministry of Civil Aviation 
xx Jan 1949 Attended Imperial Defence College (when he signed this book) 
5 May 1950 AOA, No 205 Group 
xx xxx 1951 AOC, Transport Wing, Middle East Air Force. 
16 Feb 1953 Director of Intelligence (Operations)(B) 
25 Apr 1953 Commandant, RAF Staff College, Andover 
28 Jul 1954 AOA, HQ Fighter Command 
xx xxx 1957 Controller of Electronics, Ministry of Supply  
xx xxx 1959 On loan to Ministry of Aviation 
He represented the RAF College at Hockey. Whilst commanding the FIU at Tangmere he was 
involved in the development and trialing of tactics using the newly introduced AI radar. On the 
night of 22/23 July 1940, he acted as controller to a Blenheim flown by Fg Off G Ashfield with Plt 
Off G E Morris as his radar operator, which succeeded in shooting down an enemy aircraft 
following an interception by airborne radar, the first such victory.  
Retiring from the RAF in 1960 he took up post of Managing Director of Collins Radio Co. in 1961 
until 1966. From 1967 until 1975 he was a non-executive Director of above. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Chamberlain_GP.htm
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From http://www.bbm.org.uk/as-chamberlaingp.htm: 
Air Vice Marshal (Wing Commander during the Battle) Peter Chamberlain, who has died aged 90, 
was a brilliant signals and electronics specialist and helped to develop the air interce-tion radar 
used by night-fighters in the Battle of Britain. 
In the summer of 1940 Chamberlain, then a wing commander, led Fighter Development Unit 
experi-mental work at the coastal fighter station at Tangmere, Sussex, using early radar sets. 
Tangmere was heavily bombed and it proved difficult to fly off Spitfires, let alone the Blenheim 
bombers which had been converted for night-fighting in railway workshops at Ashford, Kent. 
During one raid on the air-field Chamberlain's car was destroyed. Infuriated, he jumped into the 
nearest fighter and made to take off. In the nick of time a member of the ground crew yelled at 
him to stop; the aircraft's tail had been blown to pieces. 
Despite countless frustrations caused by the inadequacy of the radar equipment, Chamberlain 
persevered. On the night of July 22 he was rewarded when, acting as Tangmere controller, he 
brought about the first successful night interception. Flying Officer "Jumbo" Ashfield, Pilot Officer G 
E Morris and Sgt R H Leyland were on patrol in a Blenheim at 10,000 ft off Bognor Regis when 
Chamberlain alerted them to a group of raiders crossing the coast at about 6000 ft. Ashfield went 
into a shallow dive and radar contact was made at one mile. At 400yds Ashfield opened fire. The 
Dornier was still "bombed-up" and exploded in Ashfield's face, showering the Blenheim with debris 
and throwing it on its back. It was the first time an enemy night raider had been shot down with 
the help of airborne radar. For the next year Chamberlain led from the front. He seemed never to 
sleep, test-flying by day and taking up a Blenheim at night at any hint of enemy activity. 
Later, improved radar and better aircraft became available, and "Cat's Eyes" Cunningham and other 
successful squadron commanders developed night-fighting into a great art. 
An estate manager's son, George Philip Chamberlain was born at Enville, Staffordshire on August 
18 1905. He was re-christened Peter by his wife, Alfreda, who thought "Phil" too feminine. After 
attending Denstone College and the RAF College, Cranwell he was commissioned in 1925 and 
posted to Hawkinge, Kent flying Gloster Grebe biplanes. In 1927, he went to the North-West 
Frontier with No 5, an Army co-operation squadron. Three years later he joined the Electrical and 
Wireless School at Cranwell. After signals staff postings, he flew Bristol Bulldog biplanes with No 
17, then attended staff college. He had a signals appointment at No 16 Group and in 1939 moved 
to the signals staff of No 18, the Maritime Group. Two years later he left Tangmere to join Coastal 
Command Headquarters as chief signals officer, hunting U-boats. 
In 1943, Chamberlain was seconded to the Royal Australian Air Force to help to develop radar. The 
next year he was appointed chief signals officer at Transport Command and organised signals on 
the Empire and European air routes. When peace came Chamberlain was seconded to the Ministry 
of Civil Aviation. He attended the Imperial Defence College and returned to RAF staff work in 1950 
as Air Officer Administration, Middle East Air Force. The next year, he was appointed to command 
the RAF Transport Wing in the Middle East. When local staff walked out, Alfreda Chamberlain 
organised the RAF wives into working parties. From 1953 to 1954 Chamberlain was commandant of 
the RAF Staff College, Andover, then headed the adminstration at HQ Fighter Command. In 1957, 
he was seconded to the Ministry of Supply as deputy controller of electronics. He later served in a 
similar role at the Ministry of Aviation and retired in 1960. 
He joined the Collins Radio Company as managing director and was later a non-executive director. 
In 1968, Chamberlain, who had done much to make flying safer, was fined for flying over the Royal 
Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough without informing control. 
He was appointed OBE in 1941 and CB in 1946. 

http://www.bbm.org.uk/as-chamberlaingp.htm
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Chamberlain married, in 1930, Alfreda Kedward; they had a son and a daughter. 
2242. Flight Lieutenant Jack Ernest WESTGATE (155818). Signed 1 September 1949. 99 
Squadron RAF Lyneham. 

158 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._99_Squadron_RAF: 
No. 99 Squadron was a bomber squadron in WW1 and WW2. At present, it operates the Boeing C-
17 Globemaster III from RAF Brize Norton, the RAF's air transport hub. The squadron was the first 
RAF unit to receive the Avro Aldershot, Handley Page Hyderabad, Handley Page Hinaidi, Vickers 
Wellington, Bristol Britannia and Boeing Globemaster. In case of the Avro Aldershot the squadron 
even was its only operator as it is now for the Globemasters. 
…. 
The Squadron was reformed again on 17 November 1947 at RAF Lyneham as a transport squadron, 
equipped with Avro York. In that rôle it operated amongst others as part of the Berlin Airlift, 
operating from RAF Wunstorf in Germany. It continued in the transport rôle, from 1949 to 1959 
with the Handley Page Hastings, which were normally used as normal transport aircraft but, as the 
squadron also had a tactical support rôle, were also used in 1956 to drop paratroops on Gamil 
Airfield during the Suez crisis. 
2243. Flight Lieutenant George Ernest Van LOOCK (48937). Signed 7 September 1949. HQ 
Coastal Command. 

158 
According to ancestry.co.uk, he was born in 1910 in Framfield, Sussex and died in 2000. No further 
trace found. 
2244. Wing Commander [later Group Captain] Frank Andrew WILLAN CBE DFC DL (21 
December 1915 – 12 November 1981) (36111). Signed 10 September 1949. RAF 
Aldergrove. 

158 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Willan: 
The son of Brigadier Robert Hugh Willan DSO MC, and the grandson of Colonel Frank Willan of 
Thornehill Park, Bitterne, Hampshire, Willan was educated at West Downs School, Eton College and 
Magdalen College, Oxford. His grandfather, after whom he was named, was Colonel of the 3rd 
Oxfordshire Light Infantry, an alderman for Hampshire, a Justice of the Peace and a Deputy 
Lieutenant. 
Willan was commissioned into the Royal Air Force as a Pilot Officer with effect from 25 October 
1937, and served the War of 1939–1945 with RAF Bomber Command, being promoted Flight 
Lieutenant with effect from 25 April 1940.5 After the war, he was Commanding Officer of the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._99_Squadron_RAF
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Willan
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Oxford University Air Squadron, 1951–1953, and of RAF Feltwell, 1958–1960, before retiring the 
service in 1960. 
Willan's brother Martin Stuart Willan was killed in action in northern France on 25 May 1940 at the 
age of 21, while serving with the King's Royal Rifle Corps as part of the British Expeditionary Force. 
On 11 October 1945, in the chapel of New College, Oxford, Willan married Joan, a daughter of Mr 
Leopold Wickham Legg, a fellow of the college, of Boar's Hill, and a grand-daughter of the 
ecclesiologist John Wickham Legg. 
Elected a member of Wiltshire County Council in 1961, he continued in that until his death in 1981. 
Willan was Chairman of the County Council's Education Committee from 1965 to 1968; Vice-
Chairman of Council, 1968 to 1969; and Chairman, 1973 to 1979. Between 1974 and 1981, he was 
also Chairman of the Wiltshire Victoria County History and was succeeded in both positions by 
Nigel Anderson. 
Willan was appointed a Commander of the Order of the British Empire (Military Division) in the 
New Year Honours for 1961, and a Deputy Lieutenant for Wiltshire in 1968. He was also a Member 
of the Wessex Regional Hospital Board 1970–1974, Chairman of the Salisbury Diocesan Board of 
Finance, 1970–1981, and Chairman of the Joint Advisory Committee on Local Authorities’ 
Purchasing, 1970–77. 
2245. Flight Lieutenant Harold FELL (55138). Signed 10 September 1949. RAF Aldergrove. 

158 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. No further trace found. 
2246. EITHER Group Captain John Augustine ELLIOTT CBE OR Flying Officer [later 
Squadron Leader] John Amsden ELLIOTT MRCS LRCP GC (104768). Signed 13 September 
1949. HQ Coastal Command. 

158 
In 1941, Group Captain John Augustine Elliott was Deputy Director in the Directorate of 
Telecommunications in the Air Ministry. As a Squadron Leader, he was in the Directorate of Signals 
in 1938. The LG, 7 June 1918 announced his temporary commission as a 2nd Lieutenant (Admin) in 
the Flying Branch of the Royal Air Force. The LG, 1 January 1927 announced his promotion from 
Flying Officer to Flight Lieutenant. 
Flying Officer John Amsden Elliott was awarded the George Cross. From the LG, 1 December 1942: 
In May 1942, a Boston aircraft crashed shortly after taking off from an aerodrome and burst into 
flames. An airman who was on duty nearby hastened to the scene where he was joined by 5 
soldiers. Although the fire was intense and ammunition was exploding in all directions one member 
of the crew (the air gunner, who was seen to be hanging out of the turret) was dragged from the 
wreckage by one of the soldiers and then, with the assistance of the remainder of the party, carried 
on a stretcher to an ambulance which had arrived. The party was returning to the aircraft, which 
was then being approached by the station engineer officer and Flying Officer Elliott, a medical 
officer, when a bomb exploded. The engineer officer was thrown to the ground bleeding from the 
chest. Flying Officer Elliott, although also knocked down, was uninjured and immediately went to 
the aid of the engineer officer. He gave him morphia and at the time was fully aware that other 
bombs were in the aircraft only 8 yards away. A second bomb exploded which wounded Flying 
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Officer Elliott but he valiantly attempted to remove his injured comrade. Eventually Flying Officer 
Elliott was assisted away by one of- the soldiers, whilst the remaining men of the party removed 
the engineer officer who was found to be dead. Throughout, Flying Officer Elliott displayed great 
determination and complete disregard for his own safety. 
From 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1126014/bin/bmj_326_7398_1091_b_index.html: 
John Amsden Elliott. General practitioner, Crowborough, Sussex, 1946-82 (b Surrey 1915; q 
Cambridge/St Thomas’s Hospital, London, 1940; MA, MRCGP), d 15 February 2003. After qualifying, 
John was called up with the Royal Air Force. While serving at RAF West Malling in 1942, he was 
awarded the George Medal for the attempted rescue of the crew of a burning aircraft fully laden 
with aviation fuel and bombs. He finished his service as a squadron leader and then joined William 
Adam in his singlehanded practice in Crowborough—a practice that has since become a training 
practice with five partners—where he became a very caring and much loved GP for the rest of his 
professional life. He was also closely associated with the Christian Centre for Healthcare and 
Ministry at Burrswood in Groombridge, from its inception by Dorothy Kerin until shortly before his 
death. Predeceased by his wife in 1988, he leaves three children, eight grandchildren, and two great 
grandchildren. 
2247. Major Robert Lowe JOHNSON. Signed 15 September 1949. Holder of World’s Speed 
Record. Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, USA. 

158 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dick_Johnson_%28test_pilot%29: 
Richard Lowe "Dick" Johnson (September 21, 1917 - November 9, 2002) is best known for being 
chief test pilot for Convair, a division of American defence contractor General Dynamics and being 
a founding member of the Society of Experimental Test Pilots in 1955. Johnson was born in 
Cooperstown, North Dakota and educated at Oregon State University. In 1942, Johnson enlisted in 
the US Army Air Corps, and served as a P-47 Thunderbolt pilot with the 57th Group’s, 66th Fighter 
Squadron, in North Africa and Italy. He completed 180 combat missions, and was awarded the 
Silver Star, the Legion of Merit, four Distinguished Flying Crosses, and fourteen Air Medals. Johnson 
remained in the US Air Force until 1953, having reached the rank of Lieutenant Colonel. In 1967, he 
received the Ivan C. Kincheloe Award for the General Dynamics F-111 test program. He died of 
brain cancer on November 9, 2002; and was buried with full military honors at Arlington National 
Cemetery. 
From http://www.thisdayinaviation.com/15-september-1948/: 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1126014/bin/bmj_326_7398_1091_b_index.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dick_Johnson_%28test_pilot%29
http://www.thisdayinaviation.com/15-september-1948/
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Major Richard L. Johnson, United States Air Force 
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Major Richard L. Johnson with the record-setting North American Aviation F-86A Sabre 
15 September 1948: Major Richard L. Johnson, U.S. Air Force, Air Materiel Command, set a new 
Fédération Aéronautique Internationale (FAI) World Speed Record flying the sixth production North 
American Aviation F-86A-1-NA Sabre, serial number 47-611, over a 3 kilometer course at Muroc 
AFB, California (now Edwards AFB). The air temperature was 70° F. (21° C.) with very little wind. 
Making four consecutive passes at an altitude of 75-125 feet (23 to 38 meters), the Sabre averaged 
670.981 mph (1,079.84 kilometers per hour). The slowest pass was 669.830 miles per hour and the 
fastest was 672.762 miles per hour (1,077.987 and 1,082.705 kilometers per hour, respectively). 
FAI Record File Num #9866 Direct Link 
Status:    ratified – retired by changes of the sporting code 
Region:   World 
Class:    C (Powered Aeroplanes) 
Sub-Class:   C-1 (Landplanes) 
Category:   Not applicable 
Group:   3: turbo-jet 
Type of record:  Speed over a 3 km course 
Performance:   1 079.84 km/h 
Date:    1948-09-15 
Course/Location:  Muroc, CA (USA) 
Claimant:   Richard L. Johnson (USA) 
Aeroplane:   North American F-86A Sabre 47-611 
Engine:   1 G E J47 
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Major Richard L. Johnson, USAF with F-86A-1-NA Sabre 47-611 and others at Muroc AFB, 15 
September 1948. Note the gun port doors on this early production aircraft. They opened in 1/20 
second as the trigger was pressed. Proper adjustment was complex and they were soon eliminated. 
(Image from F-86 SABRE, by Maurice Allward, Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York, 1978, Chapter 3 
at Page 24.) 
North American claimed that any F-86 coming off the assembly line could beat this world record 
speed. The record stood until 1952 when it was broken by an F-86D Sabre. 
The Associated Press reported: 
Air Force Tells Of New Speed 
NEW YORK — (AP) — The Air Force announced Saturday a new world speed record of 670.981 
miles an hour. made with a fully armed standard jet fighter, the North American F-86. The mark was 
set Wednesday. It is 20 miles an hour faster than the record set in August, 1947, by a Navy research 
plane, the Douglas D-558. It was the first world speed mark in history for a production model 
aircraft ready to fight. The pilot was Maj. Richard L. Johnson, slender quiet-spoken test flier for the 
Air material Command at Wright-Patterson Airbase near Dayton Ohio. He flew the course at Muroc 
Lake, Calif., where the record was raised three times last year. Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg, Air Force 
chief of staff, announced the new mark at Mitchel Field, Long Island, where he participated in one 
of the numerous shows being held in observance of the first anniversary of the Air Force. Eugene 
Register-Guard, Saturday, 18 September 1948, Page 1, Column 7. 
Major Johnson had made a previous speed record attempt, but due to a technicality, the attempt 
was disqualified. The A.A.P. reported: 
CAMERAS FAIL TO REGISTER NEW AIR RECORD 
STAFF CORRESPONDENT AND A.A.P., NEW YORK, Sept. 6. — A technicality robbed Major Richard L. 
Johnson, of the U.S. Air Force, of an almost certain world air speed record of approximately 669 
m.p.h. yesterday. Major Johnson made six passes over a measured three-kilometre course at 
Cleveland, Ohio, in a fully armed F-86 Jet Fighter. The U.S. Air Force announced he had unofficially 
beaten the previous record by the U.S. Navy of 650.796 m.p.h. Three hours later the Air Force 
announced that the official timing cameras had caught only three of the six passes. Major Johnson 
will make a new attempt to-day, if the weather is good enough. The Aviation Editor of the Herald 
Tribune reports that Major Johnson, in previous unofficial tests, achieved 690 m.p.h. or more, but 
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had been instructed to keep the plane at less than full throttle at the public trial. The Aviation 
Editor adds that the Air Force wanted to keep a cushion of several m.p.h. up its sleeve, in case any 
one else topped Major Johnson’s official record.” The Sydney Morning Herald, Tuesday, 7 
September, Page 1 at Column 1. 
The F-86A was built at North American Aviation’s Inglewood, California plant. Empty weight was 
10,093 pounds and maximum takeoff weight was 15,876 pounds. It was powered by a General 
Electric J47-GE-1 turbojet engine producing 5,200 pounds of thrust. Designed as a day fighter, it 
was armed with six Browning M3 .50-caliber machine guns with 276 rounds of ammunition per 
gun. These guns had a rate of fire of 1,200 rounds per minute. The F-86A had a maximum rate of 
climb of 7,470 feet per minute, with a service ceiling of 48,000 feet. It had a range of 1,200 miles. 

 
In this photograph, the record-holding North American Aviation F-86A Sabre, 47-611, is seen 
suspended from a crane while it conducts armament tests. It has just launched a 5-inch High 
Velocity Aerial Rocket. (U.S. Air Force) 
2248. Unknown. Signed 15 September 1949. Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, USA. 

158 
No trace found. 
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2249. Lieutenant (E) (AE) [later Commander] Edward John WATSON. Signed 17 September 
1949. RNAS Donibristle. 

158 
In an email dated 28 July 2014 to Trevor Baker, Mike Coombes of Navy List Research, said “I have 
scanned through the Lieutenants (E) (AE) for Jan 49 (the nearest I can get) and there are three 
possibles: 
Robert Colin Pearson serving HMS Vengeance; 
Cyril Arthur Johnson serving HMS Daedalus Lee-on-Solent Hants (retired as Captain, died 2012); 
and 
Edward John Watson serving HMS Illustrious (retired as Commander, died 1992).” 
Zooming into the signature clearly shows a match with WATSON. 
From 
http://www.gravestonephotos.com/public/gravedetails.php?available=yes&fullname=Edward%20J
ohn%20Watson&grave=124883&personid=266683&db=124883&scrwidth=1600: 
Commander Edward John Watson RN (retired) 1925 – 1992.  
2250. Lieutenant George Burton SELLS. Signed 17 September 1949. RNAS Donibristle. 

158 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. In an email dated 28 July 2014 to Trevor Baker, Mike 
Coombes of Navy List Research, identified his full name. 
2251. Lieutenant (L) Bernard LEE RN. Signed 17 September 1949. RNAS Donibristle. 

158 
Apart from entries in various editions of The Navy List, no trace found. 
2252. Lieutenant (L) John WHITFIELD. Signed 17 September 1949. RNAS Donibristle. 

158 
In an email dated 28 July 2014 to Trevor Baker, Mike Coombes of Navy List Research suggested 
that this was the best match and that, in early 1949, he was serving on HMS Ariel. 
Apart from entries in various editions of The Navy List, no trace found. 

http://www.gravestonephotos.com/public/gravedetails.php?available=yes&fullname=Edward%20John%20Watson&grave=124883&personid=266683&db=124883&scrwidth=1600
http://www.gravestonephotos.com/public/gravedetails.php?available=yes&fullname=Edward%20John%20Watson&grave=124883&personid=266683&db=124883&scrwidth=1600
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2253. Instructor Lieutenant [later Lieutenant-Commander] Graham ROLLITT. Signed 17 
September 1949. RNAS Donibristle. 

158 
The LG, 26 November 1954 announced his award of the Polar Medal. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_North_Greenland_Expedition: 
The British North Greenland Expedition was a British scientific mission, lead by Commander James 
Simpson RN, which lasted from July 1952 to August 1954. A total of 30 men took part, though not 
all stayed for both years. The purpose of BNGE was primarily to carry out scientific studies in 
glaciology, meteorology, geology and physiology. Gravimetric and seismological surveys were 
made, and radio wave propagation was also studied from their station codenamed "North Ice". It 
also provided information useful to the Armed Forces about operating in Arctic environments, and 
the majority of the team were serving members. Travel over the icecap was either on foot, by dog 
sled, or by M29 Weasel tracked vehicles. Expedition members also made pioneering ascents in the 
Barth Mountains and Dronning Louise Land. 
History 
In July 1952 the expedition sailed from Deptford aboard the former Norwegian sealer Tottan, while 
another cargo ship, loaded with four Weasel tracked vehicles, sailed from Hull. The expedition team 
consisted of 25 men; fifteen from the armed services and the merchant navy, nine civilian scientists, 
and a Danish army officer. After collecting sledge dogs in south-west Greenland, the two ships 
sailed to Young Sund in the north-east coast. From there RAF Short Sunderland flying-boats 
airlifted the expedition to the glacial lake Britannia Sø (named for the expedition) and set up a base 
camp. Commander Simpson then led a party on dog sleds to establish the North Ice station about 
230 miles (370 km) to the west. The Weasels were landed on the coast and drove the 100 miles 
inland as far as the base camp. 
Once the party arrived at the site of North Ice, their stores and equipment, more than 86 tons of it, 
were air-dropped from two RAF Handley Page Hastings transport aircraft, flying from Thule. During 
the supply operation, on 16 September 1952, Hastings No. WD492 of 47 Squadron, having already 
made a series of parachute drops, was making the second in series of free fall drops at an altitude 
of only 50 feet (15 m), when it was caught in a white-out, and made a forced belly landing. Three 
members of the crew were injured, and sheltered in the intact fuselage of the aircraft until air-lifted 
out by a Grumman HU-16 Albatross of the United States Air Force. The rest of the crew were 
recovered two days later by a rocket assisted USAF Douglas C-47. 
In early 1953 glaciological studies began, while seismic and gravimetric teams worked between 
North Ice and Britannia Sø. Observations were continued throughout the second winter, and in 
1954 a party traversed the ice cap from from North Ice to Thule. Attempts to measure the thickness 
of the ice sheet by seismic soundings failed, but markers placed on the ice, enabled information 
about the movement of the ice sheet and the accumulation of snow to be gathered. At North Ice 
ice cores to a depth of 14 metres (46 ft) were recovered. 
The expedition suffered its only fatality in 1953, when Captain H. A. Jensen of the Danish Army, a 
qualified surveyor, fell to his death on a steep snow slope. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_North_Greenland_Expedition
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In August 1953, the expedition was re-supplied by sea and air, and eight team members, who has 
signed on for only one year, left to be replaced by five more. The expedition returned to England 
by ship in August 1954. 
The entire expedition team were awarded the Polar Medal in November 1954, while Commander 
Simpson was also presented with the Patron's Medal from the Royal Geographical Society in 1955, 
and was made a Commander of the Order of the British Empire (CBE) on 2 January 1956. 
Temperatures 
During the expedition temperatures below −59.4 °C (−75 °F) were recorded at North Ice on 16 
occasions, and on 9 January 1954, a record low value of −66.1 °C (−87 °F) was recorded. 
Expedition members 
Captain Michael Edward Borg Banks, Royal Marines, Officer-in-Charge of a vehicle team. 
Instructor Lieutenant-Commander Richard Brett-Knowles, BA, Royal Navy, Assistant Scientist and 
Radio Officer, Second Year. 
Lieutenant Francis Richard Brooke, Royal Navy, Surveyor. 
Colin Bruce Bradley Bull, PhD, BSc, Geophysicist and Senior Scientist, Second Year. 
Chief Petty Officer Herbert Randle Dean, Senior Radio Operator. 
Lieutenant Angus Bruce Erskine, Royal Navy, Officer-in-Charge of sledge dogs. 
Edward Owen Jones, Chief Officer, Merchant Navy, Officer-in-Charge central ice-cap station, and 
vehicle team. 
Harold Lister, Senior Glaciologist. 
Surgeon Lieutenant John Potter Masterton, MB, ChB, Royal Navy Volunteer Reserve, Medical 
Officer. 
Ronald William Moreton, Chief Officer, Merchant Navy, Stores and Equipment Officer. 
Staff Sergeant John William Oakley, Corps of Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers, Vehicle 
Mechanic. 
Instructor Lieutenant Graham Rollitt, BA, Royal Navy, Meteorologist and Second-in Command, 
Second Year. 
Commander Cortlandt James Woore Simpson, DSC, BSc, Royal Navy, Expedition Leader. 
Petty Officer Telegraphist Kenneth Earl Taylor, Radio Operator. 
Peter Francis Taylor, Assistant Glaciologist. 
Peter John Wyllie, Geologist. 
First year only 
Captain John Stanley Agar, Royal Corps of Signals, Radio Officer. 
Acting Quartermaster Sergeant Sidney Peter Boardman, Corps of Royal Electrical and Mechanical 
Engineers, Vehicle Mechanic. 
George Frederick Cadd, Seismic Operator. 
Richard Alexander Hamilton, MA, Chief Scientist and Second-in-Command. 
Captain Hans A. Jensen, Danish Army, Surveyor. (Died 1953). 
James Donald Peacock, Senior Geologist. 
Charles George Malcolm Slesser, Assistant Physicist and Surveyor. 
Harold Ellis Lewis, Physiologist. 
Captain James Douglas Walker, Corps of Royal Engineers, Officer-in-Charge of vehicles. 
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Second year only 
Keith Charles Arnold, Surveyor. 
Robert John Maurice Bruce, Seismic Operator. 
Captain George Raymond Fletcher, Corps of Royal Engineers, Member of a vehicle team. 
Warrant Officer Class II Desmond Edgar Lemuel Homard, Corps of Royal Electrical and Mechanical 
Engineers, Vehicle Mechanic. 
William Stanley Bryce Paterson, Physicist. 
From http://www.worthpoint.com/worthopedia/british-north-greenland-expedition-305024023: 

 
Interesting lot of two items of ephemera relating to the British North Greenland Expedition 1952 - 
1954. The first item is a small 8 p.p. booklet of psalms with a dedication to Graham Rollitt, dated 
16th October 1952 with the charming message " O God be good to me, Thy Ice-Cap is so wide and 
our hut is so small ". The pamphlet measures 5 inches by 3.5 inches and is in very good condition. 
The second item is a card invitation ( 7 by 4.5 inches ) to a dinner hosted by the Commanding 
Officer of the ROYAL MARINE FORCES VOLUNTEER RESERVE ( CITY OF LONDON ) to Instructor 
Lieutenant Commander Graham Rollitt R.N. which was held at the White City Barracks, Wood Lane, 
London on the 18th March 1960. NIce pair of Arctic exploration related items. Rollitt received the 
Polar Medal for his service during the 52-54 expedition. 
From William J Mills’ Exploring Polar Frontiers: A Historical Encyclopedia, Volume 1, ABC-CLIO Ltd 
(11 Dec 2003): 

http://www.worthpoint.com/worthopedia/british-north-greenland-expedition-305024023
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From http://www.hampshirechronicle.co.uk/announcements/bmdsarch/month/5_2009/: 
ROLLITT Christine and Graham. On 16th May 2009, Christine Burns Rollitt passed away in Royal 
Hampshire County Hospital, aged 86 years. On 17th May, 28 hours later, her husband Lt. Cmdr. 
Graham Rollitt RN passed away also in Royal Hampshire County Hospital, aged 88 years 
2254. PROBABLY Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Ronald Horace HINTON (196308). 
Signed 17 September 1949. RAF Dishforth. 

159 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 14 April 1965. 
From http://rafforum.activeboard.com/t17705668/12th-march-1951-hastings-tg552-c1-raf-
negombo/?page=1&sort=newestFirst&w_r=1: 
From a 1952 newspaper 
An R.A.F. Hastings aircraft carrying 27 passengers which stalled and tore off a wing during a flight 
to Singapore was flown by an unauthorised person it was alleged at a court martial at Lyneham, 
Wilts today. 
The captain of the aircraft Flight Lieutenant Ronald Horace Hinton, pleaded not guilty to 
negligently permitting Sergeant A. G. McTavish to execute the take off from Mauripur, near Karachi, 

http://www.hampshirechronicle.co.uk/announcements/bmdsarch/month/5_2009/
http://rafforum.activeboard.com/t17705668/12th-march-1951-hastings-tg552-c1-raf-negombo/?page=1&sort=newestFirst&w_r=1
http://rafforum.activeboard.com/t17705668/12th-march-1951-hastings-tg552-c1-raf-negombo/?page=1&sort=newestFirst&w_r=1
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and the landing at Negombo, Ceylon. Such negligence being likely to cause bodily injury to 
persons in the aircraft. 
Squadron Leader A. M. Oram, prosecuting, said that the Transport Command flight to Singapore 
was last March and April, and was by easy stages. 
Sergeant McTavish, who was among the crew, was classed as "co-pilot", but was only entitled to 
pilot aircraft carrying freight. 
Squadron Leader Keith Campbell Murphy, Royal Canadian Air Force, who was in the plane, said that 
as the aircraft approached the runway at Negombo with Sgt MacTavish at the controls it seemed to 
level out rather high. 
"I saw sparks and flames through the astrodome." he said. "When we got out we found that the 
port wing had been severed, and was burning, some distance away". 
He had flown with Sergeant McTavish before and considered him capable of executing take-offs 
and landings in this type of aircraft. 
Sergeant McTavish told the court: "I made an error of judgement." 
2255. EITHER Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Alexander Mitchell SCOTT (76123) 
OR Arthur Michael SCOTT (128920). Signed 17 September 1949. RAF Dishforth. 

159 
 
2256. Commander Arthur Humphris ABRAMS DSC. Signed 17 September 1949. R.2.A.S. 
Lossiemouth. 

159 
From http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RN_officersA.html#Abrams_AH: 

  
Youngest son of Lt. Lawrence Golding Abrams, Army Service Corps (1883?-1918), and Phyllis Mabel 
Godfree (1883-1970) (from 1925 Mrs Herbert de l'Isle Booth, of Eastbourne, Sussex). Married 1st 
(15.03.1940, Christ Church, Mayfair, Westminster district, London) Phyllis Morison Evans ((06?).1916 
- ), widow of F/O Alfred John Whillier (died 25.08.1937), and daughter of Horace S. Evans, and 
Amreeta J.M. Morison (?-1938), of Farnham, Surrey (marriage dissolved 12.1949; she remarried 
Lt.Cdr. Norman John Parker, DSC, RN); two sons. Married 2nd (02.02.1950, Edinburgh) Pamela De 
Quincey; two sons. 

Cadet 01.05.1931 

Midsh. 01.01.1932 

A/S.Lt. 01.05.1934 

S.Lt. 16.01.1935 

http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RN_officersA.html%23Abrams_AH
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Lt.  16.10.1937 

A/Lt.Cdr. 22.10.1942? acting rank 

A/Lt.Cdr. 01.11.1944 appointed rank 

Lt.Cdr. 16.10.1945 

Cdr. 30.06.1949 

Capt. 30.06.1956 (General List 01.01.1957) (retd 15.12.1958) 

RAF   

(T) F/O 13.09.1936 

F/O 
DSC 

13.09.1937 
29.07.1941 Battle of Cape Matapan414 (HMS Formidable) 

 

 

                                                 
414 The Battle of Cape Matapan was a Second World War naval engagement fought from 27–29 March 
1941. The cape is on the southwest coast of Greece's Peloponnesian peninsula. Acting on intercepted 
signals broken by the Government Code and Cypher School (GC&CS) at Bletchley Park, a force of British 
Royal Navy ships accompanied by several Royal Australian Navy vessels, under the command of British 
Admiral Andrew Cunningham, intercepted and sank or severely damaged several ships of the Italian 
Regia Marina under Admiral Angelo Iachino. It was the last fleet action fought by the Royal Navy in the 
20th century. 
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2257. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Eric Cameron MATHIESON MB ChB (500121). 
Signed 17 September 1949. Pitreavie. 

159 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2258. Flying Officer R B KEW (125252). Signed 17 September 1949. Pitreavie. 

159 
The LG, 25 July 1950 announced the rumination of his commission. No further trace found. 
2259. C F GALBRAITH. Signed between 17 and 20 September 1949. St Andrews. 

159 
This could be Alexander Reynell Galbraith DFC (59757 and NZ40359), whose DFC, whilst with No 83 
Squadron, was announced in the LG, 14 November 1944. 
2260. Commander ? M AZABO. Signed 20 September 1949. US Navy. RAF Coastal 
Command HQ, Northwood. 

159 
No trace found other than reference to “William Azabo, signalman, third class,. USN” in the 
Ticonderoga Sentinel of Thursday 27 September 1945: 
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2261. Unknown. Signed 27 September 1949. RAF Linton on Ouse. 

159 
No trace found. 
2262. Squadron Leader Edward Francis Hancock (45622) BEM. Signed 28 September 1949. 
HQ Coastal Command. 

159 
His BEM was announced in Flight, 7 June 1934: 

 
His promotion from Flight Lieutenant to Squadron Leader was announced in the LG, 6 July 1948. 
2263. Unknown. Signed 28 September 1949. HQ Coastal Command. 

159 
The surname looks like ALLEN. 
2264. Squadron Leader Clyde Charles Wilton MARSHALL DFC (C1205). Signed 28 
September 1949. RCAF Greenwood, Nova Scotia. 

159 
He also signed this book on 26 October 1950. 
From http://airforce.ca/uploads/airforce/2009/07/ALPHA-M.MAR.html: 
MARSHALL, W/C Clyde Charles Wilton (C1205) - Distinguished Flying Cross - No.424 Squadron - 
Award effective 15 March 1945 as per LG,dated 23 March 1945 and AFRO 721/45 dated 27 April 
1945.  Born 14 October 1918 in Kingston, Ontario; home in Ottawa; enlisted Kingston, 20 June 
1939. Commissioned October 1939; Flight Lieutenant, October 1941; Squadron Leader, January 
1943; Wing Commander, October 1944, reverting to Squadron Leader in postwar RCAF. Instructed 
in Canada (No.4 SFTS in 1940, No.10 SFTS, 1941-43) before going overseas; Commanding Officer, 
Station Dishforth, 1945. In postwar RCAF during which he rose again to Wing Commander. Major 
postwar assignments included Canadian Joint Staff (Washington); as of 1957 he was Commanding 
Officer, No.4 (T) OTU, Trenton. Medal presented in Halifax, 27 July 1949. No citation other than 
“completed...many successful operations against the enemy in which he has displayed high skill, 

http://airforce.ca/uploads/airforce/2009/07/ALPHA-M.MAR.html
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fortitude and devotion to duty.” DHist file 181.009 D.2611 (RG.24 Vol.20627) has recommendation 
by G/C J.G. Kerr (CO, Skipton-on-Swale) dated 24 December 1944 when he had flown 25 sorties 
(133 hours ten minutes), 12 July to 17 December 1944.  
This officer, who now commands No.433 (RCAF) Squadron, is nearing the completion of a most 
successful tour of operations. At the commencement of his tour, he showed himself to be a 
resolute Captain who moulded his crew into an exceptionally fine fighting team. His keenness to fly 
on operations coupled with his natural ability as a pilot was immediately outstanding.  
In due course he assumed command of a flight. Here, with great scope for his energy and ability, 
he proved to be of great assistance to his Squadron Commander.  
For the past two months he has been employed on his present duties. Once again, his ability to 
organize and direct have produced excellent results and the efficiency and morale of his squadron 
has shown remarkable improvement. He himself continues to set an outstanding example as an 
operational pilot. He purposely details himself for the most difficult targets and on every operation 
he shows great determination in pressing home his attacks. 
Throughout his operational career, this officer's work has been outstanding in all phases and I 
strongly recommend the non-immediate award of the Distinguished Flying Cross. 
2265. Squadron Leader Ronald George ORPEN. Signed 28 September 1949. RCAF Halifax, 
Nova Scotia. 

159 
From 
http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~nbpennfi/penn8b3No34OTU_NominalRoll_Course18.htm: 
Pennfield Ridge Air Station. Nominal Roll of Pupils - No.18 Course, 8 August 1943-1 November 
1943 
J/6627 ORPEN, F/L Ronald G. "Ron" 

 
Back Row (left to right): Sgt. Curtis, Sgt. Lewis, Sgt. Davis, and Sgt. Moore 
Seated (left to right): F/L S.W. Shapton, F/L R.G. Orpen, and F/L J. Knowlton 
Photograph donated by S.W. Shapton from “The S.W. Shapton Collection.” 
From http://www.forfreedom.ca/?page_id=27: 

http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/%7Enbpennfi/penn8b3No34OTU_NominalRoll_Course18.htm
http://www.forfreedom.ca/?page_id=27
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408 “Goose” Squadron. July 1963. W/C R.G. ORPEN succeeds W/C Cowan, thus becoming the 
squadron’s last commanding officer at RCAF Station, Rockcliffe. 
From The Long Way Home by Robert H. Fowler OC (Pilot-226) in which Ron Orpen is mentioned 
several times. Printed Dispersals, 2nd Tactical Air Force Medium Bombers Association Newsletter, 
February 2009:
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2266. Squadron Leader B G LEWIS. Signed 28 September 1949. RCAF HQ, Ottawa, Ontario. 

159 
From http://www.aircrewremembered.com/Paradie/ParadieArchiveL.html: 

 
From http://www.ww1cemeteries.com/ww2_cemeteries/auger_st_v_cc.htm: 
Flight Details 
Base: R.A.F. Dunholme Lodge, Lincs. 
Unit: 619 Sqdn. Bomber Command 
Aircraft: Lancaster Mk III, serial JB186 
Target: Revigny, France 
Incident: The aircraft crashed at Auger-St. Vincent and six of the seven crew died. Sgt. B. G. Lewis, 
R.C.A.F. escaped 
2267. Unknown. Signed 28 September 1949. RCAF Greenwood, Nova Scotia. 

159 
No trace found. 
2268. Unknown. Signed 28 September 1949. RCAF Greenwood, Nova Scotia. 

159 
No trace found. 
2269. Flying Officer Elmer Franciscus CABORN (C21342). Signed 28 September 1949. RCAF 
Greenwood, Nova Scotia. 

160 
From http://www.aircrewremembered.com/Paradie/ParadieArchiveC.html: 

 
This can’t be T G CAHUSAC (J7552) as he was a Flight Lieutenant: 

 
From http://rcafassociation.ca/awards.php?search=&keyword=405&page=107&mem=&type=rcaf: 
CABORN, F/L Elmer Franciscus (C21342) - Mention in Despatches - No.13 Base (AFRO gives unit 
only as ?Overseas?) - Award effective 1 January 1946 as per London Gazette of that date and AFRO 
388/46 dated 12 April 1946. Born 30 July 1913 at Kenaston, Saskatchewan. Home in Bladworth, 

http://www.aircrewremembered.com/Paradie/ParadieArchiveL.html
http://www.ww1cemeteries.com/ww2_cemeteries/auger_st_v_cc.htm
http://www.aircrewremembered.com/Paradie/ParadieArchiveC.html
http://rcafassociation.ca/awards.php?search=&keyword=405&page=107&mem=&type=rcaf
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Saskatchewan (farmer for six years, miner for one year, teacher for three years); enlisted in 
Saskatoon, 20 February 1942. To Queen?s University, Kingston, 1 April 1942; to No.1 Manning 
Depot, Toronto, 1 August 1942 (promoted LAC that dat); to No.31 Radio School, Clinton, 20 August 
1942; commissioned 18 December 1942; posted to Halifax, 21 December 1942; to RAF Delegation, 
Washington, 6 January 1943; on detached duty at various times to Naval Air Technical Training 
Centre (Ward Island, Corpus Christi, Texas) and to No.111 OTU, Nassau; to No.5 Wireless School, 
Clinton, 28 October 1943; to ?Y? Depot, Lachine, 6 January 1944; embarked from Halifax, 20 
January 1944; arrived in UK, 31 January 1944 to No.3 Personnel Reception Centre, Bournemouth, 1 
February 1944; to No.576 Squadron, 12 February 1944; to No.103 Squadron, 15 April 1944; to 
No.13 Base, Elsham Wolds, 1 August 1944; to Topcliffe, 4 January 1946; repatriated 12 March 1946; 
released 3 April 1946. Certificate sent to his home, 20 August 1948. No citation. 
2270. D R GRANT. Signed 29 September 1949. Meteorological Research Flight, Royal 
Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough. 

160 
His article “Accuracy of dew and frost points measured by frost-point hygrometers” was published 
in the Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society, Volume 89, Issue 382, pp 546–549, 
October 1963. Abstract: 
Apparatus has been built at the Meteorological Research Flight to train observers on the ground in 
the use of frost-point hygrometers (Brewer, Cwilong and Dobson 1948). Using this equipment the 
frost point of the air being measured is known accurately, and from readings by a number of 
observers over the complete range of the instrument an estimate of the root-mean-square error of 
measurement can be made. This error can be broken down into a systematic error and random 
error, both of which vary with the humidity being measured. The systematic and random errors of 
the individual observers can also be established. 
His article “Some aspects of convection as measured from aircraft” was published in the Quarterly 
Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society, Volume 91, Issue 389, pp 268–281, July 1965. Abstract: 
Temperature and humidity fluctuations obtained from a fast-responding thermometer and radio 
refractometer in convective conditions over a flat surface have been studied. Warm, moist 
ascending patches of air emerging from a layer of mechanical turbulence near the surface were 
observed up to about 600 m. The excess temperature of these patches decreased rapidly with 
height. Between 1,000 m and cloud base (1,300 m) there was evidence of warm dry air descending 
from above cloud base. This could make a significant contribution to the warming in the convective 
layer. 
2271. Unknown. Signed 29 September 1949. HQ ???NI. 

160 
No trace found. 
2272. Wing Commander Gordon LEITCH OBE (44038). Signed 2 October 1949. HQ 18 
Group. 

160 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. No further trace found. 
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2273. Wing Commander K ROBERTS (35423). Signed 4 October 1949. HQ Coastal 
Command. 

160 
The Air Force List for April 1949 lists him as Radio, Technical Staff, Coastal Command. 
2274. Alan Henry MUNDY (149099). Signed 5 October 1949. No 5 Ferry Pilots Pool, RAF 
Silloth. 

160 
From http://www.oudzelhem.nl/oorlog/1943/omschrijving_historie1.htm (translated by Google): 
Any other survivors of the Halifax DT-805 (all of whom returned unscathed from their captivity) can 
be told. Alan Henry Mundy began his Air Force career in March 1938. He was a mechanic and 
gunner with 604 Squadron, a night fighter squadron under the command of Wing Commander 
John Cunningham. After the Battle of Britain, Mundy was flight engineer transferred to the 
bombing command. During his captivity, he managed to escape from a camp near Bremen, and to 
return to England, where he joined back to his unit. Mundy, who married in 1949. He remained in 
the RAF until 1960, after which he emigrated with his wife and two daughters to Australia. 
He is thanked as a contributor in Kevin Wilson’s Bomber Boys: The RAF Offensive of 1943, Hachette 
UK, 9 Apr 2012: 

 
2275. Squadron Leader William Ernest NIGHTINGALE (45476). Signed 6 October 1949. HQ 
Coastal Command. 

160 
The Air Force List for April 1949 lists him as Physical Training, Air Staff, Coastal Command. 
2276. Dr Robert Cloutman DEXTER. Signed 14 October 1949. Belmont, Massachusetts, 
USA (Boston). 

160 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Dexter: 
Robert Dexter was the founder of the Unitarian Service Committee, which during World War II 
worked in the rescue and assistance of Jewish refugees and the victims of Nazism in Europe. 

http://www.oudzelhem.nl/oorlog/1943/omschrijving_historie1.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Dexter
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Early Life 
Robert Cloutman Dexter was born on October 1, 1887 in Shelburne, Nova Scotia of an American 
mother and a Canadian father, who was a sea captain. Robert grew up in Boston and graduated 
from Brown University in 1912 with a B.A. and later acquired an M.A. from Brown. Over the next 
years he served as a social worker for a number of small organizations and with the entry of the 
United States into World War I he worked for the American Red Cross, supervising camps for 
soldiers in the South East. In 1915, he married Elisabeth Anthony, and they both studied for 
doctorates at Clark University, he in sociology and Elisabeth in history. They both taught at 
Skidmore College from 1923 to 1927, and moved to Cambridge Massachusetts in 1927 when 
Robert Dexter accepted a position as head of the Departments of Social and International Relations 
for the American Unitarian Association, a job that entailed many visits to liberal religious 
congregations in Europe. 
World War II 
In 1937 and 1938, Dr. Dexter visited Czechoslovakia, and the congregation in Prague led by 
Norbert Capek, which at that time was the largest Unitarian congregation in the world. The 
Unitarians and the Dexters also had strong ties to the Masaryk family. During this period, Dexter 
wrote detailed reports on the plight of refugees in the Sudetenland. He began a letter campaign to 
find Americans to write affidavits for Jewish refugees who hoped to emigrate, and he published 
articles praising the skills of European refugees and calling for less restrictive immigration policies. 
He began to raise funds for a new organization to help endangered refugees in Czechoslovakia and 
found support among prominent members of First Church of Belmont Massachusetts. The 
Unitarians recruited a young Unitarian minister Waitstill Sharp, and his wife, Martha, to go to 
Czechoslovakia in early 1939 for an extended period of time. The Martha Sharp and Waitstill 
remained in the country after the Germans occupied Czechoslovakia, and they were effective in 
their programs for relief and emigration. The success of the Sharps’ activities increased momentum 
for the founding of the Unitarian Service Committee, which was officially launched in the Spring of 
1940, for the purpose of helping endangered refugees. Robert Dexter became executive director of 
the organization, which set up an office in neutral Lisbon in the Spring of 1940. In 1941, he worked 
for six months in the Lisbon office of the committee, along with Elisabeth Anthony Dexter and 
continued the collaboration with Varian Fry and with the American Jewish Joint Distribution 
Committee that had begun under the Sharps and their replacement Charles Joy. 
In 1942, Robert Dexter was recruited by the Office of Strategic Services and given the code name 
“Corn.” He set up links between the OSS and colleagues of Varian Fry in Marseille who were active 
in the French Resistance. Dexter also recruited the director of the Unitarian Service Committee’s 
medical program in Vichy France, Rene Zimmer. These ties facilitated a program in refugee 
assistance with ties to the French underground. In 1944, Robert Dexter became the representative 
of the U.S. War Refugee Board in Portugal. At the end of 1944, Robert Dexter resigned from the 
Unitarian Service Committee (now the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee) and completed his 
position with the WRB. Robert Dexter retired a few years later from his work at the Church Peace 
Union, during a serious illness, and died in 1955 of unknown causes following an extended period 
of depression. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noel_Field: 
In 1942, Robert Dexter, director of the Unitarian Service Committee, recruited Noel Field to pass on 
information to the Office of Strategic Services (OSS). When the Germans occupied the rest of 
France in November 1942, the Fields made a last minute escape from Marseilles and re-established 
a refugee program in Geneva. In 1944, Noel Field made a dramatic return to southern France, 
traveling with the Maquis and with the approval of Allen Dulles before the area was fully liberated. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noel_Field
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He arranged for a colleague, Herta Tempi, to establish a small office in Paris as a relief project for 
the Unitarian Service Committee. 
From Susan Elisabeth Subak’s Rescue and Flight: American Relief Workers Who Defied the Nazis, 
University of Nebraska Press, 2010: 
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From Ronald Weber’s The Lisbon Route: Entry and Escape in Nazi Europe, Government Institutes, 
2011: 

 
…. 
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From Roger Fritts’ Hitler, Lisbon, and the Unitarian Universalists--The story of the Unitarian 
Universalist Service Committee, 18 November 2012: 
“The Sharps returned to the United States at the end of 1940. Other Unitarians from the United 
States came to Lisbon to continue their work. In the summer of 1942 the Director of the Unitarian 
Service Committee, Robert Dexter, met with Allen Dulles. Robert Dexter agreed to carry on 
espionage activities for the Office of Strategic Services, which was later to become the Central 
Intelligence Agency. Dexter and other service committee staff carried large sums of money to 
resistance leaders in France. They also contacted OSS agents in Madrid and in Marseilles for 
information. The OSS was looking for any significant information picked up from refugees.” 
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From http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=111251145: 

  
From A Certain Arrogance by George Michael Evica, reviewed by James DiEugenio 
(http://www.ctka.net/reviews/certain_arrogance.html): 
The overall subject of the work is the use of religious institutions by American intelligence agencies 
for purposes of infiltration, surveillance, and subversion. It is a subject that interested others in the 
assassination field e.g. Jim Garrison. In looking through the late District Attorney's files, I saw that 
he had clipped certain articles on the subject. The book studies the efforts of the American 
government in this area especially during and after World War II. The prime focus is on the 
towering figures of the Dulles brothers: CIA Director Allen, and Secretary of State John Foster. As 
Evica notes, the brothers -- especially Allen -- had a history of using liberal Protestant groups to 
achieve these kinds of aims. Some of the denominations Evica names as targets are the Quakers, 
Unitarians and other liberal Christian groups. (p 85) One of the families that Allen Dulles exploited 
in this regard was the Field family: Herbert and his son Noel. The author states that Herbert Field's 
Quaker-based network of World War I would become an integral keystone of Allen Dulles' OSS spy 
operations during the Second World War. (p. 93) And it was Herbert's son Noel who helped run it 
for Dulles. There were also Unitarians incorporated into the spy apparatus like Varian Fry and 
Robert Dexter. (pp 98-99) 
…. 
Furthering just how secretive and extensive this nexus was is the fact that the curator of Allen 
Dulles' personal papers from the time he was fired by JFK until his death was Garner Ranney. (This 
would include the former CIA Director's time on the Warren Commission.) Then, after Dulles died, 
Ranney was one of a three-person team that governed the release of his papers through Princeton 
University. Ranney did the same kind of work for the Episcopalian church of Maryland. Evica notes 
that many of these files dealing with Field and the Unitarians have been sanitized. And the CIA 
cleared the boxes of cables and letters between Dulles and Field from the Unitarian Service 
Committee files stored at Harvard. And in fact, a writer who did a book on that Committee wrote to 
Evica that she had no doubt there were intelligence files on several of the upper level officers like 
Dexter and possibly Frederick May Eliot of the American Unitarian Association. (p 134) 

http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=111251145
http://www.ctka.net/reviews/certain_arrogance.html
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2277. Squadron Leader Sydney William SEARLE (45851). Signed 14 October 1949. HQ 
Coastal Command. 

160 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2278. Lieutenant Albert Leslie OAKLEY DFC (158025). Signed 13 October 1949. RNAS 
Anthorn, Carlisle. 

160 
His DFC, whilst with 254 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 22 August 1944. 
From his digitised record in the National Archives of Australia (which refers to a ferry flight on the 
day he signed this book): 
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From http://www.flickr.com/photos/41311545@N05/4855934265/: 

 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/41311545@N05/4855934265/
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The 10,000th landing was made on 17 July 1953, by a Firefly of 817 Squadron piloted by Lieutenant 
Commander A.L. Oakley, DFC, while on passage from Panama to Pearl Harbour. 
From the Northern Star, Lismore, New South Wales, Saturday 15 August 1953: 

 
From http://www.britains-smallwars.com/carriers/Sydney.html: 
HMAS Sydney 
First tour: 30th September 1951, to 27th January, 1952 
On 8th December 1951, an invasion of Chodo and Sok-to was expected, and the Furies spent 
almost the entire day, blasting anything which looked remotely like it could have been employed 
by the Communists in amphibious landings. Lieutenant Oakley, was forced into a wheels-up 
landing on the beach at Taechong-do Island, where they were entertained by the Leopard 
Organizer, at Bromide Baker, until being transferred to Tobruk, and later returned to Sydney. Troop 
concentrations and transportation facilities were hit as usual, along with small coastal craft, and 
replenishment occurred on 12th December, flying resuming on the 13th. The helicopter was 
rendered unserviceable after a deck crash, although a helicopter from Paengyong-do, did sterling 
service in it's place, for the remainder of the patrol. Lieutenant Cooper bailed out of his aircraft, 
after it was hit by flak, North of Chinnampo, and was covered by the rest of his flight, until he was 
picked up by the helicopter, and taken to Paengyong-do. Lieutenant Commander Bowles, was also 

http://www.britains-smallwars.com/carriers/Sydney.html
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hit by AA fire, and bailed out, two events later. He was picked up by a friendly junk, and landed on 
a friendly Island, where he was picked up by helicopter. 
From http://www.awm.gov.au/collection/P02824.001: 

 
Korea. 1951. Portrait of the Pilots and Observers of the 20th Carrier Air Group which comprised two 
squadrons of Sea Furies, Squadron No. 805 and Squadron No. 808, and one squadron of Fireflies, 
Squadron No. 817. The group is pictured in front a Sea Fury on the flight deck of HMAS Sydney. 
Back row, left to right: Lieutenant (Lt) Observer (O) Alexander Hughie Gordon DFC, Squadron (Sqn) 
817; Lt Pilot (P) John Macquarie Wade Brown, Sqn 817 D; Sub-Lieutenant (Sub-Lt) (P) Norman 
Ernest Lee, Sqn 817; Lt (O) Brian Gregory O'Connell, Sqn 817; Lt (O) Jack Sydney Hickson; Sub-Lt (P) 
Neil Douglas MacMillan, Sqn 817 D; Lt (P) Julian Horace Garfit Cavanagh; Lt (O) John Sylvester 
Williams, Royal Navy, Sqn 817; Sub-Lt (P) Frederick Thomas Lane, Sqn 805; Lt (P) Peter William 
Seed, Sqn 805 D; Sub-Lt (P) Arthur James Bertram Smith, Royal Navy, Sqn 805; Sub-Lt (P) Noel 
William Knappstein, Sqn 808; Sub-Lt (P) Ernest Ian Webster, Sqn 805; Sub-Lt (P) Ian Mcdonald, Sqn 
805; Sub-Lt (P) Andrew Groves Powell, Sqn 805; Sub-Lt (P) Alan Robert Wright, Royal Navy, Sqn 
800. Middle row: Major Max Simpkin, Australian Army, Carrier Borne Ground Liaison Officer 
(CBGLO); Observer Class 2 (OBS2) S. Gerald Chalmers, Sqn 817 (behind Major Simpkin); Sub-Lt (P) 
Armand John Rowland, Sqn 817; OBS1 Leonard Kenderdine, Sqn 187; Sub-Lt (P) Colin Eastwood 
Champ, Sqn 817; Lt (P) Albert Leslie Oakley DFC, Sqn 817; Lt (P) Maxwell Hubert Simpson, Royal 
Navy, Sqn 817; Lt (O) Dennis Christely, Sqn 817; Lt (O) James Trevor Williams, Royal Navy, Sqn 817; 
Lt (P) William Edward Dunlop, Sqn 817 D; Lt (P) Jeffrey Allan Gledhill DSC, Sqn 817; Lt (P) David 
John Robertson, Sqn 817; Lt (P) Harold Edward Bailey, Sqn 817; Lt (P) Tony Allan Rickell, Royal Navy, 
Sqn 808 D; Lt (P) Peter Brassey Cooper, Sqn 808; Lt (P) John Roy Norman Salthouse, Sqn 808 D; Lt 
(P) Reginald Albert Wilde, Sqn 808 D; Lt (P) Colin Matthew Alfred Wheately, Sqn 808; Lt (P) George 
Firth Spencer Brown DFC, Sqn 808 D; Lt (P) Alan Gill Cordell, Sqn 805; Lt (P) Digby Charles Johns, 
Sqn 808; Lt (O) Garvon Kable, Sqn 817; OBS2 Keith Bunning, Sqn 817; OBS1 Gordon Churchill 
Hughes, Sqn 817; Captain Eddy, Australian Army Intelligence Corp, CBGLO. Front row: OBS1 Philip 
Henry Hancox, Sqn 817 D; Senior Commissioned Officer Webster (HMAS Sydney Ordnance Officer); 
Lt (P) Alexander Hamilton, Royal Navy, Batsman; Lt (P) Edward Genge, Royal Navy, Royal Navy; Lt 
Air Engineer Officer (E) Eric Wendt; Lieutenant Commander (Lt Cmdr) (P) Matheson William 

http://www.awm.gov.au/collection/P02824.001
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Wotherspoon, Senior Pilot, Royal Navy, Sqn 817 D; Lt (P) United States Navy Helicopter Pilot; Lt 
Cmdr (P) Ronald Bruce Lunberg, Royal Navy, Commanding Officer, Sqn 817 D; Lt Cmdr (P) Michael 
Frampton Fell DSO DSC, Royal Navy, Air Group Commander D; Lt Cmdr (P) Walter George Bowles, 
Commanding Officer, Squadron 805 D; Lt Cmdr (P) John Leslie Appelby, Royal Navy, Commanding 
Officer, Sqn 808; Lt Cmdr (P) (A/E) R. J. Tunstell, Royal Navy, Air Group Air Engineer Officer; Lt (P) 
George McCallum Jude, Sqn 805 D; Lt (P) John Gillow Butler Campbell, Sqn 808 D; Lt (P) Sidney 
Charles Richardson, Royal Navy, Batsman; Ensign Dwayne Dixon, United States Navy Helicopter 
Pilot; OBS2 Gwynfryn Morris, Sqn 817. (Donor N. E. Lee) 
From http://www.navy.gov.au/history/squadron-histories/817-squadron-history: 
817 Squadron has its origins in the Royal Navy (RN) where it was commissioned as a torpedo/ 
reconnaissance squadron at Royal Naval Air Station (RNAS) Crail, Scotland on 15 March 1941. The 
Squadron served in Norway, Biscay, North Africa and Sicily primarily as a patrol unit for anti-
submarine operations but was also used for torpedo and bombing missions against enemy ports 
and shipping. The Squadron disbanded on 23 August 1945. 
817 Squadron re-commissioned as a Royal Australian Naval Air Squadron at RNAS St Merryn, 
Cornwall on 25 April 1950. Equipped with Fairey Firefly AS.6 aircraft and commanded by LCDR 
Ronald Lunberg, RN, 817 Squadron formed part of the 21st Carrier Air Group (CAG) along with 808 
Squadron. The CAG embarked in the aircraft carrier, HMAS Sydney (III) in October and disembarked 
at Jervis Bay in December. 
21st CAG began carrier qualifications aboard Sydney in April 1951. On 14 May, 817 Squadron were 
advised that they, along with 805 and 808 Squadrons, would form part of a new Sydney Carrier Air 
Group under the command of Commander (later Vice Admiral Sir) Mike Fell, RN, and deploy to 
Korea later that year. New pilots, many straight out of training, hurriedly converted to local 
operating procedures and the squadron's aircraft, Firefly AS.6s, had to be replaced temporarily with 
AS.5 aircraft borrowed from 816 Squadron and the Royal Navy. The reason for this was that the 
AS.6 model Firefly did not have any guns whereas the AS.5 did. The AS.5's guns were considered 
necessary for the types of operations that the Fireflies would be undertaking in Korea, a 
consideration which was subsequently proven to be correct. 817 Squadron departed for Korea 
aboard Sydney on 31 August 1951. Sydney arrived in Japan on 19 September and prepared for a 
handover from HMS Glory. The aircraft of the Sydney CAG now bore black and white markings 
signifying that they were on operations with the United Nations (UN). 
…. 
Sydney arrived in Fremantle on 22 February 1952 in the middle of industrial unrest on the 
waterfront. Union action meant that no tugs arrived to pull Sydney out of the harbour on its 
departure date 3 days later. In response, the ship initiated an action known as 'Operation Pinwheel' 
whereby the Sea furies of 805 and 808 Squadrons started the engines of the aircraft sitting on 
Sydney's flightdeck and used their thrust to pull the carrier clear. 
That October, Sydney participated in 'Operation Hurricane' the name given to the British nuclear 
tests in the Monte Bello Islands off the north-west coast of Western Australia. 817 Squadron, along 
with 805 Squadron, enforced a security radius of 72 kilometres around the test site. 
The tests successfully concluded, Sydney returned to NAS Nowra that November before sailing for 
Queen Elizabeth II's Coronation Fleet Review in England in March 1953 with 817 Squadron 
embarked. Flying opportunities were limited on the trip though the Squadron did participate in 
exercises with the Mediterranean Fleet and with Canadian warships in the Atlantic Ocean on the 
voyage back to Australia. The Coronation featured some 229 ships from around the world and the 
flypast, which included the Fireflies of 817 Squadron, was made up of over 300 aircraft from 37 

http://www.navy.gov.au/history/squadron-histories/817-squadron-history
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squadrons. Sydney returned to Australia in August and visited Canada, the United States, the West 
Indies, Panama, and New Zealand on her voyage home. 
Lieutenant Commander A.L. Oakley, DFC was Commanding Officer from 14 July 1952 to 15 August 
1953. 
2279. Commissioned Pilot Kenneth R MAWER. Signed 17 October 1949. RNAS Anthorn, 
Carlisle. 

160 
He has an entry in the Index to The London Gazette, Vol I, 1946 which lists him under Mention in 
Despatches and Commendations. 
From http://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/SearchUI/Details/AssetMain?iaid=C7433634: 
ADM 1/22623 AVIATION (90): Accident to Sea Hornet Mk 20, 235 involving Commissioned Pilot K R 
Mawer: result of Board of Enquiry (1951). 
From http://www.airhistory.org.uk/dh/_DH103%20prodn%20list.txt: 
Sea Hornet F20 Serial No WE235, Squadron 801, dived into sea 20m W of Mull of Kintyre 5.2.51 
SOC 13.2.51 
From http://www.naval-history.net/xDKCas1951.htm: 
Monday, 5 February 1951. Illustrious. MAWER, Kenneth R, Commissioned Pilot, died. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthorn_Radio_Station#RNAS_Anthorn: 
Work began on building an airfield at Anthorn for the Fleet Air Arm in late 1943, with Royal Naval 
Air Station Anthorn, or HMS Nuthatch opening on 7 September 1944, with three tarmac runways. It 
was the base of No. 1 Aircraft Receipt and Despatch Unit (No. 1 ARDU), which had the job of 
receiving aircraft fresh from manufacturers, modifying them to Service standards and despatching 
them to operational squadrons, with the unit specialising in the Vought F4U Corsair. No. 1 ARDU 
continued to operate from Anthorn following the end of the Second World War, while a number of 
Fleet Air Arm Squadrons were also based at the airfield in the immediate post war years. The 
airbase shut down in March 1958. 
From 6 to 31 October 1949, 801 Naval Air Squadron had an operational unit at RNAS Anthorn 
flying the Hawker Sea Fury. 
2280. Wing Commander Walter Fullerton THOMPSON (43459). Signed 17 October 1949. 
HQ Coastal Command. 

160 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. The Air Force List  for April 1949 lists him as 
Photography, Air Staff, Coastal Command. 
2281. C R THOMPSON. Signed 24 October 1949. HQ No 90 Signals Group, RAF 
Medmenham. 

160 

http://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/SearchUI/Details/AssetMain?iaid=C7433634
http://www.airhistory.org.uk/dh/_DH103%20prodn%20list.txt
http://www.naval-history.net/xDKCas1951.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthorn_Radio_Station%23RNAS_Anthorn
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Apart from a Corporal Cyril Robert Thompson Thompson (589427) mentioned in the LG, 28 July 
1970 and the retirement of Flight Lieutenant C R Thompson (589427) in the LG, 2 December 1975, 
no trace found. 
2282. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] William Proctor SWABY AFC (55115). 
Signed 2 November 1949. Aldergrove RAF Northern Ireland. 

160 
He was Commanding Officer of No 81 Squadron from 23 February 1953 to 24 August 1955. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Sqn081-85.htm: 
No 81 Squadron reformed on 1 September 1946 at Seletar in Singapore when No 684 Squadron 
was re-numbered. It was now operating in the Photo-Reconnaissance role equipped with 
Mosquitoes and later some Spitfires. It remained in the Far East, being heavily involved in 
Operation Firedog from 1947. The squadron holds the distinction of carrying out the last 
operational flights of both the Spitfire (1 April 1954, flown by the squadron CO, Sqn Ldr W P 
Swaby) and the Mosquito (15 December 1955). From December 1953 it began to operate Meteor 
PR Mk 10s and in 1956 some Pembroke C (PR) Mk 1s were received and in 1958 Canberras began 
to arrive, but it was three years before these fully supplanted the Meteors. No 81 Squadron finally 
disbanded as the Far East Air Force was being run down on 16 January 1970. 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 9 June 1955. 
From Jarrod Cotter’s The Battle of Britain Memorial Flight: 50 Years of Flying, Casemate Publishers, 
2007: 

 
From http://www.raf.mod.uk/bbmf/theaircraft/spitfireps915.cfm: 

 
Sqn Ldr Swaby exits a Spitfire PS888 
From http://81squadron.com/NOTABLE%20PLANES.htm: 

http://www.rafweb.org/Sqn081-85.htm
http://www.raf.mod.uk/bbmf/theaircraft/spitfireps915.cfm
http://81squadron.com/NOTABLE%20PLANES.htm
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81 Squadron had the distinction of conducting the last Operational Sorties of two significant WW2 
RAF aircraft types - the Spitfire and the Mosquito. The last Operational Sortie of an RAF Spitfire was 
flown on April 1, 1954, from RAF Seletar, in Singapore, as part of Operation Firedog, during the 
Malayan Emergency. Mark 19 Spitfire, PS888, was piloted by Squadron Leader Swaby. The Battle Of 
Britain Flight has a Mark 19 Spitfire flying in the exact livery of PS888. 

 
PS888 Before Final Flight. L/Rear Tex Baimbridge.R/Rear George Travers. Front/L F/L John Grant. 
Front /C Sq.Ldr Swaby. Front/R F/L Giddens. 

 
PS888 After Final Flight. 
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2283. Felicity Hyde HANBURY (216) AKA Air Commandant Dame Felicity PEAKE DBE (1 
May 1913 – 2 November 2002). Signed 4 November 1949. Air Ministry Director of the 
WRAF. 

160 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Felicity_Peake: 
Early years 
Felicity Hyde Watts spent much of her youth at Haslington Hall, an Elizabethan house near Crewe, 
bought by her father after the First World War. Her father, Col. Humphrey Watts, was a prosperous 
Manchester-based industrialist whose family's wealth derived from S & J Watts, a textile business 
founded in 1798. 
She was educated at St. Winifred's, Eastbourne, but left before taking her school certificate to go 
on to a finishing school outside Paris. She met Jock Hanbury, a member of the Truman, Hanbury, 
Buxton & Co brewing family, while on a cruise to the West Indies. They were married at St. 
Margaret's, Westminster in 1935 and she was known as Felicity Hanbury; that same year she 
qualified for her pilot's licence after joining her husband in his new hobby. 
With war looming, Jock Hanbury joined the auxiliary air force as a fighter pilot, while Felicity, whose 
lack of solo flying hours prevented her from joining the air transport auxiliary, volunteered for No 9 
ATS company of the RAF. Called up on 1 September 1939, she became a company assistant (the 
equivalent of a pilot officer), just a month before her husband was killed when his plane crashed in 
Surrey during a night-flying exercise. After a short spell as a code and cipher officer, in May 1940 
she was posted, fatefully, to Biggin Hill. 
In January 1941, she joined the WAAF recruiting staff at the Air Ministry, later moving to public 
relations duties, where she was adept at persuading senior RAF officers of the importance of 
expanding the role of women with more opportunities and greater responsibilities. It was here that 
she met her second husband, Air Commodore Harald Peake (later Sir Harald Peake), then director 
of RAF public relations and later chairman of Lloyds Bank and the Steel Company of Wales, whom 
she married in 1952. 
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The Best Cadet receives her certificate from Air Marshal Sir Arthur Sanders and Air Commandant 
Dame Felicity Hanbury, Director of the Women's Royal Air Force, at Hawkinge, circa 1949-1950 
During her time at the Air Ministry, Felicity forged lasting friendships with many of the most senior 
RAF officers - friendships that she used to great effect in retirement when furthering the interests 
of the RAF benevolent fund, the RAF church of St Clement Danes and the Imperial War Museum. In 
1943, she became deputy WAAF administration staff officer at Bomber Command. This was 
followed by promotion to wing officer (wing commander) and command of the WAAF officers' 
school at Windermere. In 1944, she was appointed senior WAAF staff officer with responsibility for 
the welfare of women radar operators, and, in 1945, with the rank of group officer (group captain), 
she became senior WAAF staff officer to the C-in-C Mediterranean and Middle East Command, in 
Cairo. 
Post-WAAF 
As the last director of the WAAF, and the first director of the WRAF, Felicity steered the service 
through the difficult transition to its peacetime role. Having received the MBE for wartime services, 
she was named a Dame Commander of the Order of the British Empire in 1949. 
Following her retirement in 1950, she joined the board of the Truman, Hanbury and Buxton 
brewery, a job she described in her memoirs, Pure Chance (1993), as "sheer bliss": there was no 
"buck passing", no red tape, and she could get things done. She and her husband, Harald, bought a 
farm in Oxfordshire, where they bred pedigree Ayrshires and Jerseys, and a house in the south of 
France. 
Appointed a trustee of the Imperial War Museum in 1963, she was its chairman from 1986 to 1988. 
She founded the Friends of the Imperial War Museum, later becoming its president. 
Family 
Her second husband died in 1978; she was survived by her son, following her own death at age 89 
in 2002. 

 
Flight Officer Felicity Hanbury (1913–2002) by Thomas Cantrell Dugdale. Date painted: c.1943. Oil 
on canvas, 84.5 x 65 cm. Collection: Royal Air Force Museum 
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BigginHill-History.co.uk 
Her obituary was published in The Telegraph of 6 November 2002: 
Air Commodore Dame Felicity Peake, who died on Saturday aged 89, was appointed director of the 
Women's Auxiliary Air Force (WAAF) in 1946 at the age of 32; even in the context of accelerated 
promotions in the Second World War, she was astonishingly young for the post. 
As Felicity Hanbury, it was her outstanding wartime service, her drive, unusual qualities of 
leadership and her rapport with the RAF's most senior officers which brought her this opportunity 
to lead the WAAF in the early years of peace. And her success was such that when, in 1949, the new 
Women's Royal Air Force (WRAF) was set up, she was appointed as its first director until she retired 
in 1950. 
Those familiar with Harry Saltzman's oft-televised feature film Battle of Britain (1969) will recall the 
poignant scenes in which Susannah York, as a junior officer, counts her dead WAAFs in the 
aftermath of a heavy attack on the fighter base at Biggin Hill in Kent. The part was inspired by 
Felicity Hanbury's experience on August 30 1940 when, aged 26 and serving at Biggin Hill as a 
section officer in charge of some 250 women, she survived an attack by German bombers. 
Nine Ju 88s swung north to take "The Bump" - as RAF pilots knew Biggin - in a surprise attack. 
WAAF quarters were among the buildings hit, and an air raid shelter crammed with airmen was 
reduced to rubble. In all, 39 died. 
Obeying orders, Felicity Hanbury had sheltered in a trench. She later recalled: "The vibration and 
blast were such that one felt that one's limbs must surely come apart." Then she had thought, "I 
had better go and see how the airwomen were getting on in their trenches". Scrambling over 
mounds of earth and around craters, she noticed a NAAFI girl lying on the ground and sought to 
help - until somebody shouted, "Don't bother, she's dead". It was the first dead person Felicity 
Hanbury had ever seen: "I remember thinking I must have a good look at her, as I might have to 
get used to this kind of thing." 
Reaching the airwomen's trench, Felicity Hanbury surveyed the carnage and waited as casualties 
were dug out. On her way back across the airfield she noticed that somebody had covered the 
NAAFI girl with a blanket. She remembered: "Somehow this had a greater effect on me than when I 
had seen her the first time. It seemed so final, almost casual. I tried to put the picture out of my 
mind." Another scene she never forgot was a subsequent burial, when an air raid intervened and 
the padre jumped in with the coffin. 
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After the blitz on Biggin Hill, Felicity Hanbury was awarded what she believed was the first military 
MBE of the war. 
Felicity Hanbury (later Peake) was born Felicity Hyde Watts on May 1 1913. Her father, Col 
Humphrey Watts, was a prosperous Manchester-based industrialist whose family's wealth derived 
from S & J Watts, a textile business founded in the city in 1798. 
Felicity was educated at St Winifreds, Eastbourne, in Sussex, and at Les Grands Huguenots, 
Vaucresson, Seine et Oise, outside Paris. Brought up as a Christian Scientist, in later life she found 
she could not accept Mary Baker Eddy's teachings, and was baptised and confirmed in the Church 
of England. Subsequently she became a devoted supporter and benefactor of St Clement Danes, 
the RAF Central Church. 
Shortly after her presentation at Court in 1933, Felicity was invited by an uncle to accompany him 
on a cruise ship bound for the West Indies. On board she met Jock Hanbury, a member of the 
Truman Hanbury and Buxton brewing family. 
In the New Year of 1935 they were married at St Margaret's, Westminster, and honeymooned at 
Monte Carlo, spending much time at La Mortola, the Hanbury villa. When her husband took flying 
lessons, Felicity followed suit. Both obtained licences and enjoyed weekend trips to Le Touquet. 
With war looming, her husband joined No 615 (County of Surrey) Squadron of the Auxiliary Air 
Force as a fighter pilot. With less than 25 hours solo flying experience, Felicity Hanbury was not 
accepted as a pilot by the Air Transport Auxiliary. Although disappointed, in April 1939 she 
volunteered to join No 9 ATS company of the RAF, becoming an aircraftwoman equipment 
assistant second class. On September 1 she was called up for active service and appointed 
company assistant - the equivalent of pilot officer, the RAF's most junior commissioned rank. Then, 
on October 3, Felicity Hanbury became one of the war's earliest widows when her husband crashed 
at Dorking, Surrey, while on a night-flying exercise. 
In the New Year she qualified as a code and cipher officer but, sensing this might prove to be a 
dead end, she arranged to return to administrative duties. She was posted to Biggin Hill. 
After the Battle of Britain, Felicity Hanbury joined the WAAF recruiting staff at the Air Ministry in 
January 1941. After touring in a van appealing to women through a loud speaker to join, she was 
promoted Flight Officer and assigned to public relations duties. Tall, willowy and attractive, Felicity 
Hanbury had a way with the press. She had a talent for spotting a "story", and she also excelled at 
persuading crusty senior RAF staff officers to see the point of employing women in the Service - 
and of giving them increasing responsibility. 
She made a great success of making the WAAF case, not least with Air Commodore Harald (later Sir 
Harald) Peake, who was then director of RAF public relations. She suggested that he take the PR for 
the WAAF under his wing. Ten years later, in 1952, they were to marry. 
Meanwhile, Felicity Hanbury's duties brought her into contact with ever more senior "top brass". 
The lasting friendships forged in this period not only helped her rapid rise in the Service, but also 
proved fruitful in post-war years - particularly whenever she needed to pull a string on behalf of 
the RAF Benevolent Fund or the Imperial War Museum. 
Among those she lobbied on behalf of the WAAF were Sir Charles Portal, Chief of Air Staff, and his 
deputy Sir Wilfrid Freeman. Portal, indeed, used her as his "eyes and ears" about matters which 
might not normally filter through to him. 
In 1943 Felicity Hanbury was posted as deputy WAAF Admin Staff Officer at Bomber Command. 
She then moved on to command the WAAF officers' school at Bowness-on-Windermere as a wing 
officer. 
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The next year she was appointed senior WAAF staff officer responsible for the welfare of women 
radar operators; and in 1945 she became senior WAAF staff officer to the Commander-in-Chief 
Mediterranean and Middle East Command in the rank of group officer (equivalent to group 
captain). 
After commanding the WAAF and introducing and leading the WRAF, Felicity Hanbury retired from 
the Service and joined the Truman, Hanbury and Buxton Board as an executive director. 
In 1952 her life was further transformed by marriage to Harald Peake. He was a director of Rolls-
Royce, and chairman of Lloyds Bank and the Steel Company of Wales; he also owned a family 
colliery. 
The Peakes bought Court Farm, a 17th-century manor at Tackley, near Woodstock in Oxfordshire, 
where they bred pedigree herds of Ayrshires and Jerseys. They had other homes in Mayfair and the 
south of France. 
She devoted much time to the RAF Benevolent Fund, on whose council she had served since 1946. 
In 1963 Felicity Peake was appointed a Trustee of the Imperial War Museum, serving as chairman 
from 1986 to 1988. She also founded and presided over the museum's Friends' organisation. 
In 1993, she published an autobiography, Pure Chance. 
In 1949, she was appointed DBE. She was Honorary ADC to King George VI from 1949 to 1950. 
Sir Harald Peake died in 1978. Felicity Peake is survived by their son. 
2284. Air Chief Marshal Sir John Wakeling BAKER GCB, MC, DFC, ADC, RAF (23 October 
1897 – 10 March 1978). Signed 7 November 1949. Coastal Command. 

161 
He also signed this book on 12 January 1949. 
2285. PROBABLY Kathleen Mary GOODMAN (8419) WRAF. Signed 9 November 1949. 
Leicester. 

161 
She is mentioned in several editions of the LG. No further trace found. 
2286. Wing Commander [later Air Marshal Sir] William Edward COLES KBE CB DSO DFC* 
AFC (26 July 1913 - 7 June 1979). Signed 9 November 1949. RAF Brize Norton. 

161 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Coles_(RAF_officer): 
Coles joined the Royal Air Force in 1938. He served in World War II as Officer Commanding No. 117 
Squadron and as Officer Commanding No. 233 Squadron. After the War he became a Staff Officer 
at the Air Ministry before joining the Central Flying School. He was appointed Station Commander 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Coles_(RAF_officer)
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at RAF Middleton St. George in 1950, Chief Flying Instructor at the Central Flying School in 1951 
and Air Adviser to the UK High Commissioner in Australia in 1953. He went on to be Senior Air Staff 
Officer at Headquarters No. 3 (Bomber) Group in 1957, Air Officer Commanding No. 23 (Training) 
Group in 1960 and Director-General of RAF Personal Services in 1963. His last appointment was as 
Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief Technical Training Command in 1966 before retiring in 1968. 
In retirement he became President of the Not Forgotten Association415 and Controller of the RAF 
Benevolent Fund416. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Coles.htm: 
KBE - 1 Jan 1967 (CBE – 1 Jan 1952), CB – 8 Jun 1963, DSO – 2 Feb 1945, DFC – 7 Apr 1942, Bar – 
14 Nov 1944, AFC – 1 Jan 1944, DFC (US) – 30 Jun 1944. 
Act Plt Off (P): 14 Dec 1938 6 Oct 1938, Plt Off (P): 3 Sep 1939, Plt Off: 6 Oct 1939, Fg Off 
(WS): 3 Sep 1940, Flt Lt (WS): 3 Sep 1941, Act Sqn Ldr: xx xxx xxxx, Act Wg Cdr: 30 Mar 
1943, Sqn Ldr (WS): 30 Sep 1943, (T) Sqn Ldr: 3 Dec 1946 1 Jul 1944, Sqn Ldr:26 Mar 1946 1 Jan 
1945, Wg Cdr: 1 Jul 1947 1 Oct 1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1952, Act A/Cdre: 16 Dec 1957?, A/Cdre: 1 
Jul 1958, Act AVM: 15 Dec 1960, AVM: 1 Jan 1961, Act AM: 18 May 1966, AM: 1 Jul 1966. 
xx xxx xxxx Policeman, Stoke Newington 
14 Dec 1938 Appointed to a Short Service Commission 
xx xxx 1938 U/T Pilot 
xx xxx xxxx Pilot, No 216 Sqn 
1942  Served in Middle East 
 6 Oct 1942 Transferred to the Reserve and recalled for Air Force Service 
xx May 1943 Officer Commanding, No 117 Sqn 
xx Jul 1944 Officer Commanding, No 233 Sqn 
xx xxx 1945 Attended RAF Staff College 
xx xxx 1945 Officer Commanding, School of Air Transport 
26 Mar 1946 Appointed to a Permanent Commission in the rank of Squadron Leader (retaining 

rank current at the time) wef 1 Sep 1945 antedated to 1 Jun 1944 on 25 Feb 1947 
xx xxx 1946 Staff Officer, Air Ministry 
xx xxx 1948 Squadron Commander, Empire/Central Flying School 
xx xxx 1950 Officer Commanding, RAF Middleton St George 
xx xxx 1951 Chief Flying Instructor, Central Flying School 
23 Mar 1953 Air Adviser to UK High Commissioner in Australia 
20 Oct 1955 Air Staff - Training, HQ Flying Training Command 
xx xxx 1957 Attended Imperial Defence College 
16 Dec 1957 SASO, HQ No 3 (Bomber) Group 

                                                 
415 The Not Forgotten Association is a British Armed Forces registered charity for serving and ex-service 
men and women that operates throughout the United Kingdom. Whilst major care is provided by state, 
Ministry of Defence or other charity sources, the NFA provides extras that able-bodied people take for 
granted. 
416 The Royal Air Force Benevolent Fund is the Royal Air Force's leading welfare charity, providing 
financial, practical and emotional support to serving and former members of the RAF - regardless of rank 
- as well as their partners and dependents. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Coles.htm
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15 Dec 1960 AOC, No 23 (Training) Group 
23 Sep 1963 Director-General of RAF Personal Services 
18 May 1966 AOC in C, Technical Training Command 
Joining the RAF on a Short Service Commission in 1938, he served throughout WW2 in the Middle 
East, North Africa, Italy, Burma and Northern Europe. Taking command of No 117 Sqn in May 1943, 
then based in N. Africa equipped with Lockheed Hudsons, he was involved in supply flights in 
support of 8th Army operations. In October 1943, he led his squadron to India, now equipped with 
Dakotas, and begun to train in supply dropping which the squadron undertook operationally for 
the first time in February 1944. These operations were in support of Orde Wingate's 'Chindit' 
campaign.  
However, in June 1944 he returned to Britain taking command of No 233 Sqn, also equipped with 
Dakotas, but now involved in the daily shuttle flights between the advanced bases on the continent 
and the UK, taking supplies and personnel out and evacuating casualties back. In September 1944 
the squadron was also heavily involved in the Arnham operation.  Early in 1945, he attended the 
RAF Staff College and shortly afterwards was awarded a Permanent Commission in the rank of 
Squadron Leader. 
A keen and talented sportsman, he was a pre-war captain of the Oxfordshire Rugby Union team 
and played for Blackheath as well as eventually becoming President of the RAF Rugby Union. In 
1948 he drove the RAF bobsleigh in the Olympics at St Moritz. Following his retirement from the 
RAF in August 1968, he became Controller of the RAF Benevolent Fund, a post he held until 1975 
when he relinquished it, becoming a Member of the Council of both the RAF Benevolent Fund and 
the RAFA at that time. 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Service Order 
“Acting Wing Commander William Edward COLES (41579), R.A.F.O., 233 Sqn. 
This officer has displayed high qualities of leadership, great skill and courage in operations against 
the enemy. In September, 1944, he led the squadron on several supply dropping missions to our 
forces in the neighbourhood of Arnhem. On one occasion, whilst over the dropping zone his 
aircraft sustained severe damage and became difficult to control. In spite of this Wing Commander 
Cole made a second run over the target to release the remainder of his containers. He afterwards 
flew the badly damaged aircraft to base. He displayed superb skill and .great personal courage.” LG, 
2 February 1945 
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From Flight International of 30 October 1969: 

 
2287. Wing Commander Ian Lionel Baber AITKENS (33377). Signed 18 November 1949. Air 
Ministry. D.D. Selection. 

161 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. His retirement was announced in the LG, 7 
September 1954 “on account of medical unfitness for air force service”. 
From http://113squadron.com/personnel_of_113_squadron_raf.htm: 
S/Ldr Ian L B Aitkens, commanded 113 Sqn from Sep 1st 1943 to Jan 3rd 1944. Ian stayed in the 
RAF following the war and eventually retired about 1953 having reached the impressive rank of 
Wing Commander. He died in 1999. 
S/Ldr Aitkens took over as C.O. of the squadron on Sept 01, 1943 (01/09/1943). At this time the 113 
was in the process of converting from three man crew, twin engine Blenheims to single pilot, single 
engine Hurricane IIc fighter aircraft. These Hurricanes however had been modified to carry bombs 
and were often referred to as Hurribombers. 

  

http://113squadron.com/personnel_of_113_squadron_raf.htm
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 logbook 28 November 1943 
In any case it was a great set up for the new CO., with no need for the old 3 man crews and many 
of the old Blenheim pilots posting out, the 113 was at the time almost a new squadron. Free from 
the influences of old friends / alliances and what might other wise have been a difficult command. 
Throughout October & November S/Ldr Aitkens worked up the new 113 Squadron but sadly would 
never get to take his command into battle as he was struck down with jaundice 03/01/1944 and 
relieved of command. How much this hurt him is evidenced by the entry in his log. “Lost the best 
job of my life thanks to Bloody India.” Having recovered, some two months later, he was posted to 
225 Group on 02/03/1944. 
RAF Cranwell  Jan 37 to Dec 38 
No 26 AC Squadron Jan 39 to Oct 40 
No 269?  Oct 40 to Nov 41 
ATU Peshawar  22/02/?? to 25/02/42 
No 146 F Sqd  26/02/1942 to 25/08/1942 
No 17 F Sqd  26/08/1942 to 08/12/1942 
HQ 224 Group  09/12/1942 to 31/08/1943 
113 F B Sqd  01/09/1943 to 03/01/1944 
HQ 225 Group  02/03/1944 to 24/09/1944 
84 Sqd F B  25/09/1944 to 26/08/1945 
3 RFU   27/08/1945 to 00/11/1945 
DD Rescue Ministry 24/01/1946 to 00/03/47 
British Embassy Rome 00/03/1947 to 00/04/1948 
Air Min Select Board July 1948 

 
The above is a page from S/Ldr Aitkens log, Note the number of aircraft he had flown, 26 all told. 
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Believed to have been in Yelahanka in Aug 1943 per Pat Woodward booklet. 
2288. Flight Lieutenant Bartle Alexander JONES (58100). Signed 21 November 1949. 
Signals Development Unit RAF Henlow. 

161 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired, with the rank of Squadron Leader, on 1 
May 1973. 
From http://www.rafcaa.org.uk/e33.html: 
In February 1936, 148 young hopefuls arrived at RAF Cranwell as the 8J12 and 8M12 (33rd) Entry to 
train as Instrument Makers (8J12) or Wireless Electrical Mechanics (8M12). They Passed Out in 
December 1938. They included 
Bartle (Bart) JONES. c.03/06/46 Sig. 58100 Sqn.Ldr. Died 27th March 1998. 
From http://www.rafcaa.org.uk/henlow.html: 
The School of Aeronautical Engineering became The Technical College on 15th August 1947. On 
19th October, The Signals Development Unit moved in, from West Drayton which was to be used 
to accommodate 1948 Olympic Games competitors. In 1949, the Empire Radio School at Debden 
became the Signals Division of the Technical College, but didn't move until 1960. The Signals 
Development Unit was renamed Radio Engineering Unit on 1st January 1950. 

http://www.rafcaa.org.uk/e33.html
http://www.rafcaa.org.uk/henlow.html
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2289. Flight Lieutenant Donald John MACLEOD (163074). Signed 8 January 1950. ??OS, St 
Vincent St, Glasgow. 

161 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. It looks his wife signed this book on 28 August 1950. 
She added MOS Glasgow as the address. 
2290. Squadron Leader Richard Trevor GRIFFITHS BSc (73210). Signed 9 February 1950. 
HQ 18 Group. 

161 
He is shown in The Air Force list for November 1942 as an Education Officer: 

 
The LG, 14 April 1939 lists him as an Honorary Flight Lieutenant. The LG, 5 December 1939 
announced the confirmation of his appointment and promotion to Flying Officer. 
2291. Unknown. Signed February 1950. Central Flying School. 

161 
Incredibly difficult signature to decipher. Based on the Wing Commanders in The Air Force List for 
April, 1950, it could be G S Fry DFC or W C E Craig DFC. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Estab.htm: 

http://www.rafweb.org/Estab.htm
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CFS reformed again on 7 May 1946 at Little Rissington. In May 1952, the element at Little 
Rissington was renamed CFS (Advanced) and No 2 FTS At South Cerney was redesignated CFS 
(Basic). On 1 June 1957, both elements were amalgamated into a single CFS again. Subsequently 
the HQ element of CFS has been based at Cranwell from 12 April 1976, Leeming from 5 September 
1977, Scampton from 19 September 1984 and back to Cranwell from 31 May 1995, where it 
remains to the present (2005). However, since 1952, it has been policy to station specific elements 
of the CFS at other stations where a particular type of aircraft is based. 
…. 
Commandants 
May 1946 Gp Capt E A C Britton 
xx xxx 1946 A/Cdre W L M MacDonald 
xx xxx 1948 Gp Capt G D Stephenson 
xx xxx 1950 Gp Capt G T Jarman 
xx xxx 1951 A/Cdre A D Selway 
2292. POSSIBLY Flight Lieutenant Basil Henry HEASMAN (170095). Signed February 1950. 
HQ Coastal Command. 

161 
He is mentioned in several edtions of the LG. 
2293. Gay WOODGATE. Signed April 1950. 415, Clifton Road, Aberdeen. 

161 
The Air Force List for July 1945 lists three people named Woodgate: 

 
Antony Sinclair WOODGATE (Squadron Leader as at 1 November 1947; Wing Commander as at 1 
July 1950; Wing Commander at HQ Transport Command in 1954; Group Captain awarded OBE in 
1962) 
Frederick Charles Alfred WOODGATE (Flying Officer at 3 November 1945) 
Michael Lawrence WOODGATE (Flight Lieutenant at 17 March 1944) 
No trace found. 
2294. Unknown. Signed May 1950. Edinburgh. 

161 
Can’t decipher the surname. 
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2295. Group Captain Albert Wallington TAYLOR (35142). Signed 14 November 1949. Air 
Ministry (I P F(sic) Inspector of Physical Training). 

162 
According to his file, reference AIR 76/496/59, at TNA, he was born on 31 August 1900. He is 
mentioned in several editions of the LG, that of 2 January 1951 announcing his promotion from 
Wing Commander to Group Captain in the Physical Fitness Branch. The LG, 8 November 1938 
announced is appointment as a Commissioned Physical Training Officer (Flying Officer on 
probabtion). 
2296. Unknown. Signed 21 November 1949. HQ Maintenance Command. 

162 
The surname could be HILES, HILLS or STILES. Possible matches with the list of Wing Commanders 
in The Air Force List for April 1950 are: 
[later Air Commodore] John Hassell GILES DSO DFC (37851) 
Geoffrey Anthony MILLS (33091) 
Randolph Stuart MILLS DFC (36067) 
2297. Wing Commander Joseph BRADSHAW OBE (35076). Signed 27 November 1949. HQ 
No 66 Scottish Reserve Group. 

162 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. His OBE was awarded on 1 January 1943. He retired 
on 13 January 1955, retaining the rank of Wing Commander. 
From http://113squadron.com/WGNorthGallery/id39.htm: 
Batley RAF Club 

http://113squadron.com/WGNorthGallery/id39.htm
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RAFA Annual Dinner 1958. Yorkshire Region Chairman, W/Cdr Joe Bradshaw seated center. 
2298. Squadron Leader Reginald George Serle FRANCKS DFC (142013). Signed 28 
November 1949. HQ No 18 Group. 

162 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. According to 
http://www.wartimememories.co.uk/airfields/littlestaughton.html, he was a bomb aimer with No 
582 Squadron and his nickname was Reggie. His DFC was announced in the LG, 13 October 1944. 
2299. Wing Commander Arthur Cuthbert THORNE (31113). Signed 28 November 1949. 
HQ Coastal Command. 

162 
The LG, 27 November 1951 announced the retirement of “Squadron Leader A. C. THORNE (31113) 
retaining the rank of Wing Commander. 25th Nov. 1951.” His mentioned in several editions of the 
LG. 
2300. Flying Officer Unknown. Signed 1 December 1949. HQ (U) Flying Training Command 
Communication Flight. 

162 

http://www.wartimememories.co.uk/airfields/littlestaughton.html
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Can’t decipher this signature. 
2301. Flight Lieutenant A J JAMES. Signed 1 December 1949. HQ (U) Flying Training 
Command Communication Flight. 

162 
Can’t decipher this signature. 
2302. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] John Henry Ford FORD DFC (77278). 
Signed 1 December 1949. HQ 18 Group. 

162 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 29 December 1958. 
2303. Flying Officer Unknown. Signed 2 December 1949. RAF Lyneham No 99 Squadron. 

162 
 The surname could be ROBERT or PROBERT. 
2304. Lieutenant Rowland CLARK RN. Signed 5 December 1949. Brize Norton. 

162 
Email dated 1 August 2014 to Trevor Baker from Mike Coombes, Navy List Research: 
“It can only be a guess, but as I believe officers serving at RAF Brize Norton would have been 
administered by HMS President, I have looked through HMS President and the only possible fitting 
the signature is Lieutenant (Air) Rowland Clark.” 
2305. Wing Commander John Robert Walter WRIGHT (43486). Signed 7 December 1949. 
HQ Coastal Command. 

162 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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2306. Squadron Leader Unknown. Signed 15 December 1949. HQ 66 Group. 

162 
According to The Air Force List for July 1945, the names could be Carey, Cavey, B G N MacAleavey 
DFC (but he resigned with the rank of Squadron Leader on 30 August 1946) or Macilravey (but he 
was not a pilot). 
2307. Flight Lieutenant Ronald Vivian GALBRAITH-GUNNER (189088). Signed 2 January 
1950. RAF Hemswell. 

162 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://www.mortonandeden.com/pDFCats/36web.pdf: 
War Medals, Orders and Decorations including a fine collection of Miniatures sold by auction at 
Sotheby’s, in the Upper Grosvenor Gallery, The Aeolian Hall, Bloomfield Place, New Bond Street, 
London W1 
“Second World War Group awarded to Flight Lieutenant Ronald Vivian Galbraith-Gunner, Royal Air 
Force, Five: 1939-45, Africa, Italy Stars, Defence and War Medals, good very fine (5) £200-300. The 
lot is sold with original Observer’s and Air Gunner’s log book, listing training flights from January-
March 1943, his posting to 70 Squadron, 40 operations between 20 March and 22 November 1943 
as Signaller over North Africa, Italy and Sicily, mostly targeting marshalling yards, training sorties in 
North Africa between 14 May 1944 and 30 January 1945, later entries with 70 and 50 squadrons. 
The final entry is in 1958, he retired from the R.A.F. as Flight Lieutenant 19 August 1967. The lot 
also includes a small amount of other documentation including a group photograph including the 
recipient.” 
A more detailed description is given on 
http://www.invaluable.com/catalog/viewLot.cfm?afRedir=true&lotRef=p17hj6k58j&scp=c&ri=1210
: 
 Medals Five: Flight Lieutenant R. V. Galbraith-Gunner, Royal Air Force 1939-45 Star; Africa Star, 
clasp, North Africa 1942-43; Italy Star; Defence and War Medals, extremely fine (5) E350-400 R. V. 
Galbraith-Gunner commenced training as Wireless Operator / Air Gunner in September 1942, 
attended No. 21 Operational Training Unit at Moreton-in-Marsh, Gloucestershire, where he 
converted to Wellingtons, and was embarked for the Middle East in March 1943. Joining No. 70 
Squadron later that month, he went on to complete 39 operational sorties against a wide range of 
targets in North Africa, Italy, Sardinia and Sicily, prior to being "rested" at No. 77 O.T.U. in Palestine 
in February 1944. Commissioned as a Pilot Officer in December of the same year, he remained 
similarly employed until the end of hostilities. Post-war, having been granted a permanent 
commission, he was employed at the Air Ministry in London 1946-49, but he returned to flying 
duties as a Signaller in No. 230 O.C.U. at Scampton in 1950. He had meanwhile, been advanced to 
Flight Lieutenant Relatively lengthy postings with No. 50 and No. 57/104 Squadrons followed at 
Waddington but he was "grounded" again in 1952 to attend a Russian language course, following 
which he held several appointments out in West Germany before returning to the U.K. in 1955. He 

http://www.mortonandeden.com/pdfcats/36web.pdf
http://www.invaluable.com/catalog/viewLot.cfm?afRedir=true&lotRef=p17hj6k58j&scp=c&ri=1210
http://www.invaluable.com/catalog/viewLot.cfm?afRedir=true&lotRef=p17hj6k58j&scp=c&ri=1210
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retired in the 1960s, having latterly been employed at the R.A.F.'s Intelligence (Air Ministry) School. 
Sold with the recipient's original Flying Log Book, covering the period September 1942 to October 
1958. 
2308. Flight Lieutenant John Wilson Fison WRIGHT (57641). Signed 2 January 1950. RAF 
Hemswell. No 83 Squadron. 

162 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 26 October 1952. 
From No 83 squadron’s Operations Record Book for January 1950: 
“Two searches ended with diversions to Leuchars.” 
No 83 squadron’s Operations Record Book for February 1950 refers to him as F.L. Flight Lieutenant 
Wright no initials given. 
The Air Force List for April 1950 lists the following Flight Lieutenants in the General Duties Branch 
columns 650 – 999 with the initial J: 
James Alan WRIGHT DFC (106084) 
Joseph Charles WRIGHT AFC (147899) 
John Wilson Fison WRIGHT (57641) 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._83_Squadron_RAF: 
In August 1942, the squadron was transferred to the No 8 Group Pathfinder Force at RAF Wyton, 
operating as a marker unit for the main force of Bomber Command. However, in April 1944, No 83 
was returned to No 5 Group at Coningsby, where it became the ‘Pathfinder’ unit for independent 
operations by the Group. In May 1946, the squadron re-equipped with Avro Lincolns, relocating in 
October to Hemswell. It deployed to Singapore in September 1953, flying bombing missions 
against the supposed hiding places of Communist Terrorists during the Malayan Emergency, 
returning to Hemswell in January, where it remained until disbanding again in December 1955. 
2309. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] William Henry BANKS (47102). Signed 12 
January 1950. No 24 (Commonwealth) Squadron. 

163 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2310. Air Marshal Sir Brian Edmund BAKER KBE, CB, DSO, MC, AFC (31 August 1896 – 8 
October 1979). Signed 13 January 1950. HQ Transport Command. 

163 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brian_Edmund_Baker: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._83_Squadron_RAF
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brian_Edmund_Baker
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He was a British Flying Ace in World War I credited, in conjunction with his gunners, with 12 
victories, comprising 1 enemy aircraft captured, 4 destroyed (including one shared), and 7 "out of 
control" wins (including one shared). 
He served in the Rifle Brigade at the outbreak of war and transferred to the Royal Flying Corps 
(RFC) in August 1915. He was then transferred to France with a total of only twelve hours flying 
time and joined No. 13 Squadron, which was flying BE2 aircraft.3 In January 1917 he was given 
command of a flight in the newly formed No. 48 Squadron. He helped shoot down a Gotha heavy 
bomber on 22 July 1917. In July 1918 was appointed Officer Commanding No. 141 Squadron at 
RAF Biggin Hill. 
After the war, he remained with the RAF, being appointed Officer Commanding the Experimental 
Section at the Royal Aircraft Establishment in 1926, Officer Commanding No. 32 Squadron in 1929 
and Chief Flying Instructor at RAF Leuchars in 1932. He went on to be Senior RAF Officer on HMS 
Courageous in 1935, Station Commander at RAF Gosport in 1937 and Station Commander at RAF 
Leuchars in 1938. 
He served in World War II as Air Officer Commanding No. 51 Group from 1940, Air Officer 
Commanding RAF Iceland from 1941 and Air Officer Commanding No. 16 Group from 1942 before 
transferring to No. 19 (Reconnaissance) Group in 1943 and taking command of RAF East Africa in 
1945. 
After the War he was appointed Senior Air Staff Officer at Headquarters RAF Middle East and then, 
from December 1945, Deputy Air Commander-in-Chief, RAF Mediterranean and Middle East before 
becoming Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief at RAF Transport Command in 1947 and retiring in 
1950. 
Honours and awards 
Knight Commander of the Order of the British Empire - 15 August 1944 
Companion of the Order of the Bath - 2 June 1943 
Distinguished Service Order - 4 March 1918 
Military Cross - 25 March 1917 
Air Force Cross - 1 January 1919 
Croix de Guerre (1914-1918) - 18 April 1918, France 
Commander's Cross with Star of the Order of Polonia Restituta - Poland, 12 June 1945 
Order of the White Lion Second Class - Czechoslovakia, 15 March 1946 
Commander of the Legion of Merit - United States, 13 September 1948 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Baker_B.htm: 
KBE - 15 Aug 1944, CB - 2 Jun 1943, DSO - 4 Mar 1918, MC - 25 Mar 1917, AFC - 1 Jan 
1919, MiD - 20 May 1918,CdeG(F) - 18 Apr 1918, PR2 - 12 Jun 1945, WL2 - 15 Mar 1946, CMC - 
26 July 1946, LoM (Cdr) - 13 Sep 1949 
(Army): - (T) 2 Lt: 9 Jan 1915, (T) Lt: ?, (T) Capt: 1 Jan 1917. 
(RAF): - Capt: 1 Apr 1918, (T) Maj: 1 Jul 1918, Flt Lt: 1 Aug 1919 1 Apr 1919, Sqn Ldr: 1 Jul 
1925, Wg Cdr: 1 Jan 1933, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1937, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1940, Act AVM:12 Jul 1942, (T) 
AVM: 1 Dec 1942, A/Cdre: 1 Jun 1943,AVM: 1 Dec 1944, AM: 1 Jul 1947. 
xx xxx xxxx Sapper, Royal Engineers 
7 Dec 1915 Flying Officer, RFC 
xx xxx xxxx Pilot, No 13 Sqn RFC. (BE2) 
1 Jan 1917 Flight Commander, No 48 Sqn RFC. (Bristol F2B – Western Front) 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Baker_B.htm
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1 Jul 1918 Officer Commanding, No 141 Sqn. (Bristol F2B - Biggin Hill) 
1 Aug 1919 Awarded Permanent Commission as a Captain 
1 Jun 1920 Instructor, School of Technical Training (Men) 
27 Jul 1921 Attended Instructrs' Course, Central Flying School 
1 Dec 1921 QFI, No 4 FTS 
xx xxx xxxx Staff, Directorate of Training 
19 Feb 1924 Officer Commanding, Aden Flight 
15 Apr 1925 QFI/Squadron Commander?, No 4 FTS, Abu Sueir 
1 Mar 1926 Officer Commanding, Experimental Section, RAE 
1 Dec 1929 Officer Commanding, No 32 Sqn. (Siskin IIIA – Biggin Hill) 
12 Dec 1932 CFI, RAF Training Base, Leuchars 
xx xxx 1934 HMS Eagle 
23 May 1935 Senior RAF Officer, HMS Courageous 
25 Apr 1937 Officer Commanding, RAF Gosport 
1 Sep 1938 Officer Commanding, RAF Leuchars 
30 May 1940 AOC, No 51 Group 
xx xxx 1941 AOC, RAF Iceland 
12 Jul 1942 AOC, No 16 Group 
28 Jul 1943 AOC, No 19 (Reconnaissance) Group 
xx Jan 1945 AOC, RAF East Africa 
30 Apr 1945 SASO, HQ RAF Middle East 
15 Dec 1945 Deputy Air C-in-C, RAF Mediterranean and Middle East 
24 Sep 1947 AOC in C, Transport Command 
He gained RAeC Certificate No 1938 on 25 October 1915 and completed his time on the Western 
Front with 12 confirmed victories. 
Citation for the award of the Military Cross 
"2nd Lt. (T./Capt.) Brian Edmund Baker, Rif. Bde., and R.F.C. 
For conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty. He led his patrol with great skill against a hostile 
formation, which he attacked, accounting for five enemy machines out of six. Later, he drove a 
hostile machine down in flames, and attacked and destroyed another one by diving 7,000 feet on 
to it and firing at such close range as to nearly collide with it. His gallantry has been at all times of 
great value to his squadron." LG, 25 August 1917 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Service Order 
"T./2nd Lt. (T./Capt.) Brian Edmund Baker, M.C., Gen. List and R.F.C.- 
For conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty. Whilst on patrol he engaged nine Albatross scouts, 
five of these being drivendown, two of which he accounted for. On another occasion, whilst leading 
his flight on in offensive patrol, he dived alone on a formation of six enemy scouts, driving 
one down out of control. During the course of his patrol work he has brought down tenenemy 
machines, and his work on all occasions has been magnificent. He is a dashing patrol leader, and 
inspires all with thegreatest keenness." 
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From http://www.theaerodrome.com/aces/england/baker1.php: 

 
After serving with the 15th Rifle Brigade, Brian Edmund Baker transferred to the Royal Flying Corps 
in August 1915. 2nd Lieutenant Baker received Royal Aero Club Aviator's Certificate 1938 on a 
Maurice Farman biplane at military school, Montrose on 25 October 1915. With only 12 hours of 
flight time in his log book, he was posted to 13 Squadron in France. In 1917, Baker was posted to 
48 Squadron as a flight commander. That year, he downed a Gotha bomber and was credited with 
12 victories flying the Bristol Fighter. 

 

http://www.theaerodrome.com/aces/england/baker1.php
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2311. Jaimsie Derby BAKER. Signed 13 January 1950. Bylands, St George’s Hill, Weybridge. 

163 
Sir Brian Edmund Baker’s wife.  
2312. Flight Lieutenant Rodney ALLEN (150834). Signed 15 January 1950. No 603 
Squadron, RAF Turnhouse. 

163 
The LG, 7 June 1951 announced his Commendation for Valuable Service in the Air. 
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From Flight, 9 November 1944: 

 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._603_Squadron_RAF: 
No. 603 reformed as a unit of the Auxiliary Air Force on 10 May 1946 and began recruiting 
personnel to man a Spitfire squadron during June at RAF Turnhouse. Receiving its first Spitfire in 
October, it flew this type until conversion to De Havilland Vampire FB.5s in May 1951. By July it was 
completely equipped and the type was flown until disbandment on 10 March 1957. 
2313. Flying Officer J M STEVENSON (26003148). Signed 16 January 1950. RAF Acaster 
Malbis. 

163 
The LG, 18 January 1955 announced he relinquished his commission on 27 November 1954. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Acaster_Malbis: 
RAF Acaster Malbis was a Royal Air Force station located 5.9 miles (9.5 km) south of York city centre 
and 5.7 miles (9.2 km) east of Tadcaster, North Yorkshire, England. It was developed from a small 
grass airfield at the beginning of the Second World War and its main use was as a training base for 
RAF Bomber Command before being used by RAF Maintenance Command from 1944 until 1957. 
No operational flying units were based at the airfield but No. 4 Group Aircrew School (later No. 4 
Aircrew School) did arrive in the winter of 1944 but they moved out in October 1945 before the 
airfield was closed to flying during February 1946. The airfield played host to three different 
maintenance units of RAF Maintenance Command with the first being No. 91 Maintenance Unit 
RAF (MU) which arrived during 1944 before leaving on 15 December 1947 which was replaced by a 
sub-site of the same unit until 31 March 1948.10 During this No. 80 MU moved in on 21 January 
1947 using Acaster Malbis until 12 December 1947.11 The last maintenance unit was a sub site of 
No. 93 MU which arrived on 1 April 1957 and left on 1 August 1957. 
2314. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Bruce Stuart GIBSON (106684). Signed 
25 January 1950. HQ 18 Group, Pitreavie Castle. 

163 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._603_Squadron_RAF
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Acaster_Malbis
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He is mentioned in several editions of the LG, his retirement, retaining the rank of Wing 
Commander, being announced in the edition of 12 June 156. 
He published his memoirs in Cockpit Commander - A Navigator's Life: The Autobiography of Wing 
Commander Bruce Gibson, Pen & Sword Aviation (17 Jan 2013): 
“Previously self-published by the author, this book charts the course of a dramatic career as a Wing 
Commander. Living through one of the most dynamic periods in military and Aviation development 
history, Bruce Gibson saw events play out from his elevated aerial position. His fascinating story will 
appeal to a wide audience, focussing as it does not only upon Aviation concerns. From life as a 
mischievous child living in the East End of London, to realising his true direction and joining the 
RAF Air Volunteer Reserves in 1937, and then the Royal Air Force, and beyond into Aviation 
ventures in a Civilian capacity. His amusing observations and anecdotes provide the most colourful 
insight into life during the monochromatic blackout years of World War II, and beyond. Many 
historical records and operational logs are available on the market to those looking for cold facts 
and statistical analyses of events; this account features the human tales, the anecdotes and spirit of 
camaraderie which characterised Gibson's experiences.” 
2315. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Michael John CAHILL (4005802). Signed 21 
January 1950. RAF Turnhouse. 

163 
The LG, 13 December 1949 announced his commission as a Flying Officer in the Provost Branch417. 
His promotion to Flight Lieutenant was announced in the LG, 4 July 1950. The LG, 29 August 1950 
announced he was to be an Asistant to the Provost Marshal. The LG, 16 April 1968 announced the 
cessation of his appointment as Assistant to Provost Marshal. 
2316. Wing Commander Gordon LEITCH OBE (44038). Signed 2 February 1950 he should 
have written 2.2.50 instead of 2.1.50. HQ 18 Group, Pitreavie Castle. 

163 
He also signed this book on 2 October 1949. 

                                                 
417 The RAF Police is headed by the Provost Marshal, who holds the rank of Group Captain. Detachments 
of RAF Police can be found at most RAF stations. Usually, the detachment consists of a flight, 
commanded by a Flying Officer or Flight Lieutenant; either a Flight Sergeant or Sergeant usually function 
as the senior non-commissioned officer of the flight. A Warrant Officer sometimes commands a police 
flight in place of a commissioned officer, or acts as second-in-command of the flight at larger stations. 
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2317. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Reginald William HILL (15018). Signed 3 
February 1950 he should have written 3.2.50 instead of 3.1.50. HQ Coastal Command. 

163 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG,from 1 July 1927. 
From Flight, 29 August 1930: 

 
The LG, 22 May 1951 announced that Squadron Leader Reginald William Hill was to command No 
3617 (County of Hampshire) Fighter Control Unit. 
From Flight, 22 June 1951: 

 

 
2318. Flying Officer William Albert MCKENNA (136887). Signed 13 February 1950 he 
should have written 13.2.50 instead of 13.1.50. No 30 Maintenance Unit Sealand. 

163 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Sealand: 
RAF Sealand was a Royal Air Force station in Flintshire, north Wales and operated between 1916 
and 2006. No. 30 Maintenance Unit RAF was formed there in 1939. Two years later No. 19 
Elementary Flying Training School (EFTS) equipped with Tiger Moths was located at RAF Sealand. In 
1951 the station was taken over by the United States Air Force. It was handed back to the RAF in 
1957. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Sealand
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2319. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Joseph Valentine RILEY DFC (112763). 
Signed 15 February 1950. No 30 Squadron, RAF Oakington, Cambridge. 

163 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. His DFC, whilst with No 140 Squadron, was 
announced in the LG, 29 August 1944. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._140_Squadron_RAF: 
No. 140 Squadron of the Royal Air Force was a Second World War photo-reconnaissance squadron 
that operated between 1941 and 1945. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._30_Squadron_RAF: 
On 24 November 1947 No 30 Squadron was reformed at RAF Oakington, Cambridgeshire in the 
transport role and remains so to the present day, flying a succession of aircraft from Dakotas to 
Vickers Valettas to Blackburn Beverleys. It temporarily disbanded in September 1967 but soon 
reformed at RAF Lyneham equipped with Lockheed Hercules transports. 
2320. Flight Lieutenant Thomas Alfred SHEEN DFC (177744). Signed 15 February 1950. No 
30 Squadron, RAF Oakington, Cambridge. 

163 
His DFC, whilst with No 83 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 20 February 1945. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._83_Squadron_RAF: 
No. 83 Squadron RAF was a Royal Flying Corps and Royal Air Force squadron active from 1917 until 
1969. It was operative during both World War I and World War II. The squadron re-formed at 
Turnhouse in Scotland on 4 August 1936, equipped with Hawker Hinds in preparation for a day 
bomber role as part of 2 Group. In August 1942, the squadron was transferred to the No 8 Group 
Pathfinder Force at RAF Wyton, operating as a marker unit for the main force of Bomber 
Command. However, in April 1944, No 83 was returned to No 5 Group at Coningsby, where it 
became the ‘Pathfinder’ unit for independent operations by the Group. In May 1946, the squadron 
re-equipped with Avro Lincolns, relocating in October to Hemswell. It deployed to Singapore in 
September 1953, flying bombing missions against the supposed hiding places of Communist 
Terrorists during the Malayan Emergency, returning to Hemswell in January, where it remained until 
disbanding again in December 1955. 
2321. Air Marshal Sir Charles STEELE KCB, DFC, MiD, DL, GI(s)C, LoH, C de G (F), C wn-P, C 
de G (B) (P) (03227). Signed 17 February 1950. HQ Coastal Command. 

164 
From Flight, 6 July 1950: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._140_Squadron_RAF
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._30_Squadron_RAF
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._83_Squadron_RAF
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From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Steele: 
Air Marshal Sir Charles Ronald Steele KCB DFC (9 November 1897 – 14 February 1973) was a Royal 
Air Force officer who became Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief at RAF Coastal Command. 
Educated at Oundle School and the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst, Steele was commissioned 
into the Green Howards in 1916. He transferred into the Royal Flying Corps and became a flying 
ace credited with seven aerial victories. He transferred into the Royal Air Force after the First World 
War and was granted a permanent commission on 1 August 1919. He was appointed Officer 
Commanding No. 18 Squadron in 1936 and served in the Second World War, initially on the Air 
Staff at Headquarters No. 3 Group, and then at the Rhodesian Air Training Group before being 
appointed Senior Air Staff Officer and then temporary Air Officer Commanding at No. 9 Group. He 
went on to be Air Officer Commanding No. 10 Group and then Air Officer Commanding No. 85 
Group. He was made Senior Air Staff Officer at the Headquarters of the British Air Forces of 
Occupation in Germany in July 1945. He became Air Officer Commanding AHQ Malta in 1947 and 
Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief at RAF Coastal Command in 1950 before retiring in 1952. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/SteeleC.htm: 
KCB - 1 Jan 1951 (CB - 1 Jan 1944), DFC - 2 Nov 1918, MiD - 1 Jan 1941, DL (Cambridgeshire) - 
14 Feb 1962, GI(s)C- 12 Mar 1943, LoH, Cdr - xx xxx 1946, C de G (F) - xx xxx 194?, Cwn-P (Cdr) - 
11 Jul 1947, C de G (B) (P) - 11 Jul 1947. 
(Army):- 2 Lt: 21 Jan 1916, (T) Lt: 26 Jul 1917, (T) Capt: 15 Nov 1917. 
(RAF):- (T) Capt Lt: 1 Apr 1918, Flt Lt: 1 Jan 1923, Sqn Ldr: 30 Jun 1931, Wg Cdr: 1 Apr 1937, (T) 
Gp Capt: 1 Mar 1940, Act A/Cdre: 1 Dec 1941?, Gp Capt (WS): 1 Jun 1942, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Nov 
1942, Gp Capt: 20 Nov 1942 1 Apr1942, Act AVM: 1 May 1943, A/Cdre (WS): 1 May 1944, (T) 
AVM: 1 Jun 1944, A/Cdre: 1 Dec 1944, AVM: 1 Oct 1946,Act AM: 1 Jan 1950, AM: 1 Jul 1950. 
xx xxx xxxx Attended RMC Sandhurst 
21 Jan 1916 Officer, Green Howards 
22 May 1916 Pilot, No 15 Sqn RFC 
xx Apr 1917 Instructor, Montrose and Turnberry 
xx xxx 1917 Attended School of Special Flying 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Steele
http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/SteeleC.htm
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15 Nov 1917 Instructor, School of Aerial Fighting, Ayr 
xx Jan 1918 Attached, No 20 Sqn RFC 
xx Feb 1918 Flight Commander, No 48 Sqn 
24 Aug 1918 Recuperating 
xx xxx 1918 Instructor, No 59 Wing - Cranwell 
xx xxx xxxx ?Netheravon 
28 Oct 1919 Granted a Permanent Commission in the rank of Flying Officer (effective from 1 Aug) 
 3 Dec 1919 Pilot, No 28 Sqn 
26 Mar 1923 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
 3 Sep 1923 Staff Officer, HQ No 10 Group 
27 May 1924 Air Staff, HQ No 1 Group 
 4 Jun 1926 Attended RAF Staff College 
30 Jul 1927 Air Staff, No 1 (Air Defence) Group 
21 Jan 1930 Flight Commander, No 47 Sqn 
26 Jul 1931 Air Staff, HQ Transjordan and Palestine 
30 Oct 1933 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
17-20 Jan ‘34 Placed on half pay list, scale A 
21 Jan 1934 Attended Army Staff College - Camberley 
 4 Jan 1936 Officer Commanding, No 18 Sqn 
 6 May 1937 Air Staff, HQ No 3 Group 
xx xxx 1940 Staff, HQ BAFF 
xx xxx 1941 SASO?, Rhodesian Air Training Group 
xx xxx 1942 SASO, HQ No 9 Group 
xx xxx – 
9 Nov 1942 AOC (Temp), No 9 Group 
 5 May 1943 AOC, No 10 Group 
10 Jul 1944 AOC, No 85 Group 
15 Jul 1945 SASO, HQ British Air Forces of Occupation 
 6 Jun 1947 AOC, AHQ Malta 
 1 Jan 1950 AOC in C, Coastal Command 
Having attended Oundle School and completed his training at the Royal Military Academy at 
Sandhurst he was commissioned into the Green Howards and was almost immediately seconded to 
the RFC, gaining his RAeC Certificate, No 2662 on 31 March 1916. His first operational posting was 
to France flying BE2’s with No 15 Squadron where he remained for about a year before retuning to 
Britain. After instructional duties he returned to operations with No 20 Squadron but four weeks 
later was posted to No 48 as a flight commander. On 24 August 1918 he was seriously injured in a 
night bombing attack on the airfield at Bertangles and spent the remainder of that war in 
hospital. By the time he was invalided home he had achieved a total of seven victories and been 
awarded the DFC. 
On 1 July 1947, his area of responsibility was increased when control of RAF units operating from 
North African bases was transferred to AHQ Malta from No 205 Group in Egypt. He was invalided 
out of the RAF in 1952. He became Deputy Lieutenant for Cambridge in 1962. 
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From http://www.theaerodrome.com/aces/england/steele.php: 

 
The son of Charles and Violet C. Steele, Charles Ronald Steele attended Oundle School and RAMC 
Sandhurst. He was commissioned 2nd Lieutenant at Green Howards on 21 January 1916 and was 
quickly seconded to the Royal Flying Corps. He received Royal Aero Club Aviator's Certificate 2662 
on a Maurice Farman biplane at military school, Farnborough on 31 March 1916. Posted to 15 
Squadron in April 1916, he flew the B.E.2c until April 1917. At the beginning of 1918, he served 
briefly with 20 Squadron before he joined 48 Squadron in February to fly the Bristol Fighter. On 24 
August 1918, he was wounded in an air raid on his aerodrome and was out of the action for the 
remainder of the war. He was granted a permanent commission in the Royal Air Force 1 August 
1919. Steele remained in the Royal Air Force, receiving a knighthood and retiring as an Air Marshal. 
Birth registered in 4th quarter of 1897 at Ecclesall Bierlow, Yorkshire; 1901 residence was Nether 
Hoyland, Yorkshire. 

 

http://www.theaerodrome.com/aces/england/steele.php
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His DFC citation was published in the LG, 2 November 1918: 
"Capt. Charles Ronald Steele (York. R.). 
A bold and skilful leader who inspires confidence in those who serve with him. On August 13th, 
while leading an offensive patrol of five machines, he observed six enemy scouts; attacking these 
he shot down one out of control, his observer driving, down a second. In this engagement he 
became separated from his patrol; seeing this, eight scouts dived to attack him; one of these his 
observer shot down out of control. Eventually he rejoined his patrol and led them back to the 
aerodrome. In all he has destroyed three enemy machines and driven down four others out of 
control." 
From http://www.rafjever.org/pictures-98/98sqnpic251.jpg: 

 
2322. Group Captain Arthur Edward WEST (11091). Signed 24 February 1950. HQ Coastal 
Command. 

164 

http://www.rafjever.org/pictures-98/98sqnpic251.jpg
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He also signed this book on10 May 1950 and 29 August 1950. According to The Air Force List for 
January 1938, he was a Squadron Leader. The LG, 18 February 1955 announced his retirement. The 
Air Force List for April 1950 lists him as Accountant, Admin Staff, Coastal Command. 
2323. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Thomas Ralph HOLLAND AFC MiD BA 
(58754). Signed 27 February 1950. No 230 Squadron, Pembroke Dock. 

164 
From No 230 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for February 1950: 

 
From John Evans’ The Sunderland: Flying-Boat Queen, Volume 3, Paterchurch Publications (Nov 
2004): 

 
From the LG, 27 October 1959: 

 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 1 January 1960. 
From http://www.legasee.org.uk/the-archive/tom-holland/: 
Tom Holland, Pilot 

http://www.legasee.org.uk/the-archive/tom-holland/
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Tom Holland gives an outstanding account of his life as a pilot in the RAF. He has a long and varied 
career but it’s his stint on the Berlin Airlift flying the Short Sunderland flying boat that he recalls 
with greatest affection. 
From http://www.bbaa-airlift.org.uk/banews37.pdf: 
British Berlin Airlift Association 

 
The Air Corridor from Hamburg. The above map was supplied by Wing Commander T.R.Holland of 
No 230 Squadron, Sunderland Flying Boats. It shows the Northern Air Corridor from Finkenwerder 
on the River Elbe, Hamburg leading to Berlin. The Sunderlands were the only aircraft that were 
allowed to fly this route to and from Berlin. All other aircraft had to use the central corridor when 
returning from Berlin. 

http://www.bbaa-airlift.org.uk/banews37.pdf
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Wg Cdr Tom Holland and Frank Cattle at Lake Havel in Berlin after flying in from Hamburg. Tom 
says that they were getting a breath of fresh air whilst their Sunderland aircraft was being back-
loaded. 
From Deborah Lake’s Growling Over the Oceans: Avro Shackleton, the Men and the Missions 1951-
1991, Souvenir Press Ltd; 1st edition (8 Oct 2010): 

 

 
…. 
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2324. Flight Lieutenant J ? GIBBONS. Signed 27 February 1950. No 230 Squadron, 
Pembroke Dock. 

164 
The Air Force List for April 1950 has only two Flight Lieutenants that match: 
John Robert GIBBONS AFC (150312) 
James Stanley GIBBONS (56539) 
From From John Evans’ The Sunderland: Flying-Boat Queen, Volume 3, Paterchurch Publications 
(Nov 2004): 
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2325. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] James Colin BURCH AMBIM (175383). 
Signed 6 March 1950. No 24 (Commonwealth) Squadron, RAF Oakington. 

164 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 16 October 1969. According to 
iannounce.co.uk, he died in hospital on 9 December 2007. 
From http://harringtonmuseum.org.uk/DZ%20Vol%206%20Issue%202%20July%202008.pdf: 
It is with the deepest regret that we recently learned of the death of Squadron Leader Colin Burch 
who was the Officer Commanding, No.218 (SM) Squadron at Harrington 1959 - 1961. Colin was 
born in Sheffield in October, 1920. His RAF career started in April, 1941 when he was sent to South 
Africa to train as a navigator. On his return he joined No.75 Squadron, Bomber Command and he 
subsequently flew from 1943 to 1944 on operations over France and Germany including flying 
during the D-Day landings (No.75 Sqn were flying Stirlings in 1943 and began exchanging them for 
Lancasters in March,1944). 
On completion of his operational tour he was posted to RAF Desborough as an instructor where he 
remained until the end of the war in Europe. After the war he was in Transport Command and was 
on the staff of Lord Mountbatten in India until the division of India was completed. In 1948-1949 
he took part in the Berlin Airlift and in 1951 was posted to RAF Thorney Island as an instructor. He 
went to RAF Halton in 1956 then to RAF Dishforth in Yorkshire. 
In July 1959, whilst holding a Staff appointment as “Cadet I” at No.64 Group Headquarters, RAF 
Rufforth, York, he was appointed to command a Ballistic Missile Site with its base at RAF North 
Luffenham, a Bomber Command establishment in Rutland. This was designated No.144 Squadron 
and had five satellite IRBM sites under construction at Polebrook near Peterborough, Folkingham 
near Bourne in Lincolnshire, Melton Mowbray in Leicestershire, Harrington, and the fifth on the 
main base at North Luffenham. Later Bomber Command decided to designate all the Thor Missile 
sites as individual squadrons, each with their own distinctive number and motto. 
In order to become familiar with ballistic missiles, and to some extent nuclear weapons, he 
attended the Empire Air Armaments College at RAF Manby near Louth in Lincolnshire and upon 
graduating was informed that he was to command No.218 (SM) Squadron at Harrington. On 
completing training in the USA, first at Davis Monthan USAF base near Tucson, Arizona, and then at 
USAF base, Vandenberg in California, where he launched his first Thor IRBM, he moved into 
married quarters at North Luffenham together with his wife and two daughters. He commuted daily 
between North Luffenham and Harrington. 

http://harringtonmuseum.org.uk/DZ%20Vol%206%20Issue%202%20July%202008.pdf
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Sqn Ldr Colin Burch, Officer Commanding 218(M) Squadron RAF Harrington 1959 - 1963 
Colin recalled in his article “Memories of Harrington” that construction work was completed early in 
1960 and vast amounts of missile equipment started to arrive from the USA via North Luffenham 
from where it was transported by road. After an intense period of training and acceptance trials the 
missiles were soon declared operational. A total of five crews gave continuous cover, 24 hours a 
day all the year round. 
Colin spent two and a half years as Commanding Officer at Harrington and then became the 
Training Officer for all five of the North Luffenham Squadrons. In 1963 he moved from North 
Luffenham to RAF Aberporth in North Wales where he had a change of missile. He worked with the 
Royal Navy operating the Bloodhound ground to air missile. 
His last posting was to RAF Topcliffe, Yorkshire, as Liaison Officer from 1966 to 1969. 
Colin passed away in early December last year, and we offer our deepest sympathy to his wife 
Esme, who lives in Macclesfield, Cheshire, and to his family. 
(Details compiled by John Harding) 
From http://harringtonmuseum.org.uk/CBurchMem.htm: 
Memories of RAF Harrington: 1959 to 1963 by Squadron Leader Colin J. Burch (sic) 
My RAF career started in April 1941, and subsequently I flew in Bomber Command, 1943 to 1944 
on operations over Germany and France.. On completion of my operational tour, I was posted to 
RAF Desborough as an instructor where I remained until the end of the War in Europe. 
In July 1959 whilst holding a Staff Appointment as "Cadet I" at No 64 Group Headquarters, RAF 
Rufforth, York, I was appointed to command a Ballistic Missile Site with its base at RAF North 
Luffenham, a Bomber Command establishment in Rutland. This was then known as No 144 
Squadron which had five satellite IRBM sites under construction at Polebrook near Peterborough, 
Folkingham, near Bourne in Lincolnshire, Melton Mowbray in Leicestershire, Harrington and the 5th 
on the main base at North Luffenham. Later, Bomber Command in their wisdom decided to 
designate all the Thor Missile sites as individual squadrons each with their own distinctive number 
and motto. In order to become familiar with ballistic missiles, and to some extent nuclear weapons, 
I attended the Empire Air Armaments College at RAF Manby near Louth in Lincolnshire and upon 
graduating was informed that I was to command No 218(M) Squadron at RAF Harrington. 
I moved with my wife and two daughters into married quarters at North Luffenham where I was to 
rejoin them on my return from the USA following training, first at Davis Monthan, USAF Base near 
Tucson, Arizona, and then at USAF Base Vandenberg in California where I launched my first Thor 
IRBM. 

http://harringtonmuseum.org.uk/CBurchMem.htm
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Sqn Ldr J.C. Burch’s 1st detachment to USA during 1959, taken at Davis Monthan AFB, Tucson, 
Arizona. Back row L-R: Mr APete@ Pederson (Douglas A/C Co), Capt ABill@ Ott (USAF), Flt Lt 
ADavid@ Scott (LCO), Sqn Ldr AColin@ Burch (Sqn Commander / Detachment Commander)' Flt Lt 
AGwyn@ Parry (LCO), Mr ABill@ Taylor (Douglas A/C Co). Front row L-R: Flt Lt AToby@ Meyers 
(LCO), Capt AFrank@ Harvan (USAF Authentication Officer), Flt Lt APeter@ Adams (LCO) 

 
Thor missile No. 47 being launched at Vandenberg AFB 13th December 1960 
I commuted daily between North Luffenham and Harrington in a small bus in which I carried about 
15 or so service personnel, a distance of around 30 miles. During the early days we would stop en-
route in either Desborough or Rothwell and purchase food for a mid-day meal as the catering 
arrangements had not been properly established, although married personnel were expected to 
make their own arrangements for feeding. However, we were soon provided with a fully equipped 
kitchen and a cook so we managed quite well. A number of the married officers and airmen soon 
found themselves private accommodation in the Kettering area and thus made their own way to 
and from the site. At this time the site was left in charge of the RAF Police and dog handlers who 
were transported daily from and back to North Luffenham. 
One of my first administrative tasks was to find a suitable plot of land which the Air Ministry could 
purchase and on which they could build a house for the Squadron Commander, it being belatedly 
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believed that he should be within easy reach of the Squadron at all times. This became a time 
consuming exercise that was eventually left to Air Ministry Public Buildings and Works Department 
to pursue and subsequently build a house in Harrington village. By the time it was built however, 
my 'tour' as OC No 218 Squadron was completed and I was appointed Training Officer for the 
whole North Luffenham Complex, and therefore never occupied this Officer's Married Quarters. My 
successor, Squadron Leader Slaughter, was an "unaccompanied" officer and did not occupy the 
OMQ either so it was assigned to one of my launch control officers. 
Rapport was soon established with the local farmers and some local inhabitants, including a retired 
Civil Service engineer who had supervised the construction of the original airfield and who was now 
landlord of the public house in Harrington. A farmer with whom I had regular contact was the 
original owner of the airfield land before the Government compulsorily purchased it. I cannot recall 
his name (Mr Woods) but he was by birth a New Zealander, and he lived in Draughton. He was 
somewhat upset when he was unable to repurchase the land that he originally farmed and which 
was now declared surplus to Air Ministry requirements. lt was sold to someone else allegedly in 
controversial circumstances. 
Another of my many administrative duties was to establish the badge and motto of No 218 
Squadron as the one assigned appeared to be inconsistent with its history. On visiting the Air 
Ministry Archives Dept. in London I discovered that the badge was an egg - timer with the motto," 
In Time", quite appropriate with it being first formed just prior to the end of World War 1. 

 
Being somewhat remote from the parent station I was faced with a several problems not normally 
associated with RAF squadron administration. I had to make arrangements to pay all non-
commissioned personnel, which meant me, in the company of an armed escort, drawing money 
from the bank in Rothwell. I also needed to set up a pseudo NAFFI on the site where airmen could 
purchase confectionery and tobacco etc. Disposal of Mess swill had to be dealt with, but 
fortunately I found a local pig farmer who was willing to collect it. The surrounding grassed areas 
had to be frequently mown so contracts for this had to be let. I had to employ a civilian 'cleaner' 
and make available separate cooking and eating facilities for him. There were no leisure facilities 
provided and so I was quite grateful to the USAF when they donated a wooden hut used by them 
during the construction of the Squadron and which with a great deal of self help and the efforts of 
my wife and others who made some curtains, it was soon converted into a very desirable rest room, 
the envy of other Thor squadrons. We also managed to 'rescue' a discarded flag pole from the 
Administrative site of the old USAAF Base which after de-rusting, a little painting, and the 
construction of a suitable base, it became the Squadron flag pole proudly flying the RAF Ensign 
and the Squadron Leader's pennant. 
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The flagpole on the administration site before its "rescue" by Sqn Ldr Burch 
Towards the end of 1959 and whilst the site was still under construction, I was alerted to a pending 
mass demonstration at Harrington by the Committee for Nuclear Disarmament (CND). The 
chairperson for this organisation, Miss Pat Arrowsmith and some of her associates were 
incarcerated before the event for failing to give an undertaking to "keep the peace", but this did 
not deter many hundreds of followers from staging the protest. By this time we had organised a 
considerable force to protect the site and its personnel from any attempted assault; this force 
comprising police from the Northamptonshire Constabulary, the Air Ministry Constabulary, and 
RAF Police and dog handlers. The surrounding fence was quickly completed and barbed wire 
erected at strategic points; and as one newspaper reporter wrote, "Even a mouse would find it 
difficult to get into the site". I, personally received abusive letters, but at no time did I feel 
concerned for my personal safety or for that of my staff.. The demonstration lasted only 48 hours 
and a few of the demonstrators were arrested for obstructing the highway, which amounted only 
to erecting tents etc on the grass verges. There was no violence, and a first class relationship 
developed between us inside the compound and the police; and to some extent with the CND 
themselves, who finally admitted. that the whole episode had been handled with great diplomacy 
and left earlier than expected promising not to return to Harrington. This did not however, prevent 
the National Front from staging a demonstration only 48 hours after the CND had left, but they 
quickly dispersed without incident. 
Several days later a youth aged about 14 yrs was detained by the Squadron MPs when found 
setting up a one-man demonstration near the site entrance. He had hoped to join the CND but was 
unaware that they had left prematurely. He was brought onto the site to protect him from the 
adverse weather conditions whilst the Northamptonshire Police were being informed. It was 
subsequently established that the youth had travelled from London alone without his parent's 
knowledge, and he was quickly returned home. 
Construction work was completed early in 1960 and vast amounts of missile equipment started to 
arrive from the USA via North Luffenham from where it was transported by road. The number and 
size of the crates in which the equipment arrived created a problem of disposal and much of it had 
to be burnt, this in itself creating a bit of a hazard. 
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Thor missile Number 51 on its launching trailer in Harrington Road at Rothwell 
The Thor missiles, attached to their launch vehicles and with additional rear steering, had to 
negotiate many narrow roads and steep bends on their way to Harrington and were escorted by 
both military and civilian police. It all arrived without incident and was quickly installed. Then 
followed an intense period of training and acceptance trials and the missiles were soon declared 
operational. A total of five crews gave continuous cover, 24 hours a day and every day. Delivery of 
warheads was conducted under extreme security with a large escort that could hardly conceal the 
fact that something important was afoot. The movement of warheads demanded special nuclear 
disaster procedures which were regularly put into practice along the delivery routes causing the 
occasional disruption to the local population going about their business, but it was reassuring to 
all. 

 
A Chief Technician in the Electronics Control Trailer 
The warheads were under the complete control of the USAF at all times but whether or not the 
warheads mounted on the missiles were dummies or the real thing was known only to the 
hierarchy, but we believed that once fitted we were 'in business'. There was from this time onward 
a USAF officer on duty at all time with the RAF Squadron crews, ostensibly to prevent any unilateral 
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launch of a missile. The Americans became a little concern when one of my launch crews 
demonstrated how it was possible to launch the missile without their participation. Technical 
experts from Vandenberg were quickly brought over to modify the countdown circuitry to prevent 
such a possibility. The missile systems were regularly exercised with shelters being withdrawn and 
the missiles erected i.e. to the end of phase 2, but special procedures and preparation were 
required to go beyond this phase when propellants would normally be loaded. For instant the RP1 
fuel line into the missile was disconnected and the fuel flowed into a catch tank. Liquid oxygen, 
however, was flowed into the missile but this did not create any "political" or technical headaches. 
Because of the potential hazards associated with the fuels it was essential that a close liaison be 
established with the Northamptonshire Fire Authority, who regularly participated in emergency 
exercises alongside the RAF crews. Such exercises involved not only the participation of full-time 
firemen but also the retained firemen from Rothwell as well as Kettering and other stations. 
  

 
Thor missile being elevated into launch position following retraction of the shelter 
Annually, in May, the Squadron, along with all the other Thor and Bomber Command aircraft 
squadrons, would participate in a full scale training operation whereby missile crews would be 
doubled and brought to a high state of alert. This meant that I, along with all the duty crews, had 
to remain on site until the exercise was complete, which lasted about a week. Whilst not affecting 
other operational requirements this did create additional administrative problems such as feeding 
and accommodation for those on stand-by duties. 
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Thor being elevated to launch position 
During the preparation for one wet' normal training countdown, RP1 fuel was accidentally flowed 
into a missile whilst it was still in the horizontal configuration, a somewhat heinous offence in a 
political sense, although it created no physical hazard. It did become the subject of an official 
enquiry and a SNCO was disciplined, as on no account should RP1 be put into a missile unless it 
was to be launched. The incident did however, have its plus side as it revealed one or two slight 
design faults which were duly rectified. This missile was duly returned to the USAF Base at 
Vandenberg and I shortly follow it with a Detachment of several launch crews to give them 
continuation training and subsequently launch it successfully into the Pacific Ocean range. 
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Detachment commanded by Sqn Ldr J.C. Burch on WELCOME 6 continuation training at Strategic 
Air Command's Vandenberg AFB, California, USA from 1st Nov - 22nd Dec 1960. The Thor missile 
No. 47 was taken from Harrington and launched from Pad #8 on 13th Dec 1960. This photo was 
taken on Pad #8 the following day. Front Row: L-R Cp/T Stewart, F/Sgt Reding, F/Sgt Copley, M.S. 
McLeod, Flt Lt Shaw, Flt Lt Couts, Flt Lt Parry, Sqn Ldr Burch, Sqn Ldr Chappell, Flt Lt Groves, Flt Lt 
Cumpsty, Fl Off Hughes, M Sgt Archer, M. Pl Turtle, F Sgt Batchelor. 
Whilst at Harrington I was once confronted by a very irate local farmer who accused me of 
poisoning his ducks by allowing contaminated water to get into a stream from which his animals 
drank. I was completely unaware that the water used in cleansing the launch pads led via our drains 
into the local watercourses. This headache was not so easily resolved as it was essential that the 
missile launch pads be kept absolutely free from any contamination, any substance coming into 
contact with a mixture of RP1 and liquid oxygen (LOX) created an explosive hazard. It must be said 
however, that spillage of fuel rarely occurred. 
I also recall another occasion whereby a light aircraft landed on the old 180* runway which at the 
time was still uncovered. The pilot obviously failed to see that this runway was blocked but 
nevertheless managed to stop before hitting the site boundary fence. The aircraft then needed to 
be dismantled and taken away on trucks as there was insufficient runway available for a safe take-
off. The pilot had mistakenly and surprisingly identified Harrington for an airfield nearer to 
Northampton. 
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Harrington airfield during WW2 
Security at the missile site had to be maintained at a high level at all times and trained 'saboteurs' 
from the RAF Police HQ who used many and various guises to gain entry regularly tested it. They 
never managed to breach the security, and on one occasion complained that the Squadron 
personnel were 'not playing the game' when picked up by my patrols on the highway whilst still 
approaching the site. They were dressed in civilian clothes and claimed to be bona fide civilians, 
but it so happened that one of them was recognised by my Sergeant MP. Another attempted 
break-in was foiled when two separate 'saboteur' teams each being unaware of the presence of the 
other, were flushed out when one of their RAF vehicles was found secreted in one of the old 
wartime buildings during one of my routine inspections of the site surrounds. On finding the driver 
we were able to locate the remainder who became too curious to know why one of their driver was 
openly driving their vehicle around the area of their operations. We apprehended about 15 of them 
whilst they were still contemplating why their strategy had gone wrong. Another attempted break 
was uncovered when a visitor purporting to be an official from a Government environmental 
department, having given advance notice, appeared at the guardroom with all the accredited 
documentation and requested admission to the site to inspect drains etc. The phone number he 
gave for his department did not tally with what we thought it should be, and so we were alerted to 
the possibility that he was not bona fide. A slight error on his identity card completed the ' give 
away' and he was detained. 
An ex USAF airman dressed in civilian clothes was also detained whilst photographing the site from 
the B576 road. He was released, after the police verified his identity and discovered that he had 
served with the USAAF at Harrington during the war and was on holiday in the UK. He was puzzled 
by the changes at Harrington and completely unaware of the site' s current role. He fully 
appreciated our position and left with no recriminations. Even a local huntsman seemed unaware 
that he was breaching security when he parked his car and trailer at the site entrance, and was a 
little bemused when told to leave the area claiming that he had always parked his vehicles there 
when he went riding. Fortunately, there was no mistaking him for an intruder and he left bearing 
no grudges. 
During the winter of 1961-1962 when there was an extremely heavy snowfall I had to literally break 
in when the site was cut off and the crews could not be relieved. Although there was plenty of food 
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and cooking facilities on the site for the Squadron personnel who could have existed quite 
adequately for some time, there was no proper facility for the guard dogs that needed to be 
returned to North Luffenham. Even I had to abandon my four-wheel-drive Jeep a quarter of a mile 
from the entrance and trudge through rather deep snow to get to the site and bring the dogs out. 
These animals were very well trained and although sitting alongside they caused me no concern. 
There were lots of times when the launch crews were not engaged in either training or servicing 
duties and I became a little concerned as to their continuing morale, as did my superiors. There was 
never any cause for concern and morale did appear to be very highs even though we were all 
literally confined behind a chain-link fence. The main worry was what we should do following any 
launch of missiles in anger. There would inevitably be retaliatory action so no place could be 
considered safe. The only logical course would be for married personnel to return home to their 
families but fortunately the situation never arose. The provision of a soccer ball and erection of 
some football posts did provide a suitable diversion although we were never in a position to invite 
visitors to participate in any competitive games. In any event there was insufficient space for as full-
size soccer pitch being a relatively small unit. There did exist a very close relationship between all 
ranks thus enabling me to keep my finger on the pulse at all times. 
My two and half year tour at RAF Harrington was a very happy experience and I was very sorry 
when I had to hand it over to Squadron Leader Slaughter. It was only a short time later that the 
Cuban crisis arose in 1963 and as I was then the Training Officer for all five of the North Luffenham 
Squadrons I was very much involved in this operation. Crews were brought to a higher state of alert 
which again meant them staying on the site along with their relief crews, and I became an 
Operations Officer at the Main Base The Cuban crisis is currently being researched by many 
academics following the release of the previously secret documents held under the 30 years law. 
  

 
Abandoned Thor launch pads at Harrington (1998) 
When, in 1963 the Thor project was abandoned and the equipment was to be returned to the USA 
there was an amusing incident at RAF North Luffenham when the Customs and Excise Officers 
questioned the USAF aircrews. They thought that they had been cleared to leave the UK having 
been checked at Mildenhall and did not realise that they must be cleared at their last point of 
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departure. The Customs Officers jokingly reminded the USAF crews that there had been a 'great 
train robbery' and that they were looking for the missing loot. 

© Copyright Harrington Aviation Museum Society 2001 – 2 
From http://harringtonmuseum.org.uk/DZ%20Vol%202%20Issue%202.PDF: 
From Special Duties to Thors 

 
RAF Stirling dropping supply containers 
Many of you will be aware that Colin Burch from Macclesfield was the first Officer Commanding No 
218 Squadron (SM) at Harrington in the late 1950s, and was later the Training Officer for the whole 
of the North Luffenham complex with its four other missile squadrons until closure in 1963. 
However what you may not have known was that during World War 2 Colin was also involved in 
Carpetbagger type operations with the RAF. 
Colin was involved with supply dropping to the French resistance movement during his operational 
tour with Bomber Command’s No 75 New Zealand Squadron flying Stirling aircraft from RAF 
Mepal, near Ely in Cambridgeshire, during 1943/44. These aircraft had been withdrawn from the 
main task force having suffered undue heavy losses and were redeployed to carry out night -time 
operations supplying the French Maquis with quite a variety of supplies with which to harass the 
Germans. According to Colin the operations were carried out at night, which with limited 
navigational aids made them very much reliant on map reading (very difficult at night) and dead-
reckoning navigation. Having to fly at low level to make a successful drop made the task somewhat 
hazardous especially in mountainous terrain. It is believed that some of their losses, which 
fortunately were not too great, was due to colliding with hills and the like. 
On returning to base, all references to the location of the drop zones were destroyed and the 
official recordings were simply “secret operation”. Many years later, when, through curiosity, he 
tried to find the places which he visited he was dissuaded by the MOD and so contacted the French 
Embassy. They too were unresponsive and it was quite by chance that he came across a French 
historian who was collecting information about these operations. He supplied Colin with quite a 
dossier which made interesting reading and revealed the location of many of the drop zones. Some 
of these were in the Central Massif which highlighted the hazardousness of such sorties and made 
him wonder at the accuracy of their navigation and the relatively low casualties that they suffered. 
He considers that these operations were just as harrowing as the bombing of targets in Germany, 
contrary to a general belief that they were otherwise. 

http://harringtonmuseum.org.uk/DZ%20Vol%202%20Issue%202.PDF
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2326. Lieutenant Lawrence Edward Arthur SHAW DFC (328931V). SAAF. Signed 6 March 
1950. No 24 (Commonwealth) Squadron, RAF Oakington. 

164 
His DFC, whilst with No 450 (SAAF) Squadron was announced in Flight, 19 July 1945. 
2327. Squadron Leader ? DUNN. Signed 6 March 1950. HQ Coastal Command. 

164 
The Air Force List for April 1950 lists Thomas DUNN (118283) as Senior Regiment Officer, Ground 
Defence, Air Staff, Coastal Command, who signed this book on ? March 1950 and 28 July 1950 (but 
those signatures don’t match this one). It also lists Squadron Leader John Howard DUNN (39813). 
The only other Squadron Leader is Arthur Clarke DUNN (78455). 
2328. Squadron Leader Unknown. Signed 7 March 1950. HQ 18 Group. 

164 
The surname could be OWEN or QUINN. 
2329. Flight Lieutenant [later Air Vice-Marshal] Frederick Samuel HAZLEWOOD CB CBE 
MBE AFC* QCVSA (55087). Signed 7 March 1950. RAF Kinloss. 

164 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Hazlewood_FS.htm: 
b:  13 May 1921           r: 15 Jan 1977            d: 12 Jul 2007 
CB – 1 Jan 1970, CBE – 10 Jun 1967 (OBE - 1 Jan 1960), MBE – 31 May 1956), AFC – 1 Jan 
1951, Bar – 1 Jan 1954,QCVSA – xx xxx 195?. 
AC2: xx xxx 1939, Sgt: xx xxx 1940, Plt Off: 16 Apr 1943, Fg Off (WS): 16 Oct 1943, Flt Lt (WS):  16 
Apr 1945, Fg Off: 9 |Jan 1947 16 Apr 1944, Flt Lt: xx xxx xxxx 16 Oct 1946, Sqn Ldr: 1 Jul 1952, Wg 
Cdr: 1 Jan 1958, Act Gp Capt: 16 Aug 1962, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1963, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1968, Act AVM: 
21 Feb 1972?, AVM: 1 Jan 1973: 
xx xxx 1939 U/T Wireless Operator/Air Gunner 
xx xxx 1940 Wireless Operator/Air Gunner, No 99 Sqn 
xx xxx 1941 Instructor, No ? OTU 
xx xxx 1942 U/T Pilot, Canada 
xx xxx 1943 Attended, No ? (C) OTU 
xx May 1944 Pilot, No 224 Sqn 
xx xxx xxxx Pilot, No 14 Sqn 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Hazlewood_FS.htm
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9 Jan 1947 Appointed to commission in the rank of Flying Officer – extended service (retaining 
rank current at the time) 

xx xxx 1948 Pilot, No 210 Sqn. (Lancasters) 
xx xxx xxxx Attended Empire Central Flying Training School 
xx xxx xxxx QFI, No ? OCU 
xx xxx 1953 QFI, School of Maritime Reconnaisance 
xx Sep 1954 Officer Commanding, Multi-engine Sqn, , Examining Wing, CFS 
 2 Sep 1957 Officer Commanding, No 90 Sqn. (Valiants) 
11 Apr 1960 Plans and Policy Staff, HQ Bomber Command 
16 Aug 1962 Group Captain - Operations, HQ RAF Germany 
 1 Jan 1965 Officer Commanding, RAF Lyneham 
19 Jun 1967 Staff Officer, Dept of CAS 
26 Jan 1968 SASO, HQ RAF Germany 
29 Jan 1970 AOC & Commandant, Central Flying School 
31 Jan 1972 Director of Personnel (Air) 
21 Dec 1972 AOC, No 38 Group 
19 Nov 1974 Commandant, Joint Warfare Establishment 
Born in Buckingham and educated at Kimbolton School, he was under age on the outbreak of war 
but nevertheless volunteered. With no vacancies for pilots, he signed up as a wireless operator/air 
gunner and in 1940 joined his first squadron. On the completion of his tour of 30 operations, he 
undertook a tour as an instructor at a bomber OTU, before being accepted for pilot training, which 
he undertook in Canada. 
On completion of his training, he was commissioned and after operational training joined No 224 
Squadron, which was then operating Wellingtons over the Indian Ocean from Masirah. On his 
return to the UK he joined No 14 Squadron in Coastal Command. He continued serving with 
Coastal Command for about 10 years, in both operational roles and as an instructor. 
He joined the Examining Wing of the Central Flying School in 1954, where he commanded the 
multi-engine squadron. After CFS, he took command of No 90 Squadron, equipped with the 
Valiant, the first of the V-bombers. A couple of anecdotes about his time with No 90 were included 
in his obituary in The Times: - 
“On an exercise to the Far East, Hazlewood led three Valiants in a flypast over Saigon. During the 
three-day visit he was asked to fly the diminutive Vietnamese Chief of Staff, General Vinh, who, 
once airborne in the co-pilot's seat but unable to reach the rudder pedals, asked if the aircraft 
could "beat up" the main street of Saigon, culminating in a low pass over the Regent's Palace. 
After some hesitation, Hazlewood reluctantly agreed. On landing, the general was greeted as a 
national "ace" and the press praised him for flying a British V-bomber in such a daring manner. 
Hazlewood was glad to leave the next day in case any more requests strained the marvellous 
hospitality. 
A few months later, on a visit to California, he and his crew were entertained to a dinner and 
Hazlewood found himself seated next to the glamorous, busty film actress Jayne Mansfield. He 
recalled later: "I cannot remember the meal but I can certainly remember Jayne Mansfield."” 
Following command of No 90 Squadron, he joined the planning staff at HQ Bomber Command 
before moving to RAF Germany in 1962. On his return, he joined Transport Command as OC, RAF 
Lyneham in Wiltshire. He then spent six months in the Ministry of Defence before returning to RAF 
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Germany as Senior Air Staff Officer. Returning to the UK again, he took up the post of 
Commandant of the Central Flying School. It was during this appointment that he qualified as a 
helicopter pilot. In 1972, he took command of No 38 Group and two years later the Jont Warfare 
Establishment. 
Retiring from the RAF he bought a run-down farm house and refurbished it himself and became a 
small-holder 
From The Telegraph, 30 July 2007: 
Air Vice-Marshal Freddie Hazlewood, who has died aged 86, began his long and varied career in 
the RAF as a wireless operator/air gunner flying bombing operations over Europe; he then trained 
as a pilot and later commanded one of the first V-bomber squadrons. 
Hazlewood took command of No 90 Squadron at Honington, Suffolk, in August 1957. The 
squadron was equipped with the Valiant, the first of the RAF's three V-bombers, and provided 
Britain's strategic deterrent role. In addition to regular exercises and detachments to dispersal 
airfields in Britain, Hazlewood and his crew made many long-range overseas flights. 
On an exercise to the Far East, Hazlewood led three Valiants in a flypast over Saigon. During the 
three-day visit he was asked to fly the diminutive Vietnamese Chief of Staff, General Vinh, who, 
once airborne in the co-pilot's seat but unable to reach the rudder pedals, asked if the aircraft 
could "beat up" the main street of Saigon, culminating in a low pass over the Regent's Palace. 
After some hesitation, Hazlewood reluctantly agreed. On landing, the general was greeted as a 
national "ace" and the press praised him for flying a British V-bomber in such a daring manner. 
Hazlewood was glad to leave the next day in case any more requests strained the marvellous 
hospitality. 
A few months later, on a visit to California, he and his crew were entertained to a dinner and 
Hazlewood found himself seated next to the glamorous, busty film actress Jayne Mansfield. He 
recalled later: "I cannot remember the meal but I can certainly remember Jayne Mansfield." 
Hazlewood flew 1,000 hours with his own crew during his time as the CO of No 90 and he always 
claimed that his time in command of the squadron was the most rewarding and interesting job 
during the whole of his service career. 
Frederick Samuel Hazlewood was born on May 13 1921 at Buckingham and educated at Kimbolton 
School. Although under age when war was declared, he straightaway volunteered for aircrew duties 
in the RAF and, with no immediate vacancies for pilots, he was "persuaded" to be a wireless 
operator/air gunner. 
In August 1940 he was made a sergeant and joined the Wellington-equipped No 99 Squadron, 
which operated from an airfield on the Newmarket racecourse. He attacked the German invasion 
barges gathering at the Channel ports of Calais and Ostend, in addition to the railway junctions in 
the towns around the Ruhr. 
Hazlewood went to Berlin six times as part of Churchill's reprisal raids for the bombing of London 
but recognised that bombing in late 1940 was "generally very inaccurate - also very frightening at 
times". On one occasion anti-aircraft fire badly damaged his Wellington and killed one of the crew. 
The survivors were forced to jettison all the guns and loose equipment as their aircraft staggered 
back, allowing them to scrape into an airfield in Kent on one engine. 
After completing 30 operations, Hazlewood spent a year as an instructor at a bomber training unit, 
then at the end of 1942 was accepted for pilot training in Canada and was commissioned. 
In May 1944 he joined No 244 Squadron, flying Wellingtons from the island base at Masirah off the 
coast of Oman, where the squadron's primary role was to seek out German U-boats in the Indian 
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Ocean. His long association with the Wellington continued when he returned to England to join No 
14 Squadron, operating from an airfield in Devon on anti-submarine patrols in the Western 
Approaches. 
For the next 10 years Hazlewood flew with Coastal Command, initially on the Lancaster with No 210 
Squadron. After completing a course at the Empire Central Flying School, where he flew 10 
different types of aircraft, he instructed pilots to fly the Lancaster before spending three years at 
the School of Maritime Reconnaissance. 
He was awarded an AFC in 1951 and a Bar to it three years later. 
In September 1954 Hazlewood went to the Central Flying School (CFS), where he joined the 
prestigious Examining Wing to command the multi-engine squadron. 
He and his instructors - known as "The Trappers" - were responsible for examining the standards of 
all the instructor pilots on the RAF's many squadrons and training units at home and overseas. 
In addition to these tasks, the Wing was much in demand by the world's air forces, which had long 
recognised that CFS set the ultimate standard in flying instruction techniques. At the end of his 
tour, Hazlewood was awarded a Queen's Commendation for Valuable Services in the Air. 
On completion of his time in command of No 90 Squadron, Hazlewood worked in the plans 
division of Bomber Command before promotion to group captain to fill an operational post at the 
RAF's headquarters in Germany. In 1965 he was given command of the large base at Lyneham 
where the RAF's strategic transport squadrons were based, including a Comet squadron. 
On promotion to air commodore, he returned to Germany as the senior air staff officer at a time 
when the new generation of "fast jets" - the Phantom, Buccaneer and Harrier - were being 
introduced into the squadrons. He also had responsibility for operations in the British-controlled air 
corridor to Berlin. 
In January 1970 Hazlewood returned to CFS as the Commandant, and took much pleasure in 
having the Red Arrows aerobatic team under his command. He also learnt to fly helicopters. 
CFS had its origins in the days of military ballooning and Hazlewood, renowned for taking every 
opportunity to fly a wide variety of aircraft, boldly accepted an invitation to fly in a balloon that was 
visiting his station. He arrived clad in his flying suit and peak cap and climbed aboard the basket as 
it was whisked away in a strong wind. 
His staff watched in dismay as the balloon climbed rapidly and disappeared over the Cotswolds, 
with his staff car setting off in hot pursuit. Some time later the balloon made a heavy landing in a 
field but Hazlewood and his pilot scrambled away unhurt. 
Promoted to air vice-marshal, in December 1972 Hazlewood was appointed as the AOC No 38 
Group, the RAF's tactical transport and fighter group providing direct support to the Army. His final 
appointment was as the commandant of the Joint Warfare Establishment at Old Sarum. He retired 
from the RAF in January 1977. 
He was appointed OBE in 1960, CBE in 1967 and CB in 1970. 
Hazlewood and his wife had bought a run-down farm house during their time at Lyneham and on 
his retirement he joined the senior officer's "bricks and mortar" resettlement course in preparation 
for refurbishing the house, a job he completed a few years later. 
He later became a registered small holder. He also became the chairman of the local branch of the 
Conservative Party and enjoyed many years with the Larkhill Shoot and on the golf course, where 
he steadily improved his low handicap. 
A friendly, patriotic man who loved the West Country, he once commented: "Who wants to go 
abroad when we have this green and pleasant land all around us?" 
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Freddie Hazlewood died on July 12. He married, in 1943, Isabelle Hunt who, with their son, survives 
him. 
2330. Squadron Leader Cyril Stephen Hatfield (31442). Signed 7 March 1950. RAF Kinloss. 

164 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 20 September 1970, retainining the 
rank of Squadron Leader. 
2331. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] George BATES OBE DFC AFC AMBIM 
(159878). Signed 7 March 1950. RAF Kinloss. 

164 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 7 December 1968. 
His DFC, whilst serving with No 218 squadron, was announced in the LG, 22 May 1945. 
2332. Squadron Leader Nathan SHER MD ChB (125329). Signed 14 March 1950. University 
of London Air Squadron? 

164 

 
The LG, 17 September 1946 announced his retirement, on account of medical unfitness for Air 
Force service, retaining his rank of Squadron Leader. 
He is the author of An Investigation Into the Causes of Delayed Menstruation and Its Treatment in 
the Women's Auxiliary Air Force, University of Glasgow, 1944. 
From http://mds.servicerating.ca/Dr/Nathan_Sher: 
Nathan Sher 
Licence expired on 01 Oct 2001 
Graduated at University of Glasgow in 1941 
Specialty Pediatrics (01 Jan 1958) 
Fluent in English, French, German 
From http://caselaw.canada.globe24h.com/0/0/ontario/superior-court-of-justice/1999/10/20/sher-
re-1999-15015-on-sc.shtml: 
Sher, Re, 1999 15015 (ON SC) 
1999-10-20 
Ontario Supreme Court 
Sher, Re 
Date: 1999-10-20  

http://mds.servicerating.ca/Dr/Nathan_Sher
http://caselaw.canada.globe24h.com/0/0/ontario/superior-court-of-justice/1999/10/20/sher-re-1999-15015-on-sc.shtml
http://caselaw.canada.globe24h.com/0/0/ontario/superior-court-of-justice/1999/10/20/sher-re-1999-15015-on-sc.shtml
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In the Matter of the Bankruptcy of Nathan Sher 
Ontario Superior Court of Justice [Commercial List] Cameron J.  
Heard: September 27, 1999 
Judgment: October 20, 1999 
Docket: 31-323342  
Glenn E. Cohen, for Applicant, Trustee in Bankruptcy. 
Murray B. Page, Q.C., for Respondent Bankrupt Joseph Pasquariello, for the Estate of Ray Sher.  
Cameron J.: 
[1] The Trustee in Bankruptcy (“Trustee”) moves under s.180 of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency 
Act (“BIA”) to annul the absolute discharge of Nathan Sher granted November 27, 1997. 
[2] The Trustee has made a claim against the estate of the bankrupt’s wife, Ray Sher, in respect of 
an alleged improper settlement on her by Nathan Sher. The Trustee, the estate of Ray Sher and 
Nathan Sher have agreed to be bound by the findings of this court on that issue in these 
proceedings. 
Section 180 of the BIA provides: 
180.(1) Where a bankrupt after his discharge fails to perform the duties imposed on him by this 
Act, the court may, on application, annul his discharge. 
(2) Where it appears to the court that the discharge of the bankrupt was obtained by fraud, the 
court may, on application, annul his discharge. 
Facts 
[3] In 1977 Dr. Nathan Sher and his wife Ray Sher took title to and were registered as owners of a 
condominium in Pompano Beach, Florida (“Condo”). On November 29, 1996 Nathan Sher made an 
assignment in bankruptcy. His sworn statement of affairs did not disclose his ownership of any 
interest in real property or furniture. 
[4] On December 23, 1996, unknown to his Trustee in bankruptcy, Nathan Sher and Ray Sher 
signed a listing agreement for sale of the Condo as “owners”. On February 3, 1997 they signed an 
amendment to the listing agreement as “owners”. 
[5] On May 15, 1997, again unknown to the Trustee, Nathan Sher and Ray Sher signed in several 
places as “sellers” an agreement to sell the Condo and its contents. 
[6] On June 5, 1997 the Trustee wrote to Nathan Sher inquiring about a condominium in Florida 
valued at $140,000. The Condo appeared on statements of affairs given to a creditor in 1987, 1988 
and 1989. The Trustee noted Ray Sher’s 1996 income tax return elected a capital gain in 1994. 
[7] On June 13, 1997 Nathan Sher replied that the information “is entirely erroneous” and, being 
more than 5 years prior to his insolvency, is irrelevant. 
[8] On July 18, 1997 Nathan Sher’s lawyer, Mr. Abramowitz, wrote to the Trustee that he was 
“advised by our client that his share of the Florida condominium was transferred to his wife outside 
of the five year period referred to in the Statement of Affairs in order to make partial payment 
towards the loan advanced by Mrs. Sher to Dr. Sher”. 
[9] On July 24, 1997 in response to a written question by the Official Receiver: 
Did you at one time own a condominium in Florida? 
Nathan Sher replied, in his handwriting signed and sworn to by him: 
I am not sure. I know that my wife at one time owned a condominium in Florida. I do not know 
how it was registered. When the Florida property was purchased I believe I had to sign as my wife’s 
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spouse, but I believe not as a co-owner. In any event I do not own a condominium in Florida now 
nor have I for many years (close to 20 years). My wife currently owns the Florida Condominium and 
has owned it for close to 20 years. 
[10] Nathan Sher replied to a question seeking documents relating to the purchase and any 
transfer of the Condo: 
I no longer have any documents. I do not know where they are. 
[11] On July 30, 1997 Mr. Abramowitz wrote to the trustee: 
As you can see from the Official Receiver’s examination of July 24, 1997, Dr. Sher does not recall 
who presently owns the property, or indeed if he ever owned it. While this is at odds with the 
information he provided to us earlier that week, and indeed in the information provided to the 
Lloyd’s Bank back in 1988, this only serves to show that Dr. Sher is confused on the point. As you 
know, he is 79 years of age and has been through a great deal recently with his wife’s brain tumor. 
[12] On October 27, 1997, again unknown to the Trustee, Nathan Sher and Ray Sher his wife 
signed, as grantees, a deed granting and selling the Condo to the purchasers. The cheque drawn 
by their Florida lawyers for the net proceeds of $67,576.35 was payable to “Nathan Sher and Ray 
Sher, his wife”. Nathan Sher endorsed the cheque for deposit to Ray Sher’s account. 
[13] On November 27, 1997 Nathan Sher’s application for discharge was opposed by the Trustee 
and a creditor. The oppositions were withdrawn upon Nathan Sher’s agreement to pay the Trustee 
$15,000. The court granted Nathan Sher an absolute discharge. 
[14] The Trustee’s report to the court on the application for discharge contained no suggestion or 
evidence of any facts under s.l73 of the BIA or of any other misconduct. Prior to Nathan Sher’s 
discharge, a creditor had made inquiries of the Trustee respecting a property in Florida. The Trustee 
then made inquiries. 
[15] In late December 1997 the Trustee personally searched the title to the Condo in Florida and 
obtained copies of the 1977 deed of the Condo to the Shers, the October 27, 1997 deed signed by 
them, the statement of adjustments on the sale and a copy of the October 27, 1997 cheque to 
them endorsed by Nathan Sher for deposit to his wife’s account. 
[16] On January 15, 1998 the Trustee wrote to Mr. Abramowitz enclosing a copy of a handwritten 
document signed “Nathan Sher” dated February 15, 1990 and signed by “Mark Greenstein” as 
witness: 
I, Nathan Sher, spouse of Ray Sher on this day in the presence of a witness, give to my wife Ray 
Sher my 50% ownership of an interest in the condominium in Florida in return for loans to me 
Nathan Sher to pay for maintenance and mortgages for the following condominiums owned by 
me: 
Century Plaza, Wellesley Street, Toronto 
Conservatory, Ottawa 
Atrium of Kanata, Ottaway. 
[17] When and how the Trustee obtained this document is not clear. Counsel for the Trustee 
advised me that it was obtained by the Trustee from Nathan Sher prior to his discharge. 
[18] In the January 15, 1998 letter the Trustee asked for: 
1) The original of the handwritten note granting the Condo to his wife and particulars of the 
witness. 
2) A copy of a promissory note dated April 6, 1993 for $150,000 to purchase an apartment unit in 
Century Plaza on Wellesley Street. 
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3) A copy of a mortgage on the condominium unit in Toronto owned by Ray Sher which Nathan 
Sher said he was paying on behalf of his wife, the mortgagor. 
[19] Nathan Sher suffered a heart attack in about January 1998. His wife Ray Sher died August 16, 
1998. 
[20] On September 1, 1998, Mr. Page as solicitor for Ray Sher’s estate, wrote to the Trustee seeking 
the return of corporate minute books, including those of a numbered company, which he said were 
the property of the estate of Ray Sher. 
[21] In his response of September 24, 1998 the Trustee said that (a) he was seeking to obtain the 
minute books for the numbered company from another solicitor and (b) the Official Receiver told 
Nathan Sher in early 1998 to provide the minute books to the Trustee. 
[22] The Trustee then asserted a claim against Ray Sher’s estate for one half of the net proceeds of 
the sale of the Condo. This claim was asserted again in a letter of October 5, 1998 to Goodman and 
Goodman as solicitors for the estate of Ray Sher. 
[23] On November 6, 1998 Mr. Page denied the Trustee’s claim, based on the handwritten grant of 
the Condo on February 15, 1990. He further stated that the shares of the numbered company were 
owned by Nathan Sher for his four children. 
[24] On November 11, 1998 the Trustee wrote to Mr. Page noting that neither the minute book for 
the numbered company nor the information sought in the letter of January 15, 1998 had been 
received. 
[25] This motion was commenced on December 1, 1998. 
[26] Nathan Sher has sworn that he signed the February 15, 1990 handwritten note and suggests it 
was the result of a heart attack in 1990. He said on cross-examination in these proceedings that the 
document was dictated by the witness Greenstein, a casual acquaintance he met at the Condo 
swimming pool. Nathan Sher said he then prepared the note and Greenstein came up to his 
apartment a few days later. Nathan Sher did not know Green-stein’s home town or where he could 
be reached. 
[27] The Trustee can find no evidence of Mark Greenstein having occupied a unit in the building in 
which the Condo was located, of his existence or of his death. 
[28] Nathan Sher has further sworn that on October 12, 1989 he signed a declaration that he held 
the shares of the numbered company in trust for his children. 
[29] There is other collateral evidence before me indicating that Nathan Sher failed to provide 
information to the Trustee to support his allegations, and raising suspicions as to the accuracy of 
the alleged consideration in the February 15, 1990 handwritten note. There are answers by Nathan 
Sher on cross-examination which are inconsistent with the documents. They possibly indicate only 
the bad memory or confusion of an 82 year old man. 
[30] There is evidence suggesting, but not establishing, that the consideration recited in the 
February 15, 1990 handwritten note was not given until the mortgage of Ray Sher’s Toronto 
condominium. She mortgaged the Toronto condominium in September 1991 for $70,000 due 
November 1, 1992, again on March 1, 1992 for $85,000 due March 1, 1993 and again on April 3, 
1993 for $156,000. Two of these mortgages are more than 5 years prior to Nathan Sher’s 
assignment in bankruptcy. Nathan Sher swore that the proceeds were used to pay off a liability to 
Toronto-Dominion Bank for the shortfall on the sale of the Century Plaza condominium. The 
handwritten note recites a gift and could also refer to future considerations. There is collateral 
hearsay evidence allegedly supporting the Trustee’s position. The Trustee has reason to be highly 
suspicious of both the validity of the February 15, 1990 handwritten note and Nathan Sher’s 
credibility. 
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[31] Notwithstanding all of this, Nathan Sher continues to assert the legitimacy and date of the 
handwritten note and of the 1989 declaration of trust respecting the shares of the numbered 
Company. 
[32] The Trustee complains that Nathan Sher failed, prior to and after his discharge, to: 
(a) make discovery of and deliver all his property to the trustee, contrary to s.158(a) of the BIA; 
(b) deliver to the trustee all books, records, documents, etc., in any way relating to his property or 
affairs, contrary to s.158(b) of the BIA; 
(c) generally do all such acts and things reasonably required by the Trustee, contrary to S.158(o) of 
the BIA. 
[33] Section 158 places a number of duties on “a bankrupt” including those noted above. Section 
180(1) applies only to a failure by the bankrupt after his discharge to perform the duties imposed on 
him by the BIA (emphasis added). 
[34] A “bankrupt” is defined in s.2(1) of the BIA as “a person who has made an assignment or 
against whom a receiving order has been made or the legal status of that person”. 
[35] In Houlden and Morawetz, the 1998 Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, the following comment 
appears under s.180 at H§26: 
The discharge of a bankrupt is a discharge from provable claims of creditors, not from duties 
imposed on the bankrupt by theBankruptcy and Insolvency Act The bankrupt must, even after his or 
her discharge, continue to perform the duties in s.158. 
[36] Section 178(2) of the BIA provides: 
Subject to [the liability including those arising by fraud enumerated in] subsection 1, an order of 
discharge releases the bankrupt from all claims provable in bankruptcy. 
[37] In the loose leaf version of Houlden and Morawitz, Bankruptcy and Insolvency Law of 
Canada, Third edition, (1999 - Rel.6) there is cited under s.180 at H§26 the case of Re A Debtor (No. 
6 of 1934), [1941] 3 All E.R. 289 (Eng. Ch. Div.) as authority for the proposition that “Although the 
bankrupt has received his or her discharge, the trustee continues as trustee of the bankrupt and 
the bankrupt, by virtue of s.180(1), is obligated to assist the trustee in performing the trustees’ 
duties.” 
[38] Re A Debtor (No. 6 of 1934) dealt with a case under the English Bankruptcy Act, 1914 where the 
bankrupt was ordered to pay £5 per month to the trustee “during the bankruptcy” and “until the 
court shall make a order to the contrary”. The bankrupt was subsequently discharged but the 
earlier order was “expressly continued”. The court held that the discharge did not terminate the 
bankruptcy and that the terms of the order were valid and effective. 
[39] These circumstances seem very much like our conditional discharge and was interpreted as 
such by the court at p.295. 
[40] The case also recited a provision in the English Bankruptcy Act, 1914 requiring 
a discharged bankrupt to assist the trustee in the realization and distribution of such of his property 
as is vested in the trustee. 
[41] The court concluded, on the authority of Re A Debtor (No. 946 of 1926), [1939] 1 All E.R. 735 
(Eng. C.A.), that the order of discharge did not terminate the bankruptcy but that the bankruptcy 
continues for some indefinite period thereafter. 
[42] Section 180(1) of the BIA requires a different analysis. Its application is restricted to failure after 
discharge to perform duties imposed on the bankrupt by the BIA (emphasis added). 
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[43] There is nothing in the BIA requiring a discharged bankrupt to perform duties except as 
required in s.176 by a condition in the discharge order under s.172. In view of the definition of 
“bankrupt”, s.158 could extend to a discharged bankrupt and impose those duties on him. 
[44] The duties of a bankrupt under s.158 relate to the title to his property, that is property 
belonging to the bankrupt, papers relating to his property or affairs, a statement of affairs relating 
to his affairs, inventory of his assets, disclose all disposals for consideration within one year prior to 
bankruptcy and by way of gift or settlement within 5 years prior to the bankruptcy and do all acts 
and things in relation to his property as may reasonably be required by the trustee. 
[45] Where fraud is suspected and the request is not unreasonable, I am prepared to order a 
discharged bankrupt to comply with s.158. An absolute discharge ought not to constitute an iron 
curtain protecting the bankrupt from answering reasonable questions relating to his affairs prior to 
his discharge or to property which should have vested in the Trustee. 
[46] Nathan Sher takes the position that the Condo and shares in the numbered company did not 
belong to him after February 15, 1990 and 1989, respectively, and, accordingly there is no 
obligation on him to provide to the Trustee information as requested on January 15, 1998. 
[47] Mr. Page has undertaken to provide the original of the handwritten note of February 15, 1990. 
[48] The witness cannot be located and Nathan Sher says he does not know where he lived. 
[49] The Trustee suspects the witness is a fictitious character and the note a fraud. 
[50] The April 6, 1993 note for $150,000 has not been provided. There is no evidence that Nathan 
Sher possesses it. It was first mentioned in Nathan Sher’s letter of March 14, 1997 where it was 
suggested that the Trustee possesses it. At about the same time, on April 23, 1993, Ray Sher 
appears to have consolidated into one $156,000 mortgage two previous mortgages on her Toronto 
condominium totalling $155,000 in face amounts. Nathan Sher said he was paying these 
mortgages which would then give him an interest in that property. 
[51] I order Nathan Sher to answer the Trustee’s questions in the letter of January 15, 1998 and to 
provide such further particulars as the Trustee may request respecting the financing of the 
purchase of the Century Plaza unit and the financing and refinancing of their Toronto 
condominium residence, the use of the proceeds of those financings and the consideration 
referred to in the February 15, 1990 handwritten note. 
[52] There was no argument before me respecting the legal validity of future consideration but the 
handwritten note also refers to a gift. 
[53] In view of the requirement of fraud to annul a bankruptcy under s. 180(2), I am not satisfied 
that in these circumstances the failure to perform duties is sufficient cause to justify my exercise of 
discretion to annul the bankruptcy under s. 180(1). 
[54] Section 180(2) may be a different matter. That section permits the court to annul the discharge 
if the discharge was obtained by fraud. Failure of a bankrupt to comply with his duties under s.158 
in circumstances which constitute a fraud by the bankrupt on his or her creditors or the Trustee 
clearly constitutes obtaining the discharge by fraud. Concealing from creditors assets belonging to 
the bankrupt at the date of the bankruptcy or concealing a disposition of such assets during the 
bankruptcy without disclosing it to the Trustee would be a fraud justifying an annulment: Re De 
Grandpré (1969), 15 C.B.R. (N.S.) 262 (Que. S.C.) 
[55] Fraud can, in some situations, be a criminal offence e.g. Criminal Code s.361(1) and s.380(1). In 
other situations it can be an offence under the BIA e.g. s. 198(1). In these situations the prosecution 
must prove the facts constituting the fraud beyond a reasonable doubt. 
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[56] Even in a non-criminal context, the allegation of fraud is an allegation of moral turpitude 
striking at the core of a person’s reputation in the eyes of the community for the rest of his or her 
life. In a civil action the failure to prove the allegation will result in an order of costs on a solicitor-
client scale against the party alleging it. 
[57] In these proceedings the discharged bankrupt is liable to be dragged back into bankruptcy 
and the legal disabilities and the disrepute which attach to that state. 
[58] An allegation of fraud in a civil proceeding need only be proved on a balance of probabilities 
but the court should give particular scrutiny to the evidence supporting the allegations in the 
context of the character of the evidence and the consequences of the decision. See Continental 
Insurance Co. v. Dalton Cartage Ltd., 1982 13 (SCC), [1982] 1 S.C.R. 164 (S.C.C.) at p.169-171; 
Allegations of fraud must be pleaded with particularity and strictly proved: Re Gregoris (1982), 45 
C.B.R. (N.S.) 144 (Ont. S.C.) and 148; affid (1985), 55 C.B.R. (N.S.) 282 (Ont. C.A.). See generally 
Sopinka, Lederman and Bryant, The Law of Evidence in Canada, (2nd ed.) Toronto, Butterworths, 
1998 at §5.45 to 5.47. 
[59] Fraud is too serious a matter to be dealt with on a summary proceeding such as an application 
for discharge except if the fraud has already been established: Re Horwitz (1984), 52 C.B.R. (N.S.) 
102 (Ont. H.C.); affirmed (1985), 53 C.B.R. (N.S.) 275 (Ont. C.A.). 
[60] In my opinion a motion with evidence by way of affidavits and transcripts of 
cross-examinations is an equally summary procedure. There is no opportunity for the court to see 
and assess the witnesses or for a witness to personally tell his version of the facts to the court. 
[61] In order for a court to find that the bankrupt has been guilty of fraud or a fraudulent breach of 
trust under s.173(1)(b), which could disentitle the bankrupt to his discharge under s.172(2), there 
must, prior to the hearing of the application for discharge, be a conviction in a criminal court or a 
judgment of a civil court after a trial that the bankrupt has committed fraud or fraudulent breach of 
trust. Re Kemper, [1961] O.W.N. 288, 2 C.B.R. (N.S.) 130 (Ont. S.C.). There must be a clear finding of 
fraud by a criminal court or by a judgment, after trial, by a civil court: Re Mascherin (1976), 22 C.B.R. 
(N.S.) 263 (Ont. H.C.). 
[62] In exercising my discretion under s. 180(2), I see no reason to exclude s. 180(2) from the 
rationale of the foregoing cases decided in the context of discharges under s.172.I am not aware of 
any situation where a person can be found to have acted fraudulently without the consent of that 
person or giving the person an opportunity to present his or her evidence in court. 
[63] In applying these principles it may not be necessary to require a viva-voce hearing. If the 
evidence of fraud is clear and cogent and the discharged bankrupt offers no evidence which, if 
believed would excuse him, then the court may make a finding of fraud. That is not the case here. 
There is a clear dispute as to whether Nathan Sher executed the handwritten gift or transfer of his 
share of the Condo more than 5 years prior to the bankruptcy. If he did there was no obligation to 
disclose under s.158 of the BIA. If he did not, he was fraudulent. This issue of credibility should only 
be heard at a trial or other oral hearing and not on a summary procedure. 
[64] The same considerations apply to the ownership of the shares of the numbered company 
which Nathan Sher says he holds in trust for his children. 
[65] I dismiss this motion without prejudice to the Trustees’ right to prove the fraud. 
[66] The Trustee may, within these proceedings, deliver a statement of claim and thereafter the 
issue may be determined as if it was an action in accordance with the Ontario Rules of Civil 
Procedure. The parties may speak to a judge sitting on the Commercial List if further directions are 
required under s. 187(8) of the BIA. 
Application dismissed. 
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2333. Flight Lieutenant Unknown. Signed 14 March 1950. HQ Coastal Command. 

164 
No trace found. 
2334. Wing Commander John Brown WALLACE OBE MD ChB (23269). Signed 20 March 
1950. HQ Coastal Command. 

164 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 14 June 1945. He is mentioned in several editions of the LG,from 
1935. 
2335. Flight Lieutenant Alexander Noel MACGREGOR (109895). Signed March 1950. HQ 
No 18 Group. 

165 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He also signed this book on 28 July 1950. 
2336. Squadron Leader Thomas DUN MC (118283). Signed March 1950. HQ Coastal 
Command. 

165 
He also signed this book on 28 July 1950. 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/archive/16321.php: 
WO 373/62 Recommendation for Award for Dun Thomas , Flying Officer 118283 Royal Air Force 
Volunteer Reserve, No 2788 Squadron Royal Air Force Regiment of Escape and Evasion and Special 
Operations Military Cross 21 September 1943. 
Announced in the LG, 21 September 1943: “… in recognition of distinguished service rendered in 
the Mediterranean Air Command during the period ist February to 12th May, 1943.” 
From WO 373/62/520 in TNA: 
“Flying Officer Thomas DUN (118283) Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve, No 2788 Squadron, Royal 
Air Force Regiment. Flying Officer Dun has been employed as flight commander with this quadron. 
On 11th May, 1943, a detachment of the squadron, with a section of cars, moved up to occupy 
airfields in the Cap Bon418 peninsula. At one point, the detachment came under mortar and 

                                                 
418 Cap Bon is a peninsula in far northeastern Tunisia. It is surrounded by the Gulf of Tunis in the north. 
Towns located on the peninsula include Nabeul, Kelibia and Menzel Temime. 

http://www.rafcommands.com/archive/16321.php
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machine gun fire from enemy-occupied high ground. The section of cars was ordered to proceed 
up the Cap Ron road in order to draw away fire while the remainder of the detachment advanced 
towards the objective. On the successful conclusion of this phase, F/O Dun continued to search for 
the enemy, taking many prisoners before they could destroy valuable equipment. Operations were 
continued on the following day when this officer occupied the landing ground at Korbous, taking 
further prisoners and capturing a number of enemy aircraft in serviceable condition. F/O Dun 
displayed great initiative and leadership during this confused operation and it was due largely to 
the speed of his actions that no enemy sabotage was effected.”

 
2337. Flying Officer Edmund John CLANDILLON (58036). Signed April 1950. Dodberry 
Farm, Garrigill, Alston, Cumberland. 

165 
From http://www.macclesfield-express.co.uk/news/local-news/doctor-leaves-lasting-legacy-silk-
2528367: 
Macclesfield Express, 5 October 2011 
Doctor leaves lasting legacy in silk heritage 
A doctor who was inspired by his patients to found the Silk Heritage Trust museums has died. 
Edmund John Clandillon – known as Clan by his friends – arrived in Macclesfield 50 years ago, and 
his vision was destined to make a huge impact on the town. 

http://www.macclesfield-express.co.uk/news/local-news/doctor-leaves-lasting-legacy-silk-2528367
http://www.macclesfield-express.co.uk/news/local-news/doctor-leaves-lasting-legacy-silk-2528367
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A doctor who was inspired by his patients to found the Silk Heritage Trust museums has died. 
Edmund John Clandillon – known as Clan by his friends – arrived in Macclesfield 50 years ago, and 
his vision was destined to make a huge impact on the town. 
The grandfather of four, of Oxford Road, Macclesfield, died last week aged 84 with his daughters 
Gail Mottram and Patricia Cooper by his side, after a battle with pancreatic cancer. But while 
working as a GP at Park Green Surgery, the father of three was the driving force that led to the 
formation of the Friends of Macclesfield Silk Heritage. And, working with Macclesfield Borough 
Council, he founded the Silk Museum on Roe Street. 
Daughter Gail Mottram, 55, who lives near Loughborough, said: “He was a very caring doctor and 
the type of man who saw a goal and then got on with it. He was self-made, but in a nice way – he 
was orphaned before he was 10, spent time in children’s homes and despite this became a doctor 
and did so much with his life.” 
After serving as a wartime RAF pilot, where he met his wife Joyce who was serving in the WAAF, he 
trained as a doctor and moved to Macclesfield. He worked at, and lived above, Holden and Young 
practice at Park Green Surgery with Joyce and his three children. The family moved to Oxford Road 
in the 1960s. 
Mother of two Gail, a former Macclesfield High pupil, added: “He grew to love the town and really 
cared about his silk worker patients. He didn’t want the Sunday silk heritage to be lost.” 
Mr Clandillon joined the Civic Society, which at the time met at South Park Pavilion. He started 
Friends of Macclesfield Silk Heritage, forming a team to clean up the Roe Street Sunday School, 
which became the Heritage Centre. Working with Macclesfield Borough Council the Silk Museum 
became a reality – in part thanks to his fundraising ideas. 
Mr Clandillon, a member of Macclesfield and Tytherington golf clubs and a keen fisherman, nursed 
his wife Joyce through five years of heart problems. He also leaves a sister, Barbara Parsons. 
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2338. ? Rowland JONES. Signed April 1950. Bristol. 

165 
No trace found. 
2339. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Edward Peter WILDY (193416). Signed 
April 1950. Royal Air Force College, Cranwell. 

165 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. According to Flight, 18 May 1951, he obtained his 
R.Ae.C. Aviators’ Certificate, number 27098, on 12 April 1951. 
2340. Unknown. Signed April 1950. Joint Services Staff College. 

165 
According to Hansard, eight members of the Foreign Service have attended courses at the Joint 
Services Staff College, as students, since 1950 HC Deb 13 December 1960 vol 632 c40W 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Estab1.htm: 
Formed 15 Jan 1947.  Its role was to train officers already qualified as staff officers in their own 
service for staff work in joint or combined HQs.  Its students would usually be of Commander, 
Lieutenant Colonel and Wing Commander rank  It was renamed National Defence College, xx xxx 
1971. Students included: 
15 Jan 1947 R-Adm C E Douglas-Pennant 
xx xxx xxxx Maj-Gen W H Stratton 
xx xxx 1948 Dr Alan John Pitts Crick 
1948-1950 AVM Wilfred Ewart Oulton 
xx xxx 1950 Sir Thomas Cecil Hook Pearson 
xx xxx 1950 Lieutenant General Sir George Sinclair Cole 
26 Oct 1951 AVM L Darvall 
xx Nov 1953 Rear-Adm W K Edden RN 
 1 Mar 1956 Maj-Gen P N White 
xx xxx 1958 AVM Sir Laurence Sinclair 
xx xxx 1960 A/Cdre W Carter 
 1 Oct 1962 Maj-Gen C M F Deakin         
 5 Jul 1965 AVM S W B Menaul 
2 Sep 1970 Maj-Gen T D H McMeekin 

http://www.rafweb.org/Estab1.htm
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2341. Unknown. Signed April 1950. HQ Scottish Command. 

165 
The surname could be WALKER. 
2342. Squadron Leader John Harold Whishaw YEATS DFC (106191). Signed April 1950. 
Headquarters, Fighter Command. 

165 
From The La Crosse Tribune, 15 April 1951: 
“The Military Scene RAF, USAF Working Closely Together LONDON—The Royal Air Force Fighter 
Command station at Walerbeach (no water, no beach) in Cambridgeshire is “security-cleared.” That 
means it is one of the British air bases whose existence may be publicly acknowledged, which is 
one reason why I was permitted to visit it. The RAF has a good many bases in the island of Great 
Britain which can’t be publicly mentioned at all. At Waterbeach there are two squadrors of Gloster 
Meteor jet interceptors. The base executive officer (Wing Commander, Administration, is the British 
term) introduced me to the two squadron commanders. One of them was a squadron leader of the 
RAF, as might have been expected. The other, to my utter astonishment, was Major J. O. Tyler, 
United States Air Force, who hails from Hanover County, Virginia. My surprise was not without 
reason. Fighter Command, Royal Air Force, is the outfit on which the survival or destruction of 
Great Britain may depend. The Battle of Britain, in the late summer and fall of 1940 — when Fighter 
Command just barely succeeded in defending Britain against the might of Goering’s Luftwaffe — is 
its great tradition. There isn’t an officer or airman in Fighter Command today who doesn’t realize 
that tomorrow, next week, next month, any time at all now, the survival of Britain as an 
independent nation may again be contingent on the ability of Fighter Command to protect the 
island from sustained air attacks by a continental foe whose air bases may be no more than 
twenty-odd miles away — the width of the Straits of Dover. To Americans, air defense has only 
recently become a matter of concern. To Britons, it has been a matter of life or death for the better 
part of a generation. So it would be hard to imagine a more emphatic vote of confidence by one 
military service in another than the fact that one of the all-too-few squadrons on which Britain’s life 
may depend tomorrow morning had been entrusted to the command of an American officer. Major 
Tyler was really in command, too, not just attached or “under instruction.” The British kids who flew 
for him in 63 Squadron were just as loyal and enthusiastic about their American commander as 
were the pilots and airmen of British Squadron Leader J. H. W. Yeats’ 59 Squadron. The most 
healthy of good-tempered rivalries prevailed between the two 2825efueli. Nothing that I saw in a 
month spent with the armies and air forces of Western Europe went so far toward convincing me 
that the North Atlantic alliance would really work as the way those two young squadron 
commanders were actually making it work at Waterbeach. The other activities of the RAF are based 
on Fighter Command as a house stands on its foundation. From the point of view of air strategy, 
the island of Great Britain is an advanced base, dangerously exposed to heavy attack by the hard 
facts of geography. Fighter Command is none too strong for its mission today, but it is being 
steadily enlarged. All its active planes are jets now. The number of squadrons and the number of 
aircraft in each squadron, are both being increased. The production of a new British day fighter has 
been somewhat retarded, but a new night fighter (the Venom) is just coming into production, and 
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the RAF has placed an order for several hundred U. S. F-86 Sabre jets. The squadrons of the Royal 
Auxiliary Air Force — equivalent to our Air National Guard—are being called up for three months’ 
training this summer, and will then be virtually on a fire-line basis. In addition, the anti-aircraft 
artillery of the army—which is also being increased—comes under operational control of Fighter 
Command in wartime. When I visited Fighter Command headquarters at Stanmore, Middlesex, I 
noticed that A. A. Command headquarters was right next door. The radar warning net is also being 
extended, and linked with radar installations in Germany and the continental states of the North 
Atlantic alliance. By the end of this year, the strength of Fighter Command will have been doubled 
—and the air defense of Britain will be far more formidable than it is now. It can’t be stressed too 
strongly that air defense is the basis of all British air power: a fact which we in distant America do 
not always fully appreciate. Only if the island of Great Britain provides both a secure base and a 
secure source of suppiy can British air power as such be exercised in any part of the world. The air 
support of British ground troops on the continent of Europe is not part of the duties of Fighter 
Command. This mission is instrusted to BAFO—referred to phonetically just as “baffo”—the British 
Air Forces of Occupation. BAFO just about equals in strength, at present, the two U. S. fighter-
bomber groups in Germany. Like Fighter Command, it will grow during the year 1951, roughly 
keeping pace with the increase in U. S. air power on the continent. Bomber Command, chiefly 
stationed in Great Britain, is also growing—especially as the new Camberra medium jet bombers 
come off the production lines. The RAF does not at present have a long- range bomber of its own, 
though some B-29s have been borrowed from the USAF. Both BAFO and Bomber Command have 
been placed unreservedly at the disposal of General Eisenhower. There is also Coastal Command, 
charged with anti-submarine, minelaying and over-water reconnaissance, duties which in American 
practice are entrusted to the shore-based squadrons of the navy. Coastal Command would come 
under the operational orders of the Admiralty in wartime. Outside the Western European area, the 
RAF has two important overseas commands—one in the Mediterranean and Middle East, and one 
in the Far East— Malaya and Hong Kong. But all these activities, as far as the RAF is concerned, are 
dependent on the security of the base island of Great Britain. Of course the air defense of Britain 
can’t be separated from the air defense of the adjacent continent, and air defense exercises in 
which British, American, Belgian, Dutch, French, Danish and Norwegian planes participate are 
constantly being held and gradually extended in scope. RAF officers exchange with officers of all 
these air forces—for example, I found ar RAF squadron leader acting as flying training officer when 
I visited the Belgian air base at Beauvecbain. But the air force of France and of the smaller 
continental powers, though growing, are still too small and too recently revived from wartime 
disorganization to be of great effect in any crisis of the immediate future. Air power in and over 
western Europe must, for some time to come, be chiefly exercised by the RAF and the USAF. No 
two military services since the dawn of history have ever worked more ‘ closely and confidently 
together. That is a very lucky circumstance for all of us all.” 
2343. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Bruce Stuart GIBSON (106684). Signed 
April 1950. Headquarters No 18 Group. 

165 
He also signed this book on 25 January 1950 and 5 May 1950. 
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2344. Squadron Leader John Burrell ROBERTSON (43044). Signed April 1950. 
Headquarters Fighter Command. 

165 
The Air Force List for July 1945 has the following people named Robertson: 
Johnstone Bolton Robertson MBE DFM (44752) was promoted to squadron leader on 1 January 
1952. 
John Begg Robertson (181979) has no LG,entries after 20 July 1945. 
John Burrell Robertson (43044) was commissioned as a permanent squadron leader on 15 
September 1948 this is the only name that matches 
James Bryan Robertson (169854) was a flight lieutenant when he retired in 1954. 
James Brown Robertson (179941) was a pilot officer when he relinquished his commission on 3 
March 1957. 
John Bickerton Clyde Robertson (87507) was a flying officer when he relinquished his commission 
on 29 April 1957. 
2345. Wing Commander David Oswald Farquhar LUMSDEN DFC (33267). Signed April 
1950. HQ Coastal Command. 

165 
The Air Force List for April 1950 shows him as in charge of Weapons in Coastal Command. 
His DFC was announced in the LG, 7 July 1944: 
Distinguished Flying Cross. Wing Commander David Oswald Farquhar LUMSDEN (33267), R.A.F., 
144 Sqn. 
“In June, 1944, this officer led a formation of aircraft which attacked 3 enemy naval vessels. By tis 
skilful leadership and exceptional determination, Wing Commander Lumsden played a good part in 
the success of a well conceived attack. He 'has completed many sorties and has set a fine example 
of devotion to duty.” 
2346. Andrew LEES. Signed April 1950. 12 Beatty Crescent, Kirkcaldy. 

165 
There are no matches in The Air Force List for April 1950. 
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2347. Wing Commander Arthur Frederick MERRITT (22146). Signed April 1950. HQ Reserve 
Command. 

165 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 6 January 1960. 
2348. Squadron Leader Sydney James HILL (185258). Signed April 1950. HQ Flying 
Training Command. 

165 
He is mentioned in the LG, 28 November 1944, 22 December 1944 and 29 June 1945. 
2349. Group Captain Ronald Joseph CARVELL (22238). Signed April 1950. HQ Coastal 
Command. 

165 
The Air Force List for April 1950 shows him as the Command Engineer Officer reporting to Air 
Commodore J Mason CBE. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He was born on 22 April 1906. He retired on 22 April 
1956. 
From http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RAF_officers_C01.html: 
P/O (prob) 17.07.1926 22238 
P/O  17.07.1927 
F/O  17.01.1928 
F/Lt.  01.02.1932 
Sq.Ldr.  01.08.1937 
(T) W/Cdr. 01.06.1940 
(WS) W/Cdr. 05.10.1943 
W/Cdr.  01.12.1943 
(T) Gp.Capt. 01.01.1944, seniority 01.07.1943 
Gp.Capt. 01.07.1947 (retd 22.04.1956) 

http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RAF_officers_C01.html
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From Flight, 1 June 1950: 

 
From Flight, 17 August 1951: 

 
From Flight, 4 December 1953: 
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From Flight, 26 October 1956: 

 

 

 

 
According to http://sbc.smct.org.au/deceasedsearch/result/559596, he died on 23 January 1991 
and is buried in the Springvale Botanical Cemetery, Clayton, Victoria, Melbourne, Australia. 
2350. Squadron Leader Roderick Lee SMITH (37129). Signed 18 April 1950. HQ 12 Group. 

166 
The Air Force List for April 1950 has the following people named R L Smith: 
Roderick Lee Smith (37129) was appointed a squadron leader on 1 June 1944. 
Robert Langley Smith (64680) was a flying officer in 1954. 

http://sbc.smct.org.au/deceasedsearch/result/559596
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Ronald Leverington Smith B.Sc., A.F.R.Ae.S (73405) was promoted to wing commander on 1 July 
1957. 
The most likely match is Roderick Lee Smith. He was a Battle of Britain pilot with No 151 Squadron. 
From John Frayn Turner’s The Battle of Britain, Pen & Sword Aviation (30 May 2010), p 52: 

 
2351. Group Captain [later Air Commodore] John Joseph MURPHY OBE M I Mech E 
(29173). Signed 19 April 1950. HQ Technical Training Command. 

166 
The Air Force List for April 1950 lists him under Training in the Air Staff of Technical Training 
Command with effect from 26 January 1949. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Murphy_JJ.htm: 
b: 26 Oct 1906           r: 21Aug 1961               d: 10 Oct 2002 
OBE – 9 Jun 1949, M I Mech E. 
(RAF): - Plt Off (P): 10 Oct 1930, Plt Off: 10 Oct 1931, Fg Off: xx xxx xxxx, Flt Lt: 1 Apr 1936, Sqn Ldr:1 
Dec 1938, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Mar 1941, Act Gp Capt: 1 Apr 1942, Wg Cdr (WS): 1 Oct 1942, Wg Cdr: 1 
Oct 1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1949, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1958. 
10 Oct 1930 Appointed a Short Service Commission 
7 Jul 1936 Appointed to a Permanent Commission in the rank of Flight Lieutenant 
24 Apr 1940 Transferred to the Technical Branch 
xx Aug 1954 Senior Technical Staff Officer, HQ No 2 Group 
He was awarded his OBE for his services during the Berlin Airlift. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Murphy_JJ.htm
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2352. Group Captain [later Acting Air Vice-Marshal] Fergus Alexander PEARCE (26187). 
Signed 19 April 1950. No 5 School of Recruit Training, RAF West Kirby, Wirral. 

166 
He also signed this book on 10 November 1938. 
2353. Group Captain Henry James GEMMEL CBE (Retired). Signed 19 April 1950. 83 
Barnley Crescent, Meols, Hoylake, Cheshire. 

166 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG,from 23 October 1917 when he was in the Rifle 
Brigade. 
From Flight, 14 December 1933: 

 
His CBE was announced in Flight, 28 June 1945. 
From http://genforum.genealogy.com/nisbet/messages/99.html: 
“The Dempsters lived in a house called Deurchlich in Perthshire until the 1920’s. They were all 
indeed very artistic and we have quite a few paintings that they have done –including some of my 
Grandfather as a young man (Henry James Gemmel) by Margaret Dempster Nisbet (1863–1935).” 
Tessa MacRae 
2354. Group Captain Reginald William Kennedy STEVENS CBE (24157). Signed 19 April 
1950. RAF Wyton. 

166 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG and Flight from 1932. He was with the Royal New 
Zealand Air Force. According to Air of Authority, he was Commanding Officer of RAF West Malling 
from 1 to 28 July 1940. 
From http://rnzaf.proboards.com/thread/49/aviation-force-research-help-thread: 
Stevens, Air Commodore Reginald William Kennedy 
1945   SASO No1 Islands Group 
1955-1958  Air Member for Personnel 

http://genforum.genealogy.com/nisbet/messages/99.html
http://rnzaf.proboards.com/thread/49/aviation-force-research-help-thread
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From The 1969 Dobson Lecture in New Zealand Enginering, Volume 24, No 5, 15 May 1969: 

 
R W K Stevens was born in London and educated at the Merchant Taylors’ School, the Lycee 
Condoreet, Paris, and the Techniche Hochschule, Stuttgart, Ermany. In 1926, he joined the Royal Air 
Force as a cadetand after seven years on general flying duties attended a two-year 2833efuel at the 
RAF Technical College, followed in 1938 by a course at RAF Staff College. During the period 1939-
1945, Mr Stevens served in France, the Middle East, the South Pacific and Britain in various 
command and staff appointments, and after the war commanded a bomber base in England. In 
1950, he transferred to the RNZAF and in 1956 was appointed Member of the Air Board 
(Personnel). After retiring in 1958, he became Director of the National Safety Association of New 
Zealand. He was appointed secretary of the New Zealand Institution of Engineers in February 1964. 
2355. Squadron Leader Alan James BANNISTER (31366). Signed 20 April 1950. HQ Coastal 
Command. 

166 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2356. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Llewellyn William James REEVES MiD 
(52975). Signed 20 April 1950. RAF College Cranwell. 

166 
The Air Force List for April 1950 has the following Flight Lieutenants: 
Herbert Williams REEVES (48503) Secretarial Branch 
Llewellyn William James REEVES (52975) Technical Branch, which is the best match 
Neville Graham REEVES (79975) Equipment Branch 
Vincent Harry Austin REEVES (195838) General Duties Branch 
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His RAF medals were sold on eBay for £60 on 20 April 2014: 

 
His Mention in Despatches was announced in LG, 1 January 1945. His promotion to Squadron 
Leader was announced in LG, 31 December 1954. He retired on 20 November 1970. 
2357. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Bruce Stuart GIBSON (106684). Signed 5 
May 1950. Headquarters No 18 Group. 

166 
He also signed this book on 25 January 1950 and April 1950. 
2358. Group Captain Arthur Edward WEST. Signed 10 May 1950. HQ Coastal Command. 

166 
He also signed this book on 24 February 1950 and 29 August 1950. 
2359. Wing Commander [later Air Commodore] Brian James Roberts ROBERTS KCVSA MiD 
BA (36036). Signed 10 May 1950. HQ Coastal Command. 

166 
The Air Force List for April 1950 has only one Wing Commander named Roberts. This can’t be 
Edward Hutchings Roberts (76494), who is shown in the Marine Section of Coastal Command, as he 
wasn’t promoted to Wing Commander until 1 January 1952. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Roberts_BJR.htm: 
b: 30 Sep 1911           r: 12 Sep 1960           d: 25 Sep 1980 
KCVSA – 7 Jun 1951, MiD - 1 Jan 1941, BA. 
(Spec Res): Plt Off (P): 25 Nov 1934. 
(RAF): Plt Off: 1 Oct 1935 1 Jul 1934, Fg Off: 1 Apr 1936 1 Jan 1936, Act Flt Lt: 15 Jan 1938, Flt 
Lt: 1 Apr 1938 1 Jan 1938, (T) Sqn Ldr: 1 Jan 1940, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Sep 1941, Sqn Ldr: 14 Apr 1942 
1 Jan 1940, Act Gp Capt: 30 Jan 1944, Wg Cdr (WS): 30 Jul 1944, Wg Cdr: 1 Oct 1946, Gp Capt: 1 
Jul 1951, Act A/Cdre: 25 Mar 1957, A/Cdre: Retained. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Roberts_BJR.htm
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25 Nov 1934 Pilot, No 503 (County of Lincoln) Sqn AuxAF 
1 Oct 1935 Relinquished his commission in the Special Reserve on appointment to a Permanent 

Commission in the RAF 
1 Oct 1935 Granted Permanent Commission in the rank of Pilot Officer 
2 Mar 1936 Pilot/Flight Commander, No 26 Sqn 
14 Nov 1938 Attended School of Air Navigation 
xx Oct 1941 Officer Commanding, No 12 Sqn 
14 Sep 1942 Staff, Directorate of Operational Requirements 
30 Jan 1944 Deputy Director of Operational Requirements 
xx May 1945 Officer Commanding, RAF Benson 
 9 Apr 1946 Attended Course No 16, RAF Staff College (Overseas), Haifa 
30 Mar 1952 SOA, AHQ Malta 
xx Jun 1954 Staff Officer, Department of the CAS 
25 Mar 1957 Senior Air Liaison Officer, Canada 
2360. Wing Commander Ian McTavish RAMSAY (85667). Signed 11 May 1950. No 3511 
(City of Dundee) Fighter Control Unit. 

166 
The LG, 14 February 1956 announced that Flight Lieutenant Ian McTavish Ramsay was transferred 
to reserve and relinquished command of No 3511 (City of Dundee) Fighter Control Unit on 10 
November 1955. 
2361. Air Commodore Alfred Randles WARDLE CBE AFC MRAeS (09169). Signed 14 May 
1950. Air Officer Commanding 66 Group. 

166 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Wardle.htm: 
b: 29 Oct 1898           r: 2 Dec 1952           d: 31 Jul 1989 
CBE – 14 Jun 1945, AFC – 3 Jun 1930, MRAeS. 
(Army):- 2 Lt (P): 25 Oct 1917 2 Lt: 29 Jan 1918. 
(RAF):- 2 Lt (P): 1 Apr 1918, Lt: xx xxx xxxx 1 Apr 1918, Fg Off: 17 Nov 1920, Flt Lt: 1 Jan 
1927, Act Sqn Ldr: 19 Nov 1935?, Sqn Ldr: 1 Dec 1935, Wg Cdr: 1 Jan 1939, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Mar 
1941, Act A/Cdre: 20 Apr1943, Gp Capt (WS): 20 Oct 1943, (T) A/Cdre: xx xxx xxxx, Gp 
Capt: 1 Dec 1944, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1947.  
Xx xxx 1916 Soldier/Officer?, Honorable Artillery Company 
25 Oct 1917 Flying Officer, RFC 
28 Mar 1918 Pilot, No 82 Sqn RFC/RAF (FK8 – Western Front) 
26 Apr 1919 Transferred to Unemployed List 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Wardle.htm
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17 Nov 1920 Appointed to Short Service Commission 
 1 Apr 1921 Attended Seaplane Training School 
11 Apr 1922 Pilot, No 267 Sqn 
 7 Jun 1922 RAF Staff, HMS Pegasus 
 1 Dec 1923 Member, Care And Maintenance Party, RAF Cattewater 
21 Mar 1924 RAF Staff, HMS Pegasus/HMS Hermes 
20 May 1925 Appointed to a Permanent Commission in the rank of Flying Officer 
 8 Jun 1925 Staff, RAF Base, Calshot 
 9 Jul 1925 Staff, Flying Boat Development Flight 
 1 Apr 1926 Staff, M.A.E.E. 
19 Jan 1931 Attended RAF Staff College 
18 Feb 1932 Flight Commander, No 5 Sqn 
26 Oct 1932 Air Staff, HQ RAF India 
19 Nov 1935 Officer Commanding, No 11 Sqn 
 8 Feb 1937 Air Staff, Deputy Directorate of Operational Requirements.  
16 Mar 1939 Administrative Staff Officer, HQ Reserve Command 
27 May 1940 Administrative Staff Officer, HQ Technical Training Command  
16 Dec 1940 SASO, HQ No 21 (Training) Group 
 21 Jul 1941 Deputy Director of Operational Requirements 
20 Apr 1943 Director of Operational Requirements 
Xx xxx 1945 Director of Operational Requirements (I) 
 8 Feb 1947 AOC, AHQ Ceylon 
25 Jan 1950 AOC, No 66 (Scottish) Group 
Following his retirement from the RAF, he worked on a number of Development Corporations for 
New Towns start with Corby (1954 – 1967) and then moving to Milton Keynes (1967 – 1968), 
Peterborough (1968 – 1969), Northampton (1969) and finally Central Lancashire (1971 – 1972). 
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From Flight, 9 February 1950: 

 
From Flight, 16 February 1950: 

 
From Flight 2 November 1951: 
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2362. L C JOHNSTONE Chief Fire Officer. Signed 18 May 1950. HQ Coastal Command. 

166 
He also signed this book on 14 June 1950 and 18 August 1950. 
The Air Force List for April 1950 lists the following people named JOHNSTONE: 
A (43513) 
A F (500382) 
A McC (48057) 
A N W (42313) 
A V R (90163) 
D (8549) 
D R (154150) 
F (56998) 

G (982237) 
J A (171528) 
J B (1006061) 
J F (47779) 
R D (123522) 
R W (500354) 
W (192756)

The Air Force List for Autumn 1964 lists a person named L C Johnstone as a Fire Service Officer. 
2363. Wing Commander Bruce Gerdyne DRAKE (11238). Signed 18 May 1950. HQ Coastal 
Command. 

166 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG, from 1 November 1921, which said: 
“The undermentioned officers and airmen of the Royal Air Force have been mentioned for 
distinguished service in a despatch received from Lieutenant-General Sir J. A. L. Haldane, K.C.B., 
D.S.O., General Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Mesopotamian Expeditionary Force.” 
His retirement (at his own request) with effect from 6 May 1950 was announced in the LG, 13 June 
1950. 
2364. L C JOHNSTONE. Signed 14 June 1950. HQ Coastal Command. 

166 
He also signed this book on 18 May 1950 and 18 August 1950. 
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2365. LOOKS LIKE J L JACKEY. Signed 20 May 1950. No 603 Squadron. Royal Australian Air 
Force. RAF Turnhouse, Edinburgh, 12. 

167 
No trace found for Jackey, Jacky, Lackey or Lacky. 
2366. Pilot Officer Walter James ROBERTSON-MITCHELL (570438). Signed 20 May 1950. 
RAF Bishopbriggs. 

167 
The LG, 25 April 1950 announced his promotion from Flight Sergeant to Pilot Officer. He was 
promoted to Flight Lieutenant on 23 September 1953. He retired (at his own request) as a Flight 
Lieutenant on 22 August 1962. 
2367. Flight Lieutenant Dennis (“Timber”) WOOD (56411). Signed 21 May 1950. RAF 24 
Commonwealth Squadron. 

167 
The Air Force List for April 1950 has two Flight Lieutenants named D Wood: 
David WOOD (167218) 
Dennis WOOD (56411) 
From http://the24sec.wordpress.com/category/roll-of-honour/page/3/: 
We have been informed this week (7th March 2007) of the sad news that Association Member 
Dennis “Timber” Wood died peacefully on the 6th August 2006 at the Alastream House, Tarland by 
his daughter Clare Holden. Timber’s wife also died earlier last year on 14th May after fighting 
pancreatic cancer. Timber was an ex Flt Lt Air Signaller who flew Yorks, Dakotas and Lancastrians 
out of Bassingbourn, Waterbeach and Oakington between 1947 and 1950. 
2368. Flight Lieutenant Unknown. Signed 21 May 1950. RAF 24 Commonwealth Squadron. 

167 
The surname looks like BEADLING. 

http://the24sec.wordpress.com/category/roll-of-honour/page/3/
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2369. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] John HURRY DSO DFC (42839). Signed 21 
May 1950. RAF 24 Commonwealth Squadron. 

167 
He also signed this book on 29 July 1949. 
2370. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Basil Wooler LOFTHOUSE (166227). 
Signed 21 May 1950. RAF 24 Commonwealth Squadron. 

167 
He also signed this book on 25 April 1955. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 27 February 1976. 
His engagement was announced in The Argus, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, 15 March 1951: 

 
From http://the24sec.wordpress.com/2007/03/07/correction-to-squadron-history/: 
“As an ex-Squadron member in 1949/50, I have just been reading the official Squadron history in 
both your web pages and that of Lyneham and I find that both contain the same error.  Perhaps 
you will permit me to explain. 
Wg Cdr Pat Lombard was the CO when I joined its Dakota flight as a navigator on 1 Feb 49. It was 
then, of course, No 24(C) Squadron based at Bassingbourn with crews from Australia, New Zealand 
and South Africa on exchange. (The Canadians did not fully participate but had a crew and aircraft 
based there for the use of their High Commission staff). Pat Lombard left for Hong Kong around 
the end of 1949. He signed my log book for December and was replaced by Charles Read 
(popularly known as cunim) who signed up my January 1950 summary. The point I wish to make is 
that he was a member of the Royal Australian Air Force, not the RAF, and in fact later became its 
head. Thus it was he and not Major Robbs of the South African Air Force who becme the first non-
RAF Squadron Commander. Furthermore both versions of the history list Wg Cdr C F Read among 
Squadron Commanders without adding RAAF to his name. 
After serving on the Squadron under Charles Read, I then went to Australia on an exchange posting 
to find myself on the same Squadron as those Australians who had been with me at Bassingbourn! 
I should be grateful if you could also pass this information to the Squadron’s current historian as I 
do not know how to get in touch with him. 
Yours sincerely 
Basil Lofthouse (Wg Cdr Ret’d)”, March 2007 

http://the24sec.wordpress.com/2007/03/07/correction-to-squadron-history/
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From http://www.24sqnassociation.royalairforce.net/Downloads/24iss10.pdf: 

 
Sent:   Tuesday, August 20, 2002 
Subject:  Memories 
I have looked through your web site with interest but I think you should make reference to its 
unique status around 1950. I joined it at Bassingbourn in Feb 49 when it was titled 24 
(Commonwealth) Squadron and Pat Lombard (a very charismatic officer) was the CO. It was unique 
because its complement included 4 RAAF crews on exchange, 2 RNZAF crews and 2 or 3 SAAF 
crews. There was also a Canadian crew, who had their own Dakota and seemed to do pretty well as 
they liked when not required by their High Commission staff. In due course Pat Lombard left to be 
replaced, on a rotational basis, by Charles Read. You show this in the list, but not the fact that he 
was Royal Australian Air Force, just as Major Robbs was South African Air Force, both commanding 
an RAF Squadron in their turn - probably unique. Charles Read, incidentally went on to become the 
RAAF Chief of Air Staff. There were 3 flights, Dakotas, Yorks and Lancastrians and some "other 
aircrew" held Transport Command categories on more than one type. Several aircraft were, in 
effect, personal e.g. CASs, and several VIPs had, in effect, their own personal pilot and crew. These 
Dakotas usually had an extra special internal fit and were highly polished, though what that did to 
the rivets, I shudder to think! We had to hold Transport Command A categories to be employed on 
VIP duties so had to keep clued up. 
I left the Squadron to go to Australia on exchange in August 50 and found myself back on VIP 
duties with some of the crews who had been with me on 24 Sqn - it's a small world! I moved out to 
Perth WA, 7 years ago, so cannot take any part in the Squadron Association but I thought you 
might be interested in these gabblings from an elder citizen. 
With best wishes, Basil Lofthouse (Wg Cdr Ret'd, 13370) 
2371. POSSIBLY John Sidney Berrill COATMAN (65039). Signed 21 May 1950. RAF 24 
Commonwealth Squadron. 

167 
No trace found. The surname could be COATEN or COATES. The Air Force List for April 1950 list 
Wing Commander James Ralph COATES (143929). 

http://www.24sqnassociation.royalairforce.net/Downloads/24iss10.pdf
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2372. Wing Commander [later Group Captain] Alan Vernon ROGERS AFC (37424). Signed 
21 May 1950. University of London Air Squadron. 

167 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 1 January 1944: 
ROGERS, Alan Vernon, W/C (37424, Royal Air Force) – No.3 (Pilots) Advanced Flying Unit. As Acting 
Pilot Officer, posted to No.218 (Bomber) Squadron, Upper Heyford, 31 August 1936. Public Record 
Office Air 2/8959 has citation drafted when he had flown 1,100 instructional hours (158 in previous 
six months). 
“Wing Commander Rogers, who is assistant chief instructor at his unit, has had considerable 
experience as a flying instructor. He sets a fine example to all and his flying, both by day and night, 
is of a high standard. Over a long period his devotion to duty has been worthy of the highest 
praise.” 
From http://218squadron.wordpress.com/nickel-no-3/: 
Reconnaissance over the Rhine 
Since the New Year the squadron’s main occupation was short penetration reconnaissance flights 
just inside the German border. Tactically these flights were of only limited value but psychologically 
for the crews it was a tremendous boost to moral. After the weeks and months of practice flights 
the crews enjoyed putting their years of peace time training to the test against a real enemy. 

 
A section of No.218(B) Squadron Battles over the French countryside 
With an increase in activity it was inevitable that the squadron would be required to penetrate 
deeper and deeper into German air space. The BEF had learned the lesson from the Great War and 
realised that up to date information on the enemies movements was vital , reconnaissance was a 
now key. In addition to the reconnaissance role crews were now asked to drop leaflets, or 
Nickeling. The distribution of propaganda leaflets was becoming an important factor in the 
physiological war against Germany and one that Bomber Command would continue to undertake 
for the next 5 years. 
One such raid was undertaken by the squadron on the night of Saturday March 23rd 1940. During 
the day German forces by way of Belgium had enter France, by-passing the impregnable Maginot 
line. Their aim was to rescue a number of German paratroops who had drifted into France by an 
unexpectedly strong wind during a training exercise along the German/French Border. The 
stranded German paratroops had been surrounded and were being attack by French forces. The 
British Government receives requests from the Belgian and Dutch authorities for the provisions of 
the Leiden Treaty to be enforced. Britain confirms that it will honour the treaty. The Leiden Treaty 
was signed in January 1939 by Great Britain, Denmark and The Netherlands, guaranteeing British 
military assistance to Denmark and The Netherlands in the face of a hostile external act. 

http://218squadron.wordpress.com/nickel-no-3/
http://218squadron.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/aircraft005.jpg
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Flight Lieutenant Alan Rogers on the left weeks before the operation of March 23rd. On the right is 
Flying Officer Charles Crews who would be shot down and made a POW on May 11th while 
attacking the bridges at St.Vith. 
With tensions high the operations of that night were even more important; two crews were 
detailed and briefed. The pilots chosen were Flight lieutenant Alan Vernon Rogers RAF, he had 
joined the squadron on August 31st 1936 from No.2 Flying Training School RAF Digby and was a 
old hand. The other pilot was twenty Six year old Sergeant Charles Dockrill from Hounslow, Essex. 
Both pilots had been briefed to undertake a similar operation the previous night but adverse 
weather conditions intervened. The first away was Flight Lieutenant Rogers, he was accompanied 
by Sergeant Andrews, Observer and gunner Corporal 1st Class Conneeley who’s day time job was 
canteen corporal.  Aloft from Auberieve-sur-Suippes at 22:10hrs in Fairey Battle P2249 HA-U the 
crew slowly climbed into the freezing blackness and their operational height. Once reached the 
crew flew along a pre-routed corridor, the pilot was in touch by WT with the ground station if 
needed however communication would be at a minimum. Thick cloud was soon encountered 
though it did not prevent the crew from continuing on to their first objective, the town of Boppard. 
Situated on a bend on the west side of the Rhine nestled in a valley the town was easily located 
even with the use of just a hand held map for navigation. On reaching the first objective the crew 
turned south west and followed the Rhine, visibility was slowly deteriorating with a solid bank of 
10/10th cloud at 10,000ft and 5/10th cloud between 4-6000ft. Losing attitude the crew began their 
reconnaissance along the Rhine. Surprisingly there was no river traffic seen between the cloud 
breaks. At Bingen the crew turned sharply to port and followed the river to the next objective 
Mainz. It was on this leg of the flight the crew started to encounter flak and searchlights near 
Wiesbaden. The defences increased as the crew started their run over the city, with a solid cloud 
base at 10,000ft and intermittent cloud below the searchlights were able to illuminated the clouds 
making the crew feel very exposed. Anti aircraft fire was now pumping up from Mainz, thankfully 
the accuracy was poor as Corporal Conneeley having dismantled the single .303 K gun from its 
mount, unravelled the 16 packets of propaganda leaflets and started tossing them over the side, 
the freezing slip stream did the rest, thousands of leaflets littered the sky over Mainz, the time was 
23:12hrs.   
Sergeant Charles Dockrill was airborne at 21:15hrs strangely the squadron Operational Records 
Book does not record the serial of this Battle. Joining Sergeant Dockrill was Observer Sergeant 
Dormer and gunner Leading Aircraftman Davies (136). The crew like that of Flight Lieutenant 

http://218squadron.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/ads.jpg
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Rogers were routed to cross the frontier and fly direct to Boppard however the crew turned north 
up the Rhine. The crews objective was to nickel Coblenz and fly onto Linz where they would on 
completion turn for the border and home. The cloud that had hindered Rogers was also causing 
Sergeant Dockrill problems, however unlike Rogers Sergeant Dockrill brought the Battle down to 
6000ft. Losing altitude immediately paid off, just north of Boppard the crew located six barges 
nestled close to the river bank. The loss of altitude however exposed the crew to the defences. 
Opposition was much stronger than expected on reaching Coblenz. Anti aircraft batteries were 
reported to being working in fours and in conjunction with the searchlights. Over the city the Battle 
was coned, somehow at this low altitude Sergeant Dockrill managed to elude the searchlights and 
flak, it was an excellent piece of flying. Now down to 4,500ft Aircraftman Davies quickly disposed of 
the pamphlets over the side of the Battle, it was 22:56hrs. Once clear of Coblenz the crew 
continued searching for river traffic, they must have hoped that they had left the flak behind them, 
it was not to be. Between Coblenz and Linz the crew were continually bracketed by both light and 
heavy flak. Obviously undeterred the crew recorded how good the German blackout was as 
opposed to the French one.! On reaching Linz the crew turned to port and headed for the frontier, 
it had been a rather hectic sortie. The Battle landed back at Auberieve-sur-Suippes at 01:25hrs five 
minutes after Flight Lieutenant Rogers and crew. No.218 (Bomber) Squadrons Nickel Raid No.3 was 
completed. Little information had been obtained and its use was debatable. 
For both crews luck and a rugby match would decided who of the two crews would survival. 
On the afternoon of April 28th all available transport carried squadron personnel to Parc Pommery 
to watch the final rugby match between No.75 Wing and No.71 Wing. During the game Flight 
Lieutenant Alan Rogers broke his collarbone in a tackle, stretchered off he would be grounded for 
the next for 6-8 weeks, unbeknown at the time this injury may well have saved his life. With his 
arm immobilised Flight Lieutenant Rogers was not able to fly and as such he missed the bloodbath 
of May and the annulation of his squadron. I have not managed to find any details on F/Lt Rogers 
did during this period, what I have discovered is that he joined Training Command, where he was 
award the AFC in January 1944. He survived the war and retired as a Group Captain. The observer 
Sergeant Andrews is believed to be Clifford Andrews. Sadly, the Operational Records Book gives no 
clues to the identity of the NCO. Sergeant Clifford Andrews was killed on operations with No.218 
Squadron on April 25th 1941 while attacking Kiel. Corporal 1st Class Conneeley does not appear in 
the Operational Records Book again. 
Sergeant Charles Dockrill was killed on Saturday May 11th 1940 while on a low level attack on the 
bridge a St Vith. Flying with him was his 27-year-old observer Sergeant Percy Frank Dormer. Hit by 
ground fire the crew crashed near Troisvierges on the Luxemburg /Belgium Border. They rest side 
by side in Grave 26 & 27 of the Bas Bellain Churchyard. I have not yet established the identity and 
fate of AC Davies. There were two Davies’s on the squadron and both operated in the air gunner 
role, the other was Leslie Douglas Davies(537015). 
2373. Wing Commander Frederick Joseph TROLLOPE MC (68965). Signed 22 May 1950. 
HQ Coastal Command. 

167 
His MC was announced in the LG, 14 November 1944: 
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Air Ministry, 14th November, 1944. The KING has been graciously pleased to approve the following 
awards: 
Military Cross. Squadron Leader Frederick Joseph TROLLOPE (68965), R.A.F.V.R. 
“Squadron Leader Trollope took command of his unit when the commanding officer became a 
casualty after landing on the beaches of Normandy on "D" day. His courage and devotion to duty 
in organising the many parties of his unit on the beach, which was under intense fire, and arranging 
the safe conduct of men and vehicles as well as organising the evacuation of the wounded, were of 
a high order. In addition to this work, Squadron Leader Trollope carried out his normal duties 
throughout the night and was mainly responsible for the successful operation of his unit under 
great difficulties. All his duties involved continual movement over the beaches and reconnaissance 
into enemy territory under fire. He displayed great leadership and courage.” 
2374. Wing Commander Thomas William ELLCOCK MBE (43310). Signed 23 May 1950. HQ 
12 Group, Fighter Command, RAF Newton, Notts. 

167 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From 
http://www.neateauctions.co.uk/auction_details.php?auction_id=109875&option=item_watch: 
Auction ended 4 September 2011. Sold for £157 
The Most Excellent Order of the British Empire, Member (M.B.E.), 2nd Type Military issue. With an 
original dog tag named: T. W. Ellcock, Offr., C.E., 43310, R.A.F. In original issue case with instructions 
card. Original newspaper cutting with his obituary. He served 36 years in the R.A.F. and was a well 
known local historian in Bishop's Stortford, Essex. 
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2375. Flight Lieutenant Samuel Maxwell MCCREADY (125697). Signed 23 May 1950. 
Sunningdale, Berks. 

167 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
http://www.britishpathe.com/video/crooners-swing-at-st-andrews is a video clip released on 25 
May 1950. The footage was shot on 22 May 1950, the day before he signed this book: 
Full title reads: “Golf. Crooners Swing At St. Andrews”. St. Andrews, Scotland. An amateur golf 
championship gains star appeal thanks to appearance by Bing Crosby. 
SV Film star and singer Bing Crosby walking out onto course and being greeted. CU Crowd, 
including girls, smiling. SV Bing Crosby and partner, JK Wilson. SV Crowd watching. SV JK Wilson 
driving off on No 1 tee. SV Crowd watching. SV Bing Crosby driving off from No 1 tee. 
GV Course. SV Bing Crosby about to putt on the 5th green. CU Ball being hit by club. SV Ball rolls 
along and nearly goes into hole. SV Crowd watching. SV Wilson putting ball. Ball rolls along to 
hole. CU Ball into hole. CU Scoreboard shot showing Crosby 2 up at the 5th. 
SV Samuel Max McCready driving off from the 6th. Back view gallery walking along. SV Towards and 
pan, McCready and Amateur golfer JJB Henderson walking along. SV Towards and pan Radio singer 
Donald Peers and CL Muir walking along. GV Course. SV Muir putting on the 5th. And nearly sinks 
ball. SV Crowd watching. SV Donald Peers driving. LV Crowd gathering round green. Side view pan 
Donald Peers walking off course after losing against Muir. SV Bing Crosby and Wilson posing 
together. Bing juggling with golf balls. 
From The Straits Times of 7 January 1950: 

http://www.britishpathe.com/video/crooners-swing-at-st-andrews
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From http://www.raf.mod.uk/rafgolf/Administration/maxmccready.cfm: 
Max McCready was raised with his sisters Betty and Margaret in a house in Dunmurry, just outside 
Belfast. Living only yards from Dunmurry golf course, he could be seen regularly honing his golfing 
skills around the original 9 hole course. Club members from the 1940s remember his practice 
routine regularly comprised driving off the par 4 9th tee into the greenside bunkers. 
Max joined the RAF with his good friend Bill McCrea, serving as a navigator and flying combat 
missions over Europe during WW2. Max was a keen sportsman, playing badminton for the RAF but 
particularly excelling at golf. 
In England, Max was a regular competitor at the Sunningdale GC and he played as an Irish 
international in 1947, 1949 and 1950. In 1949 Max won British Amateur Championship at 
Portmarnock and in 1950 he defended his title well, reaching the last 16 of the championship. 
Walker Cup honours also fell to Max, initially with his selection as non-playing reserve in the 1947 
Great Britain and Ireland team at St Andrews. This was followed by selection, at the age of 31, for 
the Walker Cup team in 1949, held that year at Winged Foot, New York under the captaincy of RAF 
hero Laddie Lucas, where he partnered Jimmy Bruen Jr. in the foursomes. Two years later in 1951, 
Max again played for the Walker Cup team, this time at Royal Birkdale under another captain 
formerly in the RAF, Raymond Oppenheimer. 

http://www.raf.mod.uk/rafgolf/Administration/maxmccready.cfm
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Max (on right) with his great friend Bill McCrea during flying training in Alabama in 1941. 
From http://www.portmarnockgolfclub.ie/championships/5-the-amateur-championship: 
Samuel Max McCready was the Irish born winner of The British Amateur Championship in 1949 
when it was played at Portmarnock. This was the first occasion that The Amateur Championship 
was played in Ireland since the inaugural year in 1885. Max was born in Belfast in 1918 and died in 
South Africa in 1994. His home club in Belfast was Dunmurry Golf Club. He was the second Irish 
golfer to win The Amateur at that time. 
2376. Gwendolene MCCREADY (née Higginson). Signed Mrs Max McCready 23 May 1950. 
Sunningdale, Berks. 

167 
According to MyHeritage.com, she was born on 7 January 1918 and died in September 1974, aged 
56. She was divorced from Samuel Maxwell McCready. 
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2377. Flight Lieutenant Ronald Vivian ECCLESTONE DFC AFC (175308). Signed 16 June 
1950. Experimental Flying Department, Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough. 

167 
His DFC, whilst with 21 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 16 February 1945. 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 1 January 1953. 
From http://218squadron.wordpress.com/wing-commander-royd-martin-fenwick-wilson-afc/: 
On 9 June 1944, Wing Commander Royd Martin Fenwick-Wilson AFC was aloft again, he was 
accompanied on this occasion by Pilot Officer Ron Ecclestone to mine the waters off Le Havre, this 
was followed by a bombing operation to the railway yards at Mondidier with Aussie Flight 
Lieutenant Robert Stirling on June 17th. 
From http://218squadron.wordpress.com/squadron-leader-john-obrien/: 
On September 23rd 1944 John was part of the crew of Flight Lieutenant Ron “Taffy” Ecclestone 
briefed to attack the town of Dusseldorf. John, like all new skippers, would have to fly the 
customary 2nd Dickey trip for operational experience. He could not have been in better hands than 
that of the experienced “Taffy” Ecclestone. While over the target their Lancaster PD277 HA-A was 
bracketed by flak resulting in some damage to the wings and fuselage, thankfully there was no 
injuries to the crew. It was certainly a baptism of fire. There is at this point an anomaly between 
Johns Log Book and that of the squadron ORB. The squadron target on the 23rd was the 
marshalling Yards at Neuss and not as recorded Dusseldorf. Also there is no record of John 
operating with F/Lt Ecclestone. There would be a two day interval for John before the first 
operation as a crew, it would have been an anxious time for all the crew. September 25th would 
witness fourteen crews take-off from RAF Methwold in marginal weather. John was aloft in 
Lancaster PD288 HA-D. The target was a series of German strong points positioned around Calais, 
it would however not be a good start to their operational career. The crews found 10/10th cloud 
cover over the aiming points resulting in the Master Bomber abandoning the operation. The 
O’Brien crew was back at Methwold within 3 hours 30 minutes. Within the next 48 hours the crew 
had successfully flown two operations, both daylights to Cap Gris Nez and a return trip to Calais. 
John’s log book at the end of September 1944 recorded a grand total of 1724 hours 20 minutes 
flying time. 

 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?7523-S-Ldr.-Ronald-Taffy-Ecclestone-
DFC-Test-Pilot: 
The aircraft (Handley Page Victor WB771), had been making a low level calibration run at high 
speed over the airfield (Cranfield), when the tailplane failed. The Captain – Squadron Leader Ronald 

http://218squadron.wordpress.com/wing-commander-royd-martin-fenwick-wilson-afc/
http://218squadron.wordpress.com/squadron-leader-john-obrien/
http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?7523-S-Ldr.-Ronald-Taffy-Ecclestone-DFC-Test-Pilot
http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?7523-S-Ldr.-Ronald-Taffy-Ecclestone-DFC-Test-Pilot
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Vivian (“Taffy”) Ecclestone DFC (31) from Aldershot, was a graduate of the Empire Test Pilots’ 
School No8 Course in 1949 and had recently joined Handley Page as a test pilot. He had accepted 
the task to fly the Victor on this sortie so that the senior company test pilot could carry out a 
rescheduled demonstration of another aircraft to a foreign sales delegation. He had been awarded 
the DFC following a tour with 218 Squadron. Handley Page Flight Test Observer Ian Kenneth 
Bennett (29) of St Albans had been one of the two man crew who made the first flight in a Victor in 
December 1952. Also killed were Handley Page Flight Test Observers Bruce Heithersay (28 – ex-
RAAF AUS442678), an Australian living at St Albans, and Albert Bernard Cook (24), of Edgware, 
London. 
From Flight, 23 July 1954: 

 

 
From Flight, 1 October 1954: 
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From the obituary of Squadron Leader Hedley Hazelden in The Telegraph of 27 August 2001: 
On one occasion, he was about to pilot the aircraft on a routine airspeed indicator test, when he 
was called away to have lunch with a Japanese admiral who was visiting Handley Page. During the 
lunch, the Victor crashed, killing Hazelden’s No 2, Taffy Ecclestone. 
From the Bedfordshire Times & Standard of 16 July 1954: 
NEW JET PLANE CRASHES AT CRANFIELD. The Crescent-winged Handley-Page Victor, Britains latest 
four-jet bomber, crashed on the College of Aeronautics, Cranfield, on Wednesday while carrying 
out instrument tests in conjunction with technicians at the College. The test pilot and three flight 
observers, all Handley-Page employees were killed. The aircraft was the only one of its type yet 
made and this type is one of three of V-class four jet bombers in “super-priority” production for the 
R.A.F. The Victor was believed to be the only bomber with the crescent wing. 
SEEN OVER THE TOWN. For about an hour and a half at Wednesday mid-day the plane had been 
seen flying over North Bedfordshire, and shortly before 1 pm was seen by thousands in Bedford as 
it flew low over the town. Eye-witnesses of the crash said that after 1 pm they saw the plane 
travelling low over the main runway at Cranfield. The nose suddenly dipped towards the ground, 
the tail dropped off, and the plane crashed. An explosion was heard and a huge plume of smoke 
was seen rising in the air.  The airfield was sealed off by Police, and staff at the College were 
ordered not to speak about the crash. Police patrolled the near-by roads and kept all traffic 
moving. All that remained of the plane was wreckage, none of it very large, strewn for about 400 
yards across the airfield. Following the explosion the plane seemed to have partially disintegrated 
in the air and the ground surrounding the point of crash was burned. The plane was barely a 
quarter of a mile from the village of Cranfield to one side and the main buildings of the College to 
the other. The inquest on the four men will be opened at the Shire Hall, Bedford, to-morrow 
(Saturday) morning. Only formal evidence of identification is to be taken and the inquest will be 
adjourned to a later date. 
From http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=161486: 

 
Handley Page HP.80 Victor prototype WB771 at the 1953 Farnborough Air Show 

http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=161486
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2378. Flight Lieutenant William Thomas GRAY DFC DFM MiD (45273). Signed 16 June 
1950. Experimental Flying Department, Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough. 

167 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 1 March 1965. 
His DFM was announced in the LG, 13 September 1940. 
His DFC, whilst with No 50 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 11 June 1943. 
His Mentioned in Despatches, for distinguished service in Kenya, was announced in the LG, 11 
October 1955. 
From http://www.rootschat.com/forum/index.php/topic,306290.0.html: 

 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?1902-Unidentified-WW2-Bomber-
Crew.-Help-Please.: 
I found an interesting photo in my late father's album. It is the photo you are discussing on this 
forum.  
My father's photo has the names of the crew. Left to right: 
3rd from left: Pilot Sqn Ldr P. Birch 
4th from left: Navigator W T Gray (Bill) my father. 

http://www.rootschat.com/forum/index.php/topic,306290.0.html
http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?1902-Unidentified-WW2-Bomber-Crew.-Help-Please.
http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?1902-Unidentified-WW2-Bomber-Crew.-Help-Please.
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5th from left: Air Bomber F/L Wood) 
6th from left: Wirless Operator P/O Allen 
7th from left: Mid Upper Gunner F/L Trevor Roper 
8th from left: Rear Gunner Sgt Hartman 
9th from left: Flight Engineer F/S Branch 
2379. Unknown. Signed 16 June 1950. Royal Aircraft Establishment. 

167 
Boneyard? Honeychurch? 
2380. Unknown. Signed 16 June 1950. Royal Aircraft Establishment. 

167 
Anderson? 
2381. Marshal of the RAF Sir John Cotesworth SLESSOR GCB, DSO, MC. Signed 30 May 
1950. Air Ministry. 

168 
He also signed this book on 7 March 1943. 
2382. Unknown. Signed 2 June 1950. No 26 Squadron, British Air Forces of Occupation. 

168 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._26_Squadron_RAF: 
On 1 April 1946, No. 41 Squadron was renumbered as No. 26 Squadron at Wunstorf and it flew 
Spitfires and Hawker Tempests until April 1949 when it was re-equipped with De Havilland 
Vampires. In November 1953, now at RAF Oldenburg, No. 26 was converted to Sabres, converting 
again to Hunters in July 1955, and remained a day-fighter unit until it was disbanded on 10 
September 1957. It was reformed with Hawker Hunters at RAF Gutersloh on 7 June 1958 but was 
disbanded again on 30 December 1960. Reformed again at RAF Odiham on 1 June 1962, No. 26 
became a helicopter Squadron flying Bristol Belvederes. An advance party was moved to Aden in 
March 1963 and the remainder to RAF Kuching, Borneo in November 1963 for a one year 
unaccompanied tour. The aircraft remaining in Khormakser in 1965 went to Singapore on 30 
November 1965 where they were merged with No. 66 Squadron RAF, the ground crew going to 
No. 74 Squadron. On 3 February 1969 the Northern Communication Squadron at RAF Wyton was 
re-designated No. 26 Squadron until it was disbanded on 1 April 1976. 
From http://www.theyworkforyou.com/debates/?id=1947-02-12a.340.0: 
12 Feburay 1947. Brigadier Sir Harry Mackeson (Hythe) asked the Secretary of State for Air what 
aircraft, officers and other ranks of No. 26 Squadron, B.A.F.O., came to England last year and 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._26_Squadron_RAF
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assisted in making a film; how many flying hours were involved in moving the squadron from 
Germany to England and back to Germany; and how many hours were flown in connection with the 
making of the film. 
Mr Philip Noel-Baker (Derby). Twelve aircraft, nine officers and 60 airmen of No. 26 Squadron flew 
over to this country from Germany last autumn to take part in an instructional film on Combined 
Operations. About 90 hours flying were involved in the journeys to and from this country. About 20 
hours were flown by the Squadron in the making of the film. 
2383. Wing Commander [later Air Commodore] James RANKIN DSO* DFC* CdeG(B) 
(37210). Signed 3 June 1950. No 226 Operational Conversion Unit. 

168 
He also signed this book on 27 June 1951. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Rankin_J.htm: 
b: 7 May 1913       r: 29 Nov 1958          d: xx xxx xxxx 
DSO - 2 Dec 1941, Bar - 30 Jun 1942, DFC - 11 Jul 1941, Bar - 2 Sep 1942, CdeG (B)- 3 Mar 1942 
Act Plt Off (P): 16 Apr 1935, Plt Off: 16 Apr 1936, Fg Off: 16 Oct 1937, Flt Lt: 16 Oct 1939, (T) 
Sqn Ldr: 1 Dec 1940, (T) Wg Cdr: 21 May 1942, Act Gp Capt: 1 Aug 1943, Wg Cdr (WS): 1 Feb 
1944, Act A/Cdre: xx xxx 1945, Sqn Ldr: 25 Feb 1947 1 Jan 1941, Wg Cdr: 1 Jul 1947 1 Oct 
1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1952 
16 Apr 1935  Appointed to a Short Service Commission 
16 Apr 1935  Initial Officer Training, RAF Depot 
 7 May 1935  U/T Pilot, No 2 FTS 
4 Mar 1936  Pilot, No 25 Sqn 
17 Dec 1936  Pilot, No 822 Sqn FAA - HMS Furious 
 1 Oct 1937  Pilot, No 825 Sqn FAA - HMS Glorious 
xx xxx 1939  Attended Instructors Course, CFS 
xx xxx 1940  Flight Commander/Instructor, No 5 OTU 
xx Jan 1941  Supernumerary, No 64 Sqn 
xx Feb 1941  Officer Commanding, No 92 Sqn 
17 Sep 1941  Wing Leader, Biggin Hill Wing 
17 Dec 1941  Wing Commander - Training, HQ No 11 Group 
xx Apr 1942  Wing Leader, Biggin Hill Wing 
xx Dec 1942  Officer Commanding, Fighter Wing, Central Gunnery School 
15 Aug 1943  Officer Commanding, No 15 (Fighter) Wing 
12 May 1944  Officer Commanding, No 125 Wing 
xx xxx 1945  ? 
xx xxx xxxx Appointed to a Permanent Commission in the rank of Squadron Leader (wef 

1 Jan 1941)  
xx xxx 1948  Air Attaché, Dublin 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Rankin_J.htm
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xx xxx 1954  Officer Commanding, RAF Duxford 
Born in Edinburgh, his family later moved to Lancashire. Following training, he joined No 25 
Squadron and later flew with the Fleet Air Arm. For nearly two years, he was occupied on 
instructional duties but in 1941 he became operational, initially gaining experience with No 64 
Squadron before taking command of No 92 Squadron a month later. He later led the Biggin Hill 
Wing on two separate occasions before going on to command fighter wings in 2nd Tactical Air 
Force. His final tally was 17 confirmed and five shared destroyed, three probables and two shared, 
16 damaged and three shared and one destroyed on the water. 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Service Order 
"Acting. Wing .Commander James RANKIN, D.F.C.- (37210), Reserve of Air Force Officers. 
Since the end of August, 1941, this officer has participated in 21 operational sorties in which he has 
destroyed 5 hostile aircraft. This brings his total victories to 18 destroyed and. .also he has probably 
destroyed, or damaged a number or others. He is an outstanding wing leader who. has displayed 
exceptional ability, determination and courage on all occasions" 
(LG, 2 December 1941) 
Citation for the award of the Bar to the Distinguished Service Order 
"Wing Commander James RANKIN, D.S.O., D.F.C. (37210), Reserve of Air Force Officers. 
Since he was awarded the Distinguished Service Order in November, 1941, Wing Commander 
Rankin has completed 54 operational sorties. On all these occasions he led the wing which 
destroyed 27 hostile aircraft and damaged many more. Of these Wing Commander Rankin 
personally destroyed 3 and damaged at least 8 enemy aircraft. This officer has now brought his 
total victories to 21 enemy aircraft destroyed. He has at all tunes displayed great tactical skill, 
courage and leadership combined with a great determination to seek and engage the enemy." 
(LG, 30 June 1942) 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
"Squadron Leader James RANKIN (37210), No. 92 Squadron. 
Since March, 1941, this officer has led his squadron in operations over the Straits and Northern 
France in the course of which he has destroyed at least nine enemy aircraft and also damaged one 
of their trawlers. He has displayed excellent qualities of leadership and a high standard of courage 
which is reflected in the fact that recently, within the space of twelve days, he has destroyed six 
enemy fighters. Two of these were shot down in flames within one minute. He has been an 
inspiration to his fellow pilots." 
(LG, 11 July 1941) 
Citation for the award of the Bar to the Distinguished Flying Cross 
"Squadron Leader James RANKIN, D.F.C. (37210), Reserve of Air Force Officers, No. 92 Squadron. 
This officer was appointed to command the squadron in February, 1941, and, under his leadership, 
it has destroyed fifty-three enemy aircraft. Of this number Squadron Leader Rankin has himself 
destroyed at least thirteen; in addition he has damaged three enemy aircraft. He has on several 
recent occasions led the .wing with great success and has at all times displayed the greatest 
keenness to engage and destroy the enemy." 
(LG, 2 Sep 1942) 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Rankin_(RAF_officer): 
James E. Rankin (7 May 1913 – 1975) was a British RAF flying ace of the Second World War. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Rankin_(RAF_officer)
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Rankin was born in Portobello, Edinburgh on 7 May 1913 although his family later moved to 
Lancashire. He joined the RAF in 1935 and following training at No 2 FTS, he joined No 25 
Squadron and later flew with the Fleet Air Arm with No 825 Sqn on HMS Glorious. After service with 
the Fleet Air Arm he became an instructor with No. 5 OTU. Early in 1941 he was promoted to 
Squadron Leader and attached to No. 64 Squadron to gain operational experience. He claimed a 
third of a Junkers Ju 88 shot down and 2 damaged in his short spell with the Squadron. In February 
1941 he then took command of No. 92 Squadron, then equipping with the new Mark V model of 
Spitfire. During the fighter sweeps of the summer, his score mounted rapidly. In June 1941 he was 
awarded the DFC for 9 victories. On 14 June he shot down and killed 18-kill ace Obfw Robert 
Menge of III./ JG 26. In September 1941 he became Wing leader at Biggin Hill and received the 
DSO in October. In December 1941 Rankin was posted to HQ Fighter Command, and in April 1942 
returned to lead the Biggin Hill Wing for a second time until December 1942. After a spell at the 
Central Gunnery School, in August 1943 he commanded No. 15 Fighter Wing, and then 125 Wing 
during the Normandy landings of June 1944. Rankin scored 17 victories against enemy aircraft, as 
well as five shared kills, three probable and two shared probable kills, 16 damaged and three 
shared damaged and the destruction of a V-1 flying bomb. With the exception of one shared 
destroyed, one damaged and two shared damaged, the rest of his total score was achieved while 
flying the Spitfire Mark V. In 1948 he was Air Attache, Dublin. and in 1954 was Officer 
Commanding, RAF Duxford. He retired from the RAF in 1958. 
From Paphotos.co.uk: 

 
The end of a chapter in British history for RAF fighter pilots Group Captain James Edgar ('Johnnie') 
Johnson (in cockpit) and Group Captain James Rankin, seen at Biggin Hill, Kent, as they brought in 
two of the last three Spitfires for their 'retirement'. Johnson was the top scoring Allied fighter pilot 
of the Second World War against the Luftwaffe, with 38 kills and Rankin had 22 "kills" to his name. 
From The Glasgow Herald, 2 December 1941: 
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2384. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Edward Comer RIGG MBE AFC MRAeS 
(58563). Signed 3 June 1950. 26 Squadron, Wunstorf. 

168 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2385. Major [later Brigadier] John Robert Edward HAMILTON-BAILLIE MC. Signed 5 June 
1950. The Staff College, Camberley. 

168 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jock_Hamilton-Baillie: 
Early Life 
John Robert Edward Hamilton-Baillie was born at Carlisle on 1 March 1919 and was educated at 
Clifton College and the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich. Following this he was commissioned 
into the Royal Engineers and posted to the 26th Field Company. 
World War II 
Hamilton-Baillie’s company was mobilised with the 1st Division and sent to France at the start of the 
war. Shortly afterwards the company was transferred to the 51st (Highland) Infantry Division and 
stationed in the Saar region to gain experience on the Maginot Line. With the advance of the 
German forces, Hamilton-Baillie was wounded and captured at St Valery-en-Caux. After recovering 
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from his wounds he was moved to a prison camp at Peronne from which he and another officer 
escaped but were recaptured after three days. Hamilton-Baillie was moved again to Oflag VII-C at 
Laufen from which he attempted to escape via a tunnel, but the exit was discovered before the 
escape could be made. 
As a result of his efforts, Hamilton-Baillie was moved to Oflag VII-D at Tittmoning, a medieval castle 
on an isolated plateau in Bavaria, Germany. Making his next escape alone in spring 1941 he let 
himself through the wire and walked on foot a distance of almost 200 miles in ten days towards the 
Swiss border. Unfortunately his map was inaccurate and he was recaptured a matter of yards from 
freedom. 
Shortly after his return to Tittmoning, Hamilton-Baillie was moved to Oflag VI-B at Warburg. In 
conjunction with the men there a mass escape was planned involving hinged ladders to cross the 
wire and a tunnel, the escape being covered by fusing of the camp lights and a diversion. Forty one 
prisoners escaped, three of which managed to get back to England, although one escapee died 
when the tunnel collapsed. 
Hamilton-Baillie was next held in Oflag VII-B at Eichstatt in Bavaria. Here he joined a group of 
tunnelers in a well-organised escape group, helping to build a long well-supported tunnel with 
forced air ventilation and electric lighting. In June 1943 Hamilton-Baillie and 64 others staged a 
mass breakout but all were recaptured within two weeks. 
Finally, Hamilton-Baillie was moved to Oflag IV-C (Colditz Castle) from which he made a number of 
attempts to escape but remained incarcerated until liberation by the 69th Infantry Division (United 
States) in April 1945. In December 1945 he was awarded the Military Cross for his many escape 
attempts and assistance to other prisoners. 
Post War Service 
After the war Hamilton-Baillie attended Cambridge University, graduating from Sidney Sussex 
College with a First in Mechanical Sciences. In 1950 he attended Staff College in Camberley and 
was then posted to the 44th Parachute Brigade as Brigade Major. This was followed by a series of 
BAOR postings starting with the command of 5 Field Squadron RE in 1953. In 1959 he became 
chief instructor of the Army Apprentices School in Chepstow. After a series of senior administrative 
roles in the Middle East and Germany his final appointment was as Brigadier Engineer Plans in the 
Ministry of Defence during which he was Aide-de-Camp (ADC) to the Queen between 1972 and 
1974. 
Later Life 
Hamilton-Baillie retired from the army in 1974 and spent the following 10 years as lecturer in soil 
mechanics and geology at the Royal Military College of Science, Shrivenham. He was one of the 
founding members of the Fortress Study Group in 1975 and served as chairman for a number of 
years. He was also a firm supporter of the Red Cross and a prominent member of the Concrete 
Society. 
Honours and Awards 
20 December 1945 – Lieutenant John Robert Edward Hamilton-Baillie (85553), Corps of Royal 
Engineers is awarded the Military Cross in recognition of gallant and distinguished services in the 
field. 
From The Telegraph of 24 May 2003: 
Brigadier Jock Hamilton-Baillie , who has died aged 84, was the engineer on the Eichstatt tunnel, 
through which he and 62 other men escaped from their Bavarian POW camp in June 1943. 
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This was Hamilton-Baillie’s fifth escape attempt; he was responsible for the design and construction 
of the tunnel, the most complicated attempted so far. It started under a trap-door in the floor of a 
lavatory, and was provided with props, lighting and a forced air-supply. 
During its construction Hamilton-Baillie was constantly at the work-face, inching towards the 
perimeter wire in extreme heat and discomfort. On the night of the break-out everything went 
perfectly, and Hamilton-Baillie and Captain Frank Weldon RHA, the escape commander, broke out 
into the fresh air beyond the German wire. 
The 63 escapers, whose attempt was backed by many others operating as document forgers and 
costumiers, moved on in ones and twos in an attempt to reach neutral territory. 
All of the Eichstatt escapees were eventually recaptured; and all of them, including Hamilton-Baillie, 
who was already a notorious escaper, were sent to Colditz Castle, from where it was felt there 
would be no more embarrassing mass-breakouts. 
For his part in the Eichstatt escape, and in a previous one (the “Warburg wire job”) Hamilton-Baillie 
was awarded the MC. 
John Robert Edward Hamilton-Baillie was born at Carlisle on March 1 1919 and educated at Clifton 
and the RMA Woolwich. In 1938, having passed out top of his intake and won the Pollock Prize 
Medal, he was commissioned into the Royal Engineers and sent to Chatham for Young Officer 
Training. 
The outbreak of war prevented him from going up to Cambridge, and he was instead posted to 26 
Field Company, Royal Engineers, which was mobilised with the First Division and sent to France in 
the first month of the war. Later, Hamilton-Baillie’s company was transferred to the 51st Highland 
Division, which was moved to the Saar region under French command to gain experience on the 
Maginot line. For Hamilton-Baillie, this inspired a life-long interest in fortifications and concrete. 
As the British Expeditionary Force retreated to Dunkirk, the 51st Highland Division, under the 
command of the French Tenth Army, fell back to St Valery-en-Caux, in Normandy, hoping for 
rescue by the Royal Navy. 
Having served in an infantry role for most of the campaign, Hamilton-Baillie was at last presented 
with the engineering task of repairing damaged quayside installations for the expected rescue 
ships. At one point, coming upon some British line of communication troops who were, in a panic, 
destroying their machine guns, Hamilton-Baillie drew his pistol and threatened them – the only 
time in the war, he later said, that he ever came close to shooting anybody. 
For his efforts, he was clubbed with a rifle butt, which put him temporarily out of action. Later that 
day, he was wounded in the legs by shrapnel while building anti-tank defences in the town. 
Soon, Rommel’s 7th Panzer Division was commanding the heights above the town, and despite a 
gallant stand, and the Navy’s best efforts, the 51st Highland Division was forced to surrender. 
Shortly afterwards, while still recovering from his wounds, Hamilton-Baillie made his first escape 
attempt, from a holding camp near Rouen. This was foiled when he was arrested by a French 
policeman, who handed him back to the occupying power. 
After at least one other escape attempt in France, Hamilton-Baillie was sent to join many thousands 
of other British PoWs in camps deep in the Reich. The first of these was Titmonning, in what is now 
the Czech Republic. Despite its daunting cliff-top position, Hamilton-Baillie soon spotted a weak 
point in the security arrangements. One night, in the spring of 1941, he cut his way through the 
wire, lowered himself down the cliff and set off in the direction of Switzerland. 
Walking by night and lying up by day, he eventually reached a point where the river Inn flows out 
of Switzerland into Germany. Crossing a tributary in sight of a German frontier post, he thought 
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that he was now safe in neutral territory; but his small-scale map did not show an anomalous strip 
of land on the far side. 
Only yards from freedom, he was suddenly confronted by Wehrmacht troops with levelled rifles. He 
was returned to Titmonning, and shortly after was transferred to a large custom-built officers’ camp 
at Warburg, in Hesse. Even for the most determined escaper, Warburg, with its barbed-wire 
entanglements between high double-wire fences and elaborate lighting, was a serious challenge. 
Soon, however, Hamilton-Baillie had joined an active escape organisation, which carried out one of 
the boldest and most successful over-the-wire escapes of the war. 
Using timber from the huts to make scaling ladders with extension ramps – in the design of which 
Hamilton-Baillie had a hand – it was hoped to rush the wire after other prisoners had fused the 
lights, then dash over the open ground to the safety of the woods. 
On the chosen night the lights were successfully fused, and in the resulting confusion the escapers, 
using five ladders, bridged the wire. All were successful, except the the RAF contingent, whose 
ladder broke. Faced with a large number of fast-moving targets, the guards were unable to deliver 
effective fire, and there were no casualties. 
The Warburg escape produced three “home runs” (successful returns to England), but again 
Hamilton-Baillie was unlucky; he was caught by an elderly forester armed with a triple-barrelled 
sporting rifle, who found him asleep during a day-time lie up. 
It was now that Hamilton-Baillie was transferred to Eichstatt, where he designed and built the 
tunnel which earned him his MC. By the time he and his fellow Eichstatt escapers had been moved 
to Colditz, the last successful British escape from the castle had already occurred, though he took 
part in some daring attempts using lock-picking skills which, in later life, he was to put to honest 
use during talks he gave to help raise money for the Red Cross. 
One of his escape attempts from Colditz ended when he was captured wearing a tight-fitting black 
burglar’s catsuit, and sporting long hair and lightweight shoes. The Germans recognised him and 
called out “Das Theatermadel!” (the theatre girl); he was, at that time, the leading lady in the 
prisoners’ production of Noel Coward’s Blithe Spirit. 
When Colditz was liberated in 1945, Hamilton-Baillie – whose home-made sewing machine is still 
on display in the Colditz Museum – pocketed the castle keys and the illicit home-made British flag 
which had flown from a high window to prevent “friendly fire”. 
Nearly 50 years later, on a visit to the castle (by then serving as an East German lunatic asylum), he 
and the museum curator found themselves outside the locked guardroom. The curator, who had 
forgotten his keys, was astonished when Hamilton-Baillie reached into his pocket, produced his 
own bunch of antiquated keys and opened the door. 
Soon after repatriation, Hamilton-Baillie attended the wedding of his fellow escaper Laurie 
Pumphrey (later Sir Laurence Pumphrey) of the Northumberland Hussars. There he met Pumphrey’s 
sister, Lettice, whom family tradition maintains he had already “won” in photographic form in a 
POW card game. Two years later they were married. 
After a brief period in India, where he had hoped to join Special Forces’ operations against the 
Japanese, Hamilton-Baillie at last went up to Cambridge, leaving Sidney Sussex two years later with 
a First in Mechanical Sciences. He was then posted to Scottish Command in Edinburgh Castle, and 
attended Staff College in 1950 before being posted to 44 Parachute Brigade as Brigade Major. In 
1953 he took command of 5 Field Squadron RE in BAOR, the first in a series of BAOR postings. 
Between these postings, Hamilton-Baillie studied nuclear weapons technology and attended the 
atomic test at Woomera, and was Chief Instructor at the Army Apprentices’ College, Chepstow. His 
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final appointment in the Army was as Director, Engineer Services, during which period he was 
appointed ADC to the Queen. 
In retirement, he continued to be involved in the field of engineering. For 10 years he was a full-
time lecturer at the Royal Military College of Science, Shrivenham, teaching soil mechanics and 
geology. He was an energetic chairman of the “Fortress Study Group” and worked tirelessly raising 
money for the Red Cross, to whom he attributed his survival as a POW. 
He was a leading member of the Concrete Society. 
Jock Hamilton-Baillie died on April 16. His wife Lettice, whom he married in 1947, died in 2001; two 
sons and two daughters survive him. 
2386. Unknown. Signed 5 June 1950. The Staff College, Camberley. 

168 
 
2387. Unknown. Signed 5 June 1950. Staff College, Camberley. 

168 
 
2388. Captain [later Lieutenant-Colonel] John Anthony WOOLMER (194992). Signed 5 
June 1950. Staff College, Camberley. 

168 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He died on 28 May 2008. 
2389. Unknown. Signed 5 June 1950. Staff College, Camberley. 

168 
 
2390. Major William Arthur ROSS-SMITH (184297). Signed 5 June 1950. Staff College, 
Aldershot. 

168 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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2391. Unknown. Signed 5 June 1950. Staff College, Camberley. 

168 
 
2392. Unknown. Signed 5 June 1950. Staff College, Camberley. 

168 
 
2393. Unknown. Signed 5 June 1950. Staff College, Camberley. 

168 
 
2394. Unknown. Signed 10 June 1950. Wormit. 

168 
 
2395. Flight Lieutenant Albert Weymouth PETTLEY (67304). Signed 19 June 1950. No 63 
Maintenance Unit, RAF Edzell. 

168 
He also signed this book on 29 August 1950. He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He 
resigned his commission on 10 May 1952. 
From http://www.gethampshire.co.uk/news/local-news/safe-tree-fell-down-storm-5355930: 
22 January 2007. A tree expert from Rushmoor Borough Council declared a 50ft beech tree safe 
just three days before it blew down in Thursday’s storms. The tree, in Farnborough Road, 
Farnborough, was on the property of 99-year-old Albert Pettley, who has lived with the beech in his 
front garden for decades. 
Mr Pettley asked a tree expert from the council’s planning department to carry out a survey of the 
90-year-old tree’s safety, as it was leaning towards the south-west, across the property of Mr 
Pettley’s neighbour Charlie Tompkins. 

http://www.gethampshire.co.uk/news/local-news/safe-tree-fell-down-storm-5355930
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Mr Tompkins, 50, a father-of-five who works for a motorcycle company, said: “He has been talking 
to the council for 40 years about it. He has been worrying about it and has been in conversations 
with the council for decades.” 
Ian May, the council’s arboricultural officer, came out to check the beech last Monday as part of a 
survey of the tree preservation orders in the Farnborough Park area. Mr May said: “I went to see Mr 
Pettley and we were talking mainly about trees at the back of his property when he raised concerns 
about the beech at the front. 
“I looked at it and found there was no external evidence of any defect. I thought that seeing as it 
has stood here all this time the root system would have compensated for the lean to the south-
west, into the prevailing wind. 
“I thought ‘this beech has been there a very long time and survived many other storms’ — but this 
time it went.” 
2396. Flight Lieutenant Noel Byrne TAYLOR (109099). Signed 19 June 1950. No 63 
Maintenance Unit, RAF Edzell. 

169 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 22 January 1964. He died on 1 July 
1977 and is buried in Aldershot Military Cemetery. 
2397. Air Marshal Sir Thomas Walker ELMHIRST KBE CB AFC DL (15 December 1895 – 6 
November 1982). Signed June 1950. Lahill, Largo, Fife. 

169 
He also signed this book on 10 January 1956 as Lieutenant Governor of Guernsey. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Elmhirst: 
Military career 
Elmhirst studied at the Royal Naval Colleges at Osborne, Isle of Wight in 1908, and at Dartmouth, 
Devon. 
He was commissioned as a midshipman in the Royal Navy in 1913 and was posted to HMS 
Indomitable in the 1st Battlecruiser Squadron under David Beatty, 1st Earl Beatty. When war came he 
served on HMS Indomitable as she took part in the initial bombardment of the Turkish Dardanelles 
forts and the Battle of Dogger Bank (1915) where he commanded ‘X Gun Turret’, the last one to fire 
at the German ship SMS Blücher before she sank. In 1915 he was selected to be in the first draft of 
the Royal Naval Air Service where he served until the end of World War I. He celebrated the 
armistice by flying an airship (SSZ73) under the Menai Bridge with his friend Gordon Campbell (VC) 
as his passenger. He then became part of the newly formed Royal Air Force in 1919. 
Between the wars he trialled the first gyroscopic compass for aircraft in the RAF and became Air 
attaché to Turkey in the run up to World War II. 
During World War II he ran the operations room at RAF Uxbridge during the Battle of Britain. He 
then commanded the Egypt Command Group under Air Marshal Tedder before becoming Second-

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Elmhirst
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in-Command of the Desert Air Force. He continued in this role through the battle of Alamein until 
after the Allied invasion of Sicily. He was then Second-in Command of British Air Forces in North 
West Europe until the end of the war, serving in D-Day, Normandy, the Ardennes and the advance 
across the France and Germany. 
After the war he was appointed as the Commander of the RAF in India. As independence 
approached Pandit Nehru asked him to be the first Commander-in-Chief of the new Royal Indian 
Air Force upon its inception. 
In 1953 he ran Operation Totem, the first British nuclear bomb land tests in Emu Field, Australia. 
Later in 1953 he became the Lieutenant-Governor of Guernsey, welcoming Queen Elizabeth II on 
her inaugural tour of the island as the new monarch. He held the post for five years, retiring in 
1958. 
Family 
Thomas Elmhirst was born into a landed gentry family in Yorkshire, where the family seat is 
Houndhill. He was the 4th of eight boys and one youngest sister. His eldest brother William Elmhirst 
was killed on the Somme and the third son Christopher Elmhirst was killed at Gallipoli. One of his 
brothers (the 2nd son) Leonard Knight Elmhirst became a noted philanthropist and educational 
reformer. 
He married firstly Katherine Gordon Black, daughter of William Black, on Tuesday 16 December 
1930, and had a son, Roger and a daughter, Jane. Katherine died in 1965. 
He married secondly Marian Ferguson (née Montagu Douglas Scott), widow of Colonel Andrew 
Henry Ferguson, on Wednesday, 30 October 1968. Marian was the paternal grandmother of Sarah, 
Duchess of York, and maternal great grandmother of HRH Princess Beatrice of York and HRH 
Princess Eugenie of York. 
Thomas Elmhirst died at Dummer, Hampshire, on Saturday 6 November 1982, in his 87th year. He 
was survived by his second wife, Marian Elmhirst (née Montagu Douglas Scott), and his children 
and grandchildren from his first marriage. 
From http://janus.lib.cam.ac.uk/db/node.xsp?id=EAD%2FGBR%2F0014%2FELMT: 
The Papers of Air Marshal Sir Thomas Elmhirst 
Title   The Papers of Air Marshal Sir Thomas Elmhirst 
Reference  GBR/0014/ELMT 
Creator  Elmhirst, Sir Thomas Walker 
Covering Dates 1896–1977 
Extent   17 archive boxes 
Repository  Churchill Archives Centre 
Content and context 
Thomas Elmhirst was born on 15 December 1895, the 4th son of the Reverend W. H. Elmhirst, of 
Elmhirst, near Barnsley, Yorkshire. He was educated at the Royal Naval Colleges at Osborne Isle of 
Wight, 1908 and Dartmouth Devon, 1910. In 1930 he married 1st, Katharine Gordon (who died in 
1965), 4th daughter of William Black, of Chapel, Fife Scotland; they had one son and one daughter. 
In 1968 he then married (2nd), Marian Louisa, widow of Colonel Andrew Ferguson and daughter of 
Lieutenant-Colonel Lord Herbert Montagu-Douglas-Scott. 
In April 1912, Elmhirst joined his first ship, HMS Cornwall. He transferred to the Indomitable in May 
1913 on becoming a midshipman, seeing action at both the Dardanelles and the battle of the 
Dogger Bank in early 1915. On 17 March he then moved to the Royal Naval Air Service, to qualify 
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as an airship pilot, becoming acting sub-lieutenant on the North Sea anti-submarine patrol in May 
1915. By 1917 he was promoted to flight lieutenant and by March 1918 to major, commanding the 
Naval Airship Patrol Station at Anglesey Wales. 
Following the war, Elmhirst joined the Air Ministry in 1919, moving to the Howden Airship Station 
for a brief time in 1921, before becoming commander of the Malta Flying Boat Flight in June of 
that year. He returned to Britain in 1925, working at both the RAF Staff College and the Air Ministry, 
Intelligence Section, before taking up flying duties again in January 1929 as Squadron Leader and 
Staff Officer at Leuchars Fife, Scotland. In the following year, Elmhirst went back to Malta to serve 
on the Air Staff, then in 1934 became S.N.O. on the War Course, Greenwich London. He reformed 
No. 15 (Bomber) Squadron in July 1934, commanding this and the Abingdon Wing, (1935-37) 
before becoming 1st British Air Attache to the Embassy in Ankara Turkey in February 1937. In May 
1939 he was recalled, taking up the post of Bomber Station commander at Leconfield Yorkshire, 
but in January 1940 returned to the Air Ministry as Deputy Director of Intelligence. 
During the Battle of Britain Elmhirst served as Air Commodore in Fighter Command, but in 
December 1940 was sent back to Turkey as RAF member of the British Mission for Staff 
conversations with the Turkish General Staff in Ankara. He then took on the job of Air Officer 
Commanding RAF Egypt in 1941 (being mentioned in despatches twice), then 2nd in Command of 
the Desert Air Force during the El Alamein campaigns in Egypt in 1942. In February 1943 he 
became Chief of Administration, first for Algiers, then in November for the 2nd Tactical Air Force in 
North West Africa, (he was mentioned in despatches and awarded the CB for the Tunis and Sicily 
campaigns). Leaving the Middle East, he served as 2nd in Command of the British Air Forces in 
North Western Europe during the campaign in Normandy France and Germany, 1944-45 and was 
made Air Vice-Marshal in November 1944 and also awarded the KBE. At the end of the war, 
Elmhirst became Assistant Chief of Air Staff (Intelligence), 1945-47, then Chief of Inter-Service 
Administration in India in 1947. He was the first Commander-in-Chief of the Indian Air Force, from 
1947 until his retirement in 1950 and was then made an Honorary Air Marshal in the Indian Air 
Force. 
Following retirement, Elmhirst worked as the Civil Defence Controller Eastern Zone for Scotland, 
1952-53, and was the organiser of Operation Totem (the detonation of the second British atom 
bomb) in January 1953. He ended his public career as Lieutenant-Governor and Commander-in-
Chief of Guernsey, from 1953 to October 1958. Elmhirst died on 6 November 1982. 
The papers include: official material, mainly from the 1920’s and 30’s and the Second World War; 
personal correspondence with Elmhirst’s wife and family; Elmhirst’s memoirs, both written and 
recorded; articles and lectures. 
Sir Thomas Elmhirst deposited his papers at Churchill College, Cambridge, in February 1969. 
Since Elmhirst’s retirement the papers had been kept in an iron box. The contents of each file were 
in good order and each file cover had a description of the contents. Sir Thomas compiled a list of 
files (ELMT 9/2) shortly before they were deposited. Some of the more miscellaneous files have 
been divided for convenience, but in general the original files have been retained. 
The files have been arranged in four groups: Official (1-4); Personal Correspondence (5); Literary (6-
8); Miscellanea (9). Cross-references have been added where necessary to call attention to other 2nd 
Tactical Air Force or Indian material in the non-official sections and to the use which Sir Thomas 
made of his letters to his wife in his memoirs. 
The papers are owned by Churchill College, Cambridge. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Elmhirst.htm: 
b: 15 Dec 1895            r: 29 Jun 1950            d: 6 Nov 1982 
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KBE – 1 Jan 1946 (CBE – 2 Jun 1943), CB – 1 Jan 1945, AFC – 1 Jan 1919, KStJ – 29 Jun 1956, MiD – 
1 Jan 1942, MiD – 11 Jun 1942, MiD – 8 Jun 1944, MiD – 1 Jan 1946, Cwn, GO – 26 Jul 1946, C de 
G (B) – xx xxx 194?, LoM (Cdr) – 11 Feb 1947, LoH, Cdr – xx xxx 194?, C de G (F) – xx xxx 194?, DL 
(Fife) - : 23 Feb 1960 – 22 Apr 1970.  
(RN): - Mid’n: 15 May 1913, Act Sub-Lt: xx xxx xxxx, Sub-Lt: 15 Jan 1916, (T) Flt Sub-Lt: 15 Jan 
1916, (T) Flt Lt: 1 Oct 1916. FltCdr: 31 Dec 1917. 
(RAF): - (T) Capt Lt: 1 Apr 1918, (T) Maj: 6 Apr 1918, Flt Lt: 1 Aug 1919 1 Apr 1918, Sqn Ldr: 10 
Oct 1928, Wg Cdr: 1 Jul 1935, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1939, Act A/Cdre: xx xxx 1940, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Dec 
1940, Act (U) AVM: 2 Dec 1940 – 14 Apr 1941, Act AVM: 6 Nov 1943, A/Cdre: 1 Dec 1943, (T) 
AVM: 1 Jun 1944, AVM: 1 Apr 1946, Act AM: 13 Feb 1947, AM: 1 Oct 1948. 
Xx xxx xxxx Attended Britannia Naval College 
15 May 1913 Midshipman/Officer, HMS Indomitable (Battle of the Dogger Bank, Dardanelles) 
xx xxx 1915 Airship Pilot, RNAS Luce Bay 
xx xxx 1916 Airship Pilot, RNAS Howden 
 6 Apr 1918 Officer Commanding, Airship Station – Anglesey 
xx xxx 1918 Officer Commanding, Airship Station – Malahide 
1 Aug 1919 Awarded Permanent Commission in rank of Flight Lieutenant (Gazetted 26 Sep 

1919) 
 1 Aug 1919 Staff Officer, 3rd Class (Technical), Air Ministry 
22 Jan 1920 Removed from the Navy Lists on being awarded Permanent Commission in RAF 
 1 Apr 1920 Attended School of Naval Co-operation and Aerial Navigation 
20 May 1921 Pilot (Airship), No 267 Sqn 
 1 Aug 1923 Pilot (Airship), No 481 Flt (formed from No 267 Sqn) 
xx xxx xxxx U/T Aeroplane Pilot 
 5 May 1924 Attended RAF Staff College 
15 May 1925 Air Staff, Directorate of Operations and Intelligence 
31 Dec 1928 Staff, RAF Training Base, Leuchars 
23 May 1930 Air Staff, HQ RAF Mediterranean 
 1 Jun 1934 Officer Commanding, No XV Sqn. (Hart – Abingdon) 
12 Aug 1935 Officer Commanding, RAF Abingdon 
 6 Feb 1937 Air Attaché, Ankara 
xx xxx 1939 Officer Commanding, RAF Leconfield 
xx Sep 1939 Officer Commanding, RAF Abingdon 
20 Jan 1940 Deputy Director of Intelligence (3) 
 7 Sep 1940 Controller, HQ Fighter Command 
 2 Dec 1940 RAF Member, British Mission to Turkish General Staff 
14 Apr 1941 AOC, No 202 Group 
14 Feb 1942 AOA, HQ Desert Air Force 
xx xxx 1942 AOC, AHQ Egypt 
 1 Mar 1943 AOA, HQ North-West Allied Tactical Air Forces 
6 Nov 1943 AOA, HQ 2nd Tactical Air Force 
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xx Aug 1945 Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Intelligence) 
xx Feb 1947 Chief of Inter-Service Administration in India 
15 Aug 1947 AOC, Royal Indian Air Force 
xx Jun 1948 CAS/C in C, Indian Air Force 
Born near Howden (which would later become the RAF Airship Base), he father was a Curate at 
Laxton. Joining the Navy in 1913, he served aboard HMS Indomitable and took part in the chase of 
the Goeben and Breslau and later in the bombardment of the Dardenelles and the Battle of Dogger 
Bank. In 1915, he transferred to the RNAS and became an airship pilot, serving at Luce Bay and 
then Howden, near his birthplace, where he flew ‘C’ Type airships on North Sea patrols. At the end 
of war, he remained in the RAF and remained on airships, becoming a 1st Class Navigator following 
a course in 1920. 
During his period as OC No 15 Sqn, that he adopted the form ‘XV’ for the squadron number which 
has been used ever since. Sir Thomas was asked to became first C in C of the independent Indian 
Air Force, but ill health forced him to end his tour early he returned to Britain and retirement. He 
became a County Councilor in Fife in 1950 and Civil Defence Controller for the Eastern Zone of 
Scotland in 1952. However, he gave up these posts in 1953 when he joined the Ministry of Supply 
to organise the staff and transportation of equipment in connection with the Atomic Bomb trails in 
Australia. Completing this task he was appointed the Lieutenant-Governor and Commander-in-
Chief of the Island of Guernsey, remaining in this post until 1958, on retirement from this post, he 
returned to Fife, where he was appointed Deputy Lieutenant in 1960, remaining in post until 1970. 
From http://www.bharat-rakshak.com/IAF/Personnel/Chiefs/251-TW-Elmhirst.html: 

 
The post-independence Indian Air Force owes its independent status to one man, Air Marshal Sir 
Thomas Walker Elmhirst, who was the first Commander-in-Chief of the Indian Air Force of Free 
India. It was Air Marshal Elmhirst, who insisted that the Indian Air Force be an independent service 
under no control of the Army, unlike previously when the Commander-in-Chief of the Indian Army 
exercised control over the Air Force too. 
Elmhirst was born in 1895, the fourth son of a Priest. Completing his education from the Royal 
Naval College, he enrolled into the Royal Navy and took part in World War I. He was involved in 
many a sea battle and having survived them, he was among the select few of a batch of twenty 
sailors who formed a Naval Airship Service raised to counter German Submarines. Elmhirst 
commanded a Naval Air ship between 1915 to 1918, after which he took over command of a the 8th 
Airship Squadron. 
In 1919, Elmhirst transferred to the Royal Air Force. He flew seaplanes in the beginning, slowly 
transferring to flying boats, and bombers. He commanded XV RAF Squadron flying the Hawker 
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Hart. During this time, he qualified at Staff college and also took a first class Air Navigator’s license. 
Elmhirst served a brief spell with the British embassy in Turkey as Air Attaché. 
During World War II, Elmhirst commanded a Bomber Wing, and as an Air Commodore, was on the 
staff of Fighter Command during the Battle of Britain in September 1940. In 1941, he moved over 
to Egypt commanding a Group there. When the Desert Air Force was formed, Elmhirst was the 
Senior Administrative Officer with it, and he took part in the Battle of El Alamien, which turned the 
tide in North Africa. Soon, He took over as the Senior administrative officer of the First Tactical Air 
Force that participated in the invasion of Tunisia and subsequently Sicily. After D-Day, Elmhirst took 
over the Second-in-Command position of the 2nd Tactical Air Force under Air Marshal Tedder. After 
the end of the fighting in Europe, Elmhirst was posted as Director Air Intelligence at the Air 
Ministry. In 1947, Elmhirst was posted to India as the Chief of Inter Service Administration on the 
staff of the commander in chief in India. 
It was during his tenure as the Chief of ISA that Lord Mountbatten and Prime Minister Jawaharlal 
Nehru requested Elmhirst to take over as the Chief of the Royal Indian Air Force. Elmhirst accepted 
the offer, but put two preconditions. The first was that the RIAF would be independent of Army 
control and the second was to choose the services of half a dozen or so RAF Officers to help him in 
the initial days of the task. 
Prime Minister Nehru accepted both the conditions and Thomas Elmhirst became the first Chief of 
the Independent India’s Air Force. At that time, the IAF was an air force only in name. It consisted of 
half a dozen squadrons and some training institutions, with no establishment or administrative 
infrastructure worth its name. No Commands or Group HQs existed. It was left to the organising 
skill of Elmhirst to piece together a command and control structure. Ably assisted by a team of 
handpicked British Officers and Senior Indian Officers like Air Commodore S. Mukherjee and Gp. 
Capt. A.M. Engineer, the IAF soon took shape. Even though fighting in Kashmir had broken out, the 
task of establishing the Air force did not get delayed. Elmhirst raised an Operations Group (later 
Western Air Command) and a Training Group. In addition to this Elmhirst carried out many 
sweeping reforms that laid the foundation for the administrative set-up of the Indian Air Force of 
Today. 
Elmhirst laid down office in February 1950, after commanding the air force for nearly three years. 
He had written an autobiography and led a quite and uneventful life till his death on 6th November 
1982. 
It is to Air Marshal Elmhirst that the credit goes for the achievement of turning an incomplete air 
force into a cohesive fighting machine that had its teeth sharpened and tail strengthened. The IAF 
is forever indebted to Air Marshal Elmhirst for his foresight and vision that led to its independent 
status. 

 
Air Marshal Elmhirst with AVM Mukherjee and Pandit Nehru 
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Air Marshal Elmhirst speaks to the British Test pilot who flew in the first Vampires to India 

 
Air Marshal Elmhirst hands over the CinC post to Air Marshal Sir Ivelaw-Chapman 
2398. Squadron Leader J FORD. Signed June 1950. 18 Group, Pitreavie Castle. 

169 
The Air Forse List for April 1950 does not have any squadron leaders named Ford. 
2399. Squadron Leader Guy Maxwell BRISBANE, DSO DFC DFM (44772). Signed June 1950. 
18 Group, Pitreavie Castle. 

169 
From http://m.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/1030000925: 
Private Papers of Wing Commander G M Brisbane DSO DFC DFM 
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Observer’s and Air Gunner’s Flying Log Book (94pp), March 1938 – January 1958, recording his 
service as an Air Observer, Bombing Leader, Navigator and Senior Weapons Officer in the RAF and 
detailing his rise from the ranks to become an officer and one of the few navigators to command 
an RAF bomber squadron, including his training at No 1 AOS, North Cotes, March – June 1938; his 
service as Sergeant Air Observer, No 104 (B) Squadron, RAF Bassingbourn, June 1938 – September 
1939; Navigator, No 51 (B) Squadron, York Airport, September – December 1939, and RAF 
Dishforth, December 1939 – June 1940, including the School of Air Navigation, RAF St Athan, 
March 1940; Commissioned, August 1940; the Bombing Leader’s Course, No 1 AAS, RAF Manby, 
September 1940; Navigation Officer and Bombing Leader, No 76 Squadron, RAF Middleton St 
George, June – November 1941; Training Branch, HQ, Bomber Command, High Wycombe, 
November 1941 – December 1942; Bombing Leader, No 7 Squadron, Path Finder Force, RAF 
Oakington, December 1942 – October 1943; Flight Commander and then Squadron Leader, No 10 
Squadron, RAF Melbourne, October 1943 – October 1944; detailing his two operational tours over 
enemy held territory, December 1939 – July 1944, flying the Whitley, Halifax, and Stirling, and 
outlining briefly his non-operational flights, November 1944 – January 1958, when he retired. Also 
included are his report (26pp) on Operational Training in the RAF before and during the Second 
World War, 17 January 1947, written as a Squadron Leader at AHQ, Katukurunda, Ceylon, outlining 
briefly his service in Bomber Command; criticising in detail the defects in training, equipment and 
tactics for bombing Germany prior to and early in the war, particularly at night; detailing the 
methods adopted to alleviate these problems, including the training at OTU’s, improvements in 
training, and the formation of Tactical Schools, specialised Squadrons, and the Path Finder Force; 
describing the Halifax attack in daylight on the SCHARNHORST at La Pallice, July 1941, and 
outlining future requirements in peacetime; photocopies (2pp) of Awards promulgated in the LG, 
for the DFM, 22 October 1940; the DFC, 2 September 1941, and the DSO, 22 September 1944, 
giving the Citations; and a photocopy (1p) of his obituary, October 1990, recording his career in the 
RAF. 
From http://www.yorkshire-aircraft.co.uk/aircraft/yorkshire/york40/n1406.html: 

 
Sgt Guy Maxwell Brisbane received his commission (44772) on 31st August 1940 (with seniority 
back dated ten days). He was awarded the DFM for service before his commission and Gazetted on 
22nd October 1940. Before leaving 51 Squadron, he rose to become Navigation Officer and 
Bombing Leader. In May 1941, he was posted to 76 Squadron and was awarded the DFC with a 
number of airmen on 2nd September 1941. The citation reads: 
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“In July 1941, large-scale attacks were made on German warships at Brest and La Pallice (including 
the Gneisenau, Scharnhorst and Prinz Eugen). A smaller attack was made on Cherbourg. The 
operations were carried out in daylight and extremely heavy and accurate anti-aircraft fire and 
fighter opposition were encountered by all aircraft when approaching the targets, which at Brest 
was protected by a balloon barrage. The air crews engaged succeeded, nevertheless, in securing 
direct hits on their objectives and in inflicting very severe damage in the target area. During the 
combats with enemy fighters, 21 hostile aircraft were destroyed and others were severely damaged. 
The precise timing of attack by the various formations of aircraft and their correct approach to and 
accurate bombing of the objectives in the face of such powerful opposition, demanded great skill 
and high courage. The great success of these operations was largely due to the bravery, 
determination and resource displayed by the following officers and airmen, who participated in 
various capacities as leaders and members of the aircraft crews.” 
Having risen through the ranks to S/Ldr, he was later posted to 7 Squadron and 10 Squadron, 
completing a second Tour for which he was awarded the DSO on 22nd September 1944. The 
citation for this reads: 
“In the course of two tours of operational duty this officer has participated hi attacks against many 
heavily defended targets. He is a navigator of high merit and has displayed a marked capacity for 
leadership. His consistent good work and unfailing devotion to duty have been of the highest 
order.” 
He finshed the War in Ceylon, returning to the UK in 1947, before taking a number of postings 
around the world, until he retired on 11th January 1958 with the rank of W/C. His son married the 
daughter of the Earl of Shrewsbury. His brother William Christie Brisbane also served with 51 
Squadron but lost his life on 17th April 1943 when Halifax HR729 crashed in Germany on Ops to 
Pizen. This was a bad raid for 51 Squadron who lost five aircraft with a total of twenty six airmen 
killed. 
2400. Flight Lieutenant Alexander Noel MACGREGOR (109895). Signed June 1950. 18 
Group, Pitreavie Castle. 

169 
Battle of Britain pilot. He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From Kenneth G Wynn’s Men of the Battle of Britain, Gliddon Books, 1989: 
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2401. Flight Lieutenant David GILES DFC (121291). Signed 26 June 1950. 18 Group, 
Pitreavie Caste. 

169 
The Air Force List for July 1945 lists only three D Giles: 

 
The LG,has no entries for the above service numbers, but does have: 
D GILES (121291) promoted to Flight Lieutenant on 30 Januray 1944 
The LG, 2 January 1951 has an entry for: 
D GILES DFC (121291) promoted to Squadron Leader 
His DFC, whilst with No 255 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 7 April 1944. 
From http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RAFVR_officers_G01.html: 
David D. Giles was born on 27 May 1922 in Abbots Leigh, Long Ashton, Somerset. He was the Son 
of Frederick William Giles and Margaret Mary Maud Palin Giles (née Evans), of Gordons, 
Almondsbury, near Bristol; Brother of Capt. John F. Giles, and Capt. Bruce T. Giles, both of The 
Gloucestershire Regiment. He died in October 2003 in Somerset. 
Sgt.  ? 1316255 
Flying training in Canada 
P/O (prob) 30.01.1942 121291  
(WS) F/O (prob) 01.10.1942  
(WS) F/Lt. (255 Squadron) 30.01.1944  
F/Lt. RAF 28.01.1947, seniority 01.09.1945  
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Sq.Ldr. RAF 01.01.1951 (retd 03.10.1964; own request) 
Distinguished Flying Cross DFC 07.04.1944 
2402. Flight Lieutenant James EDWARDS (51860). Signed 26 June 1950. HQ Coastal 
Command. 

169 
The Air Force List for April 1950 has the following Flight Lieutenants named J Edwards: 
James EDWARDS (51860) Technical Branch 
J D EDWARDS (52282) Technical Branch 
J K EDWARDS (55272) General Duties Branch 
J M EDWARDS (43063) Secretarial Branch) 
J S EDWARDS (54630) General Duties Branch 
J S EDWARDS (48520) Technical Branch 
J W EDWARDS (54808) Equipment Branch 
The most likely match is 51860. 
2403. Flight Lieutenant Ronald Doyle HOLMES (56698). Signed 27 June 1950. HQ Coastal 
Command. 

169 
His promotion to Squadron Leader was announced in the LG, 1 July 1958. 
2404. Air Chief Marshal Sir Basil Edward EMBRY GCB KBE DSO DFC AFC RAF, (28 February 
1902 – 7 December 1977). Signed 27 June 1950. HQ Fighter Command. 

169 
He also signed this book on 26 August 1951 and 28 January 1952. 
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From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basil_Embry: 

 
C. 1944: Air Vice-Marshal B. E. Embry, Air Officer Commanding No, 2 Group RAF, and his staff, 
study a scale model of a prospective target at Group Headquarters in Brussels. They are (left to 
right): Air Commodore David Atcherley419, Senior Air Staff Officer; Group Captain Peter Wykeham-
Barnes, Group Captain Operations; Wing Commander H. P. Shallard, Group Intelligence Officer, and 
AVM Embry. 
Early life and career 
Basil Embry was born in Gloucestershire, England, in 1902 and as a young boy at Bromsgrove 
School he developed an avid interest in aviation. In 1921 he joined the Royal Air Force with a short 
service commission as an Acting Pilot Officer.1 In 1922 he was sent into Iraq, serving under future 
Air Marshals Arthur Harris and Robert Saundby. By 1926 Embry’s enthusiasm, professional 
application, boundless energy and flair for the unconventional had put him on the fast track for 
promotion within the RAF, and he was rewarded with the Air Force Cross in that year’s New Year 
Honours,2 and appointment to a permanent commission.3 
Promoted to Flight Lieutenant,4 Embry returned to Britain in 1927 as an instructor at the Central 
Flying School, Uxbridge.5 
In 1934 he was posted to India to serve in the Indian Wing on the North West Frontier.5 He was 
promoted Squadron Leader in 1935,6 and served in the Second Mohmand Campaign of 1935. He 
was awarded his first DSO for operations in Waziristan in 1938.7 He was further promoted in 1938 
to Wing Commander.8 After five years’ service he returned to Britain in 1939. On the outbreak of 
the Second World War Embry was Commanding Officer of No 107 Squadron flying the Bristol 
Blenheim bomber.5 
Second World War 

                                                 
419 Signed this book on 27 June 1950 
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The energetic Embry led his squadron from the front, and he saw extensive action during the 
campaigns in Norway and France, often in the face of heavy losses and overwhelming opposition. 
On 25 September 1939 Embry led a 3-plane formation on a reconnaissance sortie into Germany. 
Intercepted by German fighters, Embry’s aircraft suffered serious damage to wings and fuselage 
and he carried out a one-wheel force-landing landing on returning to RAF Wattisham. Throughout 
the remainder of 1939 and into early 1940 the unit made numerous attacks by day and night on a 
variety of targets, including U-Boats. 
On 6 April 1940 RAF photo reconnaissance revealed that a German Naval force including 
battleships Gneisenau and Scharnhorst was at anchor off Wilhelmshaven. Embry and his 107 
Squadron crews were soon involved in a series of attacks on this German force. 
With the German invasion of Norway, 107 Squadron were detached to Scotland, and there carried 
out ten raids in just eight days on Stavanger and airfields in the area, often in treacherous weather 
conditions. Embry suffered with frostbite during this time. In April May 1940 Embry was awarded a 
second DSO9 and a third award was announced in August 1940.10 
The German invasion of France and the Low Countries began on 10 May 1940 and Embry’s 
Squadron flew intensively against the German advance, each crew flying two or three sorties daily 
across the Channel to France. His leadership and personal gallantry resulted in the award of a 
second bar to his DSO On 12 May he led No. 107 Squadron and No. 110 Squadron in an attack on 
two bridges across the Albert Canal at Maastricht. Heavily defended, the formation was savaged by 
ground fire and intercepted by numerous Messerschmitt fighters, losing 7 Blenheims from the 
original force of 24. Two No. 107 Squadron aircraft also crash-landed at Wattisham, and every 
surviving Blenheim had suffered some damage. 
Due to the tremendous pressure of his operational flying in recent months Embry was then ordered 
to take an operational ‘rest’ and was given command of R.A.F. West Raynham, with a promotion to 
Group Captain. He was to fly one more sortie before relinquishing command. On 26 May 1940, 
Wing Commander Embry was shot down by anti-aircraft fire over Saint-Omer from 6,000 feet 
(1,800 m) during a low level bombing mission against advancing German Army columns. His 
aircraft crashed at Eperlecques. Of his crew, observer P/O T.A.Whiting was made prisoner while Air 
Gunner Crpl. G.E.Lang was killed. 
Captured by the German Army, he was being marched away in column of Allied prisoners when he 
saw a road sign Embry, 3 km. Taking this as a good omen, he rolled down a bank unnoticed by the 
column’s guards and made his escape. He successfully evaded recapture for two months in 
occupied France before eventually getting back to England via Spain and Gibraltar. His adventures 
while on the run are detailed in the book Wingless Victory by Anthony Richardson and originally 
published in 1950.11 
After two months sick leave Embry was posted to No. 6 Group as Senior Air Staff Officer in the rank 
of Group Captain.5 After only three weeks he was offered command of a night-fighter wing in RAF 
Fighter Command,5 which was accepted, although he reverted to the rank of Wing Commander. 
The wing disbanded in December 1940 and Embry became AOC RAF Wittering5 returning to the 
rank of Group Captain in March 1941.12 Embry kept his hand in operationally by flying radar 
equipped night-fighters with No. 25 squadron. In July 1941 Embry was given the ceremonial title of 
an Air Aide-de-Camp to the King.13 and was Mentioned in Despatches in September.14 
In October 1941 he was seconded to the Desert Air Force as an adviser and saw action in the 
Desert War.5 
Embry returned to Britain in March 1942 and served as AOC Wittering again and as AOC 10 Group, 
Fighter Command.5 In June he was again Mentioned in Despatches15 but he was passed over as the 
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prime candidate for leading RAF Bomber Command’s newly formed Pathfinder Force in July 1942 
before being given command of No 2 Group Bomber Command, which was about to join the 2nd 
Tactical Air Force, in June 1943.5 Although he was now an Air Vice Marshal, Embry continued to fly 
on operations where possible, piloting each type of light bomber in his command to ascertain the 
strengths and weaknesses of the tools available to his aircrews. He usually flew as a ‘wingman’ in a 
formation, flying under the name of “Wing Commander Smith”. This hands-on approach ensured 
Embry was worshipped by the men under his command, although his frank utterly honest criticisms 
made few friends within the Air Ministry. 
He pushed fervently for 2 Group’s re-equipment with the Mosquito FB VI, which became the highly 
potent workhorse of the Group by 1944. By October 1943 Embry’s efforts had made 2 Group a 
highly effective weapon, with bombing accuracy and serviceability among the best in the Allied Air 
Forces. The group’s contribution to the war effort, such as the bombing of V-1 launch sites in 
France and the anti-transportation offensive prior to D-Day was arguably decisive. In December 
1944 he was appointed a Companion of the Order of the Bath.16 
Embry’s Mosquitoes also undertook specialist precision bombing operations such as the attack on 
Amiens jail, and in 1945 (21 March) on Gestapo headquarters in Copenhagen and Odense (April, 
17th). On 31 October 1944 Embry took part in a successful low-level attack undertaken by 
Mosquitoes of Nos. 21, 464 and 487 Squadrons on the Aarhus University, Denmark, which housed 
the Gestapo HQ for the whole of Jutland. 
For “...(pressing) home his attacks with a skill and gallantry in keeping with his outstanding 
reputation..” in the latter three operations he was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross.17 He was 
also honoured after the war by the Danish Government for his part in these operations, being 
awarded the Order of Dannebrog, Commander 1st Class.18 On 20 July 1945 he was awarded a third 
bar to his DSO.19 Other nations to honour Embry included the Netherlands (Order of Orange 
Nassau, Grand Officer20) and France (Croix de Guerre, Légion d’honneur, Croix de Commandeur) 
Post-war career and later life 
Shortly after the end of the war Embry was knighted, with his appointment as a Knight Commander 
of the Order of the British Empire (KBE).21 He was later to receive further knighthoods with higher 
precedence, in 1952 he was promoted to Knight Commander of the Order of the Bath (KCB)22 and 
in 1956 Knight Grand Cross of the Order of the Bath (GCB).23 
He was Commander-in-Chief Fighter Command from 1949 to 1953.5 Embry was appointed 
Commander-in-Chief of Allied Air Forces Central Europe.5 His outspoken criticism of the NATO 
chain of command and organisation framework ensured however that he was retired early from the 
Royal Air Force in 1956.5 
In 1956 Embry briefly relocated to New Zealand where he wrote his autobiography, titled ‘Mission 
Completed’. 
In March 1956 accompanied by his wife Hope, he emigrated to Western Australia and began a new 
life as a sheep farmer, purchasing a 1,400-acre (5.7 km2) property at Chowerup. He also acquired 
land at Cape Riche, east of Albany, and moved here in the late 1960s. 
Embry became active in the politics of agriculture through the Farmers’ Union of Western Australia. 
He was elected General President in 1971 and held office for two years. In 1972 he led a delegation 
through South-east Asia and instigated the establishment of the Rural Traders Co-operative (W.A.) 
Ltd. 
He was the president of the Royal Air Forces Escaping Society and worked himself at a punishing 
pace until he became ill in 1975. Basil Embry died in Boyup Brook, Western Australia in 1977. 
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“He was both charming and rude, prejudiced and broad-minded, pliable and obstinate, dedicated 
and human.” (Group Captain Peter Wykeham, No 2 Group 1944-45) 
On 19 April 2007 Spink auctioned the medal group of Air Chief Marshal Sir Basil Embry, selling for 
£155,350 to Michael Naxton, an agent.24 

From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Embry.htm: 
GCB – 2 Jan 1956 (KCB – 1 Jan 1953, CB – 1 Jan 1945), KBE – 5 Jul 1945, DSO – 13 Sep 1938, Bar – 
30 Apr 1940, 2nd Bar – 20 Aug 1940, 3rd Bar – 20 Jul 1945, DFC – 22 Jun 1945, AFC – 1 Jan 1926, 
MiD – 8 May 1936, MiD – 24 Sep 1941, MiD – 11 Jun 1942, MiD – 1 Jan 1946, LoH, Cdr – xx xxx 
194?, C de G (F) – xx xxx 194?, OD (Cdr1) – 11 Feb 1947, ON(GO)s – 18 Nov 1947. 
Plt Off: 29 Mar 1921, Fg Off: 29 Sep 1922, Flt Lt: 1 Jan 1926?, Sqn Ldr: 1 Dec 1935, Wg Cdr: 1 Nov 
1938, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Mar 1941, Act A/Cdre: 22 Aug 1942, Gp Capt (WS): 22 Feb 1943 Act AVM: 1 
Jun 1943, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Dec 1943, A/Cdre (WS): 1 Jun 1944, Gp Capt: 23 Jan 1945 1 Jun 1944, (T) 
AVM: 1 Jan 1946, A/Cdre: 1 Apr 1946, AVM: 1 Jul 1947, Act AM: 19 Apr 1949, AM: 1 Jan 1951, 
Act ACM: 16 Jul 1953, ACM: 1 Dec 1953. 
29 Mar 1921 U/T pilot, No 1 FTS 
15 May 1922 Pilot, No 4 Sqn 
xx xxx xxxx En-route to the Middle East 
14 Sep 1922 Pilot, No 45 Sqn 
 1 Dec 1925 Pilot, No 30 Sqn 
1 Jan 1926 Appointed to a Permanent Commission in the rank of Flying Officer 
xx xxx xxxx Attended Instructors’ Course, CFS 
20 Dec 1927 QFI, No 1 FTS 
15 May 1929 ‘D’ Flight Commander, Central Flying School 
 1 Jan 1932 Air Staff, HQ No 23 Group 
23 Jan 1933 Attended RAF Staff College 
15 Feb 1934 Staff, No 1 (Indian) Wing – Kohat 
 7 Mar 1936 Air Staff, HQ RAF India 
16 Nov 1937 Officer Commanding, No 20 Sqn 
29 Sep 1938 Supernumerary, HQ RAF India (duties in connection with the training of Indian 

officers for the IAF) 
 3 Apr 1939 Air Staff, Deputy Directorate of Operations (Overseas) 
13 Sep 1939 Officer Commanding, No 107 Sqn 
26 May 1940 Evading capture 
xx Jul 1940 Sick leave 
xx Sep 1940 SOA, HQ No 6 Group 
25 Oct 1940 Air Staff, HQ Fighter Command 
xx Oct 1940 Officer Commanding, Nightfighter Wing – Rochford 
 1 Jun 1941 – 
xx xxx xxxx     Air ADC to the King 
xx Dec 1941 Officer Commanding, RAF Wittering & Sector 
xx Oct 1941 Senior Air Staff Officer, HQ Desert Air Force 
xx Mar 1942 Officer Commanding, RAF Wittering & Sector 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Embry.htm
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xx Nov 1942 Staff Officer – Night Fighter Operations, HQ Fighter Command 
xx xxx 1943 Senior Air Staff Officer, HQ No 10 Group 
 1 Jun 1943 AOC, No 2 Group 
31 Oct 1945 Director-General of Training 
 1 Jan 1947 ACAS (Training) 
19 Apr 1949 AOC in C, Fighter Command 
16 Jul 1953 C in C, Allied Air Forces Central Europe  
From the age of ten, Basil Embry harboured a single ambition – to be a pilot. Born in 
Gloucestershire and educated at Bromsgrove school, he joined the RAF in 1921 on a short service 
commission, training at Netheravon. Not content the sedentary life on a home based squadron, he 
immediately applied for an 2878efuelin posting and was duly sent to Iraq. However, his troopship 
was diverted to Turkey, were the Chanak Crisis had flared up and for a while he acted as a 
newspaper censor in the Turkish Post Office. When he eventually arrived in Iraq, he joined No 45 
Squadron where he flew both DH9A’s and Vernons. After his transfer to No 30 Sqn he received the 
AFC for work undertaken whilst with 45, particularly for his work involved with developing an air 
ambulance. However, he did not go directly to Iraq, owing to the start of the Chanak Crisis in 
Turkey. His troop ship was diverted and for a time he found himself Act a censor in the Turkish Post 
Office. Also awarded a permanent commission at this time, his return to the UK brought with it a 
lengthy period as a flying instructor, initially at his old school at Netheravon. It was here in 1928 
that he had to show MRAF Trenchard around his flight’s hanger during an tour of inspection. When 
Trenchard noticed that the bracing wires of Embry’s aircraft had been painted with anti-rust paint 
he pointed out to the young Flight Lt that he disapproved of this and that he should “Go and see 
how they maintain their aircraft at Digby”. Embry characteristically replied: 
“Sir, do you see that circle?. Well, there are 51 such circles drawn on this floor and each one marks 
a leak in the roof. And that door can’t be opened because it’s propping up the roof.... If you give 
me a hanger that will keep out the rain I will remove the rustless paint and maintain my aircraft 
better than Digby!” 
From Netheravon he moved to the CFS where he commanded the school’s ‘D’ Flight, which was 
responsible for a multitude of duties. These included refresher flying, ab initio training for senior 
naval officers, conversion courses on various types as well as operating an air taxi service for V.I.P.’s. 
Whilst at the CFS he also led the CFS Display Team of five Genet Moths. 
With over 10 years flying experience, he completed the RAF Staff College course and was posted to 
India as a staff officer. Always preferring the active role he couldn’t have been happier when 
promotion to Squadron Leader brought with it a return to operational flying, as CO of No 20 
Squadron, then based on the North West Frontier Province of India. During his command of No 20 
he was awarded the first of his FOUR DSOs for his leadership. Early in 1939 with promotion to Wing 
Commander, he returned to England and the Air Ministry, but he found that he was now 
completely out of touch with the latest aircraft types then in service. Once again his determination 
to stay ahead came to the fore when he undertook conversions onto 12 new types of aircraft in 31
weeks. On the outbreak of war he pleaded for a return to operations which was met with his 
appointment as CO of No 21 Squadron, although this was almost immediately changed to No 107 
at Wattisham.  As CO he led 107, as he did all things, from the front. This included operations 
against Stavanger in Norway whilst operating from Lossiemouth in Scotland as well as sorties in 
support of the BEF following the German attacks on the Low Countries and France. However by late 
May 1940, even he was reaching the stage of exhaustion and he was informed that he was to move 
to RAF West Raynham as Station Commander in the rank of Group Capt. On his last day as CO, he 
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led 107 in an attack against German troops advancing on Dunkirk. He was hit by ground fire which 
resulted in him having to bail out of his burning Blenheim behind enemy lines.  Captured by the 
Germans he was being marched away to a POW camp with other captives when he saw a sign 
“Embry ... 3 km”, taking this as an omen he rolled down a bank and made his escape. Evading the 
Germans for two months, making his way towards Spain, he was captured by the Vichy French, 
escaped again and eventually arrived in Gibraltar after almost ten weeks on the run. 
Following sick leave, he was posted to No 6 Group as SASO, before moving to Fighter Command in 
command of a night fighter Wing even though it meant a reversion to the rank of Wing 
Commander. However, with the disbandment of the Wing, stayed with Fighter Command as Sector 
and Station Commander at Wittering and immediately began flying operations with the units under 
his command. During this period, he was sent to the Desert Air Force as an ‘adviser’ for five 
months, including a trip to Malta to carry out an assessment of the air defence requirements of the 
island on behalf of the AOC-in-C (AM Sir Arthur Tedder), following which he resumed his duties at 
Wittering. His next move was to HQ No 10 Group Fighter Command as SASO before moving back 
to Bomber Command, this time as AOC No 2 Group. Shortly after his appointment, No 2 Group was 
transferred to the newly formed 2 Tactical Air Force. He had been considered as a possible 
candidate for the command of the Pathfinder Force, but Harris was against the idea as he 
recognized that Embry’s character and personality was to much like his own. Even as an AVM, there 
was no stopping Basil Embry flying on operations, which he did regularly under the pseudonym 
‘Wg Cdr Smith’. He flew in a number of the missions undertaken by his group against precision 
targets such as the Gestapo HQ’s at Aarhus, Copenhagen and Odense.  
When it was suggested to Portal that a fund be set up to help those people in the occupied 
countries who had helped British aircrew evade capture and escape back to Britain he jumped at 
the opportunity. However, he needed someone to organise and co-ordinate the project and so he 
asked Basil Embry who immediately took on the chairmanship of what came to be the RAF 
Escaping Society and within a short period had raised £20,000.  Post-war, Basil Embry undertook a 
range of duties of both a staff and operational nature including AOC in C, Fighter Command and 
finally C in C, Allied Air Forces Central Europe, a NATO appointment. However, his criticisms of the 
NATO organisation resulted in his premature retirement from the RAF. He was a representative of 
the RAF at the funeral of King George VI.   
In retirement he moved with his family to New Zealand but did not remain in the country long 
before he moved again and took up farming in Western Australia. He built his own house and 
established a thriving form from out of the bush, eventually taking Australian citizenship. Amongst 
the held various offices he held was General President of the Farmers Union of Western Australia 
and Chairman of the Rural Traders Co-operative of Western Australia.  
Citation for the award of a Bar to the Distinguished Service Order 
Wing Commander Basil Edward EMBRY, D.S.O., A.F.C. (09252). 
In April, 1940, Wing Commander Embry led a squadron of twelve aircraft in an attack on Stavanger 
aerodrome and seaplane base. He successfully completed his task and returned to his base, with 
the whole squadron, despite the failure of one of his engines before he reached his objective. 
Again, two days later, he led his squadron in another attack on Stavanger, which was also a success, 
and very valuable photographs were taken. During this flight he suffered from frostbite. The 
satisfactory results achieved were due, primarily, to the courage, determination and fine leadership 
of this officer. LG, 30 April 1940 
Citation for the award of the 2nd Bar to the Distinguished Service Order 
Wing Commander Basil Edward EMBRY, D.S.O., A.F.C. (09252). 
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During the operations over the Low Countries and France, Wing Commander Embry continued to 
display an extremely high standard of leadership and resolution in carrying out all the tasks allotted 
to his squadron, raising its morale, to a high level and setting an example to the other squadrons in 
his group. He has shown a high sense of duty and determination. LG, 20 Aug 1940 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
“Acting Air Vice-Marshal Basil Edward EMBRY, C.B., D.S.O., A.F.C., R.A.F. 
On three occasions within recent months, Air Vice-Marshal Embry took part in air attacks on 
Gestapo headquarters. The targets were at Aathus, Copenhagen and Odense respectively. In the 
first operation complete surprise was achieved and the attack proved highly successful. At 
Copenhagen –the operation was also well executed, and success obtained. At Odense, the target 
was cleverly camouflaged; making the task on hand even more difficult. In spite of this, several runs 
were made over the target, which was finally attacked with great precision. In these hazardous 
missions, Air Vice-Marshal Embry pressed home his attacks with a skill and gallantry in keeping 
with his outstanding reputation! LG, 22 Jun 1945 
2405. Air Vice-Marshal David Francis William ATCHERLEY CB CBE DSO DFC MiD (three 
times) LeoII (GO) CdeG (P) (B) (05168) (12 January 1904 – 8 June 1952). Signed 27 June 
1950. HQ Fighter Command. 

169 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Atcherley: 
Early life 
David Atcherley and his twin Richard420 were born on 12 January 1904, and were the sons of Major-
General Sir Llewellyn William Atcherley CMG CVO, Chief Constable of the West Riding of Yorkshire, 
and his wife ‘Nellie’, Eleanor Frances (1871–1957), daughter of Richard Mickelthwait JP, of Ardsley 
House, in the valley of Deane near Barnsley. Their father was a grandson of David Francis Atcherley 
Esq. of Marton Hall, High Sheriff of Shropshire, Serjeant-at-law, Attorney-General of the County 
Palatine of Lancaster and County Durham. David Atcherley and his brother, first cousins of William 
Empson, attended Oundle School in Northamptonshire. 
RAF career in the Second World War 
Atcherley entered Sandhurst Military Academy in 1922 after being rejected for the RAF due to 
medical grounds. In 1924 he was commissioned into the East Lancashire Regiment. His wish to fly 
succeeded when he was seconded to the RAF in March 1927. Proving to be an excellent pilot he 
was able to have his secondment converted into a permanent transfer on 1 October 1929. 
At the start of the war he was Commanding Officer of No. 85 Squadron. He commanded No. 253 
Squadron in May 1940 and more postings followed rapidly. His gained his first aerial successes as a 
night fighter when in command of No. 25 Squadron, which was equipped with Beaufighters, early 
in 1941. 
On 28 August 1941 he fractured his neck as a result of a crash after a take off. However, this did 
not stop him flying, although it did require six ground crew to get him into and out of his aircraft. 
Group Captain Atcherley became the Commanding Officer at RAF Fairwood Common in 1942 and 
was responsible for collecting Oberleutnant Armin Faber from RAF Pembrey when he landed his 
Focke-Wulf 190 there on 23 June 1942. 

                                                 
420 Signed this book on 30 June 1951 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Atcherley
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In 1942/43 he was in charge of night fighter units during the Tunisia Campaign. Back in Britain later 
in 1943 more postings and promotions followed. 
Towards the end of the war he served in 2 Group, Brussels, 1945, under Basil Embry421. 
Death 
In June 1952, Atcherley was lost at sea, presumed dead whilst piloting a Meteor jet fighter PR 
Mk.10 ( from No. 13 Squadron). Taking off from RAF Fayid in Egypt at 8:00 am for a 40-minute 
flight to Nicosia in Cyprus, his aircraft never arrived at Nicosia, and no radio message was received. 
No trace of Atcherley or his aircraft was ever found despite an extensive air-sea search being 
carried out by RAF, Israeli, Turkish and USAF aircraft. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/AtcherleyD.htm: 
b: 12 Jan 1904; d: 8 Jun 1952 
CB – 8 Jun 1950, CBE - 1 Jan 1946, DSO – 26 May 1944, DFC – 29 Jul 1941,  MiD – 11 Jun 1942,  MiD 
– 17 Sep 1943, MiD – 1 Jan 1945, LeoII (GO) – 27 Jun 1947, CdeG (P) (B) – 27 Jun 1947.   
(Army) – 2 Lt: 27 Aug 1924, Lt: 27 Aug 1926.  
(RAF) Fg Off: 19 Mar 1927, Flt Lt: 5 Nov 1930, Sqn Ldr:: 1 Feb 1937, Act Wg Cdr: xx xxx 1939, (T) Wg 
Cdr: 1 Mar 1940, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Mar 1942,  Wg Cdr: 14 Apr 1942 1 Jan 1940, Act A/Cdre: 14 Jul 
1944?, Gp Capt (WS): 14 Dec 1944, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1946,  Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1946, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1947,  
Act AVM: 21 Jan 1950,  AVM: 1 Jul 1950. 
Xx xxx 1922 Attended Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst 
27 Aug 1924 Officer, East Lancashire Regiment 
19 Mar 1927 Appointed to Temporary Commission in the RAF for four years on secondment 
19 Mar 1927 U/T Pilot, No 5 FTS 
20 Feb 1928 Pilot, No 2 Sqn 
 1 Oct 1929 Appointed to a Permanent Commission in the RAF 
xx xxx xxxx QFI Course, Central Flying School 
xx xxx xxxx Pilot/QFI, ‘D’ Flight, Central Flying School 
 5 Aug 1930 QFI, RAF College – Cranwell 
16 Oct 1931 Flight Commander, No 28 Sqn 
29 May 1933 Flight Commander, No 20 Sqn 
21 Jan 1936 Attended RAF Staff College 
 2 Jan 1937 Air Staff, HQ No 16 (Reconnaissance) Group 
27 Sep 1938 Officer Commanding, No 85 Sqn. (Hurricane) 
xx Jan 1940 Staff, HQ No 60 (Fighter) Wing, Air Component of the BEF? 
Xx May 1940 Attached, No 349 Sqn 
xx May 1940 Officer Commanding, No 253 Sqn 
xx Jun 1940 Officer Commanding, RAF Castletown 
xx Feb 1941 Officer Commanding, No 25 Sqn. (Beaufighters, Wittering) 
24 Oct 1941 Officer Commanding, No 57 OTU/RAF Hawarden 
 2 Apr 1943 Officer Commanding, RAF Fairwood Common. 
14 Sep 1942 Officer Commanding, No 325 Wing, DAF 

                                                 
421 Signed this book on 27 June 1950 
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28 Jun 1943 Officer Commanding, No 323 Wing? 
 8 Oct 1943 SASO, HQ No 2 Group 
xx Dec 1945 AOC, No 48 Group 
15 May 1946 AOC, No 47 Group 
xx Oct 1946 Director of Air Support and Transport Operations 
xx Mar 1948 Commandant, Central Fighter Establishment 
21 Jan 1950 SASO, HQ Fighter Command 
xx Feb 1952 AOC, No 205 Group 
David Atcherley and his identical twin brother, Richard, become a legend in the RAF. Their father 
was an Army officer, who took up ballooning before the first world war and would eventually rise 
to the rank of Major-General. Rejected for RAF service on medical grounds he entered the 
Sandhurst instead. His wish to fly was achieved after a couple of years in the Army, when he was 
accepted for secondment to the RAF. Proving to be as excellent a pilot as his brother he was able 
to have his secondment converted into a permanent transfer. Whilst at the Central Flying School, 
Wittering, he and a fellow pilot were detailed to fly two airmen to Halton to participate in a tennis 
tournament. For the return flight, David made a typical Atcherley suggestion, that they see who 
could perform the most slow rolls between Halton and Wittering. Having completed over 100 in 
the 65 mile journey, he won comfortably but on arriving back at Wittering, their aircraft where 
covered in a film of oil thrown out by the gyrations of their flight. Their flight commander, Basil 
Embry, then pointed out to them the AOC was due to make an inspection the following day and 
that their aircraft had better be clean by then. Setting about the job themselves, they gracefully 
cleaned their aircraft and the following day had the two cleanest aircraft on display. 
One of the units based at Castletown at the time was No 801 Squadron FAA and when they where 
detailed to carry out deck landing practice, he decided to pay his respects to the Captain of the 
carrier. Landing unannounced, he made a successful landing but promptly disappeared down an 
open lift shift, wrecking his aircraft but giving him a photograph for use on his Christmas cards that 
year. It was at Wittering whilst commanding 25 Squadron that his career nearly ended. Whilst 
taking off, he mistook an obstruction light for a flare path light as a result of which he collided with 
a tree shortly after take off, breaking his back. However, this did not stop him flying, although it did 
require six ground crew to get him into and out of his aircraft. During a conference at the Air 
Ministry, the matter of night fighters was brought up and when asked what type of aircraft would 
make a good night fighter, he suggested the Messerschmitt 110 which had an uplifting effect on 
the others, somewhat different to the effect a similar remark had had on Goering when Adolf 
Galland had requested a ‘Squadron of Spitfires’ during the Battle of Britain. 
He found himself working alongside Basil Embry yet again when in 1943, he returned to Britain 
becoming Embry’s Senior Air Staff Officer at 2 Group. Embry often flew on operations as ‘Wg Cdr 
Smith’ and it was not unusual to see David Atcherley sitting beside him on one of these ‘jollies’, 
once he even flew with his arm in a plaster, having broken it the night before during a mess party. 
Appointed AOC of No 205 Group in Egypt, within six months he became the centre of a mysterious 
disappearance whilst flying a Meteor FR10 from Fayid in Egypt bound for Cyprus. His aircraft never 
arrived in Cyprus, no radio message was received from him and no sign of him or his aircraft was 
ever found despite an extensive search being carried out by RAF, Israeli, Turkish and USAF aircraft. 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
“Wing Commander David Francis William ATCHERLEY (05168), No.25 Squadron. 
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This officer has carried out a large amount of operational flying at night, sometimes under adverse 
weather conditions. The efficiency of his squadron and the success it has had is due to Wing 
Commander Atcherley’s drive, energy and leadership. He has destroyed three enemy aircraft at 
night.” LG, 29 Jul 1941 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Service Order 
“Acting Air Commodore David Francis William ATCHERLEY,D.F.C., R.A.F. 
This officer has completed much, operational flying and has achieved notable successes. He is a 
fearless leader, whose iron determination and unswerving devotion to duty have inspired all under 
his command. In addition to his work in the air Air Commodore Atcherley has displayed a high 
standard of organising ability and great drive and his services have been of inestimable value.” LG, 
26 May 1944 
From http://www.atcherley.org.uk/wordpress/pictures/pictures-people/richard-batchy-and-david-
atcherley/: 
Twins David and Richard Atcherley were born on 12 Jan 1904 at York, sons of Major-General Sir 
Llewellyn William Atcherley, C.M.G., C.V.O. and his wife Eleanor Frances (Micklethwait) and 
grandsons of Lieutenant-Colonel Francis Topping Atcherley. 
Air Marshal Sir Richard Llewellyn Roger Atcherley, KBE, CB, AFC*, was widely known as “Batchy” but 
his nickname within the Atcherley family was “Snick.” After winning the King’s Cup Air Race in 1929 
he broke the world air speed record, flying at a speed of 332.63 miles per hour, during that year’s 

Schneider Cup race.  
Batchy went on to give demonstrations of ‘crazy flying’ at the National Air Races in America in the 
early 1930s, making headlines in newspapers around the world. The photo shows him in Cleveland 
in 1932, sitting to the left of Jean Assolant (France), Lieutenant A Placidio (Portugal) and Clarence 
Young (Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Aeronautics, USA). 

http://www.atcherley.org.uk/wordpress/pictures/pictures-people/richard-batchy-and-david-atcherley/
http://www.atcherley.org.uk/wordpress/pictures/pictures-people/richard-batchy-and-david-atcherley/
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Resuming more serious RAF duties, Batchy 
experimented with in-flight 2884efueling. In 1936, with 
Herbert Rowley, he went to Germany to learn what he 
could about the Luftwaffe, and reported back to the 
UK Government recommending a British strike force of 
Wellingtons and Blenheims, supported by Spitfires and 
Hurricanes. During World War II Batchy developed the 
Drem lighting system for airfields to guide pilots safely 
home, and his actions in Norway earned him the 
country’s highest gallantry decoration, the War Cross. 
Towards the end of the war, at Batchy’s suggestion, a 
Central Fighter Establishment was formed and he 
became its first Commandant. Batchy went on to 
command the fledgeling Pakistan Air Force and it was 

during his time there that he visited Australia, and also New Zealand (where he is pictured above at 
Hobsonville in 1949). The full list of Richard “Batchy” Atcherley’s achievements and exploits is 
enormous. (Photo credit: Air Vice Marshal Richard Atcherley, chief of Royal Pakistan Air Force and 
officers at Hobsonville. Whites Aviation Ltd: Photographs. Ref: WA-23311-G. Alexander Turnbull 
Library, Wellington, New Zealand. http://natlib.govt.nz/records/22741225) 
2406. Air Vice-Marshal Gilbert HARCOURT-SMITH CB CBE MVO MiD (twice) (09212). 
Signed 27 June 1950. HQ 12 Group. 

169 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Harcourt-Smith.htm: 
b: 7 May 1901 r: 1 Nov 1955 d: 16 Dec 1968 

http://natlib.govt.nz/records/22741225
http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Harcourt-Smith.htm
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CB – 1 Jan 1946, CBE – 1 Jan 1941, MVO – 23 Jul 1937, MiD – 2 Jun 1943, MiD – 14 Jan 1944. 
Plt Off: 15 Jan 1921, Fg Off: 15 Jul 1922, Flt Lt: 1 Jan 1928, Sqn Ldr: 1 Apr 1936, Wg Cdr: 1 Jan 
1939, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Jun 1941, Act A/Cdre: 12 Jan 1942, 12 Jul 1942, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Dec 1943, Act 
AVM: 20 Oct 1944 – 1 Mar 1946, 1 Dec 1944, A/Cdre (WS): 20 Oct 1945, A/Cdre: 1 Oct 1946, 
AVM: 1 Jan 1949. 
15 Jan 1921 U/T Pilot, No 2 FTS 
13 Dec 1922 Pilot, No 70 Sqn 
18 Sep 1925 Pilot, Night Flying Unit 
1 Jan 1926 Appointed to a Permanent Commission in the rank of Flying Officer 
18 May 1928 Pilot, No 25 Sqn 
24 Sep 1929 Attended Flying Boat Pilots’ Course 
17 Jan 1931 Pilot, No 205 Sqn 
13 Apr 1932 Supernumerary, HQ ADGB (Admin duties at RAF Display Training Camp) 
26 Feb 1933 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
10 Sep 1933 Test Pilot, M.A.E.E. 
21 Jan 1935 Attended RAF Staff College 
 1 May 1936 Air Staff, HQ Fighting Area 
14 Jul 1936 Air Staff, HQ No 11 (Fighter) Group 
30 Jan 1939 Supernumerary, HQ No 6 (Auxiliary) Group 
13 Feb 1939 Staff, Deputy Directorate of Intelligence (3) (moved by Dec 39) 
xx xxx 1940 Group Captain – Operations, HQ No 11 (Fighter) Group 
22 Dec 1940 Group Captain – Operations?, HQ Fighter Command 
12 Jan 1942 SASO, HQ No 11 (Fighter) Group 
11 May 1943 SASO, AHQ Malta 
Xx xxx 1943 SASO, Desert Air Force 
24 Feb 1944 AOC, No 242 Group. (Greece) 
20 Oct 1944 SASO, HQ ACSEA 
27 Nov 1944 – 
1 Mar 1946 Deputy Air C in C, ACSEA. 
 1 Mar 1946 Director of Administrative Plans 
Xx xxx 1946 Director of Organisation 
17 Nov 1948 AOC, No 12 (Fighter) Group 
 9 Jul 1951 UK Services Liaison Staff, Australia 
Xx Oct 1953 Commandant, School of Land/Air Warfare 
Originally called Gilbert H Smith. 
No 242 Group was allocated to the invasion of Greece and he was therefore in command of the air 
forces involved in this operation, after which he moved to the Far East, where he was eventually 
united with his old chief from 11 Group and Malta, Keith Park. 
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2407. Flight Lieutenant Tom Percival EDWARDS (55297). Signed 27 June 1950. Fighter 
Command Communication Squadron. 

169 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2408. Flight Lieutenant Philip Reginald Ralston STRAW (149069). Signed 29 June 1950. 
Air–Sea Warfare Development Unit. 

169 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 6 August 1959. 
From http://www.forces-war-records.co.uk/unit-info/3972/: 
Air Sea Warfare Development Unit (ASWDU) arrived at Ballykelly from Thorney Island on 27 May 
1948. The Unit’s task was the development and testing of new maritime equipment, and in the 
course of this work had used a variety of aircraft types, but by the time it settled in at Ballykelly, it 
was mainly equipped with Lancasters. On 10 May 1951, ASWDU moved to St.Mawgan, but was to 
return to Ballykelly in later years. 
2409. Flight Lieutenant Unknown. Signed July 1950. Cambridge University Air Squadron. 

169 
 
2410. Pilot Officer [later Flying Officer] Ernest Williams James HILL (945461). Signed July 
1950. Company Commander Air Training Corps 913 Squadron. 

169 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2411. Flight Lieutenant S MURRAY. Signed July 1950. RTO Derby Wing Air Training Corps. 

169 
No trace found. 

http://www.forces-war-records.co.uk/unit-info/3972/
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2412. Group Captain Richard James ABRAHAMS (37663). Signed 17 July 1950. HQ Coastal 
Command. 

170 
He also signed this book on 23 August 1949. 
2413. Squadron Leader Jack Martin RICKARD (63504). Signed 18 July 1950. HQ Coastal 
Command. 

170 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
Ancestry.com lists someone with the same name: 
Birth: 06 APR 1908 in Devonport, Devon, England  
Death: 01 JAN 1990 in District of Southampton, Hampshire, England 
2414. PROBABLY Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] David Ivor FAIRBAIRN OBE. 
Signed 19 July 1950. RAF West Freugh. 

170 
The Air Force List for April 1950 lists two Flight Lieutenants named Fairbairn: 
David Ivor FAIRBAIRN (178972) General Duties Branch 
James Davidson FAIRBAIRN (53918) Technical Branch 
He is mentioned in several edition of the LG. His OBE was announced in LG, 14 June 1969. He 
retired, at his own request, on 11 August 1976. According to ancestry.co.uk, he died in 2005 in 
Lincolnshire. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_West_Freugh: 
RAF West Freugh is a Royal Air Force station located in Wigtownshire, five miles (8 km) south east 
of Stranraer, Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland. It has always been an armaments training school, 
either for handling or deployment of ordnance. 
During the First World War the site was a base for naval airships, known as RNAS Luce Bay. The 
base was provided with one huge airship hangar. 
RAF West Freugh opened in 1937 as an armament training camp. During the Second World War, it 
expanded to include training facilities for observers, navigators, and bomb aimers; and served as a 
base for the Bombing Trials Unit. 
The known history of units known at West Freugh is: 
22 October 1939 10 Service Flying Training School formed. Moved November 
4 November 1939 4 Air Observer School formed 
11 January 1940 re-designated 4 Bombing & Gunnery School 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_West_Freugh
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14 June 1941  4 Air Observer School reformed 
11 June 1943  re-designated 4 Observer Advanced Flying Unit 
21 June 1945  4 Observer Advanced Flying Unit disbanded 
April 1957  RAF West Freugh incident422 
2001   Airfield closed, all RAF operations cease 
2001   operations taken over by QinetiQ 
2415. Squadron Leader Thomas DUN MC (118283). Signed 28 July 1950. HQ Coastal 
Command. 

170 
He also signed this book on ? March 1950. 
2416. Flight Lieutenant Alexander Noel MACGREGOR. Signed 28 July 1950. HQ 18 Group. 

170 
He also signed this book on ? March 1950. 
2417. Flight Lieutenant Ernest Richard BUCKWELL (46125). Signed 3 August 1950. Nr 65 
R.C. 

170 
From Flight, 23 November 1956: 

 

 

 

                                                 
422 In April 1957, while monitoring a test bombing exercise, radar units of the Ministry of Supply Bombing 
Trials Unit headquartered at RAF West Freugh observed the UK's most reported UFO incident. 
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From http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/161039.stm: 
BBC News, 29 August 1998 
Sir Edward's lost love  

 
The Sunday Times: The woman who stole Heath's heart  
Former Prime Minister Sir Edward Heath has told of his sadness that his childhood sweetheart 
married another man. Sir Edward's revelation comes in his autobiography, The Course of My Life, 
which is due to be serialised in The Sunday Times. The broadsheet describes how Sir Edward, now 
82, has always refused to discuss rumours of a failed romance. After the snub, Sir Edward's political 
career advanced rapidly But 20 years after her death, he has described how his political career 
made him "take for granted" the woman he loved. It is a poignant account of an innocent romance 
that survived wartime separation, but floundered as Sir Edward devoted much of his time to his life 
in politics. Kay Raven was the daughter of a doctor in their home town of Broadstairs, Kent. The 
newspaper account says romance initially blossomed during school holidays. 
'Delightful girl' 
Friends are reported as saying that they first met when "Teddy" was taken to Kay's father's surgery, 
having been knocked off his bicycle by a car. Sir Edward is quoted as saying: "She was a delightful 
girl and we shared many interests, including tennis and swimming as well as music." The pair wrote 
to one another throughout the war while he served in the Royal Artillery Regiment and she was a 
WAAF. Sir Edward's account continues: "After I returned home in 1946, we still remained separate 
because we were working in different parts of the country. 

 
Kay fell for Flight Lieutenant Richard Buckwell on a caravanning holiday 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/161039.stm
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"One day she suddenly let me know that she was marrying someone else. I was saddened by this. I 
had been under such pressure, re-adapting myself to civil life and earning a living, that maybe I had 
taken too much for granted. I subsequently learnt that Kay had a happy life with her children, but 
we never met again." 
The newspaper quoted friends as saying the romance did not end until 1950. Sir Edward had 
moved to London after the war, where he worked as a civil servant while seeking a political career. 
In February 1950 he was elected to Parliament. That summer Kay went on a caravanning holiday to 
Scotland and met Flight Lieutenant Richard Buckwell, fell for him, and they married. While Sir 
Edward's political career took off, Kay settled into the life of a serviceman's wife. 
2418. Squadron Leader William Edward THOMAS OBE AFC. Signed 3 August 1950. No 264 
Squadron, RAF Church Fenton. 

170 
He also signed this book on 21 December 1959. 
From http://264squadron.co.uk/history/: 
In January 1950, Squadron Leader W E Thomas assumed control of the Squadron, and the bad 
weather enabled the Squadron to prepare for Armament Practice School at RAF Spilsby. 
From http://www.militarian.com/threads/w-c-william-thomas-rip.3584/: 
The family and friends of Wing Commander W.E. ‘Tim’ Thomas OBE, AFC, will gather on Sunday, 
September 21 2008, near Carvoeiro, to celebrate the life of this remarkable aviator who died 
recently at the age of 87, following a long period of illness. 
Born in Wells, Somerset, ‘Tim’ Thomas’ parents first took him flying when he was just five years old. 
He last took the controls of an aircraft 80 years later in a birthday-present flight over the Algarve. In 
the years between, he flew many types of aircraft, ranging from biplane Tiger Moths to supersonic 
Javelins and Lightnings. He was at the controls of a Blenheim 1 light bomber in 1941 when he was 
shot down over Holland and crashed into the sea. After his capture and treatment for severe 
injuries, he was held for well over three years in the Stalag Luft III prisoner-of-war camp, where he 
took part in the tunnelling operations made famous in ‘The Great Escape’. Long after the Second 
World War, it was as the commanding officer of RAF Labuan, in Malaysia, during the Indonesian 
confrontation period, that he was awarded the OBE. Malaysia was one of several overseas postings, 
his last being in Germany, where he met his wife-to-be, Sybille. On retiring from the RAF in 1967 he 
joined the production of ‘The Battle of Britain’, flying German Heinkels and Messerschmitts during 
five months of filming in Spain. 
Following his subsequent 15-year career in management consultancy in Germany and Saudi Arabia, 
Wing Commander and Mrs Thomas came to live permanently in the Algarve in 1985, although Tim 
continued his association with the British forces, engaging in charity work on behalf of 
disadvantaged and disabled ex-service personnel and their families. The drinks and canapes 
gathering next Sunday, which is open to all of Wing Commander Thomas’ friends, will be at 4pm in 
L’Orange Restaurant, Mato Serrao, Carvoeiro. 
From The Telegraph of 17 October 2008: 
'Great Escape' survivor dies 

http://264squadron.co.uk/history/
http://www.militarian.com/threads/w-c-william-thomas-rip.3584/
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An RAF bomber pilot who became one of the last survivors of the Great Escape has died at the age 
of 87. 

 
Wing Commander William Thomas - known universally as Tim - helped to dig tunnels at the 
notorious Stalag Luft III camp during the Second World War where he was held after being shot 
down over the occupied Netherlands. 
As a young officer, he was among approximately 150 British and allied prisoners of war waiting 
their turn to enter one of three secret tunnels on the night of March 24 1944 as part of the mass 
break-out plan which later inspired the 1963 film starring Steve McQueen. 
But he was still waiting when German guards foiled the effort, capturing all but three of the 76 men 
who had already made it through. 
Fifty were later executed on the personal orders of Adolf Hitler. 
He was held at the camp in Sagan, Poland, until its liberation the following year and remained in 
the RAF until 1967 rising to the rank of Wing Commander. 
His knowledge of wartime operations was later put to use advising the production team making 
the film The Battle of Britain. 
A British war hero, he even earned a small part in the film - as a German pilot. 
Wg Cdr Thomas's RAF experience was to use flying a Heinkels and Messerschmitts during five 
months of filming in Spain. 
"He did dig. He was certainly involved with tunnelling operations," said his nephew Adam Thomas, 
who only learnt about his modest uncle's part in the escape attempt four years ago. 
"It was every officer's duty, if you got captured, to cause the enemy as much trouble as possible. 
"He was literally in his escape gear in the prison camp, and ready to go down the tunnel when the 
Germans discovered it. 
"He was probably fortunate when you consider that of the 76 who escaped 50 were shot. 
"He never really said it but I've always thought ever since I found out, it was a good thing that he 
didn't escape." 
Wg Cdr Thomas died in Portugal after a long illness. 
From MailOnline, 17 October 2008: 
Last survivor of Great Escape camp dies at 87 
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Tim Thomas as a young officer with three of his brothers 
The last known survivor of the German prisoner-of-war camp which inspired the film The Great 
Escape has died aged 87.  
Wing Commander Tim Thomas, who was awarded an OBE and the Air Force Cross, had suffered a 
long illness at his home in Portugal.  
He was among hundreds of servicemen who spent 14 months digging three tunnels - Tom, Dick 
and Harry - under the fence at the high-security Stalag Luft III camp.  
The PoWs' escape in 1943 inspired the classic film two decades later starring Steve McQueen, 
Richard Attenborough and Charles Bronson.  
Although 76 escaped using Harry, only three made it to freedom from the German Air Force camp 
in Zagan, Poland. Another 50 were executed.  
Mr Thomas was captured as he scrambled for the exit but persuaded guards to spare his life.  
He left the camp when it was liberated in 1945 and stayed in the RAF until 1967 before becoming a 
management consultant living in Croscombe, Somerset.  
In 1985, he moved to the Algarve with his wife Sybille. His nephew Adam Thomas, a presenter-with 
BBC Somerset, said Mr Thomas, who had no children, 'was a real gentleman who has done his 
family proud'. 
He added: 'By some accounts, we believe he tried to go through the tunnel and was found when he 
was halfway through.  
'He had been involved with making the tunnel. But it was probably fortunate he didn't make it 
through the other side when you consider that 50 were shot.'  
Directors used Mr Thomas's account of the war in the 1960s film The Battle of Britain when he was 
cast as a pilot in the Luftwaffe and flew a Messerschmitt. 
2419. Flying Officer Leonard Henry JONES (190273). Signed 3 August 1950. No 141 
Squadron, RAF Church Fenton. 

170 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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2420. Unknown. Signed 5 August 1950. 82 Kempshott Road, Streatham, London, SW16. 

170 
Unable to decipher this signature. 
2421. C W HAMILTON. Signed 5 August 1950. 1 Otterden Road, London SE6. 

170 
The Air Force List for April 1950 lists only one person named HAMILTON with the initial C but, given 
the address, this is unlikely to be Charles William Cowan HAMILTON DFC (88647).  
His DFC, whilst with No 625 Squadron, was announced in Flight, 18 January 1945. 
From http://www.ww2aircraft.net/forum/basic/625-squadron-18997.html: 
“Greetings one and all from Alba (Scotland)This is my first post which has come about owing to 
some research i'm currently undertaking-please allow me to explain. I am the grandson of 
Sqdn.Ldr. C.W.C.Hamilton,D.F.C., who joined the R.A.F.V.R. in 1938 and served until 1947. During 
this time he served with Coastal Command (27 ops) in 1940 and again during 1944/45 with 625 
and 617 squadrons (a combined total of 36 ops). He also put in an appearance during the Berlin 
airlift with the first civilian outfit called in- Inflight Refuelling Ltd?- and piloted the tanker plane 
(Lancastrian) used to demonstrate to both the U.S.A.A.F's and R.A.F.'s top brass this crazy new 
notion of juicing-up whilst on the wing! He was awarded a Master Air Pilot's diploma (No.300) by 
The Guild of Master Air Pilots and Air Navigators in 1960. So why am I telling you all this? The 
answer is that I need some advice on what to do with all the logbooks, photographs and other 
related bits and bobs, one of which is a 625 Squadron armorial wall plaque, presumably going with 
grandfather when he moved on to 617 Squadron in early 1945. Is there a 625 Squadron museum or 
anything remotely similar? They will have to wait 'til I'm dead though.” 

Posted by “edgar”, Perthshire, 6 May 2009. 
2422. Group Captain Reginald REAY-JONES (1899 – 1978) (04085). Signed 9 August 1950. 
White House, Sandgate Folkestone, Kent. 

170 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG and Flight. 
From the LG, 25 January 1935: 
Notice is hereby given that by a deed, dated 22 January 1935, and duly enrolled in the Supreme 
Court on the 23rd day of January, 1935, I Reginald Reay-Jones, of Martin Hall, Horncastle, Flight-
Lieut, RAF, abandoned the surname of Jones and adopted the surname of Reay-Jones. Dated 23 
January 1935. 
According to Ancestry.com, he died in 1978 in West Sussex. He was married to Ausrey Reay-Jones 
(1904 – 2003). His wife’s name was probably Audrey. According to 192.com (as at 5 December 
2013), Alison, Audrey, Azelma, Susan and Martin Reay-Jones live in Sevenoaks, Kent. 

http://www.ww2aircraft.net/forum/basic/625-squadron-18997.html
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2423. Flight Cadet J MARTIN. Signed 15 August 1950. Royal Air Force College, Digby, 
Linconshire. 

170 
 
2424. L C JOHNSTONE. Signed 18 August 1950. HQ Coastal Command. 

170 
He also signed this book on 18 May 1950 and 14 June 1950. 
2425. Group Captain Eric Charles DEARTH (18048). Signed 18 August 1950. A V Roe & Co 
Ltd, Greengate, Middleton, Manchester. 

170 
From Flight, 28 November 1952: 

 
S.A.A.F. IN BRITAIN: A South African Air Force mission is at present visiting various aeronautical 
establishments in this country. Members are seen here in front of a Shackleton Mk 2—examined, it 
is to be hoped, with a prospective customer's eye—during a visit to the Avro airfield at Woodford, 
Cheshire. Those in the line are, left to right (S.A.A.F. unless otherwise mentioned): Mr. J. B. 
Waterhouse, Atlanta Industries (Pty.) Ltd., Johannesburg; Mr. P. Kidson, A.V.Roe; Lt. Beattie;G/C. 
Smith, R.A.F. escorting officer; Capt. H. Knight; Capt. C. Bond; Mr. J. Rimrrington, A.V.Roe: Capt. S. P. 
Prinsloo; Maj. H. T. Snyman; W / C . Higginson, R.A.F.; Cmdt. H. Woodward; Mr. D. Andrew, A.V.Roe; 
Cmdt. Newman-Thomas; Mr. J. A. R. Kay, A.V.Roe director; Cmdt. D. A. Loftus; Capt. Bayford (S.A.A.F. 
London H.Q.); Mr. J. H. Orrel, A.V.Roe chief test pilot; Maj. Stableford; Mr. C. J. Wood, A.V.Roe; Capt 
Broadhurst; Mr. J. D. Baker, A.V.Roe test pilot; G/C. E. C. Dearth, A.V.Roe. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG and Flight. 
From Flight, 4 August 1927: 
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Just as we are about to go to press, it is learned that Fl-Lt C R Carr has made yet another 
unsuccessful attempt to beat the world’s distance record on a Hawker “Horsley” with Rolls-Royce 
“Condor” engine. On the third attempt Carr was accompanied by F/O E C Dearth. The machine 
alighted in the Danube, the crew being shaken but not seriously hurt. 
From Flight, 11 August 1927: 
The third official attempt to fly non-stop from England to India has failed. Flight Lieut. C. R. Carr, 
the famous pilot, with a new observer, Flying Officer E. C. Dearth, took off from Cranwell in the 
Hawker " Horsley " in comparative secrecy shortly after noon on August 2, and it was hoped that 
this third attempt would not be made public until it could be announced that England had set up a 
new world's long distance record. Unfortunately the news that eventually surprised the country 
reported the crash into the River Danube at Sommerberg, in the district of Aschach, near Linz. Fit. 
Lt. Carr was only shaken but his companion was rather badly injured, although we are glad to 
report that he is now progressing favourably. A report stated that both officers only escaped 
drowning through the casual presence of workmen on the river bank. The observer was rescued in 
an unconscious condition, suffering internal injuries. Carr was able to supervise the efforts to 
recover the machine which was badly dainaged. He is to be sympathised with for his long reign of 
bad luck, but also congratulated on his survival of the three great adventures. 
2426. Prince PHILIP, Duke of Edinburgh KG KT OM ONZ GBE AC QSO GCL CC CMM PC PC 
ADC(P). Signed 20 August 1950. 

 171 
He signed this book five days after the birth of Princess Anne. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prince_Philip,_Duke_of_Edinburgh: 
After the war, Philip was granted permission by George VI to marry Elizabeth. Before the official 
engagement announcement, he abandoned his Greek and Danish royal titles, converted from 
Greek Orthodoxy to Anglicanism, and became a naturalised British subject, adopting the surname 
Mountbatten, from his maternal grandparents. After an official engagement of five months, as 
Lieutenant Philip Mountbatten, he married Elizabeth on 20 November 1947. Just prior to the 
marriage, the King granted him the style of His Royal Highness and the title Duke of Edinburgh. 
Philip left active service, having reached the rank of Commander, when Elizabeth became queen in 
1952. 
2427. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Jack Ronald Moore EVANS (52736). Signed 
24 August 1950. HQ Fighter Command. 

171 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. According to a photo of his headstone in Imtarfa 
Military Cemetery, Malta (militaryimages.net), he died on 26 August 1969, aged 51: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prince_Philip,_Duke_of_Edinburgh
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No further details found. 
2428. Flight Lieutenant & Mrs MACLEOD. Signed 28 August 1950. MOS Glasgow. 

171 
Flight Lieutenant Donald John Macleod (163074) signed this book on 8 January 1950 and added 
“??OS, St Vincent St, Glasgow” as the address. Since the signatures don’t match, this could be his 
wife’s. 
2429. POSSIBLY Flying Officer Selwyn MORRIS (188902). Signed 28 August 1950. HQ 18 
Group. 

171 
 
2430. Group Captain Arthur Edward WEST. Signed 29 August 1950. HQ Coastal Command. 

171 
He also signed this book on 24 February 1950 and 10 May 1950. 
2431. Flight Lieutenant Albert Weymouth PETTLEY (67304). Signed 29 August 1950. No 63 
Maintenance Unit, RAF Edzell. 

171 
He also signed this book on 19 June 1950. 
2432. Flight Lieutenant ? M KING. Signed 29 August 1950. No 63 Maintenance Unit, RAF 
Edzell. 

171 
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The second initial matches the “M” of “Maintenance” in the address: 

 
The Air Force List for April 1950 lists the following people named King with a middle initial of M: 
Flight Lieutenant D M KING (53060) Technical Branch 
Flying Officer John Mount KING (200742) who was promoted to Flight Lieutenant on 26 May 1955 
Wing Commander Walter Maclan KING (31036) 
The surname could also be KAY or KEY but there is no one in The Air Force List for April 1950 with 
either of those surnames and a middle initial of M. 
2433. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Ean Steward ROBERTSON CEng AFRAeS 
AMBIM (49436). Signed 29 August 1950. RAF Kinloss. 

171 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://www.heraldscotland.com/comment/obituaries/ean-stewart-robertson-1.1088167: 
Wing Commander Ean Stewart Robertson by ALISON SHAW, Thursday 3 March 2011 
Born: June 18, 1919 Died: January 14, 2011 
Ean Robertson, who has died aged 91, was one of the so-called Trenchard’s Brats who went on to 
serve with Bomber Command. 
Born in Ballater in the summer following the First World War, he remained a bachelor and career 
airman all his life until marrying a former WAAF and Battle of Britain plotter just a few months 
before his death. 
The eldest son of Mary Robertson, his father died when he was a boy and he left the local village 
school at 15 to become a technical apprentice at RAF Halton in Aylesbury. 
The apprentice training was the brainchild of Marshal of the Royal Air Force, Lord Trenchard who 
saw the need, between the wars, to develop a pool of skilled aircraft mechanics. 
Young Robertson entered the RAF in January 1936 as a member of the 33rd Aircraft Apprentice 
Entry to No 1 School of Technical Training. 
He began a three-year course in maintenance and repair of RAF aircraft along with 700 other boys 
aged 15 to 17. 
They completed their training in December 1938 and he was posted to a squadron as an aircraft 
fitter just before the outbreak of the Second World War. 
In 1942, he was sent to Heriot Watt College in Edinburgh on an aircraft engineering course before 
being commissioned as an RAF technical officer. 
He served in Bomber Command, mostly servicing the four-engined Lancaster bombers at RAF 
Coningsby, and worked his way up through the ranks to squadron leader, serving in a range of 
postings to stations including bases in Burma and Singapore. 
He was an aircraft technical officer at RAF Butterworth in Malaya and later served for a time during 
the 1960s at Safi in Malta, repairing Canberra aircraft, before being posted to RAF Bicester where 
he was a crash and salvage technical officer involved in air crash analysis. 

http://www.heraldscotland.com/comment/obituaries/ean-stewart-robertson-1.1088167
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He became a wing commander in the Ministry of Defence in London before retiring in the 1970s. 
However, that was not the end of his career in aviation. 
He joined the aircraft industry in Saudi Arabia working for the British Aircraft Corporation from 
1975, supervising the servicing of Lightning aircraft for the Saudi Air Force. 
In his younger years he had been a talented hockey player and played for his squadrons. He was 
also a keen, and very good golfer, and was a member of Royal Birkdale. 
Throughout his life he returned to Deeside and his family in Ballater a couple of times each year, a 
visit usually coinciding with the Ballater Highland Games. 
However, his retirement was spent in Southport, where he had good friends. He ended up living 
next door to Beryl Waring, an Ex- WAAF and widow whose husband had been one of his friends. 
Little did he know that she would become his close friend, companion and wife. They married at All 
Saints Church, Southport last September. He was 91 and resplendent in his RAF uniform and 
medals, his bride was aged 88. 
They had only a couple of months together as man and wife before he was widowed in November. 
He died in a nursing home less than two months later. 
Wing Commander Robertson is survived by his younger brothers Sandy and George who plan a 
memorial service for him at Glenmuick Church in Ballater later in the year. 
From http://www.bmdsonline.co.uk/31093140: 
ROBERTSON, EAN STEWART January 14, 2011 Peacefully, aged 91 years. Dearly loved brother of 
George and Sandy, cherished uncle, great uncle and Godfather, and dear friend to many. Ean will 
be missed by all his family and friends. Service at Southport Crematorium on Friday 28th January at 
2.00 pm. 
2434. Wing Commander Peter Whittam HARTLEY (37354). Signed 29 August 1950. Air 
Ministry DDOI. 

171 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG from 22 October 1935, which announced his short 
service commission as an Acting Pilot Officer. 
From http://surfcity.kund.dalnet.se/malta.htm: 
Gloster Gladiators and Fiat CR.42s over Malta 1940-42 
In March 1940, measures were taken to have the RAF Station Hal Far provided with a Station fighter 
Flight under the command of Wing Commander G. R. O’Sullivan. Nevertheless, Air Commodore F. 
H. Maynard, who in January 1940 had been appointed A.O.C. Malta, eventually was informed by 
Group Captain N. G. Gardner, Chief Administrative Officer, that apart from a few Swordfish (mostly 
floatplane version) in use by 3 A.A.C.U. (Anti-Aircraft Co-operation Unit) for target-towing duties, 
and a solitary radio-controlled de Havilland Queen Bee, the RAF had no other aircraft on the island! 
However, after consultation with his staff, Admiral Sir Andrew Cunningham, then Commander-in-
Chief, Mediterranean, gave his permission to the RAF for the loan of six of the in Kalafrana stored 
Sea Gladiators. Among these were N5521, N5525, N5527, N5530 and N5533, which were taken in 
hand by flying officer Collins, Officer-in-Charge of the Aircraft Repair Section at Kalafrana. He had 
the biplanes assembled and delivered to Hal Far by early March. Furthermore Collins, who knew 
that his services would now be needed at Hal Far, volunteered to man a badly-needed 
maintenance crew, made up by eager British and Maltese servicemen.  

http://www.bmdsonline.co.uk/31093140
http://surfcity.kund.dalnet.se/malta.htm
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Commodore Maynard knew that no trained fighter pilots were available on the island, but hardly 
had the word spread when volunteers began to gather. Flight Lieutenant George Burges, who had 
been Personal Assistant to Maynard was the first to volunteer. From Hal Far’s original staff came 
Squadron Leader Alan C. ‘Jock’ Martin, who was later picked to command the Flight. Two other 
members from the Hal Far Station Flight, Flying Officer William J. ‘Timber’ Woods and Flight 
Lieutenant Peter G. Keeble, enlisted as well. The other three volunteers were Flying Officer John L. 
Waters from 3 A.A.C.U, Flying Officer Peter W. Hartley also from 3 A.A.C.U and Flying Officer Peter 
Alexander who had previously been serving with an Experimental Flight, which had been operating 
the radio-controlled Queen Bee target drones. 
…. 
15/06/40  
Malta was attacked by ten 11o Stormo bombers with nine escorting MC200s. The Gladiators didn’t 
manage to intercept until the bombing was completed. Flying Officer Peter Hartley claimed 
damage to one bomber, reporting that it appeared to carry German markings – highly unlikely! The 
Italians reported damage to one machine, but attributed this to anti-aircraft, reporting that the 
Gladiators’ assault was ineffective. 
…. 
16/06/40  
A S.79 of 41o Stormo was damaged by Gladiators over Malta, possibly by Flying Officer Peter 
Hartley. Flight Lieutenant George Burges flew one patrol sortie in Gladiator N5531 (and suffered 
engine trouble). During the day HMS Eagle Fighter Flight was officially formed with four Sea 
Gladiators (N5512, N5513, N5517 and N5567) under the command of Commander Charles Keighly-
Peach. 
…. 
21/06/40  
During the day, two Gladiators was damaged in accidents. This was a major setback to the fighter 
force strength on the island. During the morning, Squadron Leader Martin crashed one of the 
precious Gladiators (N5522) while taking off on a scramble, but survived unhurt. In the afternoon, 
as Flying Officer Hartley and Flying Officer Alexander took off from Hal Far in a scramble, Hartley’s 
aircraft (N5524) struck a packing case and lost a wheel, causing the Gladiator to overturn on 
landing. Hartley, though shaken was only slightly injured. Both aircraft were deemed non-
repairable and one Gladiator had sustained damage to the front of the fuselage and the other was 
damaged at the rear. The Command Engineering Officer, Squadron Leader A. E. Louks, assessed the 
damage and considered one good aircraft could be constructed out of the two wrecks. He said: 
”…a hybrid was born out of two corpses.” The aircraft that was repaired was N5524. 
…. 
31/07/40  
At 09:45 in the morning, nine 23o Gruppo CR.42s escorted a single reconnaissance S.79 over Malta. 
Hardly any Hurricanes were now serviceable on the island, and three Gladiators took off to 
intercept, flown by Flying Officers Peter Hartley (N5519), Fred F. 'Eric' Taylor (N5529) and William 
’Timber’ Woods (N5520). As they attacked the formation, the bomber turned away, but a dogfight 
at once began between the opposing fighters. A burst of fire from the guns of Sergente Manlio 
Tarantino’s aircraft caused the fuel tank of Hartley’s Gladiator (N5519) to explode, and he baled out 
suffering from severe burns. Woods shot down the commander of the Italian formation, Capitano 
Antonio Chiodi of the 75a Squadriglia, his aircraft falling into the sea five miles east of Grand 
Harbour. Chiodi was subsequently awarded a posthumous Medaglia d’oro al valor militare. The 
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returning Italian pilots claimed that they had seen five Gladiators and two of them were claimed 
shot down. One by the above mentioned Tarantino and one by Capitano Luigi Filippi. Two more 
Gladiators were attacked by Tenente Mario Rigatti. South African Flying Officer Roger ‘Jock’ Barber 
of the Island’s Fighter Flight witnessed the shooting down of Hartley and N5519 from the ground: 
“Peter Hartley must have been hit in his centre tank because his Gladiator burnt just like a 
magnesium flare - an actually brilliant light in the sky, and it was a very lovely day: typical Malta 
summer day very hot, clear blue sky, no clouds. He actually baled out after his aircraft caught fire 
and he fell into the sea. He was very badly burnt, particularly about the knees and arms and face. In 
those days, we, of course, flew in khaki shirts and shorts and stockings and it was, of course, the 
exposed portion of his body that got damaged. He spent a very long time in hospital and was 
eventually evacuated to UK, but I believe made a good recovery and flew again.” 
According to at least one report, Gladiator N5519 fell just offshore, close to Ras il-Fenek, in south-
east Malta. Hartley was rescued by a boat from Kalafrana and admitted to the Station Sick 
Quarters suffering from shock and third degree burns. Soon after, he was transferred to the military 
hospital at Mtarfa. He did indeed return to flying duties in the UK and the Middle East, but was 
eventually reassigned a ground role due to continuing problems with his injuries. 

 
GLOSTER SEA GLADIATOR I, N5519 "G6A", 802 Sqn RN, HMS Glorious, August 1939 © Rick Kent 
FAUCONBERG AEROGRAPHICS 
From http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=45432770: 

 
St Bartholomew Churchyard , Lower Basildon, Berkshire, England 
2435. Pilot Officer Geoffrey John SLEDDON (3124697). Signed 6 September 1950. RAF 
Dirleton. 

171 
His commission as a Pilot Officer was announced in the LG, 19 September 1950. The LG, 11 March 
1952 announced he relinquished his National Service commission (in the Fighter Control Branch) 
on appointment to the RAFVR on 21 October 1951. 

http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=45432770
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A person named Geoffrey John Sleddon, Seamill, West Kilbride, Scotland, filed several patents, 
including the following which was assigned to ICI: 

 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dirleton: 
Dirleton is a village and parish in East Lothian, Scotland approximately 20 miles (32 km) east of 
Edinburgh. 
…. 
The radar station at lies just to the north of Dirleton and is one of a handful of Second World War 
GCI (Ground-controlled interception) Radar complexes that have survived demolition.18 In the 
early 1940s it was a site for mobile control and aerial trailers, but because of the continued 
incursion of night raiders more sophisticated equipment was required to direct friendly fighter 
aircraft to the enemy and the earlier Chain Home radar network needed to be augmented. The 
latter was designed to detect incoming waves of German aircraft during daylight and direct British 
fighters to a point where they could make visual contact (i.e. within a mile or so). In darkness, 
however, central command had to direct night fighters to within hundreds of metres in order to 
engage the enemy and the station at Dirleton was constructed as part of a system designed to 
provide this level of accuracy and control. 
The main operations block, often called a Happidrome, was the hub of the complex and it was from 
here that underground cables ran to the various transmitters and receivers in the surrounding 
areas. These included height finding equipment, plan and position indicators and machinery for the 
identification of friend and foe signals sent by incoming aircraft. The information obtained was 
collated in the operations room and relayed to the fighter stations at Drem and the training unit at 
Charterhall. Although staff were not billeted at the station it was largely self-sufficient with its own 
water supply, sewage treatment plant, generator house and telephone exchange. Welfare facilities 
included canteens, showers and rest rooms. It is clear that in times of emergency the site could 
have carried on independently of the national grid and, with the blast doors closed and air filtration 
unit functioning, it could have survived all but the most direct of hits from enemy planes. 
In its later life it passed over many of its main functions to other centres but it continued as a 
training venue until the 1950s. 
2436. Barbara Joan PATERSON. Signed 16 September 1950. Killearn. 

171 
No trace found. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dirleton
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2437. Unknown. Signed 16 September 1950. Glasgow. 

171 
 
2438. Unknown. Signed 16 September 1950. Glasgow. 

171 
 
2439. ? ? SILK. Signed 16 September 1950. [Address]. 

171 
 
2440. Flying Officer [later Air Vice-Marshal] Bertrand ‘John’ BROWNLOW CB OBE AFC 
(3110111). Signed 19 September 1950. RAF Binbrook. 

172 
According to various editions of the LG, he was promoted to Flying Officer on 1 October 1951, 
Flight Lieutenant on 7 January 1953, and Wing Commander on 1 July 1964. The LG, 2 June 1962 
announced the award of his AFC. The LG, 1 January 1967 announced the award of his OBE. 
He was born in 1929. He is a director of General Aviation Safety Council, Rochester City Airport, 
Chatham, Kent. As at 16 February 1994, he was an executive member of the Civil Aviation Authority. 
From http://www.raf.mod.uk/rafgliding/gsa/trophies.cfm: 
BROWNLOW TROPHY 
This trophy was presented in 1983 by Air Vice-Marshal B Brownlow CB OBE AFC FRAeS RAF on his 
retirement from the RAF. John Brownlow was a member of the RAFGSA RAF Gliding & Soaring 
Association throughout his long and distinguished service career and held almost every post from 
Club CFI to Chairman of the Association. His trophy is awarded by the Executive Council for 'The 
Most Meritorious Flight, the Year'. 
From http://www.e-goaeroplanes.com/all-the-latest/elevators-coming-along-2/: 
Air Vice Marshall John Brownlow also went via the RAF to the Empire Test Pilots’ School. He spent 
much of his service career in research and development appointments, and as a test pilot at 
Farnborough and Boscombe Down. Then John joined Marshall Aerospace at Cambridge as Airport 
and Flight Operations Director. He’s been test flying amateur-built aircraft since the early 1990s. 
John is a Fellow of the Royal Aeronautical Society and Vice - Chairman of the GA CHIRP Advisory 
Board. 

http://www.raf.mod.uk/rafgliding/gsa/trophies.cfm
http://www.e-goaeroplanes.com/all-the-latest/elevators-coming-along-2/
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2441. Flight Lieutenant ? ? JORDAN. Signed 18 September 1950. Overseas Headquarters, 
Royal Australian Air Force, Overseas Headquarters, Canberra House, 85-87 Jermyn Street, 
London SW1. 

172 
The Air Force List for April 1950 lists the following Flight Lieutenants under Overseas Headquarters, 
RAAF: 
A R JANS 
G T DICK (who signed this book on 18 September 1950) 
C A HARTLEY 
J HUGHES 
A FRIEND 
2442. Flight Lieutenant [later Group Captain] George Turnbull DICK OBE BA. Signed 18 
September 1950. Overseas Headquarters, Royal Australian Air Force, Overseas 
Headquarters, Canberra House, 85-87 Jermyn Street, London SW1. 

172 
The Air Force List for April 1950 lists him as Staff Officer Navigation, Overseas Headquarters, RAAF. 
From 
http://www.30squadron.org.au/index.php?option=com_igal&pid=image&image=356&Itemid=345: 
Group Captain (Hon.) George Dick O.B.E. was born in Seaham Harbour, Co Durham, UK on 28th 
May 1921. He was 19 years old when he enlisted in Brisbane as a trainee Wireless Operator on 9th 
April 1941. He commenced training with No 3 Beaufighter Course on 12 January 1943 and 
completed the course on 8 March 1943. He was a Pilot Officer and navigator when he arrived at 30 
Squadron 27 March 1943. George Dick flew 17 sorties with pilot Flying Officer D G Raffen by the 
time he left six months later on 3 October 1943. He was one a of the few men of 30SQN to remain 
in the RAAF in the post war years, retiring on 28th May 1971 with the rank of Wing Commander 
whilst serving at Department of Air. 
Along with  Wing Commander Black Jack Walker, he was responsible for collecting a great amount 
of information on 30SQN used to create this website. Neither men would know the great legacy 
they left for future generations of Australians as the internet was still in it's infancy and this website 
not even a seed of an idea when both men went to that great hanger in the sky. Without this great 
collection of very rare photo's and equally rare interviews recorded on cassette tape, the depth of 
this website would not be possible. 
Interviewed by himself on Cassette tape at  his home 3 Avoca Street, Glenbrook, NSW on  12th  
August  1993. 
I was born in a little mining village in County Durham and migrated to Australia with my parents 
and two of my siblings in 1927, settling in Brisbane. We weren’t well off during the Depression, and 
after College I worked as a junior with a bookselling firm in Elizabeth St. My father had been in the 
trenches with the British Army during the Great War and vehemently objected to my becoming a 
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soldier during Hitler’s war: my mother finally yielded to my persuasion to join the Air Force and 
reluctantly signed my enlistment application. 
Air Commodore Cobby attended No. 3 Recruiting Centre when I, together with 63 other civilians, 
took the Oath of Allegiance and became an airman on 9th April 1941. Flight Lieutenant Debert said 
that he had temporarily suspended recruiting for aircrew, but I would have a better chance of being 
chosen for aircrew training if I was already in the Air Force. He smooth-talked me into becoming a 
trainee wireless operator; later, I found that this was a common technique at Recruit Centres. 
Chivvied by a loud-mouthed corporal we were bundled aboard a canvas-covered tender and taken 
to Amberley where Flight Sergeant Andrews shepherded us though the Clothing Store (to be 
issued with Drawers, cotton, complete with drawstrings; Hat, fur felt; Puggaree; Overalls, blue; and 
Boots, black) and to the Barracks Store (to be issued with Sheets, white; Palliasse; Blankets, and 
Pillow). Then across to the Sick quarters for a short-arm inspection, and finally to the Dental Section 
(where a junior officer extracted two of my perfectly-sound front teeth. Perhaps he was trying to 
get his week’s quota! 
A Drill Instructor with advanced halitosis bullied my recruit squad for four weeks until we could:- 
Advance in column of route: Salute to the front: Form fours: For inspection port arms: Slow march, 
and execute other manoeuvres prescribed in the Drill Manual. 
On 11th May four of us were given Rail Warrants and Movement Orders for our journey to No. 1 
Wireless Air Gunnery School at Ballarat, where, as trainees (Group V) we attended lectures by tiny 
red-headed Flight Lieutenant Jim Duff in mathematics and by FLight Lieutenant Jim Hardy in 
physics. We also started to learn the Morse Code. As we were scheduled to do some work in the air 
we were issued with outer flying suits plus their fur inner lining, wool-lined flying boots and white 
sox, leather gauntlets and helmets. We never did get airborne but the fur-lined suits did a lot to 
keep us warm in bed during the freezing nights. 
Two months later I was off to No. 1 School of Technical Training in Melbourne; I was quartered in 
tin-shed barracks in West Melbourne, previously occupied by a cookery school. It was next to a 
four storey warehouse devoted to the storage and sale of bulk foodstuffs. A most obnoxious odour 
emanated from a tannery located on the far side of the lane which ran behind our quarters. Every 
day we marched from there along Spencer St, up Lonsdale and along Queen to the AWA School of 
Wireless. Corporals ‘Piggy’ Malone and ‘Spud’ Taylor were the drill instructors in charge of the 
three flights during those marches. At the AWA School, Mr Caddell, and other civilian instructors 
laboured to teach us radio theory and kindred subjects, while ‘Merchant Navy Mick’ saw to it that 
we further developed our Morse skills. Warrant Officer Joe Reynolds was in charge of Service 
matters; he was a most objectionable individual, a crude fellow, and a bully. 
Trevor Wyman and I got week-end leave passes and nearly every Saturday we went to  either the 
State Theatre to see a film, or to Her Majesty’s to take in a play, and got bed and breakfast in Air 
Force House for two shillings and sixpence. On Sunday afternoons we went to the Powerhouse at 
Albert Park for afternoon tea with the many young and attractive hostesses there. One Sunday 
night Ian Adams took me to the Collins Street Baptist Church (Rev Reginald Kirby, soon to be padre 
of 30 Squadron), where I met Dorothy Barnett, and from that night on spent most of my week-ends 
with the Barnett family at Camberwell. I thoroughly enjoyed being looked after by that very kind 
family and was most appreciative of all they did. 
To accommodate the incoming course, my course was moved from the West Melbourne barracks 
to the Melbourne Exhibition Building, where about a thousand technical trainees were 
accommodated. 
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At the end of November 1941 the Air Force posted me down to the Signals School at Point Cook 
for instruction in the practical aspects of radio, concentrating on the rather ancient English TR 
1082/83 and handling lead-acid accumulators in the battery-charging room. Lectures and exercises 
in Signals Procedure formed an important part of our training and we spent a deal of time in little 
huts down near the sea sending properly-addressed plain language and code messages to other 
trainees in other ‘outstations’. Ron Binnie, Bob Hasenohr, Ian Adams, Rex Millburn, Joe Gubbay, 
Ron Binnie, and Kev Carrick were there with me. About half of those on the course had come from 
the Technical Training School at Ultimo. There were three courses under instruction at once. 
Sergeant Jim Clarke of Wonthaggi was a first-class instructor who supervised the wireless 
component of No. 60 W/T Course. He sent me aloft to do W/T Exercise No. 1 in DC2 A30/1 on 5th 
January 1942: that was my very first flight, and, like the rest of the pupils, I was airsick.I was one of 
three or four trainees who, towards the end of the course were interviewed by the Chief Signals 
Instructor, Flight Lieutenant ‘Bunny’ Austin; apparently, he was assessing our fitness for training as 
observers. 
At a formal parade early in February the CSI presented the successful men of No. 60 W/T course 
with their metal W/T Operator badges (their ‘sparks’). My pay then went from 5/- a day to 8/6 a 
day. During our time at Point Cook the food went from absolutely grand to rather poor. We were 
led to believe that the Army had taken over rationing from the Air Force. for which we had been 
paying one shilling and ninepence a day. The Army stuff wasn’t worth ninepence. 
I lived at home during the three months I spent at the Brisbane W/T Station in Edward Street, 
having been posted there from Point Cook. During my shifts I took a number of secret messages 
made up of five-letter groups rather than plain language. These I passed to the Cipher Officer who 
decoded them on the TypeX machine. 
On 28th May 1942, my 21st birthday, I reported in to No. 1 Air Observer’s School to join a gaggle 
of Empire Air Training Scheme fellows for instruction on No. 25 Course. The subjects covered 
were:- Dead Reckoning Navigation, Practical Navigation, Patrol & Search, Astro Navigation, 
Reconnaissance, Radio Aids, Instruments, Maps & Charts, Signals, Ship Recognition, Magnetics and 
Compasses, Photography, and Meteorology. Ansons were provided for a raft of day and night air 
exercises to outback turning points such as Condobolin, Grogan, Wyalong, Grong Grong, Gilgunia, 
and Booligal. In July I flew on a photography exercise with John Drummond (soon to go to 30 
Squadron) and later with Sgt Croud, who thought it a huge joke to fire off a Verey cartridge, empty 
his bladder into the case, open his window and toss the contents out. Of course, the slipstream 
would blow the liquid right back into the aircraft, straight on to the navigator’s face. 
Among the ground instructors were Pilot Officer Chinnick (a pilot just back from England) who took 
us for DR Nav and Astro Nav, Flight Lieutenant ‘Johnno’ Johnstone, a one-time high school teacher 
who took us for Magnetics & Compasses as well as Photography and Instruments. Squadron 
Leader ‘Pappy’ Reeve was the Chief Instructor, and after the CO’s Tuesday parade, he took the 
entire trainee squadron on a route march. He was a thin fellow, about 6 feet three, and took such 
long strides that we all had to run to keep up with him. In the Proficiency Assessments in my Log 
Book he noted that I was ‘Above Average’ and was 2nd on the course. 
September saw me flying in the Fairey Battles of No. 1 Bombing and Gunnery School at Evans 
Head, commanded by Group Captain Boucher. Like all the other trainees I particularly disliked 
being choked with Glycol fumes while lying in the nose to drop 8.5 pound practice bombs. As I had 
found in the Ansons at Cootamundra, lying prone in a Battle’s nose was quite unnerving. In both 
instances the navigator had to crawl past the pilot’s legs and slide a floor-hatch open and this 
allowed him a vertical view of the countryside, his head and shoulders being suspended in free 
airspace. The biggest crime was to let the Course and Speed Calculator drop out through the hole, 
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but it probably meant years breaking stones in some military prison if the highly secret and very 
expensive Course Setting Bombsight were lost from its spigot near the aperture. 
The most useless bit of knowledge I ever acquired came from our extra-keen armourer, viz:- ‘the 
rear sear spring retainer and keeper’. 
I spent the morning of 12th November sewing on my observer’s brevet and sergeant’s stripes, and 
then catching the train to Brisbane for a spot of leave. But, as a result of a telegram from Air Board, 
I had to rip off the stripes because I was commissioned straight off course, becoming 01111 Pilot 
Officer Dick instead of A25443 AC1 Dick with effect from 12th November 1942. 
I wasn’t able to deck myself out in an officer’s uniform during my three week’s leave and had to 
wait until I arrived at No. 5 Operational Training Unit in the middle of December 1942 where I was 
to become a member of No. 2 Beaufighter Course. I approached the Officers’ Mess for the first 
time with a feeling of great trepidation for not a solitary soul had filled in this one-time erk about 
conduct in that place and he was petrified he would commit some ghastly social solecism. To my 
rescue came Flying Officer Joe Newman, who had his navigator, Ron Binnie, in tow. Ron was a 
brand-new pilot officer like me, and Joe showed both of us the ropes, at the Bar, in the Ante-Room, 
and in the Dining Room. I was glad to escape from the rather intimidating situation of the Mess 
back to my room in a nearby hut. 
I still regard Friday, 8th January as the most frightening day in my entire life. Flight Lieutenant 
‘Butch’ Gordon grabbed me to go with him on a flight to Mascot in a Beaufighter. What a flight 
that was! 70 hair-raising minutes while I clung to the back of the navigator’s chair as we hurtled 
along at tree-top height scattering fowls, geese, cattle and sheep on the way. The return flight was 
a re-run of the outbound flight, but I was more exhilarated than scared during the run back to 
Forest Hill. I’m not sure why ‘Butch’ took me along; he never spoke to me, and of course I wasn’t 
required to do anything about navigation or radio operating. 
Sergeant Bill O’Brien and I had decided to crew up but he was suspended early in the Beaufighter 
phase of the training and was posted away, without flying with me. After three weeks I was 
transferred to No. 3 Course, and, having looked over the field, approached Flying Officer Doug 
Raffen to be my pilot. We became a very good team during training and during operations in New 
Guinea. I made my first flight at Wagga with him on 23rd January 1943 when we did a ZZ Approach 
at Cootamundra. Later, we did an exercise involving a radius of action from Moruya, a square 
search off Black Head, and 13  exercises on the gunnery range. 
My end-of-course report signed by Dave Colquhoun shows that during the eight weeks from 12th 
January I had flown some 42 hours in Beaufighters. For the eight ground subjects I had secured 
Average Plus assessments for all except Meteorology and Medical. 
Together with other crews, Doug and I were posted to No. 30 Beaufighter Squadron in New Guinea 
and on the way north spent ten days doing a hardening course at Sandgate. What a joke!. Then on 
to what passed as a railway system in the backward State of Queensland; if the locomotive ever got 
a bit of speed up, the carriages swayed on the 3’6” gauge and banged the passengers from side to 
side. Only when the train came to rest at one of the numerous stops could the passengers get relief 
from the soot, cinders, and smoke which swirled through the carriages. In all this, the OiC Troop 
Train (an overly-officious Army major) insisted that officers keep their ties on and their tunics 
buttoned up during the day. The four officers in my compartment managed to find somewhere to 
stretch out and sleep, but we were all most uncomfortable and were glad when we pulled into a 
station for a breakfast in the Railway Refreshment Rooms. 
A transit camp just outside of Townsville put us up for a couple of nights in small Masonite huts set 
out under mango trees — a haven for fruit bats, which dropped half-eaten fruit on the roofs and 
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made for disturbed sleep. An orderly woke us well before sunrise one morning, loaded us on to a 
truck and sent us off to the Marine Section. Having had only a cup of tea and a slice of dry bread 
for breakfast we were a bit tetchy at having to hang round the jetty for a couple of hours. 
Eventually a marine tender ferried us out to Short Empire Flying Boat A18-14 and, with water 
splashing alarmingly against the portholes, Flying Officer Cowan got us airborne at 0650, setting us 
down on Moresby Harbour just on noon of Saturday, 27th March. 
A launch took us to the jetty where we were left standing like shags on a rock with no welcoming 
committee in sight. ‘Grumpy’ Eddison threw his weight around and ordered a hapless Air Force 
corporal to take us to 30 Squadron’s camp, about 10km inland. Our first thought on arrival at June 
Valley was in regard to sustenance for the inner man, but when the steward plonked down plates 
of cold bully beef, tinned carrots, tinned peas and some hard biscuits, it came to us that we were 
really at the ‘sharp end’ where comforts would be few and far between. 
I must say that we recoiled a bit at the sight of the rather sparsely furnished Aircrew Mess. It was a 
long native-style hut with a chest-high wall of woven sago-palm leaves, an open space above that, 
and roof eaves that jutted out well beyond the walls. As you came in the door (located at the east 
end) you entered the Ante-Room which contained a rather battered table-tennis table, and a few 
folding canvas chairs. The Dining Room (a rather grand name for the place) was separated from the 
Ante Room by a woven sago-palm wall, which went up to the rafters. It was equipped with folding 
forms and trestle tables, upon which were bottles of Salt Tablets and Atebrin. The kitchen lay at the 
western end of the building, and while that had a concrete floor, the Aircrew Mess was floored with 
crushed gravel. 
The seven new crews dumped their kit bags and other accoutrements in their allotted tents and 
assembled in the Operations tent. The pilots and their respective navigators, were:- ‘Grumpy’ 
Eddison and Max Allott; Maurice Ball and Greg Hardman; Keith Nicholson and Ken Delbridge; Chas 
Harris and Don Miller; Harold Tapner and Bob Tapner; Ed Woolcott and Bob Hasenohr, Doug 
Raffen and George Dick. 
‘Blackjack’ Walker subjected us to a lengthy harangue about what he expected from his aircrew, 
flying discipline, operational tactics, and Beaufighter handling techniques. Most of his talk was 
directed to the pilots and I doubt that he realised that navigators were also present. Stan 
Hutchinson, the Operations Officer, gave a brief outline of the Japanese Order of Battle, and 
friendly forces, after which the two Flight Commanders had their say and carved up the crews 
between the Flights. Doug and I were allotted to ‘B’ Blight, under ‘Torchy’ Uren. 
About a week later, ‘Torchy’ took Doug and I up in A19-37 on a very short familiarisation flight of 
the local area, after which, I climbed into  my rear cupola, Doug strapped himself in the pilot’s seat 
and took the Beaufighter on a wandering exploration of the coastal area up to Yule Island and 
Hood Point. During circuits of the Moresby area my view of the extensive military encampments 
fascinated me: American units could be distinguished by their dark bell-like tents, while the 
Australians were in their usual style of white canvas tents with a longitudinal ridge pole. The 
Americans had taken over the entire length of Ela Beach — no doubt because they could enjoy 
cool sea breezes and could cool off with a swim. Ack Ack gun pits seemed to be everywhere, and 
no less than six airstrips had been constructed. 
The day after our arrival we were shunted across to see Les Braund in his Equipment Store where 
he issued us with personal weapons and a survival kit. We were each given a Smith & Wesson .38 
revolver, a canvas holster and a webbing belt to which was attached an ammunition pouch and a 
survival equipment pouch. The issue also included one Tommy Gun per crew as a survival item, and 
this was kept in the aircraft. The Ground Defence Officer had carved out a bit of a practice firing 
range on the other side of the road from our camp and it was there that Doug, Keith Nicholson, 
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and ‘Grumpy’ Eddison took great delight in firing off their Tommy Guns. I think I may have fired off 
half-a-dozen rounds, being glad to hand the weapon back to Doug. I may have fired my revolver 
too, but as I never felt at home handling firearms, I didn’t expend too much ammunition. 
The items in the small survival pouch included a metal signalling mirror, matches, a silk map of 
eastern New Guinea, a booklet about the Geneva Convention, a pamphlet in Pidgin English offering 
a reward if the bearer was brought back to an Allied encampment, a handful of high-energy 
rations, and some small items for trading with the natives. A water bottle was affixed to the 
webbing belt and a whopping great jungle knife was strapped to one’s leg. Nearly every crew had 
other survival gear stashed in their aircraft, usually consisting of more water and more food. Clive 
Cooke had chocolates and other goodies stuffed into a bicycle tyre, Phil Edwards and Bob Thomas 
had emergency rations and medical supplies in ammunition tins.  
The tent I shared with Doug was the standard Australian variety with two ridge poles, a canvas fly 
being slung over the uppermost pole. To give a little more height inside, the skirts had been 
lengthened by the attachment of strips of hessian, about 20cm wide. Normally, the skirts and the 
entry flaps at both ends, were rolled up so that we got maximum airflow through the tent. There 
was a great rush to slacken off the guy ropes, let down the skirts and close the entry flaps when it 
rained. The occupants of nearby tents closed our tent up if we were absent, and we did the same 
for them. 
The tent had a packed-earth floor and the furnishings were pretty basic. We had both been issued 
with collapsible canvas furniture — armchairs, hand-basins, stretchers, and footbaths (which we 
never used). We stored our few bits of clothing on shelves made out of wooden packing cases; we 
were always careful to give the clothes a good shaking to dislodge red-backs and other nasty 
creepy-crawlies. At night,we always tucked our mosquito nets in to keep out mosquitoes and other 
insects. I took pains to make my net impenetrable as I had a horror of waking up to find a snake in 
bed with me. 
Three days after our arrival I was badly shaken when a ‘phone message came through from the 
strip saying that on his first flight from Wards, Chas Harris and Don Miller had pranged during 
take-off and the aircraft was a write-off. I imagined that Chas and Don had become our first 
fatalities. But they both escaped death by inches. It transpired that Chas tried to close his top hatch 
during the take-off run and having lost control, his Beaufighter speared into the scrub alongside 
the strip snapping off trees and bushes as it went on its way. Just as it came to rest a branch as 
thick as an arm smashed through the cockpit, missing the pilot’s chest by the smallest of margins. 
At the same time the tail unit broke off and swung round with great force and sliced off the rear 
cupola. If Don hadn’t ducked he would have been decapitated. 
That incident suggested that we ought to visit the strip and watch our aircraft take-off and land so 
as to get the hang of the procedure, as well as to see the American Mitchells and Fortresses go out 
and come back. The Beaufighters went out to attack barges and stores on the Finschaven beaches 
on 30th March. We got to the strip just in time to see some of them take off at 1000, but were 
there when they came back about 1600. Greg Hardman told me that Maurice Ball had aborted the 
mission because there was quite a rev drop in one of the engines. Maurice, usually an unflappable 
fellow, was quite annoyed and threatened to smarten up the engineers. 
Doug and I were flung against the enemy five days after our familiarisation flight when we went out 
in A19-32 to strafe Amron Mission and Alexishaven. The post-mission report shows that eight 
crews, led by ‘Blackjack’ wreaked considerable havoc. At Alexishaven the powerhouse, the Japanese 
headquarters, hangars, and the sawmill were set on fire. Two barges were sunk and one set on fire. 
A launch was damaged. One large and one small barge covered by palm fronds were damaged. At 
Frederick Karl Harbour a barge and a launch among the trees were damaged. At Madang a single-
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seater ‘plane was destroyed. In the dock area the attackers started a huge petrol fire. Doug 
thoroughly enjoyed himself, but I was a trifle apprehensive about being intercepted by Zeros. 
In addition to us, the new boys on that mission were Chas Harris and Don Miller, Ed Woolcott and 
Bob Hasenohr, ‘Grumpy’ Eddison and Max Allot. What tales were told when we gathered for de-
briefing, and how those tales were embellished over the lunch table! I doubt if anyone noticed that 
bully beef was the main course again. 
Some ten days later, ‘Blackjack’ loaded Doug and I into Beaufighter A19-93 which he flew down to 
Garbutt (showing off on the way) where he off-loaded us and sent us about our business. We were 
able to savour the delights of civilisation for one night only as the next day we collected 
Beaufighter A19-93 which we were to take back to the Squadron. After stacking it with all the fresh 
fruit and vegetables we could stuff on board, we set off for Moresby just before noon. I can’t 
imagine why we didn’t stay for lunch in the Officers’ Mess, where I’m sure they had something 
better than cold bully beef. 
Under Air Board Order A/10/43, those in the Wireless Air Observer mustering were re-classified as 
Navigators (BW). Our cloth ‘O’ wings (which were usually backed by metal or other stiffening to 
which a safety pin was attached) were replaced by ‘N’ wings. Most of us regretted the change for 
we were now lumped in with all navigators instead of being distinguished by our ‘O’ wings, which 
we wore for many months more. 
It became obvious to me that for the job in 30 Squadron, we had been overtrained in the wireless 
side of things; the six months I had spent on that aspect had been a waste of time. Firstly, the 
ancient gear we dealt with at Point Cook was far removed from the relatively modern equipment 
fitted in the Beaufighter. Secondly, we operated under strict wireless silence (although the 
Americans had never heard of that restriction) and we made only a few emergency transmissions. 
Since two-way communication with the Fighter Sectors was by voice only, we had no need to use 
the Morse Code or the Morse key. 
The principal task was to keep the receiver, transmitter and aerial coupling unit accurately tuned to 
the various frequencies in use, so that we quickly establish communication when necessary, and be 
able to get a bearing with the Direction Finding loop. This was fitted on top of the fuselage just aft 
of the pilot’s top hatch, and was enclosed in a perspex cupola. 
I think that by 1944 the authorities had discontinued giving navigator training to qualified wireless 
operators and conducted abbreviated radio and navigation courses which were more appropriate 
to those destined to fly in Beaufighters and Bostons. 
John Court, our Army Liaison Officer thought himself to be irresistible to women and spent a deal 
of time on the phone to various nurses and sisters, and was mightily put out to find that his 
amorous conversations had been broadcast over the camp’s tannoy system. The same practical 
joker hitched John’s tent to his jeep and when he lurched off into the night on one of his dates he 
dragged his tent with him. 
I didn’t hold either Ross Little or ‘Torchy’ Uren in very high regard for they both seemed to have 
very large tickets on themselves and seemed to consider many of the aircrew as lesser mortals. 
‘Torchy’ was my Flight Commander but he never addressed one word to me at Moresby. 
Hence I enjoyed their predicament at the end of their tour. The night their postings came through 
they went into town on a bender. They awoke the next morning a little uncertain as to the day of 
the week and found themselves ordered to parade to ‘Blackjack’. Behind ‘Blackjack’ stood Adjutant 
Wearne, like an undernourished Gabriel. He produced a letter which alleged that when the pair had 
been stopped by a US Provost last night they abused and assaulted him. As neither of the 
miscreants could remember nothing of the carousing, they couldn’t deny it. Blackjack gave these 
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two flight lieutenants (who had been awarded Distinguished Flying Crosses a few weeks before) a 
terrific tongue-lashing and it wasn’t until he told them that their punishment would be a swift kick 
in the pants by their CO that they realised, with great relief, that they had been hoaxed. 
About the only occasions the aircrew had anything to do with Adjutant Wearne was during meals 
in the Mess. Even so, he tended to sit with the non-flying officers, rather than with the aircrews. 
This may have been because all the fly-boys were much younger than him and he couldn’t share in 
their conversations about operational matters or flying techniques. He gave me a lift into Moresby 
one afternoon during which I found him to be a pleasant and knowledgeable companion. 
Additionally, he showed that he had a lot of time for the airmen, and considered the senior non-
commissioned officers to be the glue that held the unit together. 
Doug spent a deal of time down at the strip working on his aircraft and talking to our engine fitter 
(Harry Edwards) and our flight rigger (Bert Clarke). We were always welcome to have morning tea 
in their little ‘bludge-hut’ and to have a chat about happenings in the Squadron and around 
Moresby. Like all the other airmen, they were well up with the latest stories and often told us the 
results of operational sorties. Although I had a look around the navigator’s station during those 
visits, there was little for me to do as the wireless mechanics had serviced and tuned the AT5/AR8 
every morning, the armourers had serviced the cannons, the electricians had serviced the battery 
and the electrical instruments, and the radar mechanic had serviced the IFF equipment. 
I was never a sporting type so seldom joined the few organised or scratch games that popped up 
from time to time. Up at the camp, I spent most of my time reading, novels when I could get them, 
magazines when they weren’t around. I particularly liked Man, Man Junior, Esquire, Argossy, Life, 
and Saturday Evening Post. Fellows who received Australian newspapers in the post passed them 
round, but as a Queenslander, I really couldn’t raise any interest in those published in Sydney or 
Melbourne. 
Heat, humidity, dust, and rain made for uncomfortable living conditions and I was grateful for the 
opportunity to walk a few metres across to the shower block and sluice myself in the tepid water. 
The Works squadron laid a pipe line from Rouna Falls to their camp (which was just down the road 
from ours) and were good enough to run a spur pipe line to our showers. The airmen regarded 
these as the most welcome facilities in New Guinea and used them as soon as they came up from 
the strip after a hard day’s work in the sun. Some of the more enterprising men in one of the 
Flights had established a shower for themselves down at the strip and could thus sluice themselves 
down at any time during they day when they felt the need. 
For washing and shaving Doug and I used water from the 44-gallon drum outside our tent, and 
which was topped up from time-to-time by the water tender. My soft whiskers were easily removed 
in cold water, using a Gillette Safety Razor — getting up a lather with a shaving brush and a cake of 
Palmolive shaving soap. I made my Gillette blade last for three or four weeks, sharpening it every 
morning by rubbing it around the inside of a glass tumbler. One of the pilots (Bob Bennett ?) in a 
nearby tent used a cut-throat razor which he stropped every morning. 
Every day was a washing day, but this was a pretty simple chore involving a kerosine tin, cold water, 
some laundry soap flakes or powder, and a dhobi stick. Normally my laundry consisted of a towel, a 
handkerchief, a khaki shirt, a pair of long socks, and a pair of shorts. I soon discontinued wearing a 
singlet as it was too hot and although I had brought up some BVD’s, I found they were too 
uncomfortable to wear. I had long thrown away my issue cotton drawers. 
Doug and I served under three ‘B’ Flight commanders; George Gibson, until his southern posting 
came through, ‘Grumpy’ Eddison until he was killed over Lae, Maurice Ball for a short time, and 
then Bill Boulton. Bill became temporary Commanding Officer between the departure of ‘Blackjack’ 
Walker and Clarrie Glasscock, and again after Clarrie was killed at Cape Hoskins in September. Bill 
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was never highly regarded by either the groundstaff or the aircrew, who thought it most odd that 
his was the one aircraft in the Squadron that seemed to develop faults while on the way to a 
defended target yet had no trouble if headed for a soft target. He would turn back about half-way 
to the target, complaining of rev-drops, wireless problems, cannon misfires, or similar, yet the 
technicians at base seldom found a real fault. 
Although there might be only some 24 pilots and 24 navigators on the Squadron strength at any 
one time, I never got to know them all. Not everybody ate in the Aircrew Mess at the same time, 
and in any case, people left as soon as they finished their meal. In the Operations tent crews met 
up with others who were going on the same mission, but contact was pretty brief and discussion 
related to operational rather than personal matters. And there were no social occasions which 
would have provided opportunities for mixing. 
Hence, the aircrew tended to form small groups of friends which did things together. Perhaps they 
met in one of their tents to chat or to play cards, perhaps they went on excursions to Hanaubada 
village together, or perhaps they went for trips in a marine launch together. The small group that I 
knocked around with in Moresby consisted of Doug Raffen, Keith Nicholson, Ken Delbridge, Harold 
Kelly, Bob Hasenohr and Ron Binnie. 
Keith was Ken’s pilot and it would be hard to imagine a more dissimilar pair of individuals, who for 
all that, got on extremely well together. Keith was more than a year younger than me but his 
attitude and actions always made him seem much more mature.. He’d been second dicky in 
Hudsons for a time, attended the General Reconnaissance School, been a staff pilot at an Air 
Observer’s School, and had flown Ansons on anti-submarine operations in Australian coastal 
waters. Ken had a churchy background and was thus a non-drinking, non-swearing, non-smoking 
young man. Nevertheless, he never pushed religion at us and wholeheartedly joined in all our 
activities. He was totally naive, but an exceedingly open and pleasant character. 
Harold Kelly and I had worked in rival bookstores as junior assistants before the war, and we had 
been together on No. 2 Beaufighter Course for a short time. I thoroughly enjoyed the company of 
this fair-haired fellow, admired his story-telling ability, and envied the ease with which he 
performed his navigation tasks. He had a soft but somewhat husky voice as well as a vivacious 
manner. 
During my time with 30 Squadron seven crews were lost. 
 ‘Grumpy’ Eddison and Max Allot were the first to go, being shot down over Lae on 27th May. 
Because Max had been temporarily medically unfit for a week or so, George Carnegie had filled in 
for him for those few days. The night before that mission to Lae, Max had told George he was now 
fit and would be flying with his pilot from now on. George still ponders on the circumstances that 
deleted his name from that mission and sent Max to his doom. 
Four days after that we lost two of our pilots while a Beaufighter was making a practice attack on 
the wreck of the Pruth in Moresby Harbour. We were right behind them and I saw Beaufighter A19-
73, flown by Bob Harding, clip one of the ship’s masts with his port wing. The ‘plane turned over in 
the air, burst into flames and crashed into the sea. I immediately radioed details of the accident and 
called the rescue organization into action. Within a few minutes the Search & Rescue launch was at 
the scene where they rescued navigators Hedley Cane and John Tyrell. The bodies of the two pilots 
were recovered that afternoon and most of the aircrew attended their funeral. The second pilot, 
Frank King, was a passenger and had been standing in the well behind Bob Harding. Frank had 
been in New Guinea for just two days. The two navigators were sent south after spending a few 
days under observation at No 3 MRCS, near our camp in June Valley. 
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Ed Woolcott, Keith Nicholson and Doug Raffen were among the crews selected to strafe Kiapit on 
15th June.As we were lifting off from the northern end of Wards, I looked back and saw a 
Beaufighter roll along the strip, veer off to starboard, smash into an earth bund and burst into 
flames. I rang Doug and told him that I doubted that his friend, Ed Woolcott, had survived. When 
we got back from a strike we found that Ed had been incinerated and Bob Hasenohr had been 
rushed to our MRCS with very, very serious injuries. He died two days later. His death distressed me 
greatly for he had been a particular friend of mine. He had slept in the next bed to me in the 
airmen’s hut at Point Cook, and we had been on course together at Forrest Hill. He had been a 
happy, outgoing young man who made friends easily, had a pleasant voice with an intriguing 
accent, and always had a smile on his face. I missed him and his cheery outlook. 
Bill Cosgrove (who had played with the Richmond Tigers) and Bernie Le Griffen died when their 
‘plane crashed into the drink just beyond the edge of the strip at Goodenough Island. They were 
the last of five Beaufighters to take off before dawn on a barge hunt around Cape Orford on 11th 
August. When the sky lightened and the other pilots realized that Bill was not with them they 
assumed that he had not taken off. It was some time before Squadron personnel discovered A19-
74 in the water. Bill’s body was recovered and buried, but nobody ever discovered what happened 
to his navigator. 
The names of Mike Burrows and Alec Burgoyne appeared on the task board to lead Newman and 
Binnie, Tapner and Thomas, Albrecht and Cain, Robertson and Pitman, Raffen and Dick on a barge 
sweep from Cape Gloucester to Wilsons Point on 5th September. That evening we went down to 
Vivigani strip and ensured that the aircraft we were to use, A19-33 was ready for a pre-dawn take-
off. At the last minute, the Flight Commander removed our names from the board. He substituted 
Harold Woodroffe and John Brooks, possibly because although they had been there for a month 
they had only flown four operational missions. Crews on that mission reported that they had seen 
smoke steaming from the starboard engine of A19-33, apparently from enemy Ack Ack, and had 
seen the Beaufighter crash into a hill near Borgen Bay. There was no hope for the crew. 
Naturally, we were extremely sorry to learn that two of our companions had been killed during a 
sortie against a target in New Britain, and pondered on the fact that they were last-minute 
substitutes for us. 
We moved down from Moresby to Milne Bay on 11th July 1943, that flight having being preceded 
by a test flight in A19-107, during which the pilot’s entry hatch blew open. The huge bang startled 
the life out of me but that was nothing to the job of trying to close the thing. I had to go up front, 
straddle the opening, avoid looking down through the hole and the jungle some thousands of feet 
below, and tug at the hatch from an extremely awkward position. Doug had dropped off some 
speed to lessen the air resistance on the hatch protruding below the fuselage. 
Milne Bay was simply awful. The weather was foul, everything was damp from the continual rain, 
our tents were crowded and uncomfortable, mosquitoes were there in the millions, and the food 
was lousy. We were the unwelcome guests of No. 6 Beaufort Squadron — the Fiery Mo Squadron 
— commanded by Wing Commander Lear, owner of a brilliantly ginger bushy moustache. Our 
hosts ignored us as much as possible and were stingy in the support that they gave us. Doug and I 
were glad to be given the job of ferrying A19-15 down to Wagga during which I was able to get 
home for the night. We got a lift to Richmond in a Ventura, to Amberley in a Beaufort, and to 
Moresby in a transport aircraft. 
We picked up A19-90 and flew it to Vivigani Strip on Goodenough Island; the Squadron had 
moved there in our absence down south. We had a most pleasant time at Goodenough for we had 
a good campsite, we were able to swim in a superb rock pool just near the camp, and our CO — 
Clarrie Glasscock — had the whole show running like clockwork. The only fly in the ointment was 
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the food. Something had happened to the ration supply and for over a month we seemed to be 
fed on nothing but asparagus and baked beans. The airmen did a little better for they had various 
ruses for stopping or slowing the American ration trucks as they negotiated the hill running 
through our camp, climbing on board, tossing off selected cases, and hiding their loot in the long 
kunai grass. When Doug and I visited our ground crew we were offered Tinned Sausages, Meat & 
Vegetable Stew, Pineapple Slices, and Nestles Cream, or the like. We never said no for they seemed 
to have an endless supply of tinned goodies. 
About the middle of August Hal Kelly, Ken Delbridge, and I boarded a blitz-buggy driven by 
someone from the Transport Section and went up to Wataluma Bay, at the north-eastern tip of the 
Island. The coastal plain adjoining Boda Boda Bay, and on which our strip was located, was bout 
4km wide and of raised coral reef in origin. We drove over a pretty rugged and bumpy track, and, 
since what had once been a Methodist Mission at our destination was deserted, our trip was 
without interest. On the way back our driver chucked a few sticks of gelignite into the sea off  
Dakemenai Village and got the natives to bring in the stunned fish. He gave most of the catch to 
them. 
Enemy Ack Ack at Palmal damaged A19-132 and the pilot ditched his aircraft about six miles from 
the shore. Joe Newman, Ron Binnie, and Captain Gill (our Army Liaison Officer) were seen in their 
large dinghy, and over the next two days, Beaufighters kept them in sight and dropped survival 
packs. The captain of the American PT boat refused to go on a rescue mission because (according 
to rumour) it was too dangerous as the dinghy was so very close to enemy installations. Nor was 
our Search & Rescue Seagull able to go out because its navigator was sick and the pilot was not at 
all confident of making landfall by himself.  Fred Catt and Bill Davis sighted the empty dingy near 
Cape Beechey on 11th September. Nobody ever found out what happened to those three officers 
but the presumption is that drowned in the rough seas the previous night. 
Ray Kelley went out in the Search and Rescue Seagull on 11th September, but the simply aircraft 
disappeared without trace. 
Ray had been Wing Commander Glasscock’s navigator so when the CO was scheduled to go 
against targets in the Cape Hoskins area he called for a a navigator to take Ray’s place.. As a result 
of tossing a coin, Clive Cooke stayed home and John Cain went with the CO in A19-133. At the 
time when they should have been in the target area, Col Harvey heard the wing commander’s voice 
say “Come up front, laddie, I’ve been hit”. They died on 19th September. I had a lot of time for 
Clarrie Glasscock. He was a quiet-spoken officer, completely unflappable, took a personal interest 
in the airmen as well as the aircrew, was a particularly good leader, and all-round, was an ideal 
commander. 
Our aircraft was holed by a .303 bullet only once. Ten Beaufighters, led by ‘Grumpy ‘ Eddison, went 
out to strafe Gasmata on 14th May and we were in A19-106. The post-mission report shows that 
the Ack Ack positions were well strafed, as was a hut containing 20 belly-tanks, a fuel dump, a jetty, 
a 20 ft open boat, a crashed bomber aircraft, and 3 men in a rubber dinghy. Some days later our 
flight rigger showed Doug a tiny hole in the leading edge of the port wing, from which he had 
recovered the .303. This appeared to have gone in backwards and it was concluded that it was 
either a ricochet or a spent bullet tumbling around in the air, and we simply ran into it. 
There were three occasions my heart leapt into my mouth: 
The first occurred when we attacked a large party of Japanese on the bridge over the Gogol River. 
After his low-level strafing run, Doug continued on at tree-top height and just before he pulled the 
control column back I looked over the side and saw the upturned faces of three enemy soldiers in 
their gun-emplacement. I looked straight down the vertically-pointing barrel, which might have 
been a mere 40mm, but since it was just a few metres below me it looked to be a huge threatening 
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aperture. I saw a soldier pull the lanyard and saw a puff of smoke exit the breech area, and I never 
saw the shell as it whizzed past us, I cried out ’He missed! He missed! He missed!’ This wasn’t so 
much a criticism of his aim as relief that I was still alive. 
The second occurred when we attacked Cape Gloucester aerodrome in New Britain. As Doug 
hurtled up the runway spraying the strip and parked aircraft with cannons and machine guns, I 
clicked away furiously with my hand-held camera, being completely absorbed in that task. When 
we pulled away I swung my seat around to look back to where we had been, I couldn’t believe that 
Doug had managed to fly his ‘plane through such an almighty concentration of Ack Ack fire. There 
were nasty-looking black puffs everywhere as we drew away to the south, jinking as we went. 
The third occurred when we took off from Vivigani strip, flew round to the southern coast of 
Goodenough Island, climbed some 8,000 ft to the top of Mount Haivalia,where Dough stuck the 
nose down, pushed the throttles forward and screamed down the northern face towards our camp 
and our dispersal area, bucking and jumping to the extent that I pressed my spine hard against my 
backrest and used both hands to brace myself against the interior fuselage. A brass plaque affixed 
to the instrument panel specified that the Beaufighter must not be flown beyond a specified 
Indicated Airspeed. I’m sure that the needle hovered around that speed. Doug was absolutely 
exhilarated; the fellow in the rear seat didn’t feel that way at all. 
Flying had a particular fascination for Doug; he was as happy as a sandboy when he was in the 
cockpit and as miserable as sin when he had to hang around on the ground. He got a great charge 
out of handling the sturdy and speedy Beaufighter, especially during those few seconds when he 
was letting go with his four cannons and six machine guns. 
We shared some characteristics. We were both of similar age, were of similar build, had a similar 
outlook on life, but had slightly different temperaments. I had the utmost confidence in his 
airmanship, flying skill, in his assessment of risks, and his ability to handle the Beaufighter as a 
weapons platform. He did that so well that he avoided all the Ack Ack the enemy threw up at us — 
except for one stray bullet. Never once was my confidence and trust misplaced. 
The navigation task was not an onerous one for me since getting a formation to its target or 
rendezvous and then back home to base, was regarded as the function of the leader’s navigator. Of 
course as a precaution against getting separated, I maintained a log and I marked my map or chart 
with our estimated position. I never used the astro compass at all in New Guinea. To fill in the time 
when we were flying over the water to or from New Britain, I used to estimate the wind speed and 
direction, and then use the Drift Recorder to see how accurate my guess was; it was always pretty 
close.Lennie Greenhill had arranged for the Tail Drift Sight to be removed and for the Drift 
Recorder to be fitted near the navigator’s seat. 
I converted my canvas webbing satchel into a navigation bag and used that to cart around my gear 
— dividers, parallel ruler, protractor, maps, charts, briefing sheet, and a Course and Speed 
calculator (the black metal variety that could be strapped to the leg). The folded maps also went 
into that bag but were transferred to the canvas pocket attached to the underside of my navigation 
table. The table had to be folded up so that I could move forward to attend to the cannons or to 
go up front into Doug’s compartment. 
Moving around wasn’t easy because of the things draped around my body — a parachute harness, 
a webbing belt holding revolver, ammunition pouch, water bottle, and survival pouch, a headphone 
set and its dangling cable, and a jungle knife strapped to a calf. The Beaufighter’s interior was fitted 
with a large number of sharp protuberances designed to snag anybody moving around inside.  
If the thought ever entered my head that I might not survive my operational tour in the 
Beaufighters of 30 Squadron, it was quickly suppressed. I saw no point in worrying in advance 
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about an obviously distasteful event, my attitude being what is to be, will be. I don’t think this can 
be regarded as fatalistic, but by adopting that attitude I could get on with everyday life without 
morbid thoughts. Of course, I was reminded of my mortality when there was a fatality in the 
Squadron. 
There were perhaps two moments when my stomach muscles tightened and my adrenalin flowed. 
The first was when the names of crews for an upcoming operation were announced over the 
tannoy. The second was as I was going through the ritual of emptying the bladder against the tail-
wheel. Once I clambered up the rear ladder I had to concentrate on the various tasks and this left 
no time for thinking about anything else but the job in hand. It’s possible that I found things to do 
just to avoid thinking about life and death. 
I did consider what we might do if we made a forced-landing in enemy territory or if we had to 
ditch the aircraft going to or returning from the target. If we ditched while operating out of 
Moresby there was a slight possibility we might be rescued by Allied vessels. If we ditched while 
operating from Goodenough, it was probable that either our own Search & Rescue Seagull or an 
American PT boat would pick us up. If we went down in enemy territory then the hope was to 
persuade friendly natives to give us refuge, or lead us to an Allied military unit. If capture was 
unavoidable, I seriously doubt that I would have used my revolver against the enemy or against 
myself. 
For our last operation we took up A19-120 on a barge sweep between Cape Deschamp and 
Hoskins strip on 21st September. We found an unserviceable Betty at Lamboi, but as there were no 
other targets we returned to Goodenough with our full weapons load. The other two aircrews on 
that mission were Mike Burrows and Alfie Burgoyne, and George Robertson and Rex Pitman. 
Under the authority of signal BP 480 Flying Officer Dick was posted back to the transit camp near 
Townsville as from 3rd October 1943. The same signal posted Flying Officers Raffen and Nicholson, 
as well as Acting Squadron Leader Ball to that Unit.Later I was posted to Test & Ferry Flight, 
Bankstown and from there to No. 22 Squadron, then based at Kiriwina and equipped with A20 
Bostons. I did a second operational tour in that Squadron; it was re-equipped with Beaufighters in 
February 1945. 
After the war I was granted a permanent commission in the RAAF, serving at Air Force 
Headquarters, Operational Command Headquarters, Eastern Area Headquarters, Overseas 
Headquarters, School of Air Navigation, RAAF Darwin, and No 86 Transport Wing. I completed the 
one-year residential Staff Course at Point Cook in 1957. In 1968 I was seconded to Far East 
Headquarters, Royal Air Force, where I served as Group Captain Plans. 
I retired from the Service in 1971 — on my 50th birthday — went to university, secured a Bachelor 
of Arts degree and became a part-time university lecturer. Being interested in Australian History I 
took up the post of Honorary Secretary of the Canberra Historical Society, and edited its Newsletter 
and its Journal. I acquired a computer in 1977, and using its word processing capabilities produced 
some 20 books up to 1973, with more in the pipe-line. 
Personal  Particulars 
NAME     GEORGE  TURNBULL  DICK 
BORN ON    28 May 1921 
BORN AT    Seaham Harbour, Co Durham, UK 
FATHER    John William Dick 
MOTHER    Minnie Turnbull 
EDUCATED AT    University of Canberra 
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MARRIED TO    Beryl Elizabeth Hobley 
MARRIED ON    26th April 1958 
MARRIED AT    Queen’s College, University of Melbourne 
CHILDREN    Robyn Joanne and Michael Charles 
ENLISTED AT    Brisbane 
ENLISTED ON    9th April 1941 
ENLISTED AS    Trainee Wireless Operator 
DISCHARGED AT   Canberra 
DISCHARGED ON   28th May 1971 
RANK on DISCHARGE   Group Captain  (Hon) 
OCCUPATION after DISCHARGE University student 
From http://www.awm.gov.au/collection/PR00646/: 
Dick, George Turnbull, (Group Captain, b.1921 d.1996), OBE, BA 
Research material concerning No 30 Beaufighter Squadron collected by Group Captain G.T. Dick, 
OBE: photocopies of letters, copies of diaries (of Donald Angus, Bill Cosgrove, Laurence Crouch, 
Ken Golledge, Geoffrey Hiller DFC, J. Johnson, Albert Kaye, Keith Nicholson, Frank Sawtell, and 
Harry Tayler), newspaper and magazine articles, crew lists, personnel occurrence reports, operations 
records books, extracts from unit history sheets and other publications, miscellaneous ephemera 
(menus, propaganda leaflets, sketches, drawings, maps, poems, verses (all photocopies)), albums of 
photographs, a manuscript `Beaufighters over New Guinea: No 30 Beaufighter Squadron RAAF 
1942-43' and a bound copy `Interviews with members of No 30 Beaufighter Squadron (1990-91)'. 
2443. Flying Officer [later Group Captain] John ("Cat's Eyes") CUNNINGHAM CBE DSO** 
DFC* (27 July 1917 – 21 July 2002). Signed 20 September 1950. De Havilland, Herts. 

172 
From Flight, 5 October 1950: 

 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_Havilland_Comet: 
The first prototype DH 106 Comet (carrying Class B markings G-5-1) was completed in 1949, and 
was initially used to conduct ground tests and brief early flights. The prototype's maiden flight took 
place on 27 July 1949 out of Hatfield Aerodrome and lasted 31 minutes. At the controls was de 
Havilland chief test pilot John Cunningham, a famous night-fighter pilot of the Second World War, 
along with co-pilot Harold "Tubby" Waters, engineers John Wilson (electrics) and Frank Reynolds 
(hydraulics), and flight test observer Tony Fairbrother. 

http://www.awm.gov.au/collection/PR00646/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_Havilland_Comet
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Comet 1 prototype (with square windows) at Hatfield, Hertfordshire in October 1949 
The prototype was registered G-ALVG just before it was publicly displayed at the 1949 
Farnborough Airshow prior to the start of flight trials. A year later, the second prototype G-5-2 
made its maiden flight. The second prototype was registered G-ALZK in July 1950 and it was used 
by the BOAC Comet Unit at Hurn from April 1951 to carry out 500 flying hours of crew training and 
route proving. 
He was a British Royal Air Force night fighter ace during World War II and a test pilot, both before 
and after the war. He was credited with 20 kills, of which 19 were claimed at night. Cunningham 
joined de Havilland Aircraft in 1938 and lived in one of the four blocks of flats across the road from 
the headquarters building. He came through the de Havilland Aeronautical Technical School and 
worked for the company as a test pilot until the outbreak of World War II when he joined the Royal 
Air Force. Flying first Blenheims and then the powerful Bristol Beaufighter with No. 604 Squadron 
RAF, by the end of the Blitz in May 1941 he had become the most famous night fighter pilot, 
successfully claiming 14 night raiders using AI (Airborne Interception - the aircraft version of what 
later became known as radar.) His nickname of Cat's Eyes came from British propaganda 
explanations in order to cover up the use of AI. It was claimed a special group of British pilots ate 
carrots for many years to develop superior night vision. Cunningham himself, a self-effacing and 
modest individual, detested this nickname. As one of the best Allied fighter pilots, he was chosen 
to sit for one of Cuthbert Orde's iconic charcoal portraits. Later serving as Commanding Officer of 
No. 85 Squadron RAF in 1943-44 flying Mosquitoes, Cunningham survived the war as a Group 
Captain with 20 claims. Cunningham returned to de Havilland as a test pilot after the war. In 1946, 
he succeeded Geoffrey de Havilland Jr as chief test pilot following the latter's death whilst test-
flying the DH.108 Swallow over the Thames estuary. He went on to test the de Havilland Comet, the 
world's first jet airliner which first flew in 1949. He also test flew the re-built Comet 3 and 4 in the 
late 1950s and the de Havilland (later Hawker Siddeley) Trident in 1962. He continued test flying 
Tridents, with another milestone being the first Flight, the Trident 3 in 1969. Cunningham had one 
serious accident whilst flying. On 20 November 1975 at Dunsfold, Surrey a flock of birds was 
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ingested by the engines on his HS-125 aircraft just after take-off. The aircraft crashed and left the 
perimeter of the airfield where it collided with a car carrying 6 passengers who were killed. No-one 
died on board the HS-125. He remained chief test pilot at Hawker Siddeley (Hatfield) until 1978 
when British Aerospace was formed. He was awarded the Segrave Trophy in 1978. The 
autobiography of his most frequent AI operator C.F. (Jimmy) Rawnsley, Night Fighter (co-authored 
by Robert Wright, published by Ballantine Books in 1957), includes vivid descriptions of several of 
Cunningham's battles and incidental biographical information about him. In 2003 Cunningham was 
honoured with having a street named after him, Cunningham Avenue is one of the main residential 
streets which make up Salisbury Village, a new development currently being built on the former de 
Havilland site in Hatfield. Since 2004, the Air Squadron, a UK flying club, has administered the John 
Cunningham Flying Scholarships, funded in part by his estate. 
2444. Frank REYNOLDS. Signed 20 September 1950. De Havilland, Herts. 

172 
See the above entry for John Cunningham. Frank Reynolds was a De Havilland engineer in charge 
of hydraulics on the first prototype DH 106 Comet. 
From Flight International of 23 August 1962: 
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2445. Flying Officer J WRIGHT. Signed 22 September 1950. RAF Silloth. 

172 
The Air Force List for April 1950 has the following Flying Officers named J Wright: 
J F M Wright MBE DFM (91241) 
J R Wright (116363) 
John Spencer Wright (140852) 
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2446. Flight Lieutenant David William Edward ALLUM (175918). Signed 22 September 
1950. RAF Silloth. 

172 
HIS DFC, whilst a Pilot Officer with No 150 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 8 September 1944. 
His Queen’s Commendation for Valuable Service in the Air was announced in the LG, 1 January 
1956. 
2447. Commander Neville Roger CORBET-MILWARD. Signed 27 September 1950. RAF 
Syerston. 

172 
From http://homepage.ntlworld.com/andrew.etherington/1940/04/25.htm: 
Norwegian Campaign, Thursday 25 April 1940 
Six Blenheims searched Hardanger and neighbouring fjords. and bombed harbour works and a 
railway station in Granvins Fjord and shipping at Ulvik; a medium sized transport was sunk. Two 
German flying boats were also encountered, one was sunk and the other seriously damaged. One 
Blenheim FTR. 
RAF Coastal Command: Blenheims shoot down a He-111 and Hudsons make reconnaissance's of 
the Norwegian coast. 
25 April was expected to be a big day, as the arrival of the two additional carriers, this time carrying 
fighters, was expected to greatly assist the Army and Navy units operating in Northern Norway.  
The big effort was to occur in and around Trondheim (where the Germans were), and Åndalsnes to 
the South and Namsos to the North (the British landing sites). At 0300, the two carriers were in 
position 65.12 N, 8.24 E in an overcast sky a force 2 wind out of the NW and 35 foot swells. The 
strike planes went in several waves: 
Wave 1: At 0310 HMS Ark Royal commenced launching 14 Swordfish, each armed with 4x250 lb GP 
and 8x20 lb Cooper bombs. At 0330 the attackers took their departure, OC Lt-Cdr. Guy Beauchamp 
Hodgkinson, RN, leading six of 820 Squadron's Swordfish heading for the German airfield at 
Vaernes, while Capt. Nigel Robert Mackie Skene, RM, leading seven of 810 Squadron's Swordfish 
(the other, 2K:L2768 crashed on takeoff, thankfully the crew, Lieutenant N. R. Corbet-Milward, RN 
(P) and Petty Officer J. Black, RN (AG), were rescued by the plane guard destroyer. ) was heading for 
Jonsvatnet Lake outside of Trondheim, where many German Transport aircraft had been observed 
the prior evening. They had orders to switch to Vaernes if no enemy aircraft were found. At the 
same time, HMS Glorious dispatched Lt. W. P. Lucy, RN leading five Skuas of 803 Squadron's Blue 
and Red sections, to attack shipping and seaplanes believed to be in Trondheim harbour. From 
there they were to shift to the Lake and cover the slower Swordfish during their attack. 
From http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-chat/2512570/replies?c=7: 
NORWEGIAN CAMPAIGN: Allied troops advance on Narvik from Harstad. 
HMS Glorious and HMS Furious remain at Greenock pending orders to head for Norway. HMS 
Sparrowhawk remains quiet. Meanwhile, HMS Ark Royal, in position 69.47N, 15.38E, continues to 
support Operation “OB”. Weather having improved, the day begins at 0215 when two 800 
Squadron Skuas led by Lt. K. V. V. Spurway, RN departed for Harjangsfjord and a peaceful patrol. At 

http://homepage.ntlworld.com/andrew.etherington/1940/04/25.htm
http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-chat/2512570/replies?c=7
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the same time, a single 810 Squadron Swordfish, with 2x250 lb and 8x20 lb bombs was dispatched 
on a armed reconnaissance flight for the Army, but was forced to return early due to fog. 
At 0425, Lt. J. A. Rooper, RN led two more 800 Squadron Skuas to Bjerkvik to cover the fleet. They 
were able to perform their defensive patrol, Rooper set 6K:L3001 down at Sandsoy, both he and his 
observer, Petty Officer Airman W. Crawford, RN quickly reaching friendly forces. Skua 6M:L2938 set 
down South of Harstat at Tjeldoy, the crew, Petty Officer Airman R. E. Burston, RN (P) and Naval 
Airman first class G. W. Hallifax, RN eventually getting to HMS Brazen. At the same time another 
810 Squadron Swordfish tried to carry out the armed recon flight requested earlier, but weather 
again cancelled the effort. 
Meanwhile, a six plane bombing mission followed at 0430. Led by the OC of 820 Squadron, Lt-Cdr. 
G. B. Hodgkinson, RN, each Swordfish carried 4x250 lb bombs. They were to bomb the important 
railway tunnel at Sildvik. Surrounded by fog after takeoff, they climbed to 7,000 feet before 
breaking into the clear and continued onward. The two sub flights attacked separately, one hitting 
the target at both ends. Weather made the return flight difficult, and two aircraft, 4A Captain A. C. 
Newson, RM (P), Lieutenant-Commander Hodgkinson, RN (O), and Leading Airman R. H. McColl, 
RN (AG)) and 4G, (Lieutenant H. de G. Hunter, RN (P) and Leading Airman D. Smith, RN (AG)) were 
forced to put down in Norway, again the crews finding friendly forces ashore. 
Flying was suspended after the departure of the striking force until the fog cleared at 0700. At 0710 
another fighter patrol left (trio from 801 led by Lt. R. L. Strange, RN) to cover the fleet at Bjerkvik, 
but it was forced to return early due to fog. At the same time, two 810 Squadron Swordfish 
departed the ship: one for an armed reconnaissance over the high ground near HMS Aurora, the 
other to attack a surfaced U-Boat reported by the returned 820 Squadron. Both 2L:L2814 (Sub-
Lieutenant(A) A. N. Dixon, RN (P), Midshipman(A) H. B. Dangerfield, RN (O), and Naval Airman first 
class V. Labross, RN (AG)) came down on a frozen lake near Reisen. Eventually the airframe was 
disassembled and shipped back to England. Meanwhile, 2K (Lieutenant H. E. Corbet-Milward, RN 
(P), Captain K. L. Ford, RM (O), and Leading Airman J. Black, RN (AG)) safely landed on the swampy 
Skaanland landing ground. This plane will be heard from again later. By 1200, weather had again 
shutdown flight operations, this time for the rest of the day. 
From http://www.fleetairarmarchive.net/squadrons/817.html: 
817 Squadron 
817 Squadron was commissioned in 1941, with the ASW Fairey Albacore aircraft, and was involved 
in skirmishes in Icelandic waters, Norway, Sicily and in Algeria. The Squadron was reformed on 1 
December 1943 at Lee-on-Solent with 12 Fairey Barracuda aircraft. Bombing operations were 
conducted in Sumatra. 
On 25 April 1950, 817 squadron reformed at St Merryn as a Royal Australian Navy squadron 
equipped with Fairey Fireflies. They embarked on HMAS Sydney as part of the 21st CAG. 
Battle Honours  
NORWAY 1941, BISCAY 1942, NORTH AFRICA 1942, ATLANTIC 1942, SICILY 1943 
Commanding Officers and Squadron Personnel 
L/C Sanderson, DSC, RN March 1941-Feb 1942 
L/C PG Sugden, RN Feb 1942-June 1942 
Lt LED Walthall, DSC, RN June 1942-July 1942 
L/C NR Corbet-Milward, RN July 1942-Aug 1943 
L/C(A) TW May, SANF(V) Aug 1943-Feb 1945 
L/C(A) MA Lacayo, RN April 1945-Aug 1945 

http://www.fleetairarmarchive.net/squadrons/817.html
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From http://www.gravestonephotos.com/public/gravedetails.php?grave=321691: 

 
2448. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Henry James SIMMS (51362). Signed 2 
October 1950. RAF Ballykelly. 

172 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 1 December 1964. 
2449. George ASHWOOD. Signed 9 October 1950. University of Edinburgh. 

172 
No trace found. 
2450. ?/? D WHITEHEAD. Signed 9 October 1950. RAF Feltwell, Norfolk. 

172 
The Air Force List for April 1950 has three people named D Whitehead: 
Flying Officer Dowman Edward WHITEHEAD (177692), Aircraft Control Branch 
Squadron Leader Douglas Frank WHITEHEAD (78942), Equipment Branch 
Flight Lieutenant Derek James Bryan WHITEHEAD AFC (203223), General Duties Branch 
Derek James Bryan Whitehead is mentioned in several editions of the LG. His AFC was announced 
on 1 January 1949 when he was a Flying Officer. His promotion fron Squadron Leader to Wing 
Commander was announced in the LG, 28 June 1963. According to rshg.org, he was born in 1924 
and died in 2010. He is buried in Ashey Cemetery, Ryde, Isle of Wight. 
2451. Unknown. Signed 11 October 1950. HQ Home Command. 

172 
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2452. Admiral Sir Angus Edward Malise Bontine CUNNINGHAME Graham of Gartmore and 
Ardoch KBE CB (16 February 1893 – 14 February 1981). Signed 11 October 1950. Flag 
Officer Scotland. 

172 

 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angus_Cunninghame_Graham: 
Naval Career 
Educated at Ascham St. Vincent's School, Cunninghame Graham joined the Royal Navy in 1905 
when he entered RNC Osborne. His tutors thought well of him and in 1907 he progressed to RNC 
Dartmouth where he continued to get good grades in everything except engineering. He 
completed his cadet training on HMS Cumberland and passed out as a midshipman in 1910. One 
of his first postings was to HMS Cochrane, which was one of the ships that escorted George V and 
Queen Mary to the Delhi Durbar of 1911. He was promoted to Sub-lieutenant in 1912 and at the 
beginning of 1914 he was appointed to HM Yacht Victoria and Albert on which his father had also 
served. 
At the outbreak of World War I, all Royal Yachtsmen were transferred to two ships in the Grand 
Fleet, HMS Agincourt and HMS Erin. Cunninghame Graham served on HMS Agincourt and saw 
action at the Battle of Jutland in command of number 4 gun turret. He specialised in signals and 
was promoted to Flag Lieutenant in 1917. 
After the war, he held a number of brief appointments, including a period as tutor at HM Signal 
School, before being appointed, despite his lowly rank, to HMS Iron Duke in the Spring of 1922 as 
Fleet Signal Officer of the Mediterranean Fleet, under the command of Admiral Sir Osmond Brock 
C-in-C. He gained the rank of Lieutenant-Commander in 1924 just prior to his marriage to Patricia 
Hanbury, the sister-in-law of Herbert Fitzherbert, the Executive Officer of the Iron Duke and was 
made a Commander in 1928. 
Cunninghame Graham had the unusual experience of attending all three staff colleges: Naval at 
Greenwich 1929-30; Army at Camberwell 1930-31; and Air Force at Andover 1934. Between 1931 
and 1934, he served as Executive Officer on the cruiser HMS Cardiff on the South Africa station . He 
was appointed Staff Officer (Operations and Intelligence) at Nore Command in 1935. Having 
resigned himself, as had happened to his father, to remain a Commander for the rest of his naval 
service, he was promoted to Captain, at the last possible juncture under the batch system then in 
force, on 31 December 1935. 
In January, 1936, George V died and Cunninghame Graham, awaiting his first command, acted as 
Aide-de-camp to Prince Paul of Greece during his visit to London for the state funeral. He was 
appointed in the autumn of 1936 to HMS Tarantula as Senior Naval Officer on the West River in 
China. This was the time of the Second Sino-Japanese War. On his return from China, he was 
offered the post of Captain of the "stone frigate" HMS President, which he declined, going on Half-
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pay at his own request from 14 April 1938 until 2 March 1939, when he was appointed Captain of 
HM Signal School. 
During World War II he held four commands. When war was declared he was serving as Captain of 
HM Signal School, which also entailed being Deputy to the Commodore of Royal Naval Barracks, 
Portsmouth, and, thus, oversaw the research into the development of naval RDF. 
His next appointment, in 1941, was as Captain of the cruiser HMS Kent on the Russian convoys. 
HMS Kent was selected to carry a diplomatic party which included: H.E. Ivan M Maisky, the Soviet 
Ambassador; Rt Hon Anthony Eden, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs; Sir Alexander Cadogan, 
Permanent Under-Secretary at the Foreign Office; and Lieutenant General Sir Archibald Nye, VCIGS, 
to Murmansk from where they would travel by train to Moscow for talks with Stalin. As the 
diplomatic party were without any ciphering staff, it fell to Cunninghame Graham to inform the 
Foreign Secretary that the UK had declared war on Japan. In the Autumn of 1942, he became Flag-
Captain to Rear-Admiral Louis “Turtle” Hamilton who had chosen to hoist his flag in HMS Kent. 
Subsequently, in August, 1943, he was promoted to Commodore (2nd Class) in charge of the Royal 
Naval Barracks, Chatham, in command of 20,000 officers, men and women with a daily turnover of 
1,000. Also during this time, he was an Aide-de-Camp to the King (his father had been a Groom-in-
Waiting to Edward VII and an Equerry to George V) and was awarded a CBE in the 1944 New Year's 
Honours List. Finally in January, 1945, there came a second promotion to Rear-Admiral in 
command of the 10th Cruiser Squadron, and 2nd in Command of the Home Fleet, hoisting his flag 
first in HMS Diadem and then in HMS Birmingham. 
After the War he continued to command the 10th Cruiser Squadron (later 2nd Cruiser Squadron 
with his flag in HMS Superb), during which time, he took part in the victory celebrations in the 
Netherlands and had the honour of having Princess Juliana and Prince Bernhardt as dinner guests; 
he was also dispatched to Sweden on an official goodwill visit, being granted a private audience 
with King Gustav V. 
In 1947, he became Admiral Superintendent at HM Dockyard, Rosyth, receiving a CB, and was 
promoted to Vice Admiral a year later. He was appointed Flag Officer, Scotland in 1950. He was 
advanced to KBE in the 1951 New Year Honours and retired in October of the same year. He 
received his final promotion to Admiral on 15 March 1952. 

 
Robert & Angus Cunninghame Graham in Archers uniform 
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In retirement, he became Lord Lieutenant of Dunbartonshire (1955–1968) and Keeper of 
Dumbarton Castle (1955–1981), the first Naval Officer to hold the post. In 1985, his widow donated 
his uniform and medals to the castle where they are on public display. He also was a member of 
the Royal Company of Archers achieving a final rank of Captain. 
He donated his papers (1913–1980) to Churchill College, Cambridge and his naval archive (covering 
the 18th, 19th & 20th centuries)to the University of California, Irvine. 
Family 
Born in Chelsea, Angus was the second child and only son of Commander Charles Elphinstone-
Fleeming Cunninghame Graham MVO RN and Mildred Emily Barbara, daughter of Charles Walter 
Bagot, Rector of Castle Rising, Norfolk. He was baptised on 25 March 1893 in Holy Trinity, Chelsea, 
having Albert Edward, Prince of Wales (later Edward VII) as his godfather and Princess Louise, 
Duchess of Fife (later the Princess Royal), as his godmother. This led to his attending the coronation 
of Edward VII as page to the Duke of Fife, for which he was awarded the 1902 Coronation Medal. 
In October, 1924, he married Mary Patricia, the youngest daughter of the banker, Col Lionel 
Hanbury of Hitcham House CMG, VD High Sheriff of the County of London (1920–21); they had one 
son, Robert Elphinstone, who followed his father into the Royal Navy; and one daughter, Jean, who 
first married Charles Jauncey of Tullichettle and secondly Harry Polwarth. He had seven 
grandchildren. He was the only nephew of Robert Bontine Cunninghame Graham, the Scottish 
author and politician, to whom he was heir. 
From the National Portrait Gallery: 

 
Sir Angus Edward Malise Bontine Cunninghame Graham by Walter Stoneman; bromide print, June 
1945 
2453. Commander Roger Curzon LEWIS DSO OBE RN. Signed [no date but between 10 
and 20 October 1950]. Pitreavie. 

172 
From http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/80010448: 
Lewis, Roger Curzon (IWM interview) 
British officer served on mine disposal duties with Royal Navy in GB, 1939-1940; served aboard 
HMS Rodney in Atlantic, 1940-1942; served as staff officer on staff of Commander in Chief 
Mediterranean in Mediterranean, 1942- 1945. 
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REEL 1 Recollections of operations as officer with HMS Vernon, Portsmouth, 1938-1940: reaction to 
Munich Crisis, 1938; preparations for war at HMS Vernon, 1939; plans to blockade Zeebrugge and 
Ostend, Belgium, autumn 1939; how he became involved in work investigating German magnetic 
mines; journey to Southend to investigate dropping of magnetic mine; discovery of magnetic mine 
in mud flats; preparations of report on magnetic mine; dismantling of mine; reporting to Admiralty 
in presence of Winston Churchill. REEL 2 Continues: recovery of second mine from Southend; first 
experimental sweeping in Thames estuary for magnetic mines; creation of first east coast swept 
channel; work of minesweeper Borde, winter 1939-1940; minesweeping trials using low flying 
Vickers Wellington in Thames Estuary; use of trail sweeps from bawley boats; nature of the LL 
sweeps; effectiveness of German magnetic mines, winter 1939-1940. REEL 3 Continues: situation 
caused by magnetic mines; initial belief that magnetic mine was an acoustic device. Aspects of 
operations as officer aboard HMS Rodney in Atlantic, 1940- 1942: appointment to ship, 6/1940; 
Atlantic convoy duties, 1940-1941; detachment to pursue Bismarck, 5/1941; fuel problems during 
pursuit; damage to torpedo tubes by shelling; destruction of Bismarck, 5/1941; further details of 
pursuing Bismarck, 5/1941; question of British and German naval gunnery accuracy; reasons why he 
missed seeing Bismarck sinking. Recollections of period as staff officer on staff of Commander in 
Chief Mediterranean in Mediterranean, 1942- 1945: danger to Swedish hospital ships during Sicilian 
landings, 7/1943; contact with Douglas Fairbanks Jr for spoof landing. REEL 4 Continues: character 
of spoof landing; memories of Douglas Fairbanks Jr; story of falling asleep at his post two days 
after Sicilian landings; capture of port of Augusta, Sicily, summer 1943; involvement in acquisition 
of plans of Italian minefields at time of Italian armistice; problems landing Fitzroy Maclean in 
Yugoslavia; objective of Operation Torch; importance of Mediterranean convoy route. Aspects of 
operations as officer with HMS Vernon, Portsmouth, GB, 1938- 1940: Royal Navy monopoly of 
copper for degaussing, late 1939; German reversal of magnetic mines polarity. REEL 5 Continues: 
visit to site of crashed German mine-laying aircraft at Clacton; retrieval of first south pole mine. 
Methods of protecting anchorage from German guided missiles at Anzio, Italy, 1944. 
From http://m.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/80008577: 
Lewis, Roger Curzon (IWM interview) 
British officer served with Torpedo and Mine School, HMS Vernon, Portsmouth, GB, 1939-1940 
including defusing first German magnetic mine at Shoeburyness, GB, 21/12/1939 
REEL 1 Recollections of period as officer with Torpedo and Mine School, HMS Vernon, Portsmouth, 
GB, 1939-1940 including defusing first German magnetic mine at Shoeburyness, GB, 21/12/1939: 
threat of German magnetic mines, late 1939; background to appointment to investigating German 
mine threat; report that magnetic mine had been dropped at Shoeburyness; reaction to 
approaching mine with John Ouvry, 21/12/1939; inspection of magnetic mine; discovery of second 
magnetic mine; attitude to dealing with mine; effects of mine exploding; defusing magnetic mine; 
removing mine from mud flats; reporting to Admiralty and Winston Churchill; reaction to having 
dealt with mine; facilities available for removal of mine; effect of magnetic mines on movement of 
Allied shipping; methods devised for dealing with magnetic mines. REEL 2 Continues: trials of 'log' 
method to deal with magnetic mine; blowing up magnetic mine with floating cable off Yarmouth, 
10/2/1940; problems sweeping with magnets; magnet sweep trials; trials with experimental ships to 
blow up magnetic mines. 
From http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/55101: 
Lewis, Roger Curzon (1909–1994), naval officer and torpedo specialist, was born at Killean, Russell 
Road, Buckhurst Hill, Essex, on 19 July 1909, the second son of Francis William Lewis, managing 
director of Boake Roberts, and his wife, Kathleen Mary, née Annesley. He went to the Royal Naval 
College, Dartmouth, as a cadet in 1923. His first ship as a midshipman was the old coal-burning 

http://m.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/80008577
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battleship Benbow, which he joined in 1927. After service in the destroyers Vivian and Valentine, in 
1934 he went to HMS Vernon, the torpedo and mining school in Portsmouth, and was torpedo 
officer of the cruiser Enterprise on the East India station from 1935 to 1937. 
Lewis returned to Vernon on the staff in 1938. In 1939 he was in Sheerness, organizing blockships 
and demolition parties for an operation—never carried out—to block the harbours of Ostend and 
Zeebrugge, when it became clear in those early days of the war that the enemy was using a non-
contact type of mine, immune to normal sweeping methods. In November 1939 twenty-seven 
merchant ships and two destroyers were sunk, the Port of London was effectively closed, and 
coastal shipping traffic was brought to a virtual standstill. Winston Churchill, then first lord of the 
Admiralty, ordered that an example of this new weapon be recovered ‘at all costs’. On 22 
November, off Shoeburyness in Essex, a German aircraft was seen to drop a parachute from which 
was suspended an object which ‘looked like a sailor's kitbag’. Lieutenant-commanders John Ouvry 
and Lewis, Chief Petty Officer Baldwin, and Able Seaman Vearncombe, all from Vernon, set off to 
the scene. The party splashed across the mudflats in pouring rain, to find a ‘dark menacing-looking 
object lying practically embedded in the sand’ (personal knowledge). At first, Ouvry and Lewis 
thought it was an acoustic mine, sensitive to sound, and lowered their voices to a whisper. They 
also emptied their pockets of metal, such as coins and keys. By the light of Aldis lamps, they found 
‘two unpleasant-looking fittings near the fore end’ (ibid.); Lewis took paper rubbings of them so 
that special non-ferrous tools could be made. The mine was photographed by flashlight and 
securely lashed down. They returned at midday on 23 November, when the mine was next 
uncovered by the tide. By then a second mine had been found and Ouvry decided that he and 
Baldwin would tackle the first. Lewis (who in fact had never disarmed a mine before in his life) and 
Vearncombe would then deal with the second. Lewis stood at a distance, taking notes for the 
benefit of their successors, should the mine explode. Ouvry removed one primer and detonator, 
and signalled to Lewis and Vearncombe to come and help him turn the mine over so that he could 
remove a second primer. After forty minutes of tense work, the mine was safe. The mine was taken 
to Vernon, where it was dismantled and its secret revealed: an electromagnetic device which 
detonated the mine when the magnetic influence of a ship's steel hull passed overhead. Within 
months, a solution had been found, by fitting all metal-hulled ships with ‘degaussing coils’. On 19 
December 1939, four days before the awards were actually gazetted, George VI came down 
to Vernon to invest Ouvry and Lewis as DSO, and Baldwin and Vearncombe with the DSM. 
In June 1940 Lewis joined the battleship Rodney as torpedo officer and served in her during the 
chase and destruction of the German battleship Bismarck in May 1941. Rodney fired torpedoes 
from her submerged tubes during the final stages of the action, although one tube was jammed 
shut by a near miss from Bismarck. Lewis was mentioned in dispatches. In February 1943 he 
married Marguerite Christiane (d. 1971), daughter of Captain A. D. M. Cherry, naval officer; that year 
he was fleet torpedo officer in the Mediterranean, based at HMS Hannibal in Algiers, forming and 
training mine and bomb disposal teams to clear north African and Italian harbours as the allies 
advanced. In January 1944, off the beaches of Anzio, the allies captured a ‘double torpedo’—the 
top one manned, with another slung underneath. Lewis organized evaluation trials in Malta. He was 
appointed OBE for his Mediterranean service in 1944. He then had his only sea command, the 11th 
minesweeper flotilla. 
Lewis had an original mind and was bold enough to take an unusual initiative. In 1950 he was 
superintendent at the experimental establishment at Greenock when trials were being carried out 
on electric torpedoes. He knew that more silver would be needed for the batteries in the torpedoes 
and, as the stock exchange forecast that silver prices were going to rise, he bought £50,000 worth, 
on his own authority and in the teeth of Admiralty bureaucratic opposition. He was severely 
reprimanded for exceeding his annual budget, but the price of silver rocketed and the navy saved 
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nearly all the £50,000. He was chief staff officer at HMS Osiris in the Suez Canal zone from 1953 to 
1955 and his last appointment before retirement in 1959 was as captain superintendent and 
queen's harbour master, Chatham. He then worked with Reeds Paper Group and with a City 
stevedoring company until 1974. He was a member of the Medway Conservancy Board and a 
governor of the youth training ship Arethusa. He retired finally to Teignmouth, where he was a 
district councillor. 
Bull Lewis, as he was known to his friends, of whom he had many, was a large, genial man, with 
great personal charm. His round cheerful face always seemed to bear a smile. He died of heart 
disease and carcinoma of the bladder on 9 August 1994, at Newton Abbot Hospital, Newton 
Abbot, Devon. He was survived by two sons, his wife having died in 1971. 
Sources 
E. N. Poland, The torpedomen: HMS Vernon's story, 1872–1986 (1993) · Daily Telegraph (16 Aug 
1994) · The Times (13 Aug 1994) · R. C. Lewis, The first magnetic mine, n.d. · G. Thistleton-Smith, The 
personal side of some Vernon mine recovery and investigation operations, September 1939 – 
December 1940, n.d., HMS Vernon Archives · personal knowledge (2004) incl. taped interview, 17 
June 1982 · b. cert. 
John Winton, ‘Lewis, Roger Curzon (1909–1994)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford 
University Press, 2004, accessed 5 Dec 2013 
From http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RN_officersL.html: 
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2454. Squadron Leader Clyde Charles Wilton MARSHALL DFC (C1205). Signed 26 October 
1950. RCAF Greenwood, Nova Scotia. 

173 
He also signed this book on 28 September 1949 with several other pilots from RCAF Greenwood. 
2455. Lieutenant Unknown. Signed 26 October 1950. Ottawa, Ontario. 

173 
The surname looks like WALLIS. 
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2456. Flying Officer John J SMITH. Signed 26 October 1950. RCAF Greenwood, Nova 
Scotia. 

173 
 
2457. Flying Officer John CUTHILL DSO DFC (175715). Signed 26 October 1950. RCAF 
Greenwood, Nova Scotia. 

173 
From http://www.156squadron.com/view_aircrew.asp?pCrewid=2025: 
DFC 19 September 1944: Pilot Officer John CUTHILL (175715), R.A.F.V.R., No. 156 Sqn. 
DSO 13 July 1945: Acting Flight Lieutenant John CUTHILL, D.F.C. (175715), R.A.F.V.R., 156 Sqn.  
CUTHILL, John, F/L, DFC (175715, Royal Air Force) - No.156 Squadron - Distinguished Service Order 
- awarded as per LG,dated 17 July 1945.  
Born 14 November 1917 at Birch Hills, Saskatchewan; educated there. 
1922-1936. Police constable in Edinburgh, 5 May 1938 to 3 May 1941.  
Enlisted in RAF, 28 April 1941.  
Basic training in London, 28 April to 6 September 1941;  
No.8 Initial Training Wing, Norquay, 7 September 1941 to 19 February 1942;  
No.7 EFTS, Desford, 20 February to 21 March 1942 (ten hours 35 minutes on Tiger Moths);  
To No.31 PDC, Moncton, 8 February to 15 May 1942;  
No.31 EFTS, De Winton, 18 May to 16 July 1942 (seven hours on Tiger Moths, 55 hours on 
Stearmans);  
No.33 SFTS, Carberry, 17 July to 6 November 1942 (150 hours on Ansons; promoted to Sergeant on 
6 November);  
No.4 EFTS, Browen, 28 January to 26 February 1943 (seven hours on Tiger Moths);  
No.11 (Pilot) Advanced Flying Unit, Perton, 2 March to 8 April 1943 (48 hours on Oxfords);  
No.7 FIS, Upavon, 8 April to 6 July 1943 (Standard Beam Approach instructor, 25 hours on Magister, 
98 hours on Oxford);  
No.18 OTU, Finningly, 6 July to 1 September 1943 (89 hours on Wellingtons);  
No.1667 Heavy Conversion Unit, Faldingoworth, 4 October to 19 November 1943 (17 hours on 
Halifaxes, 35 hours on Lancasters; promoted Flight Sergeant, 7 November 1943).  
With No 626 Squadron, Wickenby, 19 November 1943 to 2 January 1944 (45 hours on Lancaster 
operations);  
With No.156 Squadron, Warboys, 29 January 1944 to 22 February 1945 (13 hours on Oxfords, 528 
hours on Lancasters;  
Promoted to Warrant Officer, 2 May 1944;  
Commissioned 5 May 1944;  

http://www.156squadron.com/view_aircrew.asp?pCrewid=2025
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Promoted to Flying Officer, 18 October 1944 although he had been an Acting Flight Lieutenant 
since 18 July 1944);  
With Pathfinder Night Training Unit, Carboys, 22 February to 25 May 1945 (ten hours on Oxfords, 
112 hours on Lancasters).  
Transferred to RCAF, 24 May 1945 (C94050).  
On a form dated 1 August 1945 he claimed to have flown 67 sorties (348 operational hours).  
After time at Repatriation Depot he flew with No.435 Squadron, Down Ampney, 9 November 1945 
to 5 May 1946 (133 hours on Dakotas);  
With No.124 Squadron, Rockcliffe, 21 May to 11 June 1946;  
NRC Arnprior, 11 June 1946 to 13 January 1947; No.7 (Photo) Squadron, 13 January to 21 March 
1947;  
KTS, Toronto, 21 March to 15 July 1947; No.7 (Photo) Squadron, 17 May to 28 December 1947 (351 
hours on Dakotas). 
His postwar career was complex; he moved from photo operations to maritime patrol work 
(November 1949 to January 1955. He was then active in Intelligence in Europe and London (1955-
1959); commanded No.129 Acceptance and Ferry Flight, Trenton, 5 August 1959 to 5 February 1961 
when posted to No.6 Repair Depot, Trenton. 
Retired as a Squadron Leader, 23 June 1965. Died in Richmond, British Columbia, 24 January 1995. 
No citation in the LG; following text from Air Ministry Bulletin 19245 and Flight, 9 August 1945. 
“Flight Lieutenant Cuthill has taken part in many hazardous missions against the enemy. His fine 
leadership and efficiency have extricated his crew and aircraft from many perilous situations. He 
has operated frequently over some of the most heavily defended objectives in Germany, including 
Berlin, Leipzig and Schweinfurt. By his unfailing courage, endurance and determination, this officer 
has proved himself a most valuable asst to his squadron.” 

Source  Date  Comments  

ORB  27/05/1944  W/O J. Cuthill (Pilot) appointed to commissioned ranks  

LG,36706  15/09/1944  DFC Notification  

ORB  20/09/1944  F/L J. CUTHILL, awarded D.F.C.  

ORB  12/02/1945  S/L P.P Hague (pilot) posted from P.N.T.U to take over the 
crew of F/L J. Cuthill DFC who has now been screened 
after a fine operational career in the Squadron.  

LG,37182  13/07/1945  DSO Notification  

ORB  31/07/1945  DSO Notification  

2458. Flight Lieutenant Kenneth Alexander MCCOY. Signed 26 October 1950. RCAF 
Greenwood, Nova Scotia. 

173 
From http://airforce.ca/uploads/airforce/2009/07/postwardec.html: 
McCOY, F/O Kenneth Alexander (20209) - King's Commendation for Valuable Services in the Air - 
No.413 (Photographic) Squadron - Award effective 3 September 1948 as per Canada Gazette dated 
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28 August 1948 and AFRO 524/48 dated 3 September 1948. Operation POLCO; wireless operator. 
With No.426 Squadron when gazetted. Certificate forwarded 3 May 1951. 
Acting as both Wireless Operator and Radio Technician aboard the Magnetic Survey Canso in 1947, 
Flying Officer McCoy worked tirelessly to maintain signals communications between his aircraft and 
distant points. It was necessary to overcome the unusual atmospherics encountered about the 
Pole. This officer's fine technical knowledge and determination to success produced results beyond 
expectation, and enabled the detachment to maintain vital contact with the mainland. Being the 
only skilled operator present, Flying Officer McCoy sacrificed long periods of rest at a time 
operating his sets in order to ensure continuous safety of the crew. His devotion to duty enabled 
the detachment to take advantage of the best weather conditions and thereby contributed in no 
small way to the eventual success of the operation. 
2459. Flight Lieutenant Hubert G SMILEY. Signed 26 October 1950. RCAF Greenwood, 
Nova Scotia. 

173 
His is listed on http://www.aircrewremembered.com/Paradie/ParadieArchiveS.html: 

 
From http://sunderland1944.tripod.com/422_squadron/members/S/422smily.htm: 

 
2460. Flying Officer G H CAREY (42671). Signed 26 October 1950. RCAF Greenwood, Nova 
Scotia. 

173 
According to http://www.aircrewremembered.com/Paradie/ParadieArchiveC.html, the RCAF 
personnel who served between 1939 and 1945 survived the war: 
C J CAREY (C12431) 
G H CAREY (J42671) 
J W CAREY (J47792) 
J W H CAREY (J41507) 

http://www.aircrewremembered.com/Paradie/ParadieArchiveS.html
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R F CAREY (C2837) 
C = Officers, not always aircrew; J=Officers who were aircrew, often not those non-permanent prior 
to 1939. 
2461. Flying Officer Ronald F DICKSON (25268). Signed 26 October 1950. RCAF 
Greenwood, Nova Scotia. 

173 
From http://rafb24.com/index.php/component/content/article/28-newsinfo/general-
information/4660-seac-b-24s: 
SEAC B24s 
In the Far East bomber squadrons that flew B-24s were 8, 99, 159, 160, 203, 215, 231, 321, 354, 355 
and 356. The B-24’s of 357 and 358 squadrons were used to parachute agents into Burma. 
All of the Liberator's used by the RAF in India were scrapped after hostilities ceased. Under Lease 
Lend they should have been returned to America, but the Americans did not know what to do with 
the thousands of B-24s they already held in storage.  
The scrapped B-24s were abandoned at numerous ‘graveyards’ located throughout India. Some 
were sent to Palam where they were either cut up for scrap or had their engines removed and the 
airframes held in decaying storage. When India became an independant state Hindustan Aircraft 
Industries inspected the disabled Liberators at Palam and rebuilt sixteen of them. They became part 
of the newly formed Indian Air Force and provided remarkable service until 1968. In late 1968 there 
were six airworthy B-24s and one airworthy C-87 left in Poona with another seven Liberators in a 
dispersal area all of whom were the worse for wear having served as parts providers.  
Except for five other B-24s these six aircraft are the sole survivors of the 18,000 plus B-24s built.  
The six ex RAF B-24s are; KN751 held at Cosford, KH191 returned to flying status by the Collings 
Foundation, HE924 held at Palam (India), KH304 and KH401 located in America and KN820 held at 
the Canadian National Aircraft Museum. At the beginning the new millennium of the KH191 was 
the only ex SEAC Liberators that remained airworthy. One other B-24 - ‘Diamond Lil’ – an early B-24 
- was still airworthy at the beginning of the new millennium.  
KN751: The Cosford Liberator (B-24L-20-FO 44-50206), is a B-24 built at Willow Run in 1944, the 
cost at time of production was $210,943. Under contract number W535AS 21216-24 she was 
ordered in January 1944, flight tested at Fairfield, Ohio and then held in operational reserve until 
April 1945. On the 27th April 1945 she was flown to the Consolidated modification centre at 
Louisville, Kentucky. On the 2nd June she was flown to Dorval Field, Montreal, Canada. (Note: 
Before America entered the war all Liberators delivered to England were flown to the Canadian 
border and pulled across into Canada). At Dorval Field 44-50206 was given the RAF serial number 
KN751. She was delivered direct to India (via the South Atlantic, North Africa, Middle East) by 21 
Ferry Group landing at Allahabad before being allocated to 231 Group at Dhubalia. KN751 
operated from the Cocos Islands with 99 Squadron. After the war she flew with the IAF (designation 
HE807).  
KN751 was flown back to RAF Lyneham by W/Cdr Doug Connor. From Lyneham she was flown to 
Colerne. Due to defense cuts Colerne closed and it was decided that KN751 could not be flown into 
Cosford. Her wing was cut out of the fuselage, the wing was unusual in that it was a one piece 
assembly with wing tips, not the usual three piece assembly. She was taken by road to Cosford 
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where the wing was mated back to the fuselage. With commitment, time and money she could fly 
again. KN751 is the only B-24 left in Europe. The team at Cosford are always happy to allow past air 
and ground crew aboard their Liberator. Data relating to KN751 was supplied by Geoff Hill. Geoff 
also supplied some information about an aircraft project being developed by Scottish Aviation in 
1945. This aircraft was a hybrid, a B-24 mated to a special fuselage, powered by Rolls Royce jet 
engines. The aircraft was to be called Concorde!  
KH191: This B-24 (B-24J-85-CF-44-44052) was built in 1944 by Consolidated at Fort Worth, Texas. 
She saw war service with the RAF (No 8 Squadron) in the Far East during the latter part of 1944. 
After the war KH191 was removed from storage at Palam and rebuilt by Hindustan Aircraft 
Industries to serve with the Indian Air Force. After being retired in 1968 she was bought by Doug 
Arnold of Blackbushe, England. She was then dismantled in India and flown to England in a Belfast, 
G-BEPE, operated by HeavyLift Cargo Airlines. Photographs, supplied by HeavyLift, show KH191 
being removed from the rear of G-BEPE, similar to a mother whale giving birth to her calf. In 1984 
Doug Arnold advertised KH191 for sale ‘as is’. She was purchased by the Collings Foundation and 
shipped to America in a series of containers, one container held the 64 foot fuselage, another held 
the 55 feet centre wing section and two other 40 feet containers held the remaining components. 
The containers arrived at Boston and were carried by truck to Stow, Massachusetts. After 
convincing argument it was agreed to restore KH191 to flying status. The containers were shipped 
to Tom Reilly Vintage Aircraft Corporated in Kissimmee, Florida. Restoration work began in 1985. 
Eighty per cent of the B-24’s one million two hundred thousand parts had to have some kind of 
work carried out on them. Eighty thousand man hours, many of them on a volunteer basis, were 
expended together with a cost of one million dollars. The restored aircraft was named ‘All 
American’ after a B-24 of the 15th Air Force which was lost over Yugoslavia on the 4th October 
1944. A lot of the component parts were renovated by the original manufacturer (General 
Dynamics who took over Consolidated) free of charge. Each engine was overhauled, again free of 
charge, by different companies with Pratt and Whitney offering unlimited help and advice.  
HE924: is a B-24J-90-CF with the serial number 44-44213 (built in 1944 by Consolidated at Fort 
Worth, Texas). This particular B-24 is at the present time located outside the main display hanger of 
the Indian Air Force Museum, Palam, New Delhi. She was one of a 100 Liberators dumped in a 
junkyard located at Khanpur.  
KH304: is painted in American livery on her port side (carries the name Pima Palsano) and in India 
Air Force markings on her starboard side (designation HE877, code ‘A’).  
KH304, serial number 44-44174, is a B-24J-95-CF completed at Fort Worth on the 7th September 
1944. She was delivered to SEAC late the same year and was flown by 354 and 203 Squadrons.  
After being renovated and then flown by the Indian Air Force for over 20 years she was, in March 
1969 flown by a volunteer crew back to America. This special flight odyssey took 30 days with 13 
landings in 8 countries. KN304 had already clocked up 39000 airframe hours and yet not once 
during this final journey did the Pratt and Whitney R-1830s miss a beat nor the aircraft develop a 
single fault, a fitting testiment to this remarkable aeroplane. Due to weather conditions in her new 
desert home she is in the same state of preservation as when she arrived. Like KN751 this B-24 
could fly again.  
KH401: This Liberator was operated by 358 squadron. B-24J-95-CF (44-44272) was manufactured 
by Consolidated at Fort Worth in 1944 and delivered to SEAC in late 1944. David Tallichet flew 
KH401 from Poona to England, initially Mildenhall and then to Duxford. She arrived at Duxford on 
the 8th November 1973 where she had a two year stop-over. In September 1975, after minor 
repairs and a number three engine change, Tallichet flew her over the northern Atlantic route to 
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America. She was repainted to represent a B-24J 250551 named ‘Delectable Doris’, a Liberator that 
flew with the 389th Bomb Group who were based at Hethel.  
KN820: Has the designation B-24L-20-FO (44-50154). She served with 355 Squadron at Salbani. 
This Ottawa based B-24 was made by the Ford Motor Company in 1944 and went to the Royal Air 
Force on lease-lend. After being abandoned by the Royal Air Force, she was refurbished and flown 
with the Indian Air Force until 1968. How the Canadians came by her and how the Canadian crew 
flew her back to Canada is in itself an interesting story.  
B-24 (44-50154): (Information from Renald Fortier, a researcher with the Canadian National 
Aviation Museum.)  
In 1967, Air Chief Arjan Singh, Chief of the Air Staff of the Indian Air Force, came to Canada and 
visited the Ottawa museum with Air Marshall Reyno. The two were old friends. The Canadian 
musumn had two Lysanders but no Liberator, an exchange was agreed. A crew was assembled 
consisting of A.J.Pudsey (first pilot), R.F.Dickson (second pilot), R.T.Brown (navigator), 
A.R.Woodman (radio officer), J.C.Trethowan (flight engineer) and H.Tate (servicing chief). Events 
leading to the KN820 being flown to Canada from India were recorded in a diary kept by Colonel 
Pudsey. When they arrived in India they found the airframe and engines to be in ‘top-notch shape’ 
but the navigation system was unserviceable. They organised the installation of a multi-channel 
VHF set, an SIF transponder, a LORAN set, and for portable oxygen and winter flying gear to be 
placed onboard. They then set about obtaining overflight and landing clearances from 17 
countries, not all of whom saw exactly eye to eye with Canada. The following are exact textual 
extracts from Colonel Pudsey’s diary.  
28th May. Met S/L Marwa who will be our instructor, they are a co-operative group and cannot do 
enough for us. We will fly another B-24 during conversion training while our Liberator is being 
modified and serviced prior to its flight to Canada.  
29th May. First conversion flying started at 7.30. No problem in flying the aircraft, it handles well. 
The Indian Air Force flight engineer, MKO Kandaswamy is a most capable, highly experienced man 
and has a most likeable personality. Our instructor, S/L Marwa, is a dedicated Sikh, a really 
professional Air Force Officer and a first-rate pilot. Finished flying at 10.30 and was literally 
wringing wet, temperature by this time was over 100 degrees.  
30th May. Second conversion flight was satisfactory and consisted of circuits and bumps. We 
started work at 6.30 am to try and beat the heat of the day. Drinking lots of water and taking salt 
tablets in this incredible heat.  
31st May. Started one engine out circuits; the aircraft at this gross weight handles very well with 
one engine failed. Indian Air Force aircraft handling procedures and Canadian procedures vary 
somewhat. For instance, the Indian Air Force does not check the feathering and unfeathering 
operation prior to flight, which is a little disturbing to us, and they carry out a redundant (in our 
opinion) pre-take off check after lining up at the runway. However, all in all the old tried and true 
procedures prevailed and we adjusted to their system without too much difficulty.  
1st June. Fourth conversion flight was completed without incident and S/L Marwa is satisfied we are 
ready for the ferry flight back. We felt we were ready after our second flight!  
3rd June. I tested our aircraft today and all is well. 
4th June. Our aircraft again test flown, this time by Ron (Dickson, second pilot) and S/L Marwa and 
it was declared serviceable. The six .50 calibre machine-guns have been removed and strapped into 
the bomb bay area since External Affairs had ordered that they be removed for the flight over 
foreign territory back to Canada. On this first flight we will carry only sufficient fuel to get to New 
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Delhi and will increase the fuel loading by increments of 200 gals and check the handling 
characteristics with each increase in gross weight.  
5th June. This is the Big Day! Indian Air Force HQ have stated that they would like an Indian Air 
Force crew to accompany us on the first leg of our journey as a form of shakedown flight and we 
are delighted to have S/L Marwa and MWO Kandaswamy accompany us to Delhi. 
After flying over and through a dust storm which extended to some 25000 ft we landed without 
incident at Agra. After a fascinating tour of the Taj we drove back to the airfield, said our goodbyes 
and climbed into our metal furnace.  
The afternoon sun had heated the interior to the point that we could not touch the controls with 
our bare hands and had to use leather gloves. During landing at New Delhi a fuse blew on No 3 
engine constant speed limit but the Indian Air Force, with great foresight, had sent a B-24 service 
crew to New Delhi ahead of our flight and they carried out the rectification. We parted company 
with S/L Marwa, I was sorry indeed that I could not have spent more time with him; he was such a 
helpful person and we owe him a great deal for the forthright and efficient manner in which he 
dealt with all our problems.  
6th June. Take off with gross weight of 1700 gallons onboard was no problem and we again flew 
over a dust storm from New Delhi to Jamnagar. Blew the constant speed unit fuse on No 3 engine 
again on landing at Jamnagar but were met by the top B-24 maintenance crew who had been 
flown up from Poona to see us off the shores of India. They discovered that the cause of the 
deficiency was a loose wire and fixed it.  
7th June. Took off from Jamnagar with 1900 gallons, the highest gross weight to date, and the 
aircraft handled satisfactorily. No problems. Landed at Bahrain.  
8th June. Got up at 4.15 am. The take-off and short flight were uneventful. Landed at Baghdad. 
Took off for Nicosia. Landed at Nicosia.  
9th June. Flight from Nicosia to Athens was uneventful. The aircraft is operating beautifully.  
10th June. One day lay-over in Athens. Saw the Acropolis and Parthenon. Had a few beers while girl 
watching.  
11th June. Flight from Athens to Deci was uneventful. We had a bit of a start on take-off when No 2 
engine RPM indicator suddenly dropped to zero but it obviously was only the tachometer 
generator that had failed, we had a spare so again no problem. The crew have settled into a 
pattern of work and are working well together. Harry (Tate), in the back of the aircraft, has assumed 
victualling responsibility and it is an incredible sight to see him, balancing two cups of hot soup, 
trying to climb through the narrow passageway down the centre of the bomb bay. We can not step 
on the bomb doors as they are fragile and would likely give way under our weight. To say the least 
climbing fore and aft keeps us healthy. The flight over Greece was a beautiful sight.  
12th June. Flight from Deci to Lahr was relatively uneventful. It is now getting cool and I have put 
on my winter flying suit. No 3 engine idle RPM seems to be low and will have to be checked at 
Lahr.  
13th June. We have laid over one day at Lahr. All engines are now getting harder to start as we fly 
into colder climes.  
14th June. No 3 engine idle RPM is too low and the engine almost cuts out with the throttle in the 
closed position. The idling mixture is too lean, but the engine responds satisfactorily at the higher 
power settings, so we will fix it at Prestwick. The trip to Prestwick through Western Europe over 
England and Scotland was very smooth.  
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15th June. Take-off and departure were executed as planned. Weather is excellent. The 
temperature has been steadily dropping since Athens and we are all now wearing our winter flying 
suits and fleece-lined boots. We are flying at 6000 ft, temeperature plus 2 degrees C and it is 
breezy. The struggle to straddle the bomb bay passage has now been compounded by our winter 
flying gear and it is like trying to squeeze a cork into too small a bottle neck. Flight from Prestwick 
to Keflavik went smoothly.  
We took off with 1900 imperial gallons. Then it happened! Our uneventful trip developed an event. 
About 90 miles out of Keflavik when we increased power for the climb we could not obtain more 
than or less than 2300 RPM out of the No 4 engine. I decided to turn back, descending to a lower 
altitude below freezing level. As we were on our way down the perspex in the nose gun turret failed 
and pieces flew back and struck the centre wind screen causing severe cracking. A safe landing at 
high gross weight was made at Keflavik. The two WO (John Trethowen and Harry Tate) worked 
hard that afternoon replacing the constant speed unit and making temporary repairs to the nose 
turret and wind screen.  
16th June. At 9.30 we climbed into our Liberator and prepared to take-off. Unfortunately as we ran 
up No 2 engine we encountered an excessive mag drop, which was unacceptable in view of the 
doubt about the serviceability of No 4 engine. John and Harry quickly went to work, discovered the 
offending cylinder, changed the spark plug, dried out the lead and we were back in business. One 
hour ten minutes later we were airborne and on our way to Goose Bay. The temperature now, as 
we flew first at 8000 ft and then at 10000 ft, was minus 6 degrees C. It was a great feeling to touch 
down again on Canadian soil after an absence of almost five weeks.  
17th June. This was the day we estimated we would be back. All we wanted was for the old girl to 
fire up once more, then we had made it. The temperature during the night had fallen to 32 degrees 
F and on start up, No 1 engine was objecting to the cold and refused to start on three separate 
tries. We allowed the starter motor to cool, purged the engine and tried again, and on the fourth 
try was elated to see No 1 fire up. The remainder of the trip was routine and we touched down at 
Trenton, as scheduled, after 69 flying hours and 10,500 miles. As we rumbled up the apron, the 
band struck up, the newsmen surged forward, the flashbulb popped and 12 year old Lillian Dickson 
could not wait. She made a running leap into the arms of her father (Captain Dickson), it was great 
to be home with our trophy. 
2462. Pilot Officer J A SMITH. Signed 26 October 1950. RCAF Greenwood, Nova Scotia. 

173 
No trace found. 
2463. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader]George Stephen MURRAY (179082). Signed 
31 October 1950. No 3 Flight Training School, RAF Feltwell. 

173 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 1 May 1973. 
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2464. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] Henry Desmond Patrick BISLEY OBE AFC 
(43057). Signed 1 November 1950. HQ 18 Group. 

173 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. The Air Force List  for Autumn 1964 lists him as a 
special advisor in the Defence Secretariat. 
From The Glasgow Herald of Wednesday, 9 March 1960: 
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2465. Wing Commander Leslie Thomas CARD (35221). Signed 1 November 1950. HQ No 
12 Group. 

173 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2466. Rear Admiral Heije SCHAPER DFC RNN (1906 – 1996). Signed 10 November 1950. 
Ministry of Naval Affairs, The Hague, Holland. 

174 
From http://www.theaerodrome.com/forum/2002/12489-great-escape-plm-2.html: 

http://www.theaerodrome.com/forum/2002/12489-great-escape-plm-2.html
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Also an interesting note: most of the escapees in The Great Escape were foreigners serving with the 
R.A.F. (Poles, Czechs, Dutchmen, Norwegians, etc.) Only one Dutchman and two Norwegians 
managed to get to England. The Dutchman, S/Ldr Bram van der Stok, was also the most decorated 
Dutch soldier of WW2 (receiving numerous awards for gallantry and merit, both Dutch and Allied). 
He was also one of the few Dutch aces from WW2: 3 confirmed and 7 unconfirmed kills. At the end 
of the war he was O.C. of the only Dutch fighter squadron (322 'Polly Gray' Squadron). After the 
war he moved to the U.S. and served there as a Honorary Commodore and M.D. in the U.S.G.C. 
Another Dutchman involved in the Great Escape was L/Cdr Heije Schaper of the Dutch Naval Air 
Services. He was a recipient of the Military William's Order (1940) and the DFC. Later he became 
Adjudant-General to HM Queen Wilhelmina and the ONLY 4-star general the Dutch Air Force ever 
had (apart from the Sovereigns). (Un?)Fortunately for him he never made it out of the tunnel. Both 
Dutchmen were not mentioned in the movie. Neither were any of the Norwegians. 
Posted by Erik Muller 15 September 2002 
From http://www.historici.nl/Onderzoek/Projecten/BWN/lemmata/bwn6/schaper (translated by 
Google): 
Schaper, Heije, navy and air force officer and Secretary of State (Joure 
(Fr.) 8-9-1906 - The Hague 26-5-1996). Son of John Schaper, publican, 
and Wietske van der Zee. Married 14-3-1942 by Titia Feenstra (1917-
1997). From this marriage three sons were born. 
Like his sister and two of his three brothers felt Heije Schaper, son of a 
pub owner in Joure, at an early age the urge to withdraw the wide 
world. Following the example of his older brother, he tried, therefore, 
after the HBS-B in Heerenveen have completed, to the officer of the 
Royal Navy admitted. The seventeen year old was rejected because he 
does not (yet) met the minimum length. Heije followed them, from 1926 
to 1929, training as a merchant marine officer at the Naval College in 
Amsterdam. 
After this training Schaper made another attempt by the Navy to come, 
and this time with success. On 1 April 1930 he was appointed as a reserve officer in the Submarine 
Service. Then he ran between October 1931 and October 1933, the pilot training and observer, 
after which he was appointed flying officer of the third class at the Naval Air Service. At the same 
time, he changed his reserve status for a professional context. 
In early 1934 Schaper embarked as second officer aboard the submarine HMS K XIV 'for a trip to 
the Dutch East Indies. That kept the young naval aviator particularly engaged with mapping work 
and the fight against piracy. Schaper also proficient in flying airplanes with slingshot and he 
worked in 1937 and 1938 as a flight instructor at the Naval Air Station Morokrembangan near 
Surabaya. At the end of the latter year he repatriated to the Netherlands. Here Schaper continued 
his instructional work forward, while he acted as between test and test pilot of Dornier Do-24K 
flying boats at the Society for Aeronautical Engineering NV 'Aviolanda' in Papendrecht. 
Then on May 10, 1940, the Germans invaded the Netherlands, Schaper was aircraft commander at 
the Naval Air Station 'Schellingwoude' in Amsterdam. Even before the capitulation was a fact, he 
managed to depart out. Seaplane from France to Britain That was from the evacuated personnel 
and the timely manner Netherlands transferred Fokker seaplanes of Naval Aviation soon the 320th 
Squadron was established, which - as a unit of the British Royal Air Force - from the base Pembroke 
Dock in Wales ship convoys went guide. 

http://www.historici.nl/Onderzoek/Projecten/BWN/lemmata/bwn6/schaper
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In October 1940 Schaper was commissioned - to pick five Dutch seaplane Friesian Tjeukemeer to -. 
Partly because of his familiarity with the environment However, he did not know that the Germans 
had come of the operation to date and that the persons to be evacuated are now found in 
captivity. The Fokker was fired. Shortly after landing both a vessel on the lake and shore Schaper 
chose them immediately airspace. Despite the fact that two of his crew members were injured by 
the shelling and the unit was riddled with bullet holes, he knew his breeder without further chunks 
to Britain to fly back. For his courageous actions during this mission Schaper was appointed on 
November 15, 1940 Knight of the fourth class of the Military Order of William, and on January 10, 
1941 decorated with the British Distinguished Flying Cross. 
As of May 1941 took the 320th Squadron - now with Hudson bombers stationed at the air base 
Leuchars near Dundee, Scotland - offensive patrols along the coast of Norway. Schaper and his 
crew crawled while occasionally through the eye of the needle. End of August 1941 for example, he 
chose after an attack on a ship is not the shortest way back to Scotland, but he flew toward the 
Norwegian coast to look in low cloud cover. In this way, Hudson escaped the fate of three other 
Dutch bombers, who had chosen the shortest way back and, after being discovered by German 
fighters were shot down. 
End of May 1942 - the squadron was now stationed at Bircham Newton in Norfolk airport - it was 
worse for Schaper off. During an attack on a German convoy north of Terschelling his plane was hit 
by enemy air defenses. After an emergency landing at sea, he knew how to spend, and they were 
made by the crew of one of the German ships. Prisoner in a lifeboat to safety with his crew Because 
a Dutch device was detonated, held by the other crews for the aircraft Schaper in the air at the 
attack his wife Titia wrong in assuming that her husband had been killed. With these eleven years 
younger Friezin - since 1938 working in the Dutch embassy in London - he was in early 1942 in 
Dundee got married. A few weeks after this ominous message came, however, the 'redeeming' 
tidings of the Red Cross Schaper in German captivity was. 
After the usual interrogations Schaper ended up in the POW camp Stalag Luft III near Sagan in 
Upper Silesia, 160 kilometers southeast of Berlin. Together with another Dutch kite he undertook in 
March 1943 an unsuccessful attempt to escape from the camp. It came to him in a fortnight 
incommunicado detention to stand. Also in the mass escape ('The Great Escape') from Stalag Luft 
III on March 24, 1944 Schaper was involved. As one of the few German-speaking prisoners he had 
to lead the hut in which the entrance to the tunnel was. Camp guards off task after others had 
escaped, took an early discovery of the underground corridor a line through his own escape 
plans. In early 1945 the camp was evacuated and the prisoners began a long hike to the northwest, 
which eventually ended in near Lubeck. There were Schaper and colleagues liberated by British 
troops in early May 1945. 
After a short period of leave in Britain and the Netherlands Schaper left in June 1945 to Ceylon to 
take over. Command of the 321st Squadron The journey there went through the United States, 
where he met his wife saw again for the first time since May 1942. Upon arrival in Asia, the war had 
already come to an end. In the same period Schaper was given command of Naval Aviation in 
Dutch East Indies. After returning to the Netherlands, in April 1946, following his appointment as 
deputy commander of Naval Aviation in the Netherlands and overseas. In 1949 he was promoted 
to commander of the air arm of the Navy, and he was appointed Flag Officer, a new position, which 
he would fulfill. Till 1954 Since his return from the Dutch Indies Schaper lived with his family in The 
Hague. Between 1946 and 1953 he and his wife had three sons. 
On August 1, 1954 Schaper exchanged the uniform of the Royal Navy for the Royal Air Force. This 
gave him the opportunity to give his career. Reinvigorating The transition from the Navy to the Air 
Force was the Schaper pragmatic opposition, not least because he felt closely connected with the 
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welfare of the whole (military) aviation. His presidency - from 1963 to 1966 and from 1968 to 1969 
- the Royal Dutch Society for Aeronautical and in a more general sense, supervisory and Dutch 
Fokker Signal Devices underline this. 
The Air Force - raised in 1953 to an independent service and under development - could an 
experienced (war) kite and competent senior officer as Schaper excellent use. In the rank of Major 
General, he held the post of first deputy Chief of the Air Staff. More than two years later, on 
November 1, 1956, following his promotion to Chief of the Air Staff also Commander of the Air 
Force. On January 1, 1958 Schaper was also appointed Chairman of the Committee of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff. As (Deputy) Chief of the Air Staff, he emphasized reasoning and further 
professionalisation of the Dutch Air Force to keep up. Technical developments that way He wanted 
to achieve, inter alia, by increasing the percentage. Regulars 
Also on the material plane demanded radical changes Schapers attention. Not only the first 
generation of jet aircraft had to be replaced by modern devices, was also started with the 
introduction of guided weapons. During Schapers captaincy was also the decision to buy the first 
supersonic fighter aircraft of the Royal Air Force, the Lockheed F-104G Starfighter. Also received 
Schaper as Chief of the Air Staff to deal with the ever-increasing tensions in Dutch New Guinea, 
which made it necessary to station there. Include a detachment of fighters 
On November 30, 1961 Schaper resigned as Chief of the Air Staff down. He was four months earlier 
appointed adjutant of Queen Juliana and her sous chef Military House. Ties with the royal family 
went back to the early years of World War II: in Britain, he was considered one of the intimates of 
Prince Bernhard. In January 1962 he was appointed First Adjutant of the Queen, in October 1963, 
followed by promotion to Adjutant General. After his honorable discharge on March 1, 1964 he 
would this feature - continue to exercise -. In the rank of reserve lieutenant-general 
On June 20, 1966 Schaper was appointed as Secretary of Defense in the Cabinet Cals, where he was 
engaged. Themselves with air matters The non-party Schaper - who could get along with 
parliamentarians from both left and right - replaced in this post the deceased in February of that 
year JJF Borghouts. Although Defense Minister PJS de Jong - also a former naval officer - was 
informed that no replacement would be appointed before the 1967 elections earlier he was 
brought to another mind when deciding on some major air issues - including the replacement of 
the Thunderstreak -fighter-bomber - specific knowledge required. Also in the interim cabinet 
Zijlstra, from November 22, 1966 to April 5, 1967, Schaper would post Affairs Secretary of State for 
Air Force continue to hold. Political damage he was not taking because this office was much more 
technical than a political function and Schaper - given his background and experience - enjoyed 
the confidence of a majority in parliament. The socialists and liberals tried afterwards to maintain. 
Schaper for politics Because he was more been the dramatic fall of the government in the so-Cals 
Night Schmelzer witness he gave it up. 
Schaper then took his work for the Royal House again. In February 1976 he retired. At the same 
time he was appointed General reserve. After his superannuation he remained for some time 
adjutant of Her Majesty in special service. Schaper now got more time for the many sports he 
practiced his long life, such as fencing, sailing, soccer, cycling, fishing and hunting in his private 
hunting area in the Hague dunes. As a true Fries, he also showed himself a skilled skater he drove 
included the Eleven Cities Tour from 1940. The as engaging, determined and fearless reputable 
Schaper died in 1996 at age 89. 
Sources 
H. Schaper, "Air Force Staff Biographies Netherlands" in Dutch Institute for Military History in The 
Hague. 
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Obituaries in eg NRC Handelsblad, 29-5-1996 and Leeuwarder Courant, 29-5-1996: Interrogation 
H. Schaper, in Report containing the results of the study of the Parliamentary Inquiry Committee on 
Government Policy 1940-1945 Vc (The Hague 1950) 1434-1439, The Flying Dutchman 10 (1954) 
144-145; Avia Flight World 5 (1956) 576 - 577, The Flying Dutchman 17 (1961) 466-467; Avia Flight 
World 12 (1963) 375, Eric Hazelhoff-Roelfzema, Soldier of Orange '40-'45 (The Hague, 1971), Bob 
van der Stok, War Flyer Orange (Haarlem 1980), The Military William Order since 
1940. COMPOSITE. by PGH Maalderink (Rijswijk 1982), Rolf Winter and Erwin van Loo, Air Force 
Commanders portrayed, 1954-2005 (The Hague, 2006). 
Photo from the collection of the Dutch Institute for Military History in The Hague Schaper as 
Lieutenant-General of the Royal Air Force 
PE van Loo. Original version included in: Biographical Dictionary of Netherlands 6  
Last updated on 10-02-2012 
2467. Lt Cdr W BEETS. Signed 10 November 1950. HNMS Tromp. 

174 
He also signed this book on 16 October 1940. 
2468. Lt Cdr Piet van WAART DFC (1916 – 1998). Signed 10 November 1950. Ministry of 
Naval Affairs. 

174 
From http://www.cieldegloire.com/002h_van_waart_p.php (translated by Google): 
Of Dutch origin born in 1916, Lieutenant Van Waart began his career in the Air Forces Netherlands. 
After the defeat of his country in May 1940, he joined the UK and is assigned to 320 Squadron RAF, 
performing many missions maritime patrol and reconnaissance, day or night. He received 
numerous decorations Netherlands for his active participation in the battles of this unit means 
bombing mainly composed of Dutch crews and equipped with Avro Anson and Hudson bombers 
and B-25. At the end of the war he served with the 254 Squadron Coastal Command unit in which it 
is particularly distinguished in the night of March 26 to 27, 1945. While it makes an attack against 
enemy ships, engine of the aircraft is affected. Despite the damage suffered, he continued his 
attack before taking the direction of the coast. Victim of a failure on the second engine, then it 
must arise at sea and manage to reach the shore aboard his tire cannot. This action earned him the 
award of the DFC by the British. Remained in the Air Force after the war, he retired in 1967. 
Officer of the Order of Orange Nassau (4th) 
Vliegerkruis (Cross Air - 29/04/43) 
Oorlogsherinneringskruis (Commemorative Cross) 
Ereteken Orde voor en Vrede Officierskruis 
Vaardigheidsmedaille van het NOC 
National Order of Merit 
Distinguished Flying Cross 
Navy Occupation Medal (Verenigde Staten) 

http://www.cieldegloire.com/002h_van_waart_p.php
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He was awared the DFC, while with No 254 Squadron, on 3 April 1945: 
“As Pilot this officer has completed many sorties. On the night of 26.27 March, 1945, he was 
detailed for an anti-shipping patrol in the Heligoland Bight. Heavy anti-aircraft fire was 
encountered and the aricraft was hit and damaged; one engine was rendered useless. Nevertheless, 
the crew continued their mission and delivered an attack in the face of intense opposition. On the 
return flight a second engine failed and adversed weather prevailed. Displaying great skill and 
courage, Pilot Lieutenant Van Waart brought the aircraft down on to the sea and then they 
succeeded in paddling the dinghy to the shore. Throughout his operational career Lieutenant van 
Waart has shown initiative, keenness and devotion to duty of an exeptionally high standard.” 
Permission to wear the decoration was granted by Royal Decree No. 4, dated June 7th, 1945. 
According to http://www.onderscheidingen.nl/decorandi/gb/listDFC.html, the DFC was awarded to 
44 Dutch people. 
From http://www.maritiemdigitaal.nl/index.cfm?event=search.getdetail&id=120109148: 
 

 
Flying officer of the 1st class Piet van Waart in tropical uniform, 1947 
From http://www.vlaggeschipsmaldeel5.nl/html/flying_trials.html (translated by Google): 

 
On October 11, 1958 at 11.30 MLD Sea Hawk F-50 is the first landing on board HNLMS Karel 
Doorman, flown by the head of the flight duty kltzv P. of Waart. The second landing was carried out 
by the commander of Squadron 860 ltzv 1 AH Hagdorn in the F-51. In the picture a happy kite Van 

http://www.onderscheidingen.nl/decorandi/gb/listdfc.html
http://www.maritiemdigitaal.nl/index.cfm?event=search.getdetail&id=120109148
http://www.vlaggeschipsmaldeel5.nl/html/flying_trials.html
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Waart. The fixed spawning of the F-50, Paul Geldere step into "his chest" to take place behind the 
breaks in the ranks. 
2469. Lieutenant-Commander Anthony Robert PROFIT DSC MiD. Signed 10 November 
1950. RNAS Culdrose, Helston, Cornwall. 

174 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 30 January 1961. 
From http://uboat.net/allies/commanders/2055.html: 
Ranks 
14 Mar 1938   S.Lt. 
14 Dec 1939   Lt. 
14 Jun 1947   Lt.Cdr. 
Retired: 30 Jan 1961 
Decorations 
3 Dec 1940  Mentioned in Despatches 
27 Jan 1942  DSC 
Warship Commands (all with the rank of Lt.) 
Ship    Type  From  To 
HMS H 50 (N 50)  Submarine 20 Jun 1942  
HMS H 43 (N 43)  Submarine 30 Jun 1942 25 Jul 1942 
HMS H 50 (N 50)  Submarine Nov 1942 28 Nov 1942 
HMS Ursula (N 59)  Submarine Jan 1943 11 May 1943 
HMS Proteus (N 29)  Submarine 11 May 1943 8 Aug 1943 
HMS Rover (N 62)  Submarine 6 Nov 1943 6 Sep 1944 
HMS Stratagem (P 234) Submarine 29 Aug 1944 6 Oct 1944 
HMS Trident (N 52)  Submarine 20 Jan 1945 Nov 1945 
Events related to this officer 
Submarine HMS Ursula (N 59) 
20 Feb 1943 
HMS Ursula (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) carried out independent exercises off Algiers. 
21 Feb 1943 
HMS Ursula (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) carried out A/S exercises off Algiers with the British 
destoyers HMS Lightning (Cdr. H.G. Walters, DSC, RN) and HMS Bicester (Lt.Cdr. S.W.F. Bennetts, 
RN). 
22 Feb 1943 
HMS Ursula (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) departed Algiers for Gibraltar. She is to return to the U.K. 
26 Feb 1943 
HMS Ursula (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) arrived at Gibraltar. 
1 Mar 1943 
HMS Ursula (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) departed Gibraltar for the U.K. 

http://uboat.net/allies/commanders/2055.html
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No log is available for this period so no map can be displayed. 
8 Mar 1943 
HMS Ursula (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) attacked a German U-boat with four torpedoes in position 
44°48'N, 12°13'W. No hits were obtained. the U-boat attacked was most likely U-462 
1430 hours - Heard HE bearing Red 150°. The Officer of the Watch sighted the conning tower of a 
uboat bearing Red 165°, course uncertain. 
1445 hours - Lt. Profit now also sighted the uboat throught the Low Power periscope (The attack 
periscope was defective). Bearing Green 25°. Enemy course 040°. Range 2300 yards. Started attack. 
1451 hours - In position 44°48'N, 12°13'W fired four torpedoes. No hits were obtained. 
13 Mar 1943 
At 1030 hours HMS Ursula (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) makes redez-vouz off Bishops Rock with her 
escort, the ASW trawler HMS Asie (Skr. E.A. Mutten, RNR). 
14 Mar 1943 
HMS Ursula (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) arrived at Portsmouth. 
4 Apr 1943 
HMS Ursula (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) shifted from Portsmouth to Portland. She makes the passage 
together with HMS Taku (Lt. A.J.W. Pitt, RN) and HMS Sickle (Lt. J.R. Drummond, RN). They were 
escorted by HMS Kingston Turquoise (Ch.Skr. H.E. Dodd, RNR). 
6 Apr 1943 
HMS Ursula (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) shifted from Portland to Plymouth. She makes the passage 
together with HMS Taku (Lt. A.J.W. Pitt, RN) and HMS Sickle (Lt. J.R. Drummond, RN). They were 
escorted by HMS Kingston Turquoise (Ch.Skr. H.E. Dodd, RNR). 
10 Apr 1943 
HMS Ursula (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) departed Plymouth for Holy Loch. 
12 Apr 1943 
HMS Ursula (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) arrived at Holy Loch. 
16 Apr 1943 
HMS Ursula (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) departed Holy Loch for Londonderry. 
17 Apr 1943 
HMS Ursula (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) arrived at Londonderry. She was to participate in A/S exercises 
out of Londonderry and Larne. 
Submarine HMS Stratagem (P 234) 
12 Sep 1944 
HMS Stratagem (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) conducted trials and exercises off Trincomalee. (1) 
13 Sep 1944 
During 13 and 14 September 1944 HMS Stratagem (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) conducted exercises off 
Trincomalee. These included night exercises. (1) 
16 Sep 1944 
HMS Stratagem (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) departed Trincomalee for her 5th war patrol (3rd in the Far 
East). She was ordered to patrol off the Andaman Islands. 
Lt. Profit was temporary in command of HMS Stratagem as Lt. Pelly was on leave. 
30 Sep 1944 
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HMS Stratagem (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) bombarded buildings and warehouses on Great Coco 
Island. 
(All times are zone -6.5) 
1729 hours - Surfaced off Ford Bay, Great Coco Island and bombarded targets on the shore. 
1735 hours - Dived and retired to seawards. (2) 
5 Oct 1944 
HMS Stratagem (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) ended her 5th war patrol (3rd in the Far East) at 
Trincomalee. (2) 
Submarine HMS Trident (N 52) 
12 May 1945 
HMS Trident (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) is docked at Trincomalee. 
19 May 1945 
HMS Trident (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) left dock. 
28 May 1945 
HMS Trident (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) departed from Trincomalee for her 35th war patrol (2nd in far 
eastern waters). She was ordered to patrol in the Malacca Strait and of the west coast of Sumatra. 
2 Jun 1945 
HMS Trident (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) sank a Sumatran junk with demolition charges in the Strait of 
Malacca. 
(All times zone -6.5) 
1600 hours a 2 masted junk of approximately 15 tons) was destroyed with a demolition charge in 
position 04°45'N, 99°25'E. The cargo of the junk consisted of tobacco and flax. The crew of three 
Sumatrans were taken aboard and later transferred to a Chinese fishing sampan. 
12 Jun 1945 
HMS Trident (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) bombards the control tower of a Japanese airfield near 
Lhoksumawe, northern Sumatra. 
(All times are zone -6.5) 
1822 hours - Surfaced in position 05°15'N, 07°05'E and bombarded the control tower of the airfield 
spotted earlier today. 
1836 hours - Disengaged and proceeded to the seaward. 28 rounds in all were fired. 6 were direct 
hits on the control tower. Several others fell on the runway just short of the control tower. The last 
6 rounds were fired on a parked aircraft. 
16 Jun 1945 
HMS Trident (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) sank a Japanese landing craft with gunfire off the West coast 
of Sumatra. 
(All times are zone -6.5) 
1150 hours - Trident spotted a camouflaged landing craft. At 1201 hours Trident surfaced and 
engaged the landing craft with 4" gunfire. The landing craft was left beached in position 00°14'6"S, 
98°32'5"E and abandoned after 27 rounds were fired. 
18 Jun 1945 
HMS Trident (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) sank a Japanese landing craft with gunfire off the West coast 
of Sumatra. 
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(All times are zone -6.5) 
1310 hours - Trident spotted and engaged a camouflaged landing barge. At 1425 hours, after 53 
rounds were fired, the target was considered a total loss. Location was off Pulau Tetedono. 
29 Jun 1945 
HMS Trident (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) ended her 35th war patrol (2nd in far eastern waters) at 
Trincomalee. 
8 Aug 1945 
HMS Trident (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) departed from Trincomalee for her 36th war patrol. She is to 
perform a weather reporting mission off the North-West coast of Sumatra. 
3 Sep 1945 
HMS Trident (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) ended her 36th war patrol at Trincomalee. 
18 Sep 1945 
HMS Trident (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) departed from Trincomalee bound for the U.K. 
3 Oct 1945 
HMS Trident (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) arrived at Suez. She transits the Suez Canal and then arrived 
at Port Said. 
5 Oct 1945 
HMS Trident (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) departed from Port Said bound for Alexandria. 
6 Oct 1945 
HMS Trident (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) arrived at Alexandria. 
8 Oct 1945 
HMS Trident (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) departed from Alexandria bound for Malta. 
12 Oct 1945 
HMS Trident (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) arrived at Malta. 
17 Oct 1945 
HMS Trident (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) departed from Malta bound for Gibraltar. 
20 Oct 1945 
HMS Trident (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) arrived at Gibraltar. 
23 Oct 1945 
HMS Trident (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) departed from Gibraltar bound for Portsmouth. 
26 Oct 1945 
HMS Trident (Lt. A.R. Profit, DSC, RN) arrived at Portsmouth. 
Sources from National Archives,Kew: 

1. ADM 173/18848 
2. ADM 199/1874 

From http://navalmatters.wordpress.com/2013/12/05/ships-dog-peter-a-k-a-petain-mascot-of-
royal-navy-submarine-hms-ursula/: 
Ship’s dog ‘Peter’ (a.k.a. Pétain), mascot of Royal Navy submarine HMS Ursula 

http://navalmatters.wordpress.com/2013/12/05/ships-dog-peter-a-k-a-petain-mascot-of-royal-navy-submarine-hms-ursula/
http://navalmatters.wordpress.com/2013/12/05/ships-dog-peter-a-k-a-petain-mascot-of-royal-navy-submarine-hms-ursula/
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Peter, also known as ‘Pétain’ (one assumes after the French collaborator), was the mascot of 
HMS/M Ursula (N59), a U-class submarine commissioned into the Royal Navy in 1938. Peter was 
rescued from the German-crewed merchantman ‘Sainte Marguerite II’ which was torpedoed by 
Ursula on 2 December 1942. Described as “terrified” (and who wouldn’t be?) Peter was rescued 
from the water and adopted as the submarine’s mascot. 

 
February 1943. Officers of HM Submarine Ursula stand in front of the conning tower, which has 
been draped with the Jolly Roger. Left to right, they are: Sub-Lieutenant W Burley, RNVR; 
Lieutenant A R Profit, DSC, RN; and Lieutenant A R Marshal, RN. Lt Profit is holding their pet dog 
‘Peter’. 
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2470. Dr. Jan Herman van ROIJEN. Signed 20 November 1950. Netherlands Consulate 
General [?]. 

174 
From http://www.mmfpublications.nl/mmf_publications/m457-m458.htm: 
Born in Constantinople in the Ottoman Empire as the son of a Dutch career diplomat and American 
mother, Jan Herman van Roijen (1905-1991) was to follow in his father's footsteps. After his studies 
at the University of Utrecht, he held positions at the Dutch Embassy in Washington, the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs in The Hague and the Dutch Embassy in Tokyo (1930-1939). Recalled to the Hague 
in 1939, he became head of the Diplomatic Department at the Ministry. With the German invasion 
of the Netherlands in May 1940, he became involved in political opposition to the occupation, 
including secret contacts with the German resistance. Arrested and imprisoned on several 
occasions in the following years he made his way clandestinely to London in 1944. With the 
liberation, he joined the cabinet, becoming minister of Foreign affairs in 1946 and then ambassador 
to Canada. When the Indonesian question was discussed in the Security Council of the United 
Nations after the second Dutch military action in 1948, Van Roijen defended his country's position 
before that body. In 1949 he headed the Dutch delegation charged with preparing the Round 
Table Conference on Indonesia and was able to win the confidence of the Indonesian side, leading 
to the Van Roijen-Rum declaration of 7 May 1949, which opened the way to that conference and 
the transfer of sovereignty to the Republic in December of that year. In 1962 he found himself 
again involved with Indonesia as head of the delegation to negotiate a solution to the New Guinea 
crisis after the Republic had annexed this last Dutch colonial outpost in the archipelago. 
From http://www.parlement.com/id/vg09lljh08xs/j_h_herman_van_roijen: 

 
Career 
Embassy attaché in Washington, January 25, 1930 to 1932  
Official diplomatic affairs department at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, January 26, 1933 to 1936  
Legation secretary first class in Tokyo, on 26 February 1937 to August 1939  
Head Department diplomatic affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, from August 1939 to 1941 
(dismissed by the Germans)  
Captivity, from November 1940 to February 1941 (due to illegal activities as a civil servant)  
Imprisonment, 1941  

http://www.mmfpublications.nl/mmf_publications/m457-m458.htm
http://www.parlement.com/id/vg09lljh08xs/j_h_herman_van_roijen
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Captivity, from January 1944 to March 1944  
Function in London, March 1945 (at the request of the government after contact with the College 
of Trust Men come)  
Minister without portfolio, attached to the Minister for Foreign Affairs with responsibility for 
building and new orientation of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; also Deputy Minister of Foreign 
Affairs, June 24, 1945 to March 1, 1946  
Minister of Foreign Affairs, March 1, 1946 to July 3, 1946  
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to Ottawa, 2 April 1947 to September 1950  
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary Ambassador to Washington, from September 1950 to March 
1964 (appointed June 27, 1950)  
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary Ambassador to London, from March 1964 to May 1970 (also 
ambassador in Iceland) 
Other positions 
Committee member Scholten (group of young people from political parties, who spoke under his 
leadership over the postwar politics; participants include Schermerhorn, Wiardi Beckman and C. 
Patijn) 
Member Vaderlandsch Committee from April 1943 to January 1944 
Member Dutch delegation at the conference establishing the United Nations in San Francisco, 1945 
Delegate at the United Nations, 1946 
Delegate conference United Nations, 1947 
Member advisory board of Unilever NV from 1970 
Supervisory Board of NV Maatschappij "Billiton", circa 1970 
With special mission to Saudi Arabia, 1973 
Chairman Hague Academy of International Law 
Chairman NGIZ (Dutch Association for International Affairs) 
Facts 
As ambassador to Canada, he was appointed on March 29, 1949 the leader of the Dutch delegation 
to the Round Table Conference  
He succeeded in May 1949 an agreement in principle with Fame, the leader of the Republican 
delegation to reach (the Roijen Of-Fame Agreement)  
As ambassador to Washington, he was characterized by competence, courtesy and diplomatic 
clothing, but often by undiplomatic candor  
During the thirteen years, in which four presidents served in the United States, he was considered 
one of the most admired foreign diplomats and respected analysts of American politics  
On his departure, the New York Times devoted a great article on him  
Principled negotiator when doing passing of New Guinea under Indonesian control, which he 
continued to enjoy the Indonesian anti-colonialists, confidence and although the Dutch 
government accused the Americans of partiality, he admitted publicly that he-authorized self-
interest 
Active in the resistance, three arrested for illegal activities (eg manufacturing news)  
Went in 1944, commissioned by the College of men safely thanks to the liberated South 
Netherlands  
The family was very wealthy, possessed include the outdoor Blankenburg in Wassenaar.  
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His mother was downright descendant of John Winthrop, one of the first governors of 
Massachusetts  
His father was a mission council at Constantinople (c. 1905), envoy extraordinary and minister 
plenipotentiary in Tokyo (1908-1927), Rome (1927) and Washington (until 1933) 
Knighthoods and awards 
Knight of the Order of the Dutch Lion, September 17, 1946  
Commander of the Order of the Dutch Lion, April 29, 1949  
Grand Cross Order of Orange-Nassau, April 29, 1969 
Four Freedom Award, 1982  
Wateler-Peace Prize, 1983 
2471. Brian ST ANDREWS. Signed 21 November 1950. Bishop’s House, Perth. 

174 
No trace found. 
2472. Vice Chief of the Air Staff, Sir Ralph Alexander COCHRANE, GBE, KCB, AFC, RAF 
(158310) (24 February 1895 – 17 December 1977). Signed 1 December 1950. Air Ministry. 

174 
He also signed this book on 27 May 1940. 
2473. Squadron Leader Terence Anthony COX DSO DFC (39304). Signed 4 December 
1950. RAF Aldergrove. 

174 
He also signed this book on 14 October 1948. 
2474. Squadron Leader Cecil Horace FRAMPTON (88975). Signed 11 December 1950. HQ 
Fighter Command. 

174 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 8 December 1962. 
According to heavenaddress.com, he was born in 1908 and died in 1985. He is interned, with M M 
“Mae” (1908 – 1986) in Castlebrook Memorial Park, Rouse Hill, New South Wales, Australia. 
2475. Flight Lieutenant Rex de Ste. CROIX (147592). Signed 11 December 1950. HQ 90 
Group. 

174 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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2476. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Cecil Edward GREGORY (73207). Signed 11 
December 1950. No 3 Flight Training School, RAF Feltwell. 

174 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 10 February 1954. 
2477. Flight Lieutenant Alan Ivan ROWE DFC (170665). Signed 11 December 1950. No 3 
Flight Training School, RAF Feltwell. 

174 
The Air Force List for April 1950 lists only one pilot named A Rowe. 
His DFC was announced in the LG, 19 January 1945: 
Flying Officer Alan Ivan ROWE (170665), R.A.F.V.R., 115 Sqn. 
“This officer has set a fine example of skill and courage in air operations. He has completed a 
second tour of operational duty during which he has taken part in attacks on many targets 
important to the enemy's war effort. He is a highly efficient captain whose strong sense of duty has 
impressed all.” 
2478. Flight Lieutenant Bernard CHAPMAN (144697). Signed 11 December 1950. No 3 
Flight Training School, RAF Feltwell. 

174 
The Air Force List for April 1950 has only one matching person named B Chapman144. 
2479. Flying Officer John Walter CUTLER (163481). Signed 11 December 1950. No 3 Flight 
Training School, RAF Feltwell. 

175 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 1 March 1953. 
2480. Later Flying Officer Bruce KITCHENER AFM MiD (4140186). Signed 11 December 
1950. No 3 Flight Training School, RAF Feltwell. 

175 
His Mentioned in Despatches, for distinguished service in Malaya, was announced in the LG, 31 
January 1958. He was at RAF Kuala Lumpur between 1948 and 1966. His Air Force Medal, when he 
was a Sergeant, was announced in the LG, 10 June 1961. His promotion to Cadet Pilot Officer was 
announced in the LG, 18 August 1961. 
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2481. J ? MCKENDRICK. Signed 11 December 1950. No 3 Flight Training School, RAF 
Feltwell. 

175 
The only person named McKendrick in The Air Force List for April 1950 is G (47106). 
2482. Flying Officer David John KAY (582314). Signed 11 December 1950. No 3 Flight 
Training School, RAF Feltwell. 

175 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2483. H G KERSHAW. Signed 11 December 1950. No 3 Flight Training School, RAF Feltwell. 

175 
 
2484. Unknown. Signed 11 December 1950. No 3 Flight Training School, RAF Feltwell. 

175 
Surname looks like SPICER. 
2485. Unknown. Signed 11 December 1950. No 3 Flight Training School, RAF Feltwell. 

175 
 
2486. Unknown. Signed 11 December 1950. No 3 Flight Training School, RAF Feltwell. 

175 
Surname looks like FREWER. 
2487. Denzil Frederick WEBB (535041) or Desmond Frederick WEBB (504360). Signed 11 
December 1950. No 3 Flight Training School, RAF Feltwell. 

175 
 
2488. N TAYLOR. Signed 11 December 1950. No 3 Flight Training School, RAF Feltwell. 

175 
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2489. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] John Lewis HALLIDAY (4038411). Signed 11 
December 1950. No 3 Flight Training School, RAF Feltwell. 

175 
 
2490. POSSIBLY Cadet Navigator [later Squadron Leader] Jeffery BARTLETT (2511481). 
Signed 11 December 1950. No 3 Flight Training School, RAF Feltwell. 

175 
 
2491. Unknown. Signed 11 December 1950. No 3 Flight Training School, RAF Feltwell. 

175 
 
2492. PROBABLY Cadet Pilot [later Flight Lieutenant] John GLADSTONE AFC (574092). 
Signed 11 December 1950. No 3 Flight Training School, RAF Feltwell. 

175 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 13 June 1957. 
From the LG, 27 March 1964: 
AIR MINISTRY, Whitehall, London S.W.I., 31st March 1964. 
The QUEEN has been graciously pleased to approve the following award: 
Bar to the Air Force Cross 
Flight Lieutenant John GLADSTONE, A.F.C. (574092), Royal Air Force. 
“Flight Lieutenant Gladstone was captain of a Shackleton aircraft detailed to carry out a night patrol 
over the Atlantic. Ten minutes after take-off from Kinloss and at 8,000 feet over the mountains west 
of Inverness the starboard inner engine showed signs of failure and almost immediately caught fire. 
Within seconds the fire assumed major proportions and spread to the wing, in spite of the efforts 
of the captain and crew to control it. Flight Lieutenant Gladstone turned back towards Kinloss but 
the fire had become so intense that the starboard inner engine fell out and the starboard outer 
engine also caught fire. He was by this time no longer able fully to control the aircraft and knew 
that a crash landing was inevitable. On emerging from a thin layer of cloud he saw that he was 
heading straight for the town of Inverness at a height of only 1,000 feet. Flight Lieutenant 
Gladstone's main concern was to avoid the built-up area and so prevent the aircraft or parts of the 
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burning wing from falling on civilians. He fought to maintain control and in the face of almost 
impossible odds, succeeded in clearing the town and bringing the aircraft down in a small field just 
before the starboard wing distintegrated. After the crash he supervised the evacuation of his crew 
from the aircraft which was by this time a total wreck and blazing furiously. He also directed them 
in clearing people from the few nearby houses and also stationed men to control the crowd which 
had collected. Finally, on arrival of the civil fire brigades he ensured that they were briefed on the 
position of the fuel tanks and pyrotechnics in the wreckage so that all possible steps could be 
taken to avoid injury to the firemen. Throughout the incident Flight Lieutenant Gladstone displayed 
courage, skill and devotion to duty of the highest order. In a situation of the gravest danger all 
emergency and crash drills were correctly carried out. His calmness, leadership and gallant 
behaviour undoubtedly saved the lives of his crew of ten and prevented loss of civilian lives and 
property.” 
2493. Vice Admiral Sir Edmund Walter ANSTICE, KCB (5 May 1899 – 30 August 1979). 
Signed 14 December 1950. Flag officer, Flying Training, RNAS Donibristle. 

176 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edmund_Anstice: 
Early life and training 
The second son of Major J.C.A. Anstice, he joined the Royal Navy in August 1914, and was trained 
at the Royal Naval Colleges at Osborne and Dartmouth before seeing service in World War I. He 
was commissioned as a sub-lieutenant on 15 January 1918. In 1919 he was stationed at HMS 
President while attending a course at Cambridge University, receiving promotion to lieutenant on 
15 February 1920. 
Naval aviator 
On attachment to the Fleet Air Arm of the Royal Air Force (all naval aviation was under the control 
of the RAF at that time), he attended No. 1 Flying Training School at Netheravon, Wiltshire, from 
June 1924 until January 1925 before being posted to No. 462 Flight, Fleet Air Arm, aboard the 
aircraft carrier Furious in the Atlantic Fleet, receiving the RAF rank of flight lieutenant on 1 July 
1927. On 1 September 1927 he became Flight Commander of No. 464 Flight, FAA, aboard the 
carrier Courageous. He was promoted to lieutenant commander on 15 February 1928, and in 
October 1929 transferred to the battlecruiser Renown. 
Anstice returned to Courageous in November 1930 to serve as Flight Commander of No. 463 Flight 
for the next two years. He was promoted to Navy commander on 31 December 1932, and to the 
RAF rank of squadron leader on 1 January 1933, and from 26 September was attached to the 
Directorate of Training at the Air Ministry. On 19 June 1936 he returned to Courageous once more, 
this time as Senior FAA Officer and Squadron Aviation Officer, receiving promotion to wing 
commander on 1 July. On 28 July 1937 he was appointed Executive Officer of the heavy cruiser 
Shropshire in the Mediterranean Fleet, remaining there until receiving promotion to the rank of 
captain on 30 June 1939. 
World War II 
Anstice spent the early part of World War II, from October 1939, serving at the Admiralty, and was 
appointed Deputy Director of the Naval Air Division in February 1941. He returned to sea duty in 
August 1942 serving briefly as Commanding Officer of the escort carrier Striker, before taking 
command of Fencer until 19 January 1944. In March 1944 he returned to shore duty at HMS Monck, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edmund_Anstice
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the Combined Training Headquarters at Largs, Ayrshire, where he served as Chief of Staff for 
Aircraft Carrier Training. 
Post-war flag officer 
Anstice was appointed Commanding Officer of Royal Naval Air Station Lee-on-Solent (HMS 
Daedalus) as a commodore (2nd class) on 30 October 1945. 
In November 1946 he was appointed Director of Naval Aviation Planning for the Royal Australian 
Navy, and in October 1947 as appointed to the newly created post of Fourth Member of the 
Australian Commonwealth Naval Board to advise the board on all matters related to naval aviation. 

 
Captain Edmund W. Anstice in 1947 
Promoted on 10 July 1948 to rear admiral, he served as Flag Officer of the Training Squadron, then 
from 26 August 1949 as Flag Officer of Flying Training based at RNAS Donibristle, Fife (HMS 
Merlin). Promoted to vice admiral on 15 September 1951, he served on the Board of Admiralty, as 
Fifth Sea Lord and Deputy Chief of Naval Staff (Air). Vice Admiral Anstice retired on 16 September 
1954. He died on 30 August 1979. 
Awards 
He was made a Companion of the Order of the Bath (CB) in the 1950 New Years Honours List, and 
a Knight Commander of the Order of the Bath (KCB) in the Coronation Honours List on 1 June 
1953. 
Personal life 
In 1928 he married Lesley Ritchie, of Sydney, New South Wales. They had two sons. He lived at 
Inverdunning House in Dunning in Perthshire. 
2494. Commander [later Captain] William Brian AXFORD OBE. Signed 14 December 1950. 
RNAS Donibristle. 

176 
From http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RN_officersA8.html: 
09.09.1908, Wandsworth, London - 12.1987, Uckfield, Sussex 
Elder son of William Edward Axford (1882-1960), jeweller shopkeeper, and Marjorie Gold (1884-
1965). Married 09?.1939, Westminster district, London) Aileen Margaret Dunsterville "Peggie" 
Vickery (13.09.1911 - 02.1986), divorced wife of Lt. (E) Francis Leslie Tewkesbury, RN, and only child 

http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RN_officersA8.html
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of Sg.Cdr. Samuel Henry Vickery (1881-1919), and Hilda Margaret Dunsterville (1883-1941), of 
Southsea; three sons, one daughter. 
Midsh. (E) 01.09.1927 
S.Lt. (E)  01.11.1929 
Lt. (E)  01.06.1931 
Lt.Cdr. (E) 01.06.1939 
Cdr. (E)  30.06.1942 
A/Capt. (E) < 07.1945 
Capt. (E) 31.12.1952 
Retired  15.09.1958) 
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From Flight, 26 September 1958: 

 
2495. Commander [later Captain] Hugo Hastings BRACKEN CBE MiD. Signed 14 December 
1950. RNAS Donibristle. 

176 
From http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RN_officersB4.html: 
1912, Coonoor, Nilgiri Hills, Madras Presidency, India - 24.06.2008, aged 95. 
Son (with one brother and two sisters) of Sir Geoffrey Thomas Hirst Bracken, KCIE, CSI (1879-1951), 
and Beatrice Hastings Farrington (1877?-1964). Married Marion Doreen Knightly (17.04.1918 - 
predeceased him); one daughter. 
Lt Cdr   16.10.1942 
Capt   31.12.1954 
CBE   10.06.61 
Norwegian Coast  04.06.1940 
MiD   26.09.1940 
HMS Victorious 07.1945 
HMS Duncan   1961 

http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RN_officersB4.html
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From http://www.naval-history.net/xDKWDa-NorwaySuffolkDamaged.htm: 
Norwegian Campaign Operations April to June 1940 

 
H.M.S. SUFFOLK / OPERATION DUCK 
H.M.S. SUFFOLK 
26TH APRIL 1940 
Sir,  
Be please to inform Their Lordships that Operation 'DUCK' was carried out by H.M. ship under 
command, and H.M. Ships KIPLING, HEREWARD, JUNO, and JANUS, on the 17th April 1940, in 
accordance with the Operation Orders issued by the Admiralty, Coastal Command Operations 
Instruction No. 14 dated the 15th April 1940, and such amendments to these instructions as were 
received by signal prior to the Operation.  
Preliminary  
2. On receipt of Admiral Signal timed 1935 of the 14th April, H.M.S. being then on passage 
from Thorshavn to Vestfjord after landing a Royal Marine Force for the protection of the Faeroe 
Islands and subsequent interception of the German Tanker SKAGERRAK, altered course for Scapa. 
In reply to Admiralty signal timed 2203 of the 14th April, I informed the Admiralty by Immediate 
signal that I expected to arrived at 1600 on the 15th April, provided that I could maintain high 
speed. H.M.S. SUFFOLK arrived at the point of arrival at 1700 on the 15th April and anchored at 
1820.  
3. With reference to paragraph 5 of Coastal Command Operation Instruction No. 14, Lieutenant 
Commander Fleming (Naval Observer)(n.b. A.H.T. Fleming) reported on board on arrival to establish 
contact and arrange details. As no Operation Orders had been received, full details of the 
cooperation could not be decided. It was necessary for Lieutenant Commander Fleming to fly 
to Leucharsnot later than a.m. the 16th April in order to arrange with R.A.F. Leuchars details of the 
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cooperating Hudson aircraft. As no Operation Orders had been received by 1000 on the 16th April, I 
directed him to proceed.  
4. Soon after my arrival I was informed by signal by the Vice Admiral Commanding, Orkneys and 
Shetlands, that I should be required to sail about 1500 on the 16th April, that my second aircraft 
was to be embarked, and that detailed instructions were being flown from the Admiralty.  
5. SUFFOLK's second aircraft, Walrus L.2284, was embarked a.m. the 16th April, after being tuned. 
Details of tuning aircraft are given in enclosure 4 to this report.  
6. At 0930 on the 16th April, it was learnt from the Vice Admiral Commanding Orkneys and 
Shetlands that the Operation orders should arrive at Hatston by air at 1300. Arrangements were 
made for them to be delivered on board H.M.S. SUFFOLK by drifter from Scapa, immediately on 
arrival, as it was then blowing hard. They were not received on board until 1430.  
7. As I thought that local knowledge of the coast might be of some value, I asked Vice Admiral 
Commanding, Orkneys and Shetlands, if the services of a Norwegian Pilot could be obtained. It so 
happened that Captain Ohlsen, Master of a Norwegian Merchant vessel, was due to arrive 
at Lyness that forenoon. He volunteered for the service and was embarked before sailing. In the 
subsequent operation, although he was able to identify the navigational marks on the coast line, 
his knowledge of the terrain and topography was not sufficient to assist in correcting the line of 
fire.  
I regret to say that he received some minor facial injuries, being in the Ward Room ante-
room when the ship was hit, and lost his personal effects in the subsequent flooding. His willing 
cooperation and to danger to which he was exposed seem worthy of recognition.  
8. The Rear Admiral, Destroyers detailed H.M. destroyers KIPLING (Senior Officer), JUNO, JANUS, 
and HEREWARD to sail with H.M.S. SUFFOLK at 1500 and ordered them to have steam and be 
completed with fuel by that time. He also ordered the Commanding Officer of H.M.S. KIPLING to 
report on board SUFFOLK at 1400. As the destroyers were exercising T.S.D. Sweeps when these 
orders were received the Commanding Officer of H.M.S. KIPLING could not report before 1530, and 
the destroyers could not proceed, having completed with fuel and received their Operation Orders, 
until 1625.  
Approach  
9. Due to this late start, an average speed of 26 knots was required to reach Position 'A' by 0355 on 
the 17th April. I therefore ordered the destroyers to make good 26 knots and accept parting of the 
sweeps. In fact, the sweeps of the two leading destroyers held until the completion of the 
bombardment, and the rear two destroyers formed an A/S screen after commencement of the 
bombardment.  
10. Before dark, signalled instructions were passed to the destroyers that when the leading ship, 
H.M.S. KIPLING, obtained contact with SEAL, she was to lead to the bearing on which SEAL was 
sighted, without further signal, and leave SEAL, if possible, on the starboard hand. They were also 
informed that speed would be reduced to 15 knots by signal at about that time on a course of 110 
degrees. This would depend on the light conditions when contact was made with SEAL.  
11. Nothing was sighted on passage except at 2355 when course was altered to pass clear of lights 
presumed to be trawlers.  
12. It was my intention to catapult my first Walrus aircraft immediately after sighting SEAL and to 
catapult the second Walrus aircraft as soon as it was ready, i.e. about twenty minutes later and 
before opening fire with the main armament. Admiralty signal timed 1410 of the 16th April, received 
on board at 1512 just prior to sailing directed SUFFOLK to use one Walrus as spotting aircraft and 
the other one as stand by spotting aircraft. It was calculated that the Walrus aircraft could remain in 
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the air for approximately an hour in the vicinity of Stavanger and, if conditions were favourable and 
by maximum economy of fuel, have enough fuel to return to Scotland. Undercarriages were 
removed to improve their changes of covering the distance successfully.  
13. Admiralty's signal timed 1410 of the 16th April also ordered H.M.S. SUFFOLK to return to Rosyth. 
The Commander in Chief,Rosyth was not included in the addressees as received in SUFFOLK.  
14. See Track Chart No. 1. At 0414, KIPLING was seen to alter course to port and a flashing light 
from SEAL was observed at the same time. Speed was reduced to 15 knots and at 0418, Walrus 
aircraft L.2281 (Lieutenant H.H. Bracken – Observer, Petty Officer V. Redgrave – Pilot, Naval Airman 
First Class D.R.B. Evans – Air Gunner) was catapulted. Speed was then increased to 26 knots as it 
was getting light, and course shaped to pass SEAL to the starboard on a course of 110 degrees.  
15. At 0420, in accordance with paragraph 14 of the Operation Orders, a signal was made to the 
Hudson aircraft to drop flare at 0435.  
16. At 0432, SEAL was passed. At about this time warning rockets and A.A. gunfire were observed 
fine on the starboard bow, presumably coming from the shore defences of Stavanger aerodrome.  
The flare was not identified from the other pyrotechnic above the aerodrome. It was now getting 
fairly light; the land could be seen but with no detail. The sea was calm, sky clear, with a light 
easterly wind. At 0445, speed was reduced to 15 knots and at 0447, the force was turned to the 
bombarding course of 181 degrees, the second Walrus aircraft L.2284 (Lieutenant (A) 
W.R.J. MacWhirter – Pilot, Petty Officer Observer T.W. Snowden – Observer, Naval Airman First 
Class R.P. Stanesby – Air Gunner being catapulted as soon as the wind came on the port side. At 
this time fire was opened with the port 4 inch H.A. armament at an aircraft which had not identified 
itself.  
17. Reports from the officer in charge of each aircraft from the time of flying off are forwarded as 
enclosures 2 and 3 to this report.  
18. At 0505, a report was received that a torpedo had passed close astern from starboard to port, 
at an estimated distance of twenty yards. No destroyers obtained any submarine contact and no 
cooperating aircraft reported a submarine during the operation. Destroyers were warned that a 
submarine was in the vicinity and the position was given. (n.b. pen insertion: 'Speed increased to 19 
knots.')  
Bombardment  
19. Technical details of the bombardment are given in enclosure No. 5 to this report.  
Communication with the cooperating aircraft could not be established on 6650 kc/s and as the 
flare had not been seen, it was necessary to carry out of the bombardment with such direct 
observation as was possible, assisted by any reports that could be given by the aircraft by V/S. As 
was made clear by the reports received from the aircraft after the operation, the conditions for 
observation for particularly difficult as a thin layer of snow covered the area, and the camouflage 
effect produced by these conditions was most noticeable to observers on board SUFFOLK though 
the reason was not apparent in the early light.  
20. As a result of the delay caused by endeavouring to establish wireless communication with the 
aircraft, the bombardment did not commence until 0513 (n.b. pen correction from 0509) at a range 
of about 20,000 yards. The southerly course was maintained until 0523, when fire was checked on 
the turn to the Northerly bombarding course. After the sixth, seventh, or eighth salvo, an explosion, 
followed by a heavy pall of smoke was seen. This may have been an oil tank or petrol dump.  
21. Firing was continued on the Northerly course from 0527 to 0548, when the course was again 
altered to the Southward and the bombardment completed from 0553 to 0604, when the sun had 
risen sufficiently to make observation impracticable. 202 rounds were fired.  
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22. The failure of Wireless communication was most disappointing and inevitably had an adverse 
effect on the bombardment. Details of steps taken to tune and suggested reasons for the failure 
are given in enclosure No. 4 to this report.  
23. From observation from the ship and from the verbal and written reports I have received from 
the officers in the three cooperating aircraft, I assess the damage resulting from the bombardment 
was follows:  
Seaplane Base. Two petrol dumps near the base and some aircraft were destroyed and material 
damage to the slipways would have been caused. At least 20 H.E. shells exploded in close vicinity of 
this base.  
Stavanger Aerodrome. There is no doubt that some damage must have been done to the 
buildings around the Northern edge of the airfield and I consider that some damage was done to 
the airfield itself and parked aircraft. Up to the time that the last aircraft left, on account of 
endurance, I do not consider that the fall of shot had crept sufficiently far right to hit the 
intersection of the run ways, but this should have been achieved during the last few salvoes. (n.b. 
pen correction. 'the last few salvoes' marked out and 'Run 2' inserted.)  
24. On conclusion of one hour in the air in the vicinity of the aerodrome, both the Walrus aircraft 
returned to Scotland, L.2281, Lieutenant Bracken making a landfall at Rattray Head and thence to 
Aberdeen, and L.2284, Lieutenant (A) MacWhirter, descending in a loch near Aberdeen and thence 
to Invergordon. The Hudson, Lieutenant Commander Fleming, returned to Leuchars. The L.2281 
was in the air for 4 hours 35 minutes and L.2284 for 4 hours 15 minutes, both machines having 
arrived almost at the limit of their endurance.  
Withdrawal  
25. At 0604, course was altered to 270 degrees, speed increased to 30 knots and destroyers formed 
on an A/S Screen. Destroyers were ordered to slip T.S.D. Sweeps.  
26. The original Operation Order had ordered H.M.S. SUFFOLK to return to Scapa on completion of 
the operation, but this had been amended, immediately prior to departure from Scapa, to Rosyth, 
as stated in paragraph 13 of this report. Some fighter support had been arranged for the return 
passage to Scapa.  
27. Subsequent to these orders, the Admiralty had given instructions in signal timed 2300 of the 
16th April, received at 2340 during the approach, that SUFFOLK and destroyers were, on completion 
of Operation DUCK, to sweep northward to intercept enemy destroyers.  
This signal was repeated to the Air Officer, Commanding, Coastal Command, the Commander in 
Chief, Rosyth, and the Rear Admiral, Submarines. The Rear Admiral, Submarines, in his signal timed 
0057 of the 17th April had warned SEAL to keep clear to the North Eastward.  
28. The fighter aircraft escort given in Coastal Command Operation Instruction No. 14 was 
amended by the Commander in Chief,Rosyth's signal timed 1958 of the 16th April, after the Force 
had sailed from Scapa, and further amendments were received by signal during the course of the 
operation.  
29. At the commencement of the withdrawal therefore the following is the air support that I 
expected at various stages:  
First escort of 3 Blenheims, originally at Point 'A' at 0430, but now delayed and not expected until 
0615.           
(CinC Rosyth's signal 0444/17)  
Second escort of 3 Hudsons to take over at 0600 in position JSOX 5726 and remain while fuel 
permitted, approximately 0845.  
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(CinC Rosyth's signal 0252/17)  
As the first escort was delayed nearly 2 hours by weather, I expected the second escort to arrive 
later and remain longer. The third and fourth escorts had been cancelled.  
(CinC Rosyth's 0252/17th April)  
30. At 0704, no air escort had been sighted. The Force was turned to the Northward to comply with 
Admiralty instructions to intercept enemy destroyers, speed being reduced to 25 knots to conserve 
fuel. At 0720, a report was made to the Admiralty that Operation DUCK had been completed, the 
course, speed, and position of the Force being given and repeated to the Commander in 
Chief, Rosyth, for the information of fighter escorts as well to the Senior Officers concerned in the 
new operation.  
31. At 0810, fire was opened on enemy aircraft seen to be in a position to attack. The first attack 
took place at 0825 when an emergency air attack report was made. From then on, the ship was 
under continuous attack from High Level and Dive Bombing for 6 hours and 47 minutes. Details of 
each attack are forwarded as enclosure No. 1 to this report, positions of the air attacks being 
number and shown on the general track charge. From the commencement of the bombing, I had 
to keep the ship almost continuously under full rudder to avoid being hit and it was only on very 
occasions that a steady course could be maintained.  
32. At 0934, I reported being attacked persistently by high and low bombing and at 0938, in view 
of the intensity of the attacks and that no air support had arrived, I decided to withdraw the Force 
at best speed to the Westward, thus officering the best chance of obtaining air support as early as 
possible and avoiding being hit, which seemed to be ultimately inevitable.  
33. At 1037, H.M.S. SUFFOLK was hit by a heavy bomb from a steep dive bomber on the starboard 
side of the upper deck justfor'ard of 'X' turret. The bomber approached down sun and was 
expected to make a High Level attack. The ship was brought beam on to meet this attack, but on 
reaching an angle of sight of 65 to 70 degrees, at a height of about 10,000 feet, the aircraft dived 
on the ship releasing the bomb at an estimated heighted of from 4 to 5 thousand feet. The weight 
of the bomb is estimated at 500 kilos. Details of the damage sustained, action taken to keep the 
ship steaming and steering, the conspicuous services rendered by Officers and men, both on deck 
and below deck to achieve this end, will form the subject of enclosure No. 8 to this report.  
34. The bomb passed through the Ward Room, Warrant Officers' Flag, and storerooms on to the 
Platform Deck, from starboard to port, and exploded in the inflammable store close to the 
Bulkhead of the After Engine Room. The effect of this explosion penetrated forwarded to the After 
Engine Room, and aft, through 'X' Shell Room to 'X' Cordite Handing Room.  
It is believed that a charge exploded in the Cordite Handing Room which penetrated the Cordite 
Hoist Trunk and vented into 'X'Gunhouse. The empty cordite cage at the top of the hoist was 
broken and the charge in the Right Traversing Rammer caught fire. The roof of the Turret was 
lifted. 'X' shell handing room and all Oil Fuel Tanks in the vicinity of the explosion were holed. The 
bulkhead of the After Engine Room was blown in, the Engine Room seriously damaged and 
flooded, and the force of the explosion vented up through the Engine Room Exhaust Trunks and up 
the hatches leading to the War Room Flat.  
A column of flame was seen to reach the height of the gaff on the main mast destroying the 
ensign. Fires started in the Ward Room Flat, the Warrant Officers' Flat, and the Storerooms 
underneath, and in the entrance to the Officers' Galleys.  
The second W/T Office and the After Gyro Compass Room was wrecked. The Main W/T Office was 
unable to transmit as a result of the blast. The After 8 inch Magazine had to be flooded. About 
1,500 tons of water entered the ship in about 20 minutes.  
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35. The immediate effect on the ship's fighting efficiency was a reduction of maximum speed to 
about 18 knots, 'X' and 'Y' turrets out of action and Main and Second W/T Offices out of action. A 
considerable volume of water had entered the ship aft. Signals had to be passed by V/S to KIPLING 
for transmission.  
36. At 1042, 1046, and 1052, I asked for fighters giving the position. At 1050, H.M.S. JANUS also 
reported that SUFFOLK had been hit giving the position. At 1102, I reported that the ship was 
heavily damaged, speed reduced to 18 knots, and that more air attacks were expected.  
37. At 1050, KIPLING reported a mine ahead. This mine was suspected as having been laid by a 
Flying Boat which had been observed flying very low across the horizon ahead of the mean course 
made good. The object passed close on the starboard hand. I cannot say with any certainty 
whether, it was, in fact, a mine but look outs had reported that a low flying aircraft had been 
dropping something ahead of the ship.  
38. At 1200, I received a signal from the Commander in Chief, Home Fleet, timed 1119 of the 
17th April, directing all Skuas to be sent to my assistance, and at 1205, I received a signal from the 
Vice Admiral Commanding Orkneys and Shetlands, that Skuas were being sent. At 1214, I received 
the Commander in Chief, Rosyth's signal timed 1140 of the 17th April, informing me that 
3 Blenheimsand 3 Hudsons should be with me by 1230 and that air escort would be maintained. At 
this juncture, I knew also that H.M. ships REPULSE and RENOWN were ordered to my assistance 
though I did not know when they would arrive. As intensive bombing was still continuing, I 
reported by Most Immediate Signal to the Commander in Chief, Home Fleet, at 1216, that I had 
four destroyers with me, was making good 12 knots and that I only required air protection, as I 
thought the presence of further heavy ships in the area would only endanger them. At 1221, I 
made a further Most Immediate Signal to the Vice Admiral Commanding, Orkneys and Shetlands, 
giving my position, course, and speed, hoping that this might expedite the arrival of the air 
protection. At 1312, the air escort of Blenheims and Hudsons, expected at 1230, not having arrived, 
I informed the Commander in Chief, Rosyth, of my position relative to Duncansby Head in the hope 
that this would assist the direction of the aircraft to me as soon as possible.  
39. At 1305, both steering motors were out of action as both after sections of the ring main had 
been flooded. At 1328, No, 2 steering motor was again brought into action by means of an 
emergency lead direct from No. 3 dynamo to the emergency terminals on the after steering 
department. Between 1305 and 1328, it was necessary to steer the ship by the screws and it was 
not possible to alter course to take avoiding action. Three attacks took place during this period, the 
last one being a near miss under the starboard counter at an estimated distance of 5 yards. This 
bomb appeared to explode on the surface and did much damage.  
40. The attacks continued. Near misses, which blew in the Lower Deck scuttles after and punctured 
the ship's side, in conjunction with flooding into the Warrant Officers' Flat from below, had caused 
further extensive flooding.  
41. At about 1415, friendly aircraft were observed arriving. Difficulty was experienced in making 
them identify themselves, but at 1429, I was satisfied that nine were in company and reported 
accordingly to the Commander in Chief, Home Fleet, who had asked for a report of their arrival. At 
1440, I asked the Admiral Commanding, Orkneys and Shetlands to send tugs as the steering gear 
might fail at any moment, giving my position, course, and speed. I later reported that more fighters 
were required as attacks were continuing. Bombing, however, continued until 1512 when the last 
attack took place. There were four attacks between 1430 and 1512, bombs falling extremely close, 
between 5 and 20 yards from the ship. It appeared that the fighters in pursuit of the enemy had left 
the overhead area unguarded. I ordered one fighter with whom we were in V/S touch to protect 
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me from higher up, and keep a close patrol. With the exception of the hit, this series was the most 
dangerous and accurate experienced and it took place when the fighters were in company.  
42. The majority of attacks were seen in time for the A.A. guns to open fire. One aircraft was seen to 
alight on the sea after unloading the remainder of its bombs. Another is thought to have been hit 
during its second dive bombing attack as it flew away emitting black smoke from its port engine 
and losing height. This aircraft is considered to be the one which obtained a hit in its first attack.  
43. At 1604, the emergency terminals to No. 2 steering motor were flooded finally, the emergency 
leads had to be cut in order to close the door of the after Capstan Flat, and the ship to be steered 
by the screws.  
44. At 1620, identities were exchanged with H.M. Ships RENOWN and REPULSE, who were sighted 
ahead. I reported my intentions to H.M.S. REPULSE of passing through the Fair Island Channel and 
down the West Coast of the Orkneys. REPULSE and RENOWN formed an escort ahead and astern 
and FURY augmented SUFFOLK's screen.  
At 1718, I passed via REPULSE a situation report for the Admiral Commanding, Orkneys and 
Shetlands, Commander in Chief, Home Fleet, and Admiralty. At 2026, RENOWN send all destroyers 
to screen and at 2041, I requested the Admiral Commanding, Orkneys and Shetlands, to send 
necessary tugs to meet the ship off Torness at 0330 on the 18th April.  
45. A speed of about 15 knots was made good during the night, the weather being good, and it 
was practicable to alter course without difficulty and maintain a fairly accurate course by keeping 
one shaft going at 240 revolutions and adjusting the revolutions on the other.  
The constant succession of near misses had completed the flooding of nearly all the compartments 
abaft the forward engine room and up to the Main Deck level and the sea was lapping over the 
quarterdeck. A near miss on the port side had caused flooding of one bulge compartment, the 
Chief and Petty Officers' and Marines' Bath Rooms, so that the ship had taken a list of eight 
degrees to port.  
46. By 0545, H.M. Tug BANDIT had the ship in tow off Torness. The tugs IMPERIOUS and HENDON 
were made fast off Switha, with Mr. MacKenzie of Metal Industries, in charge of the towing 
operations. Hoxa Boom was passed at 0708 and the ship anchored in A.5 berth at 0809. It was 
possible to assist with the engines. The distance steamed with the steering gear was 164 miles.  
47. By this time, with the list to Port, the top of the quarterdeck bollards were almost awash; it was 
apparent that the ship had settled after appreciably during the night and that she was still settling 
slowly. It was calculated that there was at least about 2500 tons of water in the after part of the 
ship. A decision was reached to beach the ship in Long Hope. H.M.S. SUFFOLK was aweigh at 1146 
and was towed by tugs IMPERIOUS and HENDON under the direction of Mr. MacKenzie, to the 
beaching site in Long Hope. The ship took the ground at 1415 when salvage operations 
commenced. It was no longer possible to use the engines from the Fleet anchorage to Long Hope, 
owing to the flooding of the port pipe passage and to the presence of fuel in the feed water.  
48. I regret to report that, as a result of the explosion and continuous air attacks, a casualty list of 
32 killed and 38 injured was sustained.  
The majority of the casualties occurred in the After Engine Room, 'X' Shell Room, Shell Handing 
Room, Cordite Handing Room, 'X'Gunhouse and numbers 8 and 9 Fire Parties. Details are given in 
enclosure 8 to this report.  
49. During the day, few deliberate attacks were made on the destroyers, but one attack was 
observed on KIPLING, who afterwards reported that defects had occurred consequent to two near 
misses.  
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50. I commend the Commanding Officers of all destroyers for the handling of their ships during the 
operation and for the support they afforded me at all times. In particular, I wish to commend the 
good work of Commander A. St. Clair Ford, Commanding Officer of H.M.S. KIPLING.  
51. The conditions for enemy aircraft were very good in the forenoon and ideal in the afternoon 
when there was blue sky, a bright sun, and patches of white cloud at a height of about 8,000 feet.  
The enemy aircraft made full use of these conditions and were evidently very highly trained. 33 
attacks were carried out, 87 splashes were marked, some of which probably contained more than 
one bomb. The attacks lasted from 0825 to 1512. It cannot be stated with certainty what types of 
machines were engaged but it is believed that Heinkel 111's carried out the majority of the High 
Level bombing attacks, while the aircraft used for Dive Bombing Attacks were probably Junkers 
88s.  
52. The behavior of the Officers and Ship's Company throughout the operation was exemplary. The 
ordeal was a severe one for those on deck who could see the near misses and see and hear the 
scream of the bombs, particularly during the period when the steering gear was out of action.  
It was perhaps more severe for those below, who, engaged in keeping the ship steaming and 
steering, fighting fires, endeavouring to prevent flooding, and tending casualties, could feel the 
concussion from the explosion of bombs and the ship lifting to near misses.  
As it seemed probable that the ship might be unable to survive another hit, and the state of affairs 
lasted for nearly five hours, I consider that their conduct is deserving of all praise. 
  
I have the honour to be, Sir, 
Your obedient Servant 
(sgd) J.W. Durnford, CAPTAIN  
The Secretary to the Admiralty 
  
(Copies to: The Commander in Chief, Home Fleet 
        The Commander in Chief, Rosyth 
        The Vice Admiral Commanding, First Cruiser Squadron 
        The Rear Admiral (D), Home Fleet  

 
(Enclose No. 7 to The Commanding Officer, H.M.S. SUFFOLK's Report of Proceedings)  
Particulars of Casualties  
Probable Cause of death – Suffocation or drowning following unconsciousness due to the 
explosion.  
After Engine Room 
Sub Lieutenant (E) F.H. Collins, R.N.V.R. 
S.P.O. William H. Gibson. P/K.55345 
A/Ldg Sto. William W. Ives. P/KX.85880 
Sto. 1. Leslie L. Bolster. P/KX.96074 
Frank H. Chapman. Sto.1. P/KX. 96739 
Sto. 1. Bernard Sweeney. P/KX.91856  
'X' Shell Handing Room 
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E.R.A. William H. Powell. P/MX.55656 
O.A. William Moore. P/MX. 57430 
A.B. Alfred Wright. P/J.57430  
'X' Gunhouse 
Po.22666 Mne W.S. Long  
Shell Handing Room 
Po.X.1062 Mne B.F. Bayldon 
Po.X.1229. Mne D. King  
Shell Room 
Po.X.1778 Corporal A.D. Martin 
Po.X.1135. Mne A.J. Elliott 
Po.X.2803. Mne N. Tovery 
Po.X.3928. Mne P.L. Nichols 
Po.X.3620. Mne J.G. Fairley 
Po.X.1557. Mne R. Napier 
Po.X.3422. Mne T.B. Williamson 
Po.X. 3782. Mne C.J. Jones  
Cordite Handing Room 
Po.X.2530. Corporal J.R. Parker 
Ply.20929. Mne P.J. Dungey 
Po.X.3707. Mne A. Bennett 
Ch.X.2217. Mne W.C. Lane 
Po.X.3527. Mne G.E. Connelly 
Po.3629. Mne W. Hargreaves 
Po.X.3856. Mne D.C. Cheney  
Died of wounds received – Shock following burns  
After Engine Room 
Mechn. Thomas A.W. Elson. P/K.63318 
Sto.1. Alfred H. Hefford. P/KX 90946 
Sto.1. Daniel Sheppard. P/KX 96745 
E.R.A. William Perkins. P.MX 60294 in H.M.H.S. AMARAPOORA 
Sto.1. George Roberts. P/KX 88954 in H.M.H.S. AMARAPOORA  
Injured  
'X' Turret  
Burns of hands and wound of head 
Lieutenant J.K. Gardiner, R.M.  
Burns and face and hands 
Po.21731. Sergeant J.C.F. Higgs 
R.M.B. Musc H.C. Kemp 
Po.X.1043. Mne H.J. Wells 
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Po.X. 1218. Mne L.G. Hood 
Po.X.969. Mne W.H. Tucker 
Po.X.2855. Corporal F.C. Bevan 
Po.X.1056. Mne R.J. Skeggs 
Po.X.814. Mne G.E. Dormer 
Po.X.3589. Mne N. Goldsmith 
Po.X.1086. Corporal H.W. Tindell 
Po.X.835. Mne J.M. Archibald 
Po.X.1117. Mne H. Stirk 
Po.X.3929. Mne G. Tolley  
'X' and 'Y' Lobby  
Burns of hands 
Po.X.3835. Boy Bugler R.L. Anchor  
Burns of face and hands 
Leslie F. Stedman. Boy 1/c. P/JX.159889 (n.b. as entered. Correct number P.JX 160195) 
Charles Playford. Boy 1/c. P/SSX.29177 
Gordon Forbes. O.Sea. P/JX.158346 
Frederick Gaynor. Boy 1/c. P/JX.159889  
After Engine Room  
Burns of face, arms, and shoulders 
Mr. A.L.C. Walters, A/Wt Engr. 
E.R.A. Harold Swailes, P/MX.47338  
Burns of face and hands 
George Byng. E.R.A. P.MX 48893 
Alexander C. Poulter. Ldg Sto. P/K.64168 
Maurice Grant. E.R.A. P/MX 48747 (n.b. in Admiralty list number as P/MX.46747) 
James Dobie. Sto.1. P/KX.92521. 
David Milledge. Sto.1. P/KX 77806.  
Port Pom-Pom  
Wound right eye (shell splinter) 
Boy 1. Raymond Farnish. C/JX.159241  
Central Store  
Burns of face, hands, and legs 
Payr Cadet M. Hay 
Fred Parlett. Std. P/LX.22622  
'X' Cordite Handing Room  
Burns of face and hands 
Richard Crayton. Cook. P/MX 58211  
Doorway of 'X' and 'Y' Lobby  
Partial traumatic amputation of right hand 
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James Funnell. A.B. P/J. P/J.89742  
2nd W/T Office  
Burns of hands and injury to back 
Joseph Morgan. Boy Tel. P/JX.161651  
Main W/T Office  
Burns of face and hands 
Sydney Pryke. O. Tel. P/SSX.26950  
No. 8 Fire Party (Gun Room Flat) 
No. 9 Fire Party (Ward Room Flat)  
Burns of face, hands, and knees 
Samuel Hazley. S.P.O. P/K.59327 
Alfred J. Walker. Sto 1. P/KX.96648 
Alex Cunningham. Sto 1. P/KX.96685 
Walter Spreadbury. Ch. Sto. P/K.60095 
Joseph Pickering. Sto.1. P/K.96742 
H.M.S. SUFFOLK 
24th April, 1940 
REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS – WALRUS L.2281 
Sir,  
I have the honour to report on the preparation of Walrus aircraft for Operation DUCK and my own 
proceedings in Walrus aircraft L.2281 during the bombardment.  
2. With reference to paragraph 5 of Coastal Command Instructions No.14, Lieutenant Commander 
Fleming (Naval Observer) attended a preliminary conference on board H.M.S. SUFFOLK on the 
15th April. In the absence of any other instructions in the orders for the operations, which had not 
yet been received, it was agreed that the spotting should be carried out by Hudson aircraft with the 
ship's own aircraft only being used as a stand by. The operation orders however 
ordered SUFFOLK's own aircraft to be the first spotting aircraft with the Royal Air Force Hudson as 
a standby.  
3. In view of the recent changes in the catapult crew and aircraft handling personnel and 
modifications to the catapult, it was decided to devote the forenoon of the 16th April to loading 
drill and firing light shots. Walrus aircraft L.2284 was embarked at 1200 from Hatston.  
4. For details of tuning Hudson and Walrus aircraft see Communication appendix.  
5. Paragraph 18 of DUCK ordered aircraft to fly back to Scapa. It was calculated that under average 
conditions Walrus aircraft could remain in the Bombardment area for one hour before commencing 
the flight back.  
6. The Commanding Officer, H.M.S. SUFFOLK ordered both aircraft to make their landfall at the 
nearest point on the coast of Scotland. The undercarriage and all equipment not actually required 
were removed to lighten the aircraft.  
7. I was catapulted at 0418. The port float and hull of the aircraft struck the water a severe blow, 
due to an unexpected roll at the moment of launching. The pilot (Petty Officer V. Redgrave) 
succeeded in recovering. This was Petty Officer Redgrave's first experience in being catapulted 
from any ship and was performed in semi darkness. I consider he acted very creditably in this 
emergency and also during the subsequent operations.  
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8. The aircraft the proceeded towards Stavanger aerodrome climbing to obtain a position for 
dropping flares. When approaching 5 miles from the objective, a Hudson was seen to drop flares 
and incendiary bombs at about 0435. I therefore returned over the ship and commenced taking 
ranges and bearings of the target, which was easily identified from my height of 13,000 feet, in 
spite of a recent fall of snow covering the ground.  
9. No enemy activity was observed at this time except for A.A. fire directed against the Hudson.  
10. Throughout this period, continuous attempts were made by me to establish communications 
with SUFFOLK on 6650 kc/s. This ship was not heard at all. I was satisfied that my transmitter was 
working satisfactorily, range and bearings obtained were transmitted.  
11. In spite of hearing no one else on the frequency I decided to continue transmitting the spotting 
reports in case reception in the ship was intact.  
12. I did not observe SUFFOLK's first two salvoes. This is attributed to the fact that they fell far to 
the left. SUFFOLK's third salvo was observed falling in the sea and 'SS 20 LF 20' was signalled. The 
next three salvoes were observed in approximately the same placed and the following salvo went 
'up' considerably and hit the seaplane base. This seemed to confirm that at least part of my signals 
weregetting through. This last salvo started a large fire, judging by the bright flame and large 
quantities of black smoke I am of the opinion was a petrol fire.  
13. Three subsequent salvoes were observed to fall, one starting a similar fire about 100 – 200 
yards to the left of the first.  
14. Spotting signals were made for all three salvoes using the naval method in preference to the 
clock code due to the large distances involved.  
15. Although a tendency to go 'right' on the target were observed, these spotting signals were 
obviously not being acted upon in their entirety; LF 20 was actually made.  
16. The bursting of shells on the land was particularly hard to observe unless the observer is 
looking at the actual place at the time of burst. Even H.E. shell were practically impossible to see. In 
the opening salvoes, this is a very serious disadvantage.  
17. At this state (0622), it was necessary for me to make my departure for the Scottish Coast. The 
ship had found the correct range, but was still 'left'.  
18. My flight back was uneventful and nothing was sighted until I made landfall five miles south 
of Rattray Head at 0835.  
19. In view of a Northerly wind and shortage of petrol, I turned south and landed outside 
Aberdeen harbour, where damage due to the launching was repaired.  
I have the honour to be, Sir, 
Your obedient servant 
(sgd) H.H. Bracken, Lieutenant  
From 
http://www.fleetairarmarchive.net/RollofHonour/Battlehonour_crewlists/Petsamo_Kirkenes_1941.ht
ml: 
Fleet Air Arm aircrews involved in the Kirkenes/Petsamoraids 
Kirkenes strike - 827 Squadron lost six Albacores (14 PoWs, 5 aircrew killed) 
N4289:4B Lt. H. F. Bond (P); Lt. H. H. Bracken (O); LA E. Lancaster (TAG). All POWs. 
From Charles Rollings’ Prisoner Of War: Voices from Behind the Wire in the Second World War, Ebury 
Press; First Edition / First Impression edition (3 May 2007): 

http://www.fleetairarmarchive.net/RollofHonour/Battlehonour_crewlists/Petsamo_Kirkenes_1941.html
http://www.fleetairarmarchive.net/RollofHonour/Battlehonour_crewlists/Petsamo_Kirkenes_1941.html
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2496. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Ronald Albert HARVEY AFC (55037). 
Signed 14 January 1951. RAF Manby. 

176 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 3 June 1966. 
2497. Flight Lieutenant Claude FARMAN (51931). Signed 24 January 1951. No 63 
Maintenance Unit, RAF Edzell. 

176 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 29 January 1957. 
2498. N S MCINTYRE. Signed 27 January 1951. Edinburgh. 

176 
 
2499. Major Colin LEATHER MBE (366356). Signed 27 January 1951. Edinburgh Castle. 

176 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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2500. Flight Lieutenant James (“Jim”) Dick DURKIE (59580). Signed 1 February 1951. RAF 
Uphavon. 

176 
From Lethbridge Herald, 29 October 1938 Alberta, Canada: 
“James Durkie, eighteen year old Brocket boy, is in the School of Technical Training at RAF manston 
in Kent.” 
From Dundee Courier, 11 January 1941 Angus, Scotland: 
“A fine of £2 was imposed on James Dick Durkie, 2 Glamis Terrace, Dundee, a fitter in the R.A.F., at 
Forfar Sheriff Court yesterday, when he was found guilty, after evidence, of having, on October 28, 
on the Brechin-Edzell road at Oruick Bridge, driven …” 
From The Ottawa Journal, 19 October 1949: 
“Six Escape Injury In RAF Plane Crash. ATHENS. Oct. 19. (CP) An RAF Anson plane, piloted by FO J. 
D. Durkie of Crowsnest, BC. crash-landed last night near Khalkls, 30 miles north of Athens. All six 
members of the crew escaped injury.” 
According to forcesreunited.org.uk, James Durkie was at RAF Upavon between 1938 and 1952. 
From http://www.lenecrologue.com/obituary/deceased/175166: 
James Dick Durkie, September 10, 1920 - February 22, 2013 

 
James "Jim" Durkie passed away peacefully on Friday, February 22, 2013 at the age of 92 years. Jim 
is survived by his wife Jacqueline Durkie; daughters Gael (Bill) and Lexie; grandchildren Simone, 
Kerri, Cait, Ross and Chris. He is also remembered by his sister Joy Uphill; nephew Brad; nieces 
Stacey and Christine Rogers and her children Michelle, Dawn Marie, Jolien and Celeste as well as 
Dagmar (Darryl) Charlton. A Celebration of Life Service will be held at Foster's Garden Chapel, 3220 
– 4 Street N.W., Calgary (across from Queen's Park Cemetery) on Friday, May 31, 2013. 
2501. The Reverend John Nevill KEELING (38054). Signed 5 February 1951. HQ Bomber 
Command. 

176 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 

http://www.lenecrologue.com/obituary/deceased/175166
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2502. Flight Lieutenant Ronald David HAYES (500688). Signed 7 February 1951. No 8 
Reserve Flying School, RAF Woodley. 

176 
He is mentioned in the LG, 17 May 1949 and 15 August 1950. 
2503. Unknown. Signed 13 February 1951. HQ No 18 Group. 

176 
 
2504. Arthur HENDERSON Baron Rowley. Signed 25 February 1951. London. 

176 
He also signed this book on 12 October 1948. 
2505. Squadron Leader ? KHAN. Signed 28 February 1951. Royal Pakistan Air Force. 

176 
 
2506. Unknown. Signed 6 March 1951. No 63 Maintenance Unit, RAF Edzell. 

176 
 
2507. Wing Commander Gordon Leonard SINCLAIR OBE DFC (39644). Signed 9 March 
1951. Air Ministry, Whitehall, London SW1. 

177 
From The Telegraph of 9 July 2005: 
Wing Commander Gordon Sinclair, who has died aged 88, was a leading fighter pilot during the 
Dunkirk evacuation and in the Battle of Britain, during which he led the first Czech pilots into the 
fight against the Luftwaffe. 
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© Aviation Collectables 
Sinclair was a pre-war pilot serving with No 19 Squadron at Duxford when it became the first to 
receive the outstanding fighter of the day, the Spitfire, and he had the dubious honour of being at 
the controls of the first one to crash. During his first flight in the new fighter, the port 
undercarriage leg collapsed as he landed at Duxford on August 16 1938. The aircraft flipped on to 
its back, but Sinclair emerged from the incident without injury to himself or his reputation. 
The steady routine of convoy escort duties off the east coast during the so-called "phoney war" of 
early 1940 was broken when No 19 moved to Hornchurch to provide support for the evacuation of 
the BEF from Dunkirk. On March 26 Sinclair encountered some Messerschmitt 109 fighters over 
Dunkirk, and he shot one down. On a second sortie he destroyed another Me 109 that had just 
shot down one of his squadron colleagues, but in the melee it was not possible to confirm his 
success. During a day of intense fighting No 19 lost five Spitfires, including that of his squadron 
commander. The following day, too, Sinclair was in constant action; he shot down two bombers, 
although it was again impossible to confirm his success. 
On June 1 Sinclair destroyed a Me 109, and shared in the destruction of a second. Later that day he 
accounted for two enemy bombers as they headed for the flotilla of shipping.By the end of the 
evacuation, Sinclair had become one of the first Spitfire "aces" - but he and the surviving pilots of 
No 19 were exhausted, and the loss of pilots in Fighter Command had been high. Throughout the 
evacuation, the RAF fighter squadrons had been in constant action, rarely in view of those waiting 
on the beaches, as they took on the German bombers approaching the area around Dunkirk. At the 
end of June Sinclair was awarded the DFC. 
The son of an officer in the Inniskilling Dragoons who had been wounded in 1915, Gordon Leonard 
Sinclair was born on August 15 1916 at Eastbourne, and educated at Eastbourne College. In 
February 1935 he enlisted as a gunner with "A" Battery of the Honourable Artillery Company. He 
joined the RAF on a short service commission in March 1937. 
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As the Battle of Britain intensified in July 1940, Sinclair was posted to command "A" Flight, No 310 
Squadron, the first Czech unit to form in England. Flying the rugged Hurricane from Duxford, he led 
his pilots, many of whom could barely speak English, throughout the Battle. Sinclair scored one of 
the squadron's first successes when he shot down a Dornier 17 bomber over Essex. As the attacks 
on London increased, No 310 was involved in heavy action, and successes mounted. Sinclair 
accounted for two more of the enemy on September 3 and he damaged another four days later. 
On September 9 he was attacking a Dornier bomber over south London when his aircraft collided 
with another Hurricane and he was forced to bale out. He landed near Coulsdon, injuring his leg, 
and the first person to meet him was an old school friend serving with the Irish Guards, who had 
seen the parachute descend; he greeted Sinclair with the words: "Good God, Gordon, what are you 
doing here?" He took Sinclair to the Guards officers' mess at Caterham, but the pilot - who was 
wearing his flying overalls over a pair of pyjamas - was not allowed to dine because he was 
improperly dressed. Two weeks later, Sinclair was forced to bale out again after an encounter with 
Me 109s over Thanet. He remained with No 310 until the New Year, when he was awarded the 
Czech Military Cross. 
In May 1941 Sinclair helped form the third Czech fighter squadron, No 313, and was soon 
appointed its commander. Once the squadron was operational, it moved to Cornwall and flew 
offensive patrols and bomber escorts into north-west France. At the end of 1941 he was rested and 
moved to the Air Ministry in the Directorate of Fighter Operations. During this period he spent 
some time as a liaison officer at the headquarters of the USAAF 8th Air Force advising on fighter 
tactics. Sinclair converted to the Typhoon in September 1943, when he took command of No 56 
Squadron. The aircraft had suffered many teething troubles as a fighter, but shortly after Sinclair's 
arrival the squadron converted to the fighter-bomber role at which it excelled. Sinclair led many 
attacks from Kent against airfields and V1 construction sites in the Pas de Calais. In April 1944 he 
was promoted to wing commander and joined the staff of No 84 Wing, before returning to the Air 
Ministry as a fighter specialist. 
After the war, Sinclair spent two years as personal secretary to the Secretary of State for Air 
(Viscount Stansgate) before a two-year period in Aden. Having attended the RAF Staff College, he 
held appointments at Home Command and the Air Ministry before spending two years as the Air 
Adviser to the Lebanese Government. He returned to Britain in 1955, serving at the Fighter Control 
Centre for the Yorkshire Sector. He retired in 1957. After spending two years with Morgan Crucible, 
Sinclair joined a small steel importing company, becoming managing director. In the early 1960s he 
became deputy director of the British Steel Exports Association, but left in 1972 following 
nationalisation of the industry. He joined a French steel company, being responsible for European 
operations until he retired, when he became a consultant. He was president of the Royal Society for 
the Prevention of Accidents. 
In recent years, Sinclair was awarded the Order of King George of Podograd by the Czech 
government in recognition of his wartime service with the Czech fighter squadrons. For services to 
the steel industry he was appointed OBE. 
He had a great love of the sea and of the countryside. He regularly fished the Avon in Wiltshire. 
Gordon Sinclair died on June 26. He married, in 1952, Lady Bridget Fortescue, daughter of the 6th 
Earl Fortescue. She died in 2002, and he is survived by two sons and two daughters. 
From the Imperial War Museum: 
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British officers John Boulton, Gordon Sinclair and Jerrard Jefferies, were appointed to No. 310 
(Czech) Squadron. Boulton was killed in 1940 after a collision with Sinclair, and Jefferies died in 
1943. Sinclair survived the war. He said of the Czechs: 'They were anxious to fly, and anxious to get 
at the enemy - they didn't like the Germans' 
2508. Flight Lieutenant Ernest Wilfred HANKS (120718). Signed 12 March 1951. RAF 
MacMerry. 

177 
He is mentioned in the LG, 9 June 1942. 
2509. Major Unknown. Signed 13 March 1951. 12 Fighter Group RAF. 

177 
 
2510. Flight Lieutenant John D Unknown. Signed 25 March 1951. No 44 R Squadron, RAF 
Marham. 

177 
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2511. Flight Lieutenant Unknown. Signed 27 March 1951. No 67 (Northern Ireland) Group, 
HQ. 

177 
 
2512. Captain George Hamilton OSWALD RN DL. Signed 29 March 1951. RNAS 
Donibristle. 

177 
From Flight, 21 February 1929: 

 
According to “The Aeroplane” Directory, 1953, he was the Chief Staff Officer, RN Air Station, 
Donibristle, Fife in Royal Naval Commands (Air). 
According to The Times of 21 July 2011, he was the father of Admiral of the Fleet Sir John Julian 
Robertson Oswald, GCB, who died on 19th July 2011, aged 77: 
“John Julian Robertson Oswald was the son of Capt George Hamilton OSWALD RN DL 1903-71, of 
that Scots gentry family of Newmore & Auchincruive, and Margaret Elliot (d 1949, daughter of John 
Cameron ROBERTSON of Newmore, Invergordon, Ross-shire).” 
2513. Per Duncan H OSWALD. Signed 29 March 1951. RNAS Donibristle. 

177 
No trace in The Navy List. 
From www.nra.org.uk/common/files/results/nrarecords/national/Nscotland.pdf: 
ROLL OF THOSE WHO HAVE REPRESENTED SCOTLAND IN THE NATIONAL MATCH SINCE 1864 

 
From http://cura.soc.srcf.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/Chancellors_Results_with_Photos.pd f: 
A Record of All Competitions for the Chancellors’ Challenge Plate  
between the University of Cambridge and the University of Oxford 

http://www.nra.org.uk/common/files/results/nrarecords/national/Nscotland.pdf
http://cura.soc.srcf.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/Chancellors_Results_with_Photos.pd%20f
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From http://www.smilelocal.com/uncategorised/fife: 
P.D.H Oswald 
01337 870246 
Fliskmillan, Newburgh, Cupar, Fife, KY14 6HN 
From http://pa.eastlothian.gov.uk/online-
applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=printPreview&keyVal=KREQC3GN03C00: 

 

http://www.smilelocal.com/uncategorised/fife
http://pa.eastlothian.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=printPreview&keyVal=KREQC3GN03C00
http://pa.eastlothian.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=printPreview&keyVal=KREQC3GN03C00
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Email dated 5 August 2014 to Trevor Baker from Mike Coombes, Navy List Research: 
“I could not find any record of PDHO in my printed Navy Lists either and have tried RN, RNR and 
RNVR both before and after the date of signing the Leuchars book, but notice that at RNAS 
Donibristle (aka HMS Merlin) the Commanding Officer was Captain G H Oswald. It is not a very 
common surname and I wonder if it is possible that Captain O fixed a trip for his son who was not 
an officer, but represented him as a Sub-Lieutenant to 'legitimise' the journey! A wicked thought 
perhaps, but I think that sort of thing used to happen.” 
Given that GHO signed this book at the same time as PDHO, Mike Coombes’ assertion is probably 
correction. However, he is clearly recorded as Sub Lt PDH Oswald RN in the aforementioned ROLL 
OF THOSE WHO HAVE REPRESENTED SCOTLAND IN THE NATIONAL MATCH SINCE 1864. 
Based on other family members, it is likely that PDHO’s full name is Per Duncan Hamilton Oswald. 
2514. Commander James Sholto DOUGLAS DSO. Signed 29 March 1951. RNAS 
Donibristle. 

177 
From http://www.fleetairarmarchive.net/rollofhonour/COs/CommandingOfficers-s.htm: 
Born ? 
Rank: Lt Cdr (A) 
Honours and Awards: DSO (pre 1941) 
Died ? 
Other information 
- first co of 807 Fulmar Squadron at Worthy Down 
- involved in ops in fighter catapult operations on HMS Pegasus 
- undertaken convoy escort duties, HMS Furious 
- took part in Malta convoys, 7.1941 and 9.1941, and the sqdn was involved in destroying 15 
enemy aircraft with 806 sqdn, HMS Ark Royal 
- interned briefly in Portugal after force landing in South Portugal 
- returned to HMS Argus, 11.1941 (807 Squadron) 
Commands 
807 Sept 1940 to Nov 1941 
From http://www.kbismarck.com/article2.html: 
Finale - HMS Ark Royal. 
Even before the Bismarck crisis had begun, important events were transpiring in the Western 
Mediterranean. On 12 May, HMS Furious had departed Greenock under the protection of HMS 
London, and sailed for Gibraltar carrying 40 RAF Hurricane IIs and nine FAA Fulmar IIs of the new 
800X Flight, the lot being destined for Malta. Arriving on the 18th, the 19th was spent transferring 
21 of the Hurricanes and all of the Fulmar IIs (exchanged for worn out Fulmar Is) to HMS Ark Royal. 
On the 20th, Force H, commanded by Vice-Admiral Sir James Fownes Somerville KCB, DSO, RN, 
flying his flag on the battlecruiser HMS Renown (Captain Rhoderick R. McGriggor), sortied into the 
Western Mediterranean with the two carriers, cruiser HMS Sheffield, and six destroyers, HMS 

http://www.fleetairarmarchive.net/rollofhonour/COs/CommandingOfficers-s.htm
http://www.kbismarck.com/article2.html
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Faulknor, HMS Foresight, HMS Forester, HMS Foxhound, HMS Fury, and HMS Hesperus, to begin 
Operation “Splice”. 
On the 21st, amid significant confusion, seven Fulmars and 48 Hurricane I/IIs departed for Malta. 
While two Fulmars and one Hurricane were lost en-route, the rest reached Malta safely. Turning 
about, Force H returned to Gibraltar on the 22nd. For the next 48 hours, the news about the 
Bismarck’s break out captured the world’s imagination. Then, just before the Victorious’ attack 
commenced, at 2331 on the evening of 24th, the Admiralty signaled Vice-Admiral Somerville to 
again take Force H to sea and “Steer so as to intercept Bismarck from southward. Enemy must be 
short of fuel and will have to make for an oiler. Her future movements may guide you to this oiler.” 
Leaving Furious behind (as she carried no aircraft), Somerville led Force H into the Atlantic. HMS 
Ark Royal (Captain Loben E. H. Maund, RN) was carrying five Fleet Air Arm Squadrons, believed to 
total 23 Fulmar I/II fighters and 27 Swordfish I TSRs: 

807: 11 x Fulmar I/II Lieutenant-Commander James Sholto 
Douglas DSO, RN 

808: 12 x Fulmar II Lieutenant-Commander Rupert Claude 
Tillard, RN 

810: 9 x Swordfish I Lieutenant-Commander Mervyn Johnstone 
DSC, MiD, RN 

818: 9 x Swordfish I Lieutenant-Commander Trevenen Penrose 
Coode, RN 

820: 9 x Swordfish I Lieutenant-Commander James Andrew 
Stewart-Moore, RN 

As British forces combed the most likely routes open to Bismarck, an official Admiralty 
communiqué told an anxiously waiting world the outcome of events thus far: 
“After the engagement yesterday in the North Atlantic, the enemy forces made every effort to 
shake off the pursuit. Later in the evening an attack by naval aircraft resulted in at least one 
torpedo hit on the enemy. Operations are still proceeding with the object of bringing the enemy 
forces to close action.” 
Admiral Lütjens was obviously impressed by the fact that British radar had enabled the two cruisers 
to keep contact with her for a night and a day, in darkness and very bad weather. At 0401 on the 
morning of the 25th, unaware that at last he had in fact given them the slip, he proceeded to send 
a long signal to Group West to outline his view of events thus far: 
“Enemy radar gear with a range of at least 35,000 meters interferes with operations in Atlantic to 
considerable extent. In Denmark Strait ships were located and enemy maintained contact. Not 
possible to shake off enemy despite favorable weather conditions. Will be unable to oil unless 
succeed in shaking off enemy by superior speed . . .” 
Unable to interrupt the transmission, it was not until 0846 that Group West was able to signal 
Lütjens that it was their belief that contact had been lost some six hours earlier! Lütjens 
immediately resumed radio silence, but the damage had been done. All through the 25th and 26th 
Victorious continued to fly off her Swordfish on anti-submarine patrols and air searches, but 
nothing was found. At 1625 on the 25th Adolf Hitler sent a personal message to Admiral Lütjens 
offering,‘Best wishes on your birthday’. It was not acknowledged as Bismarck kept silent, steaming at 
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a reduced speed of 20 knots for the safety of a French West Coast port. She was running short of 
fuel due to the hit on her oil tanks and at one point, was reduced to 12 knots to allow for repairs to 
her damaged forecastle. (Had Bismarck been able to travel at her full capability of 28 knots 
throughout, there is little doubt that she would have made that port she sought). At 1924 the 
Admiralty informed all ships their belief that Bismarck was making for western France. 
2515. Flight Lieutenant J COLLYER. Signed 3 April 1951. No 201 Squadron, RAF Pembroke. 

177 
The Air Force List for April 1950 has three Flight Lieutenants named J Collyer: 
Joseph John William COLLYER (152982), General Duties Branch 
John Nigel COLLYER (50175), Reserver of Air Force Officers 
James Thomas COLLYER (54636), General Duties Branch 
2516. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] George Albert HATTON (164328). Signed 3 
April 1951. No 201 Squadron, RAF Pembroke. 

177 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2517. Squadron Leader Unknown. Signed 15 April 1951. Central Signals Establishment, 
RAF Watton. 

177 
No trace found in the indexes to the LG for the years 1949 – 1952. 
2518. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Robert Hugh JOHNSON (52577). Signed 
19 April 1951. HQ No 12 Group. 

177 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 1 January 1964. 
2519. Squadron Leader Peter Seymour SMITH (144389). Signed 25 April 1951. No 3 Flight 
Training School, RAF Feltwell. 

177 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 5 September 
1955. 
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2520. Unknown. Signed 25 April 1951. No 3 Flight Training School, RAF Feltwell. 

177 
 
2521. Unknown. Signed 25 April 1951. No 3 Flight Training School, RAF Feltwell. 

177 
Surname looks like Vincent. 
2522. Squadron Leader Charles George WAREHAM AFM (44786). Signed 27 April 1951. 
HQ Fighter Command. 

178 
His Air Force Medal, when he was a Flight Sergeant, was announced in the LG, 8 June 1939. 
2523. Flight Lieutenant Jack Sydney SHEPPARD (70620). Signed 30 April 1950. No 1 Air 
Navigation School, RAF Hullavington. 

178 
From http://www.afleetingpeace.org/index.php/business-pleasure/14-business-and-pleasure/167-
the-pilots-of-imperial-airways: 
Born Ballybrophy, Ireland 4 Dec 1900. Based Heliopolis. Pilot for Australian National Airways 1929-
30 
November 1935: "'PLANE OVERSHOOTS AERODROME Imperial Airways Pilot Injured. Rangoon, 
Saturday. The right wing of an Imperial Airways 'plane was damaged at Rangoon to-day when the 
machine overshot the aerodrome when landing. The pilot, Chief Pilot Mr J. S. Sheppard, was slightly 
injured, but the two passengers are said to be uninjured. The machine was an eastbound one. It is 
understood that Captain Sheppard is one of the company's best-known pilots. A native of 
Ballybrophy, Ireland, he is 35 years of age and served in the R.A.F. from 1918-29. He was a member 
of the North Russian Relief Expedition in 1919. For a year he was a pilot with Australian National 
Airways. He is now pilot to the Imperial Airways on their Cairo-Khartoum service and stationed at 
Heliopolis, Egypt. In October, Captain Sheppard piloted the Imperial Airways liner 'Atlanta' when 
making a record day's flight of 1777 miles from Dodoma, Tanganyika, to Johannesburg." 

http://www.afleetingpeace.org/index.php/business-pleasure/14-business-and-pleasure/167-the-pilots-of-imperial-airways
http://www.afleetingpeace.org/index.php/business-pleasure/14-business-and-pleasure/167-the-pilots-of-imperial-airways
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From http://eresources.nlb.gov.sg/newspapers/Digitised/Article/straitstimes19381030-1.2.67.aspx: 
The Straits Times, 30 October 1938 

 
From http://www.auction-
net.co.uk/viewAuction.php?id=1335&offset=400&PHPSESSID=02dc66f39ebefeae5e80cb12b: 

 

http://eresources.nlb.gov.sg/newspapers/Digitised/Article/straitstimes19381030-1.2.67.aspx
http://www.auction-net.co.uk/viewAuction.php?id=1335&offset=400&PHPSESSID=02dc66f39ebefeae5e80cb12b
http://www.auction-net.co.uk/viewAuction.php?id=1335&offset=400&PHPSESSID=02dc66f39ebefeae5e80cb12b
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From http://stampauctionnetwork.com/v/v64061.cfm: 

 
1933, First Imperial Airways from Nyasaland. Two covers: post card flown Limb - England, franked 
1s2d (a 2d surcharge was applied for Air Service to Salisbury) 228 flown; also first southbound flight 
Limb - Cape Town, franked 9d (7d + 2d surcharge), endorsed and signed by pilot, J.S.Sheppard, 
City of Karachi, backstamped. 
From http://stampcircuit.com/it/stamp-Auction/daniel-f-kelleher-auctions/3821501/lot-8086-paul-
magid-exhibition-collection-part-2: 

 

 

http://stampauctionnetwork.com/v/v64061.cfm
http://stampcircuit.com/it/stamp-Auction/daniel-f-kelleher-auctions/3821501/lot-8086-paul-magid-exhibition-collection-part-2
http://stampcircuit.com/it/stamp-Auction/daniel-f-kelleher-auctions/3821501/lot-8086-paul-magid-exhibition-collection-part-2
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From Flying Empires | Short ‘C’ class Empire flying boats, Brian Cassidy, Queens Parade Press, 2004: 
p 125 
After training, Captains and First Officers were posted to No. 5 Division to fly the routes as 
Supernumeries under the supervision of selected Captains. Captain F.R.Bailey (then a veteran of 
some twenty years on marine aircraft) was the first IAL Captain to gain command of HL CANOPUS 
on 22 October 1936. He was followed by Captains F. D. Travers, J. Spafford, E. J. Alcock, A. B. H. 
Youell, F. V. W. Foy, W. Armstrong, O. P. Jones423, H. H. Peny, A. S. Wilcockson424, H. W. C. Alger, F. 
Dismore, R. P. Mollard, J. S. Sheppard, G. J. Powell and A. C. Loraine - all with Master Air Pilot’s 
Certificates. In the early days of the Empire Air Mail Scheme, most Captains were checked out by 
Captain Bailey or Major Brackley, before being given command. 
p 204 
Mail still continued to be carried, partly by sea and partly by air, until the P&O liner Strathnaver 
departed India on 26 February 1938, with the last batch of westbound seaborne letters. On Tuesday 
12 April 1938, UT CENTAURUS (Captain J. S. Sheppard) with all-up India Eastbound 643 mail on 
board, flew the first of the accelerated Empire Air Mail Programmes from Southampton, bound for 
Brisbane. The flying-boats for Australia were then turned round at Singapore, the passengers and 
mail continuing on to Brisbane by QANTAS de Havilland DH 86 landplanes. The Australian end of 
the EAMS was extended to Sydney later in the year when UD CORDELIA (Captain C. E. Madge) and 
UB CAMILLA (Captain E. S. Alcock) departed Southampton on Sunday 26 June 1938, with the first 
Sydney Eastbound (SE 1) mail on board. The new timetable allowed journey times of 4 days 10 hrs. 
to Durban and 8 days 23 hrs. to Brisbane compared to the previously scheduled times of 10 and 6 
days respectively. 
2524. Flight Lieutenant Wilfred Gordon LOCK BEM (159548). Signed 30 April 1950. No 1 
Air Navigation School, RAF Hullavington. 

178 
His BEM, whilst an Acting Sergeant, was announced in the LG, 2 June 1943. 
2525. Lieutenant Commander [later Squadron Leader and Air Ministry. Wing Commander] 
Harold Frederick COX AFC (33183). Signed 7 May 1951. [?] Aircraft Maintenance Unit. 

178 
He also signed this book on 19 May 1947 and 15 June 1948. 
2526. George Percival BLIGH. Signed 14 May 1951. Johannesburg, South Africa. 

178 

                                                 
423 Signed this book on 3 October 1943 
424 Signed this book on 22 September 1938 
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G P Bligh is listed as one of the authors of Additions to the Bird List of the Addo Elephant National 
Park, Koedoe 28: 167- 168 (1985) with the address PO Box 173, Plettenburg Bay, 6600 South Africa. 
According to rootsweb.ancestry.com, he was born on 14 January 1909 in Poole, England: 
Came to South Africa in 1920 with his parents, who had lived in India for a few years before that. 
He attended preparatory school in Cape Province and finished his schooling at Cranbrooke, Kent 
(England) where he was head boy in 1926. He then returned to South Africa and studied 
Engineering at Cape Town University. He entered the gold industry as a learner official at the 
famous Simmer & Jack gold mine near Johannesburg. He served with the 3rd Reconnaissance 
Regiment of the South African Armoured Cars from 1940-43, but due to an injured back received in 
an accident, he spent the rest of World War II as an instructor. 
At war's end, he returned to the gold mining industry and from 1950-55, he worked at the 
Supervisors Training Centre. He was transferred to the Vlakfontein Gold Mine in 1958, where he 
worked as an underground manager until his retirement in 1968. He and his wife then moved to 
Plettenberg Bay on the Eastern Cape Coast. His hobbies include woodwork, fishing, and 
birdwatching. 
(Dave Hunt: Bligh Descendant Visited, PISG Log, Jun-Aug 1986, p12). 
2527. Lieutenant-Commander [later Rear-Admiral] Peter George LA NIECE CB CBE (1920 - 
2003). Signed 21 May 1951. HMS Agincourt. 

178 
From https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/alt.obituaries/FUsVXJRDy7U: 
Reat-Admiral Peter La Niece, CB, CBE, Flag Officer, Spithead & Port Admiral Portsmouth, 1971-73, 
Director of Exco Group of Companies, 1976-85, died at his home, 4 April, 2003. He was 82. Peter 
George La Niece was born 23 July, 1920, the son of George David Nelson La Niece, by his wife 
Gwynneth Mary Morgan, and was educated at Whitgift School, Croydon. 
Career: entered the Royal Navy, 1937; served in the Second World War, 1939-45 in battleships, 
cruisers and destroyers; Gunnery specialist, 1945; Commander, 1953; Captain, 1961; commanded 
HMS Rame Head, 1962; Senior UK Polaris Representative, Washington, 1963-66; commanded HMS 
Triumph, 1966-68; Cdre Clyde in command of the Clyde Submarine Base, 1969-71; Rear-Admiral, 
1971; Flag Officer Spithead and Port Admiral Portsmouth, 1971-73; retired from the RN, 1973; 
Director, Exco Group of Cos, 1976-85, &c. 
Rear-Admiral La Niece, latterly of Wadhurst, East Sussex, was appointed CBE in 1967, and CB in 
1973. He married in 1948, Evelyn Mary Eve Wrixon Babington, by whom he had two sons, Jeremy 
and Christopher, and one daughter, Fenella. Mrs La Niece died in 1982. 
He wrote Not a Nine to Five Job, Charletons Publications, Kent, 1992: “A personal account of the 
author's time in the Royal navy between 1937 and 1973. Few Naval Officers who reach Flag rank 
have the good fortune to avoid a large proportion of their later service deskbound.” 

https://groups.google.com/forum/%23!topic/alt.obituaries/FUsVXJRDy7U
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From 
http://www.maritimequest.com/warship_directory/great_britain/pages/destroyers/hms_agincourt_i
06_page_1.htm: 

 
April 18, 1951: HMS Agincourt D-86 seen in the English Channel during the search for the sunken 
submarine HMS Affray P-421425. 
2528. Lieutenant (S) Michael Ernest LANE. Signed 21 May 1951. HMS Agincourt. 

178 
The Navy List for 1954 lists M E LANE L(S) 1 May 47 Ceres. 

                                                 
425 Alan Gallop, who published SUBSMASH: The Mysterious Disappearance Of HMS Affray, by The History 
Press, believes there could be a good reason why successive governments have refused to reopen the 
inquiry into her loss. Mr Gallop controversially suggests that Affray could have become the victim of a 
mutiny or sabotage. According to Mr Gallop: “Whatever happened on board HMS Affray happened far 
out to sea.” HMS Affray, a Royal Navy A-Class submarine, set out from Haslar Creek, Gosport, on a 
simulated war mission on April 16, 1951, called Exercise Spring Train. Mr Gallop said: “When no signal 
had been received, Rear Admiral Sidney Raw ordered an urgent message to be transmitted to naval radio 
stations, with the two-word code guaranteed to cut through the ether like a knife: Subsmash One.” HMS 
Agincourt led a fleet of search vessels which eventually totalled 24 ships from four nations. During the 
search a Morse Code signal (via tapping on the submarine hull) had been received by two of the 
searching ships reading “We are trapped on the bottom”, but this did not help in locating the sub. 
 

http://www.maritimequest.com/warship_directory/great_britain/pages/destroyers/hms_agincourt_i06_page_1.htm
http://www.maritimequest.com/warship_directory/great_britain/pages/destroyers/hms_agincourt_i06_page_1.htm
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2529. Lieutenant-Commander (L) Robert Douglas HAMILTON-BATE. RN Signed 21 May 
1951. HMS Agincourt. 

178 
A signed first day cover was being offered for £10 on eBay as at 14 January 2014: 

 
Cdr. R.D. Hamilton-Bate was Sqn. Torpedo Officer on HMS Aurora in 1943. 
2530. Senior Commissioned Gunner [later Lieutenant-Commander] George Henry ABBOTT 
MBE RN. Signed 21 May 1951. HMS Agincourt. 

178 
From http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RN_officersA.html: 
He was born on 27 January 1919 and died on 4 February 1972. 
A/Gnr  10.02.1945 
Gnr. = Cd.Gnr ? seniority 10.02.1945 
Sen.Cd.Gnr 01.04.1951 
A/Lt  01.05.1954 
Lt?, seniority  27.03.1949 
Lt-Cdr  27.03.1957 (retd 27.01.1964) 
MBE  01.01.1964 

http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RN_officersA.html
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2531. Lieutenant-Commander Lachlan Andrew FORBES. Signed 21 May 1951. HMS 
Agincourt. 

178 
This signature was identified on 29 July 2014 by Mike Coombes of Navy List Research. 
2532. Group Captain Richard George Rex TARLING (123924). Signed 21 May 1951. HQ 
Fighter Command. 

178 
The LG, 29 November 1949 announced that on 7 July 1949 Lieutenant R G R TARLING was 
transfreed to the Fighter Control Branch. He retired on 29 November 1958. 
2533. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Robert Endell Charles FINCH MBE 
(182936). Signed 21 May 1951. HQ Fighter Command. 

178 
His MBE was announced in the LG, 12 June 1947. According to the LG, 25 February 1964, he died 
on 6 January 1964, and his address was RAF Station Innsworth, Cheltenham. 
2534. Flight Lieutenant Reginald John BURTON (184882). Signed 25 May 1951. HQ 12 
Group. 

178 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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2535. Air Commodore Douglas Douglas-HAMILTON, 14th Duke of Hamilton and 11th 
Duke of Brandon, KT, GCVO, AFC, PC, DL, FRCSE, FRGS, (3 February 1903 – 30 March 1973). 
Signed 26 May 1951 No address. 

179 
He also signed this book on 24 July 1942 and 30 November 1942. 
2536. Lieutenant [later Captain] Ivan James BROWN ADC RN. Signed 28 May 1951. RAF 
Syerston. 

179 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He was appointed ADC on 7 January 1977. He retired 
on 31 March 1977. He was replaced as Aide-de-Camp to The Queen by Captain P D Nichol on 21 
June 1977.  
2537. Group Captain Maurice William MOORE OBE (35109). Signed 12 June 1951. HQ 
Coastal Command. 

179 
He also signed this book on 6 October 1942. 
2538. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] John Roberts SAYERS MA (118299). Signed 20 
June 1951. Trinity College, [?]. 

179 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2539. Unknown. Signed 20 June 1951. Air Ministry. 

179 
Probably an Air Vice-Marshal. The surname might be Johnson. 
2540. Alex W DONALDSON. Signed 23 June 1951. Fullwood Foundry Co Ltd, Mossend 
Hamilton, Lanarkshire, Scotland. 

179 
No trace found. 
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2541. Group Captain [later Air Commodore] James RANKIN DSO* DFC* CdeG (B) (37210). 
Signed 27 June 1951. RAF Manston. 

179 
He also signed this book on 3 June 1950. 
2542. Unknown. Signed 27 June 1951. Selwyn House, St James’s Street, London. 

179 
The surname might be Cageles. No trace found. 
Selwyn House was the London office of Pilkington Brothers Ltd (now Pilkington Group Limited, a 
multinational glass manufacturing company). 
2543. J H RANKIN. Signed 27 June 1951. Anglo-Iranian Oil Co, Iran. 

179 
Rankin and Cagel must have come to the UK in connection with the oil crisis in Iran. The Britsh 
Cabinet had meeting on 28 June 1951 (the day after they signed this book) to discuss a United 
States of America approach to the Persian Government. 
From http://www.historyandtheheadlines.abc-
clio.com/contentpages/ContentPage.aspx?entryId=1161794&currentSection=1130228&productid
=4: 
Anglo-Iranian Oil Crisis (1951–1953) 
The Anglo-Iranian oil crisis began on 26 April 1951 when Iran's new nationalist leader, Mohammed 
Mossadegh, moved to nationalize his nation's oil reserves. The crisis ended on 19 August 1953 
when Mossadegh's government was overthrown in a U.S.-sponsored coup d'état. Mossadegh's 
nationalization measures came largely at the expense of the British-controlled Anglo-Iranian Oil 
Company, which had been exploiting Iranian oil reserves for years. The crisis highlighted the 
differing communist containment policies carried out by the British Foreign Office and the U.S. 
State Department in the Middle East. It can also be viewed as an early attempt by a developing 
nation to break free from Western imperialism and colonial control. The fact that the crisis involved 
oil also showcases just how critical cheap and abundant oil supplies were to the West. 
During 1951–1953 there was an ongoing diplomatic crisis among Iran, Great Britain, and the United 
States over Mossadegh's actions. Beginning in November 1951, Mossadegh requested that 
Western nations that had purchased Iranian oil in the past confirm their current orders with the 
newly nationalized Iranian oil industry. The British took immediate action by pressuring purchasing 
nations not to cooperate with Mossadegh's request. 
At first, the United States took a rather neutral stance in the crisis, siding completely with neither 
London nor Tehran. The Americans' chief concern was keeping Iranian oil out of Soviet control 

http://www.historyandtheheadlines.abc-clio.com/contentpages/ContentPage.aspx?entryId=1161794&currentSection=1130228&productid=4
http://www.historyandtheheadlines.abc-clio.com/contentpages/ContentPage.aspx?entryId=1161794&currentSection=1130228&productid=4
http://www.historyandtheheadlines.abc-clio.com/contentpages/ContentPage.aspx?entryId=1161794&currentSection=1130228&productid=4
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rather than saving the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company. U.S. Secretary of State Dean Acheson urged 
Britain to accept Iran's nationalization and instead aim at maintaining control over the technical 
aspects of oil production. Throughout much of 1951, the United States regarded Iran's continued 
alliance with the West as a priority over British economic interests. 
President Harry S. Truman sought to broker a settlement between Tehran and London based on 
the acceptance of Iranian nationalization in return for British control over oil production and 
drilling. At the same time, British officials were divided over whether launching a war against Iran 
was a viable option to ending the standoff. The British Foreign Office seemed willing to entertain 
the idea of military force, while British Prime Minister Clement Attlee steadfastly opposed it. 
Nevertheless, the British government refused to negotiate with the Iranians and instead opted to 
impose economic sanctions on Mossadegh's regime. On 10 September 1951, Britain took measures 
to prevent purchases of Iranian oil on the international market. 
Meanwhile, the United States and Britain were moving closer together on ending the crisis. 
Throughout the autumn of 1951, the Truman administration became less neutral. As time went on, 
the U.S. State Department trusted Mossadegh less and less. From January 1952 on, the United 
States became increasingly concerned about Iran's internal economic stability. America maintained 
that Mossadegh was now increasingly likely to turn to Moscow to stabilize Iran's economy. By the 
spring of 1952, these concerns led the Americans to view regime change as a viable path to ending 
the crisis. Between the end of 1951 and July 1952, the Americans hoped that this would happen as 
a result of the dispute between Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi of Iran and Mossadegh over which 
of the two would control the Persian Army. In the fall of 1952 Tehran broke diplomatic relations 
with London. 
In January 1953 Dwight D. Eisenhower became president of the United States. The failure of 
diplomacy coupled with the Eisenhower administration's eagerness to end the crisis opened the 
door for the coup d'état of August 1953. The Eisenhower administration supported regime change 
in Iran in a coup organized by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). U.S. policymakers were 
particularly alarmed at the possibility that Mossadegh would bring the communists to power in 
Iran. Supported by the British government as well and carried out on 19 August of that year, the 
coup returned Shah Pahlavi to power. The British and American governments then established an 
Anglo-American oil consortium on 12 April 1954. 
2544. Flight Lieutenant Walter Henry MOTT (139388). Signed 12 July 1951. Home 
Command, RAF White Waltham. 

179 
Battle of Britain pilot with No 141 Squadron. 
From http://www.rquirk.com/westafrica/200WestAfrica.pdf: 
No 200 Squadron Record of Operations in West Africa 
July 1943 – March 1944 

 

http://www.rquirk.com/westafrica/200WestAfrica.pdf
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From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Home_Command: 
RAF Home Command was the Royal Air Force command that was responsible for the maintenance 
and training of reserve organisations from formation on 1 February 1939 as RAF Reserve Command 
with interruptions until it ceased to exist on 1 April 1959. 
Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh was taught to fly at White Waltham in 1952, flying a de Havilland 
Chipmunk belonging to HQ RAF Home Command Communications Squadron (HCCS). 
2545. Unknown. Signed 26 July 1951. RAF Biggin Hill. 

179 
The surname looks like Sturnway but no match found. Other possibilities include Stanway and 
Sturmey but they look too short. 

Signatures on the previous page are out of date sequence with the following pages 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Home_Command
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2546. Captain Martin James EVANS CBE DSC MiD (twice) RN. Signed 17 May 1951. 
Captain D 4th Destroyer Flotilla, HMS Agincourt. 

180 
From http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/30009523: 
Captain Martin James Evans CBE DSC RN (1904-1998). Evans served in the RN from 1918-1955. He 
served in the Battle of the Atlantic as an Escort Group Commander and with the Naval Division of 
the Control Commission Germany (1945-47). His CBE, together with his DSC are replacements. 
Captain Evans' original medals were stolen. The CBE was announced in the LG, 4 September 1945 
and was presented at an Investiture on 17 December 1946. As a Commander, Evans had previously 
been awarded the OBE when serving at HMS St Angelo, Malta on 8 December 1942. Apart from 
these awards, he was twice Mentioned in Despatches and also received the Chevalier of the Legion 
d'Honneur; Croix de Guerre (France) and US Legion of Merit (28 May 1946). 
From http://www.4thdestroyerassoc.com/#4TH.DEST.SQ.: 
The second World War brought calls for newer warships, especially Destroyers and Frigates. A new 
class of Destroyer commenced building early 1943. These would be known as the Battleclass 
Destroyers. Originally a total of 24 were ordered but with the cessation of hostilities 16 of those 
ordered were cancelled. Seven were broken up on the slips, five launched and immediately 
scrapped and four retained as incomplete hulks. The remaining ships, completed between 
November,1946 and May 1948 became the FOURTH DESTROYER FLOTILLA. The manning crisis of 
October 1947 left the Home Fleet with just four Destroyers in service (Agincourt, Aisne, Dunkirk and 
Jutland) but by the end of 1948 the 4th Destroyer Flotilla was in full commission. 
In 1950, Dunkirk, Barrosa and Alamein paid off into Reserve and the Aisne and Jutland laid-up for 
12 months. 1951saw the 4th Destroyer Flotilla again in commission with Agincourt, Aisne, Corunna 
and Jutland. In 1952, Jutland was replaced by Barrosa. With the advent of General Service 
Comissions (GSC) in 1954, ships of the 4th Destroyer Squadron saw service with the Mediterranean 
Fleet in addition to the Home Fleet. The 4th Destroyer Squadron was disbanded in April 1959. 
Seven of the ‘1943 Battles’ saw service with other Destroyer Squadrons until 1963 when the 
Alamein, Dunkirk and Jutland were marked for disposal. Agincourt, Aisne, Barrosa and Corunna 
were converted to Radar Picket Ships and saw further service until 1967 when they paid-off for 
disposal. Matapan, having been in reserve 1947/1970, became a trials ship until 1978 before 
paying-off for disposal. 
The ‘Battles’ class ships were regarded the most handsome ever to serve in the Royal Navy, 
combining speed, versatility, the offensive power of the torpedo-armed destroyer and a powerful 
gun armament .They had style, none more so than the ‘1943 Battles’. 

http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/30009523
http://www.4thdestroyerassoc.com/%234TH.DEST.SQ.
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HMS Agincourt (D86.Capt D4) 
From http://www.uboat.net/articles/78.html: 
The U-Boats that Surrendered from Sea in UK (Loch Eriboll, Portland and Dundee) - May 1945 by 
Derek Waller 
The Surrender Process 
On 4 May 1945, Donitz broadcast a message saying: “All U-Boats to cease hostilities and return to 
base”. 
On 8 May, the Admiralty instructed all U-Boats at sea to surface, report their positions, and proceed 
to designated ports, of which the prime one in the UK was Loch Eriboll. 
Operation Pledge 
Operation Pledge set out the Royal Navy’s detailed arrangements for the reception of U-Boats 
surrendering from sea, as well as those which had surrendered in Norwegian and German ports, all 
of which were to be moved to the UK pending decisions about their final disposal. 
In order to implement Operation Pledge it was necessary to organise suitable reception 
arrangements in the naval anchorage at Loch Eriboll located on the north west corner of Scotland, 
but which had no permanent RN port facilities. Thus, on 6 May, the 21st Escort Group was ordered 
to proceed to Loch Eriboll to secure the anchorage and prepare for the surrender of a then 
unknown number of U-Boats. The 21st Escort Group and other naval units which comprised the 
Loch Eriboll Force arrived on 9 May, and were placed under the command of Captain M J Evans. 
The 8 May Admiralty Surrender Order directed all U-Boats in the eastern Atlantic, the Western 
Approaches, the Barents Sea and North Sea to proceed to Loch Eriboll. The first U-Boat to do so 
was U-1009 which arrived on 10 May and, by 18 May, seventeen more U-Boats had arrived in the 
Loch, one of which (U-2326) had previously surrendered in Dundee. 
Meanwhile, arrangements were being made to send across to Britain all the U-Boats which had 
surrendered in Norway and could be made fit for sea. The first group of these, comprising 15 U-
boats which had left Narvik on 15 May en route for Trondheim, were intercepted in Vestfjord by 
the 9th (Canadian) Escort Group on 17 May, and then escorted to Loch Eriboll where they arrived 
on 19 May. 
Ever since the end of the War there has been uncertainty as to where these 15 U-Boats actually 
surrendered: in Narvik, in Loch Eriboll, or somewhere in between. The answer is "in Narvik" as, at 
the time of their interception, they were sailing in convoy, on the surface and disarmed, all of which 
was in accordance with the terms of surrender, but they are included in this review to avoid any 
further confusion. 
Thus, and as recorded in Captain Evans' post-Operation Pledge Report 3054/T.40 dated 9 June 
1945, 33 U-boats arrived at and were processed in Loch Eriboll between 10 and 21 May 1945. 

http://www.uboat.net/articles/78.html
http://www.uboat.net/boats/u1009.htm
http://www.uboat.net/boats/u2326.htm
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The Loch Eriboll U-Boats 

U-244 Surrendered from sea on 14 May at Loch Eriboll. 

U-255 Surrendered from sea on 17 May at Loch Eriboll. 

U-278 Surrendered from sea at Narvik on 9 May. Left Narvik on 15 May for Trondheim. Re-
directed to Loch Eriboll on 17 May, arriving on 19 May. 

U-293 Surrendered from sea on 11 May at Loch Eriboll. 

U-294 Surrendered at Narvik on 9 May. Left Narvik on 15 May for Trondheim. Re-directed 
to Loch Eriboll on 17 May, arriving on 19 May. 

U-295 Surrendered at Narvik on 9 May. Left Narvik on 15 May for Trondheim. Re-directed 
to Loch Eriboll on 17 May, arriving on 19 May. 

U-312 Surrendered at Narvik on 9 May. Left Narvik on 15 May for Trondheim. Re-directed 
to Loch Eriboll on 17 May, arriving on 19 May. 

U-313 Surrendered at Narvik on 9 May. Left Narvik on 15 May for Trondheim. Re-directed 
to Loch Eriboll on 17 May, arriving on 19 May. 

U-318 Surrendered from sea at Narvik on 10 May. Left Narvik on 15 May for Trondheim. Re-
directed to Loch Eriboll on 17 May, arriving on 19 May. 

U-363 Surrendered at Narvik on 9 May. Left Narvik on 15 May for Trondheim. Re-directed 
to Loch Eriboll on 17 May, arriving on 19 May. 

U-427 Surrendered at Narvik on 9 May. Left Narvik on 15 May for Trondheim. Re-directed 
to Loch Eriboll on 17 May, arriving on 19 May. 

U-481 Surrendered at Narvik on 9 May. Left Narvik on 15 May for Trondheim. Re-directed 
to Loch Eriboll on 17 May, arriving on 19 May. 

U-516 Surrendered from sea at Loch Eriboll on 14 May. 

U-532 Surrendered from sea at Loch Eriboll on 13 May. 

U-668 Surrendered at Narvik on 9 May. Left Narvik on 15 May for Trondheim. Re-directed 
to Loch Eriboll on 17 May, arriving on 19 May. 

U-716 Surrendered at Narvik on 9 May. Left Narvik on 15 May for Trondheim. Re-directed 
to Loch Eriboll on 17 May, arriving on 19 May. 

U-764 Surrendered from sea at Loch Eriboll on 14 May. 

U-802 Surrendered from sea at Loch Eriboll on 11 May. 

U-825 Surrendered from sea at Loch Eriboll on 13 May. 

U-826 Surrendered from sea at Loch Eriboll on 11 May. 

U-956 Surrendered from sea at Loch Eriboll on 13 May. 

U-968 Surrendered at Narvik on 9 May. Left Narvik on 15 May for Trondheim. Re-directed 
to Loch Eriboll on 17 May, arriving on 19 May. 
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U-992 Surrendered from sea at Narvik on 9 May. Left Narvik on 15 May for Trondheim. Re-
directed to Loch Eriboll on 17 May, arriving on 19 May. 

U-997 Surrendered at Narvik on 9 May. Left Narvik on 15 May for Trondheim. Re-directed 
to Loch Eriboll on 17 May, arriving on 19 May. 

U-1009 Surrendered from sea at Loch Eriboll on 10 May. 

U-1010 Surrendered from sea at Loch Eriboll on 14 May. 

U-1058 Surrendered from sea at Loch Eriboll on 10 May. 

U-1105 Surrendered from sea at Loch Eriboll on 10 May. 

U-1109 Surrendered from sea at Loch Eriboll on 12 May. 

U-1165 Surrendered at Narvik on 9 May. Left Narvik on 15 May for Trondheim. Re-directed 
to Loch Eriboll on 17 May, arriving on 19 May. 

U-1231 Surrendered from sea at Loch Eriboll on 13 May. 

U-1305 Surrendered from sea at Loch Eriboll on 10 May. 

U-2326 Surrendered from sea at Dundee on 14 May. Transferred to Loch Eriboll, arriving on 
18 May. 

Post-Loch Eriboll 
After their formal processing in Loch Eriboll, RN boarding parties were put on board each U-Boat 
and, within 24 hours, they were escorted to Loch Alsh, near Skye in north west Scotland, for final 
disarmament and for the majority of the crews to be taken off and sent to POW camps. Thereafter, 
with a small residual German crew and armed RN guards on board, the U-Boats were escorted to 
Lisahally, near Londonderry in Lough Foyle in N. Ireland to await final disposal. 
There was one exception to this process. U-532 which had surrendered from sea at Loch Eriboll on 
13 May, and which was then taken to Loch Alsh, was moved to Liverpool for its cargo to be 
unloaded rather than being moved directly to Lisahally. However, this did not prove possible, and 
so U-532 was sailed to Barrow-in-Furness for unloading prior to transfer to Lisahally. Whilst in 
Liverpool, the U-Boat was inspected by Admiral Sir Max Horton amid considerable publicity - thus 
giving rise to the oft-repeated, but erroneous, story that she had surrendered there. 
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U-532 seen here at Barrow-in-Furness in May 1945 after her surrender a few days earlier at Loch 
Eriboll. Nice frontal view.Notice how battered the boat looks in this photo having just returned 
from almost 4 month journey from the Far East. 
Additionally, Admiral Sir Max Horton arranged a public surrender ceremony at Lisahally on 14 May, 
where he accepted the formal surrender of the eight U-Boats which had been the first to surrender 
from sea in Loch Eriboll, and which had since been moved to Lisahally via Loch Alsh (U-293, U-
802, U-826, U-1009, U-1058, U-1105, U-1109 and U-1305), the last of which (U-1109) had sailed 
from Loch Eriboll at 2300 hours on 12 May en route to Loch Alsh and Lisahally. The U-Boats were 
manned by skeleton German crews under the supervision of RN personnel and, as they sailed into 
Lough Foyle, they were escorted by warships from the Royal Navy, the Royal Canadian Navy and 
the US Navy in honour of their joint contribution to the Battle of the Atlantic. 
When the U-Boats arrived at Lisahally, their senior officers then made their formal surrender to 
Admiral Horton on behalf of the German U-Boat fleet. As well as Admiral Horton, the official party 
at Lisahally included representatives of the Canadian and US Navies, personnel from the Royal 
Navy, the Army and the RAF, and even a representative from the Republic of Ireland. This 
ceremony, which was given extensive press coverage, has been responsible for the long-held, but 
incorrect, belief that some of the U-Boats actually surrendered directly in Lough Foyle. Similarly, 
there are ill-founded rumours that U-Boats surrendered directly in Loch Alsh. 
By midnight on 21 May, all the U-Boats in Loch Eriboll had sailed for Loch Alsh for onward 
movement to Lisahally, where they were to be stored pending their final disposal. This process was 
completed by 23 May, with the last 4 U-Boats (U-312, U-716, U-992 and U-1165) arriving at 
Lisahally at 1630 hours. 
It was then assessed that no more U-Boats were likely to surrender from sea at Loch Eriboll. The 
Operation Pledge reception organisation was therefore moved from Loch Eriboll to Scapa Flow in 
the Orkney Islands on 28 May in order to process the remaining U-Boats that had surrendered in 
Norwegian and German ports and thus needed to be moved to either Lisahally or Loch Ryan in 
south-west Scotland. 
The Portland U-Boats 
The U-Boats which surrendered from sea at Portland, which was a well established Royal Naval 
base in Weymouth Bay in the south of England, were: 
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U-249 Surrendered from sea at Portland on 10 May. 

U-776 Surrendered from sea at Portland on 16 May. 

U-1023 Surrendered from sea at Portland on 10 May. 

Of these three U-Boats, U-249 was subsequently moved directly to Loch Ryan, U-776 was moved to 
Loch Ryan after an extensive tour of British east coast ports, including London, Hull, Newcastle and 
Edinburgh, and U-1023 was moved, initially to Loch Ryan, and then to Lisahally, after an equally 
extensive tour of British west coast ports, including Plymouth, Bristol, Liverpool and Glasgow. 
Summary 
In summary, 21 U-Boats directly surrendered from sea in the UK between 10 and 18 May (17 at 
Loch Eriboll, one at Dundee, and three at Portland). After initial processing at Loch Eriboll, the U-
Boats that had surrendered there and in Dundee were all then moved to Loch Alsh, where most of 
the German crews were taken into captivity, and they were then transferred to Lisahally to await 
decisions about their disposal. In the case of the three U-Boats which had surrendered at Portland, 
they were moved to Loch Ryan pending final disposal, but not before two of them had visited a 
large number of UK coastal ports on public exhibition tours. 
Additionally, the 15 U-Boats which had surrendered at Narvik, Norway, and which had been 
intercepted on 17 May in Vestfiord whilst in transit from Narvik to Trondheim, were processed at 
Loch Eriboll before being moved to Lisahally, via Loch Alsh. 
Footnote 
An excellent description of the activities at Loch Eriboll between 9 and 28 May 1945 is contained in 
David Hird’s The Grey Wolves of Eriboll (2010). Many of the details in this article come from the 
post-Operation Report 3054/T.40 dated 9 June 1945 written by Captain M J Evans, RN who 
commanded the Royal Navy’s Operation Pledge reception forces in Loch Eriboll and at Scapa Flow. 
A copy of his Report is held in the Roskill Archive in Churchill College, Cambridge. 
2547. Lieutenant-Commander [later Commander] Philip Robert Gilmer SMITH DSC. Signed 
17 May 1951. HMS Agincourt. 

180 
From http://www.coppheroes.org/missions/sicily.htm: 
THE STORY OF THE COPP HEROES OF WW2 
In March 1943, just a few weeks after the Hayling COPP depot was established, a team of 15 men 
was sent out on an ill-fated mission, to examine the southern beaches of Sicily. Canoes were 
transported to within half a mile or so of their target and then launched from submarines. Before 
launching they were loaded with the equipment, and then floated free from the partially trimmed 
submarine. Depending on the distance and the operating conditions the canoes were also often 
launched from small landing craft. 
The teams operated in pairs, the navy personnel normally doing the sea reconnaissance, and the 
army the on-shore military surveys. The army officer sat in the front cockpit with his navy paddler in 
the rear. They paddled to within a few hundred yards of the shore and anchored. The heavily 
equipped army man would then swim to the beach. 
Lieutenant Philip Smith, RN, one of the expedition leaders, surveyed the area around Gela on the 
south west coast, with his partner Lieutenant D Brand, RNVR. Due to the appalling weather, upon 
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completion of their mission, they missed the rendezvous with their carrier, the Royal Navy 
submarine P44 United. 

  
Lieutenant P R G Smith, COPP 1 
Rather than risk capture, they then made an epic 75-mile trip back from Gela to their Malta base at 
Valetta, in heavy seas and with just one paddle, having spent over forty-four hours in their open 
canoe. When the exhausted pair arrived, Smith was asked by the incredulous Port Captain what 
they had done with their submarine! 
Smith and Brand were awarded the DSC for their courage. However, overall the operation was not 
a success. Tragically, of the 15 men who set out, five were captured, five were lost, and only five 
returned to base. But lessons were learned, and ultimately thousands of Allied troops would owe 
their lives worldwide, to the dedication of the men of COPP. 

© COPP Heroes 
From http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RN_officersS2.html: 
Only son of Capt. (S) A.G. Smith, RN (retd) & ... Hunter. Married (19.04.1945, St Mary's Church, 
Bluntisham cum Earith) Third Officer Marjorie Orynthia Nicholson "Molly" Keene, WRNS, daughter 
of Maj. H.N.J. Keene, MC, RA, and Mrs Keens, of Instow, Devon. Born 26.01.1921in Portsmouth, 
Hampshire. Died 26.02.1995 in Droxford district, Hampshire. 
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2548. POSSIBLY Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] J M BLYTHE (3448). Signed 21 
May 1951. 39 ? Bank Street, Edinburgh. 

180 
His retirement was announced in the LG, 30 November 1954. 
2549. PROBABLY Flight Officer Marjory Ann CAMPBELL. Signed 21 May 1951. 4 Stenhouse 
Cottages, Edinburgh. 

180 
She is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2550. E WILLIAMS. Signed 9 June 1951. British European Airways, Dyce. 

180 
No trace found. 
2551. Squadron Leader Francis John RIMER (42942). Signed 15 June 1951. HQ No 12 
Group. 

180 
The LG, 29 June 1951 announced his promotion to Squadron Leader with effect from 1 July 1951. 
His retirement was announced in the LG, 10 December 1957. 
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2552. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Walter James HIBBERT DFC (120487). 
Signed 15 June 1951. No 608 Squadron. 

180 
His DFC was announced in the LG, 8 May 1945: 
Acting Squadron Leadler Walter James HIBBERT (120487), R.A.F.V.R., 274 Sqn. 
“This officer has completed, a very large number of sorties. Within recent months he has led his 
flight and, on occasions, the squadron, on a variety of enemy targets with good results. His 
successes include the destruction of 4 enemy aircraft. This officer has set a fine example of 
resolution throughout.” 
From http://www.hawkertempest.se/hibbert.htm: 

 
From https://www.facebook.com/pages/No-122-Wing-RAF-aka-Tempest-Wing/155683814523549: 

 
David Charles "Foob" FAIRBANKS, the CO of No. 274 Squadron RAF (right) and Walter James 
"Jesse" HIBBERT (left) who replaced him when David Fairbanks was shot down and captured on 28 
February 1945 after scoring 13 confirmed victories (including one shared), 3 damaged and a V1 
credited as destroyed. Walter Hibbert was credited of 6 confirmed victories (including two shared) 
and two damaged. Photo : IWM 
From http://picturestocktonarchive.wordpress.com/2003/08/22/vampire-aircraft-at-thornaby-
airfield-1955/: 
“I was stationed at Thornaby from about August 1949 until late 1950. The station adjutant was Ft. 
Lt. Banks; the adjustant of 608 Sqdn was Ft. Lt. W.J. (Walter James) Hibbert. He was a real gent 
and a wonderful pilot. I seem to recall that one of his ‘tricks’ was to fly so low that he threshed a 
previouly staked roll of paper, with the propellor of his Spitfire. Another was to take off with one of 
the other pilots, on the same runway in opposite directions. He had a huge, typically RAF of the 
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day, bushy moustache. I also remember a civilian gentleman who worked in the office. My billet 
was the one that is still standing; my bed space was on the ground floor.” Posted by Alan Dover, 23 
January 2005 
“Just seen your comments about Walter James Hibbert. He is my father and has always had plenty 
of ‘tricks’. Good to see him remembered, thank you.” Posted by Wendy Hibbert, 10 June 2013 
“I’ve just been to the 93rd birthday for Walter James Hibbert.” Posted by Wendy Hibbert, 18 July 
2013 
From Chris Thomas’ Typhoon and Tempest Aces of World War 2, Osprey Publishing; 1st edition (24 
Sep 1999): 

 
2553. Sir James MARTIN CBE DSc CEng FIMechE FRAeS (11 September 1893 – 5 January 
1981). Signed 21 June 1951. Southlands Manor, Benham. 

180 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Martin_(engineer): 
James Martin was born 11 September 1893 in Glasswater Road, Crossgar, County Down in 
Northern Ireland. He established his own engineering firm in 1929. 
In 1934, he and Valentine Baker formed Martin-Baker; Captain Baker took the test pilot role. It was 
in a crash of their third design, the MB-3, that Baker was killed. 
Martin 's contribution to engineering was commemorated by the Northern Bank in its Inventor 
series of banknotes, which featured his portrait on the bank's £100 note. The note was 
discontinued in 2013 when the bank reissued its banknotes under the new Danske Bank brand. 
From http://www.devlin-family.com/martin.htm: 
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Martin was born in Crossgar in 1893. He trained as an engineer establishing his own firm in 1929. In 
those days it was an all-embracing company. Martin was inventor, draughtsman, experimental 
engineer, toolmaker, fitter, assemblyman, salesman and, finally, delivery driver - it is on record that 
he designed and made a rather specialised road vehicle for a customer in Manchester and, on 
completion, drove it through the night in order to save the expense of hiring a delivery driver. 
In 1934, Captain Valentine Baker, a flying instructor, became a partner and together they formed 
the Martin-Baker Aircraft Company Ltd. Sadly in 1942, Baker died when the MB-3 he was flying 
crashed after engine failure during landing. In 1944 the Air ministry asked Martin-Baker to develop 
an ejection seat as in the new age of jets, baling out of an aircraft had become impractical or 
impossible. Martin set about this task and in 1945 carried out the first test with dummies from the 
Defiant aircraft. It was found that most effective way of ejection was to have an explosive charge 
that forces the seat up into the air. On 24th July 1946, Bernard Lynch was the first person to 
participate in a live test. The first person to be saved by a Martin-Baker ejection seat was test pilot 
John Lancaster who ejected form an A52 'flying wing'. Since then over 6,900 lives have been saved 
by Martin-Baker ejection seats and the company is now the largest supplier of ejection seats 
worldwide. 
From http://www.martin-baker.com/about/history-and-developments: 
'Martin's Aircraft Works' was founded by Sir James Martin as an aircraft manufacturer in 1934. The 
factory was established in 1929 and four aircraft prototypes were produced: MB1, MB2, MB3 and 
MB5. It was during the designing and testing of the MB1 where James Martin and Captain 
Valentine Baker started their friendship and ‘Martin-Baker Aircraft Company Ltd’ was established. 
On 12th September 1942, during a test Flight, the Martin-Baker MB3 prototype, Captain Valentine 
Baker was tragically killed. The engine seized and he was forced to make an emergency landing, 
during which the aircraft wing tip struck a tree stump, causing the aircraft to cartwheel. Captain 
Valentine Baker's death greatly affected Sir James Martin, so much so that pilot safety became 
Martin's primary focus. 
In 1944, James Martin was invited by the then Ministry of Aircraft Production to investigate the 
practicability of providing fighter aircraft with a means of assisted escape for the pilot. 
After investigating alternative schemes, it soon became apparent that the most attractive means 
would be by forced ejection of the seat with the occupant sitting in it, and that the most effective 
means of doing this would be by an explosive charge. The Martin-Baker ejection seat was then 
born. 
Ejection seat testing 
The Company's continued dedication resulted in number of milestones relating to ejection seat 
testing. The first static ejection test took place on 24th January 1945 by Bernard Lynch. The first 
mid-flight test ejection was then made on 24th July 1946, also by Bernard Lynch. He ejected 
himself from the rear cockpit of a specially modified Meteor 3 at 320 mph IAS at 8000 ft. The whole 
system worked successfully. Bernard Lynch made a perfect landing and subsequently made a 
further 30 ejections. 
First ejection 
The first ever live ejection took place on 30th May 1949, by Jo Lancaster. Jo was flying an 
Armstrong Whitworth AW52 aircraft and was forced to eject using a pre Mk1 ejection seat over 
Southam, Warwickshire. Many other milestones were achieved soon after, including the first live 
zero speed / zero altitude ejection in 1961 and in 1987 the first microprocessor controlled ejection 
seat. 
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Since the Pre Mk1 ejection seat, Martin-Baker has had over 7400 successful ejections and equipped 
over 200 different aircraft around the world. 
Founders 
Sir James Martin CBE, DSc, C Eng, FImech E, Hon FRAeS (11th September 1893 - 5th January 1981) 
Honours 
Order of British Empire (OBE), 1950 
RAeS Wakefield Gold Medal, 1952 
Commander of British Empire (CBE), 1957 
Royal Aero Club Gold Medal, 1964 
Knight Bachelor, 1965 
Sir James Martin has been variously described as a nuggety, dynamic, sandy-haired Ulsterman, 
Churchillian in character, with extraordinary stamina, yet this does not adequately describe this 
quite remarkable man. Born in Crossgar, County Down, Sir James grew up on a farm, among 
people of sturdy independence. He was a man of strong personality, upright principles, with deep 
religious convictions, though he was not a church-goer. An ardent student of simple Biblical truths, 
he brought a clear, no-nonsense attitude to bear on all he did. From a very early age, James Martin 
displayed exceptional powers of inventiveness and, while still in his teens, had designed, made and 
sold a wide variety of machines. He had a great desire to invent and make things with his own 
hands, and, scorning conventional education, by dint of hard work and continuous study, he was an 
accomplished engineer long before the age of 21. His farmer father had died whilst Sir James was 
still an infant and his mother, wishing him to have a university education, took him to see a 
professor of engineering at Belfast University. 
Sir James's recollection of the interview is that, after interrogation and discussion, the professor and 
he decided it would be wise and to their mutual benefit to terminate their acquaintanceship at this 
early stage. James Martin had no wish to spend time in university lecture rooms and laboratories 
when he knew he could be outside designing and making things. Whilst in his early twenties, 
feeling the confines of Ulster too restrictive on his ambitious outlook, Martin journeyed to London, 
arriving with ten pounds in his pocket and not knowing a single person in the whole of England. 
Frugality was essential at this stage and lodgings at modest cost were soon obtained, leaving a 
little money in hand to begin work. It was certainly not Martin's intention to take a job with anyone, 
and he was determined to start his own business. 
How to secure an income and accumulate capital was now his dominant thought and work was 
begun at once to acquire a workshop and tools. A small shed was found in Acton at a low rental 
and this became the centre of James Martin's early activities. He recalled journeying some distance 
away to buy timber from a demolished building to make himself a workbench and travelling back 
to Acton carrying large planks on the platform of a London bus, much to the chagrin of fellow 
passengers. But from this modest origin grew the present strong company of which Sir James 
Martin was founder. In the early days at Acton, his remarkable gifts of design and engineering 
ingenuity were put to the task of developing and putting on the market a wide variety of useful 
and saleable machines ranging from small oil engines to specialised vehicles of all kinds. James 
Martin, in those days, was an all-embracing company. He was inventor, draughtsman, experimental 
engineer, toolmaker, fitter, assemblyman, salesman and, finally, delivery driver - it is on record that 
he designed and made a rather specialised road vehicle for a customer in Manchester and, on 
completion, drove it through the night in order to save the expense of hiring a delivery driver. 
"Martin's Aircraft Works" was later founded as an aircraft manufacturer in 1934. The factory was 
established in 1929 and four aircraft prototypes were produced: MB1, MB2, MB3 and MB5. It was 
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during the designing and testing of the MB1 where Sir James Martin and Captain Valentine Baker 
started their friendship and ‘Martin-Baker Aircraft Company Ltd’ was established. 
2554. John Unknown. Signed 21 June 1951. Martin Baker Aircraft Co. 

180 
The surname looks like Mault, Mesh or West. However, the M doesn’t match the M in Martin in the 
address: 

 
It could be S/Ldr John 'Fifi' S Fifield OBE DFC AFC, who would have been the most likely person to 
accompany Sir James Martin, but the signature doesn’t match the one on this First Day Cover 
which he signed on 24 July 1996: 

 
http://thetartanterror.blogspot.co.uk/2006/06/martin-baker-test-pilots.html 
More research required. 
2555. PROBABLY Flight Lieutenant Raymond John HOGG (167114). Signed 21 June 1951. 
HQ 12 Group. 

180 
The surname could also be Fogg or Mogg. The Air Force List  for April 1951 lists the following 
people named HOGG: 
A C (100135) 
F (1379651) 
F F (515565) 
G D (148395) 

H B (54745) 
H V (205270) 
R (501677) 
R C (46665) 

R P (176313) 
R S (56790) 
W A (500860) 
W H
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2556. Captain Neville Cabell Wilberforce RAPHAEL (364767). Signed 22 June 1951. Royal 
Fusiliers. CFE, West Raynham, Norfolk. 

180 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He resigned his commission on 8 August 1952. 
From http://www.cricketarchive.com/Kent/Players/215/215379/215379.html: 
Full name Neville Cabell W Raphael 
Born  4th May 1926, London, England 
Died  July 1997, Kent, England 
Teams  Kent Second XI (Miscellaneous: 1947) 
2557. Pilot Officer Andrew THOM. Signed 28 June 1951. St Andrews University Air 
Squadron. 

180 
From http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/sfgate/obituary.aspx?pid=162853144: 
Andrew "Andy" Thom Andy left us peacefully on December 31, 2012. He was born in St Andrews 
Scotland on April 13, 1926 and true to his birth place being the home of golf, he first learned to 
play golf there as a lad. He soon became both an accomplished and champion golfer, and while he 
subsequently moved away, he really never left St. Andrews in spirit and love, as he often returned 
there to visit and play his beloved Old Course. 

 
He was also a member of the Royal & Ancient Golf Club for over 60 years. Andy was the son of 
Andrew Nicholl and Christina Thom. He was the older of their two children with his sister Dorethea 
being the youngest. Andy graduated from St. Andrews University, was a former Royal Air Force 
Pilot including having been part of the RAF officer training unit that was stationed at Williams AFB 
outside of Phoenix, Arizona. After finishing his officer training, he settled in San Francisco, 
embarked on his business career as a stockbroker and married Barbara Anne Thom and together 
they raised their three children. In addition to golf, his hobbies included jazz, reading, dominoes 
and traveling to his favorite places of St. Andrews and Carmel and dining out at his favorite San 
Francisco restaurant, Tadich Grill. In San Francisco, Andy first played golf at their famed public 
courses Harding Park and Lincoln Park and later had memberships at the Olympic Club, including 
being its 1966 club champion, and San Francisco Golf Club. Andy is survived by his second wife 

http://www.cricketarchive.com/Kent/Players/215/215379/215379.html
http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/sfgate/obituary.aspx?pid=162853144
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Barbara Frances and sons Jeff (Ingrid) and David, daughter Karyl Hoke (Allen) and grandchildren 
Rachel and Jackson Hoke; and sister Dorothea Greig of Kingston, Ontario, Canada. 
Published in San Francisco Chronicle on Feb. 4, 2013 
2558. Pilot Officer Boris LALWANI (2600566). Signed 28 June 1951. St Andrews University 
Air Squadron. 

180 
He is mentioned in two editions of the LG. 
2559. Cadet Pilot [later Pilot Officer] Ian JAMIESON (3134765). Signed 28 June 1951. St 
Andrews University Air Squadron. 

180 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2560. Cadet Pilot [later Pilot Officer] Walter Frederick Wilfred URICH (2540566). Signed 28 
June 1951. St Andrews University Air Squadron. 

180 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He is the co-author of Effects of longitudinal elastic 
camber on slender aircraft in steady symmetrical flight, HMSO, London, 1966. 
2561. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Andrew Watson BROWN (189942). Signed 27 
June 1951. No 602 Squadron. 

181 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 11 December 
1958. 
2562. Air Marshal Sir Richard Llewellyn Roger ATCHERLEY KBE CB AFC* (12 January 1904 – 
18 April 1970) (16140). Signed 30 June 1951. XII Group, RAF Newton. 

181 
He also signed this book on 26 August 1951. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Newton: 
Early life 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Newton
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Richard Atcherley and his twin David426 were born on 12 January 1904, and were the sons of Major-
General Sir Llewellyn William Atcherley CMG CVO, Chief Constable of the West Riding of Yorkshire, 
and his wife 'Nellie', Eleanor Frances (1871–1957), daughter of Richard Mickelthwait JP, of Ardsley 
House, in the valley of Deane near Barnsley. Their father was a grandson of David Francis Atcherley 
Esq. of Marton Hall, High Sheriff of Shropshire, Serjeant-at-law, Attorney-General of the County 
Palatine of Lancaster and County Durham. Richard Atcherley and his brother, first cousins of 
William Empson, attended Oundle School in Northamptonshire. 
RAF career 
In 1922, Atcherley attended the RAF College Cranwell and was commissioned two years later. He 
initially served as a pilot on No. 29 Squadron, flying Snipes out of Duxford. In 1925, Atcherley 
attended the Central Flying School and then returned to his squadron as both a pilot and a 
qualified flying instructor. He was a member of the RAF team that competed for the Schneider 
Trophy in 1929. 
Second World War 
Atcherley was appointed Officer Commanding No. 219 Squadron in October 1939 and then 
became Officer Commanding the Air Element of the British Expeditionary Force in Norway in May 
1940. He went on to be Station Commander at RAF Drem in Scotland in June 1940 in which year he 
was also awarded the Air Force Cross. He was awarded a bar to his Air Force Cross on 24 
September 1941. In 1942 he served as Station Commander at RAF Fairwood Common and then at 
RAF Kenley. 
He was promoted to temporary Group Captain on 27 March 1942. In April 1943 Atcherley became 
Air Officer Commanding of No. 211 Group at Tripoli in Libya. At the time of the invasion of Sicily 
(Operation Husky) on 10 July 1943, No. 211 Group was the primary fighter force of Air Vice Marshal 
Harry Broadhurst's Desert Air Force, a sub-command of Air Marshal Sir Arthur Coningham's 
Northwest African Tactical Air Force. Later that year he transferred to Headquarters RAF Fighter 
Command and in 1944 he moved to Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Air Force in preparation for 
Operation Overlord. He spent the closing stages of the War as Commandant of the Fighter Leaders' 
School and then as Commandant of the Central Fighter Establishment. 
Post-war 
After the War he was appointed Commandant of the Royal Air Force College Cranwell before 
becoming Chief of the Air Staff for the Royal Pakistani Air Force in 1949 and then Air Officer 
Commanding No. 12 Group in 1951. He went on to be Head of the RAF Staff in Washington D. C. in 
1953 and Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief at Flying Training Command in 1955 before retiring in 
1959. 
In retirement he became Sales Director at Folland Aircraft Limited. 
Honours and awards 
Knight Commander of the Order of the British Empire :31 May 1956 (CBE - 5 July 1945, OBE - 1 
January 1941) 
Companion of the Order of the Bath: 8 June 1950 
Air Force Cross 1940, Bar: 24 September 1941 
War Medal: 1939–1945 with Palm for Mentioned in Dispatches: 17 March 1941, 11 June 1942, 1 
January 1945 
War Cross (Norway): 18 December 1942 

                                                 
426 Signed this book on 27 June 1950 
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From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/AtcherleyR.htm: 
b: 12 Jan 1904         r: 4 Apr 1959         d: 18 Apr 1970 
KBE - 31 May 1956 (CBE - 5 Jul 1945, OBE - 1 Jan 1941), CB - 8 Jun1950, AFC - 1940, Bar – 24 
Sep 1941, MiD - 17 Mar 1941, MiD - 11 Jun 1942, MiD – 1 Jan 1945, NWC - 18 Dec 1942. 
1st Prize, 'R M Groves' Competition – 1924 

 
Plt Off: 31 Jul 1924, Fg Off: 31 Jan 1926, Flt Lt: 13 Nov 1929*, Sqn Ldr:1 Apr 1937, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 
Mar 1940, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Mar 1942, Wg Cdr: 20 Nov 1942 1 Oct1941, Act A/Cdre: 9 Jan 1944?, Gp 
Capt (WS): 9 Jul 1944, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1946, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1947, Act 
AVM: 31 Jan 1949, AVM: 1 Jan 1951 Act AM: 20 Dec 1955, AM: 1 May 1956. 
* Seniority reduced to 14 May 1930 with effect from 7 May 1934. 
 xx xxx 1922 Flight Cadet, 'A' Sqn, RAF College. (Flt Cdt Sgt) 
31 Jul 1924 Appointed to a Permanent Commission 
31 Jul 1924 Pilot, No 29 Sqn. (Snipe - Duxford) 
 xx xxx 1925 Attended Central Flying School 
xx xxx 1925 Pilot/QFI, No 29 Sqn. (Snipes – Duxford) 
26 Oct 1925 Pilot/QFI, No 23 Sqn. (Snipes – Henlow) 
 4 Aug 1926 QFI, Central Flying School 
 6 Oct 1928 Pilot, RAF High Speed Flight 
10 Oct 1929 QFI, Central Flying School 
 9 Dec 1929 Flight Commander, No 23 Sqn 
13 Oct 1930 Flight Commander, No 14 Sqn 
xx Sep 1934 Test Pilot, Experimental Section, RAE 
xx Jan 1937 Attended RAF Staff College 
1 Jan 1938 Air Staff, HQ Training Command 
1 Jul 1939 Staff of AM Sir Charles Burnett, Inspector-General of the RAF 
xx Oct 1939 Officer Commanding, No 219 Sqn 
xx May 1940 Officer Commanding, Air Element BEF, Norway 
xx Jun 1940 Officer Commanding, RAF Drem 
1941  Officer Commanding, No 54 OTU - RAF Church Fenton 
1942  Officer Commanding, RAF Fairwood Common 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/AtcherleyR.htm
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1942  Officer Commanding, RAF Kenley 
11 Apr 1943 AOC, No 211 Group - Tripoli 
xx xxx 1943 Group Captain - Training, HQ Fighter Command.  
1944  Head of RAF Section (Temporary), Training Section, HQ AEAF 
xx Mar 1944 Deputy Head of RAF Section , Training Section, HQ AEAF 
xx Jul 1944 Commandant, Fighter Leaders' School/OC, RAF Millfield 
25 Feb 1945 Commandant, Central Fighter Establishment 
xx xxx 1945 SASO, Commonwealth Tactical Air Force 
xx Sep 1945 Commandant, RAF College - Cranwell 
31 Jan 1949 Chief of the Air Staff, Royal Pakistani Air Force 
 1 Jun 1951 AOC, No 12 Group 
xx Nov 1953 Head of RAF Staff - British Joint Services Mission, Washington 
20 Dec 1955 AOC in C, Flying Training Command 
Richard Atcherley, universally known as 'Batchy' gained a reputation together with his twin brother, 
David, as a practical joker, despite which he was an exceptional pilot and a charismatic 
leader.  Their father, a retired army major and then Chief Constable of the West Riding of Yorkshire 
(he was recalled during WW1 becoming Major-General Sir Llewelyn) had taken up ballooning in 
the early part of the 20th Century. They attended Oundle School and both applied for admission 
into the RAF as Flight Cadets at the RAF College, Cranwell. Richard was accepted whilst his brother 
was turned down on medical grounds.  In 1927 he was selected to fly as a member of the School's 
aerobatic team and remained a member for the next two seasons. 
In 1929, he was selected as a member of the RAF High Speed Flight which was tasked with flying 
Britain's entries in the Schneider Trophy Air Races.  Selected to fly N248 in the competition, he 
unfortunately turned inside a pylon and was disqualified, however he subsequently went on to set 
records at 50 and 100 km of 332 and 331 mph respectively. Another aspect of the work of the High 
Speed Flight was exhibited in 1929, when 'Batchy' with G H Stainforth as navigator, took part in the 
King's Cup Air Race. They flew a 2 seater Grebe and won the competition at an average speed of 
150.3 mph. His success in the Schneider Trophy and King's Cup Air Races had brought him fame 
around the world and in 1930 he was invited to take part in the Chicago Air Races in the USA. On 
arrival it was apparent that his demonstration of aerobatics in a standard British light aircraft would 
fall short of the American experts in their specially designed high performance aircraft. Therefore 
he decided to give a display of 'crazy flying', in which he flew the aircraft as though it was being 
flown by an unqualified pilot. His display was so spectacular that he was asked to return the 
following year, although by then he had been posted to Amman in Trans-Jordan with No 14 
Squadron and this annual visit to the USA had to start with a flight home to the UK in his own 
aircraft.  
Whilst serving in Palestine, he carried out night flying/navigation experiments which he would later 
perfect into an approved night landing system. Another of his eccentricities at this time was his 
menagerie, which included a pet lion which he often took flying with him. Prior to leaving the 
Middle East, however, his antics caught up with him, when he carried out an aerobatic display over 
a tennis party which included the AOC, Sir Cyril Newell. Court Martialed, he lost 50 places in the 
seniority lists and was prevented from attending the RAF Staff College. 
Whilst he was in Chicago, he witnessed some experiments in Air to Air Refuelling and was 
immediately fascinated by them. As a result in 1934 he found himself posted to the second of his 
initial ambitions, the Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough, where he was able develop his 
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ideas on air refuelling alongside other methods then being tested. He also continued his previous 
experiments in night landing systems and even suggested that aircrews should wear specially 
designed flying suits based on the ski-suit (another common feature today). Following his tour at 
Farnborough, he was allowed to attend the course at the RAF Staff College at Andover from which 
he had been previously been barred. 
Appointed a staff officer at HQ Training Command, he was tasked with increasing the output of the 
command, which required both aircraft and airfields. He used his own aircraft for both searching 
for suitable airfield sites and for visiting Public Schools. He set up the Public School's Air Cadet 
Wing, whereby Schools' OTCs were affiliated to RAF Stations and at least two masters in each 
school were responsible for the training of OTC cadets in air matters. He went further, setting up 
annual camps for these cadets with Air Experience in Ansons and initial flying training for selected 
cadets in Tiger Moths. His brother David also assisted him and when unable to run the last camp 
before the war, David successfully stepped in and took over. 
With the German invasion of Norway, he was sent to organise the airfield at Bardufoss for the 
Gladiators of No 263 Sqn and later the Hurricanes of 46 Sqn. In order to make the landing ground 
safe. it was necessary to clear the snow from the runways. With limited resources, he was able to 
coerce the local population to undertake the task. With the situation in Norway becoming 
untenable the RAF personnel were ordered to evacuate and burn their aircraft. However, not 
wishing to lose valuable aircraft, he and 'Bing' Cross (OC, No 46 Sqn), decided to attempt the 
evacuation of the Hurricanes and Gladiators by landing them aboard HMS Glorious rather than 
destroying and abandoning them in Norway. The actual landing of the squadrons aboard the 
carrier was a complete success, but unfortunately it was sunk on it's way to Britain. 
On his return to the UK, he assumed command of RAF Drem in Scotland, where he continued 
development of his night landing light system, eventually adopted by the RAF and known as the 
'Drem' system. Later at Fairwood Common, he was replaced by his brother and many of the station 
personnel did not even notice the change. At Kenley he often flew with the Wing but after protests 
from the squadron commanders that he could not see the enemy quick enough and when asked 
by the AOC in C to stop flying with the Wing he readily agreed. However, the next day the AOC in 
C, was informed the 'Batchy' had been shot down and was at that moment was somewhere in the 
English Channel.  
Rescued from the Channel having been wounded in the engagement a period of recovery was 
followed by a posting to the Middle East, where having been promoted Act A/Cdre in the Western 
Desert Air Force he crashed a new Kittyhawk, incurring the wrath of new AOC, AVM Harry 
Broadhurst. As a result he found himself returned to the UK as a Group Captain.   
Whilst at HQ AEAF, he had proposed the idea of a Central Fighter Establishment and when the idea 
was eventually put into action in 1945, it was logical and appropriate that 'Batchy' should become 
it's first Commandant. This unit was responsible for developing new tactics and assessing new 
fighter designs. The dropping of the Atomic Bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki removed the need 
for the planned Commonwealth force of which he was to have been the SASO and instead he 
became the first ex-Cranwell cadet to become Commandant of the RAF College. Here he 
developed a technique whereby he inspected the whole station, permanent staff, cadets and 
apprentices whilst flying inverted in his personal Gloster Meteor. He was also responsible for 
returning Cranwell to the glory of its pre-war years. 
Leaving Cranwell, he then proceeded overseas to take command of the newly created Royal 
Pakistan Air Force which came into being following Indian independence and partition. Here he set 
about giving the new service the firm foundations needed for a growing air force and established 
its own 'Cranwell'. Rejoining Fighter Command, as AOC, No 12 Group after which he moved to the 
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USA to take over as Head of the RAF staff attached to the British Joint Services Mission. Having 
managed to fly both the Hunter and Swift in Britain before leaving for America, he was able to add 
to his total there when he was allowed to fly the F86 Sabre, CF-100, although even he was unable 
to persuade the US General in command of the base to allow him to fly the prototype F-100 Super 
Sabre. In his final appointment as AOC in C, Flying Training Command he introduced the Jet 
Provost into the training syllabus and recommended the adoption of the Gnat as the RAF's new 
advanced trainer. Following his retirement from the RAF, he retained his connection with aviation 
by joining the Folland Aircraft Company as Sales Director, a post he held until 1965. When he was 
taken ill and died, he had been about to set off to the USA to witness the launch of Apollo 13. 
From http://www.centralflyingschool.org.uk/Silver/PaintOpen.htm: 

 
Presented by the Central Flying School Association and unveiled by His Royal Highness Prince 
Charles on 9 July 1971. Painter: Moira McGregor 

http://www.centralflyingschool.org.uk/Silver/PaintOpen.htm
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From http://www.atcherley.org.uk/wordpress/pictures/pictures-people/richard-batchy-and-david-
atcherley/: 

 
Batchy went on to give demonstrations of ‘crazy flying’ at the National Air Races in America in the 
early 1930s, making headlines in newspapers around the world. The photo above shows him in 
Cleveland in 1932, sitting to the left of Jean Assolant (France), Lieutenant A Placidio (Portugal) and 
Clarence Young (Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Aeronautics, USA). 
2563. Unknown. Signed 1 July 1951. HQ 12 Group. 

181 
 

http://www.atcherley.org.uk/wordpress/pictures/pictures-people/richard-batchy-and-david-atcherley/
http://www.atcherley.org.uk/wordpress/pictures/pictures-people/richard-batchy-and-david-atcherley/
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2564. Squadron Leader William Herbert THALLON (41754). Signed 4 July 1951. No 617 
Squadron, RAF Binbrook. 

181 
From http://www.missing-airmen.info/pageTerschelling.html: 
A crash on Terschelling 

  
Date of crash  20th January 1942 
Time of crash  21.00 hrs 
Aircraft   Wellington Mk.II 
Codes   Z837 PH-Y 
Squadron  12 
Base   Binbrook, Lincolnshire 
Crashed in/near Terschelling, Noordzeestrand 
Crash due to  Night-fighter Oblt. Ludwig Becker of IV./NJG2 
Cemetery  Terschelling (Westerschelling) General Cemetery 
Take-off  18.34 hrs 
Target   Emden 
Remarks Emergency landing. Photographs on file. Bomber Lost. Card. Sgt. Groves was 

brought wounded into hospital at Amsterdam. After that to Prisoner of 
Warcamp Lamsdorf. 

Killed: 
Sgt. Edmund John Roberts FOWLER, 20, 2nd pilot, 1211175, RAF (VR), Grave 36 
Sgt. William RUTHERFORD, 26, Wop/Rg, 942274, RAF (VR), Grave 37 
Prisoner: 
F/Lt. W.H. THALLON, Pilot, 41754, RAF, POWnbr. 1441, POWcamp L3 
P/O. P.R. ROSS, Obs, 38210, RNZAAF, POWnbr. 1437, POWcamp L3. Promoted to F/Lt. 
F/Sgt. F.W. WALKER, Wop/Ag, 550392, RAF, POWnbr. 90097, POWcamp L6. Promoted to W/O. 
F/Sgt. G.H. GROVES, Wop/Fg, 652612, RAF, POWnbr. 24791, POWcamp L3. Promoted to W/O. 
Return to Terschelling 
On the night of January 20th, 1942 a twenty-year-old Canadian Wireless operator-airgunner from 
Pine Falls, Minetoba, parachuted from his stricken Wellington bomber to land near a village on the 

http://www.missing-airmen.info/pageTerschelling.html
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German-held Dutch Island of Terschelling. There, suffering from numerous bullet wounds and a 
broken wrist, he was arrested by an enemy patrol. Fifty years later that same Canadian, now a 
retired mechanical engineer would return to the Island of Terschelling ... but this time to a much 
different kind of reception. George Groves and his daughter, Hope, would be the central figures in 
the island's fiftieth anniversary of its liberation from the Nazis. For George this latter visit evoked 
deep and conflicting emotions: pride and appreciation that he should be so singularly honoured by 
the Dutch islanders. Sadness at having to relive a terrible night of pain and death endured so many 
years before. 
George Groves' wartime story began at Pine Falls, in the summer of 1939 in a clump of poplar trees 
adjacent to the Groves' family dwelling. It was in the shelter of these trees that eighteen-year-old 
George kept his car. A vehicle of erratic temperament and sundry origins, somewhat resembling a 
horse fly without wings and with sufficient seating space for four skinny kids. But for us teenage 
boys for whom a car to drive was far beyond our fondest dreams, it marked the very pinnacle of 
power and affluence. It was around this vehicle we gathered to discuss important issues such as 
ways and means of raising funds with which to keep the thing in operation. But on a summer's day 
of 1939, it was not the welfare of a car that caused us grave concern. 
Hardly a week passed that the Germans. Italians or the Japanese didn't swallow more of someone 
else's territory. England was about to strike in righteous anger. There would be a war. But it was not 
the horrors of a major war that worried those who sat around the car that day. It was the awful 
thought that we might miss the grizzly mess… that when Great Britain finally got angry, the fighting 
would be over in a day or two and we: Harold Anderson, Elliot Hunter, George Groves and I would 
have to go through life deprived of ever having been fired upon in anger. Something had to be 
done about the situation and, to that end, George Groves had a plan: we would hop a freight train 
for the East Coast of Canada where we would board a cattle boat bound for England. Item we 
would join the Royal Air Force. 
We would observe the fireworks from the air. It was a good plan and would have worked well had 
it not been for our parents. Harold, Elliot and I were forced to find our war a little later. George, 
however, got into his car that looked like a horse fly without wings and drove to Winnipeg. From 
there, he commenced a journey from which he would not return for six years. 
In recalling the experience that followed, George Groves states: 
“I arranged through an uncle of mine who worked for the CPR for a job on a cattle train going to 
Montreal. This was in July. After two or three weeks of waiting in Montreal, I managed to get a job 
on a CPR Beaver class cattle boat bound for Britain. I landed in Glasgow and from there hitched a 
ride on a lorry going to London where Royal Air Force Recruiting Headquarters was located. I 
signed up as wireless operator. 
After spending several months as a ground operator, I applied for gunnery training and eventually 
was posted to Wales where I received my training as an air gunner. After graduating from gunnery 
school, I was sent to an operational training unit and from there to a Fairy Battle squadron. At the 
time Dunkirk took place, our squadron, No 12, was flying from Binbrook station in Lincolnshire. 
After Dunkirk commenced the massing of a large fleet of invasion barges which it was our job to 
attack and destroy. In order to be closer to our target we were sent to the island of Sheppey on the 
Thames estuary. Here fortunately, the German bombers flying up the Thames bombed our airfield 
making takeoffs or landings impossible. Although we were able to remain in our barracks we were 
forced to do our flying from Detling on the Mainland which station had also been bombed out but 
where the airfield was still usable. We continued to bomb the channel ports until our losses 
became too great and we were sent to Thorney Island near Portsmouth and, eventually back to 
Binbrook. Here it was decided to convert our squadron from Fairy Battles to Wellingtons. This 
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conversion completed, we resumed our bombing of German targets. It was on my twenty-eighth 
operation that my crew and I wore shot down by an enemy night fighter.” 
On the night of January 20th, 1942, Wellington bomber PH-Y bearing its crew of six was returning 
from a bombing raid on Emden when a burst of cannon and machine gun fire from a German 
night-fighter ripped through its tail turret, killing the gunner Sgt. Rutherford. A second burst struck 
the forward gun turret and astrodome, wounding F/Sgt. Groves in the legs and feet and killing the 
second pilot, Sgt. Fowler. As related by George Groves: 
“Our pilot, Flight-lieutenant Thallon, told us to bale out, that, although he had engines, he couldn't 
control the aircraft. I crawled from my position in the front gun turret up to the pilot's cockpit. 
There I opened the hatch and looked down to see nothing but the ominous blackness of the North 
Sea. True, I was badly shot up, but I was only twenty-years-old and not quite ready for a death by 
drowning. "Can you make it over that island just ahead," I asked the pilot? Somehow Thallon was 
able to manoeuvre the crippled Wimpy over the landfall and I, along with Pilot Officer Ross our 
observer and our other Wireless Air Gunner F/Sgt. Walker 'hit the silk'. Flight-lieutenant Thallon 
could not follow for he had thought he saw the second pilot move. Believing Sgt. Fowler to be still 
alive he could not abandon him. I landed somewhere near a village in the centre of the island and 
was soon arrested by the Germans. The others who had jumped were also picked up by the enemy. 
The pilot, I learned much later, successfully crash-landed what was left of Wellington PH-Y on a 
gravel beach on the north shore of Terschelling Island.” 
Following his capture, George was placed in the care of an Austrian doctor who was able to have 
him flown to a Luftwaffe hospital in Amsterdam. Here he would remain for several weeks before 
being transferred to a convalescent home in Bavaria. From the convalescent home, he was sent to a 
prison camp in Germany. He would remain there until the war ended in 1945.  
Once back in England, George transferred to the Royal Canadian Air Force and was finally 
repatriated to Canada... a happy move for him as he had been told that he would be retrained for 
service in the Far East campaign which, at the time was far from over. 
Fifty years had passed the War a fading memory when George Groves, retired mechanical engineer 
living in Oliver, British Columbia, received a telephone call from Holland. “Are you Mr. Groves?” a 
strange voice said. “Yes,” replied George. “But you must have the wrong Groves. I don't know 
anyone in Holland.” 
The voice persisted. "Are you not the George Groves who was aboard an aircraft, shot down over 
Terschelling in 1942?" "I am". The speaker in Holland then explained that he had been trying 
unsuccessfully to contact other members of the crew of Wellington bomber PH-Y: Walker, the 
other Wireless operator-air gunner was very ill and not expected to live; Thallon, the pilot could 
not be found while there seemed to be no trace of the whereabouts of the New Zealand observer 
Ross. At last, he had tried Groves in Canada All that was wanted, the speaker further explained, was 
information as to what had happened on that fateful night in 1942, his reason being that they were 
using that particular aircraft as a centrepiece for Terschelling's Liberation Day celebrations. 
In George's words: 
“I told the caller all I knew then phoned my daughter, Hope, in Calgary. Hope told me that if I 
wanted to go to Terschelling for the occasion, she would accompany me. Two weeks later we were 
on our way to Amsterdam. In Amsterdam, a young Dutch couple, Ger and Christel Boogmans who 
were making a second career of tracing the stories of all Wellington -aircraft shot down near or 
over Holland during the war, met us. I was on their list along with all those details pertinent to my 
experience. The couple booked us into a hotel and two days later drove us to Northern Holland 
where we took a ferry to Terschelling. Upon our arrival at the island we found that we would be 
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staying at the home of the museum curator, and his wife, Gerald and Jet de Weerdt. There 
throughout our visit, Hope and I were treated like nobility. On the second day at Terschelling we 
received a very special honour ... a private viewing of a presentation depicting the effects of war 
upon the little island and its people. This presentation hold in the museum did honour to all of the 
allied aircraft and their crews shot down in that vicinity. Later, when the displays opened to the 
public the response of the local population to our presence was so enthusiastic that, for me, it was 
embarrassing. There were many high ranking Dutch Air Force officers present, one a Colonel who 
had trained at Cold Lake in Alberta. Everyone spoke English making communication easy. Following 
the ceremonies at the museum, the Burgomaster, invited us to her Terschelling council chamber 
where we were treated to drinks and a snack.” 
In recalling his revisit to Terschelling, George states that his one sad moment came during a visit to 
the local cemetery where he saw for the first time the graves of his fellow crewmen and placed 
flowers and crosses in their memory. Says George: 
“It was quite an ordeal.... for me, a very emotional moment. But the events to follow would soon 
raise my spirits.” 
From the cemetery, the parade led down to the waterfront where George and Hope boarded an 
old army jeep in which they were driven to the spot where Wellington PH-Y had crashed. Nearby 
on the beach was a little bar where everyone enjoyed a few beers.  
On the next day,father and daughter were with Ger and Christel back on the Dutch Mainland in a 
town called Workum. Here, they had lunch and watched the big Liberation Day Parade roll by. After 
attending the air show at Soesterberg they then flew to England. 
Before departing England for home and Canada, George and his daughter spent a while visiting 
with a friend of George's who had once been a member of his crew but who fortunately was not 
with him on the night PH-Y was shot down. Of his triumphant return to Terschelling, George 
Groves states: 
“It was wonderful ... beyond words.” 
From Flight, 16 November 1950: 
On Wednesday of last week, 100 members of No. 617 Squadron assembled in Buckingham Palace 
to receive from His Majesty the King the Laurence Minot Trophy, which is awarded annually to the 
most proficient bomber squadron. The Trophy, for which competition was revived last year for the 
first time since the war, was originally presented to the R.A.F. in 1926 in memory of Captain 
Laurence Minot, who was killed in 1917 when serving with the R.F.C. in Flanders. Pilot and bomb-
aimer of No. 617 Squadron's winning Lincoln were F/Sgt. Sobczak and Sgt. Colkin. 
Wearing the uniform of Marshal of the R.A.F., and accompanied by the Queen, the King inspected 
the Squadron before handing the Trophy to S/L. W. H. Thallon, the CO. In an address to the 
Squadron His Majesty said: 
“It is appropriate that this trophy should be won by the squadron whose wartime record is recalled 
by such exploits as the breaching of the Mohne and Eder dams and the sinking of the Tirpitz in 
Alten Fjord, and by names like Gibson, Cheshire and Tait. I am glad to think that your standard of 
marksmanship has been maintained over the seven years which have passed since these 
outstanding wartime feats of accurate bombing and that the squadron remains unsurpassed in 
bombing technique.” 
The King continued: 
“In presenting the Laurence Minot Trophy to your squadron here to-day I wish to show you what 
store I set upon the maintenance of the splendid traditions handed on to the R.A.F. by the R.F.C., 
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and in so honouring you I pay my tribute to all the squadrons of Bomber Command who, as the 
winners of this competition, you have the privilege of representing here this morning.” 
Among those present at the ceremony were the Chief of the Air Staff, Marshal of the R.A.F. Sir John 
Slessor427, Marshal of the R.A.F. Lord Portal of Hungerford (who was the commander of the first 
squadron to win the Trophy). 

                                                 
427 Signed this book on 7 March 1943 
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From Flight, 18 January 1952: 
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2565. Philip Cunliffe-Lister, 1st Earl of SWINTON GBE, CH, MC, PC (1 May 1884 – 27 July 
1972). Signed 7 July 1951. Swinton, Yorkshire. 

181 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philip_Cunliffe-Lister,_1st_Earl_of_Swinton: 
He was known as Philip Lloyd-Greame until 1924 and as The Viscount Swinton from 1935 until 
1955, was a prominent British Conservative politician from the 1920s until the 1950s. 
Background and early life 
Born as Philip Lloyd-Graeme, he was the younger son of Lieutenant-Colonel Yarburgh George 
Lloyd-Greame, of Sewerby House, Bridlington, Yorkshire (1840–1928) by his wife Dora Letitia 
O'Brien, d. of the Right Reverend James Thomas O'Brien, Bishop of Ossory. His paternal 
grandfather Yarburgh Gamaliel Lloyd, later Lloyd-Graeme (1813–1890) had inherited Sewerby (or 
Sowerby) House by the will of his maternal uncle Yarburgh Greame, later Yarburgh (1782–1856). He 
attended Winchester College and University College, Oxford, where he studied law and graduated 
in 1906. He was enlisted in 1914 following the start of World War I and was awarded the Military 
Cross in 1916. 
Political career 
He was first elected as Member of Parliament for Hendon in the 1918 general election and would 
hold this seat until his elevation to the House of Lords in 1935. He was knighted in 1920 for his 
services as a civil servant in the War Office. He achieved his first ministerial post as Parliamentary 
Secretary to the Board of Trade in 1920 and took charge of the Overseas Trade Department in 
1921. In 1922 he became a privy counsellor and was appointed as President of the Board of Trade, 
an office he would hold with two breaks until 1931. This fast elevation to the Cabinet came about 
because of the collapse of the Lloyd George Coalition Government and the new Prime Minister 
Andrew Bonar Law was forced to promote many inexperienced MPs. 
In 1923, Law was forced to resign due to failing health and there was discussion as to whether he 
would be succeeded by Stanley Baldwin or Lord Curzon. As the last survivor of Law's Cabinet, 
Lloyd-Greame would later assert that it was Cabinet hostility to Curzon that prevented his 
appointment as Prime Minister. On 7 November 1924 Lloyd-Greame changed his surname to 
Cunliffe-Lister so as to be able to inherit property from his wife's family. Raised to Knight Grand 
Cross of the Order of the British Empire in 1929, in 1931 Cunliffe-Lister was one of the 
Conservatives chosen to negotiate with the Labour Prime Minister Ramsay MacDonald as the 
latter's government collapsed and was replaced by the multi-party National Government. As a sign 
of his prominence within the party, Cunliffe-Lister was one of just four Conservatives in the 
emergency Cabinet of 10, serving for the third and final time as President of the Board of Trade. 
The National Government won a massive election victory in the 1931 general election but was 
internally divided on the question of protective tariffs. So as to balance the Cabinet Cunliffe-Lister 
was replaced at the Board of Trade by the supposed Free Trader Walter Runciman, and instead 
became Secretary of State for the Colonies, which he would hold until 1935. When MacDonald 
retired as Prime Minister and was succeed by Stanley Baldwin a Cabinet reshuffle took place in 
which Cunliffe-Lister became Secretary of State for Air. At the 1935 general election he did not 
contest his seat and was instead ennobled as Viscount Swinton, retaining his ministerial office for 
the next three years into the premiership of Neville Chamberlain. As Swinton was now in the House 
of Lords it was difficult for members of the House of Commons to hold the Air Ministry to account, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philip_Cunliffe-Lister,_1st_Earl_of_Swinton
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and so Chamberlain appointed the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster Lord Winterton (an Irish 
peer who sat in the House of Commons) to speak for the Air Ministry in the Commons. This 
arrangement did not prove successful and in May 1938 there was a disastrous debate on air and it 
became clear to Chamberlain that the Secretary of State must sit in the House of Commons. 
Swinton was dismissed, his political career seemingly over. After serving as Minister Resident in 
West Africa and being made a Companion of Honour in 1943, during the Second World War 
Swinton's career revived when he was appointed as the first Minister of Civil Aviation, a post he 
held until the end of the war. During 1944 he served on the Executive Committee and on the 
Steering Committee at the Convention on International Civil Aviation done in Chicago, formally 
representing the United Kingdom. When Winston Churchill formed his peacetime government in 
1951 he appointed Swinton as Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster for a year, then as Secretary of 
State for Commonwealth Relations for three years. When in 1955 Churchill retired, Swinton insisted 
on retiring too, and he was further ennobled as the Earl of Swinton. 
Towards the end of his life, Swinton was an Honorary Fellow of University College, Oxford. 
Family 
Lord Swinton married Mary Constance "Molly" Boynton (died 1974) in 1912. She was the 
granddaughter of industrialist Samuel Cunliffe-Lister, 1st Baron Masham who had bought the 
castle in 1882. In 1924, Philip and Molly Lloyd-Greame took the name of Cunliffe-Lister and moved 
to Swinton Park (sold in 1980 by the 2nd Earl and bought back 2000 by his nephew, Lord Masham 
and the latter's family). Their elder son, John, was killed in the Second World War, leaving two sons 
of his own, of whom the elder grandson succeeded his grandfather as the 2nd Earl of Swinton, and 
was succeeded 2006 by his younger brother as the 3rd Earl of Swinton. The third Earl has two sons, 
both of whom are now married. 
Titles and styles 
Philip Lloyd-Greame, Esq (1884–1916) 
Philip Lloyd-Greame, Esq, MC (1916–1918) 
Philip Lloyd-Greame, Esq, MC MP (1918–1920) 
Sir Philip Lloyd-Greame, KBE MC MP (1920–1922) 
The Right Honourable Sir Philip Lloyd-Greame, KBE MC MP (1922–1924) 
The Right Honourable Sir Philip Cunliffe-Lister, KBE MC MP (1924–1929) 
The Right Honourable Sir Philip Cunliffe-Lister, GBE MC MP (1929–1935) 
The Right Honourable The Viscount Swinton, GBE MC PC (1935–1943) 
The Right Honourable The Viscount Swinton, GBE CH MC PC (1943–1955) 
The Right Honourable The Earl of Swinton, GBE CH MC PC (1955–1972) 
From http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/portraitLarge/mw218838/Philip-Cunliffe-Lister-n-
Lloyd-Greame-1st-Earl-of-Swinton: 

 
Philip Cunliffe-Lister (né Lloyd-Greame), 1st Earl of Swinton by Walter Stoneman bromide print, 
August 1943 

http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/portraitLarge/mw218838/Philip-Cunliffe-Lister-n-Lloyd-Greame-1st-Earl-of-Swinton
http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/portraitLarge/mw218838/Philip-Cunliffe-Lister-n-Lloyd-Greame-1st-Earl-of-Swinton
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2566. Air Commodore Gerald Stanley SHAW CB MiD (04214). Signed 7 July 1951. 
Roseberry House, Nunthorpe. 

181 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Shaw.htm: 
b: 28 Oct 1898        r: 29 May 1952          d: 14 Nov 1976 
CB - 5 Jun 1952, MiD - 1 Jan 1943 
(RN):- (T) (P) Flt Off: xx xxx 1917, (T) Flt Sub-Lt: 18 Aug 1917 
(RAF):- Lt: 1 Apr 1918, Fg Off: 1 Aug 1919, Flt Lt: 1 Jan 1925, Sqn Ldr: 1 Oct1934, Wg Cdr: 1 Jan 
1938, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Sep 1940, Act A/Cdre: xx xxx 1942?, Gp Capt: 1 Dec 1943,(T) A/Cdre: 1 
Jan 1946, A/Cdre: Retained 
xx xxx 1917 Pilot, RNAS Calshot 
 1 Aug 1919 Awarded Permanent Commission as a Lieutenant  
26 Apr 1920 Pilot, No 230 Sqn 
 8 Feb 1921 Pilot, No 267 Sqn 
 8 May 1921 RAF Staff, HMS Pegasus 
 1 Dec 1923 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
30 Jan 1924 Attended Flying Boat Pilot's Course, RAF Base Calshot 
16 Feb 1925 Pilot, No 480 (Flying Boat) Flight 
 3 Aug 1925 Attended School of Photography 
xx xxx xxxx Staff/Instructor, School of Photography 
21 Aug 1928 Staff, School of Naval Co-operation 
 1 Dec 1928 Photographic Officer, No 8 Sqn 
16 Mar 1931 Photographic Instructor, School of Photography 
23 Jan 1933 Attended RAF Staff College 
22 Dec 1933 Air Staff, HQ Coastal Area 
 7 Jan 1935 Officer Commanding, No 18 Sqn 
16 Jan 1936 CFI/Sqn Cdr?, No 5 FTS 
22 Feb 1937 Staff, Directorate of Training 
24 Nov 1938 Officer Commanding, RAF Nairobi 
14 May 1940 Administrative Staff Officer, HQ RAF Middle East 
 1 Dec 1941 Administrative Staff Officer, AHQ Egypt 
xx xxx 1942 AOA, AHQ East Africa? 
xx xxx 1944 Principal Deputy Director of Manning 
xx xxx 1945 Director of Manning 
16 Mar 1947 AOC, AHQ Burma 
1 Jul 1948  Senior Air Liaison Officer/Air Adviser to UK High Commisioner, South Africa 
 1 Sep 1950 Director of Personal Services 
On retirement, he joined the Hunting Group as a Liaison Officer for two years (1952 - 54), before 
returning to South Africa to settle down. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Shaw.htm
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2567. Wing Commander Peter Douglas Ord VAUX (90315). Signed 7 July 1951. Brettanby 
Manor, Barton, Yorkshire. 

181 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernest_Vaux: 
Lieutenant-Colonel Ernest Vaux, CMG, DSO, VD, DL (5 March 1865 – 21 November 1925) was a 
British Army officer. A member of the Vaux Breweries family, Vaux was born in Bishopwearmouth, 
the son of John Story Vaux (1834–1881) and his wife, Harriet, née Douglas (1837–1901). He was 
educated at the Worcester College for the Blind Sons of Gentlemen and served with the Durham 
Royal Garrison Artillery Volunteers. He served in the Second Boer War, commanded the Maxim 
guns with the Imperial Yeomanry and took part in operations in the Transvaal, the Orange River 
Colony and the Cape Colony. He was mentioned in despatches, received the Queen's South Africa 
Medal with four clasps, and was appointed a Companion of the Distinguished Service Order in 
November 1901. In 1903, he received the Volunteer Officers' Decoration. In 1906, Vaux married 
Emily Eve Lellam Ord (1876–1966), the eldest daughter of Henry Moon Ord, a shipowner of 
Sunderland; they had four children: 
Rose Lellam Ord Vaux (1907–1994) 
Emily Henrietta Ord Vaux (1909–1994) 
Ernest Ord Vaux (1911–1936), died from a polo accident in Aden 
Peter Douglas Ord Vaux (1913–1980) 
From Louise Wilkinson’s The Kipper Patrol428, Pneuma Springs Publishing (1 Feb 2009): 
p 35: 

 

                                                 
428 Thornaby, 1930, saw the formation of 608 squadron Auxiliary Air Force. Remembered by some 
veterans as "the kipper patrol," their job as part of Coastal Command, involved protecting shipping 
convoys, looking for submarines and defending the northern supply routes. Although their role was 
never seen as glamorous and never received national glory, nonetheless, they played a significant part in 
the defence of the United Kingdom. This book tells the story of young pilots such as Geoffrey Ambler, 
Geoffrey Shaw, William Appleby-Brown and Peter Vaux, and airmen such as Albert Guy, Harold Coppick 
and Syd Buckle, and considers how their lives were dramatically changed with the onset of the Second 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernest_Vaux
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p 39: 

 
p 137: 

 
p 144: 

 

                                                 
World War, which saw them cease to be part-timers and become full time members of the Royal Air 
Force. The Kipper Patrol serves as an insight into the history of this squadron, as well as the history of 
Thornaby Aerodrome itself. It uses as its basis, a series of interviews with veterans from the squadron and 
presents their memories of squadron life, along with many of their personal photographs. 
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2568. Air Commodore Noel Holroyde FRESSON DFC MiD (twice) (24091). Signed 7 July 
1951. Renfrew Airport. 

181 
There is a possibility that this is the signature of Captain Ernest Edmund (Ted) Fresson OBE, 
although there are differences 
(http://www.oldframlinghamian.com/gallery2/main.php?g2_view=core.DownloadItem&g2_itemId=
7305): 

 
From http://forum.keypublishing.com/showthread.php?77919-quot-Press-on-quot-Fresson: 
“Air Commodore Noel Fresson was the younger brother of Captain Ernest Edmund 'Ted' Fresson 
OBE, the Scottish airline pioneer who features in a number of our Airfield Focus series from Peter V 
Clegg, including the latest on Kirkwall and the Orkney mainland airfields. In his latter years, Air 
Commodore Fresson lived in The Cresent, Bath and had a number of children, including one who 
became a Captain for British Airways.” 
Posted by Graham Simons on 18 June 2012 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Fresson.htm: 
b: 2 Jan 1909           r: 15 Nov 1956          d: 17 Apr 1993 
DFC - 22 Oct 1943, MiD - 14 Jun 1945, MiD – 1 Jan 1946 
Plt Off (P): 1 Jul 1927, Plt Off: 1 Jul 1928, Fg Off: 1 Jan 1929, Flt Lt: 1 Dec 1933, Sqn Ldr: 1 Jun 
1938, (T) Wg Cdr:1 Dec 1940, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Sep 1942, Wg Cdr (WS): 1 Mar 1943, Wg Cdr: 1 Dec 
1944, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1947, Act A/Cdre:xx xxx xxxx, A/Cdre: Retained 
 1Jul 1927 Appointed to a Short Service Commission 
16 Jul 1927 U/T Pilot, No 2 FTS 
18 Jun 1928 Pilot, No 2 Sqn 
 4 Jan 1929 Pilot, No 31 Sqn 
1 Jul 1932 Appointed to a Permanent Commission in the rank of Flying Officer 
21 Jul 1932 Pilot, No 28 Sqn 
 3 May 1935 Flight Commander, No 65 Sqn 
 1 Jul 1935 Attended Air Armament School 
22 Jun 1936 Armament Officer, No 3 ATC, Sutton Bridge 
 5 Jul 1937 Group Armament Officer, HQ No 4 (Bomber) Group 
xx Oct 1940 Officer Commanding, No 51 Sqn 
18 Mar 1943 Officer Commanding RAF Oakington 

http://www.oldframlinghamian.com/gallery2/main.php?g2_view=core.DownloadItem&g2_itemId=7305
http://www.oldframlinghamian.com/gallery2/main.php?g2_view=core.DownloadItem&g2_itemId=7305
http://forum.keypublishing.com/showthread.php?77919-quot-Press-on-quot-Fresson
http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Fresson.htm
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1 Jul 1943 Officer Commanding RAF Bourne/Officer Commanding No 97 Sqn 
1 Jan 1944 Officer Commanding, RAF Snaith 
xx xxx xxxx Air Staff, HQ Transport Command 
xx xxx xxxx (Air) Officer Commanding, Rocket Range, Woomera 
He was involved in the establishment of the RAF Museum after retiring from the RAF. 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
“Group Captain Noel Holroyde FRESSON, Royal Air Force, No.97 Squadron. 
One night in October,1943, this officer captained an aircraft detailed for an operation against 
Hagen. Before reaching the target, the aircraft was hit by fire from the ground defences. Two 
engines were damaged, one of them becoming completely unserviceable, the rear turret was 
damaged, while the lighting system failed. In spite of this, Group Captain Fresson continued to the 
target and bombed it. This officer has completed many sorties and has displayed inspiring 
leadership, great skill and determination.” 
(LG, 22 October 1943) 
From http://www.97squadron.co.uk/97%20Sqd%20COs.html: 
Commanding Officers - 97 Squadron at Bourn & Coningsby 
Group Captain Noel H Fresson 

 
Noel H Fresson © Anthony Fresson (his son) 
Fresson was CO when 97 Squadron moved to Bourn from Woodhall Spa in March 1943. He was 
posted to RAF Snaith on 15th December 1943. Whilst Fresson was at Snaith, some dramatic 
photographs were taken of the Control Tower, thought to be on the night of the catastrophic 
Nuremburg raid of 30/31 March 1944. The men in the Control Tower are waiting for the bombers 
to return. In the image below, Fresson is standing on the balcony outside the office, looking over 
the airfield. 

http://www.97squadron.co.uk/97%20Sqd%20COs.html
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From No 97 Squadron Operations Record Book for September 1943: 
15/16 September 1943 – Montlucon 
JA908N G/C N.H.Fresson, P/O P.J.Roberts, S/L K.J.Foster, F/O W.A.Colson, F/Sgt C.T.Ambrose, F/Sgt 
A.J.A.Croll, S/L R.A.McKinna. Up 2108 Down 0150. 1 x 4000lb, 4 x 100lb, 5 x 500lb. Primary target 
Montlucon attacked. 4,800’. 10/10ths cloud above. Target identified visually in light of flares. Green 
and yellow TIs in bomb sight at time of bombing. Own bombs seen to burst on target between oil 
tank and gasometer some 200 yards north of factory chimneys. Other bursts in target area 
observed. 
…. 
18.9.43 
HL Bombing, fighter affiliation and “Y” cross country training carried out in the morning. At 1415 
hours all aircrews were paraded on the airfield in front of the watch office and inspected by Group 
Capt N.H.Fresson. 2nd Lieut J.E.Russell USAAF and 2nd Lieut R.Wright USAAF, late of 57 Squadron, 
were presented with the DFC medals by the AOC 8 Group, Air Commodore D.C.T.Bennett CBE DSO. 
…. 
22.9.43 
“Y” cross countries, SBA, fighter affiliation and bombing training. 20 aircraft detailed to attack a 
target at Hanover and three aircraft to attack Oldenburg. Three aircraft failed to attack Hanover, 
F/O Moodie dropping bombs on Emden, having oxygen failure. G/C Fresson jettisoned bombs 
owing to electrical failure, bombs were forced off by hand; and F/S Roberts jettisoned, port inner 
being u/s also bomb sight u/s. The attacks were made in good visibility. Very little flak reported but 
many enemy fighters about. Attacks reported scattered but all in built up area. Numerous fires 
developing. All aircraft and crews returned safely to base. 
…. 
22/23 September 1943 – Hanover 
JB218Z G/C N.H.Fresson, F/Sgt A.Newell, S/L K.J.Foster, F/O W.A.Colson, Sgt C.T.Ambrose, S/L 
R.A.McKinna, F/Sgt A.J.Croll. Up 1900 down 0007. 3 x 2000lb. No attack made. Steinluder lake 
clearly visible. Red TI seen backed up by greens. Built up area seen by light of flares. Bursts seen 
among TIs. Fires taking hold as aircraft left target. Bombing circuit u/s. 
From https://sites.google.com/site/petermortonswebsite/home/woomera-1/genesis-the-origins-
of-the-joint-project: 
“While we were preparing to depart for Australia to set upthe rocket range, by far the greatest 
problem exercising our minds was the lack of information about the weapons it would be required 

https://sites.google.com/site/petermortonswebsite/home/woomera-1/genesis-the-origins-of-the-joint-project
https://sites.google.com/site/petermortonswebsite/home/woomera-1/genesis-the-origins-of-the-joint-project
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to test. In these circumstances it was difficult to draw up any sort of plan of the range, but at the 
same time we could not arrive in Australia without having made any attempt to do so. Butement 
and I therefore went to see General Evetts and with his blessing arranged certain visits notably to 
TRE and Vickers with a view to ascertaining the lines on which research was progressing. My 
recollection of these discussions was that no attempt would be made to copy V2, and that it was 
more likely we would develop a winged missile, guided by automatic astro. I remember Richards of 
TRE outlining his views on this subject and our discussions with Barnes Wallis who, at that time was 
investigating supersonic flight with models . . . .Having consulted the oracle we then attempted to 
visualise the sort of hardware that was likely to materialise and the layout of the range which would 
be required to test it. Distance was the basic consideration. What amounted to the first conception 
of a cruise missile was clearly intended to penetrate deep into Europe if not beyond. Obviously one 
could not build an 1100 mile range across Australia until such weapons were well advanced, so a 
beginning had to be made with provision for it to be stretched later. To the best of my recollection 
we decided to start planning observation posts up to the first 250 miles only. Planning a range 
based on conjecture was neither easy nor satisfactory. As one guess was built on another the 
results became more and more dubious and there was a tendency to doubt the usefulness of what 
we were doing. For those who had homes to sell and plans to make in preparation fortransporting 
themselves and their families half way round the world (with no definite promise of 
accommodation the other end), the exercise tended to seem a little academic. However, we had to 
formulate some idea of the task we were asking the Australians to share with us and at least to 
show that we had done our homework so we kept at it. In the circumstances it was not surprising 
we were rather apologetic about our efforts and that the finished articlewas referred to somewhat 
sceptically as the 'Bible'. How useful it turned out to be is hard to say because, as factual 
information began to filter through so the need to consult it became less frequent until it was 
finally forgotten. It did at least provide a basis and ready reference when initial estimates of 
manpower and materials were needed and we arrived with an easier conscience for having 
produced it . . . I do think it worth bringing out that we were inevitably jumping the gun. We had so 
little information to go on but projects like that are not built in a day and the sooner we made a 
start the better.” 
Reminiscence of Air Commodore N. H. Fresson DFC, written in 1980 
2569. Unknown. Signed 10 July 1951. RAF Technical College. Henlow. 

181 
 
2570. Unknown. Signed 10 July 1951. HQ No 67 Group, Northern Ireland. 

181 
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According to Air of Authority, Air Commodore Norman Anthony Pelynt PRITCHETT (16099) was 
AOC, No 67 (Northern Ireland) Group from 19 April 1950 until 20 August 1951, when Air 
Commodore Harold John Granville Ellis PROUD (22204) took over as AOC. 
2571. Unknown. Signed 10 July 1951. HQ No 12 Group. 

181 
 
2572. Lieutenant Commander Unknown. Signed 10 July 1951. 5 Squadron, RNN. 

181 
 
2573. Air Vice-Marshal Andrew MACGREGOR CB CBE DFC MiD (4 times) LoM (O) Cwn 
(Cdr) (04123). Signed 11 July 1951. Crieff. 

181 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/MacGregor.htm: 
b: 25 Oct 1897           r: 9 Sep 1949           d: 24 Oct 1983 
CB - 9 Jun 1949 CBE - 8 Jun 1944 (MBE - 3 Jun 1932), DFC - xx xxx 1918, MiD - 28 Oct 1921, MiD - 
23 Jul 1937, MiD - 1 Jan 1943, MiD - 2 Jun 1943, LoM (O) - 11 Apr 1944, Cwn (Cdr) - 25 Jun 1948 
(Army):- 2 Lt: 26 Apr 1917 
(RAF):- Lt: 1 Apr 1918, (G) Capt: 1 May 1918, Fg Off: 1 Aug 1919 1 Apr 1918, Flt Lt: 1 Jan 
1924, Sqn Ldr: 1 Dec 1932, Wg Cdr: 1 Jul 1937, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Jun 1940, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Jun 
1942, Gp Capt: 20 Nov 1942 1 Apr 1942,A/Cdre: 1 Oct 1946, Act AVM: 4 Jul 1946, AVM: 8 Sep 
1949 
xx xxx xxxx Cadet 
26 Apr 1917 Officer, Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders 
30 Nov 1917 Transferred to General List RFC 
30 Nov 1917 Flying Officer RFC 
30 Nov 1917 Pilot, No 57 Sqn RFC 
 1 May 1918 Flight Commander, No 57 Sqn RFC 
23 May 1919 Transferred to the Unemployed List 
 1 Aug 1919 Awarded Permanent Commission as a Lieutenant 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/MacGregor.htm
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 1 Feb 1920 Pilot, No 47 Sqn 
 5 Jul 1920 Pilot, No 55 Sqn 
20 Jun 1921 Pilot, No 47 Sqn 
12 Jun 1924 Air Staff - Intelligence, HQ Iraq Command 
19 Sep 1927 Attended RAF Staff College 
31 Dec 1928 Staff, Directorate of Operations and Intelligence 
 4 Mar 1932 Flight Commander, No 47 Sqn 
27 Nov 1934 Air Staff, HQ British Forces in Palestine and Transjordan 
 8 Apr 1937 Officer Commanding, RAF Abbotsinch  
 6 Jul 1938 Staff Officer, Directorate of Organisation 
 1 Sep 1938 Assistant Director, Deputy Directorate of War Organisation 
19 Nov 1940 SASO, HQ No 4 (Bomber) Group 
17 Nov 1942 AOA, ? 
 1 Mar 1943 AOA, HQ North West African Air Forces 
29 Jan 1944 Air Staff, HQ Mediterranean Allied Air Forces 
xx xxx 1944 Assistant Commandant, RAF Staff College 
23 Feb 1945 AOC, No 28 Group 
 4 Jul 1946 AOA, HQ Fighter Command 
Qualifying as a pilot, he was posted to No 57 Squadron flying DH4 bombers. However, the DH4 
possessed a good performance for a bomber and was able to hold its own against enemy fighters. 
As a result Andrew MacGregor managed to amass a score of seven enemy aircraft destroyed 
during bombing missions. In June 1918 he was amongst the first officers to receive the newly 
instituted DFC. 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
"Lt. (A./Capt.) Andrew MacGregor (Arg. & Suth'd Highrs.). (FRANCE) 
This officer has accounted for five enemy aircraft and has proved himself an exceptionally capable 
leader of patrols, notably on 14th August, when his formation of five machines was attacked by 
eight enemy aircraft. By his skilful leadership five of the latter were brought down without his 
own formation sustaining a single casualty." 
(LG, 5 April 1919) 
2574. Alex KYLE. Signed 14 July 1951. Sand Moor Golf Club. 

181 
From http://www.finegolf.co.uk/golf-courses/sand-moor/: 
Sand Moor Golf Club lies close to the Moortown and Alwoodley Golf Clubs all situated to the north 
of Leeds and their histories are much interwoven. 
…. 
The club is proud of its strong Ladies’ Section and of the many top Amateur gentleman golfers it 
has nurtured; the most famous was probably Alex Kyle, a textile designer with Burtons, who won 

http://www.finegolf.co.uk/golf-courses/sand-moor/
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the Amateur Championship at Hoylake in 1939. Though his career was interrupted by the Second 
World War, he appeared in two Walker Cup sides in 1947 and 1951 and dominated Yorkshire golf 
in the 1950s. 

 
Bobby Locke, Max Faulkner, Alex Kyle at Sand Moor 1951 
From http://www.peeblesgolfclub.com/history.html: 
Peebles Golf Club has produced a number of national champions in its rich history and our famous 
son is Alex T Kyle, a member of three Great Britain & Ireland Walker Cup sides between 1938 and 
1951. Kyle’s most famous achievement was winning The Amateur Championship at Hoylake, Royal 
Liverpool, in 1939 before being granted a civic reception on his return to the town, being carried 
shoulder-high by fellow members through to the town’s main street in front of hundreds of well 
wishers. 
From http://www.allposters.co.uk/-sp/Alex-Kyle-Receiving-the-Amateur-Golf-Championship-
Trophy-from-Mr-Glover-May-1936-Posters_i4170148_.htm: 

 
Alex Kyle Receiving the Amateur Golf Championship Trophy from Mr Glover May 1936 
From The Times of 11 April 1990: 
Alex Kyle, one of England's most famous amateur golfers, has died, aged 82. Kyle was amateur 
champion in 1939 and played for Great Britain three times against the United States in the Walker 
Cup, in 1938, 1947 and 1951. 

http://www.peeblesgolfclub.com/history.html
http://www.allposters.co.uk/-sp/Alex-Kyle-Receiving-the-Amateur-Golf-Championship-Trophy-from-Mr-Glover-May-1936-Posters_i4170148_.htm
http://www.allposters.co.uk/-sp/Alex-Kyle-Receiving-the-Amateur-Golf-Championship-Trophy-from-Mr-Glover-May-1936-Posters_i4170148_.htm
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2575. Donald KYLE. Signed 14 July 1951. Peebles. 

181 
 
2576. Herbert Victor Spence THOMSON. Signed 14 July 1951. Royal Aberdeen Golf Club. 

182 
According to the LG, Herbert Victor Spence THOMSON (276258) was a Lieutenant in the Royal 
Army Pay Corps. 
From http://www.levengolfingsociety.co.uk/gold-medal.php: 
In the long history of the Standard Life Amateur Champion Gold Medal tournament only one 
member of the Standard Life staff has been successful. He was Mr H. V. S. Thomson, local manager 
at Ayr and entered from Royal Aberdeen, who won in 1952 with a single round of 69. 
This might be Lieutenant Herbert Victor Spence THOMSON (276258), who was in the Royal Army 
Pay Corps. 
2577. Wing Commander Eustace Lionel LEADER (19026). Signed 14 July 1951. Royal Air 
Force Reserve of Officers, Bedford. 

182 
He has a file in The National Archives, Kew: 
Leader, Eustace Lionel 
Date of Birth: 01 October 1898  
[1918-1919]  Reference: AIR 76/291/194 
From http://www.millstreet.ie/blog/2010/03/12/genealogy-leaders: 
“I am descended from Lionel Frederick LEADER born in 1870 in Millstreet, Cork, Ireland (Mount 
Leader House). He died in 1939. He married Mabel Campbell ROWLEY. Mabel Campbell ROWLEY 
and Lionel Frederick LEADER had the following children: 
i. Eustace Lionel LEADER born between October-December 1898 in Wirral, Cheshire, England. 
ii. Robert LEADER 
iii. Marvella Hilda LEADER (my maternal grandmother)” 
Posted by Jenny Byers on 28 July 1913 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. His service number is shown as 192850 in the LG, 26 
April 1949. 
From Flight, 13 June 1929: 
“The engagement is announced between EUSTACE LIONEL LEADER, R.A.F., and late the King's 
Regt., and Miss ESMAY BROWN, only daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Geoffrey Brown, of Sydney, 
Australia.” 

http://www.levengolfingsociety.co.uk/gold-medal.php
http://www.millstreet.ie/blog/2010/03/12/genealogy-leaders
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2578. Flight Lieutenant Neil RAMSAY. Signed 25 July 1951. 135 Maclaren Street, Ottawa, 
Ontario, Canada. 

182  
From The Ottawa Journal, 3 April 1945: 
Mrs. Neil Ramsay and her two children, of London, England, are spending some time, with Mrs. 
Ramsay's father, Mr. C B. Dougherty 
2579. Unknown. Signed 25 July 1951. Canadian Embassy, The Hague, Holland. 

182 
 
2580. Flying Officer ? ? WOOD. Signed 30 July 1951. RAF Sylt, British Armed Forces of 
Occupation, British Army Of the Rhine 13. 

182 
 
2581. Flight Lieutenant John Carey COTTAM OBE (58985) Signed 30 July 1951. RAF Sylt, 
British Armed Forces of Occupation. 

182 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 1 June 1953. 
2582. PROBABLY Flying Officer William LANE DFC (197041). Signed 1 August 1951. 
Renfrew Airport. 

182 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 26 November 
1949 on appointment to the reconstituted RAFVR. 
The following refers to Warrant Officer William LANE (972649) who was awarded a DFC whilst with 
128 Squadron. 
From http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=48948: 
Date: 27-MAR-1945 
Time: 19:45 

Type: 
 

de Havilland Mosquito PR.Mk XVI 
Owner/operator: 571 Sqn RAF 

http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=48948
http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/dblist.php?AcType=MOSQ
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Registration: RV326 
C/n / msn:  
Fatalities: Fatalities: 2 / Occupants: 2 
Other fatalities: 0 
Airplane damage: Written off (damaged beyond repair) 
Location: Zevenhuizen -   Netherlands 
Phase: En route 
Nature: Military 
Departure airport: RAF Oakington, Cambridgeshire 
Destination airport:  
Narrative: 
Missing (Berlin). Two Mosquitos (RV326 & MM202) collided, MM202 from below, 15.5 miles SW of 
Zevenhuizen, Netherlands en route to Berlin. RV326 (F/O G D Hudson AFC RNZAF / F/O M G Gant 
RCAF) crashed and were both killed. MM202 (F/Lt L G Smith DFC RNZAF / Wt Off W Lane DFC) 
sheared the starboard propellor among other serious damage which denied them the opportunity 
to bail out., they made a perfect landing at the emergency drome at Woodbridge. On 27 March 
1945, F/O Hudson and F/O Maurice George Gant took of in mosquito BXVI RV326/L for a mission 
to Berlin. This was F/O Hudson's 13th mission and all but one had been to Berlin. He had a total of 
1348 flying hours. The mosquito took off at 19.07. While flying over the Netherlands on the way to 
Berlin their plane collided with mosquito MM202, flown by F/L Leicester Smith and navigator F/O 
Bill Lane, also from 571 Squadron. F/L Smith later told that their mosquito lost a propeller. He put 
the mossie into a dive to extinguish the fire, in which he succeeded. He then flew the plane back to 
England where he landed at Woodbridge. Around 19.45 the plane of F/O Hudson and F/O Gant 
crashed onto the land belonging to Mr. Buist, bordering the woods at Zevenhuizen. Both F/O 
Hudson and F/O Gant were killed and are buried in Zevenhuizen. They are buried together with a 
number of resistance fighters. F/O Hudson was 26. He was awarded the Air [missing text]. 
Crew:  
F/O (413419) Gordon David HUDSON (pilot) RNZAF - killed  
F/O (J/42505) Maurice George GANT (obs) RCAF - killed 
2583. Reverend Doctor William BORTHWICK. Signed 1 August 1951. The Manse, Leuchars 
(Te. 226). 

182 
From http://histfam.familysearch.org/getperson.php?personID=I57666&tree=Fasti: 
Born: 28 November 1884 in Crossford, Dunfermline. 
Died: August 1963. 
Education: Crossford School; Dunfermline High School; St. Andrews University; Master of Arts, 1905; 
Bachelor of Divinity, 1908. 
Church: Licensed by Presbytery of Dunfermline, 1909. assistant at Arbroath; ordained to Tarland, 
1911. 
Church: Minister of Huntly, or Dunbennan, and Kinnoir, 1915; translated and admitted, 1915. 
Church: Translated to Leuchars, 1924. 

http://histfam.familysearch.org/getperson.php?personID=I57666&tree=Fasti
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Married: Jean Cochrane Kerr on 21 July 1911. 
His obituary was published in The Glasgow Herald of 24 August 1963: 
The Rev Dr William Borthwick, a retired minister of the Church of Scotland, has died in hospital 
after a long illness. A graduate of St Andrews University, Dr Borthwick began his ministry as an 
assistant at Arbroath. He served at Tarland and Huntly and was minister at Leuchars when he 
retired in 1957. The honorary degree of DD was conferred on him by St Andrews University. Dr 
Borthwick, whose home was at 99 Collinton Road, Edinburgh, is survived by his wife and two 
married daughters. 
2584. Reverend Francis Stewart Gordon FRASER MBE MA BD TD (86778). Signed 1 August 
1951. The Manse, Monifieth. 

182 
From http://histfam.familysearch.org/getperson.php?personID=I70877&tree=Fasti: 
Born: 10 June 1903. 
Education: Master of Arts. 
Church: Minister of Nairn. 
His is the author of Ambassador in Bonds. Religious addresses, 1943. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. In 1939, he was Chaplain to the Forces in the Royal 
Army Chaplains’ Department. He resigned on 12 April 1954. 
2585. Flying Officer A E WESTBROOK. Signed 29 September 1951. RAF Lindholme. 

182 
The Air Force List for April 1950 lists only one Flying Officer named Westbrook: 
A E WESTBROOK (143018), RAFVR Training Branch, commissioned 1 April 1947. 
The LG, 4 May 1954 states that Flying Officer A E WESTBROOK (143076) relinquished his 
commission on 13 November 1953. 
The Air Force List for April 1951 lists another two: 
T H (515170), but there are no entries in the LG. 
Frank Herbert (1380416), RAFVR Training Branch, commissioned 2 April 1941, but he left the RAF  
in May 1946, so this is not his signature. 
According to Air of Authority, the following units were at RAF Lindholme the day this book was 
signed: 
264 Sqn (22 Jul - 12 Aug 1946, 23 Aug 1946 - 20 Apr 1947, 24 Aug 1951 - 14 Feb 1952, 24Aug 1952 
- 27 Feb 1957) 
66 Sqn (7 Oct 1949 - 14 Feb 1957) 
92 Sqn (7 Oct 1949 - 1 Mar 1957) 
Northern Sector Communication Flt (1 Dec 1950 - xxx 1956) 
264 Sqn (24 Aug 1951 - 14 Feb 1952, 25 Aug 1952 - 1 Mar 1957) 

http://histfam.familysearch.org/getperson.php?personID=I70877&tree=Fasti
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2586. Pilot Officer [later Flying Officer] Charles James WILDE (2494791). Signed 29 
September 1951. RAF Lindholme. 

182 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2587. Pilot Officer [later Flying Officer] Geoffrey Stephen ROBERTS (1468736). Signed 29 
September 1951. RAF Lindholme. 

182 
He is listed in sveral editions of the LG. 
2588. Major Murray Duane STRONG, Jr USAF. Signed 17 August 1951. USA IMPSW429 
School Intelligence, Military Police, Special Weapons School, Oberammergau, Germany | St 
Louis, Missouri, USA. 

182 
From http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/stltoday/obituary.aspx?n=murray-d-
strong&pid=167664988: 
Strong, Murray D., Major, U.S. Air Force Ret. Murray Duane Strong, Columbia, Mo.; born December 
29, 1920, in St. Louis, to Murray Strong and Sadie Nappier Strong; died April 13, 2013, at Boone 
Medical Center, Columbia, Mo. A brief graveside service with full military honors will be held at 2 
p.m., Saturday, October 26, 2013. Strong grew up in St. Louis County. At the outbreak of WWII he 
enlisted in the U.S. Army Air Corps and trained for aerial gunnery and eventually advanced to 
become a multi-engine pilot. He married Margaret Jane (Jeanie) Wagoner on June 3, 1943, after 
graduating as a second lieutenant in Officer Candidate Class 43E. He saw military action as a 
command pilot across the Mideast, and the China-Burma-India theaters. As a decorated pilot, 
between WWII and the Korean War, he was flight instructor at several bases across the South. He 
served as an electronics and radar officer during the Korean conflict. In the 1950s he was base 
communications officer at Edwards Air Force Base, Calif., and flew with legendary test pilots Bob 
Hoover and Chuck Yeager during U.S. efforts to break the sound barrier. Later he specialized in 
atomic weapons and taught nuclear weapon strategies at the NATO Special Weapons School in 
Oberammergau, Germany. He was a guest speaker at Norway's Command and General Staff 
College outside Oslo, and logged thousands of hours flying across five continents to every allied 
country in Europe, as well as to other regions of the world. After military retirement in 1962, and 
concurrent with his two sons, Strong enrolled at the University of Missouri, earning bachelor (1966) 
and master (1968) degrees in physical education. At age 45, he became the oldest individual to 
ever earn a varsity letter at the University (in golf) and was MU Tiger tennis coach from 1969-1973. 
He is survived by his wife, Margaret Jane (Wagoner) Strong, his two sons, Gary D. (Peggy) Strong of 

                                                 
429 Now the NATO Special Weapons School 

http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/stltoday/obituary.aspx?n=murray-d-strong&pid=167664988
http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/stltoday/obituary.aspx?n=murray-d-strong&pid=167664988
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Post Falls, Id., Craig L. (Judy) Strong of Asheville, N.C., four grandchildren, and six 
greatgrandchildren. Preceded in death by his parents and sister, Helen Bernice Strong. 
From 
https://www.natoschool.nato.int/new_www/multimedia/History_bios_handbooks/NSO%20History.p
df: 
The NATO School Oberammergau (NSO) is located inside the Hötzendorf Kaserne complex in the 
beautiful village of Oberammergau, Germany. The barracks were built in 1935 and occupied on 16 
October 1937 by soldiers of the 54th Mountain Signal Battalion, part of the 1st German Mountain 
Division. Their mission was “to defend communication lines during times of war and to destroy or 
jam enemy communications”. The Battalion deployed to the Balkans theatre during World War II. In 
1943 the Kaserne was used by the Messerschmitt Company that moved their Head Office and 
Planning Departments from Augsburg in an effort to avoid the Allied bombing campaign. Their 
main work concerned the development of rocket driven engines and the start of variable wing tip 
technology. Some of this work was conducted in a cave complex dug into the Laber mountain 
some 150 metres to the south of the present main school buildings. On 29 April 1945 the 409th US 
Infantry Regiment of the 103 Infantry Division occupied Oberammergau and assumed 
responsibility for the Kaserne. 
One of the early post war users of the Kaserne was the US 6819th Army Information Education Staff 
School. Originally established in 1944, the role of this school was to develop a framework for adult 
education throughout the US Army in Europe and took the form of an early “Train the Trainer“ 
programme. A European Theatre Intelligence School was established at Oberammergau in January 
1946, with language training in German, Russian, Czechoslovakian, Serbo-Croatian, Polish and 
Hungarian all on the curriculum by April of that year. In 1948 a Military Police School (recently been 
established at Sonthofen) moved to Oberammergau and was consolidated with the Intelligence 
School. 
The genesis of the NATO School came in 1953 when General Mathew B. Ridgeway, then Supreme 
Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR), directed the Special Weapons Branch of the US Army 
Intelligence and Military Police School at Oberammergau to teach 2 courses on strategy and 
related developments of conventional and nuclear weapons to Allied officers and senior civilians. 
These courses were: First, an Orientation course of three or four days duration for Senior Allied 
Commanders and, second, a more detailed course of two weeks to qualify key staff officers for the 
necessary planning for the tactical use of and defence against nuclear weapons. In December 1955, 
the Special Weapons Branch moved into a new building and to further facilitate the NATO 
programme, Supreme Headquarters Allied Power Europe (SHAPE) installed simultaneous 
translation equipment in June 1956. 
On 1 October 1960 the US Army School Command, Europe was consolidated at the Kaserne and 
consisted of 4 schools: Intelligence School, Military Police School, Special Weapons School, and 
Weapons Assembly School. 
2589. Major Robert Arthur HILL (87318) RA. Signed 11 August 1951. 531 Light Anti-
Aircraft / Search Light Regiment, Royal Artillery Territorial Army, Perth. 

183 
He is mentioned in several eitions of the LG from 27 October 1939 to 23 October 1959. 

https://www.natoschool.nato.int/new_www/multimedia/History_bios_handbooks/NSO%20History.pdf
https://www.natoschool.nato.int/new_www/multimedia/History_bios_handbooks/NSO%20History.pdf
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2590. Major G FERGUSSON (86115) RA (TA). Signed 11 August 1951. 531 Light Anti-
Aircraft / Search Light Regiment, Royal Artillery Territorial Army, Perth. 

183 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG from 22 October 1940 to 13 September 1955. 
From The Quarterly Army List for December 1946: 

 

 
2591. Peter Sydney MOSS. Signed 15 August 1951. Larkswood, Downies Lane, Stromness. 

183 
 
2592. Richard COLLINGSWOOD. Signed 15 August 1951. North Lodge, Sunningdale, 
Berkshire. 

183 
See John Okell’s comment below. 
2593. Frederick P CUMMING. Signed 15 August 1951. [Address]. 

183 
See John Okell’s comment below. 
2594. Flight Lieutenant Eric Ward PIERCE (48678). Signed 15 August 1951. HQ Coastal 
Command. 

183 
The Air Force List for April 1950 lists only one Flight Lieutenant named Pierce: 
E W PIERCE (48678), Technical Branch 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2595. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] Leslie Ralph FLOWER MBE MM (48213). 
Signed 15 August 1951. HQ Coastal Command. 

183 
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His MM, when he was a Corporal in the RAF, was announced in the LG, 1 January 1941. 
He is included in Honours and Awards to Personnel of Air Sea Rescue and Marine Craft Sections 
1939-1945, The Dover War Memorial Project: 

  

 
“By the time the Second World War was approaching its climax nearly one thousand Royal Air 
Force marine craft were deployed to some three hundred Units and Sections throughout the 
various theatres of war. And, the role of the four thousand RAF Sailors who commanded, crewed, 
and operated these craft was, in essence, to support allied aircraft and the aircrews who flew them. 
They did so in two ways. Those who served at the marine craft sections were committed to provide 
the direct support essential for the deployment and operation of flying boats, and thus for the 
effectiveness of maritime reconnaissance and anti-submarine warfare. For the others, those who 
served at the Air Sea Rescue Units, the task was to rescue aircrew from the sea and thus to enable a 
very substantial number of pilots and crew who would otherwise have been lost to the allied cause 
to return to their squadron for further combat in the air. 
In addition to their routine duties in Air Sea Rescue or flying boat support, RAF marine craft 
participated in all major amphibious operations from the evacuation of Dunkirk onwards; and at 
the D Day landings in Normandy one hundred and thirty six RAF rescue launches were deployed in 
the assault area. They also took part in a number of clandestine operations, particularly in the 
eastern basin of the Mediterranean and other overseas areas. By the end of the war many specific 
acts of bravery or outstanding devotion to duty had finally been recognised by Commendations 
and Awards to those who had served the RAF at sea.” 
(This foreword appears within the book also, with additional words after "RAF at sea" being "and 
this book provides a record of those who were so honoured. More especially, perhaps, it seeks to 
commemorate the wartime endeavours of those who belonged to what was later to become the 
marine Branch of the Royal Air Force.") 

 
From http://website.lineone.net/~remosliema/airmen191570.htm: 
Malta Family History 
Index of R.A.F and Commonwealth Airmen 1915 - 1979 

http://website.lineone.net/%7Eremosliema/airmen191570.htm
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Leslie Ralph FLOWER, aged 22 years, bachelor, Leading Aircraftsman, Royal Air Force, RAF station 
Kalafrana, the son of John Sherman Flower, married 18th April 1938, to Audrey Ellen ECKETT, aged 
24 years, spinster, Dancing Mistress, the daughter of Thomas William Eckett. 
2596. John MAYLE. Signed 15 August 1951. 52 Woodville Gardens, Ealing, W5. 

183 
As at 15 January 2014, according to Zoopla, 52 Woodville Gardens, is worth £2m. See John Okell’s 
comment below. 
2597. John OKELL. Signed 15 August 1951. Goldstone House, Fonthill Road, Hove, Sussex. 

183 
In an email dated 15 January 2014, John Okell told Trevor Baker: 
“That certainly is my signature, and Goldstone House was my address at the time. What do you 
plan to do with your discoveries? With good wishes -- John Okell” 
John followed this up with: 
“What a roll of honour. I hadn't realised all those distinguished people were also in the visitors' 
book. I was there with a handful of fellow schoolboys from Beaumont College. Every year our 
school cadet force had an inspection from some high-ranking officer, and sometimes they would 
invite us to visit one of their bases, with expenses paid. No doubt a way of attracting recruits. We 
had a wonderful time at Leuchars, being shown all around the operations rooms and given rides in 
Meteors. 
On the same page as my name I see Dickie Collingwood, who did, I think, join the RAF 
subsequently. Now deceased. And Freddie Cumming, who died last year. I am not in touch with 
John Mayle, but I have seen his email address: mayle.email@virgin.net. 
With good wishes – John” 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Okell: 
John Okell (born 1934) is a research associate at the School of Oriental and African Studies, 
University of London. He is one of the world's leading experts on Burmese language and culture. 
Okell studied Classics at Oxford. He then received training in linguistics at SOAS under R.K. Sprigg 
and others before travelling to Burma to learn Burmese. Upon his return to SOAS he collaborated 
on the Burmese English Dictionary founded by Stewart until the abandonment of this project in 
1981. He learned Burmese literature and tradition from those like Burmese famous pandit, musician 
and historian Shwepyi U Ba Tin. 
Works 

Stewart, J. A. A Burmese-English dictionary. London: School of Oriental and African Studies. 
(volumes 5 and 6 edited by Okell and others) 
Hla Pe, Anna J. Allott, John Okell (1963). "Three 'Immortal' Burmese Songs." Bulletin of the 
School of Oriental and African Studies . 26.3: 559-571. 
Okell, John. "Learning Music from a Burmese Master" Man 64: 183 
Okell, John (1965). "Nissaya Burmese: a case of systematic adaptation to a foreign grammar and 
syntax".Lingua 15: 186-227. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Okell
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Okell, John (1969). A reference grammar of colloquial Burmese. London: Oxford University Press. 
Okell, John (1971). "The Burmese Double-Reed "Nhai"". Asian Music 2.1: 25-31 
Okell, John (1971). "K Clusters in Proto-Burmese". Sino-Tibetan Conference, October 8–9, 1971, 
Bloomington, Indiana. ms. 
Okell, John (1971). A guide to the romanization of Burmese. London: Luzac for The Royal Asiatic 
Society of Great Britain and Ireland. 
Okell, John (1979). "'Still' and 'anymore' in Burmese." Linguistics of the Tibeto-Burman area 4.2: 
69-82. 
Okell, John (1988). ‘Notes on Tone Alternation in Maru Verbs’. David Bradley, Eug´enie J.A. 
Henderson and Martine Mazaudon (eds), Prosodic analysis and Asian linguistics: to honour R.K. 
Sprigg. (Pacific Linguistics C-104). Canberra, A.C.T., Australia: Dept. of Linguistics, Research 
School of Pacific Studies, Australian National University: 109-114. 
Okell, John (1989). First steps in Burmese. London: School of Oriental and African Studies, 
University of London. 
Okell, John (1989). "The Yaw Dialect of Burmese". South East Asian linguistics: essays in honour 
of Eugénie J A Henderson (School of Oriental and African Studies): 199–202. 
Okell, John (1994). Review of J. A. Matisoff. A dictionary of Lahu. Bulletin of the School of 
Oriental and African Studies, University of London, 57.2: 434-435. 
Okell, John (1995). Burmese: an introduction to the spoken language. De Kalb: Northern Illinois 
University, Center for Southeast Asian Studies. 
Okell, John (1995). Burmese: an introduction to the script. De Kalb: Northern Illinois University, 
Center for Southeast Asian Studies. 
Okell, John (1995). "Three Burmese Dialects". Papers in Southeast Aisan linguistics no. 13: Studies 
in Burmese Languages (Pacific Linguistics): 1–138. 
Okell, John (1995). Burmese: an introduction to the literary style. De Kalb: Northern Illinois 
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2598. P G BARTHOLOMEW. Signed 15 August 1951. 153 Flight, No 1 RAF Police Wing. 

183 
No trace found. 
2599. Flight Officer Rose COHU (3504). Signed 15 August 1951. RAF Turnhouse. 

183 
She is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2600. Reverend Roland VEZEAU WF430. Signed 17 August 1951. Nyasaland431, BEA432. 

183 
From Aylward Shorter’s Léo Volker: Architect of Aggiornamento 1957 – 1967, Society of Missionaries 
in Africa, History Series no 12, Rome, 2013: 
“Among other White Father experts whose work appeared in CIPA's pages, were: Joseph Cuoq 
(1917-1986) for Islam, Jean-Marie Porrot (1905-1980) for mission history; Pierre Duprey (1923-
2007) for ecumenism; Bernard Mangematin (1924-2012) for Christian initiation; Roland Vezeau 
(1914-2006) for Socialism;” 
From http://www.mafrome.org/vezeau.htm: 
Father Roland Vezeau, M. Afr. 

 
Died at our residence in Lennoxville on Sunday 5 March 2006 at the age of 92 years. He spent 60 
years as a missionary in Tanzania, Malawi and Canada. 
From Henry Hastings Mbaya’s PhD thesis The History of the Roman Catholic Church in Malawi 
(1964 – 1992) with Reference to the Issue of Social Injustice. A Study of Church-State Relations, 
University of Natal, Pietermaritzburg, 1997: 

                                                 
430 White Father 
431 Now Malawi 
432 Bishops in Eastern Africa 

http://www.mafrome.org/vezeau.htm
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“Perhaps in no aspect other than education was the conservative policy of the Catholic Missionaries 
carried out more conspicuously and consistently. Comparatively, almost from the beginning they 
embarked upon an educational programme that was characterised by low standards. This related 
especially to their attitude towards the teaching of English. English, regarded as the key to 
advancement in the colonial society was not very much encouraged. In contrast to their 
Presbyterian rivals who strongly encouraged progressive ideas, Catholics frowned upon such 
attitudes.The catechists themselves who acted both as teachers and religious instructors had very 
little education themselves. Their character has been aptly described by Vezeau as docile and 
devoid of any spirit of contention. 97 Besides having to carry a heavy load of pastoral care, the 
catechists had to carry the burden of running the increasing number of schools.” 
He was the author of: 
The Apostolic Vicariate of Nyasaland: Origins and First Developments (Rome: Historical Department, 
Missionari d' Africa C. P. 9078) 
Communism or God; You must make your choice, 1958 
L'Afrique Face Au Communisme, 1967 
2601. Unknown. Signed 17 August 1951. Eindhoven, The Netherlands. 

183 
 
2602. Air Chief Marshal Sir Basil Edward EMBRY GCB KBE DSO DFC AFC RAF. Signed 26 
August 1951. Headquarters Fighter Control. 

184 
He also signed this book on 27 June 1950 and 28 January 1952. 
2603. Air Marshal Sir Richard Llewellyn Roger ATCHERLEY KBE CB AFC*. Signed 26 August 
1951. Headquarters XII Group. 

184 
He also signed this book on 30 June 1951. 
2604. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Richard James HUGHES (2504124). Signed 29 
August 1951. Central Flying School, RAF South Cerney. 

184 
The Air Force List for July 1953 lists two people named R J Hughes: 
Flight Lieutenant R J HUGHES (141935), RARVR, Technical Branch, 10 March 1952 
Pilot Officer R J HUGHES (2504124), Equipment Branch, 6 Septemvber 1951 
From http://www.centralflyingschool.org.uk/History/History3.htm: 

http://www.centralflyingschool.org.uk/History/History3.htm
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The Central Flying School opened again in 1946 at RAF Little Rissington and during the severe 
winter of 1946 - 1947, RAF Little Rissington was cut-off from the outside world by blizzards. After 
two days of digging, contact was re-established with the outside world in the shape of the Old New 
Inn at Bourton-on-the-Water, which was to become a second home for generations of QFIs. In 
1948 the CFS task was to turn out 240 QFIs per year and this was increased by the end of the year 
to 360. Flying took place on the Tiger Moth, Harvard, Mosquito, Lancaster, Spitfire and one hour on 
the Vampire was included in the course, to give some jet experience. At this time RAF South Cerney 
was opened for the basic phase of the CFS Course. The Empire Flying School disbanded in 1949 
and the Examining Squadron rejoined CFS. In response to Government calls for further economy, 
South Cerney was closed for about a year, the course was shortened and type flying was limited to 
the Meteor. The following year the Korean War broke out, the commitment rose to 750 students 
per year and South Cerney was re-opened. Things don't change much. In the early 1950s the first 
Chipmunks in RAF service were flown by the Oxford University Air Squadron; thereafter, the type 
replaced the Tiger Moth with all 17 University Air Squadrons, as well as equipping CFS and many 
RAF Volunteer Reserve flying schools. The RAF received a total of 735 Chipmunks which were 
manufactured in the UK. 
2605. David WILLIAMS. Signed 29 August 1951. RAF Lichfield. 

184 
The surname reads WILLIAM. 
The Air Force List for July 1953 lists two people named D Williams: 
Warrant Officer D WILLIAMS (514392), 1 August 1944 
Flying Officer Dick WILLIAMS (300251), RAF Reserve of Officers, 22 April 1952 
2606. Claiborne Duncan GREGORY USN. Signed 2 September 1951. Beaverdam, Virginia. 
“Norclai”. 

184 
From The Bee of 14 July 1943: 
Ensign Claiborne D. Gregory, son of Mr and Mrs. Henry C. Gregory of South Boston, was one of a 
class of 900 men commissioned as officers in the U. S. Naval Reserve upon graduation from the 
Naval Training School for midshipmen at Abbott Hall on the campus of Northwestern University, 
Chicago, last week. The training included a month of indoctrination and three months of intensive 
academic study in seamanship, navigation and ordnance. The graduates are now qualified for 
combat duty as deck officers and most of them have already received orders sending them to sea. 
From http://www.locategrave.org/l/6879643/Claiborne-Duncan-Gregory-VA: 
He was born on 12 January 1920 and died on 20 December 2006. He is buried in Fork Episcopal 
Cemetery, Old Ridge Road, Doswell, Virginia. He was in the US Navy with the rank of Lieutenant 
Commander and was a veteran of World War II and Korea. 

http://www.locategrave.org/l/6879643/Claiborne-Duncan-Gregory-VA
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2607. Captain Martin James EVANS CBE DSC MiD (twice). Signed 8 September 1951. HMS 
Agincourt. 

184 
The LG, 28 May 1946 announced the award of the Legion of Merit, Degree of Legionnaire to Acting 
Captain Martin James Evans CBE DSC Royal Navy. 
From http://m.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/30009523: 
Captain Martin James Evans CBE DSC RN (1904-1998). Evans served in the RN from 1918-1955. He 
served in the Battle of the Atlantic as an Escort Group Commander and with the Naval Division of 
the Control Commission Germany (1945-47). This CBE, together with his DSC are replacements. 
Captain Evans' original medals were stolen. The CBE was announced in the LG, 4 September 1945 
and was presented at an Investiture on 17 December 1946. As a Commander, Evans had previously 
been awarded the OBE when serving at HMS St Angelo, Malta on 8 December 1942. Apart from 
these awards, he was twice Mentioned in Despatches and also received the Chevalier of the Legion 
d'Honneur; Croix de Guerre (France) and US Legion of Merit (28 May 1946). 
From http://uboat.net/allies/commanders/846.html: 
Ranks 
15 January 1925 A/S Lt 
30 July 1925  S Lt 
28 February 1927 Lt 
28 February 1935 Lt Cdr 
31 December 1940 Cdr 
30 June 1946  Capt 
Warship Commands 
HMS Keppel (D84 / I84) Destroyer 19 April 1943 – 24 July 1943 
HMS Towy (K294)  Frigate  24 July 1943 – 3 May 1944 
2608. Commander [later Commodore] Michael Goodier HAWORTH DSC OBE. Signed 8 
September 1951. HMS Aisne. 

184 
From The Independent of Monday 21 June 1999: 
Obituary: Capt M. G. Haworth 
M. G. HAWORTH retired in 1965 after a distinguished career in the Royal Navy, which he had joined 
in 1927 as a cadet at Dartmouth. 
Within his first month in the Navy he was nicknamed "Pinkie". That inexplicable title has fascinated 
many; not perhaps a major lacuna in our naval history but tantalising and with no apparent valid 
hypothesis to account for it; surely too young to have acquired a taste for the traditional pink gin 
of his generation, or to have manifested juvenile socialist tendencies. But he is remembered for his 
sobriquet as much as for his hard-earned DSC and its bar, not to mention his appointment as CBE. 
Professionally his immediate claim to fame was probably his contribution to Admiral A.B. 
Cunningham's defeat of the Italian force off Cape Matapan on 28 March 1941, the fifth 

http://m.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/30009523
http://uboat.net/allies/commanders/846.html
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Mediterranean battle honour of the Second World War when, for the loss of one aircraft, three 
heavy cruisers and a brace of destroyers were sunk. 
Haworth's elderly Swordfish biplane carried an additional long-range fuel tank instead of a 
Telegaphist Air Gunner. The observer had therefore to encode and send his reports as well as 
composing them, and Haworth was not best pleased to hear that the Commander-in-Chief's staff 
were lamenting their "confused air plot". 
His squadron had started their day with a dawn search and a forenoon attack; in the afternoon he 
returned in one of three aircraft to shadow the enemy for three hours, and swore that his 10 vital 
signals had provided "a perfectly clear picture" of the developing situation. For his contribution to 
the victory in the following darkness he was awarded the DSC. 
Born in 1914, Michael Goodier Haworth had qualified as an Observer in 1938, and flew with 823 
squadron in Glorious, one of three carriers converted from Jacky Fisher's extraordinary battle-
cruisers laid down in the Great War. Haworth's war started in the Indian Ocean, from which he 
returned early in 1940 to join 815 briefly before going to 826. 
An early episode which nearly ended his career over home waters was the entangling of his aircraft 
in the balloon barrage over Harwich, but the Swordfish, though obsolescent, was robust, and his 
survived three tight revolutions, tethered by one wing, before it escaped. The rest of that year was 
dominated by the fall of France; Haworth's squadron played a notable contribution to the 
evacuation from Dunkirk and he was mentioned in despatches. 
In 1941 the squadron went to the Mediterranean in the new carrier Formidable, with her armoured 
deck from which she assaulted Italian airfields in Somalia en route. Haworth covered Maltese 
convoys, spotted the battle fleet's fall of shot in Cunningham's aggressive shore bombardments 
and witnessed the loss of Crete where the ship was so badly damaged that the squadron flew to a 
shore base near Alexandria. 
There it developed a skill in night flying, specialising in the illumination of targets for the RAF's 
equally elderly Wellington bombers, many of which survived because of the geodetic construction 
devised by Barnes Wallis (designer of the bouncing bomb). Haworth was awarded a bar to his DSC 
for his work over the Western Desert, and had become the squadron's Senior Observer before 
detachment to the RAF's 201 (Naval Co-operation) Group at Tobruk as a Lieutenant Commander. 
He returned to sea as Assistant Operations Officer in the old Furious, half-sister of his Glorious, 
Britain's only carrier without the characteristic island superstructure, and which survived the war; 
she distinguished herself that August in the legendary Pedestal convoy by flying off Hurricanes for 
the replenishment of Malta. 
Seniority took him ashore to help plan the landings in North Africa and Sicily and then, on 
Mountbatten's enormous staff at Kandy in Ceylon, the reconquest of Japanese gains in the Far East. 
He went back to naval aviation in the new light fleet carrier Triumph (1945-47), by now a 
Commander and her Operations Officer. 
Here was the make-or-break point for the career of an officer of his age and seniority at that time, 
the Navy declining so fast that not all the deserving could be promoted. Haworth went on courses 
and a stint in Whitehall preceded a return to general service in command of the Battle class 
destroyer Aisne, out of which he was promoted Captain in December 1952 to become Assistant 
Director of Naval Intelligence (1953-55). He was back at sea for Operation Musketeer, in command 
of the Daring class ship Diamond, and her sister ships Duchess and Decoy at the assault on Port 
Said in 1956. 
After that he had no more sea time, although his three last appointments were not without interest 
- he was a Military Representative at Shape (Supreme Headquarters, Allied Powers in Europe), 
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1957-60, Director of the Operations Division of the Naval Stag in the MOD, 1960-62, and finally, in 
the acting rank of Commodore, Naval Deputy Commandant of the Nato Defence College in France 
until he retired in 1965. He was appointed CBE in 1964. 
Apart from his youthful nickname, he was felicitously remembered in the unofficial archive of 926 
squadron's "Line Book" as one who "faked a neat poodle when circumstances demanded and sank 
a useful pint when they didn't" (poodle-faking being Old Navy for engaging the ladies). 
He lived in France for almost 10 years after he left the Service, and had two years running an 
ecumenical establishment in Zambia before settling in Surrey, where he served as a lay reader in 
the Church of England. 
Michael Goodier Haworth, naval officer: born 25 January 1914; CBE 1964; married 1943 Cynthia 
Noble (two daughters; marriage dissolved 1973), 1975 Fenella Fogarty (nee Forsyth-Grant; died 
1979); died 9 May 1999. 
2609. Commander Ian Mathers BALFOUR MBE. Signed 8 September 1951. HMS Jutland. 

184 
He kept a journal when he was a midshipman: RNM 1987.112/1 IM Balfour Midshipman’s Journal 
1932-1933 is held at the Royal Naval Museum Portsmouth. 
From http://www.maritimeprints.com/portfolio/view/hms-jutland-at-malta-november-1951/: 

 
HMS JUTLAND AT MALTA, NOVEMBER 1951. (MP213). Commander Eric Tufnell RN (1888-1979). 
Watercolour signed and inscribed "HMS JUTLAND Malta Nov 1951" 
HMS JUTLAND, commanded here by Commander I M Balfour MBE RN, was one of the 8 Later 
Battle Class destroyers and had first commissioned in 1947. Malta at this time was the Royal Navy’s 
principal naval base in the Mediterranean and was headquarters of the Commander-in-Chief 
Mediterranean Fleet: Malta’s facilities were extensive with berthing and dry docking available for 
the largest of surface warships and submarines, air stations, sporting facilities and a wide range of 
supporting services. With conditions back in Britain in the early 50s still depressed from years of 
wartime austerity, Malta awarded the George Cross by King George VI for the heroic bravery of its 
people during the war when its naval and airbase facilities ensured it was under conatant attack - 
was a popular place for the post war navy to be based and to visit: in summer the weather was 

http://www.maritimeprints.com/portfolio/view/hms-jutland-at-malta-november-1951/
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glorious, the sea warm and clear for bathing parties, the cricket and polo pitches a bit short of 
grass but at least dry. And in winter there was also a wealth of attractions from cheap drink in the 
multitude of fun watering holes in Malta’s fascinating streets and alleyways to numerous football 
and rugger pitches and the endless round of cocktail and dinner parties, the opera and dance halls 
and the fun to be had in the fleet canteen: there was something for everyone - admiral to boy 
seaman – and the 4th Destroyer Squadron, to which JUTLAND belonged - would have enjoyed 
themselves to the full. 
Shown here lying to buoys in Sliema Creek, home for the escort vessels and minesweepers of the 
Med Fleet, JUTLAND would have had at least one dghajsa commissioned to act as her water “ferry”. 
Dating back to at least Phoenician times these attractive craft, the traditional fishing boat of the 
Maltese islands, were to be seen everywhere in the harbours of Malta and much use was made of 
them by the Med Fleet ships, many of which carried “their” dghajsa onboard whilst they were on 
station. Two are pictured here by Tufnell in the foreground. 
Provenance: from the private collection of the late Rear Admiral John Templeton-Cotill CB (who 
served aboard JUTLAND as First Lieutenant and commissioned this watercolour of the ship in 
November 1951). Also based in Malta at this time was the frigate HMS MAGPIE commanded by 
Prince Philip, then a Lieutenant Commander. 
2610. Lieutenant [later Lieutenant Commander] Cedric Collingwood WAKE-WALKER. 
Signed 8 September 1951. HMS Agincourt. 

184 
From http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RN_officersW.html: 
Midsh.    01.01.1941 
A/S.Lt.    01.09.1942 
S.Lt.    16.12.1942 
Lt.    01.12.1944 
Lt.Cdr.    01.12.1952 (retd 01.08.1963) 
Mentioned in Despatches 29.06.1951 Korea 

 

http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RN_officersW.html
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From https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/peerage-news/6cCHMn31f88: 
Lieutenant-Commander Cedric Collingwood Wake-Walker, RN, of Terwick, West Sussex, who died 
22 May, 2013, aged 89, was a scion of the Walker Baronets of Oakley House (Bt, UK, cr 1856). He 
was born 23 Aug, 1923, a son of Admiral Sir (William) Frederic Wake-Walker, KCB, CBE (1888-1945) 
by his wife the former Muriel Elsie Hughes (d 1963), daughter of Sir Collingwood Hughes, 10th 
Baronet (cr 1773); he married in 1949, Iona Maclean, daughter of Capt John Cassilis Maclean, RN, 
by whom he had issue, a son and 2 daughters. Career: served in WWII, and in the Korean War, 
1950-51 (despatches); Assistaqnt Gen Sec to the Comite International Radio Maritime, &c. His elder 
brother, Christopher, married in 1944, Lady Anne Spencer, daughter of the 7th Earl Spencer, and an 
aunt of Diana, Princess of Wales. 
2611. Flying Officer ? W LEAN. Signed 15 September 1951. No 11 Reserve Flying School. 

184 
The surname looks like LEAN but there are no matching entries in The Air Force List for April 1950, 
April 1951 and July 1953. The Air Force List for July 1953 has one person named T W LEARY (52499). 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired, with the rank of Wing Commander, on 1 
July 1969. However, the LG, 15 June 1951 announced his commission as Flight Lieutenant with 
effect from 17 November 1950 and his transfer to the Aircraft Control Branch on 12 February 1951. 
2612. Reverend Dr Group Captain Murdo Kennedy MACLEOD Ph D MA FSA. Signed 15 
September 1951. Air Ministry. 

184 
From 
http://www.hebrideanconnections.com/Details.aspx?subjectid=15567&relationship=parent~of%E2
%80%A6&caller=15511: 
Murdo Kennedy Macleod was born 1895 to 3 Calbost. He graduated MA at Glasgow University and 
was awarded a Doctorate for a thesis on Babylonian Religions. Ordained at Govanhill Free Church, 
Glasgow in 1921. He was appointed to the Royal Air Force Chaplaincy Branch in 1926. Before the 
outbreak of the Second World War, he served in Mesopotamia, Egypt and Greece. 

https://groups.google.com/forum/%23!topic/peerage-news/6cCHMn31f88
http://www.hebrideanconnections.com/Details.aspx?subjectid=15567&relationship=parent%7Eof%E2%80%A6&caller=15511
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During the War he was appointed Principal Chaplain, RAF (Scotland and Northern Ireland) and in 
1950, he was appointed Principal Presbyterian Chaplain to the RAF, based at the Air Ministry, 
London. After 26 years continuous service, Dr Macleod retired in the rank of Group Captain in 1952 
and was inducted to the Parish Ministry of Innishail, Glenorchy, where he remained for 18 years. 
2613. Mr A BLACKLAND. Signed 15 September 1951. Dundee. 

184 
No trace found. 
2614. Mr ? MCCAFFERTY. Signed 15 September 1951. Dundee. 

184 
No trace found. 
2615. Squadron Leader Unknown. Signed 27 September 1951. HQ 12 Group. 

184 
No trace found. 
2616. POSSIBLY Pilot Officer Geoffrey Hugh WINSPEAR (2525754). Signed 28 September 
1951. HQ Coastal Command. 

184 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 12 September 
1967. 
From http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=21194: 
Date:   19-JUL-1955 
Type:   de Havilland DH.112 Venom FB.Mk.1 
Owner/operator: 145 Sqn RAF 

http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=21194
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Registration:  WK469 
Fatalities:  0  
Occupants:   1 
Other fatalities: 0 
Airplane damage: Written off (damaged beyond repair) 
Location:  2 miles W of Tinnum, Sylt, Germany 
Phase:    En route 
Nature:   Military 
Narrative:   Inflight fire & abandoned.  
Pilot:    F/O G.H. Winspear. Ejected. Iinjured ankle on landing. 
2617. Brita BONDE. Signed 29 September 1951. No address. 

185 
This could be Sigrid Fredrika Brita Beata Bonde (4 May 1881 – 6 June 1967). 
From http://krogsgaard.name/pafg1810.htm: 
Sigrid Fredrika Brita Beate grevinde Trolle-Bonde av Björne Parents was born on 4 May 1881 in 
Trolleholm, Torrlösa, Sverige. She died in 1967. She married Frederik Marcus lensbaron Rosenørn-
Lehn til Baroniet Guldborgland & Stamhuset Nørholm on 9 Jun 1904 in Trolleholm, Torrlösa, 
Sverige. They had the following children: 
Benedicte Eva Elisabeth baronesse Rosenørn-Lehn, born on 14 Jan 1906. 
Christian Carl Otto lensbaron Rosenørn-Lehn til Baroniet Guldborgland og til Berritzgaard & Oreby, 
born on 4 Nov 1909. He died on 12 Feb 1987. 
Carl Frederik Gustav baron Rosenørn-Lehn til Rössjöholm & Nørholm, born on 25 Jun 1911. 
2618. Air Commodore Thomas Charles DICKENS CB CBE MiD. Signed 3 October 1951. HQ 
Fighter Command. 

185 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Dickens_TC.htm: 
b: 11 Mar 1906           r: 6 Dec 1956           d: 11 Jan 1972 
CB – 9 Jun 1955, CBE - 1 Jan 1946, MiD – 1 Jan 1945. 
Plt Off: 11 Dec 1926, Fg Off: 11 Jun 1928, Flt Lt: 1 Nov 1931, Sqn Ldr: 1 Apr 1937, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 
Mar 1940, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Jun 1942, Wg Cdr: 20 Nov 1942 1 Apr 1942, Gp Capt: 1 Oct 1946, Act 
A/Cdre: 28 Dec 1950, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1951. 

http://krogsgaard.name/pafg1810.htm
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2 Feb 1925 Flight Cadet, 'B' Sqn, RAF College 
11 Dec 1926 Appointed to a Permanent Commission 
11 Dec 1926 Pilot, No 9 Sqn. (actually joined on 10 Jan 1927) 
17 Jan 1928 Attended Instructor's Course, Central Flying School 
5 Apr 1928 QFI, No 1 FTS 
12 Mar – 
17 Jun 1929 Attached to No 2 FTS as a Temporary QFI 
1 Feb 1931 Supernumerary, No 13 Sqn 
4 Feb 1931 Home Aircraft Depot (Flying duties) 
 9 Mar 1931 Placed on half pay list, scale B 
24 Mar 1931 Home Aircraft Depot (Flying duties) 
13 – 
30 Jul 1931 Attached, RAF Depot 
5 Aug 1931 Attended Aircraft Engineering Course, Home Aircraft Depot 
9 Aug 1933 Attended Short Practical Engineering Course, Home Aircraft Depot 
29 Sep 1933 Supernumerary Engineer, Home Aircraft Depot 
10 Oct 1933 Engineering Officer, RAF Depot, Egypt 
9-16 Sep1934 Attended Anti-Gas Course 
16 Nov 1936 Pilot, No 45 Sqn 
21 Apr 1937 Air Staff - Organisation, HQ RAF Middle East 
6 Oct 1937 Supernumerary, HQ RAF Middle East 
24 Oct 1937 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
29 Dec 1937 Personnel Staff, HQ Coastal Command. 
24 Jan 1938 Attended No 16 Course, RAF Staff College 
28 Sep – 
7 Oct 1938 Attached, HQ, Bomber Command 
31 Dec 1938 Flight Commander, No 88 Sqn (moved to France as part of AASF on 2 Sep 1939) 
28 Sep 1939 Engineering Officer, HQ No 22 Group 
4 Nov 1939 Flight Commander, No 105 Sqn (AASF) 
12 Mar 1940 Officer Commanding, No 103 Sqn. (Battle/Wellington) 
24 Nov 1940 Engineering Officer, No 33 Service Flying Training School 
1 Apr 1942 Chief Engineer, Eastern Air Command, RCAF 
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29 Oct 1943 Supernumerary, RAF Uxbridge (Leave 1 - 21 Nov 1943) 
23 Nov 1943 Supernumerary (Bomber Operations), HQ Bomber Command 
 6 Dec 1943 Supernumerary, HQ No 100 Group 
1 Jan 1944 Officer Commanding, RAF Sculthorpe 
16 May 1944 Officer Commanding, RAF Oulton 
8 Aug 1945 Officer Commanding, No 1 Officers Advanced Training School, RAF Digby 
26 Jun 1947 Supernumerary, HQ No 1 Group 
7 Jul 1947 SASO, No 1 (Bomber) Group 
7 Jul 1949 Supernumerary, Air Ministry Unit 
29 Jul 1949 Attended Air War College, USA. 
24 Jun 1950 Supernumerary, AIR Ministry Unit (spent in USA on leave until 27 Aug 1950) 
20 Aug 1950 Supernumerary, HQ No 11 Group 
24 Aug 1950 SOA, HQ No 11 Group 
28 Dec 1950 Assistant AOA, HQ Fighter Command. 
4-10 Nov 1951 Attached, School of Land/Air Warfare Course (Temporary for No 10 Special Senior 

Student Period) 
31 Dec 1951 Supernumerary, Air Ministry Unit (for briefing) 
5 Jan 1952 Attended Imperial Defence College 
19 Dec 1952 Supernumerary, Air Ministry Unit 
22 Dec 1952 Assistant Chief of Staff (Air Defence), HQ Allied Air Forces Central Europe 
7 Oct 1956 Supernumerary, Air Ministry Unit (pending retirement) 
He represented the RAF College at Rugby and attained the rank of Flight Cadet Corporal. Following 
retirement he became General-Manager of Hong Kong Aircraft Engineering Co. Ltd. (1956 - 1961) 
and later joined the Aero Engine Division of Rolls Royce at Derby (1962 - 71). 
From Flight, 28 August 1953: 
The last person we spoke to at Fontainebleau was Air Commodore T. C. Dickens, R.A.F., who holds 
the post of Assistant Chief of Staff, Operations and Training. In this appointment he was standing-
in for Gen. Dudley Hale, U.S.A.F., to whom he is normally deputy. 
He outlined the work of his department as operational coordination, planning and the perfection of 
control and reporting procedures. Almost at once the talk turned again to standardization 
problems. To achieve the complete mobility desired-over the whole of Europe west of the Iron 
Curtain-standard equipment and procedures are regarded as essential. And as a greater goal, the 
AAFCE staff are working upon the standardization of ground facilities of all kinds - servicing, radio 
and radar, fighter direction, early warning, ammunition provision, and everything else. 
The AAFCE training staff is very busy-particularly at this time of year-mounting and conducting 
exercises, and analysing the results. Once the purpose of the exercise has been laid down, the 
A.T.A.F. commanders are told first what they must, or must not, do, after which they are given a 
fairly free hand as regards day-to-day tactics. Before the start, AAFCE collects any international 
equipment required, such as extra telephones or ammunition, and arranges for everything to be on 
hand when the A.T.A.F.s need it. It may be added that certain aspects of each exercise are directly 
controlled and very closely watched, at first hand, by AAFCE. 
The operations H.Q. at Fontainebleau has a staff made up of British, American and French (about 
21 per cent each) and Canadians, Dutch and Belgians (about 12 per cent each). Language 
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difficulties are not great. Most of the staff speak English - as do many of the A.T.A.F. squadron 
pilots – and everyone knows "pilot's English", with its international bogies and tally-hos. French, 
also, is being mastered by a high, and increasing, proportion of the staff, and a clearing house is 
now run for others who only write French. Staff appointments, incidentally, are agreed at the 
highest levels of the NATO council or SHAPE (Supreme H.Q., Allied Powers Europe) as being 
allocated to a particular nation. A.Cdre. Dickens himself, for example, was posted by the Air 
Ministry to fill a job marked "R.A.F." It is, therefore, of interest to note that, since our our of AAFCE, 
the overall command has passed from General Norstad, U.S.A.F. (who must be looked upon as the 
"father" of AAFCE) to Air Chief Marshal Sir Basil Embry433, R.A.F. 
2619. Unknown. Signed 3 October 1951. Central Fighter Establishment. 

185 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Estab2.htm#CFE: 
Central Fighter Establishment formed at Tangmere on 25 Sep 1945 as a nucleus, it moved to 
Wittering, where it was formally opened on 1 Oct 1944 as part of No 12 Group. It absorbed the 
Fighter Leaders School on 27 Dec 1944 and returned to Tangmere on 15 Jan 1945. On 1 Oct 1945, 
it moved to West Raynham, where it absorbed the Fighter Weapons School in Oct 1957. It finally 
moved to Binbrook on 5 Oct 1962 and disbanded there on 1 Feb 1966. Its Commanding Officers 
were: 
25 Sep 1945  A/Cdre R L R Atcherley 
xx xxx 1945  ? 
xx xxx 1948  A/Cdre D F W Atcherley 
xx xxx 1950  A/Cdre W J Crisham 
xx xxx 1953  A/Cdre G D Stephenson 
10 Dec 1954  A/Cdre J Grandy 
xx xxx 1957  A/Cdre E L Colbeck-Welch 
xx xxx 1958  A/Cdre H I Edwards 
xx xxx 1964  A/Cdre E W Tacon 
2620. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] James Leonard DELL OBE (188475). Signed 
3 October 1951. Central Fighter Establishment. 

185 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jimmy_Dell: 
Wing Commander James Leonard Dell OBE (23 August 1924 – 25 March 2008) was a British test 
pilot. He is best remembered for his involvement in the BAC TSR-2 test programme, being one of 
only three test pilots to fly the aircraft before the project was scrapped in 1965. 
James Dell (known as Jimmy Dell) was born in Liverpool in 1924 and joined the Royal Air Force in 
1942. After pilot training in Rhodesia he became a flight instructor. Dell remained in the RAF until 
                                                 

433 Signed this book on 27 June 1950 and 26 August 1951 

http://www.rafweb.org/Estab2.htm%23CFE
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jimmy_Dell
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1959, retiring with the rank of Wing Commander, to join English Electric as their deputy chief test 
pilot. 
Dell along with chief test pilot Roland Beamont was responsible for the TSR-2 test programme until 
it was controversially cancelled by the then Labour Government in 1965. Following Beamont’s 
retirement in 1965, Dell became BAC's chief test pilot, and was later involved in the Jaguar and 
Panavia Tornado projects. He retired as director of flight operations for British Aerospace in 1989. 
Jimmy Dell died on 25 March 2008. 
From The Telegraph of 28 May 2008: 
Wing Commander Jimmy Dell 
Pilot who established his reputation in fighters and went on to test both the Lightning and the TSR 
2 
Wing Commander Jimmy Dell, who has died aged 83, was one of Britain's foremost test pilots; he 
used his outstanding skills as an RAF fighter pilot to test the Lightning, as well as the highly 
advanced TSR 2 bomber which was cancelled by the Labour government in 1965. 
The most advanced and complex combat aircraft of its day, the TSR 2 was designed to meet an RAF 
requirement in the late 1950s for a long-range bomber capable of flying at speeds up to Mach 2.5 
in all weathers. At the time it was considered to be the most exacting and challenging project 
undertaken by the British aircraft industry. The aircraft flew for the first time on September 27 1964, 
when Dell – flying a Lightning – escorted it during its brief maiden flight. 
After the first five flights of TSR 2, all flown by Roland Beamont, Dell took over the main 
responsibility for testing the aircraft. Of the 24 flights made by the aircraft, Dell was the pilot on 12 
occasions. The early flights indicated that it had great potential; its performance and possibilities 
for further development placed it well ahead of any contemporary aircraft. 
Its cancellation dealt a massive blow to the British aircraft industry, and the sense of anti-climax, 
and in some quarters anger, was intensified when the government ordered the destruction of all 
the airframes, plans and the jigs. Dell always thought that the aircraft would be a world-beater, and 
considered it a great privilege to fly it. 
James Leonard Dell was born in Liverpool on August 23 1924. His enthusiasm for flying was fired 
when Alan Cobham's Flying Circus visited his local area. After serving in the Air Defence Cadet 
Corps he volunteered to fly in the RAF as soon as he was 18. He trained in South Africa and, after 
gaining his wings, was selected as a flying instructor. 
He returned to England at the end of the war and soon established himself as an excellent fighter 
pilot. After serving in No 43 Squadron he joined the staff of the Day Fighter Leaders' School as an 
instructor. In 1954 he left for the United States, where he flew the swept-wing Sabre fighter with 
the 60th Fighter Squadron. Returning from a gunnery exercise he was forced to eject when his 
aircraft ran out of fuel in bad weather. 
The Sabres of his squadron were equipped with an air defence radar; and when he returned to 
Britain he was seconded to the English Electric company as the RAF project pilot for the P1 fighter 
(later the Lightning), which became the RAF's first single-seat radar-equipped fighter. 
Dell remained at English Electric for more than three years, during which time he was forced to 
eject for a second time when he had to abandon his Lightning over the Irish Sea. He returned to 
the RAF to form the Air Fighting Development Squadron, with which he was involved in carrying 
out the initial operational trials on the Lightning and introducing it into RAF service. 
In October 1959 Dell was persuaded to leave the RAF to join English Electric at Warton, and within 
a year he was appointed chief test pilot. He flew many test flights developing the Lightning before 
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becoming involved in the TSR 2 programme. After the TSR 2's cancellation, much of his work was 
directed towards the Anglo-French project that led to the Jaguar ground-attack aircraft. 
In 1968 he was sent to perform an air display for the King of Saudi Arabia. Those who saw it 
remember it as one of the finest displays ever seen; and shortly afterwards a substantial order for 
the Lightning was placed by the Royal Saudi Air Force. This proved to be the start of a long and 
very successful relationship between Saudi Arabia and the British aircraft industry. 
In 1970 Dell became increasingly involved in the new tri-national MRCA project (Tornado) when the 
doctors discovered that he had a minor heart defect that was sufficient to ground him. 
Though tempted to retire from aviation, he remained at Warton and took up the position of 
manager of flight operations for the MRCA flight test programme, initially in Britain and then in 
Munich, before becoming director of the test programme. He retired in 1989. 
Dell was appointed OBE in 1966 and was awarded the Derry and Richards Award by the Guild of Air 
Pilots and Navigators, and the Royal Aero Club Silver Medal for his services to test flying. 
After he retired companies and organisations often sought Dell's help and advice, and he enjoyed 
speaking to various groups about his career. He also liked golf, travel and walking. He gave great 
support to the Lightning Preservation Group at Bruntingthorpe. 
A modest man, he once said: "I was so very lucky, in the right place at the right time - and I got 
paid." 
Jimmy Dell died on March 25. He married his wife, Marjorie, in 1946; she died in 1993. His eldest 
son predeceased him, and he is survived by his second son. 
From http://www.flickr.com/photos/my_public_domain_photos/9471433973/: 

 
Wing Commander James Leonard Dell OBE in a English Electric "Lightning" 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/my_public_domain_photos/9471433973/
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2621. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Alexander William PEDDELL AFC (571620). 
Signed 11 October 1951. No 603 Squadron. 

185 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG.  
2622. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] David REES. Signed 12 October 1951. RAF 
Regiment Depot, Catterick. 

185 
From http://www.rafregt.org.uk/roll-of-honour/members/?pdb=2344: 
Retired RAF Regt Sqn Ldr David REES, born 23 Mar 32, died on 1 Feb 13 aged 80. He was 
commissioned on 1 Oct 60 and served at the RAF Regt Depot Catterick, on 1, 2, 15 and 26 Sqns 
RAF Regt and on the Def NBC Centre at Winterbourne Gunner. He was promoted to the rank of 
sqn ldr on 1 Jul 78 and went on to be the first commander of 2623 Sqn RAuxAF Regt. He also 
served on the Regt Staff at HQ Strike Command, RAF High Wycombe, where he staffed the 
introduction of the Clansman radio communications system into the Regt. He retired on 8 Jun 84. 
2623. Captain Donald Lamond COUTTS MBE TD (399514). Signed 12 October 1951. 
Intelligence Corps. 

185 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 30 April 1965, retaining the rank of 
Captain. 
2624. Flying Officer Malcolm Henry STANWAY (3133532). Signed 13 October 1951. No 41 
Squadron, RAF Biggin Hill. 

185 
He also signed this book on ? November 1951. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He was born in 1930. According to various websites, 
was employed as Director (retired RAF officer) at Hooton Industrial Projects Limited from 07 
December 2004 to 18 February 2005. 
2625. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Jack Ronald Moore EVANS (52736). Signed 
November 1951. HQ Fighter Command. 

185 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 

http://www.rafregt.org.uk/roll-of-honour/members/?pdb=2344
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He died on 26 August 1969, aged 51. 

 
http://www.militaryimages.net/photopost/malta-h-m-forces-in-addolorata-2c-pembroke-2c-
imtarfa-and-capuccini-cemeteries-foreign-office-and-scotland-yard/p69716-evans-2c-jack-ronald-
moore.html 
2626. Flight Lieutenant David William OWEN (180595). Signed November 1951. School of 
Land-Air Warfare, RAF Old Sarum. 

185 
He also signed this book on 22 August 1953. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 1 September 
1961. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/School_of_Land/Air_Warfare: 
The School of Land/Air Warfare was a Royal Air Force school based at Old Sarum in Wiltshire. Its 
purpose was to encourage greater co-operation between officers in the air and those on the 
ground. The School was originally established at Old Sarum in 1920 as the School of Army Co-
operation to provide training for air officers supporting troops on the ground. This became the 
School of Air Support in 1945 when its remit was broadened to cover assistance by air in 
amphibious operations. It was reformed again in May 1947, within No. 11 Group, as the School of 
Land/Air Warfare. In March 1963 it merged with the Amphibious Warfare School (formerly based at 
Poole) to form the Joint Warfare Establishment. 
2627. Flight Lieutenant A W OGILVY (500237). Signed November 1951. RAF Lindholme. 

185 
He is mentioned in the LG, 2 November 1954. 

http://www.militaryimages.net/photopost/malta-h-m-forces-in-addolorata-2c-pembroke-2c-imtarfa-and-capuccini-cemeteries-foreign-office-and-scotland-yard/p69716-evans-2c-jack-ronald-moore.html
http://www.militaryimages.net/photopost/malta-h-m-forces-in-addolorata-2c-pembroke-2c-imtarfa-and-capuccini-cemeteries-foreign-office-and-scotland-yard/p69716-evans-2c-jack-ronald-moore.html
http://www.militaryimages.net/photopost/malta-h-m-forces-in-addolorata-2c-pembroke-2c-imtarfa-and-capuccini-cemeteries-foreign-office-and-scotland-yard/p69716-evans-2c-jack-ronald-moore.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/School_of_Land/Air_Warfare
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2628. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] David BLUNDEN (3504101). Signed November 
1951. RAF Aldergrove. 

185 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 31 March 1970. According to 
forcesreunited.org.uk, David Blunden was at RAF Aldergrove between 1947 and 1970. 
2629. Flying Officer John Jerrett GREGORY (57088). Signed November 1951. RAF 
Aldergrove. 

185 
The Air Force List for July 1953 lists eight people named Gregory with the initial “J”, but only 
(57088) is a Flying Officers. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired, on account of medical unfitness for Air 
Force service, on 14 August 1965. 
2630. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Frederic William DOHERTY (152883). 
Signed November 1951. RAF Biggin Hill. 

185 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired, on account of medical unfitness for Air 
Force service, on 21 August 1970. 
2631. Flying Officer Malcolm Henry STANWAY (3133532). Signed November 1951. RAF 
Biggin Hill. 

185 
He also signed this book on 13 October 1951. 
2632. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Joseph Lesley BROADBENT (3039758). Signed 
November 1951. No 41 Squadron, RAF Biggin Hill. 

186 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From The Air Britain Military Aviation Histrorical Quarterly, December 2010: 
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Gloster Single-Seat Meteors 
WE912 29 MU 18.6.51 ; 41 Sqn 6.7.51; overshot runway on landing into road, Biggin Hill, 21.7.51 
(FO J L Broadbent OK). 
2633. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Robert Hugh Bennett DIXON (193514). 
Signed November 1951. No 41 Squadron, RAF Biggin Hill. 

186 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2634. Officer Cadet [later Wing Commander] Alexander Roy KING AMBIM (2452217). 
Signed 23 November 1951. RAF Feltwell. 

186 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG,including 1 January 1966, whch announced his 
Queen’s Commendation for Valuable Service in the Air. 
2635. Officer Cadet [later Squadron Leader] Arthur Edward Mackenzie BARTON DFC 
(181681). Signed 23 November 1951. RAF Feltwell. 

186 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://www.chassociation.org/oldblues/blueyellowpages.php?mode=Obituaries&letter=B: 
BARTON, Sdn Ldr Arthur Edward Mackenzie, DFC (Max) 1933–1941 (Col B) 
Born 31 January 1924, died on 11 May 2001 at his home in Aust, Bristol. His wife, Jean, wrote to say: 
'He had a good party at the end of January, and was then in and out of hospital. He came home for 
the last nine weeks. He didn't get into any great pain and just drifted away while I was there.' 
Max started his education at CH434 in Prep A in 1933, moving to Coleridge B in 1934, where I joined 
him as a new boy. Our academic abilities being similar, we both opted to specialise in Engineering 
when we entered the Upper Fourth. In one of his letters to me, in later years, Max wrote: 'The 
classics masters and house masters had little interest in me, but Teddy Edwards, Kirby and Averill, 
and various art masters did take an interest in me, communicated to me some of their own 
knowledge and enthusiasm, and by so doing gave me a sound foundation for my own life. I shall 
always remember them with affection.' 
Due to wartime policy at the end of 1940, when we were in the GE, the school was no longer a 
centre for University of London Matriculation examinations, so, Max and I, who had studied the 
Matric. syllabus, sat the examinations elsewhere. Pleased with our success, we returned to school as 
EM (Engineering and Medical) Deputy Grecians, working for the University of London Inter.B.Sc.. 
Although our age group had not yet matriculated, the Headmaster informed us that we were not 

                                                 
434 Christ’s Hospital School, Horsham, West Sussex 
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suited to higher education, and that we were to leave on our 17th birthdays, before the end of the 
school year. 
Max served with distinction in the RAF during the war, as navigator and pilot, and continued service 
with the RAF until 1967, when he retired as a Staff Officer, with the rank of Squadron Leader, in 
Operational Requirements in Whitehall. 
With a recommendation from Dr Barnes Wallis (CH 1900-04), he moved to Bristol, where, he 
worked on the Concorde for ten years, and then moved into the Guided Weapons Division of 
British Aerospace as manager, project leader, study manager and inventor. He retired in 1989. 
As a member of the Royal Aeronautical Society, he was Secretary, and then Chairman, of the Bristol 
Branch. After serving on the Council of the Society for 12 years, he became Vice President in his last 
year on the Council. 
When he retired, Max gave up his dangerous sport of sailing off shore, which included crossing the 
Atlantic single handed, and started motor racing. He also pursued his lifelong interests as poet, 
painter, potter and philosopher. He spent years writing theses on controversial theories in physics, 
especially his 4 dimensional theory of light transmission. 
Max was a gentle man who was loved by all who knew him, and will be greatly missed by his wife, 
Jean, his daughter and his two sons, as well as his many friends. In Max's words, 'I do not have any 
ambition to attain great spiritual eminence, or wealth or power, only to try to be true to myself and 
truthful to others, to achieve the benevolence of loving kindness for its own sake.' - written by 
Arthur HC Williams Col B 1934-41 
2636. Wing Commander Desmond John DEVITT (39434). Signed 26 January 1952. RAF 
Dalcross. 

186 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2637. Air Chief Marshal Sir Basil Edward EMBRY GCB KBE DSO DFC AFC RAF. Signed 28 
January 1952. Headquarters Fighter Control. 

186 
He also signed this book on 27 June 1950 and 26 August 1951. 
2638. Margaret Mildred Norfolk Hope Elliot EMBRY. Signed 28 January 1952. 
Headquarters Fighter Control. 

186 
From http://thepeerage.com/p4813.htm#i48128: 
Margaret Mildred Norfolk Hope Elliot is the daughter of Commander Charles Sinclair Elliot and 
Florence Louisa Dudley. She married Air Chief Marshal Sir Basil Edward Embry, son of Reverend 
James Embry, on 1 August 1928. 

http://thepeerage.com/p4813.htm%23i48128
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2639. Bridget Elliot EMBRY. Signed 28 January 1952. Headquarters Fighter Control. 

186 
From http://thepeerage.com/p4815.htm#i48149: 
Bridget Elliot Embry was born on 22 May 1931. She is the daughter of Air Chief Marshal Sir Basil 
Edward Embry and Margaret Mildred Norfolk Hope Elliot. She married Vivian Jenner Mackereth, 
son of Dr. J. G. Mackereth, on 9 May 1953. 
2640. Squadron Leader Alfred John MOODY (44758). Signed 1 February 1952. HQ No 18 
Group. 

186 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2641. Air Commodore Gordon Herbert VASSE CBE MiD (23 April 1899 – 26 March 1965) 
(15154). Signed 7 February 1952. HQ Royal Observer Corps. 

186 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gordon_Herbert_Vasse: 
Early career 
In 1917 Vasse joined the Royal Naval Air Service as a trainee pilot in the rank of Probationery Flight 
Officer and was later promoted to Flight Sub-Lieutenant. 
When the RAF was formed in March 1918 Vasse transferred to the new service in the rank of 2nd 
Lieutenant (Pilot) and was rapidly promoted to Pilot Officer and then Flying Officer. After seeing 
active combat duty as a fighter pilot in the latter stages of the First World War Vasse was 
transferred to the unemployed officer list in September 1919. 
Back to the RAF 
In October 1921 he rejoined the RAF on a short service commission in the rank of Flying Officer 
and posted as a supernumerary pilot at the RAF Central Depot. After a further supernumerary 
posting to the School of Technical Training he was posted to No. 6 Squadron RAF as a pilot in April 
1923. 
After a short one month period as a supernumerary at the Central Depot over the Christmas of 
1925 he was granted a permanent commission in January 1926 and posted as an instructor to the 
RAF’s Air Armament and Gunnery School. Promoted to Flight Lieutenant in July 1927, in March 
1929 he was appointed Armaments Officer at the RAF North Coates gunnery practice range in 
Lincolnshire where he remained until November 1930. 
Returning to flying duties as a flight commander with No. XV Squadron RAF on 1 November 1930 
he remained with the squadron until February 1933, apart from a two-month period while suffering 
from an illness that prevented him from flying. In November he was posted overseas firstly as 
Armaments Officer for No. 3 (Indian) Wing RAF and later as Staff Armament Officer at 
Headquarters No. 1 (Indian) Group. 

http://thepeerage.com/p4815.htm%23i48149
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Returning to the UK in 1936 he was appointed as a Staff Instructor at the Air Armament School on 
promotion to Squadron Leader. After a short armament officer posting to RAF Northolt he was 
promoted to Wing Commander and granted his first command as Officer Commanding the Air 
Fighting Development Unit (AFDU) at RAF Duxford. 
Commands 
He would remain at Duxford, becoming Station Commander there, on promotion to Group 
Captain, until July 1941 when he was appointed Deputy Director of the RAF Air Tactics department. 
In October the following year he became Director of the department in the rank of Acting Air 
Commodore. In July 1945 he was honoured as a Commander of the Order of the British Empire by 
King George VI in the King's Birthday Honours 
Between 1944 and 1945 Vasse filled a number of senior appointments in quick succession 
including Deputy Senior Air Staff Officer (SASO) at Headquarters Air Command South East Asia, 
SASO No. 221 Group RAF and SASO HQ RAF Burma. As the war ended Vasse was serving as AOC 
RAF Seletar in Singapore. 
Returning to post war England in the Autumn of 1946 Vasse served in a number of AOC 
appointments with No. 21 Group RAF, No. 25 Group and latterly No. 63 Group where he remained 
from March 1948 until March 1951. His rank as an Air Commodore was confirmed on 1 July 1947. 
Royal Observer Corps 
In March 1951 Vasse was posted to RAF Bentley Priory and took over as the seventh Commandant 
Royal Observer Corps from Air Commodore Sir Richard Bowen Jordan KCB DFC ADC RAF. Vasse 
was able to bring his long expertise in air tactics to bear on the operational systems used by the 
ROC in tracking aircraft. He also oversaw the expansion of the Corps’ coverage to include Northern 
Ireland for the first time, establishing No. 31 Group ROC with its headquarters in Lisburn. 
Vasse was selected by the RAF to be one of its principal representatives at the funeral of King 
George VI at Westminster Abbey and Windsor Castle. His first task after the funeral was to formally 
invite Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth to become the Corps’ new Air Commodore in Chief, an 
appointment she readily accepted. 
Air Commodore Vasse’s attention was then directed at the growing problem of the Corps tracking 
the newly introduced high speed jet aircraft. He realised it would need a revised operational layout 
to maintain reporting efficiency. The solution addressed a consolidation of group boundaries to 
match RAF Fighter Command sectors and crucial improvements in track handover across group 
boundaries. 
The reorganisation of groups reduced their number and Vasse oversaw the closing of the wartime 
operational centres at Maidstone, Lincoln, Bury St Edmunds, Cambridge, Gloucester, Cardiff, 
Wrexham and Dunfermline, several of which would reopen three years later. The dual centres at 
York were combined into a single establishment. Posts were rearranged so that some clusters now 
straddled group boundaries and reported to both centres to improve fast jet track handovers 
between groups. 
Retirement 
The Royal Observer Corps was Vasse’s final service appointment and he retired from the RAF on 26 
April 1954 and handed over command of the ROC to Air Commodore J H T Simpson DSO AFC. 
Vasse was due to return to RAF Bentley Priory as a principal guest of honour at the Royal Review of 
the Royal Observer Corps by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth in July 1966, but sadly he died before 
the event. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Vasse.htm: 
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CBE - 5 Jul 1945, MiD - 17 Mar 1941. 
(RNAS): - Prob Flt Off: xx xxx xxxx, Flt Sub-Lt: xx xxx xxxx. 
(RAF):- 2 Lt (P): 1 Apr 1918, Plt Off: 1 Aug 1919, Fg Off: xx xxx 1919; 17 Oct 1921, Flt Lt: 1 Jul 
1927, Sqn Ldr: 1 Feb 1936, Wg Cdr: 1 Jan 1939, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Jun 1941, Act A/Cdre: 26 
Oct 1942, Gp Capt (WS): 26 Apr 1943, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1946, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 
1947. 
 3 Sep 1919 Transferred to Unemployed List 
17 Oct 1921 Granted Short Service Commission in the rank of Flying Officer 
17 Oct 1921 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
1 Apr 1922 Supernumerary, School of Technical Training (Men) 
 3 Apr 1923 Pilot, No 6 Sqn 
12 Dec 1925 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
 1 Jan 1926 Granted a Permanent Commission in the rank of Flying Officer 
16 Aug 1926 Instructor?, Armament and Gunnery School 
30 Mar 1929 Armament Officer, Practice Camp, North Coates Fittes 
 8 Mar 1930 Armament Officer, Practice Camp, North Coates Fittes 
 1 Nov 1930 Flight Commander, No XV Sqn 
 6 Jun 1931 Supernumerary - non effective (sick), RAF Depot 
 8 Aug 1931 Flight Commander, No XV Sqn 
 7 Feb 1933 Armament Officer, No 3 (Indian) Wing 
 5 Jan 1934 Armament Officer, HQ No 1 (Indian) Group 
29 Feb 1936 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
14 Jun 1936 Instructor/Staff, Air Armament School 
 5 Jul 1937 Armament Officer, RAF Northolt 
xx xxx 1937 Officer Commanding, AFDU 
xx xxx 1941 Officer Commanding, RAF Duxford 
 7 Jul 1941 Deputy Director of Air Tactics 
26 Oct 1942 Director of Air Tactics 
xx xxx 1944 Deputy SASO, HQ Air Command, South East Asia 
 9 Nov 1944 SASO, No 221 Group 
 1 Oct 1945 SASO, HQ RAF Burma 
xx Apr 1946 AOC, RAF Base Seletar 
xx xxx 1946 AOC, No 21 Group 
xx xxx 1947 AOC, No 25 Group 
22 Mar 1948 AOC, No 63 Group 
20 Mar 1951 Commandant, Royal Observer Corps 
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2642. Observer Commander Quinton DUNLOP MBE BSc (191450). Signed 7 February 1952. 
HQ Scottish Area Royal Observer Corps. 

186 
From Flight, 1 July 1948: 

  
No further trace found other than probably his son of the same name, who was an international 
rugby player. 
2643. Observer Lieutenant Norman James Hicks GOODCHILD MBE. Signed 7 February 
1952. HQ No 37 Group, Royal Observer Corps, Dundee. 

186 
His MBE was announced in the LG, 9 January 1946. 
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2644. Officer Cadet [later Flying Officer] Jill Alfreda VASSE WRAF (2812181). Signed 7 
February 1952. RAF Duxford. 

186 
From the Association of RAF Women Officers’ Gazette, 2011: 
Mrs Jill Eades (née Vasse) Flight Officer 1949 – 1958 
RAF Duxford was on a care and maintenance basis when I was posted there six months after being 
commissioned, aged 20years. There were very few personnel stationed there and I joined the .22 
rifle shooting club as one of the options available for recreation. The men proved to be good 
teachers and I became a regular member of the club. 
Eventually the runways were extended and two Meteor Squadrons flew in and the rifle club 
expanded with Squadron and support members joining. We took part in the RAF postal shooting 
competition which included all the overseas clubs. Our team got through to the semi-finals and we 
went to RAF Uxbridge to shoot it out with three other teams. I was the only woman taking part 
and, together with some of my team mates that day, shot a “possible”, which meant we did not 
drop a point and we won the cup. 
As a result of that win, I was included in the WRAF shooting team and once shot against the 
General Post Office Ladies in an underground range in London. Those ladies seemed very old to us 
but when they lay down to shoot, the backs of their jackets were covered in trophy badges and 
they trounced us! 
For several years, I camped at Bisley and competed with a 303 rifle on the outside range in all 
weathers; it was good fun. 
2645. James Henry DELLBRIDGE (45496). Signed 12 February 1952. HQ 90 Group. 

186 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 27 February 1958. 
2646. Unknown. Signed no date. [Address]. 

186 
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2647. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Roger EMETT (53248). Signed February 
1952. No 66 Squadron, RAF Linton-on-Ouse. 

187 
He also signed this book on 21 May 1953. 
From http://upperrissington.co.uk/wordpress/?page_id=141: 
“Trying to find information on the crash landing of a mosquito on 4th July 1949 close to Little 
Rissington. The aircraft was flown by my father Roger Emett (died 1971). He walked away with a 
broken hand when one of the props sliced through the cockpit.” 
Posted by Roger Emett, 22 February 2013 
“de Havilland Mosquito T.Mk.III registration LR556 on a training exercise from RAD Little Rissington 
lost height on single-engined overshoot with flaps down 1½ m SE of Moreton-in-Marsh 4.7.49. The 
airplane was damaged beyond repair” 
Posted by Vigilant, 13 March 2013 
From Playground Daily News, 27 December 1967: 
Martin-Baker tech rep Roger Emett and Mrs. Emett were guests of the 33rd Tactical Fighter Wing at 
a Christmas formal. The Emetts are from England. 
From Playground Daily News, 4 January 1968: 
Squadron Leader Roger Emett RAF (Ret.), better known as "Roger, 1 ' p-sers down from the cockpit 
of the F-4 Phantom, in which he flew an orientation mission with the 33rd Tactical Fighter Wing. 
Roger is the technical representative of the Martin-Baker Aircraft Company, which manufactures 
the ejection seat for the F-4 
From Playground Daily News, 18 March 1969: 
Wing Commander J. Jewell (RAF, Ret.), left, service manager for the Martin-Baker Aircraft Co., 
climbs aboard one of the F-4s in the 33rd Tactical Fighter Wing at Eglin for a look at the aircraft's 
ejection seat. Commander Jewell was at Eglin during his Annual Supervisory Visit to the Martin-
Baker representatives with the United States Air Force, Navy and Army, all of which use the Martin-
Baker ejection seats in their aircraft. Looking on is Roger Emett, Martin- Baker representative with 
the 33rd TFW. 
From Playground Daily News, 26 August 1971: 
Squadron Leader Roger Emett, 49, 2 Egerton Road, Padstow, Cornwall, England, died 22 August at 
his home. He is survived by his wife, Billie, and sons, Roger Jr and Jeremy. The Emett family lived in 
the Walton Beach area from October 1965 until November 1969, while Squadron Leader Emett was 
a technical representative for the Martin Baker Aircraft Co, and maintained an office at the 33rd 
Tactical Fighter Wing at Eglin. 
Comment posted by Roger Emett on http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2288111/Returning-
skies-oldest-jet-fighter-world-British-built-Meteor-fly-70-years-maiden-flight.html: 
My father Roger Emett flew meteors and I have a photo of him in FMJ-N. He flew at Farnborough 
1950 in FMJ-V to become the RAF aerobatic champion. He flew meteors at Driffield, Little 
Rissington and Middleton St George with 203 & 205 AFS and 66 Sqdn before going to 2nd TAF in 
Germany. He gave an aerobatic display in Germany in a T7 which was remembered by one of the 
ground crew. FMJ-N is in the last photograph in the article above. 

http://upperrissington.co.uk/wordpress/?page_id=141
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2288111/Returning-skies-oldest-jet-fighter-world-British-built-Meteor-fly-70-years-maiden-flight.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2288111/Returning-skies-oldest-jet-fighter-world-British-built-Meteor-fly-70-years-maiden-flight.html
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Refuelling Gloster Meteors aircraft at Druffield in Yorkshire. By 1951 there were 20 RAF squadrons 
flying the Meteor and it became one of the best-loved aircraft in the air force inventory 
2648. Reverend Rupert Lionel William PRATT (110573). Signed February 1952. RAF 
Spitalgate. 

187 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Spitalgate: 
RAF Spitalgate, formerly known as RFC Station Grantham, was a Royal Flying Corps and Royal Air 
Force station, located 2 mi (3.2 km) south east of the centre of Grantham, Lincolnshire, England. 
2649. Squadron Leader Jack Ratcliff ROBINSON AFC (110565). Signed 20 February 1952. 
RAF Coltishall. 

187 
The Air Force List for July 1953 lists only one Squadron Leaders named ROBINSON: J R ROBINSON 
AFC, 1 January 1952. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 2 August 1962. 
His AFC was announced in Flight, 15 June 1951. 
2650. Flight Lieutenant Cyril Roy WHITE (193511). Signed 20 February 1952. No 1 Flying 
Training School, RAF Moreton-in-Marsh. 

187 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Moreton-in-Marsh: 
RAF Moreton-in-Marsh was a Royal Air Force station near Moreton-in-Marsh, Gloucestershire. It 
was opened in November 1940 and closed for oper  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Spitalgate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Moreton-in-Marsh
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ational flying in early 1948. The base remained in use as a relief runway and for training. After a 
period of care and maintenance, the Station was handed over to the Home Office in 1955. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._1_Flying_Training_School: 
RAF Oakington saw the fifth incarnation of 1 FTS, when it was reformed once again on 1 December 
1950 with the North American Harvard T.2B. On 31 October 1951 the school had completely 
moved to RAF Moreton-in-Marsh and had been given Percival Prentice T.1s, but disbanded once 
again on 20 April 1955. 
2651. Reverend Wing Commander John Nevill KEELING MA QHC (38054). Signed 21 
February 1952. Assistant Chaplain-in-Chief, HQ Bomber Command. 

187 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From Flight, 15 March 1957: 

 
The Reverend B E Knight MA was appointed Honory Chaplain to the Queen in succession to the 
Reverend J K Keeling MA on his retirement on 8 April 1960. 
2652. Pilot Officer [later Squadron Leader] Kenneth John BURGESS (3045979). Signed 8 
March 1952. No 30 Squadron, RAF Abingdon, Berkshire. 

187 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 28 November 1975. 
From https://www.duedil.com/director/902704980/kenneth-burgess: 
Sqn Ldr Kenneth Burgess 
Ex-Director of The Royal Air Force Yacht Club Limited 
Born:   Oct 1929 
Nationality:  British 
Location:  Southampton 
2653. Flight Lieutenant Peter James William STRUGNELL (3030837). Signed 2 April 1952. 
No 35 Squadron, RAF Marham, Norfolk. 

187 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._1_Flying_Training_School
https://www.duedil.com/director/902704980/kenneth-burgess
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He also signed this book between 22 April and12 May 1952, and on 4 April 1960. 
According to http://www.nzhistory.net.nz/media/photo/ohakea-rnzafa-memorial-park, he was 
curator of Ohakea Wing RNZAF Museum (1978-1993). He was born on 16 September 1925 and 
died on 17 December 1995, aged 70 years. He was married to Jill. They had a son, Kenneth, and 
daughter, Caroline. He is buried in Ohakea RNZAF Association memorial park. 
From http://aeroclub.co.nz/history/: 
In February 1966, (Alexander) Brian Milne, the then CFI (former Pilot Officer RNZAF in WWII and 'A' 
Cat pilot) abruptly tendered his resignation after 6 years service. The talented Brian (aka 'Grumpy') 
was well known for his abrasive style and promptly went out and formed PN Flying School with Syd 
Jensen flying Bolkow aircraft - one is unsure if that was out of spite or ambition however that 
organisation also enjoyed success for a several years before closing down. Replacing him in May 
1966, Peter Strugnell, an ex RAF pilot and new CFI from Auckland arrived and the club was 
outgrowing the tired small offices inside the hangar. A building committee was formed and plans 
were drawn up for new office space. In typical rapid club fashion, the club's new office block was 
built in record time and was adjacent to the bar/restaurant. This offered a reception foyer, 
instructor room, planning room, a booking office, briefing room, kitchen and lounge. 
From his service record (supplied by Keir Strugnell in an email of 16 December 2013 to Trevor 
Baker): 

 
2654. Air Marshal Sir Leslie William Clement BOWER KCB DSO DFC MiD (twice) (26130). 
Signed 4 April 1952. No 81 Group, Watnall. 

187 
He also signed this book on ? November 1948. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._81_Group_RAF: 
No 81 Group was formed on 16 December 1940 at RAF Sealand as part of Fighter Command to 
control the Operational Training Unit. On 19 February 1941 it moved to Tallow Hall in Worcester 
and then on 22 December 1941 it was based at Avening Court in Gloucestershire. It was disbanded 
on the 15 April 1943 when all controlled units were moved to No. 9 Group. The group was 
reformed on 1 Jan 1952 at RAF Watnall to control all training units within Fighter Command, on 16 
May 1952 it moved to RAF Rudloe Manor. It was finally disbanded on the 31 Mar 1958. 

http://www.nzhistory.net.nz/media/photo/ohakea-rnzafa-memorial-park
http://aeroclub.co.nz/history/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._81_Group_RAF
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From Flight, 29 February 1952: 

  
2655. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] John ETKINS (168457). Signed 4 April 1952. 
No 81 Group, Watnall. 

187 
From a report entitled “5th Witness” found during a Google search: 
Flight Lieutenant JOHN ETKINS (168457) General Duties Branch (Navigator) of Roya1 Air Force, 
Seletar being duly sworn states: - “I am the Senior Controller at the Rescue Co-ordination Centre at 
Royal Air Force, Seletar and I was on duty on the morning of the 9th December. On taking over 
watch at 0800 GH I was informed that Shackleton MAXA 74 which should have been carrying out 
an anti-piracy patrol from LABUAN under Seletar Operational control, had been diverted by Rescue 
Sub-Centre, Labuan to position ‘0953N 114.l8E’ for Search and Rescue duties. The aircraft had been 
briefed to work Seletar but at no stage did we hear from it on any of our frequencies. However the 
aircraft was in satisfactory communication with Joint Air Traffic Control Centre, Paya Labar and 
messages were relayed to the R.C.C. Seletar. This arrangement is often resorted to, as aircrew often 
find less difficulty in working the Royal Air Force frequencies at Paya Leba then those of Seletar. I 
received messages that the aircraft had found thirteen men on a reef, had also found a fishing 
vessel YF 890 which was homed to the reef. Through J.A.T.C.C. I passed the instructions received 
from HQ F.E.A.F. (Squadron Leader BOTTOME MAR.OPS.) that when rescue was complete the 
aircraft was to carry out the anti-piracy patrol and to land at LABUAN before dark. There is no 
written confirmation of messages passed to and from aircraft by J.A.T.C.C. held by me. To the best 
of my memory the last f messages received were to the effect that a U.S.A.F. B 29 had arrived on 
the scene at 0425 Z and that the Shackleton expected to leave the area shortly. Since I heard no 
more and as far as I was concerned the rescue was completed I presumed the aircraft to have 
commenced its return transit to North Borneo. I further presumed that the aircraft was in 
satisfactory communication with J.A.T.C.C. as it had been throughout the morning. It is the normal 
practice that when our aircraft are working J.A.T.C.C. the text of routine position is not necessarily 
passed between us by phone unless specifically asked for and I would therefore expect them to 
initiate any necessary overdue action. At 1615 GH the controller at J.A.T.C.C. rang expressing 
concern for the Shackleton. He told mo that since his last contact at 1157 GH Changi had heard the 
aircraft at approximately 1230 GH and that nothing had been heard since. He had carried out a 
communications check with LABUAN but they had no news. I checked with Changi and it was 
eventually discovered that the aircraft had never worked Changi. We immediately went into an alert 
phase. J.A.T.C.C. Were asked to carry out the fullest possible communications check throughout 
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North Borneo and with MANILLA F.I.R. Meanwhile I spoke to my O.C. Flying (Squadron Leader 
MOFFATT) and to O.C. 205 Squadron (Wing Commander McCREADY) and the plan for an S.A.R. 
search was discussed. It was decided after numerous phone calls between the three of us to wait 
until last light at LABUAN which would be about 1800 GH. If nothing had been heard by then the 
S.A.R. Shackleton would fly to the last known position and carry out a night search technique from 
there to the north tip of BORNEO and around the N.E. Coast following the planned patrol as far as 
TAWAO and then return the same way. I felt, and it was agreed, that if the aircraft had had a full 
communications failure some time soon after mid-day that an attempt would have been made by 
the crew to notify it whilst continuing on its ordered patrol. This would have brought them, within 
about an hour and half, within voice range of SANDAKAN and possibly earlier within voice range of 
LABUAN had they climbed. I thought that having the Assistant Commissioner of Police abroad and 
already having lost some six hours of patrol time the Captain would take every attempt now to 
complete the patrol rather than return to LABUAN even at the expense of remaining out of contact 
longer than the prescribed period. From my two years experience in the R.C.C. I would say that this 
is often the case with aicraft flying in this area, especially in transit. This applies equal1y to civil 
aircraft. The genera11y understood requirement for position reporting is once per hour as laid 
down in Supplementary Flight Information Document for flights within the Singapore F.I.R., and the 
action to be taken in the event of loss of contact is for the aircraft to be flown to the nearest 
suitable aerodrome as laid down by HQ F.E.A.F. Air Staff Instruction, Section 8, No.Sigs/5, Para.3. At 
1804 GH nothing further had been heard and the decision was made to send the S.A.R. aircraft 
which became airborne at l8l7GH. This search produced no results but whilst it was being carried 
out plans were made under the direction of wing Commander McCready who spent the whole of 
that night in the R.C.C. for a large scale search on the next day. The planning of the subsequent 
search was all done by Wing Commander McCready and his team at Changi and later at Labuan. 
Plans for the search on the 11th December were made at Changi, phoned to the R.C.C. which 
issued them in signed form, and thenceforth the sole function of the R.C.C. was to relay messages 
between Changi and Labuan, whilst providing a communication facility for aircraft deployed on the 
search. I produce an extract from A.M.O. A.203/1957 Paragraphs 31 and 32, which detail the action 
to be taken by A.T.C.C.'s. and R.C.C's. during emergency phases. (Exhibit “E”). I a1so produce a 
certified true copy of the R.C.C. Log for the relevant period. (Exhibit “F”). These extracts are of 
necessity sketchy as in the case of an incident such as this it is impossible with the staff available to 
keep a detailed record. The staff consists of three officers, one of whom was on leave in Hong 
Kong, the second was sent to supplement the only officer at Labuan, on the night of the 9th 
December. The R.C.C. was then supplemented by non R.C.C. trained G.D. Officers from Seletar, and 
the O.C. Flying, I received a debrief from H.M.S. ALBION (F.O.2 F.E.S.) which indicated that the 
fishermen of the SAN FOREN had received food and water from a flying boat on the 28th 
November and had had three subsequent drops. The reference of this debrief is 170656Z. The 
R.C.C. had no knowledge of those supply drops being carried out within its area of responsibi1ity 
though LABUAN had stated in a signal on the 9th December that a U.S. Navy aircraft had dropped 
canned food to the fishermen. This we presumed to have occurred on the 8th. Had we known of 
this supply dropping we would not have acquiesced to the diversion of the Shackleton aircraft 
without prior reference to HQ F.E.A.F. (C.Mav.O.). On the 23rd December I asked J.S.A.R.C.C. CLARK 
FIELD for a full debrief and explanation, since it was likely that the aircraft would never have been 
sent if we had known full details. Their reply evaded a direct answer and I have now asked HQ 
F.E.A.F. to seek clarification. R.C.C. Singapore signal SAR 130 240222Z refers.” 
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2656. Flight Lieutenant Robertson. Signed 4 April 1952. No 81 Group, Watnall. 

187 
This is probably John Burrell ROBERTSON (43044) who was on the Admin Staff at No 67 (Northern 
Ireland) Group from 30 October 1952. He is the only person named ROBERTSON in The Air Force 
List for July 1953 who is shown as being appointed to an RAF Group. 
2657. Wing Commander David Oswald Farquhar LUMSDEN DFC (33267). Signed 22 April 
1952. HQ Fighter Command. 

187 
His DFC was announced in the LG, 7 July 1944: 
Wing Commander David Oswald Farquhar Lumsden (33267), R.A.F., 144 Sqn. 
In June, 1944, this officer led a formation of aircraft which attacked 3 enemy naval vessels. By his 
skilful leadership and exceptional determination, Wing Commander Lumsden played a good part in 
the success of a well conceived attack. He has completed many sorties and has set a fine example 
of devotion to duty. 
The LG, 3 October 1961 announced his retirement with effect from 14 September 1961. 
2658. Wing Commander Henry Irving WOOD OBE (79769). Signed 22 April 1952. HQ 
Fighter Command. 

187 
According to the Retired List – Administrative and Special Duties Branch section of The Air Force 
List for April 1950, he was born on 3 September 1908. His first commission was on 10 May 1940. He 
was made a Squadron Leader on 18 January 1946 and retired on 14 June 1946. 
2659. 11 Unknown. Signatures of senior fire officers. Signed between 22 April and 12 May 
1952. 
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187 and 188 
http://www.graemekirkwood.co.uk/HI/A01.htm has some of the above names: 
Mr D. Macbeth, Divisional Officer of the Northern Area, and Mr J. Chisholm, Assistant Divisional 
Officer. 
2660. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Stuart Munro MACKAY AFC (125541). 
Signed between 22 April and 12 May 1952. No 115 Squadron, RAF Marham. 

188 
He is mentioned in the LG, 7 June 1951and 1 February 1953. His retirement on 31 March 1962 was 
announced in the LG, 3 April 1962. 
His AFC was announced in Flight, 15 June 1951. 
From http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=165803: 
Date: 25-MAR-1945 
Time:  

Type: 
 

de Havilland Mosquito PR.Mk XVI 
Owner/operator: 544 Sqn RAF 
Registration: RF971 
C/n / msn:  
Fatalities: Fatalities: 2 (sic) / Occupants: 2 
Airplane damage: Written off (damaged beyond repair) 
Location: ? Germany 
Phase: Combat 
Nature: Military 
Departure airport: RAF Benson, Oxfordshire 
Destination airport:  
Narrative: RF971 - Missing on mission to Swinemunde and Stettin. Took off RAF 

Benson 11:30 hrs 25/03/45 

http://www.graemekirkwood.co.uk/HI/A01.htm
http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=165803
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Crew:   F/Lt (125.541) S M MacKAY(pilot) RAFVR - POW  
F/O A S LOBBAN (nav.) RAFVR – POW 

From eBay (8 June 2014): 
BRITISH MILITARY AVIATION NEWS - MAY 1963 VOL 13 #5 - WC STUART MACKAY 

 
From http://forum.planetalk.net/viewtopic.php?t=10197&view=next: 

 

http://forum.planetalk.net/viewtopic.php?t=10197&view=next
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F/L Stuart Mackay, my father, seated front row second in from the right was with [544] Squadron 
until 25 March 1945 when he was shot down by a 262. Went on to fly for the RAF until 1962. Now 
lives in South Africa. Posted 3 July2010. 
2661. Flight Lieutenant Peter James William STRUGNELL (3030837). Signed between 22 
April and 12 May 1952. No 35 Squadron, RAF Marham, Norfolk. 

188 
He also signed this book on 2 April 1952 and 4 April 1960. 
2662. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Alexander Hugh Peter CORNISH (607167). 
Signed between 22 April and 12 May 1952. RAF Marham. 

188 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 5 March 1976. 
2663. Flight Lieutenant Stanley SPARKES (175160). Signed between 22 April and 12 May 
1952. RAF Silloth. 

188 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://yourlifemoments.ca/sitepages/obituary.asp?oid=492207: 

 
SPARKES, Stanley (Ned ) September 26, 1918 – April 23, 2011 . Ned Sparkes, a longtime resident of 
Beaverlodge, passed away peacefully at the Hythe Continuing Care Centre at the age of 92. He will 
be sadly missed by Edna, his wife of 61 years, son Barry (Bonnie), daughter Wendy Sherk (Lloyd) 
and their children: Peter, Erika and Logan (Lorna), and son Bill (Rachna). Ned was born in London, 
England, the second youngest of George and Lucy Sparkes’ ten children, and grew up in Biggin Hill, 
Kent. He apprenticed as a tool and dye maker, and then joined the British Army in 1939. He was 
evacuated from Dunkirk, and then began his pilot’s training in Canada. He began flying bombers 
and was shot down over Holland on his 13th mission. Thanks to the Dutch underground, he 

http://yourlifemoments.ca/sitepages/obituary.asp?oid=492207
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eventually made contact with the invading British Forces and was taken back to England, arriving at 
his family home on his birthday. He then flew transport planes all over the world, took part in the 
Berlin Airlift, and ended his flying career with several years as a test pilot. Part of that job took him 
to Edmonton to test planes in winter conditions. A young lady from Beaverlodge who was working 
at the airbase caught his eye, and he and Edna were married in 1949. They spent the next six years 
in England where their three children were born, and then returned to Beaverlodge and farming. 
Another career change after the children left home took him into the construction industry where 
he enjoyed himself until retirement. Retirement meant more time for golfing, traveling and reading. 
The family would like to send their thanks to Dr. Miller, Dr. Crowe and the wonderful, caring staff at 
the Hythe Continuing Care Centre. You are all very special people! A memorial service will be held 
at the Beaverlodge United Church on Saturday, April 30, 2011 at 2:00pm. 
From http://www.bigginhill-history.co.uk/stanleysstory.htm: 
The Pilot, the Lodge and the Dutch Resistance 
Our story starts in 1985 when John Hartnett, the owner of Holly Lodge in the Grove, had a visit 
from John and Jean Ettridge who were interested in the house as a relation of their's, Stanley 
Sparkes, lived there during WW2.  
Stanley was originally a soldier who was rescued from Dunkirk but after returning to England he 
changed services and became a pilot and flew Halifax bombers out of Burn Selby, Yorkshire, with 
578 Squadron. His plane, MZ563 LK-Y, was shot down by flak over Someren, Holland, on the 22nd 
April 1944. He was rescued by the Dutch resistance and spent most of the time in a woodland 
camp with the resistance before being returned to England in September 1944. After being 
processed in London, he returned to Biggin Hill (his sister, Mabel, still lived there, in Holly Lodge) 
and knocked on her door on September 26th, his 26th birthday. 
In January 1986, John received a Christmas card and letter addressed to "Mr. Sparkes (RAF Pilot), 
Holly Lodge, Biggin Hill)" It was from a Mr. A. Bennik who wrote:  
...... I am the man who in Someren at first spoke English to you and who carried you on cycle to the 
school in Someren with Father Geboirs (?) when it was dark. Please let me know if you remember 
me and what has happened to you. 
John had exchanged phone numbers with John and Jean Hartnett and contacted them to see if 
Stanley was still alive. They gave him Bill Sparkes', his brother, address in Swindon and obtained 
Stanley's address. He now lives in Canada. John passed on the Christmas card and letter to Stanley. 
Stanley never made contact with Mr Bennik. However, Stanley's son, Barry, has been in touch, via e-
mails, with his son Jan Bennik and hopes to meet him when he visits Europe in 2011. 
After retiring from the RAF in 1955, Stanley took up farming in Canada near Beaverlodge, Alberta. 
He was married at that time (to a girl from Beaverlodge) with three children. 
Bill Sparkes' daughter, Mary Wilkinson, has contributed a couple of photos. 

 

http://www.bigginhill-history.co.uk/stanleysstory.htm
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Holly Lodge, taken in 1907, where Stanley Sparkes lived from time to time with his sister, Mabel 
Biddle, and her husband, Bert, who owned the property. 

 
Stanley Sparkes in his flying gear. The date of this photo is not known. 

 
Stanley Sparkes, centre leaning forward, in the woodland camp with other RAF airmen. 

 
Stanley Sparkes is second from the left with the checked shirt. 
The story of MZ563 LK-Y is told in Hugh Timmerman’s Bombers in the Night Sky, Lulu (21 July 
2008): 
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“In 1944, as a thirteen-year old, I saw a Halifax bomber come down in a ball of fire close to our 
home in the Netherlands. Sixty-three years later, I met up with the pilot of that plane living in 
Canada. This book describes not only his evasion but also my own wartime experience.” 
2664. Unknown. Signed between 22 April and 12 May 1952. RAF Silloth. 

188 
The surname looks like it start with Sh or Th. 
2665. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] Michael John Althorpe SHAW DSO (40855). 
Signed between 22 April and 12 May 1952. HQ 12 Group. RAF Newton. 

188 
His DSO, whilst an Acting Wing Commander with No 69 squadron, was announced in the LG, 9 
January 1945 in recognition of gallantry and devotion to duty in the execution of air operations. 
From Flight, 8 February 1945 
“This officer is at present engaged upon his third operational tour. During his first and second tours 
of duty he completed numerous sorties from the United Kingdom and Malta, taking part in 
torpedo bombing and sea mining missions, often in the face of severe opposition. With his present 
squadron, firstly as flight commander and latterly as squadron commander, he has completed his 
new duties of reconnaissance by night with the utmost enthusiasm and skill. His wide experience of 
night operations has been invaluable. He has set a fine example and obtained outstanding results.” 
From The Telegraph, 15 February 2002: 
GROUP CAPTAIN MIKE SHAW, who has died aged 81, survived more than 100 bombing, 
minelaying and torpedo-dropping missions in the Second World War, an actuarial improbability 
that led him, in later life, to the study and practice of spiritualism. 
As he grew older, Shaw began to wonder why he had survived when so many of his comrades had 
lost their lives; he also found himself asking what had happened to them. His quest for answers led 
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him to spiritualism and, subsequently, to healing and helping the sick, particularly those 
confronting cancer. 
Shaw's exceptionally long operational career - he was one of the few bomber captains and 
squadron commanders to fly almost continuously throughout the war - opened unpromisingly as 
the pilot of an obsolete Vickers Vildebeest, a large biplane torpedo-bomber designed in 1928 and 
known to its crews as "The Pig". 
After joining No 22, a Vildebeest Squadron in the New Year of 1938, Shaw was based at Thorney 
Island in West Sussex. When war came his aircraft (maximum speed 124 mph) was a sitting duck for 
enemy fighters. 
Fortunately, the squadron began to be re-equipped in November 1939 with the two-engine, 265 
mph Bristol Beaufort torpedo-bomber, in which Shaw attacked enemy shipping in 1940 and 1941. 
On one occasion Shaw was banking his Beaufort over Den Helder on the Dutch coast at dawn 
when Tom Pickering, his sergeant air gunner, alerted him to "a large, fat, juicy-looking 15,000-ton 
ship tied up in the harbour". 
Shaw acknowledged: "Right lads, we'll have a go at that big one." The torpedo was made ready 
and, dropping the Beaufort to 60ft, Shaw had started his run in when two flak ships opened fire. 
The Beaufort's windscreen was shattered and bullets whistled through Pickering's turret before 
Shaw aborted the attack, hauling the aircraft into the clouds 1,000ft above. 
Shaw's eyes had filled with powdered glass from the windscreen, impairing his vision; cursing 
himself for not wearing goggles, he asked the crew for a pair, but no-one had brought any. 
In a private memoir Shaw noted: "I uttered an instinctive prayer to God asking for protection and a 
safe return to base; and when my prayer was answered I think I voiced my gratitude. I suspect this 
was probably the first recognisable stirring of spiritual awareness within me." 
After their plane had landed, Shaw's groundcrew told him how lucky he had been to get back; the 
oil tank was leaking, the aircraft was riddled with bullet-holes, and the port wheel punctured. 
Shaw and his crew survived another crisis 24 hours after the Luftwaffe's devastation of Coventry on 
the night of November 15-16, 1940. This event had prompted angry calls for retaliation, and an 
abortive attack was launched on an airfield at Abbeville, in the north of France. 
Returning with an unspent bomb load, the port engine of Shaw's Beaufort caught fire. His fears 
that the plane would blow up were heightened when, as he prepared to land, he realised that his 
own airfield was under attack and the flarepath was unlit. 
With flames licking at one of his undelivered bombs, Shaw landed safely in the pitch dark. As he 
and his comrades ran for their lives, the fire crew saved the aircraft. 
Michael John Apthorpe Shaw was born on April 12 1920. He was educated at Berkhamsted School, 
Hertfordshire, before joining the RAF on a short service commission in 1938. 
Following his first operational tour he was rested (as a flying and torpedo-bombing instructor) until 
June 1943, when he received command of No 221 Squadron. This was equipped with Vickers 
Wellington bombers and was stationed in Malta, from where it undertook night maritime 
reconnaissance and the bombing of ports in Italy. 
After completing a second tour of 30 operations, Shaw returned home in February 1944, to an Air 
Ministry operational training staff post. Then, on June 8 1944 - two days after the Allied landings in 
Normandy - he was posted to No 69, another Wellington squadron. 
In September, as Allied Forces advanced into north-west Europe, the squadron moved from 
Northolt, London, to Normandy, and Shaw took command. 
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Operating from French airfields behind Allied lines, Shaw's Wellingtons and air and ground crews 
were particularly vulnerable to surprise enemy hit and run attacks. In one such attack, Shaw had 
vacated his office only five minutes before enemy bullets tore through the walls; had he still been 
at his desk, he would certainly have been killed. 
Once again, Shaw wondered whether he had the benefit of some special protection. 
When, in the New Year of 1945, Shaw was awarded the DSO, the citation emphasised the length of 
his operational career. Referring to his command of No 69 Squadron, the citation said he had 
undertaken reconnaissance by night with the utmost enthusiasm and skill; he had set a fine 
example and obtained outstanding results. 
After VE Day, in August 1945, Shaw received command of a Missing Research and Enquiry Service 
unit given the task of finding and identifying many thousands of missing airmen. 
After three years scouring Europe for information about more than 40,000 RAF personnel reported 
missing, Shaw was posted home to command No 29, a de Havilland Mosquito night fighter 
squadron. 
Fighter Command staff appointments followed until 1956, when he commanded No 72, a Gloster 
Meteor jet night fighter squadron, before returning to a further series of staff posts in Germany, at 
home, and in the Near East. 
Shaw retired in 1975 and, after some initial scepticism, intensified his quest for spiritual knowledge. 
At one stage a medium assisted him in contacting comrades who had not survived the war. 
He was in touch with a range of spiritual guides and healers, including Harry Edwards, Bruce 
Macmanaway and Brenda Johnston. In 1981 he set up a cancer support group at Tunbridge Wells, 
Kent, for sufferers seeking alternative ways to combat the disease. 
Shaw married Tina Draghi in 1941. They had one son and three daughters. 
From Stuart Hadaway’s Missing Believed Killed: The Royal Air Force and the Search for Missing 
Aircrew 1939 – 1952, Pen & Sword Aviation (19 Jun 2008): 
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2666. Squadron Leader Ronald Frederick SWEETING DFC (67027). Signed between 22 April 
and 12 May 1952. HQ 12 Group RAF Newton. 

188 
Ronald Frederick SWEETING (67027) is the only match in The Air Force List for April 1950 and July 
1953. 
His DFC, whilst a Flight Lieutenant with No 174 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 29 June 1945. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/guestlog_2012.htm: 
“In photo of sqn 174 my father (Sqn Ldr DFC Ronald Frederick Sweeting) later known in Australia as 
Ronald Frederick St. John-Sweeting. He is standing in middle row 8 from left 3 from right white 
lanyard left arm no hat leather belt across right shoulder to left hip Retired from RAF in Australia 
1956 5 Children 4 boys Chris Brian Robin Nigel and one girl Melanie (now Fronsco). Died April 2010 
(90). Buried Blakiston South Australia.” 
Posted by Robin St John Sweeting, 13 June 2012 
2667. Air Vice-Marshal Sir Edward Hedley 'Mouse' FIELDEN, GCVO, CB, DFC, AFC, (b. 
December 1903 - d. 8 November 1976). Signed 12-13 May 1952. The King’s Flight, RAF 
Benson. 

189 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Fielden_(RAF_officer): 
He was born in Bracknell, Berkshire, the son of a doctor. He was educated at Heatherdown School, 
Ascot, and Malvern College. He obtained a short service commission with the Royal Air Force in 
1924, flying with No. 25 and then No. 23 Squadron in 1925 and 1926. He was posted to the 
meteorological flight at Duxford in September 1926. After his five-year commission he was posted 
to the Reserve as a Flight Lieutenant. 
Flying the royals 
Fielden figured largely in the flying activities of the Royal Family for more than three decades, and 
most important royal flights were subject to his scrutiny and recommendation. His discretion and 
self-effacement earned him the nickname of "Mouse". His association with the Royal Family began 
in 1929 when the then Prince of Wales (later to become King Edward VIII), who had acquired a 
Gipsy Moth, appointed Fielden as his personal pilot. In October 1933 the Prince appointed Flight 
Lieutenant Fielden as his Chief Air Pilot and Extra Equerry. With the death of King George V on 20 
January 1936 Edward VIII succeeded to the throne and on 21 July that same year Fielden was 
appointed Captain of the King's Flight. Edward's reign was short-lived and he abdicated on 11 
December 1936 to be succeeded by his brother George VI. Fielden was retained as Captain of the 
King's Flight and his role was expanded. He was charged with the carriage not only of members of 
the Royal Family but also members of the Air Council and other important State personages. 
World War II 

http://www.rafweb.org/guestlog_2012.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Fielden_(RAF_officer)
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Fielden had remained in the RAF Reserve and was promoted to Wing Commander in 1936. He 
returned to the Service when World War II broke out and at the beginning of 1942 he was given 
command of 161 Squadron based at RAF Tempsford. In October 1942 he was promoted to Group 
Captain and took command of RAF Tempsford, where 138 (Special Duties) Squadron was now also 
based. Fielden played an important role in directing operations in support of the Resistance 
movements in Europe. He was awarded a DFC in April 1943. Later that same year his services to the 
Royal Family were recognised by his appointment as a CVO. Early in 1945 he was appointed 
commander of the base at RAF Woodhall Spa. 
Post-war career 
After the war in May 1946 the King's Flight was reformed with Fielden once again its Captain. He 
was created a KCVO in 1952. Following the death of King George VI on 6 February 1952, he was 
confirmed in his royal appointment and the unit was renamed as the Queen's Flight soon after the 
accession of Queen Elizabeth II. He retired from the Queen's Flight in 1962 and at the same time he 
was appointed Senior Air Equerry to the Queen and promoted to Air Vice-Marshal. He was 
advanced to GCVO in 1968 and retired as Senior Air Equerry in 1969. Fielden died on 8 November 
1976 in Edinburgh, Scotland, at the age of 72. 
Family 
Fielden married Mary Angela Jodrell, the daughter of Lieutenant Colonel H. R. Jodrell, in 1940. He 
had a son, who predeceased him, and a daughter. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Fielden.htm: 
GCVO - 8 Jun 1968 (CVO - 24 Jun 1943, MVO - 30 Oct 1936), CB - 1 Jan 1946, DFC - 6 Apr 
1943, AFC - 1 Mar 1929, MiD - 17 Mar 1941, MiD – 1 Jan 1945. 
Plt Off (P): 14 Jan 1924, Plt Off: 14 Jul 1924, Fg Off: 14 Aug 1925, Flt Lt(RAFO): 1 Nov 1929, Sqn 
Ldr: N/A, 22 Jul 1936, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1943,Act A/Cdre: 12 Feb 1945, Gp Capt (WS): 12 Aug 
1945, A/Cdre: xx xxx xxxx, AVM: 1 Feb 1962. 
14 Jan 1924 U/T Pilot, No 2 FTS 
 9 Jul 1925 Pilot, No 23 Sqn 
13 Sep 1926 Pilot, Station Flight, RAF Duxford 
14 Jan 1929 Personal Pilot to HRH The Prince of Wales. (RAFO) 
22 Sep 1933 Chief Air Pilot/Extra Equerry to HRH, The Prince of Wales (RAFO) 
21 Jul 1936 Captain of The King's Flight (RAFO) 
xx Feb 1942 Officer Commanding, No 161 Squadron 
xx Oct 1942 Officer Commanding, RAF Tempsford 
28 Jun 1945 Air Staff, HQ Transport Command 
 3 Jan 1947 Captain of the King's/Queen's Flight 
 1 Feb 1962 Senior Air Equerry to The Queen 
13 Mar 1962 Relinquished his appointment as Captain of the Queen's Flight 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Fielden.htm
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Shortly after transferring to the Reserve of RAF Officers in ?, Flight Lt Fielden was chosen by the 
Prince of Wales (Later King Edward VIII) to be his private pilot. This involved piloting the Prince's 
private aircraft, Gypsy Moth G-AAKV, and being responsible for it's maintenance. As the Prince's 
pilot, Fielden, known as 'Mouse' was a member of the Prince's staff, having retired from the RAF, 
and all the aircraft he flew and maintained during this period were registered in his name on the 
civil register, whilst remaining the property of the Prince. 
The Prince of Wales held the RAF rank of Air Chief Marshal but with the death of King George V on 
20 Jan 1936 and the Prince's accession to the throne as Edward VIII, he became a Marshal of the 
RAF. As such he was entitled to a communications aircraft provided at public expense. It was 
therefore decided to replace the new Monarch's own aircraft with an Airspeed Envoy (still civil 
registered) and place it on official inventory by allocating it to a new unit to known as 'The King's 
Flight'. At this point, 'Mouse' Fielden was appointed an Equerry in Waiting and at the same time 
promoted to Wing Commander. 
With King Edward's abdication and succession by his brother King George VI, Fielden was 
confirmed in his appointment and continued as Capt of The King's Flight. The King's Flight 
continued to operate after the outbreak of WW2 but in early 1942 it's aircraft was absorbed into 
No 161 Sqn with Fielden as it's commander. 161 Sqn's role was that of delivering and picking up 
agents from within enemy occupied territory. These flights involved deep penetration flights on 
dark nights at low level into landing sites, often of unknown quality. Although the King's Flight as 
such had ceased to exist with royal flights being transferred to No 24 Squadron, Fielden maintained 
his appointment as Captain of the King's Flight. 
As such he continued to accompany His Majesty when he flew taking time off from his duties as OC 
No 161 Squadron and later as Station Commander, RAF Tempsford. With the end of World War 
Two, it was pointed out to the King that air travel would become even more necessary in the future 
and so in May 1946 the King's Flight was reformed with Fielden once again at the helm as Capt, by 
now promoted to Air Commodore. Following the King's death in 1952, the Flight was renamed The 
Queen's Flight. Air Commodore Fielden remained as Capt of the Queen's Flight until he retired on 1 
January 1962, when he was promoted to Air Vice Marshal and appointed Senior Air Equerry to The 
Queen. 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
“Group Captain Edward Hedley FIELDEN, M.V.O., A.F.C. 
This officer has flown on various operational missions, some of a most hazardous nature. He has 
displayed a high standard of operational efficiency, setting an example which has contributed 
materially to the high morale of the air crews under his command. His great organising ability has 
proved a valuable asset.” 
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(LG, 6 April 1943) 
From Flight, 13 August 1954: 

 
From http://harringtonmuseum.org.uk/HistoryTempsford.htm: 

 
From The Times, 9 November 1976: 

http://harringtonmuseum.org.uk/HistoryTempsford.htm
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2668. Pilot Officer [later Flying Officer] Ramon Vincent Claridge (4080840). Signed 19 May 
1952. 81 RC London. 

189 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://www.localhistoryonline.org.nz/cgi-bin/PUI?a=d&d=waoh-WOH-1001-5: 

Title Oral history interview with Ramon Claridge, 1999. Interim record 

Creator Claridge, Ramon(interviewee) 
Mason, Robyn(interviewer) 

Forms part of Multicultural Oral History Project 1999 

Date created 11 November 1999 

Description Summary Ramon recalls his childhood in Burma, including life as a child 
during the Japanese occupation. He recalls school life during the 
war and his apprenticeship with the Burma Oil Company. Ramon 

http://www.localhistoryonline.org.nz/cgi-bin/PUI?a=d&d=waoh-WOH-1001-5
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details civil unrest and leaving for England. He recalls joining the 
Royal Air Force as a navigator. Roman recalls experiences of racial 
prejudice. He describes a song written during the voyage to New 
Zealand and his first impressions on arrival. Ramon recalls a story of 
a memorable Christmas dinner; he describes and sings two WWII 
songs and details the content and meaning of the songs. 

Subjects Immigrants 
World War, 1939-1945 - Songs and music 
Burma - History 
Claridge, Ramon 
Great Britain. Royal Air Force - Airmen 
Burmah Oil Company - Employees 

Other Notes Born in Burma Myanmar in 1930, Ramon describes himself as 
Eurasian - his father was European and his mother, Anglo-Burmese. 
He moved to England in 1951 before migrating to New Zealand on 
the Ocean Monarch in 1971 with his wife and family. For further 
details see biographical information sheet. 

Keywords Christmas; Myanmar; Ocean Monarch (ship); Waitakere; World War 
II 

Language English 
Ethnicity Eurasian 

Copyright Holder Waitakere Library and Information Services 
Access Rights Contact Waitakere Central Library, Henderson to listen to recording 

or view abstract. 

Digital access copies Wav file. 
Available copies Local History, Waitakere Central Library, and interviewee 

Original medium Audio; analogue, cassette 

Duration 3 X C60 

Supporting materials Copy of a letter and associated papers in which Sharon Russell 
proposes Ramon Claridge for the first Lions Club of Te Atatu South 
community awards 1997. 
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Transcript. Release agreement; Biographical information sheet. 

Oral History ID WOH-1001-5 

2669. Air Commandant Dame Nancy Marion SALMON DBE (2 May 1906 – 9 October 1999) 
(49). Signed 19 May 1952. Air Ministry, DWRAF. 

189 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nancy_Salmon: 
Also known after 1962 by her married name, Dame Nancy Marion Snagge, she was a senior British 
women's air force leader. She was Director of the Women's Royal Air Force (WRAF) from 1950 to 
1956. 
Salmon was born in Hampstead the daughter of a chartered accountant and she was educated at 
Notting Hill High School. In 1938 she joined the Auxiliary Territorial Service as a driver. 
Salmon transferred from the ATS to the Women's Auxiliary Air Force in 1939 when it was formed 
and her first posting was a barrage balloon unit. She later spent time as officer in charge of 
personnel at Fighter Command, RAF Stanmore before becoming a staff officer at No 77 Signals 
Wing in Liverpool. She was later responsible for WAAF radar operators. At the end of the 1940s she 
helped with drafting regulations and a plan for more integration with the Royal Air Force which led 
to the formation of the Women's Royal Air Force. Salmon was a staff officer in early 1950 with the 
British Air Forces of Occupation in Germany before becoming Director of the Women's Royal Air 
Force in July 1950. Salmon retired from the WRAF in 1956. 
Following retirement from the WRAF she cared for her mother before becoming head of personnel 
in the John Lewis partnership. At her new job she met a company director Geoffrey Snagge, a 
widower and they married in 1962. She died at Winchester, Hampshire on 9 October 1999. 
She was appointed an Officer of the Order of the British Empire (OBE) in 1946, and elevated to 
Dame Commander of the Order of the British Empire (DBE) in 1955. 
2670. Air Vice Marshal Harold Arthur Cooper "Birdie" BIRD-WILSON CBE DSO DFC* AFC* 
(20 November 1919 – 27 December 2000) (40335). Signed 27 May 1952. Central Fighter 
Establishment, RAF West Raynham. 

189 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harold_Bird-Wilson: 
Early Life 
Bird-Wilson was born in Prestatyn, North Wales, on 20 November 1919. His father was a tea-
planter in Bengal, and his parents remained in India, sending Bird-Wilson to boarding school. He 
later went to Liverpool College. 
On 30 November 1937, having had a few weeks initial officer training, he was granted a short-
service commission in the RAF. 
Military career 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nancy_Salmon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harold_Bird-Wilson
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In August 1938 he was assigned to 17 Squadron, learning the rudiments of being a fighter pilot in 
Gloster Gauntlets. The Squadron was re-equipped with Hawker Hurricanes in June 1939. 
Ten weeks later, he was flying a BA Swallow out of RAF Cranwell when he crashed in bad weather. 
His passenger was killed, and Bird-Wilson was left without a nose. He was treated by pioneering 
plastic surgeon Archibald McIndoe, who offered Bird-Wilson the nose of his choice, and went on to 
treat many disfigured RAF pilots during the war. 
Second World War 
In April 1940 he was back on active service, in time to fly Hurricanes for the British retreat from 
France in the following weeks. 
As an already accomplished pilot, he was one of the elite selected for one of Cuthbert Orde's iconic 
charcoal portraits, which was drawn on 11 September 1940. 
On the morning of 24 September, flying Hurricane P3878 near Chatham, he became the 40th kill of 
Luftwaffe ace Adolf Galland of JG 26. Baling out on fire, he landed in the Thames and was picked 
up by a navy boat. 
Yet again he was hospitalised. In 1941 he went back into service as an instructor at No. 56 
Operational Training Unit (OTU) before seeing action flying Spitfires with No. 254 Squadron RAF, 
participating in raids over northern France. He returned for a spell commanding a unit at No. 56 
OTU later in the year. 
In 1942 he commanded No. 152 Squadron RAF and No. 66 Squadron RAF as they led fighter 
escorts for bombing raids to the northern European coast, moving on to lead Wings in 1943. 
In 1944 he attended command training in the USA at Fort Leavenworth, before returning to action 
over the Normandy Invasion. He ended the war commanding No. 1335 Jet Conversion Unit, the 
first jet unit in the RAF. 
After the war 
For many years after the war Bird-Wilson held a variety of posts in the Central Flying Establishment. 
In 1946 he was given command of the air fighting development squadron. In 1948 he moved to 
Middle East operations, becoming personal staff officer to Air Chief Marshal Sir John Baker, Middle 
East Air Force Commander-in-Chief in 1949. 
In 1954, Bird-Wilson joined the British Joint Services Mission in Washington. He returned to be 
Station Commander at RAF Coltishall from June 1959 to November 1961, then held a post at the 
Air Ministry from 1961 to 1963, before two years commanding the Central Flying School, followed 
by a post as air officer commanding Hong Kong in 1965. 
After two years, Bird-Wilson took up a post at the Ministry of Technology in 1967. From 1970 — 
1974, his final years of service were spent commanding a training group. He died in 2000. 
Family 
Bird-Wilson married Audrey Alma Wallace (b. 27 May 1923) in 1942. They had a son, Robert, in 
1943 and a daughter, Carol, in 1945. Audrey died in 1991. He was remarried, to Margaret 
McGillivray Butler, in 1994. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Bird-Wilson.htm: 
CBE - 1 Jan 1962, DSO – 9 Jan 1945, DFC – 24 Sep 1940, Bar – 29 Oct 1943, AFC – 1 Jan 
1946, Bar – 1 Jan 1955,DFC (N) – 10 Jan 1947, MoM1 – 20 Apr 1948.  
Act Plt Off (P): 30 Nov 1937, Plt Off: 27 Sep 1938, Fg Off: 27 Jun 1940, Flt Lt (WS): 27 Jun 
1941, Act Sqn Ldr: xx Apr 1942?, (T) Sqn Ldr: 1 Jul 1943, Act Wg Cdr: 2 Feb 1943?, Sqn Ldr 
(WS): 2 Aug 1943, Sqn Ldr: 1 Aug 1947, Wg Cdr: 1 Jan 1953, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1959, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 
1963, AVM: 1 Jan 1970. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Bird-Wilson.htm
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xx Sep 1937 Initial Officer Training 
30 Nov 1937 Granted a Short Service Commission 
30 Nov 1937 Initial Officer Training, RAF Depot 
11 Dec 1937 U/T Pilot, No 3 FTS 
 9 Jul 1938 Pilot, No 17 Sqn 
xx xxx 1938 Attended Navigation Course (Brough) 
19 Sep 1938 Hospitalised and Recuperation 
xx xxx 1939 Pilot, No 17 Sqn 
24 Sep 1940 Recuperating 
xx Nov 1940 Instructor, No 56 OTU 
xx Apr 1941 Flight Commander, No 234 Sqn 
xx Aug 1941 Instructor, No 52 OTU 
xx Apr 1942 Officer Commanding, No 152 Sqn 
xx Aug 1942 Hospitalised 
xx Nov 1942 Supernumerary, No 118 Sqn 
xx Nov 1942 Officer Commanding, No 66 Sqn 
27 Sep 1941 Transferred to RAFO and re-employed 
xx May 1943 Wing Leader, No 121 Airfield 
xx Nov 1943 Wing Leader, No 122 Airfield 
xx Jan 1944 Attended Command and General Staff School, Levenworth, Texas 
xx Apr 1944 Wing Commander - Training, HQ No 85 Group 
9 Jun 1944 Wing Commander - Flying, Perranporth/Harrowbeer Wing 
xx Dec 1944 Wing Leader, Bentwaters Wing 
16 Mar 1945 Air Staff, HQ No 11 Group 
2 Apr 1946 Appointed to Permanent Commission in the rank of Flight Lieutenant 
xx xxx 1945 Officer Commanding, No 1335 Jet Conversion Unit 
xx xxx 1946 Officer Commanding, Air Fighting Development Sqn, Central Fighter Est 
xx xxx 1948 Air Staff - Operations, HQ Middle East Air Force 
xx xxx 1949 Attended RAF Staff College 
xx xxx 1949 PSO to AOC, Middle East Air Force 
xx xxx 1951 Attended RAF Flying College, Manby 
xx xxx 1952 Officer Commanding, Tactics Branch, CFE 
xx xxx xxxx Officer Commanding, Air Fighting Development Sqn, CFE 
23 Nov 1954 Staff Officer - Fighter Operational Development, B.J.S.M.,Washington 
xx xxx 1957 Staff, Air Secretary's Department 
xx xxx 1959 Officer Commanding, RAF Coltishall 
xx xxx 1961 Air Staff -Intelligence, Air Ministry 
 4 Feb 1963 Commandant, Central Flying School 
15 Dec 1965 AOC, RAF Hong Kong 
xx xxx 1967 Director of Flying (Research & Development), Ministry of Technology 
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 6 Feb 1970 AOC, No 23 Group 
31 Mar 1973 Commander, Southern Maritime Air Region 

 
Harold Bird-Wilson, 1940 
Throughout his his service career he was known affectionately as 'Birdy' and was born in Prestatyn, 
North Wales, although he spent the next four years in Bengal, where his father managed a tea 
plantation. He returned to the UK at the age of four and an half to attend school, along with his 
two elder sisters. He and his sisters spent their school holidays on the Isle of Wight and here he was 
captivated by flying, when he witnessed the Schneider Cup Races and had his first flight with Alan 
Cobham's Flying Circus.  
Leaving school in 1937, he decided to join the RAF and was awarded a short service commission 
and was then posted to No 3 FTS at Grantham. His operational career started on Gloster Gauntlets 
with No 17 Squadron at Kenley. Shortly after joining the squadron he was sent to Brough, near Hull 
to undertake a navigation course. Whilst on this course, in September 1938, he was flying with 
another officer in a BA Swallow and their aircraft was caught in a storm near Cranwell and crashed, 
resulting in the death of the pilot and 'Birdy' being seriously injured, losing his nose. During his 
recovery, he was placed in the care of Archibald McIndoe, who was able to rebuild his nose and 
'Birdy' became No 2 in the famous 'Guinea Pig Club' 
On regaining his fitness, he returned to No 17 Squadron, which by this time had re-equipped with 
Hawker Hurricanes. He operated from bases in the UK, but was detached to France for a short spell 
prior to the collapse of the French. On 24 September 1940, he was shot down and his aircraft sent 
on fire, however, he was able to bail out and luckily landed in the Thames, which helped alleviate 
his burns. He was soon rescued by a Royal Navy MTB, but it was November before he returned to 
flying duties as an instructor.. 
He returned to operational flying in April 1941, as a flight commander with No 234 at Warmwell, 
flying Spitfires, with the squadron carrying out convoy patrols, bomber escorts and 'Jim Crows'. In 
August he returned to instructional duties but in April 1942 he took command of No 152 Squadron 
Eglinton and remained with the squadron until just prior to its departure to the Middle East, due to 
a further period in hospital. Returning to operations in November 1942, he assumed command of 
No 66 squadron, also equipped with Spitfires, before promotion to Wing Commander, brought 
with it command of No 121 Airfield and later No 122 Airfield (later Wing) consisting of No's 19, 65 
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and 122 Squadrons. His final score was three destroyed, a share in a further six, three probable, 
three damaged and one destroyed on the ground. 
With the end of the war he found himself in command of the first Jet Conversion Unit in the RAF 
and the following year he took command of the Air Fighting Development Squadron of the Central 
Fighter Establishment. On 5 May 1947, he was carrying out a practice interception on some 
Spitfires near Grantham, when his Meteor disintegrated, however, he was able to separate himself 
from the remains and deploy his parachute just in time, this was before the days of ejector seats 
and this incident hastened their introduction. In 1953, he led four Venoms in inscribing by sky 
writing the letters VIVAT in 5 mile long letters at the Royal Review at Odiham. Whilst serving in the 
USA, he was able fly all the latest USAF fighters as well as a captured example of the MiG 15. 
Following a short spell in the Air Secretary's department, he was tasked with establishing the first 
base for RAF supersonic fighters at Coltishall, for which he was awarded the CBE in 1961. 
He became the first Commandant of the CFS who had no experience as a QFI, although he had 
quite a wide ranging experience of developmental flying and whilst at Little Rissington, he 
authorised the formation of a permanent aerobatic display team, equipped with Folland Gnat 
trainers, and christened them the Red Arrows. His was next appointed AOC in Hong Kong and then 
he joined the Ministry of Technology as Director of Flying (Research and Development). Returning 
to a RAF command, he took command of No 23 Group, Training Command, before becoming 
Commander of the Southern Maritime Air Region in 1973, retiring at his own request the following 
year. He then joined the British Aircraft Corporation as their Deputy Chief Executive in Riyadh until 
September 1975. He then became Assistant to the Military Adviser at British Aerospace until ill 
health forced him to retire in 1984. His first wife, Audrey, died in 1991, but in 1994 he married 
again, to Margaret, a widow and family friend. 
My thanks to 'Birdy's' son, Captain Stuart Bird-Wilson TD, for supplying additional information for 
this biography. 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
“Flying Officer Harold Arthur Cooper BIRD-WILSON (40335). 
Flying Officer Bird-Wilson has shot down six enemy aircraft and shared in the destruction of several 
others. He has shown fine fighting qualities and determination in his attacks.” 
(LG, 24 September 1940) 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Service Order 
“Wing Commander Harold Arthur Cooper BIRD-WILSON, D.F.C. (40355), R.A.F.O. 
Since being awarded a Bar to the Distinguished Flying Cross, this officer has participated in a very 
large number of sorties. He has continued to display the highest qualities of leadership, skill and 
gallantry, qualities which have been well illustrated in the fine fighting spirit of the squadrons he 
commands. Within the past four months. Wing Commander Bird-Wilson has led large formations 
of aircraft on a variety of sorties during which much success has been obtained. Many enemy 
aircraft have been destroyed, whilst a good number of locomotives, wagons, mechanical transport 
and armoured fighting vehicles have been most effectively attacked. Throughout these operations. 
Wing Commander Bird-Wilson has set an example which has inspired all.” 
(LG, 9 January 1945) 
From The Telegraph, 29 December 2000: 
AIR VICE-MARSHAL "BIRDIE" BIRD-WILSON, who has died aged 81, overcame terrible burns from 
an air crash to take part with great distinction in the Battle of Britain; after shooting down six 
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enemy aircraft in the summer of 1940 he became the 40th victim of the Luftwaffe ace Adolf 
Galland. 
Raked by the guns of Galland's Me 109, Bird-Wilson's Hurricane fell blazing into the Thames. "I 
knew I'd been hit," he recalled. "Flames came into the cockpit, the hood perspex was all gone. I 
pulled the hood back and leaped out. Two of my section orbited round me. I was burned, but 
picked up by a naval motor torpedo boat." 
Although still carrying shrapnel from this encounter in his head, Bird-Wilson went on to destroy a 
further five enemy aircraft during the war. Bird-Wilson's war record was the more remarkable for 
his having recovered from a crash shortly after the outbreak of war. 
He was piloting a B A Swallow, a light civilian aeroplane being used for communications service, 
when he crashed in foul weather at Cranwell. He was fortunate to survive the accident, in which his 
passenger, a fellow pilot, was killed. 
Treated for serious burns at the Queen Victoria Hospital, East Grinstead, Bird-Wilson was among 
the earliest aircrew "guinea pig" patients of the plastic surgeon Sir Archibald McIndoe. For some 
months he walked around without a nose. But, he recalled, "my fighter pilot friends accepted me 
and so did my girlfriend. They were not put off by this embarrassing sight." On its foundation he 
was welcomed into the East Grinstead pioneers' Guinea Pig Club. 
Periodically he returned to East Grinstead, where eventually McIndoe offered him the nose of his 
choice. By April 1940 his face was restored and he quickly returned to fly a Hurricane operationally. 
He helped cover the Allied retreat in France in May and June 1940. At the last opportunity, he flew 
home from Brittany via the Channel Islands. 
Later, reflecting on events in 1940, he marvelled at his survival. "I was still only 20. We'd lost a lot of 
the older chaps in France. We hadn't the experience of the German pilots like Galland who'd fought 
in the Spanish Civil War. 
"So we'd fly around in pre-war Hendon pageant formations. The RAF hadn't had a Spain, nor the 
intelligence to learn from the tactics it produced. It hadn't kept pace with German thinking and the 
Gallands of the Luftwaffe. 
"Once during the Battle of Britain when we lost a CO he was replaced by an intelligence officer 
from behind a desk at the Air Ministry. He brought the idea with him that you should attack head 
on. He tried out this tactic and regrettably it did not work. We found his shirt in Weymouth 
harbour." 
Bird-Wilson retained a vivid memory of attacking formations of more than 100 enemy aircraft as 
one of a force of only 12 Hurricanes. "Your throat dried up as you got nearer," he remembered. "I 
don't believe any man who said he wasn't afraid." 
When the Battle of Britain ended that autumn it shocked Bird-Wilson that "there was hardly 
anybody left of the pilots who started out with me. All one's friends had gone." 
"I had no qualms about admitting to nightmares. Sleeping at dispersal near my Hurricane I would 
often wake from a very frightening dream of flying at night. I would be sitting up in bed and 
sweating like a pig." 
Harold Arthur Cooper Bird-Wilson was born on November 20 1919, son of a Bengal tea-planter. He 
was sent to a boarding school in England at the age of four and a half while his parents remained 
in India. His reaction was to build a protective shield round himself and develop early self-reliance. 
He went on to Liverpool College, and was commissioned in the Royal Air Force in 1937. 
Bird-Wilson was still only 18 when he joined No 17 Squadron in August 1938. At first he learned his 
fighter skills in the squadron's biplane, the Gloster Gauntlet. In June 1939, the squadron was re-
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equipped with Hawker Hurricanes, a change which allowed Bird-Wilson just 10 weeks to convert to 
the far speedier, modern monoplane eight-gun fighters. 
After the Battle of Britain, he spent two periods in 1941 as an instructor and then in command of a 
training squadron at No 56 Operational Training Unit. In between her served with No 254 
Squadron, flying Spitfires in offensive sweeps over northern France. The next year, he received his 
first two squadron commands, Nos 152 and 66 Squadrons. These gave air cover to convoys and 
escorted day bombers over France. 
In 1943 Bird-Wilson began a brilliant period as a leader of aggressive fighter wings. Rested in the 
New Year of 1944, he attended a command and general staff course at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. 
In April he was again in the thick of it with No 83 Group. First he led the Spitfire wing at 
Harrowbeer in Devon and then a Mustang wing at Bentwater in Suffolk. He shot down his last 
enemy aircraft (a much-advanced model of the Me 109 which had set his Hurricane on fire in 1940) 
while escorting daylight raids in support of the invasion of Normandy. 
Moving onto jets before the end of the war he received command in 1945 of No 1335, the RAF's 
first jet conversion unit. This led in 1946 to command of the Central Flying Establishment's air 
fighting development squadron. In 1948 he was posted to the Middle East operations staff. 
The next year, Air Chief Marshal Sir John Baker, Middle East Air Force Commander-in-Chief, 
appointed him as his personal staff officer. 
Further Central Flying Establishment posts followed from 1952 to 1954, when he joined the British 
Joint Services Mission in Washington. He was at the Air Ministry from 1961 to 1963, then 
commanded the Central Flying School, and in 1965 was appointed air officer commanding Hong 
Kong. 
He was at the Ministry of Technology from 1967 to 1970, when he received command of No 23, a 
training group. He retired in 1974. 
He devoted the next 10 years to bringing his great operational research and staff experience to 
bear on Britain's aerospace responsibilities in Saudi Arabia. 
Bird-Wilson was awarded a DFC in 1940, a Bar to it in 1943, a DSO in 1945, an AFC in 1946 and Bar 
to it 1955. He was appointed CBE in 1952, and was also awarded a Dutch DFC and a Czechosolovak 
Medal of Merit. 
He married first, in 1942, Audrey Wallace. She died in 1991; they had a son and a daughter. He 
married secondly, in 1994, Margaret McGillivray Butler. 
2671. Group Captain Robert Wardlow (Bobby) OXSPRING DFC** AFC (22 May 1919 – 8 
August 1989) (40743). Signed 27 May 1952. Central Fighter Establishment, RAF West 
Raynham. 

189 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bobby_Oxspring: 
Early life and influences 
Bobby Oxspring was born in Sheffield on 22 May 1919. His father, also named Robert, had served 
as a founder member and commander of 66 Squadron during World War I, achieving 16 kills 
before being wounded in action during a mid-air collision on 30 April 1917. 
Military career 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bobby_Oxspring
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Oxspring was granted a short service commission as Acting Pilot Officer on 7 May 1938, being 
described at the time as "a tallish, good-looking, fair-headed bloke", and served in 66 Squadron. 
Known as one of the Battle of Britain's great aces, he was one of the fraction of The Few selected 
by Fighter Command to have a portrait drawn by Cuthbert Orde, sitting for it on 9 December 1940. 

 
Bobby Oxspring, 1940 
Flying throughout the Battle of Britain, Oxspring was promoted to Flying Officer on 3 September 
1940, and on 25 October was shot down in Spitfire X4170 near Capel, Kent. 
On 8 November 1940 he was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross. The citation said: 
“One day in September, 1940, Flight Lieutenant Oxspring was engaged on an offensive patrol with 
his squadron. Whilst acting as rear guard, he sighted and engaged several Messerschmitt 109's 
3,000 feet above. After driving them off, he led his section in an attack against a large formation of 
enemy bombers and succeeded in destroying a Dornier 17 at short range and also in damaging 
two Heinkel III's. He has at all times led his section with skill and determination, and has destroyed 
six enemy aircraft.” 
He became flight commander in 41 Squadron, and went on to command 91 Squadron at RAF 
Hawkinge, 222 Squadron and 24 Wing. 
He was awarded a bar to his DFC on 18 September 1942, with the citation: 
“This squadron commander has rendered much valuable service. His skill, whether in attacks on the 
enemy's ground targets and shipping or in air combat, has been of a high order. He has destroyed 
at least 7 enemy aircraft.” 
Moving to Mediterranean combat, it is thought probable that Oxspring was the pilot who shot 
down renowned German ace Anton Hafner of JG 51 on 2 January 1943. 
Having led his squadron to be the highest scoring in the North African theatre, and survived his 
second shooting down of the war, Oxspring was awarded a second bar to his DFC in February 1943, 
with the citation: 
“During initial operations from forward airfields in North Africa Squadron Leader Oxspring led his 
formation on many sorties. He destroyed 1 enemy aircraft, bringing his total victories to 8. His 
outstanding devotion to duty and fine fighting qualities have been worthy of high praise.” 
On 1 January 1944 he was promoted to temporary Squadron Leader, the rank he held when the 
conflict ceased in 1945. 
During the war he had registered 13 solo kills with 2 shared, 2 probable kills and 4 solo V-1 flying 
bomb destroys and 1 shared. 
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After the war, on 10 January 1947, he was one of the British officers given royal recognition of the 
award of the 'Dutch Flying Cross' - the Airman's Cross. He was also awarded the 1939-45 Star with 
Battle of Britain clasp, the Air Crew Europe Star with France and Germany clasp, the Italy Star and 
the War Medal 1939-1945. 
He stayed on in the RAF, being promoted to full Squadron Leader on 1 August 1947. 
He was awarded the Air Force Cross on 1 January 1949, after leading 54 Squadron Vampires to 
Canada and the USA, the first jet aircraft to cross the Atlantic. 
Promotion came twice more, to Wing Commander on 1 January 1953,24 and finally Group Captain 
on 1 January 1960. 
He was appointed Station Commander of RAF Gatow in Berlin, where a section of the fence was the 
Berlin Wall. He retired in 1968. 
Later life 
Oxspring wrote the book Spitfire Command (1987, Grafton, republished 2003 by Cerberus). 
Bobby Oxspring died on 8 August 1989, and was buried at Cranwell Parish church, Lincolnshire. 
2672. Pilot Officer Andrew Keith CRUICKSHANK (2479752). Signed 15 June 1952. 118 
Squadron, RAF Fassberg. 2 Tactical Air Force. 

189 
From http://www.rafjever.org/118squadhistory2.htm: 
The increasing East-West tensions of the early 1950's with the onset of the 'Cold War' led to a rapid 
expansion of the RAF, particularly its 2nd Tactical Air Force based in Germany. Thus on May 10 
1951 No 118 squadron was reformed at Fassberg, some 20 miles from the East German border, as 
part of No 121 Wing which was led by the legendary W/C J E Johnson. Although it was equipped 
with eight new Vampire FB 5s and a two-seat Meteor T 7 trainer, initially it only had three pilots - 
F/Os Cruickshank, Hoogland and Lockspieser. They were administered for a short time by 112 
squadron until 118's CO, S/L H A Asker DFC, DFM, and his Flight Commander (F/L Thorogood) 
arrived. The embryonic squadron immediately began workup training in its fighter / ground attack 
role and gradually expanded. Two more pilots - P/O Aird and Sgt Simpson - arrived in July 1951 
following which 118 went to Sylt for a period of intensive armament training. No 118 soon reached 
full strength and was declared operational in its NATO role to defend Germany against any 
possible Soviet expansion. The squadron role included both high and low level flying, and was 
involved in many NATO and national exercises, often providing air support to Army units. Many 
sorties ended with a period on a firing range for the pilots to hone their skills in dropping bombs 
or firing rockets and cannon. No 118 also took part in UK air defence exercises, usually acting as 
high level intruders. There were also regular "wing dings" against Celle or Gutersloh plus, later, 
occasional exchange visits to another NATO base. No 118 maintained a very busy schedule of 
activity, though the Vampire was really quite outmoded and in 1952 the squadron found 
considerable frustration in being unable to intercept high flying USAF B-45 Tornados during 
exercises. 

http://www.rafjever.org/118squadhistory2.htm
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2673. Flight Lieutenant Robert GOWING OBE (523007). Signed 23 June 1952. HQ 12 
Group. 

189 
He also signed this book on 4 September 1952 and 22 August 1953. 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 11 June 1957. 
2674. Squadron Leader Israel Abraham SUSMAN MB ChB (501295). Signed 24 June 1952. 
HQ 12 Group. 

189 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. His death was announced in the LG, 4 October 1976. 
His last address was Flat 16, 10 Brackley Road, Beckenham, Bromley, Kent. He died on 20 October 
1975. 
From http://europepmc.org/articles/PMC1675313/pdf/brmedj01474-0059.pdf: 
Dr I A Susman, who worked for many years in the Ghana Leprosy Service, died at his home in Kent 
on 20 October. He was 51. Israel Abraham Susman was born at Manchester on 23 March 1924 and 
graduated in medicine there in 1949. He served as a squadron leader in the Royal Air Force and 
after a short spell of duties in hospitals and in general practice in Britain worked for nearly 20 years 
in leprosy control in Ghana and the Gambia. 

 
He became Government technical adviser for leprosy control in Togo, West Africa, and in 1968 was 
director of the European Federation of Anti-leprosy Associations at Dharmapuri, India. He was also 
a representative in India of Le Secours aux Lepreux (Canada), controlling the prevention and 
treatment of leprosy and learning several languages and dialects so that he could visit obscure 
villages to give patients the benefits of modern medicine. During those years he gained the respect 
and affection of people of many races and creeds. His most recent work was in London as a 
member of the Employment Medical Advisory Service. Dr Su, as he was often known, never forgot 
his traditional Jewish background. By his family and a wide circle of friends he will always be 
remembered as a man without prejudice of any kind. 

http://europepmc.org/articles/PMC1675313/pdf/brmedj01474-0059.pdf
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2675. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Leslie Charles YOUNG (52432). Signed 10 
July 1952. 207 Squadron, RAF Marham. 

189 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://www.207squadron.rafinfo.org.uk/207Marhampostings_Washingtons.htm: 
207 Squadron Royal Air Force Association - Marham postings, Washington era 
December 1953: The following postings were effected during the month: 
Flt Lt EM Stewart to CFS wef 29th December 1953 
Flt Lt KM Flett as RAF Liaison Officer to the 30th Brigade in Kenya wef 31/12/53 
Gunners: Flt Lt LC Young to RAF Upwood as Flying Wing Adjutant 
Sergeant DH Shepherd to No.49 Squadron at Wittering 
Signallers: Master Signaller L Walker and F/Sgt Lovie, R to No.242 OCU Dishforth 
Navigators: Fg Off TL Parsons to Lindholme for a BCBS course 
2676. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Benjamin THOMAS (1817489). Signed 10 July 
1952. 207 Squadron, RAF Marham. 

189 
From http://www.207squadron.rafinfo.org.uk/207Marhampostings_Washingtons.htm: 
207 Squadron Royal Air Force Association - Marham postings, Washington era 
January 1952: Fg Off B Thomas and crew were posted to the squadron from Coningsby to replace 
Sqn Ldr Scott's crew which was dispersed to other units. Scott crew: (Flt Lt AR Scott), P/O Donovan, 
Sgt Walton, F/S Paddy Sheppard, F/L Van Toen, Sgt Maynard, F/S Warren, Sgt Laing, Sgt Higgins: 
Thomas crew 
2677. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] John MOORE. (582476 Signed 10 July 1952. 
207 Squadron, RAF Marham. 

189 
The Air Force List for July 1953 lists 18 people with the surname Moore and first initial “J” (excluding 
those named Jack). Only two were Flying Officers: John MOORE (582476) and John Willoughby 
MOORE (576961). 
From http://www.207squadron.rafinfo.org.uk/207Marhampostings_Washingtons.htm: 
207 Squadron Royal Air Force Association - Marham postings, Washington era 
January 1954 
Flt Lt HF McNabb promoted to Sqn Ldr and posted to Bircham Newton OATS Course 4.1.54 
Flt Lt PFJ Hillier Detached Jet Conversion Course Marham 6.1.54 

http://www.207squadron.rafinfo.org.uk/207Marhampostings_Washingtons.htm
http://www.207squadron.rafinfo.org.uk/207Marhampostings_Washingtons.htm
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Navigators: Flt Lt HF Lister posted to AHQ Malta 23.1.54 
Fg Off Denham, AFH detached to Nuneham Park 5.1.54 
Fg Off GD Mitchell, Fg Off J Moore, Fg Off AK Wilmshurst, Fg Off DSH Lyons, F/Sgt EE Stevens, 
F/Sgt DA Maunders, F/Sgt T Howley, detached to Lindholme 13.1.54 
Engineers: Sgt DA Southall & F/Sgt J McEwan posted 230 OCU Bassingbourn 4.1.54 
Sgt N Fissenden posted to SGB Leconfield 6.1.54 
F/Sgt J Harrison posted to Lindholme 13.1.54 
Signallers: M/Signaller L Hemming & Sgt PG Crawley posted to Hemswell 27.1.54 
Gunners: F/Sgt CHD Collin Follit & Sgt GS Owers posted to 230 OCU Bassingbourn 4.1.54 
February 1954 
Sqn Ldr PH Gibbs assumed command of the Squadron on 15.2.54 vice Sqn Ldr GWO'N Fisher 
Flt Lt Hillier detached to 231 OCU Bassingbourn 24.2.54 
Navigators: Fg Off DSH Lyons, Fg Off AK Wilmshurst, Fg Off GD Mitchell, Fg Off J Moore, F/Sgt EE 
Stevens, F/Sgt JA Riley, F/Sgt T Howley, F/Sgt DA Maunders ceased to be detached to Lindholme 
10.2.54 
Fg Off GD Mitchell & F/Sgt DA Maunders detached to 231 OCU 24.2.54 
2678. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Gordon David MITCHELL (579788). Signed 10 
July 1952. 207 Squadron, RAF Marham. 

189 
From http://www.207squadron.rafinfo.org.uk/207Marhampostings_Washingtons.htm: 
January 1954 
Flt Lt HF McNabb promoted to Sqn Ldr and posted to Bircham Newton OATS Course 4.1.54 
Flt Lt PFJ Hillier Detached Jet Conversion Course Marham 6.1.54 
Navigators: Flt Lt HF Lister posted to AHQ Malta 23.1.54 
Fg Off Denham, AFH detached to Nuneham Park 5.1.54 
Fg Off GD Mitchell, Fg Off J Moore, Fg Off AK Wilmshurst, Fg Off DSH Lyons, F/Sgt EE Stevens, 
F/Sgt DA Maunders, F/Sgt T Howley, detached to Lindholme 13.1.54 
Engineers: Sgt DA Southall & F/Sgt J McEwan posted 230 OCU Bassingbourn 4.1.54 
Sgt N Fissenden posted to SGB Leconfield 6.1.54 
F/Sgt J Harrison posted to Lindholme 13.1.54 
Signallers: M/Signaller L Hemming & Sgt PG Crawley posted to Hemswell 27.1.54 
Gunners: F/Sgt CHD Collin Follit & Sgt GS Owers posted to 230 OCU Bassingbourn 4.1.54 
Febuary 1954 
Sqn Ldr PH Gibbs assumed command of the Squadron on 15.2.54 vice Sqn Ldr GWO'N Fisher 
Flt Lt Hillier detached to 231 OCU Bassingbourn 24.2.54 
Navigators: Fg Off DSH Lyons, Fg Off AK Wilmshurst, Fg Off GD Mitchell, Fg Off J Moore, F/Sgt EE 
Stevens, F/Sgt JA Riley, F/Sgt T Howley, F/Sgt DA Maunders ceased to be detached to Lindholme 
10.2.54 

http://www.207squadron.rafinfo.org.uk/207Marhampostings_Washingtons.htm
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Fg Off GD Mitchell & F/Sgt DA Maunders detached to 231 OCU 24.2.54 
2679. Brigadier Lyndon BOLTON DSO* (18631). Signed 16 July 1952. Country of 
Northumberland Territorial Army and Air Force Association. 

189 
From http://www.thepeerage.com/p51693.htm: 
Brigadier Lyndon Bolton lived at Denwick House, Alnwick, Northumberland, England.1 He was 
decorated with the award of the Companion, Distinguished Service Order. 
From http://www.bomford.net/IrishBomfords/Chapters/Chapter30/chapter30.htm: 
Lyndon Bolton, Brigadier, DSO 1942 and Bar 1945, DL born 25th May 1899, educated at Bedford 
and R.M.A. Woolwich, married 17th March 1934. He rode in the Olympics and was trainer of the 
British Olympic Equestrian team at the Tokyo Olympics. His wife is Elizabeth Inglis, daughter of 
John Cran of Kirkton, Bunchrew, Inverness. They were both alive in 1983 and had a son, Lyndon 
Bolton and three grandchildren, Lyndon, William and Timothy. 
From Doug V P Hearns’ Companions of The Distinguished Service Order 1923 – 2010 Army Awards, 
Part 1, The Naval & Military Press Ltd, 2011: 

 

http://www.thepeerage.com/p51693.htm
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2680. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Reginald Thomas BAINBRIDGE AFC MiD 
(102569). Signed 18 July 1952. RAF Ouston. 

189 
He also signed this book on 6 December 1955. 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?14821-RAF-Ferret-flight-awards-
added-info-welcomed: 
BAINBRIDGE, Reginald Thomas, S/L (102569, Royal Air Force) - Central Signals Establishment, 
Station Watton - Air Force Cross - awarded as per LG,dated 1 January 1951 - Recommended from 
No.90 Group when he had flown 1,057 hours, 470 on current duties, 81 in previous six months. Text 
from Air 2/10106 courtesy of Lieutenant-Colonel Jonathan R.D. Hipkins. 
Squadron Leader Bainbridge has been in charge of the Development Squadron of the Central 
Signals Establishment since September 1948. He has successfully undertaken eight “Ferret” flights, 
many of which have been of a very hazardous nature. Squadron Leader Bainbridge has at all times 
been a source of inspiration to the members of his squadron. His determination coupled with his 
ability as a pilot has enabled him to complete sorties which, but for his qualities of leadership, 
would never have been accomplished. Although not established with a crew, he has flown as much 
as any of his pilots, and the results obtained have been of immeasurable value. Similarly, Squadron 
Leader Bainbridge’s work in development flying has proved to be of enormous value to all scientific 
and operational personnel concerned with Radio Counter Measures, and the results of his labours 
are rapidly becoming evident. The same high standards have been applied in his work with the 
Royal Navy, both in the air and on the ground. This officer has taken a prominent part in every 
Naval Exercise since taking command of his squadron, and his achievements are worthy of the 
highest praise, His leadership of his squadron is exemplary and of the highest order. 

http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?14821-RAF-Ferret-flight-awards-added-info-welcomed
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From Secrets of Signals Intelligence During the Cold War and Beyond, edited by Matthew M Aid and 
Cees Wiebes, Routledge (1 September 2001): 
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2681. Air Vice-Marshal Henry Algenon Vickers HOGAN CB DFC LoM (O) (26181). Signed 
24 July 1952. Northern Sector Fighter Command, RAF Linton -on-Ouse. 

189 
From http://www.authpro.com/cgi-bin/auth.fcgi?user=rafweb: 
b: 25 Oct 1909           r: 29 Apr 1962           d: 28 Jun 1993 
CB – 9 Jun 1955, DFC – 25 Oct 1940, LoM (O) - 15 Mar 1946. 
Plt Off: 20 Dec 1930, Fg Off: 20 Jun 1932, Flt Lt: 1 Apr 1936, Sqn Ldr: 1 Dec 1938, Act Wg Cdr: xx 
Nov 1940, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Mar 1941, Act Gp Capt: 5 Sep 1942?, Wg Cdr (WS): 5 Mar 1943, (T) Gp 
Capt: 1 Jan 1944, Wg Cdr: 1 Oct 1946,Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1947, Act A/Cdre: xx xxx 1952?, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 
1953, Act AVM: 22 Aug 1955, AVM: 1 Jul 1956. 
xx xxx 1929 Flight Cadet, 'B' Sqn, RAF College 

http://www.authpro.com/cgi-bin/auth.fcgi?user=rafweb
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20 Dec 1930 Appointed to a Permanent Commission 
20 Dec 1930 Pilot, No 54 Sqn 
xx Mar 1932 Attended RAF Training Base, Leuchars 
 1 May 1932 Instructor, RAF Training Base, Leuchars 
xx Nov 1932 Pilot, No 404 (Fleet Fighter) Flight 
 2 May 1933 Pilot, No 800 Sqn FAA 
23 Jul – 
20 Oct 1934 Attended Flying Instructor's Course, Central Flying School (graded B) 
22 Oct 1934 QFI, No 1 FTS, RAF Leuchars 
xx Aug 1936 QFI, Central Flying School 
 3 Jan 1938 Pilot, Long Range Development Unit. 

 
20 Feb 1939 Supernumerary, No 6 (Bomber) Group 
 3 Apr 1939 Supernumerary, HQ No 50 (Training) Group 
xx xxx xxxx Personnel Staff Officer, Air Ministry 
xx xxx xxxx CFI, No 15 SFTS, RAF Lossiemouth/MiddleWallop 
xx May 1940 Attended No 6 OTU, RAF Sutton Bridge 
xx Jun 1940 Officer Commanding, No 501 (County of Gloucester) Sqn 
xx Nov 1940 Officer Commanding, No 58 OTU 
25 Nov 1940 Officer Commanding, No 54 OTU 
xx xxx 1941 Officer Commanding, No 58 OTU 
xx Jun 1941 Liaison Officer, USA 
xx Aug 1941 Director of British Flying Training, RAF Delegation, Washington 
xx xxx 1944 Assistant Commandant/Chief Instructor, Empire Central Flying School 
xx xxx 1945 Officer Commanding, No 19 SFTS. (Cranwell) 
 9 Apr 1946 Attended Course No 16, RAF Staff College (Overseas), Haifa 
xx xxx 1947 Air Staff, Air Ministry 
30 Nov 1948 Senior Personnel Staff Officer, HQ Middle East Air Force 
xx xxx 1951 Officer Commanding, RAF Wattisham 
xx xxx 1952 AOC, Northern Sector, Fighter Command 
 2 Apr 1954 AOC, No 81 Group 
22 Aug 1955 AOC, No 83 Group 
30 Sep 1958 SASO, HQ Flying Training Command 
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xx xxx 1960 Head of RAF Mission to Ghana 
xx xxx 1962 Head of Joint Services Mission to Ghana 
He represented the RAF College at Athletics, Soccer, Hockey, Squash, Cricket, attained the rank of 
Under Officer and was awarded the Sword of Honour on graduating. In November 1938, he was 
the pilot of Wellesley No 2 during the successful attempt on the world long distance record from 
Ismailia to Darwin. Unfortunately, his aircraft suffered from a fuel shortage and he was forced to 
make a precautionary landing at Koepang, as a result of which he was the only pilot of the four 
who did not receive the AFC. 
He assumed command of the remnants of 501 squadron at Croydon, following their return from 
the fighting in France, leading them throughout the Battle of Britain. During the battle he made 
one forced landing on 27 August with a punctured glycol tank and was forced to bale out at least 
twice, on 15 and 18 September. His final tally as a fighter pilots stood at three confirmed and two 
shared, two probables and one damaged. Shortly before being posted to No 58 OTU, he was 
awarded the DFC for operations with 501. On arrival at Grangemouth to form No 58 OTU, he found 
the airfield unsuitable, so he was transferred to No 54 OTU at Church Fenton, returning to No 58 in 
early 1941, when the airfield had been made suitable. 
Whilst in America, he worked on the Arnold Scheme.  
It was announced in The Times in 1955 that he was to become AOC, British Forces Aden, in 
September 1955, but this seems to have been changed to No 83 Group. From 1964 to 1968, he was 
Regional Director for Civil Defence in the Midlands. 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
“Squadron Leader Henry Algernon Vickers HOGAN (26181) 
This officer has led his squadron with distinction. Sixty-nine hostile aircraft have been destroyed 
and many others damaged. Three of this number were destroyed by Squadron Leader Hogan 
personally.” 
(LG, 25 October 1940) 
From http://www.bbm.org.uk/Hogan.htm: 
Air Vice-Marshal (Squadron Leader during the Battle) Harry Hogan, who has died aged 83, 
commanded a Hurricane fighter squadron throughout the Battle of Britain in the summer and 
autumn of 1940 as part of Air Vice-Marshal Park's frontline 11 Group, Fighter Command. 
On June 21 Hogan was posted to Croydon to command 501 (City of Gloucester) Squadron, an 
Auxiliary Air Force unit. On July 10, the first day of the Battle of Britain, the Squadron was stationed 
at Middle Wallop. As the sun rose on the second day of the battle, 501 scrambled to engage 10 
Ju87 Stuka dive-bombers and 20 Me109 fighters heading in from the Cherbourg area. In the 
engagement Hogan lost a Hurricane and was obliged to come to terms with both the numerical 
odds against 11 Group and the Hurricane's inferiority to the 109. 
On August 15, at the height of the Luftwaffe's much trumpeted "Eagle Offensive", Hogan led 501 
(by now based at Gravesend) in an attempt to save coastal fighter fields at Lympne and Hawkinge 
from destruction. Heavily outnumbered, 501 fought valiantly to break up large Luftwaffe 
formations. 
Three days afterwards Hogan and the squadron, now almost continuously in action, shot down two 
Me110’s at the cost of seven Hurricanes. 
As losses mounted Hogan and his surviving pilots grew ever more skilful. Foremost among them 
was the ace Sgt Ginger Lacey who ignored the flames engulfing his Hurricane and before baling 
out persisted in shooting down an He111 which had bombed Buckingham Palace. The replacement 

http://www.bbm.org.uk/Hogan.htm
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pilots had an average age of 21 and were inexperienced in combat; it troubled Hogan that they 
were so vulnerable. Flying Officer Arthur Rose-Price was typical. A former instructor, he joined 501 
squadron on September 2, flew a morning patrol, and that afternoon failed to return from combat 
over Dungeness. 
Hogan continued to lead the Squadron throughout the daily assaults on London. On September 18 
he was shot down by a Me109 over West Mailing. He baled out and resumed command, none the 
worse for the experience. He completed the Battle of Britain with at least five enemy aircraft to his 
credit. 
It was Hogan's excellence as a fighter squadron commander which subsequently ensured him a 
senior role in the vital business of training a generation of fighter pilots who would succeed the 
veterans of the Battle of Britain. 
Son of a colonel in the Indian Army, Henry Algernon Vickers Hogan was born on Oct 25 1909 and 
educated at Malvern and the RAF College Cranwell. Commissioned in 1930 he joined 54 Squadron 
at Hornchurch where he flew Siskins and Bulldogs, in 1932 he joined 404 Fleet Fighter Flight and 
served in the aircraft carrier ‘Courageous’. The next year he moved to 800 Squadron. After 
qualifying at the Central Flying School he was posted as an instructor to No 1 Flying Training 
School, Leuchars. 
In 1938 the RAF launched an attempt on the Soviet Union's non-stop long-distance record of 6,306 
miles, and Hogan joined 1 Group's Long Range Development Unit. Three Vickers Wellesleys took 
off from Ismalia on November 5th 1938. Led by Squadron Leader Richard Kellett, the pilots made 
the challenge even more daunting by deciding to fly in formation. Bad weather over the Bay of 
Bengal and the South China Sea obliged Hogan to land at Kupang in Timor and refuel but the 
Wellesleys still handsomely beat the Russian record, covering the 7,157 miles to Darwin in 48 hours. 
In 1939 Hogan was at the Air Ministry. He was then posted to No 15 Flying Training School as chief 
flying instructor and moved to 60 Operational Training Unit shortly before receiving command of 
501 squadron. 
After the Battle of Britain he commanded 54 OTU until posted to Maxwell Field, Alabama where he 
was a key figure in the Arnold Scheme for training RAF pilots in the USA. He was also a member of 
the RAF delegation to Washington. 
In 1944 he returned home as assistant commandant at the Empire Central Flying School. The next 
year he commanded No 19 Flying Training School at Cranwell. 
After the war Hogan was successively Sector Commander, Northern Sector; Air Officer 
Commanding 81 Group, then 83 Group 2nd Allied Tactical Air Force, Germany; then Senior Air Staff 
Officer Flying Training Command. 
He retired in 1962 and served as Midland Regional Director, Civil Defence, from 1964 to 1968. 
Hogan was awarded the DFC in 1940 and appointed CB in 1955. 
He married, in 1939, Margaret Venetia, daughter of Vice-Adml W Tomkinson; they had a son and a 
daughter. 
2682. Tanya TETLEY. Signed 2 August 1952. Strathivie House, Boar Hills Fife. 

190 
From http://webspace.qmul.ac.uk/cgaa183/joyce/people/I1644.html: 
“Igor Vinogradoff 's daughter Tanya (with Hon Mrs Dennis Craig) married Oliver Robin Tetley, 
eldest son of Geoffrey Tetley of Knockheven, Cobh, Cork about 1952.” 

http://webspace.qmul.ac.uk/cgaa183/joyce/people/I1644.html
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2683. Oliver Robin TETLEY. Signed 2 August 1952. Strathivie House, Boar Hills Fife. 

190 
From http://thepeerage.com/p948.htm#i9480: 
“Oliver Robin Tetley is the son of Geoffrey Tetley. He married Lady Patricia Maud Bowes-Lyon, 
daughter of Captain Hon. Michael Claude Hamilton Bowes-Lyon435 and Elizabeth Margaret Cator, 
on 10 June 1964. He and Lady Patricia Maud Bowes-Lyon were divorced in 1970. They had a son, 
Alexander Tetley b. 4 Mar 1965.” 
From http://www.airgale.com.au/tetley/d6.htm: 
Oliver Robin Tetley was born in 1929 in Devon, England and died in 1974 at age 45. 
NOTE: This conflicts with the details provided by ancestry.com; see below 
Oliver married Patricia JENNINGS in 1952.  
The child from this marriage was Harriet TETLEY.  
Oliver next married Tanya VINAGRADOFF in 1956. Tanya died before 2000.  
The child from this marriage was Jonathon TETLEY.  
Oliver next married Tessa LAUBSCHER in 1959.  
Children from this marriage were Philip TETLEY and Rebecca TETLEY.  
Oliver next married Lady Patricia Maud BOWES-LYON, daughter of Michael BOWES-LYON and 
Elizabeth CATOR, on 10 Jun 1964. Patricia was born on 30 Jan 1932 and died on 1 Apr 1995 at age 
63. 
Noted event in their marriage was their divorce in1970.  
The child from this marriage was Capt. Alexander TETLEY who was born in 1965.  
Alexander married Sophie CONNOLLY in 1995. 
From http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~janej/Tetley/Tetley-o/p57.htm#i2347: 
Oliver Robin Tetley was born on 16 April 1929 at Isle of Wight, Sussex, England. 
Oliver Robin died on 30 June 1972 at Wantage, Oxfordshire, England, at age 43; Tetley, Oliver. On 
June 30th, 1972. Much loved. Cremation private. No letters. The Times. 
From http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~rftetley/safrica.htm: 
Oliver Robin Tetley (1929-1974) 
Although born in the UK, Oliver was a political activist in South Africa in the 1960s. One of his 
daughter's wrote: 
“He was very involved with the ANC. He was banned from South Africa in 1961 and lived in 
Swaziland after that. Now that the old regime has dissolved, so many people have returned who 
knew and admired him. He was instrumental in the Sharpville airlift, that got most of the ANC out 
of South Africa after Nelson Mandelas arrest. People like Oliver Tambo ,Walter Sisulu and Thabo 
Mbeki have contacted me to say how much he had done for the movement. I gather he was a 
colourful, and passionate personality.” 

                                                 
435 Claude George Bowes-Lyon, 14th Earl of Strathmore and Kinghorne, KG KT GCVO TD (14 March 1855 
– 7 November 1944) was a landowner, the father of Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother and the 
maternal grandfather of Queen Elizabeth II. 

http://thepeerage.com/p948.htm%23i9480
http://www.airgale.com.au/tetley/d6.htm
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/%7Ejanej/Tetley/Tetley-o/p57.htm%23i2347
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/%7Erftetley/safrica.htm
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Oliver was married four times, and has five children. He took his own life in 1974. 
From The Edinburgh Gazette of 30 October 1953: 

 
From The Edinburgh Gazette of 8 December 1953: 

 
The LG, 23 September 1949 has an entry for his National Service: 
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He is mentioned in The Edinbugh Gazette of 15 February 1974: 

 
From Michael Wynne-Parker’s If My Table Could Talk: Insights Into Remarkable Lives, 
AuthorHouseUK (30 Mar 2011): 

 

 
Derek Neville436 

                                                 
436 From http://www.murdomacdonald-bayne.com/otherauthors.html: Derek Neville by trade was a 
Schoolteacher. Born in UK (November 1911). Early in 1932, as a young man, Derek set out from London 
to walk to Land's End. All he had on him was a little card, on which were written the words, "Derek 
Neville, in Search of God". His life on the road, nomadic existence and experiences among the homeless 
and down-and-out's was to have a profound effect upon him as recorded in Journey of the Heart. During 
the war he was a conscientious objector and spent much of his time working with relief agencies. From 

http://www.murdomacdonald-bayne.com/otherauthors.html
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2684. T D PATERSON (1478427). (Ex Lieutenant Airborne). Signed 7 August 1952. High 
Street, Alloa, Clackmannanshire. 

190 
The LG, 8 November 1945 has an entry for: 

 
No further trace found. 
2685. Flight Lieutenant Robert GOWING (523007). Signed 4 September 1952. 
Headquarters No 12 Group. 

190 
He also signed this book on 23 June 1952 and 22 August 1953. 
2686. Flight Lieutenant William Thomas BUSSEY LVO437 OBE BEM (53816). Signed 8 
September 1952. HQ No 12 Group. 

190 
From http://www.communigate.co.uk/wilts/rafacorshamchippenham/page48.phtml: 
Wing Commander WT (Tom) Bussey LVO, OBE, BEM 
30 December 1914 – 8 December 2009 

 
Tom started working on the family's farm in the Fens, but at the age of 21 (in 1935), decided to join 
the Royal Air Force. Became a Fitter IIE at RAF Manston, and was posted to the Cambridge 
University Air Squadron (UAS) where he stayed until the outbreak of war. Tom was posted to the 
King's Flight (TKF). TKF was disbanded in 1941 formed the nucleus of 161 Squadron at Tempsford 
on special duties. During his time with 161 Sqn Tom was "Mentioned in Despatches", awarded the 
British Empire Medal (BEM) and recommended for commissioning. There are I'm sure many very 
                                                 

wayfarer he became a "way-shower" through his writings and poetry (The Garden of Silence, Bright 
Morrow, Put Off Thy Shoes, Windows). A great out-pouring of inspirational writings (The Ceaseless Beauty, 
The Inward Life Notes series) occurred between the 50s and early 70s whilst he was residing in Norfolk at 
Itteringham Mill (which he ran along with his wife as a Vegetarian Guest House, serving afternoon teas). 
He also contributed many articles to the Science of Thought Review magazine founded by his friend 
Henry Thomas Hamblin. Derek had started to write his autobiography when he passed over, shortly after 
his wife Mary, in May 1976. 
437 Lieutenant of the Royal Victorian Order 

http://www.communigate.co.uk/wilts/rafacorshamchippenham/page48.phtml
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interesting stories from his time on "Special Duties" but Tom was quite shy about divulging any 
details. 
Tom became a Pilot Officer (Technical Branch) following training at RAF Cosford. Next in 1943 
came a posting to Santa Cruz (Bombay Airport) as Commanding Officer 153 Staging Post. In 1944 
Tom moved to Poona and in 1945 to Mauripur (Karachi) during this period he moved through the 
ranks to Flight Lieutenant. 
On his return to the UK, Tom was stationed at 49 MU at RAF Lasham, and in 1947 moved on to RAF 
Sealand. In 1948 it was back to TKF until 1951 when he attended a six-month long Senior 
Engineering course at RAF Henlow. Tom was awarded the Member of the Royal Victorian Order 
(MVO) for his service on TKF. Tom then took up a staff appointment at HQ 12 Group. 
From 1953 until 1955, Tom served at HQ Iraq, Habbaniyah on staff duties. 
Next came promotion to Squadron Leader and another recall to Royal duties with The Queen's 
Flight (TQF) between 1955 and 1961. There were many overseas royal tours including Kenya, 
Gambia, India, Nepal and Borneo. In 1961 promotion to Wing Commander and a short posting to 
HQ Flying Command at Reading, before taking post in Malta as OC Engineering Wing. Tom was 
awarded Lieutenant in the Royal Victorian Order (LVO) for his duties with TQF and the OBE. 
Returning to the UK in 1965 Tom was OC 3 Wing at RAF Halton. A posting to RAF Binbrook as OC 
Engineering Wing followed in 1967 - Binbrook was home to the English Electric Lightning fighter, 
part of the UK’s Air Defence on Quick Readiness Alert to intercept Russian bombers intruding into 
our airspace. 
On retirement from the RAF, Tom joined the National Coal Board (NCB) to work on a project team 
developing "Smokeless Fuel". Tom became Project Engineer and then Head of Services, and when 
development was complete Assistant Chief Engineer. The team was disbanded in 1973 and Tom 
retired briefly, but was headhunted for a position as Overseas Sales Manager with a Sheet Metal 
firm in Coventry. The main concern was the construction of power stations in Iran, Kenya and the 
Shetland Islands. Tom finally retired in 1980. 
Whilst living in Coventry, Tom was active in the RAFA, serving as President of the Coventry Branch, 
before moving to Chippenham. Tom was an active member of the Corsham & Chippenham Branch, 
occasionally leading the singing of war-time songs at functions. His favourite saying on getting a 
drink in his hands was – “Cheers! First today”. Tom would have been 95 on the 30th December 
2009. Our thoughts are with his wife Sylvia, daughter Maureen (Mo) and son Neale and the family. 
From The Telegraph, 18 January 2010: 
Wing Commander Tom Bussey 
Wing Commander Tom Bussey, who has died aged 95, started his RAF career as an aircraft fitter's 
mate and rose to become the senior engineering officer of the Queen's Flight. 
On joining the King's Flight on September 5 1939 Bussey served a short period on probation, but 
his engineering skills impressed the Captain of the Flight, the authoritarian and formal Wing 
Commander Edward Fielden, and he joined the small and select permanent staff. 
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Tom Bussey escorting the Queen at a guard of honour at RAF Benson, Oxfordshire 
His first task was to familiarise himself with the Flight's new Hudson aircraft, taking a short air-
gunners' course so that he could man its front gun on flights carrying royal passengers. 
As the Battle of Britain started, Bussey accompanied the Duke of Kent on his many visits to RAF 
airfields. The Duke and Duchess of Gloucester were also regular users of the Flight as they visited 
military units. 
In August 1941, with Fielden as the pilot and Bussey manning the front gun, King George VI was 
taken to Hatston in the Orkney Islands, with a fighter escort provided by a Czechoslovakian 
Hurricane squadron. The Czech pilots were immensely proud of the honour and flew in very close 
formation – much to the consternation of Fielden, but not the King's. 
After delivering the monarch, the aircraft had to fly close to Scapa Flow, which had just been 
subjected to an air attack, and the Navy welcomed their approach by opening fire. "Fortunately," 
Bussey noted, "they were not very good shots." 
The King's Flight was disbanded in March 1942, and the aircraft and personnel formed the nucleus 
of a new squadron, No 161, at Tempsford near Bedford. Its role was to support clandestine 
operations and supply equipment and personnel to the resistance organisations in north-west 
Europe. 
The squadron also made several trips to the Middle East using a Halifax, with Bussey as the air and 
ground engineer. On one occasion, when flying to Algiers in support of Churchill's visit to the 
Casablanca Conference, an engine failed at Gibraltar. Bussey identified a serviceable Merlin engine 
from a crashed Spitfire and fitted it to the Halifax. The patchwork aircraft then returned to England, 
though Bussey observed that "the throttle synchronisation looked a little untidy". 
In December 1943 he left the squadron to be commissioned in the technical branch. For his service 
with the King's Flight and with No 161 he was twice mentioned in despatches and was awarded a 
BEM. 
William Thomas Bussey was born on December 13 1913 at Ramsey St Mary, Huntingdonshire, and 
educated at Wryde Croft School. He left at the age of 14 to work as a farm boy, becoming a miller 
before joining the RAF in July 1935. After qualifying as a flight mechanic he was part of the guard 
of honour for the visit in October 1937 to RAF Mildenhall of a delegation of senior Luftwaffe 
officers led by General Milch, the German Secretary of State for Air. 
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After receiving his commission early in 1944 Bussey left for India, where for nearly three years he 
served at the staging post of Santa Cruz, near Bombay. In September 1948 he was recalled to the 
King's Flight for two years. Then, after two years in Iraq, in November 1955 he returned to what was 
by then the Queen's Flight for his third tour. The Captain of the Flight was his old CO, Air 
Commodore Fielden. In December 1957 Bussey was appointed senior engineering officer. 
Bussey's overseas tours with the Flight included taking the Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh to 
Nigeria in 1956 and to Nepal in 1961. In Borneo in 1959 he managed to persuade a local guard of 
honour to remove bayonets for fear that they might puncture the skin of the aircraft as they 
assembled. After a short absence he returned to discover that the guard was peacefully cooking its 
evening meal on an open fire under the aircraft's wing tip. 
On leaving the Queen's Flight in May 1961, Bussey was promoted to wing commander and moved 
to Headquarters Flying Training Command before serving for three years in Malta as the senior 
technical officer. In 1965 he commanded the apprentice wing at RAF Halton, and his final 
appointment was in command of the engineering wing at Binbrook, the home of two of the RAF's 
Lightning fighter squadrons. 
Bussey was described by colleagues as an outstanding personality and a gentleman. Late at night, 
or at weekends, he was a frequent visitor to hangars where work might be under way, walking 
across the airfield with his dog to see how the job was progressing. 
After retiring from the RAF in September 1967 he joined a technical team developing smokeless 
fuels with the National Coal Board, a post he held for four years before joining an engineering firm 
in Coventry. 
Bussey was a strong supporter of the Royal Air Force Association, serving as chairman of the 
branch in Coventry. He was a founder member of the Queen's Flight Association, where he was 
much admired as an after-dinner speaker, particularly for his stories of the pre-war period. 
Bussey was keen on shooting and fishing and devoted to his gundogs. He was always proud of his 
roots as a Fenman, and returned to the area at every opportunity to visit boyhood friends. 
Tom Bussey, who was appointed MVO (1952), LVO (1961) and OBE (1965), died on December 8. He 
married, in September 1941, Sylvia Goff, who survives him with their son and daughter. 
2687. Group Captain John Towers MYNORS (28096). Signed 12 September 1952. No 12 
Group, Newton. 

190 
From Group Captain Edward Mole’s Happy Landings: The recollections of a light-hearted Airman, 
Airlife Publishing Ltd, 1984: 
Although my thoughts were constantly with Ruthie back in London I felt the need for female 
company, but without proper social introductions it was surprisingly difficult to meet the girls. One 
night, I was having dinner in a restaurant with two RAF friends, and mentioned that I had been in 
Washington for three months and had not had a date with a girl. John Mynors, a large and 
handsome man whom I had known for years and who was renowned for his success with the ladies, 
said: 'You may not believe this of me, Eddie, but I have been here six months and have not even 
kissed a girl.' Just then Bruin Purvis, a test pilot attached to the RAF Delegation, leapt to his feet 
and shouted, much to the astonishment of the other diners around: 'God damn and blast these 
Yankee girls. I've been here twelve months and have not got to first base yet!' 
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From Flight, 14 December 1950: 
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From http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=153470: 
Date: 29-MAY-1955 
Time:  
Type: de Havilland DH.80 Puss Moth 
Owner/operator: The Ellenbrook Club 
Registration: G-ABDF 
C/n / msn: 2057 
Fatalities: Fatalities: 3 / Occupants: 3 
Other fatalities: 0 
Airplane damage: Written off (damaged beyond repair) 
Location: Easton Lodge, Dunmow, Essex 
Phase: Approach 
Nature: Private 
Departure airport: Hatfield, Hertfordshire 
Destination airport: Easton Lodge, Great Dunmow, Essex 
Narrative: 
Registered G-ABDF C of R 2744 7.30 to Brian Lewis & CD Barnard Ltd, Heston. C of A 2739 issued 
18.9.30. Registered C of R 2906 11.30 to Capt Francis G Francis, Heston. Registered C of R 3646 
3.3.32 to Edgar W Hart, Woodford, Cheshire. C of A lapsed 17.5.36 but advertised for sale as 
"definitely airworthy" in 4.37 by Alexander & Garner, Manchester. 
Subsequent status uncertain and stored during WWII. File marked as "impressed into military 
service" 2.3.40 but this was error for G-ABOF and which probably caused aircraft to be overlooked. 
Registration cancelled 1.12.46 at post-war census. Overhauled at Sealand, Cheshire 1948 and 
registered 17.6.48 to Group Captain John T Mynors, RAF Sealand (later RAF Cosford) (also quoted 
as Wolverhampton or Burnaston). C of A renewed 26.10.48. 
Re-registered 14.1.50 to John T Mynors & James M Banks, Croydon. C of A lapsed 2.12.50 and 
withdrawn from use at Croydon. To White Waltham 11.51 and subsequently to RAF Newton (by 
7.53). 
Re-registered 13.2.54 to John K Jakeman, Murray C Duff and Kenneth H Cole, Elstree (on behalf of a 
group of DH apprentices. Officially listed on the registration documents as "The Ellenbrook Club"). 
Rebuilt by Simpsons Aeroservices Ltd at Elstree and C of A renewed 31.7.54. 
Crashed and destroyed by fire Easton Lodge, Dunmow, Essex 29.5.55; aircraft stalled off a low pass 
at the disused airfield where it was intended to land; killing pilot James A Brown and two 
passengers (despite third seat having been permanently removed). Registration cancelled 28.2.56 
as "destroyed" 
2688. G WATSON. Signed 1 October 1952. Aberdeen. 

190 
No trace found. 
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2689. Wing Commander [later Air Vice-Marshal] Aubrey SIDNEY-WILMOT OBE MiD 
(79439). Signed 7 November 1952. Director of Legal Services, Air Ministry. 

190 
The Air Force List for April 1950 and July 1953 has only one Wing Commander which matches this 
signature: A SIDNEY-WILMOT OBE in the Legal Branch as a Wing Commander and as Deputy Judge 
Advocate General (Overseas) as a Group Captain on loan from the War Office and Air Ministry. 
From http://www.oldframlinghamian.com/images/articles/AIRVICE-MARSHALAUBREYSIDNEY-
WILMOTCBOBEG24-32.pdf: 
AIR VICE-MARSHAL AUBREY SIDNEY-WILMOT CB OBE (G24-32) 
He was born on 4 January 1915. Prior to WW2 he qualified as a solicitor. In 1940 he was 
commissioned into the Administration Branch of the RAF. Then transferred to office of Judge 
Advocate General in 1942, followed by Deputy Judge Advocate General (Army and RAF) in the Far 
East from 1948 to 1950. He then transferred to Directorate of Legal Services (RAF) in 1950, 
becoming Deputy Director of Legal Services (RAF) in 1969 and Director of Legal Services (RAF) from 
1970-1979. He was awarded OBE in 1948 and CB in January 1977.  
From the National Portrait Gallery: 

 
Aubrey Sidney-Wilmot by Hay Wrightson Ltd; chlorobromide print, circa 1960s 
From The Free Press, Singapore, 12 May 1954: 
“After parting in Singapore and having their marriage dissolved two years ago, 39-year-old Wing 
Commander Aubrey Sidney-Wilmot and his 36-year-old wife, Elizabeth (“Wendy”) Wellings, were 
remarried in London. One day in London recently, Wing Commander Sidney-Wilmot saw his former 
wife in the street. “That was the beginning of the new friendship,” she said. They have a 13-year-old 
son. 
From 
http://www.yasni.info/ext.php?url=http%3A%2F%2Frter.co.nz%2FCarters%2Finterview.html&name
=Colin+Sidney-Wilmot&showads=1&lc=en-us&lg=en&rg=it&rip=gb: 
Transcription of the taped interview which took place between Julianne (interviewer) and Muriel L. 
and Gladys P. (interviewees) at the home of Gladys P. at Otaki, New Zealand, 29 March 1998 
“Aubrey Sidney-Wilmot married Wendy Elizabeth Wellings. And they were all out in Singapore just 
after the war. When I was in England they were in Singapore because the war trials were on. Muriel, 
who came to visit, and stayed in Colchester, while we were in Singapore, would have stayed at The 
Grove, Great Horkesley. The house in the photograph is me as a baby with my grandmother, father 

http://www.oldframlinghamian.com/images/articles/AIRVICE-MARSHALAUBREYSIDNEY-WILMOTCBOBEG24-32.pdf
http://www.oldframlinghamian.com/images/articles/AIRVICE-MARSHALAUBREYSIDNEY-WILMOTCBOBEG24-32.pdf
http://www.yasni.info/ext.php?url=http%3A%2F%2Frter.co.nz%2FCarters%2Finterview.html&name=Colin+Sidney-Wilmot&showads=1&lc=en-us&lg=en&rg=it&rip=gb
http://www.yasni.info/ext.php?url=http%3A%2F%2Frter.co.nz%2FCarters%2Finterview.html&name=Colin+Sidney-Wilmot&showads=1&lc=en-us&lg=en&rg=it&rip=gb
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and mother (Aubrey and Wendy Sidney-Wilmot).” Comment from Colin Sidney-Wilmot (10 Oct 
2007). 

 
2690. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] John R C H (“Gravy”) GRAVES MiD 
(64946). Signed 7 November 1952. Edinburgh University Air Squadron. 

190 
From Edinburgh University Air Squadron’s Summary of Events for November 1952: 

 
He is in the list of Edinburgh University Air Squadron ex-members: 

 
 

From Richard Townshend Bickers’ Home Run: Great RAF Escapes of World War II, Pen & Sword 
Books Ltd; First Edition edition (Aug 1992): 
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From Flight International, 11 July 1963: 

 

 
2691. Flight Lieutenant Unknown. Signed 15 December 1952. No 1 Initial Training School, 
RAF Jurby. 

190 
 
2692. Flying Officer [later Group Captain] David John GREEN OBE (156108). Signed 15 
December 1952. No 1 Initial Training School, RAF Jurby. 

190 
He was a Spitfire pilot. In March 1984, he founded the Spitfire Society. His OBE was awarded in 
1999 for services to the Spitfire Society 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Jurby: 
Royal Air Force Station Jurby or more simply RAF Jurby was a former Royal Air Force station built in 
the north west of the Isle of Man. It was opened in 1939 on 400 acres (1.6 km2) of land acquired by 
the Air Ministry in 1937, under the control of No. 29 Group, RAF. During World War II the station 
was used for training as No 5 Armament Training Station, No 5 Air Observer School, No 5 Bombing 
& Gunnery School, and the Air Navigation & Bombing School, in addition to a variety of 
operational squadrons. 
From April 1950 to July 1953, No 1 Initial Training School was based there. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._1_Initial_Flying_Training_School_RAAF: 
No. 1 Initial Flying Training School (No. 1 IFTS) was a flying training school of the Royal Australian 
Air Force (RAAF). It was formed in 1951 as No. 1 Initial Training School, in response to increased 
demand for aircrew during the Korean War and Malayan Emergency. Established at RAAF Station 
Archerfield, Queensland, and operating De Havilland Tiger Moths, the unit was renamed No. 1 
Initial Flying Training School in 1952. It merged with No. 1 Basic Flying Training School at RAAF 
Base Uranquinty, New South Wales, in 1955. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Jurby
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._1_Initial_Flying_Training_School_RAAF
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2693. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] James William WOOD OBE (178078). Signed 
18 December 1952. Air Traffic Control Centre, RAF Prestwick. 

190 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2694. Flight Lieutenant Thomas MCINROY (139052). Signed 18 December 1952. Air Traffic 
Control Centre, RAF Prestwick. 

190 
No trace found in the LG. The Air Force List for April 1952 lists: 
D D R (501735) Flight Lieutenant, Medical Branch 
T (139052) Flight Lieutenant, Aircraft Control Branch 
From https://www.thegazette.co.uk/notice/L-55768-109: 
Details of the deceased 
Surname:   McINROY 
First name:   Thomas 
Date of death:   2nd February 2000 
Last address of the deceased 
Person address details: 37 Steepdene, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset BH14 8TE 

Ex RAF Officer 
2695. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Patrick Henry John PETERS AFC (3507088). 
Signed 23 December 1952. No 12 Squadron, RAF Binbrook. 

190 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
According to posts on http://www.pprune.org/archive/index.php/t-434453.html, he served with 542 
Squadron during the 1950s. 
From http://www.nationalcoldwarexhibition.org/research/squadrons/542/: 
Established on 19 October 1942 at Benson, No. 542 Squadron was formed from elements of the 
Photographic Reconnaissance Unit. The squadron used several marks of Spitfire during the war. 
Initially No. 542 Squadron flew coastal reconnaissance missions, but from May 1943 began co-
operation with Bomber Command, taking photographs of targets for use in bomber crew briefings 
and after raids for damage assessment. Early in 1944 No. 542 Squadron urgently began to survey 
V-1 flying bomb launch sites in order for attacks to be planned. After photographing invasion 
approaches No. 542 Squadron concentrated on the tactical situation on the Continent, surveying 
the route ahead of the advancing ground forces. After the war No. 542 Squadron flew diplomatic 
mail deliveries until it was disbanded on 27 August 1945. 
On 17 May 1954 No. 542 Squadron was reformed at Wyton. Again the squadron was a dedicated 
photo reconnaissance unit, operating Canberras until disbandment on 1 October 1955. Exactly one 
month later the squadron was reformed at Wyton from No. 1323 Flight. In December 1955 the 

https://www.thegazette.co.uk/notice/L-55768-109
http://www.pprune.org/archive/index.php/t-434453.html
http://www.nationalcoldwarexhibition.org/research/squadrons/542/
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squadron moved to Weston Zoyland to prepare for detachment to Australia. While stationed in 
Australia, No. 542 Squadron undertook survey and sampling flights during the 1956-7 atomic 
weapons tests. The squadron returned to the UK in April 1957 and was renumbered as No. 21 
Squadron on 1 October 1958. 
2696. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Denis George BROOKS (4054410). Signed 2 
January 1953. No 50 Squadron, RAF Binbrook. 

190 
From http://www.lightningpilots.com/111sqn22.html: 

 
John Rigby's 1000 hrs on Lightnings - 111 Sqn Wattisham 1972. From the left: Cliff Spink, Dick Cole, 
Eric Steenson, Tony Bagnall, JEngO in shirt, ½ face Henry Lether (?), Boss Horsefield, Ken Goodwin, 
‘Liney’, JR, 6 x Engineers, Martin Bee, Martin Chipp, Denis Brooks (supping), Ian Robins, Kevin (the 
kid) Mason. 
2697. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] William Thomas Hugh FLECKNEY DFC 
(46171). Signed 8 January 1953. No 1 Initial Training School, RAF Jurby. 

191 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From The Telegraph, May 2012: 
William Thomas Hugh DFC, S/Ldr RAF Retd. On April 30th in his 90th year, peacefully in hospital, 
'Paddy' a loving and much loved father, grandfather and great-grandfather. Beloved husband.—of 
Ruby for 66 years. Funeral Service on Thursday May 10th at 1 p.m. at St. Edmunds R/C Church, 

http://www.lightningpilots.com/111sqn22.html
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Oxford Road, Calne followed by cremation at West Wiltshire Crematorium, Semington, Wiltshire. 
Family flowers only please. Donations to RAF Benevolent Fund. 
From Flight, 20 March 1947: 
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2698. Flight Lieutenant Unknown. Signed 8 January 1953. No 1 Initial Training School, RAF 
Jurby. 

191 
 
2699. Pilot Officer M BLAIR (1365448). Signed 9 January 1953. HQ Fighter Command. 

191 
The LG, 1 September 1953 announced that his commission as a Flying Officer was terminated on 23 
July 1953. He joined the RAF on 19 June 1951. 
2700. Flying Officer Marcus David PARRY (4038857). Signed 29 January 1953. No 63 (F) 
Squadron. 

191 
From No 63 (F) Squadron’s Operations Record Book for March 1953: 

 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 25 December 
1995. 
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2701. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Harry James IRVING (183256). Signed 29 
January 1953. No 63 (F) Squadron. 

191 
From No 63 (F) Squadron’s Operations Record Book for March 1953: 

 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on account of medical unfitness for Air 
Force service on 23 August 1975. 
2702. Lieutenant Ian Collins STEWART. Signed 29 January 1953. 1830A Squadron, RNAS 
Abbotsinch. 

191 
From http://www.aircrashsites-scotland.co.uk/firefly_brown-hill.htm: 
1830 Squadron was formed at Abbotsinch (Glasgow) in 1947. Under the Royal Naval Volunteer 
Reserve (RNVR), it operated as a fighter and anti-submarine squadron until 1957. 1830 and 1843 
RNVR formed the Scottish Air Division based at the RNAS Abbotsinch. 
Firefly VX 396 of 1843 Sqn. crashed at Brown Hill, Douglas, Lanarkshire on 5 July 1953. The aircraft 
had been returning from Leuchars firing range at Tentsmuir Forest, Tentsmuir Sands. Both airmen 
died in this accident. They were: 
Albert Charles Hunt, Radio Electrical Mechanician (REM2c), SFX 835450. Born 6 September 1929. 
Buried, Hawkhead Cemetery, Hawkhead Road, Paisley. 
Ian Collins Stewart, Lieutenant, Royal Navy. Born 8 April 1923 in Portsmouth. Death registered at 
Douglas, Lanarkshire. Buried, Hawkhead Cemetery, Hawkhead Road, Paisley. 
2703. Pilot Officer R SMITH. Signed 20 April 1953. Central Fighter Establishment, RAF West 
Raynham. 

191 
The Air Force List for July 1953 lists the following Pilot Officers named R Smith (column numbers 
1000-1200; 2080-2089; 2330-2349; 2440-2459): 
ROBERT SMITH (3509934) 1016 
ROBIN SMITH (3132381) 1011 
R ALFRED SMITH (4083513) 1060 
ROBERT A SMITH (1399181) 1079 

R D D SMITH (4038872) 1010 
ROBERT G SMITH (2538909) 1069 
R ALLINGTON SMITH (2553220) 2345 

http://www.aircrashsites-scotland.co.uk/firefly_brown-hill.htm
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2704. Squadron Leader Philip Guy TILBROOK (45088). Signed ? April 1953. HQ 12 Group. 

191 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He was a member of the King’s Flight. According to 
findmypast, he was born in 1916 and died in 2002, aged 86. He is buried in Norfolk. He married 
Eileen Elzabeth Conway in 1947. 

 
From Flight, 13 February 1947: 
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From Flight, 6 March 1947: 

 
From The Telegraph, 21 April 2007: 
Intimate glimpses into quirky worlds 
The shining lights in English tourism were recognised this week in the annual tourism Oscars, the 
Enjoy England Awards for Excellence, organised by the national tourism agency VisitBritain. Over 
the past month a team of Telegraph writers has visited the winners. Here are their verdicts. 
…. 
Radar Museum 
Walk into the museum's Cold War Operations Room and, lit up in a corner, you will see a sign 
saying "Survival 25". It looks innocent enough, but it's a warning of imminent global destruction. 
Twenty years ago, illumination of this sign would have indicated that a Soviet nuclear attack was on 
the way and that Nato strike planes were circling above the Atlantic ready to launch an apocalyptic 
reprisal. 
"If those planes didn't hear from us within 25 minutes, they would assume we had all been wiped 
out, and so would fly off to drop their bombs on their targets," says the museum's director, Doug 
Robb. "It would, of course, be a suicide mission." 
He's talking not just as the man in charge of the museum, but as the RAF officer who was in charge 
of this self-same building in the days when it was a fully functioning radar station, in the Cold War 
front line. So, when he tells you about dressing up in anti-radiation suits and not stepping outside 
for days on end, he's talking not out of a textbook but from experience. 
It's the explanations of Mr Robb and his small squadron of volunteers that bring to life what would 
otherwise be a rather intimidating array of communications equipment. 
Between them, they tell how the tracking of enemy aircraft developed from guesswork to a 
sophisticated science; what begins with WAAFs pushing coloured counters (marked H for hostile) 
across a board, ends with electronics experts operating ceiling-high banks of radar screens. 
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Housed in a deceptively spacious (and bomb-proof) green building in the middle of the Norfolk 
Broads, the museum offers visitors a formal, hour-long tour tracing the development of British 
radar from the Battle of Britain (1940) to the Night Blitz (featuring in particular one night in 1942) 
to the Cold War (1945-1989). 
Each era has its own dedicated room, with its own resident expert (in many cases ex-Forces). There 
are also countless other rooms within the complex; some tell the history of nearby RAF Coltishall (a 
front-line Second World War airfield), some display the crests of now-closed air bases, and others 
contain little gems of Forces memorabilia, such as the 60-year-old dance card belonging to a local 
pilot, Philip Tilbrook, showing that he danced the foxtrot with Princess Elizabeth and the quickstep 
with Princess Margaret, and did the Gallop with the Queen. 
2705. Squadron Leader Leslie John WARD DFC (41501). Signed ? April 1953. No 199 
Squadron, RAF Hemswell. 

191 
From http://www.csn.ul.ie/~dan/war/crashes.htm: 

 
From http://airforce.ca/awards.php?search=1&keyword=&page=44&mem=&type=rafww2: 
WARD, S/L Leslie John (41501) - Distinguished Flying Cross - No.102 Squadron - awarded as per 
LG,dated 16 February 1945. From New Westminster, British Columbia; home in Crumlin, County 
Antrim although education is given as John Oliver School in Vancouver and Univeristy of British 
Columbia. Appointed Acting Pilot Officer on Probation, RAF, 14 December 1938. AFRO 563/45 
dated 29 March 1945 (reporting his DFC) described him as a Canadian in the RAF. Air Ministry 
Bulletin 17466/AL.967 refers. No citation other than 'completed operations with courage and 
devotion to duty.' 
From http://www.jusiruma.co.uk/ns25/Pages/Stories/NS12%20Recollections.pdf: 
John Usher’s Recollections: 199 Squadron, RAF Hemswell 
“On October 29, 1952, Geordie, Brian and myself arrived at RAF Hemswell, excited at joining an 
operational squadron at last but with a certain amount of anxiety. After reporting to the Admin 
Office, we were shown to our accommodation before being taken to meet Flt/Lt MacGillivray, OC 
“A” Flight. We then met Squadron Leader Ward, the CO of the squadron, before being introduced 
to the other aircrew members of the squadron. 
The pilots were: F/Sgt Nash DFC, a Canadian with a very dry sense of humour who always had his 
own interpretation of W/T procedures. He referred to most people in authority senior to himself as 

http://www.csn.ul.ie/%7Edan/war/crashes.htm
http://airforce.ca/awards.php?search=1&keyword=&page=44&mem=&type=rafww2
http://www.jusiruma.co.uk/ns25/Pages/Stories/NS12%20Recollections.pdf
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“Slant eyed Mongolian bastards”. I never did find out what he had against the Mongolians. There 
were two further Flight Sergeant pilots, Nicholson and Timewell, both experienced WW2 Bomber 
pilots who also commanded the respect of everyone on the Squadron. Apart from F/Lt MacGillivray 
the other comissioned pilots were F/Os Gifford and Bishop. 
199 Squadron had a complement of 6 Lincoln aircraft and one Mosquito and operated as a Radar 
and Electronic Counter Measures (RCM/ECM) squadron. The objectives of the squadron were to 
confuse enemy radar and to jam enemy operational frequencies. These objectives were achieved by 
dropping “window” in set patterns from the aircraft and activating electronic jamming equipment. 
Flights were usually of 5 – 8 hours duration and more often than not at night. The squadron was 
well known for its specialist capabilities, particularly on voice jamming and providing radar counter 
measure cover for the Marker and Main Force squadrons on major excercises. A crew consisted of a 
pilot , navigator, engineer and 3 signallers (one radio operator and two special operators). After 
being shown round a Lincoln by one of the regular signallers I made my first operational flight on 
November 3rd, my 20th birthday, in Lincoln WD122 as a special operator, with F/Sgt Nicholson as 
pilot. After a few weeks I settled down as a permanent member of F/O Clifford’s crew, taking in 
turns the duties of radio op. and special operator. 
Life in the Sergeants Mess was a comparative luxury after the training and discipline of a Cadet 
Signaller. We now had our own bedrooms, waiter service in the dining room and a comfortable 
lounge and bar to while away the evenings, some of them more hectic than others. We were even 
treated with some respect, now that we had three stripes: all quite foreign to us. 
The crew room, pre-flight briefings, the roar of 4 Merlin engines on take off, flying out over the 
North Sea at night, de-briefings, bacon and eggs on return in the early hours and then collapsing 
into bed: these were moments we had only seen in films before, and now we were part of it - what 
a great and glamorous experience it seemed! Dances in the sergeants mess were also a great social 
event when girls were brought in by coaches from the surrounding Lincolnshire villages. 
Determined to impress, and not to rely entirely on a suitable intake of Double Diamond, Brian and 
myself decided to take dancing lessons in Lincoln on Saturday afternoons. My wife expresses 
doubt, even to this day, that I have ever had dancing lessons, but if she’d tried me in 1952 she 
would know better! 
Anyway, after three or four lessons we felt that we now had sufficient expertise to sweep the 
Lincolnshire lasses off their feet. Not so! Either they weren’t ready for the Fred Astair technique or 
more probably we were not as good as we thought. We did, however, now have greater self-
confidence for our occasional sorties from the Mess bar to the dance floor.  
Most of our flying was on exercises such as Ack Ack and Naval demonstrations, along with the 
usual annual exercises when all the services were involved. Other exercises involved jamming the 
fighter control centres in the UK which apparently were very successful. Few incidents of note 
occurred during these flights, save for the odd warning light indicating low oil pressure on a 
particular engine. This usually meant “feathering” the suspect engine and returning to base….quite 
frightening the first time but after once or twice it became an acceptable operational hazard. In fact 
if it happened early in the exercise on a night flight it was greeted with some satisfaction as it 
meant we could return to base for an early night. Brian Petherbridge probably had the most 
exciting experience when, returning late at night from an exercise, his aircraft’s undercarriage hit 
the BABS wall, bringing in the ‘undercarriage not locked’ warning light. Brian recounts the story 
more fully within his own section of this document. 
One of these exercises I recall was when live bombs were being used, the target being Heligoland 
off the Southern tip of Denmark. Being an RCM squadron we didn’t carry bombs. The night in 
question was very cloudy with more than its share of thunder and lightning. The lightning did 
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however create sufficient light to see other aircraft all around us, heading out over the North Sea. 
The experience became the more frightening when I noticed a blue-ish glow surrounding our 
navigator, and it crossed my mind that we might have been taken over by Martians! However, I 
found out that it’s a phenomenon known as St. Elmos fire, caused by the presence of static, which 
makes my experience on that night understandable in view of the conditions that prevailed at the 
time. I shudder to think what the experience would have been like with flack exploding all around! 
In February 1953, after de-icing the aircrafts’ wings the squadron took off from snow-bound 
Hemswell and after a seven and a half hour flight touched down in sunny Libya at RAF Idris. This 
was the start of a month’s exercises with the Mediterranean Fleet: a great experience and a chance 
to get our knees brown. Most of the exercises were over the Med. with frequent sightings of the 
aircraft carrier HMS Eagle. We also spent some time on low flying exercises over the North African 
desert, much to the consternation of the inhabitants. On one occasion, after completing our 
exercise the empty “window” boxes were passed through an inspection hatch into the bomb bay. 
We then proceeded to carry out low level bombing runs adjacent to a remote Arab encampment in 
the desert, depositing the empty cardboard boxes around the area. No doubt once it was realised 
that this was not a real bombing raid the boxes would be found a use! It was a great surprise in the 
mess one evening when in walked “Flash” who had landed at Idris en-route back to the UK from 
Shallufa in the Canal Zone. An excuse for a drink or two was always welcome! 
After Idris we went on to Gibraltar for what should have been a week, but due to an engine failure 
was extended for our crew. Obviously the engine fitters who flew out from the UK to fit a new 
engine were in no hurry to complete the job. This gave us some time to explore Gibraltar and relax 
in the sun before returning to cold damp Lincolnshire on 11 March 1953. Some light relief from the 
usual run of exercises came in September when our crew took a Lincoln up to RAF Kinloss as part 
of a Battle of Britain display. As the mess was full with other visiting aircrew our crew stayed in a 
hotel in Forres nearby. I had hoped to meet up with other members of NS12 who had been at 
Kinloss on Shackleton conversion training but I missed them by two weeks. On other occasions we 
would flight-test Lancasters before they were flown by civilian pilots to Ireland for scrapping. This 
life continued until my demob in October 1953, and I must say I found it very difficult to settle back 
into civvy street after the security and comradeship of the RAF. On more than one occasion I 
seriously considered re-enlisting. Probably as well that I was not aware that 199 squadron aircraft 
and crew featured in the film “The Dambusters” the year after I left.” 
The full story was printed in Spirit of the Age, Issue 1, 2005: 
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2706. POSSIBLY Flying Officer Hugh Sydney HONOUR (1590402). Signed ? April 1953. No 
199 Squadron, RAF Hemswell. 

191 
Based on the above recollections, the only pilots with 199 Squadron at the time this book was 
signed were: 
Flight Lieutenant MacGillivray438, OC “A” Flight 
Squadron Leader Ward, CO of the Squadron (who signed above) 
Flight Sergeant Nash DSC 
Flight Sergeant Nicholson 
Flight Sergeant Timewell 
Flying Officer Gifford 
Flying Officer Bishop 
Sergeant “Chips” Carpenter 
Pilot Officer [later Flying Officer] Honour 
According to Brian Petherbridge’s Recollections: 
“On a training sortie over Germany on the 26 June 1955, WD131 flown by F/O Hughie Honour was 
hit by a USAF jet fighter which came out of the cloud underneath the Lincoln, slicing off one of the 
bomber’s wings, giving the crew no chance.” 
From http://www.bbc.co.uk/dna/mbhistory/html/NF2233811?thread=4312378: 
199 Sqn lost a Lincoln B.2 (WD131)7mls NW of Bitburg, W Germany. Collided with F-86D (52-3933) 
of 496th FIS USAF at night and crashed. The US fighter pilot escaped by parachute, but the six crew 
on the Lincoln lost their lives. The Lincoln had flown from RAF Hemswell, Lincs. The crew were 
Flying Officer H.S. Honour, Flt. Sgt. R.V. Jarvis, Sgt G.V. Weller, Sgt. R.W. Walters, Sgt. G.W. Overton 
and Sgt. I. Jones. 
The signature could be I Jones. 
2707. ? ? GREEN. Signed ? April 1953. 531 Light Anti-Aircraft / Search Light Regiment, 
Royal Artillery Territorial Army, Perth. 

191 
No trace found. 
From http://british-army-units1945on.co.uk/territorial-army-royal-artillery/520-563-regiments.html: 
531 Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment RA (TA) 
1.1 .47 Reconstituted in TA with HQ at Perth, Perthshire: Continuity with 31 LightAnti-Aircraft 
Regiment 78 AA Brigade (TA) 
16.3.49 Redesignated 531 Light Anti-Aircraft/Searchlight Regiment RA (TA) 

                                                 
438 Signed this book on 5 May 1953 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/dna/mbhistory/html/NF2233811?thread=4312378
http://british-army-units1945on.co.uk/territorial-army-royal-artillery/520-563-regiments.html
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10.3.55 Anti-aircraft Command disbanded 
10.3.55 Amalgamated with 471 Regiment (less R Bty) as 433 Regiment 
2708. Flight Lieutenant John LAWSON DFM (48967). Signed ? April 1943. University Air 
Squadron St Andrews. 

191 
From St Andrews University Air Squadron Operations Record Book for 1951 to 1955: 

 
March 1953 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 3 October 1957 and his commission 
was relinquished on 10 February 1968. The LG, 10 June 1948 announced his award of the King’s 
Commendation for Valuable Service in the Air. 
2709. Pilot Officer [later Flying Officer] Peter COOKE (2528359). Signed ? ? 1953. Central 
Gunnery School, RAF Leconfield. 

191 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Leconfield: 
In the 1950s, Leconfield was a 'dispersal base' for the RAF V bomber force. Also, after being 
transferred from RAF Catfoss in October 1945, and into the early 1950s, it was home to the Central 
Gunnery School, which, among other functions, trained air gunners in Avro Lincoln bombers.This 
School was later transformed into the Fighter Weapons School. The aircraft then flown were mainly 
single-seat Venoms and Meteors, plus twin-seat Vampire T11, Meteor trainers and Hawker Hunters 
for trials with ADEN cannons in 1957. 
2710. Flight Lieutenant ? CLARK. Signed 5 May 1953. 22 Reserve Flying School, RAF 
Cambridge. 

191 
The Air Force List for July 1953 lists many Flight Lieutenants in the RAFVR. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Leconfield
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2711. Flight Lieutenant ? HAYWARD. Signed 5 May 1953. 22 Reserve Flying School, RAF 
Cambridge. 

191 
The Air Force List for July 1953 lists the following Flight Lieutenants in the RAFVR: 
Dan Michael HAYWARD (152386) column 6402 
Stanley Charles HAYWARD (177514) column 6409 
From the Braintree & Witham Times, 24 July 2013: 
HAYWARD Stanley Charles (Flt Lt S Hayward RAF (VR)) On 10th July, 2013 in his 90th year, at 
Millard House, Braintree, Stanley Charles Hayward, elder son of the late Phyllis and Eric Hayward. 
Dear brother of Roy (Taunton) and sister of Mary Phillips (Toronto). Uncle of Richard and Claire. 
Predeceased by wife Vera. A veteran of WWII, Stan served as a Flight Lieutenant in the RAF, flying 
Mosquitoes for the Photo Reconnaissance Unit with 69 Squadron. Among his commendations, he 
was awarded the Croix de Guerre with Oak Leaves and Palme for work with the Maquis. He enjoyed 
the many reunions with Air Force friends in France and Belgium at one of which, Melsbroek, the 
NATO Air Forces and his peers honoured him with the presentation of the book “Wright to fly”. In 
2008, Stan attended a commemoration service in Bréel, France, as the last surviving flight-crew 
member of his squadron to pay homage to four British airmen from 69 whose Wellington bomber 
was shot down there in August 1944. 

 
From http://www.pprune.org/archive/index.php/t-423932.html: 
“Stan Hayward, whom I have spoken to, was a pilot with 69 Sqdn who joined the Squadron at the 
same time as C.G. Broad. Both were sergeants in May 1944 and 45 years after the event F/Lt Stan 
Hayward remembered both F/O George Booth, whom he called the General, and Charlie Broad. 
Although Stan incorrectly remembered the date, when they failed to return, his recollection of what 
happened are; F/O Booth was hit in the tail by rockets from a Me163 losing rudder and elevator 
control. The aircraft crashed and all but The General and Charlie were killed. The General and 
Charlie went into the bag and were released at war’s end. The General was never heard of again 
but Charlie stayed in the Air Force eventually becoming Inspector of Recruiting 1967-71. Charlie 
retired an Air Commodore and died 18-July-1984. Stan and Charlie were the same age, both born 
in 1923. I have no idea if Stan’s memory was correct in all details, or maybe confused with other 
events, and presumably he learned of the crash details some years later, perhaps at a Squadron 
reunion, in the 1950s.” Posted by David Kettlewell, 27 January 2011 
From 
http://www.braintreeandwithamtimes.co.uk/news/3558564.Braintree__war_veteran_s_pilgrimage_to
_remember_fallen_comrades/: 
Braintree: war veteran's pilgrimage to remember fallen comrades 
A former war pilot will be remembering his fallen comrades, 60 years after their plane crashed. 

http://www.pprune.org/archive/index.php/t-423932.html
http://www.braintreeandwithamtimes.co.uk/news/3558564.Braintree__war_veteran_s_pilgrimage_to_remember_fallen_comrades/
http://www.braintreeandwithamtimes.co.uk/news/3558564.Braintree__war_veteran_s_pilgrimage_to_remember_fallen_comrades/
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Stan Hayward, 85, of Francis Road, Braintree, will be travelling to Bréel in Normandy, France, to 
commemorate the horrific crash of an RAF Wellington XIII bomber on a photographic 
reconnaissance mission, on August 8, 1944. 

 
The crew, who were in the same RAF 69 squadron as widower Mr Hayward, lost their lives nine 
weeks after the D-Day landings when they were hit by anti-aircraft guns, causing a fire that ignited 
the flares the plane was carrying. 
Navigator John Bigland, pilot Squadron Leader Kenneth Wakefield and rear-gunner Kenneth 
Rawlinson all died when the aircraft exploded close to La Cour de Bréel farm. 
Only air bomber Allen Neal survived, but he died in a crash near the German border in November 
that year. 
Two terrified young women, who were at the farm at the time, said: “What we saw when we 
opened the door was unbearable. 
“Flames were shooting up to an unimaginable height and the sound of the fire, the exploding 
munitions, and the flares which exploded gave an incredible light. Every bit was burning, and one 
of the engines was found ten metres from the farmhouse, another five metres from an adjoining 
building.” 
Mr Hayward said he was too old to be excited about the trip, but was “happy” to be going. 
Looking back on his time in Normandy, he said: “We were kids and it was all fun. We thought ‘It 
won’t happen to me, it will happen to them others’.” 
Ronald Vickers, who lives in Bréel, helped organise the commemoration after two villagers asked 
for help to find the families of the dead men. 
Mr Hayward, who was awarded the Croix de Guerre for his role in liberating France, knew Kenneth 
Wakefield and Allen Neal, and will join relatives of the men at the ceremony. 
A new memorial stone will be unveiled, and several British residents from Bréel have raised money 
for a bronze plaque made of blue granite, which was mined locally more than a century ago. 
2712. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Colin Campbell MACGILLIVRAY (193436). 
Signed 5 May 1953. No 199 Squadron, RAF Hemswell. 

191 
See the entry for Squadron Leader Leslie John Ward DFC, who signed this book on ? April 1953. 
According to mundia.com, he was born in 1926 in Shanghai, China and died in 1993 in Cornwall, 
Ontario, Canada. 
The LG, 1 January 1955 announced the award of the Queen’s Commendation for Valuable Service 
in the Air. 
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From The Argus, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, 19 March 1956: 

 
2713. Flying Officer Trevor Desmond St. John MURPHY (4034418). Signed 5 May 1953. No 
199 Squadron, RAF Hemswell. 

191 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://www.pprune.org/atc-issues/368474-atc-history-13.html: 
His nickname was “Spud” 
“Have you heard of Spud recently? I used to see him a lot about 10 years ago but lost touch. He 
used to spend a lot of time in Cyprus.” 
Bren McCartney, 26 September 2010 
“Spud Murphy and his mustache - ahhh...... Spud bought in a tin of biscuits or sweets one day, it 
proved to be a rather 'limited edition'. Seems the artist had been told to create a 'village scene' for 
the tin and had been a little too creative, biologically speaking. Spud had blagged one of the few 
that had escaped into the wild before being recalled.” 

http://www.pprune.org/atc-issues/368474-atc-history-13.html
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Minesthechevy, 26 September 2010 
“No, not for a few decades, I regret. Being a 'mobile' Mil controller, it's always difficult to hold on to 
contacts. I just have these abiding memories of him being the nicest ATCO at SATCC when I was 
there as an ATCA IV, and then a decade or so later in the mid-70s working alongside him on the 
Sectors at LATCC when I was a Mil ATCO is SEJAO. I would chuck him a pink crossing strip, which 
would come back with "GOOMFW" written on it. That told me do you need a translation? I should 
"Take 5" because he was really too busy to allocate a level. Not sure that was in the LATCC MATS, 
but it made complete sense to us. Lovely man, and one of my fondest memories of ATCOs.” 
MPN11, 26 September 2010 
“I was in Ops3 and he was in SADO....both of us trying to cope with 9020D and the sometimes 
socially challenged engineers associated with it.” 
Loki, 26 September 2010 
“Long before I became friends with Spud, I sat next to him at a GATCO Convention in Bournemouth 
- must have been very late 60s? During the afternoon they showed that old Marconi film of 24 
hours of the Heathrow S264 speeded up to take about 5 minutes. There were a couple of BOAC 
types sitting behind us who let out the odd "phewww". Spud turned round and said, poe-faced: 
"It's been slowed down for analysis"! Great bloke.” 
Heathrow Director, 26 September 2010 
“Was it Spud who got things slightly mixed up in the hold, when a Trident pilot said something like 
"London, there`s another aircraft at my level"? To which the reply came "It`s not your level, it`s 
mine, I`m busy, and you are sharing it"” 
Loki 26 September 2010 
“Along with Pelton I too was a 'socially disadvantaged engineer' in SADO but I never let it show to 
my much richer ATC colleagues! Ref Spud (aka Trevor Murphy) the tales about him could keep this 
forum going for years. My most vivid memory was acting as driver and baggage carrier at a trade 
day Farnborough (when NATS used to get an allocation of tickets) Spud made a bee line for the Air 
Macchi hospitality tent with me lugging his MK1 video camera and batteries. He walks straight in 
only to be greeted by all and sundrie as a long lost friend. This included their chief test pilot with 
whom Spud engaged in a long conversation in fluent Italian. We then visited the trade displays 
where he accosted the ex-JFC (A.F.) by smacking on the back and calling him several names you 
dont hear on Blue Peter. AF duly responded in kind and offered drinks on Plessey at the end of the 
show. Returning to the Air Macchi tent we imbibed in the free lunch and much wine whereupon 
Spud fell asleep at the table and missed the whole afternoons display and we missed out on 
sundowners with AF.” 
Moldiold2 27 September 2010 
From Input, EGATS439 Quarterly, Summer 1978: 

                                                 
439 Eurocontrol Guild of Air Traffic Services 
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2714. Wing Commander Anthony John Gordon SMYTH OBE DFC BSc ARCS (36137). 
Signed 7 May 1953. Central Gunnery Scool, RAF Leconfield. 

192 
From http://www.thisisannouncements.co.uk/5333486: 
Published in the Western Gazette on 30th November 2007 (Distributed in Chard, Yeovil) 
MYTH. - Group Capt Anthony John Mander (Tony) BSc OBE DFC RAF Rtd formerly of Bruton, 
Somerset. Peacefully in hospital on 22 November 2007. - Funeral to take place at St Mary the 
Virgin's Church, Bruton on Wednesday 5 December at 11.00am. Family flowers only please, 
donations if desired for the R.A.F Benevolent Fund … 
From the Royal Air Force Mountaineering Association Journal, 2008/09: 
In late December 1947 or early 1948, Wg Cdr Jimmie Lawson, Director of Sports and Recreation 
Grounds at the Air Ministry, contacted Wg Cdr Bentley Beauman and suggested he formed the RAF 
Mountaineering Association. At this time, (when the peace time RAF was being formed), Bentley 
immediately got onto me and pointed out, that since he had already retired from the RAF for the 
second time and was already middle aged, I would be a much better to found RAFMA. With that I 
agreed and the inaugural General Meeting was held on 12 January 1948. Approximately 40 
prospective members were present and I was elected Chairman. Sir Ralph Cochrane was elected as 
the first President (Sir Ralph is noted for being the AOC in charge of the Dambusters). There were a 
large number of people who had served in lndia, all of whom were strongly in favour of Himalayan 
agreed inaugural expeditions. 
After various small meets in North Wales, it was decided to hold an alpine meet in Saas Fee in 
August 1948, this was nearly a disaster. l decided to run it, as did the Climbers’ Club, with a couple 
of part-time guides to lead first ropes. 
Unfortunately, my AOC’s inspection was altered and I was suddenly unable to attend until the 
second week. When I arrived, all the money had been spent on guides and there was no hope of 
more due to the £25 limit on each traveller. In addition, the food was exhausted and the weather 
had broken. So far the climbing had been good, but for the next few days there was little. At the 

http://www.thisisannouncements.co.uk/5333486
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end we were able to borrow some money off the Air Attache, Mick Le Poer-Trench, and I had two 
good days at the Mischabel Hut during which we climbed the Nadelhorn. Mick insisted on climbing 
in a kilt, and got slightly frostbitten in the process! We sold our ropes and were able to cadge some 
free meals off a noted Swiss lady historian who wished to hear about wartime climbing in India. 
RAFMA still owes the Municipality of Saes Fee for the Camping Tax! 
Over the winter of 1948-9 Mountain Rescue began to give us much worry the system was run by 
the Directorate of Navigation in the Air Ministry who had no knowledge  
of mountains and little of rescue. I wrote to Sir Ralph stating that the present system was abysmal 
and suggested an lnspector, a course, a manual and fraternal relations with RAFMA. Sir Ralph 
passed my letter all round the Air Ministry, causing considerable ill feeling, but adopted the 
proposals en bloc. Mike Holton, now out of the RAF and a small burp in the Ministry of Food, was 
transferred to the Air Ministry to write the manual. Relations between A and the MRS have been 
close, if not always cordial, ever since. 
During August 1949 a guideless meet was held in Chamonix for about a dozen, the main base 
being in tents at Plan Les Aiguilles. A number of fine ascents were made, including the Grepon and 
Mont Blanc. 
Because of the plush conditions offered by the RAF Ski and Winter Sports base at St Moritz RAFMA, 
I decided to take a chalet at Hinterglemm near Saalbach in February 1951. The chalet bèlonged to 
Lord de Ramsay. The skiing was primitive and adventurous, rendered even more so by Francis 
Chichester (later Sir Francis). Sir Ralph had brought him along and they stayed for a week. Francis 
was blind without his glasses, as he fell very often and was liable to lose his glasses in the snow, 
and he preferred to ski without them. He was always rushing down hill at great speed, completely 
out of control and completely blind. In the chalet basement were many hot showers. In the cold air, 
the visibility in this room was usually one or two feet. Francis Chichester was in the showers and 
moved over to the next shower to find some soap. It was already occupied and, on peering very 
closely, discovered that the occupant was female. 
An alpine meet was held in Zermatt in August 1953, the base for which was being turned into the 
municipal waste dump. Professor Graham Brown and Doctor Thomas of the BMC were guests. We 
did the Matterhom, Thrifthorn, Pollux and Monte Rosa among others. I especially remember 
knocking down a metre block of stone from the top of the Thrifthorn, which very nearly hit Graham 
Brown 300 feet below. I also recall having a fight with a Swiss guide on the first pile above the 
Solvay Hut when he and his client forced their way past us. 
We complained officially to the SAC but without satisfaction. The meet ended with a memorable 
journey back during a French railway strike. We reached Basle to find may thousands of stranded 
British on the station. The British railways were running very slow and long trains across France. 
These took 24 hours to reach Ostend during which time we were bombarded with bricks at Sedan. 
In December 1953, the Annual General Meeting was attended by the President, Sir Ronald lvelaw 
Chapman. At the meeting I suggested that the time had come for a Himalayan expedition to take 
place during the summer of 1955. A committee was formed to look at this. As the result of their 
deliberations, the expedition was agreed. Following a 14 day period of pre- expedition training in 
March 1955 at the Glen Nevis Youth Hostel. The expedition was duly staged to Kulu and Lahul. 
Over the period July 1955 to June 1958 I was in Hong Kong and Wing Commander Gordon 
Cumming was the Chairman. I took over again on my return. During my time in Hong Kong, the 
RAF Kai Tak Mountain Rescue Team and the Honk Kong Mountaineering Club were founded and 
the RAF Kai Tak expedition to Kinabalu was carried out. In preparation for the 1961 expedition to 
Baltistan, a meet was held in the Bemese Oberland in August 1960. This was fraught with disaster. 
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When staying at the Baltscheider Hutte one expedition member broke his thigh and had to be 
carried thirteen miles to Visp Hospital. 
A little later we were joined by General Moulton, the Chairman of Inter-service Mountaineéring. 
After a good ascent to the Mittaghorn and crossing to the Concordia Hut, the weather broke. 
General Moulton cut his hand very badly on his ice axe and had to be left in Visp hospital. A week 
later Norman Ridley and Barnard Barnes were climbing the Bietsch Horn when they fell and Barnard 
was killed. The Himalayan expedition to Baltistan over the period May and July 1961 was preceded 
by RAFMA another session on Ben Nevis in winter. 
From http://www.britishpathe.com/video/raf-men-for-himalayas/query/172602: 
RAF Men For Himalayas 1961 

 
L/S of tents and equipment on Hendon RAF (Royal Air Force) station. L/S groups Captain Smyth 
showing members of his team a map they are from left to right Nicholas, Smyth, Ridley, Bottomer 
and Jones. M/s of press photographers. M/S of Smyth talking to other members of his team from 
left to right, Bottomer, Smyth Ridley and Wilkinson. 
C/U of map of Himalayas. L/Ss of members of the team raising a tent. C/U one of the men secures 
a guy rope. M/s of Ridley crawling into tent. M/S of Ridley getting into sleeping bag. C/U of man 
putting on pack. C/U of man putting climbing irons onto his boots. M/S three men seated outside 
a tent gathered round various tins and a prima stove eating. C/U flight Lt Addis emptying a tin into 
a pan. M/S of three men eating 

http://www.britishpathe.com/video/raf-men-for-himalayas/query/172602
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From the Royal Air Force Mountaineering Association Newsletter, February 2008: 
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2715. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Peter Muir ELLIOTT (572429). Signed 11 May 
1953. No. 1 Ground Radio Servicing Squadron, RAF Grangemouth, Stirlingshire. 

192 
He is the only Flying Officer in the Technical Branch shown in The Force List for July 1953. He is 
mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 17 November 1962. 
2716. Squadron Leader Roger EMETT (53248). Signed 21 May 1953. HQ 83 Group. 

192 
He also signed this book on ? February 1952. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._83_Group_RAF: 
No. 83 (Composite) Group was formed on 1 April 1943 within the Second Tactical Air Force. By the 
eve of the D-Day landings, 83 Group had grown to a strength of 29 fighter, ground-attack and 
reconnaissance squadrons and four artillery observation squadrons, grouped into ten wings. At the 
time of Operation Market Garden it consisted of the RCAF's 39 Reconnaissance Wing, 121, 122, 123 
and 143 Wings flying Hawker Typhoon fighter-bombers, 125 Wing with Supermarine Spitfire 
fighters, and the RCAF 126 and 127 Wings also flying Spitfires. No 401 (Ram) Squadron with 
Spitfires was one of its squadrons from 1943. The Group HQ was at RAF Eindhoven from 1 October 
1944 to 10 April 1945. It was absorbed into No. 84 Group RAF on 21 April 1946. 
No 83 Group was re-formed on 9 July 1952 within the Second Tactical Air Force in Germany to 
control its southern area. By 1956, the group controlled five wings with a total of fourteen 
squadrons equipped Hawker Hunter day fighters, de Havilland Venom fighter-bombers, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._83_Group_RAF
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Supermarine Swift fighter-reconnaissance aircraft, Gloster Meteor night-fighters and English 
Electric Canberra interdiction and reconnaissance aircraft. It was disbanded again on 16 June 1958. 
2717. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Seymour EVANS (1320990). Signed 30 May 
1953. 238 Operational Conversion Unit, RAF Colerne. 

192 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 29 September 
1961. 
His Queen's Commendation for Valuable Service in the Air was announced in the LG, 1 June 1954. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/OCUs2.htm: 
238 Operational Conversion Unit was formed at Colerne to train night fighter radar operators on 15 
June 1952, equipped with Brigands and Balliols. These aircraft were eventually replaced by Meteors 
and Valettas. It was disbanded at North Luffenham on 13 March 1958. 
2718. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Peter Anderson DRYSDALE (579455). Signed 
30 May 1953. 7 Flying Training School, RAF Cottesmore. 

192 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 20 April 1970. 
From http://content.yudu.com/Library/A1qk8b/RAFCottesmoreBaseGui/resources/13.htm: 

 

http://www.rafweb.org/OCUs2.htm
http://content.yudu.com/Library/A1qk8b/RAFCottesmoreBaseGui/resources/13.htm
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2719. Flight Lieutenant John DUFFY DFM (54935). Signed 18 June 1953. Air Traffic Control 
Unit, RAF Prestwick. 

192 
His DFM, whilst with No 97 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 12 November 1943. 
From No 97 Squadron’s Operations Record Book: 
3/4 September 1943 - Berlin 
ED839C S/L E.E.Rodley, Sgt J.Duffy, W/O H.F.Daniels, W/O D.W.Burt, F/Sgt H.Bryson, F/Sgt E.F.Bryan, 
W/O A.J.Harris. Up 2013 Down 0422. 4 x TI, 1 x 4000lb, 5 x 500lb. Berlin attacked. 17,000’. A little 
broken cloud. Visibility good. Bombed centre of cluster of red and green TIs. One large explosion 
seen at 2320 hours. A good mixture of TIs and fires observed. 
5/6 September 1943 – Mannheim 
JB117K S/L E.E.Rodley, Sgt J.Duffy, W/O H.F.Daniels, P/O D.W.Burt, W/O H.Bryson, F/Sgt E.F.Bryan, 
W/O A.J.Harris. Up 1958 Down 0159. 6 x TI, 1 x 4000lb, 6 x 500lb. Target Mannheim attacke. 19,000’. 
No moon, no cloud. Visibility good. Bombed on three yellow TI markers – in bomb sight. Large 
explosion seen at 2304. Very good fires observed around marked area. 
6/7 September 1943 – Munich 
JB117K S/L E.E.Rodley, Sgt J.Duffy, W/O H.F.Daniels, W/O D.W.Burt, F/Sgt H.Bryson, F/Sgt E.F.Bryan, 
W/O A.J.Harris. Up 2007 Down 0327. 4 x TI, 1 x 4000lb, 2 x 1000lb. Munich attacked. 19,000’. 
6/10ths cloud. Bombed on cluster of red TI markers seen to cascade through cloud. Some scattered 
fires seen later. Raid did not appear to be concentrated. 
15/16 September 1943 – Montlucon 
JB117K S/L E.E.Rodley, F/L J.W.Pelletier (2nd Pilot), F/Sgt J.Duffy, W/O H.F.Daniels, P/O D.W.Burt, 
F/Sgt H.Bryson, F/Sgt E.F.Bryan, W/O A.J.Harris. Up 2059 Down 0210. 4 x TI, 1 x 4000lb, 4 x 1000lb, 3 
x 5oolb. Target Montlucon attacked. 5,300’. Small patches of cloud over target.  Bright moonlight. 
Works and river identified visually. Two green TIs in bomb sight at time of bombing. Three large 
fires seen in target area. 
23/24 September 1943 – Mannheim 
JB117C S/L E.E Rodley, F/Sgt J.Duffy, W/O H.F.Daniels, P/O D.W.Burt, W/O H.Bryson, F/Sgt E.F.Bryan, 
W/O A.J.Harris. Up 1929 Down 0104. 4 x TI, 1 x 4000lb, 5 x 1000lb. Mannheim bombed. No moon, 
no cloud, visibility good. Bombed in centre of concentration of yellow and red TIs – in bomb sight. 
Dummies appeared to be dropping in the south. One very large fire seen on leaving, also much 
smoke. 
27/28 September 1943 – Hanover 
JB117C S/L E.E.Rodley, F/Sgt J.Duffy, W/O H.F.Daniels, P/O D.W.Burt, W/O H.Bryson, F/Sgt E.F.Bryan, 
W/O A.J.Harris. Up 1936 Down 0007. 2 x TI, 1 x 4000lb, 6 x 1000lb. Target hanover bombed. 18,500’. 
No clud, no moon. Visibility good. Bombed on red and green TI markers – in bomb sight. Fires 
could be seen beginning in built up area – glow seen later when crossing Holland. 
From http://raf-pathfinders.com/battle-of-berlin-november-1943/: 
10/11 November 1943 – Modane 
JA846M S/L A.Eaton-Clarke, W/O J.Duffy, W/O H.F.Daniels, P/O D.W.Burt, W/O H.Bryson, F/Sgt 
E.F.Bryan, W/O A.J.Harris. Up 2104 Down 0430. 1 x RSF, 6 flares, 7 x 1000lb. Primary objective 
attacked. Bright full moon, clear sky, vis good. 20,000’. Marshalling yards visually identified. 

http://raf-pathfinders.com/battle-of-berlin-november-1943/
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Bombed on one red TI – in bomb sight. Own results not observed. Many bursts seen in marked 
area. 
11/12 November 1943 – Cannes 
JA846M S/L A.Eaton-Clarke, W/O J.Duffy, F/L A.J.Silk, P/O D.W.Burt, W/O H.Bryson, F/Sgt E.F.Bryan, 
W/O A.J.Harris. Up 1850 Down 0217. 20 flares, 1 x TI, 1 x 4000lb, 6 x 500lb. Target Cannes attacked. 
14,000’. Full moon, no cloud, vis good. Bombed on centre point between 2 red TI markers. Many 
bursts seen around marshalling yards. Later attack seemed to spread back. 
23/24 November 1943 – Berlin 
JB299W P/O J.Roberts, F/Sgt J.Duffy, F/Sgt R.Dudley, F/Sgt G.Young, F/Sgt H.J.Blower, Sgt 
P.A.Marsh, F/Sgt W.A.Parsley. Up 1715 Down 2345. 1 x 4000lb, 5 x 1000lb. Berlin bombed from 
18,500’. Aiming point located with “Y”. On leaving target fires were seen to causing widespread 
glow on cloud. Minor damage caused to fuselage by flak. 
From Martin Bowman’s Bomber Command: Reflections of War - The Heavies Move in 1942-May 
1943, Pen & Sword Aviation (17 Nov 2011): 
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2720. PROBABLY Pilot Officer [later Flying Officer] Ian Cave FORRESTER (4083604). Signed 
18 June 1953. Air Traffic Control Unit, RAF Prestwick. 

192 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 4 April 1979. 
2721. PROBABLY Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Thomas Miller Williamson SLATTER 
(2546877), Signed 18 June 1953. Air Traffic Control Unit, RAF Prestwick. 

192 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 3 September 1970. 
2722. Wing Commander Morris Michael KANE MBE (37045). Signed 20 May 1953. Air 
Ministry. 

192 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He was appointed to the Most Venerable Order of 
the Hospital of St. John of Jerusalem in 1965. 
From http://archive.catholicherald.co.uk/article/5th-october-1956/2/religion-in-the-forces: 
RELIGION IN THE FORCES 
Unexpected Field for Apostolic Work 
From Wing Commander M. M. Kane, MM.E, R.A.F. 
Originally printed in the 5th October 1956 issue of the Catholic Herald 
SIR,-We seem now to have reached the crux of the matter raised by Commanding Officer in 
defence of the Services against Mr. Mackey's statements to the effect that they were taking a hand 
in the degrading business of poisoning the minds and destroying the Christian consciences of our 
young people. 
The crux of the matter appears to be that whilst Service policy and practice are closely concerned 
with the spiritual and moral welfare of Service men and women, this is insufficient tn nullify what 
Mr. Henriques calls the " multifarious, constant and overpowering temptations of everyday Army 
life," and the Church is apparently doing nothing about it, i.e., from the outside of the service. 
As a member of the R.A.F., I am inclined to agree with H. Flanagan that Service life tends to 
strengthen rather than weaken the faith of Catholic conscripts with the necessary proviso that their 
pre-Service training is of a high order, and that they are themselves not men of weak mural fibre. I 
remember reading a letter from one of your correspondents whose name, 
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I believe, is T. Flynn. Hc might perhaps be in a position to say something relevant about the 
methods which he and. others responsible for youth training use in preparing their charges for the 
undeniable temptations which will confront them whilst in the Services. 
I do not know whether Mr. Henriques is right in his belief that R.A.F. standards of morality are 
higher than those of the Army, or whether the R.A.F. takes a greater interest in its conscripts. I do 
not betieve. however, that the morals of the RAE. are either better ca worse than will be found 
among a cross-section of society living in this kind of community. I do know, however, that the 
R.A.F. is greatly interested in the morals of its members if only from the purely material point of 
view of physical health. An illustration of this is the fact that cases of V.D. are virtually unknown in 
the present-day R.A.F. This, however, is not to say that corruption in one form or another is 
unknown, and that the faith of Catholic airmen is unassailable. 
Difficulties confronting Catholics do exist, although I believe that they are less in the R.A.F. than 
those which Mr. Henriques says exist in the Army. At all events for both Services, and probably for 
the Navy as well, much more needs to be done. Commanding Officer said as much in his letter 
when he pointed out that there is an important and evidently unexploited field for apostolic work 
in the barrack room. There has been no reaction to this observation in your columns either from 
the CYMS or any other body which undertakes the welfare of young men. I re-echo what is the 
Church doing about this problem. 
M. M. Kane, Wg. Crd., Royal Air Force, Andover, Hants. 
According to http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Station%20OCs-SE.htm, he was Station Commander 
at RAF Andover in 1956. 
2723. Wing Commander Patrick Slaney DAVIS OBE (39862). Signed 20 May 1953. Air 
Ministry. 

192 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From H Hovinga’s The Sumatra Railroad: Final Destination Pakan Baroe, 1943-1945, University of 
Hawaii Press (Jun 2010): 
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This book has a picture captioned: 

 
From Henk Hovinga’s The Sumatra Railroad: Final Destination Pakan Baroe 1943-1945, First English 
edition, KITLV Press (Leiden, 2010): 
Free to download from http://www.kitlv.nl/pdf_documents/proefhfdst.Hovinga.pdf: 
It was three o’clock on the early Sunday morning of 14 May 1944 when the POWs of the former 
camp of the Tenth Infantry Battalion were startled by the order that a contingent of POWs were to 
be transported. Their scant possessions were quickly packed, with only a few minutes left for a 
frugal breakfast, before having to proceed to the parade ground and fall in line. Part of the ritual 
surrounding such a roll call was the head count. But, as always, the Japanese could not get the 
numbers right. Again and again the men had to stand in line; each time the numbers would not 
add up and the counting ceremony would begin again. Eventually it was agreed that the 
contingent consisted of 1,937 men, Dutch and British. They were the youngest and healthiest men 
from the barracks. Still, the average age of the Dutch was 36 – most of the young hands had 
already been recruited at an earlier stage. The British were on average seven years younger. They 
were Allied soldiers who had been made prisoners during the war and who had ended up in 
Batavia via various other camps. The Dutch battalion was commanded by lieutenant colonel W.C.M. 
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Slabbekoorn, while the British were under the command of the young British wing commander, 
Patrick S. Davis. The leader of the medical contingent was Dr M.J. Kingma, who had even been 
given some basic medical equipment. 
After much shouting the departure at last commenced at six o’clock in the morning with the 
prisoners marching to the nearby Senen railway station. The POWs were herded and packed like 
cattle into the blacked-out carriages: one hundred men in each carriage, normally seating a 
maximum of fortyeight. At ten o’clock the train stopped in Tandjoeng Priok, the harbour of Batavia 
(later known as Jakarta). Despite the rising temperature everybody was required to stay inside the 
stifling carriages. But after some time the men were allowed to get out. Sitting between the tracks 
in the baking sun they waited. 
After a few hours new commands were shouted out – it seemed that the Japanese always had to 
shout with everything they did – and the dejected procession of men started to move again, this 
time in the direction of the quay, where a small, dirty-looking steam freighter, a ship of probably 
no more than 2,000 tons, probably a vessel of the Koninklijke Paketvaart Maatschappij (KPM, Royal 
Packet Navigation Company), was moored. Chris Willemsen, who used to work for the company as 
a crew member, recognized the KPM vessel by its special cowl over the chimney. Initially it seemed 
unthinkable that the almost two thousand men were to be transported in that small and rickety 
ship, but a more suitable vessel was nowhere to be seen. The usually very busy Tandjoeng Priok 
harbour was completely deserted on this Sunday morning, with the exception of a German 
submarine moored at the end of the quay. Eight or ten German crew members arrogantly strolled 
past the long rows of thin, scruffy Dutch and British captives. They in turn were stared at by the 
humiliated slaves, whose glances were filled with hatred and disgust. 
To everybody’s surprise finally two gangplanks were put out towards the rickety freighter, one fore 
and one aft. The British embarked via the fore gangplank, the Dutch aft. The vessel seemed already 
loaded to full capacity by the time only half the men had boarded. But to the last man the Japanese 
drove all captives down into the hold. Most of them could only sit down with their chins pulled up 
to their knees. The chaos on board the dirty, rusting vessel, probably a coal carrier, was 
unimaginable, with coal dust everywhere. The POWs were smudged black like coal miners. Another 
part of the vessel had apparently been loaded with cement. The sharp white dust was penetrating 
just as deeply into the pores. However, whether powdered black or white, the stench was equally 
unbearable to all. The excrement of the dysentery sufferers was everywhere due to many not 
reaching the outboard latrines in time. These partitioned outboard cubicles were supported by 
cantilevered wooden beams. The main problem was that there were not nearly enough of them. 
The ship’s hold was vertically divided into three compartments. On the sides, against the ship’s hull, 
platforms had been attached on top of each other, serving as berths. Everybody had to keep their 
mug, little pan and spoon with them. All luggage was thrown into one big pile in the centre of the 
hold. The hatches above remained open. Those who were not adapting quickly enough, who 
hesitated or protested, were roughly beaten down into the hold. The ship – its name has remained 
a mystery despite all research efforts – did not leave the quay until three o’clock in the afternoon. 
By then it was steaming hot inside the hold. Before departure an interpreter had announced the 
ship’s destination: Padang on Sumatra’s west coast. It was the first time the Japanese had spoken 
the truth. 
On Wednesday 17 May 1944 at five o’clock in the afternoon, after a distressing three days’ and 
three nights’ voyage, the slave trader moored in Emmahaven near Padang. This voyage would 
remain etched in the memories of all survivors. They remembered it not only because of the filth, 
the meagre food rations and the horrendous thirst, but most of all because of the endless nights. 
Rain entered the holds freely through the open hatches. The few hundred lucky ones who had 
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found a berth on the platforms along the ship’s hull were better off. Most of the others had to 
stand pressed against the berths to stay out of the rain in the unbearable stench. Some were able 
to sit down with their knees pulled up against the backs of those in front. 
To give those in the worst positions some relief from time to time some of the younger Japanese – 
not the highest-ranking officers – thought of a simple but effective system. Upon the directions of 
lieutenant Visser, who would later become the interpreter in 

 
Pakan Baroe, groups of twenty-five people were formed, who in turn were allowed on deck to 
stretch their legs and get some fresh air for fifteen minutes. 
On the foredeck, where the British were packed together, wing commander Davis was organizing 
the men in a similar fashion. He was only twenty-eight years old at the time. For the men in the 
holds the fifteen minutes of ‘fresh air’ actually meant so much more than just a temporary relief 
from the stench and heat. The fear of torpedoes in particular made the tension on board almost 
unbearable. Everybody knew that Allied submarines could strike at any moment. The Japanese 
captain was also acutely aware of this danger and he sent his ship on a zigzag course for the entire 
journey. The POWs who managed to find a place on a platform along the ship’s hull knew well that 
they had the slimmest chance of survival in the event of a torpedo attack – the escape route via the 
narrow ladder to the deck would be completely blocked by the mass of fleeing men packed 
together in front of them; they would be caught like rats in a trap. Those on deck at the time would 
have the best chance. A few, Chris Willemsen among them, managed to stay on deck for the 
greater part of the journey, hiding under a couple of parked trucks. As a former machinist in the 
submarine service he understood very well the danger of a torpedo attack. Fortunately nothing 
happened. 
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2724. Colonel Edwinston Lewis ROBBINS USAF. Signed 3 July 1953. HQ Allied Air Forces 
Central Europe, Fontainebleau, France. 

192 
From http://www.college.columbia.edu/cct_archive/jan02/jan02_obituaries.html: 
Columbia College, January 2002 OBITUARIES 
Edwinston L. Robbins, retired Air Force officer and aircraft executive, Gladwyn, Pa., on February 23, 
2001. Robbins, a native of South Norwalk, Conn., worked as an assistant at Street & Smith in New 
York during the 1930s. He joined the U.S. Army Air Force in 1940, advancing through grades to 
colonel. He retired from the Air Force in 1957 and took a series of positions with Lockheed Aircraft, 
including one in Paris. After retirement, he remained for a time in France before moving to 
Gladwyn. He is survived by his wife, Margaret. 
According to ancestry.com, he was born on 14 March 1904. He was married to Margaret Biddle 
Robbins. 
From http://articles.philly.com/2013-07-15/news/40571460_1_u-s-judge-ambassador-anthony-j: 
By Bonnie L. Cook, Inquirer Staff Writer, posted: July 15, 2013 
Margaret Biddle Robbins, 97, WWII veteran 
Margaret Biddle Robbins, 97, of Gladwyne, a hostess, humanitarian, and World War II officer 
assigned to the Allied Supreme Headquarters, died of progressive weakness Monday, June 17, at 
Waverly Heights. 
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The former Margaret Atkinson was born in Moncton, New Brunswick, Canada, the eldest daughter 
of World War I veterans. 

 
At 18, she left for Chicago to pursue higher education and a business career, but returned home at 
the start of World War II to be commissioned as an officer in the Canadian army. 
She was assigned as a major to the Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Forces (SHAEF) 
under Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower in France and Germany. 
On remote assignment during the war, she was exposed to combat. Once the battles ceased, she 
helped spirit out high-value individuals and refugees from the newly established Soviet zone of 
Germany. 
In 1946, she met and married soldier and diplomat Anthony J. Drexel Biddle Jr., of Philadelphia, 
formerly U.S. ambassador to all the European governments-in-exile, and at that time chief of the 
Allied contact section of SHAEF. 
It was his third marriage and her second. She had been married very briefly to William Ellery 
Loughborough. The marriage was annulled. 
In Germany, she played a leadership role in the fledgling United Nations Relief & Rehabilitation 
Agency. The agency followed the troops into the concentration camps, and spawned the 
Conference of Women's Activities in Europe, whose goal was to spread relief efforts throughout the 
war-torn continent. 
She later told family that the conditions in the camps were "like nothing you could believe." 
Meanwhile, cousin-by-marriage Francis Biddle, U.S. judge at the Nuremberg Trials, engaged Mrs. 
Robbins as hostess for all his official social functions. 
Through her work and her husband, she was acquainted with Edward VIII and Winston Churchill, 
and formed lifelong friendships with Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands, the Eisenhowers, and the 
Kennedy family. 
In 1949, she became a naturalized citizen of the United States. 
During the 1950s, Mrs. Robbins moved to Pennsylvania, where her husband, Gen. Biddle, was 
appointed adjutant general of his home state in 1955. 
She homeschooled her two young children while juggling civic responsibilities. She served on the 
boards of the Army Distaff Foundation, the Crown Princess Martha Foundation, the Pulaski 
Foundation, and the former Women's Medical College of Pennsylvania. 
In 1958, Eisenhower appointed her to chair the Defense Advisory Committee on Women in the 
Services, in effect, making her deputy defense secretary for women's affairs in the armed forces, her 
family said. 
In addition, she was a member of Purdue University's Old Masters Program, and a judge of the 
1959 Miss America Pageant. "She thought it was a hoot," said son Anthony J. Drexel Biddle III. "She 
picked Mary Ann Mobley of Mississippi, and she won." 
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In 1960, then-President Kennedy convinced Gen. Biddle to return to diplomacy; in 1961 he became 
the second U.S. ambassador to Spain since the 1936 Spanish Civil War. 
As wife of the ambassador, Mrs. Robbins maintained a social and civic schedule designed to win 
the favor and ultimately the alliance of the Spanish government, her family said. She met with every 
one of her counterparts in the Madrid diplomatic corps; hosted major state, civic, and philanthropic 
affairs; and oversaw the completion of the new diplomat's residence on the grounds of the 
embassy. 
When Gen. Biddle became ill in late summer 1961, she assumed many of his duties. For that effort, 
the Spanish government awarded her the Bow of Isabella la Catolica, the highest honor then given 
to a woman in Spain. 
Gen. Biddle died of a heart attack on Nov. 13, 1961, at Walter Reed Army Medical Center. 
She returned to Philadelphia, epicenter of the Biddle family, settling in Gladwyne. In 1969, with her 
children in college, she married her third husband, Col. Edwinston L. Robbins, who was retired 
from the Air Force and a close family friend. 
They traveled extensively and spent winters in France and summers in Gladwyne before his death in 
2001. 
Surviving, in addition to her son, are daughter Meg Biddle; four grandchildren; a sister; and two 
nieces and a nephew. 
Services were June 22. Her ashes will be interred at Arlington National Cemetery in late summer. 
From http://www.christies.com/lotfinder/lot/the-property-of-colonel-edwinston-l-1693716-
details.aspx?intObjectID=1693716: 

 
Sold for $16,100 on 24 April 1999, Park Avenue, New York. 
Lot Description 
THE PROPERTY OF COLONEL EDWINSTON L. ROBBINS 
FORMERLY THE PROPERTY OF H.R.H. PRINCE BERNHARD OF THE NETHERLANDS 
1960 BENTLEY S2 STANDARD SALOON 
Chassis No. B421 LBR 
Black with green leather interior 
Engine: V8, overhead valve, single central camshaft, 6,230cc, c.200bhp at 4,500rpm; Gearbox: four 
speed automatic (GM/Rolls-Royce Hydramatic); Suspension: front independent, rear elliptic; Brakes: 
drums, hydraulic, mechanical servo. Left hand drive. 
At the 1959 London Motor Show, Rolls-Royce Bentley Motors introduced their first all alloy V8 
engine in both the Bentley S2 and its equivalent, the Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud II. This 6.2 liter 
engine, with hydraulic tappets operating overhead valves, produced an approximate 200bhp at 
4500 rpm. A large quantity of alloy was used in the engine construction, enabling a similar weight 
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to be obtained to its 4.8 liter six cylinder predecessor. The result was a larger, more powerful, 
engine providing an extremely smooth power curve and top speed well in excess of 110mph. The 
American Hydramatic automatic transmission and power steering completed the modernization, 
making the S2 a much more comfortable car to drive than the S1. Other changes from the earlier 
series included a smaller steering wheel, improvements in the braking system and variations in the 
instrument panel. The outstanding appeal of the S2 is its V8 engine and smooth performance.  
This elegant 1960 standard saloon, finished in black with green leather upholstery, is one of the 
later L series cars and was delivered in June 1960 to its first owner, H.R.H Prince Bernhard. The S2 
was carefully maintained and used by the royal family until they sold the car on April 30, 1969 to 
the aide to the Commanding General of the US Airforce, Colonel L. Kearney. He in turn sold the car 
just a few months later on June 16, 1969 to the current owner, Colonel E. L. Robbins (USAF), the 
chief of Foreign Liaison in the Paris Embassy and a good friend of Prince Bernhard. During the past 
30 years, the S2 Bentley has seen limited use, and in later years, it has only been used on rare 
occasions. In July 1996 the car had a small incident when it was mistakenly driven forward into the 
wall and door of the local bank. Visible damage was limited to the left front fender and lights and 
has been repaired. This accident unfortunately was repeated last year in the owner's garage when 
first gear was selected instead of reverse, and this time the car drove through the garage wall (thin 
timber and plaster construction) and into the owner's living room! Damage, remarkably, was again 
very slight (photographs taken at the time are available) with the front bumper and radiator shell 
taking the brunt of the damage. Fortunately, repairs will be completed shortly prior to the auction. 
A new bumper and radiator shell were sourced. 
This handsome Bentley is indicative of an original example which has benefited from some recent 
restoration/repair work notably to its front end; at the same time the car has been repainted. As 
can be expected, the original green upholstery is now showing its age. The woodwork seems fair to 
good. A compass has been mounted on the dashboard. The majority of small tools and the 
complete set of large tools and spare wheel are located in the trunk. With the paperwork is the 
original bill of sale to The Prince of The Netherlands and the Bentley Driver's Club chassis cards. 
The Bentley also has the original flagstaff brackets in each front fender indicating its royal 
patronage. 
From Flight International, 17 April 1969: 
Norway's First Orion 
First European nation to operate the Lockheed P-3 Orion, Norway received on April 10 the first of 
five ordered for the Royal Norwegian Air Force. The aircraft was handed over by Mr Edwinston L. 
Robbins, deputy director, Europe, Lockheed Aircraft Corp, to Lt-Gen Wilhelm Mohr, RNorAF 
Commander-in-chief, at a ceremony at Fornebu Airport, Oslo. It has been named Fridtjof Nansen 
after the Norwegian Polar explorer. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allied_Air_Forces_Central_Europe: 
Allied Air Forces Central Europe (AAFCE) was the NATO command tasked with air and air defense 
operations in NATOs Allied Forces Central Europe (AFCENT) area of command. 
Allied Air Forces Central Europe was activated on April, 2nd 1951 at Fontainebleau in France 
through General Dwight D. Eisenhower's General Order No. 1. The first commanding officer of 
AAFCE was U.S. Air Force general Lauris Norstad, commanding general of US Air Forces in Europe, 
Wiesbaden. AAFCE reported to Allied Forces Central Europe (AFCENT) at Fontainebleau, which in 
turn reported to Allied Command Europe, headquartered at Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers 
Europe (SHAPE) in Rocquencourt. The task of AAFCE was to control and command allied air assets 
in the NATO Central Region of Europe in wartime. 
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Flight magazine, in the first of a three-part feature on 26 June 1953, described AAFCE as already 
comprising two allied tactical air forces, Second Allied Tactical Air Force, under RAF Air Marshal Sir 
Robert Foster, comprising British-Dutch No. 2 Group RAF, Belgian-Dutch 69 Group (which later 
issues described as being responsible for 'Low Countries Air Defence' and being alternately under 
Dutch and Belgian officers), and British-Belgian No. 83 Group RAF. Fourth Allied Tactical Air Force, 
under General Dean C. Strother (USAF), comprised the Twelfth Air Force, French 1er Air Division, 
and the Canadian No. 1 Air Division RCAF. 
From Chronology and Organization of Allied Command Europe, 1 December 1956, Supreme 
Headquarters, Allied Powers Europe: 

 
2725. Flight Lieutenant William MUSGRAVE (573911). Signed 8 July 1953. Experimental 
Flying Department, RAF Farnborough. 

193 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 26 July 1961. 
2726. Flight Lieutenant James Alfred Herbert DALTON (172056). Signed 8 July 1953. 
Experimental Flying Department, RAF Farnborough. 

193 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 16 November 1976. 
2727. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] John Michael COLE (4064817). Signed 8 July 
1953. Experimental Flying Department, RAF Farnborough. 

193 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2728. Flight Lieutenant Albert Francis STURDY (186377). Signed 14 July 1953. 3602 Fighter 
Control Unit, RAF Glasgow. 

193 
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He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 16 May 1963 on account of medical 
unfitness for air force service. 
2729. Flight Lieutenant Cyril Arthur HALSTEAD BSc (110230). Signed 14 July 1953. 3602 
Fighter Control Unit, RAF Glasgow. 

193 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2730. Pilot Officer [later Flying Officer] Geoffrey Charles BURGESS (2549637). Signed 15 
July 1953. No 116 Squadron, RAF Watton. 

193 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._116_Squadron_RAF: 
No. 116 Squadron, Royal Flying Corps, was formed on 1 December 1917 at Andover.  
…. 
On 1 August 1952, the Squadron reformed at Watton from the Calibration Squadron of the Central 
Signals Establishment. It flew Vickers Varsities, Avro Lincolns and Ansons until renumbered 115 
Squadron on 21 August 1958. 
2731. Squadron Leader Henry John William COWARD (45998). Signed 21 July 1953. 
Headquarters RARA RN. 

193 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2732. Flight Lieutenant Victor George GIBBARD AFC (54904). Signed 24 July 1953. RAF 
Benson, Oxon. 

193 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He received his AFC on 1 January 1954. 
2733. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] James Patrick GRANEY AFC* (407994 and 
04409). Signed 25 July 1953. RAAF Overseas Headquarters, Australia. 

193 
The LG, 1 January 1948 announced the award of the King's Commendation for Valuable Service in 
the Air. The LG, 1 January 1951 announed the award of his Air Force Cross. The LG, 10 June 1961 
announced the award of a Bar to his Air Force Cross. 
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He has two digitised files in the National Archives of Australia from which the following have been 
extracted: 
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2734. Flight Lieutenant Keith Vernon PANTER DSO (162949). Signed 25 July 1953. Central 
Flying School (A), RAF Little Rissington. 

193 
From http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/lvsof-uPTpeh-VRmmywHIw: 
“I have a beautiful water colour painting of a De Havilland Mosquito Bomber. The artist is Richard 
Wilson. He painted it for my late husband Keith Vernon Panter DSO. Keith was reported missing 
believed killed in 1945. Peter was asked what was he going to do with the picture? 'I am going to 
give it to Keith when he comes back', he replied. And he did. Keith's Mosquito had been hit. He was 
going down. His navigator had been shot, so he took him out in his arms. Because only one 'chute' 
was observed comming from the plane, and the navigator was, alas, dead, everyone presumed 
Keith must also be dead. But he went on to do air sea rescue after the war, and then teach flying in 
Saudi Arabia.” 
Patricia Panter, 24 September 2010 
From http://www.hawkertempest.se/501Sqnoct44.htm: 

 
No 501 Squadron pilots at Bradwell Bay October 1944. The Tempest is SD-R (EJ538) which is 
stripped of paint to increase its top speed. Back row (from left): Flying Officer Panter, Flying Officer 
Maday (CAN), Flying Officer Johnson (CAN), Flight Lieutenant Burton, Flying Officer Stockburn, 
Flying Officer Polley, Flying Officer Bennett. Front row (from left): Warrant Officer Wojczynski (POL), 
Capt Payne (Army Liason Officer), Flight Lieutenant Robb, Flight Lieutenant Hansen (NZ), Squadron 
Leader Parker-Rees CO, Flight Lieutenant Willis, Flight Lieutenant Birks (non flying), Warrant Officer 
Balam, Flight Lieutenant Llandon-Down, Flying Officer Grottick, Flying Officer Harte (non flying). 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/lvsof-uPTpeh-VRmmywHIw
http://www.hawkertempest.se/501Sqnoct44.htm
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From Doug V P Hearns’ Companion of the Distinguished Service Order 1920 – 2006 Air Awards, The 
Naval and Military Press Ltd, 2011: 
PANTER, K.V. - D.S.O. LG: 27 Jul. 1945 Flying Officer (162949), R.A.F.V.R. "This officer has completed 
a very large number of sorties against a wide variety of targets. In attacks on the enemy's railway 
system, he has been responsible for the destruction of three locomotives. On one occasion he 
attacked an industrial building south of Gourney setting it on fire. In February 1945, Flying Officer 
Panter took part in an attack on various enemy airfields. Whilst attacking the airfield at landau his 
aircraft was engaged by a superior fiJrce of enemy fighters and sustained very severe damage. A 
little later the aircraft was hit by fire from the ground defences. It became necessary to abandon 
the aircraft. The navigator had apparently been hit and was dazed. In most difficult circumstances 
Flying Officer Panter coolly assisted his comrade to leave the aircrafi before jumping himself. Flying 
Officer Panter came down safely in enemy country and was captured. He was released when 
Frankfurt was captured by the allies. On this occasion his example of courage and resolution were 
well in keeping with that which he had shown throughout his tour of operational duty. " 
Keith Vernon PANTER. Served in the ranks, 1209179 Sgt, Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve; ( 
162949) P/O (P), 25 Nov. 1943; War Subs. F/O, 25 May 1944; No. 605 (County of Warwick) Sqn.; 
Served on night intruder ops over Europe (D.S.O.); Credited with four aerial victories; Reported 
missing believed killed, 16 Feb. 1945; POW, Feb. 1945 - May 1945; War Subs. F/Lt, 25 Nov. 1945; 
Granted a permanent commn. as F/Lt, R.A.F., 29 Oct. 1948; Pers. Asst. to Cmdt., C.F.S.; Rotary Wing 
Crse., C.F.S., Aug. 1954; Helo pilot, Rescue Co-ord. Centre, Plymouth, 1955; A/S/Ldr; Retired 
(retaining the rank of S/Ldr), 3 Nov. 1965; Flying Instr., Saudi Arabia; 
2735. Flight Lieutenant Walter George WOODS (168474). Signed 25 July 1953. Central 
Flying School (A), RAF Little Rissington. 

193 
He also signed this book on 21 January 1949. 
2736. Flight Lieutenant Arthur Henry NEW (45929) (Retired). Signed 28 July 1953. 
Tregenna, Sarisbury Green, Wiltshire. 

193 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2737. Wing Commander [later Air Vice-Marshal] Robert DEACON-ELLIOTT CB OBE DFC AE 
MiD (twice) (76311). Signed 29 July 1953. HQ Fighter Command. 

193 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Deacon-Elliott_RD.htm: 
b: 20 Nov 1914          r: 27 Sep 1968           d: 5 Jun 1997 
CB -1 Jan 1967, OBE – 10 Jun 1954, DFC – 17 Oct 1941, AE – xx xxx 1944, MiD: - 24 Sep 
1941, MiD – 1 Jan 1946. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Deacon-Elliott_RD.htm
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(RAFVR): Plt Off (P) 10 Dec 1939, Plt Off: 13 Jul 1940, Fg Off (WS): 10 Dec 1940?, Flt Lt (WS): 10 Dec 
1941, (T) Sqn Ldr:xx xxx xxxx, Act Wg Cdr: 20 Nov 1944?, Sqn Ldr (WS): 20 May 1945, 
(RAF): Sqn Ldr: 2 Apr 1946 1 Sep 1945, Wg Cdr: 1 Jul 1947, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1957, Act A/Cdre: 19 
Mar 1962, A/Cdre:1 Jul 1962, Act AVM: 21 Nov 1966, AVM: Retained. 
xx xxx 1938 U/T Pilot, RAFVR 
xx xxx 1939 Pilot, No 72 Sqn 
xx xxx xxxx Pilot, No 41 Sqn 
18 Oct 1942 Armament Staff Officer, HQ Fighter Command 
xx xxx 1943 Attended RAF Staff College 
xx xxx 1944 Staff, HQ No 84 Group 
24 Feb 1945 Wing Commander – Flying, No 84 Group Support Unit 
15 May 1945 Wing Commander – Training, HQ 2nd TAF 
1 Sep 1945 Appointed to Permanent Commission in the rank of Squadron Leader 
26 Aug 1946 Staff, Directorate of Operational Requirements (OR5) 
xx xxx 1948 OC - Flying, RAF Nicosia? 
xx xxx xxxx Officer Commanding, No 26 APC, Nicosia, Cyprus 
16 Jul 1951 Wing Commander - Admin Plans, HQ Fighter Command 
xx xxx 1954 Directing Staff, Army Staff College, Camberley 
xx xxx 1956 Officer Commanding, RAF Leconfield 
xx xxx 1957 Officer Commanding, RAF Driffield 
xx xxx 1958 Attended USAF Air University 
 9 Aug 1961 Staff Officer, Ministry of Defence 
xx xxx 1962 Commandant, Officer and Aircrew Selection Centre (1st) 
 8 Oct 1965 AOC, RAF Gibraltar 
21 Nov 1966 AOC, RAF Malta/Deputy C in C (Air), Allied Forces Mediterranean 
He had originally planned to become an accountant, he joined the RAFVR in 1938 and trained as a 
pilot in his spare. Called up on the outbreak of war, he completed his training and was 
commissioned in December 1939, being posted to No 72 Squadron, flying Spitfires.  He took part 
in the Battle of Britain, having to bale out over Kent on one occasion and on another, he blacked 
out when his oxygen supply failed, fortunately he came round as the aircraft reached 1,000 ft and 
he was just able to recover and land the aircraft, although it needed rebuilding. The aircraft is now 
on display in the Science Museum, London. During 1941, he took part in offensive operations over 
France and in 1942 he was involved in covering the Dieppe Raid in August. 
Rested from operations, he served at HQ Fighter Command for the remainder of 1942 and part of 
1943, until attending the RAF Staff College. He then joined the staff of No 84 Group, one of the 
units formed to control the assets of 2nd Tactical Air Force, prior to, during and after the D-Day 
landings. In early 1945, he became Wing Commander, Flying of the No 84 Group Support Unit and 
in May Wing Commander, Training of the Group. By the end of the war he had claimed the 
destruction of four enemy aircraft. In 1946, he was awarded a permanent commission and until 
1948, served in the Air Ministry. From 1948 to 1951, he was based in Cyprus, first as Wing 
Commander, Flying at Akrotiri and then as OC, No 26 Armament Practice Camp. 
He returned to Fighter Command in 1951 for three years before joining the directing staff of the 
Army Staff College at Camberley. He later commanded RAF Leconfield and the RAF Driffield, both 
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in Yorkshire and about tens miles apart. In 1958 he was given an exchange posting to the US Air 
Force Air University at Maxwell Air Base and on his return he became the first commandant of the 
Officers and Air Crew Selection Centre at Biggin Hill. He was then posted as AOC to Gibraltar and a 
year later he became the last AOC of AHQ Malta, after which control of RAF units operating from 
the island was transferred to HQ Middle East Air Force. Retiring from the RAF he was Bursar of the 
Civil Service College from 1969 to 1979 .  
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
“Acting Flight Lieutenant Robert Deacon ELLIOTT (76311), Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve,No.72 
Squadron. 
This officer has been engaged on operational flying since December 1939.He fought in the Battle 
of Britain during which he destroyed 4 enemy aircraft. In addition to participating in many night 
patrols, Flight Lieutenant Elliott has been largely responsible for the training of new members of his 
squadron. Throughout, he has shown exceptional skill and courage.” 
(LG, 17 Oct 1941) 
From The Telegraph, 18 June 1997: 
Air Vice-Marshal Robert Deacon-Elliott 
Air Vice-Marshal Robert Deacon-Elliott, who has died aged 82, shot down at least one enemy 
aircraft a day over four of the most critical days of the Battle of Britain in the late summer of 1940. 

 
On September 6 in the same week, he was himself shot down over Kent after making a head-on 
attack on an enemy Me 109 fighter with his Spitfire, as part of the defensive action of No 72 
Squadron. 
"The Deac", as he was popularly known, baled out and returned that same day to his squadron at 
Croydon, immediately resuming operations. He bagged a 109 and evened the score. 
Up to that moment in the Battle of Britain, Deacon-Elliott seemed to have led a charmed life. He 
was scrambled with 72 Squadron from Acklington in Northumberland on August 15, two days after 
Hermann Goering, the head of the Luftwaffe, had launched his Eagle Offensive, which was intended 
to destroy Fighter Command within four days. 
When Deacon-Elliott took off on August 15, radar had inaccurately suggested about 20 enemy 
aircraft heading in over the North Sea. In the event, the Deac, with no more than 11 of his fellows, 
encountered beyond the Farne Islands some 100 enemy aircraft - 30 He 111 bombers escorted by 
70 Me 110 fighters. 
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Despite these heavy odds, it took an equipment failure to give Deacon-Elliott his narrowest shave 
that summer. He was flying at 20,000 feet over the north of England when his oxygen supply failed. 
He blacked out and his Spitfire nosed into a dive. He did not come round until he was at 1,000 feet 
- too low to bale out - over the Cheviots. 
Deacon-Elliott, fit from squash and extremely strong, managed to heave the Spitfire out of its dive. 
Although he succeeded in landing at Acklington, his Spitfire was declared a write-off. The aircraft 
was subsequently restored and retired to the Science Museum where it is still exhibited. 
At the end of August, 72 Squadron was ordered south to reinforce No 11 Group, which was reeling 
from the Eagle Offensive's sustained assault on its fighter airfields. 
On the afternoon of the last day in August, Deacon-Elliott landed at Biggin Hill, or "The Bump" as 
pilots knew it, the Kent fighter base. He was appalled by the mayhem he found there. 
The only runway in use was pockmarked with bomb craters. Enemy bombers, heavily escorted by 
fighters, had paid yet another visit at lunchtime. Even so Deacon-Elliott's squadron was in action 
late that afternoon; it lost two Spitfires. 
Robert Deacon-Elliott was born on November 20 1914 at Church Brampton, Northampton, where 
he was educated. He seemed destined to become an accountant but in 1938 volunteered for pilot 
training in the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve. 
In December 1939 Deacon-Elliott was posted to no 72 Squadron whose Gladiator biplane fighters 
had been replaced by Spitfires. In January 1940 the squadron flew south from Drem, in East 
Lothian, to Church Fenton, North Yorkshire. On June 1 it was transferred to Gravesend, Kent, so 
that, though greatly outnumbered, its presence helped to raise the morale of troops on the 
Dunkirk beaches during the British Expeditionary Force's evacuation of France. 
In the New Year of 1941, as Fighter Command went on the offensive, Deacon-Elliott took part in 
fighter sweeps across the Channel and over France. By July he had survived many months of 
intensive fighter operations and was rested on courses until October 1942, when he joined the staff 
at HQ Fighter Command to report on its pilot morale and battle fatigue problems. 
Deacon-Elliott attended the RAF Staff College in 1943, an indication that he was already regarded 
as a candidate for higher command. The next year he joined No 84 Group in 2nd Tactical Air Force 
to help prepare this highly successful fighter group to support the invasion of Normandy in June 
1944 and the subsequent Allied advance through north-west Europe. 
He remained with 84 Group until victory had been achieved in Europe in May 1945. Later he was 
posted to Cyprus to command a flying wing and the armament practice camp. 
Although a wing commander and somewhat more restrained than in his heady days as a young 
fighter pilot, Deacon-Elliott was none the less still ready to participate in air crew officers' 
traditionally boisterous mess games. As agile as his youngest officers at the high-spirited late-night 
high jinks of "Highcockalorum" he was also reputed for his skill at carrying out a particularly 
difficult manoeuvre with a beer glass. 
Flying Tempest fighter-bombers on Cyprus was supposedly less hazardous than Highcockalorum, 
at which he broke a leg, but Deacon-Elliott also survived a near-fatal beach crash-landing after 
ricochet on the rocket range had disabled his aircraft. 
Throughout the 1950s Deacon-Elliott climbed the ladder towards air rank. This involved staff 
appointments, a spell at the Army Staff College as a member of the directing staff, and station 
commands at Leconfield and Driffield. There was a particularly enjoyable exchange posting to the 
Air University of the United States Air Force at Maxwell Air Force Base. 
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In 1962, he returned home as the first Commandant of the Officers and Aircrew Selection Centre at 
Biggin Hill. He moved on to Gibraltar in 1965 as Air Officer commanding both RAF Gibraltar and 
RAF Malta, in addition to being Deputy Commander-in-Chief (Air) Allied Forces Mediterranean. 
Following his retirement in 1968, Deacon-Elliott was appointed Bursar at the Civil Service College. 
There the sensitive and introspective side of his nature balanced his press-on reputation as a 
fighter pilot and assured 11 years of much appreciated service. 
He was awarded the DFC and mentioned in despatches in 1941. In 1944 he was again mentioned in 
despatches and gained the Air Efficiency Award. He was appointed OBE in 1954 and CB in 1967. 
Deacon-Elliott married Grace Joan Willes in 1948. She survives him, together with two sons and a 
daughter. 
He was proud that both his sons graduated from the RAF College, Cranwell, as pilots and that one 
of them led a Flight, RAF Tornadoes over Buckingham Palace on the 50th anniversary of the Battle 
of Britain. 
2738. Group Captain Frank William STANNARD CBE. Signed 29 July 1953. HQ Fighter 
Command. 

193 
From http://www.thepeerage.com/p48947.htm#i489464: 
G/Capt. Frank William Stannard is the son of Captain William Lanagan Stannard. He married Hon. 
Jean Elizabeth Siddeley, daughter of Cyril Davenport Siddeley, 2nd Baron Kenilworth and Marjorie 
Tennant Firth, on 30 September 1942. He gained the rank of Group Captain in the service of the 
Royal Air Force. He was invested as a Commander, Order of the British Empire . Children of G/Capt. 
Frank William Stannard and Hon. Jean Elizabeth Siddeley: 
Charles John William Stannard b. 7 Jul 1943 
Elizabeth Shuna Stannard b. 26 Jul 1948 
 From March to July 1937, he was Officer Commanding No 501 Squadron. 
The LG, 12 June 1945 announced his award of the Order of Polonia Restituta, Third Class, conferred 
by the President of the Republic of Poland. 
2739. Squadron Leader Esmond Hamilton Edward Perry (110845). Signed 14 August 1953. 
HQ 12 Group. 

193 
He also signed this book on 14 January 1954, 5 February 1954 and 24 March 1955. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 10 April 1966. 
From http://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/blog/handley-page-hampden-restoration/: 
The Hampden in the Michael Beetham Conservation Centre, P1344, was built at the Handley Page 
factory at Cricklewood and was released to service in December 1939. 
P1344’s first posting was onto 14 Operational Training Unit and consequently the aircraft didn’t fly 
on any operations. When the aircraft type was withdrawn from front-line duties, some of the 

http://www.thepeerage.com/p48947.htm%23i489464
http://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/blog/handley-page-hampden-restoration/
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Hampden fleet went through a major conversion program to allow the aircraft to carry a torpedo; 
these aircraft were designated as TB1. 
Following its TB1 conversion, P1344 was posted to 144 Sqn which was stationed at RAF Leuchars 
and came under Coastal Command. The aircrew practiced for their new role by carrying drain pipes 
filled with sand to simulate their new payloads. Whilst on 144 Sqn, P1344 flew its only ‘op’ to 
Christiansand but the target was not spotted, so did not release its torpedo. 
P1344 was tasked along with 31 other Hampdens (15 from 144 Sqn and 16 from 455 RAAF Sqn) 
with transiting to the Kola Peninsula in Northern Russia to carry out Fleet protection duties for the 
Arctic Convoys. On the night of the 4/5th September 1942, the 32 Hampdens left Sumburgh in the 
Shetland Isles for the 8 hour ferry flight. The crew onboard PL-K (K for Kitty) were Pilot Officer 
Perry (pilot), Flight Sergeant G E Miller RCAF (navigator), Sergeant James Robertson (wireless 
operator and air gunner) and Sergeant Daniel Garrity (air gunner). The aircraft also carried a 
technician on the flight – engine fitter Corporal George Shepherd. 

 
During the transit flight the outside air temperature plummeted and the aircraft started to 
experience icing problems and was struggling to maintain height. This caused a problem; they 
found that the aircraft didn’t have sufficient altitude to fly over the mountains in Sweden. The pilot 
changed course to fly over lower ground but unfortunately they ended up too close to a German 
airfield at Petsamo in occupied Finland. Whilst encountering ground fire they also witnessed two 
Messerschmitt Bf109s take-off and then engage them. The navigator, Flight Sergeant Miller, who 
was positioned in the nose of the aircraft, was conversing with the pilot, giving instructions on how 
to best avoid the incoming hostile aircraft. The Hampden was not a match for the German fighters 
and it did not take long before the pilot declared he was losing control and would be trying to 
land. During the air battle Sergeant James Robertson and Sergeant Daniel Garrity lost their lives. 
The aircraft eventually ended up crash-landing in a wooded area in the Kola Peninsula. Due to the 
narrowness of the Hampden design the navigator found it impossible to move out of his position 
in the nose; Flight Sergeant Miller RCAF died during the crash-landing. 
Pilot Officer Perry and Corporal Shepherd both survived the air battle and crash and were 
eventually captured, with both spending the remainder of the war as POWs. 
After nearly 50 years sat inside the Arctic Circle, the aircraft was eventually found and was 
recovered to the UK via Rotterdam. The Royal Air Force Museum took ownership of Handley Page 
Hampden P1344 in 1992. 
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The project was first started at the RAF Museums Restoration Centre at Cardington and the aircraft 
has been in the MBCC for the last seven years. The rear fuselage section is the first component to 
undergo major restoration. Structural integrity of this section is nearing completion and the 
majority of the port internal skin has had corrosion treatment carried out, followed by an 
application of the final surface finish. Current projects include restoring the sidewalls of the bomb 
bay, structural and skin repairs on the starboard rear fuselage section and in-depth logging and 
photographing of the starboard internal framework, fixtures and fittings. 
2740. Group Captain James Richmond Gordon-Finlayson DSO DFC MiD MA (36078). 
Signed 15 August 1953. Air Ministry, Whitehall. 

194 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Gordon-Finlayson.htm: 
b: 19 Aug 1914           r: 4 Jun 1963        d: 3 Mar 1990 
DSO – 25 Mar 1941, DFC – 7 Jan 1941, MiD - 17 Mar 1941, DFC (G) - 29 Dec 1942. MA. 
Plt Off: 19 Oct 1936 19 Jul 1935, Fg Off: 19 Apr 1937 19 Jan 1937, Act Flt Lt: 19 Oct 1938 – 5 Jan 
1939, Flt Lt: 19 Apr 1939 19 Jan 1939, (T) Sqn Ldr: 1 Sep 1940, Act Wg Cdr: 1 Mar 1941, (T) Wg 
Cdr: 1 Dec 1941, Sqn Ldr: 14 Apr 1942 1 Sep 1940, Act Gp Capt: 13 Mar 1944, Wg Cdr (WS): 13 
Sep 1944, Wg Cdr: 1 Oct 1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1951, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1958,Act AVM: 1 May 
1960, AVM: 1 Jan 1961. 
 9 Jul 1934 Member, Cambridge University Air Squadron 
19 Jul 1935 Granted a Permanent Commission 
19 Jul 1935 U/T Pilot, No 5 FTS 
30 Jun 1937 Pilot, No 83 Sqn. 
1 Apr 1938 Pilot, No 113 Sqn 
19 Oct 1938 – 
5 Jan 1939 Flight Commander, No 113 Sqn 
19 Jan 1939 ADC to Governor of Kenya 
xx xxx 1939 Attached to No 113 Sqn 
21 Sep 1939 'A' Flight Commander, No 211 Sqn 
xx Sep 1940 Officer Commanding, No 211 Sqn. (Blenheim) 
xx Mar 1941 Officer Commanding, Eastern Wing (Greece) 
xx xxx 1941 Senior Operations Officer, AHQ Western Desert 
xx xxx 1942 Attended RAF Staff College 
19 Oct 1942 Staff, Air Staff Policy (General) 
13 Mar 1944 Deputy Director, Directorate of Air Transport Policy and Operations 
xx xxx 1945 RAF Liaison Officer to USAAF, Guam 
xx xxx 1945 Staff, HQ ACSEA 
xx xxx 1946 SASO, AHQ Burma 
xx xxx 1947 Directing Staff, Joint Services Staff College 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Gordon-Finlayson.htm
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xx xxx 1951 Air Staff, Air Ministry 
xx xxx 1954 Officer Commanding, RAF Deversoir 
xx xxx 1954 Officer Commanding, RAF Khormaksar 
xx xxx 1956 Air Staff, HQ Bomber Command 
 3 Dec 1956 Assistant Commandant, RAF Staff College, Bracknell 
 1 May 1960 Director-General of Personal Services 
The son of an Army officer he attended Pembroke College, Cambridge graduating with a MA, he 
was elected to the Inner Temple in 1935, but opted to join the RAF. As senior flight commander, he 
took command of No 211 Squadron when his CO was lost on operations shortly before the 
squadron was sent to Greece. In 1941, he was awarded the RAF 's first DSO in the Middle East 
having completed 100 operations, having also been awarded the RAF’s first DSO in Greece.  
Following a raid on Tobruk on 25 September 1940, his aircraft (L8523) developed a fire in the 
starboard engine, but he was able to nurse the aircraft a further 130km before making a forced 
landing. On 24 November 1941, his aircraft (L8511) was hit by AA fire whilst attacking Valona. 
Unable to reach his base, he managed to crash land on the island of Corfu, where he and his crew 
were toasted and feted before they were returned to the mainland by boat and they were able to 
rejoin their squadron.  
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
“Acting Squadron Leader James Richmond GORDON - FINLAYSON (36078), No. 211 Squadron. 
This officer has completed more than 40 day and night raids and reconnaissance’s over enemy 
territory in Greece and the Western Desert. Undaunted by continual severe anti-aircraft fire and 
attacks by fighters he has shown superb courage, determination and devotion to duty. The 
accuracy of his bombing has resulted in great damage to enemy positions and transport 
concentration, and his determined leadership of his squadron has enabled most effective results to 
be secured.” 
(LG, 7 January 1941) 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Service Order 
“Squadron Leader James Richmond GORDON-FlNLAYSON, D.F.C.(36078), No.211 Squadron. 
This officer has completed over 100 operational sorties both by day and night. Throughout these 
operations, most of which have been carried out under exceptionally difficult conditions, he has 
displayed out standing leadership and skill and, by his splendid example of courage and 
determination, has contributed materially to the successes achieved by his squadron.” 
(LG, 25 March 1941) 
From http://www.211squadron.org/jr_gordon-finlayson.html: 
Squadron Leader James Richmond Gordon-Finlayson 36078 RAF DSO DFC 1914—1990 
James Richmond Gordon-Finlayson, elder son of General Sir Robert Gordon-Finlayson KCB CMG 
DSO and Lady Mary Gordon-Finlayson OBE, born 19 August 1914. From Winchester he took law at 
Pembroke College, Cambridge. There he also pursued an interest in matters military, not only 
qualifying in Artillery in the Officer Training Corps in 1934 but also joining the University Air 
Squadron, where he qualified as a pilot on 9 July that year. 
With his degree alone, Gordon-Finlayson met the requirements for a permanent commission in the 
RAF. Though elected to the Inner Temple in 1935, the dash of Service life called more strongly, and 
it was to the RAF that he was soon to apply. 
Into the RAF 

http://www.211squadron.org/jr_gordon-finlayson.html
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Gazetted a Pilot Officer on 19 October 1936, he was granted seniority from 19 July 1935 under the 
King’s Regulations and Air Council Instructions para 325 provisions for the appointment of 
graduates. Posted to 5 FTS at Sealand as a Pilot Officer under training, by 21 December 1936 
Gordon-Finlayson had completed his night-flying training, remaining with 5 FTS until mid-1937. 

 

Hawker Hinds over England (Gordon-Finlayson collection) 
Promoted to Flying Officer on 19 April 1937 with seniority from 19 January 1937, at the end of June 
he was posted to No 83 Squadron, then at RAF Turnhouse near Edinburgh with their Hawker Hinds. 
As tensions rose in Europe and in the Middle East, the Squadron moved South to Scampton in 
March 1938. 
To the Middle East 
So it was that at the start of April 1938, F/O Gordon-Finlayson was posted to join No 113 Squadron 
at Grantham. Also equipped with Hawker Hinds, they were about to depart (like 211 Squadron) to 
reinforce the RAF in the Middle East. Initially based at Heliopolis outside Cairo, the Squadron was 
also his introduction to the Western Desert, with the move forward to Mersah Matruh in 
September 1938. 211 Squadron were to move to El Dabaa in October: with the international 
situation near breaking point, RAF Squadrons at home and overseas were taking up their war 
stations. 
In December 1938, 113 Squadron’s flying schedule was quite busy with bombing, reconnaissance, 
or formation flying exercises on most days until the middle of the month. Then, on 13 December, 
came a hint of fresh adventure. In Vickers Wellesley L2702 of 223 Squadron with Acting Flight 
Lieutenant Bush as pilot, Gordon-Finlayson flew south to Kenya and a four day visit to Nairobi. 
Returning to Heliopolis on 22 December, he briefly resumed 113 Squadron duties. His handful of 
flights in the last week of December included K6668, one of the Hawker Hinds sold to the Afghan 
Air Force in 1939. By the end of the year, the 24 year-old F/O Gordon-Finlayson had recorded 
617hrs 20 min service flying for a total of 550 hours 45 min as pilot. His assessment for the year to 
June saw him rated an “above the average” pilot and pilot-navigator: significant recognition in RAF 
terms then and now. On 19 October came more recognition: advancement to Acting Flight 
Lieutenant. 
To Kenya: Governor’s ADC 
Then began his Kenya adventure. On 6 January 1939, Gordon-Finlayson left Heliopolis aboard 216 
Squadron's Valentia K3604 flown by S/L Keilly and P/O Bartlett to fly once more to Nairobi. 

http://www.211squadron.org/audax___hind.html
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En route to Nairobi: 216 Squadron Vickers Valentia K3604 January 1939 (BJ Lynch) 

 

En route to Nairobi: 216 Squadron Vickers Valentia K3604 January 1939 (BJ Lynch) 
Pilot Officer Bernard J Lynch was another of the passengers aboard K3604 ‘B’ on the journey south. 
An Intelligence Officer, Lynch was an enthusiastic and expert photographer, as is his son Sandeha, 
to whom I am indebted for access to these fine images. Here a well-groomed RAF Corporal reads, 
while another passenger lies at ease. GF is not evident in Lynch’s shots, but from his own and GF’s 
log there is no doubt this is the same flight. 
Arriving in Nairobi on 9 January 1939, he was to take up duties as Aide-de-camp to His Excellency 
the Governor of Kenya, Air Chief Marshal Sir Robert Brooke-Popham. Brook’ham, then on the RAF 
retired list, was to return to duty in late 1939 and later served as Air Commander in Chief, Far East 
in the difficult days of 1940 and 1941. 
With his ADC post came Gordon-Finlayson’s formal promotion to Flight Lieutenant, gazetted on 19 
April 1939 with effect from 19 January. While his official duties kept him from service flying, other 
good fortune came to pass: he met Suzanne Sim. 
And so to war 
War imminent, Brook’ham’s period of office was coming to an end and he was about to resume 
active service. From mid-August HE the Governor and his wife enjoyed a fortnight’s swansong with 
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their ADC around Kenya by DH Dragon Rapide. By the beginning of September, Gordon-Finlayson 
was on his way back to Egypt, his secondment as Aide-de-camp formally ceasing on 1 September. 
On 3 September the war came. That same day, Gordon-Finlayson arrived in Cairo aboard Imperial 
Airways’ Short S23 Empire class flying boatCorinna to resume his RAF duties. He was back at 
Heliopolis with 113 Squadron a week later, converting quickly to the Bristol Blenheim on 10 
September 1939. 
To the Desert and 211 Squadron 
F/Lt Gordon-Finlayson joined 211 Squadron at El Dabaa on 21 September 1939, his arrival recorded 
in the Operations Record book as “posted-in following temporary attachment to 113 Squadron”. 
On 5 October 1939 he was flying a “local” with the Australian F/O Allan Farrington in Blenheim I 
L1528. The Squadron had already re-equipped with Blenheim Is, the first arriving in mid-April 1939. 
Returning from Dabaa to Ismailia on 1 May for the conversion, by the end of May they had taken 
all 18 Blenheims on charge. By mid-August, they were back at El Daba. 
Thus he made acquaintance with the Greyhounds, in the desert that was to be their home for the 
next year. October and November saw plenty of flying on cross-country and bombing exercises, 
with a variety of AC, LAC and Sgt aircrew including old 211 hands from Hind days (LAC Grierson, 
eg) and others like Farrington and LAC Richmond, to become familiar in the Greece adventure. 
In the nature of things, even peace-time postings are not of long duration. Spending a year and a 
half on the Squadron, first as Flight Lieutenant, then as Acting Squadron Leader and Squadron 
Leader, Gordon-Finlayson was to see them through much adventure and difficulty and be twice 
decorated for his efforts. He also gained two nicknames, used equally freely by the Squadron: "GF" 
and "The Bish". 
Meanwhile, he had won another campaign of a quite different sort: engagement and marriage to 
Suzanne. On 29 November, war notwithstanding, they boarded an Imperial Airways DH.91 
Albatross to fly home for the wedding and 10 days leave from 1 to 11 December 1939. By 13 
December he was back in Egypt, resuming flying duties on 15 December. 
January and February 1940 were both busy flying months, with aerial photography exercises (six , 
including low obliques) and bombing exercises (ten, at low level and at 10,000 feet) mainly out of El 
Daba and up to 3 hr 55 min duration. The interspersed trips to "Helio" (Heliopolis) and Ismailia may 
have come as welcome breaks. At this time, Gordon-Finlayson as Flight Lieutenant was Officer 
Commanding ‘A’ Flight, signing his own Log Book thus at the end of February. 
While the notion of permanent aircrew had been promulgated in early 1939 (AMO A.17/39), it was 
the Summer of 1940 before they were to be accorded the rank of Sergeant (AMO A.416/40 of 27 
June). So in the Middle East of early and mid 1940, The Bish flew with scratch crews, made up of 
those Corporals, LACs and ACs qualified as Air Observers and/or Wireless Op/Gunners. Among 
them, familiar names appear, and advance accordingly by year’s end: Cpl (later Sgt) Richmond and 
LAC Page (later Sgt Page) for example. Over the course of the year, crewing settled somewhat. Sgt 
Leary and Sgt Jones, then Sgt Richmond and Sgt Jones, appear more frequently as his crew. 
Soon after the belated entry of Italy into the war and the opening of hostilities in the Middle East 
on 11 June 1940, TH Wisdom arrived in Cairo as a war correspondent. He was to spend much of his 
time in the Middle East with 211 Squadron. In Wings Over Olympus, Wisdom painted an engrossing 
picture of the Squadron from the early days of the Desert War and on to the grimmer struggle in 
Greece. 

http://www.211squadron.org/raaf_personnel.html
http://www.211squadron.org/al_farrington.html
http://www.211squadron.org/g_grierson.html
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Blenheims over Benghazi harbour, 1940 (Gordon-Finlayson collection) 
The Squadron had undertaken a workload of increasing intensity at their forward landing grounds 
in the Western Desert. When Squadron Leader Bax was shot down and taken POW in early 
September 1940, it was GF who was promoted to take over, initially as Acting Squadron Leader. By 
then he was an experienced fighting airman of great determination and skill. The gazettal of his 
step up came quickly (LG, No 34949 20 September 1940). 
Carrying out numerous operations from June to November 1940, he successfully force-landed 
damaged aircraft on four occasions, once at night, and once with the port engine dead and the 
starboard engine afire. On at least one occasion, he managed to nurse his aircraft back to the 
Squadron’s airfield on one engine. Within a few days, sometimes the next day, he was back in the 
air. 
Gordon-Finlayson, Gerry Davies and Arthur Geary flew their first operation as a crew on 21 
September, a night raid on Sidi Barrani against intense AA. For the rest of September and October, 
most of GFs operations were flown either with P/O Davies and P/O Geary or with Sgt Richmond 
and Sgt Jones, and once or twice with Davies and Jones. Off to Greece on 23 November with 
Davies and Geary, thereafter they flew practically every operation together. Ultimately they were to 
complete at least 70 operations as a crew. 
“One of that small but valiant band...” 
GF already had 52 completed operations to his credit when the Squadron arrived in Greece in late 
November 1940. There, the workload was heavier still. By the end of December 1940, he had 
accomplished 1022 service flying hours. 

 

Blenheim flight in Greece (Gordon-Finlayson collection) 

http://www.211squadron.org/arg_bax.html
http://www.211squadron.org/g_davies.html
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Forced-landing, Corfu 24 November 1940 (Gordon-Finlayson collection) 
The story of his triumphant return with Davies and Geary from yet another successful forced-
landing, this time on Corfu, is a minor classic. 
The tale is recounted with gusto in WIngs Over Olympus, in The Sphere, in the Official History 
(Richards, The Fight at Odds) and in Parade Middle East Weekly, where this jewel lay hidden for 60 
odd years: 

 

RAF Crew’s Adventure in Greece (Air Ministry/Parade) 
“The Squadron-Leader in command of a bomber reported "missing, feared killed" has just made his 
way back to his base in Greece with his crew after being marooned on an island in the Aegean Sea. 
The return through Greece was in the nature of a royal welcome, and the RAF crew were mobbed 
at every village by the delighted Greeks who loaded them down with presents. Note the bottle of 
wine and shoes!” Parade Vol 2 No 17, 7 Dec 1940 

 

GF & co (Air Ministry/War Illustrated) 

http://www.211squadron.org/g_davies.html
http://www.211squadron.org/the_sphere___.html
http://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/UN/UK/UK-RAF-I/UK-RAF-I-9.html
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Duke Delaney on the left, GF centre and the unnamed Greek liaison officer often mistaken 
for Embros on the right. 

 

Off duty, Paramythia 1941(Gordon-Finlayson collection) 
In JG Sharratt’s original photograph, the three are identified as Peter Dennis and 
Paddy Kavanagh playing chess, while Doug Davis looks on. 
In January 1941, GF was awarded a well-deserved DFC, the first of the Greek campaign: 
Air Ministry, 7th January, 1941.  
ROYAL AIR FORCE. The KING has been graciously pleased to approve the following awards in 
recognition of gallantry displayed in flying operations against the enemy: Awarded the 
Distinguished Flying Cross. Acting Squadron Leader James Richmond GORDON-FINLAYSON 
(36078), No 211 Squadron. 
“This officer has completed more than 40 day and night raids and reconnaissances over enemy 
territory in Greece and the Western Desert. Undaunted by continual severe antiaircraft fire and 
attacks by fighters he has shown superb courage, determination and devotion to duty. The 
accuracy of his bombing has resulted in great damage to enemy positions and transport 
concentration, and his determined leadership of his squadron has enabled most effective results to 
be secured.” 
LG, No 35037 7 January 1941 
From February 1941 the Squadron was stationed as far forward as it was possible to get and 
remain in Greece. Paramythia had in fact been briefly taken by the Italians in their first abortive 
advance from Albania back in November. 

 

At Lunch, Paramythia, early 1941 (RAF official) 

http://www.211squadron.org/embros.html
http://www.211squadron.org/jg_sharratt.html
http://www.211squadron.org/jj_kavanagh_dfm.html%23OffdutyChess
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A Greek interpreter to the left, Gerry Davies second left, GF centre looking relaxed, Curly Fabian the 
New Zealander next to him, and furthest right Alan Godfrey (to be the sole survivor of the Easter 
Sunday raid). From Wings Over Olympus. 

 

Watching Them Come In: Paramythia Early 1941 (RAF official) 
Buck Buchanan, left, GF, Cliff (815 Squadron FAA), Paddy Cavanagh and Sutton. Outside the 
Operations tent, most likely. 
In March 1941, GF was decorated again and promoted out of the Squadron to command the newly 
forming Eastern Wing of British Air Forces Greece. He flew his last operation with them on 13 
March, a night raid on Valona with Bevington-Smith navigating and Arthur Geary in the turret. 
Wing Commander Gordon-Finlayson DSO DFC had by then accomplished more than 100 
operational sorties, all with 211 Squadron. 
The difficult conditions of air operations over the mountains of Northern Greece in the harsh winter 
of 1940-41 have been graphically described elsewhere, and with telling brevity in his DSO citation. 
Air Ministry, 25th March, 1941 
ROYAL AIR FORCE. The KING has been graciously pleased to approve the following awards in 
recognition of gallantry displayed in flying operations against the enemy: Distinguished Service 
Order. Squadron Leader James Richmond GORDON-FINLAYSON, DFC (36078), No. 211 Squadron. 
“This officer has completed over 100 operational sorties both by day and night. Throughout these 
operations, most of which have been carried out under exceptionally difficult conditions, he has 
displayed outstanding leadership and skill and, by his splendid example of courage and 
determination, has contributed materially to the successes achieved by his squadron.” 
LG, 25 March 1941 
AVM Longmore’s despatch on air operations for 1941 was just as to the point: 
“Wing Commander JR Gordon-Finlayson DSO DFC, commanding No 211 Squadron, and later the 
Eastern Wing: A fine leader and an inspiration to his Squadron, with which he had completed over 
one hundred raids.” 
LG, No 37729 Second Supplement 19 September 1946 
GF had accomplished much. The disastrous Easter Sunday raid of 13 April 1941 on which Davies, 
Geary and so many others were lost was still to come, but he could not be there to help them. 

http://www.211squadron.org/g_davies.html
http://www.211squadron.org/cfr_clark.html%2313April
http://www.211squadron.org/cfr_clark.html%2313April
http://www.211squadron.org/1941.html%23EasterSunday
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Alas (Gordon-Finlayson collection) 
And afterwards 
Also awarded the Greek Flying Cross for his service in Greece, Gordon-Finlayson went on to serve 
in Syria and Libya until posted home to the Air Staff from 1942 to 1945. After the War, a range of 
varied and lustrous appointments followed, including RAF Liaison Officer to HQ US Army Strategic 
Air Force Guam, SASO Army HQ Burma, Officer Commanding 48 Squadron, Officer Commanding 
RAF Khormaksar and at HQ Bomber Command as Group Captain - Organization. 
Posted to the RAF Staff College, Bracknell as Assistant Commandant in December 1956, he was 
made Air Commodore in July 1958. In May 1960 came what was to be the last post: acting Air Vice-
Marshal and Director-General Personnel Services at the age of 46. In the New Year, he was made 
AVM. 
Retiring from that posting in 1963 as a comparatively young Air Vice-Marshal, an old predilection 
for verse saw him revisit those remarkable days in Greece: the loss of “his” Squadron and “his” crew 
still lay heavy with him. Thus he set about a more personal memorial in the manner of a certain sort 
of Englishman now perhaps lost to us: his slim volume of verse,Epitaph For a Squadron, was 
published in 1965. It makes poignant reading. 
Finding Civvy Street not wholly to his liking, GF moved to Spain and took to sailing around the Med 
from Gibraltar. In the later years of his life he returned to England a widower, but was to find 
happiness once more with his fourth wife Lou. Air Vice-Marshal James Richmond Gordon-Finlayson 
DSO DFC FC (Greece) died after a short illness on 3 March 1990. His passing was noted by the Daily 
Telegraph and by The Times, on 6 March 1990. Lou passed away in January 2005. Today his son 
lives in South Africa while his daughter and the eldest of his grandsons are based in the UK. 
“A restless spirit, bold yet temperate...” 
James Richmond Gordon-Finlayson was the central figure of 211 Squadron in the Middle East. His 
exuberant personality, his ability and the high regard in which he held his men—and was in turn 
held by them—are very readily apparent in the unfolding story of Wings Over Olympus and in his 
own verse Epitaph for a Squadron. 
These characteristics have remained bright in the memory of 211 Squadron members, whether 
officer, NCO or airman. He is mentioned on many of the pages of this history, and appears in a 
number of official photographs and those shared here by Squadron members: 
Bristol Blenheim I 
The Middle East 
The Sphere... 
CFR Clark 
EL Cooper 

http://www.211squadron.org/bristol_blenheim_i.html
http://www.211squadron.org/the_middle_east.html
http://www.211squadron.org/the_sphere___.html
http://www.211squadron.org/cfr_clark.html
http://www.211squadron.org/el_cooper.html
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Gerald Davies. 
By great good fortune, since first drafting this page I have found another copy of The Bish’s little 
verse book commemorating the Squadron. Inscribed by him in 1987 to the late GA “Jimmy” Riddle, 
it came with a set of photographic copies of the original sketches which illustrate his book, most of 
which are now included here. 
Sources 
211 Squadron Operations Record Book RAF Form 540, Form 541 Sep 1939—Mar 1941 AIR 27/1302 
British Air Forces Greece BAFG HQ Operations Record Book TNA AIR 24/1666 
British Air Forces Greece Western Wing HQ Reports on Operations, Weekly Summary of 
activities March—April 1941 TNA AIR 23/6382  
Longmore Report on Middle East Air Operations 13 May 1940—December 1940 TNA AIR 23/808 
LG,Supplement Sep 1946: ACM Longmore Report on Air Operations in the Middle East Jan 1941—
May 1941 
RAF Air Historical Branch Narrative: Middle East Campaigns  
Vol I Operations in Libya and the Western Desert September 1939—June 1941 AWM 220/15 
Vol. II—Operations in Libya and The Western Desert June 41 to January 42 AWM 220/16  
Vol. VI—Operations in Greece UK NA AIR41/28 Item 48457 
Baird W correspondence 
Clark CFR mss notes, air operations 1940—1941 
Gordon-Finlayson family correspondence 
Gordon-Finlayson GF RAF Form 414 Pilot’s Flying Log Book 
Lynch family correspondence, photographs 
Clark CFR & Clark DR 211 Squadron RAF, Greece, 1940—1941: An Observer's Notes and 
Recollections (Canberra 1998).  
Dunnet J Blenheim Over the Balkans (Pentland 2001) 
Flight issues 1937—1961 
Gordon-Finlayson GF Epitaph For A Squadron (Stockwell 1965) incl emphemera. 
HMSO Air Force List 1936—1957 
HMSO LG,issues 1936—1963 
Jefford CG RAF Squadrons Airlife 2001 
Parade Middle East Weekly issues 1940, 1941 
Richards The Fight at Odds (HMSO 1953) 
The Times Obituary 6 March 1990 
Telegraph Obituary 6 March 1990 
War Illustrated 1940,1941 issues 
Warner G Bristol Blenheim: A Complete History (Crecy 2005) 
Wisdom T Wings Over Olympus (Allen & Unwin 1942) 
www.211squadron.org © D Clark & others 2013 
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2741. Flying Officer [later Flight Officer] Mary Elizabeth Durno Beattie MA (8559). Signed 
16 August 1953. RAF Hawkinge. 

194 
She is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2742. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Alan Joseph Owen DFC AFC DFM 
(155788). Signed 16 August 1953. HQ 2 Group. 

194 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 8 July 1969. 
From The Telegraph, 15 April 2010: 
Wing Commander Alan 'Red' Owen 
Wing Commander Alan 'Red' Owen, who has died aged 87, was one of the RAF's most successful 
night fighter pilots of the Second World War, when he was credited with destroying a minimum of 
15 enemy aircraft. 

 
Owen and his radar operator, Vic McAllister, joined No 85 Squadron, equipped with Mosquitos, in 
August 1944. By that time they had already established a reputation as an outstanding team during 
operations in North Africa and Italy. 
In the months after the D-Day landings and the Allied advance into France, No 85's role was to 
undertake bomber support operations over Germany. The Mosquito night fighter crews mingled 
with the RAF bomber streams seeking out enemy night fighters attempting to attack the bombers. 
They also flew "intruder missions" to strike enemy aircraft as they took off and landed at their 
airfields. 
During a brief period in the summer of 1944, the squadron was also employed on patrols over Kent 
intercepting V-1 flying bombs. On August 5 that year Owen brought down a V-1, before resuming 
night operations. 
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On the night of September 17/18, he destroyed two Messerschmitt Bf 110 night fighters, and by 
the end of the year he had accounted for seven more aircraft, including a Focke-Wulf 190 over 
Hamburg, in addition to destroying aircraft on the ground. 
When patrolling south of Frankfurt on December 22, Owen engaged a Junkers Ju 88 and shot it 
down. Seven minutes later his operator made contact with another night fighter; Owen closed in 
and destroyed it. Before the patrol was over there was a third contact, and after a 15-minute chase, 
during which his target took violent evasive action, Owen finally managed to get in a cannon burst; 
the Bf 110 went into a vertical dive and crashed. 
For their work with No 85 Squadron, both Owen and McAllister were awarded DFCs and within two 
months each had received a Bar. The citation commented on their "exceptional skill" and described 
them as "fearless and devoted members of aircraft crew". 
One of eight children, Alan Joseph Owen was born in Chelsea on July 8 1922 and educated at St 
Mary's Church of England School, Merton Park, and at Wimbledon Technical College, where he 
trained as a technical draughtsman before joining an engineering firm at Cheam, in Surrey. 
In January 1941 he followed two of his brothers into the RAF and trained as a pilot, his shock of red 
hair attracting the nickname "Ginger", later adapted to "Red". 
At first Owen was selected to fly Beaufighters, and it was then that he teamed up with McAllister. 
They were to remain together throughout their operational flying appointments to become one of 
the RAF's most successful night fighter crews. 
The two sergeants joined No 600 Squadron, and in November 1942 moved with the squadron to 
North Africa. On the night of December 21/22 they gained No 600's first success in that theatre 
when they shot down a Heinkel III bomber near Algiers. 
Return fire from the enemy bomber damaged the Beaufighter's undercarriage, and Owen crash-
landed at his base. As it slid across the airfield, the Beaufighter collided with a Spitfire, a concrete 
mixer and a fuel tanker – all of which some wag added to their tally on the squadron score board – 
before finally smashing into a wall. The aircraft was completely wrecked. 
A few weeks later Owen accounted for another Heinkel as well as an Italian four-engine bomber, 
which he intercepted at 20,000ft north of Bone, in Algeria. Both he and McAllister were awarded 
DFMs. 
Subsequently, operating over Sicily, the crew shot down three more aircraft and damaged two 
others before returning to England in November 1943 to be instructors. 
After his successes over Germany, Owen remained with No 85 until June 1946, initially as a flight 
commander and later – at the age of only 23 – as the CO. He left the RAF for civilian life but could 
not settle, and in July 1947 rejoined as a flight lieutenant. 
Owen was sent to No 13 Squadron in Egypt, flying Mosquitos on aerial mapping photographic 
work. In 1950 he returned to England to develop radar interception tactics at the Central Fighter 
Establishment. 
After flying night fighters in Germany, he converted to the Meteor jet fighter and assumed 
command in Malta of No 39 Squadron, which later moved to Cyprus in case it was required for 
operations during the Suez crisis; in the event, it did not see action. 
After a period at the School of Land/Air Warfare at Old Sarum, working as air liaison officer with 
the Army's Southern Command, Owen returned to the night fighter role in April 1962, taking 
command of No 23 Squadron. 
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This was in the early days of in-flight refuelling, and in October he led three of the squadron's 
Javelins on a non-stop flight from Britain to Aden, setting a Fighter Command record of eight 
hours 50 minutes. 
Two months later the squadron extended its range when Owen led 12 Javelins from RAF Coltishall, 
in Norfolk, to Singapore and back using in-flight refuelling and staging through the RAF's bases in 
Cyprus, the Persian Gulf and the Indian Ocean. In January 1964 he was awarded an AFC. 
From October 1964 until his retirement from the service in July 1969, Owen served in the fighter 
operations division at the Ministry of Defence before being posted to a Sector Operations 
appointment near Jever in Germany. 
This was during the Cold War, when it was a primary function of the RAF to monitor the incursions 
and activities of Warsaw Pact aircraft and to maintain the integrity of Nato airspace. 
Following his retirement from the RAF, Owen worked for the British Aircraft Co-operation 
Commission in Saudi Arabia for two years. 
In 1974 he was appointed road safety officer for East Sussex county council. After promotion to 
county road safety officer, he transferred to a similar position with Kent county council before 
retiring in 1984. 
For much of his life Owen enjoyed a vigorous game of squash, later choosing golf as his principal 
sporting pastime. 
"Red" Owen died on February 13. He married, in 1945, Rita Drew, who survives him with their two 
sons and four daughters. 
2743. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Alan William Arthur Wright (2455329). Signed 
19 August 1953. No 141 Squadron, RAF Coltishall. 

194 
He is listed in several editions of the LG. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._141_Squadron_RAF: 
On 17 June 1946, No. 141 reformed at Wittering, again as a Mosquito night-fighter Squadron. In 
September 1951, it began to convert to Meteors and replaced these with Venoms in 1955. Javelins 
began to arrive in February 1957 and were flown until the Squadron was renumbered 41 Squadron 
on 1 February 1958. On 1 April 1959, No. 141 was reformed as a Bloodhound anti-aircraft missile 
unit at Dunholme Lodge, disbanding on 31 March 1964. 
2744. Flight Lieutenant Robert Gowing (523007). Signed 22 August 1953. HQ No 12 
Group. 

194 
He also signed this book on 23 June 1952 and 4 September 1952. 
2745. Flight Lieutenant David William Owen (180595). Signed 22 August 1953. HQ 12 
Group. 

194 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._141_Squadron_RAF
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He also signed this book on ? November 1951. 
2746. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Robert Henry Sergeant AMBIM (111777). 
Signed 22 August 1953. HQ 12 Group. 

194 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 30 June 1969. 
2747. Squadron Leader George Herbert Matthew Nichols (68848). Signed 22 August 1953. 
HQ 12 Group. 

194 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 25 March 1963. 
2748. Squadron Leader Derek Leyland Stevenson DFC (102628). Signed 22 August 1953. 
HQ 12 Group. 

194 
From the LG, 6 July 1945: 
Flight Lieutenant Derek Leyland STEVENSON (102628), R.A.F.V.R., 184 Sqn. 
“On his second tour of operational duty this officer has completed many sorties, including 
numerous attacks on enemy shipping. In May, 1945, he led his flight with great distinction in an 
attack on a medium sized cargo vessel in Lubeck Bay. Hits were obtained and the vessel was later 
observed to be beached and on fire. Later in the day, he led another attack against enemy shipping 
in Kiel waters. One coastal vessel was sunk and another severely damaged. On the return journey 
he sighted an enemy tug and a barge. These were attacked and left on fire. Flight Lieutenant 
Stevenson has invariably shown a high degree of skill, courage and determination.” 
He is the author of Six Crashes Later – The Story of a Fighter Pilot: 
“As might be expected from a kinsman of Robert Louis Stevenson, ‘Steve’ Stevenson’s life was far 
from dull. A schoolboy passion to become a fighter pilot led him to enlist in 1942 and spend the 
next three years flying Hurricanes and Typhoons. 
Against all the odds he lived through an eventful and zestful war, including the six crashes – in 
England, Majorca, Normandy and Germany -of the title. 
Operating over the Med with No 253 Hyderabad State Fighter Hurricane Squadron he crashed at 
night in an olive grove on Majorca, badly injuring his back. His attempts to escape back to the war 
zone make an enthralling adventure story. Eventually, General Franco, being short of petrol at that 
time, he was exchanged for a certain amount of low-grade fuel. 
Back in action for D-Day he had to crash land over the Normandy beachhead, unfortunately hitting 
a wall hidden in a cornfield, with the result that he spent several months in hospital. 
At the end of the war he was awarded the DFC. He did not receive the decoration so after two 
years he politely asked about it and was told to report to the Air Ministry. In a basement room he 
filled in a form and was then invited to take his pick from a drawer full of them.” 
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From the above-mentioned book: 

 
About the author 
“I was born within 30 feet of a prison wall”. So begins Derek Leyland Stevenson's story. His father 
was a prison governor, first in Canterbury then Pentonville and finally at Parkhurst on the Isle of 
Wight. In 1937 Derek first saw advertisements for short commissions in the RAF - a chance to fly at 
Government expense and to be paid for it. He was originally destined for a career in law but the 
lure of flying proved too much and in 1940, shortly after leaving school, he joined the RAF. In 
August 1941 he was comissioned as a pilot officer, ultimately becoming what he desperately 
wanted to be, a fighter pilot. After the war he remainedin the RAF since, as he put it, “All I knew was 
how to fly aircraft and who the devil wanted ex-fighters anyway”. He lived in Switzerland with his 
German-born third wife Elizabeth until his death in 2008. 
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From http://aerostories.free.fr/events/dieppe-cheron/page2.html: 

 
From http://www.thepeerage.com/p49232.htm#i492319: 
Derek Leyland Stevenson was born on 13 October 1920. He is the son of Francis Herbert Leyland 
Stevenson and Eileen Gertrude Mary Briscoe. He married, firstly, Joyce Monk on 17 June 1942. He 
and Joyce Monk were divorced. He married, secondly, Lorna Wall in 1952. He married, thirdly, 
Elisabeth Margaret Kämmerling on 17 December 1970. He and Lorna Wall were divorced. He was 
educated at Westminster School, Westminster, London, England. He fought in the Second World 
War. He was decorated with the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross in 1945. He gained the 
rank of Squadron Leader in the service of the Royal Air Force, as a Typhoon pilot. He was with 
Deuxième Bureau, translated air force technical manuals in 1974. He wrote the book Five Crashes 
Later, published 1988, 5th (French) edition.1 He wrote the book Et Cinq de Chute!, published 2002. 
He lived in 2003 at La Voûte, 1262 Eysins, Vaud, Switzerland. 

http://aerostories.free.fr/events/dieppe-cheron/page2.html
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Child of Derek Leyland Stevenson and Joyce Monk: Kevan Shehan b. 13 Jul 1945 
Children of Derek Leyland Stevenson and Lorna Wall: Nicola Anne Stevenson b. 4 Aug 1955 and 
Derek Leyland Stevenson b. 16 May 1959. 
2749. Squadron Leader [later Air Commodore] John William FROST CBE DFC (126954). 
Signed 22 August 1953. HQ 12 Group. 

194 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/archive/07427.php: 
FROST, John William 'Jack', 126954, RAFVR; LAC (No. 1237437), date?; com. Prob. Plt. Off. (No. 
126954), 20 May 1942; Prob. Flg. Off. (WS), 20 Nov. 1942, gaz. 12 Jan. 1943; 175 Sqdn. date?; Flt. Lt. 
(WS), date?; DFC, 23 Jan. 1945; 41 Sqdn., ca. Sep. 1945?-31 Mar. 1946; 26 (F) Sqdn., 1 Apr. 1946; Flt. 
Lt. (WS) to Flt. Lt., 1 Jul. 1946, gaz. 25 Feb. 1947; sen. as Flt. Lt. set at 20 Nov. 1945, WEF 25 Feb. 
1947; Chevalier, OL2 with Palm & CdG(B) with Palm 1940, 27 Jun. 1947; CO, 26 (F) Sqdn., Jun.-Sep. 
1948; Sqdn. Ldr., 1 Jan. 1951; Wg. Cdr., 1 Jan. 1957; Dir. Staff Duties, RAF Staff Coll., Bracknell, FTC, 2 
Jan. 1961; Grp. Dir. & Actg. Grp. Capt., RAF Staff Coll., Bracknell, FTC, 16 Dec. 1961; Grp. Capt. (GD), 
1 Jan. 1962; CBE, 11 Jun. 1966; Dept. of CAS, 17 Mar. 1967; AC, 1 Jul. 1968; ret. 11 Oct. 1976. 
FROST, John William, F/L (126954, Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve) - No.175 Squadron - 
Distinguished Flying Cross - awarded as per LG,dated 23 January 1945. Public Record Office Air 
2/9043 has citation drafted when he had flown 90 sorties (84 operational hours). 
“This officer has operated with this squadron since January 1944, during which time he has led a 
flight on many occasions. He has taken part in attacks against enemy gun and mortar positions and 
flying bomb installations and has destroyed numerous tanks and transport vehicles. During the 
actions at Mortain and Vimontiers he took a commendable part in many sorties. Flight Lieutenant 
Frost has always displayed great keenness, ability and determination in the execution of his duties.” 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Frost_JW.htm: 
b: 30 Jul 1921       r: 11 Oct 1976       d: 7 Aug 2010 
CBE – 10 Jun 1966, DFC – xx xxx 1945. 
(RAFVR): Plt Off: 2 May 1942, Fg Off (WS): 20 Nov 1942, Flt Lt (WS): 20 May 1944, Flt Lt: 20 Nov 
1945, 
(RAF): Flt Lt: xx xxx xxxx 20 Nov 1945, Act Sqn Ldr: 15 Jun 1948?, Sqn Ldr: 1 Jan 1951, Wg Cdr: 1 
Jan 1957, Act Gp Capt:1 Jan 1962, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1962, Act A/Cdre: 15 Mar 1968?, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 
1968. 
xx xxx 1941 U/T Pilot, Gunter Field, Alabama 
xx May 1942 Flying Instructor, Gunter Field, Alabama 
xx Feb 1944 Pilot, No 175 Sqn 
xx xxx xxxx Pilot, No 184 Sqn 
xx xxx xxxx Pilot/Flight Commander?, No 80 Sqn 
xx xxx xxxx Pilot/Flight Commander?, No 41 Sqn 
xx Jun 1948 Officer Commanding, No 26 Sqn. (Tempest II) 

15 Jun 1948 Appointed to Permanent Commission in the rank of Flight Lieutenant 

http://www.rafcommands.com/archive/07427.php
http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Frost_JW.htm
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xx xxx 1948 RAF Liaison Officer to HQ BETFOR 
xx xxx xxxx Test Pilot 
xx Jan 1950 Officer Commanding, No 222 Sqn (Meteor F4/F8) 
xx xxx xxxx Staff Officer, AHQ Malaya 
xx xxx xxxx Staff Officer, AHQ Hong Kong 
xx xxx xxxx Officer Commanding No 151 Sqn 
 2 Jan 1961 Directing Staff, RAF Staff College, Bracknell 
 1 Jan 1962 Group Director, RAF Staff College, Bracknell 
xx Sep 1964 Officer Commanding, RAF El Adem 
2 Dec 1966 Deputy Director of Operations (TSR2)/Aircraft Projects 
17 Mar 1967 Staff Officer, Dept of CAS 
15 Mar 1968 Director of Personal Services (A)/(1) 
27 Jul 1970 Deputy Commandant, Joint Warfare Establishment 

23 Oct 1972 Chief of Staff to UK Military Representative, NATO HQ Military Committee 
He was born in Stoke-on-Trent and educated at Longton High School, after which he began 
working for Samson Bridgwood, earthenware and bone china manufacturers, as a trainee manager. 
From The Telegraph, 3 October 2010: 
Air Commodore 'Jack' Frost 
Air Commodore 'Jack’ Frost, who has died aged 89, was a fighter pilot throughout his long career 
in the RAF and flew Typhoons during the Battle of Normandy, achieving considerable success 
against enemy tanks and transports. 

 
He joined No 175 Squadron in February 1944 as it was converting to the rocket-firing role. In April 
the squadron moved to the New Forest and started operations over northern France. In the period 
leading up to D-Day, Frost flew 12 sorties, attacking vital radar stations that had to be put out of 
action before the invasion. On June 6, he flew an armed-reconnaissance sortie to attack enemy 
transports taking reinforcements to the beachhead. 
Within 10 days many of the 18 Typhoon squadrons, including No 175, were operating from hastily 
prepared landing strips in Normandy. Flying in close support of the British and Canadian armies, 
the Typhoons became the scourge of the German Seventh Army’s armoured columns. 
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On August 7 a major German counter-attack, spearheaded by five Panzer divisions, was identified 
moving against just two US infantry divisions. The Panzers were threatening to cut off the US Third 
Army near the town of Mortain. 
More than 300 sorties were flown by the squadrons on the “Day of the Typhoon”. Frost himself 
claimed a Tiger tank and a troop carrier, as well as two unidentified “flamers”. His aircraft was hit by 
20mm flak but he managed to return to his airstrip. The intense effort of the Typhoon squadrons 
defeated the German counter-attack, which the Chief of Staff of the Seventh German Army 
reported had come to a standstill due to “employment of fighter-bombers by the enemy and the 
absence of our own air support”. 
Frost and his fellow pilots flew a “cab rank” of aircraft, available immediately to be called down over 
the radio by ground controllers as the Allied armies encircled the enemy at Falaise and the break 
out from Normandy that followed. Frost carried out many attacks against gun positions, tank and 
transport concentrations, all in the face of intense anti-aircraft fire. The Typhoon squadrons 
suffered heavy casualties. 
After the rout of the Seventh German Army at Falaise, No 175 Squadron leapfrogged across France 
in pursuit, attacking the retreating Germans and the V-1 flying bomb sites in the Pas de Calais 
before arriving in Belgium on September 17. Frost flew in support of the armoured thrust towards 
Eindhoven and Arnhem and, with a move to an airfield in the Netherlands, attacked trains and river 
traffic and gave close support to the Army as it headed for the Rhine. 
In mid-December, Frost flew his 100th and final operational sortie. He had suffered two engine 
failures and crash landings, and been hit by anti-aircraft fire on a number of occasions — but had 
always escaped injury. Eleven of his squadron colleagues had been killed, six were PoWs and a 
further seven had been wounded or injured. He was awarded a DFC and later invested with the 
Croix de Guerre and, by the Belgians, with the Order of Leopold II. 
The son of a potter, John William Frost was born in Stoke-on-Trent on July 30 1921 and educated 
at Longton High School, which he left at 16. He joined the earthenware and bone china 
manufacturers Samson Bridgwood as a trainee manager, at the same time attending North 
Staffordshire Technical College. 
In March 1941, he volunteered for the RAF as a pilot and trained in the United States. He was 
commissioned and retained as a basic flying instructor at Gunter Field, Montgomery, in Alabama, 
before returning to Britain in the spring of 1943. 
Immediately after the war Frost flew Typhoons and its successor, the Tempest, based in Schleswig-
Holstein before moving to Kastrup in Denmark. He later commanded No 26 Squadron at Gutersloh 
in Germany in the fighter ground-attack role. 
In 1948, he was appointed RAF Liaison Officer to HQ BETFOR, responsible for air advice and control 
of air support for the British Army Brigade, based in the Free Territory of Trieste. During this 
sensitive period, Marshal Tito of Yugoslavia was causing some difficulties and Frost led a four-
aircraft dummy attack on his headquarters as a reminder of the RAF’s continued, and potent, 
presence in the area. It was at a dance in Trieste that Frost met his future wife, who had served as a 
radio operator in the WAAF. 
In May 1949, he returned to Britain to command No 222 (Natal) Squadron, equipped with Meteor 
day fighters, as air defences were rebuilt with the emergence of the Soviet threat. 
Frost served in Malaya at the Air Headquarters during the communist insurrection, when he was 
involved with planning the development of airfields and air defence radar. After service in Hong 
Kong he returned to flying duties when he took command of No 151 Squadron, flying the delta-
wing Javelin night fighter from Leuchars in Scotland. 
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In September 1964, Frost was appointed to command RAF El Adem in Libya, a staging post and 
weapons training base. This was always recognised as a potentially difficult appointment requiring 
tact and diplomacy but Frost was particularly successful at an increasingly sensitive time politically. 
He had many dealings with General Frost (of Arnhem fame) and they had a regular 
correspondence. To avoid confusion for their staffs they agreed to be referred to as 'Air’ Frost and 
'Ground’ Frost. For his services at El Adem he was appointed CBE. 
After a series of senior appointments in the MOD, Frost was posted in August 1970 to the Joint 
Warfare Establishment. After a four-year appointment as Deputy and Chief of Staff to the UK 
Military Representative to Nato Headquarters in Brussels, he retired from the RAF in October 1976. 
In November 1977, he became a civil servant and was appointed to the MoD as Head of Protocol . 
After retiring in 1983, he remained very active in Berkshire. For 16 years he was chairman of the 
Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Scheme in the county and he served as vice-president of the Burghfield 
branch of the Royal British Legion. In 1986 he was appointed a Deputy Lieutenant of Berkshire. 
Frost always remembered his many colleagues who lost their lives during the Normandy campaign, 
and gave strong support to the creation and maintenance of a memorial established at Noyers 
Bocage, near Caen, in honour of the 151 Typhoon pilots who were killed in the liberation of 
Normandy. 
Jack Frost died on August 7. He married, in 1950, Shelagh Baldock, who survives him with their son 
and two daughters. 
2750. Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh Alex CONSTANTINE KBE CB DSO (23 May 1908 – 16 April 
1992) (26028). Signed 26 August 1953. HQ Fighter Command. 

194 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hugh_Constantine: 
Educated at Christ's Hospital, Constantine joined the Royal Air force as a cadet in 1926. He served 
in World War II initially as Officer Commanding No. 214 Squadron and then as Station Commander 
at RAF Elsham Wolds. He continued his war service as Senior Air Staff Officer at Headquarters No. 1 
Group in 1942, as Deputy Senior Air Staff Officer at Headquarters RAF Bomber Command in 1943 
and as Air Officer Commanding No. 5 Group in 1945. In this capacity he worked closely with Barnes 
Wallis and used Grand Slam bombs and Tallboy bombs against key industrial targets in Germany. 
After the War he became Chief Intelligence Officer with the Control Commission in Germany and 
was then appointed Senior Air Staff Officer at Headquarters No. 205 Group. He went on to be 
Director of Intelligence (Operations) at the Air Ministry in 1951, Air Officer Administration at 
Headquarters RAF Fighter Command in 1952 and Air Officer Commanding No. 25 (Training) Group 
in 1954. His final posts were as Deputy Chief of Staff, Plans & Policy at Headquarters SHAPE in 
1956, Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief of Flying Training Command in 1959 and Commandant of 
the Imperial Defence College in 1961 before retiring in 1964. 
In retirement he was made an honorary Doctor of Laws at the University of Warwick. 
Knight Commander of the Order of the British Empire - 1 Jan 1958 (CBE - 8 Jun 1944) 
Companion of the Order of the Bath - 1 Jan 1946 
Distinguished Service Order - 22 Sep 1942 
Mentioned in Despatches - 23 Jul 1937, 24 Sep 1941, 11 Jun 1942, 1 Jan 1945, 194? 
Polonia Restituta, 3rd Class (Poland) - 12 Jun 1945 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hugh_Constantine
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Doctor of Laws (Hon) (Warwick) - 1978. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Constantine.htm: 
KBE - 1 Jan 1958 (CBE - 8 Jun 1944), CB - 1 Jan 1946, DSO - 22 Sep 1942, MiD - 23 Jul 1937, MiD - 
24 Sep 1941, MiD - 11 Jun 1942, MiD – 1 Jan 1945, MiD – xx xxx 194?, PPR3 - 12 Jun 1945, LL.D 
(Hon) (Warwick) - 1978. 
Plt Off: 17 Dec 1927, Fg Off: 17 Jun 1929, Flt Lt: 1 Dec 1932, Act Sqn Ldr: xx xxx 1936, Sqn Ldr: 1 
Jun 1937, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Jun 1940, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Jun 1942, Act A/Cdre: 27 Apr 1943?,Wg Cdr: 1 
Jun 1943, Gp Capt (WS): 27 Oct 1943, Act AVM: 16 Jan 1945 - 17 Oct 1945, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 
1946, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1948, AVM: 1 Jul 1952, Act AM (unpd): 23 Apr 1956, Act AM (pd): 24 May 
1956, AM: 1 Jan 1958, ACM: 1 Sep 1961. 

 
Photo courtesy - Barrie Woodward 
xx xxx 1926 Officer Cadet, 'B' Sqn, RAF College. (Flt Cdt Cpl – Fencing, Rugby) 
17 Dec 1927 Pilot, No 56 Sqn. (Siskin IIIA – North Weald) 
xx xxx 1929 Attended Central Flying School 
18 Dec 1929 QFI, RAF College - Cranwell 
 7 Sep 1931 QFI, Central Flying School 
xx xxx 1934 No 1 Armoured Car Company 
xx xxx 1937 QFI, Central Flying School 
xx xxx 1938 Examiner's Pool, Central Flying School 
xx xxx 1940 Attended RAF Staff College 
xx xxx xxxx Officer Commanding, No 214 Sqn 
xx xxx 1940 Wing Commander - Operations, HQ No 3 Group 
xx xxx 1940 Wing Commander - Flying, No 11 OTU - Bassingbourn 
xx xxx 1941 Officer Commanding, RAF Elsham Wolds 
11 Dec 1942 SASO, HQ No 1 Group 
 1 Dec 1943 Deputy SASO, HQ Bomber Command 
16 Jan 1945 AOC, No 5 Group 

xx xxx 1946 Chief Intelligence Officer, BAFO & Control Commission in Germany 
xx xxx 1947 Attended Imperial Defence College 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Constantine.htm
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 4 Oct 1948 SASO, HQ No 205 Group 
xx xxx 1950 Director of Intelligence 
15 Apr 1951 Director of Intelligence (Operations) 
18 Aug 1952 AOA, HQ Fighter Command 
17 Aug 1954 AOC, No 25 (Training) Group 
23 Apr 1956 Leave/familiarisation for new post? 
24 May 1956 Deputy Chief of Staff - Plans & Policy, HQ SHAPE 
 1 Mar 1959 AOC in C, Flying Training Command 
xx xxx 1959 – 
5 Feb 1960 Commandant, Air Training Corps 
25 Sep 1961 Commandant, Imperial Defence College 
On 10 December 1928, he was flying off Leysdown, when he crashed into the sea. Coming down 
approximately 200 yards off shore, he was rescued by two other RAF personnel, Flying Officer 
Walter Anderson and Corporal Thomas McTeague, who were both awarded the BEM for their 
gallantry. 
As an instructor at the CFS he led the school’s display team equipped with five Avro Tutors, having 
been a member of the team the previous year. As OC at Elsham Wold, he took part in the first 
'1,000 Bomber' raid against Cologne in May 1942. Taking command of No 5 Group towards the 
end of the war in Europe, he would have had the opportunity of leading this well-tried organisation 
in further action had the Americans not dropped the A-bomb. 5 Group had been earmarked as the 
first formation to join ‘Tiger Force’, the Commonwealth Bombing Force to be used in the Pacific but 
the attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki brought the war in the Far East to a close before the force 
could be deployed. 
In 1959, Flying Training Command took over control of the Air Training Corps from the recently 
disbanded Home Command. As a result Sir Hugh inherited the extra title of Commandant of the 
ATC, however he only kept this title until the New Year when it was delegated to an Air 
Commodore post, within FTC. At the same time FTC also took on responsibility for the 17 University 
Air Squadrons. Following retirement he accepted the part-time post of Co-ordinator of Anglo-
American community relations. 
From Henry Probert’s Bomber Harris: His Life and Times, Greenhill Books; New edition edition (15 
July 2006): 
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From The Times, 25 April 1992: 
Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh (Alex) Constantine, KBE, CB, DSO, a former Commander-in-Chief of 
Flying Training Command, died on April 16 aged 83. He was born on May 23, 1908. 
“CONNIE'” Constantine taught Douglas Bader to fly and, by coincidence, after Bader had bee 
crippled in an air crash, was one of those who cleared him to climb back into the cockpit. Among 
the compliments lavished upon Constantine, the one which he treasured most was paid him by his 
former pupil. “Connie was one hell of a pilot”, Bader said. 
Constantine never sought to be much more than that, despite his glittering RAF career. Within two 
years of passing out from RAF College, Cranwell, he was posted back as a young flying instructor. 
He went on to teach at the RAF's Central Flying School and to lead the display team forerunners of 
the Red Arrows which impressed spectators before the second world war by flying upside down in 
close formation. As a bespectacled group captain during the war he insisted on joining the first 
1,000-bomber raid over Cologne in 1942 an unusually frontline position for an officer of that rank. 
By the time he retired in 1964 he had flown more than 80 types of aircraft. 
He won the DSO in 1942 after commanding the bomber station at Elsham Wolds, Lincolnshire, and 
was mentioned in dispatches four times. The first occasion was in 1936 when he was serving with a 
armoured car company in Iraq and Palestine, attached to the Cameron Highlanders. 
Connie Constantine was educated at Christ's Hospital, before going to Cranwell, and started as a 
fighter pilot. But he moved to Bomber Command within a few years and remained there during the 
formative years of his career. Constantine's place in the history of the service was very much that of 
a mainstay in Bomber Command during the war when he became a protege of Marshal of the 
Royal Air Force Sir Arthur ``Bomber'' Harris. 
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He was senior air staff officer (SASO) with No 1 Group between 1943 and 1944 when he was 
handpicked by Harris to become deputy SASO at Bomber Command headquarters. Then in 
December that year Harris told him that he was to succeed the celebrated Sir Ralph Cochrane as 
Air Officer Commanding No 5 Group, already famous for its ‘Dam Buster’ operation. 
Constantine was still only 36, an unusually young age for promotion to Air Vice-Marshal even in the 
eal cumstances of war. 
During his time with No 5 Group at Waddington, Constantine worked closely with the scientist 
Brnes Wallis, inventor of the ‘bouncing bomb’ and won praise from General Montgomery for the 
precision bombing carried out by his aircraft in support of British troops crossing the Rhine. At the 
same time he was bitterly disappointed by what he saw as the lack of public recognition for 
Bomber Command after the war, despite the heavy casualties it had suffered. He remained an 
admirer of Harris throughout his life and at command renunions in later years always sat at his 
former C-in-C's right hand. 
Between 1956 and 1959 he was deputy chief of staff (plans and operations) at SHAPE in Paris, 
where he came into close contact with Montgomery. One of his responsibilities was to do much of 
Monty's entertaining something which Monty always looked upon as a choe wammander in chief 
of Flying Training Command between 1959 and 1961 a job in whih he was very much in his 
element then went on to be commandant of the Imperial Defence College from 1961 until 1964 
when he retired. For the next 13 years, however, he continued to work part-time at the Ministry of 
Defence as co-ordinator of Anglo-American community relations, helping to foster relations 
between the American airmen in this country and the British population. 
Over six foot tall and weighing 141/2 stone, Constantine was a promising boxer as a young man 
and was also a rugby forward of some distinction. He played for Leicester, the RAF and Eastern 
Counties and once was even given an England trial. 
He was a governor and almoner of Christ's Hospital, where he will be remembered through the 
Constantine prize for leadership. Among the other honours conferred upon him was an hon LLD 
from Warwick University. 
He married his wife Helen, an Australian, in 1936. She had gone to see the air display at Hendon, 
escorted by the actor Errol Flynn a keen amateur pilot and thus first saw her future husband flying 
upside down. They celebrated their golden wedding six years ago on the day that he left hospital 
after a triple heart bypass operation. He is survived by her and by their daughter. 
Copyright (C) The Times, 1992 
From The Times, 30 April 1992: 
A service of thanksgiving for the life and work of Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh Constantine was held 
yesterday at St Clement Danes, Strand. The Right Rev F.W. Cocks officiated. Marshal of the RAF Sir 
John Grandy read from the works of Canon Henry Scott Holland and Mr Marcus Hargreaves, 
grandson, read High Flight by Pilot Officer John Gillespie Magee. Air Chief Marshal Sir Peter 
Harding, gave an address. Among others present were: 
Lady Constantine (widow), Mrs John Moore (daughter), Mrs A H Owen (sister), Squadron Leader 
and Mrs John Owen; Vivian Countess of Munster, Aileen Viscountess Slim, Lord Monson, Lord 
Scarman (president, Malcolm Clubs), Lord Lawrence, Commander the Hon John Fremantle, Major 
the Hon Jeremy Monson, Sir Anthony Harris. 
Marshal of the RAF Sir Denis and Lady Spotswood, Air Chief Marshal SirRoger and Lady Palin, Air 
Chief Marshal Sir Denis Smallwood, Air Chief Marshal Sir Thomas Kennedy (RAF Benevolent Fund), 
Air Chief Marshal Sir Edmund and Lady Hudleston, Air Chief Marshal Sir John Barraclough, Air Chief 
Marshal Sir Neville and Lady Stack, Air Chief Marshal Sir Robert Freer, Air Chief Marshal Sir John 
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Aiken, Air Chief Marshal Sir Nigel Maynard, Air Chief Marshal Sir Brendan Jackson, Air Chief Marshal 
Sir Thomas Prickett, Air Chief Marshal Sir Kenneth Cross, Air Chief Marshal Sir Christopher Foxley-
Norris (Battle of Britain Fighter Association) and Lady Foxley-Norris, Air Chief Marshal Sir Neil and 
Lady Wheeler, Air Chief Marshal Sir Lewis Hodges, Air Chief Marshal Sir David Evans. 
Air Marshal Sir John Whitley, Air Marshal Sir Ernest and Lady Sidey, Air Marshal Sir Patrick and Lady 
Dunn, Air Marshal Sir Alan Davies (Anglo-American Relations, MOD), Air Marshal Sir John and Lady 
Curtiss, Air Marshal Sir Michael Simmons, Air Marshal Sir Roy Austen-Smith, Air Marshal Sir John 
Kemball, Lady Grandy, Lady McIndoe, Lady Heward, Lady Barnett, Lady Riches. 
Major-General W M E Hicks (Royal College of Defence Studies), Air Vice-Marshal T B Sherrington 
(RAF Support Command), Air Commodore J E Rooum (representing stahief of the Air Staff), Group 
Captain Ken Batchelor (chairman, Bomber Command Association), Mr James Forbes (treasurer, 
Christ's Hospital) with Captain M A Peary, RN (clerk) and Mr Richard C Poulton (headmaster); 
Major-General Desmond Gordon, Air Vice-Marshal and Mrs H A V Hogan, Air Vice-Marshal and 
Mrs J Elton, Air Vice-Marshal D O Crwys-Williams, Air Vice-Marshal F L Dodd, Air Commodore and 
Mrs Charles Widdows, Mr P B Lucas, Mr Frank Coven and Mrs Deputy Edwina Coven. 
Copyright (C) The Times, 1992 
2751. Sydney Hugh Peden MCLAUCHLAN. Signed 29 August 1953. Viewbank, Harthill 
Lanarkshire. 

194 
From The Journal of The College of General Practitioners and Research Newsletter, No. 26 Vol. II No. 
1: 
The following applications for membership were approved by the Board of Censors, December 
1959: S. H. P. McLAuCHLAN, M.B., CH.B., Viewbank, Harthill, Lanarkshire; 
From the LG, 11 September 1945: 
The undermentioned to be Medical Offrs., and are granted commns. in the rank of Lt. [on] 23rd July 
1945: Sydney Hugh Peden MCLAUCHLAN (351423). 
The LG, 24 February 1948 announced that he relinquished his commission on 23 December 1947. 
From http://www.yourannouncement.co.uk/3276359-obituary-mclauchlan: 
McLAUCHLAN, Alison Waddell 
Peacefully, at Wishaw General Hospital, on Wednesday, 16th December, 2009, Alison Waddell, 
beloved wife of the late Dr Sydney H.P. McLauchlan (retired GP Harthill)… 
2752. M DRYSDALE. Signed 29 August 1953. “Netherby”, Harthill, Lanarkshire. 

194 
Netherby, Harthill, Lanarkshire is mentioned in the Dundee Courier, Angus, Scotland, 10 Apr 1924 
under the heading DUNDEE MEDICAL POST IN REQUEST. 

http://www.yourannouncement.co.uk/3276359-obituary-mclauchlan
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2753. Flight Lieutenant ? E SMITH. Signed 14 September 1953. RAF Leeming. 

194 
He signed 14 August, but the signature above was dated 29 August and the one after 16 
September. Too many people named Smith in The Air Force List for July 1953 to match this 
signature. 
2754. Flying Officer Peter Muir ELLIOTT (572429). Signed 16 September 1953. RAF 
Grangemouth, Stirling. 

195 
He is listed in several editions of the LG. He resigned on 17 November 1962. 
2755. Flight Lieutenant Ronald Montgomery CRAWFORD (193465). Signed 19 September 
1953. No 35 Squadron, RAF Marham. 

195 
His Queen’s Commendation for Valuable Service in the Air was announced in the LG, 1 January 
1962. 
2756. Pilot Officer ? ? DIXON. Signed 19 September 1953. RAF West Freugh. 

195 
Too many Pilot Officers named Dixon in The Air Force List for July 1953 to identify this signature. 
2757. Acting Pilot Officer [later Wing Commander] William David PITTHAM OBE 
(3137385). Signed 28 September 1953. RAF Dalcross. 

195 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 11 June 1983. 
According to iannounce.co.uk, he died on 14 May 2008. His wife, Mary, died in April 2009. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Stations-D.htm#Dalcross: 
No 8 Flying Training School was based at RAF Dalcross from 1 May 1951 - 1 December 1953. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/FTS.htm: 
No 8 Flying Training School was formed on 1 January 1936 at Montrose in No 23 Group, it was 
transferred to No 21 Group on 1 January 1939 and was renamed No 8 Service Flying Training 
School on 3 September 1939. It was equipped with Harts and Oxfords for both single and multi-
engined training but on 24 June 1940 it re-classified as a single-engined (Group 1) school. It 

http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Stations-D.htm%23Dalcross
http://www.rafweb.org/FTS.htm
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disbanded into No 2 Flying Instructors School on 25 March 1942 and its role was taken over by No 
41 SFTS. 
It was reformed at Dalcross in No 23 Group on 1 May 1951 as a result of the expansion brought 
about by the Korean War, equipped with Oxfords. A month later, on 1 June, it was renamed No 8 
Advanced Flying School and in October 1952 was operating 64 Oxfords, I Tiger Moth and 5 
Chipmunks. It disbanded on 1 December 1953. 
Its final incarnation began on 1 June 1954 when No 203 Advanced Flying School at Driffield was 
redesignated. Equipped with Meteors initially, Provosts and Vampires were added later, before it 
moved to Swinderby on 22 August 1955. The school disbanded on 19 March 1964.  
2758. Acting Pilot Officer [later Flying Officer] Colin Murray HENDERSON (2564498). 
Signed 28 September 1953. RAF Dalcross. 

195 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2759. Acting Pilot Officer [later Wing Commander] John James MAYNARD (2547928). 
Signed 28 September 1953. RAF Dalcross. 

2760. 195 
The LG, 1 January 1969 announced his award of the Queen’s Commendation for Valuable Service in 
the Air. 
He was a Vampire pilot and signed many First Day Covers such as this one: 

 
2761. Acting Pilot Officer [later Pilot Officer] David COULSON (2563682). Signed 28 
September 1953. RAF Dalcross. 

195 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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2762. Flight Lieutenant Richard WOOD (56035) or Ronald Wood (203641). Signed 30 
September 1953. RAF White Waltham. 

195 
They are mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2763. Flight Lieutenant Hugh COOPER (35116). Signed 30 September 1953. RAF White 
Waltham. 

195 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2764. Flight Lieutenant David GUTHRIE (607014). Signed 9 October 1953. RAF Aldergrove. 

195 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He entered the RAF College in Jan 1947 and was a 
member of Course No 47, 'A' Sqn. He was commissioned on 27 Jul 1949 in the rank of Pilot Officer 
which was gazetted on 30 Aug 1949. He retired on 26 May 1966 in the rank of Sqn Ldr. During his 
career he qualified as a QFI at the Central Flying School. 
2765. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] John Michael COX (4046206). Signed 9 
October 1953. RAF Aldergrove. 

195 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2766. Flying Officer Anthony John ROBERTS (300211). Signed 9 October 1953. RAF 
Aldergrove. 

195 
He also signed this book on 13 April 1954. 
According to the LG, 15 June 1954, he relinquished his commission on 24 April 1954. 
2767. Wing Commander James Leslie SCHOOLING (138805). Signed 20 October 1953. RAF 
Turnhouse. 

195 
He also signed this book on 8 April 1954. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He was in the Provost Branch. Flight, 24 Deecember 
1954 announced that he was transferred to 2nd Tactical Air Force. 
According to mundia.com, he was born in West Bengal, India in 1911 and died in Brisbane, 
Queensland, Australia in 2000. 
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2768. Lieutenant Colonel William Augustine WALLER OBE MC MiD. Signed 28 October 
1953. School of Amphibious Warfare. 

195 
The Navy List for July 1953 lists him on the Army Staff of the Directing Staff of the School of 
Amphibious Warfare. 
From http://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/a-malaya-o.b.e.-and-dunkirk-m.c.-in-a-rare-group-
137-c-5ygxnb9nvm: 
A Malaya O.B.E. and Dunkirk M.C. in a rare group of ten awarded to Lieutenant-Colonel W.A. 
Waller, Duke of Wellington's Regiment Order Of The British Empire, O.B.E. (Military) 2nd type; 
Military Cross, G. VI.R.,the reverse officially dated '1940'; India General Service 1908-35, I clasp, 
North West Frontier 1935, M.I.D. (Lieut., D.W.R.); India General Service 1936- 39, 2 clasps, North 
West Frontier 1936-37, North West Frontier 1937-39, M.I.D. (Capt., D.W.R.); 1939-45 Star; France 
And Germany Star; Defence And War Medals; General Service 1918-62, 1 clasp, Malaya, G.VI.R., 
M.I.D. (Lt. Col., M.C., D.W.R.); Africa General Service 1902-56, 1 clasp, Kenya (Lt. Col., O.B.E., M. C., 
D.W. R.) very fine and a rare combination 10 O.B.E. LG,24 October 1950 M.C. LG,11 July 1940 M.I.D. 
LG,7 February 1936 ( Looe Agra and Mohmand), 18 February 1938 ( N.W.F. 1936-37 , and 19 May 
1950 (Malaya). William Augustine Waller was born in 1909 and served in the ranks for 6 years 19 
days. He was commissioned 2nd Lieut., D.W.R., on 29 January 1931, and as Lieutenant and later 
Captain, served on the North West Frontier of India 1935-39 he was mentioned in despatches for 
meritorious services rendered in the Looe Agra operations, Feb-May, 1935, and again for 
operations on the North West Frontier 1936-37 At Dunkirk in 1940 Captain Waller was severely 
wounded whilst commanding C Coy. in a magnificent defence against the enemy, and 
subsequently awarded the Military Cross. Waller was serving in Malaya and Singapore from 
September 1947 until August 1950, the last two years as A.Q.M.G., H.Q. Singapore District ( O.B.E. 
and M.I.D.). After three years as A.A. & Q.M.G. at the School of Amphibious Warfare, Waller was 
appointed, on I I April 1956, A.Q.M.G., G.H.Q. East Africa, during the latter stages of the Man Man 
rebellion in Kenya. 
2769. Lieutenant-Commander Michael Robert Russell KIRKWOOD MiD (twice). Signed 28 
October 1953. School of Amphibious Warfare. 

195 
The Navy List for July 1953 lists him on the Naval Staff of the Directing Staff of the School of 
Amphibious Warfare. 
The LG, 27 July 1943 and 24 April 1945 announced his Mention in Despatches. 
From http://uboat.net/allies/commanders/1433.html: 
1 Aug 1940  S.Lt. 
16 Mar 1942  Lt. 
16 Mar 1950  Lt.Cdr. 
Retired    28 June 1958 
HMS Ultor (P 53)  Lt. Submarine 25 May 1945 - 14 Jun 1945 

http://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/a-malaya-o.b.e.-and-dunkirk-m.c.-in-a-rare-group-137-c-5ygxnb9nvm
http://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/a-malaya-o.b.e.-and-dunkirk-m.c.-in-a-rare-group-137-c-5ygxnb9nvm
http://uboat.net/allies/commanders/1433.html
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HMS Vulpine (P 79) Lt. Submarine 17 Jun 1945 - Oct 1945? 
From http://britsub.zxq.net/html/uclass_gp2_1940.html: 

 
H.M. Submarine Ultor 

 
2770. Lieutenant-Colonel Peter Bayliss CLARKE BSc MB ChB MC (429499). Signed 28 
October 1953. School of Amphibious Warfare. 

196 
The Navy List for July 1953 lists him on the Army Staff of the Directing Staff of the School of 
Amphibious Warfare. 

http://britsub.zxq.net/html/uclass_gp2_1940.html
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2771. Pilot Officer ? ? BRANAN. Signed 12 November 1953. Aberdeen University Air 
Squadron. 

196 
 
2772. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Duncan Menzies Soutar SIMPSON OBE CEng 
FImechE (4035665). Signed 15 November 1953. Central Fighter Establishment, RAF West 
Raynham. 

196 
He also signed this book on 18 September 1956 giving Hawker Aircraft Ltd as his address. 
From http://cammfollowers.org/general/pilots_and_flying_organisations.html: 
Duncan Simpson OBE CEng FIMechE FRAeS by Tim Hammond, October 2009 
Duncan Menzies Soutar Simpson was born in 1927 and joined the De Havilland Aeronautical 
Technical School in 1945 and was there until 1948. In 1949 he joined the Royal Air Force, and after 
training joined 222 Squadron and flew Gloster Meteors. He then served with the Central Fighter 
Establishment flying Vampires, Meteors, Venoms, Swifts, Sabres and Hunters. His last flying in the 
RAF was in the Hunter 1 and Hunter 2, on Service trials at the Central Fighter Establishment, West 
Raynham. 

 
Duncan left the Royal Air Force at the end of October 1954 and drove his motor car – with all his 
possessions, down to Dunsfold aerodrome to join Hawker Aircraft Ltd as a test pilot. He did test 
flying of the Sea Fury, Hunter, P1127, Kestrel, Harrier, Sea Harrier and Hawk. Duncan was promoted 
to Chief Test pilot in June 1970. The photo above shows him in March 1972 in the cockpit of 
Hurricane PZ865 on the occasion of his delivery of it to the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight. He was 
the first pilot to fly the Hawk in August 1974. He left Hawkers in 1978 and became the Deputy 
Director of the Society of British Aircraft Manufacturers (SBAC). 
Flying Sir Sydney Camm aeroplanes from the Hawker stable by Duncan Simpson OBE, September 
2009 
I suppose I have been lucky in being able to fly aircraft designed by Sir Sydney and his team at 
Kingston for so many years, particularly so since I joined Hawkers as a test pilot in 1954. 
The Hawker Tomtit 

http://cammfollowers.org/general/pilots_and_flying_organisations.html
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This delightful aeroplane made its first flight in November 1929. Slightly larger than the Tiger Moth, 
it was designed a two-seat ab initio trainer. It was, as all Camm aircraft, a robust airframe and 
powered by the Mongoose or Wolsesley AR9 engine. The Tomtit was pleasant to fly with a 
spacious and comfortable cockpit. The flying controls were well balanced and aerobatics were 
straightforward. 
The Hawker Hart 

 
The Hart formed the basis of a large variety of aeroplanes built for the R.A.F. and exported 
overseas. Hawker retained the 13th aircraft on the production line, built in 1930, flying on the civil 
register as G-ABMR. This is shown, at right,at Brooklands, with the banked motor racing circuit 
visible behind it. It was this aircraft that I was privileged to fly for eighteen years, and now has a 
place in the RAF Museum at Hendon, resplendent in the colours of No. 57 Squadron. This is shown 
below at Dunsfold. A full report on flying the Hart was published in theAeroplane Monthly in 
November 1988. The Hart, powered by the Rolls-Royce Kestrel engine, handled well for a relatively 
large 'two-seat day bomber'. Aerobatics were straightforward, with roll control being its weakest 
feature. Low wing loading gave excellent slow flying characteristics, but care was necessary on 
landing to achieve a three pointer. Brakes were not its greatest feature. 
The Italic texts have been added by Tim Hammond The photo above shows G-ABMR in 57 
squadron markings at Duxford in 1972 before delivery to the RAF Museum at Hendon. The photo 
below shows the same aircraft and also a Harrier. 

 
The Hawker Hurricane 
The Hawker Hurricane first flew in 1935 and was put into large scale production in 1937 — just in 
time. Fourteen and a half thousand were built and it saw service in every theatre between 1939 and 
1945. My flying in the Hurricane was restricted to two aeroplanes: 
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1)PZ865 —The Last of the Many — was retained by Hawker and eventually transferred to the Battle 
of Britain Memorial Flight in 1972. 
2)The 'Strathallan' Hurricane was built in Canada (RCAF 5337) and restored to flying condition by 
Strathallan engineers. 
PZ865 

 
Hurricane Mk. 2C serial PZ865, with "The Last of the Many!" painted behind the cockpit, flown by 
George Bullman in 1944. 
Now for flying the Hurricane. PZ865 handled well, although relatively heavy on the controls. It was 
docile and had an excellent turning performance. Lateral control became heavy at the higher 
speeds. A spacious comfortable cockpit with conventional controls and standard instruments. 
Starting the engine was simple; the Rolls Royce Merlin fired up easily and soon settled down to a 
regular beat. After a brief run up to check the magnetos – supervised by Messrs Scott and Bailey – 
taxying was straightforward with reasonable brakes and a wide track undercarriage. Line up for 
take-off with little tendency to swing. 
In the air the Hurricane was docile and easy to handle. The ailerons were heavy at the higher 
speeds, the elevators and rudder reasonably balanced by contemporary standards. Longitudinal 
trim was adequate but sensitive to correct ballast in the tail. 
Turning performance was good and the vision from the cockpit only fair due to the metalwork of 
the hood. The Hurricane was very strong, a good stable gun platform, and was cleared for a 
remarkable array of 20 mm cannon, rockets and bombs. The standard initial fit was for eight .303 
Browning guns in the wings. PZ 865 was a Mk 2c and was originally fitted with four 20 mm cannon. 
Landing the Hurricane was straightforward. With the hood open down wind and finals vision was 
good; little tendency to swing after touchdown. 
As I sat in the Chief Test Pilot's office at Dunsfold in 1972, a message came through from Kingston 
that the Hawker historic aircraft had been promised to the Royal Air Force Museum at Hendon. 
These aircraft had been retained by the Company as examples of their proud heritage for some 
fifty years. They were looked after by Messrs Scott and Bailey, engineers in the Experimental Shop 
and supervised by Bert Hayward, Senior Foreman who had joined Harry Hawker in 1918 (to look 
after his motor car!) They were flown at UK air displays by the Hawker Test Pilots, giving pleasure to 
thousands. 
The Cygnet, Sir Sydney's first Hawker design was hardly a candidate for the RAF Museum. 
The Hart had been flying for forty years seemed worthy of a place at Hendon (The Shuttleworth 
Collection had a Hind flying). 
The Sea Fury, which we had obtained from the Royal Navy, was destined for the RN Historic Flight. 
But the Hurricane was fully serviceable and we hoped it would continue to fly. 
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Something had to be done! But with care - - - -. Several of our Air Marshal friends went into action 
(I wonder how they found out!) to ensure that PZ 865 would go to the Battle of Britain Memorial 
Flight. I received a telephone call from the General Manager at Kingston, saying that a decision had 
been reached to divert our Hurricane to the Memorial Flight at Coltishall. I asked him to repeat the 
message, and without more ado I rang Bert Hayward in 'Experimental'. 
“Is the Hurricane serviceable?” I asked. 
The answer “Yes”, – so I continued “Please prepare it to fly to RAF Coltishall with the log book 
made up to date this afternoon.” (I wanted it there – quick). 
So we took some photographs of the Hart, Cygnet, and our Hurricane for the last time, and I set 
course for Coltishall. I was met by the Flight Sergeant who was delighted and surprised at the 
arrival of his new charge. “Don't worry, Sir, we shall look after it!” 
I signed off the log book and met the Station Commander, Group Captain Joe Gilbert who had just 
been informed of my arrival. 
It was a privilege to fly PZ 865 for some eighteen years at various displays around the country until 
I delivered it to the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight at Coltishall on 29th March 1972. It remains in 
the care of the BBMF to this day, magnificently maintained and restored. I trust they will keep it 
flying for many years to come. 
Strathallan Hurricane 

 
Strathallan Hurricane Mk. 2B serial RCAF 5337, which Duncan Simpson flew between 1973 and 
1983. It was painted as 605 squadron aircraft 'A' and serial number P3308. The badge of Squadron 
Leader Archie McKellar is visible under the cockpit canopy. 
In June 1973 I was asked to go up to Strathallan (near Perth) to do the initial flights on their 
Hurricane Mk 2 B for a Certificate of Airworthiness. 
This aircraft was built in Canada and had been acquired by the Strathallan Collection following the 
filming of 'The Battle of Britain'. 
It was reported that the handling on this aeroplane was 'poor' and it displayed an array of tabs on 
the ailerons. We decided to revert to what we thought was standard for the flight. 
Sure enough, after take off I found the ailerons to be massively overbalanced and my first thoughts 
were to put the aeroplane back on the ground! It was there discovered that the ailerons had been 
rebuilt with a non-standard 'wedge' trailing edge. A new set were exchanged from a static 
aeroplane and the problem was cured. 
The Hurricane was finished in the colours of Squadron Leader Archie McKellar DFC* of 605 
squadron who had been shot down in the Battle of Britain. Archie accounted for some twenty two 
enemy fighters, six in one day. 
I was lucky enough to be able to extend my flying, post Dunsfold, in this 'Scottish' Hurricane until it 
was returned to Canada some ten years later. Sadly it was lost in a fire at the Canadian Warplane 
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Heritage. The Strathallan engineers had done a magnificent job in restoring this Hurricane; to lose 
it in this way was sad. 
The Sea Fury 

 
Sea Fury FB11 serial WF619. It was delivered to the Royal Navy in 1951 and served until 1956, it was 
later sold to the Cuban Air Force. 

 
TF956, which served with 805 Squadron RNAS, at the time of handover to the Royal Navy. 
This magnificent Naval Fighter could be described as the ultimate piston engined fighter. It looked 
right, being descended from the Typhoon and the Tempest. 
The Sea Fury was a delight to fly; it handled so well with its spring tab controls which were well 
harmonised. The Centaurus engine gave an impressive performance, it ran with the aircraft inverted 
and was smooth. 
The Fury required some care due to its all-round performance. It was essential to lock the tailwheel 
on take-off and landing to prevent a swing. Due to the power and torque, opening the throttle on 
take-off needed caution until experience was gained — with full port trim set before rolling. 
The cockpit was spacious and the vision from the clear hood was excellent — but forward vision 
was limited on the ground due to the bulk of the closely cowled engine. 
In March 1958 I was dispatched, at short notice, to our Hawker factory at Squires Gate, Blackpool, 
to fly re-conditioned Sea Furies which we were still delivering to Cuba and Burma. 
I had never flown a Fury before, but I trusted that my upbringing on Harvards would stand me in 
good stead. 
All I had to help me in this task was a set of Pilot's Notes in one hand and the Flight Test Schedule 
in the other. 
I briefed myself as thoroughly as possible and climbed aboard the formidable machine, settled in 
and went through all the pre-start checks three times over. 
Starting the Centaurus by cartridge very much depended on the correct priming. Normally they 
went well, but occasionally they backfired and ran down after a loud report. 
Taxying out was straightforward – no cooling problems – vision from the clear canopy very good. 
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Line up on the runway and open up – but carefully and progressively. This brute was powerful with 
a tendency to swing with the torque effect. 2600 horsepower from the magnificent Bristol engine. 
Full throttle just before lift off, and a lively acceleration into the climb. Pull the pitch lever back and 
thence the automatic pitch control was dependant on boost. 
What a machine! The ultimate in piston engined fighters. Fast, manoeuvrable with spring tab 
controls all round. A Hawker masterpiece. 
On a first flight with a new engine, it is essential to 'run-in' at various r.p.m and boost settings for 
specified times From Blackpool this gave a leisurely tour of the Lake District on a clear day and a 
chance to sit back and appreciate this wonderful aeroplane. 
Then a climb to over 20,000 ft with various aerobatics and inverted flight – the engine ran smoothly 
upside down! The aircraft was flown to all the limits in terms of g and IAS of some 435 Knots (501 
mph) below 10,000 feet. Check all round instruments and systems and eventually a cruise back to 
Blackpool for landing. 
An essential check downwind was to lock the tailwheel – in fact a double check on finals, otherwise 
a swing on landing could prove disastrous. 
Fury production testing continued at Dunsfold until July 1963. These were reconditioned RN 
aircraft, several of which we delivered from RNAS Lossiemouth in the North of Scotland. These 
aircraft had not flown for some years but all the ferry flights went well. They were subsequently 
tested before delivery to Germany for target towing duties. 
My last flight in a Sea Fury took place much later in January 1972. Hawkers had obtained TF956, the 
first production FB 11, from the Navy to restore it to flying condition – for onward delivery to the 
RN Historic Flight. 
In fact it was transferred to RNAS Yeovilton for the finishing touches before flight, and I was asked 
by Admiral Fell if I could go down and make the initial flights. This I eventually did and handed it 
over to the Navy Historic Flight after two sorties. 
The occasion was celebrated in traditional Naval fashion, and witnessed by pilots who had flown 
this aircraft in the Korean conflict. 
It was indeed a privilege to fly this naval fighter, one of Sir Sydney's favourite designs. 
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The Hawker Hunter

 
P1067 first protoype Hunter serial number WB188, which first flew on 20 July 1951, photographed 
by Cyril Peckham in 1951 or 1952. 

 
WT622 a Mark F1 Hunter of the first production batch, with its airbrake extended. It was aircraft 'G' 
of 43 Squadron, the first to be equipped with the Hunter, and was painted with their black and 
white checks. The shell links collection fairings had not yet been fitted. July 1955. 
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An ex Swiss Air Force Hunter F58 at Duxford in May 2006. The starboard shell link collection fairing 
can be clearly seen and the gun port blast deflectors were also fitted. 
I first flew the Hunter Mk 1 on the first delivery to the RAF, and immediately started the Service 
Trials at the Central Fighter Establishment (CFE). The Mk 1 had a Rolls-Royce Avon engine and was 
closely followed by the Mk 2 with an Armstrong Siddeley Sapphire. 
The early Hunters held much promise. They were fast — 625 knots (720 mph) — transonic and 
climbed to 50,000 feet in reasonable time — but early troubles with the engine handling, 
particularly on the Avon, had to be overcome. Handling was generally good, but was later 
improved with extended leading edges to the wing on the Hunter 4 and subsequently. One of the 
serious problems on the early Mk 1 + 2 was longitudinal handling at high speed; this required 
extensive mods to the tailplane and elevator and the introduction of fully powered flying controls. 
Canopy misting on long descents was an early problem. Our F86 Sabres (in RAF service from April 
1953 to June 1956) were held as an example as to how the problem could be overcome! 
Then we came to the introduction of the 200 series Avon engine and the extensive development 
into the Marks FGA9 and FR10 Hunters. These were magnificent machines and everybody's 
favourites. Excellent all-round fighters which were exported to 20 countries, and continued to fly 
operationally for many years. 
As some used to say, “It is not only what the Hunter did — it was the way that it did it!” It was very 
strong and forgiving of the unwary. 
I could write much more about this wonderful aeroplane; I was lucky enough to fly it for twenty two 
years, in the RAF and as a Test Pilot with the Hawker Company, including many overseas countries 
to which it was exported. 
The Harrier 

 
A Harrier at Dunsfold in 1972. 
Now we enter a new era — not just a new aeroplane, but one which offered the RAF and Navy a 
new concept of operations. One must not forget the United States Marine Corps. 
In 1957 the Defence White Paper was issued — full of gloom for the future of manned aircraft. 
Hawker's at that time were well ahead with a Mach 2.4 prototype — the P1121 — and the P1129, 
equivalent of the TSR2. 
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It was obvious to Sir Sydney Camm and the Hawker Board that these projects had little chance of 
survival. Something drastic had to be done. 
Sir Sydney wrote to Stanley Hooker of Bristol Siddeley. 
What are you doing about Vertical Take-off? 
I don't want another Flying Test Bed — we must build a fighter. 
I don't like the Rolls-Royce idea of lift engines. 
Hooker then visited him at Kingston and the rest is history. Prototype was designed, built and 
flown in eighteen months — the P1127. Five more prototypes followed by nine Kestrels, based on 
the sixth aircraft, for the 3-nation evaluation squadron. A great success and the Americans took 6 
aircraft back to the States. This was followed in 1968 by the US Marines deciding on the Harrier and 
in 1969 the RAF Harrier Conversion Team of four instructors arrived at Dunsfold. The first five 
aircraft were delivered to RAF Wittering in May 1969. 
The conversion of No. 1 Squadron followed and the Harrier has taken a distinguished past in the 
Falklands and all other conflicts since that date —. 
The V/STOL and conventional handling on the Harrier has been dramatically improved since the 
early days and the addition of successive increases in weapon carriage and aiming make the Mk 9 
aeroplane one of the best ground support operations in 2009 — particularly in Afghanistan. 
The Hawk 

 
The number 100 squadron Hawk XX285 was photographed at Duxford in 2007 painted in their 90th 
anniversary colours. 
Although Sir Sydney died before he saw the Hawk fly, it was his team who were responsible for its 
design. It still has much left after thirty five years in service. 
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From http://thetartanterror.blogspot.co.uk/2005_11_01_archive.html: 

 

http://thetartanterror.blogspot.co.uk/2005_11_01_archive.html
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From http://www.iaopa.eu/mediaServlet/storage/gamag/feb11/p42-p47.pdf:

http://www.iaopa.eu/mediaServlet/storage/gamag/feb11/p42-p47.pdf
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2773. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Peter Daniel DRISCOLL (4044919). Signed 19 
November 1953. No 96 Squadron, RAF Ahlhorn, 2nd Tactical Air Force. 

196 
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According to the LG, 2 September 1958, he relinquished his commission on 23 August 1958 on 
account of medical unfitness for Air Force service. 
2774. Flight Lieutenant Harold Edmonde ISHERWOOD-BENNETT. Signed 19 November 
1953. No 96 Squadron, RAF Ahlhorn, 2nd Tactical Air Force, Germany. 

196 
According to http://www.adenveterans.org.uk/newavamembers2/html/i.html, he was with Nos 21 
and 84 Squadrons. 
From http://ukmamsoba.org/remote_places.html: 
I did a fair bit of flying with 21 Sqn - their trips were usually one-off, and interesting. I persuaded 
the irascible Dakota pilot Mike (Isherwood) Bennett to take me along to Kamaran Island, at the 
Southern end of the Red Sea. It was a fascinating trip, including the zero feet pass across the 
completely flat island. I spent the day snorkelling. 
From http://www.96squadron.org.uk/normanspence.htm: 
RAF Ahlhorn, 2nd A.T.A.F By Norman Spence. 
On the 23.1.1953, I made my first flight on 96 Sqn., RAF Ahlhorn, a sector recce with Mike440 
Isherwood-Bennett, in WM150 (METEOR NF11). We took off at 1117 hrs. and were airborne for 
exactly 1 hour. There had been little or no flying prior to this date because of bad weather 
conditions, primarily snow. 
From http://www.207squadron.rafinfo.org.uk/northolt-pembroke-C9.htm: 

 
Northolt, Pembroke. back: 'Gary' Baldie - 2 - Geoffrey Dalton – 4; front: Larry Hooke - Budd Beard - 
Mike Isherwood-Bennett. 
2775. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Joseph GIRVAN (54097). Signed 26 
November 1953. HQ Fighter Command, Bentley Priory, Stanmore. 

196 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 12 June 1973. 

                                                 
440 There’s no one named Isherwood-Bennett in The Air Force List for July 1953 

http://www.adenveterans.org.uk/newavamembers2/html/i.html
http://ukmamsoba.org/remote_places.html
http://www.96squadron.org.uk/normanspence.htm
http://www.207squadron.rafinfo.org.uk/northolt-pembroke-C9.htm
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2776. Flight Lieutenant William BENNETT (49979). Signed 4 December 1953. HQ Fighter 
Command, Stanmore Park. 

196 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2777. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Ian Donald BOLTON DFC (126827). 
Signed 23 December 1953. HQ 12 Group, RAF Newton. 

196 
He also signed this book on 11 January 1954. 
His DFC, whilst an Acting Flight Lieutenant with No 50 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 20 April 
1945. 
From http://gbstalag.signourguestbook.com/guestbook?username=gbstalag&trail=950: 
“My father Ian Bolton was a pilot and shot down along with the American journalist Lowell Bennett 
and spent a large part of the war in Stalag Luft 1, his war experiences never left him. This has been 
a fascinating insight into his life. He died 10 years ago. If anyone knew him please get in touch. 
Though he is listed here as being from England, as a proud Scotsman ,I feel it should read either 
Scots or British.” 
Fiona Avern, 19 March 1909 
From http://lancasterdiary.net/guestbook.php: 
“My dad, George Brown, was a Flt St with 50 Squadron flying out of RAF Skellingstorpe, and he flew 
Lancs. His Pilot Officer was Ian Bolton, and their plane was shot down in a raid on Berlin the night 
of December 3, 1943. Dad was taken prisoner and was in Stalag Luft 1VB for a while. He escaped 
and was recaptured a few times. I have his log book, which makes for interesting reading. Sadly, 
dad died in 2002 and I think all his old crew are dead. I did make internet connection with Ian 
Bolton's daughter a while ago.” 
Derek Brown, 28 August 2013 
From The Desert News, 22 January 1944: 

 

 

http://gbstalag.signourguestbook.com/guestbook?username=gbstalag&trail=950
http://lancasterdiary.net/guestbook.php
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For more on the above story, see an article in St Petersburg Times, 5 May 1944 
http://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=888&dat=19440505&id=EKFPAAAAIBAJ&sjid=yE4DAAA
AIBAJ&pg=6717,122370. 
From http://iagenweb.org/boards/cerrogordo/documents/index.cgi?read=443321: 
Liberation of Stalag Luft 1, Barth Germany, April 30, 1945 
The Globe Gazette, Mason City, Cerro Gordo County, Iowa, May 10, 1945, p. 10 
9,000 FREED AIRMEN WERE "IN on KILL" IN GERMANY 
Mason Cityans Among Group That Seized Prison Camp 
EDITOR'S NOTE: Three Mason City and Clear Lake air force war prisoners known to have been at 
the Barth prison camp, northern Germany, were among the 9,000 freed allied airmen 'in on the kill' 
as told in this remarkable story by Lowell Bennett, International News Service correspondent, who 
had also been a prisoner at Barth. 
The Mason Cityans are Lt. Donald G. HARRER, Lt. Melvin J. SPENCER and the Clear Lake man, Flight 
Officer Roy B. MARTIN. This is Correspondent Bennett's first dispatch since his liberation from the 
nazi prison camp. 
Bennett parachuted into German captivity Dec. 3, 1943, when a British bomber from which he was 
reporting a raid on Berlin was shot down. 
By LOWELL BENNETT 
Barth, Pomerania, May 1. (Delayed). - (INS) - Nine thousand allied air force war prisoners who were 
my companions in Stalag Luft No. 1 were liberated in time to go back to the war today and be in 
on the kill. 
These men, who for long months and years waited for this wonderful day, have taken more than 
200 square miles of German territory, have linked up with the Russians and now are waiting to go 
home after their long exile. 
Total casualties of their entire operation so far is one man killed. 
During the past 12 hours they have seized their prison camp, captured 3 towns, an important air 
field and flak school and large quantities of equipment and fuel. Moreover, they have taken almost 
2,000 German prisoners. 
A junction has been established with the Russian forces battering westward from Stettinand our 
joint victory in Pomerania is being riotously celebrated. 
Under the command of Col. Hubert Zemke, a fighter ace from Missoula, Mont., and a royal 
Canadian air force captain, the prisoners in this camp - the largest prison camp for allied air force 
officers in Europe - have made an important contribution to the final occupation of Germany. 

http://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=888&dat=19440505&id=EKFPAAAAIBAJ&sjid=yE4DAAAAIBAJ&pg=6717,122370
http://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=888&dat=19440505&id=EKFPAAAAIBAJ&sjid=yE4DAAAAIBAJ&pg=6717,122370
http://iagenweb.org/boards/cerrogordo/documents/index.cgi?read=443321
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They also have made an important contribution to the establishment of first-class relations 
between the western and eastern allies on this northern front. 
The action began last night when the advancing Russian armies ahd reached the nearby sea base 
at Griefswald. 
Long-rehearsed operations got under way. We were fully prepared for such an eventuality. The 
"kriegies" (our abbreviation for the unwieldy tongue-twisting German word Kriegesgefangenen for 
war prisoners) captured the guard towers and the radio station. 
Scouts were dispatched in every direction and fully armed skirmish and picket lines were 
established. Expeditionary forces were organized to seize the entire area. 
Little opposition was encountered by the airmen, who, operating on the ground for the first time, 
disarmed the Germans they encountered and swiftly captured 50 vehicles, thousands of weapons 
and 3,000 gallons of fuel. 
Five neighboring prisoner of war camps and a concentration camp in the vicinity were liberated. 
Quickly afterward, the liberated airmen capture Barth's air base, where they seized 14 planes intact 
and 18 others which were damaged only slight. 
Our attempts to get in touch with the Russians at Stralsund and Greifswald by radio and telephone 
were unsuccessful. 
But this evening 2 of our scouts returned to camp with a Russian first lieutenant, Nich Karmytoff. 
This 22-year-old veteran red army infantry officer who had fought his way from Stalingrad to Barth, 
established the first Russian contact with the western allies in the Baltic. 
Complete liaison with the Russians was quickly established. 
At this writing, Col. Zemke's forces are in control of teh 175 square miles of Pomeranian territory 
and have taken almost 2,000 prisoners who they are making final arrangements to had over to the 
Russians and then go home. 
Paris has the American army had a more enthusiastic welcome. 
There was no formal parade by American units, though the Czech crowds loyally cheered every 
Yank motorcycle messenger, truckload of gasoline or jeep that drove past. But you could feel they 
were waiting for something - something they hadn't seen in almost 7 years. A Czech army 
marching through a Czech city under its own flags. 
Shortly before dusk word swept through the waiting thousands that a Czech army unit had entered 
the city. A few moments later the first car rolled into the city square. Three Czech girls in brightly 
colored native dresses waved the Czech flag at the crowd and they went wild. 
I have heard many crowd demonstrations, but none like the peculiar sound that rose from these 
oppressed people celebrating their first full day of liberation. The column contained only about 50 
cars - a few ack ack guns, some Bren gun carriers, some civilian cars and a number of wheezy old 
derelict trucks decked with flowers and banners. Three German tanks could have destroyed it in 15 
minutes. 
By as a symbol, that column was matchless. A cry burst from every throat as the first vehicle 
entered the parade area and as each car limped past the volume of sound grew greater. 
One truck that brought the loudest cheers had painted across its side "From Dunkerquie to Pilsen 
to Prague." 
Many persons in the crowd knew that even the German tanks - remnants of forces that hadn't 
surrendered - were shooting up the center of their capital city. 
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One truck broke down near the end of the parade, greatly embarrassing the driver, who was a 
veteran of Dunkerque. But the crowd immediately made him their favorite. By the time the parade 
was over they had covered his vehicle with flowers, and by nightfall it looked more like a curbside 
florist's stand than a truck. 
NOTE: Stalag Luft 1 was located approximately 105 miles northwest of Berlin and two miles from 
the village of Barth on a strip of barren land which extended into the the Baltic Sea. According to 
the Stalag Luft 1 website (www.merkki.com/) Lt. Donald G. HARRER was housed in the South 
compound; Lt. Melvin J. SPENCER and SSgt. Roy B. MARTIN Jr. were housed in North 1 compound. 
Stalag Luft 1 was liberated on April 30, 1945 by Russian troops. 
From Flight, 17 January 1963: 
A New Year Honour which gave pleasure in Scottish university air squadron circles was the 
appointment of the Glasgow UAS secretary, Miss Margaret Sinclair, as an MBE (Flight International, 
last week). She has been secretary since the squadron was formed in 1941, when the present CO, 
Wg Cdr Ian Bolton, was a student and one of the initial applicants. 
From Peter Jacobs’ Stay the Distance: The Life and Times of Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir 
Michael Beetham, Frontline Books (17 Feb 2011): 
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From http://www.rafjever.org/sharecurrent.htm: 

 
2778. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] George STRANGE AMBIM (144020). 
Signed 5 January 1954. No 263 Squadron, RAF Wattisham. 

196 

http://www.rafjever.org/sharecurrent.htm
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He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired, at his own request, on 2 July 1974. 
2779. Squadron Leader Ernest Maxwell HIGSON AM (Korean War) (152607). Signed 9 
January 1954. Day Fighter Leader's Squadron, RAF West Raynham. 

196 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired, at his own request, on 30 March 1978. 
According to http://www.korean-war-medals.com/united_kingdom/awards.shtml, he was awarded 
the Air Medal on 6 August 1954 (announced in the LG, 10 August 1954). 
2780. Squadron Leader (Reverend) J A BEATTIE (501838). Signed 11 January 1954. RAF 
Coningsby. 

196 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 3 April 1954. 
2781. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Ian Donald BOLTON DFC (126827). 
Signed 11 January 1954. HQ 12 Group. 

196 
He also signed this book on 23 December 1953. 
2782. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] William KENT AFC (149636). Signed 11 
January 1954. HQ 12 Group. 

196 
He also signed this book on 5 February 1954. 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 1 January 1955. 
From http://www.uk-ufo.org/condign/histcharlie4.htm: 
Abstract 
Six months before Kenneth Arnold’s seminal sighting of a formation of nine strange objects above 
the Cascade Mountains, unidentified flying objects were tracked by Britain’s Air Defence radars. 
“Flying Saucers” and UFOs were concepts that had not been invented when a RAF station placed an 
urgent call to HQ Fighter Command reporting an unusual blip moving towards the English coast. It 
was January 1947, and the war-weary country was bracing itself for the arrival of some of the most 
severe winter weather ever experienced in Britain. As temperatures fell below freezing, gale force 
winds were followed by six weeks of heavy snow. Public transport ground to a halt and the 
Government were forced to set up a ‘crisis Cabinet’ as power cuts plunged the country into chaos. 
In the midst of this ferocious winter eastern England began to receive visits from what the RAF 
described in official records as ‘an unidentified high-flying aircraft’. This ‘ghost aircraft’ was by 
definition an ‘unidentified flying object.’ 
This paper summarises all the available information relating to these important, pre-Kenneth 
Arnold incidents from the UK. It is based upon evidence collected from official files held by the 

http://www.korean-war-medals.com/united_kingdom/awards.shtml
http://www.uk-ufo.org/condign/histcharlie4.htm
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Public Record Office (PRO) in London, newspaper archives and interviews with former Royal Air 
Force personnel who played a part in Operation Charlie. 
1. X-raids, 1945-46 
During the course of the research into these incidents we appealed for information from RAF 
aircrew and fighter control personnel who served during the post-war period. We received two 
replies from senior RAF officers who had been present when unusual echoes were detected by 
Britain’s air defence radar system. The initial incidents occurred during the period 1945-47, 
immediately before and after the ‘ghost rocket’ wave in Scandinavia. At this time Flight Lieutenant 
Geoffrey Easterling was posted to the Filter Room at RAF No 12 Group, Watnall, Nottinghamshire, 
where information from coastal radar stations was collated and plotted. 12 Group was responsible 
for the air defence of a large swathe of the English east coast and North Sea approaches. Easterling 
recalled: 
“During this time incidents of very high-flying aircraft were not too uncommon. There were lots of 
what we called X-raids picked up on the long-range Chain Home radars – unidentified, high-
altitude and spasmodic. They did not register with any of the civilian airlines and they were too 
high for that. Whilst I remember the events of January 1947, I can also remember one or two 
similar approaches whilst at Watnall from late September 1945 into January 1946. These were very 
high. They came over the top of the lobes at 35,000 feet estimated and very fast. This caused a bit 
of panic and doubt as that sort of height was much beyond any of our aircraft (which we knew 
about). There was of course talk of Russian spy planes monitoring our radio frequencies and our 
R/T communications. It was suggested they had devices which could ascertain the limits of our 
radar (by an internal device which they had), but all of this was a bit ‘pie in the sky’ and of course 
Top Secret in those days – it was all treated with a great deal of doubt and suspicion, no doubt 
because such heights and speeds had never been seen by the old hands with wartime raid 
reporting experience.” 1 
Flt Lt Easterling remains convinced these high-flying tracks were Soviet aircraft flying to and from 
bases in occupied Germany. “It was a fairly common thing during the Cold War,” he said. “We put 
these X-raids down to Russian bears. Sometimes aircraft were scrambled but nothing was seen.” 
Suspicion of Soviet intentions in Western Europe was endemic and in 1947 the former Prime 
Minister, Winston Churchill, made his famous speech describing how an “Iron Curtain” had 
descended across the European continent. It was logical, in this climate of mutual hostility, that 
Britain’s defence chiefs would consider the possibility that the ‘ghost planes’ tracked over the 
North Sea were a form of advanced Russian intruder aircraft, developed using cutting-edge 
German technology captured at the end of the war. 
2. The Ghost Plane 
The mysterious radar echoes first came to attention of the public when the London Daily 
Mail splashed a story across the front page of its 29 April 1947 edition. The headline was: ‘Ghost 
plane over coast, RAF spot it – can’t catch it’: 
‘A “ghost” plane which flies in over the East Anglia coast near Norwich at midnight at a great height 
and disappears inland is puzzling the Royal Air Force. All attempts at interception have so far failed. 
Crack night-fighter pilots have been sent up in Fighter Command’s latest Mosquitoes, but the 
mystery aircraft has got away every time. It always crosses the coast at roughly the same spot, and 
it has used such effective evasive tactics that it is thought to be equipped with radar to give 
warning of the approach of intercepting aircraft. Time and again Fighter Command radar operators, 
plotting the ghost plane’s course over East Anglia, have watched the “blip” go right across their 
screen and disappear as the plane penetrated deep inland. They have watched vainly for the “trace” 
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to reappear, moving in the opposite direction, as the plane flew back out to sea. Some experts 
suspect that the plane is engaged in a highly organised and lavishly financed smuggling operation, 
using one or more secret landing places. According to authoritative information the plane – of 
unidentified type – has a speed of nearly 400 mph and a fast rate of climb.’ 
When questioned the Air Ministry refused to speculate upon the identity of the ‘ghost plane’ but 
they did admit that Fighter Command had twice received what it described as ‘some extraordinary 
plots’ from its coastal radar stations. The ‘ghost plane’, according to the Daily Mail, had displayed 
‘enormous height range and remarkable speed variations’ of between 400 and 425 mph, in excess 
of the top speed achieved by Britain’s night-fighters, the Mosquitoes, that were slowly being 
replaced by the new Meteor jet for QRA duties. 2 
This ghost plane or ‘UFO’ was listed in RAF records as ‘X-362’. The designation ‘X’ for X-raid was 
allocated to numbered radar tracks that could not be identified, and were assumed to be hostile. 
Early in 1947 one ‘X’ had become so familiar to officers in Fighter Command’s operations room that 
they invented a nickname – ‘Charlie.’ The scheme to trap and intercept target X became known by 
the code-words: ‘Operation Charlie’. 
3. Chain Home 
In the post-war era, Britain’s air defences continued to rely upon the Chain Home (CH) radar 
system for air defence. CH was a network of coastal stations characterised by aerials mounted on 
tall wooden towers. CH appears crude by today’s standards but the stations were at that time the 
most advanced Early Warning system in the world. Radar was developed in great secrecy before 
the outbreak of war and by 1939 its coverage stretched from the Isle of Wight to the Scottish 
border. CH gave Fighter Command advanced warning of enemy aircraft approaching the English 
coast and the development of Ground Controlled Interception (GCI) made it possible for fighters to 
be guided towards them. Chain Home allowed the RAF to win the Battle of Britain and ensured that 
radar would play a major role in future air defence systems. 
On occasions in 1939 and again in 1941 before the Battle of Britain, stations on the CH chain had 
detected unusual echoes approaching the English Coast that were reported to wartime Filter 
Rooms and RAF Fighter Command. On several occasions fighters equipped with early versions of 
airborne radar were scrambled to investigate but nothing was found and the phenomena were 
attributed to anomalous propagation (AP) or “unusual atmospheric conditions.”3 As Britain was 
fighting a war no in-depth investigation of the reports was made by the scientific staff, but the Air 
Ministry were becoming aware that the radars which helped to defend the British coast were prone 
to AP and other spurious returns nick-named ‘angels’ which could on occasion be interpreted as 
intruder aircraft. 
At the end of the war the CH chain was largely mothballed and with power shortages only the GCI 
stations remained active, mainly in daylight hours. Once or twice per month the system was 
switched on for a time during the evening for ‘Bullseye’ training exercises organised by Bomber 
Command. These involved convoys of lumbering wartime bombers flying south from their bases in 
Lincolnshire and Yorkshire. On reaching the coast they would cross the North Sea towards the Low 
Countries as the GCI’s guided fighters onto their tails to simulate ‘live’ interceptions. 
4. 16 January 1947 – The North Sea incident 
On the evening of 16 January 1947 Flight Lieutenant David Richards was a senior controller and 
2nd in Command of the filter room of RAF No. 11 Group, Bentley Priory. This was situated in the 
grounds of Hill House, a large Victorian mansion at Stanmore, northwest of London. A Bullseye 
exercise was in progress, involving mosquitoes of 25 and 29 Squadrons, from RAF West Malling in 
Kent. Two aircraft from 29 Squadron were operating off the East Coast under the control of the GCI 
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at Trimley Heath, near Felixstowe, Suffolk. GCIs reported to 11 Group Operations Room at 
Uxbridge, who ‘told’ their plots to the Filter Room at Stanmore. The first clue that something 
unusual had happened came when Richards received a call on a landline. He recalled: 
‘Trimley came up on my direct phone to report a strange plot which was either stationary at a great 
height or moving erratically at a great speed and then stopping again. If this was a conventional 
aircraft it would have travelled in a straight line, but it did not do that. This was not an aircraft, it 
was something very odd. 400 mph quoted in the Daily Mail is a pretty disappointing figure, as it is 
within the range of some 1947 aircraft types. Somebody – either at one of the radar stations or at 
Uxbridge 11 Group Operations Room – had computed speed between the rather intermittent plots 
and had come up with a startling figure of 1,000 mph.’ 4 
A speed of 1,000 mph was truly startling, for it was not until October 1947 that US test pilot Chuck 
Yeager first broke the sound barrier (760 mph/1,220 kph at sea level) in a Bell X-1 rocket plane. 
Richards continues: 
‘This estimated speed emphasises that the thing did not appear to move in a straight course, but 
faded and reappeared and sometimes stood still, before fading again. Without visual identification 
– there was none – it would be impossible for the crew to be certain it was investigating the same 
object. Note that it the Mosquito carried out an interception on a Lancaster during the 40 minutes 
between. In this time, at even 400 mph a straight course would take the aircraft from the East Coast 
to Scotland! I can recall this question of plot identification arising in conversations between us, our 
stations and Uxbridge at the time. They Trimley Heath GCI were looking at the tube and could 
judge if the echoes were the same object or a new one. This probably gave rise to the estimated 
speed, based on reappearances in a different place and a different height. Trimley were 
interrogated on this both by ourselves and Uxbridge, but stuck to their guns. After some talk 
between Uxbridge and the scientific officers at the stations making the observation on the validity 
of their plots, not a meteorological balloon etc (which I had already done), it was decided to divert 
a Mossie to investigate.’ 5 
If the target was a plane, it was displaying unheard of flight characteristics. Yet if it wasn’t a plane, 
what could it be? 
Flight Lieutenant Easterling was also present at HQ No 11 Group when the incident began. He 
recalls the initial radar track occurred somewhere above the Dutch islands before it was acquired 
by the GCI. “It came across towards us during the course of an hour or so, stopping and starting, 
towards Norfolk where it crossed the coastline towards Lincolnshire. Mossies were the only aircraft 
we had that could reach that height with oxygen.” David Richards corroborates this impression. He 
said that since initial contact was made near the Dutch coast “the object was almost certainly 
detected by our Chain Home stations. These did not normally operate overland and only looked 
seaward.” 
Details of the incident which followed have been preserved in the RAF operations record books 
(ORBs). ORBs were the logbooks compiled by RAF stations and squadrons to record daily and 
monthly activities, including everything from sporting events to exercises and operations. During 
the Cold War, security restrictions meant that few, if any, entries were made in ORBs that refer 
specifically to investigations of ‘unidentified’ radar tracks. For this reason, the records for 1947 are 
unique as they allow us to reconstruct how the RAF reacted when confronted by the unknown. 
The ORB of Eastern Fighter Sector HQ, RAF Horsham St. Faith (Norfolk), dated 16 January 1947, 
reveals: 
‘An unidentified aircraft had been plotted in WC 9585 at 38,000 ft., and Eastern Sector Ops were 
requested by Group to scramble a Mosquito of 23 Sqdn. to intercept. However, as there was no 
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aircraft available with oxygen this was impossible, and Sector Ops were informed by 12 Group that 
an aircraft of 11 Group which was already airborne on a Bullseye exercise would try to intercept 
under Trimley Heath Control.’ 6  
The original tracking placed the target at 38,000 feet moving on a westerly course across the North 
Sea. According to an Air Ministry memorandum to the US Army Air Force, the incident began 50 
miles from the Dutch coast at 52’ 52’’ N 02’ 37’’E. Later contacts involving Trimley Heath GCI, 
occurred at lower altitude, placing the ‘blip’ level with the bombers participating in the Bullseye 
exercise. At Trimley Heath the station’s operations log recorded how Mosquito call-sign HAIROIL 
27 made an initial contact with an “unidentified” target at 2014 hours when at 17,000 feet but soon 
lost it. Whilst searching for the target the navigator then picked up a Lancaster or a Lincoln on his 
airborne radar before GCI guided him towards the ‘unidentified’ target, whereupon: 
‘…five other contacts were obtained in quick succession on X. 362 (OPERATION CHARLIE) which 
was chased from 2120 hours until 2202 hours when interception was abandoned due to A.I. 
airborne radar trouble. This target was completely unidentified. Height at the commencement of 
the interception was 17,000 feet and target descended to 6,000 feet by 2202 hours.’ 7 
A brief summary of the incident appears in HQ No 11 Group Fighter Command Operations book, 
which reads: 
“...two aircraft operating off the East Coast under Trimley Heath G.C.I. obtained 5 contacts and 5 
kills on Lancasters between 15,000 and 18,000 feet...One of these aircraft chased an unidentified 
aircraft between 2130 and 2200 hours from 22,000 to 5,000 feet. No visual was obtained.” 8 
The report to the US Army Air Force, attributed to ‘Air Ministry, Great Britain’ summarises the 
incident as follows: 
“During normal night-flying practice at 2230 hours…one of British Mosquitos was vectored on to an 
unidentified A/C at 22,000 ft. A long chase ensued commencing over the North Sea about 50 miles 
from the Dutch Coast and ending at 2300 hours over Norfolk. Two brief AI contacts were made but 
faded quickly. The unidentified aircraft appeared to take efficient controlled evasive action.” 9 
‘Evasive action’ implies intelligent control and this incident raised fears that an enemy aircraft had 
intruded upon the exercise. However, it quickly became apparent that no Soviet aircraft could 
match the performance displayed by this ‘flying object’. 
The incident was also linked to another ‘X raid’ tracked by earlier that same day. Shortly after 12 
noon, Meteors of 74 and 245 Squadrons from RAF Horsham St. Faith were involved in interception 
practice under the control of the GCI at RAF Neatishead when an unidentified target was tracked at 
30,000 feet over Norfolk. The Commanding Officer of 74 Squadron, Squadron Leader Cooksey was 
asked to divert and intercept but was unable to follow the target due to lack of fuel. Meteor call-
sign Kremlin 34 was scrambled but ‘the aircraft disappeared out of range to the North of 
Neatishead.” 10 
Flt Lt Richards recalled the concern which followed at the Air Ministry and he was ordered to write 
‘a confidential report’ on the incident copied to HQ Fighter Command. “I would assume that the 
account of the Filter Room picture would have been included in a fuller report from 11 Group 
which would include similar reports – probably confidential and not included in the ORBs from the 
GCIs.” In summary, Richards said: 
‘The event has always stuck in my memory as my only “encounter of the third kind” and although 
the term “UFO” was not in use then, we wondered if the wily Russians had produced some secret 
aircraft from a rapid development of German technology which we in the RAF were beginning to 
realise was so far ahead of our own.’ 11 
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Six months later, in July 1947 the FBI agreed to help the USAAF’s embryonic study of ‘flying disks’ 
that would became Project Sign. One of a number of unexplained incidents forwarded to the 
bureau was a copy of the brief Air Ministry memo concerning the North Sea incident. 12 The Air 
Ministry case summary stated that: ‘…no explanation has been forthcoming, nor has it been 
repeated.’ 
This information was not entirely accurate, because a very similar incident had occurred just 24 
hours after the North Sea incident. As a direct result, Fighter Command immediately extended its 
night radar watch. All stations were on alert to watch for the reappearance of ‘Charlie’.  
5. 17 January 1947: Operation Charlie phase 2 
On the afternoon of 17 January two Chain Home Low stations in Lincolnshire (Skendleby and 
Humberstone) tracked what they described as “an exceptionally good track” (U294) at 10,000 feet 
above the North Sea. With Eastern Sector on alert, Meteor jets from 245 Squadron were placed on 
standby to scramble if Charlie came within range, but the plot faded from their screens. At 1945 
hours the radar station at Humberstone, near Grimsby again tracked an unidentified target over the 
sea for a period of 30 minutes at a speed of more than 200 mph. The station log records: 
‘U. 306 unidentified plot was followed continuously for 90 miles at 10,000 feet, moving east to west 
over the North Sea before changing direction towards the south, moving once again across the 
Wash towards the Norfolk coast.’ 13 
The tension can be measured by an entry that says this was ‘the longest watch period ever 
experienced since the termination of hostilities, operational six and a half hours being released at 
01.30 hrs’. 
By the evening, Mosquitoes from 23 Squadron were on ‘stand by’ for the return of Charlie under 
the control of RAF Neatishead. Situated in the Norfolk Broads, Neatishead is the oldest operational 
radar station in the world. It began life in 1941 and became a GCI radar station the following year. 
In his station log, Squadron Leader S. L. Cruwys, reported how on 17 January one mosquito from 23 
Squadron had been ‘scrambled just before midnight to intercept an unidentified high flying 
aircraft.’ Cruwys records how an attempt was made to close when contact was made at 18,000 feet 
but ‘the observer was unable to hold it as the target was jerking violently’. 14 
Further contacts were obtained as the target fell rapidly to 2,000 feet, when both the blip and the 
mosquito disappeared below radar coverage. 
The logbook of Eastern Sector HQ, adds further details: 
“One Mosquito of No. 23 Sqdn, pilot F/L Kent, was at readiness at Wittering to attempt interception 
of the unidentified aircraft which has been plotted several times lately. At 2040 hrs the Bogey was 
plotted in WN 6038 grid square. The plot was at one time heading south and the Mosquito which 
had been brought to standby was returned to Readiness, but when the plot again headed into 
Eastern Sector area the Mosquito was scrambled at 2327 hrs. Although getting within 1-2 miles 
several times, no interception was made on the target which took violent evasive action. The plot 
faded at 0015 hrs and after patrolling on a North-South line for some time the aircraft returned to 
base at 0045 hrs.” 15 
The pilot of the mosquito was a Sheffield-born World War II night-fighter veteran, William Kent. 
His log book confirms the incident, with a red ink entry recording an unusual night sortie of 1 hour, 
45 minutes – ‘a scramble interception’. In 2001 we were able to trace and interview Kent, who 
retired from the RAF at the rank of Group Captain. He recalled the incident clearly: 
‘I, being one of the very few pilots with any wartime experience and therefore having some 
understanding of the request, yelled for my navigator and the duty ground crew and leapt off the 
ground in under four minutes. On a “scramble” we never listen to any briefings on the ops phone – 
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speed in the air is paramount – and so I had no idea what was brewing until, climbing to height 
and taken over by the close controller, I was given a brisk brief on the R/T radio telegraph. The ORB 
record is correct except that on reflection with hindsight the unidentified “aircraft” was almost 
certainly not an aircraft. It lost height as stated and the airborne radar contact was far more difficult 
to establish and hold with the aircraft in descent pointing towards the ground. The navigator’s 
screen became swamped with ground returns and the blip was in amongst the cluttered screen, 
somewhere...” 16 
Kent’s encounter with ‘Charlie’ over East Anglia continued for 20 minutes as the ground controller 
supplied instructions and the navigator tried to capture the object on the Mosquito’s radar. 
“At no time at any height despite sporadic radar contacts did I sight anything visually, but on a 
dark night closing on a target at a speed of 10–20 knots 11–23 mph, extreme care is needed to 
avoid colliding and then only by steering a few degrees off centre does one’s night vision show a 
darker silhouette – often frighteningly close!” 
After loosing the ‘blip,’ the adventure ended and Kent continued to patrol the area without further 
success. The following day he discussed the incident with the Neatishead fighter controller and a 
report was sent to the commanding officer of 12 Group. They decided that the ‘unidentified 
aircraft’ was, most probably, a leaking meteorological balloon. The radar target, if this theory was 
correct, would have been produced by reflections from metal cannisters as the balloon dropped 
towards the ground. ‘The report, which I saw, had no comment except a margin sketch of a pricked 
balloon,’ Kent recalled. 
Kent’s scepticism was typical of the RAF’s pragmatic attitude both to the ‘ghost plane’ and, in later 
years, towards the flying saucer enigma. Nevertheless, the intrusions continued and Charlie 
appeared again on the night of 23 January whilst three senior officers from the Central Fighter 
Establishment were visiting RAF Neatishead to control an interception exercise. This was cancelled 
when ‘an unidentified high altitude aircraft’ appeared on the GCI radar at 28,000 foot. Mosquitoes 
from 23 Squadron, who in normal circumstances would have been scrambled were unavailable as 
they were moving to RAF Coltishall. The nearest available aircraft, mosquitoes of 264 Squadron 
from RAF Linton-on-Ouse in Yorkshire, were scrambled but before they could reach the Norfolk 
coast Charlie had faded from the radar screen. 17 During the alert, Eastern Sector turned for help 
from 74 Squadron’s Meteors and Flight Lieutenant Lawrence was scrambled “to intercept an 
unidentified aircraft out to sea.” The ‘aircraft’ disappeared before an interception was possible and 
with the weather closing in, Lawrence’s Meteor suffered severe icing and was forced to return to 
Horsham St Faith. 18 
6. The Air Ministry investigation 
This was the third occasion that unidentified flying objects had been tracked by stations defending 
England’s east coast and the third time that interception attempts had ended in failure. On each 
occasion the mysterious blips came in over the North Sea towards Norfolk before descending from 
great height and disappearing beneath radar cover. Concern was mounting and the ORBs record 
how, as a direct result of the incidents on 23 January, Flying Officer Sewart of HQ Northern Signals 
Area spent six days at RAF Neatishead on a special mission to investigate the mysterious events. 
F/O Sewart’s assignment was to produce a report ‘on the unidentified high flying aircraft that have 
been plotted in recent months.’ 19 
Sewart’s report was completed on 27 January 1947 but is missing from the Public Record Office file 
where it is listed as an attachment to the station logbook. Summarising its contents, Squadron 
Leader Cruwys said ‘evidence appears to be strong’ that the unidentified tracks were caused by 
radio-sonde balloons released from Downham Market in Norfolk. Downham was a World War Two 
bomber airfield that was used by the USAAF’s 8th Weather Squadron in 1947 for the release of 
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balloons for the study of the upper atmosphere. It can be inferred, in the absence of his original 
report, that Sewart had matched the release of radio-sondes with Charlie’s movements. He may 
have decided that balloons trapped by turbulent upper-air currents that were developing over 
southern England had been blown back towards their launch station in Norfolk. Their movements 
whilst trapped in upper air currents had taken radar operators by surprise and had led to the 
scramble of aircraft. 
However statements made by the Air Ministry, firstly to the Press in April 1947 and again to the 
USAAF in July, flatly contradict Sewart’s conclusions and imply that the Air Staff remained open-
minded about the identity of Charlie. Even Group Captain Kent’s account of the ‘unidentified 
aircraft’ ended with this comment: “I mentioned that a burst met balloon was a possibility, deduced 
afterwards from its ‘behaviour’...but at that time these things flying saucers were unheard of and 
not taken at all seriously.” 20 
Other expert opinion attributed the unusual radar blips to freak weather conditions. Operation 
Charlie coincided with the arrival on 24 January 1947 of a deep cold weather front over southern 
England, a fact that did not escape attention at the Air Ministry. Before the 1950s, knowledge of the 
role played by freak weather conditions in the production of ‘false’ echoes nick-named ‘angels’ was 
in its infancy. Although little understood at the time, the astronomer Dr J. Allen Hynek, who was 
employed as a consultant to the US Air Force Project Blue Book, believed “atmospheric inversion 
effects” were the most likely explanation for the English ‘ghost plane’ reports. 21 This explanation is 
challenged in a technical assessment of the evidence by Martin Shough (see Appendix). 
The Air Ministry may have decided it could dismiss the majority of the mysterious blips on its 
screens as balloons, but in July when the US authorities began to investigate reports of ‘flying 
saucers,’ the RAF continued to list the North Sea incident as ‘unexplained’. Dr Hynek’s notes on this 
case read: “The object observed here was obviously not astronomical. From the information given, 
it appears that this was definitely an aircraft..” 22 This raises an obvious question: if it was an 
aircraft, then where was it from? 
According to Geoff Easterling the RAF’s prime suspect was a Russian intruder aircraft flying from a 
base in occupied Germany. However, if the speed and performance of the target tracked on 16 
January 1947 recalled by David Richards (and apparently confirmed by the contemporary press 
reports) are correct, this becomes an unlikely proposition. Soviet aircraft were unreliable at long 
range, and it seems inconceivable that an intruder mission would risk an overFlight, UK territory in 
such a reckless fashion during a period of extreme and unpredictable weather. In addition, Soviet 
versions of the US B-25 were capable of a maximum speed of 250-300 kts, a figure well within the 
interception ratio of the RAF Mosquito. 
It remains unclear if further unidentified radar blips continued to plague the RAF as the ‘ghost 
plane’ era moved into the age of the ‘flying saucer.’ Entries in the logbooks of radar stations on the 
south coast of England describe a number of similar incidents during April and May, 1947. One 
entry from the logbook of RAF Rye, a CH station in Kent, reads: “...the most noteworthy track 
plotted was an unidentified aircraft which was plotted from 52 miles out to the maximum range of 
186 miles.” 23 Group Captain Kent recalls: “I have no other sorties listed in my log books as 
‘scramble intercepts’ such as that of 17 January 1947, but I did fly a few others against ‘odd’ and 
‘strange’ blips as seen by ground radars in an around East Anglia. I flew at least one in daylight but 
nothing was seen.” 24 
When rumours concerning the panic of January 1947 leaked to the national newspapers in April the 
Air Ministry decided to deny all knowledge. A spokesman told the Daily Telegraph they were taking 
no further action. ‘We have found no evidence to support the reports at all,’ he said. The Yorkshire 
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Post was less inclined to dismiss the mystery completely and its editorial looked at the problem 
from a different angle: 
‘Radar has plotted some strange things in its time, from children’s kites and raindrops to 
formations of geese. But it surely never plotted a stranger thing than this. What is the aircraft? 
Speculation takes us into those regions where the scenes are laid for so many thrilling stories in the 
boys’ magazine. Is it a diamond or drug smuggler? Is it conveying a secret agent from one foreign 
Power to another? In that event it would of course have the secret papers and probably also a 
beautiful woman spy on board. Is it a guided missile?’ 
The newspaper compared the ghost plane mystery with the reports of phantom German Zeppelins 
that had circulated before the outbreak of World War I and observed: ‘It seems to be established 
that it is only at times of peculiar stress that the public is in the psychological state to receive and 
circulate such stories.’ The practical steps to solve the mystery were clear: 
‘Fast RAF fighters must continue trying to intercept the visitor if it should return. Our air service has 
the fastest fighters in the world and should not find it impossibly difficult … meanwhile we may 
enjoy the atmosphere of mystery and imagination which surrounds the ghost aircraft.’ 25 
7. Conclusion 
The most intriguing reference to Operation Charlie is found not in the pages of a newspaper, but in 
the memoirs of the one-time head of Project Blue Book, Captain Edward Ruppelt. In his book The 
Report on Unidentified Flying Objects, published in 1956, the retired officer devoted several pages 
to a description of an intelligence briefing document drawn up by Project Sign staff early in 1948. 
This was the legendary ‘Estimate of the Situation’ which listed a number of unexplained sightings 
and concluded that the most probable explanation “was that they flying saucers were 
interplanetary.” The estimate travelled upwards to the highest echelons of the US Air Force where 
the Chief of Staff, General Hoyt S. Vandenberg, batted it back. “The general wouldn’t buy 
interplanetary vehicles and the report lacked proof,” wrote Ruppelt. “Some months later it was 
completely declassified and relegated to the incinerator.” 26 
Controversy has surrounded the status of the Estimate ever since Ruppelt wrote these words. Not 
one single copy appears to have survived, and some have suggested it never existed. However, 
Ruppelt describes reading one copy that had escaped destruction, and he described it as “a rather 
thick document with a black cover...stamped across the front were the words TOP SECRET.” 
Included in the Estimate was a collection of UFO reports that preceded Kenneth Arnold’s sighting 
of 24 June 1947. The report’s authors used these to support their interplanetary theory, arguing 
that pre-Arnold sightings could not be dismissed as hype or rumour triggered off by media stories. 
Among the cases used to prove this point were “the English ‘ghost airplanes’ that had been picked 
up on radar early in 1947.” 27 
This investigation into the British records has established that six months before Kenneth Arnold’s 
sighting, the RAF had logged its first official report of an ‘unidentified flying object.’ Furthermore, 
by July 1947 when the first sightings of ‘flying saucers’ were made in the USA, the Air Ministry 
remained unable to explain the intruder it had logged in January of that year. This implies that an 
exchange of intelligence on ‘unidentified flying objects’ between the USA and UK began in 1946-47 
with the ghost rocket and ghost planes. Cold War historian Richard Aldrich writes that air power 
was the cutting-edge of post-war strategy “and it was appropriate that Anglo-American air 
intelligence was in turn the cutting edge of Western intelligence co-operation.” 28 
Air Intelligence files relating to ‘Operation Charlie’ cannot be traced at the Public Record Office or 
the RAF Air Historical Branch at Bentley Priory. However, documents at the US National Archive 
show the Air Ministry’s Assistant Chief of Air Staff (Intelligence), Air Vice Marshal Sir Thomas 
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Elmhirst, working closely with his opposite number in the US Army Air Force (General George 
McDonald) during the ‘ghost rocket’ alarm in 1946. Whilst the Swedes were asking the RAF “to take 
all possible measures to prevent the Americans finding out about Swedish full co-operation in 
investigating the mysterious missiles,” Elmhirst was discreetly passing all intelligence on the subject 
to McDonald in Washington 28. Given the level of co-operation that existed between the allies 
post-war, we can be confident that a dossier on what Ruppelt called ‘the English ghost planes’ 
(Operation Charlie) would have been shared at the highest level with the Americans when Project 
Sign was created. What the study contained and concluded remains a mystery. 
Copyright 2002 David Clarke 
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1954. HQ No 12 Group. 
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196 
He also signed this book on 14 August 1953, 5 February 1954 and 24 March 1955. 
2784. Wing Commander [later Air Chief Marshal Sir] Nigel Martin MAYNARD, KCB, CBE, 
DFC, AFC (28 August 1921 – 18 June 1998) (44196). Signed 14 January 1954. HQ No 12 
Group. 

196 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nigel_Maynard: 
Born the son of Air Vice-Marshal Forster Maynard and educated at Aldenham School, Maynard 
entered the RAF College Cranwell early in 1940 but due to the demands of war his training was cut 
short and he was posted to 210 Squadron flying Sunderlands in June 1940. In 1949 he was 
appointed Officer Commanding No. 242 Squadron and then, following various staff appointments, 
he was made Station Commander at RAF Changi in 1960. He went on to be Group Captain, 
Operations at Headquarters Transport Command in 1962, Director of Defence Plans (Air) at the 
Ministry of Defence in 1964 and Director of Defence Plans in 1966. He was made Commandant of 
the RAF Staff College, Bracknell, in 1968 before being appointed Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, 
Far East Air Force in 1970. In 1972 he was made Chief of Staff at Strike Command, in 1973 he took 
up the post of Commander-in-Chief, RAF Germany and in 1976 he became Air Officer 
Commanding-in-Chief, Strike Command. He retired at his own request on 21 May 1977. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Maynard_NM.htm: 
KCB – 1 Jan 1973 (CB – 1 Jan 1971), CBE - 1 Jan 1963, DFC – 28 Jul 1942,AFC – 1 Jan 1947. 
Plt Off (P): 21 Jul 1940, Fg Off (WS): 21 Jul 1941, Act Flt Lt: xx xxx xxxx,Flt Lt (WS): 21 Jul 
1942, Flt Lt: 21 May 1946 21 Jan 1944, Sqn Ldr: 1 Aug 1947,Wg Cdr: 1 Jan 1952, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 
1959, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1965, Act AVM:22 Apr 1968, AVM: 1 Jul 1968, Act AM: 8 Jan 1972, AM: 1 Jul 
1972,ACM: 8 May 1976. 

 
Photo Courtesy - David Yates (ex Flt Sgt RAF) 
xx xxx 1940 Flight Cadet, RAF College 
21 Jun 1940 Granted a Permanent Commission 
xx xxx 1940 Pilot, No 210 Sqn 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nigel_Maynard
http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Maynard_NM.htm
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xx xxx xxxx Pilot, No 228 Sqn 
xx xxx 1944 ADC to AOC in C, Mediterranean and Middle East 
xx xxx 1945 Served on Transport units 
xx Feb 1949 Officer Commanding, No 242 Sqn 
xx Apr 1950 Air Staff, Air Ministry 
xx xxx 1952 Attended RAF Staff College 
12 Jan 1953 Staff Officer to Inspector-General 
xx xxx 1954 Staff, HQ Bomber Command 
xx xxx 1957 Attended Joint Services Staff College 
30 Dec 1957 SASO, HQ No 25 Group 
26 Feb 1960 Officer Commanding, RAF Changi 
 1 Jan 1961 – 
16 Feb 1965 ADC to The Queen 
19 Dec 1962 Group Captain - Operations, HQ Transport Command 
 1 Dec 1964 Director of Defence Plans (Air) 
xx xxx 1966 Director of Defence Plans/Chairman, Defence Planning Staff 
xx xxx 1967 Attended Imperial Defence College 
22 Apr 1968 Commandant, RAF Staff College 
 1 Oct 1970 Chief of Staff, HQ Far East Air Force 
 7 Nov 1970 AOC in C, Far East Air Force 
 8 Jan 1972 Chief of Staff/Deputy C in C, HQ Strike Command 
 4 Apr 1973 C in C, RAF Germany/Commander, 2nd Allied Tactical Air Force 
21 May 1976 AOC in C, Strike Command 
Sir Nigel Maynard his one of that small group of fathers and sons who both rose to air rank. His 
father who eventually become AVM F H M 'Sammy' Maynard had surveyed the site at Cranwell for 
the Admiralty in 1916 and was serving there as an instructor at the new RAF College when his son 
was born. Nigel Maynard was actually the first child born at RAF Cranwell and was christened in 
one of its hangers. He entered the RAF College, in the last regular intake, in 1940 but his course 
was drastically cut short due to the escalation of hostilities. He first served with No 210 Sqn flying 
Sunderlands from Oban moving later to the Mediterranean, West Africa and the Middle East still 
flying Sunderlands until 1944. He transferred to Transport Command in 1945 and after a spell as a 
instructor, for which he received the AFC, he returned to transport duties including command of No 
242 Squadron during the Berlin Airlift. 
He eventually held the distinction of being the only officer to hold the three main operational 
commands in the RAF, namely the FEAF, RAF Germany and Strike Command. When he was 
promoted AVM he and his father became the first father/son to both reach that rank.  
2785. Flight Lieutenant Colin Brian Kay BOOTH (46858). Signed 14 January 1954. HQ 12 
Group. 

197 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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2786. Pilot Officer Kenneth HANKINSON (578651). Signed 14 January 1954. RAF 
Anstruther. 

197 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2787. Lieutenant [later Lieutenant-Commander] Iain William MACDONALD. Signed 17 
January 1954. 1843 Squadron RNVR, RNAS Abbotsinch. 

197 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 21 December 1971. 
2788. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] John Albert George LONGSTAFF (4092125). 
Signed 18 January 1954. RAF Anstruther. 

197 
He also signed this book on 21 and 25 January 1954. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2789. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] John Albert George LONGSTAFF (4092125). 
Signed 21 January 1954. RAF Anstruther. 

197 
He also signed this book on 18 and 25 January 1954. 
2790. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Brian Horace HALE (4092063). Signed 25 
January 1954. RAF Anstruther. 

197 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2791. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] John Albert George LONGSTAFF (4092125). 
Signed 25 January 1954. RAF Anstruther. 

197 
He also signed this book on 18 and 21 January 1954. 
2792. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Anthony Ronald COURT (4083516). Signed 1 
February 1954. HQ 12 Group. 

197 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 15 June 1970. 
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2793. Squadron Leader George Henry EARP (45319). Signed 2 February 1954. RAF Wythall. 

197 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 1 March 1958. Not to be confused with 
Godfrey George EARP (131795) about whom much can be found via a Google search. 
2794. Squadron Leader Esmond Hamilton Edward PERRY (110845). Signed 5 February 
1954. HQ No 12 Group. 

197 
He also signed this book on 14 August 1953, 14 January 1954 and 24 March 1955. 
2795. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] William KENT AFC (149636). Signed 5 
February 1954. HQ 12 Group. 

197 
He also signed this book on 11 January 1954. 
2796. Albert F HACKNEY. Signed 5 February 1954. 37 Mains Terrace, Dundee. 

197 
The Navy List for April 1945 lists A F Hackney as a Civil Officer: 

 
AD = Armament Depot 

  
From http://www.fdca.org.uk/pdf%20files/JTSreg1.pdf: 
Dundee Vehicle Registrations 1948 -1981 

 

 
From 
http://ninetradesofdundee.co.uk/files/nine%20trades/Nine%20Trades%20People/Obituaries/Dyer%
20Obits/1963%20Hackney%20Albert%20F..pdf: 
30th March 1963 

http://www.fdca.org.uk/pdf%20files/JTSreg1.pdf
http://ninetradesofdundee.co.uk/files/nine%20trades/Nine%20Trades%20People/Obituaries/Dyer%20Obits/1963%20Hackney%20Albert%20F..pdf
http://ninetradesofdundee.co.uk/files/nine%20trades/Nine%20Trades%20People/Obituaries/Dyer%20Obits/1963%20Hackney%20Albert%20F..pdf
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Mr Albert S (sic) Hackney, Works Director of Messers Marshall & Brush Ltd, Dundee Carpet Works, 
collapsed and died yesterday in Manchester, where he was visiting the firm’s depot. Mr Hackney, of 
37 Mains Terrace, Dundee was 59. He attended Harris Academy and then he worked for a short 
time with the railways before starting his 40-year connection with Marshall & Brush. He became 
Works Director two years ago. During the last war, he served with the Admiralty in Scotland. He 
was a member of Lodge Dundee St Mary (1149), Deacon of the Dyers in the Nine Incorporated 
Trades and had a life-long interest in the Boy’s Brigade. He was a member of Maryfield church and 
played golf at Carnoustie. He is survived by his wife, son and married daughter. 
From 
http://www.ninetradesofdundee.co.uk/files/nine%20trades/nine%20trades%20people/pensioner%2
0lists/Pensioners%201979.pdf: 
Pensions 1979 
As regards the Lists of the Poor these were compared with the 1978 Lists. Boxmaster Muir H. Cherry 
then discussed the question of a Pension for Mrs Hackney explaining that her late husband had 
been an executive of Marshall & Brush Ltd which had been taken over by British Carpets. She found 
herself in financial difficulties by reason of her husband’s early death and the rise in inflation. 
Boxmaster Donald T. Stewart proposed that the application should be granted and this was 
seconded by Boxmaster C. W. Porter. 
2797. W M STEWART. Signed 5 February 1954. 2 Ancrum Gardens, Dundee. 

197 
The Navy List for April 1945 lists W M Stewart as a Civil Officer: 

 
DY = Dockyard 

 

 
A Google search confirmed that Helen Stewart lived at 2 Ancrum Gardens, Dundee. 
2798. John D BUTLER. Signed 6 February 1954. Queensferry Road, Dunfermline. 

197 
 
2799. Unknown. Signed 6 February 1954. [Unknown], Dunfermline. 

197 
 

http://www.ninetradesofdundee.co.uk/files/nine%20trades/nine%20trades%20people/pensioner%20lists/Pensioners%201979.pdf
http://www.ninetradesofdundee.co.uk/files/nine%20trades/nine%20trades%20people/pensioner%20lists/Pensioners%201979.pdf
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2800. Ernest W BURNETT. Signed 6 February 1954. St Andrew’s Manse, Dunfermline. 

198 
No trace found. 
2801. Air Vice Marshal William Joseph CRISHAM CB CBE MiD (twice) (24248). Signed 25 
February 1954. 12 Group. 

198 
He also signed this book on 21 October 1954. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Crisham.htm: 
b: 19 Nov 1906          r: 2 Jun 1961        d: 24 Jul 1987 
CB - 1 Jan 1953, CBE - 1 Jan 1945, MiD – 1 Jan 1946, MiD - 13 Jun 1957. 
Plt Off (P): 16 Mar 1928, Plt Off: 16 Mar 1929, Fg Off: 16 Sep 1929, Flt Lt: 1 Feb 1934, Sqn Ldr: 1 
Oct 1937, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Jun 1940, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1943 1 Sep 1942, Wg Cdr (WS): 17 Feb 
1943, Wg Cdr:1 Dec 1943, Act A/Cdre: 22 Feb 1945, Gp Capt (WS): 22 Aug 1945, Gp Capt: 1 Oct 
1946, Act A/Cdre: xx xxx 1950, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1951, Act AVM: 30 Nov 1953, AVM: 1 Jul 1954.   
 3 Apr 1928 U/T Pilot, No 5 FTS 
 5 Mar 1929 Pilot, No 19 Sqn. (Siskin III) 
 5 Aug 1930 Staff/QFI?, No 2 FTS 
12 Apr 1931 Signals Officer's Course, Electrical and Wireless School 
 1 Sep 1932 Granted a Permanent Commission in the rank of Flying Officer 
 7 Feb 1933 Signals Officer, No 28 Sqn. (Bristol F2B) 
17 Nov 1935 Signals Officer, Aircraft Depot, India 
22 Apr 1938 Supernumerary, No 1 RAF Depot 
13 Aug 1938 Squadron Commander, No 6 FTS 
21 Sep 1939 Staff, Directorate of Signals 
xx Aug 1940 Officer Commanding, No 13 Sqn. (Lysander) 
xx May 1941 Officer Commanding, No 232 Sqn. (Hurricane) 
xx Dec 1941 Officer Commanding, No 23 Sqn. (Havoc) 
30 Apr 1943 Officer Commanding, Tangmere Sector 
18 Sep 1944 Staff Officer, No 11 (Fighter) Group 
22 Feb 1945 AOA, HQ No 83 (Composite) Group 
xx xxx 1950 Commandant, Central Fighter Establishment 
13 Nov1953 AOC, No 12 Group 
15 Jan 1956 AOC, AHQ Levant 
 4 Jul 1958 AOC, RAF Germany 
During Operation 'Musketeer' in late 1956, he was not directly involved in the direction of 
operations against Egypt but was tasked with the air defence of Cyprus as well as the continuing 
operations against EOKA terrorists on the island itself. On 31 May 1957, he attended the ceremony 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Crisham.htm
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with King Hussein to formally hand-over RAF Masfriq (last RAF Station in Jordan) to the Jordanian 
government bringing to an end the RAF presence in Jordan after forty years. 
From http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/person/mp88008/william-joseph-crisham: 

 
William Joseph Crisham by Walter Stoneman, bromide print, 1955 
2802. Air Vice-Marshal Charles George LOTT CB CBE DSO DFC MiD (05239). Signed 25 
February 1954. Caledonian Sector. 

197 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Lott_CG.htm: 
b: 28 Oct 1906           r: 29 May 1959          d: 31 Dec 1989 
CB – 1 Jan 1955, CBE - 1 Jan 1944, DSO – 6 Aug 1940, DFC -31 May 1940, MiD - 1 Jan 1941. 
Plt Off (P): 10 Jul 19339 Apr 1933, Plt Off: 9 Apr 1934?, Fg Off: 9 Oct 1934, Flt Lt: 10 Jan 1937 
9 Oct 1936, Sqn Ldr: 1 Apr 1939, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Mar 1941, Act Gp Capt: 12 May 1942?, Wg Cdr 
(WS): 12 Nov 1942, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1944, Wg Cdr: 1 Oct 1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1947, A/Cdre: 1 
Jan 1954, AVM: 1 Jul 1956 
xx xxx 1922 Aircraft Apprentice, No 1 School of Technical Training, RAF Halton 
xx xxx 1927 U/T Pilot (Airman), No 19 Sqn. (362757) 
xx xxx 1928 Sergeant Pilot, No 19 Sqn 
10 Jul 1933 Granted a Permanent Commission 
10 Jul 1933 Pilot, No 41 Sqn 
23 Jan 1935 Supernumerary - Language Training, HQ British Forces in Iraq 
xx xxx 1935 Intelligence Staff, HQ Iraq Command 
xx xxx xxxx Flight Commander, No 41 Sqn 
19 Apr 1938 Pilot, No 1 AA Co-operation Unit 
27 Sep 1938 Air Staff, HQ No 11 (Fighter) Group 
xx Oct 1939 Officer Commanding, No 43 Sqn 
 9 Jul 1940 Hospitalisation and recuperation 
23 Dec 1940 Air Staff, HQ No 13 (Fighter) Group 
12 May 1942 Officer Commanding, RAF Hornchurch 
xx Mar 1943 Officer Commanding, No 81 Group 

http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/person/mp88008/william-joseph-crisham
http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Lott_CG.htm
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20 Apr 1943 Group Captain - Training, HQ No 9 (Fighter) Group 
xx xxx 1944 Member, RAF Delegation to Washington 
xx xxx 1950 Attended RAF Flying College, RAF Manby 
 8 Jan 1951 Air Staff - Operations, HQ Fighter Command 
xx May 1952 Sector Commander, Caledonian Sector 
28 Feb 1955 Director of Air Defence, SHAPE 
xx xxx 1957 Commandant, School of Land/Air Warfare 
Taking over command of No 43 Squadron, flying Spitfire I's in late 1939, he was wounded during 
the early stages of the Battle of Britain, losing his right eye, thereby missing the main portion of the 
Battle. Recovered he joined the HQ staff of No 13 Group. In the USA he was responsible for 
overseeing the training of RAF pilots in the country. 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Service Order 
“Squadron Leader Charles George Lott, D.F.C. (05239) 
Since 1st June,1940, this officer has led his squadron on operational patrols over Dunkirk, Amiens 
and Abbeville, and other parts of enemy occupied territory. In July,1940, as leader of a section of 
Hurricanes, he pressed home an attack in adverse weather conditions against six Messerschmitt 
110s. During the combat Squadron Leader Lott's aircraft was badly hit but, displaying great skill, 
despite an injury which eventually necessitated the removal of an eye, he brought his aircraft to 
within 3 miles of the base before he was compelled to abandon it. He has personally destroyed two 
enemy aircraft and possibly another. This officer has displayed outstanding leadership and an 
intense desire to engage the enemy. He has set a magnificent example to all pilots in his 
squadron.” 
(LG, 6 August 1940) 
From http://medalsgonemissing.com/military-medal-blog/military-medals/missing-war-medals-
miniature-medals-of-air-vice-marshall-charles-george-lott-royal-air-force-raf-no-43-squadron-
tangmere-battle-of-britain-hawker-hurricane/: 

 
The full sized war service medals awarded to Air Vice Marshall Charles George LOTT CB, CBE, DSO, 
DFC. These medals are currently on display at the Tangmere Military Aviation Museum in West 
Sussex. 
The set of miniature war service medals have not been seen for many years and were last known to 
be in a collection within Australia circa 2001. His grandson, Simon LOTT stated, “We are very proud 
of what our Grandfather achieved and the medals he received. His original medals are in a museum 
and because of this, it would mean a great deal to my family if we could have the original 

http://medalsgonemissing.com/military-medal-blog/military-medals/missing-war-medals-miniature-medals-of-air-vice-marshall-charles-george-lott-royal-air-force-raf-no-43-squadron-tangmere-battle-of-britain-hawker-hurricane/
http://medalsgonemissing.com/military-medal-blog/military-medals/missing-war-medals-miniature-medals-of-air-vice-marshall-charles-george-lott-royal-air-force-raf-no-43-squadron-tangmere-battle-of-britain-hawker-hurricane/
http://medalsgonemissing.com/military-medal-blog/military-medals/missing-war-medals-miniature-medals-of-air-vice-marshall-charles-george-lott-royal-air-force-raf-no-43-squadron-tangmere-battle-of-britain-hawker-hurricane/
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miniatures as a reminder of his service”. He went on to say “If they are in the hands of a collector, 
we would be very grateful to hear from you. Chances are, you have the medals …. but because they 
are not engraved, you may not be aware of whom they were awarded to.” 
He is mentioned several times in Andy Saunders’ No 43 ‘Fighting Cocks’ Squadron, Osprey 
Publishing (19 Feb 2003): 
Pages 15, 16, 22-24. 
A fighter pilot in the RAF since 1928 (when he joined No 19 Sqn as an NCO), the highly 
experienced Sqn Ldr Charles George Lott took command of No 43 Sqn at Tangmere in October 
1939. He led the unit through its early actions over Scotland and the north-east, then Dunkirk and 
France, before being shot down and blinded in one eye during combat over the English Channel on 
9 July 1940. Lott was subsequently awarded the DSO and DFC, and left the RAF as an air vice 
marshal in 1959, having by then also been awarded a CB and CBE. This formal photograph was 
taken at Wick in 1940. 

 
Lott's recommendation for his award of the DSO stated: 
“Since 1 June this officer has led his squadron on operational patrols over Dunkirk, Amiens and 
Abbeville and other parts of enemy-occupied territory. In July, as leader of a section of Hurricanes, 
he pressed home an attack in adverse weather conditions against six Messerschmitt Me 110s. 
During the combat Sqn Ldr Lott's aircraft was badly hit but despite an Injury, which eventually 
necessitated the removal of an eye, he brought his aircraft to within three miles of base before he 
was compelled to abandon it. He has personally destroyed two enemy aircraft and possibly 
another. This officer has displayed outstanding leadership and an intense desire to engage the 
enemy. He was awarded a DFC in May. Sqn Ldr Lott enlisted In the RAF In 1922 as a boy entrant 
and remustered as an aircraft apprentice in 1924. By 1928 he had become a Sergeant Pilot, 
receiving his commission in 1933.” 
…. 
By May 1940 the depletion of valued squadron pilots through postings, largely to bolster Fighter 
Command losses in France, was being sorely felt within No 43 Sqn. Gone were Hull, Townsend, 
Carey, Chriscie, Thom Plenderleich, Arburhnott and Garron, although at least some of these men 
would one day return to the 'Fighting Cocks'. As a finale to the Phoney War period, on the eve of 
the Blitzkrieg, Flt Lt Simpson and Sgt Ottewill engaged a Do 17 on 9 May and sent it to join No 43's 
brace or two of He 111s in the Norrh Sea. Although credited with a half share of the kill, it would 
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seem that Ottewill did not actually open fire in this engagement. The squadron tally now stood at 
twelve destroyed and two damaged. 
As May dragged on, and all of the action was way to the south and on mainland Europe, it was 
inevitable that No 43 Sqn would soon move back to No 11 Group. Indeed, on 31 May, Sqn Ldr 
Lott led an eager squadron from Wick back to Tangmere, although his personal journey was 
hindered by an engine failure, forcing him to land his Hurricane (LI 739) ar Grangemourh, near 
Edinburgh, and to follow on by Miles Magister at a rather more sedate pace. 
Safely at Tangmere by 1 June, No 43 Sqn considered itself back home. But this was to be no quiet 
homecoming with rest in the summer sun, for Operational Orders issued from HQ No 11 Group the 
previous day detailed Nos 43, 145 and 245 Sqns to each provide three sections as cover for the 
Dunkirk beaches. No 43 Sqn's contribution was Blue Section (Lott, Tony Woods-Scawen and 
William Wilkinson), Red Section (Simpson, Edmonds and Ottewill) and Black Section (Carswell, 
Hallowes and Gough). The 'Fighcing Cocks' were about to discover that the Heinkel interceptions 
from Acklingcon and Wick were a mere turkey shoot. Now, they were really at war. 
Leading the nine Hurricanes off from Tangmere at 1053 hrs, George Lott set course for Dunkirk. 
Later, he recalled: 
'Navigation was not a problem. One just picked up the smoke plume from Dunkirk at around 
Brighton and followed it to North Foreland. There, you could still follow the smoke and the 
procession of small boats below, all scrung out like lines of little ducks.' 
Over Dunkirk it was every man for himself. Flung into the reality of combat, nothing could have 
prepared the pilots for that day. 
Although acqitting themselves well, the sections returned without squadron new boy 21-year-old 
Sgt Terry Gough (Black 3), in L 1758. His home at Binerne, Hampshire, was just down the road from 
Tangmere, and his parents had expected him to visit that evening on his motorcycle. Sadly, no 
trace of him was ever found. He had become the unit's first combat casualty. Lost too was 
'Crackers' Carswell on his first operational sortie since his ditching three months earlier. This time 
he baled out of N2584 and later returned home aboard yet another Royal Navy destroyer. Blue 2, 
Fig Off Tony Woods-Scawen, also had his Hurricane (LI 592 IT-C) badly shot up by German fighters, 
although he succeeded in making it back to Tangmere. LI 592 was duly repaired and reissued to No 
615 Sqn, and it is now preserved in the Science Museum in London. 
On the credit side, No 43 Sqn emerged from the whirling dogfights with a good bag of kills - Lott 
claimed a Bf 110 damaged, Edmonds a Bf 110 and a Bf I 09 damaged, Ottewill two Bf 109s 
destroyed, Hallowes a Bf 110 and two Bf 109s destroyed, with a third Emil damaged, Simpson two 
Bf 109s destroyed and Wilkinson cwo Bf 109s damaged. As George Lott soberly observed, “Poor 
Gough had been avenged”. Once back at Tangmere, the returning pilots found another new boy 
had been posted in, Flt Lt Tom Rowland joining from Gladiator II-equipped No 263 qn. 
The next day, 2 June, was a Sunday, although it was hardly a day of rest. Indeed, No 43 Sqn was 
ordered off with Nos 17, 145 and 245 Sqns to patrol the Dunkirk beaches once again. This time, 
there were no engagements, however. The same routine was repeated on the 3rd and the 4th, 
although on the latter dact the unit had undertaken an extraordinarily long patrol of some 2 hours 
and 45 minutes. Sgt J A Buck (LI 824), Flt Lt Simpson (N2665), Plt Off Woods-Scawen (LI 737) and 
Sgt Ottewill (LI 608) were unable to make it all the way back to Tangmere, and landed at Shoreham 
Airport with barely a drop of fuel in their ranks. A shorter, but no more eventful, patrol was flown 
the following day. 
Further mentions are found on pages 26, 27, 28-30, 47 and 58. 
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From http://media.iwm.org.uk/iwm/mediaLib//60/media-60751/large.jpg: 

 
Group Captain Charles Lott, Hornchurch's 35-year-old Station Commander, climbs into his flying kit 
before going up in a Spitfire, June 1942. Retrieving his parachute from the car is his WAAF driver, 
Leading Aircraftwoman Mary Ford. 
2803. Group Captain John Clayton SISSON CBE DFC. Signed 25 February 1954. 13 Group. 

198 
His DFC was announced in the LG, 13 September 1940. 
From http://martinshough.com/aerialphenomena/Lakenheath/nights-black-agents.htm: 
The first RAF squadron to be re-equipped with Venom 3s was No 141 (Wing Commander C. P. 
Chilton DSO DFC) which shared with another illustrious night-fighter squadron, No 23 (Wing 
Commander A.N. Davies, DSO DFC) the East Coast station at Coltishall, Norfolk, now commanded 
by Group Captain J. C. Sisson CBE DFC. A fortnight ago Flight was privileged to visit the station to 
see both squadrons at work. Our host was the wing commander flying, Wing Commander M. H. 
Constable Maxwell DSO DFC under whom the two squadrons operate in close and keenly 
competitive partnership. The senior technical and administrative officers at the station are 
respectively Wing Commander G. V. Meredith MBE and Wing Commander R. G. Prior DFC. 
From Iain Hutchison’s Flight, the Starling: Story of Scottish Pioneer Aviator Captain Eric Starling 
F.R.Met.S., M.R.Ae.S., Kea Publishing; illustrated edition edition (9 Nov 1992): 

http://media.iwm.org.uk/iwm/mediaLib/60/media-60751/large.jpg
http://martinshough.com/aerialphenomena/Lakenheath/nights-black-agents.htm
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2804. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Frederick William MORRIS AFC (191118). 
Signed 26 March 1954. No. 608 (North Riding) Squadron, RAF Thornaby. 

198 
From No 608 (North Riding) Squadron’s Operations Record Book for March 1954: 

 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2805. J G FRAZER. Signed 30 March 1954. Westland Aircraft Ltd, Yeovil, Somerset. 

198 
No trace found. 
2806. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Frederick Percival WALKER OBE AFC* 
(59499). Signed 1 April 1954. No 605 Squadron, RAF Honiley. 

198 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 1 January 1955. The Bar to his AFC was announced in the LG, 1 
January 1958. His OBE was announced in the LG, 13 June 1964. He retired on 1 August 1964. 
2807. Flight Lieutenant David Henry ROSS (1508695). Signed 1 April 1954. No 605 
Squadron, RAF Honiley. 

198 
From No 605 (County of Warwick) Squadron’s Operations Record Book for June 1954: 
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From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._605_Squadron_RAF: 
With the reactivation of the Royal Auxiliary Air Force, No. 605 squadron was reformed on 10 May 
1946 at RAF Honiley as a night fighter squadron, though its initial equipment of Mosquito NF.30s 
did not arrive until April 1947. In July 1948, the squadron's role was changed to that of a day 
fighter squadron, for which it received de Havilland Vampire F.1s, replacing them with Vampire 
FB.5s in May 1951. The squadron was disbanded, along with all the flying units of the RAuxAF, on 
10 March 1957. 
2808. Wing Commander James Leslie SCHOOLING (138805). Signed 8 April 1954. RAF 
Turnhouse. 

198 
He also signed this book on 20 October 1953 and 4 October 1954. 
2809. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Reginald George CASTLE (4034654). Signed 13 
April 1954. RAF Barnton Quarry. 

198 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 28 March 1970. 
2810. Pilot Officer Thomas Stephen Jonathan GALLIMORE (2547901). Signed 13 April 
1954. RAF Barnton Quarry. 

198 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2811. Flight Lieutenant John Alan Brian CURTIS DFC(143774). Signed 13 April 1954. RAF 
Barnton Quarry. 

198 
His DFC, whilst with No 76 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 18 January 1944. 
From the LG, 11 November 1952: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._605_Squadron_RAF
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From 
http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/timescolonist/obituary.aspx?page=notice&pid=145014958: 
CURTIS, John Alan Brian (Brian) June 23, 1912 August 24, 2010 Peacefully at Beckley Farm Lodge, 
Victoria, B.C. at the age of 98. Predeceased by his first wife, Monica (Townsend) and his second 
wife, Chloe (Wilford) and his siblings Marie, William and Joyce. Survived by his loving children, 
Douglas, Barbara, Peter and Martin; grandsons Kevin, Graham and Joshua; numerous nieces and 
nephews in England and Canada. Brian was born, raised, educated and taught in India. He served in 
the RAF during and after the Second World War. He emigrated to Canada with his family in 1959 
settling first in Revelstoke (1959-1962) where he taught in the High School and finally in Victoria 
where he taught at HMCS Naden and served with the Royal Canadian Corp of Commissionaires. 
Published in The Times Colonist,Aug. 31 to Sept. 1, 2010 
From http://www.secretscotland.org.uk/index.php/Secrets/BarntonQuarry: 
Barnton Quarry lies to just over three miles west of Edinburgh, approximately halfway between the 
city centre and Edinburgh Airport, which was developed from RAF Turnhouse. The quarry was 
chosen as the site of an Operations Room for the Turnhouse Sector of RAF Fighter Command, and 
the overground building shown in the photograph is the original building constructed there during 
World War II. 
During the Cold War, the facility was reused, and became one of 14 Regional Seats of Government 
(RSG) distributed around the country, massive underground bunkers where government services 
would have been transferred to in the event of nuclear war. The RSG was intended to house the 
Scottish Secretary and members of the Scottish Office, police, BBC, BT and others to form a 
wartime government in Scotland The underground facility dates from 1952, and added a further 
three storeys beneath the original World War II surface building. 
Although constructed in secret, the existence of the RSGs was revealed by the Spies for Peace in 
1963, after they broke into RSG-6 at Warren Row in Reading, and gained access to all the 
documentation held there. As a result, Barnton Quarry and the Cambridge RSG were picketed 
almost immediately by protesters. 
Barnton Quarry consists of two distinct, although connected, structures. The first is the surface 
building, shown in the photo above. This was built during the Second World War and was used as 
an Operations Room within the Turnhouse Sector of RAF Fighter Command. 
The second structure is the underground R4, which was a three-level building built in 1952 and 
given the code letters MHA. This was used as the Sector Operations Centre for the Caledonian 
Sector, receiving information from radar stations across Scotland, including that at Anstruther. 
However, the delays involved in passing information from radar station, to SOC, to sector station 
from where fighter aircraft would be scrambled, were too great in the jet age. Potentially hostile 
aircraft would be able to penetrate the air defences before fighters could intercept them. The 
development of the long-range GCI (Ground Control of Interception) Type 80 radar meant that 
early warning and also control of fighter aircraft could be handled from a single radar screen. 

http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/timescolonist/obituary.aspx?page=notice&pid=145014958
http://www.secretscotland.org.uk/index.php/Secrets/BarntonQuarry
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Consequently, the whole ROTOR air defence system became obsolete and all the Sector Operations 
Centres were no longer required. 
2812. EITHER Pilot officer James Andrew WATT (3513266) OR Pilot Officer James Allen 
Watt (2556950). Signed 15 April 1954. RAF Lyneham. 

198 
James Andrew Watt retired, as a Flight Lieutenant, on 6 November 1964. 
James Allen Watt relinquished his national service commission (on appointment to the RAFVR) on 9 
May 1954. 
2813. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Peter George William CHRISTIE (584385). 
Signed 15 April 1954. No 511 Squadron, RAF Lyneham. 

198 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission, retaining his rank, 
on account of medical unfitness for air force service, on 17 March 1961. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Sqn500-520.htm: 
No 511 Squadron formed at Lyneham from No 1425 Flight on 10 October 1942, it continued to 
utilise its Liberators on route flying from the UK to Gibraltar, a detachment at Gibraltar maintaining 
a further link to Malta, using Albemarles. From July 1944 the squadron began to concentrate on 
long distance routes, employing Yorks in 'A' Flight and Liberators in 'B' Flight. When the Liberators 
were transferred to No 246 Squadron in December 1944, the squadron became solely York 
equipped. It continued trooping flights to the Middle East and the Far East until disbanding on 7 
October 1946. However, nine days later the squadron reformed, again at Lyneham and still 
equipped with Yorks. During 1948 and 1949, it was involved in Operation Plainfare, the Berlin Airlift 
and in September 1949 re-equipped with the Hastings, which it operated until 1 September 1958 
when it was re-numbered No 36 Squadron. 
It was reformed once again on 15 December 1959, again at Lyneham, but this time being equipped 
with Bristol Britannias, It moved to Brize Norton on 16 June 1970, where it disbanded on 6 January 
1976, when the Britannia was withdrawn from service. 
2814. Pilot officer James Arthur Douglas GOVAN (2588258). Signed 15 April 1954. RAF 
Lyneham. 

198 
The LG, 21 June 1955 announced that his national service commission was relinquished on 6 June 
1955 on account of medical unfitness for air force service. 
2815. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] John RENNIE (47776). Signed 27 April 1954. 
HQ No 90 Group. 

199 

http://www.rafweb.org/Sqn500-520.htm
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He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2816. Squadron Leader Michael Terry WAINWRIGHT AFC(40346). Signed 10 April 1954. 
RAF Ouston. 

199 
Battle of Britain pilot with No 64 Squadron. http://www.legasee.org.uk/the-archive/michael-
wainwright/ and http://legasee.carbonit.co.uk/the-archive/michael-wainwright/47661103/ are links 
to two of five video recordings of Michael Wainwright. 
From http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1313354/The-glorious-Few-70-years-In-1940-
planes-courage-stood-Britain-Nazi-domination.html: 
They are the glorious Few, the airmen whose extraordinary bravery saved Britain from Nazi 
invasion. Seventy years on, the heroes who repelled Hitler’s Luftwaffe during the Battle of Britain 
are a dwindling band – it is thought only 79, all recorded on this article, are still alive. Today a 
special anniversary service at Westminster Abbey will remember the efforts of all those who took 
part in the pivotal encounter, arguably the most important ever fought by this nation. 

 
14 Squadron Leader Michael Wainwright, aged 90 
Destroyed a Messerschmitt Bf109 fighter off the South Coast on July 25, 1940. Two months 
previously, the 20-year-old member of 64 Squadron had claimed another 109, this time over 
Dunkirk during the Battle of France. Retired from the RAF in 1958 but continued flying as an 
instructor and civil airline pilot in the UK and Middle East. He finally hung up his wings on August 1, 
1990. In his wartime logbook he wrote: ‘I never made serious friendships with other pilots – I didn’t 
want to be friends with somebody who got killed.’ 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 31 March 1958. 
From http://www.davidpentland.co.uk/signatures.php?Signature=1311: 

http://www.legasee.org.uk/the-archive/michael-wainwright/
http://www.legasee.org.uk/the-archive/michael-wainwright/
http://legasee.carbonit.co.uk/the-archive/michael-wainwright/47661103/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1313354/The-glorious-Few-70-years-In-1940-planes-courage-stood-Britain-Nazi-domination.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1313354/The-glorious-Few-70-years-In-1940-planes-courage-stood-Britain-Nazi-domination.html
http://www.davidpentland.co.uk/signatures.php?Signature=1311
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Squadron Leader Michael Terry Wainwright joined 64 Squadron RAF flying Spitfires and in May 
1940 during the Battle of Birtain destroyed an Me109. On the 25th of July his section destroyed a 
Messershmitt Bf109 fighter encountered off the south coast. He went on to become a flight 
instructor at the Central Flying School at RAF Upavon, Wiltshire, and later flew Douglas Dakotas. 
Sqd Ldr Michael Terry Wainwright retired form the Royal Air Force in March 1958, but continued 
his flying as an instructor and also as a Civil Airline Pilot in the UK as well as the Middle East. 
Michael still flew until August 1st 1990 and logged a total of 14,100 hours. 
2817. Flying Officer Anthony John ROBERTS (300211). Signed 13 April 1954. RAF 
Aldergrove. 

199 
He also signed this book on 9 October 1953. 
2818. Flight Lieutenant Kenneth Robert Bleakley JONES (195084). Signed 13 April 1954. 
RAF Aldergrove. 

199 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=145820: 
Date: 12-DEC-1956 
Time: 10:45 local 
Type: Westland Whirlwind HAR2 (S-55) 

Owner/operator: 22 Sqn RAF 
Registration: XJ756 
C/n / msn: WA/102 
Fatalities: Fatalities: 2 / Occupants: 2 
Airplane damage: Written off (damaged beyond repair) 
Location: 4 miles NNW of West Malling, Kent   
Phase: En route 
Nature: Military 
Departure airport: Felixstowe, Suffolk 

http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=145820
http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/dblist.php?AcType=S55T
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Destination airport: RAF Thorney Island, West Sussex 
Narrative: 
XJ756, Westland Whirlwind HAR.2, first flown 23 January1956, delivered to RAF 8 February1956, 
issued to 22 Squadron at RAF Thorney Island. 
On 12th December 1956 this Westland Whirlwind helicopter from 22 Squadron was authorised for 
a cross-country flight from Felixstowe to the RAF Station at Thorney Island in Sussex. At the 
controls was Flight Lieutenant K. R. B. Jones, a highly experienced pilot with over 1,400 hours 
logged as first pilot, although only 82 of these had been in helicopters. His Navigator, Flight 
Lieutenant P. Walker (who was actually the pilot's Flight Commander at Felixstowe), had flown over 
200 hours in Whirlwinds. The aircraft was described as being fuelled and fully serviceable when it 
took off at about 0858 hours, but the weather forecast along the route was poor - 6/8ths to 8/8ths 
cloud with a 600 to 800 feet base, visibility 2 to 4 miles but deteriorating in periods of heavy 
drizzle. The 'actual' at Thorney Island was 8/8ths cloud, base 600 feet, visibility 3 miles. 
Nothing was heard from XJ756 until Flt.Lt. Jones called RAF West Malling at 10.39 hours for a 
course to steer - during the next six minutes four similar bearings were passed to the helicopter 
and the last message from the pilot stated that he was flying at 750 feet on a course of 160 
degrees, which would have taken him directly to West Malling. No further replies were received 
despite repeated calls from Air Traffic Control at West Malling. At about this time, witnesses on the 
ground saw the helicopter flying slowly towards the south under very low cloud. The engine note 
sounded normal as XJ756 edged slowly along through patches of mist and drizzle, and a strong 
breeze appeared to be buffeting the helicopter. Shortly after passing out of sight the engine note 
suddenly increased in volume, followed by the sound of the aircraft crashing through trees. Both of 
the crew died in the impact, and the wreckage was almost completely destroyed in the fire that 
followed. 
XJ756 crashed among saplings on high ground, a quarter of a mile north of the southern-facing 
escarpment of the North Downs. Examination of the trees showed that the helicopter had 'slipped' 
into the wood in a 45 degree, nose-down and right-bank attitude. Red paint smears and a 2.5 feet 
gash on the tail cone showed that the tail rotor blades had detached during the crash. The 
wreckage was gathered and examined at West Malling, and no evidence of pre-crash failure of 
engine, hydraulics etc was found - the conclusion drawn was that the crash was the result of the 
pilot losing control whilst attempting to fly in poor visibility and turbulent conditions. 
From 
http://sussexhistoryforum.co.uk/index.php?PHPSESSID=sma0alq211ai6dd92hf9n4p062&topic=727.
5;wap2 
“On 12th December 1956 I was then aged ten and three quarters and remember the day very 
distinctly. It was a typically chilly cloudy December day in the south of England. The aircraft passed 
directly over my school St Josephs Convent on Gorsewood Road in Hartley at around 10.40. It was 
flying quite slowly at no more than one hundred feet above the ground, in fact we thought it was 
going to land on our playing field. There was a crewman in flight overalls standing in the open 
doorway looking quite frightened, he was clearly visible and can have been no more than sixty feet 
away and the engine (a piston engine, not a turbojet) appeared to be misfiring and surging and 
there were puffs of dark smoke coming from the exhaust stacks and I think some bluish smoke 
from the engine casings. Ten minutes later the aircraft crashed near the static caravan park in Vigo 
Woods on the top of the North Downs escarpment above the hamlet of Coldrum and both the 
crew were killed. A brief report and photograph appeared in the Kent Messenger newspaper the 
following Friday. I must assume that this was an early Westland built helicopter type WS55 with the 
Alvis Leonides radial piston engine.” 

http://sussexhistoryforum.co.uk/index.php?PHPSESSID=sma0alq211ai6dd92hf9n4p062&topic=727.5;wap2
http://sussexhistoryforum.co.uk/index.php?PHPSESSID=sma0alq211ai6dd92hf9n4p062&topic=727.5;wap2
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Posted by “honker” 
2819. Flying Officer Denis Graham SPENCER (204925). Signed 13 April 1954. RAF 
Aldergrove. 

199 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 11 May 1967 on account of medical 
unfitness for Air Force service. 
2820. Major M VURAL. Signed 13 May 1954. 99 Portsea Hall, London N2. 

199 
No trace found. VURAL is a Turkish name. 
2821. Lieutenant-Colonel N GOKERI. Signed 13 May 1954. Turkish Air Force, 43 Belgrave 
Square, London. 

199 
43 Belgrave Square is the address of the Turkish Embassy. 
2822. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] William Alexander RAMSAY (84644). 
Signed 17 May 1954. Air Ministry W.P.6. 

199 
He also signed this book on 30 July 1955. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 10 February 1954. 
2823. Flight Lieutenant Timothy John BRADBURY (3037171). Signed 1 June 1954. RAF 
Wyton. 

199 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2824. Flight Officer Diana Eileen Marion MCCALL (8446). Signed 5 June 1954. HQ Fighter 
Command. 

199 
She is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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2825. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Benjamin Gordon SWANSON (4056598). 
Signed 8 June 1954. RAF Cottesmore. 

199 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
His daughter, Dorothy, was killed when she was 5 months’old. From http://www.cwgc.org/find-war-
dead/casualty/3161587/SWANSON,%20DOROTHY: 
Aged 5 months. Daughter of Benjamin Gordon Swanson, of 3 Lauriston Street, Greenock, and of 
Jean Marshall Swanson. Injured at Corlic Mills; died same day on hillside near Kilmacolm Road. Of 
the many civilians of the Commonwealth whose deaths were due to enemy action in the 1939-1945 
War, the names of some 67,092 are commemorated in the Civilian War Dead Roll of Honour, 
located near St. George's Chapel in Westminster Abbey, London. 
2826. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] George Alan STALKER MBE (1820115). Signed 
8 June 1954. RAF Cottesmore. 

199 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 13 June 1957. 
From http://www.thunder-and-lightnings.co.uk/valiant/history.php?comm_page=3: 
“My great uncle was Flt Lt George Alan Stalker MBE. He was in 207 Squadron. I know he received 
his MBE in 1957 and went on to 232 OCU Marham.” 
Posted by Trish Roberts, Bexhill-on-Sea, 9 May 2011 
He is thanked for providing written or oral evidence in Len Scott’s Planning Armageddon: Britain, 
the United States and the Command of Western Nuclear Forces, 1945-1964, Routledge (9 Mar 
2000). 
He provided information to Stephen Twigge of University College London and Len Scott of 
University of Wales, Aberystwyth for their report The Other Other Missiles of October: The Thor 
IRBMs and the Cuban Missile Crisis, which was published in the Electronic Journal of International 
History: 
“Correspondence, Flt. Lt. George Stalker. By August 1961 the actual countdown time was 13 to 14 
minutes. Air 8/2307, The Future of Thor, Note by VCAS, AC(61)44, 2 August 1961. According to Flt 
Lt Stalker missiles in the Driffield complex were modified to enable fuelling during erection, thus 
reducing launch time from 15 to 9 minutes.” 
2827. The Reverend Canon Alan Stanley GILES CB CBE MA.Signed 18 June 1954. Air 
Ministry. 

199 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alan_Giles_(priest): 
The Venerable Alan Stanley Giles CB, CBE, MA was an eminent Anglican priest in the second half of 
the 20th century. 

http://www.cwgc.org/find-war-dead/casualty/3161587/SWANSON,%20DOROTHY
http://www.cwgc.org/find-war-dead/casualty/3161587/SWANSON,%20DOROTHY
http://www.thunder-and-lightnings.co.uk/valiant/history.php?comm_page=3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alan_Giles_(priest)
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He was born into an ecclesiastical family on 28 May 1902 and educated at Manchester Grammar 
School and The Queen's College, Oxford. He was ordained in 1932 and began his career as Curate 
of St Ebbe's, Oxford and Chaplain of Christ Church. From 1934 to 1959 he was an RAF Chaplain, 
rising through the service to become its Archdeacon (Chaplain-in-Chief) from 1953. He was taken 
prisoner of war on 8 March 1942 and held on Java by the Japanese occupying forces. An Honorary 
Chaplain to the King then Queen, he was Dean of Jersey from 1959 to 1970. He died on 26 March 
1975. 
From http://www.thepeerage.com/p46080.htm#i460793: 
Reverend Alan Stanley Giles is the son of Reverend Alfred Albert Giles. He married Myrtle Catherine 
Osmaston, daughter of Bertram Beresford Osmaston and Catherine Mary Hutchinson, on 5 July 
1934. He was invested as a Officer, Order of the British Empire (O.B.E.). He graduated with a Master 
of Arts (M.A.). He was Honorary Chaplain to HM King George VI. He gained the rank of Assistant 
Chaplain-in-Chief in the service of the Royal Air Force. He had two sons and a daughter. 
2828. Wing Commander Frederick Mytton THOMAS (37133). Signed 21 June 1954. 
Caledonian Sector. 

199 
Battle of Britain pilot. He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://www.152hyderabad.co.uk/html/battle_of_britain_3_p-w_.html: 
Thomas was born on the 10th of October 1915. He joined the RAF on a short service commission in 
March 1935. He was posted to 3 FTS, Grantham on the 30th and joined 29 Squadron at North 
Weald on the 1st of February 1936. He went to the station Flight at Mildenhall on May the 10th 
1937. He was the Officers RAF Featherweight boxing Champion in 1936, 1938 and 1939 and 
Impererial Service Champion in 1939. He joined 152 Sqn when they reformed at Acklington on the 
1st of October 1939 as a Flight Commander. In November he was detached with four Gladiators to 
Sumburgh as OC Fighter Flight, Shetland. He was recalled to 152 in December. He served as B 
Flight Commander at Warmwell throughout the Battle of Britain. He was promoted to squadron 
Leader and posted to Middle Wallop in November 1940, as sector controller. In 1942, he was 
loaned to the RCAF to advise on setting up an Air Defence system on the east and west coasts. In 
1943, he did a twin engine conversion course at Grantham. After a spell at Air Ministry, he was 
posted to Palam, India, in late 1944 as Wing Commander flying. In 1947, he was at HQ 12 Group, as 
Wing Commander Night Ops. He retired from the RAF on the 29th of December 1958, as a Wing 
Commander. 
APO. 15.3.35. P/O. 15.3.36. F/O. 15.9.39. S/L. 1.12.40. W/C. 1.3.42. W/C. 1.7.47. 

 

http://www.thepeerage.com/p46080.htm%23i460793
http://www.152hyderabad.co.uk/html/battle_of_britain_3_p-w_.html
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2829. Wing Commander [later Air Commodore] Wilfred Jasper BURNETT DSO DFC AFC 
(40076). Signed 29 June 1954. RAF Flying College, RAF Manby. 

199 
From http://airforce.ca/awards.php?search=&keyword=12&page=8&mem=&type=rafww2: 
BURNETT, F/O Wilfred Jasper (40076) - Distinguished Flying Cross - No. 49 Squadron - awarded as 
per LG,dated 22 October 1940. Born Garden Creek, New Brunswick, 1915; home in Fort Francis; 
served in New Brunswick Dragoons. RAF, 1937; confirmed in rank as Pilot Officer, 12 July 1938. 
Promoted to Squadron Leader, 1 March 1942. Served in postwar RAF, commanded Valiants during 
Suez Operation (1956). Air Ministry Bulletin 2035 refers. No published DFC citation other than 'for 
gallantry and devotion to duty in the execution of air operations'. Public Record Office Air 2/9489 
has recommendation dated 28 August 1940: 
This officer has carried out a total of 32 operational flights against the enemy during which he has 
completed 187 hours of flying as a first pilot. Throughout these operations Flying Officer Burnett 
has shown outstanding ability, determination and devotion to duty, and has always pressed home 
his attacks in spite of enemy opposition. 
He has carried out numerous mining operations and bombing attacks, both from low and high 
level, and in spite of his aircraft being hit on many occasions all his attacks have been notable for 
their thoroughness, coolness and complete disregard for personal safety. 
This officer is always an enthusiastic volunteer for any task that is offered to him, and he has at all 
times set an excellent example to other pilots in his squadron. 
On 30 August 1940, Air Vice-Marshall A.T. Harris (Air Officer Commanding, No.5 Group) minuted 
the document: 
Strongly recommended. This officer is a fine type of bomber captain who does consistent;y 
excellent work. 
This was edited to a citation submitted to Air Ministry Awards Committee: 
This officer, as first pilot, has carried out 32 operational flights including numerous bombing 
attacks from high and low levels, and in spite of his aircraft being hit on many occasions all his 
attacks have been notable for their thoroughness and coolness. This officer is always an 
enthusiastic volunteer for any task offered him and by his outstanding ability, determination and 
devotion to duty he has at all times set an excellent example to other pilots in his squadron. 
BURNETT, W/C Wilfred Jasper, DFC (40076) - Distinguished Service Order - No.138 Squadron. 
Awarded as per LG,dated 23 March 1945. 
This officer has commanded his squadron with outstanding success for a considerable period. 
During this time, the squadron has been engaged in intensive operations. In addition to proving 
himself an efficient and capable commander, Wing Commander Burnett has, at all times, displayed 
keenness to fly on operations, irrespective of the hazards involved. On several occasions he has had 
combats with enemy fighters. His courage and determination have always been an inspiration to 
those under his command. 
BURNETT, W/C Wilfred Jasper, DSO, DFC (40076) - Air Force Cross - awarded as per LG,dated 1 
January 1956; Arctic flights in Canberra Aeries IV. 
NOTE: Public Records Office Air 2/9262 has the text for a Bar to the Distinguished Flying Cross 
dated 27 January 1942, for services as an Acting Squadron Leader with No.408 Squadron; credited 

http://airforce.ca/awards.php?search=&keyword=12&page=8&mem=&type=rafww2
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with 44 sorties (264 operational hours). Although apparently not awarded (for reasons unknown), 
the text is worth recording for the record: 
This officer has flown a total number of 44 sortie on operations involving some 264 hours flying. He 
has flown eight sorties involving some 44 hours flying since being awarded the Distinguished 
Flying Cross. He was posted to No.408 Squadron (RCAF) in July of last year. Details of the sorties 
flown by him since that date are shown on the reverse of this form. Unfortunately this officer 
crashed returning from his last sortie and was injured. 
On all occasions this officer has shown great determination and leadership. This has been directly 
responsible for the successful results he has obtained. In particular, on the 17th and 21st 
September, 1941, he led a sub-formation of three Hampdens on daylight raids over northern 
France, one on Marquise and one on Lille respectively. The raid on Lille was most successful. 
Although he encountered heavy flak and fighter opposition, this officer kept his section in perfect 
formation and returned without loss. At all times he has set a fine example by his courage and 
devotion to duty to the personnel of his flight. 
This officer is a Canadian serving with the Royal Air Force. 
The sortie sheet actually mentions ten trips of which three are described as unsuccessful. They are: 
12/13 Aug 41 Hanover Night Successful 
22/23 Aug 41 Mannheim Night Successful 
11 Sept 41 Marquise Day Unsuccessful 
21 Sept 41 Lille Day Successful 
29/30 Sept 41 Hamburg Night Successful 
20/21 Oct 41 Bremen Night Successful 
23/24 Oct 41 Lorient Night Successful 
14/15 Dec 41 Brest Night Unsuccessful 
8/9 Jan 42 Brest Night Unsuccessful 
15/16 Jan 42 Hamburg Night Successful 
It would appear this went forward as it is found in an edited version in the same document: 
Since being awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross, this officer has carried out eight sorties 
involving some 44 hours flying. On all occasions Squadron Leader Burnett has displayed great 
determination and leadership. In particular, on the 17th and 21st September 1941, he led a sub-
formation of three Hampdens on daylight raids on Marquise and on Lille. The raid on Lille was 
most successful. Despite heavy anti-aircraft fire and fighter opposition, Squadron Leader Burnett 
kept his section in perfect formation and returned without loss. Other targets attacked since 
August 1941 include Hanover, Mannheim, Hamburg, Brest and Lorient. This officer has at all times 
set a fine example of courage and devotion to duty. 
NOTE: Public Record Office Air 2/8769 has a recommendation dated 20 September 1944 for a 
French Croix de Guerre in connection with No.138 Squadron activities. It is not known if this was 
granted but should be noted for the record. 
As a Squadron Commander over a period of five months, this officer has completed twelve 
operations of a special nature in France. 
His determination and skill have undoubtedly set an example which has been emulated by other 
members of his squadron. He has played no small part in contributing to the war effort in France, 
and has inspired his whole squadron by his good leadership and the fin example he has set. 
From The Telegraph, 8 December 2006: 
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Air Commodore Wilf Burnett, who has died aged 91, had a distinguished wartime career as a pilot 
on bombing missions and special operations to the Resistance forces in Europe; after the war he 
led the first RAF V-bombers to drop bombs in anger during the attack on Almaza airfield at Suez. 
As CO of No 148 Squadron, which provided five of the force of 25 Valiants, Burnett led his crews in 
training at 40,000ft; but on the night of the first attacks, on October 31 1956, they were ordered to 
make their drops from 30,000ft. 
As the crews of No 148 pressed on to Almaza they encountered a jet stream at 30,000ft as well as 
problems connected with their radar bombing system, which made the attack difficult. Burnett was 
the first to drop his 11 1,000lb bombs, followed by the others. But the raid was only partially 
successful. 
When he returned to base on Malta, he protested at the order to bomb from an inappropriate 
height, and was cleared to attack from 40,000ft on subsequent raids. The following night he and his 
men attacked Fayid airfield. His bomb-aimer dropped an accurate flare, and, on a second approach, 
placed the bombs in the centre of the airfield. Three nights later Burnett bombed a barracks; the 
ceasefire soon followed. When the Valiants returned to England he was mentioned in dispatches. 
Wilfred Jasper Burnett was born on November 8 1915 at Fredericton, New Brunswick. He was 
educated at Fort Francis High School, Ontario, and worked on a dairy farm while becoming a 
trooper in the New Brunswick Dragoons. 
He learned to fly a ski-equipped Moth before working his passage to England to join the RAF in 
1937. After gaining a short-service commission, he trained to fly the Hampden bomber before 
joining No 49 Squadron as war broke out. 
When German forces invaded Holland on May 15 1940, the RAF mounted its first bombing sortie 
east of the Rhine, and 99 bombers were sent to Dortmund. During this flight Burnett doubled his 
night flying experience and, passing near Rotterdam, which was still burning from the heavy 
German bombing, realised that the "phoney war" was over. 
Over the next few weeks he attacked many targets in Germany and France and dropped mines in 
the Kattegat. After 32 operations he was awarded the DFC. Air Marshal "Bomber" Harris, his group 
commander, described him as "a fine type of bomber captain who does consistently excellent 
work". 
Following a rest as a bombing instructor, Burnett became flight commander of the second RCAF 
bomber squadron, No 408, which was also equipped with outdated Hampdens. While returning in 
bad weather from Hamburg in January 1942, his aircraft ran out of fuel after 10 hours and crashed 
in the Yorkshire Dales. He was thrown clear and seriously injured, but his three crew were killed. 
After a period as an air staff officer at HQ No 3 Group, Burnett volunteered to return to operations 
as commander of No 138 (Special Duties) Squadron, flying Halifaxes on clandestine sorties in 
support of SOE. He arrived shortly before D-Day and, although not required to fly often as a CO, 
regularly undertook missions to supply the Maquis, who were trying to stop German 
reinforcements reaching the Normandy beachhead. No 138 then made drops to the "Linge Group" 
of the Norwegian Resistance; and Burnett was awarded the DSO and Croix de Guerre with Palm. 
After the war he was seconded for a year to BOAC, for which he flew flying boats on the Far East 
route. On one occasion he had to divert to the Communist-held Hainan Island, where he found a 
fuel dump abandoned by the Americans. Using a felt hat to strain the contaminated fuel, he spent 
three days transferring it to the aircraft with a saucepan. He then served on the air staff in 
Jerusalem, when terrorist attacks were being made on RAF installations, before being posted to the 
RAF Mission in Greece during the civil war. 
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After two years as chief instructor at a pilot training school, Burnett commanded the Flying Wing at 
the RAF Flying College, Manby. He also carried out navigational flights to the North Pole. Once the 
airspeed indicator of his Hastings iced up, but a resourceful flight engineer rectified the problem; 
they proceeded to the Pole, where he dropped a miniature bottle of Scotch with a Union flag 
attached. In January 1956 he was awarded the AFC. 
After Suez Burnett assumed command of the V-bomber base at Marham, Norfolk, before serving 
as air adviser to the British High Commission in New Delhi. His final appointment in the RAF before 
he retired proved to be one of his most demanding. In October 1966 he was appointed air officer, 
administration, at Air Headquarters, Aden. 
Plans were being made for the withdrawal the following year, which was later described as one of 
the most successful military operations since the Second World War. Despite the deteriorating 
internal security situation it was crucial that the essential services and infrastructure were 
maintained as the military presence was steadily withdrawn. It was also important that the run-
down should be orderly, culminating in a secure and stable handover to the local authorities. A 
senior colleague commented that this required a steady hand and level head for the complex 
administrative planning, "and the ever-dependable Wilf Burnett provided just that". 
Burnett described his RAF career as "the best a man could have". In addition to his decorations for 
gallantry, he was three times mentioned in dispatches. On leaving the service he was appointed 
secretary of the Unit Trust Association; in 1980 he was appointed OBE. 
Burnett was an expert fly fisherman, maintaining a rod on the Itchen, which he fished until his 90th 
year. He was a fine woodworker, specialising in the old craft of Tunbridgeware, and, as well as 
being an active great-grandfather, was a keen photographer. 
Wilf Burnett, who died on November 26, married, in 1939, "Joy" Wenham; she survives him with 
their son and daughter. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Burnett_WJ.htm: 
xx xxx xxxx Trooper New Brunswick Dragoons 
5 Sep 1937 Appointed to a Short Service Commission 
7 Mar 1938 Staff, No 1 Electrical & Wireless School 
xx xx xxxx  U/T Pilot 
xx xxx 1939 Pilot, No 49 Sqn (Hampdens) 
xx xxx 1940 Instructor, No ? OTU 
xx xxx 1941 Flight Commander, ‘A’ Flt No 408 Sqn 
4 Jan 1942 Flight Commander, ‘C’ Flt, No 408 Sqn 
16 Jan 1942 Recuperating 
19 May 1943 Air Staff, HQ No 3 Group 
xx May 1944 Officer Commanding, No 138 Sqn. (Halifax/Stirling) 
8 Nov 1944 Air Staff, HQ Bomber Command 
xx xxx xxxx Seconded to BOAC 
xx xxx xxxx Staff Officer, RAF Palestine 

17 Mar 1947 Appointed to Permanent Commission in the rank of Squadron 
Leader (retaining rank current at the time) 

xx xxx xxxx Member, RAF Mission to Greece 
xx xxx xxxx CFI, No ? FTS 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Burnett_WJ.htm
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xx xxx xxxx Officer Commanding, Flying Wing, RAF Flying College 
1 Jul 1956  Officer Commanding, No 148 Sqn 
1 Jan 1957 Group Captain - Training, HQ Bomber Command 
xx xxx 1959 Officer Commanding, RAF Marham 
28 Jan 1962 Air Adviser to the UK High Commissioner, India 
26 Sep 1963 Director of Quartering 
17 Oct 1966 AOA, HQ Air Forces Middle East 
Born in Fredericton, New Brunswick and educated at Fort Francis High School, Ontario, he later 
worked on a dairy farm and joined the New Brunswick Dragoons as a trooper. During this period 
he learnt to fly on a De Havilland Moth, fitted with skis and then worked id passage to the UK, 
where he joined the RAF on a Short Service Commission in 1937. 
Returning from Hamburg in Hampden AE393, EQ-G in the early hours of 16 January 1942 he 
encountered bad weather and missing his base at Balderton, crashed into the Yorkshire Dales at 
Dalefoot about 20 miles south-west of RAF Leeming. Two of the crew were thrown from the aircraft 
on impact but Burnett and Flight Sergeant Bunting, the observer, were found alive although 
seriously injured but before medical assistance arrived, Bunting had died. Burnett was taken down 
to a farm house and given medical treatment before being transferred to Catterick Garrison 
Hospital. 
After the war, he flew flying boats with BOAC to the Far East and on one occasion he was forced to 
divert to Hainan Island, then in Communist hands, where he found a supply of abandoned 
American fuel. He then spent three days transferring fuel into his aircraft used a felt hat as a filter 
and a saucepan. 
Officially forming No 148 Squadron on 1 July 1956 at Marham, it was to be 25 days before he took 
his crew to the Vickers factory at Wisley to collect the first Valiant B1 for his squadron. However, 
before becoming fully worked up, he found himself leading his squadron into action during the 
Suez campaign, operating from Malta against targets in Egypt. 
At Manby, he took part in navigational flights over the North Pole. In Aden, his skills were utilised in 
planning the withdrawal from the region the following year. In retirement he became Secretary to 
the Unit Trust Association and in 1980 was was awarded the OBE for his work with this 
organisation. He indulged in his passions of fly fishing on the Itchen, photography and 
woodworking, particularly producing Tunbridgeware. 
His autobiography is entitled The Best of Lives: Air Commodore Wilf Burnett, AuthorHouse (31 Aug 
2010): 

 
From http://www.yorkshire-aircraft.co.uk/aircraft/planes/dales/ae393.html: 

http://www.yorkshire-aircraft.co.uk/aircraft/planes/dales/ae393.html
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Wilfred Burnett pictured in the cockpit of a Hampden 
2830. Sir Harold Spencer JONES KBE FRS (29 March 1890 Kensington, London – 3 
November 1960). Signed 30 June 1954. Herstmonceux Castle, Sussex. 

200 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harold_Spencer_Jones: 
Spencer Jones was educated at Latymer Upper School, where he obtained a scholarship to Jesus 
College, Cambridge. He graduated there in 1911, and became a Fellow of the college. In 1913, he 
became Chief Assistant at the Royal Greenwich Observatory. In 1933 he became Astronomer Royal. 
He was president of the International Astronomical Union from 1945 to 1948. 

 
He determined the solar parallax from observations of 433 Eros during its close approach in 1930–
1931. 
Spencer Jones's successor as Astronomer Royal was Richard Woolley, who on taking up the 
position in 1956 responded to a question from the press by saying "Space travel is utter bilge". 
Similarly, it is often stated that Spencer Jones himself had a strong disbelief in the practicalities of 
space flight, and that he famously said "space travel is bunk" only two weeks before the Sputnik 
launch in October 1957. However, there is no evidence that he did in fact say this, then or at any 
other time. 
Awards 
Gold Medal of the Royal Astronomical Society (1943) 
Royal Medal (1943) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harold_Spencer_Jones
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Bruce Medal (1949) 
Gold medal of the British Horological Institute (1946) 
Named after him 
The crater Spencer Jones on the Moon 
The crater Jones on Mars 
Asteroid 3282 Spencer Jones 
Lectures 
In 1944, Spencer Jones was invited to deliver the Royal Institution Christmas Lecture on Astronomy 
in our Daily Life. 
From Flight, 2 July 1954: 

 
From David Burnett’s The Best of Lives: Air Commodore Wilf Burnett, AuthorHouse (31 Aug 2010): 
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From The Times, 1 July 1954: 
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2831. Raymond Arthur LYTTLETON FRS (May 7, 1911 – May 16, 1995). Signed 30 June 
1954. St John’s College, Cambridge. 

200 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raymond_Lyttleton: 
He was born in the Oldbury, Worcestershire area and educated at King Edward VI Five Ways school 
in Birmingham, going from there to Clare College, Cambridge to read mathematics, graduating in 
1933. He was elected a Fellow of St John's College in 1937 and appointed a lecturer in mathematics 
in the same year (until 1959). He was Reader in Theoretical Astronomy from 1959 to 1969, after 
which he was appointed to a specially created professorship in the subject. 
He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1955. His application citation read: 
“Distinguished for his work in astronomy. Author of numerous papers on the origin and early 
history of the Solar System, notably his modifications of the collision theory. Showed from work of 
Cartan that fission of a planet by rotation would give two independent bodies, and consequently 
that the fission theory of binary stars is untenable (The Stability of Rotating Liquid Masses, 1953). 
Author (with F. Hoyle) of numerous papers on the astronomical effects of accretion, and (with H. 
Bondi) of two on the transmission of the tidal friction couple to the Earth's core and on the 
behaviour of the core during precessions. Author of a striking new theory of comets. (The Comets 
and their Origin, 1953).” 
He won the Royal Society Royal Medal in 1965: 
“In recognition of his distinguished contributions to astronomy, particularly for his work on the 
dynamical stability of galaxies.” 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raymond_Lyttleton
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He wrote a number of books: The Comets and Their Origin (1953), The Stability of Rotating Liquid 
Masses(1953), The Modern Universe [1956], Rival Theories of Cosmology [1960], Man's View of the 
Universe(1961), Mysteries of the Solar System (1968), The Earth and its Mountains (1982), The Gold 
Effect (1990). In 1956, he presented a 5-part television series on the B.B.C. entitled "The Modern 
Universe" 
He had married Meave Hobden in Poole in 1939. 
From http://orca.rsmas.miami.edu/~majumdar/prof.html: 

 
I was introduced to Professor Raymond Lyttleton (affectionately known as "Prof" to me) in early 
1990, when I was a 1st-year undergraduate at Cambridge. He had been quite weak physically in the 
last few years of his life, and needed a helping hand with the simplest of things. I assisted him with 
his work and correspondences at the Institute of Astronomy over the years that I knew him, and 
very much enjoyed spending long hours with him watching entire Test Matches and hearing stories 
from days gone by. He was still quite agile mentally, and had lost none of the dry wit that had 
earlier made him famous and much sought after as a lecturer and speaker. He was never short of 
something to say, and right until the end he still had a sharp inquisitiveness about the world 
around him. His company is very much missed and I've composed this page as a kind of tribute to 
the old man who was quite a legend. 
Ray Lyttleton was born in Birmingham on 7 May 1911, and was educated (or "uneducated" as he 
put it) at King Edward's School, Birmingham. From there he went to Clare College; he achieved a 
First Class in the Mathematical Tripos, and was awarded the Tyson Medal for his performance in 
Schedule B (as Part III Maths was then known). He then embarked on a Ph.D. in Cambridge, but by 
his own admission his career only really took off when he was awarded a Procter Visiting Fellowship 
at Princeton University, U.S.A.. There, he was assigned to work with Henry Norris Russell, who 
introduced him to the problem of how the angular momentum of the planets of our solar system 
had arisen. R.A.L. proved that the dynamical problems could be overcome by assuming that the 
Sun had passed by a nearby star and thereby accumulated matter, which would later form the 
planets. This idea was readily accepted at the time, and as a corollary, R.A.L. was the first to suggest 
that Pluto may have been an escaped satellite of Neptune. 
He then returned to Cambridge, and took up a Fellowship at St John's College, which he held for 
his entire life. In the late 1930s, he persuaded a young physicist named Fred Hoyle to collaborate 
on problems involving stellar genesis and evolution which produced a series of revolutionary 
papers leading up to the Second World War. A major breakthrough occurred after the war when it 
was confirmed by radio telescopes that hydrogen was abundant in interstellar space, and many 
theories have been formed using this notion. 
He then turned his attention to the stability of rotating liquid masses, extending and correcting 
earlier work by Jeans and Poincare. The resulting monograph earned him the Royal Society's Royal 
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Medal in 1965. During the same period, he also investigated the formation and structure of comets, 
which has been documented in his book, The Comets and their Origin. He was always a non-
believer in the "Oort Shell" which is said to exist in the outer realms of our solar system, from which 
the comets are supposed to originate. In the 1960s, R.A.L. became involved in theoretical 
geophysics and believed that the theory of plate-tectonics was a definite non-starter. He believed 
in the Ramsey collapse of the inner core, in which a sudden phase-change occurred, the principal 
effect being the shrinkage of the radius of the Earth by about a tenth of a millimetre per year. He 
hypothesised that this consequence explained the many eras of mountain-building, and the work is 
documented in the controversial book The Earth and Its Mountains. 
During the vacations in Cambridge, he worked as a technical consultant at the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, Pasadena , U.S.A. for nearly twenty years. Whilst he was there, he noticed that the 
accepted value for the mass of the planet Mercury may be in error, and produced calculations to 
show its true value. He continued to lecture and supervise at Cambridge until his retirement, and as 
Emeritus Professor of Theoretical Astronomy in Cambridge, he fought his ongoing battles with the 
scientific Establishment right to the very end. After a debilitating illness, he died on 16 May 1995. 
Unlike most mathematicians, Ray Lyttleton was also a fine sportsman, and played cricket for 
Cambridgeshire C.C.C. and Warwickshire 2nd XI. In the late 1950s, he gave a radio broadcast on the 
swerve and swing of a cricket ball, which caught the attention of Sir Donald Bradman. The 
corresponding article appeared in Bradman's classic 1959 book, "The Art of Cricket". Ray Lyttleton 
and The Don kept up a regular correspondence, especially in later years. In addition to his 
cricketing prowess, R.A.L. was a fine golfer with a low handicap. 
In 1956, R.A.L. presented a 5-part television series on the B.B.C. entitled "The Modern Universe", 
which inspired a generation of aspiring astronomers such as Sir Martin Rees. He also produced a 
play -- "A Matter of Gravity" which was broadcast on B.B.C. radio. This historical play, written in 
1968, dramatises the science and the controversies around the time when the planet Neptune was 
discovered in the 19th century. 
2832. Terry DISNEY. Signed 30 June 1954. Central Press, London. 

200 
Photographer with Central Press. 
http://www.gettyimages.co.uk/Search/Search.aspx?assettype=image&artist=Terry+Disney#5 has 
many of his/her photos from 2 October 1953 to 28 February 1985. 
From http://www.zoominfo.com/p/David-Cairns/1219939314: 
“Everyone at the paper Daily Express knew that David Cairns was determined to get to Fleet Street. 
Each night when the London papers arrived in Glasgow he would read the photographers’ bylines, 
with names such as Terry Fincher, Terry Disney, Harry Benson and Bill Lovelace appearing 
regularly. He knew what these top photographers were doing every day of the week and wanted to 
be one of them.” 
2833. Peter Berners FELLGETT (1922-2008). Signed 30 June 1954. Peterhouse, Cambridge. 

200 
From http://www.reading.ac.uk/sse/about/news/sse-newsarticle-2008-11-25.aspx: 
Peter Fellgett - Professor of Cybernetics 

http://www.gettyimages.co.uk/Search/Search.aspx?assettype=image&artist=Terry+Disney%235
http://www.zoominfo.com/p/David-Cairns/1219939314
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Peter Berners Fellgett, emeritus Professor of Cybernetics at the University of Reading, died 
peacefully in his sleep earlier this month at his home in Cornwall. PBF, or πΦ as he liked to be 
known, was the first Professor of Cybernetics in the UK, having been appointed in 1964 into what 
became the Department of Applied Physical Sciences, which later became the Departments of 
Cybernetics and Engineering. 
He was responsible for gathering a group of academics including Peter Atkinson, Paddy Walker, 
Alex Andrew, George Whitfield, John Seeley, Mike Usher, Arthur Allen, John Foley-Fisher and 
George Reynolds, being specialists in control, computing, artificial intelligence, instrumentation, 
electronics and aspects of human biology. They developed the degrees which were eventually 
called Cybernetics & Control Engineering, Cybernetic Science, Computer Science and Cybernetics 
and Psychology and Cybernetics - whose cybernetic content was consistent with Wiener's 
definition: control and communication in the animal and the machine. They were responsible for 
numerous research projects and, unusually at the time, for collaboration with industry. When he 
retired in 1987, these degrees and the Department still existed, despite the fact that the subject of 
cybernetics had become unfashionable. Since then, Cybernetics at Reading has been able to 
flourish, thanks to a new set of academics including his successor Kevin Warwick, but building on 
what Peter and others had established. 
PBF is perhaps most famous for the 'Fellgett Advantage', which arose from work for his PhD at the 
University of Cambridge. This technique in infrared spectroscopy involves the use of an 
interferometer which produces interference patterns for all wavelengths of light entering the device 
at the same time, as opposed to a spectrometer with only sees one wavelength at a time. This 
allows infrared spectra to be produced with resolution similar to that of optical-range spectra, 
where previously they had been vague wavy lines. This work, in particular, led to him being made 
an FRS in 1986. 
From Cambridge he moved to the Royal Observatory in Edinburgh continuing his interests in 
instrument science . He commented that 'the basic idea of "instrument physics" is to understand in 
a full scientific sense why an instrument has a particular performance', he argued: 
In most cases, a scientific instrument is devised in the first place as a means to the end of making 
some physical phenomenon or quantity susceptible to observation or measurement, and once it 
has served this purpose nobody thinks very deeply about it again. Consequently, it is often tacitly 
accepted that 'in theory' an instrument should have a particular performance, but 'in practice' it 
does not. This however is not good science, which demands that if theory and practice differ, then 
one or both must be improved. Had Adams and Le Verrier been content to say that 'in theory' 
Uranus moves in a particular orbit but 'in practice' in a slightly different one, the planet Neptune 
would never have been discovered. 
This approach made him a very suitable candidate when, largely due to Professor Robert 
Ditchburn, the University of Reading, showing far-sighted initiative, created the Department of 
Applied Physical Sciences with two chairs, one in Engineering Science, the other in Cybernetics. 
Thus in 1964, Peter Fellgett became Professor of Cybernetics and Instrument Physics. There his 
interest in Instrument Science continued and he was responsible for encouraging Mike Usher to 
develop the force feedback seismometer, work which continues even today at Guralp Systems. 
Later he supervised Dave Keating in the development of the optical force-feedback microphone. 
This latter work also related to his great interest in audio and another area for which he was 
renowned, namely Ambisonics. One motivation for this was to introduce more 'animal' aspects into 
the cybernetics degrees: sound localisation in humans is a non trivial problem. PBF, with Michael 
Gerzon, Peter Craven and others, was responsible for this major development in sound recording 
and reproduction, in which the use of four channels allowed 'surround sound' with unprecedented 
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realism. The system was demonstrated, for instance, at a local IERE lecture in Reading. The 
audience heard sounds moving realistically around and then at one point an ambulance went 
passed with sirens going - those in the room were unsure whether this was in fact an ambulance 
going passed or another part of the demonstration. 
He had a shared interest in instrumentation with his friend James Lovelock, of Gaia hypothesis 
fame. This led to the appointment of Lovelock as Visiting Professor of Cybernetics, to the mutual 
benefit of both Lovelock and Cybernetics. For instance, several members of the Department were 
involved in a project headed by Lovelock to study the lives of the dinosaurs, who survived on earth 
for very much longer than humans have, so far. An aspect of this that received much publicity was 
the construction and test-flying by George Whitfield of scale models of pterodactyls. 
Another valuable appointment as Visiting Professor was of Philip Woodward of the Royal Radar 
Establishment. His early work on information theory applied to radar was fundamental to PBF's 
work in Edinburgh on automatic cataloguing of stars from necessarily imperfect images, and to 
instrumentation in general. Significantly, Woodward was head of a small group that wrote the 
world's first compiler for a version of Algol 68. From the start, Cybernetics students were taught 
Algol programming, necessarily Algol 60 at first, but Algol 68 when it became available. PBF was 
emphatic about the shortcomings of the language known as Basic as an introduction to 
programming, commenting (in a version bowdlerised by Stan Kelly-Bootle) "Basic is manure. 
Extended Basic is manure with icing." He also asked rhetorically "Is Computer Science?". 
Retirement did not stop him commenting and advising. He continued to correspond with 
newspapers. He was referred to as the Royal Astronomical Society's long-established curmudgeon-
in-chief. He wrote to Kevin Warwick on how to run the Cybernetics Department - should I be 
flattered that he did not so write to me when I was Head of Department?He urged that Britain's 
wiring regulations be overhauled having stumbled across what he believed to be a dangerous 
anomaly in the rules after narrowly avoiding a shock from the casing of his washing machine. In 
2003, he stated that "It is a standing vice of geophysics not to argue against unpalatable facts and 
arguments but simply to ignore them and carry on as if they did not exist." He also provided a 
generic recipe for cooking: "Place the dry ingredients into a clean bowl. Add liquids as appropriate. 
Stir thoroughly and cook until done." 
Although it is now 21 years since he retired, he still has an influence on the courses we offer. He 
stressed the importance of having high loop gain in feedback systems - I still use his phrase that 
the loop gain should be 'negligibly large'. We still teach a Principles of Feedback course where we 
cover Bode's fundamental work on the maximum attainable feedback. The Gaia hypothesis is also 
included - in a third year module. Instrumentation, and his approach, is still recognised in the other 
modules. In addition, we maintain the 'Fellgett Room' in his memory - he was pleased to receive 
such recognition, commenting that the only other room named after him was an extra toilet he had 
argued for in Edinburgh. 
PBF called himself a cybernetist, as opposed to cyberneticist or cybernetician - primarily (as he told 
us in a revision tutorial in my final year) because it was the shortest. He described cybernetics as 
anything in which he was interested! He had very strong views on the use of English language: in 
the degree titled Cybernetics & Control Engineering, the ampersand is used rather than 'and', as 
the latter would indicate that the degree comprises jointly the two subjects of Cybernetics and of 
Control Engineering. He would certainly have had something to say if we had told him that the 
University Student Record system seems unable to cope with '&' in a degree title! 
I remember him as a gifted academic, very supportive of students, always able to pick out the key 
aspects of a student project. I am for ever grateful for what he and colleagues taught me in 
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Cybernetics, for his advice when I was writing my thesis and that he appointed me lecturer. I give 
below one of my cartoons of him, in characteristic pose - with barefeet! 
Dr Richard Mitchell, Senior Lecturer in Cybernetics (with comments from Dr Alex Andrew), 25 
November 2008 

 
American Institute of Physics 
2834. Unknown. Signed 30 June 1954. The Times, London. 

200 
The story about the solar eclipse (see above) printed in The Times on 1 July 1954 was attributed to 
“Our Special Correspondent”. 
2835. Donald Harry SADLER (1908 – 1987). Signed 30 June 1954. Eastbourne, Sussex. 

200 
From http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/53937: 
Sadler, Donald Harry (1908–1987), mathematician and astronomer, was born on 22 August 1908 at 
10 St Mary's Place, Dewsbury, Yorkshire, the second son of James Wright Sadler, a master tailor, 
and his wife, Gertrude Jane Needham, formerly a schoolteacher. He attended the Wheelwright 
Grammar School in Dewsbury and won an open entrance exhibition to Trinity College, Cambridge, 
where he obtained first-class honours in mathematics in 1929. He spent a further year in 
Cambridge before joining the nautical almanac office, then based in the Royal Naval College, 
Greenwich, in October 1930. 
Sadler became the seventh superintendent of the Nautical Almanac in July 1937, having served for 
a year in an acting capacity. Over the next few years he carried through successfully several projects 
that had been initiated by his predecessor, L. J. Comrie, including the publication in 1937 of the first 
British Air Almanac, for use by the Royal Air Force for astronavigation. During the Second World 
War the nautical almanac office was based in Bath, and additional staff were appointed to provide 
the computing centre of the Admiralty computing service; in addition to the navigational almanacs, 
Sadler planned in detail and supervised the production of many special tables and diagrams for use 
by the services. Of particular importance was the computation of co-ordinates for use in plotting 
hyperbolic lattices on charts for the newly developed top-secret DECCA navigation system, which 
was first used on D-day. Sadler's considerable wartime services were recognized by appointment as 
an OBE in 1948; he also received the Thurlow award of the American Institute of Navigation in the 
same year. 
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After the war Sadler's main efforts were first of all directed to the rationalization of the publication 
arrangements for the astronomical and navigational almanacs and tables that were produced by 
the nautical almanac office in co-operation with similar offices in other countries. He established a 
very good working relationship with Dr G. M. Clemence, the director of the nautical almanac office 
of the US Naval Observatory, and they eventually obtained agreement to the unification of the 
principal almanacs of the two countries. At the same time they introduced many improvements in 
their design. After the move of the nautical almanac office from Bath to Herstmonceux, Sussex, in 
1949 to join the Royal Greenwich Observatory, Sadler, who was one of the chief assistants to the 
astronomer royal, became strongly involved in the administration of the observatory. 
Sadler made contributions to several astronomical and navigational organizations. He was a 
secretary of the Royal Astronomical Society from 1939 to 1947, and played a major role in running 
the society during the war; he was president in 1967–9. He participated in the formation and 
activities of the Royal Institute of Navigation, served as its president in 1953–5, and was awarded its 
gold medal in 1957. He later contributed to the formation of the International Association of the 
Institutes of Navigation. Sadler was strongly involved in the activities of the International 
Astronomical Union, firstly in scientific matters in Commission 4 (ephemerides), of which he was 
president from 1952 to 1958, and later in its administration; he was general secretary from 1958 to 
1964 and introduced many improvements to its procedures. He represented the union on the 
council of the Federation of Astronomical and Geophysical Services and served as its president 
(1968–70). He received an honorary doctorate from the University of Heidelberg (1970) and several 
other foreign awards. In 1970 he gave up his day-to-day responsibility for the nautical almanac 
office in order to concentrate on the organization of the general assembly of the International 
Astronomical Union in Brighton in August. He was elected an honorary member of the American 
Institute of Navigation in 1979. 
On 22 December 1954 Sadler had married Flora Munro McBain (1912–2000), who was a member of 
the staff of the nautical almanac office from 1937 to 1974; she served as a secretary of the Royal 
Astronomical Society from 1949 to 1954. He was a keen competitor and played a variety of 
outdoor and indoor games at a good standard. He retired from the Royal Greenwich Observatory 
in February 1972, but kept up his interests in time systems and in navigation and produced a series 
of papers for the Journal of Navigation. He wrote from memory a ‘Personal history of HM nautical 
almanac office, 1931–1972’ to supplement the formal record. Sadler suffered from angina, and he 
died at his home, 8 Collington Rise, Bexhill, Sussex, on 24 October 1987 and was cremated at 
Eastbourne crematorium on 2 November; he was survived by his wife. 
2836. Mervyn Archdall ELLISON (May 5, 1909–September 12, 1963). Signed 30 June 1954. 
Royal Observatory, Edinburgh 9. 

200 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mervyn_A._Ellison: 
An Irish astronomer. He was recognized as a world authority on solar physics and the effect of solar 
flares on the Earth. 
He was born at Fethard-on-Sea, the third son of Reverend William Frederick Archdall Ellison, and 
was home tutored until the age of nine when his father became the director of Armagh 
Observatory. Mervyn was entered into the Royal School, Armagh, and during his spare time he 
developed an interest in astronomy. In 1927 he began his undergraduate work at Trinity College, 
Dublin, where he studied physics and received honors. He also served as President of the University 
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Philosophical Society in 1931-32. In 1931–32 he worked on radium emanations for the Dublin 
hospitals under a Fitzgerald Research Scholarship. He was awarded a M.Sc. in 1932 and a Sc.D. in 
1944. 
Ellison became senior science master at Sherborne School in Dorset, 1933, then married Patricia 
Herron in 1934. The couple had two daughters and a son. He also completed his own 
spectrohelioscope during this period, to study the Sun following the sunspot minimum. With the 
start of the world war, he organized an Air Cadet Training Corps, then joined the Operational 
Research Group at the Admiralty. 
In 1946 he became a member of the International Astronomical Union. The following year, he 
joined the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh, where he continued studies of solar activity, including 
flares and prominences. In 1948 he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. He 
remained at the observatory for eleven years and published multiple scientific papers on his work. 
He also was invited to lectured on astronomy, and gave radio and television interviews about solar 
activity. For five years he was joint editor of The Observatory. He also played a leading role in the 
scientific work during the International Geophysical Year, serving as solar reporter and working to 
erect a heliograph at the Royal Observatory, Cape of Good Hope. 
Ellison published the book The Sun and its Influence in 1955.3 In 1958 he was appointed director of 
the Dunsink Observatory, and worked on several astronomical publications. He fell ill in 1963 and 
died.2 At the time of his death he was senior professor of Astronomy at the Dublin Institute of 
Advanced Studies. 
Ellison crater on the Moon is named after him. 
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From http://articles.adsabs.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/nph-
iarticle_query?bibcode=1954Obs....74..246E&db_key=AST&page_ind=0&data_type=GIF&type=SCR
EEN_VIEW&classic=YES: 
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2837. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Geoffrey Dennis ARMITAGE (3511577). Signed 
7 July 1954. No 21 Squadron, RAF Scampton. 

200 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://www.vforcereunion.co.uk/article1.html: 
Handley Page Victor Tankers 
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Flight Lieutenant Geoff Armitage at the refuelling operator's station. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Sqn021-25.htm: 
Forming at Netheravon on 23 July 1915, No 21 moved across to France with its RE7s in January 
1916.  It initially operated in the Army role, which involved bombing and long range 
reconnaissance, but in August the demand for fighter squadrons saw 21 re-equipping with BE12s 
for this role.  However, due the BE12s poor performance the squadron still continued to carry out 
bombing operations and so in February 1917, it converted to the Corps reconnaissance role with 
RE8s.  It continued in this role until the end of the war , returning to Britain in February 1919 and 
disbanding on 1 October of that year. 
It was 3 December 1935 before the squadron reformed, which happened at Bircham Newton.  The 
squadron was a light bomber unit equipped with Hinds, which it replaced with Blenheims in August 
1938.  In the early part of WW2, the squadron operated against targets in Holland and Belgium but 
in June 1940, it moved to Lossiemouth, from where it undertook anti-shipping operations.  It 
returned to East Anglia in October but in December was sent to Malta, where it carried out anti-
shipping missions until disbanding on 14 March 1942. 
At Bodney on the same day, a new No 21 formed, taking over the Blenheims of No 82 Squadron.  
Two months later Venturas arrived followed by a lengthy work-up delaying the squadron's first 
operation with the new aircraft taking place on 6 December 1942.  This involved 17 aircraft being 
sent on the famous daylight attack on the Philips Electronics factory at Eindhoven.  It was a case of 
being equipped with an unsuitable type again and in September 1943 the squadron re-equipped 
with the Mosquito. At the same time it began to operate in the night bombing role as well as 
carrying out daylight missions occasionally.  As Allied troops moved towards Germany many 
squadrons moved onto the continent and No 21 was one of these in February 1945, from where it 
continued to undertake intruder operations.  It remained in Germany after the war, disbanding at 
Gutersloh on7 November 1947. 
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It rejoined the 'Order of Battle' on 21 September 1953 as a Canberra squadron at Scampton.  It 
moved to Waddington in 1955, where it disbanded on 30 June 1957.  When No 542 Squadron had 
finished carrying out its duties in Australia as part of Britain's nuclear testing programme, it was re-
numbered No 21 on 1 October 1958, but this period of existence was short-lived as it disbanded at 
Upwood on 15 January 1959. 
Four months later, on 1 May,  it was revived at Benson in the light transport role, equipped with 
Twin Pioneers.  It moved out to Kenya the following September, where it stayed until June 1965 
when it moved north to Aden.  It continued to operate in support of Army operations in the Radfan 
until disbanding on 15 September 1967.  No 21's final incarnations began on 3 February 1969 
when the Western Communications Squadron was redesignated at Andover, being finally 
disbanded on 31 March 1976.  At the time of writing (February 2002), the squadron is dormant. 
2838. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Derek Lyndhurst ELEY (57643). Signed 7 
July 1954. RAF Technical College, Henlow. 

200 
The LG, 8 June 1968 announced the award of the Queen’s Commendation for Valuable Service in 
the Air. 
According to Shetland Family History, he was married to Margaret Austin BLUNN (6 July 1930 – 17 
May 2001). 
From http://www.minerva-society.org.uk/newsletters/news2012_files/Minerva_Newsletter_2012.pdf: 
Monday 29th September 1952 was the day the 1st Entry of the new Technical Cadet scheme 
gathered together at the RAF Technical College, Henlow, Bedfordshire. 
…. 
The Squadron Staff: The Cadet Squadron was initially commanded by Sqn Ldr “Dizzie” Davies with 
Flt Lt Derek Eley as second in command. 
2839. Officer Cadet [later Wing Commander] Raymond John PEBERDY OBE CEng MIEE 
(585230). Signed 7 July 1954. RAF Technical College, Henlow. 

200 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 31 December 1980. He was one of the students mentioned in 
the above article: 
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2840. Squadron Leader George Stanley Charles HOLLIDAY CBE (40828). Signed 8 July 
1954. American Embassy, London. 

200 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Holliday_(bobsleigh): 
George Stanley Charles Holliday (February 14, 1917 – May 1990) was a British bobsledder who 
competed in the late 1940s. He finished seventh in the four-man event at the 1948 Winter 
Olympics in St. Moritz. 
His CBE for services to British commercial interests in Africa was announced in the LG, 2 June 1973. 
2841. Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir Dermot Alexander BOYLE GCB, KCVO, KBE, AFC, 
RAF (2 October 1904 – 5 May 1993). Signed 18 July 1954. HQ Fighter Command. 

200 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dermot_Boyle: 

 
Born the son of Alexander Francis and Anna Maria (née Harpur) Boyle, Dermot was brought up in 
Abbeyleix, County Laois and educated at St Columba's College, Dublin. He joined the Royal Air 
Force on 14 September 1922 as a flight cadet at the Royal Air Force College Cranwell. On 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Holliday_(bobsleigh)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dermot_Boyle
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successfully passing through the College, he was commissioned as a pilot officer on 31 July 1924 
and immediately posted to No. 17 Squadron at RAF Hawkinge where he flew Snipes. He transferred 
to No. 1 Squadron at RAF Hinaidi in Iraq to undertake air policing duties in December 1925 and, 
having been promoted to flying officer on 31 January 1926, he transferred again this time to No. 6 
Squadron at RAF Mosul also in Iraq in November 1926. He attended the Flying Instructor's Course 
at the Central Flying School in March 1927 and then became a Qualified Flying Instructor there the 
following month. Dermot Boyle and Richard Atcherley together formed the school's display team 
while they were resident at the Central Flying School at this time. Boyle was made Assistant 
Adjutant at No. 601 (County of London) Squadron at RAF Hendon on 5 October 1929 and was 
promoted to flight lieutenant on 13 October 1929. 
Boyle became a Qualified Flying Instructor at the Royal Air Force College Cranwell in January 1930 
and then returned to No. 601 (County of London) Squadron as Adjutant in January 1931. He joined 
the Personnel Staff at Headquarters RAF India in April 1933 and then attended the RAF Staff 
College in 1936. Promoted to squadron leader on 1 October 1936, he became Officer Commanding 
No. 83 Squadron at RAF Turnhouse flying Hind bombers in January 1937. He went on to be Chief 
Flying Instructor at the Royal Air Force College Cranwell in July 1937 and was awarded the Air Force 
Cross on 8 June 1939. 
Boyle served in World War II, initially as a Staff Officer at Headquarters of the Advanced Air Striking 
Force in Reims, and was promoted to the temporary rank of wing commander on 1 January 1940 
(made permanent in April 1942). In May 1940, when the German Army broke through, he organised 
the evacuation of the Force through Brest. He joined the Air Staff responsible for operations at 
Headquarters RAF Bomber Command in June 1940 and again became Officer Commanding No. 83 
Squadron in November 1940 now based at RAF Scampton and flying Hampden bombers. He went 
on to be Assistant Secretary of the Committee of Imperial Defence in February 1941 and was 
mentioned in despatches on 1 January 1941 and again on 24 September 1941. Promoted to the 
temporary rank of group captain on 1 December 1941, he became Station Commander at RAF 
Stradishall in January 1942 and Senior Air Staff Officer at No. 83 Group in May 1943. He was 
mentioned in despatches again on 2 June 1943 and promoted to group captain on a war 
substantive basis on 17 November 1943. 
Boyle was appointed Air Aide-de-Camp to the King on 1 January 1944 and a Commander of the 
Order of the British Empire in the 1945 New Year Honours. He became Air Officer Commanding 
No. 85 (Base) Group, responsible for the various support units within Second Tactical Air Force, with 
the acting rank of air vice marshal, on 26 April 1945 and went on to be Air Officer Commanding 
No. 11 Group in July 1945. He appointed a Commander of the Order of the Crown with Palms and 
awarded the Croix de Guerre 1940 with Palms by the Prince Regent of Belgium on 11 July 1947 for 
his role in liberating Belgium. 
After the War Boyle stayed in the RAF, being appointed a Companion of the Order of the Bath in 
the 1946 New Year Honours and relinquishing his rank of acting air vice marshal on 19 March 1946. 
He attended Imperial Defence College in 1946 and became Assistant Commandant of the RAF Staff 
College, Bracknell in January 1947 before being promoted to the air commodore on 1 July 1947. He 
became Director-General of Personnel at the Air Ministry with the acting rank of air vice marshal on 
26 July 1948 and Director General of Manning at the Air Ministry in August 1949. He went on to be 
Air Officer Commanding No.1 (Bomber) Group in April 1951 and was advanced to Knight 
Commander of the Order of the British Empire in the 1953 New Year Honours. He became Air 
Officer Commanding-in-Chief at RAF Fighter Command with the acting rank of air marshal on 7 
April 1953 and, having attended the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II in June 1953, he was 
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appointed a Knight Commander of the Royal Victorian Order on 16 July 1953 and confirmed in the 
rank of air marshal on 1 January 1954. 
Boyle became Chief of the Air Staff and was promoted to air chief marshal on 1 January 1956, the 
first graduate of the RAF College Cranwell to be appointed to this post. In this role he deployed 
British air power during the Suez Crisis in October 1956 and defended the RAF against the views of 
Duncan Sandys, the Minister for Defence, who believed that the V bomber force rendered manned 
fighter aircraft redundant. He was advanced to Knight Grand Cross of the Order of the Bath in the 
1957 New Year Honours and promoted to the rank of Marshal of the Royal Air Force on 1 January 
1958 before retiring in January 1960. 
In retirement Boyle became Vice-Chairman of the British Aircraft Corporation. He was instrumental 
in founding the RAF Museum at Hendon and became the first Chairman of its trustees. He was also 
Vice-Chairman of the RAF Benevolent Fund for most of the 1970s and President of the Royal Air 
Force Club. He died at Sway in Hampshire on 5 May 1993. 
Boyle married Una Carey in 1931; they had two sons and a daughter. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/BoyleD.htm: 
GCB - 1 Jan 1957 (CB - 1 Jan 1946), KCVO - 16 Jul 1953, KBE - 1 Jan 1953 (CBE - 1 Jan 1945), AFC - 
8 Jun 1939, MiD - 1 Jan 1941, MiD - 24 Sep 1941, MiD - 2 Jun 1943,Cwn-P (Cdr) - 11 Jul 
1947, CdeG (P) (B) - 11 Jul 1947. 
Plt Off: 31 Jul 1924, Fg Off: 31 Jan 1926, Flt Lt: 13 Nov 1929, Sqn Ldr: 1 Oct 1936,(T) Wg Cdr: 1 
Jan 1940, Gp Capt (T): 1 Sep 1941, Wg Cdr: 14 Apr 1942 1 Jan 1940,Act A/Cdre: 17 May 1943, Gp 
Capt (W): 17 Nov 1943, A/Cdre: 1 Oct 1944, Gp Capt:1 Dec 1944, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1947, Act 
AVM: 26 Apr 1945 – 19 Mar 1946, Act AVM: 26 Jul 1948, AVM: 1 Jul 1949, Act AM: 7 Apr 
1953, AM: 1 Jan 1954, ACM: 1 Jan 1956,MRAF: 1 Jan 1958. 
14 Sep 1922 Flight Cadet, RAF College. (Flt Cdt Sgt 
31 Jul 1924 Granted a Permanent Commission 
31 Jul 1924 Pilot, No 17 Sqn 
15 Dec 1925 Pilot, No 1 Sqn 
 1 Nov 1926 Pilot, No 6 Sqn 
12 Mar 1927 Attended Flying Instructor's Course, CFS 
26 Apr 1927 QFI, Central Flying School 
 5 Oct 1929 Assistant Adjutant/QFI, No 601 (County of London) Sqn AuxAF 
16 Jan 1930 QFI, RAF College, Cranwell 
 5 Jan 1931 Adjutant/QFI, No 601 (County of London) Sqn AuxAF 
 7 Apr 1933 Personnel Staff, HQ RAF India 
21 Jan 1936 Attended RAF Staff College 
2 Jan 1937 Officer Commanding, No 83 Sqn 
19 Jul 1937 CFI - RAF College, Cranwell 
21 Nov 1939 Staff Officer, HQ AASF 
28 Jun 1940 Air Staff - Operations, HQ Bomber Command 
21 Nov 1940 Officer Commanding, No 83 Sqn 
17 Feb 1941 Assistant Secretary, Committee of Imperial Defence 
17 Jan 1942 Officer Commanding, RAF Stradishall 
17 May 1943 SASO, No 83 Group 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/BoyleD.htm
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26 Aug 1943 Appointed Air ADC to The King 
26 Apr 1945 AOC, No 85 (Base) Group 
20 Jul 1945 AOC, No 11 Group 
 2 Apr 1946 Attended Imperial Defence College 
 2 Jan 1947 Commandant, RAF Staff College 
26 Jul 1948 Director-General of Personnel 
 2 Aug 1949 Director-General of Manning 
 5 Apr 1951 AOC, No 1 (Bomber) Group 
 7 Apr 1953 AOC in C, Fighter Command 
 1 Jan 1956 Chief of the Air Staff 
 1 Feb 1960 Placed on Half Pay 
In 1935, he had the privilege of taking The Queen Mother (then the Duchess of York) for her first 
flight. This took place from the grounds of Sir Philip Sassoon's residence in a Puss Moth. The flight 
resulted in an instruction from the Air Council that members of the Royal Family where not to be 
flown "in conditions unbecoming of their station". 
From The Independent, 8 May 1993: 
Dermot Boyle, who held the post of Chief of the Air Staff in the later 1950s, is recalled by the Royal 
Air Force as one of its most charismatic leaders. Totally dedicated to the Service, he held office 
during the Suez campaign of 1956 and then had to deal with the crisis of confidence created by the 
Sandys defence review. To predict, as Duncan Sandys did, that the advent of the missile would 
mean the end of the manned fighter aircraft represented a challenge to the very existence of the 
RAF, and Boyle's successful resistance to it was his greatest achievement. 
An Irishman, Dermot Boyle was the first RAF officer who had not fought in the First World War to 
become CAS, and also the first to have been trained at the RAF College, Cranwell. Lord Trenchard, 
its founder, had always looked forward to the day when a former cadet would reach the highest 
position the service had to offer and none was more delighted than he when Boyle was appointed. 
Sadly, the new CAS's first engagement was to attend the great man's funeral. 
Boyle's early service saw him flying operationally in Iraq and then, as a qualified flying instructor, 
demonstrating his exceptional pilot skills in display flying at Hendon and elsewhere. In the 1930s 
he served with the Auxiliary Air Force, gained staff experience, and as war approached returned to 
Cranwell as Chief Flying Instructor. The wartime years found him first in France with the Advanced 
Air Striking Force and then in Bomber Command, where he commanded a Hampden squadron and 
later RAF Stradishall, in Suffolk. A spell in the Cabinet Office Secretariat in 1941 gave him an 
invaluable insight into the higher realms of policy-making, and from 1943 to 1945 he held a key 
operational appointment as Senior Air Staff Officer in 83 Group, one of the tactical formations 
specially set up for the invasion of north-west Europe. 
Six years later he was back in operational command, this time as Air Officer Commanding No 1 
Group in Bomber Command, where his primary task was to see the RAF's first jet bomber, the 
Canberra, into squadron service - a wonderful aircraft, he called it, and he often flew it himself, 
most notably in 1952 when he led a flight on a 24,000-mile tour of South America. Then he moved 
on to become C-in-C Fighter Command, where he oversaw the introduction of another of the RAF's 
great post-war aircraft, the Hunter. 
Boyle took over as CAS from Sir William Dickson on 1 January 1956 and soon became embroiled in 
the mounting crisis that followed Egypt's nationalisation of the Suez Canal. Inevitably the various 
stages of military planning and preparations, compounded by the political uncertainties, occupied 
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much of his time and that of his fellow chiefs of staff, but Boyle himself refused to become involved 
in the politics. He knew nothing of the Israeli connections, though he certainly shared his 
colleagues' misgivings about a situation in which Anthony Eden was being steadily overwhelmed. 
His task was simply to ensure that the RAF could do what was required of it, and he shared the 
credit for the success of the air offensive in Operation Musketeer, carried out by the RAF in co-
operation with the Fleet Air Arm and the French Air Force. 
The Defence Review presented problems of a different order. This complete reassessment of British 
defence policy had started in early 1956, its cause the government's conviction that Britain's 
economic performance had to be improved and that large savings in expenditure on conventional 
forces were essential to that end. After Suez the painful process was resumed, this time under a 
new Minister of Defence, Duncan Sandys, and the Defence White Paper of April 1957 caused 
consternation around the RAF. Admittedly Boyle applauded one key aspect, the confirmation of the 
role of the V-bomber force in providing the United Kingdom's nuclear deterrent, in which he was a 
passionate believer. The rest of Sandys's ideas, however, were anathema, and having decided that 
resignation would serve no purpose Boyle resolved to fight. 
While he had no choice but to accept heavy cuts, especially in Fighter Command and Germany, 
Boyle found many influential friends, notably in the Army and also in politics, willing to support 
him, and, as he himself put it later, the fabric of the RAF as a whole was preserved. Moreover - a 
notable achievement - he persuaded Sandys to agree to the development of the RAF's new strike 
and reconnaissance aircraft, the TSR2. At the same time he realised the importance of countering 
the effects of the adverse publicity both within and outside the RAF, and by repeatedly proclaiming 
his own belief in the future of the manned aircraft he made a considerable personal contribution to 
the national debate. For those in the RAF, increasingly wondering about their prospects, his was a 
timely demonstration of inspired leadership. 
Many other matters, too, engaged Boyle's attention, including an attempt by the Navy, strongly 
encouraged by Mountbatten when he became Chief of the Defence Staff, to take over the aircraft 
of Coastal Command, and a full-scale study of the future roles of air transport. In the nuclear field 
there were the successful tests of the British hydrogen bomb at Christmas Island; the agreement to 
the deployment of the Thor missile in the United Kingdom - a decision which Boyle supported 
since it brought the RAF into a new field of technology and would help prepare for the advent of 
Britain's intercontinental ballistic missile, Blue Streak; and the growing question about Blue Streak 
itself, coupled with the possible acquisition of the air- launched Skybolt in its place. When Boyle 
handed over to Sir Thomas Pike at the end of 1959 there remained many unsolved questions but 
the RAF was in much better heart than at one stage had seemed possible. 
He was now aged 55 and new challenges lay ahead, both in industry and in continuing connections 
with the RAF. As Vice- Chairman of the British Aircraft Corporation from 1962 to 1971 his service 
experience was invaluable for many of the new aircraft projects; the cancellations, especially that of 
the TSR2, horrified him, but other projects such as the MRCA, the future Tornado, held great hopes 
for the future. He also found time for a new scheme very close to his own heart, namely the 
establishment of the RAF's own museum at Hendon; as the first chairman of its board of trustees 
from 1965 to 1974 he provided much of the inspiration for this widely admired RAF institution. The 
RAF Benevolent Fund, of which he was Deputy Chairman, and the RAF Club, of which he was 
president, also owed him much, and to the end he showed an interest in the modern RAF. 
Dermot Boyle will be remembered as one of the great father-figures of the RAF. Superb flying 
ability, great staff skills, inspiring leadership, dominating presence, power to hold an audience, 
charm, kindliness: such qualities combined to make him one of the most respected and best loved 
of all the RAF's high commanders. 
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2842. PROBABLY Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] Henry John DODSON AFC 
(124622). Signed 17 July 1954. RAF Leeming. 

200 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 9 June 1949. 
He was commanding officer of No 213 Squadron from 1 September 1954 to 29 December 1957. 
From the Catholic Herald, 25 April 1958: 
Airman on H-Bomb Use 
As for the present case, if we airmen did not see the situation as a direct conflict between humanly 
tmperfect good and diabolically inspired evil we could not take up our position. But we do sec it 
this way, and far from feeling that we are in defiance of God we take Him as our Exemplar in the 
judgement we must make. I will try to show you why. In their excellent little book. "The Kingdom of 
Promise." Fathers Dyson and Jones show how the Old Testament is basically the history of the 
formation and preparation of a chosen people who would provide at the right time a suitable 
environment of culture and belief for the birth of Our Saviour and the founding of the Kingdom of 
His Church. At divers times, and especially during the leadership of Josue, God Himself did not 
hesitate to give precise orders for the destruction of whole tribes, men, women and children, and 
whole cities, on account of their wickedness and their opposition to the Chosen Race. It seems to 
me that what was legitimate during the formation of God's Kingdom cannot be wrong in the 
defence necessary for its maintenance, provided always that no less drastic course can hope to 
succeed. 
Rather than think of the H-bomb in the context of one of those classical end versus means 
arguments, I prefer to equate the theory of nuclear deterrence with that of the divinely provided 
Hell. We in the West, having right on our side, will not willingly consign a single one of our 
opponents to nuclear destruction, but they will so consign themselves if they launch aggressive 
and totally destructive war aimed at our principles and way of life. So I would say to Canon 
Drinkwater that the numbers involved in destruction are irrelevant to the ethics of this particular 
situation just at the present time, though if the character of the opposition altered and it became 
less of an ideological threat we might have to change our views, However, I am sure we both agree 
that the world would be much nearer God's ideal without the beastly H-bombs and without Hell. 
H. J. Dodson, Wing Commander Royal Air Force. R.A.F. Manby. 
Louth, Lincs. 
SIR,-In respect of the H-bomb, 
Your correspondent H. J. Dodson writes: "Now it is no use having a weapon unless your enemy 
knows you can and will use it." 
This view does not find support in Rome. In his Note handed on Palm Sunday, 1957, to the 
Japanese Government's special envoy, the Holy Father left no doubt of his condemnation, not only 
of the use of nuclear bombs, but also of their manufacture and testing. His Holiness said: "In fact 
the destructive power of nuclear armaments has become unlimited" and concerning the use of 1-
1bombs: "Thc ultimate effects of which, not to mention the immediate immense damage caused, 
cannot be calculated with certainty particularly the biological and hereditary effects on living 
species in place of this terrifying and wilful race towards death . . ." 
In 1950 the French bishops ruled out atomic weapons as legitimate in warfare. 
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In the Dominican disputation on nuclear war (published in " Blackfriars") responsible theologians 
expressed the view it was wrong to rely on the H-bomb as a deterrent; the manufacture and testing 
of such weapons was also immoral. 
J. J. O'Connor 37. Northiam. 
Woodside Park, N.12. 
From the Catholic Herald, 3 May 1963: 
The Bomb and Us 
Your recent treatment of the nuclear warfare question deserves credit. A very fair exposition of 
both points of view has been published. Nevertheless, one cannot feel that we are any nearer 
agreement on the morality of a deterrent nuclear posture. Those against will stay against; there can 
be none for so hideous a weapon, hut many of us will continue to think that, failing a truly 
multilateral demarche, retention of our nuclear force is not unethical. 
Two aspects of the treatment of the question do. however, call for comment. MT. Stein in his 
Disputation with Mr. Kay practically confined the moral choice that had to he mode to military 
men. Surely, if the Church did teach that nuclear war was immoral. all Catholics and not just those 
in uniform would have to disassociate themselves from State policy. 
This would obviously mean that those whose work in any way contributed to the deterrent weapon 
system (a very wide field indeed) would have to change their jobs. Would it not also mean that 
Catholics would have to court prosecution by withholding that fraction of their taxes that went to 
pay for the deterrent (ascertainable from Government annual statements) and could only vote for a 
party that renounced the nuclear force? 
The second aspect concerns the, sometimes explicit, sometimes implicit, criticism of the Church or 
the last and present Pope. for failing to give a positive ruling on the moral issue. Is this not 
tantamount to a criticism of the Holy Ghost, who teaches the Church. as we very well know, all 
things it is necessary for us to observe in order to win salvation? Would not the issue of the lives of 
whole nations rank as highly as the issue of monogamy, on which Christ so definitely pronounced? 
Grp. Capt. H. J. Dodson, R.A.F. Bracknell, Berks. 
Other possible matches for this signature are Frederick HODSON (502334) who became a 
Squadron Leader on 29 June 1953 and relinquished his commission on 9 November 1954. William 
DODSON (185345) was appointed a Flying Officer on 22 December 1953. V S DODSON (38074) 
relinquished his commission as a Squadron Leader on 22 June 1954. Surname could be PODSON 
but no matches found. Another possible, but doubtful, match is Gerald Hartwright POGSON 
(166458). The surname could be PODGER or PODMORE. 
2843. Wing Commander Alfred Stanley Charles JUKES (35292). Signed 21 July 1954. RAF 
Newton. 

200 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 20 September 1959. 
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2844. Lt Col Robert J MCCLEARY (6684A). Signed 24 July 1954. RAF Newton, 
Nottinghamshire. 

201 
He is listed in the Air Force Register for 1954. He retired on 31 May 1957. 
2845. Flight Lieutenant Derek Norman YATES (158722). Signed 24 July 1954. No 92 
Squadron, RAF Linton-on-Ouse. 

201 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 2 December 1975. 
2846. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Benjamin Gordon SWANSON (4056598). 
Signed 29 July 1954. RAF Cottesmore. 

201 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2847. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] Harry KING OBE (135292). Signed 29 July 
1954. RAF Perth. 

201 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 1 January 1962. 
From http://www.westlancsmark.co.uk/lodges/history/Bispham%20with%20Norbreck.html: 
W.Bro. Harry King OBE, the lodge secretary for ten years, passed away on the 13th January 2006. 
Harry served with the RAF during the 2nd World War, becoming one of the elite band of airmen 
when serving as a navigator with the Pathfinder crews. He was a Group Captain & Commanding 
Officer at RAF Gaydon and received an OBE in 1962 for his service to the air Ministry. 
From http://www.pprune.org/military-aircrew/491009-raf-observers.html: 
“Group Captain Harry King, RAF Gaydon 1966-69, a lawyer who wrote the MAFL”441 
According to The Air Force List for Autumn 1964, he was Chief of the Electronic Warfare Branch, 
Allied Air Forces Central Europe, Camp Guynemer, Fontainebleau, France. 
2848. Flying Officer [later Wing Commander] James EWAN MA (2600333). Signed 10 
August 1954. No 603 Squadron, RAF Turnhouse. 

201 
He also signed this book on 19 October 1959. 

                                                 
441 Manual of Air Force Law 
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From http://249squadron.wordpress.com/2011/06/15/wing-commander-jimmy-ewing-squadron-
co-1962-1964/: 
249 (Gold Coast) Squadron Association 
Wing Commander Jimmy Ewan Squadron CO 1962 -1964 

 
Wing Commander Jimmy Ewan between Wing Commander Dougie Barfoot and Air Marshal Sir 
John Sutton. 
It is with Deep regret that we have to report the death of Wing Commander Jimmy Ewan the 
Squadrons CO Between Wing Commander Dougie Barfoot and Air Marshal Sir John Sutton. Curly 
Hirst says “I am sorry to inform you that Wing Commander Jimmy Ewan, ex Squadron Commander 
of No 249 (Gold Coast) Squadron, died in his sleep yesterday after a long illness, suffering from 
cancer.” 
From http://249squadron.wordpress.com/2011/08/12/wing-commander-jimmy-ewan/: 
Wing Commander Jimmy Ewan 
I have just received another photograph of Wing Commander Ewan receiving a trophy on behalf 
the Squadron at RAF Akrotiri. Thanks to Curley Hirst and the Wing Commander’s daughter. 

 
From http://fightercontrol.co.uk/forum/viewtopic.php?f=322&p=441963: 
I sadly lost my Grandfather in 2011 and it’s him I have to thank for my passion of aviation. He has 
been my idol since I can remember… thinking about it he still is to this day and will be for the rest 
of my life! After he died, I was entrusted with a hell of a lot of his aviation hertitage and since then 

http://249squadron.wordpress.com/2011/06/15/wing-commander-jimmy-ewing-squadron-co-1962-1964/
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http://249squadron.wordpress.com/2011/08/12/wing-commander-jimmy-ewan/
http://fightercontrol.co.uk/forum/viewtopic.php?f=322&p=441963
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I’ve been collating it all together. Some times I’d work on it non-stop and other times I’d leave it 
untouched for a week or two. Well, after a few months’ worth of research, trawling the internet, 
various logbooks and dozens of books, I’ve found 22 Surviving Airframes my Grandfather flew 
during his career – there’s still more to hunt for! 
2x Hunter F1 
WT619 – Flown with 222 ‘Natal’ Squadron coded C - (Cosford, UK) 
WT651 – Flown with 222 ‘Natal’ Squadron coded B (C) - (Newark,UK) 
3 x Hunter F4 
(1 x T8C) 
WV322 (Now G-BZSE - Flyer) - Flown with 222 'Natal' Squadron - Loaner from 43 Squadron coded 
G - (Exeter Airport,UK) 
(1 x G.A11) –  
WV381 (Nose Section)– Flown with 222 ‘Natal’ Squadron coded Q - (Benson,UK) 
(1 x T75) 
WV387 - (Ex 532 - Republic of Singapore Air Force - Now N81827) - Flyer) Flown with 222 'Natal' 
Squadron coded G - (Oshkosh,USA) 
5 x Hunter F6 
N222 – Flown with 324 Squadron (Dutch Air Force) 
XG152 – Flown with 79 Squadron Coded 52 - (Luftwaffenmuseum, Berlin/Gatow, Germany) 
XF515 (Now N-294 – Flyer) – Flown with 79 Squadron coded 60 (Dutch Hawker Hunter Foundation, 
Leeuwarden, Holland) 
XJ634 (Now 60-602) – Flown with 79 Squadron coded 34 - (Saqr al Jazira (RSAF) Museum, Riyadh, 
Saudi Arabia) 
XE653 (Now ZU-AUJ – Flyer) – Flown with 79 Squadron coded 28 - (Classic Jets (flyer), Cape Town, 
South Africa) 
4 x Hunter T7 
N3R0 (PH-NLH (ex N-320 & XM126 ) – Flown with 324 Squadron (Dutch Air Force) - (Classic 
Fighters, Weelde AFB, Belgium) 
XL572 - Flown with 79 Squadron coded 83 - (Elvington,UK) 
XL632 – Flown with 79 Squadron coded 88 - (Surrey, UK (Pole Mounted) 
XL586 – Flown with79 Squadron coded 96 - (Essex, UK (Comp with XL578) 
1 x Vampire T11  
WZ507/74 - Flown with 222 'Natal' Squadron - (Vampire Preservation Group, UK) 
1 X Canberra T4 
WJ863 (Nose Section) – Flown with 249 ‘Gold Coast’ Squadron - (Cambridge,UK) 
1 x Canberra 15 
WH957(Nose Section) – Flown with 249 ‘Gold Coast’ Squadron - (East Kirkby,UK) 
2 x Canberra 16 
WH773 – Flown with 249 ‘Gold Coast’ Squadron - (Gatwick,UK) 
WH774– Flown with 249 ‘Gold Coast’ Squadron - (Franborough, UK) 
3 x Jet Provost 4 
XS179 – Flown with 3 SRF - (Manchester,UK (Stored) 
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XR704 (N8272Y – Flyer) – Flown with 3 SRF - (Florida,USA) 
XP638 – Flown with 3 SRF - (Mid Glamorgan, Wales) 

 
© Jamie Ewan 

 
Number 1 of 18.... Hawker Hunter T7 - XL572 (Ex – G-HNTR) © Jamie Ewan 
Marked up as XL571, XL572 is located at The Yorkshire Air Museum near York. The aircraft is 
currently painted in a blue scheme depicting the lead aircraft used by the 92 Squadron Display 
Team, the Blue Diamonds. Unfortunately, the aircraft has a marred past after being involved in an 
accident. When in use with 229 OCU in 1959, the aircraft entered an inverted spin. With recovery 
from this being a tricky proposition, the student pilot ejected but was killed. The instructor pilot 
regained control and landed safely. 
My Grandfather flew this Aircraft when serving with 79 Squadron on a number of occasions. The 
Aircraft was coded 83 and based at RAF Chivenor. 
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My Grandfather flying a EE.B2 (WH956) with 249 Squadron © Jamie Ewan 

 
Two generations later I’m in the same cockpit as my Grandfather © Jamie Ewan 
My Grandfather’s flights in Hawker Hunter F1 WT651 'C' - 222 Squadron 
19/12/1955 - Air Test - 50 minutes  
21/12/1955 - Air Test - 45 minutes  
02/01/1956 - Air Test - 50 minutes  
02/91/1956 - Air Test - 40 minutes 
03/01/1956 - Dogfighting 4v4 - 50 minutes  
06/01/1956 - Air Test - 35 minutes  
17/05/1956 - Battles Flight 2v2 (Manual Landing) - 50 minutes  
28/05/1956 - Aklington - Base - 50 minutes  
28/05/1956 - Aero's and Circuits - 50 minutes 
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08/11/1956 - Battle Flight 2v2 and Practice Intercepts (PI's) 55 minutes  
12/11/1956 - PIs and Dogfighting 1v4 - 60 minutes  
29/11/1956 - Close Battle (Ground Controlled Intercept (GCI)) - 3v4 - 50 minutes 
29/11/1956 - High GCI 1v2 - 45 minutes  
04/12/1956 - Air Test - 30 minutes  
04/12/1956 - Battle Flight 1v3 - 45 minutes  
06/12/1956 - GCI 1v4 - Dogfighing 1v2 - 60 minutes 
2849. POSSIBLY Paul Ivor BADLEY (169923). Signed 12 August 1954. [No address]. 

201 
The surname could be HADLEY. 
2850. Unknown. Signed 12 August 1954. RAF Watton. 

201 
The surname could be BENSON. 
2851. Lieutenant-Colonel Alistair GREGORY. Signed 13 August 1954. 854 C & R Battery, 
RA, 4 AA Group. 

201 
The Army List for April 1952 lists Captain A Gregory RA (TA). 
According to http://british-army-units1945on.co.uk/territorial-army-royal-artillery/aa-group.html, 4 
AA group was based in Warrington and covered Mersey and Manchester 
2852. Air Marshal Sir Charles Edward Neville GUEST KBE CB (4 October 1900 – 23 June 
1977). Signed 20 August 1954. Inspector General. 

201 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Guest: 
Educated at King Edward's School, Birmingham, Guest joined the Royal Air Force in 1918. He 
became a test pilot before being appointed Officer Commanding No. 12 Squadron in 1936 and 
being seconded to the British Military Mission in Egypt the following year. He served in World War 
II as Senior Air Staff Officer at Headquarters No. 202 Group and then at No. 204 Group before 
becoming Deputy Director of Organisation at the Air Ministry in 1942. He became Air Officer 
Commanding No. 229 Group in 1943 and Air Officer Commanding Transport at South East Asia 
Command in 1945. 
After the War he was appointed Senior Air Staff Officer at Headquarters Air Command South East 
Asia and then Air Officer Commanding No. 1 Group in 1947. He went on to be Assistant Chief of 

http://british-army-units1945on.co.uk/territorial-army-royal-artillery/aa-group.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Guest
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the Air Staff (Operations) in 1948, Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief at RAF Transport Command in 
1952 and Inspector-General of the RAF in 1954 before retiring in 1956. 
In retirement he became an aeronautical advisor to the Minister of Transport and a member of the 
Air Safety Board. He also became Vice President of the Old Edwardians. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Guest.htm: 
KBE - 1 Jan 1954 (CBE - 1 Jan 1945, OBE - 23 Jun 1936), CB - 13 Jun 1946, MiD - 24 Sep 
1941, MiD - 1 Jan 1942. 
Plt Off (P): 21 Aug 1922, Plt Off: 21 Feb 1923, Fg Off: 21 Feb 1924, Flt Lt: 1 Jul 1929, Sqn Ldr: 1 
Apr 1936,Wg Cdr: 1 Mar 1939, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Sep 1941, Act A/Cdre: 12 Dec 1943?, (T) A/Cdre: 1 
Oct 1944, Gp Capt:1 Dec 1944, Act AVM: 14 Mar 1945, (T) AVM: 1 Jan 1946, A/Cdre (WS): 14 
Mar 1946, A/Cdre: 1 Apr 1946,AVM: 1 Jan 1948, AM: 1 Jul 1953 1 Jan 1953. 
xx xxx 1918 Airman, RAF 
21 Aug 1922 U/T Pilot 
14 Sep 1923 Pilot, No 30 Sqn 
 1 Jul 1927 Test Pilot, No 15 Sqn. (Various – Martlesham Heath) 
14 Jan 1929 Test Pilot, No 22 Sqn. (Various – Martlesham Heath) 
20 Oct 1930 PA to Director of Operations and Intelligence 
22 Jan 1934 Attended RAF Staff College 
xx xxx xxxx Staff Officer, Directorate of Operations and Intelligence 
 9 Feb 1935 Flight Commander, No 8 Sqn (Vincent – Aden) 
27 Apr 1936 Officer Commanding, No 12 Sqn. (Hart/Hind – Aden/Andover) 
2 Dec 1937 Seconded to British Military Mission, Egypt 
 1 Dec 1940 SASO, HQ No 202 Group 
xx xxx 1941 SASO, HQ No 204 Group 
15 Sep 1942 Deputy Director of Organisation 
16 Dec 1943 AOC, No 229 Group 
xx Nov 1945 Air Officer, Transport Command, South-East Asia 
 3 Mar 1946 SASO, HQ Air Command South East Asia 
15 Jan 1947 AOC, No 1 Group 
 6 Dec 1948 Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Operations) 
 3 Jun 1952 AOC in C, Transport Command 
19 Apr 1954 Inspector-General of the RAF (until 31 Jul 1956) 
Educated at King Edwards School, Birmingham. In 1929 whilst serving as a test pilot at the A. & 
A.E.E. (No 22 Sqn) he was a member of a two man aerobatic team equipped with Gloster Grebes 
using smoke. 
As Inspector-General he carried out a review of the Accident Investigation Organisation in order to 
improve the RAF’s safety record at the time. He was a representative of the RAF at the funeral of 
King George VI.  
Immediately on retiring from the RAF, he was appointed as a Additional Aeronautical Adviser to the 
Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation. From 1961, he acted as Advisor to BOAC on Flight Safety. 
From Flight 8 January 1954: 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Guest.htm
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From Flight, 19 March 1954: 

 
The scene at the presentation of the Queen's Standard to No. 24 (Commonwealth) Squadron; on 
the right is Air Marshal Sir Charles E. N. Guest; in the foreground is G/C. S. P. Hagger 
2853. J F WILSON. Signed 21 August 1954. RAF Wattisham. 

201 
The Air Force List for July 1953 lists the following: 
John Foster WILSON (2543392) 
John Fenton WILSON (167648) 
James Forrester WILSON (3023589) 
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2854. Peter B HARRAP. Signed 26 August 1954. D.H. Engine Co. 

201 
D.H. Engine Co is the de Havilland Engine Company. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_Havilland_Engine_Company: 
The company was officially formed at Stag Lane in February 1944 and later moved into a factory 
leased by the government in 1946 at Leavesden, which had earlier been a site for Handley Page 
Halifax production. This is now the location of Leavesden Film Studios. It went on to produce one 
of the early turbojet engines the de Havilland Goblin which saw service in the early post-war de 
Havilland Vampire fighter. The later Ghost turbojet propelled early versions of the de Havilland 
Comet jetliner and the de Havilland Venom fighter. The company later developed the de Havilland 
Gnome turboshaft under licence from the General Electric T58 design, but the company was 
absorbed into Bristol Siddeley engines in 1961; Bristol itself subsequently became part of Rolls-
Royce Limited in 1966. 
2855. G A C WATT. Signed 1 September 1954. Murphy Radio. 

201 
No trace found. 
From Flight, 3 September 1954 (Farnborough Air Show): 

 
From Flight, 24 September 1954: 

 
From Flight, 8 October 1954: 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_Havilland_Engine_Company
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2856. Squadron Leader (Retired) Frederick Walter GILLHAM (45238). Signed 1 September 
1954. Murphy Radio, Welwyn Garden City. 

201 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From Flight, 2 March 1950: 

 
2857. Pilot Officer R D WALKER. Signed 12 September 1954. RAF Buchan. 

201 
The Air Force List for July 1953 lists the following: 
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Richard Douglas WALKER (205845), appointed Flying Officer on 10 March 1952; relinquished his 
commission, retaining the rank of Flight Lieutenant, on 10 March 1960. 
Robert Duncan WALKER (4092658), appointed Flying Officer on 1 April 1953; promoted to 
Squadron Leader on 1 January 1967. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Buchan: 
RAF Buchan is near Peterhead in Aberdeenshire. It has been there since 1952. Until 2005, it was also 
home of one of the two Control and Reporting Centres for the United Kingdom in the form of an 
impressive two storey underground bunker. It was responsible for coordinating all aspects of air 
defence as part of The United Kingdom Air Surveillance and Control System. 
2858. POSSIBLY Edward Leslie FRANKLIN (61102). Signed 14 September 1954. Armstrong 
Whitworth & Co Ltd. 

202 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 22 June 1954. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Armstrong_Whitworth: 
Sir W G Armstrong Whitworth & Co Ltd was a major British manufacturing company of the early 
years of the 20th century. With headquarters in Elswick, Newcastle upon Tyne, Armstrong 
Whitworth engaged in the construction of armaments, ships, locomotives, automobiles, and 
aircraft. 
2859. Captain Richard W KEPTON. Signed 15 September 1954. 20th Fighter Bomber Wing, 
RAF Station Wethersfield. 

202 
From 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MDPGA_Wethersfield#20th_Fighter_Bomber_.2F_Tactical_Fighter_Wing: 
In 1951, as a result of the Cold War threat of the Soviet Union, the British provided RAF 
Wethersfield to the USAF as part of their NATO commitment. Work on upgrading the facilities at 
Wethersfield commenced that same year. The United States was rapidly expanding its air force, 
increasing the number of combat wings from 48 in 1950 to 95 by June 1952. The 20th Fighter-
Bomber Wing was transferred from Langley AFB in Virginia, and took up residence at RAF 
Wethersfield on 31 May 1952. The transfer was intended to address the defense problem posed by 
Soviet conventional superiority in Western Europe. The 20th FBW consisted of three operational 
squadrons: the 55th, 77th, and 79th Fighter-Bomber Squadrons, flying the F-84G "Thunderjets". 
The F-84Gs were specially equipped to carry small nuclear bombs, and could deliver these weapons 
on Soviet forces if they invaded West Germany. Due to restricted space at Wethersfield, the 79th 
Squadron was initially stationed at RAF Bentwaters from 6 June 1952, then at RAF Woodbridge, 3 
mi (4.8 km) southeast of Bentwaters, from 1 October 1954. n June 1955 the 20th FBW started 
receiving the F-84F "Thunderstreak" in addition to its F-84Ds and F-84Gs. The F-84G was phased 
out by June 1955, with the aircraft being transferred to Allied nations in Europe and the Middle 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Buchan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Armstrong_Whitworth
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East. The 20th flew the F-84F for about two years, when on 16 June 1957, the conversion to the 
North American F-100D and F-100F "Super Sabres" began. The F-100 remained the primary aircraft 
at RAF Wethersfield until 1970. 
2860. Captain [later Lt Col] Robert C BENNETT. Signed 15 September 1954. 20th Fighter 
Bomber Wing, RAF Station Wethersfield. 

202 
From Dignity Memorial: 
Robert C. Bennett September 26, 1923 - June 17, 2013 

 
Robert C. Bennett, Lt. Col. USAF, Retired, 89, a resident of McKenzie, Al, died Monday, June l7, 2013 
in Toccoa, Ga. 
2861. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Raymond Kenneth Frank COLLYER 
(165439). Signed 21 September 1954. HQ Caledonian Sector, RAF Barnton Quarry. 

202 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 26 January 1976. 
From Peter L Croft’s A History of No 68 Squadron: 
January 1958 was the fourth month in sequence when the hours the Squadron flew were not up to 
target - only 178 by day and 28 by night. This was due to poor aircraft availability and the bad 
weather factor, in fact there were nine days completely unsuitable for flying and 10 more were 
marginal. However operation 'Argus' took place with 68 Squadron in a defensive role, flying seven 
sorties, and making nine claims. A further exercise was when Fighter Command made sweeps into 
the ATAF area. In general training, 250 interceptions were carried out of which 140 were at high 
level. Sqn Ldr Collyer arrived as NR Leader, and Fg Off DJ Dewdney was repatriated, tour expired. 
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2862. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Hector McLean Miller JACKSON (196796). 
Signed 21 September 1954. No 264 Squadron, RAF Linton-on-Ouse. 

202 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 8 November 1965 and was removed on 
19 April 1972. 
2863. Sheila M MACDUFF. Signed 25 September 1954. 26 Ormonde Avenue, Muirend, 
Glasgow G44. 

202 
No trace found. 
2864. Mr C H E O’RYAN-ROEDER. Signed 28 September 1954. Sir George Godfrey & 
Partners Ltd, London. 

202 
No trace found. References to Sir George Godfrey & Partners Ltd are found in many editions of 
Flight, eg 3 September 1954: 
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2865. Wing Commander James Leslie SCHOOLING (138805). Signed 4 October 1954. RAF 
Bishopbriggs, Glasgow. 

202 
He also signed this book on and 20 October 1953 and 8 April 1954. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HM_Prison_Low_Moss: 
Originally a World War II-era RAF Barrage balloon depot, known as RAF Bishopbriggs, constructed 
in 1939, base of No.18 (Balloon) Squadron and No.15 Maintenance Unit. It was also used as an 
overnight 'transit' camp for other RAF Units being transferred from the south of England to the 
north of Scotland. After WW2, RAF Bishopbriggs was utilised as a training school for the Royal 
Military Police for a time. Low Moss was first used by the Scottish Prison Service as a training 
school between 1964 and 1970. There was a break in this use between 1966 and 1968 when 
training reverted to Barlinnie Prison. 
2866. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Robert Edward WHITE (187721). Signed 6 
October 1954. Combat Search And Rescue, HQ Fighter Command. 

202 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 16 November 
1961. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HM_Prison_Low_Moss
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2867. Unknown. Signed 6 October 1954. Combat Search And Rescue, HQ Fighter 
Command. 

202 
The surname could be LARCOMBE or LAURISTON. 
2868. Squadron Leader Hugh Lionel JONES (153766). Signed 11 October 1954. No 152 
Squadron, RAF Wattisham. 

202 
His Queen’s Commendation for Valuable Service in the Air was announced in the LG, 31 May 1956. 
According to http://www.152hyderabad.co.uk/html/personnel_1939-1967.html, he was 
Commanding Officer of No 152 (Hyderabad) Squadron, RAF Wattisham, from June 1954 to 1956. 

 
Squadron Leader Jones and navigator 
2869. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Alfred Harry FRYER (165253). Signed 11 
October 1954. No 152 Squadron, RAF Wattisham. 

202 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 29 September 1967. 
According to http://www.rquirk.com/159oper/159sdnApr46f540.pdf, he was a Flying Officer with 
No 159 Squadron in 1946. 
From http://www.rquirk.com/159.html: 
The Nephew of F/O Fryer has generously shared his log book. F/O Fryer served as a Bomb Aimer 
on 159 Squadron from Jan. 1945 until Sept. 1946. Only the post war entries have been transcribed. 
These entries illustrate the continued use of the Liberator by 159 Squadron after VJ day. Among 
other activities was the "rice dropping" sorties, giving humanitarian aid to the local populations. 
According to http://www.152hyderabad.co.uk/html/personnel_1939-1967.html, he was 
Commanding Officer of No 152 (Hyderabad) Squadron, RAF Wattisham, from June 1962 to 1964. 

http://www.152hyderabad.co.uk/html/personnel_1939-1967.html
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From Flight, 1 January 1954: 

 
2870. Wing Commander John Alfred VIGOR (46231). Signed 10 October 1954. HQ No 80 
Signals Wing. 

202 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/54/a5897154.shtml: 
“Charles Thomas Elliot Holloway (‘Chas’ to all his friends) joined the RAF as a 16 year old Airman 
Apprentice in 1926 and by 1939 he had reached the rank of Sergeant - having retuned the year 
previously to the UK after 5 years continuous overseas service in both Iraq and on the North West 
Frontier of India (now Pakistan). 
In October 1939, he was posted to the newly reformed Gloucester Gladiator equipped No. 263 
Squadron at RAF Filton and got married to Betty. In January 1940 he was promoted to Temporary 
Flight Sergeant and by March was serving with No. 10 Observer Screen (and a month later with No. 
11 Observer Screen). Chas then found himself involved with the Norway evacuation in May/June 
1940 - one of his jobs apparently being to burn down a temporary RAF Officers’ Mess. He escaped 
from Narvik wearing civilian clothing, travelling on a Norwegian fishing trawler and later transferred 
to a British destroyer. 
On 10 June 1940, after his escapades in Norway, Chas joined the newly formed RAF Radio 
Counter-Measures (RCM) group - a secretive radio and radar intelligence unit. The group was 
formed to provide counter-measures against German navigational aids for bombers raiding British-
based targets. The RCM group was superseded by 80 (Signals) Wing on 7 October, under Wing 
Commander EB Addison. The Wing’s motto was ‘Confusion to Our Enemies’. 
Chas would have at first worked in a requisitioned country hotel, Aldenham Lodge, in Radlett. 
Known for cockroach and rat infestation, the hotel did at least have a swimming pool that was 
regularly used. 80 Wing initially consisted of 21 officers and 200 other ranks. A year later its 
Operations Room moved to larger premises at a nearby disused golf course (known as 
‘Newburies’). In January 1941 Chas was promoted to Temporary Warrant Officer (Signals) and by 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/54/a5897154.shtml
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August he was living with his wife and young son in Gills Hill Lane, Radlett (but he also seems to 
have served at Templecoombe, Honington and Cheadle at various stages during this time). 
The initial task of 80 Wing was the identification and subsequent jamming of the German Very 
High Frequency (VHF) blind-bombing system ‘Knickebein’ - which was being used to guide enemy 
bombers to their UK-based targets. The first jammers developed were simple sets which could be 
made to transmit a ‘mush’ of noise on the 'Knickebein’ frequencies (codenamed ‘Headache’). 
However, these were quickly superseded by a more high-powered system codenamed 'Aspirin'. 
These transmitted signals imitated the ‘Knickebein’ beam to confuse the German bomber pilots. 
Another method identified to nullify the effects of these beams was to mask the transmissions by 
intercepting and then re-broadcasting them. This second method was found to be more effective 
and became known as ‘Masking Beacon’ (or ‘Meacon’). Chas seems to have been heavily involved 
in the latter method - becoming a ‘Meaconing’ Officer, his official title though being the duller 
sounding ‘Sigs ‘G’ 80 Wng Ops.’” 
2871. Squadron Leader Douglas George Salter (53846). Signed 10 October 1954. HQ No 
80 Signals Wing. 

202 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2872. Pilot Officer [later ] Leon Michael KING (4117624). Signed 14 October 1954. No 1 
Aeronautical Information Documents Unit, Ruislip. 

202 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/+/http://www.aidu.mod.uk/index.html: 
For more than 50 years No1 Aeronautical Information Documents Unit (No1 AIDU) has been at the 
forefront of the Air Cartographic world. Established in 1953 and subsequently relocated to RAF 
Northolt in 1957, No1 AIDU has recently fallen under the wing of ICG and JAGO, bringing it within 
the same chain of command as all military agencies, such as DGC and Mil Survey. 
2873. Flight Lieutenant John Joseph WORDEN (54490). Signed 21 October 1954. HQ 
Fighter Command. 

203 
Although the initials look like “J G”, the only matching entry in the LG and The Air Force List for July 
1953 is “J J”. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 1 September 1967. 

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/+/http:/www.aidu.mod.uk/index.html
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2874. Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir William Forster DICKSON GCB, KBE, DSO, AFC (24 
September 1898 – 12 September 1987). Signed 21 October 1954. [No address]. 

204 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Dickson_(RAF_officer): 
Early life 
Born the son of Campbell Cameron Forster Dickson and Agnes Dickson (née Nelson-Ward and a 
direct descendant of Lord Nelson) Dickson was educated both at Bowden House in the Sussex 
town of Seaford and at Haileybury College. 
World War I and inter-war years 
Dickson joined the Royal Naval Air Service on 8 October 1916 and after completing flying training, 
he served as a pilot at RNAS Grain on the Isle of Grain. From August 1917 he was a pilot on HMS 
Furious, where he carried out pioneering work, performing deck landings and taking part in the first 
bombing raid from an aircraft carrier in history. He was mentioned in despatches on 1 October 
1917. He was promoted to captain in the flying branch on 7 October 1918 and awarded the 
Distinguished Service Order on 21 September 1918. Dickson spent the last few weeks of the War 
on HMS Revenge, having been posted there in October 1918, before taking up duties on HMS 
Queen Elizabeth in April 1919.He was mentioned in despatches again on 1 January 1919 and 
received a permanent commission in the Royal Air Force on 1 August 1919. 
The early 1920s saw Dickson transfer rapidly from one post to another. In March 1920, he was 
appointed to the staff at RAF Gosport and two months later he was appointed as a pilot on No. 210 
Squadron which was based at Gosport and had recently been reformed. Just under a year later in 
April 1921, Dickson returned to sea on board the aircraft carrier HMS Argus and in January 1922 
Dickson was sent to the Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough where he served as a test 
pilot. He was awarded the Air Force Cross on 3 June 1922 and promoted to flight lieutenant on 30 
June 1922. It was not until 1923 that Dickson's career became more settled. In May he was 
appointed the Personal Advisor to the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff and Director of Operations and 
Intelligence, Air Commodore John Steel and he remained in this post until July 1926 when he was 
removed from duties for three weeks due to illness following a motor-cycle accident. He was 
posted to No. 56 Squadron at RAF Biggin Hill as a flight commander later that month. He attended 
the RAF Staff College in Autumn 1927 remaining there as a supernumerary officer during the whole 
of the following year. 
Dickson was posted to the staff at No. 1 (Indian Wing) Station at RAF Kohat in February 1929 and 
found himself flying missions over the North West Frontier. In April 1930, he became Personal 
Assistant to the Air Officer Commanding RAF India.3 Promoted to squadron leader on 5 November 
1930, he remained on the staff at RAF India and was mentioned in despatches again on 26 June 
1931. Appointed an Officer of the Order of the British Empire in the 1934 Birthday Honours, he 
joined the air staff at Headquarters Western Area in September 1934. He was appointed Officer 
Commanding No. 25 Squadron at RAF Hawkinge in January 1935 and then joined the Directing 
Staff at the RAF Staff College in March 1936. He was promoted to wing commander on 1 January 
1937 and attended Imperial Defence College in Spring 1939. 
World War II 
At the start of World War II, Dickson was on the staff of the Directorate of Plans. He was appointed 
to the Joint Planning Staff, which was a subcommittee of the Chiefs of Staff Committee and 
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involved supporting the planning carried out by Winston Churchill and the senior British military 
commanders. Dickson continued in this work for the first two years of the War, receiving a 
temporary promotion to group captain on 2 January 1940, (made permanent in April 1942) being 
appointed Director of Plans in March 1941 and gaining an acting promotion to air commodore in 
April 1941. 
In May 1942 Dickson took up post as the Senior Air Staff Officer at the Headquarters of No. 9 
(Fighter) Group. However, Dickson did not remain as a staff officer for long. The following month 
he was appointed Air Officer Commanding No. 9 (Fighter) Group and in November 1942 he took 
up command of No. 10 Group. While serving as AOC No. 10 Group, Dickson accompanied C-in-C 
Fighter Command Air Marshal Leigh-Mallory on a visit to the Air Headquarters in the Western 
Desert. He was appointed Companion of the Order of the Bath in the 1942 Birthday Honours and 
promoted to the rank of acting air vice marshal on 26 June 1942. In March 1943, Dickson was given 
the task of setting up No. 83 Group, which as the first composite group would provide the model 
for the future groups of the soon to be established Second Tactical Air Force which was formed for 
the planned invasion of Europe. 

 
Portal and Dickson in Italy in 1944 

 
Air Vice-Marshal W Dickson, Air Officer Commanding the Desert Air Force, sitting down to 
afternoon tea while attending a conference at the Tactical Headquarters of the 8th Army, near 
Venafro, Italy. 11 April 1944 
Although Dickson had spent considerable time in planning and preparation for the invasion of Nazi 
occupied Europe, he did not take part in the operations: on 1 December 1943 he was granted a 
temporary promotion to air vice-marshal and in April 1944 he was given command of the Desert 
Air Force (formerly the Air Headquarters in the Western Desert) which was operating in Italy after 
the Allied victory in North Africa in 1943. He was awarded the Soviet Order of Suvorov (3rd Class) 
on 11 April 1944. In December 1944, Dickson was recalled to London, taking up the post of 
Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Policy), a post which he held throughout the rest of the War and 
into mid-1946. He was advanced to Commander of the Order of the British Empire in recognition 
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of his services during operations in Italy on 5 July 1945 and was appointed a Commander of the 
American Legion of Merit on 13 November 1945. 
Post War and later life 
He was advanced to Knight Commander of the Order of the British Empire in the 1946 New Year 
Honours. He was appointed Vice-Chief of the Air Staff with the acting rank of air marshal on 1 June 
1946 and confirmed in the rank of air marshal on 1 July 1947. He became Commander-in-Chief RAF 
Mediterranean & Middle East in March 1948 and Air Member for Supply and Organisation on 2 
March 1950. He was promoted to air chief marshal on 8 January 1951. He was advanced Knight 
Commander of the Order of the Bath in the 1952 New Year Honours. 
He became Chief of the Air Staff in 1 January 1953. As such he was the only Chief of the Air Staff to 
have been originally commissioned in the Royal Navy (Sir Frederick Sykes served in the Navy for a 
little under a year even though he was originally commissioned in the Army). In that role his main 
preoccupation was the establishment of the V Force and the necessary supporting weapons, 
airfields and personnel. He was advanced Knight Grand Cross of the Order of the Bath in the 1953 
New Year Honours. He attended the funeral of King George VI in February 1952 and the coronation 
of Queen Elizabeth II in June 1953. He was promoted to Marshal of the Royal Air Force on 1 June 
1954. He was the first and only Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff Committee, serving from 1 January 
1956, through the Suez Crisis, until 1 January 1959 when he became the first Chief of the Defence 
Staff, a post he held until July 1959. 
In retirement he worked for a variety of charitable organisations including the Royal Central Asian 
Society, the Ex-Services Mental Welfare Society and the Forces Help Society. He died at the 
Princess Alexandra Hospital, Wroughton in Wiltshire on 12 September 1987. 
Family 
In 1932, he married Patricia Marguerite Allen; they had two daughters, one of whom died in 
childhood. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Dickson.htm: 
Citation for the award of the DSO 
“Lieut. (Hon. Capt.) William Forster Dickson (Sea Patrol). 
Displayed great skill and gallantry on the occasion of a long-distance bombing raid. He succeeded 
in dropping bombs on an airship station from a low altitude with destructive effect, and although 
subjected to severe fire from the enemy obtained valuable information.” 
(LG, 21 September 1918) 
2875. Air Vice Marshal William Joseph CRISHAM CB CBE MiD (twice) (24248). Signed 22 
October 1954. 12 Group. 

204 
He also signed this book on 25 February 1954. 
2876. Wing Commander Unknown. Signed 21/22 February 1954. Air Ministry. 

204 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Dickson.htm
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The surname looks like PRENTICE. This could be Wing Commander H P PLEASANCE OBE DFC. 
2877. PROBABLY Squadron Leader John Charles STEELE (150198). Signed 25 October 
1954. Central Flying School. 

204 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He resigned on 1 April 1978. 
From http://www.foxearth.org.uk/1956-1957SuffolkFreePress.html: 
9 May 1956. At the inquest on Flying Officer Edgar Musseti, aged 23, of Kings Lynn, stationed at 
Wattisham, a verdict of accidental death was recorded. The Hawker Hunter he was flying crashed at 
Colne Engaine and the body was found at Pebmarsh. Squadron Leader John Steele of Wattisham 
said he could not explain why the aircraft caught fire. It had been asserted the plane caught fire 
about 5 minutes after take off and the pilot ejected. P.C.Swinburne of Earls Colne said that the 
following morning he went to The Moat at Pebmarsh where he saw an ejector seat in a field and 95 
yards away. He saw the body with an unopened parachute at Home Farm, Colne Engaine. 
2878. W T ELLIS. Signed 1 November 1954. Thompson Bros (Bilston). 

204 
From http://www.blackcountrymemories.org.uk/thompbros/thompbros02.htm: 
Thompson Bros (Bilston) Ltd Mobile Refuelling Units 
The following note has been compiled by Julian C Temple, Curator of Aviation, Brooklands 
Museum. It represents the results of his researches so far (August 2003) and we are very grateful to 
him for allowing us to publish it here. We are also obliged to Keith Timmins for supplying the 
photos. The photo captions have been added by Frank Sharman and are very much subject to 
correction. 
Type history: Designed and built from c1935 until at least the end of World War Two by 
Thompson Bros. Ltd, for both civil and military use. Powered by a standard Ford 10 car engine, a 
rather novel feature was its three-wheeled chassis. Early models featured two separate 
compartments or "saddle" tanks for fuel and oil. Later variants had capacity for 350, 450 or 500 
gallons of fuel using the two compartments for one or two grades of fuel. 50 gallons of oil was also 
carried in a separate central tank. Pumping was achieved at an average rate of 20 gallons a minute 
with an auxiliary pump designed and manufactured by Thompson Bros. 
The earliest reference yet found appears in 'Aeroplane' and 'Flight' reports on the September 1935 
King's Cup Air Race when 'The T-B Refuelling Unit' (possibly the prototype) refuelled participating 
light aeroplanes at Hatfield. 'Flight' also published a photo of this rather crude-looking vehicle. By 
at least 1942, the makers, now named "Thompson Brothers (Bilston) Ltd", were advertised as 
"specialists in petrol refuelling equipment".  

http://www.foxearth.org.uk/1956-1957SuffolkFreePress.html
http://www.blackcountrymemories.org.uk/thompbros/thompbros02.htm
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 2879.  
The bowser on the left is probably the Mark I and that on the right is probably the Mark III. The 
photos were probably taken at or near the works. 

 
This may be the Mark V and the last of the three wheelers. Presumably the three wheel design was 
intended to increase maneuverability. 
Pre-war examples of the Mk I, II & III refuellers - apparently initially named 'The T-B Refuelling Unit' 
- were used at the following civil aerodromes and airports (and probably at many others too):- 
Brooklands, Surrey (Brooklands Aviation Ltd); Croydon, Surrey ('Shell Aviation Service'); Desford. 
Leics. (Reid & Sigrist Ltd); Fairoaks, Surrey (General Aircraft Ltd?); Perth (Airwork Ltd's Reserve 
Training School); and Reading/Woodley, Berks, (Phillips & Powis Aircraft Ltd). 
During WW2 improved and slightly larger versions - notably the Mark V - were ordered in quantity 
by the Air Ministry for military use and became a common sight at flying training schools such as 
that at Fairoaks, Surrey. 
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This advertisement, from The Aeroplane, 2nd 
February 1940, is for the "new T. B. Streamlined 
Tender". The advert refers to the need to supply 
several grades of spirit but the photos seem to 
suggest that this version of the refueller could 
cope with only two grades.  

Postwar, many of these mobile tenders also proved very useful at civil aerodromes and airports 
including Heathrow and Luton Airports. Smaller civil airfields, such as Biggin Hill, Elstree and 
Leicester East (Stoughton) continued to use Thompson refuellers for light aircraft even up to the 
1990s. Other known postwar civil operators included Brooklands Aviation Ltd (at Little Staughton 
and Sywell) and the British Aircraft Corporation Ltd (at Brooklands/Weybridge and Wisley). 

 

2880.  
Apparently post war versions. But note that the photo on the left appears to have been taken in 
very much the same place as that of the Shell 3 wheeler above. 
Today, several major UK aviation museums (such as the IWM, Duxford and the RAFM, Hendon) 
have restored Thompsons on public display. The Brooklands Museum has just acquired an 
example. But no more than 19 original vehicles are known to survive in the UK with a few others 
believed to be in museums overseas. 
Acknowledgements Peter Amos, Aviation Photo News/Brian Stainer, Gordon Blunden, Ron Brant, 
George Burton, Nigel Dawe, Geoff Dovey, Peter Edmunds, Paul Francis, the late David Gilbert, 
Maurice Jones, Terry Kearney, Chris Morris (The Shuttleworth Collection), Andy Simpson (RAF 
Museum), Tom Singfield, Bill Taylor, Nick Webb and Allan Winn 
Bibliography 
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Books 
Author unknown (1942) Guide to Flying, (published by The Aeroplane - advert for TB Refuelling 
Units on p.xxvi. 
Air Publication AP2782A (1947 edition) Data Book of RAF Vehicles (copy held at RAF Museum, 
Hendon) 
Boulton, Jim & Parsons, Harold (date?) Powered Vehicles Made in the Black Country (publisher?).  
Douglas, Alton (2nd impression, 1985) The Black Country At War - A Pictorial Account 1939-45 
(Beacon Broadcasting Ltd, Wolverhampton) - WW2 factory scenes: p.37 (line-up of 10 new vehicles 
awaiting delivery to the RAF) & p.43 (production scene inside factory with Bedford? water tankers 
in foreground and Thompsons in background). 
Woodley, Charles (1992, hardback) Golden Age - British Civil Aviation 1945-1965 (Airlife, ISBN 1 
85310 259 8) -p.141 (b/w photo of the McAlpine Aviation fleet at Luton Airport in the early 1960s - 
with a pre-war "McAlpine" - liveried Thompson next to Bellman hangar). 
Periodicals 
The Aeroplane, 24/6/1936 - p.506 (three-quarter rear view photo of 'The TB Refuelling Unit' 
complete with trailer and brief company details) 
Air Britain Archive, No.3, 1995 see photo of an early 'TB' unit refuelling Railway Air Services DH 86 
G-ACVY at Croydon in the late 1930s. 
The Commercial Motor, 21 July 1939 see photo and half-page feature "Mobile Refuelling 
Equipment for Aircraft" on p.786 
Flight International, c. November 1993 see photo of an early "TB" at the 'R&S RAF Civil Training 
College, Desford' in Roger Bacon's "Straight & Level" section 
The Vintage Commercial Vehicle Magazine, December 1993 see photo of a postwar "Shell-BP" unit 
on p.185 
Photographs 
Brooklands Museum; W J Taylor; Julian C Temple. 
The Brooklands Museum has acquired a Thompson refueller and it, and the story of the refuellers 
generally, is now written up in Julian C. Temple, “Thompson Refueller Joins the Museum's 
Collection”, Spirit: the Brooklands Magazine, Autumn 2003, pp.10 &11. 
2881. Unknown. Signed 5 November 1954. [unknown address]. 

204 
 
2882. Flying Officer Stanley Hesketh LAWRENCE (2525629). Signed 20 November 1954. 
No 611 Squadron R Aux A F. 

204 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 

http://www.brooklandsmuseum.com/
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From http://www.611squadronrauxaf.co.uk/images/Celle-1955-3-Meteors.html: 

 
611 at Summer Camp at RAF Celle, Germany in 1955. Captions courtesy of Stan (Lawrie) Lawrence. 
L to R Sgt Brian Skelly, F/O Norman Harper, F/O Lawrie Lawrence, F/O Robby Roberts, F/Lt Eric 
Spencer, F/O Clive Thorpe, F/Lt Doc Morgan, F/Lt Owen Parry, S/Ldr Stan Kirtley, F/Lt Bob Gaskell, 
F/Lt Jim Conroy, F/Lt Eric Ainsworth, F/O Tony Stainforth, Sgt Jack Forster, F/Lt Chris Neville, F/O 
Paddy Vale, F/O Alan Pimblett, F/Lt Pete James 
From http://www.611squadronrauxaf.co.uk/images/officerCharacture.html: 

http://www.611squadronrauxaf.co.uk/images/Celle-1955-3-Meteors.html
http://www.611squadronrauxaf.co.uk/images/officerCharacture.html
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Pen pictures of the Squadron Officers in 1954. Original from Stan Lawrence. 
From http://www.611squadronrauxaf.co.uk/news/050531Anniversary/050531Anniversary.html: 
Members of 611 squadron were invited to the RAF Club, Piccadilly, London on 21 February 2005 to 
celebrate the 80th Anniversary of the formation of the Royal Auxiliary Air Force. HM The Queen 
and Prince Philip attended and signed the visitors book and circulated amongst each 
representative group. 611 was represented by a small group including Stan 'Lawrie' Lawrence 
seen here by the right side of the Queen together with other members of the Squadron. Stan 
'Lawrie' Lawrence writes: 
“The 80th Anniversary Celebration of the Royal Auxiliary Air Force at the RAF Club was a very 
enjoyable function, and I was honoured to be asked to be one of the three representatives of 611, 
along with Brian "Robbie" Roberts (a contemporary of mine) and George Henshall - who joined the 
squadron in 1936(!) In the picture which now features on the website, I'm telling the Queen that I 
was one of the young pilots on 611 in the '50s, and that we were known as "the Squadron Babes". 
The subsequent picture on the CD shows George and the rest of us roaring with laughter as HM 
asks George if he was a Squadron Babe too?! There is also a picture of the Duke of Edinburgh with 
our group.” 

http://www.611squadronrauxaf.co.uk/news/050531Anniversary/050531Anniversary.html
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Members of 611 squadron were invited to the RAF Club, Piccadilly, London on 21 February 2005 to 
celebrate the 80th Anniversary of the formation of the Royal Auxiliary Air Force. HM The Queen 
and Prince Philip attended and signed the visitors book and circulated amongst each 
representative group. 611 was represented by a small group including Stan Lawrence seen here by 
the right side of the Queen together with other members of the Squadron. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._611_Squadron_RAF: 
No. 611 (West Lancashire) Squadron was a British Auxiliary Air Force later Royal Auxiliary Air Force 
squadron first formed in 1936 and lastly disbanded in 1957. 
…. 
The squadron reformed again at Liverpool's Speke airport on 10 May 1946 as a fighter squadron 
within the Royal Auxiliary Air Force. Because of growing airliner movements at Speke, the unit 
moved to RAF Woodvale near Southport on 22 July 1946 equipped with Spitfire F.14s and from 
June 1948 with the higher performance Spitfire F.22. Gloster Meteor F.4 jet fighters were received 
in May 1951, these requiring a move to the longer runways at RAF Hooton Park on the Wirral on 9 
July. Re-equipment with updated Meteor F.8s came in December 1951 and these were flown from 
Hooton Park until the squadron disbanded on 10 March 1957, together with all other RAuxAF 
flying units. 
2883. Wing Commander Leonard John Maxwell BUNCE (43093). Signed 1 December 1954. 
Glasgow University Air Squadron. 

205 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired, on account of medical unfitness for air 
force service, on 16 July 1962. 
From http://www.rafdavidstowmoor.org/crash-log/view-1941-crash-log/ : 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._611_Squadron_RAF
http://www.rafdavidstowmoor.org/crash-log/view-1941-crash-log/
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27 October 1941 0758hrs 
Lockheed Hudson V AM651 PZ-V of 53 Squadron from St Eval flown by F/Lt L J M Bunce, navigator 
F/Sgt F D King DFM and WOp/AGs Sgts W C Cleaver and E Leverington ditched in flames in 
Falmouth Bay off Porthallow. F/Lt Bunce and Sgt Cleaver managed to escape but F/Sgt King DFM 
and Sgt Leverington went down with the aircraft. A Naval patrol boat rescued the two survivors and 
recovered a navigator’s logbook and a flying helmet. 
From The Straits Times, 14 September 1951: 

 
From Flight, 8 May 1953: 

 
From Flight, 11 February 1955: 
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A.V-M. N. H. D’Aeth presents the Hack Trophy to W/C L. J. M. Bunce, C.O. of the Glasgow 
University Air Squadron. In the background are Sir Hector Hetherington, Principal, and Prof. J. D. 
Mackie. 
2884. Squadron Leader Sidney William SILLS DFM (52244). Signed 8 December 1954. HQ 
Fighter Command. 

205 
His DFM, whilst a Sergeant with No 39 Squadron, was announced in Flight, 4 September 1941. 
From http://www.the-morrisons.net/bestalive/105gallery/index.php/Halton-
Memories/Churchill_comp: 

 
Practising for Churchills funeral. Sqn Ldr Sid Sills second from left in the second rank. 
From an article entitled “Westland Wapiti” in Aeroplane, May 2011 : 

 
2885. Flying Officer James Clendon LINES BA (644767). Signed 22 December 1954. RAF 
Ballykelly. 

205 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 29 December 
1962. 

http://www.the-morrisons.net/bestalive/105gallery/index.php/Halton-Memories/Churchill_comp
http://www.the-morrisons.net/bestalive/105gallery/index.php/Halton-Memories/Churchill_comp
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2886. Mr G R NICOLSON. Signed 6 January 1955. Science 3 (a), Air Ministry. 

205 
No trace found. 
2887. PROBABLY Flight Lieutenant Robert MCALLISTER (111832). Signed 25 January 1955. 
HQ No 90 Group. 

205 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission, retaing his rank, on 
10 February 1954. 
2888. Squadron Leader Ralph HOWES (51916). Signed 26 January 1955. HQ Fighter 
Command. 

205 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2889. Flight Lieutenant Edward George STURGIS (51378). Signed 26 January 1955. HQ 
Fighter Command. 

205 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2890. Flight Lieutenant Bryan Maurice BOUNDY (3504678). Signed 26 January 1955. 
Central Signals Establishment. 

205 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He was promoted to Flight Lieutenant on 19 October 
1954. He relinquished his commission on 8 September 1986. According to iannounce.co.uk, he died 
on 8 June 2009, aged 79. 
2891. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Roy Arthur SCHOFIELD (152394). Signed 
9 February 1955. No 603 Squadron. 

205 
He also signed this book on 25 January 1956 and 3 February 1956. 
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He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 17 May 1966. 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/archive/05123.php: 
Vampire pilot Sam Milne 
“I can't believe it's nearly 50 years since Sam was killed. He was flying on a weather reconnassance 
over the North Sea east of Edinburgh on Sunday April 17 1955 - the first sortie of the day in aircraft 
call sign D for Dog (the phonetic sign in those days). He was hit by a sudden haar mist as he 
approached from the East and was only about 10 minutes away from what should have been a 
routine and safe landing on runway 31 (the main Turnhouse runway in 1955). 
When I arrived at the airfield that Sunday morning by train and bus from my home in Rosyth (with 
Sgt Pilot Ronnie Knowles, F/Lt Jimmy Ewan who was Sam's best friend and F/Lt Dave Smith who 
eventually became an Edinburgh bank manager) we knew the aircraft was overdue and missing. 
But we had no idea if the pilot had bailed out or not until the phone rang in the crew room at 
about 11 am and a farmer said he heard "a noise like tin cans rattling" on the Lammermuir Hills 
near a local reservoir. A Meteor 7 and a couple of Vamps went off to do a recce when the mist 
cleared, and they saw the wreckage about 20 feet from the top of a hill - so Sam was very unlucky 
indeed that he did not manage to clear it in the dark. 
He was a nice young fellow who had won his wings as a national service pilot and then joined the 
RAuxAF during his time at Edinburgh University. As I recall he was about 22 or 23, and his family 
lived in the city. 
I think of Sam's sudden death every so often, especially on the anniversary of the crash. The loss of 
WA432 was the last fatal crash of a 603 Squadron aircraft and happened about 18 months before 
the government disbanded all auxiliary air force squadrons. (There may have been a forced landing 
in a field not far from the airfield after that - but no one was hurt and the jet was not badly 
damaged.) In 1956 - whilst rehearsing for that year's Battle of Britain display, a Meteor 8 flown by 
F/O Peter Mitchell from Leven in Fife (a regular air force officer) failed to pull out of loop over the 
airfield and crashed, destroying the plane and killing the pilot. I don't believe there have been any 
other losses of life at Turnhouse involving RAF jets since then. 
The 603 Squadron boss in 1955 was S/Ldr Roy Schofield, the Chief Flying Instructor was called 
Roy Skinner and the flight commander was Bill Holmes (all regulars). They were fun days, and I was 
just a 15 yrs old Air Cadet who was given his first jet flight in a Meteor 7 a week before Sam died.” 
Posted by Ian Black, 3 August 2004 
From 
http://www.maldivesculture.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=130&Itemid=76: 
In Addu, the British had their first taste of the new administration when the ineffectual atoll 
committee formed to oversee the resettlement was officially disbanded and its work transferred 
into the hands of Hithadhoo's rehabilitated Abdullah Afeef. Nasir also ordered that the movement 
of villagers cease until the liaison officer consulted in Male' with the home ministry, and a special 
committee from Male' would be visiting Addu to investigate the situation. Gan Commanding 
Officer Schofield was assured by Adam Haleem, a 'school chum' of Nasir's, that the new prime 
minister was 'very clever. (Haleem) does not think he or his cabinet are against the Gan move but 
they were against the way it was handled.' 
For Adduans, the political situation was temporarily overshadowed by a serious dispute between 
Maldivians and Ceylonese labourers at the base. In early January 1958, two Feydhoo women 
admitted having affairs with two Ceylonese men and identified them at a special parade. 
Subsequent fighting between young men from each group led to total strike by the Maldivian 

http://www.rafcommands.com/archive/05123.php
http://www.maldivesculture.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=130&Itemid=76
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workers and within weeks Pakistani labourers were being imported to replace many of the 
Ceylonese. 
The special committee sent by the Maldivian government arrived in the midst of this trouble the 
disturbances had no apparent effect on the discussions with the senior British officers. Commander 
Schofield described the committee as 'very friendly... very sensible'. He learnt that ex-prime 
minister Ibrahim Ali Didi had overspent by Rf 48,000 on the Gan operation, placing unfair financial 
burden on the government. An important side-issue was also brought to Schofield's attention, 
namely Male's disappointment with the 500 ton ship Addiyatal Rahman presented to the Maldivian 
government as a gift from the UK. Four months earlier, the vessel had offloaded aviation fuel at 
Gan and was then sent to Male' for presentation. It had been found drifting south of Ceylon by a 
Russian ship and towed ignominiously into Colombo harbour for repairs. Maldivian officials 
inspected the Addiyatal Rahman and Schofield notes: 
“They are not impressed with its appearance. It is much smaller than they imagined and apparently 
the engine still overheats. It was certainly in no state to be handed over when it passed though 
here Gan and my report to the UK High Commissioner at that time stated this. It is all a great pity 
because the Maldivians have set great store by this ship and the Air Ministry and Commonwealth 
Relations office in London told me this in April 1957.” 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Gan: 
Royal Air Force Station Gan, commonly known as RAF Gan, is a former Royal Air Force station on 
Gan Island, the southern-most island of Addu Atoll which is part of the larger groups of islands 
which form the Maldives, in the middle of the Indian Ocean. The airfield is now Gan International 
Airport. 
The area was originally established as a military base for the Royal Navy in 1941. Royal Navy 
engineers began constructing airstrips on Gan island in August 1941 for the Fleet Air Arm. In 1957 
the Royal Navy transferred the base into the control of the Royal Air Force, and Royal Air Force 
Station Gan became established in the late 1950s as a stopover on the reinforcement to the Far 
East Air Force based in Singapore. The previous reinforcement route had passed through countries 
that had formerly been British territory but were now independent, and sometimes hostile nations. 
RAF Mauripur, to the west of Karachi, by then a Royal Pakistan Air Force station, had RAF personnel 
attached for staging airfield purposes up until 1956 by when the staging role between the Middle 
East and Far East fell to RAF Gan. 
It was extensively used by bombers, fighters and transports on their way to Singapore and other 
destinations in east Asia during the late 1950s and the 1960s. Other foreign military forces, like the 
US, occasionally used the facilities. However as the 1970s dawned, the United Kingdom was 
withdrawing from its commitments east of the Suez. By the end of 1971 the RAF Far East Air Force 
was disbanded and the major rationale for Gan was gone. Traffic was now much less frequent but 
the base still remained open for a few more years. By 1975 British military aircraft using the base 
were an extreme rarity. Gan was thus closed and turned over to the Maldivian civil authorities of 
the area. At the same time as RAF use of the airfield ceased, the RAF gained access to the then 
newly built US airfield two hundred miles to the south of Gan on the British island of Diego Garcia. 
In 1942 the RAF had its bases in the Islands of Addu Atoll, Maldives. The RAF first had a presence 
on Hithadoo in 1942 when a detachment of RAF personnel were sent from RAF China Bay in Ceylon 
to service and turn around the RAF Short Sunderland and PBY Catalina flying boats that were flying 
regularly into the Addu Atoll lagoon. It was on 29 March 1976 that the RAF staging post on Gan 
closed down and the island was handed back to the Maldivian Government. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Gan
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2892. Flight Lieutenant Gilbert John TRIGGER (44316). Signed 14 February 1955. RAF 
Boulmer, near Alnwick, Northumberland. 

205 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG,from 27 August 1940. He retired on 1 May 1955. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Boulmer: 
By 1950, the threat of the Atomic bomb had caused a serious rethink in the organisation of air 
defence and a plan, codenamed ROTOR, was brought in to replace many of the existing stations 
with new protected underground operations rooms. The site chosen for one of these new 
underground Ground-controlled interception (GCI) stations was close to the former RAF Boulmer 
which had been returned to agriculture at the end of the Second World War. 
The station was to have a two level underground operations room designated as an R3. The R3 was 
never intended to survive a direct hit from a nuclear weapon but was designed to withstand a near 
miss from Russian bombing with 2,200 lb armour-piercing high explosive bombs dropped from 
35,000 feet. 
A target date for completion of the station was set as 21 August 1953 and although not complete, 
the station opened on time with limited capabilities using an American AN/FPS3 long-range search 
radar and an AN/TPS10 height finder. The station became known as 500 Signals Unit under the 
control of RAF Acklington and part of 13 Group. On completion of the R3 in September 1954 the 
station became fully operational and RAF Boulmer became an independent unit for the first time. 
In the autumn of 1957 RAF Boulmer was designated a Group Control Centre, with responsibility for 
the RAF Radar Stations at Buchan and Killard Point. By 1958, Boulmer was selected to be upgraded 
with the installation of the more modern high powered Type 84 Surveillance radar. This increased 
the range of detection and was able to penetrate the latest Soviet jamming technology. 
2893. Captain Eskil WEIDSTAM. Signed 18 February 1955. Royal Swedish Air Board. 

205 
From Bengt Bergkvist’s Motmedel inom Svenska Flygvapnet 1950 – 2005, 2010: 

 
Swedish Air Force. Eskil Weidstam is on the left. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Boulmer
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From 
http://www.slaktdata.org/index.php/regsearch?fnamn=eskil&mfnamn=&enamn=WEIDSTAM&type
%5B%5D=freg&fscbkod=&fsg=&titel=&year=&adress=&ovr=&stype=metaphone&x=17&y=7: 

 
2894. Squadron Leader Norman Wingfield HEALE (177623). Signed 7 March 1955. Fighter 
Weapon School, RAF Leconfield. 

205 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 31 August 1971. 
From http://brew.clients.ch/pilotsh.htm: 
Name HEALE, Norman Wingfield 
Rank Sergeant Pilot 
Nationality British 
Born Burnham-on-Sea, Somerset, 31 August 1922 
Arrived 22 March 1943 
Departed ca 17 May 1943 (last mentioned on this date) 
Decorations King's Commendation for Valuable Service in the Air (1949) 
Notes Commissioned May 1944; SD/WIA & captured during sweep over Rheine, 

Germany, with 130 Sqdn., 2 March 1945; commissioned in RAF post-war & 
retired as Squadron Leader, August 1971 

From http://forum.12oclockhigh.net/showthread.php?t=23822: 
2nd Tactical Air Force Volume 3 by Christopher Shores & Chris Thomas (ISBN: 1-903223-60-1), pp 
440-1: 
Four pilots from 130 Sqdn each claimed one Fw-190 destroyed while 2 of their own were shot 
down (POW) and 3 pilots from 350 Sqdn each claimed a Bf109 with another claim for one 
damaged. 
130 Sqdn Claims 
F/L G.G. Earp 
F/S P.H.T. Clay 
W/O J.A Boulton  
F/L C.J Samouelle (1 destroyed & 1 damaged) 
W/O J.T. Turnbull (1 probable & 1 damaged) 

http://www.slaktdata.org/index.php/regsearch?fnamn=eskil&mfnamn=&enamn=WEIDSTAM&type%5B%5D=freg&fscbkod=&fsg=&titel=&year=&adress=&ovr=&stype=metaphone&x=17&y=7
http://www.slaktdata.org/index.php/regsearch?fnamn=eskil&mfnamn=&enamn=WEIDSTAM&type%5B%5D=freg&fscbkod=&fsg=&titel=&year=&adress=&ovr=&stype=metaphone&x=17&y=7
http://brew.clients.ch/pilotsh.htm
http://forum.12oclockhigh.net/showthread.php?t=23822
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130 Sqdn Losses 
F/L G.G. Earp (POW) 
F/O N.W. Heale (POW & Wounded) 
350 Sqdn Claims 
P/O L. Lambrechts 
F/O R. Hoornaert 
F/S J. Groensteen 
F/S E. Pauwels (1 damaged) 
Pilots of III/JG 27 claimed 3 Spitfires shot down (possible 130 Sqdn) 
Wing ORB entry for 2 March 1945 
To-day for the first time since we arrived at this resort we were able to take the air as planned in 
the early morning. Both squadrons were airborne at 0719 hours, the Wing Commander leading 130 
Sqdn on a sweep and were warned when in the Enschede area that Huns were in the Rheine area. 
This is what all the pilots had been hoping for so off they went and the Wing Commander caught a 
glimpse of a nice gaggle of mixed 190’s and 109’s about 1,000 feet below and then the fun started. 
The W/Cdr dived down with 130 Sqdn and quickly got on the tail of a Hun and in a very few 
minutes the latter had decided he had had it and out he came complete with parachute. The Wing 
emerged with 5 destroyed, 3 probables and 3 damaged plus 1 destroyed claimed over the R/T by 
F/Lt Earp. This was not achieved without loss as F/O Heale and F/Lt Earp both of 130 Sqdn did not 
return. F/O Heale was seen diving with a Hun on his tail and those who saw him last were not 
happy about his chances of having got away with it. George Earp had trouble with his engine, 
probably as a result of the scrap and nursed it back some way but could not make it and is 
presumed to have crash landed somewhere in enemy territory. Before doing so he sent his claim to 
the Squadron and claimed a 190 destroyed. F/Lt Samouelle believes he probably destroyed the 
Hun who shot down F/O Heale. He saw Heale turning inside the Hun but the former suddenly 
straightened up and the e/a got in a quick burst. Sammy was by that time able to get in a burst at 
the Hun which followed Heale’s aircraft down in a vertical dive, both a/c streaming glycol and 
smoke. He got some strikes on another FW 190 but was not able to finish off the bird. After this 
hectic beginning to the day the pilots had a relatively boring job giving area cover to Mediums on 
Kevelaer and Geldern. This was uneventful, the bombing was not seen due to cloud. Later in the 
day 6 aircraft gave cover over base to the V.I.P. and needless to say it was uneventful. 
From http://www.3bktj.co.uk/wood10.htm: 
At the end of 1947, the No 54 Squadron aerobatic team broke up with the postings out of 
Squadron Leader Lyne and Flight Lieutenants Colquhoun and Stacey, leaving me as the only 
Vampire display-team pilot in the Command. It was extremely unlikely that a fresh team would be 
allowed to be formed with myself, a Warrant Officer, as leader, so I reckoned that my display career 
had come to an end. Squadron Leader Howell was posted in to command No 54 in place of Mike 
Lyne he showed no desire to lead a new team. Colin Colquhoun was replaced by Flight Lieutenant 
Frank Woolley who also appeared unenthusiastic. But in early March 1948, Woolley asked me to 
show him the nitty gritty of formation aerobatics, viz what you have to do as leader. From this, a 
new 54 Squadron team was established comprising Woolley as leader, Warrant Officer Roy Skinner 
(who had done a few surreptitious formation manœuvres with me leading) as No 2, and myself at 
No 3. Our first authorised practice, I note, was on 9 March and was followed by virtually no other 
routine squadron exercises for the rest of that Spring. 'Why was this?', I wondered. 

http://www.3bktj.co.uk/wood10.htm
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Now, behind the scenes at the Air Ministry, a letter from the United States Air Force had hit the 
desk of the Chief of the Air Staff, or one of his office, asking if it was possible to have a jet fighter 
squadron carry out the annual goodwill visit of the RAF to the USA. This had previously been done 
by Avro Lincoln bomber squadrons now the Americans thought a change to fast-jets would be 
beneficial. Presumably they had in mind that the aircraft could be shipped across on an aircraft 
carrier. The Air Staff must have been in a bit of a quandary, due to the difficulties arising and the 
cost. For example, where do you find a spare aircraft carrier skulking around in a dock waiting for 
something to do? Also, what about the hassle of transporting the aircraft to a suitable port, say 
Liverpool, and dismantling them for loading on board. (Without an arrester hook, you cannot fly 
them on - you could....) And who, at the American side, do you get to reassemble them, and reload 
the aircraft on the carrier, which has been waiting around for a month while the tour is 
progressing? And then there is the problem of the transportation of aircraft spares. 
After the head scratching, they called in Squadron Leader Bobby Oxspring, the CO of No 247 
Squadron at Odiham, and asked him how they should go about it - or should they just say 'No-
can-do' to the USAF. Then, as Bobby told me later, someone, at the meeting which was called to 
discuss the matter, who wanted to air his voice, said "Why not just fly them across?". Bobby said he 
nearly fell off his chair all the brass thought it a great wheeze, and so they tasked it. "Come back in 
a week, Oxspring, and let us know your plan". It was taken as read that if a fighter unit was sent to 
the USA it would have to be the RAF Display Squadron, to present the new and exciting 
demonstrations as seen in 1947. 
There were three Vampire squadrons on the Odiham Wing - 54, 247 and 72. I reckoned that the 
COs of all three had been ordered in early March to produce an aerobatic team apiece. 
Confirmation came when Squadron Leader Howell asked me to see Bobby Oxspring. I went over to 
247's hangar and he gave me a sketchy outline of what was going on; he said that he had asked if 
my CO would mind having me show him the ropes of leading a team, so that he could work one up 
to display-proficiency as quickly as possible. He emphasised that this was a Wing requirement and 
that I should not withhold any information for the sake of loyalty to my own squadron. Since the 54 
Squadron team had started practising 
before that meeting, I took it that the work-up had already been ordered. So, after giving Squadron 
Leader Oxspring a thorough ground briefing on engine RPM settings, rates of roll, pitch angles 
above and below barrel roll axes etc, I took him aloft for a few sorties with him in the No 2 slot, 
until he considered he was satisfied he knew what was required. Shortly afterwards, Squadron 
Leader Howell was tragically killed on the ground when taking photographs of the Squadron's 
aircraft returning from an Exercise. He apparently misjudged his distance from the perimeter track 
while looking through his camera's viewfinder and was struck by the wing of one of the taxying 
Vampires. Squadron Leader Oxspring then took over command of No 54 Squadron. 
Display practices were now going on at a tremendous rate. The sortie count from 9 March to 18 
May for the 54 Squadron team was 37. It must have been around this period that Roy Skinner and I 
dreamed up a variation to our display routine by the introduction of a formation change in mid-
manœuvre. This was the first time it had been done, previous thought having assumed that any 
change during an aerobatic manœuvre would be too dangerous. But during a practice, we found 
that it was quite feasible and even less dangerous than the Vic formation roll. The proposed 
manœuvre was simply a change at the top of a line-astern loop to re-form into Vic. It should be 
noted, however, that the change could not be made the other way, that is from Vic to line astern, 
for the same reasons as are given in Chapter 9 concerning power margins in line-astern loops. 
A competition was held on 19 May and judged by the C-in-C Fighter Command, to select which 
arrangement of the three teams would represent the Royal Air Force for the goodwill tour. He 
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decided that two aerobatic teams, 54 and 247 Squadrons, would conjoin to perform the formation 
parts of the displays with the 54 team leader as overall Vampire Leader, and that three pilots from 
72 Squadron would also travel, two to fly the solo aerobatic co-ordination sequences and the third 
to be deputy Vampire Leader.. The Government of the day, represented by the Secretary of State 
for Air, Sir Arthur Henderson, rubber-stamped the decision following a special display two days 
later on 21 May. The composition of the aircrew element of the tour was to be: 
Blue Section 
Sqn Ldr R W Oxspring Blue Leader and overall Vampire Leader 
Flt Lt E W Wright Blue 2 (attached to 54 Sqn for the tour) 
WO S Evans * Blue 3 (attached to 54 Sqn for the tour) Red Section 
Flt Lt F G Woolley Red Leader 
WO R J Skinner** Red 2 
WO W C Wood* Red 3 
Deputy Vampire Leader 
Sqn Ldr R N H Courtney Deputy Vampire Leader (attached to 54 Sqn) 
Solo Aerobatics 
Flt Lt C I Colquhoun*** Solo aerobatics (attached to 54 Sqn for the tour) 
Flt Lt N W Heale Solo aerobatics (attached to 54 Sqn for the tour) 
Notes: 
* Became Pilot 1 after NCO aircrew rank change 
** Became Pilot 2 after NCO aircrew rank change 
*** Posted back to Odiham in time for the tour 
Having solved the problem of the composition of the display teams, the next critical matter was 
whether or not the Vampire could do the job. The Vampire Mk 1 certainly could not, because it did 
not have the necessary fuel capacity. However, the Vampire Mk 3 was coming off the assembly 
lines at this time and six of them were bagged by the new-look No 54 Squadron. This Mark had an 
increased internal fuel capacity and was equipped to enable two external overload fuel drop tanks 
to be carried under the wings. The total fuel capacity gave sufficient range to cover each leg (see 
later) of the proposed Atlantic crossing with a small margin in reserve. From performance 
calculations to fit the non-standard flight profile which had to be adopted, a maximum acceptable 
planned flight time of 2 hours 45 minutes was imposed as a limit. 
But that limit assumed little or no deviation from track, so very accurate navigation would be 
required; it was just not possible to achieve this level of accuracy with the Vampire's equipment fit. 
Its only pretension to a navigation system was a Magnesyn compass, which any jet pilot of the time 
will tell you was laughable - even for cross-countries in clear blue 20nm visibility over land. The drill 
for its use was to set the directional gyro indicator (DI) to the Magnesyn heading when the aircraft 
was perfectly still on the ground prior to take-off, and then at 10 or 15 minute intervals in flight - 
provided that absolutely straight- and-level conditions at a steady airspeed were maintained 
during the resetting. The DI became, in effect, the heading to monitor for virtually the whole flight. 
In addition, the constantly moving magnetic variation across the North Atlantic (from 14-degrees 
West to 28-degrees West on one leg) aggravated the situation. The solution could only be found 
by employing an aircraft to show us the way, using Loran (long range navigation system). As I 
recounted earlier, my convoy-leading days in India showed that this method of ferrying had its 
drawbacks and one of the problems encountered then was to show up again on this outing. 
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There was also little knowledge at this time on the behaviour of the upper winds, and any forecast 
wind velocity above 20,000ft on the route was not thought to be accurate, ie there were no 'actual' 
wind reports obtainable from the old-fashioned piston-engined airliners as there are now from the 
thousands of jet flights at the 30,000 to 40,000ft levels. Reliance at this time had to be placed on 
the reports from a mere three weather ships anchored in the Atlantic - plus those from the few 
land-based meteorological stations. So we needed yet another aircraft, capable of flying at the 
altitudes required, and ahead of the Vampires by at least two hours, passing the 'met' information 
back to the convoy leader by W/T. 
Really accurate 'actual' weather conditions at the destination airfields were also vital, as there were 
no diversion airfields at all on two of the legs. But I suppose the most daunting aspect of the 
crossing was that one was flying a single-engined aircraft which had no engine-relight facility. A 
flame-out over the ocean would, we knew (and notwithstanding the considerable precautions 
taken to save our necks) result in the probability of one's demise of about 0.99 I should think. 
Rescue equipment for such an 'unfortunate' consisted of an immersion suit to wear in flight, a 
standard inflatable Mae West, a standard dinghy/parachute cushion, a Lincoln aircraft carrying a 
droppable lifeboat (plying the Stornoway to Iceland leg) and a Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress doing 
the same over the Iceland-Greenland-Labrador legs. There were the three weather ships (identified 
as I, A and B) as well, one on each leg, which would be on standby to pass radar bearing and 
distance information (to the guy in the sea?) and to do pick-ups. I wondered how long it would 
take to do a pick-up if, say, one dropped into the ocean midway between Iceland and weather ship 
'A' (on the Iceland-Greenland leg) just 150nm away. 
A 'small' aircraft spares pack was to be taken on the tour, plus a number of our most experienced 
mechanics, so yet more aircraft were needed. The engineers would have a lot of work to do 
between flights. In the main, Daily Inspections would have to be done on flying days, and the fuel 
drop tanks might have to be removed on display days, or re-fitted for a move to another airbase. 
There was also non-routine maintenance work which had to do with small defects usually, although 
it turned out that we were troubled by a period of engine starting problems while in Canada, and 
these took some non-standard drills to overcome; they had something to do with the hot sticky 
weather, we believed. 
The support aircraft required for the trip were to be as follows: 
a) Three de Havilland Mosquitos. One was to act as the convoy leader and as the navigation aircraft. 
The second was to be shepherd to the Vampires and a back-up navigator. The third, as previously 
mentioned, was to provide meteor- ological information on the route, recorded at least two hours 
in advance of the convoy. (This aircraft was flown by Squadron Leader Micky Martin, one of Guy 
Gibson's flight commanders on No 617 Squadron's 'Dambuster' raids.) 
b) Three Avro Yorks. These aircraft were to transport the Force Commander, the technicians, the 
spares pack and our personal kit (plus any 'loot' collected on the tour). 
The appointment of Force Commander was held by Wing Commander D S Wilson- MacDonald 
who would be able to control events, as required, by W/T communication with the Mosquitos. The 
formations which we used on the flights are shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 - Atlantic Crossing Formations 
The target date for blast-off was 1 July 1948. During the month before departure we were taken 
over the route in a York to see what faced us. The route to Canada was to be from Odiham to 
Stornoway in the Outer Hebrides of Scotland, Keflavik Meeks Field (Iceland), Bluie West 1 
(Greenland), and Goose Bay (Labrador) then in slow time to Trenton in Ontario where we would 
have our Canadian base prior to the commencement of the tour in the USA. The airfield at Bluie 
West 1 looked the most daunting, and with no alternate airfields on the legs to it or from it, the 
forecasting of the weather conditions there would need to be accurate before we ventured past the 
point of no return. We made several long-distance Vampire flights in the UK in the company of the 
two navigating Mosquitos, to simulate a leg of the crossing. These flights lasted up to the two-and-
threequarter hours limit we had imposed on ourselves. With no cockpit pressurisation and little, if 
any, cockpit heating, we found heavy icing forming on the inside of the cockpit canopy during the 
descent from what was considered then to be the very high cruising altitude of 30,000ft; we could 
foresee trouble there. Finally we flew some formation trips for the benefit of the Press 
photographers, and gave a display for the BBC and the Press reporters. We were ready to go. The 
rather peculiar flight profile we had to adopt was due, firstly, to the need to fly a compromise climb 
schedule to altitude. As most jet pilots will be aware, the piston-engined type and the jet-engined 
aircraft use different criteria to calculate their optimum airspeed to achieve maximum rate of climb. 
In this case, the airspeed for maximum climb rate in the Mosquito was much lower than that of the 
Vampire, so in order not to lose each other, a compromise speed was used - too fast for the 
Mosquito, too slow for the Vampire - and the penalty was a loss of range, vital in the Vampire's 
case. Secondly, the Vampires were required to suspend their climb at 25,000ft and cruise at that 
altitude until the fuel drop tanks had emptied, before slowly continuing to 30,000ft, where the rate-
of-climb neared zero. A sort of bastardised cruise-climb. We had, the planners said, a 15-minute 
margin on the two-and- threequarter hours flight plan time limit before the tanks ran dry. Hence 
the worry about canopy icing on the descent. 
At last the day that we had awaited at Odiham dawned, with.medium cumulus at Stornoway. Our 
take-off drill was for the two accompanying Mosquitos to take off first (the 'met' Mosquito had 
already departed). We in the Vampires then lined up on the runway in Vics of three formation, with 
sections line astern. When the Mosquitos were running in off their wide orbit of the airfield, they 
would call 'go' to the Vampire Leader who released his brakes and rolled, followed by the other 
section at 1000yd interval astern, with the overflying Mosquitos taking up station behind (Figure 4). 
A snake climb followed, and then the formation changed to the cruise pattern when cloud 
penetration was complete. The flight from Odiham to Stornoway took just two hours for the 458nm 
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leg, with no problems on the way. On landing we were told that the upper winds for Keflavik were 
of jetstream strength, on the nose at 120 to 150kt, and there was no hope of continuing that day! 
Our 'met' Mosquito had gone through Stornoway for Keflavik and had confirmed the forecast. 
These upper winds continued unabated for the next eleven days! 
At some point during this time I got out my Vampire Pilot's Notes handbook, which I carried 
aboard my aircraft. I wanted to confirm the aircraft range data tables given in it. There was no other 
source of performance data to which we could refer (unless we telephoned de Havilland's). For the 
uninitiated, optimum range in a jet aircraft is always obtainable at the higher altitudes due to the 
reduction in air density. But our flight plan time was being extended beyond our time limit by the 
powerful forecast winds at these altitudes. When I checked the Pilot's Notes range for a lower level 
profile at, say, 5000ft, I concluded that, with the windspeeds greatly reduced at this height, we 
could trade the hurricane-speed winds at high altitude for the increased-fuel-consumption penalty 
at low altitude, and could get to Keflavik with fuel to spare, and with the additional bonus that we 
would gain by having no canopy icing to delay us when we arrived for landing. I put my findings to 
Buck Courtney, the Deputy Vampire Leader the idea was turned down after discusson with the 
Force Commander and Bobby Oxspring - but I believe it would have worked. Micky Martin could 
have obtained accurate winds at low level, and the Mosquito navigators could have worked out a 
flight plan to check the elapsed time and therefore the consequent fuel consumption, to determine 
whether or not it was feasible. Hell's teeth, at least it could have been simulated, without a Vampire 
having to leave the ground. 
I should add that my main reason for trying to get the circus going again was that the grapevine 
from the British Joint Services Mission in Washington had alerted us that a team of USAF Lockheed 
F-80s (Shooting Stars) were preparing to beat us across, under the command of a Colonel Schilling, 
and that his attempt was imminent. I felt that we were being too inflexible, and not trying hard 
enough to explore other options, and that we had better do something quickly or the Yanks would 
beat us - and that would be bad news for the RAF. As the F-80s were armed with a radio compass, 
the US team did not require the level of navigational support which we needed, and they could 
operate their aircraft at optimum 

 
Figure 5 - Atlantic Crossing Nav Card & Chart, Stornoway to Keflavic 
conditions and follow some of the principles which the '3Ws' had laid down in our convoy- leading 
days in India. Certainly, they might also inherit the high altitude winds we were suffering in their 
case these would be tailwinds (since their crossing was to be west to east) and it would be 'on' for 
them to cross in one day. The race would go to the wire, by the look of it. 
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The days dragged on in idleness. On 7 July we air-tested our aircraft and buzzed around the 
Hebrides to wake up the 'Wee Frees'. Then we lapsed into idleness again. On the morning of the 
12th however, the winds relented and were down to the 50 to 60 knot mark. Hurriedly the aircraft 
were checked to be fully topped-up with fuel, then towed to the end of the runway (to save fuel) 
and lined up ready to start. Having emptied our bladders (the Vampires were not fitted with 'pee 
tubes') we climbed in and waited for the Mosquitos to take off, then started up. With the 
Mosquitos running in, we released brakes and rolled. The cloud was stratocumulus, a rather 
thickish layer from about 1500ft to 5000-6000ft tops. We snaked up to penetrate. All seemed well 
until we broke through the cloud tops, looked ahead for Blue Section saw nothing. 'What the hell,' I 
thought, 'What's gone wrong now?'. "I don't believe it!" I bellowed inside my cockpit. Luckily, very 
luckily, I spotted them way off course by about two miles, level at 9 o'clock, heading for mid-
Atlantic; they were very small specks at that range. I vectored them in to join the convoy, now led 
by the Mosquito leader. The problem was, I am sure, that Blue Leader had set his DI to the 
Magnesyn compass heading on the runway all right had forgotten to pull the DI button to uncage 
the gyro. So he had to try to steer his aircraft by using his Magnesyn, which it was not possible to 
do with any accuracy, given the constant corrections needed for instrument flying in cloud - which 
in turn causes acceleration errors in the compass - which in turn causes constant needle swing - 
which in turn requires you to reset the DI when and if you have found the clear conditions needed 
to stabilise the aircraft's attitude and speed. Had I not spotted Blue Section when I did, another few 
minutes would have resulted in lost contact and a return to Stornoway to rendezvous, with an 
almost certain requirement to land and refuel. But we got away with it, with no severe loss, and 
pressed on. 
The flight (Figure 5) from then on was uneventful, passing over a weather front near Iceland. We 
sighted land through broken cumulus with about 80nm to go, discarded the Mosquitos and snaked 
down to land at Keflavik, the journey taking 2 hours 40 minutes for the 586nm leg distance. Sea fog 
began to roll in that afternoon and persisted all next day. Another day lost, making twelve lost from 
1 July. We heard that the Schilling team were now at Goose Bay preparing their aircraft. A 
contingent of the USAF had for some time been a feature of the field at Goose Bay, with so many 
of the USAF's heavier piston-engined aircraft operating from there; quite some rivalry existed 
between the US personnel and the Canadians of the RCAF. We realised that we could not afford to 
lose another day. 
The fog at Keflavik cleared on July 14 and the forecast for the leg to Bluie West 1 was the good one 
we had been waiting for during the last fortnight. This was just as well since this leg (Figure 6) was 
the one most feared because of the severe limitations at Bluie West's airfield. The leg distance was 
652nm and the safety height around Bluie was 10,000ft (the height below which you must not 
descend if you cannot see the ground because of cloud); there was no alternate airfield on this 
route. In instrument flying conditions, no let-down was allowed. Just yards from the eastern end of 
the single runway rose a glacier to the 8000ft ice cap, and a long narrow fjord housed the airfield at 
its head, the whole surrounded by mountains up to 5000ft. There was a decoy fjord branching off 
the one you wanted, and up which you must not go unless you wished to commit suicide! All 
landings must be made towards the glacier and take-offs must be made towards the fjord. But as it 
turned out, things went well enough and all the apprehension was for nothing. 
It was clear blue all the way, with the awesome Greenland scenery appearing mid-way. However, 
we noticed some stratus at the fjord's entrance, which gave us some concern for the next leg. 
When we landed, the forecast for that afternoon mentioned that the stratus would become fog and 
creep up towards the airfield. So we got out of our flying kit and went off to sit out the day. We 
had lunch and won some money from the one-armed bandits, when we heard the roar of jet 
aircraft. Schilling and his F-80s had arrived from Goose Bay. We went out to meet them when they 
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had dismounted, then we all gathered round a Vampire and an F-80 for an historic photograph. 
When the US flyers went off to eat, we returned to our respective messes. Shortly, panic let loose. 
Transport arrived for us. 'Get into your flying gear at once' was the order. We tore down to the 
aircraft dispersal, viewing the F-80s taking off for Keflavik. We had to go - caution was chucked out 
the door; we had to get airborne as soon as possible, before the stratus became fog and ruined our 
chances. We got airborne in a snake but did not climb immediately. The stratus was fairly low, 
about 1000ft if my memory serves me right, and we were therefore presented with a tunnel formed 
by the sheer sides of the mountains along the fjord with the stratus forming the roof. The drill was 
to use plenty of RPM to get sufficient speed to 'zoom' climb, hoping to avoid hitting the sides, and 
get through the stratus to pick up the formation leader's section - which had to be, repeat had to 
be, straight ahead on the centre of the fjord's track. We formed up speedily enough and things 
seemed to settle down to normal as we climbed to 25,000ft. We heard on the R/T that the fog had 
extended to cover the airfield at Bluie, so we then knew that there was only one place on the planet 
where we could put down safely - our destination, Goose Bay, which, at 675nm was positioned at 
the greatest distance of any of the legs. The forecast for the route was that a weak occluded front 
was lying across our path about mid-way, with cloud tops at 14,000ft, and that there was a 
possibility of cumulonimbus around Goose Bay itself. 
As we were approaching the mid-point, we began to encounter cirrus cloud as we started our 
climb to 30,000ft when the drop tanks had emptied. Initially I thought it might be some isolated 
cirrus which would soon clear. But it became evident that it was not, and that it was becoming 
thicker. My previous experience of flying in cirrus at these altitudes was that the visibility in the 
cloud was quite sufficient to allow us to fly in a reasonably loose formation at about 100 to 200yd 
spacing this cirrus was reducing visibility, by the minute, to below that. Oddly, I thought, neither of 
the section leaders was closing up on the Mosquito, and, from my ferry work, an internal alarm 
began to sound. I straightaway swung over from my far port position, flew under the section leader 
and Red 2, and took up a close-formation position on the lead Mosquito. After a pause, the others 
then followed suit. It was not as bad a situation as might be found in monsoon heavy cloud when 
there is a fear that if you don't do something to avoid being stranded on your own over the 
Atlantic with a useless navigation system, you are a damn fool not to act quickly. The Vampire 
Leader then called for a continuation of the climb to 35,000ft to get above the cirrus when our 
climb-rate had fallen to zero, the cirrus was still there, and was probably stretching up to 40,000ft; 
he then called that he was going to descend to get below the cloud and into the clear. So down we 
went and my heart sank with every foot of lost altitude; if this carried on much longer, we were not 
going to have enough fuel to reach Goose Bay. At 18,000ft the penny dropped when it became 
evident that the cloud was sloping right down to deck level, so a call went out for us to clamber 
back up to 30,000ft. We had no means of calculating accurately the extent of fuel lost by this 
deviation from the flight plan, and each of the Vampire pilots must have known that he was facing 
the distinct possibility of a bale-out, at best over the barren Labrador tundra, at worst into the sea. 
From our navigation card for the route (Figure 7) we would be over a tongue of land when we had 
125nm to go to Goose. On the run-in to the coast, the cloud cover beneath us was complete, and 
incessant calls, it seemed, were coming from the Vampire Leader to the lead Mosquito to give him 
time-to-go to landfall. An 'argument' developed between them when we crossed the coast. 
The Vampire Leader wanted to descend immediately to establish contact with the ground was 
persuaded by the Mosquito Leader to remain at height; the distance to go was still in the order of 
100nm and fuel was really running low now. I knew that we needed some reserve to allow us to de-
ice the canopy before landing, and that it would be touch and go. With about 50nm to run, we 
entered a cloudless region and peered ahead for a sight of the airfield at the far end of Lake 
Melville, over which we were now flying. Ahead we could see heavy cumulonimbus backing Goose 
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Bay. It was now nearly dark and we had no night- flying equipment other than navigation lights. It 
was a race to get in and beat the cu-nimbs before they reached the airfield. At last we were 
overhead and the whole formation broke up 

 
Figure 6 - Atlantic Crossing Nav Card & Chart, Keflavik to Bluie West 1 
into individual aircraft, the pilots desperate for the heavy canopy-icing to melt away and worried 
about the number of teaspoonfuls of fuel left in the tanks - and the fear of colliding with others. 
There was tremendous relief when the wheels greased onto the runway and we had all gathered in 
the RCAF hangar in the semi-darkness to celebrate that we were the first jet pilots to cross the 
Atlantic! We had landed 2 hours and 55 minutes after leaving Bluie, ten minutes longer than our 
flight plan limit. The official total flight time from Stornoway to Goose Bay was 8 hours 18 minutes. 
I reflected that we had beaten the USAF F-80s by just a single leg of the route. Sure, we had some 
bad luck, mainly with the weather I also saw flaws in the planning - which is easy to say with 
hindsight. Finally, I have always wondered whether or not the occluded front forecast, which nearly 
defeated us on the last leg of the crossing, came as the result of an R/T transmission from 
someone unknown who voiced '40,000 feet tops' which was misheard by another unknown as 
'14,000 feet tops' ...... 
*   *   *   *   * 
On that evening, 14 July 1948, the senior NCOs of the RCAF Sergeants' Mess wined and dined the 
three RAF aircrew NCOs of No 54 Squadron and congratulated us on winning the race against the 
rival F-80s of Colonel Schilling's USAF team. Following a few loosening-up beverages however, I 
quizzed one or two of the RCAF NCOs concerning our ragged arrival at Goose Bay and got out of 
them that they had been somewhat disappointed, considering that Schilling's team had arrived at 
Goose Bay in some style. I then decided to give Bobby Oxspring a call at the Officers' Mess with the 
suggestion that we ought to put on an aerobatic show next day for the RCAF personnel, to 
compensate for their disappointment, and so lift their morale vis-à-vis the Yanks. Bobby said he 
would try to persuade the Force Commander, and he rang back half-an-hour later to say that it had 
been agreed. It meant a one-day delay in the itinerary the schedule was not tight at that stage and 
there would be no need to alter the dates of the other events of the tour. In the morning next day, 
the word got around and the ranks of supporters gathered at both ends of the Base to witness the 
display. Blue Section carried out the formation aerobatics and I think both Jeep Heale and Colin 
Colquhoun filled in the time gap between formation manœuvres with superb solo aerobatic 
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performances. The RCAF lads were overjoyed. They saw us off on July 16, bound for a short stop for 
lunch at Mont Joli on the southern bank of the St Lawrence river, then on to St Hubert near 
Montreal and finally Trenton on Lake Ontario where we were to base ourselves for nine days to 
give displays there and at Toronto, before leaving for Washington DC in the United States. I fear I 
must question the wisdom of the planning which required us to stage through Mont Joli. It is (or 
was) a small airfield by a small town. Whoever had invited us, or had agreed to accept the invitation 
had, in my view, completely neglected to take account of the take-off performance of a Vampire at 
high all-up-weight and at less than maximum take-off RPM. (As described earlier, take-offs were 
made in Vic sections line astern, which required a power margin allowing throttle corrections for 
station-keeping purposes, and that is before consideration of any allowance in the take-off run for 
variations in wind velocity and ambient temperature.) In the event, I clearly recollect that Red 
Section consumed the whole length of the runway to get airborne at Mont Joli, bar the last five 
yards! The St Lawrence river was a mere 100yd beyond the end of the runway, and we almost had 
an early bath! 
On 21 July, we commenced our Canadian programme with two demonstrations at Trenton, viewed 
by a fair number of spectators, including several RCAF air officers. These two displays were the first 
using two co-ordinating teams in a single display, rather than one team plus a soloist. Apart from a 
series of engine 'wet starts' (non-starts) on the first display, which delayed the beginning of the 
show, the performances were well received. The RCAF pilots had also experienced this starting 
problem with their own recently ship-delivered Vampires. On the 22nd we moved to Downsview 
airfield, from which Red Section carried out a display over the waterfront at Toronto; Colin 
Colquhoun was the soloist. The display made major headlines in the next morning's newspapers 
not all were complimentary. The good reports in theToronto Telegram and the Toronto Globe and 
Mail were 'Aerobatics of the British Jets Made Wartime Pilots Gasp' and 'Arrival Here of Six RAF Jets 
May Presage a New Aviation Era'. But the Toronto Daily Star said 'Murder if Jet Plane Crashed in 
Toronto'. 
On July 25 we flew from Trenton to Andrews Field, the USAF base near Washington DC, and were 
given a military greeting by the USAF and some of their well-ribboned brass. It 

 
Figure 7 - Atlantic Crossing Nav Card & Chart, Bluie West 1 to Goose Bay 
must have been on this day that a reception was later given to all the aircrew of the party, at which 
No 1 Dress was required to be worn. Now I have to bring in some bitterness concerning dress. The 
officers of our contingent were arrayed for this occasion in khaki of the finest quality, a smooth 
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gaberdine-like cloth, and probably tailored in London's Savile Row for this special visit. For the 
NCO aircrew, the treatment was rather different. 
But first I must relate that before this touring affair of ours began, all three of our NCO pilots had 
held the rank of Warrant Officer and as such would have been qualified to wear togs similar to 
those of the officers. But alas, at the last moment some idiot at the Air Ministry had decided that 
there were too many aircrew Warrant Officers in the RAF, resulting in some friction between the 
aircrew and the ground-based Warrant Officers who generally wore the Long Service and Good 
Conduct Medal ribbons. So his remedy was to introduce a new ranking system for the aircrew, with 
which he could achieve, at a stroke, the demotion of the majority of the aircrew upstarts. Thus was 
born, it was alleged, the new-fangled rank titles, which were abominated by all NCO aircrew. 
Warrant Officer aircrew became Master-Pilot (for previously lengthy WO aircrew service), Pilot 1 
(for previously medium-length WO aircrew service) and Pilot 2 (for previously-short length WO 
aircrew service). Of these, only Master-Pilot rank equated to a ground Warrant Officer. Pilot 1 was a 
demotion to Flight Sergeant level equivalent, and Pilot 2 was a demotion to Sergeant level 
equivalent. As for the poor Pilot 3, his rank was reduced to Corporal equivalent and he was booted 
out of the Sergeants' Mess. In the case of this tour therefore, the three aircrew NCO members, 
being in the eyes of the Air Ministry beyond the pale clothes-wise, had nothing to wear but stores- 
issued, appallingly coarse, khaki-drill, ill-fitting garments which hung on us like sacks and, the last 
straw, with the new rank badges made from hard cardboard-backed cloth, stuck onto our sleeves 
by snap-fasteners! Can you believe it? Well, the Air Marshal commanding the British Joint Services 
Mission who attended the function, couldn't either. He was outraged at the sight of RAF aircrew 
attending an upmarket party in the USofA dressed as clowns. So he had Wing Commander Wilson-
MacDonald up against a wall and told him to get down to the PX (Post Exchange, the US military 
on-base department store), buy three USAF officer's off-the-peg uniforms and have them slightly 
altered to RAF uniform requirements by the PX tailors, then rip the cardboard from the rank badges 
and sew on the cloth, charging the cost to the imprest fund. The garments were ready for use the 
next day! As a postscript, the RAF stores back at Odiham demanded that these uniforms must be 
handed in! The hated aircrew NCO rank system was chucked out a few years later, after universal 
criticism - except for the Master-Pilot rank, which was retained. 
The calendar for 26 July had us down to do a display at Andrews Field for the assembled USAF 
troops in the morning, to be followed by a transit to Greenville in South Carolina in the afternoon. 
The morning display was timed to begin at 10 00 hours, as far as I can recollect. However, with all 
the spectators in place at about 0945, our officers had still not showed up. The time ticked on. 
'They were hitting the gin bottle too hard last night' I thought, 'and are probably non compos 
mentis'. "Strike a light" (or similar topical phrase) I shouted to Evans and Skinner, "Get into your 
flying kit double-quick, we're going to have to do this show ourselves". We ran to the crewroom 
where I asked the other two if they foresaw any problems if I led the team. They didn't. We were 
dressed and ready to run to our aircraft when Bobby Oxspring & Company arrived. They didn't 
look too good to me Bobby insisted on performing as usual. They did quite well, considering. 
At Greenville next day, Red Section performed without any alarms. On the 28th we were scheduled 
to take part in an exercise called 'Operation 200'. All that was notable about it was that the 
Lockheed F-84 Thunderjet squadron with whom we had to formate in trail, were too speedy for our 
Vampires with full drop tanks, and we had the awful embarrassment of having to call the 
Thunderjet leader on R/T to ask if he would mind slowing down a bit! 
Our next port of call was the Naval Air Test Center at Langley Field in Virginia for one day, where 
Blue Section did the business, and we then transited on the 30th to Mitchell Field on Long Island 
which would be our base for the next ten days, during which we were to perform at the event we 
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had especially come to do, the opening of New York's Idlewild Airport (now JFK). Six displays were 
given, alternating in turn per section and per soloist. We also took part in interception exercises 
against 'attacking' Boeing B-29s. As I said to Red 2 in the final week "I seem to be doing these 
formation aerobatics in my sleep". There was some truth in it though; the manoeuvres then seemed 
to be no more traumatic than Rate 1, 30-degree banked turns. 
We returned to Trenton on 10 August and on the 17th took off from Goose Bay for our return 
across the Atlantic, stopping for a few days each at Bluie West 1 and Keflavik to recuperate. All the 
aircraft had behaved well throughout, if the wet-starting problem at Trenton is discounted. But 
when we peeled-off to land at Stornoway, Buck Courtney suffered engine trouble, though he 
managed to get the aircraft down safely. I can no longer recall what the fault was it must have been 
severe because I had to return to Stornoway from Odiham to collect the aircraft on 5 October 
following its resultant engine change. Summarising, we seemed to have done the job we set out to 
do in my opinion the ferrying was a bit of a 'muddle through' in places. Our aerobatic displays 
however, were well done I would claim, and very well received - except by the journalists of 
the Toronto Daily Star. 
At the end of the year, the gongs were gazetted. Bobby Oxspring was awarded the AFC and Colin 
Colquhoun and I received the AFC and the AFM respectively. 
2895. Flight Lieutenant Edward Jenkins JONES (51144). Signed 20 March 1955. HQ 12 
Group. 

205 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2896. Squadron Leader Esmond Hamilton Edward PERRY (110845). Signed 24 March 1955. 
HQ No 12 Group. 

205 
He also signed this book on 14 August 1953, 14 January 1954 and 5 February 1954. 
2897. Gillean M SOMMERVILLE. Signed 2 April 1955. 4, Hope Street, St Andrews. 

206 
This is probably Gillean Somerville-Arjat who, according to 
http://www.scottishreview.net/GilleanSomervilleArjat161.shtml, “Was an English teacher and a 
university administrator. She now writes fiction and occasional articles.” 
From http://www.scottishreview.net/GilleanSomervilleArjat87.shtml: 
Scottish Review, 16 May 2013 
Reduced to tears by American immigration 
“My husband comes from Morocco. He has lived in Edinburgh for almost 25 years and during that 
time we have met several compatriots of his who were visiting Scotland or coming to study or to 
settle.” 

http://www.scottishreview.net/GilleanSomervilleArjat161.shtml
http://www.scottishreview.net/GilleanSomervilleArjat87.shtml
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2898. Rosalind DONINGTON-SMITH. Signed Signed 2 April 1955. Beach House, St 
Andrews. 

206 
From http://www.heraldscotland.com/sport/spl/aberdeen/june-donington-smith-1.313662: 
The Herald, 19 December 1998 
June Donington-Smith, actress and travel writer; born June 5, 1910, died November 20, 1998 
With the death of former Scottish actress, travel writer, and hotelier, June Donington-Smith, St 
Andrews lost one of its most colourful and irrepressibly voluble citizens. 
Born in Glasgow, she used her maiden name of June Steeds in her professional acting career. It was 
during her last term at Hutcheson's Grammar School that she was invited to join the Scottish 
National Players. In addition to her appearances with the renowned theatrical company, her stage 
work in the early 1930s included the Masque of Glasgow, produced by Constance Herbert, and 
appearances in her father's Shakespearean productions in Linn Park. Her father, Birmingham-born, 
Oxford-educated and literature-loving Percival Steed, had come to Glasgow in 1907 as head of the 
department of elocution and dramatic art at Glasgow Athenaeum. June Steeds had spells with the 
Bath Citizens' Players and took a special interest in mime, as well as working as a producer. Her 
most memorable effort in the latter capacity was in the production of Stewart Black's True Thomas, 
a spectacular five-act play with a cast of 170. Opportunities for film work were also developing and 
she appeared in some early amateur films and received an invitation to take part in a film being 
made at Elstree studios. However, her marriage to Hugh Donington-Smith in 1934 brought her 
active theatrical career to a premature close. Her late husband was employed in management with 
British Railway Hotels and the couple held several positions at establishments in England. He was 
stationed in St Andrews with the RAF during the war and they eventually purchased the Canmore 
Guesthouse on The Scores in the town in 1943. They later assumed management of, and residency 
in, the Grand Hotel and also the Beach House property in Golf Place, which eventually became the 
family home. The Grand Hotel was sold to St Andrews University and was transformed into the 
Hamilton Hall student hall of residence, one of the most famous in St Andrews with its red 
stonework. The selling of the Grand Hotel left the couple with a capital sum which encouraged 
them to migrate during the winter. However, these absences were to be no indulgences of 
relaxation, for they both embarked on a new joint career, as travellers abroad and switched their 
attention to writing. In fact, their Dormobile became almost a third character in the dramas of their 
travels. ''I am writing this in the Dormobile outside the gendarmerie in Hassi Messaoud,'' began a 
typical piece from Algeria. During her career as a writer, she travelled in so many countries that it 
later became simpler to establish what countries she had not visited. She passionately believed in 
the enlivening influence of the students to the town - and the Donington-Smiths' open door at 
Beach House was entered by generations of young people. Here they were treated to the artful 
husbandry of Hugh - he died in 1987 - and the prodigious story telling of June. She is survived by 
three daughters and a son, 10 grandchildren, and two great-grandchildren. 
2899. M Joyce BYTH. Signed 18 April 1955. 39 Comely Bank Street, Edinburgh 4. 

206 
No trace found. 

http://www.heraldscotland.com/sport/spl/aberdeen/june-donington-smith-1.313662
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2900. Unknown. Signed 21 April 1955. Chief of the Air Staff's Liaison Officer, Air Ministry. 

206 
No match found in the Chief of the Air Staff section of The Air Force List for April 1955. 
2901. Air Commodore Albert Arthur Frederick HICKMAN OBE AFRAeS (36073). Signed 21 
April 1955. Chief of the Air Staff's Liaison Officer, Air Ministry. 

206 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired, as Group Captain, on 21 March 1962. In 
1952, he was Commanding Officer of RAF Henlow. 
From Flight, 5 August 1960: 

 
From 
http://airforce.ca/awards.php?search=&keyword=Kreitz&page=40&mem=&type=commonwealth: 
HICKMAN, W/C Albert Arthur Frederick (RAF 36073) - Officer, Order of the British Empire - No.36 
Service Flying Training School, Penhold, Alberta - Awarded as per LG,dated 1 January 1944 and 
AFRO 113/44 dated 21 January 1944. 
This officer, serving as a Chief Engineer, has displayed outstanding ability and devotion to duty. His 
capacity for solving the many problems that arise has been responsible for the confidence of the 
flying personnel of the unit and the interest he has always taken in the care and welfare of the 
airmen under his command has resulted in an exceptionally high standard of morale at this station. 
2902. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Basil Wooler LOFTHOUSE ACIS (166227). 
Signed 25 April 1955. HQ 90 Group. 

206 
He also signed this book on 21 May 1950. 
2903. Flying Officer later Wing Commander Ian Shearer HEADLEY OBE (4083517). Signed 7 
May 1955. No 40 Squadron, RAF Wittering. 

206 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 31 December 1986. 

http://airforce.ca/awards.php?search=&keyword=Kreitz&page=40&mem=&type=commonwealth
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From http://www.avrovulcan.org.uk/vulcan_people/83sqn_coningsby.htm: 

 
Members of No 83 Squadron RAF Scampton with the Bomber Command Medium Bomber 
Efficiency Trophy in August 1962. Wilf Smithson, Sqn Ldr Johnny Webb (SEngO), ? (JEngO), Sqn Ldr 
Peter Ward, Gordon Hart, Wg Cdr Ray Davenport, Ian Headley, Sqn Ldr John Sewell, Pete Grover, 
Jim Conway, John LeBrun, Ian Hall, Mike Pilkington. 
2904. Thora WILSON. Signed 7 May 1955. Guardbridge Fife. 

206 
No trace found. 
2905. Mary CLARK. Signed 7 May 1955. Fife. 

206 
No trace found. 
2906. ? HENDRY. Signed 7 May 1955. Fife. 

206 
No trace found. 

http://www.avrovulcan.org.uk/vulcan_people/83sqn_coningsby.htm
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2907. Patricia GOULD. Signed 7 May 1955. Fife. 

206 
No trace found. 
2908. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Ronald Hugh MCLAUCHLAN (202262). Signed 
21 May 1955. No 103 Squadron, RAF Gütersloh. 

206 
From http://www.flickr.com/photos/randompinkness/4737746293/: 

 
LAC R H McLauchlan RAF, this photo taken at Brandon (Canada) where he got his wings 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._103_Squadron_RAF: 
No. 103 Squadron was a Royal Air Force bomber squadron during World War I, World War II and 
the Cold War, switching to helicopters in the late 1950s until it was disbanded for the last time in 
1975. 
…. 
103 Squadron was subsequently reformed at RAF Gütersloh, West Germany on 30 November 1954 
and was part of the 2nd Tactical Air Force. During this short period the unit flew the English Electric 
Canberra bomber. The Squadron was disbanded on 1 August 1956. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_G%C3%BCtersloh: 
RAF Gütersloh, was a Royal Air Force Germany military airbase, the nearest Royal Air Force airbase 
to the East/West German border, in the vicinity of the town of Gütersloh. It was constructed by the 
Germans prior to World War II. The base was captured by the Americans in April 1945 and was 
handed over to the RAF in June 1945 as Headquarters No. 2 Group RAF. 
2909. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Clifford Peter PRATT (582797). Signed 3 June 
1955. No 9 (Bomber) Squadron, RAF Binbrook. 

206 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/randompinkness/4737746293/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._103_Squadron_RAF
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_G%C3%BCtersloh
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From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._9_Squadron_RAF: 
After the War, the Lancasters were replaced by Avro Lincolns until 1952, when the Squadron re-
equipped with English Electric Canberra jet-bombers. These aircraft were used during three months 
of operations in Malaya in 1956 and during the Suez Crisis. 
2910. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] David Evans KINSEY (2411363). Signed 3 June 
1955. No 9 (Bomber) Squadron, RAF Binbrook. 

206 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 10 April 1980. 
2911. Flying Officer William Roy GRIEF (3510457). Signed 10 June 1955. No 253 Squadron, 
RAF Waterbeach. 

206 
The Air Force List for July 1953 lists only person with the surname Grief: William Roy GRIEF 
(3510457), who was a Cadet Pilot on 6 December 1951, a Pilot Officer on 13 August 1952, a Flying 
Officer on 27 September 1953 and a Flight Lieutenant on 22 May 1957. 
From CRUFT’s Dog Show Catalogue, 7 February 1959: 

 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Waterbeach: 
RAF Waterbeach is a former Royal Air Force station located in Waterbeach, Cambridgeshire which 
is 5.5 miles (8.9 km) north of Cambridge. RAF Fighter Command took over the base on 1 March 
1950 and used Gloster Meteors, Supermarine Swifts, de Havilland Venoms, de Havilland Vampires 
and Gloster Javelins. Hawker Hunter fighters arrived in May 1955 and, two years later, the 
prototype English Electric P1 (Lightning) visited RAF Waterbeach. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._253_Squadron_RAF: 
No. 253 (Hyderabad) Squadron was a flying squadron of the Royal Air Force between 1918 and the 
late 1950s. Post-war 253 Sqn. enjoyed a brief existence as a night-fighter unit flying the de 
Havilland Venom NF.2 from RAF Waterbeach from 18 April 1955 to 2 September 1957. 
2912. Flight Lieutenant Dennis MCCORMAC (139718). Signed 18 June 1955. Fighter 
Command Communication Squadron, RAF Bovingdon. 

207 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 31 May 1961. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._9_Squadron_RAF
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Waterbeach
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._253_Squadron_RAF
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2913. Flight Lieutenant George William Charman THOMAS (580064). Signed 21 June 1955. 
13 Group, Communications Flight, RAF Newton. 

207 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 14 May 1960. 
His medals sold for £798 on eBay on 7 April 2013: 

 
A set of 5 WW2 RAF medals mounted on a bar. There are the 1939-45 Star, Air Crew Europe Star, 
Africa Star with 1942-43 bar, British War Medal and General Service Medal with Malaya bar. The 
latter is inscribed round the edge Flt Lt G.W.C. THOMAS R.A.F. 
2914. Air Chief Marshal Sir Walter Graemes CHESHIRE GBE KCB RAF (21 March 1907 – 10 
December 1978). Signed 21 June 1955. HQ 13 Group. 

207 
He also signed this book on 21 June 1957. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_Cheshire: 
Educated at Downing College, Cambridge, Cheshire joined the Royal Air Force in 1926. He served in 
World War II as Chief Intelligence Officer at Headquarters RAF Bomber Command, as Air Attache in 
Moscow and as Chief Air Intelligence Officer at Headquarters Air Command South East Asia before 
becoming Air Officer Commanding AHQ Indo China in October 1945. 
After the War he was made Air Officer Commanding RAF Gibraltar and then Commandant of the 
RAF Staff College, Andover. He went on to be Air Officer Administration at Headquarters Second 
Tactical Air Force in 1953, Air Officer Commanding No. 13 Group in 1955 and RAF Instructor at the 
Imperial Defence College in 1957. Promoted to air marshal, his last roles were as Air Officer 
Commanding RAF Malta in 1959 and Air Member for Personnel in 1961 before retiring in 1965. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Cheshire_W.htm: 
GBE - 1 Jan 1965 (CBE - 1 Jan 1949), KCB - 13 Jun 1959 (CB - 1 Jan 1955), MiD - 1 Jan 1942, MiD - 
8 Jun 1944, ADC, BA. 
Plt Off (P): 28 Jul 1926, Plt Off: 28 Jul 1927, Fg Off: 28 Jan 1928, Flt Lt:9 Sep 1931, Sqn Ldr: 1 Apr 
1937, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Mar 1940, (T) Gp Capt:1 Jun 1942, Wg Cdr: 20 Nov 1942 1 Jul 1942, Act 
A/Cdre: 20 Jul 1944,Gp Capt (WS): 20 Jan 1945, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1947 1 Oct 1946, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 
1950, Act A 23 Apr 1953, AVM: 1 Jan 1954, AM: 1 Jul 1959, ACM: 19 Nov 1962. 
28 Jul 1926 Granted a Short Service Commission 
28 Jul 1926 U/T Pilot, No 4 FTS 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_Cheshire
http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Cheshire_W.htm
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19 Jan 1928 Pilot, No 47 Sqn 
 1 Aug 1929 Attended Aircraft Engineering Course, Home Aircraft Depot 
 1 Sep 1930 Granted a Permanent Commission in the rank of Flying Officer 
7 Jul 1931 Attending Course 'A' at Cambridge University 
24 Oct 1936 Air Staff, Directorate of Operations and Intelligence 
24 Jan 1938 Attended RAF Staff College 
31 Dec 1938 Air Staff, HQ Bomber Command 
1941:  Chief Intelligence Officer, HQ Bomber Command 
xx xxx 1942 Air Attaché, Moscow 
20 Jul 1944 Chief Air Intelligence Officer, HQ ACSEA 
 1 Oct 1945 AOC, Air HQ - Indo China 
 xx xxx 1949 Attended Imperial Defence College 
 9 Jan 1950 AOC, RAF Gibraltar 
31 Mar 1952 Commandant, RAF Staff College - Andover 
23 Apr 1953 AOA, HQ 2nd Tactical Air Force 
16 May 1955 AOC, No 13 Group 
 1 Jul 1957 RAF Instructor, Imperial Defence College 
19 May 1959 AOC, RAF Malta/Deputy C in C (Air), Allied Forces Mediterranean 
11 Dec 1961 Air Member for Personnel  
29 Aug 1963 – 
6 Apr 1965 Air ADC to The Queen 
From http://www.oxforddnb.com/templates/article.jsp?articleid=52637&back=: 
Cheshire, Sir Walter Graemes (1907–1978), air force officer, was born in St Petersburg, Russia, on 21 
March 1907, the son of John Frederick Cheshire, a cotton mill owner and later a timber broker, of 
Beckenham, Kent, and his Russian wife, Lida Wilhelmena Deneko, née Graemes. The Cheshire family 
had cotton mills in and around St Petersburg. As a British citizen, John Cheshire was recalled to 
serve in the British army in the First World War, and when the Russian Revolution broke out in 1917 
Walter was brought to England by his mother. Bilingual in Russian and English, he was educated at 
University School, Southport, and Ipswich School. 
Cheshire was commissioned into the Royal Air Force in July 1926 and taught to fly at 4 flying 
training school, RAF Abu Sueir, Egypt. He remained in the Middle East for his first two flying tours 
with 45 (bomber) squadron at Helwan, Egypt, and then from January 1928, with 47 (bomber) 
squadron at Khartoum, Sudan. Both squadrons were equipped with single-engined DH9a biplanes 
but these were replaced while he was serving with 47 squadron with mark IV Fairey IIIF aircraft. He 
returned to Britain in 1929, completed the officers' engineering course at RAF Henlow, and then 
spent two years (1930–1932) at Downing College, Cambridge, reading engineering. 
Cheshire returned to the Middle East in October 1933 to spend three years on engineering duties 
at the RAF depot in Iraq. In October 1936 he was posted home to the Air Ministry to serve in the 
operations and intelligence branch of the department of the chief of the air staff. Promoted 
squadron leader in April 1937, he completed training at RAF Staff College at Andover in 1938 and 
was posted to the headquarters of Bomber Command at High Wycombe at the end of 1938 for 
operations and intelligence duties. He was promoted wing commander, and on 25 October 1940 at 
St Peter's Church, Warmsworth, he married Mary Chance (d. 1922), an assistant section officer 
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WAAF, the daughter of Ernest Washington Chance, a barrister, of Warmsworth Lodge, Doncaster, 
Yorkshire. 
Late in 1941 Cheshire took command of the bomber station at RAF Bottesford, Nottinghamshire, 
equipped with twin-engined Avro Manchester bombers; he held this post until February 1942 when 
he was appointed air attaché in Moscow, his promotion to group captain coming in June 1942. 
Cheshire returned to England in July 1943 to command the bomber base at RAF Spilsby, 
Lincolnshire, then equipped with four-engined Lancaster bombers. For the final year of the war he 
served as command intelligence officer at headquarters air command, south-east Asia, with the 
acting rank of air commodore. 
Cheshire moved to Saigon in September 1945 as air officer commanding (AOC) French Indo-China 
and a member of the allied disarmament mission, with the task of disarming and repatriating the 
sizeable Japanese forces in French Indo-China, south of the sixteenth parallel. Air transport was 
essential but RAF aircraft in the area were very short of fuel, while the plentiful supply of Japanese 
fuel could not, for technical reasons, be used in the RAF aircraft. Contrary to air headquarters' 
expectations, and on his own initiative, Cheshire used Japanese aircraft, crews, and fuel to carry out 
essential transport and unarmed reconnaissance duties. He had the Japanese markings removed 
from their aircraft and replaced with RAF roundels when, under his command, a sizeable force of 
the recent enemy carried out their new tasks with enthusiasm, and with few technical failures in 
spite of the lack of spare parts. 
With the Japanese disarmed, Cheshire spent two years back in London at the Air Ministry as deputy 
director of foreign air liaison. He completed the Imperial Defence College course in 1949 and from 
January 1950 spent two years as AOC Gibraltar. In April 1952 he was appointed commandant of the 
RAF Staff College, Andover, and during 1953–5 he was air officer administration at headquarters 
2nd Tactical Air Force in Germany. He subsequently served for two years as AOC of the recently 
reformed 13 group in Fighter Command, and in 1957 became the RAF instructor at the Imperial 
Defence College. In 1959 he served as AOC Malta and deputy commander-in-chief (air) allied 
forces, Mediterranean. Two years later he became the member for personnel on the Air Council 
and, with the creation of the Ministry of Defence in 1964, he became air member for personnel. 
This proved to be his final tour as he retired from the RAF in April 1965, having served as air aide-
de-camp to the queen from 1963. He was promoted air vice-marshal (1954), air marshal (1959), and 
air chief marshal (1962), and was appointed CBE (1949), CB (1955), KCB (1959), and GBE (1965). 
From 1968 until 1974 Cheshire was a member of the Commonwealth War Graves Commission, 
becoming its vice-chairman in 1970. He lived in retirement in Lymington, Hampshire, and died at 
the Ashley Lodge Nursing Home, New Milton, Hampshire, on 10 December 1978. His widow died in 
1992, having seen their two sons, born in 1941 and 1942, follow distinguished careers in the armed 
forces: Colonel Colin C. C. Cheshire OBE served in the Royal Tank regiment while his younger 
brother, Air Chief Marshal Sir John Anthony Cheshire KBE CB, became commander-in-chief allied 
forces Europe (1997–2000). Moreover, like his father, Sir John Cheshire served as air attaché in 
Moscow (1988–1990), working in the same building in which his father had lived and worked as 
part of the British military mission forty-six years earlier. 
2915. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Sidney GLEADOW (50137). Signed 23 June 
1955. No 63 Maintenance Unit, RAF Edzell. 

207 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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From Flight, 7 March 1963: 

 

 
2916. Major Sir Michael PARKER, KCVO, CBE. Signed 28 June 1955. Buckingham Palace. 

207 
From 
http://www.debretts.com/people/biographies/browse/p/18734/Michael%20John+PARKER.aspx: 
Capt Queen's Own Hussars 1961-71, Maj TA Special List attached Queen's Own Hussars 1972-; 
deviser and prodr of large-scale civilian and mil events; antique dealer; vice-pres: Morriston 
Orpheus Choir, Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother's Meml Fund, Support for Africa, CIB; tstee ABF 
The Soldiers Charity 2003-13; patron: Chicken Shed Theatre Co, Brooklands SLD Sch; KStJ 1985 
(OStJ 1982), Grand Offr Order of al Istiqlal (Jordan) 1987; Main Productions Becket 1963, Richard III 
(Berlin TV) 1964, Berlin Tattoo 1965, 1967, 1971, 1973, 1975, 1977, 1979, 1981, 1983, 1986, 1988 
and 1992, British Week Brussels 1967, The Royal Tournament 1974-99, The Edinburgh Military 
Tattoo 1992-94, The Aldershot Army Display 1974, 1975, 1977, 1979, 1981 and 1983, Wembley 
Musical Pageant 1979, 1981 and 1985, over 70 other events around the world; National Events HM 
The Queen's Silver Jubilee Celebrations 1977, The Great Children's Party (Int Year of the Child) 
1979, Carols for the Queen 1979, The Royal Fireworks 1981, The Great Children's Party Hyde Park 
1985, HM Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother's 90th Birthday Celebrations 1990, Economic 
Summit Spectacular (G7) Buckingham Palace 1991, HM The Queen's 40th Anniversary Celebration 
1992, British National Day Expo'92 Seville Spain, 50th Anniversary VE Day Celebrations Hyde Park 
and Buckingham Palace 1995, 50th Anniversary VJ Day Celebrations Horseguards and Buckingham 
Palace 1995, HM Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother's 100th Birthday Celebrations 2000, All the 
Queen's Horses Windsor 2002, The London Golden Jubilee Weekend Festival 2002 (incl National 
Beacon and Fireworks); Other Events Son et Lumière on Horse Guards Parade 1983 and 1985, 
Americas Cup Newport 1983, King Hussein of Jordan's 50th Birthday Celebrations 1985, Royal 
Weddings 1987 and 1993 and Coronation Celebration 1988 and 1993, Joy to the World (Christmas 
celebration Royal Albert Hall) 1988-97, International Horse Shows Olympia (finales), Wembley and 
Birmingham (variously), World Equestrian Games Stockholm, National Day Celebrations Oman 
(Royal Equestrian Day) 1990, Fortress Fantasia Gibraltar 1990, P&O 150th Anniversary Celebration 
Greenwich 1992 (further 18 shows in Hong Kong, Cyprus, Jordan, USA, Canada, Germany and UK), 
Wedding of Prince Abdullah Bin Al Hussein of Jordan (now King of Jordan), Memphis in May 
International Festival Tattoo USA 1993 and 1994, Opening of The Queen Elizabeth Gate Hyde Park 
London 1993, Firework Display to mark opening of The Channel Tunnel Folkestone 1994, The Spirit 
of Normandy (Royal Albert Hall) 1994, Multi-media Show for Normandy 50th Celebration 
Portsmouth 1994, The Army Benevolent Fund Drumhead Serv 1994, Pavarotti International Horse 
Show (finales) Modena Italy 1993 and 1994, P&O ship naming Shekou China 1994, P&O ship 
namings Portsmouth and USA 1995, Jersey Liberation Fireworks 1995, Oriana Gala Sydney 1996, 
naming of Dawn Princess Fort Lauderdale 1997, The Countryside Rally Hyde Park 1997, Gala for 
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naming of Grand Princess NY 1998, Unveiling Ceremony for the Albert Meml London 1998, 
Centenary Celebrations for King Abdul Aziz Riyadh Saudi Arabia 1999, Royal Military Tattoo Horse 
Guards 2000, Reaching Out For Africa Royal Albert Hall 2002 and 2007, Opening of Meml Gates 
Constitution Hill 2002, Opening of Memphis Symphony Orchestra Concert Hall 2003, Ship naming 
of Minerva II Port of London 2003, Not Forgotten Assoc Christmas Show St James's Palace 2003-10, 
Music on Fire! RMA Sandhurst 2004, 2006 and 2008, Centenary Cavalcade Royal Welsh Agricultural 
Show 2004, Liberation Day Son et Lumière Jersey 2005, Royal Yacht Sqdn Cowes Trafalgar 
Celebration 2005, Glory of Wales Denbigh 2005, Not Forgotten Assoc Veterans Day Concert Tower 
of London 2006 and 2008 and Painted Hall Greenwich 2007, NFA 90th Anniversary ballroom of 
Buckingham Palace 2010; Awards Evening Standard Ambass for London 1995, Walpole Gold Medal 
for Excellence 2002, Walpole Award for Best Cultural Achievement 2002, CIB Communicator of the 
Year 2002, SPAM Lifetime Achievement Award 2002, RTS Derek Harper Technical Award. 
From The Telegraph, 2 January 2002: 
Commander Michael Parker 
COMMANDER MICHAEL PARKER, who has died aged 81, was Private Secretary to the Duke of 
Edinburgh from 1948 to 1957 and one of his closest friends for nearly 60 years. 
Although Mike Parker maintained the loyalty and discretion that is a prerequisite for any 
meaningful friendship with a member of the Royal Family, his natural Australian ebullience and 
plain-speaking, as well as his refreshing lack of obsequiousness, were among the qualities most 
appreciated by the Duke. To the end of Parker's life, when he wrote to the Duke he would begin his 
letters "Dear Philip", and sign off "Yours ever, Mike". 
John Michael Avison Parker was born in Melbourne, Australia, on June 23 1920, and was educated 
at Xavier College in Melbourne. He wanted to follow in the footsteps of his father, a captain in the 
Royal Australian Navy - to avoid any possible charges of nepotism - he elected to come to England 
and join the Navy here. 
Parker first met Prince Philip in 1942, when the Prince was appointed to the destroyer Wallace as a 
sub-lieutenant. In the words of the Prince's biographer, Tim Heald: "After a few months, in October 
at the specific request of his Commanding Officer, Prince Philip became First Lieutenant of Wallace 
and in direct rivalry to Parker, just a year his senior, who held the same position - second in 
command - of Lauderdale. Prince Philip was barely 21 and one of the youngest first lieutenants in 
the Navy. 
"We were highly competitive", said Parker, "we both wanted to show that we had the most 
efficient, cleanest and best ship and ship's company in the Navy. And instead of pushing us apart, it 
drew us closer." 
Lauderdale and Wallace were on convoy duty patrolling what was known as "E-Boat Alley", the east 
coast of Britain from Rosyth in Scotland to Sheerness at the mouth of the Thames estuary. 
As officers, the two men were also united by a relative lack of ready money. As Parker put it: "He 
was better off than I was compared with many people he didn't have a brass razoo." 
Parker's Aussie disregard for Prince Philip's Royal connections also impressed the future Queen's 
Consort: "The fact that he was a Prince didn't register with me. I gave him deference when it was 
official if it was not official then 'relax' was the order of the day." 
In 1944 Parker was appointed to the destroyer Wessex, part of the 27th Destroyer Flotilla under 
Admiral Sir James Somerville. Prince Philip was on the sister ship, Whelp, and they sailed for the 
Pacific for action against the Japanese; they arrived just in time for the Japanese surrender in 
September 1945. 
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Meanwhile, the two friends had enjoyed shore leave both in North Africa and Australia. Parker 
recalled: "Of course we had fun in North Africa never anything outrageous. We'd drink together 
and then we'd go and have a bloody good meal. People are always asking, 'Did you go to the local 
estaminets and screw everything in sight?' And the answer is No. It never came into the picture. 
There was so much else to do." He did admit, however: "There was always armfuls of girls." 
Throughout this period there was speculation that Prince Philip might be the future husband of 
Princess Elizabeth but, according to Parker, the two men never discussed it until, in 1947, the Prince 
told Parker that he was engaged to be married. Parker was one of the guests at Prince Philip's stag 
night at the Dorchester Hotel in London. The story goes that, after the press had taken their formal 
photographs of the occasion, the Royal party suggested that they should take pictures of the 
journalists as a memento of the occasion. 
In his biography Tim Heald writes: "The press, in thick belted overcoats reminiscent of the Crazy 
Gang, sat on the edge of the sofa and smiled. When the cameras had flashed, Mike Parker called 
out a command and the camera bulbs were thrown against the wall. There is some dispute about 
this gesture Parker says that it was done to prevent any photographer sneaking extra pictures after 
the official photocall." 
One of Prince Philip's first acts after his marriage was to invite Parker to become Equerry-in-
Waiting to the Royal couple. In the following year, 1948, Parker was appointed the newly-created 
Duke of Edinburgh's Private Secretary. 
King George VI immediately took a shine to the new courtier, taking him out shooting and 
instructing him in the arcane ways of the court. He even asked Parker's advice on the design of the 
Royal Yacht Britannia. 
It was Parker who broke the news of George VI's death to Princess Elizabeth and the Duke while 
they were in Kenya as part of their overseas tour in early 1952. "I never felt so sorry for anyone in 
all my life", Parker later recalled. "He the Duke looked as if you'd dropped half the world on him." 
Parker made it his business to modernise Buckingham Palace after the couple moved in; he 
organised the installation of electric telephones and dishwashers. But this instinct occasionally 
brought him into conflict with other members of the Establishment. On one occasion he was 
summoned to 10 Downing Street, where Churchill berated him for organising a Navy helicopter as 
the most efficient way to transport the Duke to and from official engagements (Churchill viewed 
the contraptions as unsafe). 
Meanwhile, Parker and the Duke continued to enjoy themselves. Once, during an RAF manoeuvre 
over Buckingham Palace, they telephoned the Air Ministry and played a tape of a Battle of Britain 
dogfight down the receiver, claiming that one of the pilots had gone berserk and was strafing the 
Palace. 
The two friends were also members of what was known as the Thursday Club, which met for 
luncheon every Thursday in a private room at Wheeler's restaurant in Old Compton Street, Soho. 
Among the members were David Niven, Peter Ustinov and Patrick Campbell; among those invited 
to attend were Iain Macleod, the traitor Kim Philby, and Larry Adler (described by one member as 
"that ghastly little man who played the mouth organ"). 
Parker said later: "We enjoyed fun and going round with people who knew what was going on. The 
Thursday Club was a great sounding base, and the idea that it was a drunken orgy was absolute 
rubbish. People got very merry never drunk. As far as being wild, not guilty. As far as hanging 
around women, not guilty." 
The notion that Parker and the Duke got up to serious mischief was disseminated by Parker's ex-
wife Eileen, who in 1982 published a book claiming that the two men liked to slip out of 
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Buckingham Palace using the pseudonyms "Murgatroyd and Winterbottom". Parker called this "the 
biggest load of hogwash I've ever read in my life". It was his divorce from Eileen, covered 
extensively in the press before becoming final in 1958, that forced Parker to resign as the Duke's 
Private Secretary. 
After leaving Royal service, Parker made his career in business, where his contacts were considered 
invaluable. He worked for Lockheed, the aircraft corporation, and for the advertising agency Leo 
Burnett. Later he was chairman of Australian Dredging and General Services, and director of 
Spoerry, Australia, and of Spacelift Australia. He was also chairman of the Australian Plain English 
Foundation. 
Although he returned to live in Australia in the late 1960s, Parker remained in contact until the end 
of his life with Prince Philip. The two men last met a year ago at the Sandringham Yacht Club in 
Melbourne. 
Parker was appointed MVO in 1953 and CVO in 1957. In 1995 he was appointed AM (Member, 
Order of Australia). 
He married first, in 1943, Eileen Allan, with whom he had a son and a daughter; the marriage was 
dissolved in 1958. With his second wife Carol, who died in 1977, he had a daughter, and one son 
who predeceased him. He married, thirdly, Mrs Jean Ramsay. 
From http://www.express.co.uk/news/royal/377822/A-fright-royal-do: 

 
2917. Flight Lieutenant Trevor BARLOW-JONES (59361). Signed 28 June 1955. Air Ministry, 
London. 

207 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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From http://www.rafweb.org/Sqn106-110.htm: 

 
No 107/11 Squadron aircrew – 1949. Back Row L-R: Jock Gilmour, Reg Mansfield, F/Sgt Bruce Spurr, 
Bell, Eric Coker, Ernie Tizzard, Tom Cramp. Front Row L-R: Tony Satow, Johny Rowland, F/L Jim 
(Paddy) Speers, Ed Cook ( Flight Commander) Sqn Ldr Rumsey (Sqn Commander), Barlow Jones 
(Flt Commander), Ken Allen (Adj), 'Buck' Buchanan, Johny Oakley. Photograph courtesy Shirley 
Speers, daughter of 'Paddy' Speers. 
2918. Unknown. Signed 1 July 1955. Air Ministry. 

207 
The surname could be BIELBY or WELBY. 
2919. Flight Lieutenant John Desmond Brodie BROWNE (55638). Signed 4 July 1955. No 
502 Auxiliary Squadron, RAF Aldergrove. 

207 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 3 May 1968. 
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2920. Alexander LAMB. Signed 9 July 1955. Manse of Kinlochleven, Argyll. 

207 
No trace found. 
2921. Air Vice-Marshal Sir John Gerard Willsley WESTON KBE CB (15 November 1908 – 13 
June 1979). Signed 14 July 1955. No 90 Signals Group, RAF Medmenham. 

207 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Weston_(RAF_officer): 
He was a high-ranking signals officer in the Royal Air Force during World War II and the post-War 
years. He later served as the Deputy Head of the Secret Intelligence Service (MI6). There is a 
Weston Avenue in Leighton Buzzard that used to be housing for personnel at RAF Stanbridge. 
Since this was a signals establishment during WWII, it is believed that it is named after him. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Weston.htm: 
KBE - 1 Jan 1964 (OBE - 11 Jun 1942), CB - 12 Jun 1947, Commendation. 
GD Branch: Plt Off: 15 Dec 1928, Fg Off: 15 Jun 1930, Flt Lt: 1 Aug 1934, Sqn Ldr: 1 Dec 
1937,A/Cdre: 6 Oct 1953 1 Jan 1950, Act AVM: 1 Feb 1954, AVM: 1 Jan 1955. 
Tech Branch: (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Sep 1940, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Sep 1942, Act 
A/Cdre: 3 Mar 1943?, GpCapt (WS): 3 Sep 1943, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1946, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1946 - 1 Nov 
1947, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1948, 
xx xxx 1927 Flight Cadet, 'A' Sqn, RAF College 
15 Dec 1928 Pilot, No 207 Sqn 
21 Jan 1930 Signals Officer, No 60 Sqn 
29 Feb 1932 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
25 Apr 1932 Attended Signals Course, Electrical and Wireless School 
25 Jul 1933 Signals Officer, RAF Upper Heyford/Flight Commander, No 99 Sqn? 
23 Mar 1934 Exchange posting with RCAF 
30 Mar – 
21 Apr 1937 Placed on half pay list, scale B 
23 Dec 1937 Staff, Directorate of Signals 
24 Apr 1940 Transferred to Technical Branch 
1 Jan 1941 Gazetted for rendering valuable services in connection with the war 
23 Nov 1941 Chief Signals Officer, HQ Ferry Command 
26 Aug 1942 Deputy Director of Signals? 
 3 Sep 1943 Director of Signals 
xx xxx 1946 Commandant, Central Signals Establishment 
xx Jan 1948 Attended Imperial Defence College 
 1 Jan 1949 Director of Policy (Air Staff) 
xx xxx 1952 AOC, RAF Halton/Commandant, No 1 School of Technical Training 
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6 Oct 1953 Transferred to General Duties Branch in the rank of Air Commodore 
 1 Feb 1954 AOC, No 90 (Signals) Group 
xx xxx 1956 Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Signals) 
 1 Mar 1959 Senior Directing Staff (RAF), Imperial Defence College 
18 Jul 1961 Director-General of Manning 
He represented the RAF College at Athletics, Cricket and Boxing, attained the rank of Flt Cdt Sgt 
and was awarded the Humanities Prize on graduation. Spent period 1940 - 50 in the Technical 
(Signals) Branch. From 1965 - 68, he was Chairman of the National Small Bore Rifle Association. 
After retiring from the RAF, he joined MI6 and eventually rose to Deputy Head. 
2922. Flying Officer George Edward THOMSON (3507987). Signed 23 July 1955. Central 
Flying School. 

207 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 9 February 1969. 
2923. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] William Alexander RAMSAY. Signed 30 
July 1955. Air Ministry WP 6. 

207 
He also signed this book on 17 May 1954. 
2924. Air Vice Marshal Sir Laurence Frank Sinclair GC KCB DSO* MiD LoM (26066) . Signed 
30 July 1955. Air Ministry (Director of Administrative Plans). 

207 
The only match in the Air Ministry, Chief of the Air Staff section of The Air Force List for April 1955 is 
Air Vice-Marshal L F SINCLAIR GC CB CBE DSO who was Assistant Chief of the Air Staff 
(Operations). 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Sinclair.htm: 
b: 13 Jun 1908                 r: 29 Jul 1960        d: 14 May 2001 
GC - 21 Jan 1941, KCB - 13 Jun 1957 (CB - 1 Jan 1946), CBE - 1 Jan 1943, DSO - 13 
Sep 1940, Bar - 16 Feb1943, MiD - 1 Jan 1941, MiD - 14 Jun 1945, LoM (O) - 27 Aug 1943. 
Plt Off: 28 Jul 1928, Fg Off: 28 Jan 1930, Flt Lt: 1 Jun 1934, Sqn Ldr: 1 Feb 1938, Act Wg Cdr: xx 
xxx 1940?, (T)Wg Cdr: 1 Sep 1940, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Sep 1942, Act A/Cdre: 21 Mar 1943, Gp Capt 
(WS): 21 Sep 1943, Wg Cdr:25 Jan 1945 [1 Jun 1944], Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1946, A/Cdre: 1 
Jul  1948, AVM: 1 Jul 1952. 
xx xxx 1926  Flight Cadet, 'B' Sqn, RAF College 
28 Jul 1928 Pilot, No 4 Sqn 
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21 Jan 1930 Pilot, No 30 Sqn 
29 Feb 1932 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
16 May 1932 Instructor's Course, Central Flying School. (Graded Category A2) 
31 Jul 1932 QFI, No 5 FTS 
21 Jan 1934 QFI, No 501 (Bomber) Sqn.Special Reserve 
26 May 1935 Staff, Superintendent of RAF Reserve 
 8 May 1937 Personnel Staff Officer, HQ RAF India 
20 Jul 1939 Air Staff, Directorate of Staff Duties 
xx xxx 1940 Air Staff, Directorate of War Training and Tactics 
10 May 1940 Officer Commanding, No 110 Sqn 
31 Oct 1941 SASO, HQ No 6 Group 
11 May 1942 SASO, HQ No 91 Group 
xx xxx 1942 Officer Commanding, No 323 Wing (Bisley) 
21 Mar 1943 AOC, Tactical Bomber Force, NWATAF 
26 Aug 1943 Appointed Air ADC to The King 
22 Mar 1944 Local Inspectorate General, HQ Mediterranean Allied Air Forces 
xx Aug 1944 SASO, HQ Balkan Air Force 
1945  Director of Postings (Selection) 
xx xxx 1947 Attended Imperial Defence College 
xx xxx 1947 SASO, No 84 Group 
15 Dec 1947 Officer Commanding, RAF Gutersloh 
 1 Dec 1948 AOC, No 2 Group 
xx xxx 1949 Assistant Commandant, RAF Staff College 
27 Mar 1949 Relinquished appointment as Air ADC to The King 
31 Jul 1950 Commandant, RAF College 
xx xxx xxxx AOC, AHQ Iraq 
xx xxx 1952 Commandant, School of Land/Air Warfare 
 4 Nov 1953 Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Operations) 
17 Sep 1955 AOC, British Forces Aden/Arabian Peninsula 
xx xxx 1958 Commandant, Joint Services Staff College 
Coming from a military family, he entered the RAF College at Cranwell in 1926 and was 
commissioned in 1928.  His first posting was to No 4 Squadron at Farnborough, then still equipped 
with the Bristol F2B, although the following year Armstrong Whitworth Atlases arrived.  In 1930, he 
was posted to Iraq, where he joined No 30 Squadron.  Returning to Britain in 1932, he attended the 
Central Flying School and qualified as an instructor, before going to Sealand as an instructor for 
two years.  In 1934, he became the full time adjutant and Instructor for No 501 Squadron of the 
Auxiliary Air Force and the following year he joined the staff of the Superintendent of the RAF 
Reserve. 
In 1937, he returned to India and it was here, in 1938, that he contracted a stomach problem, which 
led to the discovery of him being born with only one kidney.  This effectively put and end to his 
flying career and it seemed that he would be confined to ground based assignments.  However, his 
fortunes changed when war broke out in 1939 and on the same day that the Germans began their 
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attack against France and the Low Countries, he was given command of No 110 Squadron at 
Wattisham, but it was almost immediately sent to France.  He led the squadron in attacks against 
German lines of communications, and after the evacuation the squadron returned to Wattisham 
and continued its attacks but now targeting the channel ports and the assembling invasion barges. 
In September 1940 he was asked to assist the officer i/c flying and whilst on his way to the watch 
office in his car, a Blenheim of No 107 Squadron suffered an engine failure and crashed alongside 
the runway, with two of the four bombs exploding.  Immediately rushing to the crashed aircraft and 
saw the gunner lying beside it and dragged the unconscious man away from the blazing 
wreck.  For this action he was awarded the George Cross six months later, which had only recently 
been instituted. 
In 1941, he was posted to HQ, No 6 Group as Senior Air Staff Officer, then responsible for the 
operational training within Bomber Command.  With the preparations underway for the North 
African landing, he was given command of No 326 Wing, equipped with Bisleys and took these to 
the Middle East, where he continued to fly on operations, often with No 614 Squadron.  His success 
at leading his Wing, saw him promoted to Air Commodore and given command of Tactical Bomber 
Force, a joint RAF/USAAF formation. With the fighting in North Africa over, his force was next 
involved in the invasion of Sicily and then the Italian mainland.  In 1944, he was appointed SASO to 
the newly formed Balkan Air Force, which provided air support to the Yugoslavian partisans. 
After the war, he returned to Britain and a post in the Air Ministry, before attending the Imperial 
Defence College in 1947.  From there he moved to Germany, where he assumed command of RAF 
Gutersloh and a year later became AOC of No 2 Group, which was then part of the British Air 
Forces of Occupation.  In 1949 he was appointed Assistant Commandant of the RAF College and in 
1950, he became Commandant.  On completion of this appointment, he was promoted to Air Vice-
Marshal, but found himself appointed AOC in Iraq, a not too pleasant prospect in those days and 
he soon managed to have his posting changed and he returned home o become Commandant of 
the Land/Air Warfare School at Old Sarum. 
In 1955, he was appointed AOC of British Forces Aden, which was soon renamed British Forces 
Arabian Peninsula.  This was not simply a change of name, as his new command now became 
autonomous meaning that he reported directly to Chiefs of Staff in Whitehall and not through HQ 
Middle East, as had previously been the case.  He received his knighthood for his services during 
this period.  Returning to Britain in 1958, his final appointment was as Commandant of the Joint 
Services Staff College but when his old friend Duncan Sandys told him he was moving from the 
Ministry of Defence to the Ministry of Aviation, he offered Sinclair the post of Controller of Ground 
Services, which he accepted and took early retirement from RAF in order to take up the post.  He 
later became Controller of National Air Traffic Control Services. 
Citation for the award of the George Cross  
“During a night in September, 1940, an aircraft burst into flames whilst taking off. Wing 
Commander Sinclair immediately went to the scene to render assistance, but two 250 1b. bombs 
exploded before he reached it. Undeterred, and knowing that two more bombs were in the aircraft, 
he pressed on and dashing into the fire he succeeded in dragging the air gunner to a safe distance. 
In this act this officer displayed the most complete disregard for his own safety. Unfortunately the 
(LG, 21 January 1941)  
Citation for the award of the Bar to the Distinguished Service Order 
“Group Captain Laurence Frank SINCLAIR, G.C., C.B.E., D.S.O. 
This officer commands a light bomber wing which commenced operations in North Africa in 
November,1942.He has led his squadrons on numerous sorties, involving low level attacks on 
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enemy targets in the face of heavy anti-aircraft fire and fighter opposition.  His inspiring leadership 
and courageous example have--been reflected in the fine fighting spirit of the squadrons he 
commands.” 
(LG, 16 February 1943) 
From http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/1394210/Air-Vice-Marshal-Sir-Laurence-Sinclair-
GC.html: 
The Telegraph, 15 May 2002 
Air Vice-Marshal Sir Laurence Sinclair, GC 
Air Vice-Marshal Sir Laurence Sinclair, who has died aged 93, was awarded the George Cross for 
rescuing an airman from a blazing bomber. 
On the night of September 30 1940, at the RAF Station at Wattisham, Suffolk, Wing Commander 
Sinclair was sitting in the Officers' Mess when the officer in charge of night flying telephoned for 
some help. 
As Sinclair got to the flare path, the next bomber was taking off. When it reached a height of about 
150 feet, the starboard engine cut out and the plane skewed to the right, crashing in flames almost 
on top of the control tower. 
Sinclair ran to his car and drove down the flare path. He was halfway down when the first of the 
plane's 250 lb bombs detonated with a shattering explosion. As he reached the aircraft, a second 
bomb went off. The aircraft was burning fiercely. 
Sinclair saw that the fuselage had been blown open and the air gunner was lying close to it. He 
dashed into the flames and, grabbing the man's arm, dragged him clear. He and the station doctor, 
unaided, managed to get him into the ambulance. 
The citation declared: "Undeterred, and knowing that two more bombs were in the aircraft, Wing 
Commander Sinclair pressed on and, dashing into the fire, he succeeded in dragging the air gunner 
to a safe distance. Unfortunately, the rescued air gunner has since died of his injuries." 
Reflecting on that night some 50 years later, Sinclair recalled his sense of shame that only the 
doctor had stayed to help him and that, in this, their first taste of war, so many had been found 
wanting. 
Laurence Frank Sinclair, always known as Laurie, was born on June 13 1908 at Frinton in Essex. He 
was educated at the Imperial Service College (later amalgamated with Haileybury) before going to 
the RAF College, Cranwell, where he took part in all the sports and whipped-in with the pack of 
beagles. 
His first posting was to Farnborough, but in March 1930 he sailed for India. Disembarking at 
Karachi with two colleagues, he sent a telegram to Ambala, saying: "Heath, Barrow and Sinclair 
arriving Tuesday midnight." 
At Ambala, the three were met by a furious adjutant demanding to know why they had sent such a 
ridiculous message. The telegram in his hand read: "Heart, Broken and Sincere arriving midnight." 
Ambala had once been a large cavalry station. The Officers' Mess and bungalows dated from the 
Indian Mutiny, and the old polo ground had been turned into an airfield. 
While Sinclair, in his Bristol Fighter, was struggling to get over the mountains of the Hindu Kush, 
the tribesmen used to stand on their roof tops and shoot at him with their black powder rifles. In 
his spare time, be enjoyed shooting duck and snipe, as well as pig-sticking. 
In July 1932 Sinclair was posted to No 5 Training School at Sealand, in Cheshire, before moving to 
the Special Reserve Squadron at Filton, near Bristol. In 1935 he was promoted to flight lieutenant 
and sent to Hendon as a flying instructor. The following year, he returned to India and Ambala. 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/1394210/Air-Vice-Marshal-Sir-Laurence-Sinclair-GC.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/1394210/Air-Vice-Marshal-Sir-Laurence-Sinclair-GC.html
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In 1939 he was hospitalised with stomach trouble, and it was discovered that he had only one 
kidney. Despite the fact that war was just around the corner, the Central Medical Board 
immediately grounded him. 
After six months' non-operational duties, Sinclair's full medical category was restored in May 1940. 
He was promoted wing commander and posted to 110 Squadron at Wattisham. "Pussy" Foster, the 
CO, he knew by reputation. 
Some years earlier, Foster had had the bad luck to crash on the North-West Frontier in the middle 
of a tribal war. Dragged from his plane and brought before the tribal gathering, he had faced them 
all with a smile and a wave, shouting "Shabach!"(or "Jolly good show!") 
The tribesmen showed their sense of humour by applauding this with enthusiasm and, much 
against the odds, Foster had been released unscathed. 
The squadron at Wattisham was flying Blenheims, and suffered heavy casualties covering the 
Army's retreat into Dunkirk. Shortly after the exploit for which he won the George Cross, Sinclair 
was awarded the DSO. 
In March 1941 he was posted to the Operational Training Unit at Bicester, before being promoted 
group captain and taking command of No 2 Group Station at Watton, in Norfolk. The Blenheims 
were deployed on daylight low-level attacks against enemy merchant shipping and against major 
strategic targets in Germany. 
In August 54 Blenheims attacked the power stations at Cologne, and 12 aircraft were lost. 
Hardened as he was to casualties, Sinclair was shaken by this terrible attrition. Of his aircrew, few 
survived to complete 25 sorties, and most did not reach half that number. 
In October 1941 he was posted as Senior Air Staff Officer to No 6 Group at Abingdon, where he 
introduced new training methods and cut the accident rate dramatically. 
In 1943 Sinclair was promoted air commodore and posted to North Africa as commander of the 
Allied Tactical Bomber Force. After the surrender of the German forces, he was awarded a Bar to his 
DSO and the American Legion of Merit. The King paid a visit to his squadron, and Sinclair served as 
his ADC for the next six months. 
In July 1943 Sinclair set up his headquarters in Malta for the invasion of Italy. Six months later, he 
established it on the side of Vesuvius. During this period he was the local Enigma contact. 
In 1944 he was posted to Bari to form a Balkan Air Force, which was engaged mainly in attacking 
the Romanian oilfields. He was awarded the Yugoslav Partisan Star and the Legion d'Honneur. 
Life at Bari was lived at high pressure. Senior officers had a disconcerting habit of flinging open 
Sinclair's door with a crash and storming into his office. He trained his dog, Husky, to get up 
silently, go to the door and quietly close it behind the visitor. 
In 1947 he attended the first post-war course at the Imperial Defence College. The following year 
he was posted as Senior Air Staff Officer to HQ No 84 Group at Celle, in Germany. When the group 
closed down he took command of RAF Gutersloh before being posted to Sundern as OC No 2 
Light Bomber Group. 
In 1949 Sinclair was appointed Assistant Commandant at the RAF Staff College at Bracknell before 
returning to Cranwell as commandant. In 1952 he was Commandant of the School of Land Air 
Warfare at Old Sarum, before being posted to the Air Ministry as assistant chief of staff. 
He was posted to Aden in 1955 as Commander of the British forces in the Arabian Peninsula. Three 
years later he was appointed Commandant of the Joint Services Staff College at Latimer. 
On his retirement from the RAF in 1969 after a year at the Ministry of Aviation, Sinclair was 
appointed Controller of National Air Traffic Control Services on a six-year contract. 
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Sinclair was a fine-looking man with an enormous enthusiasm for life and a gift for making friends. 
At the same time he was a man of high principle, who believed in doing whatever he undertook to 
the best of his ability. 
He retired to a village in Oxfordshire where his recreation was fishing - he landed his last salmon in 
South Uist at the age of 90. In 1992 he privately produced 50 copies of his memoirs, Strike To 
Defend. 
Laurie Sinclair was appointed CBE in 1943; CB in 1946; and KCB in 1957. He served on the Victoria 
Cross and George Cross Association committee from 1965 until his death. 
He married, in 1941, Valerie Dalton White, who died in 1990. He is survived by a son and a 
daughter. 
2925. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] Peter Erskine VAUGHAN-FOWLER DSO DFC* 
(110008). Signed 4 August 1955. HQ Fighter Command. 

207 
From en.ww2awards.com (cached copy): 
Name:   Vaughan-Fowler, Peter Erskine (Service number: 110008) 
Date of birth:  January 18th, 1923 (Lahore, United Kingdom) 
Date of death:  April 24th, 1994 (Oxford, Great Britain) 
Nationality:  British 
Peter Vaughan-Fowler came from family of aviators as his father flew and also his brother. On the 
outbreak of war he was at school at Imperial Service College he enlisted in 1940 in the RAFVR and 
volunteered for pilot training. He was selected for No. 161 Special Duties Squadron which called for 
very accurate flying and the ability to navigate and map-read by night deep into enemy territory, 
and to land in small fields aided only by moonlight conditions and torches laid out by French 
agents to indicate the landing-strip. 
Early in 1944, after a short posting with No 21 Mosquito Squadron, he was called back to Special 
Operations Executive work, this time in the Mediterranean theatre, flying Lysanders from bases in 
Italy and Corsica and carrying out operations in southern France before the Allied landings. 
After the liberation of France he commanded a Mustang ground-attack squadron in the Balkan Air 
Force, and his leadership was recognised by the award of the DSO.  
After the war Vaughan- Fowler received a permanent commission. Flying appointments followed, 
including the command of 247 Fighter Squadron and work with the Central Fighter Establishment.  
After a spell in Germany as Wing Commander at RAF Wildenrath, he was promoted to Group 
Captain and posted to the Queen's Flight as Deputy Captain. Next he had a staff job at Air Support 
Command, where he served as my Senior Personnel Staff Officer. His final appointment before 
retiring in 1975 was with the Ministry of Defence Public Relations Branch. 
In retirement he took up charitable work, fund-raising for medical research and hospitals. He was 
also a great supporter of 161 Squadron Association. 
Post-war decorations 
January 1st, 1954: Air Force Cross 
January 1st, 1967: CVO 
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Promotions 
Leading Aircraftman 
November 22nd, 1941: Pilot Officer (probation/emergency) 
October 1st, 1942: Flying Officer (probation/war )sub) 
November 22nd, 1943: Flight Lieutenant (war sub) 
September 1st, 1945: Flight Lieutenant (permanent) 
July 1st, 1951: Squadron Leader 
July 1st, 1957: Wing Commander 
July 1st, 1962: Group Captain 
November 1st, 1975: pensioen/ontslag    
Awards 
DISTINGUISHED FLYING CROSS 
Rank:  Flying Officer 
Unit:  No. 161 Squadron Royal Air Force 
Awarded on: April 16th, 1943 
Citation: 
“In the course of a number of hazardous operational missions, Flying Officer Vaughan-Fowler has 
displayed unsurpassed skill, great courage and outstanding devotion to duty.”     
DISTINGUISHED FLYING CROSS 
Rank:  Acting Flight Lieutenant 
Unit:  No. 161 Squadron Royal Air Force 
Awarded on: September 10th, 1943 
Citation: 
“This officer has completed numerous operational sorties. Since the award of the Distinguished 
Flying Cross he has eontioued to display outstanding keenness and enthusiasm for operational 
work.” 
Details:  Second DFC awarded as a bar for on the ribbon of the first DFC.    
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE ORDER 
Rank:  Acting Squadron Leader 
Unit:  No. 213 Squadron, Royal Air Force 
Awarded on: July 31st, 1945 
Citation: 
“This officer is a skilful and courageous pilot. He has completed a very large number of sorties 
against a variety of targets and his determination and great keenness have materially assisted his 
squadron in maintaining their high standard of morale. Despite extremely adverse weather and 
damage to his aircraft, Squadron Leader Vaughan-Fowler has made many attacks against 
mechanical transport vehicles, locomotives and shipping, with a high degree of success. Much 
damage was inflicted on the enemy. This officer is a fine leader whose example has been well 
reflected in the operational efficiency of the squadron he commands.”     
CHEVALIER DE L' ORDRE NATIONAL DE LA LEGION D'HONNEUR     
CROIX DE GUERRE (1939-1945) 
Details:  With Palm. 
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From The Independent, 4 June 1994: 
Peter Erskine Vaughan-Fowler, air force officer: born Lahore 18 January 1923; DFC* 1943; DSO 
1945; AFC 1954; CVO 1967; married (four sons, four daughters); died Oxford 24 April 1994. 
WHEN I first joined No 161 Special Duties Squadron at RAF Tempsford in November 1942 Peter 
Vaughan-Fowler had already been with the squadron for six months, flying Lysanders carrying out 
clandestine landings in German occupied France, ferrying agents and members of the French 
Resistance to and from the Continent. One of his early passengers was Jean Moulin, General de 
Gaulle's special representative responsible for co-ordinating resistance activities. 
Vaughan-Fowler proved himself exceptionally skilled at this job and carried out more successful 
'pick-up' operations in France than any other pilot. For this work he was awarded the DFC*. 
Born in India, he came from a family of aviators; he said that as a young boy his father had taken 
him up on his first flight in an Avro 504 biplane. On the outbreak of war he was still at school at 
Imperial Service College a year later he enlisted in the RAFVR and volunteered for pilot training. He 
was an outstanding pilot and when only 19 was selected for Special Duties work which called for 
very accurate flying and the ability to navigate and map-read by night deep into enemy territory, 
and to land in small fields aided only by moonlight conditions and torches laid out by French 
agents to indicate the landing-strip. 
Early in 1944, after a short spell with No 21 Mosquito Squadron, he was called back to Special 
Operations Executive work, this time in the Mediterranean theatre, flying Lysanders from bases in 
Italy and Corsica and carrying out operations in southern France before the Allied landings. 
After the liberation of France he commanded a Mustang ground-attack squadron in the Balkan Air 
Force, and his fine leadership was recognised by the award of the DSO. For his outstanding 
contribution to the liberation of France the French government awarded him the Croix de Guerre 
with Palm and later appointed him a Chevalier of the Legion d'Honneur. 
When peace came, Vaughan- Fowler decided to make a career in the Royal Air Force, and in 1945 
he was awarded a Permanent Commission. Flying appointments followed, including the command 
of 247 Fighter Squadron and work with the Central Fighter Establishment. He was awarded the Air 
Force Cross in the 1954 New Year's Honours. 
After a spell in Germany as Wing Commander at RAF Wildenrath, he was promoted to Group 
Captain and posted to the Queen's Flight as Deputy Captain. Next he had a staff job at Air Support 
Command, where he served as my Senior Personnel Staff Officer. His final appointment before 
retiring in 1975 was with the Ministry of Defence Public Relations Branch, a job for which he was 
well qualified with his wide experience of Service aviation. 
In retirement he took up charitable work, fund-raising for medical research and hospitals. He was 
also a great supporter of our Squadron Association, and he always maintained close links with our 
French friends who had worked with us in the war years, carrying out the dangerous task of 
organising landing fields throughout the length and breadth of France and without whose courage 
and help we could not have carried out our mission. 
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From http://www.specialforcesroh.com/showthread.php?32089-Vaughan-Fowler-Peter-Erskine: 

 
From http://www.tangmere-museum.org.uk/news/new-picture-commissioned-by-the-friends: 
At the end of 2011, the Society of Friends of the Museum commissioned local artist Tony Sargeant 
to paint a picture of a Special Duty Lysander landing in a French field at night on a clandestine 
agent pick-up operation. 
Tony has produced a large acrylic painting depicting the scene of Peter Vaughan-Fowler’s aircraft 
(MA-B) crossing the field boundary, guided on to the landing strip by the French reception 
committee with torches. The painting, now completed, has been placed on an easel next to the 
large model of a Lysander in the Museum’s Merston aircraft hall. 
Peter Vaughan-Fowler was an outstanding pilot and when only nineteen years old, was selected for 
Special Duties training even though he had only 250 hours of flying and none at night. Vaughan-
Fowler’s first successful Lysander operation was on the night of 26/27 October 1942 when he 
dropped two agents off in a field near Mâcon and brought two back to Tangmere. This operation 
was the first of twenty one successful operations out of twenty seven attempted from Tangmere 
between October 1942 and September of the following year. For his highly successful tour with No 
161 Squadron, Peter Vaughan-Fowler was awarded the DFC*. 
Tony Sargeant’s painting “Landing by Moonlight” is a fine tribute to Peter Vaughan-Fowler and the 
other pick-up pilots. 

http://www.specialforcesroh.com/showthread.php?32089-Vaughan-Fowler-Peter-Erskine
http://www.tangmere-museum.org.uk/news/new-picture-commissioned-by-the-friends
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2926. Unknown. Signed 23 August 1955. HQ 13 Group. 

207 
He also signed this book on 25 January 1956. 
2927. Flying Officer Ronald James Walter HUGGINS (143301). Signed 26 August 1955. 
Heston Lodge, Quarry Road, Headington, Oxford. 

208 
The only match in The Air Force List for April 1955 is R J W HUGGINS (143301) 
2928. Air Chief Marshal Sir (William) John STACEY KCB, CBE, FRAeS, RAF, (1 December 
1924 – 1 January 1981). Signed 2 September 1955. British Joint Services Mission, 
Washington, DC, USA. 

208 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Stacey: 
Educated in Éire and South Africa, Stacy joined the Royal Air Force in 1942 during World War II and 
after pilot training in South Africa served as a fighter pilot in Burma with No. 155 Squadron and 
then No. 60 Squadron. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Stacey
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After the war he served as a pilot with No. 54 Squadron and then with No. 72 Squadron. He was 
appointed Officer Commanding No. 54 Squadron in 1956, Chief of the Nuclear Operations Branch 
at Headquarters Second Tactical Air Force in 1959 and Officer Commanding No. 50 Squadron flying 
Vulcan B.1A bombers in 1963. He was made Deputy Director of Operations for Bombers & 
Reconnaissance in 1965 and then Station Commander first at RAF Coltishall and then at RAF 
Akrotiri in 1969. He went on to be Chief of Staff at Headquarters No. 46 Group in 1972, Assistant 
Chief of the Air Staff (Policy) in 1974 and Deputy Commander-in-Chief at RAF Strike Command in 
1976. Finally he became Commander-in-Chief, RAF Germany in 1977 and Deputy Commander-in-
Chief at Allied Air Forces Central Europe before his death in 1981. 
He lived at Winchester in Hampshire. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Stacey_WJ.htm: 
KCB – 11 Jun 1977, CBE – 1 Jan 1972, FRAeS. 
(RAFVR): LAC: xx xxx xxxx, Plt Off (P) (emer): 23 Dec 1944, Fg Off (WS): 23 Jun 1945, Flt Lt: 23 Jun 
1948,  
(RAF): Flt Lt: 15 Oct 1947 23 Dec 1945, Sqn Ldr: 1 Jul 1955, Wg Cdr: 1 Jan 1961, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 
1965, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1970, AVM: 1 Jul 1973, Act M: 17 Jan 1976, AM: 1 Jan 1977, ACM: 1 Jun 1979. 
xx xxx 1942 U/T Pilot (1570249) 
xx xxx 1943 Pilot, No 155 Sqn 
xx xxx xxxx Pilot, No 60 Sqn 
15 Oct 1947 Appointed to a Short Service Commission in the rank of Flight Lieutenant (seniority 

23 Dec 1945) 
xx xxx xxxx Pilot, No 54 Sqn. (1947) 
xx xxx xxxx Pilot, No 72 Sqn 
30 Dec 1948 Appointed to a Permanent Commission in the rank of Flight Lieutenant 
xx xxx 1949 QFI, RAF College Cranwell 
xx xxx 1951 Examining Officer, CFS 
 6 Nov 1952 Personal Assistant to Head of Air Force Staff, BJSM (Washington) 
xx Jan 1956 Officer Commanding, No 54 Sqn 
13 Jul 1959 Chief of Nuclear Operations Branch, HQ 2nd ATAF 
 1 Jul 1963 Officer Commanding, No 50 Sqn. (Vulcan B1A) 
 9 Jul 1965 Deputy Director of Operations - Bomber & Reconnaissance 
 3 Jan 1969 Officer Commanding, RAF Coltishall 
xx xxx 1969 Officer Commanding, RAF Akrotiri 
xx xxx 1972 Attended Royal College of Defence Studies 
4 Nov 1972 Chief of Staff, HQ No 46 Group/Commander, UK Joint Airborne Task Force 
27 Jul 1974 Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Policy) 
17 Jan 1976 Deputy C in C, Strike Command 
25 Jul 1977 C in C, RAF Germany/Commander, 2ATAF 
 1 Jun 1979 Deputy C in C, Allied Forces Central Europe 
Educated in Eire and South Africa, he joined the RAF in 1942 and undertook his pilot training in 
South Africa. Selected as a fighter pilot, he was initially posted to Burma to fly Curtiss Mohawks 
with No 155 Squadron. He then moved to No 60 Squadron also in Burma flying Hurricanes. He flew 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Stacey_WJ.htm
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a third operational type, the Spitfire, when he moved yet again to No 54 Squadron, this time in 
Australia. Eventually returning to the UK, he joined No 72 Squadron, initially flying Spitfires but 
soon converted onto his first jet, the Vampire.  
Was reserve pilot for 1947 aerobatic team from No 54 Sqn. 
2929. John Benjamin CLAXTON RN. Signed 17 September 1955. RNAS Eglinton [HMS 
Gannet], Londonderry. 

208 
He is listed as a Cadet in The Navy List for July 1953. From an email dated 29 July 2014 to Trevor 
Baker from Mike Mike Coombes, Navy List Research: 
The forenames for J B Claxton are John Benjamin. He was not in the Royal Navy for very long and 
appears to have left about 1956.  The highest rank I have for him is Midshipman. 
2930. Pilot Officer [later Flying Officer] Graham Ingrey FULLER (2591294). Signed 22 
September 1955. RAF Douglas Wood. 

208 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From The Croquet Gazette, Issue 314, June 2008: 
Graham Ingrey Fuller (1935-2008) by Jill Carpenter 

 
Graham was an enthusiastic member of Compton Croquet Club. He died on April 5th after a short 
period of hospitalisation following a fall at home. He was cremated on April 15th at Eastbourne 
followed by a packed Service of Thanksgiving at St Andrews Church, Bishopstone, East Sussex. 
Graham will be remembered for many things, not least his tenacious spirit. He was a man of many 
skills and wide interests. He had a great sense of community responsibility and this was clear from 
the enormous amount of work that he put into his various commitments. 
Graham was born on 29th July 1935, and educated at Milton Road School and the Perse Boys’ 
school in Cambridge. 
After National Service in the RAF, he then read Law at St. Catharine’s College, Cambridge, 
graduating with a BA and an LLB. Graham met Olwyn while at school and they married in 1961. 
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He qualified as a solicitor in 1962, working in the Town Clerk’s department at Cambridge City 
Council, before similar roles in York and Solihull. In 1967 a career change saw him join the 
Department of the Environment and rise to become a Senior Civil Servant. 
Early retirement in 1993 lead to five years of working as a planning inspector. In 1998 he and Olwyn 
retired to Seaford. 
In retirement Graham was a leading light in supporting The South Downs Society. He argued most 
informatively against the proposed football stadium at Falmer, East Sussex. Graham was a Past 
President of the Seaford Head Probus Club; a particular interest was visiting those who were unwell 
or no longer able to attend meetings. 
Graham was a practicing Christian. He loved music; in early life he played the piano. Later he took 
up the organ and played at St Andrew’s Church, Bishopstone. He was a keen singer and his choral 
career stretched over fifty years. Graham joined the Seaford Choral Society in 1994, a tenor; he was 
admired both for his accuracy and wide repertoire. He sang regularly at local choral events and, 
lastly in March, in a performance of Brahms Requiem, in All Saints Church, Eastbourne. 
To help raise money for The Society for Sussex Historical Churches, Graham regularly did the 
“Churches Walk”, walking to various churches, being sponsored for the number of churches visited. 
Half would go to the above cause and half to St. Andrew’s Church. 
Graham and I had a long standing ‘joke’; each year I would give him £5 towards his Churches Walk 
and he would give me £5 for a sensory charity! 
He had many other interests, was Chairman of Friends of Dulwich Picture Gallery, regional 
organiser for the Historic Houses Association, Secretary of Dulwich Wine Society and included The 
National Trust and The Royal National Lifeboat Institute. 
Graham and Olwyn enjoyed some interesting travels; among them were trips to Russia, China, 
Galapagos Islands and Antarctica. 
He was interested in Ernest Shackleton, one of the giants of Antarctic exploration. He gave 
illustrated talks on him, had taken a holiday in the area and even laid a spray of cornflowers on his 
grave at Grytviken, South Georgia. 
Graham celebrated his 70th birthday in style. Friends, drawn from all his walks of life, gathered 
together to enjoy his party held at The English Wine Centre. Not only were 
we treated to dinner also to a formal talk and wine tasting too. 
Graham came to croquet relatively late. At times his thinking was ahead of his physical game, with 
this skill he could often pull out all the stops and beat his opponents, as many knew to their cost! 
One could literally see his determination rise to a higher level! 
He first joined Dulwich Croquet Club transferring to Compton. For a short while he was also a 
member at Sussex County Croquet Club. Having completed various projects including the protests 
regarding the football stadium, Graham hoped to spend more time in helping Compton; sadly this 
was not to be. 
In 2000 he was the winner of the Z Singles in the Compton CC Challenge Week. In 2001, at The 
South of England Week, he and I won a doubles event, The Anna Millns Salvers. In 2000 and 2005, 
he was runner up in The Erichsen Cup, a club competition at Compton. In June 2003 Graham won 
the Anstey Cup at Compton Summer Tournament. 
In 2004 at Sussex CCC he won The Monteith Bowl and was an area finalist in The All England 
Handicap Championship, held at Nailsea. Graham enjoyed this, even though the rain came down in 
buckets! He had a ‘wicked’ sense of humour, which was never far away, and it shone through! 
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Our deepest sympathy goes to his wife Olwyn, to their two children Adrian and Katharine and to all 
his family. Graham was kind, capable and far thinking. He had a deep sense of community 
commitment which he acted upon. 
2931. Pilot Officer [later Flying Officer] Victor Charles Douglas BULBECK (2732991). Signed 
22 September 1955. RAF Douglas Wood. 

208 
He also signed this book on 5 February 1956. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://www.dundee-at-war.net/raf.htm: 
RAF Douglas Wood was one of a series of Chain Home air defence RDF (as radar was then called) 
stations around the British coast that had opened by the time war broke out in September 1939. 
Four 360 foot steel lattice towers held the transmitter aerial array and four 240 foot receiver towers 
were placed some distance away from the transmitter towers. 
Chain Home gave early warning of incoming air raids up to 80 miles offshore. On 16th October 
1939 Douglas Wood was one of two radar stations that detected the formation of German 
bombers heading for the Forth and the first air raid over Britain of the Second World War. Spitfires 
were scrambled from RAF Turnhouse (now Edinburgh Airport) and RAF Drem in East Lothian and 
two of the raiders were shot down. 
Douglas Wood successfully vectored RAF Hurricanes and Spitfires onto small groups of attacking 
shipping off the east coast and later, in March, April and May 1941, the radar station tracked large 
formations of enemy aircraft heading for the heavy raids on Clydeside. Finally, on the evening of 
10th May 1945, Douglas Wood tracked three German aircraft approaching from Norway. Bound for 
RAF Drem, they carried German officers whose mission was to arrange the surrender of all German 
forces in occupied Norway. 
2932. Wing Commander [later Air Commodore] Frederick Moir MILLIGAN OBE AFC 
(37453). Signed 28 September 1955. HQ No 13 Group. 

208 
From http://623squadron.wordpress.com/wing-commander-frederick-moir-milligan-afc/: 
AFC Citation 
As Officer Commanding his squadron, this officer through his keenness, efficiency and extreme 
devotion to duty whilst flying has been an inspiration to the flying instructors in his squadron. 
Through his marked enthusiasm and outstanding flying ability his unit has attained a high standard 
of efficiency which has contributed largely to the output of qualified pilots. 
Public Record Office Air 2/4859 has the original recommendation drafted 3 November 1941 by the 
Chief Instructor of No.32 SFTS, noting that Milligan was Officer Commanding, No.2 Squadron, and 
reading as follows: 
“This officer’s keenness and efficiency have been an inspiration to all who have come in contact 
with him. Through his outstanding example, the efficiency of the squadron under his command has 
reached a very high standard.” 

http://www.dundee-at-war.net/raf.htm
http://623squadron.wordpress.com/wing-commander-frederick-moir-milligan-afc/
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The same day, the Group Captain commanding Moose Jaw wrote: 
“I agree. He has shown great devotion to duty and has been an inspiration to all ranks.” 
On 29 November 1941, A/V/M A.T. Cowley wrote: 
“I concur”. 
The next comment was by Air Marshal Lloyd Breadner (Chief of the Air Staff) on 11 March 1942: 
“This officer’s extreme devotion to flying duty has largely contributed to the output of qualified 
pilots. His keenness and efficiency have been an example to other instructors and to trainees which 
has resulted in his squadron reaching a very high standard. I strongly recommend him for the Air 
Force Cross.” 
Promotions 
Acting Pilot Officer           06.11.1935 
Pilot Officer                 06.11.1936  
Flying Officer               06.05.1938 
Flight Lieutenant (W)         06.05.1940 
Acting Squadron Leader       01.09.1940 
Squadron Leader            20.11.1942 
Wing Commander (Temp)     01.07.1943 
Wing Commander            01.07.1947 
Group Captain:              01.01.1954 
Air Commodore             01.07.1959 
Known Postings 
Initial Officer Training         06.11.1935 
No.4 F.T.S                   23.11.1935 
No.216 Squadron            14.08.1936 
PA AOC-in-C RAF Middle East 01.12.1938 
No.32 SFTS Moose Jaw Canada Not found 
No.1651 Con Unit               November 1943 
No.623 Squadron               29.11.1943 (Command) 
No.31 Base                    Not found 
No.90 Squadron                01.01.1944 (Command) 
HQ No.3 Group                15.06.1944 
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List of Operations flown by Wing Commander Milligan AFC with No.90(B) Squadron January – 
March 1944 

 
While training with No.1651 Con Unit Wing Commander Milligan was involved in an incident which 
resulted in Short Stirling Mk.I N3708 (a former 218 Squadron aircraft) being damaged. On return 
from a training flight on November 22nd 1943 W/Cdr Milligan made a rather heavy landing 
resulting in the buckling to the port main plane and breaking the struts between the main spare of 
the veteran Stirling . There were no injuries to the crew, the aircraft was declared CAT A/C. 

 
This photo is believed to show Wing Commander Milligan receiving the AFC while in Canada in 
1941 
2933. Flight Lieutenant Kenneth James WALLEN (188071). Signed 5 October 1955. No 61 
Squadron, RAF Upwood. 

208 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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2934. Wing Commander [later Group Captain] Everett Large (“Shan”) BAUDOUX DSO DFC. 
Signed 8 October 1955. RCAF. 

208 
From http://en.academic.ru/dic.nsf/enwiki/8440288: 
A Canadian, Everett Large Baudoux became a pilot officer on probation in November 1939, and 
was confirmed in that rank in March 1940. He was promoted to flying officer on 5 November 1940, 
and was with 233 Squadron when he was awarded the DFC on 17 January 1941. In November that 
year he was promoted to flight lieutenant. Baudoux was an acting squadron leader (still with 233 
Squadron) when he was awarded the Distinguished Service Order (DSO) on 20 April 1943. He 
transferred to the Royal Canadian Air Force on 3 May 1945. 
From 
http://rcafassociation.ca/awards.php?search=&keyword=Masterson,%20Neil&page=4&mem=&ty
pe=rafww2: 
BAUDOUX, F/L Everett Large (42095) - Distinguished Flying Cross - awarded as per London Gazette 
dated 17 January 1941. Born in Stellerton, Nova Scotia, 14 January 1919; educated there and 
Pictou; pupil pilot in RAF, 1938; appointed Acting Pilot Officer on Probation, 13 May 1939. 
Reported to No.233 Squadron, 7 February 1940; posted out about November 1940. Gave BBC talk 
on 3 December 1940, reprinted in Winged Words. Transferred to RCAF, 3 May 1945 (C94033). No 
citation other than 'for gallantry and devotion to duty in execution of air operations.' Specifically 
listed in AFRO 1292/41 dated 7 November 1941 as a Canadian in the RAF who had been decorated 
as of that date; AFRO 985/43 dated 28 May 1943 (reporting his DSO) also identified him as a 
Canadian in the RAF. Air Ministry Bulletin 2784 refers. Public Records Office Air 2/8869 has 
recommendation (no date but circa 15 November 1940), drafted when he was a Pilot Officer: 
“This officer has completed 400 hours operational flying since the 3rd of September 1939. He has 
done his work in a most efficient manner and has shown great devotion to duty. 
On 25 October 1940 he was navigator in Hudson P5156 which was leading two other Hudsons on 
an offensive patrol on the Norwegian coast. When flying at 6,000 feet a submarine was sighted and 
was immediately attacked, bombs being dropped from a height of 500 feet. At least one bomb 
scored a direct hit and the submarine was seen to sink. The attack was pressed home in spite of 
very accurate anti-aircraft and machine gun fire which put the aileron control completely out of 
use. The aircraft was brought back and landed safely on the elevator trimming taps. This officer has 
now done 15 offensive patrols.” 
This is seconded by the Station Commander: 
“I concur in the Squadron Commander's remarks. Baudoux is outstanding in personality and 
keenness amongst the newer pilots. He makes every endeavour to improve his efficiency, and sets 
a fine example in cheerfulness as well as courage. I strongly recommend that his joint success on 
this occasion be recognized if only because of the encouragement it will give to the newer pilots to 
follow his outstanding example.” 
The Air Officer Commanding his Group adds on 21 November 1940: 
“An outstanding young pilot who by his keenness, resolution and fine offensive spirit is setting the 
very b est example to the other less experienced pilots who have taken the places of the older war 
stressed ones in this squadron. 

http://en.academic.ru/dic.nsf/enwiki/8440288
http://rcafassociation.ca/awards.php?search=&keyword=Masterson,%20Neil&page=4&mem=&type=rafww2
http://rcafassociation.ca/awards.php?search=&keyword=Masterson,%20Neil&page=4&mem=&type=rafww2
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On 11th November 1940 he encountered a Wellington which had lost its way and was out of W/T 
communication far over the North Sea. He spoke to it and led it back to a safe landing at Montrose 
just before its petrol was exhausted (Report on Form Orange attached). 
He has completed 92 sorties on operational tasks, 32 of which were offensive patrols. 
Pilot Officer Baudoux's conduct is exceptional and eminently of the type for which the 
Distinguished Flying Cross was instituted.” 
To this, on 4 December 1940, A/C/M Sir Frederick Bowhill (AOC in Chief, Coastal Command) writes, 
'Fully concur'. 
The incident of the Wellington was about 0845 of 11 November following his own Hudson's W/T 
failure; communicated with lost aircraft by lamp which signalled 'In distress - short of fuel - how far 
to land ?' and he replied, 'Follow Us', making landfall at 0940 hours between Aberdeen and 
Montrose. 
NOTE: Public Records Office Air 2/9251 has final draft of citation as cleared by Air Ministry Honours 
and Awards Committee: 
“Since September 1939, this officer has completed 400 hours on operational flying, involving 92 
missions against the enemy. In October 1940 he was the navigator of an aircraft which attacked a 
submarine. Bombs were dropped from a height of 500 feet and, in spite of accurate anti-aircraft 
and machine-gun fire, a direct hit was scored. He has displayed outstanding keenness and skill, and 
set a splendid example to his fellow pilots.” 
BAUDOUX, S/L Everett Large (42095) - Distinguished Service Order - No.233 Squadron - awarded 
as per London Gazette dated 20 April 1943. 
“This officer has completed a second tour of operations. He has made two excellent attacks on U-
Boats. On the first day of the North African operations he undertook a flight dropping leaflets. This 
officer has always undertaken the more dangerous and unpleasant tasks and displayed high 
courage and unswerving devotion to duty in keeping with the highest traditions of the service.” 
From http://legionmagazine.com/en/2010/02/the-roar-of-the-meteor-air-force-part-37/: 
Immediately after VE-Day, with wartime secrecy relaxed, world newspapers were agog at the new 
jet technology. Canadian papers were no different; there was much speculation as to when the first 
jets would appear here. They did not have long to wait. In August 1945, a Meteor III (EE311) was 
shipped to Montreal. McKenzie and Ritch were to fly it, along with Sqdn. Ldr. Everett L. Baudoux, a 
Canadian graduate of the Empire Test Pilot School. Once the jet had been taken out of its crate, 
reassembled and test flown, Baudoux flew it to Ottawa in 15 minutes. At the Test and Development 
Establishment, it became the centre of intense interest, visited by VIPs of all stripes. Indeed, its first 
flight in Ottawa, on Sept. 18, was a demonstration for Air Minister Colin Gibson and the air attaches 
of the United States, Russia, Norway, Belgium, France and Peru. On Oct. 23, the jet was flown for 
J.A.D. McCurdy, who had made the first flight in Canada in February 1909. 

http://legionmagazine.com/en/2010/02/the-roar-of-the-meteor-air-force-part-37/
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Pilots, including William H. McKenzie and Everett L. Baudoux, pose with a Gloster Meteor at Ottawa, 
October 1945. PHOTO: LIBRARY AND ARCHIVES CANADA—PA065617 
Spectators were always awed by the Meteor. Hugh Kemp, writing on the first Ottawa 
demonstration for the November 1945 issue of Canadian Aviation described how, on application of 
power, the engine noise changed from a whine to a roar. “It sounded like a huge blow-torch.” 
Acceleration was impressive, although the length of the takeoff run was also noted. Describing its 
speed, Kemp wrote, “My previous concept of speed was entirely violated.” However, it was the rate 
of climb that made the greatest impression. “The Meteor crossed the field almost on the deck and 
then pulled out slowly and headed upwards in an almost vertical climb. One second it was a life-
sized aircraft flashing in front of us; and the next it was a small silver silhouette banking gracefully 
against a cloud.” 
In December 1945, EE311 was dismantled and shipped by rail to Edmonton for trials at the Winter 
Experimental Establishment (WEE). Baudoux, McKenzie and Ritch accompanied it. Only gradually 
was there an expansion of the circle of pilots who were checked out on it. Flight Lieutenant D.G.A.T. 
Cameron was reported as the pilot on April 4, 1946, and five more pilots flew it in May. As in 
Ottawa, the jet attracted many visitors; its first Edmonton flight was witnessed by local reporters. 
The WEE diary thereafter mentioned numerous trials, including “flame extinction tests” at various 
altitudes, when one engine would be shut down, then restarted. In its life at WEE, the aircraft flew 
48 hours. 
A second Meteor, known as EE361, arrived in Edmonton in April 1946. On May 4, Baudoux and 
Ritch practiced formation flying. The next day they flew the two Meteors at an Edmonton air show. 
These were the first multiple flights by jets in Canada. 
From http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/military-obituaries/air-force-
obituaries/5639844/Group-Captain-Everett-Baudoux.html: 
The Telegraph, 25 June 2009 
Group Captain Everett Baudoux 
Group Captain Everett Baudoux, who has died aged 90, completed two operational tours hunting 
U-boats before becoming the first Canadian pilot to graduate from the Empire Test Pilots' School. 
On October 25 1940, Baudoux was at the controls of one of three Hudsons operating off the 
Norwegian coast near Stavanger when a U-boat was spotted. He attacked first, and ten 100lb 
bombs were released which were seen to straddle the submarine as it opened fire with cannon and 
machine guns. The Hudson was hit in the fuel tanks and the tailplane, and when Baudoux tried to 
recover from the dive nothing happened, as the elevator controls had been severed. 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/military-obituaries/air-force-obituaries/5639844/Group-Captain-Everett-Baudoux.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/military-obituaries/air-force-obituaries/5639844/Group-Captain-Everett-Baudoux.html
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He managed to level the aircraft using the trim tabs and "gunning" the engine. With a steady loss 
of fuel and no elevator control, the Hudson made for base, escorted by the others, eventually 
making a safe landing. At first it was thought that the combined attacks had sunk U-46, but it 
managed to limp into port – badly damaged – four days later. 
On November 11 Baudoux was on patrol over the North Sea when he encountered a Wellington 
bomber which signalled him by lamp: "In distress – short of fuel – how far to land". Baudoux 
replied: "Follow us", and escorted it to a safe landing at Montrose. Shortly afterwards he was 
awarded a DFC, his air officer commanding describing him as "an outstanding young pilot whose 
conduct is exceptional". 
Everett Large Baudoux was born at Stellarton, Nova Scotia, on January 14 1919 and educated at 
Pictou Academy and the Nova Scotia Technical School. He started flying when he was 17. 
In 1938 he applied to join the RCAF, but was told that it could be 18 months before he was 
accepted. He immediately took advantage of an agreement that allowed men from the 
Commonwealth to join the RAF, and left for England to start his pilot training early in 1939. He 
joined No 233 Squadron flying on anti-shipping and anti-submarine operations in the Norwegian 
Sea and North Atlantic. 
After completing 92 operational sorties, he was rested to be an instructor. During this time he 
became one of the first Canadians to ferry an aircraft across the Atlantic to the United Kingdom. In 
April 1942 he returned to No 233 Squadron and at the age of 23 became its commanding officer. 
Baudoux flew patrols over the Bay of Biscay seeking the U-boats transiting to the Atlantic from 
their bases on the French coast. His squadron moved to Gibraltar in June and operated over the 
Atlantic and the Mediterranean, where the primary aim was to keep supply lines open to Malta and 
in preparation for Operation Torch, the Allied landings in North Africa. He made two excellent 
attacks on U-boats, and the citation for his DSO concluded: "This officer has always undertaken the 
more dangerous and unpleasant tasks, and displayed high courage and unswerving devotion to 
duty." 
After returning to England in June 1943, Baudoux was a liaison officer for six months with the 
United States Navy squadrons operating from an airfield in Devon on anti-submarine patrols over 
the Bay of Biscay. In March 1944 he joined the second course at the Empire Test Pilots' School, 
after which he remained on test-flying duties until the end of the war, when he transferred to the 
RCAF. 
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Soon after returning home, Baudoux became the first Canadian to fly a jet aircraft in Canada when 
he piloted a Meteor fighter. He commanded various flight test centres, including the Winter 
Experimental Establishment in Alberta and the Central Experimental and Proving Establishment in 
Ottawa. He held a senior appointment at the Canadian Armament Development Establishment and, 
from 1955 to 1959, was chief armament technical officer on the Canadian staff in Washington, 
where he was also the technical adviser to Canada's ambassador during the first Multinational 
Allied Disarmament Conference. 
In 1962 he was appointed Director of Air Defence and Tactical Requirements at Canada's National 
Defence HQ, with responsibility for formulating requirements for future air defence and tactical 
fighter aircraft and the associated ground radar control and communications systems. 
He completed his RCAF service as the commander at the large maritime airfield at Greenwood in 
Nova Scotia. He was particularly proud to finish his service in the light blue uniform of the RCAF 
before Canada's three services were amalgamated. During his lifetime in aviation he flew some 140 
different aircraft and accumulated more than 8,000 flying hours. 
On his retirement Baudoux returned to his birthplace, where he led a very active life. He was board 
chairman of the Nova Scotia division of the Commissionaires and an executive director of the Nova 
Scotia Housing Commission, where he was instrumental in establishing subsidised housing in the 
province. He was a champion of veterans, a much sought-after lecturer and served on the Aviation 
Council of Nova Scotia. 
Baudoux wrote The Wedge in the Door – Gibraltar 1942, an account of The Rock's role in supplying 
the Allied campaign in North Africa. 
Among Baudoux's skills was a gift for tinkering: he built scuba diving gear from aircraft parts, a 
wind turbine from tin cans and a grain-cleaning machine. 
Everett Baudoux died on May 27. He married, in 1943, Daphne Gilmour, daughter of Sir John 
Gilmour, 2nd Bt, who served as British Home Secretary from 1932 to 1935. She died in 2003, and he 
is survived by a son and a daughter, a second daughter having predeceased him. 
2935. George Arthur Biles BARRETT MBE (Temporary Senior Commissioned Air Control 
Officer, RN Retired). Signed 17 October 1955. 1 Heriot Gardens, North Burntisland, Airwork, 
Donibristle. 

208 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 1 January 1954. 
From http://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Barrett-1950 corrected by reference to his file, reference ADM 
188/815/84432, in The National Archives: 
He was born on 15 November 1902 in West Ham, Essex. He was the son of Arthur Barrett and Emily 
Dulake. He died in 1975 in Kirkaldy, Scotland. 
2936. Flight Lieutenant Kenneth CHARLWOOD (50931). Signed 15 November 1955. HQ No 
13 Group, RAF Ouston. 

208 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 13 January 1958. 

http://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Barrett-1950
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2937. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Basil D’OLIVEIRA OBE (2238415). Signed 
20 November 1955. Air Ministry DGPII. 

208 
He also signed this book on 25 May 1956. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 1 November 1975. 
The LG, 9 June 1955 announced the award of his Queen’s Commendation for Valuable Service in 
the Air. 
From Shirley Billing’s Red Sea Peril442, Sheridan House; New edition edition (1 Oct 2001): 

 

 

 

                                                 
442 Red Sea Peril records the events of an episode which grabbed headlines across the world. On March 
19, 1996, Peter and Shirley Billing were taken at gunpoint from their yacht in the Red Sea. Fortunately 
they were keeping a regular radio schedule with other voyagers so their disappearance from the radio 
waves was immediately noticed. Accused of spying, the Billings protested their innocence at every turn, 
yet it was the efforts made on their behalf by fellow sailors, friends and relatives in England, press 
coverage and eventual assistance from British authorities that achieved their release. 
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2938. Lieutenant [later Lieutenant Commander] Leonard Ernest LAND (156252). Signed 1 
December 1955. HMS Ariel, Warrington, Lancashire. 

208 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2939. Flight Lieutenant Eric James THORNTHWAITE (197909). Signed 1 December 1955. 
Ministry of Supply, Royal Radar Establishment, Malvern. 

208 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 17 February 1957. 
According to Antarctic Treaty, Annual Exchange of Information UnderArticle VII (5) for 2003 – 2004, 
United Kingdom Activities, a person named Eric Thornthwaite was a Mechanical Services Technician 
at Rothera Research Station, Antarctic Peninsula. 
2940. Rear Admiral Ralph FISHER DSO DSC OBE (1903 – 1988). Signed 5 December 1955. 
Flag Officer, Ground Training. 

208 
From http://www.kingscollections.org/catalogues/lhcma/collection/f/fi50-001: 
Born in 1903; educated at Royal Naval Colleges, Osbourne and Dartmouth; first went to sea, 1920; 
Lt, Royal Naval College, Dartmouth, 1928-1931; served in China and Hong Kong, 1931-1932; 
undertook Naval Staff Course, 1935-1936; First Lt, Cadets' Training Cruiser, 1937-1939; commanded 
HMS Wakeful, 1940; Staff Officer (Operations) to V Adm Light Forces, Eastern Mediterranean, 1940-
1941; Staff Officer (Operations) to R Adm (Destroyers), Mediterranean, 1941-1942; Chief Staff 
Officer to Senior Naval Officer Inshore Sqn, North Africa, 1942-1943; commanded HMS Musketeer, 
Arctic, Atlantic and Mediterranean, 1943-1945; Deputy Director of Movements, Admiralty, 1945-
1946; commanded HMS Solebay, 1947-1948; served on Directing Staff of JointServices Staff 
College, 1948-1950; Chief of Staff Far East, 1950-1952; commanded HMS Indefatigable, 1953-1954; 
R Adm, 1954; Flag Officer, Ground Training (Home Air Command), 1955-1957; retired, 1957; died in 
1988. 
His DSO was announced in the LG, 7 June 1940. 
His DSC was announced in the LG, 5 January 1944: 
“For great gallantry, determination and skill while serving in HM Ships Sheffield, Norfolk, Belfast, 
Duke of York, Savage, Saumarez, Virago and Matchless, throughout the action in which the German 
Battleship Scharnhorst was sunk.” 
From http://uboat.net/allies/commanders/899.html: 
Ranks 
15 Sep 1923 A/S.Lt. 
30 Mar 1924 S.Lt. 
30 Oct 1925 Lt. 
30 Oct 1933 Lt.Cdr. 

http://www.kingscollections.org/catalogues/lhcma/collection/f/fi50-001
http://uboat.net/allies/commanders/899.html
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31 Dec 1939 Cdr. 
30 Jun 1945 Capt. 
7 Jul 1954 Rear-Admiral 
15 Jan 1957 Retired 
Warship Commands 
HMS Wakeful (i) (H 88) Lt.Cdr.  18 Dec 1939 to 29 May 1940 
HMS Musketeer (G 86) Cdr.   6 Oct 1943 to 20 Feb 1945 
Events 
8 Oct 1943 
HMS Musketeer (Cdr. R.L. Fisher, OBE, DSO, RN) picks up 44 survivors from the Polish destroyer ORP 
Orkan that was torpedoed and sunk south-west of Iceland in position 56°30'N, 26°26'W by German 
U-boat U-378. Two officers and two ratings went over the side into the Arctic water to save the 44 
Polish sailors. They were awarded the Polish Cross of Merit with Cross Swords. 
From Walter Lord’s The Miracle of Dunkirk, Blackstone Audiobooks; Unabridged edition (Sep 2009): 
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2941. Wing Commander George Edward BURTENSHAW (46000). Signed 5 December 
1955. Technical Training Officer. 

208 
The Air Force List for July 1953 lists him as a Senior Air Staff Officer in Technical Training Command, 
RAF Technical College, Henlow. He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
NOTE. The initial looks like a “J” or possibly a “T” no matches can be found in The Air Force List or 
LG. Spitfire Books is advertising (as at 27 December 2013) a book443 signed by George Burtenshaw 
but the signature does not match this one: 

 
2942. Wing Commander Reginald Thomas BAINBRIDGE AFC MiD (102569). Signed 6 
December 1955. HQ Bomber Command. 

209 
He also signed this book on 18 July 1952. 

                                                 
443 I FEAR NO MAN: The History of 74 (Tiger) Squadron Royal Air Force 1917 -1971 by Douglas Tidy 
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2943. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] John Richard WARD (2426345). Signed 15 
December 1955. No 18 Squadron, RAF Upwood. 

209 
From No 18 squadron’s Operations Record Book for December 1955: 

 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2944. Flying Officer Peter Bryan TOBIN (4108269). Signed 15 December 1955. No 18 
Squadron, RAF Upwood. 

209 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2945. Flight Lieutenant Joseph Arthur EDWARDS (4036288). Signed 15 December 1955. 
No 264 Squadron, RAF Linton-on-Ouse. 

209 
From No 264 squadron’s Operations Record Book for December 1956: 

 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 31 December 1968. 
2946. Flight Lieutenant John Richard GRANT (1816988. Signed 15 December 1955. No 264 
Squadron, RAF Linton-on-Ouse. 

209 
From No 264 squadron’s Operations Record Book for December 1956: 

 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 16 June 1963. 
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2947. Major [later Colonel] William Henry Morrison ANDERSON (65895). Signed 15 
December 1955. Joint Services Staff College. 

209 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He was promoted to Lieutenant-Colonel on 1 
February 1959 and to Colonel on 25 March 1963. He retired on 25 May 1972. 
2948. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Grant Edward Walter EVANS (3513526). 
Signed 16 December 1955. No 10 Squadron, RAF Honington. 

209 
From No 10 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for December 1955: 

 

 
From http://www.pprune.org/where-they-now/171604-grant-evans.html: 
“Grant was a RAF Wg Cdr, ex- Vulcan, Boscombe Down, and then with BAe as the Military Advisor 
at Warton in UK.” 
Posted by jindabyne, 19 April 2005 
2949. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Trevor HURRELL (3514366). Signed 16 
December 1955. No 10 Squadron, RAF Honington. 

209 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0pLQD-LuCho is a cine film taken in the early 1960s by RAF 
Pilot, F/Lt David Wright, showing the Vickers Valiant V-Bomber at outstations: Karachi, Nairobi and 
Marham. Included are short flying sequences and scenic shots of the Alps, Mont Cenis, Crete and 
Mount Ararat. The landing at RAF Marham, Norfolk (214 Squadron's base) is filmed from a De 
Havilland Chipmunk. Crew: F/Lt Boyd, F/O Ken Snape, M/Sgt John Spear, F/Lt David Wright (last on 
board) and F/Lt Trevor Hurrell. 

http://www.pprune.org/where-they-now/171604-grant-evans.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0pLQD-LuCho
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From The Australian Women's Weekly, 19 May 1971: 
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2950. Squadron Leader [later Air Commodore] Archibald Cathcart STEWART DFC Mid DFC 
(US) (40151). Signed 2 January 1956. HQ 13 Group. 

209 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Stewart_AC.htm: 
b: 7 Jul 1913        r: 3 Apr 1961           d: 1972+ 
DFC – 19 Sep 1944, MiD - 14 Jun 1945, DFC (US) - 14 Jun 1946. 
Act Plt Off: 5 Sep 1937, Plt Off: 12 Jul 1938, Fg Off (WS): 12 Feb 1940, Flt Lt (WS): 12 Feb 
1941, (T) Sqn Ldr: 1 Mar 1942, Act Wg Cdr: 9 Dec 1943?,Sqn Ldr (WS): 9 Jun 1944, Wg Cdr: 1 
Nov 1947 [1 Oct 1946], Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1953, Act A/Cdre: 2 Dec 1957, A/Cdre: Retained. 
 5 Sep 1937 Initial Officer Training, RAF Depot? 
18 Sep 1937 U/T pilot, No 2 FTS 
17 May 1938 Pilot, No 57 Sqn 
12 Jul 1941 Transferred to the Reserve and called up for Air Force Service  
xx Feb 1943 Officer Commanding, No 167 Sqn 
12 Jun 1943 Officer Commanding, No 322 (Dutch) Sqn. (Spitfire Vb) 
xx xxx 1943 ?, No 65 Sqn? 
xx Dec 1943 Officer Commanding, No 122 Sqn (Spitfire IX) 
xx Mar 1944 Wing Commander - Flying (Wing Leader), No 125 Wing 
13 May 1947 Appointed to an extended Service Commission in the rank of Squadron Leader (wef 

15 Aug 1946 [1 Jan 1945] 
15 Jun 1948 Appointed to Permanent Commission in the rank of Wing Commander 
25 Feb 1953 Air Attaché, Warsaw 
30 Jul 1955 Senior Personnel Staff Officer, HQ Fighter Command 
 2 Dec 1957 SASO, HQ No 224 Group 
No 322 Squadron was formed by re-numbering No 167 and on formation only had eight Dutch 
pilots and two or three ground crew. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Stewart_AC.htm
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Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
"Acting Wing Commander Archibald CATHCART STEWART (40151), R.A.F.O. 
This officer has displayed gallantry, determination and devotion to duty worthy of the greatest 
praise. He has taken part in a large number of sorties on many of which he has led large 
formations of aircraft with exceptional ability. He has rendered much valuable service." 

(LG, 19 September 1944) 
From http://disc.yourwebapps.com/discussion.cgi?disc=44591;article=3339;: 
“I am the son of AC Stewart. He rarely talked about the war. He was shot down in a Blenheim over 
France early on in the war. He was in hospital for 18 months and missed the Battle of Britain. He 
was, after hospitalisation, involved in training in Scotland during the war, and involved in 
experimental high altitude flying with Mustangs. My mother has recently died, and I have a large 
volume of papers to go through. There are disability claims to the RAF related to the high altitude 
flying.” 
Posted by Iain Stewart, 22 September 2008 
From http://forum.12oclockhigh.net/showthread.php?t=35096: 
Blenheim L9181 57 Sqn April 11, 1940 
Crashed at Foucacourt-en-Santerre. The crew were: 
F/O Archibald Cathcart Stewart Pilot (40151) baled out; hit tailplane and broke leg 
AC1 George Lindsay (625870); killed 
Sgt Clifford Edward Simpson wireless operator (613844) baled out; OK 
“Archibald Cathcart Stewart. Confirmed as a Pilot Officer on 12 July 1938. He was promoted to 
become a Flying Officer (War Substantive) on 12 April 1940. He crashed the previous night flying 
Blenheim IV L9181 DX- on a night reconnaissance, or training, flight when control was lost in a turn 
soon after take off. The aircraft crashed at Foucacourt-en-Santerre, north of Lihons, 20km NNW of 
Roye-Amy, France. Stewart baled out but broke his left leg badly, (his leg was so badly damaged 
that his foot was on his body and he had many bone breakages) and his left side when he hit the 
tailplane. Sgt C Simpson (Observer) baled out safely. The Air Gunner AC1 G Lindsay was killed and 
is buried at Le Quesnel (Somme), France. He lay in a field for a long time with many broken bones 
before being picked up and taken to a hospital in Dieppe, up to the time of the Dunkirk evacuation, 
when he was then evacuated from Dieppe as the Germans advanced. He spent nearly two years in 
hospital, initially in Hatfield House hospital in the UK. He married a VAD Nurse (Mavis Carrington) 
on 25 October 1941 whom he met when in Hospital and they had two sons: David, who was born 
on 5 November 1942, and Iain on 11 February 1945. He was advised to go onto single engined 
aircraft because his left knee was too weak to handle twin engined aircraft especially in the event of 
an engine failure. This information was supplied to me several years ago by his son, Iain Stewart.” 

Posted by Allan Hillman, 15 February 2014 
2951. Flight Lieutenant Joseph Michael Anthony BAKER MBE (755046). Signed 2 January 
1956. HQ 13 Group. 

209 
His MBE was announced in the LG, 1 January 1967. 

http://disc.yourwebapps.com/discussion.cgi?disc=44591;article=3339
http://forum.12oclockhigh.net/showthread.php?t=35096
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2952. Air Marshal Sir Thomas Walker ELMHIRST KBE CB AFC DL (15 December 1895 – 6 
November 1982). Signed 10 January 1956. Government House, Guernsey. 

209 
He also signed this book on ? June 1950. 
This signature is in his role of Lieutenant Governor and and Commander-in-Chief of Guernsey 
(1953 – 1958). 
2953. Group Captain John Oliver William OLIVER CB DSO DFC (26208). Signed 12 January 
1956. HQ 18 Group. 

209 
Battle of France pilot. 
Battle of Britain pilot. 
He was born in 1911 and died on 4 February 1997. 
His DFC, whilst with No 85 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 31 May 1940: 
“This officer commanded his squadrom extremely well and has led two escort formations of 24 
aircraft each to a distance of 140 miles from their base. During these escorts the formations 
accounted for more than a dozen enemy aircraft. In addition, in May 1940, he shot down an enemy 
aircraft which crashed at Hazebrouck and he has led his squadron magnificently on many 
occasions. His sangfroid and calm outlook have encouraged his squadron to a remarkable degree 
and the excellent spirit of the squadron and his gallant leadership is reflected in the successes 
attained.” 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/archive/08065.php: 
Sqn Leader John “Doggie” Oliver, 85 Squadron 
OLIVER, John Oliver William, S/L, DFC (26208, Royal Air Force) - No.85 Squadron - Distinguished 
Service Order - awarded as per LG,dated 31 May 1940. Born in Chelsea, 11 October 1911. Educated 
at Christ’s Hospital and Cranwell; commissioned July 1931. Promoted Flying Officer, 1933, Flight 
Lieutenant in 1936 and Squadron Leader in 1938. His prewar service included a term in the 
Mediterranean on Air Staff Intelligence (1937 to August 1938). Acting Wing Commander as of 1 
March 1941. Granted Temporary rank of Wing Commander, 4 March 1943. See Chris Shores, Aces 
High (2nd edition, London, Grub Street, 1994). Recommended 25 May 1940 (Public Record Office 
Air 2/6075). 
“This officer commanded a squadron in France until he was invalided to England on May 19th, 
1940. The small losses in his squadron were directly due to his leadership and instruction. Over 50 
enemy aircraft have been brought down by his squadron, of which Squadron Leader Oliver himself 
accounted for at least eight. Although ill from the effects of glycol when his engine was damaged, 
he did not allow his condition to handicap his flying or his administration. He was an incomparable 
fighter commander and his personal example in the air and on the ground was a great inspiration 

http://www.rafcommands.com/archive/08065.php
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to his pilots. It was, in fact, necessary to restrain him from flying again after his aircraft had been 
shot down and he had landed by parachute.” 
The original recommendation (by Group Captain Fullard) differs in some interesting detail: 
“Squadron Leader Oliver continued in command of No.85 Squadron until he was invalided to 
England on May 19th. His personal example in the air and on the ground inspired his pilots 
tremendously and he had to be forcibly restrained from flying again after he had been shot down 
and landed by parachute. The small losses in his squadron were directly due to his leadership and 
instruction. His squadron accounted for more than 50 enemy aircraft and he himself for at least 
eight. Owing to having filled his system with Glycol when his engine was shot, Squadron Leader 
Oliver was unable to eat for three days he did not let this handicap his flying or his administration. 
He was an incomparable fighter commander” 
He is mentioned several times in Brian Cull’s Twelve Days in May, Grub Street (1995) and in John 
Mitchell’s Churchill’s Navigator, Grub Street (30 Sep 2010). 
From http://www.cbfs.talktalk.net/lastofthefew.html: 

 
Squadron Leaders Townsend, Oliver, Raphael and Cunningham 

http://www.cbfs.talktalk.net/lastofthefew.html
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From http://www.wwiiaircraftperformance.org/hurricane/85-oliver-10may40.jpg: 

 

 

http://www.wwiiaircraftperformance.org/hurricane/85-oliver-10may40.jpg
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2954. Squadron Leader Harry Glendining PATTISON DFC (141466). Signed 19 January 
1956. Air Ministry Ops (AD). 

209 
His DFC, whilst with No 182 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 24 April 1945: 
“This officer has completed a large number of sorties during which he has attacked a wide range of 
enemy targets. He has at all times displayed . the greatest keenness and determination and has 
obtained many successes over various battle areas. In January, 1945, Flight Lieutenant Pattison 
participated in a sortie during which seven locomotives were destroyed. By his skilful leadership 
this officer contributed in good measure to the results obtained.” 
From Chris Thomas’ Typhoon Wings of 2nd TAF 1943 – 45, Osprey (10 Sep 2010): 
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From Norman L R Franks’ Typhoon Attack: The Legendary British Fighters in Combat in WWII, 
Stackpole Books (10 Jun 2010): 
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From http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/80016066: 
Catalogue number: 16598; Production date: 1996-03-26; Creator: IWM (Production company); 
Wood, Conrad (recorder); Pattison, Harry Glendining (interviewee/speaker) 
Category: sound. 
British officer trained as pilot with RAF in US and GB, 1941-1944; served as pilot with 182 Sqdn, RAF 
in North West Europe, 1944-1945. 
REEL 1 
Background in West Hartlepool, 1922-1939: family; education. Aspects of RAF training in GB and 
US, 1940-1942: reasons for joining RAF, 1940; voyage from GB to Canada, summer 1941; discipline 
on US training course, 1941; quality of training; relations with US civilians; training postings, 1942-
1944; abortive crewing up for medium bomber operations; initial sight of Hawker Typhoon, 1943; 
conversion to single-engined aircraft; abortive plans for night interception of German Air Force 
bombers using Leigh Light; initial flight in Hawker Typhoon at RAF Redhill, 5/1944; posting to 182 
Sqdn at RAF Hurn, 6/1944. Recollections of operations with 182 Sqdn, 124 Wing, 2nd Tactical Air 
Force in North West Europe, 1944-1945: operations from Normandy beach-head, summer 1944; 
living conditions at Coulombs. 
REEL 2 
Continues: relations with French civilians; problems of dust on aircraft; use of mobile bath units; 
effectiveness of rocketing on transport and fixed installations; attack on train on embankment; 
army co-operation in France, summer 1944; method of conducting ground attacks; question of 
German use of red cross on vehicles; wealth of targets at Falaise, 8/1944; method of attacking 
German tanks at Falaise; German use of camouflage; use of white stripes for D-Day operations, 
6/1944; question of confusion between Hawker Typhoon and Focke Wolfe 190; weather conditions 
in Belgium, winter 1944-1945; fraternisation with Belgian monks; story of theft of US general's jeep 
in Brussels; under ground attack from German aircraft at Eindhoven, 1/1/1945; amusing story of 
being picked up for scruffiness by RAF police in London, 1/1945; move to Helmond, 1945; amusing 
accident that occurred to Harry Broadhurst; role with rearming unit at end of operations; question 
of lack of German response to Hawker Typhoon. 
REEL 3 
Continues: speed and robustness of Hawker Typhoon; occasions when is aircraft was damaged by 
ground fire; crash landing in middle of tank battle near Caen c6/1944; opinion of Hawker Typhoon; 
problem of bailing out of Hawker Typhoon; effect of high casualty rate in unit especially at Falaise; 
VE Day celebrations in Eindhoven; orders to avoid aerial combat; incident when his squadron had 
to engage German aircraft over Germany; lack of knowledge about German jet aircraft. 
2955. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Roy Arthur SCHOFIELD (152394). Signed 
25 January 1956. No 603 Squadron. 

209 
He also signed this book on 9 February 1955 and 3 February 1956. 

http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/80016066
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2956. Unknown. Signed 25 January 1956. No 13 Group. 

209 
He also signed this book on 23 August 1955 and 4 February 1957. 
2957. Squadron Leader ? SMITH. Signed 3 February 1956. RAF Leeming. 

210 
2958. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Roy Arthur SCHOFIELD (152394). Signed 
3 February 1956. No 603 Squadron. 

210 
He also signed this book on 9 February 1955 and 25 January 1956. 
2959. Flying Officer J PRITCHARD (161825). Signed 3 February 1956. RAF Anstruther. 

210 
Only two mentions found in the LG (7 January 1955 and 12 December 1949). 
2960. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] William Edward Denis MAKIN DFC 
(124936). Signed 5 February 1956. HQ 13 Group. 

210 
From http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/205129684: 

 
Flying Officer A Whickham (left), a Mosquito pilot, and his navigator, Pilot Officer W Makin, pose 
for an official portrait in the imposing setting of the Air Council Room at the Air Ministry in 
Whitehall on 31 January 1943, the day after their participation on the first daylight raid on Berlin. 
Six Mosquitos from Nos 105 and 139 Squadrons bombed the German capital in two attacks, timed 

http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/205129684
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to disrupt broadcast speeches by Goebbels and Goring at rallies marking the tenth anniversary of 
Hitler's ascession to power. © IWM (CH 8522). 
His DFC, whilst with No 105 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 16 February 1943 (as part of a 
group citation for one DSO, six DFCs and three DFMs): 
On the 30th January 1943, two forces of bombers were detailed to attack Berlin, one during the 
morning and the other during the afternoon. To reach the German capital necessitated a Flight, 
more than 500 miles, mostly over heavily defended territory. Close co-ordination and precise 
timing were essential but, such was the skill exhibited, that the target was reached and the attacks 
delivered within seconds of the specified time. That complete success was achieved, despite 
opposition from the ground defences, is a high tribute to the calm courage, resolution and 
endurance displayed by the following officers and airmen who, in various capacities, acted as 
members of the aircraft crews: 

 
2961. Pilot Officer [later Flying Officer] Victor Charles Douglas BULBECK (2732991). Signed 
5 February 1956. RAF Douglas Wood. 

210 
He also signed this book on 22 September 1955. 
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2962. Air Commodore John "Johnnie" Mortimer WARFIELD CBE. Signed 7 February 1956. 
HQ 66 Group. 

210 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Mortimer_Warfield: 
Warfield joined the Royal Air Force on 29 December 1930 on a short service commission and 
commenced training at the RAF Central Depot, RAF Uxbridge and two months later transferred to 
the No. 2 Flying Training School as a pilot under instruction. On 29 December 1931 he was posted 
as a pilot in the rank of Pilot Officer to No. 13 Squadron RAF. 
Promoted to Flying Officer in August 1932 and Flight Lieutenant in April 1936, Warfield was 
appointed as a flight commander on 13 Squadron before being posted to as a supernumerary 
officer at the Air Armaments School just three months later. Following his course on 3 July 1937 he 
was posted as Armament Officer at No. 5 Armament Training Establishment at RAF Penrhos. The 
following year he was posted overseas to RAF Kalafrana seaplane base on Malta where he was 
promoted to Squadron Leader. 
In February 1939, just before the Second World War started, Warfield was appointed as Command 
Armament Staff Officer at HQ Mediterranean Command at RAF Luqa serving under Air Vice 
Marshal Hugh Lloyd, a post he held until the spring of 1941 when he was promoted to Wing 
Commander and appointed as Officer Commanding of the Malta airbase RAF Ta' Qali. 
In December 1942 Warfield returned to the UK and was appointed as Officer Commanding No. 226 
Squadron RAF flying Douglas Boston III twin engined bombers from RAF Wattisham in support of 
the United States Air Force during daylight raids over Germany. In April 1943 Warfield was 
promoted in temporary rank of Group Captain and served as the station commander of RAF 
Wattisham where he remained until near the end of the war, when he was reverted to the rank of 
Wing Commander briefly. When the war finished he was serving as Senior Officer Administration at 
Headquarters No 12 Group RAF. 
Immediately after the war Warfield was involved in the conflict with communist guerrilla forces on 
the Malayan Peninsula that created the Malayan Union. He was posted as Command Armament 
Officer at Headquarters Far Eastern Air Command. The following year he was promoted as a 
substantive Group Captain and appointed as Senior Air Staff Officer (SASO) at Air Headquarters 
Malaya, later moving to Advance AHQ Malaya. In 1950 Warfield returned to the UK as Officer 
Commanding RAF Waddington in Lincolnshire. 
In September 1955 Warfield was promoted to Acting Air Commodore as Air Officer Commanding 
No. 66 (Scottish) Group RAF. In January 1957 the Air Commodore rank was made substantive and 
he was appointed as Air Officer Administration at Headquarters British Forces Arabian Peninsula. 
Royal Observer Corps 
On 29 June 1959 Warfield took over as Commandant Royal Observer Corps from Air Commodore J 
H T Simpson. The ROC was Warfield's final service appointment and he retired on 26 June 1961, 
handing over command to Air Commodore C M Wight-Boycott. 
Honours and awards 
28 December 1945 - Officer of the Order of the British Empire. 
26 April 1949 - Commander of the Order of the British Empire to Acting Group Captain John 
Mortimer Warfield OBE RAF for distinguished service in Malaya. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Mortimer_Warfield
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From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Warfield.htm: 
CBE – 26 Apr 1949, (OBE - 1 Jan 1946). 
Plt Off (P): 29 Dec 1930, Plt Off: 29 Dec 1931, Fg Off: 29 Aug 1932, Flt Lt: 1 Apr 1936, Sqn Ldr: 1 
Dec 1938, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Mar 1941, Act Gp Capt: 19 Apr 1943?, Wg Cdr (WS): 19 Oct 1943, (T) Gp 
Capt: 1 Jul 1944, Wg Cdr: 1 Oct 1946, Act Gp Capt:10 Nov 1947, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1950, Act 
A/Cdre: 19 Sep 1955, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1957. 
29 Dec 1930 Granted a Short Service Commission 
29 Dec 1930 Induction Training, RAF Depot 
10 Jan 1931 U/T Pilot, No 2 FTS 
29 Dec 1931 Pilot, No 13 Sqn 
 1 Apr 1936 Flight Commander, No 13 Sqn (Old Sarum) 
 6 Jul 1936 Supernumerary, Air Armament School 
3 Jul 1937 Armament Officer, No 5 Armament Training Camp/Station, Penrhos 
30 Apr 1938 Armament Officer, RAF Kalafrana 
18 Feb 1939 Command Armament Officer, HQ RAF Mediterranean 
16 May 1941 Officer Commanding, RAF Takali, Malta 
xx Mar 1942 Officer Commanding, Gunnery Leader (Bomber) Wing, Central Gunnery School 
xx Dec 1942 Officer Commanding, No 226 Sqn (Boston) 
19 Apr 1943 Officer Commanding, RAF ? 
 9 Feb 1945 SOA, HQ No 12 Group 
23 Sep 1946 Command? Armament Officer, HQ Air Command Far East 
10 Nov 1947 SASO, AHQ Malaya 
xx xxx 1948 Air Staff Officer, Advance AHQ 
xx Apr 1950 Officer Commanding, RAF Waddington. 
19 Sep 1955 AOC, No 66 (Scottish) Group 
21 Jan 1957 AOA, HQ British Forces Arabian Peninsula 
29 Jun 1959 Commandant, Royal Observer Corps 
2963. Group Captain Marcus William Bower KNIGHT DFC (37408). Signed 7 February 1956. 
HQ Fighter Command. 

210 
This is the only match in the Fighter Command Headquarters section of The Air Force List for July 
1956. 
From 
https://mbasic.facebook.com/485nzraf?v=timeline&timecutoff=1393739180&page=15&sectionLoa
dingID=m_timeline_loading_div_1420099199_1388563200_8_15&timeend=1420099199&timestart
=1388563200&tm=AQCOkIPame8f-sGG&_rdr: 
(NZ) RAF 37408 - Marcus William Bower Knight from Dannevirke, Hawkes Bay in New Zealand, was 
chosen to form and lead 485 (NZ) Sqn when it was formed in Driffield in 1941. Marcus joined the 
RAF in 1935 and after training became a flight instructor. By 1940, Marcus was CO of No 5 Flight 
Training School at Sealand. He then attended No 50 OTU at Hawarden. In January 1941, he took 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Warfield.htm
https://mbasic.facebook.com/485nzraf?v=timeline&timecutoff=1393739180&page=15&sectionLoadingID=m_timeline_loading_div_1420099199_1388563200_8_15&timeend=1420099199&timestart=1388563200&tm=AQCOkIPame8f-sGG&_rdr
https://mbasic.facebook.com/485nzraf?v=timeline&timecutoff=1393739180&page=15&sectionLoadingID=m_timeline_loading_div_1420099199_1388563200_8_15&timeend=1420099199&timestart=1388563200&tm=AQCOkIPame8f-sGG&_rdr
https://mbasic.facebook.com/485nzraf?v=timeline&timecutoff=1393739180&page=15&sectionLoadingID=m_timeline_loading_div_1420099199_1388563200_8_15&timeend=1420099199&timestart=1388563200&tm=AQCOkIPame8f-sGG&_rdr
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command of No 257 sqn, a Hurricane Sqn at Coltishall. In February, he was flight commander of 
the Czech No 310 Sqn. He then formed and lead the 485 (NZ) Sqn in March 1941. Marcus also had 
the Honor of recording the first enemy aircraft Victory for the 485 (NZ) sqn by shooting down a 
Ju88 on the 02-06-1941. He left 485 sqn in November 1941 and was promoted to Wing 
Commander of No 11 and 83 Groups. Marcus was awarded the D.F.C. while serving with 485 (NZ) 
Sqn on the 17 October 1941. 

 

 
© IWM (CH 3751). A pilot of No 485 (New Zealand) Squadron RAF climbs into the cockpit of his 
Supermarine Spitfire Mark VB at Redhill, Surrey. The second aircraft in line belongs to the 
Squadron's Commanding Officer, Squadron Leader M W B Knight. 
2964. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Peter DESMOND MBE (1921674). Signed 9 
February 1956. No 87 Squadron, RAF Wahn, 2nd Allied Tactical Air Force. 

210 
His MBE was announced in the LG, 31 December 1977. 
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From Peter Caygill’s Phantom from the Cockpit: Flying the Legend, Leo Cooper Ltd; 1st Edition 
edition (20 Oct 2005): 
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2965. Herbert William Staddon REW OBE. Signed 9 February 1956. O & M, Air Ministry HQ 

210 
The Air Force List for July 1953 lists him as an Assistant Secretary in the Department of the 
Permanent Under-secretary for Air. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG,including 8 August 1919 which announced his 
appointment as an Assistant Clark in the Post Office (after an open competition) and 5 December 
1924 which announced his transfer to the Air Ministry. 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 1 January 1949. 
2966. Wing Commander Frederick William WORLEY MBE (43206). Signed 4 March 1956. 
Aircraft Torpedo Development Unit, RAF Gosport. 

210 
His MBE was announced in the LG, 1 January 1944. 
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2967. Flight Lieutenant Unknown. Signed 11 March 1956. No 66 Group, RAF Perth. 

210 
The surname looks like DAVIES. 
2968. Lieutenant General Odd BULL. Signed 22 March 1956. Air Commander, Norway, 
Oslo. 

210 
He also signed this book on 23 September 1959. 
From 
http://www.havelshouseofhistory.com/Autographs%20of%20Leaders%20of%20the%20UN%20Page
%2011.htm: 

  
Lieutenant General Odd Bull (June 28, 1907, Oslo, Norway-??). Chief of Staff, United Nations Truce 
Supervision Organization in Palestine, 1963-1970. Air Force Officer. In Norwegian Army, 1929-1931. 
Joined Norwegian Air Forces, 1931. Deputy Chief of Air Staff, Norwegian Air Forces, 1948-1951. 
Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations, Allied Air Forces in Northern Europe, 1951-1953. Air 
Commander, Norway, 1953-1956. Commander, Tactical Air Forces of Norway, 1956-1958, 1959-
1960. Special Representative of the United Nations Secretary General for British Air Evacuation from 
Jordan, October, 1958. Chief of Air Staff, Norwegian Air Forces, 1960-1963. Chief of Staff, United 
Nations Truce Supervision Organization in Palestine, June, 1963-1970. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Odd_Bull: 
Background 
Odd Bull was born on June 28, 1907. He traces his family origins back to 1700 when the family 
patriarch, a ship's captain named Jacob Bull, first settled in Norway (Odd Bull's unusual name 
comes from the juxtaposition of Odd, a common Norwegian given name, and Bull, the Anglo-
Saxon surname). Jacob Bull's descendants retained their seafaring connection until the arrival of 
Odd Bull's father Gjert, who did not go to sea but became manager of a tobacco factory instead. 
Odd Bull grew up in Oslo and received the first twelve years of his education at Vestheim School. 
At his leaving examination in 1925, he did worse than expected and decided to spend twelve 
months at a military academy. He enjoyed the experience so much that he eventually decided to 
take the two year officer training course, graduating in 1928 as a First Lieutenant in the 4th Infantry 
Division. During his training however, he had become interested in flying, and in 1929 he applied 

http://www.havelshouseofhistory.com/Autographs%20of%20Leaders%20of%20the%20UN%20Page%2011.htm
http://www.havelshouseofhistory.com/Autographs%20of%20Leaders%20of%20the%20UN%20Page%2011.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Odd_Bull
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and was accepted into the Army Flying School. After two years of flying experience he became a 
flying instructor in 1931. 
World War II 
In April 1940, Nazi Germany invaded Norway. Taken by surprise, the Norwegians were unable to 
mobilize their armed forces in time to conduct an effective defence and were conquered in a 62-
day campaign. Many Norwegian servicemen however, including Bull, escaped by boat to Britain 
where they hoped to carry on the struggle. 
Once in Britain, Bull attempted to organize some Norwegian air squadrons no airfields were 
available. Eventually however, the Canadian government offered the Norwegians the Toronto 
Island Airport as a training centre. As word got out about the centre, hundreds of Norwegians from 
around the world made their way to Canada to train as pilots. 
In 1941 Bull returned to Britain to fly with RAF Fighter Squadron 242 he along with a number of 
other Norwegian pilots were keen to form a Norwegian squadron, which they achieved in July of 
the same year. The Norwegian unit was assigned to provide fighter cover for Scapa Flow Bull was 
then recalled to the Toronto training camp in Canada to become Camp Commandant. 
Bull was eventually reassigned to combat duty, flying Mosquitoes with RAF Fighter Squadron 107 
during the D-Day landings in Northern France. With the liberation of Norway in May 1945, he 
returned to his home country. Bull notes that of the 750 Norwegians who joined the Allied air 
forces, 278 or more than one in three were killed - 203 in battle and 75 in training or other 
accidents. 
After the war, Bull was made head of one of Norway's four regional commands. He later served as 
Chief of Staff to the Commander of the Air Force. In 1960 he was appointed Chief of Air Staff. 
He was decorated with the Grand Cross of the Order of St. Olav in 1970. 
Service with UNTSO 
In 1958, Bull was offered a temporary position with the United Nations Truce Supervision 
Organization (UNTSO) in Lebanon, which he accepted. Bull's appointment coincided with the 
Lebanon Crisis (to which he devotes a chapter of his memoir). He returned to Norway in 1959 in 
1963 he was offered the position as Chief of Staff of UNTSO, which he again accepted. UNTSO's 
task at this time was to monitor the borders between Israel and its Arab neighbours and to mediate 
disputes between them. Bull's appointment came at a time of rising tensions, particularly between 
Israel and Syria, which both laid claim to territories inside the demilitarized zones. These tensions 
were eventually to lead to the Six Day War in 1967. As Chief of Staff of UNTSO, Bull was in a 
position to closely observe the development of the conflict and its aftermath. He would later 
author a book about his experiences during this time, entitled War and Peace in the Middle East: 
The Experiences and Views of a UN Observer. 
Bull gave an explanation for his writing of the book: 
“Many people have from time to time urged me to write my memoirs I only decided to do so when 
I came back to Norway at Christmas, 1967, and found that Norwegian public opinion there 
regarded the Palestine problem almost entirely from the Israeli point of view. As this was a problem 
with which I had been living for many years, and one which, as I had become very much aware, had 
at least two sides to it, I felt in conscience bound to make my own experience the basis for as calm 
and objective a presentation of the whole Middle East situation as I could. For those from outside 
who, like myself, have become involved in this situation, the aim must always be to try to reduce 
the burden of suffering and injustice for all people in that area, Arabs and Israelis alike.” 
Bull's retirement from the position as Chief of Staff of UNTSO was noted by the Jerusalem Post in 
the following terms: 
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“General Bulll has earned our respect for his integrity, honesty and objectivity. A calm personality, 
the former Commander of the Norwegian Air Force...was able to quickly re-establish confidence 
and develop effective working relations with the Israeli Army and Foreign Ministry...He consistently 
stayed out of the limelight, refusing press and television interviews...The Arab States could never 
muster the same enthusiasm for General Bull as for his predecessors despite Israel's appreciation of 
his work they were never heard to object to any of his efforts or to complain of his attitude... 
Israel regrets having to bid goodbye to this untypical representative of the United Nations...Israelis 
wish General Bull a much earned rest and to know that he will be remembered with appreciation 
and gratitude.” 
2969. Major E MILLBERG. Signed 22 March 1956. [Address probably as above]. 

210 
In 1955, the Norwegian Air Attaché for the United Kingdom was Lt-Col E Sandberg. 
2970. Unknown. Signed 22 March 1956. 34 Partickhill Road, Glasgow City. 

210 
2971. Unknown. Signed 22 March 1956. Cambuslang, Lanarkshire. 

210 
 
2972. Alastair F MOODIE. Signed 1 April 1956. 59 West Coats Road, Cambuslang 
Lanarkshire. 

210 
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From http://www.orkneyfhs.co.uk/sfndocs/33/33.pdf: 

 
According to Amazon, Alastair Ferguson Moodie is an author: 

 
“Alastair was born in on 11th August 1930 in Largs on the Ayrshire coast of Scotland. Shortly after 
this, the Moodie family moved to Glasgow. He spent the war years 1940-44 as an evacuee in 
Canada. On returning to Glasgow he was enrolled at Kelvinside Academy. His close association with 
this fine school lasted for 60 years. He studied Applied Chemistry at Royal Technical College and 
gained a BSc with Honours. After National Service he joined the family textile business and 
introduced tentage to their product range. He founded Vango (Scotland) Ltd, one of the world’s 
leading camping goods manufacturers He was also took Vango into the wintersports trade. He was 
founder Secretary and Director of the Ski Trade Association, S.I.G.B. Alastair paints - the front cover 
is one of his watercolours. He enjoys walking, skiing, golf and curling. He has sailed all manner of 
craft from his D.I.Y. Canadian kayak to his 33 foot Bermudian sloop, SNAP.” 
2973. Catherine A HUTCHISON. Signed 1 April 1956. 

211 
No trace found. 

http://www.orkneyfhs.co.uk/sfndocs/33/33.pdf
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2974. Lilian J RENTON. Signed 1 April 1956. 

211 
No trace found. 
2975. Flying Officer Peter William HETHERINGTON (3512576). Signed 14 April 1956. RAF 
North Weald. No 111 Squadron. 

211 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2976. Flight Officer Roberta Hope GOODINSON (8567). Signed 14 April 1956. No 111 (F) 
Squadron, North Weald. 

211 
She is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2977. Flying Officer Albert FAWCETT (3041746). Signed 14 April 1956. No 111 (F) 
Squadron, North Weald. 

211 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2978. Air Marshal Sir Leslie DALTON-MORRIS KBE CB MiD (7 April 1906 – 28 October 
1976). Signed 26 April 1956. No 90 Signals Group. 

211 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leslie_Dalton-Morris: 
Early years 
After joining the RAF as a trainee pilot in 1924, Dalton-Morris underwent instruction at No. 5 Flying 
Training School at Sealand near Chester. After a period as a night flying pilot, Dalton-Morris was 
posted to No. 15 Squadron, before being selected to attend the RAF Electrical and Wireless School 
in 1929. Graduating from his course as a flight lieutenant with a permanent commission, Dalton-
Morris served as the signals officer on No. 203 Squadron in the early 1930s. After a tour of duty at 
the Marine Aircraft Experimental Establishment at RAF Felixstowe, Dalton-Morris returned to the 
Electrical and Wireless School as an instructor in 1935. 
In 1935 Dalton-Morris attended the RAF Staff College at Andover, Hampshire and received a 
promotion to squadron leader and in 1938 he was sent to No. 2 Group as a staff officer. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leslie_Dalton-Morris
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World War II 
The same year as World War II started, Dalton-Morris was appointed the Deputy Chief Signals 
Officer at the headquarters of Fighter Command at RAF Bentley Priory.1 By January 1941 Dalton-
Morris had been promoted to wing commander when he returned to No. 2 Group as a signals 
officer. The next year he was moved to Bomber Command which was No. 2 Group's higher 
formation. He served as the Deputy Chief Signals Officer at Bomber Command's headquarters at 
RAF High Wycombe. 
In the summer of 1943 Dalton-Morris was promoted to acting air commodore and took up new 
duties as the Senior Air Staff Officer at No. 26 (Signals) Group which controlled British Radar 
stations. In early 1944 Dalton-Morris returned to Bomber Command where he served as the Chief 
Signals Officer. 
Post-war 
After the War Dalton-Morris held a number of senior signals appointments in the RAF, serving as 
the Director of Radio/Signals, the Commandant of the Central Signals Establishment from 1948 and 
the Chief Signals Officer at the headquarters of the Middle East Air Force from 1950. 
In March 1952, Dalton-Morris was promoted to acting air vice-marshal and made Assistant Chief of 
the Air Staff (Signals). He went on to higher command as Air Officer Commanding No 90 (Signals) 
Group in 1956 and Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief Signals Command in 1958. In 1961 Dalton-
Morris was promted to air marshal and having exhausted senior RAF signals appointments, he 
became Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief Maintenance Command. He retired from that post and 
the RAF just over two years later in July 1963. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Dalton-Morris_L.htm: 
KBE – 13 Jun 1959 (CBE – 8 Jun 1944), CB – 5 Jun 1952, MiD – 1 Jan 1945, 
(RAF): - Plt Off (P): 15 Sep 1924, Plt Off: 15 Mar 1925, Fg Off: xx xxx xxxx, Flt Lt: 14 May 
1930, Sqn Ldr: 1 Feb 1937, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Mar 1940, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Mar 1942, Wg Cdr: 14 Apr 
1942 1 Mar 1940, Act A/Cdre:17 Aug 1943, Gp Capt (WS): 17 Feb 1944, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Oct 
1944, Gp Capt: 1 Dec 1944, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1947,Act AVM: 1 Mar 1952, AVM: 1 Jul 1953, Act AM: 1 
Mar 1961, AM: 1 Jul 1961. 
15 Sep 1924 Appointed to a Short Service Commission 
15 Sep 1924 U/T Pilot, No 5 Flying Training School 
25 Feb 1926 Pilot, Night Flying Flight 
 3 Oct 1927 Pilot, No 15 Sqn 
13 May 1929 Attended Electrical and Wireless School. 
1 Sep1930 Appointed to a Permanent Commission in the rank of Flight Lieutenant 
 6 Feb 1931 Signals Officer, No 203 Sqn 
11 May 1933 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
24 Jul 1933 Signals Officer, RAF Biggin Hill 
8 Aug 1934 Signals Officer, Marine Aircraft Experimental Establishment, RAF Felixstowe 
16 Aug 1935 Signals Officer/Instructor, Electrical and Wireless School 
19 Jan 1937 Attended RAF Staff College 
 1 Jan 1938 Air Staff, No 2 Group 
 1 Jan 1940 Deputy Chief Signals Officer, HQ Fighter Command 
24 Apr 1940 Transferred to the Technical Branch 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Dalton-Morris_L.htm
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20 Jan 1941 Signals Officer, HQ No 2 Group 
xx xxx 1941 Deputy Chief Signals Officer, HQ Bomber Command 
17 Aug 1943 SASO, No 26 Group 
14 Feb 1944 Chief Signals Officer, HQ Bomber Command 
xx xxx 1945 Director of Radio/Signals 
xx xxx 1948  Commandant, Central Signals Establishment     
xx xxx 1950 Chief Signals Officer, HQ Middle East Air Force 
 1 Mar 1952 Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Signals) 
xx xxx 1956 AOC, No 90 (Signals) Group 
xx xxx 1958 AOC-in-C, Signals Command 
 1 Mar 1961 AOC-in-C, Maintenance Command 
From the Royal Air Force Museum: 

 
Air Marshal Sir Leslie Dalton-Morris (1906–1976), KBE, CB by K. E. Williams, 1963 
2979. Flight Lieutenant Jerzy GLEBOCKI (500385). Signed 29 April 1956. HQ Fighter 
Command. 

211 
The LG, 12 August 1952 announced his appointment as a Flight Lieutenant (permanent) in the 
Secretarial Branch on 15 January 1952. 
From http://304squadron.blogspot.co.uk/2010/03/jerzy-glebocki.html: 
He was a pilot, born on 4th January 1913 and known to be in service on 8th July 1943. In 1944, he 
wrote the following letter, poignant and melancholy, from RAF Benbecula: 
“Our quaint little isle, inhospitable and unfriendly as it seemed at first has many hidden charms. As 
if nature herself in recompense for bad weather and rain, wanted in the rare moments of respite, to 
stun and intoxicate us. Morning rose like many others, bathed in misty drizzle. A new flight was 
already hovering somewhere out over the icy Atlantic, tracking German U-boats, waging a cunning 

http://304squadron.blogspot.co.uk/2010/03/jerzy-glebocki.html
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and ingenious war against the inventive skill of German engineers, and against the U-boat 
Schnorkel. An almost hopeless war. So many flights endured in vain in this terribly difficult struggle. 
So many hundreds of hours of torture, vomiting, engines and crews dying in wild, devilish burst of 
squalls, in the cruel clutch of icing 500 feet over the raging Atlantic. Till finally one morning in the 
grey dawn “X”, for X-Ray, from our Squadron reported that he was attacking a streak of smoke 
ahead of him. A flame growing from the water. He knew that it was the first and probably the last 
chance for attack. The explosion and the plume of foam blotted out the scene. When the water 
settled there was on the spot of the attack an ever-widening patch of shiny oil. That was all. 
Hundreds of flying hours for an attack lasting a few seconds. Night again lengthens and at last the 
wind falls. Slowly we leave the mess. This solitude on the island, this desertedness, this overlooking 
of all our work. The uncertainty of our fate and our morrow, and the wrong done against the living 
body of our nation, against all that is holy to us. What is the aim, the essence of this war? The wind 
catches our words and tosses them into space. We do not know whether it is the wind or the rain, 
or whether tears flow over our cheeks”. 
He survived the war and, having returned to Scotland, died on 26th April 1988 in Kinross, north of 
Edinburgh and was cremated at Mortonhall crematorium. 
He wrote Kurs Na Polskę, Reportaże I Opowiadania Lotnicze 1940-1945, (304 Squadron, RAF): 

 
2980. Unknown. Signed 29 April 1956. HQ Coastal Command, Northwood. 

211 
 
2981. Unknown. Signed 3 May 1956. HQ Technical Training Command. 

211 
 
2982. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Geoffrey Lloyd DAVIES BA (503616). Signed 3 
May 1956. HQ Technical Training Command. 

211 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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2983. Flying Officer Charles William READ (4106698). Signed 8 May 1956. RAF St Eval. No 
228 Squadron. 

211 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2984. Vice Admiral Sir John Wilson CUTHBERT KBE CB DL (9 April 1902 – 1987). Signed 11 
May 1956. Flag Officer Scotland. 

211 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Cuthbert_(Royal_Navy_officer): 
Born the son of a Stirling doctor, Cuthbert joined the Royal Navy as a midshipman in 1919. He 
served in World War II as Commanding Officer of the cruiser HMS Glasgow, as a member of the 
Joint Planning Staff at the Admiralty and then as Commanding Officer of the cruiser HMS Ajax. 
After the War he was appointed Commanding Officer of the aircraft carrier HMS Vengeance and 
then Deputy Controller at the Admiralty. He was made Flag Officer Flotillas for the Home Fleet in 
1953 and Admiral commanding the Reserves in 1955 before becoming Flag Officer, Scotland and 
Northern Ireland in 1956 and retiring in 1958. 
He lived at Ibthorpe Manor Farm, Hurstbourne Tarrant in Hampshire and was a Deputy Lieutenant 
of Hampshire. 
In 1928 he married Betty Wake Shorrock; they had no children. She died on 1 September 2005, 
aged 101. She was the Chief Woman Fire Officer for the National Fire Service.  
From the National Portrait Gallery: 

 
Sir John Wilson Cuthbert by Walter Stoneman; bromide print, 1951 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Cuthbert_(Royal_Navy_officer)
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2985. Air Vice-Marshal Andrew MACGREGOR CB DFC Mid (x4) LoM (O) Cwn (Cdr) (25 
October 1897 – 24 October 1983). Signed 15 May 1956. Crieff. 

211 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/MacGregor.htm: 
CB - 9 Jun 1949 CBE - 8 Jun 1944 (MBE - 3 Jun 1932), DFC - xx xxx 1918, MiD - 28 Oct 1921, MiD - 
23 Jul 1937, MiD - 1 Jan 1943, MiD - 2 Jun 1943, LoM (O) - 11 Apr 1944, Cwn (Cdr) - 25 Jun 1948. 
(Army):- 2 Lt: 26 Apr 1917. 
(RAF):- Lt: 1 Apr 1918, (G) Capt: 1 May 1918, Fg Off: 1 Aug 1919 1 Apr 1918, Flt Lt:1 Jan 
1924, Sqn Ldr: 1 Dec 1932, Wg Cdr: 1 Jul 1937, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Jun 1940, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Jun 
1942, Gp Capt: 20 Nov 1942 1 Apr 1942, A/Cdre: 1 Oct 1946, Act AVM:4 Jul 1946, AVM: 8 Sep 
1949 
xx xxx xxxx Cadet 
26 Apr 1917 Officer, Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders 
30 Nov 1917 Transferred to General List RFC 
30 Nov 1917 Flying Officer RFC 
30 Nov 1917 Pilot, No 57 Sqn RFC 
 1 May 1918 Flight Commander, No 57 Sqn RFC 
23 May 1919 Transferred to the Unemployed List 
 1 Aug 1919 Awarded Permanent Commission as a Lieutenant 
 1 Feb 1920 Pilot, No 47 Sqn 
 5 Jul 1920 Pilot, No 55 Sqn 
20 Jun 1921 Pilot, No 47 Sqn 
12 Jun 1924 Air Staff - Intelligence, HQ Iraq Command 
19 Sep 1927 Attended RAF Staff College 
31 Dec 1928 Staff, Directorate of Operations and Intelligence 
 4 Mar 1932 Flight Commander, No 47 Sqn 
27 Nov 1934 Air Staff, HQ British Forces in Palestine and Transjordan 
 8 Apr 1937 Officer Commanding, RAF Abbotsinch  
 6 Jul 1938 Staff Officer, Directorate of Organisation 
 1 Sep 1938 Assistant Director, Deputy Directorate of War Organisation 
19 Nov 1940 SASO, HQ No 4 (Bomber) Group 
17 Nov 1942 AOA? 
 1 Mar 1943 AOA, HQ North West African Air Forces 
29 Jan 1944 Air Staff, HQ Mediterranean Allied Air Forces 
xx xxx 1944 Assistant Commandant, RAF Staff College 
23 Feb 1945 AOC, No 28 Group 
 4 Jul 1946 AOA, HQ Fighter Command 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/MacGregor.htm
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Qualifying as a pilot, he was posted to No 57 Squadron flying DH4 bombers. However, the DH4 
possessed a good performance for a bomber and was able to hold its own against enemy fighters. 
As a result Andrew MacGregor managed to amass a score of seven enemy aircraft destroyed 
during bombing missions. In June 1918 he was amongst the first officers to receive the newly 
instituted DFC. 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
“Lt. (A./Capt.) Andrew MacGregor (Arg. & Suth'd Highrs.). (FRANCE) 
This officer has accounted for five enemy aircraft and has proved himself an exceptionallycapable 
leader of patrols, notably on 14th August, when his formation of five machines was attacked by 
eight enemy aircraft. By his skilful leadership five of the latter were brought down without his 
own formation sustaining a single casualty.” 
(LG, 5 April 1919) 
According to http://military.wikia.com/wiki/Andrew_MacGregor, he was born in Glen Gyle, Crieff, 
Scotland. He died in Perth Royal Infirmary. 
From http://www.theaerodrome.com/aces/scotland/macgregor1.php: 

 
2986. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Basil D’OLIVEIRA OBE (2238415). Signed 
25 May 1956. DGPII, Air Ministry, London. 

212 
He also signed this book on 20 November 1955. 
2987. Flying Officer Leonard SMITH. Signed 25 May 1956. DGPII, Air Ministry, London. 

212 
Too many flying officers named Leonard Smith to identify this signature. 
2988. Flight Lieutenant D S GREEN. Signed 25 May 1956. No 1 Aeronautical Information 
Documents Unit, Ruislip. 

212 

http://military.wikia.com/wiki/Andrew_MacGregor
http://www.theaerodrome.com/aces/scotland/macgregor1.php
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The only match in The Air Force List for July 1953 is Donald Salisbury GREEN OBE (19136) he 
relinquished his rank of Squadron Leader on 27 November 1953, retaining the rank of Wing 
Commander. 
2989. Unknown. Signed 28 May 1956. No 1001 GP [unknown], USA. 

212 

 
 
2990. Unknown. Signed 28 May 1956. No 1001 GP [unknown], USA. 

212 
 
2991. Unknown. Signed 26 May 1956. Greyfriars Monastery, Uddingston, Glasgow. 

212 
From http://saintjohnbaptist.org/history7.htm: 
Other distinguished newcomers to Uddingston in 1949 were the Capuchins who established a 
community in 'Clydeside House' - a large house with stables, standing on the banks of the River 
Clyde now known as Greyfriars. Some of our present parishioners will recall the tireless founder, Fr. 
Kevin … The departure of Bishop Scanlon to a new residence in Bothwell in 1956, heralded the 
arrival of the Holy Ghost Fathers in Uddingston. 
2992. Air Chief Marshal Sir Walter Graemes CHESHIRE GBE KCB RAF (21 March 1907 – 10 
December 1978). Signed 29 May 1956. HQ 13 Group. 

212 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_Cheshire: 
Educated at Downing College, Cambridge, Cheshire joined the Royal Air Force in 1926. He served in 
World War II as Chief Intelligence Officer at Headquarters RAF Bomber Command, as Air Attache in 
Moscow and as Chief Air Intelligence Officer at Headquarters Air Command South East Asia before 
becoming Air Officer Commanding AHQ Indo China in October 1945. 
After the War, he was made Air Officer Commanding RAF Gibraltar and then Commandant of the 
RAF Staff College, Andover. He went on to be Air Officer Administration at Headquarters Second 
Tactical Air Force in 1953, Air Officer Commanding No. 13 Group in 1955 and RAF Instructor at the 
Imperial Defence College in 1957. Promoted to air marshal, his last roles were as Air Officer 
Commanding RAF Malta in 1959 and Air Member for Personnel in 1961 before retiring in 1965. 

http://saintjohnbaptist.org/history7.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_Cheshire
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From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Cheshire_W.htm: 
b: 21 Mar 1907          r: 6 Apr 1965            d: 10 Dec 1978 
 GBE - 1 Jan 1965 (CBE - 1 Jan 1949), KCB - 13 Jun 1959 (CB - 1 Jan 1955), MiD - 1 Jan 1942, MiD - 
8 Jun 1944, ADC, BA. 
Plt Off (P): 28 Jul 1926, Plt Off: 28 Jul 1927, Fg Off: 28 Jan 1928, Flt Lt: 9 Sep 1931, Sqn Ldr: 1 Apr 
1937, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Mar 1940, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Jun 1942, Wg Cdr: 20 Nov 1942 1 Jul 1942, Act 
A/Cdre: 20 Jul 1944, Gp Capt (WS): 20 Jan 1945, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1947 1 Oct 1946, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 
1950, Act A 23 Apr 1953, AVM: 1 Jan 1954, AM: 1 Jul 1959, ACM: 19 Nov 1962. 
28 Jul 1926 Granted a Short Service Commission 
28 Jul 1926 U/T Pilot, No 4 FTS 
19 Jan 1928 Pilot, No 47 Sqn 
 1 Aug 1929 Attended Aircraft Engineering Course, Home Aircraft Depot 
 1 Sep 1930 Granted a Permanent Commission in the rank of Flying Officer 
7 Jul 1931 Attending Course 'A' at Cambridge University 
24 Oct 1936 Air Staff, Directorate of Operations and Intelligence 
24 Jan 1938 Attended RAF Staff College 
31 Dec 1938 Air Staff, HQ Bomber Command 
1941  Chief Intelligence Officer, HQ Bomber Command 
xx xxx 1942 Air Attaché, Moscow 
20 Jul 1944 Chief Air Intelligence Officer, HQ ACSEA 
 1 Oct 1945 AOC, Air HQ - Indo China 
 xx xxx 1949 Attended Imperial Defence College 
 9 Jan 1950 AOC, RAF Gibraltar 
31 Mar 1952 Commandant, RAF Staff College - Andover 
23 Apr 1953 AOA, HQ 2nd Tactical Air Force 
16 May 1955 AOC, No 13 Group 
 1 Jul 1957 RAF Instructor, Imperial Defence College 
19 May 1959 AOC, RAF Malta/Deputy C in C (Air), Allied Forces Mediterranean 
11 Dec 1961 Air Member for Personnel  
29 Aug 1963 – 
6 Apr 1965 Air ADC to The Queen 
Walter Cheshire joined the RAF in 1926 having gained a degree at Downing College, Cambridge. In 
1968 he joined the Commonwealth War Graves Commission becoming Vice-Chairman in 1970, 
finally retiring in 1974. 
2993. Unknown. Signed 2 June 1956. No 427 Squadron 3 (Fighter) Wing, RCAF 
Zweibrücken. 

212 
The surname looks like SMART. http://www.aircrewremembered.com/Paradie/ParadieArchiveS.html 
lists the following RCAF personnel named SMART who served from 1939 to 1945: 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Cheshire_W.htm
http://www.aircrewremembered.com/Paradie/ParadieArchiveS.html
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2994. Lieutenant William Ridgeway SHACKLETON. Signed 5 June 1956. RNAS Stretton. 

212 
He is shown in The Navy List for April 1956 on HMS Blackcap (RNAS Stretton, Warrington, 
Lancashire). 
From http://www.kildare.ie/library/ehistory/2008/02/post_19.asp: 
Lieut. William Ridgeway Shackleton, the pilot of a meteor jet fighter, which crashed at Marishanger, 
near Basingstoke, Hants was second son of Mr Richard Shackleton, "Glen Mona," Moone, Co. 
Kildare. Lieut. Shackleton's father, who died about three months ago, was a cousin of Sir Ernest 
Shackleton, the explorer. His uncle was Colonel Ridgeway, formerly of Carlow. Deceased, who was 
aged about thirty years, was educated at the Royal School, Armagh, and later joined the British 
Navy, air pilot arm. He lived at Farnborough, Kent, and is survived by his wife and one child. 
An article in the Leinster Leader of 25 October 1958 
From http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=20509: 
Date:   20 october 1958 
Type:   Gloster Meteor NF.11 
Owner/operator: Empire Test Pilots School 
Registration:   WD765 
Fatalities:  1  
Occupants:   1 
Other fatalities: 0 
Airplane damage: Written off (damaged beyond repair) 
Location:  Malshangar, Oakley, 4.5 miles SE of Basingstoke, Hampshire 
Phase:    En route 
Nature:   Military 
Departure airport: Boscombe Down, Wiltshire EGDM 
Destination airport: Farnborough, Hampshire (EGLF) 
Narrative: 
Spun vertically into the ground after the rear fuselage detached following loss of control during a 
handling assessment sortie at high indicated mach speeds and at 40,000 feet. The pilot Lt. W.R. 
Shackleton, RN, flying solo was unable to release the canopy and was killed. 

 
Gloster Meteor NF.11 WD765 "5" of the Empire Test Pilots School at Farnborough in September 
1957 

http://www.kildare.ie/library/ehistory/2008/02/post_19.asp
http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=20509
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From Sailplane and Gliding, October 1958: 

 
2995. Air Marshal Sir Bryan Vernon REYNOLDS KCB CBE (4 June 1902 – 6 December 1965). 
Signed 8 June 1956. HQ Coastal Command. 

212 
He also signed this book on 1 November 1942 and 26 July 1949. 
NOTE. He has signed his name Bryan, NOT Brian, the name which is erroneously given to him on 
many websites. 
2996. Major Alfred Valentine COLE (99798). Signed 10 June 1956. 6th/7th Battalion, The 
Black Watch (Territorial Army). 

212 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
2997. Wing Commander Howard Vine ALLOWAY (34077). Signed 12 June 1956. HQ 13 
Group. 

212 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG,from 6 November 1934. He retired, retaining the rank 
of Group Captain, on 22 September 1957. 
According to The Telegraph, he died on 2 December 2006. 
From http://www.rquirk.com/med/244sqn/244news/244newsn22.pdf: 
A NEW SQUADRON FOR IRAQ 
Early in January 1940, my time as an instructor at 4 F.T.S. (which had moved from Egypt to 
Habbaniya on the outbreak of war) was up A.H.Q. Iraq had lost all its squadrons except 84 at 
Shaibah. No's 30,55 and 70 had all gone to the Western Desert or Canal Zone. I was called to 
A.H.Q. where I was told to form a squadron. It would be known as "S" squadron (Special? Secret?) 
Nobody seemed to know much, except that it would have Vickers Vincents. I asked what its role 
would be. Bomber Reconnaissance? Day Night? oh! It will have to do everything! It will be our only 
squadron (A clear hint that 84's days at Shaibah were numbered). 
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So we became a General Purpose squadron. For a while, one Flight only, as some of the aircraft had 
to arrive from Singapore. Two aircraft, some airmen and three pilots arrived within the next day or 
so, and we were in business! One of the pilots was a reservist who had not flown for several years! 
We gradually built up to two Flights, and practised all the skills we thought we might need. As we 
had no bombaimers or bombsights we 
limited our bombing to divebombing. Our air-gunners, who performed so well later at Shaibah 
during the Iraq rebellion were rightly sore, because they had no badge. As they had never passed 
through an Air Gunnery School, they were not allowed to wear the A.G. brevet. I asked if they could 
wear the old brass winged bullet in vogue for part-time A.G's before the war. The answer was "No,, 
it is no longer recognised, and there are none left in store"! This grievance was still unresolved 
when I left the squadron after Xmas 1941. 
During the summer of 1940 we trained hard at Habbaniya, and on 18th September took over from 
84 squadron at Shaibah. On 15th November, 1940, "S" Squadron was redesignated 244 Squadron. 
Were we the reincarnation of a World War I squadron ? There was no means of finding out at 
Shaibah. Shaibah was a very special place, and I could tell you several Shaibah stories sometime. 
H. V. Alloway (Member No.309) 
From http://www.rquirk.com/med/244sqn/244news/244newsn24.pdf: 
Shaibah's Phoney War 
Everyone knows about the Phoney War in Europe, when over a period, little happened. Shaibah 
had one too. When Rashid Ali and the Golden Square seized power in Iraq in '41, it was known they 
were anti-British and pro-German. We were in Iraq by treaty entered into after the termination of 
the Mandate to which Britain had been appointed. Rashi Ali did not abrogate to this treaty 
immediately, so there were no instant hostilities. 
One morning we discovered that an Iraqi Army Brigade had overnight occupied the tamarisk 
groves, a mile to the west of our camp. Such an act in itself was not illegal was nonetheless 
threatening. Their concealment in the tamarisk woods was quite good, and we could not see if they 
had artillery. We had to prepare for the worst and slit trenches were dug between the barrack 
blocks and the work area. Our ground defence was not strong. There were no British Army units in 
Iraq ever since the introduction of Air Control shortly after the termination of the great rebellion of 
1920/21. Airfields were defended by the Iraq Levies, a British force locally recruited and controlled 
from A.H.Q. and under the immediate command of seconded British Army Officers At Habbaniya 
there were seven companies of Assyrian troops. They were tough and completely reliable. At 
Shaibah there was one company of levies recruited from Arab tribes. They could not be relied on to 
fight their compatriots. 
We stood to each day at first light ready for a dawn attack. The Vincents were bombed up at the 
ready, and we were reinforced by three Fairy Gordons (F/O Cleaver). A company of British infantry 
was promised from India was days away. The position was hardly comfortable. Even if we had a 
strong hand we could not have made a pre-emptive strike because of the Treaty. It was up to the 
Iraqi Army to make a move. Indeed they did it took us completely by surprise. They folded their 
tents and marched away under the cover of darkness. 
The next day we could see nothing. The only area which they could have disappeared into was 
Basrah City. The next day The Kings Own (Lancasters) arrived from India by air (31 Sqn.) believing 
RAF Shaibah to be invested they landed at the far side of the airfield, and as soon as the first 
aircraft door opened two machine gun sections deployed and set up their guns in double quick 
time, pointing in our direction. Infantry from other aircraft scattered in several directions, and then 
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advanced towards us in extended order, small arms at the ready. We had to explain lamely that the 
enemy had, 'hoofed it' during the night, and that a hot meal was ready for them in No. 1 hangar. 
There were about ten happy days when we and our new found friends could relax a little after a 
tense time. Games were played. The Kings Own C.O. told me that five days after their arrival was 
their Regimental Day. Might they have their parade on the airfield? He said normally that all ranks 
wore a red rose of Lancaster on their headress. Looking at the desert around he said this year this 
custom would have to go by the board. I did not tell him that we had three or four moth-eaten 
rose trees kept alive with old bath water. On the day we were able to muster nine red roses, one for 
each officer to wear in recognition of their regimental tradition. The parade was extremely smart. 
We later received a copy of their Regimental magazine, "The Lion and the Rose", in which the 
parade was reported. It said it was the first occasion on which the salute at a Regimental Day 
parade had been taken by a RAF Officer. It was a compliment and recognition to all ranks for the 
happy relations that had been established. 
After two or three days we heard that things were going really wrong at Habbanyia. F/O Cleaver 
had been recalled with his Gordons, and the Kings Own had winged their way north. The Iraqi army 
complete with artillery had taken up positions on the plateau, an area of high ground which 
dominated the airfield and camp into which their guns were firing shells over open sights. We were 
much saddened to hear later that four of the Kings Own Officers and a larger number of their men 
were killed in the Battle of Habbanyia. Our breather at Shaibah was not to last much longer. 
Howard Alloway Member No. 309. 
From http://www.rquirk.com/med/244sqn/244news/244newsn25.pdf: 
THE REBELLION BEGINS (The armoured train and other actions) 
Not long after The King's own had flown onto Habbaniya, the shelling of the camp there began, 
and hostilities were under way in the Shaibah sector for 244 squadron. The Iraqi army was in 
possession of the Civil airport at Basra. Targets of opportunity were attacked, and P/O Braybrook 
and his crew were lost north of the Civil airport. 
The Iraqi barracks at Diwaniya 100 miles north were also bombed. No. 814 Squadron Fleet Air Arm 
were disembarked to Shaibah from their carrier in the Gulf and joined in the fray (with gusto!). They 
were so keen that their sortie rate would have run us clean out of bombs if the insurrection had 
gone on for two days more. There was no hope of early re-supply. 
One day we got news of an armoured train moving south from Ur of the Chaldess towards Basra. It 
was a real armoured train and could not have been put together just for the rebellion. Presumably, 
it have been rusting away in some Baghdad siding since the early days of the railway, which was 
completed just after World War I. The railway was continually under attack during the great 
rebellion of 1919/20 period Armoured trains with steel sides and loopholes were used to counter 
these attacks. 
We wondered why an armoured train should be moving to Basra, and we could think of no role for 
it. Was it the intention that it should leave the main railway before Basra and chug up the spur line 
to Shaibah, crash the flimsy main gales, and halt at the buffers at the end of the siding in front of 
Station H.Q.? We had heard of the Wooden Horse of Troy and were not taking the chance of a 
repetition with a steam driven model! 
Two Vincents (ED Wooley and PO Haywood and crews), each armed with 2 X 2501b bombs 
attacked at right angles to the railway line from a low height. Probably, Haywood had not dropped 
250 pounders before and did not realise fully the blast effect, and was too low. The result was that 
they stopped the train and Haywood so damaged his aircraft that it flopped into the desert a little 
over a mile from the damaged train. Haywood had a leg badly damaged below the knee by 
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shrapnel splinter. In the meantime, angry rebel soldiery detrained and started an advance towards 
the wrecked aircraft. Wooley quickly sized up the deteriorating situation, landed alongside the 
wreck, loaded the crew into his own Vincent, and took off under fire from the approaching enraged 
Iraqi soldiery. He was awarded the D.F.C. 
Haywood (a most sterling character) was in hospital a long time as his wound would not heal in the 
Basra climate, and he was evacuated to a hospital in Bombay. I saw him there shortly before his 
discharge on his way home in January '42. Later, I tried to contact him in England only to learn he 
had been lost in Bomber Command. Wooley survived the War. Some years later there were several 
unsolved Canberra crashes which were later explained by the discovery of a design fault in the tail 
assembly. Wooley was lost in one of these accidents. 
Howard Alloway (Member No. 309). 
From http://www.rquirk.com/med/244sqn/244news/244newsn26.pdf: 
A.C.1. Neal (See Newsletter 25) and Other Speculations 
According to my logbook A. C. Neal flew with me on many occasions and probably in many other, 
squadron aircraft. We (the squadron) made frequent trips to Mosul, and Neal may easily have gone 
there not in my aircraft. 
Alas, I cannot, after all these years put a face on A.C. Neal, nor do I remember his horse at Shaibah, 
though it must have been the only one there. Unlike Habbanyia, we did not have stabling. Perhaps 
the race meeting was organised in the large Army camp which sprang up between Shaibah and 
Basrah. 
After I left Shaibah (Jan '42) the British opened up a supply line for armaments for Russia. Was A. C. 
Neil (after Shaibah) in a team in Persia assembling boxed aircraft ? This could :account for the 
Persian photos. I suspect he was either a fitter or a rigger as I see he crewed for me on test flights. 
Seramadia leave camp closed at the outbreak of war, so I never went there. I believe it was- 
reactivated in summer of '43 or '45. 
The memorial service was for personnel who were lost in the Shaihah area and had no known 
grave. 
P/O Braybrook and crew (244) lost in the rebellion and never found afterwards. We concluded they 
went in water. 
G/Cpt Jope-Slade and the wireless op., went down in the Gulf at night. The pilot F/Lt Wellburn 
(244) was picked up by dhow the next day from Kuwait. 
F/O Arthur (4.F.T.S.) in an Oxford with a W/op and three or four Bankers going to a conference to 
stabilise the currency during the rebellion were lost, and the remains of the crash were not found 
for several weeks. The Vincent and the Oxford above were both lost in similar circumstances. They 
were both flying at night to Shaibah from Habb or Baghdad. On each occasion a gigantic dust 
storm blew up. Our D/F station was pretty primitive (Bellini Tossi system). It gave an accurate track 
to Shaibah and onwards there was no system for telling the pilot he was overhead. He was meant 
to see the airfield or flarepath. If this was obscured, rockets were fired and if these were not seen, 
the aircraft sailed on, and on these two occasions were lost. 
F/Lt Wellburn and G/Cpt Jope-Slade got out of the aircraft and swam. The Vincent sank at once, 
and the W/Op did not get out. They lay in the water (1.30 a.m. on a dark and dusty night), and 
swam on till dawn, expecting to see land when it got light. They were very disappointed Jope-Slade 
took off his Mae West, said goodbye to Wellburn and went under. Wellburn floated on, and by 
extreme good fortune, a Kuwaiti dhow, returning from pearling grounds nearly ran him down. 
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Imagine our Joy when we got a wire from the political agent in Kuwait (Major Galloway), "I have 
Wellburn!" 
F/O Arthur and his crew were not found for several weeks were eventually buried in Basrah. 
Howard Alloway (Member No.309) 
From http://www.rquirk.com/med/244sqn/244news/244newsn27.pdf: 
THE SEVEN HILLS OF SHAIBAH (another Shaibah tale) 
The day that 244 arrived at Shaibah, the outgoing C.O., who was an old friend of mine, showed me 
round the station. He took me out of the main airfield gates and turned right along the outside of 
the perimeter fence. We came to a screen of wire on very stout angle iron picquets, running out at 
right angles to the perimeter fence. It was about eight feet wide, four feet high, and roughly 25 
yards long. It obviously had no defensive purpose, and anyone could walk around the far end. 
At about three yard intervals underneath the middle line of the wire apron were seven mounds 
about three feet high. Dudley Lewis said, "These are never to be disturbed, because under one of 
them lies 'Stoddart's heart'. "Which one?", I asked. "I don't know", he replied. "I was never told", 
and continued, "It was some years ago, and it is said, because of some unfortunate experience, he 
did not like Arabs, and the bad feeling was mutual. It was thought if his heart had a simple grave 
and the locals got wind of it, they might dig it up. Having seven possible grave sights would 
lengthen the odds for any would be desecrations". I wondered if Dudley Lewis was pulling my leg. 
Stoddart was an Air Force 'Character', and I have heard it said that in pre-war days he completed 
two full overseas tours at Shaibah, the last two as C.O. Before he died in England in the mid thirties, 
he asked that his heart should he buried at Shaibah. 
About forty years after the war I discovered that Air Marshal Sir Dennis Barnett had retired to a 
village near to where I now live. Not long after learning of his whereabouts, and knowing that at 
one time he had been C.O. at Shaibah, I found myself sitting next to him at a dinner. This was the 
golden opportunity to find out the truth. I told him my story. "Was Stoddart 's heart really there?", I 
asked. "It certainly was", he replied. "I buried it myself having received the heart from England in a 
screw-top preserving jar. Knowing how unpopular he had been in certain quarters, I had seven 
graves dug at night. I put the jar in one, and all were covered up". Curiosity got the better of me, 
and I asked, "In which hole Sir did you put the heart?". He replied, "That, I have never told anyone". 
Howard Alloway (Member No. 309). 
From http://www.rquirk.com/med/244sqn/244news/244newsn28.pdf: 
244 (AIR SEA RESCUE SQUADRON) THE LAST OF THE SHAIBAH TALES 
In the Vincent days at Shaibah, when going down the Gulf we always flew in pairs. This enabled a 
fitter or a rigger to be carried in addition to the W.op Air gunners. We could then be self-sufficient 
for servicing, and stay away for long periods. One day we were going to either Sharjah or Muscat, I 
can't remember which. We flew down the middle of the Gulf. It was blowing a strong Southerly, 
and our ground speed cannot have been much over 70m.p.h. Visibility over the sea was good the 
water was rough, white horses all round. As we passed over Faylakal Island we saw a dhow on the 
rocks. She was getting a terrible pounding and was breaking up. 
There were four men on deck, one on land, and one was in the water. Wreckage was floating all 
around the stricken vessel. For a moment we thought of throwing a dinghy overboard with land so 
near, it did not seem a helpful idea. There was no W/T watch in Kuwait (the nearest port). All we 
could do after flying around at low altitude several times, was to report the situation by W/T to 
Shaibah. With instructions for the message to be relayed to the Political Agent Kuwait (by 
telegram). 
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A week or ten days later, on the way back to Shaibah, I called in at Kuwait, having some business 
with the Political Agent. When we met he said, "Thank you for your wire, you will be pleased to 
hear that all the men were saved, and the name of your squadron is very high here". "How come", I 
asked. He said, "The rescued mariners are the celebrities of the week and are holding court in the 
cafes. Their tale goes like this - Our boat was on the rocks being pounded to pieces in the rough 
sea. We thought our last hour had come when two Hawai ji ha: (Ships of the Air) flew round, and 
each let down a ladder for us to grasp (our training aerials!). They passed too quickly for us to lay 
hold, and after several attempts to gather us up they flew away on a southerly course. As everyone 
knows, it was a boat from our home port which eventually picked us up from the waterless island. 
We learned that they had heard of our plight, as these airmen in some way sent a message, when 
they tried to snatch us up. Indeed, these men of the air are resourceful men. We thank Allah the 
Merciful for sending them to us in our hour of need!". 
Howard Alloway (Member No.309) 
2998. Pilot Officer ? ? GRANT. Signed 3 August 1956. RAF Acklington. 

212 
No trace found. 
2999. Ruth CLARK. Signed 23 August 1956. Toronto, Ontario, Canada. 

212 
No trace found. 
3000. Betty CRANMER. Signed 25 August 1956. Wormit, Fife, Scotland. 

212 
No trace found. 
3001. Lieutenant Archibald Malcolm Thomson CURRIE (448730). Signed 25 August 1956. 
[Unknown], Dundee. 

213 

 
He is mentioned in Supplement to the LG, 6 July 1956: 

 
From https://www.duedil.com//director/906745192/archibald-malcolm-thomson-currie: 
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Mr Archibald Malcolm Thomson Currie was born in 1934 and the first directorship we have on file 
was in 1988 at Kielson Properties Limited. 
192.com has a record for Archibald Malcolm Thomson Currie living at an address in Newport-On-
Tay. 
3002. Flying Officer Harry Grieve THOMSON AFC (4113155). Signed 28 August 1956. No 
17 Squadron, RAF Wahn. 2 Allied Tactical Air Force. 

213 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 9 June 1970: 
“On 21st August 1969, at 1445 hours Flight Lieutenant Thomson, a qualified flying instructor at No. 
5 Flying Training School, was flying a Varsity on a dual training flight following a Standard 
Instrument Departure from Royal Air Force Oakington. 
In a position four nautical miles south-west of the airfield and at a height of 2,500 feet with the 
aircraft climbing in the Oakington Military Air Traffic Zone, his aircraft was involved in a collision 
with a civilian light training aircraft. The Varsity suffered extensive damage to the port wing. Eight 
feet of the tip became detached and the outboard aileron was destroyed while the inboard aileron 
and outboard flaps were also damaged. In this configuration the Varsity rapidly rolled to the left. 
To regain control after the collision Flight Lieutenant Thomson had to apply full right aileron, right 
rudder and throttle back the starboard engine. He instructed his student to collect the parachutes 
and open the parachute escape hatch. With his student stationed by the escape hatch ready to 
jump, Flight Lieutenant Thomson managed to regain sufficient control to make a climbing turn 
back towards Qakington. At a height of 4,000 feet he carried out a low speed handling check and 
discovered by judicious use of a combination of aileron and rudder setting and asymmetric throttle 
that he could control the aircraft down to 115 knots with 30 degrees flap and undercarriage down. 
He slowly manoeuvred the Varsity into a position eight miles out on the extended Oakington 
runway centre line from which he could make a long straight-in approach to land. He descended to 
2,000 feet at which height he ordered his student to return to his seat. 
During the final stages of the approach he briefed his student on the emergency drills for 
undercarriage retraction and fire on the ground. Throughout the emergency, Flight Lieutenant 
Thomson remained in full control of the situation. He displayed the highest standards of 
airmanship. Immediately after the collision, when his aircraft appeared to be rolling out of control 
with almost a fifth of the port wing span missing, it was only with the utmost determination and 
cool thought that he worked out and applied the necessary corrections to return his crippled 
aircraft to balanced flight. 
At the same time as he overcame the problem of flying the aircraft, Flight Lieutenant Thomson 
displayed the highest qualities of captaincy. With coolness, foresight and great presence of mind, 
he gave detailed' instructions to his student co-pilot and kept Air Traffic Control fully informed of 
his intentions. 
He was always one step ahead of events, briefing his student before each possible contingency. 
Throughout, his manner was calm and assured, and by his courage and devotion to duty he saved 
& valuable aircraft and its crew from disaster. He acted in a most professional manner, regardless 
of personal risk and in the highest traditions of the Royal Air Force.” 
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3003. Pilot Officer [later Flying Officer] Michael Anthony AMIES (2771817). Signed 31 
August 1956. No 351 Signal Unit, RAF Anstruther. 

213 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://sibleyassociatesllc.com/about-us1.html: 
Michael Amies is a senior level manager with many years of international development experience. 
He has managed all major functions in a large international company at Board level, with particular 
emphasis on international market development and human resource management; developed 
domestic and international markets for a US franchise company; introduced master franchise 
license program and successfully created master licensee businesses in eighteen countries, 
including Russia, China, Hungary, Brazil and Mexico. He successfully designed and carried out 
consulting and project management assignments for donor organizations in developing countries 
(including Ghana, South Africa, Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Malaysia, India and 
Bangladesh), using the franchise concept as an economic development tool. He recognized 
authority on franchising in developing countries and a leading authority on social franchising; 
experienced trainer, conference organizer and public speaker -at the forefront of developing and 
implementing strategies that utilize the technology of franchising to deliver effective humanitarian 
and social aid programs for donor agencies. Mr. Amies is a successful negotiator of led print 
industry team that determined pay and conditions for over 1 million employees throughout the UK; 
Introduced process of performance-based qualification for UK print industry trainees, replacing 
"traditional" apprenticeship within which qualification had been determined by "time-service"; 
served as Board member of Council of Franchise Suppliers of the International Franchise 
Association and a regular speaker at their workshops conferences; completed National Service as a 
commissioned officer in the Royal Air Force. He has been proved being a successful School 
Governor and Board member of three Charities, and Chairman of the Pershore Market Town 
Partnership in UK. 
From http://andydyke.wordpress.com/category/events-in-pershore/page/3/: 

 
On the right, a leading player in many Pershore organisations, Market Town Partnership Manager, 
Michael Amies. 
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3004. Major General Haakon Magnus Heireth JØRGENSEN. Signed 1 September 1956. 
Royal Norwegian Air Force, Rygge, Norway. 

213 
He is listed in Little Norway. 
From Wikipedia: 
"Vingtor" was an aircraft of the Consolidated PBY-5 Catalina I and was the first aircraft in "Catalina 
department", the precursor to the 333 squadron . The aircraft flew its first mission with Norwegian 
crew 17 April 1942, led by pilots Haakon Magnus Heireth Jørgensen and Birger Grinde. 

 
Vingtor, a Consolidated Catalina I (PBY-5). RAF serial W8424, (came from RAF 413 Squadron, where 
it had been marketed QL-R) with the Norwegian Catalina Unit (leaves two Become 333 (N) 
Squadron). Photo 1942 – 1944. 
From http://runeberg.org/hvemerhvem/1948/0276.html: 

 
3005. Flight Lieutenant Richard SHAW (51775). Signed 3 September 1956. RAF Acklington, 
Morpeth, Northumberland. 

213 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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3006. Air Vice Marshal Ronald GRAHAM CB, CBE, DSO, DSC*, DFC (19 July 1896 – 23 June 
1967). Signed 11 September 1956. Scottish Police College, Tulliallan Castle Kincardine-on-
Forth. 

213 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ronald_Graham_(RAF_officer): 
Graham was a medical student when World War I began. In 1915, he joined the Royal Naval 
Division. In September, he pulled a lateral transfer into the Royal Naval Air Service as a Flight Sub-
Lieutenant. In 1916, he served at the Dover Seaplane Base. He then moved to Dunkirk, flying cover 
for the North Sea Fleet. During this time, he was forced into landing in the sea on two occasions. 
He became part of the Saint Pol Seaplane Defence Flight, which formed on 30 June 1917. Graham 
tallied his first two victories at this time, destroying a German seaplane on 19 June while piloting a 
Sopwith Baby, and another while piloting a Sopwith Pup on 12 August 1917; the latter was shared 
with Leonard Slatter. 
His unit morphed into No. 13 Squadron RNAS, sometimes referred to as 13 Naval Squadron. He 
switched to Sopwith Camels for his next three victories. He shared number three with Slatter, on 15 
September, and destroyed two more, one each on 25 September and 19 October 1917. Then, on 29 
December, while showboating for his nurse girlfriend, he crashed and seriously injured himself. 
After his convalescence, he returned to his squadron, which was now No. 213 Squadron RAF, and 
took command in May 1918. In total he was credited with five aerial victories. 
On the outbreak of World War II, Graham was an Air Commodore on the staff at the headquarters 
of Fighter Command. 

 
Air Marshal A T Harris, Commander in Chief, Bomber Command points to a location on a map of 
Germany hanging in his office at Bomber Command Headquarters, High Wycombe, 
Buckinghamshire. On the left stands Air Vice-Marshal R Graham (left) the Air Officer Administration 
at BCHQ, and on the right Air Vice-Marshal R H M S Saundby, Harris's Senior Air Staff Officer. 
Between 1942 and 1945. 
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From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Graham_R.htm: 
CB - 1 Jan 1943, CBE - 11 Jun 1942, DSO - 17 Nov 1917, DSC – 25 Oct 1916, Bar - 12 
May 1917,DFC - 11 Jan 1919, CdeG (F) - 2 Nov 1917, Cwn, O - 8 Feb 1919, Hon. S2 (A) - xx xxx 
1940, MiD - xx xxx xxxx, LoH, C - xx xxx 1946, DL (Bute) – 12 Jul 1961, JP – 1961, Lord Lt (Bute) - 
19 Jul 1963. 
(RNVR): - (T) Sub Lt: 25 May 1915, Flt Sub-Lt: xx Sep 1915, (T) Flt Lt: 31 Dec 1916, Flt Cdr:xx xxx 
xxxx, Act Sqn Cdr: 30 Jun 1917?. 
(RAF): - (T) Maj Lt: 1 Apr 1918, Flt Lt: 1 Aug 1919, Sqn Ldr: 30 Jun 1922, Wg Cdr: 1 Jan 1930,Gp 
Capt: 1 Jan 1936, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1939, Act AVM: 27 Mar 1940, (T) AVM: 10 Jan 1941, AVM:1 Jun 
1944. 
xx May 1915 Officer, RN Division 
xx Sep 1915 U/T Pilot, Hendon 
xx xxx xxxx Attended RNAS training course, Chingford 
xx xxx xxxx Pilot, RNAS Killingholme 
xx xxx 1916 Pilot, Dover Seaplane Station 
 8 Jun 1916 Pilot, Advanced Seaplane Base, Dunkerque 
30 Jun 1917 Officer Commanding, Seaplane Defence Flight (Baby – St Pol)  
29 Dec 1917 Convalescing 
xx May 1918 Officer Commanding, No 213 Sqn. (Camel – Dunkirk Area) 
21 Nov 1918 Officer Commanding, No 233 Sqn 
 5 May 1919 Flight Commander, No 97 Sqn. (DH10 – Ford/Allahabad) 
 1 Aug 1919 Awarded Permanent Commission as a Captain  
 1 Feb 1920 Flight Commander, No 97 Sqn. (renumbered No 60 Sqn) 
 1 Apr 1920 Flight Commander, No 60 Sqn 
20 Feb 1922 Attended Army Staff College, Quetta 
 5 Feb 1923 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
 1 Jun 1923 Staff, Directorate of Operations and Intelligence 
 7 Oct 1925 Staff Officer, HQ No 2 (Indian) Wing 
 1 Mar 1926 Directing Staff, RAF Staff College 
 1 Jan 1930 Officer Commanding, RAF Kenley 
 7 Oct 1930 Air Staff - Intelligence, HQ Iraq Command 
 3 Apr 1934 Air Staff, Directorate of Organisation 
14 Jan 1936 Attended Imperial Defence College 
20 Dec 1936 SASO, HQ Armament Group 
 1 Dec 1937 SASO, HQ No 25 (Armament) Group 
 1 Jun 1937 Assistant Commandant, RAF Staff College 
xx xxx 1938 Directing Staff, Imperial Defence College 
xx xxx 1939 Deputy SASO, HQ Fighter Command 
xx Dec 1939 Member, Air Mission to North Africa 
xx xxx1940 SASO, HQ Flying Training Command? 
27 May 1940 AOA, HQ Technical Training Command 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Graham_R.htm
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 1 Feb 1941 AOA, HQ Bomber Command 
xx xxx 1943 Planning Staff (Overlord), Air Ministry 
xx Aug 1943 Chief of Staff (Air), HQ Combined Operations 
23 Jan 1944 AOC, AHQ West Africa 
xx Dec 1944 Commandant, RAF Staff College, Bulstrode Park 
xx Jul 1945 Commandant, RAF Staff College, Bracknell 
xx May 1946 AOC, RAF Training Mission to Australia and New Zealand 
He was awarded his RAeC Certificate, No 2041 on 15 November 1915. On 16 November 1916 he 
was forced to land on the open sea following engine trouble. During the landing, he damaged his 
float and his aircraft turned over he was able to release is carrier pigeon, resulting in another Short 
seaplane coming to his rescue. However, with him aboard the aircraft it was unable to lift off and a 
further pigeon was dispatched which eventually resulted in both pilots being rescued by a French 
torpedo boat. In a further incident on 19 Jun 1917, he was flying a Short 184 supported by two 
Sopwith Baby's when they were attacked by three German floatplanes. He eventually became to 
sole survivor of the incident was able to land next to a French destroyer and summon assistance for 
the casualties of both sides. He made a further forced landing in the sea in September 1917 whilst 
protecting Monitors shelling Ostend. His companion, Flight Sub-Lieutenant L H Slatter, directed a 
destroyer, which saved both him and his aircraft.  
He was married to Phyllis (Nancy) Farmer at Rushall Church on 30 November 1918. 
After his RAF service, he was appointed Commandant of the Scottish Police College in 1949, 
remaining as such until 1957.   
Citation for award of Distinguished Service Cross 
“For exceptional gallantry in attacking and beating off four enemy seaplanes whilst on escort duty 
off the Belgian coast on the 22nd September, 1916.” 
(LG, 25 Oct 1916) 
Citation for award of Bar to the Distinguished Service Cross 
Fit. Lieut. Ronald Grahame, D.S.C., R.N.A.S. 
“For conspicuous gallantry during raids on the seaplane station at Zeebrugge. On one occasion he 
descended to 600 feet, and on another occasion to 300 feet, before releasing his bombs.” 
(LG, 12 May 1917) 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Service Order 
Act. Flt. Cdr. Ronald Graham, D.S.C., R.N.A.S 
“For conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty in air fights and bombing raids. Since the award of 
a bar to the Distinguished Service Cross, Act. Flt. Cdr. Graham has carried out five night bombing 
raids, and attacked and brought down three enemy seaplanes. On one occasion he ascended at 
night for the purpose of attacking hostile machines, notwithstanding the fact that he had only 
returned a few hours previously from a successful action with hostile aircraft in superior numbers. 
He has always displayed remarkable skill and courage.” 
(LG, 17 November 1917) 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Slatter.htm
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From the Scottish Police College: 

 
Air Vice-Marshal Ronald Graham, CB, CBE, DSO, DSC, DFC, 1st Commandant of the Scottish Police 
College (1949–1957) by Reshid Bey, Oil on canvas board, 1947 
3007. Duncan Menzies Soutar SIMPSON OBE CEng FImechE. Signed 18 September 1956. 
Hawker Aircraft Ltd, Dunsfold. 

213 
He also signed this book on 15 November 1953 when he was with the RAF. 
3008. Squadron Leader Roy John Alexander LESLIE DSO AFC (36255). Signed 25 
September 1956. RAF Watton. 

213 
His DSO was announced in the LG, 19 Dcember 1944: 
Acting Wing Commander Roy John Alexander Leslie, A.F.C. (36255), R.A.F., 75 (N.Z.) Sqn. 
“This officer has participated in a large number of sorties and has displayed the highest qualities of 
skill, courage and determination. Since assuming command of the squadron he has led the 
formation in numerous attacks on various targets. Throughout, his leadership has been inspiring 
and has played an important part in the success achieved. This officer has rendered most valuable 
service.” 
3009. Unknown. Signed 6 October 1956. Daily Express, Edinburgh. 

213 
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3010. Unknown. Signed 6 October 1956. Daily Express, Edinburgh. 

213 
The surname looks like BEVERLY. 
3011. Flying Officer Kenneth FORSTER (2605327). Signed 12 October 1956. RAF Thorney 
Island. 

213 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 25 October 1958. 
3012. Pilot officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Bryan John HARPER (4165498). Signed 12 
October 1956. RAF Thorney Island. 

213 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3013. N G ROSS. Signed 18 October 1956. Ultra Electric Ltd, London W3. 

213 
From http://www.vintage-technology.info/pages/ultra/ultrahistory.htm: 
Edward (Teddy) E. Rosen, born in 1898, was the son of Rachel and Samuel Rosen, Polish-Jewish 
immigrants to London's East End. Samuel was a grocer by trade but also a lay-teacher. A colleague 
in the Post Office Wireless Department got Edward a job in Marconi in 1911, at the age of 13. 
During the first world war, Teddy worked at radio servicing in the Royal Flying Corps (after lying 
about his age). A very well-liked character in the radio business, he created a company known for 
quality at a reasonable price but very rarely with any innovation. Their best selling radio was the 
"Coronation Twin" portable.  
In 1925, Ultra Electric Ltd was formed. Edward also changed his surname to Rose to try and 
disassociate himself from his background, though his notoriety in the wireless world ignored this 
and continued to use his original name, the familiar one. Products ranged from loudspeakers, 
pickups, battery eliminators and a portable receiver. 
3014. Flying Officer ? ? SMART. Signed 19 October 1956. RCAF, Zweibrücken, Germany. 

213 
http://www.aircrewremembered.com/Paradie/ParadieArchiveS.html lists the following RCAF 
personnel named SMART who served from 1939 to 1945: 

http://www.vintage-technology.info/pages/ultra/ultrahistory.htm
http://www.aircrewremembered.com/Paradie/ParadieArchiveS.html
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From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zweibr%C3%BCcken_Air_Base#Units: 
RCAF Station Zweibrücken, also known as 3 Wing or 3 (F) Wing was one of four RCAF wings, 
consisting of three fighter squadrons each, established in Europe at the beginning of the Cold War. 
These four wings were part of the RCAF's No. 1 Air Division, which was formed as part of Canada's 
air defence commitment to NATO during the Cold War. Other bases were located in Marville, 
France; Grostenquin, France; and Baden-Soellingen, West Germany. 
Alert crew at RCAF Station Zweibrücken waiting to scramble as Sabres fly overhead. 
Three squadrons flying F-86 Sabres were located at Zweibrücken: 413, 427, and 434. The three 
squadrons arrived at Zweibrücken in March 1953. No. 413 Squadron was replaced in 1957 by 440 
Squadron flying the new CF-100 all-weather interceptor. 
In 1959 Canada adopted a new and controversial nuclear strike role in accordance with NATO's 
doctrine of "limited nuclear warfare" and began re-equipping with the new CF-104 Starfighter that 
could handle the delivery of nuclear weapons. This aircraft also had a reconnaissance role. 
In the fall of 1962 the Sabre squadrons of the Air Division, including those at 3 Wing, began flying 
Starfighters. No. 440 Squadron was disbanded in December 1962. No. 430 Squadron moved to 
Zweibrücken from Grostenquin when 2 Wing closed down in 1964. 
The RCAF left Zweibrücken August 27, 1969 as an austerity measure following unification of the 
Canadian Armed Forces. Its units consolidated at CFB Lahr and CFB Baden-Soellingen. Before 
leaving, they erected a west coast Indian totem pole as a token of their friendship with the local 
German citizens. At the top of the pole was the Thunderbird, the god who watches over all 
creation. Below it was a double headed sea monster, the warrior's symbol; the third figure was of a 
little man who had grown from boyhood to become a warrior, and the fourth figure was that of the 
same warrior, grown to maturity as a tribal chief. 
Upon the departure of the RCAF, control of the station was transferred to the United States Air 
Force Sixteenth Air Force, USAFE. 
3015. Flying Officer ? ? TOLLETT. Signed 19 October 1956. RCAF, Zweibrücken, Germany. 

213 
The surname could be FOLLETT or TOLLITT. 
http://aircrewremembered.com/Paradie/ParadieArchiveF.html lists the following RCAF Flying 
Officers named FOLLETT who served between 1939 and 1945: 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zweibr%C3%BCcken_Air_Base%23Units
http://aircrewremembered.com/Paradie/ParadieArchiveF.html
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3016. Lieutenant Commander Norman Alaric BARTLETT MiD RN. Signed 19 October 1956. 
RNAS Lossiemouth HMS Fulmar. 

213 
From http://www.thepeerage.com/p13467.htm: 
Lt.-Cdr. Norman Alaric Bartlett was born on 7 April 1920. He is the son of Major Norman Edwin 
Bartlett and Mary Adelaide Leslie Foster. He married Mary Paterson Waugh in 1945. He gained the 
rank of Lieutenant-Commander and pilot in the service of the Flying Branch, Royal Navy. Children: 
Michael Alaric Bartlett b. 1946 and Carol Ann Bartlett b. 1948. 
From http://www.fleetairarmarchive.net/rollofhonour/COs/CommandingOfficers-B.htm: 
One confirmed victory, Operation Pedestal444, S79 shot down 12 August 1942, 806 Squadron. 
Commanding Officer of 890 Squadron November 1943 – August 1944. Based at Puttalam on HMS 
Atheling 3 August 1944. Seniority September 1949 (Lt Cdr) 
From Admiralty Fleet Orders, 19 November 1942: 

 

 
 

According to the LG, 11 May 2001, he died in 2001. His address was Lonesome Pine, 254 Bickenhall, 
Taunton, Somerset TA3 6UA. He retired on 2February 2001. 
3017. Flight Lieutenant R B BAKER (17497). Signed 6 November 1956. RCAF 1(F) Wing, 
Marville, France. 

214 
From http://67.69.104.76:84/Marville/other/maother-146.html: 
January 1956 Visitors 
20 January F/L Baker from 3 (F) Wing 
April 1956 Arrivals 
17497 F/L RB Baker, Air/P, from 1 (F) OTU Chatham 

                                                 
444 Operation Pedestal was a British operation to get desperately needed supplies to the island of Malta 
in August 1942 

http://www.thepeerage.com/p13467.htm
http://www.fleetairarmarchive.net/rollofhonour/COs/CommandingOfficers-B.htm
http://67.69.104.76:84/Marville/other/maother-146.html
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From http://67.69.104.76:84/Marville/other/maother-150.html: 
May 1956 Administration 
17497 F/L RB Baker reported in 1 May 56 for flying duties from OTU Chatham. 
From http://67.69.104.76:84/Marville/other/maother-171.html : 
June 1959 Departures 
17497 F/L RB Baker, Air/P to 129 AFF Calgary 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RCAF_Station_Marville: 
RCAF Station Marville (also known as 1(F) Wing or 1 Wing) was a Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) 
station located near Marville in the Meuse department, Lorraine, northeastern France. It was one of 
four RCAF wings consisting of three fighter squadrons each, established in Europe in the early 
1950s to support the goals of NATO in Europe during the Cold War. These wings were part of No. 1 
Air Division. Two wings were located in France (RCAF Station Marville and RCAF Station 
Grostenquin), and two were located in West Germany (RCAF Station Zweibrücken and RCAF Station 
Baden-Soellingen). 
3018. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Curtis Francis BARLOW (7882). Signed 6 
November 1956. RCAF 1(F) Wing, Marville, France. 

214 
From http://www.federationgenealogie.qc.ca/avisdeces/avis/pdf?id=496454: 

 
BARLOW, Curtis Francis Squadron Leader (R.C.A.F. Ret'd.) Passed away peacefully on Monday, 
March 28, 2005 in his 86th year. Beloved husband of Patricia Mary. Dear father of Curtis. 
Predeceased by cherished daughter Kathryn. Also survived by brothers Kenneth (Thelma) of Oliver, 
B.C. and Len (Freddie) of Calgary. Curt joined the R.C.A.F. in July 1939 and became air crew in 1943. 
He was posted overseas in 1944 and served in WW II as Deputy Gunnery Leader of 434 Squadron, 
then Gunnery Leader of 431 Squadron, No. 6 Group R.C.A.F. Bomber Command. He was posted to 
various stations from 1945-1952 as a Technical Warrant Officer. Recommissioned in 1952 as 
Technical Aeronautical Engineer. Served as Engineering Officer with 423 AW Squadron at St. 
Hubert; then posted to 1 (F) Wing, Marville, France as Engineering Officer of 410 then 441 
Squadrons. Transferred to the West German Air Force 1958-1959, Oldenburg, Germany as a 
Military Advisor. Promoted to Squadron Leader in 1962 and served at RCAF Station, Summerside, 
P.E.I. Posted to Ottawa and retired from the RCAF in 1968. He retired from DND in 1974. 
From http://67.69.104.76:84/Marville/other/maother-146.html: 
March 1956 Arrivals 
7882 F/O CF Barlow, Tech/AE, from Stn St Hubert 
From http://67.69.104.76:84/Marville/other/maother-162.html: 
1 January 1958 Promotions 
To Flight Lieutenant: 7882 F/O CF Barlow, Tech/AE 

http://67.69.104.76:84/Marville/other/maother-150.html
http://67.69.104.76:84/Marville/other/maother-171.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RCAF_Station_Marville
http://www.federationgenealogie.qc.ca/avisdeces/avis/pdf?id=496454
http://67.69.104.76:84/Marville/other/maother-146.html
http://67.69.104.76:84/Marville/other/maother-162.html
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From http://67.69.104.76:84/Marville/other/maother-166.html: 
September 1958 Departures 
7882 F/L CF Barlow, Tech/AE to RCAF Advisory Group Oldenburg 
From http://67.69.104.76:84/Marville/other/maother-172.html: 
June 1960 Departures 
7882 F/L CF Barlow, Tech/AE to MACHQ Halifax 
3019. Flight Lieutenant John C KITCHEN. Signed 6 November 1956. RCAF HQ 1 Air 
Division, Metz, France. 

214 
From http://www.ejection-history.org.uk/Aircraft_by_Type/Canadian_CF-100.htm: 
On 13 January 1956, Flg. Off. J. W. Bill Delorey and Flt. Lt. John C. Kitchen, 445 Squadron, ejected 
from a CF-100, serial number 18394, at Carleton Place, Ontario. 
From Ottawa Citizen, 14 January 1956: 

 

 

 

 

http://67.69.104.76:84/Marville/other/maother-166.html
http://67.69.104.76:84/Marville/other/maother-172.html
http://www.ejection-history.org.uk/Aircraft_by_Type/Canadian_CF-100.htm
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3020. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] Richard Ulick Paget de BURGH OBE 
(118569). Signed 21 November 1956. Air Ministry, London. 

214 
The LG, 1 January 1951 announced his award of the King’s Commendation for Valuable Service in 
the Air. His promotion to Group Captain was announced in the LG, 1 January 1963. 
From http://www.absa3945.com/Pertes Bretagne/Cotes Armor/1 juin 
1944/atkinson_william_james.htm: 
Mission Report of Flight Lieutenant Richard Ulick Paget de Burgh 
“I flew in on the 265 3 Red rhubarb mission with the F/O Catarall our leader and W/O Atkinson Red 
4, we took off at 11h43 and of course France. We crossed the French coast in 5000 west of St Alban 
at zero feet and turned west along the main railway line to Lamballe. We flew south of the railway 
line in a loose flight increment. Just after passing St Brieuc, F/O Catarall which, it was flying at 
about 800 feet, turned sharply to the right and the F/O Smart, Red 2, and followed me too, just 
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before turning, I noticed that the W/O Atkinson began to turn to starboard too. F/O Catarall 
attacked a freight train in a distance of about 4 miles west of the town of St Brieuc, Red 2 and 1 
followed, I noticed that shots had flak from the rear of the train, although they were not addressed 
to me. The train was stopped or moving very slowly and headed west after my attack was about 30 
degrees to the train I broke the side zigzagging. F/O Catarall called and told me that he had been 
hit and he came home and everybody was to return with him. 
I turned round to Red 4 I could not see, it was about 24:28. I called Red 1 and I told him that I could 
not see and I could not see Red 4. Called Red 1 Red 4 and got no response. I had not seen since 
the turn Red 4 in attack on the train. 
We left Binic and landed at the base at 13:20.” 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?15628-R-U-P-de-Burgh-and-a-
missing-16-Squadron-Vampire: 
“In September 1953, (Sqn Ldr) de Burgh was CO of No.16 Squadron and accompanied his display 
team to Nice, which was due to take part in an international meet. En-route, the canopy of his 
Vampire shattered over the Alps and damaged the tail plane. The Vampire was subsequently 
'dumped' at Nice airport and reportedly abandoned. The identity of the Vampire has never been 
established but I think that it was VZ809, which was returned to the UK later in the year and re-
entered service with 233 OCU and 5 FTS.” 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?12178-F-L-De-Burgh-R.U.P.: 
“I served with de Burgh in Borneo in 1965-66 and found him to be a grumpy so and so!” 
Posted by “Oldduffer”, 19 December 2011 
“It is interesting that Colin found him grumpy, since indirectly, I did too. I was searching for photos 
of his father, Desmond Herlouin Ulick de Burgh, who served on 40 Sqn in 1918-17, and later rose to 
Air Commodore rank in the RAF. The daughter of someone who served with de Burgh senior, and 
came (like the de Burghs) from the Anglo-Irish gentry, offered to contact de Burgh junior on my 
behalf. At the outset, however, she said that he was a 'difficult character' and might well not reply. 
He didn't.  
Incidentally, de Burgh senior was very different individual. For instance, he got on well with Mick 
Mannock, though the one was Anglo-Irish gentry and the other a socialist of humble origins. They 
used to spar as exercise, apparently. De Burgh also took on the role of Mrs O'Flaherty, a harridan 
Irish mother, in George Bernard Shaw's play, O'Flaherty VC, when it was premiered by 40 Squadron 
in February 1917 in front of Shaw himself. So he must have been relaxed about his image.” 
Posted by David Gunby, 20 December 2011 
From http://www.thepeerage.com/p38037.htm: 
G/Capt. Richard Ulick Paget de Burgh was born on 17 November 1921. He is the son of A/Cdre. 
Desmond Herlouin de Burgh and Norah Dorothy Sharpe. He married, firstly, Mary Foster 
Ashburner, daughter of Robert Percy Foster Ashburner, on 9 August 1947. He and Mary Foster 
Ashburner were divorced in 1968. He married, secondly, Janet Margaret Goldspink, daughter of 
Alan Douglas Goldspink, on 21 May 1968. He was educated at Stowe School, Buckingham, 
Buckinghamshire, England. 
He fought in the Second World War. He gained the rank of Group Captain in the service of the 
Royal Air Force. He was invested as a Officer, Order of the British Empire (O.B.E.) in 1960. He was 
Deputy Commisioner of the Air Forces, Borneo in 1966. He was with the NATO Defence College in 
1967. 
Children of G/Capt. Richard Ulick Paget de Burgh and Mary Foster Ashburner:  

http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?15628-R-U-P-de-Burgh-and-a-missing-16-Squadron-Vampire
http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?15628-R-U-P-de-Burgh-and-a-missing-16-Squadron-Vampire
http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?12178-F-L-De-Burgh-R.U.P.
http://www.thepeerage.com/p38037.htm
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Charles Desmond Ashburner Stanhope de Burgh b. 5 Nov 1948 
Simon Robert FitzRoy de Burgh b. 20 Apr 1952 
Jane Elizabeth Caroline de Burgh b. 3 Jan 1955 
3021. Flight Lieutenant John Elias Vincent DAVIES (196061). Signed 27 November 1956. 
HQ 13 Group. 

214 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3022. Wing Commander John Ramsay St John DSO DFC* MiD (39687). Signed 29 
November 1956. HQ Bomber Command. 

214 
His DFC was announced in the LG, 20 July 1943: 
Squadron Leader John Ramsey ST. JOHN (39687), No. 101 Squadron. 
“One night in June, 1943, this officer piloted an aircraft detailed to attack Mulheim. During the 
flight the bomber was attacked by 2 hostile aircraft and repeatedly hit. Displaying superb 
airmanship Squadron Leader St. John succeeded in evading the attackers. Although one engine 
was unserviceable, a rudder missing, the starboard elevator damaged and the elevator controls 
jammed, course was set for this country. In the face of great odds, Squadron Leader St. John flew 
the aircraft to base and landed it safely. This officer displayed outstanding skill, courage and 
tenacity.” 
From http://www.156squadron.com/101Sqn/display_squadronlog.asp?yearz=1943&monthz=06: 
101 Squadron Log 
Tuesday, 22 June 1943 

 
Thursday, 24 June 1943 

 
His DSO was announced in the LG, 1 May 1945: 
Acting Wing Commander John Ramsey ST. JOHN, D.F.C. (39687),. R.A.F.O., 103 Sqn. 

http://www.156squadron.com/101Sqn/display_squadronlog.asp?yearz=1943&monthz=06
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“This officer has completed three tours of operational duty. His record is one of gallant and 
distinguished service. He has commanded the squadron for almost a year. By his skilful leadership, 
exceptional ability and unswerving devotion to duty, Wing Commander St. John has contributed in 
good measure to the successes obtained.” 
His Mentioned in Despatches for Distinguished Service in Malaya was announced in the LG, 10 
March 1950. 
From http://www.mkheritage.co.uk/cv/docs/people/legion2.html: 

 
Castlethorpe Women's British Legion. Front row (behind the lead standard bearer): Left - right: 
Rene West, Mary Keeves (carrying the Castlethorpe banner) , Minnie Cowley 
The Wolverton Express, 5 May 1961 
TWO DEDICATION SERVICES AT CASTLETHORPE 
New memorial seat and women’s standard 
Probably the largest parade of ex-Service organisations to assemble in Castlethorpe marked two 
services of dedication in the village last Sunday afternoon. The Chaplain-in-Chief of the Royal Air 
Force, the Ven, F. W. Cocks445, dedicated a new seat near to the war memorial in memory of the 
late Wing-Cmdr. J. R. St. John, and later dedicated the standard of the women’s section of 
Castlethorpe British Legion. 
The parade of 180 ex-Service men and members of the Women’s Section of the British Legion 
marched through the village, headed by the Bradwell Silver Band, to the war memorial and garden 
of remembrance. 
The seat bears the inscription: “To the memory of my husband, Wing-Cmdr. J. R. (Bob) St. John 
D.S.O., D.F.C. and Bar, RAF., and to the everlasting memory of all the fallen. ‘They served mankind. 
Themselves they scorned to save.’” 
The surpliced choir with the Vicar the Rev. D. Wingate, the Rev. H. P. Fuller, Rector of Ashton and 
Hartwell and a former RAF chaplain, and the Chaplain-in-Chief, met the parade at the memorial. 
Also present were Wing-Cmdr. St. John’s widow, Mrs. Pat St. John, J.P., and their children Miss J. St. 

                                                 
445 Francis William Cocks signed this book on 18 October 1942 

http://www.mkheritage.co.uk/cv/docs/people/legion2.html
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John and Master Ian St. John, as well as Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Whiting, father-in-law and mother-in-
law. Mr. Whiting is president of the village branch of the British Legion. 
Friends present 
Others present included: Sqdn-Ldr. W. Bax and Mrs. Bax, Mr. and Mrs. W. S. St. John, Mr. and Mrs. 
Cannon, Mrs. J. J. McKay and Mr. David McKay (representing Group-Capt. J. J. McKay D.S.O., 
D.F.C.),Mr. and Mrs. Durbridge, Mrs. G. Whiting and Mr. P. Whiting (representing Mr. and Mrs. M. 
Whiting), Mrs. H. Roberts, Insp. G. Jones and Mrs. Jones, Dr. and Mrs. E. D. Lawrence, Mr. and Mrs. 
Smith, Mr. W. Ginger, Mr. and Mrs. T. Bradley, Mr. and Mrs. F. Whiting (representing Mrs. Molly 
Whiting), Mrs. C.C.S. Gibbs (representing Mr. Gibbs), Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Arman, Mr. Walter 
Beesley, Miss C. Bull. 
Unable to be present were Air-Commodore Brotherhood and Mrs. Brotherhood, Mr. J. 
Smith(Potterspury), and Mrs. D. Wingate, who had sustained an injury. 
The seat was designed by Mr. Arthur Harris, of Church Brampton, the Northamptonshire County 
Architect, and was made by local craftsmen – the woodwork being by Messrs. A. E. and S. H. 
Chapman of Old Stratford, and the wrought-iron work by Mr. J. Smith of Potterspury. 
Following the dedication of the seat by the Ven. F. W. Cocks, wreaths were laid on the war 
memorial by Mr. J. Bavington chairman of the British Legion branch, and Mrs. J. E. Whiting, 
president of the women’s section. 
In the parade 
British Legion branches represented together with their standards were: North Bucks No.1 Group, 
Castlethorpe, Hanslope, Wavendon, New Bradwell, Olney, Stony Stratford, Cosgrove, Haversham 
and Little Linford, Lavendon, Sherington, Newport Pagnell, Emberton, Shenley and Loughton. The 
standard of the Wolverton branch of the Royal Air Forces Association was also carried. 
Women’s sections represented were: Bucks County branch, Hanslope, New Bradwell, Stony 
Stratford, Lavendon, Wolverton, Stoke Goldington, Ravenstone and Gayhurst, Woburn Sands 
Sherington, Shenleys and Loughton, Newport Pagnell, and Olney. 
The new standard of the Castlethorpe Women’s Section was carried by Mrs. Mary Keeves, with Mrs. 
N. Westand Mrs. A. Cowley as escorts. 
The parade marshal was Mr. S. C. Swain. 
Dedication Service 
The small church of SS. Simon and Jude was crowded for the dedication service of the standard, 
which was conducted by the Vicar, assisted by the Rev. H. P. Fuller. Mrs. G. Cook was organist. 
The Ven. F. W. Cocks dedicated the standard and also gave the address, relating the question of 
service to the story of the Good Samaritan. Too often, he said, there was an awful temptation, 
particularly in these days of the Welfare State, to cut aside responsibility and to say “Why don’t 
they do it?” “They” could be the Government, the Conservative or Labour Party, the Council, or 
anything else people tended to put responsibility away from themselves. 
On this matter of responsibility, he had been delighted to hear that the Castlethorpe British Legion 
had undertaken to keep in order the area near the memorial. But not only was personal service 
needed also thorough service, he said. There was always the terrible danger of starting something 
full of enthusiasm and somehow getting distracted on the way. 
Personal sacrifice  
The third part of service was that given personally, and they needed no reminder of what the cost 
could be. Many of them would be remembering comrades who had paid the greatest sacrifice. In 
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this connexion, they remembered their old friend Bob St. John, whose death had taken place in 
tragic and distressing circumstances but who, in his view was a war casualty none the less. 
“Who can tell that the reserves of courage and endurance that so many of these men had to 
conjure up take their toll in years later?” he said. 
The offertory of £16 was divided between the RAF Benevolent Fund, British Legion funds, and the 
church funds. 
Following the service, the parade marched past a dais, where the salute was taken by Mr. J. E. 
Whiting and Mrs. D. Maude, president of the Bucks County branch of women’s section. 
Refreshments were served in both the Village Hall and the Carrington Hut by members of the 
Castlethorpe women’s section. 

 
3023. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Michael Raymond NASH AFC (4089003). 
Signed 30 November 1956. No 85 Squadron, RAF West Malling. 

214 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 14 June 1969. 
According to forcesreunited.org.uk, he was at RAF West Malling from 1952 to 1976. 
3024. J PARK. Signed 8 December 1956. Galashiels. 

214 
No trace found. 
3025. Unknown. Signed 10 December 1956. Scottish Office. 

214 
The surname looks like Stewart. 
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3026. Group Captain Dillon Piers Denis Gerard KELLY DFC (33168). Signed 15 January 
1957. HQ 13 Group. 

214 
Battle of Britain pilot with No 74 Squadron. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG,from 10 September 1935 when he was a Flight Cadet 
having successfully passed through the Royal Air Force College, Cranwell and was granted a 
permanent commission as a Pilot Officer with effect from 27 July 1935. 
From Kenneth G Wynn’s Men of the Battle of Britain: 

 
Born on August 4 1915, Kelly was educated at Beaumont College, Windsor and entered the RAF 
College, Cranwell in September 1933 as a night cadet. He graduated in July 1935 and joined 4 
(Army Cooperation) Squadron at Farnborough. He was appointed 'B' Flight Commander in August 
1938. 
At the outbreak of war Kelly was posted to HQ British Air Forces in France. After the German 
offensive in May 1940 he attached himself to No I Squadron and new with it until its withdrawal to 
England on June 18. 
Kelly went to 7 OTU, Hawarden, where he converted to Spitfires and then joined 74 Squadron at 
Hornchurch on July 15 1940. He was made 'B' Flight Commander on the 23rd, claimed a Bf 109 
destroyed on the 28th and was posted away to 6 OTU, Sutton Bridge on September 8, as an 
instructor. 
In late January 1941 Kelly went to 604 Squadron at Middle Wallop, he moved to 93 Squadron, also 
at Middle Wallop, in April and in late November joined 125 Squadron at Fairwood Common. Kelly 
was given command of 255 Squadron at Coltishall in December 1941. He led the squadron to 
North Africa in November 1942 and on December 17 he destroyed a Ju 88. 
In late March 1943 Kelly was posted to HQ North Africa Air Forces i/c night operations. He was 
awarded the DFC (21.5.43) and returned to the UK in January 1944. After the war Kelly was RAF 
representative on the Allied Control Commission in Finland until August 1948, when he was posted 
to Germany. Kelly retired on October 7 1961, as a Group Captain . He died on February 11 1987. 
PO 27.7.35; FO 27.l.37; FL 27.1.39; SL 1.9.40; WC 1.12.41; WC l.7.47; GC l.7.55. 
3027. Flight Lieutenant ? ? DONALDSON. Signed 23 January 1957. [Unknown]. 

214 

 
No trace found. 
3028. Pilot Officer Unknown. Signed 31 January 1957. RAF Kinloss. 

214 
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3029. Unknown. Signed 4 February 1957. Headquarters No 13 Group. 

214 
He also signed this book on 23 August 1955 and 25 January 1956. 
3030. Wing Commander Richard Cummins HAINE OBE DFC (43147). Signed 7 February 
1957. Royal Air Force, Turnhouse. 

214 
From The Telegraph, 26 October 2008: 
Group Captain Dickie Haine 
Pilot who won the DFC for an attack on a Dutch airfield, during which he was shot down. 
Group Captain Dickie Haine, who has died aged 91, was shot down attacking an airfield near 
Rotterdam on the day the Germans mounted their Blitzkrieg on Holland; he managed to crash-
land, and a few days later returned to England aboard the Royal Navy destroyer evacuating Queen 
Wilhelmina and her government. 
Haine was the pilot of one of six Blenheim fighters of No 600 Squadron ordered to attack the key 
airfield at Waalhaven, where German Junkers 52 transport aircraft and parachute troops were 
reported to be landing. 
In order to avoid casualties to the Dutch people, the British Cabinet ordered that fighters rather 
than bombers should try to destroy the Junkers. It was a disastrous decision, resulting in five of the 
Blenheims being shot down within minutes of machine-gunning the aircraft on the ground. 
Having set one of the enemy transports on fire, Haine pulled away from the target. As he did so he 
was attacked by a wave of German fighters. His gunner managed to shoot down a Messerschmitt 
Bf 109 with one of his two engines on fire Haine was forced to crash-land on a mudflat. Only one 
Blenheim managed to limp home after the gallant but hopeless attack. 
Haine and his gunner made contact with the Dutch Army and two days later arrived at The Hague, 
where the British air attaché assisted them. Shortly after they had boarded the destroyer Hereward, 
Queen Wilhelmina and her party arrived and the ship sailed for Harwich. A few weeks later Haine 
was awarded the DFC for his actions over Holland. 
Richard Cummins Haine was born on October 1 1916 at St Stephens, Gloucester, and educated at 
the Crypt Grammar School in the city. After a five-shilling flight in an Avro of the Cobham Flying 
Circus, Dickie was determined to fly. 
He took an apprenticeship at the Gloster Aircraft Company and spent his spare time at the 
Cotswold Flying Club. He flew solo in a Gipsy Moth in August 1935 and a few days later responded 
to an Air Ministry call for direct-entry sergeant pilots. Within six months he had qualified as an RAF 
pilot. 
Haine joined No 25 Squadron in Kent to fly the elegant Hawker Fury bi-plane fighter. He took part 
in the last Hendon air display and after converting to the Gladiator was assessed as an exceptional 
fighter pilot. 
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His squadron was re-equipped with the twin-engine Blenheim night fighter, and – the day after the 
Second World War broke out – Haine piloted one of the three aircraft scrambled on the RAF's first 
night defensive patrol of the war. On February 1 1940 he was commissioned and joined No 600 
(City of London) Squadron. 
Five days after being shot down he returned to his squadron, which had moved to Manston, in 
Kent, just as the Battle of Britain opened. The airfield came under constant attack and the squadron 
was forced to withdraw to Hornchurch, Essex. 
He flew night patrols the aircraft's radar equipment was very rudimentary and few interceptions 
were made. Haine remained in the night fighter force, flying the Defiant and the Beaufighter. 
By June 1943 he was a wing commander and chief instructor at a night fighter training unit, and in 
January 1944 he became CO of No 488 (NZ) Squadron flying Mosquitoes. He flew beachhead 
patrols on D-Day, and on the night of August 4 he shot down a Junkers 88 bomber over 
Normandy. During the night of September 1 he and his navigator, while patrolling south of Caen, 
had a second success when they intercepted and destroyed another Junkers 88. 
He was next appointed to No 302 Wing, forming up in preparation for service in the Pacific. The 
Wing sailed in early July but arrived in the theatre as the Japanese surrender was announced. No 
302 was immediately diverted to Hong Kong to assist in the rehabilitation of the colony, and Haine 
was appointed to the staff of Rear Admiral Harcourt, the designated Military Governor. 
Haine arrived on September 4 and took over the airfield at Kai Tak, with RAF Regiment personnel 
providing security. His party was confronted by widespread destruction and a great deal of looting 
his priority was to open the damaged airfield and arrange for the air evacuation of the Allied PoWs, 
who had suffered much privation. After a year, in which he still found time to fly most aircraft that 
operated from the airfield, he left for a staff appointment in Singapore. 
On his return to England in January 1948, Haine went to the Central Fighter Establishment, where 
he was responsible for developing tactics for the RAF's new jet fighters. After an appointment in 
the Air Ministry, he left for Iraq in September 1954 to command the Flying Wing of two Venom 
squadrons at the large RAF airfield at Habbaniyah, 40 miles west of Baghdad. 
With plenty of flying, expeditions into the desert and sailing on the nearby lake, it was an 
appointment much to his liking. 
Shortly before leaving he hosted a visit by King Faisal, and made the preparations for the 
withdrawal of the RAF and the handing over of the airfield to the Iraqis. 
Haine returned to command the airfield at Turnhouse (now Edinburgh Airport) before a very busy 
two years in charge of administration at the large RAF base at Akrotiri in Cyprus. For this work he 
was appointed OBE. 
As staff officer flying at the Ministry of Aviation, Haine was responsible for the supervision of all 
test-flying of military aircraft by civil manufacturers, giving him the opportunity to add more 
aircraft types to the impressive number that he had flown. On a visit to the United States with a 
party from the Empire Test Pilots' School he flew the USAF's latest fighters, including the Phantom. 
In September 1964 he took command of RAF Lindholme, the home of Bomber Command's 
Bombing School, training radar navigators for the V-force and bomb aimers for the RAF's Canberra 
squadrons. After staff appointments at the headquarters of Strike Command and Support 
Command, he retired from the RAF. 
Throughout his RAF career Haine had taken every opportunity to fly, even when on a ground 
appointment. He qualified on 94 different types and flew 18 others as a second pilot. 
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After a period in the insurance industry as a service liaison officer, a post he did not enjoy, Haine, 
always a keen sailor, became the harbourmaster of a large marina at Leamington, on the River 
Orwell. He enjoyed the outdoor life, spending much time hiking and sailing. He was in demand at 
airshows and Battle of Britain events, and in 2005 published his autobiography, From Fury to 
Phantom. 

 
Dickie Haine died on the eve of his 92nd birthday. A wartime marriage ended in divorce, and in 
1948 he married Evelyn Benton, who survives him with their two sons and a daughter from his first 
marriage. A daughter from his second marriage predeceased him. 
From aviationcollectables.co.uk: 
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3031. Wing Commander Peter William HELMORE DFC AFC* (89350). Signed 14 February 
1956. RAF Binbrook. 

214 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 13 February 1942. The Bar to his AFC was announced in the LG, 1 
January 1957. His DFC was announced in the LG, 9 June 1949. 
His transfer to RAF Binbrook was announced in Flight, 9 November 1956. 
According to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Inglis, Peter William Helmore was the son of Air 
Commodore William Helmore446. He married Wendy Inglis (born 16 May 1928) who was the 
daughter of Air Vice-Marshal Francis "Frank" Frederic Inglis447 and Vera Helen "Midge" Turner (b. 
1906). 
From http://www.anthonyinglis.co.uk/History.htm: 
Group Captain Peter Helmore, tragically killed in the Bay of Biscay while taking his 2-masted ketch 
"Caperer" out to Malta, flew Canberras … 
From http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=154814: 
English Electric Canberra U.10, registration WH729. Built by English Electric 28/05/53. Delivered to 
RAF as B.2 WH729. Served with 21, 27 and 9 Squadrons, including in combat operations in the Suez 
crisis against Egypt (flown by Wing. Commander Peter Helmore in a raid against Radio Cairo, on 
2/11/1956). Struck off charge 8/10/1957 upon transfer to Short Brothers & Harland in Belfast for 
conversion to Canberra U.10. Converted to U.10, first flight as such 20/10/59. Delivered to RAAF 
02/12/59 at Edinburgh, South Australia. Destroyed by missile (probably a Bloodhound 2 SAM) on 
14/04/64 near Edinburgh, South Australia. 

Page Removed 
3032. Flying Officer Gordon Frank GODDARD (157177). Signed 8 March 1957. No 173 
Squadron, RAF Hawarden, near Chester. 

215 
According to a search of the LG, for 1957, the best match is Flying Officer Gordon Frank GODDARD 
(157177). 

                                                 
446 Air Commodore William Helmore Ph.D., M.S., F.C.S., F.R.Ae.S., CBE (1 March 1894 – 18 December 1964) 
was an engineer who had a varied and distinguished career in scientific research with the Air Ministry and 
the Ministry of Aircraft Production during the Second World War, as a broadcaster, and for two years as 
Member of Parliament for Watford 1943–1945. 
447 Air Vice-Marshal Francis "Frank" Frederic Inglis CB, CBE (22 June 1899 – 25 September 1969) was a 
British officer in the Royal Air Force who became the head of RAF Intelligence Staff during the Second 
World War, reporting to Winston Churchill. In 1942 he was sent to America by Churchill, where he 
successfully persuaded President Franklin D. Roosevelt to direct the main American war effort against 
Germany rather than Japan. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Inglis
http://www.anthonyinglis.co.uk/History.htm
http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=154814
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3033. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Ian Geoffrey HAIGH (4094040). Signed 8 
March 1957. No 173 Squadron, RAF Hawarden, near Chester. 

215 
According to a search of the LG, for 1956, the best match is Flying Officer Ian Geoffrey HAIGH 
(4094040). 
3034. Pilot Officer [later Flying Officer] S G SCOTT-DODD (2778064). Signed 15 March 
1957. CSOC, RAF Turnhouse, near Edinburgh. 

215 
According to a search of the LG for the year 1957, the best match is Flying Officer S. G. SCOTT-
DODD, B.Sc. (2778064). There is only one person with this surname in The Air Force List for April 
1957. 
3035. F R WALKLEY. Signed 25 March 1957. HQ Fighter Command, RAF Bentley Priory. 

215 
No trace found. 
3036. Lieutenant-General [later General] Sir Horatius MURRAY GCB KBE DSO MiD (1903–
1989). Signed 17 May 1957. Army Command in Scotland. 

215 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horatius_Murray: 
Horatius Murray was commissioned into the Cameronians as a 2nd lieutenant in 1923. He was 
promoted to lieutenant in 1925. In 1935 he was transferred to the Cameron Highlanders and 
advanced to captain. He attended Staff College, Camberley for two years from January 1936. After 
Staff College he was given a staff posting at the War Office and was promoted to major in August 
1940. 
He served in World War II being appointed Commander of 1st Battalion Gordon Highlanders in 
1941. In June 1942 the battalion, forming part of 153rd Infantry Brigade (in turn part of 51st 
(Highland) Infantry Division), was shipped to Egypt where his unit took part in the Second battle of 
El Alamein. Murray was seriously wounded in the early stages of the battle and only returned to 
active service again in April 1943. After a brief period as temporary GSO1 of 51st Division, Murray 
was given command of 153rd Infantry Brigade in the same division. After a period of rest and refit 
in Algeria the brigade saw action in Sicily, after which it was shipped with the rest of the division in 
November 1943 to England for training and preparation for the Allied Invasion of Normandy. 
Landing in Normandy on the afternoon of D-Day Murray saw nearly constant action with his 
brigade until August when he was ordered to Italy to take command of 6th Armoured Division. The 
Division was involved in the fighting on the Gothic Line in late 1944 before being withdrawn into 
reserve and then joining V Corps for the Spring 1945 offensive in Italy. Following the breaking of 
the Axis defences in the Argenta Gap by 56th and 78th Infantry Divisions, 6th Armoured Division 
was released to exploit across country. Advancing north-west to the River Po, the division linked up 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horatius_Murray
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with units of the U.S. Fifth Army advancing from the south to cut off Axis forces in Bologna. By 8 
May the division was crossing the Austrian frontier becoming the first element of the Eighth Army 
to enter German territory. He was mentioned in despatches in 1945 for his services in Italy. 
At the end of the war, because of his relative youth, although he held an appointment as acting 
major-general, his permanent rank was still only major (war substantive lieutenant-colonel, 
temporary brigadier). In August 1945 he was advanced to temporary major-general, war 
substantive colonel. His substantive rank was advanced to full colonel in December 1946 and again 
to major-general in January 1948. 
After the War, Murray was appointed Director of Personal Services in 1946, General Officer 
Commanding 1st Infantry Division in 1947 and District Officer Commanding Northumbrian District 
and 50th Infantry Division (T.A.) in 1951. In 1949, he was mentioned in despatches for services in 
Palestine between March and September 1947. 
Relinquishing command of 50th Division and the Nothumdrian District in August 1953, Murray saw 
action again as General Officer Commanding the 1st Commonwealth Division in Korea 
relinquishing the appointment in November 1954. In 1955, he was appointed General Officer 
Commanding-in-Chief of Scottish Command in the temporary rank of lieutenant-general and 
Governor of Edinburgh Castle. The lieutenant-general's rank was made substantive shortly 
afterwards, in May. 
In 1958 Murray became Commander in Chief Allied Forces Northern Europe which post he 
relinquished in July 1961 having been promoted to full general in 1959. He retired from the army in 
September 1961. He maintained his links with the army retaining the honorary Colonelship of The 
Cameronians (Scottish Rifles) until 1964. 
He wrote his bibliography: A Very Fine Commander - The Memoirs of General Sir Horatius Murray 
GCB KBE DSO, edited by John Donovan, Pen & Sword Books, 2010: 

 
From the National Portrait Gallery: 

 
Sir Horatius Murray by Bassano Ltd; half-plate film negative, 18 March 1963 
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From http://dalyhistory.wordpress.com/2011/02/10/a-very-fine-commander-the-memoirs-of-sir-
horatius-murray-edited-by-john-donovan/: 
A very fine Commander: the memoirs of Sir Horatius Murray (edited by John Donovan) 
‘your memoirs, Nap? Who on earth do you think would want to read them?’ 
So said Field Marshal Montgomery, when General Horatius Murray suggested writing his 
recollections of a lifetimes service. Indeed, military memoirs can be very hit or miss, usually the 
latter. Especially when written by a family member or close friend. I’ve got to be honest, I wasn’t 
too excited about reading this book – the memoirs of a General I had never heard of. But in actual 
fact, Horatius Murray’s memoirs made for a very interesting read, giving a great insight into the 
career of a pre-war officer, mid-level command in the Second World War, and then post-war 
command in Korea, Scottish Command and NATO’s Northern Command in Scandinavia. 
You would expect somebody called Horatius to have served in the Guards, a dashing Cavalry 
Regiment or perhaps the Rifles. In fact Murray came from a relatively modest family, and only just 
manged to afford to go to Sandhurst. Although he performed well there, without sufficient private 
means he was forced to join a relatively unglamorous unit, the Cameronian Rifles. It shows the 
differing pace of soldiering in peace and war that from when he was commissioned in 1923 it took 
Murray until 1938 to become a Major, yet by 1944 he was an acting Major-General. Some of his 
early years as an officer were spent serving in Egypt, India and China. Interestingly, he also spent 
several months on attachment with the Germany Army only a couple of years before the Second 
World War broke out. 
Horatius Murray commanded a Gordon Highlanders Battalion at El Alamein, where he was seriously 
wounded, then recovered in time to resume command in the final days of the Tunisian Campaign. 
He was then given command of a Brigade in the invasion of Sicily. In late 1943 the 51st Highland 
Division returned to Britain to take part in Operation Overlord. A follow up Division, the 
Highlanders landed in Normandy on 7 June 1944. In Normandy the Division performed rather 
poorly, in Murray’s opinion due to poor leadership and a lack of serious training. At one point 
Murray refused an order from the Divisional Commander, Major General Bullen-Smith, that he 
thought was needless and would waste mens lives. The Corps Commander ruled in Murray’s favour, 
recommended Bullen-Smith’s sacking, which Monty confirmed soon after. This undoubtedly 
showed great moral courage on Murray’s part. Shortly after landing in Normandy Murray was 
transferred to Italy to take command of 6th Armoured Division, which he led until the end of the 
war. 
After the war he served as commander of the 1st Division, Director of Personnel at the War Office 
and commanded the 50th (Northumbrian) Division, a territorial unit based in Catterick. After 
leaving that post he was selected to command the Commonwealth Division in Korea. Although this 
came in 1953 after the ceasefire, Murray still commanded British, Australian, Canadian and New 
Zealand troops in peacekeeping. Murray seems to have been a very modest General, to the point 
of not even mentioning in his memoirs his DSO and other brave acts – his Nephew added notes in 
when editing. He seems to have had no airs nor graces. Indeed, when he left command of the 50th 
Division based at Catterick, the local newspaper reported that he had given the camp a soldiers 
touch. 
Also included are some very revealing ancedotes about King George VI, Queen Elizabeth the 
Queen Mother, Monty, Eisenhower, Bernard Freyberg VC and Maxwell Taylor. 
From http://www.cameronians.net/blog/?p=31: 
These are the writings of a professional soldier, commissioned in 1923, who was still a Major in 
1941. By 1945 he was temporarily in command of XIII Corps in the rank of Lieutenant General. 

http://dalyhistory.wordpress.com/2011/02/10/a-very-fine-commander-the-memoirs-of-sir-horatius-murray-edited-by-john-donovan/
http://dalyhistory.wordpress.com/2011/02/10/a-very-fine-commander-the-memoirs-of-sir-horatius-murray-edited-by-john-donovan/
http://www.cameronians.net/blog/?p=31
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Altogether he commanded four divisions: the first (the 6th Armoured Division) in Italy in 1944 and 
his fourth, the Commonwealth Division in Korea. It was not unique for an infantry officer to be 
given an armoured division and he showed outstanding ability in his handling of it. His last 
command was as C-in-C NATO’s Northern Army Group in the rank of General. 
While still a subaltern in The Cameronians (Scottish Rifles) he earned the nickname of ‘Nap’, short 
for Napoleon. It was a regiment which produced a unique number of senior officers and for him to 
stand out in their company shows that he displayed significant talent early on. He describes life in 
that regiment and the lessons learned there from his mentors: a commanding officer who was one 
of the few survivors of the 1915 Battle of Neuve Chapelle and his Adjutant, Major Dickie O’Connor, 
who himself went on to earn fame for his command of what became XIII Corps in the dessert in 
1941 when he defeated an entire Italian army. 
Nap’s writing is straight forward and without flourish. He tells facts as they were and errs on the 
side of modesty when it comes to his own contribution, not a quality much in evidence in the 
writings of Montgomery who he clearly admires greatly. There are amusing stories to be treasured 
and he has the ability to paint a picture and set a scene but there are also major gaps, some due to 
missing chapters. One’s impression is that he was at his best and enjoyed himself most when 
commanding a battalion (1st Gordons) at El Alamein and a brigade (153 Infantry Brigade) in the 
first days after D-Day. It was after some fierce fighting in Normandy that he was plucked out and 
given command of 6th Armoured Division. He describes 1945 as ‘probably the most exciting and 
fulfilling year’ of his whole service. 
During that year he had responsibility for a large number of prisoners of war. It is greatly to his 
credit that he gave sufficient notice to those Cossacks who chose to steal away into the night 
rather than be herded onto the trains which were being readied to return them to Stalin’s grasp. 
There are many occasions when his humanity as well as his modesty shine through. 
The sadness is that this could have been a much better book. It does not do justice to a man whose 
achievements were great not least because they were founded on a clear idea of how things should 
be done. Nap wrote of this himself in an earlier memoir ‘A Gaggle of Generals’ published in the 
Cameronians’ regimental journal. Why the editor seems to have ignored this work is hard to see. 
And that is far from being the only criticism. In truth this book is a letdown and is not a product in 
which the publishers should take much pride. One’s confidence is severely tested in the second 
paragraph of the introduction when we read that Nap went to Sandhurst in 1922 (it was 1921 - as 
we read a few pages later) and when NATO is spelt NAATO. And the less said about the index the 
better: it is nothing short of disgraceful. If only a proof copy had been shown to someone with a 
military background then some of the errors and lost opportunities might have been avoided. 
The sins in this publication are of commission and omission. The latter are probably the sadder. 
What was the real reason that the 1st Battalion took their rifles to church? Any Cameronian (and 
quite a few historians) could tell you that. At the end of 1945 Murray is posted to the War Office as 
Director of Personnel under the Adjutant General. Nowhere is there mention that this post had just 
been filled by General Sir Richard O’Connor (his old Adjutant). Lt Col T Riddell-Webster (his old CO) 
is mentioned once in the index but later (un-indexed), when the Murrays go to stay with him in 
Scotland, there is no mention that by then General Sir Thomas Riddell-Webster has had not just an 
outstanding war record (as Quarter Master General from 1942 to 1946) but had then become 
Colonel of The Cameronians (Scottish Rifles), and so on. Even the photograph captions contain 
errors. 
There is no doubt that Nap was a very fine commander though, being the modest man he was, I 
doubt he would have sanctioned the quote used as this book’s title. That in itself is not just a 
surprise but a puzzle too. At the front of the book a letter from FM Montgomery to the CIGS is 
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reproduced in facsimile. Nap is referred to as ‘a very high class commander’. Was that thought too 
strong or too easily misunderstood in these egalitarian days? So where does the quote come from? 
Editor’s license, one presumes: oh dear. None-the-less this book should be on the shelf of any 
student of soldiering between 1920 and 1960. Grit your teeth, enjoy the narrative of a superb 
soldier, and, like him, try to see what is really important and try to ignore the many irritants. 
PRG, Windsor, November 2010 
Comments from Edward Roussel 
I have just read the review on the Cameronians’ website. I think it is worth responding in a factual 
way, with the following points: 
1. ‘A Very Fine Commander’ was derived from a forgotten archive: a 750-page memoir written by 
General Murray more than 40 years ago. 
2. Turning the archive into a book meant it had to be compressed into 300 pages, with a shortened 
index, and illustrated with pictures that had to be tracked down from numerous sources. 
3. It was never the editor’s intention to write an authoritative biography. The editor’s motivation 
was to place into the public domain important information relating to General Murray and his 
perspective on key episodes in World War II crucially in Murray’s own words. 
4. Embellishing the text, by fleshing out anecdotes and context so many years after the memoir was 
written, would nave diminished the book by raising doubts about which parts were written by 
General Murray. 
From http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/1060005472: 
PALESTINE - INTERVIEW WITH GENERAL SIR HORATIUS MURRAY 
Film produced by Peter George and Ron Thomas of Thames Television, 19 July 1977. 
“Explains that Jews had nucleus of field army as result of war; Arabs disorganised (2 answers); Jews 
well organised; withdrawal date signal for Jews to get military machine into gear; checkerboard of 
Arabs and Jews; Jew frightening Arabs off territory; British soldier sympathetic to Arab underdogs; 
Jews toughened by experience; Palestinian Arabs "soft as putty" though hardened 30 years later; 
British soldiers felt resentment of Jewish attitudes. Story of shelling of Tel Aviv; description of Jaffa 
exodus (3 answers); ordered not to intervene at Dir Yassin (2 answers); barracks caught fire because 
British did not want Jews to take them over intact.” 
3037. Squadron Leader John Edward BURY (49877). Signed 21 August 1957. C.S.O.C.448 

215 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 6 December 1969. 
From http://www.chichester.co.uk/news/top-stories/latest/former-raf-flight-lieutenant-dies-aged-
91-1-1512253: 
Chichester Observer, 21 May 2009 
A former RAF flight lieutenant based at Thorney Island who worked up more than 2,000 flying 
hours has died aged 91. 
John Bury, better known as Jack, was in the RAF for 35 years, retiring in 1969. 

                                                 
448 This acronym must be related to HQ Signals Command 
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He moved to Emsworth two years earlier with his wife Evelyn, and three children, Christine, Richard 
and David. 
He was born in Salford, Lancashire on December 6, 1917 and was educated at Salford Grammar 
School before passing the RAF apprentice exam in 1934. 
He was in the first draught of boy entrants to the Electrical and Wireless School at Cranwell and 
afterwards completed an Air Gunner Course with 503 Squadron. 
He was posted to the newly-opened RAF Scampton on ground-based wireless duties. 
Shortly afterwards he was posted to Singapore in 1937, where he flew with the 205 flying boat 
squadron, as wireless operator, before being ground-based again at Seletar, in Singapore. 
He was promoted to corporal at the outbreak of the Second World War and joined 62 Squadron as 
wireless operator and air gunner. 
After 35 operations on coastal patrols against enemy shipping and 430 hours’ flying time, he 
returned to the UK by sea, which took two months, just a few months before the Japanese invasion 
in 1941. 
Returning to Cranwell as an instructor, he later joined the staff at the School of General 
Reconnaissance, to fly Ansons from Squires Gate, Blackpool, in preparing students for operational 
duties. 
He was married on June 6 and commissioned on September 12, 1942. 
In July 1943, he was posted to Benbecula in the Outer Hebrides, to join 206 Squadron for anti-U-
boat, anti-shipping and escort duties in the Fortress II. The squadron were then posted to Thorney 
Island. 
He was promoted to flight lieutenant in September 1944 and after the war with the Japanese 
ended in 1945 he returned to the School of General Reconnaissance. 
From April 1947, he served at the North West Signals Centre at RAF Fazakerly and Central Signals 
Establishment, Watton. 
In May 1948 he was posted to Cyprus as technical signals officer. After repatriation in December 
1950, he was posted to 29 Maintenance Unit at High Ercall, Shropshire followed, in September 
1952, by 9 Flying Training School, Wellesbourne, Mountford. 
After learning Russian in 1956 he was posted to RAF Butzweilerhof, Cologne, Germany, in 
September 1957. 
He returned to the UK and HQ Signals Command, Medmenham, Buckinghamshire in May 1960 and 
left for Thorney Island in March 1963. 
After Thorney his last posting was to the Central Communications Centre at RAF Stanbridge, in May 
1965. He retired in December 1969. His total flying time with the RAF was 2,239 hours. 
In February 1970, he joined Plessey, an avionics and communications company as a senior engineer 
and later the Plessey Radar Research Centre as chief technical information officer until he retired 
for a second time, aged 65, in December 1982. 
After full retirement, he joined the Havant and District Writers’ Circle from 1984 through 1996. 
He had been a keen Scouter all his life and was also a hockey umpire and regular glider at both 
Bicester and Tangmere, reaching Silver C and becoming instructor. 
He died on May 10. 
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3038. Flying Officer Unknown. Signed 21 August 1957. RAF Pembrey. 

215 
 
3039. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Michael Roger DEARDEN. Signed 12 October 
1957. RAF Odiham. 

215 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 9 February 1967. 
3040. Flight Lieutenant Unknown. Signed 25 October 1957. RAF Swinderby. 

215 
 
3041. Air Vice-Marshal Frederick Snowden STAPLETON CB DSO DFC BA FAIM (36059) (4 
February 1912 – 19 April 1974). Signed 8 November 1957. HQ 13 Group. 

215 
He also signed this book on 4 June 1957. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Stapleton_FS.htm: 
CB – 10 Jun 1961, DSO – 2 Dec 1941, DFC – 15 Jul 1941, BA - 1933, FAIM - 1967. 
Sgt: xx xxx 1933, Plt Off: 3 Mar 1936 3 Dec 1934, Fg Off: 3 Sep 1936 3 Jun 1936, Act Flt Lt: 3 Mar 
1938, Flt Lt: 3 Sep 1938 3 Jun 1938, Sqn Ldr: 1 Jun 1939, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Jun 1941, Act Gp Capt: 22 
Oct 1943?, Wg Cdr (WS): 22 Apr 1944, Wg Cdr: 1 Oct 1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1951, Act A/Cdre: 12 
Jan 1956, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1957, Act AVM: 1 Feb 1959,AVM: 1 Jul 1959. 
xx xxx 1933 Sergeant Pilot, RAFVR 
 3 Mar 1936 Granted a Permanent Commission in the rank of Pilot Officer 
 3 Mar 1936 U/T Pilot, No 5 FTS? 
xx xxx xxxx Pilot, No 3 Sqn 
 8 Oct 1937 Pilot, No 87 Sqn 
 3 Jun 1938 Flight Commander, No 87 Sqn 
xx xxx 1939 Attended School of Air Navigation (Specialist Navigation Course) 
xx xxx 1940 Staff, HQ No 50 Group 
xx Apr 1941 Attended No 58 OTU. 
xx xxx 1941 Supernumerary Sqn Ldr, No 54 Sqn 
xx May 1941 Officer Commanding, No 611 (West Lancashire) Sqn. (Spitfire Vb) 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Stapleton_FS.htm
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27 Jun 1941 Wing Commander - Flying (Wing Leader), Hornchurch Wing 
23 Feb 1942 Chief Instructor, No 42 Air School, South End, Port Elizabeth, South Africa 
22 Oct 1943 Officer Commanding, No 42 Air School, South Africa 
15 May 1945 Deputy Director of Operational Requirements 
xx xxx 1945 Deputy Director of Operational Requirements (II) 
xx Jan 1947 Attended RAF Staff College 
xx xxx 1948 Group Captain - Operations, HQ Fighter Command 
xx Oct 1949 Officer Commanding, RAF Linton-on-Ouse 
xx xxx 1951 Officer Commanding, RAF Wunsdorf 
xx xxx 1953 CFI, RAF College 
xx Jan 1955 Attended Imperial Defence College 
12 Jan 1956 Commander, Northern Sector 
 1 Oct 1957 SASO, HQ No 13 Group 
10 Feb 1959 Head of Joint UK Liaison Staff, Australia 
15 May 1961 SASO, HQ Transport Command 
14 Mar 1964 Director-General of Manning 
Awarded a University Commission whilst at Downing College, Cambridge, he joined the RAF in 
1936 and following flying training, he was posted to No 3 Squadron and shortly afterwards to No 
87 Squadron flying Hurricanes at Debden.  Despite his short operational career, he still managed to 
amass a total of seven destroyed, four probable and one shared and three damaged. Retired to 
Australia where he became a Management Consultant in Melbourne. 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
Wing Commander Frederick Snowden STAPLETON (36059), No.54 Squadron. 
“This officer has led his squadron on almost every operational flight during its recent activities over 
enemy territory, in which the squadron has .destroyed at least twelve enemy aircraft. Two of these 
were destroyed by Wing Commander Stapleton himself. He has always displayed the utmost 
enthusiasm to seek out and destroy the enemy and has undoubtedly contributed materially to the 
successes obtained.” 
(LG, 15 Jul 1941) 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Service Order 
Wing Commander Frederick Snowden STAPLETON, D.F.C. (36059). 
“Since June, 1941, this officer has participated in 47 operational sorties. Leading the wing with the 
utmost coolness and determination he has taken every opportunity to support the formations and 
to inflict damage on the enemy. Since being awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross he has 
destroyed 4 enemy aircraft, and has probably destroyed or damaged several others.” 
(LG, 2 Dec 1941) 
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3042. June WATSON. Signed 4 September 1958. Byre Theatre, St Andrews. 

215 
From http://www.boroughmuir.edin.sch.uk/history/magazine/1958/page_33.htm: 
Boroughmuir Magazine – June 1958 
Annette Crosbie is acting with the Citizens' Theatre, Glasgow, and June Watson with the Byre 
Theatre Company, St Andrews. 
From http://www.cft.org.uk/junewatson: 

 
Theatre credits include Mrs Amelia Tilford in The Children’s Hour (Manchester Royal Exchange), 
Maureen Clulow in Smaller (Lyric Theatre and tour. What’s On Stage Awards nomination for Best 
Supporting Actress), Hanna in Mary Stuart (Apollo Theatre), Mo/Caroline in Talking to 
Terrorists (Out of Joint tour and Royal Court), Nurse in Romeo and Juliet (RSC), Betty Lennon 
in Scenes from the Big Picture, Stella in Cardiff East, Mrs Bryden in The Prince’s Play, Ann 
in Rutherford and Son, Mother in Machinal, Whale, Addie Bundren in As I Lay Dying, Mrs Peachum 
in The Beggar’s Opera, Il Campiello ,Krupskaya in State of the Revolution, Sir is Winning, Lark Rise, 
The Passion and The World Turned Upside Down (National Theatre), Old Woman in Kosher 
Harry, Beside Herself, Mary in Saved and Elsie in Glasshouses (Royal Court Theatre), Sarah in The 
Good Hope and Alice Fisher in Billy Liar (National Theatre and tour), Theresa in Sliding with 
Suzanne (Out of Joint, Royal Court, tour and Teatro do la Abadia Madrid), Bertha/Miss Morgan 
in Streetcar to Tennessee: Hello from Bertha and The Dark Room (Young Vic Theatre Company), 
Alice in Blue Hart (Out of Joint, USA and UK), Maria in Our Lady of Sligo (Out of Joint/National 
Theatre), Chorus I in Hippolytus(Almeida Theatre), Volumnia in Coriolanus and Paulina in The 
Winter’s Tale (ESC, Aldwych Theatre and world tour), Mistress Quickly in Henry IV Parts I & 
II, Mistress Quickly in Henry V, Queen Margaret in Henry VI Parts I & II and Queen Margaret 
in Richard III (English Shakespeare Company, Old Vic, UK, European, Australian, Asian and USA 
tours), Mary in Ballroom (Theatre Royal Stratford East), Mrs Harte in Small Change (Royal 
court/National Theatre),Waiting for the Parade and Middle Age Spread (Lyric), Over Gardens 
Out and Life Price (Royal Court). 
Television credits include New Tricks, Hancock and Joan, The Bill, The Street, Billy Goats Gruff, City 
of Vice, Clapham Junction, Holby City, Wedding Belles, The Time of Your Life, Strictly Confidential, In 
Denial of Murder, The Key, William and Mary, Midsomer Murders, Inspector Lynley, Brotherly Love, 

http://www.boroughmuir.edin.sch.uk/history/magazine/1958/page_33.htm
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Thursday the 12th, In a Land of Plenty, Casualty, Where the Heart Is, Berkleye Square, Kavanagh QC, 
Mike and Angelo, Wokenwell, Turning World, Jonathan Creek, Common as Muck, A Mug’s Game, 
Doctor Finlay, Criminal, Para Handy, Takin’ Over the Asylum, Full Stretch, Prime Suspect, Inspector 
Morse, Joe, For the Greater Good, Snakes and Ladders, Capital City, Shoot for the Sun, The Campbells, 
Taggart, EastEnders, Eh Brian It’s a Whopper, The Big H, Skin Deep, Waterloo Sunset, Z-Cars, Angels, 
The Further Adventures of Oliver Twist, The Adventures of Caleb Williams, Tales of the Unexpected, 
Reasons to be Cheerful. 
Films include Ghost Hunter, 102 Dalmatians, Highlander IV: Endgame, The Last Yellow, The 
Knowledge, Bloody Kids. 
3043. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] David Robert Hannah URQUHART MB 
ChB (500250). Signed 23 February 1960. Institute of Aviation Medicine, RAF Farnborough. 

215 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 20 September 1964. 
3044. Flight Lieutenant Peter James William STRUGNELL (3030837). Signed 4 April 1960. 
HQ Training Command, RAF Upavon, Wiltshire. 

216 
He also signed this book on 2 April 1952, and between 22 April and 12 May 1952. 
3045. Flying Officer A WADLEY. Signed 20 April 1960. No 137 (Ayr) Squadron, Air Training 
Corp. 

216 
No trace found. 
3046. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Alan James BRIDGE (2480574). Signed 17 
July 1962. RAF Saxa Vord. 

216 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 1 July 1971. 
This could also be Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] John Denis BRIDGE LDS (505846) who 
retired on 4 June 1976. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Saxa_Vord: 
RAF Saxa Vord was a radar station operated by the Royal Air Force. It was situated on the island of 
Unst, one of the Shetland Islands in the north of Scotland. Its radar provided long-range coverage 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Saxa_Vord
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of the airspace to the North of Scotland. The station's motto "Praemoneo de Periculis", Forewarn of 
Danger, reflected its role. 
The island of Unst has played an important part in the defence of the UK since the outbreak of the 
Second World War. By 1945, there were two radar sites in existence — one on Saxa Vord hill, and 
the other at Skaw on the east coast. This latter is the older, being built in 1941, and was part of the 
Chain Home radar network as part of the defences of the Sullom Voe flying boat base. Skaw closed 
in 1947. Ten years later, 91 Signal Unit was formed, and became fully operational on 5 October 
1957. 
The present station was officially opened on 27 September 1957 as No 91 Signals Unit, and in 1960 
was visited by Queen Elizabeth II. In the early days, the site was shared with the Royal Navy which 
worked in the Admiralty building. In the following years, RAF Saxa Vord was a vital part of Britain's 
air defence during the Cold War. During this period, there was a game of cat-and-mouse, originally 
with English Electric Lightning, then F-4 Phantom and finally Tornado F3. RAF Saxa Vord consisted 
of three sites: the domestic site, the technical site and the married quarters called Setters Hill Estate 
(SHE). 
The technical site was originally home to a Type 80 search radar, a Type 14 standby reporting radar 
and a Type 13 height finder. The Type 80 was unfortunately lost when it was blown away in 1959 
and rebuilt with the radrome being built in 1962 . In 1979, there was a 649 search radar (Type 96) 
and Height Finder 200, and these were planned to be replaced by the Type 93 in the mid 90s as 
part of the new IUKADGE system. When The type 93 became obsolete a radical new method was 
tried. RAF Saxa Vord was a part of the Sector 1 of the UK Air Defence Region (the RAF covering 
most of NATO Early Warning Area 12, some 750,000 square miles). Sector 1 was the airspace north 
of the 55th parallel north. Being a Control and Reporting Post(CRP)/ Reporting Post (RP), it passed 
its radar picture and information (along with RAF Benbecula) to the Sector Operations Centre (SOC 
/CRC) RAF Buchan, which also received information from the Danish site on the Faroe Islands. It 
was also home to Shetland Radar, which provided a radar service to civilian helicopters transiting 
from Aberdeen/Sumburgh and Unst out to the oil fields. 

 
Radome at Saxa Vord, the mothballed radar dome on the top of the hill at Saxa Vord which 
formerly housed early warning radar, 14 January 2007, © Mike Pennington. 
From around 2000 until 2 April 2004, the station operated as RRH Saxa Vord, an unmanned 
Remote Radar Head operated from a parent station (RAF Buchan). On 2 April 2004, RAF Saxa Vord 
was upgraded from a Remote Radar Head to a full manned station, taking over control of the radar 
defences in the area. RAF Buchan will be downgraded to a Remote Radar Head. RAF Saxa Vord 
closed in April 2006. 
RAF Saxa Vord was further north than Leningrad, and on the same latitude as Anchorage, Alaska. 
The station was named after Saxa Vord, which is the highest hill on Unst at 935 ft (285 m). It holds 
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the unofficial British record for wind speed, which in 1962 was recorded at 177 mph (285 km/h) — 
just before the measuring equipment blew away. 
3047. Flight Lieutenant [later squadron Leader] Terence Paul BURNS (4088407). Signed 3 
August 1962. No 60 Squadron, RAF Tengah, Far East Air Force. 

216 
From http://www.ejection-history.org.uk/Aircraft_by_Type/Gloster_Javelin.htm: 
10 February 1964. Javelin FAW9, serial number XH747/B, of 60 Squadron, Singapore, crashed into 
the sea after its taiplane trimming tab detached. Flt. Lt. Gordon Sykes ejected at 18,000 ft - 400 kts 
– injuries. Flt. Lt. T. P. Burns ejected at 18,000 ft - 400 kts – injuries. 
1 I wish to point out an error in your accident description. It was not the tail plane trim tab that fell 
off. It was the complete fin rudder and tail plane which became detatched. Also, it was not 400 
knots. I know this because I was flying 300 yards behind when it happened. Both Gordon Sykes and 
Paul Burns were my friends Paul still is, though Gordon died some years ago. 
2 I was to lead a formation of 4 Javelins one went u/s .We did our practice interceptions and then 
the usual tail chase to finish up. Normally as leader, I would have lead the chase I wanted some 
practice at following so became no.3. It was a beautiful morning and all was going well, smooth 
and gentle. We were about 17,000 ft. in a dive just starting to pull up. I was about 300yds. behind 
no.2 when I saw some glittering pieces of metal coming from the base of the fin. I started to tell my 
nav. Paul Rundle but before I could get it out, the whole of the fin and tail plane broke away and 
disappeared under my nose (too close for comfort). There was no TX. from Gordon and Paul so I 
flew alongside whilst making the Mayday call. We saw them both eject and were relieved to see the 
chutes open. I circled them down to sea level and saw the dinghies. It was only later that I found 
out that Paul was virtually unscathed but Gordon had broken his back on ejection, and would 
remain paralysed for the rest of his life. Paul would eject again later at Akrotiri on 29 Sqn. He was 
so close to the ground that his chute did not open and he hit the ground still in his seat. It was a 
miracle he survived, and even more so that he is still gong strong. I will be seeing him at our 60 
Sqn. RU., 30th.May RAF Shawbury. 
Fred Butcher, emails 14th & 15th May 2008 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tengah_Air_Base: 
Tengah Air Base (IATA: TGA, ICAO: WSAT) is a military airbase of the Republic of Singapore Air 
Force located at Tengah, in the western part of Singapore. The airbase is the most important 
airfield of the RSAF as it houses the bulk of RSAF's fixed-wing frontline squadrons, home to all of 
RSAF's Airborne early warning and control (AEWC) assets, most of the F-16C/D Fighting Falcons 
and a large number of UAVs449.  
During the period of Indonesia–Malaysia confrontation, the RAF deployed 74 Squadron with its 
English Electric Lightning F.6 followed by 20 Squadron with its Hawker Hunter fighter aircraft in 
addition to the Gloster Javelins of 60 Squadron and 64 Squadron, to the air base to help bolster the 
air defence of Singapore and Peninsula Malaysia against infrequent air incursions from the MiG-21s 
and P-51 Mustangs of the Indonesian Air Force. 

                                                 
449 Unmanned aerial vehicles 
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On 3 September 1964, an Indonesian Air Force C-130 Hercules crashed into the Straits of Malacca 
while trying to evade interception by a Javelin FAW.9 of 60 Squadron. On 30 April 1968, the Gloster 
Javelins of 60 Squadron flew their last RAF operational sorties from Tengah and the squadron was 
disbanded the same day. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._60_Squadron_RAF: 
Shortly after the Japanese surrender, the Squadron moved to Java and was soon in action against 
Indonesian rebels. A year later, No 60 transferred to Singapore prior to converting to Supermarine 
Spitfire F18s and these were employed in attacks against Communist guerrillas in Malayan 
Emergency until the arrival of Vampires in late 1950 and then Venoms in 1955. 
By the time Meteor night-fighters arrived in October 1959, the unit had returned to RAF Tengah in 
Singapore. A change followed in July 1961 when Javelin fighters arrived and these remained until 
April 1968 when the Squadron was disbanded. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Far_East_Air_Force_(Royal_Air_Force): 
RAF Far East Air Force, was the Command organisation that controlled all Royal Air Force assets in 
the east of Asia (Far East). It was originally formed as Air Command, South East Asia in 1943. In 
1946, this was renamed RAF Air Command Far East, and finally Far East Air Force in June 1949. 
The first organisation dedicated to this task was formed in Singapore in 1930 as Royal Air Force 
Singapore. This was upgraded to Headquarters Air Force Far East Command in 1933. During the 
Second World War, when Malaya, Singapore, Burma and Hong Kong were overrun by the Japanese, 
the command retreated to India, there receiving the name Air Headquarters Bengal. 
The true ancestor of the postwar Far East Air Force was formed in November 1943, under Lord 
Louis Mountbatten the supreme Allied commander South East Asia Command (SEAC). It was called 
Air Command, South East Asia. In 1946, this was renamed RAF Air Command Far East, and finally 
Far East Air Force in June 1949. 
During the war years, it was subordinate to Allied Forces South East Asia. The tri-service 
headquarters remained in place after the war over to coordinate re-occupation of territory within 
the bounds of the command that had not yet been liberated from the Japanese. That included 
parts of Burma; the other British colonies of Singapore, Malaya, British North Borneo and Brunei; 
the independent nation of Siam, the French colony of French Indo-China up to the 16th parallel, 
and most of the Dutch colony of the Dutch East Indies. After the completion of the re-occupation 
duties, SEAC was disestablished in November 1946. 
However, the benefits of a supreme commander were not forgotten, and a tri-service headquarters 
was revived in 1962, when the Far East Command was formed. The Far East Command was also 
disestablished in 1971. 

Pages back in sequence
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The following signatures relate to the Royal Visit by the Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh to 
RAF Leuchars on 4 June 1957 

 
From http://www.britishpathe.com/video/queen-flies-in-comet-11-of-the-raf-to-
leuchars/query/Marham: 
Queen Flies in Comet 11 of the RAF to Leuchars 1957 
Video. No sound. MS. Comet II aircraft. MS. Crew. LS. Comet II in foreground another Comet in 
background. LS. Comet in foreground, Valiant bombers in background. Queen's car arrives and she 
is greeted by the Secretary of State for Air Mr. George Ward and Chief of Air Staff Sir Dermot Boyle. 
MS. Queen Elizabeth II walks to aircraft under umbrella held by Station Commander Group/Captain 
M. M. Hodges. LS. Queen enters aircraft. LS. Comet taking off. 
From http://www.britishpathe.com/video/queen-presents-squadron-standard-to-no-43-squadron: 
Queen Presents Squadron Standard To No 43, 4 June 1957 
Newspaper cutting on file. GV. Comet II taxiing in. Various shots of Queen Elizabeth II and Duke of 
Edinburgh Prince Philip alighting from plane and being greeted by Lord Lt. of Fife, Lord Elgin, Chief 
of Staff Air Chief Marshal Sir Dermot Boyle, Air Marshal Sir Thomas Pike in charge of Fighter 
Command. GV. Queen inspecting No. 43 Squadron accompanied by the Parade Commander, Major 
R. O. Roberts of the United States Air Force. Various shots of March Past led by the Parade 
Commander. Various shots of Queen receiving Standard from Chief of Fighter Command and 
hands it to Flight Lt. Bairs to the Standard Bearer. Various general views of the spectators. LS. 
Standard being marched in slow time to the National Anthem. LS. Squadron advancing in review 
order and giving three cheers. MS. Queen on dais. GV. Parade Commander preparing for March 
Past. LS. Queen on dais. GV. CU. Hunter aircraft lined up. LS. MS. Queen and Duke in Land Rover 
reviewing aircraft of 43 Squadron and 222 squadron (Hunters) and No. 151 Squadron (Veloms,) MS. 
Queen watching flying display from window of control tower. Ground to air of fly past of Javelins of 
Squadrons No. 46 and 141. Squadron No. 43 doing aerobatics. MS. Queen entering Comet II. LS. 
Comet II of the RAF. Various shots of Queen and Duke looking at aircraft, demonstration of Meteor 
14, Hunter, Helicopter Sycamore 14 - air sea rescue. Supermarine Swift with guided weapon under 
wing, English Electric P.1. and Fairey Delta 2. GV. Of P.1. aircraft. 
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From Flight, 14 June 1957: 
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3048. Air Vice-Marshal Victor Swanton BOWLING CB MiD DL (24197) (3 July 1908 – 27 
December 1971). Signed 4 June 1957. Headquarters No XI Group. 

217 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Bowling_VS.htm: 
CB – 1 Jan 1958, CBE – 10 Jun 1948, MiD - 8 Jun 1944, DL (Pembrokeshire) - xx xxx 1967. 
Plt Off (P): 30 Dec 1927, Plt Off: 30 Dec 1928, Fg Off: 30 Jun 1929, Flt Lt: 1 Apr 1934, Sqn Ldr: 1 
Jun 1938, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Dec 1940, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Sep 1942, Wg Cdr (WS): 1 Mar 1943, Wg Cdr: 1 
Dec 1944, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1947, Act A/Cdre: xx xxx 1952, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1953, Act AVM:16 Jan 
1956, AVM: 1 Jul 1956. 
30 Dec 1927 Appointed to a Short Service Commission 
14 Jan 1928 U/T Pilot, No 2 FTS 
15 Dec 1928 Pilot, No 503 (County of Lincoln) Sqn 
xx xxx 1929 Pilot, No 501 (County of Gloucester) Sqn 
17 May 1930 QFI, No 2 FTS 
 1 Aug 1931 Aircraft Engineering Course, Home Aircraft Depot 
 1 Sep 1932 Granted a Permanent Commission in the rank of Flying Officer 
 9 Aug 1933 QFI, No 5 FTS 
 3 Apr 1935 Flight Commander, No 41 Sqn 
13 Jan 1936 QFI, No 5 FTS 
xx Jul 1936 Re-categorised from Instructor B to Instructor A2 
 1 Aug 1936 QFI, No 4 FTS, Egypt 
xx Oct 1938 CFI, No 4 FTS 
12 Jul 1940 Air Staff, HQ RAF Middle East 
xx xxx 1941 Officer Commanding, RAF? 
25 Oct 1942 Officer Commanding, RAF Woodvale 
 6 Apr 1943 Officer Commanding, RAF Woodvale 
xx xxx 1943 Officer Commanding, No 323 Wing, North Africa 
xx xxx xxxx Station Commander, Wing OC & other units in Fighter Command 
xx xxx 1946 SASO, No 11 Group 
xx xxx 1948 Group Captain - Operations, Central Fighter Establishment 
xx xxx 1950 Sector Commander, Southern Fighter Sector 
xx xxx 1950 Officer Commanding, No 324 Wing. (Canal Zone) 
8 Dec 1951 SASO, AHQ Iraq 
xx xxx 1952 AOC, AHQ Cyprus 
xx Mar 1954 Sector Commander, Northern Fighter Sector 
16 Jan 1956 AOC, No 11 Group 
1 Mar 1959 Director of Air Defence/Assistant Chief of Staff - Air Defence, SHAPE 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Bowling_VS.htm
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Air Chief Marshal Lord Dowding, watched by Air Vice Marshall V.S. Bowling, unveils a plaque above 
the site of the underground operations room of No.11 Group, RAF Fighter Command, at Uxbridge, 
Middlesex no date 
3049. Air Vice-Marshal Henry Paterson FRASER KBE CB AFC MA BA CEng FRAeS (05162) 
(15 July 1907 – 4 August 2001). Signed 4 June 1957. HQ No 12 Group. 

217 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paterson_Fraser: 
Educated ar Pembroke College, Cambridge, Fraser joined the Royal Air Force in 1929. He became a 
test pilot in 1934. He served in World War II as Officer Commanding the Experimental Flying 
Section at RAE Farnborough and then as Deputy Director of War Organisation at the Air Ministry. In 
this capacity he prepared the early plans for the Normandy landings. He continued his war service 
on the staff at Headquarters Second Tactical Air Force and then as Commandant of the Aeroplane 
and Armament Experimental Establishment. 
After the War he became Deputy Director of Policy (Air Staff) and then a member of the Defence 
Research Policy Staff. He was appointed Senior Air Staff Officer at Headquarters RAF Fighter 
Command in 1952, Chief of Staff at Headquarters Allied Air Forces Central Europe in 1954 and Air 
Officer Commanding No. 12 (Fighter) Group in 1956. He went on to be Director of RAF Exercise 
Planning in 1959, UK Permanent Military Representative at CENTO later in 1959 and Inspector-
General of the RAF in 1962 before retiring in 1964. 
In retirement he was ordained as a priest. 
In 1933 he married Avis Gertrude Haswell; they had two sons. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/FraserHP.htm: 
KBE - 1 Jan 1961 (CBE - 1 Jan 1945), CB - 1 Jan 1953, AFC - 1 Feb 1937, MA (Pembroke College, 
Cambridge) (BA),CEng, FRAeS - 1951, Taylor Gold Medal of RAeS - 1937 
(RAFO): Plt Off (P): 1 Aug 1927, Plt Off: 2 Aug 1928, Fg Off: 2 Feb 1929, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paterson_Fraser
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(RAF): 7 Sep 1929 7 Sep 1928, Fg Off: 7 Mar 1930, Flt Lt: 1 Aug 1934, Sqn Ldr: 1 Oct 1937, (T) Wg 
Cdr: 1 Jun 1940, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Sep 1942, Wg Cdr: 1 Dec 1943, Act A/Cdre: 9 Sep 1944, Gp Capt 
(WS): 9 Mar 1945, Gp Capt: 1 Oct 1946, Act A/Cdre: xx xxx xxxx, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1949, Act AVM: 9 
Jan 1952, AVM: 1 Jan 1953, Act AM:15 Apr 1954, AM: 1 Jul 1959. 
 1 Aug 1927 Appointed to a Commission in the RAFO, Class AA 
7 Sep 1929 Relinquished his RAFO Commission on appointment to a Permanent Commission in 

the RAF 
12 Feb 1930 Pilot, No 16 Sqn 
 7 Oct 1930 Pilot, No 31 Sqn 
 2 Jan 1933 Attended Aircraft Engineering Course, Home Aircraft Depot 
 8 Aug 1934 Engineering Officer, Experimental Section, RAE Farnborough 
24 Jan 1938 Attended RAF Staff College 
31 Dec 1938 Air Staff, Deputy Directorate of War Organisation 
xx xxx 1940 Air Staff, Directorate of War Organisation 
xx xxx 1941 Officer Commanding, Experimental Flying Section, RAE Farnborough 
xx xxx 1942 Member, RAF Element, Combined Chief's of Staff , Washington 
xx xxx 1943 Deputy Director of War Organisation 
xx xxx 1943 Senior Administrative Planner, HQ 2 TAF 
 3 Sep 1943 Deputy AOA, Tactical 
xx xxx 1944 Deputy AOA, HQ 2nd Tactical Air Force 
xx xxx 1945 Commandant, Aircraft & Armament Experimental Establishment 
22 Feb 1947 Deputy Director of Policy (Air Staff) 
xx xxx 1948 Defence Research Policy Staff, Ministry of Defence 
xx xxx 1951 Attended Imperial Defence College 
 9 Jan 1952 SASO, HQ Fighter Command 
15 Apr 1954 Chief of Staff, HQ AAFCE 
25 Jun 1956 AOC, No 12 (Fighter) Group 
 1 Jan 1959 Director, RAF Exercise Planning 
xx xxx 1959 UK Permanent Military Representative, CENTO 
 1 Jun 1962 Inspector-General of the RAF 
Sir Paterson was born in South Africa where he completed his early schooling at St Andrew's 
College, Grahamstown before gaining a BA at Pembroke College, Cambridge. Whilst at Cambridge 
he joined the RAFO and was President of the Cambridge University Air Squadron. Joining the RAF 
in 1929 as a direct entrant, he found himself posted to India for three years before returning to 
Britain to undertake an Engineering Officer's Course at Henlow. 
Whilst the UK Representative on the CENTO council, he was asked to voice concern to the Ministry 
of Defence over British promises to provide a nuclear capability to the alliance which it had failed 
to do. The result was the construction of nuclear facilities in Cyprus during 1960/61 and the 
eventual replacement of the four squadron Canberra Strike Wing by a two Squadron Wing 
equipped with Vulcans. 
Since retiring from the RAF, he has acted as a concrete consultant and was ordained in 1977, 
thereby becoming Air Marshal The Reverend Sir Paterson Fraser. 
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From The Telegraph, 15 August 2001: 
AIR MARSHAL THE REV SIR PATERSON FRASER, who has died aged 94, served as a test pilot and 
unit commander at the Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE), Farnborough; he later developed 
planning techniques for the RAF, the logistics of the Normandy landings and in retirement entered 
Holy Orders. 
As an Experimental Flying Department pilot from 1934, and from 1936 to 1938 as commander of 
the Aerodynamic Research Flight, Fraser was vital in efforts to prepare many aircraft types, 
including the Hawker Hurricane and Supermarine Spitfire, for war. 
When eventually war came on September 3 1939, Fraser had completed a heavy programme of 
test flying and experimental work in addition to developing new test techniques and equipment. 
In 1937, Fraser's overall contribution, not least his participation in hazardous spinning tests and 
catapult launches, was recognised with the award of an AFC. His catapult work paid dividends 
when, in the earlier stages of the Battle of the Atlantic, merchant ship losses led to the introduction 
of cargo boats equipped with a catapult-mounted Hurricane. With no aircraft carriers available and 
no planes with sufficient range to cover the mid-Atlantic gap at this stage, catafighters aimed to 
warn off Condor four-engine reconnaissance machines which were reporting convoy positions to 
U-boat packs. 
After breaks at the RAF Staff College and the Air Ministry between 1938 and 1941, Fraser returned 
to Farnborough in command of RAE's Experimental Flying Section. 
In the interim his 1937 paper for the Royal Aeronautical Society entitled High wing loading and 
some of its problems and award of the Society's Taylor Gold Medal had brought him some notice. 
While attending staff college in 1938, Fraser had also designed a mobile record office for control of 
postings and administrative functions. During 1939 Fraser moved to the Air Ministry's directorate 
of war organisation where he was responsible for preparing all documents dealing with RAF 
mobilisation and its move to France. He also wrote a revised edition of the RAF manual of war 
organisation and administration, for which he received an Air Council commendation. 
During his second spell at Farnborough, Fraser worked out a system to measure RAE's work and its 
capacity to meet it in similar units, to secure maximum efficiency. In effect, this meant that Fraser 
introduced the concept of statistical control to RAE. The immediate result was that, while still a 
wing commander, he was appointed to the board of management. 
In the course of his two spells at Farnborough, Fraser flew a remarkable total of 120 aircraft types, 
including the rare Rota autogyro, of which only 12 were supplied to the RAF. 
Henry Paterson Fraser (always known as Pat) was born on July 15 1907, in Johannesburg, South 
Africa, and educated at Grahamstown. He went up to Pembroke College, Cambridge, taking a First 
in the mechanical science Tripos. After learning to fly with the University Air Squadron, of which he 
became president, he was granted a permanent commission in 1929 and joined No 16, an Army 
Co-operation squadron equipped with biplane Bristol Fighters at Old Sarum, Wilts. 
In 1930, Fraser was posted to No 31 Squadron stationed at Quetta, and equipped since 1919 with 
Bristol Fighters - and, later, Westland Wapitis - for its task of co-operating with the Indian Army on 
the restless north west frontier. 
Here Fraser honed his flying skills. In addition to normal flying duties, he was concurrently 
squadron engineer officer, parachute and supply dropping officer and accountant officer. He also 
found time to produce the first manual of supply dropping - a vital function on the frontier. 
In 1933, Fraser returned home to take an engineering course at RAF Henlow. It stood him in good 
stead when, in 1942, he was posted to Washington as senior logistics planner and joint head of a 
working party on the allocation of United States aircraft for the RAF. He was also a member of the 
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US and UK military transportation committee, responsible for provision and control of Allied 
shipping. 
Now much admired as an organiser, Fraser returned to the Air Ministry in 1943 as deputy director 
war organisation with responsibility for co-ordinating RAF logistics and planning for the invasion of 
Sicily. He also produced early studies for the Normandy landings and submitted proposals for 
setting up RAF Transport Command. 
Later that year, after becoming head of logistic and administrative planning at 2nd Tactical Air 
Force (2nd TAF), Fraser plunged into invasion preparations. Such was Fraser's logistical reputation 
that the Army brought some of its problems to him. For the invasion he worked out a method for 
timing supporting fire for the landings of waves of troops. He received a special commendation for 
this work from Lt-Gen H D G Crerar, the Canadian commander. Following the bridgehead breakout, 
Fraser was appointed deputy air officer responsible for RAF logistics and administration on the 
continent - a formidable brief. 
It included the supply of everything required for the maintenance of the force, organisation of its 
personnel and equipment establishments, control of surface and air transport, legal, provost and 
financial matters and currency problems associated with a military force in occupied territory. 
Fraser was relieved to be posted (on VE Day) to receive command of the Aircraft and Armament 
Establishment at Boscombe Down in Wiltshire. After two years he returned to Whitehall as Deputy 
Director Policy, and was heavily engaged in evolving a post-war RAF. 
In 1948, Fraser was appointed air member of the defence research policy staff under Sir Henry 
Tizard and helped to devise a method of determining the relative importance of research and 
development for all three services. 
Following a break in 1951 at the Imperial Defence College Fraser was appointed senior air staff 
officer (SASO) to Air Chief Marshal Sir Basil Embry, commander-in-chief, Fighter Command, on 
whose behalf he made a comprehensive study of the command's operational organisation and 
procedures. 
In 1954, Fraser followed Embry to Allied Air Forces Central Europe as chief of staff, returning in 
1956 to Fighter Command in charge of No 12 Group. Finally, he served as director RAF exercise 
manning in 1959, UK representative on the Central Europe Treaty Organisation (CENTO) permanent 
military deputies group and, from 1962 to 1964, as inspector general RAF. 
While serving in No 12 Group, and flying over the Isle of Man, Fraser had noted the island as a 
beautiful place where he would like to retire. Settling there he took a number of computer courses 
and became a popular figure in Manx society. 
Fraser was president of the Andreas Racing Association and as a lay reader took an increasing part 
in church affairs. In 1977 he was ordained as a non-stipendiary priest at Ramsey Deanery. 
He was appointed KBE in 1961; CBE in 1945 and CB in 1953. Fraser was elected a Fellow of the 
Royal Aeronautical Society in 1951. 
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3050. Air Marshal Sir John Darcy BAKER-CARR KBE, CB, AFC, RAF (13 January 1906 – 9 July 
1998). Signed 4 June 1957. HQ Fighter Command. 

217 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Baker-Carr.htm: 
KBE – 2 Jun 1962 (CBE – 7 Jun 1951), CB – 13 Jun 1957, AFC – 8 Jun 1944, LoM (Off) – 9 Sep 1947, 
(RAF): - Plt Off (P): 15 Mar 1929, Plt Off: 15 Mar 1930, Fg Off: 15 Sep 1930, Flt Lt: 15 Sep 
1934, Sqn Ldr: 1 Jun 1938, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Dec 1940, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Jun 1942, Wg Cdr: 1 
Dec1943, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1947, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1949, Act AVM: 8 Oct 1956, AVM: 1 Jan 1957, Act 
AM: 1 Feb 1962, AM: 1 Jul 1962. 
15 Mar 1929 Appointed to a Short Service Commission 
xx xxx 1929 U/T Pilot, No ? FTS 
 4 Mar 1930 Pilot, No 32 Sqn 
 1 Apr 1932 Pilot, No 203 Sqn 
26 Feb 1934 Attended Armament Officers’ Course, Air Armament School 
19 Jan 1935 Armament Officer, RAF Andover 
 1 May 1936 Armament Officer, HQ No 3 (Bomber) Group 
10 Oct 1938 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
24 Apr 1940 Transferred to the Technical Branch 
xx xxx 1946 Deputy Director of Personnel (II) 
xx xxx 1955 AOC, RAF St Athan 
 8 Oct 1956 ? AVM 
 4 May 1959 AOC, No 41 Group 
From http://www.saxonlodge.net/getperson.php?personID=I4822&tree=Tatham: 
30 June 1934 
The marriage took place on Saturday at the church of St. Peter and St. Paul, Hambledon, 
Hampshire, of Mr. John D'Arcy Baker-Carr, Royal Air Force, second son of Brigadier-General and 
Mrs. C. D. Baker-Carr, of Little Abbots, Betchworth, Surrey, and Miss Margery Alexandra Grant 
Dallas, youngest daughter of the late Major-General and Mrs. A. G. Dallas, of Hill House, 
Hambledon, Hampshire. The Rev. E. Kynaston took the service. 
The bride was given away by her brother-in-law, Colonel Darlington, in the unavoidable absence of 
her uncle, Mr. James Douglas Dallas. She wore a classical gown of palest-pink satin, with a train 
Honiton lace lined with palest-pink chiffon. Her veil of Honiton lace was lent by her sister, Mrs. 
Arthur Darlington, and she carried a sheaf of lilies and wore a pearl necklace. Nicolette Dallas and 
Pamela Darlington, in frocks of peach-pink silk net trimmed with pink lace, were the train-bearers. 
There were three grown-up bridesmaids - Miss Anne Darlington, Miss Barbara Hawkins, and Miss 
Armynel Baylay - who wore dresses of peach-pink lace over pink chiffon. They had wreaths of 
painted crystal leaves and carried bouquets of Ophelia roses. Mr. Christopher Baker-Carr was best 
man to his brother. 
Mrs. Alister Dallas afterwards held a reception at Hill House, Hambledon (lent by Colonel and Mrs. 
Frank Hall, uncle and aunt of the bride), and among the guests were:- 
Mrs. Baker-Carr, Mrs. Arthur Brooke, Colonel and Mrs. Darlington, Colonel and Mrs. Frank Hall, Mr. 
and Mrs. Hugh Briscoe, Mrs. Cecil Brooke, Mrs. Caryl Fiennes, Mrs. Christopher, Mrs. Finnis, Captain 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Baker-Carr.htm
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Montgomery-Hawkins, Mrs. Reginald Roper, Colonel and Mrs. Mainwaring-Parker, Mr. Anthony 
Darlington, Mr. Alexander Dallas, Major and Mrs. Edward Rickards, Miss Sylvia Birch, Mr. Edward 
Rickards, Captain and Mrs. Seton-Christopher, Captain Stuart-Hamilton, General and Mrs. Baylay, 
Mrs. Young, Admiral and Mrs. Nugent, Major and Mrs. Geiger, Colonel and Mrs. Byrne, Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert Byrne, Admiral and Mrs. Elder, Mrs. Paul Neal, Mr. Gerald Byrne, Captain and Mrs. Martin. + 
33 more names 
The Times 
From http://www.kcl.ac.uk/lhcma/locreg/CARR3.shtml: 
Papers 
Baker-Carr informed the Imperial War Museum in 1970 that he had no papers IMPERIAL WAR 
MUSEUM, LONDON: The Department of Sound Records holds a 2 hour 25 minute interview (ref: 
Baker-Carr 000995/05), with transcript, covering Baker-Carr's service 1929-1945, including details of 
training, service with 203 (Flying Boat) Sqn, Basra, Iraq, 1932, and rocket development, 1942-1945 
3051. Air Chief Marshal Sir Donald Randell EVANS KBE CB DFC (31 January 1912 – 9 April 
1975). Signed 4 June 1957. HQ Fighter Command. 

217 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Randall_Evans: 
Early life 
Born the son of Colonel Percy Evans, who had been Assistant Director Medical Services for the 
British Expeditionary Forces (1915–1917), Evans was educated at Wellington College before 
entering the RAF College Cranwell in 1930 where he won the Humanities Prize. 
Second World War 
Following service in the Middle East, Evans joined RAF Fighter Command where he was a signals 
officer at the outbreak of World War II. In 1941, he was given command of the Fighter Interception 
Unit at Ford and was responsible for introducing successful new tactics. He personally shot down 
two enemy fighters and was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross in 1942. At the age of thirty, 
he was promoted to Group Captain and went to Headquarters No. 11 (Fighter) Group in charge of 
night operations. In 1943, he was posted to the Mediterranean where he undertook the air side of 
signals planning for the Sicily invasion. Later he performed similar duties in the Allied Expeditionary 
Air Force for the Normandy landings. 
Post-war RAF career 
After the war he graduated from RAF Staff College, commanded the Telecommunications Flying 
Unit at Defford from 1946 to 1948 before being put in charge of plans at Headquarters RAF Fighter 
Command. He became Director of Operational Requirements at the Air Ministry in 1952. In 1957 to 
1958 he was Senior Air Staff Officer, Fighter Command, and from 1959 to 1961 commandant of the 
School of Land-Air Warfare. He was promoted to Air Vice Marshal and appointed Assistant Chief of 
the Defence Staff at the Ministry of Defence in 1961. An important step was his appointment as 
Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff working party in the reorganisation of the Ministry of Defence in 
1963. As The Times reported, "with an already established reputation as a progressive mind on joint 
planning he worked closely with the then Chief of the Defence Staff, Lord Mountbatten to try to 
ensure that unification became a real integration of the policy making functions of the three 
services, a step resisted at that time by some less flexible senior officers." 
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In 1964, he was appointed KBE, promoted to Air Chief Marshal and assumed the role of Air Officer 
Commanding-in-Chief at Technical Training Command until 1966 when he became Air Secretary. In 
1968 he became the last Commandant of the Imperial Defence College before it was renamed the 
Royal College of Defence Studies and then retired in 1970. 
Upon retirement he became consultant on aviation matters to Ferranti in Edinburgh, Chairman of 
the Board of Governors at the Star and Garter Home in Richmond, and Chairman of the group 
advising Lord Dulverton on the creation of the Overlord Embroidery that commemorated the D-
Day landings. At the time of his death he was President of “The Old Cranwellian Association”. 
Family 
Evans married first Pauline Breech with whom he had two children Nigel (1943-) and Judith (1944–
1945) and, secondly, Squadron Leader Phillip Hunter's widow, Eleanor (née Christie) with whom he 
had one son, James (1953-). Lady Eleanor Evans had one son by her first marriage, Nigel Hunter 
(1939-1998). 
His funeral took place in Richmond, Surrey before a memorial service at St Clement Danes, The 
Strand on 9 May 1975. The eulogy was read by the Earl of Bandon with excerpts reported in that 
year's Old Cranwellian. He described Evans as a man of “courage, humility and integrity interwoven 
into his character”. He also stated that his rise in the Royal Air Force had been the more remarkable 
because “Donald suffered intolerably from bad health from his early youth, and all through his life”. 
Honours and awards 
Knight Commander of the Order of the British Empire - 1 January 1964 (CBE - 1 January 1944) 
Companion of the Order of the Bath – 1 January 1955 
Distinguished Flying Cross – 14 July 1942 
Mentioned in Despatches - 17 March 1941, 11 June 1942 
Bronze Star Medal (United States) – 15 March 1946 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Evans_DR.htm: 
KBE - 1 Jan 1964 (CBE - 1 Jan 1944), CB – 1 Jan 1955, DFC – 14 Jul 1942, MiD - 17 Mar 1941, MiD - 
11 Jun 1942, BSM – 15 Mar 1946. 
Plt Off: 23 Jul 1932, Fg Off: 23 Jan 1934, Flt Lt: 1 Oct 1936, Sqn Ldr: 1 Apr 1939, (T) Wg 
Cdr: 1 Mar 1941, Act Gp Capt: 20 Jul 1942?, Wg Cdr (WS): 20 Jan 1943, Wg Cdr: 1 Oct 1946, Gp 
Capt: 1 Jul 1949, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1956, AVM: 10 Jan 1957, AVM: 1 Jan 1958, AM: 1 Jan 
1964, ACM: 1 Mar 1967. 
xx xxx 1930 Flight Cadet, 'B' Sqn, RAF College 
23 Jul 1932 Granted Permanent Commission in the rank of Pilot Officer 
28 Feb 1933 Pilot, No 45 Sqn 
27 Apr 1936 Attended Electrical and Wireless School 
30 Jun 1937 Signals Officer, SHQ - RAF North Weald 
3 - 
31 Mar 1937 Placed on half pay list, scale B 
24 Jan 1939 Signals Officer, HQ RAF Fighter Command 
xx xxx 1941 Officer Commanding, Fighter Interception Unit 
xx xxx 1942 Group Captain – Night Fighter Operations, HQ No 11 Group 
xx xxx 1943 Signals Special Planning Section, HQ Mediterranean Air Command 
xx xxx 1943 Signals Planning Staff, HQ AEAF 
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xx xxx xxxx Attended RAF Staff College 
xx xxx 1946 Officer Commanding, Telecommunications Flying Unit, Defford 
xx xxx xxxx Group Captain – Plans, HQ Fighter Command 
xx xxx xxxx Directing Staff, Joint Service Staff College 
10 Sep 1952 Director of Operational Requirements (B) 
xx xxx 1956 Attended Imperial Defence College 
10 Jan 1957 SASO, HQ Fighter Command 
xx xxx 1959 Commandant, School of Land/Air Warfare 
xx xxx 1961 Assistant Chief of the Defence Staff.  
xx Apr 1963 Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Working Party on Defence Reorganisation 
15 Jan 1964 AOC in C, Technical Training Command 
14 Jul 1966 Air Secretary 
8 Jan 1968 Commandant, Imperial Defence College 
Entering the RAF College Cranwell in 1930 from Wellington College, he attained the rank of Flight 
Cadet Sergeant and was awarded the Humanities Prize on graduating in 1932.  
In 1963 he led the working party, which looked at the establishment and organisation of a single 
Ministry of Defence to replace the Admiralty, War Office and Air Ministry. 
From 1971 until his death he was a Consultant on aviation matters to Ferranti.    
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
Wing Commander Donald Randell EVANS (26260). 
“This officer has undertaken a large number of hours flying at night and in all kinds of weather. On 
one occasion in January, 1942, he displayed both resource and skilful airmanship when executing a 
safe landing at an aerodrome near the coast, after one engine of his aircraft had ceased to 
function. The efficiency, keenness and enthusiasm of the unit he commands reflect great credit on 
the efforts of Wing Commander Evans, who has himself destroyed 2 enemy aircraft.” 
(LG, 14 July 1942) 
From http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/portrait/mw219652/Sir-Donald-Randell-Evans: 

 
Sir Donald Randell Evans by Walter Bird; bromide print, 1961 
3052. Joan A LILLIE. Signed 4 June 1957. 85 Great King Street, Edinburgh. 

217 
No trace found. 
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3053. Wendy STAPLETON. Signed 4 June 1957. Linton-on-Ouse, Yorkshire. 

217 
She accompanied her husband, Air Vice-Marshal F S Stapleton. 
3054. Pamela EDWARDS. Signed 4 June 1957. RAF Tangmere, Sussex. 

217 
She accompanied her husband, Group Captain Richard Irvin Knight Edwards. 
3055. ELGIN Edward James Bruce, 10th Earl of Elgin, 14th Earl of Kincardine KT, CMG, TD, 
JP (9 June 1881 – 27 November 1968). Signed 4 June 1957. Culross Abbey House. 

217 
He also signed this book on 29 December 1939 and 7 June 1957. 
3056. Myrtle GILES. Signed 4 June 1957. 12 Blenheim Drive, Oxford. 

217 
No trace found. 
3057. Harley LEWIS. Signed 4 June 1957. [Unknown]. 

217 
No trace found. 
3058. Monica LEWIS. Signed 4 June 1957. [Unknown]. 

217 
No trace found. 
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3059. Air Marshal Sir Leonard Horatio SLATTER KBE, CB, DSC*, DFC, RAF (8 December 
1894 – 14 April 1961). Signed 4 June 1957. Befordshire. 

217 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leonard_Slatter: 
Early life and World War I 
Slatter was born in Durban, South Africa on 8 December 1894. He received his education at Dale 
College and Selborne College in South Africa and then at Battersea Polytechnic, training to be a 
civil engineer. 
With the outbreak of World War I he joined the Royal Navy. He initially served as a dispatch rider in 
the Naval Armoured Car Division before transferring to the Royal Naval Air Service in 1915. After 
successfully completing his observer training, Slatter was posted in February 1916 to the Seaplane 
Squadron at Dunkirk. 
In July 1916 Slatter started his training to be a naval pilot and later in that year he commenced 
flying duties at Royal Naval Air Station Dover. February 1917 saw Slatter posted to the Seaplane 
Defence Flight (later to become No. 13 (Naval) Squadron and then No. 213 Squadron RAF) as a 
pilot operating out of Dunkirk. During this time Slatter shot down six enemy aircraft and was 
advanced from pilot to flight commander. 
In July 1918, Slatter was removed from front-line duties and sent to No. 4 Aeroplane Supply Depot 
as an instructor. Even though he was officially excluded from operations, Slatter succeeded in flying 
over the front and shot down his seventh and final enemy aircraft on 30 August 1918. 
Between the wars 
After the war, Slatter opted to remain in the newly formed Royal Air Force. He saw further active 
service as a flight commander on No. 47 Squadron RAF flying DH9s and DH9As in southern Russia 
in the first half of 1919. Slatter received a permanent RAF commission in 1919 and was made a 
flight lieutenant. 
After his return to Great Britain, Slatter took up duties as a flight commander on No. 205 Squadron 
at RAF Leuchars. In 1921, Slatter was posted to No. 203 Squadron, still based at Leuchars, flying 
Nightjars. He later became the squadron's commander whilst the squadron was deployed in 
Turkey. 1922 saw Slatter transferred again, this time to No. 230 Squadron where he served as both 
a flight commander and as the officer commanding. In early 1924 Slatter was substantively 
promoted to squadron leader and posted to Malta where he served as the commander of the RAF 
base for over two years. On his return in 1926, Slatter spent a few months as a supernumerary at 
the RAF Depot. 
In late 1926, Slatter was appointed Officer Commanding the RAF High Speed Flight at the Marine 
Aircraft Experimental Establishment. Slatter was responsible for preparing his team to compete in 
the 1927 Schneider Trophy competition in Venice. He went on to be Officer Commanding No. 19 
Squadron at RAF Duxford and then Officer Commanding No. 111 Squadron at RAF Hornchurch, 
where he was also Station Commander, before being appointed Officer Commanding No. 43 
Squadron at RAF Tangmere in 1930. He was Officer responsible for flying on the aircraft carrier 
HMS Courageous from 1932 before returning as Station Commander at RAF Tangmere and then 
becoming Station Commander at RAF Feltwell and then RAF Bassingbourn. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leonard_Slatter
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World War II 
At the start of the War he was Senior Air Staff Officer at No. 1 Group although he moved on to be 
Air Officer Administration at Headquarters British Forces in Iraq in 1940. He went on to be Air 
Officer Commanding successively at No. 203 Group then No. 201 Group and then No. 9 Group. He 
was appointed Air Officer Commanding No. 15 Group in February 1943, where is role was to ensure 
that vital materials were brought safely from the US to the UK, before becoming Air Officer 
Commanding-in-Chief at RAF Coastal Command in June 1945. He retired in 1949. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Slatter.htm: 
KBE - 27 Nov 1942 (OBE - 12 Jul 1920), CB - 30 May 1941, DSC - 17 Nov 1917, Bar - 17 
May 1918, DFC - 1 Jan 1919, MiD - 11 Jun 1942,SS2 - xx xxx 1919, GI-GO - 6 Sep 1946, DL 
(Bedfordshire) - 11 Jun 1951.  
(RNR/RNAS): - (T) Sub-Lt: 8 Nov 1915, (P) (T) Flt Off: 29 Nov 1916, Flt. Sub-Lt: xx xxx xxxx, (T) Flt Lt: 1 
Oct 1917, Act Flt Cdr: xx Nov 1917. 
(RAF): - (T) Capt: (Lt): 1 Apr 1918, Flt Lt: 1 Aug 1919 1 Apr 1918, Act Sqn Ldr: xx xxx 1920, Sqn 
Ldr: 1 Jan 1924, Wg Cdr: 1 Jan 1932, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1937, Act A/Cdre: xx xxx xxxx, (T) A/Cdre: 1 
Jun 1940, Act AVM: 10 Mar 1942, (T) AVM: 1 Dec 1942, AVM: 1 Dec 1944, Act AM: 30 Jun 
1945, AM: 1 Jul 1947. 
xx xxx 1914 Dispatch Rider, Naval Armoured Car Division 
xx xxx 1915 U/T Observer, RNAS 
xx Feb 1916 Observer, Seaplane Squadron, Dunkirk 
xx Jul 1916 U/T Pilot, RNAS 
xx xxx 1916 Pilot, RNAS Dover 
xx Feb 1917 Pilot/Flight Commander, SDF/No 13 Sqn RNAS/No 213 Sqn RAF (Sopwith 

11 Strutters – Dunkirk) 
xx Jul 1918 Pilot, No 4 ASD Pilot Pool 
xx xxx 1919 Flight Commander, 'A' Flt, No 47 Sqn. (DH9, DH9A – South Russia) 
 1 Aug 1919 Awarded Permanent Commission as a Captain 
30 Aug 1920 Flight Commander, No 205 Sqn (Leuchars) 
 1 Oct 1921 Flight Commander, No 203 Sqn. (Nightjar - Leuchars) 
xx xxx xxxx Officer Commanding, No 203 Sqn. (Nightjar – Turkey) 
11 Jan – 
10 Mar 1922 Placed on half pay list, scale B 
 1 Mar 1922 Flight Commander/Officer Commanding, No 230 Sqn 
26 Jan 1924 Officer Commanding, RAF Base - Malta 
24 Jun 1926 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
 6 Sep 1926 Officer Commanding, RAF High Speed Flight - MAEE 
25 Jan 1928 Staff, Superintendent of RAF Reserve 
27 Jul 1929 Officer Commanding, No 19 Sqn. (Siskin IIIA – Duxford) 
23 Oct 1929 Officer Commanding, No 111 Sqn (Siskin IIIA – Hornchurch) 
25 Oct 1929 Officer Commanding, RAF Hornchurch 
13 Nov 1930 Officer Commanding, No 43 Sqn. (Siskin IIIA, Fury I – Tangmere) 
 3 Jan 1932 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Slatter.htm
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 2 May 1932 Attended Senior Officer's Tactical Course, Portsmouth 
22 Aug 1932 Officer Commanding - Flying, HMS Courageous 
 9 Aug 1935 Officer Commanding, RAF Tangmere 
13 Apr 1937 Officer Commanding, RAF Feltwell 
 8 Aug 1939 Officer Commanding, RAF Bassingbourn 
 3 Sep 1939 SASO, No 1 (Bomber) Group 
 2 Feb 1940 AOA, HQ British Forces in Iraq 
17 Aug 1940 AOC, No 203 Group 
xx Jul 1941 AOC, No 201 (Naval Co-Operation) Group 
xx xxx 1942 AOC, No 9 (Fighter) Group 
21 Feb 1943 AOC, No 15 Group 
30 Jun 1945 AOC in C, Coastal Command 
Born in Durban he qualified as a Civil Engineer before WW1, he was awarded RAeC Certificate No 
3912 on 14 November 1916. 
Having claimed five enemy aircraft he was posted as an instructor but still managed to venture 
over the front and brought down his sixth and final victory on 30 August 1918. In 1926, he was 
appointed Captain of the RAF's Team for the Schneider Trophy for the 1927 competition held in 
Venice. The race was won by ? which secured the trophy for the RAF for the first time. Following 
the success of the High Speed Flight, he then undertook a solo flight from England to South Africa. 
In 1940 he was sent out to West Africa along with Group Captain H K Thorold, and between them 
they confirmed the suitability of the area as a base for the acceptance, assembly and dispatch of 
aircraft delivered from Britain to the Middle East. He then continued on to the Sudan where he 
took command of No 203 Group consisting of RAF units in the Sudan fighting against the Italians. 
After the campaign, he submitted a report to the Air Ministry suggesting that, based on this small 
action, future campaigns would be improved by: 
1. The provision of more transport aircraft.    
2. The need to develop the re-supply of ground troops by air dropping. 
3. The provision of long range fighters for escort duties. 
4. The provision of more Red Cross/Casualty evacuation aircraft. 
5. The increased use of dive bombers. 
All of these points eventually proved to be vital for the success of subsequent operations. 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Service Order 
Flt. Sub-Lieut, (now Flt. Lieut.) Leonard Horatio Slatter, R.N.A.S. 
“For conspicuous gallantry and skill on many occasions both as observer and pilot. He has taken 
part in numerous night bombing raids, and on one occasion he ascended at night for the purpose 
of attacking hostile machines, notwithstanding the fact that he had only returned a few hours 
previously from a successful action with hostile aircraft in superior numbers. On the 4th September, 
1917, he attacked an enemy Torpedo Boat Destroyer with machine gun fire.” 
(LG, 17 November 1917) 
Citation for the award of the Bar to the Distinguished Service Cross 
Flt. Lieut.(Act. Flt. Cdr.) Leonard Horatio Slatter, D.S.C., R.N.A.S. 
“For distinguished service rendered during a bombing attack on Ostende Seaplane Station on the 
26th March, 1918, when, in spite of intense anti-aircraft fire and the glare of numerous searchlights, 
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he descended to 400 feet over his objective to drop bombs. Flt. Cdr. Slatter is a leader of 
unqualified keenness and dash and possessed of exceptional courage and judgment.” 
(LG, 17 May 1918) 
From the Royal Air Force Museum: 

 
Air Marshal Sir Leonard H. Slatter KBE, CB, DSC, DFC by William D. Dring; Date painted: 1945 
3060. Group Captain William George (“Bill”) MOSEBY DSO DFC (37327). Signed 4 June 
1957. Driffield. 

217 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/archive/05365.php: 
No.40 Sq. Battle L4979 was ditched in the Channel en route to France on 2.9.39. It was SOC 
23.11.39. It was one of 16 Battles en route to the squadron's new station at Bethenville, north-east 
of Reims. The pilot was Flt/Lt W.G. Moseby (DoB 16-6-14) who had gained his wings on the 23rd of 
March 1936, aged 21. He was in the RAF on a Short Service Commission, and had trained at 5 
Flying Training School and also at Brough. He had 21 hours on type - 10 whilst under training, and 
11 post qualifying on type. The aircraft had beein delivered to 6MU from the manufacturer (Austin 

http://www.rafcommands.com/archive/05365.php
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Motors) on the 7th of February 1939, and was taken on the strength of 40 Squadron (with whom 
she served her short but entire career) on the 30th of March 1939. The Movement Card for L4979 
appears to show a total number of flying hours on the airframe as 35 hours and 25 minutes, which 
doesn't appear very much for an aircraft that had been on squadron strength for 5 months. 
This incident is covered on p113 of David Gunby's 40 Sqn history, Sweeping the Skies: 
“Only fifteen Battles reached France, Bill Moseby's suffering engine failure over the Channel and 
ditching close to a cross channel ferry, by which he and his crew, Sgt Cody and AC1 W.Furby, were 
rescued. Deposited at Dieppe, the crew returned to Newhaven next day, where Moseby was 
admitted to hospital with concussion, not returning to the Squadron for nearly a month. His crew 
reached Betheniville four days later.” 
His jacket sold on eBay for £88 on 8 November 2013: 

 

 
“…the property of Group Captain W. G. Moseby Royal Air Force. He is well documented as a 
Beaufighter Flying Ace with a specialisation in Night Fighting and was promoted through the ranks 
and commanded several squadrons during his time through the 1939-1945 WWII. His jacket medal 
ribbons show his illustrious service with the following medals: D.S.O / D.F.C / 1939-45 Star with 
Atlantic Star Air Crew / Africa Star with North Africa Clasp / Italy Star / Defence Medal / 39-45 War 
Medal with Mentioned In Dispatches / 1953 Coronation Medal and American D.F.C.” 
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From Andrew Thomas’ Beaufighter Aces of World War 2, Osprey Publishing; First Edition edition (25 
Mar 2005): 
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From Doug V P Hearns’ The Distinguished Service Order 1920 – 2006 Air Awards: 

 
3061. Dorothy MOSEBY. Signed 4 June 1957. Driffield. 

217 
She accompanied her husband, Group Captain William George (“Bill”) Moseby. 
3062. Pilot Officer Stanley James BIRCH DFC* (1432821). Signed 4 June 1957. Middle 
Wallop. 

217 
His DFC, whilst with No 156 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 8 December 1944. 
The Bar to his DFC was announced in the LG, 18 May 1945: 
“This officer has always shown the utmost keenness for operational flying. Since the award of the 
Distinguished Flying Cross he has participated in many further missions throughout which he has 
shown great courage and tenacity. His aircraft has been in combat with enemy fighters on many 
occasions and he has always proved himself to be a skilful and determined air gunner.” 
3063. Group Captain Richard Irvin Knight EDWARDS DFC* AFC (37039). Signed 4 June 
1957. Tangmere. 

218 
His DFC in recognition of gallant and distinguished services in the Aden Protectorate was 
announced in the LG, 28 March 1939. 
The Bar to his DFC was announced in the LG, 13 February 1945. 
His award of the Queen’s Commendation for Valuable Service in the Air was announced in the LG, 
1 June 1953. 
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3064. Air Vice-Marshal Frederick Snowden STAPLETON CB DSO DFC BA FAIM (36059) (4 
February 1912 – 19 April 1974). Signed 4 June 1957. Northern Sector. 

218 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Stapleton_FS.htm: 
CB – 10 Jun 1961, DSO – 2 Dec 1941, DFC – 15 Jul 1941, BA - 1933, FAIM - 1967. 
Sgt: xx xxx 1933, Plt Off: 3 Mar 1936 3 Dec 1934, Fg Off: 3 Sep 1936 3 Jun 1936,Act Flt Lt: 3 Mar 
1938, Flt Lt: 3 Sep 1938 3 Jun 1938, Sqn Ldr: 1 Jun 1939, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Jun 1941, Act Gp Capt: 22 
Oct 1943?, Wg Cdr (WS): 22 Apr 1944, Wg Cdr: 1 Oct 1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1951, Act A/Cdre: 12 
Jan 1956, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1957, Act AVM: 1 Feb 1959, AVM: 1 Jul 1959. 
xx xxx 1933 Sergeant Pilot, RAFVR 
 3 Mar 1936 Granted a Permanent Commission in the rank of Pilot Officer 
 3 Mar 1936 U/T Pilot, No 5 FTS? 
xx xxx xxxx Pilot, No 3 Sqn 
 8 Oct 1937 Pilot, No 87 Sqn 
 3 Jun 1938 Flight Commander, No 87 Sqn 
xx xxx 1939 Attended School of Air Navigation (Specialist Navigation Course) 
xx xxx 1940 Staff, HQ No 50 Group 
xx Apr 1941 Attended No 58 OTU 
xx xxx 1941 Supernumerary Sqn Ldr, No 54 Sqn 
xx May 1941 Officer Commanding, No 611 (West Lancashire) Sqn. (Spitfire Vb) 
27 Jun 1941 Wing Commander - Flying (Wing Leader), Hornchurch Wing 
23 Feb 1942 Chief Instructor, No 42 Air School, South End, Port Elizabeth, South Africa  
22 Oct 1943 Officer Commanding, No 42 Air School, South Africa 
15 May 1945 Deputy Director of Operational Requirements. 
xx xxx 1945 Deputy Director of Operational Requirements (II) 
xx Jan 1947 Attended RAF Staff College 
xx xxx 1948 Group Captain - Operations, HQ Fighter Command 
xx Oct 1949 Officer Commanding, RAF Linton-on-Ouse 
xx xxx 1951 Officer Commanding, RAF Wunsdorf 
xx xxx 1953 CFI, RAF College 
xx Jan 1955 Attended Imperial Defence College 
12 Jan 1956 Commander, Northern Sector 
 1 Oct 1957 SASO, HQ No 13 Group 
10 Feb 1959 Head of Joint UK Liaison Staff, Australia 
15 May 1961 SASO, HQ Transport Command 
14 Mar 1964 Director-General of Manning 
Awarded a University Commission whilst at Downing College, Cambridge, he joined the RAF in 
1936 and following flying training, he was posted to No 3 Squadron and shortly afterwards to No 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Stapleton_FS.htm
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87 Squadron flying Hurricanes at Debden. Despite his short operational career, he still managed to 
amass a total of seven destroyed, four probable and one shared and three damaged. Retired to 
Australia where he became a Management Consultant in Melbourne. 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
Wing Commander Frederick Snowden STAPLETON (36059), No.54 Squadron. 
“This officer has led his squadron on almost every operational flight during its recent activities over 
enemy territory, in which the squadron has .destroyed at least twelve enemy aircraft. Two of these 
were destroyed by Wing Commander Stapleton himself. He has always displayed the utmost 
enthusiasm to seek out and destroy the enemy and has undoubtedly contributed materially to the 
successes obtained.” 
(LG, 15 Jul 1941) 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Service Order 
Wing Commander Frederick Snowden STAPLETON, D.F.C. (36059). 
“Since June, 1941, this officer has participated in 47 operational sorties. Leading the wing with the 
utmost coolness and determination he has taken every opportunity to support the formations and 
to inflict damage on the enemy. Since being awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross he has 
destroyed 4 enemy aircraft, and has probably destroyed or damaged several others.” 
(LG, 2 Dec 1941) 
3065. Group Captain Denis George LYSTER DSO DFC AFC (43149). Signed 4 June 1957. 
RAF Stradishall. 

218 
He also signed this book on 6 May 1959. 
From The Telegraph, 15 August 2010: 
Group Captain Dennis Lyster 
Group Captain Dennis Lyster, who has died aged 99, was a pilot who flew on the RAF’s first 
strategic bombing operation of the Second World War and completed 61 further missions, winning 
the DSO and DFC. 
On the night of May 15/16 1940, Lyster’s Hampden bomber of 83 Squadron was one of 99 aircraft 
that took off to strike industrial targets in the Ruhr following the German advance into the Low 
Countries – the first attack of the conflict on the factories feeding the German war machine. 

 
Within a few days, the Hampdens were called on to assist the beleaguered British Expeditionary 
Force in France and Lyster bombed elements of the German advance including the railway system 
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used to bring up reinforcements. Following the Dunkirk evacuation, the bomber force commenced 
a campaign against German industry, ports and oil installations. 
Lyster attacked Scharnhorst at Kiel on July 1 once the Battle of Britain was under way the 
Hampdens were increasingly allotted targets associated with an anticipated German invasion of 
England. Lyster laid mines at the entrance of the port of Lubeck, bombed the docks at Stettin and 
Hamburg, and the submarine base at Lorient. 
When reconnaissance photographs identified a build-up of invasion barges at the Channel ports, 
Lyster and his fellow crews bombed those gathering at Antwerp and Ostend. By the end of 
October, he had completed 39 bombing operations, including a visit to Berlin, and was awarded 
the DFC. 
The son of a farmer, George Dennis Lyster was born on April 16 1911 at East Oakley and attended 
Farnham Grammar School. He was deeply interested in machinery and drove early tractors and 
maintained the farm’s electricity supply with a single Blackstone 110 volt generator. 
The annual visit of some Bristol Fighters to his father’s farm made Lyster determined to be a pilot. 
He took lessons in early 1930 and his first solo flight created a stir. After getting lost, he landed at a 
nearby RAF airfield where he bought fuel for two shillings and sixpence and asked for directions 
home. 
Lyster joined the RAF in January 1935 and completed his pilot training at the RAF’s flying school in 
Egypt before joining 83 Squadron to fly the elegant Hind biplane bomber. Re-equipped with the 
Hampden in late 1938, the squadron settled at Scampton near Lincoln. 
Lyster had always had a deep interest in navigation and at the end of 1940 attended a specialist 
navigation course before returning to No 83 as a flight commander. The navigators on Hampdens 
were usually inexperienced pilots, so Lyster keenly monitored their efforts. Isolated in his pilot’s 
cockpit, he had a map strapped to his knee and carried his own sextant on his long-range 
operations. He was thus sometimes able to correct the efforts of his “navigator”. 
Over the next few months he attacked numerous German cities, flying inadequate and unheated 
bombers in all weathers on sorties that were often in excess of seven and eight hours. After 
completing another 22 operations, Lyster was rested and became an instructor at a bomber 
training unit. He was assessed as exceptional and was awarded the DSO. 
For the remainder of the war, Lyster remained a bombing instructor but, on the night of June 1/2 
1942, he was co-opted to take part in the second of the Thousand Bomber Raids when Essen was 
the target. For his services as a chief flying instructor he was awarded the AFC. After the war, he 
completed the RAF Staff College course at Haifa before joining the staff HQ Middle East Air Force 
in Egypt. 
Whenever Lyster was given a ground appointment he made strenuous efforts to fly as often as 
possible. In February 1948, he took a Spitfire from Fayid in Egypt to the South African Air Force 
base at Waterkloof near Johannesburg, a flight which involved 10 refuelling stops. He then 
demonstrated the aircraft at airfields in South Africa and in Northern and Southern Rhodesia. 
Lyster converted to jets in 1951 and in January 1953 was appointed to command the Examination 
Wing of the Central Flying School. It was the responsibility of Exam Wing, or the “trappers” as they 
were irreverently known, to test and standardise the flying instructors of the RAF. They were also in 
great demand by overseas air forces and the wing made annual tours worldwide. In October 1954 
Lyster, flying his own transport aircraft, led a team to Ceylon, Australia and New Zealand to test the 
instructors of those air forces. At the end of his period in command, Lyster was classed as an A1 
instructor of exceptional ability and was awarded a Bar to his AFC. 
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He commanded the fighter airfield at Stradishall in Suffolk, where he flew the latest jets, and his 
final appointment was at Headquarters Fighter Command. He retired in January 1961 having flown 
64 different types of aircraft. 
After leaving the RAF, he renovated a row of fisherman’s cottages in West Bay, Dorset. With his son 
he purchased a dairy farm near Honiton when he became involved in farm management. He was 
well known in the area for loud thuds as he dynamited tree stumps to clear his land. A skilled 
horseman and shot, he maintained a deep interest and love for the countryside and for nature. 
He finally settled on a farm at Sidbury in Devon, amazing his family and friends when he persuaded 
a surgeon to fit him with a replacement knee when in his mid-nineties. He was a long-standing 
supporter of the British Legion. 
Dennis Lyster died on June 24. He married Molly Richardson in 1935; she died in 1983. He later 
married Pauline Broadburn. She survives him with a son from his first marriage. 
3066. Molly LYSTER. Signed 4 June 1957. RAF Stradishall. 

218 
She accompanied her husband, Group Captain Denis George Lyster. 
3067. Josephine M BIRCH. Signed 4 June 1957. Middle Wallop. 

218 
Although the initials look like E H, “Josephine M” was the wife of Stanley James Birch. 
3068. Alice BUTLER. Signed 4 June 1957. HQ Fighter Command. 

218 
This is probably the wife of Air Vice-Marshal Eric Scott Butler CB OBE MiD x 5 (05235), who was 
AOA450, HQ Fighter Command on 11 March 1957. 
3069. Mary BOARDMAN. Signed 4 June 1957. 

218 
This might be the Mary Boardman mentioned in this article from 
http://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/04/15/mary-and-percy-higgins-communists-in-
tameside/: 
Mary and Percy Higgins, a couple from Tameside, were active politically on the left, first in the 
Labour Party and then in the Communist Party, from the early 1930s to the end of their respective 
lives. 
Mary was born Mary Boardman on 22 August 1914 in Failsworth, of working-class parents. Her 
mother ran a hardware and china shop. Politics ran in the family: her parents were members of the 
                                                 

450 Air Officer in charge of Administration 
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Failsworth Secular Society and founders of the Independent Labour Party, whilst on her mother’s 
side her grandparents had been Chartists. Mary herself joined the Labour Party at the age of 16 
and was elected to the executive the next year. She also became active in the Labour League of 
Youth (LLY, which in the 1930s had 30,000 members) and was elected as a delegate to the 
Manchester Federation. 
She attended a national LLY conference in Leeds but came back disillusioned because, she felt, the 
young people attending were not allowed to discuss matters of real importance. As well as being 
active in Failsworth she also helped out at Mossley Labour Party (very likely because she had met 
Percy Higgins, her future husband, who lived in Mossley). By the late 1930s she was becoming 
disillusioned with the Labour Party and began reading the Daily Worker. Mary joined the 
Communist Party in Oldham in 1940, at first it seems as a paper member, because she carried on 
working in the Labour Party. After reading Upton Sinclair’s novel Oil and hearing Harry Pollitt (the 
national secretary of the Communist Party ) she made the final break with Labourism and become 
an active member of the CP in Oldham. She later said, “I found that I could not reconcile pacifism 
with a belief that, should the time come for the working class to defend their rights, I would fight for 
those rights.” 
Within months Mary had become the Party Secretary in Oldham. That same year she got married 
to Percy Higgins. At this time they were living on Dacres Estate, Greenfield. 
Percy was born in Mossley on 3 January 1910, one of a large family, and attended St George’s 
Elementary School. “I learned very early in life what it means to be one of a big working class family 
in wartime and slump. There were nine of us in the family a sister died at the age of three and my 
father became estranged and separated from the family as a result of the 1914 war.” From a young 
age Percy had shown an aptitude for painting and drawing but with his father gone and family on 
the breadline Percy had to be sent to work in a mill at the age of 14 to earn money for the family, 
instead of going to art school, as both he and his mother had dreamed of. “I shall never forget the 
heartbreak it occasioned my mother, never shall I ever forget the way she wept when I went off on 
my first day to work in a cotton factory at the age of fourteen, instead of art school as she had 
always hoped for.” 
Starting as a learner piecer at 10/- a week, Percy rose to become a big piecer by the age of 17, 
earning 25/- a week, enough for him to afford evening classes in art in Ashton-under-Lyne where 
he won prizes and improved his technique. Percy was thrown out of work in 1928 but after a few 
months got another job with a commercial firm in Rochdale. 
Whilst unemployed, Percy heard a speaker on the Market Ground in Mossley proclaiming how 
Socialism could solve the problems of poverty and ignorance. “I thought it over and read some 
books.” These included the Socialist classic The Ragged Trousered Philanthropists. As a result he 
almost immediately joined the local Labour Party in which he became very active, assisting with the 
election of Herbert Gibson as the Labour & Co-operative candidate for Mossley at the general 
election in 1929. “I decided to give all the time I could to working for Socialism.” He started a Labour 
League of Youth and helped set up the Manchester Federation of Labour League of Youth (which is 
probably where he met Mary). In 1932 Percy organised a large demonstration by thousands of 
young people in Mossley against the Means Test and also stood for Mossley Council was defeated 
by 65 votes. 
Percy realised his life’s ambition when he set up business as a freelance commercial artist in 1934. 
Though now a small businessman he did not abandon his Socialism and was Secretary of the 
Mossley Labour Party from 1933 to 1939 as well as Propaganda Secretary for the Lancashire 
District Clarion Youth Committee. In 1935 he assisted workers at Mossley Woolcombing to fight 
and win a strike over pay and conditions. At the same time Percy was also elected Secretary of 
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Mossley Smalltraders Association, organizing a shopping week that same year to mark Mossley’s 
50 years as a borough. He was also active in Aid Spain during the Spanish Civil War and in the Left 
Book Club. He took the 12 month correspondence course for Labour Party election agents left the 
Labour Party and joined the Communist Party in 1940. 
In 1941 he joined the RAF and during his time at Padgate camp led a successful deputation to 
protest at the inept training and the food. After a brief spell in the Shetlands (where he established 
a Communist Party branch in Lerwick along with Peter Jamieson), he was eventually posted to 
Allahabad in India in 1943. He remained politically active, organising a Daily Worker reading classes 
and making contact with the Indian Communist Party. He met Indian Nationalists, including the son 
of Gandhi. Percy also served in Burma. His activities led him being moved to Nagpur, though this 
did not dampen his fervour for he made contact with local Communist Party and organized a Daily 
Worker reading group. He was posted again to Burma where he organized a Forces parliament. 
Percy was demobbed in 1946. According to biographical notes submitted for a CP National School 
in January 1946 the Higgins were living back in Greenfield and Mary was working as a short-hand 
typist at R Radcliffe in Mossley. In 1947 they moved to Wales, where Percy worked as a full-time 
organiser and election agent for Harry Pollitt who stood as Communist Party candidate in the 
Rhondda East constituency several times, though was not elected. They lived in Penygraig, near 
Tonypandy, at this time. 
Percy attended a National CP School in May 1950. The assessment of him noted that that he was 
very co-operative and ready to tackle problems and contributed well to group and class 
discussions,“though he has rather a tendency to leap into discussion without sufficiently thinking out 
his points.” 
By the early 1950s Mary and Percy were back in Lancashire. Percy was now organising sales of the 
Daily Worker in Lancashire, quite successfully, according to a report in the CP archives. Mary 
worked as a medical secretary at Manchester Royal Infirmary. 
They were very active members of CND formed in 1958, and took part in the Aldermaston marches 
and also marches to Holy Loch where nuclear submarines were based. Mary was involved with the 
Women’s Peace Caravan which crossed Europe to Moscow. In their spare time (what there was of 
it) they enjoyed walking in the Pennines and Lake District and also spent time at Dent in the 
Yorkshire Dales. Percy painted landscapes of their beloved lakes. 
Percy died on 7 November 1977 and Mary died on 20 March 1995. The Working Class Movement 
Library has a tape of Mary taking about her life and politics. 
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The following signatures relate to the erection of the Norwegian Memorial at RAF Leuchars 
on 7 June 1957: 

 
THIS STONE COMMEMORATES 
THE BROTHERHOOD IN ARMS 
BETWEEN BRITISH AND 
NORWEGIAN AIRMEN 
WHO FOUGHT FROM THESE 
NORTHERN SHORES 
IN WORLD WAR II 
1940-1945. 
WE HONOUR THOSE 
WHO GAVE THEIR LIVES 
At bottom of stone 
Erected June 7th 1957  
By Royal Norwegian Air Force  
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From http://www.scran.ac.uk/database/record.php?usi=000-000-123-284-C: 

 
Unveiling of the memorial to World War II Norwegian airmen, 1957 © Newsquest (Herald & Times) 
From Flight, 10 May 1957: 

 
From http://www.itnsource.com/shotlist/BHC_ITN/1957/06/09/VS090657006/?v=1: 
Memorial unveiled to airmen men lost in North Sea flights on anti U-boat patrols 
SCOTLAND: Fife: Leuchars: Relatives of men who were lost disembark Douglas Dakota aircraft, 
greeted by Colonel E.Tuster, Norwegian Air Attaché in London MS Catelina plane taxis Guard of 
Honour gets in line Close shots soldiers Major General Jorgensen speaking MS Unveiling of war 
memorial CU Inscription GV of the scene Crowd seated MS RAF man laying wreath CU Sir John 
Slessor listening Shots of women laying wreathes at base of memorial Broadcast at 6.10pm. 
3070. Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir John Cotesworth (Jack) SLESSOR GCB, DSO, MC (3 
June 1897 – 12 July 1979). Signed 7 June 1957. 

219 
He also signed this book on 7 March 1943. 
3071. Air Marshal Sir Aubrey Beauclerk ELLWOOD KCB DSC RAF (3 July 1897 – 20 
December 1992). Signed 7 June 1957. 

219 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aubrey_Ellwood: 
Educated at Marlborough College, Ellwood joined the Royal Naval Air Service in 1916. During his 
service as a fighter pilot in World War I, he scored ten victories (all in the Sopwith Camel) to 
become a double ace, winning his DSC in the process. Having been awarded one of the first 
permanent commissions in the Royal Air Force in 1919, he was appointed Officer Commanding No. 
5 Squadron in India in 1932 before returning to the UK in 1937 to join the Directing Staff at the RAF 
Staff College. 
He served in World War II as Deputy Director of Bomber Operations before becoming Air Officer 
Commanding No. 18 Group in January 1943 and then Senior Air Staff Officer at Headquarters 
Coastal Command in March 1944. He completed his was service as Director-General of Personnel. 

http://www.scran.ac.uk/database/record.php?usi=000-000-123-284-C
http://www.itnsource.com/shotlist/BHC_ITN/1957/06/09/VS090657006/?v=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aubrey_Ellwood
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After the War Ellwood was appointed the Air Officer Commanding in Chief Bomber Command. His 
next and last tour was as Air Officer Commanding in Chief Transport Command before retiring in 
January 1952. 
In retirement, he became Deputy Lieutenant of Somerset. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Ellwood.htm: 
KCB - 1 Jan 1949 (CB - 1 Jan 1944), DSC - 26 Apr 1918, MiD – 1 Jan 1945, DL (Somerset) - 1 Dec 
1960 
(RNAS):- (P) Flt Sub-Lt: 28 Jun 1916, Flt Sub-Lt: 27 Feb 1917 25 Jun 1916, (T) Flt Lt: 1 Oct 1917. 
(RAF):- (H) Capt Lt: 1 Apr 1918, (T) Capt: 28 Aug 1918, Capt: 1 Dec 1918, Fg Off:1 Aug 1919 1 
Apr 1918, Flt Lt: 1 Jan 1924, Sqn Ldr: 1 Jun 1932, Wg Cdr: 1 Apr 1937,(T) Gp Capt: 1 Mar 
1940, Act A/Cdre: xx xxx xxxx, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Jun 1942, Gp Capt:20 Nov 1942 1 
Apr 1942, Act AVM: 25 Jan 1943, (T) AVM: 1 Dec 1943, A/Cdre(WS): 25 Jan 1944, A/Cdre: 1 Dec 
1944, AVM: 1 Apr 1946, Act AM: 8 Oct 1947, AM:1 Jul 1949. 
28 Jun 1916 U/T Pilot 
 7 Feb 1917 Pilot, No 3 Squadron RNAS/203 Sqn RAF. (Pup/Camel) 
28 Aug 1918 Flight Commander, No 203 Sqn? 
 1 Aug 1919 Awarded Permanent Commission as a Lieutenant 
xx xxx 1919 ?, (India) 
12 Jan 1920 Pilot, No 28 Sqn (India) 
 1 Apr 1920 Pilot, No 3 Sqn (India) 
xx xxx xxxx Pilot No 114 Sqn. (India) 
 1 Oct 1921 Pilot, No 31 Sqn (Dardoni, India) 
 1 Jan – 
13 Feb 1924 Placed on half pay list, Scale B 
14 Feb 1924  Staff, No 1 School of Technical Training (Boys)/No 2 (Apprentices) Wing 
20 Jan 1930 Attended RAF Staff College 
10 Jan 1931 Flight Commander, No 31 Sqn 
12 Dec 1932 Officer Commanding, No 5 Sqn.(Wapiti - India) 
26 Feb 1934 Air Staff, AHQ India, Delhi 
12 Jan 1937 Attended Imperial Defence College 
20 Dec 1937 Directing Staff, RAF Staff College 
17 Feb 1941 Deputy Director of Bomber Operations 
xx xxx xxxx Served in Army Co-operation Command 
xx xxx 1942 Assistant Commandant, RAF Staff College - Bulstrode 
25 Jan 1943 AOC, No 18 (Reconnaissance) Group - Pitreavie 
 1 Mar 1944 SASO, HQ Coastal Command 
xx Aug 1945 Director-General of Personnel (II) 
 8 Oct 1947 AOC in C, Bomber Command 
31 Mar 1950 AOC in C, Transport Command 
Aubrey Ellwood was amongst those awarded the first permanent commissions in the RAF in 1919. 
He had originally joined the Royal Naval Air Service in 1916 having received his education at 
Marlborough College. He was awarded RAeC Certificate No 4094 on 6 December 1916.  Serving 
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initially in No 3 Squadron RNAS, he rose to the rank of Flight Lt and had acquired a score of ten 
confirmed victories by the time he left the squadron, which had become No 203 in April 1918. 
Two years after retiring he became Governor and Commandant of the Church Lads Brigade until 
1970 and in 1960 was appointed Deputy Lt of Somerset. 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Service Cross 
Flt. Lieut. Aubrey Beauclerk Ellwood R.N.A.S. 
“For the determination and skill displayed by him as a pilot. On the 10th March, 1918, he attacked 
three Albatross scouts. He drove two of the enemy aircraft down, and then dived on the third and 
fired a long burst. The enemy machine pulled up, fell over on its side, and fell straight down out of 
control until lost to sight. He has also destroyed or brought down out of control many other enemy 
machines." 
(LG, 26 Apr 1918) 
From a Google search: 

 
L-R: Air Marshal Sir Aubrey Ellwood (Bomber Command); Air Marshal Sir Basil ... 
3072. Sir Peter William Shelley Yorke Scarlett KCMG KCVO (30 March 1905 – 28 December 
1987). Signed 7 June 1957. British Embassy, Oslo. 

219 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_W.S.Y._Scarlett: 
Peter Scarlett was educated at Eton and Christ Church, Oxford. He entered the Foreign Office in 
1929 and served in Cairo, Baghdad and Lisbon. He acted as Chargé d’Affaires in Riga 1937–38 and 
was attached to the representative of Latvia at the coronation of King George VI and Queen 
Elizabeth in 1937. He served in Brussels from 1938 to 1940 when he was captured by enemy forces 
but, as a diplomat, was returned to the UK where he resumed duties at the Foreign Office until 
1944 when he was appointed to the embassy in Paris under Sir Alfred Duff Cooper. In 1946 he 
moved to Allied Forces Headquarters at Caserta, southern Italy, then was Counsellor at the Foreign 
Office 1947–50 and Inspector of HM Diplomatic Service Establishments 1950–52. 
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Scarlett was British Permanent Representative on the Council of Europe, Strasbourg, 1952–55; HM 
Ambassador to Norway 1955–60; and finally Minister to the Holy See 1960–65. He retired from the 
Diplomatic Service in 1965 and was Chairman of the Church of England’s Cathedrals Advisory 
Committee 1967–81. 
Scarlett was appointed CMG in the New Year Honours of 1949, knighted KCVO in 1955 and KCMG 
in the Queen's Birthday Honours of 1958. 
Peter Scarlett's wife Elisabeth was daughter of Major Sir John Birchall, MP. 
3073. Air Marshal Sir Geoffrey William TUTTLE KBE CB DFC (2 October 1906 - 11 January 
1989). Signed 7 June 1957. Air Ministry. 

219 
On sale on eBay as at 14 November 2014 (with a “Buy it now” price of £175): 

 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geoffrey_Tuttle: 
Tuttle joined the Royal Air Force in 1925. He was appointed Officer Commanding No. 105 
Squadron in 1937. He served in World War II as Commander of the Photographic Reconnaissance 
Unit and then as Officer Commanding No. 324 Wing before being appointed Senior Air Staff 
Officer at Headquarters Mediterranean Allied Coastal Air Force and then Air Officer Commanding 
AHQ Greece. After the War he became Director of Operational Requirements at the Air Ministry 
and then Air Officer for Administration at Headquarters RAF Coastal Command. He went on to be 
Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Operational Requirements) in 1951, Air Officer Commanding No. 19 
Group in 1954 and Deputy Chief of the Air Staff in 1956 before retiring in 1959. 
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Air Commodore G W Tuttle, Air Officer Commanding Air Headquarters Greece (second from left), 
discusses the security situation at Kalamaki/Hassani airfield with armed RAF officers. Circa 1944-45. 
© Imperial War Museum. 
In retirement, he became General Manager at Vickers-Armstrongs (Aviation) Limited. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Tuttle.htm: 
KBE - 1 Jan 1957 (OBE - 11 Jul 1940), CB - 14 Jun 1945, DFC - 10 Dec 1937, MiD - 11 Jul 
1940, MiD - 1 Jan 1943, MiD - 8 Jun 1944, OPW2 - 11 Apr 1944, OP(GO) - 15 Mar 1946,LoH, Cdr - 
xx xxx 194?, C de G (F) - xx xxx 194?, FRAeS - 1960. 
Plt Off (P): 28 Sep 1925, Plt Off: 28 Mar 1926 28 Sep 1925?, Fg Off: 28 Mar 1927,Flt Lt: 14 May 
1930, Sqn Ldr: 1 Apr 1937, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Mar 1940, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Mar 1942, Wg Cdr (WS): 7 
May 1942, Wg Cdr: 20 Nov 1942 1 Jul 1941, Act A/Cdre:10 Mar 1944?, Gp Capt (WS): 10 Sep 
1944, (T) A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1946, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1948, Act AVM: 17 Sep 
1951, AVM: 1 Jan 1952, Act AM: 4 Jul 1956, AM: 1 Jul 1957. 
28 Sep 1925 Appointed to a Short Service Commission 
28 Sep 1925 U/T Pilot, No 19 Sqn 
xx xxx xxxx Pilot, No 19 Sqn 
19 Dec 1928 Assistant Adjutant/QFI, No 605 (County of Warwick) Sqn Aux AF 
 5 Aug 1930 Attended Aircraft Engineering Course, Home Aircraft Depot 
1 Sep 1931 Granted a Permanent Commission in the rank of Flight Lieutenant 
 4 Oct 1932 Engineering Staff, Aircraft Depot, India 
 7 Jun 1937 Officer Commanding, No 105 Sqn. 
xx xxx 1940 2 i/c Photographic Development Unit 
 9 Feb 1940 2 i/c, No 212 Sqn 
xx Jun 1940 Officer Commanding, Photographic Development Unit 
xx Jul 1940 Officer Commanding, Photographic Reconnaissance Unit 
xx Nov 1940 Officer Commanding, No 1 Photographic Reconnaissance Unit. 
1943  AOC, No 324 Wing - North West Coastal Air Force 
10 Mar 1944 SASO, HQ, Mediterranean Allied Coastal Air Force 
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1944  AOC, No ? Wing/Group - Balkan Air Force 
12 Oct 1944 AOC, AHQ Greece 
20 Dec 1947 Director of Operational Requirements 
23 Oct 1950 AOA, HQ Coastal Command 
17 Sep 1951 Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Operational Requirements) 
24 Aug 1954 AOC, No 19 Group 
 4 Jul 1956 Deputy Chief of the Air Staff 
Joining the RAF in 1925 on a Short Service Commission. In 1940, he was appointed to the post of 2 
i/c of the newly formed PDU. this unit had been formed from a nucleus of aircraft supplied to 
Sidney Cotton, who had been given an RAF Commission as a Wing Commander in order to 
continue developmental work in aerial photography he had begun as a civilian. When Cotton 
proved to be something of a liability to the RAF, he was replaced by Tuttle. 
He was awarded the DFC before WW2. On 31 January 1941, he was taking off in a Hornet Moth, 
BK837/G-ADMP, from Benson when the engine failed and the aircraft crashed from a height of 50 
ft, fortunately he was not seriously injured. In August 1955, he led No 228 Sqn on 
a extended goodwill tour of South America, thereby setting a pattern which was continued for the 
next ten years. 
In 1958 he was heavily involved in discussions which finally led to the establish of Thor IRBM bases 
in Britain to be operated by the RAF. From 1960 to 1977 he worked for the British Aircraft 
Corporation and then became an aerospace consultant until 1981. 
From R V 451Jones’ Most Secret War (signed copy in Trevor Baker’s collection): 
“In September 1941 we heard of another nightfighter circle, this time of 60 kilometres radius, 
centred near Bad Kreuznach, the wine capital of the Nahe region. Had the range of the Würzburg 
been extended and, if so, how? I asked for photographic cover, and was advised by Claude Wavell 
that it would be well if l visited Benson and met Geoffrey Tuttle, the Commanding Officer of the 
Photographic Reconnaissance Unit because he liked to know the reasons why he was asked to risk 
his pilots. l felt much sympathy, for it was too easy to ask for photographs without thinking of the 
risks that had to be run to get them. l readily went to Benson, and the meeting with Tuttle resulted 
in a lifelong friendship. He had the embarrassing and difficult task of taking over from Sidney 
Cotton, who he thought was the greatest leader he had ever met; but he himself set a splendid 
example, and he was able to call on the most able pilots in the R.A.F. to join his unit. Somehow we 
never found the Kreuznach station, although the area was carefully photographed; perhaps the 
station had not been set up, or we had insufficient idea of what we were looking for. But the 
disappointment had its compensation in the even warmer contact with the pilots that resulted from 
my visit.” 
He is mentioned many times in Taylor Downing’s Spies In The Sky: The Secret Battle for Aerial 
Intelligence during World War II, Abacus, 2011; Allan William’s Operation Crossbow: The Untold Story 
of the Search for Hitler’s Secret Weapons, Preface Publishing, 2013; and Jeffrey Watson’s Sidney 
Cotton: The last plane out of Berlin, eBook, Hachette Australia, 2011. 

                                                 
451 Reginald Victor Jones was an English physicist and scientific military intelligence expert who played an 
important role in the defence of Britain in the Second World War. He died in 1997. See 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reginald_Victor_Jones for his biography. 
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3074. Air Vice-Marshal Peter Dicken CRACROFT CB AFC MiD (24068) (29 November 1907 
– 27 July 2003). Signed 7 June 1957. 18 Group. 

219 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Cracroft_PD.htm: 
CB – 10 Jun 1954, AFC – 1 Jan 1932, MiD - 2 Jun 1943. 
Plt Off (P): 19 Mar 1927, Plt Off: 5 Apr 1928, Fg Off: 19 Sep 1928, Flt Lt: 1 Aug 1933, Sqn Ldr: 1 
Aug 1937,(T) Wg Cdr: 1 Jun 1940, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Jun 1942, Wg Cdr: 1 Dec 1943, Act A/Cdre: 8 
Aug 1945?, Gp Capt (WS): 8 Feb 1946, Gp Capt: 1 Oct 1946, Act A/Cdre: 12 Jul 1950, A/Cdre: 1 
Jul 1951, Act AVM: 15 Oct 1953,AVM: 1 Jul 1954. 
19 Mar 1927 Appointed to a Short Service Commission 
19 Mar 1927 U/T Pilot, No 5 FTS 
20 Feb 1928 Fleet Fighter Course, RAF Training Base, Leuchars 
 1 Nov 1928 Pilot, No 405 (Fleet Fighter) Flight. (Flycatcher) 
19 Aug 1929 Pilot, No 408 (Fleet Fighter) Flight. (Flycatcher) 
28 Sep 1931 Attended Instructor's Course, CFS (Graded Category B) 
15 Dec 1931 QFI, No 1 FTS, RAF Training Base Leuchars 
1 Jun 1936 Granted a Permanent Commission in the rank of Flight Lieutenant 
xx xxx 1936 Adjutant, HMS Courageous 
 5 – 9 Jan 1937 Placed on half pay list, scale B 
26 –  
31 Mar 1937 Placed on half pay list, scale B 
xx Sep 1937 CFI, Oxford University Air Sqn. (Station Flight, Abingdon) 
xx xxx 1939 Staff, RAF Mount Batten 
 5 Feb 1940 Air Staff, HQ Coastal Command 
xx xxx 1941 Officer Commanding, RAF Chivenor 
xx xxx 1943 SASO, HQ No 19 Group 
28 May 1943 SASO, HQ No 17 (Reconnaissance) Group 
xx xxx 1944 Officer Commanding, No 111 OTU (Bahamas) 
xx xxx 1945 Staff, HQ ACSEA/Military Governor, Penang 
 8 Aug 1945 AOC, ? Bombay 
 8 May 1946 SASO, HQ No 19 Group 
xx xxx 1948 RAF Director/Officer Commanding, Joint Anti-Submarine School 
12 Jul 1950 Senior Air Liaison Officer, South Africa 
 3 Nov 1952 AOC, No 66 (Scottish) Group 
15 Oct 1953 SASO, HQ Coastal Command 
1 Apr 1955 AOC, No 18 (Reconnaissance) Group/Senior RAF Officer, Scotland 
Spent most of his career in Coastal Command. 
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From http://www.craycroft.us/archive/showmedia.php?mediaID=943&medialinkID=1666: 

 
Peter Dicken Cracroft, about 1945 
3075. ELGIN Edward James Bruce, 10th Earl of Elgin, 14th Earl of Kincardine KT, CMG, TD, 
JP (9 June 1881 – 27 November 1968). Signed 7 June 1957. Culross. 

219 
He also signed this book on 29 December 1939 and 4 June 1957. 
3076. Karl Jacob Castrén LYCHE. Signed 7 June 1957. Norwegian Broadcasting [Unknown], 
Oslo. 

219 
This signature was identified was Geoff Ward in an email dated 7 January 2014 to Trevor Baker: 
“He was the first 'Nynorsk' newscaster in 1934. In June 1940, he was constituted as head of the 
news section but resigned shortly afterwards. He was arrested on his release made his way to 
England via Sweden. From 1944, he worked at the Norwegian Broadcasting office at the BBC.” 
LG, 20 February 1945 stated he was a member of the Norwegian Government in Exile under the 
direction of the Minister of Church and Education with effect from 2 May 1944. 
From http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karl_Lyche (translated by Google): 
Karl Jacob Castrén Lyche (born 17 October 1903 in Helsinki , died 10 January 1971 in Oslo ) was a 
Norwegian Broadcasting man who read the Norwegian. 
He was the son of Professor Zachris Castrén (1868-1938) and Sigrid Lyche (1873-1905). After 
growing up with adoptive parents Harald Lyche Heyerdahl (1866-1933) and Asta Mørch (1872-
1964) in Valdres, he graduated from high school in 1920 and gained a philological degree in 1932. 
When the fledgling Norwegian Broadcasting should have nynorsk announcer he applied and got 
the job in 1932. The following year, he married teacher and principal officer Ingeborg Bertha Aas 
(1910-1990) who later became the first director of the Norwegian Council . After much brudulje 
(målstriden), he went in 1937 to the Daily News , and in 1946 he was program editor for the news 
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department, he succeeded Toralv Øksnevad (1891-1975) who during the war had been "the voice 
from London," while Lyche substitute. In 1960 he married Wenche Dedichen (born 1932) who was a 
graphic artist educated in Vienna. They begat Harald Lyche who was an artist. 
From http://nbl.snl.no/Karl_Lyche (translated by Google): 
Broadcast Mann. Parents: Professor Zachris Castrén (1868-1938) and Sigrid Lyche (1873-1905); 
adoptive parents: the district Harald Lyche Heyerdahl (1866-1933) and Asta Mørch (1872-1964). 
Married 1) 28/06/1933 Ingeborg Bertha Aas (1910-1990; see Ingeborg Lyche ), the marriage 
dissolved in 1960, 2) 1960 Wenche Lise Dedichen (15.2.1932-), daughter of a professor, MD. Jens 
Dedichen (1906-1985) and Wenche Mowinckel Blehr (1907-2001, daughter of Agnes Mowinckel , 
1875-1963). 
Karl Lyche In 1930 the radio's first nynorske announcer. With their advertising he attracted an 
opinion storm against Norwegian Broadcasting led the institution into its perhaps most serious 
conflict with Parliament. Internally, abandoned him steadily and surely the task of radio news editor 
and helped to build NRK News that the country's central news source. 
Lyche grew up in Valdres and came as a schoolboy to Christiania, where he graduated from high 
school in 1920. He was referring first to the Norwegian Institute of Technology soon struck into 
philology and took the degree in 1932. After one year as a teacher at Oslo Handelsgymnasium he 
applied for the post of nynorsk announcer NRK. Of the 70 applicants, a group selected to try out as 
reporters directly from the tower of the Church of Our Saviour. Lyche won the national program 
manager Midttun with his Valdres modulated in-goal, he has "a clearly and nice voice but also 
major language skills," noted Midttun. 
The nynorske advertising in 1934 provoked a storm among listeners. The threats rained down on 
NRK and Lyche. Translation by unions and newly founded listening associations that sprang up 
spontaneously organized protests and let out petitions across Norway. The storm was due to the 
nynorske announcement came on top of the transition to nynorske weather (January 1933) and the 
appointment of Midttun autumn 1933. In the autumn of 1934 imposed in addition the Ministry 
Norwegian bringing one daily newscast in Norwegian. Lest with Lyches easy archaic Aasen 
Haegstad-normal was also this one alien element in the program. 
Målstriden about the broadcast led to extensive debates in Parliament, where Labour only 
reluctantly joined the ranks with the Left to oppose right-and riksmål movement's onslaught. The 
controversy led to the historic parliamentary decision of 1934, which imposed NRK to ensure "that 
målstriden not kvesst to needlessly" a clear direction that Lyche should modify it. The Office of 
Program Council went Haakon Lie simultaneously strongly toward the formulation of which 
contributed to "stir people up in battle against Nynorsk, the vernacular". 
1930s public opinion storm let up as listeners expect to Nynorsk as a regular, perhaps typically, 
radio language. Lyches form of language became a habit, also because nowadays new service, 
which he applied himself to 1937, was extended until the outbreak of war. In April day and through 
summer 1940 Lyche in Toralv Øksnevad absence the news chief German authorities had to deal 
with in their thrust to "rectify" the radio. "Mr. Lyche is despite its apparent friendliness a dangerous 
man for us," noted Wehrmacht propaganda squad in his war diary. Lyche helped Midttun to stand 
firm against the rising German program proposals. September 1940 came the crisis. At the turn of 
the kommissariske board was NRK's president and national program manager dismissed. A dozen 
program and administrative staff, including Lyche, resigned in protest. 
Lyche soon came into illegal work, were arrested and one year Allegrini before the fall of 1942 was 
released to house arrest and notification. Late in 1943 he fled with his wife and two young children 
to Sweden, where he was put to work at the Legation press office, before autumn 1943 was called 
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to London. January 1944 he was given transportation facility and could join his old boss Øksnevad 
and colleagues Olav Rytter and Hartvig Kiran in NRK staff of the BBC's Norwegian branch. 
1946 succeeded Lyche Øksnevad as program editor for the news department. At his death he 
worked loyally in keeping with its predecessor responsible line manager for a news service which 
constantly increased in importance through multiple daily broadcasts, several regular chroniclers, 
and since 1964, also permanent correspondents abroad. 
3077. Air Chief Marshal Sir Walter Graemes CHESHIRE GBE KCB RAF (21 March 1907 – 10 
December 1978). Signed 21 June 1957. HQ 13 Group. 

219 
He also signed this book on 21 June 1955. 
3078. Unknown. Signed 21 June 1957. 7, Coates Place, Edinburgh 3. 

219 
 
3079. Anne CRAVEN. Signed 27 July 1957. 62, Mavis Road, Longbridge, Birmingham. 

219 
No trace found. 
3080. Unknown. Signed 31 July 1957. Cambridge University Air Squadron. 

219 
From Flight, 27 September 1957: 
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3081. Isobel SCOTT. Signed 30 July 1957. Galashiels. 

220 
 
3082. Henry SCOTT. Signed 30 July 1957. Galashiels. 

220 
No trace found. 
3083. Robert R MACGREGOR. Signed 30 July 1957. Girvan, Ayrshire. 

220 
Robert Ronald MacGregors signed this book on 23 December 1960 and 12 July 1963 but the 
signatures are not a percet match. 
3084. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] William Buthlay Charles RITCHIE MBE 
(2542285). Signed 15 August 1957. Aberdeen University Air Squadron. 

220 
His MBE was announced in the LG, 14 June 1986. 
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From http://www.rafjever.org/sharecurrentk.htm#Ritchie: 

 
This website includes links to the ORB entries that mention Ritchie. Only the first one is included 
here. 
25 November 1953. Fog and low stratus prevented any flying except an instrument rating test. 
Five Pilots went by road to Oldenburg to pick up Vampire 9's; as the fog did not clear they returned 
empty-handed, a little late for Squadron Leader Allen's cocktail party not too late to enjoy it. There 
were morning lectures on G.C.A. and Q.G.H procedures. We welcome Pilots Officers Culver, Leigh-
Lancaster, and Ritchie to the Squadron. Ramsay was promoted to Flying Officer with effect from 
the 15th. November. No.4 Squadron beat us 4-3 at football. 

 
Bill Ritchie and Eric Pigdon, AGM 2006 
From 
http://www.memoryspot.com/index.php?route=product/product&path=115_21&product_id=7635: 
Flown in a Gazelle of 32 Squadron & signed by the Captain W B C Ritchie 16 December 1985. 
Signed by 7 holders of the OBE: 
ACM Sir Harry Broadhurst 
AM Sir Paul Holder 
Earl of Selkirk 
AVM Sir Colin Scragg 
AM Sir John R Whitley 
AM Sir Geoffrey Tuttle452 

                                                 
452 Signed this book on 7 June 1957 
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ACM Sir Denis Smallwood 

 
3085. Patricia CROLLA. Signed 15 August 1957. Royal Aberdeen Hospital for Sick Children, 
Aberdeen. 

220 
No trace found. 
3086. PROBABLY Basil G FIELDING. Signed 16 August 1957. Gloster Aircraft Co Ltd, 
Gloucester. 

220 
He also signed this book on 19 April 1958 although the signature is slightly different: 
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3087. Raymond Albert COOK. Signed 16 August 1957. Armstrong Siddeley Motors Ltd, 
Coventry. 

220 
From http://armstrongsiddeleymotors.com/books-about-armstrong-siddeley/: 
Ray Cook, Armstrong Siddeley – the Parkside Story 1896-1939, Rolls-Royce Heritage Trust Historical 
Series, No 11 (1988) 140 pages 

 
The Rolls-Royce Heritage Trust Historical Series is an excellent set of publications and this volume, 
which was the first on Armstrong Siddeley, is particularly well researched and written by the late 
Ray Cook. The book tells the story of production at Parkside in Coventry and describes the cars, 
aircraft and engines, railcar and tanks made there before 1939. Sadly, all the original factory 
buildings at Parkside were demolished shortly after this book was published leaving only the 
original ornate factory gates sited at the edge of the business park. 
The Coventry History Centre453 archives include: 
Report from Mr Cook Armstrong Siddeley Motors Experimental Department (Flight Section): 
Further performance tests on a Sapphire 6 up to 56,000 feet. Sa.119/9 in Canberra WD.933 
PA1716/4/5/70 20 May 1954. 
3088. Unknown. Signed 20 August 1957. RCAF Station Marville, France. 

220 
The surname could be FLANIGAN. 

                                                 
453 Herbert Art Gallery and Museum, Jordan Well, Coventry CV1 5QP, England 

http://armstrongsiddeleymotors.com/books-about-armstrong-siddeley/
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3089. Barbara Helen TAYLOR. Signed 24 August 1957. RAF Oakington, Cambridgeshire. 

220 
No trace found. 
3090. Derek EVERETT BA. Signed 29 August 1957. London. No address. 

220 
No trace found. 
3091. J M PARKER BSc. Signed 29 August 1957. No address. 

220 
No trace found. 
3092. Deirdre A EVERETT. Signed 29 August 1957. MSAOT. 

220 
No trace found. 
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3093. Lieutenant [later Lieutenant-Commander] George William BARRAS. Signed 3 
September 1957. HMS Bulwark. 

220 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 12 June 1989. 
From http://www.axfordsabode.org.uk/pdf-docs/arkroy04.pdf:

  

 

 

 

http://www.axfordsabode.org.uk/pdf-docs/arkroy04.pdf
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From Navy News, October 1997: 
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From http://www.axfordsabode.org.uk/pdf-docs/bulwrk02.pdf: 

 

 
HMS Bulwark in the Forth, 3 September 1957 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HMS_Bulwark_(R08): 
The sixth HMS Bulwark of the Royal Navy was a 22,000 tonne Centaur-class light fleet aircraft 
carrier, commissioned into the Royal Navy until 4 November 1954. In 1956, Bulwark took part in her 
first operation, during the Suez Crisis, she launched up to 600 sorties in what was then known as 
Operation Musketeer. In 1958 she assisted two tankers that had collided in the Persian Gulf. She 
towed one of the tankers, SS Melika, to Muscat, winning the Boyd Trophy for her actions. Final fixed 
wing complement as embarked in 1957, the Gannet squadron was dropped in 1958. 
801 & 898 sqn. 16 Sea Hawk FGA6 Fighter-Attack 
891 sqn. 8 Sea Venom FAW21 Night/All Weather Fighter 
820 sqn. 6 Gannet AS4 Anti-Submarine Warfare 
849 sqn. D flt. 4 Skyraider AEW1 Airborne Early Warning 
845 sqn. 5 Whirlwind HAS7 Helicopter Anti-Submarine Warfare 

http://www.axfordsabode.org.uk/pdf-docs/bulwrk02.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HMS_Bulwark_(R08)
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Ships Flight 1 Dragonfly HR5 Helicopter Search and Rescue 
In 1958, she paid off at Portsmouth for conversion into a commando carrier. 
3094. Lieutenant [later Lieutenant-Commander] Brian HOLDSWORTH. Signed 3 
September 1957. HMS Bulwark. 

220 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 9 May 1982. 
3095. Lieutenant-Commander Walter Long SHEPHERD. Signed 3 September 1957. HMS 
Bulwark. 

220 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3096. Lieutenant George Frederick HUMPHREYS. Signed 3 September 1957. HMS Bulwark. 

221 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 14 February 1970. 
3097. Lieutenant Francis John Bertram PURCHASE. Signed 3 September 1957. HMS 
Bulwark. 

221 
From http://skyraider.org/skyassn/memberpics/cowell/bultxt.htm: 
849 Squadron, 'D' Flight 
“The jets scream past, the choppers chop past and we bumble past as best we can.” 
849 SQUADRON, D FLIGHT has an establishment of four AEW.1 Skyraiders. We are one part of the 
849th Empire based at R.N.A.S., Culdrose. At Culdrose, the Headquarters Flight is responsible for 
the training of new observers and pilots, general policy and tactics, and administration of the front-
line flights. Four flights, "A," "B," "C" and "D," are attached to operational carriers and divide their 
time between Culdrose and their respective ships. 
We, in Bulwark, have five crews of a pilot and two observers each, and a maintenance team of 
thirty-seven ratings led by C.A.A. Yeatman. Our maintenance ratings are fairly equally divided 
between A and E and L and R, our numbers being completed by four officers' stewards, three 
aircraft handlers, one cook and one safety equipment rating. It will be noted that we carry no 
technical officers, and therefore an added responsibility falls on the shoulders of the senior ratings 
of the flight. 
When our Skyraiders are operating, we are in effect a radar station in the air. The need for such a 
plane arose in the Pacific campaign against the Japanese. The detection range of the ship's radar 
against very low-flying Kamikaze aircraft did not give enough warning for effective defence, and 
the need for an airborne radar set looking downwards was realised. These sets have been fitted in 
several types of aircraft it was in the Skyraider version that the equipment was given to the Royal 
Navy under the American Mutual Defense Aid programme. 

http://skyraider.org/skyassn/memberpics/cowell/bultxt.htm
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The roles of the Skyraider in Bulwark are many and varied. Our primary function is guarding against 
low-flying attackers and shadowers, and in this role we either report contacts to base or control a 
friendly fighter to deal with the threat ourselves. However, a good piece of equipment will be 
found to perform many tasks, and the Skyraider is no exception to this rule. We can hunt for 
submarines, direct strikes, search wide expanses of ocean for enemy shipping in a very short time; 
and if mail is to be carried, compassionate cases to be flown ashore, liaison officers to be 
transferred, F.O.A.Cs. delivered, ninety-nine times in a hundred we get the job. In the view of many 
people in the ship our really important task is the dispatch and collection of mail from shore side 
air fields. Do not think we mind getting the mail in the least-we get our own as well. Sometimes, 
however, there is a slip in the drill and a deserving pilot's mate who has worked late to get his 
aircraft ashore gets nothing in return. 
It must be admitted that the "Wells Fargo and Anyface Airline" activities have often meant our 
getting into a port on the visiting list a little ahead of the ship. The extra run ashore makes a 
splendid break for the crews. One most notable piece of Skyraider "perks" occurred when we 
landed two aircraft at Grand Turk Island, to the north-east of Trinidad. The party had a splendid 
reception from the Administrator, a tour of the island, a swim and a glorious lobster lunch. We also 
bought several sets of new issue stamps from the islands. These were soon snapped up by the 
philatelists on our return to the ship. 
During the cruise we have taken part in many fly pasts. The jets scream past, the choppers chop 
past and we bumble past as best we can. At the more remote places the fly past is a major event 
for the locals. They will clear lower deck for the show. However, the more up-to-date the 
community, the less they are interested in noisy planes, and would rather we allowed baby to sleep 
and did not frighten grandma. 
While we were in the West Indies a flight ban yan team landed for an overnight stay on Bequia. We 
set up camp on a beach of our choice and, after ensuring we were clear of the dreaded manchineel 
trees, settled in. Fire lighting and cooking arrangements were in the hands of Petty Officer 
Willmott, who made an ace job of it. The day was spent swimming, sleeping and eating; there were 
also some wild almonds growing on the beach for the more adventurous stomachs. 
At night we settled down on the sand, on Lilos or on camp beds, depending on taste, and slept, 
lulled by the waves and the stirring of the trees. However, we didn't sleep for long. At about 0200 
there was a minor disaster. The tide crept in and a large roller suddenly swamped us all, 
extinguishing the fire and scattering our possessions all over the beach. Luckily the night was warm 
and we soon lit another fire, dried ourselves out, and went back to sleep. 
Next morning saw us setting out on a route march over the hills back to the landing jetty. We 
envied the chopper squadron their free lifts. On arrival at the little village, a couple of chaps who 
had bought bunches of bananas the previous evening were told that they were stolen property 
and, in the interest of good public relations, we let them go at a complete loss. 
In Gibraltar those of us who could get across the border renewed acquaintance with "Dick" in La 
Linea, and checked out at one or other of the bullfights on Easter Sunday afternoon. 
Off Singapore we were embroiled in a SEATO exercise, during which we did a little cross operating 
in U.S.S. Philippine Sea. We were disappointed to find that she had no Skyraiders on board as we 
admit the possibility of scrounging stores had crossed our minds. Philippine Sea is an old-
fashioned carrier with a straight deck, barriers and batsmen. As two of the four pilots who landed 
on her had not seen a batsman in action before we decided to use our usual technique and have 
the batsman available to "wave off" anything that looked "hairy." We flew around for a good look 
at her, then landed on, making three touch and goes and one arrested landing. After being 
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arrested we taxied forward out of the wires and took off with plenty of room to spare. Of course, 
the barriers were down and the deck was clear. 
While we were on the Philippine Sea, their S2Fs were making passes at Bulwark and doing some 
catapult shots. They took longer to finish than we did, partly due to an S2F which was catapulted a 
little too enthusiastically, trying to get Bulwark airborne on the end of the catapult strop. The 
shuttle pulled out, proving conclusively that ships, like pigs, were not intended to fly. 
In the same exercise, one Skyraider, piloted by Sub-Lieut. Hack, R.N., landed on H.M.A.S. Melbourne 
quite intentionally at the end of a sortie. When the aircraft arrived back in Bulwark she had "R.A.N. 
Mod. Skyraider One" carried out. A yellow kangaroo was stencilled neatly in the centre of each 
fuselage roundel. They looked so splendid we left them there. Alterations and additions were made 
to the kangaroos on an Australian helicopter that landed on us for a day, so honours could be 
considered even. 
The hospitality we received in our cruise has been wonderful. The West Indian was great. Apart 
from other highlights, our senior rates seemed to get well dug in at the Army base of Up Park 
Camp in Kingston, Jamaica, largely as a result of Petty Officer Hobbs going ashore in the advance 
Skyraiders. 
After getting our knees brown in the West Indies and getting rained on in Bermuda, we made a 
quick dash north to see our Canadian cousins at Halifax, Nova Scotia. The warmth of our welcome 
from Bonaventure and Shearwater more than balanced the semi-blizzard conditions we met there. 
At Hong Kong and Singapore the chaps really got down to the rabbit-buying business. Teak chests 
and tea-sets galore have made their way over the side and disappeared below. I am sure we will 
have to carry less fuel on our way home or we will sink. I hear that several people who have not 
been out East before have been having treatment in the Sick Bay for bulging eyeballs after ogling 
the Chinese dress styles on the Star Ferry. 
The Flight has played its full part in the ship's sporting life. Deck hockey and volley ball games are 
in great demand at sea. We have been unlucky with our shore side sporting fixtures. All too often 
at Gibraltar and other places the grounds have been declared unfit. We had one soccer game at 
Bermuda and a trial game at Hong Kong which showed some hidden talent in the Flight. We hope 
for better luck later on. 
One aircraft during the Hong Kong visit was put ashore at Kai Tak, and resided in the hangar of the 
Hong Kong Auxiliary Air Force. These chaps must have heard about our kangaroo, because this 
aircraft came back with the Hong Kong Auxiliary Air Force red dragon painted in the "D" on the 
engine cowling. The dragon has now been officially adopted as the Flight badge and is being 
reproduced on all aircraft. 
The working side of life has been going very well. We are operating the same four aircraft with 
which we joined the ship, and piously hope to take the same four back to Culdrose at the end of 
our cruise. We have avoided having any accidents so far and when serviceability troubles cut down 
our flying it was unserviceable pilots to be blamed. Around our time at Manila, Flight Lieut. Oliver 
had a fever, Lieut. Lucas had severe ear trouble, and the C.O. had a poisoned foot. Whilst on the 
subject of illness, we must commiserate with our senior observer, Lieut. Purchase, who was sent 
ashore at Singapore with appendicitis and missed the run to Manila and Hong Kong. 
When we left Hong Kong, it could be said that we were on our way home what a galaxy of places 
we still had to visit: Singapore, Trincomalee, Mombasa, Diego Suarez, Durban, Capetown, Accra, 
Freetown and Gibraltar. Who knows where we will say was the best run ashore when we get back 
to U.K. Of course, if you listened to the buzzes, the above list was by no means the final answer. 
Who is to say what the future holds? But that is half the fun of life if it doesn't get you down. 
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3098. Lieutenant Eric Ernest EATWELL. Signed 3 September 1957. HMS Bulwark. 

221 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. There is also a Squadron Leader [later Wing 
Commander] Eric Ernest EATWELL (5201164). 
3099. Flight Lieutenant ? A RAWLINSON. Signed 5 September 1957. No 330 Squadron, 
Transport Command. 

221 
The only Flight Lieutenants named Rawlinson in The Air Force List for April 1957 are: 
Harold RAWLINSON (101074) 
J RAWLINSON (3509410) 
Nathan Owen RAWLINSON (115889) 
No 330 Squadron was disbanded as an RAF Unit at the end of World War 2 and passed to the 
control of the Royal Norwegian Air Force, so this pilot is unlikely to be in the RAF. 
3100. Flying Officer Norman Mclntyre PATTERSON (167082). Signed 5 September 1957. 
No 242 Operational Conversion Unit, RAF Dishforth. 

221 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He resigned on 1 January 1959. 
3101. Squadron Leader Ronald WOODWARD (52984). Signed 11 September 1957. HQ 
Fighter Command (WHERE!!). 

221 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 12 August 1964. 
From http://www.thesundaytimes.co.uk/sto/news/article237021.ece: 
Rugby supremo Sir Clive Woodward454, now turning to football, recalls his father's early crusade to 
crush his first sporting live 
I played for England and the British Lions and went on to coach the national side to World Cup 
glory underneath it all I’m just a frustrated football player. I would have loved to have been a 
professional footballer. 
Squadron Leader Ronald Woodward, my father, was a great dad while also being a serious 
military man. We moved around a lot, and when I was 11 I found myself stationed at RAF Linton-
on-Ouse, just outside Easingwold, North Yorkshire. 
From http://www.scotsman.com/sport/rugby/child-s-play-for-sir-clive-of-corstorphine-1-717558: 

                                                 
454 Sir Clive Ronald Woodward OBE (born 6 January 1956) is an English former rugby union player and 
coach. He was coach of the England team from 1997 to 2004, managing them to victory in the 2003 
Rugby World Cup. He is currently the British Olympic Association's Director of Elite Performance. 

http://www.thesundaytimes.co.uk/sto/news/article237021.ece
http://www.scotsman.com/sport/rugby/child-s-play-for-sir-clive-of-corstorphine-1-717558
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Child's play for Sir Clive of Corstorphine 
In Sir Clive Woodward's autobiography Winning!, there is a revelation. It has nothing to do with 
coaching, motivating, organising, or even the juicy details of his departure from the post of 
England coach less than a year after landing the World Cup. 
Instead, it concerns a relatively unknown chapter in the early life of the man who will send out the 
British and Irish Lions team to face New Zealand this morning: growing up in a suburb on the west 
side of Edinburgh. 
Woodward attended primary school in the city. A family photograph shows the youngster - same 
squinting eyes and crooked smile; slightly more hair - on his first day at Corstorphine Primary 
School, above the mildly cutting caption: "Another player the Scots missed out on." 
His father, Squadron Leader Ronald Woodward, was stationed at nearby RAF Turnhouse, meaning 
that young Clive attended the local school until primary four, though in his autobiography he skips 
over this period. 
Indeed, it would seem that Woodward's early childhood in Edinburgh left no discernible mark on 
his memory. He certainly can't regard them as formative years, since his story begins - in his book, 
at least - when he is 11, and with his father now stationed at Linton-on-Ouse, in North Yorkshire. 
3102. Colonel Alured Charles Lowther O'Shee BILDERBECK MB BS DPH DTM&H MiD. 
Signed 14 September 1957. Columbwood, Richmond Avenue, Bexhill Sussex. 

221 
IMS = Indian Medical Service455. 
From the LG, 14 February 1947: 

                                                 
455 From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Army_Medical_Corps: The history of the Indian Medical 
Service (IMS) dates back to 1612 when, on the formation of the East India Company, the Company 
appointed John Woodall as their first Surgeon General. Under him, medical Corps officers (mainly 
civilians) were recruited more or less on individual contracts. The company expanded activities in various 
part of the country which necessitated the formation and maintenance of regular bodies of troops in 
India. As a consequence, they commenced employing military surgeons from 1745 onwards. It was not 
until 1764 that these surgeons were made into regular establishment of the company’s armies. Thus the 
Bengal Medical Service was formed in 1764, the Madras Medical Service in 1767 and the Bombay 
Medical Service in 1779 for the three Presidency Armies of Bengal, Madras and Bombay respectively. 
Three medical services were in due course combined into one Indian Medical Services (IMS) in Apr 1886 
under a Surgeon General to the Government of India. The designation was later changed into the 
Director General, Indian Medical Service. In 1913, the appointment was designated as the Director of 
Medical Services in India. Until the First World War the IMS was predominantly civil in character, but 
gradually from 1912 onwards those employed in civil duties became less and less in number. 
Indianisation of this service commenced from 1915 onwards. Sarjoo Coomar Goodeve Chauckerbutty 
was the first Indian to enter the service as Assistant Surgeon on 24 Jan 1855. Until Burma was separated 
in 1935, the IMS was catering for the civil and military needs of Burma also. During this period, the IMS 
was assisted by the members of the Indian Medical Department (IMD) and Indian Hospital Corps (IHC). 
The idea of re-organising the medical services into a separate Medical Corps exclusively for the Defence 
Services was first conceived in 1939 with the out break of World War II and with the formation of Indian 
Army Medical Corps in 1943, the extinction of the IMS as such was merely a matter of time. On 14 Aug 
1947 the service was finally wound up. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Army_Medical_Corps
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From http://europepmc.org/articles/PMC1967570/pdf/brmedj02917-0066b.pdf: 

 
From http://europepmc.org/articles/PMC1967768/pdf/brmedj02923-0098b.pdf: 
Colonel A. C. L. O'S. Bilderbeck, who had had a distinguished career in the Indian Medical Service 
and elsewhere, died at his home at Bexhill-on-Sea, Sussex, on April 5. He was 73 years of age. 
Alured Charles Lowther O'Shea Bilderbeck was born on August 22, 1886. Educated at Clifton 
College and Christ's College, Cambridge, he went on to St. Bartholomew's Hospital with a Jefferson 
entrance exhibition, and graduated M.B., B.S. from London University in 1913. He obtained the 
Cambridge D.P.H. in 1970, and the D.T.M.&H. of the English Royal Colleges seven years later. In 
1914 he entered the Indian Medical Service, and was posted as medical officer to the 2/6 Gurkha 
Rifles, a regiment with which he was to serve for many years. He took part in operations on the 
North-West Frontier before the first world war, and in Mesopotamia in 1916-17, being mentioned 
in dispatches for gallantry at the battle of Ramadi in 1918. After serving in Persia in 1920-1, he was 
assistant director of public health in Burma for six years, at first with the rank of major and then 
lieutenant-colonel. Later he was port health officer and civil surgeon at Aden, and then port health 
officer at Bombay, where he served for ten years. He was the author of The A.R.P. Instructor's 
Manual (1937), the use of which was officially adopted throughout India and Burma. He conducted 
courses on air-raid precautions in Bombay, and for these services was appointed an Officer of the 
Venerable Order of St. John of Jerusalem in 1940. 
Reverting to the military department of the I.M.S. in 1939, he took part in two operations in the 
North-West Frontier, and was mentioned in dispatches in 1941 and 1942. From 1941 to 1943, when 
he retired, he was assistant director of medical services in the Madras District. Re-engaged during 
1944-5, he was deputy surgeon-general for air-raid precautions in Bengal. Returning to the United 
Kingdom in May, 1945, he went to Germany with the R.A.M.C. in the following December, 
subsequently transferring to the Control Commission for Germany as principal control officer in the 
health department in Schleswig-Holstein and, later, Hamburg. On relinquishing the appointment in 
1950 he received the Danish Red Cross Medal for his co-operation with the Danish Red Cross in its 
German refugee relief work. For several years afterwards he gave lectures on first aid in Bexhill. He 
leaves a widow, one son, and one daughter. 
3103. Brigadier William Strelley MARTIN MC MB ChB DPH. Signed 14 September 1957. 
Glenrossie House, Dunning, Perthshire. 

221 
From http://www.generals.dk/general/Martin/William_Strelley/Great_Britain.html: 
Brigadier William Strelley Martin, born 19 December 1888, died 7 December 1961 
Promotions 
1938-10-29 Lieutenant-Colonel 
1942-08-22 Acting Colonel 
1943-02-22 Temporary Colonel 
1943-12-07 Acting Brigadier 

http://europepmc.org/articles/PMC1967570/pdf/brmedj02917-0066b.pdf
http://europepmc.org/articles/PMC1967768/pdf/brmedj02923-0098b.pdf
http://www.generals.dk/general/Martin/William_Strelley/Great_Britain.html
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1944-02-29 Reverted to Temporary Colonel 
1946-05-25 Acting Brigadier 
1946-08-30 Temporary Brigadier 
1951-08-19 Reverted to Lieutenant-Colonel 
1951-09-26 Temporary Colonel 
1953-10-29 Granted the Honorary rank of Brigadier 
Service 
1937 - 1938-XX-XX  Assistant Director of Hygiene & Pathology Western Command, India 
1938-XX-XX - 1939-XX-XX Deputy Assistant Director of Hygiene West India District 
1939-XX-XX - 1942-XX-XX Assistant Director of Hygiene Southern Command, India 
1942-XX-XX - 1943-XX-XX Assistant Director of Medical Services 2nd Division 
1943-07-XX - 1943-12-XX Assistant Director of Medical Services Lahore District 
1943-12-XX - 1944-02-XX Directror Medical Services 11th Army Group 
1944-XX-XX - 1946-XX-XX Assistant Director of Medical Services Delhi District 
1946-XX-XX- 1947-XX-XX Principal Medical Officer Public Health Branch, British Element, Allied 

Control Commission Germany 
1947-XX-XX- 1951-XX-XX Public Health Advisor to the Military Government British Zone, 

Germany 
1951-XX-XX- 1953-XX-XX Assistant Director of Medical Services Highland District 
1953-10-29   Retired 
From http://europepmc.org/articles/PMC1958326/pdf/brmedj02856-0113b.pdf: 
Brigadier W. S. Martin died on December 7, 1961, at Douglas, Lanarkshire, at the age of 72. 
William Strelley Martin received his medical education at Glasgow University and graduated M.B., 
Ch.B. in 1914. He entered the Army Medical Service in October of that year and served in France 
and Belgium throughout the first world war. He was awarded the Military Cross 
“for conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty in leading his bearers during seven days' 
operations, through the most intense shelling, with infinite resource and regardless of personal 
safety. It was due to his masterly organization and example that the wounded were collected so 
promptly.” 
He himself was wounded. Martin served in India from 1920 to 1934. He returned to India in 1937 
and became A.D.M.S., Delhi District. Returning to the U.K. in 1945, he was then appointed a senior 
member of the medical branch of the Allied Control Commission in Germany. In 1950 he became 
A.D.M.S. to the Highland District. He retired in 1953. 
A. C. J. writes: 
“Strelley Martin was a prominent member of the Students' Union in 1909 when I first attended 
Glasgow University my recollection of him is as a lieutenant in the Glasgow University Officers' 
Training Corps, particularly during our inspection by Lord Roberts about 1910 or 1911. He was 
always a keen soldier. We both joined the R.A.M.C. in 1914 it was not until 1936 that I again met 
Strelley in Catterick Camp, where he was the D.A.D.H. and as keen on his military duties as ever. He 
was a very keen and capable gardener and this took up most of his off-duty hours. After retirement 
he had a nice house and garden in Dunning, Perthshire, where he spent his leisure. He was not well 
would not give up his activities until a sudden collapse necessitated his admission to hospital 
abouit 1955. His recovery was not complete and he moved to Douglas, Lanarkshire. He was always 

http://europepmc.org/articles/PMC1958326/pdf/brmedj02856-0113b.pdf
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the same kindly, genial host, wrapped up in his home and family his health slowly deteriorated, 
necessitating one or two brief periods in hospital before he died. He married Frances, daughter of 
Dr. John Ritchie, of Dunoon. Our sympathy goes to his wife, who for several years had to watch and 
ward for him devotedly, and also to his son and two daughters, one of whom has been in Rhodesia 
for many years.” 
3104. Squadron Leader R H Unknown. Signed 14 September 1957. Burghmuir Road, Perth. 

221 
Possible matches with Squadron Leaders in The Air Force List for April 1957 include: 
Ronald Kingsley BROWN (162482) 
Reginald Henry BENWELL (146386) 
3105. Squadron Leader Unknown. Signed 26 September 1957. HQ 13 Group. 

221 
 
3106. Unknown. Signed 26 September 1957. HQ 13 Group. 

221 
He also signed this book on ? ? 1958. 
Possible matches with Group Captains in The Air Force List for April 1957 include: 
General Duties Branch 
H J CUNDALL 
R H C BURWELL 
J H GRESSWELL 
J D T REVELL 
Technical Branch 
A W CASWELL 
A G POWELL 
Equipment Branch 
J W C REVILL (retired 12 July 1958) 
Group Captain Peter Henry CRIBB CBE DSO DFC (but he was posted to Germany in 1957 until 1960) 
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3107. Robert Guy Romeril BENSA. Signed between 26 September and 7 October 1957. 
Sallies, St Andrews. 

221 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St_Salvator's_Hall: 
St Salvator's Hall (affectionately known as Sallies) is a student Hall of residence at the University of 
St Andrews. It lies close to the quadrangle of the United College, St Andrews and St Salvator's 
Chapel, a foundation which was endowed by King James II of Scotland. The Hall is in an area 
between North Street and The Scores. Regarded as one of the University's most prestigious 
residences, it boasts numerous self-contained traditions. Architecturally, it has been described as a 
"rambling Gothic dormitory". 
The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge (then Prince William and Catherine Middleton) lived in St 
Salvator's Hall during their time at the university. 
From The Shenstonian, The Magazine of Solihull School, January 1956: 

 
…. 

 
From The Shenstonian, The Magazine of Solihull School, June 1962: 

 
…. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St_Salvator's_Hall
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From The Shenstonian, The Magazine of Solihull School, December 1964: 

 
From the Leamington Courier, 26 March 2009: 
“Dr Robert, formerly of the George Street Practice, died on 17th March 2009 after a long illness 
aged 72 years at his home in Cornwall. Loving husband of Betty and father of Richard and Sian, and 
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grandfather to Bill, Daisy, Luke and Freddie. The funeral service will take place on Friday 27th March 
at 2pm at the Methodist Chapel in Mullion, followed by burial in the village cemetery.” 
3108. G ELLIS. Signed 7 October 1957. 25 Wellington Road, London, SW19. 

221 
No trace found. 
3109. PROBABLY Flight Lieutenant Edward HENDERSON (4028655). Signed 7 October 
1957. No 33 Squadron, RAF Leeming, Yorkshire. 

221 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 6 November 1967. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Sqn031-35.htm: 
“…in September 1957, No 264 Squadron at Leeming was re-numbered 33. It was still operating in 
the night fighting role but was now equipped with Meteors, with Javelins arriving in July 1958, 
which it continued to operate until 17 November 1962 when it was disbanded again, having moved 
to Middleton St George in September 1958. 
3110. Unknown. Signed 8 October 1957. Air Ministry. 

221 
The surname looks like WEIGHT or WRIGHT. 
3111. G A ROBERTS. Signed 11 October 1957. University College of North Staffordshire, 
Keele, Staffordshire. 

222 
No trace found. 
3112. M OLDHAM. Signed 11 October 1957. 159 Welford Road, Solihull. 

222 
From The Silhillian, The Magazine of the Old Silhillians’ Association, May 1958: 

 
From The Silhillian, The Magazine of the Old Silhillians’ Association, May 1960: 

 
He is mentioned several times in The Silhillian, January 1957. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Sqn031-35.htm
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3113. Colin Rodney CHALLIS. Signed 11 October 1957. University of Southampton. 

222 
From in The Silhillian, The Magazine of the Old Silhillians’ Association, January 1957: 

 
From The Silhillian, The Magazine of the Old Silhillians’ Association, May 1958: 

 
From The Silhillian, The Magazine of the Old Silhillians’ Association, May 1960: 

 
3114. Group Captain Eric John PALMER OBE. Signed 14 October 1957. Commandant, RAF 
Jurby. 

222 
His OBE, when he was a Wing Commander, was announced in the LG, 1 January 1941. According to 
Bernard O’Connor’s RAF Tempsford: Churchill’s Most Secret Airfield, Amberley Publishing (31 Aug 
2010), at the end of 1944, Fielden456 was promoted to Air Commodore and, after bein injured in a 
car accident, was replaced as station commander by Group Captain John Palmer, an Australian 
airman. 

                                                 
456 Air Vice-Marshal Sir Edward Hedley 'Mouse' Fielden signed this book on 12 / 13 May 1952 
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From TNA file AIR20/8506 Special Operations Norway and Denmark: 
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The LG, 1 May 1964 announced his appointment as Deputy Lieutenant of the County of Lincoln: 

 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Jurby: 
RAF Jurby was a former Royal Air Force station built in the north west of the Isle of Man. It was 
opened in 1939 on 400 acres of land acquired by the Air Ministry in 1937, under the control of No. 
29 Group, RAF. During World War II the station was used for training as No 5 Armament Training 
Station, No 5 Air Observer School, No 5 Bombing & Gunnery School, and the Air Navigation & 
Bombing School, in addition to a variety of operational squadrons. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Jurby
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Jurby was originally a grass airfield but was later equipped with hard runways. Operationally it 
helped protect Belfast and Liverpool from German air raids. RAF Jurby closed in 1963. 
The main East/West runway is bisected by a road, from when the runway was extended after the 
end of World War II to be able to accept Viscount turboprop airliners. As the existing road was in 
the way, the runway was extended over it. To facilitate its use, barriers were placed across the road 
and the road was closed whilst the runway was in use. 
During the 1950s and 60s the No 1 Directorate of Initial Officer Training (DIOT) was based at RAF 
Jurby, jokingly referred to by the trainee cadets as the “Camp on Blood Island”. 
The date this book was signed, it was the home of RAF Officer Cadet Training Unit (1 Apr 1954 - 1 
Sep 1963). 
3115. Flight Lieutenant David Adamson BLAIR (196467). Signed 18 October 1957. Air 
Fighting Development Squadron, RAF West Raynham. 

222 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air_Fighting_Development_Unit: 
The Air Fighting Development Unit (AFDU) was an air technical intelligence part of the Royal Air 
Force which developed operational tactics and tested captured enemy aircraft. It was based at 
Royal Air Force Stations at Northolt, Duxford and Wittering. 
The Air Fighting Development Unit was under the control of RAF Fighter Command and the Air 
Ministry, and performed comparative trials and developed and promulgated tactics effective 
against the enemy. Also sharing Wittering with the AFDU was the Naval Air Fighting Development 
Unit. 
These units were also tasked to carry out a variety of tests and evaluations on a wide range of 
fighter aircraft, aircraft modifications and new equipment prior to entering Allied service. 
The units were absorbed into the Central Fighter Establishment and moved to Tangmere in 1945. 
3116. Unknown. Signed 20 October 1957. No address. 

222 
 
3117. James ORR. Signed 25 October 1957. London. 

222 
No trace found. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air_Fighting_Development_Unit
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3118. Wing Commander Henry Moresby CHINNERY AFC (128850). Signed 25 October 
1957. London. 

222 
He also signed this book on 5 July 1949. 
3119. Flight Lieutenant Harry DAVIDSON (2458185). Signed 30 October 1957. Fighter 
Weapons School, RAF Driffield. 

222 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
According to http://www.huntertheaircraft.co.uk/page40.html, he was a Squadron Leader with No 
43 Squadron in 1965. 
From Flight International, 6 September 1973: 
54 Sqn’s efficiency trophy 
Air Vice-Marshal F. S. Hazlewood, AOC 38 Group, last month presented the Aberporth Trophy to 
Wg Cdr Harry Davidson, CO of No 54 Sqn, at RAF Coningsby. The trophy is awarded annually to the 
fighter squadron which is most efficient in air-to-air missile firings. 51 sic Sqn is a ground-attack 
squadron within 38 Group; this is the first time that such a squadron has won the trophy. 
From http://www.pprune.org/military-aircrew/124675-f4-phantom-11.html: 
“The first FGR2 squadron was Shiny 6 and they took that identity early in 1969 from 6 Sqn 
Canberras during their OCU course to maintain the unbroken service record of 6 Squadron - looks 
like history is to repeat itself when 6 Jaguar Squadron moves to Coningsby, presumably to 
seamlessly become 6 Squadron with Typhoons. 
I remember, I think, that 43 Squadron formed with FG1s just a little later at Leuchars it might have 
been earlier. 
The non-stop Singapore trip was flown by 54 Squadron who then held the London-Singapore 
record for a few hours until British Airways (or was it BOAC then?) beat it the following day. They 
didn't need to go so far to stay within the dip clearance rules. Not sure how many refuellings they 
did but it was about 15 hours. I did the trip a much better way earlier than them, staging overnight 
in Kokinelli land, Dubai and Gan. Short range bladders most fighter pilots.” 
Posted by soddim, 26 August 2004 
“Seem to recall it was about 15h 6m. The a/c flew in pairs and if memory serves, the two pilots were 
Harry Davidson and John Walmesley. 
The non-stop was only done the once, and thereafter the journey was broken at either Dubai or 
Masirah. The legs were about 7.5-8 hrs. 
First refuelling was overhead Coningsby to prove the system. Subsequent plugs were just north of 
Nice, overhead Malta, 200 west of Cyprus, Lake Van and then land. Continuing east, plugs were 
around Masirah, 500 east of Masirah, 500 west of Gan, 500 east of Gan and finally about 1.5 hrs 
before Tengah and the cold Tigers. 

http://www.huntertheaircraft.co.uk/page40.html
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Needless to say, this was an epic planning exercise, particularly for the tankers of 55 and 57 Sqns 
who were prepositioning and highly critical in terms of performance out of the hot airfields. Mk I 
Victors were entertaining to watch as they took off out of Masirah. It took tankers to refuel tankers 
to get in position with enough fuel for us. Still, it was all good practice for the Falklands. It was only 
in later years I learned about Perf A. 
I recall being led on the Dubai-Tengah leg by the CO who's Nav, aptly nick-named Pathfinder, was 
determined to veer well off to the north of track convinced of his navigational skills. Calls of "Close 
it up" from the leader were ignored. (My back seater was quite sharp). Eventually, they disappeared 
from sight. Some time later, we picked up the tanker on the Tacan air-to-air and duly RV'd for a 
prod. The Boss turned up a little later and took on more than 22000 lbs. Since the total capacity 
was little more than that, it can be assumed that his guages before plugging in did not make a 
pretty sight. It was only in later years that I learned about ETOPS.” 
Posted by blaireau, 31 August 2004 
From http://www.radfanhunters.co.uk/FredT.htm: 
“I was posted to 8 Squadron, commanded by Sqn Ldr Rex Knight in June 1959. I joined Flt Lts Tai 
Retief, Porky Munro and Manx Kelly on C Flight; the Fighter Reconnaissance element equipped with 
Meteor Mark 9s, A and B Flights being equipped with Venom FB.4s. After a short period we became 
independent, and titled ‘The Arabian Peninsula Reconnaissance Flight’ (APRF) under the command 
of Tai Retief and later we received another pilot, Tim Seabrook. However, we still continued to fly 
each others aircraft. During August/September both 8 Squadron and the APRF began the 
conversion to the Hunter Mark 9. 8 Sqn continued in the two-Flight mode and we were 
amalgamated into B Flt, Tai Retief becoming B Flight Commander. Sqn Ldr Laurie Jones assumed 
command of 8 Sqn in March 1961. My last trip of my first tour on 8 Squadron was on 6 June 1961; I 
left the for the UK shortly afterwards. 
I returned to Aden in May 1966 as Deputy OC Strike Wing to Wg Cdr Martin Chandler, replacing 
Sqn Ldr Roy Bowie. Sadly, Strike Wing had by now suffered ‘Centralised Servicing’, both 8 and 43 
Squadrons sharing the same Hunter Mark 9s with - to my horror - 43 Squadron markings forward 
of the fuselage roundel and 8 Squadron markings aft of the roundel. Sqn Ldr Des Melaniphy was 
OC 8 Sqn and Sqn Ldr Harry Davidson OC 43 Sqn. The recce element, equipped with the Hunter 
Mark 10 had again broken away and become 1417 Flight commanded by Sqn Ldr Dickie 
Barraclough. In May 1967 I assumed command of 8 Squadron. Shortly there after 43 Squadron was 
disbanded and 1417 Flt rejoined 8 Sqn as B Flt. In August 1967 the Squadron deployed to Masirah 
- to cover the withdrawal of military forces from Aden. A couple of our aircraft and pilots remained 
in Aden to the very end. Our aircraft were repainted in their correct livery and after one or two 
sorties to Aden to check the situation of our chaps, we deployed to Bahrein, via a short period at 
Sharjah. We joined 208 Squadron, the resident Bahrein fighter squadron, also equipped with the 
Hunter Mark 9 and commanded by Sqn Ldr Tony Chapman. My Flt Cdrs were initially George Aylett 
(A Flt) and Derek Whitman (B Flt). 
When I handed over command of 8 Squadron to Jock McVie at the end of October 1968, A Flight 
had 8 x Mark 9s and B Flight 4 x Mark 10s. Oh! and we also had a couple of Mark T 7s.” 
From http://www.radfanhunters.co.uk/JBeedle%20(author).htm: 
J. Beedle is the author of a history of 43 Squadron published by Beaumont Aviation Literature in 
1985. 
From Near to Middle East 
January 1963 was a time of ‘all change’. After less than two years residence in Cyprus the Squadron 
was ordered to prepare to move to Aden, there to form with two other long established 

http://www.radfanhunters.co.uk/FredT.htm
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Squadrons, 8 and 208, the latter originally the famous 8 Squadron of the Royal Naval Air Service 
that had flown Camels with 43 in 1918 at La Gorgue, a tactical support and Ground Attack Wing. 
The farewell parade to march off the Squadron colour on 22 February had to be held in a hangar 
because of heavy rain. The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Air Chief Marshal Sir Dennis Barnett 
was present. A flypast during the parade by Flt Lt Bob Smith, one of several pilots scheduled to go 
to UK instead of Aden, was low enough to give those inside the hangar the impression that the 
roof was meant to fly past as well. ‘However’, it was recorded, after long months of practice he just 
missed it. The same pilot, the previous month had received the thanks of the AOC-in-C for ‘a very 
polished display of low flying’ for some high ranking visitors. 
The parade on the 22nd was followed by a farewell party. After Flt Lt King had left as advance 
guard in the long lasting Mark 7, there was another party on the 23rd, continued on the 24th. 
When 29 Squadron arrived on the 28th, as a replacement for 43, the Squadron had still not left. It 
was 2 March before it did. It arrived at Aden to be met by Air Vice-Marshal Rosier, their new C-in-C 
and the TV cameras of the BBC— ‘seen by thirty-six million viewers on Eurovision—a genuine 
hero’s welcome’ the Squadron diary proclaimed. 
Nor was it all quite idle boast and foolish word. A letter which followed to Aden, from Wing-
Commander Flying at Nicosia, Philip Thomas, showed that it was not themselves alone who had a 
good opinion of 43. 
‘Any station that has 43 resident should consider itself fortunate for a more dedicated and 
professionally able assembly would be difficult to find. It was a delight to know and work with you 
all and any wistfulness I may experience at saying good-bye to you now is modified by the thought 
that I shall have the privilege to see you from time to time at Squadron reunions.’ 
Within weeks of its arrival, 43 had improved the Wing averages for air-ground firing and on the 
Queen’s Birthday flypast provided five out of the nine aircraft after 8 Squadron, detailed for the 
job, had failed to supply enough. In May it led the fly-past to bid farewell to Air Vice-Marshal 
Rosier. After a dinner in June to celebrate their second year away from Leuchars, and a spate of 
nose-wheel trouble, it spent July and most of August at Bahrein, with detachments to Sharjah for 
weapons work. After that spell in those most blistering and unlovely places a two week detachment 
to Nairobi was doubly welcomed. The main purpose of the visit was a display by eight aircraft at 
the Kenya Royal Show. This, the last show before that country was given its independence, will no 
doubt be the last for all time. Following massed bands, grand parades of horses and cattle, the 
Molo hounds and more massed bands, the Squadron arrived, on cue at 16:45. For the benefit of 
those who can understand the jargon the routine will be described in detail. 
Sqn Ldr Peacock, Flt Lts Doggett, Law and Edwards made up a box of four. The synchro-pair, Flt Lts 
Golds and Stoker, initially formated with this box. Flt Lts Osborne and Chapman flew low and slow. 
The box plus two arrived, the synchro-pair turning and splitting off leaving the box doing dumb-
bells. Halfway through this, two aircraft flew across low and slow with undercarriage down. The box 
then split in two and shortly afterwards returned at high speed from opposite directions. As the 
box reformed the two synchro-pair performed co-ordinated aerobatics, on completion of which the 
six threaded the needle and the show was over. The President and the Royal Show Committee 
gave thanks for ‘a magnificent display, greatly enjoyed’. The RAF Station at Eastleigh, awarded a 
Silver Medal for its services, freely acknowledged that 43’s contribution had been partly 
responsible. 
Only one disturbing note appeared. A letter in the Kenya Times, signed by ‘ex-Kerosene Cowboys’ 
described the formation flying as ‘not only noisy and disturbing but extremely tatty’ . . . ‘same way 
same day’. There are some who believe that this letter had its origin with a certain coat-trailing, 
mickey-taking Fighting Cock. Be it so or not the response evoked by this letter was remarkable 
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and 43’s admirers leaped to its defence. ‘A fabulous performance of precision flying’, said one 
defender. Another, a ‘former WAAF married to a pongo’ quoted him as saying that ‘the free-falling 
parachutists were terribly impressive I really must take off my hat to your service darling, they 
excelled themselves; by far the best thing in the show.’ 
On returning from Nairobi the Squadron bade farewell to Sqn Ldr Peacock and welcomed his 
successor Sqn Ldr Phil Champniss whose first reported statement was alleged to be ‘you play ball 
with me and I’ll hit you over the head with the bat.’ 
It was cannon and rocket, however, not a bat, that the Squadron used to wallop the Wing averages 
again in October, followed during the next month with a prolonged number of practice low-level 
strikes. ‘Four aircraft racing through grey-gold wadis, across the undulating oceans of ochre sand, 
with occasional glimpses of a muddled village on a ragged outcrop, or a fort or mosque sticking up 
white and wart-like....’ 
It was intensive practice soon to be put to the test, for the storm of civil war in neighbouring 
Yemen was already splashing in spasmodic warning droplets across the border. A lost Russian 
transport of the Republican Yemeni Air Force landed only eight miles north-east of Aden and 
deliberate penetrations by aircraft from north of the border became more frequent. These did not 
go unheeded and an increasing amount of time was spent at readiness though with nothing to 
show for it. 
Several pilots left for UK at the turn of the year. Among the group whose departure was made the 
more reluctant by the impending promise of action were two four-year Squadron men Flt Lts Golds 
and Malin. Those remaining went off to Bahrein for another detachment, got washed out by an 
ultra-high tide driven up by the Shamal wind at Sharjah, and finished by impressing the visiting 
detachment from the Day Fighter Combat School with their ‘matchless skill’. So back to Aden at the 
end of February, there to find that the unsettled situation on the northern borders of the 
Federation was now rapidly racing to explosion point. 
Radfan and Harib are the kind of place names that mean absolutely nothing until, bursting from 
anonymity they thrust themselves upon the world in banner headlines and on television screens. 
There for a brief space they take pride of place until, overtaken by other names and other events, 
they sink back into the near-oblivion from which they sprang, unremembered by any save the few 
thousand who were for a space intimately associated with them. For 43 Squadron Harib and 
Radfan were two such places. Harib gave its name to a hill fort across the Yemen border, just one 
of several in those parts, of no special significance, or tactical importance. The order to attack it was 
made entirely for political reasons after a year in which Yemeni Republican aircraft had on several 
occasions flown across the border to strafe property and people of the South Arabian Federation. 
Their place of incursion was seventeen Hunter minutes from Khormaksar and the raiders were able 
to return across the border unchecked. There was no other course open but a retaliatory raid to 
demonstrate to the local inhabitants that the British had not only the ability but the desire to 
protect them. Therefore after a final warning to lay off had been followed by an enemy attack with 
helicopters firing machine-guns, eight Hunters, four from 43, followed by four from No. 8, rocketed 
the Harib fort. ‘It was a piece of pee,’ was the reaction from Pat Hill, the youngest pilot in the 
attacking force. ‘We went in low and plastered it—got 92 per cent direct hits with 3” rockets.’ He 
said a lot more but the combination of a Squadron reunion and Pat’s brogue made it difficult to 
remember. 
Before the attack, a leaflet raid gave warning to the locals to scatter and subsequently air 
reconnaissance showed no sign of casualties it inevitably produced a great deal of fury in certain 
quarters. The Afro-Asian bloc at the UN viewing all things through coloured lenses, bellowed in 
anger. From far on the left Tribune likened the Royal Air Force to ‘hooligans breaking up cafes’, a 
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simile simply refuted by Peter Simple of the Daily Telegraph who queried whether ‘hooligans 
normally sit with patience while cafe proprietors break up their homes, before retaliating’. The 
Labour Party ‘regretted the action of the Conservative Government as not being the action of a 
great power’ (a few months later with the easy humbug of the professional politician, they gave 
their complete support to a similar but much greater retaliatory action in Vietnam by the American 
7th Fleet). Lapdogging faithfully along the party line the Daily Mirror found enough space among 
its usual pattern of slush, sex and cheesecake to squeeze in some sneers about ‘semi-illiterate 
staffs’ in Whitehall and the ‘anointed boys’ piloting the Hunters at their command. Not surprised at 
such vituperation perhaps a little dismayed that the case for making the raid, in honour of treaty 
obligations and to demonstrate to the Yemen that their attacks would no longer be tolerated, was 
not as forcibly stated as it might have been, the ‘anointed boys’ kept on with the job. The base at 
Aden, being in both British and American opinion of vital importance for at least the next ten years, 
there was little else to be done, except perhaps to recall Kipling’s words and wonder how long it 
would be before ‘blast your soul Tommy’ would change again to ‘Forward Mr. Atkins’. 
In any case the Harib fort raid was but the prelude to several weeks intensive operations which 
gave no time for introspection. The opening scene set in the Radfan area, found men of the Special 
Air Service moving in to clear the Aden-Dhala road which had .been made near impassable by the 
hostility of the local tribesmen. Before long the soldiers, finding themselves opposed by three 
times the expected numbers of opponents and they, moreover, not merely gun-toting tribesmen a 
disciplined force armed with mortars and machine-guns and trained in company tactics, were in 
some trouble, lost two men killed and several wounded and so called on the Air Force for support. 
The call was answered by the Hunters of 43 and 208 Squadrons. With 3” rockets and 30 mm. 
cannon fire, the immediate situation was relieved, so well that the SAS from less precarious 
positions reported that ‘without their help we should have lost more men’. There was no let-up 
after this initial action and during non-stop attacks that lasted throughout May and into June the 
Squadron flew more than 150 sorties, fired 1,000 rockets and 50,000 rounds of 30 mm. 
ammunition. Buildings which were, or were capable of, being used as enemy firing positions were 
attacked and ‘airborne proscription’ and ‘close support of friendly troops’ were also much in 
evidence in the order books. The latter was very close support indeed according to Mr. Hugh 
Fraser, Minister of State for the RAF. After a visit to the area he was reported as saying ‘that the skill 
and accuracy of the aircrew is such that the troops in forward areas are calling down RAF fighters 
to strike dissident strongholds only twenty-five yards from their own positions. Considering the 
nature of the terrain a twenty-five yard margin is incredible.’ 
Some veterans of other battles wondered just how credible a twenty-five yard margin could be in 
any sort of terrain and visualising the steep valleys and mountain peaks about which the Hunters 
flew had the temerity to doubt it even more. Not that it mattered much; twenty-five or twenty-five 
hundred yards, the result was the same. By the end of May the road to Dhala was open, the 
Paramount Sheikhs of the large Ibdali tribe had denounced the struggle and come over to the 
British side, and the battle was won. It had been won by the individual courage and combined skills 
of the men whose victory it was. The soldier on the bare mountainside, the pilot above, weaving his 
way along the deep valleys to locate the near-invisible target below, and the ground crew who 
back at base had sweated the clock around to provide all and more of the Hunters required for the 
fray. And if you checked on the facts and figures you would find that during it all No. 43 Squadron 
had done all and more than all it had been called upon to do. 
The opening of the Dhala road did not bring a halt to the fighting which was to continue for a long 
time. In June 1964 the Squadron was reduced to a skeleton of 18 pilots and one Orderly Room 
Corporal when ‘in the interests of increased efficiency’ a Technical Wing Pool was formed and the 
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groundcrews’ identity as proud members of 43 was dissolved in an amorphous soulless creation. 
The change was bitterly fought but it was decreed that it should go ahead for a six-month period. 
Within weeks it was noted that ‘Out of a possible 23 Hunters we were lucky if a total of 6 was 
available. We got more than that when 43 had 11’. ... ‘the lack of Squadron spirit became plain for 
all to see and pilots got increasingly frustrated at the many times they came out to fly only to find 
that no aeroplanes were available’. However, a monthly thrash with the airmen ensured a 
continuing loyalty to 43 and a sense of belonging between the pilots and their forcibly separated 
groundcrews. 
September 1964 found ‘the enemy still tireless’ so that the Hunters were often called in to support 
the ground forces or to provide standing patrols in the hope, never realised, of sighting the odd 
Egyptian-piloted Yemeni MiG strafing on ‘our’ side of the border. 
On 10 August, Fg Off Ron Burrows, only weeks on the Squadron, had a flame out on take-off and 
made what was called a copybook ejection. Less happy was the tragic death of Fg Off Ian Stephen 
in October when his aircraft crashed as he left Masirah to return to Khormaksar after a detachment. 
‘His loss was keenly felt, he had been very popular and had the makings of a good pilot’. 
Surviving the annual visit from the ‘Trappers’ of CFS, who found small cause to complain, the 10th 
Anniversary of the Hunter on operations was celebrated at the Khormaksar Jungle Bar on 20 
November and one guest summed up the success that it naturally was with a letter, ‘I feel so ill this 
morning it must have been a wonderful party,—Thank you’. 
Two new Flight Commanders, Flt Lts Pete Biddiscombe (A) and Geoff Taylor (B), along with five 
other new tourists arrived in February 1965. The two outgoing Flight Commanders, Flt Lts Glyn 
Chapman and Bill Stoker, both received a Queens Commendation in the Birthday Honours list for 
their service with the Squadron during the Radfan operations. The most important change in 
personnel this year was at the end of September when Sqn Ldr Harry Davidson took over 
command of 43 from Phil Champniss. Phil went home to Andover and Flight Safety duties having 
made his indelible mark on 43 and leaving it in the highest of spirits—in more ways than one. 
In March the Royalist troops had recaptured Harib, (shades of Fort busting days), and with border 
infringements by UAR aircraft in support of the Republican troops expected, patrolling was stepped 
up. Generally, however, things had gone pretty quiet up country although in downtown Aden there 
were daily incidents of grenades and other noisy things which more often or not did harm only to 
innocent Arabs. 
A crisis was declared in December when the stock of Black and White chequered material used for 
scarves and cummerbunds ran out. As the last order had been placed in Cairo and 43 were 
currently very much out of favour with the UAR, a search for alternative supplies was begun and 
sartorial correctness was restored by a supplier in far off Birmingham, England. 
The Labour Government elected in October 1964 produced in February 1966, a White Paper on 
Defence which announced among other things the complete withdrawal of all British Forces from 
Aden as soon as was practicable. Since there were no places in the world where any additional 
Hunter squadrons were likely to be usefully deployed this White Paper foreshadowed an end to 43 
in its present shape in the not too far off future. In fact the first plan set a date in July 1967 for 43 
to disband, leaving No. 8 Squadron to carry on to the end but early in 1967 the AOC decided that 
No. 8 alone would not suffice so 43 was reprieved until November. Since, by the time this change 
was made most pilots had got their posting notices on the assumption that they would all go by 
July, nobody knew who would go and who would stay resulting, as the Squadron scribe said, ‘in 
total chaos’. 
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However, before November 1967 there was still to be eighteen months of life for 43, during which 
time it continued in its normal lively and superior way in cockpit and in bar, although with the 
grenade-loaded situation in Aden, hangovers were now acquired in situ and got over in the same 
place rather than in a homeward bound Jeep. In April, Harry Davidson brought six pilots home to 
London for the 50th Anniversary Dinner where they discovered that, apart from having more hair 
and fewer ailments, they were not in any way different in spirit and outlook from their forerunners 
who in their day had gone ground strafing with Vickers guns or 20mm cannons. Harry Davidson 
said that as the 38th person to follow Lord Douglas of Kirtleside in command of 43 he hoped he 
might still become one day the Chairman of British European Airways and after everybody had 
agreed that the Tournedos Chasseur was the best thing they had ever had, the company, old and 
young, went home their various ways feeling that since 43 Squadron was still as good as ever, the 
world must not be so bad a place after all. 
So back to the Arabian sands and mountains where an eight-ship strike was called for at Wadi Sana 
while Flt Lt Wally Willman took Dave Loveday, Bob Screen and Nick Kerr (RN) as companions to 
experience the delights of the Gulf in an exchange with 208 Squadron at Bahrein. By now Flt Lt 
Dave Malin had escaped from his Instructor post at Chivenor and come back to 43 for a third tour 
as Commander of ‘A’ Flight. When he finally left, with a DFC one should add, he had been nearly 
seven years in total with 43, almost a record. 
A ‘whistling wheelbarrow’, more generally known in official circles as an Argosy C.1, took the 
ground support and surplus aircrews to Masirah in July and two months later, after they had come 
back again, the whole might of the Fighting Cocks was seen when 144 hollow-charge HE rocket 
projectiles were expended in a 3 x 4-ship strike in Wadis Bana and Yahar, an operation to show 
‘How impressive we are and how good is our expertise at demolishing Wadis!’. Next month, 
October, Flt Lt Al Pollock departed to England in order to ‘ginger up a very inferior unit at West 
Raynham’, No. 1 Squadron. Eighteen months later he went into the history books, and brought his 
service career to a premature end, when he flew a Hunter through Tower Bridge, a brave gesture to 
show that the RAF in its Diamond Jubilee year at least deserved a flypast over the capital like so 
many brave gestures it was lost in the philistine minds of politicians. 
The year concluded with the two Flight Commanders, Geoff Taylor and Dave Malin dropping 
leaflets (43 Xmas Card greetings) at Beihan, Mukeiras, Habilayn and Dhala and a flypast at the 
State capital of Qaiti on the accession of the new ruler, Amir Ghaleb bin Awadh al Qaiti, whereby 
anyone evilly disposed towards him would know that he had the best Wadi-busting squadron on 
his side. 
The year 1967 started with the AOC’s Inspection prior to which enough paint was slapped onto 
walls to markedly reduce the cubic capacity of most rooms. In February Fg Off Dave (Cid) Sowler 
had the kind of experience he would have preferred to do without. One of four sent to the aid of a 
local friendly sheikh at Dhi Surrah who was being troubled by somebody on top of a nearby hill he 
had blasted away at all the right places when— Calamity! Hydraulic failure, turret drive gone, no 
radio and ASI reading zero he headed for home. He got close eight miles out on finals, cockpit 
filling with smoke and the rear end burning like the proverbial torch our hero mutters, ‘Til serve no 
more’ and went for the handle. Everything worked and Cid, quickly picked up by helicopter, came 
back to ask to where he should write to collect his Martin-Baker Club tie. Less dodgy and quite 
funny was Flt Lt Jack Jennings landing a T.7 without the port undercarriage. The Trucial Oman 
Scouts Captain flying with him wandered off to (ruefully) dhobi his underpants muttering ‘That’s 
my first and last time I fly in a Hunter’ and ‘Does everybody always laugh when things like this 
happen?’. Not long after this Jack Jennings, again, and Fg Off Rod Harrison were scrambled to 
investigate an unidentified trace in the area. It proved to be a VIP Andover returning from Perim 
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Island. Going in for a better visual, identification Rod Harrison was subsequently blasted for 
‘buzzing the Commander-in-Chief. ‘Sometimes’, he said sadly, ‘You just can’t win’. 
All Fools Day was aptly named. 2.6 inches of water, equal to Aden’s normal annual rainfall, fell in six 
hours. Having spent most of March giving lots of help to No. 45 Marine Commando, 43 went off to 
drier climes at Bahrein but came back to put in 109 Operational sorties before the end of May, 
mostly on border patrols and as top cover for convoys up the Dhala Road where escorting Wessex 
helicopters were being fired on. 
In May also, the aircraft carriers, HMS Hermes on the way to the Far East and HMS Victorious on the 
way home arrived at Aden. This gave 27 Hunters of 8, 43 and 208 Squadrons the opportunity to 
join with 16 Sea Vixens and 12 Buccaneers from the carriers in a 55-ship formation. Led by Gp Capt 
Browne, the Khormaksar Station Commander, it was the biggest formation ever seen in Arabian 
skies. After this came Air Defence exercises with the Hunters doing the attacking and the Navy 
claiming to shoot them all down. 
By now the Squadron was on the last lap. Sqn Ldr Davidson left in July, as planned with the 
original disbandment date and Sqn Ldr Terry Thornton took over for the last few months. The 
Disbandment Parade and Farewell Dinner both took place on 14 October and from then until 29 
November things happened so fast it was nearly impossible to keep track of them. Three pilots 
came from No. 8 and stayed a while, three more from 38 Group came and hardly stayed at all. 
Some pilots and aircraft went back to the UK. Others went to Muharraq where they left the Hunters 
and went to the UK. Two pilots and aircraft went to Masirah with orders to stay there until 
somebody told them otherwise. Wally Willman leading four Hunters had everybody going berserk 
when he took a short cut across Turkey without asking and then upset the Wing Commander Ops 
at Nicosia by parking on a spot reserved for VC10 transports. 
On 15 November the Adjutant, Flt Lt Tony Hughes-Lewis had this to say. ‘We are now down to six 
aircraft and seven pilots. We still have to maintain our dawn to dusk standby commitment of two 
aircraft which with only six of us doing it makes it a bit tedious. Of course with so few aircraft we 
cannot afford to fly except operationally, and so for the last week there has been no flying at all. 
This will continue to the end though now that the Navy is here with dozens of aircraft, we feel 
slightly superfluous. Doubtless we shall sit here and twiddle our thumbs until the 29th. All the 
same, despite the fact that we all thought we’d be gone by the 22nd, morale remains surprising 
high, you can’t get 43 down even if we do tend to swear a bit more then usual. However, we do all 
have the date Saturday, 4 May 1968, (the date for the next annual reunion dinner) firmly imprinted 
upon our tiny underpowered brains so have the doors open on the dot at 17:30 or they may get 
broken in the rush!’. 
So, with the Squadron standard and all the rest of the paraphernalia already sailing towards the 
Cape on the homeward run 43 finally switched off and went into the shades from which in due 
course, and after not too long a time, it would re-emerge to start again doing, as it had always 
done, most things better than the rest of the competition. 
As for the Hunter, its days as a front line aeroplane were over but for many who flew or serviced it 
in 43, the first to fly it and almost the last, it would not be quickly forgotten. The last real pilots 
aeroplane before the electronic age took over they called it. It is a true and fitting epitaph to a 
great machine that was always the better for being decorated with Black and White chequers and a 
fighting Cock in full boxing gear. 
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3120. Flying Officer Donald Spence FURNISS (4085445). Signed 30 October 1957. Fighter 
Weapons School, RAF Driffield. 

222 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3121. Flying Officer Unknown. Signed 30 October 1957. Fighter Weapons School, RAF 
Driffield. 

222 
 
3122. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] George Alexander HALLIDAY (2600523). Signed 
4 November 1957. RAF Uxbridge. 

222 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 10 February 1965. 
3123. R S WATSON. Signed 15 November 1957. W & J R Watson, 81, Great King Street, 
Edinburgh. 

222 
From http://www.scottisharchitects.org.uk/architect_full.php?id=100529: 
W & J R Watson were public works contractors who practised in Edinburgh. 
From http://www.driffieldtoday.co.uk/news/office-shook-as-aircraft-landed-1-837234: 
Driffield Times Post, 11 February 2005 
Office shook as aircraft landed 
Margaret Wilkinson (nee Russell) of Dingley Close, Cranbrook Avenue, Hull, writes: 
IN reply to the recent article in the January 14 issue of the Driffield Post, reference flashback to cold 
war, RAF Driffield. I was employed as secretary to the five bosses of the main contractors, W & JR 
Watson of Edinburgh, who built the rocket bases. 
My employment began in January 1958 and lasted for two years. Firstly we were housed in a brick 
building but after a few months moved into a wooden office close to the runway and the actual 
rocket site itself. 
There were 200 Scotsmen on site, including a handful of local labour. We were then joined by 500 
American personnel who took over the COs quarters and also lived with their families in luxurious 
trailers. The AFEX equal to our NAAFI was also on site where shopping was very cheap, also petrol. 
Most days I took advantage of this facility - cigarettes were 10 shillings (50 pence) for 200 for 
example. 

http://www.scottisharchitects.org.uk/architect_full.php?id=100529
http://www.driffieldtoday.co.uk/news/office-shook-as-aircraft-landed-1-837234
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Work soon commenced on the platforms to house the THOR rockets. The aircraft hangars were 
also taken over - they were blacked out and had artificial lighting due to the secrecy of the project. 
Cameras were banned and we were checked upon entry and also on leaving. 
Douglas Aviation were also on site flying in the large Cargo Master aircraft with equipment. The 
office shook as they prepared for take-off, also landing. 
We also built four other back-up stations at Carnaby, Catfoss, Breighton and Full Sutton. 
The THOR rockets came on large transporters - a real sight and perhaps slightly frightening as one 
wondered if they would ever be operational. 
I carried out some baby-sitting duties for the families of the American airmen - their homes were 
so delightfully furnished; there was always hot gingerbread waiting for me also drinks in the 
cabinets if I wanted. 
They had a super stereo system, so different to the Dansette record players most people had in 
those days. 
I hope my memoirs have been of interest - other details have been omitted due to me signing the 
Official Secrets Act. 
3124. Alf WATSON. Signed 15 November 1957. W & J R Watson, 81, Great King Street, 
Edinburgh. 

222 
No trace found. 
3125. C M ROBERTSON. Signed 15 November 1957. W & J R Watson, 81, Great King 
Street, Edinburgh. 

222 
No trace found. 
3126. D S DOWNIE BSc (Eng). Signed 15 November 1957. No 15 Works Force. 

223 
From The Air Force List for July 1945 (and also April 1957): 

 
 

 
3127. D W MCCULLOCH AMIWE. Signed 15 November 1957. No 15 Works Force. 

223 
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He is listed in The Air Force List for April 1958. 
3128. Unknown. Signed 15 November 1957. Messrs W & J R Watson Ltd. 

223 
 
3129. Unknown. Signed 15 November 1957. Messrs W & J R Watson Ltd. 

223 
 
3130. Squadron Leader Wynne Llewelyn GRIFFITHS (126797). Signed 15 November 1957. 
Air Ministry, Turnstile House High Holborn, London WC1. 

223 
The Air Force List for April 1957 lists only one matching Squadron Leader. He is mentioned in 
several editions of the LG. He retired on 14 November 1964. 
3131. Squadron Leader George Hatton KING MBE (50782). Signed 15 November 1957. HQ 
Fighter Command. 

223 
His MBE, whilst a Flying Officer, was announced in the LG, 1 January 1947. He is mentioned in 
several editions of the LG. He retired on 6 March 1965. 
From http://www.yorkshire-aircraft.co.uk/aircraft/yorkshire/york41/l8617.html: 
Blenheim L8617 near Church Fenton 
On 16th May 1941, this aircraft suffered engine failure after taking off from Church Fenton. The 
pilot force landed close to the airfield at 22.15hrs and, although he escaped injury, the aircraft was 
badly damaged. Pilot - P/O G H King. Nothing more is known of the pilot without a service 
number. A possible airman was George Hatton King RAF (50782) who, as F/O, was awarded the 
MBE in January 1947 but he only received his commission in January 1943 so probably not the 
same man. 
From St Dunstans Review, January 1982: 
“On behalf of St. Dunstan's, we welcome St. Dunstaners recently admitted to membership and the 
Review hopes they will settle down happily as members of our family. George Hatton King M.B.E. 
joined St. Dunstan's on 2nd February. Squadron Leader King saw service from September 1925457 
to March 1965 having been commissioned in 1943. In civilian life, Squadron Leader King worked for 
the North Thames Gas Board. He is married with one son and one stepdaughter.” 
                                                 

457 According to The Air Force Lists, he was commissioned on 7 October 1943 

http://www.yorkshire-aircraft.co.uk/aircraft/yorkshire/york41/l8617.html
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3132. Squadron Leader Cyril William LEACH (52443). Signed 15 November 1957. Air 
Ministry, Princes House Kingsway, London WC2. 

223 
This is the only match in The Air Force List for April 1957 and April 1958. He is mentioned in several 
editions of the LG. 
3133. Unknown. Signed 7 December 1957. [?, Edinburgh]. 

223 
 
3134. Squadron Leader Robert Duncan MCMILLAN MBE (51936). Signed 10 December 
1957. No. 14 Maintenance Unit, RAF Carlisle. 

223 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3135. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Charles William CORNISH (152244). 
Signed 15 December 1957. Air Ministry. 

223 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3136. Flying Officer David Munro Tyrrell GIBB (2620014). Signed 19 December 1957. 
Central Flying School. 

223 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3137. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Dennis Arthur LEWIS (167289). [Signed No 
date between 19 and 31 December 1957.] RAF Leaming. 

223 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 31 August 1968. 
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3138. Unknown. Signed ? ? 1958. HQ 13 Group. 

223 
He also signed this book on 26 September 1957. 
3139. Wing Commander Sidney Arthur BUNTING (132766). Signed ? ? 1958. HQ 13 Group. 

223 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
According to GENi.com, Wing Commander Sidney Arthur BUNTING was born on 1 September 1919 
and died on 1 August 1996, aged 76. He was married to Dorothy Eleanor ENGLAND, who died on 
18 July 2005. 
3140. Major Unknown. Signed ? ? 1958. Royal Netherlands Air Force Leeuwarden. 

223 
 
3141. Group Captain [later Air Commodore] Arthur Andrew MCGREGOR CBE BSc (76504). 
Signed ? March 1958. HQ Fighter Command. 

224 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. His promotion to Air Commodore was announced in 
Flight, 13 January 1961. His CBE was announced in Flight International, 9 January 1964. He retired 
on 1 June 1966. 
3142. Air Commodore William Philip SUTCLIFFE CB DFC LoM (O) (26247). Signed ? March 
1958. Air Ministry. 

224 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Sutcliffe_WP.htm: 
b: 15 Aug 1910           r: 16 Apr 1961           d: 1961+ 
CB – 12 Jun 1958, DFC – 17 May 1940, LoM (O) – 3 May 1946 
Plt Off: 19 Dec 1931, Fg Off: 19 Jun 1933, Flt Lt: 19 Jun 1936, Sqn Ldr: 1 Feb 1939, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 
Mar 1941, Act Gp Capt: 9 Dec 1942?, Wg Cdr (WS): 9 Jun 1943, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1944, Wg 
Cdr: 1 Oct 1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1951, Act A/Cdre: 16 Dec 1956?, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1957. 
xx xxx 1930 Flight Cadet, 'A' Sqn, RAF College 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Sutcliffe_WP.htm
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19 Dec 1931 Appointed to a Permanent Commission 
19 Dec 1931 Pilot, No 207 Sqn 
 1 Jan 1933 Attended Torpedo? Course, RAF Base Gosport 
10 Jun 1933 Pilot, No 812 Sqn FAA 
13 Jan 1936 Attended Instructors' Course, Central Flying School (graded C) 
30 Mar 1936 QFI, No 5 FTS 
12 Jan 1937 Flight Commander, No 811 Sqn FAA 
xx xxx xxxx Flight Commander/Officer Commanding?, No 101 Sqn 
xx xxx xxxx Flight Commander/Officer Commanding?, No 82 Sqn 
xx xxx xxxx Officer Commanding?, No 110 Sqn 
10 Jan 1944 SASO, HQ No 231 Group 
27 Aug 1945 Head of Accident Investigation, HQ Transport Command. 
 4 Aug 1953 Officer Commanding, RAF Wittering 
16 Dec 1956 Director of Operational Training 
31 May 1958 Director of Intelligence (Operations)/Intelligence (A) 
He was awarded the 'R M Groves' Memorial Prize on graduating from Cranwell. 
From Flight, 21 March 1958: 

 

 
3143. Squadron Leader David Derrick BARBER MBE (53292). Signed 17 March 1958. HQ 
No 13 Group. 

224 
He also signed this book on 8 September 1958. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 21 August 1963. 
3144. [No signature]The Non descripts Squash Club. Signed 22 March 1958. 
Edinburgh. 

224 
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3145. A JARDINE. Signed 22 March 1958. Galashiels. 

224 
No trace found. 
3146. ? RUDERGIN. Signed 24 March 1958. FSU, Aalborg Air Base, Denmark. 

224 
From Flight, 4 April 1958: 

 
From Bob Cossey’s Upward and Onward: Life of Air Vice-Marshal John Howe CB, CBE, AFC, Pen & 
Sword Aviation (19 Nov 2008): 

 
3147. ? TORKENSEN. Signed 24 March 1958. FSU, Aalborg Air Base, Denmark. 

224 
See entry for Rudergin, who signed this book on 24 March 1958. 
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3148. Air Marshal Sir John Robert WALKER KCB CBE AFC (607624). Signed between 24 and 
26 March 1958. No 66 Squadron, RAF Acklington. 

224 
His Queen’s Commendation for Valuable Service in the Air was announced in the LG, 11 June 1966. 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 14 June 1975. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Walker_(RAF_officer): 
Walker joined the Royal Air Force in 1956. He was appointed Senior Air Staff Officer at RAF Strike 
Command in 1985 and Deputy Chief of Staff (Operations) at Headquarters Allied Air Forces Central 
Europe in 1987. He went on to be Chief of Defence Intelligence in 1991 and retired in 1995. 
From http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sport/article-1253271/Charles-Sale-Sir-John-Walker-called-
unravel-Notts-County-set.html: 
Sir John Walker is called to unravel the Notts County set 
One of the country’s elite spymasters has become involved in the fall-out from the Notts County 
ownership fiasco which led to the departure of Sven Goran Eriksson. 
Air Marshal Sir John Walker is former Chief of Defence Intelligence and an ex deputy chairman of 
the Joint Intelligence Committee. He has been asked to pool his information into a collective effort 
to unravel the meltdown at the League Two club which attracted Eriksson to Nottingham on the 
back of a promised multi-million package. 
Walker’s link is through his position on the advisory board of First London Securities, an 
international merchant banking business with connections to the Jersey-based financial trio of 
Russell King and father and son Nathan and Peter Willett. They were behind the proposed five-year 
plan to take County to the Premier League. 
Former County executive chairman Peter Trembling has sent an email copied to Sir John, Eriksson’s 
agent Athole Still, sports broadcaster Matt Lorenzo, cricketer Mike Gatting, PR executive John West 
and others. 
It included the phrases: ‘Gentleman... I think we ought to be looking for recourse. Certainly I think it 
would help to collectively group our information and tales of woe as I suspect we will have much in 
common i.e. empty promises, involvement of the Bahraini royal family etc. Can I suggest we meet 
in London to discuss further.’ 
From https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/alt.obituaries/p7qcsSrkjN8: 
Lady Walker, wife of Air Marshal Sir John Walker, KCB, died 19 July, 2003, after a long illness. She 
was 66. Lady Walker was the former Barbara Fudge, and was the mother of two daughters, Karen 
and Alison. The funeral takes place at the RAF Church of St Clement Danes, The Strand, London, 30 
July, 2003. 
3149. Unknown. Signed 26 March 1958. 724 Squadron, Aalborg, Denmark. 

224 
See entry for Rudergin, who signed this book on 24 March 1958. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Walker_(RAF_officer)
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sport/article-1253271/Charles-Sale-Sir-John-Walker-called-unravel-Notts-County-set.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sport/article-1253271/Charles-Sale-Sir-John-Walker-called-unravel-Notts-County-set.html
https://groups.google.com/forum/%23!topic/alt.obituaries/p7qcsSrkjN8
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3150. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] Reginald Leonard Arthur ROBERTS DFM 
(184894). Signed 26 March 1958. HQ Fighter Command. 

224 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
His DFM, whilst a Sergeant with No 578 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 17 November 1944. 
From https://www.duedil.com/director/906427864/reginald-leonard-arthur-roberts: 

 
3151. Kurt RASMUSSEN. Signed 27 March 1958. 724 Squadron, Aalborg, Denmark. 

224 
See entry for Rudergin, who signed this book on 24 March 1958. 
3152. Lieutenant Ernest WATERHOUSE. Signed 1 April 1958. 781 Squadron, RNAS Lee-on-
Solent. 

224 
He is listed in The Navy List for July 1953, which shows him as a Lieutenant on HMS Condor (RNAS 
Arbroath, Angus). 
3153. Air Marshal Sir Peter Edward BAIRSTO, KBE, CB, AFC, DL (202703). Signed 8 April 
1958. No 66 Squadron, RAF Acklington. 

224 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 1 January 1957. 
From No 66 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for May 1958: 

 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Bairsto: 
Bairsto was born on 3 August 1926. He was educated at Rhyl Grammar School. 
Bairsto joined the Royal Navy in 1944 and transferred to the Royal Air Force in 1946 as an 
Aircraftman. He was commissioned into the RAF Regiment with the rank of pilot officer (on 

https://www.duedil.com/director/906427864/reginald-leonard-arthur-roberts
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Bairsto
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probation) on 10 May 1946. On 10 November 1946, his commission was confirmed and he was 
promoted to flying officer (war substantive). 
On 17 July 1947, with the end of World War II active service, he reverted to pilot officer with 
seniority from 10 May 1946. On 1 November 1947, he was promoted to flying officer. He 
transferred to the General Duties Branch, the branch containing navigators and pilots, on 12 
December 1951 as a flying officer with seniority from that date. He was promoted to flight 
lieutenant on 1 August 1953. In the half-yearly promotions of 1958, on 1 July, he was promoted to 
squadron leader. 
He was promoted to group captain on 1 January 1969, and to air commodore on 1 July 1973 in the 
half-yearly promotions. He became Director of Operational Requirements in 1973, Senior Air Staff 
Officer at RAF Support Command in 1977 (retitled Air Officer, Training Group at RAF Support 
Command in 1978) and Commander of the Northern Maritime Air Region in 1980. He went on to 
be Deputy Commander of RAF Strike Command in 1981 and retired in 1984. 
In retirement, Bairsto became an advisor to Ferranti Group. He also served as Deputy Lieutenant of 
Fife. 
In 1947, he married Kathleen Clarbour; they had two sons and one daughter. Following the death 
of his first wife in 2008, he married Pamela Braid (née Gibson) on 15 May 2010 at Hope Park Parish 
Church, St Andrews. 
Bairsto was awarded the Queen's Commendation for Valuable Service in the Air in the 1955 New 
Year Honours.20 He was awarded the Air Force Cross in the 1957 New Year Honours.21 In the 1960 
Queen's Birthday Honours, he was awarded a further Queen's Commendation for Valuable Service 
in the Air. 
By July 1973, he was a Member of the British Institute of Management (MBIM). 
He was Honorary Colonel of the 79 Engineer Regiment (Volunteers) until 3 August 1992. 
A signed photo was for sale on eBay as at 22 January 2014: 

 
3154. Flight Lieutenant Jestyn John PERRY (3511205). Signed 8 April 1958. No 13 Group. 

224 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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3155. David S Unknown. Signed 13 April 1958. Lynwood, Gray Street, Tayport Broughty 
Ferry, Dundee. 

225 
3156. Basil G FIELDING. Signed 19 April 1958. Gloster Aircraft Co Ltd, Gloucester. 

225 
He also signed this book on 16 August 1957, although the signature is slightly different: 

 
From Tim Kershaw’s Jet Pioneers: Gloster and the Birth of the Jet Age, The History Press, 2013: 

 
…. 

 
According to Flight, 2 January 1953, C E Fielding was the works director for A V Roe Ltd: 
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3157. Squadron Leader Walter William James BARRATT (2567444). Signed 23 April 1958. 
HQ No 13 Group, RAF Ouston. 

225 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3158. Squadron Leader Unknown. Signed 23 April 1958. HQ No 13 Group, RAF Ouston. 

225 
The surname could be Fidle, Fidler, Hutton, Little, Tull, Tullis or Tutt. 
3159. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Brian BURDETT (4136563). Signed 28 April 
1958. No 216 squadron, RAF Lyneham, Wiltshire. 

225 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 7 October 1969. 
3160. Flying Officer Ronald David AUSTIN (206366). Signed 1 May 1958. RAF Church 
Fenton. 

225 
A search of “R. D.” in the LG, for 1958 shows the following two possibilities: 
Ronald David AUSTIN (206366), a Pilot Officer as at 2 April 1957 and became a Flying Officer on 2 
July 1958. 
Robert Daniel CUMMING (3148372), a Pilot Officer as at 2 April 1957 and 30 April 1961. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He resigned on 2 February 1964. 
3161. PROBABLY Flight Lieutenant Jack BISBEY (573779). Signed 2 May 1958. HQ Coastal 
Command. 

225 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG and is the only person named BISBEY in The Air Force 
List for April 1958.  He retired on 4 September 1964. 
3162. Squadron Leader Unknown. Signed 2 May 1958. HQ Coastal Command. 

225 
Possibly Squadron Leader Stanley HOSKIN (49540) who is listed under Photography, Coastal 
Command in The Air Force List for April 1958. 
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3163. Flying officer Michael Harold Peter FITT. Signed 4 May 1958. RCAF Station 
Grostenquin, France. 

225 
From http://www.veterans.gc.ca/eng/collections/virtualmem/detail/4505541: 
Michael Harold Peter Fitt 
Born 11 January 1937 Calcutta, India. 
Son of Harold and Ethel A. Fitt. 
Service number 243691 
Enlisted 10 February 1956 
Royal Canadian Air Force No 2 (Fighter) Wing 
Died 2 December 1958, aged 21, in Grostenquin, France 

 

 

 

http://www.veterans.gc.ca/eng/collections/virtualmem/detail/4505541
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Choloy War Cemetery, Meurthe-et-Moselle, France 
From http://airforce.ca/honours-awards/honours-awards-post-war-files/post-war-casualties-air-
miscellaneous-units/: 
2 (Fighter) Wing – Grostenquin, France Squadrons – 416, 421, 423, 430 
Flying Officer Fitt, Michael Harold Patrick F-86 Sabre VI 23638, 2 December 1958 
3164. Flying Officer [later Wing Commander] Robert Gordon MURRAY AFC RCAF. Signed 4 
May 1958. 421 (F) Squadron, RCAF Station Grostenquin, France. 

225 
From http://67.69.104.76:84/Grostenquin/other/gtother-237.html: 
Narrative Report 
2 (F) Wing RCAF 
5 June 1957 
“CO’s parade this morning – CO not too pleased with results. Cloudy skies persisted throughout 
most of the day. S/L Allatt, F/O Ogilvie and F/O Murray arrived on the Station. F/O Ogilvie will be 
going to 423 Squadron, the others to 421. 421 Squadron started Zulu. T-33 went to Langar with S/L 
Boland before parade started. Madcap 40 (F/O MacKinnon) went into Rhein Main on Zulu mission, 
when he failed to get engine unstalled from compressor stall. He remained overnight.” 
From http://67.69.104.76:84/Grostenquin/other/gtother-393.html: 
Historical Narrative 
1 Air Division Headquarters 
11 December 1959 
“The CO attended a mess dinner at Air Division. Presentation of “1000 hours in CF-100” pins were 
presented to Mr. Parker, AVRO Tech Rep and W/C Murray to S/L Biddell, F/Os Appleby and Kinney. 
Weather good all day. Exercise “Quick Train” started eff: 0430Z. 423 Squadron had 10 aircraft 
scrambled in pairs and then 430 Squadron aircraft were scrambled in sections of 4. The exercises 
ended around 1100Z. Normal flying for the rest of the day.” 
14 January 1960 
“G/C Murray on station enroute to Decci. Normal flying Zulu Squadrons.” 
20 May 1960 
“A mid-air collision in the vicinity of 3 Wing involving F/L MacKay of 2 Wing and S/L Murray 4 
Wing. Helicopters despatched to the scene and both pilots recovered. Broken CU occasion CB, 
visibility good.” 
30 May 1960 
“CO and W/C Murray attended the Memorial Day services at the American Cemetery in St. Avold. 
Weather: low clouds in the morning.” 

http://airforce.ca/honours-awards/honours-awards-post-war-files/post-war-casualties-air-miscellaneous-units/
http://airforce.ca/honours-awards/honours-awards-post-war-files/post-war-casualties-air-miscellaneous-units/
http://67.69.104.76:84/Grostenquin/other/gtother-237.html
http://67.69.104.76:84/Grostenquin/other/gtother-393.html
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From http://members.shaw.ca/displayhome/potpourri.htm: 

 
S/L R. G. Murray is shown seated front row centre immediately to the left of W/C G.G. Wright, 422 
Squadron O/C Murray ejected from the aircraft pictured in the background (23406) on 20th May 
1960 after a mid-air collision at 30,000 with 23701 from 421 Squadron. Both pilots ejected safely. 
S/L R. G. Murray was 422 Squadron O/C from 16 July 1959 to 31 Aug 1960. 
MURRAY, F/O Robert Gordon (J14460) - Air Force Cross - No.8 OTU - Award effective 14 November 
1944 as per LG, that date and AFRO 2684/44 dated 15 December 1944. “This officer, for the last 
eighteen months, has carried out all tests and modifications on Mosquito aircraft. He has carried 
out many hazardous flights and has continually displayed exceptional skill and loyalty in the 
performance of his duties.” 

http://members.shaw.ca/displayhome/potpourri.htm
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Photo Credit: Ray Morrison 
S/L Murray assumed command of the squadron in 1959 and F/O Simpson became the Squadron 
Adjutant. The Adjutant probably had a deciding vote along with Joe Prior and S/L Murray about 
whose photos went on this poster. There is speculation that only photo ID without hats became 
available, starting in 1959. This may have influenced the composition and halted additional 
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modifications. Since there were lots of new faces from that period onward, only a fortunate few are 
preserved on this poster. 
3165. Unknown. Signed 7 May 1958. HQ 13 Group. 

225 
The surname is probably MURRAY. 
3166. Unknown. Signed 7 May 1958. HQ 13 Group. 

225 
The surname is probably BURTON. 
3167. Squadron Leader Henry James Leslie BIGGIE OBE (59985). Signed 13 May 1958. RAF 
Turnhouse. 

225 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 3 August 1962. 
His OBE, when he was Administrative Commandant in the Special Armed Constabulary Forces, 
Indian Police, Lucknow, United Provinces, was announced in the LG, 1 January 1948. 
3168. Squadron Officer Marjorie M BENNION MBE (8457). Signed 14 May 1958. HQ 
Fighter Command. 

225 
Her OBE was announced in the LG, 1 January 1962. 
From http://www.afwoa.org/index.php/in-memoriam: 
Air Force Women Officers Associated | In Memoriam 
Marjorie M. Bennion , Wing Cdr , WRAF Retired M.B.E. 

http://www.afwoa.org/index.php/in-memoriam
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3169. Rear Admiral Alec Julian TYNDALE-BISCOE OBE. Signed 16 May 1958. Flag Officer 
Reserve Aircraft. 

225 
From MyHeritage: 

 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alec_Julian_Tyndale-Biscoe: 
Rear Admiral Alec Julian Tyndale-Biscoe OBE (10 August 1906 – 26 April 1997) was a distinguished 
naval engineer and a senior officer in the British Royal Navy. 
He played a leading role in the design of the biggest and last battleship to be built for the Royal 
Navy, HMS Vanguard. Some years later, when a UK-based auto manufacturer wished to name a 
new model as Standard Vanguard, Tyndale-Biscoe was involved in the decision as to whether they 
should be permitted to do so. 
From http://thepeerage.com/p18081.htm: 
Rear-Admiral Alec Julian Tyndale-Biscoe was born on 10 August 1906 at South Petherton, 
Somerset, England. He was the son of Lt.-Col. Arthur Annesley Tyndale-Biscoe and Emily Beatrice 
Duff. He married, firstly, Rosemary Jean Morrison, daughter of Major Charles Edward MacIver 
Morrison, on 17 August 1927 at Bournemouth, Dorset, England. He married, secondly, Emma 
Winifred Haselden, daughter of Henry Ernest Haselden and Maria Ester Angela Cazzani, in 1939 at 
Sevenoaks, Kent, England. He married, thirdly, Elsa Hugolyne Gertrude Gwynne-James, daughter of 
Arthur Gwynne-James and Olivia Wynefred Hugolyne Pigott, in 1974 at Cuckfield, Sussex, England. 
He died on 26 April 1997 at age 90 at Brooklands, Wych Cross, Uckfield, Sussex, England. He 
gained the rank of Commander in the service of the Royal Navy. 
Children of Rear-Admiral Alec Julian Tyndale-Biscoe and Rosemary Jean Morrison 
Susan Mary Tyndale-Biscoe b. 5 Jan 1934, d. 18 Mar 1939 
Peter John Tyndale-Biscoe b. 20 Aug 1937, d. 4 Oct 1937 
Children of Rear-Admiral Alec Julian Tyndale-Biscoe and Emma Winifred Haselden 
Janet Joy Tyndale-Biscoe b. 31 Jul 1940 
Bridget Mary Tyndale-Biscoe b. 4 Nov 1941 
Juliet Ann Tyndale-Biscoe b. 1 Aug 1945 
Louise Tyndale-Biscoe b. 19 Jul 1947 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alec_Julian_Tyndale-Biscoe
http://thepeerage.com/p18081.htm
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3170. Captain William Laurence Gordon Porter. Signed 16 May 1958. HMS Condor. 

226 
From Navy News, June 1956: 
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The LG, 15 January 1960 announced his appointment as a Naval Aides-de-Camp to The Queen. 
3171. Air Vice Marshal Harold Vivian SATTERLY CB CBE DFC Mid x 2 (05173). Signed 18 
May 1958. HQ 64 (Northern) Group. 

226 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Satterly.htm: 
b: 24 May 1907       r: 29 Apr 1959           d: 28 Apr 1982 
CB - 1 Jan 1949, CBE - 1 Jan 1944, DFC - 21 Nov 1941, MiD - 2 Jun 1943, MiD – 1 Jan 1946. 
Plt Off (P): 19 May 1930, Plt Off: 19 May 1931, Fg Off: 19 Nov 1931, Flt Lt: 19 Nov 1935, Sqn 
Ldr: 1 Oct 1938, Act Wg Cdr: xx xxx xxxx, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Dec 1940, Act Gp Capt: xx xxx xxxx, Act 
A/Cdre: 27 Apr 1943?, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1943,Gp Capt (WS): 27 Oct 1943, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 
1946, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1948, Act AVM: 9 Apr - 15 Oct 1945, AVM: 1 Jul 1952. 
xx xxx xxxx Aircraft Apprentice, No 1 SoTT, RAF Halton. 
xx xxx xxxx Airman (363737) 
xx xxx 1928 U/T Pilot, ? (NCO) 
xx xxx xxxx Pilot, No ? Sqn (NCO) 
19 May 1930 Pilot, No 99 Sqn 
xx xxx xxxx – 
16 Apr 1932 Attended Instructors' Course, CFS (graded B) 
17 Apr 1932 QFI, No 2 FTS 
 1 Oct 1932 QFI, Advanced Sqn, No 2 FTS 
 1 Sep 1933 QFI, RAF (Cadet) College 
30 Apr 1935 Staff, RAF Biggin Hill 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Satterly.htm
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 1 Oct 1935 QFI, No 11 FTS 
19 Nov 1937 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
24 Jan 1938 Attended RAF Staff College 
31 Dec 1938 Air Staff, Directorate of Staff Duties 
xx xxx xxxx Air Staff, Directorate of War Training and Tactics 
 8 Jul 1940 Air Staff, Directorate of Operational Training 
xx Jun 1941 Officer Commanding, No 83 Sqn 
 7 May 1942 SASO, HQ No 5 (Bomber) Group 
xx Sep 1944 AOC, No 4? Base 
xx Dec 1944 AOC, No 5? Base 
xx xxx 1945 SASO, ‘Tiger’ Force (relinquished 15 Oct 1945) 
21 Nov 1945 AOA, AHQ Burma 
16 Jan 1950 Director of Operational Requirements  
 6 Jul 1952 AOC, No 205 Group 
 6 Aug 1954 Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Operational Requirements) 
18 Feb 1957 AOC, No 64 (Northern) Group 
He originally entered the RAF as an Aircraft Apprentice in the 7th Entry at RAF Halton. He later 
became a NCO Pilot, before being commissioned in 1930. On 3 September 1941, he was flying 
Hampden, AD978, on a raid to Berlin and on the return to Scampton he crashed into Stone Pit Hills 
near Kings Lynn, fortunately all were uninjured apart from minor cuts and bruises. 
His DFC, whilst an Acting Group Captain with No 83 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 21 
November 1941. 
A cover signed by Air Vice Marshal H.V Satterly and Air Chief Marshal Sir Ralph.A Cochrane sold on 
eBay for £266 on 22 September 2013: 
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Another cover, signed by Air Vice Marshal H.V Satterly, sold on eBay for £67 on 15 October 2013: 

 
From the National Portrait Gallery: 

 
Harold Vivian Satterly by Walter Stoneman; bromide print, September 1945 
3172. Unknown. Signed 25 May 1958. Lyon, France. 

226 
 
3173. Barbara HELEN. Signed 26 May 1958. England. 

226 
No trace found. 
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3174. Lieutenant Frank (“Otley”) SPRAGG RN. Signed 26 May 1958. Greenwich College. 

226 
He also signed this book on 13 September 1958. 
The Navy List for 1958 lists only one person named SPRAGG: Lieutenant Frank SPRAGG and the 
following: 
Acting Sub-Lieutenant (Engineering Branch) David Charles SPRAGGE 
Lieutenant Edward Francis Baird SPRAGGE 
Engineer Sub-Lieutenant M J SPRAGGS 
Instructor Lieutenant Trevor Owen Keith SPRAGGS BSc ACGI, seniority 17.6.53, serving on HMS 
Ariel 
Email dated 29 July 2014 to Trevor Baker from Mike Coombes, Navy List research: 
“I'm afraid this one has got me stumped. In 1958 and the preceding and following years, I could 
find no officer Spragg, Otley-Spragg, or similar spelling, except for those you mentioned yourself. 
In any event, as the officer had written his own name twice and spelt it with no E on the end, it is 
very unlikely he got the spelling wrong twice himself (the printed Navy List is more likely to be 
wrong than the officer himself!). Unfortunately, the Royal Naval College Greenwich listed only the 
most senior officer posts in the ship section at that time and there is no Spragg or Otway shown 
there. I tried for the possibility that there was a ship called Otley at that time, but not so - closest 
were Australian submarines Oxley and Otway, and that does not seem to be what is handwritten. I 
have checked the online database (which includes all officers serving and retired after 1967) for any 
officer with either the part of surname or forename 'Otley' and drew a blank - one officer with the 
forename 'Motley' and 12 very unlikely officers with 'Otley' as part of their surname and no hint of 
Spragg or similar. I also tried the possibility that he was a retired officer, re-employed at the time of 
signing, but that also drew a blank although I could not check that with absolute certainty because 
of the dates of my 'Retired List'. I also considered whether he might have been RNR or RNVR but 
that too drew a blank, and it is of course unlikely that he would have written 'RN' so clearly if he 
had been RNR or RNVR. So I very much regret that I must admit defeat on this one. The most likely 
candidate of a pretty unlikely bunch appears to be the officer you referred to - the only one whose 
surname is spelled with no E:  Lieutenant Frank Spragg who, in early 1958, was serving in the 
submarines HMS Turpin and then became the First Lieutenand of HMS Seascout from 1st 
September 1958. I guess it is concievable that he may have used the nickname 'Otley' and on 
joining Seascout made a joining visit to RAF Leuchars on Security matters, or as part of a pre-
joining course at Greenwich, but I appreciate that is stretching guesswork a bit far. The only real 
fact supporting that possibility is that he is the ONLY Spragg whose name is spelt with no E. I 
wonder if the submarine museum at Gosport would have a record of him as First Lieutenant of 
HMS Seascout and know whether he was nicknamed Otley, or whether the word has significance in 
their world.  My own records indicate that he is still living.” 
From http://www.worldnavalships.com/forums/archive/index.php/t-9209.html: 
“For several years after he retired for good, Bill enjoyed a weekly round of golf at the Lee-on-the-
Solent course, especially against his old diving buddy Frank Spragg. He and Frank also helped set 
up a hyperbaric oxygen therapy facility in North End to treat the sufferers of various diseases and 
ailments. A few years ago, Bill's doctor advised him for the sake of his health to stop accompanying 

http://www.worldnavalships.com/forums/archive/index.php/t-9209.html
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his customary lunchtime pints of bitter with rum chasers. Bill promptly complied by switching to 
whisky.” 
There is a reference to a person named Frank SPRAGG in the following post about Lt Cdr William 
Brook Filer GM MBE RN http://www.worldnavalships.com/forums/showthread.php?t=9209: 
“For several years after he retired for good, Bill enjoyed a weekly round of golf at the Lee-on-the-
Solent course, especially against his old diving buddy Frank Spragg. He and Frank also helped set 
up a hyperbaric oxygen therapy facility in North End to treat the sufferers of various diseases and 
ailments. A few years ago, Bill's doctor advised him for the sake of his health to stop accompanying 
his customary lunchtime pints of bitter with rum chasers. Bill promptly complied by switching to 
whisky.” 
From http://www.williamdoidge.co.uk/pdf.two.williamdoidge.co.uk/news.flash.pdf: 
“Lt. Commander Frank Spragg CDO, at an early moment in time on the Carrier HMS Eagle, had also 
ratified, ‘it would also be correct to say they were not by far the top Divers in the Royal Navy’.” 
…. 
“In the family files he had mentioned to Dr. Pottier, what to watch out for. In this matter he said 
“High Diving” had given his Secretary a note for me. It said, HMQM said someone has it in for you? 
Do your ordinance at a later time. Don’t give them the opportunity. Work with Brassington on 
Eagle. I think old Frank Spragg is CDO. Brassington is one of the nicest of the lot of them? 
From http://www.mcdoa.org.uk/News_Archive_26.htm: 
“Our lives continued to remain very happy on board Yoyo.  Our overall boss, based in HMS 
Maidstone, was Lt Cdr [Frank] Spragg, a very good and enthusiastic man.  He permitted our team of 
free divers to do all kinds of things not normally allowed, one of them being night attacks.  He was 
relieved in turn by Lt Tony Shepherd.” 
Email dated 30 July 2014 to Trevor Baker from Mike Coombes, Navy List research: 
“He retired in about 1984 as a Lt-Cdr and was a Clearance Diver as well as being a submariner.  He 
was probably about 50 on retirement in 1984 so would be about 80 now. I think it unlikely that he 
was a Diving Officer at RN College Greenwich which is concerned more with defence studies; more 
likely that he was either on a course or training others in something other than diving. The 
Submarine Museum at Gosport are likely to know of him if he is still alive. There is a Submarine 
Officers' Life Members Association (regsec@sub-heritage.co.uk) which they administer, and he 
would almost certainly be a member.” 
3175. M ? ? BOIS. Signed 26 May 1958. France. 

226 
No trace found. 

http://www.worldnavalships.com/forums/showthread.php?t=9209
http://www.williamdoidge.co.uk/pdf.two.williamdoidge.co.uk/news.flash.pdf
http://www.mcdoa.org.uk/News_Archive_26.htm
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3176. Mr H A HADGE. Signed 26 May 1958. HQ CRINK. 

226 

 
No trace found. 
3177. Squadron Leader Alistair Forbes WILSON DFC (118050). Signed 29 May 1958. 
Central Fighter Establishment. 

226 
His DFC was announced in the LG, 8 September 1944: 
Flight Lieutenant Alistair Forbes WILSON (118050), R.A.F.V.R., 154 Sqn. 
“Flight Lieutenant Wilson has displayed great skill and courage in his attacks on the enemy. He has 
participated in very many varied sorties and has pressed home his attacks with the greatest 
determination. In air fighting, Flight Lieutenant Wilson has destroyed 5 enemy aircraft.” 
From http://www.pprune.org/archive/index.php/t-350601.html: 
“Well, there is one here who was on 34 Sqn at Tangmere from when it reformed in Aug 1954. I was 
posted in Jan 1957 and I know of two or three other young chaps who were with me about that 
time. Started with Meteor F8's then from autumn 1955 Hunter F5's. The boss was Sqn Ldr Alistair 
Wilson DFC of Wilson Computer/Plotter fame used for "Broadcast Control Interception" - don't ask 
!!, A Flt Cdr Flt Lt Tony Satow, B Flt Cdr Flt Lt Chunky Davies. Chunky is still about. We had an 
excellent SNCO engineer, F/Sgt Carter. Several of the pilots on short service commissions ended up 
with either BEA or BOAC. Brian Lilleyman became a Flight Manager on Concorde but died 
prematurely in his early forties. In 1958 34 re-equipped with F6s and renumbered 208 Sqn and 
departed for the Middle East. 
Chunky Davies had either served on or alongside 34 in the Far East during the war and could tell 
some tales of Hurricanes. 
In 1966-7, when 34 was based at Seletar, I was on the staff of HQ 224 Gp there and several times 
flew as pax with them in their Beverleys. One afternoon an old mate, by then a flight commander, 
let me flog one around the circuit for an hour or two. Great fun but not my kind of aircraft.” 
Posted by Mike Read, 11 November 2008 
3178. Group Captain William Arthur TOYNE DFC (39140). Signed 1 June 1958. HQ Fighter 
Command. 

226 
He is shown as the Senior Personnel Staff Officer, Admin Staff, Fighter Command in The Air Force 
List for April 1958. 
His DFC was announced in the LG, 11 June 1940: 

http://www.pprune.org/archive/index.php/t-350601.html
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"As a flight commander this officer has carried out offensive patrols in German occupied territory in 
Holland and Belgium. He has personally shot down two enemy aircraft and has severely damaged 
another. He has displayed outstanding courage and his leadership has largely contributed to the 
success achieved by his squadron." 
From The Glasgow Herald, 10 June 1940: 

 
He is mentioned in Brian Cull’s First of the Few: 5 June – July 1940, Fonthill Media (23 Sep 2013): 

 
From http://en.ww2awards.com/person/38986: 
Name:  Toyne, William Arthur 
Date of birth: September 1st, 1917 
Date of death: April 25th, 1994 
3179. Flight Lieutenant Graham MCKINLAY (3508673). Signed 1 June 1958. HQ Fighter 
Command. 

226 
He is mentioned in sevral editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 6 December 1966. 

http://en.ww2awards.com/person/38986
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3180. Squadron Leader William Ernest MCCREA DFC BSc (146428). Signed 30 May 1958. 
HQ Fighter Command. 

226 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 13 May 1972.  
His DFC was announced in the LG, 29 October 1943: 
Pilot Officer William Ernest McCREA (146428), Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve, No. 57 Squadron. 
“This officer has completed many successful operations, including such targets as Berlin, Hamburg 
and many industrial centres in the Ruhr. He has displayed great skill and leadership and his efforts 
throughout have been featured by determination of a high standard. One night in September, 
1943, when returning from an attack on a target in the Ruhr, his aircraft was intercepted by a 
fighter. A prolonged combat ensued but coolly and skilfully, Pilot Officer McCrea finally succeeded 
in out-manoeuvring his adversary. The bomber sustained much damage but this pilot flew it safely 
to base. He displayed great courage and resolution in trying circumstances.” 
From http://www.raf.mod.uk/rafgolf/Administration/billmccrea.cfm: 
Bill McCrea - pilot and golfer 

 
A stalwart of RAF golf through the 1950s and 1960s, Bill McCrea joined up with fellow Northern 
Irishman, RAF officer and golfer, Max McCready in 1941. They joined the RAF on the same day, had 
consecutive service numbers, were both on No 1 Initial Training course at Queen’s University, 
Belfast, and were on the same elementary flying training course at Souther Field in Alabama. 
After WW2, Bill resumed his studies at Queen's University, Belfast, and rejoined the RAF as an 
education Officer in 1948. Much of Bill's RAF career coincided with that of RAF golfing legend, 
fellow Irish international and great friend, Cecil Beamish. In particular, Bill recalls his golf with Cecil 
at Bruggen with great fondness. 
Bill retired as a wg cdr in 1972 to become Secretary at Walton Heath GC in Surrey. While there, he 
played a major part in staging 3 European Open Championships as well as the Ryder Cup match in 
1981. 
International & National Achievements 
European Team Champion (Ireland), 1965 
Irish Amateur International, 1965-1967, debuting at age 44 
Austrian Open Amateur Champion, 1965 
Dutch Open Amateur Champion, 1966 
Other Prestigious Achievements 

http://www.raf.mod.uk/rafgolf/Administration/billmccrea.cfm
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English Amateur Strokeplay Championship, runner up, 1968 
North of Ireland Amateur Open, runner up, 1964 
Royal St George’s Challenge Cup Winner, 1961, 1962 & 1963 
Prince of Wales Challenge Cup (Deal) Winner, 1963 
The Oppenheimer Bowl Champion, 1964 
West of England Champion, 1962 
Hertfordshire Champion, 1961 
N Hants Champion, 1963 
English County Champions - in the winning Surrey team in English County Championships 1966, 
1967 & 1968 and Captain in 1969 & 1970 
Author 
He wrote A Chequer-Board of Nights, Compaid Graphics (4 July 2003): 

 
“Autobiographical account of the author's training as a pilot with the U.S. Army Corps and his 
subsequent experiences as a Lancaster pilot in RAF Bomber Command in 1943. His aircraft was hit 
by flak, coned by searchlights and attacked by night fighters. At various times, he and his crew flew 
a damaged bomber back to base, lost their way over enemy territory and found themselves 
'fogged out' on their return.” 
From the Author: “Someone asked me why I didn't write this book fifty years ago. If I tried to write 
it then, I would have been hesitant to admit that I was often afraid and certainly unwilling to admit 
to my mistakes. In my eighties there were no more axes to grind and I could 'tell it as it was'.” 
3181. Flight Lieutenant ? ? MACKENZIE. Signed 13 June 1958. No 137 (sic) Squadron, RAF 
Leeming. 

226 
The surname could be MacKenzie or Mackenzie. According to the usual sources, No 137 squadron 
was disbanded in August 1945 by being renumbered No 174 Squadron. 
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3182. Wing Commander Richard William LEGGETT (122820). Signed 16 June 1958. RAF 
Duxford. 

226 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 1 April 1968. 
The Imperial War Museum has several photographs of him with the description “The service of 
Wing Commander Leggett at Duxford in the 1950s”, of which this is one: 

 
Full re-arm of 36 Hunter MkG aircraft for the ADC involving 65 Squadron and two other Squadrons 
in September 1958. 
3183. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] David Bruce Glen DOWNEY MBE (4143090). 
Signed 24 June 1958. No 85 Squadron, RAF Church Fenton. 
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He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. His MBE was announced in the LG, 31 December 
1983. 
From http://www.associations.rafinfo.org.uk/squadron.htm: 
60 Squadron Dinner Club (Aircrew & Officers) Membership Secretary Sqn Ldr David Downey MBE, 
50 Abbotts Ann, Andover, Hertfordshire HR8 2DU: tel 01264 710458. 
From Idaho State Journal, 3 October 1969: 
Manned by a five-man crew, the RAF’s Vulcan B Mark 2 bombers will compete against two B58 
Hustler and 20 B52 Stratofortress crews from various SAC bases throughout the United States. The 
British and American crews are putting in long hours in their cramped subsonic bombers to 
eliminate as many "bugs" as possible from sophisticated navigation equipment for the highly 
competitive SAC event. On a recent flight to test navigation equipment accuracy, one of the three 
RAF Vulcans flew more than 2,700 miles over eastern Washington, northern Wyoming, western 
Montana and Idaho. The Vulcan is not the newest bomber flying in defense of the free world, and 
Flight Lt Mick Burke, 28, of Bournemouth, England, was asked if it would be a match for the B52s of 
the United States. Burke, one of the RAF pilots who may fly in the actual competition from Fairchilil 
Air Force Base here Oct. 7-12, said: 
“If we didn't think we had a good chance to win, we wouldn't have come.” 
About 200 other officers and crewmen here from the RAF's base at Waddlngton, England, share 
Burke's optimism. 
Other members of Burke's highly trained crew include copilot Ted Gould, 22, of London; Flight Lts. 
David Downey, 33, of Andover; Jim Hamilton 27, Kingdom, Scotland and Alan Breeze, 37, of 
Northwich. The object of the competition is precision navigation and Burke and his crew recently 
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spent more than five hours on a recent flight flying triangular patterns at 35,000 feet over Kalispell 
and Missoula, Mont., Caldwll, Idaho and Walla Walla, Wash. The sortie, called a calibration test, was 
conducted to compensate for any deviation in the Vulcan's navigation system, which uses doppler 
radio fixes, ground-scanning radar and sophisticated gyro compasses. 
“We are aiming at getting our predictable rate of navigation error down to one-tenth of a mile per 
hour,” 
said Gould. With the Vulcan's speed of more than 500 miles per hour, that is a pretty small margin 
of error, and one which the English hope to duplicate in the simulated combat competition. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avro_Vulcan: 
Vulcans frequently visited the United States during the 1960s and 1970s to participate in air shows 
and static displays, as well as to participate in the Strategic Air Command's Annual Bombing and 
Navigation Competition at such locations as Barksdale AFB, Louisiana and the former McCoy AFB, 
Florida, with the RAF crews representing Bomber Command and later Strike Command. Vulcans 
also took part in the 1960, 1961, and 1962 Operation Skyshield exercises, in which NORAD 
defences were tested against possible Soviet air attack, the Vulcans simulating Soviet 
fighter/bomber attacks against New York, Chicago and Washington. The results of the tests were 
classified until 1997. 
3184. Air Chief Marshal Sir Alfred EARLE, GBE, CB, RAF (11 December 1907 – 27 March 
1990). Signed 27 June 1958. HQ No 13 Group. 

227 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alfred_Earle: 
Earle was commissioned into the Royal Air Force in 1925. He served in bomber squadrons in the UK 
and in Iraq and then became an Instructor at the RAF School of Photography from 1930. 
He served in World War II 1939 and commanded the new School of Photography in Blackpool 
before joining the Directorate of Photography at the Air Ministry in 1940. He transferred to the 
Directorate of Plans in 1941 and then formed and commanded No. 428 Squadron RCAF in 1942. He 
was made Commander of RAF Ridgewell and RAF West Wickham in 1943 before joining the staff of 
General Sir Hastings Ismay for the Cairo Conference and then the Yalta Conference. In 1945 he was 
made Air Officer Commanding 300 (Transport) Group in Australia. 
After the War he became Air Officer Commanding No. 232 Group in South East Asia before joining 
the Directing Staff at the RAF Staff College, Bracknell in 1946. He was made Senior Personnel Staff 
Officer at Headquarters Technical Training Command in 1949 and then Commandant of the Royal 
Australian Air Force Staff College in 1951. 
He became Director of Policy (Air Staff) in 1954 and Air Chief of Staff (Policy) in 1955. He was Air 
Officer Commanding No. 13 Group from 1957 and Deputy Chief of the Defence Staff from 1960. He 
was made Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief at Technical Training Command in 1962 and Vice-Chief 
of the Defence Staff in 1964; he retired in 1966. 
After he retired from the RAF in 1966 he took up the position of Director-General of Intelligence at 
the Ministry of Defence which he held until 1968. From 1974 to 1976 he was the Chairman of 
Waveney District Council. 
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From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Earle.htm: 
GBE - 1 Jan 1966 (KBE - 1 Jan 1961, CBE - 1 Jan 1946), CB - 2 Jan 1956. 
Plt Off: 14 Dec 1929, Fg Off: 14 Jun 1931, Flt Lt: 14 Jun 1935, Sqn Ldr: 1 Jul 1938,(T) Wg Cdr: 1 
Dec 1940, Act Gp Capt: 7 Feb 1943, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1943, Wg Cdr (WS): 7 Sep 1943, Act 
A/Cdre: 31 Jul 1945, Gp Capt (WS): 31 Jan 1946, Act AVM:xx xxx 1946, Wg Cdr: 1 Oct 1946, Gp 
Capt: 1 Jul 1947, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1952, AVM: 1 Jan 1955, Act AM: 17 Dec 1959, AM: 1 Jul 
1960, ACM: 1 Apr 1964. 
xx xxx xxxx Aircraft Apprentice, No 1 School of Technical Training, RAF Halton 
xx xxx 1928 Flight Cadet, 'A' Sqn, RAF College 
14 Dec 1929 Appointed to a Permanent Commission 
14 Dec 1929 Pilot, No 100 Sqn 
xx xxx 1930 Attended School of Photography? 
 7 Oct 1930 Photographic officer/Pilot, No 55 Sqn 
14 Apr 1932 Supernumerary - Non effective (Sick), RAF Depot 
13 Jun 1932 Supernumerary, RAF Depot 
 1 Oct 1932 Photographic officer/Pilot, No 35 Sqn 
 1 Jan – 
15 Sep 1934 Attended Specialist Photographic Course, School of Photography 
12 Feb 1938 Command Photographic Officer, HQ RAF Far East 
23 Jan 1939 Attended RAF Staff College 
25 Oct 1939 Command Photographic Officer, HQ Training Command 
25 Feb 1941 Air Staff, Directorate of Plans 
 7 Nov 1942 Officer Commanding, No 428 (RCAF) Sqn 
 7 Feb 1943 Officer Commanding, RAF? 
xx xxx 1943 Staff, War Cabinet Offices 
31 Jul 1945 AOC, No 300 Group 
 1 Jan 1946 AOC, No 232 Group 
xx xxx 1946 Directing Staff, RAF Staff College 
xx xxx 1950 Attended Imperial Defence College 
xx xxx 1951 Commandant, RAAF Staff College 
xx xxx 1954 Director of Policy (Air Staff) 
 1 Mar 1955 Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Policy) 
 1 Jul 1957 AOC, No 13 Group 
xx xxx 1960 Deputy Chief of the Defence Staff 
12 Feb 1962 AOC in C, Technical Training Command 
xx xxx 1964 Vice Chief of the Defence Staff 
Leaving Shebbear College in Devon, he joined the RAF as a Aircraft Apprentice at Halton in 1922?. 
On completion of his training he was awarded a scholarship to the RAF College at Cranwell where 
he spent a further two years, attaining the rank of Flight Cadet Corporal, before graduating as a in 
1929. It is believed that he suffered a broken nose in a flying accident in 1932, hence the period as 
'Non-effective (Sick).' 
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In 1943 he was appointed to the Offices of the War Cabinet and accompanied Winston Churchill to 
both the Cairo and Yalta Conferences. His two years in the 'corridors of power' was followed by a 
move to Melbourne, Australia and command of a transport group, No 300, which was responsible 
for providing the air transport requirements of the Far Eastern area using three Dakota squadrons. 
Although operating in the Far East, No 300 Group was controlled directly by HQ Transport 
Command. 
From the National Portrait Gallery: 

 
Sir Alfred Earle by Godfrey Argent; bromide print on card mount, 21 April 1970 
3185. Squadron Leader Geoffrey Andrew MONKMAN (56786). Signed 1 July 1958. Air 
Ministry. 

227 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retied from the Catering Branch on 9 December 
1961 retaining the rank of Squadron Leader. 
3186. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Alan Gordon DURWARD (503565). Signed 3 
July 1958. No 92 (Fighter) Squadron, RAF Thornaby. 

227 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He was promoted to Flight Lieutenant on 24 
September 1958. He relinquished his commission on 3 January 1965. 
3187. Flying Officer [later Group Captain] George Leonard AYLETT OBE. (607605). Signed 3 
July 1958. No 92 (Fighter) Squadron, RAF Middleton St. George. 

227 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. His OBE was announced in the LG, 12 June 1982. 
From The Independent, 7 October 1999: 
Nuclear missile error that could have ravaged Lincolnshire was kept secret 
A former RAF officer has described how an accident with a nuclear missile could have devastated 
much of Lincoln-shire and contaminated hundreds of square miles with radioactive materials. 
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The mistake was made on 7 December 1960 at RAF Ludford Magna, 12 miles east of Lincoln. The 
station was equipped with three Thor long- range ballistic missiles, each armed with a one-
megaton nuclear warhead, controlled by the US Air Force under so-called dual-key arrangements. 
Details of the blunder have been revealed by Group Captain George Aylett, who was then the 
station commander. RAF technicians fuelling the missile allowed its liquid oxygen tank to empty on 
to the launch pad. The leak could have caused the combustion of any inflammable material in the 
area, leading todetonation of the rocket's fuel. "It could have created a terrible disaster," Group 
Captain Aylett told the BBC2 documentary programme Close Up North. 
The station's "special safety" instructions have been released under the Public Records Act. They 
reveal that "there could be a local spread of radioactivity". According to Sean Gregory, a specialist 
on nuclear weapon accidents at Bradford University, the destruction of the warhead would have 
contaminated between 100 and 300 square miles. 
After the fuel spill, firemen were called in. They described how the missile launch area had become 
enveloped in a cloud of evaporating fuel. 
The US Air Force was aghast at the RAF team, and at the potential consequences of a nuclear 
weapon accident in Britain at the height of the Cold War. "An awful lot of people were moved on as 
the result of that incident," said Group Caption Aylett. 
But details of the accident have never been officially admitted. Both American and British official 
lists of nuclear weapon accidents contain no reference to the event. 
It is only one of a series of nuclear near-disasters in Britain, which former servicemen describe on 
tonight's programme. In one case, Britain's nuclear strike force was apparently sent to war. In 
another incident, the former navigator of a Valiant V-bomber describes how a British-made 
hydrogen bomb was accidentally dropped at RAF Wittering, Cambridgeshire. The incident was 
witnessed by Squadron Leader Del Padbury. 
No official inquiry was held. The Ministry of Defence claims that the bomb was a "practice" weapon, 
containing no nuclear parts or explosives. But this is contradicted by an entry in Wittering's station 
logbook. This says that "a 2,000lb nuclear weapon was accidentally jettisoned from the bomb bay." 
And RAF officers have confirmed rumours that they could have overcome American dual-key 
control of nuclear weapons. "You could have got round American control of the warhead just as if 
you want to start a car without the ignition key," according to Squadron Leader Frank Leatherdale, 
a former Thor base commander. "It was dangerous, and it was frowned upon it was done." 
From http://sirius1935.wix.com/92squadron#!chapter-thirteen/c13fd: 
The big event in the history of No 92 Squadron in 1954 was the arrival in February of the first of the 
long awaited Canadian Mk 4 Sabres. At last the Squadron had an aircraft capable of ‘breaking the 
sound barrier’ and the first sorties were flown on February 27th. By the end of March most of the 
pilots had been to RAF Wildenrath in Germany to convert to the new aircraft and a number of 
pilots who had been on the Ferry Squadron at RAF Benson and had taken part in Operation 
‘Becher’s Brook’ – the ferrying of the Sabres over the North Atlantic from Canada – were posted to 
the Squadron. They proved to be a great help during the conversion phase and so did Flight 
Lieutenant Rex Knight who had flown the Sabre with the Americans against the Migs in Korea. Also 
posted in to take over ‘A’ from Flight Lieutenant “Tiny” Jay was Flight Lieutenant Woods. “Timber” 
was a great character and he also had previous Sabre experience from one of the Second Tactical 
Air Force (2nd TAF) Squadrons. 
All the pilots were extremely impressed by the performance and handling of the Sabre and were 
also full of praise for the designer who had given them such a delightful and comfortable cockpit. 
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In May the Squadron was detached to RCAF North Luffenham for ‘Escort’, a flypast up the Thames 
Estuary on the occasion of Her Majesty the Queen’s return from her Australian Tour. 
Operational again by July, the Squadron as Fighter Command’s front line unit and Britain’s first line 
of defence took part in the major air exercise of the year ‘Exercise Dividend’.  This proved the 
Sabre’s high altitude performance, when a photo reconnaissance Canberra was intercepted at forty 
eight thousand feet. 
The air firing programmes held later in the year also proved its weapons capabilities. The Squadron 
finally achieved an average air to air percentage of 19.2 per cent and the top individual scorer was 
Sergeant Adams with a score of 60 per cent. 
For the Battle of Britain Flypast the Squadron was detached to RAF Coltishall. Back at Linton-on-
Ouse in time for the ‘At Home’ day on ‘September 18th, the occasion was marred by bad weather – 
heavy drizzle and low cloud – but the Squadron’s representative in the display, Flying Officer C.A. 
Graham, managed to do an extremely impressive high speed run. Popularly known as “Snatch” he 
was tragically killed three days later whilst making a night approach. This was a sad blow to the 
Squadron and an accident which was never fully explained. 
On Saturday 2nd October 1954 the Squadron held their First Reunion Dinner at the Eccleston Hotel 
in London. The Reunion President was none other than the Squadron’s last South African CO, 
Johnny Gasson. The dinner was not badly represented by past members considering it was the first 
Reunion and it started a great tradition of Reunions which have increased in strength and 
representation ever since. 
In November the Sabres with hard wings were modified. The modification was the installation of 
leading edge slats that deployed automatically at low speeds, enhancing manoeuvrability. At the 
end of the year the Squadron was visited by the Secretary of State for Air, Lord De L’isle and Dudley 
VC. He was met by the ‘B’ Commander, Flight Lieutenant Rex Knight, who was the commander of 
the Guard of Honour on this occasion. 
Throughout 1955 the Squadron remained at Linton and continued to fly the Sabres. In January a 
change of command took place. Squadron Leader Rennie Turner departed, tour expired, and 
handed over to Squadron Leader R W G Freer.  
In spite of the poor weather which invaded the Vale of York each winter, the Squadron used to fly 
about five hundred hours each month and in the summer the target of five hundred and forty 
hours was usually achieved. During March the Squadron moved to Acklington for an APC, the first 
‘swept wing’ squadron based in the UK to do so. This lasted for one month at the end of which the 
average stood at 16.3 per cent which was well above the Fighter Command average of 9.8 per cent. 
Upon returning from Acklington the 92 Squadron Sabres spent a happy summer engaging the 
Hunters with which the Day Fighter Leaders’ School had recently re-equipped. 
The new Squadron Commander, Squadron Leader Bob Freer, established a new Squadron record 
by scoring 63 per cent at air to air firing in July. This was a night reinforcement exercise to RAF 
Oldenburg in Germany. The Squadron flew over the North Sea at night in formation, landing at 
Oldenburg to be welcomed by a plentiful supply of free beer. 
Two riotous days followed before the return flight; in daylight this time. Other equally successful 
exercises followed later in the year. 
The annual exercise this year in September was named ‘Beware’ for which the Squadron was 
detached for two weeks to RAF Driffield. The exercise proved rather frustrating for 92, there being a 
lot of cockpit readiness but few ‘scrambles’. 
The second Reunion Dinner was held in London on 15th October 1955, in the chair this time was 
Wing Commander ‘Paddy’ Byrne who had been responsible for the origin of the Squadron’s Motto, 
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back at Croydon in 1940. Paddy welcomed the guests and went on to outline his project for a 
“Roger Bushell Portrait Fund”. He echoed the thoughts of everyone in recalling the many virtues of 
the Squadron’s first commanding officer in World War II. As if by the wave of a magic wand, in 
walked General Spyvie USAF all the way from Alabama to join the dinner and to pay his own tribute 
to Squadron Leader Bushell’s memory as a fellow inmate of Stalag Luft 3. He was, needless to say, 
given a warm welcome. 
The guest of honour was Sir Harry Burn of the East India Association whose witty and inspiring 
address explained to many for the first time the full implication of “East India” in the Squadron’s 
title and the immensity of that contribution to the Squadron’s equipment in the War. Quoting also 
from an “East India” publication of Squadron War Histories, he recalled many 92 Squadron 
incidents and names. It was inevitable that he should mention among others Wing Commander 
Bob Stanford Tuck, Group Captain Rankin, Group Captain Kingcombe, Wing Commander Don 
Kingaby, Wing Commanders Alan Wright, Le Cheminant, Milne and the previous Reunion President, 
Johnny Gasson. 
The food some said was better than the last year, the wine certainly flowed freely. Peter Forster 
read out messages from all too many people who unfortunately could not be present including the 
Chief of the Air Staff, called away to Paris; Neville Duke, flogging his wares as test pilot on the 
Hunter; and Group Captain Kent, Senior Air Staff Officer Designate No 11 Group. A message was 
also received at the Queen’s command from Balmoral Castle in reply to a loyal greeting from the 
Squadron. Amongst ‘old hands’ present this year were Bob Stanford Tuck, Johnny Gasson, Tom 
Wiese, Mr Rolfe who had been on the Squadron in 1918, Tubby Back, Bill Shaw, and a strong 
contingent of the world’s best wartime ground crew. Post-war vintage was represented by Wing 
Commander Ricky Wright (CO in 1947), Squadron Leader Stan Hubbard (Farnborough) and flying 
Officers Clive Walker, Tony Madden and Ray Davies. Some twenty members of the present 
Squadron attended together with Group Captain Spotswood then the Linton-on-Ouse Station 
Commander. All three Flight Commanders were present Rex Knight, Tim Woods and Don Arnott. 
The president for 1956, Bob Stanford Tuck, was unanimously roared into office after being 
proposed by the retiring president. 
The year ended with the usual poor weather conditions and 1956 started quietly with a few months 
of normal Squadron training during April the Sabres gradually gave way to the Hawker Hunter Mk 
4. The pilots reluctantly saw the last Sabre go in June. They had done sterling work on the 
Squadron and everyone was grateful for the opportunity of flying such a wonderful aircraft. After a 
major inspection and a lick of paint, they were reissued to our NATO Allies in the Greek and Turkish 
Air Forces. Sentimentality apart, the pilots looked forward to once again flying ‘British’, with a 
conventional instrument panel and the increased thrust of a Rolls Royce Avon Engine. 
On Friday 20th April, the last day that the Squadron flew Sabres, a Guest Night was held to 
commemorate the occasion. Among the guests were Air Chief Marshal Sir James Robb, Squadron 
Leader Knight, previously ‘Rex’, one of the Flight Commanders and Mr Gordon Elridge the Canadair 
representative. 
The party went well from start to ‘fade out’. The “Boss” banged his hammer to propose “The 
Queen”; he then noticed that the port was still before him so he sat down, amidst hilarious 
laughter. However, he acquitted himself with a fine speech. Sir James Robb in his speech proved to 
have a very dry sense of humour and would have everyone believe that he was the pilot of all the 
pranged aircraft on 92 at the time when he was flight commander. Gordon Elridge was obviously 
confused and highly delighted when he was made an honorary member of the Squadron and 
presented with the customary tankard and a crest for Canadair. His reply was short and sweet in 
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which he presented a silver ‘Sabre’ to commemorate the last squadron in Fighter Command to fly 
Sabres. 
The new aircraft were slow to arrive and even more reluctant to become serviceable and so No 92 
Squadron did not become operational again until 14th July 1956. 
Much of this time was taken up preparing for the annual AOC’s inspection. The AOC this year was 
Air Vice-Marshal Cheshire. 92 provided their total strength of 9 aircraft and together with 66 and 
264 Squadrons took part in a thirty one aircraft flypast. Most of the pilots had only had one or two 
formation trips in the Hunter so this proved rather exciting. In the afternoon the AOC arrived to 
inspect the Squadron – it didn’t seem to be very searching but the worse was to come. He walked 
into the crew room where Syd Adams stood proudly behind his polished tea pot where he had 
been briefed to make the AOC a cup. The AOC told Syd to sound the fire alarm, which Syd duly did, 
whereupon all hell was let loose as an unusually efficient Fire Service roared up. The troops didn’t 
waste their time either and in a matter of seconds they were whistling out of the hangar dragging 
Hunters behind them. The AOC seemed suitably impressed and so the Squadron could get back to 
their more important role, flying. 
Almost immediately the Mark 4s were replaced by the more powerful Hunter Mk 6 and the CO, 
Squadron Leader Bob Freer, formed and led an aerobatic team of four. One of the photographs of 
this team was the subject of the front cover of “Air Clues”, the Royal Air Force Magazine, in April 
1957. 
The aircraft were first used operationally on Exercise “Stronghold” which took place during 
September. Shortly afterwards an intensive modification programme was started in order to 
prepare the aircraft for participation in Operation “Quickfire”. Serviceability was poor throughout 
this period and the Squadron was not required to take part in any other exercises. 
On the 15th November Flight Lieutenant Foster took up one of the newly modified aircraft 
complete with drop tanks on an acceptance test. After being airborne for one hour thirty minutes 
the Hunter plunged into a ploughed field at a high rate of knots and of course disintegrated, whilst 
the lucky old “Colonel” as he was known, floated down on his parachute, observed by a number of 
the Squadron from the airfield, straight into the bar of the railway pub in Tollerton. He had had 
trouble with the manual controls on the test which revealed a cold soakage problem and flying in 
manual was temporarily much restricted. When things became really fraught he became the first 
member of 92 to use the Martin Baker method of let down. The pilots when they reached him 
found him outside the pub with a glass of beer. Some said they weren’t sure whether the Martin 
Baker contraption issued it on the way down or whether he bought it himself; either way it was he 
who had to buy beers all round that evening. 
In December, 92 moved to RAF Nicosia, the first of several detachments they were to undertake in 
Cyprus over the next few years. Concurrently the Squadron’s home station was moved from Linton 
to RAF Middleton St George in County Durham.  This was to be the permanent base for the next 
four and a half years although many detachments were to be spent away from home. The small 
element remaining in the UK moved house and home to await the Squadron’s return. 
On December 31st the Squadron started “Battle Flight” from dawn to dusk. This came about 
because a stray Shackleton wandered over the island early one morning and there was nothing to 
intercept this “unknown”. A pair of aircraft was required at five minutes readiness with another pair 
at ten minutes and two reserves. Dawn in Cyprus came early. This entailed getting up at 4.15am 
and at 7.25am on January 1st 1957 Ron Higgs found that scrambling in the early hours was an 
earth shattering experience.  
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February was an interesting month for the Squadron in Cyprus with an air to air firing exercise. On 
the 14th Stu Grieve thought he would use the drop tanks instead of wheels to land on. It was such 
a smooth landing that he didn’t realise his mistake and was still using brakes and then the power 
on the runway because he thought he had burst a tyre. Warrant Officer Cooper was distressed as 
was Dave Freeston as ‘F’ was his aircraft and Don Arnott, the deputy Squadron Commander. 
Whenever the Boss went away as on this occasion when he was in Nairobi, Don was left in charge, 
something always seemed to happen. However, ‘F’ only needed the drop tanks and Sabrina panels 
(ammunition packs) changed and it was ready to fly within twenty four hours. 
The following day there was a cartoon of a Hunter making a wheels up landing in the Daily Mail. 
On the 25th of the month a chap by the name of Robby departed by Hastings for Aden. The rest of 
the Squadron took advantage of his journey and when Robby stepped on the aircraft he took with 
him £240 worth of orders. He returned on Thursday 28th a weary man with a mighty tale of woe. 
All his £240 had been impounded by the Customs at the civilian airport. He had hidden cameras, 
exposure meters and projectors all over the aircraft but they were all found. 
On conclusion of the detachment the Squadron flew back in March 1957 and landed at its new 
operational base. Throughout the attachment to Nicosia much valuable flying experience was 
obtained in those aspects of fighter flying which are not so easy to practise in the crowded airspace 
over the UK. 
During April the command of the Squadron was handed over to Squadron Leader M.E. Hobson 
AFC. His first days on 92 were filled with the preparations for the Big NATO exercise of the year 
called ‘Exercise Vigilante’ in which 100 per cent of the aircraft remained serviceable throughout. 
During June the Squadron moved to RAF Jever in North Germany for a week of air to ground firing. 
The next exercise was Exercise ‘Fabulous’ for which the Squadron were detached to Horsham St 
Faith, the home of No 74 (Tiger) Squadron. Socially the Mess at Horsham was dead until 92 arrived 
and as nothing was seen of the 74 Squadron pilots no one expected any friendly rivalry from them 
at all. It was not until August 15th when the Squadron arrived at work to do their last state, that 
they found a row of yellow painted Bone Domes, with sayings on them, where they had put theirs 
the night before. Two of the pilots immediately went into action and painted a Cobra biting the 
backside of the tiger which 74 had painted on the side of their hangar. 
Alas, while 92 were at Met Brief, 74 got busy with some blue paint and erased it but as 92 could not 
fly back to Middleton due to a gale they had time to add a mouse in front of the tiger, the words 
“Esso Extra” and colour the space between the yellow stripes with red paint. 
Another overseas detachment was staged in September when the Squadron went to an airfield in 
Denmark for Exercise ‘Brown Jug’. This was disappointing as all the Hunters were inadvertently 
replenished with water contaminated fuel upon arrival and despite Herculean efforts on the part of 
the ground crew, very little flying was achieved. However the pilots found refuge in the bar 
sampling the numerous varieties of excellent lager available and some even ventured into the 
dining room where on the first night they were given prune soup and meatballs. 
On returning from Denmark the Squadron landed at RAF Thornaby which was to be its new home 
while the main runway at Middleton was extended by six hundred yards. Conditions at Thornaby 
were far from ideal with a short runway, poor weather factor, close proximity to three large 
industrial towns and primitive communications 92 quickly became proud of its ‘very own airfield’ 
and spirit was almost immediately as high as ever. 
By the end of 1957 the Squadron acquired two Hamsters; no one knew what sex they were so they 
were simply known as Middleton and St George. The saga of these two hamsters was followed 
keenly by the members of the Squadron when at home or detached overseas. By December 30th a 
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litter of six appeared amongst the straw and sawdust, so for the first time one could distinguish 
between them and the mother was known as Middleton. By January 2nd the litter of six turned out 
to be only 4, by the 14th one had disappeared and another on the 20th leaving only two. The 
remaining two babies gnawed their way out of the box on the 31st leaving just Middleton and St. 
George. 
The Squadron undertook its second “Quickfire” detachment during the first three months of 1958. 
Nicosia was again the destination and with the benefit of recent experiences the Squadron quickly 
settled down to its new routine. The flying continued without any serious incidents but tragically 
Ron Higgs was killed while travelling as a passenger in one of 284 Squadron’s helicopters, when it 
crashed up in the Troodos mountains.  
The pilots in Cyprus were kept informed of the hamsters’ welfare; Middleton was not well but 
George was fine, biting everyone. On one occasion he was lost but found again four days later, 
having eaten his way through three flying suits and a battle dress. 
The return to the United Kingdom was made on 21st March and following a period of leave the 
Squadron resumed operations from Thornaby. 
On April 18th the weather clamped in and those airborne were diverted to Leeming including the 
Squadron’s Meteor which was still held on the strength for dual checks. Later in the day Harry 
Hood experienced an engine failure, known in a jet aircraft as a Flame Out, while on the initial 
stages of a GCA (Ground Controlled Approach). Two attempts to relight proved unsuccessful and 
Harry ejected at six hundred feet. He landed safely and made his own way home. The aircraft of 
course wrote itself off, without doing any damage - much to the disgust of 65 Squadron, as it was 
their aircraft but to the delight of a local farmer since it killed a fox which had been after his 
chickens. 
A detachment to the Royal Netherlands Air Force at Leeuwarden was enjoyed during July which 
included a riotous party every night and on the final night nearly ended in disaster. While beer 
bottles were being shaken and the ensuing froth squirted over any unfortunate victims who 
happened to be near, someone noticed a grass fire perilously close to the wooden building in 
which the party was raging. A few of the pilots attempted to extinguish it by natural means but 
soon ran dry, then an observant character noticed a motor driven water pump only a few metres 
from the fire and attempts got under way to start it. Fortunately, when it did get going bodies were 
the main target as someone had primed the pump with petrol. 
When the fire began spreading, a fire engine was called. As it approached a Dutch pilot got aboard 
and fired the foam guns, suitably drenching everyone and the fire. 
In August the Squadron moved to RAF Waterbeach where they undertook the “Battle Flight” 
commitment and also provided reinforcements for the Fighter Command flypast at the SBAC 
(Society of British Aircraft Companies), show at Farnborough. Some pilots were also to take part in 
a twenty two aircraft loop with No.111 Squadron so all the Hunter Squadrons Numbers 1, 19, 56, 
65, 63 and 92 were in the Cambridge area, which gave the opportunity for a get together. This was 
achieved by holding a punt race on the River Cam. Somehow 92 managed to maintain six pilots on 
standby and to enter two complete crews plus Sam, the Squadron dog, for the races. They were 
unable to supply a judge as they knew (a) that they should win easily and (b) if they didn’t win 
easily, a judge wouldn’t make any difference anyway. 
In the first race ‘B’ Flight provided the first team, consisting of Brian Cox, Al Durward, George 
Aylett and ‘Smudge’ Smith, which streaked into the lead but when only half a dozen punt lengths 
from the finish they took a great fancy for the river bank and ended up in second place. 
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‘A’ Flight team, consisting of ‘Tinkle’ Bell, Dave Ozanne, Jim Edwards and Tony Back. They decided 
that paddling the punt wasn’t getting them anywhere so they all got out and pushed. They finished 
third although one of the two teams which beat them was later disqualified by the judges because, 
although they started off with a crew of four, they somehow managed to acquire another member 
en route. 
After a grand finale in which everyone ended up in the water, they all changed into dry clothes to 
the accompanying strains of an argument between the judges and the owner of the punts. The 
latter was demanding up to £100 for the non-existent damage to his punts. It was finally agreed 
that they should forfeit their deposits (£12 in all) and the owner went away very dissatisfied. 
Everyone adjourned to the bridge by the Mill and improved on the record profit by that pub for an 
evening’s work. 
In October the Squadron returned to Middleton where the runway extension was completed and 
shortly afterwards the command of the Squadron was handed over to Squadron Leader R H B 
Dixon. On the 16th the NATO exercise, this year named “Sunbeam”, was staged and lasted three 
days. During November the Squadron was brought to a state of seven days’ readiness for 
“Operation Visage” which would have entailed redeployment to the Middle East, where a coup 
d’etat was expected. Although inoculations were brought up to date and tropical kit was issued, the 
Squadron was not required. 
The year closed on a sombre note when Flying Officer S E Crook, a recent arrival on the Squadron, 
parted from his leader during a dogfight. He failed to return to base and all that was found was a 
pair of pylon tanks in the sea, the same epitaph as that of several Hunter crashes on other 
Squadrons in the following years. 
However, good news greeted the Squadron on New Year’s Day, when it was learned that ‘A’ Flight 
Commander, Flight Lieutenant Tony Back, had been awarded the AFC in recognition of a great 
year’s work in which he gave many spectacular individual aerobatic displays at various shows 
throughout the country. 
As always, the year 1959 started with a spell of poor weather during which time many airfields in all 
parts of the country were used as diversions, usually for overnight stops. Another detachment to 
Acklington for an A.P.C during January suffered from ice and snow from its inception and the only 
flying consisted of the two ferry flights in and out. 
At the end of April the Squadron again undertook operation ‘Quickfire’. As before, Nicosia was the 
destination and this time the detachment lasted nine weeks. Flying consisted mainly of Air Defence, 
low level and various forms of ground attack. With the unrestricted use of the range at Larnaca the 
weapons scores improved markedly. In addition, a series of exercises was arranged with the Royal 
Navy, firing on splash targets towed by destroyers. A formation aerobatic team of four was formed 
at this time and the Commander-in-Chief of the Middle East Air Force authorised it to demonstrate 
before a party of Persian senior officers. 
All the pilots returned to base after a most enjoyable detachment on 1st July and proceeded on ten 
days’ block leave. Since Middleton was to be “open” to the public on both Royal Observer Corps 
Day and on 19th of September for Battle of Britain day, various displays were practised. These were 
the formation team, individual aerobatics and a Squadron flypast and tail chase. Civilian spectators 
numbered seventy thousand or more on the latter date and the aerobatic team performed at RAF 
Leuchars and Acklington as well as at base. 
The Squadron’s hectic social life continued as usual with never a dull moment. A party went to the 
Acropole after dinner one evening to deliver a bottle of brandy to a visiting ferry wing pilot but 
somehow it took nearly the whole Squadron, fourteen chaps all told, to carry the bottle and they all 
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stayed for a drink when they got there. Soon their blood pressure leapt sky high when they met the 
original Yiddisha-Momma. She was shepherding sixty two Israeli Babes round the world. All of 
them were living dolls, Privates First Class and ace marksmen. 
Although it is not recorded that anyone actually met the young ladies the thought of their physical 
nearness sent the old red corpuscles bouncing. One of the Flight Commanders made tentative 
arrangements for a party in the ladies room on the following Wednesday, proudly boasting that he 
could provide sixty two pilots from his Squadron to escort the babes. Luckily he was saved from 
having to honour this by one of the more drunken members telling the chaperone that he only 
wanted them in the Mess to play the old Australian game of “hiding the sausage”! 
The annual exercise called “Mandate” proved to be one of long inactivity for 92 especially during 
the “fall-out” phase of simulated atomic attack. However, the ratio of scrambles to successful 
interceptions was the highest in No 13 Group. 
The rest of the autumn was spent in Army Co-operation exercises in the Salisbury Plain area and 
preparation for re-deployment to RAF Idris in North Africa for exercise “Sambar” on 23rd October. 
On the first morning in the North African Desert those who expected to wake up to the scent of 
warm desert air and the sound of date palms rustling in the breeze were sadly disillusioned. It 
poured with rain all day and very little flying was done. In the evening they went to the Wheelus Air 
Base Officers’ Club in Tripoli, by three tonner. The journey, on a road which was in a bad state due 
to the rain, was one that won’t ever be forgotten; especially by Dave Ozanne, who apparently had 
been chasing the lorry which couldn’t be made to stop. 
When the rain cleared some scrambles were ordered. The ops officer would rush out and wave his 
hand to order the start up. One pair was sitting on state waiting when a visiting Staff Officer asked 
the Boss how they would be scrambled. “Like this” he said, waving a finger, and sure enough the air 
was shattered by the roar of burning Avpin, as two stubby digits firmly pressed the starting 
buttons. 
At the end of the four day detachment the weather was perfect and serviceability remained 
excellent. A few sorties were flown in which they practised some Low Level cross countries. The 
desert was just as everyone imagined it should be; sand dunes, rocky hills, camel trains, date palms 
and black tents. They noticed that some of the Arabs lived in man-made caves in the hills. Parts of 
the desert were just huge areas of flat sand as far as the eye could see and it was difficult to 
imagine how the Arabs managed to navigate across these featureless wastes, especially as the 
Hunters couldn’t. 
Those who weren’t flying went to Tripoli to do their final shopping for camel stools, slippers, tin 
trays and other assorted articles. Wandering around the Suk (market in the old town) was quite an 
experience. The sinister narrow streets seemed to lean right on one as you picked your way 
through hand arts, scruffy little kids, heavily veiled women and squatting Arabs drinking their 
nauseating inky black liquid out of small enamel cups. If you survived the foul stench, the sound of 
a million hammers beating out patterns on huge brass trays would soon wear you out. If you 
managed to pass unscathed through the throng of souvenir merchants vociferously urging you to 
pay through the nose for shoddy knick-knacks, it was pleasant to pass out through the gates past 
the rows of horse drawn gharries and into the modern part of the town. This part, built mainly by 
the Italians, consists of wide palm tree lined streets with tall well built shops and hotels, with a 
beautiful modern road round the harbour.  
The departure for home on the 28th went well but made quite an interesting saga. Eight aircraft 
arrived at Orange safely the Boss and Wing Commander Flying had to divert to Decimomannu in 
Sardinia where they landed on the taxiway due to the runway being blocked. 
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Before the other eight left Orange they were told that they would probably be diverted as most of 
the country including base was out with high crosswinds. Sure enough when they arrived over 
Britain three were diverted to Marham and the others to Thorney Island. The three from Marham 
made a stab at getting in to Middleton and “Tinkle” Bell made it just, while the other two diverted 
to Leeming. 
In November the annual reunion was held at the Royal Air Force Club to mark the Squadron’s 
Fortieth Anniversary. The whole Squadron went down to London by train from Darlington, after a 
few beers at the Imperial Hotel before going to the Station. 
The Squadron Adjutant had very thoughtfully booked three compartments on the train which were 
used for at least seven minutes of the journey. The rest of the time was spent in the bar. Double 
Diamond and Carlsberg were drunk steadily and in no time at all the carriage was rocking to the 
strains of Old English favourites as “She wore no blouses – “, “Parties make the world go round”, 
“All the nice girls love a Sailor” and not to mention “Good King xxx Wenceslas” which was sung for 
the benefit of the clergy having tea in the next carriage. When they had completely drained the bar 
of any sort of beer they all went their separate ways, some even dared to enter the adjoining 
carriage for tea and toasted tea cakes. 
Kings Cross soon arrived and they went to the Royal Air Force Club in Piccadilly where they met the 
past members including Wing Commander Stanford Tuck, the President, ‘Tich” Havercroft , Ricky 
Wright and Tom Wiese, the Intelligence Officer from the Biggin days. 
After the meal, Wing Commander Stanford Tuck gave a humorous speech in which he reminisced 
how Titch Havercroft needed numerous parachute cushions in order to see over the coaming of his 
aircraft. Dinner finished and they adjourned to the bar which had been reserved for them in the 
ladies room. It wasn’t long before Don Arnott was giving a Dead Ants call. Perhaps a word of 
explanation should be given here. A Dead Ants call is a rather unusual but highly effective method 
of deciding who should pay for the next round of drinks. All of a sudden any individual may shout 
“Dead Ants” and the assembled company will dive for the ground and lying on their back stick their 
hands and feet in the air. The last person to remain standing, usually an unsuspecting visitor, has to 
pay for the beer. When the bar shut at eleven they purchased several crates of beer and pushed on 
into the smoke room. Singing started, a piano was called for, volunteers were called for, and the 
grand piano finished up in the middle of the corridor (minus a hundred pieces) with five exhausted 
bodies on top of it. This, however, didn’t daunt ‘Titch’ Havercroft, who grabbed a chair and started 
to play. No one remembers how the party ended but all the beer had gone and someone 
whispered the address of a party. 
There were some more excellent parties before the end of the year and a splendid Dining-In Night 
on December 11th, at which 92 and 33 Squadron at last had a chance to pit themselves against one 
another. The Mess games progressed to the expense of ribs, limbs, fingers, shirts, studs, cufflinks 
and everything else a smart young officer wears. It is recorded that 92 carried themselves off well 
on the whole; the Mess Rugby was the only thing they lost and that was undoubtedly because ‘33’ 
had twice as many players and four times the weight. 
The New Year began quietly with the departure of Tony Back being replaced by Taff Freeman for 
his third tour on 92. By the end of January the Squadron were required to deploy to Duxford to 
take part in the forthcoming flypast for the Queen’s baby. There was plenty of time to practise as 
they were not required until February 20th. During the time on ‘Standby’ several fields were 
explored, far too numerous to mention one was the Officers’ Club at the USAF Base at 
Wethersfield. Here they learnt that beer was unavailable but that “Rye on the Rocks” flowed 
abundantly. This was requested by all except the Boss who with usual British Independence 
ordered Orange Squash. It transpired that water was also lacking, so whilst the Boss quietly 
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downed a pint of gin and orange the rest were struggling with pints of whisky. A long drinking 
session followed with the Americans and when one ordered a “Hot Brandy”, “Dusty” Rhodes, never 
at a loss, produced a brandy and a Ronsonol lighter with a three foot flame. This proved to be just 
a little too hot for him but he invited the Squadron back to his room to help him with a “little bottle 
of Paul Jones”. This was the bottle to end all bottles and Dusty helped himself to a pint in a hot 
water bottle just to take away. Later in a curry house he offered an undergraduate half a pint of 
this, the undergraduate realising his good fortune seized it and downed it in one fearing it might 
only be a dream. 
On the 20th February the flypast was flown, at eleven hundred feet, that being the cloud base. It 
should have been a day earlier but it was all delayed twenty four hours in order that the Army 
could load its guns for the salute. 
At the end of the month the Squadron said goodbye to Tom Griffin, the American Marine. Flying 
the Hunter and following the day fighter role was all very new to Tom when he joined the 
Squadron in July 1958 and it was some time before his long “transport type” radio calls were cut 
down to the fighter pilot’s cryptic patter. An incident worthy of note concerning this R/T patter 
happened when Tom was leading a ‘four ship’ formation. Tom meant to pass first of all a message 
to the recovery organisation and secondly to his section. Unfortunately between the two messages 
he interposed, as the Americans do, with the words “Break, Break”. To a fighter pilot this means 
apply full bank and pull the stick back to get your aircraft turning quickly either to avoid a collision 
or to prevent another fighter from taking film or “shooting you down”. When Tom looked up he 
suddenly found himself all on his own. That was learning the hard way. 
The normal TGIF’s (Thank God it’s Friday), common throughout the Royal Air Force, were 
celebrated with considerable élan on 92. These sessions usually led on to greater things as on one 
Friday evening in March. When the barrel was empty they moved onto a local pub where they met 
Desmond and Dorothy, a most charming couple who lived in the outskirts of Stockton and who 
always kept an open house to 92. Spirits got even higher at the pub and unfortunately, after 
beating all the locals at darts, Jerry Seavers pinched the bottle of lighter fluid which he somehow 
managed to pour all over his hair. The management subsequently took offence at this gesture and 
told them not to bother to go back there again. As usual Dorothy and Des played up trumps and 
invited everyone back to their place for drinks. Knowing that this meant tumblers full of whisky this 
time the Squadron took along a couple of crates of beer. Tinkle Bell showed his prowess at the 
piano, which was a shame because the Squadron Fund couldn’t stretch as far as a new piano; then 
they returned to the Mess at Middleton. 
On their arrival in the bar they found some much undressed gentlemen all in their underpants. 
Apparently Dennis Caldwell had complained of the hot stuffiness in the bar. The drinking 
continued. There were unfortunately a few rash words spoken at some later stage when the lads 
were unable to find their clothes, carefully hidden in the cooking cauldrons by 33 Squadron. 
The episode should have finished there it didn’t. Dusty Rhodes had one of the narrowest squeaks 
of his career while driving home dressed in a hat, coat, underpants, shoes and socks. Unfortunately, 
he dropped his cigarette in the car just as he was passing over Urlay Nook Level Crossing. He 
slammed on the brakes, jumped out of the car and began a furtive search for his cigarette. Just at 
this moment a police constable stepped out of a police car parked just behind him. The 
conversation went something like this: 
  “And just what are you doing here?”   
  “Just looking for my cigarette” said Dusty, adjusting his underpants and putting his hand over his 
mouth. 
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  “You know you have had far too much to drink, Sir.” 
  “Constable, you are quite right! And what is more, had I only half of what I’ve had, I would still 
have had too much.” 
This staggered the policeman who could only mutter, after finding Dusty his cigarette: 
  “You fellows from the camp just won’t be satisfied until someone gets killed.” 
With these last words the police constable moved off. Just as well, because had he stayed five 
seconds later the constable would have witnessed Dusty replacing the cigarette in his navel before 
pushing on. 
April 20th, a Wednesday, saw the departure from Middleton, for Cyprus, of eleven Hunter Mk 6s 
and a T7. The overnight stay in Malta produced the usual bad hangovers and tummy-trouble but, 
apart from introducing the “Gut” to one or two of the more junior members of the Squadron, the 
journey was uneventful. 
The exercise in Cyprus, known as Exercise “Fawley”, went off very well with plenty of flying including 
some sorties at dusk. There was rather a tense atmosphere in the Ops Room one evening when the 
Boss had been telling the Group Captain and Wing Commander that these dusk sorties were not 
dangerous; in walked Tinkle Bell saying “Christ, that was suicidal”, and so ended another day. 
After two weeks of very hectic flying and drinking on the Island they returned to be given a two 
week stand down. 
The next exercise was Exercise “Yeoman” in May to test the Hunter Javelin techniques. There were 
plenty of targets hundreds of fighters which constituted quite a collision risk and sure enough, 
bang, two Javelins from 29 Squadron at Leuchars collided over Middlesbrough Bay. All four aircrew 
used their ejection seats, two landed on dry land and the other two had to resort to dinghies about 
forty miles out at sea. At six o’clock the two who had landed on dry land were enjoying beers in the 
Mess at Middleton whilst the other two were safely tucked up in bed at Catterick, nursing some 
very sore spines. 
The aerobatic team was retained but now increased to five aircraft lead by the CO, Squadron 
Leader Bob Dixon. Throughout the remainder of the year the Squadron provided the secondary 
Fighter Command display team. Shows were given at several stations at home and detachments 
were made overseas. 
One detachment to Rygge in Norway for six days in June included a visit to Oslo, then Bodø to see 
the midnight sun and a trip on the Range Safety Launch up the Oslo Fjord. They went up as far as 
the point where the German Cruiser Blücher was sunk by the Royal Air Force during the war. The 
ship’s fuel tanks were just beginning to break up and push out a steady flow of thick oil which was 
causing some concern to the local authorities. 
Another display was given in July. This time it was at Exeter which went down extremely well and 
gave rise to a large amount of Press and Television coverage. The “New Black Arrows” as they 
dubbed the formation team put on another show especially for the press and ended with a bomb 
burst which was not as lacking in spectacle as it was in altitude. Everyone was very impressed 
except a bowser driver and Group Captain Dumas. 
In the following month further displays were given in Malta at Ta’Qali, and at Leconfield and St 
Athan. 
On September 9th, exactly twenty years to the day since they first arrived there, 92 Squadron 
returned to Biggin Hill for the annual reunion. There was a particularly good turnout of ex-Battle of 
Britain types including Group Captain Brian Kingcombe, Wing Commanders Stanford Tuck, Don 
Kingaby, Titch Havercraft and Paddy Byrne, Squadron Leader Tony Bartley and Flight Lieutenant 
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Tom Weise. After two or three barrels the Boss made a speech and they all lay on the floor and 
waved their arms and legs in appreciation. Then they roared off down the hill to Brasted where 
they visited the Prestons at the White Hart. The younger generation were intrigued by the famous 
blackout screen with all the names of former 92 Squadron pilots chalked on it. There they drank a 
great deal more beer than was needed and the ancient beams soon rang to “Parties make the 
world go round”. A quick chorus of “Goodnight Ladies” had absolutely no effect so they sang “She 
wore no blouses and I wore no trousers”. All the other occupants of the pub then left so they all lay 
flat on the floor again. 
On the flying side, more formation aerobatics and flypasts were given including a Battle of Britain 
Day Flypast at Kinloss. They made one pass under a cloud base of one hundred feet and pulled 
smoke. If Kinloss hadn’t been clamped before it certainly was then. 
The Battle of Britain cocktail Party that year went very well with all the pilots trying to out-drink the 
Gordon’s distillery. The party developed in all sorts of ways and the most unique was that half a 
dozen Squadron members found themselves on the half completed roof of the Senior Met Officer’s 
Quarter, each wearing a lady’s hat and well plied with ale. The Boss’ Red braces made a splendid 
Omni directional beacon. Chips Carpenter fell through the roof but as he was completely 
rubberised he didn’t suffer too badly. “Saint” St Clair was despatched to the railway station to 
collect a Pakistani exchange officer. Soon Hamid Anwar, appeared through the hole in the roof or 
at least a bowler hat appeared with a brown moustachioed face grinning happily. The face was fed 
with beer and so grinned even more happily. The rest of the body never really arrived but didn’t 
seem to matter as the hat, the grin, and the ale entry part were all present. One other incident later 
on was an eager Hennessy’s first “Dead Ants” call. Now the chap who calls “Dead Ants” is invariably 
the first to get his hands and feet in the air; unfortunately this was the fourth call and therefore not 
valid so a prostrate Hennessy was drenched with beer by all the standing members. 
Soon after this the Squadron received the terrific news that they were to replace the ‘Black Arrows’ 
of No 111 Squadron as the Royal Air Force’s premier aerobatic team. Soon, once again the name of 
92 Squadron was to become a household word in the air minded homes of Great Britain, Western 
Europe and the Middle East. 
From http://www.pprune.org/aviation-history-nostalgia/371774-20-sqn-hunters-pilots-1962-
singapore.html: 
20 Squadron Hunters and pilots - 1962 Singapore 
“I think that four of the pilots of the squadron 'team' would have been the CO, Sqn Ldr Calvert, 
together with George Aylett, 'Chips' Carpenter and Stu Penny. Calvert, Aylett and Carpenter all 
being former members of the 92 Squadron aerobatic team.” 
Posted by Vampiredave, 8 June 2009 

http://www.pprune.org/aviation-history-nostalgia/371774-20-sqn-hunters-pilots-1962-singapore.html
http://www.pprune.org/aviation-history-nostalgia/371774-20-sqn-hunters-pilots-1962-singapore.html
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From http://www.92sqdn.brushhouse.co.uk/crew/crew09.html: 

 
1959. Back Row, left to right: Flt Lt Dave Symons (BBLS member), Fg Off Brian Allchin, Fg Off Keith 
Hawes, Fg Off Flick Hennessy, Fg Off Brian Cheater, Fg Off Derek Gill, Fg Off Jerry Seavers and Fg 
Off Dick Cloke. Front Row, left to right: W O "Gary" Cooper, Flt Lt "Chips" Carpenter, Flt Lt "Saint" St 
Clair, Flt Lt "Tinkle" Bell, Sqn Ldr Bob Dixon, Flt Lt George Aylett, Flt Lt Dave Ozanne, Fg Off 
"Dusty" Rhodes and Flt Lt Bill Freeman. 
3188. Pilot Officer [later Wing Commander] David SYMONS (607663). Signed 3 July 1958. 
No 92 (Fighter) Squadron, RAF Thornaby. 

227 
From http://www.culture24.org.uk/history-and-heritage/transport/planes-and-flight/art18247: 
Restored Vampire To Be Star Attraction At Yorkshire Air Museum 

 
De Havilland Vampire T11, XH 278, fully restored and ready for its public consumption. Courtesy of 
Yorkshire Air Museum 
Following an 18-month restoration programme, a 50-year-old Vampire is set to be the guest of 
honour at Yorkshire Air Museum this coming weekend. 
Donated by local farmer David Thompson, the De Havilland Vampire T11 aircraft will be officially 
unveiled to the public on Sunday, October 5. 

http://www.92sqdn.brushhouse.co.uk/crew/crew09.html
http://www.culture24.org.uk/history-and-heritage/transport/planes-and-flight/art18247
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Now fully restored, aircraft number XH 278 will be a familiar sight to many who remember its days 
in service at the nearby RAF Linton-on-Ouse, where it began flying in 1958. 
Ian Richardson, a spokesperson for the museum, explained how Mr Thompson had come to offer 
the historic aeroplane to the Elvington-based institution. 
"He actually purchased the aircraft in 1992, preserved the airframe and had it on display as a gate 
guardian," said Ian. "He realised that it would need to be in a museum to preserve it further and it 
was too big a job for him to maintain it and he kindly agreed to donate it to us." 
Despite being only the third in a series of British experimental jet-powered aircraft, after the Gloster 
E29 and the Gloster Meteor, the Vampire was a landmark in UK aviation history. 
On April 20, 1945 it became the first single-engine jet aircraft to enter service with the RAF, just 
three weeks before the end of the Second World War in Europe. 
As Ian Richardson explained, it is part of a long line of significant British fighter aircraft and will fit 
perfectly into Yorkshire Air Museum's vast collection. 
"It fits into a slot of front line fighters that we have on display," he said, "right the way from 
Hurricanes and Spitfires through to the latest one that we've got which is the Harrier. So we cover a 
long period now." 
Built largely of wood, with twin booms supporting the tail, the Vampire prototype first flew in 1943 
with Geoffrey De Havilland Jr at the controls. Although the plane became famous as the Vampire, it 
was originally known, perhaps less menacingly, as the Spidercrab. 
Easy to operate and straightforward to maintain, the model went on to become Britain's best-
selling fighter aircraft and have a service life of an extraordinary 30 years. The T11 version was 
developed after the war and became the standard jet trainer at RAF Cranwell in 1956. 
While it is unlikely that XH 278 will ever fly again, it is hoped that long-term restoration will enable 
staff at the museum to get its engines back to a taxi-able condition. 
Previous owner David Thompson will be at the unveiling on Sunday where he will be joined by 
Wing Commander David Symons, who flew the plane at RAF Cranwell, achieving his first solo 
night flight in it. 
© David Prudames, 30 September 2003 
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3189. Flight Lieutenant Brian Anthony WEEDON (607478). Signed 4 July 1958. No 1 
Squadron, RAF Stradishall. 

227 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From No 1 Squadron’s Summary of Events for July 1958 (AIR 27/2724/1, which can be downloaded 
from The National Archives website): 

 
3190. Captain Claud Alfred OSCROFT. Signed 5 July 1958. Swissair, Zurich, Switzerland. 

227 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired, as a Flight Lieutenant, from the RAF on 11 
June 1958. 
From http://www.pdf-repo.com/pdf_1a/f86g1o29m9524f9209.html: 
The Flying Fleas at Southend  
Turn the clock back just over 70 years for an almost incredible contrast of Southend Airport; daring 
enthusiasts racing across the turf in home-built aircraft of wire and plywood. "Pou-de-Ciel" the 
French inventor dubbed them; "Flying Fleas" was the English translation whatever the name they 
were just as dangerous, and the men who flew them just as daring. It was in the 1930's that M. 
Mignet, a cycle repairer, built the minimum single-seater aeroplane. There were no roll controls, it 
being assumed that the fuselage would continue to dangle from the main upper wing. This flea 
had no ailerons or rudder; control was by tilting the joystick for up/down flight, via a flexible upper 
wing. It was powered by a motorcycle engine. It couldn't achieve very great height, and if long 
grass wore away the tips of the wooden propeller too much it, couldn't take off. Southend was a 
big centre for "Fleas", hundreds of spectators flocked to grounds at Ashingdon, Rochford and the 
present airport site for the thrill of watching a handful of enthusiasts risk their necks for a few 
seconds flying. Four of the Flea enthusiasts were well-known figures in Southend. They were Mr. 
Bernard Collins, MBE, Southend's airport commandant (and later with Channel Airways); Mr. Chris 
Story, proprietor of the Alexandra Street garage that bore his name, Mr. Alick Pearce, by day 

http://www.pdf-repo.com/pdf_1a/f86g1o29m9524f9209.html
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assistant sales manager with the Southend Motor and Aero Company, and by night licencee of the 
George and Dragon on Foulness, and finally Captain Claud Oscroft, a senior captain with Swissair. 
Two of the four built their own Fleas in garages only a couple of hundred yards apart in the heart 
of Southend, each advising the other on technical points. Chris Story's Flea took three months to 
construct, often working through the night. Just around the corner in Nelson Street, pilot Alick 
Pearce, Harry Sawyer of the Anchor, Great Wakering, and Mr. Leo Len Hendrie, were working on 
their machine. Their Flea was powered by a converted car engine, and the overall cost of 
production (£70-80) was shared between the three partners. Their Flea, the "Fleeing Fly", came to 
grief almost as soon as it was completed. Chris's flying instruction came straight from the pages of 
a manual, and he managed a few hops on the first occasion. About a week later he took off 'more 
by accident than anything' then the little aircraft flipped upside down. Hanging head downwards, 
he released the seatbelt dropped out onto his head. The damage cost £150 to rectify the Fleeing 
Fly was never to fly again, and lay in his garage. Bernard Collins was only 20 years old when he set 
up the British longdistance flying for Fleas - 87 miles from Heston to Melton Mowbray in May 1936. 
He knew nothing about the record until it was announced on the BBC News while he was sitting at 
home that evening. Flea flying was highly dangerous - a number of pilots were killed. The Airport 
Commandant's first log book gives some idea of the hazards. One entry reads: Approached 
Dorking at 3,000 feet, machine dived out of control to 500 feet. Floor gave way. Resolved never to 
fly Flea again. In both Fleas and his Heath Robinson painted drone, bought for £42, he often visited 
Southend and the Canute Air Park at Ashingdon. He recalled that one Flea owner was so irate that 
his machine would not fly - there were many that did little more than hop - that in desperation he 
sawed off the propellor and let spectators race it round Canute Air Park at five shillings a go. All 
went well until, with the combination of a light passenger and an overheated engine, the Flea leapt 
into the air coming to a rest on top of a tree. Bernard Collins' British long-distance record was 
challenged by a Southend pilot. "Ossie" Oscroft, a dare-devil, who aimed to fly his machine which 
was owned by the Aero 8 Club, from Ashingdon to France and back again. Rather than risk crossing 
the Thames at an early stage of the flight he flew up to Tilbury and then crossed the river. The 
"Buzzcraft", designed and built at Ashingdon, covered 50 miles until an oil feed pipe cracked, 
blinding him with oil. He landed on a hillside running straight into a muck heap, the whirling 
propellor showering him with foul-smelling manure. Many more stories of the Fleas remain untold. 
The era came ungratiously to an abrupt end when, after a long chapter of accidents, insurance 
companies refused to insure them against the necessary third party risks. Peter Brown November 
2009 
3191. Pilot Officer [later Group Captain] Anthony James CHAPLIN (607687). Signed 4 July 
1958. No 1 Squadron, RAF Stradishall. 

227 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. His Queen’s Commendation for Valuable Service in 
the Air was announced in the LG, 8 June 1968. 
According to Air of Authority, he was Commanding officer of RAF Chivenor on 23 July 1984. 
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From No 1 Squadron’s Summary of Events for July 1958: 

 
… 
May 1959 

 

 
3192. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Barry John GRAINGER (3520161). Signed 4 
July 1958. No 1 Squadron, RAF Stradishall. 

227 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From No 1 Squadron’s Summary of Events for July 1958: 
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… 
May 1959 

 
3193. Flight Lieutenant Peter Alan BARROW (607491). Signed 4 July 1958. No 1 Squadron, 
RAF Stradishall. 

227 
From http://www.rafjever.org/sharepast.htm: 

 

http://www.rafjever.org/sharepast.htm
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From No 1 Squadron’s Summary of Events for July 1958: 

 
3194. Flight Lieutenant Christopher Robert REILLY (4080206). Signed 7 July 1958. RAF 
Spitalgate. 

227 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3195. Flight Lieutenant Wallace Gordon NETHERTON (4159110). Signed 10 July 1958. RAF 
Stradishall. 

227 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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3196. Flying Officer Ralph SINCLAIR (177532). Signed 10 July 1958. RAF Stradishall. 

227 
From No 1 Squadron’s Summary of Events for July 1958: 

 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 30 December 
1958. 
3197. Flying officer [later Air Vice-Marshal] Eric MACEY OBE (4159730). Signed 10 July 
1958. RAF Stradishall. 

227 
From http://www.battleships-cruisers.co.uk/signatures.php?Signature=2195: 

 
Eric Macey joined the RAF in 1954 and, after graduating as a pilot, flew Hunter fighters with 263 
and 1 Sqns. He next joined the rapidly-expanding V-Force, initially flying Valiants of 214 Sqn on in-
flight refuelling trials, and completed the first non-stop flight to Singapore. Then followed a Vulcan 
captaincy with 101 Sqn on which, over the next several years, he served as Sqn Pilot, Training 
Officer and Sqn Cdr (and which formed part of his Wing when he was OC Waddington). Between 
times, he was Chief Instructor of the Vulcan OCU at Scampton and, for a short time, also Stn Cdr 
there. Posted to Germany in 1979, he flew the Wessex, Puma, Jaguar, Phantom and Harrier and 
later served as AOC (of the University Air Squadrons) and Commandant of the RAF College 
Cranwell where he re-qualified on the Jet Provost. His final tour as Director-General Training added 
another 15 aircraft types bringing his total flying hours to about 3400 (1900 on the Vulcan) and 
total types flown to 60. 

http://www.battleships-cruisers.co.uk/signatures.php?Signature=2195
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From http://www.vulcancrewchief.org/President-Vice-Presidents: 

 
Air Vice Marshal E Macey, OBE 
3198. Flight Lieutenant [later Group Captain] Anthony MUMFORD CVO OBE (607620). 
Signed 10 July 1958. RAF Stradishall. 

227 
From No 1 Squadron’s Summary of Events: 
July 1958 

 
…. 

http://www.vulcancrewchief.org/President-Vice-Presidents
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March 1959 

 
…. 
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June 1959 

 

 
…. 
August 1959 

 
From http://www.cracroftspeerage.co.uk/online/content/herries1489.htm: 
Lady Mary Katherine Fitzalan-Howard DCVO, heiress presumptive to the Lordship of Herries of 
Terregles, Lady-in-Waiting to HRH Princess Alexandra, Lady Ogilvy, since 1964 (b. 14 Aug 1940), 
mar. 1986 G/Capt Anthony Mumford CVO OBE RAF, of North Stoke Cottage, North Stoke, co. 
Sussex. 
From http://www.naval8-208-association.com/page33.html: 
1964. Operation Nutcracker – commenced April. The terrain of the Radfan area was inhospitable to 
all. It covered an area 20 miles by 15, was largely unexplored and certainly without any form of 
administration; it was rocky and mountainous with peaks and plateaus of 7000 ft split by deep 

http://www.cracroftspeerage.co.uk/online/content/herries1489.htm
http://www.naval8-208-association.com/page33.html
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wadis. Rainfall is very heavy during the hot season and travel in the wadis became dangeroussince 
flash flooding often occurred. The 12 tribes occupying the area were lawless and fiercely [text 
missing]. 
The Federal Authorities had failed in their attempts to restore some form of order and called on 
Britain for assistance. A headquarters with a brigade air support cell was established at Thumeir on 
the Dhala Road and the prime aim was to use aircraft as much as possible to reopen the trade 
route. Thumeir was re-supplied by air with the Twin Pioneers and Beverley’s flying throughout 
daylight hours restocking the Brigade. The Hunter squadrons kept a constant crew room standby in 
case close air support was needed. An ex 208 Sqn member Roy Bowey, deputy to the OC Tactical 
Wing and I were up in Thumeir very early on. I had broken my hand playing rugby for the Middle 
East Combined Services on their tour of Kenya – and was deemed ‘disposable’ so went up into this 
somewhat inhospitable terrain with my right arm in plaster from the knuckles to above the elbow! 
It was on just such an occasion when support was requested that a 208 Squadron Flight 
Commander gave a demonstration of air to ground gunnery of the very highest order. On 30th 
April the SAS had sent out a scouting party that had been spotted and surrounded by a large 
number of the enemy. The call came over the army ground net explaining their difficulties and the 
BASO staff called the Hunters in. The SAS never carried ground to air radio equipment so they had 
to speak to their HQ on their discreet net, who passed the information to us and we passed it on to 
the aircrew –long winded but it worked. 208 were the duty squadron on that day and a constant 
cover was maintained during daylight hours. At one point the SAS leader called to say that some of 
the opposition were creeping up on them and they could be heard but not seen “could the RAF do 
something about them”. Anthony Mumford was leading the flight and reported that he could see 
the immediate attackers but they were extremely close “about 25 yards” – “OK Go Ahead” was the 
response”. A brief pause and then a very laconic “Bloody good shooting”. A few days later the 
Minister of Defence (Air), Mr. Hugh Fraser, on a visit to Aden told the correspondents and I quote “I 
think that it is amazing that the troops in the forward area have been calling down RAF fighters to 
strike dissident strongholds only 25 yards from their own positions . This not only emphasises the 
skill of the Hunter pilots also underlines the confidence of the troops on the pilot’s ability to press 
home their attacks with pinpoint accuracy”. The great sadness of this event was that following the 
SAS patrol’s break out under cover of darkness their leader Capt Edwards and their signaller 
Signaller Warburton were killed and then decapitated and their heads stuck on stakes in Taiz the 
capital of the Yemen. A sobering thought for all those involved in the operation 
A few days later 8 Sqn were called in to attack a suspected arms dump at the base of an extensive 
cliff. The problems of firing into a cave at the bottom of a cliff from a 30 degree dive all done at 
about 5000 feet above sea level bears some thinking about but the 8 Sqn team did the job and the 
resultant explosion and increase in the cave’s size was a “joy to behold”. 
Our main offensive weapon on the Hunter at this time was the 60lb rocket – a weapon developed 
in the Second World War to be delivered against shipping from Blenheim and Beaufort aircraft. 
Originally they were fired at 240 knots in level flight from a range of 400 yards whereas we were 
firing them at 400 knots in a 30 degree dive against hard rock and therefore required a firing range 
of no closer to 800 yards; nonetheless shrapnel was still picked up. Initially the aircraft were firing 
the HE variety but they appeared to do no damage to the mud forts because the heads were 
penetrating the mud and detonating on the hard ground within the fort. Someone then came up 
with the good idea of using our practice rockets equipped with concrete heads and these became 
60lb ‘supersonic sledgehammers’ with devastating effects on the mud walled forts. 
It is not often that the RAF can get the upper hand over the British Army out in the field but in the 
early stages of Operation Nutcracker we did just that and it worked out very well to our mutual 
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benefit. Shortly before this Operation the RAF had introduced the UHF radio onto the Hunter Force 
and the early installation did cause us many problems in the Middle East – due mainly to the 
extremes of temperature. The BASO ground UHF installation came built into a refrigerator; but 
sadly, it had little effect upon the efficacy of the radio so we borrowed three of the Army’s FAC 
backpacks and set up our radio centre. The question now arose as what to do with the white 
elephant sitting in the corner of our tent. The follow-up question was put to our tame signaller as 
to whether or not he could extract the electronics but retain the refrigerator. In a flash we had a 
refrigerator waiting to be stocked! A day or so later the Brigadier in command came into the BASO 
tent having, quite obviously, suffered a bad day! “How would you like an ice cold beer served in a 
frosted glass Sir”. The look on his face when just such a luxury was proffered will live with me 
forever. Roy Bowey had requested the assistance of the Hunter Wing and ‘Twin Pin Air’ had flown 
the beer and the tankards in that very morning. The outcome was that before long our tent was the 
focal point for meetings and the nightly ‘O’ Group was held there; the stock of beer was constantly 
topped up from anonymous donations from around the Base Camp. 
From Rowland White’s Storm Front, Corgi (15 Mar 2012): 
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From the Daily Telegraph, 9 February 2006: 
Group Captain Anthony Mumford, CVO, OBE, who died at Dumfries & Galloway Royal Infirmary, 7 
February, 2006, was the husband – since 1986 - of Lady Mary Katharine Fitzalan Howard, CVO (b. 
1940), second daughter of the 16th Duke of Norfolk, KG, GCVO, GBE, TD, PC (1908-75). 
His wife is heir presumptive to the Lordship of Herries of Terregles (cr. c. 1490), held by her elder 
sister, Anne, since the death of their father in 1975. 
Group Capt Mumford is survived by his wife, a Lady-in-Waiting to Princess Alexandra, the Hon Lady 
Ogilvy. He also leaves a son, Lowrey (from a previous marriage). 
The Requiem Mass takes place at St Andrews, Dumfries, 11 February, 2006, followed by burial at 
Arundel, West Sussex. A Requiem Mass will take place at the cathedral of Our Lady and St. Philip 
Howard, Arundel, 7 March, 2006. 
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3199. Colonel William JOHNSON USAF. Signed 13 July 1958. HQ United States Air Force in 
Europe, APO 633. 

228 
No trace found. 
3200. Major [later Colonel] John C KELLER USAF (9232A). Signed 13 July 1958. HQ United 
States Air Force in Europe, APO 633. 

228 
From the Air Force Register for 1958: 

 
From http://www.hillsdale.net/article/20080922/NEWS/309229977: 
John C. Keller, 78, of Hillsdale, passed away Tuesday, Sept. 16, 2008, at the V.A. Medical Center in 
Battle Creek. He was born March 12, 1930, in Williams County, Ohio to Herman and Mary 
(Krouskropf) Keller. He was married June 20, 1959, to Caryl (Sossong) Keller and she preceded him 
in death Aug. 1, 1998. 
John retired from Trim Trends in Bryan, Ohio. He was a member of the U.S. Air Force serving during 
the Korean Conflict, a member of St. Anthony Catholic Church and the Reading American Legion 
Post 360. 
Survivors include a daughter, Kathleen (Robbie) Allen, Ossineke, Mich.; sons, Christopher Keller of 
Hillsdale, Paul (Starla) Keller and David Keller and Dawn Marks, all of Battle Creek; five 
grandchildren and a brother, Dan Keller of Williams County, Ohio. He was preceded in death by his 
parents, wife, two sisters, Helen Keller and Eleanor Vincent, brother, Jim Keller and a 
granddaughter. 
3201. Colonel E J Unknown. USAF. Signed 13 July 1958. HQ 7100 Support Wing, 
Wiesbaden, Germany. 

228 
No trace found. 

http://www.hillsdale.net/article/20080922/NEWS/309229977
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3202. Major Robert MAUD USAF. Signed 13 July 1958. HQ 7100 Support Wing, 
Wiesbaden, Germany. 

228 
No trace found. 
3203. Major Richard R THOMAS USAF (26423A). Signed 13 July 1958. HQ 7100 Support 
Wing, Wiesbaden, Germany. 

228 
He is listed in the Air Force Register for 1958. 
From Flying, January 1953: 
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From http://www.foia.af.mil/shared/media/document/AFD-090427-033.pdf: 

 
3204. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Anthony John ATKINSON (3519528). Signed 
15 July 1958. No 74 (Tigers) Squadron. 

228 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 16 November 1974. 
From No 74 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for 1956 – 1960: 
September 1957 

 
June 1958 

 

http://www.foia.af.mil/shared/media/document/AFD-090427-033.pdf
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3205. Flying Officer Peter Rowland BUDD (2548940). Signed 15 July 1958. No 74 (Tigers) 
Squadron. 

228 
From http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=144606: 
Date:   25 August 1959 
Type:   Hawker Hunter F.Mk.6 
Owner/operator: 74 Sqn RAF 
Registration:   XF425 
C/n / msn:   S4/U/3301 
Fatalities:  1 
Occupants:   1 
Other fatalities: 0 
Airplane damage: Written off (damaged beyond repair) 
Location:  River Yare, Old Buckenham, Norfolk, United Kingdom 
Phase:    Initial climb 
Nature:   Military 
Departure airport: RAF Horsham St. Faith, Norfolk 
Destination airport: RAF Horsham St. Faith, Norfolk 
Two Hunter F6s of 74 Squadron (XF425 and XF502) collided over Cantley, near Norwich, Norfolk, at 
10,000ft, at night when joining up to carry out unauthorised aerobatics. One Pilot FIt.Lt Peter 
P.Rayner in Hunter XF502 'K' ejected safely but the other Flying Officer P.R.Budd in XF425 had not 
removed the safety pin from the firing handle on his seat, could not eject, and was killed when the 
aircraft crashed. 
XF425 'H' crashed near the River Yare, at Old Buckenham, Norfolk, while XF502 'K' crashed into a 
wood at Langley, Norfolk. 

http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=144606
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From 
http://www.74squadron.org.uk/images/Photos/Mass%20Archive/Hunter%20Days/47%20Clive%20
Wallis%20&%20Pete%20Budd..jpg: 

 
Clive Wallis and Pete Budd 
3206. Pilot Officer [later Wing Commander] Colin Patrick James COULCHER MBIM 
(607691). Signed 16 July 1958. No 1 Squadron, RAF Stradishall 

228 
He entered the RAF College in Jan 1955 and was a member of Course No 71, 'B' Sqn and achieved 
the rank of Senior Flight Cadet. He was commissioned on 17 Dec 1957 in the rank of Pilot Officer 
which was gazetted on 4 Feb 1958. He retired on 17 Mar 1992 in the rank of Wg Cdr. 
From http://www.ejection-history.org.uk/Aircraft_by_Type/F-
4_PHANTOM_USA/f4_phantom_US_1967.htm: 
McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phantom II Losses 
20 December 1967 
USAF F-4C Phantom II  63-7461 
Near Avon Park Fla       
Flt. Lt. C. P. J. Coulcher and Lt. R. D. Massari 

http://www.74squadron.org.uk/images/Photos/Mass%20Archive/Hunter%20Days/47%20Clive%20Wallis%20&%20Pete%20Budd..jpg
http://www.74squadron.org.uk/images/Photos/Mass%20Archive/Hunter%20Days/47%20Clive%20Wallis%20&%20Pete%20Budd..jpg
http://www.ejection-history.org.uk/Aircraft_by_Type/F-4_PHANTOM_USA/f4_phantom_US_1967.htm
http://www.ejection-history.org.uk/Aircraft_by_Type/F-4_PHANTOM_USA/f4_phantom_US_1967.htm
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From No 1 Squadron’s Summary of Events: 
July 1958 

 
…. 

 

 
…. 

 

 
March 1959 

 
…. 
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August 1959 

 
…. 
September 1959 

 
3207. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] William Ebenezer MONTEITH (177950). Signed 
30 July 1958. RAF Buchan. 

228 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3208. Pilot Officer [later Squadron Leader] S S MELLOR (2210028). Signed 30 July 1958. 
RAF Honington. 

228 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He was designated Specialist Aircrew on 4 October 
1970. He was promoted to Squadron Leader on 1 July 1973. 
From http://www.vulcantothesky.org/uploads/documents/WinterServicePlaque2012-13-web.pdf: 
Sqn Ldr SS MELLOR, Vulcan XA903, Concorde Project Filton XH478, XH533, A&AEE. 

http://www.vulcantothesky.org/uploads/documents/WinterServicePlaque2012-13-web.pdf
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3209. Squadron Leader Leonard Charles GREGORY DFC (60336). Signed 5 August 1958. 
HQ Fighter Command (Att. Gloster Aircraft Co Ltd). 

228 
His DFC, whilst a Pilot Officer with No 149 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 19 September 
1941. His promotion to Squadron Leader was announced in the LG, 28 December 1956. His 
Queen’s Commendation for Valuable Service in The Air was announced in the LG, 29 December 
1959. 
From Martin Bowman’s Bomber Command: Reflections of War, Pen & Sword Aviation, 1st Edition 
edition (18 Aug 2011): 

 
From http://www.ejection-history.org.uk/Aircraft_by_Type/Gloster_Javelin.htm: 
Javelin FAW.2 XA778, 22 December 1958 
Defect in the control system components, tailplane control went stiff. Sqn Ldr L. C. Gregory 
recovered control of the  aircraft and landed successfully. Navigator Flt Lt A. T. Morgan (Gloster, 
Moreton Valence) ejected, at 11,500ft at 330  knots struck high tension cables during the  descent 
causing a bad landing in which he dislocated a wrist and broke two ribs. 

http://www.ejection-history.org.uk/Aircraft_by_Type/Gloster_Javelin.htm
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From http://billiongraves.com/pages/record/leonardcharlesgregory/1511265: 
Born on 7 August 1920 
Died on 4 September 2002 
Buried in Kingston Cemetery, Kingston upon Thames, England. 
3210. Flying Officer B SMITH. Signed 8 August 1958. No 92 (Fighter) Squadron, RAF 
Thornaby. 

228 
According to http://sirius1935.wix.com/92squadron#!squadron-members-n-s/c19pg, the following 
Smiths were in No 92 Squadron: 
Smith, H  1918 
Smith, Al  1944 
Smith, “Ginger  1945   
Smith, Jake  1944 
Smith, Mike  1971-73 
Smith, Peter  1943-44 
Smith, Pete  1981-84, 89-91 
Smith, “Smudge” 1958 
From http://sirius1935.wix.com/92squadron#!chapter-thirteen/c13fd: 
In August 1957 the Squadron moved to RAF Waterbeach where they undertook the “Battle Flight” 
commitment and also provided reinforcements for the Fighter Command flypast at the SBAC 
(Society of British Aircraft Companies), show at Farnborough. Some pilots were also to take part in 
a twenty two aircraft loop with No.111 Squadron so all the Hunter Squadrons Numbers 1, 19, 56, 
65, 63 and 92 were in the Cambridge area, which gave the opportunity for a get together. This was 
achieved by holding a punt race on the River Cam. Somehow 92 managed to maintain six pilots on 
standby and to enter two complete crews plus Sam, the Squadron dog, for the races. They were 
unable to supply a judge as they knew (a) that they should win easily and (b) if they didn’t win 
easily, a judge wouldn’t make any difference anyway. 
In the first race ‘B’ Flight provided the first team, consisting of Brian Cox, Al Durward, George Aylett 
and ‘Smudge’ Smith, which streaked into the lead but when only half a dozen punt lengths from 
the finish they took a great fancy for the river bank and ended up in second place. 
‘A’ Flight team, consisting of ‘Tinkle’ Bell, Dave Ozanne, Jim Edwards and Tony Back. They decided 
that paddling the punt wasn’t getting them anywhere so they all got out and pushed. They finished 
third although one of the two teams which beat them was later disqualified by the judges because, 
although they started off with a crew of four, they somehow managed to acquire another member 
en route. 
3211. O HENSHALL. Signed 16 August 1958. Leeds. 

228 
No trace found. 

http://billiongraves.com/pages/record/leonardcharlesgregory/1511265
http://sirius1935.wix.com/92squadron%23!squadron-members-n-s/c19pg
http://sirius1935.wix.com/92squadron%23!chapter-thirteen/c13fd
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3212. Flying Officer John Latchford TAYLOR (205895). Signed 20 August 1958. RAF Aird 
Uig. 

228 
Based on the middle initial being an I or J, the best match in The Air Force List for April 1958 is J L 
TAYLOR (205895). 
From http://www.ceuig.co.uk/places/villages/aird-uig/raf-aird-uig/: 
“I was stationed at Aird Uig from 1958 when the establishment was 15 men and 2 officers. The 
establishment went up to 100 men. I remember Sgt Ritchie as I was a member of the Police Section 
as was Alan Round and Brian Caisley. The three of us each paid a £5 to a villager in Uig for a 
Matchless 350cc motor bike. Brian and I immediately went off to test the machine. Brian first, then 
me with Brian on the back. We decided to go to the petrol pump at Maiavig but crashed at the 
bridge just before the pump. We were thrown over the parapet but fortunately landed on the only 
piece of grass amongst the rocks. The bike went over the parapet and crashed on the rocks below 
the bridge. Alan never saw the bike. A point of interest, one of the COs was Sqd. Leader Liskutin 
who is mentioned in Laddie Lucas’s book about airmen who rode their luck. He was piloting what I 
believe was a Tempest when he shot down a doodlebug but had got too close and was fortunate 
to survive the resultant explosion.” 
John Taylor, 20 May 2012 
3213. Squadron Leader Cyril Roy WHITE (193511) or Charles Kitchener WHITE (119157). 
Signed 23 August 1958. Edinburgh & USA. 

228 
 
3214. Flying Officer Kenneth TEMPLE (2686268). Signed 6 September 1958. R Aus AF, 
Middlesbrough. 

229 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He resigned on 21 November 1963. 
3215. Margaret ? LOCK. Signed 7 September 1958. Lock’s Hotel. 

229 
No trace found. 
3216. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Charles HARRISON (4115148). Signed 10 
September 1958. HQ CCCF. 

229 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 

http://www.ceuig.co.uk/places/villages/aird-uig/raf-aird-uig/
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3217. Squadron Leader David Derrick BARBER MBE (53292). Signed 8 September 1958. HQ 
No 13 Group. 

229 
He also signed this book on 17 March 1958. 
3218. ? WALSH. Signed 12 September 1958. ? Durham Avenue. 

229 

 
The first name could be Margo. No trace found. 
3219. Anne ROBERTSON. Signed 12 September 1958. 43 Corstorphine Bank Drive, 
Edinburgh. 

229 
No trace found. 
3220. Barbara GRAHAME. Signed 13 September 1958. BBC Television. 

229 
No trace found. 
3221. Lieutenant Frank (“Otley”) SPRAGG RN. Signed 13 September 1958. Greenwich 
College. 

229 
He also signed this book on 26 May 1958. 
3222. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Edward RICHARDS (1807229). Signed 15 
September 1958. HQ No 18 Group. 

229 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 30 June 1978. 
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3223. Squadron Leader Leonard Sidney William DURSTON MBE (58179). Signed 18 
September 1958. HQ No 18 Group. 

229 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 30 May 1970. 
3224. Flying Officer Alfred FOSTER (3520917). Signed 19 September 1958. RAF Coningsby. 

229 
No trace found. 
3225. Flight Lieutenant Dermot O’DWYER (4101343). Signed 19 September 1958. RAF 
Coningsby. 

229 
From http://249squadron.wordpress.com/page/4/: 

 
Aircrew Crew Room, left to right, Don Henharen, Mike Knight, Dermot O’Dwyer, Andy Leddy, 
Roger Kissane. 1959 

http://249squadron.wordpress.com/page/4/
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3226. I STRONACH. Signed 21 September 1958. Albany Place [address]. 

229 
Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] James Gatherum STRONACH (J/5665) signed this book on 9 
August 1942: 

 
No trace found. 
3227. PROBABLY Squadron Leader Thomas Wilton NEWBOULD AFC (44262). Signed 22 
September 1958. HQ Fighter Command. 

229 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?13411-Hawker-Hart-ID-Bale-Out-
November-5-1937: 
“Flt/Sgt Thomas Wilton Newbould and Acting Pilot Officer Farnes bailde out off on November 5, 
1937 over Collyweston, Northants. It was a a night flight from RAF Wittering and they encounted 
thick fog. Abandoned aircraft at 1am. Newbould was pilot, Farnes under instruction.” 
Posted by paulmcmillan, 6 August 2012 
“Hawker Hart Trainer K4960 - 11 FTS - Abandoned in fog near Wittering 5-11-1937.” 
Posted by Col Bruggy, 6 August 2012 
3228. Wing Commander Kenneth Horatio WALLIS DSO MBE CEng FRAeS PhD RAF (89388) 
(26 April 1916 – 1 September 2013). Signed 22 September 1958. HQ Fighter Command. 

229 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ken_Wallis: 
Early life 
Born on 26 April 1916 at Ely, Cambridgeshire, Wallis developed a practical interest in mechanics, 
building a motorcycle at the age of 11. 
In 1936, he was inspired by a demonstration by Henri Mignet of his Mignet HM.14 Pou-du-Ciel 
("Flying Flea"). Using only Mignet's book, Wallis gathered the materials required, and started to 
build his own Flying Flea. He abandoned construction because of widespread adverse publicity 
about fatal accidents that implied inadequate design of the type. 

http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?13411-Hawker-Hart-ID-Bale-Out-November-5-1937
http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?13411-Hawker-Hart-ID-Bale-Out-November-5-1937
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ken_Wallis
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Wallis took an interest in powerboats which he kept up until 1957, when he won the 56-mile (90 
km) long Missouri Marathon. 
Military career 
Wallis was keen to join the RAF, and applied for their Volunteer Reserve Service he was turned 
down due to a defective right eye. Consequently, he obtained a private flying licence which 
required only a certificate signed by his GP. Wallis obtained his A Licence for dual and solo flying in 
a record 12 hours. 
In 1938, Wallis tried to join the RAF again, this time with the newly formed RAF Short Service 
Commission Scheme again failed the eye test. In 1939, he was called up to RAF Uxbridge, and 
again was sent for a medical. When it came to the eyesight test he managed to pass, as Wallis later 
recalled, "I did the first line with my good eye then they covered it up and asked me to read the 
bottom line with my bad eye, without them realising I just turned my head slightly so I could again 
see with my good eye – I passed it with Above Average Eye Sight!" 
Wallis's military career started with Westland Lysander patrols in the RAF. In 1942, he was 
transferred to RAF Bomber Command, flying Wellingtons near Grimsby. Wallis subsequently served 
in Italy and on secondment to the US Strategic Air Command, where he flew the massive Convair 
B-36, that had six piston engines and four auxiliary jet engines. Thereafter, he was involved in 
research and development, and was awarded a number of patents on his inventions. 
Wallis left the RAF in 1964, retiring to Norfolk. 
Autogyros 
Wallis produced autogyros for, in his own words, "reconnaissance, research & development, 
surveillance and military purposes", and his designs were not available for enthusiasts as he 
considered that although the design is simple it has to be built to the appropriate standards. His 
contribution to autogyro design included the "offset gimbal rotor head". 
Wallis worked as Sean Connery's stunt pilot in the 1967 James Bond film You Only Live Twice, 
where he flew one of his WA-116s named Little Nellie. 
Production was at Cambridge by "Wallis Autogyros Ltd." run by his cousin. 
In 1970, Wallis provided camera footage from one of his autogyros in a search for the Loch Ness 
Monster. 
In 1970, it was announced that Airmark would produce his autogyro design with a certificate of 
airworthiness (C of A), that being essential for commercial use of the autogyro. Expected price was 
around £3,000. 
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The miniature helicopter, Little Nellie, as seen in the James Bond movie You Only Live Twice, here 
at a convention with its creator and pilot, Wing Commander Ken Wallis. 15 January 2006. 
Between 2006 and 2009, Wallis took part in filming for Into the Wind, a documentary by Steven 
Hatton featuring the experiences and memories of wartime members of Bomber Command. The 
film, released in 2012, features Wallis demonstrating several of his autogyro designs. 
Wallis was the President of the Norfolk and Suffolk Aviation Museum, and Patron of the Wolf 
Preservation Foundation. 
Autogyros and aircraft 
Wallbro Monoplane Replica 
Wallis WA-116 Agile 
Wallis WA-117 
Wallis WA-118 Meteorite 
Wallis WA-119 
Wallis WA-120 
Wallis WA-121 
Recognition 
Wallis was the recognized world record holder for many categories of autogyro records over the 
years, and was also recognized as the oldest pilot to set a world flight record at the age of 89. 
Wallis has held most of the autogyro world records during his autogyro flying career. These include 
the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale time-to-climb, a speed record of 189 km/h (111.7 
mph),9 and the straight-line distance record of 869.23 km (540.11 mi). On 16 November 2002, 
Wallis increased the speed record to 207.7 km/h (129.1 mph). 
Wallis received the MBE in 1996. 
In July 2013, Wallis received a campaign medal for his 28 bomber missions over Germany during 
WWII. 
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Death 
Wallis died on 1 September 2013, aged 97. Prior to his death, he was living in the quiet Norfolk 
village of Reymerston. 
Old Buckenham Airport held a memorial event on 29 September at the request of the Wallis family: 
"A Celebration of the Life of Wing Commander Ken Wallis". It had been expected that about 500 
people would attend but an estimated 3 to 4,000 attended the event. 
From The Telegraph, 4 September 2013: 
Wing Commander Kenneth Wallis 
Wing Commander Kenneth Wallis, who has died aged 97, was a wartime bomber pilot who flew 28 
missions over Germany; but he became better known after the war as a key figure in the 
development of the autogyro, which, most famously, he flew as Sean Connery’s stunt double in the 
1967 James Bond film You Only Live Twice. 

 
One interviewer observed that if a screenwriter had invented Wallis, with his air of derring-do and 
rakish white handlebar moustache, they would have been told to come back with a more realistic 
character. Part Biggles, part Professor Branestawm, he became involved in all kinds of historic 
events. 
Among other things, he flew B-36s laden with nuclear bombs over the North Pole; hunted Lord 
Lucan over the Sussex Downs; scanned the deep waters of Loch Ness for the “monster”; and 
advised the designers of Concorde on how to reduce engine noise. 
Wallis inherited a love of tinkering and “the family vice” — a love of speed — from his father 
Horatio and uncle Percy who, in 1910, inspired by the Wright Brothers’ first flight in France, built 
the “Walbro monoplane” in a bid to scoop a £1,000 prize for the first all-British aeroplane. They 
missed out by a couple of months still flew (and duly pranged) their flying machine. 
Wallis himself began building autogyros — a bit like tiny helicopters but with twin propellers, one 
above and one behind — in 1959, and by the end of his life he had some 18 of the machines, in 
varying states of flightworthiness. They occupied a workshop in the grounds of his home near 
Dereham, Norfolk, spilling out into the rest of his house and jostling for space with numerous other 
inventions — mini cameras, scale models of bomb-loading trolleys, model racing cars and bits and 
pieces salvaged from German wartime jet engines . 
He never had formal training as an engineer, preferring to apply “the bloody obvious combined 
with common sense”. One of his inventions was a trap set up in his workshop to trick burglars, 
which had a tendency to go off every time he walked into it. 
Wallis became a familiar figure in Norfolk, whizzing demonically across the sky at air shows and 
public occasions, and suffering his fair share of bumps and scrapes in the process — including an 
occasion when, aged 90, a freak gust brought him crashing to the ground in front of spectators. “It 
was embarrassing,” he admitted, “although I have to say it was a model crash landing.” 
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What he called his “harem” of autogyros was used to set 34 world records, of which he still held 
eight at his death. Among other achievements, he set a record in 1975 (now superseded) for the 
longest flight in an autogyro when he flew the entire length of the British Isles (“I’d have gone 
further we ran out of land”). He also flew an autogyro at 18,976ft without oxygen; became the 
oldest pilot to set a world record when, aged 81, he “accidentally” achieved the fastest climb to 
3,000ft, in seven minutes 20 seconds; and he set a world speed record for an autogyro of 129.1mph 
at the age of 89. 
To his great regret Wallis never found a commercial manufacturer for his autogyros, although he 
was delighted when the James Bond film producer Cubby Broccoli recognised its dramatic 
potential: “I was asked to demonstrate it to him at Pinewood Studios, taking off on the back lot 
along a short strip of concrete towards a pile of railway sleepers — the basis of a 'volcano’. I 
disappeared in a cloud of dust and everyone waited for me to crash... but my autogyro climbed 
away safely. Broccoli immediately said, 'Get it to Japan in six weeks.’” 
Wallis and his autogyro, “Little Nellie”, were duly dispatched to the set of You Only Live Twice, 
where Wallis stood in for Sean Connery in a famous sequence in which “Bond”, in a rocket-firing 
autogyro, fights baddies in orthodox helicopters, zipping around an active volcano — while 
Connery “sat in a replica in Pinewood with a fan ruffling his shirt and pretended to be flying”. 
“Broccoli told me to shave off my handlebar moustache so I could double for Sean Connery, which 
was a bit of a shock,” Wallis recalled. “The Japanese pilot of the camera helicopter had trained as a 
kamikaze, which caused me a little concern in fact he was a very nice chap... There was no mention 
of me in the credits, which was a mistake, obviously. But the tours in America and Australia were 
great fun.” 
In the light of all this it is astounding to think that when Wallis first applied to join the RAF, in the 
1930s, he was turned down twice due to defective eyesight. 
Kenneth Horatio Wallis was born on April 26 1916 at Ely, Cambridgeshire, where his father ran a 
cycle and motorcycle shop, and was educated at The King’s School, Ely. He developed an interest in 
mechanics tinkering in his father’s workshop, and built his first motorbike aged 11. Later he moved 
on to high-speed boats, some driven by aircraft propellers, which he made himself, and custom-
built cars. 
Wallis had been born with limited vision in his right eye and as a child wore an eye patch; in 1936 
this defect led to his rejection by the RAF. Undeterred, he paid £14 to obtain a private flying licence 
which required only a certificate signed by his GP, obtaining the licence after just 12 hours flying a 
Gypsy Moth. Having failed another test for the RAF in 1938, when he tried again after the outbreak 
of war Wallis decided to cheat. While the doctor’s back was turned, he sneaked a look with his 
good eye at the bottom line of letters on the test chart and passed. 
After flying Westland Lysander patrols with No 268 Squadron, in 1941 Wallis transferred to Bomber 
Command, flying Wellingtons with No 103 Squadron, based at RAF Elsham Wolds in north 
Lincolnshire, attacking heavily defended targets in the Ruhr. Though he survived 28 missions over 
cities in Germany he gained something of a reputation for being accident prone, earning the 
nickname “Crasher”. 
Returning from Frankfurt in September 1941, Wallis found his airfield blanketed by fog. He made a 
number of abortive attempts to land but, with his fuel tanks almost dry, he climbed to allow his 
crew to bail out. After they had done so, Wallis’s parachute snagged on his seat — he finally got 
clear at very low level, and his parachute opened only seconds before he hit the ground. 
On another occasion, the wing of his Wellington was almost severed by a balloon cable and he 
managed to crash land. 
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After a tour as a bombing instructor, Wallis left for Italy and flew bombing operations with No 37 
Squadron. Having survived another crash when his aircraft was struck by lightning, he applied to fly 
Mosquito bombers at night — a mistake, as it meant that his night vision was tested. “All hell let 
loose — 'You’ve been flying with a bomber crew and you can’t see properly!’” he recalled being 
told. But the RAF ophthalmologist was more positive. “He said, 'Wallis, I’d rather have a man with a 
bit of fire in his belly who wants to fly than some of the perfect specimens I get here who don’t.’” 
To amuse himself and other aircrew between missions, Wallis built model slot-racing cars powered 
by tiny electric motors, racing them on a disused blackout board. This was years before the 
development of Scalextric, and as Wallis recalled: “Mine was more realistic — it had front wheels 
which really steered round corners.” 
Wallis remained in the post-war RAF and specialised as an armament officer, among other things 
solving the problems of loading bombs efficiently on to the RAF’s first jet bomber, the Canberra, 
and testing the Mach 2 – later known as the Lightning. 
During a two-year posting to the USAF’s Strategic Air Command armament and electronics division 
in the 1950s, he flew B-36s laden with nuclear bombs over the North Pole and participated in 
powerboat races in vessels that he made from redundant parts, winning the 56-mile Missouri 
Marathon. He also set about building his first autogyro. He returned to Britain to be the Command 
Armament Officer at Fighter Command. 
Wallis demonstrated his autogyros at numerous RAF air shows before leaving the RAF in 1964 in 
the rank of wing commander. He moved to Norfolk, hoping that he would be able to put them into 
commercial production for “reconnaissance, research and development, surveillance and military 
purposes”. But it never happened. Instead, during the 1970s, he worked with a company that 
pioneered a type of multi-spectral aerial photography that could detect where bodies were buried, 
as a result of which he was called in to help in several high-profile missing-person searches. 
In 1970 he joined the hunt for the Loch Ness Monster, spending two days in the air taking pictures 
with no result. In 1975 he was called in by the police to help search for the fugitive peer Lord 
Lucan: “They thought he might have committed suicide in Newhaven, so I drove down with the 
autogyro on a trailer and had a good look he wasn’t there.” 
In 2010 the 94-year-old Wallis was reported to be furious that his plan to break his own autogyro 
speed record had been frustrated by the Civil Aviation Authority’s decision to impose a speed limit 
of 70mph for autogyros. The CAA agreed to give him special one-off permission to breach the limit 
in the event he never made the attempt. 
Wallis received many national and international awards, was appointed MBE in 1996 and in July this 
year was awarded his Bomber Command clasp, 68 years after he risked his life over Germany. It was 
an award that meant much to him. 
In 1942, he married Peggy Stapley, a WAAF officer, who predeceased him. They had a son and two 
daughters. 
Wing Commander Kenneth Wallis, born April 26 1916, died September 1 2013. 
3229. Flight Lieutenant Frederick Owen ROBERTSON (560380). Signed 23 September 1958. 
No 6 Maintenance Unit, RAF Rufforth, York. 

230 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired, on account of medical unfitness for air 
force service, on 11 March 1960. 
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3230. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Leslie Charles YOUNG (52432). Signed 17 
September 1958. HQ Fighter Control. 

230 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 10 July 1970. 
This could also be Leslie Charles Young DFC (54356). 
From http://www.207squadron.rafinfo.org.uk/207Marhampostings_Washingtons.htm: 
207 Squadron, RAF Marham 
Postings, December 1953 
Gunners: Flt Lt LC Young to RAF Upwood as Flying Wing Adjutant 

http://www.207squadron.rafinfo.org.uk/207Marhampostings_Washingtons.htm
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From Flight International, 11 September 1969: 
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3231. ? ? EDWARDS. Signed 16 October 1958. Air Ministry. 

230 
No trace found. 
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3232. Major Geoffrey Ferrers Altham MUNNS RA (105894). Signed 18 October 1958. HQ 
31 Anti- Aircraft Brigade (Territorial Army). 

230 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 29 September 1960. 
From OA Bulletin, Old Albanian Club, July 2012: 

 
3233. Major Ossian Alexander ROBERTSON (182403). Signed 18 October 1958. 13 Group. 

230 
From 
http://pub24.bravenet.com/forum/static/show.php?usernum=2010614622&frmid=50&msgid=667
216&cmd=show: 
“Looking for any info on the above. Son of Alfred Leopold Robertson Colonel RAMC. Connections 
with Stornoway.” Posted by Karen Weidner, 7 May 2007 

http://pub24.bravenet.com/forum/static/show.php?usernum=2010614622&frmid=50&msgid=667216&cmd=show
http://pub24.bravenet.com/forum/static/show.php?usernum=2010614622&frmid=50&msgid=667216&cmd=show
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“Just wondering how we are related. I am the relative of Nan Robertson (nee Dawson). I have 
information on her side of the family if you are interested. I am very interested in finding out about 
Nan & Ossian and nay of their descendants. I am in Australia and am only now going back through 
old information and came across this.” Posted by Raylene Slade, 9 May 2013 
From http://www.universitystory.gla.ac.uk/ww1-biography/?id=83: 
Alfred Leopold Robertson was born on the 17th April 1888, son of Lieutenant Colonel Ossian 
Robertson VD and Helene Robertson of Stornoway. Colonel Robertson served world wide and on 
the Western Front in World War 1. He completed his army career as a medical doctor with postings 
to many parts of the world; China, India, Iceland, Ireland and England, until his retirement in 1946. 
He retired to Stornoway and died on 16th August 1955. He won the Croix de Guerre for an act of 
bravery in the rescue of two civilian ladies trapped in an underground bunker at Monchy-Le-Preux, 
France in 1917. His citation reads: 
“Whilst engaged on the night of 12th April 1917 in attending wounded men at Monchy-le-Preux he 
discovered in an underground cellar, two women in a state of complete exhaustion. He had them 
fed and provisions given them and he himself returned on the night of the 13th, exposed to 
intense artillery fire, to rescue the women (one of whom was 80 years of age and the other 
Paralytic) in order to have them removed and conveyed to Arras.” 
3234. J H BIMSON. Signed 19 September 1958. 3701 16th Avenue South, Minneapolis, 
USA. 

230 
No trace found. 
3235. Charles G INGRAM. Signed 20 October 1958. St Andrews University. 

230 
No trace found. 
3236. Squadron Leader Derek Arthur PERKINS (57649). Signed 6 November 1958. No 543 
Squadron. 

230 
From No 543 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for November 1958: 

 

http://www.universitystory.gla.ac.uk/ww1-biography/?id=83
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From The De Havilland Aeronautical Technical School Group Photograph Album, Part2, 14th Edition, 
November 2013: 

 
DHAeTS Christchurch Cricket Team. 18th July 1958. Photograph from Garth Rogers (1955-60). 
Taken at Wingfields. Left to right: Standing: Mike Holmes; Ken Wells; Brian Reeks; Duncan Burton 
(DHA); Dave Cheffy; Ray Yeomans (ex-Portsmouth); Derek Perkins. Seated: Dave West; Garth 
Rogers; Tony Gilbert; Dave Billington; Colin Foulkes. 
3237. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Rex David INGALLS (1890992). Signed 6 
November 1958. No 543 Squadron. 

230 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 8 August 1979. 
According to http://announce.jpress.co.uk/2736867, he died on 26 August 2009, aged 85. 
3238. Flight Lieutenant James STEVENSON (4054414). Signed 6 November 1958. No 543 
Squadron. 

230 
His Queen’s Commendation for Valuable Service in the Air was announced in the LG, 14 June 1975. 
3239. Flight Lieutenant Colin RICHARDSON (133360). Signed 6 November 1958. No 543 
Squadron. 

230 
From No 543 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for November 1958: 

http://announce.jpress.co.uk/2736867
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He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3240. Flight Lieutenant Fenton ALLEN (2536108). Signed 6 November 1958. No 543 
Squadron. 

230 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3241. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Thomas RILEY (3117111). Signed 6 November 
1958. No 543 Squadron. 

230 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 20 August 1968. 
3242. Flight Lieutenant Timothy John BRADBURY (3037171). Signed 6 November 1958. 
543 Squadron. 

230 
From No 543 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for November 1958: 

 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired, on account of medical unfitness for air 
force service, on 8 July 1968. 
3243. Flying Officer [later Sqadron Leader] Edward Arthur LE BAIGUE (2464079). Signed 6 
November 1958. No 543 Squadron. 

230 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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3244. Flight Lieutenant Thomas George SHELLEY (3001625). Signed 6 November 1958. No 
543 Squadron. 

230 
From No 543 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for November 1958: 

 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3245. Squadron Leader Kenneth Harold Francis LETFORD DSO* DFC MiD (132892). Signed 
6 November 1958. No 543 Squadron, RAF Wyton. 

231 
From http://www.156squadron.com/view_aircrew.asp?pCrewId=2561: 
MiD 1/01/1943 LETFORD, Kenneth Harold Francis, Flight Sergeant (745585, RAFVR*) - No.14 
Operational Training Unit  
Mention in Despatches - awarded as per LG, 1 January 1943.  
Commissioned with effect from 10 September 1942.  
Recommended for an Air Force Medal (reference Public Record Office Air 2/8871). 
“While serving on the instructional staff of No.14 Operational Training Unit, Flight Sergeant Letford 
has proved to be an exceptional non-commissioned officer. He has been called upon to perform 
long spells of duty, both in the air and on the ground, and has always been extremely willing and 
cheerful even in the most trying conditions. His example has been an inspiration to all ranks.” 
DFC 7/09/1943 Acting Flight Lieutenant Kenneth Harold Francis LETFORD (132892) Royal Air Force 
Volunteer Reserve, No. 207 Squadron. 
LETFORD, Kenneth Harold Francis, A/F/L (132892, RAFVR*) - No. 207 Squadron  
Distinguished Flying Cross - awarded as per LG, 10 September 1943.  
Following text from Air Ministry Bulletin 11391. 
“This officer, now on his second tour of operational duty, has attacked most of the enemy’s heavily 
defended targets. A first rate captain of aircraft, he has consistently shown the greatest 
determination to press home his attacks regardless of difficulties or enemy opposition. He has 
obtained some excellent photographs.” 
DSO 23/11/1943 Acting Flight Lieutenant Kenneth Harry Francis LETFORD, D.F.C. (132892), Royal 
Air Force Volunteer Reserve, No. 207 Squadron. 
“One night in October, 1943, this officer was captain and pilot of an aircraft detailed to attack 
Leipzig. During the sortie, the bomber was engaged by a fighter and was hit by a hail of bullets. 

http://www.156squadron.com/view_aircrew.asp?pCrewId=2561
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The mid-upper gunner was wounded and his gun turret rendered useless; the wireless operator 
was also wounded and some of his wireless equipment was destroyed. The inter-communication 
gear was put out of action and other damage was sustained. The situation became alarming when 
some incendiary bombs and the accumulators caught fire. 
Nevertheless, Flight Lieutenant Letford coolly organised his crew to fight the flames and under his 
able directions they succeeded in quelling the fire. When base was reached, Flight Lieutenant 
Letford effected a perfect landing without the aid of flaps. 
In circumstances fraught with great danger, this officer displayed inspiring leadership, great 
courage and determination.” 
Bar to DSO 21/09/1945 Bar to Distinguished Service Order. Acting Squadron Leader. Kenneth 
Harold Francis LETFORD, D.S.O., D.F.C. (132892), R.A.F.V.R., 156.Sqn. 
Bar to Distinguished Service Order - awarded as per LG, 21 September 1945.  
No citation in the LG; following text from Air Ministry Bulletin 19736 and Flight, 11 October 1945. 
“Squadron Leader Letford is now on his fourth tour of operational duty. His skilled airmanship and 
fine fighting spirit have earned him the confidence of his crew and of the squadron. He is a fearless 
captain who has shown complete disregard for any opposition when pressing home his attacks. 
His courage and devotion to duty have been a splendid example to all who have served with him.” 
From http://www.49squadron.co.uk/Aircrew/Aircrew_L/Letford_K.html: 

 
No 207 Squadron reunion, 1983 
From http://www.49squadron.co.uk/Documents%20section/BBC.html: 
“On 3rd September 1943 the BBC War Correspondent Wynford Vaughan Thomas flew to Berlin 
with 207Sqn in 'F for Freddie' to report on what it was like to be RAF aircrew on operations. 
Many years later (in the 1970s) he returned to the city on a commercial airliner flying an everyday 
route....down the Berlin Air Corridor! 
My father taped this programme from what is now Radio 4 and thanks to modern technology it is 
available for you to download and enjoy as an MP3 file 
(http://www.49squadron.co.uk/Files/Return%20to%20Berlin%20(24kbps).mp3). 
The recording might also serve as a fitting tribute to Kent Stevenson, another BBC correspondent, 
who did not return from a similar exercise whilst flying with 49Sqn.  
He lies buried in Rheinberg Cemetery, Germany. 

http://www.49squadron.co.uk/Aircrew/Aircrew_L/Letford_K.html
http://www.49squadron.co.uk/Documents%20section/BBC.html
http://www.49squadron.co.uk/Files/Return%20to%20Berlin%20(24kbps).mp3)
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'F for Freddie' from 207 Squadron and Reg Pidsley (sound engineer) on the left and Wynford 
Vaughan Thomas (commentator) at RAF Langar September 3rd 1943. 
By an amazing coincidence the pilot of 'F for Freddie' was Sqn Ldr Ken Letford who had already 
completed a tour on Hampdens with 49Sqn before moving on the 207Sqn. 
The 49 Squadron Association is greatly indebted to the British Broadcasting Corporation for their 
kind permission to add this programme to our website. 
We are equally indebted to Rob Clayton for his permission to use the photograph of Reg Pidsley 
and Wynford Vaughan Thomas.” 
3246. John Henry WADLEY. Signed 12 November 1958. Air Ministry (CE4). 

231 
The Air Force List for July 1953 lists him as a Higher Executive Officer in the Civilian Staff section. 
3247. C A LUMSDEN. Signed 14 November 1958. St Andrews, Fife. 

231 
No trace found. 
3248. Flight Lieutenant [later Air Commodore] John Andrew (“Tinkle”) BELL OBE (607561). 
Signed 20 November 1958. No 92 Squadron, RAF Middleton St George. 

231 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 31 December 1976. 
According to http://sirius1935.wix.com/92squadron#!squadron-members-a-f/c10d, “Tinkle” Bell 
was with No 92 Squadron from 1958 to 1960. 

http://sirius1935.wix.com/92squadron%23!squadron-members-a-f/c10d
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From http://www.92sqdn.brushhouse.co.uk/crew/crew09.html: 

 
1959. Back Row, left to right: Flt Lt Dave Symons (BBLS member), Fg Off Brian Allchin, Fg Off Keith 
Hawes, Fg Off Flick Hennessy, Fg Off Brian Cheater, Fg Off Derek Gill, Fg Off Jerry Seavers and Fg 
Off Dick Cloke. Front Row, left to right: W O "Gary" Cooper, Flt Lt "Chips" Carpenter, Flt Lt "Saint" St 
Clair, Flt Lt "Tinkle" Bell, Sqn Ldr Bob Dixon, Flt Lt George Aylett, Flt Lt Dave Ozanne, Fg Off 
"Dusty" Rhodes and Flt Lt Bill Freeman. 
From http://www.rafjever.org/sharecurrent.htm: 

 
No 4 Squadron Operations Record Book 
24 October 1957. During the second Battle Flight sortie, Flying Officer A.R.W. MacNae's aircraft 
had a manual reversion and total electrics failure due to the gear box drive shaft breaking up. The 
aircraft made a normal landing. With two aircraft having to be at permenantly 5 minutes readiness 
our flying hours have suffered accordingly. Flying Officer J.A. Bell who joined the Squadron on 
Monday from R.A.F. Celle had his first Hunter trip today. 
1 March 1958. The visiting Squadrons were given the week-end off.  Our hangars and rooms were 
inspected by the Wing Commander Flying, who was impressed with the very high standard of 
cleanliness. In the evening we had an excellent party to celebrate the promotion of Flight 
Lieutenants J.D. Hawtin and J.A. Bell. 

http://www.92sqdn.brushhouse.co.uk/crew/crew09.html
http://www.rafjever.org/sharecurrent.htm
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5 April 1958. A quiet weekend at Jever with Number 4 Squadron having four aircraft at battle 
readiness. Only half a dozen of the Squadron's groundcrew were used over the Easter grant : the 
remainder were drawn from No's 2 and 93 Squadron's and Technical Wing. In England, Flying 
Officer R. Cope-Lewis was married to-day with Flt. Lt. J. Bell, Fg. Off. P.F. Hunwick and Fg. Off. D.G. 
Hipperson witnessing the ceremony. 
From The Telegraph, 31 August 2004: 
Isn't life rotten? 
SIR - Mark Thatcher's reappearance in the news reminds me of an incident during his now 
notorious Paris-Dakar rally in 1982. 
I was flying from RAF Lyneham to west Africa in a C130 when the flight got the message to divert 
to Gibraltar. We were to put ourselves on search and rescue standby for the prime minister's son, 
who was lost somewhere in the Sahara. We spent a couple of days there without a call-out, as he 
turned up unharmed. 
Meanwhile, the two pallets of vegetables that we were carrying for Ascension Island slowly went 
rotten in the back of the aircraft. It must have been quite an expensive exercise to divert an RAF 
transport aircraft and crew from its primary mission I guess that being a member of the PM's family 
must have some perks as well as its downside. 
Group Captain John Bell (rtd), Attenborough, Notts 
According to http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Station%20OCs-Yorks.htm, he was Commanding 
Officer of RAF Church Fenton in April 1979. 
3249. Flight Lieutenant [later Group Captain] Barry John MATHER FBIM MITD (3512564). 
Signed 25 November 1958. No 7 Squadron, RAF Honington. 

231 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 12 March 1989. 
From http://www.207squadron.rafinfo.org.uk/207Marhampostings_Canberra.htm: 
Posted to No 207 Squadron, RAF Marham 
P/O B J Mather posted to 207 Squadron 22 March 1954 
Crew List 1 September 1954 
Fg Off Barry J Mather 
Accidents October 1954 
On the night of 25th October 1954, whilst carrying out a Bombing Detail, Fg Off B J Mather 
experienced a Bomb Hang-Up. He returned to Base and on landing, the Hung-Up Bomb dislodged 
and exploded in the Bomb Bay. No injuries were suffered, and the small fire caused was soon 
brought under control by the Fire Tender crew. 
Accidents January 1956 
Fg Off B J Mather made a successful landing on Nose Wheel and one Main Wheel. Cat.2 damage 
was sustained by the aircraft. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Station%20OCs-Yorks.htm
http://www.207squadron.rafinfo.org.uk/207Marhampostings_Canberra.htm
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3250. Pilot Officer [later Squadron Leader] Leonard GRETTON (569774). Signed 27 
November 1958. No 60 Maintenance Unit, RAF Rufforth. 

231 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3251. Maureen TRAILL. Signed 27 November 1958. Edinburgh. 

231 
No trace found. She might be related to Air Vice-Marshal Thomas Cathcart Traill CB OBE DFC Mid 
LoM MA (6 August 1899 – 1 October 1973), who was AOC, No 19 (Reconnaissance) Group on 18 
February 1952. 
3252. Ethel M WEBSTER. Signed 29 November 1958. Newport-on-Tay. 

231 
According to the Electoral Roll records for 2010-13 (192.com), she is still living in Newport-on-Tay, 
Fife DD6. She might be related to Air Vice Marshal Sidney Norman Webster CBE AFC* MiD (9 
March 1900 – 5 April 1984). 
3253. ? ? WEBSTER. Signed 29 November 1958. Newport-on-Tay. 

231 
See comment for above signature. 
3254. Flight Lieutenant William DODDS (3511405). Signed 2 December 1958. No 56 
Squadron, RAF Waterbeach. 

231 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3255. Flying Officer Unknown. Signed 2 December 1958. No 56 Squadron, RAF 
Waterbeach. 

231 
This could be D P REILLY (2573050). 
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3256. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Peter Richard JONES (4175994). Signed 3 
December 1958. RAF Coningsby. 

231 
The LG, 18 February 1958 announced his promotion from Pilot Officer to Flying Officer on 15 
February 1958. He retired on 12 August 1975. 
3257. Pilot Officer Unknown. Signed 3 December 1958. RAF Coningsby. 

231 
 
3258. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] David George STANNARD (4170349). Signed 3 
December 1958. RAF Coningsby. 

231 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3259. Group Captain William Samuel Oliver RANDLE OBE AFC DFM (144393). Signed 3 
December 1958. HQ Fighter Command. 

232 
He also signed this book on 21 January 1949. 
3260. Wing Commander ? ? Unknown. Signed 3 December 1958. HQ Fighter Command. 

232 
A possible match (based on rank) is Bernard Handley HOWARD DFC (52715) but he wasn’t 
promoted to Wing Leader until 1 July 1961. Another possible match is C HAWARD (142304). 
3261. Unknown. Signed 14 December 1958. [Unit?], Kincraig, Dundee Road, Perth. 

232 
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3262. Flight Lieutenant Carol Alford BALL (584332). Signed 15 December 1958. RAF 
Waterbeach, Cambridgeshire. 

232 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. His service was extended to 22 February 1982. 
3263. Mr & Mrs John BLAIR. Signed 22 December 1958. Newport-on-Tay, Fife. 

232 
No trace found. 
3264. Anne ZIEGLER. Signed 22 December 1958. Hampstead. 

232 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anne_Ziegler: 
Anne Ziegler (22 June 1910 - 13 October 2003) was an English singer, known for her light operatic 
duets with her husband Webster Booth. The pair were known as the "Sweethearts in Song" and 
were among the most famous and popular British musical acts of the 1940s. 
She was born Irené Frances Eastwood in the Sefton Park area of Liverpool, and attended 
Belvedere School for Girls. She trained as a classical pianist, and studied singing. In 1933 she began 
singing professionally as a soprano, changing her name to Anne Ziegler when she made her West 
End stage debut in 1934, in the chorus of By Appointment. The same year, she was chosen to play 
Marguerite in a film, The Faust Fantasy. While making the film she met and fell in love with 
the tenor Webster Booth, who was married at the time. In 1937 she appeared on Broadway and, in 
1938, Booth divorced his second wife and married Ziegler. 
They made their first duet recordings for HMV in 1939, and in 1940 were asked to take their act on 
the Variety Circuit by theatrical agent, Julius Darewski. In 1941 they appeared in George 
Black’s London Palladium production of Gangway with Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon, and Tommy 
Trinder, and in 1943 starred in a revival of Friml’sVagabond King on a country-wide tour which 
culminated in a season at the Winter Garden Theatre, London. They became known for bringing 
glamour to wartime Britain, with Ziegler often wearing dresses by Norman Hartnell. Their signature 
songs included "Only a Rose" and "We'll Gather Lilacs".34 
In 1945 they starred in Kenneth Leslie-Smith’s musical play Sweet Yesterday, first on tour and then 
at the Adelphi Theatre, London. They were guest singing stars in two films, Demobbed and Waltz 
Time, and in 1945 also starred in a British National film entitled The Laughing Lady. In the same 
year they were invited to sing at the VictoryRoyal Command Performance. From 1943 they sang at 
innumerable concerts all over the country for Harold Fielding, and in 1948 they toured in Australia, 
New Zealand and South Africa. 
In 1951 they published an autobiography, Duet their style was becoming old-fashioned and they 
fell out of favour, emigrating to South Africa in the mid-1950s. They returned to the UK in 1978, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anne_Ziegler
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anne_Ziegler%23cite_note-Independent-3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anne_Ziegler%23cite_note-Independent-3
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settling in Llandudno in North Wales, and broadcasting and presenting An evening with Anne 
Ziegler and Webster Booth. 
Booth died in 1984, and Ziegler in 2003, at Colwyn Bay. A biography of the couple,Sweethearts of 
Song: A Personal Memoir of Anne Ziegler and Webster Booth, by Jean Collen, was published in 2006. 

 
Webster Booth and Anne Ziegler, 1980 
3265. Webster BOOTH. Signed 22 December 1958. Hampstead. 

232 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Webster_Booth: 
Leslie Webster Booth (21 January 1902 – 21 June 1984), better known by his stage name, Webster 
Booth, was a British tenor. He is largely remembered today as the duettist partner of Anne Ziegler 
he was also one of the finest British tenors of his generation and was a distinguished oratorio 
soloist. 
He was a chorister at Lincoln Cathedral (1911–1915) and made his professional stage debut with 
the D'Oyly Carte Opera Company, where he performed from 1923 to 1927. He made his West End 
Debut in The Three Musketeers in 1930. He began recording for HMV in 1929 and made over 500 
solo recordings and many duet recordings with Anne Ziegler. He and Ziegler embarked on their 
famous duettist variety act in 1940. They starred in three musical plays, The Vagabond King (1943), 
Sweet Yesterday (1945) and toured in And so to Bed (1953–1954) and appeared in several musical 
films in the 1940s. They made frequent broadcasts together. In 1948 they went on a successful 
concert tour of New Zealand and Australia. 
When musical tastes changed in the 1950s they decided to emigrate to South Africa in 1956 where 
they continued their stage work as well as teaching singing in their Johannesburg studio. They 
returned to the United Kingdom in 1978 where they broadcast on BBC radio, appeared on 
television in the Russell Harty Show and made personal appearances throughout the United 
Kingdom in "An Evening with Anne Ziegler and Webster Booth". Booth died on 21 June 1984 at the 
age of 82. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Webster_Booth
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Early Life 
Booth was born at 157 Soho Road, Handsworth, which prior to 1911 was part of Staffordshire, on 
21 January 1902, the youngest of the six children of hairdresser, Edwin Booth and his wife, Sarah 
(née Webster). He joined his two older brothers in the choir of St. Mary's, the local parish church, 
and at the suggestion of the choir master, Arthur Guest-Smith, did a voice test at Lincoln 
Cathedraland joined the choir there at the age of nine, receiving a fine musical training under 
organist and choirmaster G. J. Bennett, and a free education at the choir school. His voice broke at 
the age of thirteen, so he returned home to do a commercial course at Aston Commercial, now 
known as Holte Grammar Commercial School, to fulfil his parents’ wish that he should become an 
accountant. 
Booth had been advised by Bennett not to sing for three years after his voice broke, so during that 
time he played goalie in the school football team and was considered good enough to be offered a 
place with Aston Villa Colts. He was tempted by this offer but eventually decided to pursue his 
dream of becoming a professional singer rather than a footballer. His headmaster at Aston 
Commercial School was Edgar Charles Keey, who would later become his father-in-law when he 
married Keey's daughter, Winifred, in 1924. 
In his late teens he took singing lessons with Richard Wassall, choir master at St Martin in the Bull 
Ring, at the Birmingham and Midland Institute. He joined an accountancy firm and was often torn 
between auditing duties and singing tenor solos in local oratorio performances. At the age of 21 he 
auditioned for D'Oyly Carte Opera Company, when the company was appearing in Birmingham, 
and after a second audition in London on the day he was meant to be doing an audit in Wales, he 
was accepted as a chorister in the company and gave up his desk job. 
Early career 
Booth made his first professional stage appearance with D'Oyly Carte as a chorister in The Yeomen 
of the Guard on 9 September 1923 at the Theatre Royal, Brighton, under the name Leslie W. Booth. 
During four seasons with the company, he played chorus roles and a few very small parts. Malcolm 
Sargent became musical director for the 1926 season, and in later years, Booth was to become one 
of Sargent's favourite tenors, and made frequent appearances with the Royal Choral Society under 
Sargent's baton. After a D'Oyly Carte tour of Canada in 1927, Booth felt that he was making little 
progress in the company and left to pursue his singing career. He returned in 1931, as Webster 
Booth, to participate in D'Oyly Carte's abridged recording of The Gondoliers as Luiz. 
He had married Winifred Keey in London in 1924 and their son, Keith Leslie Booth was born the 
following year on 12 June 1925. Winifred deserted him and their son in 1927, leaving Booth to 
bring up his young son with the help of his parents and a faithful housekeeper. The couple 
divorced in 1931. After Booth left the D'Oyly Carte, he took the stage name of Webster Booth and 
did freelance singing work. He became a member of Tom Howell's Opieros Concert Party for 
several seasons, sang in cabaret at various Lyons Restaurants, sang at after-dinner entertainments 
at numerousMasonic and Guild dinners, and appeared for two seasons in pantomime with Tom 
Howells at the Brixton Theatre in 1927 and 1928. 
In 1927 he became a member of the Concert Artistes Association and sang at many concerts there. 
Years later, in 1953 and 1954, he and Anne Ziegler became joint presidents of the association. He 
was also a member of the Savage Club. He appeared on TV in the fledgling Baird system TV 
service broadcasting from Daventry. His work was largely of a light nature but he did not abandon 
oratorio. On 3 November 1928, aged 26, he was tenor soloist in a performance 
of Messiah at Birmingham Town Hall with the Choral and Orchestral Union. He sang in many 
oratorio performances for the rest of his career and at the age of 71 said that singing in oratorio 
had meant more to him than anything else he had done in his long and varied singing career. 
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In 1929 he was signed by HMV and made many recordings during the next 22 years. In 1930 he 
made his West End debut in a principal role as the Duke of Buckingham in Rudolf Friml's The Three 
Musketeers, starring Dennis King at the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane. By the early thirties he was an 
established singer. He met his second wife, Dorothy Annie Alice Prior (stage name, Paddy Prior) 
when she heard him sing in a concert at the Concert Artistes Association. She was 
a soubrette, mezzo-soprano and comedienne who had worked in the theatre since her late teens. A 
year after his divorce from Winifred Keey, the couple married at the Fulham Registry Office on 10 
October 1932. 
Booth was engaged in Powis Pinder's Sunshine concert party at the Summer Theatre, Shanklin on 
the Isle of Wight for the 1931 and 1932 seasons. There he met and became friends with 
comedian Arthur Askey, a fellow member of the party. In 1933 Booth and Paddy appeared together 
in the Piccadilly Revels concert party atScarborough and the following year both were engaged 
with Sunshine at Shanklin. At the end of 1934 Booth was selected to sing Faust in a colour film 
entitled The Faust Fantasy. Irene Frances Eastwood (stage name Anne Ziegler) was chosen to play 
Marguerite. He also sang in the 1935 film The Invader. 
By 1935 he was recording and broadcasting frequently and fulfilling many joint engagements with 
Paddy Prior. In April 1935 he played Juan opposite French actress Jacqueline Francell in Kurt 
Weill's A Kingdom for a Cow at the Savoy Theatre this musical play did not appeal to London 
audiences and closed after three weeks. He made several films, including The Robber Symphony in 
1935, with music composed and conducted by Friedrich Feher, who also directed the film. Booth 
sang several Feher songs in the film, including one in Italian. 
Despite this lighter work, he did not neglect his oratorio singing and was chosen for the Good 
Friday performance of Messiah on 10 April 1936 at the Royal Albert Hall with theRoyal Choral 
Society, and the London Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Malcolm Sargent, and a month later 
he again sang at the Royal Albert Hall in Hiawatha's Wedding Feastby Samuel Coleridge-Taylor, 
with the whole cast in full traditional costume. 
He sang in Der Rosenkavalier and was a guard in The Magic Flute in the International Opera Season 
at Covent Garden in 1938. The fee was paltry in comparison to what he had been earning, and he 
vowed to avoid opera in the future, although he made many operatic recordings and broadcasts. 
Later career 
Later that year, his marriage to Paddy Prior ended in divorce, and he married Anne Ziegler on 5 
November 1938. The two had been singing duets together from the beginning of 1938 and were 
well received by the public. They made their first duet recordings for HMV in 1939 and in 1940 were 
asked to take their act on the Variety Circuit by theatrical agent, Julius Darewski. They were an 
immediate success and achieved international fame as "sweethearts of song" during the war. 
In 1941 they appeared in George Black's London Palladium production of Gangwaywith Bebe 
Daniels, Ben Lyon and Tommy Trinder, and in 1943 they starred in a revival of Friml's Vagabond 
King on a country-wide tour which culminated in a season at the Winter Garden Theatre, London. 
In 1945 they starred in Kenneth Leslie-Smith's musical play Sweet Yesterday. first on tour and then 
at the Adelphi Theatre, London. They were guest singing stars in two films, Demobbed and Waltz 
Time, and in 1945 they starred in a British National film entitled The Laughing Lady. In the same 
year they were invited to sing at the Victory Royal Command Performance on 5 November, their 
seventh wedding anniversary. From 1943 they sang at innumerable concerts all over the country 
for Harold Fielding with fellow artistes such as Peter Dawson and Rawicz and Landauer. In 1948 
they toured Australia and New Zealand and managed to do several broadcasts in South Africa 
while their ship was sailing around South African ports. During these years, they also toured in their 
own production of A Night in Venice. 
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In 1951 Booth's contract with HMV was suddenly cancelled. By this time variety theatres were in 
their twilight years. The post-war generation preferred to see American entertainers at the London 
Palladium or new British acts fresh from the tough training ground of forces 
entertainment. Calypso, skiffle and rock ‘n roll became the favoured musical entertainment. While 
Anne and Booth still had a lot of work, their refined act was not as popular as it had been during 
the war. 
Emigration to South Africa 

 
Anne Ziegler and Booth in their garden, Knysna, South Africa, 1968 
In 1955 Booth and Ziegler did a concert tour of the Cape Province, South Africa. They were invited 
back for a more extensive tour of southern Africa the following year and, after some heart 
searching, decided to leave the UK and settle in South Africa in July 1956. They did many shows, 
concerts and broadcasts and ventured into producing musicals for amateur operatic societies. They 
established a school of singing and stagecraft in Johannesburg, made an LP recording of their 
popular duets translated intoAfrikaans and trained many promising singers. For the first time in 
their careers they appeared in non-singing roles in various plays. Booth was the Prawn in The 
Amorous Prawn in 1961, and he and Ziegler played Mr and Mrs Fordyce in Goodnight Mrs Puffin in 
1963. Booth turned the clock back in 1963 when he played Colonel Fairfax in The Yeomen of the 
Guard for the Johannesburg Operatic and Dramatic Society at very short notice. He also played the 
non-singing part of the circus barker in Smetana's The Bartered Bride for the Performing Arts 
Council of the Transvaal in November/December 1966 shortly before he and Anne left 
Johannesburg for Knysna in the Cape Province. 
Booth was tenor soloist at the Port Elizabeth Oratorio Festival under the direction of Robert Selley 
from 1958 to 1962, and under the direction of organist, Keith Jewell he sang in the first 
performance in South Africa of Elgar's Dream of Gerontius in Cape Town, a work in which he had 
often sung in the United Kingdom. He had always wanted to sing the bass solos in oratorio and 
when he and Anne moved to the coastal town of Knysna in 1967 and he became conductor of the 
Knysna and District Choral Society, he sang the bass arias in excerpts from Mendelssohn's Elijah. 
Ziegler and Booth gave their farewell concert in Somerset West in 1975, believing that their singing 
days were at an end. 
Return to the United Kingdom 
In 1978 Ziegler and Booth returned to the United Kingdom. Booth was 76 and Ziegler was 68. The 
plan was that they would retire quietly to Penrhyn Bay in North Wales. They were surprised to find 
that they were still remembered by their old fans and for several years they did broadcasts on radio 
and television, gave talks and concerts all over the country, and appeared in a Royal Variety 
Performance before Prince Charles, Prince of Wales at the Grand Theatre, Blackpool in 1981. But by 
the early eighties Booth's health was failing. He died on 21 June 1984 at the age of 82. Ziegler lived 
on alone in Wales and died on 13 October 2003 at the age of 93. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Anne_Ziegler_&_Webster_Booth_knysna_South_Africa_1968_(1).jpg
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In 1985 Jean Buckley, their lifelong fan and friend began raising funds to establish the Webster 
Booth Scholarship at the Royal Northern College of Music, Manchester. The first award was made 
to tenor Geraint Dodd in 1986. In 1990 Esso and an anonymous sponsor jointly sponsored the 
Scholarship until the late nineties, and in 1991 a further award was created at the College in Anne 
Ziegler's name. When Esso withdrew its sponsorship there was not enough money left to continue 
the Webster Booth award in its present form. The last award was presented to Scottish soprano Lee 
Bisset in 2002. The Anne Ziegler prize is still awarded by the college to a promising singer each 
year. Until 2005 the prize was awarded by competition since then the award has been made by the 
head of the department of Vocal and Opera studies in consultation with members of staff. The 
2009 winner was tenor, Sipho Fubesi from Centane in the Eastern Cape, South Africa. 
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3266. Flight Lieutenant Malcolm Ernest BEARD (4104662). Signed 2 January 1959. RAF St 
Mawgan. 

232 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 30 September 1977. 
From No 201 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for January 1959: 
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3267. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Roger James WELLINGTON (4137108). Signed 
2 January 1959. RAF St Mawgan. 

232 
From http://www.24sqnassociation.royalairforce.net/issue6.htm: 
Twenty Four, the Magazine of XXIV Squadron Association, Issue 6, Summer 199 
A well preserved piece of memorabilia is in the form of a copy of the Hickham Surf Writer 
newsletter, circa 1956 loaned by Dennis Hobbs. The Squadron had a detachment of two crews 
operating between Honolulu and Christmas Island during that period to re-supply the Sappers 
based there.  
Dennis was one of the two Navigators flying TG582 to the aptly named London base camp service 
by a crushed coral runway. The rest of the crew list for the detachment was Flt Lt King, Flt Lt 
Hampson, Captains; PO Wellington, Co-pilot; FO Flavell, Navigator; M Sig Stevens, F Sgt Morton, 
Signallers; Sgt Hagon, Sgt Crewe, Engineers; Sgt Hayes, AQM. 
Christmas Island provided a never to be forgotten experience for 18 members of the AF BAND of 
the PACIFIC, namely the TUNE PILOTS, TV Orchestra for Hickham AFB under the direction of CWO 
Adan B Shaffer Jr. 
It was a typical Hawaiian morning that heralded the boys on their way aboard Hastings transport 
aircraft of the 24th Commonwealth Squadron, Royal Air Force. Aboard the aircraft were five British 
sailors and the crew of the Hastings. Flt Lt Arthur Stroud, commander of the Hickham based 
detachment, accompanied the flight to assist in co-ordinating the schedule. 
Plans and the idea for the trip were suggested by Sgt Derek Thomas, sergeant in charge of the RAF 
detachment at Hickham. Final approval, of course, was arranged for by Lieutenant Stroud. Many 
comments have been made about the peculiar looking C-47 with four engines that was parked on 
Hickham's ramp. M/Sgt Smith, who wrote the original article, went on record to say the flight was 
the most pleasant and smoothest that he ever made. Service aboard was provided by Sgt Patty 
Hayes the AQM, comparable to their own flight attendants and nothing was lacking in the way of 
service.  
The distance of the trip on the first leg was around 1,200 miles and the ETA was made with about 
10 seconds to spare and speaks for the on the nose efficiency of the Hastings crew. 
Immediately after landing they were greeted by the Island Commander, Col. John Woodllett, Royal 
Engineers and the RAF Wing Commander, D Bower. After unloading details had cleared the aircraft 
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of equipment they were whisked away for the hottest cup of British tea that a suffering throat 
could bare. 
Hospitality began to take effect straight away with the special opening of the Top Three Club. After 
being shown the luxury of the tented accommodation and well fed, the band assembled in area set 
aside for the first of two evening shows. The band had never seen a more receptive and 
enthusiastic audience, and never lost any of them despite a tropical storm during the last few 
minutes of the show. 
While these two concerts were being performed, Flying Officer Roger Wellington and Sergeant 
Patsie Hagon were making a recording of the show. In fact FO Wellington made the 2,400 mile 
round trip just to record the show. 
The band experienced another couple of soakings during a football match at Christmas Island 
before returning to Hickham. To quote CWO Shaffer and the Tune Pilots, “We would depart 
tomorrow morning for Christmas, rain or no rain. They were the grandest audience we have ever 
played to and WHAT TREATMENT.” 
3268. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Ashley Walter CLARKE RAAF (035082). 
Signed 2 January 1959. RAF St Mawgan. 

232 
From the Australian Archives: 
CLARKE Ashley Walter : Service Number - O35082 : Date of Birth - 24/05/1930 : Place of Birth - 
Brisbane, QLD : Conflict - Korea, Vietnam 
His Queen’s Commendation for Valuable Service in the Air was announced in the LG, 1 January 
1967. 
From http://www.koreanroll.gov.au/veteran.aspx?id=1210552: 

 
From http://www.questia.com/library/1G1-196111619/gentleman-soars-in-life-wing-commander-
cherished: 
The Queensland Times, Ipswich, Australia, 13 December 2008 
Ashley Walter Clarke 
Born: Brisbane 1930 
Died: Ipswich October 2008 
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Ashley Clarke lived and died a gentleman and a gentle man. 
The retired air force Wing Commander had lived in Ipswich permanently since 1974 when he 
resigned from the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF). 
Mr Clarke was born in Brisbane in 1930 and grew up there, attending East Brisbane State School 
and, later, the Commercial College. 
He began a career in accounting as a clerk with the shipping firm MacDonald in Hamilton but, after 
a few years, enlisted in the air force to train as a navigator. 
He graduated from the School of Navigation in Sale, Victoria and was chosen to be one of the 
navigators on the Queen's flight during her visit in 1954. 
He served in the Korean War, and then had some years on exchange with the RAF in England 
before returning to serve at various RAAF bases in Australia. 
In 1967 while stationed at RAAF Base Amberley, he was awarded the Queen's Commendation for 
Valuable Service in the Air in the New Year's honours list. 
He served in Vietnam and afterwards was chosen to go to the US to train on the new F-111s. 
When the fighter aircraft finally arrived at Amberley, he flew in them for a couple of years until he 
was appointed as Commanding Officer of the City of Brisbane 23 … 
3269. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] John Hardy CARTER AFC (4113887). 
Signed 2 January 1959. RAF St Mawgan. 

232 
From the LG, 29 November 1957: 
Air Force Cross. Flying Officer John Hardy CARTER (4113887), Royal Air Force 
“In August, 1957, Flying Officer Carter, No. 220 Squadron, was detailed for a long range operational 
flying exercise over the Atlantic in a Shackleton aircraft. The exercise was to last fifteen hours and 
commenced at 09.40 hours. Seven hours later, when some 600 miles from base and at a height of 
1,000 feet, the No. 2 engine failed. The engine was feathered, an appropriate distress message was 
passed and the aircraft turned for base. In order to maintain adequate communication and 
facilitate control Flying Officer Carter increased height to 3,000 feet. An hour and a half later the 
No. 1 engine on the port side of the aircraft failed. This engine was feathered and subsequently 
caught fire prompt action was taken by Flying Officer Carter to extinguish the fire. By this time 
adverse weather conditions made it impossible to land at base and the officer altered course for 
the nearest airfield, which was at Lorient/Lannbihoue, a distance of 315 miles. A full emergency 
distress message was then transmitted and the flight was continued on Nos. 3 and 4 engines. It was 
found that at 120 knots air speed height could not be maintained even though maximum 
continuous cruising power was being used. In order to keep within the limitations of the two 
remaining engines, Flying Officer Carter allowed the aircraft to continue to lose height over the sea 
until at 1,000 feet he had to increase to intermediate power. With the limitations of the engines in 
mind, he reduced power again after fifty-five minutes, having by that time climbed to 3,000 feet. 
The aircraft thereupon gradually lost height until at 1,500 feet, when height was maintained 
without further resort to emergency power settings. At 20.30 hours contact was established with 
Lorient/Lannbihoue and also with a Search and Rescue aircraft sent out by the Squadron. There was 
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no V.H.F. homing facility available at the airfield and for several hours Flying Officer Carter had 
been without navigation fixing aids because of the bad weather and his inability to extend the 
radome owing to the adverse effect on the air speed; the area in which the aircraft was flying had 
precluded the use of other navigation aids for fixing. In order to safeguard the aircraft Flying 
Officer Carter allowed the radar operator to obtain one snap fix before crossing the coast, and this 
enabled the aircraft to be accurately positioned for a landfall in weather conditions which by this 
time had reduced the cloud ceiling to 1,000 feet. Shortly after this the aircraft again entered cloud, 
and a controlled descent through cloud to a height of 800 feet was made. It was in these adverse 
conditions that at 22.21 hours Flying Officer Carter safely landed his aircraft at the airfield. Flying 
Officer Carter has flown only 300 hours since his appointment to captaincy throughout the incident 
he displayed exceptional skill in handling his aircraft under most difficult circumstances. He inspired 
complete confidence in his crew and saved a valuable aircraft.” 
From The Telegraph, ? October 2006: 
Wing Commander John Hardy Carter AFC RAF retired, died 4th October 2006 in Somerset West, 
South Africa. A loving husband and father greatly missed by his wife Anna, daughter Linda, son 
Paul and his grandchildren. Memorial Service at St Jude's Church, Portsmouth, on Thursday 2 
November at 2 p.m. No flowers please, donations to RAF Benevolent Fund. 
From The Telegraph, ? March 2012: 
Suddenly but peacefully on March 10th 2012 in London. Much loved mother of Linda and Paul,and 
grandmother of James, Sarah, Alex and Isabel. Widow of Wing Commander JOHN HARDY CARTER 
AFC RAF. A Funeral Service will be held at Mortlake Crematorium on Wednesday March 21st at 
3.20pm. No flowers please. Donations, if desired, to RAF Benevolent Fund. 
3270. Flying Officer Michael John WILKES (4178400). Signed 7 January 1959. No 139 
(Jamaican) Squadron, RAF Binbrook. 

232 
From No 139 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for January 1959: 
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From http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=55308: 
Date:   19 July 1960 
Type:    Handley Page Victor B.1A 
Owner/operator: 57 Sqn, RAF 
Registration:   XH617 
Fatalities:   3 
Occupants:   5 
Other fatalities: 0 
Airplane damage: Written off (damaged beyond repair) 
Location:  Oakley, Suffolk, approx. 3 miles SE of Diss, Norfolk, UK 
Phase:    En route 
Nature:   Military 
Departure airport: RAF Honington, Suffolk (BEQ/EGXH) 
Destination airport: Not stated 
Narrative: 
Written off when crashed on 19/7/1960. Different sources give differing locations as to exactly 
where Victor XH617 crashed. The official Board of Inquiry report states that the aircraft crashed 
near Oakley, Suffolk, approximately 3 miles south-east of Diss, Norfolk, and 15 miles east-south-
east of RAF Honington. 
Per eyewitenss report 
“XH617 Took off around lunch time. I was on the see off crew. Alternator on a Port engine had a 
drive shaft failure. Caused a rupture in engine or fuel tank? which was unstoppable. Caught fire in 
flight. All bailed out - Pilot & Co-Pilot baled but only Pilot and AEO survived. 
Flt. Lt. Bernard Wilding, one of the three rear crew members, should have been the second rear 
crew member to jump out via the escape hatch. However, the AEO's seat was unable to slide 
backwards initially to enable the AEO to leave his seat. Flt. Lt. Bernard Wilding, who should have 
been the second rear crew member to escape the via the rear escape hatch, went back to assist the 
air electronics officer to slide his seat back and get out of his seat. Since the AEO was consequently 
standing between Flt. Lt. Bernard Wilding and the escape hatch, he told the AEO to escape before 
him and that he (Bernard Wilding) would follow him. This is what happened, and Flt. Lt. Wilding 
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was the third rear crew member to jump out and not the second as he should have been, however 
his parachute opened and he was coming down on his parachute when there was a big explosion 
on the Victor aircraft. 
As a consequence of the explosion a large part of one of the aircrafts wings broke off the Victor 
and hit Flt. Lt. Wilding as he was coming down on his parachute. The impact resulted in Flt. Lt. 
Wilding being killed as a result of being hit by the detached wing of the aircraft as he was 
descending on his parachute. It was a freak but tragic consequence of him delaying his escape to 
assist a fellow crew member to get out of his seat, which resulted in Bernard Wilding being killed as 
a consequence. The Air Electronics Officer survived the crash. 
The Captain, Flight Lieutenant J Mudford and the Air Electronics Operator, Flying Officer G C 
Stewart, survived the accident.” 
The three crew members that were killed were: 
Flying Officer Michael John WILKES Co Pilot  
Flight Lieutenant John Bernard Paul WILDING Navigator (Radar)  
Flight Lieutenant Rodney Syd BRISTOW Navigator (Plotter) 
3271. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Richard George BASSETT (4178401) . Signed 7 
January 1959. No 139 (Jamaican) Squadron, RAF Binbrook. 

232 
See above entry. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 21 March 1976. 
3272. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] Thomas William Albert HUTTON OBE DFC 
(124855). Signed 9 January 1959. HQ 13 Group. 

232 
His DFC, whilst an acting squadron leader with No 35 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 8 May 
1945. 
From http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/68/a3240668.shtml: 
Tommy Hutton was a navigator on a Lancaster bomber. On a mission to southern Germany his 
aircraft was damaged by Anti-Aircraft fire and the pilot managed to nurse it to the Belgian Border 
where the aircraft had to be abandoned. Tommy evaded capture and made contact with the 
Belgian Underground. He was passed from group to group and arrived in France. There again he 
was passed from group to group and eventually reached the Spanish border. He was smuggled 
through Axis-sympathetic and reached safety in Gibraltar. After the war Tommy was a dedicated 
member of the RAF Escaping Society. His own son was named for the Roman Catholic priest who 
was executed for having aided Tommy and other escapees. The Society had separate 
compartments — those like Tommy who were never captured and evaders and those who were 
POWs and escapers. All contributed to the support of their former saviours in post-war straits or to 
the dependants of those killed in their escape or evasion. 
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From http://airforce.ca/awards.php?search=&keyword=&page=359&mem=&type=rcaf: 
INVERARITY, F/O William (J21538) - Distinguished Flying Cross - No.35 Squadron - Award effective 
4 January 1944 as per LG,dated 8 May 1945 and AFRO 966/45 dated 8 June 1945. Born in Halifax, 
Nova Scotia, July 1917; home in Tudor, Alberta. Enlisted in Calgary, 13 June 1940 for General 
Duties. To “K”, 8 July 1940. To “OMP”, 12 September 1940. Promoted Corporal, 19 October 1940. To 
No.118 (Fighter) Squadron, 22 October 1940. Promoted Sergeant, 7 July 1941. Reclassified as 
Security Guard, 5 August 1941. Promoted Sergeant, 1 March 1942. To No.1 GRS, 6 July 1942. 
Remustered to aircrew and posted to No.9 BGS, 10 September 1942; graduated and commissioned, 
4 December 1942. To “Y” Depot, 27 December 1942. To RAF overseas, 4 January 1943. Promoted 
Flying Officer, 4 June 1943. Shot down and taken prisoner, 5 January 1944. Promoted Flight 
Lieutenant, 4 December 1944. Safe in United Kingdom, 11 May 1945. Repatriated 1 June 1945. To 
No.10 Repair Depot, 12 June 1945. To No.7 Release Centre, 7 October 1945. Retired 11 October 
1945. Combat Report cited below states he trained at No.8 BGS and was further trained in Britain at 
No.7 Air Gunner School. 
This officer as air gunner has completed numerous operations against the enemy in the course of 
which he has invariably displayed the utmost fortitude, courage and devotion to duty. 
Public Record Office Air 50/185 has the following Combat Report for 3/4 December 1943. Halifax 
HP123, H/35. Crew were as follows: S/L Hutton (pilot), P/O Stone (air bomber), P/O Hooson 
(navigator), P/O Perrin (wireless operator), F/O Inverarity (mid-upper gunner), P/O J.J.R.T. Godin 
(rear gunner, trained at No.7 BGS in Canada and No.15 OTU overseas, killed in action with No.35 
Squadron, 5 January 1944, Halifax HX160, No.35 Squadron).and P/O Child (flight engineer). 
Detailed to attack Leipzig on the night of the 3/4 December 1943, Halifax H, EP123 of 35 Squadron 
was heading 161?: T at 18,000 feet, an I.A.S. of 130 knots, 52.45 N 07.47 E when the rear gunner 
sighted a Ju.88, fine starboard quarter 2,000 feet below. The aircraft slid under the bomber to fine 
quarter and commenced a steep climbing attack. The rear gunner told his pilot to “Dive hard to 
port”. This caused the fighter to climb past the Halifax to starboard quarter above and disappear. 
The Mid-Upper gunner attempted to fire at the Ju,88 as it passed the starboard quarter at about 
400 yards all four guns stopped at a No.2 position. As the four guns fired afterwards, it is presumed 
that theser stoppages were due to freezing. 
At the time of the attack there was 8/10 cloud below, bright starlight and very good visibility, 
especially downwards. 
Monica pierced as the Rear Gunner gave his combat manoeuvre. Fishpond was working but this 
aircraft was not reported as the Wireless Operator was listening out at the time. 
The website “Lost Bombers” has the following on his being shot down. Halifax HX160 (TL-O of 
No.35 Squadron) was one if two aircraft of that unit lost on 5/6 January 1944 (the other was JP123). 
Airborne from 2346 Graveley. Outbound it was attacked by a night-fighter and severely damaged. 
Over the target area the starboard wing was set on fire by flak and in the explosion that followed, 
those that survived were thrown clear. Crew cosisted of S/L T.W.A Hutton (POW), Sergeant K.A.J. 
Campbell (killed), P/O R.J. Child, DFC (killed), F/L P. Barber, DFC (POW), P/O R.J. Child, RCAF (killed), 
P/O D.R. Perrin (POW), F/O W. Inverarity, RCAF (POW), P/O J.J.R.T. Godin, RCAF (killed). Inverarity 
had POW number 3608 and was held in Camp L.3. 
Directorate of History and Heritage file 181.001 D.24 has his “Loss of Bomber Aircraft” 
questionnaire based on interrogation of 16 April 1945. He stated he had flown 37 sorties. 
Our route was across North Sea - Denmark- Sweden, turned south across the Baltic. Everything 
seemed O.K. but I didn’t think the aircraft would go above 16,000. We were attacked just after 
crossing the coast. The aircraft seemed to jump in the air, I think it was flak. The aircraft was very 
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badly damaged from mid-upper to rear turret. The rear gunner was wounded in legs but said he 
could manage till we crossed the target. We did evasive action and continued towards the target. 
We were then attacked again in the area of the rest position and wings. I reported starboard wing 
on fire close to outboard engine approximately three feet wide under the wing cover. The pilot 
gave the order to prepare to abandon a few seconds later. I watched the fire for a while and then 
left the turret to check chute and rear hatch. The hatch was damaged but after a couple of heaves I 
managed to open it. I then plugged into the intercom and asked if the order to bale out had been 
given. The pilot said yes, the tank was about to explode. I put my chute on, took off my helmet and 
prepared to leave. I do not remember leaving aircraft or coming down, except for a few seconds 
before landing. When I regained consciousness it was daylight. I lay in the snow 15 hours and was 
picked up by Russians sic. 
According to The Times, 6 May 2010, he died on 25 April 2010. 
3273. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Henry Alexander ENGLISH AMBIM (569857). 
Signed 5 February 1959. Radio Engineering Unit, RAF Henlow. 

232 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 9 April 1973. 
3274. Wing Commander John Percival PRYER AMIMechE AFRAeS (46048). Signed 5 
February 1959. HQ Fighter Command. 

233 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 1 February 1961. 
From Flight, 31 October 1958: 
“J. P. Pryer to Air Ministry, for duty in the Department of the Air Member for Supply and 
Organization” 
3275. Squadron Leader Thomas Rupert GILMER (155591). Signed 5 February 1959. HQ 
Fighter Command. 

233 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 25 April 1962. 
3276. Unknown. Signed 18 February 1959. RAF Weeton, No 8 School of Technical Training. 

233 
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3277. Group Captain Francis Frederick. KENNEDY L.D.S. (23110). Signed 19 February 1959. 
HQ Fighter Command. 

233 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3278. Group Captain David Foster DENNIS DSO DFC (64274). Signed 28 February 1959. 
HQ 13 Group. 

233 
From the LG, 10 June 1941: 
Distinguished Flying Cross. Pilot Officer David Foster DENNIS (64274), Royal Air Force Volunteer 
Reserve, No. 21 Squadron. 
“This officer has displayed great skill and daring in attacks against enemy merchant ships and 
escorting vessels. In May, 1941, he attacked a merchant vessel of about 5,000 tons, obtaining hits 
which caused the ship to founder. The next day he attacked and secured hits on an enemy 
destroyer sloop. A few days later he executed an attack against a merchant ship in convoy and, as a 
result of his bombing, the ship took a list to starboard emitting much black smoke. On all these 
occasions, Pilot Officer Dennis showed the greatest determination.” 
From the LG, 18 May 1943: 
Distinguished Service Order. Acting Flight Lieutenant David Foster DENNIS, D.F.C. (64274), Royal Air 
Force Volunteer Reserve, No. 21 Squadron. 
“This officer has participated in 53 sorties, invariably displaying exceptional skill and determination. 
One afternoon in April, 1943, he flew the leading airciaft of a bomber formation detailed to attack 
railway installations at Abbeville. During the operation much fighter opposition was encountered 
and his formation was subjected to simultaneous attack from the rear and ahead. In the 
engagement. Flight Lieutenant Dennis displayed inspiring leadership, proving a tower of strength. 
By his personal example and sterling qualities, this officer has contributed materially to the high 
standard of morale and efficiency of the squadron.” 
3279. John KERR. Signed 7 March 1959. Perth. 

233 
This could be: 
John Gibson KERR CBE WS FRAS FRSE, who was a member of the Scottish Advisory Council for Civil 
Aviation in 1953. From 
http://www.royalsoced.org.uk/cms/files/fellows/biographical_index/fells_indexp2.pdf: 
KERR, JOHN GIBSON. 26/04/1905-27/02/1989. Ref: 3554. Male. 
Titles and British Honours: CBE. 
Profession: Writer to The Signet, Astronomer. 
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Appointments Held: WS 1929; Senior Partner, J Gibson Kerr WS, Castle Street, Edinburgh. 
Training: Apprentice to Donald McCallum Smith, W & J Burness. 
Marital Status: Married (1958) Noreen Patricia Sutherland. 
Father: George William Kerr, wine merchant, Edinburgh. 
Memberships: FRAS. Astronomical Society of Edinburgh. 
Date of Election: 01/03/1948. 
Proposers: William M H Greaves, Thomas M Cooper (Lord Cooper), Douglas Guthrie, John E 
Mackenzie (Candidates List 
1947-8). 
John Olav KERR, Baron Kerr of Kinlochard GCMG (born 22 February 1942), is a former diplomat, 
now Deputy Chairman of Scottish Power and an independent (cross-bench) member of the House 
of Lords. 
It could also be Admiral Sir John Beverley KERR GCB, DL, (born 27 October 1937), a retired admiral 
in the Royal Navy. 
3280. POSSIBLY (but UNLIKELY) Group Captain Irving Stanley SMITH OBE DFC (43048). 
Signed 16 March 1959. RAF Buchan. 

233 
Battle of Britain pilot. 
His DFC, whilst a Pilot Officer with No 151 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 7 March 1941. 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 5 June 1952. 
From The Gaurdian, 22 March 2000: 
Irving Smith 
Wartime fighter pilot famed for leading low-level precision bombing raids. 
Irving "Black" Smith, who has died aged 82, played a leading role in Operation Jericho, the Royal 
Air Force's precision raid against Amiens jail in France on February 18 1944. The Gestapo were 
holding more than 700 French prisoners, including Louis Vivant, a key resistance figure, in 
Abbeville. The plan, requested by the resistance, was for the RAF to initiate a breakout of inmates. 
Eighteen Mosquito-VI fighter-bombers, six each from 487, 464 and 21 squadrons, all carrying two 
500lb bombs with 11-second delay detonators, were to breach the 20ft-walls surrounding the 
prison and, three minutes later, smash the inner building. Twelve Typhoon fighters were to escort 
the force. A 19th Mosquito, from the film production unit, was to record the operation, which 
called for precision flying and bombing, and great courage. 
The weather was appalling. The crews studied a model of the prison for two hours, and took off at 
11am from Hunsdon, Hertfordshire, with snow falling. Smith led the first six aircraft from 487 
squadron and, just after midday, attacked the surrounding walls from a height of 10ft. Three 
minutes later, six Mosquitoes, of 464 squadron, attacked the prison buildings through the smoke 
and debris of the preceding attack. Two Mosquitoes and a Typhoon were lost 258 prisoners 
escaped, including Louis Vivant. 
Smith was born at Invercargill, Southland, New Zealand. He was educated at Seddon memorial 
technical college, Auckland, and on leaving school became an apprentice coach-painter. In late 
1938, he applied for a short service commission in the Royal New Zealand Air Force and was 
accepted in January 1939. In July 1939, he was sent to England to complete his training. 
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Smith was posted to 151 squadron flying Hurricane fighters in July 1940, and was soon involved in 
the Battle of Britain. On August 15, he shot down two Messerschmidt Bf-109E fighters and 
damaged a third. Other victories followed in August and October. In November, 151 squadron, 
flying Hurricanes and Defiant fighters, was re-deployed on night operations against the Luftwaffe's 
night blitz on British cities. Smith was promoted to the rank of flight commander, and in March 
1941 was awarded a DFC. In July, flying a Defiant, he destroyed a Dornier Do-217 bomber and 
damaged a Junkers Ju88 off Cromer. 
Smith was appointed commanding officer of 151 squadron in February 1942 and acting wing 
commander in April, when 151 squadron began converting to the potent Mosquito-II night-fighter. 
On the night of June 24/25, he shot down two German bombers and damaged a third off 
Yarmouth. He was awarded a bar to his DFC in July, having scored eight aerial kills and four 
damaged. Having spent more than 2 years flying operationally with 151 squadron, he was rested 
from operations in March 1943. 
Later that year, Smith was posted to No 2 (Bomber) Group HQ at the request of its air officer 
commanding, the famous Air Vice-Marshal Sir Basil Embry. In February 1944, he was appointed 
commanding officer of 487 squadron, RNZAF, operating Mosquito-VIs. Six Mosquito squadrons, 
specialising in low-level precision bombing - often against individual buildings - operated with No 
2 Group, 2nd Tactical Air Force. Three squadrons - 487, 21 (British), and 464 (Australian) - formed 
140 Wing, commanded by the redoubtable Wing Commander "Pick" Pickard. Then came Operation 
Jericho. 
The following August, Smith led 487 squadron in low-level precision raids on barracks at Poitiers 
and, some weeks later, on an SS headquarters at Vincey, near Metz. He was subsequently 
mentioned in dispatches. In October, he was again rested from operations, and served at 13 Officer 
Training Unit until the end of the war, when he was granted a permanent commission. His later 
duties included commanding 56 squadron, flying Meteor jets, and staff appointments at HQ 
Fighter Command and HQ Signals Command. 
He retired from the RAF as a group captain in 1966, and took up farming in south Devon. His wife 
Joan, whom he married in 1942 when she was a WAAF officer, died in 1994. They had two 
daughters, one of whom died in a car accident, and a son, who is now deputy supreme allied 
commander, Europe, General Sir Rupert Smith. 
Group Captain Irving Stanley 'Black' Smith, pilot, born May 21 1917; died February 16 2000 
3281. Pilot Officer Nicholas John HALLINGS-POTT (5011150). Signed 23 March 1959. 
Cambridge University Air Squadron. 

233 
The LG, 5 February 1957 announced that he was a Cadet Pilot. 
He is probably the son of Air Vice Marshal John Robert Hallings-Pott CBE DSO AFC MiD (26043). 
According to DueDil, he was secretary of Temple Grove Schools Trust Limited from 1 January 1997 
to 19 June 2000. He was born in September 1938 and lives in Kent. 
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3282. Pilot Officer Andrew Paul SHAW (5011309). Signed 23 March 1959. Cambridge 
University Air Squadron. 

233 
The LG, 2 April 1957 announced that he was a Cadet Pilot. 
3283. George Anthony BLENKINS. Signed 27 March 1959. Jamaica. 

233 
Several genealogical websites show him with a DOB of 8 May 1916 and DOD of 8 March 
1989.Ancestry shows him as a passenger (with Helen Blenkins) for Jamaica. 
3284. Squadron Leader Unknown. Signed 30 March 1959. RAF Saxa Vord. 

233 
 
3285. ? ? HOGAN. Signed 3 April 1959. RAF Hullavington. 

233 
The Air Force List for April 1958 lists 15 people named HOGAN. 
3286. Wing Commander ? ? THOMAS. Signed 16 April 1959. HQ Fighter Command. 

233 
No matches found in The Air Force List for April 1958. 
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3287. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Owen Alan TARRAN (3045281). Signed 16 
April 1959. No 49 Squadron, RAF Wittering. 

233 
From No 49 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for April 1959: 

 

 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 28 January 1976. The LG, 15 January 
1985 announced that his service, as a Flying Officer, has been extended to 29 October 1985. 
3288. ? ? S JENSEN. Signed 26 May 1959. Skyrdstrup, Denmark. 

233 
No trace found. 
3289. Wing Commander Ernest Hope LAMB MB ChB (23412). Signed 22 April 1959. HQ No 
25 Group, RAF Manby, Lincolnshire. 

234 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG,from 29 August 1939: 
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His letter entitled “Follicular Reticulosis” was published in the British Medical Journal, 30 December 
1939: 
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From the British Medical Journal, 29 April 1944: 

 

 
3290. Flight Lieutenant Arman Victor FAUSCH (582153). Signed 26 April 1959. No 210 
Squadron, RAF Ballykelly. 

234 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 30 January 1967. 
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3291. Flight Lieutenant Colin Peter OSTRIDGE (3510757). Signed 26 April 1959. No 210 
Squadron, RAF Ballykelly. 

234 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 24 December 1967. 
From his Facebook page (January 2013): 

 
In his profile, he says “RAF / British Airways”. 
3292. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Ernest Frederick PENNIE DFM (189180). 
Signed 29 April 1959. Empire Test Pilots' School, Farnborough. 

234 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 20 May 1983. 
His DFM was announced in the LG, 3 October 1944: 
1350204 Flight Sergeant Ernest Frederick PENNIE, R.A.F.V.R., 603 Sqn. 
“Flight Sergeant Penriie has displayed commendable skill and courage in air operations. In July, 
1944, he took part in an attack on an enemy convoy. In the fight considerable anti-aircraft fire was 
faced. Flight Sergeant Pennie was wounded and his aircraft was hit repeatedly. Nevertheless, this 
gallant pilot pressed home his attack, obtaining hits on a ship.” 
His Queen's Commendation for Valuable Service in the Air was announced in the LG, 10 June 1954. 
From http://www.airsceneuk.org.uk/hangar/1999/dera/targets.htm: 
'Targeting' at Llanbedr by Andy Evans 
Nestling beneath the stunning backdrop of the Snowdonia mountains on the mid-Wales coastline 
is the Defence Evaluation and Research Agency (DERA) station of Llanbedr, home to the most 
unusual collection of 'aircraft' in the UK. It is here that DERA provide remotely piloted Drone 
'aircraft' for use as aerial targets by the RAF and other UK forces. Situated within reach of the sand 
dunes of Cardigan Bay, the site is clearly visible from the nearby tourist havens of Barmouth and 
Shell Island, however the high fencing and 'No Photography Allowed' signs make it clear it is not a 
place to go visiting uninvited. I was afforded a rare opportunity to look at the work of the base, 
which provides valuable assistance to our defensive and offensive forces. 
The small, single runway of the Llanbedr airfield operates a diverse and singular number of 'target' 
and 'target towing' aircraft, and their expertise includes: 

http://www.airsceneuk.org.uk/hangar/1999/dera/targets.htm
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The Jindivik - a three-quarter size unmanned drone, which can be equipped with a variety of flare 
and radar enhancements and is fitted with Missile Terminal Trajectory Reconstruction 
Instrumentation. 
Towed targets such as Rushton, Banner and Sleeve utilised for aerial gunnery as well as the Low 
Level Height Keeper Target, used to simulate an Exocet sea-skimming missile. 
The Stiletto - a supersonic air launched target shot from a specially adapted Canberra aircraft. 
As well as manned aircraft including Hawk, Meteor and Canberra. 
Allied to the Llanbedr site is the Aberporth Range complex, which conducts missile and air flight 
weapon testing for the UK MoD. Aberporth boasts a 6200 square km area of sea with a safety area 
of unlimited height. As mentioned, DERA supply an extensive range of manned, unmanned and 
towed air targets for use at Aberporth range, which also provides for sophisticated trials, control 
and display, communications, radar, electro-optical telemetry and telecommand facilities. 
The airfield itself was constructed in 1939, however by 1950 Llanbedr had been used by the Army 
for Korean War training was refurbished in order to return it to aviation use by No.5 Civil Anti-
Aircraft Co-operation Unit with its Mosquito target tugs and Meteor TT8 aircraft. Controlled by RAF 
Maintenance Command, contractors Short Brothers operated the unit with serving RAF personnel 
supervising the growing band of ex-service civilian employees until eventually the RAF element was 
phased out. Low-flying Spitfires and Vampires provided the practice for artillery sighting and 
manoeuvring, whilst targets for air-to-air gunnery were towed by Beaufighters. However it was 
intended that an unmanned target aircraft should be used from Llanbedr, and plans were laid to 
procure a RPV called 'Jindivik' from Australia. However development delays led to a decision, taken 
in September 1951 to develop a number of surplus Royal Navy Fairey Firefly aircraft as a target 
drones, to bridge the inevitable gap. 
The piston engined Firefly was a useful asset it was not long before the drone programme was 
authorised to use jet powered ex-RAF Meteor F4s and F8s, as they became available. These aircraft 
were converted by Flight Refuelling Ltd at Tarrant Rushton, and initial flight tests with the Meteor 
as a drone were carried out at Farnborough on 2 September 1954, using a Meteor T.7 piloted by Flt 
Lt E F Pennie. In its drone guise the Meteor became known as the U.15. The first take-off under 
automatic control took place on 17 January 1955 again with Flt Lt Pennie as safety pilot. Llanbedr 
received the first Meteor U.l5 in January 1957 and the first Meteor drone sortie took place on l7 
July 1958. Telemetry as such was not available then, so a shepherd aircraft, usually another Meteor 
would escort the drone to the entrance to the Range, hold well clear and rejoin after the sortie had 
concluded. As the Meteor F.8 became more available, surplus airframes were also converted into 
the more sophisticated Meteor U.l6, which made its first drone flight in the September of 1960, 
with over 200 of the type eventually being 'droned'. One Meteor U15 was equipped with the soon 
to be procured Jindivik UAV systems to prove and familiarise the crews that would 'fly' the Jindivik 
in readiness for 'aircraft' itself. In true military style it was thus dubbed the "Meteorvik". During 
1959 the Royal Navy were also allocated drone Meteor U.I5s for use at Hal Far in Malta. On 29 
March 1960 their first drone Meteor target was destroyed by a Sea Slug missile from HMS Girdle 
Ness. 
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From eBay: 
1975 Royal Aircraft Establishment 21st Anniversary of First Pilotless Target Drone Sortie signed by 
Master Controller Mr E F Pennie. 

 
3293. Unknown. Signed 2 May 1959. Fort Street, Broughton Ferry. 

234 
 
3294. Unknown. Signed 2 May 1959. 10, Greyfriars Gardens, St Andrews, Fife. 

234 
 
3295. Unknown. Signed 2 May 1959. 11 Crail’s Lane, St Andrews. 

234 
 
3296. Group Captain George Denis LYSTER DFC (43149). Signed 6 May 1959. HQ Fighter 
Command. 

234 
He also signed this book on 4 June 1957. 
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3297. Colonel [later Brigadier] Stafford Frederick CAMPBELL OBE (86513). Signed 6 May 
1959. HQ Fighter Command. 

234 
His OBE, whilst a Chargé d’Affaires at Her Majesty’s Embassy in Santo Domingo, was announced in 
the LG, 12 June 1965. His appointment to be an Officer of Her Majesty’s Diplomatic Service was 
announced in the LG, 24 May 1966. 
3298. Lieutenant-Commander Albert Edward (“Ted”) CHARMAN MBE MHCI. Signed 6 May 
1959. HQ Fighter Command. 

234 
His MBE was announced in the LG, 10 June 1954. 
From http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RN_officersC1a.html: 
Son of John "Jack" Charman (1875-1951), and Mary Ann "Polly" Holmes (1884-1968). Born 
17.11.1910, Hook, Kingston district, Surrey. Died 23.08.1991, Dunstan Bank, Gateshead district, Tyne 
and Wear. 
A/Wt. Steward    19.09.1941 
Wt. Steward    1942?, seniority 19.09.1941 
Cd. Steward = Cd. Catering Offr. 27.03.1943 
Lt. (S)     01.08.1945, seniority 13.02.1945 
Supply Lt.Cdr. (Catering)  13.02.1953 (retd 17.11.1960) 

 

 

http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RN_officersC1a.html
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3299. Anne-Marie CUSSET. Signed 16 May 1959. 35 Boulevard Gambetta, 81600 Gaillac, 
Tarn, Midi-Pyrénées, France. 

234 
No trace found. 
3300. Flight Lieutenant Richard Hayes CARR DFM (51633). Signed 22 May 1959. Royal Air 
Force, Sutton-on-Hull. 

234 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 19 September 1971. 
From The Glasgow Herald, 20 August 1940: 
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3301. Air Commodore John Beresford Martin WALLIS OBE Mid x 4 (16210). Signed 26 May 
1959. HQ Fighter Command. 

234 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Wallis.htm: 
b: 26 May 1905       r: 29 Jun 1957           d: 19 Apr 1974 
OBE - xx xxx xxxx, MiD - 24 Sep 1941, MiD - 1 Jan 1943, MiD - 2 Jun 1943, MiD – 1 Jan 1945. 
Plt Off: 16 Dec 1925, Fg Off: 12 Jul 1927, Flt Lt: 11 Mar 1931, Sqn Ldr: 1 Apr 1937, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 
Jun 1940, (T) Gp Capt: 1 Jun 1942, Wg Cdr: 20 Nov 1942 1 Oct 1942, Act A/Cdre: 15 Oct 
1944?,Gp Capt (WS): 15 Apr 1945, Gp Capt: 1 Oct 1946, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1952. 
xx xxx 1924 Flight Cadet, 'B' Sqn, RAF College 
16 Dec 1925 Pilot, No 32 Sqn 
17 Jan 1927 Attended Carrier Flying Course, RAF Training Base, Leuchars 
25 Oct 1927 Armament Officer, No 401 (Fleet Fighter) Flight FAA 
20 Mar 1928 Armament Officer, No 403 (Fleet Fighter) Flight FAA 
17 Dec 1930 Staff, RAF Training Base, Leuchars 
27 May 1931 Supernumerary - non effective (sick), RAF Depot 
14 Sep 1931 QFI, RAF College 
 4 Jan 1934 Adjutant/QFI, No 600 (City of London) Sqn AuxAF 
22 May 1937 Officer Commanding, No 233 Sqn. (Anson I/Hudson I) 
24 Jan 1938 Attended RAF Staff College 
31 Dec 1938 Air Staff, HQ Training Command 
xx Jun 1940 Officer Commanding, No 612 (County of Aberdeen) Sqn 
19 Jul 1941 Officer Commanding, No 3 Officer Training Unit, Cranwell 
25 Nov1942 Officer Commanding, No 171 (Army Co-operation) Wing 
xx xxx 1946 Officer Commanding, RAF Syerston 
xx xxx 1948 ? 
 5 Feb 1951? AOC, AHQ Ceylon 
21 Jul 1952 Director of Admin Plans (and War Organisation) 
15 Sep 1955 AOC, No 63 (Western and Welsh) Group 
He represented the RAF College at Rugby, attained the rank of Flt Cdt Cpl and was awarded the 'R 
M Groves' Memorial Prize. 
He took over command of 612 Squadron just prior to the change over from Ansons to Whitleys. 
During the conversion period, he successfully landed his Whitley after an engine failure, not an 
inconsiderable feat. He experienced another engine failure in T4321 (WL-P) on 24 April 1941, 
making a forced landing on North Rona from which he and his crew were rescued by a RAF launch 
the following day. The aircraft had been carrying secret ASV radar equipment and therefore it was 
salvaged and eventually returned to service. In July 1941, he returned to Cranwell as CO of No 3 
Officer Training Unit. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Wallis.htm
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3302. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Mervyn SAWYER (59935). Signed 28 May 
1959. Air Ministry, London. 

234 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 10 April 1974. 
3303. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Michael UNDERWOOD BDS LDSRCS (506296). 
Signed 7 June 1959. RAF Buchan. 

234 
He also signed this book on 9 August 1959. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He was transferred to the national service list on 6 
May 1961. 
3304. Squadron Leader Unknown. Signed 15 June 1959. HQ Fighter Command. 

235 
 
3305. Flight Lieutenant William Allan Richardson LUSH (4111050). Signed 17 June 1959. 
No 58 Squadron, RAF Wyton. 

235 
NOTE: This looks like two separate signatures. No 58 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for ‘A’ 
Flight for 17 June 1959 shows: 

 
The ORB for ‘B’ flight doesn’t contain any matches but one of the flights did include a passenger, 
so ity’s possible that Lush and his crew were also carrying a passenger named A L LANE or A W 
WARE. 
3306. Air Commodore (Retired) Norman Anthony Pelynt PRITCHETT MiD (3 May 1903 to 
1962). Signed 1 July 1959. Nexborough House, Burton, Lincolnshire. 

235 
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He also signed this book on 9 October 1942. 
3307. PROBABLY Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Peter Trevor HALL MBE 
(198721). Signed 9 July 1959. RAF Record Office, Gloucester. 

235 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. His MBE was announced in the LG, 31 May 1956. He 
retired on 31 July 1976. 
3308. George P YOUNG. Signed 11 May (sic) 1959. Cupar, Fife. 

235 
No trace found. 
3309. Group Captain Dillon Piers Denis Gerard KELLY DFC (33168). Signed 23 July 1959. 
Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe. 

235 
Battle of Britain pilot. 
HIS DFC was announced in the LG, 21 May 1943: 
Distinguished Flying Cross. Wing Commander Dillon Piers Denis Gerard KELLY (33168), No. 255 
Squadron. 
“Wing Commander Kelly is a skilful and courageous pilot who has achieved much success in 
fighting operations at night. He has displayed exceptional energy and initiative, setting an excellent 
example. Wing Commander Kelly has destroyed three enemy aircraft.” 
He retired on 7 October 1961. 
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From http://m.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/205212461: 

 
Flying Officer D H Greaves (far left) and Warrant Officer F M Robbins (fifth from left), a successful 
Bristol Beaufighter night-fighting team with No. 255 Squadron RAF, display a trophy cut from their 
fifth victim, a Cant Z1007 which they intercepted over Bone on the night of 18/19 January 1943, to 
other members of the Squadron at Setif, Algeria. The group includes No. 255's Commanding 
Officer, Wing Commander D P D G Kelly, standing second from the right. Greaves (pilot) and 
Robbins (radar operator) joined forces while serving with No. 68 Squadron RAF in the United 
Kingdom. They were posted to 255 Squadron in September 1941 and flew out to North Africa with 
them in November 1942. They returned to the United Kingdom in April 1943, being posted to the 
Telecommunications Flying Unit at Defford resumed night-fighting operations with No. 25 
Squadron RAF in January 1944, with whom they enjoyed further successes. 
From http://www.beaumont-union.co.uk/news-autumn-2013.pdf: 
Article by Geoffrey Kelly 

 
Dermot Kelly (seated) with my father Dillon Piers Kelly looking over his shoulder. This picture of 
them in the Beaumont uniform says on the back that it was taken in a studio in Folkestone 
probably around 1931 or 1932 because my father was born in August 1915 and Dermot was born 
in 1918 which would mean that they are about 13 and 15+ when the picture was taken. 

http://m.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/205212461
http://www.beaumont-union.co.uk/news-autumn-2013.pdf
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Ed: Geoffrey’s father Dillon (33) went to Cranwell a couple of years before Dermot(35). In 1939, he 
was a Spitfire pilot with 74 Squadron (The Tigers). From Hornchurch, they were in action over 
France and then took part in the Battle of Britain from Wittering, Coltishall and Biggin Hill. In 1941, 
he was posted to 255 Sqn in The Middle East. Dillon became an expert in night fighter operations 
with the Beaufighter and later the Mosquito and was promoted Wing Commander and awarded 
the DFC. At the end of the War, he was appointed to the Allied Soviet Control Commission in 
Finland and later at Supreme Allied HQ NATO. He retired in 1961 as a Group Captain. RIP 1987. 
3310. Colonel B FRANTZ RNAF. Signed 23 July 1959. Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers 
Europe. 

235 
No trace found. 
3311. Squadron Leader Unknown. Signed 5 August 1959. RAF Buchan. 

235 
 
3312. Unknown. Signed 5 August 1959. RAF Buchan. 

235 
 
3313. Squadron Leader ? ? BRIERLEY? Signed 6 August 1959. HQ 44th Parachute Brigade, 
Chelsea, London SW3. 

235 
This could be Lieutenant-Colonel Geoffrey John BRIERLEY MBE (443405), The Parachute Regiment. 
3314. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Michael UNDERWOOD BDS LDSRCS (506296). 
Signed 9 August 1959. RAF Buchan. 

235 
He also signed this book on 7 June 1959. 
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3315. Lieutenant-General Sir Roderick William MCLEOD GBE KCB MiD (1905–1980. Signed 
10 August 1959. Deputy Chief of the Defence Staff. 

235 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roderick_McLeod: 
Educated at Wellington College and the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich McLeod was 
commissioned into the Royal Artillery in 1925. 
He saw service during the Khajuri Plains operations on the North West Frontier of India between 
1930 and 1932. 
He served in World War II and was Commanding Officer 1st Airlanding Light Regiment Royal 
Artillery in North Africa and Sicily in 1943 moving on to be Deputy Commander 1st Parachute 
Brigade later that year. He was then made the first Commander of the Special Air Service Brigade 
from 1944 to 1945. 
After the War he became Director of Military Operations in India between 1945 and 1947. He was 
appointed Assistant Commandant at the Staff College in 1948 and then Commander Royal Artillery 
for 7th Armoured Division, which was then part of British Army of the Rhine in 1950. He went on to 
be Director of Military Operations at the War Office in 1951 and then General Officer Commanding 
6th Armoured Division in 1955. He was made Chief Army Instructor at the Imperial Defence College 
in 1957 and Deputy Chief of the Defence Staff at the Ministry of Defence later that year. He became 
Commander of British Forces in Hong Kong in 1960. 
He was also General Officer Commanding-in-Chief for Eastern Command from 1962; during his 
time at Eastern Command he chaired the McLeod Reorganisation of Army Logistics Committee 
which recommended re-organisation of the Logistic Services of the British Army: this led to the 
formation of the Royal Corps of Transport in 1965. He retired in 1965. 
He lived at Woking in Surrey and from 1966 to his death was Chairman of the Hockering Residents' 
Association. 
From http://www.paradata.org.uk/people/roderick-w-mcleod: 
Roderick William McLeod, born in 1905, was educated at Wellington College and The Royal Military 
Academy, Woolwich. He was commissioned into the Royal Artillery in 1925 and from 1930 to 1932, 
saw service during the Khajuri Plains operations on the north-west frontier of India. 

 
He was appointed as the first commanding officer of the newly formed 1st Air Landing Light 
Regiment Royal Artillery on 18 February 1943. McLeod was responsible for expanding the existing 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roderick_McLeod
http://www.paradata.org.uk/people/roderick-w-mcleod
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Air Landing Battery into a full Regiment in time for an operational deployment in May of that year. 
He succeeded, and on 16 May 1943 the regiment set sail for North Africa onboard the motor 
vessels Stirling Castle and Staffordshire. It trained hard for operations in Sicily in July 1943 was not 
deployed. Upon the death of Lt Col Crawfurd on 13 July 1943 during Operation Fustian, Lt Col 
McLeod became the Commander of Royal Artillery for the 1st Airborne Division. 
When the 1st Airborne Division returned to the UK in late 1943, McLeod was promoted to Brigadier 
and appointed as the first Commander of the newly formed Special Air Service Brigade in January 
1944, a post he held until 5 March 1945. 
Mike Calvert paid tribute to McLeod for his astonishing achievement in welding this force of 2,500 
men into an effective organisation and the huge scale of operations undertaken from D Day in 
north-west Europe.* 
He was awarded a Mention in Despatches (LG,22 March 1945) for actions in North West Europe 
while he held this post along with the CBE on 14 June 1945. The citation records: 
“On 6 March 1945 he took up the post of Director of Military Operations in India, where he 
remained until 1947. He was appointed Assistant Commandant at the Staff College in 1948 and 
then Commander Royal Artillery for 7th Armoured Division, which was then part of British Army of 
the Rhine in 1950. He went on to become Director of Military Operations at the War Office in 1951. 
Prior to his appointment as General Officer Commanding 6th Armoured Division in 1955, McLeod 
was the Chairman of the War Office Committee on Royal Signals Organisation.” 
McLeod became Chief Army Instructor at the Imperial Defence College in 1957 and Deputy Chief of 
Defence Staff at the Ministry of Defence later that year. An appointment as Commander of British 
Forces in Hong Kong followed in 1960, a post that he held until late 1961. 
He was also General Officer Commanding-in-Chief for Eastern Command from 1962. During his 
time at Eastern Command he chaired a Committee which recommended re-organisation of the 
logistics services of the British Army, commonly known as the McLeod Reforms, which led to the 
formation of the Royal Corps of Transport in 1965.  
* A History of the SAS Regiment by Maj Gen John Strawson, Guild Publishing 
3316. Unknown. Major REME458. Signed 10 August 1959. War Office, RAF (?). 

235 
 
3317. Squadron Leader Douglas Kirkbride ROUTLEDGE AMBIM (55665). Signed 11 August 
1959. No 18 Squadron, RAF Finningly. 

235 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired, retaining the rank of Wing Commander, 
on 14 August 1968. 

                                                 
458 Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers 
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From No 10 Squadron’s Operations Record Book for August 1959: 

 
3318. Flight Lieutenant Harold Stanley SANDY (192951). Signed 11 August 1959. No 18 
Squadron, RAF Finningley. 

235 
He also signed this book on 1 September 1960. 
He is mentioned the LG, 27 February 1951. 
3319. Flight Lieutenant Cyril AUSTIN (198404) Signed 12 August 1959. No 114 Squadron, 
RAF Colerne. 

236 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3320. Flight Lieutenant Alfred Olaf PEDERSEN (549651). Signed 12 August 1959. No 114 
Squadron, RAF Colerne. 

236 
His commission as a Flying Officer (Master Engineers) was announced in the LG, 1 July 1954. He 
retired on 12 February 1974. 
3321. Lieutenant-Commander Walter Long SHEPHERD. Signed 12 August 1959. 781 
Squadron, RNAS Lee-on-Solent. 

236 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. No further trace found. 
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3322. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Philip Frank HARRIS MBE (2360146). 
Signed 14 August 1959. No 23 Squadron, RAF Coltishall. 

236 
From No 23 Squadron’s Operations Record Book: 
7 July 1959 

 
His MBE was announced in the LG, 15 June 1974. 
3323. Flying Officer A E HENSHAW-DANN WRAuxAF (2661404). Signed 21 August 1959. 
No 3618 Fighter Control Unit, Eastbourne, Sussex. 

236 
She is mentioned in several editions of the LG. She relinquished her commission on 12 November 
1966. 
3324. Eileen M BUNDY. Signed 23 August 1959. London. 

236 
She also signed this book on 27 August 1959. 
3325. Davine Y HILLMAN. Signed 23 August 1959. Beckenham Kent. 

236 
She also signed this book on 27 August 1959. 
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3326. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Donald Currie (“Fergy”) FERGUSON AFC 
(3511197). Signed 24 August 1959. No 79 (Fighter Reconnaissance) Squadron, RAF 
Gütersloh. 

236 
From http://www.rafjever.org/sharecurrentpworiginal.htm: 

 
3327. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] James Albert CABLE (169153). Signed 24 
August 1959. Air Ministry, E.15, Harrogate, Yorkshire. 

236 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3328. Wing Commander Ian Cameron JACKSON DFC (33139). Signed 26 August 1959. RAF 
Buchan. 

236 
His DFC, whilst a Squadron Leader with No 150 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 27 October 
1942. He retired on 29 September 1957. 
3329. Davine Y HILLMAN. Signed 27 August 1959. Beckenham, Kent. 

236 
She also signed this book on 23 August 1959. 
3330. Eileen M BUNDY. Signed 27 August 1959. London. 

236 
She also signed this book on 23 August 1959. 

http://www.rafjever.org/sharecurrentpworiginal.htm
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3331. Group Captain James Robert Wade BLYTH AFC BSc DPhysEd (115103). Signed 3 
September 1959. IPF, Air Ministry. 

236 
His AFC, when he was a Squadron Leader at the Parachute Training School, was announced in the 
LG, 8 June 1944. His King’s Commendation for Valuable Services in the Air was announced in the 
LG, 1 January 1951. He retired on 2 March 1963. 
From Oxford Mail, 1 July 2013: 
Blackbirds ready for takeoff 

 
Wing Commander JRW Blyth visited Blackbird Leys to inspect the new squadron and present its 
charter 

 
Wing Commander JRW Blyth, centre, with Squadron Leader FW Briance, left, Flight Lieutenant 
Douglas Friend, right, and the cadets after the Flying Blackbirds became a squadron 
The Flying Blackbirds, the air training corps at Blackbird Leys, Oxford, had good reason to be 
pleased. They won squadron status in 1974 in record time, just over a year after the corps was set 
up, because of their rapid progress and the impressive number of enrolments. One of their leaders, 
Flight Lieutenant Douglas Friend, is pictured with the cadets and their inaugural scroll. The unit was 
formed in January 1973 after the Oxon, Bucks and Berks wing of the Air Training Corps decided to 
start a group on the estate. The move proved popular and it wasn’t long before the unit had 30 
boys, one of the fastest recruitments recorded. At first, they learned about rifles, airmanship, air 
force history, control and discipline. As they progressed, they moved on to more interesting 
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subjects, such as how an aeroplane flew, engines, weather and navigation. They had also had 
lectures on flying, map reading and first aid, and tuition on small-bore and rifle practice. Outdoor 
activities included adventure training, climbing on Mount Snowdon, flying, gliding, night exercises 
and annual camps at RAF stations. Little wonder that when Wing Commander JRW Blyth visited 
Blackbird Leys to inspect the new squadron and present its charter, he was full of praise for the 
boys. Thanking parents for supporting their sons, the commander of the Oxon, Bucks and Berks 
wing of the corps said: “They have the makings of a fine squadron.” The Flying Blackbirds had a 
twin squadron at Byrdfield, Virginia, USA, whose members sent them badges, caps, slides and 
photographs. 
3332. Flight Lieutenant Raphael William John HOUGHTON (578890). Signed 9 September 
1959. No 18 Squadron, RAF Finningley. 

236 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 23 February 1965. 
3333. Flight Lieutenant Unknown. Signed 9 September 1959. RAF Weeton, Lancashire. 

236 
 
3334. Unknown. Group of 8 unknown signatures. 

237 
To be identified. 
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3335. Group Captain James Stewart CARSLAW MB ChB (23146). Signed 19 September 
1959. 510 Crookston Road, Glasgow, Scotland. 

237 
From ancestry.com: 
Born on 16 June 1906 to James Carslaw and Meta Stewart Reid. James Stewart married Gerda 
Hargreaves Elwes (born 22 April 1911) and had three children. 
From http://www.william1.co.uk/w144.htm: 
G3. Gerda Hargreaves Elwes, * 1911, +, Md. 1937, G/Capt. James Stewart Carslaw, R.A.F., of Hills 
Farm, Chedworth, Gloucestershire, s. of James Carslaw, of Glasgow. 
H1. Ray Stewart Carslaw, * 1940. 
H2. James Donald Carslaw, * 1944. 
H3. Christabel Shena Carslaw, * 1938. 
From http://www.himalayanclub.org/journal/peak-36-saltoro-karakoram-1935/: 
The Himilayan Club, Peak 36, Saltoro Karakoram, 1935 by Lieutenant John Hunt, 1 April 1936 
The objective for his holiday this year was suggested to James Waller by a random glance at the 
Survey of India quarter-inch map 5 2 A, which showed the mountains enclosing the Siachen glacier. 
Peak 36/52A is a peak fixed by triangulation by the Survey of India, so that its position, lat. 350 24′ 
01″, long. 76° 50′ 55″, and its height, 25,400 feet, are known with considerable accuracy. The only 
topographical information about it, with very few details, was to be found in the Workmans’ book 
Two Summers in the Ice-world of the Karakoram. Situated in the Saltoro range of the Karakoram, 
separating the Kondus and Siachen regions, its neighbourhood was visited by the Workmans in 
1912. Several photographs of it appear in their book, and these gave Waller hopes that it might be 
climbed. Information about the area, though not of the mountain, was obtained from Dr. 
Longstaff.1 
With so little detailed knowledge of the peak it was clear that some time must first be spent on 
careful reconnaissance as soon as we reached its neighbourhood. When, therefore, the whole 
party2 assembled at Srinagar at the end of April, the non-arrival of certain stores from England 
decided us to move out in two parties. Waller and I went ahead with the two Darjeeling porters, Da 
Tondrup and Palten,3 to start the necessary reconnaissances, should the other two be unduly 
delayed. It should be mentioned here that these two porters had been included in the party partly 
because we felt that the local inexperienced Balti coolies could not be relied upon for high- altitude 
carrying, and partly so that they could assist us to carry during the actual climb above the base. The 
enlistment of a larger number of Darjeeling porters, as on Nanga Parbat, was out of the question, 
owing to the expense. 
As matters turned out, both parties started within two days of each other, and each took twelve 
days to reach Khapalu (S. of I. map 52A), on the Shyok, when a move was made to Dansam, at the 
junction of the Kondus and Saltoro valleys, an excellent centre from which to start the various 
reconnaissances. A message from the second party, which reached us on the morning when we 
were about to start our reconnaissance, the 14th May, enabled Carslaw and Brotherhood to take 

http://www.william1.co.uk/w144.htm
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part, a piece of good fortune which probably influenced the route eventually chosen and therefore 
the whole course of the expedition. 
The reconnaissances were arranged as follows: Waller and Da Tondrup were to explore the 
Sherpigang glacier and its basin. Pal ten and I were to ascend the Bilafond glacier to the Bilafond 
La, or Saltoro pass, which leads to the middle Siachen glacier. The route to Ali Brangsa had been 
taken as long ago as September 1835 by Vigne, though I believe he did not actually reach the pass. 
Ryall, of the Survey of India, may have reached the pass in 1861 the first accurate account of the 
route was made by Longstaff in 1909.1 The same route was taken by the Workmans in 1912, and 
though the maps made by these two did not agree with each other, this approach appeared to be 
the obvious, if not the only, route to the mountain, unless we were to journey right round by the 
Siachen glacier. 
Carslaw and Brotherhood, on arrival, joined Waller and extended the exploration of the side 
glaciers of the Sherpigang. 
Space need not be wasted on a detailed account of each reconnaissance on reassembling at 
Dansam some days later there were some interesting revelations. Waller had, by a great stroke of 
luck, discovered that one of the tributary glaciers of the Sherpigang, shown comparatively 
insignificantly on the map, made a sudden right-handed bend near its snout, thus concealing its 
size and main direction, which is roughly north and south, draining the foot of the south-east ridge 
of the peak. Waller hoped to make this his line of approach, although certain difficulties were 
expected at a point where a steep descent would be necessary from a cornice-capped col that gave 
access to the upper glacier. 
My reconnaissance of the Bilafond La (18,200 feet) led me to doubt whether the mountain could be 
climbed from that side; I was under the impression, which proved erroneous, that the east face of 
the mountain rose from the ‘Bilafond plateau’ itself. The difficulty of distinguishing the ‘Bilafond 
Wall’ from Peak 36, when seen from the pass was evidently encountered by Longstaff in 1909, and 
was confirmed by Brotherhood later. 
The third reconnaissance, by Carslaw and Brotherhood, confirmed the expectation that a small 
glacier to the south of the Dong Dong glacier abutted against the great south face of Peak 36, and 
offered no route to the foot of the south-east ridge, by which at that time we hoped to attack the 
mountain. 
1 Geographical Journal, vol. xxxv, pp. 628-9. The local people all speak of the Saltoro pass, though 
they know also the name Bilafond. 
All these parties had a foretaste of the type of weather we were to experience later. Of the five or 
six days, one only had been fine, while the remainder had been subject to snow and blizzard. 
As a result of these explorations, it was decided to take Waller’s route. We accordingly moved up 
the Kondus valley on the 23rd May, and, recruiting coolies with much difficulty at Korkondus, the 
last village in it, we established Camp 1 the next day at the snout of Waller’s glacier, known locally 
as the Likah, at about 14,000 feet. Here trouble occurred with the coolies, who held out for higher 
wages. Negotiations went on till it was too late to start on the 25th, so we decided to stay at Camp 
1 for the day and make the col, from which the upper glacier was to be reached (the ‘Likah Col’), in 
one day, instead of two as planned. Meanwhile Waller and I reconnoitred the route and remade the 
fairly intricate way through the first ice- fall, found by Waller on his reconnaissance. Fresh snow had 
entirely obliterated his tracks. 
We had presumed too much of the physical strength of our coolies. Having passed the ice-fall, 
where the lower glacier is abandoned for the moraine, and then the hill-side on its right, several 
men unroped and lay about like corpses. It was only with great difficulty that we brought by 
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evening all our fifty loads to a camp pitched on a promontory of moraine boulders—Camp 2—
some 1,500 feet below the Likah Col. 
It snowed in the night, and appeared likely to snow again when we started up for the col on the 
morning of the 27th. Only half the coolies were fit, and thus two relays to the col were necessary, 
causing considerable delay. By the time all loads were up, a howling gale Was in force on the ridge 
and a temporary camp had been pitched for shelter. Waller and Carslaw, who had gone on and 
descended through the cornice to the upper Likah glacier after fixing a rope, returned to the col 
and reported that in the deep snow the 8oo-foot descent was most difficult. It was now clear that 
nothing more could be done about it that day, and we had no alternative but to pay off and send 
down our coolies, except eight selected men, escorted by Palten and Da Tondrup to help them 
over the difficult ice-fall. A strong blizzard blew that day and night. 
The next few days nearly spelt catastrophe for the party. Lowering loads on to the upper Likah 
glacier was carried out in a terrible blizzard throughout the 28th. As the continuity of the slope is 
broken by various outcrops of rock and changes of gradient, it was not found possible to lower the 
loads direct. Moreover, our few coolies were rendered quite helpless by the cold, and most of the 
work was carried on by ourselves alone. We sadly missed the two Darj eeling porters who had not 
returned from Camp 1. By evening we had only a few tents at the bottom luckily the sleeping-bags 
as well. Two of us were just considering the question of returning to the col, owing to the difficulty 
of pitching the tents in the gale and to avoid a serious situation, when the arrival of the other two 
bringing a little cold food decided us to remain. We therefore camped at the foot of the slope, 
leaving half the coolies, a cook, and most of the loads at the top or on the way down. 
The storm continued during the next three days without a break. Two of us suffered severely from 
snow-blindness, and for the first thirty-six hours no cooking was possible. On the second day, how-
ever, Waller made a great effort and reached the col, bringing back with him our two splendid little 
porters, as well as stores and cookers; we thus had our first drink for two days. At the end of the 
fourth day, which was fine, all loads except those irretrievably lost under some 3 feet of fresh snow 
had been shifted from Camp 3 at the top of the col to Camp 3a at the bottom the work entailed 
had left us all with the rooted feeling that this line of communications must be changed at all costs. 
On the same day, moreover, I had carried out a long reconnaissance on ski up to and beyond the 
head of the Likah glacier. It is enclosed at its upper end by the south-east ridge of the mountain. A 
low col on the south-east ridge gives access to another glacier flowing from its far side down to the 
Bilafond glacier, with a steep fall of some 2,000 feet, as we discovered later. By skirting the ice-cliffs 
at the head of this glacier, on the far side of the col, I reached, after about a mile, another low ridge 
leading from the south-east ridge arid forming in its continuation the ‘Bilafond Wall’. From this 
second ridge I had a fine view of the junction of the Teak 36 glacier’ with the Siachen and could see 
a hopeful start on to the east face of the mountain from Teak 36 glacier’, the upper basin of which 
could be attained by descending from the col I had reached. 
Not being able to see the extent of the drop down to the Bilafond, the glacier between the two 
ridges seemed to me very similar to the ‘Bilafond plateau’, which I had reconnoitred earlier, and I 
returned to report as much. This caused no surprise, as it was expected by all of us that the Likah 
glacier would lead to the Bilafond La. Brotherhood therefore elected to go down on the following 
day (the 2nd June) to close our present lines of communications and open them along the Bilafond 
route. Paraffin, of which we had lost quantities in leakage and evaporation, was causing anxiety, 
and he was to bring up a supply of wood fuel by the new route. 
During the week that followed important developments occurred. Base Camp was gradually 
established at the head of the Likah glacier under the south-east ridge; with only seven coolies this 
took us a week to accomplish. An ice col was apparently accessible from Base Camp, about 1,500 
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feet higher up to the ridge above this the ridge abuts the mountain with towering cliffs of ice. 
When first seen, a desperate route seemed just possible, giving access to the higher slopes our 
hopes were soon dashed by the frequency with which the ice broke away from the cliffs in huge 
avalanches on either side of the little col. An attempt by Waller and myself to reach this col was 
thwarted by bad weather. It had involved a good deal of arduous step-cutting, and though the col 
was undoubtedly attainable, the work was not an inviting introduction to the effort promised 
above it. 
Our next move was therefore down to Teak 36 glacier’. Waller and I found a way down from the 
farther ridge, which I had reached on my reconnaissance on the 1st June (Teak 36 col’) by means of 
the track of a gigantic avalanche on the far side. Frofn here we were much encouraged by the 
possibilities of the route up the east face aln idy mentioned. There is a low ice plateau surmounting 
a promontory jutting out from the face towards Teak 36 glacier’, and about 1,000 feet above it. 
Though the sides of ‘the plateau’ are precipitous, a low ridge was seen to project farther into the 
glacier basin from the north side, which seemed to offer a possible route. We therefore decided 
that we should make the attempt by way of ‘the plateau’ from an advanced base on Teak 36 
glacier’. 
By now, however, Carslaw had established the fact that no connexion was possible with the 
Bilafond La from this side. The glacier which I had thought led to the Bilafond plateau joined the 
Bilafond glacier about two miles south of the pass. Brotherhood had therefore departed on a false 
errand unless he could find a safe route from the Bilafond plateau to the ‘Peak 36 glacier’. On the 
day he was expected to arrive at the pass, Waller and I, with the two porters, carrying heavy loads, 
took a temporary camp to ‘Peak 36 glacier’, in the hope that Brotherhood, arriving at the top of the 
Bilafond Wall, would see us, and plans could be discussed. 
Palten and I went ahead, and travelling fast had hardly reached the site chosen when 
Brotherhood’s party, twelve tiny dots, appeared at the top of a col on the Bilafond Wall overlooking 
‘Peak 36 glacier’. Separating us was a very steep slope of ice overlaid with snow and guarded by a 
bergschrund. Shouting from the bottom was out of the question, so Palten and I roped up, and 
putting on crampons were fortunate in finding a part of the slope swept by an avalanche which 
had conveniently bridged the schrund. We made our way up till we were level with the col; it was 
established that no safe route for coolies could be made down, and after three loads of wood had 
been thrown down and lost in the schrund, we decided that Brotherhood must return and re-
establish our old line of communications. This was little short of tragedy, and at the time it was 
expected that we also should have to retreat for lack of fuel. The effort of getting up to the col had 
been great and at the foot of the slope I more or less collapsed. 
Bad weather continued on the 8th, when Waller and I crossed the glacier to the foot of’the plateau’ 
on the east face, where we selected a site for an advanced base and spent the night there. On the 
way a tremendous ice-avalanche broke away from the face above ‘Peak 36 col’, sweeping down 
and over the col and obliterating our tracks of the day before for a distance of some 600 yards. It 
was a terrifying sight. Da Tondrup, who had been sent back to the Base Camp an hour before, had 
a lucky escape, and it was at once clear that this was no safe route for a regular line of 
communications. On our return to the Base Camp the next day, we tried to cross the ridge at 
several points an ice slope and huge open schrund prevented this, and the best we could do was to 
shorten the route by some 300 yards. On this day, however, Carslaw had sent all high-altitude 
rations from Base Camp to the col, and the coolies were successfully- sent on to our advanced 
base, whence they returned to Base Camp that evening. This was the end of a spell of fairly fine 
weather. The succeeding four days were a nightmare of blizzards, and all efforts to carry forward 
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from Base Camp failed at Teak 36 col5. Snow was waist-deep and the descent to the glacier 
dangerous. 
Brotherhood’s return on the 13th revived our spirits. The day commenced fine, and with the 
telescope at Base Camp trained on the Likah col, three miles down the glacier, we soon saw his 
party at the top of the cornice. Carslaw and I ran down on ski to meet him, and Waller made a 
track down for his coolies. 
Plans were now radically modified. We were all convinced that an attempt on the peak should be 
made without delay. Fresh food was running very short; deterioration, from living at or over 18,000 
feet for about eighteen days, was making itself felt; and, worse still, I think, was the mental strain 
and depression caused by the inaction forced on us by the weather and the misery of spending 
days on end confined to our tents. The coolies were therefore sent back under our second cook 
with instructions to return on the 22nd, and we decided, weather permitting, to make the 15th the 
‘zero day’, and proceed with Waller’s plan for the assault. 
The morning of the 14th was, however, so fine that it seemed foolish to wait. We had retained 
three selected coolies, and with these, fully equipped for the mountain, we left for the assault. 
Ploughing through deep snow was hard work, and hardly had we reached Camp 4 (originally 
intended as advanced base altered under the new plans), than it was apparent that the weather 
had changed for the worse. By evening it was snowing, and a blizzard got up in the night. It 
continued all through the 15th and 16th, thus eliminating zero+i and zero+2 days from the plan. It 
would be difficult to describe our disappointment. Keyed up for the assault as we had been, this 
anticlimax, confinement to our sleeping-bags in intense cold with only one magazine to read 
between us, was a great blow to our confidence. Moreover we had now made the unwelcome dis-
covery that our three selected coolies could not carry all the stores above Camp 4 in one day, and 
that two shifts would be necessary. This increased the number of fine days needed for success, and 
diminished our chance materially. It was decided to move to Camp 5 on the plateau in two parties, 
the first pair sending back the coolies and porters on arrival. 
On the 16th a slight clearing tempted me out. Access to the plateau, 1,000 feet above Camp 4, is by 
a low ridge, at the foot of which we were camped, and which abuts the promontory below a very 
steep slope cut by a schrund and capped by a cornice. Wishing to test the safety of this slope after 
so much snow, Palten and I set out up the ridge, waist-deep in snow, and after a gruelling climb 
reached the foot of the steep slope. To my surprise it appeared safe, and thus cheered we returned 
to camp. Light snowfall set in and continued all night. 
On the 17th it was decided to attempt to reach the plateau at all costs and to establish Camp 5. 
The supply situation did not permit of further delay. The light snow turned to a heavy fall as 
Garslaw and I, the first party, remade the tracks up the ridge the shower stopped unexpectedly as 
we rested under the schrund below the lip of the plateau. The slope above is one of the most 
strenuous leads I have undertaken. Very steep, the surface of this slope would normally be of ice; 
instead, several feet of loose snow covered it, and in order to progress it was necessary to clear a 
track above us with the axe. The ascent of about 220 feet took me nearly an hour. The coolies gave 
some trouble here: despite a fixed line they succeeded in demolishing the bridge over the schrund 
and caused a lot of delay. 
Camp 5 was pitched at the upper end of the plateau at about 20,000 feet, after a further spell of 
thigh-deep ploughing, after which the three coolies and porters were sent down as arranged. 
On the brilliant morning of the 18th, Carslaw and I succeeded in making some 1,600 feet of the 
route towards Camp 6. A slope of 800 feet above Camp 5 gave a lot of trouble. Set at an angle of 
about 65 degrees over some of its length, the deep loose snow lying on ice had to be trodden with 
the greatest care to avoid breaking through the steps. Any such slope in the Alps would be of ice. 
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The angle was definitely steeper than the well-known north face of the ficrins, and the same applies 
to two or more of the slopes between Camps 5 and 6. 
Waller and Brotherhood, with the remaining loads, had arrived by the time we returned to Camp 5 
and all were in good spirits with the prospects for the climb. The weather seemed more settled 
than at any previous period, the apparently difficult ground ahead had proved to be passable, and 
we were all under a misimpression as to our height.1 In retrospect, it seems that we were over-
estimating by from 1,000 to 1,500 feet at the various camps, including the Base. This had a fateful 
bearing on the decision then taken, for, not trusting the weather, it was decided to rush the summit 
from Camp 6, which we intended to pitch at about 23,500 feet, cutting out a Camp 7, proposed in 
Waller’s plan. This new plan assumed that Camp 5 was at 21,000 feet. As it turned out, the decision, 
even though it was based on a fallacy, was a wise one from the weather point of view it rendered 
the summit impossible of achievement in view of the actual height of Camp 6. 
1 An expensive aneroid, graded up to 30,000 feet not tested above Alpine Ix-ights, had failed at 
16,000 feet. A hypsometer had also been brought without its centigrade thermometer—an error in 
packing. 
The 19th was brilliantly fine, after a windy night. Brotherhood and I led, to remake the tracks. 
Carslaw most unfortunately fell sick near the start and decided to return to Camp 4; it was 
extremely bad luck after coming so high with me the day before to have to give up at this stage. I 
found the snow firmer than on the 18th and the going less tiring. About 1,000 feet above Camp 5, 
a large ice- avalanche of seracs had fallen across our tracks for a space of about 500 yards, filling in 
a certain troublesome crevasse. Just above, on a slope which had been quite safe the day before, I 
started a wind- slab, which swept Brotherhood off his feet. It was fortunate that I was near the 
break in the slab and could hold him. Waller and the porters were resting below the slope and out 
of reach. It was clear that from here onwards the slopes were dangerous after the night wind. Four 
hundred feet higher another wind-slab, of a much more dangerous nature, was dislodged, and this 
time both Brotherhood and I were swept down. For a moment it seemed certain that we would be 
carried several hundred feet into the open couloir on our left. A chance thrust of my axe, however, 
anchored me to the hard underlying surface and brought the whole mass, including Brotherhood, 
to a rest before we had gone many yards, on the edge of a considerable drop. It was a narrow 
escape. The others, below and out of sight, had no idea of the occurrence. 
Two large and badly bridged crevasses gave trouble in turn, and then Waller came up and took 
over the lead. We were on new ground, and track-making was exhausting. We were soon at the 
lower lip of an immense crevasse, which splits the whole face at this point, and which had caused 
much speculation from below. Its upper edge rose about 50 feet above the lower. A bridge existed 
some 200 yards to the left Waller made a good lead up a sharp ice arete formed by a subsidiary 
crevasse, breaking into the upper edge at an angle. A fixed line was placed here to help the porters 
on this somewhat difficult passage. Much time was spent here, and a little higher, on the lower lip 
of another monster crevasse, we decided to pitch Camp 6. The two porters and the one local 
coolie, who had helped to carry and who had behaved magnificently, were sent back to Camp 5. 
The night at Camp 6 was intensely cold. Two of us doped to sleep the third member asserts that it 
was colder than any night we had experienced. As we had had temperatures of — 8° F., or 40° of 
frost, at the Base Camp, it is not unlikely that the temperature here fell to about —180 F. High 
hopes were, however, entertained for the morrow. The slopes above lay at an easier gradient, and 
were we not at about 23,800 feet, with only about 1,600 or 2,000 feet at most to go? Alas! the 
actual height of this camp was about 22,200 feet. 
Each led in turn on the 20th, the morning of which was fine. Except for two troublesome crevasses 
no technical difficulties were encountered the height made itself felt. We were individually taking 
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from four to six breaths for each step for the greater part of this day. As we eventually approached 
the crest of the south-east ridge, the truth regarding our height gradually dawned on us. It was 
nearly one o’clock; if the summit was not close,, we could not reach it in the time available. 
Moreover, a sudden change had occurred in the weather. Great brown mists were being blown 
vertically up over the ridge from the south, and were pouring over Teak 36 col5 into the basin of 
Teak 36 glacier’. Snow was being driven about everywhere, and the fine view was rapidly blotted 
out. At last on the ridge, we saw the summit and prominent gendarme, still about half a mile away 
along the ridge, though not considerably above us. The game was up. Progressing as we were at 
about 300 feet an hour, we could not hope to reach the summit, and the weather decided the 
issue. The point then reached is immediately beneath a very prominent bump, or subsidiary 
summit, to the south-east of the gendarme. Brotherhood and I continued for some distance 
beyond this bump on its south side, and got a clear view of the summit in a break of the mists. It 
was my impression then, and photographs strengthen that view, that we were at that point not 
more than 600 feet below the top. Turning back, we hurried down to catch up Waller the strain was 
telling on Brotherhood, who almost collapsed near Camp 6, and had to be assisted. 
Thus failed the attack. The immediate disappointment was, I think, lessened for each of us by the 
certainty that, apart from other considerations, we had not the physical strength to do that last half 
mile. We had ascended nearly 2,500 feet, expecting that less than 2,000 feet remained above Camp 
6, and the attainment of the ridge was the limit of our powers for that day. The route thence to the 
summit was free of difficulties. 
A rapid decision was now necessary. If the weather were to grow worse, prudence indicated that a 
descent must be made that evening over all the difficult ground below to Camp 5. Brotherhood 
and Waller rose to the occasion, and despite very heavy loads, we set out at about 5 p.m., after an 
hour’s rest, abandoning most of the stores. Our weariness and the failing light retarded us; in the 
twilight I suddenly went in up to my elbows in a very big crevasse, saved by a miracle from going 
right in. Above the steep 8oo-foot descent we managed by shouting to arouse the inmates of 
Camp 5, who advanced up the last steep slope to relieve us of our loads. It was pitch dark and 
snowing when we bedded down for the night. 
Next morning, abandoning more stores at Camp 5, we groped our way down to Camp 4 through 
deep new snow, and in a terrible blizzard. Here it was quickly decided to return at once to the Base 
Camp. We packed up the one remaining Meade tent, abandoned a yakdan of stores, and ploughed 
our way up and over ‘Peak 36 col’. We could hardly see a yard. An enormous ice-avalanche had 
again swept this col and its approaches, and it was a relief to be beyond it for the last time. The 
storm, the worst we had had, continued throughout the 21st, 22nd, and 23rd, and we all felt that, 
had we not left Camp 6 when we did, we should still be there. Our coolies surprised us by arriving 
at the Base Camp through the blizzard on the 22nd, and we were able to descend and return on 
the 23rd and 24th. On the latter day it was evident that the storm was still raging higher up. 
Space does not permit of reflections on the result of the expedition a word may be said about the 
route. The mountain lies off the south side of the Siachen glacier, and except for Waller’s route by 
the Likah glacier and col, the only approach is by the Siachen itself. From the Saltoro side, the Likah 
route is far shorter and can be recommended, provided that the col is properly negotiated, by 
which I mean that the route should be made throughout fit for coolies. 
It is fairly certain that the only hopeful route to the summit is that taken by us, on the east side. 
This appears to be the only break in the continuous line of ice-cliffs between the great precipices of 
the south and north faces. The south-east ridge has been discussed. It remains a bad second 
choice, and should be discounted on account of the positive dangers mentioned. 
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Success will go to the next party which attempts the mountain, given time and good weather—of 
that there is no reasonable doubt. We can, I think, claim that in spite of the few details available to 
us beforehand, and in spite of the foul weather—such as I never hope to experience again on any 
mountain—much has been achieved, and we sincerely hope that the ground has been well 
prepared for those who follow. 
 

 
1 An illustration of the north-east face of Peak 36 is to be found in Himalayan Journal, vol. iv, 1932, 
p. 46.—Ed. 
2 James Waller, r.a., Dr. J. S. Carslaw, r.a.f., Rowland Brotherhood, r.a.p., and myself. 
3 Palten and Da Tondrup were both on the 1933 Mount Everest expedition and on Herr Merkl’s 
disastrous Nanga Parbat climb in 1934. Da Tondrup was one of the survivors of the party caught by 
the blizzard in Camp 8 on Nanga Parbat (Himalayan Journal, vol. vii, 1935, pp. 166-7). 

 
CARSLAW WITH COOLIES ON THE 2ND ICE-FALL, LIKAH GLACIER, NEAR CAMP 2 

 
CAMP 3A, WITH PEAK 36 IN THE BACKGROUND. SOUTH-EAST RIDGE ON SKYLINE TO RIGHT 

http://www.himalayanclub.org/journal/peak-36-saltoro-karakoram-1935/attachment/hj-80015/
http://www.himalayanclub.org/journal/peak-36-saltoro-karakoram-1935/attachment/hj-80016/
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NEIGHBOURHOOD OF PEAK 36, SATORO KARAKORAM 

 
BASE CAMP, ABOUT 18,000 FEET, WITH SOUTH EAST BUTTRESS OF PEAK 36 IN BACKGROUND 

 
WALLER ON THE RECONNAISSANCE OF THE SOUTH EAST RIDGE 

http://www.himalayanclub.org/journal/peak-36-saltoro-karakoram-1935/attachment/hj-80017/
http://www.himalayanclub.org/journal/peak-36-saltoro-karakoram-1935/attachment/hj-80018/
http://www.himalayanclub.org/journal/peak-36-saltoro-karakoram-1935/attachment/hj-80019/
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EAST FACE OF PEAK 36, SHOWING ROUTE, FROM A RECONNAISSANCE CAMP AT ABOUT 18,000 
FEET ON ‘PEAK 36 GLACIER’, 8TH JUNE 1935 

 
CAMP 5, ABOUT 20,000 FEET, AND PART OF THE ROUTE TOWARDS CAMP 6 (FORESHORTENED) 

 
THE NORTH EAST BUTTRESS OF PEAK 36, FROM CAMP 5 

http://www.himalayanclub.org/journal/peak-36-saltoro-karakoram-1935/attachment/hj-80020/
http://www.himalayanclub.org/journal/peak-36-saltoro-karakoram-1935/attachment/hj-80021/
http://www.himalayanclub.org/journal/peak-36-saltoro-karakoram-1935/attachment/hj-80022/
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PORTERS APPROACHING CAMP 6, ABOUT 22, 200 FEET, BELOW THE GREAT CREVASSE 

 
VIEW EASTWARDS FROM ABOUT 24,000 FEET ON PEAK 36 
From The Glasgow Herald, 6 December 1937: 

 

http://www.himalayanclub.org/journal/peak-36-saltoro-karakoram-1935/attachment/hj-80023/
http://www.himalayanclub.org/journal/peak-36-saltoro-karakoram-1935/attachment/hj-80024/
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From http://europepmc.org/articles/PMC1835872/pdf/bmj00222-0052.pdf: 
Obituary: Group Captain J S CARSLAW MB, CHB 

 
Group Captain J S Carslaw, latterly assistant psychiatrist at Argyll and Bute Hospital, Lochgilphead, 
died on 24 November aged 82. 
James Stewart Carslaw was born in 1906 in Glasgow and was educated at Glasgow Academy. He 
studied medicine at Glasgow University, graduating in 1931; while there he became president of 
the athletic club, gained much mountaineering experience, and embarked on flying training. After 
graduating he held house posts at the Western Infirmary, Glasgow. He then trained for a surgical 
career, being appointed resident surgical officer at Clayton Hospital, Wakefield, in 1932. His many 
contacts with German athletes and mountaineers convinced him that there would be war in Europe; 
while there would be plenty of young surgeons available, there might be only a limited number of 
doctors interested in the problems of aviation, and thus in 1933 he joined the Royal Air Force. 
Carslaw was soon serving in India. In 1935 he and three others (including John (later Lord)-Hunt) 
attempted to climb without oxygen a peak in an unexplored region of the Karakoram range near 
the Chinese border; the expedition failed at 7620 m (25 000 feet). 
In 1937 he returned to the United Kingdom as an instructor at the RAF medical training depot. On 
the outbreak of war he was appointed chief instructor, as squadron leader. Promoted to wing 
commander, he was posted to headquarters Fighter Command and in 1942 was appointed 
commanding officer of RAF Hospital West Kirby within six months he was posted to Coastal 
Command as a senior medical officer. He was regularly employed by the Air Ministry as a lecturer 
on survival methods in both desert and mountain conditions. In 1943 he was appointed senior 
medical officer of a combined service force sent to the Azores to establish a base for air and naval 
antisubmarine operations. Mentioned in dispatches in 1944, in 1945 he was posted to the United 
Kingdom as commandant of the medical training establishment and depot. He was then 
successively principal medical officer to headquarters Coastal Command and commanding officer 
to RAF Hospitals Ely and Cosford. 
The Iranian oil crises caused his posting to the Middle East as senior medical officer, Suez Canal 
zone, where he was given authority to reorganise the existing desert rescue plans. In 1952, during 
an exercise, a truck jacknifed on top of him, inflicting severe injuries. Subsequently he was 
employed at the Air Ministry in rewriting and editing the RAF's medical training manual until being 
invalided out in 1954. He was then appointed a part time regional medical officer with the 
Department of Health for Scotland and a part time member of medical boards in Glasgow. 
Frustration and disappointments at repeated interviews to gain a medical administrative post 
prompted Carslaw to decide in 1957 that his only hope of a permanent appointment lay in 
obtaining a higher qualification while studying for the DPH he was appointed assistant medical 
officer of health to the county of Argyll. Within six months he was disillusioned with what he 
considered the inefficiency of local authority administration compared with the armed services and 
decided to return to clinical medicine. He applied successfully for a psychiatric trainee post at 

http://europepmc.org/articles/PMC1835872/pdf/bmj00222-0052.pdf
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Hawkhead Hospital near Glasgow in 1958, where he remained until transferring in 1960 to a similar 
appointment at the Argyll and Bute Hospital Lochgilphead; after eventual promotion to medical 
assistant he worked there until his official retiral in 1976. He then worked part time at the hospital 
until the age of 70. 
3336. Flight Lieutenant Ivor John JUKES (502196). Signed between 19 and 23 September 
1959. HQ Fighter Command. 

237 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 26 May 1963. 
From http://www.oldwinburnians.org.uk/1945_to_1972.html: 
1954. From RAF Cranwell Ivor Jukes writes that brother Leo is recovering from an illness in 
Australia, and Claude lives in Nigeria. 
3337. Lieutenant General Odd BULL. Signed 23 September 1959. Oslo, Norway. 

238 
He also signed this book on 22 March 1956. 
3338. Gunnar LUND. Signed 23 September 1959. Oslo, Norway. 

238 
No trace found. 
3339. Eivind TJENSVOLL. Signed 23 September 1959. Kongsvinger, Norway. 

238 
He is listed in Little Norway. 
From http://www.warsailors.com/shetlandbus/boatsh.html: 
M/B Haugen (M 107 B) departed Volda on Oct. 24-1941 with 38 people and arrived Lerwick on the 
27th. On board were Lars Aure, Sverre Aurstad, Einar Brevik, Dag Ramsøy, Håkon Dragesund, Frithjof 
Folkestad, John Goksøyr, Nils Grebstad, Petter Grebstad, Torleif Gundersen, Alfred Heggen, Simon 
Høstholm, Rolf Jamvold, Harald Klepp, Aslaug Jorun Konglevold, Olav Longva, Per Longva, Lill 
Mikkelsen, Nora Moe, Waldonn Mortensen, Arne Maaseidvaag, Else Folkmann Nielsen, Kjell 
Nysæter, Arne Olsen, Louis Ivar Rasmussen, Jacob Elias Roald, Osvald Rusten, Karsten Sande, Inger 
Johanne Skappel, Karl Olsen Steip, Harald Sund, Finn Sølle, Eivind Tjensvoll, Trygve Torjussen, 
Magnar Vatne, Christian Warloe, Ottar Åkre and Petter Åsebø. 
From http://www.luftwaffe.no/Table1.htm: 

http://www.oldwinburnians.org.uk/1945_to_1972.html
http://www.warsailors.com/shetlandbus/boatsh.html
http://www.luftwaffe.no/Table1.htm
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From http://aces.safarikovi.org/victories/victories-norway-1941-1945.html: 
More information about the above attack on 25 February 1944 

 

 
From http://digitaltmuseum.no/things/pilotene-bjrn-rder-til-hyre-og-eivind/FMU/FMU.401992: 

 
The pilots Bjorn Ræder (right) and Eivind Tjensvoll, both from 132 (N) Wing. 
3340. Nils Weyer ARVESCHOUG. Signed 23 September 1959. Oslo, Norway. 

238 
He is listed in Little Norway. 
From http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nils_Arveschoug (translated by Google): 
Nils Weyer Arveschoug (born 19 February 1924 ) is a retired major general in the Air Force. He was 
Inspector General of the Air Force from 1975 to 1978. 
Arveschoug was at the training school in Little Norway, Canada from 1944 to 1945, and continued 
in the Air Force after the war. He has been a squadron commander in 330 Squadron and Director at 
Orland Main Air Station . In 1971, he became inspector general of the Air Force. In 1975, he was 
appointed commander of air forces in northern Norway. 
In 1978, he retired from the Air Force and became a director of Drammen Hospital (later Buskerud 
Central). After this, he was Marketing Director at AS Medirad. 

http://aces.safarikovi.org/victories/victories-norway-1941-1945.html
http://digitaltmuseum.no/things/pilotene-bjrn-rder-til-hyre-og-eivind/FMU/FMU.401992
http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nils_Arveschoug
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In 1976, he was appointed Commander of the Order of St. Olav. 
From 
http://www.moldebymuseum.no/text.php?type=artikler&serie=Glimt_fra_Moldehistorien/Flygere_fr
a_Molde: 
Pilots from Molde 
At Molde Airport Aro is located a mount that tells of pilots and personnel in the Air Force from 
Molde Molde region, which was active during the war from 1940 to 1945. Inox was set up in late 
April 2006 and unveiled Saturday 29 April 2006. The same day there were flowers closure and 
speaks at monument to Fridtjof sizeable share. Unveiling of the display case was made by Major 
General Nils Weyer Arveschoug. 
During the event also spoke Mayor Jan Petter Hammerø, the Chief of Air Force, Major General Stein 
Erik Nodeland and Airport Manager John Offenberg. Molde choral societies entertained with songs 
from the war years. The program was led by Major Day Torhaug, HV 11. 

 
THE NORWEGIAN AIR FORCE 
Air Force was from 1912 to 1944 organized in the Navy and Army Flyvevåpen Flyvevåpen. In 1944, 
the two entities merged into the Air Force. Army and Navy flyvevåpen was mobilized from autumn 
1939. Fleet was outdated due to the rapid technological development in the 1930s. On 9April 1940, 
62 of Army aircraft and 28 of the Navy's ready for action. 
THE NORWEGIAN AIR FORCE OUTSIDE NORWAY DURING WORLD WAR II 
After battles in Norway was the 10th June 1940, traveled many Norwegian pilots and crew over to 
the UK or Canada. They were the stem of a new Norwegian Air Force who continued fighting 
outside Norway. It was created four Norwegian squadrons under British pattern which operated 
under the command of British Royal Air Force. 
330 (N) Squadron was established in Britain in 1941, and belonged to the Navy Flyvevåpen. This 
ekskorterte convoys and hunted Finet submarines and aircraft. Initially had 330 (N) Squadron 24 
single-engine Northrop N-3PB floatplane which was replaced with Consolidated PBY Catalina flying 
boats.The squadron was first stationed in Iceland. In 1943 it was moved to Oban in Scotland, and 
later that year to Shetland. The main task was patrolling in the North Atlantic in search of German 
submarines and warships. 
331 (N) Squadron was established in Britain and belonged to the Army Flyvevåpen. The squadron 
was set up with Hawker Hurricane fighters. In November 1941, these were replaced with 
Spitfire. From autumn 1941 to May 1942 was 331 (N) Squadron stationed in Orkney. In May 1942 it 

http://www.moldebymuseum.no/text.php?type=artikler&serie=Glimt_fra_Moldehistorien/Flygere_fra_Molde
http://www.moldebymuseum.no/text.php?type=artikler&serie=Glimt_fra_Moldehistorien/Flygere_fra_Molde
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was transferred to North Weald outside London. In April 1944, 331 (N) and 332 (N) squadrons 
transferred to Bognor airport on the Channel coast and placed in attacks against German targets 
on the French channel coast.Later, 331 (N) transferred to France, Belgium and the Netherlands, and 
followed the Allied advancing no op the continent to war. 
332 (N) Squadron was established in Britain in 1942 and belonged to the Army Flyvevåpen. The 
squadron was set up with Spitfire fighters and oppererte from North Weald outside London. In 
1944 skavdronen with 331 transferred to Bognor airport on kanlkysten and inserted in attacks 
against German targets on the French kysten.Senere was 332 (N) transferred to France, Belgium 
and the Netherlands, and followed the Allied advancing no op the continent to war . 
333 (N) Squadron was established in Britain in 1943. It belonged Flyvevåpen Navy and was 
stationed in Scotland under the command of British Coastal Command. The squadron flew Catalina 
flying boats and the Haviland DH 98 and Mosquito fighter bombers. The area of operation was the 
North Sea and the Norwegian coast. Squadron mission was hunting submarines, reconnaissance 
against Norway, attacks on German ships ogspesialoppdrag such as the landing of agents. 
FROM MOLDE SERVED THESE MEN IN THE AIR FORCE DURING THE SECOND WORLD WAR: 
Fritjof Aandahl 
Nils Weyer Arveschoug 
Birger Dahl Chr 
Tor Efterdal 
Hagbard Falk 
Odd M. Grønning Seats 
Leif Hamre 
Trygve Kleve 
Fritjof Krohn 
Bjarne Larsen 
Nils Henrik Heiberg Sundby 
Bjorn Venås 
Petter Østevik 
Sverre Østevik (belonged to the Royal South African Air Force) 
Figure 1: In the beginning of July 1941 escaped Birger Chr Dahl and Fritjof Krohn to Sweden to 
report for duty at the Norwegian forces abroad. After two years, they came to the Norwegian pilot 
training Little Norway in Canada. They graduated pilots in February 1945. At the end of the war 
they were stationed at Tern Hill, an airport south of Liverpool. They came home to Molde Christmas 
Eve 1945. 
Figure 2: The Norwegian pilot training in Canada, Little Norway trained pilots, air crew and 
technical personnel of all categories who served in the Norwegian and by some British 
squadrons. Birger Chr Dahl moving into an American T6 Harvard trainer, 1944. 
Figure 3: Quality of the Norwegian pilots were very good. The two Norwegian Spitfire squadron 
was ranked No. 1 and 3 in the British Fighter Command for the year 1943. Fritjof Krohn of a Spitfire 
Mk IX B. 
TEXT TO IMAGE SHOWING THE SUIT AND THE EFFECTS OF THE SHOWCASE (PHOTO OF THE PILOT 
SHOWCASE WITH ARROWS TO THE DIFFERENT EFFECTS): 
Pilot Costume. 
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Royal Airforce flyhjelm RAF type C with earphones, goggles (Google, RAF Mk VIII) and oxygen mask 
(G type) with the mic. This equipment was used in the latter part of World War II. 
Overalls Sidcot with electric heating. This version was in use from 1941 to bear the standard 
"battle" uniform. 
Lifejacket Mae West. West has fixed and inflatable float elements. In use from 1943. 
Irving Parachute Parachute, seat type. Canadian construction, preferred by Allied fighter pilots. 
Fur lining boots in suede sheepskin, RAF 1940. 
The compass was standard in British aircraft including the Spitfire. 
Suitcases as pilots in Little Norway spent the journey back to the UK. 
The effects have belonged Birger Chr Dahl from Molde. 
3341. Flying Officer Unknown. Signed 24 September 1959. RAF Turnhouse. 

238 
 
3342. Captain [later Colonel] Russell Duane SPOWART USAF. Signed 25 September 1959. 
HQ United States Air Force in Europe, Wiesbaden Air Base, Germany. 

238 
From The Ludington Daily News, 21 August 1964: 
“Russell D. Spowart (right), son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Spowart of Pentwater receives his new major 
insignia denoting his promotion in the U. S. Air Force at Vandenberg AFB, Calif. Major Spowart, an 
electronics engineer, is serving as a project officer in the Atlas missile branch of the 6595th 
Aerospace Test Wing at Vandenberg. His wing supports the Air Force Systems Command mission 
of research, development and testing of Air Force planes and missile systems. The major, a 
graduate of Romeo (Mich.) High Schools, holds a B.S. degree in electronics from Wayne University, 
Detroit, Mich. His wife, Mary, is the daughter of Mrs. Winifred Bubb of 3370 Via Dona, Lompoc. 
Pinning on the insignia is Colonal Preston C. Newton, wing commander.” 
From Final Report: Investigation of Horizonteal Ion Density Gradients in the Atmosphere, Lockheed 
Palo Alto Research Laboratory, 27 August 1970: 
“Special acknowledgment is made to Major J. McSherry, Colonel R. D. Spowart and Colonel V. B. 
Wilson of the Office of Aerospace Research, USAF, for their support throughout the integration, 
launch and orbital operations of the 0V1-18 spacecraft.” 
From http://www.death-record.com/d/n/Russell-Spowart/California: 
Russell Duane Spowart was born on September 10, 1923 and died on November 02, 2008 at the 
age of 85. His social security number was 363-20-2086. He last resided in Lompoc, California in 
Santa Barbara County. 

http://www.death-record.com/d/n/Russell-Spowart/California
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3343. Flight Lieutenant Bernard James GORST BSc (140423). Signed 6 October 1959. HQ 
Fighter Command, RAF Stanmore, Middlesex. 

238 
His appointment to the Meteorological Branch was announced in the LG, 9 November 1943. The 
LG, 2 November 1954 announced that he relinquished his commission on 3 July 1954. The Air Force 
List for April 1957 shows him as a Principal Scientific Officer (Meteorological Staff). 
3344. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] David Bruce Glen DOWNEY MBE (4143090). 
Signed 15 October 1959. No 85 Squadron, RAF West Malling. 

238 
His MBE was announced in the LG, 31 December 1983. 
From 
http://www.memoryspot.com/index.php?route=product/product&path=115_18&product_id=303: 

 
From http://www.associations.rafinfo.org.uk/squadron.htm: 
60 Squadron Dinner Club (Aircrew & Officers) Membership Secretary Sqn Ldr David Downey MBE, 
50 Abbotts Ann, Andover, Hertfordshire HR8 2DU: tel 01264 710458 
3345. J BLAAUW. Signed 19 October 1959. Royal Netherlands Air Force. 

238 

http://www.memoryspot.com/index.php?route=product/product&path=115_18&product_id=303
http://www.associations.rafinfo.org.uk/squadron.htm
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No trace found. 
3346. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] James EWAN MA (2600333). Signed 19 
October 1959. Special Duties List459. 

238 
He also signed this book on 10 August 1954. 
3347. Squadron Leader Unknown. Signed 28 October 1959. HQ Fighter Command. 

238 
The surname could be STONE or STORER. 
3348. Lieutenant-Commander Nicholas John Doggett WALTER. Signed 29 October 1959. 
HMS Temeraire. 

238 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 14 November 1964. 
3349. Lieutenant-Commander Geoffrey Vernon HOLROYDE BSc. Signed 29 October 1959. 
HMS Temeraire. 

238 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://www.emeraldinsight.com/journals.htm/journals.htm?issn=0019-
7858&volume=2&issue=11&articleid=1674340&show=pdf: 
“Geoffrey Holroyde is a senior training specialist in British Leyland, with special responsibility for 
graduate and school-leaver training. Previously, he was Principal of Dunchurch Industrial Staff 
College, and developed the concept of Command Group Training for management teams.” 
He is the author of Managing people. How to get the best from your staff, 1969. 
3350. Squadron Leader Robert de BURLET. Signed 2 November 1959. HQ 13 Group. 

238 

                                                 
459 From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Intelligence: Following the end of the war, training continued 
at RAF Highgate until 1948 when the Air Ministry decided that the School should move to the Air 
Ministry building as they were de-requisitioning the property. Caen Wood Towers was handed over to 
the Ministry of Health and was part of the NHS estate until 2004 when it was sold to a private developer. 
The Branch was split up into Administrative and Special Duties Branch (Photography) and Administrative 
and Special Duties Branch (Signals), with no dedicated Air Intelligence specialisation. 

http://www.emeraldinsight.com/journals.htm/journals.htm?issn=0019-7858&volume=2&issue=11&articleid=1674340&show=pdf
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/journals.htm/journals.htm?issn=0019-7858&volume=2&issue=11&articleid=1674340&show=pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Intelligence
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He also signed this book on 16 May 1960. 
From http://www.portarchive.com/1969/09-September%20Page%201%20to%2022.pdf: 
Port of Houston Magazine, September 1969 
A 23-year veteran of Britain’s Royal Air Force is that country’s new consul (information) in 
Houston’s British Consulate General. 

 
Robert de Burlet, Her Majesty’s consul just named to the information post, replaces Vice Consul 
David Esterson who has been transferred to New York. 
De Burlet joined the RAF in 1939 and, upon retirement from the service in 1963, entered the British 
Diplomatic Service. During his RAF stint he served as a light bomber pilot, as a staff officer in 
numerous positions and in intelligence. 
During the dark days of World War II his RAF posts included the North African bases of Tunis and 
Algiers, with a year in Rhodesia teaching flying and gunnery; the Italian Campaign, including Sicily, 
Sardinia and Corsica; and Yugoslavia where he helped establish two Balkan Air Force bases for 
attacks against the Germansin the area. 
Entering the diplomatic service, he served 1963-1965 in the London Home Offices and was then 
named to the Singapore Offices of the Political Advisor to the Commander-in-Chief of the Far East, 
a time which de Burlet recalls with pleasure. 
Another interesting period was during his last assignment, 1968-69, when he was assigned to 
Prague Czechoslavakia, as commercial officer in the British Embassy. 
De Burlet and his wife, Helen, who accompanied him to Houston, have two daughters, Barbara, 17, 
and Phillippa, 14, both in school in England. 
The new consular member, who speaks French, German and Russian, lists sailing and music as 
among his hobbies. 
From The Independent, 5 February 2005: 
British attempts to free Hess from Spandau thwarted by Russians 
BRITAIN MADE repeated efforts to free Rudolf Hess, Adolf Hitler's one-time deputy, from Spandau 
prison but each time were thwarted by the Russians, show newly released documents on the 
internment of Adolf Hitler's former deputy. 
Letters sent by the British military in Berlin also accuse Hess's Soviet guards of mental cruelty. 
Several times in the 1970s, British officials tried to persuade the Russians to try to persuade them 
to release Hess or relax his harsh conditions. But each time they were rebuffed. 
The story of Rudolf Hess is one of the strangest to emerge from the Second World War. 
The former First World War soldier, who joined the Nazi Party in 1920, was captured after flying 
alone to Scotland in May 1941 to seek an Anglo- German peace deal. Hitler said he had gone mad 

http://www.portarchive.com/1969/09-September%20Page%201%20to%2022.pdf
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Josef Stalin, the Soviet dictator, suspected some sort of deal was being done with Britain and Nazi 
Germany, hence the later rough treatment. 
In 1946, Hess was sentenced to life at the Nuremberg war trials and later transferred to Spandau in 
the British-controlled sector of Berlin. The four occupying powers, the US, Britain, France and the 
Soviet Union took turns to guard him. 
After 1966, when Baldur von Schirach, the Hitler Youth leader, and Albert Speer, Hitler's armament 
minister, were released, Hess was alone. By 1974, several governments, including Britain, America 
and France, were calling for his release on humanitarian grounds. 
The correspondence, released under the Freedom of Information Act, shows the Queen wrote to 
the former German chancellor, Willi Brandt, saying Britain was doing all it could to try to free him. 
These efforts were stepped up as Hess approached his 80th birthday. But by May 1974 all hope had 
faded. Of pressing concern was the increasingly cruel treatment by the Soviets. 
In a letter by a senior official in the British Military Government to the British ambassador in Bonn 
paints a particularly bleak picture. Robert de Burlet, who had diplomatic responsibility for 
Spandau and visited Hess several times, wrote: "now that the possibility of a tripartite demarche to 
the Russians to appeal for Hess's release ... seems to have receded ... I think I should bring up to 
date on the current situation at the prison." 
Mr de Burlet said the Russian governor at Spandau has demanded that Hess be deprived of his 
glasses between 10pm and 7am every night. The Russians also insisted Hess burn his notebook 
before being allowed a new one, restricted his access to the prison garden and refused him 
physical contact with any visitor, including his wife and son. 
Mr de Burlet wrote: "This new Russian turn of the screw, is particularly unpleasant and amounts to 
the infliction of mental torture on the prisoner. It is made more blatant by the fact that since 
November 1959 when Hess cut his wrists with a fragment of glass from his spectacles he has been 
given ones with plastic lenses." 
Mr de Burlet says that in the "course of argument" with the Soviet governor, whom he describes as 
"short, fat and sinister", he pointed this out but "he refused to listen". 
He adds: "It is strange but true, that the Allies, and in particular the British, now have a dual role at 
Spandau. On the one hand we are carrying out the sentence passed on Hess and on the other hand 
we are additionally forced into the role of his protectors against the grosser Soviet violations of his 
minimal privileges. 
Mr de Burlet goes on: "We might, of course, tell the Russians to go jump in the Volga ... but this 
might lead to violent protests and ... physical confrontations with the Soviet warders." 
Hess hanged himself at 93, having been a prisoner for 46 years, 40 of them in Spandau, the last 23 
in solitary confinement. 
From The Independent, 28 September 2007: 
Russians persecuted Hess 'because he plotted against them' 
Rudolf Hess, the one-time deputy of Adolf Hitler who spent 42 years in prison as a Nazi criminal, 
was the subject of an extraordinary Cold War tussle over a sustained campaign of "mental cruelty" 
by his Soviet guards. 
Secret British documents about the maverick Nazi's conditions in Berlin's Spandau Prison during 
the 1970s show how an octogenarian Hess was at the heart of a bizarre tug-of-war between the 
four victorious Allied powers who shared responsibility for guarding him after he was sentenced to 
life imprisonment at the Nuremberg Trials. 
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The life and death of Hess, who secretly flew solo to Scotland in 1941 claiming he had Hitler's 
permission to negotiate a peace deal with Britain before then faking a mental breakdown, has been 
the subject of enduring fascination after he spent 21 years as the sole inmate of Spandau. He was 
found hanging in a summer house in the prison garden in 1987, aged 93. 
But the details of the austerity of the regime imposed on Hess, one of the leading lights of Nazism 
in the 1930s, remained unknown until the release of papers yesterday at the National Archives in 
Kew, west London, showing how the British felt obliged to protect him from Moscow's desire that 
he "drink his retribution to the bottom of the cup". 
A series of strictures imposed on Hess by Spandau's Russian representatives, including the forced 
removal of his reading glasses and a decision to deprive him of a notebook to write down his 
thoughts, led the British governor of the prison to conclude that his Soviet colleagues were 
determined to break Hess amid calls for his release as he reached his 80th birthday in 1974. 
Under a deal struck at Nuremberg, Spandau, the prison for all Nazi war criminals, was run by a 
committee of four governors, one from each of the Allied powers – Britain, the Soviet Union, 
America and France. 
In a secret memo to British officials in May 1974, Robert De Burlet, the British governor, wrote: 
"The Allies and particularly the British now have a dual role at Spandau. 
"On the one hand we are carrying out the sentence passed on Hess and on the other we are 
additionally forced into the role of his protector against the grosser Soviet violations of his minimal 
privileges." 
Mr De Burlet wrote that Hess, a virulent anti-Semite who helped Hitler edit and transcribe Mein 
Kampf, was being kept in a cell with crumbling walls, flaking paint and a draughty window because 
his Soviet counterpart refused to let it be redecorated. 
The British governor was incensed by Soviet "obstructionism". He wrote: "The Soviet governor, 
Voitov, is short, fat and roly-poly, and his chief henchman, Federov, thin and sallow ...a couple of 
sneaky and mean individuals..." 
The documents state that Hess was also refused access to books, had letters over-zealously 
censored and delayed, and was barred from seeing a lawyer because of Russian objections. 
Matters came to a head during a failed campaign by the British, Americans and French 
governments to persuade Moscow to agree to the release of Hess in April 1974 at the time of his 
80th birthday. After the release of Albert Speer in 1966, Hess was the only inmate in Spandau. 
The campaign was supported by prominent figures including the former prisoner of war and MP 
Airey Neave and Lord Shawcross, the British prosecutor at Nuremberg, who called Hess's continued 
detention "a scandal". 
But instead of relenting, in May 1974, Soviet guards insisted on confiscating Hess's reading glasses. 
Mr De Burlet, who said he believed the Soviets were running a "Spandau cold war" to irritate the 
western Allied countries, wrote: "This new Russian turn of the screw is particularly unpleasant and 
does amount to the infliction of mental cruelty on the prisoner." 
The governor added that he would go so far as to allow "minor physical confrontations" between 
British guards and their Soviet opposites to block such "repugnant action". 
The documents suggest the Russian vindictiveness was based on a strongly-held sense that Hess 
deserved singular treatment because the basis of his 1941 peace mission was to persuade the 
British to join a war against the Soviet Union. 
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An editorial by a commentator for the Pravda newspaper, held by the British to sum up the 
Kremlin's point of view in 1974, said: "The conscience of peoples dictates that the Hitlerite 
lieutenant Hess must drink his retribution to the bottom of the cup." 
3351. Unknown. Signed between 2 and 9 November 1959. Air Ministry. 

238 
Assuming the surname starts with the letter “B”, no matching entries have been found in the 
indexes to the LG and The Air Force List for April 1957. 
3352. Unknown. Signed 9 November 1959. White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, USA. 

239 
Comparing the handwriting in the address, the first name seems to be Royd: 

 
The surname looks like it begins with the letter “S” but this doesn’t match the word “Sands” in the 
address. “Royd” might be “Ray D” or “Roy D” 
3353. POSSIBLY Major [later Lieutenant-Colonel] Norman Denis MATTHEWS (406113). 
Signed 9 November 1959. MI 10, War Office. 

239 
The Army List for September 1959 shows Major N D MATTHEWS AMIEE REME on the General Staff 
(Officers 2nd Grade) under the Director of Military Intelligence. 
He is listed in several editions of the LG. He was appointed to the Special :ist (Corps of Royal 
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers) on 2 April 1978. 
However, the initials do not read “N D”. They look like “W S” but no one named Matthews is listed 
with those initials in The Army List for September 1959. 
3354. Major [later Lieutenant Colonel] Neely Milton SWOMLEY. Signed 9 November 1959. 
White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, USA. 

239 
From http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=36117108: 
Birth:  Nov. 30, 1920 
Death:  Sep. 6, 2003  
Inscription: LT COL US ARMY, WORLD WAR II, KOREA, VIETNAM  
Burial: Fort Logan National Cemetery, Denver, Denver County, Colorado, USA 
Plot: Section 25 Site 364 

http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=36117108
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He was the author of Elimination of Supercooling in a Frost-point Indicator, Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, Department of Meteorology, 1952. 
From the US Army Register, Volume 1, 1 January 1960: 

 
3355. (LOOKS LIKE Wing Commander) ? A WIGGINS. Signed 11 November 1959. HQ No 
13 Group. 

239 
The are no matching entries in The Air Force List (including the Retired List index) for April 1957. 
The Air Force List for April 1960 lists the following people named WIGGINS: 
Wing Commander [later Group Captain] Charles Herbert WIGGINS (105363) 
D A WIGGINS 
Flying Officer Terrence Edward WIGGINS OBE (4187312) 
3356. Major Howard K CARTER USAF (14060A). Signed 4 December 1959. 1285 Overlook 
Drive, Washington, Pennsylvania. 

239 
He is listed in the Air Force Register for 1958. 
3357. Captain [later Major] Billy Joe TUMLINSON USAF. Signed 4 December 1959. HQ 38th 
Tactical Missile Wing, APO 130. 

239 
According to http://files.usgwarchives.net/fl/sumter/cemeteries/bushnational136.txt, he was born 
on 24 January 1924 and died on 21 July 2005. 
3358. Captain Paul Joseph GRANT USAF. Signed 4 December 1959. HQ 38th Tactical 
Missile Wing, APO 130. 

239 
From http://www.edwardsmemorialfuneralhome.com/obits/obituary.php?id=138690: 
Paul Joseph Grant.  
Born: Tue., Feb. 14, 1933 
Died: Tue., Jan. 13, 2009 
Mr. Paul J. Grant, 75, of Mendon MA, died Tuesday evening (January 13, 2009) at the Milford 
Regional Medical Center shortly after admittance after being stricken at his residence. He was the 
husband of Maybelle (Ross) Grant. 

http://files.usgwarchives.net/fl/sumter/cemeteries/bushnational136.txt
http://www.edwardsmemorialfuneralhome.com/obits/obituary.php?id=138690
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Mr. Grant was born in Fall River MA, the son of the late Harry and the late Helen (Sutton) Grant. He 
attended school at the Henry P. Clough Elementary School in Mendon MA as a young boy and was 
a resident of Mendon for most of his life. 

 
Mr. Grant was a US Air Force veteran having served in Okinawa during the Korean Conflict. He was 
a longtime member of the Roger L. Wood American Legion Post #355 in Mendon as well as a 
longtime member of the VFW. Mr. Grant was also a member of the Mendon Brothers of the Brush. 
Mr. Grant was first employed after his military service at the former Stylon Corporation located in 
Milford MA. He later was employed for over twenty years as a union carpenter working out of Local 
#535 in Milford MA, retiring in 1986. 
Mr. Grant is survived by his wife; 3 Children: Debra A., wife of James Laucis of Upton MA, Robert A. 
Grant of Westminster MA and Craig A. Grant and his wife Michelle of Mendon MA; 6 
Grandchildren; 1 Great Granddaughter; 3 Sisters: Arlene Larson of Mendon MA, Doris Kollett of 
Burriville RI and Betty Wojnowski of Mendon MA; also many nieces and nephews. 
3359. Unknown. USAF. Signed 4 December 1959. HQ 38th Tactical Missile Wing, APO 130. 

239 
The name looks like David S BUCKIE. 
3360. Unknown. USAF. Signed 4 December 1959. HQ 38th Tactical Missile Wing, Sembach, 
Germany. 

239 
 
3361. Captain Unknown. USAF. Signed 4 December 1959. HQ 38th Tactical Missile Wing, 
Sembach, Germany. 

239 
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3362. Major [later Lieutenant Colonel] Samuel L PEARSON USAF (11897A). Signed 4 
December 1959. HQ 38th Tactical Missile Wing, Sembach, Germany. 

239 
He is listed in the Air Force Register for 1958. 
From European Stars and Stripes, September 20, 1962, Darmstadt, Hesse 
“… Lt Col Samuel L. Pearson, 38th Tactical Missile Wing comptroller…” 
3363. 2nd Lieutenant Daniel W HEBERT. USAF. Signed 4 December 1959. HQ 38th Tactical 
Missile Wing, Sembach, Germany. 

239 
No matches found in the Air Force Register for 1960: 

 
3364. Captain [later Colonel] Clayton L SELPH USAF. Signed 4 December 1959. HQ 38th 
Tactical Missile Wing, Sembach, Germany. 

239 
According to the Xenia Daily Gazette, 24 October 1966, he was awarded the Air Force 
Commendation Medal. 
3365. Captain Joseph A RYAN USAF (32935A). Signed 4 December 1959. 822 Tactical 
Missile Squadron, Sembach, Germany. 

239 
He is listed in the Air Force Register for 1959. 
From http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/uticaod/obituary.aspx?n=joseph-a-ryan&pid=127441567: 
The Observer-Dispatch, 18 May 2009 
Joseph A. Ryan, Sr., 88, of P.O. Box 132, 8816 Karlen Rd., Rome, NY 13442, formerly of 
Westmoreland, passed away on Saturday, May 16, 2009, at St. Elizabeths Hospital in Utica. He was 
born on December 9, 1920, in Alder Brook, NY, the son of James and Elizabeth Butler Ryan. He was 

http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/uticaod/obituary.aspx?n=joseph-a-ryan&pid=127441567
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a graduate of Au Sable Forks High School. On May 21, 1945, he was united in marriage to Claire E. 
Terry Keese in St. Roses of Lima Church in Alder Brook, NY, with the Rev. Richard OConnell, 
presiding. Mrs. Ryan passed away on March 21, 2007. Mr. Ryan was an Air Traffic Controller 
Supervisor in base operations for Griffiss Air Force Base. Joseph proudly served his country as a 
member of the United States Army Air Corps during World War II where he flew 26 missions over 
Germany. He earned the Distinguished Flying Cross. He was a member of the Rome Christian 
Center. Surviving are five daughters and two sons-in-law, Judy Ryan, of Rome, Mary Lanigan, of 
Sherrill, Kathleen Ryan, of Kiamesha Lake, NY, Patricia and Andy Ward, of Whitesboro, and Bonnie 
and Barry Van Dreason, of Sherrill; nine sons and four daughters-in-law, Joseph and Nancy Ryan, 
Jr., of Rome, Timothy Ryan, of Rome, with whom he resided, Michael Ryan, of Rochester, Dennis 
Dan Ryan, of Rome, James and Linda Ryan, of Clinton, Thomas and Karen Ryan, of Poland, John 
Jack Ryan, of Westmoreland, Richard Ryan, of Hector, and Edward Ryan, of Westmoreland; two 
sisters, his twin, Catherine Kay Craft, of Albany, and Elizabeth Manley, of Florida; twenty 
grandchildren, Joseph Ryan, III, Martin Ryan and his wife, Jessica, Brendan Ryan, Kevin Ryan, 
Jennifer Ryan, Jason Ryan, Kelly Ryan, Sean Ryan, Brett Ryan, Joshua Ryan, Nichole Ryan, James 
Ryan, David Ryan, Daniel Ryan, Mechel Ryan, Ryan Lanigan, Timothy Ward, Aaron Ward, Connor 
Van Dreason, and Blake Van Dreason; a great-grandson, Collin Ryan; and several nieces, nephews, 
and cousins. Mr. Ryan was predeceased by five brothers, Edward Ryan, Dennis Ryan, Phillip Ryan, 
John Ryan, and Frank Ryan; and a sister, Mary Tyler. Joe was a quiet man of gentle dignity who was 
devoted to his wife, family, and God. Mr. Ryans family would like to express their gratitude to the 
VA Outpatient Clinic Staff, especially Jill A. Myers, for the many years of wonderful care and 
compassion shown to him, which allowed him to stay at home. He spent his last two years lovingly 
cared by his family at home. Funeral services will be held on Wednesday, May 20, 2009, at the 
Resurrection Life Church, Floyd Ave., Rome, at 10:00 AM where the Rev. Ned Paquette will officiate 
assisted by Rev. Andy Ward. Interment will take place in Rome Cemetery.  
3366. Captain Unknown. Signed 4 December 1959. Provost Marshal, Sembach Air Base, 
Germany. 

240 
 
3367. 1st Lieutenant H M HACKETT. Signed 4 December 1959. 6910th Radio Group Mobile, 
Sembach Air Force Base. 

240 
No trace found. 
3368. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Peter Ross Bernal SALVESEN MiD (88711). 
Signed 10 December 1959. HQ No 18 Group. 

240 
His Mentioned in Despatches was published in the LG, 7 September 1956. He retired, on account of 
medical unfitness for air force service, on 7 March 1962. 
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From http://announcements.telegraph.co.uk/deaths/109308/salvesen: 
Valerie Frances, widow of Peter Ross Bernal Salvesen, late of Crieff, Perthshire, died aged 85 after a 
short illness on 23rd December 2009 at the Queen Alexandra Hospital, Portsmouth. She is survived 
by her daughter-in-law Helena. 
3369. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Edward William GOSLING MBIM 
(607490). Signed 14 December 1959. No 41 Squadron RAF Wattisham. 

240 
This and the following three signatures were identified by studying No 41 Squadron’s Operations 
Record Book for December 1959 and January 1960. 
According to the LG, 29 June 2012, he died on 2 June 2012. He was living at 3 Willow Tree Close, 
Hayes, Middlesex UB4 9DB. 
3370. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Stanley Garfield PERRY (2572342). Signed 
14 December 1959. No 41 Squadron RAF Wattisham. 

240 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 30 August 1980. 
From https://obms.bedmod.co.uk/design/pdfs/Eagle%20News%200512.pdf: 
Eagle News, Old BedfordModernians’ Club, May 2012 
STANLEY GARFIELD PERRY (1949-52): Mrs Jenny Perry adds to the obituary last time: ‘Stan was 
born in Edgbaston, Birmingham spent the war years in Rhayader in Powys, then on the family’s 
return to Edgbaston won a scholarship to King Edward’s School, Camphill. The three Perry brothers 
came to BMS when their father was promoted to head a local company. Stan enjoyed all sports and 
became a fine long distance runner. 

 
Joining the RAF for his National Service, prior to going up to Oxford, he had so much fun that he 
decided to make it his career after he was commissioned as a navigator, and flew Javelins, 
Vampires and Venoms with 141 and 41 Sqdns at RAF Wattisham and Coltishall, on one occasion 
rescuing the pilot (and sustaining serious burns, a badly smashed leg and a fractured skull) after 
their Venom crashed on landing. Stan received a Queen’s Commendation. We married in 1958, and 
our first son WILLIAM was born whilst Stan was Station Adjutant at RAF Dishforth in Yorkshire. An 
exchange tour with the RCAF led to a move to Uplands Airfield, Ottawa, where Stan was promoted 
squadron leader and flight commander on 456 Sqdn, flying F111s, and then to 416 Sqdn at 

http://announcements.telegraph.co.uk/deaths/109308/salvesen
https://obms.bedmod.co.uk/design/pdfs/Eagle%20News%200512.pdf
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Bagotville in Quebec, where the main duty was patrolling to intercept Russian bombers, in very 
cold conditions.  
Matthew was born after our return to England (and further staff positions) in 1965. After a posting 
to NATO Southern Command in Naples, where officially he was a speechwriter for the US admiral 
commanding in fact was responsible for facilitating operations with the SAS, Stan commuted from 
Bedford to the MoD, until in 1972 he was promoted Wing Commander and given command of 115 
Sqdn at RAF Brize Norton, the RAF’s Calibration Squadron and the only one commanded by a 
navigator. Stan then moved to RAF Chivenor to reactivate and rebuild a closed station when he 
realised that his future would consist of exclusively staff positions, he refused further promotions 
and decided to try civilian life. After a hard time, he established his own financial services 
business and was eventually recruited by Rothschilds. The family moved to Waterloo Road in 
Bedford, and he joined the BMS choir which gave him great pleasure, as did his membership of 
Bunyan Meeting. A major heart attack in 2000 led to early retirement; he was invited to become the 
church secretary and moved into Howard House in Mill Street, next to the Meeting. After some 
happy, busy years, Stan’s health declined and he and Jenny moved into a ground floor flat near 
Bedford Park, well-supported by friends and family.’ 
3371. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] John David PUGH (607489). Signed 14 
December 1959. No 41 Squadron RAF Wattisham. 

240 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3372. Flight Lieutenant William Richard HUSTWAYTE (2517257). Signed 14 December 
1959. No 41 Squadron RAF Wattisham. 

240 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://www.longthorpechurch.org.uk/images/july2013magazine.pdf: 
Stories of Faith - Bill Hustwayte 
Bill Hustwayte grew up in Pembury near Tunbridge Wells. His mother was a pillar of the local 
Baptist Church his father was an atheist. Bill attended church regularly until he was a teenager 
when he stopped. 
He was called up for his National Service in the RAF in 1951. In 1954 when he was stationed in 
Gibraltar, the Russians started testing nuclear bombs and the aeroplane he was flying had to be 
brought back to the UK to be rigged so the crew were home for about a week. He returned to 
Pembury and met up with an old friend who did a lot of work for Toc H. This friend persuaded him 
to go and help at a Toc H Fete at Pembury Hospital and that was where he met Dorothy who was 
training as a nurse there. He went back to his parents and told them he had met the girl he wished 
to marry. 

http://www.longthorpechurch.org.uk/images/july2013magazine.pdf
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Dorothy lived in Newbury, her education had been at traditional church schools and she had been 
confirmed. When she started training her best friend had been a very devout Christian and this had 
rubbed off on her. When she and Bill met, he did not go to church she went all the time. 
Bill came back from Gibraltar in 1955 but continued in the RAF. Dorothy’s father did not allow her 
to marry until she had completed her SRN qualification, so they had to wait until 1957 when they 
were married at St Peter’s Church, Pembury. Their three children Robert, Nicholas and Lois were 
born at two year intervals in subsequent years. As the family grew up Bill was away for a good deal 
of the time. Dorothy continued to go to church most of the time and take the children and Bill 
would go at Easter, Harvest and Christmas. Over the years Dorothy prayed that Bill would become a 
Christian and attend church with her. 
They were posted to Cyprus in 1982. Dorothy told Bill she would really like him to go to church 
with her once a month, which he agreed to do and they went to St Paul’s Church, Akrotiri. The 
Padre, the Revd Brian Lucas, was very friendly with great charisma, and under his ministry Bill found 
he was soon going to church every Sunday. He had never been confirmed and the Padre was keen 
to persuade him as he had by this time been appointed Churchwarden. On 12th February 1984, at 
the age of 50, Bill was confirmed by Bishop Harry of Cyprus and the Gulf. 
On their return to the UK they lived at Hemingford Grey and attended St Margaret’s Church, 
Hemingford Abbots. They did not receive a very warm welcome after they had been there for a 
while, out of the blue, Bill was invited to take on the job of treasurer, when the former treasurer 
had had a heart attack. He agreed to do this and was elected on to the PCC and served on 
Diocesan Synod. 
In 1990 Dorothy was working in Peterborough, so they decided to move up here. They started to 
go to St Mary’s Church, Orton Waterville, which was in interregnum and were soon both on the 
PCC, Bill started a stewardship envelope scheme served on Deanery Synod and became 
Churchwarden. 
Dorothy retired in 1997 and they set out to travel around the world as they had promised 
themselves they would do. This took them away for five months and when they returned they 
found things very difficult under the new incumbent. Eventually after worshipping at the church for 
16 years they decided to move away and attended St Michael’s, Chesterton for some years. 
Dorothy had been coming to St Botolph’s 7.30am Thursday Eucharist for many years. While she 
was still living in Hemingford Grey, working in Peterborough with Bill away for much of the time, 
her good friend Marjorie Peck suggested she should stay with her on Wednesdays nights. They 
would have a meal together, perhaps see a film and, as Marjorie had always gone to church on 
Thursday mornings, they would go together. 
When Bill and Dorothy moved away from St Mary’s, Orton Waterville Dorothy had desperately 
wanted them to move to St Botolph’s Bill preferred to go to a more local church. It was after they 
had been on holiday some six years later that Bill said he was ready to move to St Botolph’s, much 
to Dorothy’s delight, and they started to worship together here. Bill said the welcome he received 
was extraordinary and he now feels thoroughly at home at St Botolph’s. 
Dorothy comments that it took 25 years of prayer before Bill became a fully committed Christian, 
so never give up”! 
Pat Hope-Jones 
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3373. Air Marshal Sir Harold John MAGUIRE, KCB, DSO, OBE, (12 April 1912 – 1 February 
2001). Signed 17 December 1959. HQ 13 Group. 

240 
He also signed this book on 30 May 1961 and 1 December 1961. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harold_Maguire: 
Harold Maguire was born in Kilkishen in County Clare in Ireland. Educated at Wesley College, 
Dublin and Trinity College Dublin, Maguire joined the Royal Air Force in 1933. He served in World 
War II as Officer Commanding No. 229 Squadron and then as Officer Commanding No. 226 Wing 
based in Sumatra. He was awarded the DSO in 1946 for the gallant example he had set to his fellow 
captives while he was a Prisoner of War during the Japanese invasions of Sumatra and Java in 1942. 
After the War he became Station Commander at RAF Linton-on-Ouse and then Group Captain, 
Operations at RAF Fighter Command. He was appointed Station Commander at RAF Odiham in 
1950, Senior Air Staff Officer at AHQ Malta in 1952 and Director of Tactical and Air Transport 
Operations in 1956. He went on to be Senior Air Staff Officer at Headquarters No. 11 Group in 
1958, Air Officer Commanding No. 13 Group in 1959 and Air Officer Commanding No. 11 Group in 
1961. After that he was made Senior Air Staff Officer at Headquarters Far East Air Force in 1962, 
Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Intelligence) in 1964 and Deputy Chief of the Defence Staff 
(Intelligence) in 1965 before retiring in 1968. 
In retirement he was Director-General of Intelligence at the Ministry of Defence from 1968 to 1972. 
Maguire was appointed OBE in 1950 and CB in 1958. He was appointed KCB in 1966. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Maguire.htm: 
KCB – 1 Jan 1966 (CB – 1 Jan 1958), DSO – 1 Oct 1946, OBE – 2 Jan 1950, MiD - 20 Feb 
1940, MiD - 1 Jan 1942, MiD - 1 Oct 1946. 
Act Plt Off (P): 24 Mar 1933, Plt Off: 24 Mar 1934, Fg Off: 24 Sep 1935, Flt Lt: 24 Sep 1937, Sqn 
Ldr: 1 Jun 1939, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Jun 1941, Sqn Ldr: 25 Feb 1947 1 Jan 1941, Wg Cdr: 1 Jul 1947 1 
Oct 1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1952, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1958, Act AVM: 9 Nov 1959, AVM: 1 Jan 1960, Act 
AM: 23 Apr 1965, AM: 1 Jan 1966, 
24 Mar 1933 Appointed to a Short Service Commission.  
24 Mar 1933 Initial Officer Training, RAF Depot.  
 8 Apr 1933 U/T Pilot, No 3 FTS 
xx xxx 1934 Attended Flying Boat Pilots' Course. 
  1 Dec 1934 Pilot, No 230 Sqn. 
xx Oct 1939 Officer Commanding, No 229 Sqn. 
xx xxx 1941 Officer Commanding, No 226 (Fighter) Wing - Sumatra. 
xx xxx 1942 Prisoner of War, Java. 
24 Mar 1944 Transferred to RAFO and called up for service 
28 Jan 1947 Appointed to a Permanent Commission in the rank of Squadron Leader (wef 1 Sep 

1945)  
xx xxx 1946 Officer Commanding, RAF Linton-on-Ouse. 
xx xxx 1947 Attended RAF Staff College. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harold_Maguire
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xx xxx 1948 Group Captain - Operations, HQ Fighter Command. 
xx xxx 1950 Officer Commanding, RAF Odiham. 
24 Sep 1952 SASO, AHQ Malta. 
xx xxx 1955 Staff, Department of CAS. 
10 Dec 1956 Director of Tactical and Air Transport Operations. (later renamed:- Fighter and 

Tactical Operations) 
 2 Jun 1958 SASO, HQ No 11 Group. 
 9 Nov 1959 AOC, No 13 Group. 
 1 Jan 1961 AOC, No 11 Group. 
28 Feb 1962 SASO, HQ Far East Air Force. 
 7 Dec 1964 Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Intelligence). 
23 Apr 1965 Deputy Chief of the Defence Staff (Intelligence). 
1968 – 1972 Director-General of Defence Intelligence Staff.(Retired Post) 
A native of Ireland, he was educated at Wesley College, Dublin and Dublin University before joining 
the RAF in 1933. Following completion of his flying training he was posted to No 230 Sqn on it's re-
formation at Pembroke Dock, flying Short Singapore IIIs. The squadron was detached to Egypt 
between September 1935 and July 1936 when it returned to Pembroke Dock prior to moving out to 
Seletar, Singapore in October 1936. In 1939 he was given command of No 229 Squadron equipped 
with Blenheim night-fighters in early 1940, it re-equipped with Hurricanes and he continued to lead 
it until near the end of the Battle of Britain. 
In 1941, he given command of No 226 Wing, and was sent to the Middle East the Japanese 
invasion of Malaya forced a change of plans and No 226 Wing was redirected to the Far East.  
Arriving in Sumatra, he led a gallant attempt to defend his airfield (P1 - Palembang) against a 
Japanese parachute attack with only 20 men. They managed to hold off the attackers long enough 
for the evacuation of the wounded to take place before withdrawing themselves but not before 
destroying stocks of petrol and the remaining aircraft. However they eventually had no option but 
to surrender and he spent the remainder of the war as a POW in Java. He was eventually awarded 
to DSO for this in 1946 and was mentioned in despatches for his service whilst a Prisoner of War. 
After the war he was given command of the fighter station at Linton-on-Ouse, before attending the 
RAF Staff College. Three years as Group Captain - Operations at HQ Fighter Command followed 
prior to him taking command of another fighter station, this time Odiham in Hampshire. A move to 
Malta as SASO, was followed by a couple of staff appointments at Air Ministry and then a return to 
Fighter Command as SASO, No 11 (Fighter) Group. During this posting he was piloted a Spitfire 
during a Battle of Britain flypast over London when the aircraft developed engine trouble. He 
spotted a suitable area and carried out a successful wheels up landing, only to discover that he had 
landed on the Oxo company sports field during a cricket match, fortunately the two teams were at 
tea. 
After being AOC of two Fighter Groups, he returned to the Far East as SASO during the period of 
'Confrontation' with Indonesia over Borneo. His final two appointments were in the field of 
Intelligence, first as ACAS (Intelligence) and then Deputy Chief of the Defence Staff (Intelligence), 
before retiring in 1968. Having retired as a full-time member of the RAF, he was re-employed as a 
civil servant in the capacity of Director-General of Intelligence at the Ministry of Defence from 1968 
until 1972. He them joined Commercial Union Assurance Co. as Political and Economic Adviser in 
1972 remaining as such until 1979, although he was made a Director on 1975 remaining in that 
post until 1982. 
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From The Telegraph, 12 February 2001: 
AIR MARSHAL SIR HAROLD MAGUIRE, who has died aged 88, led RAF resistance to the Japanese 
invasions of Sumatra and Java in 1942, and subsequently endured great privation during three 
years in a Far Eastern prison camp; he was awarded the DSO in 1946 for the gallant example he had 
set to his fellow captives. 
Early in February 1942, Maguire arrived in Batavia (now Jakarta) to assume command of No 266 
Fighter Wing. This consisted of some 40 Hurricane pilots, for the most part inexperienced recruits 
from the Dominions, although Maguire himself was a veteran of the Battle of Britain and seven 
other pilots had had some taste of combat. 
On Friday February 13, Maguire led these seven to P 1, an airfield at Palembang, Sumatra. They 
arrived overhead as the strip was under heavy attack by Japanese fighters, and Maguire claimed a 
Zero before landing. 
P 1 was shortly afterwards cut off and surrounded by Japanese paratroops, and Maguire took 
charge of its ground defence. Aircraft were stripped of their Browning machine-guns, and Bofors 
anti-aircraft guns were depressed to give a horizontal line of fire. Even so, Maguire found himself 
with only 20 men, scant food and water and little ammunition with which to take on the advancing 
Japanese. 
He took up a position in a slit trench and found himself facing several Japanese soldiers who were 
similarly dug in. When, unexpectedly, they climbed out and began to run towards the jungle, he 
and another officer managed to kill a number of them. 
He was then told that some Dutch troops had arrived to reinforce his garrison. He made for the 
main gate to greet them, only to discover that the new force in fact comprised 70 enemy 
paratroops. Maguire resorted to bluff. Laying down his tommy-gun, he marched purposefully up to 
the nearest Japanese soldier and demanded to see his commanding officer. When he was duly 
produced, Maguire informed him that he was vastly outnumbered and advised him to surrender. 
The Japanese officer, however, who spoke English, countered with a promise to give safe conduct 
to Maguire and his men if they left their positions. On the pretext of consulting a non-existent 
superior officer, Maguire returned to the airfield and organised the destruction of all remaining 
aircraft and equipment. 
He and his men then trekked for a week to the west coast of Sumatra, where they found a small 
coaster to take them back to Batavia. There Maguire took command of what remained of its air 
defences. 
By early March, further resistance proved impossible and Maguire was allocated a seat in one of 
the last aircraft to leave Java. He gave his spot up for a wounded pilot, however, and so was taken 
prisoner when the island eventually fell. 
He was sent to the Boei Gledale camp, Java, where he exhibited great devotion to those under his 
command in conditions of tremendous hardship. He was remembered by many prisoners for the 
way in which he stood up to the bullying treatment of the Japanese. After the return of peace, 
Maguire compiled a detailed dossier on the war crimes perpetrated by his captors otherwise 
succeeded in putting the experience behind him. If asked, he would only describe his life in the 
camp as "a bad time". 
Harold John Maguire was born at Kilkishen, Co Clare, Ireland, on April 12 1912. He was educated at 
Wesley College and then at Trinity College, Dublin. 
After working briefly as a travelling salesman for Smith's Premier Typewriters, he was 
commissioned into the Royal Air Force in 1933 and in late 1934 joined No 230, a Coastal Command 
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squadron at Pembroke Dock in Wales. The next year the squadron was ordered to Egypt during the 
Abyssinian crisis and Maguire piloted a Short Singapore twin-engined flying boat out to Alexandria. 
In September 1939, he took command of No 229, a fighter squadron flying Bristol Blenheims on 
convoy patrols and night-fighter radar trials. In March 1940 it was re-equipped with Hurricanes, 
and Maguire led it first from Biggin Hill, Kent, to cover the retreat of the BEF and then from Digby, 
Yorkshire, during the Battle of Britain. 
On his release from captivity, Maguire resumed his career in Fighter Command. Initially he took 
charge of the station at Linton-on-Ouse, North Yorkshire, flying the new piston-engined de 
Havilland Hornet. 
From 1950 to 1952 he commanded RAF Odiham, Hampshire, which was home to a wing of de 
Havilland Vampire jets. He then moved on to Malta in 1955 as Senior Air Staff Officer, returning to 
the Air Ministry the next year to direct tactical and air transport operations. 
In 1959 Maguire, by now an air vice-marshal, was forced to land a Spitfire on a cricket pitch in 
Bromley only 10 minutes after flying over Whitehall in a display commemorating the Battle of 
Britain. 
As his engine failed, he spotted the company sports ground of Oxo and managed to put the 
aircraft down on the square, breaking the stumps at one end while the teams were off having tea. 
When he entered the pavilion, nursing an injured back, he was welcomed by the players with a 
strong cup of Darjeeling. 
In 1962 Maguire returned to the Far East to take part in the Indonesian Confrontation as Senior Air 
Staff Officer. He then became Assistant Chief of Air Staff (Intelligence), and in 1965 Deputy Chief of 
Defence Staff (Intelligence). He retired in 1968 was then called back to become the Ministry of 
Defence's Director-General of Intelligence for four more years. 
From 1975 until 1982 he was a director of Commercial Union, the insurance group, and he was also 
its political and economic adviser from 1972 to 1979. In final retirement, he lived at Brantham, 
Suffolk, where he was an active churchgoer. He was chairman of the local Conservative Association 
and of the branch of the British Legion, and was a keen member of the Royal Harwich Yacht Club. 
He also enjoyed fishing and swimming. 
Harold Maguire was appointed OBE in 1949 and CB in 1958. He was advanced to KCB in 1966. He 
was also mentioned in despatches three times, in 1940, 1942 and 1946. 
He married, in 1940, Mary Elisabeth Wild. She died in 1991. They had a son and a daughter. 
3374. Wing Commander William Edward THOMAS OBE AFC (60824). Signed 21 December 
1959. RAF Leeming. 

240 
He also signed this book on 3 August 1950. 
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3375. PROBABLY Wing Commander [later Group Captain] Valentine Harold HEMMING 
MBE MiD (140930). Signed 21 December 1959. RAF Leeming. 

240 
His Mentioned in Despatches, in recognition of gallant and distinguished services in the operations 
in the Near East, October – Dexcember 1956, was announced in the LG, 13 June 1957. His OBE was 
announced in the LG, 13 June 1957 His MBE was announced in the LG, 13 June 1964. He retired on 
20 April 1970. 
From The Glasgow Herald, 14 April 1966: 

 
3376. Squadron Leader ? ? DOUGLAS. Signed 21 December 1959. RAF Leeming. 

240 
The only Squadron Leaders named Douglas in The Air Force List for April 1961 are: 
James Clifford DOUGLAS (51319) General Duties Branch 
James Peter DOUGLAS (3211132) General Duties Branch 
Richard DOUGLAS (48658) Technical Branch 
Sidney Stanley DOUGLAS (164795) General Duties Branch (Group Captain in The Air Force List for 
April 1961 and Squadron Leader in The Air Force List for April 1957) 
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3377. Wing Commander [later Group Captain] John William James LEGGETT OBE AMBIM 
(150341). Signed 21 December 1949. HQ Fighter Command. 

240 
His Queen's Commendation for Valuable Service in the Air was published in the LG, 1 June 1954. 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 1 January 1962. He retired on 23 March 1974. 
From http://www.sohamgrammar.org.uk/new-in-2007.htm: 
John WJ Leggett (left 1941): Prefect. School Certificate 1939. Higher School Certificate 1941; 1st XV 
Rugby; Captain 1st XI; Cricket, Full Colours; Captain, Cromwell; Games Committee; Editor School 
Magazine; Corporal ATC. Son of Councillor and Mrs William Leggett of Hempfield Place, Littleport. 
Group Capt J W J Leggett OBE RAF was a Defence Fellow 1969-1970, King's College, London. 
He is the author of a paper entitled A study of the post war land/air strategy followed in western 
Europe with a proposal for future European strategy, taking account of possible measures of arms 
control and disarmament, 1971. 
3378. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] Walter John IVES CBE AMBIM (135141). 
Signed 21 December 1959. HQ 11 Group. 

240 
His CBE was announced in the LG, 1 January 1974. He retired on 8 November 1976. 
From DueDil: 
“Group Captain Walter John Ives is British and was born in 1921. The first directorship we have on 
file for him was in 1990 at Radnor Lodge (Folkestone) Tenants Association Limited. The newest 
directorship was with Radnor Lodge (Folkestone) Tenants Association Limited where he held the 
position of "Retired". The company was established 12 Feb 1976.” 
3379. Flight Lieutenant Thomas Duncan SCOTT (181174). Signed 21 December 1959. 11 
Group Communications Flight. 

240 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired, on account of medical unfitness for Air 
Force service, on 13 January 1982. 
3380. WinG Commander Victor Sidney Henry DUCLOS DFC (79532). Signed 21 December 
1959. RAF Leeming. 

240 
His DFC, whilst with No 45 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 28 September 1945. 

http://www.sohamgrammar.org.uk/new-in-2007.htm
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From Flight, 16 December 1960: 
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3381. Flight Lieutenant Robert Harold GRAHAM (4131608). Signed 6 January 1960. Royal 
Air Force North Luffenham. 

241 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 29 April 1972. 
From Flight International, 11 July 1963: 

 
3382. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Sydney Francis BETTINSON CEng MIERE 
MIEE (916977). Signed 13 January 1960. Radar Interface Unit, Royal Aircraft Establishment, 
Farnborough, Hampshire. 

241 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 15 June 1971. 
3383. Pilot Officer [later Flying Officer] Philip Marcus LEVY BA PhD (506244). Signed 23 
February 1960. Air Ministry, Science 4. 

241 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 2 April 1966. 
From The Independent, 9 March 2011: 
Professor Phil Levy: Psychologist who aided the academic expansion of his discipline 

 
Every profession needs a fixer, who generates and sees through new and effective policy ideas. 
Philip Levyperformed this function on behalf of academic psychology during theperiod when the 
discipline was expanding dramatically in universities and schools. He could do this because he was 
highly numerate and had a penchant for unpicking research designs and solving statistical 
problems from first principles. 
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Always a dapper Yorkshireman, Philip Levy, always known as Phil, attended Leeds Modern School, 
and read psychology at Leeds University, graduating in 1955. While there, he worked on the 
student newspaper, where he met Gill Harker, whom he married in 1958, just as he was about to 
graduate with a PhD in psychology and education from Birmingham University. 
In his doctoral research, Levy became an expert in the science of psychological-test construction 
and analysis, and his PhD in this specialist area meant he was much in demand. Even during 
national service he was recruited by the air ministry to perform research into the psychological 
tests that the Royal Air Force had designed to select its pilots. After his service he was kept on as a 
civilian employee for a year, and he won the Sword of Honour for his services. He went on working 
for the Air Force as an academic, first at Birmingham from 1962 and then as founding professor in 
psychology at Lancaster University from 1972. He was active in a wide range of government and 
other applied research projects. 
Throughout the 1960s, Levy worked closely with the National Children's Bureau providing statistical 
advice to Mia Kellmer Pringle, then its director. I joined the Bureau in 1972 and we both quickly 
realised that we shared similar views, not only about how to analyse and present data also about 
the theoretical underpinnings of educational research and psychometrics. As a young and 
inexperienced researcher, I benefited enormously from his patient and encouraging wisdom. 
Because he had a deep understanding of the technicalities, Phil never allowed himself to be caught 
making claims that went beyond the assumptions built into the statistical models people were 
using. As editor, for many years, of the British Journal of Mathematical and Statistical Psychology, 
he had a wide knowledge of what was being done and a fine nose for detecting both 
misunderstandings and the posturings sometimes adopted by those advancing a particular claim. 
In 1984, he and I collaborated on Tests in Education, a set of critical reviews of psychological tests 
being used in the educational field. Phil was keen to contextualise the reviews within their likely 
educational settings and set out clear judgements about not only the traditional concerns of 
validity and reliability also how educationally relevant they were, how they were standardised and 
how open publishers were about their construction. Thanks to Phil's prestige, over 50 reviewers 
gave their services freely. The result was an informative and entertaining description of the good, 
the mediocre and the (large number of) really bad tests. 
During this time, I visited Phil and his family frequently at their house in a rural area near Lancaster. 
For most of the 1970s and early 1980s, Phil was at the top of his profession, and had an 
international reputation. He also became a highly skilled policymaker within higher education. 
From 1979 to 1989 he was chair of three consecutive Social Science Research Council (today's 
Economic and Social Research Council) research committees. 
His advice was sought in both academic and political circles and he often had the task of effecting 
policies that universities were reluctant to see the need for. In 1986, he co-chaired the psychology 
panel for the first Research Assessment Exercise and he foresaw the emergence of the "full 
economic costing" model some 20 years before universities adopted it.In their retirement Phil and 
Gill moved to Winchester to be near their elder daughter, Lucy. After Gill's death in 2003, he and 
Lucy took Open University degrees in mathematics and statistics. He was a diligent but difficult 
pupil, asking at every opportunity what the underlying principles were to any proof that was 
introduced – most tutors responded "You don't need to know that", which made Phil even more 
eager for the answer. He also continued to play bridge and was known as "the machine" as he 
could work out with a high degree of accuracy what cards each hand contained. In his professional 
as well as personal dealings, Phil was always courteous and cheerful, even though for 30 years his 
eyesight was failing and he was finding work difficult. 
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Philip Marcus Levy, psychologist: born Redcar, Teesside 4 February 1934; senior research fellow, 
lecturer, senior lecturer, Birmingham University 1962–72; professor of psychology, Lancaster 
University 1972–94, then Emeritus; married 1958 Gillian Harker (died 2003; two daughters); died 
Winchester 23 January 2011. 
3384. Captain [later Lieutenant-Colonel] Michael John DARMODY RA. Signed 6 March 
1960. HQ 16 Independent Parachute Brigade Group. 

241 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 15 December 1987. 
From The Gunner | The regimental magazine of the Royal Regiment of Artillery, January 2010: 
“The Royal Artillery Medal for outstanding service to the regiment is awarded to Lt Col M J 
Darmody for service over more than 20 years in support of the regimental family, during which 
time he has acted as General Secretary of the RACF/RAA and as a trustee of the RACF/RAA and 
chaired the welfare committee.” 

 
The Master Gunner St James’s Park presents Lt Col Darmody with the Royal Artillery Medal 
3385. Flight Lieutenant John Malcolm CHARLESWORTH (4075643). Signed 8 March 1960. 
Central Flying School. 

241 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3386. Flight Lieutenant Eric Connell (189949). Signed 8 March 1960. Central Flying School. 

241 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3387. Squadron Leader Ivor William HARRIS DFC (46927). Signed 9 March 1960. HQ 13 
Group, RAF Ouston. 

241 
His DFC, whilst with No 2 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 18 September 1945. He retired on 
16 October 1963. 
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From http://merlinsroared.tripod.com/raf-sawbridgeworth.html: 

 
Three members of II(AC) Squadron. Doug Reich (left); Wing Commander Andrew Hine (centre); and 
Ivor Harris (right). Pictured at the Sawbridgeworth airfield Memorial dedication day 2006. 
W/CAndrew Hine was the current commanding officer of II(AC) Squadron at Marham. Ivor Harris 
was shot down a few days after Doug, and ended up in the same Prisoner of War camp as Doug. 
Ivor Harris sadly passed away in 2011.  
From The Telegraph, 19 January 2011: 
Introducing George – the lesser known tunnel of The Great Escape 
The three tunnels known as Tom, Dick and Harry were synonymous with The Great Escape British 
engineers are to excavate their lesser known cousin, George, which was dug by the remaining 
inmates left behind. 
The entrance to George has been discovered in the old theatre of the Nazi prison camp, Stalag Luft 
III in Zagan, which was in German-occupied Poland. 
George was built by men bitter that they did not escape through Harry on the night of March 24, 
1944. Only later did they learn that the Gestapo murdered 50 of the 76 escapees, made famous by 
the film starring Steve McQueen, Sir Richard Attenborough and Charles Bronson. 
Sqn Ldr Ivor Harris, now 90, who operated the air pump at the entrance of the George tunnel, 
returned to the theatre last year and identified the hollow in the ground where the route started. It 
is from this point that the team will begin excavating in the spring. 
George was never used because, when the Red Army moved nearer, German guards put the 
prisoners on a forced march back into Germany. About 200 men died during the march. 
Howard Tuck, an RAF historian involved in the project, said the excavation team would visit the site 
when the harsh winter was over. 
They will take equipment not only to explore George also to examine the possibility of excavating 
Harry. “We have it from veterans that they were stashing equipment in George,” he said. “There 
could be personal effects. Some said they used to stash equipment to use to fight the Germans if 
they had to.” 
Air Cdre Charles Clarke, who went into George while he was held in Stalag Luft III and is now 
president of the Ex-Prisoner of War Association, said that some prisoners left more personal items 
such as pictures in the tunnels. 
It is hoped that the artefacts found in further excavations will eventually be displayed in the camp 
museum, as well as other exhibition sites in Britain. 

http://merlinsroared.tripod.com/raf-sawbridgeworth.html
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From http://www.twosqnassoc.co.uk/pages/stories/stalag3/stalag3.htm: 
Return to Stalag Luft 3 
A WW2 veteran of Shiny Two, Sqn Ldr Ivor Harris, has many a tale to tell but none more fascinating 
or, let it be recognised, more poignant than the one that follows. Ivor was unfortunate to have his 
Mustang successfully targeted by German anti-aircraft fire over the beaches of Boulogne and 
following capture was to find himself sent to Stalag Luft 3, the POW prison where the infamous 
episode "The Great Escape" took place. Recently Ivor made an emotional return to the site. Here for 
our appreciation is his account. 
“My time as a prisoner of war began on the 28th May 1944, when serving a tour of duty with II (AC) 
Sqn, I was flying a Mark 2 Mustang and during the photo-recce mission was shot-down by anti-
aircraft fire, bailing-out near Boulogne. I returned to England exactly one year later to the day with 
a dozen or so other POWs in a Lancaster Bomber. In between my capture and my eventual return 
to England I spent seven months in the North Compound of Stalag Luft '3' Sagan, Poland, and 
three months in Stalag 3a, near Berlin. 
Earlier in 1944 the news had reached England via the Red Cross in Geneva that the Germans had 
admitted to shooting fifty allied airmen-officers, while 'attempting to escape'. Little did I think that 
in a few weeks, I would be in that same camp where the Great Escape had taken place. 
Now, some 64 years later, I was to return to the site of the Camp with others who had shared that 
same experience. On the 23rd of March 2009 I flew (courtesy of Easy Jet this time!) to Berlin, where 
I met up with my fellow 'Kriegies' - “Kriegies”, an adaptation from the German for Prisoner of War – 
“Kriegsgefangener” - and a party of 20 or so RAF personnel of all ranks who had volunteered to 
accompany us, and during the week to carry out refurbishment of the Memorial Gardens at the 
Camp Site. We Veterans, as we became known, were 14 in number, the oldest of whom, Alfie Fripp, 
was 94; Alfie was a accompanied by his grandson. 
A two and a half hour road-trip took us to our hotel in Zagan (the spelling has now been changed). 
It was late by the time we arrived, yet the bar was still open! How different from my arrival the first 
time round. 
In 1944, the big Krupp-built steam engine had hauled the train, bearing ten of us across Europe to 
this remote spot in the German province of Silesia. To this day I can't remember if we marched the 
three miles from the rail station or whether we rode in a truck. However, I do remember my first 
sight of the high double rows of barbed-wire fencing, and the stark outlines of the roofed guard 
towers that loomed above them. We had passed through the camp gate of Stalag Luft '3' not 
knowing how long we might be there. Now, all these memories came flooding back the next day 
when we drove from our hotel to pay the first visit back to the Camp. We were there to 
commemorate the 65th Anniversary of the Great Escape so our first call was naturally to where the 
escape tunnel 'Harry', as it was code-named, had emerged above ground and where 76 Kriegies 
had started their bid for freedom. The spot is marked by a rough-hewn stone with an inscription 
recording the event. The tunnel itself has long ago caved in but its track, some 320ft long is traced 
on the surface by a row of granite slabs. By any standards it was a remarkable feat of engineering. 
Then our little party toured the rest of the area, although nature has now reclaimed the land: where 
there was open ground it is now occupied by tall beech, larch and fir trees. Despite these changes 
however I was able to recognise several features such as the brick walled fire pool, which had 
doubled as a swimming pool during the hot summer months of the year. 
More significantly, I was able to identify the foundations of the Camp Theatre where I had watched 
many excellent concerts and plays. The theatre building had a very different role to play back then. 
Under the floor of the auditorium had been a trap-door leading down to the start of another 

http://www.twosqnassoc.co.uk/pages/stories/stalag3/stalag3.htm
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tunnel code-named George. This tunnel had begun but was never finished. It was built not for 
escape but as a refuge from any attempt by the Germans to murder the prisoners in as last 
desperate act of savagery. I had been involved in the tunnel's preparation, so to stand again at the 
point where it had began was a strange and eerie experience. 
Over the following three days we visited the Museum that had been built next to the Camp by the 
Polish authorities and a replica of Hut 104 from which tunnel Harry had started. This reconstruction 
of the Hut had been completed just a few weeks before our arrival by a party of Royal Air Force 
volunteers, under the direction of a Royal Engineer Lt. Colonel. The rooms in the Hut are now in the 
process of being furnished as they would have been when we were in occupation. It will then form 
part of the Museum display. 
Casting my mind back I remembered clearly the times I had spent 'bashing the circuit', as we called 
it. That meant walking round the periphery of the compound, inside the guard-rail that bordered 
the barbed-wire fence. I had spent many hours on the circuit with my good friend and fellow 
Kriegie Don Winterford, during which time his plan to become as pilot on Shiny Two was hatched. 
How unlikely it seemed then but we all needed a dream to look forward to. 
Now back in the present, the event had attracted the attention of the media and a number of us 
were interviewed by the Press and TV. Also we went on the road visiting several of the places such 
as Barns, Schools and Churches, where some had sheltered during the Long March that had 
followed the forced evacuation of Stalag Luft '3' in the face of the advancing Soviet Army, in 
January 1945. We recalled the appalling conditions that prevailed; the deep snow, sub-zero 
temperatures, the lack of food and shelter and, as if this was not enough, at the end of the march 
we were subjected to a miserable journey, crammed into cattle trucks for a further three days on 
the way to our next and final prison camp. Many Kriegies did not survive. 
All this activity led up to the final day of our pilgrimage, when in the morning a commemoration 
ceremony was held at tunnel Harry attended by officials including the Mayor of Zagan. There were 
also representatives and relatives of the fifty men murdered by the Germans. A guard of honour 
was mounted by the Polish Army. The central band of the Royal Air Force had flown in the day 
before to provide support. Several hundred Polish men, women and children from the town of 
Zagan and surrounding villages came to pay their respects. Many wreaths were laid, speeches 
made in English and Polish. The Polish Army Guard of honour fired three deafening volleys of shots 
into the frozen air. A trumpeter sounded the Last Post. As the notes faded away into the 
surrounding forest I felt this was a fitting tribute to all escapers who, through the years, though 
they were told 'for you the war is over' never stopped fighting for freedom and, in the end, gave 
their lives for it. 
In the afternoon the Royal Air Force held its own private service at the memorial garden that had 
been built nearby. This memorial had been constructed by men of the north compound after the 
Great Escape, with the co-operation of the Luftwaffe. It consisted of an altar surmounted by three 
white stone tablets, inscribed with the names of the fifty officers. It was finished within months of 
the Great Escape and I had the great privilege of visiting it under armed escort shortly afterwards in 
October 1944. Sadly during the later Russian occupation of the region, the site was neglected and 
parts of the Memorial stones were defaced. In the few days we had been back at Zagan, the RAF 
volunteer party had worked wonders here. The gardens had been cleared and replanted, the paths 
re-laid and the damaged stones repaired. The Service that was held in the final afternoon was an 
intimate affair conducted by the RAF Chaplin from Cranwell. The quiet rain that fell on the heads of 
Veterans and serving men and women alike, served to add to the solemnity of the occasion. 
I left that special place with a sense that I had come to the end of a chapter in my life.” 
© Ivor Harris, Trowbridge. May 2009 
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3388. Andrew M ANDREWS (?). Signed 3 April 1960. 11 Portland Square, Carlisle. 

241 
No trace found. 
3389. Flight Lieutenant John Michael EARLAND (55608). Signed 4 April 1960. RAF 99 
Squadron, RAF Lyneham, Wiltshire. 

241 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 31 March 1962. 
From Flight, 29 June 1956: 
Helicopter Airlift 
The Helicopter Force in Cyprus has been increased. A small number of R.A.F. Bristol Sycamore 
helicopters for reconnaissance and liaison duties, and a R.A.F. Whirlwind for trials in a troopcarrying 
role have been air-lifted to the island during recent days by Blackburn Beverleys of Transport 
Command. The additional helicopters are being used against the E.O.K.A. terrorists. They were 
flown to Nicosia in Beverleys of No. 47 Squadron (S/L. D. P. Boulnois), with an intermediate stop at 
Luqa (Malta). The first Beverley, which carried two Sycamores, left R.A.F. Abingdon, Berks, on June 8 
and arrived at Nicosia on June 12. This aircraft, piloted by F/Ls. H. Baker and J. M. Earland, was 
delayed at Luqa by minor mechanical trouble. Another Beverley, piloted by F/Ls. E. Sleeman and H. 
W. Guile, carrying one Sycamore, left on June 12, arriving at Nicosia on June 13. The third Beverley, 
piloted by S/L. D. P. Boulnois and F/O. D. Owen, carried the Whirlwind. It left Abingdon on June 16 
and arrived at Nicosia on June 17. 
3390. 1st Lieutenant R C HAYWARD USAF. Signed 4 April 1960. 6952nd Radio Squadron 
Mobile (United States Air Force Security Service), RAF Kirknewton. 

241 
No matches for in the Air Force Register for 1960, 1961 and 1962. 
From http://www.secretscotland.org.uk/index.php/Secrets/RAFKirknewton: 
Having ceased to be an active airfield (but still under USAF control), Kirknewton appears to have 
become one of the earliest Cold War projects when the CIA and USAF established a ground station 
there in May, 1952. During its first year of operation, the base was used to evaluate a number of 
antenna configurations, with the aim of determining the most effective configuration for 
intercepting Soviet communication and radar signals. By June, 1953, five (vertical?) antennae had 
been dismantled and replaced by an array of eleven Rhombic antennae, and by the end of 1953, 
USAF Security Service (USAFSS) 37th Radio Squadron Mobile employed 17 officers and 463 airmen, 
tasked with the interception of voice and Morse signals, including military and commercial naval 
traffic, with priority being given to signals involving Soviet radar and air operations. Over the 
following years, the project grew to include messages being transmitted by developing mediums 
as technology advanced, including fax, picture and other information being sent through the Soviet 
news channels. Similar progress was also being made in the upgraded capabilities of the radar 
signals being intercepted. 

http://www.secretscotland.org.uk/index.php/Secrets/RAFKirknewton
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Manning levels fell to 300 over its fourteen years of operation, with the base finally closing in 
August, 1966. The former communications listening post had been manned by radio operators, 
linguists and analysts, all said to have Top Secret, and above, security clearances, with the base 
similarly classified. The Lord Provost of Edinburgh marked the closure of the base at a formal 
ceremony, held that year, in the Lord Provost's chambers. 
Organisation name 
6952nd Security Group, formerly the 6952nd Radio Squadron Mobile, formerly the 37th Radio 
Squadron Mobile, United States Air Force Security Service (USAFSS). 
3391. Captain ? ? JONES USAF. Signed 23 April 1960. 7535th United States Air Force 
Dispensary, RAF Kirknewton. 

241 
From the Air Force Register for 1961: 

 
Captain Marvin J JONES (39372A) looks the best match. 
From http://www.airfieldinformationexchange.org/community/showthread.php?11994-COLD-
WAR-UK-USAFE-SAC-Installations-1948-1980: 
Kirknewton (Scotland) 
Housed US ground units 10 March 1952 to 1 August 1966, including 7532 Air Base Squadron, 
mobile radio squadrons, 7535 USAF Dispensary, family housing annexe and off-base storage 
facility. On 1 April 1966, the 7535th Dispensary was disbanded in conjunction with the withdrawal of 
USAF Security Service personnel. The station was returned to the Air Ministry on 1 August 1966. 
3392. Unknown. Signed 23 April 1960. Scottish Daily Mail [?]. 

241 
The surname looks like PHILLIPS. 
3393. Squadron Leader William ADAMS (202361). Signed 25 April 1960. HQ Fighter 
Command. 

241 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 

http://www.airfieldinformationexchange.org/community/showthread.php?11994-COLD-WAR-UK-USAFE-SAC-Installations-1948-1980
http://www.airfieldinformationexchange.org/community/showthread.php?11994-COLD-WAR-UK-USAFE-SAC-Installations-1948-1980
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3394. Wing Commander Owen Edward BARTLETT MBE MiD (31421). Signed 29 April 1960. 
Maintenance Command, RAF Amport, Andover, Hampshire. 

241 
From http://content.yudu.com/Library/A1iejc/OrdersDecorationsand/resources/139.htm: 
M.B.E. LG,11 June 1942: 
'This officer has been responsible for the organisation of the forward supply of fuel, ammunition 
and explosives to the Squadrons. By his pertinacity and resourcefulness he has overcome many 
unforeseen problems. There have been many instances when he has navigated not only the first 
R.A.F. convoys but also Army convoys. On one occasion he was successful in overcoming Army 
opposition to a certain journey which he carried out and ensured sufficient petrol for immediate 
operations. An example of his coolness is found when he took a Royal Air Force convoy through 
from Maddalena to the Army Co-Operation Squadron attached to XIII Corps, whilst the Army was 
carrying out a local withdrawal. This action saved the bulk of the aircraft from being lost and 
ensured reconnaissance for the Army.' 
M.I.D. LG, 1 January 1943 and 8 June 1944. 
Owen Edward Bartlett, who was born in Forest Hill, London in January 1917, was granted a short 
service commission as a Pilot Officer in the R.A.F's Equipment Branch in September 1939, his earlier 
ambition of qualifying for his "Wings" having been dashed at the Civil Flying School at Reading, 
where his examiner noted that his 'general flying was very dangerous'. Possibly encouraged by this 
"dangerous" assessment, he decided to pursue a career as an Explosive's Officer, in which field he 
qualified in early 1940, and in March of the following year he was embarked for the Middle East. 
In his capacity as an explosives expert, Bartlett subsequently served in this theatre of war until 
January 1944, when he was evacuated home on the sick list, a period that witnessed him serving as 
an Acting Squadron Leader in command of assorted Maintainance Units (M.U.), in addition to 
periods of attachment to R.A.F. Headquarters in Malta, and in the Levant, Palestine, in 1943. And 
while "Malta G.C." must have offered plenty of scope for an officer of his trade, it was in fact for his 
earlier work in command of No. 121 M.U. in North Africa that he was awarded his M.B.E. and two 
"mentions". He ended the War as an Explosives Officer at Greenham Common. 
Granted a permanent commission as a Flight Lieutenant in September 1945, Bartlett's post-war 
career encompassed many commands, including nuclear bomb storage sites at R.A.F. Barnham and 
Faldingworth, and having been advanced to Group Captain in January 1967, he was placed on the 
Retired List in February 1972. He died in July 1979. 
3395. Flight Lieutenant Claude David WRAY (56620). Signed 3 May 1960. RAF Abingdon. 

242 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 30 October 1969. 

http://content.yudu.com/Library/A1iejc/OrdersDecorationsand/resources/139.htm
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From http://www.flickr.com/photos/10135292@N08/4812368760/in/photostream/: 

 
3396. Captain Charles Patrick STRAKER (160939). Signed 3 May 1960. Quartermaster, 
Scottish Command. 

242 
The LG, 12 June 1959 announced: 

 
From http://www.unithistories.com/officers/Army_officers_S02.html: 
Son of Charles Edward Straker (1882-1953), and Eileen O'Connor (1884-1911). 
Married (07.12.1945, Cairo, Egypt) Margaret Armour Finlay (04.08.1912 - 16.03.1980), daughter of 
John Finlay (1885-1946), and Chabolla Murdoch Scott (1887-1969); one daughter. 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/10135292@N08/4812368760/in/photostream/
http://www.unithistories.com/officers/Army_officers_S02.html
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06.06.1909  Croydon district, London - 01.2000 East Devon district, Devon 
Sapper ? 
2nd Lt.   22.04.1939 87049 
WS/Lt.   01.01.1941 
WS/Capt. 10.02.1944 (reld < 04.1946) 
T/Maj.   10.02.1944 - (04.1944) 
Hon. Maj. < 04.1946 
TD  14.07.1953 

 
3397. T S COCHRAN. Signed 5 May 1960. HQ Fighter Command. 

242 
The Air Force List for April 1961 shows him as Civilian Administration Officer in the Administrative 
Staff of Fighter Command. He also signed this book on 7 June 1962. 
3398. Squadron Leader Robert de BURLET. Signed 16 May 1960. 

242 
He also signed this book on 2 November 1959. 
3399. Flight Lieutenant [later Group Captain] Colin Mackenzie KING AMBIM (2465268). 
Signed 18 May 1960. HQ Fighter Command. 

242 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3400. Flight Lieutenant Unknown. Signed 23 May 1960. Pakistan Air Force. 

242 
No trace found. 
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3401. Lieutenant Alan Gilmore JOHNSTONE (464993). Signed 7 June 1960. 310 Signals 
Squadron (Air Support Signals Unit). 

242 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He resigned his commission on 31 March 1962. He 
was also a flying officer in the RAFVR with personal number 167822. 
3402. Captain Richard Chicheley THORNTON (414506). Signed 7 June 1960. 310 Signals 
Squadron (Air Support Signals Unit). 

242 
From http://www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk/news/obituaries: 
Richard Thornton, 5 July 1931 – 21 January 2013 
Richard Chicheley Thornton, investment manager, died on 21 January 2013, aged 81. The son of a 
naval officer, he was educated at Stowe School and Keble College, Oxford, where he read 
Jurisprudence. After graduating in 1955, he read for the bar but was diverted into a business career, 
working first in insurance, and then in investment. He joined the Foreign & Colonial Investment 
Trust in 1962 in 1969 he left to found, with Tom Griffin, GT Management, which became a highly 
successful international fund manager, with particular strengths in the Far East. In 1982 he moved 
on, to establish Thornton & Co., which again prospered; a controlling stake was acquired by 
Dresdner Bank in 1988 and Thornton retired as chairman in 1991. He was a noted philanthropist. 
He was survived by his wife Susie and the three children of his first marriage. 
He is the author of What Richard Did: Life As an Entrepreneurial Investor, Unicorn Press, 2002. 
3403. Lieutenant Colonel William M TESLA (36111A) USAF. Signed 10 June 1960. HQ 3rd 
Air Force. 

242 
From http://www.locategrave.org/l/6118561/William-M-Tesla-TX: 
He was born on 21 November 1917 and died on 20 January 2002 aged 84. He served in World War 
II, Korea and Vietnam. 
According to the Internet Movie Database, he was an adviser on Flying Fortresses in the film The 
War Lover. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Third_Air_Force#Cold_War: 
Cold War 
In August 1948, in response to the Berlin blockade, the U.S. deployed long-range B-29 
Superfortress strategic bombers to four East Anglian bases. The USAFE 3d Air Division was 
activated to receive, support and operationally control the B-29 units deployed in England for 
training. It also provided aircraft maintenance support at RAF Burtonwood for C-54 Skymaster 
aircraft used in the Berlin Airlift. When the Berlin Airlift ended in 1949, the division participated in 
the Military Assistance Program in England and began an extensive air base construction program 
through May 1951. 

http://www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk/news/obituaries
http://www.locategrave.org/l/6118561/William-M-Tesla-TX
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Third_Air_Force%23Cold_War
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Briefly elevated to the Major Command level from 3 January 1949 – 21 January 1951, the 3d Air 
Division controlled large numbers of USAF organizations based in the United Kingdom and 
supervised a tremendous airfield construction program. 
However With the advent of the Korean War and the growing Cold War threat of the Soviet Union, 
the U.S. and UK agreed to an even greater U.S. military presence in the United Kingdom. The 
resulting growing size and complexity of the American military presence required a larger 
command and organizational structure that could meet the needs of the increased operations. 
The 3d Air Division was discontinued on 1 May 1951, and in its place the USAFE Third Air Force was 
activated to oversee tactical air operations. Strategic Air Command's 7th Air Division controlled 
deployed bombardment and reconnaissance forces with Third Air Force providing its logistical 
support. From its headquarters at South Ruislip Air Station near London, Third Air Force carried out 
that mission basically unchanged through 1966, when the 7th Air Division was inactivated. 
3404. Flight Lieutenant Norman McLeod DICK (3507977). Signed 17 June 1960. No 25 
Squadron, RAF Waterbeach. 

242 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 2 June 1966. 
3405. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Francis PEARSON TD BL (504589). Signed 
23 June 1960. Directorate of Legal Services, Air Ministry. 

242 
The index to The Air Force List for April 1961 says he was in the Directorate of Legal Services in the 
Department of the Air Member for Personnel in the Air Ministry. He is mentioned in several 
editions of the LG. His retirement, from the Legal Branch, was announced in the LG, 31 October 
1972. 
3406. Flying Officer Roy Mackintosh DALE (2600365). Signed 23 June 1960. RAF Changi, 
Singapore Ballykelly. 

243  
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://www.avroshackleton.com/Ballykelly.html: 
Two Shackleton aircraft (WR963/Z and WR969/Y) from 210 Squadron left on 25 April 1960 for 
Singapore to take part in SEATO Exercise Sea Lion. On the way home the aircraft joined up with 
other squadron aircraft at Idris, where they were on further medium level bombing practice in 
preparation for possible COLPOL detachment. 

http://www.avroshackleton.com/Ballykelly.html
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3407. Flying Officer [later Squadron Leader] Barry Bromley JONES (4230140). Signed 23 
June 1960. RAF Ballykelly. 

243 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3408. Squadron Leader Rex Goring MORRIS OBE (58316). Signed 30 June 1960. Fighter 
Command Instrument Rating Squadron, Central Fighter Establishment, RAF West Raynham. 

243 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. His OBE, when he was Head of Chancery and First 
Secretary, H M Embassy, Tunis, was announced in the LG, 14 June 1975. According to A Directory of 
British Diplomats 1900 – 2011, he was a Counsellor in Thailand from 1978 to 1979; and Sweden 
from 1979 to 1982. 
From http://www.theguardian.com/books/2002/jun/08/featuresreviews.guardianreview4: 
Six Days of War: June 1967 and the Making of the Modern Middle East by Michael B Oren, 446pp, 
Oxford University Press 
The war lasted six days, 132 hours to be precise. But the battle was all but lost in the first hour, 
when the Israeli air force succeeded in destroying on the ground a very high proportion of the 
enemy combat planes. "Never in the history of military aviation has the exercise of air power played 
so speedy and decisive a part in modern warfare," observed R Goring-Morris, Britain's air attaché 
in Tel Aviv. Rarely, one might add, has such a short war had so many books written about it. 
A signed first day cover was being offered for £40 on eBay as at 30 Januray 2014: 

 

http://www.theguardian.com/books/2002/jun/08/featuresreviews.guardianreview4
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3409. Squadron Leader Allan Robertson MITCHELL (51782). Signed 12 July 1960. RAF 
Aldergrove. 

243 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 18 September 1963. 
3410. Squadron Leader Peter Molyneux GRAVES (152858). Signed 16 July 1960. RAF 
Turnhouse. 

243 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
According to 
http://www.gravestonephotos.com/public/gravedetails.php?available=yes&fullname=Charles%20J
ohn%20Paterson%20Graves&grave=75556&personid=161395&db=75556, he was born in 1914 
and died in 1961 aged 47. 
3411. Flight Lieutenant Bernard (“Bernie”) DONDERS (4069881). Signed 24 July 1960. No 
120 squadron, RAF Kinloss. 

243 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From Deborah Lake’s Growling Over the Oceans: Avro Shackleton, the Men and the Missions 1951-
1991, Souvenir Press Ltd; 1st edition (8 Oct 2010): 

 

 

 

http://www.gravestonephotos.com/public/gravedetails.php?available=yes&fullname=Charles%20John%20Paterson%20Graves&grave=75556&personid=161395&db=75556
http://www.gravestonephotos.com/public/gravedetails.php?available=yes&fullname=Charles%20John%20Paterson%20Graves&grave=75556&personid=161395&db=75556
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3412. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Raymond Anthony HANCOCK OBE 
(583185). Signed 4 August 1960. RAF Leeming. 

243 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. His OBE was announced in the LG, 15 June 1974. 
From http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=89375: 
Date:   17 March 1953 
Type:   DeHavilland DH.100 Vampire FB.5 
Owner/operator: 112 Sqn RAF 
Registration:  VZ115 
Fatalities:   0  
Occupants:   1 
Other fatalities: 0 
Airplane damage:  Written off (damaged beyond repair) 
Location:  nr RAF Station Jever, Germany 
Phase:    Approach 
Nature:   Military 

http://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/wiki.php?id=89375
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Departure airport: RAF Jever, Germany 
Destination airport: RAF Jever, Germany 
Narrative: 
On 17/3/1953, during a practice for an impending visit by HRH The Duke of Edinburgh the engine 
of Vampire VZ115/'T-E' failed when in the circuit at RAF Jever, West Germany. The pilot, Flying 
Officer Ray Hancock, misjudged his approach to a forced landing on the airfield and passed the 
runway caravan, going the wrong way, at about 200 knots. The aircraft overturned and 
disintegrated, and the pilot was lucky to escape with little more than a broken arm. 
From http://www.rafjever.org/sharecurrentd.htm#Hancock: 

 
112 (F) Squadron 
“In mid June 1952, I was posted to my first operational squadron, number 112(F), equipped with 
Vampire Mk V's and based at Jever near Wilhelmshaven in northern Germany. With me went three 
other 'sprog' pilots, Pilot Officers Snowy Le Breton, Ray Hancock and 'Flash' Elsdon. We had been 
together all through pilot training in Southern Rhodesia, the weather acclimatisation course at 
Ternhill in Shropshire and jet conversion at 202 Advanced Flying School at Valley on Anglesey. Each 
of us had approximately 280 flying hours to our credit, 40 on Tiger Moths, over 200 on the Harvard 
and the rest on the Meteor Mk 7 and Vampire 1 and 5 at Valley.” 
…. 
“We had just two major accidents on the squadron while at Jever. The standard method of joining 
the circuit, either singly or as a formation, was to fly low along the runway at high speed, break 
hard left at the same time closing the throttle and pulling up to circuit height with airbrakes out to 
join the downwind leg. This slowed the aircraft sufficiently to enable the wheels to be lowered. The 
normal procedure was then to open the throttle before turning on to the final approach. 
Unfortunately for Ray Hancock on one occasion his engine failed to respond. It had flamed out, 
and the Vampire had no means of relighting it. He had no choice but to turn directly to the airfield. 
He overshot the field completely and flopped down in the undershoot area which at the time had 
contractors clearing the area of trees. I saw the accident from the far side of the airfield and, after 
seeing bits of Vampire flung skywards and the engine break loose and describe an arc through the 
air for about two hundred yards, thought it un-survivable. In fact, Ray was found still strapped to 
his seat with nothing else around him. His only injuries were a broken arm and superficial bruising.” 

http://www.rafjever.org/sharecurrentd.htm%23Hancock
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Crash site of 112 Sqn Vampire FB5 VZ115 T-E in the overshoot at Jever. 

 
No 112 Sqn on Exercise in the field - possibly 3 day exercise "Monte Carlo" 9 - 12 Sep 53. Back 
Row: L to R: Sgt. Lackman, Sqn Ldr Ian Bolton, John Brown, Bernie Lydiate; Centre Row: Tommy 
Thompson, Bill Holmes, Dickie Duke, Ray Hancock, Chan Biss, Pete Frame; Front Row: Jenks 
Kenkins, Sgt Jones, Barney Concannon, John O'Neill. Photo: Barney Concannon. 
3413. Squadron Leader Wynne Llewelyn GRIFFITHS (126797). Signed 8 August 1960. Air 
Ministry. 

243 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 14 November 1964.  
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3414. E C DURHAM. Signed 8 August 1960. Air Ministry. 

243 
According to The Air Force List for April 1961, he was a Higher Executive Officer in the Civilian Staff 
of the Air Ministry. He also signed this book on 7 June 1962. 
3415. Howard A JOHNSON. Signed 12 August 1960. Cathedral Heights, New York 25, New 
York, USA. 

243 
No trace found. 
3416. Flying Officer ? ? PERRY. Signed 16 August 1960. RAF Wroughton. 

243 
No trace found. 
3417. Unknown. Signed 21 August 1960. [Town], Scotland. 

243 
 
3418. Unknown. Signed 21 August 1960. Glasgow, Scotland. 

243 
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3419. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Laurence Henry FERGUSON DFM (136942). 
Signed 31 August 1960. RAF North Front, Gibraltar. 

242 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 1 May 1964. 
3420. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] David Goronwy JONES (504540). Signed 31 
August 1960. No 224 Squadron, Gibraltar. 

242 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 17 April 1972. According to 
http://familytreemaker.genealogy.com/users/v/a/u/Victor-Vaughan/WEBSITE-0001/UHP-0076.html, 
he died on 16 November 1993. 
3421. Flight Lieutenant Harold Stanley SANDY (192951). Signed 1September 1960. 

244 
He also signed this book on 11 August 1959. 
3422. The Crew of A3 “Argus”. Signed 16 September 1960. No 405 Squadron. RCAF, 
Greenwood, Nova Sotia, Canada. 

244 
From http://www.scramble.nl/?option=com_showreports&view=article&ct=GB&id=1650: 
The Scramble Show Reports, RAF Leuchars, September 1960 
An RCAF Argus made two passes overhead - but was never seen! 

http://familytreemaker.genealogy.com/users/v/a/u/Victor-Vaughan/WEBSITE-0001/UHP-0076.html
http://www.scramble.nl/?option=com_showreports&view=article&ct=GB&id=1650
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3423. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Edward Christopher TURNER MRAeS 
(2574218). Signed 16 September 1960. No 1 Flight Training School, RAF Linton-on-Ouse. 

244 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 19 December 1975. 
3424. Flying Officer Thomson Clysdale WOOD (2420917). Signed 17 September 1960. RAF 
VRT. No 32 F Squadron, Air Training Corps Glasgow. 

244 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He resigned his commission on 26 October 1962. 
3425. Pilot Officer R BAIN. Signed 17 September 1960. RAF VRT. 32 F Squadron, Air 
Training Corps Glasgow. 

244 
No trace found. 
3426. Pilot Officer D FRASER. Signed 17 September 1960. RAF VRT. 32 F Squadron, Air 
Training Corps Glasgow. 

244 
No trace found. 
3427. Flying Officer J L WOOD. Signed 17 September 1960. RAF VRT. 32 F Squadron, Air 
Training Corps Glasgow. 

244 
No trace found. 
3428. Group Captain Thomas William KEAN CBE AFC (43174) Retired. Signed 17 
September 1960. St Andrews, Fife. 

244 
According to the Retired List in The Air Force List for April 1961, he was born on 4 December 1909, 
was commissioned on 1 April 1950, made a group captain on 1 January 1956 and retired on 2 
February 1960. 
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From http://www.rafjever.org/4fm540aug57.htm: 
Operations Record Book August 1957 No 4 Squadron 
6 August 1957. RAF Sylt. “Just before noon nine aircraft led by Lt R.W. Parkinson R.N. arrived safely 
at Sylt leaving a pair to be flown up later in the afternoon. During the afternoon whilst the aircraft 
were being re-crystallised, the Squadron pilots had a briefing in F.W. Briefing Room, first by Group 
Captain T.W. Kean, O.B.E. A.F.C., then by the Officer Commanding Flying Wing, Wg. Cdr D.B. 
Gericke. After this a more detailed briefing was given by the Staff P.A.I. attached to the Squadron 
FLT. LT B.A. I'Anson. Sqn Ldr. Chapman arrived later in the afternoon after marching out of his 
Married Quarters at Jever. 11 Sorties, 4:55 Hours.” 
3429. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Leslie Richard BAKER (3110085). Signed 17 
September 1960. No 1 Flight Training Sschool, RAF Linton-on-Ouse, York. 

245 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 7 August 1973. 
3430. Superintendent ? SIMPSON. Signed 5 October 1960. Scottish Police College, 
Tulliallan Castle. 

245 
No trace found. 
3431. Superintendent J A HENDERSON. Signed 5 October 1960. Scottish Police College, 
Tulliallan Castle. 

245 
No trace found. 
3432. P RIKLIN. Signed 10 October 1960. Meggen, Lucerne, Switzerland. 

245 
No trace found. 
3433. Captain Angus Duncan John CAMERON (426839). Signed 10 October 1960. 

245 
From http://www.thepeerage.com/p7548.htm: 
Angus Duncan John Cameron was born on 14 December 1932. He is the son of Lt.-Col. Donald 
Robert Grant Cameron and Hon. Elizabeth Katherine Mary Southwell. He married Gillian Jane 
Tomkins, daughter of Frederick Basil Tomkins, on 3 December 1960. He was educated at Stowe 
School, Buckingham, Buckinghamshire, England. He was educated at Royal Military College, 
Sandhurst, Berkshire, England. He gained the rank of Captain in the service of the Queen's Own 

http://www.rafjever.org/4fm540aug57.htm
http://www.thepeerage.com/p7548.htm
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Cameron Highlanders. Children of Angus Duncan John Cameron and Gillian Jane Tomkins: Catriona 
Louise Cameron b. 18 Sep 1961; Edward Richard Pyers Cameron b. 17 May 1963. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He resigned his commission on 31 March 1961. 
3434. Wing Commander S Z KHAN PAF. Signed 20 October 1960. Pakistan High 
Commission, London. 

245 
He is listed as Air Adviser to the High Commissioner for Pakistan in the UK in The Air Force List for 
April 1960. 
3435. Squadron Leader Unknown. Signed 19 – 21 October 1960. Air Ministry, London. 

245 
The surname looks like SING. The Air Force List for April 1961 lists only one person named Sing: 
Wing Commander John Eric James SING DFC (37429). 
3436. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Leslie Alan BAILEY (562454). Signed 25 
October 1960. HQ Fighter Command. 

245 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 15 October 1967. 
3437. Flying officer Adam Bell ANDERSON (1558401) RAFVR (Training Branch). Signed 29 
October 1960. Dundee and Central Scotland Wing Air Training Corp. 

245 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3438. Wing Commander Ernest Edward Michael ANGELL AFC (37743). Signed 7 November 
1960. GOSC, RAF Biggin Hill. 

245 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 10 November 1961. His AFC was 
announced in the LG, 1 January 1947. According to Air of Authority, he became Commanding 
Officer of No 518 Squadron on 29 January 1945. 
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3439. Flight Lieutenant Michael KIRK (4230036). Signed 17 November 1960. No 1100 
Marine Craft Unit, RAF Alness, Ross-shire. 

245 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3440. Group Captain Sydney Russell LEITCH MBE (192271). Signed 24 November 1960. 
RAF Turnhouse. 

245 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3441. Wing Commander Edward John HOLLOWAY DFC (116709). Signed 25 November 
1960. HQ Coastal Command. 

245 
His DFC, whilst with No 18 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 21 May 1943: 
Flying Officer Edward John HOLLOWAY (116709), Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve, No. 18 
Squadron. 
“This officer is a keen and determined pilot, whose skill has won the confidence of all with whom he 
has flown. At the commencement of the campaign in North Africa he took part in several daylight 
bombing sorties and his steadfastness in the face of considerable opposition proved inspiring. On 
one occasion, in. December, 1942, he skilfully force-landed his aircraft which had been set on fire 
when attacked by a superior number of enemy fighters. Since then, every sortie he has undertaken 
has been highly successful.” 
3442. The Venerable Francis William COCKS CB QHC MA (75345). Signed 29 November 
1960. Chaplain-in-Chief. 

245 
He also signed this book on 18 October 1942. 
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3443. Reverand Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Ralph Adrian LINDLEY CBE BA 
(58419). Signed 29 November 1960. Staff Chaplain to Chaplain-in-Chief, Air Ministry. 

246 
From 
http://www.raf.mod.uk/chaplains/rafcms/mediafiles/2FE70489_1143_EC82_2ECC1BFF8A6ECA41.pdf: 
Chaplains’ Branch Annual Review 2007 – 2008, 90th Year, Royal Air Force 

http://www.raf.mod.uk/chaplains/rafcms/mediafiles/2FE70489_1143_EC82_2ECC1BFF8A6ECA41.pdf
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From http://www.jmeca.org.uk/sites/default/files/images/biblelands_pentecost2009.pdf: 
Bible Lands, Magazine of the Jerusalem and the Middle East Church Association, Pentecost 2009 
Obituary of The Venerable Ralph Lindley CBE 
Ralph Lindley was successively Archdeacon in the Gulf and General Secretary of the Jerusalem and 
the Middle East Church Association. 
Born in 1920, Ralph Adrian Lindley served during World War Two in the Royal Air Force. After the 
War, he went up to St John’s Durham where, having taken his degree, he trained for ordination. 
Ordained in 1953, he served his curacy in Burnley. Then followed fifteen years as a Royal Air Force 
chaplain. 
While in Bahrain, Ralph met George Appleton, recently appointed Archbishop in Jerusalem, who 
invited him to become Archdeacon in the Gulf and Chaplain in Abu Dhabi and Qatar. Based in Abu 
Dhabi, Ralph continued the monthly pattern of visits to Qatar and Das Island. This was a significant 
period in the development of Abu Dhabi, with rapid expansion and a growing expatriate 
population. Ralph was very much involved, especially, though by no means exclusively, with the 
British Community. He and his wife Margot, herself active in Church and Community, worked very 
much as a partnership. One of their projects, taken up by other Churches in the Gulf, was the 
establishment of the Thrift Centre. Ralph was at heart a pastor and many valued his care and 
counselling skills. The award in 1975 of a CBE was a great joy to his many friends.  
The present Province and the Diocese of Cyprus and the Gulf were inaugurated in January 1976. 
Ralph was present at the ceremonies in Jerusalem and at the new Central Synod which met 
immediately afterwards in Amman. Leaving the Gulf not the Middle East Church, in 1978, he 
became General Secretary of JMECA, establishing an office in the Gatehouse of Farnham Castle. 
Retiring to St Briavels in 1986, Ralph nursed Margot through increasing ill health. He maintained his 
interest in the Middle East and helped in the local Church. 
Ralph Lindley was a ‘people person’, a great conversationalist, always with a pastor’s concern. 
Almost to the end, he was active with the Samaritans. He was a true servant of God for whose 
ministry and friendship many will be grateful. 
Clive Handford 
Bishop Clive Handford was Bishop of Cyprus and the Gulf 1996-2007 and Presiding Bishop of the 
Province 2002-2007. 
The Revd Barry Simmons was a colleague of Archdeacon Lindley in Gulf days and spoke at the 
funeral in St.Briavels. We add a part of his tribute: 
“Ralph was an absolute bundle of joyful energy with many a story to tell. He was a great 
conversationalist but he liked people, gave the impression he liked you and would listen to you. He 
didn’t just talk, he listened. Ralph was a gem, there are not many like him. I joined him in the Gulf 
after 13 years as a priest having served in UK, Jamaica and Hong Kong but I have always realised 
and been deeply aware that my time in the Arabian Gulf with Ralph Lindley immensely developed 
and significantly influenced my priesthood, for the good.” 
Several people have remembered the Archdeacon with affection. Mrs Mary Greville, a former 
secretary of this Association, recalls: 
“In his RAF days Ralph was training in Canada to be a pilot when he and another chap dived into a 
swimming pool, the other person’s fingers went into his right eye and he was blinded in that eye 
and had to leave the RAF which was a sad blow…” 
All correspondents comment on his great enjoyment of people and events: 
“He was like an eager little boy full of fun, and he never lost it” 

http://www.jmeca.org.uk/sites/default/files/images/biblelands_pentecost2009.pdf
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3444. Flight Lieutenant Rhoderick McCafferty ROBERTSON MA (197919). Signed 1 
December 1960. Air Traffic Control Unit, RAF Prestwick. 

246 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3445. Group Captain Francis Joseph Mary PRYER BSc AFRAeS (73354). Signed 2 December 
1960. HQ Fighter Command. 

246 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
He is the author of Machine Drawing for Students, Aeronautical Engineering Series, Sir Isaac Pitman 
& Sons (1936). 
3446. Flight Lieutenant Robert HIGH (185185). Signed 14 December 1960. RAF Buchan. 

246 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 1 March 1968. 
3447. Air Commandant Dame Anne STEPHENS. Signed 14 December 1960. Air Ministry 
Director of the Women’s Royal Air Force. 

246 
From The Times, 7 August 2000: 
Dame Anne Stephens Obituary 
Air Commandant Dame Anne Stephens, DBE, Director of the Women's Royal Air Force 1960-63, 
was born on November 4, 1912. She died on July 26 aged 87. 
Crossing the English Channel shortly after D-Day, Anne Stephens was the second member of the 
Women's Auxiliary Air Force (WAAF) to set foot in continental Europe in the battle for Normandy. 
She subsequently served in Belgium and in Germany, close to the front of the advancing Allied 
forces as they pushed back Hitler's Wehrmacht. 
Appointed MBE in 1946, Stephens opted to stay in the postwar Women's Royal Air Force (WRAF), 
becoming the first woman to take over an RAF base when she commanded the new WRAF training 
depot at RAF Hawkinge in 1950. She was promoted Group Officer a year later. 
She was Inspector of the WRAF, 1952-54, and Deputy Director, 1954-57. Then, after two years as a 
staff officer in the 2nd Tactical Air Force in Germany, she was made Director and Honorary ADC to 
the Queen in 1960, with the rank of Air Commandant. She was created a Dame in the following 
year and retired in 1963. 
The daughter of General Sir Reginald Byng Stephens, Anne Stephens was descended from the 
brother of the unfortunate Admiral John Byng - shot on his own quarter-deck in 1757 pour 
encourager les autres, following his failure to lift a French siege of Minorca in the Seven Years War. 
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Apart from a short spell at Hatherop Castle girls' school near Cirencester, Anne was taught by a 
governess at home - where she was to remain throughout the 1930s, involving herself with local 
charities and organisations in Gloucestershire, including the Girl Guides. 
Like so many women of her generation and background, she owed her independence and career to 
the Second World War, volunteering for the WAAF in 1939. She was to be a popular Director, full of 
enthusiasm with a great sense of fun. But she also fought hard for "my girls" (as she called them) to 
help to establish their place in what was still the man's world of the Armed Forces in the 1960s. 
On her retirement, Stephens returned to north Oxfordshire where she busied herself with the Red 
Cross and other charitable work. She was unmarried.  
© The Times, 2000 
3448. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Douglas PAUL MA (506376). Signed 22 
December 1960. RAF Boulmer. 

246 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3449. Robert Ronald MACGREGOR. Signed 23 December 1960. Ex 222 Squadron. 
Edinburgh. “62 Cub”. 

246 
He also signed this book on 12 July 1963. 
The LG, 8 July 1958 announced he relinquished his commission as a Flying Officer on 21 April 1958 
on enrolment in the Royal Canadian Air Force.. 
3450. Flying Officer Peter James FINDLAY BSc (506059). Signed 11 January 1961. RAF 
Buchan. 

246 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3451. Lieutenant Colonel Stevan SEKA. Signed 20 June 1961. Yugoslav Embassy. 

246 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/103rd_Reconnaissance_Aviation_Regiment#cite_note-2: 
Commanding officers 103rd Reconnaissance Aviation Regiment 
Date appointed Name 
?   Mića Marijanović 
1951   Spasen Zarevski 
1953   Miljenko Lipovščak 
1954   Ante Sardelić 
1955   Nikola Žutić 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/103rd_Reconnaissance_Aviation_Regiment%23cite_note-2
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1959   Tomaš Samardžić 
January 5, 1961 Stojan Mutić 
July 23, 1963  Borivoje Petkov 
March 9, 1964  Stevan Leka 
From http://www.vreme.com/cms/view.php?id=925540 (translated by Google): 
18 January 1977. President of the Federal Executive Council of Yugoslavia Jamal Bijedić died on a 
flight from Belgrade to Sarajevo. Sufferer and his wife Razi. That morning Bijedić from Belgrade 
airport escorted Tito, who traveled to Libya. Lirdžetom then flew to Sarajevo, where he maintained 
a party conference. An official announcement is said that the plane flew over the beacon to 
Crepoljski above Sarajevo at a speed of 950 kilometers per hour, 300 kilometers faster than the 
anticipated procedure, then it is in the process of landing made great eight and hit the hill Injac. 
Pilot and co-pilot Stevan Leka Murat Hanić apparently were too old for that kind of flying. There 
were rumors that Bijedić I drove to the victim of a conspiracy, the altimeter in the plane showed a 
greater height than the actual, and so on. 
From http://www.svedok.rs/index.asp?show=85402 (poorly translated by Google): 
In Mostar crashed plane with the Federal government Džemal Bijedić in 1977.  
Severed pipe or over-confidence pilot?  
Avion "lirdžet" 18th January in 1977. at 10.45 hours dropped in the area between high and Kiseljak, 
and it killed the federal government Bijedić Jamal, his wife Zia, a driver and a housekeeper at the 
residence.  
He was in a three-man crew, the pilot exceptional reputation Stevan drug, and friend of the Prime 
Minister, who could, as it was said, "eyes closed to land in Mostar."  
The plane is normally prepared in Belgrade for years and after regular technical procedures flew to 
Sarajevo. The plane had reodvnu connection with airport security in Sarajevo.  
Last of 10.45 hours, when he was in the area of High and Kiseljak.  
Pilot Stevan Leka, who was behind him had 4,026 flight hours and has extraordinary health failed, 
apparently, to "beat" the plane has already crashed into the mountain the way, at an altitude of 
1,350 meters.  
Commission kostatovala that the plane began to change course 5.5 km away from the prescribed 
procedural twist, it was 300 feet below the minimum allowable height of 60 kilometers and the 
speed limit in this sector.  
Crash is the only video Almas Bejtić, a peasant from the mountains, which immediately went down 
to the police and reported the accident.  
It was rumored that she saw "an explosion before the accident." And international agencies 
reported that before the fall, "heard an explosion."  
Ten years later appeared to Mladen Kapisoda, who said, "as of a Kosovac heard that the plane was 
cut pipe at an important instrument."  
Kapisoda said that this Kosovac later killed on the road between Hrasnice and Ilidže, hitting a tree 
on a curve. 
From http://www.banjalukain.com/hronika/obiljezeno-36-godina-od-tragicne-pogibije-dzemala-
bijedica: 
FOTO/ SARAJEVO: Obilježeno 36 godina od tragične pogibije Džemala Bijedića 
Petak | 18.01.2013. 

http://www.vreme.com/cms/view.php?id=925540
http://www.svedok.rs/index.asp?show=85402
http://www.banjalukain.com/hronika/obiljezeno-36-godina-od-tragicne-pogibije-dzemala-bijedica
http://www.banjalukain.com/hronika/obiljezeno-36-godina-od-tragicne-pogibije-dzemala-bijedica
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Na današnji dan prije 36 godina u avionskoj nesreći kod Kreševa poginuo je Džemal Bijedić, jedan 
od najistaknutijih bh. političara i tadašnji predsjednik Saveznog izvršnog vijeća bivše SFRJ 

 
Tim povodom, poštovaoci "Džeminog" lika i djela okupili su se danas na sarajevskom Gradskom 
groblju "Bare" i još jednom iskazali poštovanje prema ovom izuzetnom čovjeku, aktivnom 
sudioniku NOB-a u Drugom svjetskom ratu i jednom od najistaknutijih kreatora poslijeratne 
obnove i izgradnje tadašnje SR Bosne i Hercegovine i Jugoslavije. 
Cvijeće na mjesto ukopa položilie su delegacije Vlade Federacije BiH i Grada Sarajeva, prevođene 
federalnim ministrom prometa i komunikacija Enverom Bijedićem i gradonačelnikom Alijom 
Behmenom , te predstavnici Planinarsko-skijaškog društva "Džemal Bijedić", kao i rodbina, saborci i 
saradnici. 

Lika i djela Džemala Bijedića prisjetili su se ministar Bijedić, gradonačelnik Behmen i sudionica 
NOB-aNađa Biser-Taso , koji su potcrtali obavezu čuvanja trajnog sjećanja na čovjeka koji je ostavio 
neizbrisiv trag na planu privrednog razvoja i društveno-političkog pozicioniranja tadašnje SR BiH. 
Na nemjerljivi doprinos Džemala Bijedića uime Planinarsko-skijaškog društva "Džemal Bijedić", koje 
tradicionalno organizira memorijalno okupljanje u povodu njegove tragične pogibije, ukazala je 
generalna sekretarka Društva Envera Meco , a uime porodice Bijedić zahvalnost prisutnima iskazao 
je Džemalov unuk, koji nosi njegovo ime. 
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Džemal Bijedić rođen je 1917. u Mostaru. Među ostalim, bio je dugogodišnji visoki funkcioner 
tadašnje SR BiH i predsjednik Saveznog izvršnog vijeća SFRJ. 
Poginuo je 18. januara 1977. u avionskoj nesreći u kojoj su tragično stradali i njegova 
supruga Razija , saradnici Zijo Alikalfić i Smajo Hrle , kao i piloti Stevan Leka i Murat Hanić . 

 
Iste godine, kada je poginuo, u Mostaru je osnovan Univerzitet koji je ponio njegovo ime. Nosilac je 
Partizanske spomenice 1941. i drugih jugoslovenskih odlikovanja, među kojima su - Orden junaka 
socijalističkog rada, Orden narodnog oslobođenja i Ordena Republike sa zlatnim vjencem. 
3452. Air Marshal Sir Charles Edward CHILTON KBE CB (1 November 1906 – 4 August 
1992). Signed 23 January 1961. Air Officer Commanding Coastal Command. 

246 
He also signed this book on ? December 1939. 
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3453. POSSIBLY Air Vice Marshal Arthur Stanley Gould LEE. Signed 27 January 1961. 18 
Crawford Drive, Glasgow, South Lanarkshire. 

246 
The surname part of the signature is a reasonable match to his signatures in several books in 
Trevor Baker’s collection. Need to verify his address when he signed this book. 
3454. ? ? WATERS. Signed 29 January 1961. Elibank Cottage, Walkerburn Scotland. 

246 
No trace found. 
3455. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] Desmond Lionel EDMONDS CVO AFC 
(178295). Signed 9 February 1961. HQ 11 Group. 

246 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 10 June 1954. His CVO was announced in the LG, 3 June 1978. 
From Flight, 3 June 1960: 

 
The Duke of Gloucester presenting the Duncan Trophy, for air firing by RAF fighter squadrons in 
Germany, to No. 26 Sqn (Sqn Ldr D. L. Edmonds) at Gutersloh. 
He was Commanding Officer of RAF Oaklington from 15 January 1971 to 19 January 1973. 
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3456. Commander [later Rear Admiral] Alfred Raymond (“Ray”) RAWBONE CB AFC MiD. 
Signed 13 February 1961. RNAS Lossiemouth. 

246 
From http://www.military-art.com/mall/profiles.php?SigID=1095: 
Rear Admiral Ray Rawbone CB AFC RN joined the Royal Navy in 1942 under the "Y" scheme. He 
was trained by the RAF as a fighter pilot and joined 809 Squadron flying Seafires in 1943. Embarked 
in HMS Stalker, he took part in operations in the Atlantic, the invasion of the South of France, Italy, 
Greece, Burma, Sumatra and Malaya. He served as Senior Pilot for the last six months of the war 
and remained with the Squadron until the end of 1945. Later qualified as a Flying Instructor, he was 
awarded the AFC whilst loaned to the RAF on the Staff of the Central Flying School. He has served 
in the aircraft carriers Stalker, Bulwark, Eagle and Ark Royal and was a member of the first Naval jet 
Squadron (800 Attackers). He commanded 736 (Attackers, Seahawks) and 897 (Seahawks) 
squadrons and the Royal Naval Air Station at Yeovilton. He has flown over 40 different types of 
aircraft. He was the Captain (Air) on FONACs staff during the re-structioning of the Naval Air 
Command and his sea appointments included the command of HMS Loch Killisport, HMS Dido and 
HMS Kent. His final post was as DACOS (ops) in SHAPE. He was appointed ADC in 1973 and CB in 
1976. 
From Aircraft of the Royal Navy since 1945 by Lt. Cdr. David Hobbs RN: 

 

http://www.military-art.com/mall/profiles.php?SigID=1095
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From http://www.westerndailypress.co.uk/Naval-history-book-launched/story-11766981-
detail/story.html: 
Naval history book launched 
THE Fleet Air Arm Museum provided a fitting setting for the launch of a book depicting the first 
100 years of British naval aviation on Thursday. 
Written by Sherborne historian Christopher Shores, 100 Years of British Naval Aviation chronicles 
the first century of naval aviation and the involvement it played in the world wars and conflicts 
worldwide, as well as the advancements made in the technology of ships, aircraft and weaponry. 
Mr Shores of The Avenue is no stranger to penning books on aviation, having written more than 40 
books on the subject. He also volunteers at the museum as an guide, imparting his wealth of 
knowledge about the exhibits. 
He said: "It was a considerable privilege to be asked to write the book. The museum's director, 
Graham Mottram, rang me last spring and asked if I was busy and would I like to write the official 
history of naval aviation. I was of course delighted to say yes." 
The birth of naval aviation got off to a shaky start. The Wright Brothers' demonstration of their 
"flier" to officers from the Admiralty in 1907 did not inspire confidence initially succeeded in 
whetting their appetites on the potential of such aerial machinery for reconnaissance and gunnery 
spotting. 
Mr Shores said: "This flying business seemed like a load of nonsense at first but it proved itself very 
quickly." 
Thus, in 1909, Messrs Vickers, Son & Maxim were commissioned to design a rigid airship capable of 
carrying equipment, which was christened Mayfly. 
"It didn't fly, in fact it broke in half it was the birth of British naval aviation," said Mr Shores. 

http://www.westerndailypress.co.uk/Naval-history-book-launched/story-11766981-detail/story.html
http://www.westerndailypress.co.uk/Naval-history-book-launched/story-11766981-detail/story.html
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The book is being published by Haynes Publishing Group, and its launch on Thursday was attended 
by naval aviation veterans. 
Group chairman John Haynes said: "It is a superb book and very local. For Christopher Shores, this 
has been a labour of love, and we are thrilled to be able to publish books like this. I would have 
been very upset if we didn't get to be a part of it." 
For others present, the book was a celebration of an organisation they were proud to be part of. 
Vice-Adm Sir Edward Anson of Kingstone, near Ilminster, a Sea Fury pilot in Korea who also flew 
Sea Hawks during the Suez campaign, said: "I like coming to events like this because you see so 
many people you know. 
"At test pilot school we were able to fly absolutely everything and I would do it all again if I had the 
chance. 
"When I was at the Naval College of Dartmouth, it was full of stuffy naval officers who did not have 
a very good opinion of the Fleet Air Arm because its members were seen to enjoy life too much. So 
I kept quiet and never mentioned I wanted to go into the Fleet Air Arm in case I didn't pass out 
successfully." 
Mr Anson served in Korea as part of 801 Squadron and took part in 99 sorties over enemy territory, 
flying Sea Furies. 
He said: "It was a just and proper war. Our side was called the United Nations Command and the 
Sea Fury was a superb aeroplane to fly; it was so versatile. 
"We lost eight pilots from my squadron and three in one day, who were all shot down by ground 
fire provided you flew above 4,000 metres and in the crucial four finger formation, it was harder for 
ground fire to reach you." 
Rear-Adm A R Rawbone of Halstock was a World War Two Seafire pilot, flew Sea Hawks during the 
Suez campaign and was commanding officer at RNAS Yeovilton in 1971. He said: "There is a 
tremendous feeling of belonging to a great brotherhood. The Seafire was a beautiful aircraft to fly. 
It was dangerous of course but you just got on with it." 
After its rather inauspicious start, the Fleet Air Arm came of age by the end of World War One and 
was incorporated into the Royal Air Force in 1918. 
A power struggle followed between the RAF and Admiralty to regain control over the sea-going 
element of the Fleet Air Arm. By 1939, the corps was a shadow of its former self and entered World 
War Two with a handful of experienced aviators and inferior aircraft. But its importance to military 
victories cannot be downplayed. 
It went on to contribute air power in conflicts in Korea, the Suez campaign, the Falklands, 
Yugoslavia, both Gulf Wars and Afghanistan. 
3457. Lieutenant-Commander Colin Thomas MADDOCKS. Signed 13 February 1961. RNAS 
Lossiemouth. 

246 
According to Navy List Research, he was Director of Naval Air Warfare in 1966. 
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From Flight, 18 June 1954: 
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3458. J Cranford KENNEDY. Signed 16 February 1961. Hawker Aircraft, Kingston-upon-
Thames. 

247 
No trace found. 
3459. Wing Commander Ronald Victor FIDDICK (43647). Signed 2 March 1961. HQ Fighter 
Command. 

247 
From http://www.flyingclothing.co.uk/pg001.html: 
RAF Uniforms belonging to Wing Commander R.V. Fiddick 
Wing Commander R.V. Fiddick joined the RAF as an Airman and his flying career commenced on 
the 2nd February 1927 with 13 Squadron. On being posted to 208 Squadron, he saw service in 
Egypt, flying mostly Bristol fighter aircraft. In September through to October, flying from Ramleh, 
he flew 'CW Operational Patrols' on a number of occasions. Returning to the UK in 1932, he once 
again began flying with number 13 Army Co-operation Squadron. He last flew in November 1935. 
At the outbreak of WWII, he was serving in Malta and received a commission in April 1940. By 
1944, he was serving at Bentley Priory with the rank of Wing Commander. He retired in 1963. 
3460. Flying Officer [later Wing Commander] George Geoffrey CALLAGHAN AMBIM 
(3504796). Signed 7 March 1961. RAF Conningsby. 

247 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 1 October 1974. 

http://www.flyingclothing.co.uk/pg001.html
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3461. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Peter Donaldson MURDOCH DFM (148920). 
Signed 28 March 1961. RAF Turnhouse. 

247 
The LG, 17 August 1943 announced the award of the Distinguished Flying Medal to 107188 
Sergeant Peter Donaldson MURDOCH, No 166 Squadron. 
3462. Unknown. Signed 16 April 1961. Dundee. 

247 
 
3463. A ? ROBERTSON. Signed 16 April 1961. 9 Glamis Terrace, Dundee. 

247 
No trace found. 
3464. Squadron Leader Robert BOWIE MBE (58022). Signed 17 April 1961. Air Ministry 
Q361. 

247 
His MBE was announced in the LG, 3 June 1978. 
3465. Gerald Chadwick BROWN USAF (27182A). Signed 20 April 1961. US Embassy, 
London. 

247 
He is listed in the Air Force Register for 1962. 
From http://apps.westpointaog.org/Memorials/Article/20566/: 

 
Gerald Chadwick Brown was born in Wichita, KS, on 2 Mar 1933, the oldest of three sons of Harold 
and Juanda Findeiss Brown. Jerry’s father was employed by the American Red Cross and during 
Jerry’s early years the family lived in Kansas, Colorado, and Texas. During World War II, his father 

http://apps.westpointaog.org/Memorials/Article/20566/
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was stationed at Red Cross headquarters in Washington, DC, and Jerry completed junior high 
school in Tacoma Park, MD. After the war, the family moved to Ft. Riley, KS, where Jerry graduated 
from Junction City High School. He excelled in academics and was a fine athlete, lettering in 
football, basketball and track. In his senior year, Jerry received scholarships to several colleges but 
chose a congressional appointment to West Point when it became available. He knew very little 
about West Point but decided to go to the Academy because he felt that it would be more of a 
challenge. Little did he know! Jerry liked to tell the story of his arrival at the Point. He walked 
through the sallyport, hand extended, and said to the “welcoming” cadet, “Hello, I’m Jerry Brown.” 
The Firstie greeted him with, “Drop that bag, Mister. Pop that puny chest out, and suck in that 
ponderous gut.” With that, Mr. Brown’s Beast Barracks officially began. 
In those days, cadets were assigned to companies according to height. Since Jerry was a “flanker,” 
he was assigned to A-1 Company. According to the two plaques over the mantel, one of the rooms 
he lived in also had been occupied by GEN Pershing and GEN Douglas MacArthur. Later, when the 
barracks were demolished, the 1st Division containing that room was preserved and is now part of 
a museum. 
At Camp Buckner during the summer of 1952, Jerry had a blind date and was introduced to Joan 
Colman. It was kismet, and Joan, who lived in Rockville Centre, Long Island, spent the next three 
years traveling back and forth to West Point. Jerry played football, basketball and was a goalie on 
the varsity soccer team. He also enjoyed singing and joined the glee club and a barbershop 
quartet. 
On 7 Jun 1955, after receiving his diploma from President Dwight D. Eisenhower, Jerry drove his 
new 1955 Ford to Rockville Centre where, on 11 June 1955, he and Joan were married at St. Mark 
Methodist Church. 
Jerry chose the Air Force as his branch of service. In August 1955, he and Joan left New York for 
Jerry’s first assignment to primary pilot training at Malden AB, MO. Six months later, he traveled to 
Reese AFB, TX, for basic training in the B-25. Their first child, Gerald Douglas (Doug), was born on 7 
Jun 1956, exactly one year after Jerry’s West Point graduation. After receiving his wings, Jerry left 
for a three-year flying assignment at Keesler AFB, MS. While at Keesler, Joan and Jerry’s daughter, 
Deborah Lynn, was born. After this tour, Jerry went into the missile and space program and after 
three months of training in San Diego, was assigned to Vandenburg AFB, CA, to work in the 
unmanned space program. 
Next they went to Randolph AFB, TX, where Jerry was on the Inspector General team at Training 
Command headquarters. Jerry next attended Command & Staff College at Maxwell AFB, AL. While 
there, Jerry also earned his master of business administration from George Washington University. 
His next assignments were to Tachikawa AB, Japan; Udorn AB, Thailand; three years back at 
Maxwell AFB on the faculty at Air University; and then Hamilton AFB, CA. Jerry was a command 
pilot, logging over 6,000 hours, including 2,000 as an instructor pilot and 1,000 combat hours. 
Among his awards were the Meritorious Service Medal, two Air Medals and two Air Force 
Commendation Medals. 
After 20 years, Jerry retired from the Air Force in 1975, and the family moved to the Gulf Coast 
town of Venice, FL. For several years, Jerry worked as manager of a construction company and then 
became a state-certified contractor, forming his own company—G.C. Brown Construction, Inc. He 
loved boating, deep-sea fishing and gardening and also was active in the Kiwanis Club and in the 
community. 
After 13 years in Venice, Jerry and Joan returned to Lake Martin, AL, where they previously had 
owned a vacation home. Jerry loved to have family and friends visit, and now it was time to teach 
his two grandchildren how to fish and water ski, as he had done years before for Doug and 
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Debbie. Once again, Jerry spent his free time helping the community. He taught Junior 
Achievement at the high school, organized the local volunteer fire and rescue department, and 
was president of the Dadeville Kiwanis Club. His granddaughter Lisa said many times how much her 
grandfather had encouraged and inspired her. 
The summer of 2001 was a sad one for Jerry and Joan. Their son Doug died suddenly at age 45, 
and seven weeks later their 22 year-old grandson was killed in a car accident. It was a tragic time, 
but later granddaughter Lisa and her husband Alex had two boys, and Jerry was able to teach his 
great-grandsons how to “fish and catch the big one.” 
Jerry passed away unexpectedly at age 77 on 22 Mar 2010. He is survived by Joan, his wife of 54 
years; brothers Carl and Robert; daughter Debbie; granddaughter Lisa; and great- grandsons 
Anthony and David. 
3466. Air Commodore Archibald (“Archie”) Watson SMITH MB BS DIH (23166). Signed 2 
May 1961. HQ Fighter Command. 

247 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. The Air Force List for January 1938 lists him as a Flight 
Lieutenant in the Medical Branch. He joined the RAF on 7 January 1935: 

 

 

 
3467. [Wing Commander] James Crawford HALLEY DSO ARAeS FRMetS MIN (37169). 
Signed 3 May 1961. Edinburgh Airport, Turnhouse. 

247 
According to “The Aeroplane” Directory, 1953, he was Aerodrome Commandant at Edinburgh 
Airport. 
His DSO, whilst with No 502 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 12 November 1943. 
From Doug V P Hearn’s Companions of the Distinguished Service Order 1920 – 2006 Air Awards: 
HALLEY, J.C. - D.S.O. LG: 12 Nov. 1943 Wing Commander (37169), Reserve of Air Force Officers, No. 
502 Squadron ''for gallantry and devotion to duty in the execution of air operations.'' 
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Jarncs Crawford HALLEY. (37169) A/P/O (P), Royal Air Force, 16 Apr. 1935; No. 2 F.T.S., Digby, 7 May 
1935; P/O, 16 Apr. 1936; F/O, 16 Nov. 1937; A/F/Lt., 14 Jul. 1939; F/Lt., 16 Nov. 1939; T/S/Ldr., I Dec. 
1940; Transferred to the R.A.F.O. (and called up for air force service), 16 Apr. 1941; T/W/C, I Mar. 
1942; CO, No. 502 (Ulster) Sqn., Sep. 1942-Aug. 1943 (D.S.O.); Coastal Cmd. Halifax pilot; The 
following details for his D.S.O. appeared in Flight, 30 Dec. 1943 ''This officer has completed two 
tours of operational duty, and has assumed command of his squadron. ln addition to his heavy 
responsibilities on the ground, Wing Cdr. Halley has set a fine example by his work in the air." 
3468. Dr Lionel Harry BUTLER FRHistS MA DPhil. Signed 11 May 1961. The University of St 
Andrews. 

247 
He also signed this book on 2 December 1961. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lionel_Harry_Butler: 
Dr Lionel (Harry) Butler (17 December 1923, Dudley – 26 November 1981, London) FRHistS MA 
DPhil was an academic and Principal of Royal Holloway College, University of London, (RHC) from 
1973–1981. 
Education and war service 
Butler was educated at Dudley Grammar School. From 1941-43 he did war service with the Royal 
Air Force (RAF). He then attended Magdalen College, Oxford, where he was an exhibitioner 
obtaining First Class Honours in Modern History in 1945. 
Career 
He worked briefly as a lecturer at Magdalen and then as a research fellow of All Souls, Oxford. In 
1955 he was appointed the first Professor of Medieval History and later Vice-Principal of the 
University of St Andrews. He became principal of RHC in 1973. Butler came to the college expecting 
to continue the expansion begun by his predecessor, Dame Marjorie Williamson. However, in his 
annual report for 1973/4 he stated: "We realised that it... would be a year of stringency with money 
in short supply.... The Government cuts in spending in December 1973 includes suspension... of 
compensation... for inflation, while rising costs... reduced the value of our grants." 
In 1970 London University had set up a "Committee of Enquiry into the Governance of the 
University of London" chaired by Lord Murray of Newhaven with appointments by the university 
and also the University Grants Committee (UK). The "Murray Report" as it was known, covered all 
34 constituent schools of the university and proposed "some kind of amalgamation" of schools for 
the purpose of economy in administration. By 1975/6 the resulting cuts had begun to threaten the 
quality of teaching, research, and the infrastructure. The incoming Conservative Government of 
1979 cut another 14-15% from universities' budgets. This forced a reduction in staff by about 15% 
in 1981. A group of senior academics also concluded that the college could not survive alone, nor 
cover the academic range with reduced staff, and needed to combine with another of the smaller 
colleges. Before anything was finalisedler died suddenly on 26 November 1981 in London. Dr Roy 
Miller assumed authority in his capacity as Vice-Principal of RHC and later became the next 
principal. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gwendoline_Butler: 
Gwendoline Butler, née Williams (August 19, 1922 in South London, England. January 5, 2013) was 
a British writer of mystery fiction and romance novels since 1956, she also used the pseudonym 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lionel_Harry_Butler
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gwendoline_Butler
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Jennie Melville. Credited for inventing the "woman's police procedural", is well known for her series 
of Inspector John Coffin novels as Gwendoline Butler, and by female detective Charmian Daniels as 
Jennie Melville. 
Born Gwendoline Williams on 19 August 1922 in South London, England, UK, daughter of Alice 
(Lee) and Alfred Edward Williams, her younger twin brothers are also authors.3 She was educated 
at Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford, where she read History, and later lectured there. 
On 16 October 1949, she married Dr Lionel Harry Butler (1923-1981), a professor of medieval 
history at University of St. Andrews and historian, Fellow of All Souls and Principal of Royal 
Holloway College. The marriage had a daughter, Lucilla Butler. 
In 1956, she started to published John Coffin novels under her married name, Gwendoline Butler. In 
1962, she decided used her grandmother's name, Jennie Melville as pseudonym to sign her 
Charmian Daniels novels. In addition to her mystery series, she also wrote romantic novels. In 1981, 
her novel The Red Staircase won the Romantic Novel of the Year Award by the Romantic Novelists' 
Association. 
She died on the 5th January 2013. 
From http://www.crimetime.co.uk/interviews/gwendolinebutler.php: 
Gwendoline Butler 
Interviewed by John Kennedy Melling 
A leading critic stated that Gwendoline Butler is the only woman crime writer equal to the Four 
Great Founding Mothers: Christie, Sayers, Allingham and Marsh. Remarkable just how many 
Highest Common Denominators they share. They are all well-educated: Butler read History at 
Oxford, and lectured there. All prolific writers: not for them fame based on a dozen titles and some 
TV adaptations (Butler has written seventy books, with three in the Millennium Year). They have all 
written on other than detective fiction. Four have had supportive husbands: three in particular, 
including Gwendoline's, distinguished in their own right. 
Gwendoline Butler is probably the most elegant crime writer, lives in an attractive nineteenth 
century house in Runnymede, and has always moved in top academic circles. Her late husband, Dr 
Lionel Butler, the historian, was a Fellow of All Souls, Principal of Royal Holloway College when he 
died tragically in 1982, and her younger twin brothers are also authors, one an ex-MP, the other a 
Professor at Cambridge. How can she conjure up such macabre delights as a family of three found 
dead at their table, a collection of malformed infant skulls in a building site, a painted corpse with 
the thymus gland neatly cut out, or a body in a Guy Fawkes cart? Plus she holds the accolade of 
being one of the six originators of the genre - level with Poe, Doyle, Berkeley, Webb and Freeman - 
for she invented the woman's police procedural. 
How did you immerse yourself so completely in crime? 
I'd always enjoyed reading crime. Apart from Pickwick Papers and Jane Austen, I read nothing but 
crime from the age of eight, using my Mother's and my Grandmother's library tickets, pretending I 
was taking books out for them. My Aunt had the Collected Short Stories of Sherlock Holmes and Dr 
Thorndyke. One day in my Grandmother's cupboard I found a battered yellow copy of The Mystery 
of the Yellow Room,by Gaston Leroux, and, to her amazement, I read the entire book by the light of 
the fire in two hours. But I also read the classics, Trollope, Gaskell, Jane Austen: her and Doyle's 
literary style have influenced mine. 
You didn't start by writing crime? 
I'd always intended to write, to earn money. As a historian I wrote a history book for children 
nobody wanted it. Not only did I read detective stories I knew people who read one a day, so I 
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wrote one whilst at home in Oxford when my husband was doing research in Malta for three 
months. I went to classes to learn to type, just as later I went to classes to learn to use a word-
processor, to be professional and make more money. A publisher I had known at Oxford praised it 
- but rejected it. At that time Lionel was Literary Executor for the wealthy Edward Meyerstein, the 
novelist and poet. Also involved was the young George Greenfield, later one of the most famous 
agents. So Receipt for Murder was published. It was based on some friends of mine had no series 
detective. 
Your first books were based on the area, fashionable Blackheath, where you were born, and soon 
your series detective did appear, John Coffin. 
I wanted a Londoner and I thought Coffin was a good selling name - I took it from a family of 
friends in New England, where it is quite common. When my brother Alan was Warden of the 
Toynbee Settlement he invited you and me, John, to hear Dr (later Lord) Owen, a local resident, 
give the Annual Lecture. Owen put up the idea of London being divided into two cities, so I put 
John Coffin up for Chief Commissioner, and he got the job. 
You followed Michael Innes and Francis Gerard in that Coffin moves up the ranks to become Chief 
Commissioner as did their Commissioners Sir John Appleby and Sir John Meredith. 
Yes, he's ambitious, unlike Inspector French. He married twice, his first wife died, his second is a 
famous (and good) actress. I love the theatre and I based the St Luke's Theatre and their flat, a 
converted church, on a similar building in Runnymede and on a theatre in a former church in North 
London. 
Apart from the Coffin books, Gwendoline has written Victorian detective novels, romances and 
Gothics, and has won various awards, such as the CWA Silver Dagger and the Romantic Novelist's 
Association Silver Rose Bowl. This increased her following in the States. I first met her in 1984 to 
interview her for Jeff Meyerson's now vanished magazine Poisoned Pen, and had the privilege of 
helping her start writing again. 
How did you become Jennie Melville, with your woman detective Charmian Daniels, thus inventing 
the woman's police procedural? 
When we were in St Andrews, where my husband was Vice-Principal and Professor of Medieval 
History, I had a lot of creative energy and found I could write two books at once, a thousand words 
on one in the morning, a thousand on the other in the evening. I wanted a change from Coffin. I 
wrote about women, criminals, and the police, and George Greenfield sold it in a fortnight. He met 
the team of Michael Joseph at a party, just after Mary Fitt had killed herself. They wanted a new 
writer. I chose the masculine anonymity of initials, like P D James or C V Wedgwood they insisted 
on a woman writer, so I took my Grandmother's name of Jennie Melville. Soon after, when walking 
the dog, I saw a young, red-haired policewoman undergoing training, so I started with Charmian 
Daniels. 
An interesting genetic point arises here. Gwendoline has younger twin brothers, and was herself a 
twin her sister died soon after birth. She wondered if this was why she wrote as two women. Recent 
research has shown that when one twin dies at birth, the survivor works as hard as two people - 
Leonardo Da Vinci, John Lennon, Elvis Presley and David Jason for example. 
When you were Chairman of the Gold Dagger Awards Judging Panel; to which you had me 
appointed, what were your criteria then, and now, as a Crime Time reviewer and a judge in the Ellis 
Peters Competition? 
Originality, development and good basis of plot - sensible, not silly or arbitrary - and written 
properly. 
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Crime Time has just published The King Cried Murder, based on sixteenth century Windsor, its 
Theatre Royal and George III, which introduces new sleuths: two spycatchers for Mr Pitt and Fanny 
Burney's clever young maidservant. This first of a new series is already selling in the States. So what 
are the other two new books? 
The new Charmian Daniels novel Dead Again (Macmillan) is now out, and HarperCollins' latest 
Coffin, Coffin's Ghost, has also just appeared. And I'm working on the next Coffin! 
Your sense of originality, of the macabre and the unusual even seems to be increasing. How come? 
I can only say the blank screen makes me start to write, and when I start I must know the end, so 
the plot develops and grows organically. 
As a historian Gwendoline insists on complete accuracy, when she was writing Let There Be Love, a 
romance published by Severn House, she wanted to get the 1919 Paris details perfect. In 1992 we 
went to Paris together, armed with my Father's 1920 Baedeker, found a building where an 
important dinner party could be held, then paced out the heroine's walk back to her apartment in 
the Place des Vosges with her admirer, just released from hospital. On the hottest day for years, our 
stroll along the Rue de Rivoli took ninety minutes. Leaning on the Pont Neuf she decided an 
American Colonel, with petrol, gave them a lift thus far. A murder attempt was to take place during 
a Heads of State Dinner at Versailles. We paced around, found it rather sombre, so I suggested the 
Army using searchlights as a form of floodlighting. 
Additionally, she has contributed to various English and American reference books, is a very 
competent public speaker and broadcaster, as I know personally from some fifty events we have 
shared. Her house in Runnymede contains a huge library of crime and detective fiction. Her 
knowledge and acute receptivity should ensure a continuing list of unusual crimes and solutions to 
delight her readers in many lands. 
3469. Air Vice-Marshal Herbert James (“Jimmy”) KIRKPATRICK CB CBE DFC MiD MA. 
Signed 11 May 1961. HQ No 25 Group. 

247 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Kirkpatrick.htm: 
b: 30 Oct 1910      r: 5 Feb 1963           d: 28 Aug 1977 
CB - 13 Jun 1957, CBE - 1 Jan 1945, DFC - 23 Nov 1941, MiD - 8 Jun 1944, MA. 
Plt Off: 27 Feb 1933 27 Feb 1932, Fg Off: 27 Aug 1933, Flt Lt: 27 Aug 1936, Sqn Ldr: 1 Apr 
1939, (T) Eg Cdr: 1 Mar 1941, Act Gp Capt: 29 Jun 1942?, Wg Cdr (WS): 29 Dec 1942, Act 
A/Cdre: 27 Apr 1943?, Gp Capt (WS): 27 Oct 1943, 1 Oct 1946 - 1 Nov 1947, (T) Gp Capt: 3 Dec 
1946 1 Jul 1944, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1948, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1954, Act AVM: 1 Feb 1957, AVM: 1 Jul 1957. 
xx xxx 1929 Member, Oxford University Air Sqn 
27 Feb 1932 Granted a Permanent Commission in the rank of Pilot Officer 
27 Feb 1933 U/T Pilot, No 2 FTS 
15 Feb 1934 Pilot, No 5 Sqn 
xx xxx 1935 Personal Assistant to AOC, RAF India 
24 Apr 1936 Attended Instructors' Course, Central Flying School (graded B) 
xx xxx 1936 Adjutant/QFI, Oxford University Air Sqn 
11 Apr 1939 Air Staff, HQ Fighter Command 
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xx xxx 1940 Staff, Directorate of Ground Defence 
xx xxx 1940 CFI, Cambridge University Air Squadron 
xx xxx 1941 Officer Commanding/Flight Commander?, No 9 Sqn? 
22 Apr 1941 Officer Commanding, No 218 Sqn 
 5 Jan 1942 Air Staff, HQ No 3 Group 
16 Jun 1942 Officer Commanding, RAF Wyton 
 5 Mar 1943 SASO, HQ No 3 (Bomber) Group 
xx xxx 1946 Served in Transport Command 
17 Jun 1948 Senior Personnel Staff Officer, HQ Flying Training Command 
xx xxx 1949 Directing Staff, RAF Staff College 
xx xxx 1951 CFI, RAF Flying College 
xx Jan 1954 Attended Imperial Defence College 
29 Nov 1954 Director of Operational Requirements (A) 
 1 Feb 1957 Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Operational Requirements) 
24 Jul 1957 SASO, HQ 2 TAF 
xx xxx 1959 Chief of Staff, HQ 2 ATAF 
 1 Feb 1961 AOC, No 25 Group 
He died suddenly whilst on holiday. 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
"Wg. Cdr. H. J. Kirkpatrick, 218 Sq. 
This officer has commanded the squadron for some time except for a few weeks due to an injury 
received while trying to save members of his squadron when an aircraft crashed and a bomb 
exploded. He had displayed great coolness, leadership and courage during his operational 
missions, many of whichhave been carried out at low levels. He has done much to instill confidence 
and fighting spirit in the young crews with whom he had flown. Wing Commander Kirkpatrick has 
exhibited a high standard of initiative and resource when his station has been the subject to enemy 
air attacks." 
The Times, 23 December 1941 
From http://host.raf38group.org/218squadron/wckirkpatrick1: 
Operations with No 218 Squadron 
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3470. Colonel Jean CAVAROZ FAF. Signed 12 May 1961. Supreme Headquarters Allied 
Powers Europe, Paris. 

247 
From http://bousfer.pagesperso-orange.fr/realbousfer/AnnexeLa%20Base%201-
2%20In%20Memoriam.html (translated by Google): 
Lt-Colonel Jean Cavaroz 
Born 12.05. 1918. Died Nov. 16, 2009. Volunteered on 10.15.1937, under the School of the Air Salon 
de Provence as an officer cadet. Pilot's Licence No. 26 868 16.02 .1939. Totals 4,171 hours 40 
minutes of flight, 2 aerial victories. He was the first commander of the Air Base Bou Sfer January to 
December 1964. 

 

http://bousfer.pagesperso-orange.fr/realbousfer/AnnexeLa%20Base%201-2%20In%20Memoriam.html
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3471. Colonel Sabri TAVAZAR TAF. Signed 12 May 1961. Supreme Headquarters Allied 
Powers Europe, Air Defence Division, Paris. 

247 
From http://www.havaciyiz.com/Havacilarimiz17.htm: 

 

 
From http://www.hvkk.tsk.tr/tr/HaberDetay.aspx?IcerikID=5162&ID=174: 
Emekli Hava Pilot Korgeneral Retired Air Pilot Lieutenant General Eyüp Sabri TAVAZAR (1943-11), 
27 Kasım 2008 Perşembe günü vefat etmiştir. 

 
From Info-Turk Agency Bulletin, October 1981: 
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3472. Air Marshal Sir Harold John MAGUIRE, KCB, DSO, OBE, (12 April 1912 – 1 February 
2001). Signed 30 May 1961. HQ No 11 Group. 

248 
He also signed this book on 17 December 1959 and 1 December 1961. 
3473. Captain [later Colonel] Lawrence J FORTENBERRY (56664A). Signed 4 May (sic) 1961. 
19th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron, RAF Bruntingthorpe. 

248 
He is listed in the Air Force Register for 1961. 
From http://issuu.com/kuwaitnews/docs/kt20010524/38: 

 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/19th_Tactical_Electronic_Warfare_Squadron: 
The 19th Tactical Electronic Warfare Squadron (1942–1970) is an inactive United States Air Force 
unit. During World War II and the Cold War; its primary mission was aerial reconnaissance and 
photo mapping, it subsequently carried out electronic warfare missions during the Vietnam War. 
Cold War 
The 19th was reactivated at Shaw AFB, South Carolina in July 1953 as the 19th Tactical 
Reconnaissance Squadron, assigned to the Tactical Air Command, part of the Ninth Air Force. It was 
attached to the 363d Tactical Reconnaissance Wing, equipped with RB-26Cs. It trained in the 
United States until it was deployed to RAF Sculthorpe, England in May 1954. It was assigned to the 
USAFE (United States Air Force in Europe)'s Third Air Force and attached to the 47th Tactical 
Bombardment Wing. It re-equipped with RB-45C Tornado jets and performed tactical 
reconnaissance and photo-mapping missions over Western Europe and North Africa. It also 
conducted classified deep penetration and reconnaissance flights over the Soviet Union. The 
squadron upgraded to RB-66B Destroyers and replaced the obsolescent RB-45s in 1957. It became 
the primary night photographic reconnaissance squadron of the USAFE, being assigned to bases in 
West Germany, England and France. It returned to the United States after the French withdrawal 
from the NATO military alliance in 1966 and became a replacement training unit for RB-66 aircrews. 
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From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Bruntingthorpe: 
The United States Air Force used Bruntingthorpe from 1957 until 1962 as a heavy bomber base. 
The facility was transferred from RAF control to the Strategic Air Command in the mid-1950s, and 
the airfield was almost totally rebuilt. The wartime, one mile long runway was removed and a new 
almost two mile long one was constructed on totally new, deep foundations, strong enough to take 
the Boeing B-47 Stratojet nuclear bomber. A new hangar was constructed, large enough to take 
two Stratojets for servicing. The first B-47E bomber aircraft of the 100th Bomb Wing flew from the 
USA arriving in January, 1959. Following General de Gaulle's requirement for all foreign nuclear 
forces to leave France, there was a major readjustment of USAF deployments in Western Europe, 
and the B-47s returned to the USA. The Stratojets were replaced by the Douglas RB-66B Destroyers 
of the 19th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron of the 10th TR Wing in August, 1959. The 10th TR 
Wing was based at RAF Alconbury near Huntingdon, but it could not accommodate all three 
squadrons of the wing, so one was based at Bruntingthorpe, which became its satellite. RAF 
Bruntingthorpe was closed when the USAF left in August 1962. 
3474. Dr P L NEELY. Signed 11 May (sic) 1961. Belfast. 

248 
He is the co-author of the following papers, which were published in International Journal of 
Control: 
An analogue technique for solving trajectory optimization problems, Volume 9, Issue 6, June 1969, 
pages 695-707 
An improved analogue technique for solving trajectory optimization problems, Volume 13, Issue 1, 
January 1971, pages 33-52 
A progressive computation technique for updating optimal control functions, Volume 13, Issue 2, 
February 1971, pages 325-336 
3475. Group Captain Beric LEWIN DFC (40720). Signed 22 June 1961. HQ Coastal 
Command. 

248 
His DFC was announced in the LG, 30 October 1942: 
Flight Lieutenant Beric LEWIN (40720), No. 210 Squadron. 
“During recent operations in North Russia, this officer completed many hours operational flying. 
Throughout, his devotion to duty was outstanding. On one occasion he completed a hazardous 
sortie of over 20 hours duration. Within 24 hours, he was again in the air on a similar sortie. His 
aircraft was attacked by an enemy fighter but Flight Lieutenant Lewin skilfully drove it off. Although 
his own aircraft was damaged, he flew it safely to base. The next day, he was again engaged on a 
hazardous operational mission.” 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Bruntingthorpe
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From Martin W Bowman’s Bombs Away!: Dramatic First-Hand Accounts of British and 
Commonwealth Bomber Aircrew in WWII, Pen & Sword Aviation (18 Mar 2010): 
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From Ron Coyers Nesbitt’s Ultra Versus U-Boats: Enigma Decrypts in the National Archives, Pen & 
Sword Military (19 Nov 2008): 

 
From Flight, 22 April 1960: 

 
3476. Wing Commander [later Group Captain] George BUCKLE OBE (102990). Signed 22 
June 1961. HQ Coastal Command. 

248 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 31 December 1960. 
From http://www.reocities.com/ResearchTriangle/campus/8771/RAFRemin.html: 
“The C.O. at the time at Kinloss was Group Captain George Buckle. He was a good, practicing 
Christian and welcomed all new arrivals individually with tea or coffee and biscuits in his office. The 
welcome chat included an invitation to visit him at his home if we had any serious concerns which 
could not be resolved through the usual channels. I had occasion to take him up on this offer a 
couple of times. He was a keen cyclist and although having the use of a Zephyr 6 luxury car for 
official engagements he could regularly be seen making his way around the base on his racing 
bike, complete with pennant flying from the handlebars and he expected the customary salute as 
he passed.” 

http://www.reocities.com/ResearchTriangle/campus/8771/RAFRemin.html
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3477. Squadron Leader Anthony Philip TROWBRIDGE AFC (3039320). Signed 30 June 
1961. Central Flying School, RAF Little Rissington. 

248 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 17 March 1965. 
His Air Force Cross was announced in the LG, 1 June 1953. 
From http://www.bharat-rakshak.com/IAF/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=1181: 
One Day in 2008 Mail from Mr. E Devender, requesting correction in the name of a pilot in our 
database.  The pilot in question was his maternal uncle,  Flt Lt Seerala Hari Kumar Naidu. Flt Lt  
Naidu was killed during Canberra Conversion training in the United Kingdome on 25th July 1957. 
Mr. Devender had only a few details, passed down via family that mentioned that it was a night 
time flight and that the crash happened after a fire from a technical snag. 
Flt Lt Sreerala Hari Kumar Naidu 
Known as Hari, Flt Lt Naidu was the second son of Seerala Ramaswamy Naidu of Bellary. He was 
born in 1930, and was commissioned in the Indian Air Force on 15th March 1952 at age 22. He was 
from the 58th Pilot's Course. Among his counterparts were later Air Chief Marshal N C Suri and Air 
Marshal P S George. 
Not much is known about his early flying career, but in due course, Hari Naidu was one of the hand 
picked pilots sent for conversion training in UK on the English Electric Canberrra bomber. The 
Indian Government had reached an agreement to buy the Canberra bomber in April 1956, and by 
early 1957 had sent many Pilots and Navigators to undergo the training in UK. This was undertaken 
by No.231 Operational Conversion Unit (OCU) tat RAF Bassingbourn airfield, near Cambridge. It 
was during this training that Flt Lt Naidu was killed in the crash. 
The Hunt for Details 
Mr Devender was looking for additional details of the accident, and with the help of inputs from 
the RAF Commands website, it was soon known that Flt Lt Naidu died in a crash that happened on 
24th July 57 (Though it was already the 25th of July in India by that time.) The crash happened 
during an attempted overshoot while landing at Bassingbourn airfield. Along with him, his 
navigator Flight Lieutenant D P Pandey was also killed.  Contemporary publications indicated the 
cause of accident as "Overshot and crashed into ground" and "Dived into ground after 
overshooting night BABS approach.". (BABS = Blind Approach Beacon System) 
Additional information that arrived soon pointed to a detailed inquiry being conducted by the RAF 
and a report being published. Normally Crash Investigation reports are highly classified , but in this 
case, since it involved a foreign air force crew, the report soon found itself preserved in the 
National Archives at Kew, London, and available for public reading to anyone who visited the 
Archives! 
Of course, being in India, Mr. Devender had very few options. An email inquiry to National Archives 
generated a response. They would be glad to make a photocopy, but the cost ran into hundreds of 
pounds!. The price was of course prohibitive and a better alternative had to be looked for. 
Five years elapsed since the initial inquiries. The interest in the report was very much alive, and by a 
stroke of luck, Mr. Devender got the opportunity to visit the United Kingdom.  He duely made the 
trip to the National Archives, got himself a readers ticket and accessed the crash investigation 
report. He was also able to make copies of the report, the photographs, as well as another 

http://www.bharat-rakshak.com/IAF/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=1181
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document that detailed the activities of RAF Bassingbourn during that period. This second 
document had several photographs of the funeral procession of the two deceased crew members. 
He made copies of the documents and photographs and through these copies a poignant story 
about the two valuable lives lost emerges. 
The Circumstances 
In May 1957, Flt Lt Naidu was one of the eleven pilots undergoing conversion in the 116th Course 
at the 231 Operational Unit.  He was one of the three Indian pilots of the course, the others being 
Sqn Ldr A I K Suares (2773 GD(P)) and Flt Lt S K Mitra (3870 GD(P)) . Parallelly the Navigators were 
unergoing training as well, and they were represnted by Flt Lt S S Chawla  (4561 GD(N)) and Flt Lt D 
P Pandey (4558GD(N)) .  The training started on 9th May 1957. 
Naidu was an above average pilot. He had logged over 1600 hours of flying till then. He held an 
instrument rating WHITE and was of A1G1 Medical category. The report indicates that Naidu 
logged nearly 800 hours as a second pilot, indicating that he was either with a transport squadron 
or hailed from a Liberator Heavy bomber squadron.  During the training, Naidu logged nearly 46 
hours on the Canberra. he had completed the Day flying syllabus and was about two thirds into the 
night flying syllabus. His Commanding Officer, Squadron Leader Drury Bird of the RAF noted at that 
time: Flt Lt Naidu .. as a pilot I assessed as slightly better than average. I gained the impression he 
liked flying the Canberra and was neither nervous or aprehensive.  Naidus instrument  instructor, Flt 
Lt J D Purcell (RAF) rated him as a high Average. His instructor [who] was Flt Lt  A P Trowbridge, 
agreed in his assessment. 
The Conversion training entered its final phase . It was due to be completed on 31st July 1957.  The 
crews were now involved in night flying range exercises. Another fortnight and the Indian crews 
would be heading for their home country. 
The last flight of LOCUS 65 
On the night of 24th July 1957, Hari Naidu and Dwarka Prasad Pandey were slotted to fly a 
simulated blind bombing exercise. They were to fly a Canberra B2 bomber,  Tail No. WE114 , Call 
sign "LOCUS 65" . Locus 65  was built in 1952 and had flown for 1583 hours till the day.  Naidu and 
Pandey took off at 21:55 Hours and completed their exercise in the next half hour. At 23.35, Naidu 
called out to the GCA at Bassingbourn about his intention to land. It was a dark night, with little or 
no horizon. And the only way for the aircraft to land was to make use of the BABS - Blind Approach 
Beacon System. Aided by the GCA, the Canberra asked for clearance to land three miles out.  
Shortly thereafter, Naidu announced that he was overshooting and decided to go around.  
The ground personnel noted the aircraft flying level over the runway and cross the length of it. As it 
turned upwind and gained speed, Naidu raised the flaps. At that time the tail was trimmed to the 
nose heavy position, and this pushed the aircraft into a steep dive. With no visual horizon to refer 
to, Naidu missed the cues of the aircraft going into the dive till it was almost too late.  During the 
final moments, the pilot in the Canberra seemed to have arrested its descent, but it could not 
recover and hit the ground less than a mile SW of the runway in an open field at Fen Road. 
It struck an open field in a shallow angle at high speed, and the wreckage spread out in a linear 
fashion over 650 yards.  During this post impact line of flight, it severed through some high tension 
wires and caught fire. The entire fuselage disintegrated and both the crew members killed in the 
crash. 
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3478. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader and Wing Commander] Albert Leslie 
WOMERSLEY DFC (37439). Signed 8 July 1961. Whitehall, Leuffenhall, Hertfordshire. 

248 
He also signed this book on 28 August 1938, 30 November 1940 and 19 August 1941. 
3479. Group Captain Hugh Francis (“Peggy”) O’NEILL DFC* (41312). Signed 19 July 1961. 
RAF Benson. 

248 
From http://en.ww2awards.com/person/34256: 
Peggy O’Neill was commissioned in the Royal Air Force in August 1939 and was posted to No. 224 
Squadron which was a Coastal Command unit. During his time with No. 224 he flew reconnaissance 
missions and escort duties including the attack on Skarvanger Aerodrome and Scharnhorst. 
In the Autumn of 1940 he was made Instructor in Oxfords and Paratroop Training in Whitleys. After 
some further postings O’Neill joined 238 Squadron in May 1941 flying Hurricanes. The squadron 
was transferred to Egypt where he made several claims against BF 109's and He 111s. 
Mid January 1943 he was stationed at Malta and attached to 1435 Fighter Squadron. The Squadron 
flew specially adapted Spitfires carrying two 250 lb bombs mounted on wing-racks. O'Neill flew 
several attacks such as a bombing attack on Syracuse on April 4th, 1943. In June 1943 sorties 
undertaken included more bombing raids over Sicily prior to the invasion of the island. 
O'Neill was posted to the UK in October 1943 where he was stationd at the Air Staff of 
Headquarters 9 Group, Fighter Command for the next year, although he flew some operational 
sorties in August and September 1944 against targets in Holland. 
He was appointed as CO of No. 322 Fighter (Dutch) Squadron in November 1944 initially flying out 
of Biggin Hill but later from Woensdrecht in Holland. 
Peggy O'Neill remained in the RAF after the war and retired form the Service in March 1966. 
Distinguished Flying Cross 
Rank   Pilot Officer 
Awarded on July 30th, 1940 
Action  Recommendation 
"This Officer has flown 360 hours operational flying since commencement of War. He has shown 
great courage and determination and is full of fighting spirit. 
On 15.4.40 he flew his aircraft with great determination to Stavangar aerodrome, 300 miles across 
the North Sea. It was dark, and a gale wind blowing accompanied by heavy showers of sleet. Very 
heavy A.A. fire was encountered, which included chain shells which burst into groups of bluish-
white stars which again exploded. In spite of this opposition the bombs were dropped on the 

http://en.ww2awards.com/person/34256
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corner of the aerodrome in which the hangar stood, causing considerable damage. The pilot and 
navigator made commendably detailed observations of the ground defences, and on their return 
were able to plot these on photographs. On 16.4.40 this officer carried out a most successful 
reconnaisssance of Bergen, Birkeland and Arne. Much important information was obtained, and 
some excellent photographs taken from low altitude. Towards the end of the reconnaissance two 
enemy ME 109s were sighted but by making skilfull use of the contours of the country the pilot 
managed to avoid detection and so returned safely with the information he had obtained. On 
18.4.40 when on escort duty to H.M.S. Suffolk and four Destroyers he attacked and drove off a 
DO.215 which was attempting to attack the ships and later by circling the surface vessels kept off 
another DO.215 until the arrival of 3 Skaus who drove the enemy off.  
On 23.4.40 while on reconnaissance of Romsdale Fjord was fired on by shore battery at 
Asndalsness, A/C sustained 3 direct hits inflicting severe damage to the starboard wheel, tanks 
were punctured and approximately 100 gals of petrol and 12 gals oil lost. In spite of loss of fuel 
and damage to A/C, this officer made a successful return flight across the North Sea and made a 
safe landing. 
On 12.6.40 carried out bombing raid on shipping in Bergen Harbour, direct hit obtained with 4250 
lb and 3 incendiaries on Lakswaag Docks, on leaving target fire was observed growing in intensity, 
fire was observed near docks in water probably a ship. Heavy A.A. fire was encountered during raid.  
This officer, during his operational work has shown a high standard of gallantry and by returning 
his A/C and crew safely to base after engagement with the enemy shows a high standard of skill 
and determination." 
Mentioned in Despatches 
Rank   Pilot Officer 
Awarded on January 1st, 1941 
Distinguished Flying Cross 
Rank   Acting Squadron Leader 
Unit Reserve of Air Force Officers, No. 1435 Squadron (Reserve of Air Force Officers, No. 

1435 Squadron) 
Awarded on October 11th, 1943 
Action   Recommendation: 
"S/Ldr. O’Neill assumed command of No. 1435 Squadron on 10th March 1943, and during his tour 
of duty in Malta has led the Squadron with great success. He has also on a number of occasions led 
the Wing in which his Squadron was a Unit.  
On 22nd March, 1943, he led the Squadron in a low level attack on a factory in Sicily upon which 
direct hits were obtained.  
Again on 15th, 23rd, 27th, and 29th, June, 1943, he led the Squadron in fighter bomber attacks on 
targets at Comiso, Pozzallo and Gerbini, direct hits being scored on each occasion. In addition he 
has attacked and damaged a tank landing craft off Augusta and a schooner off Syracuse. He has 
completed 912 operational flying hours, 92 of which have been flown from Malta. His operational 
flying has involved 350 operational sorties, 8 of which he has carried out from Malta including 
sweeps, escorts to bombers, fighter bomber raids on enemy territory and intruder sorties. His total 
score to date is 2 and half enemy aircraft destroyed and 5 damaged.  
S/Ldr. O’Neill is a determined leader and sets an example to his pilots by his courage and 
determination." 
Details:   Second DFC awarded as a bar for on the ribbon of the first DFC. 
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Vliegerkruis 
Rank   Squadron Leader 
Unit  No.322 (Dutch) Squadron, Royal Air Force 
Awarded on December 19th, 1947 
Action   Recommendation 
"Gallantry, leadership and determination displayed in action against the enemy during a number of 
flights in an aeroplane in the period of half a year, in his function of Commander of 322 Dutch 
Squadron of fighter-aircrafts. His devotion and willingness to join issue with the enemy at all times, 
have been an example to the Dutch Flying-men under his command." 
Details:   Royal Cecree No.25, dated December 19th, 1947. 
1939-1945 STAR 
Atlantic Star 
Details   With "FRANCE AND GERMANY" bar. 
Africa Star 
Details   With "NORTH AFRICA 1942-43" bar. 
DEFENCE MEDAL 1939-1945 
WAR MEDAL 1939-1945 
From http://www.icollector.com/A-Coastal-Command-D-F-C-and-Second-Bar-Award-
Gro_i5189748: 

 
A Coastal Command D.F.C. with a Rare Second Award Bar for Malta Group of Nine to Group 
Captain H.F. 'Peggy' O'Neill, Royal Air Forcea) Distinguished Flying Cross, G.VI.R., reverse engraved 
'Pilot Officer H.F. O'Neill. R.A.F.' and dated 'July 1940', with Second Award Bar, reverse dated 
'1943'b) 1939-45 Starc) Atlantic Star, with France and Germany Bard) Africa Star, with North Africa 
1942-43 Bare) Defence and War Medals, M.I.D. Oakleaff) Coronation 1953g) Netherlands, Flying 
Cross, extremely fine, mounted as originally wornh) two Pilot's Flying Log Books (Book One 
30.8.1938-2.4.1941, Book Two 2.4.1941-26.2.1946), Athletics Medal, brass, reverse engraved 'H.F. 
O'Neill. St. Johns College 1931', Football Medal, brass, reverse engraved 'H.F. O'Neill St. Johns 
College 1933', Royal Life Saving Society Medal, bronze, reverse engraved 'H. O'Neill July 1937', 
M.I.D. Certificate (dated 11.8.1940), Netherlands, Flying Cross original recommendation (dated 
19.12.1947), photographs, and published articles by the recipient (9)D.F.C. LG,30.7.1940 O'Neill, 
Hugh Francis, P.O. (41312). R.A.F. 224 Sqn The Recommendation states 'This Officer has flown 360 
hours operational flying since commencement of War. He has shown great courage and 

http://www.icollector.com/A-Coastal-Command-D-F-C-and-Second-Bar-Award-Gro_i5189748
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determination and is full of fighting spirit.On 15.4.40 he flew his aircraft with great determination to 
Stavangar aerodrome, 300 miles across the North Sea. It was dark, and a gale wind blowing 
accompanied by heavy showers of sleet. Very heavy A.A. fire was encountered, which included 
chain shells which burst into groups of bluish-white stars which again exploded. In spite of this 
opposition the bombs were dropped on the corner of the aerodrome in which the hangar stood, 
causing considerable damage. The pilot and navigator made commendably detailed observations 
of the ground defences, and on their return were able to plot these on photographs.On 16.4.40 this 
officer carried out a most successful reconnaisssance of Bergen, Birkeland and Arne. Much 
important information was obtained, and some excellent photographs taken from low altitude. 
Towards the end of the reconnaissance two enemy ME 109s were sighted but by making skilfull use 
of the contours of the country the pilot managed to avoid detection and so returned safely with 
the information he had obtained.On 18.4.40 when on escort duty to H.M.S. Suffolk and four 
Destroyers he attacked and drove off a DO.215 which was attempting to attack the ships and later 
by circling the surface vessels kept off another DO.215 until the arrival of 3 Skaus who drove the 
enemy off.On 23.4.40 while on reconnaissance of Romsdale Fjord was fired on by shore battery at 
Asndalsness, A/C sustained 3 direct hits inflicting severe damage to the starboard wheel, tanks 
were punctured and approximately 100 gals of petrol and 12 gals oil lost. In spite of loss of fuel 
and damage to A/C, this officer made a successful return flight across the North Sea and made a 
safe landing.On 12.6.40 carried out bombing raid on shipping in Bergen Harbour, direct hit 
obtained with 4250 lb and 3 incendiaries on Lakswaag Docks, on leaving target fire was observed 
growing in intensity, fire was observed near docks in water probably a ship. Heavy A.A. fire was 
encountered during raid.This officer, during his operational work has shown a high standard of 
gallantry and by returning his A/C and crew safely to base after engagement with the enemy shows 
a high standard of skill and determination.'D.F.C. Second Award Bar LG,1.10.1943 O'Neill, Hugh 
Francis, D.F.C. Acting Squadron Leader (41312) R.A.F.O. 1435 Sqn The Recommendation states 
'S/Ldr. O'Neill assumed command of No. 1435 Squadron on 10th March 1943, and during his tour 
of duty in Malta has led the Squadron with great success. He has also on a number of occasions led 
the Wing in which his Squadron was a Unit.On 22nd March, 1943, he led the Squadron in a low 
level attack on a factory in Sicily upon which direct hits were obtained. Again on 15th, 23rd, 27th, 
and 29th, June, 1943, he led the Squadron in fighter bomber attacks on targets at Comiso, Pozzallo 
and Gerbini, direct hits being scored on each occasion. In addition he has attacked and damaged a 
tank landing craft off Augusta and a schooner off Syracuse.He has completed 912 operational 
flying hours, 92 of which have been flown from Malta. His operational flying has involved 350 
operational sorties, 8 of which he has carried out from Malta including sweeps, escorts to bombers, 
fighter bomber raids on enemy territory and intruder sorties. His total score to date is 2 and half 
enemy aircraft destroyed and 5 damaged.S/Ldr. O'Neill is a determined leader and sets an example 
to his pilots by his courage and determination.'Netherlands, Flying Cross 8.12.1947 Acting Wing 
Commander Hugh Francis O'Neill, D.F.C., R.A.F. The Recommendation states 'Gallantry, leadership 
and determination displayed in action against the enemy during a number of flights in an 
aeroplane in the period of half a year, in his function of Commander of 322 Dutch Squadron of 
fighter-aircrafts. His devotion and willingness to join issue with the enemy at all times, have been 
an example to the Dutch flying-men under his command.'Group Captain Hugh Francis O'Neill, 
D.F.C. and Bar, born 1920; commissioned Pilot Officer Royal Air Force, 29.8.1939; posted 224 
Squadron (Hudsons), Coastal Command 1939-40, during this period he flew reconnaissance 
missions (see D.F.C. Recommendation) also escort duties including: 17.2.1940 " 'Battle Flight' Escort 
to Destroyers carrying prisoners from the Altmark; 21.3.1940 " 'Battle Flight' Escort to Aurora, 
Arethusa, Galatea, Penelope and 8 destroyers off Norway"; 14.4.1940 "Attack on Skarvanger 
Aerodrome" (see D.F.C. Recommendation); 11.5.1940 "Escort to H.M.S. Kelly attacked 3 Ju 88s"; 
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21.6.1940 "Attack on Scharnhorst and 5 D.R. Hit by A.A. and M.E. 109 "Landed" Somburgh"; Flight 
Lieutenant 3.9.1940 (D.F.C. LG,30.7.1940; M.I.D. 11.8.1940); Flying Instructor in Oxfords and 
Paratroop Training in Whitleys, 14.9.1940 - 17.12.1940; posted 93 (N.F.) Squadron December 1940 - 
1.3.1941; posted 79 Fighter Squadron (Hurricanes), January 1941 with whom he mainly flew Convoy 
Escorts and Coastal Sweeps.North Africa. In May 1941 O'Neill joined 238 Fighter Squadron 
(Hurricanes), bound for Egypt; on 29.9.1941 he was appointed Squadron Leader Commanding 238 
Squadron, just ten days after his 21st birthday; Log book entries include: 29.11.1941 "Wing sweep 
Gumbut - Tobruch. Shot down G. 50 over El Adem."; 2.12.1941 "Wing sweep. Gabr Saleh Damaged 
M.E. 110."; 8.12.1941 "Pursuit of M.E. 110s Ground Strafing Aerodrome - M.E. 110s straffed 
Maddalena area and shot down two 86 ambulances. Took off in a hurry and chased them but 
without avail."; 14.12.1941 "Scramble. Dusk attack on Aerodrome, damaged Heinkel III."; 26.12.1941 
"Scramble. Attacked and Damaged H.E. III - H.E. III dropped a stick of bombs on aerodrome. 
Scrambled and caught it....Fired a couple of bursts and then ran out of ammunition. Bloody 
nuisance!"; assumed Command of the Tobruch Sector January 1942 and was Air Advisor to the 
Royal Egyptian Air Force.MaltaArriving at Malta 14.1.1943 O'Neill was attached to 1435 Fighter 
Squadron (Spitfires) and on 11 March he took Command; the Squadron flew specially adapted 
Spitfires carrying two 250 lb bombs mounted on wing-racks, hence operations include: 4.4.1943 
"Bombing Attack on Syracuse, hits in harbour and town"; 12.4.1943 "Offensive sweep between 
Western Sicily and Pantellaria one J.u. 88 damaged"; 16.4.1943 "Cover for H.M.S. Pakenham 12 
miles off Empedocle J.u. 88 destroyed, G. 50 damaged."; 17.4. 1943 "Bombing attack on Biscari, hits 
on Aerodrome and dispersal "; 28.4.1943 "Bombing attack on Syracuse hits on E Boat base and 
power station. Lots of flak."; 22.5.1943 "Led Wing-Bombing attack on Gela Aerodrome. Direct hits 
from 15,000 ft. Lots of 109s and 190's - 2 A/C shot down, 1 pilot ok, 1 M.E. 109 destroyed, 2 
damaged."; 27.5.1943 "Escort to P.R.U. Photographing Coast from Gela to Scalambri - Wing 
Commander A. Warburton photographing the Sicilian coast as a prelude to the invasion"; sorties 
undertaken during the next month included more bombing raids over Sicily prior to the invasion of 
the island 10.7.1943 (Bar to D.F.C.). Holland. Posted home 11.10.1943. For the next twelve months 
O'Neill was on the Air Staff of Headquarters 9 Group, Fighter Command; during this period he was 
attached to 274 Fighter Squadron (Supernumary), 23.8.1944-27.9.1944, and flew his first 
operational sortie since July 1943, on 16.9.44 "Armed Reconnaissance - Holland attacked V.2 site, 
train and Staff car"; appointed Officer Commanding 322 Fighter (Dutch) Squadron (Spitfires), 
17.11.1944; initially flying out of Biggin Hill the Squadron moved to Woenstrecht in Holland 
3.1.1945; sorties included: 5.1.1945 "Squadron bombing attack on Kerkwik. Armed Recce Utrecht-
Amersfoort. several direct hits"; 17.1.1945 "Squadron bombing attack on Midget Submarine Base. 
Hook of Holland - bombing good, fairly intense flak"; 22.1.1945 "Squadron bombing attack on 
Oxygen Factory Dordrecht"; 28.1.1945 "Low level attack on Saboteur School. Doorn" (Netherlands 
Flying Cross). British C.O. and Wing Commander Operations 132 (Norwegian) Wing, 1.3.1945; on 
20th April the same year O'Neill took up his last wartime appointment as Wing Commander Plans 
at 84 Group Control Centre, Lingen, Germany; Officer Commanding 6 Aircrew Holding Unit, Kirton-
in-Lindsey, September 1945; Wing Commander Flying Lincolnshire Fighter Sector, Blakney Hall, 
December 1945 and in early 1946 made Officer Commanding; Group Captain 1.1.1962; Group 
Captain O'Neill retired 3.12.1966. 
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3480. Commander Fred R THOMSON USN. Signed 19 July 1961. Commanding Officer, US 
Naval Security Group Activity, RAF Edzell. 

248 
From http://nmcb62alumni.org/pdf/Edzellnewspaper%20.pdf: 

 
The middle initial of the signature looks like an “R”, so it is likely that the above list of Commanding 
Officers has an error. 
From http://www.pearlharbor41.com/html/news_page_2.html: 
On 5 December 1941, Paul E. Seaward, one of the U.S. Navy's highly trained radio cryptographers 
at Station H, intercepted Japanese naval air stations at Kanoya, Omura, and Yokosuka transmitting 
tactical radio messages to a radio call sign of 1 NI KU. Seaward instantly recognized Japanese call 
sign was bogus, and did not record the intercepts in the official Station H radio log. There is no 
Japanese tactical radio call sign of 1 NI KU listed in the December 1941 records of either Japan or 
the United States. 
The Sitka radio traffic chief, Fred R. Thomson, discovered similar subterfuge. He also warned of 
radio deception, pointing out that the Japanese air station at Kasumigaura was using its own 
transmitter and sending radio messages to itself. Other monitor stations of the West Coast 
Communications Intelligence Network based at Seattle's Station SAIL issued similar warnings 
Commander Jacobsen belittles Rochefort's intercept of 30 November 1941, in which the 
intelligence expert disclosed that the aircraft carrier Akagi, flagship of the Japanese Hawaii force, 
was in tactical radio communication with "several marus." On that date, the carrier and its group 
were in the north Pacific, midway toward Hawaii. According to official Japanese naval records, as 
well as those of U.S. Navy, the Akagi's task force was accompanied to Hawaii by several merchant 
tankers conscripted into naval service. 
In the effort to bolster his discredited "radio silence doctrine," Commander Jacobsen 
misrepresented Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto's radio policy. On 25 November, the admiral issued a 
fleet radio communications policy that contained three provisos allowing fleet units to break radio 
silence: 
1.Except in extreme emergency, the main force and its attached force will cease communicating. 
2. Other forces are at the discretion of their respective commanders. 
3. Supply ships, etc., will report directly to parties concerned. 

http://nmcb62alumni.org/pdf/Edzellnewspaper%20.pdf
http://www.pearlharbor41.com/html/news_page_2.html
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From Cryptolog, US Naval Cryptologic Veterns Association, Vol 19 No 4, August 1998: 

 
…. 

 
3481. Major K E MEYER OR Meijer RNAF. Signed 20 July 1961. RAF Boulmer. 

248 
No trace found. 
3482. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Thomas Joseph. MURPHY (533866). Signed 25 
July 1961. HQ Fighter Command. 

248 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 15 May 1968. 
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3483. Squadron Leader Boyd Lionel Hilton LEIGH. Signed 21 August 1961. No 22 
Squadron, RAAF, Australia. 

248 
From his file in the Australian National Archives: 

 

 
His file shows that he chaged his name from Lionel Hilton LEVY: 
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3484. Group Captain Kenneth Stewart BATCHELOR CBE DFC (34214). Signed 31 August 
1961. HQ No 23 Group. 

248 
His DFC, whilst an Acting Wing Commander with No 9 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 22 
August 1941. His promotion to Group Captain was announced on 28 December 1954. His CBE was 
announced on 1 January 1962. 
From http://www.specialforcesroh.com/gallery.php?do=view_image&id=14408&gal=gallery: 

 
photo source Mrs D. Batchelor 
Kenneth Stewart Batchelor R.A.F.O. (service number 34214) 
Squadron Leader 1.9.1940 
9 Squadron (A/Wing Commander) 
D.F.C. (LG,22.8.1941) 
311 Squadron (C.O.) 
138 Squadron (C.O.) 28.2.1943 based at RAF Tempsford 
OC RAF Stradishall 24.5.1943 (Group Captain) 
According to IMDb.com, he was the RAF technical advisor for the episode The Winds Rise (1983), 
which was part of The Winds of War TV series. 
From Roderick Bailey’s Forgotten Voices of the Secret War, Ebury Press (2 April 2009): 

 

 

 

http://www.specialforcesroh.com/gallery.php?do=view_image&id=14408&gal=gallery
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From Henry Probert’s Bomber Harris: His Life and Times, Greenhill Books; New edition edition (15 
July 2006): 
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From Martin Francis’ The Flyer: British Culture and the Royal Air Force 1939-1945, OUP Oxford (1 
Jan 2009): 

 

 
From http://bernardoconnor.org.uk/Publications/Stneots/ACCIDENTSATTEMPSFORD.htm: 
“In February 1943 Wing Commander Ken Batchelor arrived to take command of 138 Squadron. He 
had flown with Bomber Command serving in No. 9 Squadron. He later commanded 311 Bomber 
Squadron which had a large contingent of Czechoslovakian refugee pilots. The first accident at the 
base that year was not until 13th April. F/O A. Cussen of 161 Squadron was doing air tests in a 
Halifax DG409 when the port inner engine failed during take-off. The undercarriage collapsed when 
the aircraft swung and it was written off. No injuries were reported.” 

http://bernardoconnor.org.uk/Publications/Stneots/ACCIDENTSATTEMPSFORD.htm
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From http://www.bottesfordhistory.org.uk/page_id__589_path__0p2p44p95p.aspx: 
Chapter 17: On the wings of the morning 
'Heavies', Vincent Holyoak 
“Due to a re-organisation in RAF training on November 1st the station came under the control of 
the newly formed 7 Group (Training) Bomber Command based at St. Vincent's, Grantham. A new 
teleprinter line was installed by G.P.O. engineers but, more significantly, in line with current policy 
Bottesford and Langar found themselves linked together to form a single administrative unit - 
No.72 Base. In a subsequent re-shuffle Group Captain Flinn took over command of 72 Base, and 
Group Captain Ken Batchelor DFC was posted in as Bottesford's new station CO. Other changes 
included the re-Iocation of the station headquarters and the arrival of the 7 Group 
Communications flight, bringing with it more aircraft and more headaches for the overworked 
engineering staff. Langar now also housed an HCU, No. 1669 operating Halifaxes. From this point 
on visiting 'Halibags' would often 'lob in' on November 25th 1944 one of 1669's aircraft was forced 
to make a night emergency landing, colliding with a hut on one of the dispersals, fortunately 
unoccupied at the time. This type of visitor the station could well do without!” 
…. 
“In the meantime, Ken Batchelor was posted on to command Mildenhall, Charles Flinn reverted 
back to CO of Bottesford and Air Commodore J.W.F. Merer came from Syerston to take over 72 
Base. In January it was also time for 'Darky' Hallows to move on, taking over 627 Squadron at 
Woodhall Spa. With illness and a blizzard of paperwork, he had only managed a few hours flying in 
his four months as CFI and gratefully handed over to Wing Commander W.N. Crebbin, who was to 
remain with the HCU until its disbandment.” 
3485. Squadron Leader John Philip WILSON ACIS (56589). Signed 31 August 1961. HQ No 
23 Group. 

248 
The Air Force List for Spring 1963 shows him in the Air Staff of No 23 (Training) group from 31 July 
1961. He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 27 April 
1980. 
3486. Squadron Leader Robert DICKER (53999). Signed 31 August 1961. HQ No 23 Group. 

248 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 10 November 1975. 

http://www.bottesfordhistory.org.uk/page_id__589_path__0p2p44p95p.aspx
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3487. George Morgan THOMSON, Baron Thomson of Monifieth, KT, PC, DL, FRSE (16 
January 1921 – 3 October 2008). Signed 31 August 1961. House of Commons, London. 

249 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Thomson,_Baron_Thomson_of_Monifieth: 
Early life 
Thomson was educated at Grove Academy, Broughty Ferry, Dundee, and served in the Royal Air 
Force from 1941–46. He was the editor of The Forward, a Dundee newspaper from 1946–56. 
Political career 
At the 1950 and 1951 general elections, Thomson stood unsuccessfully in Glasgow Hillhead. In 
1952, he was elected Member of Parliament in a by-election for Dundee East, where he served until 
his resignation in 1972. He served in the Wilson government as Minister of State, Foreign Office, 
from October 1964 to April 1966, then as Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster from 1966–67, and 
again from 1969–70, Secretary of State for Commonwealth Affairs from 1967–68, and Minister 
without Portfolio from 1968–69. During his time as Commonwealth Secretary he had responsibility 
for trying to reach a settlement of the Southern Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) question and for 
implementing sanctions against the regime there. He was one of the first British Commissioners of 
the European Community (EC) from 1973–77, with responsibility for regional policy. As chairman of 
the Independent Broadcasting Authority from 1981–88 he handled a controversial re-allocation of 
ITV network licences. 
He was Chair of the Advertising Standards Authority from 1977–80; Chair of the Independent 
Broadcasting Authority (IBA) 1981–88; a European Commissioner, with responsibility for Regional 
Policy 1973–76; First Crown Estate Commissioner from 1977–80; and a Member of the Committee 
on Standards in Public Life from 1994 until 1997. He was Deputy Chair of the Woolwich Building 
Society from 1988–91. He had been a Lords' Member of the Parliamentary Broadcasting Unit since 
1993. He was a Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh and the Royal Television Society, and a 
patron of Sustrans. 
In 1985 he was invited to deliver the MacMillan Memorial Lecture to the Institution of Engineers 
and Shipbuilders in Scotland; he chose "Does Public Broadcasting Have a Future? The Challenge of 
the New Technologies". After moving with his wife, Grace, to Charing, Kent, Thomson held the 
position of Party President, for Ashford Liberal Democrats, from 1999–2006. 
Death 
He died on Friday 3 October 2008 at London's St Thomas' Hospital, from a viral infection. He was 
survived by his wife, Lady Thomson, and their two daughters, Ailsa and Caroline, Chief Operating 
Officer of the BBC. 
Honours 
Thomson was made a Privy Councillor in 1966, was created a Life Peer on 23 March 1977 as Baron 
Thomson of Monifieth, of Monifieth in the District of the City of Dundee, and became a Knight of 
the Thistle in 1981. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Thomson,_Baron_Thomson_of_Monifieth
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http://www.scotsindependent.org/2006/060922/ Douglas Crawford, George Reid, Gordon Wilson, 
Douglas Henderson, Winifred Ewing, Donald Stewart, Margaret Bain, Hamish Watt, Ian 
MacCormick, Andrew Welsh and George Thomson, the eleven SNP MPs elected in 1974. 

  
From The Guardian, 6 October 2008: 
Lord Thomson of Monifieth 
Labour minister and Lib Dem peer who backed Europe and broadcasting freedom 
Lord Thomson of Monifieth, who has died aged 87, was a Labour cabinet minister who became a 
Liberal Democrat spokesman in the House of Lords. Earlier he had been appointed by a 
Conservative home secretary to chair the Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA), where he was 
a bold champion of the industry. He was also a Europhile who became the EEC regional affairs 
commissioner and later chairman of the European Movement. But despite it all, he often said the 
job that gave him greatest pleasure was as editor of the DC Thomson (no relation) comic, the 
Dandy. 
It was the skill that George Thomson displayed as chairman of the Advertising Standards Authority 
(1977-80) that led William Whitelaw to offer him the IBA, a post he held from 1981 to 1988. Other 
Conservative ministers were less conciliatory. In 1988 the foreign secretary, Sir Geoffrey Howe, tried 
to persuade the IBA to block the showing of Death on the Rock, the Thames Television 

http://www.scotsindependent.org/2006/060922/
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documentary that questioned the role of the SAS in the killing of three IRA terrorists in Gibraltar. 
But Thomson stood firm. Later, he attacked the Thatcher government's plans to auction off ITV 
contracts under the 1990 Broadcasting Act and also to establish a Broadcasting Standards Council 
under Sir William Rees-Mogg in 1988 to monitor decency, political impartiality and to pre-censor 
documentaries. He was also unhappy about her resistance to his attempts to secure a fair deal for 
his brainchild Channel 4. 
Thomson's career fell into clear segments. There were his 40 years in the Labour party, his time as 
MP for Dundee East (1952-72) and as a minister in Harold Wilson's governments, where Richard 
Crossman rated him an "inoffensive makeweight" and a Wilson "henchman". He moved away from 
politics during his time as a European commissioner (1973-77) and while chairing the ASA and the 
IBA. 
Thomson was born in Stirling, and brought up in Monifieth, a small town on the outskirts of 
Dundee. He was a leading scholar at Grove Academy, Dundee left at 16 to work as a local reporter 
with the DC Thomson group. He became chief subeditor - and, at 18, briefly editor - of the Dandy, 
then selling, it was said, around 500,000 copies. He spent the second world war in the RAF (1940-
46). 
After the war his journalism switched from comics to conflict. The DC Thomson management 
demanded that he sign a pledge not to join a trade union, so he left and became assistant editor of 
Forward, a long-established, though shakily financed, socialist weekly paper in Glasgow. In 1948 he 
was made editor then the magazine moved to London, where it died in 1953. A year before that, 
Thomson had become MP for Dundee East, having contested hopeless Glasgow-Hillhead in 1950. 
As a Labour MP in 1955, Thomson was one of the first to back Sydney Silverman's attempt to 
abolish capital punishment. The following year he opposed Anthony Eden's Suez venture. In 1959 
he was made Commonwealth and colonies spokesman by the Labour leader Hugh Gaitskell. In 
1960, he supported the idea of "collective defence under Nato, so long as the Communist countries 
keep their arms", and dismissed the CND Aldermaston marches as "an expression of adult 
neurosis". In 1961-62 he opposed the Conservatives' Commonwealth Immigration Act, and also 
fought Tory moves to rush Britain into the EEC at the expense of the Commonwealth. 
Following Harold Wilson's narrow electoral victory in 1964, he was made a junior Foreign Office 
minister, a post he held for two years, during which he changed the FO style, answering questions 
in simple English. Except for a rebuff by Egypt's President Gamal Abdel Nasser, most of his overseas 
missions were successful. He was chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster (1966-67) and joint minister 
of state at the FO (1967). In August 1967, he joined the cabinet as Commonwealth Secretary. He 
was heavily involved in the attempts to end Ian Smith's illegal white minority regime in Rhodesia 
(now Zimbabwe). 
After Labour lost power in 1970, he became shadow defence spokesman. But as prime minister 
Edward Heath's EEC negotiations moved towards success, Thomson fell out with Labour over its 
policy of a European entry referendum and in 1972 he resigned from the frontbench. That Euro-
loyalty helped lead Heath to name him as an EEC commissioner. 
Thomson had been made a life peer in 1977 at the end of his EEC service and a knight of the 
Thistle in 1981. Seven years later, proclaiming that he would have left Labour for the Social 
Democratic party in 1981 had he not been obliged to remain neutral at the IBA, he joined the 
Liberal Democrats and later became spokesman on foreign affairs and broadcasting (1990-98). He 
had already taken on various directorships - at ICI, the Royal Bank of Scotland and the Woolwich 
Equitable, among others. He also enjoyed becoming a trustee of Leeds Castle, because "as a 
plebeian Scot, I never thought I might in my declining years become a laird of an English castle". 
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In the Lords he vented his disgust with the Tories "disastrous" policies on the poll tax and local 
government reform in Scotland. He urged ITV equality with the BBC. In 1997, he criticising Tony 
Blair for his "very old-fashioned" view of frontier controls. As chairman of the political honours 
scrutiny committee, he also wrote to Blair asking him to ensure that the Tory Lord Ashcroft was 
resident in Britain before he took up his seat. A member of the Nolan committee on standards in 
public life, he demanded an inquiry into party funding. 
He is survived by his wife Grace, whom he married in 1948, and his daughters Caroline and Ailsa. 
Roger Liddell writes: 
George Thomson, my father-in-law, came from an ILP socialist background. All his life he remained 
true to the social democratic principles of internationalism, public service and equality of respect. 
He was a quintessentially Labour figure from a bygone age: a talented journalist who never got the 
chance to go to university, a party man elected for his home town in a famous but now forgotten 
byelection triumph. To rally working-class solidarity against any Conservative dismantling of the 
Attlee settlement, Labour taught the local kids to sing round the tenements: "Vote, vote, vote for 
Geordie Thomson: he's the one who'll give ye ham and eggs. And if you don't go for him, we'll 
bash your winders in. And your mam'll never speak to ye any mare". George's jubilant supporters 
carried him on their shoulders to the railway station. 
At Westminster he fell under the tutelage of his fellow Dundee member, ex-minister, ex-
Bloomsburyite and old Etonian John Strachey. For a Scottish Labour member, he also took two very 
unScottish life-shaping decisions. First, he based his family in London, not Scotland - choosing to 
rent in Harlow new town. Second, he specialised in foreign affairs, working closely with Jim 
Callaghan on decolonisation (he was Jim's campaign manager for the leadership in 1963) and with 
Denis Healey on disarmament. Although a natural Gaitskellite, he and his wife, Grace, felt a social 
distance from the intellectual elitism of the Hampstead set. 
Harold Wilson chose George to do the initial soundings on Britain's 1967 application to join the 
Common Market: he was judged at the time a genuine sceptic, with no previous "form". But his 
conversion to passionate pro-Europeanism was to change his life again. I heard him give the 
speech of his life at Labour's special conference in July 1971, setting out why the entry terms to 
Europe that Edward Heath had negotiated were ones he would have recommended to a Labour 
cabinet. He became a firm ally of Roy Jenkins, resigning from the shadow cabinet with him in April 
1972, going to Brussels as Britain's first Labour commissioner in 1973 and playing a key role in the 
referendum victory in 1975. 
His post-political life was a triumph. He graced numerous boards with bonhomie and wise 
judgment. After the IBA, he joined Roy Jenkins' team in the House of Lords as Lib Dem 
broadcasting and foreign affairs spokesman. 
George climbed high in the establishment never became a snob. He formed his view of people on 
the basis of their character, not their position. He lived modestly. His outward ease and sociability 
masked an inner reserve. He never lost his curiosity and engagement in the real world. The last real 
conversation I had with him was about the success of Gordon Brown's recent Labour conference 
speech and the prospects for the Glenrothes byelection. I shall miss the "now, Roger, tell me what's 
going on with ... " But it was beguilingly modest: he was so wise about politics, he had guessed 
already. 
George Morgan Thomson (Lord Thomson of Monifieth), politician and administrator, born January 
16 1921; died October 3 2008. 
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3488. Don CUMMING. Signed 14 September 1961. PRO, Scottish Television Ltd, Glasgow. 

249 
From Jeff Holmes’ This Is Scotland: The First Fifty Years of Scottish Television, Cadeel Publishing (31 
Aug 2009): 

 

 
According to http://explore.bfi.org.uk/4ce2b9f2e9ca5, he was born in 1922 and died on 14 
November 1990 in Glasgow. 
Filmography 
Auld Alliance 
From Sea to Sea 
1985 Report from Scotland: Fishing for the Future 
1984 Salmon Stakes  
1983 Closer to Home 
1982 Policemen of the Seas  
1981 Rescue 34 - Lima One  
1980 A Few Old Buffers 
1979 Shetland and the Gift Horse 
1979 A Fine Fantasy 
1977 A Box of Islands 
1974 Scotland V Wales 
1967 The Billion Dollar Show 
1967 The Canadians  
1966 Airports - Jetstream 
1960 Airports - Jetstream 
1960 Social Environment - High Living 
3489. Gerry MCLAUGHLIN. Signed 14 September 1961. PRO, Scottish Television Ltd, 
Glasgow. 

249 

http://explore.bfi.org.uk/4ce2b9f2e9ca5
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No trace found. 
3490. Squadron Leader (Retired) Alastair Langlands Milne SIMPSON DFC (158899). Signed 
14 September 1961. Abbey Lodge, Newburgh Fife. 

249 
His Distinguished Flying Cross, whilst a Flying Officer with No 170 Squadron, was announced in the 
LG, 4 December 1945. 
From http://en.convdocs.org/docs/index-21857.html?page=68: 
Alastair Simpson (from Perth, around 1935), born in 1922, died in September 1997 in Kirriemuir 
Nursing Home. A native of Newburgh, he joined the RAF as a navigator on leaving school, reaching 
the rank of squadron leader. He served in India and was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross. 
After the war he worked as a potato merchant in Fife, until, in 1972, he and his wife bought the 
Thrums Hotel in Kirriemuir. He was a keen golfer and was secretary of Kirriemuir Golf Club, as well 
as acting as secretary of the charity, Capability Scotland 
From The Glasgow Herald, 23 November 1957: 

 
From The LG, 22 September 1964: 

 
3491. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Rodney John WARK (4230205). Signed 17 
September 1961. RAF Waterbeach, No 64 Squadron. 

249 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 30 October 1973. 
From http://www.stressfreecarfinder.com/about: 

http://en.convdocs.org/docs/index-21857.html?page=68
http://www.stressfreecarfinder.com/about
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“After 12 years in the Royal Air Force, 8 of those as a fighter pilot, I spent 35 years in the oil and 
construction industries with various odd jobs in between. I've lived and worked all over the world 
motor vehicles have always been my passion.  
I have owned and experienced many different cars in the past 50 years, from ’37 Austin 7 Ruby, 
Mercedes 190 d, to the slightly more exotic Audi A4, Mercedes-Benz SL320, Porsche 911 Carrera, 
Subaru Impreza and Lexus IS220d.  
The majority of my clients have been women who wanted the upper-hand in the buying process. 
The knowledge and expertise of Stress Free Car Finder made their journey to a new vehicle a 
pleasurable one. No hassle, no wasted time, and no inflated prices.” 
3492. Flying Officer ? ? JACKSON. Signed 17 September 1961. RAF Waterbeach, No 64 
Squadron. 

249 
The Operational Records Book for No 64 Squadron for 1961 has not been digitised by The National 
Archives, Kew. No trace found. 
3493. Flight Lieutenant John GALLEY (583027). Signed 26 September 1961. No 25 
Squadron. 

249 
From http://www.25squadron.org.uk/JavelinYears.htm: 
Two photographs of the Gloster Javelin FAW.9, group photo and Pilot's Notes provided by Peter 
Goodwin. Peter's navigator at the time was John Galley. 

http://www.25squadron.org.uk/JavelinYears.htm
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Javelin XH767/A - P.I. sortie over the North Sea from RAF Leuchars – 1961 

 
Javelin XH909/R - Compass swing at RAF Gutersloh while on detachment from RAF Leuchars - 1962 
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Group photo of 25 Sqn on detachment to RAF Akrotari, Cyprus, Oct/Nov 1961. Peter is 5th from 
the right back row 
3494. Group Captain Eric Charles PASSMORE OBE (27062). Signed 3 October 1961. 
Inspectorate of Radio Services, HQ Signals Command RAF Medmenham, Marlow, 
Buckinghamshire. 

249 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG, from 16 July 1929 which confirmed his appointment 
as Pilot Officer. His OBE was announced on 30 May 1952. 
According to ancestry.com, he was born in 1909. 
From http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?13830-1st-October-1930-Wapiti-30-
Sqn-Iraq.: 
Flying Officer E.C. Passmore and Aircraftman Bishop 
On 1st October 1930, Flying Officer E.C. Passmore, No. 30 Bomber Squadron, Mosul, Iraq, was 
flying a Wapiti General Purpose Biplane with Aircraftman Bishop in the passenger seat and when 
approaching his aerodrome he suddenly and luckily observed that his undercarriage had become 
completely detached from the port side and was suspended from the starboard! 
He at once decided that it would be a safer policy for them to resort to their Irvin Air Chutes, and 
no doubt he was influenced by the fact only a few days before another pilot of his Squadron had 
jumped to safety. Certainly to attempt a landing would have meant crashing badly, so he warned 
Bishop and both leaped together into space over the town of Mosul and floated gently to earth in 
a 15 mph wind. Neither chute was affected and both went into immediate service again. 
These two airmen were the fourth and fifth respectively to escape in Iraq. 

http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?13830-1st-October-1930-Wapiti-30-Sqn-Iraq
http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?13830-1st-October-1930-Wapiti-30-Sqn-Iraq
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3495. Wing Commander Benjamin Harry GOODGER (48033). Signed 3 October 1961. 
Inspectorate of Radio Services 1, HQ Signals Command RAF Medmenham, Marlow, 
Buckinghamshire. 

249 
From http://www.mundia.com/ca/Person/50034853/20276323571: 
1918-1988 
Born: Toronto, Canada 
Died: Warminster, Wiltshire, England 
3496. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Richard Thomas JOHNSON (114889). 
Signed 3 October 1961. Inspectorate of Radio Services 2, HQ Signals Command RAF 
Medmenham, Marlow, Buckinghamshire. 

249 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired, on account of medical unfitness for Air 
Force service, on 2 December 1976. 
3497. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Anthony Noel KIRK (504066). Signed 3 
October 1961. Inspectorate of Radio Services 3, HQ Signals Command RAF Medmenham, 
Marlow, Buckinghamshire. 

249 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 9 December 1970. 
From the Market Rasen Mail, 28 December 2011: 
ANTHONY NOEL KIRK (TONY) formerly of Wickenby. Passed away aged nearly 80 on December 7th 
after a short illness. Dearly loved by his wife Judy, children Pip, Simon and Wendy and seven 
grandchildren. 
3498. Flight Lieutenant Unknown. Signed 11 October 1961. Air Ministry (E.5). 

249 
 

http://www.mundia.com/ca/Person/50034853/20276323571
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3499. Major ? ? DOUGLAS RE. Signed 11 October 1961. Dunfermline Fife. 

249 
No trace found. 
3500. Wing Commander [later Group Captain] Walter Dickens HUNTER OBE AFRAeS 
(49447). Signed 26 October 1961. HQ Fighter Command. 

249 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 1 January 1965. He was Commanding officer of RAF Swanton 
Morley from July 1967 to March 1970. 
3501. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] William Birnie KENNEDY MB ChB (500406). 
Signed 15 November 1961. HQ No 18 Group. 

249 
The LG, 9 February 1982 announced his appointment as Officer (Brother) to the Most Venerable 
Order of the Hospital of St John of Jerusalem. 
3502. Flight Lieutenant Alistair Gordon THOMSON MB BS (506132). Signed 15 November 
1961. HQ No 18 Group, Pitreavie Castle. 

250 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3503. Roland Struthers BSc MICE. Signed 28 November 1961. Air Ministry. 

250 
He is shown as the Director of Directorate of Works – 1 in the Department of the Air Member for 
Supply and Organisation in The Air Force List for April 1961. 
3504. Colonel Fikret KÖROGLU. Signed 29 November 1961. Air Attaché to the Turkish 
Embassy. 

250 
He is listed in The Aeroplane Directory of British Aviation, 1961 as the Turkish foreign air attaché 
accredited to the United Kingdom. 
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3505. Air Marshal Sir Harold John MAGUIRE, KCB, DSO, OBE, (12 April 1912 – 1 February 
2001). Signed 1 December 1961. HQ No 11 Group. 

250 
He also signed this book on 17 December 1959 and 30 May 1961. 
3506. Sir Thomas Malcolm KNOX FRSE (1900–1980). Signed 2 December 1961. St Andrews 
University. 

250 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malcolm_Knox: 
Knox was born in Birkenhead, Cheshire, England, on 28 November 1900, the son of Scottish 
Congregationalist minister James Knox MA and Isabella Marshall. He was educated at Bury 
Grammar School and the Liverpool Institute, and then at Pembroke College, Oxford where he 
obtained a first-class degree in Literae Humaniores in 1923. He then worked as secretary to Lord 
Leverhulme at Lever Brothers before running the business interests of Lever Brothers in West Africa. 
His first wife died in 1930 and in the following year he became Bursar-Fellow and lecturer in 
philosophy at Jesus College, Oxford, later becoming a Fellow and Tutor. His interests did not fit in 
with those then prevailing at Oxford and so he moved to St Andrews University as Professor of 
Moral Philosophy in 1936, serving also as deputy principal and head of department. He was thus 
the natural choice as acting principal in 1952 on the death of James Irvine, and was confirmed in 
position in 1953. 
Knox was widely known to philosophers for his translations and commentary of the works of Hegel 
and for editing the works of R.G. Collingwood. His scholarship was recognised with the award of an 
Hon. D. Litt. from the University of Glasgow and election as a Fellow of the Royal Society of 
Edinburgh. 
Whilst Principal of St Andrews, his main task reconcile the interests of the section of the university 
based in St Andrews with those of the section based in Dundee. However, he later concluded that 
separation of the two could not be avoided and then decided that it would not be proper to 
continue in his position as his stated policy had changed. In retirement, he continued to write 
books, articles and reviews, including translations with commentary upon the writings of Hegel. 
Some of his papers are held by Archive Services at the University of Dundee. 
He died at 19 Victoria Terrace, Crieff, Tayside, on 6 April 1980. 
3507. Harold Garnet CALLAN ('Mick') FRS FRSE (5 March 1917, Maidenhead – 3 November 
1993). Signed 2 December 1961. St Andrews University. 

250 
From http://www.royalsoced.org.uk/cms/files/fellows/obits_alpha/callan_harold.pdf: 
HAROLD GARNET CALLAN BA, DSc, FRS 
H G Callan died on the 3rd November, 1993, at the age of 76. 'Mick', to all who knew him, had 
continued an active scientific life up to the brief illness which preceded his death. He was one of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malcolm_Knox
http://www.royalsoced.org.uk/cms/files/fellows/obits_alpha/callan_harold.pdf
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the last of a line of scholars whose knowledge and interests encompassed the whole scope of 
biology. However, it is for his major contribution to our understanding of the structure of 
chromosomes, and how they function in replication and in the expression of their genes, that Mick 
will be remembered best by the scientific community. In particular, Mick Callan's name is 
inseparably linked with the giant lampbrush chromosomes of amphibian oocytes which provided 
such a powerful model for universal features of chromosome organisation and activity. 
Born in Maidenhead on 15th March, 1917, to a school teacher mother and a naval architect father, 
Mick was educated at King's College School, Wimbledon, and at St John's College, Oxford. In 1938, 
he graduated with first class honours in Zoology. After working for a short time at the John Innes 
Institute in Merton, Surrey, Mick was awarded a scholarship for postgraduate research at the 
Stazione Zoologica in Naples where he studied the influence of sex hormones on the development 
of the octopus. This move was to signal a major turning point in his life, both personally and 
professionally. It was in Naples that he met his wife-to-be, Amaryllis, and it was also here, several 
years later, that he first glimpsed the lampbrush chromosomes which later were to fire many of his 
ideas. He writes in the preface to his monograph on lampbrush chromosomes (Springer-Verlag, 
1986): 'It strikes me as remarkably appropriate that my wife's father, Dr Reinhard Dohrn, who was 
for many years Director of the Stazione Zoologica at Naples, was personally acquainted with Dr J 
Rückert, the investigator who first put lampbrush chromosomes 'on the map' and gave them their 
name. Rückert studied the lampbrush chromosomes of elasmobranchs at the Stazione Zoologica 
towards the end of the 19th Century, and it was in this same institute that I first saw the germinal 
vesicles of newt oocytes in 1947, and came to realise the particular advantages for study that are 
offered by these enormous cell nuclei, and their equally gigantic chromosomes'. 
However, the idyllic period in Naples was interrupted by the Second World War, during which time 
Mick held commissions as flight lieutenant and squadron leader in the RAF, and became an expert 
in the newly-developing technology of radar. Anxiety over the safety of Amaryllis and her family 
ended with the war and the couple were eventually married in Naples in 1944. Their first move was 
to London, where Mick worked at the Biophysics Department of University College, and then to 
Edinburgh, where the famous developmental biologist C H Waddington was gathering a galaxy of 
bright young scientists at the Institute of Animal Genetics. Soon after receiving his doctoral degree, 
Mick was appointed to the Kennedy Chair of Natural History at St Andrews University in 1950. The 
young Professor Callan had the daunting prospect of following in the footsteps of D'Arcy 
Wentworth Thompson, one of the most eminent biologists of his generation. But Mick rose grandly 
to the occasion, for in the period 1950-1982 he built up the Department of Zoology from a few 
staff members housed around the specimen cases of the Bell-Pettigrew Museum, into a large, 
thriving, modern Department. His prolific research output and growing fame attracted many 
students and visiting research workers. 
Mick's first studies with amphibian oocyte nuclei were on the structure of the nuclear envelope. It is 
generally forgotten that he was the first to describe the nuclear pores which allow molecular traffic 
in and out of the nucleus. With the assistance of S G Tomlin, who operated an early model of the 
Siemens electron microscope in the Wheatstone Physics Laboratory at King's College, London, he 
was able to examine whole-mount preparations of nuclear envelopes and make his seminal 
discoveries. 
However it was the work of Callan and his collaborators on the lampbrush chromosomes of 
amphibian oocytes that attracted most attention and furthered our understanding of chromosome 
structure. For instance, Mick's observation of 'double-loop-bridges' resulting from a transverse 
breakage of a chromomere provided direct evidence for the existence of two chromatids per 
chromosome and, furthermore, indicated that the lateral loops contain a chromatin axis which is 
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structurally continuous with the chromatid axis. Another issue of great theoretical importance 
which he challenged was whether or not DNA runs without interruption throughout the entire 
length of a chromatid and helps to maintain its structural integrity. The application of the enzymes 
deoxyribonuclease, ribonuclease and protease directly to unfixed lampbrush chromosomes allowed 
him to resolve this difficult question, confirming the uninemic nature of chromosomal DNA. 
Although Mick was trained in classical cytology, he readily combined cytological approaches with 
developing molecular and immunological methods. For instance, he was quick to exploit the 
technique of DNA-fibre autoradiography invented by John Cairns and further developed by JA 
Huberman and AD Riggs. Mick's contribution was to describe the patterns of DNA replication in 
different tissues and developmental stages of the same organism, and in related organisms with 
vastly different DNA contents. What these studies showed was that whereas the rate of DNA 
synthesis was always roughly constant, the duration of DNA synthesis (S- phase) and the growth 
rate of the cell were dependent upon the number of replication sites initiated along the 
chromosomal lengths of DNA. 
A continuing quest was to identify the genes and their associated molecules of the transcribing 
loops of chromosomes. Again Mick turned to the new technology, this time to the technique of in 
situ hybridisation developed in the laboratories of Ken Jones in Edinburgh and Joe Gall, then at 
Yale. Using cloned histone genes, Mick and his co-workers hybridised labelled probes with the 
nascent transcripts of lampbrush chromosomes. These pioneering experiments indicated that, in 
principle, it should be possible to identify the genetic nature of any chromosomal loop. 
Mick Callan received many national and international scientific honours during his life. In addition 
to his FRSE in 1952 and his FRS in 1963, he was elected Foreign Member of the American Academy 
of Arts and Sciences (1974), Honorary Member of the German Society for Cell Biology (1976) and 
Foreign Member of the Italian Accademia Nazionale Dei Lincei (1982). He served on the UK 
Advisory Council on Scientific Policy (1963-4), as Trustee of the British Museum (1963-6) and on the 
Science Research Council (1972-6). Mick also took a keen interest in the condition of science in 
Eastern-bloc countries and visited the Soviet Union (on three occasions in the 1960s) and China (in 
1980) to assist with their emergence from scientific isolation. 
In 1982, at a time when universities were threatened by financial cut-back and staff redundancy, 
Mick selflessly took early retirement to protect his younger staff. However, his research career was 
not to be stopped. He continued work at the Gatty Marine Laboratory in St Andrews and in 1986 
he published his book Lampbrush Chromosomes, the definitive work on the structures which had 
provided a lifetime's fascination. To the end of his life, Mick's research was at the forefront of 
discovery: he worked for a major part of each year along with his old friend and colleague, Dr Joe 
Gall at the Department of Embryology at the Carnegie Institution, Baltimore. Together they 
published key studies, not only on lampbrush chromosomes also on novel supramolecular nuclear 
particles ('snurposomes') which are involved in the organisation of RNA-packaging and splicing 
factors. 
Away from the laboratory, Mick loved nothing better than to spend time in the countryside with 
family, friends and his dogs. He was keen on outdoor pursuits, hill walking, shooting and fishing, 
and he was a weel-kent character about his country cottage on Feuchside. For all his fame, he 
remained a straightforward, down-to-earth man, who had time of day for all with whom he came in 
contact. He is survived by Amaryllis and their son and two daughters. 
J SOMMERVILLE 
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3508. Dr Lionel Harry BUTLER FRHistS MA DPhil. Signed 2 December 1961. St Andrews 
University. 

250 
He also signed this book on 11 May 1961. 
3509. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Geoffrey Walter OLIVER (181424). Signed 
12 December 1961. RAF Boulmer. 

250 
He also signed this book on 31 October 1966. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://geoffreyoliver.muchloved.com/: 
Memorial to Geoffrey Walter Oliver 
Geoffrey Oliver was born on February 15, 1923 and passed away peacefully in Ferring, West Sussex, 
on December 29th 2008. Dear husband of Aileen (Deceased); loved Dad of Michael and Sandy, Gail 
and Ron, Hilary and David (Deceased); loved Grandpa of Elliott and Daniel. He was loved will be 
missed. 
Claire De Lune by Debussy was Geoff's favourite piece, and was played at his funeral on January 
14th 2009. 

  
Geoffrey and Aileen Oliver 
Dad was always a man of his word and I like to think he is fulfilling his promise to our Mum to join 
her, and in doing that, bring with him her pink roses. Sadly we couldn’t find McCartney’s; however, 
the intention was there and they now lie on her stone outside. So in some ways, today is to 
celebrate both their lives. 
Dad was never one to adhere to sell by dates – as some of us knew almost to our cost! He carried 
on a bit longer than perhaps his body should have allowed him too. His strength of mind and will 
was such that he just kept going and that combined with being so well looked after and loved by 
everyone at Scotchdyke where he spent his last 6 months, and by his doctor and friend – Judith 
Collier. As a family we truly thank you for your care of him. 
Dad lived a full life and in thinking about what to say, I felt there were several themes that reflected 
his life: music, theatre, service and his family. 

http://geoffreyoliver.muchloved.com/
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His music was a grand passion and his violin went everywhere – even when we didn’t! He started 
young, was proud all his life about having perfect pitch and had is own dance band in his late 
teens. Unlike his brother – Keith – he didn’t formally play in the RAF, however most messes in this 
world would have heard Dad play at least once… or twice or….. 
Once he retired from the RAF and indeed the world of work he was able in this area to play in a 
number of local orchestras, putting on and be part of musical reviews and importantly playing in 
the St Andrew’s church orchestra. They have got back together and are playing today and who we 
really thank for being a central part of this celebration. Dad played his violin almost to the end as 
he even entertained on several occasions in Scotchdyke – something he did in the past when he 
played for the carol singers at Christmas time. 
Theatre was another grand passion for him. I am not sure when it actually started, however with 
little formal training; Dad was recognised as a very professional amateur actor. Not only did he act, 
he directed, stage managed, built sets and even built theatres- when there were none to play. I 
remember him playing one of the dustmen in my fair lady in California in the 60s and then ended 
up playing Pickering here at Littlehampton- as his last performance on the boards. 
Wherever we were Dad always had his makeup with him. Once again when Mum and he moved to 
angmering he got involved with rustington players, the Littlehampton/Arun light opera, and even 
worked with Worthing light opera I believe. 
Service was a big part of Dad’s life. He joined the RAF at the start of the war, and became a pilot. 
Because he was skilled at flying he was made an instructor and his regret was that he never flew 
operational in the war. Lucky for us really as we may not be standing here today if he had! 
He met Mum at the end of the war and theirs was a whirlwind romance. Meeting at a dance in the 
October or November and married that March. A marriage that last 58 years. 
Although he was demobbed after war, he rejoined and spent the next 25 odd years serving his 
country – mainly under ground and underneath cows, as I was told when I was young, as he 
protected the country as a master radar controller up and down the coast of Britain and abroad. As 
a family we were lucky that he travelled and most of us travelled with him. We all have a love of 
travel and foreign things because of that, I am sure. 
Once he retired from the RAF, after a very brief interlude in the civil service, he went to Saudi 
Arabia for about 10 years until finally retiring in this area where he then got involved in serving the 
community through theatre, music, the voice of progress, neighbourhood watch, Ferring residents 
association and as a President of Probus, to name but a few. 
Dad was a talented man of many parts, probably the only thing he wasn’t good at was sport and 
most of us got that talent from Mum. Mum and Dad married in 1946 and had 58 mainly happy 
years together, bringing up 4 kids and doing the best they could. I have very happy memories of 
many summers as an adult coming down here with friends and having BBQs in the garden, boating 
up to the Black Rabbit pub and generally having fun with Mum and Dad. They both in some ways 
became friends as well as parents. 
When Mum passed on, Dad never really recovered. Although he looked after her in her last years, 
he really was also very reliant on her for many things. Not least his memory. 
He was always talking about treading the boards one last time, and thanks to my brother in law, 
Ron, I like to think that he is now putting on a huge production in another place with Mum in the 
front row looking on and carrying her pink roses. 
Finally, I would like to end with a quote from Françoise Mitterrand that I was given last week by a 
great friend, which for me sums it all up: 
The fear of death is virtually meaningless. 
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We need to have the humility to know that, in death, we’re in the company of countless others, 
And that death is the only certain destiny that awaits all of us. 
I’m not overly preoccupied with death rather the enormous question mark it represents. 
Is it nothingness? 
That’s possible. 
If it’s not, then what a great adventure lies ahead. 
I like to think that Dad and Mum are now on their great magnificent adventure. 
3510. Carmen Sole de OLIVELLA. Signed 31 December 1961. Fontanella 15, Barcelona, 
Espana. 

250 
No trace found. 
3511. Lieutenant Archibald R B WILLIAMSON Royal Canadian Ordnance Corps. Signed 31 
December 1961. HQ New Brunswick Area, Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada. 

250 
He is mentioned in the The Log of the Canadian Services College for 1958 and 1965 
http://issuu.com/royal_roads_archives/docs/1958_log_canadian_services_college_royal_roads_fli/79. 
http://www.whereispdf.com/view/176674/contents_text/page_0374 refers to him as Archie A R B 
Williamson. 
3512. Pilot Officer [later Flight Officer] Ann Patricia SCOUGAL WRAF (2826011). Signed 24 
January 1962. RAF Haydock, St Helens, Lancashire. 

250 
From http://armstrongsfh.com/Obituaries/77681/: 

 
Ann Patricia “Pat” Scougal, 76, of Steeves Settlement, passed away at home on March 5, 2013. Born 
in England, she was a daughter of the late Harry and Phyllis (nee Charlton) Scougal. Pat is survived 
by her sisters: Kathy Scougal of Steeves Settlement, Phyllis (Edward) Masson of British Columbia, 
Linda (Colin) Armstrong of England; her brothers: Allan Scougal of England, Donald (Joan) Scougal 
of England, as well as by several nieces and nephews and grandnieces and grandnephews. Pat was 
a flying officer with the R.A.F. in her youth, and was one of the first females to qualify as an Air 
Traffic Controller. She began showing dogs in 1972, and began breeding Irish Wolfhounds and 
Borzoi in 1974, and she had a great passion for heavy horses. Upon her retirement from Air Traffic 

http://issuu.com/royal_roads_archives/docs/1958_log_canadian_services_college_royal_roads_fli/79
http://www.whereispdf.com/view/176674/contents_text/page_0374
http://armstrongsfh.com/Obituaries/77681/
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Control, Pat undertook retraining with the Provincial Veterinarians, and the Elmwood Veterinary 
Clinic. She was a lifetime member of the Moncton Kennel Club, and a member of the Irish 
Wolfhound Club of Canada. 
3513. Wing Commander Victor Seymour SWAIN DFC (131634). Signed 25 January 1962. 
RAF Benson. 

250 
His DFC was announced in the LG, 17 August 1945. He retired on 23 March 1969. 
From http://archiver.rootsweb.ancestry.com/th/read/SWAIN/1999-04/0925174538: 
Wing Commander Victor Seymour SWAIN D.F.C. and U.S. Air Medal, born 23 March 1922 at 34 
Little Oaks Road, Aston Manor, Birmingham, England; married 26 August 1944 at St Mary's Church, 
Shawbury, Shropshire, England to Dorothy Iris HUGGINS; died 02 February 1984 at Bevendean 
Hospital, Brighton, Sussex, England. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Help_Wanted.htm: 
“I am currently researching and writing Victors' War which is about the RAFVR and WAAF "war 
stories" of my late parents, Victor Seymour Swain and Dorothy Iris Swain nee Huggins. Vic Swain 
served in 114 (RAF West Raynham, North Africa, Italy) and 13 Squadrons (North Africa, Italy) and 
232 Wing (Hassani, Greece); won the DFC in 1945 (attacking the Polesella bridge over the River Po); 
was seconded to USAAF in North Africa; remained in the RAF post-war until 1966; his last posting 
was as Wing Commander (Flying) at RAF Benson under a Group Captain O'Neill (as I recall); 
became a Principal in the Civil Service at the Ministry of Defence, involved (I understand) in 
personnel security vetting. Dorothy Iris Huggins served at RAF West Raynham (tailoring shop). I am 
especially interested in memories, stories and anecdotes by anybody who knew either of them at 
any time in their RAF careers, or who can recount ‘everyday life’ in the above squadrons in WW2.” 
Posted by David Swain on 15 June 2014 
From http://search.ancestry.com/cgi-
bin/sse.dll?gl=ROOT_CATEGORY&rank=1&new=1&so=3&MSAV=1&msT=1&gss=seorecords&gsf
n=Victor&gsln=Swain&msbdy=&msbpn__ftp=&msddy=&msdpn__ftp=&cpxt=0&catBucket=p&ui
dh=000&cp=0: 

 
Victor Seymour Swain (1922-1984) 
3514. Flight Lieutenant John Luther BOWMER DFC DFM (177917). Signed 25 January 1962. 
RAF Benson. 

250 

http://archiver.rootsweb.ancestry.com/th/read/SWAIN/1999-04/0925174538
http://www.rafweb.org/Help_Wanted.htm
http://search.ancestry.com/cgi-bin/sse.dll?gl=ROOT_CATEGORY&rank=1&new=1&so=3&MSAV=1&msT=1&gss=seorecords&gsfn=Victor&gsln=Swain&msbdy=&msbpn__ftp=&msddy=&msdpn__ftp=&cpxt=0&catBucket=p&uidh=000&cp=0
http://search.ancestry.com/cgi-bin/sse.dll?gl=ROOT_CATEGORY&rank=1&new=1&so=3&MSAV=1&msT=1&gss=seorecords&gsfn=Victor&gsln=Swain&msbdy=&msbpn__ftp=&msddy=&msdpn__ftp=&cpxt=0&catBucket=p&uidh=000&cp=0
http://search.ancestry.com/cgi-bin/sse.dll?gl=ROOT_CATEGORY&rank=1&new=1&so=3&MSAV=1&msT=1&gss=seorecords&gsfn=Victor&gsln=Swain&msbdy=&msbpn__ftp=&msddy=&msdpn__ftp=&cpxt=0&catBucket=p&uidh=000&cp=0
http://search.ancestry.com/cgi-bin/sse.dll?gl=ROOT_CATEGORY&rank=1&new=1&so=3&MSAV=1&msT=1&gss=seorecords&gsfn=Victor&gsln=Swain&msbdy=&msbpn__ftp=&msddy=&msdpn__ftp=&cpxt=0&catBucket=p&uidh=000&cp=0
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His DFM was announced in the LG, 14 July 1944: 
BOWMER, John Luther. 1561263 Sergeant, R.A.F.V.R., No. 10 Squadron. 
CAMPBELL, Donald Murdo Stewart. 1551919 Sergeant, R.A.F.V.R. No. 10 Squadron. 
“In June, 1944, these airmen were captain and rear gunner respectively of an aircraft engaged in an 
attack on a target at Amiens. Shortly after leaving the target which had been successfully bombed, 
they were attacked 5 times from astern by a Focke Wulf 190. Acting on the skilful and concise 
directions given by Sergeant Campbell, the captain took successful evasive action whiqtl enabled 
the rear gunner to deliver a very accurate burst of fire. The enemy fighter burst into flames and was 
seen to crash to the ground. Shortly afterwards, when crossing the French coast, a Junkers 88 
attacked from the port quarter. Once again, Sergeant Campbell passed accurate information to 
Flight Sergeant Bowmer who again handled the aircraft with exceptional skill and coolness and 
enabled the rear gunner to destroy the second enemy fighter. During the entire flight, both airmen 
displayed a high degree of courage, skill and initiative which resulted in the destruction of two 
enemy fighters and the safe return of the aircraft.” 
His DFC, whilst an Acting Flying Officer with No 10 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 20 
February 1945. 
From http://rafgen.iconosites.com/000_vig_user_files/site_uploaded/3140/apw-upms%20-%20l.pdf: 
After No 10 Squadron, John Bowmer was posted to 27 OUT Fradley, near Lichfield as an instructor. 
Subsequently, he went to The Empire Radio School, Debden and there flew the special Halifax Mk. 
VI ‘Mercury’. With her, he went to Australia, New Zealand and South Africa. 
During his 37-year Air Force career, he had a spell on VC10s at Brize Norton, where he became 
personal pilot to Douglas Hird MP, the then Foreign Secretary. John Bowyer flew very many hours 
all over the world on Hird’s official duties. John retired a Squadron Leader. In 2009, he bacme 
seriously ill and died. 

http://rafgen.iconosites.com/000_vig_user_files/site_uploaded/3140/apw-upms%20-%20l.pdf
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From The Stratford-upon-Avon Herald, 27 June 2002 (included in the above document): 

 
3515. Flight Lieutenant Aubrey Howard William THRASHER (3504455). Signed 25 January 
1962. RAF Benson. 

250 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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From http://www.oldwinburnians.org.uk/Newsletters/2010%20Winter/Winter%202010.pdf: 
“Thrasher would have been Aubrey Thrasher who, when we were given the task of researching our 
family, discovered his Grandad several times removed had been hangman of Lytchett. He joined 
the RAF, was training to be a pilot died when his plane crashed on a training flight.” 
3516. Flight Lieutenant George Francis THORNTON DFC (130634). Signed 30 January 1961 
(sic) should be 1962. E S & A Robinson (Holdings) Ltd, Bristol. 

251 
From http://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/a-distinguished-flying-cross-group-attributable-t-
444-c-sgmip6hs4t: 

 
A Distinguished Flying Cross group attributable to Flight Lieutenant G F Thornton, D.F.C., R.A.F.: 
Comprising D.F.C., George VI, officially dated 1945, in fitted case of issue, transmission slip; General 
Service Medal 1918-62, George VI, one clasp, Palestine 1945-48 (Flt. Lt.G F Thornton, R.A.F.) each 
extremely fine: Together with a Second World War pair, Defence Medal, 1939-45 War Medal, 
mounted for wearing: An R.A.F., silver coloured metal napkin ring engraved Zena Davies 3052, (4) 
LG,2nd October 1945. Sold with this lot is an original newspaper cutting headlined An Outstanding 
Pilot, detailing the series of events leading up to the recommendation. Despite intense anti-aircraft 
fire, he immediately made a telling attack, destroying both launches and one of the midget 
submarines. On the homeward flight, Flight Lieutenant Thornton attacked and damaged another 
large motor-launch. 

http://www.oldwinburnians.org.uk/Newsletters/2010%20Winter/Winter%202010.pdf
http://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/a-distinguished-flying-cross-group-attributable-t-444-c-sgmip6hs4t
http://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/a-distinguished-flying-cross-group-attributable-t-444-c-sgmip6hs4t
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From Flight, 5 September 1958: 

 
George F. Thornton joined de Havilland Aircraft from the R.A.F. in 1949 as a production and 
development test pilot at Hatfield and is now attached to the sakles department. He trained in the 
U.S. (1942-43) and flew Mustangs and Spitfires with No. 2 Sqn., 2nd T.A.F. (1944-45). Was with No. 
208 Sqn. in Palestine (1947) then at the C.F.E., West Raynham, for his last two years of R.A.F. service. 
Holds the D.F.C. 
From http://thetartanterror.blogspot.co.uk/2011/11/george-f-thornton-DFC.html: 

 

 
Back Row: F/O A H Billam; F/Lt J P Moss - (Capt of 35 Wing Rugby XV, in which I also played, at 
Center. Later he became an AVM I believe); F/O G D Brown; F/O J I K McAlroy; F/O R C Forbes; F/Lt 

http://thetartanterror.blogspot.co.uk/2011/11/george-f-thornton-dfc.html
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L F Butcher; F/O A R Dale; F/Lt R Turner; F/Lt R Barr. Sitting: F/Lt J H O (Junior) Varley; F/Lt D O'Leary 
DFC; S/Ldr R J F Mitchell DFC; F/Lt G F Thornton DFC; F/O N C Kelley (Eng.Off.) 
From http://announcements.telegraph.co.uk/deaths/62208/thornton: 
Flight Lieutenant George Francis Thornton D.F.C, beloved husband of the late Zena Thornton 
passed peacefully away on Sunday 1st July 2007 at Abbots Leigh Manor Nursing Home. Funeral 
Service to be held at Canford Crematorium on Monday July 9th at 11.30 a.m. Donations in memory 
of George are being accepted for the RAF Benevolent Fund. 
From http://www.abpic.co.uk/photo/1270932/: 

 
1961 Mike Dowsing Collection 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E._S._%26_A._Robinson: 
E. S. & A. Robinson was a British paper, printing and packaging company founded in Bristol in 
1844. In 1966 it was merged with John Dickinson Stationery to form the Dickinson Robinson Group 
(DRG) creating one of the world's largest stationery and packaging companies. 
The company was founded in 1844 by Elisha Smith Robinson who was joined by his brother Alfred 
in 1848. The company prospered quickly making paper bags for grocery stores and then branching 
out into printing items such as the tradesman’s almanack, elaborate notepapers and bound 
ledgers. 
By 1860 the company had eleven lithographic presses, two lithographic machines worked by steam 
power and a machine for making paper bags . As paper merchants it held the greatest supply of 
paper in any firm in the kingdom. 
1870 after further enlargement of the premises in Redcliffe Street Elisha declared to the architect, 
the builders and the clerk of the works : "Gentlemen, I have the finest printing factory in the West 
of England, and neither I nor those who come after me will ever want to enlarge it." By 1887 the 

http://announcements.telegraph.co.uk/deaths/62208/thornton
http://www.abpic.co.uk/photo/1270932/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E._S._%26_A._Robinson
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company had new block of buildings at Bedminster and this in its turn was only to be big enough 
for five years 
1872 Acquired the printing works of Ensor & Co. in Marsh Street. 
1873 Elisha Robinson bought rights to an American patent (inventor: Margaret E. Knight) for a 
paper satchel bag which in addition to making everyday shopping easier would eventually 
revolutionise the trade in paper packaging of materials such as Portland Cement and flour. 
Elisha’s sons Edward II and Arthur joined the company in 1869 and 1874. 
1885 Elisha Smith Robinson died. 
1887 A technique stumbled upon by American paper dealer Robert Gair led to the mass production 
of the carton and folding boxes which accelerated the growth of the Bedminster and later 
Fishponds operations. 
1889 One week’s paid holiday granted to employees with service of a year or more. At the time the 
wider business community considered this was innovative and overly generous. The Robinsons 
however continued to demonstrate a balanced reaction to the emerging union influences and later 
were industry leaders in the introduction of pensions and profit sharing schemes. 
1893 Edward and Arthur Robinson turned the business into a limited company. 
1902 A Mr Benwell, manager of bag making, chanced upon an idea for printing on bags. The 
demand for bags printed with logos and advertising proved to be enormous and a hundred million 
were ordered within a few weeks of the process being operational. A patent was later sold to the 
Union Bag Company (later the Union Camp Corporation). 
1912 The Malago Factory was completed and by 1930 it was producing 25 million bags per week. 
1918 John Laird & Son Ltd, Printers in Glasgow, acquired. 
1920 The Strachan & Henshaw engineering company was acquired. 
1920 E S & A Robinson (South Africa) Ltd incorporated and later Paper Sacks (South Africa) Ltd. 
1924 Robinson Waxed Paper Co. Ltd incorporated and by 1929 from its Fishponds factory exported 
wax paper to New Zealand, Malaya, China, India, Ceylon, the West Indies, Egypt, Palestine, Iceland, 
Denmark and Sweden. 
1932 E S & A Robinson (Canada) Ltd founded in Toronto. 
1940 Company engineers develop an aircraft template reproduction process that is adopted by 
practically the whole of the British aircraft industry. The process received commendation from Sir 
Stafford Cripps for a significant contribution to the war effort. 
1944 Foster Robinson appointed chairman. 
1955 A De Havilland Heron aircraft was acquired to ferry company executives and technicians. 
1966 A merger with John Dickinson Stationery forms the Dickinson Robinson Group (DRG) creating 
one of the world's largest stationery and packaging companies. Products with a high public profile 
included Sellotape and Basildon Bond. 
1974-1979 DRG acquires Papeteries de La Couronne, J. Arthur Dixon, Royal Sovereign and John 
Heath. 
1989 Roland Franklin (Pembridge Investments) acquired DRG with a leveraged buyout worth 
£900m fuelling debate within the British electorate about the asset stripping of established British 
companies and causing discomfort amongst the many remaining Robinson shareholders. 
1992 Bowater (now Rexam ) acquired DRG Packaging. 
1990 DRG Stationery sold to Biber Holdings of Switzerland. Name changed back to John Dickinson 
Stationery Limited. 
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3517. Flying Officer Peter Aylmer Wetherill FORRESTER (1683353). Signed 30 January 1961 
(sic) should be 1962. 242 Operational Conversion Unit, RAF Thorney Island. 

251 
He is listed in several editions of the LG. 
From http://announce.jpress.co.uk/224347-obituary: 
Obituary. FORRESTER. On Wednesday October 24, 2007, peacefully at Noble's Hospital, Squadron 
Leader Peter Aylmer Wetherill Forrester, aged 83 years of Douglas. Dearly loved husband of Grace, 
father of Jay and grandad of Jay. Funeral service and interment will take place at Douglas Borough 
Cemetery at 1:15pm on Thursday, November 1, 2007. Family flowers only please, donations in lieu 
of flowers, if so desired, should be sent to The RAF Association, Douglas Branch, Prospect Hill, 
Douglas. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Thorney_Island: 
No 242 OCU, was posted to RAF Dishforth, received its Beverley Flight in 1957. The OCU’s 
instructors trained aircrew and ground staff in the flying and maintenance of the aircraft. In 1961, 
the unit moved to RAF Thorney Island, where apparently the unit caused retired Admirals and 
Generals to complain about the noise of night flying but the Beverley flight was disbanded in 
March 1967. A mistake in embroidery work resulted in a batch of Squadron badges bearing the 
title ‘242 Operational Conversation Unit’. 
The first C-130 Hercules was delivered on 7 April 1967 by a Royal Air Force crew from the United 
States of America and shared the airfield with the Armstrong Whitworth AW.660 Argosy and later 
the Andover CMk1 which was operated by No. 84 Squadron RAF and No. 46 Squadron RAF. 
3518. Lieutenant-Commander Francis Ogilvie ROBSON RN. Signed 5 February 1962. 
Marime HeadQuarters, RAF Pitreavie. 

251 
The only match in The Navy List for Spring 1963 is L Cr Francis Ogilvie ROBSON serving Cochrane 
and NATO. 
His retirement was announced in the LG, 8 February 1966. 
3519. Geoffrey Stuart HYAM (2708944). Signed 9 February 1962. c/o Morton Air Services, 
Gatwick. 

251 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morton_Air_Services: 
Morton Air Services was one of the earliest post-World War II private, independent British airlines 
formed in 1945. It mainly operated regional short-haul scheduled services within the British Isles 
and between the United Kingdom and Continental Europe. In 1953, Morton took over rival 
independent UK airline Olley Air Service. In 1958, Morton became part of the Airwork group. 
Morton retained its identity following the 1960 Airwork — Hunting-Clan merger that led to the 

http://announce.jpress.co.uk/224347-obituary
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Thorney_Island
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morton_Air_Services
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creation of British United Airways (BUA). The reorganisation of the BUA group of companies during 
1967/8 resulted in Morton being absorbed into British United Island Airways (BUIA) in 1968. 
In 1945, former Royal Air Force pilot Captain T.W. "Sammy" Morton founded Morton Air Services. 
Prior to Morton's inception, "Sammy" Morton had flown scheduled services from London's old 
Croydon Airport to Paris Le Bourget with Amy Johnson in the 1930s. 
Capt. Morton had built up a fleet of Airspeed Consul (see heading image) and De Havilland Dragon 
Rapide aircraft and these were supplemented by more modern de Havilland Dove piston airliners 
to operate regular charter flights. These included general charter work, air ambulance services and 
racecourse charters. The latter's regularity was such that it amounted to a "quasi-scheduled" 
operation. Morton subsequently won traffic rights to operate fully fledged scheduled services from 
Croydon to the Channel Islands, Deauville, Le Touquet and Rotterdam. 
Morton sold a minority stake of about 20% to rival independent airline Skyways. When that airline 
was take over by the Lancashire Aircraft Corporation (LAC), another contemporary independent 
airline, LAC acquired ownership of Skyways's minority holding in Morton Air Services as well. 
In 1953, Morton Air Services gained control of its independent rival Olley Air Service. Following the 
takeover of Olley Air Service, that airline's operations were wholly integrated into Morton's but the 
Olley name would survive for certain services until 1963. 
In 1958, Morton sold out to Airwork. The same year, Airwork started the process of merging with 
Hunting-Clan to form BUA. 
On 30 September 1959, a Morton Air Services de Havilland Heron (G-AOXL) operated the last 
scheduled passenger flight to depart Croydon. The aircraft was headed for Rotterdam. Another 
Heron, repainted to represent that aircraft currently (2011) guards the entrance to Croydon's 
Aerodrome Hotel. By the following morning, the airline's entire operation — including its 
headquarters — had been relocated to Gatwick. 
Although Morton's scheduled services were integrated into BUA's regional operations following the 
creation of that airline in July 1960, the Morton name survived until the completion of the BUA 
group's 1967/8 reorganisation. It finally disappeared on 1 November 1968. This was the day 
Morton was absorbed into BUIA, BUA's new regional affiliate. 
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3520. Charles Andrew PITT (21379). Signed 9 February 1962. c/o Morton Air Services, 
Gatwick. 

251 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3521. Air Chief Marshal Sir Gareth Thomas Butler CLAYTON KCB DFC* (13 November 1914 
- 5 February 1992) (37624). Signed 15 February 1962. HQ No 11 Group. 

251 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Clayton.htm: 
KCB – 1 Jan 1970 (CB - 1 Jan 1962), DFC – 7 May 1940, Bar – 13 Oct 1944, MiD - 1 Jan 1943, CBD 
(SBK) – 15 Mar 1946.  
Act Plt Off (P): 6 Jan/9 Mar 1936, Plt Off: 6 Jan 1937, Fg Off: 6 Jul 1938, Act Flt Lt: xx xxx – 2 Aug 
1939, Act Flt Lt: xx Aug 1939 - 5 Jul 1940, Flt Lt: 6 Jul 1940, Act Sqn Ldr: xx Jun 1940- xx Jan 
1941, (T) Sqn Ldr: 1 Sep 1941, (T) Wg Cdr:1 Jul 1943, Sqn Ldr: 26 Mar 1946 1 Jun 1944, Wg 
Cdr: 1 Jul 1947, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1954, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1959, AVM: 1 Jan 1962, Act AM: 15 Mar 
1969, AM: 1 Jul 1969. 
6 Jan/9 Mar 1936 Granted a Short Service Commission 
xx xxx xxxx  Pilot, No 83 Sqn 
19 Oct 1936  Pilot, No 107 Sqn 
xx xxx xxxx  Attended Long Navigation Course, School of Air Navigation 
xx xxx xxxx  Navigation Officer, No 107 Sqn (Harwell) 
xx Jun 1940  Chief Ground Instructor, No ? OTU 
xx Jan 1941  Flight Commander, No 25 Sqn 
 6 Jan 1942  Transferred to RAFO and re-employed 
xx Nov 1942  Attended, No 30 OTU, RAF Hixon 
xx xxx 1943  Attended, No 1656 HCU, RAF Lindholme 
xx xxx 1943  Flight Commander, No 100 Sqn 
xx Jul 1943  Officer Commanding, Aircrew Pool, RAF Hemswell 
xx Nov 1943  Officer Commanding, No 576 Sqn 
xx Jun 1944  Deputy OC, RAF Faldingworth 
xx Jul 1944  Air Staff, HQ No 1 Group 
xx xxx 1944  Attended RAF Staff College 
xx Feb 1945  Staff Officer, Future Operational Plans Staff, Cabinet Offices 
xx xxx 1945  Directing Staff, Chinese Air Force Staff College 
26 Mar 1946 Appointed to a Permanent Commission in the rank of Squadron 

Leader (retaining rank current at the time) wef 1 Sep 1945 antedated to 1 Jun 
1944 on 25 Feb 1947 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Clayton.htm
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xx Mar 1946 Air Attaché, Lisbon 
xx Nov 1948 Wing Commander (Flying), RAF Upwood. 
 5 Apr 1951 Air Staff - Plans, HQ Bomber Command 
29 Jun 1953 ? 
14 Apr 1954 Officer Commanding, RAF Cottesmore 
xx Oct 1955 Officer Commanding, RAF Honington 
xx xxx 1956 Staff, SHAPE 
xx xxx 1959 Attended Imperial Defence College 
20 Dec 1959 Director of Operations - Air Transport & Overseas Theatres 
13 Jan 1962 AOC, No 11 Group 
15 Jun 1963 Chief of Staff, 2nd ATAF 
19 Mar 1966 Director-General of RAF Personnel Services 
15 Mar 1969 Chief of Staff, HQ Strike Command 
27 Mar 1970 Air Secretary 
Entered the RAF on a Short Service Commission having attended Rossall School, awarded a 
permanent commission in 1946. 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
“Acting Flight Lieutenant Gareth Thomas Butler CLAYTON (37624). 
In April,1940,this officer was the leader of a sub-formation undertaking bombing operations 
against Stavanger aerodrome. He pressed home his attack at a low altitude in the face of heavy 
anti-aircraft fire and attacks by enemy fighters and succeeded in dropping his bombs among a 
number of German aircraft. On the return flight he was attacked by a Messerschmitt fighter for 
sixty-five minutes -and it was only by his determination, skill and courage that he managed to 
bring his aircraft safely to his base. Flight Lieutenant Clayton has done magnificent work since the 
outbreak of the war and his leadership and courage have always been of the highest order.” 
(LG, 7 May 1940) 
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From Chaucer Auctions: 

 
He self-published his memoirs in 1992: And Then There Was One! 
From Peter Jacobs’ Stay the Distance: The Life and Times of Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir 
Michael Beetham, Frontline Books (17 Feb 2011): 
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From http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/portrait/mw122765/Sir-Gareth-Thomas-Butler-
Clayton?LinkID=mp86516&role=sit&rNo=0: 

 
Sir Gareth Thomas Butler Clayton by Walter Bird; bromide print, 19 March 1962 
3522. Commander David Edward Gillespie WEMYSS DSO DSC** MiD x 4. Signed 17 
February 1962. Carvin House, Luthrie, Cupar, Fife. 

251 
From http://uboat.net/allies/commanders/2620.html: 
Ranks 
1 Jan 1916   Mid. 
15 Jan 1918   A/S.Lt. 
15 Sep 1918   S.Lt. 
16 Jun 1920   Lt. 
16 Jun 1928   Lt.Cdr. 
5 Jan 1940   A/Cdr. 
31 Dec 1944   Cdr. 
21 Feb 1950  Retired 

http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/portrait/mw122765/Sir-Gareth-Thomas-Butler-Clayton?LinkID=mp86516&role=sit&rNo=0
http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/portrait/mw122765/Sir-Gareth-Thomas-Butler-Clayton?LinkID=mp86516&role=sit&rNo=0
http://uboat.net/allies/commanders/2620.html
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Decorations 
14 Sep 1943   Mentioned in Despatches 
23 Nov 1943   DSC 
22 Feb 1944   Bar to DSC 
13 Jun 1944   DSO 
20 Jun 1944   Mentioned in Despatches 
1 Aug 1944   Mentioned in Despatches 
14 Nov 1944   Mentioned in Despatches 
3 Jul 1945   2nd Bar to DSC 
Warship Commands 
Ship    Rank Type  From  To 
HMS Diomede (D 92)  A/Cdr. Light cruiser 20 May 1940 21 Jun 1940 
HMS Diomede (D 92)  A/Cdr. Light cruiser 30 Oct 1940 13 Nov 1940 
HMS Hartland (Y 00)  A/Cdr. Sloop  30 Apr 1941 May 1941 
HMS Folkestone (L 22 / U 22) A/Cdr. Sloop  12 Jul 1941 19 Jun 1942 
HMS Wild Goose (U 45) A/Cdr. Sloop  18 Jan 1943 1 Aug 1944 
HMS Starling (U 66)  A/Cdr. Sloop  1 Aug 1944 25 Aug 1944 
HMS Wild Goose (U 45) A/Cdr. Sloop  25 Aug 1944 23 Dec 1944 
HMS Wild Goose (U 45) Cdr. Sloop  19 Jan 1945 19 Feb 1945 
Events 
Sloop HMS Wild Goose (U 45) 
24 Jun 1943 German U-boat U-449 was sunk at 1600hrs on 24 June 1943 in the North Atlantic, 
north-west of Cape Ortegal, Spain, in position 45°00'N, 11°59'W, by depth charges from the British 
sloops HMS Wren (Lt.Cdr. R.M. Aubrey, RN), HMS Woodpecker (Lt.Cdr. R.E.S. Hugonin, DSC, RN), 
HMS Kite (Lt.Cdr. W.F.R. Segrave, RN) and HMS Wild Goose (Lt.Cdr. D.E.G. Wemyss, RN). 
30 Jul 1943 German U-boat U-462 was sunk in the Bay of Biscay at position 45°33'N, 10°58'W.by a 
British Handley Page Halifax aircraft (Sqdn 502/S) and gunfire from the British sloops HMS Wren 
(Lt.Cdr. R.M. Aubrey, RN), HMS Kite (Lt.Cdr. W.F.R. Segrave, RN), HMS Woodpecker (Lt.Cdr. R.E.S. 
Hugonin, DSC, RN), HMS Wild Goose (Lt.Cdr. D.E.G. Wemyss, RN) and HMS Woodcock (Lt.Cdr. C. 
Gwinner, DSO, RN). 
30 Jul 1943 German U-boat U-504 was sunk at 1543hrs on 30 July 1943 in the North Atlantic 
north-west of Cape Ortegal, Spain, in position 45°33'N, 10°56'W, by depth charges from the British 
Sloops HMS Kite (Lt.Cdr. W.F.R. Segrave, RN), HMS Woodpecker (Lt.Cdr. R.E.S. Hugonin, DSC, RN), 
HMS Wren (Lt.Cdr. R.M. Aubrey, RN) and HMS Wild Goose (Lt.Cdr. D.E.G. Wemyss, RN). 
6 Nov 1943 German U-boat U-842 was sunk at 1400hrs on 6 November 1943 in the western North 
Atlantic, in position 43°42'N, 42°08'W, by depth charges from the British sloops HMS Starling (Capt. 
F.W. Walker, CB, DSO*, RN) and HMS Wild Goose (Lt.Cdr. D.E.G. Wemyss, DSC, RN). 
31 Jan 1944 German U-boat U-592 was sunk at 1000hrs on 31 January 1944 in the North Atlantic 
south-west of Ireland, in position 50°20'N, 17°29'W, by depth charges from the British sloops HMS 
Starling (Capt. F.W. Walker, CB, DSO*, RN), HMS Wild Goose (Lt.Cdr. D.E.G. Wemyss, DSC, RN) and 
HMS Magpie (Lt.Cdr. R.S. Abram, RN). 
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8 Feb 1944 German U-boat U-762 was sunk in the North Atlantic, in position 49°02'N, 16°58'W, by 
depth charges from the British sloops HMS Woodpecker (Cdr. H.L. Pryse, RNR) and HMS Wild Goose 
(Lt.Cdr. D.E.G. Wemyss, DSC, RN). 
9 Feb 1944 German U-boat U-734 was sunk in the North Atlantic south-west of Ireland, in position 
49°43'N, 16°23'W by depth charges from the British sloops HMS Wild Goose (Lt.Cdr. D.E.G. Wemyss, 
DSC, RN) and HMS Starling (Capt. F.W. Walker, CB, DSO*, RN). 
11 Feb 1944 German U-boat U-424 was sunk in the North Atlantic south-west of Ireland, in 
position 50°00'N, 18°14'W, by depth charges from the British sloops HMS Wild Goose (Lt.Cdr. D.E.G. 
Wemyss, DSC, RN) and HMS Woodpecker (Cdr. H.L. Pryse, RNR). 
15 Mar 1944 German U-boat U-653 was sunk in the North Atlantic, in position 53°46'N, 24°35'W, 
by depth charges from a Swordfish aircraft of the British escort carrier HMS Vindex (Capt. H.T.T. 
Bayliss, RN), and by depth charges from the British sloops HMS Starling (Capt. F.J. Walker, CB, DSO 
and 2 Bars, RN) and HMS Wild Goose (Lt.Cdr. D.E.G. Wemyss, DSC and Bar, RN). 
6 May 1944 German U-boat U-473 was sunk at 0200 hrs in the North Atlantic west south-west of 
Ireland, in position 49°29'N, 21°22'W, by depth charges from the British sloops HMS Starling (Capt. 
F.J. Walker, DSO*, RN), HMS Wren (Lt.Cdr. S.R.J. Woods, RNR) and HMS Wild Goose (Lt.Cdr. D.E.G. 
Wemyss, DSC and Bar, RN). 
Sloop HMS Starling (U 66) 
11 Aug 1944 German U-boat U-385 was sunk in the Bay of Biscay west of La Rochelle, in position 
46°16'N, 02°45'W, by depth charges from the British sloop HMS Starling (Cdr. N.W. Duck, DSC, 
RNR) and depth charges from an Australian Sunderland aircraft (RAAF Sqdn. 461/P). 
From http://www.unithistories.com/officers/RN_officersW3.html: 
DSO 13.06.1944  6 U-boats sunk in 10 days investiture 01.05.45 
DSC 23.11.1943  sinking 2 U-boats Western Approaches 07.43 investiture 01.05.45 
DSC 22.02.1944  destruction 2 U-boats Western Approaches 06.11.43 investiture 01.05.45 
DSC 03.07.1945  destruction U-boat Plymouth & Prb 27.02.45 investiture 13.11.56 
MiD 14.09.1943  destruction U202 Western Approaches 02.06.43 
MiD 20.06.1944  U-boat probably sunk Western Approaches 
MiD 01.08.1944  destruction U473 Western Approaches 06.05.44 
MiD 14.11.1944  sinking U736 Plymouth Area 06.08.44 
Chairman, Union Jack Association. Member of Fife Fire Area Joint Committee. Elected independent 
representative to Fife County Council for Cupar, 1964. Elected to Fife County Council for Cupar and 
Monimail, 05.1967. Appointed Chairman of Letham Community Council, 10.1967. Elected to Fife 
County Council for Abdie, 04.1970.  
Published: Walker's Group in the Western Approaches (1948) republished as: Relentless Pursuit. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2nd_Escort_Group_(Royal_Navy): 
2nd Escort Group (Royal Navy) 
The 2nd Escort Group (2 EG) was a British anti-submarine formation of the Royal Navy which saw 
action during the Second World War, principally in the Battle of the Atlantic. 
2 EG was formed in April 1943, one of five such support groups formed at the crisis point of the 
campaign. It was to act as reinforcement to convoys under attack, with the capacity to actively hunt 
and destroy U-boats, rather than be restricted to escort duties. Comprising six sloops of the Black 
Swan-class, the group was led by Captain F.J. "Johnnie" Walker, Britain's most successful anti-
submarine warfare commander, in Starling. The combination of an active hunting group and a 
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charismatic, determined and innovative anti-submarine specialist such as Walker proved to be a 
potent force; 2 SG was the most successful anti-submarine unit of the war, being credited with the 
destruction of 23 U-boats during two years of active service. 
Formation 
Officially called 2nd Escort Group, (more commonly referred as the 2 SG) was formed in April 1943, 
one of five such groups. Its purpose was to provide reinforcement to convoys at sea, being 
equipped to spend extended periods at sea moving from one convoy to another as needed. Its 
function primarily was to assist a convoys escort in its defence, though it also had the facility to 
spend time, which escorts did not have, to continue attacks on U-boats to successful conclusion 
rather than having to break off to maintain the guard on the convoy. Walker however was 
determined that the group would be active in destroying U-boats and impressed this aim on his 
commanders from the outset. 
The group comprised six sloops of the Black Swan class, making it a highly uniform group, and the 
sloop design was well suited to the task, with good endurance, adequate speed and specialized 
anti-submarine armament. In addition Walker had developed a range of A/S tactics, which 2 SG 
became adept at, such as the "creeping attack" and the "barrage attack". 
The group originally comprised: 
Starling (Capt. F.J. Walker) 
Wren (Cdr. R.M. Aubrey) 
Woodpecker (Lt.Cdr. R.E.S. Hugonin) 
Cygnet (Lt.Cdr. F.B. Proudfoot) 
Wild Goose (Lt.Cdr. D.E.G. Wemyss) 
Kite (Lt.Cdr. W.F. Segrave) 
During April the group was engaged in working up and training; Starling, Wild Goose and Kite were 
new ships, and none had worked together before. Under Walker’s training (previously the 
Experimental Commander at HMS Osprey, the RN Anti-submarine training school) the group 
became a highly effective and successful unit. 
History 
First patrols 
The group's first patrol in May 1943 was uneventful. There were several major convoy battles 
during the month none involving 2 SG. The group operated in support of HX 235 and ONS 8, 
sailing ahead in an attempt to encounter and breach any U-boat patrol lines drawn across the 
convoy routes. 
The group's first success came in June. Its first U-boat was detected on 1 June 1943: fortuitously on 
a fine day, and identified by a Lt. Earl Howe Pitt, the event was dubbed another "Glorious First of 
June" by Walker. Over a 15-hour period the group found, tracked and destroyed U-202, in the 
longest hunt of the Atlantic campaign up to that point, and a vindication of the support group 
ethos, leaving ships free of escort responsibilities to destroy U-boats. 
Bay offensive 
After a refit at Liverpool, after which Cygnet departed to another group, 2SG was assigned to 
"Operation Musketry", an attempt in concert with Coastal Command to interdict the U-boat transit 
routes across the Bay of Biscay. On 24 June 1943 the group was successful in destroying U-119 and 
U-449, though Starling was damaged in the process of ramming U-119 and was forced to retire. 
Walker elected to stay with the group, exchanging commands with Wild Goose, and, after the 
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group returned to port, with Kite. 2 SG was joined at this point by Woodcock (Lt.Cdr C. Gwinner), as 
replacement for the damaged Starling. 
On 30 July 1943 Walker's group saw further success when they encountered a group of three U-
boats on the surface (two were vital submarine type XIV replenishment boats known as "Milk 
Cows") while in the Bay of Biscay. He signalled the "general chase" to his group and fired at them, 
causing damage that prevented them from diving. Two of the submarines, U-462, a Type XIV, and 
U-504, a Type IX/C40, were then sunk by Walker's group, and the second Type XIV, U-461, by 
Australian Short Sunderland aircraft. 
But whilst the remainder of the operation saw the destruction of 20 U-boats over a nine-week 
period, 2 SG's time was unproductive, and no further successes were recorded. 
Atlantic operations 
In September 1943, after a further refit, 2 SG went to the North Atlantic, in company of the escort 
carrier Tracker. The group was joined by Magpie (Lt.Cdr R.S. Abrams), while Woodpecker was in for 
repairs. 
In October, in concert with B-7 Escort Group, the group worked in support of ON 207. No 
successes were recorded, though the convoy battle saw three U-boats destroyed, with no ships 
lost. 
However in November 1943, in operations around HX 264, 2 SG accounted for two more U-boats, 
U-226 and U-842. Whilst the United States Navy had had much success using carrier groups in a 
hunter killer role on the mid-Atlantic route, the Royal Navy's experience was less positive. Winter 
gales made flying difficult and hazardous, while the need to provide protection to the carrier 
hampered A/S operations. 2 SG at least generally had more success operating without carrier 
assistance. 
On December 2 SG was acting in support of SL 140/MKS 31 with 4 SG (Cdr. E.H. Chavasse). 2 SG 
put in a determined attack on a U-boat, (thought to be U-843) was unsuccessful, though the battle 
for SL 140/MKS 31 saw the destruction of a U-boat, without loss of ships. 
Six in one trip 
In January 1944 2 SG sailed on its most famous exploit, accounting for six U-boats in one patrol, 
three of them in one 15-hour period. 
On 31 January 1944 Walker's group gained their first kill of the year when they sank U-592. On 9 
February his group sank U-762, U-238, and U-734 in one action, then sank U-424 on 11 February, 
and U-264 on 19 February. This patrol was ended on 20 February 1944, when one of Walker's 
group, Woodpecker, was torpedoed (possibly by U-764 or by U-256). After an 8-day struggle to get 
her home, Woodpecker sank in a gale off the Scillies; all of her crew were saved. Woodpecker was 
the only ship of 2 SG lost in action. 
The group returned to its base at Liverpool to the thrilled jubilation of the city's inhabitants and the 
Admiralty. The First Lord of the Admiralty was present to greet Walker and his ships. Walker was 
promoted to Captain and awarded a second Bar to his DSO. 
Arctic convoy 
In March 1944 the group returned to North Atlantic, destroying U-653 on weather patrol, before 
joining Arctic convoy JW 58. It was joined in this for a short period by Whimbrel. 2 SG met and 
destroyed U-961 in transit across the "Rosegarden" had no other success, though three U-boats 
were destroyed in attacks on JW 58. The return convoy, RA 58, was also attacked but neither side 
saw any success. 
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In May 1944, 2 SG responded to an attack on USS Donnell by U-473. Though starting from 300 
miles away Walker, in an inspired piece of work, divined where to search and after a three-day 
search gained contact. An 18-hour hunt brought U-473 to the surface, where she was sunk by 
gunfire. 
In June 1944, 2 SG was joined by Dominica, Loch Fada, and Loch Killin, replacements for Kite and 
Magpie. That month the group was on search and destroy operations in the South-Western 
Approaches, as part of "Operation Neptune" - the invasion of Normandy, and was instrumental in 
preventing any attacks on the invasion fleet. In all fifteen U-boats were destroyed in attempts to 
attack the invasion fleet. Eight ships were sunk. 
On July 2 SG received its heaviest blow when Capt. Walker died suddenly of a cerebral 
haemorrhage. 
Later operations 
In July 1944, 2 SG was back in action, led initially by Dominica (Cdr. N.A. Duck) and later by Wild 
Goose (Cdr. D.E.G. Wemyss). 
The group had one successful patrol during August operating in the Bay of Biscay. Four U-boats, U-
333, U-736, U-608, and U-385 were accounted for while attempting to cross the bay to and from 
their bases. 
The months following this were unfruitful, however, as the U-boat Arm changed its tactics to 
operate in the shallow inland waters around Britain, using the schnorkel to remain submerged for 
entire patrols. This created a different set of tactical problems, requiring different tactics of the 
escorts. 
Last successes 
In 1945 Loch Fada and Loch Killin were transferred, to be replaced by Loch Ruthven, Tobago, and 
Labuan. 
As 2 SG grappled with the changed nature of the campaign the group saw its last successes. In 
February 1945 the group destroyed two more U-boats, U-1018 and U-327 (some sources say this 
was U-1208). 
2 SG was also credited with U-683, bringing its score to 23. Wemyss reports the attack, in March 
1945 after a report of another sinking in the same area six months earlier, concluded they were 
"flogging a dead horse". 
However a post-war report of U-683 missing in the area led to 2 SG being credited with her 
destruction. More recent analysis has questioned this, and the assessment was changed in 1989. It 
is now thought that 2 SG's attack was on the wreck of U-247, sunk in September 1944. 
Despite this, 2nd Support Group was responsible for the confirmed destruction of 22 U-boats 
during World War II, making it the most successful anti-submarine unit of the entire conflict. 
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From http://www.mikekemble.com/walker/walker2.html: 
A Summary of U Boats sunk by 2nd Support Group - Commanded by Captain Johnnie Walker to 
July 44 and from then on, Commander Wemyss 

 
*U504 Sank exactly to the day, 2 years after launch. 

 
Wild Goose – Officers 

http://www.mikekemble.com/walker/walker2.html
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3523. Wing Commander Unknown. Signed 22 February 1962. RAF Wroughton. 

251 
Based on how he has written “Wroughton”, the surname is probably Simmons. 
3524. Wing Commander R ? HILL. Signed 4 March 1962. No 228 (Montrose) Squadron, Air 
Training Corps. 

251 
No trace found. 
3525. R Y CONNOR. Signed 3 March 1962. No 2284 (Dunblane) Squadron. Air Training 
Corps. 

251 
No trace found. 
3526. Group Captain [later Air Commodore] Alastair Dyson PANTON OBE DFC (33331). 
Signed 6 March 1962. HQ No 18 Group. 

251 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Panton.htm: 
b:  2 Nov 1916                    r: 18 Dec 1971                     d:  29 Dec 2002 
CB – 14 Jun 1969, OBE – 2 Jan 1950, DFC – 8 Mar 1940, MiD - 13 Jun 1946. 
Plt Off: 18 Dec 1937, Fg Off: 18 Jun 1939, Flt Lt (WS): 3 Sep 1940, (T) Sqn Ldr: 1 Jan 1946 [1 Dec 
1941], Flt Lt: 21 May 1946 [18 Jun 1941], Sqn Ldr: 1 Oct 1946,  Wg Cdr: 1 Jan 1949, Act Gp 
Capt: xx xxx 1954?, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1961,A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1967. 
xx xxx 1936 Flight Cadet, 'B' Sqn, RAF College 
18 Dec 1937 Pilot, No 53 Sqn. (Hector I/Blenheim IV) 
14 Jul 1940 Prisoner of War 
 1 Oct 1946 Officer Commanding, No 58 Sqn. (Mosquito PR34/Anson C19) 
xx Dec 1947 Officer Commanding, No 540 Sqn. (Mosquito PR34) 
xx xxx 1948 Air Staff, AHQ Hong Kong 
xx xxx 1951 OC Flying, RAF Coningsby 
xx May 1954 Staff Officer, Department of the CAS 
17 Jun 1957 Unit Commander, RAF Cranwell 
26 Jul 1960 Senior Personnel Staff Officer, HQ Signals Command 
 6 Nov 1961 Officer Commanding, RAF Bircham Newton 
19 Dec 1962 Officer Commanding, RAF Tern Hill 
 9 Jul 1965 Group Captain - Organisation, HQ Far East Air Force 
15 Jun 1967 
24 Sep 1968 Director of Personal Services (Provost Marshal) 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Panton.htm
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xx xxx xxxx Provost Marshal/Director of Provost and Security Services (Provost Marshal) 
He represented the RAF College at Cricket, Rugby and attained the rank of Under Officer.  He was 
carrying out an operation against an oil depot in Ghent on 14 July 1940 in Blenheim IV, N3551, 
when he was brought down and taken prisoner.  Sgt A E Farrow was also captured but Sgt L H 
Stride was either killed before or during the crash.  He was eventually placed in Stalag Luft III.  His 
neice is Joanna Lumley, the actress and Gurkha campaigner. 
He is the author of Six Weeks of Blenheim Summer: An RAF Officer's Memoir of the Battle of France 
1940, Biteback Publishing (22 July 2014): 
“Six Weeks of Blenheim Summer is a vivid and lyrical memoir of life as an RAF reconnaissance pilot 
in France during the hellish summer of 1940. It brings to life the fear, loneliness and pain that 
Alastair Panton and his comrades came to live with during those long weeks, as well as the bravery, 
camaraderie and humanity that made those unpredictable days more bearable. The aeroplane 
Panton captained throughout this intense period was a Bristol Blenheim Mark IV. He saw the 
Blenheim as his friend and saviour. It was the vehicle from which he and his crew were able to spot 
the enemy and save lives, repeatedly withstanding shooting and bombardment to facilitate 
dramatic landings and rescues. Yet despite these heroic adventures, culminating in his being shot 
down a fourth time, captured and made a prisoner of war, Panton describes Six Weeks of Blenheim 
Summer as a story of failure. Whilst he survived, so many of his friends and comrades did not, and 
this grief never left him. Panton's extraordinary book, written in the aftermath of the war but 
discovered posthumously, is edited and introduced by his granddaughter Victoria Panton Bacon.” 
From http://www.amazon.co.uk/Six-Weeks-Blenheim-Summer-Officers/dp/1849546681: 
Air Commodore Alastair Panton served in the Royal Air Force for thirty-five years. He was awarded 
the Distinguished Flying Cross for Gallantry in 1940 and also received an OBE in 1950 and a CB in 
1969. He ended his military service as Provost Marshal and Head of RAF Security. After his 
retirement, he became Steward of Penrhyn Castle in Wales and then ran a second-hand bookshop 
in North Yorkshire. Panton died in December 2002. Victoria Panton Bacon worked for the Prime 
Minister in the 1990s before becoming a BBC television producer, where she made films in the UK 
and Europe, including Bosnia. She is a trustee of Elizabeth's Legacy of Hope, a family charity she 
founded in 2011 with her twin sister, Sarah, to raise money for children in developing countries 
who need prosthetic legs. Victoria lives in South Norfolk with her husband Richard, the local 
Member of Parliament, and their two sons. She has twice run the London Marathon and her other 
interests include tennis and family, not necessarily in that order. 

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Six-Weeks-Blenheim-Summer-Officers/dp/1849546681
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From Marilyn Walton and Michael Eberhardt’s From Interrogation to Liberation, AuthorHouse (19 
Feb 2014): 

 
3527. G WILSON. Signed 12 March 1961. Air Ministry (F3c). 

251 
No trace found. 
3528. Wing Commander George Main (“Jock”) SHINNIE DFC (118664). Signed 5 April 
1962. RAF Buchan. 

251 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 5 July 1975. 
His DFC, whilst an Acting Flight Lieutenant with No 464 squadron, was announced in the LG, 11 
June 1943. 
From http://www.blenheimsociety.org.uk/BB%20Journal%2040-49%20-
%20list%20of%20contents.doc: 
The Journal of the Blenheim Society 
“On 04/03/2002 George Shinnie (‘Jock’) died. From Aberdeen, he joined Auxillary Air Force pre-
WWII & trained as Wop/AG, posted Upwood then joined 139Sq. After tour of ops in 1941, posted 
to Bicester where commissioned. In 1942 he was crewed with W/Cdr Young AFC, commanding 
464Sq (RAAF) flying Venturas from Feltwell after which awarded DFC. George then trained as pilot 
in Canada, remained in RAF post-war in admin role & retired as W/Cdr in1975.” 
According to http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Station%20OCs-EAng.htm, he was Station 
Commander of RAF Neatishead in October 1952. 

http://www.blenheimsociety.org.uk/BB%20Journal%2040-49%20-%20list%20of%20contents.doc
http://www.blenheimsociety.org.uk/BB%20Journal%2040-49%20-%20list%20of%20contents.doc
http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Station%20OCs-EAng.htm
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From http://67.69.104.76:84/Pinetreeline/other/other24/other24r.html: 
Daily Diary, RCAF Station Lac St. Denis, PQ 
23 October 1955. S/L GM Shinnie, RAF, reported to the station to commence a period of Exchange 
Duty with the RCAF at 1 ADCC. 
From Flight, 3 February 1961: 

 

 

http://67.69.104.76:84/Pinetreeline/other/other24/other24r.html
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From http://www.thisisannouncements.co.uk/5422849: 
SHINNIE Jean Wilson, on July 21, at her daughter's home near Bath after a long illness, beloved 
wife of the late Wing Cdr George Main Shinnie DFC (Rt), and much loved mother of Ian and Pat. 
Funeral will take place at Midsomer Norton as was her wish, her ashes will be interred in Banchory 
Cemetery to be with George. Any enquiries to Pat Robson, 90 Charlton Park, Midsomer Norton, 
Bath, BA3 4BW. 
3529. Wing Commander Douglas Ross BEATTIE (260639; Australian Service Number 
O21920). Signed 9 April 1962. HQ Far East Air Force. 

251 
According to the National Archives of Australia, he was born on 18 July 1918 in New South Wales. 
His file has not been digitised. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 

http://www.thisisannouncements.co.uk/5422849
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From The Argus, Melbourne, 8 January 1949: 

 
From The Canberra Times, 18 January 1944: 
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According to http://www.ctie.monash.edu.au/hargrave/MEGGS_BIO.html, he was Commanding 
officer of RAAF 77 Squadron Korean War from November 1953 to July 1954. 
From http://www.asisbiz.com/il2/Spitfire/LFVIII-RAAF-1TAC-CR-C.html: 
“No. 452 Squadron Spitfire Mk. VIII, A58-518 was one of three Spitfire LFVIII's allocated to Clive R 
Caldwell. Although allocated to Caldwell there is no evidence to indicate that he at any time 
actually flew this aircraft. One memorable flight was made in this aircraft by Caldwell's wingman, 
F/O Pretty on X-mas eve 1944. According to media coverage of the event Caldwell and his 
wingman Pretty took off to intercept two Japanese 'Nick' bombers approaching Morotai. Caldwell 
spotted one of the bombers and attacked followed by Pretty who made numerous attacks on the 
intruder before sending it down in flames. The story described how Caldwell withdrew from the 
attack to allow Pretty to shoot down the bomber and he is quoted as saying he did so to, 'give the 
boy a go'. In reality he never made the comment, nor was he even in the air! It was all concoted by 
a journalist who wasn't about to let the facts get in the way of a good story. The other pilot with 
Pretty was actually Sqdn/Ldr D R Beattie who failed to make contact with the enemy and was fired 
upon by the ack-ack gunners, receiving a few holes in his aircraft. Pretty weathered a good natured 
'ragging' from his fellow squadron members who took delight in reminding him of the quote 
attributed to Caldwell. On the ground at Morotai thousands of US and Australian troops had a 'ring 
side seat' to the aerial combat above and cheered upon seeing the enemy aircraft going down a 
'flamer'. Colour scheme was Foliage Green and Sky Blue with a white tapering leading edge. The 36 
inch fuselage roundel was positioned slightly aft of a standard RAF roundel of the same size. Wing 
roundels were 32 inches in diameter Thx again to Jester for Template, with a few added bits.” 
From http://www.adf-serials.com.au/2a58.htm: 
RAAF Serial No A58-366, Type LF.VIII (RAF Serial No JG468) 
“Arrived in Australia on SS Fort Phillip 16/01/44. Delivered 23/01/44 3AD ex UK. Rec 457Sqn RAAF 
29/07/44.Coded ZP-G. Accident 06/08/44 when 20mm cannon barrel had split in two on the port 
mainplane in air, damaging mainplane.Pilot was SqnLdr D R Beattie. Rec 9RSU 09/08/44. Rec 
457Sqn RAAF 25/08/44. Crash Landing Sattler Strip WA 28/08/44 after flaps retracted up causing a 
high speed landing due to pressure loss. Aircraft after touching down, due to air leak, had no 
brakes, and veered off strip and ending up in ditch.Pilot was Sgt K Peacock Ser#437440 457Sqn 
RAAF, who was uninjured. Beyond economical repair, and issued to 8CRD 05/09/44. Conversion to 
Conponents 23/09/44. 
From Flight, 1 April 1960: 

  

http://www.ctie.monash.edu.au/hargrave/MEGGS_BIO.html
http://www.asisbiz.com/il2/Spitfire/LFVIII-RAAF-1TAC-CR-C.html
http://www.adf-serials.com.au/2a58.htm
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His Queen’s Commendation for Valuable Service in the Air was announced in the LG, 13 January 
1949. 
3530. Squadron Leader [later Group Captain] Ian Roger TAPSTER MIPM (607186). Signed 
10 April 1962. HQ No 7 Recruiting Region, Edinburgh. 

251 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From the Morpeth Herald, 7 March 2002: 
The flyers who never lived to see their homeland free again 
IN the second and concluding part of his feature on RAF Morpeth, which opened 60 years ago this 
Spring, Ian Tapster reflects on the fate of some of the thousands of young airmen who trained 
there as air gunners. 
A CORNER of Morpeth churchyard is a poignant and permanent reminder of an almost forgotten 
chapter of the town's wartime history. It is the last resting place of many Polish flyers who were 
killed while training at Tranwell airfield on the outskirts of the town. 
They had escaped to Britain when their country was occupied by Germany and had much to 
avenge, so it is not hard to imagine their frustration on being posted to RAF Morpeth where they 
flew Lysanders and the unpopular Blackburn Botha. 
Flying trainee gunners up and down the Northumberland coast was a tedious business and the 
pilots sometimes let off steam with low flying and by putting the wind up their passengers (and 
local populace) by beating up the countryside. 
My brother-in-law recalls how, as a lad of 12, he was raking hay in a hollow on his father's farm on 
Alnwick Moor when a Botha roared in from the coast below treetop height. 
The trainee air gunners were young men in their early twenties or late teens. What lay ahead of 
them when they arrived at Morpeth Station with their packs and kitbags and waited for the 
transport which would take them out to their new posting? 
The standard course lasted six weeks, starting with ground instruction and culminating with about 
15 training flights. 
The usual flightpath took the aircraft over the coast at Blyth, out to sea for gunnery practice and 
back inland over the Aln estuary. Three or four students were carried on each flight, usually with an 
instructor. 
They did live firing at a drogue towed by the target tug or used a camera gun whilst another 
aircraft made simulated attacks on them. These attacks were often made by pilots flying Miles 
Masters, a nippy little advanced trainer in service with some of the fighter Operation Training Units 
in Northumberland. At low altitudes, where the training took place, the Master had a performance 
comparable to some of the fighters of the day. 
The volume of training at Morpeth can be judged by the fact that in August 1943, 240 men were 
under training and that 2,000 air gunners had already passed through the unit bound for the 
Operation Conversion Units where they crewed-up before joining front line squadrons. 
The demand for air gunners reflected the expansion of Bomber Command and the casualty rate. Air 
gunners formed a significant percentage of the 55,000 casualties suffered by Bomber Command. 
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Not only were there at least two gunners in each heavy bomber crew the very proficient Luftwaffe 
night-fighter crews knew if they could knock out the rear turret, the British bombers had no 
defence against attacks from below. The tail gunner was therefore a prime target. 
In his book Right of the Line, historian John Terraine wrote: 'The air gunner's task, especially at the 
rear, was essentially solitary, calling for both deep moral reserves and great physical fitness. Sitting 
almost immobile in the cramped panoly of a metal and perspex cupla for six, eight, ten, or even 
more hours, constantly vigilant yet unable to relieve cramped legs, arms or back, called for 
extraordinary feats of physical endurance. The air gunner's prospects were a comfortless life and 
lonely death, a combination calling for amazing fortitude.' These were the young men who trained 
here at Morpeth. 
They faced danger even before they reached their squadrons because there were frequent 
accidents involving the training aircraft. 
The worst incident occurred on March 29, 1943, when nine airman, British, Polish, Dutch and a New 
Zealander were killed in a mid-air collision. 
In all, a dozen of the accidents involved the much disliked Bothas, eight of them in four months 
preceding their replacement by Avro Ansons in July 1943. 
In contrast to the Botha, the faithful Anson was a reliable workhorse for the RAF. Introduced into 
service for maritime reconnaissance in 1935, it remained in production until 1952 as a training and 
communications aircraft. I last flew in one in 1961 and it remained in RAF service for several years 
after that. 
At Morpeth, it not only proved more reliable than the Botha was also more suitable for its task. In 
particular, the 'glasshouse' cabin gave the instructor a good view of his pupils in action as they 
sought to pepper the target drogue with bullets. 
Significantly, there was only one Anson accident in the type's 16 months service with No 4 AGS. I 
am told that there was one snag from the trainee gunner's point of view. In the early Ansons the 
undercarriage had to be cranked up and down by hand, a task which fell to the students guided by 
gesticulations from the Polish pilots who often spoke little English. 
On occasions the gunnery school had to share its Morpeth airfield with other units. These included 
a Spitfire Squadron (No 72 Sqn) which stayed briefly in August 1942, No 1614 Anti-Aircraft Co-
operation Flight, consisting of a Tiger Moth and an antique Fairy Hendon bomber, and the Austers 
of the Army's 652 Air Observation Post Squadron in 1943. 
The camp was also familiar to local ATC cadets who were given flights in the Bothas and Ansons 
and got a glimpse of the Service life to come. 
Eventually, demand for air gunners contracted and in December 1944 the Air Ministry decided to 
close No 4 AGS. By then, the unit had establishment of nearly 1,700 personnel, including 440 
WAAFs. Sixty nine air gunners' courses had been completed and the remaining 73 trainees on No 
70 course were transferred to No 3 AGS at Castle Kennedy to complete their training. 
But the wartime role of Morpeth's airfield was not quite over. After a few months on a care and 
maintenance basis, it reopened to welcome No 80 Operational Training Unit. This unit, which was 
training Free French pilots to fly Spitfires, stayed for three months until moving in July 1945 to RAF 
Ouston (now Albemarle Barracks), a pre-war station with better facilities. 
Although the site then remained in RAF hands as a storage unit (No 261 Maintenance Unit) until 
July 1948, Morpeth's local aerodrome was consigned to history. 
Unlike those in many other parts of the country, our local authorities have never seen fit to 
commemorate the County's wartime airfields. Yet, just like our medieval battlefields and castles 
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which are graced by signs and interpretation boards for the benefit of visitors, they too are part of 
Northumberland's historical military heritage. 
Nevertheless, we as individuals can commemorate our local airfield and the men and women who 
served there. Go to the North West corner of the old churchyard of St Mary's and gaze upon the 
serried ranks of headstones marking the last resting place of the young airmen who plunged to 
earth from the skies around Morpeth, many of them far from their homeland. 
Or, one Summer evening, drive up to Tranwell Woods and park near the fingerpost and stile at the 
end of the public footpath which crosses the old airfield. Climb over the stile and, with the peaceful 
Northumberland countryside around you, picture the groups of young men with parachute packs 
slung over their shoulders, chatting in many languages as they headed out towards and the aircraft 
dispersals where the engines were already ticking over. Can you hear them, or is it just the wind in 
the trees? 
Think of those who made their final fatal flight from that very field and of the many more, 
hundreds probably, who left Morpeth to die in the cold lonely night skies over Occupied Europe. 
Think of them and of the freedom which we enjoy and which, in the intervening 60 years, later 
generations have come to take for granted. 
In conclusion, I should like to thank ex-air gunners and others who shared with me their memories 
of No 4 AGS, also Jim Mackay for the valuable material he provided and fellow RAFA members in 
London who visited the Public Record Office on my behalf. 

Page Missing (torn out) 
3531. A K DAVIE. Signed between 10 April and 9 May 1962. 55 Corstorphine Hill Crescent, 
Edinburgh. 

252 
No trace found. 
3532. J P WINTER. Signed between 10 April and 9 May 1962. 13 Belmont Road, Juniper 
Green, Edinbrgh. 

252 
No trace found. 
3533. A J A LAW. Signed between 10 April and 9 May 1962. RAF Technical College, 
Henlow. 

252 
No trace found. 
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3534. [Flying Officer, later Wing Commander] Alan WILDING MSc CEng MIMechE MRAeS 
(505796). Signed between 10 April and 9 May 1962. RAF Technical College, Henlow. 

252 
His appointment to commission as a Flying Officer with effect from 1 November 1959 was 
announced in the LG, 22 March 1960. His promotion to Squadron Leader in the Education Branch  
with effect from 17 February 1965 was announced in the LG, 23 February 1965. His promotion to 
Wing Commander in the Education Branch with effect from 17 February 1973 was announced in 
the LG, 20 February 1973. He retired on 30 September 1976. 
3535. H J BAIRD. Signed between 10 April and 9 May 1962. 58 South Terrace, 
Littlehampton, Sussex. 

252 
The surname could be BAINES or BAINS. No trace found. 
3536. Flight Lieutenant [later Wing Commander] Derek Charles WHITMAN (25131367). 
Signed 9 May 1962. RAF Handling Squadron, Boscombe Down. 

252 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 11 January 1988. 
From http://www.radfanhunters.co.uk/Khormaksar%20-%20Closure.htm: 
RAF Khormaksar 
AC-M Sir David Lee’s book Flight from the Middle East and Nigel Walpole’s Best of Breed were used 
as references when compiling this page. 
Throughout 1967, HMG caused much confusion by not announcing a date for the final withdrawal 
of forces and the closure of RAF Khormaksar. Originally proposed for early 1968 it was brought 
forward to December and subsequently various dates in November 1967 were mooted. Right up 
until June, the British Government maintained that closure of the base would take place shortly 
after independence at the beginning of 1968. During that month, however, the C-in-C was 
informed that he should plan on 20 November as the final day, that that day would be referred to 
as ‘W’ Day and 28 days notice would be required if it needed to be changed. On 2 November, the 
date was changed to 30 November and again on the 14th of that month, when it was brought 
forward by twenty-four hours to 29 November. 
The final days 
A massive airlift 
The operational requirement remained one of keeping the peace in the territory until the moment 
of departure and then to leave in good order. However, every contingency had to be taken into 
consideration including a fighting withdrawal in the face of terrorist opposition. The latter 
contingency was a real possibility, particularly if UN talks taking place in Geneva broke down at the 
last moment. It was essential, therefore, to maintain a strong and effective force until the end so 

http://www.radfanhunters.co.uk/Khormaksar%20-%20Closure.htm
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that Khormaksar, which was the key to a successful withdrawal, could be securely held until the last 
man had flown out. For this purpose, two battalion groups were regarded as the minimum force 
needed. This force would hold a close ring around the airfield on W Day and be lifted out well 
before dark with air cover provided from a large Naval Task Force located out at sea, This would 
allow the last RAF Hunters to leave from a still secure airfield. 
As the Suez Canal had remained closed since the six-days war in June, and as Aden port was 
virtually at a standstill through strikes and terrorist activity, any question of evacuating personnel 
by sea had been discarded earlier in the year. Everyone, with the exception of Royal Marine 
Commandos and some naval personnel would depart by air. An air lift, second in size only to the 
Berlin airlift of twenty years earlier, was therefore planned, starting at a leisurely pace and 
accelerating as W Day approached, with plenty of scope to speed it up if the situation deteriorated. 
RAF Muharraq was designed as the ‘hinge’ around which the main lift from Khormaksar to the 
United Kingdom would pivot, the leg from Khormaksar to Muharraq being flown by the medium 
range aircraft of Air Support Command augmented as necessary by the AFME force. That from 
Muharraq to the UK would be flown by the strategic transports of Air Support Command assisted 
by a few civil charter aircraft. Even though Nasser had given permission for aircraft carrying 
evacuees to overfly Egypt on the direct route from Aden to the UK and a few such flights were 
made, there was too much uncertainty about this route to depend upon it. 
The main lift was concentrated into the seven days before W Day. An Air Support Command force 
comprising VC10s, Belfasts, Hercules and Britannias assembled at Muharraq, with three VC10s from 
British United Airways, a few days prior to ‘W’-7, and the small Movements Section at Muharraq 
was reinforced with Air Support Command staff to handle the onward flow to the UK. At this late 
stage, there were still approximately 3,700 people to be brought out of Aden and, with the 
transport force available, this left a good margin of capacity to accelerate the withdrawal. One rule 
which was introduced for the last few days was that all aircraft flying out of Khormaksar should 
have a good three engined ferry performance, including the ability to take off with one engine out 
of action without a load. This was to avoid having to leave an aircraft at Khormaksar which needed 
merely an engine change. For the Hercules, which had been in operational service for only a few 
weeks, this was the first significant task and its performance was watched with great interest. From 
the pilot’s point of view this was excellent much abuse was levelled at it by the passengers who 
found it noisy, uncomfortable and cold. This was no real criticism of the Hercules which was 
intended as an operational transport aircraft in the fullest sense, and was never intended to provide 
luxury transport for passengers who had perhaps become somewhat spoiled by the comforts of the 
VC10, Comet and Britannia. Although the number of flights per day out of Aden varied, it was 
generally of the order of four Britannias arriving from Muharraq, spending about forty minutes on 
the ground and each leaving with 110 passengers; seven Hercules flights followed the same pattern 
but carried both freight and passengers, and two Belfast flights carried freight only. 
The passengers were grouped into ‘chalks’ comprising twenty-five men in each, normally drawn 
from the same regiment or unit. Each ‘chalk’ was fully documented before leaving Khormaksar and 
remained together right through Muharraq to Lyneham, which was the UK destination. The average 
stay at Muharraq was about three hours, during which the ‘chalk’ remained together, had a meal, 
bought last minute gifts and then continued by VC10 or Britannia. Each aircraft carried a specified 
number of' ‘chalks’, e.g., four per Britannia, and the whole procedure was as quick and efficient as it 
was possible to be. An example will help to illustrate this efficiency: a ‘chalk’ from the Argyll and 
Sutherland Highlanders was on duty in Crater until 23:30 one night, when they were pulled back 
into Khormaksar after handing over to the South Arabian Army (SAA). After documentation they 
were flown to Muharraq in the early hours of the morning by Britannia where, after a three-hour 
pause, they continued on by VC10 to reach Lyneham a bare twenty-four hours after coming off 
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duty in Crater. Not a detail was overlooked even to the extent of a British Rail timetable of the 
trains from Swindon being included in their final briefing. 
The lift proceeded smoothly. Very little unserviceability was experienced and, as the weather over 
the whole of the Arabian Peninsula was generally good, there were no diversions to interrupt the 
plan. The final two days were the tactical phase of the withdrawal and potentially the most 
dangerous as the thinning out of defences had by now reached an advanced stage. On ‘W’-1, 1,000 
servicemen with about 350 civilians were moved out using some twenty aircraft. This left 875 to be 
flown out on ‘W’ Day itself with nearly as many more Royal Marines to be ferried out by naval 
helicopters to the waiting ships of the Task Force. Turn around times at Khormaksar were reduced 
to thirty minutes, each aircraft keeping one engine running throughout to provide the electrical 
services and arrivals at Muharraq were speeded up to one every half hour to ensure that darkness 
on ‘W’ Day did not catch anybody still on the ground at Khormaksar. Two reserve Hercules circled 
the airfield during the final phase in case unforeseen unserviceability necessitated a quick rescue 
operation. None of these elaborate precautions was needed and the lift was completed as planned, 
using in addition to AFME’s own transport force, three RAF VC10s, three BUA VC10s, fourteen 
Britannias, fifteen Hercules and two Belfasts of Air Support Command. 
Last days in Aden 
As the airlift rapidly reduced the forces remaining in Aden from mid-November, a number of 
operational commitments were either handed over or discontinued. Air defence patrols along the 
Yemen border were maintained by 43 Squadron until 7 November by which date HMS Eagle had 
joined the Task Force assembling for the final phase of departure. Sea Vixen FAW.2s and Buccaneer 
S.2s from Eagle took over the protective task from the Hunters and the ship’s radar provided the 
necessary early warning cover, allowing 303 Signals Unit to dismantle and ship its radar out to 
Bahrain. At the request of the SAA the last Hunter ground attack sorties were flown on 9 November 
against dissidents in the Kirsah area bringing an end four years of operational service by 43 
Squadron at Khormaksar. It had come from Cyprus to help out 8 and 208 Squadrons in an 
emergency and had never returned. 
No. 43 Squadron disbanded officially at Khormaksar on 14 October, 1967 some of its FGA.9s and 
their pilots remained in situ with two 8 Squadron FR.10s until the final evacuation in November. 
With tensions remaining high throughout the area, there were many tasks to keep the Hunters, and 
naval aircraft flying from carriers offshore, heavily committed. Flt Lts Derek Whitman and David 
Bagshaw attended the formal disbandment celebrations and festivities which followed, as did Sqn 
Ldr Fred Trowern and his A Flight Commander Flt Lt Mike Webb, who had flown down from the 
Gulf in an FGA.9 and an FR.10 to see how things were going. Typical missions now comprised an 
FR.10 and two Buccaneers. The Buccaneer had the advantage of two pairs of eyes, the pilot to 
concentrate on the flying while the observer in the back looked after the visual sightings and 
reporting. Occasionally the trio would land at Khormaksar living conditions were becoming 
increasingly difficult there and the RAF pilots welcomed invitations to go aboard HMS Eagle (by 
liberty boat) to sample some of the Navy’s legendary hospitality. The two FR.10s flew 84 hours 
during their last month in Aden, keeping an eye on the movements of friend and foe in the Kirsah, 
Mukeiras, Beihan, Ataq and Dhala areas, while providing air defence cover for the final withdrawal 
of British forces. 
The only ‘ceremonial’ connected with independence took place on 28 November (‘W’-1). Sir 
Humphrey Trevelyan, who had vacated Government House and spent the previous night aboard 
HMS Eagle, flew in from the ship during the morning and, accompanied by the Commander-in-
Chief, Admiral Sir Michael Le Fanu, inspected a Joint Services Guard of Honour, in which the Royal 
Air Force was represented by the RAF Regiment. A solitary verse of the National Anthem coincided 
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with a fly-by of eight FGA.9s and the two FR.10s in their farewell salute as they left for Muharraq – 
forty-eight years after the RAF first came to the colony. These aircraft were then to fly on to their 
new homes, with any left unserviceable pushed into the sea. As Sir Humphrey stood on the steps of 
the RAF Britannia assigned to take him to England, the Royal Marine Band from Eagle struck up - 
not Auld Lang Syne but Fings Ain’t Wot They Used To Be. It was hardly traditional but its 
appropriateness was not lost on those who heard it. As the High Commissioner departed, the Joint 
Headquarters on the airfield closed down, bringing to an end Middle East Command which had 
existed first in the Mediterranean and then in Aden, for as long as most servicemen could 
remember. Derek Whitman and Dave Bagshaw escorted Sir Humphrey’s Britannia out of the area, 
before flying their FR.10s on to join 8 Squadron on APC at Sharjah. 
At the same time 45 Commando was flown out by helicopter to the waiting Task Force after no less 
than seven years continuous service in Aden. In fact this unit had spent twenty-one of the previous 
twenty-six years overseas, most of them in the Middle East. Its departure left only 42 Commando, 
commanded by Lt-Col ‘Dai’ Morgan, in control of airfield security assisted by armed Wessex 
helicopters patrolling overhead. Four senior officers, including Air Cdre Sowrey, took their leave of 
a few officers of the South Arabian Army, headed by their Commander, who had come to see them 
off, and boarded the last transport aircraft to leave for the UK. 
The final scene took place on what had been the 12th green of the Khormaksar Golf Club when, at 
14:50 hours, the last 120 men of 42 Commando were withdrawn from seven defensive positions 
and flown by helicopter to HMS Albion. Maj-Gen Tower, the GOC, then followed and the last to 
leave Aden was Lt-Col Morgan who formally handed over command to Rear Admiral Ashmore in 
the Naval Task Force. The ships remained in territorial waters for a further nine hours, until 
midnight, when South Arabia became officially independent. Perhaps the RAF had the last word: 
two large ships’ buoys, painted with red, white and blue roundels were left high up on the barren 
rocks as a farewell helicopter-borne memento. 
A moment of reflection 
The 29 November 1967, brought to an end 128 years of British rule in Aden and for the Royal Air 
Force, forty-eight years of occupation of Khormaksar and Steamer Point. The final departure from 
most overseas stations, which became a fairly frequent occurrence for British servicemen between 
1950 and 1970, was usually accompanied by many regrets and a certain nostalgia. It is doubtful 
whether any soldier or airman regretted leaving Aden. An uncomfortable and exhausting place at 
the best of times, the last few years had been grim, dangerous, frustrating and almost intolerably 
restricted. Having said that, however, it is impossible to ignore the sense of satisfaction which 
many, indeed most servicemen obtained from having carried out a tour of duty there. It was the 
satisfaction which comes from completing a hard and challenging task, something to be talked 
about, an experience to be recounted, often with much exaggeration and boring detail. There is no 
doubt that service in Aden gave immense experience and a certain maturity to the men and 
women of the Royal Air Force. The conditions under which they had to work tested their skill and 
initiative, and often called for considerable feats of improvisation. Aircraft and equipment of all 
kinds were subjected to the most rigorous stresses and strains which quickly found weaknesses and 
flaws in design and construction. The loss of Aden was, therefore, the loss to the RAF of a unique 
testing ground for both men and materials and, to that extent, it was a cause for regret. 
However regrettable the grim story of the last years in Aden may be, the one redeeming feature 
which will always stand out, was the steadfast courage, efficiency and remarkable restraint of the 
British serviceman whether sailor, soldier or airman. He was abused and provoked, ambushed and 
sniped at by a ruthless and often unseen enemy. He was not above criticism from his own 
countrymen who had no conception of the conditions under which he had to live, work and fight. 
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The final withdrawal without a shot fired or a life lost must rank as one of the best planned and 
executed operations in British military history. 
From http://www.radfanhunters.co.uk/KenS.htm: 

 
1417 Flt pilots Frank Grimshaw, Roger Neal, Ralph Chambers, Derek Whitman, Richard Johns and 
Ken Simpson at Ksar in 1966 
From http://www.rafjever.org/98sqnpic220.htm: 

 
Hunter Squadron Commanders taken at Chivenor – 9 Oct 1999. L to R standing: Roy Bowie 20 Sqn 
56-58, Brian Baker 1 Sqn 67-69, Dickie Barraclough 1417 Sqn 66-67, Ian Worby 54 Sqn 58-60, Eric 
Sharp 234 Sqn 68-70, John Houghton 79 Sqn 70-73. Sitting: Dougie Adamson 98 Sqn 56-58, Paddy 
Minnis 93 Sqn 56-59, Chris Golds 79 Sqn 69-70, Roger Austin 54 Sqn 66-69, Derek Whitman 58 Sqn 
73-76. 
3537. Captain Robert G COX (25039A). Signed 9 May 1962. USAF Air Station, South 
Ruislip. 

252 
He is listed in the Air Force Register for 1962. 

http://www.radfanhunters.co.uk/KenS.htm
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3538. Captain Harley P ROBERTS (41855A). Signed 9 May 1962. USAF Air Station, South 
Ruislip. 

252 
He is listed in the Air Force Register for 1962. 
3539. Flight Lieutenant [later Group Captain] Alaister George Leslie HUTCHISON 
(4102013). Signed 14 May 1962. All Weather Fighter Combat School, RAF West Raynham. 

252 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
He is the author of The Strategic Significance of the Indian Ocean, Issue 4619, Air War College 
Report, Air University, 1972. 
According to http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Station%20OCs-Central.htm, he was Station 
Commander at RAF Henlow from 6 December 1974 to 21 July 1977. He was also OC, No 11 FTS. 
According to http://www.forcesreunited.org.uk/namearchive/units/RAFNames/RCAF-
Winnipeg.html, he was at RCAF Winnipeg between 1952 and 1980. 
3540. Flight Lieutenant [later Group Captain] James Nankivell SAWYER CBE (607532). 
Signed 14 May 1962. All Weather Fighter Combat School, RAF West Raynham. 

252 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG, his CBE being announced on 15 June 1985. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Station%20OCs-Central.htm
http://www.forcesreunited.org.uk/namearchive/units/RAFNames/RCAF-Winnipeg.html
http://www.forcesreunited.org.uk/namearchive/units/RAFNames/RCAF-Winnipeg.html
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From Flight, 8 April 1955: 

 
From John C. Chapin’s A History of Marine Fighter Attack Squadron 531, CreateSpace Independent 
Publishing Platform (17 Jan 2013) p 36: 
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From Peter Davies’ US Marine Corps F-4 Phantom II Units of the Vietnam War, Osprey (20 Nov 
2012) p 11: 
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From Flight International, 5 November 1988: 

 
According to http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Station%20OCs-Scot.htm, he was commanding 
officer of RAF Buchan from 26 August 1983 to 6 September 1985. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Station%20OCs-Scot.htm
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3541. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Walter Alwyne (“Wally”) BATCHELOR Bed 
DPhysEd (2327925). Signed 16 May 1962. HQ Fighter Command. 

252 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 16 November 1979. 
From http://www.raf.mod.uk/rafathletics/administration/thesirandrewhumphreytrophy.cfm: 
“I was the Championships Secretary in 1965 and I remember well the Inter-Services Championships 
that year, held on the old cinder track at RAF Uxbridge on a hot and somewhat glorious day. Both 
the RAF and WRAF teams won their respective championship trophies; memorable because for the 
men’s team, this was to be the start of a run of 19 consecutive successes. 
From 1966 to 1969, I served in Germany and continued contact with RAF athletics by arranging a 
fixture for visiting Command RAFAA teams. A significant fixture was arranged during this period 
(1968). A match was arranged between the RAFAA and a team selected from the four nations which 
formed the Second Allied Tactical Air Force (2ATAF) ie the Belgian Air Force, the Royal Netherlands 
Air Force, Luftwaffengruppe Nord (half the German Air Force) and RAF Germany. A formidable 
team! The event was held at RAF Rheindahlen and was a huge success, with full international 
athletes competing in both teams; the RAF team wining the match in the last event. A time to 
remember, showing the strength of the RAF team at that time. 
Several individual successes figure highly in my memory. In an RAFAA fixture against Catalonia, 
held in Barcelona in 1964, I was fortunate to record an Olympic qualifying jump made by Derek 
Boosey in the triple jump. This necessitated several late night telephone calls by Dan Davies to the 
BAF to endeavour to obtain Derek’s inclusion in the British team. On another occasion when Derek 
had taken part in a British overseas international match, it was reported in an article in the national 
press that he was a good ambassador for the UK and a great credit to the RAF. Wonderful 
memories of an RAF athlete. 
Finally, I would like to mention one particular race, which will always remain an unforgettable 
moment. During the RAF team’s long successful run in the Inter-Services in the ‘60s and ‘70s, at a 
championship held at Cosford, the RAF team in the final race, the 4 x 400m relay, needed to finish 
in 2nd place to win the championship. I cannot remember the full complement of the team, which 
included Mike Delaney and Andy Williams, whose performances I remember well. At the final baton 
change the RAF team was comfortably ahead of the Navy but some distance behind the Army. The 
championship trophy was assured! However, it was not the final runner’s intention to finish second 
in the race and in a magnificent final ‘leg’ Andy Williams went on to win. A truly memorable team 
captain’s effort! 
I was fortunate to be associated with the RAFAA during what was perhaps its most successful 
period. I firmly believe this success was not only due to the strength of the star performers of the 
time, many international athletes also to the fantastic team spirit, every member of the team giving 
his/her utmost in every competition. Happy and memorable times.” 

http://www.raf.mod.uk/rafathletics/administration/thesirandrewhumphreytrophy.cfm
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From Athlete, The Journal of the Royal Air Force Athletics Association, Issue 1, May 1986: 

 
From http://announcements.telegraph.co.uk/deaths/125021/batchelor: 
Walter (Wally) Wing Commander RAF retired, died peacefully in Warwick Hospital on 12th 
November 2010 following a stroke. Much loved husband, father and grandfather. Funeral Service to 
take place at Oakley Wood Crematorium (North Chapel), Warwickshire, on Monday 29th November 
at 11.30 a.m..—Family flowers only please but donations, if wished, for The RAF Benevolent Fund 
may be sent to Hemming and Peace Funeral Services, 1a Brewery Street, Stratford-upon-Avon, 
CV37 0BQ. 
3542. Major [later Lieutenant Colonel] Robert Sydney CUMBERLEDGE USAF. Signed 20 
May 1962. HQ Ground Electronics Engineering Installation Agency, Griffiss Air Force Base, 
New York, USA. 

252 
From http://www.zoominfo.com/p/Robert-Cumberledge/253668513: 
ABINGDON -- Robert Sydney Cumberledge, 78, of 19191 Sterling Drive, died Sunday, Oct. 20, 2002, 
at his residence. He was the son of the late Sydney and Maeble Norton Cumberledge. He was 
retired from the U.S. Air Force where he served 26 years as a pilot. Mr. Cumberledge's survivors 
include his wife of 58 years, Mrs. Ann Cumberledge of Abingdon; one daughter and son-in-law, 
Terry and Lawrence Hall of Palos Verdes, Calif.; one son and daughter-in-law, Bob and Kathy 
Cumberledge of Abingdon; two grandchildren, Chris and wife Amy Hall and Jennifer Hall; and one 
great-grandchild, Jack Hall. 

http://announcements.telegraph.co.uk/deaths/125021/batchelor
http://www.zoominfo.com/p/Robert-Cumberledge/253668513
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From Pittsburgh Post Gazette, 30 September 1971: 

 
From http://radomes.org/museum/geeia.html: 
What Was GEEIA And What Happened To It? 
MSgt Harvey Hartman, 272nd EIS, TxANG, LaPorte, TX 
Many visitors to the Radomes web site have seen references to GEEIA and wonder what it means. 
GEEIA stood for Ground Electronics Engineering Installation Agency and was the Air Force 
component that was responsible for the engineering and installation of fixed (ground-based) 
electronics systems throughout the USAF during the 1960s and 70s. This included many of our 
revered AC&W sites. GEEIA was composed of AF electronics personnel (predominately Keesler-
trained Radio and Radar maintenance troops like you and me), cable and construction troops, and 
support functions such as management, engineering, drafting, supply, etc. GEEIA was equipped 
with the manpower and equipment for worldwide tasking. 
When a radar site was constructed and new radar equipment was to be installed, the equipment 
manufacturer was usually tasked as part of their original sales contract to install it. GEEIA was 
responsible for the coordination and oversight of the overall project and GEEIA personnel usually 
installed the smaller systems associated with such a project; i.e. comm radios and antennas, 
telephones, some ops darkroom equipment, etc. However, if used/overhauled (oops, I mean 
Previously Owned) equipment was provided by AF equipment depot for installation at the new site 
(and this was often the case when a dismantled site was reinstalled somewhere else) GEEIA was 
usually the installing workforce. GEEIA also performed heavy repairs, modifications, replacements 
and removals. 
GEEIA's roots can be traced as far back as 1901 when MG Adolphus Greely, Chief of the Army 
Signal Corps, sent Lt Billy Mitchell to string 1400 miles of telegraph cable across Alaska. In 
November 1938, the Army Airways Communication System (AACS) was organized and this became 
the Army Airways Communication System Wing in April 1943. In July 1943, this Wing was 
reassigned directly under the Army Air Forces. With the conversion of the Army Air Force into the 

http://radomes.org/museum/geeia.html
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US Air Force in 1947, communications installations units were organized into five Installations and 
Maintenance (I&M) Squadrons. These were located in Oklahoma, Germany, Newfoundland, Alaska 
and Japan. 
Throughout the 1950s, the USAF was in its infancy and much of its infrastructure was still being 
converted from WWII era Army Air Corps Flying Fields into Air Force Bases. Also, the Cold War was 
rapidly gaining momentum and public hysteria over the H-bomb created the urgent need for a 
stronger national defense. This, of course, was the birth of the Arms Race between the 
superpowers. As a result, in 1958 Air Force Chief of Staff General Curtis LeMay reshaped the I&M 
Squadrons into a larger and more organized workforce capable of managing the rapidly increasing 
USAF communications workload. This new workforce was named GEEIA and was headquartered at 
Griffiss AFB, NY. In the 1960s, GEEIA's workload increased by leaps and bounds as the Cold War 
escalated and dictated greater and greater communications capabilities for our military. GEEIA 
became a massive empire as it built the USAF into what it is today. 
However, once the communications structure was in place, the need for new communications 
installations was reduced and most workload then involved performing upgrades to the existing 
communication system. The large GEEIA workforce could no longer be justified and in 1970, due to 
budget constraints, GEEIA was cut drastically and merged into the Air Force Communications 
Service (AFCS.) This merged organization handled the installation and maintenance tasks that 
GEEIA had previously performed. AFCS became the Air Force Communications Command (AFCC) in 
1979 and a new Engineering and Installation Center (EIC) was established at Tinker AFB in 
Oklahoma City in June 1981. Functions previously performed by GEEIA were spread among a 
multitude of active duty AF and Air National Guard Engineering and Installation (E&I) Squadrons 
that EIC managed: The 738th EIS was located at Keesler AFB in Biloxi, the 838th was at Kelly AFB in 
San Antonio and the 938th was at McClellan AFB in Sacramento. These three active duty squadrons 
managed 19 ANG E&I Squadrons. 
During the early 1990s, widespread base closures and restructuring eliminated the 838th and 938th 
leaving the 738th EIS as the sole liaison between the active duty AF and the ANG E&I Squadrons. 
Base closures are becoming routine these days, as the American public, who once demanded that 
the military be increased to protect the US against atomic attack, now wants the military cut back 
to a more affordable size. While most of us hate to see our military shrink to a smaller force (some 
call it a "leaner and meaner force") truth is that we simply don't need such a giant money-
absorbing military now that we have determined that the Soviets no longer want to attack us for 
our Levi's jeans. 
E & I Squadrons 
Today, E&I Squadrons are responsible for installing, relocating, modifying, or removing 
communications systems throughout the USAF, both stateside and overseas. With the frantic pace 
of advancements in digital technology over the past twenty years, we now have smaller and more 
reliable communications systems that do not require large teams several weeks or months to 
install. Additionally, our modern deployable USAF has turned toward more mobile systems and 
fewer bolted-to-concrete systems. All of this has helped to reduce the mighty GEEIA Empire to the 
leaner and meaner E&I that it is today. 
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3543. Colonel Walter Burt PACKARD USAF. Signed 20 May 1962. Griffiss Air Force Base, 
New York, USA. 

252 
From http://www.porterloring.com/memsol.cgi?user_id=466722: 
Lillie B. Packard, known to her friends and family as Bobbie, passed away at her home, Air Force 
Village I, on 6 May 2002. Bobbie was born March 19,1921 to Lena K. and James D. Young in Cuero, 
Texas. Bobbie graduated from Cuero High School in 1938. She attended school in Austin Texas 
until 1940 at which time she moved to San Antonio to work at Kelly Field as a secretary in the 
Supply Office. While at Kelly she organized the Kelly Civilian Girls Corps, which held dances for 
service men passing through Kelly Field then known as Duncan Field en route to service duty in 
World War II. In 1943 she married Col. Walter B. Packard USAF, who predeceased Bobbie on June 
17, 1992. Bobbie was very active in various Air Force Officers Wives Clubs with the major aim of 
supporting many charitable causes. Her quick wit and great sense of humor will be missed by all 
who knew her. Mrs. Packard is survived by her Son, Lt. Col. Barry R. Packard USAF ret of Niceville Fl; 
Grandson, Lt. Comdr. Mark R. Packard USN of Corpus Christi TX; Granddaughter Kathryn B. Packard 
of Clear Lake City TX; Great Granddaughter Julie L. Salarvand of Clear Lake City TX; Sister, Mary 
Lynn Harr of Austin TX; and Brother in Law, Howard F. Packard of Minneapolis MN. She had been 
residing at Air Force Village I since July, 1985. 
From http://www.interment.net/data/us/tx/bexar/ftsamnat/p/ft_sam_p01.htm: 
Packard, Walter Burt, b. 08/29/1913, d. 06/17/1992, COLONEL USAF, San Antonio; Bexar; Texas, 
Plot: 20 723, bur. 06/19/1992. 
3544. Major Orien Tracy CLARK USAF. Signed 20 May 1962. Griffiss Air Force Base, New 
York, USA. 

252 
From http://familytreemaker.genealogy.com/users/c/l/a/Shirley-Clark/GENE5-0008.html: 
Notes for ORIEN TRACY CLARK 
NOTE 1: Orien Tracy Clark, Certificate of Baptism, June 27, 1943, "First Methodist Church, Tulsa 
Oklahoma; Golder Lawrence, Pastor," 
NOTE 2: Entries in Pet and Hobby Show Include Unusual Dogs and Cat. ...The cat shown in the 
picture is the third entry. It is a Persian, eight months old, and is owned by Orien Clark of 8 South 
Nogales Avenue. ...The third official entry in the hobby show, an 8-month-old Persian cat, imported 
from Russia, is owned by 13-year-old Orien Clark of 8 South Nogales Avenue. This cat is unusual 
because he possesses six toes on each foot. Ordinary cats have four. According to Orien, certain 
strains from the Persian cat family sometimes produce six toes, others produce only four. The 
grandmother of Orien's cat has several times won blue ribbons in Kansas City pet shows and Orien 
is hoping that his cat will uphold the family name and win a blue ribbon in the Tulsa show....., Tulsa, 
Oklahoma (November 4, 1934) 
NOTE 3: Orien worked as an elevator boy at Clarkes Clothiers, 317 S. Main, Tulsa, OK, while his 
mother, Charlotte worked upstairs as a seamstress.  

http://www.porterloring.com/memsol.cgi?user_id=466722
http://www.interment.net/data/us/tx/bexar/ftsamnat/p/ft_sam_p01.htm
http://familytreemaker.genealogy.com/users/c/l/a/Shirley-Clark/GENE5-0008.html
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NOTE 4: Fighting Oklahomans. Preparing to leave for his third tour of overseas duty is Capt. Orien 
T. Clark, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Clark, who reside southwest of Tulsa. Capt. Clark will report to 
Camp Stoneman, Cal., December 11 for processing and shipment to Japan. He has been stationed 
at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio, the last year. During World War II, he saw service 
on Tinian in the south Pacific. He later served a tour of duty in the Philippines. A native Tulsan, he 
attended Oklahoma A & M college before entering the service in 1941. His wife and three children 
will stay at the home of her mother, Mrs. Vera Moore, 1808 W. Easton Ct. until arrangements can 
be completed for them to join him.  
NOTE 5: 9th Bombardment Group (VH); Tinian commanding Officer: Lt. Col. Henry Huglin; 1st Sq. 
(Lt. Col. Leroy Casey), 5th Sq. (Lt. Col. Malvern Brown), 99th Sq. (Lt. Col. Lewis Wright); World War II 
B-29 Superfortress Unit; 313th Wing (Brig. Gen. J. H. Davies), XXI Bomber Command (Maj. Gen. 
Curtis E. LeMay), 20th Air Force (Gen. Henry "Hap" Arnold), United States Army Air Forces. Highlight 
History: McCook, Nebraska 1944, Tinian, Marianas Island 1945; Average strength: 1100 men; 45 B-
29s; 75 combat missions, 2012 sorties; 11,376 tons of bombs and mines; Losses: 27 killed, 84 
missing. 
More About ORIEN TRACY CLARK 
Occupation: Bet. 1942 - 1967, United States Air Force. 
From http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=108272157: 
Birth: Nov. 26, 1921, Santa Ana, Orange County, California, USA 
Death: Jul. 23, 2009, Mesa, Maricopa County, Arizona, USA  
Spouse: Virginia Opal Moore Clark (1923 - 2009)  
Inscription: LT COL US AIR FORCE  
Burial: National Memorial Cemetery of Arizona, Phoenix, Maricopa County, Arizona, USA 
Plot: Section 57 Site 1203 
3545. Squadron Leader Leslie Ronald FRANCIS (607210). Signed 23 May 1962. RAF 
Middleton St George. 

252 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG including 15 August 1967 which announced he was 
dismissed by sentence of court martial on 4 July 1967: 

 
3546. Flight Lieutenant Frederick James LACE (3510326). Signed 25 May 1962. No 511 
Squadron, RAF Lyneham. 

253 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 6 April 1976. 

http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=108272157
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3547. Wing Commander Bryce Gilmore (“Willie”) MEHARG OBE AFC* (39941). Signed 7 
June 1962. Air Ministry, London. 

253 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 11 June 1942. The Bar to his AFC was announced in the LG, 2 
January 1950. 
From http://www.14sqn-
association.org.uk/14_Squadron_Association/Winged_Crusaders_extract.html: 
Extract from Winged Crusaders, Chapter 8 1942-44 The Marauder Years 
Enter the Marauder 
14 Squadron was formally withdrawn from the line on 4 August 1942 for conversion to the 
Marauder. The unit, now comprising only six Blenheims and three Bostons, moved to LG,Y, just 
west of Ismailia, where crews kept themselves current on the Blenheims; the Bostons gave pilots 
the opportunity to get used to handling an aeroplane with the unfamiliar tricycle undercarriage. 
Five days later the Squadron moved again, this time to LG,224, twenty miles west of Cairo, where 
nine brand new Martin B-26 Marauders awaited them. Twice a heavy as a Blenheim, the Marauder 
was an imposing and intimidating machine, standing twenty feet high on its tricycle undercarriage. 
It also came with a reputation as a “widow maker”. “When I saw my first Marauder,” recalled Maj 
Lewis, “I was scared as I thought I’d never be able to fly such a huge aircraft.” The new aircraft 
required a crew of six, so Marauder crews were formed by the simple expedient of combining two 
Blenheim crews. The by-product of each amalgamation was one extra navigator who had to be 
replaced by another air gunner; furthermore one pilot would be the captain while the other was 
relegated to the role of second pilot. This process caused some angst amonst crews whose loyalty 
to each other had been forged by shared hardships: even so some, like Sgt Bates’ navigator, Sgt J B 
Dutton1, volunteered to leave the Squadron early, while they still had some choice about where 
they went next. 
Three USAAF pilots, Lt Col F Garison Jr2, Maj J E Welborn and Capt Marrs, and a RAF instructor, Sqn 
Ldr B G Meharg3, were seconded to LG,224 to help with the initial conversion. Despite the 
Marauder’s fearsome reputation, Squadron pilots soon found that when treated with respect the 
aircraft was not unduly difficult to fly. The main handling difference was on the approach, where 
the Marauder was flown at around 150 mph - considerably faster than the landing speed for a 
Blenheim. This higher landing speed was indirectly the cause of an unfortunate accident on 20 
August when four Egyptian labourers tried to cross the runway in their lorry just ahead of 
their aircraft4 as it touched down. The Marauder hit the truck, wrecking both vehicle and aeroplane 
and killing all four Egyptians luckily neither Lt Col Garrison, nor his student Plt Off Willis were 
injured.  
The conversion process caried on over the next few months progress was frustratingly slow 
because of unserviceabilities with the new aircraft. During this period the Squadron moved yet 
again to Fayed on the western shore of the Great Bitter Lake on the Suez Canal. The first 
operational sortie by a 14 Squadron Marauder5 was flown by Lt B W Young6 on 28 October. The 
Battle of El Alemein was in full swing Young’s mission took him not over the battlefield as might 
have been expected out over the Mediterranean to carry out a a weather reconnaissance of Crete. 
For this eight-hour sortie an extra 1,000 gallon “overload” fuel tank was fitted in the bomb bay, a 
configuration which would become the standard fit to 14 Squadron’s Marauders. Young’s task also 
gave a good indication of the Squadron’s future role: the next day the Squadron received news that 

http://www.14sqn-association.org.uk/14_Squadron_Association/Winged_Crusaders_extract.html
http://www.14sqn-association.org.uk/14_Squadron_Association/Winged_Crusaders_extract.html
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they had been transferrred to 201 Group, which specialised in maritime operations. During early 
November a number of maritime reconnaisance sorties were flown. One eventful sortie7 was flown 
by Wg Cdr Maydwell’s crew on the afternoon of 6 November, and ranged around the Cyclades 
Islands to the north of Crete. During this patrol Maydwell found five “invasion barges” packed with 
troops which he strafed. Shortly afterwards came across a Ju52 transport aircraft as he manoeuvred 
to engage it the crew realised that it was a Red Cross aircraft, so they let it go on its way. Later in 
the patrol they found a pair of merchant ships under the escort of two He115s. As they approached 
the ships they came under heavy anti-aircraft fire which caused considerable damage to the 
Marauder, setting fire to the overload fuel tank in the bomb bay and wounding the turret gunner, 
Sgt W J Nicholls, in the leg. The fire was tackled by the wireless operator, Sgt D G Clarke, using a 
bottle fire extinguisher; once that was empty, Clarke had to use his bare hands to beat out the last 
of the flames8. Continuing with the mission, Maydwell saw two more ships at anchor in an island 
bay, and a convoy escorted by five destroyers and seven Ju88s. When the Marauder approached 
the convoy for a closer look they were chased off by two of the Ju88s. The return leg of this eight 
hour sortie was flown under cover of darkness. 
The next day a major strategic event changed the whole face of the war in North Africa: American 
troops landed on the Morrocan and Algerian coast, opening a “western front” in North Africa. With 
decisive vistory at El Alemein close at hand it was clear that the Germans would soon be ejected 
from North Africa it was also clear that the battle for control of the Mediterranean would take on a 
new significance. In Egypt the training continued and it was during a practice bombing sortie on 24 
November that tragedy struck. As Fg Off W R Bower’s9 Marauder10 approached the bombing range 
at Shallufa, just north of Suez, the tail unit broke off and the aircraft dived into the ground, killing 
the whole crew. 
On 30 November the majority of crews and aircraft were detached to Shallufah for a torpedo 
dropping course. A handful of crews from “A” Flight continued conversion training for new crews at 
Fayed while the remaining few continued to fly operational sorties from a detached base at 
Gambut. These sorties included a number of “offensive shipping searches” designed to interdict the 
Afrika Korps’ martime supply lines. The first bombing attack against shipping was carried out by Fg 
Off Slade11 on 6 December, when he engaged an 800 ton schooner off the Libyan coast just east of 
Tripoli. However, the schooner met Slade’s attack with accurate anti-aircraft fire and the bomb- 
aimer Sgt F W Bayley was hit and wounded just before the bomb release point, causing him to 
release early and the bombs all fell short. 
There was a brief change from maritime work on 11 December when four Marauders12 bombed the 
aerodrome and station at Gabes in Tunisia the majority of operational work consisted of 
reconnaissance along the Libyan and Tunisian coast. On 16 December a formation of three 
Marauders was carrying out an offensive shipping sweep to the west of Benghazi. On the outward 
leg they had been escorted by a Flight, Beaufighters which shot down a Ju52 off Tripoli on the 
return leg the Marauders were alone when they were mistakenly attacked by a formation of nine 
Malta-based Spitfires. Sgt L A Einsaar’s13 aircraft14 was so badly damaged by the fighters that he 
eventually had to forced land in the sea about fifteen miles to the west of Benghazi. The aircraft 
caught fire as it hit the water and then sank almost immediately, taking with it Sgt R I Ploskin15, Sgt 
P F Cockington16 and Sgt A E Watts17. Einsaar, Sgt L R Dixon (the second pilot) Sgt L B Willocks (the 
gunner) had managed to escape from the wreckage and scrambled aboard the life raft. However, 
Einsaar then saw the navigator, Sgt T E Exell18, in difficulty in the water, separated from the dinghy 
by a sea of flame. Einsaar immediately dived into the water and managed to reach Exell the 
navigator was badly injured and he died in Einsaar’s arms shortly afterwards. The survivors were 
located by an Air Sea Rescue Wellington and picked up by a rescue launch two hours later. 
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Mines and Torpedoes 
Two nights later, six Marauders set off to drop mines into the harbour at Tunis. They set off from 
Shallufah to Berka, just outside the newly-liberated Benghazi to refuel before five aircraft19 set out 
for the long flight to Tunis. Each Marauder carried two 1,200-pound American magnetic mines in 
one side of the bomb bay with the overload fuel tank on the other side. The mines had to be 
dropped from below 200 feet. “As it was to be a night mission,” recalled Sgt O’Connor, “at briefing 
we all wanted to know how we got to fly under 200 feet without a radar altimeter. The briefing 
Officer struck chill in our hearts when he said matter-of-factly ‘Well, you will make a landfall on the 
north-east tip of Tunisia at Cape Bon. There are 200 foot cliffs for some miles to the west of Cape 
Bon, so you let down in the moonlight until you are just below the cliffs.’” On arriving off Cape Bon 
O’Connor found the cliffs that the briefing officer had mentioned and let down just below their 
level, noting that the altimeter read minus thirty feet. 
“As we ran in on our mine dropping run,” continued O’Connor, “I asked Buck the navigator, Sgt J C 
Buckland20 if he was sure it was Tunis harbour. He did not have to answer, for suddenly, on came 
the searchlights, and flak from anti-aircraft guns began hammering a Marauder about a quarter of 
a mile ahead. The pilot pulled up and started weaving his evasive actions were to no avail. A shell 
must have hit his mines or fuel tank, for his aircraft exploded into a large ball of orange flame.” In 
fact O’Connor had just witnessed Plt Off Willis’ Marauder flying into the sea, or perhaps hitting a 
gantry crane as he tried to avoid the anti-aircraft fire21. Another pilot, Plt Off Grimsey narrowly 
missed a ship’s mast as he made his attack. 
“Buck had opened the bomb bay doors of our aeroplane, ready to drop our mines. Suddenly he 
yelled ‘Pull up!! Gantry cranes ahead!! Mines dropped.’ Reacting automatically to Buck’s urgent 
outburst, I climbed steeply to avoid the cranes, then turned for home up the harbour with the 
knowledge that our job was done. Relief was short-lived, for almost immediately, from the mid- 
upper gunner came the sharp call of ‘Night fighter’. A couple of bursts of tracer fire went past us as 
I dived the aircraft towards the water. At about 400 feet, the fighter broke off his attack, no doubt 
thinking that we would plough into the drink. I stopped weaving and levelled out at an altimeter 
reading of minus fifty feet.” 
On the return leg, O’Connor attempted to transfer fuel from the overload tank the fuel gauges read 
empty. When Flt Sgt C A Long22 , the second pilot, went back to check the bomb bay, he found that 
the fuel tank was no longer there - in the heat of the moment, as they narrowly missed the gantry 
cranes, Buckland had dropped the mines and the fuel tank into Tunis harbour. With little fuel and 
few options remaining, O’Connor decided to divert to Malta. Arriving there just after an air raid, 
O’Connor landed in pitch darkness. Fortunately Long had previously flown Spitfires from Malta and 
knew that the runway was very short; he shouted for O’Connor to apply the brakes, and the aircraft 
shuddered to a halt just before the sheer drop to the sea at the end of the airstrip. As they taxied 
clear, the port engine failed through lack of fuel. 
Maj Lewis and Capt Young had a slightly easier time on Christmas Eve when, flying via Berka, they 
dropped mines in daylight off Qarqanna island near Sfax. Christmas Day itself was something of a 
celebration as the Torpedo Course at Shallufah was finished and the whole Squadron was reunited 
at Fayed. The Squadron’s operations diary recorded “a magnificent spread in all Messes.” 
Throughout January and early February 14 Squadron’s Marauders flew daily maritime 
reconnaissance sorties, supplemented by frequent anti-submarine patrols and offensive shipping 
sweeps. These latter were part of a combined unco-ordinated, campaign by 201 Group aircraft and 
RN submarines against axis shipping using the waters of the Aegean. While many ships had to run 
the gauntlet of submarines and aircraft in the Aegean, others were able to use the well-sheltered 
route between the eastern coast of Greece and the large island of Euboea. Here the narrow 
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channel, with steep hills on either side, offered a route which was safe from attack by both 
submarines and aircraft. However this waterway had a narrow choke point at the Euripus Strait near 
Khalkis, which was an ideal place to lay mines. On 9 January two aircraft27 loaded with magnetic 
mines took off from Shallufah bound for the Burgi (Bourtzi) Channel, a few miles south of Khalkis 
where the waterway narrowed to a half-mile width before opening into the Gulf of Euboea. Plt Off 
Elliott had to return to Shallufah soon after take-off with engine trouble Wg Cdr Maydwell 
continued alone, threading his way northwards through the Dodecanese islands as far as Psara. 
From here he turned westwards towards Khalkis to approach the target over Euboea from due east. 
Once over the straits, the Marauder would be very vulnerable as there was no room to manoevre to 
avoid anti- aircraft fire. “I had deliberately chosen midday as the time of the strike,” recalled 
Maydwell, “guessing that the Italians would be changing the guard and probably having a siesta. 
This assumption proved to be correct and the anti-aircraft gunners in the channel were taken 
unawares and all the shots they fired were way behind us... the mines had to be droppd at thirty 
feet and as slow as possible. We were so low on that operation that my tail gunner got soaked in 
sea water spray. So much so that the ground crew asked him if he had been swiming!” As they flew 
homebound they saw a small convoy of four ships to the east of Naxos and were fired on by the 
escorting destroyers no damage was done. 
Maydwell set off for the Burgi Channel again on 14 February. This time he was at the lead of three 
aircraft once again his number two dropped out because of unserviceability, leaving Maydwell and 
Plt Off C P M Phillips28 to carry on29. They followed a similar route to that used on the previous 
mission; this time, however, the weather was appalling and the aircraft had to negotiate their way 
round heavy storms, with thick cloud covering hilltops. It was difficult to find the target area in such 
conditions once again the Marauders achieved complete surprise and dropped their mines 
successfully to the south of Khalkis. 
The next day two Marauders30 set off for a routine offensive shipping sweep of the Aegean. 
Nothing further was heard from Flt Sgt Truman’s aircraft it was presumed to have been shot down 
when the formation attacked a merchant vessel in the eastern Aegean. During the engagement Lt 
Jones’ aircraft was badly damaged and one engine failed he managed to coax the aeroplane to the 
Turkish coast and landed at Izmir, where the aircraft and its crew were interned. On the same day 
the Squadron was informed that they would move from Fayid to Berka III just outside Benghazi: a 
road journey of over seven hundred miles which would take them from 17 to 23 February to 
complete. 

 
1 Flt Lt Brian Dutton DFC later flew Wellingtons and Lancasters. He transferred to the Air Traffic 
Control branch of the RAF after the war and left the service in 1962 
2 Col Flint Garrison Jr (1905-1979) commanded 320th Bombadment Group 
3 Wg Cdr Bryce Meharg OBE AFC* (1917-2000) retired from the RAF in 1972 
4 Marauder FK157 
5 in Marauder FK121 
6 Bruce Young SAAF was shot down in Jan 1943 and became a POW 
7 in Marauder FK375 
8 Donald Clarke was awarded the DFM for this action. After the war he transferred to the Fighter 
Control Branch of the RAF which he left in 1954. 
9 William Bower, aged 31, was from Union Point, Manitoba, Canada  
10 Marauder FK122 
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11 in Marauder FK159 
12 Fg Off F R Brown FK130, Sgt Egebjerg FK131, Flt Lt Brooks FK371, Sgt Einsaar FK376 
13 Described as “a giant of a man” Fg Off Leonard Einsaar DFM (b 1913) was born in Awaba, New 
South Wales Before the war he had been a policeman in the tough mining town of Broken Hill, 
NSW and he represented Australia as a rower in the 1936 Olympic Games. He was shot down in 
1943 and after spending a year as a POW he was discharged from the RAAF in 1945. 
14 Marauder FK367 
15 Ralph Ploskin from Birmingham 
16 Aged 21, Percival Cockington was from Woodville, South Australia 
17 Alan Watts, aged 27 was from Sheffield 
18 Tom Exell from Kensington, Victoria, Australia was 21 years old. 
19 Plt Off Grimsey FK131, Plt Off Clarke-Hall FK155, Lt Leach FK370, Sgt O’Connor FK133, Plt Off 
Willis FK366 
20 After the war Sqn Ldr John Buckland retired from the RAAF and returned to farming in Mansfield, 
Victoria, Australia 
21 By a miracle John Willis survived the crash which killed the rest of his crew, probably because he 
had undone his harness and forgotten to refasten it. It seems that he was blown through the 
windscreen by the exlosion and he was found by the Germans floating in the harbour kept afloat 
by his lifejacket. Willis spent the rest of the war as a Prisoner of War and died in 1999. According to 
his his wishes, his ashes were scattered into Tunis harbour where his crew had perished 56 years 
earlier. 
22 Flt Lt Carl Long AMICE MIMunE retired from the Airfield Construction Branch of the RAF in 1956 
27 Wg Cdr Maydwell FK376, Plt Off Elliott FK139 
28 20-year old Christopher Phillips, from Sussex, died from burns received in a flying accident in July 
1943 
29 Wg Cdr Maydwell FK139, Plt Off Phillips FK373 
30 Lt Jones FK143, Flt Sgt Truman FK150 
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From http://www.corbisimages.com/stock-photo/rights-managed/HU058968/york-transport-
planes-at-abingdon-airfield: 

 
ca 1949. Squadron Leader Bryce Meharg and his crew walk from their Avro 685 York transport 
plane at Abingdon Airfield. The flight crew are involved in the Berlin Airlift and have flown many 
miles. © Hulton-Deutsch Collection/CORBIS 
From Beaufighter, edited by Ken Ellis, Key Publishing Ltd, 2012: 
From May 1943, the squadron was tasked more and more to hit maritime and coastal targets in the 
Ionian Sea to the west of Greece and the Aegean Sea to the east. For this, 252’s Beaufighters 
carried bombs under the centre section and the wings. From September, the unit moved to Cyprus, 
greatly cutting down the ‘commute’ and increasing the sortie rate, which in October peaked at 224. 
Ground strikes on airfields, attacks on all forms of shipping and targets-ofopportunity became 
252’s bread and butter for the remainder of the war. Contact with the Luftwaffe became 
increasingly rare on January 31, 1944, a Ju 88 was shot down two Beaufighters failed to return. 
The following month, the squadron added rocket projectiles to its arsenal, greatly increasing its 
strike capacity. On June 1, 1944 the Beaufighters ripped into a convoy, sinking a merchant vessel, 
mauling a destroyer and another ship. South African Wg Cdr Bryce Meharg AFC, CO from March 
1944, and his observer failed to return from this action lived to fight another day. 
From http://laundrycottagebooks.co.uk/news?page=1: 
Strike in the Aegean 
Long after I had left North Africa to fly in Lancasters with No. 61 Squadron in Lincolnshire, one 
memorable action took place on 1st June 1944 when No.252 Squadron’s CO, Wing Commander B 
G Meharg AFC led a major attack on a well-protected convoy steaming through the azure waters 
of the Aegean Sea. On his first run-in to the target, close to the surface of the sea Meharg’s 
starboard engine was badly hit and quickly became a mass of flames. 
Unable to control the aircraft at that height, there was nothing he could do and it flipped over and 
ploughed straight into the sea in a great plume of water, breaking up with the high-speed impact. 
The attack was otherwise a great success which resulted in the sinking of two supply ships 

http://www.corbisimages.com/stock-photo/rights-managed/HU058968/york-transport-planes-at-abingdon-airfield
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including the Sabine together with a destroyer and significant damage to three other ships, whilst 
the protecting Beaufighters shot down two Arado Ar196 reconnaissance seaplanes, an Me109 and 
damaged a further Ar196 for the sole loss of Wing Commander Meharg’s aircraft. 

 
Picture of "Strike in the Aegean" reproduced by the kind permission of the artist, Alex Hamilton 
Back at their base, Squadron Leader Foxley-Norris, later to be Air Chief Marshal Sir Christopher 
Foxley-Norris, had to prepare himself for the unenviable task of telling Willie Meharg’s wife what 
had happened. He had witnessed the CO’s crash, as had several other squadron members and 
there was even photographic evidence: he told her that there was in reality little hope of survival 
for her husband and his navigator. Mrs Meharg was a Wren officer in Alexandria and reportedly 
took this devastating news very bravely. 
A few weeks later, however, she contacted a slightly embarrassed, though very relieved Foxley-
Norris in rather better spirits: incredibly both Willie and his navigator had survived the crash with 
only minor injuries. Neither of them remembered anything after the impact until they regained 
consciousness floating in their Mae Wests amongst the debris and wreckage of the convoy: they 
were now languishing in a prisoner of war camp somewhere in Germany. 
From http://www.theoddbods.org/2012_10/oddsnends10.htm: 
Convoy Attacks by Chris Goss 
Pages 96 to 98 of the 1951 RAF Association Annual told the story of ex-Flt Lt Ernest Thompson, a 
navigator with Bristol Beaufighter equipped 252 Squadron who had been shot down off Crete on 1 
June 1944. Taken from his diary, he and his pilot, Wg Cdr Bryce (Willie) Meharg, had been shot 
down by Flak attacking a convoy. They had led the attack only to suffer a direct hit which set fire to 

http://www.theoddbods.org/2012_10/oddsnends10.htm
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the Beaufighter’s port engine after which the aircraft plunged into the sea. Ernest relates the 

dramatic story that ensued:  
 
“I was wondering vaguely in my 
confused mind why everything 
was so still and peaceful and 
slowly I became conscious of 
the fact that my body was in 
water which was steadily 
coming up to my head. 
Suddenly I realised fully 
everything that had happened 
and knew that I must get out 
quickly before the aircraft sank. 
“Two mistakes in the next few 
seconds might have cost me 
my life there and then. I tried to 
throw myself out of the hatch 
but I had not released the seat 

strap harness which held me so securely at the moment of the terrific impact with the water. 
Frantically the straps were undone and I dived through the hatch to be pulled up short with a 
sudden jolt which seemed almost to break my neck. The lead from my headphones to the intercom 
socket was still plugged in but fortunately the strain jerked the earphones from the helmet. 
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“As I came up to the surface my eye caught sight of the yellow rubber dinghy not more than 10 
yards away. I struck out for it immediately only to find that the enemy fire had accounted for this as 
well - it was holed and useless. 
“However, this shattering blow was temporarily forgotten when I turned to look back towards what 
was left of the aircraft. There was the nose and the pilot’s cockpit still above the water and I was so 
relieved to see this that I found myself shouting “Willie! Willie!” and trying to swim my fastest at the 
same time. I was about half-way there when I saw the Skipper already in the sea hanging on to a 
small piece of floating wood. I called out “You OK Willie?” and heard him reply “I’m all right. How 
about yourself?” “Yes, I thought for the first time, how am I? I glanced down at my left arm and it 
looked horrible, a piece of raw flesh with streamers of skin trailing in the water like the white of an 
egg. But there was no pain at all - yet. 
“We were both holding on to the plank when what was left of the aircraft went down, nearly taking 
us with it. Heaven knows how much oil came flooding to the surface, covering us with filth. No 
matter how much we kicked we could not make clear water and finally we gave up trying but still 
clung to the plank. 
“We turned our attention towards the distant object of our attack a few minutes before and now, 
possibly, of our salvation. There was one large merchant vessel burning furiously at the stern and 
her four escorts. The fire was growing larger every minute. But all this was about five miles away 
although the circling aircraft, Arado 196s, Ju 88s and Me 109s, about 20 in all were orbiting about 
half-way between us and the convoy. Our only hope was for the crew of one of these planes to see 
us - just two minute specks in the water miles away in an ever fading light. 
“The situation was hopeless. By now we were both bitterly cold and my left leg had begun to give 
me hell. I wondered what the night and the fixture held in store. Often during the past six months 
like most aircrew types I had given this sort of situation serious thought. How does a reasonably 
good swimmer die in water? I had always imagined he died an agonising death after cramp had 
slowly tightened his limbs until they were useless. The rest was easier to imagine. I was ready for 
such a death as this for I could see no other way out. I am no atheist and I did what any other man 
would have done but silently because all this time Willie and I had been carrying on a perfectly 
normal conversation. “What do you think of our chances?” I had asked. “Oh, it’s only a matter of 
time before they see us” said Willie “That’s what I think too” I agreed and because I thought it was 
better to talk this way I asked “How about the ship? Do you think she’ll burn out before reaching 
harbour?” “Yes” he said “She’s probably carrying petrol anyhow.” 
“I wondered in which direction the nearest land was and looked around. We knew we were about 
25 miles from Crete but when we looked in what we judged to be the right direction even the 
mountains were out of sight. Darkness seemed to be coming on fast and my left arm and leg were 
now terribly painful. Willie’s teeth were chattering and altogether our prospects for the night 
seemed very, very black. 
“Then, looking away from the convoy again, we simultaneously sighted a small yellow object about 
40 yards away and recognized it as the dinghy pack. What luck! Willie kicked off his shoes and 
swam towards it. He brought it back and together we opened it without a word, though each of us 
were thinking of that precious Very pistol and its three cartridges. It was our only hope. “The gun 
was quickly assembled and now we settled down to wait for the circling aircraft to be in the most 
favourable position for observation. Three cartridges meant three chances. Willie held the pistol 
aloft and at what he thought was the right moment fired it into the air. A red star sped 100 feet 
skywards and then descended leaving a trail of smoke. We waited with our hearts beating but it 
was soon obvious that our God-sent effort to claim attention had gone by unobserved. The pistol 
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was reloaded and again we waited. A few minutes later two Arado 196s made a very wide orbit and 
were approaching close to us. This was it. Please God make them look this way. 
“Again the little red distress star sailed through the air and this time our prayers were answered. 
Almost immediately they turned and came in our direction. One of them did a tight turn directly 
over our heads and I watched the gunner closely but his guns did not move. He was in a very good 
position to shoot at us but obviously he had no such intention. Maybe they’ll land and pick us up - 
they have floats, I thought. A few minutes later the second aircraft flew directly over our heads, very 
low and dropped a smoke float. Smoke billowed forth and our position was obvious for all to see. 
Every one of the aircraft came over to have a look and the Mes and Jus stood on their wingtips 
above us. Their crews seemed to be enjoying themselves immensely. 
“Then we saw the Arados land and taxi towards us. Willie hastily threw the gun away just in case 
and our saviours came alongside. Willie made for one machine and I went to the other where the 
gunner was standing on the starboard float.
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“Climb on the float” he ordered surprising me with his very good English. But I found it impossible 
to obey. My leg seemed paralysed and my arm and hand were so tender that I couldn’t bear to 
touch anything. Somehow he managed to haul me out of the sea and into the aircraft and I took 
his seat at the rear, chilled to the bone. The air was now at my burns and it was incredibly painful. 
“The engine of the other plane roared and I looked round to see it take off. We were turning into 
wind when the gunner told me to sit on the floor. I did so and he began to unwrap a first-aid 
dressing but the aircraft began to leap forward and after a number of bumps, it suddenly became 
smooth. Never was I so glad to be airborne. The gunner kept a sharp look-out for about 10 
minutes - no doubt the possibility of another attack was at least feasible to him. I knew differently 
and thanked heaven. The idea of being shot down by my friends while in an enemy aircraft was not 
exactly attractive. 
“Now the gunner turned his attention to my burns and began dressing them. The powdered 
bandage brought some relief but the cold soaked clothes made everything seem miserable and a 
thought as big as a block of flats in my mind didn’t help matters. I was now a POW. All the good 
things in life were gone ‘for the duration’. About 30 minutes later my rescuer, to whom I felt I owed 
my life in spite of his being an enemy, said ridiculously clearly “We are about to land - Suda Bay. 
Can I have your Mae West?” 
“He could have had all I possessed” 
Today, it has been possible to complete the story of what happened 67 years ago. 
ED. I brought the story to you because I was struck by the uncanny similarity of my own fate in a 
603 Squadron Beaufighter 7 months before in those same wate rs.Trying to escape from an 
underwater cockpit without first releasing the safety harness is an abiding memory. 
By the early Summer of 1944, the German forces in the Mediterranean were suffering at the hands 
of increasingly superior Allied Naval, Army and Air Forces. This was particularly notable in the 
Aegean and especially the seas around Crete where supplies for the beleaguered Wehrmacht 
garrison were starting to run out. By May 1944, the Kriegsmarine could only muster 16 merchant 
ships to supply all of the Aegean Islands still under German control and these ships had to run the 
gauntlet of Allied warships and aircraft every time they set sail. 
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On the evening of 31 May 1944, a substantial convoy set sail from Piraeus on mainland Greece 
headed for Candia ( Heraklion Harbour) on Crete. It consisted of the merchant ships Tanais, Gertrud 
and Sabine escorted by four of what the Germans called T-Boot, three submarine hunters or UJ-
Boot and two smaller fast torpedo boats. The convoy was not only protected by barrage balloons 
but also by Messerschmitt 109 fighters, four Junkers 88s and four Arado 196 floatplanes. 
The importance of this convoy was not lost on the Allies as Air Marshal Keith Park, Air Officer 
Commanding Middle East Command indicated in a cable to the Station Commander at Gambut: 
“As the Navy have no ships available, it remains to the Air Force to put this convoy down. The 
German military garrison in Crete is badly in need of supplies and the destruction of one or more 
ships of this convoy will be an important victory. There is bound to be Flak and there may be 
fighter opposition and the AOC-in-C wishes you good luck and good hunting in your important 
mission”. Allied aircraft shadowed the convoy throughout 1 June 1944, losing a Baltimore of 454 
Sqn RAAF flown by Warrant Officer George Liels early in the afternoon. However, early that evening 
as the convoy was just 40 miles out from Crete, the order to attack was given. 
A total of 63 aircraft were involved, attacking in two waves. The first wave consisted of 12 
Marauders of 24 Sqn SAAF, 15 Baltimores of 15 Sqn SAAF and three Baltimores of 454 Sqn 
escorted by seven Spitfires from 94 Sqn and six Spitfires and four Mustangs of 213 Sqn. The second 
wave was made up from Beaufighters from 252 Sqn (10), 603 Sqn (eight), 227 Sqn (two) and 16 Sqn 
SAAF (four). The Beaufighters had two roles - Flak suppression and, for most of them, attacking 
with rockets. The Operations Record Book for 252 Sqn explains the build up to the attack: “During 
the early hours of the morning of the 1st June, orders were received for eight Beaufighters to 
proceed to Gambut for a strike against a convoy sighted by a Wellington of 38 Sqn. It was known 
that the forces in Crete were extremely short of supplies and it was anticipated that the enemy 
would endeavour to run a convoy to relieve the garrison there. It was decided to send all our 
serviceable aircraft and crews to Gambut and accordingly 10 Beaufighters with 13 crews departed 
from Mersa Matruh for Gambut at first light….. Eight aircraft as the striking force and two as anti-
Flak…..” 
At 1857 hrs, the convoy was sighted by the leading Allied bomber 27 miles north of Candia and at 
1903 hrs, the Marauders, followed two minutes later by the Baltimores, attacked. Much of the 
bombing was inaccurate although a hit was claimed on the Sabine which was leading the convoy. 
Turning for home unscathed, the bombers now passed the Beaufighters streaking in for the attack 
at low level. 
Their attack would be far more dramatic and effective although it appeared that initially, things 
might not go as planned. 
The formation of 26 Beaufighters took off from Gambut at 1628hrs led by Wg Cdr Bryce ‘Willie’ 
Meharg, Commanding Officer of 252 Sqn. At 1908hrs, the formation, less two aircraft which had to 
return early with mechanical trouble, approached the convoy from the west, by which time it was 
25 miles north of Candia; Willie Meharg immediately gave the order to attack. The German ships 
put up a wall of Flak and before he could do anything, Meharg’s Beaufighter was hit by Flak and, 
with its port wing on fire, dived into the sea on the east side of the convoy. Amazingly, as the 1951 
article showed, both survived the crash. The attack that followed the loss of Willie Meharg’s crash 
was nothing short of devastating for the German convoy as 252 Sqn recorded that evening. The 
first two Sqn aircraft to attack were the anti-Flak aircraft, flown by W/O J S Bates and Plt Off H A 
Stevenson. They singled out one of the destroyers at the rear of the convoy, firing a total of 14 
rockets and then opening fire with cannon. Sqn Ldr Ian Butler then attacked the Sabine followed by 
Plt Off A W Pierce and between them they launched 16 rockets which apparently blew off the stern 
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of the Sabine. Fg Off G G Tuffin then hit an unidentified escort, leaving it spewing huge clouds of 
smoke and steam. 
W/O F C H Jones then hit a destroyer in the centre of the convoy before peeling off to attack the 
Tanais. Plt Off J A T Mackintosh and W/O S E Legat attacked a destroyer and the Sabine 
respectively but missed. Finally, Plt Off W Davenport attacked the Gertrud with eight 60lb rockets, 
scoring direct hits on the bridge and superstructure and recording seeing a huge sheet of flame 
and black smoke. The remaining three Beaufighter Sqns also carried out similar attacks on the 
convoy and the result was nothing short of catastrophic for the Germans. Sabine was burnt out and 
had to be torpedoed. The Gertrud was also well ablaze but it was possible for her to be towed into 
Candia Harbour. 
Tanais had been severely damaged but managed to make it to harbour later that evening. Two UJ-
boats were sunk and a torpedo boat badly damaged. To make matters worse the following evening 
a mixed force of Marauders and Baltimores attacked Candia Harbour, sinking the Gertrud and the 
damaged torpedo boat and returning without loss. The Allied aircraft involved in the attack did not 
get off scot free. 252 Sqn reported four aircraft returning with Flak damage. In addition to the loss 
of Wg Cdr Meharg, Flt Sgt Ron Atkinson and his navigator Sgt Dennis Parsons of 603 Sqn were 
reported missing whilst the Beaufighter of Fg Off John Jones and his navigator Fg Off Ron Wilson 
of 227 Sqn was so badly damaged by Flak that they crash-landed on the north-east coast of Crete 
on the way back and both were taken prisoner. Finally, the Beaufighter of Captain E A Barrett and Lt 
A J Haupt of 16 Sqn SAAF lost a port engine to Flak and crash-landed at Hierapetra on the Crete 
mainland, both crew members being captured. 
From the German perspective, Flak claimed six Beaufighters and, curiously, the Arado 196s claimed 
a total of four Beaufighters. Although Flt Sgt F G W Sheldrick of 227 Sqn claimed to have shot 
down an Arado and a 454 Sqn crew reported seeing a Messerschmitt 109 crash into the sea, just 
three Arados returned damaged by friendly fire. The final word on the day goes to the 252 Sqn 
diarist: “The day’s operations were a great success and the weather very good, there being 
practically nil cloud and unlimited visibility. The sea was calm and the wind light. The news of the 
successes of our aircraft had an intoxicating effect amongst all members of the Sqn and 
congratulatory messages were received. It is hoped that the enemy will soon run more convoys to 
his garrison in Crete but in view of the catastrophe of his convoy of 01 June, it is thought extremely 
unlikely that he will do so. 
There would be more attacks on convoys for the Beaufighters, albeit not as dramatic as the one on 
1 June 1944 but there would be a sad postscript to this story. Only one freighter survived from the 
1 June 1944 attack. Although badly damaged, the 1,500 ton Tanais was declared seaworthy and on 
the night of 8 June 1944 set sail for Piraeus. A few days before, the Germans had decided to round 
up the majority of the Cretan Jewish community. 265 Jews together with some 600 captured 
Resistance fighters and Italian POWs had been loaded onto theTanais but at 0231 hrs on 9 June 
1944, she was spotted by the British submarine HMS Vivid commanded by Lt John Varley 33 miles 
north east of Piraeus. At 0313 hrs, Varley gave the order to fire four torpedoes, two of which hit the 
Tanais. 15 minutes later, the Tanais slipped beneath the Mediterranean, taking with her countless 
victims, at least 100 of them children. 
3548. T S COCHRAN. Signed 7 June 1962. HQ Fighter Command. 

253 
He also signed this book on 5 May 1960. 
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3549. E C DURHAM. Signed 7 June 1962. Air Ministry, London. 

253 
He also signed this book on 8 August 1960. 
3550. Unknown. Signed 18 August 1962. Doktor Heymans gata 5, Gothenburg, Sweden. 

253 
The surname looks like DURNING. 
3551. Unknown. Signed 18 August 1962. Doktor Heymans gata 5, Gothenburg, Sweden. 

253 
The surname looks like DURNING. 
3552. Unknown. Signed 18 August 1962. Doktor Forselius gata 7, Gothenburg, Sweden. 

253 
The surname looks like NORINDER. 
3553. Unknown. Signed 18 August 1962. Doktor Forselius gata 7, Gothenburg, Sweden. 

253 
The surname looks like NORINDER. 
3554. Air Marshal Sir Douglas Griffith MORRIS KCB CBE DSO DFC (3 December 1908 – 26 
March 1990). Signed 23 August 1962. HQ Fighter Command. 

253 
He also signed this book on 31 July 1963. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/MorrisD.htm: 
KCB - 1 Jan 1962 (CB - 10 Jun 1954), CBE - 1 Jan 1945, DSO - 8 May 1945, DFC - 20 Oct 1941, SO 
(Cdr) - 1 May 1945, ON(C) - 31 Oct 1947. 
Plt Off (P): 27 Jun 1930, Plt Off: 27 Jun 1931, Fg Off: 27 Dec 1931, Flt Lt: 27 Dec 1935, Sqn Ldr:1 
Oct 1938, Act Wg Cdr: xx xxx xxxx, Act Gp Capt: 5 Aug 1942?, Wg Cdr (WS): 5 Feb 1943, (T) Gp 
Capt: 1 Jan 1944, Act A/Cdre: 20 Feb 1945, Gp Capt (WS): 20 Aug 1945, 1 Oct 1946, Gp Capt: 1 
Jul 1947, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1953, Act AVM: 24 Jan 1955, AVM: 1 Jul 1955, Act AM: 9 Feb 1960, AM: 1 
Jan 1962. 
27 Jun 1930 Appointed to a Short Service Commission 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/MorrisD.htm
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12 Jul 1930 U/T Pilot, No 2 FTS 
30 Jun 1931 Supernumerary - Non effective (Sick), RAF Depot 
 9 Oct 1931 Pilot, No 40 (Bomber) Sqn 
15 Nov 1932 Pilot, ? FAA 
29 Apr 1933 Pilot, No 824 Sqn FAA 
23 Jul – 
20 Oct 1934 Attended Flying Instructor's Course, Central Flying School (graded A2) 
26 Mar 1935 QFI, No 2 FTS 
27 Jun 1935 Granted Permanent Commission in the rank of Flying Officer 
xx xxx xxxx Instructional duties 
xx xxx 1940 Attended RAF Staff College 
xx xxx 1940 Air Staff, Air Ministry 
10 May 1941 Officer Commanding, No 406 (RCAF) Sqn 
 5 Aug 1942 Officer Commanding, RAF North Weald 
xx xxx 1943 Staff, HQ AEAF 
xx Nov 1944 Officer Commanding, No 132 (Norwegian) Wing 
20 Jan 1945 SASO, HQ No 84 (Composite) Group 
xx Nov 1945 Served in West Africa 
xx xxx 1946 Joint Planning Staff 
xx xxx 1947 Attended National War College, Washington DC 
 4 Aug 1948 Air Staff, British Joint Services Mission (USA) 
14 Jun 1949 Appointed ADC to The King 
xx xxx 1950 Sector Commander, Southern Sector 
xx xxx 1952 Sector Commander, Metropolitan Sector 
10 Jun 1952 Appointed ADC to The Queen (effective from 6 Feb 1952) 
 1 Jan 1953 Relinquished appointment as ADC to The Queen 
xx xxx 1954 Attended Imperial Defence College 
24 Jan 1955 SASO, HQ 2 Tactical Air Force 
 2 Sep 1957 Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Air Defence) 
 9 Feb 1960 Chief of Staff, HQ AAFCE 
 8 May 1962 AOC in C, Fighter Command 
Born in Margam, South Wales, he was educated at St John's College, Johannesburg, from where he 
gained his nickname 'Zulu'. and he joined the RAF in 1930 and on completion of his pilot training in 
1931 was posted to No 40 Squadron. No 40 had recently reformed in the bomber role and was 
equipped with the Fairey Gordon and during his time with the squadron was based at Upper 
Heyford. 
He was appointed to form and command the RCAF's first night fighter squadron in May 1942. 
equipped with Beaufighter II's, it was originally based at Acklington in order to provide night 
defence to Newcastle upon Tyne but moved to Ayr in January 1942 in order to protect the Clyde. 
At this time the squadron also operated a detachment in Yorkshire. Before relinquishing command 
he was to lead the squadron into 10 Group firstly to Predannack, then Middle Wallop and finally 
Valley. Whilst with No 406, he was credited with four confirmed destroyed and one damaged. 
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His younger brother eventually became Air Commodore E J Morris. 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
"Wing Commander Douglas Griffith MORRIS (29099), No.406 Squadron. 
One night in September, 1941, this officer pursued and destroyed a Junkers 88 about 50 miles out 
to sea. His aircraft had been hit by the enemy's return fire and one engine put out of action. Wing 
Commander Morris succeeded, however, in flying back to base on the remaining engine. Two 
nights later, this officer destroyed a Heinkel in and a Dornier during one sortie in spite of intense 
evasive action by the enemy aircraft. Wing Commander Morris has set a fine example by his 
determination and skill." 
(LG, 21 Oct 1941) 
From http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/written_answers/1968/jul/25/air-training-corps-report: 
Air Training Corps (Report) 
HC Deb 25 July 1968 vol 769 cc199-200W 
Mr. Roebuck asked the Secretary of State for Defence if he will make a statement on the report of 
the committee set up to investigate the Air Training Corps. 
Mr. Merlyn Rees The Committee under Air Marshal Sir Douglas Morris, which was appointed in 
April last year to examine and report upon the organisation, administration and training of the Air 
Training Corps, submitted its Report at the beginning of this year. The Committee went into all 
aspects of the Air Training Corps, and made some 30 recommendations designed to ensure that 
the Corps is fully adapted to the needs of the 1970s. The Report was circulated to all Squadrons of 
the Air Training Corps and members of the Corps were given an opportunity of expressing their 
views on it. 
The most important recommendation was a proposal that the Corps should be re-organised on a 
regional basis, with a regional commandant and regional headquarters in each region, similar to 
the organisation which already exists in Scotland. The cost of setting up these headquarters will be 
largely met from savings in staff elsewhere, including Headquarters Air Cadets. Other 
recommendations include larger grants to individual squadrons, a better standard of 
accommodation and the provision of new and more interesting forms of training. The Air Force 
Board has accepted the Committee's main recommendations and a start has already been made on 
putting the Air Force Board's decisions into effect it will take some time to implement all of them. 
Certain changes, such as a reduction in the upper age limit for officers of the Corps, will be effected 
gradually in order to produce a minium of disturbance. 
The Air Force Board attaches a great deal of importance to the Air Training Corps. The Corps is a 
vital source of high quality recruits to the Royal Air Force and it provides an increasingly valuable 
link between the regular air force and the public at large. But it is also a youth organisation of great 
value, providing training in discipline and citizenship. The Corps is basically run by voluntary effort 
and I should like to pay tribute to the hard work and devotion of all the volunteer officers, 
instructors and civilian members upon whom the Corps depends for its existence and success. 
The Morris Committee Report is an important milestone in the history of the Air Training Corps and 
our thanks are due to Air Marshal Sir Douglas Morris and his colleagues for the very thorough way 
in which they carried out their task. 

http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/written_answers/1968/jul/25/air-training-corps-report
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From Laddie Lucas’ Voices in the Air 1939-1945, Arrow (2 Oct 2003): 
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From Flight, 5 April 1962: 

 
From https://groups.google.com/forum/#!msg/uk.people.dead/Vy7IQI3ssi8/NEZMeia2yPwJ: 
Lady Morris, who died 9 July, 2002, at Ascot, Berkshire, was the widow of Air Marshal Sir Douglas 
Morris, KCB, CBE, DSO, DFC, AOC-in-C, RAF Fighter Command, 1962-66, & ADC to King George VI 
& Queen Elizabeth II. She was Audrey Beryl, daughter of Percy Heard, and married Douglas Morris 
in 1936. Her husband was knighted in 1962. There was one son, Douglas, and one daughter, Jill, of 
the marriage. 
3555. Unknown. Signed 28 August 1962. RNAF 324 Squadron Leeuwarden. 

253 
These are probably the RNAF T-33 team mentioned in Flight, 6 September 1962, on a practice fly-in 
to Leuchars: 

 
From http://aerobaticteams.net/whiskey-four.html: 
The “Whiskey Four” aerobatic display team was formed in 1956 at the RNLAF’s Woensdrecht Air 
Base. All four pilots were instructors from the Flight Training school located there and they flew 
Gloster Meteors fighters. In 1958, they transitioned to Lockheed T-33A “T-bird” aircraft. At that 
time, the team's planes carried no special colors and simply used the standard RNLAF silver and 
orange paint scheme. With the arrival of T-33, the team leader, Capt. Wierikx, also experimented 
with the use of white smoke it proved to be very thin. In 1960, a new leader, Capt. Nic de Vrij, grew 
the reputation of the team throughout the Netherlands. In 1962, the team officially received its 
name "Whiskey Four" from a combination of the Flight Training School’s call-sign “Whiskey” and 
from the number of the pilots in the team. It was in this year that the team visited foreign countries 

https://groups.google.com/forum/%23!msg/uk.people.dead/Vy7IQI3ssi8/NEZMeia2yPwJ
http://aerobaticteams.net/whiskey-four.html
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for the first time with displays in England and Scotland. In 1963, Capt. "Mustache" van Dommelen 
became the team’s new leader. In 1964, their participation both in a TV show and in airshows in 
Belgium and Italy, further raised the profile of the team throughout Europe. This same year 
“Whiskey Four” finally improved the white smoke generation but still had trouble with blue and red 
smoke that the team also wanted to use. On June 8, 1965 during an airshow at the Woensdrecht 
Air Base, two of the team’s planes collided killing pilots Liem and Sommer. In 1966, the team was 
re-formed and received a new special color scheme in white and green designed by one of the 
team’s pilots, Bennie Drenth. Later that year, the team had to be disbanded in order to use all the 
T-33’s for pilot training. In 1967, No. 314 Sqn at Welschap AFB, in Eindhoven continued the 
tradition of “Whiskey 4”, by re-creating the team again. This squadron flew F-84F Thunderstreak 
fighters, so this new “Whiskey 4” team flew these aircraft painted in a white and green color 
scheme similar to their predecessors. Unfortunately after only a few months, one of the team's 
pilots, Lt. Schuur, crashed and died during practice flight and soon after this crash, the “Whisky 4” 
demonstration team was permanently disbanded. 
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3556. Unknown. Signed 28 August 1962. RNAF B Leeuwarden 324 Squadron. 

253 
 
3557. Lieutenant Pim SIERKS. Signed 28 August 1962. RNAF Leeuwarden 324 Squadron. 

253 
He also signed this book on 27 November 1963. See that entry for biographical information. 
3558. Unknown. Signed 28 August 1962. RNAF Leeuwarden 324 Squadron. 

253 
 
3559. Flight Lieutenant Gilbert Mitchell GEEKIE. Signed ? August 1962. RCAF 2 (Fighter) 
Wing, Grostenquin, France. 

253 
From the Ottawa Citizen, 25 october 1949: 

 
From http://www.404squadron.com/1955-56.html: 
The first two months of 1954 were taken up with preparations for a major anti-submarine exercise 
that was to be held in Jacksonville, Florida. Exercise New Broom would involve over 144 members 
of 404 and seven aircraft. Nothing was left to chance for this operation and all of the personnel on 

http://www.404squadron.com/1955-56.html
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the unit worked hard to see that the squadron was ready to leave in early February. Much to the 
dismay of certain people, this also meant that an inoculation parade had to be held for all those 
going to Jacksonville. So it was a somewhat sore but happy group that made its way south on 
February 10. The advance party consisted of S/L J H Woods, F/O J L Parkinson, F/O K F Smith, F/O J 
Nestoruk, F/O C A Nelson, S/L J C Hall, F/L E Bonderski, F/O M S Bursey, Cpl G M Geekie and the 
NCO in charge of servicing, WO2 W S Blackwood. Upon their arrival at the Naval Air Station they 
were most impressed with the size of the field and had a grand tour as they taxied across railway 
tracks, around numerous hangars and between parked aircraft before reaching their assigned area. 
They had everything in place for the arrival of the other squadron aircraft on February 12 and four 
days later the first sorties on the exercise were flown. For the next seven days, the crews were 
constantly busy, however, this did not stop some of them from taking a turn in the P2V Neptune 
simulators located at Jacksonville. For those personnel lucky enough to make it into the trainer, it 
was an opportunity to get an advance look at the future replacement for the Lancaster. On 
February 22, 404 returned to Greenwood except for F/O Defreitas who has to remain at the Navy 
Hospital in Pensacola, Florida for a few extra days. 
From The Ottawa Journal, 23 October 1957 (relating to his father of the same name): 
Gilbert Mitchell Geekie of 318 Bell Street died in hospital on Tuesday after a long illness, aged 60. 
Born and educated in Aberdeen, Scotland, Mr. Geekie came to Canada in 1912. He married the 
former Jessie Buchanan, who survives, in Stewarton United Church in 1929. Mr. Geekie worked for 
the Garvock Construction Company and later with the Ooran Construction Company for 16 years. 
He retired at superintendent three year go. Mr. Geekie was a member of Stewarton United Church 
and a former member of the Masonic Order. Besides his wife he is survived by one son, FO Gilbert 
M.Geekie of RCAF Station, Centralis, Ontario; two daughters: Mrs.A. Curtis (Margaret) of Ottawa 
and Mrs. J. Brennin (Elesnor Jean) of Dorval; three brothers: Joseph M. and Arthur E. of Ottawa and 
Alfred S. of Toronto; one sister: Mrs. W. J. Dick of Ottawa; one grandson and several nieces and 
nephews. 
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From the Ottawa Citizen, 22 July 1959: 

 
3560. Elizabeth BURNS. Signed 15 August 1962. St Andrews. 

253 
No trace found. 
3561. Beryl Lilias KINNOCH. Signed 16 September 1962. 1 Elizabeth Close, London, W9. 

254 
She wrote the date Sept 16 (American style). From http://www.ancientfaces.com/person/beryl-l-
kinnoch/87626843: 
Beryl L Kinnoch 1907 - 1996 was a member of the Kinnoch family. Beryl was born on November 9, 
1907. Beryl died on October 26, 1996 at 88 years old. Beryl L Kinnoch's last known residence is at 
Los Angeles, Los Angeles County, CA 90068. 

http://www.ancientfaces.com/person/beryl-l-kinnoch/87626843
http://www.ancientfaces.com/person/beryl-l-kinnoch/87626843
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3562. E M YARDLEY. Signed 16 September 1962. Conanby, Yorkshire. 

254 
No trace found. 
3563. J P RALPH. Signed 1 October 1962. Westbourne, West Sussex. 

254 
No trace found. 
3564. O M MITCHELL. Signed 1 October 1962. Portsmouth, Hampshire. 

254 
No trace found. 
3565. PROBABLY Major-General Robert Dyer HOUGHTON OBE MC. Signed 1 October 
1962. General Officer Commanding Portsmouth. 

254 
Email dated 6 August 2014 to Trevor Baker from Mike Coombes, Navy List Research: 
“The expression 'General Officer Commanding' is military rather than Royal Navy, which are more 
usually termed 'Flag Officers' at that level. It could, therefore, be a Royal Marine appointment. 
According to page 547 of the Spring 1962 Navy List,  the Royal Marine General Officer 
Commanding Portsmouth Group was, at that time, Major General Reginald Carteret de Mussenden 
LEATHES, CB MVO OBE who had been in post since 22 August 1958, and (from the following year's 
Navy List), was succeeded by Major General Robert Dyer HOUGHTON OBE MC on 4 September 
1961. The previous page in the Spring 62 Navy List (p 545) gives his staff under Portsmouth Group 
Headquarters and the most likely officer to accompany him would have been his ADC who was 
Lieutenant R W PERKINS, Royal Marines from 23 June 1961, and Lieutenant H O SPANKIE, Royal 
Marines from 3 September 1962. It could, of course, be that an officer on the GOC's staff had quite 
properly given G O C Portsmouth as his appointment.” 
The Navy List for Spring 1963, p 547 states that Major-General R D HOUGHTON was appointed 
Commanding Portsmouth Group, Royal Marines on 1 Ocober 1962, the day he signed this book. 
From http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/military-obituaries/naval-
obituaries/8270064/Major-General-Titch-Houghton.html: 
The Telegraph, 9 August 2014 
Major-General 'Titch' Houghton 
Major-General 'Titch' Houghton, who has died aged 98, was second-in-command of Royal Marine 
40 Commando during the Second World War; captured in the Dieppe raid, he returned after three 
years as a POW to take key roles with the commandos in peacetime. 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/military-obituaries/naval-obituaries/8270064/Major-General-Titch-Houghton.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/military-obituaries/naval-obituaries/8270064/Major-General-Titch-Houghton.html
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'Titch' Houghton in 1947 
Houghton's baptism of fire came on August 19 1942 during Operation Jubilee, when, in support of 
the main assault by Canadian troops, 40 Commando was to destroy port facilities at Dieppe and 
form a reserve. They crossed the Channel in the river gunboat Locust and arrived off Dieppe at 
about 0530, before disembarking into several LCAs (Landing Craft Assault). 
As Locust attempted to force the harbour entrance, she came under heavy fire from German 
batteries which the preliminary bombardment had failed to silence. She was repeatedly hit and her 
captain withdrew: meanwhile, the Canadians were pinned down on the beaches by heavy fire and 
barbed wire entanglements. 
40 Commando was now ordered to land at the eastern end of the beach, but as the LCAs 
approached the shore they came under intense machine-gun and mortar fire. The commanding 
officer, Lieutenant-Colonel JP Phillips, ordered them to retreat back out to sea. 
In his landing craft, however, Houghton continued towards the shore, moving to the centre of the 
beach where he stormed the sands, his LCA blowing up behind him. 
"Ironically the doctor was our first casualty," Houghton noted. "But further casualties quickly 
followed. We advanced as far as the promenade wall, where progress was barred by thick wire 
entanglements swept by enemy fire. Pinned in this position with practically no cover, unable to 
move forward and without any means of returning by sea, we concentrated our efforts on inflicting 
as much damage as possible on the enemy positions. 
"Lacking any form of communication with our own forces, we continued until the official time of 
withdrawal had passed. The beach was strafed by our own aircraft at 1400 hours as part of the 
withdrawal programme, and it was just the luck of the draw that we found ourselves on the 
receiving end." 
Of 370 officers and men in 40 Commando, 76, including Phillips, were killed. Houghton, after 
fighting against overwhelming odds, was taken prisoner, though for many months he was reported 
dead. 
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Later that year, in an act of vengeance, Hitler ordered commando prisoners to be shackled, and 
Houghton was handcuffed for 411 days. Afterwards he was awarded an MC for his bravery at 
Dieppe and for his endurance as a prisoner of war. 
Robert Dyer Houghton was born on March 7 1912 and educated at Haileybury. He joined the Royal 
Marines in 1930 and served in the battleship Malaya before qualifying as a small arms instructor. In 
1935 he commanded an anti-aircraft battery of the Mobile Naval Base Defence Organisation 
(MNBDO) which, following the Italian invasion of Abyssinia, was deployed to Egypt to protect the 
Mediterranean Fleet at Alexandria. 
The MNBDO had been thrown together hurriedly and, while at Alexandria, trained together for the 
first time while on short notice to move to an advanced base in Crete. This situation was an 
excellent opportunity for a young officer, and Houghton, now 23, entered into his work with great 
enthusiasm, soon earning the respect of his men. By the time he returned to Chatham it was 
beginning to be recognised that he had considerable leadership potential. 
Soon after the outbreak of war Houghton was promoted captain and appointed adjutant of the 1st 
Battalion, Royal Marines. He joined the RM Commando in early 1942. 
Liberated from his prison camp in Germany in 1945, Houghton was briefly commanding officer of 
45 Commando until selected for the Army staff course. On completion he was delighted to be 
given command of 40 Commando. 
His leadership was tested when, in 1948, his Commando was sent to Haifa to cover the end of the 
Palestine Mandate and the withdrawal of British troops. Animosity towards the British from both 
Arabs and Jews was high, and there was looting and violence by extremists. Houghton's task was to 
keep the port open, and to mount searches to prevent arms being smuggled in from visiting ships. 
In April a series of vicious skirmishes took place between Jewish paramilitaries of the Haganah and 
Arab forces, and Houghton had to keep the peace while some 37,000 Arabs were evacuated from 
Haifa. He also had to house and feed large numbers of refugees who sought sanctuary in the 
dockyard. 
The final evacuation took place on June 30, smoothly and without incident, 40 Commando being 
the last to leave. For his outstanding leadership and distinguished service Houghton was appointed 
OBE. 
He was subsequently appointed to the Joint Services Staff College; as staff officer (Intelligence) to 
the Commander in Chief South Atlantic; commandant of the Commando School; and as director of 
the Royal Marines Reserve. 
In August 1957 Houghton was appointed Commander 3rd Commando Brigade, then based in 
Malta, where he devoted himself to bringing the brigade to a peak of efficiency and readiness for 
any emergency. He took his commandos to Libya, Turkey, Greece, Sardinia and Cyprus on a series 
of well-run exercises, and he oversaw pioneering trials of helicopters in commando assaults. 
There were numerous trouble spots in the Mediterranean and, when Malta itself suffered 
politically-inspired unrest, Houghton's brigade assisted the police in quelling riots and restoring 
calm. 
Houghton was insistent that the "fire brigade of the Mediterranean", as he called it, should be able 
to move anywhere at 12 hours' notice, and his orders were written for no fewer than 17 different 
scenarios. He was tested when, in anticipation of a political crisis threatening British nationals, the 
brigade's advance party flew to Libya, and the main body followed by sea. Before the main body 
landed, however, a greater problem arose in Cyprus, whereupon the rear party altered course and 
became the advance party to Cyprus, to be replaced in Malta by the advance party which returned 
from Libya. Houghton thrived on such situations. 
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In 1959 he was appointed commanding officer of the Royal Marines in Deal and commandant of 
the Royal Marines School of Music. His last two appointments were as Director Joint Warfare Staff, 
and Major-General Royal Marines in Portsmouth. He was appointed CB and retired in 1964. 
In retirement he was president of 40 Commando Association and regularly attended reunions. In 
1973 he was appointed a Deputy Lieutenant of Sussex, and from 1968 to 1978 was general 
secretary of the Royal United Kingdom Beneficent Association. 
Though naturally impetuous and forceful, Houghton was a more sensitive man than many 
appreciated. Like many short people, he unconsciously compensated by speaking louder than 
necessary, and if possible would seek a stair to stand on when communicating with others. 
Though he always maintained that the interests of the service came first, he was a devoted family 
man. With his sons, he built a model railway in his garden at Lewes which still runs today. He was 
president of the Gauge One Model Railway Association for more than 40 years during which time 
he increased its membership 10-fold. 
"Titch" Houghton (one of the few people in the Services given this nickname because he really was 
short) died on January 17. 
He married Dorothy Lyons in 1940. She died in 1995, and he is survived by their two sons and a 
daughter. 
Comments 
I came to know Major General Houghton through a rather circuitous route. Joyce Hawkins – who 
later became my wife – was personal assistant to both him and his successor when they occupied 
the post of General Secretary at the Royal United Kingdom Beneficent Association’s offices in west 
London. Joyce and I attended some of the Annual Lunches at Avonmore Road, and it was there 
that I met Robert Houghton. My having served in the Royal Engineers (1958-1964) provided a 
military link, as it did with Lieut Col Elliot Horsford MBE MC, Assistant General Secretary under 
General Houghton, who has become a long term friend. 
At one Annual Lunch, I was seated with the General to my right and the Colonel opposite me. 
Despite disparities in age and rank, we soon found a common bond in our service backgrounds. 
My lifelong interest in railways led to an invitation to the 2009 Gauge One Open Day at Robert 
Houghton’s home, Vert House near Lewes, Sussex, where his magnificent operating layout was put 
to good use by the many modellers who brought their locomotives for a day’s running. The various 
live steam and other engines hauled rakes of his own carriages and goods stock from the 
marshalling yard near the turntable and the storage shed attached to the house. A set of coaches 
in one livery or another would be run out from the parallel-tracked shed, to be hooked up to a loco 
and set going via a triangle to the large circular running line built on sturdy timbers. After several 
circuits, when more than one train might be in motion, each would be brought back on the 
triangle’s other leg to the yard. There locos would be refuelled and watered, ready for another run. 
I had served at Longmoor, where the army had its own Military Railway, and this provided another 
source of conversation with Robert and with the modellers. 
Just as RUKBA has become Independent Age and now has a Chief Executive rather than a General 
Secretary, so Robert Houghton has passed from us. 
I knew him only after he had retired from the army and RUKBA, but at Vert House the 
organisational spirit he had always shown was still to the fore. Such memories of “the General” will 
live on. 
Eric Hayman 
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From http://rmacol.co.uk/download/MzA=: 
City Royal | The Newsletter of the Royal Marines Association | City of London Branch | February 
2011 
Major-General 'Titch' Houghton CB OBE MC 
Robert Dyer Houghton was born on March 7 1912 and educated at Haileybury. He joined the Royal 
Marines in 1930 and served in the battleship Malaya before qualifying as a small arms instructor. In 
1935 he commanded an anti-aircraft battery of the Mobile Naval Base Defence Organisation 
(MNBDO) which, following the Italian invasion of Abyssinia, was deployed to Egypt to protect the 
Mediterranean Fleet at Alexandria. The MNBDO had been thrown together hurriedly and, while at 
Alexandria, trained together for the first time while on short notice to move to an advanced base in 
Crete. Soon after the outbreak of war he was promoted captain and appointed adjutant of the 1st 
Battalion RM; volunteering for the RM Commando in early 1942. 
On the 19th August 1942, he landed at Dieppe as second-in-command of ‘A’ Commando, (later 
named 40 Cdo). His landing craft was one of the few to actually make the beach. Of 370 officers 
and men of the commando, 76, including the commanding officer, were killed. "Ironically the 
doctor was our first casualty," Houghton noted. "But further casualties quickly followed. We 
advanced as far as the promenade wall, where progress was barred by thick wire entanglements 
swept by enemy fire. Pinned in this position with practically no cover, unable to move forward and 
without any means of returning by sea, we concentrated our efforts on inflicting as much damage 
as possible on the enemy positions. Lacking any form of communication with our own forces, we 
continued until the official time of withdrawal had passed. The beach was strafed by our own 
aircraft at 1400 hours as part of the withdrawal programme, and it was just the luck of the draw 
that we found ourselves on the receiving end." 
After fighting against overwhelming odds, ‘Titch’ and his men were taken prisoner, though for 
some time he was reported dead. He spent the next three years as a POW, but became such a 
nuisance to his captors that they eventually put him in Colditz. 
Later that year, in an act of vengeance, Hitler ordered commando prisoners to be shackled, and 
Houghton was shackled for 411 days. He was awarded an MC for his part at Dieppe and for his 
endurance whilst a POW. 
Following his liberation in 1945, he became the CO of 45 Cdo for a short while, before being 
selected for the Army staff course. On completion he was given command of 40 Cdo. 
In 1948, 40 Cdo was sent to Haifa to cover the end of the Palestine Mandate and the withdrawal of 
British troops. Animosity towards the British from both Arabs and Jews was high, and there was 
looting and violence by extremists. 40 Commando’s task was to keep the port open, and to mount 
searches to prevent arms being smuggled in from visiting ships. 
In April, a series of vicious skirmishes took place  between  Jewish  paramilitaries  of  the Haganah 
and Arab forces, and ‘Forty’ had to keep  the  peace  while  some  37,000  Arabs were evacuated 
from Haifa. The Unit also had to house and feed large numbers of refugees who sought sanctuary 
in the dockyard. 
The final evacuation took place on June 30, smoothly and without incident; 40 Commando being 
the last to leave. For his outstanding leadership and distinguished service Houghton was appointed 
OBE. 
He was subsequently appointed to the Joint Services Staff College; as staff officer (Intelligence) to 
the Commander in Chief South Atlantic; Commandant of the Commando School; and as director of 
the Royal Marines Reserve. 

http://rmacol.co.uk/download/MzA
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In August 1957, Houghton was appointed Commander 3rd Commando Brigade, based in Malta, 
where he devoted himself to bringing the Brigade to a peak of efficiency and readiness for any 
emergency. He took his Brigade to Libya, Turkey, Greece, Sardinia and Cyprus on a series of 
exercises, and he oversaw pioneering trials of helicopters in commando assault. 
There were numerous trouble spots in the Mediterranean and, when Malta itself suffered 
politically-inspired unrest, 3 Cdo Bde assisted the police in quelling riots and restoring calm. 
Houghton was insistent that the ‘fire brigade of the Mediterranean’, as he called it, should be able 
to move anywhere at 12 hours' notice, and his orders were written for no fewer than 17 different 
scenarios. He was tested when, in anticipation of a political crisis threatening British nationals, the 
Brigade's advance party flew to Libya, and the main body followed by sea. Before the main body 
landed, however, a greater problem arose in Cyprus, whereupon the rear party altered course and 
became the advance party to Cyprus, to be replaced in Malta by the advance party which returned 
from Libya. Apparently he thrived on such situations. 
In 1959, he was appointed commanding officer of the Depot RM Deal and Commandant of the 
Royal Marines School of Music. His last two appointments were as Director Joint Warfare Staff, and 
Major-General RM Portsmouth. He was appointed CB and retired in 1964. 
In retirement, he was president of 40 Commando Association and regularly attended reunions. In 
1973, he was appointed a Deputy Lieutenant of Sussex, and from 1968 to 1978 was general 
secretary of the Royal United Kingdom Beneficent Association. Though he always maintained that 
the interests of the service came first, he was a devoted family man. With his sons, he built a model  
railway  in  his  garden  at  Lewes  which  still  runs today. He was president of the Gauge One 
Model Railway Association for more than 40 years during which time he increased its membership 
ten-fold. He married Dorothy Lyons in 1940. She died in 1995, and he is survived by their two sons 
and a daughter. 

 
3566. ? ? KHAN. Signed 16 October 1962. Pakistan Air Force (54 Squadron). 

254 
No trace found. 
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3567. Flying Officer [later Air Vice-Marshal] Paul Derek CLARK CB BA CEng MRAeS 
(609152). Signed 18 October 1962. RAF Wittering, Northants. 

254 
His promotion to Group Captain was announced in the LG, 11 January 1982. According to 
http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Station%20OCs-Wales.htm, he was Station Commander of RAF 
Sealand (No 30 Maintenance Unit) from18 September 1981 to 9 December 1983. 
From The Independent, 11 December 1993: 
Air Vice-Marshals: DJ Saunders - to be Air Officer Eng & Supply at Headquarters Strike Command 
in succession to PD Clark. 
His promotion to Air Vice-Marshal was announced in the LG, 2 July 1991. 
His CB was announced in the LG, 12 June 1993. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mill_Hill_County_High_School: 
Notable former pupils 
Orange Hill Grammar School 
Air Vice-Marshal Paul Clark CB, former GEC-Marconi then BAE Systems North America executive, 
and Commandant of the RAF Signals Engineering Establishment (RAFSEE) at RAF Henlow (now 
home of the RAF Signals Museum) from 1990-1. 
From http://www.heraldscotland.com/sport/spl/aberdeen/high-hopes-of-orion-jobs-boost-
1.448801: 
The Herald, Scotland, 25 June 1996 
The new breed of RAF patrol aircraft replacing the ageing Nimrod fleet at a cost of £2000m could 
bring jobs to Edinburgh and Fife, a massive injection into the Scottish and UK economy, and 
£6000m potential in worldwide sales. 
Electronics giant GEC-Marconi, which has plants at The Gyle, Edinburgh, and Donibristle in Fife, 
could take on an extra 250 staff right away if it clinches a deal with the Government on a contract 
supplying the Orion aircraft for the Ministry of Defence. There may even be up to 1700 Scottish 
jobs created in the long term, it was suggested yesterday. Team officials in Edinburgh said they 
were hopeful of success, despite being in a ``neck and neck'' race with British Aerospace and other 
players interested in securing the lucrative deal. A decision on the tender is now at Cabinet level, 
and is expected within a few weeks. Programme director Paul Clark said that if won, 91% of the 
Orion airframe would be built across the UK, with Scotland heavily involved. While Lockheed would 
be the main partner, it had to guarantee input from the UK over the next 10 years. If successful 
GEC-Marconi would, in the short term, invest £120m in the Edinburgh and Fife programme, leading 
to the provision of the 250 initial jobs. 
3568. Knud RASMUSSEN. Signed 30 November 1962. Eskadrille 724 Royal Danish Air 
Force. 

254 
No trace found. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Station%20OCs-Wales.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mill_Hill_County_High_School
http://www.heraldscotland.com/sport/spl/aberdeen/high-hopes-of-orion-jobs-boost-1.448801
http://www.heraldscotland.com/sport/spl/aberdeen/high-hopes-of-orion-jobs-boost-1.448801
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3569. 13 cadets No 9 Junior Course. 4 December 1962. RAF Jurby, Isle of Man. 

254 
No trace found. 
3570. J K R WOOD BSc ARCS DIC FSS. Signed 6 December 1962. HQ Fighter Command 
(Research). 

254 
The Air Force List for Spring 1963 shows him as a Senior Scientific Officer in the Research section of 
Fighter Command, RAF Bentley Priory, Stanmore, Middlesex. 
From Aeronautical Engineering, A Special Bibliography with Indexes, Supplement 21, August 1972, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration: 

 
He was the author of “A Method of Determining the Cost Effectiveness of Different Levels of 
Reliability and maintainability for a Training Aircraft”, Operations Research and Reliability, edited by 
D Grouchko, Gordon and Breach Science Publishers, New York, 1971, pp 145-169. 
3571. J C HIGGINS MA MSc. Signed 6 December 1962. Science 3, Air Ministry. 

254 
The Air Force List for Spring 1963 shows him as a Senior Scientific Officer in the Air Ministry. This 
could be John Christopher HIGGINS (503423). 
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3572. Flight Lieutenant William Albert WEIGHTMAN (504885). Signed 31 January 1963. 
RAF Leconfield. 

254 
The Air Force List for Spring 1963 shows him as a Flight Lieutenant in the Royal Air Force Regiment. 
From http://www.zoominfo.com/p/Bill-Weightman/1346597850: 
Bill Weightman RAF Regt Flt Lt (Retd) and late Lt Col TA (Retd) William Albert (Bill) WEIGHTMAN, 
born 1 Oct 25, died on 29 Jan 09, aged 84. Commissioned on 12 Jul 56, he served with the Regt 
until his retirement 13 May 70, whereupon he joined the TA as a Reserve Officer, achieving the rank 
of Lt Col. 
From http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-14329404: 
BBC News, 28 July 2011 
Soldier William Weightman's sword returned to Japan 
A soldier's dying wish to return a 400-year-old ceremonial sword he took from a surrendering 
Japanese general in Sumatra, Indonesia, is to be fulfilled. 

 
University bursar Michael Daly helped trace the general's family in Japan 
Lt Col Bill Weightman was handed the weapon by Maj Gen Shozaburo Iino on December 15, 1945. 
The Durham Light Infantry (DLI) soldier took the sword home to Richmond in North Yorkshire. 
When Mr Weightman - who died aged 83 in 2009 - was told he had cancer he began trying to 
trace the general's family. 
He passed the weapon on to his friend Michael Daly, the bursar of the Teikyo University of Japan, 
which is part of Durham University. 
'Commit hara-kari' 
Mr Daly said: "There was an incredible bitterness that is maintained to this day by a high 
percentage of Colonel Bill's compatriots towards the Japanese he had tremendous compassion and 
great forgiveness. 
"He felt while he lived he was the custodian of what General Iino had given him, he felt obligated 
to protect that sword." 
He added: "Historically, the swords were often used by their owners to commit hara-kari. 
"It was only a few months before he died he said: 'I really think I ought to trace the general's family 
back in Japan'." 
The university teamed up with the Japanese consul and managed to trace the general's 91-year-old 
daughter Mitsu Yamanaka. 

http://www.zoominfo.com/p/Bill-Weightman/1346597850
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-14329404
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The sword was shipped off to her in Tokyo on Thursday. 
In a letter to Mr Daly, Mr Weightman wrote: "The sword was presented with honour, received with 
honour and cared for with great dignity." 
Mr Weightman, who later joined the RAF, also worked with the Burma Campaign Fellowship which 
helped reconcile veterans and their families. 
From http://www.thenorthernecho.co.uk/news/9163757.print/: 
Lieutenant Colonel's wish fulfilled as sword returned home 
8:10am Thursday 28th July 2011 by Gavin Engelbrecht 
AN old soldier’s dying wish to return the ceremonial military sword he took from a surrendering 
Japanese general has been fulfilled. 
The family of the late Lieutenant Colonel William “Bill” Weightman paid an emotional final farewell 
to the sword before it was shipped to the descendants of the man he had taken it from at the end 
of the Second World War. 
Valerie Weightman and daughters Caroline, Alison and Vanessa were at the handover at Teikyo 
University of Japan in Durham, in Durham City, along with Durham Light Infantry (DLI) veterans. 
The handover was made possible by university bursar Michael Daly, who managed to trace the 
family of Major General Shozaburo Iino. 
Lt Col Weightman, of Hurgill Road, Richmond, North Yorkshire, was a lieutenant with D Company 
the 2nd Battalion when the DLI took the surrender from Maj Gen Iino, the governor of Atjeh, North 
Sumatra, on December 15, 1945. 
Daughter Alison Porter said: “It is quite emotional. It was father’s dying wish that at a suitable time 
Mr Daly would make sure the sword was returned to the family of the officer who surrendered it to 
father.” 
Mr Daly said: “I last visited Lt Col Weightman at his home in January 2009, a few weeks before he 
died. 
“He passed me the sword and gave me the task of locating a member of the Japanese general’s 
family. We finally located his daughter and grandson and they are extremely pleased to accept the 
sword back to the family. So we shall all have complied with Col Bill’s last wish and I am absolutely 
delighted.” 
In his last letter, Lt Col Weightman wrote to Mr Daly: “The general gave lifelong service to his 
emperor and to Japan. He fought in Manchuria and in China. The awards were on his uniform, 
including the 1st Class Order of the Golden Eagle/Kite. The Tsuba (strap) was loose when presented 
is easily repaired in Japan. The sword was presented with honour, received with honour and cared 
for with great dignity. It is now to be safely returned to the Iino family in Japan.” 
Lt Col Weightman wrote that the sword had been forged by a famous swordsmith in 1624 in the 
Oita prefecture – though this has to be verified. 
University principal Noboru Nakayama said the sword would be sent to Maj Gen Iino’s daughter, 
Mitsu Yamanaka, 91, and her son, Jun, who were delighted. 
Colonel William Albert Weightman, above, who was born at Middle Herrington Farm, near 
Sunderland, and died aged 83 in January 2009, was a good rugby player for Durham School. 
Despite winning a place at Trinity College, Cambridge, he joined the Army, against his father’s 
wishes, at the age of 18 during the height of the Second World War. 
He served in the Durham Light Infantry in the Pacific, where he saw action in Malaya, Sumatra and 
Burma, where he helped rescue a group of nuns. 

http://www.thenorthernecho.co.uk/news/9163757.print/
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After the war he served with the Parachute Regiment and the RAF regiment, with whom he saw 
action in Suez, Jordan, Cyprus and Aden, where he was mentioned in dispatches. 
He also helped to train the Sultan of Oman before taking charge of the Yorkshire Army Cadet 
Force. 
He worked with the Burma Campaign Fellowship, which helped to reconcile veterans and their 
families on both sides of the conflict. 
From http://www.olddunelmian.com/soc-rm-othernews.html: 
Lt Col William Albert Weightman - life of service to the Army and his 
family  
AN RAF jet performed a fly-past before the funeral of a North Yorkshire 
career soldier described as' "warrior, a husband and a father". 
The congregation at Holy Family RC Church in Cockerton, Darlington, heard 
how Lt Col William Albert Weightman helped rescue a group of nuns while 
serving in Burma during the Second World War, and shortly afterwards, 
converted to Roman Catholicism. 
He died aged 83 on January 29 after a battle with cancer. 
Members of the Armed forces in full uniform and Army cadets attended the 
funeral, which took place last Friday. 
Lt Col Weightman, of Richmond, was bom at Middle Herrington Farm, near 
Sunderland, on October 1 1925. 
He was not a strong child. Fr Sean Neylan, chaplain to the Queen's Royal Lancers, told the 
congregation. A leg problem meant he had to wear an iron brace he overcame this and went on to 
become a good rugby player at Durham School. 
Despite winning a place at Trinity College, Cambridge, he joined the Durham Light Infantry at 18, 
against his father's wishes, at the height of the Second World War. 
He served in the Pacific, seeing action in Malaya, Sumatra and Burma. While in Burma, he protected 
a group of nuns and helped them cross a river. 
His nephew, Dr Paul Weightman, said: "He was like St Christopher carrying a nun across a swollen 
river. She told him: 'You saved me. I shall pray for you and your safety for the rest of your life'. Her 
prayers were answered, and he died comfortably in his bed" 
Shortly after rescuing the nuns, Lt Col Weightman, who was known as Bill, converted to 
Catholicism. 
After the war, he served with the Parachute Regiment and the RAF regiment with which he saw 
action in Suez, Jordan, Cyprus and Aden, where he was Mentioned in Dispatches. 
He helped train the Sultan of Oman's army before returning to Britain and taking charge of the 
Yorkshire Army Cadet Force. 
Lt Col Weightman worked with the Burma Campaign Fellowship which helped reconcile veterans 
and their families on both sides of the conflict. 
He helped organise a service of reconciliation at Durham Cathedral. 
Dr Weightman said: "I was proud to know him. He was a good man. A warrior, a husband, a father, 
a grandfather and a great-grandfather." 
The Last Post was sounded before the coffin was carried out of the church. 
Lt Col Weightman leaves a wife of 59 years, Valerie, and three daughters, Caroline, Alison and 
Vanessa, as well as children and grandchildren. 

http://www.olddunelmian.com/soc-rm-othernews.html
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His daughter, Alison Porter, said: "He was very, very committed to both his family and the Army. He 
never complained about anything. We had to find out off the doctor ourselves how ill he was. He 
was such a brave man. He never asked for any pain relief throughout his illness." 
3573. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] John Leslie ROBERTS MBE (4193450). 
Signed 4 February 1963. No 5 RAF Police District, Northolt. 

254 
His MBE was announced in the LG, 1 January 1969. 
3574. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Peter Axel WATSON (4335064). Signed 8 
October 1963. RAF Aird Uig. 

254 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3575. Wing Commander Robert Dickson HILL (48497). Signed 2 March 1963. Linksgate 
[Address]. 

255 
He also signed this book on 7 March 1964. He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He was 
born on 6 December 1909. His first commission was on 1 June 1941. He became a Wing 
Commander on 1 July 1953. He retired on 6 December 1959. 
3576. Flying Officer (Retired) Renard Landall SMITH (1187595). Signed 2 March 1963. 38 
Main, Montrose. 

255 
From http://www.csn.ul.ie/~dan/war/n3533.htm: 
Sgt Renard Lendal (sic) Smith was undergoing training as a Wireless Operator Observer during this 
time with 143 Squadron. This would have prepared him up these duties in the two seat Beaufighter 
aircraft which the Squadron were due to obtain the coming months. Renard, or Rennie to his 
family, came from Dunbarton in Scotland, born in 1919. Squadron records show that he returned to 
143 Squadron on 20th of August from Aircrew Convalescent Depot (ADC) at Hoylake. At this time 
the squadron was based at Docking and a few days later moved again to North Coates. His 
daughter was able to send on this interesting newspaper cutting showing her father during his 
recuperation in Scotland: 

http://www.csn.ul.ie/%7Edan/war/n3533.htm
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Sgt Smith returned to 143 Squadron and continued to serve in the RAF. His daughter understands 
he went on to serve in Malta and over Yugoslavia. His name appears in the LG,dated 16 January 
1945 where he was appointed to Commission as an Acting Pilot Officer (Officer Serial Number 
1187595) in the Administrative and Special Duties Branch of the RAFVR. This suggests that he had 
finished flying duties at that time as flight crew would generally be found in the General Duties 
Branch. His name appears in the 14 March 1950 LG,as being promoted to Flying Officer rank in the 
Training Branch of the post war RAFVR. He left the RAFVR the following year per the LG. He 
married in 1945, went back to study Accountancy at Edinburgh University and worked for HM 
Customs until his retirement. Rennie Smith passed away in April 2001. 
3577. Squadron Leader Robert Hanson COOPER (567912). Signed 25 March 1963. HQ 
Fighter Command. 

255 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3578. Squadron Leader William Harry EDEN (204297). Signed 2 April 1963. HQ Fighter 
Command. 

255 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 7 July 1972. 
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From http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?15251-Sgt-William-Harry-Eden-
580404-(RAF)-from-Canada: 
“…William Harry Eden #580404 (maybe down as Harry W Eden) is in it. I believe he was Winnipeg, 
he would have joined RAF before the war and was shot down an POW in Blenheim IV R3742 of 21 
Squadron, 14-Jun-1940.. He was later a W/O with a MiD and then commissioned in 1947 as P/O 
#204297 and retired as W/C in 1972. He died July 1982 in England.” 
Posted by Paul McMillan, 23 August 2013 
“EDEN, Harry W., W/C (580404) M.D. from Winnipeg, joined in Jan. /39 after 3 years in the P.P.C.L.I 
in Winnipeg and graduated as a Sgt. Observer. He flew with No.21 Sqdn. on Blenheims and was 
shot down on June 14/40,his 30th op, and was p.o.w. for nearly 5 years. He was commissioned and 
stayed in the R.A.F. postwar, retiring in 1973, and presently living in Camberley, Surrey, where he 
works as Data Manager for Avionics System Co., an aircraft firm.” 
Posted by Col Bruggy, 23 August 2013 
“October 14, 1939 - Port engine of Blenheim Mk IV No L4900 piloted by P/O Thomas Richard 
Goodbody with 580404 Sgt Eden and 548697 A C Jeffries as crew failed in cloud on descending 
from a height up to 20,000 feet. Pilot ordered crew to abandon aircraft when at 2,000 feet. Sgt 
Eden made a successful landing in a field at Soham near Mildenhall with a torn parachute. The 
canopy was probably torn on the light series bomb carriers beneath the fuselage through pulling 
the rip cord too soon. The aircraft broke cloud and the pilot ordered A C Jefferies not to jump. The 
pilot then landed successfully on Mildenhall Aerodrome. Engine failure was probably due to hot air 
intake shutters being buckled due to backfire.” 
Posted by Paul McMillan, 23 August 2013 
“Back to Eden and his crew, on 14th June 1940, they were hit by fighters and force-landed near 
Ardres (South of Calais). On 18th June they arrived at Wissant and were given a small rowing boat. 
For three and a half days they crossed the Channel and arrived within 6 miles of the English coast 
then the sea currents brought them back towards France, near St Valery-en-Caux. Then the pilot 
lost his reason and fell overboard (hence he's commemorated on Runnymede). Webb and Eden 
landed on a beach, walked for a few days but were eventually captured on 1st July near Yport.” 
Posted by Joss le Clercq, 24 August 2013 
SUPPLEMENT TO THE LG, 7 JANUARY, 1947 
The KING has been graciously pleased to give orders for the following appointments to the Most 
Excellent Order of the British EmpireTo be Additional Members in the Military Division of the said 
Most Excellent Order. 
Warrant Officer Clifford WEBB (540410), Royal Air Force, No. 21 Squadron. 
Warrant Officer Webb and two members of his crew reached the coast at Wissant after their 
aircraft had been shot down near Ardres on 15th June, 1940. After obtaining a boat, they set out 
for England. For three days they were without food or water succeeded in reaching a spot six miles 
from the English coast. Fog obscured their bearings and they drifted back to the French coast. After 
spending two days at St. Valery,on 3Oth June, 1940. During his period of captivity, Warrant Officer 
Webb undertook tunnelling activity. He escaped once from a working party for two days and once 
from Stalag Luft I. Finally in April, 1945, he broke away and joined the Allied Forces 

http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?15251-Sgt-William-Harry-Eden-580404-(RAF)-from-Canada
http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?15251-Sgt-William-Harry-Eden-580404-(RAF)-from-Canada
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From Winnipeg Free Press, 24 July 1982: 

 
3579. Flight Lieutenant Niall Francis Considine MURPHY (105307). Signed 2 April 1963. HQ 
Fighter Command. 

255 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3580. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] William Edwin Billing HURST AFRAeS 
(50653). Signed 3 April 1963. HQ Fighter Command. 

255 
From http://www.britmodeller.com/forums/index.php?/topic/53389-duck-egg-blue-its-all-in-the-
mix/: 
This letter recounts the lengths a 22 year old corporal, who eventually retired as Wing Cdr W B 
Hurst, and his fellow "erks" went to attempting to create "Duck Egg Blue" one day in August 1940. 
It was written to his wife from his posting in Gloucestershire in August 1940. Unfortunately the unit 
and aircraft type aren't recorded. 
“We had to paint some of our kites and for some obscure reason we had to paint them duck egg 
blue. Why they should choose duck egg blue I can't imagine but ours is not to reason why, so duck 
egg blue they had to be. 
Well, to start with we couldn't get any duck egg blue paint, nobody seemed to have heard of it, so 
the only thing to do was to mix some. The first thing we had to decide was 'what colour is duck 
egg blue?' 
Nobody knew, nowbody could remember having seen a duck's egg in the raw, so we were 
stumped again. Funnily enough nobody but me thought of trying to get hold of a duck's egg from 
somewhere but my suggestion, that someone should be sent to try and procure one wasn't 
recieved very favourably. 
Then we found someone who remembered having to mix some before. Oh it was a long time ago 
but he remeembered having to mix blue and white paint to the ration of 15:6. 
Oh good. But was it 15 parts of blue or 15 parts of white? He wasn't sure but he thought it was 
blue. The only thing to do was to try it out and see what it looked like. Well, I should like to see the 
duck that could lay a beautiful Oxford blue egg! We concluded it must be the other way about , so 

http://www.britmodeller.com/forums/index.php?/topic/53389-duck-egg-blue-its-all-in-the-mix/
http://www.britmodeller.com/forums/index.php?/topic/53389-duck-egg-blue-its-all-in-the-mix/
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we mixed in a lot more white with it and eventually got about five gallons of a sort of Cambridge 
blue, which we all agreed a duck's egg might possibly look like! 
We slapped this on and as it didn't look to bad we left it t dry and went to dinner. When we got 
back something seemed to have gone wrong for our duck egg blue had dried a beautiful violet! 
Now this was rather disheartening but it was quite funny to see the Flight Sergent tearing his hair 
out when he saw it, so we asked him to have a go. 
He suggested putting some more white and some yellow with our mixture. We followed his 
suggestion and the resulting mixture didn't look too bad, though a bit greenish a duck might 
possibly have been able to produce an egg to match it, so we slapped that over the top of the 
violet. 
I don't think it will look too bad when dry but we shan't know the final result until we see it 
tomorrow. 
I don't think anyone will dare open the hangar door in the morning.” 
In a letter two days later, he said, “We finished duck egg blueing our planes by the way. That first 
one dried alright and as we had used all the paint on it we had to mix some more and get the right 
shade. Most of them are a bluey greeney shade some of them vary from an almost pea green to 
almost sky blue!" 
The letter can be found on p118 of Flypast. 
3581. Wing Commander (Retired) Frederick Charles HONEY ARICS (77630). Signed 5 April 
1963. Air Ministry. 

255 
From http://newspapers.nl.sg/Digitised/Article/singfreepressb19370419-1.2.35.aspx: 
The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 19 April 1937 

 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 

http://newspapers.nl.sg/Digitised/Article/singfreepressb19370419-1.2.35.aspx
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3582. Wing Commander [later Group Captain] Frederick William SLEDMERE AFC (162087). 
Signed 9 April 1963. Headquarters Fighter Command. 

255 
He also signed this book on 11 May 1964. 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 5 June 1952. His Queen’s Commendation for Valuable Service in 
the Air was announced in the LG,  
1 January 1963. 
According to 
http://www.raf.mod.uk/rafcms/mediafiles/040D8418_5056_A318_A81858174AF8529A.pdf, he was 
Commanding Officer of V (Army Cooperation) Squadron from May 1960 to July 1962. 
According to http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Station%20OCs-EAng.htm, he was Commanding 
Officer of RAF Bawdsey from 14 March 1969 to 28 January 1972. 
3583. Unknown. Signed ? April 1963. [Address] St Andrews. 

255 
 
3584. Squadron Leader Cyril Ormond THATCHER (916057). Signed 23 April 1963. RAF 
Boulmer. 

255 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 26 February 1966. 
From Lettice Curtis’ Lettice Curtis460: Her Autobiography, Red Kite (3 Sep 2004): 

 

                                                 
460 After qualifying as a pilot in the 1930s, Lettice became one of the legendary women pilots of the Air 
Transport Auxiliary whose job it was to ferry combat aircraft to and from operational units. In the war 
years she flew most of the RAF's aircraft, from Tiger Moths, to Spitfires and Lancasters. After the war she 
continued flying as a civilian with Fairey Aviation and entered the air-racing circuit flying a Spitfire in 
competition. Long after many others would have retired, Lettice converted to helicopters and the 
Robinson R-22. With so many tales to tell, both tragic and comic, from her long and distinguished career, 
this book gallops through her remarkable life in her own inimitable style. 

http://www.raf.mod.uk/rafcms/mediafiles/040D8418_5056_A318_A81858174AF8529A.pdf
http://www.rafweb.org/Stations/Station%20OCs-EAng.htm
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3585. Flight Lieutenant John Lorenzo MARTIN. Signed 23 April 1963. RAF Saxa Vord. 

255 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He was transferred to Reserve on 27 December 1970. 
3586. Flight Lieutenant Unknown. Signed 17 May 1963. RAF Leconfield. 

255 
The surname could be STARR, STALL STORR, TALL or TANN. 
3587. Lieutenant Commander Unknown. US Navy. Signed 18 May 1963. USNAF West 
Malling, Kent. 

255 
 
3588. Lieutenant William L BAILEY US Navy. Signed 18 May 1963. USNAF West Malling, 
Kent. 

255 
He is listed in the Air Force Register for 1963. 
3589. Wing Commander David Leatham PRICHARD DSO (36203). Signed 26 June 1963. 
HQ No 13 Scottish Sector. 

255 
The Air Force List for Spring 1963 shows him in the Work Study section of the Administrative Staff 
of Coastal Command. 
From http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-WH2-1RAF-c9.html: 
On the last night in June 1941, when the squadron sent eleven bombers to attack Cologne, Flying 
Officer Prichard and his crew had an eventful flight. When 35 miles from the target and on the 
edge of a searchlight belt, their Wellington was attacked by a Junkers 88 at close range. A cannon 
shell hit the starboard engine. The bomb doors were blown open and both front and rear turrets 
damaged. Although his machine was now defenceless and incapable of effective evasive action, 

http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-WH2-1RAF-c9.html
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Prichard carried on with his mission, penetrated the city’s main defensive zone and dropped his 
bombs in the target area. He then managed to keep the bomber airborne and got it back to base, 
where a crash-landing was made. This was Prichard’s fiftieth sortie. He had begun operations 
flying with Battles in France and had afterwards flown with Coastal Command before joining No. 75 
Squadron. 
…. 
In addition to these raids on Germany and Italy, the squadron made a substantial contribution to 
the repeated attacks that were made at this time on French ports, in particular those directed 
against Brest. The German battle-cruisers Scharnhorst and Gneisenau had reached this port in 
March 1941 and were joined by the Prinz Eugen at the beginning of June. Against these vessels 
Bomber Command had despatched intermittent raids during the year, and aircraft from No. 75 
Squadron flew on one daylight and 13 night attacks. 
The first attack in which the squadron was engaged after the arrival of the Scharnhorst and 
Gneisenau took place on the night of 3 April, when eight out of the nine aircraft despatched made 
attacks. The Wellington captained by Flying Officer Prichard had bombed and was on the way 
back to base, when his rear gunner, Flying Officer W. D. Brown, saw that the bomber was being 
shadowed by a Messerschmitt 110. When first sighted the enemy fighter was flying about 300 feet 
astern and below the Wellington it quickly climbed to attack. Skilful manoeuvring by Prichard 
enabled Brown to fire three short bursts. Tracer was seen entering the fuselage of the fighter and it 
went into a loop before going down to hit the sea in a dull red glow. This success was confirmed by 
the crew of another bomber flying nearby. Unfortunately, with the English coast only a short 
distance away, the Wellington collided with a Blenheim, which crashed and was totally destroyed. 
The Wellington remained airborne but also fared badly. ‘The port wing was buckled and the 
leading edge smashed in to a depth of about two feet. Half the port elevator was ripped away, the 
remaining portion being torn out of its bearings but still attached to the control rod. The 
underneath portion of the rear turret also suffered damage.’ Prichard nevertheless managed to 
retain control and make a safe landing. 
From http://patria.homestead.com/patriadsoPRITCHARD.html: 
PRICHARD David Leatham RAF 36203, Flying Officer, 75 (NZ) Squadron 

 
Citation for Distinguished Service Order 
One night in June 1941, this officer carried out an attack against Cologne. While some distance 
from his target and when on the edge of a dense belt of searchlights through which he had just 
flown. Flying Officer PRICHARD’S aircraft was attacked by an enemy fighter which opened fire from 
very close range. A cannon shell damaged his engine – almost severing one of the airscrew blades - 
while the rear gun turret was put out of action. Although forced to fly at reduced speed with 

http://patria.homestead.com/patriadsoPRITCHARD.html
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subsequent loss of height and all powers of defence gone, Flying Officer PRICHARD continued his 
mission overcoming almost insuperable difficulties before finally dropping his bombs in the target 
area. Despite a harassing return journey, he skilfully flew back to base where he successfully crash-
landed his aircraft without injury to his crew. On a previous occasion, Flying Officer PRICHARD 
displayed great flying skill which enabled his crew to shoot down an enemy fighter which attacked 
his aircraft when returning home from a successful attack on Brest. Throughout the numerous 
operational flights in which he has participated, this officer has displayed a high courage, skill and 
devotion to duty. 
Awards 
Distinguished Service Order 
1939-45 Star 
Air Crew Europe Star 
Defence Medal 
War Medal 1939-45 
NZ War Service Medal 
Notes 
Born 15 November 1916, Dannevirke, NZ 
Enlisted into RAF August 1939 
Died 2 September 2007, Bournemouth, UK 
From http://announcements.telegraph.co.uk/deaths/65627/prichard: 
David Leatham Wing Commander R.N.Z.A.F. (75 Squadron) D.S.O. Rtd. on 2nd September 2007 
aged 90 years. Loving husband of Sue, father of Jenny and Barry. Enquiries or donations to the 
R.A.F. Benevolent Fund may be sent to W. Smith & Sons, Funeral Directors, 639/645 Wimborne 
Road, Bournemouth BH9 2AR. 
3590. Squadron Leader George HONEYMAN (198114). Signed 27 June 1963. HQ Fighter 
Command. 

256 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 17 February 1973. 
3591. Wing Commander Edward Reginald BANGOR-JONES (121933). Signed 27 June 
1963. HQ No 18 Group. 

256  
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 

http://announcements.telegraph.co.uk/deaths/65627/prichard
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3592. ? HOLST. Signed 7 July 1963. Kampen (Sylt) Germany. 

256 
No trace found. 
3593. Robert Ronald MACGREGOR (3516334). Signed 12 July 1963. (ex No 222 Squadron) 
c/o Exeter Airport (3 Civilian Anti-Aircraft Co-operation Unit) Exeter. 

256 
He also signed this book on 23 December 1960. 
From Flight, 16 May 1963 
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No further trace found. 
3594. Reverend Tom CALVERT. Signed 13 July 1963. The Old Manse, Langholm. 

256 
From http://beta.eladvertiser.co.uk/: 
15 October 2008. The Rev. Thomas Calvert, H.C.F., former minister of Langholm Old Parish Church, 
died last Tuesday, in his 81st year and the 23rd year after coming to Langholm. 
He is the author of A Padre Remembers: Memoirs of the Rev. Tom Calvert, 1989. 
3595. Air Marshal Sir Douglas Griffith MORRIS KCB CBE DSO DFC. Signed 31 July 1963. HQ 
Fighter Command. 

256 
He also signed this book on 23 August 1962. 
3596. Unknown. USAF. Signed 31 July 1963. RAF Binbrook, Lincolnshire. 

256 
The name looks like B C DAVIES. 

http://beta.eladvertiser.co.uk/
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3597. Group Captain [later Air Vice-Marshal] Peter Gerald Desmond FARR CB OBE DFC 
FBIM (39936). Signed 12 August 1963. RAF Kinloss. 

256 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Farr_PGD.htm: 
b: 26 Sep 1917            r: 6 Nov 1972    d: 21 Oct 2009 
CB – 8 Jun 1968, OBE – 1 Jan 1952, DFC – 18 Sep 1942, FBIM. 
Act Plt Off (P): 12 Jul 1937, Plt Off: 18 May 1938, Fg Off: xx xxx xxxx, Flt Lt (WS): 18 Feb 1941, (T) 
Sqn Ldr: xx xxx xxxx, Act Wg Cdr: 17 Feb 1943?, Sqn Ldr (WS): 17 Aug 1943, Sqn Ldr: 1 Sep 
1945, Wg Cdr: 1 Jan 1952, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1960, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1965, Act AVM: 1 Dec 1969, AVM: 1 
Jul 1970. 
12 Jul 1937 Granted a Short Service Commission. 
12 Jul 1937 Initial Officer Training, RAF Depo 
xx xxx 1937 U/T Pilot, No ? FTS 
29 Mar 1938 Pilot, No 216 Sqn 
12 Jul 1941 Transferred to the Reserve and called up for Air Force Service  
xx Oct 1941 Flight Commander, No 70 Sqn 
xx Sep 1942 Instructor, No 21 OTU 
17 Feb 1943 Deputy CFI, No 21 OTU 
xx Feb 1944 Served in the Far East 
xx Nov 1944 Officer Commanding, No 358 Sqn. (Liberators) 
xx xxx 1945 Officer Commanding, RAF Pegu 
xx xxx 1947 Staff, Deputy Directorate of Accident Prevention 
1947 – 51 ? 
xx Jan 1951 Officer Commanding, No 120 Sqn (Lancaster GR3/Shackleton MR1) 
xx xxx 1952 Deputy Director, Joint Anti-Submarine School 
xx xxx 1954 Officer Commanding, RAF Idris 
xx Feb 1956 Staff, Dept of CAS 
1957 – 59 ? 
xx Jan 1959 Directing Staff, Joint Services Staff College 
30 Jun 1960 SASO, RAF Malta 
12 Aug 1963 Officer Commanding, RAF Kinloss 
31 Dec 1964 AOA, HQ RAF Germany 
1968 – 69 ? 
 6 Jan 1969 Assistant AOA, HQ Strike Command 
 1 Dec 1969 AOA, HQ Strike Command 
 From 1973 to 1983, he was the Director of the Brain Research Trust. No 358 only carried out one 
bomber operation on 13 January 1945, after which the unit was redesignated a 'Special Duties' 
squadron, operating in the role for the remainder of the war. Whilst commanding No 120 
Squadron, he was responsible for overseeing the introduction of the Shackleton to RAF service. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Farr_PGD.htm
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From The Telegraph, 5 November 2009: 
Air Vice-Marshal Peter Farr, who died on October 21 aged 92, started his career as a pilot flying 
antiquated biplane troop-carrying aircraft around the Middle East; he then served in bombers in 
the North African desert campaign and in Burma, and later specialised in anti-submarine warfare. 

 
Farr was a veteran of the Middle East air routes when he joined No 70 Squadron as a flight 
commander in October 1941. Flying Wellington bombers, the squadron supported Operation 
Crusader, the Eighth Army's advance through Libya. Bombing enemy airfields, supply dumps and 
columns, Farr and his crews operated from airfields in Egypt, and later from advanced landing 
grounds in the desert. 
On two occasions, while attacking the port of Benghazi, Farr's aircraft was hit by anti-aircraft fire he 
pressed on to the target. 
He also came under heavy fire when he attacked the enemy landing ground at Derna; but he kept 
going, his bombs landed among dispersed aircraft, and he had the satisfaction of starting a large 
fire which was followed by explosions. He was awarded a DFC. 
Peter Gerald Desmond Farr was born on September 26 1917 at Brentford and attended Tonbridge 
School. On leaving, he was awarded a short service commission in the RAF and trained as a pilot. 
Farr left for the Middle East in March 1938 and joined No 216 Squadron, which was equipped with 
the Valentia, at Heliopolis in Egypt. 
The Valentia was the last of a series of large, fat, lumbering bomber transport aircraft; the open 
cockpit allowed the two pilots to enjoy an inexhaustible supply of fresh air. One pilot commented 
that its performance matched its appearance as it struggled into the air at 55mph and cruised at 
only 90. During this period Farr flew in support of operations in Palestine. 
By 1940 a number of Bombay aircraft had arrived on the squadron, and they were used in the dual 
bomber/transport role after Italy entered the war in June 1940. Farr gained considerable experience 
in the early days of the desert war, and when the RAF's bomber force was increased he left to join 
No 70 Squadron. 
In September 1942, Farr returned to England to be an instructor at a bomber training unit at 
Moreton-in-Marsh. He was soon promoted to wing commander and appointed deputy chief 
instructor. 
In February 1944 he left for the Far East and flew the Liberator bomber before taking command, in 
November, of the newly-formed No 358 Squadron at Kolar, in southern India. 
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After moving to Digri in Bengal, the squadron bombed Mandalay before becoming a "special 
duties" squadron. The Liberator could fly extreme distances, and was used to supply special forces 
and clandestine parties in Japanese-occupied south-east Asia. Many of these sorties were flown in 
bad weather to find small jungle clearings marked out by smoke or torches, and some of Farr's 
sorties lasted more than 18 hours. 
On January 22 1945 he flew on the squadron's first operation, in which 11 aircraft took off for Indo-
China in heavy rain. Farr's was one of only two aircraft to make it, and two others disappeared 
without trace. On February 26 he and the CO of No 357 Squadron (Wg Cdr Bob Hodges) took off 
to drop supplies and four agents to Colonel Freddie Spencer Chapman's party in Malaya. 
Following the Japanese surrender, Farr and his crews spent many hours in the air searching for 
POW camps and dropping food and medical supplies to the prisoners. With the war over, he 
remained in Burma for another year before returning to Britain. 
In January 1951 he took command of No 120 Squadron, flying Lancasters in an anti-submarine role. 
Within a few months, the first of the new Shackletons, a derivative of the Lancaster, arrived on the 
squadron and Farr was responsible for introducing the aircraft into RAF service. He was appointed 
OBE. 
After two years on the staff of the Joint Anti-Submarine School at Londonderry, Farr moved to 
Libya to command the RAF airfield at Idris. In 1960 he returned to the Mediterranean area as the 
senior air staff officer at the air headquarters Malta. 
From the large airfield at Luqa, he directed shadowing and intelligence operations against the 
Soviets' Black Sea Fleet when its ships entered the Mediterranean. He and his wife were long 
remembered for their generous hospitality – Farr was an excellent cook, renowned throughout the 
RAF for his outstanding curries. 
He next took command of the large RAF base at Kinloss in northern Scotland, from where his three 
squadrons of Shackletons patrolled the North Atlantic and Norwegian seas tracking Soviet 
submarines of the Northern Fleet. There were many visits to the station exceptional at the height of 
the Cold War was a visit in April 1964 by a Russian delegation led by the Minister of Aviation 
Technology. 
Farr held senior appointments at the RAF headquarters in Germany and as air officer administration 
at Strike Command. This coincided with the introduction of new "fast-jet" aircraft, including the 
Harrier, Phantom and Buccaneer. 
The Harrier operations at dispersed sites away from the airfield presented Farr and his supply staffs 
with new and complex problems. These were solved, and the Harrier force operating in Germany 
and on the flanks of Europe gave Nato's air forces a unique capability. 
Farr was appointed CB in 1968 and retired from the RAF in 1972, after which he spent 10 years as 
director of the Brain Research Trust. Keen on golf and music, he worked for his local Conservative 
Association – where his annual curry lunch was a highlight. He was elected honorary vice-president 
of the Shackleton Association. 
Although he enjoyed amateur dramatics, Farr did not reach the heights of his elder brother, Derek, 
who in 1955 played the role of a group captain in The Dam Busters. 
A big man in both stature and presence, Farr was warm-hearted and an excellent communicator. 
Peter Farr married, in 1949, Rosemarie Haward, who died in 1983. He is survived by a daughter and 
two sons. 
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3598. Flight Lieutenant Unknown. Signed 14 August 1963. RAF Catterick. 

256 
The surname could be GRIFFIN, GRIFFITH, GRIFFITHS or PHIPPS, although there are no Flight 
Lieutenants named PHIPPS in The Air Force List for Spring 1963. 
3599. Group Captain (Retired) Unknown. Signed 16 August 1963. Brook Cottage, Abbotts 
[?], Herts [or Hants]. 

256 
It should be possible to identify this signature from the address. 
3600. Squadron Leader Unknown. Signed 26 August 1963. 439 (F) Squadron RCAF, 
Marville, France. 

256 
See http://www.thisisme.ca/439squadron/RollCall-A.htm for 123 / 439 Squadron Personnel 
Database. 
3601. Flying Officer Unknown. Signed 26 August 1963. 439 (F) Squadron RCAF, Marville, 
France. 

256 
See http://www.thisisme.ca/439squadron/RollCall-A.htm for 123 / 439 Squadron Personnel 
Database. 
3602. POSSIBLY Squadron Leader [later Air Chief Marshal Sir] Michael William Patrick 
KNIGHT KCB AFC BA (2608813). Signed 6 September 1963. RAF Topcliffe. 

256 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 1 January 1964. His promotion to Group Captain was announced 
in the LG, 5 January 1971. 

http://www.thisisme.ca/439squadron/RollCall-A.htm
http://www.thisisme.ca/439squadron/RollCall-A.htm
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NOTE: His signature is not a good match for this one (http://www.the-best-of-
british.com/planecrazyheritage/airpictorial/1999/RefuellingFDC.htm): 

 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Knight_(RAF_officer): 
Air Chief Marshal Sir Michael William Patrick Knight KCB AFC (born 23 November 1932) is a former 
senior Royal Air Force commander. He is well respected and renowned for his various charity 
projects, especially for the ″Vulcan to the Sky″ cause. 
RAF career 
Knight joined the Royal Air Force in 1953. He was appointed Air Officer Commanding No. 1 Group 
in 1980, Air Member for Supply and Organisation in 1983 and UK Military Representative to NATO 
in 1986. He retired in 1989. He is now still actively involved with various charity and RAF related 
projects, maybe most notably, the ″Vulcan to the Sky″ project. 
In retirement he was Chairman of the Air League. 
Family 
In 1967 he married Patricia Ann Davies; they have one son, two daughters and three grand 
daughters. Knight enjoys rugby and music in his spare time. 
3603. Mary CROOT. Signed 6 September 1963. Cameron Hospital, Leven, Fife, Scotland. 

256 
No trace found. The surname might be GROOT. 
3604. Margaret TANSWELL. Signed 7 September 1963. 23, Mayfield Grove, Bayston Hill, 
Shrewsbury Shropshire. 

257 
The UK Electoral Register for 2000 shows: 
“MARGARET TANSWELL 39, PRIMROSE DRIVE, SHREWSBURY, SY3 7TR 01743 249777.” 
No further trace found. There was a Flying Officer named George William TANSWELL (197573) to 
whom she might have been married. 

http://www.the-best-of-british.com/planecrazyheritage/airpictorial/1999/RefuellingFDC.htm
http://www.the-best-of-british.com/planecrazyheritage/airpictorial/1999/RefuellingFDC.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Knight_(RAF_officer)
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The following eight journalists were probably visiting RAF Leuchars in connection with its Air 
Display on Saturday, 14 September 1963. 
It’s difficult to read the date they signed: 

 
This could be 11th or 15th September 1963. 
3605. A L ANDERSON. Signed 11 September 1963. The Weekly News, Dundee. 

257 
No trace found. 
3606. Ralph R BROWN. Signed 11 September 1963. People's Journal, Dundee. 

257 
No trace found. 
3607. Lewis SIMPSON. Signed 11 September 1963. Edinburgh Evening News. 

257 
No trace found. 
3608. Robert MCMILLAN. Signed 11 September 1963. Glasgow ? ? 

257 
No trace found. 
3609. George MACKINTOSH. Signed 11 September 1963. Fife Herald. 

257 
No trace found. 
3610. Alastair S FYFE. Signed 11 September 1963. Dundee “Courier”. 

257 
No trace found. 
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3611. Andrew MYLINS. Signed 11 September 1963. Fife. 

257 
No trace found. 
3612. Jim MYLINS. Signed 11 September 1963. Fife. 

257 
No trace found. 
3613. Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] James William HARTLEY (607731). Signed 17 
September 1963. RAF Shawbury. 

257 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. On 10 February 1975, he was disgnated Specialist 
Aircrew. 
3614. Air Vice-Marshal Geoffrey Charles EVELEIGH CB OBE MiD (33083). Signed 24 
September 1963. HQ Fighter Command. 

257 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Eveleigh_GC.htm: 
b: 25 Oct 1912      r: 27 Mar 1965         d: 23 Dec 2005 
CB – 13 Jun 1964, OBE – 1 Jan 1945, MiD - 1 Jan 1943. 
(GD Branch): Plt Off: 16 Dec 1933, Fg Off: 16 Jun 1935, Flt Lt: 16 Jun 1937, Sqn Ldr: 1 Jun 
1939, (T) Wg Cdr.1 Jun 1941, Act Gp Capt: 6 Sep 1944, Wg Cdr (WS): 6 Mar 1945, Wg Cdr: 1 Oct 
1946, Gp Capt: 9 Oct 1953 1 Jan 1951, Act A/Cdre: 11 Nov 1955, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1957, Act AVM: 1 
Feb 1959, AVM: 1 Jan 1961 
(Tech Branch): Wg Cdr: 5 May 1948 1 Jul 1947, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1949, . 
xx xxx 1932 Flight Cadet, 'B' Sqn, RAF College 
16 Dec 1933 Appointed to a Permanent Commission 
16 Dec 1933 Pilot, No 43 Sqn 
 1 Mar 1935 Pilot, No 802 Sqn FAA 
xx xxx xxxx Flight Commander, No 802 Sqn FAA 
14 Nov 1938 Supernumerary, Home Aircraft Depot 
xx xxx xxxx Instructor, RAF Base Gosport 
27 Mar 1939 Instructor, No 9 Flying Training School 
xx Nov 1939 Staff, HQ No 60 Group 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Eveleigh_GC.htm
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xx Jan 1941 Bomber Development Unit 
21 Apr 1941 Signals Staff Officer, HQ Bomber Command 
 8 Oct 1941 Group Signals Officer, HQ No 2 Group 
 6 Sep 1944 Signals Staff Officer, HQ Bomber Command 
xx Jun 1945 Signals Staff Officer?, ACSEA 
30 Dec 1945 Signals Staff, RAF Delegation, Wahsington 
5 May 1948 Transferred to Technical Branch  
12 Nov 1951 Chief Signals Officer, HQ Bomber Command 
1 Jan 1953 – 
18 Jun 1957 ADC to The Queen 
6 Oct 1953 Transferred to General Duties Branch in the rank of Group Captain 
xx xxx 1954 Officer Commanding, RAF North Weald 
11 Nov 1955 Chief of Staff, RNZAF 
xx Jan 1958 Attended Imperial Defence College 
1 Feb 1959 Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Signals)/Director-General of Signals 
 1 Jul 1961 AOA, HQ Fighter Command 
He was born at Henley-on-Thames and educated at Brighton College and was keen to fly from the 
moment he saw his first aircraft. He entered the RAF College at Cranwell in 1932, where he 
represented the College at Soccer, Swimming, Athletics, attained the rank of Under officer and was 
awarded the Sword of Honour. 
Joining No 43 Squadron, he flew the Hawker Fury just over a year later he joined the Fleet Air Arm 
and No 802 Squadron, where he flew the navalised version of the Fury, the Hawker Nimrod. After 
an extended tour with 802, which he completed as a flight commander, he became a deck landing 
instructor at Gosport. 
In November 1939, he started his work in the signals/radar field when he was appointed to No 60 
Group at Leighton Buzzard. This group controlled various RDF (Radar) stations around the country 
and was also responsible for combating the German radio bombing aids. He then joined the 
Bomber Development Unit at Boscombe Down, which was involved developing radio bombing and 
landing aids for Bomber Command as well as developing high altitude bombing techniques using 
pressurised versions of the Vickers Wellington. For the remainder of the war he was involved in 
signals works at Command and Group level until being posted to the Far East in 1945. 
On his return to Bomber Command in 1951 he was involved with development work on the 
introduction of the Canberra jet bomber and in preparing for the future introduction of the V-
Bombers. In 1954, he was given command of the fighter airfield at North Weald and then went to 
New Zealand as Assistant Chief of Air Staff to the RNZAF. 
After attending the Imperial Defence College, he returned to the signals world as Director-General 
of Signals at the Air Ministry. During this period he was involved in a major review of the air 
defence system in order to met the threat from supersonic aircraft and ballistic missiles. His final 
appointment was back in Fighter Command, as Air Officer Administration, where he was involve din 
te implementation of many of the systems he had planned as DGS. 
Qualified as a Signals Officer, he spent much of his career alternating between GD and Technical 
(Signals) Branch. He eventually retired on the GD List and retired to Majorca, where he built his own 
house and stayed there until 1990. In 2005 he attended the Flying Legends airshow at Duxford, 
where he was reunited with one of the Nimrod fighters he had flown with 802 Squadron, which had 
been restored by The Fighter Collection to flying condition. 
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From The Telegraph, 7 March 2006: 
Air Vice-Marshal Geoffrey Eveleigh, who has died aged 93, was an RAF pilot who flew fleet fighters 
from the aircraft carrier Glorious and then specialised in signals to become the RAF's Director 
General of Signals. 
Within a year of gaining his pilot's wings in 1934, Eveleigh was posted to No 802 Squadron of the 
Fleet Air Arm, at that time under the control of the RAF. After completing floatplane training and a 
concentrated period of deck landing practices at Gosport, Eveleigh joined Glorious, which was 
based with the Mediterranean Fleet at Malta. When not embarked, Eveleigh and his fellow pilots 
flew their agile Nimrod bi-plane fleet fighters from the airfield at Halfar on the south of the island. 
The fleet carrier Glorious, launched in 1916 as a cruiser hull but converted and commissioned as an 
aircraft carrier in 1930, was in great demand during the annual Fleet exercises and there were few 
major ports in the Mediterranean that Eveleigh did not visit. This also placed heavy social demands 
on the young and eligible naval and RAF officers. 
Eveleigh spent an unusually long time with No 802 and rose to become a flight commander. He 
returned to England just once when he flew a Nimrod in a formation flypast to celebrate the 
Coronation of King George VI in 1937. At the end of the following year, after almost four years with 
No 802, Eveleigh returned to Gosport as a deck-landing instructor. 
The eldest of five boys - two died in action during the war - Geoffrey Charles Eveleigh was born on 
October 25 1912 at Henley-on-Thames and educated at Brighton College. Keen on flying from the 
moment he saw an aircraft make a forced landing in a water meadow near his home, Eveleigh 
gained entrance to the RAF College Cranwell as a flight cadet in January 1932. At Cranwell, Eveleigh 
excelled, and in addition to gaining his colours at soccer, swimming and athletics, he was awarded 
the Sword of Honour as the outstanding flight cadet of his entry. 
He was rewarded with the highly sought-after posting to No 43 (Fighting Cocks) fighter squadron 
flying the elegant Hawker Fury. After a year with No 43, Eveleigh joined No 802. 
In November 1939 Eveleigh moved to the RAF's signals establishment at Leighton Buzzard to 
specialise in wireless and signals, a discipline he would pursue for the rest of his time in the RAF. In 
January 1941 he joined the Bomber Development Unit at Boscombe Down investigating the use of 
radio beams, based on the German Lorenz system, as an aid to landing in bad weather. 
Eveleigh spent most of the war on secret signals work at Headquarters Bomber Command. Great 
advances were made in blind bombing and navigation aids, and these provided the strategic 
bomber force with a level of accuracy that increased its effectiveness greatly. After being 
mentioned in dispatches in 1943, Eveleigh was appointed CBE in January 1945 in recognition of his 
wartime work. 
After six months in south-east Asia in 1945, Eveleigh joined the RAF Delegation in Washington as 
the Director of Signals, a post he held for three years. At the end of 1951 he returned to 
Headquarters Bomber Command as the Chief Signals Officer, a period that coincided with the 
introduction of the RAF's first jet bomber and planning for the arrival of the first of the strategic 
nuclear V-bombers. 
Eveleigh commanded the fighter airfield at North Weald in 1954 before embarking on a two-year 
appointment as the Assistant Chief of the Air Staff of the RNZAF. At this time, the New Zealanders 
made a significant contribution during the Malayan emergency, with fighter and transport 
squadrons involved in operations against the communist guerrillas. 
After attending the Imperial Defence College in 1958, Eveleigh moved to the Air Ministry where he 
became the Director General of Signals (RAF). He arrived in the wake of the 1957 Sandys White 
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Paper, which had a profound effect on the organisation and development of the RAF's air defence 
capability. 
With the anticipated introduction into RAF service of supersonic fighters and surface-to-air missile 
defences, allied to the developing threat from a large Soviet bomber force and the advent of the 
ballistic missile, a major review of the UK's air defence and early warning system was necessary. 
Costs for taking account of Duncan Sandys's edicts, and the major review and amendments to 
current plans, escalated; the scientists recommended that military and civil air traffic control radars 
should also be combined and introduced into the wider scheme for air defence. 
Eveleigh was at the centre of these complex discussions and negotiations and was chairman of 
numerous review groups. At one stage he had a celebrated disagreement with his immediate 
superior, the Vice Chief of the Air Staff, regarding the proposals for, and the sighting of, new early-
warning radars and their associated control and reporting system. In the event, the decisions he 
took were accepted and a system was introduced that served the RAF until beyond the end of the 
Cold War. 
In July 1961 Eveleigh moved to Fighter Command as the Air Officer Administration, spending the 
next three years preparing and implementing the introduction of the new air defence system. Some 
of the radar sites were established in remote areas of the UK, and Eveleigh paid close attention to 
the needs of the airmen who would be based at these locations, in particular the Shetlands. 
During this appointment, Eveleigh also spent much time in liaison with the USAF, and with local 
authorities, planning the RAF's involvement for the introduction of the Ballistic Missile Early 
Warning System (BMEWS) at Fylingdales on the Yorkshire Moors. At the end of his appointment at 
HQ Fighter Command, he was appointed CB. 
Eveleigh retired from the RAF in March 1965; he and his wife left for Majorca, where they built their 
own house and remained for the next 25 years. He was able to indulge his interests in sailing and 
bird-watching. 
In July 2005 Eveleigh was reunited with the Nimrod aircraft he flew during his time with No 802 
when he was invited as the guest of honour at a special event on the eve of the annual Flying 
Legends Air Show. The aircraft (serial S1581) had been restored to flying condition by the Duxford-
based Fighter Collection, and is the only airworthy example of the type in the world. 
Geoffrey Eveleigh died on December 23. He married, in June 1939, Anthea Fraser; she died in 1998. 
A son and a daughter survive him. 
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3615. Captain Unknown. USNC. Signed 15 October 1963. Co Co “R” RAF Edzell. 

257 
From http://nmcb62alumni.org/pdf/Edzellnewspaper%20.pdf: 

 
3616. Flight Lieutenant Charles Edgar BUCKLAND AMBIM (505315). Signed 15 October 
1963. RAF Edzell. 

257 
From http://nmcb62alumni.org/pdf/Edzellnewspaper%20.pdf: 

 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 7 May 1974. 
3617. Flight Lieutenant Unknown. Signed 8 October 1963. No 29 Squadron. 

257 
The surname could be BAYNES, HAYNES or MAYNE. 

http://nmcb62alumni.org/pdf/Edzellnewspaper%20.pdf
http://nmcb62alumni.org/pdf/Edzellnewspaper%20.pdf
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3618. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] Charles Gordon SPIERS (2412207). Signed 
23 October 1963. Mobile Air Movements Team, RAF Abingdon. 

257 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://www.rafalmanac.com/memories3_04.htm: 

 
RAF Movements School - ALM Staff 16th June 1980. MALM J M Taylor - Sgt Dennis Gaunt - Sgt 
Gary Seward - MALM Ivan Burns; S/Ldr C G Spiers OC RAFMS- Sgt M Turki (Kuwait AF) - Fg Off 
Tony Guilfoyle OC ALM Trg Flt 
3619. Squadron Leader John Bronte Denefrith EDENBOROUGH (185533). Signed 31 
October 1963. HQ Signals Command. 

258 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 6 October 1966. 

http://www.rafalmanac.com/memories3_04.htm
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3620. Flight Lieutenant David Roy WARFIELD (49009). Signed 31 October 1963. GPJ 
Aylesbury. 

258 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 14 January 1964. 
3621. Acting Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] N J TILLOTSON (4231541). Signed 8 
November 1963. RAF Valley. 

258 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 27 December 1981. 
From http://www.ejection-history.org.uk/project/year_pages/1963.htm: 
19 April 1963. Jet Provost T4, XP623/44, 2 FTS. Failed to recover from an intentional spin. Crashed 
at Thrussington, Charnwood, Leicestershire. Student pilot APO N J Tillotson ejected safely suffering 
slight injuries on landing. 
3622. Squadron Leader John Richard SIMS MBE (198927). Signed 21 November 1963. Air 
Ministry. 

258 
His MBE for services to Moutain Rescue was announced in the LG, 10 June 1967: 

 
From http://www.rafmountainrescue.com/mr-history/david-lofts-raf-mountain-rescue-service-
1940s-1980s-directory/david-lofts-raf-mountain-rescue-service-1940s-1980s-chapter-12-1965-
1967/: 
Chapter 12 (1965-1967) 
1. At the start of 1965 it was decided that a new edition of the Mountain Rescue Handbook 
(produced in 1953) was required in order to reflect the many changes in organisation and 
mountaineering techniques that had occurred during the intervening 12 years. Squadron Leader 
John Sims and Michael Holton spent much of the first 8 months of the year on the project but this 
second edition was not published until 3 years later. 
2. Cliff rescue training on the Mountain Rescue Winter Course in February 1965 was recorded by a 
film unit from Independent Television, and in this film several experienced rescuers were able to 
record their reasons for being members of RAF MR teams. The film was shown nationwide a few 
weeks later and it provided good publicity both for the MRTs and the RAF. 
3. Delivery of the new “stretcher carrier” Land Rover and of a “control” Land Rover (to replace the 
one ton Austin truck which had served as radio vehicle for some years) started in the Spring of 
1965, and these 2 types of long wheelbase Land Rover with 4-wheel drive proved ideal mountain 
rescue vehicles, still being used to the present day. 
4. It is the custom for MRTs to use the longer breaks at bank holiday periods for gaining 
knowledge of other teams’ areas because they could well be called to them in the event of major 

http://www.ejection-history.org.uk/project/year_pages/1963.htm
http://www.rafmountainrescue.com/mr-history/david-lofts-raf-mountain-rescue-service-1940s-1980s-directory/david-lofts-raf-mountain-rescue-service-1940s-1980s-chapter-12-1965-1967/
http://www.rafmountainrescue.com/mr-history/david-lofts-raf-mountain-rescue-service-1940s-1980s-directory/david-lofts-raf-mountain-rescue-service-1940s-1980s-chapter-12-1965-1967/
http://www.rafmountainrescue.com/mr-history/david-lofts-raf-mountain-rescue-service-1940s-1980s-directory/david-lofts-raf-mountain-rescue-service-1940s-1980s-chapter-12-1965-1967/
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disasters. For the Whit weekend the St Athan team obtained permission to exercise in the Lake 
District and, on the last day of the exercise, the team leader (Sergeant Michael Fearn) was leading a 
pitch up “New West” on Pillar, a 2,927 ft mountain in Ennerdale. Damp and slippery rock caused 
him to lose his hold, and unfortunately the running belays between him and his second were not 
high enough to check his fall, which proved fatal. 
5. From 19 to 24 September the Akrotiri MRT participated in the first search and rescue exercise 
organised by the Central Treaty Organisation. These annual exercises were christened “NEJAT” – 
which means “rescue” in Farsi (Persian). Exercises NEJAT I was based at Teheran with a forward 
control centre set up in Isfahan, some 200 miles to the south; both the US and Iranians joined the 
British forces to work together on simulated search and rescue incidents. All 3 countries produced 
airborne contingents on land the resources consisted of the Akrotiri MRT and 2 Iranian teams – one 
of Mountain Rangers and one which comprised the Imperial Guard to the Shah. The incident for 
these land-based teams was a simulated mid-air collision involving a single-seat military aircraft 
and a large passenger airliner; the land search was made easier than expected because a 
Shackleton aircraft on reconnaissance located a parachute on the mountainside and relayed details 
to the MRTs. By nightfall the Akrotiri MRT and one Iranian team had reached a mountain village 
below the parachute sighting and the following day they quickly climbed to 12,000 ft to recover a 
dummy representing the pilot of the military aircraft. The other Iranian team had elected to 
approach the incident from the far side of the mountain but, in fact, they never reached it and 
eventually returned to base empty-handed. For the RAF rescuers, this was a comparatively simple 
operation it gave an excellent opportunity to work with their CENTO partners. After this first 
exercise, the Turks also produced a MRT for the annual event and, with the gradual increase in the 
complexity of incidents and the demands made on rescuers, the training value over the years to the 
Akrotiri MRT was considerable. 
6. A good example of the co-operation existing between the Mountain Rescue Committee and the 
RAF Mountain Rescue Service occurred in December when the former body agreed to a proposal 
(prepared by John Sims and Michael Holton at the Air Ministry) for a modification to the code for 
mountain distress signals. The long-established Alpine distress signal – consisting of 6 flashes, 
blasts, shouts or waves in one minute, followed by a minute’s silence – was thought to be 
susceptible to interference by wind or mist because of its long sequence; the RAF therefore 
suggested a new code which took the form of 6 long flashes or blasts in quick succession repeated 
at one minute intervals. Such a distress signal was considered to have greater initial impact and to 
make it easier to take a bearing on the scene of an accident. 
7. The National Search and Rescue Dog Association – whose Honorary President was Sir Vivian 
Fuchs – had been formed in 1965 and its main function was the training of dogs and handlers in 
the complexities of searching in mountainous terrain; in April 1966 it was agreed that those RAF 
rescuers who had suitable dogs could attend the courses with them and that travel, 
accommodation and veterinary fees would be met from public funds. The availability of trained 
dogs and handlers has greatly assisted in some searches by RAF MRTs, especially on snow-covered 
terrain. 
8. The development of Service-designed mountaineering clothing, which had been first mooted at 
the MR Conference in 1963, produced some results in April when 4 sets of anoraks, breeches and 
cagoules were made available for trials by MRTs. Also at this time, crampons – which had 
previously only been available for high altitude operations by the Akrotiri team – were provided for 
all rescuers. 
9. In September, the Khormaksar (Aden) Mountain/Desert Rescue Team was closed – to be 
replaced by a team at Sharjah in The Trucial States in November. In the same month, with the 
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impending closure of the Kai Tak MRT, Sergeant Reeve (the team leader) was tasked with giving 
mountain rescue training to 10 officers of the Civil Aid Services in Hong Kong. This Service was to 
accept responsibility for mountain rescue in the Colony once the RAF team was disbanded on 2 
January 1967, and thereafter the RAF has always provided a trained mountain rescue team leader 
as Mountain Rescue Instructor to the Civil Aid Services. During its five and a half years of existence, 
the RAF MRT at Kai Tak had attended 18 incidents, of which only 3 were aircraft crashes. Most of 
the remainder were mountaineering accidents also included were assistance to a freighter which 
had run aground and recovery of the body of an Army sergeant, who had been blown off a cliff top 
by a bomb laid as a booby trap. 
10. After more than 7 years as Inspector of Mountain Rescue, Squadron Leader John Sims handed 
over his responsibilities to Squadron Leader Desmond Cooke (at one time Officer-in-Charge of the 
MRTs at Topcliffe, Kinloss and St Athan) prior to leaving the RAF in February. In the next Honours 
List he received a well-deserved award of the MBE for his services to mountain rescue. 
11. At the Mountain Rescue Service Conference in May, it was announced that climbing helmets 
would now replace the motor cyclists’ crash helmets which had been scaled for the teams since 
1961, and that waist belts would become standard wear for the team members instead of the waist 
lengths of thin hemp rope used up to that time. 
12. To stimulate recruiting, it was decided that the Mountain Rescue Service should display 
recruiting posters on all stations in the RAF and, to this end, Corporal Edwards of the Kinloss MRT 
produced 2 designs in July which were subsequently accepted for printing. For this work an award 
of 5 guineas was made to him by the Ministry of Defence Suggestions Committee. 
13. In October planning was started for what was believed to be the first major exhibition on 
Mountain Safety. The organisers were Mr Ben Humble (a leading member of the MRC of Scotland) 
and Flight Sergeant John Hinde (leader of Kinloss MRT); for this project they received backing from 
Kinloss and Leuchars MRTs, the MRC of Scotland, and the Scottish Mountaineering Club. 8 months 
later the Exhibition opened at the Palace of Arts in Glasgow, occupying 4 halls with exhibits on 
mountain safety from many countries – and with such practical attractions as a climbing wall and a 
machine to simulate ice-axe braking. Since that time the exhibition has been adapted for easy 
transportation, and it has been erected in many parts of the UK in order to spread the message of 
mountain safety. 
14. On 11 October RAF Kinloss submitted a paper recommending that the present RAF Mountain 
Rescue organisation of 8 teams should be replaced by a 40 man full-time team, based in Northern 
Scotland but with facilities to be flown anywhere in the world at short notice. The aim of this 
“professionalisation” of the Service was deemed to be “to enable the RAF to maintain is pre-
eminent position in mountain rescue”. Such a re-organisation had the attraction of a considerable 
financial saving and would remove the continuing problem of releasing the part-time team 
members from their trade duties for mountain rescue training. At the Ministry of Defence the 
proposal was modified by the Inspector of Mountain Rescue to retain the existing overseas 
organisation, although leaving the single MRT in the UK with the ability to mount operations for 
any large-scale overseas search and rescue requirement. Discussions with interested branches 
within the Ministry were then started. 
15. During November an epidemic of foot and mouth disease became widespread throughout the 
UK and all MRTs had their weekend training exercises cancelled for a time. Indeed, the disease was 
so virulent across mid-Wales and the Midlands that it was to be well into the following Spring 
before the Stafford team could resume its training. 
16. It is not very often that there is a reluctance to request help for mountain incidents from the 
RAF MRTs because the time spent by them on search and rescue operations is not usually thought 
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to be so cost-accountable as that spent by civilian rescuers. However, on Christmas Eve a doctor 
disappeared in the Brecon Beacon Mountains of South Wales after his car got stuck in the mud on 
a mountain track it was not until the evening of the 29 December that the St Athan team were 
called out; in the meantime police and forestry workers had searched the area for 5 days with 
negative results. The RAF rescuers left St Athan at 0700 hours on 30 December and by mid-
afternoon on the next day they had located the doctor’s snow-covered body on the mountainside. 
The efficient handling of this incident by the St Athan team led the BBC to invite the team leader 
(Sergeant Colin Pibworth) to be interviewed on their “Good Morning Wales” radio programme. In 
this interview he not only explained the work of his team but also gave advice to would-be 
mountaineers on suitable clothing and other safety precautions. 
From http://drdavidclarke.co.uk/2012/07/29/the-scottish-roswell/: 
The Scottish Roswell? 
Posted on July 29, 2012by Dr David Clarke 
Picture the scene: A shepherd visiting a remote area stumbles upon strange wreckage strewn 
across the ground which could be the remains of a crashed spaceship. The debris consists of pieces 
of unusual metal and strange drawings. On reporting his find at the local police station, search 
teams and military personnel descend on the area. The wreckage disappears – no one knows where 
– and civilians are told to ‘keep quiet about it.’ 
You are probably thinking ‘Roswell, New Mexico, 1947’. 
But no, this incident occurred in the Scottish Highlands one spring morning in 1962. It has uncanny 
links to its American cousin, even down to the ‘cover story’ used hide the true identity and purpose 
of the ‘crashed spaceship.’ 
In the Scottish case the shepherd, Donald MacKenzie, reported the debris ‘looked like a Sputnik’. In 
the early ’60s all Soviet spacecraft were subject of intense interest in the West at that time. The 
debris found by William ‘Mac’ Brazel in the New Mexico desert was also found at a fortuitous 
moment in Cold War history: during the summer of 1947 no one could pick up a newspaper in 
North America without seeing a mention of ‘flying saucers.’ 

 
The Soviet satellite Sputnik, first launched in 1957, was the first man-made satellite to orbit the 
Earth (credit: jpl.nasa.gov) 
When Brazel reported his find to the local sheriff, intelligence officers from the Roswell Army Air 
Base came out and collected it. A hasty press release announced the air force had captured one of 
the ‘flying saucers’. But what appeared to be a quick resolution of the mystery was soon deflated 
by an official statement that the debris was actually from a lowly weather balloon. This was too 

http://drdavidclarke.co.uk/2012/07/29/the-scottish-roswell/
http://drdavidclarke.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/sputnik-516.jpg
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good a story to die. Some of those who had seen and handled the wreckage were not convinced. 
And the seeds of a modern legend had been sown. 
In the Scottish case the shepherd’s story was initially greeted with a deal of speculation, probably 
based upon the quality of the local malt whisky. It was three months before a team from RAF 
Kinloss reached the crash site near Ardgay in Easter Ross. By now it was October 1962 and the 
world was collectively holding its breath as the Cuban missile crisis played itself out on the 
international stage. The Cold War was at its most dangerous phase. 
What the team found on the remote moor was a strange box-shaped object, large enough to have 
carried a person with no signs of damage caused by the intense heat that would have been 
expected if this really was a satellite. The structure contained spaces for cameras and a brass panel 
that explained, in pictures, what the finder should do in the event of discovery to claim a reward. 
Buried nearby were ‘a number of bottles of colourless fluid’. Had someone reached the scene and 
removed items from the crash site? The ambiguity left some members of the team convinced this 
was indeed part of a crashed Soviet spacecraft and some believed that until the end of their lives. 
But if so why was it in such a good condition? And where was the parachute? 
As Frank Card’s history of the RAF Mountain Rescue Service (Whensoever, Ernest Press 1993) points 
out, like all good legends this ‘was an event that, by its nature, has remained unknown, except to 
the privileged few ever since.’ And when the team’s report found its way to Squadron Leader John 
Sims at RAF Kinloss he made inquiries with the Air Ministry. He was told he had ‘no need to know.’ 
All mention of the incident was excised from the base and team records. Shades of Roswell yet 
again. What was it about the crashed object that required a security crackdown under the Official 
Secrets Act? 
Secrecy breeds speculation and the crackdown on questions simply encouraged rumours to spread 
and others to pass on stories they have heard to others. Today the legend is firmly established in 
the folklore of the region. In July 2012 it resurfaced again in a BBC News Online story that 
claimed ‘a former RAF Kinloss Mountain Rescue Team leader has told how he sought evidence that a 
Russian satellite crashed in the Highlands 50 years ago.’ According to this version, former Kinloss 
Mountain Rescue Team leader David ‘Heavy’ Whalley was so fascinated by the rumours that he 
made his own inquiries into the team’s records could find no mention of the discovery in the 
logbooks. But a colleague, Jack Baines, was part of the team that visited the crash site. ‘They found 
various bits and pieces,’ Whalley recalled. 
‘Jack said the team were told to keep quiet about what they had found. When he told me the story 
I first thought it was an urban myth he convinced me and I believe they definitely found a crashed 
Sputnik.’ 
And this is the point where the uncanny links between the Ardgay and Roswell incident come into 
sharp focus. For aviation historian Keith Bryers is convinced the debris found in Scotland was not a 
spacecraft at all. It was in fact the payload of an American spy balloon similar to the Mogul 
balloons which the USAF later admitted was the source of the original Roswell incident. 
The evidence he has collected is convincing and consistent with information I found in British 
government files released at The National Archives. Years before the first satellites, the USAF used 
Scotland as a base for launching enormous camera-carrying balloons designed to spy on the Soviet 
Union. The UK base for the balloon project – code-named ‘Moby Dick’ or Project 119L – was the 
Royal Navy airbase at Evanton. For a period in 1955-56, dozens of balloons were launched from the 
base near Inverness, on a mission to ride the jet stream to the Soviet Union where cameras 
attached to the glassfibre gondolas took photographs of military and nuclear facilities on the 
ground. 
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A 1956 file marked ‘Top Secret- USAF Meteorological Experiments’ describes the gondolas as 
box-shaped and weighing 400 ibs and painted bright yellow. It adds: ‘Recovered gondolas are to 
be treated as ‘classified’ equipment and under no circumstances is a gondola to be opened.’ A 
press release in a file listing ‘cover stories’ dated 9 January 1956 adds: 
‘Large plastic balloons, which have often been mistaken for “flying saucers” will carry 
meteorological instructions, including cameras to photograph clouds and radio equipment to 
record atmospheric information.’ 
These balloons were enormous – up to 176 ft in height and 128ft wide (the height of a 20 storey 
building) and the USAF believed they could evade the Soviet MiG fighters by rising to 55,000 ft. 
Once clear of Soviet territory the gondolas were designed to drop into the Pacific Ocean where 
VHF beacons would guide recovery squadrons to the precious payload. 

 
Extract from Top Secret RAF document ‘showing sequence of events following electronic triggering 
of balloon release mechanism’, showing main gondola attached to Project 119L spy balloons (TNA 
AIR 2/17904) 
According to files on the project opened at The National Archives in 1998, the Pentagon spent $68 
million on the balloon programme and created an elaborate smokescreen to conceal their true 
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purpose. If the balloons were shot down or captured by the Soviet Union the official line was that 
they were ‘part of an Air Force meteorological survey of the northern hemisphere’, in effect 
‘weather balloons’, much the same cover as was used at Roswell. Bogus press releases were written 
and only the most senior USAF and RAF officials were told what the operation was really about. 
Ironically, despite the massive investment, the balloon project was a dismal failure for the West. 
Soviet fighters shot down many of the balloons and 50 were put on display in Moscow. And by 
March 1956 when the project was terminated, a more effective method of aerial reconnaissance – 
the manned U-2 spyplane – had begun operational flights. Of the 448 balloons released in total, 
just 40 gondolas were successfully retrieved – just one of these originated from Scotland. The final 
word goes to Keith Bryers, who says he believes the device found by Donald MacKenzie was 
probably the remains of a Moby Dick balloon that had ‘blown off course shortly after launch and 
that US personnel simply removed the most sensitive items thus avoiding the effort of recovering 
the whole device probably in foul weather.’ 
Six years passed before the shepherd discovered his Sputnik and triggered off a modern legend: 
Scotland’s answer to the Roswell incident. 
From http://c498469.r69.cf2.rackcdn.com/1962/268_asia_aaj1962.pdf: 
Husbe Valley, Karakoram. The Royal Air Force Karakoram Expedition consisted of twelve British 
members, Squadron Leader John Sims, deputy leader, Robin Wilkinson, Derek Bottomer, Peter 
Nichols, Christopher Jonson, Norman Ridley, John Jones, doctor, Courtney Shaw Close, Mervyn 
Hughes, Peter Addis, James Aitken and myself as leader, together with three Pakistanis, Squadron 
Leader Shah Khan, Flight Lieutenant Beg and Saib Shah of the Pakistani Survey. We prepared to 
map the Hushe valley and climb what was already not climbed in the area. Of course the main peak 
excluding Masherbrum was K6. The Austrian party under Erich Waschak had already looked at the 
Kondus approach and declared it impossible. Clinch had s een it from the north and said the same 
thing, though we did check up on this, and we fully agreed. That left the Ngamah valley and the 
south approach the latter was such a long way from Hushe that we did not try it. We started off 
therefore on the Ngamah after about four days we decided that we were not a strong enough 
party and not being prepared to spend all our time here, went elsewhere. There i’s a possible route, 
though menaced by hanging glaciers it lands you up on the western peak with a long traverse on 
top before you reach the eastern and highest summit. We left a survey party on the Chogolisa 
Glacier to map its north and south branches, the Chundogero (also written as Gondokhoro) and 
Masherbrum Glaciers. They were to join the rest of us later on the Aling Glacier. The Aling has an 
impressive icefall, which had been ascended only by the U. S. Consul from Rawalpindi (?) who went 
two days up. We put our Base Camp at the foot and spent nearly a month there. We got Base 
Camp  
established on July 13 and unfortunately the weather broke on the 16th settling down into periods 
of three days of bad weather and four or five of good. This considerably cramped our style and 
forced us to abandon two of the more ambitious projects involving difficult icefalls. However, we 
did manage to climb two peaks of about 20,000 feet, Sceptre and Mitre (This is not the famous 
Mitre peak which lies beside the Baltoro just south of Concordia.-Editor.), and two between 21,500 
and 22,000 feet, which we called Hunchback and Atwa Peak. The survey results should be excellent. 
We set up about 35 stations, from each of which a round of theodolite bearings was taken, 
together with 360° panoramas, both drawn and photographed. The survey photos are almost 100 
per cent successful. I am not altogether sure that I should advise the Hushe as a location for future 
expeditions. The mountains, as a whole, are incredibly difficult, resembling the aiguilles of 
Chamonix on a much bigger scale. The Aling is almost climbed out as far as the easier peaks are 
concerned, as we presume is the Chogolisa by the Harvard party of 1955. K6 still has its 
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uncertainties. Probably the Apo Brok, a valley leading west from Kande, offers the best ground for a 
small expedition.  
A. J. M. SWYTH, Alpine Club 
http://www.itnsource.com/shotlist//BHC_ITN/1965/03/03/X03036502/ has a video clip: 
“Squadron Leader John Sims (RAF Mountain Rescue team leader) practising for his climb to the 
Himalayas - climbing up snowy mountian with others Anonymous interviews with Mountain Rescue 
team members SOT Rescue team member firing flare Mountain Rescue Land Rovers along snowy 
mountain road Mountain landscape - some snow scattered.” 
3623. Group Captain [later Air Commodore] Dennis Fenn RIXSON CVO OBE DFC AFC Mid 
(39393). Signed November 1963. Air Ministry. 

258 
NOTE: His name is sometimes misspelt RIXSON. His signature clearly shows that it is RIXSON. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Rixson.htm: 
b: 12 Dec 1918           r: 25 Jan 1971           d: 10 Dec 1994 
CVO – 31 Dec 1985, OBE – 8 Jun 1944, DFC – 26 Sep 1941, AFC - 1 Jan 1960, MiD - 2 Jun 1943. 
Act Plt Off (P): 25 Jan 1937, Plt Off: 16 Nov 1937, Fg Off: 16 Jun 1939, Flt Lt (WS): 3 Sep 
1940, Act Sqn Ldr:xx xxx 1941?, (T) Sqn Ldr: 1 Dec 1941, Act Wg Cdr: 9 Dec 1941?, Sqn Ldr (WS): 9 
Jun 1942, Sqn Ldr: 1 Aug 1947, Wg Cdr: 1 Jan 1953, Act Gp Capt: 5 Sep 1960, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 
1961, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1965. 
25 Jan 1937 Granted a Short Service Commission 
25 Jan 1937 Initial Officer Training, RAF Depot? 
 6 Feb 1937 U/T Pilot, No 11 FTS 
 4 Sep 1937 Pilot, No 211 Sqn 
30 Apr 1938 Pilot/Flight Commander?, No 45 Sqn 
xx Feb 1941 Officer Commanding, Ferry Control, Khartoum (No 216 Group) 
xx xxx 1941 Flight Commander, No 113 Sqn 
 9 Dec 1941? Officer Commanding, No 113 Sqn 
 1 Jan 1943 Air Staff, HQ No 216 Group 
 6 Oct 1942 Transferred to the Reserve and recalled for Air Force Service 
17 Jul 1944 Air Staff, HQ Transport Command 
25 Jun 1946 Appointed to Permanent Commission in the rank of Flight Lieutenant (retaining rank 

current at the time). wef 1 Sep 1945 antedated to 1 Dec 1942 on 25 Feb 1947  
14 Jan 1953 Seconded to Indian Air Force. 
xx Jan 1958 Officer Commanding, Transport Command Examining Unit 
 5 Sep 1960 Deputy Director of Operational Requirements (B)/(2) 
 7 Dec 1963 Officer Commanding, RAF Geilenkirchen 
21 Jun 1965 Assistant Chief of Staff (Intelligence), HQ Allied Forces Central Europe 
28 Jun 1968 Commandant, Royal Observer Corps 
Retired at his own request 
From http://113squadron.com/id72.htm: 
The few remaining Hurricanes left in Greece attempted to provide cover for the ships evacuating 
troops but there were too few to be effective. Even this modest protection was lost when on the 
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evening of the 23rd Argos was attacked by Bf110's and 13 of the precious Hurricanes were 
destroyed. On the 24th the few remaining aircraft left Greece for Maleme to operate from there 
while at the same time the full scale evacuation of ground troops was well under way from six 
beaches in southern Greece; Raphin, Raphtis, Megara, Nauplia, Monemvasia and Kalamata. Flt. Lt. 
Rixson of 113 Squadron was one of those being evacuated from Nauplia and comments; “The 
Navy looked after us very well, although the RAF was not all that popular as naturally the German air 
force had control of the air, and there was very little protection for the Naval ships.” 
From http://surfcity.kund.dalnet.se/italy_bertinelli.htm: 
Reconnaissance sorties by 113 Squadron had revealed Tobruk harbour to be crowded and a 
combined action by the RAF and the Royal Navy was planned at dawn on 12 June against the 
shipping in the harbour. The light cruiser HSM Gloucester and the Australian cruiser 
HMAS Sydney were to carry out a sweep against Tobruk while the RAF bombed the harbour to 
drive shipping out of it and into the guns of the waiting fleet and to destroy at their moorings 
those vessels that did not flee.Twenty-nine Blenheims from four squadrons were briefed to be over 
Tobruk at sunrise. Six Blenheim Mk.Is from 45 Squadron took off but Sergeant Grant in L6664 
aborted with an engine failure, wile the other five failed to find the target and four returned with 
the bombs still aboard. Flying Officer Rixson in the fifth Blenheim (L8524) bombed some troops 
near Bardia but had to force-land at Mersa Matruh during the return journey (unknown reason). 
3624. Lieutenant Dick MOSSEL. Signed 27 November 1963. 324 Squadron, Holland, 
Leeuwarden Air Base. 

258 
From http://militaireluchtvaartnederland.nl/planes/trainers/72/30/: 
Hawker Hunter T7 N-302  
18.07.58 delivered KLU / Leeuwarden 
18.07.58 to Hunter Conversion Flight Leeuwarden 
09.03.59 accident accident cat.1 start; tlt Ruud Liem and Goof Goes 
24.04.59 accident blowout during landing / cat.2 clipped Piet 't Hart and Dick clipped Dijxhoorn 
17.07.59 accident during start fire engine dispersal IF flight/cat.2 elt Theun Hunter and Sgt J. Fox 
18.02.60 accident elt Theun Hunter and Sgt Peter Adrichem 
25.10.60 accident mid air during dogfight with Hunter N-182 Area Camps / landed safely; lt Dick 
Mossel 
21.02.63 IRAN 
12.11.63 IRAN ready 
12.11.63 to Soesterberg / IF flight 
03.02.64 accident shortly after instrument start from Soesterberg flame out on 2000ft./veilig landed 
at Ypenburg / truncated Jan de Wilde received tevredenheidsbetuiging, another passenger was Lt. 
Col. Henny Folmer 
08.12.67 sold to Danish Air Force as ET-273 

http://surfcity.kund.dalnet.se/italy_bertinelli.htm
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3625. Lieutenant [later Major] J J VOLLEWENS. Signed 27 November 1963. 324 Squadron, 
Holland, Leeuwarden Air Base. 

258 
From http://www.the306sqn.com/RF104G-deel6.html: 

 
Terwijl het hele squadron nog elders in de zon suddert, gaat de baas de major  
Vendrig beide helften over aan de nieuwe baas. Maj. J.J. Vollewens, oud 306 Ops.  
Officier. Na het schudden van de handen is er een receptie die geanimeerd  
genoemd mag worden. Maj. Vendrig gaat naar de Luchtmachtstaf. 
3626. Lieutenant Pim SIERKS. Signed 27 November 1963. 324 Squadron, Holland, 
Leeuwarden Air Base. 

258 
He also signed this book on 28 August 1962. 
From http://militaireluchtvaartnederland.nl/planes/trainers/72/30/: 
Hawker Hunter T7 N301 
18.07.58 delivered KLU / Leeuwarden 
18.07.58 to Hunter Conversion Flight Leeuwarden 
03.02.59 accident opened up during off hood and backward folded and broken, at the tail edge 
collided / start aborted / hood mechanism severely damaged due to repair complex Fokker 
combination parts shortages out of use until May 1960! sm William Draaijer and sgt Pim Sierks 
safely disembarked under 
From http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pim_Sierks (translated by Google): 
Henk (Pim) Sierks was a Dutch pilot. 
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Pim Sierks (1974) 
Following the hostage taking in the French Embassy in The Hague in 1974 by the Japanese Red 
Army , was adopted by the French Government a Boeing 707 delivered to meet one of the 
demands of the hostage takers. accommodate The plane did not come without bemannig. 
In the Netherlands alone flew Transavia Boeing aircraft. Transavia director John Block kite Pim 
Sierks was approached as a commander for the flight with the hostage takers. As co-pilot chooses 
Sierks Ruud van der Zwaal, flight engineer Bernie Knight. Because the Japanese did not want to call 
it, their intended destination but Sierks who needed a safe flight preparation , it was agreed that he 
would visit with his hostage takers in the embassy parole gave to tell in exchange for the promise 
of the destination one by that he and his crew nothing would happen. The hostage takers were 
found to Aden ( South Yemen ) to want to fly. 
The Boeing 707 took off from Schiphol bound for Aden. The captors had reckoned it would get 
here. Access The Boeing 707 was landing here to refuel had to leave as quickly as possible. As a 
result of the diplomatic negotiations in the background the unit was to Damascus , where the 
captors would be if they would come unarmed. outside accepted Damascus was eventually 
accepted. The weapons and the money that had given the French hostages delivered to them 
before leaving the unit at the crew. The crew carried the money back over to the French 
ambassador in Damascus. 
Sierks took this action, the world press and was appointed by Queen Juliana Knight in the Order of 
Orange-Nassau . 
From http://www.geschiedenis24.nl/andere-tijden/afleveringen/2003-2004/Gijzeling-Franse-
ambassade.html: 
High noon on the Korte Voorhout 
"Do you want the Japanese to fly?" Asks the chief pilot Steinbacher Transavia on Sunday the 
fifteenth of September to Captain Pim Sierks. France does not want to provide crew and Transavia 
is the only Dutch company with a Boeing can fly. Pim Sierks initially had no meaning in this job: 
"The next day I would fly to New York and I would complete my record collection. But I really had 
no choice, I was appointed a volunteer. The next day I was called and asked if I could come to test. 
Those French Boeing to Schiphol I got a French diploma in my hands pushed and that was the end 
of it for the Civil Aviation: I was flying with that box."  
The next day Sierks asked to come to The Hague. At the Ministry of Justice's entire policy team and 
negotiator Kondo present. Negotiations are completely fixed. The Dutch government demands that 
the Japanese unarmed aircraft entering but the Japanese refused to give. Away their guns Only 
when negotiator Kondo indicates that the Japanese until the exasperated and that it is only a 
matter of time before somebody gets killed will fall also gives the Dutch Government to 
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herein. And while the Japanese persist in telling us where they want to fly to. Their refusal Pim 
Sierks: "But I had to fly the plane and you want to know where you are going. You need to create a 
flight plan and calculate how much fuel you can." 
"Then I'll go to these guys," says Sierks. Ten minutes later, he walks on the Korte Voorhout to the 
embassy, with his left hand in his pilot's license. The "High Noon-run," he calls it. Sierks take the 
stairs to the fourth floor where he briefly conversing with one of the hostages. Sierks: "I said to the 
Japanese," I am your captain and I'm going to fly your plane I want to know where we fly to. 
" When she did not want to tell me, I said, "Then is not the whole flight. ' Eventually, the high word 
came out and showed that they wanted to Aden, the capital of South Yemen. I thanked him, and 
went back to the meeting at the ministry. Only against Van der Stoel, I said that the flight was 
going. Den Uyl then asked me if I wanted to leave. I had calculated that I wanted to come because I 
wanted to see where I was in daylight so I countries certain departure at ten o'clock at night." 
Finding that night around quarter to nine the first signs of an imminent denouement of the first 
major Dutch hostage instead. On the fourth floor is moving to see and there is slightly 
inflamed. Leaving little later, after nearly a hundred hours captivity, the hostages embassy to sit in a 
bus from the mobile unit. Two hostages who are physically bad condition, remain in the embassy 
building behind. Ambassador Sénard is the last to leave the embassy hands cuffed. Out of sight of 
the cameras, the coach for the kidnappers to wait through the night and heard some heavy 
thud. Suddenly there is panic, it is thought that there is shooting. But it soon becomes clear that 
the terrorists hit the windows of the bus. They are afraid of an attack with gas. The bus is on the 
road to the airport where Sierks and his crew at the restaurant a steak sit down to eat. Presented by 
the Director of Transavia, John Block. 
The flight to Aden 

 
"The sky just for us' 
Schiphol has turned into a fortress. No aircraft may land or depart. The departure and arrivals are 
armed officers and the roads are armored vehicles. From his cockpit is Sierks witnessed the 
exchange, Furuya, together with $ 300,000, exchanged for the six remaining hostages. Then comes 
the four aboard the Boeing.  
"Upon entering only Furuya gave me a hand, and when everyone was inside, I closed the door and 
left. It was actually a very ordinary flight. Only one of those Japanese pushed me a gun in the neck 
and said, "If you have to go to the bathroom, then you have to ask." When I said that I can not 
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work this way.You must have enough freedom to do things like that, to do so without asking 
permission. If you sit with seven at 33,000 feet you do not want bickering.Then they said we were 
not bothered. Actually it was a very nice flight because we had the whole sky to ourselves. I was in 
line to fly to Greece.Above the Alps, I have the rest of the crew was told that the destination Aden. 
"From the terrorists Sierks did not suffer. These were sleeping on a large pile of pillows Air France 
in the aisle. Their guns were already dismantled on the table. 
If Sierks comes near Aden asks via radio permission to land. The tower wants to know where he 
comes from and whether it carries passengers or cargo.  
Sierks: "At that time, grabbed one of those Japanese my microphone and shouted that they were 
from the Japanese Red Army, and they wanted to land." Sierks get permission to countries. Aden If 
he lied that he was only twenty minutes has fuel, he may land. Provided that no one leaves the 
machine and they leave again after refueling. "I explained that Japanese in that they were not 
allowed to leave the unit," says Sierks, "they were totally disillusioned, tired and now were not 
accepted in the country where she had once worked as terrorists instructor. They thought they 
would be. Received with open arms When that did not happen was one of those guys to me, gave 
me his gun and said, "Captain, shoot me dead to me this is the end of our mission." I said, "Put that 
out yourself back in the toilet." Because I had no experience with it. " 
Landing in Damascus 
Farewell to the Japanese 
"I walked through the cabin and heard them talking among themselves but knew only the names:. 
Yasser Arafat and the PLO" Sierks contact van der Stoel, who says to him flying to Damascus (Syria) 
recommends him as far north as possible to fly so he does not end up in Israeli airspace. If the 
device is on the way gets the temporary charge d'affaires at the embassy in Damascus, Pieter Feith, 
commissioned to find out if the terrorists in Damascus may countries. 
Feith is a request to the Syrian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and a few hours later he gets a positive 
response. He himself suspects that Assad, father of the current president of Syria, gives permission 
to show that he is trying to approach the Western world. The international world 
When the plane lands, it will take several hours for the four broken Japanese allowed to leave the 
plane. Sierks: "When they left, I got a knife from them, with all sorts of bells and whistles, and the 
assurance that when we needed help, wherever in the world they would save us." 
Dollars in a pillowcase 

 
Press conference after returning Sierks in Netherlands 
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The 'missing' money 
From the beginning it was clear that the Syrians had much interest in the $ 300,000, with a certain 
nonchalance on an airplane was deposited. Because there are enough dollars in stock in the 
Netherlands were not the money had to be ordered at Fort Knox, the Netherlands was the money 
at the last minute from the package with big punches from Fort Knox repackaged into pillowcases. 
In the plane the uncomfortable situation arose Feith and the French ambassador to Syria, Petit, 
trying to keep their distance. Syrian colonel The colonel said he would take the money. Well in 
custody Feith: "The money was actually advanced by the Netherlands. I saw the money primarily as 
a French primary responsibility. It was paid to get the French ambassador freely so the debt burden 
was really at the French. Along with Petit I came to the conclusion that we would get the money., 
Both physically and politically, not along the Syrians Therefore, we have deposited that Syrian 
colonel on the condition that we would get. It back the next day Petit does have a receipt for $ 
300,000 on Sierks data which he reaffirmed French responsibility for the money. The next morning I 
was at the airport to take the money received there was none. The man had an AV-day, others to 
the beach or were not in good health. But it happens more often in diplomacy. At one point I had 
to draw my conclusions and let it go. Sierks had to return to the Netherlands because the queen 
was waiting at Soestdijk. 
From that moment I tried to get the Syrians the money back.  
Three hundred thousand dollars is a large sum of money in the relationship between countries is 
not so bad. You would think that Syria would do everything to improve the relationship and that 
they would not let jump to three tons it but I think they felt pressure to channel the Palestinian 
organizations, having custody of the money Japanese terrorists took over." 
A measly outcome 

 
Former minister Max van der Stoel 
“C'est ne pas elegance” 
The settlement of the money has lasted years, until 1981 comes to a solution. 
It was decided that the French pay back $300,000 minus 400,000 francs for the cost of hiring the 
aircraft. This corresponds to the Dutch government a third of the money was never seen 
again. "C'est ne pas elegance," says Van Agt about compromise. The then Foreign Minister Van der 
Stoel has no good word to say about. Van der Stoel 'measly' calls the solution: "We can bring them 
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to all police overtime at the embassy also charge fees. The only thing is that the French president 
Giscard d'Estaing did Den Uyl thanks for solving the case." 
The four Japanese disappeared after leaving the plane out of sight. But the Red Army continues. 
His criminal activities The organization is involved in the following decades, several actions. Only in 
the 90s, the leader Hurao Wako arrested and brought to court in Japan. 
Van der Stoel accuses the French that they have not acted decisively: "The terrorists were 
bedraggled, they had their weapons surrendered and they can therefore be arrested without any 
danger. If the French had better prepared, had the hostage may be the arrest of the terrorists and 
the immediate return of the money." 
3627. Lieutenant ? ? EUWENA. Signed 27 November 1963. 324 Squadron, Holland, 
Leeuwarden Air Base. 

258 
No trace found. 
3628. Flight Lieutenant Unknown. Signed 14 December 1963. Air Electronics School, RAF 
Topcliffe. 

258 
The surname could start with the letter “V” or it could be WRIGHT. 
3629. PROBABLY Flying Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Thomas DAVIES (4230120). Signed 
29 December 1963. No 29 Squadron, RAF Nicosia. 

258 
He is the only Flying Officer named T DAVIES in The Air Force List for Spring 1963. 
From Kev Darling’s RAF Strike Command 1968 -2007: Aircraft, Men and Action, Pen & Sword 
Aviation (20 Sep 2012): 
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3630. POSSIBLY Wing Commander Henry Ellis (“Bill”) ANGELL DFC (39050). Signed 10 
January 1964. Air Ministry. 

258 
This is the only match in The Air Force List for Spring 1963. 
From http://www.raf38group.org/henry: 
Wing Commander Henry Ellis ANGELL 39050 
Distinguished Flying Cross - No.295 Squadron - Awarded as per LG,dated 17 August 1945. 
“Wing Commander ANGELL has completed a tour of operational duty during which he has been 
mainly engaged on airborne operations. During 1944-45 he led his flight on three major airborne 
assaults launched from this country. This officer is an outstanding squadron commander and under 
his courageous and inspired leadership his squadron has reached a high standard of operational 
efficiency.” 
From http://207squadron.rafinfo.org.uk/angell/angell-celebrate.htm: 
207 SQUADRON ROYAL AIR FORCE HISTORY 
A Celebration of the Life of Wg Cdr HE 'Bill' Angell DFC RAF(Retd) 
1st November 1916 - 5th December 2010 
THE TRIBUTE 
John Angell, son 
Dad, the man with the occasional transatlantic twang and use of words, sidewalk instead of 
footpath, pants instead of trousers so betraying his childhood in Canada. Born in Calgary on the 1st 
November 1916, his father having left the UK for Canada to take up a position with Canadian 
Pacific Railway working in Bassano, running the dam the CPR had built to irrigate the prairies. Dad 
went to school in Bassano and Calgary and then went on to the University of Alberta. There are 
pictures of Dad as a youngster go to school on his horse in the summer and on a pair of skis in the 
winter, an exciting sort of life. 

http://www.raf38group.org/henry
http://207squadron.rafinfo.org.uk/angell/angell-celebrate.htm
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Mother Florence with Peter and Henry 

Off to school #1 Off to school #2 Ice hockey on the prairies 

When CPR sold the dam in 1936 the job in Canada came to an end and the family returned to the 
UK. Dad then joined the RAF. In 1940 he was posted back to Canada as a Navigation Instructor but 
after making representations to return to the UK he was finally posted back in 1943 when he was 
promoted Squadron Leader and joined Bomber Command flying four-engine bombers. He saw the 
war through flying the big planes and a few months after the war in Europe had finished he 
married Winifred Bird in Datchet Church. He had met Winifred at a friend's wedding a few months 
earlier and it had been love at first sight. 
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Bill and Birdie, 8th November 1945 
Sally was their first child, born in 1947, I arrived in 1951 and Lib in 1953. It was just after Lib was 
born and life as a family of five had begun that Dad was posted to Germany. Some of Sally’s 
earliest memories are of a caravanning holiday. As the milk available was not fresh but of the 
evapourated type, this for many years was known as caravan milk, not, I can assure, you a term of 
endearment. We then returned to the UK when Dad was posted to RAF Silloth on the Solway Firth. 
Real memories now abound: Sally playing in the maintenance hangar, in and out of the planes 
being worked on, the smell of the oil still fresh in her mind; Lib and me being taken off to school in 
the back of the staff car, full of importance; the fishermen landing their catches in the harbour and 
the fresh fish being brought to the door, still flapping. My small toy sailing boat coming adrift from 
its string and Dad after much shouting and calling appearing on the beach in his swim things but 
deciding he really was not going in to try and chase my boat that was heading off to Scotland at a 
good rate of knots! At this time we spent our holidays with mum’s mother at Hill Head on the 
Solent. Dad use to appear at weekends, we were sure he use to fly down in his Vampire jet to the 
Royal Naval Air base at Lee on Solent where they would turn it round ready for him to fly back 
North - not certain that could happen now! 
Our life up North ended in 1959 when Dad was posted to the Air Ministry in London. We moved 
down to the family house in Pilgrims Way, Guildford and we remained here as a family while Dad 
did two tours in London, was posted as Station Commander to RAF West Raynhamin Norfolk and 
a final tour in London before he retired from the Air Force in 1971. 
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During this time we three children were away from home at boarding school holidays were all 
spent as a family at Hill Head. Memories come back of Christmas mornings, us children along with 
cousins Wendy and Jane not being allowed into the sitting room to see the tree and the presents 
until we were all ready and then followed Dad in as he played Jingle Bells on his harmonica. Idyllic 
summers, the sun always shone and the sea was always warm, helping Dad cut the unruly grass. At 
home Dad was a keen gardener, this can still be seen from the garden today. DIY was a speciality, 
he did all the decorating and after taking carpentry lessons, bookshelves started appearing on the 
walls of all the rooms and his oak bedside cabinet is still in the house. 
He was a keen photographer, black and white in the early days, developed himself, then 35mm 
slides and then 8mm movies. Some of these same bookshelves are groaning under the weight of 
albums. 
After he retired it did not take him long to find a good job again as Bursar at the Mullard Space 
Science Laboratory at Holmbury St Mary. The change from Forces discipline to working with 
students came as a shock; his ideas on how student accommodation should be kept clean and tidy 
caused some consternation with the students. I am afraid to report that the student way won the 
day. 
Dad had decided that he needed a small economic car for the run to Holmbury. He invested in an 
Hillman Imp, not perhaps the best of load carriers when trees had to be felled on the Holmbury 
estate and then disposed of this little car could be seen loaded to the roof with logs for the Angell 
fireplace. 
Dad finally retired from work in 1981. He did not however sit and do nothing. Trips to the States to 
see his younger brother and other friends became a yearly event. His management skills were not 
lost as he joined various committees and associations, a lot related to his time in the Air Force but 
he also did voluntary work and could be found in the Guildford Museum as a guide. 
Unfortunately not all of life is good. In 1986, Mum, his beloved wife, Birdie, was diagnosed with 
cancer and she was taken from him on the 5th December 1987. Dad was greatly shocked by this 
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loss decided that he would stay in the family house and would continue with all his committees 
and associations. This he did for many years but he was set back when over Christmas 2008 he fell 
and broke a hip. This fall triggered a series of events, he became much less mobile and he began to 
suffer from some memory loss and he needed a heart pace-maker. However he made it quite clear 
to us all that there was only one place he wanted to be and that was the family home on Pilgrims 
Way and, by the way, he was looking forward to his card from the Queen on his 100th birthday! 
He loved sitting in his sitting room watching the birds and the squirrels, he read the paper, he 
loved listening to music and would want to walk around the garden talking about the things he 
would like to do. He loved his visitors, he always liked a phone call, his appetite only failed at the 
end, ice cream and maple syrup being his favourite. 
But he never made his 100th birthday. After a few days of illness he passed away peacefully in his 
bed exactly where he wanted to be, in the family home on the 5th December. 
His three children, eight grand children and six great grandchildren will remember him. We say 
goodbye to a father, grandfather, great grandfather, friend to many most of all an officer and a 
gentleman. 
Bill was a long established member of 207 Squadron (Royal Air Force) Association, the Squadron 
with which he served before WWII, and was a leading figure in the 38 Group Association, which 
included his wartime 295 Squadron, which he commanded. Latterly he had been President of 
the Guildford Branch of the Royal Air Forces Association. 
ADDRESS 
by Reverend Brian Pugh 
I find myself to be slightly wrong-footed in two ways to be giving the address on this occasion. 
Firstly because, quite simply, I didn’t know Wing Commander Bill Angell at all. I have, however, 
been greatly helped with my homework by John and Sally and I am extremely grateful for that. 
And secondly I feel a bit disadvantaged because I have to admit that I have never served so much 
as a day in the Royal Air Force. I was, though, a Padre in the Regular Army for well over twenty 
years, so I believe I know something of the mind-set and the level of determination that I have 
lived and worked with among military men and women, and such attitudes can be seen to stand 
out in my reading of Bill’s biographical notes. That’s because his life-story reads in ways which are 
typical of the stories of so many who have served in all three of the Services. Especially among 
those of Bill Angell’s generation. 
I could add that I also know Calgary, where he was born, quite well, the famous city in Western 
Canada, because I went to the Suffield Training Area more than once, with certain Army 
Battlegroups. I can, therefore, visualize Bill Angell’s birthplace and the scene of his schooling in 
Bassano, Alberta fairly well. Very much the Big Country and it’s easy to see the way in which it 
might well have made a big impact upon the nature of a man who would go on to prove himself all 
over the big skies of Europe in the years to come. 
Born in 1916, he came with his parents to the United Kingdom in 1935 and he joined the RAF as an 
Acting Pilot Officer in 1936. His service career then follows on, right up to his retirement in 1971. 
Thirty five years in all taking into account the uninterrupted stretch covering the whole of the 
Second World War and it reads like a continuous saga of flying duties. Both in peace and war. 
Large aircraft and small, so that I found myself constantly asking the question “Was there anything 
in the skies that this man did not fly?” 
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Some of Bill's aircraft are shown in this wonderful piece of marquetry 
In 1940, however, he was posted back to Canada and onto the staff of 31 General Reconnaissance 
School on Prince Edward Island, flying Ansons and working as a Navigation Instructor. This didn’t 
satisfy him, however, and at his own request he was posted back to the UK. A request on his part 
which says a lot about the mettle of the man when you bear in mind that it occurred in the early 
1940s. He became a Squadron Leader in 1943, went back to Bomber Command and flew Oxfords, 
Wellingtons and later the Stirling four engined Bomber. 
Bill Angell then went on to 295 Squadron where he transferred to duty with Airborne Forces. He 
excelled in this role among Special Operations personnel and became a Wing Commander in 1944. 
This was the year when he received the award of DFC. 
The Citation reads: 
“Wing Commander Angell has completed a tour of operational duty during which he has been 
mainly engaged on airborne operations. During 1944/45 he led his flight on three major airborne 
assaults launched from this country. This officer is an outstanding Squadron commander and under 
his courageous and inspired leadership his Squadron has reached a high standard of operational 
efficiency”. 
Later, from RAF North Weald, he flew York, Lancaster and Dakota aircraft and in 1948/49 he took 
part in the Berlin Airlift, at first flying a Halifax taking in gliders and Paras and then Dakotas taking 
in general supplies to a city that would otherwise have suffered strangulation. 
He flew Meteors, Ansons and the Canberra in 1949 whilst stationed at Upper Heyford and 
subsequently moved to Headquarters 2nd Tactical Air Force in Germany before he became Station 
Commander, RAF Silloth from 1956-59 where he flew the Vampire. 
His final appointments took him three times to the Ministry of Defence and in 1971 he retired from 
the Royal Air Force and went on to become Bursar to the Mullard Space Science Laboratory, a part 
of London University. His final retirement came in 1981 when he became active in the local 
Squadron of the Air Training Corps, who are represented here today by the Standard Bearers you 
can see on parade in front of you. And I am bound to say to those young ladies and gentlemen 
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that your presence here is much appreciated and is very welcome. By taking part in today’s 
ceremony doing a great deal to honour one who has already been described as an Officer and a 
Gentleman. I know that you will long remember your association with him. 
We read in the Old Testament today a passage which gives us a different slant on our 
understanding of the word “Time”. The passage comes from the Book of Ecclesiastes and it goes 
“To everything there is a season and a time to every purpose under heaven. A time to be born and 
a time to die ... A time to plant and a time to gather up that which is planted ... A time to weep and 
a time to laugh ... A time to love and a time to hate ...” And it continues with a time for this and a 
time for that until it comes to a climax with the suggestion that “God has made everything 
beautiful in its time”. Even the hateful bits and the confrontational bits and the bits where you find 
yourself looking at some of the most terrifying options. Bill’s time was much concerned with that 
sort of experience. With war and Peace; Courage and great Anxiety; Confrontation and looking 
confrontation in the face; Loving and Loathing and yet, his wisdom, his training and his integrity 
sustained him in the face of the fiercest of enemies and the most terrifying of situations. 
An Officer and a Gentleman, is the way he has already been described. And now he passes out of 
earthly time and into the realm of Heavenly Eternity. Our prayer is that he may rest in peace and 
rise in glory. 
PRAYERS 
THE COLLECT OF THE ROYAL AIR FORCE 
HYMN 
Abide with me 
ACT OF REMEMBRANCE 
Chaplain: They shall not grow old 
as we that are left grow old;  
age shall not weary them,  
nor the years condemn. 
At the going down of the sun and in the morning 
we will remember them.  
Response: We will remember them. 
THE COMMITTAL 
JESU, JOY OF MAN'S DESIRING 
THE BLESSING 
MUSIC ON DEPARTURE 
ROYAL AIR FORCE MARCH 
DAMBUSTERS MARCH 
ACES HIGH 
at the service from recordings by The Central Band of the Royal Air Force 
Wg Cdr Henry Ellis Angell DFC RAF(Retd) 
Born Calgary, Alberta 1st Nov 1916 
Lived Bassano, Alberta 
Educated Bassano, Calgary and University of Alberta 
Parents moved to the UK 1935/36 
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Joined the RAF as Acting Pilot Officer August 1936: LG,Issue 34323 published on the 15 September 
1936. 
LG,Issue 34413 published on the 29 June 1937 
The undermentioned are granted short service commissions as Acting Pilot Officers on probation 
with effect from and with seniority of 24th Aug. 1936: 
Henry Ellis ANGELL 
LG,ROYAL AIR FORCE. GENERAL DUTIES BRANCH. 
The undermentioned Acting Pilot Officers on probation are confirmed in their appointments and 
graded as pilot officers on the dates stated:  
29th June 1937. 
Henry Ellis ANGELL. 
Promoted Flying Officer December 1938 
Joined 207 Squadron December 1938 
3 Sep 1939: War declared on Germany: Posted to HQ Bomber Command as a Staff Officer 
June 1940 posted to Benson (12 OTU which had absorbed 207) for refresher flying on Battles prior 
to posting to the Advanced Air Striking Force. The AASF, or what was left of it, returned to the UK 
before completed that refresher flying. 
LG,Issue 34954 published on the 27 September 1940 
The undermentioned Flying Officers are promoted to the rank of Flight Lieutenant:  
3rd Sept. 1940. 
Henry Ellis ANGELL (39050) 
LG,Issue 35383 published on the 16 December 1941 
16 December 1941  
Flt. Lts. to be Sqn. Ldrs. (temp.). 
H. E. ANGELL, (39050) 
Transferred to Staff of 31 General Reconnaissance School, Charlottestown, Prince Edward Island as 
Navigation Instructor, flying Ansons. Requested to be transferred back to the UK 
LG,Issue 36592 published on the 30 June 1944 
Flt. Lts. (temp. Sqn. Ldrs.):  
29th June 1942. 
H. E. ANGELL (39050). 
Transferred back to Bomber Command, 196 Squadron flying Oxfords and Wellingtons and then 
four engine Stirling Bombers 
196 Squadron transferred to Airborne Forces taking part in Special Operations, Glider work and re-
supply as part of 38 Group 
Promoted Wing Commander September 1944 
Commanding Officer 295 Squadron September 1944 
LG,Issue 36930 published on the 6 February 1945 
RESERVE OF AIR FORCE OFFICERS. GENERAL DUTIES BRANCH. 
The undermtd. are granted the rank of Sqn. Ldr. (war subs.):  
Sqn. Ldrs. (temp.):  
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25th Dec. 1944. 
H. E. ANGELL (39050). 
LG,Issue 37255 published on the 4 September 1945 
RESERVE OF AIR FORCE OFFICERS. GENERAL DUTIES BRANCH. 
Sqn. Ldr. to Wg. Cdr. (temp.): 
1st July 1945. 
H. E. ANGELL, D.F.C. (39050) 
LG,Issue 37228 published on the 14 August 1945 
Distinguished Flying Cross 
Acting Wing Commanders. 
Henry Ellis ANGELL (39050), R.A.F.O., 295 Sqn. 
Commanding Officer 296 Squadron December 1945 
Posted RAF North Weald in 1946 flying York, Halifax and Dakota. 
LG,Issue 38015 published on the 11 July 1947 
ROYAL AIR FORCE. GENERAL DUTIES BRANCH. 
Appointment to commission 
As Squadron Leaders, extended service (four years on the active list]*:  
Henry Ellis ANGELL, D.F.C. (39050). 30th May 1946 (seniority 1st June 1944) 
* Retaining their existing ranks under wartime rules. 
LG,Issue 38125 published on the 14 November 1947 
14 November 1947  
The undermentioned relinquish the temporary rank of Wing Commander 1st Nov. 1947 
Squadron Leader (substantive): 
H. E. ANGELL, D.F.C. (39050) 
LG,Issue 38622 published on the 31 May 1949 
ROYAL AIR FORCE. GENERAL DUTIES BRANCH. 
As Squadron Leaders (permanent) : 
29th July 1948. 
Henry Ellis ANGELL, D.F.C. (39050). 
Flew the Berlin Airlift 1948-49 at first flying a Halifax taking in gliders and paras, then Dakotas 
taking in general supplies 
Stationed Upper Heyford in April 1949, flying Meteor. Anson and Canberra 
LG,Issue 39586 published on the 27 June 1952 
Air Ministry, 1st July, 1952. 
ROYAL AIR FORCE. 
The undermentioned half-yearly promotions are made: 
GENERAL DUTIES BRANCH 
Squadron Leader to Wing Commander: 
H. E. ANGELL, D.F.C. (39050). 
Posted to Headquarters 2nd TAF, Germany, 1953-1956 flying Anson  
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Station Commander RAF Silloth 1956-1959 flying Anson and Vampire 
MoD 1959-1962 
MoD 1962-1965 
Station Commander RAF West Raynham 1965-1968 
MoD 1968-1971 
Retired 1971 after 35 years service  
LG,Date: 8 November 1971 Issue number: 45516 
9 November 1971 
Retirement 
Wing Commander H. E. ANGELL, D.F.C. (39050). 
1st Nov. 1971. 
Appointed Bursar to the Mullard Space Science Laboratory, part of London University, 1971 and 
retired from this position in 1981. 
Chairman of 38 Group Association 
Chairman and Life President of 261 (Guildford) ATC Squadron 
President of Guildford Royal Air Force Association 
Basic source: John Angell, with additional research by the editor 
3631. John George WOOD RN. Signed 10 January 1964. Snape Bridge, Saxmundham, 
Suffolk. 

258 
Email dated 29 July 2014 to Trevor Baker from Mike Coombes, Navy List Research: 
I think this is most likely to be Fleet Air Arm Pilot Lieutenant John George Wood, - the only JGW 
that year. He was serving at HMS Fulmar (RNAS Lossiemouth) in 1964. I can't offer an explanation 
of the C....r, unless he was with a party from HMS Condor - another RN establishment in Scotland. 
3632. Major Peter Gordon BUCHANAN MBE TD (70611). Signed 20 January 1964. 
Edenfield, Springfield, Cupar Fife. 

258 
From file, reference number WO 373/73/815, in TNA: 
Recommendation for Award for Buchanan, Peter Gordon 
29 April 1945 
“Captain F G BUCHANAN took over the job of DAA & ? 12 Inf Bde when the present holder of that 
appointment proceeded to UK on LIAP and was absent for a period of three months. The moment 
for assuming new responsibilities could not have been more difficult. Only a few hours were 
available for the hand over and the Bde was still in action at the time. Almost immediately the Bde 
was involved in two major moves, the second being to GREECE. In spite of these difficulties Capt 
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BUCHANAN grasped the opportunity with both hands and achieved the greatest possible success 
in everything he did. 
On arrival in GREECE the conditions were far from ideal, the Bde having with it the minimum of 
stores and transport. However by his drive and energy Capt BUCHANAN ensured that the troops 
lacked for nothing which it was possible to obtain, and that the administration of the Bde was 
carried on …. [the rest of this citation is illegible].” 

 
3633. Squadron Leader Victor Coates APPLETON (57937). Signed 28 January 1964. HQ 
Fighter Command, Bentley Park. 

258 
He is mentioned in several editions of the L ondon Gazette. 
3634. Group Captain Philip Edward DAVIS DPhysEd (86081). Signed 30 January 1964. Air 
Ministry (Directorate of Physical Education). 

259 
He is mentioned in several editions of the L ondon Gazette. 
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3635. Flight Lieutenant Leigh YERXA. Signed 7 February 1964. RCAF 1 Wing, Marville, 
France. 

259 
From http://67.69.104.76:84/Marville/photos/support2/pma-1503.jpg: 

 
Flypast during a CO's parade - July 1962. Courtesy Leigh Yerxa. 
From http://67.69.104.76:84/Marville/photos/445sqn/445-71.jpg: 

 
A 445 Squadron CF-100 with the new engine takes off from Marville on an engine change test 
flight - March 1962. Pilot of the plane was F/O Leigh Yerxa of New Glasgow. His navigator was F/O 
Richard Popowich of Winnipeg. Courtesy Steve Miller. 

http://67.69.104.76:84/Marville/photos/support2/pma-1503.jpg
http://67.69.104.76:84/Marville/photos/445sqn/445-71.jpg
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3636. Acting Pilot Officer [later Air Commodore] Gordon Leslie MCROBBIE (4231683). 
Signed 6 February 1964. RAF Acklington, No 6 Flight Training School. 

259 
According to http://www.rafweb.org/Estab.htm, A/Cdre G L McRobbie was Commanding Officer of 
Central Flying School from 4 October 1991 to 12 November 1993. He was the RAF’s Director of 
Public Relations from 1994 to 1998. 
3637. PROBABLY Captain Walter Harvey JESTER USN. Signed 18 February 1964. US Navy 
Edzell. 

259 
From Cryptolog, US Naval Cryptologic Veterans Association, Vol 19, No 4, August 1998: 

 
From http://lancasteronline.com/obituaries/captain-walter-h-jester/article_4388733c-857a-54f5-
89c1-d29b5c79ab35.html: 
Captain Walter Harvey Jester, 92, of Willow Valley Manor North, Lancaster, PA, passed away on 
Thursday, February 10, 2011 at Willow Valley. Born in Chester, PA, he was the son of the late Jesse 
William Jester and Irene Stewart Jester, and the husband of the late Lillian Perozok Jester, who died 
in March, 2009. 
He graduated from the University of Pennsylvania in 1940 and enlisted in the V-4 program of the 
United States Naval Reserve in May 1941. He entered on active duty with the United States Navy as 
an enlisted member in March 1942. Captain Jester had a career in the Navy spanning 33 years 
which included Combat Intelligence, Pearl Harbor, in May 1942; graduation from Russian Language 
School in July, 1951. He had various assignments with the Naval Security Group and its predecessor 
from 1942 - 1957. He served as the Officer-in-Charge of the Interpretive Unit in Yokosuka, Japan 
from 1957 - 1960. He served as COMNAVSECGRU representative in the Pentagon from 1960-1961 
and served as the first Inspector General for the Naval Security Group until March 1963 when he 
was named as Commanding Officer. He also served in Edzell, Scotland as the Commanding Officer 
of Naval Security Group Activity from 1963 - 1965. He was selected as Captain in July, 1964 and 
reported as Commanding Officer of the Naval Security Group Activity at Fort George G. Meade, 
Maryland in May 1965 followed by a Tour on Staff with the National Security Agency. Captain 
Jester retired in July, 1974. Captain Jester received many medals and awards, including the Legion 
of Merit Award during his distinguished Naval Career. 
After moving to Willow Valley, he became a member of Calvary Church in Lancaster, PA. 
Captain Jester is survived by a sister, Doris Sellers of Marco Island, Florida. He was preceded in 
death by two sister, Florence Lumley and Sarah Luginbuhl. 

http://www.rafweb.org/Estab.htm
http://lancasteronline.com/obituaries/captain-walter-h-jester/article_4388733c-857a-54f5-89c1-d29b5c79ab35.html
http://lancasteronline.com/obituaries/captain-walter-h-jester/article_4388733c-857a-54f5-89c1-d29b5c79ab35.html
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3638. Vice-Admiral Sir Arthur Richard "Baldy" HEZLET, KBE, CB, DSO*, DSC, Legion of Merit 
(United States) (7 April 1914 – 7 November 2007). Signed 19 February 1964. Flag Officer 
Scotland & Northern Ireland. 

259 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Hezlet: 
Early life 
Hezlet was born in Pretoria, South Africa, where his father Major-General RK Hezlet, CB, CBE, DSO, 
was serving in the British Army. 
Hezlet joined the Royal Navy in January 1928, aged 13. He attended the Royal Naval College, 
Dartmouth and the Royal Naval College, Greenwich, and went to sea in 1932, serving as a 
midshipman on the battleships HMS Royal Oak and HMS Resolution. By 1936, he was the 
correspondence officer on the destroyer HMS Daring, later volunteering to serve on submarines. 
He served on HMS Regulus. 
Second World War 
Hezlet was serving on the submarine HMS H43 at the outbreak of the Second World War quickly 
became First Lieutenant aboard the submarine HMS Trident. By early 1940, he was engaged in 
operations in the Norwegian Sea, as the Germans launched their occupation of Norway. He was 
mentioned in dispatches. Following the military disaster in Dunkirk, Trident was re-positioned in 
the English Channel to assist in repulsing an expected German attempt at invasion of mainland 
Britain. 
In 1940, Hezlet passed the "perisher" exam to become a submarine commanding officer, and took 
command of the obsolete coastal submarine HMS H44 in December. He was then sent to Malta as 
a "spare CO". He commanded the submarine HMS Unique, one of the "Fighting" 10th Submarine 
Flotilla based in Malta from 1941 to 1944. The flotilla helped sink over 1,000,000 tonnes of Axis 
shipping. Hezlet was awarded the DSC for sinking the 11,000 tonne Italian troopship Esperia. He 
also commanded HMS Ursula on six patrols, and HMS Upholder on one patrol. 
Hezlet returned to the UK in September 1941, with Ian McGeoch as his first lieutenant, to take 
command of Trident again. In May 1942, he was involved in protecting convoys to North Russia. He 
sank the German ore carrier Hoedur, and picked up survivors from sunk merchant vessels. He also 
operated on the surface as escort vessel for the large convoy PQ16, and was mentioned in 
dispatches again. He became a special training officer on the banks of the River Clyde in 
September 1942, at the informally named "HMS Varbel", training the crews of midget submarines 
to attack the German battleship Tirpitz. He invented the "Hezlet Rail", bar and strap that kept men 
aboard the vessel. He was mentioned in dispatches after commanding the towing submarine HMS 
Thrasher. 
Hezlet then took command of the submarine HMS Trenchant, based at Trincomalee, Ceylon (now 
Sri Lanka). He undertook long-range patrols in the Indian and Pacific oceans, earning him his first 
Distinguished Service Order (DSO). He sunk the long-range German U-boat U-859, on 22 
September 1944, near the Sunda Strait, as a result of Enigma intelligence information. The 
Trenchant also sank numerous Japanese submarine chasers, landing craft, coasters and a minelayer. 
His crew conducted the last attack by two-man "chariot" submarines, on the Japanese-held 
harbour of Phuket in Thailand. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Hezlet
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On 8 June 1945, Hezlet took Trenchant into shallow mined water in the Banka Strait off Sumatra, to 
intercept Japanese heavy cruiser Ashigara. Despite being attacked by the Japanese destroyer 
Kamikaze, five out of eight torpedoes that he fired hit Ashigara, which quickly sank. It was the 
largest Japanese warship sunk by a Royal Navy warship during the war. Hezlet was ordered to 
Subic Bay in the Philippines, where he was awarded the U.S. Legion of Merit by U.S. Admiral James 
Fife, Jr.. He was also awarded a bar to his DSO. Ordered to return to the UK, he ended the war as he 
began it, serving on a submarine. 
Post-war career 
After the war, Hezlet attended naval and three-service staff colleges. In 1946, he was one of a small 
group of Britons permitted to observe the U.S. nuclear bomb tests at Bikini Atoll. He commanded 
the destroyer HMS Scorpion, and then served in the Admiralty, and as Chief Staff Officer to the Flag 
Officer Submarines, before taking command of the destroyer HMS Battleaxe and becoming Captain 
D of the 6th Destroyer Flotilla in 1955. 
In 1956, Hezlet was appointed as Director of the Naval Staff College at Greenwich. After 
commanding the cruiser HMS Newfoundland, he was appointed as Flag Officer Submarines and 
promoted to rear admiral in 1959, aged 45, a post he held for 3 years. The submarine HMS 
Dreadnought, Britain's first nuclear attack submarine, was launched in early 1960. The task of the 
Flag Officer Submarines was to help formulate plans for support and training facilities in a force as 
yet unfamiliar with nuclear propulsion. He was also in office later that year, when the preferred 
option for the UK's nuclear deterrent moved from the air-launched Skybolt missile to the Polaris 
missile launched by ballistic missile submarines. He was appointed CB in 1961. 
Hezlet's final tour was Flag Officer Scotland and Northern Ireland (FOSNI). He was promoted to 
vice-admiral and appointed KBE before his retirement in 1964. 
Later life 
Hezlet returned to his family home, Bovagh House, at Aghadowey in County Londonderry. He was 
Northern Ireland president of the Royal British Legion for 25 years. He also served with the RNLI, a 
member of the general synod of the Church of Ireland, and was an original council member of the 
University of Ulster. He was a keen yachtsman, and his yacht Agivey was a familiar sight on the 
coast of Ireland and Scotland. He was appointed High Sheriff of County Londonderry for 1968. 
Hezlet died at Bovagh, at the age of 93, in 2007. He was survived by his wife, Anne Joan Patricia 
Clark whom he married in 1948, and their two daughters. 
Writings 
In retirement, Hezlet wrote many books on naval matters. His first book, The Submarine and Sea 
Power (1967), foresaw the continuing invulnerability of the seaborne nuclear deterrent. In Aircraft 
and Sea Power (1970), he took the view that the Atlantic could be defended by land-based aircraft 
and submarines, with no surface vessels. 
Hezlet also wrote a history of the Ulster Special Constabulary, the "B Specials", in 1972. He 
reviewed the use of electricity and electronics in naval warfare in The Electron and Sea Power (1976). 
He published a memoir, HMS Trenchant at War: from Chatham to the Banka Strait, in 2001, and his 
last book, the authoritative History of British and Allied Submarine Operations (2002), listed every 
patrol taken by an Allied submarine in the Second World War. 
From The Telegraph, 9 November 2007: 
Vice-Admiral Sir Arthur Hezlet, who died on Wednesday aged 93, was a Second World War 
submarine ace later appointed the Royal Navy's youngest captain at 36 and its youngest admiral at 
45. 
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In 1941, he was sent as relief commanding officer in the "Fighting" 10th Submarine Flotilla based at 
Malta, where he took over command of Upholder from Lieutenant David Wanklyn, VC, for what was 
to be his only uneventful patrol. 
Hezlet then took temporary command of Unique, the sole survivor of three submarines sent to 
patrol the shallow waters off Tunisia which attacked a convoy bound for North Africa. He sank the 
11,400-ton troopship Esperia, was counter-attacked and, not knowing that Unique was leaking fuel 
from an external tank which gave away his position, he was bombed repeatedly by an Italian flying 
boat. Nevertheless, he survived and after only nine days in command was awarded the DSC for his 
courage and skill. 
Next Hezlet stood in for "Black" Mackenzie, in command of Ursula, and was again successful 
against a convoy. Later, while attempting to destroy a railway bridge by gunfire, he exchanged 
shots with the Italian army before finally diving when attacked by aircraft. 
Hezlet sailed for home in September 1941 with Ian McGeoch as his first lieutenant: such was the 
shortage of ammunition on Malta that he was only allowed to take two torpedoes with him en 
route he was ordered on patrols off the Azores and the west coast of occupied France. 
Between March and May 1942 he commanded the submarine Trident in the Arctic, where he was 
ordered to wait in ambush for German capital ships to emerge from hiding in the Norwegian fjords; 
to his chagrin he had to let two U-boats pass when he thought bigger game was afoot. For his part 
in the protection of convoy PQ16 he was mentioned in dispatches for distinguished service. 
In September 1942 Hezlet began to work with midget submarines, for which he devised the "Hezlet 
Rail", a bar and strap fitted to stop men being washed off casings. He commanded Thresher, one of 
six towing submarines which took part in Operation Source, the attack by midget submarines on 
German ships in Altenfjord; he was mentioned in dispatches a second time for outstanding courage 
and devotion to duty. 
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Then, in 1944-45, Hezlet made the submarine Trenchant famous, and synonymous with himself; his 
skilful personal memoir HMS Trenchant at War: from Chatham to the Banka Strait came out in 2001 
to coincide with the centenary of the British Submarine Service. 
On September 23 1944, off Penang in the Straits of Malacca, he intercepted the long-range 
German submarine U-859, which was one hour from the end of a six-month voyage from Kiel with 
a secret cargo destined for the Japanese munitions industry. In difficult conditions with a heavy 
swell running and a second U-boat lurking, Hezlet conducted a snap attack using his stern tubes, 
and hit U-859 amidships. 
He took 10 prisoners from the water before diving to avoid a counter-attack. As he was closing the 
hatch a frightened face appeared, and an 11th German, who preferred British imprisonment to 
Japanese hospitality, politely said: "Wait for me, please." 
In gratitude, the prisoners got Trenchant's German-designed water distillation plant to work for the 
first time during the commission. Hezlet was awarded his first DSO for outstanding courage, skill 
and undaunted devotion to duty. 
He also conducted the last two-man submarine, or chariot, attack of the war. When this was 
launched at the Japanese-held harbour of Phuket, Thailand, it was thought to be tantamount to 
suicide. 
But Hezlet carried two chariots there and, after careful reconnaissance, recovered the crews, in time 
for them to watch their targets blowing up. 
On June 8 1945, he dived through a minefield to attack the Japanese heavy cruiser Ashigara, which 
had embarked some 1,600 troops and matériel in Batavia (modern Jakarta); he had last seen 
Ashigara in 1937 at King George VI's coronation review. Alerted by signal intelligence the American 
submarines Blueback and Chub had sighted a group of warships but were unable to reach a firing 
position. The American radio messages were intercepted by Hezlet, accompanied by Guy Clarabut 
in Stygian. 
As the senior officer, Hezlet set up an ambush in the Banka Strait between the south-eastern coast 
of Sumatra and Banka Island, through which he was sure the cruiser would pass when she returned 
to Singapore. Twice detected and attacked by the escorting Japanese destroyer Kamikaze, he 
sighted Ashigara hugging the Sumatran coast. First Clarabut attacked the destroyer but missed, 
then Hezlet fired eight torpedoes from his bow tubes at 4,800 yards range at Ashigara, which tried 
to comb the tracks but was trapped between the shore and a minefield. As Ashigara disappeared 
behind a pall of smoke, Hezlet summoned more than 30 of his crew to witness their handiwork 
through the periscope, before being reattacked by Kamikaze and making for the open sea. Hezlet 
was awarded a Bar to the DSO and the US Legion of Merit. 
Arthur Richard Hezlet was born in Pretoria on April 7 1914, the son of Major-General RK Hezlet, CB, 
CBE, DSO, and educated at the Royal Naval Colleges of Dartmouth and Greenwich. He joined "the 
trade" in 1935, and served in Regulus on the China Station before passing his "perisher" exam in 
1940. 
After the war, he commanded the destroyer Scorpion, was captain of the 6th Destroyer Squadron 
from 1955 to 1956 and captain of the cruiser Newfoundland, serving as part of the covering force 
sent to the Gulf in August 1958 during the coup d'etat in Iraq in which King Faisal was assassinated. 
He was Flag Officer Submarines from 1959 to 1961, when he was awarded the CB. He became Flag 
Officer Scotland and Northern Ireland and was promoted vice-admiral in 1964 when he was 
appointed KBE their Lordships were increasingly dubious about his strategic views, and he 
unexpectedly retired. 
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Hezlet was certainly one of the Navy's more thoughtful officers if his ideas had been implemented 
it would have meant the end of the Admiralty's cherished concept of a balanced fleet. 
His first book after retirement, The Submarine and Sea Power (1967), reviewed the history of the 
submarine; it suggested that carrier-based aviation would be the arbiter of war at sea only until the 
submarine became the dominating weapon of sea power. 
In Aircraft and Sea Power (1970), he developed the idea that land-based aircraft and submarine 
would defend and hold the Atlantic in any future war. It won the approval of Enoch Powell in The 
Sunday Telegraph. 
A staunch if apolitical member of the general synod of the Church of Ireland, Hezlet was 
commissioned to write a history of the Northern Irish police. However The "B" Specials, a History of 
the Ulster Special Constabulary (1972) was later dismissed as merely a defence of policing in the 
province. 
In The Electron and Sea Power (1976), he surveyed the application of electricity to naval warfare 
from the 19th-century onwards and argued that the application of electronics would affect not just 
the technology but the very nature of warfare. In this he anticipated the American concept of 
"network-centric warfare" (in which computers would talk to each other) by two decades. 
His last book, History of British and Allied Submarine Operations (2002), was a two-volume 
encyclopaedia of British submarine operations during the Second World War which recorded every 
patrol and torpedo attack, with copious footnotes and detailed charts. 
Partly from his refusal to allow anyone to edit his work, Hezlet failed to find a publisher and so had 
200 copies printed privately. 
"Baldy" Hezlet is remembered as an officer who, throughout his service, displayed balanced 
judgment and a resolution which made him an outstanding submarine commander. 
He was also a yachtsman, whose Agivey was a familiar sight on the coast of Ireland and Scotland, 
and crossed France by canal for cruises in the Mediterranean. 
Hezlet married Anne Joan Patricia Clark in 1948 and settled in the family home, Bovagh House, 
Aghadowey. She survives him with their two daughters. 
3639. Chief Superintendent Unknown. Signed 19 February 1964. Scottish Police College. 

259 
 
3640. Superintendent Alexander John HARROWER. Signed 19 February 1964. Scottish 
Police College. 

259 
From http://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/local-news/obituary-john-harrower-2766488: 
Distinguished former Perthshire police officer Alexander John Harrower has died, aged 90. 
Mr Harrower from Perth, served in the Royal Air Force during World War II as an air crew navigator, 
with the rank of flying officer. 
He spent 31 years in the police, first in Perth City and then on amalgamation in Perth and Kinross 
Constabulary, retiring from the force in 1970 as a chief superintendent. 

http://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/local-news/obituary-john-harrower-2766488
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During and after his police service, Mr Harrower was engaged in many voluntary outside activities. 
He served as director of studies at the Scottish Police College’s senior division from 1962-64 and 
was responsible for programming the first sergeants’ accelerated promotion course. 
A founder member and first president of Darnhall Bowling Club’s men’s section in 1954/55, he was 
also honorary president of the Perth club. 
For ten years he was chairman of the local centre for St Andrews Ambulance Association. 
Mr Harrower served 28 years on the executive of Perth and Kinross Union of Boys’ Clubs and was 
the last chairman before regionalisation. 
He was on the housing committee of Dalguise House, the Scottish Association of Boys’ Clubs’ 
training centre, and also served on the area union of youth clubs’ executive committee. 
A founder member and first president of Perth Tourist Association, he was on the executive 
committee for over 20 years, becoming honorary president in 1983. 
Mr Harrower was also a member of the Society of High Constables of the City of Perth and was 
heavily involved with the Scottish Association for the Care and Rehabilitation of Offenders and was 
the first chairman of Perth City Crime Prevention Panel. 
He was also a founder member and first president of Perth (St Leonards) Probus Club. 
Latterly a resident of Craigieknowes Nursing Home in Perth, Mr Harrower was married to Margaret 
for 65 years. 
He is survived by daughters Pat and Fiona, six grandchildren and one great grandchild. 
3641. Superintendent John CALLAGHAN BEM. Signed 19 February 1964. Scottish Police 
College. 

259 
His BEM, whilst Director of Junior Training, Scottish Police College, was announced in the LG, 1 
January 1969. 
From The Glasgow Herald, 11 April 1969: 
Scottish Police College may get university status 
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3642. Unknown. Signed 19 February 1964. The Scotsman. 

259 
The surname could be ARMSTRONG. 
3643. Unknown. Signed 19 February 1964. The ? ? 

259 
The surname looks like DICKSON. 
3644. Wing Commander (Retired) Robert Dickson HILL (48497). Signed 7 March 1964. 
Montrose. 

259 
He also signed this book on 2 March 1963. 
3645. Observer Officer ? ? ANDERSON. Signed 8 March 1964. HQ Scottish Area, Royal 
Observer Corps, 14 Carlton Terrace, Edinburgh. 

259 
No trace found. 
3646. W H ARMSTRONG. Signed 13 March 1964. John Street, Castlederg, Strabane, 
County Tyrone, Northern Ireland. 

259 
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No trace found. 
3647. A B RAY. Signed 13 March 1964. Ardglass, County Down, Northern Ireland. 

259 
No trace found. 
3648. A G SQUIRES. Signed 13 March 1964. Dublin, Ireland. 

259 
No trace found. 
3649. Robert Patrick Pakenham BROWNE. Signed 13 March 1964. Knockbreda Road, 
Belfast, Northern Ireland. 

260 
Several websites show him as a retired company director, born in 1945 and living in Exeter. 
3650. William G STUART. Signed 13 March 1964. Greenville, Ballmoney, County Antrim, 
Northern Ireland. 

260 
No trace found. 
3651. Joe WOLFE. Signed 13 March 1964. Ballymore Eustace, County Kildare, Ireland. 

260 
From http://ballymore.blogspot.co.uk/2010/05/matts-memories-bugle-christmas-party.html: 
Senior Citizens Dinner 
The Senior Citizens Dinner 2009 was held at Poulaphouca House on December 13. Most of those 
whom I have come to consider as regulars were there including Jack and Nancy Boylan – Jack was 
in a wheelchair and had travelled from Athy. At our table, were Nan Kane, Mr and Mrs Paddy 
Dreelan, Tommy Deegan, Mary Deegan and my brother James who accompanied me. 
At the next table, we had Marie Wolfe who had visited Nancy Graham at Kiltipper Woods Care 
Centre, Tallaght the previous day. I gather Joe Wolfe and his wife now have a B & B on the Aran 
Islands. Nan Kane enquired diligently about Joe Quinn who was originally from Coughlanstown. 
The Ballymore Eustace History Book is receiving much favourable comment and I spoke briefly to 
Nellie Carroll. As we have come to expect, the Organising Committee did a great job. 
3652. A R CLARKE. Signed 13 March 1964. Monkstown, Dublin, Ireland. 

260 

http://ballymore.blogspot.co.uk/2010/05/matts-memories-bugle-christmas-party.html
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No trace found. 
3653. Richard George Vincent BOELENS BA. Signed 13 March 1964. Bollard, Kilbride, 
Wicklow, Eire. 

260 
From Nutrients and Eutrophication in Estuaries and Coastal Waters, Springer (31 Oct 2002): 

 
He is the author of An Integrated Science Programme for the Irish Sea: Synthesis and 
Recommendations, Ireland, Department of the Environment (1995). 
From his LikedIn page (http://ie.linkedin.com/pub/rick-boelens/62/779/a2a): 
“Rick Boelens took early retirement from his job with an Irish technical agency and is now self-
employed and working mainly as a technical editor of marine environmental documents (reports, 
guidelines etc.), mostly for U.N. agencies such as IMO, IOC/UNESCO, UNEP. He continues to carry 
out research in his local lake (Lough Derg) and works closely with a nearby colleague on issues 
relating to invasive aquatic organisms.” 
From http://debates.oireachtas.ie/dail/1992/04/07/00043.asp: 
Mrs. Barnes asked the Minister for the Marine whether the Irish Sea Co-ordination Group has 
reviewed existing and proposed scientific programmes; if formal arrangements have been 
established for co-operation and co-ordination with the United Kingdom to deal with pollution in 
the Irish Sea and report on any changes in this sea environment; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter. 
Minister for the Marine (Dr. Woods): Following an initiative announced at the Irish Sea 
Conference in the Isle of Man in October 1990, it was agreed to establish an Irish Sea Co-ordination 
Group to review existing and proposed monitoring and research programmes in the Irish Sea. It 
was also agreed to appoint a co-ordinator to act as secretary to the group, to identify gaps in the 
programmes, the need for co-ordination and to prepare proposals for meeting those needs. 
Universities, technological colleges and research institutions in both Ireland and the UK were 
invited to tender for the position of Irish Sea co-ordinator. Following detailed consideration of 
tenders, interviews were held in February in both Ireland and the UK by a joint Irish/UK selection 
board. 
It was agreed to commission EOLAS, the Irish Science and Technology Agency to provide the 
services of Mr. Richard Boelens for three years as Irish Sea co-ordinator. I am delighted to be in a 
position to say that an Irish institution was considered the most suitable for the task. Mr. Boelens 
has had a distinguished career in marine environment research, protection and management. Mr. 
Boelens is expected to take up his position before the end of this month. 
The co-ordination group comprising representatives of main Government Departments, 
laboratories and institutions conducting monitoring and research in the Irish Sea will then proceed 
with its work. The work will embrace pollutants from all sources including operational discharges 
from ships, ships' wastes and inputs from land-based sources, i.e. heavy meals, nutrients and 
sewage. 

http://ie.linkedin.com/pub/rick-boelens/62/779/a2a
http://debates.oireachtas.ie/dail/1992/04/07/00043.asp
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3654. Air Vice-Marshal Robert Norman (“Pinpoint”) BATESON CB DSO* DFC (10 June 
1912–6 March 1986). Signed 19 March 1964. HQ Fighter Command. 

260 
He also signed this book on 10 May 1966. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Bateson_(RAF_officer): 
Bateson joined the Royal Air Force in July 1936. After initial flying training, Bateson was granted a 
short service commission as Acting Pilot Officer in September 1936. He completed his RAF flying 
training in May 1937 and in June joined No. 113 Squadron RAF at RAF Upper Heyford where he 
initially flew the Hawker Hind. His squadron moved to RAF Grantham a few months later. 
The squadron was one of several RAF units sent to Egypt and the Middle East in mid-1938. Based 
at RAF Heliopolis (Heliopolis (Cairo suburb)), the squadron was among the last in the Middle East 
to convert to the Bristol Blenheim bomber, in June 1939. Bateson later took command of the 
squadron, from September 1940 to January 1941, in operations against Italian forces in Libya. 
In January 1942, Bateson took command of No. 211 Squadron RAF in Egypt. The squadron was one 
of several sent to the Far East after Japan entered World War 2. Flying from airfields in Sumatra and 
Java, the squadron suffered heavy losses to Japanese forces. Bateson, with other officers and men 
of 211 Squadron, was among RAF survivors evacuated to Australia in early March 1942. From May 
1942, he was posted to command No. 11 Squadron RAF in Ceylon. 
Bateson returned to the United Kingdom in mid-1943 and from February 1944 commanded No. 
613 Squadron RAF. The squadron was one of several in No. 2 Group RAF responsible for low level 
precision attacks, among them strikes against Gestapo Headquarters in, for example, The Hague 
(the Central Records Registry attack of 11 April 1944) and Copenhagen (the Operation Carthage 
attack on 'Shell House' of 21 March 1945). 
From http://rafweb.org/Biographies/Bateson_RN.htm: 
CB - 1 Jan 1964, DSO – 28 Apr 1944, Bar – 22 Jun 1945, DFC – 14 Jan 1941. 
Act Plt Off: 7 Sep 1936, Plt Off: 13 Jul 1937, Act Fg Off: 3 Aug 1938, Fg Off: 13 Feb 1939, Flt Lt 
(WS): 3 Sep 1940, (T) Sqn Ldr: 1 Dec 1941, Sqn Ldr (WS): 26 Jan 1942, Act Wg Cdr: 21 Jan 1944?, Wg 
Cdr (WS): 1 Jun 1944, Act Gp Capt: xx Dec 1944?, (T) Wg Cdr: 3 Dec 1946 1 Jul 1945, Sqn Ldr: 25 
Feb 1947 1 Jan 1941, Wg Cdr: 1 Jul 1947 1 Oct 1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1952, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1958, Act 
AVM: 21 Sep 1959, AVM: 1 Jan 1960. 
13 Jul 1936 U/T Pilot, Brough Flying School 
 7 Sep 1936 Granted a Short Service Commission 
 7 Sep 1936 Initial Officer Training, RAF Depot 
20 Sep 1936 U/T Pilot, No 2 FTS 
21 May 1937 Pilot, No 103 Sqn 
 4 Jun 1937 Pilot, No 113 Sqn 
30 Jan 1941 Air Staff, HQ RAF Middle East 
25 Apr 1941 Air Staff - Ops Training, HQ No 202 Group 
 7 Jul 1941 Air Staff - Ops Training, HQ RAF Middle East 
26 Oct 1941 Staff, HQ, No 270 Wing 
 6 Jan 1942 Officer Commanding, No 211 Sqn 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Bateson_(RAF_officer)
http://rafweb.org/Biographies/Bateson_RN.htm
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30 May 1942 Officer Commanding, No 11 Sqn 
13 Jul 1942 Transferred to RAFO and called up for service 
 9 Jan 1943 Air Staff, HQ No 222 Group 
 5 Mar 1943 En-route to UK 
27 Jul 1943 Attended No 13 OTU 
19 Oct 1943 Flight Commander, No 613 Sqn 
23 Feb 1944 Officer Commanding, No 613 Sqn 
16 Jul 1944 Air Staff, HQ No 2 Group 
10 Nov 1944 Wing Commander Flying, No 136 Wing 
 1 Dec 1944 Officer Commanding, No 140 Wing 
xx Nov 1945 Officer Commanding, No 140 Wing/RAF Gutersloh 
26 Mar 1946 Appointed to a Permanent Commission in the rank of Squadron Leader (retaining 

rank current at the time) wef 1 Sep 1945 antedated to 1 Jan 1941 on 25 Feb 1947 
 1 Apr 1946 Attended RAF Staff College 
28 Oct 1946 Directing Staff, School of Combined Operations 
xx xxx xxxx Directing Staff, Joint Services Staff College 
28 Aug 1950 Wing Commander - Flying, RAF Linton-on-Ouse 
 1 May 1951 Officer Commanding, RAF Duxford 
xx xxx 1954 Deputy Director of Operations (Air Defence)  
 3 Jul 1955 UK Representative, NATO Standing Group, Washington 
20 Apr 1958 – 
8 Mar 1960 ADC to The Queen 
 1 Jan 1957 Attended Imperial Defence College 
12 Dec 1958 Director of Operational Requirements (B) 
21 Sep 1959 Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Operational Requirements) 
 1 Jun 1961 AOC, No 12 (Fighter) Group 
 4 Feb 1963 SASO, HQ Fighter Command 
Joining No 113 Squadron at Upper Heyford, he initially flew the Hawker Hind, however the 
squadron moved to Grantham a couple of months later. The squadron moved overseas to 
Heliopolis in Egypt in May 1938 eventually converting to the Bristol Blenheim I there in mid 
1939.  He returned to 113 in 1941 as it's CO, by which time it was equipped with Mk IV Blenheims 
but still operating in the Middle East including Greece. In early 1942, he was given command of No 
211 Squadron and took it to the Far East as reinforcements. Arriving in Java the squadron soon 
suffered heavy losses but Bateson managed to keep control of a group of 13 officers and 51 men 
and was able to get them evacuated to Australia, arriving in Freemantle on 2 March 1942. 
In 1943 he was posted to No 613 Squadron, which had just re-equipped with the De Havilland 
Mosquito, as a Flight Commander. Within three months he was appointed CO of 613 and began to 
make something of a name for himself in No 2 Group, leading low level attacks against precision 
targets first as a squadron commander and later as a wing leader. These raids included an attack on 
the Gestapo HQ in The Hague on 11 Apr 1944 and the attack on 'Shell House' in Copenhagen in 
March 1945. 
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In 1950, he became the first pilot to use the newly opened runway at the famous Battle of Britain 
fighter station, Duxford. Eleven years later on 31 July 1961, he was also to make the final 'official' 
take off from the same runway, when he flew a Meteor T7 from Duxford to mark it's closing as an 
RAF station. 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
“Acting Squadron Leader Robert Norman BATESON (39054), No. 113 Squadron. 
Squadron Leader Bateson has displayed great devotion to duty when leading his squadron during 
extensive operations during September and October, 1940. His leadership has in fact played a 
considerable part in forcing the enemy to abandon several of his military base ports. He has led 
operational formations on thirty-six occasions and often, after objectives have been attacked, he 
has had to force his way through superior numbers of enemy fighters. Squadron Leader Bateson 
has also carried out a long series of hazardous reconnaissance’s and has obtained vital information. 
Throughout the period of active operations he has displayed rare courage and devotion to duty.” 
(LG, 14 Jan 1941) 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Service Order 
“Acting Wing Commander Robert Norman BATESON, D.F.C. (39054) Reserve of Air Force Officers, 
No.613 Squadron. 
This officer has displayed the highest standard of skill and leadership throughout the many and 
varied sorties in which he has participated. In April, 1944, Wing Commander Bateson flew the 
leading aircraft of a formation detailed to attack a target in Holland. The operation, which 
demanded a high degree of courage and determination, was completed, with success and reflects 
the greatest credit on the efforts of this officer, whose leadership was outstanding. His 
achievements have been worthy of great praise.” 
 (LG, 28 April 1944) 
Citation for the award of the Bar to the Distinguished Service Order 
“Acting Group Captain Robert Norman BATESON, D.S.O., D.F.C., R.A.F.O. 
Since being awarded the Distinguished Service Order this officer has completed very many sorties 
'and the successes obtained are a splendid tribute to his exceptional skill great courage and 
unfailing devotion to duty. In March, 1945, Group Captain Bateson led a large formation of aircraft 
in an attack on the headquarters of the German Gestapo in Copenhagen. The operation called for 
the highest standard of skill as the target was small and well defended. Nevertheless, the attack 
was pressed home with a determination and accuracy which ensured success. In April,1945, this 
officer led his squadrons in an attack against a similar target at Odense. In spite of opposition from 
the ground defences the attack was vigorously and accurately pressed home. By his brilliant 
leadership. Group Captain Bateson played an important part in the success of these notable 
sorties.” 
(LG, 22 Jun 1945) 
From http://www.211squadron.org/rn_bateson_DFC.html: 
Wing Commander RN Bateson 39054 DFC RAF 
AVM Robert Norman Bateson CB DSO & Bar DFC 1912—1986 
In 1909, Edward VII had ruled Britain and the British Empire for eight years. Though nearing the end 
of his own reign aged 68, the Edwardian era named for him continued to flourish even as currents 
of change stirred in British politics and society. 

http://www.211squadron.org/rn_bateson_dfc.html
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In late July, the Daily Mail prize of 1,000 pounds for the first powered, heavier-than-air flight across 
the English Channel was won by Louis Bleriot of France, landing at Dover from Calais in a 
monoplane of his own design. 
Born in the Brighton area in 1879, George Roland (or Rowland) Bateson reached his 30th year in 
1909. That Edwardian Autumn, he wed Florence Maud Allen, their marriage registered in the 
District of Brighton, Sussex. The birth of the couple’s first son, John Allen Bateson, was registered at 
Portsmouth in December 1910. 
Their second son, Robert Norman Bateson, was born on 10 June 1912 in the Barcombe and Chailey 
area, not far from Lewes in Sussex, eight miles North East of Brighton. Young Robert attended 
school in Hove and later, at Watford Grammar School. 

 

W/Cdr RN Bateson 1942 (Joerin collection) 
Characteristically photographed with pipe, faint grin, and steady gaze. Cropped from the shot with 
Adjutant F/Lt JW Bright in Fred Joerin’s logbook, taken about January 1942 possibly at Helwan. 
To wear the blue 
By 1936, the Great Depression was slowly lifting. That year the two Bateson brothers, in their 
twenties, both decided upon careers in the Royal Air Force. The long, lean years of straitened British 
defence spending under the 10 Year Rule had already passed: expansion of the RAF had been 
underway for two years, as political tensions rose across Europe and beyond. 
As the RAF grew apace, balancing the complexities of training manpower, stations, courses, and 
suitable aircraft in quantity saw the elementary stage of Service flying training taken on by the few 
existing civilian schools. So in mid-July 1936, Pupil Pilot Robert Norman Bateson began his training 
with Brough Civil Flying School (otherwise No 4 Elementary and Reserve Flying Training School) at 
Brough, beside the River Humber in the East Riding of Yorkshire. 
At that date, Brough Aerodrome was the head office of Blackburn Aircraft Ltd, landplane and 
seaplane makers, who operated the School with a number of their Blackburn B-2 trainers. For its 
day, the B-2 was a quite advanced single-engine biplane, with its metal-clad semi-monocoque 
fuselage, leading-edge slats, and side-by-side seating for pupil and instructor. For ab initio trainee 
pilots then 

http://www.211squadron.org/fc_joerin.html
http://www.211squadron.org/fc_joerin.html%23Helwan
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“...the course for the regular personnel at civil elementary schools lasted normally for eight weeks 
(10 in Winter) during which a minimum of 25 hours dual and 25 hours solo flying was carried out. 
At this stage, the pupils were civilians although paid by the Air Ministry” 
AHB Flying Training Vol I: Policy and Planning Ch 2. 
At Brough, with F/Lt Stockbridge as his flying instructor, Bateson flew often from 15 July, usually 
several times a day. Ten days later, Stockbridge was satisfied with his pupil’s progress: early on the 
morning of 25 July 1936, with 8:45hrs dual in the Flying Log Book, Bateson took his first solo in B-2 
G-ACBJ. 
As Summer passed, the flying hours piled up, at first with Stockbridge still in the right-hand seat, 
then increasingly with “Self” as sole pilot. Robert Bateson completed his initial flying training in 
early September 1936, all of it flying the pretty if sedate B-2s. On 5 September, with his Log Book 
flying summary showing 26:35hrs dual (5:50hrs on instruments) plus 28:10hrs solo flown in just 
seven weeks, the Brough civilian CFI signed him out with the admirable if customarily brief 
assessment of proficiency: “Above Average”. 
For King and Country 
From elementary schools, successful trainees were sent to RAF Uxbridge for a short course 
introducing them to Service life and discipline. Then, newly commissioned as Acting Pilot Officers 
on probation, came posting to an RAF Flying Training School for more advanced military flying, on 
an annual salary of £215 19s 2d (or £4 3s per week). From 1935, training times were being reduced 
under the pressures of expansion, such that FTS courses were of about 6 months duration over two 
terms, of up to 50 hours flying each. By mid-1936, the evolving system was qualifying over 1,500 
pilots a year: five times the pre-expansion rate. 
Bateson’s Short Service Commission as Acting Pilot Officer was recorded in the LG, 22 September 
1936, with effect from 7 September 1936. From 19 September, he was posted to No 2 Flying 
Training School at RAF Digby in Lincolnshire, 12 miles South of Lincoln and just three miles from 
the the LNER station in the nearby village. Four days later, he was back in the air, this time in a 
rather livelier beast than the B-2s of Brough. Perhaps it was a quietly relished Digby joke when new 
boys drew, as their flying instructor, Sergeant Pilot Hart. However it was, Acting Pilot Officer pupil 
and Sergeant Instructor set off together that Summer afternoon for a short Digby local—in Hawker 
Hart (Trainer) K6459. 
Serving the RAF as a two-seat day bomber in quantity from 1930, for its day the Hart was 
sufficiently spirited that by 1932, older and slower AW Atlas trainers were being replaced. To better 
prepare trainee day-bomber pilots soon to join operational Hart and Hind Squadrons, Hart Trainers 
had been put into production. With armament deleted, engine de-rated, full-dual control to the 
instructor’s rear cockpit, and a re-jig of upper-wing sweep, large numbers of the more suitable Hart 
(T) were produced as expansion of the bomber force gathered pace, for service as advanced 
trainers in RAF FTS units (and on bomber Squadrons too, as they started re-equipping with Hinds). 
After seven flights amounting to 3:40hrs in a week, by 1 October 1936 his aptly named instructor 
had seen enough for Bateson to take his test with their ‘C’ Flight commander, F/Lt Lewis. All was 
well and within minutes, Bateson was off again, solo in Hart (T) K6440 with 58:45hrs in the Log 
Book. By the end of the month, his total flying time had reached 68:10hrs, 34:50 of it solo. In the 
School’s Hart Trainers and Audaxes that month, he flew for 10:05hrs, 6:40hrs of it solo. 
Meanwhile, older brother John, having started training around six months earlier than Robert, had 
been commissioned in early April 1936. In October, Acting P/O JA Bateson was among those 
selected for the School of Air Navigation at Manston in Kent, the latest development in the RAF’s 
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slowly awakening awareness of the need for better navigation skills generally (and for qualified full-
time navigators too). 
Confirmed as Pilot Officer in February 1937, at the end of March John Bateson was posted to 217 
(General Reconnaissance) Squadron, an Avro Anson unit at Boscombe Down. There, long over-
water anti-submarine patrols called on the navigation skills of pilots and navigators alike. Promoted 
to Flying Officer, JA Bateson was still with the Squadron at Tangmere in January 1939, patrolling 
the English Channel and beyond in their “Faithful Annies”. 
On entry to service in 1936, the Anson was not only the first of the expansion scheme era RAF 
monoplanes but also the first with retractable undercarriage—at once a novelty and a curse. It was 
retracted by hand-crank: “approximately 160 turns” advised the Pilot’s Notes coolly (Air Publication 
1525A—PN, para 7). Later, Ansons were to train many pilots in twin-engine flying, and many more 
navigators and wireless operators in its comparatively spacious cabin. The last Ansons were 
withdrawn from RAF service as late as 1968. 
For Bob Bateson, November 1936 passed with more hours flying the Hart Trainers and occasional 
Audaxes, in more demanding flying and longer cross-country exercises, mostly solo. By the end of 
the month, solo flying had risen to 45:25hrs, the total to 83:45hrs . In the first month of Winter, 
flying time fell off a little, amounting to 6hrs in all but with the end in sight. 
One way and another, for Britain it was a Winter of some discontent: the uncrowned Edward VIII 
abdicated on 10 December. However, for Bateson a final hour on instruments with Sergeant Hart 
on New Year’s Day 1937 was followed with the hard-earned stamp: “Qualified for Flying Badge”, 
dated 2 January 1937. His Pilot’s Wings would shortly be issued and sewn on the tunic. Moving to 
‘B’ Flight, the Advanced Training Squadron at 2 FTS with nearly 92hrs in the Log Book, there came a 
break of four weeks with no flying at all: whether it was leave or a hard winter in Lincolnshire, a 
break just long enough to give a new pilot pause for thought. 
On 3 February he was back in the air, first taking a short local solo in the morning, and after lunch 
an equally brief formation stint, again solo (and both in Audaxes). Enough to feel current again it 
was another six days before more serious flying came his way: an 85 minute cross-country, solo in 
Audax K7351. All well, the rate of flying and level of responsibility now increased, either taking 
turns as Pilot and Observer with other Acting Pilot Officers on navigation exercises, or on 
reconnaissance and instrument flying with senior pilots. 
The late Winter of 1936/1937 was in fact quite hard. February 1937 was notably wet across much of 
England, turning late in the month to very heavy and wide-spread snow falls in the North later 
extending Southwards. It was late March before the weather began to improve. That might perhaps 
explain another longish break in flying for Bob Bateson from 22 Feb to 23 March. Still, by the end 
of that month in ‘B’ Flight, his total flying time had passed the 100hrs mark. 
Come early Spring, and the pace picked up markedly. Occasionally with F/Lt Sloan at the stick more 
often “self”, and often enough with A/P/O Dugdale as Observer, he flew almost daily, and 
sometimes two or three exercises a day. Near the end of the month, advanced flying reached the 
serious stage: taking turns with Dugdale, they spent two long mornings flying Audaxes up to 
10,000ft and off to the range. “Bombing”, recorded the Remarks column, phlegmatically. By April’s 
end, the Log Book showed 124:20hrs in the air, 70:45 of it solo, 43:25hrs of that in the Audaxes and 
Harts of 2 FTS. 
During the first two weeks of May the flying was a touch less busy again he and Dugdale took turn-
about to go a-bombing. From 11 May, there was a two-week break from flying. In London on 12 
May, His Majesty King George VI was crowned at Westminster Abbey. Then, on the 21st of the 
month, with 130:50hrs flying logged, Bateson’s time at Digby was done. The CO, S/Ldr HE Power, 
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signed him out with the hard-earned RAF assessment of proficiency as a pilot: “Average”. He had 
flown the Audaxes and Hinds solo for 48:05hrs, gone bombing on the range as Pilot or Observer 
four times, and recorded satisfactory results in ground gunnery, air firing, camera gun and 
bombing. By the standards of those far-off days, A/P/O RN Bateson was ready to serve his newly-
crowned King and his country on an operational Squadron. 
“Officer to report on joining...” 
Posting came immediately: North to No 103 (Bomber) Squadron at Usworth in Co Durham on 21 
May 1937. It was a long way from home. He found his first Squadron was already equipped with 
the 2-seat Hawker Hind day-bomber, close relative of the earlier Hart: a tick faster, rather heavier, 
with a more powerful engine. And altogether more purposeful than the trainer Harts and Audaxes 
with their derated Kestrel Xs. 
Four days later, he was in the air with CO S/Ldr DH Carey, to make acquaintance with the Hind in a 
short late afternoon local: with all well, an hour alone followed immediately in the same aircraft, 
K5522. Taken on 103 Squadron charge with their re-forming at Andover in August 1936, in later 
service K5522 survived a rich assortment of adventures until July 1941 at 1 FTS, when the engine 
cut on approach, ending in a stall and crash at Netheravon. By coincidence, another ex-103 
Squadron Hind, K5520, later made it’s way to 211 Squadron when they deployed to the Middle East 
in 1938. 
In the way of the Service, Bateson was now about to have his first encounter with the mysteries of 
RAF manning and posting. On 2 June, less than two weeks after arriving at Usworth, Bateson left 
103 Squadron, posted to 113 Squadron at Upper Heyford, 250 miles to the South in Oxfordshire. 
No 113 (Bomber) Squadron had only re-formed as a Hind bomber unit on 18 May—just three days 
before his arrival at Usworth. With RAF expansion accelerating, the early stages of such re-
establishments could be pretty testing, as 211 Squadron would also find in the first weeks of June. 
In Bateson’s case, looking at the dates and the Squadron numbers, it’s possible the reason for his 
move was quite prosaic: perhaps a simple typing mistake in the order or its signal had sent him 
North to join well-established 103 Squadron, when all along the intent was to send him to 113 
Squadron as it stood up. In any event, on 4 June he reported for duty with 113 Squadron. 
113 Squadron 
With his arrival, the Squadron had gathered just four pilots in its short existence—including their 
CO, S/Ldr Gilbert Bartholomew (post-war, at the end of his time as Air Attaché to Turkey, Air Cdr 
Bartholomew was among the senior RAF officers who died in a civil flying accident at Ankara 
in August 1949). 
Before lunch on 8 June, it was time to have a look around the new patch, with a 30 minute local 
alone in Hind K6806: a new machine, of the third production batch, it had been on Squadron 
charge less than three weeks. After lunch on 10 June, a little variety came Bateson’s way. Upper 
Heyford was also home to the equally newly established 233 Squadron, equipped with nice new 
Avro Ansons. That afternoon, with P/O Downton at the stick, they set off to Manston via Henlow in 
Anson K8777, to collect parachutes. 
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113 Squadron Hawker Hinds K6802 & K6806, United Kingdom c1937 (own collection) 
Three Hinds of the Squadron en echelon, somewhere over the UK, at some date between May 1937 
and March 1938. The further aircraft is K6806, which Bateson flew quite often from June 1937 
through to February 1938. It’s presence helps date the image, as it passed from 113 Squadron 
charge in April 1938, before they left for the Middle East. The nearer machine, K6802, was flown by 
Bateson occasionally in the UK and the Middle East. Flown by the then CO S/Ldr Cator on 23 
December 1938, it stalled on landing at Heliopolis, collapsing the undercarriage and nosing over, 
damaging the propeller. 
Thereafter, the tempo on 113 Squadron was brisk as they worked up under Batholomew’s 
command. Bateson now flew most days in the Hinds, and often for two, three or four times a day, 
on local reccos, formation practice and cross-countries aplenty, with Aircraftmen and Sergeant 
aircrew of the Squadron in the back seat. Formation Leader, Press Photography (Formation), 
Observer Test, and Instruction on New Type: now Acting Pilot Officer Bateson was showing more 
junior aircrew the ropes. Heady stuff, less than a year into his RAF service. In June 1937, he flew for 
22:40hrs, bringing solo time to 99hrs of his 157:00hrs total—and completing his his first Flying Log 
Book. 
Through July, the workload stayed pretty brisk with 25 flights, often morning and afternoon, usually 
now with AC Lee in the rear cockpit. Most flights were formation practice of one sort or another, 
often as cross-country exercises, and quite often as formation leader. On 19 July, he and Lee had 
what looks to have been an exhilarating day, starting late in the morning with two terminal velocity 
dives from 11,000ft, the first reaching 312mph indicated. After lunch, up again, leading a cross-
country formation over to Manston. There, quite late in the day, they were up once more to carry 
out the set-piece: Raid No 1.Quite a day. The next day, they returned to Upper Heyford via 
Hornchurch. The month ended with 118:10hrs as pilot in the Log. 
The late Summer was markedy less busy, as the Squadron prepared to move North to Grantham in 
Lincolnshire at the end of August. Including visits to their new Station, Bateson’s flying for August 
was just 5:20hrs. Meanwhile, at Mildenhall, 211 Squadron were also preparing to move. The two 
Squadrons were to be based at Grantham until they both left for the Middle East in the Spring of 
1938. 
At Grantham, 113 Squadron was soon back in the swing of things, the flying tempo brisker still 
throughout August and September. Usually with Lee in the Gunner’s cockpit, Bateson carried on 
with the round of formation and navigation exercises, with radio or gunnery exercises for variety, 
plus occasional weather tests. Early September brought gazettal confirming him as a Pilot Officer, 
with effect from 13 July. By mid October, they were practising flare-path landings: it was some time 
since he had done any instrument flying. By the end of October, another 64 flights were entered in 
the Log. 
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In November, the late Autumn weather was less encouraging and the workload eased, with just 17 
flights. The shorter days brought another change: two night flying exercises. In the manner of the 
time, on a day bomber Squadron, it was quite some time since he had even flown on instruments. 
With the year drawing to a wintry close, flying activity fell off: just 10 flights for December. Still, the 
weather must have been reasonable enough on 14 December, as that day he took to the air in 
single-seater Gloster Gauntlet K7859 for 50 minutes of local flying, aerobatics and in formation to 
Digby, where the task next day was a Hind operational exercise: a bombing raid. 
As 1937 ended, P/O Bateson had been busy for six months on an operational Squadron, with 
plenty of flying, whether formation leading, training, or a variety of navigation and bombing 
exercises. The grand totals in the Log Book now showed 235:50hrs flying, 189:50hrs as pilot (with 
12:30hrs on instruments and 3:20hrs at night). 
At the end of December, Bartholomew left them, slated for the RAF Staff College and an Air Staff 
job. In the New Year, S/Ldr FG Cator 16072 took command. He was to lead them for over a year, 
from Home service to Egypt. An RAF Cranwell cadet commissioned in 1922, Cator had prior 
experience of the Middle East from a 1930 posting. Twice mentioned in Dispatches and a Group 
Captain, he survived the war to retire in 1951 with the award of a CBE to his credit. 
The Squadron will proceed... 
With political crises looming across Europe and the Middle East, 1938 was to be a year of change 
for 113 Squadron and 211 Squadron alike. January 1938 passed with 113 Squadron hard at work, 
Bateson making 20 flights (17:10hrs) in three weeks, on a variety of exercises, including radio work, 
with various officers and airmen in the Gunner’s cockpit including AC Lee. 
Unremarked in his Log Book, from early January until the end of March P/O RN Bateson was ‘B’ 
Flight commander. February was just as busy, 19 flights amounting to 17:50hrs—seven of them 
bombing exercises of one sort or another, with a couple of instrument flying sessions to boot. 
In mid-March, the Squadron was informed that it was to proceed overseas. Up to the middle of the 
month, Hind flying continued at a steady rate as in February but with more marked offensive intent, 
plus some more night and instrument time. After this time, AC Lee appeared no more as Gunner on 
Bateson’s flights. 
Preparations for the overseas move then took precedence, with aircraft being ferried to RAF 
Sealand for dismantling and crating. Bateson’s own flying for March ended in the third week of the 
month with a two day return trip to Sealand via Ternhill in Magister L5950, apparently to collect his 
occasional flying crewmate P/O Willis who came back with him in the rear cockpit. The Log Book 
now showed 282 flying hours, 236:00 hrs of that solo, with 19:05hrs on instruments or at night. 
The Squadron strength was now made up from two to three Flights, 18 Hinds in all on a non-
mobile basis. Among those posted in at the beginning of April was one F/O Gordon-Finlayson. For 
his final flight in the UK for five years, Bob Bateson now managed to arrange some useful 
experience off-Squadron, with a special bonus. On 4 April 1938, he undertook a night cross-country 
and bombing exercise for 2:30hrs as 2nd pilot or passenger in an Avro Anson—piloted by his 
brother John of 217 Squadron at Tangmere. 
After returning from four weeks embarkation leave, all hands were ready for the move on 30 April . 
On that day, the men of 113 Squadron left Grantham by train and embarked for the Middle East at 
Southampton, aboard the long-serving HMT Lancashire. Travelling with them were the men of 80 
Squadron and 211 Squadron, their crated aircraft transported aboard a cargo vessel for the Packing 
Depot, Aboukir. 
City of the Sun 
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Berthing at Alexandria on 10 May 1938, 113 Squadron proceeded to Heliopolis the same day and 
settled in: it was to be their permanent base. There, the long-term residents were 208 Squadron  
(Hawker Audax) and 216 Squadron (Vickers Valentia). Not equipped as a mobile Squadron, their 
strength on arrival was 194 (nine GD Officers, one Equipment Officer, one Warrant Officer, 23 
senior NCOs, and 160 Cpls and ACs). 
The 216 CO S/Ldr WN Blain offered the newcomers one sort of practical welcome as they awaited 
re-erection of their aircraft. On 12 May, he took Bateson and nine others aloft in Valentia KR2792 (a 
rebuilt Victoria V) for a 50 minute tour around Helio and environs. From the aerodrome on the 
North East outskirts of Cairo, the Pyramids at Giza were about 15 miles away across the City and 
the Nile, in easy reach for the doughty transport, droning about at 120mph. 
While 113 Squadron continued to sort out its equipment and aircraft, on 20 May Bateson was able 
to get some air time after a break of well over six weeks. Thanks this time to 208 Squadron, he took 
a 30 minute flight around the local area in Audax K3115. Later serving with 4 FTS, at the siege of 
Habbaniya in 1941 the aircraft is said to have been laid out as one of the “Hurricane” decoys. 
At the start of June it was time for P/O Bateson’s annual assessment. His Service flying stood at a 
tick under 300hrs in total, 160:10hrs of that flown as pilot in the 12 months since June 1937. While 
gunnery, bombing and navigation all drew the usual conservative “Average” rating, in a nice 
compliment, Cator judged his ability as a light bomber pilot as “Above average”. In the hard-
marking RAF that was certainly recognition. 
By 8 June, some of their own aircraft were ready and Bateson took Hind K5556 up alone for a quick 
circuit to shake off the cobwebs. The following day, the Squadron stood down for the King’s 
Birthday holiday. On 10 June he took K5556 alone, again, for a longer “local”. 
Thereafter, the Squadron resumed a busy flying schedule. In June, 21 flights for Bateson, 18 of 
them in Hinds on formation and bombing exercises, and for variety, a day long stooge of 5:30hrs 
out to Ramallah and Port Said and back, getting the lie of the land as passenger with P/O 
Tomlinson of 216 Squadron at the controls of Vickers Valentia K3604 ’W’. 
Throughout July, August and September 1938 the Squadron kept the tempo high, while European 
tension was driven ever higher by the German Chancellor. Between the bombing, formation and 
navigation exercises, aerial photography and night flying were undertaken more often, and twice 
there were flights out to Mersa Matruh, 260 miles West on the Desert coast, 2 hours or more away 
in a Hind. In the three months from July, Bateson undertook 85 flights in the Squadron Hinds, all 
but three as pilot, to reach 330:50hrs flying as pilot, 16:20hrs of that at night. 
From 3 August, he was Acting Flying Officer, moving from ‘B’ Flight. While crewing was yet to 
become permanent, from then on Cpl Durrant often took the rear seat as Gunner cum Wireless Op. 
At the end of the month Bateson had the pleasure of signing off his own Log Book as “RN Bateson 
P/O, OC ‘A’ Flight”. Towards the end of September, a new duty came his way, reflecting the change 
in status: “Flight Commanders Test (New Pilot)”, undertaken several times for new A/P/O arrivals. 
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113 Squadron Hawker Hind K6796, Egypt c1938 (own collection) 
Here the aircraft is running up, the airman acting as ballast covering up against the sandy blast of 
the Kestrel’s slipstream. The Squadron Leader’s insignia is emblazoned on the fin. No date from the 
dress and airfield hard-standing, plainly a Middle East setting, sometime after May 1938 and very 
likely Heliopolis. Bateson flew this aircraft on numerous occasions from August 1938 until April 
1939. 
To the Desert 
As the Munich Crisis threatened to take Europe to war, on 27 September 1938 the Squadron 
moved to its war station at Amirya, initially protecting Alexandria. “Emergency move due to 
political situation” he noted tersely. Two days later they moved much further West along the coast 
to Mersa Matruh. “Nearer the Libyan frontier ready for action” remarked Bateson. 
At that time, the RAF was expecting that “Italy would be the principal enemy in the Middle East”—
an assessment that proved correct once war did break out, remaining so until February 1941. The 
need for the RAF to take such forward positions against any Italian advance had been realised back 
in 1936: the Libyan border was 300 miles West of Alexandria. For Hinds in 1938, the best use of 
their range and limited war-load against any Italian advance would be from bases closer to the 
action. Mersa Matruh, with its rail access back to the Delta, was less than 150 miles from the Libyan 
fontier. 
Meanwhile, in Palestine, 211 Squadron was about to be withdrawn to Helwan and prepare for a 
move to El Daba as part of the provision for possible war. Both Squadrons learnt a deal about 
mobility in Desert conditions in a fortnight of flurry. By 11 October, 113 Squadron was back at 
Heliopolis, where they practiced hard for the great mass fly-past of 18 October: 140 RAF aircraft in 
formation over Cairo in a show of strength to bolster Anglo-Egyptian relations. Bateson, in Hind 
K5420 with LAC Angell, flew as Leader, No 2 Flight, the Squadron’s 12 aircraft contribution. 
Not suprisingly, although the crisis passed, the state of readiness of the Squadron remained high, 
flying activity indeed increasing by December. By then, the emphasis on bombing exercises (high 
and low level, and dive bombing) was clear, together with more night flying. Formation practice, 
cross-countries and fighter affiliation all played a part, too, the routine broken only to search for a 
Blenheim missing over the Sinai from 11 to 14 December, 211 Squadron also taking part. The 
aircraft was not found. 
By the end of 1938, after 18 months service with 113 Squadron, F/O Bateson had advanced in rank, 
to command of a Flight, with his Flying Log Book standing at a grand total of 463:30hrs service 
flying, 417:30hrs as pilot (26:55hrs at night). 
Change in the air 
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With the clear weather of January 1939, the usual flying programme continued with its mix of long 
cross-country exercises as far afield as Port Said, Alexandria and Mersa Matruh, camera work, 
reconnaissance flights, bombing exercises, fighter affiliation and all the rest change was coming. 
By 7 February, Cpl Durrant had advanced to Sergeant and was manning the rear seat for Bateson 
on most flights. Over the course of February, they kept the pace up, flying the varied programme of 
exercises every day, often several times a day, with plenty of visits to the Western Desert bases, or 
East to Ismailia and the Suez Canal. 
At the end of the February 1939, Cator left them, S/Ldr Gerald B Keily 27256 from 216 Squadron 
taking over command. An experienced Flight Commander, he had also served with 45 Squadron, 
after several years instructing with 4 FTS at Abu Sueir near Ismailia and the Suez Canal. 
In March, the programme eased a little, perhaps as result of aircraft maintenance in preparation for 
a move: Bateson recorded a number of flights as “Engine test after fitting new cylinder blocks”. 
There was also an amount of survey flight training to and from Mersa Matruh, followed late in the 
month by reconnaissance of the Desert for more landing ground sites. On 23 March came his 
Gazettal to Flying Officer, with effect from 13 February. Over the first three months of 1939, 
Bateson’s flying duties added well over 80 hours to the Log Book, which at the end of March 
showed a grand total of 550:05 hours service flying, 504:05hrs as pilot, 37:00hrs of that at night. 
Flying was a little busier in April but rather different in character, with some restrictions ordered by 
HQ Middle East. No more practice bombing, quite a lot of assorted air tests, some recco work over 
the Desert coast, and so on. On 7 April, Italian troops invaded Albania, reflecting the long-standing 
ambitions of Benito Mussolini. In view of the increased tension, on 21 April 113 Squadron moved 
forward from Heliopolis, “up the Blue” to El Daba for a month. They found 211 Squadron had 
arrived the day before. At the end of the month, Bateson was able to sign off his Log as F/Lt. 
The Blenheims arrive 
At Dhibban in Iraq (the Habbaniya of 1941 fame), 30 Squadron had received its Blenheim Is in 
January 1938. It was just over a year before the main body of Middle East bomber Squadrons 
started to take Blenheims on charge, turn by turn (from February 1939 for 84 Squadron at Shaibah, 
March 1939 for 55 Squadron at Dhibban, April and May 1939 for 8 Squadron at Aden and 211 
Squadron at Ismailia, June 1939 for 45 Squadron and for 113 Squadron at Heliopolis). 
Blenheim Delivery Flights from the UK continued throughout 1939 and 1940. In retirement, Bob 
Bateson recalled 
"...it was probably in 1939 that they started ferrying Blenheims out from the UK and there's quite an 
interesting little story associated with that because, when the first Blenheims arrived, they landed at 
Maaten Bagush which was the airfield I was on at the time. 
Of course we clustered around straight away to see these new aircraft - absolutely marvellous - 
monoplanes - twin engines - you name it they'd got it. They even had radios in it and navigation 
equipment and so on. 
The chap got out of the first aircraft and I met him and made him welcome and asked what he 
wanted - they wanted petrol and some food. He said, "Your name's Bateson." 
And I said, "How on earth do you know that?" And he said, "We went through the conversion 
course at Tangmere and the chap running the course said, "If you're met by somebody smoking a 
pipe it'll be my brother." 
My brother was running the conversion unit at Tangmere in this country UK and sending them out 
to the Middle East..." 
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Difficult to date and place this nice yarn exactly, beyond early 1939. The context is pretty clearly 
before 113 Squadron’s own re-equipment. They had spent some weeks at El Daba and from there 
or from Helio had often visited Mersa Matruh—from where the Landing Ground at Ma’aten Bagush 
is only some 25 miles back East along the coast. However, neither Bateson’s Log Book nor the 
Squadron diary Form 540 (rather sparse for the first six months of 1939) mention any early 1939 
activity at Maaten Bagush itself. When the war did finally reach the Middle East on 10 June 1940, it 
was to be their War Station. Still, there was plenty of flying activity along that 80 mile stretch of 
Western Desert coast in early 1939. A true story, vividly recalled, of a brother by then long dead: 
worth the recounting, whether it was Mersa Matruh or Maaten Bagush. 
On May Day, the 211s returned to Ismailia, to await re-equipment with the twin-engine, three-seat 
Bristol Blenheim I in place of their Hinds. Despite the political situation, when an Italian aircraft 
went missing in early May, 113 Squadron lent a hand, Bateson taking off at first light on the 4th for 
a long search out to Sollum and Sidi Omar, and again in the afternoon with Sgt Durrant, tracking 
up the border to Sollum, to return on dusk to Mersa Matruh. That month, there was quite a lot of 
reconnaissance activity, along with the local flying and air tests. On 21 May, 113 Squadron returned 
to Heliopolis, it being their turn to convert from Hawker Hind to Blenheim I. 
The time for Bateson’s annual assessment had come again. Over the 12 months since June 1938, he 
had flown 329:45hrs, 33:00hrs of that at night, of his grand total as pilot of 566:15hrs. If his CO felt 
some satisfaction in completing the usual Form 414, it must have been at least matched by 
Bateson’s own reaction. In all four classes (as Light Bomber pilot, as pilot/navigator, in bombing 
and in air gunnery) the slip pasted into his Log Book bore the same assessment: “Above average”. 
Heady stuff, in the hard-marking RAF. 
On the same day, 1 June, S/Ldr Keily flew the Squadron’s first Blenheim to Helio, from the Depot at 
Aboukir. His long period of instructing at 4 FTS was also recognised at this time, with award of the 
Air Force Cross. On 14 and 15 June it was Keily himself who took Bateson up in the dual-equipped 
Blenheim I L1499, first to observe the CO instructing Sgt Bagguley, then at first light the next day as 
the pilot under instruction, with P/O Williams along to watch. Shortly after landing, Bateson was off 
again solo, for an absorbing 35 minutes of circuits and landings in L4824. Meticulous and not quite 
satisfied, perhaps? Certainly later that morning he was up again, in L1542, for a further set of 
circuits and bumps. 
If getting obsolescent for Home Squadron use in the last Summer of peace, for those days in the 
Middle East, the Mark I Blenheim was quite modern, quite fast and quite powerful. Mishandled, the 
aircraft could certainly bite, especially if the two Mercuries were subjected to hamfisted treatment 
on take-off—or attempting a hasty go-round. So at first light on 16 May, he was up again, by now 
confident enough in L1542 to spend time getting the feel of single-engine flying (a potentially 
difficult prospect, especially on take-off or landing). 
The next four days literally flew by, as several times a day he took groups of personnel up in 
assorted Blenheims for air experience, or out to the Aircraft Depot at Aboukir (only 45 minutes 
away in a Mark I) to collect new aircraft, or to acceptance test the new arrivals. And to practice 
single-engine flying again, solo. 
After a short break, it was time for serious work. The Squadron’s new flying programme began in 
earnest, with four days of navigation, bombing exercises, and air gunnery. After that first 40 
minutes dual, by the end of June 1939 F/Lt Bateson had added a tick under 12 hours as a Blenheim 
pilot to his Log in 14 days. The Squadron as a whole flew 225hrs over the month: a respectable 
total in the midst of conversion. In July the Squadron started to pick up the pace, flying 230hrs. For 
Bateson, flying duties were well up with 20:25hrs in the Blenheims, much of that on bombing 
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exercises by day and night, and a fair amount of formation practice: in the bigger Blenheim, with a 
single-gunned turret, good formation flying was essential for effective defence. 
By August, 113 Squadron were confident with their new aircraft. That month the Squadron flew 
293hrs. Not only did the flying pace pick up markedly: their state of readiness was such that from 
mid-month, at weekly intervals, they were able to spare three crews (Sgt Bagguley & co, then Sgt 
Marpole & co, and finally Sgt Racliffe & co on 27 August) for Home and Blenheim Delivery 
Flight ferry duties back to the Middle East. Like Burnett and Wright of 211 Squadron, for Marpole at 
least it was January 1940 before he was able to return to Egypt, his return overtaken by the 
outbreak of war in Europe. 
For Bateson, on top of the usual bombing and formation exercises, he was able to fit in a number 
of air and engine tests (having forced-landed L1542 in the dawn at Aboukir after the port engine 
failed on an operational flight on 16 August) and a number of Blenheim instructional flights for P/O 
Lands as well. In all, he flew 27:20hrs in Blenheim that month. His service flying then stood at 
688:25hrs. 
Meanwhile in Europe, Germany and Russia had reached a fateful accommodation. The Molotov-
Ribbentrop Pact of mutual non-aggression, signed on 23 August, boded ill for Poland. War was 
now certain to come—and soon. 
Phoney War 
German forces invaded Poland on 1 September 1939, Chamberlain’s sombre declaration of war two 
days later signalled to Middle East Squadrons as “on Germany only”. 
In Egypt, 211 Squadron had already moved to their War Station at El Daba. At Heliopolis, 113 
Squadron spent six days firstly at six hours, then two hours, and finally four hours notice for active 
service operations, during which time general mobilization of British forces in Egypt was ordered 
on 4 September. 
Still, war did not come immediately to the Middle East, Il Duce content for the moment to remain a 
“bellicose non-belligerent”: to strut, in other words, rather than to strike. In truth, whatever 
destruction his forces had been able to wreak upon the rural peoples of Libya, Abyssinia and 
Albania, no element of the Italian armed forces was ready to prosecute war against a well-armed 
modern opponent. 
The Poles, under swift attack by German and then by Russian forces, were overwhelmed. Surrender 
came after less than five weeks of blitzkrieg. The uncertain period that followed soon came to be 
known as the Phoney War, though for Poland nothing could have been more genuine. From the 
point of view of Britain, the Commonwealth, and France, at least some months still remained in 
which to prepare for direct hostilities. 
On 7 September, 113 Squadron resumed normal working hours at its permanent station, 
Heliopolis. Resuming live bombing practice, by the end of the month the Squadron had flown 289 
hours. Bateson as ‘A’ Flight commander had contributed 22:00hrs of the total in 21 flights, evenly 
divided between dual instruction (with solo checks) and live bombing on the Suez Rd ranges (in 
various evolutions of Squadron formation). 
October passed at a similar pace: 295 hours flown by the Squadron. Under orders to revert to 
practice bombs on the ranges, the flying duties were a mix of high and low level bombing, cross-
country navigation, and tactical reconnaissance exercises, plus rather more night flying. Bateson 
himself undertook about the same amount of flights, adding 19:55hrs to the Log Book, often with 
Sgt Horton as Observer and any of a number of Gunners in the turret. 
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Through November the Squadron exercised just as hard, 311 hours flown, much of it over the 
bombing ranges (several times at night) and on gunnery exercises. For Bateson, flying duties were a 
touch lighter at 17 flights in 17:20hrs flying. 
For the last month of the year, the flying hours did relax a little, although exercises reached a 
climax mid-month. The Squadron sent nine aircraft to Fuka, from where over the two days 12 and 
13 December they mounted exhilarating (if tiring) long-range Air Defence mock attacks on targets 
at Alexandria and Cairo, carrying full war loads. Of these, Bateson took part in the low level op 
against Cairo Main Station flying at 300ft (sic!), and the next day at 18,000ft on oxygen against 
Alexandria. 
As his Squadron stood down for the 1939 Christmas break, Bateson had flown 15:00hrs, 3:00hrs at 
night, for the month. His Service Flying now stood at 762:40hrs, 133:55hrs of it in the Blenheim Is of 
113 Squadron. On 27 December, S/Ldr Keily returned to the UK for Blenheim Delivery Flight duties. 
“Velox et vindex” 
In the Egypt, with Italy still non-belligerent, the opening months of the second year of war passed 
with the usual range of exercises to be at operational readiness whenever active hostilities broke 
out. 
For 113 Squadron, welcome changes came in March 1940, with the return of their CO, S/Ldr Keily 
and leading a Flight, Mark IV Blenheims no less. Then on 20 March, the AOCinC visited Heliopolis to 
present the Squadron with their RAF badge, the crosses and swords recalling their World War I 
service in Palestine: “swift to vengeance”. Flying activity was reduced in the last week of March as 
they carried out a practice pack-up, ready to move to a War Station if need be. 
In the three months to the end of March, Bateson himself was busy with Mark I training and test 
duties, once or twice put off by the odd sandstorm or low cloud. There was plenty of variety: line-
overlap photography (for mapping); bombing exercises high and low level; navigation and cross-
country flights including a visit to Habbaniyah, Amman and Lydda; formation, cloud, and night 
flying; gunnery; some dual instruction duties; engine and rigging tests; and on one occasion, a 
demonstration flight to show how to get out of strife with a cutting engine at take-off. Many of 
these flights were in L1542, a Mark I which later went to 211 Squadron. With another 50:45hrs on 
Blenheim Is, his service flying total stood at 811:50hrs. 
As the Squadron started receiving their Mark IV machines, the Mark Is were gradually being moved 
on, with BDF ferry duties to other stations. It was September before the last had gone. In April they 
were exercising with their own Mark IVs, and in May, taking some on BDFs down to Aden. 
By then it was Spring in Europe—the poppies were blooming again in Flanders. On 9 April, the 
Wehrmacht had invaded Norway and Denmark. The poor Danes, overwhelmed, surrendered that 
same morning. On 10 May, blitzkrieg spread West, with attacks against Holland, Belgium and 
France. In England, Churchill succeeded Chamberlain that day. The Phoney war was over. 
In Egypt, there was still time to exercise. For 113 Squadron, working up with the Mark IVs was the 
big task. On 3 April, Keily took Bateson aloft for 2 circuits in Mark IV L9218, and that more or less 
set the pattern. Lots of flights, often short, as the gen was passed on to aircrew of the Squadron: 
take-offs, landings, stall tests and the like, interspersed with several long-range flights to check the 
endurance of the new model, ranging as far as Jaffa and Port Sudan at 14,500lb with full war load. 
Bateson accumulated 20:15hrs in the Mark IVs in April. May was busier still, as the war in France 
grew ever grimmer. That month, of the Squadron’s total of 360 hours, F/Lt Bateson flew 34:10hrs in 
all, 22:45 of that in the Mark Is still on charge. There at the end of May, their Operations Record 
Book came to a temporary end. An undated page, handwritten, punctuates the record: 
“JUNE—AUGUST 1940 
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These Operations Record Books were lost during the first Libyan Campaign June 1940 February 
1941 when the Squadron was taking part” 
War comes to the desert 
With France on its knees, Benito Mussolini decided that his forces might be ready for combat after 
all. On 10 June, Bateson noted neatly in his Flying Log Book 
ITALY DECLARED WAR ON FRANCE & GT BRITAIN 
That afternoon he took off for Maaten Bagush in Mark I L8463 with P/O Shekleton and Sgt Gilbert 
as crew, and LAC Thomson as passenger. “On move to Sqdn War Station” he noted. Over the next 
11 days, he flew six operational sorties against the Italians in Libya. For some reason, Keily and 
Bateson flew a party of 17 back to Heliopolis and on to Ismailia on 26 June, in Valentia JR9765 �—a 
move unremarked in the Middle East Campaigns narrative. Through June and July, 113 Squadron 
was very active on raids and reconnaissance sorties over Libya, losing four aircraft on operations in 
June with six men killed in action and six taken prisoner by the Italians. 
By 3 July, Bateson was back at Maaten Bagush, mounting a long photo recco sortie, dashing back 
to Ismailia with the film that evening, and on to Heliopolis next morning with the prints. By the end 
of July, he had undertaken two more such sorties. On the second, a fuel feed problem caused him 
to forced land at Sidi Barrani after 5 hours in the air: “Two dead motors” he noted, laconically. No 
harm done and by the end of the month, he had clocked up 12 ops, including the three deep 
reccos, mostly with Shekleton and Thomson as Observer and WOp/AG. The Squadron took no 
casualties that month. 
Early August was comparatively relaxed, with 48 hours leave for the three at Helwan. Like 211 
Squadron, war-time or not, they took L8446 (a Mark I) as their leave “bus”. On 9 August they 
headed back to Maaten Bagush in the early morning. By late morning, they were back in the air, off 
to Benghazi on a 6:20hr photo recco, flying 1,200 miles at 20,000ft. Early the next morning, off to 
Helio with the results: “AOCinC Very Pleased”, Bateson noted—and flew back to Maaten Bagush 
late that afternoon. Four flights in two days, 10:50hrs in the air. 
By the end of the month, the ops tally was 17 for Bateson, including four more of the long range 
reconnaissance flights in Mark IVs (of which the last two were of 7 hours or more duration). His last 
raid in a Mark I came on 31 August. There was cause for some celebration for the Squadron when 
on 20 August the award of a DFC to the CO, now S/Ldr Keily DFC AFC, was gazetted. The month 
ended with nil casualties in action. 
It was 13 September 1940 before Italian ground forces finally advanced into Egypt. Having taken 
Sidi Barrani and the local Landing Grounds, by 20 September they were already digging in. The 
Italian advance had run out of steam, one week and 60-odd miles into Egypt. 
That month, Bateson was very busy, adding 35 flights to the Log Book. While bringing the ops tally 
to 27, including another 6 hour recco flight out over Northern Libya and Benghazi, he was also able 
to fit in a number of dual instruction and supervision flights on the Mark IVs. On 12 September he 
made two last flights in a Squadron Mark I, taking L1542 with 4 passengers to Sidi Barrani to 
salvage a forced-landed Blenheim. On top of all that, there were satellite ‘dromes to check, at 
“Waterloo” (LG,68) and at Zimla (both lay near the road, between Bagush and Fuka). By the end of 
the month he had flown well over 50 hours all up, in Mark Is and Mark IVs, the service flying total 
standing at 1027:30hrs. 
The Squadron was again suffering casualties, by accident and in action, the CO among them. On 18 
September, nine aircraft attacked El Tmimi against ineffective pom-pom fire and severe CR42 
opposition. In Mark IV T2048, S/Ldr Keily and his crew P/O JS Cleaver (Observer) and Sgt J Jobson 
(WOp/AG) were shot down in flames. Keily survived and was taken POW. His crew died. Bateson 
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assumed temporary command of his Squadron the next day and Acting Squadron Leader rank 
shortly after. 
Keily, born in India in 1904, had joined the RAF in 1929. He was a very experienced pilot by the time 
he came to command the 113s in early 1939. Gazetted Wing Commander on 1 September 1940, he 
ended up in Stalag Luft III and survived the war. Made Group Captain in 1947, and acting Air 
Commodore in 1949, he was seconded to the Pakistani Air Force for a time. Substantive Air rank 
came in January 1952. Gerald Barnard Keily DFC AFC retired from the RAF later that year and died 
on 14 September 1962 in Wales. 
October began with a Squadron raid from Zimla on Bengahzi, the nine aircraft slathering the port 
area with SBC loads from 15,000ft to no opposition. Most of the action that month was from Zimla, 
and much of it at night with five raids all on Benghazi, all of them from inland via Siwa Oasis. By the 
end of October, Bateson’s ops tally stood at 34, and his flying for the month 55:45hrs, 19:20hrs of 
that on the five night raids. Across the Mediterranean, Mussolini’s forces entered Greece across the 
Northern border with Albania on 28 October. 
Although there was no Italian advance in the Desert, for 113 Squadron the operational tempo 
remained pretty brisk over the Winter months of 1940, mainly daylight raids from Zimla in 
November. In December, , the initiative passed from the Italians with British Commonwealth forces 
moving forward. By 9 December, the Italians were falling back from Sidi Barrani. 
There was quite a bit more night action for 113 Squadron, increasingly from Waterloo, in support 
of the ground offensive. As CO, Bateson was still finding time to find and test out new Landing 
Ground sites markedly less time instructing. By the end of the year, after nearly seven months of 
shooting war, he had completed 230 hours operational flying, in 54 raids and recco sorties, for a 
service flying total of 1182:30hrs. Since hostilities opened in the Desert, his Squadron had lost 10 
aircraft on operations, with seven men POW, 19 killed and one injured. One pilot died in the course 
of night flying. 
1941 
With Italian forces either falling back or falling prisoner, the advance into Cyrenaica continued in 
the New Year. Tobruk fell to Australian troops in late January. Although the formal record for 113 
Squadron is silent again from December onwards, at Waterloo (and from mid-month, Sidi Barrani 
South) Bateson kept up a cracking pace, making 44 flights for the month, twelve of them raids of 
one sort or another, in 61:50hrs flying despite indifferent weather towards the end of the month. 
Morale was pretty high too, Bateson noting early in the month, while returning to Waterloo: 
“Dogfight with Hurricane. Good fun”. On 14 January the award of his DFC was gazetted. 
By 31 January, in almost eight months on operations, he had carried out 66 raids and reccos in 
263:40hrs of operational flying, mostly in Mark IV Blenheims. Then, with the fortune of war for the 
moment in their favour, it was time for Bob Bateson to leave his Crusaders. The tides of conflict 
were to ebb and flow across the desert until well into 1943 Bateson’s duty now lay elsewhere. The 
Log Book tells the story 
1400 30/1 Blenheim IV T2182 Self, Mohammed Hassan Khalil, F/O Mann.  
SB Sidi Barrani to Helio with bearer and kit on posting to HQ RAF ME. 
Command of 113 Squadron now passed to W/Cdr RH Spencer. The Squadron carried on desert 
operations for some weeks, before being sent to Greece in March. In that doomed campaign they 
too were badly knocked about, all their remaining aircraft destroyed on the ground at Niamata in 
April. By the end of May they were back in the desert, on ops at Maaten Bagush once more. 
Awarded the DFC in July, by August Spencer was gone, killed in action on 31 August. There we 
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must leave the 113s, fighting hard “up the blue”: at the end of December they were to be the first 
of the four Middle East Blenheim Squadrons to head East to take on the Japanese. 
Back in Cairo on the Air Staff at HQ RAF Middle East, Bateson got to grips with staff work. Not a 
man to sit back with feet up on the desk for long, Bateson found plenty of opportunity to stay 
current in the air, flying to and fro by Hind, Magister and Proctor in the course of duty. Often 
enough as pilot he took more senior brass as passenger, as they looked into aspects of twin-engine 
training. The Martin Maryland was starting to replace the Blenheim about then—indeed, for a time, 
it had been mooted that 72 OTU be Maryland equipped. 
On Anzac Day 1941, a change of focus came his way, with a stint at 202 Group HQ Heliopolis, 
apparently while looking into Ops Training. For a time at Helio, he was able to take up instructing 
again, a decorated Air Staff Squadron Leader showing Sergeant pilots how to encourage a 
Blenheim to do its best. 
After the early elation of recapturing Sidi Barrani and Tobruk, in February 1941 the arrival of 
Rommel and the Afrika Korps in Libya brought a fresh round of fighting withdrawal, back to the 
Egyptian border by May 1941. A dark period of the war, with defeat in Greece, the great strain of 
the U-boat war near its peak in the Atlantic, and the failure of Wavell’s June 1941 Battleaxe thrust in 
the Desert. 
On 7 July, the Air Staff Ops Training work took Bob Bateson back to HQ RAF Middle East. There was 
to be little flying for some time, apart from a rather au revoir flourish on 26 July 1941. That morning 
he converted F/Lt Cliff on to the Mark IV Blenheim: Cliff was then duty pilot to none other than Air 
Chief Marshal Sir Edward Ludlow-Hewitt KCB DSO MC, Inspector General of the RAF. Thereafter, 
August, September and October passed with flying “Nil”. His service flying time at that point 
totalled 1291:15 hours, having add barely 47 hours since February 1941. 
Perhaps it was in this period that he had a close encounter with an Italian booby-trap bomb. 
Temporarily blinded, he later recalled being flown to Cairo and classified “unfit to fly”. His vision 
improved with daily treatment and he resumed flying. 
After nine months off operations, Bateson returned to the Desert. On 26 October he was posted in 
the rank of Wing Commander as SASO to 270 Wing, under Grp Cpt Beamish at Fuka. Preparations 
were well in hand for Auchinleck’s Crusader offensive. From 18 November, Eighth Army troops and 
armour surged forward deep into Libya, supported by the Desert Air Force. As Senior Air Staff 
Officer, liaison and operational awareness were right up Bateson’s street. 
To be on the spot, he took once more to the air, often enough by Hart or Audax for shorter trips 
with one passenger, or by Blenheim with larger groups. His first flight after the long break, on 6 
November, was to pilot Blenheim IV Z9609 from Fuka satellite to Heliopolis with Sgt Hughes and 
three passengers, returning to Fuka satellite two days later. 
Wing HQ had moved to Gambut on 18 December. On two occasions, with Grp Cpt Kellett aboard, 
Bateson was able to take part in operations again: in Blenheim IV T2249 for a raid on Bardia on 17 
December; then ending the year with real dash—a mid-day sortie on New Years Eve in Hart K6424, 
Kellet in the back seat, flying a recco of Bardia at 2,000ft during an attack. “Having a look!” The 
operations count now stood at 68. 
By then, a new element had already entered the war equation: on 7 December Japan had attacked 
Pearl Harbour and Malaya. 
To 211 Squadron 
Thus change was already in the air, come the New Year. For Bateson, the first week of January 1942 
passed busily with a tour by air from Gambut to Tmimi and back, on to Fuka, on to Heliopolis on 5 
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January, before returning to Mersa Matruh and then Gambut once more on 8 January, all piloted 
by “self” per Audax K7528. His time as a Staff Officer was now up. 
His posting orders came on 6 January 1942, to command 211 Squadron. They were already at 
Helwan, re-equipping and getting up to establishment, this time as a 24 aircraft Squadron, bound 
for the Far East to fight the Japanese: a Wing Commander’s post. On 9 January, 
Hugh Clutterbuck apparently flew out to Gambut in a Mark IV to collect him—certainly Bateson 
flew the anonymous aircraft back to Helwan, noting one F/Lt Clutterbuck as 2nd Pilot or Passenger. 
In his later recall of the Italian booby-trap injury to his eyesight, Bateson associated his recovery 
with an unofficial test flight in a 211 Squadron Blenheim at Helwan on taking command, however, 
his recall sits at odds with his flying record. Nil flying hours from August to October 1941 then, in 
the first week of January 1942, almost daily flights made before leaving 270 Wing, immediately 
followed by the flight to Helwan on 9 January. Five days later, he was flying again, a 40 minute 
aircraft test in Mark IV Z9649 with “Capt Bloomfield and crew”, presumably SAAF personnel. 
By the third week of January 1942, Rommel was back on the offensive. Bateson was very busy at 
Helwan, working hard to get his Squadron ready for the testing move to the Far East. Together they 
faced a journey of some 6,000 miles, whether by sea or by air, to take up operations. At this point, 
the next entry on the Duty page records 
“Posted to Command No. 211 Bomber Squadron and Move to Far East” 
The three corresponding entries in the Record of Service table, that most valuable reference in 
Flying Log Books of that period, hold much of interest. 

Unit From To 
211 Squadron Helwan Egypt WC 6-1-42 24-1-42 
ʺ Far East Sumatra 25-1-42 16-2-42 
ʺ ʺ Java 16-2-42 2-3-42 

In short, they were at Helwan until 24 January, Bateson as CO in the rank of Wing Commander. 
From 25 January 1942, he was to fly daily with his 211 Squadron crew en route to the Far East, 
reaching Palembang in Sumatra on 2 February. 
The four Middle East Squadrons of this 1942 movement to re-inforce the Far East all dealt with the 
practicalities of the long ferry route in the same way. The departures of their aircraft from Egypt 
were staged, so that each Unit didn’t over-stretch resources en route, nor, all things being equal, 
get in each other’s way. The bulk of their equipment and ground personnel and spare aircrew went 
by sea. 
To the Far East 
On 25 January, the first of the four Flights of the 211 Squadron Air echelon departed Helwan for 
the Far East, Bateson leading. Taken at face value, his Log Book list suggests that, like 84 Squadron, 
he knew from the outset that their destination was Sumatra in the Dutch East Indies (not 
Singapore, as the chat was among the 211s, and has often been reported since). It is certain that 
the 225 Group HQ had already been set up in Sumatra, the week before. 
By this date, he’d made more than passing acquaintance with “his” 211s. The aircrew were a mix of 
old hands from the Desert and Greece, plus a large contingent of RAAF men, many fresh from 70 
OTU or 72 OTU, some with a little Squadron experience. A great many of the ground staff were 
experienced men who’d been in the Middle East for some time, many of them with 211 Squadron. 
Bateson made his dispositions accordingly. 
The Sea Party was first to go, departing Helwan on 16 January for Port Tewfik to board HMT Yoma. 
Among this group, apparently led by F/Lt John William Bright 85322, the Adjutant, were the spare 
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aircrew and the bulk of the airman and NCO groundcrew: 400 men or more. Bright, the 
bespectacled “Bright Eyes”, had been commissioned in the Admin & Special Duties Branch in 
August 1940 and had joined 211 Squadron in the Desert, shortly before they went to Greece. He 
had been promoted to Flying Officer in August 1941. On 17 January, Yoma departed Port Tewfik 
with the groundcrew, equipment and spare aircrew of 84 and 211 Squadrons. 
Bateson’s orders (and intentions as Officer Commanding) were to fly 24 aircraft over 6,000 air-miles 
along a known but demanding ferry route, to bring them to their destination in good order 
sufficient to soon mount operations with minimal support, equipment and groundcrew. Each 
aircraft took a groundcrew NCO passenger plus tools and kit. 
Within that operational requirement, Bateson’s choices for his Air echelon were characteristic. He 
would lead the first Flight, six himself. He had already chosen his crew, from among the old hands: 
as his Observer and navigator, Sgt Peter Dennis (a Squadron member since at least July 1940), and 
as his Wireless Op/Gunner, young Sgt William Baird (a member since September 1940). As 
passenger, accommodated austerely in the centre-section well, came Cpl Williams (possibly 623168 
Cpl Williams R, otherwise “Dai”, a pre-war RAF airman who had been with the Squadron at Wadi 
Gazouza if not before). 
To lead the final Flight, six, he chose the able and well-regarded Canadian, Ken Dundas DFC, a 211 
veteran from June 1939 who was now a Squadron Leader. They would depart four days later, on 
Wednesday 28 January. Dundas had acted as OC at the end in Greece and was very experienced. 
Apart from his six aircraft Flight, he could be relied on to gather, if possible, any stranded crews 
from earlier Flights whose aircraft had let them down en route. 
On the morning of 25 January at 0800 GMT (0900 Cairo), in Blenheim IV Z9649, Bateson took off 
from Helwan with Dennis, Baird and Williams, heading for Habbaniyah in Iraq. Encountering a bad 
sand-storm, Bateson chose to land instead at the H4 pumping station in Trans-Jordan on the Iraq 
oil pipeline, before going on the next day to Habbaniyah where they remained overnight. Early on 
27 January, they took off for Muharraq in Bahrein. That afternoon, they pressed on down the 
Persian Gulf to Sharjah in the United Arab Emirates. They spent the night in the fort. 
Early in the morning of Wednesday 28 January, they made the flight across to Karachi in India (now 
Pakistan), arriving after 4:20hrs in the air. They stayed the night in a hotel on the aerodrome. 
Crossing India the next day, they reached Allahabad after nearly 5 hours in the air. ”Very small LG” 
remarked Bateson tersely, as they stopped briefly to refuel. After lunch, they were back in the air, 
arriving at Dum Dum LG,on the outskirts of Calcutta that afternoon, having flown for 7:25hrs that 
day. They stayed the night in the Grand Hotel. 
Back at Helwan on 28 January, Dundas, senior Flight Commander and leading the last 211 
Squadron Flight to depart, was taking off in Mark IV Z7643 with two other old 211 hands as his 
crew: 749525 F/Sgt GA (Jimmy) Riddle (Observer) and 651720 Sgt GNV (Chig) Chignall (WOp/AG). 
His two sections of three aircraft were: 
S/Ldr Dundas DFC, Flight Commander, Riddle and Chignall 
P/O G Mackay, Oddie, Payne (all RAAF) 
Sgt. AT Burrage, Stewart, McDonald (all RAAF) 
P/O B West Ritchie, Keeping (all RAAF) 
Sgt. Harrison 
Sgt. DCH Paterson 
On 30 January, Bateson and his Flight took off from Dum Dum late in the morning for Toungoo on 
the Sittang River in Burma. “Incredible country—dense jungle” he noted once they’d arrived safely 
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after a Flight, just over 3 hours. They remained two nights in the historic city (Bateson was running 
a high temperature, he later recalled). In the five days since setting out from Helwan they had been 
flying for 26:25hrs. 
For the next two legs, they were potentially liable to Japanese attack, both counting as operational 
for tour purposes. Rangoon had been under air attack by the Japanese since late December. 
Leaving Toungoo early on 1 February, they reached Rangoon (that is, Mingaladon airfield) in 
1:20hr. There 113 Squadron were already in residence and mounting operations. 
Sumatra vs Singapore 
From Rangoon direct to Singapore was some 1,200 miles and if not wholly impractical for the 
Blenheims, best executed by staging through an RAF airfield on the West coast of Northern Malaya 
en route. However, by 14 January 1942 every one of the RAF airfields North of Kluang, 60 miles or 
so from Singapore, had already been over-run by the Japanese: that is, by the day the first 84 
Squadron flight left Heliopolis. 
Bateson later recalled that it was at Rangoon that the decision to proceed to Sumatra was made 
(rather than to Singapore). However, the account for 84 Squadron is clear. Having left the Middle 
East earlier than 211 Squadron, they were proceeding to Sumatra from the outset. The Air 
Historical Branch narrative sources are in accord, and indeed 225 Group (which would be in 
immediate command of both Squadrons) was being set up at Palembang a week before 211 
Squadron left the Middle East. Maltby, too, is in accord with these developments: the diversion of 
units and resources to Sumatra had been considered by late December and acted on from mid 
January. The narratives of a number of other RAF participants are in agreement. 
F/Lt Terence (Pat) O’Brien with his Flight, ex-53 Squadron Hudsons from the UK, now attached to 
62 Squadron, had arrived in Singapore on 16 January. The final stages of their long journey were 
Rangoon to Lhon’ga, then down the East coast of Sumatra, before turning for Singapore. His stay 
was short. From 22 to 29 January, the bomber units on Singapore were withdrawn to 
Sumatra: 27 and 34 Squadron Blenheims notionally to Pakenbaroe; the Hudsons of 1 and 8 
Squadrons RAAF and of 62 Squadron RAF to Palembang P2. 
The chat on 211 Squadron was that they were going to Singapore and, until late December, 
Singapore had been a desirable and practical objective. It seems clear, though, that by mid-January 
at the latest the intention was to proceed direct to Sumatra and support Singapore from there: by 
then the only practical option. It was a difficult period of the war, for which surviving records are far 
from complete and not always in agreement with each other, while the vagaries of later recall add 
another layer of complexity. 
From Rangoon to Lho’nga via the Andaman and Nicobar Islands was some 900 miles by air, which 
Bateson recalled later as being just feasible. Thus by mid-morning Bateson & co were off again, 
using this next leg to make a reconnaissance over the Andamans and Nicobars, before landing at 
Lon’gha (modern Lokh Nga) on the Western tip of Northern Sumatra, about 10 miles SW of Kota 
Radja (now Banda Aceh). Arriving after a Flight, 5:40hrs and short of fuel, they found the strip rather 
short, the ground defences trigger-happy and the reception otherwise cool they remained 
overnight. Others on this route found the strip hard to find, or suffered from map, briefing or 
navigation difficulties, resulting in some forced landings. 
To Palembang and P2 
On 2 February they flew on towards Pakenbaroe, over 500 miles to the South East, first climbing to 
12,000ft to cross the mountainous, actively volcanic spine of the island. For the last 100 miles or so 
of their track, they were passing over the vast lowland swamps and jungles of Eastern Sumatra, to 
reach Pakenbaroe in late morning after 3:05hrs in the air. In the afternoon, they flew on over the 
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plains and swamps, arriving at the pre-war civil airfield at Palembang (to be called P I—that is, P1—
for their purposes) by mid-afternoon. 
Within half an hour they were on the last leg, heading inland to reach the new satellite airfield 
referred to as P2 (ie P II) in the jungle at Karengendah 20 minutes or 34 miles from Palembang by 
air, or about 42 miles by road and by ferry-crossing. The area was also served by railway from 
Palembang and on South East to the old Dutch port of Oosthaven, some 250 miles away on the 
Southern tip of Sumatra. 
By 15:30hrs on Monday 2 February 1942, the long journey East was done. Nine days in the air, over 
6,000 miles flown, in 38:35hrs flying time. Of 211 Squadron’s initial strength of 24 Blenheims, it has 
now been possible to identify or provide some sort of service summary for at least 18 of the aircraft 
which reached Sumatra. 
Tuesday was spent getting things organized. Late in the morning, it was back to Palembang for a 
long session, returning to P2 late in the afternoon. 
On operations: P2 
By the end of the week, Friday 6 February, they were ready to resume operations. In his own Log 
Book, Bateson made a terse entry: 
“6/2 Blenheim IV Z9649 Sgts Dennis and Baird.  
Fighter? escort of important convoy on Equator. By Flights. Second Flight beaten up by fighters. 
5:20hrs  
no takeoff time recorded 
Bateson’s own WOp/AG, Bill Baird, logged this operation as 7 February, take off time 1210hrs, Reg 
Cuttiford in Z7622 also logged the date as 7 February (but not the take-off time). In their 
“forbidden” diaries, Burrage and Keeping both recorded 7 February, Keeping noting the take-off as 
05:30 hours. In his April 1942 report, Bateson also reported that as the date, as did Penry. 
The two Flights, in turn, each circled the convoy for three hours, their sorties lasting some 5 hours 
or so from take-off to landing. All three 211 Squadron aircraft of one Flight were lost, two missing 
on the return flight at about 12:40hrs (Steele and co in Z7586 and Bott & co in Z9713, all six men 
missing in action), the third shot down on reaching P2 (Linton and co in Z9659, only his Observer 
and Gunner surviving), as reported by Burrage, Penry and others. 
Bateson and Baird were not the only ones critical of this operation. The Blenheim IV carried a single 
fixed forward-firing .303in machine gun for the pilot, two in the gunner’s turret with a limited field 
of fire, and two in the chin turret restricted to rearward defensive fire. An anti-submarine patrol to 
protect the convoy (civilian and other evacuees from Singapore bound for Batavia) might have 
been fair use, with the right ordinance. Sending Blenheims to loiter as a supposed fighter escort 
was ineffective high-risk use of the very limited number of men and machines available (and quite 
irreplaceable). 
Different signals of the losses record either date. History: the facts—as recorded at the time, 
imperfect or otherwise. And of five accounts published since, all give varying details of dates and 
losses. It is simply not possible to be definitive about this action. On balance, it seems likely to have 
been on the Saturday 7 February, giving greatest weight to the majority of the personal records 
closest to the time. 
Considering the times recorded by Baird and Keeping, the sortie lengths recorded by Bateson, 
Baird, Cuttiford and Keeping, and the comments as to losses, it is certain there were at least two 
Flights of three aircraft involved, of which one came under attack: referred to by Bateson as the 
“second Flight”, although take-off and loss times suggest it was the first. Keeping’s very early times 
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might imply either a) three Flights in turn, from early morning to late afternoon or b) that he was 
recording ops times in GMT (seven hours behind). or c) a simple error. All other reports refer to two 
Flights only. There are inconsistencies here, even in the nearest possible source documents, that do 
not now seem possible to reconcile. It was a very difficult period in every way. 
For Bateson, the next operation (again with Dennis and Baird in Z9649) was the night attack from 
P2 of 10 February, on Kluang airfield. By then it, too, was in Japanese hands. Some 60 miles North 
of Singapore, Kluang lay on the main railway North to Malacca, to Kuala Lumpur and to Kota Bahru. 
Taking off at 0200 hours on 10 February, the target was some 375 miles away to the North. Flying 
through the night, they found the target well defended by searchlights and nightfighters. In his 
April report, Bateson recalled this as a six aircraft (ie two Flights) operation, while 
Dru Paterson noted it as five, two of which (Chalmers & co, Manton & co) were unable to take-off. 
Bill Baird long remembered Bateson’s violent evasive action over the target. 
Sadly, Bateson’s well-regarded, highly experienced senior Flight commander S/Ldr Ken Dundas DFC 
and his RAAF crew, Ritchie and Keeping, did not return. Soon after their own safe return to P2 that 
morning, Bateson, Dennis and Baird mounted a local search for the missing Blenheim, there being 
rumours that Dundas was in a local hospital. There was no trace of the aircraft or its crew. They had 
died at Kluang. 
The disastrous night take-off of 11/12 February (to attack a Japanese invasion convoy near Banka 
Island) resulted in the death of Clutterbuck and Newstead in Z7521 and also destroyed Bateson’s 
Z9649, injuring the crew West, Chignall and Riddle. 
Thus on the afternoon of Friday 13 February, when Bateson led his six aircraft on a low-level sweep 
again seeking the Japanese invasion convoy, he was flying Z7855 (with Dennis and Baird, as ever). 
Bateson recorded take-off as 07:25hrs but flying time as 3:00hrs daylight, 1:00hr night. In contrast, 
Bill Baird entered 15:40hrs as takeoff (again with flying times 3:00hrs day, 1:00hr night) 
while Burrage, Cuttiford and Penry were broadly in agreement: an afternoon sortie extending into 
the evening. Taken together, consistent with how the afternoon and early evening unfolded. 
The convoy was not found. Returning in worsening tropical weather as dusk approached, the six 
aircraft were unable to find P2. Bateson and three others (Burrage & co in Z7776, Coughlan and co 
possibly in Z9660, and Cuttiford & co in Z7622), were able to grope their way through the storm to 
Palembang P1 where they were fortunate to spot the flare-path through the clag about an hour 
after sunset. Burrage & co in Z7776 survived a hair-rasing scramble into P1, writing off their aircraft 
in the process. 
Two aircraft did not return: Mackay, Oddie and Payne (all RAAF) in Z9829, last seen circling in the 
vicinity of non-visible P2; and Don Chalmers RAF, Tom McInerney and George Kendrick (both 
RAAF) in an as yet unidentified Blenheim. Only Chalmers and Kendrick survived, night-ditching the 
Blenheim in Banka Strait to be quite remarkably rescued from Nangka Island the next morning and 
rejoin the Squadron in Batavia. 
Returning to P2 the next morning, the next operation came that afternoon, according to Bateson. 
With the Japanese invasion force still in Banka Strait approaching the Moesi River, Bateson led six 
aircraft in a high level (6,000ft) attack on a large enemy convoy, against medium AA. The results, 
Bateson noted, were “OK”. Other accounts refer to low-level morning attacks, by 84 and 211 
Squadron aircraft. Meanwhile Japanese aircraft and paratroops were attacking P1. 
On Sunday 15 February, the Japanese sea-borne forces entered the Moesi River. Bateson & co in 
Z7855 took off at 0920, apparently with other 211 Squadron aircraft, to make low-level attacks on 
the barges in the Moesi and Palembang Rivers. It was his 76th operation. He remarked simply 
“Inflicted heavy casualties” and “badly holed”—surely of his own aircraft. 
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Withdrawal to Java 
The next morning, Monday 16 February, 211 Squadron’s part in the attempt to defend Sumatra was 
over. At dawn, the ten remaining aircraft of the Squadron took off from P2 with 5 passengers 
apiece for Batavia, the Dutch colonial capital of Java, 95 minutes away by air. With a failing Port 
engine on approach to Batavia, Burrage managed a forced landing that wrote off the aircraft 
without injury to crew or passengers. 
Mid-morning on Wednesday 18 February, Bateson & co made the short flight to Kalidjati, where 
Cuttiford & co in Z7622 (with Burrage as passenger) had arrived the day before. Bob Bateson’s 
formal Log Book entries end there, at Kalidjati on 18 February—as do Bill Baird’s. In 2009, kindly 
looking at his Log Book for me again, Bill remarked 
“These are the last flights with 211 Squadron.  
The next entry is local flying in Ceylon with 11 Squadron on 31st May.” 
Of this period, Bateson later added a pencil note to his Log Book: 
“Ops Feb 1942 65:25hrs. 20 hrs Java not entered. Approx 10 ops.” 
He had led six operations on Sumatra in ten days to bring the total to 76. By the end of February 
on Java, the count was about 86. 
According to Burrage, 211 Squadron Blenheims were available to take part in a raid on Palembang 
on 19 February. Shores reports that three aircraft were led by Bateson, with Coughlan (presumably 
Cummins) and Richardson in Z9660; and one other aircraft. All returned safely but 
Coughlan’s Z9660 was written off on return, the main spar cracked. 
At some point in this period of intense operational and organisational workload, it had been 
possible for the surplus airmen groundcrew to assemble at Batavia. Some (perhaps the ill and 
wounded) were to be evacuated along with some 34 Squadron and 84 Squadron men, ironically 
aboard the Yoma for Ceylon on 20 February. Numbers or roll unknown, unfortunately. 
On Saturday 21 February, three Blenheims of 211 Squadron took part in perhaps their last 
operation, attacking river shipping near Palembang: apparently led by F/Lt Wyllie of 84 
Squadron, Cuttiford and co in Z9660, Penry and co in another Blenheim and the third, Z9714, flown 
by Sgt John Burrage, with P/O David Stewart and Sgt Malcolm McDonald. Penry last saw Burrage 
and co en route to Sumatra. In difficult weather, the formation split up over the Java Sea. Burrage 
and his crew did not rejoin the formation and were never seen again. 
According to Shores, there were five Blenheims on this raid, led by Bateson—presumably in two 
Flights, one led by the CO, the other by Wyllie. However, according to Neate, the raid was mounted 
by six Blenheims, led by S/Ldr Passmore of 84 Squadron, with Wyllie leading two RAAF crews 
(including that of Burrage). On 24 and 25 February, Kalidjati came under air attack, destroying some 
Blenheims on the ground. About this time, the AOC ordered that remaining Blenheims be pooled 
together at Kalidjati under 84 Squadron control. 
The next day, 26 February, 211 Squadron personnel withdrew from Batavia and from Kalidjati by 
train and truck to reach Poerwokerto far to the South by 27 or 28 February. In the midst of chaos, 
Bateson and Bright, the Adjutant, had succeeded in having the Squadron aircrew and groundcrew 
gather at a disused sugar factory. There they camped for a day or so, as recounted by 
Tom Henderson, and as Jim Fryatt and Mick Dudman’s photographs show. 
It had been a very difficult period in every way. Communication, supply, maintenance, transport, 
even the basics of camp and catering, let alone record keeping, enough to confound coherent 
action or commentary then, let alone relying on recall months (let alone decades) later. Suffice to 
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say that Blenheim operations continued somehow at Kalidjati until 28 February. On 1 March, the 
airfield came under direct attack by Japanese ground forces and was over-run. 
For 211 Squadron, three weeks of intense action under very difficult conditions had inflicted heavy 
loss of aircraft and aircrew, with 19 men dead or missing, old hand and new alike. 
To Poerwokerto and Tjilatjap 
One more difficult moment approached. The fall of Java was now very close. Evacuation of 
personnel by ship from the South coast port of Tjilatjap was proceeding apace but with limited 
vessels and space, far from sufficient for the thousands of servicemen who had reached 
Poerwokerto and the port town. Tjilatjap had been under air attack since 27 February. 
The choice was hard but straightforward. Limited berths could be found for aircrew and for skilled 
trades only. The rest would have to take their chance in captivity or attempt escape. What 
discretion the AOC’s orders allowed Bateson is not apparent. On the afternoon of 2 March, they 
were assembled, with their CO and their Adjutant, apparently at Poerwokerto. When the roll call 
was made that afternoon, 65 men of 211 Squadron were numbered off to make their way by train 
and truck the 30-odd miles to the port of Tjilatjap on the South coast of Java. 
Reluctant to leave any men under his command to their fate, on the afternoon and evening of 2 
March he made his final dispositions. There were about 200 places available aboard the ex-Straits 
Steamer, now 205 Squadron tender, Tung Song. She was to be among the last vessels to depart 
Tjilatjap. 
“We seemed to assemble in groups on the quayside, Wing Commander Bateson, Peter Dennis and 
I being one. The CO was reluctant to leave without all his command but in discussion with an 
officer in charge of embarkation, presumably Wing Commander Gregson, he was persuaded to 
board the Tung Song 
W Baird, So Long SIngapore Ch 10 
Late that afternoon the lucky 65 men of 211 Squadron made their way aboard: 23 aircrew and 42 
groundcrew. They took their places alongside the 205 Squadron men, the 151 MU Fitters and 
Armourers, some few of 84 Squadron—and three RAF wives. In all, a complement of more than 
240: 199 evacuees, 11 RAF crew and 30-odd officers and crew of the Straits Steamship Co. 
F/Lt Bright, the 211 Squadron Adjutant, was to remain in Tjilatjap with the balance of the Squadron 
groundcrew, some 340 men. Neither Bateson nor Bright could know that only 159 of these brave 
men would survive as guests of his Imperial Japanese Majesty over the next four bitter years. F/Lt 
John William Bright 85322 was to be one of them. When Java surrendered to the Japanese on 8 
March1942 over 5,100 RAF personnel were taken captive: 1,714 of them did not survive. 
At dusk on Monday 2 March 1942, Tung Song made her way down river and out into the Indian 
Ocean, where Japanese naval and air units were hunting with considerable success. Sailing for 
Australia, she stopped briefly at Exmouth Gulf to refuel (from drums, aboard), before proceeding 
unmolested to the Western Australian port of Fremantle and safety, arriving there on Friday 13 
March 1942. 
Disembarked into the care of busy 5 Embarkation Depot, they had a bit of leave and a spruce up. 
From Fremantle, many of the RAF evacuees went on to Melbourne, some by train, others aboard 
the merchant ship Gorgon (3,533 gross register tons, built 1933), all bound for the delights of No 1 
Embarkation Depot at the Royal Melbourne Showgrounds, Ascot Vale, to await posting. Given the 
scale of the Middle East, Singapore and Netherlands East Indies exodus in early 1942, the wait may 
have been short for some was protracted for others. 
Eastern Prince (10,926 gross register tons, built 1929) had earlier been part of the Stepsister convoy 
JS3 returning from Colombo (after some British/Australian political imbroglio) with Australian 
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personnel from the Middle East as convoy SU1 to Fremantle. By 24 March 1942, she was berthed at 
Port Adelaide. There, after an interval, a draft of some 150-odd RAF men arrived from 1 ED 
Melbourne, to board her for passage to India via Colombo. 
A change of pace and a change of scene 
Among that Eastern Prince draft were W/Cdr Bateson, his Observer P/O Dennis, and his WOp/AG 
Sgt Bill Baird. In late May 1942 they disembarked at Colombo. There Bateson was posted to 
command of another Blenheim Squadron, together with his crew. 
Having arrived in Ceylon in February 1942, 11 Squadron had taken something of a battering in 
April, against the abortive but costly Japanese carrier force forward sweep: that “Most Dangerous 
Moment”. Under Bateson, they were to remain on guard at Ceylon until the end of the year. 
After the tense action of April 1942, from May the work of 11 Squadron with Bateson as CO was 
comparatively and uncharacteristically sedate. As the Japanese threat to the Indian Ocean receded, 
their part in the air defence of Ceylon was mainly maritime reconnaissance and anti-submarine 
patrolling. 
After this comparatively restful period, the Squadron moved to India in January 1943 with their 
Blenheims. From Baigachi near Calcutta and later from Feni in East Bengal, their task was to attack 
targets in the Arakan, where the Imperial Japanese Army was still a very considerable menace. 
Having served for eight months as Commanding Officer of his third operational Squadron in three 
years, it was time for Bateson to take on other duties. On 9 January 1943, he was posted to Air 
Staff/Plans at HQ 222 Group in Colombo. The Group controlled the RAF units in Ceylon and, from 
mid 1942, Indian Ocean long-range flying boat operations. 
Bateson’s Flying Log Book for this period is unfortunately too fragile for copying, however, his staff 
posting carried on until 5 March 1943, when he embarked for Home after five years of overseas 
service. It was at this time that Bill Baird, for so long Bateson’s WOp/AG, was posted too, as he 
recalled in 2007: 
“... in March 43 I was posted to his brother’s Squadron, 22, Beauforts, on my commission catching 
up with me. W/Cdr JA Bateson's name also features in my log book”. 
John Bateson commanded 22 Squadron from January 1942 until October 1943. The Squadron had 
been operating as a torpedo-bomber unit since 1934 in the UK, equipped with Bristol Beauforts 
from late 1939. They were at St Eval in Cornwall when the Japanese invaded Malaya in December 
1941. From January 1942 they were on the move to the Far East and by May 1942 were ready to 
resume operations at Ratmalana in Ceylon. 
Bob Bateson’s homeward voyage took him to Bombay and on to Mauritius, Capetown, Takoradi, 
Freetown, and Gibraltar, to make port at Gourock in Scotland on 7 June 1943. From there he 
passed to 1 PDC West Kirby and a brief period at SHQ Uxbridge. 
Mosquito strike force 
On 27 July 1943 Bateson was posted to 13 OTU at Bicester. Not listed in the diary as a staff posting 
in or out, he was apparently on a conversion course for the DH.98 Mosquito, a far livelier and more 
potent beast than the Blenheims of his previous experience. 
Between May and July, Mosquito training was getting a bit of a shake-up, with 1655 CU first 
absorbed by 13 OTU only to be hived off again within a month or so, with changes of Command 
responsibility. In any event, around that time Mosquito training was undertaken by both units, at 
Bicester and at nearby Finmere. From Bicester, Bateson was posted to 613 (City of Manchester) 
Squadron as a Flight commander on 19 October 1943. They had only moved to Lasham on 12 
October to re-equip with the Mosquito FB VI on transferring to 2 Group, 2nd Tactical Air Force. 
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Bateson’s command of Blenheim operations in the Middle East and in the darker Far East period 
(despite it’s cost) was surely lustrous and had taught him much. His own record and the warm 
respect of his men also speaks volumes of his skill and dash. In 2 Group, equipped with the 
remarkable Mosquito, all this ability was to shine more brightly still, while yet casting sombre 
shadow. 
The story of 2 Group, of its redoubtable AOC Air Vice-Marshal Basil Embry DSO + 2 Bars AFC, and 
of their far-ranging Mosquito operations over Europe from late 1943 to the end of the war, have all 
been recounted many times. Their trade-mark low-level pin-point strikes on difficult targets in 
heavily defended areas were truly the stuff of legend. 
When Bateson assumed command of 613 Squadron in February 1944 the tide of war had well and 
truly turned. Although the road to victory was to be both long and hard, preparations for D-Day 
were well in hand—rising levels of carefully co-ordinated air operations included. 
On 11 April 1944 six aircraft of the Squadron, led by Bateson, mounted a strike on Gestapo HQ in 
The Hague, at the request of the Dutch Resistance. In Gestapo HQ at Koninglijke Kunstzall 
Kleykamp (the Royal Art Gallery), their central records archive included Dutch population registers. 
Destruction of these records would greatly assist the Resistance. Bateson, bombing from 50 feet, 
put two bombs “bang through the front door” and in the ensuing strikes the building was 
effectively destroyed. 
There were no losses for 613 Squadron, however, it was later realised that there had been Dutch 
civilian casualties among those caught in the building. Bateson was awarded the DSO for this raid, 
and was later awarded the Dutch DFC equivalent, the Flight Cross or Vlieger Kruis. 
At this time, John Bateson was a Squadron Leader Flying Instructor at 5 (Coastal) OTU. The OTU 
had trained many a Beaufort crew, at Chivenor, Turnberry and Long Kesh, before taking on ASR 
training (with Vickers Warwicks) and torpedo training (with Bristol Beaufighters) at RAF Turnberry 
on the Ayrshire coast from 1944 
On 30 June 1944, John Bateson was flying with Lt Cdr A Stansberg in Beaufighter VI JL835. Late that 
morning, their aircraft suffered engine failure and crashed into the sea off Turnberry. Stansberg 
survived, seriously injured Squadron Leader John Allen Bateson 37744 was killed. He was 33 years 
old. Elder son of George Roland and Florence Maud Bateson, husband of Doreen Joan of Toat Hill, 
Sussex, Bateson lies in the Commonwealth War Graves Commission section at Dunure Cemetery, 
overlooking the Firth of Clyde from the slopes above Dunure village in Ayrshire, some ten miles 
from RAF Turnberry. 
Both men were highly experienced pilots. Carl Johan August le Maire Stansberg had completed five 
years training at the Royal Norwegian Navy Academy by 1936. Posted to the RNoN Flying School in 
1937, by 1939 he was a pilot serving at Naval Air Stations, including Stavanger, Bergen and Tromsø, 
until the fall of Norway in the Summer of 1940. 
After a period of RNoAF instructing in Canada, from 1941 Stansberg was a First Lieutenant and 
Flight Commander with No 330 (Norwegian) Squadron RAF, based at Reykjavik on Iceland. On 21 
September 1942, their ‘B’ Flight Operations Record Book Form 540 recorded tersely 
“21/9 Cat Z 330 
On convoy duties - Shot down by German U/Boat after sending 465.  
Whole crew were saved by a ship from the convoy” 
Unfortunately, there is no additional detail of the action to be found elsewhere in the 330 
Squadron diary, while all later accounts differ either as to date, aircraft identity or submarine 
identity. It appears that, patrolling that day in support of Arctic Convoy QP 14, Stansberg’s 
Consolidated Catalina Mk III, apparently FP526 ‘Z’, was damaged by return fire while attacking a U-
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Boat. Forced to ditch near the convoy, Stansberg and his crew were rescued without loss by escort 
destroyer HMS Marne, 
After further training duties in Canada, Stansberg returned to the UK in 1943, apparently for 
operational training at 132 (Coastal) OTU East Fortune and, by June 1944, at 5 (Coastal) OTU 
Turnberry. At the time of his unfortunate Beaufighter accident with John Bateson, August Stansberg 
held the Norwegian naval rank of KapteinLøytnant: the equivalent of a British Lt Commander RN 
and hence so recorded in the 5 OTU entry. Surviving the crash and ditching, he spent the next six 
months in hospital. 
Stansberg had been awarded the British DFC in 1943, and the Norwegian Order of St Olav with Oak 
Leaves in 1944. Returning to duty in January 1945, senior Staff and liaison appointments followed 
and by the end of the war he was at the RAF Staff College. Taking up ever more senior 
appointments in the post-war Royal Norwegian Air Force, in 1959 Oberst CJ August Stansberg was 
appointed Inspector General commanding the RNoAF, from which position he retired, highly 
decorated, in 1970. 
Bob Bateson’s tour with 613 Squadron came to an end on 16 July 1944, posted to HQ No 2 Group 
Mongewell Park, near Wallingford. There staff work provided a break from operations, to refresh 
and perhaps to contemplate. 
As ever, he was still keen for active command. By November 1944 he was W/Cdr Flying at 136 
Group, quickly moving as Group Captain to command 140 Wing of 2 Group on 1 December 1944, 
with 21 Squadron, 464 Squadron and 487 Squadron Mosquitos under his command. Group HQ had 
moved to Brussels in November. In January 1945, 140 Wing and its Squadrons moved forward to 
Northern France, for more of the low-level precision strikes against transport and high-profile 
targets. 
The earlier Amiens, Kleykamp and Aarhus raids of 1944 had assisted French, Dutch and Danish 
Resistance forces in turn, though not without cost. In 1945, the Danish Resistance was still under 
considerable pressure from the Gestapo. Embry’s 2nd TAF (and Bateson’s 140 Wing in particular) 
were about to render assistance again, again not without cost. 
First came Operation Carthage, the famous Shellhus raid, requested in aid of Danish Resistance 
members under interrogation there. Operating temporarily from Norfolk, all three Squadrons of 
140 Wing took part, Bateson leading, his 2 Group AOC AVM Basil Embry also flying. There are 
plenty of accounts of this raid, in print and on film. 
In brief, on 21 March 1945, 18 Mosquitos of 140 Wing attacked Shellhus in Copenhagen at extreme 
low level, with two Mosquito FPU aircraft recording the event. The attack successfully broke open 
the building, allowing many of the incarcerated Danes to escape before it was destroyed. By the 
great misfortune of war, one Mosquito crashed near the target in such a way that several other 
aircraft bombed a nearby building by mistake. It was the Jean D’Arc Convent School. 
While over 300 children survived, sadly at least 86 were killed, as well as 16 adults. There are 
different accounts of the exact number of casualties of the raid but in addition to the Gestapo dead 
at Shellhus, about 140 Danish civilians lost their lives. The three Mosquito Squadrons lost four 
aircraft and eight aircrew. Faced with such a sad aftermath to an otherwise necessary strike, the 
Danes were not merely stoic but magnanimous, not only recognising the losses as an accident of 
war in their signals to London at the time also according Embry and Bateson the warmest of 
welcomes in Copenhagen very shortly after liberation. 
Soon after this difficult attack and with the war almost at an end, the Danish Resistance once more 
sought RAF aid to neutralize another Gestapo HQ, this time in a village near Odense. On 17 April, 
six aircraft of the various units of 140 Wing took part, again led by Bob Bateson, again with his AOC 
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AVM Basil Embry also flying. Taking off from Belgium, they found the target area but the building 
itself proved harder to identify. After several circuits it was confirmed and destroyed but some of 
the bombing was not so accurate, destroying a number of houses and killing a number of civilians, 
of which reports differ. All six aircraft returned safely. 
Peace at last came to Europe. Bateson, Embry and others were now able to visit Denmark to pay 
their respects. In June, Bateson was awarded a Bar to his DSO for leading the Shellhus and Odense 
strikes. The Danes made him a Commander of the Order of the Dannebrog in 1947. 
Promoted to war-substantive Wing Commander In July 1945, he continued as Acting Group 
Captain in command of 140 Wing until April 1946. By then they were based at Gutersloh in West 
Germany, with 4 Squadron, 21 Squadron and 107 Squadron and their Mosquitos. Ten years of 
Home, overseas and active service had carried him far: his post-war career still had far to run. 
Photographs 
Several years ago now, the Bateson and Carr families kindly made quite a selection of photographs 
available to illustrate this narrative, through Adrian Fryatt. I’ve chosen to present them here in my 
best attempt at chronological order. 
Most of these images are quite fresh. For one or two, similar but not identical same day shots can 
be found elsewhere, as noted. As usual, many are personal prints taken either by Bateson or by 
other Squadron men. Several are from negatives plainly from Bateson’s own camera. A couple are 
fairly clearly “RAF Official”. The few captions Bob Bateson did write on the back of his photographs 
are noted. 
Desert days: 113 Squadron 1940 

 

RN Bateson c1939 (Bateson/Carr collection) 
Grinning around the ever-present pipe, about to haul on a rope “somewhere in Egypt”. No date or 
place most likely with 113 Squadron in the Western Desert. The truck, in desert paint rather than 
peace-time RAF blue, gives some slight hint at a date.  
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RN Bateson c1939 (Bateson/Carr collection) 
Bateson, pipe in hand, on the right of this cheerful 113 Squadron group. The tent appears to be in 
natural state. The Fire bucket is the ubiquitous four-gallon petrol tin.  

 

Bleu de Roi II c June 1940 (Bateson/Carr collection) 
A Mark I Blenheim, presumably of 113 Squadron, under open-air servicing in the Desert. The 
aircraft is attended upon closely by a party of Armourers. This is a splendid shot, in tantalising 
circumstances. 
While one of the “plumbers” wears a sola topee and one, kneeling, is possessor of the pre-war 
cheese-cutter Service cap, three of the lads are wearing their tin hats, despite the heat and labour 
at hand. All in all, sufficient hints to suggest that hostilities have begun in the Desert. 
For some reason, orders have come to unship the 40lb and 20lb bombs from their SBC (uncradled, 
right foreground), to load them individually to the bomb-bay, rather than to the more usual 
external Light Series Carrier racks. Some modified bomb-cell installation of LSC racks may have 
been possible for the purpose. The bomb-bay doors are off as bombing-up proceeds. Even without 
the usual SBC canisters, it’s possible the bungee-operated doors would have remained off for this 
sort of operation. 
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A scatter of empty 4 gallon petrol tins lie beyond the kneeling armourer. In the far background, the 
encampment is just visible. The aircraft itself has been christened, perhaps simply in chalk. In the 
early war period in the Middle East, such individual namings were often discreet in style, and 
usually insouciant jokes or references to a Squadron’s lore: Caminix, The Maestro, The Old ‘Un, The 
Porpoise, The Saint all come to mind. Here, the aircraft is Bleu de Roi II. Sounding pretty obscure at 
first look, this turned out to have not only fascinating origins but also equally facinating family 
connections. 
Bleu de Roi II turned out to be a fancied runner for the 1934 Lincolnshire Handicap, the historic 
Spring curtain-raiser of English horse racing, itself a pastime that called to young RAF pilots then. In 
the mid-1930s, Bleu de Roi II ran with other notables of the day like Play On, the 1934 winner. If 
that name seems familiar, all the horses of the board game Totopoly were well-known names of the 
time: Dark Warrior, Dorigen, Play On, Priory Park and the rest—all had won the Lincolnshire 
Handicap. My father bought the family a Totopoly set in Derby in about 1952, which is still in the 
family. 
But why Bleu de Roi at all? The firm of Alfred Meakin of Tunstall was a prolific maker of quality 
dinnerware for many decades from the 19th C. On the occasion of the 1913 Royal Visit to their 
Royal Albert potteries, Meakins presented King George V and Queen Mary with a full set of the 
firm’s new pattern dinner service: Bleu de Roi. The design, of truly Edwardian panache with its gilt 
and rich royal blue border, was highly popular. It is still readily collectible—and a particular 
favourite of my late ex-mother-in law-and her daughter (two wonderful women). 

 

113 Squadron Blenheim I cJune-August 1940 (Bateson/Carr collection) 
Again, warlike posture in another quite stunning print. The aircraft is a Mark I, serial in the L8 - - - 
sequence but not quite discernible, Squadron code AD plain, with no individual call-letter. While 
Mark IVs had been taken on charge from March 1940, it was mid-September before Bateson noted 
his own last flights in Mark Is. 
Flintham and Thomas have well-described the complexity of pre-war vs war-time re-allocation 
and/or adoption of Squadron letters. While AD had been allotted to 60 Squadron in India from 
about June 1939 to about March 1940, from about that time 113 Squadron aircraft used AD, in the 
Middle East in 1940 and 1941, and in the Far East until 1945. 
Curiously, another shot of this very same group and aircraft, plainly on the same day, appeared 
long ago in Moyes’ Bomber Squadrons of the RAF, confidently identified as bearing “11 Squadron’s 
code letters”—but with 113 Squadron at Ma’aten Bagush around August 1940. 
The aircraft, apparently unchocked, without covers and sans LSCs, looks to be ready for action. So 
too the fully-kitted crew, sitting under the aircraft, fiddling with their kit as they wait. Two tin hats in 
evidence. Given the shadow angles, sometime late morning to early afternoon, yet they wait in the 
sun rather than move into the wing’s shade. Given the existence of two similar shots of this 
occasion, seemingly posed for RAF official PR purposes. 
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On the left horizon, the telegraph line is faintly seen. Far beyond the belly of the aircraft, the tail of 
another Blenheim. Maaten Bagush in the Western Desert seems very probable, as does a date 
sometime after 10 June 1940. 
Heading East: January 1942 

 

Allahabad January 1942 (Bateson/Carr collection) 
Bateson caption. A street scene in Allahabad, Uttar Pradesh, as the 211s stage through on their 
long movement Eastwards in late January. The three unidentified RAF men are most likely of 211 
Squadron. 
Sumatra: Evacuation, February 1942 

 

Between Palembang and Oosthaven Evacation Train (Bateson/Carr collection) 
Plainly taken at the same time as the following shot. 
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Between Palembang and Oosthaven Evacation Train (Bateson/Carr collection) 
Bateson caption. In Fred Joerin’s Log Book, these two exposures had been carefully cropped in the 
enlarger, to produce bordered, portrait-oriented prints free of negative damage. Joerin captioned 
them as “Evacuation Sumatra 15 February 1942”, in agreement with his earlier Log Book entries. 
Bateson’s smaller prints are clearly full-frame from the original negs, including the dark streak that 
may be processing damage to the negative. The scene seems likely to be on boarding a train, 
perhaps at the Tanjong Enim rail terminus, or at some other station on the line back through Muara 
Enim to Perabumulih and then on South to Oosthaven. 
While summer dress is readily evident among men and women alike, the lady on the left by the 
train offers few concessions to season or urgency: she wears her best coat and hat, with 
considerable luggage including what appears to be a portable radio. 
Java: Brief respite, February 1942 

 

Bev West, Batavia (Bateson/Carr collection) 
Bateson caption. P/O Bev L West RAAF 407264, originally pilot of the Australian crew West, 
Ritchie, Keeping for the long ferry flight to Sumatra from Egypt in Blenheim IV Z7699, then Z7643. 
West survived the Sumatra and Java debacle, evacuated to Australia with the last party of 211 
Squadron men aboard Tung Song on 2 March 1942. 
Evacuation by sea: Tung Song, March 1942 
There are not many shots of Tung Song among the collections of 211 Squadron men. Here the 
Bateson and Carr families have added very considerably to the record of that little ship and her 
rescue of RAF men from Java at the last in early March 1942. 

 

Tung Song at sea March 1942 (Bateson/Carr collection) 
Print scan, no caption. There’s something of a swell on, producing about 10 degrees of roll. 
When Tung Song had been in service with the Singapore Straits Steamship Co for eight years, in 
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1936, she returned to the dockyards for a major refit. Converted to oil fuel but retaining her 
original boiler and triple-expansion engines, she was lengthened to add another hatch in the 
foredeck, and her superstructure raised by additional accommodation decks amidships and right at 
the poop, directly above her counter stern. Here, the camera shows the view aft from a position 
near the funnel and main ventilator, above the boat deck and aft of the bridge. 

 

Tung Song at sea March 1942 (Bateson/Carr collection) 
Print scan, no caption. Looking aft from the boatdeck amidships, towards the poop 
accommodation, added as part of the Tung Song’s 1936 refit. 

 

Tung Song at sea March 1942 (Bateson/Carr collection) 
Print scan, no caption. Looking forrard, probably from the midships accommodation, past the twin 
ventilators standing in the middle of the foredeck and beyond the foremast (housing the main 
derricks). A group of shirtless men sit relaxing in the breeze over the bows. The foredeck has been 
rigged overall with awnings, on which another man lies, right (to starboard). There’s a slight roll on. 
On small coastal-trade vessels in the Indies trade like Tung Song, it was entirely usual to carry a 
considerable number of passengers out on deck. 
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Tung Song at sea March 1942 (Bateson/Carr collection) 
Print scan, no caption. Two men lie at ease on stretchers, The nearer man has his one suit case 
close at hand, as he reads. A kit bag, left, lies atop a larger case. By the rail, the other fellow wears 
his issue socks and studded shoes. 

 

Officers messing Tung Song March 1942 (Bateson/Carr collection) 
Print scan, no caption. The table is laid with plates. Lunch, perhaps, from the sun angle. The 
ventilator in shot (left, beyond the deckspace) places this at the forward end of one of the midships 
accommodation decks. Taken looking inboard, by leaning outboard of the Port side railings 
apparently. 
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Bev West,Tung Song (Bateson/Carr collection) 
Bateson caption, print scan. In the shade of the deck awnings, P/O West stands against what looks 
to be the midships accommodation, looking out to sea. Close behind him, a locker door. A shaft of 
sunlight strikes him from knee to chest, washing out most of the detail of his tropical dress while 
suggesting very early morning or very late afternoon light. 
Discipline has been relaxed a little: he wears issue socks but with a pair of comfortable sandals. By 
his feet, foreground right, two gear bags, too soft for suitcases. Opposite him, a tin hat hangs on 
the bulwark. Just beyond, in the shade, what appear to be two benches, the nearer one little more 
than a step in the deck: quite casual piles of what look to be personal gear lie on each. Not much 
barracks bull about kit here, then. 

 

Cabin shot (Bateson/Carr collection) 
No caption for this image from a negative scan. Remarkably well-exposed for an interior shot and 
in quite good condition, the negative appears to belong with the set of prints taken aboard 
theTung Song. Indeed, the scene is pretty clearly a ship’s cabin (as opposed to, say, a railway 
carriage). 
On the bulkhead hang various items of personal kit, including two hats: an RAF officer’s service cap 
and below it, a steel helmet, neatly marked with a striped emblem. On enlargement, this turned out 
to be a pretty clear confirmation that this is Bateson’s own berth and gear. 
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Like Bax and Gordon-Finlayson before him, Bateson’s natural inclination was to lead from the front. 
Here, his tin hat is marked with the usual form of a Wing Commander’s pennant: in alternate blue 
and red stripes. On the ground, as in the air, in the thick of it his men would be in no doubt where 
The Boss was to be found. In personal correspondence with me, Bill Baird recalled it this way: 
“The same lot deemed that the Commanding Officer’s participation in raids should be restricted, 
contrary to 211 Squadron tactics of “follow the leader”. W/C Bateson disagreed and arranged to 
have his Wingco pennant (tin!) attached to my aerial mast to draw attention to our status!” 
Like other 211s, Bill Baird held Bateson in life-long high regard. You can see why. 
Fremantle: Safe arrival, March 1942 

 

Troopship leaving Fremantle (Bateson/Carr collection) 
Bateson caption. A rather soft shot on enlargement, apparently from camera shake, while standing 
on the deck of another vessel—possibly on arrival aboard Tung Song. 

 

Outside Fremantle (Bateson/Carr collection) 
Bateson caption. Neither of these vessels is immediately identifiable. Against the light, and under a 
moody sky in the case of the merchantman, pretty fair results in these conditions. Density and 
softness combine to defeat attempts to winnow funnel colours or flags detail out of the shadows of 
the original scans. Fremantle was a very busy port during the war, particularly at this period in 1942. 
Colombo: With 11 Squadron  
In May 1942 Bateson was given command of another Blenheim Squadron. The high drama of early 
1942 behind them all, his new Squadron was busy but not under threat. There was time for the odd 
flourish. 
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August/September 1942 Colombo (Bateson/Carr collection) 
Bateson caption, as can be seen faintly in reverse, mid-frame. Bateson on the left, shirtless with 
Mae West. The occasion was a visit by a local Ceylonese journalist, right. Bateson was CO of 11 
Squadron, still flying Blenheim IVs, from May 1942 to January 1943. 

 

August/September 1942 Colombo (Bateson/Carr collection)  
Another shot of the same event. In 2009 my old friend the late Bill Baird, WOp/AG to Bateson, 
recalled this occasion: 
“The photoshoot was taken at the Racecourse Colombo on the day I was "invited" to meet a 
journalist on the subject of One Wing Heroes, a story which appeared in the Ceylon paper and also 
in the UK, where it was spotted by the Baird family, much to my disgust. 
I do not know the two on the left Wingco Bateson (as he will always be in my memory) is next 
wearing a Mae West—pilots sat on their parachutes. Then we have the man from the press, 
followed by Peter Dennis displaying his headdress and PO braid. Finally we have the stand-in 
gunner, with the latter three complete with parachute harness worn by aircrew, which were as 
uncomfortable as they appear in the shot. 
The Blenheim looks extremely menacing and certainly is very photogenic. Brings back more 
memories especially to a sole survivor of the far off days. I know that Wingco Bateson died in 
March 1986 (the year I retired) but I cannot say when Peter departed this world. We had kept in 
touch over the years, and the family Baird visited him and his family in the Isle of Wight, where he 
was involved with Saunders Roe and the Black Knight.” 
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Bill died in January 2010. 

 

11 Squadron, Racecourse, Ceylon late 1942 (Bateson/Carr collection) 
Hats off, for an uncaptioned large group shot from Ceylon. There are about 250 men shown, of a 
range of ranks, in numbers about right for an operating Squadron. Bateson, marked, is rather to the 
right of the usual central position, partly owing to some past cropping of the right side of the print. 
Several men bear some resemblance to Bill Baird, none with certainty. 
Identification and date broadly confirmed by comparison with a closely matching print shown on 
the XI Squadron website, courtesy of rigger H Hewitt—apparently taken on the same occasion but 
with “hats on”. 

 

Wing Commander RN Bateson DFC, 11 Squadron c 1942 (Bateson/Carr collection) 
An enlargement of the Squadron image. Pipe present, rank shown pretty clearly, and with 
”Burgess”, the lion cub mascot, to boot. 11 Squadron CO from late May 1942, in January 1943 
Bateson was posted to a Staff job at HQ 222 Group in Ceylon. Co-incidentally, the badge of AHQ 
Ceylon/222 Group showed the sword-carrying golden lion so long a central motif of Ceylonese 
history—and since 1948, central to the flag of modern Sri Lanka. 
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Hawker Hurricane in flight (Bateson/Carr collection) 
No caption or date. Clearly an air to air shot, hence the soft result: on high enlargement (below), 
typically blurred by vibration. The aircraft carries under-wing long-range tanks, as the enlargement 
shows. 
Other than noting the fighter is rather close in for an offensive escort, it is quite impossible to say 
with any confidence what this shot represents: an escorted operational sortie from Sumatra or 
perhaps Ceylon? Or some other non-operational duty? Impossible to say. 

 

Hawker Hurricane in flight (Bateson/Carr collection) 
A spot of leave 
Among the remaining collection of photographs held by the Carr family were a number of heat-
damaged negatives. Although the condition of all but one of these was quite poor, the Carrs’ single 
collective scan was so good it proved possible to extract several reasonable images. These were 
plainly from an enjoyable period of leave with friends in a tropical setting, in all probability 
Ceylon—more likely, on the face of it, than Melbourne. 
Bill Baird recalled that Bateson had married in Colombo in 1942 or 1943: these may be related to 
those happy days. 
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RN Bateson off duty, Ceylon 1942 (Bateson/Carr collection) 
Bob in bathers with baccy, very fit. A big grin around the pipe, firmly clenched as ever. The 
woodland pool and its rock-cut steps clearly pleased them all. 

 

Ceylon 1942 (Bateson/Carr collection) 
The film damage is apparent, with some emulsion eaten completely away. Bateson left, rear—with 
pipe. The slim girl seated on the right from is also seen in the group below. 
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Ceylon 1942 (Bateson/Carr collection) 
With a certain look about the about the face and eyes, perhaps the two young women may be 
sisters. The couple on the left are seated together in the preceding shot. Again, emulsion eroded in 
places and marked in others. 

 

Ceylon 1942 (Bateson/Carr collection) 
A more formal pose, perhaps in a garden house, cheerful if just a touch self-conscious. Bateson 
took quite a few low-light shots, needing the subject (or the camera) to be still. The slight stiffness 
of pose here may be the result. 
Another small technical point about this fascinating set of images: as scans from negatives, it’s all 
but impossible to say whether left vs right is always represented correctly in the final image here. 
England, my England 
Bateson had returned home from Colombo in June 1943. He had been in the RAF for seven years 
and was a very experienced pilot and commander. By July 1944, he was at HQ No 2 Group, 
however, his operational flying career was far from over. 

 

No 2 Group 1944 (Bateson/Carr collection) 
This image has been slightly cropped on the right at some point. The only certain figure among the 
large group of officers is that of the redoubtable Basil Embry, hands on knees, with canine mascot, 
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in the customary position for a CO. His rank is clear: from June 1943, AVM BE Embry DSO+2 Bars 
AFC was AOC 2 Group. 
A very high proportion of the men are pilots or observers. Many of them wear gallantry and 
campaign ribbons—as do quite a number of the more senior of those with no flying badge. It 
appears that every man here is an officer. Second from the right, in the first seated row, is a single 
young WAAF, eyes demurely downcast but grin irrepressible. With the right context, it should be 
possible to date this group rather more precisely. 
It may be the equally stocky figure of Bateson, looking somewhat distant, in the row behind Embry 
and third man to his right. A pilot, his rank appears to be Wing Commander while his ribbons seem 
consistent with a DSO and DFC set. Bateson and Embry would be further recognised with honours 
and awards after the war. 
Peace in Europe  
With the defeat of Germany, VE day was celebrated on 8 May. Over the last weeks of Spring and 
into the Summer, servicemen were able at last to stand easy, and to undertake some non-
operational international duties. 

 

Copenhagen 22 May 1945 (AWM Collection Image UK295).  
Left to right: W/Cdr RW Iredale DFC* RAAF (CO 464 Squadron RAAF), AVM BE Embry DSO + 2 Bars 
AFC (AOC 2 Group), and Grp Cpt RN Bateson DSO DFC (CO 140 Wing) as ever, with pipe in hand. 
These men and the Mosquito Squadrons under their command had carried out a number of high-
profile precision strikes against Gestapo HQs across Occupied Europe in 1944 and 1945, to aid 
captive Resistance personnel. Their success was not without cost: to their own men, to the French, 
Dutch and Danish Resistance, and to civilians—yet met, by all concerned, with stoic bravery. 
The day before this photograph was taken, the three had attended a commemorative service at the 
Jeanne D’Arc Convent School in Copenhagen, for the children and adults lost as accidental victims 
of the Shellhus attack of 21 March 1945. 
In July, Embry and Bateson returned to take part in a spectacular and successful Air Pageant at 
Kastrup/Copenhagen aerodrome, held to raise funds for the relief of the child and civilian victims 
of the Aarhus, Shellhus, and Odense raids. 
“Dark clouds gathered on the horizon when Bob Bateson’s Mosquitoes climaxed the afternoon with 
a low-level run across the airfield, which brought home to the quarter of a million spectators the 
object of the display.” 
G/Cpt Johnnie Johnson “Wing Leader” (Goodall 2000) 
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The Show, so well attended by the Danes, helped in raising a considerable sum to which 2 Group 
Squadrons also contributed. The fund was later presented to His Majesty Christian X, King of 
Denmark, by Air Marshal Sir Arthur Coningham, AOCinC 2nd TAF according to one account (or by 
ACM Sholto Douglas according to another). 
Post-war service 
In March 1946, as the RAF sorted out its post-war strength and peace-time purpose, he was 
appointed to a permanent commission in the RAF, as Squadron Leader with effect from September 
1945, retaining his existing rank of Wing Commander. The time had come for more staff work. 
From Gutersloh, Bateson returned home in April 1946, posted first to the RAF Staff College at 
Bracknell for six months, followed in October by a period as Directing Staff at the School of 
Combined Operations, then the Directing Staff position at the Joint Services Staff College until late 
August 1950. 
That Summer he was posted closer to operations once more, as Wing Commander (Flying) at 
Linton-on-Ouse which, by then, was a Fighter Command station and home to 66 Squadron (Meteor 
F4) and 92 Squadron (about to convert to Meteor F8). From Linton, he moved in May 1951 to take 
up duty as Officer Commanding RAF Duxford where 64 and 65 Squadrons were flying Meteor F4s. 
Promoted to Group Captain in January 1952, he remained at Duxford until 1953, when he was 
posted to the Air Ministry as DD Ops (AD) . 
From July 1955 until about 1957, he was at the Pentagon in Washington, as UK representative on 
the NATO Standing Group Intelligence Committee. Returning to the United Kingdom in 1957, he 
was at the Imperial Defence College. Promoted to Air Commodore in January 1958, for two years 
from April 1958 he was Aide de Camp to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. At the Ministry of 
Defence, he was Director, Operational Requirements from December 1958, and Assistant Chief of 
Air Staff (Operational Requirements) until June 1961, by then an Air Vice-Marshal. 
From June 1961 he was back on an RAF Station as Air Officer Commanding 12 Fighter Group, 
Horsham St Faith. When Duxford was vacated by the RAF in 1961, it was Bateson as AOC who 
made the final official flight, in a Meteor NF14, on 31 July. 
Very satisfying but not quite yet the pinnacle of a long RAF career. That was still to come: in 
February 1963 he was made Senior Air Staff Officer, HQ Fighter Command, RAF Stanmore, capped 
with award of Companion of the Order of the Bath (CB) in January 1964. Lustrous days. He was to 
remain as SASO Fighter Command until July 1967. 
Duty carried out 
Air Vice-Marshal Robert Norman Bateson CB DSO & Bar DFC retired on 1 August 1967, after all but 
31 years RAF service at home and abroad, in dark days and bright. 
Despite his undoubted character, leadership, sheer ability and daring, the misfortune of war had 
exacted a heavy price for steadfast service: the death of so many of his 211s in action; of very many 
more in truly brutal captivity; the accidental death of his brother; and the unintended civilian 
deaths of the precision Mosquito strikes. The pipe was still present—if the grin was now less 
evident and the gaze sterner, his were eyes that had seen much. Men who had once served under 
his command held their high regard for him to the end. 
In retirement, the Batesons lived near Bere Alston about 15 miles north of Plymouth. He was an 
enthusiastic member of the Weir Quay Sailing Club. Bob Bateson died on 6 March 1986, aged 73, 
survived by his second wife, Margaret. He lies at Holy Trinity Church, Bere Alston, his grave marked 
by a simple stone and inscription giving no inkling of his RAF career. 
Sources 
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5 (Coastal) Operational Training Unit Operations Record Book 1944 (TNA AIR 29/705 via R McNeill) 
13 Operational Training Unit Operations Record Book 1940—1943(TNA AIR 29/648 via R McNeill) 
84 Squadron Operations Record Book TNA AIR 27/696, AIR 27/702 
113 Squadron Operations Record Book TNA AIR 27/878 
211 Squadron Operations Record Book TNA AIR 27/1302 & AIR 27/1303 
211 Squadron personal accounts and Flying Log Books Baird, 
Brown Letter and Report, Burrage, Cuttiford, Joerin, Keeping, Kendrick GM, Paterson, Penry 
330 (Norwegian) Squadron Operations Record Book TNA AIR 27/1721 
Riksarkivet/National Arcihives of Norway: Luftforsvarsstaben/Royal Norwegian Air Force Archive, 
Service Records of CJAleM Stansberg (Nr 25). 
Bateson RN 39054 Pilot’s Flying Log Book (RAF Form 414):  
1936—1937 (RAF Museum B3141) and  
1937—1942 (RAF Museum B3142)  
Bateson RN report Melbourne April 1942 
Bateson RN letter 1943 
FreeBMD summary records:  
Allen FM 1909; Bateson GR 1879, 1909; Bateson JA 1910; Bateson RN 1912 
W Baird personal correspondence with author 
J Carr personal correspondence with A Fryatt 
D Reeve personal correspondence with author 
Daily Mail 28 August 2012 
Denmark: The Shell House Raid (Journeyman Pictures)  
Flight archive issues 1936—1974  
Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser 16 March 1934 (National Library Singapore) 
The Times, London Obituary of Air Vice-Marshal R N Bateson 12 March 1986 (also NLA microfilm 
MFM X170) 
Barrass Air of Authority Bateson bio entry, 113 Squadron pages. 
M Plannthin Danish WW 2 Pilots: Copenhagen/Kastrup Summer 1945 
Spink & Son Catalogue September 2012 
Air Force List 1937, 1938, 1939, 1941, 1944, 1945, 1946, 1947, 1951, 1957  
Air Historical Branch Flying Training Vol I: Policy and Planning, Air Publication 3233 (Air Ministry 
1952/MLRS) 
Air Historical Branch The Middle East Campaigns Vol I Operations in Libya and the Western Desert 
September 1939 to June 1941 (Air Ministry/MLRS) 
Air Historical Branch The Campaigns in the Far East Vol II Malaya, Netherlands East Indies and 
Burma (Air Ministry/MLRS) 
Australian War Memorial photographic collection (Image UK295) 
Commonwealth War Graves Commission Honour Roll S/Ldr JA Bateson 
LG,issues 1936—1967 
LG,1948: Maltby Report on Air Operations During the Campaigns in Malaya and Netherlands East 
Indies Dec 1941—Mar 1942 HMSO 
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RAAF Aircraft Loss Cards via D Norman 
RAAF Records of Service, Casualty Files and Personnel Occurrence Reports, National Archives of 
Australia eg: 
Keeping RAAF casualty file Series A705 Item 163/132/150 Encl 26A 
Lamond RAAF casualty file Series A705 Item163/136/128 Encl 13a etc 
Aeroplane Monthly Vol 10 No 4 April 1982 Bravo Juliet: A Bouquet for the B-2 (IPC) 
Balfe War WIthout Glory (Macmillan Australia 1984) 
Bowman De Havilland Mosquito (Crowood 1997) 
Boxall and Bamford Devotion to a Calling (Pen and Sword 2010) 
Campbell & Lovell So Long Singapore: RAFA Tung Song December 1941—March 1942 (Campbell 
2000) 
Dunnet Blenheim Over the Balkans (Pentland 2001) 
Hall Glory in Chaos (Sembawang Assn 1989) 
Jefford The Flying Camels (Jefford 1995) 
Jefford Observers and Navigators (Airlife 2001) 
Keily http://website.lineone.net/~hstjw/p23.htm 
Lax & Kane-Maguire The Gestapo Hunters: 464 Squadron RAAF 1942—1945 (Banner 1999) 
Neate Scorpions Sting (Air Britain 1994) 
O’Brien Chasing After Danger (Collins 1990) 
Plowman Across the Sea to War (Rosenberg 2003) 
Probert The Forgotten Air Force (Brasseys 1995) 
Shores & Cull Bloody Shambles Vol I, Vol II (Grub Street 1992, 1993) 
Saunders Royal Air Force 1939—1945 Vol III The Fight is Won (HMSO 1954) 
Sharp & Bowyer Mosquito (Faber 1967) 
Shores & Cull Bloody Shambles Vol I, Vol II (Grub Street 1992, 1993) 
Simons Mosquito: The Original Multi-Role Aircraft (Arms & Armour 1990) 
Smith et al Royal Navy and Naval History www.naval-history.net  
Smyth Abrupt Sierras (Wilton 65 2001) 
Tomlinson The Most Dangerous Moment (Granada 1979) 
Vincent Mosquito Monograph (Vincent 1982) 
Vincent The RAAF Hudson Story (Vincent 1999) 
Wheatley L An Erksome War (Merlin Books 1991) 
Winchester The King’s Air Force (Amalgamated Press 1937) 
Woodward Three Times Lucky (Boolarong 1991) 
From http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2194712/Bravery-medals-given-pilot-carried-daring-
bombing-raids-Gestapo-buildings-hammer.html: 
'He showed the highest standard of skill and leadership': Bravery medals awarded to pilot who 
carried out daring bombing raids on Gestapo headquarters to go up for auction 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2194712/Bravery-medals-given-pilot-carried-daring-bombing-raids-Gestapo-buildings-hammer.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2194712/Bravery-medals-given-pilot-carried-daring-bombing-raids-Gestapo-buildings-hammer.html
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• Air Vice Marshall Robert 'Pinpoint' Bateson led a special force to attack Gestapo 
headquarters  

• Squad were responsible for wiping out enemy offices in dangerous operation 
• His medals are expected to fetch up to £25,000 when they go under the hammer 

Published 28 August 2012. Written by Anna Edwards 
The bravery medals awarded to the fearless pilot who led 'spectacular' low-level bombing raids on 
Gestapo headquarters during the Second World War are set to go up for sale. Air Vice-Marshall 
Robert 'Pinpoint' Bateson, was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross (DFC) and Distinguished 
Service Order (DSO), alongside 10 other medals for his remarkable achievements during the War. 
All are expected to fetch up to £25,000 when they go on sale next month, a tribute to the 
courageous man who directed attacks which blew Gestapo headquarters to pieces. 
The pilot led a special force of Mosquitos on the dangerous raids in The Hague in the Netherlands, 
Copenhagen and Odense in Denmark. His notable exploits included targeting offices in 
Copenhagen on 21 March 1945 which was crucial to the success of the war. Pilots had spent weeks 
meticulously organising the attack, even creating models representing the city and the Gestapo 
building to prepare themselves. The target was a six-storey U-shaped building which housed the 
entire Gestapo staff for the whole of Denmark. According to the RAF, the Mosquitos took off in 
three waves of six, together with two Mosquitos of the RAF Film Unit at exactly nine o'clock in the 
morning - just in time to meet the Gestapo workers who would be arriving at the Headquarters. 
The first wave of planes attacked the Headquarters from roof top level, flying so close to the target 
that one aircraft struck one of the buildings and, despite attempting to fly with a damaged wing, 
later crashed in one of the city's boulevards. A reconnaissance aircraft photographed the area the 
day after the operation, showing the extent of the damage the Mosquitos wreaked on the 
headquarters. A photograph received later showed the building ablaze from end to end proving 
that the fraught mission was a resounding successful. 
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Operation success: The Hague, pictured here in 1945, shows the extent of the damage the squad 
inflicted upon the enemy in their daring raids 

 
Pictured are the collection of the medals awarded to the fearless pilot who led his squad to victory 
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The leading navigator did his job so thoroughly that all the aircraft landed back at base only two 
minutes after the original schedule. 
According to the RAF, German officials later denied many were injured, stating that officers were 
out at a funeral at the time of the attack official information confirmed that 151 Gestapo men were 
killed and 30 Danish patriots imprisoned in the building got away.  
Now the war hero's achievements will go under the hammer, as buyers clamour to purchase the 
historical pieces which commemorate his bravery. 
Air Vice-Marshall Bateson's collection of medals, which will be auctioned at Spink in Bloomsbury, 
London, on September 6, and will be sold with a framed painting of The Hague attack by Bateson’s 
squadron. 
The pilot, originally from Bere Alston, Devon, was only 31 when he received his DSO on April 28, 
1944. 

 
Air Vice Marshall Robert Bateson is receiving the Netherlands distinguished flying cross from Prince 
Bernhard of the Netherlands, which is just one of his medals that will go under the hammer 

 
Air Vice-Marshal Bateson died aged 73 on March 6 1986 and this year marks the centenary of his 
birth on June 10, 1912 
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The citation reads: 'This officer has displayed the highest standard of skill and leadership 
throughout the many varied sorties in which he has participated. 
'In April 1944, Wing Commander Bateson flew the leading aircraft of a formation detailed to attack 
a target in Holland. 
'The operation, which demanded a high degree of courage and determination, was completed with 
success and reflects the greatest credit on the efforts of this officer, whose leadership was 
outstanding. 
'His achievements have been worthy of great praise.' 
The medals that will go under the hammer include the Most Honourable Order of Bath Military 
Divisions Companion CB, Distinguished Service Order, Distinguished Service Order with second 
award bar with integral top riband bar, Distinguished Flying Cross, 1939-1945 Star, Air Crew Europe 
Star with France and Germany Bar, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Defence and War Medal, Coronation 
1954, Denmark Kingdom order of the Dannebrog Commanders neck badge CXR, Netherlands 
Distinguished Flying Cross.  
In addition to all his other honours, Air Vice-Marshal Bateson also received a Dutch DFC, personally 
presented to him by Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands, given 'in recognition of valuable services 
rendered in connection with the war.' 
Between 1958 and 1960 he was an aide-de-camp to The Queen. 
Air Vice-Marshal Bateson died aged 73 on March 6 1986 and this year marks the centenary of his 
birth on June 10, 1912. 
From http://113squadron.com/id174.htm: 
THE FIRST DESERT CAMPAIGN by S/Ldr Michael Shekleton 
The following document is perhaps the only one of its kind in existence to so uniquely detail the 
daily activities of a Squadron during the second world war. It is not just a dry listing of operations 
and their outcomes, neither can it be called a diary in the sense that it simply sets down the 
activities and events that affected the writer. Rather, it is a unique combination of diary and 
historical documentary written in the first person as the actual events unfolded, and is "remarkably" 
balanced between brevity and detail. Intended or not, the highly unique style of the author is such, 
it has the effect of including the reader in the events. Listen in on the banter in the Sgt's mess, feel 
the heat of the desert, share in the worry of an overdue aircraft. No attempt has been made to 
make something from which it was not, It achieves this by having blended snippets of "actual" 
conversation into the recording of events along with with the authors own thoughts and feelings. 
The effect is magic. 
The year is 1940, You are in Egypt, Europe is all but lost and Britain is on the edge of defeat. Italy 
has just now declared war on Britain.............  
June 10th. 1940 
We fly from Helio to Maaten Bagush and arrive late in the afternoon to find our convoys have got 
in and tents are up for us. Darkness falls. A staff car is seen racing madly along (the road?) from 202 
Group Headquarters. 
We are shouted into the Mess Tent. Barney says: “Italy has come in. Standby and I’ll let you know 
the bomb load later.” We expect to take off there and then but hang about until 11pm. and are 
then sent to bed! 
NAMES: Barney -(S/Ldr Keily) 
June 11th. 1940 

http://113squadron.com/id174.htm
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Turned out at dawn. We're to raid Menistir or if there's nothing there then El Adem. From 4am. till 
6.45 pm. we hang around our aircraft. At last we’re off. Menistir is 150 miles. We fly out to sea. 
I’m with Bob Bateson. Barney is leading with John up. On ETA we turn in and sweep over the coast. 
There is Menistir but there’s nothing much there except for a couple of Savoias. Barney turns west 
and we follow. We’re down to 1000ft. calmly flying along a main road. 
In a great wadi are hundreds of transports. We steam past a convoy. Sixty-five miles of this and 
here’s El Adem. Bob yells: “Lord, look at ‘em!” I clean forget to be scared. John drops a stick on the 
hangars. We follow. A crowd of men on the tarmac (apron) is staring up at us stupidly. They turn 
and run as I ping off. I have no feelings at all. 
John’s bombs (means first stick) burst beside the hangars, mine go through the roofs. On the 
tarmac are about 30 a/c. I’m sure I miss them and my second stick goes on the field. There’s a 
ghastly racket under our aircraft (blast from leader’s bombs. Ed.). We circle and return. I loose my 
third stick. Everything is covered in smoke. Can’t see if I do any good. (! damage) B Flight’s 
incendiaries are burning everywhere. 
Thompson yells “Fighters!” but I’ve still got bombs. Round we go again and I drop my stick on 
some buildings. Things are hitting our machine. Bursts of ack-ack smoke are filling the sky. We dive 
with Bob using the front-gun. It’s a circus. We are down to ten or fifteen feet. 
O-omph! There's a stink of petrol. It’s our starboard tank. (Filling the well – Ed) We’re off now 
streaking toward the sea with fighters on our tail. And there’s ‘Basher’ (Beauclair) burning in front 
of us. Barney’s shouting. “Join up! Join up!” ‘Basher’s’ going down. Two fighters are attached to us. 
We hear their guns but we are too fast for them. (Later identified as CR32s). We’re away. ‘Basher’ 
has belly-landed. 
Written in dusk at our tent entrance on 13th. There’s been the most glorious sunset! 
NAMES: Barney-(S/Ldr Keily), Bob Bateson, John Cleaver Obs/BA, (Tommy)-Thompson WOp/Ag, 
F/Lt D. (Basher) Beauclair 
NOTE: F/Lt D. (Basher) Beauclair and his crew, Sgt Owen and LAC (Sgt) J Dobson survived with 
burns and became POW's 
June 12th. 1940 
Nine aircraft did a dawn raid on Tobruk Harbour scoring hits on a battleship and a submarine. 
CR42s engaged. One shot down with turret fire. Unattributed. The CR42s were fast enough to 
overtake but as Barney led the squadron out to sea at nought feet and they were able to launch 
only one diving attack. 
I was duty officer so got left in Ops tent. 
L8463 - ours - had 13 holes in her after El Adem. Her wings have gone by road to Aboukir. 
NOTE: This was a joint operation of 45, 55, 211 and 113 and the navy. Italian records state there 
were not any CR.42s operational over Tobruk on the morning of 12 June, only the CR.32 of the 8o 
Gruppo. None were shot down contrary to claims by 113 and 211. The ship was the San Giorgio 
which was hit by the 113 but apparently not damaged per the ships war diary. 
NAMES: Barney -(S/Ldr Keily) 
June 14th. 
We standby while Owen and Durrant do a recce of Fort Maddelina but there is no target and we 
return to the mess tent. 
A damaged Hind flew in this morning and landed upside down. Pilot unhurt. 
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Rumours Paris has fallen. John says any minute now and we'll retire to prepared positions on the 
Crocodile River.' (Wherever that it!) 
NAMES: P/O Owen, Durrant 
(Note: There were two Owens on the squadron at this time, one a P/O (or W/O) Owen and other a 
Sgt Owen who was part of F/Lt Beauclair's crew shot down on June 11th 1940) 
June 16th. 
Bob leads us on a raid on Tobruk Harbour. 9 aircraft. Dropped half our load (small ones) on a 
satellite just south of the town where there were about 30 parked aircraft, some three-engined 
things, the rest on assorted shipping. The battleship had so flak much reduced. No one saw the 
sub. 
A string of 42s got up from somewhere and came at us but Bob led us out westward at nought feet 
in very tight formation and I think our combined fire-power must have been a bit daunting for the 
Iti pilots. Interesting how spurts of sand got up ahead of us. The 42s are armed, they say, with two 
heavy (half-inch) guns. The fire rate is quite slow - compared with our Brownings. 
`Dickie' Squires had some hang-ups and peeled off to try to shake them off. Three machines were 
put u/s. The big slugs make nasty holes. Debriefing mercifully postponed till after breakfast. 
Four crews go on the Bombay to Aboukir for more aircraft. 
At 6.45pm we put up 4 to nuisance' raid Tobruk singly, Bob in the van. It must be very irritating 
having your dinner interrupted by machines flying in one by one dropping 20s and 40s in penny 
numbers for an hour or so. We tried to hit transport and oil tanks. The flak is very pretty - looking 
back rather frightening to fly toward! 
I said if we had actually hit an oil tank there should have been a lovely blaze. Bob said consolingly 
that unless the Italians were completely balmy the tanks were most probably empty anyway. 
Bardia's searchlights waving about as we turn for home. I use Solum's pretty little harbour as a fix 
and we drive along the coast road. Bob and Tommy squirt from time to time at the weak lights of 
transport until we cross the wire into our own bit. 
The jettison button squawks all the way home - we have hang-up but Bob makes a sublime 
landing. Rands comes out with a pickup to collect us. Bob Bentley is missing but we hear later he 
has landed at Fuka. 
NAMES: F/Lt Bob Bateson, Dickie Squires, Tommy -(Thompson), Bob Bentley, P/O Rands 
June 17th. 
Bob Bentley flew in just after breakfast. He brought his bombs back - had frost on the windscreen 
and got lost. 
Photos from the morning recce showed some aircraft damaged at Guppi - the satellite. No one 
claimed these hits. 
Phil Williams, with Peter Wakelin navigating, did a deep recce. Derna, etc. 
Mersa Matruh heavily bombed today. We hear there was little damage so the Italians are no better 
at it, apparently, than us. But what is the target? We're told Mersa's just a little seaside place for 
weary Egyptian businessmen! What happens if Egypt refuses to declare war on Italy? Do we retire 
to Palestine? 
A Hurricane dropped in today and we refueled it. Lovely takeoff Merlin roar! 
NAMES: Bob Bentley, Phil Williams, Peter Wakelin 
June 18th. 
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Mersa got it again this am. Pilot of a Caproni shot down during the raid landed on our bit. He says 
Basher Beauclair and his crew (Sgts. Owen and Dobson) are okay. He also says we broke 21 of their 
kites at El Adem and killed some men. 
Had a fine swim in the sea this pm. 
The Russians are massing tanks on the Polish border. Thought the Russians were on our side. 
NAMES: Basher Beauclair, P/O Owen, Sgt J Dobson, (Note: There were two Owens on the squadron 
at this time, one a P/O Owen and other a Sgt Owen who was part of F/Lt Beauclair's crew shot 
down on June 11th 1940) 
June 19th. 
Fierce dust storm. High wind. Vis nil. 
I go to bed at 10pm. Get dragged out at 11pm. Clear sky, a million stars and a big big moon. 
NAMES: 
June 20th. 
Takeoff at 12.15am – one Blenheim. Bob is shepherding two Bombay's. We are loaded with 
incendiaries and 20-pouners – don’t know what the Bombay's are carrying. We cross the wire at 
15000ft. There’s a bit of a headwind. I drop an incendiary to get a drift but it disappears. Still vis is 
good and we see the surf line at Solum. We turn in to shufti Gubbi, losing altitude. Nothing! No 
flaming onions, no pom-pom bursts. Bob grins at me in the green glow of the flying panel. The 
Bombays are big ghostly figures formatting a little above us, their eyes, no doubt watching the 
little darting blue flames from our exhausts. 
Suddenly, on the ground, a big white Savoia shows up and beyond it about 30 dispersed fighters. I 
click down Selector 1 and press the tit to release my first stick of incendiaries and shout bombs 
gone. But the jettison light comes on and Bob pulls us up suddenly in a vicious climb. As he flattens 
out there is a rewarding rumble - our incendiary parcels have come unstuck. I press Selector 2. 
Bob takes us round in a leisurely circuit. One Bombay is still with us. The ground below is a living 
sheet of flame so they must have had ‘matchsticks’ too. Bob goes round again and the Bombay 
peels off with a quick double-flash of the belly light. 
We steam along the dirt road to El Adem and find a lot of aircraft there too They are well-
dispersed. (The BBC news said they had 1500 so we ought not to be short of targets). We drop the 
other two sticks from 8000 to get the clusters to spread, and set out for home, leaving a cheerful 
glow behind us. 
We signal a dummy flare-patch and get its number in reply. 8. Only ten miles from home. I give 
Bob the course, click my stopwatch. His beady eyes see the glims before Tommy does and he 
makes the circuit. The Chance flings a great swathe of light for two seconds as we touch down. The 
CO himself meets us with a gharry at the red. We hang about in the Ops tent nattering for some 
time while expecting news of the Bombays. Barney finally drives us up to the Mess and we pour 
ourselves ‘nightcaps’. Rands appears just as we are breaking-up and says one Bombay came back 
with an undelivered load having lost touch with us. Sounds balmy, the moon was so bright. The 
other had a 250 hang-up and left us to give it a shake. I wonder how you shake a Bombay? 
NAMES: Bob, Tommy, CO S/Ldr Keily ?, Rands 
June 21st. 
Bob Bentley did a recce to see what we had done and came back safely at 8.15am. Barney took him 
and the F24 canister over to Group. 
We got into our Mess hut today – marvelous after the EPIP. Some of us built a bar with bomb 
boxes. The boxes duly name-labelled make excellent personal depositories for drink etc., You just 
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reach across to pull out your bottle of Johnny Walker. They say 55s hut has a fireplace and 
chimney. “Communications. Must be for sending smoke-signals,” said someone. The Egyptian 
gaffer presented us with a pair of chameleons – instantly named Gilbert and Sullivan. Every time 
the door is opened a 'squadron' of blue flies surge in but Gilbert and Sullivan collect them in 
minutes. It’s bliss. 
Knott and another sergeant with Peter in the turret being a ‘gunner’ went off to have a look at 
Tobruk harbour. John and I slept all the afternoon. 
Vicki Boehm took off on a night show like ours with a pair of 216. 
Mersa got another pasting today. CO says stores for the Aussies are being shipped in by small 
coasters from Alex and the Iti's are bombing the dock. It seems there is an Aussie regiment (or is it 
a division?) a few miles south of us. 
NAMES: Bob Bentley, Barney, Sgt Ralph Knott, Peter ?, John Cleaver, Vicki Boehm, CO. 
June 22nd. 
Vicki returned just as were assembling at 5am. for a briefing. ‘Friar’ Tuck, acting as Ops. told us the 
Navy was in the process of shelling Bardia and Tobruk. 
Everything was a shambles. We had been called far too late for the 5.30am takeoff Group ordered. 
The briefing was garbled (not Friar’s fault) and half the crews got into their kites not even knowing 
what their bomb load was. 
Bob was in a fury. 
At last it transpired the target was a huge concentration of transport in a wadi – El Gobi? – 10/12 
miles south of El Adem. We are loaded on four selectors with 20s and 40s. 12 takeoff seaward and 
we go into vic threes. We are strafed energetically by the Mersa flak though well out of range. 
We crossed the coast by Fort Maddelena with Bentley’s flight way above us to watch for fighter 
takeoffs. The formation split. When we reached the target it was anything but a ‘concentration’. The 
transports were well spaced out for miles. I wondered if they might be dummies. Bob with his flight 
made four bombing runs and then took us round for a shuftie. It didn’t seem to me we had hit 
much. 
We didn’t see a single fighter. Don Anderson said later he saw a flock taking off from El Adem and 
someone shouted ‘Fighters’ just once while we were over the target. 
Late this afternoon Frith, Boehm and Thornicroft with their crews took off for Helwan on three days 
leave. Others will go when they return. How amazing! I thought we’d just go on forever. This is a 
new dimension. 
NAMES: Vicki Boehm, Sgt Walter (Friar Tuck) Mason, Bob Bentley, Bob Bateson, F/O Don Anderson, 
Frith, Vicki Boehm, Thornicroft. NOTE: F/O Don Anderson was KIA 26/11/1940 
June 23rd. 
I've was `shuftie stooge' on the watchtower all the morning. When relieved I wandered back to Ops 
and hears that Owen, doing a recce, is so overdue it seems we've lost him. But minutes later a 
Lysander lands and he steps out of it. One of his engines stopped during the recce and shortly after 
the other showed signs of weariness so he landed wheels down on a bit of thorn a few miles south 
of 208's strip. He and his crew then walked. 
Two war correspondents walked in on us this afternoon, a chap called Matthews and a little 
American, nannied by a Major Moncton, Intelligence Corp. Yarning went on and on.. A few of us 
left them to it and picked our way down the escarpment for a swim. The water was glorious. 
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It's `Dickie' Squires' birthday so we spent an hour or so drinking on him after dusk (We still say 
`dusk' but it's a bit of a misnomer really because there is no twilight. The sun drops below the 
horizon, and that's it - light to dark). 
At midnight a posse of the Aeronautica dropped a heavy load somewhere quite near. Noisy 
fellows! They've been at it on and off all day throwing stuff at coastal targets. 
The war correspondents told us Cairo and Alex were bombed quite often. 
Forgot to mention: `Friar' Mason went off on a lone recce at 5pm. and we were much relieved when 
he reappeared around nine. 
NAMES: P/O Owen, (War Correspondents - Mathews, Major Moncton), Dickie Squires, Walter (Friar) 
Mason 
June 24th. 
Had a terrific breakfast today - melon, eggs, sausages and ASPARAGUS - the last donated by the 
war correspondents. 
Pike, with Peter navigating, did the furthest recce to date - all the way to Derna and Appollonia. 
Coming back an engine failed and they landed at Quasaba. They managed to get a signal through 
in the evening. John and I heaved a mutual sigh of relief. 
An S79, much damaged by Mersa's flak. belly-landed near us today and the MPs collected the 
crew. The S79 is a wooden aircraft with an obsolescent look but just the same had blue self-sealing 
fuel tanks of spongy material, similar to ours. 
The CO called the flight commanders to a natter in the Ops tent this evening but when they 
returned to the Mess they evaded our questioning and stayed mum. 
NAMES: Pike, Peter ?, John ? 
June 25th 
Early this morning a Valencia flew in. We stared at it in amazement. A Valencia! Where on earth did 
they find it? 
Somewhat to our horror just before lunch a motley crowd of us were herded onto it, including 
three crews, plus Bob's Flight-Sgt. and a bunch of riggers.(Pilots: Bob Bateson, Squires and 
Anderson.) Barney himself took the controls and after running along the desert halfway to Libya 
the Valencia actually got airborne. 
We landed at Helio and Barney told us his orders were to await instructions. He conceded there 
would be time for a beer. We broke up to find overnight accommodation, with instructions to be at 
a briefing at 6am. the following morning. 
NAMES: Bob's F/Sgt ?, pilots - F/Lt Bob Bateson, Barney-(S/Ldr Keily), Squires, F/O Don Anderson, 
and crews 
June 26th. 
We were ordered on to Ismailia and got Gilliard to fly us there. Bob saw the Groupie CO there and 
got the gen of what it was all about but wouldn't pass it on, except to say we were going on a raid 
using three `long noses' that had just been delivered. Ismailia is on Lake Timseh which contained 
three warships. 
We get it at last: we're to fly to Aleppo and from there lead a flock of French Martin-Bakers to 
Rhodes where we are to annihilate a vast ammo. dump consisting mostly of mines intended for the 
Canal. Sounds fun. 
No beds available at Ismailia - all taken by ferry pilots?? - so Bob borrowed a Comm. flight a/c and 
we went to Abu Sueir. 
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We return at 5.30am and spend some time checking over our shiny new machines. At 4pm. after all 
this fuss we're told the op. has been scrubbed. What a way to run a war! It seems Syria, though 
normally dominated by the French, has thought better about allowing the use of its territory for the 
mounting of hostilities by foreigners. All bods to return to desert unit (taking the new kites with 
them) except Bob and `senior-navigator'. They are to report to HQME. We learn we are to do a 
photo recce of Benghazi (mosaic). (A mosaic consisted of strips of pictures that overlapped by 
thirty percent to achieve ?? when viewed with the right equipment, a stereo effect. Ed). 
Bob flies us to Helio and I look at him in surprise as the Mark IV surges down the strip and takes-
off like a `homesick angel' (as they say of the Spitties). He grins, flicks on his mike. "No desert air 
filters for this flip - doctor's orders," he says. 
At the 113 Mess Don Anderson tells us bad news: `Friar' Mason and Sgt. Knott have been shot 
down in flames and Pike is missing. "It's suicide smacking Gubbi in daylight. Those bloody 
pompoms are ganged in fours - they put up a solid wall of muck." (SEE JULY 14th). 
NAMES: Gilliard, F/Lt Bob Bateson?, F/O Don Anderson, Walter (Friar) Mason, Sgt Ralph Knott, P/O 
D. Pike 
(P/O Pikes crew: Sgt R. Lidstone and Sgt J Taylor) (F/Sgt Ralph Knotts crew: Sgt J Barber, LAC Jason 
Toner) (F/O Walter Masons crew: Sgt James Juggins, Sgt George K Biggins) 
June 30th. 
The radio reported today that the Desert Air Force had `continued to carry out extensive raids on 
enemy positions without loss.' 
Flight is fitting our `special' long nose with a camera mount. It has a Frazer-Nash belly-gun 
mounting with a pair of Brownings. Seems bloody uncomfortable to use but I haven't air-tested it 
yet. 
NAMES: 
July 1st. 
While having breakfast a phone call orders Bob to HQME. He and I walk in together but I am told 
to get lost. Bob disappears into the rabbit-warren and I hang about for more than an hour drinking 
cup after cup of coffee. When he finally reappears he recounts that some G/C wanted to `tear him 
off a strip' for not having done the Benghazi mosaic. Bob saw a Winkie first though and blamed HQ 
for time wasting. 
In the event the G/C (actually it was the SASO) was `sweet as pie. 
We went to Groppi's and gorged on superlative ice-cream, thence to the bank. Lunch at Helio 
where we found Phil Williams and Bob Bentley. Phil said the CR42s had found more horses and 
really beat them up on the Guppi raid. Intelligence, he said, reckons their ammo sequence has one 
`explosive' in five. It's the explosives that kill the Blenheims. 
A few days back the Italians lost their air chief, the redoubtable General Balbo while Blenheims 
were attacking El Adem from high-level. Unaware of this his pilot tried to land. At first there was a 
great hoo-hah that we had shot him down the Air Ministry today claimed he was killed by his own 
flak. 
Bob Bentley and Phil were at Helio to collect new a/c. 
NAMES: Bob Bateson, Phil Williams, Bob Bentley 
July 3rd. 
We were due to do the Benghazi photo-recce today but the port engine refused to function. The 
mechanics toiled over it for hours in the increasing heat without reward and it finally got too late 
for the takeoff. 
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I went to the Ops tent and with John looking over my shoulder, checked again the overlap of the 
three tracks we had decided on - downwind and from the sea. 
In the Mess for a pre-lunch drink we came upon Walker, now a Flying-Officer, by the way. He told 
us one of his runner-beans had already reached the top of his tent. (We were all growing beans up 
the guy ropes watering them daily with our shaving water.) 
Walker (Not Lister Yorky Walker) had been at the Bardia/Tobruk show. He said the Navy had put up 
a spotter plane, an old Walrus and the RAF was asked to protect it. A Hurricane, three Gladiators 
and a Blenheim were also up but only the Blenheim had been told about the Walrus. When the 
Navy came weaving in to start their bombardment they launched the Walrus. At once the `spotter' 
was spotted. The Gladdie leader seeing a silver aircraft at once put his nose down and all three 
went streaking after it. 
The Hurricane at once joined in the fun. The Blenheim roared after them to try to wave them off! 
The Navy at once put up a barrage to protect their precious Walrus. The `Allies' suddenly realised 
their error and hurriedly peeled off whereupon a solitary CR42 nipped out of a cloud, saw the 
Walrus, and gave it a horrible mauling, disappearing before the Hurricane could attack it. The poor 
Walrus, too badly holed to attempt a water landing beached itself somewhere just our side of the 
wire. 
The Navy managed to destroy the Bardia hospital killing eight. 
NAMES: John Cleaver, F/O Walker 
July 4th. 
We've been, we're back, and we've to do it all again. In retrospect it doesn't seem to have been 
much of a `do' but it was 1500 miles, nearly eight hours, and seemed to take forever. Split new 
9319 behaved perfectly. The Aden flight was as long but we had company and a fuel stop. Perhaps 
because we have to do it again our minds try to minimize it. 
We flew there well out to sea and turned in from 30 miles past Benghazi on the sort of course the 
Italians would use from their mainland. Just as we did so Tommy came through on the intercom: 
"Oxygen running out, skip." We were at 20,000 ft. - the stipulated altitude for the mosaic. "Set the 
delivery to twelve thousand, Tommy," replied Bob without hesitation. It was freezing cold. 
"Left, left," I called, lining us up to the first pinpoint. He flew an immaculate course and turned out 
to sea for the next run. I picked up the next pinpoint, steered him over it. We circled for the third 
run. Bob looked cool and undistressed but my head was splitting and I wanted to vomit. 
"All done," I called, switching off the camera. Bob put our nose down and we headed eastward. 
"How are you, Tommy," he asked. "Bloody terrible. It's all gone, skip." "I know," said Bob as we 
headed for Benina. I took a couple of photos of the airfield. Three fighters took off but we found a 
bit of cloud and lost them. 
We munched our cheese sandwiches - they were frozen, awful. I made a mental note to buy a pair 
of wide-mouthed thermos flasks next time in Helio. We'd have hot stewed steak in future. 
We snapped the airfield at Barce, nothing there, and set a course for home. After Siddi Barrani we 
followed the coastal road and felt good, though tired. At Maaten Bagush we refueled and went on 
to Ismailia arriving at 7.34pm. They turned on a flood for us to land. (9319's air filters were there.) 
NAMES: Tommy Thompson, Bob Bateson 
July 5th. 
We took the film canister to HQME having landed at Helio and collected a staff car driven by a 
pretty girl in uniform, so Bob and I promptly adopted our best behaviour. She said she was a WAT 
and translated that for us as ‘Women's Auxiliary Transport’. 
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The pictures were beautiful, bright and clear and contrast. But, said the photo interpretation bloke, 
completely bloody useless. The overlap, which should have been 30 percent was below ten. I 
couldn't believe it, The preparation had been so meticulous, Bob’s course flying impeccable. With a 
calm sea and thirty miles out from Benghazi we dropped a ali marker, got a perfect wind direction, 
and flown precisely downwind with no drift at all. 
 “Complete waste,” said ‘Tubby’ Mermagen, the AVM, when we saw him. “Go and do it again, Bob, 
and get it right next time.” We left, deflated. They’d changed the driver. We had a corporal with a 
hangover. 
Back at Ismailia, where 9319 was to have a service, Bob and I, with Dickie and Mac(there to collect 
a/c), got a couple of sailing dinghies out and careered about a bit, staying well away, as we’d been 
warned (leg-pulling, I think) from naval vessels. 
Early evening we went on to the French Club for a grill. Both bread and meat were the best I’d had 
since Scribe’s in Paris. 
Names: Bob Bateson, Pretty Girl, AVM Tubby Mermagen, Dickie, Mac ? 
July 9th. 
We got airborne at 5am. There was heavy cloud and we were a bit lost, unable to get down 
through. We circled and found a gap and there were the pyramids. 
At Helio we had a proper breakfast while they processed the film and we got to HQME with it 
about 10 am. Everything was rosy. The pictures were fine and sharp and the overlap just right. “So 
why couldn't you have done that in the first place,” growled some G/C Intelligence. Why Indeed? It 
was still a mystery. John had said it could be the target map we used. It was pretty crude. 
Bob thinks up a scheme to get a day in the lake at Ismailia. It’s where 9319’s desert filters are. (Of 
course there must be spares at Maaten Bagush overlook that). We go there, then, in the evening he 
runs a temperature. We hustle him into Sick Quarters with a dose of sand-fly. 
NAMES: John ?, Bob Bateson 
July 10th. 
I phone S/L Birch at Abu Suier and he says get the long-nose serviceable and he’ll come over in the 
morning and deliver us and it to MB. Bob is on his feet, a ball of fire, raising merry hell about this 
arrangement but the doc shoves him back in bed and threatens to ‘sedate’ him. 
I do a swim and a flick in the afternoon and spend the evening at the US Club. 
NAMES: S/Ldr Birch, Bob Bateson 
July 11th. 
Birch goes solo to MB with 9319. Says Tommy and I can wait for Bob and ferry another kite that’s 
ready at Abuokir. Spend the evening with the Constantines and Dr Jones at the Continental. 
NAMES: S/Ldr Birch, Tommy Thompson, Bob Bateson, Constantine's, Dr Jones 
July 12th. 
My poor wretched diary has been neglected for a week. Let’s try to recap. 
On the 8th. We did the Benghazi trip again. We had debated the ‘overlap’, my plot had been 
checked repeatedly by all and sundry - no one fond anything wrong. Bob said, constructively, “Re-
plot it for a 50 percent overlap and let’s see what happens.” 
It turned out to be a near thing. Bob had ordered the takeoff for 6am. but stopped the pickup at 
the Orderly Room for a bit to sign something or other. When we reached the a/c we found some 
enthusiastic corporal had decided to warm up the engines and had over-primed the starboard. It 
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now refused to start. “Cowardly bloody thing,” said Bob. It delayed us for 20 minutes. Tommy and I 
checked that the oxygen bottles were really full, and this time we had one extra. 
We dropped in to Maaten Bagush, where everyone was on standby but no one knew what for. We 
filled our water bottles, got tea for the thermos flasks, and more wretched cheese sandwiches. 
Benghazi looked calm and lovely. We checked the wind. I gave the camera button a bang for a test. 
But the green ‘running’ light stayed on. “Camera runaway,” I shouted into my mike and furiously 
pulled out the plug to cut the juice. Bob circled. We tried again. It stuck again. “Tommy will have to 
hand wind,” said Bob. I was checking with Tommy whether he knew manual when my mike packed 
up. More fiddling about. Tommy knows about F24s thank god. He finds a dud fuse and replaces it. 
More checks, yes, it’s running now. 
I hunker down to the bombsight and guide Bob toward the first pinpoint. Pretty little harbour: one, 
two three . . ... nine flying boats, five merchant vessels. Two funnies - warships with camou nets? 
The camera will know. I press the tit. The camera starts, the light winks, one, two , three, four 
exposures. It’s gone. The lousy thing has stopped. Would you believe it. Bob calmly takes us out to 
sea. Tommy finds changes the fuse. Bob had said we’d try once more before going onto manual. 
The camera runs. We do the next plot and go out to sea for the third as we approach the start the 
camera jambs again. We go onto manual, and somehow get the job done. 
As I enter the log I realize we have taken 45 minutes, fifteen more minutes than the time we’d 
allowed. We’re on our way home. There’s Barce. I take a couple pics. We make a southern leg, drink 
tea, eat the awful sandwiches. I dream of stewed steak and kidneys and thick gravy. 
The starboard engine coughs. Bob glances at the gauges, fiddles with the fuel switches. My mike 
has packed up again. I glance at the compass. Bob is off course. He nods, and scribbled on his knee 
pad. “Give me shortest route back.” 
It will take us over at least four Iti airfields, I hand it to him and he changes course. “What’s up? I 
scribble. The outer fuel tanks won’t feed. I glance at the gauges for the inners - 80 galls. I measure 
the route home. It’s 331 miles to the border. I write Bob a note and deliver it with a bar of 
chocolate. We are at 25000ft. 
Bob tells Tommy to get the camera canister off and stuff it in his flight bag. He now has the a/c 
wallowing along at IAS 110 there’s a good strong wind behind us. 
There’s Solum. I wonder who holds Solum today but Bob doesn’t chance landing there. The 
engines pack up, first the starboard, then the port. The silence is eerie. We float on. There’s Siddi 
Barrani. 
We’re at 15000. There’s the wire. This is Egypt. 
Bob begins a slow circuit staring down at the terrain. Height peels off. “Put the Very unloaded in 
your pocket. Bones - Three cartridges. Tommy, put the camera canister in your flight bag and your 
water bottle.” 
We’d made a 360 degree turn, we were down to 5000. He leveled out, pointing westward, slammed 
down the under-cart, set a bit of flap and tweaked the tail-trim. I looked at my watch, gathered up 
my map board and log. The under-cart made a satisfying clunk as it locked and green lights came 
on. 
He’d made a perfect landing and we rumbled along a patch almost free of camel thorn. Probably 
the only bit like it for a hundred miles but he’d found it. We tumbled out, shed our Sidcots. Bob 
loaded the Very with a red and pulled the trigger. It soared up and burst with surprising brightness 
in the afternoon sun. The smoked dispersed rapidly, mercifully there was a light wind, enough 
thank god, to ground the flies. I put the u/c locks on. It would be too bad if 9319 settled on her 
belly now. 
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We rolled up our Sidcots and sat on them . Bob pulled out a packet of cigarettes offered them to 
Tommy. “Come and sit over here with us,” he said. “What now?” I asked pulling in a lungful of 
smoke gratefully. “There’s an army unit of some sort in a wadi over there near the road. They’re 
probably having a kip but we hope some dozy sod saw our signal. We wait.” 
We didn’t wait long. A field ambulance came careering over a dune and slammed to a halt not 20ft 
from us. An army lieutenant jumped out of the front and two orderlies from the back. “Anyone 
hurt?” shouted the Lt medic striding toward us. “No, we’re fine. Just out of fuel, that’s all.” He and 
the medic hunkered down together in the shade. Bob asked the name of the unit. 
“You’ve landed in the right place, then, said the Lt, “we’re laying down a forward supply. “ The 
orderlies went and sat in the ambulance. Bob and the Lt chattered a while then stood up and shook 
hands. “I’ll send you some tea as well,” said the Lt climbing in beside the driver. 
The fueling was a bit tedious without the usual funnels which you could slap a four-gall tin on and 
leave it to empty itself it got done in the end and we got to Maaten Bagush late afternoon. They 
were in a bit of a tizzy because we were so late. Bob intended to go on to Helio but Group stopped 
him so we had a good dinner and went early to bed. John came in an hour later. It was comforting 
to sleep in your own tent. 
NAMES: Tommy, Bob Bateson, John Cleaver, Medical Orderlies & Lt? 
July 13th. 
Bob fit again. Up at 4.30am but the kite proves u/s. Bob decides we’ll take the mail plane. We stop 
at Dekaila, Amriya, Daba and Fuka before making it - after 4 hrs. - to Maaten Bagush. Dreadful old 
Anson, definitely u/s and barely able to stagger into the air. (Thank god there was an erk to wind 
the u/c up and down. Poor devil must have been exhausted. Pilot deserves a VC). 
John and the CO and some others dashed off on a short leave just after we arrived. 
Bob saw the Messing Officer and gave him a chit with the name of the army unit that rescued us. 
“Send them a couple of crates of beer, will you?” he said. “It’s a hell of a long way,” said the MO. 
“Just do it, please,” said Bob sharply. 
Bob and I stood-by the hours in the evening to do a night-nuisance raid but it was called off 
eventually because of low cloud. 
NAMES: Bob Bateson, John ?, CO., Messing Officer, M.O-(Medical Orderly 
July 14th. 
The CO inspanned me this morning to do the daily entries of the squadron history which are 
supposed to be completed by noon daily and sent by courier to Group. It’s a bore but at least one 
is sitting at a table in Ops and you get to hear a lot more about what is going on. 
In the afternoon orders came through to hit some miserable little ship in Bardia harbour and four 
Capronis that have arrived at Menister. How piffling. 
Just two flights. Bob led and Vicky Boehm flew as B. It was a frightful mess. I had this low level 
bombsight and put the wrong settings on it for 40-pounders. They all went into the water. The 
Capronis offered no target being far dispersed in mud shelters. Bob said ‘hit the barracks’. We left a 
few little fires. B flight missed but hit a bit of an ammo store (by mistake) and there was a nice little 
red explosion with lots of smoke. 
I forgot – heard the full story today of the loss of the Friar, Sgt. Knott and Percy Pike, during that 
awful show at Gubbi when the squadron ran into a flock of 42s and Bredas. Percy had with him 
Lidstone, his bomb-aimer, and Taylor, his. gunner. The Italians say he crashed on the beach just 
south of Bardia. The crew set fire to the kite then launched the dinghy and started to row for Egypt. 
An Italian torpedo-boat patrolling the bay intercepted them. 
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Back in the Mess we found we had three new pilots. 
I haven’t reported the Gubbi raid. We weren’t on it we were doing the second Benghazi mosaic 
with the quick long-nose the adj. has given me particulars for the ‘history.’ 
Nine a/c made the attack at 4000ft. The harbour produced a terrific barrage of pompoms and a 
battleship added heavily to the general dirt. The CO did two runs for god’s sake! Ten fighters, high 
up, awaited them as they flew back into formation. The fighters chased them out to sea and 
apparently, with the gunners of Friar and Knott no longer firing they just closed right in for the kill 
and blasted both a/c to bits. (SEE JUNE 26th). 
Two fighters were downed. 
NAMES: CO., Bob, Vicki Boehm, Walter (Friar) Mason, F/Sgt Ralph Knott, Percy Pike, Sgt R Lidstone, 
Sgt J Taylor 
July 15th. 
While I was scribbling in the Ops tent this morning, Rands told me that six Bombays had gone to 
Tobruk last night and one (Ron Taylor’s) took a direct hit from the large caliber AA shell and 
exploded in fragments. Another badly damaged force- landed at Alex somewhere. 
211 Squadron, he said, lost four Blenheims yesterday. 
We have done no flying today. I was Orderly dog so spent most of my time in the Ops tent while 
the others took pickups to the beach for a swim. I stink like goat and could have done with a swim 
myself. Late this afternoon I was chased out of the Ops tent when Barney went into a huddle with 
the flight-commanders. Something must be afoot. 
NAMES: Rands, Ron Taylor, (LIKELY 216 SQUADRON), 211 Squadron 
July 16th. 
Bob and I spent four hours in the El Adem/Tobruk area today searching for Garrard Cole and his 
crew. A pair had gone on early recce and Cole didn’t come home. We had no luck but took a few 
photos and did a bit of gunnery practice on convoys on the Tobruk/Bardia road on the way home. 
The running commentary from Tommy was very witty and he used a vast quantity of ammo. Bob 
emptied the front gun. This kite had no blister gun for me to play with. 
As we came abreast of Fort Cappuccio we thought it was being bombed but could see no aircraft. 
Then Bob said: “Artillery bombardment.” Tommy reported explosions on motor transport 
approaching the fort.. We hastily veered away but not before something hit our port wing with a 
frightful thump. 
In the Mess this evening, news that Ron Taylor has survived. His damaged Bombay hit the 
escarpment near Mersa. He was badly burned and his crew lost. A Mersa army unit took him to 
Fuka.(?) A chap from Group, visiting, said one of 211 squadron gunners had been found by an army 
patrol. He’d walked for 16 hours in a 5-mile circle! 
A lovely little pile of letters today. 
NAMES: Bob ?, Gerrard Cole and crew???, Tommy, Ron Taylor, 211 Squadron 
July 17th. 
While doing sqdn history this am heard that the wreckage of Ron’s Bombay has been washed up at 
Mersa containing body of one gunner. 
An Arab cobbler has set up a stall near the Mess cookhouse and is making us desert boots. Most of 
the old Gyppy hands have them already. John and I went and ordered. You stand on a square of 
hardboard and he draws a chalk line round your foot, and puts a tape measure across – makes a 
squiggly note. You then print your name on the hardboard. The boots are lovely soft brown suede 
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and reach halfway up your calf. Guaranteed, says Bob, to keep sand and scorpions out. It’s good to 
be shot of the flying boots – fleece-lined – which though comforting at night could be jolly hot by 
day. Shoes, of course, are useless. 
Ketton-Cremer, returning from a spot of leave, brought back a bunch of papers???. How we 
pounced on them! The first we’ve seen since coming here, mostly a week or ten days old but 
marvelous just the same. 
Stainless and Floyd went off this evening to fly the Sidi Barrani/Bardia/Menister loop for a WT test 
for Group. Most of our flying has been done in WT silence. I wonder what this is about. They took a 
load 40s for the fun of it. At debriefing, around 10pm. Steel said he didn’t know if he’s hit anything 
but he’s sure ‘scared the hell out of a flock of camels’. (Camels, I’ve noticed, go stiff and rigid as you 
overfly them). Floyd brought his load back. 
The BBC is crediting the ‘Desert Air Force’ with many locals success! Who is doing all the work 
then? – 55? 211? 
NOTE: Several pages indecipherable – appear to be about attacks on Tobruk. 
NAMES: Ron Taylor, Bob, Ketton-Creamer?, (Stainless) Steel, Floyd 
Note: Ketton-Cremer may be Richard Wyndham Ketton-Cremer KIA on Crete 31/05/1941 serving 
with 30 Sqd. 
July 20th. 
Barney’s pet expression: “Gawd stiffen the crows!” Bob’s: “Well blow me down”. 
Three armed Swordfish have flown in to refuel. Rand says we’ve to accommodate them and their 
maintenance crew for the time being. 
An S79, part of a raid on Mersa, tried to force-land on our bit this afternoon but fell to bits on 
touchdown. The pilot is wounded and in our Sick Quarters. The rest of the crew are dead. The daily 
Bombay has taken the bods back to Helwan. Doc Turner says the pilot speaks perfect English and 
thought we were on the point of surrender. Bob’s Flight-Sgt is furious – the S.79 is scattered all 
over our ‘best bit of sand’ and has to be cleared away. 
Bob is complaining that the squadron is becoming nothing but a ‘shuftie-outfit.’ “Go and tell 
Cunningham,” says Barney. 
NAMES: Barney, Bob Bateson, Bob Bentley, Rand, Doc Turner 
July 21st. 
A nice lazy day. Did the history in the morning and had a bathe in the afternoon. Then round about 
6.30pm when I was about to get into gray flannels came news of an op. 
Four a/c to do individual raids over Tobruk, Gubbi, El Adem and Bardia. Pilots: The CO, Bob, Ward 
and Williams. I’m with Bob, John with Barney. Bardia, allocated to Ward being nearer than the other 
targets we leave him to his own affairs, and abreast of the CO take off at 8.37 and form a three. 
They briefed us a moon at 8.17 but someone at Group fouled up – didn’t allow for EST – and no 
moon appeared till 9.21 when we were well on our way. 
Poor John, who was leading nav. had no chance to find a wind and led us miles too far west. I 
sensed it and wrote Bob a note. At last we turned north. Williams was to do El Adem and we were 
well west of it as he peeled off, to our astonishment, according to Tommy, he turned south! 
As we nearer the coast, we were already west of Tobruk (the CO’s target) and as we peeled off he 
turned WEST. What on earth was going on? I pointed down and shouted “That’s Gazala!” Bob lifted 
his hands in mute despair, and pointed at the bomb selectors. He began to circle to see what was 
there. “No good,” I shouted into my mike. “We’re loaded with incendiaries” I reminded him. He 
gave a thumbs up and turned us onto the Gazala/Tobruk road. 
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I looked down and saw what I thought was a train (silly ass). It was of course a convoy and as Bob 
put us into a dive toward it most of the lights went out. He raked along it at ten feet with his gun. 
Abruptly we both realized that it was heading for a concentration. Bob made a sharp climb and 
took us out to sea to ponder and size things up. 
 “It’s near Gubbi,” he said at length turning back. “Can you fix us? No matter, I can see the ras.” It 
was a tiny cape with a bit of white water round it. We slid down to 1500ft. hoping Gubbi would 
identify itself with a few flaming onions. But as we approached it was clear the field had had a 
visitor – a strip of incendiaries was still burning. I could see no a/c. Suddenly without any warning 
we found ourselves surrounded in the center of a swirling circle of lazily moving red tracers - 
thousands! We’d found it – a vast new army camp that hadn’t been reported by the morning recce. 
Bob started violent evasive tactics and a I got a quick look at the altimeter that was winding down 
rapidly from 800 ft. He flattened a bit. I got sight of a mass of transport and pressed the bomb tit. 
Fortunately I had selected a half load earlier. They got a couple of canisters of 4-pounders. More 
and more red tracers streamed past. 
In the cockpit we were dazzled by a white flash. The plane lifted and shook violently. Tommy yelled: 
“Oh, lovely, lovely, sir, smack in the middle.” He gave his guns a triumphant burst. The small arms 
flak around us seemed to get thicker. Another tight batch of MT flicked past my sights and at once 
I let go the rest of our load. 
Bob was climbing now on rate 3 turn. Another excited shout from the gunner. The bombs were 
gone but we weren’t out of the wood yet. This was one hell of a big camp. But at length the firing 
dwindled. We set course for our nearest dummy flare path, and the welcoming glims of MB. 
Editorial. Probably not as hairy as the diary suggests. It was a sudden, unexpected encounter. Most 
Italian army convoys had a truck-mounted machine-gun every twelfth vehicle. This one, we heard 
later, was some 30,000 troops. We could not, of course, see gunfire on its way UP – the lazy red 
lights were spent tracers dwindling as they fell. We were seeing the bright little ‘tails’. It was the 
first time we had seen this phenomenon in such splendour! They belted their .303 ground guns, 
twas said: soft-hard-tracer and they spat 900 rounds pm. Our airborne Brownings were belted, 
soft,hard, armour-piercing, soft,hard, tracer, and ran at 1200 rpm. An alert had sounded, no doubt 
they could not see us. A noisy low-flying aircraft attacking you, even with a single Browning 
blazing, is very daunting. The poor lads below, probably young conscripts, were just ‘ hosing’ the 
sky. MHS. 
We landed five minutes ahead of the CO. He and John had started a good fire at Tobruk but didn’t 
know what was burning. “Let’s hope it’s that wretched crane,” said Bob at the debriefing. 
(Overwritten with a note: ‘later found to be a sub.’) 
Williams who had overshot badly found his way back to his target but the Oerlikon ground fire was 
so heavy that his evasive wanderings trying to find a reasonable approach ran him low on fuel and 
he finished up taking his load out to sea and dumping it to preserve fuel for the get home. 
Ward went first to Tobruk then to Bardia. They saw no result for their night’s work and the gunner 
thought their bombs all went into clear water. Bardia’s inhabitants must be getting a lot of fish to 
eat these days. 
NAMES: CO, Bob, Ward, Williams, Barney, John, Tommy 
July 23rd. 
A quiet day today, no flying at all. Three crews went back to Helio on a Bombay for 72 hrs. and will 
return with three new kites. 
The rest cleared the Mess of all personal stuff, drink, etc., and went off for a swim while I was 
lumbered with supervising a small Gyppy crew that came in to concrete the floor. This will make a 
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big difference to life. (I got a box for Gilbert and Sullivan (precious beasts, gosh how fat they are!) 
and took them to my tent for safety. In the early evening played ‘cricket’ on the dart-board outside 
with Dickie, Bob and John. Early to bed after listening, with John Dunning to a sickening budget. 
NAMES: Gilbert & Sulivan (Squadron Chameleons), Dickie, John, Bob, John Dunning 
July 24th. 
The CO and Peter Wakelin flying a Valentia (where on earth do they find these old crates – the 
Science Museum?) for WT calibration, Don and John off on recce to get pictures of the big new Iti 
camp. Bob and I on standby in the ops Tent. 
   -211 raided El Adem last night and lost one aircraft. 55 raided Bardia this am. 
   -The Italians raided Qasaba yesterday. 
   -The siren was sounded from the tower last night but as usual John and I slept through it. 
We have borrowed spades from the concreting man and we’re digging out our tent to provide a 
‘basement’. Then we won’t have to leap into a slit trench when the odd strafing fighter sweeps in to 
spray the place. I have collected a mass of petrol tin boxes to line it. We’re going to have a paneled 
bed-space. 
Today is windy and hot. I am writing up this diary sitting on my bed under a net trying to evade the 
flies that are sheltering (like me) from the wind. 
During the afternoon Don, having borrowed John from the CO, did a recce of the area just west of 
Gazala and have found a big new area stripped for a/c, with fifty to sixty planes on it – Bredas, 
Capronis. How about a dawn raid? 
This evening a bunch of 208 came in, stamped around admiring our new concrete and downed a 
vast quantity of whisky. What a mob of line-shooters! Fun fellows, though – you must have a sense 
of humour to fly a Lysander, surely. Brave fellows. They can keep it. 
NAMES: CO, Peter Wakelin, Don ?, John, Bob, 208 Squadron, 211 Squadron, 55 Squadron 
July 25th. 
The dawn raid! Our target, WE FOUND IT, and they’ve given it to bloody 211! The cheek! 
John says it’s our serviceability, or rather opposite. I suggested we might walk over to Flights and 
find out. “All that way – in this heat? – don’t be ridiculous,” he said. Of course if ‘Flight’ (and we 
have a good one who hero-worships Bob) won’t sign the form 700s well, that’s it. The a/c stay on 
the ground. (It must be fiddly and horrible doing repairs under these conditions). 
Our 3 Fairy Swordfish have been to Tobruk and sunk four ships with three torpedoes! How do you 
do that? 
Yesterday a couple of Flights of Gladdies from 33 were up to escort 55 to a raid but missed 55 
completely and had a jolly hour beating up transport. 
In the Mess we have Monopoly, Luda, Chess, and Halma. Also a French game called ‘L’attack’ – or 
something. Vic and Owen play it. It baffles everyone else. 
We were Duty Flight and hung around all morning. Bob and I hurled a medicine ball at each other 
for a while but I soon collapsed in a sweaty heap. 
The squadron history is at last up to date, all Rand’s scruffy little notes properly ordered. From now 
on it should be a piece of cake. 
NAMES: John, Bob, Vic, Owen, Rand, 55 Squadron, 33 Squadron, 211 Squadron 
July 26th. 
We were called at 4.35am but it was 6.35 before we lurched into the air. Barney had howled at 
Group for giving our target to 211 Squadron, and we’ve been ‘awarded’ Derna. 3 flights. 
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Don and John had taken off earlier, with Jock Dunning (Ops) as a stowaway. They were to signal 
back to Group what was there, and Group to brief Barney. I don’t know if this worked, or what. 
For first time all three leaders had cameras aboard. This was later to prove a curse and the mass of 
pictures taken of bombs in every stage of bursting led to hours of argument about who hit what. 
They gave the impression we had wrought utter havoc whereas in the last analysis there were 
precious few hits. 
Shrapnel put several a/c u/s. and once again several of us came home with jettison lights flicking 
and bombs hanging on. Are the release mechanisms really able to cope with desert conditions? 
You’d think they must have been tested long ago on the North West Frontier. Poor old A Flight, 
always unlucky in this respect brought back 720lb. 
Apart from any other aspect it is also rather wretched not to be able to relax when crossing the 
border, to be beset all the way home with the notion that one of those dangling forties is probably 
hanging by a coat of paint and the moment you squat down on your bit of sand, will blow you all 
to kingdom come. It doesn’t pay to have an imagination. It hasn’t happened to anyone yet! 
Altogether a thoroughly unsatisfactory affair. For all the cameras, Group has only plotted 72 bursts 
out of 200 which means that none of B Flight’s were photographed. Bring back the night raids 
when everything is a bit more visual! 
Six Blenheim fighters have flown in – Beaufighters, they call them – from 30 squadron. Apparently 
one of our armoured-car units has been having hell knocked out of it by dive-bombers of some 
sort and a patrol is needed to catch them at it. The Beaufighters went on their mission – there’s a 
fancy word! – but late this evening Jock Dunning said no ‘dive-bombers’ appeared so they found 
no target. Meanwhile, said Jock, another nine armoured-cars have been knocked out and the Army 
is very upset about it. 
NAMES: Barney, Don, John, Jock Dunning, 30 Squadron, 211 Squadron 
July 27th. 
Group has apparently decided that as we have some fighters here temporarily – the Beaux from 30 
squadron – they might as well use them before sending them back to their base. It seems there is a 
certain Army unit in danger of being cut off and very low level recces are needed to size up the 
position and make a rescue plan. So before we turned in tonight a plan was devised. Two of our a/c 
would go in with a pair of Beaux on watch at 5000ft. 
At dawn the CO (with our gunner, Tommy, on loan) and Owen took off with four of the fighters. By 
ten a.m. a little circle of us were standing outside the Ops Tent waiting for their return. 
Owen came in first, followed by the two fighters. Then for 10 minutes nothing. At last we spied a 
speck – It was Barney. His kite sounded pretty rough. “He’s flying on one,” said someone. But where 
were the other two fighters? 
As the CO touched down another fighter appeared and went into the circuit. Good-o what’s that 
thing. It was a supply a/c. So one fighter was missing. 
In the Ops Tent we heard the whole story. (I sat in on it and no one noticed me – I’d become part 
of the furniture now. Over the target there was a layer of stratus and Barney and Owen going down 
through it lost the Beaux. 32s and 42s swarmed up from Gubbi and Adem while they were making 
their photo runs Barney and Owen darted in and out of the cloud to lose them but they were very 
persistent. Owen said both he and his nav. got disorientated for a while. They finally darted for the 
border in cloud. 
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The CO meanwhile was hotly engaged by a trio of 42s. One got in very close and gave him heavy 
burst. He saw John crumple in his seat. Just as the 42s overshot Tommy shouted triumphantly: “Got 
one, sir,” as Barney circled, still looking hopefully for a Beau, he saw the 42 flaming to the ground. 
Meanwhile, a Beau had appeared and the CO’s tormentors turned their attention to it. He climbed 
back into the cloud and to his relief saw John was recovering, so he turned toward Bardia to finish 
the job in hand. But here another shock awaited him. New defenses just south of Bardia, not 
previously seen, opened up and he found himself the center of a fierce pom-pom barrage. A terrific 
clonk hit the plane and the cockpit filled with fumes – a shell had gone through the well. John's tin 
hat parked under his seat was crunched! Weaving and twisting the CO managed somehow get out 
of the tangle and set out for home with the port engine leaking oil. He landed on one. 
Owen, curiously, on the same sortie, though out of touch had a trouble free run. 
(Just after the debriefing the CO’s Flight-Sgt pulled up – he said a .5 explosive had ripped through 
a spar, then through the observer’s parked parachute pack and, finally spent, thumped John on the 
back. Curiously, it didn’t explode. John has it as a souvenir.) 
The a/c is badly hurt but with full revs now available Bob, with me as passenger, flew it to Fuka for 
return to the Delta. Not a very comfortable trip, a bit blustery – the bomb-aimer’s front perspex 
panel was missing, and the undercart wouldn’t retract. (No! I didn’t leave the locking bars on – I 
had them in my lap.) 
We went to the beach this afternoon. That medicine ball soon becomes very heavy. Had a good 
yarn with Jock Dunning. He is convinced the threat to England is a feint. I protested –what about 
the massing of barges? Jock thought the real war was going to develop out here. 
Early evening: Owen wiped me off a chess board more comprehensively than I’ve ever been wiped 
before. This life is atrophying my mental ability. 
No letters from B. It makes one anxious. Bob and I get to Cairo next weekend, thank goodness. I’ll 
send a cable. 
NAMES: CO, Tommy, Owen, Barney, Jock Dunning, Bob, John, 30 Squadron 
July 29th. 
Barney called me over in the Mess. “Bones, take my pickup down to Flights and bring back a load 
of petrol boxes. Build us a decent bar in here with storage for our bottles and personal things. And, 
Bones,” he reached down beside his chair and hefted up a big lump of melted ali-alloy.” It looked 
like shiny, lumpy porridge. “Hang this on the end wall there with a notice: ‘Lysander S . . . get the 
number . . .unrepairable at this unit.” Bob came outside with me. “See George, say it’s for me and 
ask him to lend us a carpenter.” 
Before nightfall we had a lovely bar. 
(Editorial: A petrol box held two four gallon tins. These boxes were used for everything. John and I 
lined our funk-hole with their timber. The petrol tins, too, were fashioned into wonderful artifacts. 
They were often cut lengthwise. Our Mess cookery had a whole battery forming a ‘chest of drawers’ 
to hold vegetables and other foodstuffs. MHS) 
No operational flying today, most of our machines are u/s. But there was a great deal of ferrying by 
Bob and Reynolds between Fuka, the satellite and here. So we should now have a few flyable ones. 
During the evening some of the 208s dropped in – Bernard, Hardiman and ‘Dixie’ Dean. They told 
us Jimmy Aldiss had shot down TWO RO37s. With a Lysander!! The story went that he was 
returning from a recce and saw one going in to land at Adem. He just accompanied it and gave it a 
squirt and it burst into flames. As he gained altitude Aldiss saw yet another making approach. He 
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latched onto it and repeated the performance! The pair of Gladdies giving him protection just sat 
up at 2000ft and watched the whole show. 
Group sent for him and he didn’t know whether it was for a gong or a court-martial. If you’re sent 
on a recce, that’s it, you don’t play at being a fighter (unless you’re Jimmy Aldiss). He got a smack 
on the wrist inside SASO’s office, and a pat on the back outside. 
John, Taff Owen and I sat up till nearly twelve, yarning. I think I did too much of the talking. 
NAMES: Barney, Bones (F/Sgt Michael Shekleton, Reynolds, George, John, Taff Owen (208 
Squadron - Bernard, Hardiman, Dixie Dean, Jimmy Aldiss) 
July 30th. 
Yet another quiet day. Thornicroft did a recce of Derna and the pics show that the Italians have 
now removed all their aircraft from there except those we hit during our two small raids. Question 
now, is where have they hidden them? Barney, back from Group, says there are no targets for us 
except the huge concentration of troops and transport. Apparently they have been widely 
dispersed and so are difficult to hit with any hope of doing much damage. 
I spent the morning on my logbook and find I now have 78 operational hours but am still 7 flying 
hours short of my 200. (I wonder what is supposed to be so magical about 200?) 
NAMES: Barney, Thornicroft 
July 31st. 
Funny morning. Started off my typing out Jock Dunning’s wonderful scheme for attacking the 
forward MT. 
When he came back from Group he had a nice little yarn. The photo-interp bloke said he was 
looking casually at a camera-test photo exposed by someone south of Adem – following a camel 
track actually – when he noticed that at one point the camel’s meandering briefly became a 
straight line. Funny, thought, camels don’t walk in straight lines. Group had sent someone to photo 
at a lower level and they found there was a biggish area enclosed by a fence. The camel train, or 
whatever, had come to it and followed it till it ran out. Two of 55 (was it 55? I think so) were sent to 
bomb it a bit and caused a beautiful convulsion. It seems to have been a well-camouflaged ammo 
dump! Jammy, eh? 
I went to cookhouse and showed our cook how to make a large omelette. His first effort was 
remarkable good. (Beginners’ luck?) 
NAMES: Jock Dunning, 55 Squadron 
July 31st. contd. 
Did a bit of carpentry and a board for a map of Libya for Jock. He has stuck little flags all over it. 
No flying today. All is ominously quiet. CO came back from Group, announced ‘No targets’ to the 
Mess at large and disappeared. He seemed grumpy. Wrote letters. 
Quite a cheery sort of evening. S/L Harrison came in bringing with him my flight log of the Derna 
raid, with criticisms. I was able to show him my log was right and the leader’s log wrong. Full of 
suppressed indignation, though mollified by his apology, I proceeded to get a little drunk. Sounds 
as if Bob and I will get the coming weekend off. 
Have I recorded that Balbo WAS killed by our bombing. Official. Segrim came into our Ops Tent 
one morning and announced it. 
Our latest Italian prisoner is a snooty major (says Jock). He had the cheek to down one of our 
Gladdies one of ours pranged him. He has a broken ankle and two broken ribs, says Doc Turner, 
who had him in his truck for running repairs. The damage was caused by a bad harness design, and 
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hitting his own tail-plane. The parachute, though, is gorgeous white silk and has been spirited away 
by the CO. 30 rang Rand and claimed it. Fat chance. 
Extracted from him by Jock: The CR32s are just as fast as 42s and more handy to fly; Gladiators and 
Blenheims are good, the Blenheim gunners ‘very brave’; when the Tobruk sirens sound Gubbi’s 
Capronis are dispersed to satellites in the south. Our captured aircrew are well-treated by them and 
are sent to Benghazi. 
NAMES: Jock, CO (Keily), S/ldr Harrison, Bob, Balbo - (Italian General), Prisoner -Italian Major, Doc 
Turner, Rand 
August 1st. 
Our wedding anniversary! Two years. Had hoped to send B a cable for it but there are new 
restrictions that prevented. May manage in Cairo if we get this weekend off as expected. 
An inspection this am by the AOC. Stood about for two hours and it was then a very perfunctory 
affair. No patriotic speeches! The crews were lined up and given a courteous good-morning and we 
then all dismissed into the Ops Tent. Once in the shade the AOC told us he was being made to 
conduct limited operations until we received reinforcements and in particular heavier bombers. 
One anecdote gave us a smile. Wellesleys were doing a leaflet raid by normal chutes over Abu 
Simnel and a gunner thought he could hurry things up by shoving a packet or two out of the rear 
gunport. Package of 2000 leaflets broke and the leaflets plastered the inside of the cockpit, 
including even the flying panels. The pilot had to do some fancy feel flying before the crew cleared 
the mess away. 
Steele did a recce near Bardia and 55 followed him at high altitude. Army Intelligence had long 
believed there was an underground ammo dump that way and now Steele thought he had found it. 
He spoke to the 55 leader, went in low and marked it with a canister of incendiaries. 55 hit the spot 
with armour-piercing from 20,000 and caused the biggest bang ever heard in Libya. Steele’s 
pictures showed that the Italians had stockpiled nearby on the surface and this is what had caught 
his eye. Owen was sent to have a look and his photos show a huge crater. Some nearby concrete 
buildings have disappeared completely. One of 55’s Flights had been sent down to 7000 ft. and 
even at that height got a buffeting. 
A few 208s drifted in this evening - their Mess is still in an EPIP so they enjoy our hut and the Turf 
Club chairs. (Ed: Stolen from the Turf Club Cairo on Al-Maghrabi Street) Bob, Dickie, John and I 
played Sevens for a while but wandered off to bed about 10pm. having had our fair share of 
swimming and medicine ball during the afternoon. 
Owen photo'd 34 fighters at El Adem. Now that’s a target - what about it? 
NAMES: A.O.C, Steele, Owen, 208 Squadron, Bob, Dickie, John, 55 Squadron 
August 2nd. to 5th. - written on 5th. 
I took this diary with me on leave but didn’t bother to write anything. Now I have to try to 
reconstruct. I am back in the Mess. John and were together. We find the lads have done two raids 
in our absence so are very unpopular with us! 
It was a very special weekend. We set out Friday noon so had THREE nights on the loose. It was 
also very expensive! We flew into Helwan because the machines were in dire need of servicing and 
only Helwan could do it. Bob (with Tommy and me) collected our kite from the satellite and 
brought it back to MB to clear the bomb load. The others had taken off ahead of us. Then, funnily 
enough, we arrived at Helwan first! The other Flights had been crawling because Owen’s starboard 
leg had failed to retract and he flew the whole way with it hanging down. Much ribaldry at his 
expense. Bob made the most awful landing at Helwan having forgotten a certain well-known 
‘ridge’. 
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At Helwan we separated. Bob got us a lift on a very posh-looking Cord but on the way it burst a 
back tyre and it took two hours to repair and change. A friendly Egyptian, who’d stopped, had sent 
us a taxi from Cairo, so we thanked the Cord owner for getting us part way and left him and his 
driver to sort themselves out. We booked in at the Continental and later went on to Groppi’s, 
finishing the evening at the hotel’s cabaret show. Met many odd bits of Air Force there. 
Next day (3rd) spent the whole of the unslept portion of the morning shopping. We ran into John, 
who joined us, packed up at the Continental and, taking a taxi, moved into Hel House. Thence to 
the Club for a swim in the pool and the company of young ladies. We had planned to go to the 
Metro after dinner. To our pleased surprise the Constantines walked in. We crowded into their tiny 
Hornet but got to the Metro too late for the show so went on to Tommy’s bar. From there at 
midnight onto the Continental’s cabaret. Back to Hel House at 2.30am. still vaguely sober. 
A late-ish breakfast on the 4th. Then to the Gezara for another swim and a sandwich lunch. Bob 
had arranged to see some local friends, so John and I went off to look at the Pyramids, which we 
did in proper tourist style, with wobbly camel rides. Next tea, expensively, at Meena House Hotel. 
Back to Hel House for dinner and a flick, which, owing to EST, didn’t come out till 12.40am. Found 
Bob with friends in the bar and stayed chatting till one thirty when we broke it up for a 7am 
takeoff. 
NAMES: Bob, Tommy, Owen, Constantine's, John 
August 5th. 
Taxi to Helwan. Airborne at 7.20. Got back to MB before 10. to hear stirring news of things done in 
our absence. There had been two raids - one on Saturday, the other on Sunday. The Saturday show 
was a wing combination, eight 113’s plus 211 and 55 - 24 a/c in all; the target, ships in Derna 
Harbour. 113 was delayed at takeoff by bomb handling troubles finally got up at 11.38 am to fly 
340 deg. with the coast about 25m N. By Sidi Barrani the wing had got into order with vics spread 
about 5 m. Williams developed engine trouble and turned back. Nearing Derna the wing went out 
to sea for some 12m then turned in at 16,500 ft and did a flat-out approach, vics in line astern, to 
bomb at 10, 000 - individual aiming, and release. 
55 was reported later as having done the most damage but no ships were actually sunk, though a 
jetty was demolished. 211 dropped small stuff all over the place, like confetti at a wedding. The 
paper today cracked it up as something terrific it wasn’t. 
Andy had two 250s hung up but managed to shake them off over a satellite near a couple of 
Bredas that were lining up for takeoff. They didn’t, so perhaps he hurt them. He was pretty high 
still. The gunner said the pom-poms were bursting below them. 
The second raid was rather hotter. It was again supposed to be a wing effort but 211 didn’t show 
up at the rendezvous and 113 had only four serviceable machines, 55 only two! (It’s getting 
ridiculous.) So six in two flights crossed the border in search of a small armoured-column reported 
earlier. The approach was at 12500 and the column easily located. Then the fun began. 
113 suddenly realized they were flying over a collection of 27 mixed CR 32s and 42s and just ahead 
of them were 9 Breda 65s. This formidable outfit had turned in the direction of Fort Maddelena 
where the 8th Army were busy massing troops. The presence of the Bredas suggested those troops 
were about to be ground strafed. The little biplanes climbed rapidly to our altitude whereupon the 
wing dumped their bomb-load and went into a near vertical. Bill said the Blenheims actually 
clocked over 300 (computed). Quite a lot of the 42s hung on grimly (waiting for their wings to 
come off?) and the air was full of .5 tracer. 
Fletcher, in particular, got hit quite a bit. He was pulling out of the dive when a CR42 overtook him. 
His gunner had been blazing at it and thinks he hit it because it went down in flames. He picked 
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holes in another and it turned away. The wing tightened formation and crossed the border without 
loss (except of face!) The hectic action had lasted 12 minutes and three of the kites were put u/s. 
One of 55’s gunners was wounded but declared mendable. The Bredas sailed on and took no part 
at all. 
This evening we heard with joy that Barney had been awarded the DFC. The Mess had a party. 
Liquor flowed. 
NAMES: Williams, Andy, Bill, Fletcher, Barney-(S/Ldr Keily), 55 squadron, 211 squadron 
August 6th. 
What a day of fuss and muddle! Spent the morning pottering about doing my usual chores then 
about 3pm. when I was enjoying Anne Lindberg’s delicious book “North to the Orient” a recce was 
called for. (Ed: A first rate book highly recommended, nothing worse than having to put down a good 
read to go bomb Italians) The CO elected to do it but as John was duty-officer, I took his place as 
nav. At first the recce was to be Bardia but while we were warming up a cancel came through (by 
motorbike) and Barney shutdown and we sat there, sweating on our Sidcots, waiting for fresh 
orders. 
Then Bardia was on again. The CO started first the port then the starboard then back to the port for 
full revs. And one mag. had clonked out. Our Flight-Sgt roared up in his pickup to find another kite. 
Then Bardia was canceled again! Well, it was too late anyway. Jock arrived with a fresh signal while 
Flight had found another a/c. We all got into Jock’s pickup and trundled over to the other plane. 
The signal: a Sunderland was down in the sea just off Tobruk having been badly mauled by 42s; 
proceeding toward Tobruk was an Italian destroyer escorting a tanker; proceeding to the wounded 
Sunderland was another Sunderland with a view to rescuing the crew. At MB were two armed 
Swordfish. And due any minute a pair of Beaufighters. The Swordfish - it went on - were to sink the 
tanker, and if possible the destroyer for good measure. The second Sunderland was to rescue the 
crew of the first and then sink the floating crane at Tobruk. Our orders were to overfly everything 
and radio back what was going on. 
Someone got the timing wrong. By the time we got their an Italian torpedo boat was close to the 
Sunderland. I thought it had our flying boat in tow but we were too high to be sure. The destroyer 
and the tanker were safely inside harbour and as we sidled over for a closer look up came the flak. 
The destroyer joined in - evidenced by the balls of black smoke with red centers. Barney cruised 
round out of range looking for the second Sunderland. We never saw it. 
This delicious signal reached Jock Dunning at 1.30am: “Recco Bardia Harbour at dawn. Use 20 inch 
lens at 20,000 ft. Object - ascertain quantity shipping in Tobruk Harbour.” It’s true! 
NAMES: CO -(S/Ldr Keily), John, Barney-(S/Ldr Keily), Jock 
August 7th 
Reynolds and Durrant did the recce above, Jock having decided Group meant both harbours. They 
met with very heavy naval flak at Tobruk. A couple of warships must have snuck in during the night. 
So now we are expecting a show. 
Here is the HQME report on the death or glory stuff of the 4th. “One Lysander of 208 escorted by 
four Gladiators left at 1700 hrs to recce enemy MT 12m east of Bir el Gobi. The formation was 
attacked by 50 CR42s and in the ensuing combat three CR42s were shot down. Three Gladiators are 
missing but it known that two are safe. At 18.30 nine Blenheims from 55,113, and 211 Squadrons 
attacked the MT. Fifty CR42 attacked the Blenheim formation. 113 gunners shot-down two EA. One 
Italian fighter was shot down by friendly AA.” 
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Who is the wizard that counts the fighters? This evening 208 crews paying a social visit said they 
had two Lysanders saw one pilot bale out. 
Well, as expected, something did happen today, and what a nonsense it was. Round about two pm. 
we got a standby. Steele had gone off on a recce to see if the two warships were still at Tobruk. 
Whether Group intended them to be a target for 113 is still a mystery. Our three Swordfish (who 
controls these fellows?) had taken off just after Steele. Bob said the Swordfish had been ordered to 
land at Sidi Barrani and refuel. 
At 4pm. Steele transmitted the digit ‘2’ that meant yes, the warships were still there. Perhaps it 
didn’t convey anything of the sort to Group. Anyway, as three of our lot got airborne with orders to 
bomb them, the three Swordfish returned. Our flight was joined by 4 of 55, and we who were left 
behind went off for a swim. 
Everyone got back in due course but with no sort of a story. The warships had departed. 55 
somehow got ahead of Barney, who was supposed to be leading and dropped their load on 
‘nothing in particular’ (according to John) Barney chose an alternative target, warehouses on the 
waterfront. 55 meanwhile had disappeared. 
Meanwhile, Owen had followed them to recce results. No one hit anything of significance. 
The three Swordfish have been to Tobruk and come back whole. Ock (Jock?) has pictures showing 
the havoc they wreaked. Clear to see, lying on their sides in the harbour, are one destroyer, one 
submarine and a small tanker. Two merchant ships seem to be beached. (Could they have done all 
this with three torpedoes?) 
NAMES: Reynolds, Durrant, Jock, CO-(S/Ldr Keily), 208 Squadron, 55 Squadron, 211 Squadron, 
Steele, Bob, Barney, Owen 
August 8th 
Bob and I dragged out at dawn to do a recce it is now 9.30 am and we are still in the Mess waiting 
for orders. They came at last, and we flew east. 
There are now several targets in the eastern section of Libya. The Italians are massing troops in the 
forward area. We have found a fuel dump near El Adem, and there are dozens of aircraft dispersed 
round the airfield. There is also a newly cleared area w. of Tobruk with a number of tri-motored a/c 
on it. 
NAMES: Bob 
August 9th. to 12th 
This is probably the only diary entry I shall make in the air. We have collected L9319 from Abu Suier 
and spent the night at Hel House. This is the kite we took to Benghazi that first trip - when the 
oxygen supply dried up. Now we are to go again, this morning at 11am. We left Helio at 6.30 and 
we’re an hour into our flight to MB. 
Last evening was half briefing at HQME, and half having a party. We left the HQ in Cairo about 
9.30pm. and joined a dance party the Kay's had arranged. Max was there. We stayed on till near 
one. Getting up again at 5.30 am was no joke! 
Some days later: 
Since writing that big on the plane a lot has happened. How’s my recall, Benghazi first: it was a long 
and uneventful trip but produced some interesting results. We set out a 11.20 am on the 9th. Just 
as we were running up, Jock dashed out in a car, and asked us to have a look for a sub reported 
near Mersa. That made a muck of my pretty flight plan. We went out to sea for 30m at low altitude 
and then turned towards Sidi Barrani. Saw no sub so we altered course inland, climbing, and began 
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the 320 odd m. of desert to Benghazi. So we approached from well south having been briefed to 
keep a sharp lookout for new landing grounds. 
Benghazi looked as pleasant and peaceful as ever lying warm and snug under a thin haze. Benina 
challenged us with an Aldis light. How on earth do they manage to see us at 20,000 ft? 
Bob’s compass verge had shifted a bit on the way and when we picked up our first pinpoint we 
were well off course. It took us half-an-hour to get back. The harbour was very full, as we expected, 
and both Benina and Berca airfields looked very well-off for aircraft. North of Benina scattered all 
over the desert were lots of Breda 88s. In a leisurely fashion we made three photo runs across the 
harbour. This time still not knowing why our overlaps were too narrow we had plotted for 50 
percent to be sure of getting stereo. (Why we failed last time was still a matter of open debate). 
Then we set off north for Tocra found nothing there. They’ve lots of hangars on the airfields, 
though, and I suspect they feel pretty safe at this range. The hangars are probably stuffed full. 
Barce’s little batch of fighters were supplementing by a pair of big bombers. From Barce along the 
road of red sand to Cirene. Nothing here, so on to Appollonia one tiny civil a/c. Derna next. Pretty 
little harbour. Where are their planes? They boast of having 1500 in Libya. Well, plenty at El Adem 
and the forward bases not 1500. 
Derna was our last target. We had used a whole canister of film. We turned out to sea and slid 
down to 17,000 the job finished. It is 4.30 pm. Now for some grub. The sandwiches were frozen and 
snapped like toast. We’ve tomatoes and sliced cucumber. The cucumber is like potato crisps. 
Spoonfuls of marmalade are best, followed by gulps of hot tea. We each eat a bar of chocolate. 
Poor Tommy is frozen stiff. His turret is jammed and we cannot close our top canopy window. So 
(particularly when the camera window was open) he’s been abiding in a considerable draft. We’ve 
brought him up to the well where we have some blankets and cushions to protect from the spars. 
We finish the trip without any hitches, Sgt. Lucas is there to grab the film, we debrief and get to the 
Mess stiff and tired. It is midnight before we hear the pictures are fine. Gosh! How I want to sleep! 
We stagger to our tents for a short kip. We're to be called at five am to get the pics to Cairo. 
Fortunately, the guard makes a mistake, and we sleep on till 6.10 am. 
We get off at 7.30 am with a set of prints and land at Helio. (Helio is 225 m from MB). 
W/Commander Willetts is enormously pleased with our stuff and steers us in to receive personal 
congrats., from the C in C (Sir Arthur). It seems we’ve done a good job. (Ed Note: No one in Cairo 
lets on at the time that the target maps are ‘up the spout’, though it is widely known in HQ. P/O 
‘Skeleton’ is left with the burden of that little failure.) 
And now before I go back and describe what the other lads have been doing I must have a natter 
with Jock to get the gen. (No one does the official ‘history’ when I’m away. I’m forever playing 
catch-up.) Bob and I came back yesterday, the 10th. Barney has signed 9319 onto our strength so I 
suppose there will be more long recces. Bob got himself a swim at Helio before we came back but I 
fell asleep for an hour or so in the Mess there. 
The squadron has been busy in our absence. On the 9th. They went to Tobruk intent on sinking the 
big floating crane. The Army doesn’t like this thing because they say it is capable of off-loading 
tanks. The early recce had revealed it unloading stuff from a cargo ship on the west jetty it moves 
about and you can never be sure where to find it. Three 113s joined up with three each from 55 
and 211, and the little ‘wing’ set off after a rendezvous over Ras el Kenias. They had alternative 
targets of Naval oil tanks a bit to the north. The blessed crane was tucked away (Jock guessed at its 
refueling point, and 55 leading circled everyone round and round couldn't find it. So they broke 
formation and individually bombed whatever too their fancy. 
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Williams developed a wonky motor and got left in the target area. Peter Wakelin saw two 
approaching ships, so they bombed those. ‘No hits observed’ said the gunner at debriefing. Seems 
to have been a rather silly show. 
The next day, the 10th. They tried again. Another little ‘wing’ of ten kites from the three sqdns. 
(There must be a helluva lot of stuff u/s at Flights). Vicki Boehm, with Peter, turned back with a dud 
port engine. The target was a huge new military camp. They didn’t even find it! But they hit a little 
one next door and caused considerable mayhem. All got back in one piece - even Vicki. 
We all have the feeling things here are coming to the boil. There are big troop movements being 
made by both sides. Jock says our pictures of the roads east from Benghazi reveal dozens of tank 
transporters very widely spaced - offering no sort of target. The three harbours are constantly full, 
and Italian aircraft abound everywhere. Bob says there’s no point in counting them so carefully the 
way Group do. They are moved so often they get counted twice! 
The Italians are massing in their forward camps. A big new camp has popped up just 30 miles 
inside the wire. Gobi, of course, is now monstrous. A large mine-laying destroyer has appeared at 
Tobruk with 12 torpedo boats. When we were in Helio there was a definite air of expectancy. 
“When is the blitzkrieg going to start?” 
Here at MB we’re all a bit ‘malesh.’ 
NAMES: Kay's, Max, Jock, Bob, Tommy, Sgt Lucas, W/Cdr Willetts, C&C Sir Arthur, P/O Skeleton-
(Bones -P/O Shekleton ??), Barney, 55 Squadron, 211 Squadron, Jock, Williams, Vicki Boehm, Peter 
August 11th. 
No ops today. I spent the morning on this diary and the ‘history’. (It has to be written to a precise 
format: target, number and type of a/c; names of those taking part; brief description; any observed 
damage; status of returned a/c. Leader’s comments.) Very dull. 
Swimming in the afternoon. Guests this evening from Group, so a slap-up meal. Everyone turned in 
early. 
And that’s all there is to say about the 11th. 
I keep meaning to make a list of the expressions we use here when I try to make a start, I can’t 
think of them. The use of the odd Arabic word is, of course, common in the Delta, and we have 
brought some with us. ‘Shuftie’ - having a look. Latin ‘dekko’. The ‘shuftie-king’ today - the chap 
doing the dawn recce. ‘King-pin’ = the leader of any enterprise. ‘Split’ - a polite contraction of 
‘split-arse’ = any mad aerial maneuver. ‘Shoot-up’ low-flying intended to frighten people on the 
ground/ (The Mess is frequently subjected to this by pilots returning from leave.) A ‘line’= telling a 
tall story. Some messes, including ours, maintain a Line Book in which are recorded the most 
outrageous ‘lines’. The officer’s name is appended, sometimes with a cynical remark by a superior. 
‘Like a ding-bat’ - anything that travels very fast. 
NAMES: 
August 13th. 
Gilly has appeared with a Bombay and the armourer’s are loading it with 500lb. armour-piercing. 
He’s here for ten days. Harvest moon? Surely to hell they’re not going to put him over Tobruk. 
Perhaps it’s that bally crane. It has a charmed life that thing. 
We did two recces, Steele and Thornicroft. 211 raided something - no news of result. 
Group has issued new maps of Tobruk with a grid of little squares. We are in future to report 
sightings as ‘in sq. so and so, ’like a BBC football commentary'. This, of course, is all about locating 
that crane! 
Steele, by the way, at 23,000ft. encountered very heavy naval flak. Cruisers? 
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Typed a long letter to brother Paul, and played table-tennis with Dickie. 
NAMES: Gilly-(not 113), Steele, Thornicroft, 211 Squadron, brother Paul-(Shekleton), Dickie 
August 14th. 
Another operationless day! We seem to be busy servicing other squadrons but not doing anything 
ourselves. Rand, who appeared from Group first thing this morning, says we are down for 
something tomorrow. He’s come because Jock has been whisked off to Mersa for a confab with 
Army top brass. 
I am orderly-dog today and have whiled away the time reading Wells’ “Chrstine Alberto’s Father.” 
Jock reckons aircrew spend 99 percent of their time doing ‘damn all’ and one percent being shit-
scared. I think he’s right - not for Bob, though. I don’t think Bob is scared of anything. He scares us, 
though. 
Our three Swordfish have been joined by three more, this afternoon. What’s on? They left their 
torpedoes on Alvis trolleys and took off to get more. 
Gilly has taken his Bombay to satellite 5. Someone went with him and brought him back. He’s a 
nice cheerful chap to chat to in the Mess. 
Something has been planned for 55 and 30 Squadrons tomorrow but we’re not included. We have 
seven serviceable a/c but some pilots are on short leave. 
NAMES: Rand (Group Hdqt) Jock, Bob, Gilly, 55 Squadron, 30 Squadron 
August 15th. 
55 escorted by some of 33’s Beaufighters did a nice show at Bomba. (It was our show really 
because we found the 15 flying boats there and should have been given a stab at them. These 
things have been patrolling up and down outside Tobruk for some days now. They are big things, 
proper Balbos, and are said to carry a 2000kg. bomb - not funny even if you’re a battleship. 
The plan was simple: 55 were to go in and bomb with lots of 40s and 20s and the Beaux were then 
to pitch in at low level with their five-apiece Brownings. Everything went according to plan, except 
that the expected opposition never materialized so they made three runs instead of one. They all 
came back, the Beaus, of course, to us. But debriefing was at Group so we heard nothing directly. 
We’d love to know how many they pranged. (Three, escaped we know. One of our recces reported 
them on patrol as usual.) 
When Jock came back later that evening he told us eleven of the flying boats had been smashed to 
smithereens, and by luck a stray bomb had hit a petrol store. There was some cock-up at Group. 
Earlier they’d thought only four had been hit and laid on a dawn show for 113. This was 
subsequently cancelled. Not so with the guard, however, John and I were tumbled out of bed at 
5.30 am. and didn’t find out about the cancel till we arrived at the Ops Tent. 
Bob took Gilly and his crew over to the satellite to pick up the Bombay. He was sent solo to Tobruk 
with a load of 250s and came back about 4am. having smashed the submarine jetty, with, hopefully 
(as yet unconfirmed) a submarine alongside. 
I forgot: at 12.15pm a flock of Iti heavy bombers flew over us at 4000ft., and Group sounded the 
alarm just as they faded out of sight. 
A new order today says we are to disperse to satellites each morning. Each flight is to do this for 
two weeks and is to be at ‘standby’ while at the satellite, ready to take off - bomb loads 20s and 
40s. Who can have dreamt this up? And for why? Bob has smartly chosen sat. 14 which is within 
walking distance of Siwa Oasis. What’s special about Siwa, I asked him. “Best dates in the world,” he 
said. 
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(NOTE: The above paragraph is of extreme importance as it explains why the various Squadron 
members seemingly report conflicting stories about where they were.) 
Rumours today that the real party is about to begin. The Army is laying down a heavy barrage on 
forward enemy troops. 
NAMES: 55 Squadron, 33 Squadron, John, Bob, Gilly -(not 113) 
August 22nd 
Bob Bentley is said to have been posted today to Rhodesia as an instructor. I'm glad of this. He's 
had his share of the war. 
News that eight new long-noses have arrived at Helio. Wonder who'll get them? 
It has been quite a day for the Italians. Taff Owen started things off by having a look at Bomba this 
morning from 4000 ft., and there found four nice little ships. He radioed Group. Now what could 
they be doing there? Bomba is not a harbour. The ships were a submarine, a mother-ship, a 
destroyer and, well, another little ship. 
So roundabout 10.30 am three Swordfish that had gone to spy out Sidi Barrani for a target, were 
diverted by WT to Bomba and sank the lot, just like that! I suppose if we had enough of them, with 
replicas of these chaps to fly them, Swordfish could win the War on their own. A little later Dickie 
went and photographed the four ships lying peacefully on the bottom. 
This evening `Canada' and his Bombay boys to do some dicing around Bomba and started three 
nice big fires. And bit later the CO took a flight to El Adem by way of being a nuisance, He ought 
not to have gone, said Peter, who went as his nav. He was already dog-tired. Anyway when they 
got back the Chance Light refused to operate and Barney, one wing low, landed in a mess. Peter 
got a heavy thump on the head but it otherwise okay. The machine is a bit of a heap. Flight will be 
furious, it was almost split new.`No casualties to personnel,' I am instructed to record for posterity. 
NAMES: Bob Bently, Taff Owen, Dickie, C.O, Barney, Peter -Nav 
August 23rd. 
I am orderly-dog today with Jock as Ops. He was up all night so spent the morning snoozing in a 
deck-chair while I held the fort. 
The CO with three crews went off on leave in the supply Bombay. 
A signal came in ordering Bob (with John) to do a Benghazi recce tomorrow. It has him cussing 
because it will leave us with only five crews and tomorrow we are on standby in `urgent state of 
readiness from 7 am.' because the Fleet is to have another bash at Bardia, far more fun than that 
lousy 7 hour recce. 
No operational flying for us today and with the moon about finished there won't be any tonight 
We were surprised to hear that some of 216 had been sent on a rampage. 
NAMES: Jock, CO., Bob, John, 216 Squadron 
August 24th. 
It is 7 am and we are on standby. 
Early yesterday evening the sirens started up and those of us in the Mess leaned across the bar, 
picked out our bottles of whisky (in expectation of an hour in a slit trench). We stood around a 
while staring seaward nothing happened and we went back into the hut. 
I had to take charge of the Ops Tent after the evening meal to give Jock a rest. During the night 
there was some heavy bombing and a few heads popped out of nearby tents. I expected the Group 
siren to go off it was poor old Mersa getting it again. 
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Amendment - it was the Army at Gerwala, less than ten miles away, that had the raid. That's why it 
sounded to loud. 
The Navy duly did their stuff at Bardia and not a single enemy a/c attacked them. Funny. Perhaps 
the Italians have become over wary of standing fighter patrols. 
At 1 pm the state of emergency we have been on for so long was lifted. We just did the odd recce. 
Bob and John got back safely from their Benghazi shuftie. Bob was disappointed that their pictures 
revealed nothing of importance seemed quietly pleased he had missed anything aggressive. 
During the evening there was a pretty heavy celebration party at Group with the FAA boys who 
performed so spectacularly at Bardia. Our senior pilots were invited. 
Around 11pm several distinguished gentlemen were wandering around vaguely looking for their 
tents by starlight. 
News during the day that all our old short-noses are not to be replaced with Mark IVs. These will 
also have belly guns. At last. 
One Bombay with `Durban Archie' (don't know his surname) as pilot did a wander round Libya this 
morning, object indefinite. They carried a few bombs and destroyed an El Adem hangar with them. 
It would be nice to think those hangers are all full of a/c but the wisdom of Rand has it they are 
empty. 
NAMES: Jock, Bob, John, Durban Archie -not 113, Rand 
August 25th. 
Bob and John have gone into Cairo with their pics. 
Have just heard that the Bombay accidentally' flew into the Tobruk barrage last night when coming 
home at 4000 ft. Had a nasty fright but emerged intact. 
Vicki did a recce this morning but we have had another quiet day. The AOC, they say, is anxious to 
keep his depleted squadrons as intact as possible until the expected blitzkrieg by the Italians starts 
up. 
I fancy we'll get a show or two when the long-noses arrive. The serviceability of our Mark 2s is now 
very poor. 
The weather is already noticeably cooler. It is now thought that is what the Italians are waiting for 
and their push will begin early September. (Cooler tank engines?) 
NAMES: Bob, John, Vicki, AOC 
August 26th. 
Still the waiting game goes on. We have done no ops again today and so far as Jock knows neither 
have the other Blenheims. 
What we have done is to listen to the news -the bulletins have become very frequent. London is 
enduring a further series of awful random bombing. It sounds unbelievably awful. We yearn to hear 
that we have hit Berlin by way of reprisal but the raids reported are always military targets. 
Meanwhile the news here is that we pouring more and more troops and aircraft into Egypt, and I 
write more and more letters home! 
Two of the Lysander pilots looked in on us this evening and entertained us with some good yarns. 
One of their lot, a Lt. Pittman, taken prisoner marched into the Iti Mess and shouted: "Who in here 
speaks English?" A small Italian shot to his feet. "I speak-a d'English," he said. "Then f--- you for a 
start," said the 208. 
This yarn was told by an Italian pilot who is now our prisoner. I feel there should be more that's it. 
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80 Squadron fighters have become renowned for shooting down CR42s and disliking newspaper 
men. On the day they shot down 15 of the Italian biplanes they were asked what tactics they used. 
"We don't bother with tactics," they said, "we just knock the little buggers out of the sky." 
Their ace, Pete Wykeham - Barnes was himself shot down recently and walked back 16 
miles, carrying his flying boots round his neck."Wouldn't want to wear them out, you know," he said. 
"Made specially for me." 
NAMES: Jock, Lt Pittman - not 113, 208 Sqd, 80 Squadron, Pete Wykeham Barnes - not 113 
August 27th. 
This is becoming ridiculous. We haven't had a squadron raid since the 9th. Do we enjoy this 
inactivity? Some of us must, I reckon, or there would be more grousing. All we have done today is 
recce the usual targets. 
Now that we are fully equipped with Mark IVs we can reach many targets in the Benghazi area. 
Incidentally our old friend 9319 had turned up - now with a pair of Brownings in the belly turret. 
Our grub here gets better and better. To me it is a sheer miracle. The cookhouse is a small black 
wooden hut that looks like a chicken coop, an effect enhanced by the fact that a few scrawny-
looking fowls peck at the sand around it. At the back of this little hulk is an annex with walls built of 
old petrol tins (full of sand?) then oiled and sanded. 
The cookers are Valor Perfection run on paraffin. The cooks? - one English, one Bulgarian. 
NAMES: The Cook's, Blenheim 9319 
Sept 4th 
The past four days have been unusually full and I have had no opportunity of writing this diary. And 
now I come to write it up in retrospect I find myself in a Mess where the usual good spirits are 
subdued by tragedy. It may be a bit odd to talk of tragedy in the midst of universal catastrophe  
here in the desert, although we are fighting a war, although we hear broadcast news and know 
what is going on in the world, we are not yet accustomed to joking with a friend at breakfast and 
mourning him at lunch. 
Today we have lost `Mouse' Reynolds. He was such a lovely chap, always smiling, always with a 
quip. 
But I must go back to August 31st. because it was rather a stirring day for us. Bob and I, with Dickie 
and Peter should have been off on weekend but a standby order for Saturday came in and we went 
off to the satellite to collect machines. We got them armed and hung around waiting for the show 
to begin. 
At length we got briefed. We were given Derna and the Tobruk satellite, 55 got Bomba and Tunimi, 
211 El Adem and Gazala. 
The raids were to be half-hourly throughout the daylight hours, a/c to be in pairs, and each pair to 
do two raids. We mustered everything we had and I suppose 55 and 211 did too. 
The object of all this was to try to keep the Iti's so preoccupied they would be unable to attack an 
important convoy the Navy was trying to sneak through. All three squadrons began at 6.30 am and 
carried on till 4.30 pm. 
Bob and I went off at 7 am. with Dickie flying No. 2 Near Sidi Barrani the exhaust ring on our 
starboard engine began to come to bits, and lumps of it peeled off at intervals during the next 
three hours.(When we landed most of it had gone and the engine sounded very `sportive'.) 
This trip was quite uneventful. We bowled along 1500 ft above a Breda at one point but he must 
have been dreaming because he never even saw us. I dropped the best bombs of my `bombing 
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career'! They went in a stick straight along a line of aircraft, mostly S79s, that were parked far too 
close together and looked a sad mess as we flew round on a shuftie, only one blew up though. 
While we were over Derna three other pairs were dropping an assortment of muck on nearby 
targets. The Italians must have wondered what on earth was going on. By late afternoon they must 
have been thoroughly browned off with us, and very few could have enjoyed their siesta. Only the 
CO engaged any fighters. His a/c had a single bullet hole in it. 
Our a/c was of course u/s at the end of our first trip but we collected another. This, too, let us down 
on run-up when a mag. failed to do its stuff so we were washed out. 
Early in the evening Jock brought a message from the CO up to the mess: "Convey successfully 
protected and now safe. Congratulations." Drinks all round. 
Later we heard that one of 55s planes blew up and the crew was killed. No one seemed to know 
what happened. 
113 did 22 sorties and flew 80 hours. No doubt the other sqdns had similar figures. Jock - the 
information man - told us that during the `previous' war 110, in Turkey, had flown 139 hours of 
operational flying in a single day. This record was later broken by an Australian sqdn by half-an-
hour. He estimated we had probably covered more than twice their distance. 
And that was Saturday. With the congrats signal came one saying we might proceed on leave. It 
was now too late - we decided to go in the morning. 
There was a fantastic amount of dithering about in the morning. I've no idea what it was all about. 
But it was ten before we took off for Helwan. When we got there most of the morning had gone 
and we were told we should have gone to Helio. At Helwan we were in the way - 45 were busy 
packing up to go South. (I wonder who's running this war?) 
However we were allowed to stay and parked the short-noses we'd brought in a hanger. We had a 
couple of drinks in the Mess then got Phil Williams' car from `transport' and made our way to Cairo 
for lunch. 
This `green' drive is always pleasant. Today the mealies were being reaped, the date palms were 
heavy with ripe fruit, and the cotton busting out of its pods. We booked in at the Continental-
Savoy and had a fabulous lunch there. Gorged, Bob and Dickie opted for a snooze while Peter and I 
did a wander round the few shops that were open, though we did not succeed in reducing the 
formidable shopping lists we had brought with us from MB. By six-thirty we were all at Groppis' 
Garden to hear the orchestra. Peter and I had looked forward to this because the orchestra is a very 
competent one and plays a lively programme of popular music and more serious stuff. Bob 
however regards all music as a background to conversation and said during a lovely Schubert piece 
that he couldn't bear `the interminable silences.' Dickie remained neutral. Groppis (china tea and 
glorious ice-cream) whiled the time away until sundowners. We then went back to the hotel for a 
shower and a change before meeting to have a long wrangle about where to have dinner. 
Eventually we decided on the big, noisy Groppis and had a splendid meal followed by a flick. The 
film was "Midnight", which Peter and I had seen in England but is such an excellent comedy we 
enjoyed seeing it again. We rounded off the evening on the Continental's roof-garden. We missed 
the cabaret but enjoyed the band and watching the dancing. 
Peter and I had to go to the bank in the morning so rather late we all went to Helio to the Sick Bay 
to see Vicki Boehm and others there.They were all full of beans and retailed many encouraging 
stories brought by new pilots from England. There were dozens of new pilots at Helio indicating 
that a lot of new planes must have been ferried in. Many of them were Wellington's (or Wimpeys as 
the drivers called them) and the expectation is that many many more will be coming. 
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At Ismailia 21 new long noses have arrived. Some are for Aden but six are to be flown on to 113 - 
making us to 18 - and the next shipment in a few days time will re-equip 55 and 211. 
Things appear to be moving at last. 
We were late-ish getting away from Doc Turner and others at Helio but got away soon to sit down 
to a sumptuous meal of lobster mayonnaise at the Continental. Bob and Dickie had visits to make 
so lunch over about three pm they went off while Peter and I got down to the serious business of 
`squadron shopping'. It took four hours and when we staggered back to the hotel we had bought, 
among other things, a camera, an ice-cream-making machine, a leather waistcoat and a nutmeg 
grater. By then it was of course time for yet another meal. The other two had returned bringing 
with them a black puppy. It was a present for Phil Williams from a friend. After the usual discussion 
about where to eat we decided in Groppis' again leaving the pup locked in one of the rooms. After 
dinner Peter and I went off to the Metro while Bob and Dickie chose some other show. We all got 
together once again around midnight on the hotel roof. The cabaret show was quite good. 
Some of the English ferry pilots there were and we picked up a few first hand stories. Bombing so 
far has been sporadic and quite a few dud bombs have landed - all marked Czecho-Slovakia. But 
Londoners are under no illusions. They know at any moment Gorring is likely to unleash the whole 
might of the Luftwaffe on them. Wellington's, we heard, can carry 18 250lb bombs for short 
distances. `Stirlings' are four-engined bombers and are already operating over Europe. They can 
carry a ten-ton bomb load. They must be huge. There are 800 a/c of all types ready to come out 
here. The Germans don't trust their aircrews and sometimes a Gestapo agent is aboard . . . The tales 
are endless and some rather dubious. 
At 7am we set out for MB. I nursed the puppy the whole way. 
NAMES: Mouse Reynolds, Bob, Dickie, Peter, 55 Squadron, 211 Squadron, C.O, Jock, 45 Squadron, 
Phil Williams, Continental Savoy, Groppis, Vicki Boehm, Doc Turner 
So to Sept 4th 
Today we have had a repeat performance of last week's convoy protection thing. Once again we 
were to fly in pairs. The difference is today we can put up ten a/c. 
Bob and I, Dickie and Horton, go off first at 6.30am and fly over thick white cloud. Our target is 
Derna airfield where the Italians have now brought forward two squadrons of bombers. We almost 
overshot and my ETA had come and gone a minute before when Tommy suddenly yelled: "There it 
is!" and we got a glimpse of the harbour. I saw it, too, just for an instant. What luck! 
Bob turned in from the sea and began a quick descent. We broke through the solid cloud layer to 
find scattered cloud at a lower level. Momentarily I had sight of a corner of the airfield and Bob and 
I both saw a couple of S79s. He swung us round in a tight turn and I glanced at the altitude and 
hunkered down to the bomb-sight hastily setting the height. "Completing turn, on course again," 
said Bob. Bloody cloud! Ah, there they are. "Left, left, steady." I released a small stick of 40s. "Bombs 
gone." 
We had announced our arrival. Bob took us round in a wide circle. "Anything, Tommy?" "Not a 
sausage." Bob took us down a bit, woke up a few gunners, and we went seaward for a while. No 
fighters. After a while we set course for Bomba.    
There were ships in the harbour, such as it was no seaplanes. Which was a pity because Bob wanted 
to shoot them up with our five Brownings. We tooled up and down peering toward the bay 
wondering what the ships were. Suddenly great spouts of water came up from their vicinity moving 
across the bay, and behind the white spray fountains of red sand from the shore line. We peered 
upward looking for the bombers. "Wellingtons?" murmured Bob. And I envied that massive bomb-
load. 
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We resumed our patrol. After a few minutes we saw a couple of specks below us. Vigilant Tommy 
reported them. "CO," probably, muttered Bob. 
When we got back a squad refueled us with the bowser that had arrived the day before. Several 
pairs were still in the air. We had two hours before our next sortie so we just dropped in at the Ops 
tent and then wandered up to the Mess for some brekker. Just as we got there the phone rang and 
Jock said we were to standby for takeoff in thirty minutes. We gobbled our eggs and bacon and 
made for the latrines. 
Meanwhile Ops had received a message that one of our pilots was seriously hurt and the `observer' 
was flying the a/c back. Within a few minutes two machines landed. That left Ward and Reynolds 
still to come. We stood outside the tent staring north and at last they appeared. One had its feet 
down and we knew this was the one with the injured pilot. They made a normal approach. One 
peeled off as they reached the glide path, the other continued, gave a little burst of revs, throttled 
back and hit the ground with a heavy thwack. But the u/c took it and the kite, safely down, ran and 
ran. 
We all breathed again. 
"Must have been the pilot," said someone, "but no brakes." 
It wasn't the pilot. `Mouse' Reynolds was dead. Corporal Blair had made the landing. An amazing 
performance 
Doc Turner went out in the ambulance and Jock took a pickup to the Sick Bay. He came back just 
as we were about to clamber into our pickup. "One shot to the head," he said to Bob. "Doc is 
keeping Blair there for the moment. Group will want to see him." 
The convoy got through safely. 
NAMES: Bob, Dickie, Horton, Tommy, C.O, Jock Dunning, Ward, Reynolds, Corp (Ian) Blair, Doc 
Turner 
NOTE: Ward guided Mouse Reynolds aircraft back until it was on the glide path, Ops was aware of 
the situation before the aircraft landed. Corp Blair is briefly held at Sick Bay by Doc Turner for 
Group HQ. See also Sept 5th and 8th 
Sept. 5th. 
This morning we had our first funeral parade. It was for `Mouse'. We buried him in the British 
Cemetery, Maaten Bagush. There is a white board lettered in black that called it that. (This little 
fenced square, I discovered later, last received an interment in 1876 - MHS) It was some miles south 
of the township with no road or trail nearby, just a lonely bit of arid desert, touching in its 
bleakness. The AOC came. We marched in neat order from our transport. No bugler had been 
found. The firing squad had insufficient blanks but the volleys was fired just the same - with due 
reverence. 
NAMES: Mouse Reynolds, Maaten Bagush, AOC. 
Sept. 6th. 
News today that SL Ax, 211 Squadron's CO has forced landed in Libya. 
Today a letter from B, bless her. It is dated June 27 and has come by sea. 
Last evening Birdwell and Jimmy Aldiss from 208 dropped in and there was some pretty heavy 
entertaining that involved Bob, Taff and self. We got rid of them around 11.30 and Bob went off to 
bed. Taff and I stayed on yarning till some ungodly hour. 
Incidentally, the half-dozen ferry pilots who flew the long noses in the other day made a clique in 
the corner of the Mess and couldn't be persuaded to join in. Odd. I feel the place is rather happier 
without them. They departed on the ration Bombay. 
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Had a bathe this afternoon. Sea quite rough. 
NAMES: S/Ldr Bax - 211 Squadron, Birdwell and Jimmy Aldiss - 208 Squadron, Bob, Taff 
Sept. 8th. 
Since the last `do' at Bomba and Derna we've had no ops but rumour has it we are to have a smack 
at Benina now that we can reach it. This is an established airfield, the most important in western 
Libya. We already have a supply of 100 octane for our outer tanks. 
Getting the convoys through to Alex has turned out to be a great boon to us - we've had stacks of 
letters from home in the last two days. 
The CO, in the Mess this evening, just back from a visit to Group, growled: "It's not leave we want, 
it's pilots." I thought it would be nice to have both. 
A cable from B today to say all is well with the family, thank God. The fearful air raids continue 
however and here we all have our anxieties, particularly those with relatives in the southeast. 
Blair's flight gave him a party last night at the satellite. The CO and one or two others went. He has, 
deservedly, been awarded an immediate DFM. 
Ward did a long recce looking for a big troop concentration reported some miles west of Giarabub 
but did not find it. It was worth looking for because it is thought an Italian push is now imminent. 
Last night eight of us were invited over to 211 at Qasaba and had a cheerful evening that included 
a splendid four-course dinner. They have moved to their satellite today because they've been quite 
heavily bombed and there's a bit of clearing up to do. 
A prisoner tells us when we bomb Sidi Barrani airfield they take shelter in a massive Roman tomb. 
NAMES: CO, (Ian) Blair, Ward, 211 Squadron, Bomba, Derna, Sidi Barrani, Benina 
Note: The first few paragraphs of my diary for Sept 9th are difficult to read and in this account are 
not verbatim. 
Sept. 9th 
Today we have had fun and games over Derna, while 211 and 55 have been stirring up Tobruk 
West and Gubbi. It is a long time since the squadron has put up nine machines together, and it was 
something of a thrill to have a line abreast takeoff of two flights. The third had to come from the 
satellite and had a rendezvous with them on the coast. At Derna there were three targets, one for 
each flight - the harbour, the aerodrome and a nearby concentration of MT. We got the aerodrome 
and a miserable target it was. True there were about 30 a/c there but widely dispersed with 500 
yards of empty desert between them. 
The journey out over the sea about 25 miles off the coast was uneventful except that Dickie, flying 
as usual as a wing-man to Bob, developed engine trouble and had to turn back. 
(Oddly, because I have hardly any recollection of these ops I remember this particular occasion 
because, I think, of the rapport between Bob and Dickie. They had been friends since EFTS and, in 
fact, went solo on the same day. Now they exchanged brief hand signals (we observed radio silence 
on outward trips) and Dickie peeled off. "You there, Tommy?" said Bob over the intercom, " Mr 
Squires has a sleepy port engine so he's off home. I've told him to follow the coast road so we'll 
look out for on the way back." I grinned to myself. How had he conveyed that with a few sketchy 
gestures. "He's just dumped his load," answered Tommy.) 
We carried on. The squadron split up at Derna as we turned onto our separate targets. At 16000 ft. 
Bob made a smooth run across a line of dispersed a/c - me squinting at the bomb sight and calling 
directions. And soon had the satisfaction of seeing something we'd been waiting for - a 40 lb 
bomb falling smack in the middle of an S78. There was a violent explosion, lots of smoke and 
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flame, so it must have been armed. The rest of the stick seemed to fall pretty close to other a/c so 
it looked pretty good. 
Over to our left Blomfield's bombs seemed to be hitting the sea though the other flight was 
knocking the MT pretty hard. I had the floorboard up to operate the blister guns and get a shuftie 
at the bombing. Thompson said some flak had found our height Bob had gone into a dive anyway 
and we were heading out to sea. The next instant something came through my phones that 
sounded like "Fighters" and I heaved the guns every which way staring frantically in the mirror and 
seeing nothing except sea and Derna Harbour. "Where the hell are they?" I called repeatedly and 
got no reply. My microphone had been switched off. After a while I crawled sheepishly back into 
my seat and checked the coast line for a pinpoint. 
On the way back we turned toward the coast road near Sidi Barrani and searched for any sign of a 
forced landing - Dickie. And miraculously, we found him and his crew standing by their shiny new 
long nose. Bob gave him a bit of a beat-up and landed nearby. Dickie's port engine had seized up. 
We got them aboard and nipped back to Maaten Bagush. 
The CO was naturally anxious about the safety of the stranded a/c and Bob took Dickie and 
Samuels back to it. They made an effort to get it in the air but failed and came back after dark. It 
was brought back the following day. 
NAMES: 211 Squadron, 55 Squadron, Dickie Squires -pilot, Bob -pilot, Tommy -WopAg, Blomfield, 
Thompson, Samuels 
Sept. 10th 
Spent the morning updating the squadron `history' and cleaning my guns which I had fired 
yesterday - at nothing. 
In the afternoon ten of us collected a pickup and went for a swim.    
Sgt. Thornicroft did the morning recce and came back with news of a large concentration of Italian 
MT near the border, and Group decided to raid it. At first Bob was nominated and we went to 
standby but this was later scratched. 
Four of the six pilots who were sent at 6 pm had never landed a Mark IV at night so we were all in a 
bit of a tizz. The MT had by then been reported to be on the move near Sidi Oman. Bob was in 
charge of the flare-patch - 3 glims and a red - and I joined him as a driver should there be an 
accident. Soon after eight-thirty six machines appeared all at once and began to circle, some with 
their lights on, others distinguishable only by their exhaust flames illuminating their pale blue 
under bellies. 
Victor had gone off ahead of the raid to do some sort of shuftie so we were looking for a total of 
seven a/c. We were a bit concerned because the raid was in the playpen of the CR42s. who were 
reported to be on standing patrols. The first two landings were okay then the CO made his 
approach, followed closely (as we discovered later) by Taff Owen. Bob gave Owen a red but the still 
came on and hit the ground with a resounding thump with ONE wheel, just as the CO was reaching 
the end of his run. It was altogether too exciting having a machine careering about in the blinding 
light of the Chance Light. (Of course, it had to be Peter in the nav. seat. He seems to attract these 
lively cock-ups.) 
Taff had a busted oleo - or should that be Taff busted an oleo? The others came in without 
incident. Victor had landed by mistake at Fuka where 55 was night flying and turned up half-an-
hour later. In the Ops tent was finally got the story. The whole show had been a flop. No one had 
found the MT and they mostly brought their bombs back, though some were jettisoned. 
From Group we heard this evening that the AOC acting on one of his famous hunches put up a 
patrol near Mersa of two Hurricanes and the fighter Blenheim which intercepted a gaggle of five 
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S79s. One Hurricane shot down two of them, the Blenheim one, another force-landed (apparently 
voluntarily, sensible fellow!) and the fifth scuttled home to tell the tale. 
So round about midnight the Italians came back under cover of a moonless night and crossly gave 
Mersa a thorough pasting. 
NAMES: Sgt Thronicroft, Bob, Victor -pilot, Taff Owen -pilot, Peter 
Sept. 11th 
They turned us out at 5.30 am this morning to do another raid on the MT found yesterday. Andy 
went off earlier to have a look at it and the radio back any change in position. He found it had 
moved quite a bit during the night and reported 200 vehicles, previously said to be 500. Magic. 
We stood by our machines for an hour, then Andy returned and the CO whisked him off to Group. 
More hanging about. Half-an-hour later we were released to 'standby''. It is now 2.40 pm and we've 
now all read even the small ads in the month Times in the Mess. 
Blair has had lots of (deserved) publicity on the BBC and Hankinson has been mentioned in 
despatches. 
Nine Swordfish have arrived. I wonder what they're up to? The crews must have gone to their new 
hut - we haven't seen them. Later. The Swordfish have been refueled and taken off again for their 
carrier, out there somewhere. Did a shuftie of that MT. Yes, another, takeoff at 6pm Ops has given 
us a standby the 7 am. tomorrow. 
NAMES: Andy, C.O, Ian Blair, Hankinson 
Sept. 12th. 
Turned out at 5.30 am. Got some brekker in the Mess. I asked Taff the date and suddenly realized 
it's my birthday day/ Gosh! I'm 33 - Old Bones, all right. Bob was 27 a few weeks ago. Hope we 
won't have to do a night show. 
We hear the famous MT that Group seems so anxious about is belongs to a new division the 
Italians have just landed at Tobruk. 
Stood-by all morning, released about noon. Had an afternoon snooze. Told a dawn raid `highly 
probable'. 
NAMES: Michael Shekleton and Bob Bateson Birthday 
Sept. 13th. 
John shook awake around dawn. "Oh, God," I groaned, "Is it on?" He laughed and flung back the 
tent flap. "What do you think?" We were wrapped in dense fog! We lay back snugly in our camp 
beds surveying it. What a friendly sight! We had no idea Egypt could produce such a homely 
atmosphere. It is 8.30, we've had breakfast and the fog is lifting. Some poor soul has gone off on a 
recce. 
Although we were grounded yesterday there were two small incidents. 
We seem to be having a spot of bother with our `long-noses'. Dickie had a forced' landing as 
related earlier, and now Victor had to abandon a flight yesterday with a faulty mag. and this 
morning another a/c brought up from Flights for Bob has been taken back with a faulty engine. 
Sgt. Thornicroft managed to get airborne for a look at Bomba and ran into a flock of fighters there. 
He dived seaward at plus-9 and managed to out-fly them. The Italians don't really like flying over 
water at nought-feet. But only just, because as they turned back and he leveled off one of his 
props, complete with reduction gear, flew off and went whirling into the sea. Thorni kept his head 
and turned inland to force-land wheels down near the road at Sidi Barrani. Bob took Flight and a 
couple of fitters to have a look-see. They set about getting the wings off it. You can't change a 
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Mercury engine at the roadside so transport and rations were ordered over the RT. Just as they 
started work there was a terrific `crump' nearby and they flung themselves flat waiting for the rest 
of the stick. Nothing happened. It must have been a time-bomb left over from yesterday's strafing. 
Bob left Flight and the fitters there and flew Thorni and his crew back. 
Today we have two new pilot-officers - Jones, a pilot, who arrived on a ferry flight, and Broome, our 
first officer air-gunner. He had had a seven week journey by sea! 
Yesterday a lovely long letter from B. On my birthday. How clever of her! 
NAMES: John, Sgt Thornicroft, Bob, (Fitters), Jones -pilot, Broome -WopAg 
Sept, 14th. 
We stood-by all day until about 4pm. when the week-enders (the CO, with John, Andy, and Mann) 
pushed off for Cairo. Major Segrim came over from Group and told us in the Mess that the Italians 
had made a little push on Solum and Group had wanted to lambast it. But it turned out to have 
stopped very near one of the 8th. Army units and Group was worried we might hit the wrong 
troops! 
I've been told to entertain the new officers. 
I was doing just that when about 9.45pm there were heavy crumps outside. Taff and I were near the 
door. We looked outside and saw flashes half-a-mile away in the direction of Group. We each 
collected our bottles of whisky from the bar and turned back to find everyone departing for the 
shelter. But then heard the three-engined drone of an S79 overhead. There were no more bangs 
and we went back to our yarning. 
Woke up about midnight to the sound of bombing somewhere down the line. From the tent it 
looked as if Fuka and Daba were getting a pasting. 
NAMES: CO., John, Andy, Mann, Major Segrim, Taff 
Sept. 15th. 
Have just heard in Ops that Victor did a recce yesterday afternoon and was attacked by eleven 
fighters. During the chase four more appeared. His aircraft was badly damaged and he was hit by a 
bullet that grazed the side of his head. Another hit him in the shoulder. But he stayed conscious 
and got the plane down in one piece about ten miles south of Sidi Barrani. Sgt. Johnson, his 
navigator was hit in the leg. An Army medical unit went to their aid. So the superb A Flight trio is at 
last broken up. A sad day for 113. 
On the whole we've been very unlucky with our Mark IVs. 
Bob was to have gone off this morning with a crew to collect Victor's plane. It had been located 
earlier and cleared of armament. But last night we had an S79 cruising round and round, and laid 
neat little rows of `silent' bombs across our airstrip. Fortunately, Taff was on duty down there and 
heard the thus, so we knew they were there. We called them thermos bombs because they looked 
like thermos flasks. In fact, Jock heard a report that recently a passing Bedouin had picked one up 
and had his head blown off. Ironically, his camel survived him. 
We have had to mark the airstrip with petrol tins to warn off unwary a/c. It is estimated there are 
about 450 of the devilish little contrivances to be cleared. There are also 30 or more scattered 
around the camp. 
Bob with Dickie and various fitters managed to get airborne despite the `thermi' to collect Victor's 
machine. Although he had made a comfortable landing the previous day on this occasion he had 
the misfortune to drop his tail oleo in a deep hole and the whole assembly was wrenched resulting 
in stretched control wires. They set about stiffening them but just when they thought they had 
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them right a couple of Bredas appeared and beat them up. Surprisingly, no one was hurt and the 
a/c suffered only minor damage. 
They set out for Fuka and all went well until Bob was in his glide. Then he found the wretched kite 
wouldn't respond. He had the stick right back in his tummy and nothing happened. He managed to 
get level with a burst of engine and landed in one piece. They all returned to MB by transport. 
NAMES: Victor, Sgt Johnson -Obs, Bob, Taff, Jock Dunning, Dickie, (Fitters) 
Note: Victor & Johnson shot, they & aircraft survived 
Sept. 16th. 
Up at dawn -no, an hour before it. Bob and I plus Andy and John took off for Benghazi to do a 
recce for the Fleet, and a look-see a Benina for ourselves. The usual dull flight out. We took pictures 
of tanks being landed and RT'd a coded message to Group. A couple of fighters took off from 
Benina but failed to make contact. 
This evening was marred by an event so sudden and unexpected it affected us all. During the 
afternoon the Aboukir had delivered a new long-nose and Flights had armed it. A bit before dark 
young Roberts, lately arrived from the UK volunteered to fly it to the satellite. For some reason 
known only to them Group had cleared MB of aircraft for the night. There was, we were told, to be 
a squadron takeoff from there at dawn for a Benina raid. 
Roberts took off rather later than planned but the satellite is only five miles away and there was 
ample time for him to do it in daylight. Dickie Squires was over at Fuka waiting for one of our kites 
that was promised by six pm. When he didn't return it was assumed he would be staying over 
because our Chance Light and crew was on loan to 211 Squadron and Dickie was aware of this. In 
the Mess at about eight we heard the drone of a Blenheim. The CO jumped up shouting, "My God! 
Dickie Squires! Lights, quick!" He dashed out followed by Bob and I. The CO's car was there and 
two pickups ready for the morning. We all tore through the camp to the strip and made a row with 
headlights on. Bob's pickup had a Very pistol and a torch. We stood looking up at the sky and 
quickly located the errant a/c. It was making a wide circle to the north with its nav lights on. Just as 
Bob was loading the Very to indicate our position to our bewilderment Group's siren started up 
and a moment later the a/c which had turned beyond Group and was now headed toward us was 
caught in a hail of light flak. It came on towards us rapidly losing height in what seemed to be an 
approach. Group sounded an all-clear but by then the a/c which or may not have been hit had 
climbed again and was headed toward the satellite where, as we heard later, a flare path had been 
laid out and probably picked out by the pilot. 
The CO said he'd drive over there and 'pick him up' meaning Dickie, and Bob and I drove to the 
Ops tent where Jock was standing anxiously at the entrance. Seconds later engines sounded again 
and a Blenheim dived into the airstrip with an almighty crash followed at once by the heavy thud of 
250s exploding. Bob jumped straight back into the pickup and I piled in after him. He drove toward 
the fiery mess. Bob had done a bit of thinking and at once eliminated Dickie because that machine 
would not have been bombed up. But I had forgotten Roberts. We stood and watched as the 
machine burned itself out. No one could get near it though the fire truck hurled gallons of water at 
it. 
Roberts had already done some months of operations from the UK and had flown the Blemheim 
out from there to Egypt. His log book revealed he had made lots of night landings though none 
out here. Bob had flown with him and judged him to be an excellent pilot - indeed he had already 
asked Barney if he could have him for A Flight to replace poor Victor. He was only nineteen. 
Another Savoyia came over during the night and did a slow circuit of the area. It was met by a 
surprisingly fierce barrage of small arms from Group and an Army unit parked by the road. Loud 
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among the bangs was a captured Breda - it hurt the eardrums. Soon after heavy bombing started 
up all around us and went on for hours but all we got was another load of the thermos things. 
As we had to turn out at 4.45 am the bombing was something of a hardship. We would have 
preferred a good night's rest. Besides we were all desperately anxious about the safety of our 
precious long-noses over at the satellite. However, when we got there they were all intact. 
Well, the flap is really on at last. The Army is apparently drawing back from their most forward 
positions. It seems an odd way to start the land war but that's the way of it. Jock says Wavell is 
trying to draw the Italians into an area where hey can be blasted by our entrenched artillery. Can 
they be that stupid? Apparently, for they are certainly on the move. 
When Bob and I were returning from our Benghazi recce the other day we were attracted by a 
number of large smoky fires near Sidi Barrani. We sallied in the look at them. Bob concluded they 
were fuel dumps being abandoned by the Army. (Part of the enticement?) 
The Italians now have 700 vehicles on top of the escarpment at Hell's Corner. 211 squadron and 55 
squadron have bombed them today. Just the same their forward divisions have advanced about 60 
miles to a point about 30 miles east of Sidi Barrani. 
We have done exhaustive recces throughout the day and Jock things Group will mount a proper 
raid on them any minute now. 
NAMES: Bob, Andy, John, Roberts, Dickie Squires, C.O, Jock, Barney, Victor, Wavell, 55 Squadron, 
211 Squadron 
Sept. 17th. 
Today was in the nature of being a great day for 113 because at long last with three Flights of long 
noses we have been able to mount a squadron raid on Italy's pride and joy, Benina, the big airfield 
near Benghazi. 
It's always rather a dreary journey out. We cross the coast at the Ras (a key pinpoint) and turn 
westward on a course that takes us clear of the coast but close in to Derna (for the last key 
pinpoint). The prevailing wind at this time of the year in invariably from the west and today is given 
at briefing as 20mph. We usually get a check on it from a sea-marker near Derna. The distance, 
including the turn in from a point north-west of Benghazi is 500 miles, say two-and-a-half hours, 
We romp home, of course, in about two, and the trip is enlivened by a meal of diced filet steak 
from my redoubtable wide-necked thermos flask. 
We had prepared ourselves for the worse possible kind of fighter opposition. "There'll be hordes of 
`em," Dickie has forecast. Dead on ETA Barney wheeled us in toward the coast. His hand appeared 
in his open top canopy and he made a first twice. We desynchronized engines. A few minutes later 
and he waggled his wings and we went into flights-line-astern "Sea-marker," called Tommy and I 
hunkered down to get a drift on the shiny silver disc on the sea far below. I set it on the bomb-
sight and checked the TV and altitude while I was at it. Then the four switches for the first drop. 
John's navigation had been impeccable. We crossed the coast exactly over the chosen point west 
of the harbour. A bit of flak came up but they had the range wrong and it was well below us. None 
of those sinister red/black bursts the warships put up, I noticed. 
I set my stop -watch and entered the log as we sailed inland. Bob knew the course. He reached 
forward and set the compass, then the gyro. Now we were in a steep dive towards 6000 ft for the 
bombing run. I saw Benina's outbuildings appear at the far end of the sight-lines. We leveled. 
"Right . . . ri . . .ght, steady," I droned, and the hangers now appeared. They were the aiming point. 
"Bombs gone." 
Bob swung to port making a wide circle for the second run. I clicked down the rest of the bomb 
switches. Fighters were in the air now but still well below us. Down went the second stick and we 
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were off toward the sea. There were some fires burning. Nothing much for all that effort. A 
comforting sheet of stratus appeared as we left the coast and Bob slid us into it. 
   "Can you see B flight, Tommy? Called Bob. "Way back, to port, below us.!" 
   "Grub-up, Bones," he said a minute later, "Join us, Tommy." I broached the big thermos. It was full 
of stewed steak in a thick gravy. 
 
At debriefing we heard that Sgt. Cator, flying wing to the CO had turned back near Tobruk with 
engine trouble. He returned safely. 
Benina. No excitement. Nothing. It had been a piece of cake. I wonder what we hit. 
NAMES: Dickie, Barney, Tommy, Sgt Cator, C.O 
*Mem. I have had to rewrite part of the above to make sense of the original which is a bit garbled. 
MHS. 
Sept. 18th. 
Early today Thornicroft and Horton went off to mosaic Benghazi Harbour. They ran into a swarm of 
CR42s but were able to outpace them. It's curious how reports vary, only the other day 55 had a 
nasty tangle with them. 
We buried young Roberts this morning. It was a very simple ceremony because the squadron was 
in standby. 
We hung about till five then heard the job wasn't, as we'd thought, a nice little troop strafing do 
near Sidi but a/c to knock off at Timimi landing ground near Bomba. A long weary haul. We were 
to return overland by night to the satellite because the New Zealanders, who camped a bit west of 
us, are very trigger-happy and shoot at anything that flies by night - even moths, we're told. 
Conditions were a bit wretched for the flight out - flying directly into the sun above light cloud. The 
target was a batch of about 50 S82s - the big troop carriers. The Army is particularly wishful they 
should be destroyed. We flew nine a/c with the CO + John leading. This landing ground is quite 
tricky to find but approaching from landward on this occasion we found it easily because it was 
covered in a dust haze and we guessed that fighters were up and waiting for us. Orders were to 
make two runs because the S82s as photographed were dispersed along the north and south 
boundaries. As we ran in line astern I could not see anything like the reported numbers four 
machines appeared between my sight wires. The next instant there was a splash of bombs from the 
leading flight and I had to shout to Bob, "No target, no target!" 
Bob swung round to make a fresh run and we then realized that the CO was darting out to sea, 
having apparently dropped everything in a single run. Bloomfield with C Flight behind us was also 
making for the sea. Bob turned us in again and this time I picked up a good line of the big troop-
carriers and let go everything at them in a long single stick. Tommy was calling: "Fighters, fifteen 
fighters." And as we pulled off seaward I saw there was a terrific dogfight up ahead of us, a/c 
milling about in all directions. One fighter burst into flames and dropped like a stone. A Blenheim 
followed it a moment later. Bob swung away southward and in my gun-mirror I got a glimpse of 
several a/c burning on the ground. We seemed to have done a fair amount of damage. The sun 
went down swiftly and within moments we were flying in haze. 
We climbed to 8000. We had been down below two. We carefully avoided Bir Hachem and Bir el 
Gobi and flew south-east for a while then north toward the sea. Sidi Barrani turned up nearly on 
ETA. I gave Bob a correction and Bob slid down through the light cloud and we coast-crawled all 
the way home. Mersa flicked on three searchlights as we approached. The trusty Ras crew gave us 
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00 and we turned toward the nearest dummy flare-path. The Aucklanders gave us a few rounds 
from a couple of machine-gun. 
Bob turned over the DFP and minutes later made a perfect landing at the satellite. Only Taff Owen 
was ahead of us. The others straggled in over the next hour, everyone tired out. Owen's a/c was 
badly shot up but with no damage to crew. Mann had an explosive bullet in the cockpit which 
smashed his windscreen and opened up a cut in Smithy's left cheek. Jones and Blom both went all 
the way to Alex on the way home having wildly overshot. They attracted the barrage and the 
searchlights but still managed to find their way home in the end. Most of us had seen a Blenheim 
go down in flames and one or two reported a parachute. At 11 o'clock we were still standing 
around hopefully. Bob then ordered us all back to MB. About midnight they came into the Mess 
and we knew - the CO S/L Keily was lost, with my friend John Cleaver. 
The Bombays, we heard, had also been out in force tonight bombing all the way along the coast 
from Sidi B to Derna. Two of them were shot at by our guns near Sidi. On returning they were 
supposed to land at the Fuka satellite but one of them put down on ours. 
NAMES: Thornicroft, Horton, 55 Squadron, Roberts, John, Bloomfield, Tommy, Taff Owen, Mann, 
Smithy (Smith ?), Jones, S/Ldr Keily, John Cleaver 
Sept. 19th. ***LOCATION 
Bob has taken over temporary command of the squadron. (Bob Bateson new C.O) I found an 
indelible pencil among my stuff and have marked in the thin line on his shoulder straps. We have 
done only recces today. Sgt. Carter on one of them was chased by a gaggle of fighters but got 
away undamaged. 
The Italians are now well this side of the frontier, only about 70 miles from us. 
Last night 6 Wellingtons from 70 squadron pounded Benghazi. We hear that on the night of the 
16/17th the Bombays also hit Benghazi so they are now having a lively time over there. 
The Army have been clearing the thermos bombs for us, making a hell of a racket. We must have 
been showered with hundreds of the wretched things. A few Bredas have been over putting holes 
in our tents. 
This morning we were told to standby to move in total to the satellite because we are getting 
hemmed in by troops. It seems there is an altercation going on between the Army and the RAF 
about this particular spot. The Army says we shouldn't be here. This spot is shortly to be the venue 
for a battle, they say, and they want to churn it up to prevent the Italians from landing troop-
carriers here. 
Gen. Wavell has been here, at Group, today, so we expect to hear something definite any minute 
now. 
It has been reported that there are some of the new quick Bredas at Adem. Nasty. Still, there seem 
to be quite a lot of Hurricanes around now. 
This evening Jock brought some recent pictures taken by Thornicroft and Horton of Benghazi 
Harbour. They are excellent. Unfortunately they did not do Benina at the same time so we've no 
idea what we did there. 
The Fleet Air Arm has done huge damage at Benghazi. Jock says the Illustrious paid a visit there 
and sent in ten Swordfish. 
In the photos four ships, including two destroyers, are lying on the bottom A big merchantman 
looks to be heavily damaged and the whole harbour is criss-crossed with oil streaks. 
NAMES: Bob Bateson, Sgt Carter (Cater Cator ?) 70 Squadron, Wavell, Thornicroft, Horton, Jock 
Sept. 20th. 
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No air-raids last night though Mersa got a bit of a hammering just after the moon rose. But large 
and by peace and we all got a good night's sleep. 
We have half- a-dozen FAA pilots lodging with us now. There's a roster for minding the satellite 
and Dickie and Don are there now we are still rather crowded and don't have enough chairs to go 
round in the Mess. One of these chaps has dumped his kite in the middle of our airstrip. Its 
undercart has collapsed and it is squatting on torpedo like a mother hen. They spent all day 
yesterday stripping the machine down - very gingerly, you'd think - and the torpedo hasn't gone 
off - yet. 
The BBC is becoming a lot more informative lately about what is happened to London. Today we 
hear that John Lewis, D.H.Evans, the British Museum and many other prominent buildings have 
been hit. The bomb that hit Buckingham Palace was mentioned last week. 
Someone has coined the word `jitter-bomb' for the thermos things. 
This morning we have two new officers - F/Lts. Glaister and Tony Irvine. 
The Italians continue to advance and we've been expecting our area to be heavily bombed but so 
far it hasn't happened. Meanwhile we are attacking their forward positions pretty heavily with our 
tiny air force. The Bombays are showering them with GP 20 pounders carried loose- and heaved 
out of the door in addition to the stuff on their normal bomb racks. 
We 211 squadron and 55 squadron have been troop-strafing today and no doubt this will be our 
next job. 
No news yet of our proposed move. 
NAMES: Dickie Squire, Don, F/Lt Glaister, Tony Irvine 
September 21st. ***LOCATION 
Last night we had our first HE bomb raid. A single Savoia came over first about midnight and 
dropped some heavy stuff on Sidi Haneish, two miles from us. We waited in a trench while he 
wandered out to sea and a few minutes later came droning back. The next stick was closer and we 
wondered what he was trying to hit. Us? He wasn't having much luck. The blighter kept us up till 
2.15. Bob reckoned he was after the Swordfish which were parked at this end (Officers: Mess) of the 
camp. 
While we were `cowering' in our trench six Bombays were doing their stuff. Jock told us about it in 
the morning. One was set on by a pair of Bredas and the pilot tried blinding them with a couple of 
flares. Seems to have worked. The Breda attack proved costly for the Italians because the flares 
fortuitously for us revealed a big new compound of troops and transport we knew nothing about. 
The Bombays were each carrying 140 40lb bombs plus a carton or two of incendiaries. An early 
strike hit a pair of Breda pom-poms and the Bombays were able at leisure to reduce the whole 
compound to rubble. They took 90 hits from heavy machine guns amazingly no aircrew were 
injured. 
Still no ops for us. Perhaps Group are giving us a chance to get over the loss of Barney. I mourn 
dear John and will write to Bethia enclosing a note for Bess. I think I'd prefer my thoughts to reach 
her that way - they are not close friends but his loss will no doubt bring them nearer to each other. 
A forward Italian army corps continues to move gradually toward the wire. 
With what intention? Surely a clash will occur any minute now. We have troops only half-a-mile 
from the wire. 
A bunch of Capronis bombed the road near us very thoroughly early this evening. It was a lovely 
pyrotechnic display aimed at parked transport but according to the Army they only damaged two 
ambulances. Both are repairable. 
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The Swordfish boys were out last night to sink three ships in Bardia harbour but when they got 
there the harbour was empty except for a sailing schooner. 
Around seven pm. a bunch of Wellingtons droned by just inshore - destination Benghazi? They 
were followed by six fighter Blenheims - Beaufighters. 
Oh, things are happening all right - but, exasperatingly, not to us. 
A really recent letter from B today with a parcel of white socks. How clever of her! 
Dickie phoned through to say the crump we heard earlier was a 250lb explosive hang-up that fell 
off a returning recce plane. No one hurt. 
One of the Wimpeys returning in the small hours had to belly-land at Fuka with shot-away 
hydraulics. Pity - we can ill afford to lose one of these precious objects. 
While we were having an afternoon swim we heard heavy crumps and wondered if the Navy was 
giving Bardia a pasting. Jock told later that Mersa got it from 48 a/c - the biggest raid yet. 
Glaister came back from the pm recce to say he'd encountered a heavy barrage from Menister. His 
photos revealed that Menister now has some 50 fighters on it. HQ moved quickly and A Flight 
accompanied by one each from 55 and 211 promptly plastered Menister with incendiaries before 
the Italians had time to get them all to dispersal points. 
Bob led us in Bloomfield and Thornicroft as his wing men. Glaister was right - the barrage was 
pretty daunting. We arrived at 12000 ft. and Bob dived us to 7000 for the bombing run. 
(Incendiaries need a bit of height to get a good scatter.)  We had flown out in the eye of the sun 
but we came back as clear targets. The harbour had a go at us and there must have been a warship 
there because there were lots of white bursts - fortunately well above us. Away to our right three 
fighters were prowling round now looking for us. Tommy kept a sharp watch on them but they 
missed us. To our left a trail of small but brilliant fires appeared. We added our quota and soon had 
a show to rival Blackpool. Suddenly three heavy explosions added to the show. Bob wandered 
round for 15 mins. Drawing small arms fire from all directions - the flaming onions were bright in 
the intense dark. The beacon at Ras el Kenayis led us ashore to dummy flare path 5 - 10 miles west 
of our satellite. Bob made beautiful touch down in the brief blaze of the Chance Light. It was nearly 
10 o'clock. Dickie and Don came out with a pick-p and provided us with tea from a thermos. At 
base food had been kept hot for us. We tucked in, went to Ops for debriefing and so to bed. Our 
wing men had returned intact. 
NAMES: Bob, Jock, (Barney - John S/Ldr Keily - Bethia - wife), Bess, Dickie, Glaister, 55 Squadron, 
211 Squadron, Bloomfield, Thornicroft, Tommy, Don 
September 24th. 
 Jock was called to Cairo so I stood in today as Ops. Officer. Rumours from Group had it that we 
were to do an all squadron in the Giarabubbut though we sweated all day on self-imposed 
standby no hard news came in. I spent most of the day updating the Squadron History and writing 
up this diary. A ferry pilot delivered a new a/c. 
Definite now that everything we have will soon go on standby. A pair of Lysanders are stalking a 
big Italian armoured- column and as soon as it comes to rest we'll attack it. 
September 25th. 
A surprise stand-down. Frigged about in the tent most of the morning, wrote to B. A good swim in 
the afternoon. 
Late evening and instructions from Group to bomb up with 240lb Explosives. This takes time. We 
get an extra bomb aboard by removing the bomb doors and fitting a modified rack. We don't like 
this mod. because we have had several hang-ups with it. The armourers worked all night. 
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Hung around a bit in the morning on standby but then orders came from Group. We did a 
squadron takeoff and joined up with 55 and 211 - 27 a/c in all. It was quite a maneuver because we 
all had to get a/c back from satellites but we made it at last over Bagush. Bob, with Tommy and me, 
led 113. (55 did some messy flying, wandered off on its own and made a silly landfall somewhere 
over Bomba! We had to hang about while they sorted themselves out we did at long last get into 
some sort of a formation over the sea about 5 miles of the target. Tobruk's barrage started up 
early. It is now very impressive. I watched it a curiously detached way today - it looked interesting, 
rather than lethal. We ignored it, just flew straight into it on our sighting runs. We picked our own 
targets. I dropped my first stick along a big cargo vessel. "Missed by a mile" reported Tommy as he 
sighted the bursts in the water. 55 were hitting something that made a lot of smoke. 211 squadron 
(it was said later) managed to obliterate the hospital. We made a second run, and this time I did hit 
a ship, and then we swept out to sea to make our way home in flights independently. The San 
Georgio went on banging away with its white bursts long after we were out of range. 
I had just shut the floorboard over out belly-gun, given Bob a bar of chocolate and opened the 
thermos when Tommy shouted "Fighters." Bob put us into a dive and I hunkered down to my gun 
and scanned the mirror. "Where away, Tommy," I called, seeing nothing. "To port and below us," 
said Tommy, "Three CRs chasing C flight." Bob was already hot on their tail before he had a chance 
to give them a sqirt they scattered. We landed without incident and counted the others as they 
straggled in. Most of the a/c had some damage but remarkably no one was hurt. Jones machine 
was a real mess and how he got it down in one piece was a mystery. Poor Jones has only done two 
ops with us and each time he's been badly shot up. He had thought that after a tour in Britain 
flying against 109s the desert would be a piece of cake. 
Rome Radio reported this raid and mentioned the hit on the hospital but with no particular venom 
so let's hope the place was empty. They also admitted the barracks had been hit with 18 killed and 
80 wounded. We certainly plastered the place - 108 250lb. GP bombs on a couple of acres is no 
mean package. Why did we do it? Cunningham was probably rather cross about the recent raids on 
Matruh. On two successive days they sent more than 50 S79s over. As the S79 carries twice the 
bomb load of a Blenheim this made our raids seem rather puny. 
Now if we had the same number of a/c in Egypt as they have in Libya . . . 
NAMES: 55 Squadron, 211 Squadron, Bob, Tommy, Jones, Cunningham 
September 28th. ***LOCATION 
Quite a lot has happened lately. For instance we've moved! We are now on a bit of desert nine 
miles from MB that Group calls Waterloo, or is it Water-el-loo? 
Anyway with tents up we are desperately trying to dig ourselves in what must be the rockiest place 
west of Alex. Half-tracks, borrowed from the Army are busy dragging railway lines up and down 
clearing a landing strip of camel thorn. This low-growing shrub is very tough, like spinifex and takes 
a lot of uprooting. This evening I was inspanned to do a stint on one of the half-tracks. Couldn't 
keep the bally thing straight dragging all those chains and lumps of iron. 
We went to bed early on being told we'd called at five to bring a/c in from the satellites someone 
brought news at five that Group had cancelled the order so we rolled over and slept till 
8.30! Waterloo promises to be a good deal better than Bagush. For one thing we are no longer 
next door to Group, and for another the sand is quite firm here and you no longer walk about in a 
cloud of dust. We all still wear flying boots, though. A draw back is that only two recce a/c are kept 
here. The rest are all dispersed to satellites. So when ever there's an op. it's a bumpy journey in a 
pickup to collect them. There should be one today - it's a Sunday! 
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Peter and I have decided to share a tent and we spent most of the morning putting it up. There's a 
lot more room in it than the one at Bagush - we've got the pegs in the right positions, thereby 
increasing the diameter. 
The day we arrived the Army moved into the bit between us and Group and are already in the 
process of building a strong defensive position. Goodness knows what they have in the way of 
earth-moving machinery but the dust cloud above us is thick enough to blot out even the Egyptian 
sun. 
NAMES: Peter 
September 30th. ***LOCATION 
Today we have bombed Maraua. Bob called it a `church at eventide job', and so far as the actual 
bombing was concerned that is what it was. Not so the home run. But I'm getting ahead of myself . 
. . 
We should have done this job yesterday but Maraua is a two-and-a-half hour flight and Bob 
thought that night landings at Waterloo on our return would be too risky for some of our new 
crews. "A Flight" was duty flight and in the morning I was at the satellite swinging our compasses. I 
got back at lunchtime to hear the op. was off . 
Our a/c had been brought to Bir Zimla where the strip is so wide we can do squadron takeoffs. 
(Compared with flight takeoffs the advantage is that you do not have to wait for the dust to settle 
between each, which makes getting into formation that much easier.) Nine a/c took to the air and 
set course first out to sea then westward. Tony, one of our newest, turned back with over-heavy 
fuel consumption. (That's a funny one!) He was followed not much later by Thornicroft with a dud 
engine. At ETA we turned in from the sea and were able to pick out the light-coloured sand of the 
Maraua airfield at even 30 miles distant. Bob took us down in a dive that gave us an airspeed of 
300mph. and we arrived over the target at 5000 ft. We had a load of 250lb explosive, the others 
were armed with `candy'. 
In that clear air, as I watched my bombs going down, I could see riggers and armourers scattering 
from the big S.79s that were lined-up for takeoff. My first bomb wrote-off an S79 and the rest of 
the stick hopefully did a bit of damage. Tommy said the others bombed well and certainly there 
were quite a lot of fires glowing as we pulled away. (Photographs taken by one of our a/c and seen 
later showed my third bomb lifting an S79 clear off the ground.) As we turned northward toward 
the sea Bob throttled back and called for scattered formation to join up. We kept sharp eye in the 
direction of Barce whence we expected a flock of fighters to appear. The squadron was hopelessly 
scattered. Bob asked for a direct course overland and we set out for home alone and unmolested. 
We did not know until later in the Ops. Tent how badly the other flights had been mauled. Sgt. 
Cater and his crew had been shot down over the sea, while Sgt. Roberts simply disappeared. At 
debriefing no one could report what happened to him. Andy with Peter were roughed up but came 
home with lots of holes but an unhurt crew. Peter claimed a CR42 - a first blood to our blister guns. 
During debriefing the phone rang. Jock answered. Sgt. Roberts had belly-landed on the coast and 
been picked up by an army patrol. Note:Later he told how he had been forced down to nought feet 
over the sea by persistent CR42s. He'd actually hit the sea and lost a prop before just reaching the 
shore. 
NAMES: Bob, Tony, Thornicroft, Sgt Cater, Sgt Roberts, Andy, Peter, Jock 
October 7th. 
This poor diary has been much neglected of late. And now I doubt I can recollect all the petty little 
things that have occurred. 
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It's windy. Actually, it's howling gale. I thought to write sitting on my bunk but the tent was swaying 
out altogether too much so I'm now in the mess tent where things are a little better though even 
here the page keeps getting covered with sand and the big flies are altogether too intimate. The 
others have all gone down the escarpment to our beach which will be sheltered from this awful 
khamseen. 
With the moon growing nightly the Italian bombers have been giving our area undue attention this 
past week so I have just spent two hours on our personal tentside shelter. I have acquired a sheet 
of corrugated iron (wind-born) for the roof and have put about a ton of sand on top of it. 
Had last weekend in Cairo with Bob, Peter and Dickie. It was rather mediocre, hardly worth doing 
but a change just the same, and I was able to send B a cable. We booked into the Continental. Two 
good dinners, two flicks, two late cabarets. No shopping because we didn't get there till late 
Saturday. We ought to have gone on Friday. Bob and Dickie were hopelessly disorganized and we 
did a lot of hanging about. Next time Peter and I will peel off on our own. 
Six of us bombed Benghazi harbour on Tuesday night . The moon was so bright everything was 
clear as day. Don't know if we hit anything. Group hasn't released any pictures. Defenses were 
taken by surprise. We streaked across the harbour at plus 9, nought feet. We must have hit 
something if only a bomb shelter. 
The war in the desert gets more puzzling every day. Graziani is building himself a nice new road 
from Solum to Sidi Barrani. We don't seem to be doing anything about it except we did knock two 
large water tanks they had built alongside. Rather petty, really. 
At latest count the Italians have 700 a/c between El Adem and Sidi Barrani. 
NAMES: Bob, Dickie, Peter, Graziani 
NOTE: The road referred to is the Via della Vittoria Sollum, Graziani started building this along with 
a pipeline about the 17th September after capturing Sidi Barrani in his first push into Egypt. His 
idea was to build up a solid base of communication to support his advance. Wavell was at the time 
hoping to draw him to Mersa Matruh to stretch his supply line. 
October 10th. 
Have been standing by for three days to raid `a distant target' (as Jock says). Fat lot of use that is. 
Yesterday Bob took Jock and me to Siwa to survey a site for a takeoff, so it sounds as if this special 
op has a target somewhere south of Benghazi. 
The Siwa oasis is truly a paradise set in the empty desert about 170 miles south-west of Bagush. 
We landed on good ground about half-a-mile from the market and walked in, causing something 
of a sensation. We bought a great bunch of the luscious dates. They were as big as your thumb. 
Bob agreed this was a great spot for a squadron takeoff. No camel thorn. 
I went to Group later and collected maps of southern Libya. 
Just heard we're to hit Benghazi at dusk - a recce has revealed a large ship with a deck cargo of 
tanks has just berthed. Bob, Dickie and Don the pilots. Peter and self with a sergeant on the bob 
tits. 
There were three letters, a cable, and a cake from B waiting for me when I got back from Group. 
A lot of chaps seem to be becoming a bit stupid out here - little things but you notice them. I'm 
doing it, too. Desert blues? (Shades of the Gulf) 
Still no mineral water with the rations. No whisky either. The whisky in Cairo over that weekend was 
sheer nectar. 
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From Group we hear that a Benghazi agent has reported on our last raid. It was mayhem. `One 
loaded merchant ship sunk, one oil tanker set on fire, two warehouses destroyed, one barge sunk, 
fort-one killed, many casualties.' 
Peter and I are still working on our dug-out shelter. Awful lot of scorpions under the bomb-box 
flooring. Scary things. 
NAMES: Bob, Jock, Dickie, Don, Peter 
October 11th. 
Well, we duly cracked Benghazi last night, and it was not according to plan, because it turned into a 
full-blooded night attack when it was supposed to be at dusk. Bob led of course with Andy and 
Dickie as 2 and 3. Peter was with Andy, Durrant with Dickie. I had 250s GP and the others 4 and 
25lb incendiaries. We started out at 4.15pm and going the sea route had to face the sun all the way 
to Bomba. There it went down and we were bathed in an orange mist for a few minutes - an 
incredible sight. Soon after that we were in total darkness except for the little blue exhaust flames 
of the engines, and Doc Turner, who elected to come as a passenger had to abandon his Readers' 
Digest. 
By good fortune (or exact dead-reckoning) we made a perfect landfall, the salt lake at Benghazi, 
gleaming even in the darkness, confirming it. Just outside the harbour were a couple of warships 
that gave us a surprise welcome by blasting off in all directions, principally ours. We had to fly over 
the damn things to get to our target. The harbour put up a terrific barrage that was really 
frightening to fly through but Bob calmly altered our course to my calls from the bombsight as if it 
didn't exist. Does nothing scare this extraordinary fellow? Nothing big hit us. There were a few 
whangs of shrapnel. 
As we raced inland Tommy yelled excitedly: "Lovely fires, big, big fires," so we seem to have hit 
something you can never tell with incendiaries - it's usually just the magnesium that makes the 
show. As Bob circled for a look-see. Red, blue and yellow flames had now appeared all along the 
waterfront and we wondered whether this was the work of the Wimpeys who were to take off just 
behind us. Note: Later we heard that the Wimpeys were cancelled so we credited ourselves with the 
firework display. Bob chose to go home overland. The long tedious journey was enlivened toward 
the end by flak from Tobruk, El Adem, Bardia, Solum and Sidi Barrani. Bob likes to tease them into 
activity "Keep the dozy beggars hopping," he says. By then we were replete on stewed steak from 
the wide-necked thermos so we sat back and enjoyed the show. I wonder what Doc Turner thought 
of it all? 
Just as I finished that account - scribbling in the Ops tent with Jock on the line to Group - Bob 
wandered in, clapped me on the shoulder and asked cheerfully; "How about having crack at 
Benghazi tonight?" Tonight? We were there last night! You don't say you'd rather not to your CO. I 
muttered: "Sure." What else? "We're going over every night till the 20th. - ten raids, six aircraft on 
each. We have to obliterate the mole to interfere with the landing of tanks. New moon. I've had a 
word with `Flight'. Work a take off time with Jock and tell me. I'll be in my tent. He knows the 
crews." 
I thought: I bet he's planning to lead every raid. I've come to the conclusion that Bob doesn't 
altogether trust the ability of anyone but himself. 
CREWS: (Bob -pilot, Tommy- Wop/Ag, M Shekleton -Obs.) passenger Doc Turner (Andy -pilot, 
Peter -Obs, ?? -Wop/Ag) (Dickie -pilot, Durrant -Obs, ??? -Wop/Ag) 
October 12th. 
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So here I am in the Mess having done yet another night raid on Benghazi. I'm having a `loungy' 
morning. Feel I've earned it. I was pretty low even before we started out: tummy out of order, 
haven't eaten a square meal for three days. 
Blair and Tony Irvine were to fly as our 2 and 3. We assembled at the satellite at 2.30 pm when we 
discovered that Stewart, our new gunner, was not with us. Dickie, who had driven us over, 
volunteered to take his place and to my surprise Bob said okay. Dickie has never operated a gun 
turret, still less the radio! At that point I discovered I had come without the thick roll-neck sweater 
and corduroy trousers I usually wear under my Sidcot. Must be going crackers! 
It had been decided we should go down to Siwa, refuel there, and reach our target from landward. 
We made Siwa on ETA but had a little trouble locating the landing strip. Bad nav. by me - I was to 
do worse. The wind in Libya is always westerly and usually quite strong. It disappears at 9000ft. 
Hence we always fly there above 9000ft. and home below. Our track from Siwa was a single bearing 
on this trip there had been a bit of wind and we arrived north of Benghazi instead of south as we'd 
intended. This wrecked the attack plan. Bob took us out to sea then turned back to attack on our 
usual track. We had lost the advantage of surprise. We'd been due at 6.45 and it was now 7 o'clock. 
But the Wimpeys, who were due to bomb ahead of us clearly had not arrived. The flak only started 
as we bombed. There was now a balloon barrage and low level bombing was out. Diving down to 
5000ft. we laid our stick along the center mole which was lined with merchant ships and sped away 
inland. 
The bombing had been pretty good. We left three ships on fire. The trip back was foul. I have never 
felt so cold and miserable. Even the hot stew failed to cheer me up. Bob flew us above cloud. There 
was a sliver of moon but it soon disappeared. Miraculously the others had joined up with us and 
the dummy flare path came up on ETA. We were all home intact. 
While we were away there had been several small excitements. An Iti recce plane came over doing 
photo runs. His arrival coincided with the takeoff of the weekenders and he departed hurriedly. 
Collie, expecting Waterloo to be raided this evening had ordered our remaining a/c to the satellites 
but it was Fuka that got the pasting. 
I signaled our arrival with the letter-of-the-day and Dickie, awake thank goodness, picked up a 
weak ground reply. Bob tuned back and the flight landed neatly in the glare of the Chance Light. 
Jock met us with a pickup. He said men's side of the camp had been plastered with `thermos' 
bombs - so called because they resemble the ordinary flasks. They are powerful enough to knock 
out a three-tonner. To clear them we have to borrow a special half-track from the Army. It had a 
long arm with flailing chains. It will be bang, bang, bang all day tomorrow. 
Peter and I are fed-up. We are tired and need a holiday. We have born the brunt of the night 
raiding because of our supposed skill as navigators. The truth of the matter is, I suspect, that our 
veteran flight commanders would manage very well without us. 
NAMES: Blair -pilot, Irvine -pilot, Stewart -Wop/Ag, Bob, Dickie, Jock, Peter 
October 15th. 
The mess hut is to have a concrete floor poured today. Perhaps we'll have less sand in our drinks. 
The chameleons are getting so fat on the flies they look as if they might burst. 
The Italian radio reporting in English said tonight that `large enemy troop concentrations at Mersa 
Matruh and Maaten Bagush were heavily bombed. All our aircraft returned safely.' They hit Fuka, 
too, and killed an airman. 
Bob, with me and Jock as passenger, plus Dickie/Durrant plus Mann/Bourne had a bash at 
Benghazi again tonight. The moon was helpful and I did everything `proper', thank goodness. 
Benghazi has been hit by about 20 a/c every night for the past week. They must be getting very 
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cross with us. One Wellington is worth three Blenheims, and they are there every night, it seems. 
Benghazi has this trick of putting up blinding white parachute flares, presumably to aid their 
gunners. As they descend they illuminate the ground and on occasion are quite helpful to the 
bomb-aimer if he's in the right place at the right time. Incidentally they show up the balloons, too, 
which are at about 2000ft. 
We arrived tonight from inland, crossed the coast just south of the harbour, which started up a bit 
of optimistic flak. After going about 30 miles out to sea Bob turned in and we could see the white 
of the surf. He throttled right back and began losing height. My ears popped and it seemed we 
were on tiptoe. The little blue exhaust flames seemed very bright. At last in line astern and at +9 we 
went in like dingbats We had a hang-up of a 250 but it came unstuck as we circled and started a 
small fire, "Nice bombing," muttered Bob, sarcastically. (Say what you like I greatly admire my 
bomb aiming, being quite sure that on several occasions the damn things have hit what I was 
aiming at.) 
On the way home Bob had one of aggressive spells, saw a light on the ground, dived at it and 
squirted it with every round of his front gun. It could have been some poor wretched Bedouin with 
his camel. But no, it was a bit of Italian army because we were at once rewarded with some pretty 
tracer trails. He obviously wanted Jock to have a good outing and put up the barrages successively 
at Benina, Gazala, Tobruk, Gubbi and Bardia. He liked, as he said, to keep `em on their toes. I 
thought the waste of ammo quite good, too. Jock grinned - whether with pleasure or nerves I 
wasn't sure. 
The wonderful chap at Ras el Kenayis point with the Aldiss was not on his lonely vigil tonight. Bob 
circled and I pooped off a Very of the right colour but no response. We were a bit eastward 
because Mersa put up a bit of flak, helpfully giving us position. We found a dummy flare path. 
Answering our Aldiss they gave us a triple-red, indicating `enemy aircraft about' and almost at once 
the strip received a stick of heavy stuff. Wonderful chaps down there. What an awful job! I hope 
they have a deep bunker. Zimla was a bit dumb at first but finally responded to our belly-light 
signals with three Zs meaning okay to land but no Chance Light. Rather than going on to Fuka, Bob 
chose to land regardless put us down perfectly abreast the first glim. Dickie, close behind us 
followed suit there was no sign of Mann. 
We standing around chatting, speculating about what could have happened to him, when abruptly 
a twin-engined a/c roared down the strip. Some silly ass gave him an Aldiss and he turned to come 
back. "Caproni," called Bob and we all dove for the slit trench. A stick of small bombs came down 
80yds to our left just missing the nearest tents. At that point `Tiny' Mann appeared cheerfully 
flashing the letter-of-the-day. The path crew stood him off for a while but we were all back in the 
Ops tent 30 mins later. 
I saw Doc this am. I'm pretty run down and have a mouth full of ulcers. Doc gave me a bottle and 
said I `wasn't the only one'. In fact he had already seen the Winco medico at Group about the poor 
condition of 113's aircrew. "If that stuff doesn't fix you I'll send you to the Delta for an 
examination." 
The important `do' to the south still hasn't come up We hang about waiting for orders each 
morning and get stood down about midday. We have been needlessly using up our nervous 
energy like this for months. Group really should put a stop to these leaks about pending operations 
and stop the `stand-by' nonsense. 
CREWS: (Bob -pilot, M Shekleton -Obs, Tommy -Wop/Ag, Jock passenger) (Dickie -pilot, Durrant -
Obs,) ('Tiny' Mann -pilot, Bourne -Obs.) 
October 16th. 
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Benghazi was given a rest tonight and we did Derna instead, There was a lot of cloud about and 
early evening we had a light shower of rain. Yes, rain. 
Blom, Grimbley and Andy did the dicing, trying to hit dispersed a/c but conditions were bad and 
they came home disappointed with their efforts. Andy, with Peter, had Ketton-Cremer, the IO as a 
passenger. A bunch of fighters appeared as they turned for home but they flew into a convenient 
cloud. Blom had his entire bomb-load hung. There will be some words with the armourers about 
that. Peter hasn't had much to say so I conclude it was all a bit of a shambles. 
The Fuka bombing last night: six killed, thirteen wounded. Fuka seems to have become a favourite 
target. They get far more than we do. We hear the Wellingtons and the Bombays taking off most 
nights now. With their bomb-loads they must be doing a lot of damage. 
We fly every day now but mostly it is dispersing the a/c in the evening to the satellites and bringing 
them back to Bir Zimla in the morning. 
Found a little parcel from B on my bed tonight. Barley sugar and a sponge-bag and sponge, soap 
and toothpaste. My clever wife!! 
The Italians have countered our Siwa by stationing a fighter squadron nearby. 
NAMES: Blomfield, Grimbley, Andy, Peter, Ketton-Cremer 
3655. Group Captain Dunham Hodgson SEATON DFC AFC (46705). Signed 19 March 1964. 
HQ Fighter Command. 

260 
His DFC was announced in the LG, 17 August 1945: 
SEATON, Dunham Hidgson, A/S/L and Lieutenant, the Wiltshire Regiment (Duke of Edinburgh's) 
(46705) - No.611 Squadron - Distinguished Flying Cross 
“This officer has completed numerous sorties. He has attacked shipping in heavily defended 
harbours and has also taken part in reconnaissance duties over the Channel despite adverse 
weather and heavy opposition. At all times Squadron Leader Seaton has shown devotion to duty.” 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 1 June 1953. 
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From http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/205211756: 

 
Pilots of No. 611 Squadron RAF being debriefed by their Intelligence Officer, Flying Officer "Spy" 
Tizzard (second from left), in front of one of the Squadron's North American Mustang Mark IVs at 
Hunsdon, Hertfordshire, after returning from their mission escorting aircraft of Bomber Command 
on the daylight raid to Berchtesgarden. The Squadron Commander, Squadron Leader D H Seaton, 
stands fifth from the right. 
From http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/rgj/obituary.aspx?pid=164469363: 
Dunham Seaton (1921 - 2013) Obituary, February 5, 2013 
A Memorial service will be held on Saturday, May 4th at 11 am at Discovery Christian Fellowship, 
8755 Technology Way, Reno for Dunham, a long time resident of this area. 
He was a WWII RAF pilot who, after 25 years of service came to the U.S. to live and continued flying 
as a civilian corporate and airline pilot. He was an avid tennis and squash player locally, also loved 
his golf. 
Dunham was preceded in death by his wife, Jean, and is survived by daughters Jill Greene and 
Sandra Renfro, son Rob Seaton, eight grandchildren, six great grandchildren, also stepchildren 
Holly Koehler, Chris, Craig and Heidi Kuckhoff.  
This member of the "Greatest Generation" will be very much missed by his family and friends. 
Published in Reno Gazette-Journal from Apr. 28 to May 1, 2013 

http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/205211756
http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/rgj/obituary.aspx?pid=164469363
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3656. Wing Commander Rex Ayrton CRAIGIE (40210). Signed 31 March 1964. HQ Fighter 
Command. 

260 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 23 November 1966. 
From http://www.teunispats.net/t2229.htm: 
Lancaster Mk.III - ED771 - PO-E - 1 May 1943 - Operation Essen 
Crew 
40210 - F/Lt. - Pilot - R. A. Craigie - RAF - Age 28 - POW 
929876 - Sgt. - Flt. Engineer - W. T. Fair - RAF - Age 31 - POW 
1239316 - 127066 - F/O - Navigator - R. H. Capron - RAFVR - Age 35 - KIA 
1600259 - 130512 - P/O - Air Bomber - G. J. Phillips - RAF - Age .. - POW 
1078045 - Sgt. - W.Operator / Air Gunner - G. H. Edwards - RAFVR - Age 22 - KIA 
1520443 - Sgt. - Mid Upper Air Gunner - J. A. Proctor - RAFVR - Age .. - KIA 
1559144 - Sgt. - Rear Air Gunner - T. D. Peat - RAFVR - Age 21 – KIA 
3657. PROBABLY Squadron Leader John Gerard Mary Joseph MOORAT (146185). Signed 2 
April 1964. HQ Fighter Command. 

260 
This can’t be J K R WOOD as he was a civilian in Fighter Command. 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3658. David Clydesdale D'ARCY BEM (55753). Signed 20 April 1964. HQ Fighter Command. 

260 
He also signed this book, as Flight Lieutenant, on 14 March 1966. He is mentioned in several 
editions of the LG. 
3659. Colonel Unknown. Signed 20 April 1964. HQ Scottish Command. 

260 
 

http://www.teunispats.net/t2229.htm
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3660. Wing Commander [later Group Captain] Kenneth Ernest RICHARDSON OBE 
(3039387). Signed 20 April 1964. HQ Scottish Command. 

260 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 14 June 1969. 
3661. Later Squadron Leader Robert (“Bob”) ECCLES AFC (2619809). Signed 3 May 1964. 
Aberdeen University Air Squadron. 

260 
From memoryspot.com: 

 
His appointment as Acting Pilot Officer was announced in the LG, 2 July 1965. His AFC was 
announced in the LG, 4 July 1977: 
Flight Lieutenant Robert ECCLES (2619809), Royal Air Force. 
“On 14th March 1977, Flight Lieutenant Eccles, a Qualified Flying Instructor at No. 4 Flying Training 
School, was the captain of a Gnat aircraft flying from Kemble to Valley. Fifteen minutes after take-
off, at 18,000 feet, there was a brief buzzing sound from the engine which caused Flight Lieutenant 
Eccles to conclude that it should be treated with caution. He therefore selected a power setting to 
enable him to descend into a forced landing pattern over RAF Valley. At 8,000 feet and still above 
cloud level the engine suddenly vibrated violently and seized. Flight Lieutenant Eccles, while 
gaining height, transmitted a MAYDAY call and rapidly completed the complex emergency drills. 
With an unexpected fleeting glimpse, through cloud, of a local farm, he swiftly reassessed that he 
was better placed to land at RAF Mona, Valley's relief landing ground, where there was a more 
favourable wind down the runway. With exceptional skill and judgment, and only the briefest 
glimpses of the ground to guide him, he lowered the undercarriage, established the forced landing 
pattern and apprised Drayton Centre of his intentions. He broke cloud at 1,500 feet on the 
extended centre line of the runway but far too high to complete a straight-in approach. At this 
stage, knowing full well the extreme difficulties and danger involved in executing anything but 
gentle manoeuvres in manual control close to the ground, Flight Lieutenant Eccles would have 
been fully justified in deciding to eject his passenger and himself. However, with outstanding 
coolness, precision and dexterity he side-slipped to lose height and "S" turned the Gnat to a 
landing position. These imaginitive, daring and unorthodox manoeuvres were completely 
successful and the aircraft was landed safely with 1,000 feet of runway to spare. Flight Lieutenant 
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Eccles, when confronted with a grave and daunting emergency in the air, chose to reject the option 
of abandoning his aircraft. His decision to attempt to force land under very adverse conditions was 
made with the full knowledge of the personal risks involved. Flight Lieutenant Eccles displayed 
exceptional airmanship and skill as a pilot, together with very considerable courage and devotion 
to duty during the incident.” 
He was a Red Arrows pilot. From New Straits Times, 11 May 1975: 

 
His retirement was announced in the LG, 12 February 1985. 
3662. Harry MACLEAN. Signed 3 May 1964. Glasgow University Air Squadron. 

260 
No trace found. 
3663. Fire Service Officer J G L MELVIN. Signed 5 May 1964. HQ Fighter Command. 

260 
This could be the James Melvin referred to below, although The Air Force List for Spring 1965 does 
not mention his awards. 
From http://www.heraldscotland.com/sport/spl/aberdeen/mr-james-melvin-1.781610: 
The Herald, 8 December 1992 
Mr James Melvin, the only surviving superintendent of the old Glasgow Fire Brigade, has died at 
Erskine Hospital, Renfrewshire, after a short illness. He was 92. 
A firefighter since 1927, Mr Melvin received the George Medal, the MBE, the Glasgow Corporation 
Bravery Medal, and the Fire Service Long Service Medal in recognition of his work. 
Major wartime operations in which he was involved included the Clydebank Blitz and the Belfast 
Blitz in 1941 when he was sent to the province as the only professional in charge of 250 firefighters. 
During a six-day stay in April 1941, Mr Melvin worked on the laying of steel pipelines from Belfast 
docks to the city centre and attended about 400 separate fires. 
At the time, he was divisional officer for an area covering 700 square miles, with its headquarters in 
Clydebank. 
In 1942, he sustained a serious back injury during a turntable ladder accident was back at work 
within six months. 
Mr Melvin won the George Medal for rescuing three workers from a blazing furniture store in 
Glasgow. 
His other great interest was piping, which he learned as a boy, before falsifying his age to join the 
Army as a piper in the 11th battalion the Royal Scots in 1917. 

http://www.heraldscotland.com/sport/spl/aberdeen/mr-james-melvin-1.781610
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3664. Wing Commander [later Group Captain] Frederick William SLEDMERE AFC (162087). 
Signed 11 May 1964. HQ Fighter Command. 

261 
He also signed this book on 9 April 1963. 
3665. General Robert Merrill LEE CBE (April 13, 1909 – June 29, 2003). Signed 14 May 
1964. Air Deputy SHAPE, Paris. 

261 
He also signed this book on 8 July 1966. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Merrill_Lee: 
Lee was born in Hinsdale, New Hampshire, educated in the public schools in Augusta, Maine, and 
graduated from the United States Military Academy at West Point, N.Y., in June 1931. After 
attending Air Corps Flying Schools at Randolph and Kelly fields, Texas, General Lee received his 
wings in October 1932. 
He was assigned to the 55th Pursuit Squadron of the 20th Pursuit Group at Barksdale Field, 
Louisiana. While at Barksdale he performed pilot and other squadron officer duties. In early 1934 
when U.S. airmail contracts were cancelled by the president, Lieutenant Lee joined other officers in 
his group flying the airmail in the central zone. 
In May 1937 he was assigned to the First Cavalry (Mechanized) at Fort Knox, Kentucky. In addition 
to participating in intensive training as a junior officer in Troop "C," First Mechanized Cavalry 
Regiment, Lieutenant Lee commanded several detachments, guarding the shipments of gold that 
were being shipped from various mints in the United States, to the Fort Knox Gold Repository. The 
following year he returned to the U.S. Army Air Corps and was assigned to the 12th Observation 
Squadron, Godman Field, also at Fort Knox. During 1938 to 1940 he was aide-de-camp to General 
Adna R. Chaffee, Jr., the "father" of the Armored Force. During this period of his career he assisted 
in the development of operations teamwork between air and ground forces. In 1940 Captain Lee 
attended the Air Corps Tactical School at Maxwell Field, Alabama. During 1940-1941 he 
commanded the 12th Observation Squadron. 
In late 1941 Major Lee became chief of corps aviation, Headquarters I Armored Corps, and later air 
officer for Armored Force headquarters. In 1942 Lieutenant Colonel Lee organized at Godman 
Field, and commanded the newly activated 73rd Observation Group, later to become the 10th 
Recce Group and Wing, now assigned to Allied Command Europe, NATO and stationed in England. 
In January 1943 he was promoted to colonel and became chief of staff of the First Air Support 
Command at Morris Field, North Carolina. He continued in this position through successive 
reorganizations and redesignations of this command as I Tactical Air Division and the Third Tactical 
Air Command. 
In August 1944, Colonel Lee joined the Ninth Air Forces in France where he served as deputy 
commander for operations under Lieutenant General Hoyt S. Vandenberg and shared responsibility 
for the defeat of Germany in four major campaigns: Northern France, the Rhineland, the Ardennes, 
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and Central Europe. He was promoted to brigadier general in January 1945. At the end of hostilities 
when the Ninth Air Force took up its occupation role, he served as chief of staff. Late in 1945 
General Lee was assigned to the air section of the Theater General Board at Bad Nauheim as it 
completed its analyses and reports on the European campaigns. 

 
In January 1946, General Lee returned to the United States and in April he became the first chief of 
Staff of the newly organized Tactical Air Command at Langley Field, Virginia, where he remained 
until August 1946 when he entered the first class of the National War College. After graduation 
from the National War College, General Lee was assigned in July 1947 to Tactical Air Command as 
deputy commanding general. During this assignment, in February 1948, he was promoted to major 
general. From November 1948, he served as commanding general until July 1950. 
From Langley Air Force Base, General Lee went to Eglin Air Force Base, Florida, and assumed 
command of Air Task Group 3.4, a special assignment to Operation Greenhouse that culminated in 
the atomic test at Eniwetok during the spring of 1951. When this assignment was completed in July 
1951, General Lee was named the deputy director of plans under the deputy chief of staff for 
operations, Headquarters U.S. Air Force, Washington, D.C., with a simultaneous duty as the Air 
Force member of the Joint Strategic Plans Committee. Shortly thereafter he became the director of 
plans. 
In November 1953, General Lee was assigned to command the Fourth Allied Tactical Air Force and 
the Twelfth U.S. Air Force in Europe. The former constituted the largest tactical air forces in Allied 
Command Europe, consisting of all United States, French and Canadian air forces on the continent 
of Europe committed to the Supreme Allied Commander. In June 1956, command of the two air 
forces was separated. General Lee retained command of the Allied Tactical Air Force. When he 
returned to the United States in July 1957, he became commander of the Ninth Air Force, Tactical 
Air Command, with headquarters at Shaw Air Force Base, South Carolina. 
One year later, on July 15, 1958, General Lee assumed the rank of lieutenant general and arrived at 
United Nations Command headquarters, Seoul, Korea, to become chief of staff, United Nations 
Command and U.S. Forces, Korea. In September 1959 he returned to the United States to become 
vice commander of the Air Defense Command in Colorado Springs, Colorado, becoming 
commander in March 1961. He was promoted to general on June 4, 1963, and became air deputy 
to the supreme allied commander, Europe, on August 1, 1963. 
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A command pilot with more than 9,000 hours flying time, Lee includes among his awards and 
decorations the Distinguished Service Medal, Legion of Merit, Bronze Star Medal, Air Medal and 
Army Commendation Medal. In addition to various awards and decorations from other U.S. allies, 
he wears the French Legion of Honor in the grade of Commander and the Croix de Guerre with 
Palm; the Luxembourg Order of Merit of Adolph of Nassau, Degree of Commander with Crown; the 
Most Excellent Order of the British Empire, Degree of Honorary Commander; and the Korean Order 
of Military Merit, Taeguk, with silver star. (Taken from U.S. Air Force Biography) 
From http://archive.is/P0ab: 
Major Awards and Decorations 
Distinguished Service Medal 
Legion of Merit 
Bronze Star Medal 
Air Medal 
Army Commendation Medal 
American Defense Service Medal 
American Campaign Medal 
European-African-Middle Eastern Campaign Medal with four bronze stars 
World War II Victory Medal 
Army of Occupation Medal 
National Defense Service Medal 
Korean Service Medal 
Air Force Longevity Service Award Ribbon with seven oak leaf clusters 
Legion of Honor in the grade of Commander 
Croix de Guerre with Palm 
Croix de Guerre 
Order of Merit of Adolph of Nassau, Degree of Commander with Crown 
Most Excellent Order of the British Empire, Degree of Honorary Commander 
Korean Order of Military Merit, Taeguk, with silver star 
(Current as of April 15, 1966) 
3666. Air Commodore Charles Beresford Eaton BURT-ANDREWS CB CBE (37379) (21 
March 1913 – 7 January 1995). Signed 14 May 1964. UK National Military Representative, 
SHAPE. 

261 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Burt-Andrews.htm: 
CB – 2 Jun 1962, CBE - 1 Jan 1959. 
Act Plt Off (P): 21 Oct 1935, Plt Off: 26 Aug 1936, Fg Off: 26 Apr 1938, Act Flt Lt (unpd): 15 May 
1939, Flt Lt: 26 Apr 1940, (T) Sqn Ldr: 1 Jun 1941, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Jun 1942, Act Gp Capt: 16 Feb 
1945?, Wg Cdr (WS): 16 Aug 1945, Sqn Ldr: 10 Dec 1946 1 Jan 1941, Wg Cdr: 1 Jul 1947 1 Oct 
1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1954, Act A/Cdre: 1 Oct 1958?, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1960. 
 21 Oct 1935 ? 
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11 May 1936 Pilot, No 2 Sqn. (Audax) 
11 Mar 1937 Pilot, No 28 Sqn. (Audax) 
xx xxx xxxx 
23 Jun 1941 Air Staff,  HQ Air Forces in India 
xx xxx 1942 Served in Burma 
xx Dec 1942 Officer Commanding, No 613 Sqn. (Mustang I) 
xx Oct 1943 
xx xxx 1943 Served on Special Operations 
21 Aug 1945 Air Attaché, Warsaw 
10 Dec 1946  Appointed to Permanent Commission in the rank of Squadron Leader (retaining rank 

current at the time) wef 1 Jan 1941 
xx xxx 1948 Attended RAF Staff College 
1 Jan 1951 Director of Administration, HQ Air Forces Western Europe (British Element) 
21 Jan 1951 Secretary-General, HQ Allied Air Forces Central Europe (British Element) 
xx xxx 1953 Directing Staff, RAF Staff College, Bracknell 
xx xxx 1955 Head of Far East Defence Secretariat 
xx Jun 1958 Officer Commanding, RAF Bridgnorth 
1 Oct 1958 Commandant, Royal Pakistan Air Force Staff College 
 1 Jan 1962 UK National Military Representative, SHAPE 
24 Apr 1965 Deputy Commandant, RAF Staff College 
A South African. He assumed command of 613 Squadron just as it re-equipped from the Curtiss 
Tomahawk to the North American Mustang I. 
He was the first Commandant of the RPAF Staff College. 
3667. Major J R ANDERSEN. Signed 20 May 1964. 332 Squadron, Gardermoen, Norway. 

261 
No trace found. 
3668. Flight Lieutenant ? ? SWEENEY RAAF. Signed 26 May 1964. HQ Fighter Command. 

261 
The Australian Archives list the following RAAF personnel with records that include 1964: 
Brian Thomas SWEENEY (O32566) b. 17 Oct 1930 (1956–1999; 1948-1973) 
William Alfred Edward SWEENEY (A22689) b. 23 Mar 1929 (1947–1980; 1950-1970) 
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3669. Flight Lieutenant D HUDSON. RCAF. Signed 30 May 1964. 1 Canadian Air Division 
HQ, Metz, France. 

261 
No trace found. 
3670. Unknown. RCAF. Signed 31 May 1964. 1 Canadian Air Division HQ, Metz, France. 

261 
 
3671. Unknown. RCAF. Signed 31 May 1964. 1 Canadian Air Division HQ, Metz, France. 

261 
 
3672. Unknown. RCAF. Signed 31 May 1964. 1 Canadian Air Division HQ, Metz, France. 

261 
The surname looks like HEWITT. 
3673. Unknown. RCAF. Signed 31 May 1964. 1 Canadian Air Division HQ, Metz, France. 

261 
The name looks like G ? JAMIE. 
3674. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Kenneth Charles ROULSTON DFC 
(J26466). RCAF. Signed 31 May 1964. 1 Canadian Air Division HQ, Metz, France. 

261 
This is the best match from http://67.69.104.76:84/Pinetreeline/metz/otherm1/otherm1-33.html. 
From http://www.federationgenealogie.qc.ca/avisdeces/avis/pdf?id=492264: 
ROULSTON, Kenneth Charles Wing Commander (RCAF, Retired),DFC CD. BA, UWO, 1950, MBA, 
UWO, 1962. 

http://67.69.104.76:84/Pinetreeline/metz/otherm1/otherm1-33.html
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Pilot, RCAF 1941- 1974, WWII Bomber Command (428 Sqn.) Korean War, Vietnam (426 Sqn.). 
Peacefully, at the Ottawa General Hospital, on January 11, 2005. Son of Chester Gibson Roulston 
and Irene Lilian (Cox) of London, Ontario. Predeceased by wife Lois E. (Singleton) of Glencoe, 
Ontario and elder brother Sgt. Pilot Jack Chester (1943). Survived by younger brother Gerald Albert 
of Oromocto, BC. Father of John Charles (Carol Ann) of Comox, BC and Robin "Rusti" Lyn, of 
Ottawa. Proud and caring grandfather of Constable Erin Roulston (VPD), Kerry and David, all of 
Vancouver BC. Friends may visit at the Central Chapel of Hulse, Playfair & McGarry, 315 McLeod 
Street, on Thursday from 7-9 p.m. Funeral Service will be held in the Chapel on Friday at 10 a.m. In 
lieu of flowers, donations to the Heart and Stroke Foundation would be appreciated. Published in 
the Ottawa Citizen from 1/12/2005 - 1/13/2005. 
From http://rcafassociation.ca/uploads/airforce/2009/07/ALPHA-RO.2.html: 
ROULSTON, F/O Kenneth Charles (J26466) - Distinguished Flying Cross - No.428 Squadron - Award 
effective 5 July 1945 as per London Gazette dated 20 July 1945 and AFRO 1619/45 dated 19 
October 1945.  Born 1923 in London, Ontario; home there (student).  Trained at No.5 ITS, No.10 
EFTS and No.2 SFTS.  Commissioned May 1943.  No citation other than "completed...numerous 
operations against the enemy in the course of which [he has] invariably displayed the utmost 
fortitude, courage and devotion to duty".  DHist file 181.009 D.1941 (RG.24 Vol.20612) has 
recommendation dated 21 March 1945 when he had flown 32 sorties (198 hours 15 minutes), 12 
August 1944 to 21 February 1945.  
This officer has shown exceptional qualities as a leader and great coolness, courage and 
determination.  Throughout his tour of operations he has evinced a desire to press home the attack 
and, although attacking many heavy defended targets, he has shown no regard for enemy 
opposition and has successfully dropped his bombs every time. His obvious ability and great 
coolness tended to make his crew a valuable unit to the betterment of the squadron as a whole 
and contributed highly to the operational efficiency. 
3675. J B PAUNTON (?). Signed 6 June 1964. 7 Kilrymont Place, St Andrews. 

261 
No trace found. 
3676. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Walter Vincent (“Taff”) HOLDEN MBE BSc 
AFRAeS (579470). Signed 22 June 1964. HQ Fighter Command (Engineering 3 Division). 

261 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 7 November 1981. 

http://rcafassociation.ca/uploads/airforce/2009/07/ALPHA-RO.2.html
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From http://www.taffyholden.co.uk/wc01/wc01_001.htm: 

 
From http://www.thunder-and-lightnings.co.uk/lightning/survivor.php?id=30: 
XM135 - Imperial War Museum, Duxford Airfield, Cambridgeshire 

 
XM135 is Duxford's preserved F.1, and very nicely presented she is too. Wearing 74 'Tiger' 
squadron colours, I suspect it's the Tigers scheme from when they were the RAF's display team 
back in 1961/1962. XM135 was the very first full-production Mk.1, first flown on 14th November 
1959. She served with the CFS at Coltishall from May 1960, then moved on to 74 Squadron, 226 
OCU, the Leuchars TFF and was delivered to storage with 60 MU in June 1971, becoming the last 
F.1 to fly in the process. She was disposed of to the IWM in 1974 and has been on display at 
Duxford ever since. 
XM135 is famous for being the aircraft in which an engineering officer had an extremely scary 
experience when some ground running tests went badly wrong... on 22nd July 1966, the aircraft 
was with 33 MU at RAF Lyneham being worked on to fix a persistent electrical fault that only 
showed up when the aircraft was accelerating. Wing Commander Walter "Taff" Holden was 
undertaking taxiing tests to see if he could replicate the problem. The canopy was off, ground locks 
were in on the undercarriage and the ejector seat safety pins were in. Initial slow(ish!) speed taxi 
runs on Lyneham's 'lazy' runway did not show up the fault, so Taff tried a further run but 
inadvertently advanced the throttles too far into the reheat position; now a Lightning doesn't give 
you much time to think in reheat, and before Taff could figure out that the throttles hadn't jammed 
but were just through the reheat gate, disaster loomed in the shape of a fuel bowser crossing the 
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runway in front of him. Just missing this, he was soon about to cross the main duty runway - as a 
Comet on its take off run shot past! Having avoided disaster twice by pure luck, the end of the 
short lazy runway was coming up fast and he had no choice but to lift off, having had no luck 
trying to get the throttles back to idle - and having run out of time to do anything about it. 
Luckily Taff had some limited hours on lighter prop-driven trainer aircraft - Tiger Moths, 
Chipmunks and Harvards - and this experience enabled him to calmly explore the aircraft's 
handling and make some attempts at landing. His first two attempts to line up on the runway 
didn't go well but on his third attempt he got it right - and only made the error of landing in the 
attitude a tailwheel aircraft would, with the result that he scraped the tail and in the process cut the 
brake chute's cable. When he deployed the chute, then, it simply dropped off immediately and he 
had to rely on the wheelbrakes alone to stop him before the runway end. This they did... with 100 
yards to spare. Unsurprisingly some years after the event Taff suffered some post-traumatic stress 
problems but recovered fully with some help. It is a remarkable story and to have the aircraft still in 
existence over 40 years later is a bit of a bonus. 
“I knew Taff Holden could fly Tiger Moths, as he took me for a flight (aerobatics included) when we 
were both stationed at RAF Kinloss, 45 M.U. Possibly the best experience of my life, certainly at age 
19. Taff (I was only qualified to call him Sir)was a Flight Lieutenant at that time and I was an LAC, in 
my last six months of National Service.” 
Posted by Bob Lammin, 15 September 2011 
“I am truly amazed that my unfortunate XM135 Lightning story is still attracting so much attention, 
one of these days I must revisit it at Duxford, to ask if might sit in it again - without engines 
running!” 
Posted by Walter V Holden, 3 February 2010 
From http://www.historicracer.com/aviation/accidental-fighter-pilot/: 
Lightning XM135 Inadvertent Flight 
Some Background Considerations 
In attempting to write a more detailed personal account of my unfortunate flight in Lightning 
XM135 back in July 1966, I think I should add some of the reasoning and reason why I attempted 
the test in the first place. This might remove some of the erroneous facts, misapprehensions and 
misconceptions which I have seen in some accounts of the event. 
First I should explain that I was a qualified pilot, even although I was an R.A.F. Engineer Branch 
officer. I joined the R.A.F. as an apprentice in 1943, from where I gained a cadetship to university. At 
the university I read mechanical engineering and learnt to fly on Tiger Moths, with the University 
Air Squadron. On graduation, I was given the option to continue with an engineering career or to 
follow a General Duties (Flying) career. I chose the former path and the Air Ministry at that time, 
considered that there was merit in allowing me to qualify to ‘wings’ standard as a pilot, in the belief 
that an engineering officer with a pilot qualification, could more easily see the pilots point of view 
in aircraft maintenance matters. I too, thought this was a very good idea. 
I qualified on Harvards my early engineering duties only allowed me to keep in flying practice on 
Chipmunks. Whilst I was at Kinloss, I managed to get checked out on Oxfords and on occasions 
assisted a qualified test pilot, to air test twin engine Neptunes. My only jet aircraft experience was 
as a passenger in the second seat of a Javelin T3 and again in the ‘rumble’ seat of a Canberra. In my 
service, one of my postings took me to 33MU Lyneham where as the C.O of a civilian manned 
aircraft storage unit, I had Canberra, Meteor and Lightning types, which were gradually being 
prepared for despatch to various flying unit tasks. When the Meteor and Canberra types had been 
cleared, the powers that be, decided that the MU should close after the last Lightning’s had been 
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despatched. Up until the last Canberra, I had a qualified and current test pilot on my staff for those 
aircraft he was not a current Lightning pilot. When a Lightning needed test flying, I had to call for 
any available pilot with a current test pilot rating. Most times I would find one who could be spared 
within a 24 or 36 hour period. So much for my personal and R.A.F unit background. 

 
Lightning Mk 1A XM135 
XM 135 was being prepared for despatch to a Target Facilities Flight over a period of weeks, it had 
been giving no end of trouble. Each time it was being flight tested, the pilot found that on the 
initial few yards of a take off run, the inverter, supplying power to the primary flight instruments, 
would cut out and the stand by inverter would have to cut in, clearly an unsatisfactory state of 
affairs. Electricians were using every trick in their trade to establish the cause, each time thinking 
that they had removed, replaced and tightened every likely component. With nothing out of order, 
they would seek another test flight. It was a Boscombe Down pilot who next attempted to fly the 
aircraft, found the same problem persisting and refused to fly until a more positive explanation 
could be determined. 
Back to the drawing board, electricians decided to devise some tests which might isolate the fault 
and indicate roughly where and which component was at fault. They intended to ask the next test 
pilot to switch in and out parts of circuits, using trailing wires from the likely circuits to temporary 
switches in the cockpit and to do these electrical switchings before and after each few yards of a 
simulated take off run, when the fault was manifest. The temporary wires from internal circuitry 
required the cockpit canopy to be removed and in this state the aircraft was made ready for 
another air test. Being a pilot, it was easiest for me, as CO, to request the services of a qualified test 
pilot, from wherever I could find one for the next test on XM135, no pilot was available for at least 
another week. With my unit closing down, many civilians being made redundant, a timetable of 
clearance being upset with this ‘rogue’ aircraft, there was much tetchiness and irritation amongst 
my staff. The intended Boscombe Down pilot, knowing I was a pilot, suggested I might try the test 
myself. He suggested using an out of use runway (Runway36) as I would only be using 30 or 40 
yards at a time. He suggested using a Land Rover to communicate with Air Traffic Control and to 
get their clearance for each movement of the aircraft. However, there was one remaining minor 
problem. I had only sat in a Lightning cockpit once before and I had no idea how to start its two 
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Rolls Royce Avon engines! The Foreman of engine trades gave me a 5 minute briefing on how to 
do this and XM135 was towed out to Runway 05 on 22July 1966 for my electrical tests. 

 
Lightning cockpit 
It was by way of extraordinary good fortune that my engine Foreman explained that, although I 
would not be needing reheat, that reheat needed the throttles to be pushed past a reheat ‘gate’ 
and one had to feel for the gate keys, behind the throttle, to unlock. My only other knowledge of 
the Lightning was what I could remember from pilot’s notes. At each test flight by the qualified 
pilot, I would be in ATC with a copy pilot’s notes, should he need any aircraft figures to be relayed 
to him. One or two figures stuck in my mind, namely that the undercarriage had a maximum speed 
before it should be retracted and I had an even vaguer figure of about 150 knots for a landing 
speed. Some extra knots would be required for each 1000 lbs. of unused fuel I did not need to 
bother with any such figures for the test, which I was to undertake. 
The Ground Test 
I was correctly strapped into the cockpit (seated on the in situ parachute and ejector seat) and after 
starting the engines and holding the aircraft static, on the brakes, I did the necessary preliminaries 
for the electrical checks in the cockpit, checking the notes I had scribbled on a notepad which lay 
on the coaming in front of me. All seemed ready for the first test and I indicated to the Land Rover 
to obtain ATC clearance for use of the short 30 or 40 yards of runway. Holding the brakes I 
gradually opened the throttles to about 90%. My feeling at the time was the unexpected heavy 
vibration of Avon power held against the brakes. I did a quick check of the temporary electrical 
switches and circuitry lights, then released the brakes. That initial punch from the thrust was quite 
remarkable and I moved the expected 30 to 40 yards before I throttled back and applied the 
brakes. So far so good. I made some notes, altered some more switch positions, noted the on/off 
lights and prepared for the next test. This was done in a similar fashion and I was leaving the ‘fault’ 
diagnosis to my electrical staff who would have to interpret my notes. I needed to do one more 
test and ATC had noted that I had only used about 100 yards total, so they were quite happy to 
clear me for a similar short distance. ATC had also been holding up a fuel bowser and trailer with 
3600 gallon of AVTAG for awaiting C130 aircraft refuelling, they decided to allow the bowser to 
cross the runway. On opening the throttles for that final test, I obviously pushed them too far, 
misinterpreting the thrust, because of the unexpected heavy vibration and they got locked into 
reheat. Yes, I did use some expletives but I had no time to think of getting out of reheat, because in 
front of me, the bowser and trailer had just crossed the runway, from right to left, so my thoughts 
were to make sure I was missing them by sufficient margin. No, I couldn’t steer to clear them; 
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reheat takes you in a straight path like a bullet out of a gun. The time between finding myself in 
reheat and just missing the bowser was less than half the time I have taken to write this sentence. 
Before my thoughts could again return to getting myself out of reheat, I was gathering speed and 
about to cross the main duty runway, where a Comet had just passed on its take off run. I then had 
no time to look for reheat gate keys, my eyes were on what next lay ahead. Two things, the end of 
the short runway 07 and just beyond was the small village of Bradenstoke which I just had to miss. 
There was no chance of stopping, non whatsoever. I had gained flying speed (that is what reheat is 
for, short sharp take offs) and I had no runway left. I did not need to heave it off the runway, the 
previous test pilot had trimmed it exactly for take off and only a slight backward touch on the stick 
and I was gathering height and speed. Then my thought was to get my speed back in case I should 
damage the undercarriage. Incidentally, I could not have raised the undercarriage; the ground 
servicing locks were in place for safety reasons. With only clear blue sky in front of me, I could then 
search and feel for those gate keys. Yes, I found them and thanked my lucky stars that my engine 
foreman had quite incidentally told me of their location and I was soon able to get the speed back 
to (I am guessing now) about 250knots. My next thoughts were to keep Lyneham airfield in sight 
and where had the Comet got to, the one I had missed a few seconds ago? Then I asked myself, 
should I eject and where and when? No, I could not; the safety pins were in the ejection seat and 
safe for servicing, not for flying. My only alternative then was to attempt a landing how does one 
interpolate or extrapolate Tiger Moth, Chipmunk, Harvard flying to a two engined, 11 ton, beast 
like the Lightning? 
After regaining my bearings, a little composure and simply by observation, making sure that the 
Comet had been warned away, I decided I should attempt a landing on the duty runway and 
direction. I was trying to combine all my limited flying experience into a few minutes of DIY flight 
‘training’ on a Lightning. It wasn’t easy I must admit that some of the elementary rudiments of my 
proper flying training and flight theory were coming in useful. I needed to get the feel of the 
aircraft, if I was to get it back on the ground. My first approach was ridiculous, I could tell that my 
speed, height, rate of descent, even alignment wasn’t correct and my best plot was to go round 
again. This time making sure that my throttles would be well below reheat position. A second 
approach was no better, I had some aspects better as the duty runway 25 is on the lip of an 
escarpment, with a valley floor beyond, my rate of descent took me below runway height and I 
found myself adding power to get back to the right level. More power also meant more speed and 
I was trying to get to something like 150 knots for landing the uncoordinated attempt was 
becoming a mess so I abandoned it, took myself away on a very wide circuit of Lyneham and 
decided to land in the opposite direction. This I thought would give me more time to get the ‘feel’ 
right and if I made a mess of the landing, I would overrun the runway and just drop (crash) into the 
valley beyond. In that direction, with a messed up landing, I would have no fear of crashing into 
Lyneham village. 
The long final leg of this approach gave me the thinking time that I needed and I gradually got the 
feel that speed, alignment, rate of descent, height and approach angle were better. I plonked it 
down at about the right position off the runway threshold just forgot that I was in a nose wheel 
aircraft and emulated my best three wheelers in a Chipmunk or Harvard. The result was that I 
crunched the rubber block which encases the brake parachute cables. However, I had got down I 
then had to stop. I obviously knew the Lightning had a brake parachute where was the ‘chute 
leverton or knob? There, I found it marked Brake Chute and I pulled it and I could then look ahead 
and concentrate on keeping straight and somewhere near the centre line. I hung on to the brake 
lever, I wasn’t slowing as much as I would like, so I just kept up my hand pressure on the brakes. I 
had about 100 yards of runway left when I stopped and even then, I didn’t know that the brake 
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parachute had dropped off as soon as it was deployed, because the cable had been severed as a 
result of my super tail wheel three pointer. 
Events Immediately after the Flight 
XM135 was towed back to the hangar and I was taken to see the medical officer who gave me 
some pills to calm my nerves. I felt reasonably calm because I had almost killed myself on five 
occasions in that 12 minute flight, yet I had miraculously survived. What is more, I would see my 
wife and young family again. Two or three times in that same 12 minutes, I thought I would never 
ever see them again. My only priority was to save my own skin, I was not thinking about the non 
insured loss of a Lightning Mk 1A aircraft. The minor damage to the aircraft was repaired with a 
new set of brake shoes and a new rubber chute block. As a memento, I have kept that rubber 
block, one day it might be returned to XM135 at Duxford. 
The Fault 
Although the tests I did and the ensuing flight did not immediately provide a reason for the initial 
electrical fault, my electrical staff, with additional assistance from English Electric, Salmesbury 
eventually did. Apparently, in early versions of the Lightning, there was to be a ground test button 
fitted into the standby inverter circuit. It was never fitted to the Mk1A but the wires were left in the 
looms. It was one of these redundant wires which shorted on to the UHF radio as it moved on its 
trunnions when the aircraft nudged forward on take off. Who would have thought I should risk my 
life to find it, in the way I did? 
Events Subsequent to the Flight 
There was a subsequent Inquiry to find out what had happened and why and to make 
recommendations for it never to happen again. As I was the Commanding Officer of the Unit, I was 
responsible for my own as well as the service actions of all my staff. I was not acting against any 
orders in the Flight Order Book which I religiously kept up to date. But those orders did not cater 
for engineering officers doing investigative type checks on Lightning’s. They were later amended. 
After the Unit Inquiry I had to go up in front of the Commander-in-Chief. That was when I thought 
my career would be placed in jeopardy. I even thought that my coveted ‘wings’ would be taken 
from me; I had no idea how the incident was being regarded by Command or indeed Air Ministry. 
But, as I stood in front of Air Marshal Sir Kenneth Porter, he read the proceedings, asked me if I 
agreed with his view that “With the limited flying experience that I had, the test would have been 
better left to an experienced and current Lightning test pilot.” I agreed of course. He then told me 
to remove my hat, sit down and proceeded to tell me some of his unfortunate flying incidents in 
Mesopotamia in the Middle East. I was thankful that nothing more was to become of the incident 
and that I still had a job to do back at 33 Maintenance Unit, Lyneham. 
I coped with all the official communications regarding the incident what I was unprepared for was 
the release of the story to the public. I had had very little experience of working with the press, 
certainly none with radio, TV, national and world press. I had no training in how to deal with their 
quest for news. My Command Headquarters suggested I went away on leave before press releases 
were made by Air Ministry. This I did and took my family off camping to Jesola, in Italy. Imagine my 
complete surprise when, on the first day of camp, on my way to find some ice, someone shouted 
“Hello Taffy, I’ve just been reading about your Lightning flight!!” The world seemed a very small 
place. On returning to the U.K. I was overwhelmed to find that the incident was still front line news. 
People wanted to write articles in newspapers, books, magazines, interviews on TV and radio and 
underhand attempts to hear my account of what had happened. Having admitted that I had made 
an unwise decision to do the ground tests, I decided that the unwanted publicity that I had 
attracted was in no way going to be for financial gain. I steadfastly refused offers although for a 
two page article in the Sunday Express, I requested the editors to make a contribution to the R.A.F. 
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Benevolent Fund. Despite prompts, no moneys were ever handed over and I became very 
disillusioned with all publicity media. Some friends thought I had gained reward for an article in 
‘Mayfair’; it was written without my knowledge and authority, because it was factually correct, I had 
no redress from the Press Complaints Board. Nonetheless, I was extremely annoyed. 
Some years after the incident, my hidden fears of high speed flight came to the surface and I had 
to spend two periods in hospital. I had not come to terms with the emotional side of the event. To 
return to my wife and family after five close encounters with death, was indeed a miraculous 
experience I had not been honest with myself, to accept it as such, so I needed psychiatric help. I 
could recall the technicalities of the flight without any hang-ups was unwilling to talk about that 
emotional side of the ordeal until I was placed under medical drugs and to bring those emotions to 
the surface. That was a rewarding experience and it gave me a much better understanding of 
people who might need that same kind of help, after similar unfortunate occurrences. 
Forty Years On 
I am now retired and living with my wife in Cheshire. Apart from being an active DIY plumber, 
carpenter, electrician handyman, my main pastime is involvement with family history. My 
inadvertent flight is still very vivid and in writing this personal account, I needed little prompting. 
Over the intervening years, I have received many letters and reminders from people whom I did not 
know, all praising my efforts to return myself and aircraft back to the ground safely. Yes, I have 
basked in some glory, when accounts of what happened, have been retold in social gatherings. I 
have never sought publicity whenever it became impossible to suppress, I have had to live with it. I 
enjoyed my career in the Royal Air Force not because of XM135! 

 
Taffy & Jill Visit XM135 At Duxford 
http://www.danrostron.com/2013/10/14/wing-commander-taffy-holdens-inadvertant-flight-in-
lightning-xm135/ for a video recording of Taffy describing this incident. 

http://www.danrostron.com/2013/10/14/wing-commander-taffy-holdens-inadvertant-flight-in-lightning-xm135/
http://www.danrostron.com/2013/10/14/wing-commander-taffy-holdens-inadvertant-flight-in-lightning-xm135/
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3677. Air Commodore Walter Thomas BROOKS DSO OBE AFC MiD (39932). Signed 26 
June 1964. HQ No 11 Northern Sector. 

261 
He also signed this book on 9 May 1949. 
3678. D GIBBON. Signed 30 June 1964. Craigflower. 

261 
This could be Flying Officer David GIBBON (4230864) 
3679. Captain [later Lt Col] Harrison Hall BUXTON. Signed 3 July 1964. HQ USAFE 
DCS/OPS APO 633. 

262 
He is listed in the Air Force Register for 1963. 
From Utica Observer-Dispatch, 27 June 1955: 

 
From http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/uticaod/obituary.aspx?n=julia-jessup-
buxton&pid=149039483: 
Julia Jessup Buxton, 103, of St. Simons Island, passed away peacefully Sunday, February 27, 2011, at 
her Magnolia Manor home. She was born September 11, 1907, in Camden, New Jersey, to the late 
Charles George Jessup and Bertha Virginia Platt. She was a homemaker and beloved Mother of two 
children. Julia Buxton had been a resident of St. Simons Island since 1974 and was a former 
resident of Utica, New York. She served as a past regent and was a member of Oneida Chapter, 
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution, Utica, NY, and was also a member of the 
Brunswick Chapter, NSDAR. Mrs. Buxton was a past officer and member of the board of 
management of The Faxton Street Home, Utica, NY. She was also member of Coastal Georgia 
Historical Society, Friends of The Lighthouse Museum, Mozart Society of Glynn County, Cassina 
Garden Club, St. Simons Island Rotary Club Ladies Auxiliary, and the St. Simons Presbyterian 
Church. Survivors include her son, USAF Ret. Lt. Col. Harrison Hall Buxton, II, and wife, Karin, of 
Bandera, TX; a daughter, Virginia J. Buxton, of Alexandria, VA; four grandchildren, Harrison Hall 
Buxton, III, Elizabeth Kleier, Roxane Gill and Endre Buxton; and eight great-grandchildren. She was 
preceded in death by her husband of 67 years, Dr. William B. Buxton. - See more at: 

http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/uticaod/obituary.aspx?n=julia-jessup-buxton&pid=149039483
http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/uticaod/obituary.aspx?n=julia-jessup-buxton&pid=149039483
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http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/uticaod/obituary.aspx?n=julia-jessup-
buxton&pid=149039483#sthash.uoqJdTS6.dpuf 
3680. Captain Everett Eugene DENCKLAU. Signed 3 July 1964. HQ 86 Air Div (Def) APO 12. 

262 
He is listed in the Air Force Register for 1963. 
From http://iagenweb.org/boards/wright/obituaries/index.cgi?read=425873: 
Tacoma News Tribune, Tacoma, Washington, January 27, 2013 
August 23, 1932 --- January 21, 2013 

 
Everett (Denck) E. Dencklau was called home to the Lord on January 21, 2013. He was born to 
William and Emma Dencklau on August 23, 1932, was baptized a child of God on September 18, 
1932, at St. John's Evangelical Lutheran Church in Vincent, Iowa, and was confirmed in the faith on 
April 14, 1946. Denck attended public schools and later earned a bachelor's degree in Aeronautical 
Engineering from Iowa State and was also a member of the Delta Chi fraternity. He later earned a 
masters degree in Management from the University of Southern California. He served his country 
faithfully as a U.S. Air Force fighter pilot and had assignments in the US, Libya, Germany, England 
and Vietnam. He flew 151 missions in Vietnam and his combat decorations included the 
Distinguished Flying Cross and the Air Medal with nine oak clusters. He retired as a lieutenant 
colonel in May, 1978, after 22 years of distinguished service. 
He met his wife Betty in 1954 and married her in June, 1955. Together, Denck and Betty, along with 
their daughter Shelby and son Grant, travelled the world, finally settling in Lakewood in 1973. Even 
after retiring, Denck and Betty loved traveling. Their last journey was to Israel, Egypt, and down the 
Nile River to the Valley of the Kings and Queens in 1999. Denck enjoyed fishing, traveling in his 
motor home, snow skiing, stained glass, golf and cheering on the local sports teams. He was an 
active member of Good Shepherd Lutheran Church in Tacoma for many years. 
He is survived by his wife Betty, daughter Shelby Henderson of Tacoma, son Grant Dencklau 
(Carole) of University Place, grandson Chad, and granddaughter Colby. He is also survived by his 
sister Marie of Gowrie, Iowa. He was preceded in death by his parents and three brothers. 

http://iagenweb.org/boards/wright/obituaries/index.cgi?read=425873
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3681. Captain [later Lieutenant Colonel] Hugh Prichett RUHSAM. Signed 3 July 1964. HQ 
USAFE. 

262 
He is listed in the Air Force Register for 1963. 
According to some websites, his full name was Hugh Pritchett Von Ze Ruhsam. 
From The Evening Tribune, 5 November 1953: 

 
From Tucson Daily Citizen, 21 June 1968: 
'AS GOOD AS ANY' 
Vietnamese Pilots Tough, Capable 
Daily Citizen reporter John Riddick interviews a former Davis-Monthan flier, who by the nature of 
his assignment in Vietnam has come to know the people unusually well. 
By JOHN RIDDICK Citizen Staff Writer SAIGON 
The Vietnamese pilots have earned a good opinion from Hugh P. Ruhsam after nearly a year of 
close association. "They are as good as any when their motivation is high,' said Ruhsam here at Tan 
Son Nhut air base where he is safety adviser at the VNAF (Vietnamese Air Force) headquarters. 
"Their gunnery (bombing and strafing) is particularly outstanding." Ruhsam has had an opportunity 
to know the Vietnamese better than most Americans. A former instructor pilot in the 4453rd 
Combat Crew Training Wing at Davis-Monthan for three years, he came here last July as safety 
adviser to the 23rd VNAF Tactical Fighter Wing at Bien Hoa. And in this capacity he has flown more 
than 100 missions with the Vietnamese squadron which has trained in the F5 Freedom Fighter at 
Williams Air Force Base. Ruhsam moved to the headquarlers job but has continued to fly a couple 
of days a week with the Bien Hoa squadron. In his role as an adviser, Ruhsam has been invited to 
Vietnamese homes, has attended weddings and has become friends with the VNAF pilots. Out of 
this has come some understanding. "You have to appreciate their frustrations," he said. "They've 
been at war for more than 20 years, all their lives in some instances, which gives them a different 
outlook. We're here to end it immediately. For them it's a way of life. "If we were here for the 
duration, many of our altitudes would change too. When they want to do something, they can do it 
as well as anybody. "Most Americans are not quite aware of the Oriental philosophy. They always 
smile -and do as they think best or nothing at all. It may be months or years later before they put 
an idea into effect. "Part of the proof of what they can do came when the 23rd was invited to make 
a fly over for the inauguration parade. Their maintenance was way down and many of the planes 
were out of commission. But, by working night and day, they made the parade. Flight Talk Maj. 
Ruhsam talks Force, Maj. "When you consider that the engine mechanics may have come straight 
out of the rice paddies before they are given these complicated pieces of machinery, you have to 
see they have made a tremendous adjustment." Safety standards are lower than Ruhsam would 
like. But he adds sympathetically, "It's a young air force, much like ours was when I first got in it 
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and our planes were falling out of the skies." Like advisors in other branches of the services, 
Ruhsam saw the Vietnamese pilots walking tall after the Tel offensive where they found they could 
meet the enemy and defeat him. The VNAF pilots have had lots of practice at gunnery, many of 
them having flown 1,000 or more missions. It's an everyday business with them. And yet with all 
this exposure to enemy ground fire, losses are low. This is partly due, said Ruhsam, to the small 
silhouette of the F5 which makes it a hard target at high speeds. A Minnesotan and graduate of the 
Virginia Military Academy (1952), Ruhsam has been in tactical air since he won his wings that same 
year. He'll be going home soon to his wife, Joan, and their three children along with another job 
with the 4453rd. "I'm thinking about eventually retiring in Tucson," he says. "You can't beat 
Arizona." Ruhsam also will be going things over with his counterpart in the Vietnamese Air Force, 
Maj. Vjnh Dat. "They (the allies) can do it," he says. "1 think they've got it made now and another 
year will really show the turning point if we hang on." Ruhsam's counterpart is a graduate of the 
Vietnamese military academy at Dalat and a native of Hue who is not quite so hopeful. "I don't 
think we can win just from the military side," said Maj. Vjnh Dat. "There is a great part of this 
country not under the conlrol of the government. The majority of the Vietnamese people "hate 
Communism," said Dat. But also they would like a government they feel represented them more 
than the one they have. The elections were too much under the control of Ite "powerful" people. 
(Overhearing this remark, Ruhsam said that the incumbent party in a U.S. national election also has 
a great advantage.) "To win the support of the people, the government needs to do more things 
that they want," said Dat who with other Vietnamese is disappointed that the effort to defeat 
corruption is not swifter. The present is a time of confusion, he said. If there is a move through 
diplomacy to make Vietnam in some sense a neutral area, it "must be guaranteed by powerful 
forces." Dat appreciates American help such as that given by Ruhsam. However, he adds, "We 
recognize your help. But we have a complex about foreigners. We want most to do something by 
ourselves." 
From http://www.wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/1974STATE110346_b.html: 

 

http://www.wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/1974STATE110346_b.html
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3682. Pilot Officer [later Flying Officer] John WILLIAMSON (4232042). Signed 17 July 1964. 
No 3 Flight Training School, RAF Leeming, Yorkshire. 

262 
He is mentioned in only three editions of the LG. 
3683. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] Sinclair WINSKILL (4232047). Signed 17 July 
1964. No 3 Flight Training School, RAF Leeming, Yorkshire. 

262 
He is mentioned in several editions of the L ondon Gazette. According to The Times, 2 December 
2007, he attended the memorial service of Air Marshal Professor Lord Garden461 held at St Clement 
Danes, Strand on 1 December 2007. 
3684. Unknown. US Navy. Signed 21 July 1964. RAF Edzell. 

262 
 

                                                 
461 From Wikipedia: Air Marshal Sir Timothy Garden, Baron Garden, KCB, FRAeS, FRUSI, FCGI (23 April 
1944 – 9 August 2007) was a senior commander in the Royal Air Force and later became a university 
professor and a Liberal Democrat politician. Garden gained degrees from both Oxford and Cambridge 
Universities. He was a pilot in the Royal Air Force for 32 years and retired as an Air Marshal. He then 
moved to academia and was Director of Chatham House before moving to university defence research. 
He became an adviser to the Liberal Democrats and was their defence spokesman in the House of Lords. 
He was married to Susan, who was made a life peer as Baroness Garden of Frognal in September 2007. 
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3685. Engineer Sub-Lieutenant Peter Graham BAILEY RN. Signed 29 July 1964. Wardroom 
Mess, RNAS Arbroath, Angus. 

262 
From The Shuttle, Kidderminster, 17 January 2013: 
BAILEY Peter Graham Passed away suddenly at Worcester Royal Hospital on January 2nd 2013 aged 
77 years 
3686. Pilot Officer [later Flying Officer] Alastair Robert CAMERON (207395) . Signed 8 
August 1964. 

262 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3687. Major [later Brigadier] John James Hope SIMPSON CBE (364953) (10 October 1927 – 
7 March 2007). Signed 17 August 1964. 1st Battalion, The Gordon Highlanders. 

262 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 26 February 1979. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Simpson_(British_Army_officer): 
Educated at Queen's Royal College in Trinidad, Simpson enlisted in the Coldstream Guards in May 
1945 and was commissioned into the Gordon Highlanders in 1946. He served in Malaya during the 
Malayan Emergency in the early 1950s, in Cyprus during terrorist campaign EOKA in the late 1950s 
and then commanded a small amphibious team in Borneo during the Indonesia–Malaysia 
confrontation in the early 1960s. He was appointed an Instructor at the Staff College, Camberley in 
1965, Commander of the Royal Brunei Armed Forces in 1969 and Director SAS in 1972. His last 
appointment was in 1975 as Director of the team at the Defence Policy Staff who had responsibility 
for NATO and Europe before he retired in 1979. 
His obituary was published in The Times, 29 March 2007: 
Brigadier John Simpson 
Career soldier who was commended by the Sultan of Brunei for his work on strengthening the 
country’s defence forces. 
When John Simpson first appeared in the spectacular mess dress of the Gordon Highlanders at the 
Joint Services Staff College, an RAF fellow student exclaimed, “Ay, ’tis the Monarch of the Glen,” 
and Simpson appeared not displeased. A tall man of presence, wit and seemingly endless financial 
resources, he was at ease with the great and the good, inside and outside the Army, from an early 
age. 
…. 
The citation for his CBE is file reference WO 373/176/4 in TNA. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Simpson_(British_Army_officer)
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3688. Major Anthony CRAWLEY-BOEVEY MBE. Signed 17 August 1964. HQ Scottish 
Command. 

262 
From http://www.thepeerage.com/p26536.htm: 
Major Anthony Crawley-Boevey was born on 10 January 1921. He was the son of Major Martin 
Crawley-Boevey and Elizabeth Adela Hall. He married, firstly, Cynthia Louise Bagot, daughter of 
William Hugh Neville Bagot and Louise Kauffman, on 22 July 1950. He and Cynthia Louise Bagot 
were divorced in 1957. He married, secondly, Josephine Beryl Kindersley, daughter of Lt.-Col. 
Nathaniel Henry Kindersley, on 17 December 1960. He died on 17 October 1996 at age 75. He was 
educated at Repton School, Repton, Derbyshire, England. He fought in the Second World War. He 
fought in the Palestine Campaign between 1947 and 1948. He gained the rank of Major in the 
service of the 17th/21st Lancers. He fought in the Cyprus Campaign between 1956 and 1958. He 
was Deputy Assistant-Adjutant and Quartermaster-General of the Singapore Military Forces 
between 1961 and 1964. He was invested as a Member, Order of the British Empire (M.B.E.) in 1964. 
He retired from the military in 1969. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crawley-Boevey_baronets: 
The Barrow, later Crawley-Boevey Baronetcy (pronounced "Boovey"), of Highgrove in the County of 
Gloucester, is a title in the Baronetage of Great Britain. It was created on 22 January 1784 for 
Charles Barrow, Member of Parliament for Gloucester, with remainder to Thomas Crawley-Boevey, 
who succeeded as second Baronet. Crawley-Boevey was husband of Ann, granddaughter of 
Thomas Barrow, brother of the first Baronet. His grandfather Thomas Crawley had on inheriting 
Flaxley Abbey in 1726 assumed the additional surname of Boevey. Flaxley Abbey had been 
purchased in 1648 by the merchant, lawyer and philosopher James Boevey (1622–1696) and his 
half-brother William Boevey. The second Baronet was succeeded by his eldest son, the third 
Baronet. He was High Sheriff of Gloucestershire from 1831 to 1832. His grandson (who succeeded 
his father), the fifth Baronet, was High Sheriff of Gloucestershire in 1882. George Crawley-Boevey, 
younger son of the second Baronet, was a Captain in the Royal Navy. 
3689. Unknown. Signed 17 August 1964. The Gordon Highlanders. 

262 
The name looks like G H DAVIS. 
3690. Unknown. Signed 17 August 1964. Royal Engineers, HQ Scottish Command. 

262 
The name looks like W C GREEN. 

http://www.thepeerage.com/p26536.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crawley-Boevey_baronets
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3691. Captain [later Lieutenant-Colonel] Martin George Alan YOUNG (415806). Signed 17 
August 1964. Royal Military Police, Edinburgh. 

262 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 12 November 1978. 
From The Glasgow Herald, 12 April 1978: 
CO’s son (17) dies in Ulster ‘copter crash 

 
3692. D WATSON. Signed 19 September 1964. Station Officer. 113 Milton Terrace, 
Kirkcaldy. 

262 
The surname could be WOLFSON. No trace found. 
3693. Dr & Mrs James William DELANEY. Signed 20 September 1964. ‘Traprain’, 45 The 
Canongate, St Andrews Fife, Scotland. 

263 
The LG, 20 January announced: 
“Order of St John. THE QUEEN has been graciously pleased to sanction the following Promotions 
in, and Appointments to, the Most Venerable Order of the Hospital of St John of Jerusalem. As 
Officer (Brother) Dr James William Delaney.” 
3694. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] David BOLAM LDS (507167). Signed 22 
September 1964. Royal Air Force Hospital, Steamer Point, Aden,, BFPO 69. 

263 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He relinquished his commission on 2 January 1970. 
According to http://www.adenveterans.org.uk/AVA_MembershipPublish-updated2jan4.pdf, he 
served at the Royal Air Force Hospital, Steamer Point from March 1964 to March 1966. 

http://www.adenveterans.org.uk/AVA_MembershipPublish-updated2jan4.pdf
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From 
http://www.raf.mod.uk/PMRAFNS/rafcms/mediafiles/44332D14_5056_A318_A8DA61E4D89E1CB5.p
df: 
I was born in Edinburgh where I started my Orthopaedic Nurse training at the age of 17, then my 
General Training at the Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh. I then moved to Oxford to do Part 1 Midwifery 
spending 2 years at the Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre, Oxford. 
The “Spirit of adventure” took over and I joined the PMRAFNS Serving from December 1964 until 
October 1967. Postings included RAF Hospital, Halton, RAF Hospital, Ely then to Khormaksar Beach 
Hospital (KBH) in Aden. This posting was the highlight of my career. When I arrived in time for the 
Christmas Festivities I was greeted at the gate by an Arab soldier on a camel. After a long delayed 
flight, the last thing that I felt like doing was joining in a party. 
The situation in Aden at that time was very volatile as the British were pulling out. Casualties were 
moved from Steamer Point Hospital to KBH. where a new British wing plus helicopter pad was built. 
As well as nursing British Military personnel we had a male and female Arab ward as we also looked 
after the soldiers and their families from the Arab Protectorate Levi (APL). This could pose problems 
with the security situation that we had. I guess that those of us who served in Aden at that time 
could write a book about our experiences and amusing situations. I attended the local PMUB 
church and enjoyed playing the harmonium for some of the services. One evening, I noticed that 
some of the  
RAF lads were trying to hold back their laughter, the reason for their mirth being that the Ayah 
must have washed my sandals and hadn’t rinsed them, resulting in bubbles flying all over the 
church! 
I met my husband David in Aden where he was serving as a Dental Officer with the RAF at Steamer 
Point Hospital. My final posting was to The Princess Alexandra’s Hospital, Wroughton where I had 
the privilege of taking the Princess round when the hospital was named after her. I had planned to 
do my aeromed training but decided to get married instead. After leaving the PMs I worked as a 
district nursing sister in West Berkshire and now have 2 married daughters and 4 Grandchildren. 
A few years ago I donated cine film of my time in Aden to The Imperial War Museum. This was the 
only movie record that they had of the military operations in Aden. They have my cine camera and 
projector also, which I bought in Aden. 
They also have letters written home to my family recording various events.  
For the past 17 years I have worked as a volunteer for SSAFA Forces Help, Reading, where I was the 
Divisional Secretary for 7 years retiring in July, however, still do some occasional casework and 
publicity. 
When I served in the PMRAFNS, I wish that I had known about SSAFA Forces Help and the role in 
which, we can help serving and ex serving personnel and their families. In the past 2 years we have 
supported 3 families locally who have lost loved ones in the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan. We 
have also provided cookers, carpets, convalescent holidays for our clients of all ages, and helped 
those coming out of the forces to find accommodation, sometimes paying the first month’s rent to 
enable them to apply for jobs. 
…. 
Anne Bolam (Nee Peterkin), Mrs. Tel: 01189 421020. E-mail: anne2008 @btinternet.com 

http://www.raf.mod.uk/PMRAFNS/rafcms/mediafiles/44332D14_5056_A318_A8DA61E4D89E1CB5.pdf
http://www.raf.mod.uk/PMRAFNS/rafcms/mediafiles/44332D14_5056_A318_A8DA61E4D89E1CB5.pdf
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3695. Flight Lieutenant Frederick Arthur BUTCHER (3510760). Signed 23 September 1964. 
No 27 Maintenance Unit, RAF Shawbury, Salop Shropshire. 

263 
From http://www.rafjever.org/sharecurrent.htm#Butcher: 

 
From some of the above links: 

 
Pete Hardy and Fred Butcher inspecting a Vampire at Fassberg in Aug53.  The name on the side 
that they are pointing at is Fg Off G H Heaton. 
VX474, Sqn Letter A-K, arrived 13 May 1953, departed 31 Jul 1953.Flying Accident Cat 4 Radio 
failure; pilot became lost, ran out of fuel and belly landed in field, 4m S of Lubeck. Plt Off F A 
Butcher. Re Cat 5S 5 August 1953. 
As can be seen from the following, he was a test pilot at RAF Shawbury when he signed this book: 

http://www.rafjever.org/sharecurrent.htm%23Butcher
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3696. A V KAVANAGH. Signed 26 September 1964. RVD, Gidea Park, Essex. 

263 
No trace found. 
3697. ? PANIEIDA. Signed 27 November 1964. Yacht Club de Bonifacio, Corsica. 

263 
No trace found. 
3698. Unknown. Signed 1 December 1964. 208 Bawtry Road, Bessacarr, Doncaster. 

263 
 
3699. A STEVENSON. Signed 1 February 1965. 77 Kingston Crescent, Portsmouth. 

263 
No trace found. 
3700. C Martin GREEN. Signed 18 February 1965. Lockside Villa, Durn Road, Portsay. 

263 
As at 22 February 2013, there is a chiropodists named “C Martin Green” in Glenrothes. 
3701. Brian R THOMSON. Signed 18 February 1965. 306 Morrison Drive, Aberdeen, 
Scotland. 

263 
No trace found. 
3702. John G RAMSAY. Signed 18 February 1965. 24 Kepplestone Avenue, Aberdeen, 
Scotland. 

263 
As at 29 Dec 2009, Aileen M. Ramsay was living at 24 Kepplestone Avenue, Aberdeen AB15 7XF. 
192.com states her age as 65+ and lists Mary Ramsay as a former occupant. 
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3703. Later Squadron Leader Robert Hugh Clifford DAVIDSON MA (2619835). Signed 18 
February 1965. “The Ridge”, Pitfodels, Aberdeen. 

263 
According to the LG, he was appointed an Acting Pilot Officer on 18 September 1966; Pilot Officer 
on 15 July 1968; Flying Officer on 15 January 1969; Squadron Leader on 1 January 1979; Specialist 
Aircrew on 28 January 1985; retired on 11 July 1989. 
3704. Alexander MACDONALD. Signed 10 March 1965. 24 Charles Street, Dunblane. 

263 
No trace found. 
3705. Captain Robert Ramsay CRITCHLEY MBE. Signed 16 March 1965. Air Service 
Training, Perth Aerodrome, Perth. 

263 
He served in the RAF as a Flight Lieutenant in 1945. His MBE was announced in the LG, 1 January 
1972. 
His award of the Pike Trophy462 was published in Flight International, 6 November 1976: 

 
From Flight International, 27 April 1972: 

 

                                                 
462 The Pike Trophy is awarded to an individual who has made an outstanding contribution to the 
maintenance of high standards of civil flying instruction and safety, taking into account working 
conditions and opportunities. 
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From Flight International, 16 October 1975:
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From http://ssa.nls.uk/film/T2240: 
Title: PERTH FLYING SCHOOL 
Reference number: T2240 

http://ssa.nls.uk/film/T2240
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Date: 1966 
Report on the only existing commercial flying training school in Scotland at Scone. The school 
trains students from across the world, though usually from Britain and the Commonwealth. 
Title (0.25) ls light aircraft taking off (0.33) ints aircraft, instructor and Bill Tennent in seats ahead, 
intercut with closer shots of controls, and ints. control room (2.23) gvs aircraft landing, and BT 
climbing out (2.49) ms BT to camera (3.16) ls whitewashed control building (3.20) c/u AST Perth 
crest (3.23) Iv Wing Commander Nugent, Principal of the School, he speaks about the origins of the 
school, its students and the cost of training; i/v carries on in v/o over shots of maintenance work in 
hangar, aircraft taking off (7.06) pan over students listening to training tapes in booths- after a 
question has been asked, they tape their reply, before listening to the answer (7.37) iv. tutor in 
"language laboratory" control booth explains the process to BT used to drill candidates in use of 
technical terms, used e.g. in Aviation Law (9.05) ints. tutor and student using Link trainer; iv tutor; 
BT climbs in, close shots as he is tilted by the machine; signs off (11.46) Time Out With Tennent end 
of part one (11.55) counter leader (12.08) Time Out With Tennent part two (12.08) ms BT to camera; 
student pilot James Nalangu? being briefed by chief flying instructor Captain Bob Critchley (12.50) 
ints. Perth airfield control tower; talking head operator, who describes the activity of the airport and 
training of other controllers binoculars on desk (14.35) travelling shot of aircraft taking off (14.45) 
ints. student pilot copes with simulated engine failure, brief intercut with travelling shot aircraft 
over cloud level (15.25) iv businessman Mr Nikki Hirsch, a private license holder (17.03) ints. trainee 
pilot operating controls (17.31) ls from ground and travelling shot from aircraft as it lands on a 
grass runway (17.54) exts. control tower; ints. James walks into room of students after the exercise 
(18.03) talking head James Nalangu? describes his background training as an air traffic controller in 
Nairobi (18.47) iv's other students about how they came to be taking the course and their career 
hopes (22.36) talking head Bob Critchley outlines the requirements of the 52 week course (24.24) 
ecs (25.04). 
3706. Flight Lieutenant [later Squadron Leader] John Stewart-SMITH (584639). Signed 30 
March 1965. HQ Fighter Command. 

263 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He resigned his commission on 18 April 1969. 
From http://www.gremline.com/index_files/page0001.htm: 
The Gremline editorial and management team consists of John Stewart-Smith (Managing and 
Technical Editor) and Barrie Foster (Production Editor). We gratefully acknowledge the expert 
assistance provided by members of the aviation community, both in the contribution of specialist 
material and in the validation of technical articles. 
John Stewart-Smith can demonstrate impressive flying experience, initially as a Royal Air Force pilot 
and subsequently as a civilian pilot flying military aircraft, where responsibilities also included 
selecting, test flying and negotiating contracts for the supply of new aircraft systems. 
John has a long track record as a flight safety specialist. He joined the RAF Air Staff as a senior 
officer and Fighter Command Flight Safety Officer. He instructed at the King Faisal Air Academy of 
the Royal Saudi Arabian Air Force and later established a Flight Safety organisation that covered 
military and civil aviation throughout the United Arab Emirates. He went on to function as Flight 

http://www.gremline.com/index_files/page0001.htm
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Safety Officer for the Royal Naval FRADU unit alongside his role as a civilian pilot flying military 
aircraft on weapons trials. Until 2001 he was a member of the General Aviation Safety Council and 
was editor of their journal ‘The Flight Safety Bulletin‘. John was a founding independent member of 
the GA Confidential Human Incident Reporting Programme CHIRP and still serves on the board. 
Gremline is the result of his conviction that flight safety should be seen as a current and immediate 
concern. 
John was a finalist in the 1998 Royal Aeronautical Society world-wide Aerospace Journalist of the 
Year Awards when The Airbus Industrie nominated him for the Best Safety Submission of the year 
for his article on Wingtip Vortices. The RAeS also awarded him a Certificate for his 'outstanding 
contribution to the understanding of aerospace‘. 
From http://www.fradu-hunters.co.uk/fraduhnt/865xf977.html: 
On 17th March 1981, Hunter F.4 XF977 suffered an engine failure whilst airborne over the Devon 
coast 12 miles SW of Start Point near Hallsands thankfully its pilot John Stewart-Smith was able to 
eject successfully. The aeroplane was destroyed upon impact with the sea. The pilot was picked up 
by the RAF Chivenor SAR helicopter. 
3707. Cadet Jean ANQUETIL. Signed 12 April 1965. 30e ECTT, Reims. 

264 
From http://www.traditions-air.fr/texte/escadre30.htm (translated by Google): 
La 30ème Escadre de Chasse 
The 30th Fighter Wing was established on 1 May 1953 in Tours. Originally Wing Joint training and 
night fighter # 30, will make his appointment as the 30th Fighter Wing night at the end of 1953. 
This entire wing is from the group of night hunting I/31 "Lorraine". The latter, equipped with 
Mosquito and stationed in Rabat Salé, has movement in Tours in 1952 The squadron consists 
primarily of three squadrons. The 1/30 "Loire", the 2/30 "Camargue" and the 3/30 "Lorraine" (the 
"Loire" will not be operational until 1 September 1954). The mission takes place on Meteor NF 11. 
Regarding traditions, 1/30 "Loire" shows those of the C 46 squadron formed in April 1915, the 
"Camargue", those regional air fighter group GARC II/562 created 25 September 1939 and become 
autonomous fighter squadron night 5/13 in 1940, the 3/30 finally shows those of FAFL group 
"Lorraine". 
The 30th Fighter Wing at night becomes the 30th Fighter Wing any time on 1 May 1957 with the 
arrival of Vautour II N; simultaneously, the 2/30 "Camargue" is dissolved. In 1960, the unit 
participated in the transformation of the squadron 2/6 "Normandie Niemen" on Vulture. Between 1 
September 1956 and 30 September 1960, is sponsored by the Air Squadron Light support tool 
EALA 10/72 to Orléansville Algeria. 
In 1961, the squadron left Tours. The 1/30 "Loire" joined Creil where it is integrated to the 10th 
Wing. The rest of the squadron is then move towards Reims. In March 1962, the squadron 2/6 to 
Oran Orange folds and became squadron 2/30 "Normandie Niemen". Vulture units that are 
scattered over the three airbases Orange, Creil and Reims moment. 
The 1/30 "Loire" is finally dissolved in Creil in April 1965 and 2/30 "Normandie Niemen" joined the 
3/30 "Lorraine" (and wing) at Reims in June 1966. In 1973, the 30th Wing receives its first F1 Mirage 
C and after the transformation of its two squadrons and the disappearance of Vulture, it takes its 
current name (30th Fighter Wing). On 1 April 1985, 1/10 "Valois", then Creil, Reims and became 
joined Fighter Squadron 1/30 "Valois". 

http://www.fradu-hunters.co.uk/fraduhnt/865xf977.html
http://www.traditions-air.fr/texte/escadre30.htm
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3708. Cadet Jean BOYER. Signed 12 April 1965. HQ Fighter Command. 

264 
No trace found. 
3709. Lieutenant Gérard MONCET. Signed 12 April 1965. 30e ECTT, Reims. 

264 
From The Lethbridge Herald, 26 August 1954: 
“CLARESHOLM. A young French airforce student pilot Thursday evening topped his class of 
graduates at RCAF Station Claresholm Ukinr two top awards for Course 5315, on the eve of the 
third anniversary of the base's activation. Sub. Lieut. Gerard Moncet, 21 year-old native of Rabat, 
French Morocco, received the awards from Group Commander W. B. Hodgson, DFC, commanding 
officer of the training school. As best pilot, he received the J. C. Fridley Junior Challenge Trophy and 
for placing first in all phases of naming he received the "scroti of Honor". Sub. Lieut. Moncet was 
the 550th student to graduate from Claresholm since It was reopened. Other members of his 
course included cadets of the Canadian and Dutch airforces The Graduation marked the passing 
out of the 20th course of NATO cadets from No. 3 Flying Training School at Claresholm. In 
awarding the trophy, W. C. Hodgson complimented Sub. Lieut. Moncet for "a fine achievement for 
a person who does not speak English naturally." He reminded the cadels that they were being 
trained as "officers and leaders" and told them, "The sole aim of Claresholm is so that this event 
can happen every six weeks. The graduation was marked by an informal gathering or the students, 
their instructors and guests. Station Claresholm was opened during the Second World War as No. 
15 Flying Training School and was engaged in training pilots in the advanced phase of training, 
prior to their receiving wings. Aircraft flown at the base then were twin-engine Ansons, one of the 
workhorses of the RCAF. At the cessation of hostilities in 1945, the station was closed down and lay 
inactive until it was put into use again in the summer of 1951. Then, due to the expanding training 
program of NATO, Station Claresholm was reopened as a training school…” 
3710. Lieutenant Gaston JULIEN. Signed 12 April 1965. 30e ECTT, Reims. 

264 
No trace found. 
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3711. Air Commandant Dame Lena Annette Jean CONAN DOYLE, Lady Bromet DBE AE 
WRAF ADC (21 December 1912–18 November 1997). Signed 13 April 1965. Director 
Women’s Royal Air Force. 

264 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean_Conan_Doyle: 
She was best known as Jean Conan-Doyle. Unlike her father, who was always officially referred to as 
Doyle, Dame Jean was officially gazetted whenever promoted or honoured as Conan-Doyle often 
without the hyphen). 
The second daughter of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and a spirited child, nicknamed "Billy", she was 
described as a tomboy by Houdini, and used to sign herself "Your loving son". On her tenth 
birthday, however, she announced that she had decided to be a girl after all. She then went to her 
Aunt Ida's school, Granville House in Eastbourne, where she took after her mother in her love of 
nature. As a schoolgirl she was a classmate and friend of future film and television actress Anna 
Lee, who was her father's god-daughter. 

 
Sir Arthur and Dame Jean Conan Doyle 
She attended school at Granville House, Eastbourne and went on to serve for thirty years in the 
Women's Auxiliary Air Force (WAAF), where she worked in intelligence during World War II. 
Commissioned a section officer, she was promoted to temporary Flight Officer on 1 February 1942 
and to temporary squadron officer on 1 July 1944. On 19 June 1947, Acting Wing Officer Conan 
Doyle was granted a short-service commission as a Flight Officer in the WAAF, G Branch, with 
seniority from 26 September 1943. Appointed an OBE (Military Division) in the 1948 New Year 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean_Conan_Doyle
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Honours, she was granted a permanent commission as a wing officer in the secretarial branch of 
the renamed Women's Royal Air Force (WRAF) on 1 February 1949. She was promoted to group 
officer on 1 January 1952. On 1 April 1963, she was promoted to air commandant, the highest rank 
in the Women's Royal Air Force. On 29 April of the same year, she was appointed an honorary 
Aide-de-Camp to Queen Elizabeth II, serving until 1966. On 1 June 1963, she became Dame Jean 
Conan Doyle following her appointment as a DBE (Military Division). On 11 May 1966, she retired 
from the WRAF. She gained the additional style Lady Bromet upon marrying Air Vice-Marshal Sir 
Geoffrey Rhodes Bromet (1891 – 1983). Her husband served a term as Lieutenant-Governor of the 
Isle of Man. Sir Geoffrey and Dame Jean had no children. 
After the death of her brother, Adrian Conan Doyle, in 1970, Dame Jean became her father's literary 
executor and the legal copyright holder to some of the rights to the Sherlock Holmes character as 
well as her father's other works. She assiduously defended Sherlock Holmes' character. She and her 
brothers, Adrian and Denis Conan Doyle, Arthur Conan Doyle's children by his second wife (Jean, 
Lady Conan Doyle) inherited the copyrights with the estate when their mother died in 1940. 
Dame Jean said that Sherlock Holmes was the Conan Doyle family curse because of the fighting 
over copyrights. She and the widows of her brothers initially shared control of Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle′s literary trust; however, the women did not get along. Denis Conan Doyle had married a 
Georgian princess known as Princess Nina M'divani and died in 1955. Using a loan from the Royal 
Bank of Scotland, in 1970 Princess Nina bought the estate and established Baskervilles Investments 
Ltd. in the tax haven the Isle of Man. Eventually, when Princess Nina fell dramatically behind on the 
loan, the Royal Bank of Scotland ended up with the rights to Conan Doyle′s works. The bank then 
sold the rights to Lady Etelka Duncan; her daughter administers the Sir Arthur Conan Doyle Literary 
Trust to this day. 
Dame Jean regained the US rights following the passage of the Copyright Act of 1976, although 
some of the Conan Doyle properties remain with the Sir Arthur Conan Doyle Literary Trust, which 
has sued the Doyle heirs. When Warner Brothers made Sherlock Holmes, released in 2010, the 
studio entered in negotiations with both parties. 
At her death at age 84, her will stipulated that any remaining copyrights she owned were to be 
transferred to the Royal National Institute for the Blind. According to a 1990 interview, Dame Jean's 
eyesight was poor from an early age. The National Institute for the Blind sold the rights back to the 
Doyle heirs. (There are now nine surviving Doyle heirs. None are direct descendants, as neither 
Dame Jean nor her brothers had any children.) Sherlock Holmes passed into the public domain in 
the United Kingdom in 1980, and is scheduled to do the same in the United States in 2023. 

 
Air Chief Commandant Dame Jean Conan Doyle by Arthur Mills, 1950s 
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From The Independent, 22 November 1997: 
Obituary: Air Commandant Dame Jean Conan Doyle 
The last direct link with Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, the creator of Sherlock Holmes, has been severed 
with the death of his younger daughter, Jean Conan Doyle. 
She was born in 1912 and spent her youth in Crowborough, Sussex, and in the New Forest. Her 
character was fixed from an early age. "Something very strong and forceful seems to be at the back 
of that wee body. Her will is tremendous," her father wrote of her when she was five. 
"As a rule she sits quiet, aloof, affable, keenly alive to all that passes and yet taking no part in it 
save for some subtle smile or glance. And then suddenly the wonderful grey-blue eyes under the 
long black lashes will gleam like coy diamonds, and such a hearty little chuckle will come from her 
that everyone else is bound to laugh out of sympathy." 
The ringing laugh, the smiling eyes, the good nature, charm, and humour were essential elements 
of her character it was tempered by a strong and narrow moral code and in later years by a steely 
determination to pro- tect the reputation of her father from real and imagined slights. 
Jean, or "Billy" as she was known when young, was educated at Granville House, Eastbourne, and 
her first 17 years were happy ones (despite trouble with her eyesight). She accompanied her father 
on his spiritualist tours to Australia (1920-21) America (1922, 1923) and South Africa (1928-29), and 
was devoted to him. 
After his death in 1930 she remained at home with her mother until 1938 when she joined the 
Auxiliary Service of the RAF. Two years later she was commissioned into the Women's Auxiliary Air 
Force (the predecessor of the Women's Royal Air Force), and saw wartime service at Hawkinge, at 
HQ Fighter Command, HQ No 9 Group at Preston and in Northern Ireland. 
After the war she served in Germany with the British Air Forces of Occupation (for which she was 
appointed OBE), and then moved to the Technical Training Command. She served as Commanding 
Officer of RAF Hawkinge from 1956 to 1959, and on 1 April 1963 became the head of the Women's 
Royal Air Force (the first Director to have risen through the ranks). She was created DBE in 1963 
and was an Honorary ADC to the Queen from 1963 until her retirement in 1966. 
"Tidiness" and "Order" were her catchwords and she was known for her hard work and 
commitment to the job in hand. For many years this stood in the way of close emotional 
attachments in 1965 she married Air Vice-Marshal Sir Geoffrey Bromet, who was 20 years her 
senior, and they had a happy life together until his death in 1983. 
The running of her father's literary estate was left to her brothers, who handled it badly. Denis, the 
eldest, who married "Princess" Nina Mdivani and spent the war years in America, ran up large debts 
and was close to bankruptcy by the time of his death in 1955 - with litigation pending over unpaid 
American tax. 
Adrian, who was dis- missed from the Royal Navy for insubordination and who thereafter devoted 
all his energy to the memory of his father, caused Jean great personal hurt in 1969, a year before 
his death, when a newspaper revealed that he was planning to sell the arch- ives of the Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle Foundation in Switzerland. 
Throughout this period there was continuing and often acrimonious litigation within the family 
over the copyright of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's works and over the ownership and rights to his 
papers. This continued after the expiry of the copyright in 1980 and was only resolved in 1996. 
Jean Bromet (as she remained to her friends after her husband's death) had a close involvement 
with two Service charities, the Royal Star and Garter Home (of which she was a governor for 14 
years, until 1982), and the "Not Forgotten Association" (for which she served as a committee 
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member from 1975 and as President from 1981 to 1991) it was as her father's daughter that she 
was most widely known during her later years and in this capacity she reverted to being Dame Jean 
Conan Doyle. 
An attempt to authorise (and on occasion to ban) pastiches of the Sherlock Holmes stories in 
America was partly successful despite the uncertainties over her copyright claims, and a great deal 
of her time was devoted to answering inquiries and writing about her father. 
A simple gravestone in Minstead churchyard in the New Forest, near the cross which marks the site 
where her mother and father have lain since their re-interment in 1955, already bears her name 
with that of her husband. She had no children and the Conan Doyle line dies with her. 
From http://www.ash-tree.bc.ca/acdsjcd.htm: 
The Arthur Conan Doyle Society 
In Conversation With Dame Jean Conan Doyle by Christopher Roden © 1990, 1997, 2003 
Dame Jean Conan Doyle, the last direct link with Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, died in London on 18 
November 1997, aged 84. In early 1990 I interviewed Dame Jean for ACD—The Journal of the 
Arthur Conan Doyle Society. Our conversation was wide-ranging, and Dame Jean's replies supplied 
many insights into a daughter's relationship with her very famous father. This interview was first 
published in ACD, Volume 1, Number 2 (March 1990).  
I confess that I was a little nervous before my first meeting with Dame Jean Conan Doyle. True, a 
preliminary letter outlining plans for the formation of The Arthur Conan Doyle Society had been 
answered politely and enthusiastically I suspect that Dame Jean, like myself, was wondering what 
would emerge from our meeting. 
What did I know of Dame Jean? Little except that she was the daughter of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, 
the man to whom the new Society was to be dedicated. She had been little more than a girl when 
her father died, had pursued a highly successful career of her own, and was now the guardian of 
ACD's works and reputation. Further, ACD had himself written 'words of warning' when he 
compiled the charming collection of tales of his children,Three of Them, in 1923: 
The boys are but shallow, sparkling pools compared with this little girl with her self-repression and 
dainty aloofness. You know the boys, you never feel that you quite know the girl. Something very 
strong and forceful seems to be at the back of that wee body. Her will is tremendous. Nothing can 
break or even bend it. Only kind guidance and friendly reasoning can mould it. The boys are 
helpless if she has really made up her mind. But this is only when she asserts herself, and those are 
rare occasions. As a rule she sits quiet, aloof, affable, keenly alive to all that passes and yet taking 
no part in it save for some subtle smile or glance. And then suddenly the wonderful grey-blue eyes 
under the long black lashes will gleam like coy diamonds, and such a hearty little chuckle will come 
from her that everyone else is bound to laugh out of sympathy. 
I need not have worried: I was welcomed as an old friend, and we were soon engaged in the most 
stimulating conversation—Dame Jean eager to hear my plans for the Society; myself keen to 
outline those plans and to learn more of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. 
At the outset, Dame Jean had made it clear that she did not wish to interfere, in any way, with the 
Society's activities—and she has kept to her word. It is only natural, of course, that her opinion is 
sought from time to time, and we are honoured to have Dame Jean as an Honorary Member, and 
as an advisor to the Society. 
It is now a year since that first meeting, and I thought that it would be an opportune time to 
interview Dame Jean for the Society's Journal—a chance to capture opinions perhaps not fully 
discussed before, and a chance to obtain her impressions of the work which the Society is trying to 
do. 

http://www.ash-tree.bc.ca/acdsjcd.htm
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The surroundings of Dame Jean's London flat are conducive to talk about Arthur Conan Doyle: a 
large Gates' portrait of Sir Arthur dominates one wall; on another hangs a portrait of Napoleon 
gazing over from St Helena to the guardship on the horizon (this picture, one of ACD's particular 
favourites, used to hang in his billiard room); the bookshelves are full to capacity with his works—
and those of the many who, over the years have contributed to Doylean, and Sherlockian, 
biography. 

CR: Dame Jean, Dr Al Rodin has disputed Sir Arthur's statement that, as a 
medical student, he was 'always one of the ruck—a 60% man at 
examinations'; and, further, that he was far from being the 'failed physician' 
presented in many of the biographies. How do you view the various evidence 
that supports the view that your father, and others, may have underestimated 
his performance? 
JCD: Well, I think it's absolutely splendid that Dr Rodin has carried out so 
much research, and it certainly ties up with what I would have expected of my 
father. I have met the daughter of a former patient of his, and she said that 
her mother and her friends found him the most sympathetic and helpful 

doctor. But, quite apart from that, it is very annoying when biographers and people writing about 
my father refer to him as a 'failed doctor'—there's nothing failed about his medical career. Because 
he had no money (to purchase an existing practice), he had to put a plate in an area where the 
residents doubtless already had their doctors. He had to wait—and create a practice of his own, 
which is not an easy thing to do. But he managed to build up to £300 per year, which in those days 
was not bad! Of course, Dr Rodin has done a lot of research which proves that his knowledge was 
probably beyond that of the average General Practitioner. 
CR: ACD was not destined to see 'active service', although he was, of course, heavily involved in the 
Boer War in a medical role. Instead, he became a war historian. Do you think that he was so bitterly 
disappointed at not being 'on active service'? 
JCD: Oh yes, there's no doubt at all that he was very disappointed that he was the wrong age for 
active service. He believed that it was up to every fit man to take up arms in defence of his country, 
knowing his country to be right, and he had to make second best by using his brain to think up 
such things as founding the Rifle Societies after the Boer War and before The Great War, thus 
encouraging the civilian population to learn how to shoot. Also, there was his great interest in the 
founding of the Volunteer Force, and his warnings about submarine warfare—these were his 
contributions. I know that he felt that this was second best to being a man of action in the military 
sphere. He would have been a very splendid service officer, because he had all the qualities of 
leadership—he would have got the very best out of the people he worked with, and he would have 
felt for them and worked for them, and they would have given him great loyalty. 
CR There is some evidence to suggest that ACD 'idolised' women. Why do you think, therefore, that 
he was so opposed to the suffragette movement? 
JCD: Well, this is rather a tricky one! He undoubtedly thought that women were the superior sex—I 
was certainly brought up to think that I was not inferior in any way to my brothers, that women are 
more refined than men. He would not have opposed the suffragette movement on the score of 
women being unsuitable to have the vote he was an idealist in many ways—very concerned with 
the Divorce Law reform, and he had heard of so many cases of brutality in the home, that he did 
feel that to have a political divergence of opinion between husband and wife would add to all this 
violence. He also felt, and this is where the idealistic side of my father came into it, that women 
would probably, in a happy marriage, influence the husband and that in a way his vote would be 
her vote. But his objection to the suffragettes was that he was so shocked by their violence. He felt 
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that violence was a demeaning feature of human beings and that, while men were brutish in a way, 
women were above such things, and he was very very horrified that women should have stooped 
to violent action. 
CR: Just taking the subject of Divorce Law reform a little further, do you think that your father's 
desire for reform was, in any way, influenced by his own experiences during his first marriage, and 
his relationship with your mother during that period? 
JCD: I don't think his actions were influenced by that because he was happily married, and he 
wouldn't have fought for divorce on the grounds of incompatibility or anything like that. But it did 
give him a great understanding of other people who might be locked into an unhappy marriage, 
and not be able to get a divorce and be able to marry somebody who they really loved. It wasn't 
the same in his own case he was conscious of the suffering of others. He was very very conscious of 
the brutality of some husbands to their wives. On the other side, he also felt that where a wife was, 
say, insane, it was iniquitous that the husband was not free to marry someone he loved. He had a 
great understanding of the possibility of really great love in this world and that it was so wrong 
that people, having made their first vows, couldn't break them under any circumstances 
whatsoever. 
CR: Do you think Sir Arthur would have made a good M.P.? 
JCD: No! He could never have been a Party man. He would have made a superb Independent, 
putting the view that the man in the street would have thought was a humane point of view he 
couldn't have played Party politics—he would have hated that, and it was a very good thing that 
his efforts to get into Parliament failed. 
CR: One of his Parliamentary elections ended in his being defeated by dirty tactics: a leaflet 
distribution which proclaimed his links with the Jesuits. Had he been successful, religion would 
have played a different role because his absolute devotion to the pursuit of Spiritualism in his later 
life would undoubtedly have brought him into conflict with the British electorate. How do you think 
the electorate would have reacted to an M.P. with those Spiritualist beliefs? 
JCD: I think that the Opposition would have made a heyday of the whole thing, and he would have 
been subjected to a lot of ridicule. But I don't think it would really have cropped up, for I think that 
by the time he was convinced about his belief in Spiritualism, he wouldn't have spared the time for 
Parliament, so I don't think it's a situation which could ever have occurred. 
CR: You must have witnessed many of the Spiritualist activities at first hand. What effect did the 
crusade have on a young family which, inevitably, underwent long periods away from home? 
JCD: Well it certainly did have a great effect on us, for we travelled with my father and mother on 
his missions in the cause of Spiritualism. This started when I was aged six, and we went to Australia. 
That was the first time that my father hand mother had broached the subject of Spiritualism with 
me. I remember the day so clearly: it was on board the ship on the voyage to Australia. He 
explained to me that there was no such thing as death—what people called death really meant the 
passing on to another life. So, of course, from then on, I always had this feeling that death didn't 
end all. This was a very nice thing for a child to grow up believing. Later on, of course, when we 
were a little older, the travelling cut across our schooling my father and mother decided that it was 
a better education than staying at school and listening to lectures. 
When we went to South Africa, I was sixteen, rising seventeen, and was just at a crucial stage 
because, although I wasn't involved in examinations (as my eyesight was so bad that I was only 
able to carry through the study of certain subjects, which limited my education, alas), I was in the 
interesting position which one gets at school—being a senior and having responsibilities—so I 
didn't want to go to South Africa. My father always brought us up to make our own decisions, from 
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a very early age, and he wanted me to decide whether I should go or not. I chose not to go, after 
much thought my father then said that this would hurt my mother so very much—because she was 
so devoted to us all—so he asked couldn't I think again? Did I really want to hurt my mother to 
that extent? I, of course, didn't and so I went; and I'm very glad that I did so, because it was one of 
the last years of my father's life, and also I had the most interesting experiences on the trip. 
So yes, Spiritualism did play quite an important part in my childhood. 
CR: We frequently hear it stated that Bignell Wood became something of a Spiritualists' retreat, 
and that the outside world was excluded. To what extent is that true? 
JCD: This is absolute nonsense! Bignell Wood was a birthday present from my father to my mother, 
because they both loved the New Forest so much. The idea of it was that they should both have a 
break from their usual very busy life at Crowborough and in London, and get away and just relax. 
It's true that, once or twice, mediums did come and stay at Bignell Wood that was fairly rare, and 
really our life down there was the fun of seeing our neighbours—it was a most friendly place—
people used to just pop in from breakfast time onwards. It was open house. They'd come in and 
say, 'Oh, we heard from the grocers,' or 'we heard from the postman that you were back', and we 
had a wonderful friendly time in the New Forest. There's nothing more ridiculous than to think it 
was some sort of retreat in which my father held his séances and so on. 
We had a very interesting life at Bignell Wood. My father was very friendly towards the gypsies, and 
used to go off in the forest and talk with them; it was such a wonderful holiday home. Lots of fun. 
So I do hope that people will stop writing such nonsense about Bignell Wood. 
CR: How was Conan Doyle, the man, affected by the ridicule to which he was subjected over the 
affair of the Cottingley Fairies? 
JCD: Well, obviously it's not pleasant to be ridiculed; but he was very well aware that he was laying 
himself open to it, as he was in his mission regarding Spiritualism. This is one of the proudest 
feelings I have when I remember my father: he had such great moral courage. As had men like Sir 
Oliver Lodge and, later on, Lord Dowding: they all knew that the World would ridicule them they 
had the guts to stand by what they believed in. So, as far as my father was concerned, I'm sure he 
thought that it was just too bad if the rest of the world ridiculed him—it was what he believed was 
true. 
CR: Tell me about ACD, the father. 
JCD: I could go on for hours! He was such a wonderful father—there are different stages of course 
in one's relationship. My earliest recollections are when I was a tiny child—about the time of Three 
of Them (if anyone remembers that). I fell into a little river, I suppose it was only a stream really. It 
was down at Bournemouth; I was in a white fur coat, and I remember I lay on my back looking up 
at the sky, and then a large figure appeared and fished me out—it was my father. I suppose that's 
my first memory of him. And then, there were the days he used to come and see us in the Nursery 
and then later on, when we moved from the Nursery into the rest of the house, he became my very 
best friend, and to my brothers their 'elder brother', of whom they were so fond and to whom they 
took all their troubles. They always said that they could discuss anything with their father. Of 
course, we loved our mother dearly but it was quite a different relationship: she loved our father so 
much, and he was the pivot of the household, of course, and he was so supportive. I have visions of 
him when he took me up to join the Brownies, and then when he used to take me to the dentist, 
and visit the school when we had Speech Days, sports, and so on. He always came down with my 
mother—he was never too busy to do those things. So he was a very supportive father, and he was 
such fun. He was always inventing these wonderful games, and he always seemed to have time for 
this. But one of my last memories of him before he became ill was when I was driving my Austin 
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Seven, in a dreadful temper—I'd had a row (not with him), the usual sort of adolescent row, and I 
was driving too fast, and turned the car topsy turvy. I wasn't hurt, and I came home and I 
remember being so frightened that my father would be furious when he knew I'd driven in a 
temper, and brought the accident on myself. But there he was—so kind and reassuring. I was 
treated as suffering from shock. When he died, I knew that life would never be the same again. 
CR: In his somewhat unkind biography, Pearsall dismisses ACD as a 'cultural Philistine'. This is a 
little hard to accept. Have you any particular recollection of ACD's tastes in music and art? 
JCD: His taste in music was very much for popular music. He was not completely unmusical—you'll 
remember that he learnt to play that big brass bass instrument, the Bombardon, when he was in 
Feldkirch; and after that, his next venture into the world of music was singing sea shanties in a 
whaler. But he loved music such as 'Cavalleria Rusticana', 'How beautiful they are, the Lordly ones', 
'Samson and Delilah', some opera—he loved that sort of music, well-known music, hundred best 
tunes music. I don't think that he appreciated Bach or music like that. 
When it came to art, he had a great appreciation of the Old Masters and was particularly interested 
in the context of history. He didn't approve of the Impressionists—how many experts in art in those 
days approved of the Impressionists? It seems incredible to me that anyone could have 
disapproved they did, and he was one of them. All of this doesn't mean that he was a Philistine—he 
wasn't an expert in Arts other than Literature he was so well read and could remember what he 
read, and he lived a very full life—you can't be deeply interested in everything. 
CR: Your own distaste for pastiche is no secret. I believe, however, that it is fair to say that the 
majority of Sherlockians look on pastiche as a means of 'reading the latest news' of their heroes—
heroes which your father created. At various times, ACD himself also enjoyed the efforts of others 
to bring Holmes to the printed page—notably J.M. Barrie and John Kendrick Bangs. Does your view 
of pastiche in any way moderate with the entry on the scene of such a distinguished author as 
Anthony Burgess, with his 'Murder to Music'? 
JCD: No, I don't think it moderates at all. I think that Anthony Burgess's pastiche comes in the same 
category as Barrie's, except that Barrie's was a parody, not a pastiche. I haven't read Burgess's story 
yet it's a compliment when a very well known, established author troubles to spend his time writing 
a pastiche on another author, who must surely be of considerable standing to justify a pastiche. But 
my real objection to pastiche is that they are usually written by very average writers, and I do think 
that a good writer would create his own characters; and one does feel that some of the pastiches 
that have been written would never have been published if they hadn't had the name Sherlock 
Holmes attached to them. I think it very wrong that writers should come along later on and write 
new stories about an established character because, gradually, little differences occur; little 
distortions of the original character, and to say that Sherlockians are eager for more stories about 
their heroes, shows that they have a very sort of greedy attitude—they ought to be protecting their 
hero from other peoples' taking advantage of the original creation. 
How confusing it must be to someone who has not read one of the original Holmes stories, to first 
come across him in pastiche—it creates a totally false impression and could, possibly, deter that 
person from reading any of the originals. I just think that it's a very poor thing to do. I can't 
imagine that any of the really serious authors, such as Burgess, would ever consider writing any 
more than one short pastiche, which is no more than a literary exercise. 
CR: Much of the existing biography of ACD is regarded, in one way or another, as being unfair or 
incomplete. One wonders whether a 'definitive' biography is every truly desirable, as it takes away 
the 'chance discovery' of fresh insights. But any truly new work is hampered by lack of access to the 
family's papers. Whilst recognising that those papers which remain are private family documents, I 
believe that the Society's members would appreciate knowing the current situation. 
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JCD: I hope that no one will attempt another biography until the papers are available to be studied 
by the author, because there's always the fear that people will want to produce something that's 
new and, therefore, sometimes they imagine things that are not, in fact, the truth. Far better to wait 
and see the papers. Personally, I hope that the papers will be free to be consulted when I can't say. 
The trouble is that they are part of the controversy over a law suit which has been going on now 
since the early seventies. It was very nearly resolved a couple of years ago just at the time the 
agreement would have been signed, my former sister-in-law, Nina Mdivani, died, and this, of 
course, put things back again. One waits and hopes that the Trustees of my father's estate will take 
steps to end this law suit, and bring it to a satisfactory conclusion by agreement of all parties—but 
I can't say when. I find it extremely depressing that it has gone on so long. The longer it goes on, 
the harder it is for me, because it will involve me in a lot of work when once the papers are free. 
One gets older, and less able to take on things which are rather a strain on one's physique. 
CR: Is it conceivable that, once matters are resolved, the remaining papers could be donated to 
form the basis of a National ACD collection? 
JCD: So much depends on whether there is a proper collection in existence somewhere where it will 
be quite safe for the papers to be left, knowing that the Collection would be safe forever. Of 
course, the papers belong to one of my sisters-in-law, Anna Conan Doyle, and myself. We have to 
agree on who owns what, and it would be up to her to decide where her share should go. But I 
know that I, myself, would want to make quite sure that the papers are able to be referred to by 
people studying my father's life. I hope they will remain in this country. 
CR: There are reports, especially through various Sherlockian journals and book dealers, that there 
has been an increasing awareness of ACD's non-Sherlockian works of late. No doubt you would 
share the view that this is highly encouraging. What would you say to someone embarking on the 
non-Sherlockian works for the first time? 
JCD: Well, of course, it entirely depends on the person. If I was talking to someone who was an 
action man, or someone like myself who was a service woman, I might suggest the Brigadier Gerard 
stories. On the other hand, if it were one of my young relatives, I'd suggest The Lost World. Then for 
some of my older friends, I would very strongly recommend them to read Through the Magic Door, 
which is one of the books that I should most like to re-read. I'm pretty certain that they would 
never have read it, and I think that, at a time of life when they may have more time to explore new 
intellectual worlds, they would find it a most interesting introduction to literature. The White 
Company and Sir Nigel, I do realise, have dated—the style has dated just as the great Sir Walter 
Scott's style has dated. It doesn't mean that they're not well worth reading. They are. But I don't 
think it would be a good introduction to my father's works. To the young, fifteen year olds and so 
on, I should have thought Rodney Stone would have great appeal. But really my father wrote so 
many books on a variety of different subjects, one would just have to tailor it to the individual. 
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The author's rather special copy of Three of Them 
3712. Lieutenant Roger LISSMANN. Signed 16 April 1965. 30e ECTT, Reims. 

264 
No trace found. 
3713. Lieutenant Gilbert DRARER. Signed 16 April 1965. 30e ECTT, Reims. 

264 
No trace found. 
3714. Alphonse DOUDIET. Signed 17 October 1967 (sic). Van Gogh Cottage, Glasgow. 

264 
No trace found. 
3715. Frank DAWES. Signed 24 April 1965. The Sun, London. 

264 
From http://www.glyphs.com/forums/load/paradise/msg1111080627687.html?87: 
I have just finished a non-fiction called Not in Front of the Servants:Domestic service in England 
1850-1939 by Frank Dawes. A fairly short read but packed with information from people who 
actually were in service during this time period. 

http://www.glyphs.com/forums/load/paradise/msg1111080627687.html?87
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Dawes is a London journalist and he has pulled together a brief collection of interviews and letters 
about live in domestic service, whether as an employer of those who were servants or as a servant 
in one of its many hierarchies. 
Dawes covers everything from how scratchy and expensive it was to wear and keep a uniform in 
tip-top shape, to how long the day was for many servants and how young and miserable some of 
the youngest ones were. It's a far call from life today really it's not that long ago if you think about. 
Servants were still around (although in diminished numbers) right up to the beginning of WWII 
once that had come and gone, women young and old realized that there were other better (and 
easier) choices to earn a living. 
However, that is not to say that it was all doom and gloom and red raw hands from scrubbing the 
floors (although it was a lot of that). Dawes reports that servants still could have fun on occasion 
(when they were not too tired from carrying great big coal scuttles up five sets of stairs). 
An interesting look at times past not too sanitized with the flurry of nostalgia. Life as a servant 
could be very hard, very tiring and with little reward. But when a young girl (or her parents) were 
faced with the alternatives (workhouse or perhaps being on the streets), being a scullery maid 
meant a roof over your head and three meals a day which was sometimes more than they had at 
home. 
This book reminded me of the BBC production of the Edwardian house when a group of twenty-
first century people signed up to live for several months in a set up identical to that of how a 
wealthy Edwardian family would live. There was the Upstairs family (i.e. the home owners) who, of 
course, loved their roles and had no trouble staying or keeping their roles going. Then at the 
bottom of the hierarchy was the scullery maid, again a 21st century young woman, who *hated* 
every minute of it as she spent hours with her hands in greasy cool water washing pots and pans. 
However, in this scenario, everyone was just roleplaying and was free at any time to resign and 
return to their comfortable modern lives. This was not a choice available to most servants, so it 
makes it even more interesting to me. How bad did it have to get before you resign as a scullery or 
parlour maid if that your real life? 
Another point that was interesting was the house owners (the rich Upstairs family) rationalized their 
judgemental manner by believing that this was the way it was supposed to be, and by using 
particular quotations from the Bible (very religious were the Victorians) to justify it. Servants 
wanted to be servants - they wouldn't know how to be any other way (which, of course, is a load of 
clap trap). This could be argued to be similar in some ways as to how people justified slavery, I 
suppose. (A different kind of indentured life.) 
A thoughtful book about life above and below the stairs during the Victorian and Edwardian times. 
3716. Squadron Leader Desmond Guy BICKFORD-SMITH (146713). Signed 3 May 1965. 
HQ Fighter Command. 

264 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 1 June 1967. 
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From The Edward Alleyn Magazine, No 208, Vol 29, March 1941: 

 

 

 

 
3717. Wing Commander Gerald (“Jerry”) TATE OBE DFC (129978). Signed 3 May 1965. HQ 
Fighter Command. 

264 
His DFC was announced in the LG, 19 November 1943: 
Flying Officer Gerald TATE (129978), Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve, No. 600 Squadron. 
“As pilot and observer respectively, Flying Officers Newhouse and Tate have undertaken many 
sorties at night during which they have destroyed 5 enemy aircraft. They have displayed 
exceptional skill and keenness, setting an example of a high order.” 
His OBE was announced in the LG, 1 June 1953. 
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From http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/1030003319: 
Private Papers of Wing Commander G Tate OBE DFC 
Observer's and Air Gunner's Flying Log Book, August 1941 - August 1947, in which he records his 
training as a radio/radar operator at the School of Radio Training, 540TU August - October 1941, 
service with No 68 Squadron, RAF Fighter Command at RAF High Errall flying night fighter 
operations in Beaufighters, December 1941 - January 1943 and with No 600 Squadron, RAF in night 
fighter operations over North Africa, Sicily, and Salerno, April - October 1943, during which he took 
part in the destruction of seven enemy aircraft; together with ms notebook (45pp) continuing 
officers training notes on administrative procedures. 
From http://600squadronassociation.com/uploads/The_Right_of_The_Line_December_2010_-
_Postal_Version.pdf: 

 
Most of the faces I remember but the names are gone. Centrally, second row is Paddy Greene, on 
his left Banger Roberts. On Paddy’s right, Desmond Hughes later AVM DSO DFC etc, next Joe Harris 
& Geoff, who like me joined from 68 Sqn. The next, Alan Owen. He, like all the other NCO’s is bare 
headed. I in fact am the only Officer unaddressed. Next to Alan is Bill Armstrong. I am standing 
behind Bill’s right shoulder – Hat less. To my left and slightly behind is Zult McNulty who flew with 
Donald Paton (3x DFCs), died 2004. Other notable characters are Peter Bates (5th from R in second 
row), inevitably known as “Master”. 2 places to his right, Barry “Ace”Downing who made his name 
and an instant DFM by shooting down 5x Junkers 52 around dawn off of Sardinia. He went on to 
get a DFC and sadly died about 10 years ago. His “oppo”, Johnny Lloyd was drowned after bailing 
out off Anzio. 2 places to my left is Jerry Tate who also got the DFC as oppo to Norman Poole. 
Next to his left is Jack Waddel who flew with me when Mullaley, my oppo for two years was posted. 
The 4 engined Italian Bomber mentioned was a Piagio 108, the enemy’s only 4 engine job. The 
Italians had a very limited production and as fast as they came into service, 600 shot them down.  
Eric “Butch” Raybould 

http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/1030003319
http://600squadronassociation.com/uploads/The_Right_of_The_Line_December_2010_-_Postal_Version.pdf
http://600squadronassociation.com/uploads/The_Right_of_The_Line_December_2010_-_Postal_Version.pdf
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3718. Wing Commander [later Group Captain] Walter John IVES CBE (135141). Signed 4 
May 1965. HQ Fighter Command. 

264 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. His CBE was announced in the LG, 1 January 1973. 
3719. Flight Lieutenant (Retired) John Robert PALMER (197301). Signed 4 May 1965. HQ 
Fighter Command. 

264 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 10 April 1959. 
3720. Squadron Leader Edward Luke HORSFALL (53271). Signed 4 May 1965. No 1 Air 
Control Centre. 

264 
He is mentioned in several editions of the L ondon Gazette. 
From http://www.espn.co.uk/england/rugby/player/5143.html: 
Full name:  Edward Luke Horsfall 
Born:   August 11, 1917, Huddersfield 
Died:   1981, Bracknell (aged 63 years days) 
Major teams:  England 
Position: Flanker 
From http://www.rafweb.org/1ACC.htm: 
No.1 Air Control Centre (1ACC) began life as No.9 Signals Unit (9SU), which formed at RAF 
Rattlesden, Suffolk on 1 Nov 1964, comprising a US-manufactured AN/TPS-34 air transportable 3-D 
radar and associated equipment, to function as an Air Control Centre for redeployment overseas, 
primarily to the Near East Air Force. The establishment provided for both fighter and SAM 
controllers. 
The title of the Unit was officially changed from ‘No.9 Signals Unit’ to ‘No.1 Air Control Centre’ with 
effect 9 Sep 1965. September also saw the Unit’s first overseas deployment, to RAF El Adem, Libya 
on Ex DAZZLE, a biannual inter-service exercise sponsored by the Chiefs of Staff Committee West 
of Suez. On 1 November 1965, Full Operational Capability (FOC) for 1ACC was declared which, 
coupled with the lessons of recent exercises and the recuperation afforded by the Unit standdown, 
was about to be put to the test in Zambia during a period of heightened tension with Rhodesia. 

http://www.espn.co.uk/england/rugby/player/5143.html
http://www.rafweb.org/1ACC.htm
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On 2 Dec 1965, the 1ACC advance party flew to Nairobi, Kenya and then on to Lusaka, Zambia on 3 
Dec, when the Unit equipment also started to arrive. It was then moved to a suitable site on Lusaka 
airfield, with surveillance operations commencing on 8 Dec. On 9 Dec, 4 Javelins from 29Sqn 
arrived at Lusaka from Kenya, with 2 aircraft immediately put on state, one at 10 minutes and the 
other at 30 minutes. Following Rhodesia’s Unilateral Declaration of Independence (UDI), on 20 Dec 
oil sanctions were imposed, and as a retaliatory measure Rhodesia cut off the normal flow of oil to 
Zambia. While few intercepts occurred, QRA activity kept the pace of operations busy until the 
withdrawal of the RAF force in early Sep 1966. 
In early 1967, 1ACC relocated to RAF Wattisham, Suffolk, where it took over the site of the old 
"Anglia Radar" in 1967 and was forever known by Wattisham personnel as "Anglia site". In the 
following years, in addition to exercises both in the UK and abroad, numerous radar deployments 
utilising UPS-1 and Marconi S259 2D radars as gap-fillers were conducted to permanent ADGE 
radar sites along the east coast and to Malta and Cyprus, though a full unit operational deployment 
did not occur. This was partly due to the logistic burden which the newly-introduced 
GL161/TINSMITH Automatic Data Processing data handling, tracking and intercept calculation and 
display equipment brought, making deployment by air virtually prohibitive. As an example for Ex 
CRAYON at Paramali, Cyprus in Apr 1968, 23 C130 Hercules aircraft were required to airlift the 
Unit’s equipment and 166 personnel. Full deployments of 1ACC occurred in summer 1972 to RAF 
Leuchars in Scotland and summer 1973 to Predannack in Cornwall. On both occasions the 
complete unit including ANTPS 34 radar, GL161/TINSMITH equipment and all personnel was 
moved using Hercules and Belfast aircraft. On 6 May 1977, 1ACC personnel deployed on Op 
DOCKER, forming No.1 Mobile Radar Unit (Germany) (1MRU(G)) along with British Army personnel, 
utilising AD11 and AD12 radars. Operations ceased on 15 Oct, and the final detachment of 1ACC 
personnel returned to Wattisham on 31 Oct 1977. 
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A series of photos taken to show the replacement of one of the panels protecting the AN/TPS-34 
Sperry 3-d Radar, at RAF Wattisham in 1976 
Photos Crown Copyright© courtesy Tony Charters 

In Jun 1979, 1ACC took up residence at the Chemical Defence Establishment Nancekuke, Cornwall; 
reactivated as RAF Portreath on 1 Oct 1980. At the same time as the Unit arrived, a Marconi Type 
88/89 Mk2 radar convoy was received, and integrated into the GL161 COMPACT system. The Unit’s 
remaining deployable S259 radar was despatched to Ascension Island in May 1982 to provide Air 
Defence early warning during the Falklands War, and on 24 Sep 1882 the title of No.1 Air Control 
Centre was changed to RAF Portreath. 
On 1 Apr 1995, 1ACC was reformed at RAF Boulmer in Northumberland to fill the role of the Royal 
Air Force’s deployable radar and tactical Air C2element. Originally equipped with a Type 99 
(AN/TPS-43) radar ‘liberated’ from the Argentinians in 1982, and Boulmer’s Type 93, the unit 
quickly reacquainted itself with the disciplines required for deployed air operations. In 1997, 1 ACC 
became the first customer for the Type 101 radar, which marked a quantum leap in performance 
over the Type 99: the unit now operates two such systems. During Dec 2002, 1ACC received the 
Thales-produced Tactical Air Control Centre (TACC), a system that has greatly enhanced 1ACC’s 
deployment and Battle Management capabilities. No.1 ACC now provides a tactical Air C2 capability 
that enables sustained 24-hour weapons control and air surveillance across a given operating area 
utilising radar and datalink information. Having previously deployed to Cyprus, from May 2003 to 
Jan 2004, 1ACC was forward-deployed to the US-operated air base at Tallil in Iraq in support of Op 
TELIC, before rebasing to RAF Kirton-in-Lindsey in Lincolnshire in early 2005. Following a 12 month 
period declared to the NATO Response Force, elements of 1ACC were deployed to Camp Bastion in 
Helmand Province, Afghanistan in late 2006, where they currently provide air surveillance and 
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control capabilities across the south of the country in support of Op HERRICK and NATO’s 
International Security Assistance Force (ISAF). 
Officers Commanding No.9 Signals Unit & No.1 Air Control Centre 
No.9 Signals Unit 1964 - 1965 
Sqn Ldr E L Horsfall   1 Nov 1964 – 28 Feb 1965 
Wg Cdr J G Cooper OBE DFC  1 Mar 1965 - 12 Apr 1965 
Sqn Ldr E L Horsfall   13 Apr 1965 – 23 May 1965 
Wg Cdr L S Marlowe OBE  24 May 1965 – 8 Sep 1965 
No.1 Air Control Centre 1965 - 1982 
Wg Cdr L S Marlow OBE  9 Sep 1965 – 6 Nov 1967 
Wg Cdr E R Lacey DSO OBE  7 Nov 1967 – 22 Dec 1769 
Wg Cdr J F L Cowe   23 Dec1969 – 11 Feb1972 
Wg Cdr R G Sparkes MBE DFC 12 Feb 1972 – 3 Nov 1974 
Sqn Ldr K H R Jones DFC  4 Nov 1974 – 5 Jan 1975 
Wg Cdr E R Lacey DSO OBE  6 Jan 1975 – 19 Jun 1975 
Sqn Ldr K H R Jones DFC  20 Jun 1975 – 5 Dec 1977 
Sqn Ldr W Hill    6 Dec 1977 – 5 Jan 1978 
Flt Lt S P Ivory BSC   6 Jan 1978 – 26 Mar 1979 
Flt Lt D St J Chapman   27 Mar 1979 – 30 Jul1979 
Sqn Ldr J J Walpole   31 Jul 1979 – 30 Apr 1981 
Sqn Ldr R J Livingston   1 May 1981 – 23 Sep 1982 
No.1 Air Control Centre 1995 – present 
Wg Cdr E A Harris   1 Apr 1995 – 13 Jun 1996 
Wg Cdr N J Gordon   14 Jun1996 – 17 Jan 1999 
Wg Cdr M Greatorex   18 Jan 1999 – 18 Aug 2000 
Wg Cdr M K Crayford   19 Aug 2000 – 19 Jul2002 
Wg Cdr R W Jones   19 Aug 2002 – 16 Aug 2004 
Wg Cdr G S Ware   17 Aug 2004 – 28 Jan 2007 
Wg Cdr N A Dewar   29 Jan 2007 - 12 Dec 2008 
Wg Cdr M A Presley   5 Jan 2009 - 
3721. Wing Commander [later Air Commodore] Arthur John Baskett CLEMENTS C Eng FIEE 
Dip El FIMgt (56996). Signed 4 May 1965. HQ Fighter Command. 

264 
He is mentioned in several editions of the L ondon Gazette. 
He wrote an autobiography, Electronic Airborne Goldfish, Paterchurch Publications, 2001: 
“Air Commodore Clements joined the RAF in 1937 at the age of 15 as an aircraft apprentice and 
was trained as an Wireless Operator-Mechanic. In 1940 with other apprentices, he was posted to 
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join a small group of scientists and technicians at RAF St Athan who were just completing the 
development of the first operational airborne radar equipment. 
In the summer of 1940 he flew on convoy patrols ina Sunderland flying boat as the Radar 
Operator.” 
From http://www.raflaa.org.uk/NLNov01.PDF: 

 
3722. Flight Lieutenant Sylvester James MORETON (538593). Signed 17 May 1965. Royal 
Air Force Boulmer. 

265 
He is mentioned in several editions of the L ondon Gazette. 
3723. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Edward Guy Nicol CAPPUCCITTI AMBIM 
(201858). Signed 17 May 1965. Royal Air Force Boulmer. 

265 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 24 March 1966. The LG, 16 June 1989 
announced: 
“The QUEEN has been graciously pleased to sanction the following Promotions and Appointments 
to The Most Venerable Order of the Hospital of St. John of Jerusalem. As Serving Brother: Wing 
Commander Edward Guy Nicol Cappuccitti.” 
From http://www.gravestonephotos.com/public/findfamily.php?name=Cappuccitti&scrwidth=1600: 

 

http://www.raflaa.org.uk/NLNov01.PDF
http://www.gravestonephotos.com/public/findfamily.php?name=Cappuccitti&scrwidth=1600
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3724. Flight Lieutenant Ronald Christopher SHEPHERD DFC (50949). Signed 17 May 1965. 
Royal Air Force Boulmer. 

265 
The Air Force List for Spring 1965 lists three Flight Lieutenants named R Shepherd only Ronald 
Christopher SHEPHERD (50949) was in the General Duties (Ground) Branch (with S J MORETON and 
E G N CAPPUCCITTI, both of whom also signed this book on 17 May 1965). He retired on 27 April 
1974. 
His DFC, whist a Pilot Officer with No 57 Squadron, was announced in the LG, 14 May 1943. 
3725. Unknown. RNoAF. Signed 12 October 1965. Officer Commanding Andøya Air 
Station, Norway. 

265 
 
3726. Major H MOE RNoAF. Signed 12 October 1965. Royal Air Force, Boulmer. 

265 
No trace found. 
3727. Pilot Officer [later Squadron Leader] Paul Leon MORS (507895). Signed 3 January 
1966. Manchester University Air Squadron. 

265 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3728. Pilot Officer [later Flight Lieutenant] David Michael HANDLEY (507904). Signed 3 
January 1966. Manchester University Air Squadron. 

265 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
3729. Unknown. Signed 26 January 1966. Royal Air Force Cinema Corporation. 

265 
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3730. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] David John PUGH MA DCAe (609013). 
Signed 15 February 1966. HQ Fighter Command. 

265 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://www.74squadron.org.uk/Photo_Lightning.htm: 

 
No 74 Squadron as at January 1969 - too many to name other than JEngO Fit Lt Tony Saw (extreme 
left) and SEngO Sqn Ldr David Pugh (extreme right) 

http://www.74squadron.org.uk/Photo_Lightning.htm
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3731. Flight Lieutenant Frederick James MAYCOCK (3130444). Signed 28 February 1966. 
HQ 18 Group. 

265 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 22 May 1971. 
From http://www.rafjever.org/sharecurrentk.htm: 

 
“To say that the Christmas 1953 dinner served to us in our own Mess was more than adequate was 
an understatement in itself. I had soup followed by the main course served on a large plate laden 
with a full turkey leg and some breast, sausages, stuffing, and a range of vegetables, with gravy and 
sauces served from jugs on the table. Afterwards Christmas pudding and cheese and biscuits were 
available. All was accompanied by appropriate wines. Neither I nor anybody else that day could eat 
everything put before us many of us tried. Some, regrettably made themselves almost ill in the 
attempt. Uniforms were loosened to make room to little effect. Sated, almost to a man, we 
staggered away back to our rooms to sleep it off. Almost no-one turned up for afternoon tea most 
managed a light dinner. Soon afterwards, Fred Maycock, an able pianist from 4 Squadron, was 
thumping out popular song tunes on the minstrel gallery piano. It was an admirable performance 
peppered with one or two risqué ditties. Drink was flowing again, and Officers and their wives from 
the married patch came and joined us for an extremely convivial evening to Fred's 
accompaniment.” 

http://www.rafjever.org/sharecurrentk.htm
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4 Sqn pilot pyramid taken outside Admin Offices in Hangar 1 - Pre-Sylt May1956. Top: CO Sqn Ldr 
Ray Chapman. 2nd Row: Brian Iles; John Sutton. 3rd Row: Les Swart; Chas Boyack; Pete Smith; Bert 
Sanders. 4th Row: Fred Maycock; Alan Armitage; Brian Watson; Tony Pearce; Ian Madelin. Bottom 
row: Mitch Shearer; Dennis Tann; Chris Cross; Ian Carr; Fred Dawson; Bob Daniels. 
From http://www.fourfax.co.uk/history/sqn-personalities-53-55: 
No. 4 Squadron at RAF JEVER during the period July 1953 to November 1955 
Commanding officers 
Sqn. Ldr. PGK Williamson: Posted WEST RAYNHAM 8-53 Sqn. Ldr. Peter W. Gilpin 
A Flight 
Flt Lt. Geoff G Lee: Posted CFS 11-53 Flt.Lt. John McN Wallace: Posted 10-54 Flt.Lt. Sam D’Arcy: 
Posted ETPS 12-54 Flt. Lt. Brian Iles Fg. Off. Ernie Lack: Posted bomber command 9-53 Fg. Off. 
Snowy Ewens: Posted 11-55 to Gunnery School? Killed on asymmetric practice in a Meteor T7 
sometime 1956. Fg.Off. Bob Molden: Posted CFS 3-55. Killed 4-55 Provest; wing snapped? Fg. Off. 
Danby Laycock: Posted Bristol Recruiting Office 3-55 Fg. Off. Les Bradley: from Ashington area I 
think Fg. Off. Bill Simms Fg. Off. Ginger Friend: think had plans for HM Customs & Excise Fg. Off. 
Roy Williams: Posted to B?ckeburg PHU 4-55; SYLT 5-55 Sgt. Plt. Bill ‘Ted’ Williams: Badly smashed 
up at SYLT by a VW on peri track. Hospitalised for about six months. Came back to Sqn. after we 
had converted to Hunter Mk 4 which was not happy on elevator after 350 knots or so without 
using trimmer. Beat up the caravan at OLDENBURG and did not recover from dive, 23-10-55. 
(WV271 which I had left there having gone u/s on a diversion the previous Friday evening. Was told 
to get back by road PDQ as was OO for weekend.) Flt. Lt. Brian Watson: Ex CRANWELL Plt. Off. 
Derek Stacey: Ex CRANWELL. Crashed into wood in FASSBURG area, out of bottom of large cunim 

http://www.fourfax.co.uk/history/sqn-personalities-53-55
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on low level X-Cty. Vampire 5 Fg. Off. Fred Maycock: Pianist extraordinaire and artist impressionist. 
He and I were messing with his super radio and picked up the first Comet 1 crash search aircraft. 
Fg. Off. Pete Langstone Fg. Off. Alan Armitage Plt.Off. Michael Shearer (well known name at 
Newcastle!). 
3732. Carrie STUBBS. Signed 5 March 1966. Leicester University. 

265 
No trace found. 
3733. Group Captain Charles Alexander BALL (21232). Signed 10 March 1966. HQ Fighter 
Command. 

265 
He also signed this book on 1 August 1966. 
According to Air of Authority, he was Commanding Officer of RAF Henlow from 18 September 
1961 to 7 November 1962. 
From the LG, 5 December 1967: 

 
From the LG, 18 March 1969: 

 
3734. David Clydesdale D'ARCY BEM (55753). Signed 14 March 1966. HQ Fighter 
Command. 

265 
He also signed this book on 20 April 1964. 
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3735. Flight Lieutenant Alexander Mackenzie HAY (132488). Signed 16 March 1966. HQ 
Fighter Command. 

265 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 16 November 1966, retaining the rank 
of Squadron Leader. 
3736. Wing Commander Duncan MACIVER (167089). Signed 15 March 1966. HQ Fighter 
Command. 

265 
From http://forum.keypublishing.com/archive/index.php/t-114404.html: 
LG, January 1945 - February 1972 
RAF VOLUNTEER RESERVE. GENERAL DUTIES BRANCH. Appointment to commission. As Plt. Offs. 
on prob. (emergency): 3rd Nov. 1944. Leading Aircraftman 1822668 Duncan MACIVER (167089). 
RAF VOLUNTEER RESERVE. GENERAL DUTIES BRANCH. Confirmation and promotion. Plt. Offs. 
(prob.) confmd. in appts. and to be FLG,Offs. (war subs.): 3rd May 1945. D MACIVER (167089). 
Air Ministry, 21st September, 1948. ROYAL AIR FORCE. GENERAL DUTIES BRANCH. Appointment to 
commission. As Flight Lieutenants (permanent): Duncan MACIVER (167089). 
ROYAL AIR FORCE. GENERAL DUTIES BRANCH. Squadron Leader to Wing Commander: 1st July 
1962 D. MacIver (167089). 
ROYAL AIR FORCE. GENERAL DUTIES BRANCH. Retirement. Wing Commander D. MacIver (167089) 
(at own request). 29th Jan. 1972. 
3737. Air Vice-Marshal Robert Norman (“Pinpoint”) BATESON CB DSO* DFC (10 June 
1912–6 March 1986). Signed 10 May 1966. Senior Air Staff Officer & Air Officer 
Commanding HQ Fighter Command. 

266 
He also signed this book on 19 March 1964. 
3738. Air Commodore Francis Victor MACLAINE MB BCh MiD (23333). Signed 18 May 
1966. PMO, HQ Fighter Command. 

266 
His Mentioned in Despatches was published in the British Medical Journal, 19 January 1946. 
From http://announcements.telegraph.co.uk/deaths/93443/maclaine: 
“Wyn Naclaine. On 23rd January 2010, aged 94, peacefully after a short illness. Widow of Air Cmdr 
Frank Maclaine and much loved mother of Anthony, Peter and Jolyon, grandmother and great 

http://forum.keypublishing.com/archive/index.php/t-114404.html
http://announcements.telegraph.co.uk/deaths/93443/maclaine
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grandmother. Funeral Service at 12.30 p.m. on 9th February at St Werburgh's, Hanbury, Staffs. No 
flowers please donations, if desired, to the RAF Benevolent Fund.” 
3739. Air Commodore Cuthbert Vincent MEARS CBE MiD x 2 ADC FCA (21187). Signed 
Between 18 and 25 May 1966. RAF Leuchars. 

266 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Mears_CV.htm: 
CBE – 10 Jun 1954, MiD – 11 Jun 1942, MiD – 1 Jan 1946, ADC, FCA. 
(RAF): - Plt Off (P): 11 Jun 1928, Fg Off: 11 Jun 1929, Flt Lt: xx xxx xxxx, (T) Sqn Ldr: 1 Jun 
1940, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Sep 1942, Sqn Ldr: 1 Oct 1942, Wg Cdr: 1 Jul 1947, Gp Capt: 1 Jul 1948, Act 
A/Cdre: 18 Dec 1957?,A/Cdre: Retained. 
11 Jun 1928 Appointed to a Commission in the Accountant Branch 
23 Jul 1928 Accountant Officer, RAF Depot 
xx xxx xxxx ? 
 8 Dec 1937 Accountant Officer, HQ RAF Middle East 
19 Jan 1943 Accountant Officer, HQ Coastal Command  
xx Jun 1954 Group Captain - ?, HQ No 90 Group 
18 Jun 1957- 
1 Mar 1961 ADC to the Queen 
18 Dec 1957 Director of Personnel (Ground) 
3740. David Howard Nicholas ALLENBY “Nicholas Kuching”. Signed 25 May 1966. Bishop’s 
House, Kuching, Sarawak. 

266 
From http://www.diocesekuching.org/index.php/bishops-history/: 
“He was the first Bishop of Kuching, after the Diocese of Borneo had been divided to cater for the 
East Malaysian states of Sarawak and Sabah…” 

 
Nicholas Allenby was trained at the Sacred Mission Theological College at Kelham, and became a 
monk of the Society in 1933. After a career in pastoral and teaching work, he was sent to Adelaide 
in 1957 as a Provincial. In 1962, the Rt. Rev Nicholas Allenby was called to Kuching, where he was 
enthroned on the 13th January 1963. He was the first Bishop of Kuching, after the Diocese of 

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Mears_CV.htm
http://www.diocesekuching.org/index.php/bishops-history/
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Borneo had been divided to cater for the East Malaysian States of Sarawak and Sabah (North 
Borneo). It was a period of political development, not without danger; the first three years of 
Allenby’s episcopate were marked by threat of military aggression from a neighbouring 
country.The Rt. Rev. Allenby first mooted the possibility of a Province of South Asia in 1963. He was 
energetic in promoting the setting of a Ministry Fund to make the Church entirely self-
supporting.Among the achievements of his episcopate were the establishment of the first church at 
Bunuk, the appointment of the Rev. Michael Lim as the first Sarawakian Dean of St. Thomas 
Cathedral, and of the Rev. (later Bishop) Basil Temenggong as Archdeacon. In 1967 the new parish 
of St. Faith’s was set up to serve the urban spread of Kuching. In 1968 the then redundant Boarding 
House of St. Mary’s was converted into a Diocesan Centre and Guest House.After his retirement 
from Sarawak in 1968, Allenby served as Bishop of Worcester for 16 years. He spent his old age in 
the hospice in Willen, Milton Keynes, under the care of his Kelham brothers. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bishop_of_Kuching: 
The Bishop of Kuching is the ordinary of the Anglican Diocese of Kuching in the Church of the 
Province of South East Asia. The bishop exercises episcopal authority over Anglican churches in the 
Malaysian state of Sarawak and in the independent nation of Brunei Darussalam. 
The see is in the city of Kuching where the seat of the bishop is located at St. Thomas' Cathedral, 
originally built in 1848 and consecrated in 1851 as the home church and base for the Borneo 
Church Mission in Sarawak. The first Bishop of Kuching to be styled as such was appointed in 1962. 
In 1968, the Right Reverend Datuk Basil Temenggong was appointed the bishop of the diocese, 
becoming the first native Malaysian and Sarawakian to be appointed to the seat. The current 
bishop is the Most Reverend Datuk Bolly Lapok who is also concurrently the Archbishop of South 
East Asia. 
The bishop's residence is in The Bishop's House on a small hill in Kuching known as College Hill 
within the compound of the Cathedral. It was constructed in 1849 as The Mission House and served 
as the first dispensary in Kuching. 
Anglican missions to the Kingdom of Sarawak began in 1848 under the auspices of the Borneo 
Church Mission. Episcopal authority of the mission was placed with the Diocese of Calcutta. 
Initiatives were made to create a separate diocese for the mission with the Society for the 
Propagation of the Gospel supporting the move and contributing a sum of £5,000 towards the 
endowment. 
Unfortunately political conventions of the day did not allow for an Anglican diocese to be created 
outside territories administered directly by the British Crown and Sarawak was technically an 
independent kingdom under British protection. This difficulty was overcome when a Letter patent 
was made in 1855 erecting the Diocese of Labuan and Sarawak based in the British Crown Colony 
of Labuan. This diocese covered a large geographical area including Sarawak, British North Borneo, 
and the Strait Settlements. In 1909, the Diocese of Singapore was separated from the diocese and 
the diocese reverted to the name Diocese of Labuan and Sarawak.8 In 1949, the diocese was again 
renamed as the Diocese of Borneo. 
This arrangement continued until the division of the Diocese of Borneo into the Diocese of Kuching 
and the Diocese of Jesselton (renamed the Diocese of Sabah in 1968). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bishop_of_Kuching
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3741. PROBABLY Reverend John SCOTT. Signed 25 May 1966. The Rectory, St Andrews. 

266 
From http://www.scottishchristian.com/obituary-rev-john-miller-scott/: 
Obituary: Rev John Miller Scott 
Minister of St Andrew’s Church in Jerusalem; Born: August 14, 1922; Died: May 15, 2013. 

 
The Rev John Miller Scott, who has died aged 90, was minister of Crown Court Church in London 
and of St Andrew’s Church in Jerusalem, which looks across the Valley of Hinnom to the walls of 
the old city. 
While minister of Crown Court, Mr Scott established links between his church and Scottish 
parliamentarians, and introduced a service to mark the kirking of Scottish MPs and peers at the 
start of each new parliament. He was instrumental in establishing the ecumenical Westminster 
Christian Council, and was its first chairman. 
When Dr Scott (as he had become through an honorary degree from the University of Glasgow) 
retired, he lived in St Andrews, where he was a very faithful and regular member of Hope Park 
Parish Church, and convener for a time of the St Andrews Council of Churches. 
3742. Air Vice Marshal Alexander Vallance Riddell JOHNSTONE CB, DFC, AE, DL, RAF, 
better known as Sandy Johnstone, (2 June 1916–13 December 2000). Signed between 25 
May and 1 June 1966. No 18 Group. 

266 
He also signed this book on 8 June 1949. 

http://www.scottishchristian.com/obituary-rev-john-miller-scott/
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3743. James (“Jas”) BENNETT MP. Signed 1 June 1966. House of Commons. 

266 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Bennett_(British_politician): 
James Bennett (18 December 1912 – 17 September 1984) was a Scottish Labour Party politician. He 
was elected to the House of Commons in 1961 at a by-election in 1961 in the Glasgow Bridgeton 
constituency, following the resignation of the sitting Labour (formerly ILP) MP James Carmichael. 
Bennett held the seat until its abolition at the February 1974 general election. 
3744. Air Commodore Frederick John MANNING CB CBE (34118). Signed 1 June 1966. Air 
Officer Administration, HQ Fighter Command. 

266 
He also signed this book on 8 July 1966. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Manning_FJ.htm: 
b: 5 May 1912          r: 22 Sep 1967           d: 26 Nov 1988 
CB – 10 Jun 1954, CBE – 1 Jan 1948. 
(RNR):- Mid’n: xx xxx 1929, Act Sub-Lt: xx xxx 1933. 
(RAF):- Act Plt Off (P): 22 Sep 1933, Plt Off: 22 Sep 1934, Fg Off: 22 Jun 1936, Act Flt Lt: 22 Jun 
1937 - 16 Aug 1937; 4 Dec 1937?, Flt Lt: 22 Jun 1938, (T) Sqn Ldr: 1 Jun 1940, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Dec 
1941, Act Gp Capt: 27 Aug 1942?, Wg Cdr (WS): 27 Feb 1943, Act A/Cdre: 4 Sep 1944? - 
1945, Gp Capt (WS): 4 Mar 1945 - 1 Nov 1947, Wg Cdr: 1 Nov 1947 1 Oct 1946, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 
1952, Act A/Cdre: 25 Jul 1960, A/Cdre: 1 Jul 1961. 
22 Sep 1933 RAF Depot Uxbridge 
28 Sep 1933 3 FTS Grantham (suspended from flying training on medical grounds 11 Feb 34) 
12 Feb 1934 RAF Base, Calshot (as Chief Instructor (2nd Mate’s ticket) on marine craft) 
17 Jul 1934 RAF Mount Batten (marine craft duties) 
17 Dec 1934 OC Marine Detachment, RAF Bridlington 
10 Aug 1936 Attended No 7 FTS, Peterborough 
21 Feb 1937 Pilot/Flight Commander, No 269 Sqn 
9 May 1939 86 Wing c/o GPO London 
26 Sep 1939 Air Staff, HQ No 201 Group Egypt 
1 Apr 1940 RAF Station Port Sudan 
3 Jun 1940 Air Staff, HQ RAF Middle East 
5 Jan 1941 RAF Depot Uxbridge 
1 Feb 1941 Administrative Staff Officer, HQ Coastal Command 
1 Jan 1942 Student RAF Staff College 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Bennett_(British_politician)
http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Manning_FJ.htm
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1 Apr 1942 Directorate of Organisation (Establishment), Air Ministry London 
27 Aug 1942 Deputy Director of Organisation (Establishments) 
 4 Sep 1944 Director of Organisation (Establishments) 
1 Sep 1945 Officer Commanding, RAF Shaibah 
22 May 1946 Officer Commanding, RAF Abu Suier 
1 Aug 1946 Officer Commanding, RAF Shallufa 
16 Jan 1947 Group Captain - Organisation, HQ RAF Mediterranean and Middle East 
1 Jun 1948 No 1 School of Technical Training, RAF Halton 
27 Nov 1949 Air Advisor, Rangoon (British Services Mission, Burma) 
1 Jul 1952 Admin Staff - Organisation/SOA, HQ Transport Command, RAF Upavon 
23 Feb 1956 Deputy Director of Work Study 
25 Jul 1960 Director of Manning 
 1 Jun 1963 AOA, HQ Near East Air Force, RAF Episkopi 
27 Feb 1965 AOA, HQ Fighter Command, RAF Bentley Priory 

 
Manning joined the P & O Steam Navigation Company as a Cadet in 1928. In 1929, he joined the 
RN Reserve as a Midshipman and became an Acting Sub-Lieutenant in 1933 but then joined the 
RAF. He was withdrawn from pilot training on medical grounds on 11 Feb 34 and transferred to 
marine craft duties because he held a 2nd Mate’s ticket. Whilst at Bridlington, he discharged 
Aircraftsman T E Shaw (Lawrence of Arabia) from the Service and also undertook private flying 
lessons at Brough. Having qualified for his private pilot’s licence, he applied to be reinstated in the 
RAF GD Branch and was ultimately awarded his wings in February 1937. He flew Ansons with 269 
Sqn before his outstanding talents as an administrator led to a series of appointments in several 
theatres of war and promotion culminating in his becoming the youngest Air Commodore at age 
32. Later, he became senior air advisor and deputy head of the British Services Mission to Burma, 
which assisted with the formation of the Burmese Air Force. His work in the Air Ministry included 
the introduction of the RAF’s new trade-group structure; in Cyprus, he was the Deputy 
Administrator of the Sovereign Base Areas and his final appointment was as the last Air Officer i/c 
Administration at HQ Fighter Command. 
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3745. Hector MONRO, Baron Monro of Langholm. Signed 1 June 1966. House of 
Commons. 

266 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hector_Monro,_Baron_Monro_of_Langholm: 
Hector Seymour Peter Monro, Baron Monro of Langholm, AE, PC (4 October 1922 – 30 August 
2006), was a Conservative & Unionist Party politician. He was Member of Parliament for Dumfries 
for 33 years, from 1964 to 1997, and then a life peer in the House of Lords. 
After piloting flying boats in the Second World War, Monro became a farmer in his native 
Dumfriesshire. He became active in local politics in the 1950s, and was elected as MP for Dumfries 
in 1964. He served as a Conservative whip and held three junior ministerial positions, twice in the 
Scottish Office and once as Minister for Sport in the Department for the Environment. He became a 
member of the House of Lords in 1997, after he stood down from the House of Commons. He was 
particularly concerned with Scottish and rural issues, the RAF, and sport, and was noted for his 
strong links with his constituency. He was in office at the time of the Lockerbie Disaster in 1988, 
which occurred in his constituency. 
Early and private life 
Monro was born in Edinburgh and raised at Craigcleuch near Langholm in Dumfriesshire. His 
father, Alistair Monro, was a Captain in the Cameron Highlanders; his maternal grandfather was 
Lieutenant General Sir Spencer Ewart. Monro was educated at Upland House School in Sussex, 
Canford School in Dorest, and King's College, Cambridge. 
He was a member of the Cambridge University Air Squadron at Cambridge. After only one year at 
Cambridge, he joined the RAF in 1941, becoming a Flight Lieutenant in Coastal Command, flying 
Atlantic patrols in Short Sunderland flying boats and then in the Far East in Catalinas. 
After he was demobbed in 1946, he became a farmer at Kirtlebridge near Lockerbie, although he 
also had other business interests. He remained a member of the Royal Auxiliary Air Force from 
1947 to 1954. He was later an honorary Air Commodore from 1982 to 2000, and its honorary 
Inspector General from 1990 to 2000. 
Monro married twice. He married Anne Welch in 1949. Their two sons joined the British Army. 
Seymour retired as a major-general; Hughie is a retired brigadier. Monro's first wife died in 1994; 
later that year, he married a second time, to Doris Kaestner, a friend of his first wife. Monro's 
grandson, Ander Monro, has played for the Canada national rugby union team. 
Political career 
Monro was elected as a Dumfries County Councillor from 1952, where he served until 1967. He was 
chairman and vice-president of the Dumfries Unionist Party and was elected MP for Dumfries in the 
1964 general election, retaining his seat until he retired at the 1997 general election. 
He became a Conservative whip in 1968, and was a Parliamentary Under Secretary of State at the 
Scottish Office between 28 July 1971 and 28 February 1974. He voted against his party on Scottish 
devolution, announcing his support for a Scottish Assembly in 1974. 
After the Conservatives lost the February 1974 general election, he was an opposition spokesman, 
initially on Scottish affairs and then on sport, until 1979. After the 1979 general election, he was 
appointed as Margaret Thatcher's first Minister for Sport, as Parliamentary Under Secretary of State 
at the Department of the Environment under Michael Heseltine. He also had responsibility for some 
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environmental issues, and was involved in strengthening the provisions of the Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 1981. 
Monro came under some criticism for opposing the visit of a South African Barbarians rugby team 
to the UK and a return visit by the British Lions rugby team the next year. He was dropped from the 
Government in 1981 in the wake of Mrs Thatcher's proposal that the British team pull out of the 
Moscow Olympics, receiving a consolatory knighthood that year. In 1986, he suggested that the 
government bill the Kremlin in the amount of £1 million and provide the amount to Scottish 
farmers in compensation for losses to sheep herds caused by the Chernobyl nuclear disaster. 
In 1988, a bomb exploded on Pan Am Flight 103, which crashed at Lockerbie, near his home. He 
was closely involved in the aftermath as the local constituency MP, and went out to Lockerbie with 
two other MP's. He was hailed by politicians of all political stripes for his compassion and caring; 
Scottish Labour MP Brian Wilson praised him as "a man who is truly a part of the community that 
he represents". 
He returned to the Scottish Office on 9 April 1992 he was sacked from this position on 5 July 1995. 
He became a member of the Privy Council in 1995, and was made a life peer as Baron Monro of 
Langholm, of Westerkirk in Dumfries and Galloway on his retirement as an MP in 1997. 
The number of Conservative MPs from Scotland declined from 24 when he was first elected an MP 
in 1964 to nil after the 1997 general election. A One Nation Conservative, he occasionally rebelled 
against the official party line, opposing the closing of British Steel's Ravenscraig steelworks, for 
example. One of his Labour Party opponents, Norman Hogg, dubbed him "the last of the decent 
Tories". 
Outside politics 
Monro was a president of the Scottish Rugby Union, and he was honorary president of Langholm 
RFC for over 20 years. He managed the 1970 Scotland rugby union tour to Australia but had to 
return home to fight the 1970 General Election. 
He was a long-serving member of the Nature Conservancy Council, and active in the National 
Farmers Union of Scotland. He was a member of the Royal Company of Archers, a deputy 
lieutenant of Dumfriesshire, and enjoyed vintage cars and country sports. 
From http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/1527624/Lord-Monro.html: 
The Telegraph, 31 August 2006 
Lord Monro, who died yesterday aged 83, was — as Hector Monro — Conservative MP for 
Dumfries for 33 years; his publicly-displayed anguish over the Lockerbie disaster in his 
constituency, in 1988, made an indelible impression on political friends and foes alike. 
Monro was an affable, compassionate and plain-spoken Conservative of the old school — "the last 
of the decent Tories", in the opinion of one Scottish Labour MP — who never sought high political 
office but who, in 1979, found himself appointed by Margaret Thatcher as her first Minister for 
Sport. 
Within a matter of months, Monro was involved in controversy, when he opposed the South 
African Barbarians' rugby tour of Britain in August 1979, and the British Lions' tour of South Africa 
the following January. In 1981, in the wake of Mrs Thatcher's proposal that the British team pull out 
of the Moscow Olympics following the Russian invasion of Afghanistan, Monro was sacked in a 
ministerial reshuffle. 
Hector Seymour Peter Monro was born on October 4 1922 in Edinburgh, the son of Capt Alastair 
Monro of the Cameron Highlanders. He was educated at Canford House and King's College, 
Cambridge, before joining the RAF in 1941. He trained as a pilot in the United States, and was 
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posted to the Far East, where he joined No 240 Squadron flying the Catalina flying boat from India 
and numerous island bases in the Indian Ocean. As the war against Japan came to an end he was 
flying Sunderlands with No 209 Squadron, attacking Japanese shipping off Burma. 
After the war he joined the weekend flyers of No 603 (City of Edinburgh) Auxiliary Squadron, flying 
the Spitfire from Turnhouse, now Edinburgh Airport. He left as a flight lieutenant in 1953 but 
retained close links with the Royal Auxiliary Air Force and other RAF reserve organisations. He was 
Honorary Air Commodore of No 2822 (Highland) Squadron at Lossiemouth for 10 years until 2000, 
and was Inspector General of the RAuxAF from 1990 to 2000. 
Although he held various directorships and chairmanships in industry, Monro was essentially a 
farmer, and in 1955 he bought a 300-acre beef and grain farm at Kirtlebridge, Lockerbie. By then he 
had already gone into politics, serving as a Conservative member of Dumfries County Council from 
1952 to 1967, including a lengthy stint as chairman of the planning committee. 
When the MP for Dumfries, David Anderson, fell ill in July 1964, Monro was selected to fight the 
seat and was elected in the October 1964 poll that produced Harold Wilson's first Labour 
government. Within a month Monro had made his maiden Commons speech, warning of the 
impact of higher fuel taxes on Scottish transport, farming and the local tweed industry. 
In 1968, a year after being appointed a Scottish Tory Whip, Monro played a leading part in the 
"Save The Argylls" campaign. He claimed in the House that "Army brasshats" had driven the 
regiment's commanding officer, Lt-Col "Mad Mitch" Mitchell, to resign. 
He served as a minister in the Scottish Office from 1971 to 1974 and was then opposition 
spokesman until the Tories returned to power in 1979. 
Monro was back in the headlines in 1986 following the Chernobyl disaster in the Soviet Union. As a 
farmer, he had personally suffered losses as a result of the post-Chernobyl ban on marketing 
lambs, and he urged the then Scottish Secretary, Malcolm Rifkind, to pay Scottish farmers £1 
million in compensation and to send the bill to the Kremlin. 
But Monro's reputation as a widely-respected constituency man was sealed in the aftermath of the 
Lockerbie disaster four days before Christmas 1988 when Pan-Am flight 103 exploded over the 
town, killing all 270 people on board. 
His moving display of concern following the crash prompted the Scottish Labour MP Brian Wilson 
to praise "the mark of a man who is truly a part of the community that he represents". 
Less successful, perhaps, was Monro's time as Michael Heseltine's junior environment minister in 
the first Thatcher administration. As well as serving as sports minister, Monro had responsibility for 
some planning matters, winning praise in Conservative circles for boldly reversing several planning 
decisions of local authorities, not all of them Labour-controlled. 
In 1981, for example, he overturned a decision by the council at Tunbridge Wells and approved the 
demolition of Kelsall Lodge, a Victorian property, to make way for new houses. One architectural 
commentator muttered that the choice of Monro to rule on the fate of historic buildings was 
"about as inspired as was Harold Wilson's nominee for the same post the ex-editress of Nova". 
Monro became a minister for a third time in 1992, serving in the Scottish Office in the Major 
government until 1995. 
He also held many posts in political and public life, and served on the area executive committee of 
the National Farmers' Union of Scotland. He was proud to be the longest-serving member of the 
Nature Conservancy Council. 
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His main interest outside politics was rugby (he was president of the Scottish Rugby Union) he also 
enjoyed flying, country sports and vintage sports cars. "To be driven in his Bentley down country 
roads," one colleague recalled, "was an event to be remembered." 
Monro was knighted in 1981 and was sworn of the Privy Council in 1995. When he retired as an MP 
at the 1997 election, he was created a life peer as Baron Monro of Langholm. 
Hector Monro married, in 1949, Anne Welch, who died in 1994. In the same year he married Doris 
Kaestner of Baltimore, Maryland, who survives him with two sons of his first marriage, one of whom 
is a major-general, the other a brigadier. 
3746. James Gregor MACKENZIE (15 November 1927 – 4 May 1992). Signed 1 June 1966. 
House of Commons. 

266 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gregor_Mackenzie: 
He was a British Labour Party politician. Mackenzie was educated at the Royal Technical College 
and Glasgow University. He became a sales manager and a councillor on Glasgow Corporation 
from 1952. Mackenzie contested Aberdeenshire East in 1950 and Kinross and Western Perthshire in 
1959. He became Member of Parliament for Glasgow Rutherglen at a 1964 by-election (where he 
narrowly beat Norman Buchan at the Labour Party selection meeting). He served until his 
retirement at the 1987 general election. He was Parliamentary Private Secretary to the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer from 1966. In the 1970s he served as a minister at the Department of Industry and 
the Scottish Office. 
3747. Air Vice Marshal Harold KEGGIN CBE QHDS463 LDS (23211). Signed 24 June 1966. 
Director of Dental Services (RAF) Ministry of Defence. 

266 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://www.kcl.ac.uk/lhcma/locreg/KEGGIN.shtml: 
KEGGIN, Harold (1909-1989), Air Vice Marshal 
Commissioned, RAF Dental Service 1932; World War II 1939-1945; Director of Dental Services, RAF 
1964-1969; retired 1969 
3748. Unknown. Signed 24 June 1966. Scottish Home and Health Department, St Andrew’s 
House, Edinburgh. 

266 
                                                 

463 Honorary Dental Surgeon to the Queen 
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Surnames with match “He*t” with at least six, but no more than seven, characters in the LG Indexes 
for 1966 are HERBERT, HERRIOT, HESSETT, HEWETT and HEWITT, the most likely match being 
HERBERT. 
3749. Alexander J RITCHIE. Signed 24 June 1966. Scottish Home and Health Department, 
St Andrew’s House, Edinburgh. 

266 
From the Supplement to the LG, 12 November 1976: 

 
3750. General Robert Merrill LEE CBE (April 13, 1909 – June 29, 2003). Signed 8 July 1966. 
Air Deputy to SACEUR. 

267 
He also signed this book on 14 May 1964. 
3751. Air Chief Marshal Sir Frederick ROSIER GCB, CBE, DSO (13 October 1915 – 10 
September 1998). Signed 8 July 1966. Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief. 

267 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederick_Rosier: 
Early and wartime career 
Born in Wrexham on 13 October 1915, son of E. G. Rosier, a railway engine driver, Fred Rosier was 
educated at Grove Park School and played rugby for North Wales Schoolboys. 
He received a Short Service Commission in the RAF in 1935 and served with 43 Squadron (Fighters) 
flying Hawker Fury aircraft at Tangmere from 1936 to 1939. He was a flight commander on No. 229 
Squadron RAF (Hawker Hurricane aircraft) by May 1940 having helped form and convert the 
squadron from the Bristol Blenheim aircraft. He first saw active service during the Second World 
War in France where he commanded a detachment of 229 Squadron at Vitry-en-Artois near Arras 
and was shot down by an Messerschmitt Bf 109 receiving facial burns. Returning to active service 
by October 1940 he commanded 229 Squadron from RAF Northolt for the last 12 days of the Battle 
of Britain. 
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He embarked with 229 Squadron for North Africa on board HMS Furious and led the aircraft in a 
take-off from ship to North Africa via Malta. Promoted to Wing Commander in 1941, he took 
charge of No. 263 Wing where he had joint operational control of the Desert Air Force's fighter 
squadrons. In November 1941 he spotted an Australian Tomahawk aircraft being forced down by 
enemy fighters and landed his single-seater to rescue the pilot. Having got Sgt. Burney aboard he 
attempted to take-off but suffered a burst tyre and crashed the aircraft. Both he and Burney walked 
across the desert for four days, avoiding large enemy patrols, to reach safety with a Guards unit. 
Rosier became the deputy commander of No. 211 Fighter Group and was awarded the DSO. 
Returning to the UK in 1943 he became Officer Commanding No. 52 Operational Training Unit and 
then Commanding officer of RAF Northolt. 
Post War 
He was appointed Officer Commanding RAF Horsham St. Faith in 1947 and then went on an 
Exchange Officer posting with the USAF in 1948 and on return to the UK was appointed an 
Instructor at the Joint Services Staff College in 1950. He went on to be Group Captain Operations at 
Central Fighter Establishment in 1952, Group Captain Plans at RAF Fighter Command in 1954 and 
Aide-de-Camp to the Queen in 1956. 
He was made Director of Joint Plans at the Air Ministry in 1958, Air Officer Commanding Air Forces 
Middle East in 1961 and Senior Air Staff Officer at Headquarters Transport Command in 1964. His 
last appointments were as Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief at RAF Fighter Command in 1966, as 
UK Permanent Military Deputy at CENTRO in Ankara in 1968 and as Deputy Commander-in-Chief 
Allied Air Forces Central Europe in 1970 before he retired in 1973. 
Retirement 
In retirement he became a Military Advisor and Director of the Preston Division of the British 
Aircraft Corporation until 1977 when he was made Director in charge of the Saudi Arabia part of 
the company. His awards included: DSO, 1942; OBE, 1943; Commander Order of Orange Nassau, 
1947; CBE, 1955; CB, 1961; KCB, 1966; GCB 1972. He was the Chairman of the Polish Pilots 
Benevolent Fund and received the Polish Order of Merit in 1998. 
For the last few years of his life he lived at Sun Bank, Trevor, near Llangollen. 
Family 
Sir Fred married Hettie Denise Blackwell of Wrexham in 1939, and they had three sons and one 
daughter. 
Honours and awards 
Knight Grand Cross of the Order of the Bath – 3 June 1972 (KCB – 10 June 1966, CB – 1 January 
1961) 
Commander of the Order of the British Empire – 9 June 1955 (OBE - 2 June 1943) 
Distinguished Service Order – 13 February 1942 
ADC to The Queen - 18 June 1957 to 9 June 1959, 11 March 1972 to 3 September 1973 
Mentioned in Despatches – 1 January 1946 
Commander of the Order of Orange-Nassau (Netherlands) - 31 October 1947 
Order of Merit (Poland) – 1998 
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Sir Frederick and Lady Rosier outside St Clement Danes (April 1995) 
From http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/obituary-air-chief-marshal-sir-frederick-
rosier-1200183.html: 
The Independent, 24 September 1998 
Obituary: Air Chief Marshal Sir Frederick Rosier 
FREDERICK ROSIER was one of the great fighter men of the Royal Air Force, whose career took him 
into almost every aspect of the fighter and ground attack world. 
Born in Wrexham in 1915 and educated at the local Grove Park School, he took a short service 
commission in 1935, learnt to fly at Wittering and spent three years piloting the Hawker Fury and 
then the Hurricane with 43 Squadron at Tangmere. 
On the outbreak of the Second World War, now on a permanent commission, he joined the newly 
formed 229 Squadron at Digby, flying Blenheim fighters and later Hurricanes on North Sea patrols, 
and on 23 May 1940, soon after joining a squadron detachment to fight in the Battle of France, he 
destroyed two Me 110s before being shot down near Arras, receiving facial burns and ending up in 
hospital. Three months later he was back with 229 at Northolt in time to fly in the final weeks of the 
Battle of Britain and in October to take command. 
Then in 1941 Rosier's squadron was loaded aboard HMS Furious, duly flew off the carrier in the 
Mediterranean (they had never done this before), landed in Malta, avoided being hijacked for the 
island's defence, and arrived in the Western Desert in time to help support the Army's operations 
to relieve Tobruk and capture Banghazi. A few weeks later he was promoted to command one of 
Sir Arthur Coningham's new fighter wings; the other was in the hands of "Bing" Cross and they 
made a good team. 
Cross, describing their activities in his 1993 book Straight and Level, mentions how Rosier nearly 
wrote himself off near Tobruk. This incident was picked out in the citation for the DSO he now 
received: lending a hand to one of the wings during an air battle, he spotted a pilot who had been 
forced down in enemy territory, landed in an attempt to rescue him, was unable to take off again 
because of the enemy forces nearby, and - with the other pilot - got back to base three days later 
after several times narrowly escaping capture. Overall he was recognised as an outstanding fighter 
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pilot whose courage and leadership had been inspiring throughout. Then he spent a year as 
second-in-command of the newly formed 221 Group, where he helped direct all the fighter 
operations up to and including the Battle of El Alamein. 
In early 1943 Rosier was home again and after spells in operational training and in command at 
Northolt he moved to 84 Group, one of the composite groups formed within the 2nd Tactical Air 
Force to support the Normandy invasion. Comprising 29 squadrons, mainly of Spitfires, Typhoons 
and Mustangs, the group was associated mainly with the First Canadian Army during the 1944/5 
campaigns and Rosier - now a Group Captain - worked in the Group Control Centre, moving 
forward regularly as the armies advanced, and remained with the group in Germany until 1946 as 
part of the occupation forces. 
There followed the Staff College course and a year commanding the fighter station at Horsham St 
Faith before he was off to the United States to attend the Armed Forces College in Virginia and 
undertake an exchange posting with the USAF - again on air defence duties. Home again in 1951 
the career emphasis on the fighter role continued with tours at the Central Fighter Establishment 
and then at Headquarters Fighter Command as Group Captain Plans in the final days before the 
Sandys Defence Review sounded the death knell for its traditional structure. In 1957, however, the 
broadening of his career was begun when he attended the Imperial Defence College; in 1958 he 
moved for the first time to the Air Ministry, becoming Director of Plans; and from there he took 
over as Chairman of the Joint Planning Staff in the new Ministry of Defence under Earl 
Mountbatten of Burma. 
In August 1961 came his first high-level appointment when as an Air Vice- Marshal he took over in 
Aden as Air Officer Commanding Air Forces Middle East. With an air force ranging from Shackleton 
bombers, Beverley and Argosy transports to Hunters, Twin Pioneers and helicopters he worked 
closely with the other Services to protect British interests as far afield as Kenya and the Gulf and 
was fortunate to be there at a relatively quiet period in the troubled history of the area. Famine 
relief in Kenya and regular operations to control dissidents in the Aden Protectorates were his main 
operational concerns, and much work was done to improve the infrastructure in Aden itself. 
Rosier next went to Transport Command as SASO, where transport support for the British forces 
operating in the Far East against Indonesia was a major preoccupation, and in 1966 he returned to 
the familiar ground of Fighter Command, this time as its last Commander-in-Chief before its 
absorption into Strike Command in 1968. His remaining time in the Service was spent in the 
international sphere, first in Ankara as the United Kingdom Permanent Military Deputy to the 
Central Treaty Organisation and finally for three years as Deputy Commander-in-Chief Allied Forces 
Central Europe. 
On retirement in 1973 Rosier became Military Adviser to the British Aircraft Corporation and his 
involvement with its Saudi Arabian contract led to his spending over three years there as Director-
in-Charge before departing in 1980. Thereafter, remembering the wonderful fighting spirit of the 
Polish pilots during the war, he became chairman of their Benevolent Fund and in the 1990s led the 
appeal for the rebuilding of the Polish Memorial at Northolt; the work was finished in 1996 and he 
was subsequently appointed to the Polish Order of Merit. This apart, he devoted much of his time 
to "do-it-yourself", a talent inherited from his father, and largely rebuilt a house he and his wife 
had bought near Llangollen. 
If Freddie Rosier was never really a "political" animal, he was certainly one of the RAF's most 
respected and admired leaders. We shall remember him as a modest, kindly, humorous man, 
possessed of the common touch, a man who above all inspired trust among all who knew him. 
Frederick Ernest Rosier, air force officer: born Wrexham 13 October 1915; DSO 1942; OBE 1943, CBE 
1955; ADC to the Queen 1956-58, Air ADC 1972-73; Director of Joint Plans, Air Ministry 1958; 
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Chairman, Joint Planning Staff 1959-61; CB 1961, KCB 1966, GCB 1972; AOC Air Forces Middle East 
1961- 63; Senior Air Staff Officer, HQ Transport Command 1964-66; UK Member, Permanent 
Military Deputies Group, Central Treaty Organisation, Ankara 1968-70; Deputy Commander-in-
Chief, Allied Forces Central Europe 1970- 73; married 1939 Hettie Blackwell (three sons, one 
daughter); died Wrexham 10 September 1998. 
From http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Rosier.htm: 
GCB – 3 Jun 1972 (KCB – 10 Jun 1966, CB – 1 Jan 1961), CBE – 9 Jun 1955 (OBE - 2 Jun 
1943), DSO – 13 Feb 1942, ADC,MiD – 1 Jan 1946, ON(C) - 31 Oct 1947, OM (P) - xx xxx 1998 . 
Act Plt Off (P): 21 Oct 1935, Plt Off: 26 Aug 1936, Fg Off: 26 Apr 1938, Flt Lt: 26 Apr 1940, (T) 
Sqn Ldr: 1 Jun 1941, (T) Wg Cdr: 1 Jun 1942, Sqn Ldr: 20 Nov 1942 1 Jun 1941, Act Gp Capt: 20 
Mar 1943, Wg Cdr (WS): 20 Sep 1943, Wg Cdr: 1 Jul 1947, Gp Capt: 1 Jan 1953, Act A/Cdre: 1 
Apr 1958, A/Cdre: 1 Jan 1959, AVM: 1 Jul 1961, Act AM: 3 Mar 1966, AM: 1 Jul 1966, ACM: 1 Mar 
1970.              
11 May 1936 Pilot, No 43 Sqn 
xx xxx xxxx Flight Commander, No 229 Sqn 
xx Oct 1940 Officer Commanding, No 229 Sqn 
xx Oct 1941 Officer Commanding, No 263 Wing - Western Desert Air Force 
xx xxx 1942 Deputy OC, No 211 Group - Western Desert Air Force 
20 Mar 1943 Officer Commanding, RAF Aston Down/No 52 OTU 
xx xxx xxxx Officer Commanding, RAF Northolt 
xx xxx 1944 Officer Commanding, No 23 (Fighter) Wing 
xx xxx xxxx Group Captain - Operations, HQ No 84 Group 
xx xxx 1947 Officer Commanding, RAF Horsham St Faith 
xx xxx 1948 Exchange posting, USAF 
xx xxx 1950 Instructor, Joint Services Staff College 
xx xxx 1952 Group Captain - Operations, Central Fighter Establishment 
20 Dec 1954 Group Captain - Plans, HQ Fighter Command 
xx xxx 1957 Attended Imperial Defence College 
18 Jun 1957 – 
9 Jun 1959 ADC to The Queen 
 1 Apr 1958 Director of Joint Plans 
 2 Aug 1961 AOC, Air Forces Middle East 
14 Feb 1964 SASO, HQ Transport Command 
 3 Mar 1966 AOC in C, Fighter Command 
7 Aug 1968 UK Permanent Military Deputy to CENTO 
13 Apr 1970 Deputy C in C, HQ Allied Forces Central Europe 
11 Mar 1972 –  
3 Sep 1973 Air ADC to The Queen 
Whilst a member of 43 Sqn during 1938/9, he led the squadron's display team of six Hawker Furies. 
During operations over the Dunkirk beach-head, he was shot down and badly burned whilst 
attempting to bale out of his doomed Hurricane. He was shot down once again in 1941?, this time 
whilst on an operation to Tobruk. However, he escaped from his aircraft and was able to make a 
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three day march through enemy lines back to the British side. During this period, he was posted 
'Missing'. 
During his course at the Imperial Defence College he and his fellow students carried out a fact 
finding tour of Middle eastern countries including Iran 
On retirement he joined the British Aircraft Corporation as Military Adviser and a Director of the 
Preston Division until 1977 when he took over the post of Director i/c of BAC in Saudi Arabia. His 
uniform and medals have been donated to a new museum set up at RAF Leuchars in mid 2008. 
Citation for the award of the Distinguished Service Order 
Acting Wing Commander Frederick Ernest ROSIER (37425) 
This officer has commanded a fighter wing since the commencement of the operations in Libya. 
Both in the air and on the ground, his courage and efficiency have been inspiring throughout. On 
one occasion, when one of our fighter wings was being attacked by a large number of enemy 
aircraft, Wing Commander Rosier joined in the engagement. When breaking clear he observed one 
of our pilots who had been forced to land in enemy territory and, in an attempt to rescue him, 
Wing Commander Rosier landed his aircraft. He was unable to take off again owing to the close 
proximity of enemy forces. Nevertheless, both pilots eventually got away and, after many narrow 
escapes, succeeded in regaining base after a period of 3 days. Wing Commander Rosier is an 
outstanding fighter pilot and leader. 
(LG, 13 February 1942) 
3752. Lieutenant General John Spencer HARDY. Signed 8 July 1966. Commander, Third US 
Air Force. 

267 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Spencer_Hardy: 
Background 
Hardy was born in Logansport in DeSoto Parish in western Louisiana. In 1930, he graduated from 
Logansport High School and then attended Baylor University in Waco, Texas, and Louisiana Tech 
University in Ruston. In 1938, he obtained a Bachelor of Arts degree from Methodist-affiliated 
Centenary College in Shreveport, Louisiana. In February 1935, Hardy entered aviation cadet training 
at Randolph Field in San Antonio. In 1936, he received his pilot wings thereafter at the since closed 
Kelly Field, also in San Antonio. After serving on active duty for a year as a flying cadet with the 
17th and 3rd Attack Groups, he was commissioned a second lieutenant effective March 1, 1937. 
World War II service 
His first commissioned assignment was at Barksdale Field in Bossier City, Louisiana, where he 
assumed squadron and, later, group operational duties. Designated as assistant chief of operations 
early in 1942, he helped to activate the Eighth Air Force headquarters at Savannah, Georgia, and at 
Bolling Field in Washington, D.C. In the summer of 1942, Hardy was assigned to England with the 
Eighth Air Force and became chief of operations in 1943. For his work during this period, he 
received the Distinguished Service Medal. His duties took him to the Mediterranean in 1944, at 
which time he participated in the planning for air offensives against southern Europe, the Balkans, 
and the Allied landings in southern France. 
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Cold War service 
During the Cold War, Hardy was deputy chief for the United States Air Force's Pacific Air Command, 
for the Pacific unified command, commander of the Third Air Force in England, and the commander 
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization's Allied Air Forces based in Naples, Italy. He subsequently 
served as Commandant of the Industrial College of the Armed Forces at Fort Lesley J. McNair in 
Washington, D.C. He received the Army and Air Force Distinguished Service Medals, Legion of 
Merit with two Oak Leaf Clusters, Belgian Croix de Guerre with Palm, and the Royal Hellenic Order 
of King George I. 
Hardy was involved in negotiations relating to the Taiwan Straits Crisis in 1958 and the 
renegotiation of the defense treaty with Japan in 1959. His assignments took him to many 
locations, including Hickam Air Force Base in Hawaii and from 1960 to 1964 as the commander of 
Keesler Technical Training Center in Biloxi, Mississippi. 
Retirement years 
Upon his military retirement effective August 1, 1970, Hardy resided in Shreveport, where he served 
on the Centenary College board and was inducted into the institution's Hall of Fame. He was a 
member of the board of the United States Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs, the advisory 
board of the Louisiana Old State Capitol and the Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center 
Shreveport. He was honored as a "Louisiana Legend" in 2008 by Louisiana Public Broadcasting. 
Hardy's first wife was the former Virginia Elizabeth Doyle, whom he married in her native 
Shreveport in 1940. Their children are Beth Courtney of Baton Rouge, the long-time president of 
Louisiana Public Broadcasting, and her husband, Robert "Bob" Courtney; John S. Hardy, Jr., of Baton 
Rouge, and his wife, Karen, and George Dickson Hardy of San Diego, California. After Virginia's 
death, General Hardy married Jean Talbot Hopkins. His third wife, whom he married in 1993, is the 
former Norma Ann Hendrick of Shreveport, who survived him. He had three grandchildren, two 
great-grandchildren, and six step-children, James Hopkins, Janie Hopkins, Susan Meyers, Talbot 
Trudeau, Dr. Robert Hendrick, and Virginia Haddad. 
Hardy died in Baton Rouge, less than a week from what would have been his 99th birthday. 
Services were held in the Frost Chapel of First Baptist Church of Shreveport, where he was a long-
time member. Interment with full military honors was at Arlington National Cemetery in Arlington, 
Virginia. 
From http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/thenewsstar/obituary.aspx?pid=157417824: 
The News Star, May 3, 2012 

 
Lt General John Spencer Hardy passed away, surrounded by many of his loving family members, 
Tuesday morning, May 1st in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. He would have been ninety-nine on Monday. 
Born in Logansport, LA on May 7th, 1913, General Hardy served as chief of operations for the Army 
Air Forces in the Mediteranean during World War II. He participated in the planning for air 
offensives against Southern Europe, the Balkans and the Allied landings in Southern France in 1944. 
During his military career, he served as deputy chief for the Air Force Pacific Air Command, for the 
Pacific unified command, Commander of the 3rd Air Force in England and as commander, NATO 
Allied Air Forces Southern Europe in Naples, Italy. He later served as Commandant of the Industrial 
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College of the Armed Forces, at Fort Lesley J. McNair, Washington, D.C. His military decorations 
include both Army and Air Force Distinguished Service Medals, Legion of Merit with two Oak Leaf 
Clusters, Belgian Croix de Guerre with Palm, Royal Hellenic Order of King George I, among others. 
General Hardy was a 1938 graduate of Centenary College. Following his retirement from the 
military in 1970, he made his home in Shreveport, Louisiana where he served on the Board of 
Directors of Centenary for many years and was inducted into the Centenary Hall of Fame. He was a 
member of numerous boards and commissions including, the United States Air Force Academy, the 
Advisory Board of the Louisiana Old State Capitol and the LSUS Medical School. He was honored as 
a Louisiana Legend in 2008 by Louisiana Public Broadcasting. He was a life-long member of the 
First Baptist Church of Shreveport. 
He was married to the former Virginia Elizabeth Doyle of Shreveport in 1940 with whom he had 
three children. Following her death, he was married to Jean Talbot Hopkins until 1991. In 1993 he 
married his beloved wife Norma Ann Hendrick, of Shreveport. 
He is survived by his wife, Norma Ann as well as his three children, daughter Elizabeth Hardy 
Courtney of Baton Rouge, husband Bob; son John S. Hardy, Jr. of Baton Rouge, wife Karen and son 
George Dickson Hardy of San Diego, California; grandchildren , Julia George Moore, Robin Virginia 
Hardy and Spencer Miles Hardy; great grandchildren, Andrew and Virgina Moore; step children 
Janie Hopkins, Susan Meyers, Talbot Trudeau, Dr. Robert Hendrick and Virginia Haddad. 
Visitation will be held Thursday, May 3, 2012 at Rose-Neath Funeral Home, 1815 Marshall Street, 
Shreveport, Louisiana from 5:00 PM until 7:00 PM followed by funeral services Friday, May 4, 2012 
at 2:00 PM at Frost Chapel, First Baptist Church, Shreveport. Officiating will be Dr. Donald Webb. He 
will be buried with full military honors at Arlington National Cemetery. 
3753. Air Commodore Frederick John MANNING CB CBE (34118). Signed 8 July 1966. Air 
Officer Administration, HQ Fighter Command. 

267 
He also signed this book on 1 June 1966. 
3754. Group Captain Charles Alexander BALL (21232). Signed 1 August 1966. HQ Fighter 
Command. 

267 
He also signed this book on 10 March 1966. 
3755. Group Captain Leslie Roy MUMBY OBE (31235). Signed 3 August 1966. HQ Fighter 
Command. 

267 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. He retired on 3 August 1969. 
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3756. Norman R KING. Signed 12 August 1966. St Andrews. 

267 
He wrote the foreword to St Andrews Official Guide, St Andrews Publicity and Information 
Association, 1960. 
From Post Office Annual Directory 1929-30 : 

 
From http://www.thestandrewsgolfclub.co.uk/150-year-history/70-chapter-6-just-a-minute-3-.html: 
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From http://admin.1fife.org.uk/uploadfiles/publications/c64_IA6Index1.pdf: 
INDEX TO ST. ANDREWS BURGH SCHOOL REGISTER OF ADMISSION  
AND WITHDRAWAL, 1898-1909 by Michael Paterson, July 2010 

 
3757. Colonel Sir John Edward GILMOUR, 3rd Baronet, DSO, DL, TD. Signed 12 August 
1966. Montrose. 

267 
He also signed this book on ? July 1948. 
3758. David NIVEN MBE JP. Signed 12 August 1966. St Andrews. 

267 
He was a member of The St Andrew’s Golf Club. Like Norman King, who signed this book on the 
same day, he was a student at Madras College, often referred to as Madras, a Scottish secondary 
school located in St Andrews, Fife. 
From http://www.heraldscotland.com/sport/spl/aberdeen/david-niven-1.323860: 
David Niven by Dougie Miller, Tuesday 13 October 1998 
David Niven, councillor; born October 28, 1914, died October 5, 1998 
David Niven was a former provost of St Andrews and one of only a handful to be made a Freeman 
of North-east Fife. 
The town's longest-serving ex-councillor - he spent more than 40 years in local government - he 
represented the St Andrews South-east Ward from the time of local government re-organisation in 
1974 before his retiral in 1992. A native of the university town and educated at Madras College, Mr 
Niven was first elected to St Andrews Town Council in 1951 and became a junior bailie eight years 
later. He served as provost for three years until 1973 and was the town's second-last holder of the 
title. He was a member of North-east Fife District Council for 18 years and served as chairman from 
1980-84. He was also a former chairman of St Andrews and North East Fife Tourist Board and ex-
chairman of the District Licensing Board. In 1987 he was awarded the MBE for his council service 
and local community involvement. His council and civic duties apart, Mr Niven took a keen interest 
in community life in St Andrews and was involved with a host of local organisations and bodies, 
including the Rotary Club, St Andrews Merchants' Association, St Andrews Links Trust, the 
Community Council, and the Step Rock Swimming Club. In recognition of his work in the town he 
was also made an honorary member of St Andrews Preservation Trust, of which he served as a 
trustee for a number of years. He was a member of the University Court at St Andrews University, 
the Madras College Endowment Trust, a past chairman of St Andrews Harbour Trust and served as 
a Justice of the Peace. His working career was spent with the local family butcher's business and 
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during this period he was a member of the executive committee of the Scottish Federation of Meat 
Traders and president of the East Fife and Kinross Master Butchers' Association. He is survived by 
his wife, Jenny, son, David, and daughter, Christine. 
From http://www.bbc.co.uk/arts/yourpaintings/paintings/david-niven-19141998-provost-of-st-
andrews-124966: 

 
David Niven (1914–1998), Provost of St Andrews by Ronald Todd. Date painted: c.1970. Oil on 
canvas, 74 x 54 cm. Collection: Fife Council. St Andrews Town Hall. 
3759. Sir John MCWILLIAM. Signed 12 August 1966. Lord-Lieutenant of Fife. 

267 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lord_Lieutenant_of_Fife: 
Sir John McWilliam [Lord Lieutenant of Fife from] 20 January 1965 – 7 August 1974. 
From The Glasgow Herald, 11 November 1970: 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/arts/yourpaintings/paintings/david-niven-19141998-provost-of-st-andrews-124966
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From http://www.stmargaretscofsdunfermline.org.uk/attachments/071_Church%20History.pdf: 

 
Rec. W. Steven and elders about 1943. Among the members of the Kirk Session, the elder first on 
the right, in the second row from the back is John (later Sir John) McWilliam who became County 
Convenor and Lord Lieutenant of Fife 
From http://www.glenrothesartclub.org.uk/Index.asp?MainID=10256&PDF=Yes: 

 
Sir John McWilliam, Lord Lieutenant of Fife and Dorothy Fowles (now Wharton), Art Club President 
at the Annual Exhibition in the CISWO circa 1965 
3760. Captain Harold Eugene (“Hal”) JOSLIN USN. Signed 27 September 1966. RAF Base 
Edzell. 

267 
From Cryptolog, US Naval Crypologic Veterans Association, Vol 19 No 4, August 1988: 
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From http://www.mansell.com/pow_resources/guam/guamroster.html: 
Joslin, Harold Eugene,RM2c,385735,USN,Zentsuji 
From Roger Mansell’s Captured: The Forgotten Men of Guam, Naval Institute Press (15 Nov 2012): 
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…. 

 
From http://www.nww2m.com/2012/03/oral-history-spotlight-harold-joslin/: 
Harold Joslin was born in Sequim, Washington in 1918. Joslin had never before been on a boat, or 
even on the water for that matter when he joined the Navy in 1939. After basic training, Joslin was 
sent to radio school where he was brought up to speed on the latest radio technology. His 
proficiency with a radio was duly noted and he was officially assigned to be an intercept operator 
on Guam. Joslin was sent to Guam in May of 1940. Joslin’s wife, Mrs. Marie Elizabeth Joslin, was 
sent to Guam in September of 1940. As the political situation in the Pacific was deteriorating, all 
dependents were ordered off of Guam in October of 1941. The Japanese invaded the island on 
December 8th, 1941. Joslin recalled that he and eight other radio operators took to the hills of 
Guam to evade capture. On December 9th, a patrol of Japanese soldiers located the nine men and 
captured them. Joslin was immediately put into the Dulce Nombre de Maria Cathedral with the 
other American prisoners of war. Joslin and the other prisoners remained in this church for a 
month, living off of a meager portion of rice and soup. The native population of Chamorrans on 
Guam deeply resented the Japanese occupation, often paying the ultimate price for colloborating 
with the Americans. In one such instance, Joslin recalls a Chamorran who wrapped up a message 
for the Americans into a bundle of food. The Japanese intercepted the message and the Chamorran 
man was beheaded. 
Joslin then boarded the Argentina Maru, an old freighter, bound for Japan. Joslin recalls that even 
though it was late spring, it was very cold when they landed in Japan and the men huddled 
together for warmth. For the next 45 months, Joslin remained in captivity at Zentsuji, the prisoner 
of war camp. Joslin passed the time by studying, reading the Bible, and doing his best to maintain 
morale among the men. When Joslin was not maintaining morale, he worked on a dock 
transporting food and supplies off of Japanese ships that were constantly coming in. Joslin was 
able to steal food from these ships and he notes that he was always looking for a way to sabatoge 
Japanese equipment. The Japanese allowed a certain number of messages to be broadcasted from 
Tokyo via short wave radio. The following is one of the messages that Harold Joslin was able to 
send during his captivity. He chose to make the message out to his wife. 
“Dearest Marie: I am safe and well and surely hope you are okay. Go to the commander in Seattle 
and have him help you get an allotment started. Do you miss me like I do you? I am counting the 
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days until this war is over and I can come home to you. Be a good wife, won’t you, dear. I Love You. 
Signed Harold.” 
Joslin returned to the United States after his captivity and remained in the Navy until 1976. 
Harold Joslin was interviewed on March 1st, 2012 at his home in Northern Virginia by Special 
Projects Historian Tom Gibbs. 
From http://projects.militarytimes.com/citations-medals-awards/recipient.php?recipientid=303461: 
Prisoner of War Medal awarded for actions during the World War II 
Radioman Second Class Harold Eugene Joslin (NSN: 3857305), United States Navy, was captured by 
the Japanese during the fall of Guam on 9 December 1941, and was held as a Prisoner of War until 
returned to U.S. Military control at the end of hostilities in August 1945. 
According to ancientfaces.com, he was born on 29 April 1916 and died on 1 September 1999, aged 
83. 
3761. Group Captain Basil James SCANDRETT AFC (129553). Signed 31 October 1966. RAF 
Buchan. 

267 
His AFC was announced in the LG, 2 January 1950. 
According to Air Of Authority, he was Commanding Officer of RAF Buchan from 4 August 1964 to 
10 March 1967. 
3762. Wing Commander James Dudley FORD OBE (41917). Signed 31 October 1966. RAF 
Patrington. 

267 
According to Air Of Authority, he was Commanding Officer of RAF Patrington from 8 July 1966 to 1 
January 1969. 
From http://www.hullandeastridingatwar.co.uk/index.php/mil/rafpgci: 
Just to the North Of Patrington lies a small collection of buildings that time has forgotten but are in 
a very good state of repair. The site is of a Ground Controlled Interception (GCI) radar station and 
GCI stations were developed by the Air Ministry from 1940 to detect, locate and track enemy 
aircraft and provide inland radar coverage of Britain. Patrington initially functioned as an 
Intermediate station. Intermediate GCI sites typically comprised a single aerial array mounted on a 
gantry and a 50ft by 18ft (15.2m by 5.5m) non-metallic operations hut. Additional on-site buildings 
included a small standby set house for reserve power, huts for offices and recreation, and a guard 
hut for the site entrance. It later was developed into a Final station. Final GCI or AMES Type 7 
stations comprised a single rotating aerial array with transmitter equipment stored beneath in an 
underground bunker, and a large brick-built operations room or Happidrome. In 1947 the 
Happidrome was used as the Northern Sector Operations Centre (SOC), until the purpose built SOC 
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opened at Shipton in 1953. The station was replaced with a new, advanced radar station at 
Holmpton in the early to mid 1950s. 

 
A Plan of the Structure still there today 
From http://www.hulldailymail.co.uk/RAF-base-heart-want-honour-kept-east-coast-safe/story-
18232819-detail/story.html: 
Gp Capt JD Ford, master controller, warns of unidentified enemy aircraft at RAF Patrington in March 
1968. 
3763. POSSIBLY Wing Commander Peter William HARLE (166633). Signed 31 October 
1966. RAF Fylingdales. 

267 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Fylingdales: 
RAF Fylingdales is a Royal Air Force station on Snod Hill in the North York Moors, England. Its 
motto is "Vigilamus" (translates to "We are watching"). It is a radar base and is also part of the 
Ballistic Missile Early Warning System (BMEWS). As part of intelligence-sharing arrangements 
between the United States and United Kingdom (see, for example, the UKUSA Agreement), data 
collected at RAF Fylingdales are shared between the two countries. Its primary purpose is to give 
the British and US governments warning of an impending ballistic missile attack (part of the so-
called four minute warning during the Cold War). A secondary role is the detection and tracking of 
orbiting objects. 
Operation 
BMEWS 
While the radar station remains a British asset operated and commanded by the Royal Air Force, it 
also forms one of three stations in the United States BMEWS network (the United States also funds 
the cost of the radar units). The other two stations in the network are Thule Air Base, Greenland 
and Clear Air Force Station, Alaska. The data grab obtained by Fylingdales is shared fully and freely 
with the United States, where it feeds into the US-Canadian North American Aerospace Defense 
Command at Peterson Air Force Base in Colorado Springs. To this end a United States Air Force 
liaison officer is stationed at the base. 
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Systems 
The primary radars of RAF Fylingdales are Active electronically scanned array (AESA) (phased array) 
radars, mounted on each face of a truncated tetrahedron, typically referred to as the "pyramid". 
This makes Fylingdales unique amongst its peers in that it covers a full 360 degrees. Each of the 
three arrays contains around 2 560 transmit/receive modules; total peak power output equates to 
some 2.5 MW, with a tracking range of 5 556+ km. 
Controversy 
The functions of RAF Fylingdales have been subject to criticism from opposition groups, such as 
the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CND), leading to protests being held on occasion. These 
stem from concerns regarding the base's association with nuclear warfare and the militarisation of 
space. They argue against the UK assisting the US National Missile Defense (NMD) programme 
with RAF Fylingdales' ability to detect attacks, claiming it to be unnecessary. 
The Ministry of Defence (MoD) defends the use and role of the facility however, regarding RAF 
Fylingdales as part of the UK's contribution to counter a military threat. The MoD states that 
although ballistic missile attack is a minor threat currently, this could change in the long-term 
future if as yet unknown enemies develop missiles as a means to overcome large distances to strike 
at the UK. 
Another RAF Station, RAF Menwith Hill, is also located in Yorkshire and has a close arrangement 
with the United States. It too has been the focus of protests. 
Cultural reference 
The monitoring function is referred to in the Jethro Tull song "Fylingdale Flyer" which appears on 
the album A and in the Slipstream video. 
History 
Cold War 

 
The radomes at Fylingdales in 1986 

 
The Solid State Phased Array Radar (SSPAR) 
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The station was built by the Radio Corporation of America (RCA) in 1962, and was maintained by 
RCA (Great Britain), now Serco Group plc. RAF Fylingdales consisted of three 40-metre-diameter 
'golfballs' or geodesic domes (radomes) containing mechanically steered radar. It became a local 
tourist attraction as a result. Coach tours to the nearby coastal town of Whitby drove past the site, 
at which point drivers would typically switch the radio on and allow passengers to listen to the 
interference caused by the radars. 
3764. Wing Commander Hugh Lionel CALDER-JONES OBE (153766). Signed 31 October 
1966. RAF Chivenor. 

267 
According to Air of Authority, he was Commanding Officer of RAF Chivenor from 27 August 1965 
to 24 November 1967. 
From memoryspot.com: 

 
Order of the British Empire Flown in Puma HC1 from RAF Odiham Pilot signed by GC B A Wright: 
Signed by 7 RAF OBE holders on reverse GC H L Calder-Jones who was OC RAF Chivenor 1965-7. 
From http://www.thisisannouncements.co.uk/5641073: 
“CALDER-JONES Gp Capt Hugh Lionel O.B.E. RAF(Retired) On May 7th 2009, aged 84 years, 
peacefully after a long and courageous struggle.” 
3765. Wing Commander Leonard Gordon ASH (102768). Signed 31 October 1966. HQ 
Fighter Command. 

268 
He is mentioned in several editions of the LG. 
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3766. Group Captain John Oswald DALLEY DFM (130136). Signed 31 October 1966. RAF 
Binbrook. 

268 
His DFM was announced in the LG, 9 October 1942: 
Distinguished Flying Medal. 1172588 Flight Sergeant John Oswald DALLEY, No. 69 Squadron. 
“Flight Sergeant Dalley has completed a large number of operational sorties. In September, 1942, 
after locating an important enemy convoy in the Mediterranean, his aircraft developed engine 
trouble. Displaying great courage and fortitude, whilst faced with the grave risk of having to alight 
in the sea with little prospect of being rescued, he elected to fly his aircraft for approximately 400 
miles over sea direct to his base. Throughout, Flight Sergeant Dalley has shown the greatest 
determination and enthusiasm.” 
According to Air of Authority, he was Commanding Officer of RAF Binbrook from October 1964 to 
May 1967. 
From Leo Mckinstry’s Spitfire: Portrait of a Legend, John Murray (29 May 2008): 

 
…. 
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3767. Group Captain Unknown. Signed 31 October 1966. HQ Fighter Command. 

268 
This might be Group Captain L H BARTLETT DSO. 
3768. Group Captain Hans NEUBROCH OBE (152210). Signed 31 October 1966. RAF 
Wattisham. 

268 
According to Air of Authority, he was Commanding Officer of RAF Wattisham from 5 August 1966 
to 6 December 1968. 
From http://www.cetconnect.org/video/hans-neubroch-ww2-raf-veteran: 
Video WW2 Veteran of the RAF, Hans Neubroch, tells about his experiences. Mr. Neubroch recalls 
his memories of the air raids over London when he was a teenager. When he became of age he 
joined the RAF and received his pilot's training in Canada. After the war ended Mr. Neubroch was 
stationed behind the Iron Curtain and then worked for Britain's diplomatic service. Recorded 22 
August 2007. 
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3769. Squadron Leader [later Wing Commander] Geoffrey Walter OLIVER (181424). Signed 
31 October 1966. RAF Bawdsey. 

268 
He also signed this book on 12 December 1961. 
3770. Princess MARGARET, Countess of Snowdon CI GCVO GCStJ (Margaret Rose; 21 
August 1930 – 9 February 2002). Signed 3 June 1965. 

269 
From Flight International, 20 May 1965: 

 
From http://67.69.104.76:84/Marville/other/maother-196.html: 
3 June 1965. S/L Frazer and F/L Huddlestone attended the Standard presentation ceremony at RAF 
Leuchars, Scotland. The trophy was presented by Princess Margaret to the 74th (Trinidad) Sqn RAF 
(RAF "Tiger" Sqn). 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Princess_Margaret,_Countess_of_Snowdon: 
Early Life 
Margaret was born Her Royal Highness Princess Margaret Rose of York on 21 August 1930 at 
Glamis Castle in Scotland, her mother's ancestral home. The registration of her birth was delayed 
for several days to avoid her being numbered 13 in the parish register. At the time of her birth, she 
was fourth in the line of succession to the British throne. Her father was Prince Albert, Duke of York 
(later George VI), the second son of King George V and Queen Mary. As a grandchild of the 
Sovereign in the male line, Margaret Rose was styled Her Royal Highness from birth. Her mother 
was Elizabeth, Duchess of York, the youngest daughter of the 14th Earl and the Countess of 
Strathmore and Kinghorne. The Duchess of York originally wanted the names Ann Margaret, as she 
explained to Queen Mary in a letter: "I am very anxious to call her Ann Margaret, as I think Ann of 
York sounds pretty, & Elizabeth and Ann go so well together." King George V disliked the name 
Ann approved of the alternative "Margaret Rose". She was baptised in the private chapel of 
Buckingham Palace on 30 October 1930 by Cosmo Lang, the Archbishop of Canterbury. Her 
godparents were: the Prince of Wales (her paternal uncle, for whom his brother the Prince George 
stood proxy); Princess Ingrid of Sweden (her paternal cousin, for whom another cousin Lady Patricia 
Ramsay stood proxy); the Princess Victoria (her paternal great-aunt); the Lady Rose Leveson-Gower 
(her maternal aunt); and the Hon David Bowes-Lyon (her maternal uncle). 
Margaret's early life was spent primarily at the Yorks' residences at 145 Piccadilly (their town house 
in London) or Royal Lodge in Windsor. The Yorks were perceived by the public as an ideal family: 
father, mother and children unfounded rumours that Margaret was deaf and dumb were not 
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completely dispelled until Margaret's first main public appearance at her uncle Prince George's 
wedding in 1934. She was educated alongside her sister, Princess Elizabeth, by their Scottish 
governess Marion Crawford. Her education was mainly supervised by her mother, who in the words 
of Randolph Churchill "never aimed at bringing her daughters up to be more than nicely behaved 
young ladies". When Queen Mary insisted upon the importance of education, the Duchess of York 
commented, "I don't know what she meant. After all I and my sisters only had governesses and we 
all married well—one of us very well". Margaret was resentful about her limited education, 
especially in later years, aiming criticism at her mother.12 However, Margaret's mother told a friend 
that she "regretted" that her own daughters did not go to school like other children,13 and the 
employment of a governess rather than sending the girls to school may have been done only at 
the insistence of King George V. 
George V died when Margaret was five, and her uncle succeeded as King Edward VIII. Less than a 
year later, on 11 December 1936, Edward abdicated to marry Wallis Simpson, a twice-divorced 
American, whom neither the Church of England nor the Dominion governments would accept as 
Queen. The Church would not recognise the marriage of a divorced woman with a living ex-
husband as valid. Edward's abdication left a reluctant Duke of York in his place as King George VI, 
and Margaret unexpectedly became second in line to the throne with the style The Princess 
Margaret to indicate her status as a child of the sovereign. The family moved into Buckingham 
Palace; Margaret's room overlooked The Mall. 

 
William Timym, "HRH Princess Margaret", c. 1944. 
Margaret was a Brownie in the 1st Buckingham Palace Brownie Pack, formed in 1937. She was also 
a Girl Guide and later a Sea Ranger. She served as President of Girlguiding UK from 1965 until her 
death in 2002. 
At the outbreak of World War II, Margaret and her sister were at Birkhall, on the Balmoral Castle 
estate, where they stayed until Christmas 1939 enduring nights so cold that drinking water in 
carafes by their bedside froze. They spent Christmas at Sandringham House, before moving to 
Windsor Castle just outside London for much of the remainder of the war. Lord Hailsham wrote to 
Prime Minister Winston Churchill to advise the evacuation of the princesses to the greater safety of 
Canada, to which their mother famously replied "The children won't go without me. I won't leave 
without the King. And the King will never leave." Unlike other members of the royal family, 
Margaret was not expected to undertake any public or official duties during the war. She 
developed her skills at singing and playing the piano. Her contemporaries thought she was spoilt 
by her parents, especially her father, who allowed her to take liberties not usually permissible, such 
as being allowed to stay up to dinner at the age of 13. Marion Crawford despaired at the attention 
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Margaret was getting, writing to friends "Could you this year only ask Princess Elizabeth to your 
party? ... Princess Margaret does draw all the attention and Princess Elizabeth lets her do that." 
Elizabeth, however, did not mind this, commenting, "oh, it's so much easier when Margaret's 
there—everybody laughs at what Margaret says". King George described Elizabeth as his pride and 
Margaret as his joy. 
Post-war years 
Following the end of the war in 1945, Margaret appeared on the balcony at Buckingham Palace 
with her family and Prime Minister Winston Churchill. Afterwards, both Elizabeth and Margaret 
joined the crowds outside the palace incognito chanting, "we want the King, we want the Queen!". 
On 1 February 1947, Margaret, Elizabeth and her parents embarked on a state tour of Southern 
Africa. The three-month long visit was Margaret's first visit abroad, and she later claimed that she 
remembered "every minute of it". Margaret was chaperoned by Peter Townsend, the King's 
equerry. Later that year, Margaret was a bridesmaid at Elizabeth's wedding. Elizabeth had two 
children, Charles and Anne, in the next three years, which moved Margaret further down the line of 
succession. 
In 1950, the former royal governess, Marion Crawford, published a biography of Elizabeth and 
Margaret's childhood years titled The Little Princesses in which she described Margaret's "light-
hearted fun and frolics" and her "amusing and outrageous ... antics". The royal family were appalled 
at what they saw as Crawford's invasion of their privacy and breach of trust, as a result of which 
Crawford was ostracised from royal circles. 
As a beautiful young woman, with an 18-inch waist and "vivid blue eyes", Margaret enjoyed 
socialising with high society and the young, aristocratic set, including Sharman Douglas, the 
daughter of the American ambassador, Lewis Williams Douglas. She was often featured in the press 
at balls, parties, and night-clubs. The number of her official engagements increased, which included 
a tour of Italy, Switzerland and France, and she joined a growing number of charitable 
organisations as President or Patron. 
Her twenty-first birthday party was held at Balmoral in August 1951. The following month her 
father underwent surgery for lung cancer, and Margaret was appointed one of the Counsellors of 
State who undertook the King's official duties while he was incapacitated. Her father died six 
months later, and her sister became queen. 
Marriage 
Margaret was grief-stricken by her father's death, and was prescribed sedatives to help her sleep. 
She wrote, "He was such a wonderful person, the very heart and centre of our happy family." She 
was consoled by her deeply held Christian beliefs. With her widowed mother, Margaret moved out 
of Buckingham Palace and into Clarence House, while her sister and her family moved out of 
Clarence House and into Buckingham Palace. Peter Townsend was appointed Comptroller of her 
mother's household. 
By 1953, Townsend was divorced from his first wife; he proposed marriage to Margaret. He was 16 
years her senior, and had two children from his previous marriage. Margaret accepted, and 
informed the Queen of her desire to marry Townsend. The Queen's consent was required by the 
Royal Marriages Act 1772. As in 1936, the Church of England refused to countenance the 
remarriage of the divorced. Queen Mary had recently died, and Elizabeth was about to be crowned. 
After her coronation, she planned to tour the Empire for six months. The Queen told Margaret, 
"Under the circumstances, it isn't unreasonable for me to ask you to wait a year." The Queen was 
counselled by her private secretary to post Townsend abroad she refused, instead transferring him 
from the Queen Mother's household to her own. The British Cabinet refused to approve the 
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marriage, and newspapers reported that the marriage was "unthinkable" and "would fly in the face 
of Royal and Christian tradition". Churchill informed the Queen that the Dominion prime ministers 
were unanimously against the marriage, and that Parliament would not approve a marriage that 
would be unrecognised by the Church of England unless Margaret renounced her rights to the 
throne. Churchill arranged for Townsend to be posted to Brussels. Polls run by popular newspapers 
appeared to show that the public supported Margaret's personal choice, regardless of Church 
teaching or the government's opinion. For two years, press speculation continued. Margaret was 
told by clerics, incorrectly, that she would be unable to take communion if she married a divorced 
man. Finally, Margaret issued a statement: 
“I would like it to be known that I have decided not to marry Group Captain Peter Townsend. I have 
been aware that, subject to my renouncing my rights of succession, it might have been possible for 
me to contract a civil marriage. But mindful of the Church's teachings that Christian marriage is 
indissoluble, and conscious of my duty to the Commonwealth, I have resolved to put these 
considerations before others. I have reached this decision entirely alone, and in doing so I have 
been strengthened by the unfailing support and devotion of Group Captain Townsend.” 
Other rumoured suitors included the Hon. Dominic Elliot, Billy Wallace, Colin Tennant, (later the 3rd 
Baron Glenconner) and John Turner. Margaret married the photographer Antony Armstrong-Jones 
at Westminster Abbey on 6 May 1960. She reportedly accepted his proposal a day after learning 
from Peter Townsend that he intended to marry a young Belgian woman, Marie-Luce Jamagne, 
who was half his age and bore a striking resemblance to Margaret. The announcement of the 
engagement, on 26 February 1960, took the press by surprise. Margaret had taken care to conceal 
the romance from reporters. The ceremony was the first royal wedding to be broadcast on 
television, and attracted viewing figures of 300 million worldwide. Margaret's corsage was designed 
by Norman Hartnell, and the honeymoon was spent aboard the royal yacht Britannia on a six-week 
Caribbean cruise. As a wedding present, Colin Tennant gave her a plot of land on his private 
Caribbean island, Mustique. The newly-weds moved into rooms in Kensington Palace. In 1961, the 
Princess's husband was created Earl of Snowdon, whereupon she became formally styled HRH The 
Princess Margaret, Countess of Snowdon. 
The couple had two children (both born by Caesarean section at Margaret's request): David, 
Viscount Linley, born 3 November 1961, and Lady Sarah, born 1 May 1964. 
The marriage widened Princess Margaret's social circle beyond the Court and aristocracy to include 
show business celebrities and bohemians, and was seen at the time as reflecting the breakdown of 
class barriers. The Snowdons experimented with the styles and fashions of the 1960s. 
Royal Duties 
Princess Margaret began her royal duties at an early age. She attended the silver jubilee of her 
grandparents, King George V and Queen Mary, aged five in 1935. She later attended her parents' 
coronation in 1937. Her first major royal tour occurred when she joined her parents and sister for a 
tour of South Africa in 1947. Her tour aboard Britannia to the British colonies in the Caribbean in 
1955 created a sensation throughout the West Indies, and calypsos were dedicated to her. As 
colonies of the British Commonwealth of Nations sought nationhood, Princess Margaret 
represented the Crown at independence ceremonies in Jamaica in 1962 and Tuvalu and Dominica 
in 1978. Her visit to Tuvalu was cut short after an illness, which may have been viral pneumonia, 
and she was flown to Australia to recuperate. Other overseas tours included the United States in 
1963, Japan in 1969 and 1979, the United States and Canada in 1974, Australia in 1975, the 
Philippines in 1980, Swaziland in 1981, and China in 1987. During an official visit to Copenhagen, 
Denmark, in 1964, she was allegedly bugged by the KGB. 
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The Princess's main interests were welfare charities, music and ballet. She was President of the 
National Society and of the Royal Scottish Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children and 
Invalid Children's Aid Nationwide (also called 'I CAN'). She was Grand President of the St John 
Ambulance Brigade and Colonel-in-Chief of Queen Alexandra's Royal Army Nursing Corps. She was 
also the president or patron of numerous organisations, such as the West Indies Olympic 
Association, the Girl Guides, Northern Ballet Theatre, and the London Lighthouse (an AIDS charity 
that has since merged with the Terrence Higgins Trust). 
Private Life 
Reportedly, her first extramarital affair took place in 1966, with her daughter's godfather, Bordeaux 
wine producer Anthony Barton, and a year later she had a one-month liaison with Robin Douglas-
Home, a nephew of British politician Alec Douglas-Home. Margaret claimed that her relationship 
with Douglas-Home was platonic her letters to him (which were later sold) were intimate. Douglas-
Home, a depressive, committed suicide 18 months after the split with Margaret. Claims that she 
was romantically involved with musician Mick Jagger, actor Peter Sellers, and Australian cricketer 
Keith Miller are unproven. The entertainer Leslie Hutchinson, who was 30 years older than 
Margaret, is believed by Charlotte Breese, his biographer, to have had a "brief liaison" with 
Margaret in 1955. A 2009 biography of actor David Niven had assertions, based on information 
from his widow and a good friend of Niven's, that he too had had an affair with the princess. 
Another association was supposedly with John Bindon, a cockney actor who had spent time in 
prison. His story, sold to the Daily Mirror, boasted of a close relationship with Margaret and, while 
it was debatable, the publicity that followed further damaged her reputation. 
By the early 1970s, the Snowdons had drifted apart. In September 1973, Colin Tennant (later Baron 
Glenconner) introduced Margaret to Roddy Llewellyn. Llewellyn was seventeen years her junior. In 
1974, he was a guest at the holiday home she had built on Mustique. It was the first of several 
visits. Margaret described their relationship as "a loving friendship". Once, when Llewellyn left on 
an impulsive trip to Turkey, Margaret became emotionally distraught and took an overdose of 
sleeping tablets. "I was so exhausted because of everything", she later said, "that all I wanted to do 
was sleep." As she recovered, her ladies-in-waiting kept Lord Snowdon away from her, afraid that 
seeing him would distress her further. 
In February 1976, a picture of Margaret and Llewellyn in swimsuits on Mustique was published on 
the front page of the News of the World tabloid. The press portrayed Margaret and Llewellyn as a 
predatory older woman and her toyboy lover. The following month, the Snowdons publicly 
acknowledged that their marriage had irretrievably broken down. There were calls to remove her 
from the Civil list. Labour MPs denounced her as "a royal parasite" and a "floosie". On 11 July 1978, 
the Snowdons' divorce was finalised. It was the first divorce of a senior royal since Princess Victoria 
of Edinburgh in 1901. In December Snowdon married Lucy Lindsay-Hogg. 
While on a fund-raising tour of the United States in October 1979 on behalf of the Royal Opera 
House, Margaret became embroiled in a controversy following the assassination of Louis 
Mountbatten, 1st Earl Mountbatten of Burma. Mountbatten and members of his family were killed 
by a bomb planted by the Provisional Irish Republican Army. Seated at a dinner reception in 
Chicago with columnist Abra Anderson and mayor Jane Byrne, Margaret told them that the royal 
family had been moved by the many letters of condolence from Ireland. The following day, a single 
press report, written by Anderson's rival Irv Kupcinet, claimed that Margaret had referred to the 
Irish as "pigs". Margaret, Anderson and Byrne all issued immediate denials the damage was already 
done. The rest of the tour drew demonstrations, and Margaret's security was doubled in the face of 
physical threats. 
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In 1981, Llewellyn married Tatiana Soskin, whom he had known for ten years. Margaret remained 
close friends with them both. In January 1981, Margaret was a guest on the BBC Radio 4 
programme Desert Island Discs. 
Illness and death 
The Princess's later life was marred by illness and disability. She had smoked cigarettes since at 
least the age of 15 and had continued to smoke heavily for many years.100 On 5 January 1985, she 
had part of her left lung removed; the operation drew parallels with that of her father over 30 years 
earlier. In 1991, she quit smoking continued to drink heavily. In January 1993, she was admitted to 
hospital for pneumonia. She experienced a mild stroke in 1998 at her holiday home in Mustique. 
Early in the following year, the Princess suffered severe scalds to her feet in a bathroom accident, 
which affected her mobility to the extent she required support when walking and sometimes used 
a wheelchair. In January and March 2001, further strokes were diagnosed, which had left her with 
partial vision and paralysis on the left side. Margaret's last public appearances were at the 101st 
birthday celebrations of her mother in August 2001, and the 100th birthday celebration of her aunt, 
Princess Alice, Duchess of Gloucester, that December. 
Princess Margaret died in the King Edward VII Hospital, London, on 9 February 2002 at the age of 
71, after suffering another stroke. Her funeral was held on 15 February 2002—the 50th anniversary 
of her father's funeral. In line with her wishes, the ceremony was a private service for family and 
friends. Unlike most other members of the royal family, Princess Margaret was cremated, at Slough 
Crematorium. Her ashes were placed in the tomb of her parents, King George VI and Queen 
Elizabeth The Queen Mother (who died seven weeks after Margaret), in the King George VI 
Memorial Chapel in St George's Chapel, Windsor Castle, two months later. A state memorial service 
was held at Westminster Abbey on 19 April 2002. 
Legacy 
Observers often characterised her as a spoiled snob capable of cutting remarks or hauteur. She 
even apparently looked down on her own grandmother, Mary of Teck, because Mary was born a 
princess with only the "Serene Highness" style, whereas Margaret was a royal princess with the 
"Royal Highness" style at birth. Their letters, however, provide no indication of friction between 
them. She could also be charming and informal. People who came into contact with her could be 
perplexed by her capricious swings between frivolity and formality. Marion Crawford explained, 
"Impulsive and bright remarks she made became headlines and, taken out of their context, began 
to produce in the public eye an oddly distorted personality that bore little resemblance to the 
Margaret we knew." Margaret's acquaintance Gore Vidal wrote, "She was far too intelligent for her 
station in life." He recalled a conversation with Margaret, in which she discussed her public 
notoriety, saying, "It was inevitable: when there are two sisters and one is the Queen, who must be 
the source of honour and all that is good, while the other must be the focus of the most creative 
malice, the evil sister." 
In June 2006, much of her estate was auctioned by Christie's to meet inheritance tax, though some 
of the items were sold in aid of charities such as the Stroke Association. A world record price of 
£1.24 million was set by a Fabergé clock, and the Poltimore tiara, worn for her wedding in 1960, 
sold for £926,400. The sale of her effects totalled £13,658,000. In April 2007, an exhibition titled 
Princess Line – The Fashion Legacy of Princess Margaret opened at Kensington Palace, showcasing 
contemporary fashion from British designers such as Vivienne Westwood inspired by Princess 
Margaret's legacy of style. Christopher Bailey's Spring 2006 collection for Burberry was inspired by 
Margaret's look from the 1960s. 
Princess Margaret's private life was for many years the subject of intense speculation by media and 
royal-watchers. Her house on Mustique, designed by her husband's uncle the stage designer Oliver 
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Messel, was her favourite holiday destination. Allegations of wild parties and drug taking were 
made in a documentary broadcast after the Princess's death. Her supposed Mustique indiscretions 
form an important part of the background of the quasi-historical 2008 film The Bank Job. Princess 
Margaret was portrayed by Lucy Cohu in the Channel 4 TV drama The Queen's Sister (2005), by 
Trulie MacLeod in the TV drama The Women of Windsor (1992), and by Hannah Wiltshire in the TV 
drama Bertie and Elizabeth; she is portrayed silently in the second series première of Ashes to 
Ashes (2009, set in 1982) and subsequently complains off-camera about one of the principal 
characters. In the Academy Award-winning 2010 film The King's Speech, Margaret features as a 
child and is portrayed by Ramona Marquez. 
Her affair with Peter Townsend and the Queen's dealing with this was the subject of the first 
episode of the Channel 4 Docudrama, The Queen, in which she was portrayed by Katie McGrath. 
It is argued that Margaret's most enduring legacy is an accidental one. Perhaps unwittingly, 
Margaret paved the way for public acceptance of royal divorce. Her life, if not her actions, made the 
decisions and choices of her sister's children, three of whom divorced, easier than they otherwise 
would have been.  
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 ............................................................................... 517 
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